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The finding that vapors of certain glycols were highly germicidal for air-borne
bacteria and viruses (1-3) presented the possibility of employing these com
pounds for disinfection of atmospheres occupied by human beings. Of the two
glycols studied most extensively, namely, propylene and triethylene, the former
was known to be essentially non-toxic (4-7) and while acute toxicity tests on
triethylene glycol had likewise shown that very large doses are required to kill
animals (8-10) the effect of prolonged administration of this glycol had not been
determined. Moreover, not withstanding the known inocuousness of propylene
glycol when administered by mouth or injected intravenously, it was felt that in
the absence of adequate tests we could not assume that the inhalation of this
glycol would be without deleterious effect on the lungs. Preliminary intra tracheal injections in the rat of as little as 0.25 cc. of undiluted propylene glycol
caused marked pulmonary irritation, acute edema and later fibrosis and abscess
formation.
The very low vapor pressures of propylene glycol and triethylene glycol at
Toom temperature (table 2) as well as the fact that both glycols are very soluble
in the body fluids, made it seem unlikely that in the amounts present as vapor in
"the air, enough glycol could accumulate to cause irritation of the respiratory
tract. Nevertheless it was only as a result of prolonged exposure of animals to
atmospheres saturated first with propylene glycol and later with triethylene glycol
that this possibility was definitely excluded. A brief report on this work was
made several years ago when the study was still under way (11). The present
communication embodies the results of the completed investigation.
MATERIALSANDMETHODS
>

Characteristics of Glycols Employed. The glycols employed in these toxicity
tests were purified materials which met with the specifications listed in table I.1
Vaporization of Glycols for Inhalation Experiments. Various methods for the
vaporization of the glycols were employed, during the course of these experiments
1The glycols used in this study were supplied through the kindness of Mr. D. B. Williams
and Mr. E. Fogle of the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation. This company has
placed on the market a purified triethylene glycol labelled "Air Sterilization Grade."
52
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since as time went on refinements in techniques were developed which made
possible more careful control of the experimental conditions. In the first test of
propylene glycol vapor on rats, a DeVilbiss atomizer # 180 , operated by air under
300 mm. pressure was used to introduce a very fine spray of propylene glycol into
the chamber. The droplets produced were sufficiently small so that enough
glycol evaporated to maintain a constantly saturated atmosphere. The air
pressure supply was regulated automatically by clockwork so that glycol was
TABLE 1
Purity specifications for propylene and triethylene glycols intended for use in aerial
disinfection
PROPYLENE

Specific gravity
Boiling point

Refractive
Acidity

index

Solubility

Color
Ash
Analysis

Odor
LDso when admin
istered by stomach
tube in 50% aque
ous solution

TRIETHYLENE GLYCOL

GLYCOL

20Â°
1.0370 to 1.0400 at ^C.
Range between 180-210Â°C.,with
90% of the material boiling be
low 195Â°C.
1.4316-1.4335 N"

1.1220 to 1.1270 at
275-310Â°C.

Â¿0

Equivalent
to not more than
0.093 mg. KOH per gm. sample
Completely miscible with water
at 20Â°C.,and leaving no insolu

1.4549-1.4565 N S
Equivalent to not more than 0.19
mg. KOH per gm. sample
Completely miscible with water
at 20Â°C.,and leaving no insolu

ble residue
Not darker than 15 on the plati
num cobalt scale (12)
Not more than 0.010% by weight
By periodate oxidation (13) to
give at least 95.0% propylene
glycol by weight
None
In rats, 22 cc. per kilogram body
weight*

ble matter
Not darker than 30 on platinum
cobalt scale (12)
Not more than 0.010% by weight
Hydroxyl value of 22.25-23.00 by
means of acetic anhydridepyridine test
Slight, or none
In rats, 15-18.0 gm. per kilogram
body weight t

* Similar values were found by previous workers (4, 5).
t Similar values were reported by earlier workers (8, 10).

sprayed for 30 minutes out of every hour. This method was eventually aban
doned, however, because it was found to be very wasteful of glycol. In its stead,
a regulated drip of liquid glycol onto the bare surface of an electric hot plate at
about 225Â°C.was at first substituted.
However, this arrangement was also
found unsatisfactory as it produced extensive decomposition of the glycol (vide
infra). An arrangement which worked fairly well for prop3rlene glycol consisted
in a sleeve of glass cloth sewed around the blade of a knife-type electric heater so
as to cover it completely. The heater was mounted in a horizontal position
above a dish of glycol, into which one end of the glass cloth wicking dipped.
Glycol was drawn up into the wick by capillary attraction, and on reaching the
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zone near the heater, was vaporized. The current through the heater was
regulated so that the decomposition temperature of the glycol was not exceeded.
A fan placed behind the vaporizer distributed the vapor throughout the chamber.
The vaporization of triethylene glycol in these tests was accomplished by a
slightly different method, because this compound is more sensitive to thermal
decomposition. A satisfactory system for producing atmospheres continuously
saturated or supersaturated with triethylene glycol was achieved by placing a
shallow dish of the liquid on a hot-plate which was regulated to keep the temp
erature of the glycol at 100Â°C. A constant level device attached to a larger
reservoir prevented loss of volume of the liquid in the dish, with consequent rise
in temperature.
A small electric fan behind the vaporizer, dispersed the vapor
throughout the test chamber. In the final test where the concentration of
triethylene glycol vapor was kept constant by means of a glycostat (21) this
same principle of vaporization was employed, except that the vaporizer was en
closed in a metal cylinder at the top of which a magnetically-controlled butterfly
valve was arranged. The glycostat, responding to the actual concentration of
glycol vapor in the air, automatically adjusted the butterfly valve so as continu
ously to maintain the desired vapor concentration.
This last method, which
operated continuously for ten months provided the most precise and convenient
means for producing a controlled vapor concentration, over long periods of time.
A summary of the atmospheric conditions which prevailed in the tests which
will be described is presented in table 2. In considering the concentrations of
each glycol vapor attained in the air, cognizance must be taken of the variation in
the saturation point with relative humidity (15). In all the experiments where
the glycol level is listed as "continuous supersaturation," so much excess vapor
was introduced that the room was constantly filled with a dense fog of condensed
glycol droplets. This condition would represent an amount of glycol greatly in
excess of that regarded as desireable for aerial disinfection under conditions of
human habitation (16).
PROPYLENEGLYCOL
Inhalation of Vapor by Rats. The first tests on the effect of inhaling propylene
glycol vapor were made on white rats. An initial colony of 30 animals weighing
80 to 90 grams at the beginning of the test were divided into two groupsâ€”20 test
and 10 controls. The animals were placed in identical chambers 5' long, 3' high
and 2'6" deep with 5-6 individuals in a cage. The number of rats in each group
was increased by birth of young. Breeding was controlled to produce about
equal populations in the two groups. The temperature in the chambers was
maintained between 75 and 80Â°F.by means of a fan blowing on a small radiator
through which flowed a controlled stream of tap water. By using large trays
of CaCl2 it was found possible to prevent the relative humidity exceeding a range
of 45 to 65 per cent.
The rats were fed on a dry meal diet consisting of corn meal, linseed meal,
casein, powdered alfalfa, powdered brewers yeast, CaC03 and NaCl. Observa
tions during life were made on gain in weigh, color of coat, possible effects OP
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conjunctiva, number of young born and general condition. As shown in table 2
these animals were maintained constantly in an atmosphere supersaturated with
propylene glycol vapor.
Growth Rate. The growth curves of the two sets of rats shown in figure 1, were
made by averaging the weights of individual animals observed during equivalent
periods of time. The weights of the young born in the chambers were added to
the growth curve when they reached the value at which their parents began the
experiment, e.g. 80 to 90 grams. The weights of only the male rats (20 in the
control and 19 in the test group) were plotted since the females varied so much
with the birth of young. The animals in the glycol chamber gained weight more
rapidly than did the control rats and the weights of the former group at 12
TABLE 2
Atmospheric
EXPERIMENTPropylene

conditions prevailing in the glycol vapor inhalation experiments
Of
Â«LYCOLREQUIRED FOR CONCENTRATIONContinuous
GLYCOL
TUMP.*F.75-8078-8277-8277-8278-8278-82XH%45-6550-6050-6045-6550-6050-60CONCENTRATION
SATURATIONmg.

/liter0.17

glycolPropylene

-0.35*0.23

supersatu
rationAbout
-0.35*0.23
glycolPropylene
saturation(.1060%
mg./l.)Continuous
.22
-0.35*0.0025glycolTriethylene
supersatu
rationContinuous
.005t0.0031glycolTriethylene
supersatu
rationContinuous
.0046f0.0031glycolTrietbylene
supersatu
ration65-75%
.0046tACTUAL
saturation(0.002-0.003
glycolANIMALSRatsMonkeysMonkeysRatsMonkeysMonkeysROOM
mg./l.)
* Calculated on the basis of Raoult's law, using experimental data of Puck and Wise (14)
for vapor pressures of pure propylene glycol.
t From experimental data of Wise and Puck (15).

months were about 50 per cent greater than the latter. We have no explanation
to offer for this difference since, except for the presence of the glycol vapor, all
conditions were approximately the same in each group. There was no essential
change in the weights of the rats of either group after twelve months.
The rats in the glycol atmosphere bred just as regularly and produced just as,
large litters as did the control animals. The young of the two groups were in
distinguishable in appearance and weight-gain. No conjunctival irritation was
observed. At one period, shortly after the hot plate vaporization was substi
tuted for the atomization method of dispersal, a yellowish discoloration of the
coats of the rats in the glycol chamber was observed. This was found to be due
to decomposition of the glycol by an excessively high temperature (220Â°C.)of
the surface of the hot plate. When the method of vaporization was changed so
that the temperature of the glycol remained below 95Â°C.,the yellow tint of the
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coat disappeared. All the rats, both glycol-exposed and normal, appeared to be
in good condition at the time they were sacrificed. No deaths occurred.
Examination at Autopsy. After intervals of time from 3 to 18 months as
shown in table 3, the rats were killed with an intra-peritoneal injection of pentobarbital sodium. Urine aspirated from the bladder showed no abnormal finding?
500
â€¢ GLYCOL RATS
O-â€”CONTROL
RATS

450

I

2

MONTHS

4

56789
EXPOSURE

10
TO

GLYCOL

II

12

VAPOR

Fio. I. COMPARATIVE
GROWTHRATESOFRATSKEPT CONTINUOUSLY
IN ANATMOSPHERE
SATURATED
WITHPROPILENEGLYCOLVAPOR
ANDA SIMILARGROUPOFCONTROLANIMALS
Male rats only included in the graph; nineteen in the test and twenty in the control
groups. Rats about seven weeks old when experiment begun.

in either test or control animals. The lungs were fixed with Zenker-formol by the
method previously described (17) which consists in clamping off the aorta, next
compression of the ventricles in order to fill the pulmonary vessels, followed by
application of a tight suture around the base of the heart. The fixing fluid is
then allowed to run into the trachea under slight pressure. One section through
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each lobe of the lungs \vas laken as well as sections of liver, kidney and spleen.
Maximow's hemotoxylin-eosin-azure stain was employed.
Lungs. The gross appearance of the lungs in both the glycol exposed and
control rats was normal except in certain instances in which consolidation of a
part or a whole lobe was present. On microscopic examination of such regions,
evidence of a localized infectious process was found. This varied from a very
small area of intra-alveolar accumulation of polymorphonuclear leucocytes to
the involvement of a whole lobe. In some cases the lesion was in the process of
resolution as shown by the macrophagic nature of the exÃºdate. Such lesions
were with a single exception found only in rats which had been kept in the
chambers for 8 months or longer2 and occurred in 25 per cent of the control
animals (table 4). In contrast only two lesions of a similar nature were found
in the 26 rats kept in a propylene glycol atmosphere for 8 to 18 months.
The most common change in the lungs was a pervascular and peribronchial
accumulation of round cells which first began to appear after the end of 4Â£to 5
TABLE 3
Exposure of rats to propylene glycol vapor
11071?NTHS
(83n>F EXI93Ã±Â«SUEE10??TO
TE1101ST
COI1233Ã•DITIO138nKS153417n31847TOTALM
KOF Mill

HATS3938

Number
ratskilled
of
eachchamber
in
atsuccessiveintervalsGlycolControl31?443mS52tlBEK6?4OF

months residence in the chambers.

As time went on the size of these "collars"

of cells increased and in certain animals became most pronounced. This change
occurred with equal frequency in both control and test animals. Figure2 shows
peri vascular collars of moderate degree in a 5 months-old control rat. Examina
tion of rats from other sources has revealed the same appearance of the lungs
which is most pronounced in old animals. Except for these cellular changes
which presumably indicate the occurrence of chronic irritation of some kind and
the occasional focal pneumonitis, the lungs of both groups of rats presented a
normal appearance.
Other Organs. Examination both gross and histological of the kidneys, liver
and spleen revealed no pathological changes. No concretions were found in the
bladder or calices of the kidneys except in one instance, that of a control rat which
exhibited an oblong stone, 1 cm. long and 0.6 cm. in diameter in the bladder.
Inhalation of Propylene Glycol Vapor by Monkeys. It seemed advisable also to
test the effect of inhalation of glycol vapors on monkeys since their upright
1 In only one out of 51 rats, 3 to 7 months old, was a pulmonary lesion found.
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lesions occurring in rats both exposed and unexposed to atmospheres
containing propylene or triethylene glycol vapors

LENGTH
TIMEOBSERVEDmonths8-183-7Â»ATS
OF
FOBInhalation

SHOW
CENT TOTAL
M MHl K
PUL-MONAÃ•Y
SHOWING
ING PULMONARYLESIONS26812010PEE
OFKATS26253444132513NUMBER
LESIONS8242427040

USED

glycolControls
of propylene
propyleneglycolInhalation
on inhalation

of

glycol*Controls
of triethylene
oftriethylene
on inhalation or ingestion
glycolInhalation
glycolInhalation
of propylene
glycolControls
of triethylene
ofglycolsTOTAL
on inhalation or ingestion
* This group included animals considerably older than those in the propylene glycol
group and it is probable that lung lesions had occurred in some before the experiment
began.
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almost continuous along the vessel wall. The remainder of the lung architecture is normal.
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position would provide the optimum opportunity for the condensed glycol to
remain in the lungs. The lack of deleterious effect found in rats could con
ceivably be attributed to the more effective elimination of this material from their
lungs due to the horizontal position of the air passages (18).
Forty-five Macacus Rhesus monkeys were secured from the tuberculosis-free
colony of Columbia University at San Juan, Puerto Rico.3 Twenty-nine were
exposed to propylene glycol vapor and sixteen employed as controls.
Three insulated air-conditioned chambers 9 x 6.5 x 8 feet high were constructed
for the experiment in which temperatures of 78 to 82Â°F.and relative humidities of
50 to 60 per cent were constantly maintained.
The air flow through each cham
ber amounted to 13 complete changes of air per hour. The cages made of heavy 2"
mesh steel wire were 36 x 28 x 39 inches high. Since the monkeys were small,
three to four were able to live comfortably in a single cage. The two glycol
TABLE 5
Exposure of monkeys to propylene glycol vapor
TC7?4TEST91CONDI11?FIONS12113fiTOTAL
OF31IIONTl46isor5R8:XPOSI671"RE
NUKBEIOrMONKEYS2916

Number of monkeys autopsied in each chamber*
GlycolControl
...11?NI.1Â«])2ER
* Monkeys died or were sacrificed at termination of exposure times indicated in table.

chambers contained 14 and 15 monkeys respectively and the control 16. The
diet consisted of oranges, apples, potatoes, bananas, carrots and bread to which
was added egg-nogs containing vitamin B complex and cod liver oil. No ultra
violet radiation was employed.
Propylene glycol vapor was dispersed in two of the chambers as shown in
table 2. Supersaturation of the air with glycol vapor was present constantly in
one chamber while in the other a concentration of about 60 per cent saturation
was maintained.
The lengths of time the monkeys were kept in the test and control chambers
is shown in table 5. An x-ray of the lungs was made shortly after the monkeys
arrived. They also were tuberculin-tested by means of the intracutaneous in
jection of O.T. 1-1000 into the soft tissue lateral to the eye. All x-rays and
tuberculin tests were negative. These two procedures were repeated at the end of
the experiment. The animals were weighed at monthly intervals and observa
tions made on the texture and color of hair and skin, condition of eyes, appetite,
activity and any abnormal signs or symptoms. Complete blood counts were
made at the beginning of the experiment and again just before they were sacri' These monkeys were supplied to us through the kindness of Dr. Earl T. Engle, Professor
of Anatomy, Columbia University Medical School.
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need. Tests for the ability of the kidneys to concentrate urine were conducted
at the end of the period of observation.
Within the first seven months, three of the sixteen monkeys in the control
chamber and seven of the 29 animals in the glycol chamber died. Eight other
monkeys were sacrificed at the time they were very ill in order to obtain antimortem tissues. The distribution of these deaths and infections is shown in
table 6.
The weights of the two groups of animals are shown in figure 3. Final weights
of sick monkeys just before being sacrificed are not included. Unfortunately,
the weight gains in the two groups of monkeys could not be compared for longer
than five months due to an insufficient number of remaining controls. Except
for the period from five to eight months when the monkeys in the glycol chamTABLE 6
Occurrence of disease and death in control and propylene glycol-exposed monkeys
FROMNema-

tode
infec
tion2

Glycol group (29 animals)
DiedSacrificed
.Control
when very ill .

32

SUCCUMBING TO INFECTION

unknown
infection2

oral
2oral1

tery1

trition1Cause
injury1and

REMAIN
NUMBER ING WELL
DEATHS7637NUMBER
UNTIL
SACRIFICED166

unknown1
cause
1Malnu

group (16 animals)
DiedSacrificed
when very ill. .NUMBER
oralDysen
5Bacterial

cause unknown
1 injuryTOTAL

bers lost weight (found to be due to insufficient food)4these animals gained weight
at a normal rate until they were sacrificed at twelve months.
The results of blood counts and hemoglobin determinations are shown in
table 7. Upon arrival in the laboratory the monkeys were all found to be
suffering from a considerable degree of anemia. That this was probably not due
entirely to the round worm infection (described below) is shown by the fact that
on a liberal diet containing ample vitamins the blood picture had improved
markedly by the time these animals were sacrificed. Restoration of the higher
level occurred within three to four- months and thereafter the blood picture
remained essentially unchanged. The blood of the monkeys maintained in the
glycol atmosphere showed a slightly greater increase in red blood cells and a
distinctly higher hemoglobin content than did the control animals.*
4 At about the 6th month the quantity of food was reduced to the amount which the ani
mals would entirely consume. This was found to be mistaken economy since restoration of
an excess supply of food following the 8th month weighing resulted in a rapid and continuous
gain in weight.
6We wish to record our indebtedness to Dr. Leon O. Jacobson, Department of Medicine,
University of Chicago, and his laboratory staff for carrying out these red counts and hemo
globin determinations.
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Tests for possible impairment of kidney function were made by determining
their ability to concentrate the urine during a period of 24 hours in which both

GLYCOL MONKEYS
oâ€”CONTROL MONKEYS

2
34
567
MONTHS OF EXPOSURE

TO

89
10 II 12
GLYCOL VAPOR

FIG. 3. COMPARATIVEGROWTHRATES OF MONKEYSKEPT CONTINUOUSLY
IN AN ATMOSPHERESATURATEDWITH PROPYLENEGLYCOL
VAPOR ANDA GROUP OF CONTROLS
Average initial weights of monkeys in glycol group 2959 grams and in control group 2459
grams. The figures in parenthesis indicate number of animals in each weighing.
TABLE 7
Blood counts and hemoglobin determinations of monkeys exposed to propylene glycol vapor

OF DETER
BLOOD
BLOOD
GLOBIN11.913.411.611.9DIFFERENTIALPolynu-clears56714467Lym-cytes27182917Mono-cytes1171710Eosino-philes6971Baso-ph
MINATIONSInitialFinalInitialFinalKill
CELLS15.922.318.826.1HEMO
CELLS2.585.182.614.77WHITE

Glycol
groupControl

groupTIME

water and food were withheld. Both groups of monkeys concentrated their
urine equally well under these conditions. Microscopic examination of the
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urine showed occasional hyaline casts, a few white blood cells and sometimes a
slight trace of albumin. No differences were found between the controls and
test monkeys.
In addition to those monkeys sacrificed at a time when they were very ill,
certain well ones in both control and test groups were killed from time to time.
All these are included in the figures of table 5. The animals which remained
well showed no change except that certain ones in the glycol chambers developed
brownish discoloration of the face after a few months. This cleared up following
a week or two's sojourn outside the chamber and was considered to be due to
the drying effect of the glycol on the skin. Their coats remained glossy and they
were very active.
Examination at Autopsy. Two pathological conditions were found in practi
cally all the monkeys both test and control : (1) infection with Aesophagostomum
apiostomum, a parasitic nematode closely related to the hookworm, and (2)
infestation of the lungs with the lung mite Pneumonyssus griffithi. On opening
the abdomen, small chocolate colored cysts, 3-5 mm. in diameter, enclosing the
larval worms, were scattered throughout the omentum and along the wall of
the bowel. These varied from a few to many scores. Adhesions were frequently
present, and were most extensive in animals dying of the disease where they
occasionally caused obstruction of the common duct, or interference with the
portal circulation as evidenced by ascites, or partial intestinal obstruction.
Adult worms were found in the intestinal contents. The monkeys with severe
infection showed malnutrition and sometimes marked anemia.
The lungs of almost all the animals showed numerous small whitish nodules,
2-5 mm. in diameter, both on the surface and throughout the lung. On micro
scopic examination they were found to consist of a central cavity surrounded by a
dense cellular wall which was composed mostly of macrophages though in places
numerous polymorphonuclear leucocytes were present (fig. 4). In some of the
cavities the mite was present as shown in figure 5. No evidence of tuberculosis
was found nor were any other pathological changes detected in the lungs of
either the glycol-exposed or the normal monkeys. The lungs were fixed by the
method employed in the preparation of the rats' lungs. Two sections were made
through each of the principal five lobes of the lungs and one through the small
subcardiac lobeâ€”eleven sections in all.
With the above exceptions the gross appearance of the organs of the thoracic
and abdominal cavities was normal. Microscopic examination of the liver,
kidneys, spleen, mesenterio glands, adrenals and in certain cases stomach, inintestines and testes showed no differences between test and control monkeys.
No stones were found in the kidneys or bladder. In the animals which died from
disease or were killed when very ill (table 6) certain other changes characteristic
of the disease process were found, e.g. hemorrhagic bowel wall in those dying of
dysentery.
The tests on exposing monkeys and rats continuously to atmospheres saturated
with propylene glycol vapor for periods of 12 to 18 months may be summarized
by the statement that no deleterious effects either functional or organic could be
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FIG. 4. HIGH POWER VIEW OF A PORTION OF THE WALL OF THE LUNG
MITE CYST WHICH SHOWSA DENSE ACCUMULATION
OF
MoNONUCLEARANDPOLYMORPHONUCLEAR
LEUCOCYTES
In the adjacent alveoli macrophages and polymorphonuclear
leucocytes are present.
places the septal cells are increased in number.
Magnification X480.

In

FIG. 5. PHOTOGRAPHOF A LUNG MITE (PNEUMONYSSUSGRIFFITHI)
CYST SHOWINGA LONGITUDINALSECTIONOF THE PARASITE

LYINGIN THELOWERPORTIONOFTHECAVITY

The head is toward the left hand side. Beyond the head is a collection of exÃºdate cells
which partly surround a fragment of another mite. Magnification X82.
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attributed to this treatment.
Actually both the rats and monkeys kept in the
glycol atmosphere appeared to do somewhat better than the control animals in
respect to gain in weight, incidence of pulmonary infection and increase in red
blood cells and hemoglobin.
TRIETHYLENEGLYCOL
Inhalation of Vapor by Rats. Thirty-six rats ranging from 100 to 350 grams
in weight, two-thirds of which were males, were placed in a chamber containing
glycol vapor and 6 rats in another which served as the control. The populations
were increased during the experiment by the birth of young to 60 in the vapor
and 14 in the control groups (table 8). As shown in table 2 the rats in the glycol
group were maintained continuously in an atmosphere supersaturated with triethylene glycol vapor.
TABLE 8
Rats exposed to triethylene glycol vapor and given the glycol orally
comn0n3nmoNino00n5nn353?f,i?4TOTAL
1?fi4333O
TES1n0n0r
NUUBEI60g9

Number of rats killed in
each group at suc
cessive intervals
VaporOral
X*80X700XControl0n1nni10on4n4U1IBEinninnROFÃ•n233?ONTH!50nnnEXPOnnn1n5UBE
35
452814

*35X, 80X and 700X = the calculated dosage in terms of the maximum amount of
triethylene glycol vapor a rat could inhale in 24 hours in an atmosphere saturated with
this substance.

Growth Rates. Since the rats employed in this test varied in age from six
weeks to six months at the beginning of the experiment it \vas not possible to
plot the growth curve in the same manner as that exhibited for the propylene
glycol rats which were all initially of the same age. Each dot on the graph
(fig. 6) represents the average weight of a group of rats consisting of from four to
14 animals. Certain of the 2-3 months-old rats shown in the graph were carried
through to the termination of the test (13 months). The older rats were added
to the graph at their respective ages when started in the test. There were 36
animals exposed to glycol and 46 controls.6 Only male rats are included in the
graph. It will be noted that for the first seven months there was essentially no
â€¢
For purposes of the weight chart the male control rats of the propylene glycol experi
ment plus half a dozen normal rats kept under usual room conditions were combined with
the triethylene glycol control animals. All the rats were fed the same diet.
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difference in the growth rates of the two groups. After this age, however, the
rats in the glycol atmosphere continued to grow while the weights of those in the
control group remained almost stationary.
The animals in the two groups
appeared in excellent condition. The young born in the glycol atmosphere
seemed to be normal in every way, and gained weight just as rapidly as did the
controls of the same age.
500
450-

â€¢â€”GLYCOL RATS
0---CONTROL

6

RATS

? 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
AGE IN MONTHS

Fio. 6. COMPARATIVE
GROWTHRATESOFRATSKEPT CONTINUOUSLY
IN ANATMOSPHERE
SATURATED
WITHTHIETHTLENEGLYCOL
VAPORANDA SIMILARGROUPOP CONTROLRATS
Male rats only included on the graph

Blood Examination.
Complete blood counts and hemoglobin determinations
were made on each rat at the end of the time of residence in the vapor and control
chambers and are exhibited in table 9. After 8-13 months continuous exposure
to a fog of triethylene glycol vapor, rats showed no differences in their blood
picture from that of the control animals.
Ingestion of Triethylene Glycol by Mouth. Four groups of eight rats each
weighing between 200 and 300 grams were employed as shown in table 8. The
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glycol was added to the drinking water in amounts calculated in terms of mul
tiples of the maximum quantity of glycol a rat could inhale in vapor form if kept
in a saturated atmosphere for 24 hours. This quantity is approximately 0.004 cc.
of glycol per kilogram of rat per day.7 Preliminary tests showed that individual
rats of the same weight drank about the same quantity of water each day. The
quantity of glycol solution consumed in each cage of two rats was measured at
TABLE 9
Blood counts of rats after exposure to triethylene glycol vapor and oral ingestion of the glycol

CELLSthousands15.212.114.511.512.012.1Polynu-

pho
clears322835283532.5HullLym
cytes536.47.225.5CODKXEosinophiles62.52.6235.5Baso-philes>0
cytes566656626056.5KENTLU.Mono-

6-136-135-135-135-1312-13CELLSmillions7.617.515.876.116.145.62WHITEBLOOD
Glycol
rats).Controlsâ€”
vapor (57
50.500.500
.Oral
vapor (17 rats)
ingestion dose
X35(8
(7 rats)
X80(24
rats)
X700Controls
rats)
â€”oral (9 rats) ....EXPOSUREma.

Amounts

TABLE 10
of triethylene glycol ingested per day per rat in the different groups exhibited in
table 8
RAT80X784
GROUPS OP

Total
monthTotal
fluid per
monthGlycol
glycol per
dayGlycol
per
kilogramsof
per day per
ratAverage

ce.0
cc.0
85
cc.0.14
028

cc.1
cc.0.065
96
cc.0.32

cc.16
cc.0.533
cc.2.66

cc.000260305

cc.264334ISAGE cc.292363i700X712cc.246328836

atBeginning
weight, in grams,
.End
of experiment.
of experiment . .D35X708

the end of each week. This data is exhibited in table 10. The dosage indicated
for each group represents the amount of glycol actually consumed which is
somewhat less than that expected from the initial calculations. Since it seemed
desirable to secure the most information about the largest dose of glycol, the rats
on 700X (i.e. ingesting approximately 700 times the quantity inhaled in 26
' These calculations were only approximate as they were based on the actual measure
ment of the tidal air in 18 gram mice which was 0.25 cc. (19). The rats tidal air was e-timated to be ten times this figure and the 24 hour air volume was calculated on the basis of
75 respirations per minute. The average glycol concentration corresponds to 0.004 mg./l.
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hours) were, in the latter half of the experiment allowed to breed. They had
frequent large litters which increased this population from 8 to 28.
All these animals remained in good condition. The weight gains of the four
groups of animals were approximately the same (table 10). Examination of the
blood at the end of the test period showed no essential differences between the
glycol-fed and the control rats (table 9). Microscopic examination of the urine
during life revealed no abnormalities.
Examination at Autopsy. The post mortem findings in rats exposed to triethylene glycol vapor and drinking the glycol were essentially the same as those
of the rats exposed to propylene glycol; i.e. there were no pathological changes
except focal areas of pneumonitis. As shown in table 4 these lesions were
present in approximately the same percentage of test animals and controls.
Inhalation of Triethylene Glycol Vapor by Monkeys. First Testâ€”Super
saturated Glycol Atmospheres. Twenty-five monkeys from the Puerto Rico
colony were divided into two groups. Seventeen were maintained in a fog of
triethylene glycol, eight were kept in one of the other chambers as controls. The
atmospheric conditions and concentration of glycol vapor are given in table 2.
The glycol supersaturation was sufficiently high to produce a dense fog which
caused continuous condensation on all surfaces inside the chamber. The other
conditions under which they were maintained were the same as those described
for the monkeys exposed to propylene glycol vapor. X-rays of the lungs and tu
berculin tests carried out at the inception of the experiment were all negative.
The number of months the animals were kept in the test is shown in table 11.
As table 12 shows there was a considerable morbidity and mortality from the
same causes which affected the former group of monkeys. The animals in the
control group gained weight somewhat more rapidly than did those in the glycol
atmosphere (fig. 7) and at the end of eight months had shown a weight gain
equivalent to 66 per cent of their initial weight while those in the glycol had
gained only 44 per cent. Even by the end of 13 months the glycol monkeys had
gained not quite 60 per cent of their initial weight.
Another difference between the glycol-exposed and the control group was the
appearance of a browning of the skin of the face which occurred in the former
animals after 3 to 4 months in the glycol atmosphere. This was of the same
nature as that observed in the case of the monkeys exposed to propylene glycol
vapor, and disappeared within a few days after removal to glycol-free air. Some
of the animals exposed to triethylene glycol vapor also showed'crust ing of the
ears with thickening of the lateral edge of the ear and actual loss of tissue in
certain instances. Microscopic sections of these tissues revealed the presence
of numerous cysts containing an unidentified ectoparasite.
Such lesions were
only very occasionally seen in the control monkeys and were not nearly as
pronounced. It is possible that the effect on the skin caused by the super
saturated glycol atmosphere rendered the integument of the ears more sus
ceptible to this form of parasitic invasion. Furthermore, the fact that these
monkeys were observed to scratch and pull at their ears constantly, suggested
the possibilty of the implantation of the parasite by this means.
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In other respects, however, the findings on monkeys in the glycol atmosphere
were essentially the same as those of the control animals. The red blood counts
and hemoglobin determinations showed a decline in both groups of animals to
about the same degree (table 13, Test no. 1). This was probably caused by the
presence of nematode infection. No significant differences in the total number of
white blood cells or differential were found. Repeated examination of the urine
showed no albumin, sugar or microscopic elements in most of the animals and a
slight trace of albumin, an occasional granular and hyaline cast or a few white
TABLE 11
Exposure of monkeys to triethylene glycol rapar test number 1
CONDITIONS14232435263171849125TOTAL
NUUBER
OF MONTH - OF EXPOSURE

TO TEST
NUliBERorMONKEYS178

Number of monkeys autopsied in
each chamber*
Glycol
Control..
* Monkeys died or were sacrificed at termination of exposure times indicated in table
â€¢
TABLE 12
Occurrence of disease and death in control monkeys and those exposed to triethylene glycol
vapor test no. 1
Â»OXXematode
nr.Â» SUCCUMBING

â€¢Glycol

or
cause
infection21 infection2Dysentery1Injury
unknown2

group (17 animals)
DiedSacrificed
illControl
when very
group (8 animals)
DiedSacrificed
when very illsru

TO INTCCTION

DEATHS4

WELLTILL103

injuryTOTALNUMUKR
314xriinuRREMAINING

4Bacterial

blood cells in some of them. Both groups of animals showed equal ability to
concentrate urine from a specific gravity of 1.010 to 1.030 or 1.040. These
tests were conducted soon after the beginning of the experiment and again just
before the animal was sacrificed.
Except for these animals which died or were killed because they were very ill
(table 12) the monkeys in both groups were very active, ate well and had smooth
glossy coats.
Oral Ingestion of Triethylene Glycol by Monkeys. Eight monkeys from the
same shipment as those used for exposure to triethylene glycol vapor in Test
no. 1 plus two others (older ones) were given the glycol orally by adding it to
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egg nog which they always drank readily. The daily and total quantities in
gested are shown in table 14. The daily oral dosages given, 0.25 cc. and 0.5 cc.,
were calculated as representing approximately 50 and 100 times that amount
which a monkey could inhale during 24 hours sojourn in an atmosphere saturated
with the glycol vapor.8
â€¢

GLYCOL-VAPOR

*

GLYCOL-ORAL

o

CONTROL

MONKEYS
MONKEYS

MONKEYS

70-

60X
O
UJ

*

50-

? 40-

30-

20-

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
MONTHS OF EXPOSURE TO

8 9
TEST

IO II 12 13
CONDITIONS

FIG. 7. COMPARATIVE
GROWTHRATESOFMONKEYSKEPT CONTINUOUSLY
IN AN
ATMOSPHERE
SATURATED
WITHTRIETHYLENEGLYCOLVAPOR(TEST No. 1),
MONKEYSINGESTINGTHEGLYCOLANDA CONTROLGROUP
Average weights of the different groups at the beginning of the experiment were : glycol
vapor 2276grains, glycol ingestion 2036; control 1973. Figures in parenthesis indicate num
ber of animals in each weighing.

The weight gain of these animals shown in figure 7 was approximately the same
as that of the monkeys in the glycol atmosphere and a little less than that of the
control group. These animals all remained healthy and one gave birth to a live
8The tidal air of the monkey was calculated from that of the human being in relation to
weight. In this case approximately -fa of the tidal air of human beings or 25 cc. per respira
tion. Calculations were based on 30 respirations per minute and a concentration of glycol
of 0.004 mg./l. This gave a 24 hour total of about 0.0045 mg. of triethylene glycol.
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normal-appearing infant at the end of four months during which time she had
ingested 64.5 cc. of triethylene glycol. The baby monkey lived for two months
and seemed to do well but was found dead one morning. Autopsy revealed no
cause for death.
Examinations of the blood and urine of these monkeys yielded practically
identical results with the controls except that the monkeys taking the glycol by
mouth showed less anemia at the end of the test period (table 13).
TABLE 13
Blood counts and hemoglobin determinations at beginning and end of exposure of
monkeys to triethylene glycol vapor and oral ingestion
BLOOD
BLOOD
CELLS(THOU
LOBIN(GM.)Ini
G
CELLS(MILLIONS)Ini
EXPOSEDTot
MONKEYS

SANDS)Ini
tial5.211 tial19.70

no. 1
Glycol vapor (fog)
ControlOral

COUNTSPoly-

BLOOD

nuclearsIni cytesIni

philesIni

tial11.912.311.Â»14.3
tial46.28 tial40.7135.2823.5053.60
tial7.28
tial6.0

tial1.33

6.005.275.45
22.9520.3623.26
4.304.996.00r>.mWHITE
19.5820.37-HEUO
11.112.892%'
54.8565.2544.0
71.8579.25-Lympho
23.4213.25-MonocytesIni
3.165.75-Final5.712.805.62-Eosino5.713.02.33 2.01.25-Final1.0
1.01.60-

ingestionTest
no. 2
Glycol vapor (no fog)..
87%'WHITE
ControlRED
5.39Final4.30
27.52Final18.32
53.71Final73.59
46.0Final20.0
14Final11.5
' These determinations

2.0Final1.661.502.0-BasophilesIni

made on Dare Hemoglobinometer.

TABLE 14
Monkeys taking triethylene glycol orally
NUMBES OF
ANIMALS2242DOSE

DAILYCC.0.50.52
OF TEC*

INGESTIONmo.35e1214*TOTAL
OF

0.252
=
=0.50.5DOTATION
* Triethylene

AMOUNT OF TEG
INGESTEDCC.45832

912=
=183220

glycol.

Autopsy. Since the findings at autopsy of all three groups of monkeys, i.e.
those exposed to the glycol vapor, those drinking glycol and the controls, were
essentially the same, they will be described together. With the exception of two
animals in the oral-ingestion group which were obtained from another source, the
monkeys all showed lung mites and varying degrees of round worm infestation.
The two animals above mentioned showed neither of these parasites.
Examination, both gross and microscopic, of the different organsâ€”lungs, liver,
kidneys, spleen, bone marrow, revealed no differences between the control and
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the test animals. Gomeri's (20) phosphotase stain of the kidneys showed a
heavy precipitation along the secretory portion of the tubules indicating good
functional activity. The bone marrow was very cellular, appeared normal and
exhibited both the myelogenous and erythroid series. No evidence of tubercu
losis or any sign of chronic irritation (except for that due to the lung mites) was
found in the lungs. The other organs, spleen, liver, stomach and intestines were
likewise normal except for the presence of nematode cysts in the intestinal walls
and mesentery.
In animals dying during the course of the experiment for causes indicated in
table 12, pathology peculiar to the particular infection was found, which in no
way could be ascribed to any toxic effect of glycol since such lesions were present
in the controls as well as in the test animals.
Inhalation of Trielhylene Glycol Vapor by Monkeys. Second Testâ€”Glycol
Maintained Below Saturation with Glycostat. Since the monkeys kept in an
atmosphere supersaturated with triethylene glycol vapor did not gain weight
quite as well as did the control animals and also showed certain effects on the
skin, such as drying and discoloration, it was felt that a second test should be
conducted under conditions approximating more nearly those which would be
desirable for the use of glycol vapor in human habitations.
The lessened gain in
weight might have been due to a greater but undetectable degree of nematode
infection in the test group, but the fact that the monkeys ingesting glycol also
failed to grow as rapidly suggested that glycol was probably the important
factor. Since no pathology was detectable in animals drinking 100 times as
much glycol as they could possibly ingest from exposure to vapor alone, it seemed
likely that the lesser weight gain in these animals might be attributable to a
depressant action of the glycol on the appetite. In the case of those living in the
fog, a similar effect might be ascribed to an unfavorable environment.
At the time the first test was carried out we had available no means of con
trolling the concentration of glycol vapor in the atmosphere. The only way of
insuring the presence of a bactericidal concentration was to maintain a slight fog.
The subsequent development of the glycostat (21) made it possible to carry out
another experiment in which monkeys could be kept in an atmosphere free from
fog but at the same time containing bactericidal concentrations of triethylene
glycol.
The monkeys, obtained from a source other than that of the two previous tests,
were free from peritoneal nematodes, lung mites and tuberculosis (with one ex
ception). The group was composed of sixteen animals about two years old,
half of which was used for the test and half for controls. The triethylene glycol
was dispersed as in the previous experiment except that the output of the
vaporizer was controlled by a glycostat which was set to maintain the concen
tration of the glycol vapor in the air from 65 to 75 per cent saturation (see table
2). No fog was visible at any time. All other conditions were kept the same as
described in the previous experiments. These monkeys were kept under test
conditions for ten months.
Within a month it was observed that one monkey in the glycol group failed to
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gain weight. During the succeeding month it became ill and died. Autopsy re
vealed widespread pulmonary tuberculosis. In spite of the fact that the
tuberculin tests on the monkeys shortly after reaching the laboratory were all
negative, it seems probable that the infection was acquired before arrival in
Chicago since x-rays of the lungs of the caretaker and all other persons who had
contact with the monkeys were normal. The cage mate of this monkey re
mained well, gained weight and showed no evidence of pulmonary involvement
by x-ray. No other illnesses developed in either group of animals.
â€¢â€”GLYCOL MONKEYS
oâ€”CONTROL
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Fio. 8. COMPARATIVE
GROWTHRATESor MONKEYSKEPT CONTINUOUSLY
IN AN
ATMOSPHERE
OFTRIETHYLENE
GLYCOLVAPORMAINTAINED
BELOWTHE
SATURATION
LEVEL(TEST No. 2), ANDA GROUPOPCONTROLS
Average initial weight of the seven monkeys in glycol group 2516 grams. The eight
control animals averaged 2630grams.

The growth rates charted in figure 8 show a progressive and satisfactory gain in
weight of both test and control monkeys. After the first month the animals in
the glycol showed a slight but consistently greater weight gain than did the
controls. This result gives some support to the inference that the less rapid
growth of the monkeys in the first triethylene glycol experiment was due to a
diminished food intake.
In contrast to the course of the blood counts in the previous triethylene glycol
experiment (first test) the numbers of red blood cells and amount of hemoglobin
increased during the ten months of the studyâ€”about equally in both glycolexposed and control animals (table 13, Test no. 2). None of the monkeys in the
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glycol atmosphere showed any discoloration of the skin of the face or any change
in the color or texture of the ears. They were all lively, exhibited glossy coats
and gained weight about equally well with the exception of one of the test animals
which showed a relatively small increase in weight.
Autopsy. Since this second experiment with triethylene glycol was conducted
primarily for observations on weight-gain and skin effects, it was not considered
necessary to do post-mortem examinations in all the monkeys in view of the
completely negative findings in respect to any deleterious effect of the glycol in
animals of the first test group. Three animals were sacrificed, two from the
glycol group and one control. The internal organs were entirely normal with
the exception of one of the test animals which exhibited a localized area of
chronic gastritis at the pyloric end of the stomach. This was the single monkey
which had shown an unsatisfactory weight gain from the beginning of the
experiment.
In summarizing the above described tests on the toxicity of triethylene glycol
for monkeys and rats it may be stated that among the large number of animals
studied no pathological changes, ascribable to effect of the glycol were detected.
The only disturbances which could be related to the presence of triethylene glycol
vapor in the air were drying of the skin and slight interference with nutrition.
That these two effects were due to an excess of glycol vapor (fog) was indicated
by their absence in the second experiment in which the concentration of glycol
was kept below saturation by means of the glycostat.
DISCUSSION
Two studies on the prolonged administration of propylene glycol have been
reported, one by Seidenfelt and Hanzlik (7) the other by Morris, Nelson and
Calvery (22). The animals testedâ€”ratsâ€”either drank water containing 10 per
cent propylene glycol or ingested the glycol incorporated in the food in quantities
of 2.5 to 4.9 per cent of the total food weight. In the latter experiment the
animals showed no ill effects after two years on such a regime. The quantities
of glycol administered to these animals daily was several hundred times the
amounts estimated to have been inhaled by the rats in our study. The only new
information contributed by the present investigation of the toxicity of propylene
glycol is the demonstration that the continuous residence of monkeys and rats
for a year or more in an atmosphere supersaturated with the vapor of this glycol
was without deleterious effect on the lungs or functional activity of the body as a
whole. In fact the animals in the glycol atmosphere seemed to thrive somewhat
better than the control groups as judged by weight gain, and increase in red blood
cells and hemoglobin content.
On the other hand there are no data available on long term toxicity studies with
triethylene glycol. Tests carried out previously have all been of an acute nature
except those of Lauter and Vier (9). These authors found that young rats
drinking water containing 3 per cent triethylene glycol showed no ill effect after
30 days. Adult rats given water containing 5 per cent of the glycol diedâ€”al
though the young rats survived. While the maximum concentration of glycol in
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the water of the present experiment on oral toxicity was only a little over 2 per
cent, the administration was continued for 13 months without detectable dis
turbance of the rats' physiology. Our monkeys ingested in proportion to their
weight only one seventh the amount taken by the rats on the maximum dosage,
but even this was approximately 100 times the quantity they could possibly
take into the body through inhalation.
Since the absorption of triethylene glycol from inhalation of atmospheres
containing this vapor represents such a minute fraction (less than I/1000th of the
toxic dose for rats) and since the experiments showed no evidence of either
generalized pulmonary irritation, which one would expect from a toxic vapor, or
of more localized disturbances, if glycol accumulated in the lungs, the particular
value of the present investigation lies in the demonstration of the tolerance of
these animals for prolonged exposure to glycol-containing atmospheres. Such
information is of particular value in the case of monkeys since the responses of
this animal to changes in environmental conditions approach much more nearly
those of the human being than do the reaction of the common laboratory animals.
The question may of course be raised concerning the relative toxicity of tri
ethylene glycol for animals and men. Such information as we have indicates
that the effects of glycols on the tissues is much the same for the different animal
species. Geiling and Cannon's (23) study of diethylene glycol, following the
fatalities from elixir sulphanilamide, showed that the fatal dose for rats, rabbits
and dogs was within the same range as that for humans. It should be pointed
out that triethylene glycol is much less toxic for animals than is diethylene glycol.
The comparative toxicities of the various glycols have been extensively reviewed
by Van Oettingen (24).
While the outcome of our studies provided a high degree of assurance that
exposure of human beings to triethylene glycol vapor could be safely undertaken,
clinical tests of the effectiveness of triethylene glycol for aerial disinfection and
the control of air-borne infections have contributed direct evidence of the
inocuousness of this vapor in the air. In the studies of Harris and Stokes (25)
Hamburger and associates (26) (16) and Bigg and Jennings (27) in which groups
of individuals were exposed for periods ranging from several weeks to over a
month at a time to atmospheres either partially or completely saturated with
triethylene glycol vapor, no untoward effects of the glycol were observed. Loosli
and co-workers (28) were able to detect no disturbance of the skin or other organs
of very young infants kept continuously for 5-6 months in an atmosphere con
taining bactericidal concentrations of this glycol. Other observations (not
reported in the literature) on large groups of industrial workers exposed during
working hours to atmospheres partially saturated with triethylene glycol for
many years have not recorded a single instance of ill effects attributable to this
glycol vapor.
SUMMARY

With a view to determining the safety of employing the vapors of propylene
glycol and triethylene glycol in atmospheres inhabited by human beings, monkeys
and rats were exposed continuously to high concentrations of these vapors for
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periods of 12 to 18 months. Equal numbers of control animals \vere maintained
under physically similar conditions. Long term tests of the effects on ingesting
triethylene glycol were also carried out. The doses administered represented 50
to 700 times the amount of glycol the animal could absorb by breathing air
saturated with the glycol.
Comparative observations on the growth rates, blood counts, urine examina
tions, kidney function tests, fertility and general condition of the test and control
groups, exhibited no essential differences between them with the exception that
the rats in the glycol atmospheres exhibited consistently higher weight gains.
Some drying of the skin of the monkeys' faces occurred after several months con
tinuous exposure to a heavy fog of triethylene glycol. However, when the vapor
concentration was maintained just below saturation by means of the glycostat
this effect did not occur.
Examination at autopsy likewise failed to reveal any differences between the
animals kept in glycolized air and those living in the ordinary room atmosphere.
Extensive histological study of the lungs was made to ascertain whether the glycol
had produced any generalized or local irritation.
None was found. The kid
neys, liver, spleen and bone marrow also were normal.
The results of these experiments in conjunction with the absence of any ob
served ill effects in patients exposed to both triethylene glycol and propylene
glycol vapors for months at a time, provide assurance that air containing these
vapors in amounts up to the saturation point is completely harmless.
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DISCLAIMER
The use of company or product name(s) is for identification only and does not imply endorsement by the
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry.
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UPDATE STATEMENT
A Technical Report for propylene glycol was released in May 1993. This edition supersedes any
previously released draft or final profile or report.
Toxicological profiles are revised and republished as necessary, but no less than once every three years.
For information regarding the update status of previously released profiles, contact ATSDR at:
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
Division of Toxicology and Environmental Medicine/Applied Toxicology Branch
1600 Clifton Road NE
Mailstop F-32
Atlanta, Georgia 30333
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*Legislative Background
The toxicological profiles are developed in response to the Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 (Public Law 99-499) which amended the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA or Superfund). Section
211 of SARA also amended Title 10 of the U. S. Code, creating the Defense Environmental
Restoration Program. Section 2704(a) of Title 10 of the U. S. Code directs the Secretary of Defense
to notify the Secretary of Health and Human Services of not less than 25 of the most commonly found
unregulated hazardous substances at defense facilities. Section 2704(b) of Title 10 of the U. S. Code
directs the Administrator of the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) to
prepare a toxicological profile for each substance on the list provided by the Secretary of Defense
under subsection (b).
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PEER REVIEW
A peer review panel was assembled for propylene glycol. The panel consisted of the following members:
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review specified in Section 104(I)(13) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
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Scientists from the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) have reviewed the peer
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1. PUBLIC HEALTH STATEMENT
This statement was prepared to give you information about propylene glycol and to emphasize
the human health effects that may result from exposure to it. The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has identified 1,416 hazardous waste sites as the most serious in the nation.
These sites make up the National Priorities List (NPL) and are the sites targeted for long-term
federal clean-up activities. Propylene glycol has been identified in at least 5 of the 1,416 NPL
sites.

When a chemical is released from a large source, such as an industrial plant, or from a container,
such as a drum or bottle, it enters the environment as a chemical emission. This emission, which
is also called a release, does not always lead to exposure. You can be exposed to a chemical
only when you come into contact with the chemical. You may be exposed to it in the
environment by breathing, eating, or drinking substances containing the chemical or from skin
contact with it.

If you are exposed to a hazardous chemical such as ethylene glycol, several factors will
determine whether harmful health effects will occur and what the type and severity of those
health effects will be. These factors include the dose (how much), the duration (how long), the
route or pathway by which you are exposed (breathing, eating, drinking, or skin contact), the
other chemicals to which you are exposed, and your individual characteristics such as age, sex,
nutritional status, family traits, lifestyle, and state of health.

1.1

WHAT IS PROPYLENE GLYCOL?

Propylene glycol is a synthetic liquid substance that absorbs water. Propylene glycol is also used
to make polyester compounds, and as a base for de-icing solutions. Propylene glycol is used by
the chemical, food, and pharmaceutical industries as an antifreeze when leakage might lead to
contact with food. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has classified propylene glycol as
an additive that is “generally recognized as safe” for use in food. It is used to absorb extra water
and maintain moisture in certain medicines, cosmetics, or food products. It is a solvent for food
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colors and flavors, and in the paint and plastics industries. Propylene glycol is also used to
create artificial smoke or fog used in fire-fighting training and in theatrical productions. Other
names for propylene glycol are 1,2-dihydroxypropane, 1,2-propanediol, methyl glycol, and
trimethyl glycol.

Propylene glycol is clear, colorless, slightly syrupy liquid at room temperature. It may exist in
air in the vapor form, although propylene glycol must be heated or briskly shaken to produce a
vapor. Propylene glycol is practically odorless and tasteless.

For more information on the sources, properties, and uses of propylene glycol, see Chapters 3
and 4.

1.2

WHAT HAPPENS TO PROPYLENE GLYCOL WHEN IT ENTERS THE
ENVIRONMENT

Waste streams from the manufacture of propylene glycol are primarily responsible for the
releases into the air, water, and soil. Propylene glycol can enter the environment when it is used
as a runway and aircraft de-icing agent. Propylene glycol can also enter the environment through
the disposal of products that contains it. It is not likely to exist in large amounts in the air. We
have little information about what happens to propylene glycol in the air. The small amounts
that may enter the air are likely to break down quickly. If it escapes into the air, it will take
between 24 and 50 hours for half the amount released to break down. Propylene glycol can mix
completely with water and can soak into soil. It can break down relatively quickly (within
several days to a week) in surface water and in soil. Propylene glycol can also travel from
certain types of food packages into the food in the package. See Chapters 4 and 5 for more
information on propylene glycol in the environment.

1.3

HOW MIGHT I BE EXPOSED TO PROPYLENE GLYCOL?

Propylene glycol has been approved for use at certain levels in food, cosmetics, and
pharmaceutical products. If you eat food products, use cosmetics, or take medicines that contain
it, you will be exposed to propylene glycol, but these amounts are not generally considered
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harmful. People who work in industries that use propylene glycol may be exposed by touching
these products or inhaling mists from spraying them. These exposures tend to be at low levels,
however. Propylene glycol is used to make artificial smoke and mists for fire safety training,
theatrical performances, and rock concerts. These artificial smoke products may also be used by
private citizens. These products are frequently used in enclosed spaces, where exposure may be
more intense.

See Chapter 5 for more information on exposure to propylene glycol.

1.4

HOW CAN PROPYLENE GLYCOL ENTER AND LEAVE MY BODY?

Propylene glycol can enter your bloodstream if you breathe air containing mists or vapors from
either compound. It can also enter your bloodstream through your skin if you come in direct
contact with it and do not wash it off. If you eat products that contain propylene glycol, it may
enter your bloodstream. Exposure of the general population to propylene glycol is likely since
many foods, drugs, and cosmetics contain it.

Propylene glycol breaks down in the body in about 48 hours. However, studies of people and
animals show that if you have repeated eye, skin, nasal, or oral exposures to propylene glycol for
a short time, you may develop some irritation.

1.5

HOW CAN PROPYLENE GLYCOL AFFECT MY HEALTH?

Propylene glycol breaks down at the same rate as ethylene glycol, although it does not form
harmful crystals when it breaks down. Frequent skin exposure to propylene glycol can
sometimes irritate the skin.

1.6

ARE THERE MEDICAL TESTS TO DETERMINE WHETHER I HAVE BEEN
EXPOSED TO PROPYLENE GLYCOL?

Propylene glycol is generally considered to be a safe chemical, and is not routinely tested for,
unless specific exposure, such as to a medicine or cosmetic, can be linked with the observed bad
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symptoms. Since propylene glycol breaks down very quickly in the body, it is very difficult to
detect. Refer to Chapters 2 and 6 for more information on these tests.

1.7

WHAT RECOMMENDATIONS HAS THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MADE TO
PROTECT HUMAN HEALTH?

The government has developed regulations and guidelines for propylene glycol. These are
designed to protect the public from potential adverse health effects.

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has classified propylene glycol as “generally
recognized as safe,” which means that it is acceptable for use in flavorings, drugs, and cosmetics,
and as a direct food additive. According to the World Health Organization, the acceptable
dietary intake of propylene glycol is 25 mg of propylene glycol for every kilogram (kg) of body
weight. For more information on the regulations and guidelines that apply to propylene glycol,
see Chapter 7.

1.8

WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION?

If you have any more questions or concerns, please contact your community or state health or
environmental quality department, or contact ATSDR at the address and phone number below.

ATSDR can also tell you the location of occupational and environmental health clinics. These
clinics specialize in recognizing, evaluating, and treating illnesses that result from exposure to
hazardous substances.

Toxicological profiles are also available on-line at www.atsdr.cdc.gov and on CD-ROM. You
may request a copy of the ATSDR ToxProfilesTM CD-ROM by calling the toll-free information
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and technical assistance number at 1-800-CDCINFO (1-800-232-4636), by e-mail at
cdcinfo@cdc.gov, or by writing to:

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
Division of Toxicology and Environmental Medicine
1600 Clifton Road NE
Mailstop F-32
Atlanta, GA 30333
Fax: 1-770-488-4178
Organizations for-profit may request copies of final Toxicological Profiles from the following:

National Technical Information Service (NTIS)
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161
Phone: 1-800-553-6847 or 1-703-605-6000
Web site: http://www.ntis.gov/
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2.1

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this chapter is to provide public health officials, physicians, toxicologists, and
other interested individuals and groups with an overall perspective of the toxicology of propylene glycol
and a depiction of significant exposure levels associated with various adverse health effects. It contains
descriptions and evaluations of studies and presents levels of significant exposure for propylene glycol
based on toxicological studies and epidemiological investigations.

A glossary and list of acronyms, abbreviations, and symbols can be found at the end of this profile.

The general population may be exposed to propylene glycol. Propylene glycol is designated as a
Generally Recognized As Safe (GRAS) additive by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and is
widely used in commercial formulations of foods, drugs, and cosmetics (Morshed et al. 1988). Propylene
glycol is used as a de-icer, and in heat transfer fluids. It is also an ingredient of many products that are
used to produce artificial smoke or mist for theatrical productions, fire safety training, or rock concerts.

Oral exposure to the small amounts of propylene glycol found in foods and drugs is unlikely to cause
toxic effects. Dermal exposure to propylene glycol, through cosmetics or drugs, or inhalation of synthetic
smoke or mist, may be more frequently associated with reported reactions. Propylene glycol induces
remarkably fewer adverse effects in both humans and animals than does ethylene glycol. Data describing
either human or animal effects after exposure to propylene glycol were not as prevalent as those found for
ethylene glycol. Human data came from case reports of clinical studies, adverse reactions to medical
treatment, or accidental exposure. Animal data generally support those effects, or lack thereof, observed
in humans.

2.2

DISCUSSION OF HEALTH EFFECTS BY ROUTE OF EXPOSURE

To help public health professionals and others address the needs of persons living or working near
hazardous waste sites or other areas where they may be exposed to propylene glycol, the information in
this section is organized by chemical, and then by health effect-death, systemic, immunological and
lymphoreticular, neurological, reproductive, developmental, genotoxic, and carcinogenic effects. These
data are discussed in terms of three exposure periods-acute (14 days or less), intermediate (15-364 days),
and chronic (365 days or more).
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Levels of significant exposure for each route and duration are presented in tables and illustrated in
figures. The points in the figures showing no-observed-adverse-effect levels (NOAELs) or lowest
observed-adverse-effect levels (LOAELs) reflect the actual doses (levels of exposure) used in the studies.
LOAELs have been classified into “less serious” or “serious” effects. “Serious” effects are those that
evoke failure in a biological system and can lead to morbidity or mortality (e.g., acute respiratory distress
or death). “Less serious” effects are those that are not expected to cause significant dysfunction or death,
or those whose significance to the organism is not entirely clear. ATSDR acknowledges that a
considerable amount of judgement may be required in establishing whether an end point should be
classified as a NOAEL, “less serious” LOAEL, or “serious” LOAEL, and that in some cases, there will be
insufficient data to decide whether the effect is indicative of significant dysfunction. However, the
Agency has established guidelines and policies that are used to classify these end points. ATSDR believes
that there is sufficient merit in this approach to warrant an attempt at distinguishing between “less
serious” and “serious” effects. These distinctions are intended to help the users of this document identify
the levels of exposure at which adverse health effects start to appear. LOAELs or NOAELs should also
help to determine whether or not the effects vary with dose and/or duration, and place into perspective the
possible significance of these differences to human health.

The significance of the exposure levels shown in the Levels of Significant Exposure (LSE) tables and
figures may differ depending on the user’s perspective. Public health officials and others concerned with
appropriate actions to take at hazardous waste sites or other sites of exposure may want information on
levels of exposure associated with more subtle effects in humans or animals or exposure levels below
which no adverse effects have been observed. Estimates of levels posing minimal risk to humans
(Minimal Risk Levels or MRLs) may be of interest to health professionals and citizens alike.

Estimates of exposure levels posing minimal risk to humans (Minimal Risk Levels or MRLs) have been
made for both ethylene glycol and propylene glycol. An MRL is defined as an estimate of daily human
exposure to a substance that is likely to be without an appreciable risk of adverse effects
(noncarcinogenic) over a specified duration of exposure. MRLs are derived when reliable and sufficient
data exist to identify target organs(s) of effect or the most sensitive health effects(s) for a specific duration
within a given route of exposure. MRLs are based on noncancer health effects only and do not reflect a
consideration of carcinogenic effects. MRLs can be derived for acute, intermediate, and chronic duration
exposures for inhalation and oral routes. Appropriate methodology does not exist to develop MRLs for
dermal exposure. Although methods have been established to derive these levels (Barnes and Dourson
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1988; EPA 1990a), uncertainties are associated with these techniques. Furthermore, ATSDR
acknowledges additional uncertainties inherent in the application of the procedures to derive less than
lifetime MRLs. As an example, acute inhalation MRLs may not be protective for health effects that are
delayed in development or result from repeated acute insuhs, such as hypersensitivity reactions, asthma,
or chronic bronchitis. As these kinds of health effects data become available and methods to assess levels
of significant human exposure improve, these MRLs will be revised.

A User’s Guide has been provided at the end of this profile (see Appendix B). This guide should aid in
the interpretation of the tables and figures for Levels of Significant Exposure and the MRLs.

2.2.1

Inhalation Exposure

Information regarding health effects of propylene glycol following inhalation exposure is limited. No
studies of health effects in humans were found. Studies in animals were few (Konradova et al. 1978;
Robertson et al. 1947; Suber et al. 1989).

2.2.1.1 Death
No studies were located regarding death in humans following inhalation exposure to propylene glycol.
Twenty-nine monkeys were continuously exposed to propylene glycol vapor over a period of 13 months,
at doses of 32-112 ppm (doses not further specified) (Robertson et al. 1947). Thirteen of the monkeys
died or were killed when ill during the course of the experiment (Robertson et al. 1947). Based on the
relative lack of data in the literature, it is unlikely that sufficient amounts of propylene glycol would be
present or inhaled near hazardous waste sites to cause death among people living in the area. The
LOAEL value from the study by Robertson et al. (1947) for death in monkeys after inhalation exposure to
propylene glycol is recorded in Table 2-1 and plotted Figure 2-1.

2.2.1.2 Systemic Effects
No studies were located regarding respiratory, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, hematological,
musculoskeletal, hepatic, renal, endocrine, dermal, ocular, body weight, or metabolic effects in humans,
or cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, dermal, ocular, or metabolic effects in animals after inhalation
exposure to propylene glycol. The highest NOAEL values and all reliable LOAEL values for systemic
effects in each species and duration category for propylene glycol after inhalation exposure are reported
in Table 2-1 and plotted in Figure 2-1.
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Respiratory Effects.

Studies assessing adverse respiratory effects after acute or intermediate

inhalation exposure of animals to propylene glycol are inconclusive. The effects of acute inhalation
exposure to 10% concentrations of propylene glycol for 20 and 120 minutes in rabbits showed an
increased number of degenerated goblet cells in tracheal lining (Konradova et al. 1978). However, the
observations made in rats after an intermediate inhalation exposure to propylene glycol did not support
those findings. Rats which inhaled 321 ppm of propylene glycol over 90 days had thickened respiratory
epithelium with enlarged goblet cells (Suber et al. 1989). Nasal hemorrhaging was also present in rats
exposed to a lower dose of 51 ppm propylene glycol, probably caused by dehydration. In rhesus monkeys
and rats, continuous exposure to concentrations of propylene glycol up to 112 ppm for 13-18 months
caused no adverse effects on the respiratory system (Robertson et al. 1947). These studies do not indicate
a basis for concern because comparable exposure conditions do not occur for the general population.
Gastrointestinal Effects.

In rhesus monkeys and rats, continuous exposure to air concentrations of

propylene glycol up to 112 ppm for 13-18 months caused no adverse effects on the gastrointestinal
system (Robertson et al. 1947).

Hematological Effects. Limited information was available on hematological effects of propylene
glycol. The results from animal studies indicate that intermediate and chronic exposure to propylene
glycol may lead to hemolysis of red blood cells (RBC). After intermediate inhalation exposure to
321 ppm propylene glycol, female rats had decreased white blood cell (WBC) counts, while exposure to
707 ppm of propylene glycol caused decreased mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentrations and white
blood cell counts; no dose-related changes in RBCs were observed in male rats under the same regimen
(Suber et al. 1989). In rhesus monkeys, continuous exposure to concentrations of propylene glycol in air
up to 112 ppm for 13 months caused increased hemoglobin counts compared to the control animals
(Robertson et al. 1947). These results indicate that there may, be species differences with regard to the
effect of propylene glycol on red blood cells.
Hepatic Effects. The results from animal studies show that there are no adverse hepatic effects in rats
after intermediate inhalation exposure to 707 ppm of propylene glycol (Suber et al. 1989). In rhesus
monkeys and rats continuous exposure to air concentrations of propylene glycol up to 112 ppm for 13
18 months caused no adverse effects on the hepatic system (Robertson et al. 1947). Based on these
findings, it can be assumed that chronic exposures to moderately high levels of propylene glycol will not
have adverse hepatic effects in humans. It is not clear if hepatotoxicity would result after an acute
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exposure to a high level of propylene glycol. Since levels of propylene glycol in the vicinity of a
hazardous waste site would probably be low, it is unlikely that propylene glycol would induce adverse
hepatic effects in people living in the area.
Renal Effects.

Intermediate inhalation exposure of rats to 707 ppm propylene glycol did not cause

adverse renal effects (Suber et al. 1989), although kidney weight was reduced at 321 ppm in males and
females. In rhesus monkeys and rats, continuous exposure to concentrations of propylene glycol up to
112 ppm for 13-18 months caused no adverse effects on the renal system (Robertson et al. 1947). These
results indicate that exposure to low levels of propylene glycol that may be present at hazardous waste
sites is not likely to cause adverse renal effects in the human population living in the vicinity.

Endocrine Effects.

In rhesus monkeys and rats, continuous exposure to concentrations of propylene

glycol up to 112 ppm for 13-18 months caused no adverse effects on the endocrine system (Robertson et
al. 1947).
Body Weight Effects. Rhesus monkeys continuously exposed to air concentrations of propylene
glycol up to 112 ppm for 13 months exhibited no adverse body weight effects, whereas rats exposed for
18 months under the same conditions exhibited a 50% decrease in body weight (Robertson et al. 1947).
Intermediate inhalation exposure of female rats to 321 ppm caused decreased body weight (Suber et al.
1989).

2.2.1.3 Immunological and Lymphoreticular Effects
No studies were located specifically regarding adverse immunological effects in humans or animals after
inhalation exposure to propylene glycol.

Twenty-nine monkeys were continuously exposed to propylene glycol vapor over a period of 13 months,
at doses of 32-112 ppm (Robertson et al. 1947). There was no effect on the spleen. Similarly, rats exposed
to 55-112 ppm propylene glycol vapor continuously for 18 months showed no effect on the spleen
(Robertson et al. 1947). Young, healthy adult Sprague-Dawley rats divided into 4 groups of 19 males and
19 females each. Three groups were exposed for 5 days per week, 6 hours per day for 13 weeks by noseonly inhalation to mean target aerosol concentrations of 5 1, 321, or 707 ppm propylene glycol,
respectively (Suber et al. 1989). The fourth group (control group) was exposed to humidified, filtered
room air. There was no effect on spleen weight.
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The highest NOAEL values and all reliable LOAEL values for immunological and lymphoreticular
effects in each species and duration category for propylene glycol after inhalation exposure are reported
in Table 2-1 and plotted in Figure 2-1.

2.2.1.4 Neurological Effects
No studies were located regarding neurological effects in humans or animals after inhalation exposure to
propylene glycol.

2.2.1.5 Reproductive Effects
No studies were located regarding reproductive effects in humans after inhalation exposure to propylene
glycol.

White rats exposed continuously to a concentration of 55-112 ppm propylene glycol for 18 months
showed no adverse effects on the ability to produce live young, or on survival of the offspring (Robertson
et al. 1947).

The NOAEL value for reproductive effects in rats for the chronic-duration category for propylene glycol
after inhalation exposure is reported in Table 2-1 and plotted in Figure 2-1.

2.2.1.6 Developmental Effects
No studies were located regarding developmental effects in humans or animals after inhalation exposure
to propylene glycol.

2.2.1.7 Genotoxic Effects
No studies were located regarding in viva genotoxic effects in humans or animals after inhalation
exposure to propylene glycol.

Genotoxicity studies are discussed in Section 2.4.
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2.2.1.8 Cancer
No studies were located regarding cancer effects in humans or animals after inhalation exposure to
propylene glycol.

2.2.2

Oral Exposure

Propylene glycol is a clear, practically odorless and tasteless liquid that is slightly syrupy at room
temperature. Oral exposure to propylene glycol occurs through ingestion of foods, since propylene glycol
is approved for use as a food additive. Ingestion by humans is not frequently associated with adverse
effects.

2.2.2.1 Death
No studies were located regarding death in humans after oral exposure to propylene glycol.

Oral LD50 values have been reported in rats (range, 8-46 g/kg), mice (range, 25-32 g/kg), and guinea pigs
(range, 18-20 g/kg) after acute oral exposure to propylene glycol (Clark et al. 1979; EPA 1 987a; Ruddick
1972). Male Wistar rats (6/group) were orally dosed with saline or 2,942 mg/kg/day , propylene glycol in
water for 10, 20, or 30 days (Morshed et al. 1991a). No death was observed. A fatal case of propylene
glycol poisoning occurred in a horse given 3.8 L (7,904 mg/kg) of propylene glycol instead of mineral oil.
The horse died of respiratory arrest 28 hours after administration (Dorman and Haschek 1991). It is
unlikely that sufficient amounts of propylene glycol can be present or ingested near hazardous waste sites
to cause death among people living in the area.

The LD50 value for death in rats after acute duration oral exposure to propylene glycol are reported in
Table 2-2 and plotted in Figure 2-2.

2.2.2.2 Systemic Effects
No studies were located regarding respiratory, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, musculoskeletal, hepatic,
renal, endocrine, dermal, ocular, or body weight effects in humans, or musculoskeletal, dermal, or ocular
effects in animals after oral exposure to propylene glycol. The highest NOAEL values and all reliable
LOAEL values for systemic effects in each species and duration category for propylene glycol after oral
exposure are reported in Table 2-2 and Figure 2-2.
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Respiratory Effects.

In rats there were no changes in any of the respiratory parameters after 2 years

of chronic oral exposure to 2,500 mg/kg/day propylene glycol (Gaunt et al. 1972).
Cardiovascular Effects.

The heart histopathology of rats after a 2-year oral exposure to

2,500 mg/kg/day of propylene glycol revealed no changes (Gaunt et al. 1972). A similar lack of
cardiovascular effects was observed in rats by Morris et al. (1942) after a 23-month exposure to
49,500 mg/kg/day propylene glycol in the feed.

A horse developed myocardial edema prior to death caused by accidental oral administration of
7,904 mg/kg propylene glycol (Dorman and Haschek 1991).

It appears that acute exposure to very high levels of propylene glycol may cause adverse cardiovascular
effects, but it is unlikely that such exposures could occur as a result of being in the vicinity of hazardous
waste sites.

Gastrointestinal Effects.

Fischer 344 rats exhibited hemorrhagic enteritis after a single oral dose of

23,500 mg/kg propylene glycol (Clark et al. 1979). The effect of orally administered propylene glycol on
the brush border membrane from the jejuno-ileum portion of the intestines of rats was investigated in vivo
(Morshed et al. 1991a). In rats receiving 2,942 mg/kg propylene glycol for 10-30 days, brush border
enzymes including sucrase, lactase, and gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase exhibited a tendency toward
increased activity. Absorption of D-glucose and calcium was increased after 10 days of treatment,
whereas absorption of D-glucose, glycine, L-aspartic acid, L-lysine, and calcium were elevated after 20 or
30 days of treatment. The structural integrity of the jejunal surface was not adversely affected.
Hematological Effects. Limited information was available on hematological effects of propylene
glycol in humans after oral exposure. A 39-year-old woman who had ingested propylene glycol and
ethanol showed no adverse effects on blood chemistry (Lolin et al. 1988).

The results from animal studies indicate that intermediate and chronic exposure to propylene glycol may
lead to hemolysis of red blood cells. Increased numbers of Heinz bodies (sign of red blood cell
degeneration) were observed in cats exposed orally to 1,200, 1,600, 2,400, and 3,600 mg/kg of propylene
glycol for 2, 5, and 17 weeks, respectively (Christopher et al. 1989a; Weiss et al. 1990, 1992). Other
studies indicate increased Heinz body formation and decreased RBC survival in kittens and adult cats
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ingesting 3,000 mg/kg and 1,400 mg/kg/day, respectively (Bauer et al. 1992). These findings are further
supported by results obtained in dogs after chronic oral exposure to 5,000 mg/kg/day (Weil et al. 1971).
Red blood cell hemolysis was evidenced by decreased hemoglobin and hematocrit levels, and decreased
total red blood cell counts. In rats, however, there were no changes in any of the hematological
parameters after 2 years of chronic oral exposure to 2,500 mg/kg/day propylene glycol (Gaunt et al.
1972). These results indicate that there may be species differences with regard to the effect of propylene
glycol on red blood cells. Fischer 344 rats exhibited lymphocyte depletion after a single oral dose of
23,500 mg/kg propylene glycol (Clark et al. 1979). Hypocellularity of the bone marrow was observed in
cats after intermediate oral exposure to 8,000 mg/kg/day of propylene glycol (Christopher et al. 1989a).
Hepatic Effects. The results from chronic-duration animal studies show that there are no adverse
hepatic effects in rats fed a diet delivering 2,500 mg/kg/day of propylene glycol for 2 years (Gaunt et al.
1972). Based on these findings, it can be assumed that chronic oral exposures to moderately high levels of
propylene glycol will not have adverse hepatic effects in humans. It is not clear if hepatotoxicity would
result after an acute exposure to a high level of propylene glycol. Since levels of propylene glycol in the
vicinity of a hazardous waste site would probably be low, it is unlikely that propylene glycol would
induce adverse hepatic effects would occur in people living in the area.
Renal Effects.

No adverse renal effects were observed in cats fed a diet delivering a dose of

1,600 mg/kg/day of propylene glycol for 5 weeks (Christopher et al. 1989a). In the same study, however,
cats exposed to 8,000 mg/kg/day of propylene glycol for 3 weeks developed polyuria, considered a less
serious adverse effect. In another study, an equal number (5-6) of cats of both sexes w.ere fed
1,600 mg/kg/day propylene glycol for 5 weeks or a high dose diet containing 8,000 mg/kg/day for
22 days (Christopher et al. 1990b). Cats fed the low dose had no adverse clinical signs. Cats fed the high
dose had moderate polyuria and polydipsia. Chronic exposure of both rats and dogs to 2,500 and
5,000 mg/kg/day, respectively, for 2 years, had no nephrotoxic effects in either species (Gaunt et al. 1972;
Weil et al. 1971). These results indicate that exposure to low levels of propylene glycol that may be
present at hazardous waste sites are not likely to cause adverse renal effects in the human population
living in the vicinity.
Body Weight Effects.

Rats given 2,942 mg/kg propylene glycol by gavage for 10 days exhibited a

41% reduction in body weight, whereas exposure for 20-30 days caused an increase body weight
(Morshed et al. 1991a). Dogs exposed to 5,000 mg/kg/day oral propylene glycol for 2 years showed no
adverse effect on body weight (Weil et al. 1971).
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Metabolic Effects.

High levels of propylene glycol in the plasma can lead to an increase in the

osmolal gap. Propylene glycol is oxidatively converted to lactic and pyruvic acids which, if present in
sufficient amounts, contribute to a metabolic acidosis. However, acidosis from propylene glycol is not as
severe as that due to ethylene glycol. In a case of acute propylene glycol poisoning (the amount ingested
not specified), the patient developed metabolic acidosis (pH of 7.29) with an osmolal gap of 51 mmol/kg
(reference concentration is <l0 mmol/kg) (Lolin et al. 1988). There is a possibility that this patient also
ingested a large amount of ethanol since the serum ethanol level was 90 mg/dL. The level of propylene
glycol was 400 mg/dL in the serum and 10 mg/dL in urine.

Rats given oral doses of propylene glycol up to 5,885 mg/kg showed an increase of blood lactate of
2.7 mmol/L, which was prevented by inhibition of propylene glycol metabolism (Morshed et al. 1989).
Rabbits given an oral dose of 2,942 mg/kg showed a similar increase in blood lactate of 2.6 mmol/L
(Morshed et al. 1991b). In neither study was there a decrease in blood pH, probably because lactic
acidosis in clinical situations occurs only when lactate levels rise more than 5 mmol/L (Morshed et al.
1989). An equal number (5-6) of cats of both sexes were fed a diet containing 12% propylene glycol (low
dose, 1,600 mg/kg/day) for 5 weeks, a dose equivalent to that found in commercial soft-moist cat foods,
or a high-dose diet containing 41% propylene glycol (8,000 mg/kg/day) for 22 days (Christopher et al.
1990b). Pre-dosing observations were made such that each group of cats served as its own control. In the
low dose cats, anion gap increased from 15.5 Meq/liter during the control period to 22.2 Meq/liter on day
24 of exposure. Total CO2, decreased at the end of the dosing period. Plasma D-lactate increased 24-fold
during the dosing period and was significantly correlated with anion gap. L-lactate decreased significantly
but in a less dramatic fashion to 31% of control values. Serum sodium increased slightly with dosing, but
there were no other notable changes in serum chemistry. In high-dose cats, plasma D-lactate increased
rapidly (44-fold) during dosing.

2.2.2.3 Immunological and Lymphoreticular Effects
No studies were located regarding immunological and lymphoreticular effects in humans after oral
exposure to propylene glycol.

Cats fed 1.2 mg propylene glycol per gram of feed for 14 days showed increased haptoglobin
concentration (Weiss et al. 1992). Dogs fed 5,000 mg/kg/day propylene glycol for 2 years showed no
adverse immunological effects (Weil et al. 1971).
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The highest NOAEL value and the LOAEL value for immunological and lymphoreticular effects in dogs
and cats for each duration category for propylene glycol after oral exposure are reported in Table 2-2 and
plotted in Figure 2-2.

2.2.2.4 Neurological Effects
Adverse neurological reactions were observed in patients who tested positive in a propylene glycol patch
test after an acute oral challenge with 2-15 mL of propylene glycol (Hannuksela and Forström 1978).
Although the observed neurotoxicity is attributed to propylene glycol, the study reports that this response
was seen in allergic individuals. In a case of acute propylene glycol poisoning, neurotoxic symptoms
included stupor and repetitive convulsions (Lolin et al. 1988). The study does not specify the amount of
propylene glycol that caused neurotoxicity. Various degrees of propylene glycol neurotoxicity were also
observed in a group of 16 outpatients of a neurology clinic after acute oral exposure to 887 mg/kg 3 times
per day for at least 3 days, using a formulation containing phenytoin and ethanol (Yu et al. 1985). Very
severe mental symptoms (not specified) were observed in one patient who had the highest overall
propylene glycol plasma concentration, although patients with lower plasma propylene glycol levels
showed similar neurotoxicity. The estimated half-life of propylene glycol is 3.8 hours. This means that
there is a measurable accumulation of propylene glycol if it is ingested in the course of a multiple-dosing
regimen (Yu et al. 1985). The limitation of the study is that it does not specify if the observed propylene
glycol effects may have been associated with the neurological problems already present in those patients
or with concomitant ingestion of ethanol.

In a study of oral LD50 values using propylene glycol, lethargy and coma were observed prior to death in
rats (Clark et al. 1979). An equal number (5-6) of cats of both sexes were fed a diet containing 12%
propylene glycol (low dose, 1,600 mg/kg/day) for 5 weeks, a dose equivalent to that found in commercial
soft-moist cat foods, or a high dose diet containing 41% propylene glycol (8,000 mg/kg/day) for 22 days
(Christopher et al. 1990b). Pre-dosing observations were made such that each group of cats served as its
own control. Animals were observed for signs of toxicity. Cats receiving the low dose showed no clinical
signs of toxicity. Cats receiving the high dose developed decreased activity, mental depression [author’s
words], and slight to moderate ataxia. These cats had high levels (44-fold higher than control) of
D-lactate, thought to contribute to central nervous system toxicity. On the basis of this information,
adverse neurological reactions due to exposure to low levels of propylene glycol possibly present at
hazardous waste sites are very unlikely.
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The LOAEL value for neurological effects in rats for acute-duration category oral exposure propylene
glycol is reported in Table 2-2 and plotted in Figure 2-2.

2.2.2.5 Reproductive Effects
No studies were located regarding reproductive effects in humans after oral exposure to propylene glycol.
Pregnant female Swiss mice were given 10,000 mg/kg/day propylene glycol by mouth on Gd 8-12
(Kavlock et al. 1987). There was no effect of treatment on their ability to produce live pups, or on the
survival of those pups. The effects of propylene glycol on reproduction of Swiss (CD-l) mice were tested
in a protocol which permitted continuous breeding during a specified interval (NTP 1985). Propylene
glycol in drinking water at doses of 0, 1.0, 2.5, and 5.0% yielded mean exposures of 0, 1,819, 4,796, and
10,118 mg/kg/day, based on water consumption. Animals were treated during a l-week pre-cohabitation
period and a 14-week monogamous cohabitation ‘period. Any offspring produced during the cohabitation
period were examined, sexed, weighed, and killed to allow continuous mating of the parental generation.
At the end of the cohabitation period, males and females were separated, and the females were allowed to
deliver and raise the last litter to weaning. Propylene glycol had no adverse effects on any measure of
reproduction, including number of litters, litter size, pup weight, or sex ratio. There was no effect on the
reproductive capacity of offspring from the high dose group.

The highest NOAEL values for reproductive effects in each species and duration category for propylene
glycol after oral exposure are reported in Tables 2-2 and plotted in Figure 2-2.

2.2.2.6 Developmental Effects
No studies were located regarding developmental effects in humans after oral exposure to propylene
glycol.

Pregnant female Swiss mice were given 10,000 mg/kg/day propylene glycol by mouth on Gd 8-12
(Kavlock et al. 1987). There was no effect of treatment on their ability to produce live pups, or on the
survival of those pups. The effects of propylene glycol on reproduction of Swiss (CD-l) mice were tested
in a protocol which permitted continuous breeding during a specified interval (NTP 1985). Propylene
glycol in drinking water at doses of 0, 1.0, 2.5, and 5.0% yielded mean exposures of 0, 1,819, 4,796, and
10,118 mg/kg/day, based on water consumption. Animals were treated during a l-week pre-cohabitation
period and a 14-week monogamous cohabitation period. Any offspring produced during the cohabitation
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period were examined, sexed, weighed, and killed to allow continuous mating of the parental generation.
At the end of the cohabitation period, males and females were separated, and the females were allowed to
deliver and raise the last litter to weaning.

Propylene glycol had no adverse effects on any measure of reproduction, including number of litters, litter
size, pup weight, or sex ratio. There was no effect on the reproductive capacity of offspring from the high
dose group.

The highest NOAEL values for developmental effects in each species and duration category for propylene
glycol after oral exposure are reported in Table 2-2 and Figure 2-2.

2.2.2.7 Genotoxic Effects
No studies were located regarding genotoxic effects in humans or animals after oral exposure to
propylene glycol.

Other genotoxicity studies are discussed in Section 2.4.

2.2.2.8 Cancer
No studies were located regarding cancer effects in humans after oral exposure to propylene glycol.

In a dietary study of chronic oral exposure of rats to 2,500 mg/kg/day, there were no treatment-related
increases in neoplasms (Gaunt et al. 1972). Based on this information, its long history of use in consumer
products, and structural activity considerations, it is extremely unlikely that exposure to levels of
propylene glycol near hazardous waste sites would influence the incidence of cancer in the population
living in the vicinity.

2.2.3

Dermal Exposure

Dermal exposure to propylene glycol most likely occurs through contact with cosmetics or drugs.
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2.2.3.1 Death
No studies were located regarding death in humans or animals after dermal exposure to propylene glycol.
Therefore, no LOAELs for death following dermal exposure could be established. Based on the absence
of data in the literature, it is unlikely that sufficient amounts of propylene glycol would be present or
inhaled near hazardous waste sites to cause death among people living in the area.

2.2.3.2 Systemic Effects
No studies were located regarding gastrointestinal, hematological, musculoskeletal, hepatic, renal,
endocrine, ocular, or body weight effects in humans, or respiratory, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal,
hematological, musculoskeletal, hepatic, renal, endocrine, body weight, or metabolic effects in animals
after dermal exposure to propylene glycol.

The highest NOAEL values and all reliable LOAEL values for systemic effects in each species and
duration category for propylene glycol after dermal exposure are reported in Table 2-3.
Respiratory Effects.

Acute respiratory acidosis and cardiorespiratory arrest occurred in an 8-month

old infant with second- and third-degree burns after acute dermal treatment with silver sulfadiazine
containing a high amount of propylene glycol. The dose of propylene glycol was 9,000 mg/kg/day
(Fligner et al. 1985). Due to the high dose of propylene glycol, and the possible concomitant effects of
both the burn injury and the sulfadiazine therapy, the actual source of the respiratory effect in this infant
could not be determined, although propylene glycol cannot be ruled out as the causative agent.

Cardiovascular Effects.

Very limited and conflicting information is available for humans on

cardiovascular effects after dermal exposure to propylene glycol. An 8-month-old infant suffered
cardiorespiratory arrest after four dermal exposures to propylene glycol in a silver sulfadiazine
medication (Fligner et al. 1985). Due to the high dose of propylene glycol, and the possible concomitant
effects of both the burn injury and the sulfadiazine therapy, the actual source of the cardiorespiratory
effect in this infant could not be determined, although propylene glycol cannot be ruled out as the
causative agent. Other studies of propylene glycol in humans did not evaluate cardiovascular effects.

It appears that acute exposure to very high levels of propylene glycol may cause adverse cardiovascular
effects, but it is unlikely that such exposures could occur as a result of being in the vicinity of hazardous
waste sites.
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Dermal Effects.

Propylene glycol does not seem to have significant irritative properties. Skin testing

of 42 healthy volunteers showed that 100% propylene glycol caused faint, patchy erythema with edema in
40% of the tested subjects (Willis et al. 1988). In another study, an acute dermal exposure of eczema
patients to 0.2 and 22.8 mg/cm2 of propylene glycol caused skin edema and erythema in 3.8% of the
823 patients that were skin tested (Kinnunen and Hannuksela 1989). On the basis of-the findings from
these studies, the authors concluded that propylene glycol has marginal irritant properties.

However, some cases of sensitivity have been recorded in the literature. A 51-year-old woman developed
a severe itchy erythematous vesicular dermatitis of the upper lip, nose and adjoining right cheek after
applying a cream containing 10% propylene glycol (Corrazza et al. 1993). A patch test revealed a
sensitivity to propylene glycol. In a test of 1,226 patients, applying 5% propylene glycol in Vaseline, or
10, 30, or 50% in water, caused approximately 208 patients to show some reaction (Aberer et al. 1993).
Of these 208 patients, 195 exhibited some form of irritation, whereas only 13 exhibited an allergic
reaction (Aberer et al. 1993). The mechanism of the reaction is not understood, but electron microscopy
revealed that propylene glycol causes hydration of cornea1 cells producing a characteristic “basket
weave” pattern in the stratum comeum (Willis et al. 1989). In order to determine if propylene glycol can
also evoke a hypersensitivity reaction, a total of 15 patients who had positive skin reactions to propylene
glycol were exposed to an acute oral propylene glycol challenge (Hannuksela and Forström 1978). The
hypersensitivity reaction that developed consisted of exanthem and cleared within 36-48 hours without
any medications.

During 1951 and 1952, propylene glycol was applied in a covered patch test to the normal skin of
866 patients (Warshaw and Herrmann 1952). The test sites were examined 48 hours after application of
the patches. Undiluted propylene glycol (Brand A, B, and C), and aqueous dilutions of Brand A (2.5, 10,
and 50%) were tested. Related compounds, including glycerine, and carbowax 1500, were also tested.
Propylene glycol was also applied directly to the skin of some individuals with a glass rod for 20 seconds.
The application site was left uncovered. In many of the patients, the patch tests were repeated, but in
different locations. When possible, the patients were re-tested after a period of several months. Several
patients who reacted to propylene glycol were re-tested with exposure to propylene glycol and dry heat;
female patients who reacted to propylene glycol received lipsticks containing propylene glycol for trial
use. Positive results were observed in 138 (15.7%) of the skin patch tests of propylene glycol. The
reactions ranged from simple erythema to erythema with induration and vesiculation. No differences were
noted in reactions to different brands of propylene glycol. Twenty-three persons with reactions to pure
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propylene glycol were tested with 50 and 10% dilutions. In general, the reaction to propylene glycol
decreased with decreasing concentration. Only 5 of 23 showed any reaction to 10% propylene glycol, and
only showed simple erythema. One of three persons tested with 2.5% propylene glycol had a positive
reaction. Sixteen patients with positive reactions to the propylene glycol patch test were further patchtested with glycerine and carbowax 1500, yielding 1 positive reaction to carbowax 1500, and a
questionable positive reaction to glycerine. Sixteen patients with positive reactions to the patch test with
propylene glycol were retested by simple application of propylene glycol. No positive reactions were
observed. The incidence of positive reactions to propylene glycol appeared to fluctuate with the season,
and was significantly higher during the cooler and less humid months (14-22% from October to June, 6%
from July to September). In 23 of the positive reacting patients, the patch tests with propylene glycol were
repeated after a period of 2-12 months. Seventeen of 23 patients showed a positive response, while the
other 6 showed no response. Repeated testing with increased heat and moisture, reactivity tended to
decrease. One of 15 female patients with a positive reaction to the propylene glycol patch test was also
reactive to lipstick containing propylene glycol which was applied to the lips.

Propylene glycol was tested on the skin of 1,556 patients with eczema using a chamber on the back of the
patients (Hannuksela et al. 1975). Undiluted propylene glycol was applied to the backs of the patients and
left there for 20-24 hours. Readings of the exposure area were made 1, 2, and 4-5 days after application of
the chemical. Reactions with redness, with or without infiltration peaking on the first day were considered
irritant reactions. Reactions with infiltration with or without vesiculation extending to a considerably
larger area than the test area, with the maximum occurring on the second day or later were considered’
allergic. Forty-two positive reactors were subjected to patch tests with 3.2, 10, or 32% aqueous propylene
glycol. Fifteen patients with allergic reactions to propylene glycol. applied undiluted propylene glycol to
their armpits 3 times daily for 4 days. Of the patients tested with undiluted propylene glycol, 12.5%
showed positive reactions. Of these, 70% were of primary irritation, and 30% were allergic in appearance.
Seasonal variation was observed, with more cases observed in the winter. Forty-two cases of positive
reactions to undiluted propylene glycol were retested with aqueous dilutions of the compound. Twelve of
42 showed a positive reaction to 10%, and 9 of 42 had a reaction to 3.2%; 20 of 42 cases reacted to the
32% solution. Eleven of 15 patients who applied propylene glycol to their armpits had no reaction. The
4 reacting patients exhibited itching 4-10 hours and eczema within 24 hours. The symptoms reached their
peak at 48 hours and disappeared after 3-5 days. Three of these patients used undiluted propylene glycol
and one patient used 10% propylene glycol. In this latter patient, examination of the skin of a lo-hour-old
reaction revealed no change in the epidermis, but perivascular infiltration in the dermis, indicative of an
allergic reaction.
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A 21-day cumulative irritation test was conducted using propylene glycol (Trancik and Maibach 1982).
Ten Caucasian males with healthy skin received dermal applications of 207 mg propylene glycol (USP)
on their backs in the same spot every day for 21 days. The application site was occluded with gauze and
tape for 24 hours following application. Daily readings of test site were conducted at the time the patches
were removed. Scoring ranged from no visible reaction to intense erythema with edema and vesicular
erosion. In the 21-day cumulative irritation test, only one subject presented with a reaction, which was
rated as equivocal irritation, on 20 of the test. All other subjects in the test had no reaction. Results of the
21-day cumulative irritation test indicate that propylene glycol is at least a minimal irritant.

There are few studies of dermal effects of propylene glycol in animals. New Zealand White rabbits
exposed to 0.52 g of propylene glycol on skin showed little or no irritation after 72 hours (Clark et al.
1979).

These findings, plus a long history of safe use in medicine, indicate that prolonged dermal exposure to the
low levels of propylene glycol present at hazardous waste sites is very unlikely to cause hypersensitivity
or other skin reactions in the human population living in the vicinity.
Metabolic Effects.

High levels of propylene glycol in the plasma can lead to an increase in the

osmolal gap. Propylene glycol is oxidatively converted to lactic and pyruvic acids which, if present in
sufficient amounts, contribute to a metabolic acidosis. However, acidosis from propylene glycol is not as
severe as that due to ethylene glycol. Increased osmolal gap was found in two cases of acute dermal
exposure to propylene glycol. An 8-month-old infant with a severe burnswas topically treated with
9,000 mg/kg/day of propylene glycol used as a vehicle for silver sulfadiazine (Fligner et al. 1985). The
osmolal gap reached a maximum of 130 rnilliosmoles/kg 14 days after the treatment started, while serum
propylene glycol level peaked at 1,059 mg/dL. Due to the high dose of propylene glycol, and the possible
concomitant effects of both the burn injury and the sulfadiazine therapy, the actual source of the
metabolic effect in this infant could not be determined, although propylene glycol cannot be ruled out as
the causative agent. The burn injury may have contributed to the increased absorption of propylene glycol
and hence, the hyperosmolality. However, in another study of acute dermal propylene glycol exposure of
12 adults to 6,100 mg/kg/day for 5 days, propylene glycol had no effect on either serum osmolality or
lactic acid levels (Commens 1990). Although the results of these studies are not conclusive, it seems that
increased lactate levels leading to acidosis and increased osmolality may develop in humans in the event
high levels of propylene glycol are absorbed into the blood stream.
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2.2.3.3 Immunological and Lymphoreticular Effects
No studies were located regarding immunological and lymphoreticular effects in animals after dermal
exposure to propylene glycol.

Since propylene glycol is widely used as a vehicle for dermally applied medications, several studies
investigated its potential as both an irritant and contact allergen. Skin testing of 42 healthy volunteers
showed that 100% propylene glycol caused faint, patchy erythema with edema in 40% of the tested
subjects (Willis et al. 1988). In another study, an acute dermal exposure of eczema patients to 0.2 and
22.8 mg/cm2 of propylene glycol caused skin edema and erythema in 3.8% of the 823 patients that were
skin tested (Kinnunen and Hannuksela 1989). On the basis of the findings from these two studies, the
authors concluded that propylene glycol has marginal irritant properties. However, some cases of
sensitivity have been recorded in the literature. A 51-year-old woman developed a severe itchy
erythematous vesicular dermatitis of the upper lip, nose, and adjoining right cheek after applying a cream
containing 10% propylene glycol (Corrazza et al. 1993). A patch test revealed a sensitivity to propylene
glycol. In a test of 1,226 patients applying 5% propylene glycol in Vaseline, or 10, 30, or 50% in water
resulted in approximately 208 patients showing some reaction (Aberer et al. 1993). Of these 208 patients,
195 exhibited some form of irritation, whereas only 13 exhibited an allergic reaction (Aberer et al. 1993).
The mechanism of the reaction is not understood, but electron microscopy revealed that propylene glycol
causes hydration of corneal cells producing a characteristic “basket weave” pattern in the stratum
corneum (Willis et al. 1989): In order to determine if propylene glycol can also evoke a hypersensitivity
reaction, a total of 15 patients who had positive skin reactions to propylene glycol were exposed to an
acute oral propylene glycol challenge (Hannuksela and Forström 1978). The hypersensitivity reaction that
developed consisted of exanthem and cleared within 3 6-48 hours without any medications. Propylene
glycol was tested on the skin of 1,556 patients with eczema using a chamber on the back of the patients
(Hannuksela et al. 1975). Undiluted propylene glycol was applied to the backs of the patients and left
there for 20-24 hours. Readings of the exposure area were made 1, 2, and 4-5 days after application of the
chemical. Reactions with redness, with or without infiltration peaking on the first day were considered
irritant reactions. Reactions with infiltration with or without vesiculation extending to a considerably
larger area than the test area, with the maximum occurring on the second day or later were considered
allergic. Forty-two positive reactors were subjected to patch tests with 3.2, 10, or 32% aqueous propylene
glycol. Fifteen patients with allergic reactions to propylene glycol applied undiluted propylene glycol to
their armpits 3 times daily for 4 days. Of the patients tested with undiluted propylene glycol, 12.5%
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showed positive reactions. Of these, 70% were of primary irritation, and 30% were allergic in appearance.
Seasonal variation was observed, with more cases observed in the winter. Forty-two cases of positive
reactions to undiluted propylene glycol were retested with aqueous dilutions of the compound. Twelve of
42 cases showed a positive reaction to l0%, and 9 of 42 cases had a reaction to 3.2%; 20 of 42 cases
reacted to the 32% solution. Eleven of 15 patients who applied propylene glycol to their armpits had no
reaction. The 4 reacting patients exhibited itching 4-10 hours and eczema within 24 hours. The symptoms
reached their peak at 48 hours and disappeared after 3-5 days. Three of these patients used undiluted
propylene glycol and one patient used 10% propylene glycol. In this latter patient, examination of the skin
of a l0-hour-old reaction revealed no change in the epidermis, but perivascular infiltration in the dermis,
indicative of an allergic reaction.

A 22-day sensitization procedure was conducted using propylene glycol (Trancik and Maibach 1982). For
the sensitization procedure, 203 Caucasian males with healthy skin received dermal doses of 207 mg
propylene glycol on their backs on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays for 22 days, resulting in a total of
10 doses. The application site was occluded for 48-72 hours (i.e., covered between doses). The test sites
were read when the patches were changed. The application site was occluded with gauze and tape for
24 hours following application. Daily readings of test site were conducted at the time the patches were
removed. Scoring ranged from no visible reaction to intense erythema with edema and vesicular erosion.
In addition, minimal glazing of the skin (roughness) was added to the scoring list. Two weeks after the
sensitization phase, a challenge dose was applied to previously untested skin and occluded for 48
72 hours. Rechallenge was performed at 2-week intervals. In the sensitization test, equivocal responses
were noted, but no reaction more than equivocal was observed. At the challenge, 19 of 203 showed a
positive response. Upon rechallenge, five exhibited an increase in response. The sensitization test
indicates that propylene glycol might be a sensitizer.

These findings plus a long history of safe use in medicine indicate that prolonged dermal exposure to the
low levels of propylene glycol present at hazardous waste sites is very unlikely to cause hypersensitivity
reactions in the human population living in the vicinity.

2.2.3.4 Neurological Effects
No studies were located regarding neurological effects in animals after dermal exposure to propylene
glycol.
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Adverse neurological reactions were observed in patients who tested positive in a propylene glycol patch
test after an acute oral challenge with 2-15 mL of propylene glycol (Hannuksela and Forstrom 1978).
Although the observed neurotoxicity is attributed to propylene glycol, the study reports that this response
was seen in allergic individuals. An 8-month-old infant with a severe burn was topically treated with
9,000 mg/kg/day of propylene glycol used as a vehicle for silver sulfadiazine (Fligner et al. 1985). After
developing respiratory acidosis, the infant experienced cardiac arrest and was resuscitated. Subsequent
neurological examination revealed hypoxic damage, which was evident by persistent hypoxic
encephalopathy. Due to the high dose of propylene glycol, and the possible concomitant effects of both
the bum injury and the sulfadiazine therapy, the actual source of the respiratory effect and subsequent
neurological damage in this infant could not be determined, although propylene glycol cannot be ruled out
as the causative agent.

The LOAEL value for neurological effects in humans for acute effects for propylene glycol after dermal
exposure is reported in Table 2-3.

2.2.3.5 Reproductive Effects
No studies were located regarding reproductive effects in humans or animals after dermal exposure to
propylene glycol.

2.2.3.6 Developmental Effects
No studies were located regarding developmental effects in humans or animals after dermal exposure to
propylene glycol.

2.2.3.7 Genotoxic Effects
No studies were located regarding genotoxic effects in humans or animals after dermal exposure to
propylene glycol.

Genotoxicity studies are discussed in Section 2.4.

2.2.3.8 Cancer
No studies were located regarding cancer effects in humans after dermal exposure to propylene glycol.
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No increase in tumors was observed after twice weekly applications of propylene glycol to the skin of
Swiss mice for 120 weeks, at doses up to 2 mg (Stenback and Shubik 1974). Based on this information,
its long history of use in consumer products, and structural activity considerations, it is extremely unlikely
that exposure to levels of propylene glycol near hazardous waste sites would influence the incidence of
cancer in the population living in the vicinity.

2.3

TOXICOKINETICS

The toxicokinetics of propylene glycol is not well defined. Dermal data are most abundant for propylene
glycol. Due to the relatively nontoxic nature of the compound, kinetic data are somewhat scarce.
Available information is discussed below.

2.3.1

Absorption

2.3.1.1 Inhalation Exposure
No kinetic data for absorption in humans or animals of propylene glycol after inhalation exposure were
found in the literature.

2.3.1.2 Oral Exposure
The pharmacokinetic properties of propylene glycol are not completely understood, but absorption from
the gastrointestinal tract is fairly rapid. The maximum plasma concentration of propylene glycol in
humans is reached within 1 hour after oral exposure (Yu et al. 1985). An equal number (5-6) of cats of
both sexes were fed a diet containing 12% propylene glycol (low dose, 1,600 mg/kg/day) for 5 weeks, a
dose equivalent to that found in commercial soft-moist cat foods, or a high dose diet containing 41%
propylene glycol (8,000 mg/kg/day) for 22 days (Christopher et al. 1990b). Predosing observations were
made such that each group of cats served as its own control. Plasma levels of propylene glycol were
measured in 2 cats fed the low dose on day 24 of ingestion, and compared to pre-dosing samples. Plasma
levels of propylene glycol were 19.1 and 8.4 mmol/liter for the 2 cats.

2.3.1.3 Dermal Exposure
Some studies of the dermal absorption of propylene glycol have been conducted. Patients with second and
third degree burns over more than 20% of their total body surface were studied over a period of
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30 months (Kulick et al. 1985). Sulfadiazine preparations containing propylene glycol were applied
dermally over a period of 3-7 days after admission to the hospital. Serum and urinary levels of propylene
glycol were measured. Propylene glycol was detected in the serum of 24 of 45 patients, and in the urine of
40 of 45 patients. Average serum levels were 0.08 mg/mL, with a range of 0-1.3 mg/mL for patient who
lived, and 0.82 mg/mL with a range of 0-9.8 mg/mL for patients who died. Propylene glycol levels
correlated with total bum surface area and total third degree burn surface area.

In vitro studies of the penetration of propylene glycol through rat abdominal stratum corneum have been
conducted (Takeuchi et al. 1993, 1995). Fresh abdominal skin from male Wistar rats was used in
experiments in which propylene glycol, or a mixture of propylene glycol and oleic acid were evaluated
for absorption properties (Takeuchi et al. 1993). When propylene glycol was applied alone for up to
2 hours, no compound was detected in the dermis. However, when 0.15 M oleic acid was added to the
propylene glycol, propylene glycol was detected in the dermis after 30 minutes of exposure, but not after
5 or 15 minutes (Takeuchi et al. 1993). The appearance of propylene glycol seemed to be in three phases
when in the presence of a skin penetration enhancer such as oleic acid (Takeuchi et al. 1995). The first
stage was the penetration of propylene glycol into the skin barrier, without any change of the dermal
structure. The second stage was rapid distribution in and throughout the dermis, presumably accompanied
by alteration of the dermal structure. In the third stage, propylene glycol was saturated in the dermis.

Comparison of propylene glycol absorption by skin from humans, hairless mice, and snakes was
conducted (Rigg and Barry 1990). Shed snake skin tended to underestimate propylene glycol absorption
in human skin, especially in the presence of enhancers, whereas hairless mouse skin greatly overestimated
absorption compared to human skin. The authors concluded that human skin should be used for
absorption studies whenever possible.

2.3.2

Distribution

2.3.2.1 Inhalation Exposure
No kinetic data for distribution in humans or animals of propylene glycol after inhalation exposure were
found in the literature.
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2.3.2.2 Oral Exposure
No studies of the distribution of propylene glycol in humans or animals after oral exposure were found in
the literature.

2.3.2.3 Dermal Exposure
In vitro studies of the penetration of propylene glycol through rat abdominal stratum corneum have been
conducted (Takeuchi et al. 1993, 1995). Fresh abdominal skin from male Wistar rats was used in
experiments in which propylene glycol, or a mixture of propylene glycol and oleic acid were evaluated
for absorption properties (Takeuchi et al. 1993). When propylene glycol was applied alone for up to
2 hours, no compound was detected in the dermis. However, when 0.15 M oleic acid was added to the
propylene glycol, propylene glycol was detected in the dermis after 30 minutes of exposure, but not after
5 or 15 minutes (Takeuchi et al. 1993). The appearance of propylene glycol seemed to be in three phases
when in the presence of a skin penetration enhancer such as oleic acid (Takeuchi et al. 1995). The first
stage was the penetration of propylene glycol into the skin barrier, without any change of the dermal
structure. The second stage was rapid distribution in and throughout the dermis, presumably accompanied
by alteration of the dermal structure. In the third stage, propylene glycol was saturated in the dermis.
Additional evaluation indicated that the volume of distribution of propylene glycol in the dermis was
influenced by the efficiency of the enhancer compound, with oleic acid and oleylamine being the most
efficient, compared to lauric acid, laurylamine, or azone.

2.3.3

Metabolism

The metabolic pathway for propylene glycol in mammals is shown in Figure 2-3. Commercially available
propylene glycol is usually a mixture of D- and L-isomers. The major route of metabolism for propylene
glycol is via alcohol dehydrogenase to lactaldehyde, then to lactate, via aldehyde dehydrogenase, and on
to glucose through gluconeogenic pathways (as summarized in Christopher et al. 1990b; Huff 1961;
Miller and Bazzano 1965; Morshed et al. 1989, 1991b; Ruddick 1972). Conversion to methylglyoxal is an
alternate route via alcohol dehydrogenase, ending in metabolism to D-lactate through glyoxalase.
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Figure 2-3. Propylene Glycol Metabolism in Mammals
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2.3.4

Excretion

2.3.4.1 Inhalation Exposure
No kinetic data for excretion in humans or animals of propylene glycol after inhalation exposure were
found in the literature.

2.3.4.2 Oral Exposure
The pharmacokinetic properties of propylene glycol are not completely understood, but absorption from
the gastrointestinal tract is fairly rapid. The maximum plasma concentration of propylene glycol in
humans is reached within 1 hour after oral exposure, while the elimination half-life is about, 4 hours. The
total body clearance is about 0.1 L/kg/hour and seems to be serum-concentration dependent (Yu et al.
1985). Dose-dependent elimination is seen in rats, with saturation of the pathways at doses above
5,880 mg/kg (Morshed et al. 1988). An apparent maximum elimination rate of 8.3 mmol/kg/hour
(630 mg/kg/hour) was observed.

2.3.4.3 Dermal Exposure
Excretion of propylene glycol has been studied in humans. Patients with second and third degree bums
over more than 20% of their total body surface were studied over a period of 30 months (Kulick et al.
1985). Sulfadiazine preparations containing propylene glycol were applied dermally over a period of 3
7 days after admission to the hospital. Serum and urinary levels of propylene glycol were measured.
Propylene glycol was detected in the serum of 24 of 45 patients, and in the urine of 40 of 45 patients.
Average urinary levels were 1.3 mg/mL, with a range of 0-17.9 mg/mL for patient who lived, and
2.9 mg/mL with a range of 0-23.0 mg/mL for patients who died. Propylene glycol levels correlated with
total bum surface area and total third degree bum surface area.

2.3.5

Mechanism of Action

The mechanism of action of propylene glycol is not well understood.
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2.4

RELEVANCE TO PUBLIC HEALTH

Propylene glycol is a colorless, odorless, water-soluble liquid considered safe for use in commercial
formulations of foods, drugs, and cosmetics. Propylene glycol, like ethylene glycol, is used as an
antifreeze, de-icing solution, and in various paints and coatings. Unlike ethylene glycol, however,
propylene glycol has been approved as safe in various food flavorings, drugs, cosmetics, and as a direct
additive to food. Propylene glycol is commonly used in the pharmaceutical industry as a solvent for
drugs, as a stabilizer for vitamins, and in ointment for medicinal applications. Propylene glycol may be
found in canned fruit, packaged coconut, as a solvent in drug and cosmetic preparations, and in flavorings
and extracts. Propylene glycol is also used in the generation of artificial mists and fogs used in fire safety
training, and theatrical and stage productions: This widespread use of propylene glycol stems from its low
level of toxicity.

Minimal Risk Levels for Propylene Glycol

Inhalation MRLs

No MRLs for acute- or chronic-duration inhalation exposure to propylene glycol were derived because
data are insufficient. Only one acute-duration inhalation exposure study was found in the available
literature, in which rabbits were exposed to only one dose (10% aerosol) of propylene glycol for 20 and
120 minutes (Konradova et al. 1978). An increased number of degenerated goblet cells in the tracheal
lining was observed at both doses. Only a single study was found in the available literature for inhalation
exposure to propylene glycol for chronic-duration (Robertson et al. 1947) exposure. This study did not
provided enough information from which to derive an MRL.
•

An MRL of 0.009 ppm has been derived for intermediate-duration (15–364 days) inhalation
exposure to propylene glycol.

The MRL was based on the LOAEL of 51 ppm for nasal hemorrhaging in rats (Suber et al. 1989). The
MRL was obtained by dividing the LOAEL value by 1,000 (10 for use of a LOAEL, 10 for extrapolation
from animals to humans, and 10 for human variability) and multiplying by factors to adjust the exposure
from 6 hours per day (6 or 24) and 5 days per week (5 of 7) to continuous exposure. Young, healthy adult
Sprague-Dawley rats were divided into 4 groups of 19 males and 19 females each. Three groups were
exposed for 5 days per week, 6 hours per day for 13 weeks by nose-only inhalation to mean target aerosol
concentrations of 51, 321, or 707 ppm propylene glycol. The fourth, the control group, was exposed to
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humidified, filtered room air. Nasal hemorrhaging occurred in all exposed groups of male and female rats
indicating that propylene glycol can act as a dehydrogenating agent. From week 2 to 14, the average of
nasal hemorrhaging in male rats was <1, 64, 74, and 75% in controls, low-exposure, medium-exposure,
and high-exposure groups, respectively. In females, the average indices were <1% in controls, 14% in the
low-exposure group, and 71% in the medium and high-exposure groups. Animals recovered during nonexposure weekend periods. Similar trends were observed for ocular discharge, with females having
generally less ocular discharge than males. A significant reduction in body weight of 5-7% starting on day
50 and continuing until the end of the study was observed in female rats receiving the highest dose of
707 ppm propylene glycol. Similar observation was made in the group receiving 321 ppm of propylene
glycol but later in the study starting on day 64. This body weight reduction was correlated with a
significant reduction in food consumption beginning on study days 43 and 50 for the high- and mediumexposure females, respectively. Female rats exposed to 321 ppm propylene glycol had a significant
decrease in white blood cell count and lymphocyte numbers. Female rats exposed to 707 ppm propylene
glycol had a significant decrease in hemoglobin concentration, white blood cell count and lymphocyte
numbers. Male rats in the medium (321 ppm) and high (707 ppm) groups had a significant decrease in
serum sorbitol dehydrogenase and gamma-glutamyl transferase. A significant decrease in total serum
protein was observed in male rats treated with high dose (707 ppm) of propylene glycol while females
treated with a medium dose (321 ppm) of propylene glycol had an increase in total serum protein. These
changes were considered to be sporadic. Kidney weight was decreased at 321 ppm in both sexes.
Although there were no treatment-related gross pathology changes, light microscopy revealed thickening
of respiratory epithelium with increase in the number of goblet cells and their mucin content in both
female and male animals receiving medium and high propylene glycol dose. Minute volume, tidal
volume, and respiratory rates were not significantly altered in rats exposed to 51, 321, or 707 ppm
propylene glycol for 13 weeks, suggesting that animals adapted to the exposure concentrations.

Oral MRLs

No MRLs for acute-, intermediate-, or chronic-duration oral exposure to propylene glycol were derived
because data are insufficient.
Death. There were no reports in the literature of human death due to propylene glycol exposure by any
route, at any level, for any length of time. Lethal oral doses for rats, mice, and guinea pigs range from
8,000 to 46,000 mg/kg (Clark et al. 1979; EPA 1987a). Monkeys died after inhalation exposure to
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112 ppm propylene glycol after 13 months (Robertson et al. 1947). It is unlikely that sufficient amounts
of propylene glycol would be inhaled, ingested, or absorbed through the skin to be fatal.

Systemic Effects

Respiratory Effects. Acute respiratory arrest was observed in an 8-month-old infant being treated for
second and third degree bums with an topical antibiotic formulation containing propylene glycol (Fligner
et al. 1985). The contribution of the bum injury and the antibiotic therapy to the respiratory arrest,
however, is not known. Anecdotal accounts of respiratory irritation after exposure to propylene glycol as
a mist or vapor in theatrical productions was found in the literature (Rossol 1990). Studies of laboratory
animals are inconclusive with respect to the respiratory effects of propylene glycol (Konradova et al.
1978; Suber et al. 1989).
Cardiovascular Effects. Very limited information is available in humans and animals on
cardiovascular effects after exposure to propylene glycol. In the case of the 8-month-old infant mentioned
above, cardiac arrest accompanied the respiratory arrest (Fligner et al. 1985). The contribution of the
infant’s injuries to the observed symptoms is not known. No cardiovascular effects were noted in rats
after 2 years of exposure to oral doses of propylene glycol up to 49,500 ppm (Morris et al. 1942).
Myocardial edema was observed in a horse prior to death from an accidental oral administration of
7,904 mg/kg propylene glycol (Dorman and Haschek 1991).
Gastrointestinal Effects.

There were no reports of the effects of propylene glycol on the

gastrointestinal system of humans. Propylene glycol is approved as a direct food additive. Toxicity to the
gastrointestinal system has been shown to be negligible. In rats, only a very large oral dose of
23,500 mg/kg caused hemorrhagic enteritis (Clark et al. 1979). Monkeys and rats exposed by inhalation to
concentrations of propylene glycol up to 112 ppm for 13-18 months had no gastrointestinal effects
(Robertson et al. 1947). The effect of orally administered propylene glycol on the brush border membrane
from the jejuno-ileum portion of the intestines of rats was investigated in vivo and in vitro (Morshed et al.
1991a). In rats receiving 2,942 mg/kg propylene glycol for 10-30 days, brush border enzymes including
sucrase, lactase, and gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase exhibited a tendency toward increased activity.
Absorption of D-glucose and calcium was increased after 10 days of treatment, whereas absorption of
D-glucose, glycine, L-aspartic acid, L-lysine, and calcium were elevated after 20 or 30 days of treatment.
The structural integrity of the jejunal surface was not adversely affected. When evaluated in vitro,
propylene glycol inhibited sucrase, lactase, and maltase, in a non-competitive dose-related manner, with
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sucrase being the most affected. Nutrient transport was not altered. These studies suggest that ingested
propylene glycol may influence intestinal digestive and absorptive functions, and that the in vivo and in
vitro effects are through different mechanisms.
Hematological Effects. Propylene glycol does not appear to adversely affect hematological
parameters in humans (Lolin et al. 1988). In animals, however, intermediate- and chronic-duration
exposure to propylene glycol may lead to hemolysis of red blood cells. For example, propylene glycol is
used as a moistening agent in cat food. Studies of cats fed 1,200 mg/kg/day and higher doses of propylene
glycol for 2-17 weeks exhibited hypocellularity of the bone marrow, increased Heinz body formation and
decreased RBC survival (Christopher et al. 1989a; Weiss et al. 1990, 1992). Similar results were seen in
dogs after chronic exposure to 5,000 mg/kg/day (Weil et al. 1971).
Musculoskeletal Effects.

No in vivo data on musculoskeletal effects of propylene glycol were found

in the literature. Propylene glycol was shown to cause damage with subsequent creatine kinase release
from rat skeletal muscle (Brazeau and Fung 1990). Attempts to elucidate the mechanism of this damage
suggested that propylene glycol-mediated damage of skeletal muscle may be caused by an intracellular
mechanism rather than by a direct action on the sarcolernma, and that the mechanism may involve
calcium. Frog muscle preparations exhibit increased twitch tension in the presence of propylene glycol
(Hattori and Maehashi 1993). Propylene glycol appears to facilitate transmitter release from the nerve
terminals and raise the acetylcholine sensitivity of the muscle endplate.
Renal Effects.

No in vivo studies describing frank renal toxicity for propylene glycol alone were

found (Christopher et al. 1989a; Gaunt et al. 1972; Robertson et al. 1947; Suber et al. 1989). Polyuria and
polydipsia have been observed in cats ingesting 8,000 mg/kg/day propylene glycol for 3 or more weeks
(Christopher et al. 1989a, 1990b). Propylene glycol has been shown to damage the membranes of human
proximal tubule cells in culture (Morshed et al. 1994). Lactate release was increased and glucose
accumulation decreased in human proximal tubule cells prior to observation of membrane damage,
indicating that damage was occurring even when the plasma membrane appeared to be unaffected.
Dermal Effects.

Propylene glycol has few irritative properties in humans when applied topically,

except in the case of unusual sensitivity (Aberer et al. 1993; Corrazza et al. 1993; Hannuksela et al. 1975;
Kinnunen and Hannuksela 1989; Trancik and Maibach 1982; Warshaw and Herrmann 1952; Willis et al.
1989).
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Body Weight Effects. Propylene glycol has little effect on body weight. Exposure of rhesus monkeys
to 112 ppm propylene glycol by inhalation for up to 13 months had no effect on body weight, whereas in
the same study, rats treated to the same dose for 18 months exhibited a 50% decrease in body weight
(Robertson et al. 1947). In another study, rats exposed to 321 ppm for an intermediate period of time had
decreased body weight (Suber et al. 1989).
Metabolic Effects.

Propylene glycol causes acidosis, through conversion to lactic and pyruvic acids.

However, the acidosis from propylene glycol is not as severe as that caused by ethylene glycol. Evidence
of this comes from clinical cases of dermal or intravenous treatment with drug formulations containing
propylene glycol (Fligner et al. 1985; Glasgow et al. 1983; Huggon et al. 1990; Kelner and Bailey 1985).
Acidosis also occurs after ingestion of large amounts of propylene glycol (Lolin et al. 1988). Increased
osmolal gap was observed in cats after ingestion of 1,600 mg/kg/day propylene glycol for 5 weeks
(Christopher et al. 1990b). It seems possible that metabolic acidosis could develop in humans after
exposure to large doses.

High levels of propylene glycol in the plasma can lead to an increase in the osmolal gap. Propylene glycol
is oxidatively converted to lactic and pyruvic acids which, if present in sufficient amounts, contribute to a
metabolic acidosis. However, acidosis from propylene glycol is not as severe as that due to ethylene
glycol. An 8-month-old infant with a severe burn was topically treated with 9,000 mg/kg/day of
propylene glycol used as a vehicle for silver sulfadiazine (Fligner et al. 1985).

The osmolal gap reached a maximum of 130 milliosmoles/kg 14 days after the treatment started, while
serum propylene glycol level peaked at 1,059 mg/dL. Due to the high dose of propylene glycol, and the
possible concomitant effects of both the bum injury and the sulfadiazine therapy, the actual source of the
metabolic effect in this infant could not be determined, although propylene glycol cannot be ruled out as
the causative agent. The burn injury may have contributed to the increased absorption of propylene glycol
and hence, the hyperosmolality. Another infant developed increased osmolality after being exposed
intravenously to propylene glycol (2.4 mg/kg) used as a vehicle for Enoximone (Huggon et al. 1990).
However, in another study of acute dermal propylene glycol exposure of 12 adults to 6,100 mg/kg/day for
5 days, propylene glycol had no effect on either serum osmolality or lactic acid levels (Commens 1990).
Increased serum propylene glycol levels, increased lactate, and increased total acid (serum lactate and
pyruvate) were also found in a retrospective study of 35 human sera samples and 8 cerebrospinal fluid
samples from patients receiving intravenous medications with propylene glycol as the vehicle (Kelner and
Bailey 1985). The daily dose of propylene glycol ranged from 57 to 771 mg/kg. None of the sera samples
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were specifically collected for determination of propylene glycol levels; therefore, the time between
propylene glycol administration and serum collection varied and was not specified in the report. However,
statistically significant correlation was found between the lactate levels in serum and cerebrospinal fluid
samples and the corresponding propylene glycol concentrations (Kelner and Bailey 1985). Although the
results of these studies are not conclusive, it seems that increased lactate levels leading to acidosis and
increased osmolality may develop in humans in the event high levels of propylene glycol are absorbed
into the blood stream.
Immunological and Lymphoreticular Effects.

Since propylene glycol is used in topical

formulations, it has been investigated as both an irritant and contact allergen (Hannuksela et al. 1975;
Kinnunen and Hannuksela 1989; Willis et al. 1988). Results indicate that except in rare cases (Corrazza et
al. 1993; Hannuksela et al. 1975; Tranick and Maibach 1982) the irritative properties of propylene glycol
are minimal and cannot be classified as allergic reactions (Aberer et al. 1993; Hannuksela and Forström
1978; Willis et al. 1989). There was no effect on the spleen in rats or monkeys exposed to 112 ppm
aerosolized propylene glycol for up to 18 months (Robertson et al. 1947; Suber et al. 1989).
Propylene glycol in a concentration of 0.5-1.0% has been shown to inhibit natural cytotoxicity and
neutrophil chemiluminescence in human cells in vitro (Denning and Webster 1987). The authors suggest
that propylene glycol has cytotoxic properties, and should be evaluated in light of this information.

Neurological Effects. Mild neurological effects have been observed in dermally sensitive individuals
after an oral challenge dose of 2-15 mL of propylene glycol (Hannuksela and Forström 1978). In the case
of ingestion of a large amount of propylene glycol, neurotoxic symptoms including stupor and repetitive
convulsions were noted (Lolin et al. 1988). Neurological effects were also noted in patients receiving
887 mg/kg propylene glycol 3 times daily, but those effects were complicated by co-ingestion of ethanol
(Yu et al. 1985). Adverse effects have also been observed in rats prior to death (Clark et al. 1979), and in
cats (Christopher et al. 1990b). Based on these data, however, it seems unlikely that low level exposure to
propylene glycol would cause neurotoxicity.
Reproductive Effects.

Studies in humans have not addressed whether propylene glycol adversely

affects the reproductive system. In rats and mice, no adverse effects on the reproductive competence of
these animals were observed after oral treatment as high as 10,000 mg/kg/day during gestation, or
inhalation exposure to 112 ppm for 18 months (Kavlock et al. 1987; NTP 1985; Robertson et al. 1947).
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Developmental Effects.

Specific in vivo studies have not addressed the developmental toxicity of

propylene glycol in humans or animals. In vitro studies of embryonic development suggest that propylene
glycol alters the development of mouse zygotes (Damien et al. 1989, 1990). Treatment with propylene
glycol caused cell membrane damage and altered pH, resulting in a decrease in embryonic development.
Genotoxic Effects.

Studies in humans or animals have not addressed whether adverse genotoxic

effects occur after in vivo exposure to propylene glycol. Propylene glycol was not mutagenic in
S. typhimurium strains TA98, TA100, TA1535, TA1537, and TA1538 with and without metabolic
activation (Clark et al. 1979; Pfeiffer and Dunkelberg 1980). Propylene glycol was negative for sister
chromatid exchange and changes in alkaline elution rate using Chinese hamster cells or human fibroblasts
(Sasaki et al. 1980 as cited in Abe et al. 1982; Swenberg et al. 1976). A summary of genotoxic data for
propylene glycol is presented in Table 2-4.
Cancer.

There is no evidence that propylene glycol is carcinogenic in humans or animals.

The National Toxicology Program (NTP) has not classified propylene glycol as a carcinogen. The EPA
(IRIS 1995) has not assigned propylene glycol a weight-of-evidence classification.

2.5

BIOMARKERS OF EXPOSURE AND EFFECT

Biomarkers are broadly defined as indicators signaling events in biologic systems or samples. They have
been classified as markers of exposure, markers of effect, and markers of susceptibility (NAS/NRC
1989).

A biomarker of exposure is a xenobiotic substance or its metabolite(s) or the product of an interaction
between a xenobiotic agent and some target molecule(s) or cell(s) that is measured within a compartment
of an organism (NAS/NRC 1989). Biomarkers of exposure have been used by industrial hygienists in
limited instances as evidence of exposure to certain chemicals. The preferred biomarkers of exposure are
generally the substance itself or substance-specific metabolites in readily obtainable body fluid(s) or
excreta. However, several factors can confound the use and interpretation of biomarkers of exposure. The
body burden of a substance may be the result of exposures from more than one source. The substance
being measured may be a metabolite of another xenobiotic substance (e.g., high urinary levels of phenol
can result from exposure to several different aromatic compounds). Depending on the properties of the
substance (e.g., biologic half-life) and environmental conditions (e.g., duration and route of exposure), the
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Table 2-4. Genotoxicity of Propylene Glycol In Vitro

Species (test system)

End point

Results
With
Without
activation activation Reference

Prokaryotic organisms:
Gene mutation
Gene mutation

–
–

–
–

Clark et al. 1979
Pfeiffer and Dunkelberg
1980

Chromosome
aberrations

–

–

Sasaki et al. 1980

Chinese hamster cells

Chromosome
aberrations

–

–

Sasaki et al. 1980

Chinese hamster lung cells

DNA damage

–

–

Swenberg et al. 1976

Salmonella typhimurium

Mammalian cells
Human fibroblasts

– = negative result
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substance and all of its metabolites may have left the body by the time biologic samples can be taken. It
may be difficult to identify individuals exposed to hazardous substances that are commonly found in body
tissues and fluids (e.g., essential mineral nutrients such as copper, zinc, and selenium). Biomarkers of
exposure to propylene glycol are discussed in Section 2.4.1.

Biomarkers of effect are defined as any measurable biochemical, physiologic, or other alteration within an
organism that, depending on magnitude, can be recognized as an established or potential health
impairment or disease (NAS/NRC 1989). This definition encompasses biochemical or cellular signals of
tissue dysfunction (e.g., increased liver enzyme activity or pathologic changes in female genital epithelial
cells), as well as physiologic signs of dysfunction such as increased blood pressure or decreased lung
capacity. Note that these markers are often not substance specific. They also may not be directly adverse,
but can indicate potential health impairment (e.g., DNA adducts). Biomarkers of effect have been used by
clinicians to guide them in diagnoses and treatment. Biomarkers of effects caused by propylene glycol are
discussed in Section 2.4.2.

A biomarker of susceptibility is an indicator of an inherent or acquired limitation of an organism’s ability
to respond to the challenge of exposure to a specific xenobiotic substance. It can be an intrinsic genetic or
other characteristic or a preexisting disease that results in an increase in absorbed dose, biologically
effective dose, or target tissue response. Biomarkers of susceptibility may be defined, for all practical
purposes, as the susceptibility of the individual, relative to its own population. If biomarkers of
susceptibility exist, they are discussed in Section 2.6, Populations That Are Unusually Susceptible.

2.5.1

Biomarkers Used to Identify or Quantify Exposure to Propylene Glycol

Propylene glycol can also be detected in the blood a short time after exposure to a large amount. There are
no other specific biomarkers for propylene glycol exposure. Since propylene glycol is considered a safe
additive for food, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals, other specific tests of propylene glycol exposure have
not been developed.

2.5.2

Biomarkers Used to Characterize Effects Caused by Propylene Glycol

Propylene glycol is not associated with any specific biomarkers of effect. Dermal irritation may occur
after repeated exposure, and suspect drug or cosmetic preparations should be examined closely for
propylene glycol content.
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For more information on biomarkers for renal and hepatic effects of chemicals see ATSDR/CDC
Subcommittee Report on Biological Indicators of Organ Damage (1990) and for information on
biomarkers for neurological effects see OTA (1990).

2.6

INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER CHEMICALS

In the first step of biotransformation, propylene glycol is catalyzed by alcohol dehydrogenase. 4-Methyl
pyrazole is an inhibitor of propylene glycol metabolism (Morshed et al.1988). 4-methyl pyrazole may
reduce potential toxic effects of propylene glycol and act as an antidote by interfering with the
biodegradation of propylene glycol.

Review of the literature regarding the interaction and influence of other chemicals on the toxicity of
propylene glycol revealed that propylene glycol is often used as a vehicle for administration of certain
medications such as Valium, Dilantin, Nembutal (Kelner and Bailey 1985), dihydrotachysterol (DHT)
(Arulanantham and Genel 1978), Ketoconazole cream (Eun and Kim 1989), and Enoximone (Huggon et
al. 1990). Among the observed effects were seizures and cerebral irritability (DHT), increased serum
lactate (Valium, Dilantin, and Nembutal), increased serum osmolality (Enoximone), and skin allergy
(Ketoconazole cream). All these adverse effects are attributed to propylene glycol and associated with the
prolonged administration of these medications using propylene glycol as the vehicle. However, the
precise interaction between propylene glycol and these medications was not investigated.

In rats, hexobarbital-induced sleeping time was prolonged in the presence of propylene glycol (Dean and
Stock 1974), probably because of competition for drug-metabolizing enzymes. Studies in rabbits have
shown that propylene glycol inhibited the elimination of 8-chlorotheophylline and dimenhydrinate from
the blood, due to a diminished metabolism of the two drugs (Walters et al. 1993).

2.7

POPULATIONS THAT ARE UNUSUALLY SUSCEPTIBLE

A susceptible population will exhibit a different or enhanced response to propylene glycol compared to
most persons exposed to the same level of propylene glycol in the environment. Reasons include genetic
makeup, developmental stage, health and nutritional status, and chemical exposure history. These
parameters may result in decreased function of the detoxification and excretory processes (mainly hepatic
and renal) or compromised function of target organs. For these reasons, the elderly with declining organ
function, people with unusual chemical exposure history, heavy users of alcohol, and the youngest of the
population with immature and developing organs will generally be more vulnerable to toxic substances
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than healthy adults. Populations who are at greater risk due to their unusually high exposure are discussed
in Section 5.6, Populations With Potentially High Exposure.

No information was found on populations with unusual sensitivity to propylene glycol. However,
populations that may show increased sensitivity include very young children, who have immature hepatic
detoxification systems, and individuals with impaired liver or kidney function. Studies of burn patients
indicate the absorption of propylene glycol from antibiotic preparations can be correlated with total bum
surface area and the severity of the bum (Kulick et al. 1985). Thus, burn patients may be at a higher risk
for possible adverse effects of propylene glycol. In addition, propylene glycol has been found in the blood
of alcoholics with cirrhosis of the liver, in the absence of measurable blood alcohol (Casazza et al. 1987).
Thus, alcoholics with liver disease may comprise a population that is unusually susceptible to the effects
of propylene glycol.

2.8
2.8.1

METHODS FOR REDUCING TOXIC EFFECTS
Reducing Peak Absorption Following Exposure

No studies on reducing peak absorption of propylene glycol after inhalation exposure were found. The
pharmacokinetic properties of propylene glycol are not completely understood, but absorption from the
gastrointestinal tract after oral exposure is fairly rapid. The maximum plasma concentration of propylene
glycol in humans is reached within 1 hour after oral exposure, while the elimination half-life is about
4 hours. The total body clearance is about 0.1 L/kg/hour and seems to be serum concentration dependent
(Yu et al. 1985). Dose-dependent elimination is seen in rats, with saturation of the pathways at doses
above 5,880 mg/kg (Morshed et al. 1988). However, no studies on reducing peak absorption following
oral exposure were found.

Studies on the dermal absorption of propylene glycol in rats indicate that absorption into the dermis is
enhanced by the addition of fatty acids (Takeuchi et al. 1993, 1995). Thus, cleaning of the skin with a
defatting solvent, followed by washing with water, may reduce absorption of propylene glycol after
dermal exposure.

2.8.2

Reducing Body Burden

No methods for reducing the body burden of propylene glycol after inhalation, oral, or dermal exposure
were found.
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2.8.3

Interfering with the Mechanism of Action for Toxic Effects

Toxicity studies of propylene glycol in laboratory animals can be found in the literature, but findings of
adverse effects are rare. Clinical studies in the literature consist of infrequent sensitivity reactions,
primarily to drug preparations, where pre-existing conditions requiring the drug come into play. There are
two main reasons for that: 1) propylene glycol biodegradation proceeds via lactate to pyruvate in human
metabolism, and 2) a significant amount of propylene glycol is excreted unchanged or as glucuronide
conjugate via the renal pathway (Hannuksela and Forström 1978). Propylene glycol exhibits few of the
toxic properties of ethylene glycol. Since, however, it does cause metabolic acidosis, albeit to a lesser
extent that ethylene glycol, correction of the acid-base imbalance would also be helpful in preventing
subsequent effects.

2.9

ADEQUACY OF THE DATABASE

Section 104(i)(5) of CERCLA, as amended, directs the Administrator of ATSDR (in consultation with the
Administrator of EPA and agencies and programs of the Public Health Service) to assess whether
adequate information on the health effects of propylene glycol is available. Where adequate information
is not available, ATSDR, in conjunction with the National Toxicology Program (NTP), is required to
assure the initiation of a program of research designed to determine the health effects (and techniques for
developing methods to determine such health effects) of propylene glycol.

The following categories of possible data needs have been identified by scientists from ATSDR. They are
defined as substance-specific informational needs that if met would reduce the uncertainties of human
health assessment. This definition should not be interpreted to mean that all data needs discussed in this
section must be fulfilled. In the future, the identified data needs will be evaluated and prioritized, and a
substance-specific research agenda will be prepared.

2.9.1

Existing Information on Health Effects of Propylene Glycol

Existing information on health effects of propylene glycol is shown in Figure 2-4. The purpose of this
figure is to illustrate the existing information concerning the health effects of propylene glycol,
respectively. Each dot in the figure indicates that one or more studies provide information associated with
that particular effect. The dot does not necessarily imply anything about the quality of the study or
studies, nor should missing information in this figure be interpreted as a “data need.” A data need, as
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Figure 2-4. Existing Information on Health Effects of Propylene Glycol
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defined in ATSDR’s Decision Guide for Identifying Substance-Specific Data Needs Related to
Toxicological Profiles (ATSDR 1989), is substance-specific information necessary to conduct
comprehensive public health assessments. Generally, ATSDR defines a data gap more broadly as any
substance-specific information missing from the scientific literature.

There is very little data on health effects of propylene glycol in humans. No data for humans were found
for inhalation exposure of humans. Data exist for inhalation exposure of animals for acute-, intermediate-,
and chronic-duration exposure.

Some acute oral data exist for humans, but the information is scanty and includes systemic, and
neurological effects after acute exposure. Propylene glycol is considered GRAS by the FDA, and thus
oral exposure through foods is considered safe. With respect to this, animal data for oral exposure are
more extensive, and all categories of health effects except in vivo genotoxicity are included.

Propylene glycol is used extensively in topical drug formulations and cosmetics. The majority of reports
of human dermal studies describe sensitivity reaction (or, lack of reaction) to these preparations. Human
dermal data includes acute-duration effects, and immunological and neurological effects. Animal data
describing dermal exposure are limited to acute-duration effects and an evaluation of immunological and
neurological effects.

People living near hazardous waste sites or near sites where propylene glycol is manufactured may be
exposed to propylene glycol by ingestion of contaminated water. Since propylene glycol is an approved
food additive, ingestion of small amounts would not be considered a health risk. Inhalation exposure is
not a likely route for toxic health effects. Dermal exposure to propylene glycol has been associated with
sensitivity reactions, although the data are confusing. Increased use of propylene glycol in foods and
cosmetics, and as a substitute for ethylene glycol suggests that general exposure to propylene glycol will
be more frequent and at higher levels than previously experienced by the general population. Therefore,
additional research in these areas may be warranted.

2.9.2

Identification of Data Needs

Acute-Duration Exposure.

No information was available for acute-duration inhalation exposure to

propylene glycol in humans. Only one study in animals was found to provide some information for acuteduration inhalation exposure (Konradova et al. 1978). Rabbits were exposed to only one dose (10%
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aerosol) of propylene glycol for 20 or 120 minutes, and an increased number of degenerated goblet cells
in the tracheal lining was observed. No other data were available from this study and the importance of
these findings is unclear. Information regarding acute-duration oral exposure to propylene glycol in
humans (Frosch et al. 1990; Hannuksella and Forstrom 1978; Lolin et al. 1988; Nelson et al. 1987) and
animals is more abundant (Clark et al. 1979; Dorman and Haschek 1991; Kavlock et al:1987; Morshed et
al. 1991a; Ruddick 1972; Studer et al. 1993; Weiss et al. 1992). Acute-duration dermal exposure to
propylene glycol in humans (Commens 1990; Corazza et al. 1993; Eun and Kim 1989; Fligner et al. 1985;
Kinnunen and Hannuksela 1989; Kulick et al. 1985; Willis et al. 1988) and animals has been reported
(Clark et al. 1979), although data are scarce.

Death has been shown to occur after acute-duration oral exposure to propylene glycol (Clark et al. 1979;
Dorman and Haschek 1991; Gordon and Hunter 1982; Ruddick 1972). With the exception of
hematological effects in cats after oral exposure (Weiss et al. 1992), there does not appear to be a target
system for propylene glycol effects. Sensitization reactions have been reported in humans after acuteduration dermal exposure (Corazza et al. 1993; Hannuksella and Forstrom 1978).

No acute-duration inhalation MRL could be derived for propylene glycol because no adequate studies
were found. In the single acute-duration inhalation study found in the literature (Konradova et al. 1978),
only one dose was used, and sufficient information was not provided on which to base and MRL. No
acute-duration oral MRL could be derived for propylene glycol because no adequate studies were found.
With regard to the human studies (Frosch et al. 1990; Hannuksella and Forstrom 1978; Lolin et al. 1988;
Nelson et al. 1987), only one dose was tested, data were sparse, or the exact dose was not known. Acuteduration oral studies in animals focused on death (Clark et al. 1979; Ruddick 1972), involved a single
dose (Dorman and Haschek 1991; Kavlock et al 1987; Morshed et al. 1991a; Studer et al. 1993), or
discussed species-specific effects (Weiss et al. 1992). Thus, none of these studies were adequate for
deriving an MRL.
Intermediate-Duration Exposure.

No studies of intermediate-duration inhalation exposure of

humans to propylene glycol were found. One intermediate-duration inhalation study of propylene glycol
in rats was found in the literature (Suber et al. 1989). No studies of intermediate-duration oral exposure of
humans to propylene glycol were found. Studies of intermediate-duration oral exposure of animals were
more abundant (Bauer et al. 1991; Christopher et al. 1989a; Morshed et al. 1991a; NTP 1985; Weiss et al.
1990). No studies of intermediate-duration dermal exposure to propylene glycol were found in animals.
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One intermediate-duration dermal exposure study in humans described primarily dermal irritative effects
of propylene glycol (Trancik and Maibach 1982).

No reports of death in animals after intermediate-duration exposure to propylene glycol were found.
Systemic effects after inhalation exposure of rats included nasal hemorrhaging, hematological effects, and
decreased kidney and body weight (Suber et al. 1989). Cats exhibit characteristic hematotoxicity (Heinz
body formation) after intermediate-duration oral exposure (Bauer et al. 1991; Christopher et al. 1989a;
Weiss et al. 1990), although no other targets for toxicity were apparent.

An intermediate-duration inhalation MRL was derived for propylene glycol based on nasal hemorrhaging
in rats (Suber et al. 1989). No intermediate-duration oral MRL could be derived due to a lack of suitable
studies. Of the intermediate-duration oral exposure studies found, none were in humans; animal studies
included species-specific effects in cats (Bauer et al. 1991; Christopher et al. 1989a; Weiss et al. 1990),
studies with a single dose (Morshed et al. 1991a), or studies with no adverse effects observed (NTP
1985).
Chronic-Duration Exposure and Cancer.

No chronic-duration studies of human exposure to

propylene glycol alone by inhalation, oral, or dermal administration were found in the literature. One
study of chronic-duration inhalation exposure of animals (Robertson et al. 1947), and one study of dermal
exposure of animals (Stenback and Shubik 1974) were found. Data for chronic-duration oral exposure of
animals to propylene glycol is more abundant (Gaunt et al. 1972; Morris et al. 1942; Weil et al. 1971).
Tumorigenesis was evaluated after inhalation and dermal exposure (Robertson et al. 1947; Stenback and
Shubik 1974).

After inhalation exposure to propylene glycol for 13 months, 13 of 29 rhesus monkeys died (Robertson et
al. 1947). Death was not observed in rats or dogs after exposure to oral doses of propylene glycol of
2,500 or 5,000 mg/kg/day, respectively, for 2 years (Gaunt et al. 1972; Weil et al. 1971). No reports of
death after dermal exposure were found. Systemic effects noted after inhalation. exposure of animals to
propylene glycol were few, and included increased hemoglobin in monkeys and increased body weight in
rats (Robertson et al. 1947). Similarly, only hematological effects, including decreased erythrocytes,
hemoglobin, and hematocrit were observed in dogs at 5,000 mg/kg/day (Weil et al. 1971).
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No evidence of tumorigenesis was noted after oral exposure of rats to doses of propylene glycol up to
2,500 mg/kg/day for 2 years (Gaunt et al. 1972), or dermal exposure of mice to 20 mg applied twice
weekly for 120 weeks (Stenback and Shubik 1974).

No MRLs for chronic-duration inhalation exposure to propylene glycol could be derived due to a lack of
appropriate studies in the literature. No studies were found for humans, and in the one animal study found
(Robertson et al. 1947), the effects cited (increased hemoglobin and body weight) were not appropriate
effects on which to base an MRL. No MRLs for chronic-duration oral exposure to propylene glycol could
be derived due to a lack of appropriate studies in the literature. In the one study found (Gaunt et al. 1972),
no adverse effects were noted.
Immunological and Lymphoreticular Effects.

Since propylene glycol is used in topical

formulations, it has been investigated as both an irritant and contact allergen (Hannuksela et al. 1975;
Kinnunen and Hannuksela 1989; Tranick and Maibach 1982; Willis et al. 1988). Results indicate that
except in rare cases (Corrazza et al. 1993; Hannuksela et al. 1975; Trancik and Maibach 1982) the
irritative properties of propylene glycol are minimal (Aberer et al. 1993; Hannuksela and Forström 1978;
Willis et al. 1989). There was no effect on the spleen in rats or monkeys exposed to 112 ppm aerosolized
propylene glycol for up to 18 months (Robertson et al. 1947; Suber et al. 1989).

Propylene glycol in a concentration of 0.5-1.0% has been shown to inhibit natural cytotoxicity and
neutrophil chemiluminescence in human cells in vitro (Denning and Webster 1987). The authors suggest
that propylene glycol has cytotoxic properties and should be evaluated in light of this information.
The data describing the immunotoxicity of propylene glycol is not clear. Further in vivo animal studies
would be helpful in defining the immunotoxic effects of propylene glycol.
Neurological Effects. Mild neurological effects have been observed in dermally sensitive individuals
after an oral challenge dose of 2-15 mL of propylene glycol (Hannuksela and Forström 1978). In the case
of ingestion of a large amount of propylene glycol, neurotoxic symptoms including stupor and repetitive
convulsions were noted (Lolin et al. 1988). Neurological effects were also noted in patients receiving
887 mg/kg propylene glycol 3 times daily, but those effects were complicated by co-ingestion of ethanol
(Yu et al. 1985). Adverse effects have also been observed in rats prior to death (Clark et al. 1979) and in
cats (Christopher et al. 1990b). Based on these data, however, it seems unlikely that low level exposure to
propylene glycol would cause neurotoxicity. Further studies of the neurological effects of propylene
glycol would be helpful in defining the toxicity of the compound.
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Genotoxicity.

Although propylene glycol has been extensively evaluated in genetic toxicity test

systems, the existing studies provide convincing evidence that it is not genotoxic.

Studies in humans or animals have not addressed whether adverse genotoxic effects occur after in vivo
exposure to propylene glycol. However, propylene glycol was not mutagenic in S. typhimurium strains
with and without metabolic activation (Clark et al. 1979; Pfeiffer and Dunkelberg 1980). In addition,
propylene glycol was negative for sister chromatid exchange and changes in alkaline elution rate using
Chinese hamster cells or human fibroblasts (Sasaki et al. 1980 as cited in Abe et al. 1982; Swenberg et al.
1976). Based on these results, it seems likely that propylene glycol does not represent a genotoxic risk to
exposed persons. An in vivo study would complete the database of the genotoxic effects of propylene
glycol.
Reproductive Toxicity.

Studies in humans have not addressed whether propylene glycol adversely

affects the reproductive system. In rats and mice, no adverse effects on the reproductive competence of
these animals were observed after oral treatment at doses as high as 10,000 mg/kg/day during gestation of
1 generation or for multiple litters and 2 generations of mice (Kavlock et al. 1987; NTP 1985) or
inhalation exposure to 112 ppm for 18 months (Robertson et al. 1947). Further evaluation of the
reproductive toxicity of propylene glycol is not necessary.
Developmental Toxicity.

Propylene glycol does not appear to be a developmental toxicant in

animals. Pregnant female Swiss mice given 10,000 mg/kg/day propylene glycol by mouth on Gd 8-12
showed no adverse developmental effects (Kavlock et al. 1987). No adverse effects of propylene glycol
on the development of Swiss (CD-l) mice were noted after doses of approximately 10,000 mg/kg/day
(NTP 1985). In vitro studies of embryonic development suggest that propylene glycol alters the
development of mouse zygotes (Damien et al. 1989, 1990). Treatment with propylene glycol caused cell
membrane damage and altered pH, resulting in a decrease in embryonic development. The relevance of
these results to in vivo exposure is not clear. Further studies of developmental toxicity of propylene
glycol do not appear to be necessary.

Epidemiological and Human Dosimetry Studies.

No reliable epidemiological studies of

propylene glycol exposure are available. Increased use of propylene glycol in food and in drugs and
cosmetics suggests that oral and dermal exposures are the most important routes of exposure for the
general population. In addition, the substitution of propylene glycol in applications where ethylene glycol
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was previously used will create new subpopulations for exposure. Epidemiological and human dosimetry
studies of these subpopulations would be helpful in evaluating propylene glycol toxicity in these
increased applications of use.

Biomarkers of Exposure and Effect.

Exposure. Propylene glycol can be detected in the blood a short time after exposure to a large amount.
There are no other specific biomarkers for propylene glycol exposure. Since propylene glycol is
considered a safe additive for food, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals, other specific tests of propylene
glycol exposure have not been developed. Further evaluation of possible biomarkers of exposure to
propylene glycol would be helpful, especially in light of increased use of propylene glycol in food,
cosmetics, and drugs.

Effect. Propylene glycol is not associated with any specific biomarkers of effect. Dermal irritation may
occur after repeated exposure, and suspect drug or cosmetic preparations should be examined closely for
propylene glycol content. In light of the increased use of propylene glycol in foods, cosmetics, and drugs,
identification of biomarkers of propylene glycol effect would be useful in evaluating biological effects of
propylene glycol exposure.
Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, and Excretion.

No kinetic data for absorption,

distribution, metabolism, or excretion in humans or animals of propylene glycol after inhalation exposure
were found in the literature. Few data were found in the literature describing the kinetics of propylene
glycol in humans after oral exposure (Yu et al. 1985), but more data were found for animals (Christopher
et al. 1990b; Huff 1961; Miller and Bazzano 1965; Morshed et al. 1988, 1989, 1991 a). Since propylene
glycol is used in topical drug preparations, limited data are available for kinetic parameters in humans
after dermal exposure (Fligner et al. 1985; Kulick et al. 1985; Rigg and Barry 1990), and in animals (Rigg
and Barry 1990; Takeuchi et al. 1993, 1995). Most of these data concern acute exposures and are limited
because propylene glycol is considered a safe and innocuous compound. No data were located regarding
kinetic parameters of propylene glycol after inhalation exposure. Studies are needed in order to
adequately assess the rates and extent of the toxicokinetic parameters for this route. In light of increased
use of propylene glycol as a food additive, and in cosmetics and topically applied drugs, additional studies
of the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of propylene glycol after oral and dermal
exposure for acute-, intermediate-, and chronic-duration exposure would be helpful in assessing the
kinetic properties of the compound by these routes.
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Comparative Toxicokinetics.

The kinetics of propylene glycol have been studied in animals

(Morshed et al. 1988; Rigg and Barry 1990; Takeuchi et al. 1993, 1995) and to a lesser extent in humans
(Fligner et al. 1985; Kulick et al. 1985; Rigg and Barry 1990; Yu et al. 1985). However, information on
the toxicokinetic properties of propylene glycol are limited, based on its nontoxic status. No specific
target organs have been identified for propylene glycol, although neurological effects have been noted
after oral exposure (Clark et al. 1979; Hannuksela and Forström 1978; Lolin et al. 1988; Yu et al. 1985).
Propylene glycol also causes metabolic acidosis, although to a lesser extent than ethylene glycol (Lolin et
al. 1988; Morshed et al. 1989, 1991b). Little data exist to assist in interspecies comparison of kinetic
parameters. In light of increased use of propylene glycol in foods, cosmetics, and drugs, and as a
substitute for ethylene glycol, additional inhalation, oral, and dermal kinetic studies would be helpful in
predicting human kinetic response to propylene glycol exposure.
Methods for Reducing Toxic Effects.

No studies related to reducing absorption of propylene

glycol after inhalation or oral exposure were found. Studies on the dermal absorption of propylene glycol
in rats indicate that absorption into the dermis is enhanced by the addition of fatty acids (Takeuchi et al.
1993, 1995). Thus, cleaning of the skin with a defatting solvent, followed by washing with water, may
reduce absorption of propylene glycol after dermal exposure.

Toxicity studies of propylene glycol in laboratory animals can be found in the literature, but findings of
adverse effects are rare. Clinical studies in the literature consist of infrequent sensitivity reactions,
primarily to drug preparations, where pre-existing conditions requiring the drug come into play. There are
two main reasons for that: 1) propylene glycol biodegradation proceeds via lactate to pyruvate in human
metabolism, and 2) a significant amount of propylene glycol is excreted unchanged or as glucuronide
conjugate via the renal pathway (Hannuksela and Forström 1978). Propylene glycol exhibits few of the
toxic properties of ethylene glycol. Since it does cause metabolic acidosis, although to a lesser extent that
ethylene glycol, correction of the acid-base imbalance would also be helpful in preventing subsequent
effects, and the same therapies that are useful in preventing ethylene glycol acidosis would also be useful
for propylene glycol. Since propylene glycol is significantly less toxic than ethylene glycol, extensive
study of methods to reduce the possible toxic effects of exposure does not seem warranted.
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2.9.3

Ongoing Studies

The following ongoing studies regarding the health effects of propylene glycol were reported .in the
Federal Research in Progress File (FEDRIP 1995) database and in recent literature:

Regulation of Lipid Metabolism in High Producing Dairy Cattle. The principal investigator is R.
Grummer from the University of Wisconsin School of Dairy Science in Madison, Wisconsin. The
objective is to determine the regulation of lipid metabolism in adipose tissue, liver and mammary glands
of high producing dairy cattle. Propylene glycol will be used for reducing plasma nonesterified fatty acids
during feed restriction.

Modifying Milk Fat Composition for Improved Manufacturing Qualities and Consumer Acceptability.
The principal investigator is D. Palmquist from Ohio State University School of Animal Sciences in
Wooster, Ohio. The objective is to identify and characterize important regulatory steps in fatty acid
synthesis and desaturation and their positional distribution on glycerol in milk fat, and to quantify
modification of milk fat composition by manipulating the diet of the cow. Propylene glycol will be used
as an oral drench to modify energy balance.

Microbial Safety Criteria for Foods Contacting Reuse Water in Food. The principal investigator is A.
Miller from the Eastern Regional Research Center in Wyndmoor, Pennsylvania. The objective is to
identify microbiological risks to food by reuse water during slaughter and further processing, to study
bacterial attachment mechanisms and develop approaches to dislodge or prevent adhesion of pathogens to
food surfaces, and to investigate the potential for expanded applications of reuse water to the food plant
environment. Propylene glycol will be evaluated in the control of microbial growth.

The Effect of Vitamin E on the Propylene Glycol-Induced Formation of Heinz Bodies. The principal
investigator is Diane Hatchell from the Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Durham, North
Carolina. The objective is to test the efficacy of vitamin E as a means of inhibiting the propylene glycolinduced formation of Heinz bodies in cat blood.
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3. CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL INFORMATION
3.1

CHEMICAL IDENTITY

Information regarding the chemical identity of propylene glycol is located in Table 3-1.

3.2

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Information regarding the physical and chemical properties of propylene glycol is located in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-1. Chemical Identity of Propylene Glycola
Characteristic

Information

Chemical name
Synonyms and trade names

Propylene glycol
1,2-Dihydroxypropane; 1,2-propanediol; 1,2-propylene glycol;
2,3-propanediol; hydroxy-propanol; alpha-propylene glycol; methyl
glycol; methylethyl glycol; monopropylene glycol; trimethyl glycol.
PG-12; Sirlene
C3H8O2

Registered trade name(s)
Chemical formula
b
Chemical structure

CH3
CH2
C
H2

Identification numbers:
CAS registry
NIOSH RTECS
EPA hazardous waste
OHM/TADS
DOT/UN/NA/IMDG shipping
HSDB
NCI
a
b

OH
OH

57-55-6
TY2000000
No data
7216877
No data
174
No data

All information obtained from HSDB 1994b, except where noted.
EPA 1987a

CAS = Chemical Abstracts Service; DOT/UN/NA/IMDG = Department of Transportation/United Nations/North
America/International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code; EPA = Environmental Protection Agency;
HSDB = Hazardous Substances Data Bank; NCI = National Cancer Institute; NIOSH = National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health; OHM/TADS = Oil and Hazardous Materials/Technical Assistance Data System;
RTECS = Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances
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Table 3-2. Physical and Chemical Properties of Propylene Glycola
Property

Propylene glycol

Molecular weight
Color
Physical state
Melting point
Boiling point
Density:
3
at 20 °C (g/cm )
Odor
Odor threshold
Solubility:
Water at 20 °C
Organic solvent(s)
Partition coefficients:
Log Kow
Log Koc
Vapor pressure at 20 °C
Henry's law constant at 25 °C
Autoignition temperature
Flashpoint
Flammability limits
Conversion factors

76.11
d
Colorless
b
Liquid
e,b
-60 °C (forms glass)
b
187.6; 188.2 °C

Explosive limits

b

c

1.0361
Odorless
No data
Miscible with water
b
Soluble in alcohol, ether, benzene, soluble in acetone, chloroform .
f,g

-0.92
f
g
0.88 , 0.76
also d
0.07 mm Hg
-8
3
-8
3
g
1.2x10 atm-m /mole; 1.7x10 atm-m /mole
h
i
421.26 °C ; 371 °C
h,i
99.04 °C
h,i
2.6–12.5%
3j
1 ppm = 3.11 mg/m
j
1 mg/L = 321.6 ppm
No data

a

All information obtained from HSDB 1995b, except where noted.
Merck 1989
c
Weast 1988
d
Lewis 1993
e
Daubert and Danner 1980
f
EPA 1987a
g
ASTER 1995
h
Daubert and Danner 1989
i
NFPA 1994
j
Rowe and Wolf 1982
b
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4. PRODUCTION, IMPORT/EXPORT, USE, AND DISPOSAL
4.1

PRODUCTION

Propylene glycol is produced commercially from the hydration of propylene oxide (Merck 1989).
Propylene glycol also is produced by the liquid-phase high pressure reaction (600 atmospheres) of
synthetic gas in the presence of a rhodium cluster complex (Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical
Technology 1978).

The companies that produce propylene glycol in the United States, their production sites, and the annual
capacities in millions of pounds for 1993 (the most recent year for which figures are available) are shown
below (SRI 1993).

Company
ARCO Chemical Company
Dow Chemical USA
Eastman Chemical Company
Olin Corporation
Texaco Chemical Company
Total Production

Production Site
Bayport, TX
Freeport, TX
Plaquemine, LA
South Charleston, WV
Brandenburg, KY
Port Neches, TX

Capacity
374
250
150
72
70
120
1,036

Over the past few years, production of propylene glycol has remained relatively constant at a level of
approximately 1,000 million pounds per year (SRI 1989, 1991, 1993, 1995). The production volumes
were 935, 1,000, 980, and 1,036 million pounds in 1989, 1991, 1993, and 1995, respectively.

There is no information on facilities that manufacture or process propylene glycol in the United States
available in the Toxic Release Inventory because information on this chemical is not required to be
reported (EPA 1995c).

4.2

IMPORT/EXPORT

Propylene glycol has been imported into the United States in ever increasing quantities over the last
several years. Import volume increased from 198,031 kg (0.4 million pounds) in 1992, to 2,167,664 kg
(4.8 million pounds) in 1993, to 5,249,265 kg (11.6 million pounds) in 1994 (NTDB 1995).
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Propylene glycol also has been exported over the last several years with export volume greatly exceeding
the import volume in any given year. Export volume for propylene glycol has declined slightly since
1990, but has averaged 77,000,000 kg per year (170 million pounds per year). Export volumes for
propylene glycol were 94,606,830 kg (209 million pounds), 64,850,502 kg (143 million pounds),
62,940,802 kg (139 million pounds), 81,531,357 kg (180 million pounds), and 78,997,747 kg
(174 million pounds) in 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, and 1994, respectively (NTDB 1995).

4.3

USE

Propylene glycol has been used extensively in many different industrial applications because of its
chemical and physical properties. Propylene glycol dissolves in water and is miscible with alcohol,
acetone, chloroform, and other organic solvents; has the capacity to hold large amounts of heat before
boiling; and lowers the freezing point of water (EPA 1987a; Lewis 1993). In addition, propylene glycol is
hygroscopic, is suitable for use as an industrial humectant, and possesses excellent solvent properties
(Lewis 1993; Merck 1989; Rowe and Wolf 1982). Approximately 41% of all propylene glycol produced
is used for unsaturated polyester resin production, 29% is exported, 11% is used in foods, pharmaceutical
products, and cosmetics, 7% is used in semi-moist pet food, 4% is used as a humectant for tobacco, 4% is
used in functional fluids, and 4% is for miscellaneous uses (HSDB 1995b).

The major use of propylene glycol is as an intermediate in the manufacture of cross-linked polyesters and
hydroxylated polyester resins. In the airline industry, ethylene glycol has been used as a base component
of de-icing fluids for aircraft, runways, and taxiways (Klecka et al. 1993; Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of
Chemical Technology 1978). Propylene glycol is a solvent and humectant for various pharmaceuticals,
hair colorant formulations, and food and tobacco products (Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical
Technology 1978; Merck 1989). In addition, the use of small amounts of propylene glycol is permitted in
foods as an anticaking agent, antioxidant, dough strengthener, emulsifier, processing aid, stabilizer and
thickener, surface active agent or texturizer (EPA 1979). In veterinary medicine, propylene glycol is used
in oral medications for ruminants and as a solvent for various drugs (Merck 1983). As a nontoxic
antifreeze, propylene glycol is used in breweries and dairy establishments and as an inhibitor of
fermentation and mold growth (Merck 1989). The chemical has been used as an emollient in
pharmaceutical and cosmetic creams because it readily absorbs water. Propylene glycol has even been
used in vapor form as an air sterilizer in hospitals and public buildings, and in veterinary applications to
protect animals against the spread of airborne bacteria and influenza virus (Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of
Chemical Technology 1978; Rowe and Wolf 1982). Used as a mist, propylene glycol is deployed as a
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special effect fog/smoke during theatrical performances, rock concerts, private parties, and in fire training
programs to simulate fire fighting conditions (Rossol 1993).

4.4

DISPOSAL

Propylene glycol is currently listed as a Generally Recognized as Safe (GRAS) additive in foods (FDA
1982) and is not listed as a toxic substance under Section 313 of the Emergency Planning and Community
Right-to Know Act under Title III of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (EPA 1995c).

Two methods for treatment of waste water containing propylene glycol include a methane fermentation
process and a newly developed biotreatment process that uses mixed cultures of bacteria to degrade the
compound. The methane fermentation process has proven to be a reliable as well as cost and energy
efficient method for the treatment of domestic sludges and certain industrial waste water containing
propylene glycol and other organic compounds (Chou et al. 1979). Propylene glycol in effluents from
propylene oxide production plants contains both high biological oxygen demand/chemical oxygen
demand (BOD/COD) loads and high chloride concentrations. The high salinity poses problems to waste
water treatment such as activated sludge and activated carbon absorption processes A novel and
economically viable propylene glycol biotreatment process recently has been developed that uses a mixed
culture of engineered bacterial species from the genera Pseudomonas and Aerobacter. The Pseudomonas
use propylene glycol to produce volatile acids, while Aerobacter were effective in degrading the volatile
acids to carbon dioxide and water (Raja et al. 1991).

A new encapsulated biooxidation method has shown potential for the remediation of soil contaminated
with propylene glycol (Vesper et al. 1994). The encapsulated biooxidation method proposes that sodium
percarbonate encapsulated in polyvinylidene chloride be inserted in subsurface soil by a method called
hydraulic fracturing. Oxygen slowly released from the encapsulated sodium percarbonate increases the
number of glycol-degrading organisms. In a laboratory experiment conducted over a 30-day period at
12 °C that simulated subsurface soil temperatures, the concentration of propylene glycol was reduced lofold and the number of propylene glycol degrading organisms increases 10-fold compared to live controls
without the encapsulated sodium percarbonate. This method is expected to remediate soils contaminated
with glycols via enhanced aerobic biodegradation in subsurface soils. The hydraulic fracturing technique
that would be used to deliver the encapsulated sodium percarbonate to the subsurface soils involves
creating horizontal pancake-shaped fractures that are 5 meters in diameter and 1-2 cm in thickness. These
fractures are stacked vertically in the subsoil, and granular material is injected into each fracture (Vesper
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et al. 1994). The advantage of this method is that oxygen can be delivered deep into contaminated
subsurface soil and then made available slowly to stimulate bacterial growth.
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5. POTENTIAL FOR HUMAN EXPOSURE
5.1

OVERVIEW

Propylene glycol is released to the environment in manufacturing and processing waste streams and as the
result of disposal of industrial and consumer products containing this compound. The major sources of
releases are from the use and disposal of this compound in de-icing solutions. Because of its solubility in
water and lack of adsorption and partitioning to soils, propylene glycol will have high mobility in soil and
potential to leach into groundwater. Upon release to the environment, the compound is expected to
partition to and be transported in surface water and groundwater. Propylene glycol is rapidly degraded in
all environmental media; it is not expected to persist or bioaccumulate in aquatic organisms.
Biodegradation is the most important transformation process in surface waters and soils. Assuming first
order kinetics, the half-life of propylene glycol in water is estimated to be l-4 days under aerobic and 3
5 days under anaerobic conditions. The half-life of propylene glycol in soil is expected to be equal to or
slightly less than that for water. Vapors released to the atmosphere readily undergo rapid photochemical
oxidation via reaction with hydroxyl radicals with an estimated half-life of 0.8 days. Little information
was found on concentrations of this compound in any environmental media. Propylene glycol is a
Generally Recognized as Safe (GRAS) food additive that is widely used in food and tobacco products,
pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics.

The most important routes of exposure to propylene glycol for members of the general population are
ingestion and dermal contact with products containing this compound. The general public also may be
exposed to small amounts of propylene glycol released from newly installed carpet with polyvinyl
backing. In occupational settings, workers are exposed via dermal contact and possibly inhalation in
applications involving the heating or spray application of fluids containing this compound.

Propylene glycol has been identified in at least 5 of 1,416 hazardous waste sites that have been proposed
for inclusion on the EPA NPL (HazDat 1995). However, the number of sites evaluated for propylene
glycol is not known. The frequency of these sites within the United States can be seen in Figure 5-1.

5.2

RELEASES TO THE ENVIRONMENT

Releases of propylene glycol are not required to be reported under SARA Section 313; consequently there
are no data for this compound in the 1993 Toxic Release Inventory (EPA 1995c). There are at least 5 NPL
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Figure 5-1. Frequency of NPL Sites with Propylene Glycol Comtamination*

*Derived from HazDat 1995
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hazardous waste sites where propylene glycol has been identified in some environmental media (HazDat
1995).

5.2.1

Air

Little information was found regarding the release of propylene glycol to the atmosphere. Propylene
glycol used as a solvent in paints, inks, and coatings will slowly volatilize to the atmosphere (EPA
1987a). During the application of de-icing solutions to aircraft, an estimated 49-80% of de-icing solutions
containing both ethylene glycol and propylene glycol are released on airport runway aprons. The
remainder is retained on the aircraft or is immediately dispersed to the air (Sills and Blakeslee 1992);
however, release to the atmosphere is expected to be limited by the compound’s low vapor pressure.

There is no information on releases of propylene glycol to the atmosphere from domestic manufacturing
and processing facilities because these releases are not required to be reported (EPA 1995c). Propylene
glycol has not been detected in air samples collected at any hazardous waste sites where it was detected in
some environmental media (HazDat 1995).

5.2.2

Water

Propylene glycol is released to surface waters in waste water from production and processing facilities
and from spills and in runoff (e.g., through the use of the compound in de-icing fluids). Propylene glycol
concentrations up to 19,000 mg/L (ppm) were detected in storm water runoff at the Salt Lake City Airport
in Utah (Sills and Blakeslee 1992). Propylene glycol was detected, but the concentration was not
quantified in effluents from a chemical manufacturing plant in Memphis, Tennessee (EPA 1976).
Propylene glycol may also be released to surface waters as a metabolite of propylene glycol dinitrate
which is a military propellant found in waste water streams from munitions facilities (EPA 1979, 1987a;
Kaplan et al. 1982; Walker and Kaplan 1992).

There is no information in the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) on releases of propylene glycol to surface
or groundwater from domestic manufacturing and processing facilities because these releases are not
required to be reported (EPA 1995c).

Groundwater samples collected from a perched water table at the Ottawa Airport in Canada contained
4 mg/L (ppm) of propylene glycol (Sills and Blakeslee 1992). Propylene glycol also has been detected in
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groundwater samples collected at two hazardous waste sites where it was detected in various
environmental media (HazDat 1995).

5.2.3

Soil

The major sources of propylene glycol releases to soil are the disposal of used antifreeze fluids and de
icing fluids containing the compounds (EPA 1979, 1987a).

There is no information in the TRI on releases of propylene glycol to soil from domestic manufacturing
and processing facilities because these releases are not required to be reported (EPA
1995c). Propylene glycol has not been detected in any soil samples collected at hazardous waste sites
although it has been detected in other environmental media (HazDat 1995).

5.3
5.3.1

ENVIRONMENTAL FATE
Transport and Partitioning

Propylene glycol has a low vapor pressure (0.07 mm Hg at 20 °C) and is miscible with water (see
Table 3-2). If released to the atmosphere (e.g., as vapors generated at elevated temperatures), propylene
glycol should exist almost entirely in the vapor phase (Eisenreich et al. 1981). The high solubility of
propylene glycol in water ensures at least partial removal of the compound will occur by wet deposition
(EPA 1987a). Therefore, upon release to the environment, the compound is expected to be transported
primarily in aqueous media (EPA 1979). The low Henry’s law constant values for the compound
(1.2x10-8 to 1.7x10-8 atm-m3/mole range; see Table 3-2) suggest that releases to surface water will not
partition to the atmosphere via volatilization (Simmons et al. 1976; Thomas 1990). Adsorption to
sediment or soil particulates is also not expected to be significant on the basis of the low Koc value (see
Table 3-2).

Based on the low Koc value, propylene glycol is expected to have a very high mobility in soil and could
leach into groundwater (Swarm et al. 1983). The low octanol/water partition coefficient (Kow) (see Table
3-2) suggests that bioconcentration and biomagnification are also not likely to occur. No measured BCF
values were located for this compound.

Propylene glycol is expected to be highly mobile in moist soils and may leach to groundwater upon
release to surface soils; however, rapid biodegradation is expected to limit the extent of the leaching (see
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Section 5.3.2) (EPA 1987a). The compound may also volatilize from dry surface soils (EPA 1979, 1987a;
Hine and Mookerjee 1975).

5.3.2

Transformation and Degradation

5.3.2.1 Air
Propylene glycol released to the atmosphere is expected to undergo rapid photochemical oxidation via
reaction with hydroxyl radicals. The half-life for the photochemical oxidation of propylene glycol has
been estimated to be 20-32 hours (EPA 1987a; Howard et al. 1990).

5.3.2.2 Water
Biodegradation by a variety of acclimated and unacclimated microorganisms, under both aerobic and
anaerobic conditions, is the most important transformation process for propylene glycol in surface waters.
The half-lives for the biotransformation of propylene glycol generally range from 1 to 4 days under
aerobic conditions and from 3 to 5 days under anaerobic conditions (EPA 1987a).
Propylene glycol rapidly disappears from culture flasks containing activated sludge microorganisms
under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions (Kaplan et al. 1982). Some propylene glycol was lost from
sterile cultures after 9 days. An 8% and 16% loss of propylene glycol was observed in sterile anaerobic
and aerobic cultures, respectively. In active cultures, propylene glycol was not detected after 2 days in
aerobic nutrient broth. When used as a sole carbon source, propylene glycol disappeared after 4 days
under aerobic and 9 days under anaerobic conditions. Raja et al. (1991) reported a novel biotreatment
process using Pseudomonas and Aerobacter bacteria. The Pseudomonas were able to use the propylene
glycol to produce volatile acids, while Aerobacter degraded the volatile acids quickly to carbon dioxide
and water.

Propylene glycol is not expected to undergo significant abiotic transformation in surface waters via
hydrolysis or oxidation (EPA 1979, 1987a). Glycols generally are resistant to hydrolysis (Harris 1990).
For example, the half-life for reaction of propylene glycol with hydroxyl radicals in aqueous solution has
been estimated to be 1.3-2.3 years (Harris 1990).
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5.3.2.3 Sediment and Soil
Biodegradation by a variety of microorganisms under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions is the most
important transformation process for propylene glycol in soils, with half-lives similar to or less than those
in surface waters (EPA 1 987a). The soil microbe C. glycolicum degraded propylene glycol under
anaerobic conditions to acid and alcohol end products (Gaston and Stadtman 1963). Ouattara et al. (1992)
reported anaerobic degradation of propylene glycol by strains of the sulfate-reducing bacteria
Desulfovibrio isolated from anoxic soil of a rice field. Propylene glycol was degraded to acetate in the
presence of sulfate with the production of carbon dioxide. The rates of biodegradation of propylene glycol
in soils are significantly dependent on substrate concentrations, soil types, and ambient soil temperatures,
but nutritional supplements had minimal effects (Klecka et al. 1993). Generally, the rate of propylene
glycol biodegradation was faster in soils with low glycol concentrations, high organic carbon content, and
higher ambient soil temperatures (in the range of -2-25 °C). Propylene glycol present in soils at
concentrations <6,000 mg/kg (ppm) biodegraded at an average rate of 2.3 mg/kg soil/day at -2 °C,
27.0 mg/kg (ppm) soil/day at 8 °C and at an average rate of 93.3 mg/kg (ppm) soil/day at 25 °C (Klecka
et al. 1993). Based on these results, biodegradation is expected to play a major role in removing propylene
glycol residues from soils adjacent to airport runways and taxiways.

As in surface waters, abiotic transformation of propylene glycol in soil is not expected to be a significant
process (EPA 1987a).

5.4
5.4.1

LEVELS MONITORED OR ESTIMATED IN THE ENVIRONMENT
Air

No information was located on the concentration of propylene glycol in the ambient atmosphere.
Propylene glycol was detected in air samples collected in a large scale environmental chamber analyzing
volatile organic emissions. Quasi-steady-state emission rates of the propylene glycol at 24 hours and
168 hours after the start of the experiment were 690 µg/m2/hour and 193 µg/m2/hour, respectively from
newly installed carpet with polyvinylchloride backing (Hodgson et al. 1993).

5.4.2

Water

Available information on the environmental impact of de-icing solutions on airport storm water runoff has
been summarized in a recent review article by Sills and Blakeslee (1992). Monitoring data from several
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contractor and airport authority reports reveal that storm water runoff from airports may contain several
hundred to several thousand mg/L (ppm) glycols. Propylene glycol levels up to 19,000 mg/L (ppm) were
detected in storm water from the Salt Lake City International airport. Although the potential for
groundwater contamination is quite low for many airports with predominantly heavy soil, the movement
of glycols through unsaturated silty sand can be potentially high (Sills and Blakeslee 1992). At the Ottawa
International Airport in Canada, groundwater in the perched water table, which contained sandy soil, was
found to contain propylene glycol at levels up to 4 mg/L (ppm). Peak concentrations occurred in June and
declined to nondetectable levels by the fall.

5.4.3

Sediment and Soil

No information was found on soil concentrations of propylene glycol.

5.4.4

Other Environmental Media

Propylene glycol has been identified in negligible amounts in the water-soluble component of cigarette
smoke (Schumacher et al. 1977).

Propylene glycol has also been found to migrate into a number of foods from regenerated cellulose films
containing the compound as a softening agent. The compound was detected in chocolates at 20
1,460 mg/kg (ppm) after 5.5 months of storage and at 25-1,890 mg/kg (ppm) after 15 months, in fruit
cakes at 10-154 mg/kg (ppm) after 84-336 days of storage, in meat pies at <10-118 mg/kg (ppm) after 3
7 days of storage, in toffee at <10-l,530 mg/kg (ppm) after 168-450 days of storage, in madeira cake at
<10-365 mg/kg (ppm) after 2 1-28 days storage, and in boiled sweets at <10-272 mg/kg (ppm) after 168
450 days storage (Castle et al. 1988a).

Propylene glycol is also used in some cosmetic and oral drug formulations and is a GRAS additive in
foods (FDA 1982), where it is used as an emulsifying and plasticizing agent, humectant, surfactant, and
solvent. Propylene glycol is added to foods at concentrations ranging from <0.001% in eggs and soups to
up to 97% in seasonings and flavors (EPA 1979). Propylene glycol is a naturally occurring by-product in
the fermentation of some beers and has been detected in the concentration range of 1.0-51.0 mg/L (ppm)
in several commercially packaged beers (Williamson and Iverson 1993).
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5.5

GENERAL POPULATION AND OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE

The general population is exposed to propylene glycol primarily through ingestion of food and
pharmaceutical products and through dermal contact with cosmetic products containing the compound
(EPA 1979, 1 987a). The average daily dietary intake of propylene glycol in Japan, where the compound
is used as a food additive stabilizer, was estimated to be 43 mg per person in 1982 (Louekari et al. 1990).
Public school children and the general public who participate in fire fighting exercises/demonstrations
where propylene glycol is used to simulate fire conditions are exposed to small amounts of propylene
glycol (Rossol 1993). The general public is exposed to low. concentrations of propylene glycol mist from
propylene glycol-containing theatrical fog/smoke used in producing special effects during theatrical
performances, rock concerts, and private parties (Rossol 1993). The general public is also exposed to
small concentrations of propylene glycol from carpets with polyvinyl chloride backing. The quasi-steady
state specific emission rate of propylene glycol from these carpets was calculated to be 690 µg/m2/hour at
24 hours and 193 µg/m2/hour at 168 hours after carpet installation (Hodgson et al. 1993).
NOSH estimated that about 2.5 million individuals were potentially exposed to propylene glycol in the
workplace in 1970; the estimate for 1980 was 80,200 workers (HSDB 1995b). Dennal contact is expected
to be the main route of worker exposure; however, inhalation of vapors or mists may also occur when the
compound is heated, agitated, or sprayed (e.g., in de-icing formulations) (Rowe and Wolf 1982).

5.6

POPULATIONS WITH POTENTIALLY HIGH EXPOSURES

Workers in industries involved in the manufacture or use of products containing high concentrations of
propylene glycol (e.g., antifreeze, coolants, de-icing fluids, brakes fluids, solvents) may be exposed to
concentrations of the compounds at levels higher than the general population, particularly in operations
involving heating or spraying of these materials. Performers and workers in theatrical productions that use
propylene glycol-containing fog/smoke for special effects are likely to be exposed to higher
concentrations of propylene glycol than the general population (Rossol 1993). Fire fighters who
participate in frequent fire-fighting exercises involving propylene glycol fog/smoke may also belong to
the high exposure group (Rossol 1993).

5.7

ADEQUACY OF THE DATABASE

Section 104(i)(5) of CERCLA, as amended, directs the Administrator of ATSDR (in consultation with the
Administrator of EPA and agencies and programs of the Public Health Service) to assess whether
adequate information on the health effects of propylene glycol is available. Where adequate information
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is not available, ATSDR, in conjunction with the NTP, is required to assure the initiation of a program of
research designed to determine the health effects (and techniques for developing methods to determine
such health effects) of propylene glycol.

The following categories of possible data needs have been identified by a joint team of scientists from
ATSDR, NTP, and EPA. They are defined as substance-specific informational needs that if met would
reduce the uncertainties of human health assessment. This definition should not be interpreted to mean
that all data needs discussed in this section must be filled. In the future, the identified data needs will be
evaluated and prioritized, and a substance-specific research agenda will be proposed.

5.7.1

Identification of Data Needs

Physical and Chemical Properties.

As seen in Table 3-2, the relevant physical and chemical

properties of propylene glycol are known (ASTER 1995b; Daubert and Danner 1989; EPA 1987a; HSDB
1995b; Merck 1989). No further information is required.
Production, Import/Export, Use, Release, and Disposal.

Production data are available for

propylene glycol (SRI 1989, 1991, 1993, 1995). Similarly, data on the import/export volumes for
propylene glycol for the last several years are available (NTDB 1995). Information on the various uses of
this compound are also available (EPA 1987a; HSDB 1995b; Lewis 1993; Merck 1989; Rowe and Wolf
1982). Propylene glycol enters the environment primarily during its use as an intermediate in the
synthesis of polyester fibers and resins, as a component of automotive antifreeze/coolants, and as a de
icing fluid for aircraft (Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology 1978; Klecka et al. 1993;
Lewis 1993; Merck 1989; Rowe and Wolf 1982). Propylene glycol is also used in pharmaceutical
products, hair colorant formulations, food and tobacco products, as a non-toxic antifreeze in the food
industry, as an air sterilant in hospitals or animal facilities, and as a special effects fog/smoke in theatrical
performances or in fire training programs (Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology 1978;
Klecka et al. 1993; Merck 1989; Rossol 1993; Rowe and Wolf 1982). Information regarding the disposal
of propylene glycol containing waste waters (Chou et al. 1979; Raja et al. 1991) and for remediation of
propylene glycol contaminated soils (Drajun 1991; Vesper et al. 1994) is available.

According to the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986, 42 U.S.C. Section
11023, industries are required to submit chemical release and off-site transfer information to the EPA.
The Toxics Release Inventory (TRI), which contains this information for 1988-1993, became available in
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May of 1995. This database will be updated yearly and should provide a list of industrial facilities and
emissions. No TRI data are available for propylene glycol because this chemical is not required to be
reported by chemical producers (EPA 1995c).
Environmental Fate.

Information regarding the fate of propylene glycol in the air is available that

suggests the compound would be primarily found in the vapor phase and would likely be removed from
the atmosphere via wet deposition (Eisenreich et al. 1981; EPA 1979, 1987a). Propylene glycol undergoes
rapid photochemical oxidation via reaction with hydroxyl radicals with an estimated half-life of 20 hours
in the atmosphere (EPA 1987a). Because of its high solubility in water, the compound is expected to be
transported primarily in aqueous media and will not partition to the atmosphere via volatilization from
water (EPA 1979, 1987a; Thomas 1990). Adsorption to sediment or soil particles is not expected to be
significant based on the low Koc value and therefore propylene glycol is expected to have a high mobility
in soil and potential to leach into groundwater (Swarm et al. 1983). Propylene glycol is transformed in
both water and soil by microorganisms (EPA 1987a; Gaston and Stadtman 1963; Klecka et al. 1993). The
half-lives for the biotransformation of propylene glycol in surface waters generally range from 1 to 4 days
under aerobic conditions and from 3 to 5 days under anaerobic conditions, with half-lives in soil similar
to or less than those in surface waters (EPA 1987a). No additional information on degradation of
propylene glycol in air or water are required; however, additional quantitative information on the
degradation of propylene glycol in soil would be useful.

Bioavailability from Environmental Media.

Available information regarding the rate of propylene

glycol absorption following inhalation, oral, or dermal contact has been discussed in the Toxicokinetics
section (see Section 2.3). Although no data on propylene glycol’s bioavailability from contaminated air
are available, the bioavailability from inhalation exposure is expected to be high because propylene glycol
is likely to be present in the vapor phase (Eisenreich et al. 1981) and not in the particulate phase in the
adsorbed state. Similarly, no data on the bioavailability of propylene glycol from water, soil or plant
material are available; however, propylene glycol is readily miscible in water and does not adsorb readily
to soil. Propylene glycol, therefore, is expected to be readily bioavailable from soil and water.
Information on the bioavailability of propylene glycol from actual environmental media is not required as
propylene glycol is a GRAS chemical (FDA 1982).

Because the FDA (1982) has classified propylene glycol as a GRAS chemical, no monitoring data for
concentrations of propylene glycol in contaminated media at hazardous waste sites are needed to assess
the potential risk of adverse health effects in populations living in the vicinity of hazardous waste sites.
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Food Chain Bioaccumulation.

Based on its low Koc value, propylene glycol is not expected to

bioconcentrate in aquatic food chains; however, no measured BCF values were located for any
invertebrate or fish species. Information is also lacking regarding the biomagnification potential of
propylene through aquatic food chains although it is unlikely because of the rapid degradation rate for the
chemical in aquatic systems. No further information on the bioconcentration or biomagnification potential
of propylene glycol is required as it is a GRAS chemical (FDA 1982).
Exposure Levels in Environmental Media.

No information was located on the concentration of

propylene glycol in ambient air. Propylene glycol was detected in air samples collected in a large scale
environmental chamber analyzing volatile organic emissions from newly installed carpet with
polyvinylchloride backing (Hodgson et al. 1993). No data on the level of propylene glycol in drinking
water were located, although propylene glycol has been detected at up to 4 mg/L (ppm) in groundwater in
the vicinity of an airport (Sills and Blakeslee 1992) and at unspecified concentrations in groundwater
samples collected at two hazardous waste sites (HazDat 1995). Little information on the levels of
propylene glycol in soils was located. Data on propylene glycol levels in foods, particularly those stored
in cellulose films or in PET bottles, are available (Castle et al. 1988a; EPA 1979; Kashtock and Breder
1980; Williamson and Iverson 1993) and a recent estimate of human dietary intake of propylene glycol in
Japan is available (Louekari et al. 1990). Reliable monitoring data for the levels of propylene glycol in
various environmental media are not needed as this compound is a GRAS additive in foods (FDA 1982).
Exposure Levels in Humans.

Little quantitative information on propylene glycol levels in various

human tissues and body fluids of a control population, populations near hazardous waste sites, or
occupationally exposed groups in the United States is available. Most information is available for oral
exposures (Yu et al. 1985). Data on the levels of propylene glycol and its metabolites in body tissues and
fluids are not needed because this chemical is a GRAS food additive (FDA 1982).
Exposure Registries.

No exposure registries for propylene glycol were located. This substance is

not currently one of the compounds for which a subregistry has been established in the National Exposure
Registry. The substance will be considered in the future when chemical selection is made for subregistries
to be established. The information that is amassed in the National Exposure Registry facilitates the
epidemiological research needed to assess adverse health outcomes that may be related to exposure to this
substance.
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5.7.2

Ongoing Studies

No additional information was located on ongoing studies that would fill existing data needs for
propylene glycol (FEDRIP 1995).
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6. ANALYTICAL METHODS
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the analytical methods that are available for detecting and/or
measuring and monitoring propylene glycol in biological samples or in environmental media. The intent
is not to provide an exhaustive list of analytical methods that could be used to detect and quantify
propylene glycol. Rather, the intention is to identify well-established methods that are used as the
standard methods of analysis. Many of the analytical methods used to detect propylene glycol in
environmental samples are the methods approved by federal organizations such as EPA and the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). Other methods presented in this chapter are those
that are approved by groups such as the Association of Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC) and the
American Public Health Association (APHA). Additionally, analytical methods are included that refine
previously used methods to obtain lower detection limits, and/or to improve accuracy and precision.

6.1

BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS

Table 6-1 is a summary of some of the most commonly used methods reported in the literature for
detecting propylene glycol in biological samples. The primary method for measuring propylene glycol in
biological samples is derivatization followed by gas chromatography (GC) using either a flame ionization
detector (FID) or mass spectrometry (MS) for quantification. GC is the preferred analytical method
because of the ease of sample preparation and the accuracy of the quantification of sample concentrations.
Alkali flame ionization detectors have also been used for ethylene glycol analysis and give a response
ratio of 3:l compared with PID (Bogusz et al. 1986). Capillary gas chromatography with a constant
current 63Ni electron capture detector (ECD) has also been used successfully to detect propylene glycol
(Needham et al. 1982).

Sample preparation for GC is important and proceeds through several steps: acidification, esterification,
and extraction into an organic solvent. The use of internal standards is necessary for quantification. In
clinical cases involving ethylene glycol poisoning, propylene glycol should not be used as an internal
standard for quantitation because certain sedatives (Valium and Ativan) may contain propylene glycol
(Apple et al. 1993).

Detection of propylene glycol in biological samples using GC with either FID or MS is very sensitive,
with detection limits ranging from sub to low ppm. The coefficient of variation (CV) varies with the
concentration of glycol used but typically ranges from 0.4% to 27% and is usually less than 10%. In gas
chromatographic procedures, the glycols and their acid metabolites are derivatized to form esters in order
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Table 6-1. Analytical Methods for Determining Propylene Glycol in Biological
Samples

Sample matrix Preparation method

Analytical
method

Sample
detection
limit

Percent
recovery

Human plasma

HRGC/MS

1 ppm

94–106

Giachetti et
al. 1989

HRGC/ECD

0.38 ppm

>90

Needham et
al. 1982

GC/MS

0.6 ppm

NR

Sisfontes et
al. 1986

HRGC/FID

1.0 ppm

89–98

Houźe et al.
1993

Absorbance at
580 nm or
GC/FID as
appropriate

1.0 mmol/L NR
(60 ppm,
w/v) for both
methods; 3–
6% RSD

Fraser and
MacNeil
1993

HPLC/UV

0.05 mmol/L NR
(3 ppm,
w/v); 1%
RSD

Hewlett et
al. 1986

Human serum

Human blood
Human serum
and urine
Human serum
(glycolic acid)

Humans serum
(glycolic acid)

Deproteinization with acetic
acid; vortex; centrifugation;
supernatant spiked with
internal standard; reaction
with butyl-boronic acid;
neutralize with NH4OH,
extraction with
dichloromethane;
concentration.
Acetonitrile with internal
standard added to sample;
centrifugation; concentration;
extraction with p-bromo
phenyl boric acid in ethyl
acetate.
Deproteinization with HClO4;
centrifugation; pH adjustment;
centrifugation
Internal standard added;
centrifugation; derivatization
with phenylboronate in
methanol.
Colorimetric: precipitation of
protein with trichloroacetic
acid followed by
centrifugation, addition of
chromotropic acid, heating,
and dilution; gas
chromatographic: addition of
internal standard and acetone
followed by centrifugation,
addition of NaOH,
evaporation to dryness, and
formation of methyl ester.
Extraction from salted,
acidified serum using methyl
ethyl ketone followed by
removal of organic phase and
evaporation to dryness and
derivatization with PNBDI.
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Table 6-1. Analytical Methods for Determining Propylene Glycol in Biological
Samples

Sample matrix Preparation method

Analytical
method

Human plasma, Heparinized blood
HPLC/UV
urine (oxalate)
deproteinated by addition of
acetonitrile and phosphate
buffer (pH=7), centrifugation,
removal of solvent and
evaporation to dryness;
derivatization as for urine;
urine acidified and derivatized
using 1,2-diaminobenzene,
adjustment of pH to 5-6,
centrifugation.

Sample
detection
limit
Plasma:
0.15 mg/L
(ppm, w/v);
7.5% RSD;
urine:
0.5 mg/L
(ppm, w/v);
5% RSD.

Percent
recovery
85

Reference
Brega et al.
1992

ECD = electron capture detector; FID = flame ionization detector; GC = gas chromatography; HClO4 = chloroform;
HPLC = high-performance liquid chromatography; HRGC = high resolution gas chromatography; MS = mass
spectrometry; NH4OH = ammonium hydroxide; NR = not reported; PNBDl = O-p-nitrobenzyl-N,N'-diisopropylisourea;
RSD = relative standard deviation; UV = ultraviolet detector; w/v = weight:volume
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to facilitate quantitative elution from the chromatographic columns (see Table 6-1). Simple and rapid
methods are also available for the quantitation of the glycols in urine, serum, or deproteinated whole
blood. These methods use direct sample injection without prior solvent extraction and derivatization
(Aarstad et al. 1993; Edinboro et al. 1993; Jonsson et al. 1989). However, such methods, particularly
those that use packed columns may misidentify propionic acid (found in patients with methylmalonic
acidemia) as ethylene glycol (Shoemaker et al. 1992).

High-resolution proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy has potential use in the identification
and quantification of propylene glycol and other chemicals in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and serum
(Petroff et al. 1986). The technique has two advantages: 1) it requires no pretreatment of the specimens
prior to analysis and no advance knowledge of possible compounds present in fluids and 2) results are
extremely rapid. Propylene glycol was detected at 1 ppm in CSF (Petroff et al. 1986).

No information was located on detecting propylene glycol in feces, adipose tissue, or human milk.

6.2

ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES

As with biological samples, GC is the major technique used to determine propylene glycol concentrations
in environmental samples whether in air, water, food, drugs, or other substances. Capillary gas
chromatography with FTD or ECD, possibly followed by MS, generally gives good quantitative results
down to the ppm range with recovery usually greater than 80%. The determination of propylene glycol in
air requires adsorption onto a surface and subsequent extraction. Water samples may be analyzed without
preparation (EPA 1995a, 1995b). Detection of propylene glycol in foods and drugs may be accomplished
by chromatography of the sample; for substances with a high fat content, extraction with hexane may be
used to remove the fat. Table 6-2 is a summary of some of the most commonly used methods reported in
the literature for detecting propylene glycol in environmental samples. The specific techniques used for
each analytical method are listed in the table if that information was provided by the author(s).

The presence of propylene glycol in foods packaged with plastic films containing the compounds has
been studied, as have ethylene glycol levels in drugs sterilized with ethylene oxide. Sample preparation is
important because procedures vary depending on the fat content of the food sample. Foods with low fat
content can be extracted with ethyl acetate, derivatized to a trimethylsilyl ether, and then injected into the
gas chromatograph. For foods with a high fat content, hexane is used as the defatting agent prior to
derivatization. Quantifying ethylene glycol or propylene glycol in wines requires no preparation of the
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Table 6-2. Analytical Methods for Determining Propylene Glycol in
Environmental Samples
Sample
matrix
Air

Water
Water
Plastics
Plastics
Cosmetics
Ground
tobacco
Aqueous
solution
Beer
Vanilla
extract

Food

Anchovies

Preparation method
Sample adsorbed on
®
Amberlite XAD-2 with
personal sampling pump;
extraction with diethyl
ether.
Direct injection (Method
8015b).
Direct injection (Method
8430).
Sample extraction from
plastic with carbon
disulfide.
Sample extraction with
solvent of ethylacetate
water-methanol.
Co-distillation with
isooctane
Extraction with anhydrous
methanol.
Sample concentration,
then dilution with water;
concentration with helium
gas; redilution.
Addition of ammonium
sulfate and extract with
ethyl acetate.
Refluxing with heptane
and addition of KIO4,
NaHCO3, KI, and starch to
aqeous phase followed by
titration with KasO2.
Addition of hot water to
sample to obtain slurry;
extraction with hexane;
precipitation of sugars
with calcium hydroxide;
concentration;
derivatization with BSTFA.
Extraction with methanol
and concentration.

Analytical
method

Sample
Percent
detection limit recovery Reference

GC/FID

NR

75–98

Andersson et al. 1982

GC/FID

NR

NR

EPA 1995a

GC/FTIR

EPA 1995b

GC/FID

120 mg/L (ppm, NR
w/v)
16.5 ng
58–61

GC/FID

2 ppm

NR

DeRudder et al. 1986

GC/FID

NR

NR

Helrich 1990a

GC/FID

NR

NR

Helrich 1990b

GC/FID

50 ppb

97–103

Kashtock and Breder
1980

HRGC/FID

0.73 ppm

88

Williamson and
Iverson 1993

Titration

NR

NR

Helrich 1990c

HRGC/FID; 10 ppm
GC/MS

78–107

Castle et al. 1988b

HRGC/MS/ 12.5 ppb
MS (PICI)

NR

Matusik et al. 1993

Muzeni 1985

BSTFA = bis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide; FID = flame ionization; GC = gas chromatography; HRGC = high
resolution gas chromatography; MS = mass spectrometry; MS/MS = tandem mass spectrometry; PICI = positive ion
chemical ionization
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samples prior to analysis (Kaiser and Rieder 1987; Klaus and Fischer 1987). Drugs in aqueous solutions
may be analyzed directly, water insoluble drugs should be extracted in water, and ointments may be
dissolved in hexane and then extracted with water. Recovery is between 80 and 114%, with detection
limits in the low-ppm range (Hartman and Bowman 1977; Manius 1979). The use of ion exchange
chromatography with sulfuric acid as the mobile phase has also given good recovery (98-101%) with a
detection limit of 5 µg/mL propylene glycol from pharmaceuticals (Iwinski and Jenke 1987). Although
the use of TLC (Ballarin 1980) has been recommended, it has been superseded by GC.
Propylene glycol in cigarette smoke has been detected using electrostatic precipitation or filter pad, with
extraction and separation with capillary gas chromatography (Borgerding et al. 1990).
No information was located on techniques for detecting and analyzing propylene glycol in soil.

6.3

ADEQUACY OF THE DATABASE

Section 104(I)(5) of CERCLA, as amended, directs the Administrator of ATSDR (in consultation with the
Administrator of EPA and agencies and programs of the Public Health Service) to assess whether
adequate information on the health effects of ethylene glycol and propylene glycol is available. Where
adequate information is not available, ATSDR, in conjunction with NTP, is required to assure the
initiation of a program of research designed to determine the health effects (and techniques for developing
methods to determine such health effects) of propylene glycol.

The following categories of possible data needs have been identified by a joint team of scientists from
ATSDR, NTP, and EPA. They are defined as substance-specific informational needs that if met would
reduce the uncertainties of human health assessment. This definition should not be interpreted to mean
that all data needs discussed in this section must be filled. In the future, the identified data needs will be
evaluated and prioritized, and a substance-specific research agenda will be proposed.

6.3.1

Identification of Data Needs

Methods for Determining Biomarkers of Exposure and Effect.

Methods for the determination

of propylene glycol in blood and urine are available (Giachetti et al. 1989; House et al. 1993; Needham et
al. 1982; Sifontes et al. 1986) with sensitivities in the sub-ppm range.

Methods for Determining Parent Compounds and Degradation Products in Environmental
Media.

Methods for the determination of propylene glycol have been reported for air (Andersson et al.

1982; NIOSH 1984), water or aqueous solutions (EPA 1995a, 1995b; Kashtock and Breder 1980), and
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foods (Castle et al. 1988b; Matusik et al. 1993; Williamson and Iverson 1993). Methods have also been
developed for the determination of glycols that leach from plastics (DeRudder et al. 1986; Muzeni 1985)
and that can end up in foods stored in containers made from the plastics. An MRL of 0.009 ppm for
intermediate inhalation exposure to propylene glycol has been defined and none of the methods reported
would be adequate without modification. It is likely that the LODs of some of the methods could be
reduced but this remains to be shown.

6.3.2

Ongoing Studies

No ongoing research on analytical methods for the determination of propylene glycol was found.
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7. REGULATIONS AND ADVISORIES
The international, national, and state regulations and guidelines regarding propylene glycol in air, water,
and other media are summarized in Table 7-1. An MRL of 0.009 ppm has been derived for intermediateduration inhalation exposure (1.5-364 days) to propylene glycol based on a LOAEL of 51 ppm for nasal
hemorrhaging (Suber et al. 1989).

Propylene glycol is regulated under Clean Air Act New Source Performance Standards for the synthetic
organic chemical manufacturing industry (EPA 1993b). Propylene glycol is regulated by the Clean Water
Act Effluent Guidelines for organic chemicals, plastics, and synthetic fibers (OCPSF). The waste water
generated by the production of these chemicals has effluent limitations on biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD5), total suspended solids (TSS), and pH (EPA 1987d).
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Table 7-1. Regulations and Guidelines Applicable to Propylene Glycol
Agency

Description

INTERNATIONAL
Guidelines:
WHO
Acceptable daily intake
NATIONAL
Regulations and
guidelines:
a. Air
EPA OAR
App. A – Chemicals defining synthetic
organic chemical and polymer
manufacturing
Subpart VV – Std. of performance for
equipment leaks of VOC in SOCMI:
Chemicals produced by affected
facilities
Definitions of emissions from polymer
manufacturers: Definition of
“polymerization reaction section”
Subpart NNN – Std. of performance for
VOC emissions from SOCMI distillation
operations: Chemical affected
Subpart RRR – Std. of performance for
VOC emissions from SOCMI process
reactors: Chemicals affected
New source performance standard
b. Water
EPA OW

EPA OWRS
c. Food
FDA

Information

Reference

0-25 mg/kg

FAO/WHO 1974

Yes

40 CFR 52
EPA 1972a

Yes

40 CFR 60.489
EPA 1983

Yes

40 CFR 60.561
EPA 1990b

Yes

40 CFR 60.667
EPA 1990b

Yes

40 CFR 60.707
EPA 1993b

Yes

58 FR45962
EPA 1993c

Bulk organic chemicals under the Clean Yes
Water Act
App. A – Non-complexed metal-bearing Yes
waste
Pesticide subject to registration and
Yes
reregistration

40 CFR 414.70
EPA 1987d
40 CFR 414
EPA 1987d
40 CFR 152.146
EPA 1989b
EPA 1989a

Generally recognized as safe

21 CFR 184.1666
FDA 1982
40 CFR 180.142
EPA 1982

Yes

2,4-D: Food tolerances for residues
2,4-D Applied in the form of
polyethylene glycol and/or propylene
glycol
Max. 2,4-D tolerance: Pasture and
1,000 ppm
rangeland grasses
Min. 2,4-D tolerance: Blueberries and 0.1 ppm
rice
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Table 7-1. Regulations and Guidelines Applicable to Propylene Glycol
Agency

Description

Information

Reference

Inert ingredients exempt from
tolerances

Yes

40 CFR 180.1001
EPA 1971

0.043 K°C/mmHg

40 CFR 796.1220
EPA 1985a
40 CFR 797.2050
EPA 1985b
40 CFR 797.2130
EPA 1985b
40 CFR 797.2150
EPA 1985b
40 CFR 797.2175
EPA 1985b

NATIONAL (cont.)
d. Other
EPA OPTS
Temperature correction factors for
organic solvents
Avian dietary testing procedures –
sample diluents
Sample Diluents for Bobwhite
reproductive tests
Sample diluents for Mallard
reproductive Tests
Sample carriers for avian acute toxicity
test
STATE
Regulations and
guidelines:
a. Air:
VA

Acceptable ambient air concentrations
24 hours

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

3

1.10x10 µg/m

3

NATICH 1991

EPA = Environmental Protection Agency; FDA = Food and Drug Administration; NATICH = National Air Toxics
Information Clearinghouse; OAR = Office of Air and Radiation; OPTS = Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances;
OW = Office of Water; OWRS = Office of Waste Regulations and Standards; SOCMI = Synthetic Organic Chemical
Manufacturing Industry; VOC = Volatile Organic Compound
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Absorption—The taking up of liquids by solids, or of gases by solids or liquids.
Acute Exposure—Exposure to a chemical for a duration of 14 days or less, as specified in the
Toxicological Profiles.
Adsorption—The adhesion in an extremely thin layer of molecules (as of gases, solutes, or liquids) to the
surfaces of solid bodies or liquids with which they are in contact.
Adsorption Coefficient (Koc)—The ratio of the amount of a chemical adsorbed per unit weight of
organic carbon in the soil or sediment to the concentration of the chemical in solution at equilibrium.
Adsorption Ratio (Kd)—The amount of a chemical adsorbed by sediment or soil (i.e., the solid phase)
divided by the amount of chemical in the solution phase, which is in equilibrium with the solid phase, at a
fixed solid/solution ratio. It is generally expressed in micrograms of chemical sorbed per gram of soil or
sediment.
Benchmark Dose (BMD)—Usually defined as the lower confidence limit on the dose that produces a
specified magnitude of changes in a specified adverse response. For example, a BMD10 would be the
dose at the 95% lower confidence limit on a 10% response, and the benchmark response (BMR) would be
10%. The BMD is determined by modeling the dose response curve in the region of the dose response
relationship where biologically observable data are feasible.
Benchmark Dose Model—A statistical dose-response model applied to either experimental toxicological
or epidemiological data to calculate a BMD.
Bioconcentration Factor (BCF)—The quotient of the concentration of a chemical in aquatic organisms
at a specific time or during a discrete time period of exposure divided by the concentration in the
surrounding water at the same time or during the same period.
Biomarkers—Broadly defined as indicators signaling events in biologic systems or samples. They have
been classified as markers of exposure, markers of effect, and markers of susceptibility.
Cancer Effect Level (CEL)—The lowest dose of chemical in a study, or group of studies, that produces
significant increases in the incidence of cancer (or tumors) between the exposed population and its
appropriate control.
Carcinogen—A chemical capable of inducing cancer.
Case-Control Study—A type of epidemiological study that examines the relationship between a
particular outcome (disease or condition) and a variety of potential causative agents (such as toxic
chemicals). In a case-controlled study, a group of people with a specified and well-defined outcome is
identified and compared to a similar group of people without outcome.
Case Report—Describes a single individual with a particular disease or exposure. These may suggest
some potential topics for scientific research, but are not actual research studies.
Case Series—Describes the experience of a small number of individuals with the same disease or
exposure. These may suggest potential topics for scientific research, but are not actual research studies.
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Ceiling Value—A concentration of a substance that should not be exceeded, even instantaneously.
Chronic Exposure—Exposure to a chemical for 365 days or more, as specified in the Toxicological
Profiles.
Cohort Study—A type of epidemiological study of a specific group or groups of people who have had a
common insult (e.g., exposure to an agent suspected of causing disease or a common disease) and are
followed forward from exposure to outcome. At least one exposed group is compared to one unexposed
group.
Cross-sectional Study—A type of epidemiological study of a group or groups of people that examines
the relationship between exposure and outcome to a chemical or to chemicals at one point in time.
Data Needs—Substance-specific informational needs that if met would reduce the uncertainties of human
health assessment.
Developmental Toxicity—The occurrence of adverse effects on the developing organism that may result
from exposure to a chemical prior to conception (either parent), during prenatal development, or
postnatally to the time of sexual maturation. Adverse developmental effects may be detected at any point
in the life span of the organism.
Dose-Response Relationship—The quantitative relationship between the amount of exposure to a
toxicant and the incidence of the adverse effects.
Embryotoxicity and Fetotoxicity—Any toxic effect on the conceptus as a result of prenatal exposure to
a chemical; the distinguishing feature between the two terms is the stage of development during which the
insult occurs. The terms, as used here, include malformations and variations, altered growth, and in utero
death.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Health Advisory—An estimate of acceptable drinking water
levels for a chemical substance based on health effects information. A health advisory is not a legally
enforceable federal standard, but serves as technical guidance to assist federal, state, and local officials.
Epidemiology—Refers to the investigation of factors that determine the frequency and distribution of
disease or other health-related conditions within a defined human population during a specified period.
Genotoxicity—A specific adverse effect on the genome of living cells that, upon the duplication of
affected cells, can be expressed as a mutagenic, clastogenic, or carcinogenic event because of specific
alteration of the molecular structure of the genome.
Half-life—A measure of rate for the time required to eliminate one half of a quantity of a chemical from
the body or environmental media.
Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health (IDLH)—The maximum environmental concentration of a
contaminant from which one could escape within 30 minutes without any escape-impairing symptoms or
irreversible health effects.
Immunologic Toxicity—The occurrence of adverse effects on the immune system that may result from
exposure to environmental agents such as chemicals.
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Immunological Effects—Functional changes in the immune response.
Incidence—The ratio of individuals in a population who develop a specified condition to the total
number of individuals in that population who could have developed that condition in a specified time
period.
Intermediate Exposure—Exposure to a chemical for a duration of 15–364 days, as specified in the
Toxicological Profiles.
In Vitro—Isolated from the living organism and artificially maintained, as in a test tube.
In Vivo—Occurring within the living organism.
Lethal Concentration(LO) (LCLO)—The lowest concentration of a chemical in air that has been reported
to have caused death in humans or animals.
Lethal Concentration(50) (LC50)—A calculated concentration of a chemical in air to which exposure for
a specific length of time is expected to cause death in 50% of a defined experimental animal population.
Lethal Dose(LO) (LDLo)—The lowest dose of a chemical introduced by a route other than inhalation that
has been reported to have caused death in humans or animals.
Lethal Dose(50) (LD50)—The dose of a chemical that has been calculated to cause death in 50% of a
defined experimental animal population.
Lethal Time(50) (LT50)—A calculated period of time within which a specific concentration of a chemical
is expected to cause death in 50% of a defined experimental animal population.
Lowest-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (LOAEL)—The lowest exposure level of chemical in a study,
or group of studies, that produces statistically or biologically significant increases in frequency or severity
of adverse effects between the exposed population and its appropriate control.
Lymphoreticular Effects—Represent morphological effects involving lymphatic tissues such as the
lymph nodes, spleen, and thymus.
Malformations—Permanent structural changes that may adversely affect survival, development, or
function.
Minimal Risk Level (MRL)—An estimate of daily human exposure to a hazardous substance that is
likely to be without an appreciable risk of adverse noncancer health effects over a specified route and
duration of exposure.
Modifying Factor (MF)—A value (greater than zero) that is applied to the derivation of a Minimal Risk
Level (MRL) to reflect additional concerns about the database that are not covered by the uncertainty
factors. The default value for a MF is 1.
Morbidity—State of being diseased; morbidity rate is the incidence or prevalence of disease in a specific
population.
Mortality—Death; mortality rate is a measure of the number of deaths in a population during a specified
interval of time.
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Mutagen—A substance that causes mutations. A mutation is a change in the DNA sequence of a cell’s
DNA. Mutations can lead to birth defects, miscarriages, or cancer.
Necropsy—The gross examination of the organs and tissues of a dead body to determine the cause of
death or pathological conditions.
Neurotoxicity—The occurrence of adverse effects on the nervous system following exposure to a
chemical.
No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Level (NOAEL)—The dose of a chemical at which there were no
statistically or biologically significant increases in frequency or severity of adverse effects seen between
the exposed population and its appropriate control. Effects may be produced at this dose, but they are not
considered to be adverse.
Octanol-Water Partition Coefficient (Kow)—The equilibrium ratio of the concentrations of a chemical
in n-octanol and water, in dilute solution.
Odds Ratio (OR)—A means of measuring the association between an exposure (such as toxic substances
and a disease or condition) that represents the best estimate of relative risk (risk as a ratio of the incidence
among subjects exposed to a particular risk factor divided by the incidence among subjects who were not
exposed to the risk factor). An OR of greater than 1 is considered to indicate greater risk of disease in the
exposed group compared to the unexposed group.
Organophosphate or Organophosphorus Compound—A phosphorus-containing organic compound
and especially a pesticide that acts by inhibiting cholinesterase.
Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL)—An Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
allowable exposure level in workplace air averaged over an 8-hour shift of a 40-hour workweek.
Pesticide—General classification of chemicals specifically developed and produced for use in the control
of agricultural and public health pests.
Pharmacokinetics—The dynamic behavior of a material in the body, used to predict the fate
(disposition) of an exogenous substance in an organism. Utilizing computational techniques, it provides
the means of studying the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of chemicals by the body.
Pharmacokinetic Model—A set of equations that can be used to describe the time course of a parent
chemical or metabolite in an animal system. There are two types of pharmacokinetic models: data-based
and physiologically-based. A data-based model divides the animal system into a series of compartments,
which, in general, do not represent real, identifiable anatomic regions of the body, whereas the
physiologically-based model compartments represent real anatomic regions of the body.
Physiologically Based Pharmacodynamic (PBPD) Model—A type of physiologically based doseresponse model that quantitatively describes the relationship between target tissue dose and toxic end
points. These models advance the importance of physiologically based models in that they clearly
describe the biological effect (response) produced by the system following exposure to an exogenous
substance.
Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic (PBPK) Model—Comprised of a series of compartments
representing organs or tissue groups with realistic weights and blood flows. These models require a
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variety of physiological information: tissue volumes, blood flow rates to tissues, cardiac output, alveolar
ventilation rates, and possibly membrane permeabilities. The models also utilize biochemical
information, such as air/blood partition coefficients, and metabolic parameters. PBPK models are also
called biologically based tissue dosimetry models.
Prevalence—The number of cases of a disease or condition in a population at one point in time.
Prospective Study—A type of cohort study in which the pertinent observations are made on events
occurring after the start of the study. A group is followed over time.
q1*—The upper-bound estimate of the low-dose slope of the dose-response curve as determined by the
multistage procedure. The q1* can be used to calculate an estimate of carcinogenic potency, the
incremental excess cancer risk per unit of exposure (usually μg/L for water, mg/kg/day for food, and
μg/m3 for air).
Recommended Exposure Limit (REL)—A National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) time-weighted average (TWA) concentration for up to a 10-hour workday during a 40-hour
workweek.
Reference Concentration (RfC)—An estimate (with uncertainty spanning perhaps an order of
magnitude) of a continuous inhalation exposure to the human population (including sensitive subgroups)
that is likely to be without an appreciable risk of deleterious noncancer health effects during a lifetime.
The inhalation reference concentration is for continuous inhalation exposures and is appropriately
expressed in units of mg/m3 or ppm.
Reference Dose (RfD)—An estimate (with uncertainty spanning perhaps an order of magnitude) of the
daily exposure of the human population to a potential hazard that is likely to be without risk of deleterious
effects during a lifetime. The RfD is operationally derived from the no-observed-adverse-effect level
(NOAEL, from animal and human studies) by a consistent application of uncertainty factors that reflect
various types of data used to estimate RfDs and an additional modifying factor, which is based on a
professional judgment of the entire database on the chemical. The RfDs are not applicable to
nonthreshold effects such as cancer.
Reportable Quantity (RQ)—The quantity of a hazardous substance that is considered reportable under
the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). Reportable
quantities are (1) 1 pound or greater or (2) for selected substances, an amount established by regulation
either under CERCLA or under Section 311 of the Clean Water Act. Quantities are measured over a
24-hour period.
Reproductive Toxicity—The occurrence of adverse effects on the reproductive system that may result
from exposure to a chemical. The toxicity may be directed to the reproductive organs and/or the related
endocrine system. The manifestation of such toxicity may be noted as alterations in sexual behavior,
fertility, pregnancy outcomes, or modifications in other functions that are dependent on the integrity of
this system.
Retrospective Study—A type of cohort study based on a group of persons known to have been exposed
at some time in the past. Data are collected from routinely recorded events, up to the time the study is
undertaken. Retrospective studies are limited to causal factors that can be ascertained from existing
records and/or examining survivors of the cohort.
Risk—The possibility or chance that some adverse effect will result from a given exposure to a chemical.
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Risk Factor—An aspect of personal behavior or lifestyle, an environmental exposure, or an inborn or
inherited characteristic that is associated with an increased occurrence of disease or other health-related
event or condition.
Risk Ratio—The ratio of the risk among persons with specific risk factors compared to the risk among
persons without risk factors. A risk ratio greater than 1 indicates greater risk of disease in the exposed
group compared to the unexposed group.
Short-Term Exposure Limit (STEL)—The American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists (ACGIH) maximum concentration to which workers can be exposed for up to 15 minutes
continually. No more than four excursions are allowed per day, and there must be at least 60 minutes
between exposure periods. The daily Threshold Limit Value-Time Weighted Average (TLV-TWA) may
not be exceeded.
Standardized Mortality Ratio (SMR)—A ratio of the observed number of deaths and the expected
number of deaths in a specific standard population.
Target Organ Toxicity—This term covers a broad range of adverse effects on target organs or
physiological systems (e.g., renal, cardiovascular) extending from those arising through a single limited
exposure to those assumed over a lifetime of exposure to a chemical.
Teratogen—A chemical that causes structural defects that affect the development of an organism.
Threshold Limit Value (TLV)—An American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists
(ACGIH) concentration of a substance to which most workers can be exposed without adverse effect.
The TLV may be expressed as a Time Weighted Average (TWA), as a Short-Term Exposure Limit
(STEL), or as a ceiling limit (CL).
Time-Weighted Average (TWA)—An allowable exposure concentration averaged over a normal 8-hour
workday or 40-hour workweek.
Toxic Dose(50) (TD50)—A calculated dose of a chemical, introduced by a route other than inhalation,
which is expected to cause a specific toxic effect in 50% of a defined experimental animal population.
Toxicokinetic—The absorption, distribution, and elimination of toxic compounds in the living organism.
Uncertainty Factor (UF)—A factor used in operationally deriving the Minimal Risk Level (MRL) or
Reference Dose (RfD) or Reference Concentration (RfC) from experimental data. UFs are intended to
account for (1) the variation in sensitivity among the members of the human population, (2) the
uncertainty in extrapolating animal data to the case of human, (3) the uncertainty in extrapolating from
data obtained in a study that is of less than lifetime exposure, and (4) the uncertainty in using lowest
observed-adverse-effect level (LOAEL) data rather than no-observed-adverse-effect level (NOAEL) data.
A default for each individual UF is 10; if complete certainty in data exists, a value of 1 can be used;
however, a reduced UF of 3 may be used on a case-by-case basis, 3 being the approximate logarithmic
average of 10 and 1.
Xenobiotic—Any chemical that is foreign to the biological system.
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MINIMAL RISK LEVEL (MRL) WORKSHEET
Chemical Name:
CAS Numbers:
Date:
Profile Status:
Route:
Duration:
Graph Key:
Species:

Propylene glycol
57-55-6
December 1995
Third Draft Post Public Comment
[X] Inhalation [ ] Oral
[ ] Acute [X] Intermediate [ ] Chronic
1
Rat

Minimal Risk Level: 0.009 [ ] mg/kg/day [X] ppm
Reference: Suber et al. 1989
Experimental design: Young, healthy adult Sprague-Dawley rats were divided into 4 groups of 19 males
and 19 females each. Three groups were exposed for 5 days per week, 6 hours per day for 13 weeks by
nose-only inhalation to mean target aerosol concentrations of 51, 321, or 707 ppm propylene glycol. The
fourth, the control group, was exposed to humidified, filtered room air. Nasal hemorrhaging occurred in
all exposed groups of male and female rats indicating that propylene glycol can act as a dehydrogenating
agent. From week 2-14, the average of nasal hemorrhaging in male rats was <1%, 64%, 74%, and 75% in
controls, low-exposure, medium-exposure, and high-exposure groups, respectively. In females, the
average indices were < 1% in controls, 14% in the low-exposure group, and 71% in the medium and highexposure groups. Animals recovered during non-exposure weekend periods. Similar trends were observed
for ocular discharge, with females having generally less ocular discharge than males. A significant
reduction in body weight of 5-7% starting on day 50 and continuing until the end of the study was
observed in female rats receiving the highest dose of 707 ppm propylene glycol. Similar observation was
made in the group receiving 321 ppm of propylene glycol but later in the study starting on day 64. This
body weight reduction was correlated with a significant reduction in food consumption beginning on
study day 43 and 50 for the high- and medium-exposure females, respectively. Female rats exposed to
321 ppm propylene glycol had a significant decrease in white blood cell count and lymphocyte numbers.
Female rats exposed to 707 ppm propylene glycol had a significant decrease in hemoglobin concentration,
white blood cell count and lymphocyte numbers. Male rats in the medium (321 ppm) and high (707 ppm)
groups had a significant decrease in serum sorbitol dehydrogenase and gamma-glutamyl transferase. A
significant decrease in total serum protein was observed in male rats treated with high (707 ppm) dose of
propylene glycol while females treated with a medium (321 ppm) dose of propylene glycol had an
increase in total serum protein. These changes were considered as being sporadic. Kidney weight was
decreased at 321 ppm in both sexes. Although there were no treatment-related gross pathology changes,
light microscopy revealed thickening of respiratory epithelium with increase in the number of goblet cells
and their mucin content in both female and male animals receiving medium and high propylene glycol
dose. Minute volume, tidal volume, and respiratory rates were not significantly altered in rats exposed to
51, 321, or 707 ppm propylene glycol for 13 weeks, suggesting that animals adapted to the exposure
concentrations.
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Effects noted in study and corresponding doses: Nasal hemorrhaging was observed in all PG-treated
groups:
51 ppm PG = low dose (64% in males, 14% in females; less serious LOAEL)
321 ppm PG = mid dose (74% in males, 71% in females)
707 ppm PG = high dose (75% in males, 71% in females)
Dose and end point used for MRL derivation:
[ ] NOAEL [X] LOAEL

Uncertainty Factors used in MRL derivation:
[ ] 1 [ ] 3 [X] 10 (for use of a LOAEL)
[ ] 1 [ ] 3 [X] 10 (for extrapolation from animals to humans)
[ ] 1 [ ] 3 [X] (10 for human variability)

Was a conversion factor used from ppm in food or water to a mg/body weight dose? If so, explain: No
conversion was used.
If an inhalation study in animals, list conversion factors used in determining human equivalent dose:
Doses were converted from mg/L to ppm:
0.16 mg/L x 1,000 = 160 mg/m3. 160 mg/m3 x 24.45/76.09 (MW PG) = 51.4 ppm
1.0 mg/L = 321.3 ppm
2.2 mg/L = 706.9 ppm
Was a conversion used from intermittent to continuous exposure?
If so, explain: Animals were exposed for 6 hours per day, 5 days per week. Since the effect (nasal
hemorrhaging) subsided when exposure was discontinued during the weekend periods, it seemed
relevant to adjust the exposure period not only to a continuous 24 hour, but also to a 7-day exposure.
Therefore conversion factors of 6/24 and 5/7 were used:
51 ppm x 6/24 x 5/7 = 9 ppm
Other additional studies or pertinent information that lend support to this MRL: This was the only
suitable intermediate-duration inhalation exposure study available
Agency Contacts (Chemical Managers): Ed Murray
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Chapter 1
Public Health Statement
This chapter of the profile is a health effects summary written in non-technical language. Its intended
audience is the general public, especially people living in the vicinity of a hazardous waste site or
chemical release. If the Public Health Statement were removed from the rest of the document, it would
still communicate to the lay public essential information about the chemical.
The major headings in the Public Health Statement are useful to find specific topics of concern. The
topics are written in a question and answer format. The answer to each question includes a sentence that
will direct the reader to chapters in the profile that will provide more information on the given topic.
Chapter 2
Relevance to Public Health
This chapter provides a health effects summary based on evaluations of existing toxicologic,
epidemiologic, and toxicokinetic information. This summary is designed to present interpretive, weight
of-evidence discussions for human health end points by addressing the following questions:
1. What effects are known to occur in humans?
2. What effects observed in animals are likely to be of concern to humans?
3. What exposure conditions are likely to be of concern to humans, especially around hazardous
waste sites?
The chapter covers end points in the same order that they appear within the Discussion of Health Effects
by Route of Exposure section, by route (inhalation, oral, and dermal) and within route by effect. Human
data are presented first, then animal data. Both are organized by duration (acute, intermediate, chronic).
In vitro data and data from parenteral routes (intramuscular, intravenous, subcutaneous, etc.) are also
considered in this chapter.
The carcinogenic potential of the profiled substance is qualitatively evaluated, when appropriate, using
existing toxicokinetic, genotoxic, and carcinogenic data. ATSDR does not currently assess cancer
potency or perform cancer risk assessments. Minimal Risk Levels (MRLs) for noncancer end points (if
derived) and the end points from which they were derived are indicated and discussed.
Limitations to existing scientific literature that prevent a satisfactory evaluation of the relevance to public
health are identified in the Chapter 3 Data Needs section.
Interpretation of Minimal Risk Levels
Where sufficient toxicologic information is available, ATSDR has derived MRLs for inhalation and oral
routes of entry at each duration of exposure (acute, intermediate, and chronic). These MRLs are not
meant to support regulatory action, but to acquaint health professionals with exposure levels at which
adverse health effects are not expected to occur in humans.
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MRLs should help physicians and public health officials determine the safety of a community living near
a chemical emission, given the concentration of a contaminant in air or the estimated daily dose in water.
MRLs are based largely on toxicological studies in animals and on reports of human occupational
exposure.
MRL users should be familiar with the toxicologic information on which the number is based. Chapter 2,
"Relevance to Public Health," contains basic information known about the substance. Other sections such
as Chapter 3 Section 3.9, "Interactions with Other Substances,” and Section 3.10, "Populations that are
Unusually Susceptible" provide important supplemental information.
MRL users should also understand the MRL derivation methodology. MRLs are derived using a
modified version of the risk assessment methodology that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
provides (Barnes and Dourson 1988) to determine reference doses (RfDs) for lifetime exposure.
To derive an MRL, ATSDR generally selects the most sensitive end point which, in its best judgement,
represents the most sensitive human health effect for a given exposure route and duration. ATSDR
cannot make this judgement or derive an MRL unless information (quantitative or qualitative) is available
for all potential systemic, neurological, and developmental effects. If this information and reliable
quantitative data on the chosen end point are available, ATSDR derives an MRL using the most sensitive
species (when information from multiple species is available) with the highest no-observed-adverse-effect
level (NOAEL) that does not exceed any adverse effect levels. When a NOAEL is not available, a
lowest-observed-adverse-effect level (LOAEL) can be used to derive an MRL, and an uncertainty factor
(UF) of 10 must be employed. Additional uncertainty factors of 10 must be used both for human
variability to protect sensitive subpopulations (people who are most susceptible to the health effects
caused by the substance) and for interspecies variability (extrapolation from animals to humans). In
deriving an MRL, these individual uncertainty factors are multiplied together. The product is then
divided into the inhalation concentration or oral dosage selected from the study. Uncertainty factors used
in developing a substance-specific MRL are provided in the footnotes of the levels of significant exposure
(LSE) tables.
Chapter 3
Health Effects
Tables and Figures for Levels of Significant Exposure (LSE)
Tables and figures are used to summarize health effects and illustrate graphically levels of exposure
associated with those effects. These levels cover health effects observed at increasing dose
concentrations and durations, differences in response by species, MRLs to humans for noncancer end
points, and EPA's estimated range associated with an upper- bound individual lifetime cancer risk of 1 in
10,000 to 1 in 10,000,000. Use the LSE tables and figures for a quick review of the health effects and to
locate data for a specific exposure scenario. The LSE tables and figures should always be used in
conjunction with the text. All entries in these tables and figures represent studies that provide reliable,
quantitative estimates of NOAELs, LOAELs, or Cancer Effect Levels (CELs).
The legends presented below demonstrate the application of these tables and figures. Representative
examples of LSE Table 3-1 and Figure 3-1 are shown. The numbers in the left column of the legends
correspond to the numbers in the example table and figure.
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LEGEND
See Sample LSE Table 3-1 (page B-6)
(1)

Route of Exposure. One of the first considerations when reviewing the toxicity of a substance
using these tables and figures should be the relevant and appropriate route of exposure. Typically
when sufficient data exist, three LSE tables and two LSE figures are presented in the document.
The three LSE tables present data on the three principal routes of exposure, i.e., inhalation, oral,
and dermal (LSE Tables 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3, respectively). LSE figures are limited to the inhalation
(LSE Figure 3-1) and oral (LSE Figure 3-2) routes. Not all substances will have data on each
route of exposure and will not, therefore, have all five of the tables and figures.

(2)

Exposure Period. Three exposure periods—acute (less than 15 days), intermediate (15–
364 days), and chronic (365 days or more)—are presented within each relevant route of exposure.
In this example, an inhalation study of intermediate exposure duration is reported. For quick
reference to health effects occurring from a known length of exposure, locate the applicable
exposure period within the LSE table and figure.

(3)

Health Effect. The major categories of health effects included in LSE tables and figures are
death, systemic, immunological, neurological, developmental, reproductive, and cancer.
NOAELs and LOAELs can be reported in the tables and figures for all effects but cancer.
Systemic effects are further defined in the "System" column of the LSE table (see key number
18).

(4)

Key to Figure. Each key number in the LSE table links study information to one or more data
points using the same key number in the corresponding LSE figure. In this example, the study
represented by key number 18 has been used to derive a NOAEL and a Less Serious LOAEL
(also see the two "18r" data points in sample Figure 3-1).

(5)

Species. The test species, whether animal or human, are identified in this column. Chapter 2,
"Relevance to Public Health," covers the relevance of animal data to human toxicity and
Section 3.4, "Toxicokinetics," contains any available information on comparative toxicokinetics.
Although NOAELs and LOAELs are species specific, the levels are extrapolated to equivalent
human doses to derive an MRL.

(6)

Exposure Frequency/Duration. The duration of the study and the weekly and daily exposure
regimens are provided in this column. This permits comparison of NOAELs and LOAELs from
different studies. In this case (key number 18), rats were exposed to “Chemical x” via inhalation
for 6 hours/day, 5 days/week, for 13 weeks. For a more complete review of the dosing regimen,
refer to the appropriate sections of the text or the original reference paper (i.e., Nitschke et al.
1981).

(7)

System. This column further defines the systemic effects. These systems include respiratory,
cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, hematological, musculoskeletal, hepatic, renal, and
dermal/ocular. "Other" refers to any systemic effect (e.g., a decrease in body weight) not covered
in these systems. In the example of key number 18, one systemic effect (respiratory) was
investigated.

(8)

NOAEL. A NOAEL is the highest exposure level at which no harmful effects were seen in the
organ system studied. Key number 18 reports a NOAEL of 3 ppm for the respiratory system,
which was used to derive an intermediate exposure, inhalation MRL of 0.005 ppm (see
footnote "b").
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(9)

LOAEL. A LOAEL is the lowest dose used in the study that caused a harmful health effect.
LOAELs have been classified into "Less Serious" and "Serious" effects. These distinctions help
readers identify the levels of exposure at which adverse health effects first appear and the
gradation of effects with increasing dose. A brief description of the specific end point used to
quantify the adverse effect accompanies the LOAEL. The respiratory effect reported in key
number 18 (hyperplasia) is a Less Serious LOAEL of 10 ppm. MRLs are not derived from
Serious LOAELs.

(10)

Reference. The complete reference citation is given in Chapter 9 of the profile.

(11)

CEL. A CEL is the lowest exposure level associated with the onset of carcinogenesis in
experimental or epidemiologic studies. CELs are always considered serious effects. The LSE
tables and figures do not contain NOAELs for cancer, but the text may report doses not causing
measurable cancer increases.

(12)

Footnotes. Explanations of abbreviations or reference notes for data in the LSE tables are found
in the footnotes. Footnote "b" indicates that the NOAEL of 3 ppm in key number 18 was used to
derive an MRL of 0.005 ppm.

LEGEND
See Sample Figure 3-1 (page B-7)
LSE figures graphically illustrate the data presented in the corresponding LSE tables. Figures help the
reader quickly compare health effects according to exposure concentrations for particular exposure
periods.
(13)

Exposure Period. The same exposure periods appear as in the LSE table. In this example, health
effects observed within the acute and intermediate exposure periods are illustrated.

(14)

Health Effect. These are the categories of health effects for which reliable quantitative data
exists. The same health effects appear in the LSE table.

(15)

Levels of Exposure. Concentrations or doses for each health effect in the LSE tables are
graphically displayed in the LSE figures. Exposure concentration or dose is measured on the log
scale "y" axis. Inhalation exposure is reported in mg/m3 or ppm and oral exposure is reported in
mg/kg/day.

(16)

NOAEL. In this example, the open circle designated 18r identifies a NOAEL critical end point in
the rat upon which an intermediate inhalation exposure MRL is based. The key number 18
corresponds to the entry in the LSE table. The dashed descending arrow indicates the
extrapolation from the exposure level of 3 ppm (see entry 18 in the table) to the MRL of
0.005 ppm (see footnote "b" in the LSE table).

(17)

CEL. Key number 38m is one of three studies for which CELs were derived. The diamond
symbol refers to a CEL for the test species-mouse. The number 38 corresponds to the entry in the
LSE table.
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(18)

Estimated Upper-Bound Human Cancer Risk Levels. This is the range associated with the upperbound for lifetime cancer risk of 1 in 10,000 to 1 in 10,000,000. These risk levels are derived
from the EPA's Human Health Assessment Group's upper-bound estimates of the slope of the
cancer dose response curve at low dose levels (q1*).

(19)

Key to LSE Figure. The Key explains the abbreviations and symbols used in the figure.
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Rat

↓

187

89–104 wk
5 d/wk
6 hr/d
79–103 wk
5 d/wk
6 hr/d

Rat

Mouse

39

40

Resp

↓

7

3

b

↓

8

10

10

20

↓

11

10 (hyperplasia)

↓

9

Less serious
(ppm)

LOAEL (effect)

(CEL, lung tumors,
hemangiosarcomas)

(CEL, lung tumors,
nasal tumors)

(CEL, multiple
organs)

Serious (ppm)

NTP 1982

NTP 1982

Wong et al. 1982

Nitschke et al. 1981

↓

10

Reference

b

The number corresponds to entries in Figure 3-1.
-3
Used to derive an intermediate inhalation Minimal Risk Level (MRL) of 5x10 ppm; dose adjusted for intermittent exposure and divided
by an uncertainty factor of 100 (10 for extrapolation from animal to humans, 10 for human variability).

a

18 mo
5 d/wk
7 hr/d

Rat

13 wk
5 d/wk
6 hr/d

↓

6

38

Cancer

CHRONIC EXPOSURE

18

Systemic

5

INTERMEDIATE EXPOSURE

Key to
figurea

Exposure
frequency/
NOAEL
Species duration
System (ppm)

Table 3-1. Levels of Significant Exposure to [Chemical x] – Inhalation
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APPENDIX C. ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND SYMBOLS
ACGIH
ACOEM
ADI
ADME
AED
AFID
AFOSH
ALT
AML
AOAC
AOEC
AP
APHA
AST
atm
ATSDR
AWQC
BAT
BCF
BEI
BMD/C
BMDX
BMDLX
BMDS
BMR
BSC
C
CAA
CAG
CAS
CDC
CEL
CELDS
CERCLA
CFR
Ci
CI
CL
CLP
cm
CML
CPSC
CWA
DHEW
DHHS
DNA
DOD
DOE
DOL

American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists
American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine
acceptable daily intake
absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
atomic emission detection
alkali flame ionization detector
Air Force Office of Safety and Health
alanine aminotransferase
acute myeloid leukemia
Association of Official Analytical Chemists
Association of Occupational and Environmental Clinics
alkaline phosphatase
American Public Health Association
aspartate aminotransferase
atmosphere
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
Ambient Water Quality Criteria
best available technology
bioconcentration factor
Biological Exposure Index
benchmark dose or benchmark concentration
dose that produces a X% change in response rate of an adverse effect
95% lower confidence limit on the BMDX
Benchmark Dose Software
benchmark response
Board of Scientific Counselors
centigrade
Clean Air Act
Cancer Assessment Group of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Chemical Abstract Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
cancer effect level
Computer-Environmental Legislative Data System
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
Code of Federal Regulations
curie
confidence interval
ceiling limit value
Contract Laboratory Program
centimeter
chronic myeloid leukemia
Consumer Products Safety Commission
Clean Water Act
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Department of Health and Human Services
deoxyribonucleic acid
Department of Defense
Department of Energy
Department of Labor
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DOT
DOT/UN/
NA/IMDG
DWEL
ECD
ECG/EKG
EEG
EEGL
EPA
F
F1
FAO
FDA
FEMA
FIFRA
FPD
fpm
FR
FSH
g
GC
gd
GLC
GPC
HPLC
HRGC
HSDB
IARC
IDLH
ILO
IRIS
Kd
kg
kkg
Koc
Kow
L
LC
LC50
LCLo
LD50
LDLo
LDH
LH
LOAEL
LSE
LT50
m
MA
MAL
mCi

Department of Transportation
Department of Transportation/United Nations/
North America/Intergovernmental Maritime Dangerous Goods Code
drinking water exposure level
electron capture detection
electrocardiogram
electroencephalogram
Emergency Exposure Guidance Level
Environmental Protection Agency
Fahrenheit
first-filial generation
Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations
Food and Drug Administration
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
flame photometric detection
feet per minute
Federal Register
follicle stimulating hormone
gram
gas chromatography
gestational day
gas liquid chromatography
gel permeation chromatography
high-performance liquid chromatography
high resolution gas chromatography
Hazardous Substance Data Bank
International Agency for Research on Cancer
immediately dangerous to life and health
International Labor Organization
Integrated Risk Information System
adsorption ratio
kilogram
metric ton
organic carbon partition coefficient
octanol-water partition coefficient
liter
liquid chromatography
lethal concentration, 50% kill
lethal concentration, low
lethal dose, 50% kill
lethal dose, low
lactic dehydrogenase
luteinizing hormone
lowest-observed-adverse-effect level
Levels of Significant Exposure
lethal time, 50% kill
meter
trans,trans-muconic acid
maximum allowable level
millicurie
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MCL
MCLG
MF
MFO
mg
mL
mm
mmHg
mmol
mppcf
MRL
MS
NAAQS
NAS
NATICH
NATO
NCE
NCEH
NCI
ND
NFPA
ng
NHANES
NIEHS
NIOSH
NIOSHTIC
NLM
nm
nmol
NOAEL
NOES
NOHS
NPD
NPDES
NPL
NR
NRC
NS
NSPS
NTIS
NTP
ODW
OERR
OHM/TADS
OPP
OPPT
OPPTS
OR
OSHA
OSW
OTS

maximum contaminant level
maximum contaminant level goal
modifying factor
mixed function oxidase
milligram
milliliter
millimeter
millimeters of mercury
millimole
millions of particles per cubic foot
Minimal Risk Level
mass spectrometry
National Ambient Air Quality Standard
National Academy of Science
National Air Toxics Information Clearinghouse
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
normochromatic erythrocytes
National Center for Environmental Health
National Cancer Institute
not detected
National Fire Protection Association
nanogram
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
NIOSH's Computerized Information Retrieval System
National Library of Medicine
nanometer
nanomole
no-observed-adverse-effect level
National Occupational Exposure Survey
National Occupational Hazard Survey
nitrogen phosphorus detection
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
National Priorities List
not reported
National Research Council
not specified
New Source Performance Standards
National Technical Information Service
National Toxicology Program
Office of Drinking Water, EPA
Office of Emergency and Remedial Response, EPA
Oil and Hazardous Materials/Technical Assistance Data System
Office of Pesticide Programs, EPA
Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics, EPA
Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances, EPA
odds ratio
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Office of Solid Waste, EPA
Office of Toxic Substances
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OW
OWRS
PAH
PBPD
PBPK
PCE
PEL
pg
PHS
PID
pmol
PMR
ppb
ppm
ppt
PSNS
RBC
REL
RfC
RfD
RNA
RQ
RTECS
SARA
SCE
SGOT
SGPT
SIC
SIM
SMCL
SMR
SNARL
SPEGL
STEL
STORET
TD50
TLV
TOC
TPQ
TRI
TSCA
TWA
UF
U.S.
USDA
USGS
VOC
WBC
WHO

Office of Water
Office of Water Regulations and Standards, EPA
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
physiologically based pharmacodynamic
physiologically based pharmacokinetic
polychromatic erythrocytes
permissible exposure limit
picogram
Public Health Service
photo ionization detector
picomole
proportionate mortality ratio
parts per billion
parts per million
parts per trillion
pretreatment standards for new sources
red blood cell
recommended exposure level/limit
reference concentration
reference dose
ribonucleic acid
reportable quantity
Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
sister chromatid exchange
serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase
serum glutamic pyruvic transaminase
standard industrial classification
selected ion monitoring
secondary maximum contaminant level
standardized mortality ratio
suggested no adverse response level
Short-Term Public Emergency Guidance Level
short term exposure limit
Storage and Retrieval
toxic dose, 50% specific toxic effect
threshold limit value
total organic carbon
threshold planning quantity
Toxics Release Inventory
Toxic Substances Control Act
time-weighted average
uncertainty factor
United States
United States Department of Agriculture
United States Geological Survey
volatile organic compound
white blood cell
World Health Organization
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>
≥
=
<
≤
%
α
β
γ
δ
μm
μg
q1 *
–
+
(+)
(–)

greater than
greater than or equal to
equal to
less than
less than or equal to
percent
alpha
beta
gamma
delta
micrometer
microgram
cancer slope factor
negative
positive
weakly positive result
weakly negative result
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Background: A fast acting, clean nicotine delivery system might substantially displace cigarettes. Public health consequences would depend on the subsequent prevalence of nicotine use, hazards of delivery systems, and intrinsic hazards of nicotine.
Methods: A spreadsheet program, DEMANDS, estimates differences in expected mortality, adjusted
for nicotine delivery system features and prevalence of nicotine use, by extending the data and methods of the SAMMEC 3 software from the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The user estimates disease risks attributable to nicotine, other smoke components, and risk factors that coexist with
smoking. The public health consequences of a widely used clean nicotine inhaler replacing cigarettes
were compared to historical observations and public health goals, using four different risk attribution
scenarios and nicotine use prevalence from 0–100%.
Main outcome measures: Changes in years of potential life before age 85 (YPL85).
Results: If nicotine accounts for less than a third of smokers’ excess risk of SAMMEC diseases, as it
most likely does, then even with very widespread use of clean nicotine DEMANDS predicts public
health gains, relative to current tobacco use. Public health benefits accruing from a widely used clean
nicotine inhaler probably equal or exceed the benefits of achieving Healthy People 2010 goals.
Conclusions: Clean nicotine inhalers might improve public health as much as any feasible tobacco
control effort. Although the relevant risk estimates are somewhat uncertain, partial nicotine deregulation deserves consideration as part of a broad tobacco control policy.

V

cigarettes.5–10 Reversal of this historical accident requires
increased regulation of tobacco products, reduced regulation
of clean nicotine products, or both. Increased regulation of
tobacco products is costly and controversial, and therefore will
wax and wane with political and economic fortunes. Reduced
regulation of clean nicotine could lead to the development of
delivery systems designed to establish or maintain nicotine
addiction. If people believe these products to be safer than
cigarettes, then nicotine use may increase. Some smokers
would switch nicotine sources rather than quit.6 8 Some
ex-smokers and never-smokers might become regular users,
exposing these groups to the health hazards of nicotine. Injuries accruing to never-smokers and potential ex-smokers who
use clean nicotine might offset illness avoided in smokers who
switch to safer nicotine sources. The net public health consequences are uncertain. However, Kozlowski and colleagues4
offer as an example that habitual medicinal nicotine use
might expose the user to a lifetime mortal risk of only 1 in
10 000. If so, then public health would improve even if everyone used a clean nicotine product, as long as it displaced cigarettes.
Although delivering nicotine without other smoke constituents should significantly reduce harms to current smokers,
efforts to cleanse tobacco smoke at the point of use have failed
to benefit public health.11 The cigarette industry responded to
health concerns by shifting to filtered, lower tar cigarettes
between 1950 and 1970.12 The US National Cancer Institute
later attempted to develop a safe cigarette by removing harmful constituents from cigarette smoke,13 but never developed a

arious observations suggest that the health risks associated with cigarette smoking are infrequently caused by
nicotine, the addictive ingredient.1 2 Other components
of smoke are likely contributors to smoking related disease.
Cigarette smoke carries thousands of reactive chemicals,
including many known toxins and carcinogens.3 Tobacco control advocates often cite these as ample reason to quit
smoking. In contrast, nicotine itself seems to be relatively
safe.1 Smoking cessation counsellors increasingly encourage
long courses of nicotine to help injured smokers and special
populations.4 5 Certainly, nicotine replacement is safer than
smoking.
Potential reduced exposure products (PREPs) are nicotine
delivery systems designed to expose users to fewer toxins than
cigarettes do. Examples include smokeless tobacco, heated
tobacco devices, and pharmaceutical nicotine replacement
therapies. The Institute of Medicine report, Clearing the smoke:
assessing the science base for tobacco harm reduction, described how
little we know about the health consequences of PREPs in
general.2 The report suggested a broad, detailed research effort
to improve our understanding of the consequences of chronic
PREP use. These results would inform future PREP and
tobacco regulation. However, the results of such research
would not be available for many years. Furthermore, different
PREP designs may have diverse health consequences.
Meanwhile, pharmaceutical nicotine products receive much
greater scrutiny from the US government than either the traditional or novel tobacco products they might displace. These
clean nicotine products deliver pharmaceutical grade nicotine
without exposing the user to any other known or suspected
harmful chemicals. While tobacco companies introduce new
tobacco products without review, pharmaceutical companies
face significant regulatory obstacles at every step in the development of clean nicotine products. The discrepancy causes
some authors to call for a “level playing field” in which regulators tolerate or even encourage some alternatives to

.............................................................
Abbreviations: DEMANDS, Differences in Expected Mortality Adjusted
for Nicotine Delivery Systems; PREP, potential reduced exposure
products; SAMMEC, Smoking Attributable Morbidity, Mortality and
Economic Costs; YPLG, years of potential life gained; YPLL, years of
potential life lost
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viable product. The RJ Reynolds–Nabisco company tested two
nearly smokeless heated tobacco devices,14 and Philip Morris
has developed a novel tobacco product to deliver low doses of
nicotine.2 No tobacco product has yet removed all offensive
components of tobacco smoke.
Existing nicotine replacement products have not displaced
cigarettes in the market to supply chronic nicotine users.15 The
probability of long term use of currently available pure nicotine
products is relatively low.16 Polacrilex gum, transdermal patches,
nasal spray, and shallow inhalers17 produce much lower and
slower peak arterial nicotine concentrations than cigarettes, and
may have annoying side effects. A deeply inhaled nicotine powder or aerosol could supply nicotine to the arterial circulation as
efficiently as a cigarette, but would maintain nicotine dependence rather than facilitate smoking cessation. A PREP delivering
essentially pure nicotine by deep inhalation may be called a
clean nicotine inhaler. One prototype for a clean nicotine inhaler
has been developed, tested, and patented, but is not being produced commercially.18 Other designs might reuse the powder
inhaler devices that deliver corticosteroids to patients with
chronic lung diseases. Legislative and regulatory constraints
increase the time and expense of commercial development, or
limit or prohibit marketing, as the history of the nicotine nasal
inhaler demonstrates.10
Although some observers might welcome a competitive market to supply chronic nicotine users,6 19–21 others have discouraged chronic nicotine use because of health risks.22 23 The alternative is to continue vigorous efforts to reduce tobacco use, in
the hope of achieving goals such as the Healthy People 2010
target of 12% smoking prevalence among adults in the USA.24
Regulatory debates might benefit from understanding the likely
public health consequences of displacing cigarettes with cleaner
nicotine delivery systems. The US Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention has contributed to tobacco policy debates with
its series of SAMMEC (Smoking Attributable Morbidity,
Mortality and Economic Costs) computer programs.25–31
This paper has two purposes. First, it introduces the
DEMANDS program (Differences in Expected Mortality
Adjusted for Nicotine Delivery Systems), a spreadsheet
combining SAMMEC 3 data and methods with adjustable
estimates of risk sources and exposures for the SAMMEC diseases. DEMANDS estimates the public health consequences of
arbitrary combinations of cigarette smoking, with or without
a competing PREP. Second, this paper contrasts the long term
consequences of achieving the Healthy People 2010 goals with
an alternative policy in which a clean, fast acting nicotine
inhaler completely displaces tobacco cigarettes. Although this
analysis highlights some questions about the safety of
nicotine and acceptability of a nicotine inhaler, it also suggests
that widespread use of clean nicotine inhalers could have tolerable public health consequences.

From these data DEMANDS estimates relative risks for PREP
users, then predicts the number of 1990 deaths that would
have occurred in a given scenario.
The current analysis explores the long term consequences
of two tobacco control strategies. One strategy reaches the
Healthy People 2010 goals for smoking. The second strategy
would replace cigarettes with a clean nicotine delivery system.
Each strategy is assumed to have established an equilibrium
pattern of nicotine use after many years.
DEMANDS software
The DEMANDS program is a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
extending the mortality predictions of SAMMEC 3. DEMANDS uses most of the data and methods of SAMMEC 3.
SAMMEC 3 provides relative risk estimates for 27 tobacco
related causes of death, adjusted for age, sex, and smoking
status. SAMMEC 3 also provides data on the reported
occurrence of deaths from these 27 tobacco related illnesses,
and prevalence of smokers and ex-smokers in the USA in
1990. From the prevalence of smoking, relative risks of death
from diseases, and absolute numbers of deaths in each disease
category, SAMMEC 3 estimates the number of deaths
attributable to smoking. It then infers years of potential life
lost (YPLL), economic losses, and smoking attributable
mortality rates.
DEMANDS predicts years of potential life gained or lost
before ages 65 and 85 as a consequence of changes in safety
and prevalence of nicotine use, using actual deaths in 1990 as
a baseline.
The key assumption in DEMANDS is that four distinguishable features of smoking and smokers cause tobacco related
deaths. The first is nicotine, which is present in other nicotine
delivery systems. The second is smoke, composed of thousands of gases and particulates. The third is carbon monoxide,
distinguished from smoke because some PREPs deliver large
quantities of this dangerous gas. The fourth is the collection of
all correlates of smoking—for example, characteristics of
smokers or ex-smokers that persist whether or not they
smoke. Alcoholism, poverty, and psychiatric illness are examples of smoking correlates that could increase mortality from
many diseases even if these patients never smoke. Many
smokers who die of smoking related illnesses may have had
concurrent problems that would have limited the benefits of
smoking cessation. DEMANDS therefore requires the data
described in the following sections.
Nicotine use
SAMMEC 3 defines nine populations of tobacco users. There
are smokers and ex-smokers, males and females, aged 35–65
years and over 65 years (2 × 2 × 2 = 8 combinations), and
pregnant smokers. In place of SAMMEC 3’s description of the
prevalence of smokers and ex-smokers, DEMANDS anticipates 10 nicotine use categories. Dividing each category by sex,
age, and pregnancy status yields 50 groups of nicotine users.
DEMANDS requires a prevalence estimate for each of these
groups. The nicotine use categories and their distinct
collections of risks follow.
Categories 1–4 reclassify SAMMEC 3 smokers.
(1) Smokers smoke tobacco cigarettes. Smokers have the relative risks of current smokers. This category includes individuals using both a PREP and cigarettes.

METHODS
Overview
The DEMANDS program is an adaptation of SAMMEC 3.
DEMANDS is limited to predicting changes in years of potential life lost before age 65 (YPLL65) and 85 (YPLL85) resulting
from hypothetical shifts in the 1990 US’s population nicotine
source and historical nicotine use. DEMANDS requires a user
to make a number of assertions, including:
(1) fraction of the population smoking cigarettes
(2) fraction of the population using a PREP

(2) Switchers stop using tobacco in favour of a PREP. Switchers
share the correlate risks of smokers; nicotine, smoke, and carbon monoxide risks of the PREP, as applicable; and the smoke
and carbon monoxide related risks of ex-smokers if the PREP
does not deliver smoke or carbon monoxide.

(3) PREP nicotine delivery
(4) PREP smoke delivery
(5) smoking harms attributable to nicotine, for each disease
(6) smoking harms attributable to smoke, for each disease

(3) Would-be smokers have used only the PREP, but would have
used tobacco had the PREP been unavailable. Would-be
smokers have the correlate risk of smokers, and the risks of
the PREP.

(7) smoking harms attributable to genes and environment,
subsequently called correlates (of smoking), for each disease.
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(4) Prohibited smokers would have smoked cigarettes in 1990,
but external events prevent them from ever using any nicotine
product, including cigarettes. That is, some combination of
taxation, education, social norms, sales restrictions, and
smoking prohibitions could have prevented these people, who
were smokers in 1990, from even experimenting with tobacco.
They have only the correlate risks of smokers. Prohibited
smokers (rather than ex-smokers) are required to model the
long term reduction in smoking prevalence in the Healthy
People 2010 scenario.
Categories 5–8 reclassify SAMMEC 3 ex-smokers.

estimated benefits of switching nicotine source and smoking
cessation relative to continued smoking. Attributing risks to
nicotine increases the estimated mortality for ex-smokers and
never-smokers who become PREP users, relative to exsmokers and never-smokers. Attributing risk to smoke and
carbon monoxide increases the benefits of switching and
smoking cessation, without adding risk for ex-smokers and
never-smokers who become PREP users. Unlike some PREPs,
a clean nicotine inhaler should not deliver carbon monoxide,
therefore the current analysis will include carbon monoxide
risks with smoke risks
There is no direct evidence for these risk fraction estimates.
Therefore, this analysis simply reports a range of possibilities
relevant to regulation of a pulmonary inhaler delivering
essentially pure nicotine. Four possibilities are considered.

(5) Ex-smokers stop using tobacco and do not use a PREP. They
have the same relative risks as current ex-smokers.
(6) Relapsers are ex-smokers who resume using nicotine when
the PREP is available. Relapsers have the correlate risk of
ex-smokers, the risks of the PREP, and the smoke and carbon
monoxide related risks of ex-smokers if the PREP does not
deliver smoke or carbon monoxide.

(1) 100% smoke (all excess relative risk is due to smoke or
carbon monoxide)
(2) 85% smoke, 10% correlates, 5% nicotine
(3) 60% smoke, 30% correlates, 10% nicotine

(7) Would-be ex-smokers have used only the PREP, but would
have used and quit tobacco had the PREP been unavailable.
Would-be ex-smokers have the correlate risks of ex-smokers
and the risks of the PREP.
(8) Prohibited ex-smokers would have stopped using tobacco in
1990, but external events prevent them from ever using any
nicotine product. They have only the correlate risks of
ex-smokers. In a long term Healthy People scenario, most current ex-smokers are reclassified as prohibited ex-smokers.
Categories 9 and 10 reclassify SAMMEC 3 never-smokers.
(9) New users would never use tobacco products, but do use a
PREP. New PREP users experience the risks of the PREP.
(10) Abstainers do not use any nicotine products, and have a
relative risk of 1 for SAMMEC diseases.
The current analysis assumes that achievement of Healthy
People 2010 goals would include a reduction in smoking
initiation, and therefore small numbers of ex-smokers in
ensuing decades. The clean nicotine scenarios reclassify all
smokers as would-be smokers or prohibited smokers; all exsmokers as would-be ex-smokers or prohibited ex-smokers, and all
never-smokers as new users or abstainers. People like current
smokers are assumed to use nicotine at lowest prevalence of
use. People like current ex-smokers use nicotine if the prevalence is higher, and finally, current never-smokers use nicotine
at the highest levels of use.

(4) 33% smoke, 33% correlates, 33% nicotine.
An extreme scenario bounds the range of logical possibilities. Although inconsistent with available data, this boundary
is useful for estimating other scenarios by rough interpolation.
(5) Mathematical boundary: 100% nicotine.
Predicted relative risks
DEMANDS predicts the relative risk of a disease in a population as follows.
(1) For each SAMMEC disease, multiply the estimated
fraction of risk attributable to nicotine, smoke, or carbon
monoxide with the fraction of that component delivered by
the PREP.
(2) Take the sum of these products and multiply by the excess
risk (that is, the relative risk −1) of that disease in the relevant
SAMMEC 3 population.
(3) If the PREP does not deliver smoke and the PREP user
stops smoking, then multiply the estimated fraction of risk
attributable to smoke by the excess risk of the disease in
ex-smokers, and add this value to the sum.
(4) Add 1.
For instance, consider a clean nicotine inhaler delivering
100% of the nicotine, 0% of the smoke, and 0% of the carbon
monoxide in a cigarette. Estimate that 10% of the excess risk
of lung cancer is due to nicotine, 60% to carcinogens in smoke,
0% from carbon monoxide, and 30% to correlates. SAMMEC 3
estimates that 35–40 year old male smokers and ex-smokers
have relative risks of 22.36 and 9.36, respectively, for developing lung cancer compared to never-smokers. In a smoker who
switches to the clean nicotine inhaler, the relative risk of fatal
lung cancer falls to:

Nicotine delivery system
DEMANDS requires estimates of the nicotine, smoke, and
carbon monoxide delivery of a new nicotine delivery system,
as a multiple of what modern cigarettes deliver. In addition,
because SAMMEC 3 simply lists absolute numbers of deaths
from fires attributed to cigarettes, DEMANDS requires an
estimate of the fire starting propensity of a new PREP, again as
a multiple of the hazard posed by cigarettes. These variables
would typically vary from zero (no nicotine source) to 100%
(typical cigarettes in 1990) or more. For instance, one might
guess that the Eclipse device delivers 90% of the nicotine, 10%
of the smoke, 130% of the carbon monoxide, and have 20% of
the fire starting propensity of a traditional cigarette. A clean
nicotine inhaler would have 100% of the nicotine, and 0% of
the smoke, carbon monoxide, and fire starting propensity of
cigarettes.

1 + ((1 × 0.1)nicotine + (0 × 0.6)smoke + (0 × 0)CO + 0.3correlate)
× (22.36 − 1)smoker excess risk + (0.6 × (9.36−1))ex-smoker risk =
14.56
The decline in risk is modest because smoking correlates
and nicotine exposure persist, and switchers continue to
experience the risks of ex-smokers. For never-smokers who
begin using a clean nicotine inhaler, lung cancer risk climbs
from 1.0 to 1 + (1 × 0.1) × (22.36 − 1) = 3.136.

Relative risk fractions
For each of 26 SAMMEC 3 diseases (excluding burns),
DEMANDS requires estimates of the fraction of smokers’
excess relative risk that is attributable to one of four general
causes of illness: nicotine, carbon monoxide, smoke constituents other than nicotine and carbon monoxide, and smoking
correlates. Attributing risks to smoking correlates reduces the

Death multiplier
The formula below predicts a multiple of deaths expected from
a new pattern of use of a nicotine delivery system, relative to
the 1990 experience with cigarette smoking:
Multiple = (Sum for i=1 to 10(Pi*RRi))/(Pn + Ps*RRs + Px*RRx)
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where Pi = expected prevalence of the ith DEMANDS class of
nicotine users
RRi = calculated relative risk of the ith DEMANDS class of
nicotine users
Pn = 1990 prevalence of never-smokers
Ps = 1990 prevalence of smokers
Px = 1990 prevalence of ex-smokers
RRs = relative risk in smokers
RRx = relative risk in ex-smokers
Changes in YPLL
Multiplying the number of deaths documented in 1990 by the
multiplier calculated above yields the number of deaths in a
given cohort. The change in deaths in that cohort is the difference between the 1990 observation and the prediction. If the
change is positive (the death multiplier is less than 1), then
DEMANDS subjects new survivors to general mortality risks
in this and ensuing years. DEMANDS uses 1993 estimates of
age and sex specific death rates to estimate these deaths.
Finally, DEMANDS calculates the difference between observed
total YPLL65 and YPLL85 in 1990 from the 27 SAMMEC diseases and total YPLL85 predicted after a change in nicotine
use.

Figure 1 Changes in years of potential life before age 65 if
nicotine inhalers displaced cigarettes, relative to the 1990 SAMMEC
estimate of YPLL65. Interpolation between the 100% smoke line and
the mathematical limit (hypothetical 100% of risk from nicotine)
yields any risk attribution scenario with 0% of risk due to correlates.
For example, at 100% prevalence of nicotine use, the vertical
distance from the 100% smoke value to the baseline is about 30% of
the distance from 100% smoke to the mathematical limit. This
indicates that if 100% of the population uses a clean nicotine
inhaler, if nicotine uniformly accounts for 30% of smoker’s excess
risk, and if correlates of smoking are irrelevant, then the public
health consequences are equivalent to the actual 1990 experience.

Scenarios examined
The four risk attribution scenarios were combined with steady
state nicotine use scenarios. These steady state use scenarios
model a constant pattern of nicotine use over many decades,
rather than the fluctuating use of cigarettes seen during the
1900s. Clean nicotine inhaler scenarios model use by 0–100%
of adults, in 10% increments, with no cigarette use so that
smokers and ex-smokers are non-existent. The four risk attribution scenarios also were compared to a steady state
achievement of the Healthy People 2010 goal of 12% smoking
prevalence, assuming a 5% prevalence of ex-smokers (again
assuming a steady, long established pattern of smoking). The
changes in years of potential life lost before age 65 and 85,
relative to actual 1990 experience, were calculated as a
function of the prevalence of clean nicotine inhaler use. The
years of potential life gained or lost before age 85, relative to
Healthy People 2010 goals, was calculated as a function of the
prevalence of clean nicotine inhaler use.
I will refer to reductions in years of potential life lost as
“years of potential life gained” (YPLG) to avoid double negative phrases. A positive YPLG is a public health gain, meaning
that a year of potential life lost in 1990 would not have been
lost in the reported scenario. A negative YPLG is a public
health loss, meaning that a year of life that was not lost in
1990 is lost in the scenario.

Figure 2 Changes in years of potential life before age 85 if
nicotine inhalers displaced cigarettes, relative to the 1990 SAMMEC
estimate of YPLL85.

Figure 3 again estimates YPLG 85 for different levels of
clean nicotine inhaler use, but assumes steady state Healthy
People 2010 goals as the baseline (12% cigarette smoking
prevalence, with 5% ex-smoking). In each risk scenario,
DEMANDS predictions for Healthy People goals in that risk
scenario are subtracted from the clean nicotine inhaler
predictions, so that 0 on the y axis always represents parity
with Healthy People 2010. DEMANDS predictions for Healthy
People scenarios (versus 1990) vary from 2–4 million YPLG.
When compared to a Healthy People scenario, nicotine inhaler
use can be quite prevalent and still yield public health benefits
unless nicotine accounts for more than about one third of risk.
However, if nicotine users experience less risk, then very
widespread inhaler use looks preferable to Healthy People
2010 goals.

RESULTS
Years of potential life gained or lost at steady state
Figure 1 illustrates the years of potential life gained before age
65 (YPLG 65) as a function of prevalence of use of a clean
nicotine inhaler, for four different assumptions about risk
attribution. If all excess risk were attributable to smoke rather
than nicotine or correlates of smoking, then DEMANDS estimates that all levels of inhaler use yield about one million
YPLG 65. Assigning a large amount of risk to nicotine causes
net harms with high levels of nicotine use. For example, if two
thirds of adults would use a clean nicotine inhaler, and nicotine, smoke, and correlates each accounted for one third of the
excess risk of each SAMMEC disease, then there would be no
public health benefit to adopting inhalers instead of maintaining 1990 smoking patterns.
Figure 2 provides the same data for YPLG 85. The prevalence
of steady state nicotine inhaler use that is neutral for this
measure of public health is about 76%, slightly higher than in
fig 1.

Causes of deaths
Table 1 lists the numbers of deaths DEMANDS predicts for
each SAMMEC disease, assuming 50% PREP prevalence and
the four risk scenarios. The overwhelmingly important
contributors to premature death are coronary artery disease,
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most closely approximates expectations. For example, one
might expect that pulmonary diseases are 100% attributable
to smoke; that malignancies are 80% attributable to smoke,
15% attributable to correlates, and 5% attributable to nicotine.
The model estimates that 50% prevalence of clean nicotine use
results in 57 000 YPLL85 from asthma, compared to 73 000 in
1990, yielding a public health gain of 16 000 YPLG85 for mortality averted from this disease. Adding gains and losses
calculated from the columns that best describe risk attribution
for each disease yields an estimate of total change in YPLG85
for 50% use of a clean nicotine inhaler in the specified risk
attribution model, relative to the actual 1990 experience.

DISCUSSION
The DEMANDS program describes a process for extending
SAMMEC methodology and data to estimate the public health
consequences of a PREP competing with cigarettes in the
marketplace. In the current analysis, DEMANDS was used to
estimate the public health consequences of completely
displacing cigarettes with a clean nicotine inhaler. Although
the correct risk attribution is not known, nicotine probably
accounts for much less than a third of smokers’ risk for most
of the SAMMEC diseases. At this level of risk, displacement of
tobacco products with clean nicotine delivery systems should
yield public health benefits comparable or superior to the benefits of reaching and maintaining Healthy People 2010 goals in
the USA, even if the prevalence of nicotine use in the USA rose

Figure 3 Changes in years of potential life before age 85 if
nicotine inhalers displaced cigarettes, relative to the DEMANDS
estimate of YPLL85 after achieving Healthy People 2010 goals.

respiratory tract cancer, and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease. Consequently, the most important risk attributions
involve these three classifications. Other cardiovascular, infectious, malignant, and childhood diseases and burns contribute
far fewer deaths.
One can approximate mixed risk attribution models from
table 1. For each SAMMEC disease, select the column that
Table 1

Scenario descriptions

Prevalence
Nicotine source
Risk from smoke
Risk from covariates
Risk from nicotine
Disease specific YPLL85 (’000s)
ICD-9
Disease
Tuberculosis
10–12
Respiratory tuberculosis
Cancers of:
140–149
Lip, oral cavity, pharynx
150
Oesophagus
157
Pancreas
161
Larynx
162
Trachea, lung, bronchus
180
Cervix uteri
188
Urinary bladder
189
Kidney, other urinary
Cardiovascular diseases
390-398
Heart valve disease
401-404
Hypertension
410-414
Ischaemic heart disease
415-417
Pulmonary heart disease
420-429
Other heart disease
430-438
Cerebrovascular disease
440
Atherosclerosis
441
Aortic aneurysm
442-448
Other arterial disease
Adult pulmonary diseases
480-487
Pneumonia and influenza
490-492
Bronchitis, emphysema
493
Asthma
496
Chronic airway obstruction, NOS
Newborn and infant diseases
765
Short gestation/low birth weight
769
Respiratory distress syndrome
770
Respiratory conditions of the newborn
798
Sudden infant death syndrome
Burns
890-899
Burns
Total YPLL85
Scenario column sum
Healthy People 2000 steady state prediction*
Healthy People 2010 steady state prediction*

Actual 1990*
Cigarettes
NA
NA
NA

50%
Inhaler
100
0
0

50%
Inhaler
85
15
5

50%
Inhaler
60
30
10

50%
Inhaler
33
33
33

22

15

16

18

20

146
164
342
65
2315
102
104
160

26
39
239
12
339
72
58
104

52
65
262
23
765
79
67
116

78
91
285
34
1192
85
76
128

119
128
322
50
1866
96
90
144

79
355
4700
155
1773
1136
79
175
81

63
277
3252
121
1359
757
61
82
42

67
294
3561
128
1448
843
64
101
50

70
311
3870
136
1536
929
68
121
59

76
339
4350
148
1675
1079
75
149
72

491
214
73
627

339
40
53
114

371
75
57
217

403
110
62
320

451
158
69
457

341
243
252
461

298
212
220
403

310
220
228
418

336
239
248
454

350
249
258
472

49

0

0

0

0

14702

8595
11304
10822

9901
11810
11399

11260
12309
11965

13263
12429
12106

*Steady state scenarios assume a longstanding equilibrium in nicotine use, rather than a market fluctuating over a decade or two.
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Control reports that only Utah achieved that goal, with 12.9%
of adults reporting smoking.49 Adult smoking was more common in California (17.8%), Minnesota (19.8%), Massachusetts
(20.0%), and Oregon (20.8%), in spite of these states’ tobacco
control programmes. In 2002, 16.9% of US high school seniors
smoked cigarettes daily, slightly below the previous nadir of
17.2% in 1992.50 While this is a welcome improvement over the
mid 1990s, it would be premature to conclude that Healthy
People 2010 goals are within reach.
In contrast, a tobacco control policy that includes a clean
nicotine alternative to cigarettes requires legislative support,
but less commitment of public resources and less innovation
in tobacco control methods. The first policy step would be to
allow the pharmaceutical industry to privately develop and
market increasingly clean and fast acting nicotine delivery
systems—for example, adapting an existing metred dose
powder inhaler or adopting the design patented by Rose and
colleagues.18 Policies to encourage substitution of nicotine
inhalers for cigarettes would reflect established principles of
community level tobacco control policy, such as raising
tobacco product prices, informing consumers of risks, counter
advertising, restricting youth access and marketing, and limiting opportunities to smoke.44 Taxation and product liability
costs are already raising the price of cigarettes, and could create a significant price difference between cigarettes and less
hazardous nicotine delivery systems. Governments should tax
all nicotine delivery devices at rates that at least recover their
regulatory and health costs. Governments would then tax
safer nicotine products at a lower rate than hazardous tobacco
products.6 Legislation could shield the nicotine and tobacco
industries from liability for the health effects of nicotine use,
on the theory that even addicted individuals bear some
responsibility to weigh the known risks against the perceived
benefits of nicotine,51 and in recognition of the historical futility of efforts to fully eradicate nicotine use.52 However, the
same legislation should recognise that corporations could best
anticipate, control, and manipulate perceptions of the harms
inherent in their nicotine delivery systems. Legislation
holding companies accountable for these harms could
maintain higher liability costs for cigarettes than for clean
inhalers. Labels on all nicotine products should inform
consumers of risks, including addiction, and enumerate the
products’ chemical constituents. Product specific labels on
cigarettes will list more chemicals and carry more warnings
than the labels on clean nicotine inhalers.
As a special form of counter-advertising, legislation could
permit promotion of clean nicotine delivery systems as an
alternative to cigarettes, perhaps with fewer constraints than
we apply to tobacco products. As with tobacco pipes and cigarette packages, the nicotine industry could produce myriad
variations in the appearance of inhalers, so that users could
select inhaler designs based on image. These images might
even replicate successful smoking themes, such as rugged
individuality, suave character, and pleasure. Pharmaceutical
companies would then promote the images and real advantages of a modern nicotine inhaler to potential users,
beginning with current smokers. Obviously, the government
should continue to prohibit sales of all nicotine delivery
systems, including clean inhalers, to young people. The
government should monitor nicotine promotion in general, as
corporations will wish to overstate the benefits of clean nicotine products. Local ordinances that curtail public smoking
already create settings where a nicotine inhaler could be the
most satisfying alternative for current smokers. Lacking a
burning tip and side stream smoke, an inhaler should present
no risk to bystanders, and requires no restriction on public
use. Employers could even abolish outdoor smoking areas and
smoking breaks if addicted employees could inhale nicotine
indoors. Thus, nicotine inhalers would offer a valuable health
benefit to current smokers, and rational policies based on
established tobacco control principles could promote nicotine

to two or three times the current prevalence of cigarette
smoking. If nicotine accounts for 5% or less of cigarette smokers’ risks, then a clean nicotine inhaler that displaces
cigarettes results in much greater public health gains than
Healthy People 2010 goals would produce, regardless of the
prevalence of nicotine use. On average, eight nicotine users
may be healthier than one smoker and seven non-smokers.
For smokers and clinicians, the most attractive feature of a
clean nicotine inhaler is that it could provide most of the benefits of smoking cessation to patients who are otherwise least
likely to stop using deadly tobacco products. No other tobacco
control policy offers this hope.
This analysis makes several assumptions unfavourable to
the clean nicotine inhaler. First, the prevalence of nicotine use
among pregnant women is assumed to equal that in young
women. The model therefore exaggerates the deleterious perinatal effects of nicotine because some pregnant women will
abstain from nicotine as they do from cigarettes. Second,
DEMANDS assumes no changes in overall death rates with
widespread nicotine inhaler use. Deaths avoided at an early
age are redistributed according to currently observed death
rates. In reality, avoidance of early smoking induced deaths
should shift the distribution of all deaths later into life, resulting in greater benefits. Third, DEMANDS does not quantify
never-smokers’ mortality benefit from elimination of environmental tobacco smoke, which may total tens of thousands of
YPLL85. This benefit would be larger in nicotine inhaler
scenarios, which eliminate environmental smoke, than in the
Healthy People 2010 scenario, which continues to expose some
non-smokers to environmental smoke. The benefits of a clean
nicotine inhaler that displaces cigarettes might be larger than
this analysis predicts.
In spite of the general finding that public health might
benefit equally from achieving Healthy People 2010 goals as
from widely used, clean, fast acting nicotine inhalers, nicotine
remains a drug deserving of some government regulation.
Deeply inhaled nicotine may addict users just as efficiently as
cigarettes. The decision making errors of youths and rationalisations of adults will persist.32 At the very least, consumers
should know of nicotine’s potential immunosuppressive
effects,33 the possibility that nicotine is a gateway to drug and
alcohol abuse,34 35 and the high probability that nicotine
permanently affects fetal brain development.36–43 Publicising
these risks should dissuade many potential users, especially
during pregnancy. If nicotine inhalers displace cigarettes
without increasing overall nicotine use, then DEMANDS consistently predicts greater public health gains than Healthy
People 2010 achievements would deliver.
Making the switch
Although public health gains might be similar, the efforts
required to achieve Healthy People 2010 goals may be quite
different than those required to displace cigarettes with clean
nicotine. Achieving Healthy People goals may require indefinite public investment in intense smoking cessation and prevention interventions, as advocated by the Centers for Disease
Control report on best tobacco control practices.44 Such efforts
are difficult to initiate or maintain, as governments routinely
divert funds from tobacco control.45 46 If a novel, publicly
funded tobacco control programme did dramatically reduce
smoking it might also reduce tobacco tax revenues and
become a net short term cost to the governments involved.
Non-smoking voters seldom insist that their governments
adhere to plans to spend tobacco tax revenue on tobacco control. These taxpayers may be even less likely to raise their own
expenses to subsidise tobacco control. Furthermore, the
formula for such dramatic success is elusive. It is not clear that
the 2010 goal is achievable at all47 48 or that all states or countries have the political will to achieve even the Healthy People
2000 goal of 15% smoking prevalence. The Centers for Disease
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inhaler market share at the expense of cigarettes. These policies may be politically difficult to enact. Nevertheless, these
policies require little public investment, might accelerate the
contraction of the cigarette market, and should reduce or
delay public health care costs to the extent that they promote
inhaler use in place of cigarette smoking.
Some undesirable public health scenarios might unfold if a
clean nicotine inhaler did not succeed in replacing tobacco
cigarettes. First, the inhaler could simply disappear from the
market, leaving the prevalence of cigarette use and nicotine
addiction unchanged or even increased. Second, the inhaler
could recruit new users, but not replace enough cigarette
smoking to offset harms to the new users. However, even this
short term public health failure would create legislative
opportunities to demand lower nicotine content in cigarettes
while raising cigarette taxes aggressively.6 53 Relatively satisfying inhalers could then supplant expensive and unsatisfying
cigarettes and provide an alternative to black market cigarette
purchases.54

What this paper adds
Pharmaceutical grade nicotine replacement products are
far safer than tobacco products, while novel tobacco
products have uncertain risk profiles. The SAMMEC 3
(Smoking Attributable Morbidity, Mortality and Economic
Costs) software from the US Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention is a widely accepted model for estimating
the number of deaths caused by cigarette smoking. However, SAMMEC 3 software cannot predict the health
effects of a marketplace where cigarettes compete with, or
are displaced by, potentially safer nicotine delivery
systems.
A new computer program, DEMANDS (Differences in
Expected Mortality Adjusted for Nicotine Delivery Systems), extends SAMMEC methods to estimate the health
consequences of a marketplace where cigarettes compete
with another nicotine delivery system. Adjustable DEMANDS inputs include the prevalence of smoking and
other nicotine use, smoke and carbon monoxide delivery
by the alternative system, and proportions of disease specific risks arising from nicotine, smoke, and carbon
monoxide. For a wide range of plausible inputs,
DEMANDS estimates that the health consequences of completely displacing cigarettes with a widely used, deeply
inhaled, highly addictive, pharmaceutical grade nicotine
inhaler are comparable or superior to reducing smoking
prevalence to 12%. Public health advocates and pharmaceutical companies could adapt tobacco control techniques to encourage smokers to replace cigarettes with
nicotine inhalers. Nicotine inhalers might improve public
health regardless of the political or economic fortunes of
other tobacco control initiatives.

Other potential nicotine hazards
The net public health effect of allowing a clean, fast nicotine
delivery system to compete with cigarettes is less certain than
the obvious benefit of reducing all nicotine and tobacco use.
Mathematical models would benefit from accurate estimates
of risk attribution. The only certain approach to acquiring
these data would require offering a palatable and inexpensive
nicotine inhaler to a population of potential users (including
never-smokers), then describing their experience. There may
be no practical means of conducting a well controlled experiment of this sort.
However, we might be able to develop estimates of nicotine
risks from other data. For example, smokeless tobacco users’
relative risks for 26 SAMMEC 3 disease categories (excluding
burns) provide an initial estimate for the sum of the risk fractions attributable to nicotine and correlates. Smokeless
tobacco users’ risks for many of these diseases may be
available through analysis of existing data sets. Even slightly
elevated risks of SAMMEC 3 diseases among smokeless
tobacco users would deserve investigation before a policy shift
that might increase use of nicotine in the general population.
Cardiovascular disease is a particular concern. Exposing
large segments of the population to increased risks of ischaemic heart disease could overwhelm other health gains. As
shown in table 1, SAMMEC 3 counts more YPLL85 from
cardiovascular diseases than from any other cause. Consequently, small changes in risks for cardiovascular disease,
especially ischaemic heart disease, substantially change
DEMANDS predictions. However, nicotine would need to
account for 30% or more of smokers’ excess risk of cardiovascular diseases before DEMANDS would project a significant
possibility of public health losses compared to 1990. This
seems quite unlikely given the safety of nicotine replacement
in the Lung Health Study, and among patients with
established coronary artery disease.55–59
Although nicotine replacement therapy is generally free of
serious adverse consequences,60 nicotine might induce fatal
diseases not anticipated by SAMMEC software. Nicotine
causes a distinct acute toxicity syndrome typified by green
tobacco sickness.61 62 However, nicotine poisoning deaths are
remarkably unlikely in tobacco harvesters, children ingesting
nicotine or tobacco,63 or adults attempting suicide with
nicotine patches.64 If nicotine use were to increase other substance abuse, then a clean nicotine inhaler could lead to
increased deaths from alcohol and drug abuse. Current literature may not have explored complex pathways leading from
nicotine use to human death. For instance, Heeschen and colleagues report that nicotine is angiogenic,65 and might
promote tumour growth, but even this hypothetical harm
might be offset by accelerated wound healing.66 Synergism

between nicotine and environmental risk factors other than
cigarettes is conceivable. For example, chronic exposure to
pure nicotine and polluted air might cause chronic obstructive
lung disease.
DEMANDS does not estimate morbidity from nicotine use.
Nicotine might impair quality of life or productivity by altering
growth and function of the nervous system, with consequences potentially including depression, anxiety or
addiction.8 These require further elaboration, separate analysis, and disclosure to smokers and other potential nicotine
users.
Although a number of animal studies suggest negative
health consequences for nicotine consumption,67–72 others
seem to exonerate nicotine as a major cause of cardiopulmonary and other diseases.73–75 Modestly immunosuppressive nicotine could reduce an animal’s resistance to infection by
viruses, bacteria or mycobacteria.33 The effects of nicotine on
fetal development need further investigation.76
Limitations
DEMANDS predicts consequences of nicotine use by extending the data and methods used in SAMMEC 3 software.
DEMANDS therefore shares any inaccuracies present in
SAMMEC 3 data or methods. SAMMEC 3 implicitly assumes
that embedded relative risk data fairly represent smoking
risks, and do not hide correlate risks. The relative risk data
originate from the American Cancer Society Cancer Prevention Survey II, in which society volunteers chose families to
follow for six years.77 Smoking correlates such as mental
illness and poverty might be scarce in this population, reducing the need to estimate correlate risk fractions. Recent analyses suggest that relative risks for the most important tobacco
related illnesses do not require adjustment for several
potential correlate risks, including education, occupation,
race, alcohol consumption, various dietary factors, hypertension, and diabetes.78 79
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This report compares the consequences of steady state consumption of nicotine from one defined source, and therefore
predicts the consequences of lifelong use of that source. The
benefits of clean nicotine inhalers during a transitional period
are more modest, because many users suffer from previous
exposure to smoke. Likewise, in the year 2010, the immediate
benefits of achieving Healthy People 2010 goals would be less
dramatic than the benefits following decades of maintaining
12% smoking prevalence. Similarly, a clean nicotine inhaler
that partially displaces cigarettes would confer more modest
public health benefits.
Conclusion
Prevention of tobacco use is historically difficult in spite of
clear health hazards. Regulatory responses to the problem are
tenuous and subject to reversal or delay as political and
economic fortunes change. A lasting reduction in tobacco
related illness might result from unleashing clean alternative
nicotine delivery systems to compete directly with tobacco
products. Even if used very broadly, clean inhaled nicotine
might reduce public health problems as much as a very
successful tobacco control programme. Additional research
should attempt to quantify the health consequences of using
pure nicotine. Meanwhile, clinical and marketing trials of
clean nicotine inhalers are defensible in populations with a
high burden of smoking related illness.
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The influence of cigarette smoking on circulating
concentrations of antioxidant micronutrients
Anthony J. Alberg *
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Abstract
Cigarette smoke is a significant source of oxidative stress, one potential mechanism for its untoward health effects.
The antioxidant defense system is partly comprised of antioxidant micronutrients, making it important to understand
the relationship between cigarette smoking and circulating concentrations of antioxidant micronutrients. A synthesis of
the literature shows that compared with nonsmokers, on average, active smokers have greater than 25% lower
circulating concentrations of ascorbic acid, a-carotene, b-carotene, and cryptoxanthin. The differences in blood
concentrations of these micronutrients in former smokers is intermediate between never and current smokers, but
average circulating concentrations of a-carotene, b-carotene, and cryptoxanthin were 16 /22% lower in former smokers
compared with never smokers. Differences in dietary habits between smokers and nonsmokers could potentially
account for these associations. Dietary micronutrient intake is associated with blood micronutrient concentrations.
Furthermore, patterns of micronutrient consumption by smoking status mimic the pattern of associations observed for
blood concentrations. For example, when pooled across studies intake of vitamin C was 16% lower in current smokers
and 2% lower in former smokers than in never smokers; the corresponding figures for b-carotene were 17 and 4%,
respectively. Despite the strong potential for confounding, the differences observed between current smokers and
nonsmokers seem to be due to an acute effect of smoking based on results of studies of smoking and antioxidant
micronutrient concentrations that have either adjusted for dietary antioxidant micronutrient intake and other potential
confounding factors or documented short term changes in circulating antioxidant micronutrient concentrations in
smokers before and after smoking cigarettes. The associations observed with active smoking also appear to hold true
for passive smoking, implying that even low-dose exposures to tobacco smoke can result in lowered circulating
antioxidant micronutrient concentrations. Smoking was more weakly associated with circulating concentrations of
vitamin E and the nonprovitamin A carotenoids lutein/zeaxanthin and lycopene. The combined evidence supports the
conclusion that cigarette smoking is independently associated with lowered circulating concentrations of ascorbic acid
and provitamin A carotenoids. These associations have implications for the design and interpretation of epidemiologic
studies of antioxidant micronutrients in relation to health and disease. To the extent that these micronutrients are
associated with health and longevity, this evidence documents yet another deleterious consequence of cigarette smoking
on human health. # 2002 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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weighted average percentage differences using the
sample size as the weight for each study. Studies
were included in the summary tables if they had
100 or more participants. If results of a study were
not presented by smoking status for the total study
population, the subgroups presented (usually gender) were collapsed using weighted averages to
estimate the association in the total study population. Heterogeneity in the associations that may be
present between subgroups is of interest, but is not
addressed in the present report.

1. Introduction
The net result of regular inhalation of the
smorgasbord of over 4700 chemicals found in
cigarette smoke (Repine et al., 1997) is to cause
increased risk of numerous illnesses, including the
major killers of the developed world: coronary
heart disease, cancer, and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (US Surgeon General, 2001).
One pathway that may contribute to the untoward
health effects of cigarette smoking is smokers’
significant exposure to oxidative stress (Cross and
Traber, 1997). Cigarette smoke contains free
radicals and other oxidants in abundance. In one
puff of a cigarette, the gas phase of smoke exposes
the smoker to greater than 1015 free radicals and
layered onto this exposure are the additional
radicals and oxidants in the tar phase (Pryor and
Stone, 1993). These direct exposures from cigarette
smoke represent only a portion of the total
oxidative stress eventually experienced by the
smoker, as cigarette smoke also contributes to
additional endogenous oxidant formation through
effects on the inflammatory-immune response
(Cross et al., 1998; MacNee, 2000).
Antioxidant micronutrients represent one line of
host defense against oxidative stress (Evans and
Halliwell, 2001), such as that stemming from
cigarette smoke. Antioxidant micronutrients consumed in the diet may thus act to mitigate against
some of the adverse effects of cigarette smoking.
To understand if this is true, it is essential to
achieve a clear understanding of the complex
relationships between smoking and circulating
concentrations of antioxidant micronutrients.
In this report, selected elements of the relevant
epidemiologic evidence are systematically reviewed
to assess the influence of cigarette smoking on
circulating concentrations of individual antioxidant micronutrients. The focus is placed on
antioxidant micronutrients that have received the
greatest attention in this regard, namely vitamin C,
E, and carotenoids. Summarized data showing
overall study findings are used to emphasize major
patterns. Percentage differences were estimated to
circumvent the problem of study results being
reported in different units. Summary percentage
differences were calculated by pooling the

2. Active cigarette smoking and circulating
micronutrient concentrations
The evidence consistently shows that compared
with nonsmokers, current smokers have lower
circulating concentrations of vitamin C (Table 1).
On average, vitamin C concentrations were 27%
lower in current smokers compared with nonsmokers and 6% lower in former smokers compared
with never smokers (Table 1). Strong trends
showed lower circulating vitamin C concentrations
as the number of cigarettes smoked per day
increased (Table 1), and significant negative correlations were observed when the number of
cigarettes per day was correlated with plasma
ascorbic acid concentrations (Herbeth et al.,
1989). On the other hand, smoking was not
strongly associated with blood concentrations of
vitamin E or specific measurements of a-tocopherol and g-tocopherol (Table 1).
Compared with nonsmokers, on average smokers had greater than 25% lower circulating
concentrations of a-carotene, b-carotene, and
cryptoxanthin (Table 2). Strong dose-response
trends have been observed with decreasing micronutrient concentrations as the number of cigarettes
smoked per day increased (Table 2). In other
studies, significant dose-response trends were reported by significant inverse correlations between
number of cigarettes per day and circulating acarotene (Ito et al., 1991; Tsubono et al., 1996) and
b-carotene (Herbeth et al., 1989; Tsubono et al.,
1996). Compared with never smokers, on average
former smokers had substantially lower concentrations of a-carotene (22%), b-carotene (22%),
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Table 1
Summary of percentage difference in serum or plasma vitamin C and vitamin E concentrations by smoking status
First author (year)

Sample size

Former

Current

Number of cigarettes per daya
0

Vitamin C
Bolton-Smith et al. (1991)
Brook and Grimshaw (1968)
Buiatti et al. (1996)
Chow et al. (1986)
Lykkesfeldt et al. (1997)
Marangon et al. (1998)
McClean et al. (1976)
Pelletier (1975)
Ross et al. (1995)
Schectman et al. (1989)
Tappia et al. (1995)
Theron et al. (1994)
Wei et al. (2001)
Total (n )b
Vitamin E
Bolton-Smith et al. (1991)
Chow et al. (1986)
Tappia et al. (1995)
Theron et al. (1994)
Wei et al. (2001)

196
138
1364
125
219
459
178
4672
100
11592
153
258
7873
/

/
/
/
/
/
/12.0
/
/
/
/6.1
/
/1.1
/
/6.2 (12 309)

/50.2
/24.1
/
/39.7
/16.2
/19.9
/34.6
/36.8
/32.4
/23.5
/21.1
/14.6
/26.6
/27.0 (25 963)

/
Ø
Ø
/
/
Ø
/
Ø
/
Ø
/
/
Ø
Ø
/

1

2

3

/
/20.5
/8.9
/
/
/12.7
/
/25.3
/
/15.7
/
/
/12.2
/2.4
/

/
/37.3
/15.2
/
/
/28.7
/
/47.1
/
/28.7
/
/
/31.1
/28.2
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/47.1
/
/27.8
/
/
/32.4(men)
/35.3(women)
/

/
/
/
/
/0.9
/
/

/
/
/
/
/6.7
/
/

Total (n )b

196
250
153
258
7873
Ø
/

/
/
/
/2.7
/
/3.5
/2.7 (258)

/9.2
12.2
/4.8
/6.7
/1.1
/3.8
/1.1 (8730)

a-tocopherol
Alberg et al. (2000)
Buiatti et al. (1996)
Comstock et al. (1988)
Hebert et al. (1994)
Marangon et al. (1998)
Stryker et al. (1988)
Total (n )b

1146
1364
415
167
459
330
/

/12.4
/
/
/
/12.8
/
/5.2 (1605)

/6.9
/
/
/7.4
/5.0
/6.7
/4.3 (2102)

/
/
Ø
Ø
Ø
/
/

/
/
22.9
/1.6
/5.0
/
/

/
/
9.5
/2.6
/5.0
/
/

/
/
14.3
/
/
/
/

g-tocopherol
Alberg et al. (2000)
Buiatti et al. (1996)
Ross et al. (1995)
Total (n )b

822
1364
100
/

/16.4
/
/
/16.4 (822)

/9.3
/
3.5
/7.9 (922)

/
Ø
/
/

/
/3.3
/
/

/
/3.3
/
/

/
/
/
/

a
b

/
/
/
/
Ø
/6.4(women)
/

/
/
/
/
/7.4(men)
/
/

Study-specific categories of smoking frequency.
Summary weighted average across studies.

and cryptoxanthin (16%), differences that were less
than those observed between current smokers and
never smokers. Studies that have focused on the
comparison of current smokers to former smokers
have observed current smokers to have a-carotene
(Roidt et al., 1988), b-carotene (Albanes et al.,
1997; Roidt et al., 1988), and cryptoxanthin

(Albanes et al., 1997) concentrations that tended
to be significantly lower in current compared with
former smokers.
The percentage differences between current
smokers and nonsmokers were 14% for lutein/
zeaxanthin and 5% for lycopene (Table 3). These
weaker associations than observed for the provi-
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Table 2
Summary of percentage difference in serum or plasma provitamin A carotenoid concentrations by smoking status
First author (year)

Sample size

Former

Current

Number of cigarettes per daya
0

a-Carotene
Alberg et al. (2000)
Aoki et al. (1987)
Brady et al. (1996)
Buiatti et al. (1996)
Ito et al. (1989)
Marangon et al. (1998)
Ross et al. (1995)
Stryker et al. (1988)
Wei et al. (2001)
Total (n )b

1

2

1137
849
400
1364
312
459
100
330
7873
/

/24.5
/25.7
/15.9
/
/12.2
/22.0
/
/
/
/22.2 (3157)

/28.3
/40.0
/40.2
/
/20.3
/33.9
/31.1
/38.6
/32.7
/32.9 (11 460)

/
/
/
/
/
/
Ø /7.7
/
/
Ø /30.1
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/26.0
/
/38.2
/
/
/
/

Total (n )b

1590
849
400
1364
415
1855
167
312
341
459
1483
1755
149
100
1619
330
258
7873
/
/

/19.8
/39.2
/11.0
/
/
/19.8
/
/8.4
/
/23.5
/
/11.9
/
/
/38.3
/
17.1
/
/
/22.0 (9097)

/23.3
/57.4
/36.5
/
/
/43.5
/28.2
/18.6
/27.1
/38.2
/24.3
/36.3
/28.0
/18.8
/52.1
/38.8
/7.5
/30.1
/
/33.8 (19540)

Ø
Ø
/
Ø
Ø
Ø
/
/
/
Ø
Ø
Ø
/
/
/
/
/
Ø
Ø
/

/
/31.0
/
/9.3
/12.0
/34.3
/
/
/
/32.3
/16.2
/14.9
/
/
/
/
/
/26.0
/32.7
/

/
/44.1
/
/22.8
/29.4
/41.5
/
/
/
/45.6
/32.4
/36.3
/
/
/
/
/
/39.6
/38.7
/

Cryptoxanthin
Alberg et al. (2000)
Brady et al. (1996)
Buiatti et al. (1996)
Marangon et al. (1998)
Ross et al. (1995)
Wei et al. (2001)
Total (n )b

1049
400
1364
459
100
7873
/

/17.8
/14.6
/
/11.0
/
/
/15.5 (1908)

/35.5
/37.8
/
/35.6
/33.3
/24.7
/27.0 (9881)

/
/
/
/
Ø /20.4
Ø /21.5
/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/34.2
/52.8
/
/
/

b-Carotene
Alberg et al. (2000)
Aoki et al. (1987)
Brady et al. (1996)
Buiatti et al. (1996)
Comstock et al. (1988)
Fukao et al. (1996)
Hebert et al. (1994)
Ito et al. (1989)
Jarvinen et al. (1993)
Marangon et al. (1998)
Margetts and Jackson (1996)
Nierenberg et al. (1989)
Palan et al. (1989)
Ross et al. (1995)
Shibata et al. (1989)
Stryker et al. (1988)
Theron et al. (1994)
Wei et al. (2001)

a
b

3

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/38.3
/
/
/39.8
/49.3
/
/
/
/
/
/48.8
/
/
/
/
/
/38.4(Men)
/30.9(Women)
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Study-specific categories of smoking frequency.
Summary weighted average across studies.

tamin A carotenoids may explain why the association between smoking and circulating concentrations of total carotenoids is intermediate between
that for the provitamin A and non-provitamin A
carotenoids (Table 3).

3. Passive smoking and circulating antioxidant
micronutrient concentrations
The same pattern of associations observed
between active smoking and circulating micronu-
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Table 3
Summary of percentage difference in serum or plasma non-provitamin A carotenoids concentrations by smoking status
First author (year)

Sample size

Former

Current

Number of cigarettes per daya
0

1

2

3

Lutein and Zeaxanthin
Alberg et al. (2000)
Brady et al. (1996)
Marangon et al. (1998)
Ross et al. (1995)
Wei et al. (2001)
Total (n )b

987
400
459
100
7873
/

/6.5
/4.7
/9.4
/
/
/2.2 (1846)

/14.2
/15.6
/5.0
/17.2
/14.6
/14.2 (9819)

/
/
Ø
/
/
/

/
/
/6.2
/
/
/

/
/
/3.5
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/

Lycopene
Alberg et al. (2000)
Aoki et al. (1987)
Brady et al. (1996)
Buiatti et al. (1996)
Marangon et al. (1998)
Ross et al. (1995)
Stryker et al. (1988)
Wei et al. (2001)
Total (n )b

1590
849
400
1364
459
100
330
7873
/

/2.6
/20.8
5.5
/
/18.3
/
/
/
/8.5 (3298)

/8.4
/30.1
6.0
/
/18.8
3.6
/2.9
/2.0
/5.4 (11601)

/
/
/
Ø
Ø
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/0.5
/18.1
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/9.1
/19.7
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Total carotenoids
Alberg et al. (2000)
Berr et al. (1998)
Bolton-Smith et al. (1991)
Chow et al. (1986)
Morris et al. (1994)
Phillips et al. (1970)
Russell-Briefel et al. (1985)
Witter et al. (1982)
Total (n )b

1141
1389
196
250
1899
154
187
123
/

/10.1
/
/
/
/4.3
/
/
/
/6.5 (3040)

/16.7
/19.3
/30.3
/21.5
/13.7
/14.4
/11.8
/16.4
/16.8 (5339)

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
Ø
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/14.3
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/17.2
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

a
b

Study-specific categories of smoking frequency.
Summary weighted average across studies.

trient concentrations also seems to extend to
passive smoking. Compared with nonsmokers
not exposed to environmental tobacco smoke
(ETS), on average nonsmokers exposed to ETS
have been observed to have circulating concentrations 15% or more lower of vitamin C (Farchi et
al., 2001; Jendryczko et al., 1993; Tribble et al.,
1993; Strauss, 2001), a-carotene (Alberg et al.,
2000; Farchi et al., 2001), b-carotene (Alberg et al.,
2000; Farchi et al., 2001), and cryptoxanthin
(Alberg et al., 2000). Also consistent with the
findings for active smoking, the associations with
passive smoking were weaker or absent for atocopherol, g-tocopherol, lutein/zeaxanthin, and
lycopene (Alberg et al., 2000; Farchi et al., 2001).

Further study of the association between passive
smoking and micronutrient concentrations is
needed, but these findings have important implications if they hold true in the long run. First, the
findings paint a portrait that closely resembles the
associations observed between active smoking and
circulating antioxidant micronutrient concentrations. This suggests that blood antioxidant micronutrient concentrations may be affected by
exposure to very low concentrations of cigarette
smoke. Second, as with active smoking, these
associations may provide clues to a pathway that
may be related to the adverse health effects of
exposure to secondhand smoke. Additionally,
associations between active smoking and circulat-
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ing micronutrient concentrations are likely to
underestimate the true associations if passive
smoking status is not accounted for, as the referent
category of ‘nonsmokers’ will be partially comprised of those exposed to passive smoking.

4.2. Cigarette smoking and dietary antioxidant
micronutrient intake
Given that dietary micronutrient intake is
correlated with circulating micronutrient concentrations, smokers would be expected to have lower
circulating concentrations of antioxidant micronutrients based on the simple fact that cigarette
smokers tend to eat less healthful diets in general
than nonsmokers (Cade and Margetts, 1991;
Hebert and Kabat, 1990; Margetts and Jackson,
1996; Morabia and Wynder, 1990; Zondervan et
al., 1996), and specifically to consume less fruits
and vegetables (Hebert and Kabat, 1990; Kabat et
al., 1990; Larkin et al., 1990; Marangon et al.,
1998; Morabia and Wynder, 1990; Nuttens et al.,
1992), the major sources of vitamin C and
carotenoids. Specific comparisons of dietary intake of vitamin C, E, total carotenoids, and bcarotene in current smokers and former smokers
compared with nonsmokers are summarized in
Table 5. Associations similar to those for bcarotene have also been observed for a-carotene
and cryptoxanthin in the few reports that included
these data (Brady et al., 1996; Driskell et al., 1996).
Of the micronutrients included in Table 5, the
strongest associations between smoking and circulating concentrations were for vitamin C and bcarotene. For these two micronutrients, on average
current smokers consumed 16% less than nonsmokers, differences large enough to theoretically
account for a large proportion of the difference in
circulating concentrations between current and
never smokers. Additionally, evidence of doseresponse relationships have been observed with
greater numbers of cigarettes smoked per day
associated with lowered dietary intake of vitamin
C (Gridley et al., 1990; Phillips et al., 2000;
Zondervan et al., 1996) or carotenoids (Jarvinen
et al., 1994; Phillips et al., 2000; Zondervan et al.,
1996). These results for vitamin C and b-carotene
consumption in current smokers are in accord with
a formal meta-analysis (Dallongeville et al., 1998).
From the data summarized in Table 5 it can be
further noted that former smokers had dietary
intakes of vitamin C and b-carotene very close to
never smokers, only 2/4% lower. Taken together,
this pattern of associations between cigarette

4. Potential for confounding by diet
Based on the evidence reviewed thus far, strong
inferences concerning the influence of smoking on
circulating antioxidant micronutrient concentrations could be made if the only relevant characteristic that distinguished smokers from nonsmokers
was smoking status. Such an idyllic situation is far
from the truth, as persons who smoke cigarettes
are known to differ from persons who never
smoked with respect to several lifestyle behaviors,
including eating less healthful diets. Furthermore,
how the dietary patterns of former smokers fare in
relation to never smokers and current smokers is
not well understood. It is thus critical to understand the complex interrelationships between
smoking and dietary patterns, and between dietary
patterns and circulating micronutrient concentrations before drawing firm conclusions.

4.1. Dietary micronutrient intake and circulating
micronutrient concentrations
Consumption of fruits and/or vegetables has
been observed to be correlated with blood concentrations that have typically been 0.2 or higher
for vitamin C, total carotenoids, a-carotene, bcarotene, b-cryptoxanthin, and lutein/zeaxanthin
(Table 4). The same degree of correlation has not
been observed for vitamin E or lycopene (Table 4).
As expected, the correlations tend to be at least as
strong when the consumption of a specific micronutrient is correlated with circulating concentrations of that same micronutrient. For such
comparisons, correlations of 0.2 or higher have
usually been present for vitamin C, E, a-carotene,
b-carotene, cryptoxanthin, lutein/zeaxanthin, lycopene and total carotenoids (Table 4).
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Table 4
Summary of correlations between serum or plasma concentrations of antioxidant micronutrients and intake of (1) fruits and vegetables
and (2) that specific micronutrient
Serum/plasma micronutrient concentra- Dietary intake
tions
Fruits/vegetables

Vitamin C

Specific micronutrient

Correlation

First author (year)

Correlation

0.59

Block et al. (2001)

0.29

Drewnowski et al.
(1997)

0.56 (nonsmokers) Bolton-Smith et al.
(1991)
0.34
Jacques et al. (1993)

/
Vitamin E

0.06 (a-tocopherol)

Block et al. (2001)

/0.25 (g-tocopherol)
/

0.35

Block et al. (2001)

0.43
0.36

Campbell et al. (1994)
Drewnowski et al.
(1997)
Resnicow et al. (2000)

0.32

/

Total Carotenoids

a-Carotene

/
/
0.34
0.54
0.32
/
0.54
0.34
0.17 (men),
0.25 (women)

Block et al. (2001)
Campbell et al. (1994)
Resnicow et al. (2000)
Campbell et al. (1994)
Resnicow et al. (2000)
Tucker et al. (1999)

/
/
b-Carotene

0.31

b-Cryptoxanthin

0.20 (blacks),
Knutsen et al. (2001)
0.03 (whites)
0.09 (nonsmokers) Bolton-Smith et al.
(1991)
0.19 (nonsmokers) Coates et al. (1991)
0.49 (a-tocopherol)
0.28 (blacks),
0.40 (whites)
0.06
(a-tocopherol)
0.28
0.12
0.27
0.34 (blacks),
0.28 (whites)
0.33
0.29
0.37
0.29 (nonsmokers)
0.44 (men),
0.50
(women)
0.40
0.18 (men),
0.33 (women)
0.26 (nonsmokers)

/

0.17 (men),
0.27 (women)
/
/
/

Tucker et al. (1999)

0.43
0.44

Block et al. (2001)
Campbell et al. (1994)
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First author (year)

Hebert and Kabat
(1990)
Knutsen et al. (2001)

Hebert and Kabat
(1990)
Michaud et al. (1998)

Romieu et al. (1990)
Sinha et al. (1993)
Willett et al. (1983)
Jacques et al. (1993)
Knutsen et al. (2001)
Resnicow et al. (2000)
Willett et al. (1983)
Albanes et al. (1997)
Coates et al. (1991)
Michaud et al. (1998)

Resnicow et al. (2000)
Tucker et al. (1999)

Bolton-Smith et al.
(1991)
0.34 (nonsmokers) Campbell et al. (1994)
0.40
Coates et al. (1991)

0.24
0.24
0.39
0.35
0.25
0.36
0.21
0.37

(men),
(women)

(men),
(women)

Resnicow et al. (2000)
Romieu et al. (1990)
Tucker et al. (1999)

Albanes et al. (1997)
(nonsmokers) Coates et al. (1991)
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Table 4 (Continued )

Serum/plasma micronutrient concentra- Dietary intake
tions
Fruits/vegetables

Lutein and Zeaxanthin

Specific micronutrient

Correlation

First author (year)

Correlation

First author (year)

0.26

Resnicow et al. (2000)

0.43
0.31
0.35
0.32
0.44
0.18
0.39
0.12

Michaud et al. (1998)

/
0.10
0.33
0.39
0.21
0.02
0.17
/

(men),
(women)

(men),
(women)

Tucker et al. (1999)
Campbell et al. (1994)
Resnicow et al. (2000)
Tucker et al. (1999)

/
/
Lycopene

/0.04
0.02
0.0 (men),
0.14 (women)
/

Campbell et al. (1994)
Resnicow et al. (2000)
Tucker et al. (1999)

/
/
a

(men),
(women)
(men),
(women)

Resnicow et al. (2000)
Tucker et al. (1999)

Albanes et al. (1997)
Campbell et al. (1994)
(nonsmokers) Coates et al. (1991)

0.28 (men),
0.34 (women)
0.21
0.10 (men),
0.27 (women)
0.29
0.11
/0.02
(nonsmokers)
0.22 (men),
0.38 (women)
0.06
0.21 (men), 0.35
(women)

Michaud et al. (1998)a
Resnicow et al. (2000)a
Tucker et al. (1999)
Albanes et al. (1997)
Campbell et al. (1994)
Coates et al. (1991)
Michaud et al. (1998)
Resnicow et al. (2000)
Tucker et al. (1999)

Lutein.

smoking and dietary intake of vitamin C and bcarotene closely mimic those observed between
cigarette smoking and circulating concentrations
and thus provide support for the idea that
differences in dietary intake between smokers
and nonsmokers could potentially account for
the associations between smoking and circulating
micronutrient concentrations reviewed above. Interestingly, these dietary differences between smokers and nonsmokers appear to be sustained longterm, differences that are evident as early as
adolescence. Compared with nonsmokers, teenage
smokers have been observed to be more likely to
skip meals (Balding and Macgregor, 1987; Hays et
al., 1984), have ‘unhealthy food consumption’
(Nutbeam et al., 1989), have unhealthy attitudes
toward eating (Lavik et al., 1991) and to specifically consume less retinol and carotene (Crawley
and While, 1995).

The less healthful dietary patterns of active
smokers compared with nonsmokers also appears
to extend to comparisons of nonsmokers exposed
to passive smoking with nonsmokers not exposed
to passive smoking. Several studies previously
summarized (Alberg et al., 2000), have compared
the diets of nonsmokers according to exposure to
passive smoking. In general, nonsmokers exposed
to passive smoking have been observed to have
lower fruit, vegetable, and micronutrient intake
relative to those not exposed to passive smoking;
specific micronutrients with lower intake in passive
smokers compared with nonsmokers not exposed
to passive smoking include vitamin C (Emmons et
al., 1995; Farchi et al., 2001; Le Marchand et al.,
1994; Matanoski et al., 1995; Tribble et al., 1993),
a-tocopherol (Emmons et al., 1995), and b-carotene or carotene (Farchi et al., 2001; Le Marchand et al., 1994; Sidney et al., 1989).
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Table 5
Percentage difference in dietary antioxidant micronutrient intake in former and current smokers compared with non-smokers
First author (year)

Sample size

Former smokers

Current smokers

Vitamin C
Bolton-Smith et al. (1991)
Cade and Margetts (1991)
Emmons et al. (1995)
Fehily et al. (1984)
Gridley et al. (1990)a
Jarvinen et al. (1994)
Larkin et al. (1990)
Ma et al. (2000)
Marangon et al. (1998)
McPhillips et al. (1994)
Midgette et al. (1993)
Phillips et al. (2000)
Schectman et al. (1989)
Subar and Harlan (1993)
Wei et al. (2001)
Zondervan et al. (1996)
Total b
(n )

9135
2340
14 502
493
15 141
10 054
1338
6749
459
1608
451
4169
11 592
19 743
5382
4244
/
/

/1.5
/4.3
/
/
/4.3
/5.9
/1.1
/8.4
/4.9
/
/12.2
/
/2.8
/4.5
/
/0.6
/2.5
(81 249)

/14.4
/14.5
/20.0
/22.3
/8.5
/0.5
/27.3
/30.9
/11.2
/12.8
/5.1
/20.3
/20.2
/19.6
/16.3
/10.0
/15.9
(107 400)

Vitamin E
Bolton-Smith et al. (1991)
Cade and Margetts (1991)
Emmons et al. (1995)c
Jarvinen et al. (1994)
Ma et al. (2000)
Marangon et al. (1998)
Phillips et al. (2000)
Subar and Harlan (1993)
Wei et al. (2001)
Zondervan et al. (1996)
Total b
(n )

9135
2340
14 502
10 054
6749
459
4169
19 743
5382
4244
/
/

/0.2
/3.5
/
/5.6
/2.5
/7.5
/
/5.4
/
2.2
/3.5
(52 724)

/17.6
/12.5
/5.1
/6.1
/7.5
/1.2
/6.5
/7.1
/4.6
/0.4
/2.2
(76 777)

Carotene
Bolton-Smith et al. (1991)
Jarvinen et al. (1994)
Larkin et al. (1990)
Marangon et al. (1998)
Margetts and Jackson (1996)
Phillips et al. (2000)
Subar and Harlan (1993)
Total b
(n )

9135
10 054
1338
459
1483
4169
19 743
/
/

/0.8
/5.9
/37.7
/4.2
/
/
/8.1
/6.5
(40 729)

/8.9
/0.5
/28.0
/8.2
/23.6
/14.0
/4.5
/6.7
(46 381)

400
2340
493
6749
451
5382
4244
/

/8.9
/15.4
/
/3.6
/5.0
/
/3.2
/3.7

/33.8
/29.8
/25.4
/18.4
/11.3
/17.9
/4.2
/16.9

b-Carotene
Brady et al. (1996)
Cade and Margetts (1991)
Fehily et al. (1984)
Ma et al. (2000)
Midgette et al. (1993)
Wei et al. (2001)
Zondervan et al. (1996)
Total b
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Table 5 (Continued )
First author (year)
(n )
a
b
c

Sample size

Former smokers
(14 184)

/

Current smokers
(20 059)

Controls only.
Weighted average percentage difference.
a-tocopherol.

Dietary micronutrient intake is a major source
of potential confounding in attempting to discern
whether smoking directly leads to lowered circulating antioxidant micronutrient concentrations
(Fig. 1) by, (1) being associated with the exposure
(cigarette smoking); (2) being associated with the
outcome (circulating micronutrient concentrations); and (3) not being in the causal pathway
(Rothman and Greenland, 1998). The legitimate
potential for confounding is exacerbated by the
fact that the associations between smoking status
and dietary micronutrient intake closely mirror the
associations between smoking status and circulating antioxidant micronutrient concentrations.
Thus, a critical question is whether smoking results
in lowered circulating concentrations of antioxidant micronutrients above and beyond that expected based on differences in dietary intake.

data estimating the association between smoking
and circulating antioxidant micronutrient concentrations by time since quitting smoking, it is
important to consider the possibility that smokers
who quit alter their dietary patterns upon quitting
smoking and continue to do so with time since
quitting.
Unfortunately, this issue remains largely unexplored. In a study that distinguished long-term (/
1 year) from recent ( B/1 year) quitters, recent
quitters had serum vitamin C concentrations that
were 7% less than long-term quitters and mean
dietary intake of vitamin C less than long-term
quitters (Schectman et al., 1989).
Two other studies have made similar dietary
intake comparisons. In men, recent quitters had
approximately 10% lower vitamin C intake than
long-term quitters but this was not seen in women
(Subar and Harlan, 1993). In another study,
energy-adjusted vitamin C intakes increased by
time since quitting in men but not women (BoltonSmith et al., 1993). The possibility that long-term
quitters have higher dietary carotene intake than
recent quitters has also been raised in these two
studies (Subar and Harlan, 1993; Bolton-Smith et
al., 1993). Further study of the pattern of change

5. Time since quitting in former smokers
The time period since quitting smoking may be a
key factor to account for when evaluating both
circulating concentrations and dietary intake of
antioxidant micronutrients. In order to interpret

Fig. 1. Dietary antioxidant micronutrient intake is an important potential confounder of the relationship between cigarette smoking
and circulating antioxidant micronutrient concentrations.
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in circulating micronutrient concentrations and
dietary micronutrient intake with time since stopping smoking is needed.
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Other factors commonly adjusted for in these
studies included vitamin supplement use, age,
gender, alcohol drinking, and body mass index
(BMI).
There are a substantial number of studies that
have evaluated smoking in relation to circulating
b-carotene concentrations while adjusting for dietary intake of fruits and vegetables, vitamin intake,
carotene intake, or b-carotene intake (Table 6). In
all of these studies, cigarette smoking was associated with significantly reduced circulating bcarotene concentrations after adjustment for differences in dietary habits. The only exceptions
were reductions in men (Aoki et al., 1987) and
women (Jarvinen et al., 1993) smokers that were of
borderline statistical signficance. An additional
study observed significantly lower b-carotene concentrations in never smokers exposed to ETS than
never smokers not exposed to ETS after adjusting
for vitamin intake (Farchi et al., 2001). Many of
these studies also statistically controlled for factors
such as age, gender, alcohol, and BMI.
Far fewer such studies that controlled for
differences in dietary habits between smokers and
nonsmokers have been reported for a-carotene
(Ito et al., 1989; Marangon et al., 1998; Roidt et
al., 1988) and cryptoxanthin (Ito et al., 1989;
Marangon et al., 1998). These studies have shown
smokers to have lower circulating a-carotene and
cryptoxanthin concentrations than nonsmokers,
differences that were either statistically significant
(Ito et al., 1989; Roidt et al., 1988), or of borderline statistical significance (Marangon et al., 1998).
Taken together the results of studies of the
association between smoking and circulating vitamin C and provitamin A carotenoids that have
adjusted for dietary intake show that for given
levels of micronutrient consumption smokers have
lower circulating micronutrient concentrations
than nonsmokers.

6. Does confounding explain the association
between smoking and circulating micronutrient
concentrations?
The close interrelationship between smoking
and dietary micronutrient intake make additional
lines of evidence particularly critical to understanding the question of whether cigarette smoking directly results in reduced circulating
concentrations of antioxidant micronutrients. Evidence concerning the acute effect of smoking on
antioxidant micronutrient concentrations is provided by a study with measurements of circulating
micronutrient concentrations taken shortly before
and after a smoker stops smoking. In a study
designed in this fashion, increased plasma concentrations of vitamin C (/19%), a-carotene (/12%),
and b-carotene (/28%) were observed after 84 h
without a cigarette. The concentrations of acarotene (/35%) and b-carotene (/65%) in lowdensity lipoproteins increased to an even greater
extent than plasma concentrations (Brown, 1996).
The participants reported eating consistent diets
throughout the study period. An additional line of
evidence comes from studies of smoking and
circulating micronutrient concentrations that directly measure and adjust for dietary intake.
Studies of the association between circulating
antioxidant micronutrient concentrations that adjusted for dietary antioxidant micronutrient intake
address the relative contributions of both cigarette
smoking and dietary intake. The studies of active
(Drewnowski et al., 1997; Marangon et al., 1998;
Pelletier, 1975; Schectman et al., 1989; Wei et al.,
2001), or passive (Farchi et al., 2001; Strauss,
2001) smoking and serum or plasma vitamin C
concentrations that adjusted for vitamin intake
(Farchi et al., 2001; Marangon et al., 1998;
Schectman et al., 1989; Strauss, 2001; Wei et al.,
2001) or fruit and vegetable intake (Drewnowski et
al., 1997) have observed significantly lower vitamin C concentrations in smokers compared with
nonsmokers after adjustment for dietary variables.

7. Summary and conclusions
When viewed in total, the data on the relationship between cigarette smoking and the selected
antioxidant micronutrients considered here provide strong evidence that cigarette smoking is
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Table 6
Summary of studies that observed statistically significantly lower circulating b-carotene concentrations in smokers compared with
nonsmokers after controlling for dietary factors
First author (year)

Dietary factors adjusted for

Additional adjustment

Aoki et al. (1987)
Drewnowski et al. (1997)
Fukao et al. (1996)
Hebert and Kabat (1990)
Herbeth et al. (1990)
Ito et al. (1989)
Jarvinen et al. (1993)
Marangon et al. (1998)
Margetts and Jackson (1996)
Nierenberg et al. (1989)
Roidt et al. (1988)
Stryker et al. (1988)

Green-yellow vegetables
Fruit and vegetable intake, cholesterol, energy
b-Carotene intake, cholesterol, green-yellow vegetable intake
b-Carotene intake, cholesterol, multivitamin supplement use
Vitamin intake, cholesterol, energy, triglycerides
Fruit and green-yellow vegetable intake
b-Carotene intake
Vitamin intake, lipids
Carotene intake, energy
b-Carotene intake, vitamin use
b-Carotene intake, cholesterol
Carotene intake, vitamin A intake, triglycerides, energy

Age, alcohol
Age, alcohol, BMI
Age, alcohol, BMI
Age, BMI, gender
Alcohol, BMI
Alcohol
Age, alcohol, education
Age, alcohol, gender, social class
Age, BMI, gender
BMI
Age, alcohol, BMI

status and circulating antioxidant micronutrient
concentrations.
Despite the legitimate potential for these to be
indirect associations explained by differences in
dietary intake between smokers and nonsmokers,
the evidence strongly indicates this is not the case.
In a large number of studies, differences in dietary
patterns between smokers and nonsmokers have
been adjusted for but robust associations between
smoking and circulating concentrations of vitamin
C and b-carotene persist. Only a handful of such
studies have been conducted for a-carotene and
cryptoxanthin, but they point in the same direction.
The specific pathways responsible for the pattern of associations observed in epidemiologic
studies merit further exploration. Cigarette smoke
could result in increased metabolic turnover, with
antioxidant micronutrients expended in response
to the increased oxidative stress caused by cigarette smoking or alternatively, smoking could
decrease micronutrient absorption. The clearest
available evidence may be for vitamin C. Over two
decades ago it was noted that compared with
nonsmokers, smokers have higher turnover of
vitamin C (Kallner et al., 1981). Additionally,
exposure of plasma to cigarette smoke completely
depletes the ascorbic acid present in the plasma
(Eiserich et al., 1995; Frei et al., 1991). Smokers
have been observed to have circulating concentra-

directly responsible for lower circulating concentrations of selected antioxidant micronutrients.
The micronutrients most strongly influenced by
smoking status are vitamin C and provitamin A
carotenoids. The association with smoking for
these micronutrients is substantial and the data
support the presence of a dose-response gradient.
The similarity in the specific pattern of lowered
circulating concentrations of selected antioxidant
micronutrients for both active and passive smoking further buttresses the premise that exposure to
tobacco smoke independently results in lowered
circulating concentrations of selected antioxidant
micronutrients.
The weaker associations in former smokers
compared with current smokers in circulating
concentrations of vitamin C and provitamin A
carotenoids would provide strong evidence for a
direct association if the dietary micronutrient
intakes of former and current smokers were
similar. The data synthesis revealed that micronutrient intake in former smokers closely resembles that in never smokers. This interesting
observation implies either that the smokers who
are most likely to quit are those with the highest
micronutrient intake or that smokers who quit
increase their micronutrient intake after quitting.
Regardless, the presence of this pattern means that
differences in dietary intake could plausibly explain the observed associations between smoking
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tions of dehydroascorbic acid (DHAA), a marker
of vitamin C depletion, more than 1000 times
higher than nonsmokers (Lykkesfeldt et al., 1997).
With respect to other micronutrients, the gas
phase of cigarette smoke has been observed to
degrade a-tocopherol, b-carotene, cryptoxanthin,
lutein/zeaxanthin, and lycopene in human plasma
(Handelman et al., 1996). These results support the
biologic plausibility for smoking to result in
lowered concentrations of the selected circulating
antioxidant micronutrients.
The focus of this review has been on the
epidemiologic evidence. Integrating the epidemiologic findings with the biochemistry of antioxidant
micronutrients and experimental data will help to
guide future research. For example, given the welldocumented interaction between vitamins C and E
(Reed, 1993; Bender, 1999) why is cigarette smoking much more strongly associated with lower
circulating concentrations of vitamin C than
vitamin E in population-based studies? Studies
such as those of (Traber et al., 2001) will eventually help to answer this question. In this carefully controlled study, vitamin E was observed to
disappear 20% more rapidly in six smokers compared with five nonsmokers. Replication of this
study is needed, but it raises the possibility that
cigarette smoking may actually have a more
important impact on vitamin E than indicated in
population-based studies. Delineating the specific
mechanistic pathways to explain how cigarette
smoking results in altered circulating micronutrient concentrations continues to be a key line of
inquiry that promises to eventually unravel the
associations observed in populations.
The combined evidence supports the conclusion
that cigarette smoking is independently associated
with lowered circulating concentrations of vitamin
C and provitamin A carotenoids. These associations have implications for the design and interpretation of epidemiologic studies of antioxidant
micronutrients in relation to health and disease
and may have direct health implications to the
extent that these micronutrients are associated
with health and longevity. These associations
may also be relevant to smoking prevention
programs. A major challenge to preventing youth
from smoking is their robust view of their personal
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health status and lack of long-term orientation
(Institute of Medicine, 1994). Consequently, children and adolescents are relatively undeterred by
the life-threatening consequences of cigarette
smoking that tend to occur later in life, such as
cancer and heart disease (US Surgeon General,
1994). Given this lack of future orientation,
information concerning immediate adverse health
consequences of smoking, such as lowered blood
concentrations of selected antioxidant micronutrients, holds promise for smoking prevention interventions by focusing on an immediate outcome
that occurs soon after smoking initiation.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF
PREVENTION, PESTICIDES
AND TOXIC SUBSTANCES

CERTIFIED MAIL
Dear Registrant:
This is to inform you that the Environmental Protection Agency (hereafter referred to as
EPA or the Agency) has completed its review of the available data for the antimicrobials
propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol. The Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) was
approved in the form of a decision memorandum which summarized the regulatory decision for
propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol on September 30, 2004.
Based on its review, EPA is now publishing its Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED)
for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol and its associated human health and environmental
risks. A Notice of Availability will be published in the Federal Register announcing the
publication of the RED.
The RED and supporting documents for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol will be
available to the public in EPA’s Pesticide Docket EPA-HQ-OPP-2006-0831 at:
www.regulations.gov.
Please note that the attached RED document pertains only to propylene glycol and
dipropylene glycol. This RED presents the Agency’s conclusions on the dietary, drinking water,
occupational and ecological risks posed by exposure to propylene glycol or dipropylene glycol
alone. This document also contains product-specific data that the Agency intends to require in
Data Call-Ins (DCIs). Note that DCIs, with all pertinent instructions, will be sent to registrants
at a later date. Currently, there are no generic data requirements. Additionally, for productspecific DCIs, the first set of required responses will be due 90 days from the receipt of the DCI
letter. The second set of required responses will be due eight months from the receipt of the DCI
letter.
As part of the RED, the Agency has determined that propylene glycol and dipropylene
glycol are eligible for reregistration. Sections IV and V of this RED document describe productspecific data requirements.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
a.i.
aPAD
APHIS
ARTF
BCF
CDC
CDPR
CFR
ChEI
CMBS
cPAD
CSFII
CWS
DCI
DEEM
DL
DWLOC
EC
EDSP
EDSTAC
EEC
EP
EPA
EXAMS
FDA
FFDCA
FIFRA
FOB

Active Ingredient
Acute Population Adjusted Dose
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
Agricultural Re-entry Task Force
Bioconcentration Factor
Centers for Disease Control
California Department of Pesticide Regulation
Code of Federal Regulations
Cholinesterase Inhibition
Carbamate Market Basket Survey
Chronic Population Adjusted Dose
USDA Continuing Surveys for Food Intake by Individuals
Community Water System
Data Call-In
Dietary Exposure Evaluation Model
Double layer clothing {i.e., coveralls over SL}
Drinking Water Level of Comparison
Emulsifiable Concentrate Formulation
Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program
Endocrine Disruptor Screening and Testing Advisory Committee
Estimated Environmental Concentration. The estimated pesticide concentration in an
environment, such as a terrestrial ecosystem.
End-Use Product
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Tier II Surface Water Computer Model
Food and Drug Administration
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
Functional Observation Battery

FQPA

Food Quality Protection Act

FR
GL
GPS
HIARC
IDFS
IGR
IPM
RED
LADD
LC50

Federal Register
With gloves
Global Positioning System
Hazard Identification Assessment Review Committee
Incident Data System
Insect Growth Regulator
Integrated Pest Management
Reregistration Eligibility Decision
Lifetime Average Daily Dose
Median Lethal Concentration. Statistically derived concentration of a substance expected to cause
death in 50% of test animals, usually expressed as the weight of substance per weight or volume of
water, air or feed, e.g., mg/l, mg/kg or ppm.
Lawn Care Operator
Median Lethal Dose. Statistically derived single dose causing death in 50% of the test animals
when administered by the route indicated (oral, dermal, inhalation), expressed as a weight of
substance per unit weight of animal, e.g., mg/kg.
Lowest Observed Adverse Effect Concentration
Lowest Observed Adverse Effect Level
Level of Concern
Lowest Observed Effect Concentration
Milligram Per Kilogram Per Day
Margin of Exposure

LCO
LD50
LOAEC
LOAEL
LOC
LOEC
mg/kg/day
MOE
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MP
MRID
MRL
N/A
NASS
NAWQA
NG
NMFS
NOAEC
NOAEL
NPIC
NR
OP
OPP
ORETF
PAD
PCA
PDCI
PDP
PF10
PF5
PHED
PHI
ppb
PPE
PRZM
RBC
RED
REI
RfD
RPA
RPM
RQ
RTU
RUP
SCI-GROW
SF
SL
SLN
STORET
TEP
TGAI
TRAC
TTRS
UF
USDA
USFWS
USGS
WPS

Manufacturing-Use Product
Master Record Identification (number). EPA’s system of recording and tracking studies
submitted.
Maximum Residue Level
Not Applicable
National Agricultural Statistical Service
USGS National Water Quality Assessment
No Gloves
National Marine Fisheries Service
No Observed Adverse Effect Concentration
No Observed Adverse Effect Level
National Pesticide Information Center
No respirator
Organophosphorus
EPA Office of Pesticide Programs
Outdoor Residential Exposure Task Force
Population Adjusted Dose
Percent Crop Area
Product Specific Data Call-In
USDA Pesticide Data Program
Protection factor 10 respirator
Protection factor 5 respirator
Pesticide Handler’s Exposure Data
Pre-harvest Interval
Parts Per Billion
Personal Protective Equipment
Pesticide Root Zone Model
Red Blood Cell
Reregistration Eligibility Decision
Restricted Entry Interval
Reference Dose
Reasonable and Prudent Alternatives
Reasonable and Prudent Measures
Risk Quotient
(Ready-to-use)
Restricted Use Pesticide
Tier I Ground Water Computer Model
Safety Factor
Single layer clothing
Special Local Need (Registrations Under Section 24C of FIFRA)
Storage and Retrieval
Typical End-Use Product
Technical Grade Active Ingredient
Tolerance Reassessment Advisory Committee
Transferable Turf Residues
Uncertainty Factor
United States Department of Agriculture
United States Fish and Wildlife Service
United States Geological Survey
Worker Protection Standard
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ABSTRACT
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA or the Agency) has completed the human
health and environmental risk assessments for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol and is
issuing its risk management decision and tolerance reassessment. The risk assessments, which
are summarized below, are based on the review of the required target database supporting the use
patterns of currently registered products. As a result of this review, EPA has determined that
products containing propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol alone are eligible for reregistration.
Products containing propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol in combination with other active
ingredients will be reregistered only when all of the active ingredients have been determined to
be eligible for reregistration. That decision is discussed fully in this document.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) was amended in 1988 to
accelerate the reregistration of products with active ingredients registered prior to November 1,
1984 and amended again by the Pesticide Registration Improvement Act of 2003 to set time
frames for the issuance of Reregistration Eligibility Decisions. The amended Act calls for the
development and submission of data to support the reregistration of an active ingredient, as well
as a review of all submitted data by the Agency. Reregistration involves a thorough review of
the scientific database underlying a pesticide’s registration. The purpose of the Agency’s review
is to reassess the potential hazards arising from the currently registered uses of the pesticide; to
determine the need for additional data on health and environmental effects; and to determine
whether the pesticide meets the ”no unreasonable adverse effects” criteria of FIFRA.
On August 3, 1996, the Food Quality Protection Act of 1996 (FQPA) was signed into law. This
Act amends FIFRA to require a tolerance reassessment. The Agency has decided that, for those
chemicals that have tolerances and are undergoing reregistration, the tolerance reassessment will
be initiated through this reregistration process. The Act also required that by 2006, EPA must
review all tolerances in effect on the day before the date of the enactment of the FQPA. FQPA
also amends the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) to require a safety finding in
the tolerance reassessment based on factors including consideration of cumulative effects of
chemicals with a common mechanism of toxicity. This document presents the Agency’s human
health and ecological review and the Reregistration Eligibility Decision for propylene and
dipropylene glycol.
As active ingredients, propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol are formulated primarily as
pressurized liquids and ready-to-use solutions. Propylene glycol is used in air sanitization and
hard surface disinfection and dipropylene glycol is used in air sanitization. Pest (fleas, mites, red
lice, and various bacteria and viruses) control for pets (cats, dogs, and birds) is also a major
active use for propylene glycol. As an inert ingredient, propylene glycol is formulated into enduse agricultural and antimicrobial pesticide products whereas dipropylene glycol is formulated
into pesticide products for use in agricultural settings. Products containing propylene glycol and
dipropylene glycol in combination with other active ingredients will be reregistered only when
all of the active ingredients have been determined to be eligible for reregistration. This
document addresses the exposures and risks from the use of these pesticides as both active and
inert ingredients in pesticide products.
The Agency has concluded that the FQPA Safety Factor for propylene glycol and dipropylene
glycol should be removed (equivalent to 1X) because there is no pre- or post-natal evidence of
increased susceptibility for infants and children following exposure to either propylene or
dipropylene glycol.
The Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA) requires that the Agency consider available
information concerning the cumulative effects of a particular pesticide’s residues and other
substances that have a common mechanism of toxicity. The reason for consideration of other
substances is due to the possibility that low-level exposures to multiple chemical substances that
2
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cause a common toxic effect by a common toxic mechanism could lead to the same adverse
health effect that would occur at a higher level of exposure to any of the substances individually.
Unlike other pesticides for which EPA has followed a cumulative risk approach based on a
common mechanism of toxicity, EPA has not made a common mechanism of toxicity finding for
propylene or dipropylene glycol and any other substances. Neither propylene nor dipropylene
glycol appear to produce a toxic metabolite produced by other substances. For the purposes of
this action, therefore, EPA has not assumed that propylene or dipropylene glycol have a common
mechanism of toxicity with other substances. For information regarding EPA’s efforts to
determine which chemicals have a common mechanism of toxicity and to evaluate the
cumulative effects of such chemicals, see the policy statements released by the EPA’s Office of
Pesticide Programs concerning common mechanism determinations and procedures for
cumulating effects from substances found to have a common mechanism on EPA’s website at
http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/cumulative.
This document presents the Agency’s decision regarding the reregistration eligibility of the
registered uses of propylene and dipropylene glycol. In an effort to simplify the RED, the
information presented herein is summarized from more detailed information which can be found
in the technical supporting documents for these pesticides referenced in this RED. Related
documents will be available in the Public Docket at www.regulations.gov.
This document consists of six sections. Section I is the introduction. Section II provides a
chemical overview, a profile of the use and usage of propylene and dipropylene glycol, and their
regulatory history. Section III gives an overview of the revised human health and environmental
assessments based on the data available to the Agency. Section IV presents the reregistration
eligibility and risk management decisions. Section V summarizes procedures for the productspecific data call-in (PDCI). Finally, the Appendices contain all use patterns eligible for
reregistration, bibliographic information, generic data requirements and studies used to make the
reregistration decision, related documents and how to access them, and Data Call-In (DCI)
information.
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II. CHEMICAL OVEVIEW
A. Regulatory History
Propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol were first registered in 1950 and 1959, respectively, by
the FDA for use in hospitals as air disinfectants. At one point, there were approximately 190
pesticide chemical companies having active propylene or dipropylene glycol registrations. Many
of these registrations were canceled over the years and more recently, the majority of the
remaining producers of propylene and dipropylene glycol formulated pesticide products are
being represented by a consortium called the CSPA (Consumer Specialty Products Association)
Glycols Joint Venture. The member companies currently represented by this consortium are:
Amrep, Inc., Beaumont Products, Inc., Chase Products, MEDO/SOPUS Products, Reckitt
Benkiser, Inc., S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Wellmark International, and Waterbury Companies,
Inc.
B. Chemical Identification
1. Propylene Glycol:
Common Name:

Propylene Glycol

Chemical Name:

1, 2-Propanediol or 1,2-hydroxypropane

Chemical family:

None

Case number:

3126

CAS registry number:

57-55-6

OPP chemical code:

068603

Empirical formula:

C3H8O2

Molecular weight:

76.00 g/mol

Trade and other names:

Propylene glycol

Manufacturers:

CSPA Glycols Joint Venture (Amrep, Beaumont
Products, Inc., Chase Products, MEDO/SOPUS
Products, Reckitt Benkiser, Inc., S.C. Johnson &
Son, Inc., and Waterbury Companies, Inc.

Specific Gravity:

1.038

4
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Solubility:

Highly miscible in water

Boiling Point:

188 oC at 760 mm Hg

Melting Point:

N/A

Vapor Pressure:

0.04 – 0.08 mm Hg at 20 oC

Structure:

OH-CH2-CH(OH)-CH3

2. Dipropylene Glycol:
Common Name:

Dipropylene Glycol

Chemical Name:

Oxybispropanol

Chemical family:

None

Case number:

3126

CAS registry number:

25265-71-8

OPP chemical code:

068604

Empirical formula:

C6H14O3

Molecular weight:

134.00 g/mol

Trade and other names:

Dipropylene glycol

Manufacturers:

CSPA Glycols Joint Venture (Waterbury
Companies, Inc., and Beaumont Products, Inc.)

Specific Gravity:

1.038

Solubility:

Highly miscible in water

Boiling Point:

188 oC at 760 mm Hg

Melting Point:

N/A

Vapor Pressure:

0.04 – 0.08 mm Hg at 20 oC

Structure:

OH-CH2-CH(OH)-CH3
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C. Use Profile
1. Propylene Glycol
The following is information on the currently registered uses of propylene glycol products and
an overview of use sites and application methods. A detailed table of the uses of propylene
glycol eligible for reregistration is contained in Appendix A.
Type of Pesticide:

Bacteriostat, Fungistat

Summary of Use Sites:
Indoor Non-Food:

Propylene glycol is used on the following use sites: air treatment (eating
establishments, hospital, commercial, institutional, household, bathroom,
transportational facilities); medical premises and equipment, commercial,
institutional and industrial premises and equipment; laundry equipment;
hard non-porous surface treatments (bathroom facilities); automobiles; air
conditioning filters; pet treatment, including cats, dogs, and caged birds;
environmental inanimate hard surfaces; garbage containers/storage.

Target Pests:

Odor-causing bacteria, Fleas, Mites, Red lice, Animal pathogenic bacteria
(G- and G+ vegetative), Shigella bacteria, Pasteurella bacteria, Listeria
bacteria, Herpes Simplex I and II, Animal viruses, Influenza Virus A2,
Aspergillus Niger Fungus, Mold/Mildew, Pseudomonas SPP., Shigella
Flexneri, Shigella Sonnei.

Inert Uses:

As an inert ingredient, propylene glycol facilitates delivery of formulated
pesticide chemical products that are used as herbicides, fungicides,
insecticides, growth regulators and attractants on various commodities. It
is also used in the formulation and repackaging of wood preservatives.

Formulation Types: Pressurized liquid, ready-to-use
Method and Rates of Application
Pet Treatment
For dogs, puppies, cats, kittens; hold spray container 4-6 inches away from animal and direct
spray into fur, starting from tail. Rub spray down into fur so that skin is treated. For birds, hold
spray bottle three feet from bird and spray lightly - one burst every two or three seconds. Apply
no more that two times per week.

Air Sanitizer
Read the directions included with the automatic dispenser for proper installation of unit and
refill. Remove cap from aerosol can and place in a sequential aerosol dispenser which
6
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automatically releases a metered amount every 15 minutes. One unit should treat 6000 ft3 of
closed air space. Dispenser should be located at a height of eight feet and at a point where wind
flow will carry the particles throughout the area. Each spray dose is 100 mg and the median
particle size is 30 microns. For regular, non-metered applications, spray room until a light fog
forms. To sanitize the air, spray 6 to 8 seconds in an average size room (10' x10').
Hard, Non-Porous Surface Disinfectant
Spray surface until thoroughly wet and let stand 10 minutes, then wipe with a dry paper towel.
On non-porous surfaces, rinse surface with water. To sanitize non-porous surfaces, spray until
wet. Let stand one minute, then wipe. To prevent mold and mildew on pre-cleaned non-porous
surfaces, spray surface until wet. Allow to air dry. Repeat application on pre-cleaned surface at
weekly intervals.
Table 1 lists the registrant and the respective EPA registration numbers for products containing
propylene glycol.
Table 1. EPA Registration Numbers for Propylene Glycol Products
Use Category Formulation

Registrant

EPA Registration Numbers

Air Sanitizer/
Disinfectant

Pressurized
Liquid

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc.*

4822-491

Air Sanitizer

Pressurized
Liquid

Amrep, Inc.*

10807-24, 10807-37, 10807-43

Air Sanitizer

Pressurized
Liquid

MEDO/SOPUS Industries,
Inc.*

51838-1, 51838-2

Mite, flea,
and Lice
Control

Pressurized
Liquid

Wellmark International *,**

2724-514, 2724-618,
2724-763, 2724-764

* Member companies of the GSPA Glycols Joint Venture.
** The insecticidal products containing propylene glycol in addition to other active ingredients
will be reregistered only when all of the active ingredients have been determined to be eligible
for reregistration.
Use Classification:

General use.

2. Dipropylene Glycol
The following is information on the currently registered uses of dipropylene glycol products and
an overview of use sites and application methods. A detailed table of the uses of dipropylene
glycol eligible for reregistration is contained in Appendix A.
Type of Pesticide:

Bacteriostat, Fungistat
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Summary of Use Sites:
Indoor Non-Food:

Dipropylene glycol is used on the following use sites: air treatment (eating
establishments, hospital, commercial, institutional, household, bathroom)

Target Pests:

Odor-causing bacteria, Animal pathogenic bacteria (G- and G+
vegetative), Animal viruses

Inert Uses:

As an inert ingredient, dipropylene glycol facilitates delivery of
formulated pesticide chemical products that are used as herbicides,
fungicides, insecticides, growth regulators and attractants on various
commodities.

Formulation Types: Pressurized liquid, ready-to-use
Method and Rates of Application
Air Sanitizer
As an air sanitizer, remove cap from aerosol can and place in a sequential aerosol dispenser
which automatically releases a metered amount every 15 minutes. One unit should treat 6000 ft3
of closed air space. Dispenser should be located at a height of eight feet and at a point where
wind flow will carry the particles throughout the area. Each spray dose is 100 mg and the median
particle size is 30 microns. Table 2 lists the registrant and the respective EPA registration
numbers for products containing dipropylene glycol.
Use Classification:

General use.

Table 2 lists the registrant and the respective EPA registration numbers for products containing
dipropylene glycol.
Table 2. EPA Registration Numbers for Dipropylene Glycol Products
Use Category Formulation

Registrant

Air Sanitizer

Pressurized Waterbury Companies, Inc.*
Liquid
* Member companies of the GSPA Glycols Joint Venture.
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EPA Registration Numbers
9444-19, 9444-136

III. SUMMARY OF PROPYLENE GLYCOL AND DIPROPYLENE GLYCOL
ASSESSMENT
A. Human Health Assessment
The Agency’s use of human studies in the propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol assessment is
in accordance with the Agency's Final Rule promulgated on January 26, 2006, related to
Protections for Subjects in Human Research, which is codified in 40 CFR Part 26.
1. Toxicity of Propylene Glycol and Dipropylene Glycol
A brief overview of the toxicity of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol is presented below.
Further details on the toxicity of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol can be found in the
supporting documentation for this RED. The Antimicrobials Division Toxicology Endpoint
Selection Committee (ADTC) memorandum and the toxicology chapter for the are available in
EPA’s Pesticide Docket, EPA-HQ-OPP-2006-0831 at www.regulations.gov.
The toxicological database for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol is currently comprised of
published and unpublished studies either submitted to the Agency or obtained directly from the
open literature. Although the available studies do not meet the requirements of the Agency’s
OPPTS harmonized test guidelines published in 1998, it was determined that these studies
contain useful information that is adequate for hazard characterization of propylene glycol and
dipropylene glycol. These acceptable non-guideline studies include acute, subchronic, chronic,
developmental, and reproductive toxicity, carcinogenicity, mutagenicity,
metabolism/pharmacokinetics and dermal absorption studies. Therefore, the Agency has
determined that the toxicological database is complete and sufficient for reregistration.
Major features of the acute toxicology profile for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol are
presented below in Table 3. Propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol are shown to be of low
acute toxicity (Toxicity Category IV).
Table 3. Acute Toxicity of Propylene Glycol and Dipropylene Glycol Technical
Table 3. Acute Toxicity Profile of Propylene/Dipropylene Glycol

Guideline

Study Type

Results

Toxicity
Category

Propylene Glycol
870.1100

Acute Oral - Rat

LD50 range = 8000 - 46000 mg/kg

IV

870.1100

Acute Oral - Mouse

LD50 range = 23000 - 24900 mg/kg

IV

870.1100

Acute Oral - Rabbit, Guinea pig

LD50 range = 18000 - 20000 mg/kg

IV

870.2400

Acute Eye Irritation - Rabbit

870.2500

Acute Skin Irritation - Rabbit

non irritant

IV
IV
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Table 3. Acute Toxicity Profile of Propylene/Dipropylene Glycol
non irritant
870.2600

Skin Sensitization

non sensitizer

N/A

Dipropylene Glycol
870.1100

Acute Oral - Rat

LD50 > 5010 mg/kg

IV

870.1100

Acute Oral - Rat

LD50 range > 5000 to >15000 mg/kg

IV

870.1200

Acute Dermal - Rabbit

LD50 > 5010 mg/kg

IV

870.1200

Acute Dermal - Rabbit

LD50 > 2000 mg/kg

IV

870.1300

Acute Inhalation - Rat

870.2400

Acute Eye Irritation - Rabbit

870.2400

Acute Eye Irritation - Rabbit

870.2500

Acute Skin Irritation - Rabbit

870.2600

Skin Sensitization - Guinea Pig

LC50 > 2.34 mg/L
slight irritant
slight irritant
non irritant
non sensitizer

IV
IV
IV
IV
N/A

N/A = not applicable
General Toxicity Observations
Upon reviewing the available toxicity information, the Agency has concluded that there are no
endpoints of concern for oral, dermal, or inhalation exposure to propylene glycol and
dipropylene glycol. This conclusion is based on the results of toxicity testing of propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol in which dose levels near or above testing limits (as established in
the OPPTS 870 series harmonized test guidelines) were employed in experimental animal studies
and no significant toxicity observed.
Carcinogenicity Classification
A review of the available data has shown propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol to be negative
for carcinogenicity in studies conducted up to the testing limit doses established by the Agency;
therefore, no further carcinogenic analysis is required.
Mutagenicity Potential
Propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol were tested for mutagenic or genotoxic potential and
found to be negative in a battery of studies: a bacterial gene mutation assay using Salmonella
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typhimurium, and in vitro Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) mutation assay, an in vitro Chinese
hamster ovary (CHO) chromosomal aberration assay and an in vitro sister chromatid exchange
assay.
2. FQPA Safety Factor
The FQPA Safety Factor (as required by the Food Quality Protection Act of 1996) is intended to
provide an additional 10-fold safety factor (10X), to protect for special sensitivity in infants and
children to specific pesticide residues in food, drinking water, or residential exposures, or to
compensate for an incomplete database. The FQPA Safety Factor has been removed (i.e.,
reduced to 1X) for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol because there is no pre- or post-natal
evidence for increased susceptibility following exposure. Further, the Agency has concluded
that there are no endpoints of concern for oral, dermal, or inhalation exposure to propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol based on the low toxicity observed in studies conducted near or
above testing limit doses as established in the OPPTS 870 series harmonized test guidelines.
Therefore, a quantitative risk assessment was not conducted for propylene glycol and
dipropylene glycol.
3. Population Adjusted Dose (PAD)
Dietary risk is characterized in terms of the Population Adjusted Dose (PAD), which reflects the
reference dose (RfD), either acute or chronic, that has been adjusted to account for the FQPA
Safety Factor (SF). This calculation is performed for each population subgroup. A risk estimate
that is less than 100% of the acute or chronic PAD is not of concern. Since toxicological
endpoints for risk assessment were not identified based on the available data, RfDs and PADs
have not been calculated for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol.
4. Dietary and Residential Exposure
Dietary exposure (food and drinking water) could potentially occur from the use of propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol as a preservative in food packaging adhesives and from its use as
an inert ingredient in agricultural pesticide formulations. Residential exposure could also
potentially occur as a result of the use of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol in and around
the home as a sanitizer, disinfectant and pet treatment. However, risk estimates have not been
calculated for potential exposures to propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol on food, in
drinking water, or as a result of use in residential settings because there are no toxicological
endpoints of concern according to a review of the available toxicity data.
5. Aggregate Exposure
The Food Quality Protection Act amendments to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
(FFDCA, Section 408(b)(2)(A)(ii)) require “that there is a reasonable certainty that no harm will
result from aggregate exposure to pesticide chemical residue, including all anticipated dietary
exposures and other exposures for which there are reliable information.” Aggregate exposure
will typically include exposures from food, drinking water, residential uses of a pesticide and
other non-occupational sources of exposure.
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Since toxicological endpoints for risk assessment were not identified based on the available data,
an aggregate risk assessment was not conducted for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol.

6. Occupational Exposure
The occupational exposure assessment for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol addresses
potential exposures and risks to humans who may be exposed in occupational settings. An
occupational risk assessment is required for an active ingredient if: 1) certain toxicological
criteria are triggered; and 2) there is potential exposure to handlers (mixers, loaders, applicators,
etc.) during use or to persons entering treated sites after application is complete. For propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol, there is potential for exposure, however, there are no
toxicological endpoints of concern, according to a review of the available toxicity data.
7. Human Incident Data
The Agency reviewed available sources of human incident data for incidents relevant to
propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol. EPA consulted the following sources of information
for human poisoning incidents related to propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol use: (1) OPP
Incident Data System (IDS) - The Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP) Incident Data System
contains reports of incidents from various sources, including registrants, other federal and state
health and environmental agencies and individual consumers, submitted to OPP since 1992; (2)
California Department of Pesticide Regulation (1982-2004) – The California Department of
Pesticide Regulation pesticide poisoning surveillance program consists of reports from
physicians of illness suspected of being related to pesticide exposure since 1982. (3) National
Pesticide Information Center (NPIC) - NPIC is a toll-free information service supported by
OPP that provides a ranking of the top 200 active ingredients for which telephone calls were
received during calendar years 1984-1991. (4) National Poison Control Centers (PCC)
(1993 – 1996).
Although there are incidents that have been reported associated with propylene glycol or
dipropylene glycol, there is no one reported incident involving propylene glycol or dipropylene
glycol as an individual chemical exposure. Either no effects or minor effects (nasal irritation and
sensitization) involved in these reported incidents. Since propylene glycol and dipropylene
glycol are often formulated with other active ingredients, reported symptoms may result from
reactions to the other active ingredients or the combination of propylene glycol and dipropylene
glycol with other ingredients.
B. Environmental Assessment
A summary of the Agency’s environmental review is presented below. For detailed discussions
of all aspects of the environmental review, see the Product Chemistry, Environmental Fate,
Ecotoxicology, and Toxicology chapters available in EPA’s Pesticide Docket, EPA-HQ-OPP
2006-0831 at www.regulations.gov.
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1. Environmental Fate and Transport
Propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol are aliphatic trihydroxy chemicals that do not contain
any hydrolyzable hydrogen. For this reason, the Agency granted a waiver from the aquatic
hydrolysis study. However, the Agency has relied on data and fate properties of propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol obtained from published literature to assess environmental health
risks.
These data suggest that propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol are miscible in water, mobile in
soils, low absorptivity to soil, and stable to abiotic hydrolytic degradation as well as soil and
aquatic photolysis. In aerobic soils, propylene glycol degrades to CO2 in 4 days, whereas
biodegradation of dipropylene glycol may be a slower process according to biological screening
tests. However, this process may still be an important mechanism for removal of dipropylene
glycol from aerobic soil. The low KOW indicates that propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol
are not likely to bioaccumulate in aquatic organisms. With a vapor pressure of 0.129 mm Hg at
25 oC, propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol exist almost entirely in the vapor phase in the
atmosphere and degrade rapidly (half-life approximately 13-32 hours) by reaction with
photochemically produced hydroxyl radicals. Therefore, the presence of propylene glycol and
dipropylene glycol in the environment, including the atmosphere, do not pose a concern.
2. Ecological Risk
a. Toxicity (Hazard) Assessment
As a result of the Phase IV review of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol for reregistration
under FIFRA, ecological effects data requirements were waived due to its high volatility, known
low toxicity, and available data. Data obtained from published studies provide additional
confirmation of the low toxicity of the compound to fish and aquatic invertebrates (Table 4). As
mentioned earlier in this document, no toxicological endpoints were selected for risk assessment
based on the available mammalian database.
Table 4. Ecotoxicity of Propylene Glycol and Dipropylene Glycol
Species

Percent
Active
Ingredient

Test Type

Toxicity

Reference

Mysid
(Mysidopsis
bahia)

99.9

96-hour static
acute

LC50 = 11,000
ppm

MRID
#40228401
(Mayer, 1986)

Sheepshead
minnow
(Cyprinodon
variegatus)

99.9

96-hour static
acute

LC50 = 48,000
ppm

MRID
#40228401
(Mayer, 1986)

unknown

96 hour static
acute

LC50 > 10,000
ppm

Verschuren, 1983

Bluegill sunfish
(Lepomis
macrochirus)
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Species

Percent
Active
Ingredient

Test Type

Toxicity

Reference

Menidia
beryllina

unknown

96 hour static

LC50 > 10,000
ppm

Verschuren, 1983

Fathead minnow
(Pimephales
promelas)

unknown

96 hour flowthrough

LC 50 59,900 77,400 ppm

Geiger et al.,
1988

Adverse effects to nontarget organisms are not anticipated from the indoor use of propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol due to the low likelihood of exposure. The very low toxicity of
the compound to aquatic organisms, as indicated by the high LC50 values in the table above,
further supports the unlikelihood of adverse effects to fish and aquatic invertebrates.
b. Risk to Listed Species
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. Section 1536(a)(2), requires all federal
agencies to consult with the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for marine and
anadromous listed species, or the United States Fish and Wildlife Services (FWS) for listed
wildlife and freshwater organisms, if they are proposing an "action" that may affect listed species
or their designated habitat. Each federal agency is required under the Act to ensure that any
action they authorize, fund, or carry out is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of a
listed species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of designated critical habitat.
To jeopardize the continued existence of a listed species means "to engage in an action that
reasonably would be expected, directly or indirectly, to reduce appreciably the likelihood of both
the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing the reproduction, numbers,
or distribution of the species." 50 C.F.R. § 402.02.
To facilitate compliance with the requirements of the Endangered Species Act subsection (a)(2)
the Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Pesticide Programs has established procedures
to evaluate whether a proposed registration action may directly or indirectly reduce appreciably
the likelihood of both the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing the
reproduction, numbers, or distribution of any listed species (U.S. EPA 2004). After the
Agency’s screening-level risk assessment is performed, if any of the Agency’s Listed Species
LOC Criteria are exceeded for either direct or indirect effects, a determination is made to
identify if any listed or candidate species may co-occur in the area of the proposed pesticide use.
If determined that listed or candidate species may be present in the proposed use areas, further
biological assessment is undertaken. The extent to which listed species may be at risk then
determines the need for the development of a more comprehensive consultation package as
required by the Endangered Species Act.
For certain use categories, the Agency assumes there will be minimal environmental exposure,
and only a minimal toxicity data set is required (Overview of the Ecological Risk Assessment
Process in the Office of Pesticide Programs U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - Endangered
14
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and Threatened Species Effects Determinations, 1/23/04, Appendix A, Section IIB, pg.81).
Chemicals in these categories therefore do not undergo a full screening-level risk assessment,
and are considered to fall under a “no effect” determination. Due to the low likelihood of
exposure and low toxicity of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol, the Agency expects no
effects to listed species or critical habitats and therefore makes a "No Effect" determination for
this chemical.
IV. RISK MANAGEMENT, REREGISTRATION AND TOLERANCE REASSESSMENT
DECISION
A. Determination of Reregistration Eligibility
Section 4(g)(2)(A) of FIFRA calls for the Agency to determine, after submission of relevant data
concerning an active ingredient, whether products containing the active ingredient are eligible
for reregistration. The Agency has previously identified and required the submission of the
generic (i.e. active ingredient-specific) data to support reregistration of products containing
propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol. The Agency has completed its review of these generic
data, and has determined that the data are sufficient to support reregistration of all supported
products containing propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol.
The Agency has completed its assessment of the dietary, drinking water, residential, ecological
and occupational risks associated with the use of pesticide products containing the active
ingredients propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol. Based on a review of these data, the
Agency has sufficient information on the human health and ecological effects of propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol to make a decision as part of the tolerance reassessment process
under FFDCA and reregistration under FIFRA, as amended by FQPA. The Agency has
determined that propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol containing products are eligible for
reregistration. Appendix A summarizes the uses of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol that
are eligible for reregistration. Appendix B identifies the generic data requirements that the
Agency reviewed as part of its determination of reregistration eligibility of propylene glycol and
dipropylene glycol, and lists the submitted studies that the Agency found acceptable.
B. Comments and Responses
Supporting documents for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol were not issued for public
comment per the Agency’s public participation process because no toxicological endpoints were
identified and, as such, a quantitative risk assessment was not conducted. To ensure that
opportunity is presented to the public to comment on the risk management decisions and
supporting documents for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol, the Agency will implement a
60-day public comment period on this RED document.
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C. Regulatory Position
1. Food Quality Protection Act Findings
a. “Risk Cup” Determination
Upon reviewing the available toxicity information, the Agency has concluded that there are no
endpoints of concern for oral, dermal, or inhalation exposure to propylene glycol and
dipropylene glycol. This conclusion is based on the results of toxicity testing of propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol in which dose levels near or above testing limits (as established in
the OPPTS 870 series harmonized test guidelines) were employed in experimental animal studies
and no significant toxicity observed. The Agency has concluded that the exemption from the
requirement for a tolerance is appropriate and is considered reassessed as required by FQPA. An
aggregate assessment was not conducted for exposures through food, drinking water and
residential exposure since toxicological endpoints for risk assessment were not identified based
on the available data. In reaching this determination, EPA has considered the available
information on the special sensitivity of infants and children, as well as aggregate exposure.
b. Determination of Safety to U.S. Population
As part of the FQPA tolerance reassessment process, EPA has concluded that there are no
endpoints of concern for oral, dermal, or inhalation exposure to propylene glycol and
dipropylene glycol. This conclusion is based on the results of toxicity testing of propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol in which dose levels near or above testing limits (as established in
the OPPTS 870 series harmonized test guidelines) were employed in experimental animal studies
and no significant toxicity observed. The Agency has determined that the established exemption
from the requirement for a tolerance for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol meets the
safety standards under the FQPA amendments to section 408(b)(2)(D) of the FFDCA, and that
there is a reasonable certainty no harm will result to the general population or any subgroup from
the use of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol. In reaching this conclusion, the Agency has
considered all available information on the toxicity, use practices and exposure scenarios, and
the environmental behavior of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol.
Because no toxicological endpoints were identified for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol,
the Agency has determined that exposure to it does not result in human health effects of concern.
Therefore, a quantitative risk assessment was not necessary for this pesticide.
c. Determination of Safety to Infants and Children
EPA has determined that the established exemption from a requirement for a tolerance for
propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol, meet the safety standards under the FQPA amendments
to section 408(b)(2)(C) of the FFDCA, that there is a reasonable certainty of no harm for infants
and children. The safety determination for infants and children considers factors of the toxicity,
use practices, and environmental behavior noted above for the general population, but also takes
into account the possibility of increased dietary exposure due to the specific consumption
patterns of infants and children, as well as the possibility of increased susceptibility to the toxic
effects of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol residues in this population subgroup.
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In determining whether or not infants and children are particularly susceptible to toxic effects
from propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol residues, the Agency considered the completeness
of the database for developmental and reproductive effects, the nature of the effects observed,
and other information. The FQPA Safety Factor has been removed (i.e., reduced to 1X) for
propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol because there is no pre- or post-natal evidence for
increased susceptibility following exposure.
d. Endocrine Disruptor Effects
EPA is required under the FFDCA, as amended by FQPA, to develop a screening program to
determine whether certain substances (including all pesticide active and other ingredients) “may
have an effect in humans that is similar to an effect produced by a naturally occurring estrogen,
or other endocrine effects as the Administrator may designate.” Following recommendations of
its Endocrine Disruptor Screening and Testing Advisory Committee (EDSTAC), EPA
determined that there was a scientific basis for including, as part of the program, the androgen
and thyroid hormone systems, in addition to the estrogen hormone system. EPA also adopted
EDSTAC’s recommendation that EPA include evaluations of potential effects in wildlife. For
pesticides, EPA will use FIFRA and, to the extent that effects in wildlife may help determine
whether a substance may have an effect in humans, FFDCA authority to require the wildlife
evaluations. As the science develops and resources allow, screening of additional hormone
systems may be added to the Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program (EDSP).
When the appropriate screening and/or testing protocols being considered under the EDSP have
been developed, propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol may be subject to additional screening
and/or testing to better characterize effects related to endocrine disruption.
e. Cumulative Risks
Any risks summarized in this document are those that result only from the use of propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol. The Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA) requires that the
Agency consider “available information” concerning the cumulative effects of a particular
pesticide’s residues and “other substances that have a common mechanism of toxicity.” The
reason for consideration of other substances is due to the possibility that low-level exposures to
multiple chemical substances that cause a common toxic effect by a common toxic mechanism
could lead to the same adverse health effect as would a higher level of exposure to any of the
substances individually. Unlike other pesticides for which EPA has followed a cumulative risk
approach based on a common mechanism of toxicity, EPA has not made a common mechanism
of toxicity finding for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol. For information regarding
EPA’s efforts to determine which chemicals have a common mechanism of toxicity and to
evaluate the cumulative effects of such chemicals, see the policy statements released by EPA’s
Office of Pesticide Programs concerning common mechanism determinations and procedures for
cumulating effects from substances found to have a common mechanism on EPA’s website at
http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/cumulative/.
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2. Tolerance Exemptions and Summary
Propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol are exempted from the requirement of a tolerance when
used as a diluent (solvent, cosolvent). The following tolerance exemptions for propylene glycol
and dipropylene glycol are listed in 40 CFR 180.910 [formerly 180.1001(c)] and only for
propylene glycol in 180.930 [formerly 180.1001 (e)]:
180.910. Propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol are exempted from the requirement of
a tolerance when used as a diluent (solvent, cosolvent) in accordance with good
agricultural practice as inert (or occasionally active) ingredients in pesticide formulations
when applied to growing crops or to raw agricultural commodities after harvest.
180.930. Propylene glycol is exempted from the requirement of a tolerance when used as
a defoaming agent (solvent, cosolvent) in accordance with good agricultural practice as
inert (or occasionally active) ingredients in pesticide formulations applied to animals.
In addition to the above, propylene glycol is approved by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) as a preservative in food products as listed in 21 CFR, Part 184-Direct Food Substances
Affirmed as Generally Recognized as Safe (GRAS):
184.1666(d). The ingredient is used in foods at levels not to exceed current good
manufacturing practice in accordance with Sec. 184.1(b)(1). Current good manufacturing
practice results in maximum levels, as served, of 5 percent for alcoholic beverages, as
defined in Sec. 170.3(n)(2) of this chapter; 24 percent for confections and frostings as
defined in Sec. 170.3(n)(9) of this chapter; 2.5 percent for frozen dairy products as
defined in Sec. 170.3(n)(20) of this chapter; 97 percent for seasonings and flavorings as
defined in Sec. 170.3(n)(26) of this chapter; 5 percent for nuts and nut products as
defined in Sec. 170.3(n)(32) of this chapter; and 2.0 percent for all other food categories.
a. Codex Harmonization
Currently there are no Codex MRLs established for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol.
D. Regulatory Rationale
The Agency has determined propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol are eligible for
reregistration. Based on the available data, the Agency has concluded that propylene glycol and
dipropylene glycol exhibit low toxicity and exposure to propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol
used as both an active or inert ingredient do not present risks of concern to the Agency.
Therefore, no mitigation measures are necessary at this time.
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1. Listed Species Considerations
a. The Endangered Species Act
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. Section 1536(a)(2), requires all federal
agencies to consult with the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for marine and
anadromous listed species, or the United States Fish and Wildlife Services (FWS) for listed
wildlife and freshwater organisms, if they are proposing an "action" that may affect listed species
or their designated habitat. Each federal agency is required under the Act to insure that any
action they authorize, fund, or carry out is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of a
listed species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of designated critical habitat.
To jeopardize the continued existence of a listed species means "to engage in an action that
reasonably would be expected, directly or indirectly, to reduce appreciably the likelihood of both
the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing the reproduction, numbers,
or distribution of the species." 50 C.F.R. § 402.02.
To facilitate compliance with the requirements of the Endangered Species Act subsection (a)(2)
the Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Pesticide Programs has established procedures
to evaluate whether a proposed registration action may directly or indirectly reduce appreciably
the likelihood of both the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing the
reproduction, numbers, or distribution of any listed species (U.S. EPA 2004). After the
Agency’s screening-level risk assessment is performed, if any of the Agency’s Listed Species
LOC Criteria are exceeded for either direct or indirect effects, a determination is made to
identify if any listed or candidate species may co-occur in the area of the proposed pesticide use.
If determined that listed or candidate species may be present in the proposed use areas, further
biological assessment is undertaken. The extent to which listed species may be at risk then
determines the need for the development of a more comprehensive consultation package as
required by the Endangered Species Act.
For certain use categories, the Agency assumes there will be minimal environmental exposure,
and only a minimal toxicity data set is required (Overview of the Ecological Risk Assessment
Process in the Office of Pesticide Programs U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - Endangered
and Threatened Species Effects Determinations, 1/23/04, Appendix A, Section IIB, pg.81).
Chemicals in these categories therefore do not undergo a full screening-level risk assessment,
and are considered to fall under a “no effect” determination. Due to the low likelihood of
exposure and low toxicity of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol, the Agency expects no
effects to listed species or critical habitats and therefore makes a "No Effect" determination for
this chemical.
b. General Risk Mitigation
Propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol end-use products (EPs) may also contain other
registered pesticides. Although the Agency is not proposing any mitigation measures for
products containing propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol specific to federally listed species,
the Agency needs to address potential risks from other end-use products. Therefore, the Agency
requires that users adopt all listed species risk mitigation measures for all active ingredients in
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the product. If a product contains multiple active ingredients with conflicting listed species risk
mitigation measures, the more stringent measure(s) should be adopted.

V. WHAT REGISTRANTS NEED TO DO
The Agency has determined that propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol are eligible for
reregistration. No additional generic data are required at this time to support this decision.
For end use products containing the active ingredient propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol,
the registrant needs to submit the following items for each product.
Within 90 days from the receipt of the product-specific data call-in (PDCI):
1. completed response forms to the PDCI (i.e., PDCI response form and requirements
status and registrant’s response form); and
2. submit any time extension or waiver requests with a full written justification.
Within eight months from the receipt of the PDCI:
1. two copies of the confidential statement of formula (EPA Form 8570-4);
2. a completed original application for reregistration (EPA Form 8570-1). Indicate on
the form that it is an “application for reregistration”;
3. a completed form certifying compliance with data compensation requirements (EPA
Form 8570-34);
4. if applicable, a completed form certifying compliance with cost share offer
requirements (EPA Form 8570-32); and
5. the product-specific data responding to the PDCI.
Please contact Marshall Swindell at (703) 308-6341 with questions regarding product
reregistration and/or the PDCI. All materials submitted in response to the PDCI should be
addressed as follows:
By US mail:
Document Processing Desk (PDCI)
Marshall Swindell
US EPA (7504P)
1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20460

By express or courier service:
Document Processing Desk (PDCI)
Marshall Swindell
Office of Pesticide Programs (7504P)
Room S-4900, One Potomac Yard
2777 South Crystal Drive
Arlington, VA 22202
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A. Manufacturing-Use Products
There are no currently registered propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol manufacturing-use
products.
1. Additional Generic Data Requirements
The generic data base supporting the reregistration of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol
for the above eligible uses has been reviewed and determined to be substantially complete.
Therefore at this time, there are no generic data requirements.
B. End-Use Products
1. Additional Product-Specific and Efficacy Data Requirements
Section 4(g)(2)(B) of FIFRA calls for the Agency to obtain any needed product-specific data
regarding the pesticide after a determination of eligibility has been made. Registrants must
review previous data submissions to ensure that they meet current EPA acceptance criteria and if
not, commit to conduct new studies. If a registrant believes that previously submitted data meet
current testing standards, then the study MRID numbers should be cited according to the
instructions in the Requirement Status and Registrants Response Form provided for each
product.
The Agency considers the terms "sanitizer" and "sanitization" to be public health claims,
regardless of the use site or whether the specific organisms for which the product is efficacious
against are identified or not. This policy was reiterated in the proposed Part 152/156
Antimicrobial Registration Requirements, 64 FR 50672-50730, September 17, 1999. Upon
finalization of this proposed rulemaking, efficacy data will be required to support the continued
use of the term "air sanitizer" on the product label.
Until the proposed Product Performance Guidelines for proposed Part 152/15 are finalized,
testing requirements are being deferred for products of this type. Currently, efficacy
requirements are satisfied by the chemical formula statement showing appropriate glycol
content. For products containing at least 5% glycols (propylene glycol and dipropylene,
dipropylene, and/or propylene glycols), quantitative chemical determinations must be performed,
using an air sampling device, to show the concentration of glycol vapor achieved with the
product in an enclosed experimental room or chamber when used as directed.
A product-specific data call-in, outlining specific data requirements, will be issued shortly. In
the interim, no additional public health claims can be made unless supported by the appropriate
efficacy data. A list of product-specific efficacy data requirements is listed in Table 5 below.
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Table 5. Product-specific Efficacy Data Requirements
Guideline Number
Study Title
810.2100 (c,d,e)
Products for use on hard surfaces – AOAC use
dilution/germicidal spray/carrier.
810.2100 (g)
Products for use on hard surfaces – virucidal activity method.
810.2100 (f)
Products for use on hard surfaces – fungicidal test.
810.2100 (l)
Products for use on hard surfaces – hard inanimate surface non
food.
810.2400 (b,l)
Chemical analysis.
830.7050
UV/Visible absorption.
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VI. APPENDICES
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Formulation

Application Rate (Range)

Air Treatment (Eating
Establishments)

1. 7 ounce product
1. information not
given on label
contains 3400 controlled
sprays that will last for 30
days when used on a 24
hour basis or 60 days if
used 12 hours per day
when set to dispense every
15 minutes (room size not
specified)
2. spray the room until a
2. spray several times
light fog forms - spray 6 to per day
8 seconds in an average
room (10 X 10)

2. 10807-37 &
10807-24 pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

No. of Applications

1. 10807-43 pressurized
liquid automatic
dispenser

2. Food Handling/Storage Establishments Premises and Equipment

Use Site

Use Categories:
(1) Agricultural premises and equipment
(2) Food handling/ storage establishments premises and equipment
(3) Commercial, institutional and industrial premises and equipment
(4) Residential and public access premises
(5) Medical premises and equipment
(6) Human water systems
(7) Materials preservatives
(8) Industrial processes and water systems
(9) Antifouling coatings
(10) Wood preservatives
(11) Swimming pools
(12) Aquatic areas

Appendix A: Use Patterns Eligible for Reregistration

2. food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

1. do not use in
nurseries or rooms
where infants, ill or aged
patients are confined;
food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

Use Limitations
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Formulation

Application Rate (Range)

44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

spray surface until
completely wet and allow
to remain wet for 10
minutes

2. spray upward in center
of room for 10 seconds in
average room of 12 X 12
X 9)

2. 4822-293pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

Laundry Equipment

1. metered valve actuates
every fifteen minutes - 7
ounce product treats a
room up to 30 X 20 X 10

1. 9444-136pressurized
liquid automatic
dispenser

Air Treatment (Unspecified)

2. avoid contact with
food and food utensils

1. do not contaminate
water, food or feed by
storage or disposal

information not given wash hands before
on label
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

2. information not
given on label

1. information not
given on label

wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

spray surface until
information not given
completely wet and allow on label
to remain wet for 10
minutes; for air
sanitization spray for three
seconds

44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

Shower Room Premises

Use Limitations
wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

No. of Applications

spray surface until
information not given
completely wet and allow on label
to remain wet for 10
minutes; for air
sanitization spray for three
seconds

44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

Commercial Premises &
equipment

3. Commercial, Institutional and Industrial Premises and Equipment

Use Site
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Locker Room Premises

Air Treatment (Locker Room)

Use Site

44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

3. 10807-37 &
10807-24
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

1. do not use in
nurseries or rooms
where infants, ill or aged
patients are confined;
food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

Use Limitations

spray surface until
information not given
completely wet and allow on label
to remain wet for 10
minutes or for air
sanitization spray for three
seconds

3. spray several times
3. spray the room until a
light fog forms - spray 6 to per day
8 seconds in an average
room (10 X 10)

wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

3. food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

2. sprayed at intervals 2. do not contaminate
water, food or feed

2. 6.2 ounces treats 6,000
cubic feet of closed air
space.

2. 9444-19pressurized
liquid automatic
intermittent
aerosol
dispenser

No. of Applications

1. information not
1. 7 ounces of product
given on label
contains 3400 controlled
sprays that will last for 30
days when used on a 24
hour basis or 60 days if
used 12 hours per day
when set to dispense every
15 minutes (room size not
specified)

Application Rate (Range)

1. 10807-43
pressurized
liquid automatic
dispenser

Formulation
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Air Treatment (Institutional)

Use Site

4. avoid contact with
food and food utensils

4. information not
given on label

5. information not
given on label

4. spray upward in center
of room for 10 seconds in
average room of 12 X 12
X 9)

5. 4822-531
5. one second spray for a
pressurized
9.5 X 9 X 7 room
liquid - wall
mounted unit in
continuous
action aerosol
can

4. 4822-293
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

3. food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

3. spray several times
3. spray the room until a
light fog forms - spray 6 to per day
8 seconds in an average
room (10 X 10)

3. 10807-37 &
10807-24pressurized
liquid- manual
spray

5. do not position near
heat or electrical
sources; do not spray
directly onto surfaces; in
case of contact with
surfaces, wipe
immediately with damp
cloth.

2. avoid contamination
of food

2. repeat application
several times daily

2. fill average size room
with mist (approximately
15 sprays)

2. 51838-1pressurized
liquid - for
manual
operation

1. avoid contamination
of food

Use Limitations

1. product sprayed at
intervals

No. of Applications

1. 7 ounce product for
each 6,000 cubic feet of
closed air space

Application Rate (Range)

1. 51838-1 ready to use
solutionautomatic
dispenser
operation

Formulation
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Use Site

7. do not position near
heat or electrical
sources; do not spray
directly onto surfaces; in
case of contact with
surfaces, wipe
immediately with damp
cloth.

7. information not
given on label

7. using a 120 μl valve
with .22 ounces of
product:
-1 time for 2.5 X 2.5 X 7
room
-2 times for 4 X 3 X 7
room
-3 times for 4.5 X 4 X 7
room
-4 times for 5 X 5 X 7
room

7. 4822-531
wall mounted
unit in metered
dose aerosol
can or
pressurized
liquid - hand
held unit

using a 185 μl valve-1 time for 3 X 3 X 7
room
-2 times for 4.5 X 4 X 7
room
-3 times for a 5.5 X 5 X 7
room
4 times for a 6 X 6 X 7
room

6. wash hands before
eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco,
or using the toilet

6. information not
given on label

6. spray for three seconds

Use Limitations

6. 44446-20
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

No. of Applications

Application Rate (Range)

Formulation
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Air Treatment (Commercial)

Use Site

No. of Applications

3. 7 ounce product
3. information not
given on label
contains 3400 controlled
sprays that will last for 30
days when used on a 24
hour basis or 60 days if
used 12 hours per day
when set to dispense every
15 minutes (room size not
specified)

3. 10807-43 
pressurized
liquidautomatic
dispenser

2. repeat application
several times daily

1. product sprayed at
intervals

2. fill average size room
with mist (approximately
15 sprays)

1. 7 ounce product for
each 6,000 cubic feet of
closed air space

8. information not
8. 7 ounce product
given on label
contains 3400 controlled
sprays that will last for 30
days when used on a 24
hour basis or 60 days if
used 12 hours per day
when set to dispense every
15 minutes (room size not
specified)

Application Rate (Range)

2. 51838-1ready to use
solution - for
manual
operation

1. 51838-1ready to use
solution - for
automatic
dispenser
operation

8. 10807-43
pressurized
liquid automatic
dispenser

Formulation

3. do not use in
nurseries or rooms
where infants, ill or aged
patients are confined;
food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

2. avoid contamination
of food

1. avoid contamination
of food

8. do not use in
nurseries or rooms
where infants, ill or aged
patients are confined;
food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

Use Limitations
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Use Site

7. spray for three seconds

8. spray for one second
toward center of average
size room (10 X 14 X 8)

7. 44446-20pressurized
liquid - manual
spray
8. 51838-2 
pressurized
liquid automatic
dispenser

8. repeat application
several times daily

7. information not
given on label

6. information not
given on label

6. spray upward in center
of room for 10 seconds in
average room of 12 X 12
X 9)

6. 4822-293 pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

8. spray away from
drapes, walls, plastic,
vinyl, painted or
varnished surfaces

7. wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

6. avoid contact with
food and food utensils

5. sprayed at intervals 5. do not contaminate
water, food or feed

5. 6.2 ounces of product
treats 6,000 cubic feet of
closed air space.

4. food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

Use Limitations

5. 9444-19 Pressurized
liquid automatic
intermittent
aerosol
dispenser

No. of Applications

4. spray the room until a
4. spray several times
light fog forms - spray 6 to per day
8 seconds in an average
room (10 X 10)

Application Rate (Range)

4. 10807-37 &
10807-24
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

Formulation
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Air Treatment (Transp Facilities)

3. food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use
4. avoid contamination
of food

3. spray the room until a
3. spray several times
light fog forms - spray 6 to per day
8 seconds in an average
room (10 X 10)

4. fill average size room
with mist (approximately
15 sprays)

4. 51838-1ready to use
solution - for
manual
operation

4. repeat application
several times daily

2. avoid contact with
food and food utensils

3. 10807-37 &
10807-24 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

2. information not
given on label

2. spray upward in center
of room for 10 seconds in
average room of 12 X 12
X9

1. avoid contamination
of food

2. 4822-293
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

1. product sprayed at
intervals

1. 7 ounces of product for
each 6,000 cubic feet of
closed air space

1. 51838-1
ready to use
solution - for
automatic
dispenser
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Air Treatment (Industrial)

4. 10807-43
pressurized
liquid automatic
dispenser

3. spray the room until a
3. spray several times
light fog forms - spray 6 to per day
8 seconds in an average
room (10 X 10)

3. 10807-37 &
10807-24pressurized
liquid - manual
spray
4. 7 ounces of product
4. information not
contains 3400 controlled
given on label
sprays that will last for 30
days when used on a 24
hour basis or 60 days if
used 12 hours per day
when set to dispense every
15 minutes (room size not
specified)

2. repeat application
several times daily

2. fill average size room
with mist (approximately
15 sprays)

2. 51838-1
ready to use
solution - for
manual
operation

1. product sprayed at
intervals

1. 7 ounces of product for
each 6, 000 cubic feet of
closed air space

1. 51838-1ready to use
solution automatic
dispenser

4. do not use in
nurseries or rooms
where infants, ill or aged
patients are confined;
food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

3. food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

2. avoid contamination
of food

1. avoid contamination
of food
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2. spray upward in center
of room for 10 seconds in
average room of 12 X 12
X 9)

2. 4822-293pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

2. information not
given on label

1. information not
given on label

spray surface until
information not given
completely wet and allow on label
to remain wet for 10
minutes or for air
sanitization spray for three
seconds

1. metered valve actuates
every fifteen minutes - 7
ounce product treats a
room up to 30 X 20 X 10

1. 9444-136pressurized
liquid automatic
dispenser

Household (Premises & Contents) 44446-20pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

Air Treatment (Unspecified)

4. Residential and Public Access Premises

wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

2. avoid contact with
food and food utensils

1. do not contaminate
water, food or feed by
storage or disposal
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44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray
44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

Automobiles

4822-531
pressurized
liquid - wall
mounted unit in
metered dose
aerosol can or
hand held unit

Laundry Equipment

Air treatments
(commercial/household)

information not given
on label

information not given
on label

spray into air conditioning
system and spray for four
to six seconds

shut off air conditioner
after applying the
product; wash hands
before eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toile

information not given do not position near heat
on label
or electrical sources; do
not spray directly onto
surfaces; in case of
contact with surfaces,
wipe immediately with
damp cloth.

spray surface until
completely wet and allow
to remain wet for 10
minutes

using a 185 μl valve-1 time for 3 X 3 X 7
room
-2 times for 4.5 X 4 X 7
room
-3 times for a 5.5 X 5 X 7
room
4 times for a 6 X 6 X 7
room

using a 120 μl valve with
.22 ounces of product:
-1 time for 2.5 X 2.5 X 7
room
-2 times for 4 X 3 X 7
room
-3 times for 4.5 X 4 X 7
room
-4 times for 5 X 5 X 7
room
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44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray
44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray
44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

Shower Room Premises

Hard Nonporous Surface

Environmental Inanimate Hard
Surfaces

Garbage Storage Premises &
Containers

Bathroom Premises

wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet
wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

information not given
spray surface until
completely wet and allow on label
to remain wet for 10
minutes or for air
sanitization spray for three
seconds
spray surface until
information not given
completely wet and allow on label
to remain wet for 10
minutes or for air
sanitization spray for three
seconds

wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet
wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

information not given
on label

wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

information not given
on label

spray surface until
completely wet and allow
to remain wet for 10
minutes

spray surface until
completely wet and allow
to remain wet for 10
minutes

spray surface until
information not given
completely wet and allow on label
to remain wet for 10
minutes or for air
sanitization spray for three
seconds
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Air Treatment (Bathroom)

2. 6.2 ounce of product
treats 6,000 cubic feet of
closed air space.

2. 9444-19pressurized
liquid automatic
intermittent
aerosol
dispenser

1. do not use in
nurseries or rooms
where infants, ill or aged
patients are confined;
food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

3. spray for three seconds

4. spray the room until a
4. spray several times
light fog forms - spray 6 to per day
8 seconds in an average
room (10 X 10)

3. 44446-20pressurized
liquid - manual
spray
4. 10807-37pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

3. information not
given on label

4. food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

3. wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

2. sprayed at intervals 2. do not contaminate
water, food or feed

1. 7 ounces of product
1. information not
contains 3400 controlled
given on label
sprays that will last for 30
days when used on a 24
hour basis or 60 days if
used 12 hours per day
when set to dispense every
15 minutes (room size not
specified)

1. 10807-43
pressurized
liquid automatic
dispenser
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8. spray the room until a
8. spray several times
light fog forms - spray 6 to per day
8 seconds in an average
room (10 X 10)

7. information not
given on label

7. 4822-5317. one second spray for a
pressurized
9.5 X 9 X 7 room
liquid - wall
mounted unit in
continuous
action aerosol
can
8. 10807-24 pressurized
liquid- manual
spray

6. information not
given on label

6. spray upward in center
of room for 10 seconds in
average room of 12 X 12
X9

6. 4822-293 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

5. repeat application
several times daily

5. fill average size room
with mist (approximately
15 sprays)

5. 51838-1
pressurized
liquid - manual
operation

8. food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

7. information not given
on label

6. avoid contact with
food and food utensils

5. avoid contamination
of food
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Locker Room Premises

44446-20 
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

9. 4822-531
wall mounted
unit in metered
dose aerosol
can or
pressurized
liquid - hand
held unit

9. information not
given on label

information not given
spray surface until
completely wet and allow on label
to remain wet for 10
minutes or for air
sanitization spray for three
seconds

using a 185 μl valve-1 time for 3 X 3 X 7
room
-2 times for 4.5 X 4 X 7
room
-3 times for a 5.5 X 5 X 7
room
4 times for a 6 X 6 X 7
room

9. using a 120 μl valve
with .22 ounces of
product:
-1 time for 2.5 X 2.5 X 7
room
-2 times for 4 X 3 X 7
room
-3 times for 4.5 X 4 X 7
room
-4 times for 5 X 5 X 7
room

wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

9. information not given
on label
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thoroughly spray perches
and cage

Pet Bird Cages (Enclosed Premise 11715-20 
Treatment)
pressurized
liquid-manual
spray

regular intervals

information not given on
label

information not given on
label

spray lightly with one
burst of 2 or 3 seconds

Birds (Caged) (Animal Treatment) 11715-20 
pressurized
liquid- manual
spray

no more than 2 times
per week

3. food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

3. 10807-37 &
10807-24
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

2. 6.2 ounces treats 6,000 2. sprayed at intervals 2. do not contaminate
cubic feet of closed air
water, food or feed
space.

2. 9444-19
pressurized
liquid automatic
intermittent
aerosol
dispenser

1. do not use in
nurseries or rooms
where infants, ill or aged
patients are confined;
food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

1. information not
1. 7 ounces of product
given on label
contains 3400 controlled
sprays that will last for 30
days when used on a 24
hour basis or 60 days if
used 12 hours per day
when set to dispense every
15 minutes (room size not
specified)

1. 10807-43
pressurized
liquid automatic
dispenser

3. spray several times
3. spray the room until a
light fog forms - spray 6 to per day
8 seconds in an average
room (10 X 10)

Air Treatment (Locker Room)
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Air Treatment (Pet Kennels &
Enclosed Premise Treatment)

3. information not
given on label

3. spray upward in center
of room for 10 seconds in
average room of 12 X 12
X9

3. 4822-293
pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

1. information not
given on label

2. information not
given on label

using a 185 μl valve-1 time for 3 X 3 X 7
room
-2 times for 4.5 X 4 X 7
room
-3 times for a 5.5 X 5 X 7
room
4 times for a 6 X 6 X 7
room

1. using a 120 μl valve
with .22 ounces of
product:
-1 time for 2.5 X 2.5 X 7
room
-2 times for 4 X 3 X 7
room
-3 times for 4.5 X 4 X 7
room
-4 times for 5 X 5 X 7
room

2. one second spray for a
2. 4822-5319.5 X 9 X 7 room
pressurized
liquid - wall
mounted unit in
continuous
action aerosol
can

1. 4822-531
pressurized
liquid - wall
mounted unit in
metered dose
aerosol can or
hand held unit

3. avoid contact with
food and food utensils

2. information not given
on label

1. do not position near
heat or electrical
sources; do not spray
directly onto surfaces; in
case of contact with
surfaces, wipe
immediately with damp
cloth.
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Air treatments (sickroom)

using a 185 μl valve-1 time for 3 X 3 X 7
room
-2 times for 4.5 X 4 X 7
room
-3 times for a 5.5 X 5 X 7
room
4 times for a 6 X 6 X 7
room

-1 time for 2.5 X 2.5 X 7
room
-2 times for 4 X 3 X 7
room
-3 times for 4.5 X 4 X 7
room
-4 times for 5 X 5 X 7
room

1. using a 120 μl valve
with .22 ounces of
product:

2. one second spray for a
2. 4822-5319.5 X 9 X 7 room
pressurized
liquid - wall
mounted unit in
continuous
action aerosol
can

1. 4822-531pressurized
liquid - wall
mounted unit in
metered dose
aerosol can or
hand held unit

5. Medical premises and equipment

2. information not
given on label

1. information not
given on label

2. information not given
on label

1. do not position near
heat or electrical
sources; do not spray
directly onto surfaces; in
case of contact with
surfaces, wipe
immediately with damp
cloth.
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Air treatment (hospital)

3. fill average size room
with mist (approximately
15 sprays)

4. spray the room until a
4. spray several times
light fog forms - spray 6 to per day
8 seconds in an average
room (10 X 10)

5. spray upward in center
of room for 10 seconds in
average room of 12 X 12
X9
6. spray for three seconds

3. 51838-1ready to use
solution - for
manual
operation
4. 10807-37 &
10807-24 pressurized
liquid - manual
spray
5. 4822-293 pressurized
liquid - manual
spray
6. 44446-20pressurized
liquid - manual
spray

6. information not
given on label

5. information not
given on label

3. repeat application
several times daily

2. product sprayed at
intervals

2. 7 ounces of product for
each 6, 000 cubic feet of
closed air space

2. 51838-1ready to use
solution automatic
dispenser

1. repeat application
several times daily

1. spray for one second
toward center of average
size room (10 X 14 X 8)

1. 51838-2 pressurized
liquid- manual
spray

6. wash hands before
eating, drinking,
chewing gum, using
tobacco, or using the
toilet

5. avoid contact with
food and food utensils

4. food, food contact
surfaces and utensils
should be protected from
exposure to the spray or
rinsed with potable
water before use

3. avoid contamination
of food

2. avoid contamination
of food

1. spray away from
drapes, walls, plastic,
vinyl, painted or
varnished surfaces
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Hospital (Premises and Materials) 44446-20
pressurized
liquid -manual
spray

7. 9444-19 pressurized
liquid automatic
intermittent
aerosol
dispenser
dispose of infectious
materials according to
federal, state and local
regulations

7. sprayed at intervals 7. do not contaminate
water, food or feed

information not given
decontamination against
HIV-1 of surfaces/objects on label
soiled with blood/body
fluids - 1800 ppm of active
quaternary water for a
contact time of 10 minutes
at room temperature - use
a 10 minute contact time
for disinfection against all
other bacteria and fungi
claimed

7. 6.2 ounces of product
treats 6,000 cubic feet of
closed air space
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(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

(7)

3.

4.

Guideline Description (Column 3). Identifies the guideline type.

2.

Bibliographic Citation (Column 5). If the Agency has data in its files to support a specific generic Guideline requirement,
this column will identify each study by a “Master Record Identification (MRID) number. The listed studies are considered
“valid” and acceptable for satisfying the Guideline requirement. Refer to the Bibliography appendix for a complete citation of
each study.

(1) Agricultural premises and equipment
(2) Food handling/ storage establishments premises and equipment
(3) Commercial, institutional and industrial premises and equipment
(4) Residential and public access premises
(5) Medical premises and equipment
(6) Human water systems
Materials preservatives
(8) Industrial processes and water systems
Antifouling coatings
Wood preservatives
Swimming pools
Aquatic areas

Use Pattern (Column 4). This column indicates the standard Antimicrobial Division use patterns categories for which the
generic (not product specific) data requirements apply. The number designations are used in Appendix B.

Data Requirement (Columns 1 and 2). The data requirements are listed by Guideline Number. The first column lists the
new Part 158 Guideline numbers, and the second column lists the old Part 158 Guideline numbers. Each Guideline Number
has an associated test protocol set forth in the Pesticide Assessment Guidance, which are available on the EPA website.

1.

Guide To Appendix B
Appendix B lists the generic (not product specific) data requirements which support the re-registration of propylene glycol and
dipropylene glycol. These requirements apply to propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol in all products, including data
requirements for which a technical grade active ingredient is the test substance. The data table is organized in the following
formats:

Appendix B: Table of Generic Data Requirements and Studies Used to Make the Reregistration Decision
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Product Identity and Composition
Starting Materials and Manufacturing Process

61-1

61-2A

61-2B

62-1

62-2

62-3

63-2

63-3

63-4

63-5

63-6

63-7

63-8

63-9

63-10

830.1550

830.1600
830.1620
830.1650

830.1670

830.1700

830.1750

830.1800

830.6302

830.6303

830.6304

830.7200

830.7220

830.7300

830.7840
830.7860

830.7950

830.7370

Use Pattern

Dissociation Constant in Water

Vapor Pressure

Solubility

Density

Boiling Point

Melting Point

Odor

Physical State

Color

Analytical Method

Certification of Limits

Preliminary Analysis

Formation of Impurities

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

TECHNICAL GRADE ACTIVE INGREDIENT (TGAI) CHEMISTRY

Study Title

Old
Guideline
Number

New
Guideline
Number

DATA REQUIREMENT

Not required

43178603, 43179503

43178603, 43179503

43178603

43178603

Not required

43178603, 43179503

43178603, 43179503

43178603, 43179503

43178602, 43179502

43178601, 43179502

43178601, 43179502,
43858501

43178601, 43179501

43178601, 43179501

43178601, 43179501

MRID Number

CITATION(S)
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63-21

71-1

72-1 c

72-1 c

72-2 a

850.2100

850.1075

850.1075

850.1010

63-17

830.6317

830.6321

63-16

830.6316

63-20

63-15

830.6315

830.6320

63-14

830.6314

63-19

63-13

830.6313

830.6319

63-12

830.7000

63-18

63-11

830.7550
830.7560
830.7570

830.7100

Old
Guideline
Number

New
Guideline
Number

Acute Aquatic Invertebrate Toxicity

Fish Acute Toxicity - Fathead Minnow

Fish Acute Toxicity - Rainbow Trout

Avian Acute Oral Toxicity Test - Quail/duck

ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Dielectric breakdown voltage

Corrosion Characteristics

Miscibility

Viscosity

Storage Stability

Explodability

Flammability

Oxidizing/Reducing Action

Stability

pH

Partition Coefficient (Octanol/Water)

Study Title

DATA REQUIREMENT

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

Use Pattern

43762302, 43888003,
43760808

Open Literature

Open literature

43762301, 43888002
43760807

Not required

43178603, 43179503

43178603, 43179503

43178603, 43179503

43178603, 43179503

Not required

43178603, 43179503

Not required

43178603, 43179503

43178603, 43179503

43178603, 43179503

MRID Number

CITATION(S)
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Old
Guideline
Number

72-4 a

72-4 b

Nonguideline

Nonguideline

NonGuideline

81-1

81-2

81-3

81-4

81-5

81-6

82-1a

82-4

83-1a

83-1a

New
Guideline
Number

850.1300

850.1400

Nonguideline

Nonguideline

Nonguideline

870.1100

870.1200

870.1300

870.2400

870.2500

870.2600

870.3100

870.3465

870.4100

870.4100

Chronic (Inhalation) Toxicity - Rodent

Chronic (Oral) Toxicity - Rodent

90-Day (Inhalation) Subchronic Toxicity

Subchronic (Oral) Toxicity –Rodent

Dermal Sensitization

Acute Skin Irritation - Rabbit

Acute Eye Irritation - Rabbit

Acute Inhalation – Rat

Acute Dermal - Rabbit

Acute Oral - Rat

TOXICOLOGY

Acute Aquatic Invertebrate Toxicity – Brine Shrimp
(Artemia salina)

Acute Aquatic Invertebrate Toxicity - Waterflea
(Ceriodaphnia dubia)
Acute Aquatic Invertebrate Toxicity - Waterflea (Daphnia
magna)

Aquatic Invertebrate Life Cycle

Fish Early Life Stage

Study Title

DATA REQUIREMENT

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

Open literature

46892509, Open literature

46892103

46892504, 46892208,
Open literature

43760806, Open literature

43760805, Open literature

43760804, Open literature

43760803, Open literature

43760802, Open literature

43760801, Open literature

Not required; Open
literature

Not required; Open
literature

N/A
N/A

Not required; Open
literature

Not required

Not required

MRID Number

N/A

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

Use Pattern

CITATION(S)
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Old
Guideline
Number

83-5

83-5

83-3a

83-3b

83-4

84-2

84-2

84-2

84-2

84-2

81-8

85-1

85-2

New
Guideline
Number

870.4300

870.4300

870.3700

870.3700

870.3800

870.5100

870.5300

870.5375

870.5395

870.5450

870.6200

870.7485

870.7600

ENVIRONMENTAL FATE

Dermal Penetration - Rodent

Metabolism and Pharmocokinetics - Rodent

Neurotoxicity Screening Battery

Other Mechanisms: Rodent Dominant Lethal Assay

Cytogenetics: In Vivo Mouse Erythrocyte Micronucleus
Assay

Cytogenetics: In Vitro Mammalian Chromosome Aberration
Test

In Vitro Mammalian Cell Gene Mutation Test

Bacterial Reverse GeneMutation Assay Test

Reproduction and Fertility Effects - Rat

Prenatal Developmental Toxicity – Non Rodent

Prenatal Developmental Toxicity - Rodent

Combined Chronic (Dermal) Toxicity/Carcinogenicity Rodent

Combined Chronic (Oral) Toxicity/Carcinogenicity - Rodent

Study Title

DATA REQUIREMENT

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

2,3,4,5

Use Pattern

46892301

46892202, 46892201,
46893505, Open literature

Open literature

46892506, Open literature

Open Literature

Open Literature

Open literature

Open literature

46892204, Open literature

46892205, Open literature

46892202, 46892203,
46892206, 46892207,
46892508, Open literature

46892301

46892504,46892101, Open
literature

MRID Number

CITATION(S)
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161-1

835.2120

Hydrolysis of Parent and Degradates

Study Title

2,3,4,5

Use Pattern

Not required

MRID Number

CITATION(S)

49

Please Note: Although the Open Literature studies do not satisfy any of the Agency's testing guideline requirements, this information
is considered adequate for characterizing the potential hazard from exposure to propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol. Therefore, no
additional mammalian toxicity data will be required at this time.

Old
Guideline
Number

New
Guideline
Number

DATA REQUIREMENT

Appendix C: Technical Support Documents
Additional documentation in support of this RED is maintained in the OPP docket, located in
Room 119, Crystal Mall #2, 1801 South Bell Street, Arlington, VA 22202. It is open Monday
through Friday, excluding legal holidays, from 8:30 am to 4:00 pm.
All documents, in hard copy form, may be viewed in the OPP docket room or downloaded or
viewed via the Internet at the following site: http://www.epa.gov/edocket
These documents include:
1. Propylene Glycol/Dipropylene Glycol - Report of the Antimicrobials Division Toxicology
Endpoint Selection Committee. (Memorandum: T. McMahon, Ph.D., Chair, July 20, 2004.
2. PROPYLENEGLYCOL/DIPROPYLENE GLYCOL: Revised Toxicology Chapter in
Support of issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603. PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. CAS Registry
Number for Propylene Glycol: 57-55-6: CAS Registry Number for Dipropylene Glycol:
25265-71-8. Reregistration Case Number: 3126, DP #: 327061. (Memorandum: M. Centra,
Pharmacologist, February 5, 2007).
3. Data Evaluation Records (DER) for the Product Chemistry of Propylene Glycol.
(Memorandum: N. Shamim, Chemist, December 10, 2003).
4. Data Evaluation Records (DER) for the Product Chemistry of Dipropylene Glycol.
(Memorandum: N. Shamim, Chemist, December 10, 2003).
5. Science Chapter: Revised Environmental Fate Studies and Environmental Fate
Assessment of Propylene Glycol (Memorandum: N. Shamim, Chemist, February 5, 2007).
6. Science Chapter: Revised Environmental Fate Studies and Environmental Fate
Assessment of Dipropylene Glycol (Memorandum: N. Shamim, Chemist,
February 5, 2007).
7. PROPYLENE GLYCOL AND DIPROPYLENE GLYCOL: Estimated Drinking Water
Concentrations (Memorandum: N. Shamim, Chemist, July 2, 2004).
8. AD’s Revised Occupational and Residential Exposure Chapter for the Propylene and
Dipropylene Glycol Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. Case No. 3126. PC
Codes 068603, 068604. (Memorandum: T. Leighton, Environmental Scientist, February 5,
2007).
9. Propylene/Dipropylene Glycol Revised Ecological Hazard and Environmental Risk
Characterization Chapter for the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document,
Case 3126. (Memorandum: K. Montague, M.S., Biologist, February 14, 2006).
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10. PROPYLENE GLYCOL/DIPROPYLENE GLYCOL: AD’s Risk Assessment for Issuance of
the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. Reregistration Case No.: 3126. PC
Codes: 068603, 068604. CAS Registry No.: Propylene Glycol, 57-55-6; Dipropylene Glycol,
25265-71-8. (Memorandum: M. Centra, Pharmacologist/Risk Assessor, February 5, 2007).
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Davis, K. (1994). Product Chemistry Data of Propylene Glycol.
Unpublished report prepared by RegWest Company, Greeley, CO. 21
p. Guideline Series 62/OPPTS 830.1760 and 830.1800
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Davis, K. (1994). Physical and Chemical Characteristics of Propylene
Glycol. Unpublished report prepared by RegWest Company, Greeley,
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Davis, K. (1994). Product Chemistry Data of Propylene Glycol.
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830.1650,830.1670 and 830.1700.

43178602

Davis, K. (1994). Product Chemistry Data of Propylene Glycol:Lab
Project Number:PG62. Unpublished Study prepared by RegWest Co.
21 p.

43178603
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RegWest Co. 76 p.
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43179502
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Unpublished report prepared by RegWest Company, Greeley, CO. 21
p. Guideline Series 62/OPPTS 830.1700, 830.1760 and 830.1800.

43179503

Davis, K. (1994). Physical and Chemical Characteristics of
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Cosmopolitan Safety Evaluation, Inc. 21 p. The CSPA Glycols Joint
Venture Project ID A3435. Work Assignment No. 2-28A.

43760802

Robbins, G. (1995) Dipropylene Glycol: Acute Dermal Toxicity on
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Appendix E: Generic Data Call-In
The Agency intends to issue a Generic Data Call-In at a later date.
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Appendix F: Product Specific Data Call-In
The Agency intends to issue a Product Specific Data Call-In at a later date.
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Appendix G: Batching of End-Use Products
Antimicrobial Division's Batching of Products Containing Propylene glycol and
Dipropylene Glycol as the Active Ingredient for Meeting Acute Toxicity Data
Requirements for Reregistration
In an effort to reduce the time, resources and number of animals needed to fulfill the acute
toxicity data requirements for reregistration of products containing the active ingredient
propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol, the Agency has batched products which can be
considered similar in terms of acute toxicity. (The PC Code of propylene glycol is 068603; the
CAS Registry Number is 57-55-6; The PC Code of propylene glycol is 068604; the CAS
Registry Number is 25265-71-8). Factors considered in the sorting process include each
product's active and inert ingredients (identity, percent composition and biological activity),
product form (liquid, paste, solid, etc.), labeling (e.g., signal word, precautionary labeling, etc.)
and acute toxicity data.
Using available information, batching has been accomplished by the process described in the
preceding paragraph. Notwithstanding the batching process, the Agency reserves the right to
require, at any time, acute toxicity data for an individual product should the need arise.
Registrants of products within a batch may choose to cooperatively generate, submit or cite a
single set of six acute toxicity studies to represent all the products within that batch. Registrants
have the option of participating with all or some other registrants of products in their product’s
batch, to deal only their own products within a batch, or to generate all the required acute
toxicological studies for each of their own products. If a registrant chooses to generate the data
for a batch, he or she must use one of the products within the batch as the test material. If a
registrant chooses to rely upon previously submitted acute toxicity data, he or she may do so
provided that the data base is complete and valid by today's standards (see the attached
acceptance criteria), the formulation tested is considered by EPA to be similar in terms of acute
toxicity, and the formulation has not been significantly altered since submission and acceptance
of the acute toxicity data. Registrants may not support their product using data conducted on a
product from a different batch, unless this batching appendix specifically states so. The
Antimicrobials Division must approve any new or canceled formulations (that were presented to
the Agency after the publication of the RED) before data derived from them can be used to cover
other products in a batch. Regardless of whether new data is generated or existing data is
referenced, registrants must clearly identify the test material by EPA Registration Number. If
more than one confidential statement of formula (CSF) exists for a product, the registrant must
indicate the formulation actually tested by identifying the corresponding CSF.
In deciding how to meet the product specific data requirements, registrants must follow the
directions given in the Data Call-In (DCI) Notice and its attachments appended to the RED. The
DCI Notice contains two response forms which are to be completed and submitted to the Agency
within 90 days of receipt. The first form, "Data Call-In Response," asks whether the registrant
will meet the data requirements for each product. The second form, "Requirements Status and
Registrant's Response," lists the product specific data required for each product, including the
standard six acute toxicity tests. A registrant who wishes to participate in a batch must decide
whether he or she will provide the data or depend on someone else to do so. If a registrant
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supplies the data to support a batch of products, he or she must select one of the following
options: Developing New Data (Option 1), Submitting an Existing Study (Option 4), Upgrading
an Existing Study (Option 5) or Citing an Existing Study (Option 6). If a registrant depends on
another's data, he or she must choose among: Cost Sharing (Option 2), Offers to Cost Share
(Option 3) or Citing an Existing Study (Option 6). If a registrant does not want to participate in
a batch, the choices are Options 1, 4, 5 or 6. However, a registrant should know that choosing
not to participate in a batch does not preclude other registrants in the batch from citing his or her
studies and offering to cost share (Option 3) those studies.
If a registrant would like to have the batching status of a product reconsidered, they need to
submit detailed information on their product, including a detailed rationale for the inclusion of
their product into a batch. An MSDS for each “inert” ingredient should be included where
possible. However, registrants and manufacturers should realize that the more unique their
formulation is, the less likely it is to be able to batch that product. AD/PSB notes that there were
no registered Technical Grade Active Ingredient (TGAI) products to be reviewed in this batching
chapter.
Table 1 displays the batch for the active ingredient Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol.
Table 1.
Batch

Registration
Number

Percent Active Ingredient

1

51838-1

Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol ... 4.4%
Propylene Glycol ... 4.4%

51838-2

Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol ... 4.4%
Propylene Glycol ... 4.4%

4822-293

Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol ... 6.0%

4822-531

Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol ... 6.0%

2
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Table 2 lists the products in the “No Batch” group. These products can not be batched because they
were not considered to be similar to other the products in terms of acute toxicity or because there
was insufficient information available to assist in making the decision.
Table 2. The “No Batch Group” of Products Containing Propylene glycol and dipropylene
Glycol as an Active Ingredient
Registration
Number

Percent Active Ingredient

9444-19

Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol ... 6.000%
Dipropylene Glycol ... 4.000%
n-Alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride ... 0.20%

9444-136

Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol ... 9.15%
Dipropylene Glycol ... 3.43%
n-Alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride ... 0.17%

10807-24

Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol ... 4.5%
Propylene Glycol ... 3.0%
n-Alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride ... 0.10%

10807-37

Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol ... 3.00%
Dipropylene Glycol ... 3.00%
n-Alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride ... 0.10%
n-Alkyl dimethyl ethylbenzyl ammonium chloride ... 0.10%

10807-43

Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol ... 7.7%
Propylene Glycol ... 5.13%
n-Alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride ... 0.17%

11715-20

Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol ... 0.10%
Propylene Glycol ... 0.10%
Pyrethrins
... 0.09%
Piperonyl butoxide ... 0.18%
n-Octyl bicycloheptene dicarboximide ... 0.30%

44446-20

Propylene glycol and dipropylene Glycol ... 6.00%
n-Alkyl dimethyl ammonium chloride ... 0.10%
n-Alkyl dimethyl ethylbenzyl ammonium chloride ... 0.10%
Isopropanol ... 50.20%
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Appendix H: List of All Registrants Sent the Data Call-In
A list of registrants sent the data call-in will be posted at a later date.
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Appendix I: List of Available Forms
Pesticide Registration Forms are available at the following EPA internet site:
http://www.epa.gov/opprd001/forms/
Pesticide Registration Forms (These forms are in PDF format and require the Acrobat reader)
Instructions
1. Print out and complete the forms. (Note: Form numbers that are bolded can be filled
out on your computer then printed.)
2. The completed form(s) should be submitted in hardcopy in accord with the existing
policy.
3. Mail the forms, along with any additional documents necessary to comply with EPA
regulations covering your request, to the address below for the Document Processing
Desk.
DO NOT fax or e-mail any form containing 'Confidential Business Information' or 'Sensitive
Information.'
If you have any problems accessing these forms, please contact Nicole Williams at (703) 308-5551
or by e-mail at williams.nicole@epa.gov.
The following Agency Pesticide Registration Forms are currently available via the internet at the
following locations:
8570-1

Application for Pesticide
Registration/Amendment

http://www.epa.gov/opprd001/for
ms/8570-1.pdf

8570-4

Confidential Statement of Formula

http://www.epa.gov/opprd001/for
ms/8570-4.pdf

8570-5

Notice of Supplemental Registration of
Distribution of a Registered Pesticide
Product

http://www.epa.gov/opprd001/for
ms/8570-5.pdf

8570-17

Application for an Experimental Use
Permit

http://www.epa.gov/opprd001/for
ms/8570-17.pdf

8570-25

Application for/Notification of State
Registration of a Pesticide To Meet a
Special Local Need

http://www.epa.gov/opprd001/for
ms/8570-25.pdf

8570-27

Formulator's Exemption Statement

http://www.epa.gov/opprd001/for
ms/8570-27.pdf
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8570-28

Certification of Compliance with Data
Gap Procedures

http://www.epa.gov/opprd001/for
ms/8570-28.pdf

8570-30

Pesticide Registration Maintenance Fee
Filing

http://www.epa.gov/opprd001/for
ms/8570-30.pdf

8570-32

Certification of Attempt to Enter into an
Agreement with other Registrants for
Development of Data

http://www.epa.gov/opprd001/for
ms/8570-32.pdf

8570-34

Certification with Respect to Citations of
Data (PR Notice 98-5)

http://www.epa.gov/opppmsd1/P
R_Notices/pr98-5.pdf

8570-35

Data Matrix (PR Notice 98-5)

http://www.epa.gov/opppmsd1/P
R_Notices/pr98-5.pdf

8570-36

Summary of the Physical/Chemical
Properties (PR Notice 98-1)

http://www.epa.gov/opppmsd1/P
R_Notices/pr98-1.pdf

8570-37

Self-Certification Statement for the
Physical/Chemical Properties (PR Notice
98-1)

http://www.epa.gov/opppmsd1/P
R_Notices/pr98-1.pdf

Pesticide Registration Kit

www.epa.gov/pesticides/registrationkit/
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Dear Registrant:
For your convenience, we have assembled an online registration kit which contains the following
pertinent forms and information needed to register a pesticide product with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's Office of Pesticide Programs (OPP):
1. The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) and the Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA) as Amended by the Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA)
of 1996.
2. Pesticide Registration (PR) Notices
a. 83-3 Label Improvement Program--Storage and Disposal Statements
b. 84-1 Clarification of Label Improvement Program
c. 86-5 Standard Format for Data Submitted under FIFRA
d. 87-1 Label Improvement Program for Pesticides Applied through Irrigation
Systems (Chemigation)
e. 87-6 Inert Ingredients in Pesticide Products Policy Statement
f. 90-1 Inert Ingredients in Pesticide Products; Revised Policy Statement
g. 95-2 Notifications, Non-notifications, and Minor Formulation Amendments
h. 98-1 Self Certification of Product Chemistry Data with Attachments (This
document is in PDF format and requires the Acrobat reader.)
Other PR Notices can be found at http://www.epa.gov/opppmsd1/PR_Notices
3. Pesticide Product Registration Application Forms (These forms are in PDF format and
will require the Acrobat reader).
a. EPA Form No. 8570-1, Application for Pesticide Registration/Amendment
b. EPA Form No. 8570-4, Confidential Statement of Formula
c. EPA Form No. 8570-27, Formulator's Exemption Statement
d. EPA Form No. 8570-34, Certification with Respect to Citations of Data
e. EPA Form No. 8570-35, Data Matrix
4. General Pesticide Information (Some of these forms are in PDF format and will require
the Acrobat reader).
a. Registration Division Personnel Contact List
b. Biopesticides and Pollution Prevention Division (BPPD) Contacts
c. Antimicrobials Division Organizational Structure/Contact List
d. 53 F.R. 15952, Pesticide Registration Procedures; Pesticide Data Requirements
(PDF format)
e. 40 CFR Part 156, Labeling Requirements for Pesticides and Devices (PDF format)
f. 40 CFR Part 158, Data Requirements for Registration (PDF format)
g. 50 F.R. 48833, Disclosure of Reviews of Pesticide Data (November 27, 1985)
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Before submitting your application for registration, you may wish to consult some additional
sources of information. These include:
1. The Office of Pesticide Programs' website.
2. The booklet "General Information on Applying for Registration of Pesticides in the
United States", PB92-221811, available through the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS) at the following address:
National Technical Information Service (NTIS)
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161
The telephone number for NTIS is (703) 605-6000.
3. The National Pesticide Information Retrieval System (NPIRS) of Purdue University's
Center for Environmental and Regulatory Information Systems. This service does charge a
fee for subscriptions and custom searches. You can contact NPIRS by telephone at (765)
494-6614 or through their website.
4. The National Pesticide Information Center (NPIC) can provide information on active
ingredients, uses, toxicology, and chemistry of pesticides. You can contact NPIC by
telephone at (800) 858-7378 or through their website: http://npic.orst.edu/.
The Agency will return a notice of receipt of an application for registration or amended
registration, experimental use permit, or amendment to a petition if the applicant or petitioner
encloses with his submission a stamped, self-addressed postcard. The postcard must contain the
following entries to be completed by OPP:
1. Date of receipt;
2. EPA identifying number; and
3. Product Manager assignment.
Other identifying information may be included by the applicant to link the acknowledgment of
receipt to the specific application submitted. EPA will stamp the date of receipt and provide the
EPA identifying file symbol or petition number for the new submission. The identifying number
should be used whenever you contact the Agency concerning an application for registration,
experimental use permit, or tolerance petition.
To assist us in ensuring that all data you have submitted for the chemical are properly coded and
assigned to your company, please include a list of all synonyms, common and trade names,
company experimental codes, and other names which identify the chemical (including "blind" codes
used when a sample was submitted for testing by commercial or academic facilities). Please provide
a chemical abstract system (CAS) number if one has been assigned.
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IN VITRO FERTILIZATION
Effect of cigarette smoking on antioxidant levels
and presence of leukocytospermia in infertile men:
a prospective study
F
abio Firmbach Pasqualotto, M.D., Ph.D., Fernanda Medeiros Umezu, Ms.C., Mirian Salvador, Ph.D.,
Edson Borges, Jr, M.D., Ph.D., Bernardo Passos Sobreiro, M.D., Ph.D., and
Eleonora Bedin Pasqualotto, M.D., Ph.D.
Instituto de Biotecnologia, Universidade de Caxias do Sul, Caxias do Sul, Brazil

Objective: To evaluate the effect of cigarette smoking on antioxidant levels and the presence of leukocytospermia
in infertile men.
Design: Prospective study.
Setting: Academic medical center.
Patient(s): Ten fertile donors and 112 infertile patients were included in the study.
Intervention(s): None.
Main Outcome Measure(s): Semen analysis was performed according to the World Health Organization guideline.
The activity of the superoxide dismutase was based on the adrenochrome concentration, and the catalase activity
was determined by the velocity of hydrogen peroxide consumption.
Result(s): Lower levels of superoxide dismutase and catalase were seen in infertile patients compared with fertile
donors. Superoxide dismutase was significantly correlated with sperm concentration and negatively correlated with
leukocytospermia. In addition, leukocytospermia was inversely correlated with sperm motility. Superoxide dismutase levels were negatively related to cigarette smoking.
Conclusion(s): Cigarette smoking may impair sperm motility and decrease the antioxidant activity (negative correlation with superoxide dismutase) in the seminal plasma. (Fertil Steril 2008;90:278–83. 2008 by American
Society for Reproductive Medicine.)
Key Words: Cigarette, smoking, leukocytospermia, infertile, antioxidant, oxidative stress

Approximately 25% of infertility among couples can be
attributed to diminished semen quality and other male factors
(1). The etiology of diminished semen quality is generally
poorly understood, although environmental, occupational,
and lifestyle characteristics, such as age, alcohol, cigarette
smoking, and diet, have been implicated (2–9).

15 years and older smokes cigarettes daily. According to
the Brazilian National Institute of Cancer, between 31%
and 42% of the Brazilian male population, varying from different regions of the country, are smokers (11). In addition,
smoking among men is increasing in Central and Eastern
Europe (12).

Despite worldwide antismoking campaigns, cigarette
smoking is very common. The highest prevalence of smoking
is observed in young adult males during their reproductive
period (46% smokers between 20 and 39 years) (10). In
fact, approximately one third of the world’s population age

Numerous investigations have been conducted on the relationship between cigarette smoking and male infertility;
however, the exact molecular mechanisms are not well understood in most cases (13). Cigarette smoking may be associated with subfertility in men and may result in decreased
sperm concentration, lower sperm motility, and a reduced
percentage of morphologically normal sperm (14). Smoking
may damage the chromatin structure and produce endogenous DNA strand breaks in human sperm (15–17). In fact,
levels of DNA damage tend to be higher in smokers (18).
However, even though studies have shown that smoking has
a detrimental effect on sperm quality, a handful of studies
have found no association between smoking and sperm function or sperm nuclear DNA damage (19, 20). It has been
described in rats that smoking leads to a secretory dysfunction of the Leydig cells and also a deficiency in sperm
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maturation and spermatogenesis (21). Cigarette smoke
exposure results in diminished capacity of spermatozoa to
penetrate oocytes. In addition, paternal cigarette smoke exposure affects the embryonic ability for implantation and has
a detrimental effect on sperm fertilizing potentials in vivo
and in vitro (21, 22). Furthermore, it appears that cotinine
concentrations of 400 or 800 ng/mL exert a detrimental effect
on sperm motility, membrane function, and the ability to
undergo capacitation (23).

production (34–39). Prostatitis and accessory gland infection
increase oxidative stress, which severely damages spermatozoa (38, 39).
Antioxidants may play a critical role in protecting male
germ cells against oxidative damage (40–44). Superoxide
dismutase (SOD) and catalase are important antioxidant
enzymes that can quench excess free radicals such as superoxide anion and hydrogen peroxide, respectively (43–45).
The objective of our study was to evaluate the effect of cigarette smoking on antioxidant levels and the presence of leukocytospermia in infertile men.

According to a meta-analysis including 27 studies on the
association between cigarette smoking and semen quality,
a mean reduction in sperm concentration of 13%, a mean
reduction of sperm motility of 10%, and a mean reduction
of morphologically normal sperm of 3% were reported in
smokers (2). Most of the studies, however, that reported
a significant difference in semen quality were performed
in normal and healthy men not attending infertility clinics
(10, 24, 25). Nevertheless, the majority of the studies included in that meta-analysis, which found detrimental effects of smoking on fertility, were performed in healthy
volunteers, whereas only 25% of the studies were carried
out in patients with suspected infertility. In fact, most studies had only a small number of samples (19). Some studies
performed with a large number of samples could not find
a relationship between cigarette smoking and seminal quality, although they were performed in patients with fertility
problems (22, 23). However, it has been described that cigarette smoking is associated with reduced semen main parameters and sperm function tests that could worsen the
male fertilizing potential, especially in borderline cases
(26–28).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Institutional Review Board approval was obtained, and all patients gave informed consent by the time of the first appointment. A prospective analysis was performed in 10 fertile
donors and 112 infertile patients. Male factor infertility was
diagnosed when at least two successive semen analyses fulfilled the criteria of the World Health Organization (46).
The evaluation of patients was performed by an urologist specialist in male factor infertility (F.F.P.). Patients with azoospermia or who were taking antioxidants were excluded
from our study. Patients who requested a vasectomy for sterilization purposes were included in the study as a control
group before the sterilization procedure. The laboratory evaluation for patients included at least two semen analyses
obtained by masturbation after 2 to 5 days of abstinence
with an interval of a month between them. Samples were collected into sterile containers, allowed to liquefy at 37 C for
30 minutes, and analyzed for sperm concentration, percent
motility, and sperm morphology according to the World
Health Organization (46).

The mechanism behind the harmful effect of smoking on
semen quality is not fully understood. Disturbance of the hypothalamo-pituitary-gonadal system (29) or mild hypoxia
caused by the disruption of the testicular microcirculation
(30) are possible explanations, but a direct toxic effect of
the many chemical components in the cigarette smoke on
the germinative epithelium is a more likely explanation
(17). Oxidants in cigarette smoke are thought to damage
sperm DNA, and smokers have more oxidative DNA damage
in their sperm than do nonsmokers (16, 17, 31). An association between cigarette smoking and sperm aneuploidy has
also been observed (32).

Assays
Serum SOD activity was determined spectrophotometrically
at 480 nm by measuring inhibition rate of autocatalytic adrenochrome formation. One SOD unit was defined as the
amount of enzyme inhibiting the rate of adrenochrome formation by 50% per gram of protein (47). Catalase activity
was assayed by the method of Maehly and Chance (48),
with one unit of catalase decomposing 1 mmol of hydrogen
peroxide per milligram of protein per minute at pH 7.4. Total
protein was determined spectrophotometrically at 545 nm by
the biuret method (Labtest Total Protein Kit; Labtest Diagnostica S.A., Lagoa Santa, Brazil).

The greatest paradox of aerobic respiration is that oxygen,
which is essential for energy production, may also be detrimental because it leads to the production of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) (33). Controlled generation of ROS has a physiologic role in spermatozoal functions such as tyrosine kinase
phosphorylation, hyperactivation, capacitation, and acrosome reaction (33). When levels of ROS overwhelm the
body’s antioxidant defense system, oxidative stress occurs.
Sperm damage can be caused either by the invading pathogens or by the defense mechanisms that are employed against
them (33). For example, when microorganisms invade the
human body, it produces polymorphonuclear leukocytes
and macrophages, which are the major sources of ROS

White Blood Cells
The presence of granulocytes in semen specimens was assessed by a myeloperoxidase test (49). A 20-mL volume of
liquefied specimen was placed in a Corning 2.0-mL cryogenic vial (Corning Costar Corp., Cambridge, MA); 20 mL
of phosphate-buffered saline solution (pH 7.0) and 40 mL
of benzidine solution were added. The mixture was vortexed
and allowed to sit for 5 minutes. Five microliters then was
placed on a Makler chamber (Sefi Medical, Haifa, Israel)
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and examined for cells that had stained dark brown, indicating cells positive for peroxidase. Leukocytospermia was defined as least 1  106 white blood cells per milliliter.

FIGURE 1
Correlation between SOD levels and cigarette
consumption.

Statistical Analysis
The variables were log transformed to normalize the data distribution. Comparisons between continuous variables were
calculated with use of analysis of variance. Pearson’s coefficient was used to evaluate correlation between SOD and catalase and other variables. A P value of < .05 was considered
statistically significant. All statistical tests were performed
with the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (version
10.0 for Windows; SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL).
RESULTS
Sperm concentration (106 sperm/mL) was higher in fertile
donors (85.2  41.2) than in infertile men (13.5  6.9);
P¼.02. Sperm motility was higher in fertile donors (69.2% 
23.6%) than in infertile men (41.1%  9.2%); P¼.04. Sperm
morphology was higher in fertile donors (31.2%  6.5%)
than in infertile men (14.1%  9.1%); P¼.04.
A statistically significant difference was noted in the
number of cigarettes smoked per day between infertile
(4.8  0.9) and fertile men (1.5  0.5; P¼.03). Significantly
lower levels of SOD (14.67  12.27 USOD/G and 38.03 
21.65 USOD/G) and catalase (14.87  16.95 UCAT/mg
and 34.03  20.65 UCAT/mg) activity were seen in
infertile patients compared with fertile donors (P<.0001).

Pasqualotto. Antioxidants in semen of smokers. Fertil Steril 2008.

DISCUSSION
The negative impact of cigarette consumption occurs in spontaneous as well as in assisted reproduction (50, 51). For
women, pregnancy rate is decreased, early spontaneous abortions are increased, and ovarian reserve is altered. For men,
standard sperm parameters are modified, and spermatozoon
nuclear quality is compromised. In fact, smokers’ spermatozoa have a significantly higher DNA fragmentation than
those of nonsmokers (51). In contrast, there is no statistically
significant difference in conventional parameters between
smokers and nonsmokers.

A significant correlation between catalase and SOD was
observed (r ¼ 0.461, P¼.0001) (Table 1). Superoxide dismutase was significantly correlated with sperm concentration
(r ¼ 0.204, P¼.034) and negatively correlated with leukocytospermia (r ¼ 0.228, P¼.021). In addition, leukocytospermia was inversely correlated with sperm motility (r ¼
0.211, P¼.042). Cigarette smoking was inversely significantly correlated with SOD levels (r ¼ 0.251, P¼.01)
(Fig. 1) but not with catalase levels (r ¼ 0.147, P¼.130)
(Fig. 2). Leukocytospermia was related to cigarette smoking
(r ¼ 0.311, P¼.009) (Fig. 3).

All living aerobic cells are normally exposed to some ROS,
but if ROS levels rise oxidative stress occurs, which results in
oxygen and oxygen-derived oxidants and in turn increases the

TABLE 1
Correlation between SOD and catalase with other variables.

Sperm concentration
Sperm motility
Sperm morphology
Leukocytospermia
SOD
Catalase

SOD

Catalase

Cigarette smoking

r ¼ 0.204, P¼ .03
r ¼ 0.191, P¼ .05
r ¼ 0.140, P¼ .158
r ¼ 0.228, P¼ .021
—
r ¼ 0.461, P¼ .0001

r ¼ 0.144, P¼ .165
r ¼ 0.276, P¼ .02
r ¼ 0.145, P¼ .145
r ¼ 0.125, P¼ .35
r ¼ 0.461, P¼ .0001
—

r ¼ 0.187, P¼ .09
r ¼ 0.211, P¼ .08
r ¼ 0.132, P¼ .180
r ¼ 0.311, P¼ .009
r ¼ 0.251, P¼ .01
r ¼ 0.147, P¼ .130

Note: P< .05 was considered significant.
Pasqualotto. Antioxidants in semen of smokers. Fertil Steril 2008.
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ROS, for example, chromatin cross-linking, chromosome deletion, DNA strand breaks, and base oxidation (53). Moreover, ROS are important in mediating apoptosis by
inducing cytochrome c and caspases 9 and 3, which in turn
result in a high frequency of single- and double-stranded
DNA strand breaks (54). Therefore, in the context of male infertility, seminal oxidative stress, sperm DNA damage, and
apoptosis are interlinked and constitute a unified pathogenic
molecular mechanism (52, 53).

FIGURE 2
Correlation between catalase levels and cigarette
consumption.

There are two main sources of ROS in semen: leukocytes
and immature spermatozoa (55). Of these, leukocytes are
considered to be the primary source (56). Leukocytes, particularly neutrophils and macrophages, have been associated
with excessive ROS production that ultimately leads to sperm
dysfunction (41, 42, 57, 58). Spermatozoa produce ROS
mainly when a defect occurs during spermiogenesis that results in retention of cytoplasmic droplets (59). A strong positive correlation exists between immature spermatozoa and
ROS production, which in turn negatively affects the sperm
quality (44, 60). Environmental pollution and radiation can
generate various ROS such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
superoxide anion (O2), and hydroxyl radical (OH) (61).
It has been described in tollgate workers that traffic pollution
damages sperm and may reduce fertility in young and middle-aged men (62).

Pasqualotto. Antioxidants in semen of smokers. Fertil Steril 2008.

Smoking induces oxidative stress either by increasing
levels of oxidants originating from the smoke or by decreasing levels of antioxidants in the seminal plasma (15, 18).
Therefore, smokers may need to increase their intake of antioxidants to compensate for this deficiency (33). Other studies
have reported that tobacco adversely affects sperm quality
(i.e., concentration, motility, and morphology) (24). Smoking
may also affect sperm DNA, as evidenced from the increased
level of 8-deoxyguanosine, a marker for oxidative DNA damage (63). Therefore, smoking may not affect the fertilization
rate per se, but it will increase the risk of heritable mutations
(2, 64).

rates of cellular damage (40, 42). Oxidative stress has been
shown to be a major cause of male infertility; a large proportion of infertile men have elevated levels of seminal ROS
(52). Several forms of sperm DNA damage are caused by

FIGURE 3
Correlation between leukocytospermia levels and
cigarette consumption.

Several articles on the effects of cigarette consumption
on human seminal quality have been published (13, 15,
17, 20, 24, 50, 51). Nevertheless, at present, there exists
no consensus about the effects of these substances on
male fertility (6, 9, 18, 41, 42, 65). The inconsistency in
the literature seems to be due to the small sample size of
most of the studies and differences in the population
selected (healthy volunteers or patients with suspected infertility). At present, the effects of tobacco consumption
on male reproductive function remain under discussion
(9). Infertile men who smoke have higher levels of seminal
oxidative stress than infertile nonsmokers (18). The link between cigarette smoking and high seminal ROS can be attributed in part to the associated increase in seminal
leukocytes. Cigarette smoking seems to activate bone marrow, and it is speculated that blood leukocytes contribute to
the chronic lung inflammation associated with cigarette
smoking (66). The mechanism that activates leukocytes in
the semen of smokers, however, is unclear.
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Men with marginal semen quality who wish to have children might benefit from stopping smoking. Cigarette smoking is a cell mutagen and carcinogen and may adversely
affect fertility. Every smoker should be encouraged to stop
smoking, especially if a pregnancy is planned. Cigarette
smoke contains a lot of known toxins, which may have detrimental effects on fertility in both sexes. Simply stopping
smoking, however, could prevent the toxins contained in cigarette smoking.
The seminal plasma is endowed with an array of antioxidants that act as free radical scavengers to protect spermatozoa
against oxidative stress (53). Seminal plasma contains a number of enzymatic antioxidants such as SOD, catalase, and
glutathione peroxidase. In addition, it contains a variety of nonenzymatic antioxidants such as vitamin C (ascorbic acid), vitamin E (a-tocopherol), pyruvate, glutathione, and carnitine
(67). Rational strategies of reducing the seminal oxidative
stress may be effective for the treatment of male infertility
when the free radicals are produced in excess, for instance,
in reproductive tract infections. Because our study showed
a negative correlation between SOD and cigarette smoking,
augmentation of the scavenging capacity of the seminal plasma
by supplementation with antioxidants may be useful.
Although several clinical intervention trials of antioxidants
have found improvement in semen characteristics, the health
and habits of the men in our study may also contribute to differences in findings from those of some of the clinical trials.
Rolf et al. hypothesized that the length of vitamin C and E administration in their study (i.e., 8 weeks) may have been too
short to improve semen quality in infertile men if the effect is
on the testis (68).
Ascorbic acid concentration in the seminal plasma has been
found to be negatively associated with ROS activity in sperm
of infertile men, and the depletion of ascorbic acid intake has
been associated with an increase in oxidative damage in the
sperm of healthy men (15). The beneficial effect of vitamin
C oral administration on sperm quality has been documented
in smokers. A significant positive correlation has been observed between serum, seminal plasma vitamin C concentrations, and sperm quality (69). Smokers normally need two to
three times the intake of vitamin C to maintain blood plasma
levels comparable with those of nonsmokers, and some studies include both smokers and nonsmokers (15, 70).
Therefore, in our study, we can conclude that decreased antioxidant enzyme levels are associated with male infertility,
and the detrimental effects of cigarette smoking on sperm
motility and antioxidant levels (negative correlation with
SOD) may be a possible reason for infertility in men who
smoke cigarettes. Given the potential adverse effects of low
antioxidant levels on fertility, physicians should advise infertile patients who smoke cigarettes to quit smoking.
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Abstract
Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes), which surged in popularity in 2008, may be the most
promising product for tobacco harm reduction yet. E-cigarettes deliver a nicotine vapor without
the combustion products that are responsible for nearly all of smoking’s health effects. Other
than anecdotal accounts, there is little information about who uses e-cigarettes, and whether
people who switch from cigarettes to e-cigarettes experience changes in symptoms caused by
smoking. This pilot online survey, conducted by a UK-based online e-cigarette merchant (E
Cigarette Direct), investigated e-cigarette use for smoking cessation and changes in health status
and smoking caused symptoms. A convenience sample (n=303) was enrolled by e-mail and
links on various blogs and forums in May-June 2009. The data were analyzed by independent
university researchers at the tobaccoharmreduction.org project.
All respondents previously smoked and 91% had attempted to stop smoking before trying ecigarettes. Most respondents resided in the USA (72%) and 21% were in Europe. About half
(55%) were 31-50, while 32% were >50 years old. Most (79%) of the respondents had been
using e-cigarettes for <6 months and reported using them as a complete (79%) or partial (17%)
replacement for, rather than in addition to (4%), cigarettes. The majority of respondents reported
that their general health (91%), smoker’s cough (97%), ability to exercise (84%), and sense of
smell (80%) and taste (73%) were better since using e-cigarettes and none reported that these
were worse. Although people whose e-cigarette use completely replaced smoking were more
likely to experience improvements in health and smoking caused symptoms, most people who
substituted e-cigarettes for even some of their cigarettes experienced improvements.
These are highly motivated and passionate e-cigarette users who may have different experiences
than average e-cigarette users or smokers, and thus the estimates cannot be extrapolated to all
smokers or e-cigarette users. However, the results still suggest that very few e-cigarette users
are not using them to replace cigarettes and there are many switchers and current smokers who
could have the reported experience. Unfortunately e-cigarettes have been banned in some
jurisdictions (e.g., Canada, Victoria (Australia)) where switching from cigarettes to e-cigarettes
was documented. The lack of available and legal e-cigarettes may cause some users to resume
smoking.
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Introduction
Awareness and use of electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) has dramatically increased in the past
two years. These devices, which are manufactured and sold by several different companies,
deliver nicotine by vaporizing a gel composed of water, propylene glycol, flavorings, and
nicotine [1]. E-cigarettes deliver nicotine without the products of combustion that are inhaled by
smoking cigarettes. Therefore, the health risks are likely similar to those from smokeless
tobacco, which has approximately 1% of the mortality risk of smoking [2]. There is likely some
remaining risk due to the stimulant effects of nicotine. E-cigarettes are one category of noncombustion nicotine product (others being smokeless tobacco and pharmaceutical nicotine
products) that are promising for tobacco harm reduction, the substitution of less harmful nicotine
products for cigarettes [3,4].
E-cigarettes are widely available in the United States and Europe and are also available online
through many different distributors. E-cigarettes have been banned in some jurisdictions
including Canada [5,6] and Victoria (Australia) [6] and are subject to the indoor “smoking” bans
in others (e.g., [7]). Although there are legitimate concerns about quality control and product
tampering, the importation/sale bans have been criticized by public health advocates because
they do not merely address the products’ flaws, but eliminate a promising smoking cessation
intervention, offering few realistic options for bringing the product back to market. There is a
high likelihood that some people who switched from cigarettes to e-cigarettes but lose access to
e-cigarettes will resume smoking.
There are many testimonials and anecdotes on the internet about people switching from
cigarettes to e-cigarettes but, to our knowledge, there have been no quantified data published.
One online e-cigarette distributor based in the United Kingdom (E Cigarette Direct) conducted
an online marketing survey of their e-cigarette users and made their data available to researchers
at the University of Alberta School of Public Health for re-analysis. The objectives of this study
were to describe e-cigarette users' patterns of cigarette and e-cigarette usage and smoking
cessation attempts and to compare health status and smoking-attributable symptoms between
people who completely switched from smoking to e-cigarettes, those who partially switched, and
those who supplemented cigarette smoking with e-cigarette usage.
Methods
The study was initiated and conducted by E Cigarette Direct (ecigarettedirect.co.uk). A
convenience sample was enrolled by sending an e-mail to their consumers and links to the survey
were available on their website and on various blogs and online forums. Most of the survey
respondents were directed to the survey from an e-cigarette forum. Participants completed an
online survey in English on the SurveyMonkey website in May and June 2009. The survey was
not anonymous as SurveyMonkey tracks respondents' IP addresses and E Cigarette Direct gave
participants the option of providing their e-mail address to be entered in a raffle (as is common
practice for marketing surveys). Duplicate IP and e-mail addresses were identified and then these
variables were deleted (by JD) prior to sending the data to the University of Alberta research
team (tobaccoharmreduction.org) for analysis. Secondary analysis of the anonymized version of
the dataset was approved by the Health Research Ethics Board at the University of Alberta.
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The survey assessed respondents' use of cigarettes, e-cigarettes, smoking cessation (including use
of pharmaceutical products and switching to e-cigarettes) and changes in smoking-caused
symptoms since using e-cigarettes. The dataset included 304 observations, one of which was
excluded from all analyses because only country of residence and comments were entered.
There were two sets of two observations each which had the same IP address. There were no
entries with the same e-mail address. In addition, there were 31 observations with no IP or email address.
All analyses were conducted for the whole sample and for a subsample of the dataset that
excluded potential duplicates. The subset excluded all observations without an IP or email
address and the observation that was completed last in each of the two sets with the same IP
address. The results section focuses on the analysis of the whole sample with differences
between the whole sample and the subsample noted. The data were analyzed in SAS (version
9.2, SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina). Our analysis included frequencies of all variables. Our
protocol specified conducting cross tabulations for switching behavior and health status and
smoking symptoms. Tests of significance were not conducted as no specific hypothesis were
tested and confidence limits are not presented because they tend to mislead most readers into
thinking they represent the important source of error. Confidence intervals only convey
information about random error, while the greatest potential sources of error in this and other
surveys of self-reported health and behavior are non-random.
Results
The frequencies of all survey questions are listed in Table 1. Approximately half of the sample
was between the ages of 31 and 50, one-third were more than 50 years old and none were under
the age of 18. Nearly three-quarters resided in the US, followed by 17% from the UK. Most of
the respondents had been using e-cigarettes for less than six months and all had smoked prior to
using e-cigarettes. Most of the respondents had previously tried to stop smoking multiple times.
The majority (86%) of respondents had tried pharmaceutical products to quit smoking, nearly
two-thirds of whom indicated that these products did not help them to stop smoking. However,
most of the sample was able to use e-cigarettes as a complete replacement for cigarettes.
The majority of the respondents indicated that their general health, smoker’s cough, ability to
exercise, sense of smell and sense of taste were better since starting to use e-cigarettes and none
indicated that these were worse when responding to these five questions. However, one
participant (whose data was excluded from the rest of the analysis because he/she only entered
country of residence and comments) indicated in the comments that his/her health was generally
worse since starting to use e-cigarettes but believed that this was due to a concurrent dramatic
decrease in caffeine intake. There were only minor differences in the univariate results when
possible duplicates were excluded. However, there were a few more substantial differences in
the bivariate results in the smaller strata.
On average, respondents who lived in Europe had used e-cigarettes for longer than respondents
in the US, but were less likely to use e-cigarettes as a complete replacement for cigarettes (Table
2). There was a positive relationship between the number of times participants had tried to stop
smoking and using e-cigarettes as a complete replacement for cigarettes. Most (81%) of the
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respondents who indicated that pharmaceutical products did not help them stop smoking used ecigarettes as a complete replacement for cigarettes.
Although the majority of respondents reported that their health and smoking-caused symptoms
improved since using e-cigarettes, there were some notable trends in which groups were more
likely to report improvements (Table 3). Respondents who had been using e-cigarettes for a
longer period of time, who had completely replaced their cigarettes with e-cigarettes, or were
younger were more likely to report improvements.

Discussion
This sample is mostly composed of people who tried to quit smoking and failed, but then
succeeded in switching to e-cigarettes. This contradicts claims put forth by extremist nicotineabstinence proponents that e-cigarettes are appealing disproportionately to non-smokers and
former smokers (supposedly as a result of marketing directed toward these groups, which also
represents an unsubstantiated claim). There were only two respondents who indicated that they
had quit permanently using pharmaceutical products and it is not known how long ago they quit
or whether they would have resumed smoking if e-cigarettes were not available.
Although few people responded that they use e-cigarettes in addition to cigarettes, there are a
few noteworthy observations about this group of respondents. Some of these smokers may be
supplementing their cigarette smoking with e-cigarette use in places where they are not allowed
to smoke. It should be noted that this applies to no more than the 4% of the sample who
indicated that they use e-cigarettes in addition to cigarettes. This is one of the main concerns that
e-cigarettes opponents have voiced, though the objection to dedicated smokers seeking relief
from time and place restrictions involves ethical claims that are seldom made and beyond the
present scope [8]. It is not possible to determine whether the total nicotine intake increased for
these respondents, as 75% had tried pharmaceutical quit smoking aids and it is possible that they
replaced use of pharmaceutical nicotine products with e-cigarettes in places where they cannot
smoke. The wording of these questions was rather imprecise (the exact wording of each question
appears in Table 1) and may have resulted in misclassification and future surveys should attempt
to quantify this by asking respondents to indicate the number of cigarettes that they smoked (per
day) before using e-cigarettes and the number that they smoked after starting to use e-cigarettes,
as well as when and where they smoke and use e-cigarettes. Approximately half of the few
respondents who supplemented their cigarette use with e-cigarettes indicated that their general
health was better since starting to use e-cigarettes. This could indicate misclassification (they
actually reduced their smoking) or benefits of not suffering nicotine withdrawal symptoms in
situations where they are not allowed to smoke.
It is not surprising that none of the respondents indicated that their health got worse after they
started using e-cigarettes, as this sample was very interested in, or in other words favourably
disposed towards, e-cigarettes (given their participation in the e-cigarette forum and blogs). If
people had started using e-cigarettes and their health got worse, they would likely have stopped
using/purchasing e-cigarettes and therefore would not have been aware of the survey. Thus the
results have to be seen as a proof of concept, but not an estimate of what portion of potential
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users receive the benefits. This study demonstrates that some e-cigarette users replace all or
some of their cigarette use for e-cigarettes, and perceive health benefits subsequent to this
behavioral change. E-cigarettes (like all other smoking cessation strategies) do not work for
everyone, but this survey does demonstrate that e-cigarettes have enabled some people to quit
smoking, including some people for whom other methods had proven ineffective. These health
benefits will likely be reversed if the trend towards banning e-cigarettes continues and people
who replaced e-cigarettes for cigarettes resume smoking.
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Table 1: Preliminary results of the e-cigarette survey
Whole sample
(n=303)
n
%

Excluding possible
duplicates1 (n=270)
n
%

How old are you?
18 – 30
31 – 50
>50
Missing

39
165
98
1

13%
55%
32%

37
148
84
1

14%
55%
31%

Please enter your country of residence:
Europe
USA
Canada
Australia/New Zealand
Other
Missing

62
215
8
4
9
5

21%
72%
3%
1%
3%
--

43
206
7
4
7
3

16%
77%
3%
1%
3%

Did you smoke before using the electronic cigarette?
Yes
No
Missing

303
0
0

100%
0%

270
0
0

100%
0%

How long have you been using electronic cigarettes?
0 - 5 months
6 - 12 months
13 - 18 months
19 - 24 months
>24 months
Missing

239
54
5
1
3
1

79%
18%
2%
0.3%
1%

210
51
5
1
2
1

78%
19%
2%
0.4%
1%

Did you try to stop smoking before starting to use the
electronic cigarette
Yes
No
Missing

276
26
1

91%
9%

248
21
1

92%
8%

If tried to stop smoking before starting to use the
electronic cigarette:
How many times did you try to stop smoking?
1 - 3 times
4 - 9 times
>=10 times
Missing

95
120
58
3

35%
44%
21%
--

81
113
51
3

33%
46%
21%
--
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Table 1: Preliminary results of the e-cigarette survey
Whole sample
(n=303)
n
%

Excluding possible
duplicates1 (n=270)
n
%

236
39
1

86%
14%
--

215
32
1

87%
13%
--

2
46

1%
20%

2
39

1%
19%

38

17%

34

16%

144
6

63%
--

134
6

64%

Do you use the electronic cigarette:
In addition to cigarettes
As a partial replacement for cigarettes
As a complete replacement for cigarettes
Missing

13
49
234
7

4%
17%
79%

7
41
217
5

3%
15%
82%

Since starting to use the electronic cigarette, do you in
general feel your health is:
Better
The same
Worse
Missing

267
28
0
8

91%
9%
0%
--

249
17
0
4

94%
6%
0%
--

If you had a smoker's cough before using the electronic
cigarette, is it now:
Better
The same
Worse
Not applicable
Missing

226
6
0
64
7

97%
3%
0%
---

210
4
0
52
4

98%
2%
0%
---

How has your ability to do exercise changed since
using the electronic cigarette?
Better
The same

225
42

84%
16%

211
30

88%
12%

Did you ever try to use pharmaceutical products
such as nicotine patches or nicotine gum to quit?
Yes
No
Missing
If you ever tried to use pharmaceutical products
such as nicotine patches or nicotine gum to quit?:
Pharmaceutical Aids
Helped me to stop smoking permanently.
Helped me to stop smoking temporarily (<12
months).
Helped me to reduce the amount I smoked, but
did not help me to stop smoking.
Did not help me to stop smoking.
Missing
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Table 1: Preliminary results of the e-cigarette survey

Worse
Not applicable
Missing
How has your sense of smell changed since using the
electronic cigarette?
Better
The same
Worse
Missing

Whole sample
(n=303)
n
%
0
0%
26
-10
--

Excluding possible
duplicates1 (n=270)
n
%
0
0%
22
-7
--

235
58
0
10

217
47
0
6

80%
20%
0%
--

How has your sense of taste changed since using the
electronic cigarette?
Better
216
73%
202
The same
78
27%
62
Worse
0
0%
0
Missing
9
-6
1. Possible duplicates are all observations without IP address or e-mail address and 2nd
observation in each of 2 sets of observations with the same IP address.

9
313

82%
18%
0%
--

77%
23%
0%
--

314

Pharmaceutical aids
Helped me to stop smoking permanently
Helped me to stop smoking temporarily
Helped me to reduce the amount I smoked,
but did not help me to stop smoking
Did not help me to stop smoking

100%
72%
87%
75%

2
46
38
143

88%
76%
80%
79%

26
95
119
58

How many times did you try to stop smoking?
0 times
1 - 3 times
4 - 9 times
>=10 times

69%
81%
100%
50%
89%

----

62
214
8
4
9

Please enter your country of residence:
Europe
USA
Canada
Australia/New Zealand
Other

79%
80%
78%

How long have you been using electronic
cigarettes?
0 - 5 months
6 - 12 months
>12 months

38
165
98

10

20%

0%
26%
13%

12%
20%
19%
16%

----

27%
16%
0%
25%
11%

21%
18%
17%

5%

0%
2%
0%

0%
4%
1%
5%

----

3%
2%
0%
25%
0%

0%
2%
5%

How long have you been using
electronic cigarettes?(months)
n
0-5
6-12
>12

How old are you?
18 – 30
31 – 50
over 50

Table 2: Use of electronic cigarettes (n=303)

142

2
45
37

25
93
119
57

234
54
7

62
213
8
4
9

38
162
95

n

3%

0%
7%
5%

8%
3%
3%
7%

4%
6%
0%

8%
3%
12%
0%
11%

5%
3%
6%

13%

0%
24%
14%

20%
27%
14%
4%

15%
28%
0%

26%
13%
38%
0%
33%

16%
18%
15%

84%

100%
69%
81%

72%
70%
82%
89%

81%
67%
100%

66%
84%
50%
100%
56%

79%
79%
79%

Do you use the electronic cigarette:
In addition
As a partial
As a complete
to cigarettes replacement replacement
for cigarettes for cigarettes
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Pharmaceutical aids
Helped me to stop smoking permanently
Helped me to stop smoking temporarily
Helped me to reduce the amount I smoked,
but did not help me to stop smoking
Did not help me to stop smoking

100%
72%
85%
74%

2
39
34
133

86%
74%
79%
78%

21
81
112
51

How many times did you try to stop smoking?
0 times
1 - 3 times
4 - 9 times
>=10 times

58%
82%
100%
50%
86%

----

43
168
7
4
7

Please enter your country of residence:
Europe
USA
Canada
Australia/New Zealand
Other

81%
78%
76%

How long have you been using electronic
cigarettes?
0 - 5 months
6 - 12 months
>12 months

36
148
84

How old are you?
18 – 30
31 – 50
over 50

11

21%

0%
26%
15%

14%
21%
20%
18%

----

37%
16%
0%
25%
14%

19%
19%
19%

5%

0%
3%
0%

0%
5%
1%
4%

----

5%
2%
0%
25%
0%

0%
3%
5%

Table 2a: Use of electronic cigarettes, excluding potential duplicates (n=270)
How long have you been using
electronic cigarettes?(months)
n
0-5
6-12
>12

132

2
39
33

21
80
112
50

207
51
6

43
204
7
4
7

36
146
82

n

2%

0%
3%
3%

5%
2%
2%
4%

2%
4%
0%

2%
2%
14%
0%
14%

6%
1%
4%

11%

0%
28%
12%

19%
25%
14%
2%

13%
27%
0%

28%
13%
29%
0%
14%

17%
18%
11%

87%

100%
69%
85%

76%
72%
84%
94%

85%
69%
100%

70%
85%
57%
100%
71%

78%
81%
85%

Do you use the electronic cigarette:
In addition
As a partial
As a complete
to cigarettes replacement replacement
for cigarettes for cigarettes
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Do you use the
electronic cigarette:
In addition to
cigarettes
As a partial
replacement for
cigarettes
As a complete
replacement for
cigarettes
55%
78%

95%

11
49

234

5%

22%

45%

190

32

9

182
42
7

99%

90%

78%

97%
98%
100%

12

1%

9%

22%

3%
2%
0%

212

45

9

210
51
5

89%

69%

56%

81%
94%
100%

11%

31%

44%

19%
6%
0%

232

48

12

232
53
7

86%

62%

42%

79%
81%
100%

14%

38%

58%

21%
19%
0%

232

49

12

79%

59%

25%

72%
78%
100%

232
54
7

11%
4%
0%

How long have you
been using electronic
cigarettes?
0 - 5 months
6 - 12 months
>12 months
89%
96%
100%

87%
78%
60%

38
162
93

233
54
7

Better

n

21%

41%

75%

28%
22%
0%

13%
22%
40%

Same

How has your sense
of taste changed since
using the electronic
cigarette?

Table 3: Changes in health status and symptoms since using electronic cigarettes (n=303)
Since starting to use
If you had a
How has your ability How has your sense
the electronic
smoker's cough
to do exercise
of smell changed
cigarette, do you in
before using the
changed since using since using the
general feel your
electronic cigarette, the electronic
electronic cigarette?
health is:
is it now:
cigarette?
n
Better Same n
Better Same n
Better Same n
Better Same
How old are you?
18 – 30
38
97%
3%
30
100% 0%
35
94%
6%
48
89%
11%
31 – 50
162 90%
10%
129 97%
3%
151 85%
15%
160 84%
16%
over 50
94
88%
12%
72
97%
3%
80
79%
21%
94
70%
30%
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Do you use the
electronic cigarette:
In addition to
cigarettes
As a partial
replacement for
cigarettes
As a complete
replacement for
cigarettes

How long have you
been using electronic
cigarettes?
0 - 5 months
6 - 12 months
>12 months

86%
80%

96%

41

217

92%
98%
100%

7

208
51
6

4%

20%

14%

8%
2%
0%

178

29

6

167
40
6

99%

93%

83%

98%
98%
100%

13

1%

7%

17%

2%
2%
0%

197

38

5

188
48
4

91%

71%

60%

86%
94%
100%

9%

29%

40%

14%
6%
0%

216

40

7

207
50
6

87%

62%

57%

82%
82%
100%

13%

38%

43%

18%
18%
0%

215

41

7

206
51
6

81%

59%

43%

75%
78%
100%

19%

41%

57%

25%
22%
0%

Table 3a: Changes in health status and symptoms since using electronic cigarettes, excluding potential duplicates (n=270)
Since starting to use
If you had a
How has your ability How has your sense
How has your sense
the electronic
smoker's cough
to do exercise
of smell changed
of taste changed since
cigarette, do you in
before using the
changed since using since using the
using the electronic
general feel your
electronic cigarette, the electronic
electronic cigarette? cigarette?
health is:
is it now:
cigarette?
n
Better Same n
Better Same n
Better Same n
Better Same n
Better Same
How old are you?
18 – 30
36
100% 0%
28
100% 0%
34
94%
6%
36
89%
11%
36
86%
14%
31 – 50
147 93%
7%
119 97%
3%
136 89%
11%
145 86%
14%
146 82%
18%
over 50
82
93%
7%
66
98%
2%
70
81%
19%
82
72%
28%
81
62%
38%
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Human Health Effects:
Toxicity Summary:
EXPOSURE. Propylene glycol (PG) production capacity in the US was 1312 million pounds (596 kilotons) in
1998. Domestic demand was 1050 million pounds (477 kilotons). PG is used as an ingredient in cosmetics
at concentrations of <0.1% to >50%. Approximately 4000 cosmetic products contained PG in 1994. Uses
of PG, with percent of demand, are: unsaturated polyester resins, 26 percent; antifreeze and de- icing
fluids, 22 percent; food, drug and cosmetics uses, 18 percent; liquid detergents, 11 percent; functional
fluids (inks, specialty anti-freeze, de-icing lubricants), 4 percent; pet foods, 3 percent; paints and coatings,
5 percent; tobacco, 3 percent; miscellaneous, including plasticizer use, 8 percent. HEALTH. Propylene
glycol (PG) is not acutely toxic. The lowest oral LD50 values range between 18 and 23.9 mg/kg (5 different
species) and the reported dermal LD50 is 20.8 mg/kg. PG is essentially nonirritating to the skin and mildly
irritating to the eyes. Numerous studies support that PG is not a skin sensitizer. Repeated exposures of
rats to propylene glycol in drinking water or feed did not result in adverse effects at levels up to 10% in
water (estimated at about 10 g/kg bw/day) or 5% in feed (dosage reported as 2.5 g/kg bw/day) for
periods up to 2 years. In cats, two studies of at least 90 days duration show that a species-specific effect
of increased Heinz bodies was observed (NOAEL = 80 mg/kg bw/day; LOAEL = 443 mg/kg bw/day), with
other hematological effects (decrease in number of erythrocytes and erythrocyte survival) reported at
higher doses (6-12% in diet, or 3.7-10.1 g/cat/day). Propylene glycol did not cause fetal or developmental
toxicity in rats, mice, rabbits, or hamsters (NOAELs range from 1.2 to 1.6 g/kg bw/day in four species). No
reproductive effects were found when propylene glycol was administered at up to 5% in the drinking
water (reported as 10.1 g/kg bw/day) of mice. Propylene glycol was not a genetic toxicant as
demonstrated by a battery of in vivo (micronucleus, dominant lethal, chromosome aberration) and in vitro
(bacterial and mammalian cells and cultures) studies. No increase in tumors was found in all tissues
examined when propylene glycol was administered in the diet of rats (2.5 g/kg bw/day for 2 years), or
applied to the skin of female rats (100% PG; total dose not reported; 14 months) or mice (mouse dose
estimated at about 2 g/kg bw/week; lifetime). These data support a lack of carcinogenicity for PG.
ENVIRONMENT. ... Measured freshwater aquatic toxicity data for fish, daphnia and algae report LC/EC50
values of >18,000 mg/L. Therefore, PG is not acutely toxic to aquatic organisms except at very high
concentrations. Using an assessment factor of 100 and the Ceriodaphnia data (48- hour EC 50 = 18,340
mg/l), the predicted no effect concentration is 183 mg/L.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) pp.3-4
(2001). Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Human Toxicity Excerpts:
/HUMAN EXPOSURE STUDIES/ Results from human patch testing show no sensitization potential after
semi-occlusive or occlusive epicutaneous application to the skin of volunteers (in excess of 300 subjects in
total). These studies demonstrate that it is not irritating to skin or eye, nor does it cause sensitization by
skin contact.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.17 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/HUMAN EXPOSURE STUDIES/ Patch-test in humans, 15 uL 100% propylene glycol/test chamber for 48 hr.
Results: not irritating.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.56 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/HUMAN EXPOSURE STUDIES/ In 6 human volunteers, pads containing /propylene glycol/ test substance
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were fixed to the forearm for 2 hr, observation time: 7 days. Results: not irritating.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.56 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/HUMAN EXPOSURE STUDIES/ Cream containing 12% propylene glycol was tested on 204 persons.
Results: not sensitizing.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.60 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/HUMAN EXPOSURE STUDIES/ ... Non-asthmatic volunteers (n=27) were exposed ... to propylene glycol
(PG) mist over 1 minute, during realistic training conditions. Geometric mean concentration of PG was 309
mg/cu m (range 176-851 mg/cu m), with the highest concentrations in the afternoon. The medical
investigation was performed both before and after the exposure (within 15 minutes). It included an
estimate of tear film stability break up time, nasal patency by acoustic rhinometry, dynamic spirometry,
and a doctor's administered questionnaire on symptoms. After exposure to PG mist for 1 minute tear film
stability decreased, ocular and throat symptoms increased, forced expiratory volume in 1 second/forced
vital capacity (FEV1/FVC) was slightly reduced, and self rated severity of dyspnea was slightly increased.
No effect was found for nasal patency, vital capacity (VC), FVC, nasal symptoms, dermal symptoms, smell
of solvent, or any systemic symptoms. Those exposed to the higher concentrations in the afternoon had a
more pronounced increase of throat symptoms, and a more pronounced decrease of tear film stability. In
four subjects who reported development of irritative cough during exposure to PG, FEV1 was decreased
by 5%, but FEV1 was unchanged among those who did not develop a cough. Those who developed a
cough also had an increased perception of mild dyspnea. Short exposure to PG mist from artificial smoke
generators /in discotheques, theaters, and aviation emergency training/ may cause acute ocular and
upper airway irritation in non-asthmatic subjects. A few may also react with cough and slight airway
obstruction.
[Wieslander G et al; Occup Environ Med 58 (10): 649-55 (2001). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed
Abstract

/HUMAN EXPOSURE STUDIES/ ... The irritant effects of propylene glycol (PG) /was studied/ in humans
(number of test subjects not indicated) using laser Doppler flowmetry. PG was applied using three
different methods: single open exposures to 1.0 mL PG on the ventral aspect of the thigh with and
without occlusive patches for 5-15 min and repeated open exposure to 1.0 mL PG on the skin for 12 days.
Blood flow at the test site was measured and used as an indication of irritation. PG, when administered
under occlusive patches, caused weak erythema at the test site; the maximum reaction was measured 26
hr after exposure. Single open applications and repeated open exposure to PG did not cause any irritation
reactions in this test.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/HUMAN EXPOSURE STUDIES/ A total of 866 patients with various dermatological conditions were patch
tested (closed or covered patches) with 100% propylene glycol (PG) from April 1951 to April 1952. The
patches were applied to clinically normal skin, and test sites were examined 48 hr after patch application.
Positive reactions were observed in 138 (15.7%) patients. Reactions ranged from simple erythema (+) to
erythema with induration and vesiculations (++++). 89 of the 138 patients with positive reactions suffered
from dermatitis venenata. A seasonal fluctuation in the incidence of positive reactions was also noted. The
incidence was at a minimum when the climate was hot and humid (July, August, and September 1951 in
New York City) and significantly greater during the cooler and less humid seasons. Of the 84 patients
involved with simultaneous testing with several samples of PG from different sources, positive reactions
were observed in 15. There were no differences in patient responses to different brands of PG ... 23 of the
138 patients with positive reactions to 100% PG ... were patch tested with aqueous PG. There were only
5 positive responses to 10% PG, and the application of 2.5% PG in water to 3 of the 23 patients resulted
in one positive reaction. Additionally, 16 of the patients with positive reactions to 100% PG were also
tested by simple inunction of the test substance. There was no evidence of an inflammatory response to
the inunction either shortly after application or 48 hr later ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/HUMAN EXPOSURE STUDIES/ When 1,556 patients were patch tested with 100% propylene glycol (PG),
positive reactions were observed in 194 subjects. 4 patients had "true allergy" and the remainder had
irritant reactions. Three groups of 42 patients with positive reactions to 100% PG were later tested with
3.2, 10, and 32 % PG, respectively, and the results were as follows: 3.2% PG (9 positive reactions), 10%
PG (12 positive reactions), and 32% PG (20 positive reactions) ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ Oral or IV administration of propylene glycol may exacerbate dermatitis in some
individuals.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-44 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ Although noninjurious, a drop applied to the human eye causes immediate
stinging, blepharospasm and lacrimation ... Discomfort lasts for several sec until tears wash the foreign
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substance away. This is followed by mild transient conjunctival hyperemia, but no residual discomfort or
injury.
[Grant, W.M. Toxicology of the Eye. 3rd ed. Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas Publisher, 1986., p. 769] **PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ Propylene glycol ... has not caused any eye injury in human beings, nor would
such be expected, but it may cause transitory stinging, blepharospasm, and lacrimation.
[Bingham, E.; Cohrssen, B.; Powell, C.H.; Patty's Toxicology Volumes 1-9 5th ed. John Wiley & Sons. New York, N.Y. (2001)., p. V7 33]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ Based on the results of extensive studies ... on some 866 human subjects who
had various dermatologic backgrounds, propylene glycol may cause primary skin irritation in some people,
possibly due to dehydration, but the material is not a sensitizer.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ Patients who cannot tolerate propylene glycol probably experience a special form
of irritation but only rarely develop allergic contact dermatitis. Other investigators believe that the
incidence of allergic contact dermatitis to propylene glycol may be greater than 2% in patients with
eczema.
[American Medical Association, Council on Drugs. AMA Drug Evaluations Annual 1994. Chicago, IL: American Medical Association, 1994.,
p. 1224] **PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ Symptomatology is dose-dependent, ranging from drowsiness to stupor, deep
unconsciousness, and coma. Other signs include hyperosmolality of serum, lactic acidosis, and
hypoglycemia.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ Ocular exposure causes mild ocular irritation with hyperemia; chronic or prolonged
skin and mucous membranes exposure may also cause irritation; gastrointestinal disturbances, nausea
and vomiting have been observed after ingestion.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ Rapid intravenous injection of preparations of drugs containing propylene glycol
as a solvent (in significant amounts) may cause unconsciousness, arrhythmias and even cardiac arrest.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ Chronic exposure /to propylene glycol/ may cause lactic acidosis, hypoglycemia,
stupor, and seizures.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ The course of poisoning is usually benign but ingestion of large amounts may be
as dangerous as severe ethanol intoxication.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ Contact dermatitis has been reported from propylene glycol exposure in a wide
variety of topical preparations and ingestion of propylene glycol in sensitized individuals has produced
flares of dermatitis. Skin irritation resulting from topical exposure is manifest as erythematous reactions
restricted to sites of exposure. The irritation potential is enhanced after prolonged dermal exposure,
under dermal occlusion, and in combination with triethanolamine-stearate, a cosmetic emulsifier. The
nature of the skin reaction of propylene glycol-sensitive patients has been a matter of controversy. In
/one/ study ... primary irritant reactions to the skin and type IV delayed hypersensitivity reactions were
observed following oral ingestion or topical application of propylene glycol. However, in most cases, the
skin reaction was due to a primary irritation, not to an allergic reaction.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 pp.II-28-29 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010:
http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf **PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ Propylene glycol is estimated to be one-third as intoxicating as ethanol, with
administration of large volumes being associated with adverse effects most commonly on the central
nervous system, especially in neonates and children. Other adverse reactions reported, though generally
isolated, include: ototoxicity; cardiovascular effects; seizures; and hyperosmolarity and lactic acidosis,
both of which occur most frequently in patients with consumption of large quantities of propylene glycol or
on administration to neonates, children under 4 years of age, pregnant women, and patients with hepatic
or renal failure. Adverse effects may also occur in patients treated with disulfiram or metronidazole.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ There are numerous reports322
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following the topical administration of silver sulfadiazine. Systemic absorption of propylene glycol resulting
in hyperosmolarity occurred with topical application of silver sulfadiazine cream in 15 burn patients with
burns over more than 35% of their body surface area.
[Goldfrank LR et al; Goldfrank's Toxicologic Emergencies 7th Ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, N.Y. p.842 (2002)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS/ In topical preparations, propylene glycol is regarded as minimally irritant,
although it is more irritant than glycerin. There have been some reports of contact dermatitis associated
with propylene glycol. Some local irritation is produced upon application to mucous membranes or when it
is used under occlusive conditions. Parenteral administration may cause pain or irritation when propylene
glycol is used in high concentration.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

/CASE REPORTS/ A 26 year old woman applied minoxidil to an area of diffuse alopecia located immediately
above the nape of her neck. After 6 weeks of application, a pruritic papular eruption was noted in the
treated area and nape of the neck. Patch test reactions to the minoxidil solution and 5% aqueous
propylene glycol were positive. There was no reaction to a 2% minoxidil solution in which glycerin was the
solvent ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/CASE REPORTS/ A 52 year old woman suffered from chronic otitis media for 2 years and had used various
ear drops and ointments. During the last 2 weeks of the 2 year episode, the patient used eardrops
containing 2.5% hydrocortisone in a mixture of propylene glycol (PG) (50%) and water. Patch test results
indicated a papulovesicular reaction (+++) to this product after 72 hr. There were no reactions to 10%
aqueous PG and 1 and 10% hydrocortisone in ethanol. However, oral challenge with 5 mL of PG caused a
pruritic macular rash on the abdomen, a flare-up of the external ear dermatitis, and a flare-up of the patch
test reaction on the back within 20 hr. When the patient was patch tested 1 week after the oral
challenge, a + to 50% PG and ++ reaction to undiluted PG were noted after 72 hr ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/CASE REPORTS/ A 72-year old man with known congestive failure was admitted to the ICU with
encephalopathy. Twelve hours prior to admission he had erroneously ingested a large amount of
propylene glycol (PG). The laboratory revealed high anion gap (anion gap = 27 meq/l) acidosis (arterial pH
= 7.16) and an increased osmolal gap. Toxicological analysis revealed a low serum propylene glycol level.
Biochemical analysis indicated that very high amounts of D-lactic acid (up to 110 mmol/L), but not of the
usual type of L-lactic acid, were responsible for the metabolic acidosis. Hemodialysis was initiated and
associated with a decline of both the acidosis and D-lactic acid levels. The patient regained conciousness.
Ingestion of massive doses of propylene glycol, previously not reported as a cause of D-lactic acidosis,
should be added to the differential diagnosis of this rare condition.
[Jorens PG et al; J Toxicol Clin Toxicol 42 (2): 163-9 (2004) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?
cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=15214621 **PEER REVIEWED**

/CASE REPORTS/ ... Three cases were identified where propylene glycol (PG), either alone or in
combination with other chemical agents, contributed to death. The decedent in whom PG was the sole
agent was a 32-year-old schizophrenic man with cardiomegaly and renal impairment. The blood PG
concentration was 4410 mg/L at least 9.5 hr following ingestion.
[deRoux SJ et al; J Forensic Sci 50 (4): 939-41 (2005). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=16078503 **PEER REVIEWED**

/CASE REPORTS/ A 39-year-old woman presented with pruritic eczematous plaques on her face, neck, and
right hand that she had had for approximately 2 months, following an abrasive injury caused by the
deployment of an airbag in a car accident. Results of patch testing were positive for several medicaments
and propylene glycol (PG). The patient's condition cleared after discontinuation of all topical products
containing PG and her other identified allergens, but she noted flares of her contact dermatitis following
the ingestion of foods containing PG...
[Lowther A et al; Dermatitis 19 (2): 105-8 (2008). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=18413114 **PEER REVIEWED**

/CASE REPORTS/ ... A case of acute propylene glycol toxicity following ingestion of ethanol and propylene
glycol-containing antifreeze /is described/ in which blood lactate, serum propylene glycol, ethanol, and
CO2 concentrations were serially measured. A 61-year-old man was hospitalized after acute ingestion of
ethanol and automotive antifreeze. His clinical presentation and course were essentially unremarkable.
Initial lab tests revealed serum ethanol concentration, 167 mg/dL, normal serum electrolytes and osmol
gap, 120 mOsm/kg. Intravenous 10% ethanol infusion was begun for suspected ethylene glycol toxicity
and discontinued at approximately 17 hours post-ingestion. Toxicological analysis of urine was positive for
ethanol and propylene glycol, and negative for ethylene glycol, methanol, and isopropanol. Blood lactate
was mildly elevated and serum CO2 concentration was normal. Gas chromatographic analysis of serial
serum specimens for propylene glycol concentration revealed a maximum value of 470 mg/dL at 7 hours
and a nonlinear decline to below detection limit (3 mg/dL) at 57 hours after antifreeze ingestion. The
patient was discharged on hospital day 2. The propylene glycol elimination pattern, absence of significant
acid-base disturbance, and minimal lactate elevation in this case are consistent with ethanol-related
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inhibition of propylene glycol metabolism.
[Brooks DE, Wallace KL; J Toxicol Clin Toxicol 40 (4): 513-6 (2002). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED**
PubMed Abstract

/CASE REPORTS/ /Child, preschool/ The case of a 2-yr-old boy who developed a marked metabolic acidosis
and CNS depression as manifestations of serious propylene glycol (PG) poisoning following an accidental
ingestion of an estimated 3 ounces of hair gel that contained 1.75-2.25% PG is reported. The child
experienced 3 to 5 episodes of spontaneous emesis shortly after being discovered. On arrival to the
emergency department a couple hours later he was described as lethargic and responsive only to deep
pain. An initial arterial blood gas (ABG) evaluation revealed pH 7.10, bicarbonate 12 mmol/L, and base
excess -17 mmol/L. The boy underwent gastric lavage and was given intravenous (IV) sodium bicarbonate
25 mEq. His clinical status improved after IV bicarbonate. Two more ABG determinations revealed
metabolic acidosis requiring administration of 2 more doses of IV sodium bicarbonate 25 mEq. The child's
metabolic acidosis resolved by the next hospital day, about 29 hr after the suspected time of ingestion. He
was discharged home on the second hospital day.
[Glover ML, Reed MD; Pharmacotherapy 16 (4): 690-693 (1996). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed
Abstract

/CASE REPORTS/ /Infant/ Doses of 60 mL of propylene glycol caused stupor in infants ...The serum
concentration of propylene glycol was 930 mg/dL.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/CASE REPORTS/ /Infant, premature/ Administration of 3 g/day in a premature infant weighing 800 g
resulted in hyperosmolality; the serum concentration of propylene glycol was 930 mg/dL.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/CASE REPORTS/ /Child, preschool/ Acute propylene glycol intoxication in a two-year-old toddler underlines
the potentially serious toxicity in children of this chemical agent present as a diluent in many drugs and
environmental products such as cosmetics, diapers, cleansing towels, despite a common consideration of
safety and lack of toxicity. A two-years-old boy previously healthy was found in the morning by his parents
in his cradle, lethargic, responsive only to sharp pain. On admission, vital signs were: temperature 38.5
deg C, lethargy, polypnea; propylene glycol intoxication through disposable cleansing towels chewing was
ascertained by anamnesis and blood urine analyses which revealed metabolic acidosis and serum
propylene glycol peak.
[Guillot M et al; Arch Pediatr 9 (4): 382-4 (2002). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/EPIDEMIOLOGY STUDIES/ ... Retrospective analysis of cross-sectional data compiled by the North
American Contact Dermatitis Group (NACDG) from 1996 to 2006 /was examined/. RESULTS: Of 23,359
patients, 810 (3.5%) had allergic patch-test reactions to 30% propylene glycol (PG), 12.8% of the
reactions were of definite clinical relevance (positive reaction to a personal product containing PG), 88.3%
were considered to be currently relevant (definite, probable, or possible relevance), and 4.2% of reactions
were occupation related, most commonly to mechanical and motor vehicle occupations. Common sources
of PG were personal care products (creams, lotions, and cosmetics, 53.8%), topical corticosteroids
(18.3%), and other topical medicaments (10.1%). In patients positive only to PG (n = 135), the face was
most commonly affected (25.9%), followed by a scattered or generalized pattern (23.7%)...
[Warshaw EM et al; Dermatitis 20 (1): 14-20 (2009). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=19321115 **PEER REVIEWED**

/EPIDEMIOLOGY STUDIES/ ... To characterize relevant allergens and irritants associated with food in
patients referred to the North American Contact Dermatitis Group (NACDG) for patch testing...
retrospective analysis of cross-sectional data from the NACDG from 2001 to 2004 /was performed/. Of
10,061 patch-tested patients, 109 (1.1%) had a total of 122 reactions associated with food.
Approximately two-thirds of patients (66%) were female, and one-third (36%) were atopic. The hands
were the most common sites of dermatitis (36.7%). There were 78 currently relevant (definite, probable,
or possible) allergic reactions to NACDG standard series allergens with a food source; the most common
allergen was nickel (48.7%), followed by Myroxilon pereirae (balsam of Peru) (20.6%) and propylene glycol
(6.4%)...
[Warshaw EM et al; Dermatitis 19 (5): 252-60 (2008). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=18845115 **PEER REVIEWED**

/SURVEILLANCE/ Propylene glycol is a component of theatrical fog and is used for special effects. The
Actors' Equity Association and the League of American Theaters and Producers sponsored a study which
included an examination of the health effects of theatrical fog in response to actors' concerns about
exposure. The health endpoints selected for investigation were irritant effects to the respiratory tract and
eyes. This study was conducted over 2 years with 439 actors from 16 musicals, and consisted of a
baseline questionnaire, daily checklists, and medical evaluation. There was no clinically significant adverse
impact on pulmonary function or in rates of asthma associated with exposure to propylene glycol.
However, "peak exposures to elevated localized air concentrations following release of glycol smoke are
associated with increased reporting of respiratory, throat, and nasal symptoms, and findings of vocal cord
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inflammation." /It was/ recommended that exposures to propylene glycol by actors not exceed peak or
ceiling concentrations of 40 mg/cu m.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-29 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/SURVEILLANCE/ NIOSH conducted a study in 1990 on the use of theatrical fog in Broadway theaters.
Personal breathing zone and general area air sampling and a questionnaire on irritant effects (130
questionnaires from productions with theatrical smoke, 90 questionnaires from productions without
theatrical smoke) were collected from personnel from four productions using theatrical smoke and five
productions without theatrical smoke. Air samples collected yielded propylene glycol concentrations < 2.1
mg/cu m. However, there was a significant (p=0.05) increase in the reporting of respiratory irritant
symptoms such as runny nose, stuffy nose, and sneezing by personnel from productions using theatrical
smoke.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-29 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/GENOTOXICITY/ No increase in chromosomal aberrations was recorded in an OECD 473 guideline study,
when human lymphocytes were exposed to 6.25, 25, or 50 mM propylene glycol in the absence and
presence of a metabolic activation system. A satisfactory response was achieved with EMS and mitomycin
c.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.19 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/GENOTOXICITY/ WI-38 cells (human embryonic lung cells) were exposed to concentrations of propylene
glycol at 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 ug/mL. Concentrations of 0.1 ug/mL resulted in complete destruction of the
cells. A negative control of saline and a positive control of 0.1 ug/mL triethylene melamine were used ...
Propylene glycol produced no significant aberrations in the anaphase [sic] chromosomes of the cells at the
dosage levels employed in this study.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-40 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/ALTERNATIVE and IN VITRO TESTS/ Propylene glycol (PG) is widely used as a solvent for injections.
However, there are a few reports describing severe toxic effects of PG on human nervous tissues. ... /This/
study has been conducted to determine whether PG enhances the release of catecholamine in PC12 cells.
When the incubation time was longer than 3 min, PG significantly facilitated the dopamine release. PG
(0.2-20 %v/v) concentration-dependently increased the dopamine release and the effects of PG at the
concentrations above 1% were significant. High K+ (50 mM) and carbamylcholine (50 uM) increased the
dopamine release. High K+ and electrical stimulation augmented the action of PG. Tetrodotoxin (1 uM) had
no effect on the PG action. In conclusion, PG enhances the dopamine release.
[Hattori T et al; Res Commun Mol Pathol Pharmacol 107 (3-4): 323-9 (2000). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED**
PubMed Abstract

/ALTERNATIVE and IN VITRO TESTS/ .../These/ studies were designed to investigate the toxicity of
repeated exposure of propylene glycol (propane-1,2-diol; PD) in human proximal tubular (HPT) cells. The
onset of toxicity was determined using 10-50 mM racemic, sinister, and rectus PD (rac-, S-, and R-PD,
respectively) for periods up to 6 days. Cytotoxicity was noted by decreases in thymidine incorporation, in
mitochondrial metabolic activity, and in lysosomal accumulation of neutral red. Exposure of HPT cells to 50
mM PD produced toxic responses, while at 10 mM, responses were not significantly greater than those of
osmotic controls. The toxicity was caused by a PD-specific mechanism and by a secondary mechanism
without any enantiomeric specificity. The HPT cell toxicity was associated with a 35% increase in cellular
thiobarbituric acid-reactive substances and a 20% decrease in glutathione.
[Morshed KM et al; Toxicol Sci 46 (2): 410-7 (1998). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/ALTERNATIVE and IN VITRO TESTS/ The effects of doses of propylene glycol on cultured human KB cells
/was investigated/ ... The 50% inhibitory dose of propylene glycol was 0.31 M in cells incubated with the
compound for 72 hr.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/IMMUNOTOXICITY/ ... The in vitro effects of propylene glycol on human natural killer cell and neutrophil cell
populations was studied. In the first half of the experiment, a natural killer cytotoxicity assay was
performed. Peripheral mononuclear cells were isolated from the blood of one human volunteer and used
as the effector cells in the assay. Cultured K562 erythroleukemia cells were used as the target cells. Three
concentrations of effector cells were incubated in separate wells of microtiter plates with propylene glycol
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) diluted to final concentrations of 0.01, 0.1, and 1%. PBS alone was
used as a control. 100 uL of the target cells was added to each well. Cytotoxicity was measured by
observing the percentage (51)Cr release. The cytotoxicity of human natural killer cells was decreased
significantly when cells were incubated with 1% propylene glycol (p < 0.002). Concentrations of 0.01 and
0.1% propylene glycol did not significantly decrease the natural killer cell activity. In the second part of the
experiment, ... the effects of propylene glycol /were 325
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collected from a human volunteer, and mononuclear cells were isolated. The isolated cells were incubated
in a solution containing Hank's Balanced Salt Solution, heparin, and 10 uL luminol (5-amino-2,3-dihydro1,4-phthalazimedione). The incubated cells were taken in aliquots of 1mL and placed in specially designed
cuvettes for 30 min. The cells were then incubated with propylene glycol diluted to final concentrations of
0.0, 0.1, 0.5, or 1.0%. Latex particles coated with IgG were added to each tube, and the
chemiluminescence was measured. The neutrophil chemiluminescence was significantly decreased in the
cells incubated with 0.5 and 1.0 % propylene glycol.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/IMMUNOTOXICITY/ In vitro, 1% propylene glycol is cytotoxic to natural killer cells.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/OTHER TOXICITY INFORMATION/ Use of 1,2-propanediol in cryopreservation of early human embryos
revealed no adverse effect on embryo survival.
[Sheftel, V.O.; Indirect Food Additives and Polymers. Migration and Toxicology. Lewis Publishers, Boca Raton, FL. 2000., p. 274]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/OTHER TOXICITY INFORMATION/ Some procedures of ethylene glycol measurement in the biological fluids
also measure propylene glycol. This may lead to misdiagnosis of the severe condition of ethylene glycol
poisoning in a patient who has been given drugs containing, as a solvent, ... propylene glycol.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

Skin, Eye and Respiratory Irritations:
Mildly irritating to the eyes.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p. (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

May cause primary skin irritation in some people, possibly due to dehydration, but the material is not a
sensitizer.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

May cause transitory stinging, blepharospasm, and lacrimation.
[Bingham, E.; Cohrssen, B.; Powell, C.H.; Patty's Toxicology Volumes 1-9 5th ed. John Wiley & Sons. New York, N.Y. (2001)., p. V7 33]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Drug Warnings:
Hyperosmolality has been induced by propylene glycol (PG) in a number of clinical settings ..., particularly
in intensive care unit patients during the administration of nitroglycerin solutions that contain PG ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Formulations containing 35% propylene glycol can cause hemolysis in humans.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

Hemolysis, CNS depression, hyperosmolality, and lactic acidosis have been reported after IV
administration of propylene glycol.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-30 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol is a commonly used solvent for oral, intravenous, and topical pharmaceutical
preparations. Although it is considered safe, large intravenous doses given over a short period of time can
be toxic. Underlying renal insufficiency and hepatic dysfunction raise risk for toxicity. Toxic effects include
hyperosmolality, increased anion gap metabolic acidosis (due to lactic acidosis), acute kidney injury, and
sepsis-like syndrome. Treatment of toxicity includes hemodialysis to effectively remove propylene glycol.
Prevention is best achieved by limiting the dose of propylene glycol infused.
[Zar T et al; Seminars in Dialysis 20 (3): 217-9 (2007). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=17555487 **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol administration may be an important cause of lactic acidosis in the hospitalized patient.
[Kelner MJ, Bailey DN; J Anal Toxicol 9 (1): 40-2 (1985)] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

Rapid intravenous injection of preparations of drugs containing propylene glycol as a solvent (in significant
amounts) may cause unconsciousness, arrhythmias and even cardiac arrest.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

Patients in the intensive care setting who require high doses of intravenous lorazepam for sedation, as
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well as antimicrobial therapy with trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole for treatment of either
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia or Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, may be at increased risk for propylene
glycol toxicity and should be monitored closely.
[Hayman M et al; Pharmacotherapy 23 (9): 1190-4 (2003). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

An aqueous cream containing 60% propylene glycol (PG) was applied daily to 7 inpatients with psoriasis
(one patient was diabetic) for 5 days; doses ranged from 1.5 to 6.1 g/kg/24 hr ... It has been calculated
that a 70 kg adult would require, in normal practice, 44 g of cream for total body coverage twice per day,
resulting in an approximate dosage of 0.35 g/kg. Total body occlusion therapy was abandoned because
three of the patients were eliminated from the study due to skin irritation. Blood was collected at the
beginning of application, on day 3, and at the end of the application period for measurement of the
following: serum lactate, urea, electrolyes, glucose, and osmolality levels. Two of the remaining four
patients had mild renal impairment, and most patients experienced desquamation either during or after
the study. No significant changes in serum osmolality and lactate were noted in any of the patients.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Topical ear drops containing high concentration of propylene glycol are contraindicated in cases with
perforation of tympanic membrane.
[Vernon J et al; Arch Otolaryngol 104: 726-9 (1978). Available from, as of December 30, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/Forty-four/ Medical ICU (MICU) patients administered IV benzodiazepines during a 3-month period / in an
18 bed MICU of a 550-bed urban academic hospital/ were enrolled. Patients were categorized according
to the IV benzodiazepine that they received. Laboratory data and highlights of their clinical course were
recorded daily. The incidence of propylene glycol toxicity was determined and the groups compared. ...
Twenty-one patients received a benzodiazepine delivered in propylene glycol (lorazepam or diazepam),
and 23 patients received a benzodiazepine delivered in an alternative solvent (midazolam). ... Four
patients (19%) who received IV lorazepam or diazepam had metabolic evidence of propylene glycol
toxicity. None of the patients had clinical deterioration. Neither metabolic abnormality nor clinical
deterioration suggestive of propylene glycol toxicity were identified in subjects receiving IV midazolam...
[Wilson KC et al; Chest 128 (3): 1674-81 (2005). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=16162774 **PEER REVIEWED**

Rapid IV infusion of concentrated propylene glycol-containing drugs has been associated with respiratory
depression, arrhythmias, hypotension, and seizures.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-30 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

Single oral doses of 1.5 g/kg /propylene glycol/ (used in the treatment of glaucoma) caused dizziness.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

There are numerous reports of propylene glycol-induced serum hyperosmolarity following the topical
administration of silver sulfadiazine. Systemic absorption of propylene glycol resulting in hyperosmolarity
occurred with topical application of silver sulfadiazine cream in 15 burn patients with burns over more than
35% of their body surface area.
[Goldfrank LR et al; Goldfrank's Toxicologic Emergencies 7th Ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, N.Y. p.842 (2002)] **PEER REVIEWED**

In a patient with renal failure who was unable to excrete propylene glycol in the urine, such retention
caused severe central nervous system depression. In addition, lactic acidosis was a prominent feature in
this patient; with a large anion gap and a lactic acid level of 80 mEq/L. The patient responded rapidly to
intravenous fluids and sodium bicarbonate and on recovery volunteered a history of "gas" exposure.
Propylene glycol levels of 70 and 60 mg/dL were found in blood and urine, respectively.
[Haddad, L.M., Clinical Management of Poisoning and Drug Overdose. 2nd ed. Philadelphia, PA: W.B. Saunders Co., 1990., p. 700] **PEER
REVIEWED**

A human case report demonstrated that repeated infusions of lorazepam dissolved in propylene glycol can
lead to lactic acidosis with increased osmolar gap (21 mOsm/L). Furthermore, increased blood glucose
(296 mg/dL) and elevated pyruvate level (1.01 mg/dL) indicate that the same metabolic pathways of
detoxification occur in humans as in animals.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-28 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

A 46-year-old morbidly obese man was admitted to the medical intensive care unit with respiratory failure.
He required pressure-control ventilation and high levels of sedation with continuous-infusion lorazepam.
He developed Stenotrophomonas maltophilia pneumonia; treatment included scheduled intravenous
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole. Each of these drugs contain several hundred milligrams/milliliter of
propylene glycol. On day 17 of his hospital course, 3 days after starting the trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole, the patient developed acute renal failure consistent with acute tubular necrosis.
Propylene glycol toxicity was suspected; therefore, all drugs containing propylene glycol were
discontinued, and laboratory data were collected. A 327
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toxicity were attributed to both continuous and large intermittent doses of intravenous propylene glycol.
Particular attention should be paid to the total amount of propylene glycol provided to patients from
administered drugs.
[Hayman M et al; Pharmacotherapy 23 (9): 1190-4 (2003). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

Lactic acidosis and coma with hyperosmolality were seen in an elderly patient with a propylene glycol
serum concentration of 910 mg/dL after IV administration of nitroglycerin dissolved in propylene glycol.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

... High doses of barbiturates may lead to the accumulation of propylene glycol, the vehicle used in the
intravenous formulations of both pentobarbital and phenobarbital, thereby yielding another lessrecognized complication of therapy. ... A case of propylene glycol toxicity associated with the use of highdose intravenous pentobarbital and phenobarbital during the treatment of refractory status epilepticus.
[Bledsoe KA et al; Neurocritical Care 9 (1): 122-4 (2008). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=18270846 **PEER REVIEWED**

Eight patients who developed elevations in serum creatinine concentrations while receiving continuousinfusion lorazepam (range 2-28 mg/hr) /were studied/.The mean cumulative dose of lorazepam was 4305
mg (range 1200-10,920 mg), and the mean propylene glycol level determined at the time of peak serum
creatinine concentration was 1103 ug/mL (range 186-3450 ug/mL). Serum creatinine concentrations
increased in all eight patients during lorazepam infusion and decreased in seven within 3 days after
stopping infusion. A weak-to-moderate correlation existed between the magnitude of the rise in serum
creatinine concentration and propylene glycol level (r = 0.53). A weak-to-moderate correlation also was
identified between cumulative lorazepam dose and magnitude of serum creatinine concentration rise (r =
0.43), and a strong-to-moderate correlation was found between duration of lorazepam infusion and
magnitude of serum creatinine concentration rise (r = 0.60). Propylene glycol levels were strongly
correlated with both serum osmolality and osmol gap.
[Yaucher NE et al; Pharmacotherapy 23 (9): 1094-9 (2003). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

CNS depression has been reported in patients taking phenytoin dissolved in propylene glycol; this did not
recur when the solvent had been changed.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

... A 59-year-old woman with a declining mental status was admitted to the intensive care unit for
management of status epilepticus. After failing to achieve the therapeutic endpoint of
electroencephalogram burst suppression with a continuous infusion of propofol, the sedative regimen was
changed to continuous infusion of pentobarbital. The patient received a loading dose of 450 mg (5 mg/kg),
and the maintenance infusion was titrated to a dose of 10 mg/kg/hr to achieve burst suppression. Twelve
hours after the pentobarbital infusion was started, the patient developed an anion gap metabolic
acidosis, elevated serum lactate level, hyperosmolality, and increased osmolal gap. The pentobarbital
infusion was discontinued, and the patient's acidosis and hyperosmolality resolved. DISCUSSION:
Pentobarbital contains 40% v/v of PG, which was thought to be a potential source of the patient's
metabolic derangements...
[Miller MA et al; Ann Pharmacol 42 (10): 1502-6 (2008). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=18698010 **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol ... used in a commercially available IV nitroglycerin solution, may cause hyperosmolality,
hemolysis and lactic acidosis. The influence of kidney function as the main determinant in causing
accumulation of this solvent...
[Demey HE et al; Intensive Care med 14 (3): 221-6 (1988). Available from, as of February 24, 2010:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

23 patients who had used silver sulfadiazine cream were patch tested. No reactions to the active principle
occurred but 2 vehicle components, cetyl alcohol and propylene glycol, were positive.
[Degreef H, Dooms-Goossens A; Contact Dermatitis 12 (1): 33-7 (1985). Available from, as of February 25, 2010:] **PEER REVIEWED**
PubMed Abstract

Excretion of propylene glycol has been studied in patients with second and third degree burns over more
than 20% of their total body surface. According to ATSDR, "Sulfadiazine preparations containing propylene
glycol were applied dermally over a period of 3-7 days after admission to the hospital. Serum and urinary
levels of propylene glycol were measured. Propylene glycol was detected in the serum of 24 of 45 patients
and in the urine of 40 of 45 patients. Average urinary levels were 1.3 mg/mL with a range of 0-17.9 mg/mL
for patients who lived, and 2.9 mg/mL with a range of 0-23 mg/mL for patients who died. Propylene glycol
levels correlated with total burn surface area and total third degree burn surface area."
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-25 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/Aged/ Lactic acidosis and coma with hyperosmolality were seen in an elderly patient with a propylene
glycol serum concentration of 910 mg/dL after IV administration of nitroglycerin dissolved in propylene
glycol.
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[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant, premature/ ... Excipient exposure after treatment with eight oral liquid medications was
determined by retrospectively analyzing the drug charts of ... 38 infants born between June 2005 and July
2006 who were less than 30 weeks' gestation and 1500 g in weight at birth ... . The 38 infants
represented 53% of the eligible target group; 7/38 infants had chronic lung disease (CLD). During their inpatient stay, infants were exposed to over 20 excipients including ethanol and propylene glycol, chemicals
associated with neurotoxicity. Infants with CLD were exposed to higher concentrations of these toxins.
Infants were also exposed to high concentrations of sorbitol, with some infants being exposed to
concentrations in excess of recommended guidelines for maximum exposure in adults...
[Whittaker A et al; Arch Dis Childhood. Fetal Neonat Ed 94 (4): 236-40 (2009). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=19158148 **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant, premature/ A case of propylene glycol intoxication in a premature infant is reported. The infant
went into a state of coma after treatment for burns with antiseptic dressings. Cessation of the topical
treatment resulted in complete recovery. An exceptionally high level of the dressings' solvent, propylene
glycol, found in the urinary chromatogram, was believed to be the causative agent. It is suggested that
topical preparations containing propylene glycol should not be used in premature infants during the first
weeks of life.
[Peleg O et al; Acta Paediatr 87 (11): 1195-6 (1998). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/Infant/ Sinus arrhythmia, tachypnea, tachycardia, stupor and hypoglycemia occurred in a 15-month-old
boy who received 7.5 mL of propylene glycol as a solvent in vitamin C syrup.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/... Propylene glycol accumulated significantly in /11/ pediatric intensive care patients /aged 1-15
months/ receiving continuous lorazepam infusion, and propylene glycol concentration correlated with the
cumulative lorazepam dose the patient received. However, significant laboratory abnormalities due to
propylene glycol accumulation / determined by comparing serum lactate and osmolar gap at baseline, after
48 hrs, and at end of therapy/ were not observed.
[Chicella M et al; Crit Care Med 30 (12): 2752-6 (2002). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=12483068 **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/ ... A case with a very high excretion of propylene glycol compared to others who received similar
doses of the medication /was encountered. . In this case, the propylene glycol was scarcely metabolized
by the patient...
[Meshitsuka S et al; Clin Chim Acta 279 (1-2): 47-54 (1999). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed
Abstract

/Infant/ Mild lactic acidosis has been reported in an infant treated topically with a cream for burns
containing propylene glycol.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/ A 6 month-old infant sustained a deep second to third degree burn of the anterior part of the
chest (8% of the total body area). Initial therapy included topical silver sufadiazine for six days. On the
tenth day after the burn, erythema and desquamation occurred over more than 70% on his total body
surface area. The desquamation was diagnosed as toxic epidermal necrolysis and was considered
equivalent to a superficial and deep second-degree burn. Treatment with topical silver sulfadiazine and
dicloxacillin was begun, 78% of the total body surface area was covered with the preparation. The infant
was alert, with a temperature of 38.4 deg C, pulse rate 132/min, respirations, 28/min, and weight 9.3 kg.
Continued topical therapy consisted of application twice daily of gauze impregnated with 600 to 800g of
silver sufadiazine. On day 12, cardiorespiratory arrest occurred approximately one hour after a
debridement bath and a dressing change; no medication had been given other than 15 mg of oral
diphenhydramine given four hours before the arrest. An acute respiratory acidosis was reflected by a pH
of 7.28 and a PC02 of 50 mmHg. After resuscitation, the results of neurological examination reflected
substantial hypoxic damage. The next day, the measured serum osmolality was 388 mOsm/kg H20 with a
simultaneously calculated serum osmolality of 314 mOsm/kg H20, so the osmolal gap was 74 mOsm/kg
H20. During the course of the day, the serum osmolality increased to 420 (osmolal gap to 130) mOsm/kg
H20. The following day the serum propylene glycol was 771 mg/dL. No source of serum propylene glycol
other than silver sufadiazine was detected and this medication contained 76.7 mg/g of propylene glycol.
During the preceding 79 hours of hospitalization, 3,400 g of the preparation had been applied resulting in
a total propylene glycol dose 9 g/kg/24 hr. Silver sulfadiazine therapy was discontinued and the serum
osmolality gradually decreased to 298 mOsm/kg H20; blood lactate was 58 mmol/L, alkalinizing therapy
was never required. Mechanical ventilation continued for three weeks. The patient's later course was
marked by severe, persistent hypoxic encephalopathy.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/ An 8-month-old male infant was treated with
topical silver sulfadiazine for a burn and complicating
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toxic epidermal necrolysis involving 78% of his total body surface area. Transdermal absorption of
propylene glycol from the silver sulfadiazine produced hyperosmolality with an increased osmolal gap. A
peak propylene glycol concentration of 1059 mg/dL was documented, and its osmotic effect was that
predicted from its concentration. The data support either zero-order elimination at a rate of 13.5 mg/dL/hr
or first-order elimination with a half-life of 16.9 hours. Elevated concentrations of propylene glycol may
have contributed to the patient's cardiorespiratory arrest.
[Flinger CL et al; JAMA 253 (11): 1606-9 (1985). Available from, as of February 24, 2010:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/Child/ Propylene glycol intoxication occurred in a child and caused central nervous system depression and
a severe metabolic acidosis. Initial assessment revealed an elevated serum anion gap, a slight increase in
measured serum osmolality, and a normal osmolal gap. The child's acidosis was due to increased
concentrations of lactate and pyruvate. The possibility of serious PG intoxication should be considered in
any patient with an unexplained serious metabolic acidosis.
[Glover ML, Reed MD; Pharmacotherapy 16 (4): 690-3 (1996). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=8840379 **PEER REVIEWED**

/Child/ Seizures developed in an 11 year old boy with multiple endocrine problems and systemic
candidiasis who ingested a medication containing propylene glycol.
[Ellenhorn, M.J., S. Schonwald, G. Ordog, J. Wasserberger. Ellenhorn's Medical Toxicology: Diagnosis and Treatment of Human Poisoning.
2nd ed. Baltimore, MD: Williams and Wilkins, 1997., p. 1156] **PEER REVIEWED**

/Adolescent/ The case of a 15-yr-old boy who developed a toxic reaction, possibly due to 2.25 mL/hr
propylene glycol contained in an injection of 2-25 mg/hr lorazepam administered for 42 days to maintain
sedation, is presented. Concomitant therapy included morphine. On hospital day 54, the patient had an
increased serum osmolality of 331 mOsm/kg, with an osmolal gap of 25 mOsm, hypotension requiring
increased vasopressor support, increased requirement for packed red blood cell transfusion, and bilateral
knee effusions. Lorazepam was discontinued and replaced with an infusion of midazolam containing no
propylene glycol. The dosage of morphine was increased. The patient's hyperosmolality resolved within 24
hr, which was consistent with other case reports. Vasopressor and packed red blood cell requirements
decreased and the knee effusions resolved over the next several days.
[Seay RE et al; Ann Pharmacother 31: 647-648 (1997) ] **PEER REVIEWED**

/Adolescent/ A 15-year-old was admitted for removal of the Wilm's tumor. Surgery was followed by
administration of actinomycin D and radiotherapy. The postoperative course was complicated by spiking
fever and gastrointestinal bleeding, but by 40 days after admission he was afebrile, eating well, and
gaining weight. He received ascorbic acid in large doses as a preparation suspended in propylene glycol,
250 mg three times a day (7.5 mL), beginning on the 48th hospital day. Eight days after starting vitamin C
therapy he was noted to have a sinus arrhythmia and two days later he was found unresponsive with
tachypnea, tachycardia, and diaphoresis. He awoke soon without further treatment. The cerebrospinal
fluid was normal, blood glucose was 70 mg/dL. Several similar episodes occurred during the following 3
days, and serum glucose was 41 and 42 mg/dL, respectively, during the periods of unresponsiveness. On
one of those occasions he regained consciousness after having received an iv infusion of a solution
containing 10 g of glucose. The fasting blood glucose on the following day was 48, and the 2 hour
postprandial level was 42 mg/dL. At that time, vitamin C therapy was stopped and no further episodes
occurred. A fasting blood glucose was 84 mg/dL and a glucose tolerance test normal 2 days after the
therapy had been discontinued.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant, premature; Infant, newborn; Infant; Child, preschool; Child; Adolescent/ ... A retrospective,
observational study /was conducted in/ neonatal and pediatric intensive care units of a tertiary care,
university hospital. A randomly selected sample of 170 episodes of exposure to parenteral medications
containing benzyl alcohol (BA) (n = 88) or propylene glycol (PG) (n = 82) /was examined to identify/ all
medication sources of BA or PG administered to study neonates during hospitalization, and ... cumulative
doses (mg/kg/day and mg/day) of BA or PG received as a result of exposure to those medications /was
calculated/. ... A wide range in the cumulative excipient dose received by neonates /was observed/.
Median (range) cumulative dose was 4.5 mg/kg/day (0.6-319.5 mg/kg/day) for BA, and 204.9 mg/kg/day
(17.3-9472.7 mg/kg/day) for PG. Patients who received medications via continuous infusion received
significantly higher excipient doses than patients who received medications intermittently (p < 0.0001). In
this subset of patients, median cumulative excipient doses (BA, 106.3 mg/kg/day and PG, 4554.5
mg/kg/day) were approximately 21 and 180 times the acceptable daily intakes of BA and PG (5 and 25
mg/kg/day), respectively, and exceeded the doses above which toxicity has been reported in infants. No
significant correlation between duration of medication administration and cumulative excipient exposure
was identified for BA or PG. Midazolam and lorazepam were involved in over two-thirds of BA and PG
exposures, respectively...
[Shehab N et al; Pediatric Crit Care Med 10 (2): 256-9 (2009). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=19188870 **PEER REVIEWED**

/Veterinary/ Veterinarians use propylene glycol as well as paraffin routinely for the treatment of their
patients. Mistakes are likely to be made because both medicines and sometimes their packing have a
similar appearance. ... A large amount of propylene glycol given to a horse, but also to other animals, can
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be dangerous and immediate adequate intervention is necessary. The major cause of the problems in
case of a propylene glycol intoxication is the high concentration of D-lactate that arises. Clinically, this
primarily results in a depression of the central nervous system and in metabolic acidosis. Furthermore
colic, diarrhea and respiratory problems may occur.
[van den Wollenberg L et al; Tijdschr Diergeneeskd 125 (17): 519-23 (2000). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER
REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/Veterinary/ Accidental administration of 6.0 mL propylene glycol/kg bw in horses causes severe
depression, ataxia and malodorous breath and feces. However, appropriate medical therapy can result in
successful treatment of this toxicosis.
[McClanahan S et al; Vet Hum Toxicol 40 (5): 294-296 (1998). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed
Abstract

/Infant, premature/ The decreased size of premature infants and an increased serum half-life ... for
propylene glycol in premature infants predispose them to a greater probability of toxic effects from over
administration of propylene glycol. There is particular concern for very small infants and those receiving
multiple IV medications containing propylene glycol. Absorption of propylene glycol from ointments applied
to burns and injection of multivitamin products in infants has resulted in serum hyperosmolality, which was
associated with cardiorespiratory arrest in one case.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 pp.II-45-46. Available from, as of January 11, 2010:
http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf **PEER REVIEWED**

Populations at Special Risk:
/Infant, premature/ The decreased size of premature infants and an increased serum half-life ... for
propylene glycol in premature infants predispose them to a greater probability of toxic effects from over
administration of propylene glycol. There is particular concern for very small infants and those receiving
multiple IV medications containing propylene glycol. Absorption of propylene glycol from ointments applied
to burns and injection of multivitamin products in infants has resulted in serum hyperosmolality, which was
associated with cardiorespiratory arrest in one case.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 pp.II-45-46. Available from, as of January 11, 2010:
http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant; Infant, newborn; Infant, premature; Child, preschool/ Hyperosmolarity and lactic acidosis, both of
which occur most frequently in patients with consumption of large quantities of propylene glycol or on
administration to neonates, children under 4 years of age, pregnant women, and patients with hepatic or
renal failure.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

/Children/ In children, seizures and respiratory depression have occurred after taking liquid medications
containing propylene glycol.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-44 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

Adverse effects /from propylene glycol/ may also occur in patients treated with disulfiram or
metronidazole.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

The usually recommended dosage of amprenavir oral solution (22.5 mg/kg twice daily) provides a
propylene glycol intake of 1650 mg/kg daily; however, an acceptable intake of propylene glycol used as an
excipient in pharmaceuticals has not been established to date. Propylene glycol is metabolized in the liver
by the alcohol and aldehyde dehydrogenase enzyme pathway, and the possibility exists that young
infants, patients with renal or hepatic impairment, and certain patient groups (females, Asians, Native
Alaskans, Native Americans) may be at increased risk of propylene glycol-associated adverse effects if
they receive amprenavir oral solution because of diminished ability to metabolize propylene glycol /SRP:
due to alcohol dehydrogenase polymorphism/.
[McEvoy, G.K. (ed.). American Hospital Formulary Service - Drug Information 2003. Bethesda, MD: American Society of Health-System
Pharmacists, Inc. 2003 (Plus Supplements)., p. 626] **PEER REVIEWED**

In a patient with renal failure who was unable to excrete propylene glycol in the urine, such retention
caused severe central nervous system depression. In addition, lactic acidosis was a prominent feature in
this patient; with a large anion gap and a lactic acid level of 80 mEq/L.
[Haddad, L.M., Clinical Management of Poisoning and Drug Overdose. 2nd ed. Philadelphia, PA: W.B. Saunders Co., 1990., p. 700] **PEER
REVIEWED**

... Patients with impaired liver or kidney function would be at increased risk for developing propylene glycol
toxicity. In patients with renal insufficiency, high propylene glycol levels have been associated with lactic
acidosis (hyperlactemia). Propylene glycol has been 331
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liver without detectable measurable blood alcohol levels.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-44 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant, Child/ In a study where adults and children were rectally exposed once to 123-173 mg/kg bw
propylene glycol [blood levels 1.6-2.2 mM], the clearance rate was 0.2 L/hour/kg and half-life was 2.6-2.8
hours. In 6 adults receiving propylene glycol intravenously, blood levels of propylene glycol were
measured at 48-425 ug/mL [0.63-5.6 mM] and an average half-life of 2.3 hours was estimated. A small
number of studies suggest that elimination of propylene glycol in infants is slower than in adults. In an 8month-old infant exposed to propylene glycol through medication applied to burns, the propylene glycol
blood level was 1.059 g/dL [139 mM] and the elimination half-life was measured at 16.9 hours. Ten infants
exposed to 10 mL [10.36 g] propylene glycol in a parenteral vitamin solution daily for 5 days had
propylene glycol blood levels of 65.950 mg/dL [8.5-125mM] and elimination half-lives of 10.8-30.5 hours,
with a mean of 19.3 hours.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-25 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/ ... A good correlation between osmolality gap and serum propylene glycol concentrations /was
reported/ in ten infants. The half-life was reported as 19.3 hours (range 10.8-30.5 hours), which is about
10 times longer than in adults. Alcohol dehydrogenase activity is up to 10 times lower in infants than in
adults providing an explanation for the prolonged half-life in the latter and at the same time further
evidence that this enzyme is the rate-determining enzyme in the clearance of propylene glycol.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-28 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

Probable Routes of Human Exposure:
According to the 2006 TSCA Inventory Update Report, the number of persons reasonably likely to be
exposed in the industrial manufacturing, processing, and use for propylene glycol is 1000 or greater; the
data may be greatly underestimated(1).
[(1) US EPA; Inventory Update Reporting (IUR). Non-confidential 2006 IUR Records by Chemical, including Manufacturing, Processing and
Use Information. Washington, DC: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Available from, as of March 2, 2010:
http://cfpub.epa.gov/iursearch/index.cfm **PEER REVIEWED**

NIOSH (NOES Survey 1981-1983) has statistically estimated that 2,238,429 workers (936,584 of these are
female) are potentially exposed to propylene glycol in the US(1). Occupational exposure to propylene
glycol may occur through inhalation and dermal contact with this compound at workplaces where
propylene glycol is produced or used(SRC). Monitoring and use data indicate that the general population
may be exposed to propylene glycol via inhalation and dermal contact with consumer products containing
propylene glycol(SRC).
[(1) NIOSH; NOES. National Occupational Exposure Survey conducted from 1981-1983. Estimated numbers of employees potentially exposed
to specific agents by 2-digit standard industrial classification (SIC). Available from, as of Feb 12, 2010: http://www.cdc.gov/noes/
**PEER REVIEWED**

Reported Fatal Dose:
1 = practically nontoxic: probable oral lethal dose (human) is above 15 g/kg; for 70 kg person (150 lb),
more than 1 qt (2.2 lb).
[Gosselin, R.E., H.C. Hodge, R.P. Smith, and M.N. Gleason. Clinical Toxicology of Commercial Products. 4th ed. Baltimore: Williams and
Wilkins, 1976., p. II-120] **PEER REVIEWED**

Emergency Medical Treatment:
Emergency Medical Treatment:

EMT Copyright Disclaimer:
The information contained in the Truven Health Analytics Inc. products is
intended as an educational aid only. All treatments or procedures are intended
to serve as an information resource for physicians or other competent
healthcare professionals performing the consultation or evaluation of patients
and must be interpreted in view of all attendant circumstances, indications and
contraindications. The use of the Truven Health Analytics Inc. products is at
your sole risk. These products are provided "as is" and "as available" for use,
without warranties of any kind, either express or implied. Truven Health
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Analytics Inc. makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy,
reliability, timeliness, usefulness or completeness of any of the information
contained in the productsAdditionally, Truven Health ANALYTICS INC. makes no
representation or warranties as to the opinions or other service or data you may
access, download or use as a result of use of the Truven Health ANALYTICS
INC. products. All implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose or use are hereby excluded. Truven Health Analytics Inc. does
not assume any responsibility or risk for your use of the Truven Health Analytics
Inc. products.
The following Overview, *** PROPYLENE GLYCOL ***, is relevant for this HSDB
record chemical.
Life Support:
o

This overview assumes that basic life support measures
have been instituted.

Clinical Effects:
0.2.1 SUMMARY OF EXPOSURE
0.2.1.1 ACUTE EXPOSURE
A) USES: Propylene glycol has many uses. It is an
ingredient in antifreeze and deicing fluids, foods,
drugs, cosmetics, liquid detergents, paints and
coatings, inks, and polyester resins. Some examples of
medications that include propylene glycol as an
intravenous diluent/solvent include: etomidate,
lorazepam, diazepam, esmolol, phenytoin, nitroglycerin,
pentobarbital, phenobarbital, hydrocortisone, digoxin,
and trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole. Most significant
human toxicity results from exposure to large does of
intravenous medications that contain propylene glycol
as a solvent/diluent.
B) TOXICOLOGY: In general, propylene glycol is considered
nontoxic; however, patients receiving large doses
(especially by intravenous administration) can become
acidotic, as it is metabolized to lactic acid. Reported
renal toxicity from chronic exposure is thought
secondary to proximal renal tubular injury, with
excessive dilation of the proximal renal tubules and
disrupted brush borders.
C) EPIDEMIOLOGY: Significant toxicity is extremely rare,
with case reports described in the literature
developing after rapid intravenous administration or
prolonged intravenous infusion of drugs with propylene
glycol as a diluent.
D) WITH THERAPEUTIC USE
1) No adverse effects are expected from propylene glycol
when administered in therapeutic doses to healthy
individuals.
E) WITH POISONING/EXPOSURE
1) MILD TO MODERATE TOXICITY: Most exposures will be
asymptomatic. In patients with chronic exposure
secondary to medication administration, there are
reports of metabolic acidosis, hyperosmolality, and
hyperglycemia. There are also concerns of prolonged
intravenous administration causing proximal renal
tubular toxicity. Finally, otic suspensions in animal
studies have been linked to hearing impairment.
2) SEVERE TOXICITY: Rapid administration of propylene
glycol during intravenous phenytoin infusion has been
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reported to cause cardiotoxicity, including
hypotension, bradycardia, increased QRS intervals,
increased T wave amplitudes, and transient ST
elevations, ventricular dysrhythmias, and even death.
Severe metabolic acidosis, decreased level of
consciousness, and seizures have been reported after
large acute ingestions, prolonged intravenous infusion
of high doses and rarely after prolonged ingestion or
topical use of normal therapeutic doses. Intravenous
infusion of drugs with high concentrations of
propylene glycol (more than 30%) can cause hemolysis.
0.2.4 HEENT
0.2.4.1 ACUTE EXPOSURE
A) Stinging and mild hyperemia have occurred with eye
exposure.
0.2.5 CARDIOVASCULAR
0.2.5.1 ACUTE EXPOSURE
A) Rapid intravenous injection may be associated with
hypotension, circulatory collapse, ECG changes and
cardiac dysrhythmias.
0.2.7 NEUROLOGIC
0.2.7.1 ACUTE EXPOSURE
A) Stupor and unconsciousness occurred in one patient
following administration of vitamin D in 60 mL of
propylene glycol. Grand mal seizures were noted in one
case of chronic administration.
0.2.10 GENITOURINARY
0.2.10.1 ACUTE EXPOSURE
A) Compromised renal function has been reported following
intravenous propylene glycol administration.
0.2.11 ACID-BASE
0.2.11.1 ACUTE EXPOSURE
A) Lactic acidosis occurred in patients with underlying
uremic renal disease. D-lactic acid acidosis has also
developed.
0.2.13 HEMATOLOGIC
0.2.13.1 ACUTE EXPOSURE
A) Hemolysis has been reported following administration of
high doses of intravenous phenytoin preserved with
propylene glycol and diazepam.
0.2.14 DERMATOLOGIC
0.2.14.1 ACUTE EXPOSURE
A) Allergic contact dermatitis has been reported.
0.2.20 REPRODUCTIVE HAZARDS
A) At the time of this review, no reproductive studies were
found for propylene glycol in humans.
0.2.21 CARCINOGENICITY
0.2.21.1 IARC CATEGORY
A) IARC Carcinogenicity Ratings for CAS57-55-6 (IARC
Working Group on the Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risks
to Humans, 2006; IARC Working Group on the Evaluation
of Carcinogenic Risks to Humans, 2007; IARC Working
Group on the Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risks to
Humans, 2010; IARC Working Group on the Evaluation of
Carcinogenic Risks to Humans, 2010a; IARC Working Group
on the Evaluation of Carcinogenic Risks to Humans,
2008; IARC, 2004):
1) Not Listed
0.2.21.2 HUMAN OVERVIEW
A) At the time of this review, no studies were found on
the potential carcinogenic activity of propylene glycol
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in humans.
0.2.21.3 ANIMAL OVERVIEW
A) Propylene glycol was not carcinogenic in experimental
animals.
0.2.22 GENOTOXICITY
A) Propylene glycol was found to cause DNA inhibition and
was positive in cytogenetic studies in mice and hamster
fibroblasts. It has been found to cause mutations in
fruit fly larvae and sperm cell chromosomal aberrations
when injected into mice. It has been negative in the
Ames salmonella assay.
0.2.23 OTHER
0.2.23.1 ACUTE EXPOSURE
A) Propylene glycol can cause some drug interactions.

Laboratory:
A) Propylene glycol concentrations are not readily available
at most institutions (usually measured via liquid
chromatography using the same column that measures
ethylene glycol). The test can take 2 to 3 hours to
complete.
B) Obtain serum electrolytes, BUN, creatinine, and liver
enzymes in symptomatic patients.
C) Obtain serum lactate and pH in patients with acidosis.
Propylene glycol increases the osmolar gap.

Treatment Overview:
0.4.2 ORAL EXPOSURE
A) MANAGEMENT OF MILD TO MODERATE TOXICITY
1) Toxicity is self-limited, if the exposure is stopped.
Treatment is symptomatic and supportive.
B) MANAGEMENT OF SEVERE TOXICITY
1) Dialysis and alcohol dehydrogenase inhibitors may be
required. Treat hypotension with intravenous fluids,
add vasopressors, if hypotension persists. Administer
benzodiazepines for seizures.
C) DERMAL EXPOSURE
1) Wash skin with soap and water, remove contaminated
clothing.
D) PARENTERAL EXPOSURE
1) As long as the patient has adequate liver and renal
function, good supportive care and cessation of
propylene glycol administration should be sufficient.
Massive amounts of propylene glycol, either acute or
chronic exposure can lead to lactic acidosis. Both
propylene glycol and lactic acid can be removed by
dialysis. Alcohol dehydrogenase inhibitors, may also be
considered to prevent lactic acidosis formation.
E) DECONTAMINATION
1) PREHOSPITAL: Gastrointestinal decontamination is not
warranted. Wash exposed skin and irrigate exposed eyes.
2) HOSPITAL: Toxicity is primarily from parenteral
administration, decontamination is unnecessary.
F) AIRWAY MANAGEMENT
1) Patients with severe toxicity and mental status
depression should be intubated.
G) ANTIDOTE
1) There is no specific antidote for propylene glycol.
H) ENHANCED ELIMINATION
1) For severe acidosis or extremely high levels of
propylene glycol, dialysis is an option for treatment.
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One indication for hemodialysis would be renal failure,
as 45% of absorbed propylene glycol is excreted
unchanged by the kidneys. Liver failure may be another
indication for hemodialysis. In addition, severely
symptomatic patients with extremely high levels (more
than 70 mg/dL) of propylene glycol may benefit
clinically from hemodialysis.
I) PATIENT DISPOSITION
1) HOME CRITERIA: Patients with minimal symptoms after
inadvertent exposure may be managed at home.
2) OBSERVATION CRITERIA: If the patient develops
significant symptoms or the exposure was a self-harm
attempt, then the patient should be sent to a health
care facility.
3) ADMISSION CRITERIA: Severely symptomatic patients (eg,
significant CNS depression, lactic acidosis) should be
admitted to the ICU. Often times, these patients are
already in an intensive care setting, as their
propylene glycol toxicity is iatrogenic.
4) CONSULT CRITERIA: Consult a poison center or medical
toxicologist for cases with severe toxicity or if the
diagnosis is uncertain. For patients with extremely
high levels of propylene glycol (more than 70 mg/dL),
significant lactic acidosis, and/or renal or liver
failure, obtain a nephrology consult for possible
dialysis.
J) PITFALLS
1) Pitfalls in management can include not considering the
diagnosis of propylene glycol toxicity and making sure
there are not other causes of symptoms before ascribing
them to elevated propylene glycol levels, and failing
to discontinue all medications that contain propylene
glycol as a diluent.
K) PHARMACOKINETICS
1) Propylene glycol has a half-life of 2 to 5 hours and a
volume of distribution of 0.5 to 0.8 L/kg. About 45% of
absorbed propylene glycol is excreted unchanged by the
kidneys, while the remainder is oxidized to lactate,
pyruvate and acetate via hepatic enzymes. Half-life is
2 to 5 hours in adults, but can be prolonged to 16 to
19 hours in infants.
L) PREDISPOSING CONDITIONS
1) Patients with impaired renal or liver function may have
trouble excreting (metabolizing) propylene glycol and
hence may be more sensitive to toxicity. Infants may be
predisposed due to decreased renal elimination.
M) DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
1) Differential diagnosis includes other causes of CNS
sedation, elevated osmolar gaps, and lactic acidosis,
such as sepsis.

Range of Toxicity:
A) TOXICITY: Doses associated with toxicity can be quite
variable, with reports of associated toxicity ranging
from thousands of grams of propylene glycol over weeks to
months. Most patients who develop propylene glycol
toxicity have significant illness that leads to the use
of large doses of a medication containing propylene
glycol as a diluent. In this setting, it becomes
difficult to distinguish between the effects of propylene
glycol and the underlying comorbid conditions.
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B) DAILY ALLOWABLE INTAKE: The World Health Organization has
set the daily allowable intake of propylene glycol at 25
mg/kg (an estimated 1.75 g/day in a 70 kg individual).
[Rumack BH POISINDEX(R) Information System Micromedex, Inc., Englewood, CO, 2014; CCIS Volume 159, edition expires Feb, 2014. Hall AH
& Rumack BH (Eds): TOMES(R) Information System Micromedex, Inc., Englewood, CO, 2014; CCIS Volume 159, edition expires Feb, 2014.]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Antidote and Emergency Treatment:
Check the anion gap, arterial pH, renal function, and glucose level. Serum propylene glycol levels up to
1,000 mg/dL do not correlate well with clinical status. Patients have been conscious with serum levels of
760 mg/dL.
[Ellenhorn, M.J. and D.G. Barceloux. Medical Toxicology - Diagnosis and Treatment of Human Poisoning. New York, NY: Elsevier Science
Publishing Co., Inc. 1988., p. 810] **PEER REVIEWED**

Maintain an open airway and assist ventilation if necessary. Administer supplemental oxygen. Treat coma,
convulsions, cardiac arrhythmias, and metabolic acidosis if they occur. Observe the patient for several
hours to monitor for for development of metabolic acidosis, especially if the patient is symptomatic or there
is known co-ingestion of ethanol. Treat hypocalcemia with intravenous calcium gluconate or calcium
chloride
[Olson, K.R. (ed.) Poisoning & Drug Overdose. 3rd edition. Lange Medical Books/McGraw-Hill, New York, NY. 1999., p. 169] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Immediate first aid: Ensure that adequate decontamination has been carried out. If patient is not
breathing, start artificial respiration, preferably with a demand-valve resuscitator, bag-valve-mask device,
or pocket mask, as trained. Perform CPR as necessary. Immediately flush contaminated eyes with gently
flowing water. Do not induce vomiting. If vomiting occurs, lean patient forward or place on left side (headdown position, if possible) to maintain an open airway and prevent aspiration. Keep patient quiet and
maintain normal body temperature. Obtain medical attention. /Ethylene glycol, glycols, and related
compounds/
[Currance, P.L. Clements, B., Bronstein, A.C. (Eds).; Emergency Care For Hazardous Materials Exposure. 3Rd edition, Elsevier Mosby,
St. Louis, MO 2005, p. 262] **PEER REVIEWED**

Basic treatment: Establish a patent airway (oropharyngeal or nasopharyngeal airway, if needed). Suction
if necessary. Watch for signs of respiratory insufficiency and assist ventilations if necessary. Administer
oxygen by nonrebreather mask at 10 to 15 L/min. Monitor for pulmonary edema and treat if necessary ... .
Monitor for shock and treat if necessary ... . Anticipate seizures and treat if necessary ... . For eye
contamination, flush eyes immediately with water. Irrigate each eye continuously with 0.9% saline (NS)
during transport ... . Do not use emetics. For ingestion, rinse mouth and administer 5 ml/kg up to 200 ml of
water for dilution if the patient can swallow, has a strong gag reflex, and does not drool. Administer
activated charcoal ... . /Ethylene glycol, glycols, and related compounds/
[Currance, P.L. Clements, B., Bronstein, A.C. (Eds).; Emergency Care For Hazardous Materials Exposure. 3Rd edition, Elsevier Mosby,
St. Louis, MO 2005, p. 262-3] **PEER REVIEWED**

Advanced treatment: Consider orotracheal or nasotracheal intubation for airway control in the patient
who is unconscious, has severe pulmonary edema, or is in severe respiratory distress. Positive-pressure
ventilation techniques with a bag-valve-mask device may be beneficial. Consider drug therapy for
pulmonary edema ... . Monitor cardiac rhythm and treat arrhythmias if necessary ... . Start IV
administration of D5W /SRP: "To keep open", minimal flow rate/. Use 0.9% saline (NS) lactated Ringer's
(LR) if signs of hypovolemia are present. For hypotension with signs of hypovolemia, administer fluid
cautiously. Consider vasopressors if patient is hypotensive with a normal fluid volume. Watch for signs of
fluid overload ... . Treat seizures with diazepam or lorazepam ... . Use proparacaine hydrochloride to assist
eye irrigation ... . /Ethylene glycol, glycols, and related compounds/
[Currance, P.L. Clements, B., Bronstein, A.C. (Eds).; Emergency Care For Hazardous Materials Exposure. 3Rd edition, Elsevier Mosby,
St. Louis, MO 2005, p. 263] **PEER REVIEWED**

Animal Toxicity Studies:
Toxicity Summary:
EXPOSURE. Propylene glycol (PG) production capacity in the US was 1312 million pounds (596 kilotons) in
1998. Domestic demand was 1050 million pounds (477 kilotons). PG is used as an ingredient in cosmetics
at concentrations of <0.1% to >50%. Approximately 4000 cosmetic products contained PG in 1994. Uses
of PG, with percent of demand, are: unsaturated polyester resins, 26 percent; antifreeze and de- icing
fluids, 22 percent; food, drug and cosmetics uses, 18 percent; liquid detergents, 11 percent; functional
fluids (inks, specialty anti-freeze, de-icing lubricants), 4 percent; pet foods, 3 percent; paints and coatings,
5 percent; tobacco, 3 percent; miscellaneous, including plasticizer use, 8 percent. HEALTH. Propylene
glycol (PG) is not acutely toxic. The lowest oral LD50 values range between 18 and 23.9 mg/kg (5 different
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species) and the reported dermal LD50 is 20.8 mg/kg. PG is essentially nonirritating to the skin and mildly
irritating to the eyes. Numerous studies support that PG is not a skin sensitizer. Repeated exposures of
rats to propylene glycol in drinking water or feed did not result in adverse effects at levels up to 10% in
water (estimated at about 10 g/kg bw/day) or 5% in feed (dosage reported as 2.5 g/kg bw/day) for
periods up to 2 years. In cats, two studies of at least 90 days duration show that a species-specific effect
of increased Heinz bodies was observed (NOAEL = 80 mg/kg bw/day; LOAEL = 443 mg/kg bw/day), with
other hematological effects (decrease in number of erythrocytes and erythrocyte survival) reported at
higher doses (6-12% in diet, or 3.7-10.1 g/cat/day). Propylene glycol did not cause fetal or developmental
toxicity in rats, mice, rabbits, or hamsters (NOAELs range from 1.2 to 1.6 g/kg bw/day in four species). No
reproductive effects were found when propylene glycol was administered at up to 5% in the drinking
water (reported as 10.1 g/kg bw/day) of mice. Propylene glycol was not a genetic toxicant as
demonstrated by a battery of in vivo (micronucleus, dominant lethal, chromosome aberration) and in vitro
(bacterial and mammalian cells and cultures) studies. No increase in tumors was found in all tissues
examined when propylene glycol was administered in the diet of rats (2.5 g/kg bw/day for 2 years), or
applied to the skin of female rats (100% PG; total dose not reported; 14 months) or mice (mouse dose
estimated at about 2 g/kg bw/week; lifetime). These data support a lack of carcinogenicity for PG.
ENVIRONMENT. ... Measured freshwater aquatic toxicity data for fish, daphnia and algae report LC/EC50
values of >18,000 mg/L. Therefore, PG is not acutely toxic to aquatic organisms except at very high
concentrations. Using an assessment factor of 100 and the Ceriodaphnia data (48- hour EC 50 = 18,340
mg/l), the predicted no effect concentration is 183 mg/L.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) pp.3-4
(2001). Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Non-Human Toxicity Excerpts:
/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Acute oral toxicity studies yielded similar, low acute toxicities
with relatively high LD50 values ranging from 8000-46000 mg/kg/day propylene glycol for rodents and
18000-20000 mg/kg/day for both rabbits and guinea pigs. Clinical signs (loss of balance, marked
depression, and analgesia) were reported in the rabbit and guinea pig only at extremely high doses that
exceeded the established limit dose (5000 mg/kg) for an acute oral toxicity study. Similar effects were also
evident in one study with mice only at doses that resulted in lethality (LD50 value of 24800 mg/kg/day).
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Propylene glycol induced degeneration of goblet cells (+69%) in
tracheal lining of rabbits after 20 and 120 minutes of aerosol exposure to 10% aerosol in an acute
inhalation toxicity study; no other toxicological effects were observed.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ In primary eye irritation studies, propylene glycol was instilled in
the eyes of rabbits (0.1-0.5 mL). There were no treatment-related effects on the corneas of the animals
and propylene glycol was classified as a non-irritant.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ In a series of skin sensitization tests, no reactions were
observed in guinea pigs exposed to solutions up to 70% propylene glycol.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Propylene glycol was administered to NZW rabbits by gavage in
a single dose of 38.66 mmol/kg [2.942 g/kg] (1 mL 28.4% (v/v)) aqueous solution per 100 g bw. Whole
blood was withdrawn from the marginal ear vein after a 24 hour fast and at 0.25, 1, and 3 hours after
administration of propylene glycol. Blood pH and the levels of propylene glycol and D- and L-lactate and
pyruvate were determined. The level of propylene glycol was estimated colorimetrically and the levels of
lactate and pyruvate were estimated enzymatically. Data were evaluated by analysis of variance for
repeated measures and were expressed as mean +/- SD; a value of P < 0.05 was statistically significant
... Blood propylene glycol concentrations were at a maximum 1 hour post-dosing. Treatment with
propylene glycol significantly (P < 0.01) increased the concentration of L-lactate, which reached a plateau
at 0.25 hours following exposure. D-lactate levels were significantly increased and reached maximum
concentration at 3 hours after administration of oral propylene glycol. Although significant, ... the increase
in D-lactate /was considered/ to be negligible, and /it was/ noted that L-lactate levels were similar to total
lactate levels. Levels of pyruvate remained unaffected before and after administration of propylene glycol.
Blood pH was not significantly altered when compared to control values ... These findings are different
than the results from oral administration of propylene glycol to the rat
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-20 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
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**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ The acute oral toxicity of propylene glycol has been investigated
extensively over the past 60 years in a range of species, including rats, mice, guinea pigs, rabbits, and
dogs ... The lowest oral LD50 values range between 18 and 24.9 g/kg (5 relevant and different species).
Representative data indicate oral LD50 values of 24,900 mg/kg bw in the mouse, 22,000 mg/kg bw in the
rat, 18,000 mg/kg bw in the rabbit, 19,700 mg/kg bw in guinea pig and 20,000 mg/kg bw in the dog. The
acute dermal toxicity of propylene glycol in rabbits was 20,800 mg/kg bw (20.8 g). Overall propylene glycol
is not acutely harmful after ingestion or skin contact.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.17 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Results from guideline studies (OECD 405 method) demonstrate
that undiluted propylene glycol is minimally irritating to the eye, producing no more than slight transient
conjunctivitis which resolves by 24-48 hr. Results from a Guideline 404 skin irritation test, along with
earlier data, show it is not a skin irritant, producing a negligible response after 4 hr occluded contact.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.17 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ /Propylene glycol, glycerin, and sorbitol were fed by/ oral gavage
3 times/day for 2 days, twice on 3rd day to groups of 10 /Charles River/ rats at 0.75, 1.5 or 3.0
mL/kg/dose. One rat administered 0.75 mL/kg /propylene glycol/ displayed slight hyperemia of the GI
tract. One rat exposed to 1.5 mL/kg had severe hyperemia of the GI tract. Two rats given 3.0 mL/kg
displayed slight hyperemia of the GI tract. The other rats displayed no irritation. Rats given 3 mL/kg either
as 50% or 75% in water had no irritation. Propylene glycol was less irritating than glycerin or sorbitol.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.51 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ With lethal dosage mice died with dyspnea and cramps, ...loss of
equilibrium, depression, analgesia, finally death after prolonged moribund state.
[Browning, E. Toxicity and Metabolism of Industrial Solvents. New York: American Elsevier, 1965., p. 644] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ ... IV injection of 1-10 mL in rats provoked a transitory fall in
blood pressure ... 0.25-0.8 mL/kg were followed by transitory diuresis.
[Browning, E. Toxicity and Metabolism of Industrial Solvents. New York: American Elsevier, 1965., p. 644] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Slight degenerative changes in kidneys of dogs receiving large iv
and divided gastric doses ...
[Browning, E. Toxicity and Metabolism of Industrial Solvents. New York: American Elsevier, 1965., p. 644] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ When tested by application to rabbit eyes it ... caused no more
than transient slight conjunctival hyperemia. Tests on rabbit eyes from which corneal epithelium had been
removed ... /showed/ no injury from irrigation with a 50% solution in water for 5 min, but a moderate
reaction to ... undiluted propylene glycol for 5 min.
[Grant, W.M. Toxicology of the Eye. 3rd ed. Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas Publisher, 1986., p. 769] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Injection into the vortex vein of animal eyes (0.25 mL in 10 sec)
has sporadically caused slight serous detachment of the retina, and separation of the nonpigmented from
the pigmented epithelium of the ciliary body, but no degeneration of the retina and no cystoid changes in
the pars plana of the ciliary body.
[Grant, W.M. Toxicology of the Eye. 3rd ed. Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas Publisher, 1986., p. 769] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Topically, it appears to be well tolerated in high concentration on
skin, eye and mucous membranes of many animals, although it produces pain or sting sensations noted
with its mixtures on IM or wound therapy.
[Rossoff, I.S. Handbook of Veterinary Drugs. New York: Springer Publishing Company, 1974., p. 495] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Diets containing 40, 50, or 60% of propylene glycol were lethal
after a few days.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001.]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Propylene glycol (90%) produced conductive middle ear problems
in guinea pigs but there was no loss of hair cells above that found in normal untreated animals.
[Vernon J et al; Arch Otolaryngol 104 (12): 726-9 (1978). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ In calves iv injection of aqueous preparation of ... propylene
glycol ... produced transient (1-4 min) periods of cardiovascular depression characterized by cardiac
asystole, systemic hypotension and decreased pulmonary and renal arterial blood flow.
[Gross DR et al; Am J Vet Res 40 (6): 783-91 (1979). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ The intravenous administration of therapeutic agents in
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propylene glycol produces transient cardiovascular depression characterized by cardiac asystole, systemic
hypotension and decreased pulmonary and renal arterial blood flow.
[Humphreys, D.J. Veterinary Toxicology. 3rd ed. London, England: Bailliere Tindell, 1988., p. 185] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ ... When propylene glycol was injected iv in rabbits, there were
no effects on blood other than decreased clotting time, increased platelet count, and an increase in
polymorphs accompanied by a decrease in lymphocytes. High doses in rats by IM and SC injections
resulted in profound depression, analgesia, and coma.
[Clayton, G. D. and F. E. Clayton (eds.). Patty's Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology: Volume 2A, 2B, 2C: Toxicology. 3rd ed. New York:
John Wiley Sons, 1981-1982., p. 3857] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ An effort was made to determine the cause and effect of
hematological alterations, such as membrane perturbations and altered hematocrit values, in female
albino-Wistar-rats resulting from a single oral dose of propylene glycol (PG). In one experiment, the rats
were divided into two groups of six animals and orally dosed with either 73 or 294 mg PG/100 g bw. Blood
samples were drawn before dosing, during peak periods (30 and 120 minutes after dosing), and at 1, 2,
and 7 days following dosing. Hematological parameters, plasma osmolality, and erythrocyte morphology
were determined. Six other groups of four rats were given one of the two oral PG doses and killed 30
minutes, 120 minutes, 2 days, or 7 days after dosing. An untreated group served as controls. The spleens
from treated and control animals were removed and weighed. In PG dosed rats, significant and
progressive decreases in hemoglobin, packed cell volume, and erythrocyte counts for up to 2 days were
observed. These values tended to return to basal values 7 days following exposure in both dosage
groups. Significant increases in reticulocyte counts, plasma hemoglobin, and spleen weights were also
observed after dosing. Plasma hyperosmolality was detected following treatment with either dose and
reached a maximum 2 days after dosing. The osmotic fragility of erythrocytes was unchanged after dosing,
but rough cell surfaces, ruptured membranes and increased cell adherence throughout the observation
period were revealed by electron microscope morphology. By the eighth day after treatment, none of
these features were pronounced. Spleen weights were increased in the treatment groups.
[Saini M et al; Vet Hum Toxicol 38 (2): 81-85 (1996). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Histopathological observation of celloidin serial sections of the
chinchilla middle ear after treatment with propylene glycol disclosed the development of severe
inflammation of the middle ear mucosa and tympanic membrane, papillary proliferation of the epidermis of
the tympanic membrane and external auditory meatus, and retraction and adhesion of the tympanic
membrane. The findings for the tympanic membrane, impedance testing and histopathological examination
suggested that there were two types of acquired cholesteatoma formation, probably with a difference in
the pathogenesis. In one type, the proliferated epidermal layer of the tympanic membrane penetrated
into the middle ear cavity making tympanic perforations. In the other type, there was progressive
retraction of the tympanic membrane forming a retraction pocket.
[Imamura S et al; ORL J Otorhinolaryngol Relat Spec 61(2): 84-91 (1999). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED**
PubMed Abstract

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Mouse ear swelling test: application to both sides of the right
ear on days 0 and 2; sc injection of Complete Freund's adjuvant Day 2; challenge application to both sides
of left ear Day 9; measured thickness of left ear day 9 (before treatment) and Day 10. Female Balb/c mice,
number not given. Results: not sensitizing; no increase in skin thickness.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.60 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ The effects of propylene glycol (PG) on cardiopulmonary function
were studied ... An intravenous bolus injection (0.5 mL/kg) of 30% PG in sterile water caused a transient
significant increase in pulmonary arterial pressure in a group of eight mixed breed sheep (weights 20-28
kg). The peak mean pulmonary arterial pressure increased from 17 +/- 1 to a peak of 35 +/- 4 mm Hg (p <
0.05), and significant increases in pressure were not noted at 5 min postdosing. A similar finding was
reported in lambs, but not in dogs or guinea pigs ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ ... The antiarrhythmic effects of solvents, including propylene
glycol (PG), /were studied/. 20 rats and 15 dogs were anesthetized prior to having arrhythmias
(monitored by electrocardiograph) induced via ouabain injections. The animals were then dosed
intravenously with 0.2 mL/kg bw 100% PG or 0.2 mL/kg bw 70% PG. At each dose administered, PG
produced either a temporary or a permanent change to a normal cardiac rhythm.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ ... The effects of acute oral administration of propylene glycol
(PG) /were investigated/ using female Wistar strain rats. Three groups of rats were given 1 mL oral doses
of 9.66, 19.32, or 38.64 mmol/kg bw PG. Blood samples were drawn from the optical sinus at 0 hr, 30 min,
60 min, 120 min, and 24 hr postdosing. Acute oral adiministration of PG caused significant decreases in the
levels of fibrinogen, albumin, and globulin in the plasma. PG affected the function of the liver in either the
synthesis or the secretion of proteins in the rat.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**
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/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ The skin irritancy potential of propylene glycol (PG) was studied
... using nude mice. PG (10, 25, or 50%) was instilled in polyvinyl chloride cups (vol 0.3 sq cm) on the
dorsal side of three mice. The test substance remained in contact with the skin for 24 hr. At the end of 24
hr, the animals were killed and a sample of the exposed skin was taken for microscopic examination.
Reactions were scored according to the methods of Ingram and Grasso (1975) (maximum possible score =
77). At 10%, no irritation was observed. At 25%, the score was 5, and at 50% the score was 11. In the
animals exposed to 50% PG, hypertrophy, dermal inflammation, and proliferation stimuli were noted,
indicating that this concentration of PG may cause skin irritation.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Acute Exposure/ Propylene glycol (PG) was applied to the clipped skin (intact and
scarified) of the backs of three groups of six New Zealand white rabbits according to three different
protocols by Guillot et al. In protocol 1 (the cosmetic protocol), rabbits were exposed to 0.5 mL of the test
substance for 23 hr under occlusive patches. Protocol 2 (the Association Francaise de Normalisation
(AFNOR) protocol) was defined as the exposure of rabbits to 0.5mL of the test substance for 4 hr under
occlusive patches. In protocol 3 (the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
protocol), rabbits were exposed to 0.5mL of the test substance for 4 hr under semiocclusive patches. In
each of the three protocols, both abraded and intact skin sites were tested. Reactions were scored at 1
and 48 hr in the cosmetic protocol, 2, 24, and 48 hr in the AFNOR protocol, and 30-60 min, 24, 48, and 72
hr in the OECD protocol. The primary cutaneous irritation index obtained for the three protocols were 0.17,
0.14, and 0.02, respectively. In all three tests PG was classified as a nonirritant.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ Propylene glycol was /administered/ to rats in
drinking water for 140 days. Although there were clinical signs (CNS depression and minor liver toxicity)
exhibited in animals at a dose of 13,200 mg/kg/day, these effects occurred at a dose level well above the
limit dose of 1000 mg/kg/day established /by EPA/ for an oral subchronic toxicity study in rats.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ In a 90-day inhalation study, female rats were
exposed to propylene glycol vapors (1.0 or 2.2 mg/L) for 6 hours/day, 5 days/week over a period of 90
days. Animals experienced decreases in body weight and food consumption, although there were no
changes in respiratory rates, minute volumes, or tidal volumes during exposure. With the exception of a
significant increase in the number of goblet cells in the nasal passages of the mid- and high-dose animals
(both male and female) males were unaffected by propylene glycol treatment (0.16, 1.0, or 2.2 mg/L) in
this subchronic inhalation study.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ 5 or 6 cats of each sex were fed a diet
containing 12% propylene glycol (low dose, 1.60 g/kg bw/day) for 5 weeks (a dose equivalent to that
found in commercial soft-moist cat foods), or a high dose diet containing 41% propylene glycol (8.00 g/kg
bw/day) for 22 days. Propylene glycol (99.7% purity) was a racemic mixture of D- and L-isomers.
Predosing observations were made such that each group of cats served as its own control. Clinical
chemistry analyses were conducted on serum samples. L- (+) lactate was determined enzymatically using
L-lactate dehydrogenase and D- (-) lactate was determined on days 0, 10, and 24 of the low-dose diet
and days 0, 6, 10, and 24 of the high-dose diet. Data were analyzed by ANOVA and significance was at
the p < 0.05 level. Plasma levels of propylene glycol were measured in two of the low-dose cats.
Propylene glycol levels on day 24 of dosing were 19.1 and 8.4 mM and propylene glycol was not detected
in the control plasma. The authors reported a linear correlation between increases in anion gap [anion
gap = (Na+) - Cl - + total CO2)] and D-lactate in cats fed the low dose. Serum levels of D-lactate increased
with days of propylene glycol ingestion and levels of L-lactate decreased in low dose cats. The authors
noted previous observations where propylene glycol was found to produce L-lactic acidosis in humans and
animals including cats shortly after exposure. Because ... lactic acid exposure /was first measured/ at 1
week following exposure, it is unknown if acute increases in L-lactate concentration occurred in the cats.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-21. Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ Cats administered 12 (1.6 g/kg bw/day) or
41% (8.0 g/kg bw/day) propylene glycol in the diet (dry weight) for 22 days, showed a time-dependent
increase in plasma lactate and in anion gap
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-28 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ In ... a 15-week toxicity study in rats given
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propylene glycol in the diet, body weight, renal concentration tests, organ weights, histology, and
incidence of neoplasms were described. Necropsy at the end of the study included gross and microscopic
examination of the male and female reproductive tracts. Charles River CD rats from a Specific Pathogen
Free (SPF) breeding colony were used in this study. At the start of the study, the weight range of the
males was 120 -150 g and of the females was 120-140 g. ... Groups of 15 male and 15 female rats were
fed diets containing 0, or 50,000 ppm propylene glycol [>99% purity] for 15 weeks. Body weights and food
consumption were not recorded. During the last week of treatment, renal concentration tests were
estimated over a 6-hour water deprivation period. At necropsy, blood was collected for hematology and
blood concentrations of urea, glutamic-oxalacetic, and glutamic-pyruvic transaminases were determined.
At necropsy, brain, heart, liver, spleen, kidneys, adrenals, gonads, and pituitary were weighed ... No
differences /were noted/ between the control rats and those fed the 50,000 ppm diet for the parameters
measured, including the urine and serum analyses, blood chemistry, and organ weights
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-32 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/... Cats appear to be more responsive /than
other species/ with a species-specific increase in Heinz bodies reported after dietary administration over
2-3 months. Increased hemosiderin deposits were also noted in liver and spleen, but appeared secondary
to Heinz body formation. The NOAEL for Heinz body formation was 80 mg/kg bw/day, with a LOAEL of 443
mg/kg bw/day. No other systemic effects were seen in cats at doses up to 4239 mg/kg bw/day (the
maximum used in the investigation), including no evidence of hemolytic anemia.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.18 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ Results from /a 2 wk/ feeding study in cats
reported a LOAEL for decreased number and survival of erythrocytes of 3700 mg/cat/day. This was based
on ingestion of 6% propylene glycol in feed, and was estimated to range between 741 - 1600 mg/kg
bw/day.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.18 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ ... Rats /were given/ drinking water containing
1, 2, 5, 10, 25, and 50% propylene glycol over a period of 140 days. Animals /that/ received water
containing either 25 or 50% propylene glycol died in 69 days, whereas those /that/ received 1, 2, 5, or
10% appeared normal throughout the observation period. The calculated average daily intakes for the
latter four groups were about 1.6, 3.7, 7.7, and 13.2 g/kg/day of propylene glycol, respectively.
Histopathologic examination of the tissues from these animals revealed no renal or other pathologic
disturbances.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ ... A diet containing 30% of propylene glycol
was not well tolerated by young rats, and ... producing females were unable to bring their young to
weaning.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ ... Male lambs /were fed/ propylene glycol at
levels of 0.5 and 1.0 g/kg in feed every other day for 104 days. Neither level produced any adverse
effects. They did increase the weight gain, especially in the early part of the experiment (about 30 days).
Evaluation of the rumen liquor revealed an increase in propionate and total fatty acid concentrations. The
weight percentage of wool, dressed carcass, and red meat-fat ratios were also greater than those of the
controls.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ Male Sprague-Dawley rats received undiluted
1,2-propanediol at a dose of 4.0 mg/kg bw by gastric intubation for 30 days. The treatment produced no
significant differences in plasma concentration of total phospholipids, cholesterol, triglycerides and free
fatty acids, and in the liver concentration of phospholipids, triglycerides, and gangliosides. Liver total
cholesterol was moderately, but significantly, increased.
[Sheftel, V.O.; Indirect Food Additives and Polymers. Migration and Toxicology. Lewis Publishers, Boca Raton, FL. 2000., p. 274]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ Rats were given 5.0 and 10% aqueous
solutions of 1,2-propanediol for 5 weeks. Administration resulted in increased liver weight and blood
glucose level. The treatment reduced blood urea concentration and the erythrocyte count but did not
affect the weights of other visceral organs.
[Sheftel, V.O.; Indirect Food Additives and Polymers. Migration and Toxicology. Lewis Publishers, Boca Raton, FL. 2000., p. 274]
**PEER REVIEWED**
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/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ ... Cats ingesting 1.6 g propylene
glycol/kg/day exhibited increases in serum anion gap acidosis and in D-lactate over a period of 35 days.
Cats fed 8 g/kg/day for 35 days developed depression and ataxia, consistent with their progressively
elevated plasma lactate levels.
[Klaassen, C.D. (ed). Casarett and Doull's Toxicology. The Basic Science of Poisons. 6th ed. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 2001., p. 897]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ ... Filtered test cigarettes were prepared from
an American-style tobacco blend containing either glycerin added at 5.1% w/w tobacco, propylene glycol
at 2.2% w/w tobacco, or combinations of these humectants totaling 2.3%, 3.9%, and 7.2% w/w tobacco.
Other groups of animals were exposed similarly to the smoke of reference cigarettes without added
humectants, or to filtered air (sham control). Smoke exposures were conducted for 1 hr/day, 5 days/wk for
13 wk, at target smoke particulate concentrations of 350 mg/cu m. All smoke-exposed groups had
equivalent increases in blood carboxyhemoglobin, serum nicotine, and serum cotinine relative to the air
controls. Smoke-associated reductions in body weights and occasional increases in heart and lung
weights were generally similar among the various exposure conditions at necropsy. Increases in serum
alkaline phosphatase and decreases in serum glucose and cholesterol were observed among smokeexposed females relative to air controls. However, no significant differences in these parameters were
evident between the humectant-containing and reference cigarette smoke exposure groups. ... Addition of
the tested humectants to cigarettes, singly or in combination, had no meaningful effect on the site,
occurrence, or severity of respiratory-tract changes or on the measured indices of pulmonary function.
[Heck JD et al; Inhal Toxicol 14 (11): 1135-52 (2002). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ Thirty-six Holstein cows were assigned to
treatment or control groups. Each treatment cow was given 500 mL of propylene glycol by drenching daily
from 7 to 42 days of lactation. Blood samples for glucose, insulin, nonesterified fatty acids (NEFA), and
plasma urea N were collected at 0, 30, and 90 min postdrenching once weekly during 1-6 weeks. Blood
samples were collected for progesterone analysis and cows were palpated three times per week until 11
weeks to assess ovarian status. Propylene glycol did not affect dry matter intake (DMI), milk yield or
energy balance in treatment cows. After drenching, propylene glycol increased (p < 0.01) plasma glucose
and insulin and decreased (p < 0.01) NEFA; plasma urea N of the treatment group tended (p = 0.07) to be
higher than that of the control group through 90 min. Days to first service, days open, and services per
conception were not different between groups. Conception rates to first insemination were 33% in the
control group and 57% in treated cows, but these were not significantly different. First ovulation of
treatment cows occurred earlier than that of control cows (32.3 versus 44.5 days, p = 0.06) and the
length of the first luteal phase was longer in treated cows (13.1 versus 7.3 days, p < 0.05).
[Miyoshi S et al; Anim Reprod Sci 68 (1-2): 29-43 (2001). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ Postpartum dairy cows (n = 35) were used to
determine the effects of feeding propylene glycol (PG) on metabolic variables related to ovarian function
and on oocyte developmental competence. Starting on Day 7 postpartum, each animal received an oral
dose (500 mL) of either PG or water once daily. Blood samples were collected on Days 5, 15, 25 and 35 pp
to measure insulin, non-esterified fatty acids (NEFAs), beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHB) and glucose
concentrations. Oocytes were recovered by ultrasound guided follicular aspiration starting on
approximately Day 30 postpartum and submitted to in vitro fertilization. Ovarian follicular activity was
examined daily by ultrasonography from Day 7 until ovulation or Days 35-40 postpartum. Animals receiving
PG had elevated insulin concentrations over the subsequent 90 min following dosing (P < 0.05) compared
to control animals. Glucose concentrations followed a similar pattern. Irrespective of treatment,
concentrations of NEFA declined significantly from Days 15 to 35 postpartum. Administration of PG resulted
in a decrease in NEFA (P < 0.001) and BHB (P < 0.001) over the subsequent 90 min compared to control
animals. Treatment with PG had no effect on follicular dynamics, mean days to emergence of the first
cohort of follicles postpartum, or days to dominance and duration of dominance for any follicular wave
recorded postpartum. There was also no difference in mean days to first ovulation or in size of the
preovulatory follicle between treatments. Oocyte quality as measured by blastocyst development after IVF
was not affected by treatment...
[Rizos D et al; Theriogenology 69 (6): 699-99 (2008). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=18262261 **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ Male Sprague-Dawley rats (number not
stated) were given 4 mL/kg/day propylene glycol (PG) via gastric intubation for 30 days in a short-term
study ... A second group of animals was given distilled water and served as the control. Body weights
were measured throughout the experiment. On day 31, blood samples were taken from the carotid artery,
and the livers of the animals were removed for lipid analysis. There were no significant differences in body
weights or liver weights in the PG-treated animals as compared with controls. There was a significant
increase in total cholesterol in the livers of the PG-treated animals (p = 0.02).
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ The effect of propylene glycol (PG) on liver
structure was evaluated using 15 male Wistar rats (5 weeks old). PG (15% (v/v) in drinking water) was
administered to the animals daily by gastric intubation, and animals were killed at time periods ranging
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from 1 week to 3 months after initiation of the study. Thin sections of the liver, fixed with glutaraldehyde,
were examined using an electron microscope. PG administration resulted in remarkably enlarged
mitochondria with well-developed cristae and a dense matrix in every hepatocyte. These changes were
noted throughout the hepatic lobule, but were more distinct in hepatocytes of the peripheral zone of the
hepatic lobule. Other ultrastructural changes in hepatocytes included proliferation of smooth-surfaced
endoplasmic reticulum and an increase in the number of lysosomes and microbodies ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ Enzyme effects of short-term administration of
propylene glycol (PG) in rats were investigated ... Two groups of six male and six female rats (strain not
given) were given oral doses of 1 mL 28.4% PG/100 g bw daily for 30 days. A control group of 12 rats was
given daily doses of distilled water. On day 31, blood samples for enzyme studies were collected from the
orbital sinus of each animal. Glucose-6-phosphate: NADP oxidoreductase, blood catalase activity, and
whole-blood reduced glutathione (GSH) were measured. The growth rate of test animals was not
significantly different from controls. In the treated animals, the whole-blood GSH was significantly
decreased (p < or = 0.001), and erythrocyte catalase activity was significantly decreased in the males (p <
or = 0.01).
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ ... The effects of short-term administration of
propylene glycol (PG) on rat erythrocyte morphology and function /were studied/. One group of six male
rats (strain not given) was given oral doses of 284 uL PG daily for 30 days. A second group of six rats
serving as a control group was given oral doses of distilled water. On day 31, blood samples were drawn
from the orbital sinus of each rat, and membrane lipids were extracted from erythrocytes. Short-term oral
doses of PG caused a significant decrease in total lipids (p < 0.001), cholesterol (p < 0.05), and
phospholipids (p < 0.05) in the rat erythrocytes. The decrease in lipids altered the erythrocyte morphology
in the PG-treated animals.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ ... The effects of oral propylene glycol (PG)
administration on the development of Heinz body hemolytic anemia in cats /was investigated/. Two groups
of cats were fed commercial diets in the conditioning phase of the experiment. Control values for Heinz
bodies were obtained. Each cat served as its own control. Six of the cats were fed diets containing 12%
(1.5 g/kg/day) PG for 5 weeks (low dose study). Five adult cats were fed diets containing 41% (8
g/kg/day) PG for 22 days (high dose study). Blood samples were collected and Heinz body formation was
investigated. The percentage of Heinz bodies present during the control period was 2.98 +/- 0.90% in the
low dose group. After 1 week on the 12% PG diet, the percentage of Heinz bodies was significantly
increased to 11.33 +/- 3.36% (p < 0.03). After 35 days, the percentage of Heinz bodies was 28%. In the
high dose group, the control value for percentage of Heinz bodies was 4.8 +/- 1.81%. The percentage of
Heinz bodies was 92.1 +/- 3.6% on day 9. This value was significantly increased compared with control
values (p < 0.001).
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ ... The effects of short-term administration of
propylene glycol (PG) /were investigated/ using rats and dogs. Groups of five male and five female rats
(strain not identified) were given intravenous infusions of PG/ethanol/water (5:1:4) over a period of 2
weeks. The dose was 5 mL/kg/day at a rate of 0.3 mL/min. One male beagle and one female beagle dog
were given the same PG/ethanol/water mixture at doses of 4 mL/kg/day at a rate of 6 mL/min. Excretion
of red urine was noted after the initial dose in both test species and continued throughout the 2 week
study in most rats and in some dogs (number not specified). After the 2 week treatment period, decreases
in packed cell volume, hemoglobin, and erythrocyte counts were noted in both test species. At necropsy,
splenomegaly and renal hemosiderin deposits were observed in the rats.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Subchronic or Prechronic Exposure/ The hemolytic effects of propylene glycol (PG)
were evaluated in a 117 day study using 21 adult, specific-pathogen-free cats (7 males, 14 females;
weights between 2.3 and 5.1 kg). The animals were randomly divided into three groups and fed 6% PG,
12% PG ( in the diet), and a control diet, respectively. Blood was drawn at the beginning of the study and
every 2 weeks thereafter. Reticulocyte and Heinz body counts were expressed as the percentage of 1,000
cells counted. Differences between treatment groups and changes over time within groups were
evaluated by an analysis of variance. In experimental and control groups, the packed cell volume
decreased over time and was significantly lower in the 12% group only during the sixth week of the study.
Significant changes in hemoglobin concentration were not observed between groups; however, a
statistically significant (p < 0.001) decrease over time was observed in the 6% PG group. Throughout the
study, a significant decrease (p < 0.001) in numbers of erythrocytes was noted in 6 and 12% PG groups,
but not in the control group. A significant (p < 0.0001) increase in punctate reticulocytes over time was
observed in 6 and 12% PG groups, but not in the control group. Additionally, a significant increase in the
number of aggregate reticulocytes was noted in the 12% PG group 2 weeks after initiation of PGcontaining diets. Heinz body counts were significantly higher, in a dose-related manner, in 5 and 12% PG
groups; the increase persisted throughout the study. The results of this study indicated the PG-containing
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diets cause a dose-dependent erythrocyte destruction, even when fed at concentrations as low as 6% ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Chronic Exposure or Carcinogenicity/ In a continuous-exposure inhalation study,
rats were exposed to 0.17-0.35 mg/L propylene glycol for 18 months and a chronic toxicity lowest
observed adverse effect level (LOAEL) of 0.35 mg/L was established based on a 50% increase in body
weight. There were no other effects observed in treated animals in this study.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Chronic Exposure or Carcinogenicity/ A carcinogenicity study in rats fed propylene
glycol (PG) at concentrations of 200, 400, 900, or 1700 mg/kg/day for males and 300, 500, 1000, or 2100
mg/kg/day for females was carried out for 2 years with little evidence of chronic toxicity or significant
treatment-related neoplasms. In another study the dermal carcinogenicity of propylene glycol was
examined in mice when 0.02 mL of 10, 50 or 100% PG were applied to animals twice a week. There was
no increase in dermal tumors or change in longevity of mice after chronic treatment with PG.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Chronic Exposure or Carcinogenicity/ Renal and hepatic damage have been
observed only in animals /with chronic exposure/.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Chronic Exposure or Carcinogenicity/ Rats can tolerate a repeated oral daily dose
of up to 30 mL/kg bw in the diet over 6 months, while the dog is unaffected by a repeated oral dose of
2g/kg in the diet for 2 years.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Chronic Exposure or Carcinogenicity/ Chronic feeding studies in rats
demonstrated only minimal changes following administration of up to 5% w/w in the diet, equivalent to a
NOAEL of 1700 mg/kg bw/day in males and 2100 mg/kg/day in females.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.18 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Chronic Exposure or Carcinogenicity/ The carcinogenic potential of propylene
glycol has been investigated in two long term feeding studies. No increase in tumors was recorded in rats
receiving the equivalent of 1700 (males) or 2100 (females) mg/kg bw/day over two years. Tumor
incidences were also unchanged in male and female Beagle dogs ingesting 20% propylene glycol in diet
(equivalent to 5000 mg/kg bw/day), again over two years. Although the treatment regime used in the
latter study was inconsistent with current dietary guidelines (i.e., exceeded 5% in feed), inclusion of an
appropriate caloric control group, together with extensive reporting of findings, suggests that these
findings are reliable and suitable for hazard evaluation.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) pp.19-20
(2001). Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Chronic Exposure or Carcinogenicity/ Skin painting studies with propylene glycol
have shown no increase in dermal tumors in female mice after chronic treatment with 2, 10, or 21 mg/day
over a lifetime. In a non-standard investigation, ... propylene glycol /was used/ as vehicle (dose not
specified) in an ear painting study in rats. No tumors were apparent by visual or microscopic examination
after 10-14 months treatment.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.20 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Chronic Exposure or Carcinogenicity/ A group of four female dogs ... received 5%
propylene glycol (PG) in drinking water for a period ranging from 5-9 months. The animals were allowed to
drink the mixture twice daily during a period of 1 hr. Additionally, each of four male dogs ... was allowed to
drink 600 mL of 10% PG in drinking water daily over a period ranging from 5-6 months. The three tests of
liver function included galactose excretion, uric acid excretion, and the rose bengal content of blood. The
excretion of phenolsulfonphthalein during a 2 hr test period served as the test for renal function. The
results indicated no impairment of hepatic or renal function in either male or female dogs ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Chronic Exposure or Carcinogenicity/ Pure propylene glycol (PG) was applied to
the flanks of 2 guinea pigs and to the backs of 20 rabbits in a skin fold thickness test. Open patches
containing the test material (amount unspecified) were applied daily to the test sites. Untreated test sites
served as controls. The skin fold thickness, a measurement of skin irritation, was measured daily with a
Harpenden skin fold caliper. Sites were also examined for erythema, edema, and scaling. There were no
significant increases in skin fold thickness in the rabbits. Most test sites in the rabbits had transient
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redness, which resolved spontaneously. There was a significant increase in skin fold thickness in the
guinea pigs on day 7 (p < 0.01) and on days 8-10 (p < 0.001) ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Chronic Exposure or Carcinogenicity/ Dogs were dosed with 5.0 mg/kg bw for 2
years. The treatment increased the rate of erythrocyte hemolysis and lowered Hb content (reversible
changes). A dose of 2.0 mg/kg bw appeared to be ineffective.
[Sheftel, V.O.; Indirect Food Additives and Polymers. Migration and Toxicology. Lewis Publishers, Boca Raton, FL. 2000., p. 274]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Chronic Exposure or Carcinogenicity/ Monkeys and rats /exposed/ to atmospheres
saturated with propylene glycol vapor .../experienced/ no adverse effects .. after periods of 12-18 months.
No adverse effects were noted, and there were no increases in tumor incidences in rats fed diets
containing up to 5% propylene glycol for two years.
[Amdur, M.O., J. Doull, C.D. Klaasen (eds). Casarett and Doull's Toxicology. 4th ed. New York, NY: Pergamon Press, 1991., p. 705]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ Propylene glycol, administered to mice at
a concentration of 10000 mg/kg/day in drinking water, did not produce any overt adverse effects in fetal
development. Another study, of similar dose (10400 mg/kg/day), administered subcutaneous injections on
gestation day (GD) 9, 10, and 11 to mice and failed to result in significant increases in fetal malformations.
Two studies involving mice that were orally administered propylene glycol in concentrations up to 10400
mg/kg/day did not induce any maternal, reproductive, or developmental toxicities in the animals.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ Propylene glycol was administered to
rats (1600-6200 mg/kg/day), mice (1550-10000 mg/kg/day), and rabbits (1230 mg/kg/day) during
gestation via a stomach tube. There were no adverse reproductive effects observed in any of these
experiments. However, a slight maternal toxicity was noted in mice treated with 10000 mg/kg/day
propylene glycol (highest dose administered) on GD 8-12. Rats, in three successive generations, were
exposed to 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 20, or 30% propylene glycol. No adverse effects were observed until the 20%
dose (equivalent to a dietary level of approximately 11900 mg/kg/day) was administered and 50% of the
animals failed to produce offspring. No offspring were produced by any of the rats in the high-dose group
(30% PG).
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ In a reproductive study, mice were
administered 1820, 4800, or 10100 mg/kg/day propylene glycol in drinking water over a course of 18
weeks. There were no treatment-related maternal, reproductive, or developmental toxicity effects
observed at any of the propylene glycol doses tested in this study.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ Propylene glycol was administered by
gavage to groups of 30 Charles River CD-1 mice from gestational day (gd) 6 to 15. Propylene glycol
(99.9% purity) was given once a day at 0.5, 5.0, or 10.0 mL/kg bw/day [0.52, 5.2, or 10.4 g/kg bw day,
respectively]. A control group of 30 pregnant females received 10.0 mL/kg bw/day of water. SRP: /No
effects on either the fetus or the Dams were seen. The material was not a developmental toxin under the
conditions of this study/.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 pp.II-50-51 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010:
http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ Timed-mated Wistar albino rats
(25/group) were dosed by oral intubation with propylene glycol as a water solution from gd 6 to 15.
Observation of the vaginal sperm plug was gestational day (gd) 0. Dose groups were 0, 16, 74.3, 345,
and 1,600 mg/kg bw/day. Aspirin at a dose of 250 mg/kg bw was used as a positive control. Body weights
of the dams were recorded on gd 0, 6, 11, 15, and 20. Food consumption and clinical signs were also
monitored ... All dams survived to term. On gd 20 all dams were anesthetized and a Cesarean section
performed. There were no apparent treatment-related differences in the number of implantation sites,
resorptions, fetal body weight, and viability among the dose groups. All fetuses were examined for
external abnormalities, 1/3 of the fetuses from each litter were Wilson sectioned for visceral examination,
the remaining 2/3 of each litter were examined for skeletal defects by clearing the tissue with potassium
hydroxide and staining the bone with Alizarin Red S dye. The administration of up to 1600 mg/kg/ (body
weight) of the test material to pregnant rats for 10 consecutive days had no clearly discernible effect on
nidation or on maternal or fetal survival. The number of abnormalities seen in either soft or skeletal
tissues of the test groups did not differ from the number occurring spontaneously in the sham-treated
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controls.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 pp.II-54-55 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010:
http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ Timed-mated outbred Golden hamsters
(25/group) were dosed by oral intubation with propylene glycol from gestational day (gd) 6 to 10.
Observation of motile sperm in the vaginal smear was gd 0. Dose groups were 0, 15.5, 72, 334.5, and
1,550 mg/kg bw/day. Aspirin at a dose of 250 mg/kg bw/day was used as a positive control. On gd 14, a
Cesarean section was performed. There were no apparent treatment related differences in the number of
implantation sites, resorptions, fetal body weight, or viability among the dose groups. All fetuses were
examined for external abnormalities, 1/3 of the fetuses from each litter were Wilson sectioned for visceral
examination, the remaining 2/3 of each litter were examined for skeletal defects by clearing the tissue
with potassium hydroxide and staining the bone with Alizarin Red S dye. The administration of up to 1550
mg/kg/ (body weight) of the test material to pregnant hamsters for 5 consecutive days had no clearly
discernible effect on nidation or on maternal or fetal survival. The number of abnormalities seen in either
soft or skeletal tissues of the test groups did not differ from the number occurring spontaneously in the
sham-treated controls.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 pp.II-56-57 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010:
http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ Dutch-belted female rabbits were dosed
by oral intubation with propylene glycol from gd 6 to 18. Dose groups were 0, 12.3, 57.1, 267, and 1,230
mg/kg bw/day. 6-Aminonicotinamide (2.5 mg/kg) dosed on gd 9 was a positive control. On gd 0, each doe
received an injection of human chorionic gonadotropin (400 IU) and 3 hours later was artificially
inseminated with diluted donor buck semen. On gd 29 a Cesarean section was performed. There were no
apparent treatment-related differences in the number of corpora Appendix II II-59 lutea, implantation
sites, resorptions, fetal body weight, and viability among dose groups. All fetuses were examined for
external abnormalities. The live fetuses from each litter were placed in an incubator for 24 hours for
evaluation of neonatal survival. All surviving pups were sacrificed at the end of that time and examined by
dissection for visceral abnormalities. All fetuses were cleared with potassium hydroxide and stained with
Alizarin Red S dye and examined for skeletal defects. The administration of up to 1230 mg/kg/bw of the
test material to pregnant rats [sic] for 13 consecutive days had no clearly discernible effect on nidation or
on maternal or fetal survival. The number of abnormalities seen in either soft or skeletal tissues of the test
groups did not differ from the number occurring spontaneously in the sham-treated controls.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 pp.II-58-59. Available from, as of January 11, 2010:
http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ The impact of propylene glycol on
reproductive performance in male and female mice has been assessed using a continuous breeding
protocol. Propylene glycol was administered in drinking water (1-5%), with received doses of approx.
1800, 4800, or 10,100 mg/kg bw/day for up to 98 days. There was no treatment related effect on growth
or viability in the F1 and F2 generations, or on reproductive performance in the F0 or F1 generations.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.20 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ Effects on fetal development have been
investigated in pregnant rats, mice, hamsters and rabbits. Appropriate positive control substances were
included in these studies (asprin for rats, mice, and hamsters, 6-aminonicotinamide for rabbits). Orally
administered propylene glycol (gavage) was well tolerated with no adverse effect on pregnancy
parameters or maternal or fetal survival at any treatment level. There was no evidence of teratogenicity at
any dose level.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.20 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ ...The reproduction capacity of rats fed up
to 30% of propylene glycol in their diets /was studied/ through six generations. No adverse effects on
reproduction were found when concentrations of propylene glycol in the diet were < 7.5%. At higher
levels, the rats that received the propylene glycol consumed less food, grew slower, had young at an
older age, produced smaller litters on average, and weaned fewer young than the control animals. At the
30% level, the females did not breed normally and when they had young they did not feed them properly.
They failed to wean third generation young.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ ... Propylene glycol was not teratogenic
when injected into the yolk sac of chick embryos. However, it caused a high mortality of the embryos when
injected into the air sac on the fourth day of development and unilateral micromelia in about 20% of the
survivors.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
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**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ Random-bred mice (Harlan SpragueDawley) were superovulated (5 IU PMSG IP followed in 48 hours with 5 IU HCG) and paired with B6SJL/J
males. Female mice were sacrificed on gestational day (gd) 2 (day of vaginal plug = gd 1) for collection of
two-cell embryos or on gd 3 for collection of eight-cell morulae. Oviducts were flushed with M2 medium and
embryos were cultured in Ham's F-10 media. Embryos at the two-cell stage were washed 3x in Ham's F-10
and cultured 24 hours in medium containing 6 -131 mM propylene glycol (0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, or 1.0%).
Embryos were then washed in Hams F-10 (three times) and cultured in propylene glycol-free medium for 5
days to observe development to the blastocyst stage. Embryos collected at the morulae stage were
exposed to propylene glycol for 24 hours. The percentage of embryos cavitating and the blastocoel
volume was recorded at 0, 4, 8, and 24 hours after removal of the propylene glycol from the medium. All
experiments were repeated at least 3 times (43 embryos/treatment group, avg.). Differences in the
control and treatment groups were tested for significance (p < 0.01) using Chi-Squared analysis. Embryos
exposed to propylene glycol or glycerol exhibited development to the blastocyst stage that was
comparable with controls. Morulae cultured 24 hours in medium with 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, or 1.0% propylene
glycol or glycerol cavitated at a rate that was comparable with stage-matched controls [data not shown].
Blastocoel volume expansion was unaffected [method referenced, but not described]. The authors
concluded that the progression of preimplantation embryo development to the blastocyst stage is not
affected by propylene glycol at 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, or 1.0% ... Ethanol stimulated embryo development and
cavitation whereas the other alcohols tested (methanol, 2-propanol, 1-propanol, and 1-butanol) were
toxic to blastocyst formation.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-64. Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ A continuous breeding reproduction
study was conducted using COBS Crl:CD-1 (ICR)BR outbred Swiss albino mice (6 weeks old). The
continuous breeding phase of the study (task II) was begun after the dose-setting study (task I) and
involved three experimental groups (40 mice per group) and a control group of 80 mice. Experimental and
control groups contained an equal number of male and female mice. The three experimental groups were
given the following doses (in feed or water), respectively, during a 7 day premating period: 1.0%
propylene glycol (PG) (daily dose 1.82 g/kg), 2.5% PG (daily dose 4.80 g/kg), and 5.0% PG (daily dose
10.10 g/kg). The animals were then randomly grouped as mating pairs, cohabitated, and treated
continuously for 98 days; data were collected on all newborns. If significant adverse effects on fertility
were observed, a crossover mating trial (task III) was usually performed to determine whether F0 males
or females were more sensitive to the effects. Task III was not conducted and would have consisted of
mating high dose mice of each sex to control mice of the opposite sex and then analyzing the offspring. To
perform an offspring assessment of reproductive function (task IV) following exposure to PG, the dam
(from phase II) was dosed through weaning and F1 mice were dosed until mating occurred at 74 +/- 10
days of age. Mating pairs consisted of male and female offspring from the same treatment group
(20/group/sex); F2 litters were examined. In the continuous breeding phase (task II), there were no
significant changes (p < 0.05) in mean live pup weight per litter between the control group and any of the
treatment groups. In task IV, which was an offspring assessment of reproductive function, only the high
dose group (5% PG) was involved. There were no significant differences (p < 0.05) between control and
experimental groups with respect to the following observations in task IV: mating index, fertility index,
mean number of live pups per litter, proportion of pups born alive, and sex of pups born alive ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Developmental or Reproductive Toxicity/ The effect of propylene glycol (PG) on the
development of B6D2F1 mouse zygotes in the pronuclear stage was evaluated; oocytes were fertilized in
vitro. Samples of zygotes were incubated for 20 min (at 22 deg C) with 1.5, 3.0, and 6.0 M PG in
phosphate-buffered saline. There were three zygote cultures per test concentration of PG, and each
group of three were incubated with 0, 0.1, and 0.25 M sucrose, respectively. The three control cultures
without PG were also incubated with 0, 0.1, and 0.25 M sucrose, respectively. Subsequently, the zygotes
were incubated for 24 hr (at 37 deg C) under 5% CO2, and the percentage of zygotes that cleaved to
form two-cell embryos was determined. The percentage of zygotes that developed to two-cell embryos
was not altered in control cultures or cultures exposed to 1.5 M PG (78% in both cultures), but was
reduced in cultures exposed to 3.0 M PG (7%; p < 0.05). Embryonic development was inhibited completely
in zygotes exposed to 6.0 M PG. The presence of sucrose in the incubation medium did not influence
embryonic development ... In a later publication by the same authors, the data indicated that the
exposure of B6D2F1 mouse zygotes to > or = 2.5M PG for 2-7 min altered both intracellular pH and
developmental potential. In that these effects were independent of volume changes noted in zygotes and
therefore intracellular PG concentrations, /it was/ postulated that the toxicity of PG is mediated by direct
alteration of the cell membrane ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Neurotoxicity/ Evidence of neurotoxicity was observed in mice, rabbits, and guinea
pigs following a single dose of propylene glycol; loss of balance, marked depression, and analgesia
(effects observed at lethal doses of 18400-24900 mg/kg/day). Central nervous system depression was
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also noted in rats administered propylene glycol at greater than 13200 mg/kg/day in drinking water for
140 days. However, these CNS effects were observed only at a dose level that far exceeds the /EPA/
established limit dose (1000 mg/kg/day) for an oral subchronic toxicity study.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/LABORATORY ANIMALS: Neurotoxicity/ /Mice were fed oral doses of propylene glycol./ Ataxia was
observed in the 4.0 g/kg dose group. At 10.4 g/kg, observed effects included: ataxia, moderate decrease
of spontaneous motor activity, body/limb tone, and respiration, 60% fall in treadmill performance, and 3
deg C fall in body temperature.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.50 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/BEHAVIORAL STUDIES/ The effect of propylene glycol (PG) administration on forced locomotor actiity was
... studied in Wistar rats and Swiss mice (number not stated). Mice given peroral doses of 100% PG had a
60% reduction in activity compared with controls. Upon intraperitoneal administration of the compound,
there was a significant decrease in forced locomotor activity in both rats and mice given 100% PG. With
use of the same doses in an inclined plane test involving mice, a smooth wooden plate at an angle of 45
deg was used to determine ataxia. By both routes of administration, 20-100% PG caused ataxia in mice.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/ENDOCRINE MODULATION/ ... The effects of propylene glycol (PG) administration on adrenal
steroidogenesis in the rat /were tested/. Four groups of male Fischer strain rats, five per group, were
given intravenous injections of saline (controls), 0.4 mg/mL etomidate, 7% (v/v) PG, or etomidate plus PG.
30 min later, 0.2 ug adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) was administered to all groups via intravenous
injection, causing aldosterone to be released into the serum. Serum samples were drawn at 30, 640, and
90 min post-ACTH administration. Administration of PG did not cause any significant changes in adrenal
steroidogenesis in the rat in this experiment.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/GENOTOXICITY/ There were no signs of mutagenicity in several bacterial reverse mutation tests in tester
strains TA 1535, TA 1537, TA 100, TA 98, and TA 1538 that were performed with concentrations of
propylene glycol ranging from 1-10000 ug/plate. Propylene glycol did not induce mutant colonies and was
negative in all cases. Similar negative results were observed in additional mutagenicity studies, including
an in vitro mammalian cell gene mutation test, in vitro mammalian chromosome aberration test,
mammalian erythrocyte micronucleus test, and a dominant lethal assay.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/GENOTOXICITY/ Aneuploidy in germ cells results in reproductive failure and mental and physical disorders
in humans ...The objective of this study was to test the hypothesis that propylene glycol (1,2propanediol; PG) induces cytogenetic aberrations in mouse metaphase II (MII) oocytes that predispose
zygotes to aneuploidy. Female ICR mice received 7.5 IU eCG and 5.0 IU hCG 48 hr later. PG doses of 1300,
2600, and 5200 mg/kg bw were given 3 hr post-hCG; controls received the solvent deionized water.
Ovulated oocytes were collected 16 hr after administration of PG and processed for cytogenetic analysis.
For the one-cell zygote cytogenetic study, females were given PG and paired (1:1) with ICR males for 16
hr. Females that mated were given 2 x 10-3 M colchicine 22 hr post-PG, and zygotes were collected 18 hr
later. PG significantly (p<0.05) increased both the proportion of MII oocytes with premature centromere
separation (PCS) and the proportion of aneuploid one-cell zygotes. /It was determined/ ... that PGinduced PCS in MII oocytes predisposes zygotes to aneuploidy.
[Mailhes JB et al; Biol Reprod 57 (1): 92-8 (1997). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/GENOTOXICITY/ Propylene glycol was tested using the mouse micronucleus test with 38 other food
additives. The micronucleus test was conducted in 8-week-old ddY mice (6/dose group). Animals were
dosed by intraperitoneal (IP) injection, once/day for 5 days with propylene glycol. Femoral marrow cells
were flushed with fetal bovine serum. Slides were fixed in methanol and stained with Giemsa.
Preparations were coded so that the scorer was not aware of the treatment. One thousand polychromatic
erythrocytes (PCE) per mouse were scored under 100x power and the number of micronucleated
polychromatic erythrocytes (MNPCE) was recorded. Results were compared with control groups and
historical negative control groups. The frequency of MNPCEs in each treatment group was compared with
the binomial distribution specified by historical control data from that laboratory. Dose-response
relationships were tested by the Cochran-Armitage trend test. A positive result was recorded when one or
more treatment groups showed a statistically significant difference (P < 0.01) ... Test results were
negative.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-41 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/GENOTOXICITY/ Two Ames assays with and without activation at dose levels up to 10,000 ug/plate were
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negative using indicator strains TA92, TA94, TA 98, TA100, TA1535 and TA1537). Satisfactory results were
obtained with positive test substances included in these assays.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.19 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/GENOTOXICITY/ No increase in chromosomal aberrations in bone marrow was found in male rats given
30, 2500, or 5000 mg/kg bw propylene glycol by gavage either once or on five consecutive days. A
satisfactory response was obtained with triethylene melamine (positive control substance). Similarly, there
was no increase in micronucleated polychromatic erythrocytes harvested from mouse bone marrow 18 hr
after a single ip injection of propylene glycol at 2500, 5000, 10000, or 15000 mg/kg bw. Although no
positive control was included in this study, positive results were obtained with other substances included
in the test battery thereby validating the sensitivity of the assay.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.19 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/GENOTOXICITY/ The potential of propylene glycol (30, 2500, or 5000 mg/kg bw, by gavage) to induce
heritable mutations in germ cells was assessed in studies ... involving one or five consecutive daily
treatments. Triethylene melamine, used as positive control in the acute test, gave a satisfactory result.
While occasional statistically significant differences were noted in mid- and high dose animals from both
phases of the investigation, comparison with historic data demonstrated that this was a consequence of
unrepresentative control data rather than a substance specific effect. Overall it was concluded that
propylene glycol had no capacity to induce heritable mutations in the male rat.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.19 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

/GENOTOXICITY/ IP administration of 0.1 mL propylene glycol to mice caused chromosomal aberrations in
spermatocytes.
[Razvi F et al; Arogya (Manipal, India) 5: 60-2 (1979)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/GENOTOXICITY/ 1,2-Propanediol produced a negative response in the /sister chromatid exchange/ test
system. It was negative in Salmonella mutagenicity assay.
[Sheftel, V.O.; Indirect Food Additives and Polymers. Migration and Toxicology. Lewis Publishers, Boca Raton, FL. 2000., p. 275]
**PEER REVIEWED**

/GENOTOXICITY/ The mutagenicity of propylene glycol (PG) was ... evaluated in a chromosomal aberrations
test using a Chinese hamster fibroblast cell line. The cells were exposed to 32.0 mg/mL PG in a
physiological saline (maximum dose) for 48 hr without metabolic activation. The maximum dose was
defined as the dose at which the maximum effect was obtained. Untreated cells and solvent-treated cells
served as controls; the incidence of aberrations was usually < 3.0% in these cells. The incidence of
polyploid cells and cells with structural chromosomal aberrations, such as chromatid or chromosome gaps,
breaks, exchanges, ring formations, fragmentations, and others, were recorded for each culture. The
results were considered positive if the total incidence of cells with aberrations (including gaps) was > or =
10%, equivocal if the incidence was between 5 and 9.9%, and negative if the incidence was < or = 4.9%.
Positive results were reported for PG in this test.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/ALTERNATIVE and IN VITRO TESTS/ Propylene glycol (PG) raises an intracellular calcium concentration
([Ca2+]i) in PC12 cells. The present study has been undertaken to examine whether or not the voltagedependent Ca2+ channels are involved in the PG-induced rise in [Ca2+]i and, if so, to determine which
types participate in it. CdCl2 (50 uM) and the Ca2+ -free saline depressed the action of PG (0.5 - 10
%v/v)-induced [Ca2+]i rise. Although NiCl2 (50 uM) at the same concentration as CdCl2, and omegaagatoxin (50 and 300 nM) had no effect on the PG-induced [Ca2+]i rise, each of omega-conotoxin (1 uM),
nifedipine (10 uM), nicardipine (10 uM), verapamil (10 uM) and diltiazem (10 uM) significantly decreased it.
Electrical stimulation and Bay K 8644 (1 uM) enhanced the PG-induced [Ca2+]i rise. The second phase of
the [Ca2]i rise was fallen fast by nicardipine (10 uM), but not by omega-conotoxin (1 uM). The results
obtained suggested that the Ca2+ influx through the L- and N-type Ca2+ channels are involved in the PGinduced [Ca2+]i rise.
[Hattori T, Maehashi H; Res Commun Mol Pathol Pharmacol 105 (3): 179-84 (1999). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER
REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/ALTERNATIVE and IN VITRO TESTS/ The effects of propylene gylcol on mouse urinary bladder epithelial cell
growth were investigated ... A group of hairless male Oslo strain mice (number not specified) was given
subcutaneous injections of 0.2 mL propylene glycol 3 days a week for 3 months. There were no significant
changes in the fraction of cells with S-phase DNA content among the diploid cells. Cells harvested after 1
month of treatment with propylene glycol had a 50% reduction in the DNA production in tetraploid cells.
DNA production was reduced to 20% after 2 months of treatment and was 0% at 3 months. The number
of tetraploid cells was nearly 0 at the end of the 3 month treatment period. Propylene glycol caused a
disturbance in the proliferative response rate of urinary bladder epithelial cells.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/ALTERNATIVE and IN VITRO TESTS/ The potential for 40% (v/v) propylene glycol (PG) in distilled water to
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cause skeletal muscle damage after im injection was evaluated in vitro using isolated extensor digitorum
longus muscles from rats. The muscles were injected with 15uL of the solution and placed in a balanced
salt solution bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2. The myotoxicity of injected solutions was evaluated by noting
the cumulative release of creatine kinase (intracellular cytosolic enzyme) into the incubation medium over
a 2 hr period. Creatine kinase levels and histologic evaluation are the commonly used indices of skeletal
muscle damage, both clinically and experimentally. Cumulative creatine kinase release increased as a
function of time throughout the 2 hr incubation period ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/ALTERNATIVE and IN VITRO TESTS/ The effect of propylene glycol (PG) and various polypropylene glycols
(PPG) on the contraction of rabbit muscles /was studied/. Glycerol-extracted fibers of rabbit psoas muscle
were cut into 50 mm bundles. Half of each bundle was incubated with 0.2 M KCl/0.05 M Tris (the incubation
mixture), and 6.6 x 10 -5 M Mg-ATP was added to initiate a reaction. The second half of the fiber bundle
was incubated with the incubation mixture and the following test substances: 16 mg/mL PG, 33 mg/mL PG,
66 mg/mL PG, 33 mg/mL PPG 225, 66 mg/mL PPG 225, 33 mg/mL PPG 425, or 66 mg/mL PPG 425. All doses
of PG, PPG 225, and PPG 425 promoted shortening of the test muscle fibers, as well as development of
tension within the test fibers.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/ALTERNATIVE and IN VITRO TESTS/ ... The antibacterial properties of propylene glycol (PG) /were
investigated/. Agar plates were inoculated with the test organisms Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Streptococcus faecalis, and Streptococcus pyogenes. After a 24 hr incubation period, a 1.5 cm
hole was cut in the center of each agar plate. A 100% solution of PG was poured into the hole, and the
zones of inhibition of the test organism's growth were measured on each plate. PG did not produce any
zones of inhibition in any of the plates. PG did not have antiseptic properties in this test.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/ALTERNATIVE and IN VITRO TESTS/ Propylene glycol (PG) (0.2 mL) was injected sc into 12 male hairless
mice of the hr/hr Oslo strain (10-12 weeks old) 3 times per week for 3 months. None of the animals died,
and there was no ulceration at the injection sites. Based on the microflow histograms of urinary bladder
epithelial cells ..., the following results were reported: the proportion of diploid cells in the S-phase
fluctuated but was not significantly altered. The proportion of tetraploid cells in the S-phase was
significantly reduced, and at 3 months, there was no DNA synthesis in these cells. Overall, the proportion
of diploid cells increased, the number of tetraploids was slightly reduced, and almost all of the octoploid
cells disappeared. The alterations reported were described as disturbed regenerative reactions resulting
from PG-induced acute cellular toxicity. Some of the bladder epithelial cells were killed, and the mechanism
of repeated DNA synthesis was disturbed ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/ALTERNATIVE and IN VITRO TESTS/ ... The irritation potential of propylene glycol (PG) /was investigated/ in
an in vitro histamine release study. Cells were harvested from male Wistar rats, and a population
containing mast cells, macrophages, leukocytes, and erythrocytes was isolated and suspended in /Hank/s
Buffered Salt Solution/ (HBSS) and bovine serum albumin (BSA). PG, at final concentrations of 0.01, 0.10,
1.0, or 10%, was added to the cells for 10 min (37 deg C). The reaction mixture was spun at 400 G for 10
min, and the supernatant was used for analysis of histamine release, an index of irritation potential.
Control values for histamine release were obtained by exposing a cell population to HBSS/BSA alone. Only
those cells exposed to a final concentration of 1.0% PG released significantly more histamine than control
cells (p < 0.01).
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/ALTERNATIVE and IN VITRO TESTS/ ... The carcinogenic potential of propylene glycol (PG) /was
investigated/ in a hamster embryo cell transformation bioassay. Embryo cells were isolated from Syrian
hamsters on day 13 of gestation. Isolated cells were separated into tubes containing 2.5 x 10 +6 cells
and frozen at -195 deg C prior to the experiment. Samples of the frozen cell aliquots were reconstituted
on day 0 of the experiment and cultured for 6 days. On day 6 of the experiment 4 mL of PG at
concentrations ranging from 0.125 to 8.0% (actual concentrations not stated) was added to the cells.
Positive and negative controls were tested in each experiment. After 8 days, the cultures were
investigated for the presence of any transformed colonies. No transformed colonies were reported in any
of the PG dosed cells.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/VETERINARY CASE REPORTS/ The /EPA/ has expressed concern for companion animal safety because
exposure to propylene glycol can produce blood dyscrasia (Heinz body formation) in cats.
[US EPA; Revised Toxicology Chapter in Support of Issuance of the Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) Document. PC Code for
Propylene Glycol: 068603; PC Code for Dipropylene Glycol: 068604. Reregistration Case Number: 3126. (February 5, 2007). Available
from, as of February 24, 2010: http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home **PEER REVIEWED**

/VETERINARY CASE REPORTS/ Propylene glycol (2.8 L), given to a horse /was/ mistaken for mineral oil
/and/ caused depression and ataxia, with recovery in 3 days.
[Humphreys, D.J. Veterinary Toxicology. 3rd ed. London, England: Bailliere Tindell, 1988., p. 185] **PEER REVIEWED**
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/VETERINARY CASE REPORTS/ Two horses were accidentally administered propylene glycol instead of
mineral oil. After discovery of the mistake intensive medical therapy with intravenous fluids, etc. was
started, and both animals recovered fully from their clinical symptoms ...
[van den Wollenberg L et al; Tijdschr Diergeneeskd 125 (17): 519-23 (2000). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER
REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/VETERINARY CASE REPORTS/ The accidental oral administration of 3.8 L of propylene glycol IPG) to a male
horse (weight 450-500 kg) resulted in pain, ataxia, salivation, and excessive sweating within 10-15 min.
With the exception of ataxia, all clinical signs had resolved within 5 min, and an appropriate treatment
protocol was begun. On the next day, the animal became increasingly ataxic and died of apparent
respiratory arrest. Death occured at 28 hr postingestion. No appreciable gross lesions were noted at
necropsy; PG concentrations of 9,000 mg/L in serum and 7,500 mg/L in renal fluids (combined urine and
blood) were detected. Microscopic changes included moderate myocardial perivascular edema with
dilatation of lymphatics and moderate pulmonary edema characterized by proteinaceous material in alveoli
and in some of the bronchioles. Hepatic lesions consisted of scattered single-cell hepatocytic necrosis and
minimal acute suppurative pericholangitis. Peracute renal infarcts characterized by multiple linear areas of
coagulative tubular necrosis were also observed ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/OTHER TOXICITY INFORMATION/ Oral administration of propylene glycol to rats (1 mL of 90%/100 g bw/7
days) did not affect hepatic microsomal cytochrome P450 content, but stimulated aniline hydroxylase and
slightly increased cytochrome b5 content and bromosulfophthalein-binding capacity of cytosol z fraction.
[Amamoto T, Adachi Y; Gastroenterol JPN 13: 359 (1978)] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/OTHER TOXICITY INFORMATION/ ...Three experiments /were conducted/ to determine the effects of
nutritional and hormonal status on microsomal triglyceride transfer protein (MTP) activity and mass. In
experiment 1, 18 nonlactating Holstein cows, 75 days before expected calving date, in their second
gestation or greater were monitored from day 75 to 55 prepartum. Cows were fed a control diet from day
75 to 62 prepartum for covariable measurements. From day 61 to 55 prepartum, six cows continued to
receive the control diet, six cows were restricted to 2.3 kg of grass hay/day, and six cows were fed the
control diet plus 1.8 kg of concentrate/day and 500 mL of propylene glycol given 2 times/day as an oral
drench. Plasma glucose and serum insulin concentrations were highest in cows that received propylene
glycol and lowest in feed restricted cows. Plasma nonesterified fatty acids (NEFA) and liver triglyceride (TG)
concentrations were highest in feed restricted cows and not different between cows that received the
control diet and cows that received propylene glycol. Hepatic MTP activity and mass were not affected by
treatment.
[Bremmer DR et al; J Dairy Sci 83 (10): 2239-51 (2000). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

Ecotoxicity Excerpts:
/BIRDS and MAMMALS/ Due to the low likelihood of exposure and low toxicity of propylene glycol ..., the
/Environmental Protection/ Agency expects no effects to listed species or critical habitats and therefore
makes a "No Effect" determination for this chemical.
[USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene glycol and Dipropylene glycol p.15 EPA739-R-06-002 (September 2006). Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/reregistration/status.htm **PEER
REVIEWED**

/AQUATIC SPECIES/ The very low toxicity of propylene glycol to aquatic organisms, as indicated by the high
LC50 values ..., further supports the unlikelihood of adverse effects to fish and aquatic invertebrates.
[USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene glycol and Dipropylene glycol p.14 EPA739-R-06-002 (September 2006). Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/reregistration/status.htm **PEER
REVIEWED**

/AQUATIC SPECIES/ ...This research investigated the contributions of environmentally significant
concentrations of selected /aircraft deicing fluid/ (ADF) components to the toxicity of ADF-containing waste
streams, and to the inhibition of biodegradation of propylene glycol (PG), the most important component
of ADF. The component chemicals studied were PG, the corrosion inhibitor 4(5)-methylbenzotriazole (MeBT;
common name: tolyltriazole), and proprietary mixes of corrosion inhibitors, buffers, and surfactants
referred to as the additive package or AdPack. Relative to PG alone, the different additives increased the
toxicity of ADF and decreased PG biodegradation rates. In enrichments of soil microorganisms acclimated
to ADF, the MeBT component significantly decreased cell growth rates and yields, and inhibited PG
biodegradation to a greater extent than the AdPack. Microtox tests indicated that MeBT is the ADF
component most toxic to microorganisms. However, acute aquatic toxicity tests indicated that the AdPack
components were more toxic than MeBT to Ceriodaphnia dubia and Pimephales promelas, although both
components were more toxic than PG alone. /Aircraft deicing fluid/
[Cornell JS et al; Environ Chem Toxicol 19 (6): 1465-72 (2000)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/AQUATIC SPECIES/ Streams receiving runoff from General Mitchell International Airport (GMIA), Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, USA, were studied to assess toxic impacts of aircraft and runway deicers. Elevated levels of
constituents related to deicing (propylene glycol, ethylene glycol, and ammonia) were observed in stream
samples. The LC50s of type I deicer for Ceriodaphnia dubia, Pimephelas promelas, Hyalela azteca, and
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Chironimus tentans and the EC50 for Microtox were less than 5,000 mg/L of propylene glycol.
Concentrations up to 39,000 mg/L were observed at airport outfall sites in samples collected during
deicing events. The IC25s of type I deicer for C. dubia and P. promelas were less than 1,500 mg/L of
propylene glycol. Concentrations up to 960 mg/L were observed in low-flow samples at an airport outfall
site. Measured toxicity of stream water was greatest during winter storms when deicers were applied.
Chronic toxicity was observed at airport outfall samples from low-flow periods in the winter and the
summer, with the greater toxic impacts from the winter sample. All forms of toxicity in stream-water
samples decreased as downstream flows increased. /Aircraft and runway deicers/
[Corsi SR et al; Environ Toxicol Chem 20 (7): 1483-90 (2001)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/AQUATIC SPECIES/ ... Many of the /aircraft/ deicers are formulated mixtures of ethylene glycol (EG) or
propylene glycol (PG) and a variety of additives. Because these deicers may be intentionally or accidentally
released into aquatic ecosystems, the possibility exists for direct and indirect adverse effects on aquatic
organisms. Laboratory studies evaluated the comparative toxicity of formulated glycol deicers and pure
materials on the water flea, Ceriodaphnia dubia, and fathead minnow, Pimephales promelas. Acute (48 hr
and 96 hr) and short-term chronic tests were performed according to USEPA guidelines. The formulated
mixtures were found to be substantially more toxic than either of the pure glycol materials. The 48 hr
LC50s for C. dubia were 13,140 mg/L and 1,020 mg/L using formulated EG and PG, and 34,400 mg/L and
18,340 mg/L using pure EG and PG, respectively. The 96 hr LC50s for P. promelas were 8,050 mg/L and
710 mg/L using formulated EG and PG, and 72,860 mg/L and 55,770 mg/L using pure EG and PG,
respectively. Chronic IC25s for C. dubia were 3,960 mg/L and 640 mg/L using formulated EG and PG,
12,310 mg/L and 13,470 mg/L using pure EG and PG. Chronic IC25s for P. promelas were 3,660 mg/L and
110 mg/L using formulated EG and PG, 22,520 mg/L and 6,940 mg/L using pure EG and PG. For airports
that have stormwater discharge permits, numerical limits for EG and PG are generally listed, potential
toxicity is assumed to be due to the glycol materials. However, other compounds in the mixtures may
either contribute substantially to, or in some cases overshadow, the toxicity of the glycol materials.
[Pillard DA; Environ Toxicol Chem 14 (2): 311-5 (1995)] **PEER REVIEWED**

National Toxicology Program Studies:
Propylene glycol ... was tested for reproductive toxicity in Swiss CD-1 mice using the RACB protocol. It was
part of a series of glycol ethers & congeners evaluated for structure-activity correlations using this design.
Data collected on body weights, clinical signs, & food/water consumption during the dose-range-finding
segment (Task 1) were used to set concns for the main study (Task 2) at 0.0, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0% PG in drinking
water. These concns produced calculated consumption estimates of nearly =1.819, 4.796, & 10.118 g/kg
bw/day. Although water consumption in the F0 generation was consistently higher for all groups (by 6 to
15%), these increases were not statistically different from controls. There was no effect on body weights
during ... the continuous cohabitation portion of the study. All groups had > or =4.6 litters/pair, with > or
=11.9 pups/litter. There was no treatment-related effect on pup weight adjusted for litter size (control
value: 1.55 g). The viability & growth of the final litter was unaffected by PG consumption. Since there was
no effect on fertility, a Task 3 crossover was not conducted. At the time this study was conducted, the
protocol called for no necropsy of F0 animals in the absence of a fertility effect, so the F0 mice were killed
& discarded without necropsy. For the second generation, just the control & 5% PG groups were
evaluated. There was no treatment-related effect on mating, fertility, or on the number, weight, or viability
of the F2 offspring. After delivery of the F2 pups, the F1 adults were killed & necropsied. There was no
effect on body or organ weights in males or females, no change in sperm endpoints, & no change in
estrous cycle parameters. Serum total calcium levels were measured in serum of the F1 mice, & was found
unchanged by PG exposure from a control value of 9.2 mg/dL. In summary, propylene glycol, under the
conditions of this experiment, has no effect on fertility & reproduction in either generation of Swiss mice at
up to 10 g/kg/day.
[Department of Health & Human Services/National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, National Toxicology Program; Propylene
Glycol (CAS No. 57-55-6): Reproduction and Fertility Assessment in CD-1 Mice When Administered in Drinking Water, NTP Study No.
RACB84068 (September 1985) Available from, as of August 14, 2002: http://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/index.cfm?objectid=0847F35A-0850-D1E7B02ED4DDD150F990 **PEER REVIEWED**

Non-Human Toxicity Values:
LD50 Rat oral 21000 - 33700 mg/kg
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Rat oral 22,000 mg/kg
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.6 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Rat ip 6660 mg/kg
[Lewis, R.J. Sr. (ed) Sax's Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials. 11th Edition. Wiley-Interscience, Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ. 2004., p. 3061] **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Rat iv 6423 mg/kg
[Lewis, R.J. Sr. (ed) Sax's Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials. 11th Edition. Wiley-Interscience, Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ. 2004., p. 3061] **PEER REVIEWED**
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LD50 Rat sc 22,500 mg/kg
[Lewis, R.J. Sr. (ed) Sax's Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials. 11th Edition. Wiley-Interscience, Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ. 2004., p. 3061] **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Rat im 14,000 mg/kg
[Lewis, R.J. Sr. (ed) Sax's Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials. 11th Edition. Wiley-Interscience, Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ. 2004., p. 3061] **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Mouse oral 23900-31800 mg/kg
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Mouse oral 24,900 mg/kg
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.6 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Mouse sc 17,300 mg/kg
[Lewis, R.J. Sr. (ed) Sax's Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials. 11th Edition. Wiley-Interscience, Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ. 2004., p. 3061] **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Mouse ip 9718 mg/kg
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.53 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Mouse iv 6630 mg/kg
[Lewis, R.J. Sr. (ed) Sax's Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials. 11th Edition. Wiley-Interscience, Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ. 2004., p. 3061] **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Rabbit oral 18000 mg/kg bw
[Amdur, M.O., J. Doull, C.D. Klaasen (eds). Casarett and Doull's Toxicology. 4th ed. New York, NY: Pergamon Press, 1991., p. 705]
**PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Rabbit dermal 20,800 mg/kg bw
[European Commission, ESIS; IUCLID Dataset, Propane-1,2-diol (57-55-6) p.45 (2000 CD-ROM edition). Available from, as of January 12,
2009: http://esis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Rabbit iv 3099 mg/kg bw
[European Commission, ESIS; IUCLID Dataset, Propane-1,2-diol (57-55-6) p.53 (2000 CD-ROM edition). Available from, as of January 12,
2009: http://esis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Guinea pig oral 18400-19600 mg/kg
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Guinea pig oral 19,700 mg/kg
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.6 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Guinea pig sc 15,500 mg
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.52 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Guinea pig ip 9256 mg/kg bw
[European Commission, ESIS; IUCLID Dataset, Propane-1,2-diol (57-55-6) p.49 (2000 CD-ROM edition). Available from, as of January 12,
2009: http://esis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ **PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Dog oral 19000 mg/kg bw
[Amdur, M.O., J. Doull, C.D. Klaasen (eds). Casarett and Doull's Toxicology. 4th ed. New York, NY: Pergamon Press, 1991., p. 705]
**PEER REVIEWED**

LD50 Dog iv 26,000 mg/kg
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.54 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Ecotoxicity Values:
EC50; Species: Selenastrum capricornutum (green algae); Concentration: 19,000 mg/L for 96 hr; Effect:
14-day growth rate /Conditions of bioassay not specified/
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.6 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

EC50; Species: Selenastrum capricornutum (green algae); Concentration: 18,100 mg/L for 14 days; Effect:
14-day growth rate /Conditions of bioassay not specified/
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening354
Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.6 (2001).
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Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

EC50; Species: Daphnia magna (Water flea, age 6-24 hr); Conditions: freshwater, static, 20 deg C, pH >
or =7.0; Concentration: >10000000 ug/L for 24, 48 hr; Effect: intoxication, immobilization /formulation/
[Kuhn R et al; Water Res 23 (4): 495-9 (1989) as cited in the ECOTOX database. Available from, as of December 31, 2009:
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ecotox/quick_query.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Daphnia magna (water flea); Conditions: static; Concentration: 43,500 mg/L for 48 hr
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.5 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Ceriodaphnia sp. (water flea); Conditions: static; Concentration: 18,340 mg/L for 48 hr
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.6 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

EC50; Species: Skeletonema costatum (diatom); Concentration: 19,100 mg/L for 96 hr; Effect: 14 day
growth rate /Conditions of bioassay not specified/
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.6 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

EC50; Species: Skeletonema costatum (diatom); Concentration: >5300 mg/L for 14 days; Effect: 14 day
growth rate /Conditions of bioassay not specified/
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.6 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Artemia salina (brine shrimp); Conditions: static; Concentration: >10,000 mg/L for 24 hr
[European Commission, ESIS; IUCLID Dataset, Propane-1,2-diol (57-55-6) p.37 (2000 CD-ROM edition). Available from the Database Query
page, as of February 11, 2010: http://esis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Mysidopsis bahia (Mysid shrimp); Conditions: static; Concentration: 18,800 mg/L for 96 hr
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.6 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Carassius auratus (goldfish); Conditions: static; Concentration: >5,000 mg/L for 24 hr
[European Commission, ESIS; IUCLID Dataset, Propane-1,2-diol (57-55-6) p.36 (2000 CD-ROM edition). Available from the Database Query
page, as of February 11, 2010: http://esis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Cyprinodon variegatus (Sheepshead minnow); Conditions: static; Concentration: 48,000
ppm for 96 hr
[USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene glycol and Dipropylene glycol p.13 EPA739-R-06-002 (September 2006). Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/reregistration/status.htm **PEER
REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Lebistes reticulatus (guppy); Concentration: > 10,000 mg/L for 48 hr /Conditions of
bioassay not specified/
[Verschueren, K. Handbook of Environmental Data on Organic Chemicals. Volumes 1-2. 4th ed. John Wiley & Sons. New York, NY. 2001, p.
1855] **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Lepomis macrochirus (Bluegill sunfish); Conditions: static; Concentration: > 10,000 ppm for
96 hr
[USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene glycol and Dipropylene glycol p.13 EPA739-R-06-002 (September 2006). Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/reregistration/status.htm **PEER
REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Menidia beryllina (Inland Silverside fish); Conditions: static; Concentration: > 10,000 ppm
for 96 hr
[USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene glycol and Dipropylene glycol p.14 EPA739-R-06-002 (September 2006). Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/reregistration/status.htm **PEER
REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Oncorhynchus mykiss (Rainbow trout); Conditions: static; Concentration: 51,600 mg/L for
96 hr
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.5 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Oncorhynchus mykiss (Rainbow trout); Concentration: 50,000 mg/L for 24 hr /Conditions of
bioassay not specified/
[Verschueren, K. Handbook of Environmental Data on Organic Chemicals. Volumes 1-2. 4th ed. John Wiley & Sons. New York, NY. 2001, p.
1855] **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Oncorhynchus mykiss (Rainbow trout); Conditions: static, 12 deg C, pH 7.4, hardness 44
mg/L CaCO3; Concentration: 44 mL/L for 96 hr (95% confidence interval: 41-47 mL/L)
[Columbia Environmental Research Center, USGS; Manual of Acute Toxicity: Interpretation and Data Base for 410 Chemicals and 66 Species
of Freshwater Animals (1986)] **PEER REVIEWED**
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LC50; Species: Oryzias latipes (Medaka); Conditions: freshwater, static, 10, 20, 30 deg C; Concentration:
>1000000 ug/L for 24, 48 hr
[Tsuji S et al; J Hyg Chem (Eisei Kagaku) 32 (1): 46-53 (1986) as cited in the ECOTOX database. Available from, as of December 31,
2009: http://cfpub.epa.gov/ecotox/quick_query.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Pimephales promelas (Fathead minnow); Conditions: flow-through; Concentration: 59,900
- 77,400 ppm for 96 hr
[USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene glycol and Dipropylene glycol p.14 EPA739-R-06-002 (September 2006). Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/reregistration/status.htm **PEER
REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Pimephales promelas (Fathead minnow); Conditions: static; Concentration: 46,500 mg/L
for 96 hr
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.5 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Pimephales promelas (Fathead minnow); Conditions: static; Concentration: 51,400 mg/L
for 96 hr
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.5 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Pimephales promelas (Fathead minnow); Concentration: 54,900 mg/L for 96 hr /Conditions
of bioassay not specified/
[Verschueren, K. Handbook of Environmental Data on Organic Chemicals. Volumes 1-2. 4th ed. John Wiley & Sons. New York, NY. 2001, p.
1855] **PEER REVIEWED**

LC50; Species: Pimephales promelas (Fathead minnow, age < or =7 days); Conditions: freshwater,
renewal, 20 deg C; Concentration: 34060 mg/L for 96 hr (95% confidence interval: 29485-39339 mg/L)
[Cornell JS et al; Environ Toxicol Chem 19 (6): 1465-72 (2000) as cited in the ECOTOX database. Available from, as of December 31,
2009: http://cfpub.epa.gov/ecotox/quick_query.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

Metabolism/Pharmacokinetics:
Metabolism/Metabolites:
Propylene glycol undergoes metabolic oxidation to pyruvic acid, acetic acid, lactic acid, and
propionaldehyde.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

In what is considered to be the main pathway of propylene glycol metabolism in mammals, propylene
glycol is oxidized by alcohol dehydrogenase to lactaldehyde, then to lactate by aldehyde dehydrogenase.
The lactate is further metabolized to pyruvate, carbon dioxide, and water. Lactate also contributes to
glucose formation through gluconeogenic pathways. Lactate, via phosphoenol pyruvate, can be detoxified
into glucose and stored as glycogen ... Excess production of lactic acid resulting from very large exposures
to propylene glycol can produce a metabolic anion gap [anion gap = (Na+) - (Cl - + total CO2)] and
metabolic acidosis. Serum levels of >180 mg/L [2.37mM] can result in toxicity.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-15 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

Synthesis of propylene glycol results in a 1:1 ratio of D and L stereoisomer forms. There is some, although
incomplete, information in the literature about stereospecificity of the enzymes in the propylene glycol
metabolic pathways ... In the main metabolic pathway, D and L forms of lactaldehyde and lactate are
formed. In the horse and rabbit, ADH will oxidize the L form of propylene glycol and lactaldehyde more
efficiently than the D form. L-lactic acidosis has been observed in both humans and animals following
exposure to propylene glycol). The conversion of lactaldehyde to methylglyoxal by ADH and then to Dlactate by glyoxalase and reduced glutathione is thought to be an alternate route of metabolism ... Dlactate is cleared more slowly than L-lactate and is considered a poor substrate for gluconeogenesis.
Methylglyoxal synthetase can convert the substrate, dihydroxyacetone phosphate, to methylglyoxal.
However, in conditions where ketone levels are high, such as diabetes or starvation, methylglyoxal
synthetase activity is increased, producing more methylglyoxal and D-lactate. Excessive production of Dlactate may result in its accumulation, especially in the brain, which has a low level of catabolizing
enzymes. Therefore, in cases of ketosis, excess levels of D-lactate may be exacerbated by propylene
glycol. In a third possible metabolic pathway, propylene glycol can be phosphorylated, converted to acetol
phosphate, lactaldehyde phosphate, lactyl phosphate, and lactic acid ... Metabolism of D and L forms of
propylene glycol in this pathway is species-specific. The rabbit converts the L form of phosphorylated
propylene glycol to lactic acid, whereas the rat and mouse can convert both forms. /D and L isomers/
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 pp.II-17-18 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010:
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http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf **PEER REVIEWED**

Studies in humans and rodents suggest that the placenta has extremely limited capacity to metabolize
propylene glycol. Class III ADH /was isolated/ from full term human placenta and found /to have/ low
activity for ethanol and a Km value for octanol that was 100-times higher than the Class I ADH enzyme
found in human liver ... ALDH from full-term human placentas had a lower activity and Vmax, and a higher
Km value than ALDH isoenzymes from liver. In rats, placenta was found to have no ADH activity and ALDH
activity in placenta was found to be 4-7% of liver activity
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-23 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant, premature; Infant, newborn; Infant/ Activity of ADH and ALDH was found to vary with
developmental stage ... In Wistar rats ADH activity in liver was low before birth, being 5 and 16 % of adult
activity on gestation days 15 and 20, respectively. There was a rapid increase at birth: 53% of adult levels
on postnatal day (pnd) 1 with a continued gradual increase with age to 82% of adult activity on pnd 47.
Similar developmental patterns were noted for ALDH in rat liver ... In vitro ADH activity /was measured/ in
the livers of human fetuses, children, and adults (n = 1-3/age group) using ethanol as a substrate. The
ADH activity in 2-month-old fetal livers was about 3-4% that of adults. In 4-5-month-old fetuses, ADH
activity was roughly 10% that of adults, and in infancy, activity was about 20% that of adults. ADH activity
increased in children with age, and at 5 years of age, activity reached a level within ranges noted for
adults. Great variation was noted in adult ADH activity. Somewhat different results were reported /for/
human liver ADH activity using ethanol as a substrate, and also ... the ontogeny of individual ADH class I
isoforms /was examined/ ... Total ADH activity in 9 -22-week-old fetal liver ... was 30% of adult values, and
in premature infants and children less than 1 year old, activity was 50% of adult values. Individual enzyme
activity was determined using starch gel electrophoresis with an in situ assay. A total of 222 liver samples
were assayed, 56 from fetuses (9 -22 weeks gestation), 37 from premature infants and infants less than
1 year of age, and 129 from adults greater than 20 years of age. In fetal liver samples with a mean
gestational age of 11 weeks, only the ADH1A enzyme was detectable. By 17 weeks, both ADH1A and
ADH1B were measurable, although ADH1A predominated. By 19 weeks, products from all three loci were
observed, with ADH1A greater than ADH1B, and ADH1B greater than ADH1C. At 30 weeks, ADH1A and
ADH1B levels were equivalent, but still greater than ADH1C, but by 36 weeks, ADH1B expression
dominated. In the adult, hepatic ADH1A expression was nondetectable, whereas expression from the
ADH1B and ADH1C loci were equivalent. Interestingly, this progressive change in expression was tissuespecific. In lung, there were no observed differences between the fetal and adult samples and only ADH1C
was detectable. ADH expression in the intestine and kidney was low and did not change appreciably with
age. Thus, it would appear that human liver ADH is expressed early in development and may well
contribute to propylene glycol metabolic disposition ... Assuming the enzyme most active in ethanol
metabolism, ADH1B, is also most active in propylene glycol metabolism, the significant fetal metabolism is
not predicted to occur until later in gestational development (20-36 weeks).
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 pp.II-23-24 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010:
http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf **PEER REVIEWED**

Lactate can be detoxified into glucose and stored as glycogen as has been demonstrated ... in propylene
glycol-exposed rats. Doses of 0.5-2.0 g/kg of propylene glycol were administered to female rats and liver
glycogen content and blood glucose were determined 90 minutes after dosing. Liver glycogen content
nearly doubled and fasting blood glucose increased from 88 to about 140 mg%. Lactic acidosis was not
reported.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-27 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

Liver metabolism produces lactic acid, which enters the glycolytic pathway and, after large exposures,
causes an anion gap and metabolic acidosis.
[Ellenhorn, M.J. and D.G. Barceloux. Medical Toxicology - Diagnosis and Treatment of Human Poisoning. New York, NY: Elsevier Science
Publishing Co., Inc. 1988., p. 810] **PEER REVIEWED**

It is extensively metabolized in the liver, mainly to lactic and pyruvic acids ...
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol is metabolized by alcohol dehydrogenase to lactaldehyde, which in turn is oxidized by
aldehyde dehydrogenase to lactate. Excessive lactic acid is primarily responsible for systemic metabolic
acidosis. Lactate, of course, can be converted to pyruvate and glucose through gluconeogenic pathways.
[Klaassen, C.D. (ed). Casarett and Doull's Toxicology. The Basic Science of Poisons. 6th ed. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 2001., p. 897]
**PEER REVIEWED**

In ruminants, such as sheep and cattle, research has shown that the metabolism of propylene glycol is
carried out to a large extent by the microbial flora in the rumen. The metabolite is primarily propionate. In
the chick, excessive intake of propylene glycol results in its passage to the cecum, where it is metabolized
by bacteria to propionaldehyde.
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[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Four lactating Holstein cows fitted with ruminal cannulas and permanent indwelling catheters in the
mesenteric artery, mesenteric vein, hepatic portal vein, and hepatic vein were used in a cross-over design
to study the metabolism of propylene glycol (PG). Each cow received 2 treatments: control (no infusion)
and infusion of 650 g of PG into the rumen at the time of the morning feeding. Propylene glycol was
infused on the day of sampling only. Samples of arterial, portal, and hepatic blood as well as ruminal fluid
were obtained at 0.5 h before feeding and at 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 5, 7, 9, and 11 h after feeding. Infusion of
PG did not affect ruminal pH or the total concentration of ruminal volatile fatty acids, but did decrease the
molar proportion of ruminal acetate. The ruminal concentrations of PG, propanol, and propanal as well as
the molar proportion of propionate increased with PG infusion. The plasma concentrations of PG, ethanol,
propanol, propanal, glucose, L-lactate, propionate, and insulin increased with PG and the plasma
concentrations of acetate and beta-hydroxybutyrate decreased. The net portal flux of PG, propanol, and
propanal increased with PG. The hepatic uptake of PG was equivalent to 19% of the intraruminal dose.
When cows were dosed with PG, the hepatic extraction of PG was between 0 and 10% depending on the
plasma concentration of PG, explaining the slow decrease in arterial PG. The increased net hepatic flux of
L-lactate with PG could account for the entire hepatic uptake of PG, which suggests that the primary
hepatic pathway for PG is oxidation to l-lactate. The hepatic uptake of propanol increased with PG, but no
effects of PG on the net hepatic and net splanchnic flux of glucose were observed. Despite no effect of PG
on net portal flux and net hepatic flux of propionate, the net splanchnic flux of propionate increased and
the data suggest that propionate produced from hepatic metabolism of propanol is partly released to the
blood. The data suggest that PG affects metabolism of the cows by 2 modes of action: 1) increased supply
of l-lactate and propionate to gluconeogenesis and 2) insulin resistance of peripheral tissues induced by
increased concentrations of PG and propanol as well as a decreased ratio of ketogenic to glucogenic
metabolites in arterial blood plasma.
[Kristensen NB, Raun BML; J Dairy Sci 90 (10): 4707-17 (2007). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=17881693 **PEER REVIEWED**

... About one-third /of the propylene glycol/ is excreted via the kidneys as a conjugate with glucuronic acid
and the rest is metabolized or excreted in the urine unchanged. This suggests that the organic injury and
the central nervous system depressing action are probably due to the excessive presence of the
propylene glycol and not to its metabolites or its glucuronide.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Absorption, Distribution & Excretion:
Absorption of orally administered propylene glycol from the gastrointestinal tract, and its removal from the
body, follow first order kinetics. Clearance from blood is rapid in humans, with a mean half-life of approx. 2
hr. Its metabolism is inhibited by pyrazole, indicating a role for alcohol dehydrogenase in this process.
Once absorbed it is readily converted into lactic and pyruvic acids, which then enter the general metabolic
pool.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.20 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol is readily absorbed from the GI tract and distributed throughout total body water.
Propylene glycol accumulation is reported to differ significantly among people maintained on a repetitive
oral dosing schedule, due to intersubject variability in clearance.
[Klaassen, C.D. (ed). Casarett and Doull's Toxicology. The Basic Science of Poisons. 6th ed. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 2001., p. 897]
**PEER REVIEWED**

The uptake of propylene glycol mist by humans was studied using 10% solution in labeled deionized water
nebulized into a mist tent. Less than 5% of the mist entered the body, and of this 90% lodged in the
nasopharynx and rapidly disappeared into the stomach. Very little was found in the lungs.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Intravenous administration of propylene glycol in amounts of 3-15 g/sq m is followed by plasma
concentration of 60 to 425 ug/mL, respectively, with ... a volume of distribution of 0.51 to 0.88 L/kg, and a
clearance rate of about 300 mL/min/1.73 sq m. Cerebrospinal fluid concentrations are as high as 85% of
the serum concentrations.
[Ellenhorn, M.J., S. Schonwald, G. Ordog, J. Wasserberger. Ellenhorn's Medical Toxicology: Diagnosis and Treatment of Human Poisoning.
2nd ed. Baltimore, MD: Williams and Wilkins, 1997., p. 1156] **PEER REVIEWED**

From 1/4 to 1/2 of an oral dose given to rats, dogs, or human beings appears unchanged in the urine
within 24 hr.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

It is extensively metabolized in the liver, mainly to lactic and pyruvic acids, and is also excreted unchanged
in the urine.
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[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

The route of elimination depends on the dose administered, not on the route of exposure. It is mainly
excreted in the urine as the glucuronide conjugate but 12-45% is excreted unchanged. Renal clearance
decreases with dose (390 mL/min/1.73 sq m at a dose of 5 g/day, but only 144 mL/min/1.73 sq m at a
dose of 21 g/day).
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

... About one-third is excreted via the kidneys as a conjugate with glucuronic acid and the rest is
metabolized or excreted in the urine unchanged. This suggests that the organic injury and the central
nervous system depressing action are probably due to the excessive presence of the propylene glycol and
not to its metabolites or its glucuronide.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Percutaneous absorption may occur following application to damaged skin ...
[Goldfrank LR et al; Goldfrank's Toxicologic Emergencies 7th Ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, N.Y. p.841 (2002)] **PEER REVIEWED**

/Child/ Propylene glycol is an excipient of various pharmaceutical preparations. The pharmacokinetics after
rectal administration are studied, followed by a consideration on local and systemic side-effects for a
solution of paracetamol in a mixture of propylene glycol and water. After administration of 8.64 g
propylene glycol to 10 adults and 173 mg/kg bw to 4 children, peak concentrations (Cmax) of 199 mg/L
and 171 mg/L respectively were reached (tmax) after 1.5 hr and 1.0 hr. The average terminal half-lives
(t1/2) in adults and children were respectively 2.8 hr and 2.6 hr, total body clearance (CI/F) 0.20 L/hr/kg
and 0.21 L/hr/kg and apparent volume of distribution (VD/F) 0.79 L/kg and 0.77 L/kg.
[Kolloffel WJ et al; Pharm World Sci 18 (3): 109-13 (1996). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed
Abstract

... The pharmacokinetic profile of propylene glycol during multiple oral-dosing regimens /was examined/.
The 22 subjects were outpatients who participated in a phenytoin bioavailability study where propylene
glycol was used as a solvent. In one study, 16 adults received a 20.7 g/dose 3 times daily for a minimum
of 3 days. In another study, 6 individuals received a 41.4 g/dose twice daily for a period of 3 days. These
oral doses were given in conjunction with 100 mg phenytoin in 7.25 mL of alcohol USP, 6 uL of Peach
Flavor, 5 mL of glycerin USP, and 8 mL of 70% (w/w) fructose. Propylene glycol was rapidly absorbed from
the gastrointestinal tract with maximum plasma concentrations obtained within 1 hour of dosing. The
average serum half-life of propylene glycol for the study with 16 and 6 individuals was determined by the
authors to be 3.8 and 4.1 hours, respectively. The average total body clearance was determined by the
authors to be approximately 0.1 L/kg/hr, although there was significant variability in clearance rate among
individuals. The apparent volume of distribution was determined by the authors to be approximately 0.5
L/kg, which approximates the volume of distribution of total body water
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-11 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant; Child; Child, preschool; Adolescent; Aged, 80 yrs and over/ There is limited information on the
absorption of propylene glycol through intact human skin. In a study of human skin biopsy specimens from
adults 19-50 years of age, ... no penetration of radioactive tracer materials /was found/ after up to 1 hour
permeation time using propylene glycol alone as a vehicle [visual evidence of tracer uptake into biopsied
skin, but no analytical confirmation provided]. Enhancers, such as surfactants, increased absorption. Three
studies ... involved patients with significant medical complications. In 45 patients (0.5-87 years old) with
second- and third-degree burns on 21-95% of their body, propylene glycol was absorbed through skin
following dermal treatment with sulfadiazine in a propylene glycol vehicle; serum levels of propylene glycol
in those patients ranged from 0 to 0.98 g/dL [0 to 129 mM]. In an 8-month-old infant with second- and
third-degree burns and complicating toxic epidermal necrolysis over 78% of his body, dermal treatment
with silver sulfadiazine in propylene glycol resulted in a peak propylene glycol blood level of 1.059 g/dL
(139 mM). A blood propylene glycol level of 0.070 g/dL (9.2 mM) in an infant was attributed to Mycostatin
cream usage for diaper rash.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-12 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

In most mammals, part of the absorbed propylene glycol is eliminated unchanged by the kidney, while
another portion is excreted by the kidneys as a glucuronic acid conjugate. The amount of propylene glycol
eliminated by the kidneys has been estimated for humans at 45%, for dogs at 55-88%, and for rabbits at
2.4-14.2%
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-15 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/The/ pharmacokinetics of propylene glycol in humans in conjunction with the IV administration of
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medications /was studied/. Propylene glycol concentrations were measured in sera and cerebral spinal
fluids (CSFs) from five patients receiving medication containing propylene glycol as a vehicle; lactate and
pyruvate concentrations were also measured ... All patients had normal hepatic and renal function based
upon laboratory tests ... A significant (p < 0.01) correlation of lactate concentrations in the serum and CSF
to the corresponding propylene glycol concentrations in these fluids /was found/.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-16 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

In the rabbit, ... metabolic clearance accounts for 85.8-97.6% of total clearance at lower doses.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-16 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

... The rate-determining step in the metabolic clearance of propylene glycol in the rat is the NADdependent alcohol dehydrogenase. Using the dehydrogenase inhibitor pyrazole, there was a dosedependent inhibition of the dehydrogenase leading to a dose-dependent increase in urinary excretion of
propylene glycol ... The maximum metabolizing capacity in the rat was 8.33 mmol of propylene glycol/kg
bw/hr, which ... would extrapolate to 1.06 kg bw/day for a 70 kg human.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-16 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

In mammals, part of the propylene glycol dose is eliminated unchanged by the kidney and part is
metabolized by the liver to lactic acid and further metabolized to pyruvic acid; in mammals, with the
exception of cats, the remainder is conjugated with glucuronic acid and eliminated in the urine. The
amount of propylene glycol eliminated by the kidneys has been estimated for humans at 45%, for dogs at
55-88%, and for rabbits at 2.4-14.2% ... In the rat ... increasing doses of propylene glycol increased
elimination by the kidneys. Dosages of 19, 38, and 77 mmol/kg bw resulted in 2.3, 7, and 17% renal
excretion of propylene glycol. Maximum urinary excretion of propylene glycol was determined using
pyrazole (1.0 mmol/kg bw), a competitive inhibitor of propylene glycol. High urinary clearance was
observed with 75% excretion of the ingested dose within 24 hours.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 pp.II-24-25 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010:
http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf **PEER REVIEWED**

In human adults receiving 20.7 or 41.4 g propylene glycol 2-3 times daily for a minimum of 3 days, the
total body clearance was dependent on serum concentration and was approximately 0.1 L/kg bw/hr;
elimination half-life in those same subjects was about 4 hours. [The influence of ethyl alcohol
administration must be considered when interpreting results since it will compete with propylene glycol for
the dehydrogenase enzymes.]
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-25 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant, Child/ In a study where adults and children were rectally exposed once to 123-173 mg/kg bw
propylene glycol [blood levels 1.6-2.2 mM], the clearance rate was 0.2 L/hour/kg and half-life was 2.6-2.8
hours. In 6 adults receiving propylene glycol intravenously, blood levels of propylene glycol were
measured at 48-425 ug/mL [0.63-5.6 mM] and an average half-life of 2.3 hours was estimated. A small
number of studies suggest that elimination of propylene glycol in infants is slower than in adults. In an 8month-old infant exposed to propylene glycol through medication applied to burns, the propylene glycol
blood level was 1.059 g/dL [139 mM] and the elimination half-life was measured at 16.9 hours. Ten infants
exposed to 10 mL [10.36 g] propylene glycol in a parenteral vitamin solution daily for 5 days had
propylene glycol blood levels of 65.950 mg/dL [8.5-125mM] and elimination half-lives of 10.8-30.5 hours,
with a mean of 19.3 hours.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-25 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/ ... A good correlation between osmolality gap and serum propylene glycol concentrations /was
reported/ in ten infants. The half-life was reported as 19.3 hours (range 10.8-30.5 hours), which is about
10 times longer than in adults. Alcohol dehydrogenase activity is up to 10 times lower in infants than in
adults providing an explanation for the prolonged half-life in the latter and at the same time further
evidence that this enzyme is the rate-determining enzyme in the clearance of propylene glycol.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-28 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

Biological Half-Life:
Intravenous administration of propylene glycol in amounts of 3-15 g/sq m is followed by plasma
concentration of 60 to 425 ug/mL, respectively, with a half-life of 1.8 to 3.3 hours ...
[Ellenhorn, M.J., S. Schonwald, G. Ordog, J. Wasserberger. Ellenhorn's Medical Toxicology: Diagnosis and Treatment of Human Poisoning.
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2nd ed. Baltimore, MD: Williams and Wilkins, 1997., p. 1156] **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant, premature/ Oral: Mean half-life in premature infants was 19.3 hours (range 108-30.5).
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/ Dermal: 16.9 hours in an 8-month-old infant.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

Parenteral: 2.4 - 5.2 hr, 1.4 - 3.3 hr (mean 2.3 +/- 0.7 hr).
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

In one study, 16 adults received a 20.7 g/dose 3 times daily for a minimum of 3 days. In another study, 6
individuals received a 41.4 g/dose twice daily for a period of 3 days. These oral doses were given in
conjunction with 100 mg phenytoin in 7.25 mL of alcohol USP, 6 uL of Peach Flavor, 5 mL of glycerin USP,
and 8 mL of 70% (w/w) fructose. Propylene glycol was rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract
with maximum plasma concentrations obtained within 1 hour of dosing. The average serum half-life of
propylene glycol for the study with 16 and 6 individuals was determined ... to be 3.8 and 4.1 hours,
respectively.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-11 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/ ... A good correlation between osmolality gap and serum propylene glycol concentrations /was
reported/ in ten infants. The half-life was reported as 19.3 hours (range 10.8-30.5 hours), which is about
10 times longer than in adults.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-28 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/Child/ After /rectal/ administration of 8.64 g propylene glycol to 10 adults and 173 mg/kg bw to 4 children,
peak concentrations (Cmax) of 199 mg/L and 171 mg/L respectively were reached (tmax) after 1.5 hr and
1.0 hr. The average terminal half-lives (t1/2) in adults and children were respectively 2.8 hr and 2.6 hr ...
[Kolloffel WJ et al; Pharm World Sci 18 (3): 109-13 (1996). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed
Abstract

Interactions:
The effects of propylene-glycol (PG) alone and the interactions between PG and calcium channel blockers
were investigated on the inward calcium current at motor nerve terminals in mice. Phrenic
nerve/diaphragm preparations from male ICR-mice were used. Examining the effect of 5% PG on the
potassium current at the nerve terminal showed two positive spikes generated by treatment with dtubocurarine (d-Tc) at the terminal part of the nerve terminal. The second positive spike is ascribed to the
outward potassium current. PG did not change this spike at all, suggesting that this compound had no
effect on the potassium channels. Pretreatments with d-Tc, tetraethylammonium (TEA), and 3,4diaminopyridine (DAP) evoked the prolonged negative component of the action potential at the terminal
part of the nerve terminal. PG augmented this component which is ascribed to the inward calcium current.
The effects of calcium channel blockers were examined to determine whether the calcium channel blockers
antagonize PG. Cumulative addition of cadmium-chloride, manganese-chloride, or cobalt-chloride
suppressed the prolonged negative component that had been augmented by treatment with PG.
[Hattori T, Maehashi H; J Mol Cell Toxicol 9 (4): 373-5 (1996)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Pharmacology:
Therapeutic Uses:
Propylene glycol is used as a vehicle for IV administration of drugs such as lorazepam, etomidate,
phenytoin, diazepam, digoxin, hydralazine, esmolol, chlordiazepoxide, multivitamins, nitroglycerin,
pentobarbital sodium, phenobarbital sodium, and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-30 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

As an antiseptic it is similar to ethanol, and against molds it is similar to glycerin and only slightly less
effective than ethanol.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 592] **PEER REVIEWED**

Hydroscopic agents (eg, propylene glycol...) are added /to respiratory inhalants/ to reduce viscosity of
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bronchial secretions.
[American Medical Association, AMA Department of Drugs, AMA Drug Evaluations. 3rd ed. Littleton, Massachusetts: PSG Publishing Co.,
Inc., 1977., p. 656] **PEER REVIEWED**

Ointment containing approx 70% propylene glycol has been used as osmotic agent with good results in
treatment of edema of cornea.
[Grant, W. M. Toxicology of the Eye. 2nd ed. Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1974., p. 862] **PEER REVIEWED**

Orally admin propylene glycol (1-1.5 g/kg) has reduced intraocular pressure ... by raising osmotic pressure
of blood ... in human ...
[Grant, W. M. Toxicology of the Eye. 2nd ed. Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1974., p. 862] **PEER REVIEWED**

Topical application of 40-60% aqueous solution of propylene glycol with occlusion has been reported to
clear skin in x-linked ichthyosis and ichthyosis vulgaris.
[Goodman, L.S., and A. Gilman. (eds.) The Pharmacological Basis of Therapeutics. 5th ed. New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.,
1975., p. 947] **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol, a widely used vehicle in dermatologic formulations, is isotonic in 2% concentrations.
Concentrations up to 70% alter keratin to hydrate and soften the skin and cause desquamation of scales,
particularly when used under occlusive dressings. ... Propylene glycol and other hydroalcoholic gels
augment the keratolytic action of salicylic acid; this combination may be effective in ichthyosis.
[American Medical Association, Council on Drugs. AMA Drug Evaluations Annual 1994. Chicago, IL: American Medical Association, 1994.,
p. 1224] **PEER REVIEWED**

Medication (Veterinary): Propylene glycol /is/ commonly used in the veterinary profession for treatment of
bovine ketosis and equine impactions, respectively.
[McClanahan S et al; Vet Hum Toxicol 40 (5): 294-296 (1998). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed
Abstract

Medication (Veterinary): Orally, to elevate blood glucose levels in prophylaxis and treatment of acetonemia
in cattle. Palatability is often poor, but it is inexpensive
[Rossoff, I.S. Handbook of Veterinary Drugs. New York: Springer Publishing Company, 1974., p. 495] **PEER REVIEWED**

Drug Warnings:
Hyperosmolality has been induced by propylene glycol (PG) in a number of clinical settings ..., particularly
in intensive care unit patients during the administration of nitroglycerin solutions that contain PG ...
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Formulations containing 35% propylene glycol can cause hemolysis in humans.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

Hemolysis, CNS depression, hyperosmolality, and lactic acidosis have been reported after IV
administration of propylene glycol.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-30 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol is a commonly used solvent for oral, intravenous, and topical pharmaceutical
preparations. Although it is considered safe, large intravenous doses given over a short period of time can
be toxic. Underlying renal insufficiency and hepatic dysfunction raise risk for toxicity. Toxic effects include
hyperosmolality, increased anion gap metabolic acidosis (due to lactic acidosis), acute kidney injury, and
sepsis-like syndrome. Treatment of toxicity includes hemodialysis to effectively remove propylene glycol.
Prevention is best achieved by limiting the dose of propylene glycol infused.
[Zar T et al; Seminars in Dialysis 20 (3): 217-9 (2007). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=17555487 **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol administration may be an important cause of lactic acidosis in the hospitalized patient.
[Kelner MJ, Bailey DN; J Anal Toxicol 9 (1): 40-2 (1985)] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

Rapid intravenous injection of preparations of drugs containing propylene glycol as a solvent (in significant
amounts) may cause unconsciousness, arrhythmias and even cardiac arrest.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

Patients in the intensive care setting who require high doses of intravenous lorazepam for sedation, as
well as antimicrobial therapy with trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole for treatment of either
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia or Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, may be at increased risk for propylene
glycol toxicity and should be monitored closely.
[Hayman M et al; Pharmacotherapy 23 (9): 1190-4 (2003). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

An aqueous cream containing 60% propylene glycol 362
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(one patient was diabetic) for 5 days; doses ranged from 1.5 to 6.1 g/kg/24 hr ... It has been calculated
that a 70 kg adult would require, in normal practice, 44 g of cream for total body coverage twice per day,
resulting in an approximate dosage of 0.35 g/kg. Total body occlusion therapy was abandoned because
three of the patients were eliminated from the study due to skin irritation. Blood was collected at the
beginning of application, on day 3, and at the end of the application period for measurement of the
following: serum lactate, urea, electrolyes, glucose, and osmolality levels. Two of the remaining four
patients had mild renal impairment, and most patients experienced desquamation either during or after
the study. No significant changes in serum osmolality and lactate were noted in any of the patients.
[Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Topical ear drops containing high concentration of propylene glycol are contraindicated in cases with
perforation of tympanic membrane.
[Vernon J et al; Arch Otolaryngol 104: 726-9 (1978). Available from, as of December 30, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/Forty-four/ Medical ICU (MICU) patients administered IV benzodiazepines during a 3-month period / in an
18 bed MICU of a 550-bed urban academic hospital/ were enrolled. Patients were categorized according
to the IV benzodiazepine that they received. Laboratory data and highlights of their clinical course were
recorded daily. The incidence of propylene glycol toxicity was determined and the groups compared. ...
Twenty-one patients received a benzodiazepine delivered in propylene glycol (lorazepam or diazepam),
and 23 patients received a benzodiazepine delivered in an alternative solvent (midazolam). ... Four
patients (19%) who received IV lorazepam or diazepam had metabolic evidence of propylene glycol
toxicity. None of the patients had clinical deterioration. Neither metabolic abnormality nor clinical
deterioration suggestive of propylene glycol toxicity were identified in subjects receiving IV midazolam...
[Wilson KC et al; Chest 128 (3): 1674-81 (2005). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=16162774 **PEER REVIEWED**

Rapid IV infusion of concentrated propylene glycol-containing drugs has been associated with respiratory
depression, arrhythmias, hypotension, and seizures.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-30 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

Single oral doses of 1.5 g/kg /propylene glycol/ (used in the treatment of glaucoma) caused dizziness.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

There are numerous reports of propylene glycol-induced serum hyperosmolarity following the topical
administration of silver sulfadiazine. Systemic absorption of propylene glycol resulting in hyperosmolarity
occurred with topical application of silver sulfadiazine cream in 15 burn patients with burns over more than
35% of their body surface area.
[Goldfrank LR et al; Goldfrank's Toxicologic Emergencies 7th Ed., McGraw-Hill, New York, N.Y. p.842 (2002)] **PEER REVIEWED**

In a patient with renal failure who was unable to excrete propylene glycol in the urine, such retention
caused severe central nervous system depression. In addition, lactic acidosis was a prominent feature in
this patient; with a large anion gap and a lactic acid level of 80 mEq/L. The patient responded rapidly to
intravenous fluids and sodium bicarbonate and on recovery volunteered a history of "gas" exposure.
Propylene glycol levels of 70 and 60 mg/dL were found in blood and urine, respectively.
[Haddad, L.M., Clinical Management of Poisoning and Drug Overdose. 2nd ed. Philadelphia, PA: W.B. Saunders Co., 1990., p. 700] **PEER
REVIEWED**

A human case report demonstrated that repeated infusions of lorazepam dissolved in propylene glycol can
lead to lactic acidosis with increased osmolar gap (21 mOsm/L). Furthermore, increased blood glucose
(296 mg/dL) and elevated pyruvate level (1.01 mg/dL) indicate that the same metabolic pathways of
detoxification occur in humans as in animals.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-28 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

A 46-year-old morbidly obese man was admitted to the medical intensive care unit with respiratory failure.
He required pressure-control ventilation and high levels of sedation with continuous-infusion lorazepam.
He developed Stenotrophomonas maltophilia pneumonia; treatment included scheduled intravenous
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole. Each of these drugs contain several hundred milligrams/milliliter of
propylene glycol. On day 17 of his hospital course, 3 days after starting the trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole, the patient developed acute renal failure consistent with acute tubular necrosis.
Propylene glycol toxicity was suspected; therefore, all drugs containing propylene glycol were
discontinued, and laboratory data were collected. A marked osmol gap, metabolic acidosis, and renal
toxicity were attributed to both continuous and large intermittent doses of intravenous propylene glycol.
Particular attention should be paid to the total amount of propylene glycol provided to patients from
administered drugs.
[Hayman M et al; Pharmacotherapy 23 (9): 1190-4 (2003). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

Lactic acidosis and coma with hyperosmolality were 363
seen in an elderly patient with a propylene glycol
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serum concentration of 910 mg/dL after IV administration of nitroglycerin dissolved in propylene glycol.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

... High doses of barbiturates may lead to the accumulation of propylene glycol, the vehicle used in the
intravenous formulations of both pentobarbital and phenobarbital, thereby yielding another lessrecognized complication of therapy. ... A case of propylene glycol toxicity associated with the use of highdose intravenous pentobarbital and phenobarbital during the treatment of refractory status epilepticus.
[Bledsoe KA et al; Neurocritical Care 9 (1): 122-4 (2008). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=18270846 **PEER REVIEWED**

Eight patients who developed elevations in serum creatinine concentrations while receiving continuousinfusion lorazepam (range 2-28 mg/hr) /were studied/.The mean cumulative dose of lorazepam was 4305
mg (range 1200-10,920 mg), and the mean propylene glycol level determined at the time of peak serum
creatinine concentration was 1103 ug/mL (range 186-3450 ug/mL). Serum creatinine concentrations
increased in all eight patients during lorazepam infusion and decreased in seven within 3 days after
stopping infusion. A weak-to-moderate correlation existed between the magnitude of the rise in serum
creatinine concentration and propylene glycol level (r = 0.53). A weak-to-moderate correlation also was
identified between cumulative lorazepam dose and magnitude of serum creatinine concentration rise (r =
0.43), and a strong-to-moderate correlation was found between duration of lorazepam infusion and
magnitude of serum creatinine concentration rise (r = 0.60). Propylene glycol levels were strongly
correlated with both serum osmolality and osmol gap.
[Yaucher NE et al; Pharmacotherapy 23 (9): 1094-9 (2003). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

CNS depression has been reported in patients taking phenytoin dissolved in propylene glycol; this did not
recur when the solvent had been changed.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

... A 59-year-old woman with a declining mental status was admitted to the intensive care unit for
management of status epilepticus. After failing to achieve the therapeutic endpoint of
electroencephalogram burst suppression with a continuous infusion of propofol, the sedative regimen was
changed to continuous infusion of pentobarbital. The patient received a loading dose of 450 mg (5 mg/kg),
and the maintenance infusion was titrated to a dose of 10 mg/kg/hr to achieve burst suppression. Twelve
hours after the pentobarbital infusion was started, the patient developed an anion gap metabolic
acidosis, elevated serum lactate level, hyperosmolality, and increased osmolal gap. The pentobarbital
infusion was discontinued, and the patient's acidosis and hyperosmolality resolved. DISCUSSION:
Pentobarbital contains 40% v/v of PG, which was thought to be a potential source of the patient's
metabolic derangements...
[Miller MA et al; Ann Pharmacol 42 (10): 1502-6 (2008). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=18698010 **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol ... used in a commercially available IV nitroglycerin solution, may cause hyperosmolality,
hemolysis and lactic acidosis. The influence of kidney function as the main determinant in causing
accumulation of this solvent...
[Demey HE et al; Intensive Care med 14 (3): 221-6 (1988). Available from, as of February 24, 2010:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

23 patients who had used silver sulfadiazine cream were patch tested. No reactions to the active principle
occurred but 2 vehicle components, cetyl alcohol and propylene glycol, were positive.
[Degreef H, Dooms-Goossens A; Contact Dermatitis 12 (1): 33-7 (1985). Available from, as of February 25, 2010:] **PEER REVIEWED**
PubMed Abstract

Excretion of propylene glycol has been studied in patients with second and third degree burns over more
than 20% of their total body surface. According to ATSDR, "Sulfadiazine preparations containing propylene
glycol were applied dermally over a period of 3-7 days after admission to the hospital. Serum and urinary
levels of propylene glycol were measured. Propylene glycol was detected in the serum of 24 of 45 patients
and in the urine of 40 of 45 patients. Average urinary levels were 1.3 mg/mL with a range of 0-17.9 mg/mL
for patients who lived, and 2.9 mg/mL with a range of 0-23 mg/mL for patients who died. Propylene glycol
levels correlated with total burn surface area and total third degree burn surface area."
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-25 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

/Aged/ Lactic acidosis and coma with hyperosmolality were seen in an elderly patient with a propylene
glycol serum concentration of 910 mg/dL after IV administration of nitroglycerin dissolved in propylene
glycol.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant, premature/ ... Excipient exposure after treatment with eight oral liquid medications was
determined by retrospectively analyzing the drug charts of ... 38 infants born between June 2005 and July
2006 who were less than 30 weeks' gestation and 1500 g in weight at birth ... . The 38 infants
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represented 53% of the eligible target group; 7/38 infants had chronic lung disease (CLD). During their inpatient stay, infants were exposed to over 20 excipients including ethanol and propylene glycol, chemicals
associated with neurotoxicity. Infants with CLD were exposed to higher concentrations of these toxins.
Infants were also exposed to high concentrations of sorbitol, with some infants being exposed to
concentrations in excess of recommended guidelines for maximum exposure in adults...
[Whittaker A et al; Arch Dis Childhood. Fetal Neonat Ed 94 (4): 236-40 (2009). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=19158148 **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant, premature/ A case of propylene glycol intoxication in a premature infant is reported. The infant
went into a state of coma after treatment for burns with antiseptic dressings. Cessation of the topical
treatment resulted in complete recovery. An exceptionally high level of the dressings' solvent, propylene
glycol, found in the urinary chromatogram, was believed to be the causative agent. It is suggested that
topical preparations containing propylene glycol should not be used in premature infants during the first
weeks of life.
[Peleg O et al; Acta Paediatr 87 (11): 1195-6 (1998). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/Infant/ Sinus arrhythmia, tachypnea, tachycardia, stupor and hypoglycemia occurred in a 15-month-old
boy who received 7.5 mL of propylene glycol as a solvent in vitamin C syrup.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/... Propylene glycol accumulated significantly in /11/ pediatric intensive care patients /aged 1-15
months/ receiving continuous lorazepam infusion, and propylene glycol concentration correlated with the
cumulative lorazepam dose the patient received. However, significant laboratory abnormalities due to
propylene glycol accumulation / determined by comparing serum lactate and osmolar gap at baseline, after
48 hrs, and at end of therapy/ were not observed.
[Chicella M et al; Crit Care Med 30 (12): 2752-6 (2002). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=12483068 **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/ ... A case with a very high excretion of propylene glycol compared to others who received similar
doses of the medication /was encountered. . In this case, the propylene glycol was scarcely metabolized
by the patient...
[Meshitsuka S et al; Clin Chim Acta 279 (1-2): 47-54 (1999). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed
Abstract

/Infant/ Mild lactic acidosis has been reported in an infant treated topically with a cream for burns
containing propylene glycol.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/ A 6 month-old infant sustained a deep second to third degree burn of the anterior part of the
chest (8% of the total body area). Initial therapy included topical silver sufadiazine for six days. On the
tenth day after the burn, erythema and desquamation occurred over more than 70% on his total body
surface area. The desquamation was diagnosed as toxic epidermal necrolysis and was considered
equivalent to a superficial and deep second-degree burn. Treatment with topical silver sulfadiazine and
dicloxacillin was begun, 78% of the total body surface area was covered with the preparation. The infant
was alert, with a temperature of 38.4 deg C, pulse rate 132/min, respirations, 28/min, and weight 9.3 kg.
Continued topical therapy consisted of application twice daily of gauze impregnated with 600 to 800g of
silver sufadiazine. On day 12, cardiorespiratory arrest occurred approximately one hour after a
debridement bath and a dressing change; no medication had been given other than 15 mg of oral
diphenhydramine given four hours before the arrest. An acute respiratory acidosis was reflected by a pH
of 7.28 and a PC02 of 50 mmHg. After resuscitation, the results of neurological examination reflected
substantial hypoxic damage. The next day, the measured serum osmolality was 388 mOsm/kg H20 with a
simultaneously calculated serum osmolality of 314 mOsm/kg H20, so the osmolal gap was 74 mOsm/kg
H20. During the course of the day, the serum osmolality increased to 420 (osmolal gap to 130) mOsm/kg
H20. The following day the serum propylene glycol was 771 mg/dL. No source of serum propylene glycol
other than silver sufadiazine was detected and this medication contained 76.7 mg/g of propylene glycol.
During the preceding 79 hours of hospitalization, 3,400 g of the preparation had been applied resulting in
a total propylene glycol dose 9 g/kg/24 hr. Silver sulfadiazine therapy was discontinued and the serum
osmolality gradually decreased to 298 mOsm/kg H20; blood lactate was 58 mmol/L, alkalinizing therapy
was never required. Mechanical ventilation continued for three weeks. The patient's later course was
marked by severe, persistent hypoxic encephalopathy.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant/ An 8-month-old male infant was treated with topical silver sulfadiazine for a burn and complicating
toxic epidermal necrolysis involving 78% of his total body surface area. Transdermal absorption of
propylene glycol from the silver sulfadiazine produced hyperosmolality with an increased osmolal gap. A
peak propylene glycol concentration of 1059 mg/dL was documented, and its osmotic effect was that
predicted from its concentration. The data support either zero-order elimination at a rate of 13.5 mg/dL/hr
or first-order elimination with a half-life of 16.9 hours. Elevated concentrations of propylene glycol may
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have contributed to the patient's cardiorespiratory arrest.
[Flinger CL et al; JAMA 253 (11): 1606-9 (1985). Available from, as of February 24, 2010:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/Child/ Propylene glycol intoxication occurred in a child and caused central nervous system depression and
a severe metabolic acidosis. Initial assessment revealed an elevated serum anion gap, a slight increase in
measured serum osmolality, and a normal osmolal gap. The child's acidosis was due to increased
concentrations of lactate and pyruvate. The possibility of serious PG intoxication should be considered in
any patient with an unexplained serious metabolic acidosis.
[Glover ML, Reed MD; Pharmacotherapy 16 (4): 690-3 (1996). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=8840379 **PEER REVIEWED**

/Child/ Seizures developed in an 11 year old boy with multiple endocrine problems and systemic
candidiasis who ingested a medication containing propylene glycol.
[Ellenhorn, M.J., S. Schonwald, G. Ordog, J. Wasserberger. Ellenhorn's Medical Toxicology: Diagnosis and Treatment of Human Poisoning.
2nd ed. Baltimore, MD: Williams and Wilkins, 1997., p. 1156] **PEER REVIEWED**

/Adolescent/ The case of a 15-yr-old boy who developed a toxic reaction, possibly due to 2.25 mL/hr
propylene glycol contained in an injection of 2-25 mg/hr lorazepam administered for 42 days to maintain
sedation, is presented. Concomitant therapy included morphine. On hospital day 54, the patient had an
increased serum osmolality of 331 mOsm/kg, with an osmolal gap of 25 mOsm, hypotension requiring
increased vasopressor support, increased requirement for packed red blood cell transfusion, and bilateral
knee effusions. Lorazepam was discontinued and replaced with an infusion of midazolam containing no
propylene glycol. The dosage of morphine was increased. The patient's hyperosmolality resolved within 24
hr, which was consistent with other case reports. Vasopressor and packed red blood cell requirements
decreased and the knee effusions resolved over the next several days.
[Seay RE et al; Ann Pharmacother 31: 647-648 (1997) ] **PEER REVIEWED**

/Adolescent/ A 15-year-old was admitted for removal of the Wilm's tumor. Surgery was followed by
administration of actinomycin D and radiotherapy. The postoperative course was complicated by spiking
fever and gastrointestinal bleeding, but by 40 days after admission he was afebrile, eating well, and
gaining weight. He received ascorbic acid in large doses as a preparation suspended in propylene glycol,
250 mg three times a day (7.5 mL), beginning on the 48th hospital day. Eight days after starting vitamin C
therapy he was noted to have a sinus arrhythmia and two days later he was found unresponsive with
tachypnea, tachycardia, and diaphoresis. He awoke soon without further treatment. The cerebrospinal
fluid was normal, blood glucose was 70 mg/dL. Several similar episodes occurred during the following 3
days, and serum glucose was 41 and 42 mg/dL, respectively, during the periods of unresponsiveness. On
one of those occasions he regained consciousness after having received an iv infusion of a solution
containing 10 g of glucose. The fasting blood glucose on the following day was 48, and the 2 hour
postprandial level was 42 mg/dL. At that time, vitamin C therapy was stopped and no further episodes
occurred. A fasting blood glucose was 84 mg/dL and a glucose tolerance test normal 2 days after the
therapy had been discontinued.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

/Infant, premature; Infant, newborn; Infant; Child, preschool; Child; Adolescent/ ... A retrospective,
observational study /was conducted in/ neonatal and pediatric intensive care units of a tertiary care,
university hospital. A randomly selected sample of 170 episodes of exposure to parenteral medications
containing benzyl alcohol (BA) (n = 88) or propylene glycol (PG) (n = 82) /was examined to identify/ all
medication sources of BA or PG administered to study neonates during hospitalization, and ... cumulative
doses (mg/kg/day and mg/day) of BA or PG received as a result of exposure to those medications /was
calculated/. ... A wide range in the cumulative excipient dose received by neonates /was observed/.
Median (range) cumulative dose was 4.5 mg/kg/day (0.6-319.5 mg/kg/day) for BA, and 204.9 mg/kg/day
(17.3-9472.7 mg/kg/day) for PG. Patients who received medications via continuous infusion received
significantly higher excipient doses than patients who received medications intermittently (p < 0.0001). In
this subset of patients, median cumulative excipient doses (BA, 106.3 mg/kg/day and PG, 4554.5
mg/kg/day) were approximately 21 and 180 times the acceptable daily intakes of BA and PG (5 and 25
mg/kg/day), respectively, and exceeded the doses above which toxicity has been reported in infants. No
significant correlation between duration of medication administration and cumulative excipient exposure
was identified for BA or PG. Midazolam and lorazepam were involved in over two-thirds of BA and PG
exposures, respectively...
[Shehab N et al; Pediatric Crit Care Med 10 (2): 256-9 (2009). Available from, as of February 23, 2010:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=pubmed&dopt=Abstract&list_uids=19188870 **PEER REVIEWED**

/Veterinary/ Veterinarians use propylene glycol as well as paraffin routinely for the treatment of their
patients. Mistakes are likely to be made because both medicines and sometimes their packing have a
similar appearance. ... A large amount of propylene glycol given to a horse, but also to other animals, can
be dangerous and immediate adequate intervention is necessary. The major cause of the problems in
case of a propylene glycol intoxication is the high concentration of D-lactate that arises. Clinically, this
primarily results in a depression of the central nervous system and in metabolic acidosis. Furthermore
colic, diarrhea and respiratory problems may occur.
[van den Wollenberg L et al; Tijdschr Diergeneeskd 125 (17): 519-23 (2000). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER
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REVIEWED** PubMed Abstract

/Veterinary/ Accidental administration of 6.0 mL propylene glycol/kg bw in horses causes severe
depression, ataxia and malodorous breath and feces. However, appropriate medical therapy can result in
successful treatment of this toxicosis.
[McClanahan S et al; Vet Hum Toxicol 40 (5): 294-296 (1998). Available from, as of December 16, 2009:] **PEER REVIEWED** PubMed
Abstract

/Infant, premature/ The decreased size of premature infants and an increased serum half-life ... for
propylene glycol in premature infants predispose them to a greater probability of toxic effects from over
administration of propylene glycol. There is particular concern for very small infants and those receiving
multiple IV medications containing propylene glycol. Absorption of propylene glycol from ointments applied
to burns and injection of multivitamin products in infants has resulted in serum hyperosmolality, which was
associated with cardiorespiratory arrest in one case.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 pp.II-45-46. Available from, as of January 11, 2010:
http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf **PEER REVIEWED**

Interactions:
The effects of propylene-glycol (PG) alone and the interactions between PG and calcium channel blockers
were investigated on the inward calcium current at motor nerve terminals in mice. Phrenic
nerve/diaphragm preparations from male ICR-mice were used. Examining the effect of 5% PG on the
potassium current at the nerve terminal showed two positive spikes generated by treatment with dtubocurarine (d-Tc) at the terminal part of the nerve terminal. The second positive spike is ascribed to the
outward potassium current. PG did not change this spike at all, suggesting that this compound had no
effect on the potassium channels. Pretreatments with d-Tc, tetraethylammonium (TEA), and 3,4diaminopyridine (DAP) evoked the prolonged negative component of the action potential at the terminal
part of the nerve terminal. PG augmented this component which is ascribed to the inward calcium current.
The effects of calcium channel blockers were examined to determine whether the calcium channel blockers
antagonize PG. Cumulative addition of cadmium-chloride, manganese-chloride, or cobalt-chloride
suppressed the prolonged negative component that had been augmented by treatment with PG.
[Hattori T, Maehashi H; J Mol Cell Toxicol 9 (4): 373-5 (1996)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Reported Fatal Dose:
1 = practically nontoxic: probable oral lethal dose (human) is above 15 g/kg; for 70 kg person (150 lb),
more than 1 qt (2.2 lb).
[Gosselin, R.E., H.C. Hodge, R.P. Smith, and M.N. Gleason. Clinical Toxicology of Commercial Products. 4th ed. Baltimore: Williams and
Wilkins, 1976., p. II-120] **PEER REVIEWED**

Environmental Fate & Exposure:
Environmental Fate/Exposure Summary:
Propylene glycol's production and use as an antifreeze in breweries and dairy establishments, substitute
for ethylene glycol and glycerol, in the manufacture of synthetic resins, emulsifier in foods, solvent for food
colors and flavors, and pharmaceutic aid (humectant, solvent) may result in its release to the environment
through various waste streams. Its use to create artificial smoke and mist for theatrical use, as an
airplane de-icing fluid and in aerosol mists that are commonly used in hospitals and public buildings for
disinfection purposes will result in its direct release to the environment. If released to air, a vapor
pressure of 0.13 mm Hg at 25 deg C indicates propylene glycol will exist solely as a vapor in the ambient
atmosphere. Vapor-phase propylene glycol will be degraded in the atmosphere by reaction with
photochemically-produced hydroxyl radicals; the half-life for this reaction in air is estimated to be 32 hours.
Propylene glycol does not contain chromophores that absorb at wavelengths >290 nm and therefore is
not expected to be susceptible to direct photolysis by sunlight. If released to soil, propylene glycol is
expected to have very high mobility based upon an estimated Koc of 1. Volatilization from moist soil
surfaces is not expected to be an important fate process based upon an estimated Henry's Law constant
of 1.3X10-8 atm-cu m/mole. Propylene glycol is not expected to volatilize from dry soil surfaces based
upon its vapor pressure. Propylene glycol was mineralized 73-78% in laboratory studies conducted using
an agricultural soil over a 51 day incubation period, suggesting biodegradation will be an important
environmental fate process in soil. If released into water, propylene glycol is not expected to adsorb to
suspended solids and sediment based upon the estimated Koc. Volatilization from water surfaces is not
expected to be an important fate process based upon this compound's estimated Henry's Law constant.
Numerous screening studies using wastewater or sewage inoculum as seed suggest that propylene glycol
will be degraded readily in aqueous environments. An estimated BCF of 3 suggests the potential for
bioconcentration in aquatic organisms is low. Propylene glycol is not expected to undergo hydrolysis since
this compound lacks functional groups that hydrolyze under environmental conditions. Occupational
exposure to propylene glycol may occur through inhalation and dermal contact with this compound at
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workplaces where propylene glycol is produced or used. Monitoring and use data indicate that the general
population may be exposed to propylene glycol via inhalation and dermal contact with consumer products
containing propylene glycol. (SRC)
**PEER REVIEWED**

Probable Routes of Human Exposure:
According to the 2006 TSCA Inventory Update Report, the number of persons reasonably likely to be
exposed in the industrial manufacturing, processing, and use for propylene glycol is 1000 or greater; the
data may be greatly underestimated(1).
[(1) US EPA; Inventory Update Reporting (IUR). Non-confidential 2006 IUR Records by Chemical, including Manufacturing, Processing and
Use Information. Washington, DC: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Available from, as of March 2, 2010:
http://cfpub.epa.gov/iursearch/index.cfm **PEER REVIEWED**

NIOSH (NOES Survey 1981-1983) has statistically estimated that 2,238,429 workers (936,584 of these are
female) are potentially exposed to propylene glycol in the US(1). Occupational exposure to propylene
glycol may occur through inhalation and dermal contact with this compound at workplaces where
propylene glycol is produced or used(SRC). Monitoring and use data indicate that the general population
may be exposed to propylene glycol via inhalation and dermal contact with consumer products containing
propylene glycol(SRC).
[(1) NIOSH; NOES. National Occupational Exposure Survey conducted from 1981-1983. Estimated numbers of employees potentially exposed
to specific agents by 2-digit standard industrial classification (SIC). Available from, as of Feb 12, 2010: http://www.cdc.gov/noes/
**PEER REVIEWED**

Artificial Pollution Sources:
Propylene glycol's production and use as an antifreeze in breweries and dairy establishments, substitute
for ethylene glycol and glycerol, in the manufacture of synthetic resins, emulsifier in foods, solvent for food
colors and flavors, and pharmaceutic aid (humectant, solvent)(1) may result in its release to the
environment through various waste streams(SRC). Its use to create artificial smoke and mist for theatrical
use, as an airplane de-icing fluid(1) and in aerosol mists that are commonly used in hospitals and public
buildings for disinfection purposes(2) will result in its direct release to the environment(SRC).
[(1) O'Neil MJ, ed; The Merck. 14th ed Whitehouse Station, NJ: Merck and Co., Inc., p. 1350 (2006) (2) Finis L et al; Patty's
Toxicology 5th ed. Bingham E et al, eds., New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons 7: 26-31 (2001)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Environmental Fate:
TERRESTRIAL FATE: Based on a classification scheme(1), an estimated Koc value of 1(SRC), determined
from a log Kow of -0.92(2) and a regression-derived equation(3), indicates that propylene glycol is
expected to have very high mobility in soil(SRC). Volatilization of propylene glycol from moist soil surfaces
is not expected to be an important fate process(SRC) given an estimated Henry's Law constant of 1.3X108 atm-cu m/mole(SRC), derived from its vapor pressure, 0.13 mm Hg(4), and assigned value for water
solubility of 1X10+6 mg/L (miscible)(5). Propylene glycol is not expected to volatilize from dry soil
surfaces(SRC) based upon its vapor pressure(4). Laboratory experiments using agricultural soils from
South Carolina conducted at 22 deg C and a fortification of 1,000 ppm propylene glycol, yielded 73-78%
mineralization during a 51 day incubation period(6), suggesting that biodegradation will be an important
fate process in soils(SRC).
[(1) Swann RL et al; Res Rev 85: 17-28 (1983) (2) Hansch C et al; Exploring QSAR. Hydrophobic, Electronic, and Steric Constants. ACS
Prof Ref Book. Heller SR, consult. ed., Washington, DC: Amer Chem Soc p. 7 (1995) (3) US EPA; Estimation Program Interface (EPI)
Suite. Ver. 4.0. Jan, 2009. Available from http://www.epa.gov/oppt/exposure/pubs/episuitedl.htm as of Feb 12, 2010. (4) Daubert TE,
Danner RP; Physical and Thermodynamic Properties of Pure Chemicals Data Compilation Washington, DC: Taylor and Francis (1989) (5)
Yalkowsky SH, Dannenfelser RM; The AQUASOL dATAbASE of Aqueous Solubility. Ver 5. Tucson, AZ: Univ AZ, College of Pharmacy (1992) (6)
Shupack DP, Anderson TA; Water Air Soil Pollut 118: 53-58 (2000)] **PEER REVIEWED**

AQUATIC FATE: Based on a classification scheme(1), an estimated Koc value of 1(SRC), determined from a
log Kow of -0.92(2) and a regression-derived equation(3), indicates that propylene glycol is not expected
to adsorb to suspended solids and sediment(SRC). Volatilization from water surfaces is not expected(3)
based upon an estimated Henry's Law constant of 1.3X10-8 atm-cu m/mole(SRC), derived from its vapor
pressure, 0.13 mm Hg(5), and assigned value for water solubility of 1X10+6 mg/L (miscible)(6). According
to a classification scheme(7), an estimated BCF of 3(SRC), from its log Kow(2) and a regression-derived
equation(8), suggests the potential for bioconcentration in aquatic organisms is low(SRC). Numerous
screening studies using wastewater or sewage inoculum as seed, suggests that propylene glycol will be
degraded readily under aqueous environments(9-11).
[(1) Swann RL et al; Res Rev 85: 17-28 (1983) (2) Hansch C et al; Exploring QSAR. Hydrophobic, Electronic, and Steric Constants. ACS
Prof Ref Book. Heller SR, consult. ed., Washington, DC: Amer Chem Soc p. 7 (1995) (3) US EPA; Estimation Program Interface (EPI)
Suite. Ver. 4.0. Jan, 2009. Available from http://www.epa.gov/oppt/exposure/pubs/episuitedl.htm as of Feb 12, 2010. (4) Lyman WJ et
al; Handbook of Chemical Property Estimation Methods. Washington, DC: Amer Chem Soc pp. 15-1 to 15-29 (1990) (5) Daubert TE, Danner
RP; Physical and Thermodynamic Properties of Pure Chemicals Data Compilation Washington, DC: Taylor and Francis (1989) (6) Yalkowsky
SH, He Y; Handbook of Aqueous Solubility Data: An Extensive Compilation of Aqueous Solubility Data for Organic Compounds Extracted
from the AQUASOL dATAbASE. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press LLC, (2003) (7) Franke C et al; Chemosphere 29: 1501-14 (1994) (8) Meylan WM et
al; Environ Toxicol Chem 18: 664-72 (1999) (9) Bridie AL et al; Water Res 13: 627-30 (1979) (10) Helfgott TB et al; An Index of
Refractory Organics. USEPA-66/2-77-174 (1977) (11) Wagner R; Vom Wasser 47: 241-65 (1976)] **PEER REVIEWED**
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ATMOSPHERIC FATE: According to a model of gas/particle partitioning of semivolatile organic compounds in
the atmosphere(1), propylene glycol, which has a vapor pressure of 0.13 mm Hg at 25 deg C(2), is
expected to exist solely as a vapor in the ambient atmosphere. Vapor-phase propylene glycol is degraded
in the atmosphere by reaction with photochemically-produced hydroxyl radicals(SRC); the half-life for this
reaction in air is estimated to be 32 hours(SRC), calculated from its rate constant of 1.2X10-11 cu
cm/molecule-sec at 25 deg C(3). Propylene glycol does not contain chromophores that absorb at
wavelengths >290 nm and therefore is not expected to be susceptible to direct photolysis by sunlight(4).
[(1) Bidleman TF; Environ Sci Technol 22: 361-367 (1988) (2) Daubert TE, Danner RP; Physical and Thermodynamic Properties of Pure
Chemicals Data Compilation Washington, DC: Taylor and Francis (1989) (3) Atkinson R; J Phys Chem Ref Data Monograph 1 (1989) (4) Lyman
WJ et al; Handbook of Chemical Property Estimation Methods. Washington, DC: Amer Chem Soc pp. 8-12 (1990)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Environmental Biodegradation:
AEROBIC: Propylene glycol achieved 64% of its theoretical BOD using a sewage inoculum and a 5 day
incubation period(1). A Warburg respirometer study employing a sewage seed showed that propylene
glycol reached 78% of its theoretical BOD during a 40 day incubation period(2). Propylene glycol achieved
2.2, 56.7 and 80% of its theoretical BOD using a sewage inoculum and 5, 10, and 50 day incubation
periods, respectively(3). Using raw wastewater and synthetic seawater as inoculum, propylene glycol
achieved 55 and 83% of its theoretical BOD during 5 and 20 day incubation periods, respectively(4). Using
wastewater from pretreated domestic sewage, propylene glycol reached 74.5% of its theoretical BOD in 5
days(5). Propylene glycol underwent 73-78% mineralization within 51 days when incubated with various
agricultural soils from Clemson University, SC under laboratory conditions at 22 deg C and 1,000 ppm
propylene glycol in the soil; 40-79% mineralization was observed for propylene glycol incubated in the
same soils for 64 days at 7 deg C(6).
[(1) Bridie AL et al; Water Res 13: 627-30 (1979) (2) Helfgott TB et al; An Index of Refractory Organics. USEPA-66/2-77-174 (1977) (3)
Lamb CB, Jenkins GF; p. 326-9 in Proc 8th Industrial Waste Conf, Purdue Univ (1952) (4) Price KS et al; J Water Pollut Control Fed 46:
63-77 (1974) (5) Wagner R; Vom Wasser 47: 241-65 (1976) (6) Shupack DP, Anderson TA; Water Air Soil Pollut 118: 53-58 (2000)] **PEER
REVIEWED**

AEROBIC: Propylene glycol is mineralized to CO2 in soil microcosms incubated at temperatures ranging
from -2 to 25 deg C. No lag time period was observed. Degradation occurred with propylene glycol alone
and in combination with ethylene glycol and diethylene glycol at glycol concentrations ranging from 392 to
5278 mg/kg suggesting that high levels of glycols in deicing fluids are unlikely to inhibit biodegradation.
Complete disappearance of 0.045% propylene glycol occurred after 12 days at 8 deg C and 57% of the
theoretical oxygen demand was recovered after 34 days. With 0.45% propylene glycol, 76% degradation
and 44% mineralization was obtained after 111 days(1). The rate of biodegradation ranged from 11.4 to
41.4 mg/kg soil per day at 8 deg C with an average of 22.7 mg/kg per day. Rates at 25 deg C were
approximately 3.4 times faster than those at 8 deg C, ranging from 78.9 to 88 mg/kg per day with a mean
of 83.5 mg/kg per day. At -2 deg C, biodegradation rates for propylene glycol ranged from 1.1 to 3.5
mg/kg per day with a mean of 2.3 mg/kg per day. After 111 days of incubation at -2 deg C, 14%
degradation to the parent compound was observed and the BOD was 8% of the theoretical oxygen
demand(1).
[(1) Klecka GM et al; Ecotox Environ Saf 25: 280-95 (1993)] **PEER REVIEWED**

AEROBIC: Proylene glycol reached 90% of its theoretical BOD in 14 days in the Japanese MITI test(1). A
mixture of propylene glycol, diethylene glycol and potassium acetate reached 32.9, 30.2%, and 24.1% of
its theoretical BOD in 5 days, respectively at 8 deg C, 4 deg C and 1 deg C(2). The measured surface
biodegradation rates for deicing fluids, specifically propylene glycol, was 0.073 day-1(2). Aircraft deicing
fluid, the major constituents being ethylene glycol and propylene glycol, reached concentrations ranging
from 350-245,000 mg/L, with an average of 87,000 mg/L, of its theoretical BOD after 5 days(3).
[(1) Sedykh A, Klopman G; SAR QSAR Environ Res 18(7-8): 693-709 (2007) (2) Revitt DM, Worrall P; Water Sci Technol 48: 103-111 (2003)
(3) Zitomer DH, Tonuk GU; J Environ Eng 129: 123-129 (2003)] **PEER REVIEWED**

ANAEROBIC: Using an activated sludge or digester sludge incubated under anaerobic conditions,
propylene glycol was completely degraded within 5-9 days, while a sterile control showed no
degradation(1). Rapid propylene glycol degradation is observed in topsoil materials high in organic matter
at 20 deg C; in subsoil materials, degradation of propylene glycol is very slow and incomplete(2).
[(1) Kaplan DL et al; Environ Sci Technol 16: 723-5 (1982) (2) Jaesche P et al; J Contam Hydrol 85: 271-286 (2006)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Environmental Abiotic Degradation:
Under ordinary conditions propylene glycol is stable, but at high temps it tends to oxidize giving rise to
products such as propionaldehyde, lactic acid, pyruvic acid and acetic acid.
[O'Neil, M.J. (ed.). The Merck Index - An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs, and Biologicals. Whitehouse Station, NJ: Merck and Co.,
Inc., 2006., p. 1350] **PEER REVIEWED**

The rate constant for the vapor-phase reaction of propylene glycol with photochemically-produced
hydroxyl radicals has been measured as 1.2X10-11 cu cm/molecule-sec at 25 deg C(1). This corresponds
to an atmospheric half-life of about 32 hours at an atmospheric concentration of 5X10+5 hydroxyl radicals
per cu cm(1). Propylene glycol is not expected to undergo hydrolysis in the environment due to the lack of
hydrolyzable functional groups(2). Propylene glycol does not contain chromophores that absorb at
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wavelengths >290 nm and therefore is not expected to be susceptible to direct photolysis by sunlight(2).
The rate constant for the reaction of propylene glycol with hydroxyl radicals in aqueous solution is
approximately 0.94-1.68X10+9 L/mol-sec(3); if the hydroxyl radical concn of sunlit natural water is
assumed to be 1X10-17 moles/L(4), the half-life would be approximately 1.3-2.3 years(SRC).
[(1) Atkinson R; J Phys Chem Ref Data Monograph 1 (1989) (2) Lyman WJ et al; Handbook of Chemical Property Estimation Methods.
Washington, DC: Amer Chem Soc pp. 7-4, 7-5, 8-12 (1990) (3) Anbar M, Neta P; Int J Appl Radiation Isotopes 18: 493-523 (1967) (4) Mill
T et al; Science 207: 886-7 (1980)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Environmental Bioconcentration:
An estimated BCF of 3 was calculated for propylene glycol(SRC), using a log Kow of -0.92(1) and a
regression-derived equation(2). According to a classification scheme(3), this BCF suggests the potential
for bioconcentration in aquatic organisms is low(SRC).
[(1) Hansch C et al; Exploring QSAR. Hydrophobic, Electronic, and Steric Constants. ACS Prof Ref Book. Heller SR, consult. ed.,
Washington, DC: Amer Chem Soc p. 7 (1995) (2) Meylan WM et al; Environ Toxicol Chem 18: 664-72 (1999) (3) Franke C et al; Chemosphere
29: 1501-14 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Soil Adsorption/Mobility:
The Koc of propylene glycol is estimated as 1(SRC), using a log Kow of -0.92(1) and a regression-derived
equation(2). According to a classification scheme(3), this estimated Koc value suggests that propylene
glycol is expected to have very high mobility in soil(SRC).
[(1) Hansch C et al; Exploring QSAR. Hydrophobic, Electronic, and Steric Constants. ACS Prof Ref Book. Heller SR, consult. ed.,
Washington, DC: Amer Chem Soc p. 7 (1995) (2) US EPA; Estimation Program Interface (EPI) Suite. Ver. 4.0. Jan, 2009. Available from
http://www.epa.gov/oppt/exposure/pubs/episuitedl.htm as of Feb 12, 2010. (3) Swann RL et al; Res Rev 85: 17-28 (1983)] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Volatilization from Water/Soil:
The Henry's Law constant for propylene glycol is estimated as 1.3X10-8 atm-cu m/mole(SRC) derived from
its vapor pressure, 0.13 mm Hg(1), and assigned value for water solubility of 1X10+6 mg/L (miscible)(2).
This Henry's Law constant indicates that propylene glycol is expected to be essentially nonvolatile from
water surfaces(3). Propylene glycol is not expected to volatilize from dry soil surfaces(SRC) based upon its
vapor pressure(1).
[(1) Daubert TE, Danner RP; Physical and Thermodynamic Properties of Pure Chemicals Data Compilation Washington, DC: Taylor and
Francis (1989) (2) Yalkowsky SH, He Y; Handbook of Aqueous Solubility Data: An Extensive Compilation of Aqueous Solubility Data for
Organic Compounds Extracted from the AQUASOL dATAbASE. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press LLC, (2003) (3) Lyman WJ et al; Handbook of Chemical
Property Estimation Methods. Washington, DC: Amer Chem Soc pp. 15-1 to 15-29 (1990)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Environmental Water Concentrations:
GROUNDWATER: Propylene glycol was detected at a concentration of 4 mg/L in samples from a perched
water table at the Ottawa Airport, Ontario, Canada(1).
[(1) ATSDR; Toxicological Profile for Propylene Glycol. Atlanta, GA: Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, US Public
Health Service (2009). Available from, as of August 25, 2010: http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxprofiles/index.asp **PEER REVIEWED**

SURFACE WATER: Trigg Lake and Big Bear Creek, in the vicinity of the Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport, TX, were monitored for aircraft deicer/anti-icer fluid runoff from October 2002 to April 2004. Glycol
concentrations at outfalls ranged from less than 81 to 23,800 mg/L; concentrations in Big Bear Creek
ranged from less than 18 to 230 mg/L, with 10 and 35% of what was applied to aircraft was subsequently
discharged into the creek. Glycol effluent released to Trigg Lake was initially diluted and degraded prior to
reaching the lake outlet(1). Propylene glycol was detected in storm water runoff at the Salt Lake City
airport Utah at concentrations up to 19,000 mg/L. The compound may also be released to surface water
as a metabolite of the military propellant propylene glycol dinitrate which is found in waste water streams
from munitions facilities(2).
[(1) Corsi SR et al; Environ Toxicol Chem 25: 2890-900 (2006) (2) ATSDR; Toxicological Profile for Propylene Glycol. Atlanta, GA:
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, US Public Health Service (2009). Available from, as of August 25, 2010:
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxprofiles/index.asp **PEER REVIEWED**

Effluent Concentrations:
Propylene glycol was identified, not quantified, in a wastewater effluent from a chemical plant in Memphis,
TN in Aug 1974(1).
[(1) Shackelford WM, Keith JL; Frequency of Organic Compounds Identified in Water. USEPA-600/4-76-062 p. 205 (1976)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Atmospheric Concentrations:
INDOOR AIR: Propylene glycol was detected in indoor air concentrations at the maximum concentration of
69.3 ug/cu m and the average concentration of 7.7 ug/cu m(1).
[(1) Stolz P et al; in Indoor Air in Organic Indoor Air Pollutants. Occurrence, Measurement, Evaluation. Salthammer T, ed., New York,
NY: Wiley-VCH, pp. 117-125 (1999)] **PEER REVIEWED**
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Other Environmental Concentrations:
Propylene glycol was identified as a volatile component of latex-backed carpets(1). Propylene glycol was
detected in newly manufactured and site houses at concentrations of 1.1-12.0 ppb and < 2.2-360 ppb in
North America(2).
[(1) USCPSC; Status Report for Chemical Emissions from New Carpets. US Consumer Product Safety Commission (1993) (2) Hodgson At et al;
Indoor Air 10: 178-9 (2000)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol was detected in snowbanks within the General Mitchell International Airport in Wisconsin,
a medium-sized airport. The compound was identified as the main constituent, with the concentration
ranging from 144 to 8,210 kg from February 2000-March 2003. Glycol content in snowbanks ranged from
0.17- 11.4%(1)
[(1) Corsi SR et al; Environ Sci Technol 40: 3195-3202 (2006)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol was present in the following consumer product categories: paint primers and varnishes,
all purpose cleaners, room deodorants and disinfectants, personal deodorants, and metal cleaners and
polishes(1). The weight percentage of propylene glycol in the products ranged from 16.15% to 42.47%(1).
Propylene glycol was also detected in oven spray cleaner at unknown concentrations(2).
[(1) USEPA; Compilation and speciation of National Emissions Factor for consumer/commercial solvent use. Information compiled to
support urban air toxics assessment studies. USEPA-450/2-89-008 (1989) (2) Salthammer T; in Organic Indoor Air Pollutants. Occurrence,
Measurement, Evaluation. Salthammer T, ed., New York, NY: Wiley-VCH, pp. 219-232 (1999)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Environmental Standards & Regulations:
FIFRA Requirements:
Residues of propylene glycol are exempted from the requirement of a tolerance when used in accordance
with good agricultural practice as inert (or occasionally active) ingredients in pesticide formulations applied
to growing crops or to raw agricultural commodities after harvest. Use: solvent, cosolvent.
[40 CFR 180.910 (USEPA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from,
as of February 7, 2010: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr **PEER REVIEWED**

Residues of propylene glycol are exempted from the requirement of a tolerance when used in accordance
with good agricultural practice as inert (or occasionally active) ingredients in pesticide formulations applied
to animals. Use: solvent, cosolvent.
[40 CFR 180.930 (USEPA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from,
as of February 7, 2010: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr **PEER REVIEWED**

The Agency has completed its assessment of the dietary, drinking water, residential, ecological and
occupational risks associated with the use of pesticide products containing the active ingredients
propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol. Based on a review of these data, the Agency has sufficient
information on the human health and ecological effects of propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol to make
a decision as part of the tolerance reassessment process under FFDCA and reregistration under FIFRA, as
amended by FQPA. The Agency has determined that propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol containing
products are eligible for reregistration.
[USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene Glycol and Dipropylene Glycol p.15 EPA
739-R-06-002 (September 2006). Available from, as of February 15, 2010: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/reregistration/status.htm **PEER
REVIEWED**

EPA has determined that the established exemption from a requirement for a tolerance for propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol, meet the safety standards under the FQPA amendments to section 408(b)
(2)(C) of the FFDCA, that there is a reasonable certainty of no harm for infants and children. ... In
determining whether or not infants and children are particularly susceptible to toxic effects from propylene
glycol and dipropylene glycol residues, the Agency considered the completeness of the database for
developmental and reproductive effects, the nature of the effects observed, and other information. The
FQPA Safety Factor has been removed (i.e., reduced to 1X) for propylene glycol and dipropylene glycol
because there is no pre- or post-natal evidence for increased susceptibility following exposure.
[USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene Glycol and Dipropylene Glycol p.16 EPA
739-R-06-002 (September 2006). Available from, as of February 15, 2010: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/reregistration/status.htm **PEER
REVIEWED**

As the federal pesticide law FIFRA directs, EPA is conducting a comprehensive review of older pesticides to
consider their health and environmental effects and make decisions about their future use. Under this
pesticide reregistration program, EPA examines newer health and safety data for pesticide active
ingredients initially registered before November 1, 1984, and determines whether the use of the pesticide
does not pose unreasonable risk in accordance to newer saftey standards, such as those described in the
Food Quality Protection Act of 1996. Pesticides for which EPA had not issued Registration Standards prior
to the effective date of FIFRA '88 were divided into three lists based upon their potential for human
exposure and other factors, with List B containing pesticides of greater concern than those on List C, and
with List C containing pesticides of greater concern than those on List D. Propylene glycol is found on List
C. Case No: 3126; Pesticide type: insecticide, fungicide, antimicrobial; Case Status: OPP is reviewing data
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from the pesticide's producers regarding its human health and/or environmental effects, or OPP is
determining the pesticide's eligibility for reregistration and developing the Reregistration Eligibility Decision
(RED) document.; Active ingredient (AI): Propylene glycol; Data Call-in (DCI) Date(s): 08/02/93; AI Status:
The producers of the pesticide have made commitments to conduct the studies and pay the fees required
for reregistration, and are meeting those commitments in a timely manner.
[USEPA/OPP; Status of Pesticides in Registration, Reregistration and Special Review p.276 (Spring, 1998) EPA 738-R-98-002] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Acceptable Daily Intakes:
JECFA: ADI: 0 to 25 mg/kg bw
[Burdock, G.A. (ed.). Fenaroli's Handbook of Flavor Ingredients. 6th ed.Boca Raton, FL 2010, p. 1748] **PEER REVIEWED**

Atmospheric Standards:
This action promulgates standards of performance for equipment leaks of Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOC) in the Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturing Industry (SOCMI). The intended effect of these
standards is to require all newly constructed, modified, and reconstructed SOCMI process units to use the
best demonstrated system of continuous emission reduction for equipment leaks of VOC, considering
costs, non air quality health and environmental impact and energy requirements. Propylene glycol is
produced, as an intermediate or a final product, by process units covered under this subpart.
[40 CFR 60.489 (USEPA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from, as
of February 7, 2010: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr/ **PEER REVIEWED**

State Drinking Water Standards:
(NY) NEW YORK 1,000 ug/L
[USEPA/Office of Water; Federal-State Toxicology and Risk Analysis Committee (FSTRAC). Summary of State and Federal Drinking Water
Standards and Guidelines (11/93) To Present] **QC REVIEWED**

State Drinking Water Guidelines:
(NH) NEW HAMPSHIRE 140,000 ug/ L
[USEPA/Office of Water; Federal-State Toxicology and Risk Analysis Committee (FSTRAC). Summary of State and Federal Drinking Water
Standards and Guidelines (11/93) To Present] **QC REVIEWED**

FDA Requirements:
Substance added directly to human food affirmed as generally recognized as safe (GRAS).
[21 CFR 184.1666 (USFDA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from,
as of February 7, 2010: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr/ **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol used as an emulsifying agent in animal drugs, feeds, and related products is generally
recognized as safe when used in accordance with good manufacturing or feeding practice.
[21 CFR 582.4666 (USFDA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from,
as of November 10, 2003: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr/ **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol used as a general purpose food additive in animal drugs, feeds, and related products is
generally recognized as safe when used in accordance with good manufacturing or feeding practice.
[21 CFR 582.1666 (USFDA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from,
as of February 7, 2010: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr/ **PEER REVIEWED**

Drug products containing certain active ingredients offered over-the-counter (OTC) for certain uses. A
number of active ingredients have been present in OTC drug products for various uses, as described
below. However, based on evidence currently available, there are inadequate data to establish general
recognition of the safety and effectiveness of these ingredients for the specified uses: propylene glycol is
included in pediculicide drug products.
[21 CFR 310.545 (USFDA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from,
as of February 7, 2010: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr/ **PEER REVIEWED**

Ophthalmic demulcents. The active ingredients of the product consist of any of the following, within the
established concentrations for each ingredient: Propylene glyol, 0.2 to 1 percent.
[21 CFR 349.12 (USFDA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from, as
of February 11, 2010: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr **PEER REVIEWED**

The Food and Drug Administration has determined that propylene glycol in or on cat food is not generally
recognized as safe and is a food additive subject to section 409 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act (the act). The Food and Drug Administration also has determined that this use of propylene glycol is
not prior sanctioned.
[21 CFR 500.50 (USFDA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from, as
of February 7, 2010: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr **PEER REVIEWED**
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The Food and Drug Administration has determined that propylene glycol in or on cat food has not been
shown by adequate scientific data to be safe for use. Use of propylene glycol in or on cat food causes the
feed to be adulterated and in violation of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act), in the
absence of a regulation providing for its safe use as a food additive under section 409 of the act, unless it
is subject to an effective notice of claimed investigational exemption for a food additive under part 570.17
of this chapter, or unless the substance is intended for use as a new animal drug and is subject to an
approved application under section 512 of the act or an effective notice of claimed investigational
exemption for a new animal drug under part 511 of this chapter.
[21 CFR 589.1001 (USFDA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from,
as of February 7, 2010: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr **PEER REVIEWED**

Allowable Tolerances:
Residues of propylene glycol are exempted from the requirement of a tolerance when used in accordance
with good agricultural practice as inert (or occasionally active) ingredients in pesticide formulations applied
to growing crops or to raw agricultural commodities after harvest. Use: solvent, cosolvent.
[40 CFR 180.910 (USEPA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from,
as of February 7, 2010: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr **PEER REVIEWED**

Residues of propylene glycol are exempted from the requirement of a tolerance when used in accordance
with good agricultural practice as inert (or occasionally active) ingredients in pesticide formulations applied
to animals. Use: solvent, cosolvent.
[40 CFR 180.930 (USEPA); U.S. National Archives and Records Administration's Electronic Code of Federal Regulations. Available from,
as of February 7, 2010: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr **PEER REVIEWED**

Chemical/Physical Properties:
Molecular Formula:
C3-H8-O2
**PEER REVIEWED**

Molecular Weight:
76.09
[Lide, D.R. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 88TH Edition 2007-2008. CRC Press, Taylor & Francis, Boca Raton, FL 2007, p. 3-444]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Color/Form:
Colorless viscous liquid
[Lewis, R.J. Sr.; Hawley's Condensed Chemical Dictionary 15th Edition. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, NY 2007., p. 1050] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Odor:
Practically odorless
[Lewis, R.J. Sr.; Hawley's Condensed Chemical Dictionary 15th Edition. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, NY 2007., p. 1050] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Taste:
Practically tasteless
[Lewis, R.J. Sr.; Hawley's Condensed Chemical Dictionary 15th Edition. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, NY 2007., p. 1050] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Boiling Point:
187.6 deg C
[Lide, D.R. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 88TH Edition 2007-2008. CRC Press, Taylor & Francis, Boca Raton, FL 2007, p. 3-444]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Melting Point:
-60 deg C
[Lide, D.R. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 88TH Edition 2007-2008. CRC Press, Taylor & Francis, Boca Raton, FL 2007, p. 3-444]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Density/Specific Gravity:
1.0361 g/cu cm at 20 deg C
toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/cgi-bin/sis/search/a?dbs+hsdb:@term+@DOCNO+174
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[Lide, D.R. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 88TH Edition 2007-2008. CRC Press, Taylor & Francis, Boca Raton, FL 2007, p. 3-444]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Dissociation Constants:
pKa = 14.8 at 25 deg C
[Riddick, J.A., W.B. Bunger, Sakano T.K. Techniques of Chemistry 4th ed., Volume II. Organic Solvents. New York, NY: John Wiley and
Sons., 1985., p. 266] **PEER REVIEWED**

Heat of Combustion:
431.0 kg cal/mole
[Lewis, R.J. Sr.; Hawley's Condensed Chemical Dictionary 15th Edition. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, NY 2007., p. 1050] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Heat of Vaporization:
168.6 cal/g at BP
[Lewis, R.J. Sr.; Hawley's Condensed Chemical Dictionary 15th Edition. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, NY 2007., p. 1050] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Octanol/Water Partition Coefficient:
log Kow = -0.92
[Hansch, C., Leo, A., D. Hoekman. Exploring QSAR - Hydrophobic, Electronic, and Steric Constants. Washington, DC: American Chemical
Society., 1995., p. 7] **PEER REVIEWED**

Solubilities:
Soluble in benzene
[Lide, D.R. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 88TH Edition 2007-2008. CRC Press, Taylor & Francis, Boca Raton, FL 2007, p. 3-444]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Miscible with acetone and chloroform; soluble in ether. Will dissolve many essential oils, but is immiscible
with fixed oils.
[O'Neil, M.J. (ed.). The Merck Index - An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs, and Biologicals. Whitehouse Station, NJ: Merck and Co.,
Inc., 2006., p. 1350] **PEER REVIEWED**

In water, 1X10+6 mg/L at 20 deg C /miscible/
[Yalkowsky SH, Dannenfelser RM; The AQUASOL dATAbASE of Aqueous Solubility. Ver 5. Tucson, AZ: Univ AZ, College of Pharmacy (1992)]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Spectral Properties:
Index of refraction: 1.4324 at 20 deg C/D
[Lide, D.R. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 88TH Edition 2007-2008. CRC Press, Taylor & Francis, Boca Raton, FL 2007, p. 3-444]
**PEER REVIEWED**

SADTLER REFERENCE NUMBER: 267 (IR, PRISM); 92 (IR, GRATING)
[Weast, R.C. (ed.). Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 60th ed. Boca Raton, Florida: CRC Press Inc., 1979., p. C-450] **PEER
REVIEWED**

IR: 5974 (Coblentz Society Spectral Collection)
[Lide, D.R., G.W.A. Milne (eds.). Handbook of Data on Organic Compounds. Volume I. 3rd ed. CRC Press, Inc. Boca Raton ,FL. 1994., p.
V5: 4324] **PEER REVIEWED**

UV: 5-12 (Organic Electronic Spectral Data, Phillips et al, John Wiley & Sons, New York)
[Lide, D.R., G.W.A. Milne (eds.). Handbook of Data on Organic Compounds. Volume I. 3rd ed. CRC Press, Inc. Boca Raton ,FL. 1994., p.
V5: 4324] **PEER REVIEWED**

NMR: 45 (Varian Associates NMR Spectra Catalogue)
[Lide, D.R., G.W.A. Milne (eds.). Handbook of Data on Organic Compounds. Volume I. 3rd ed. CRC Press, Inc. Boca Raton ,FL. 1994., p.
V5: 4324] **PEER REVIEWED**

MASS: 95 (Atlas of Mass Spectral Data, John Wiley & Sons, New York)
[Lide, D.R., G.W.A. Milne (eds.). Handbook of Data on Organic Compounds. Volume I. 3rd ed. CRC Press, Inc. Boca Raton ,FL. 1994., p.
V5: 4324] **PEER REVIEWED**

Surface Tension:
40.1 dynes/cm at 25 deg C
[Lewis, R.J. Sr.; Hawley's Condensed Chemical Dictionary 15th Edition. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, NY 2007., p. 1050] **PEER
REVIEWED**
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Vapor Pressure:
0.13 mm Hg at 25 deg C /Extrapolated/
[Daubert, T.E., R.P. Danner. Physical and Thermodynamic Properties of Pure Chemicals Data Compilation. Washington, D.C.: Taylor and
Francis, 1989.] **PEER REVIEWED**

Relative Evaporation Rate:
0.01, relative to butyl acetate
[Riddick, J.A., W.B. Bunger, Sakano T.K. Techniques of Chemistry 4th ed., Volume II. Organic Solvents. New York, NY: John Wiley and
Sons., 1985., p. 266] **PEER REVIEWED**

Viscosity:
0.581 cP at 20 deg C
[Lewis, R.J. Sr.; Hawley's Condensed Chemical Dictionary 15th Edition. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, NY 2007., p. 1050] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Other Chemical/Physical Properties:
Specific heat: 0.590 cal/g at 20 deg C; hygroscopic
[Lewis, R.J. Sr.; Hawley's Condensed Chemical Dictionary 15th Edition. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, NY 2007., p. 1050] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Heat of vaporization = 15.4 kcal/mol at 25 deg C; heat of formation = -116.1 kcal/mol at 25 deg C (liquid);
heat capacity = 45.1 kcal/mol at 20 deg C; viscosity = 56.0 cP at 20 deg C; surface tension = 36.51
dyne/cm at 25 deg C
[Riddick, J.A., W.B. Bunger, Sakano T.K. Techniques of Chemistry 4th ed., Volume II. Organic Solvents. New York, NY: John Wiley and
Sons., 1985., p. 266] **PEER REVIEWED**

BP: 88-90 deg C at 12 mm Hg; 187-189 deg C at 760 mm Hg. Specific optical rotation: -15 deg at 20 deg C
/l-form/
[O'Neil, M.J. (ed.). The Merck Index - An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs, and Biologicals. Whitehouse Station, NJ: Merck and Co.,
Inc., 2006., p. 1350] **PEER REVIEWED**

BP: 95-96 deg C at 14 mm Hg; Specific optical rotation: +15 (neat) deg at 20 deg C; Density: 1.04 at 25
deg C/4/ degC /d-form/
[O'Neil, M.J. (ed.). The Merck Index - An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs, and Biologicals. Whitehouse Station, NJ: Merck and Co.,
Inc., 2006., p. 1350] **PEER REVIEWED**

Henry's Law constant = 1.3X10-8 atm-cu m/mol at 25 deg C (est)
[US EPA; Estimation Program Interface (EPI) Suite. Ver. 4.0. Jan, 2009. Available from< as of Feb 12, 2010:
http://www.epa.gov/oppt/exposure/pubs/episuitedl.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

Hydroxyl radical reaction rate constant = 1.2X10-11 cu cm/molec-sec at 25 deg C
[Atkinson R; J Phys Chem Ref Data Monograph 1 (1989)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Chemical Safety & Handling:
Skin, Eye and Respiratory Irritations:
Mildly irritating to the eyes.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p. (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

May cause primary skin irritation in some people, possibly due to dehydration, but the material is not a
sensitizer.
[Cavender FL, Sowinski EJ; Patty's Toxicology CD-ROM (2005). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Glycols. Online Posting Date: April 16, 2001]
**PEER REVIEWED**

May cause transitory stinging, blepharospasm, and lacrimation.
[Bingham, E.; Cohrssen, B.; Powell, C.H.; Patty's Toxicology Volumes 1-9 5th ed. John Wiley & Sons. New York, N.Y. (2001)., p. V7 33]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Fire Potential:
Combustible liquid when exposed to heat or flame ...
[Lewis, R.J. Sr. (ed) Sax's Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials. 11th Edition. Wiley-Interscience, Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ. 2004., p. 3061] **PEER REVIEWED**
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NFPA Hazard Classification:
Health: 0. 0= Materials that, on exposure under fire conditions, offer no hazard beyond that of ordinary
combustible material.
[Fire Protection Guide to Hazardous Materials. 13 ed. Quincy, MA: National Fire Protection Association, 2002., p. 325-102] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Flammability: 1. 1= This degree includes materials that must be preheated before ignition will occur, such
as Class IIIB combustible liquids and solids and semi-solids whose flash point exceeds 200 deg F (93.4
deg C), as well as most ordinary combustible materials. Water may cause frothing if it sinks below the
surface of the burning liquid and turns to steam. However, a water fog that is gently applied to the
surface of the liquid will cause frothing that will extinguish the fire.
[Fire Protection Guide to Hazardous Materials. 13 ed. Quincy, MA: National Fire Protection Association, 2002., p. 325-102] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Instability: 0. 0= This degree includes materials that are normally stable, even under fire exposure
conditions, and that do not react with water. Normal fire fighting procedures may be used.
[Fire Protection Guide to Hazardous Materials. 13 ed. Quincy, MA: National Fire Protection Association, 2002., p. 325-102] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Flammable Limits:
Lower flammable limit: 2.6% by volume; Upper flammable limit: 12.5% by volume
[Fire Protection Guide to Hazardous Materials. 13 ed. Quincy, MA: National Fire Protection Association, 2002., p. 325-102] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Flash Point:
104 deg C Pensky-Martens closed cup
[Martin AE, Murphy FH; Glycols, Propylene Glycols. Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology (1994). John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Online Posting Date: December 4, 2000] **PEER REVIEWED**

210 deg F (99 deg C) (Closed cup)
[Fire Protection Guide to Hazardous Materials. 13 ed. Quincy, MA: National Fire Protection Association, 2002., p. 325-102] **PEER
REVIEWED**

225 deg F (Open cup)
[U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Transportation. CHRIS - Hazardous Chemical Data. Volume II. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1984-5.] **PEER REVIEWED**

Autoignition Temperature:
700 deg F (371 deg C)
[Fire Protection Guide to Hazardous Materials. 13 ed. Quincy, MA: National Fire Protection Association, 2002., p. 325-102] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Fire Fighting Procedures:
Water fog, alcohol foam, carbon dioxide, dry chemical.
[U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Transportation. CHRIS - Hazardous Chemical Data. Volume II. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1984-5.] **PEER REVIEWED**

In case of fire, keep drums, etc, cool by spraying water.
[International Program on Chemical Safety/Commission of the European Communities; International Chemical Safety Card on Propylene
glycol (July, 1997). Available from, as of January 4, 2010: http://www.inchem.org/pages/icsc.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Firefighting Hazards:
Vapor is heavier than air.
[International Program on Chemical Safety/Commission of the European Communities; International Chemical Safety Card on Propylene
glycol (July, 1997). Available from, as of January 4, 2010: http://www.inchem.org/pages/icsc.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Explosive Limits & Potential:
Above 99 deg C explosive vapor/air mixtures may be formed.
[International Program on Chemical Safety/Commission of the European Communities; International Chemical Safety Card on Propylene
glycol (July, 1997). Available from, as of January 4, 2010: http://www.inchem.org/pages/icsc.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Explosive in the form of vapor when exposed to heat or flame. May react with hydrofluoric acid + nitric acid
+ silver nitrate to form the explosive silver fulminate.
[Lewis, R.J. Sr. (ed) Sax's Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials. 11th Edition. Wiley-Interscience, Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ. 2004., p. 3061] **PEER REVIEWED**

Lower explosive limit: 2.6%; Upper explosive limit: 12.6%
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[Lewis, R.J. Sr. (ed) Sax's Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials. 11th Edition. Wiley-Interscience, Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ. 2004., p. 3061] **PEER REVIEWED**

Hazardous Reactivities & Incompatibilities:
Reacts with strong oxidants, causing fire hazard.
[International Program on Chemical Safety/Commission of the European Communities; International Chemical Safety Card on Propylene
glycol (July, 1997). Available from, as of January 4, 2010: http://www.inchem.org/pages/icsc.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol is incompatible with oxidizing reagents such as potassium permanganate.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

No significantly dangerous substances are produced after contact with light, humidity or commonly
available chemicals. Propylene glycol may react with hydrofluoric acid + nitric acid + silver nitrate to form
the explosive silver fulminate.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

A chemical polishing mixture /of hydrofluoric acid, propylene glycol, and silver nitrate/ was put into a closed
glass bottle which burst 30 min later, and formation of silver fulminate was suggested. However, in
absence of the silver salt such mixtures evolve gas and should not be stored in any event, especially after
use for metal polishing, when the dissolved metal(s) tend to further destabilize the mixture.
[Bretherick, L. Handbook of Reactive Chemical Hazards. 4th ed. Boston, MA: Butterworth-Heinemann Ltd., 1990, p. 1167] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Hazardous Decomposition:
When heated to decomposition it emits acrid smoke and irritating fumes.
[Lewis, R.J. Sr. (ed) Sax's Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials. 11th Edition. Wiley-Interscience, Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Hoboken, NJ. 2004., p. 3061] **PEER REVIEWED**

Protective Equipment & Clothing:
Protective gloves, safety spectacles.
[International Program on Chemical Safety/Commission of the European Communities; International Chemical Safety Card on Propylene
glycol (July, 1997). Available from, as of January 4, 2010: http://www.inchem.org/pages/icsc.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Preventive Measures:
SRP: The scientific literature for the use of contact lenses by industrial workers is inconsistent. The
benefits or detrimental effects of wearing contact lenses depend not only upon the substance, but also on
factors including the form of the substance, characteristics and duration of the exposure, the uses of other
eye protection equipment, and the hygiene of the lenses. However, there may be individual substances
whose irritating or corrosive properties are such that the wearing of contact lenses would be harmful to
the eye. In those specific cases, contact lenses should not be worn. In any event, the usual eye
protection equipment should be worn even when contact lenses are in place.
**PEER REVIEWED**

SRP: Local exhaust ventilation should be applied wherever there is an incidence of point source emissions
or dispersion of regulated contaminants in the work area. Ventilation control of the contaminant as close
to its point of generation is both the most economical and safest method to minimize personnel exposure
to airborne contaminants. Ensure that the local ventilation moves the contaminant away from the worker.
**PEER REVIEWED**

Above 99 deg C use a closed system, ventilation.
[International Program on Chemical Safety/Commission of the European Communities; International Chemical Safety Card on Propylene
glycol (July, 1997). Available from, as of January 4, 2010: http://www.inchem.org/pages/icsc.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol should be handled in a well-ventilated environment; eye protection is recommended.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

Stability/Shelf Life:
At cool temperatures, propylene glycol is stable in a well-closed container, but at high temperatures, in
the open, it tends to oxidize, giving rise to products such as propionaldehyde, lactic acid, pyruvic acid, and
acetic acid. Propylene glycol is chemically stable when mixed with ethanol (95%), glycerin, or water;
aqueous solutions may be sterilized by autoclaving.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 592] **PEER REVIEWED**
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Storage Conditions:
Propylene glycol is hygroscopic and should be stored in a well-closed container, protected from light, in a
cool, dry place.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 593] **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol, dipropylene glycol, and tripropylene glycol are stable materials that require no special
handling procedures. They are noncorrosive and can be transported or stored in stainless steel,
aluminum, and lined steel containers. Carbon steel is also acceptable, although slight iron contamination
may occur upon extended periods of storage. U.S.P.-grade propylene glycol is typically stored in stainless
steel.
[Sullivan, CJ; Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry 7th ed. (2008). NY, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Propanediols. Online Posting
Date: June 15, 2000.] **PEER REVIEWED**

Cleanup Methods:
SRP: Wastewater from contaminant suppression, cleaning of protective clothing/equipment, or
contaminated sites should be contained and evaluated for subject chemical or decomposition product
concentrations. Concentrations shall be lower than applicable environmental discharge or disposal criteria.
Alternatively, pretreatment and/or discharge to a permitted wastewater treatment facility is acceptable
only after review by the governing authority and assurance that "pass through" violations will not occur.
Due consideration shall be given to remediation worker exposure (inhalation, dermal and ingestion) as
well as fate during treatment, transfer and disposal. If it is not practicable to manage the chemical in this
fashion, it must be evaluated in accordance with EPA 40 CFR Part 261, specifically Subpart B, in order to
determine the appropriate local, state and federal requirements for disposal.
**PEER REVIEWED**

Collect leaking and spilled liquid in sealable containers as far as possible. Wash away spilled liquid with
plenty of water.
[International Program on Chemical Safety/Commission of the European Communities; International Chemical Safety Card on Propylene
glycol (July, 1997). Available from, as of January 4, 2010: http://www.inchem.org/pages/icsc.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Disposal Methods:
SRP: The most favorable course of action is to use an alternative chemical product with less inherent
propensity for occupational harm/injury/toxicity or environmental contamination. Recycle any unused
portion of the material for its approved use or return it to the manufacturer or supplier. Ultimate disposal
of the chemical must consider: the material's impact on air quality; potential migration in soil or water;
effects on animal and plant life; and conformance with environmental and public health regulations.
**PEER REVIEWED**

Occupational Exposure Standards:
Other Standards Regulations and Guidelines:
Workplace Environmental Exposure Level (WEEL): 8-hr Time-weighted Average (TWA) 10vmg/cu m.
[American Industrial Hygiene Association; Emergency Response Planning Guidelines & Workplace Enviromental Exposure Levels. Fairfax, VA
2009, p. 42] **PEER REVIEWED**

Manufacturing/Use Information:
Major Uses:
For propylene glycol (USEPA/OPP Pesticide Code: 068603) ACTIVE products with label matches. /SRP:
Registered for use in the U.S. but approved pesticide uses may change periodically and so federal, state
and local authorities must be consulted for currently approved uses./
[U.S. Environmental Protection Agency/Office of Pesticide Program's Chemical Ingredients Database on Propylene Glycol (57-55-6).
Available from, as of February 13, 2010: http://ppis.ceris.purdue.edu/htbin/epachem.com **PEER REVIEWED**

Bacteriostat, Fungistat
[USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene Glycol and Dipropylene Glycol p.4 EPA
739-R-06-002 (September 2006). Available from, as of February 15, 2010: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/reregistration/status.htm **PEER
REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol has become widely used as a solvent, extractant, and preservative in a variety of
parenteral and nonparenteral pharmaceutical formulations. It is a better general solvent than glycerin and
dissolves a wide variety of materials, such as corticosteroids, phenols, sulfa drugs, barbiturates, vitamins
(A and D), most alkaloids, and many local anesthetics ... Propylene glycol is commonly used as a plasticizer
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in aqueous film-coating formulations. Propylene glycol is also used in cosmetics and in the food industry as
a carrier for emulsifiers and as a vehicle for flavors in preference to ethanol, since its lack of volatility
provides a more uniform flavor.
[Rowe, R.C., Sheskey, P.J., Quinn, M.E.; (Eds.), Handbook of Pharmaceutical Excipients 6th edition Pharmaceutical Press, London,
England 2009, p. 592] **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol is used as a skin-conditioning agent-humectant, solvent, viscosity-decreasing agent, and
humectant in cosmetic formulations.
[Anderson FA; J Am Col Toxicol 13 (6): 437-91 (1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Reported uses

Reported uses (ppm): (Flavor and Extract Manufacturers' Association)

Food Category

Usual Max

Alcoholic Beverages
Baked goods
Cheese

0.66
0.79
0.07

5.88
2.44
0.62

Chewing gum
Confection, frosting
Fats, oils
Frozen dairy
Fruit Juice
Gelatins, puddings

0.68
50.73
0.14
1.37
0.49
0.36

3.00
50.86
0.32
2.13
0.82
0.69

Gravies
Hard candy
Meat products

0.49
0.72
0.23

0.98
1.35
0.53

Milk products
Nonalcoholic beverages
Other grains
Poultry
Processed vegetables

0.23
0.38
0.01
0.01
0.00

0.38
1.24
0.01
0.10
5.00

Reconstituted vegetables 0.06
Snack foods
0.02
Soft candy
0.89

0.06
0.92
1.44

Sweet sauce

4.21

3.10

[Burdock, G.A. (ed.). Fenaroli's Handbook of Flavor Ingredients. 6th ed.Boca Raton, FL 2010, p. 1748] **PEER REVIEWED**

Used as a humectant in foods, such as shredded coconut, in tobacco, and in pet food.
[CHEMICAL PRODUCTS SYNOPSIS: Propylene Glycol, 1984] **PEER REVIEWED**

Used as an emollient in cosmetic and pharmaceutical creams
[CHEMICAL PRODUCTS SYNOPSIS: Propylene Glycol, 1984] **PEER REVIEWED**

Solvent in food colors and flavors
[CHEMICAL PRODUCTS SYNOPSIS: Propylene Glycol, 1984] **PEER REVIEWED**

Used in industry as a lubricant or heat-transfer fluid where leakage might lead to food contact (eg
coolants for dairy refrigeration equipment)
[CHEMICAL PRODUCTS SYNOPSIS: Propylene Glycol, 1984] **PEER REVIEWED**

Aqueous solutions of propylene glycol containing a corrosion inhibitor are used for low-temperature
protection of fresh-water plumbing in recreational vehicles and boats
[CHEMICAL PRODUCTS SYNOPSIS: Propylene Glycol, 1984] **PEER REVIEWED**
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Used as a raw material for plasticizers, such as polypropylene adipate, the linear polyester of propylene
glycol and adipic acid
[CHEMICAL PRODUCTS SYNOPSIS: Propylene Glycol, 1984] **PEER REVIEWED**

Additive to latex paint to provide freeze-thaw stability
[CHEMICAL PRODUCTS SYNOPSIS: Propylene Glycol, 1984] **PEER REVIEWED**

... antifreeze in breweries and dairy establishments. Substitute for ethylene glycol and glycerol. Emulsifier
in foods; solvent for food colors and flavors
[O'Neil, M.J. (ed.). The Merck Index - An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs, and Biologicals. Whitehouse Station, NJ: Merck and Co.,
Inc., 2006., p. 1350] **PEER REVIEWED**

Pharmaceutic aid (humectant; solvent)
[O'Neil, M.J. (ed.). The Merck Index - An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs, and Biologicals. Whitehouse Station, NJ: Merck and Co.,
Inc., 2006., p. 1350] **PEER REVIEWED**

In the manufacture of synthetic resins and de-icing solutions.
[O'Neil, M.J. (ed.). The Merck Index - An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs, and Biologicals. Whitehouse Station, NJ: Merck and Co.,
Inc., 2006., p. 1350] **PEER REVIEWED**

As mist to disinfect air; to create artificial smoke and mist for theatrical use.
[O'Neil, M.J. (ed.). The Merck Index - An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs, and Biologicals. Whitehouse Station, NJ: Merck and Co.,
Inc., 2006., p. 1350] **PEER REVIEWED**

... Antimicrobial and is an effective food preservative.
[Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology. 4th ed. Volumes 1: New York, NY. John Wiley and Sons, 1991-Present., p. V12: 721
(1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

... Solvent for aromatics in the flavor concentrate industry.
[Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology. 4th ed. Volumes 1: New York, NY. John Wiley and Sons, 1991-Present., p. V12: 721
(1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

... Wetting agent for natural gums.
[Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology. 4th ed. Volumes 1: New York, NY. John Wiley and Sons, 1991-Present., p. V12: 721
(1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Many oral and parenteral drug preparations contain propylene glycol in significant amounts as a solvent:
Amidate 362.6 mg/mL; Apresoline 103.6 mg/mL; Bactrim 414.4 mg/mL; Berocca PN 259 mg/mL; Brevibloc
25% v/v; Dilantin 414.4 mg/mL; Dramamine 518 mg/mL; Dramocen 518 mg/mL; Embolex 460 mg/mL;
Hydrocortisone 800-900 mg/mL; Konakion 207 mg/mL; Lanoxin and Lanoxin Pediatric 414.4 mg/mL;
Librium 207 mg/mL; Loxitane 725.2mg/mL; Luminal sodium 702.4 mg/mL; MVC9 Plus 3108 mg/mL; MVI-123
108 mg/mL; Nitro-BID 45 mg/mL; Nembutal 414.4 mg/mL; Nitrostat 3108 mg/mL; Nitroglycerine 518
mg/mL; Pentobarbital sodium 414.4 mg/mL; Phenobarbital sodium 702.4 mg/mL; Phenytoin sodium 3108
mg/mL or 414.4 mg/mL; Septra 414.4 mg/mL; Tridil 3108 mg/mL; Valium 413.4 mg/mL.
[IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Available from, as of January 4, 2009:
http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

... Humectant, preservative, and stabilizer.
[Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology. 4th ed. Volumes 1: New York, NY. John Wiley and Sons, 1991-Present., p. V12: 722
(1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

... Intermediate in the production of alkyd resin for paints and varnishes. /Industrial grade propylene
glycol/
[Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology. 4th ed. Volumes 1: New York, NY. John Wiley and Sons, 1991-Present., p. V12: 722
(1994)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol is also used in the production of plasticizers (e.g., polypropylene adipate), 2methylpiperazine, 1,2-propylene diamine, hydroxylated polyester, polyester-type fluorescent resin matrix,
and polyether polyols.
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-2 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

THERAPEUTIC CATEGORY (VETERINARY): Glycogenic (orally) in ruminants.
[O'Neil, M.J. (ed.). The Merck Index - An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs, and Biologicals. Whitehouse Station, NJ: Merck and Co.,
Inc., 2006., p. 1350] **PEER REVIEWED**

As an inert ingredient, propylene glycol facilitates delivery of formulated pesticide chemical products that
are used as herbicides, fungicides, insecticides, growth regulators and attractants on various
commodities. It is also used in the formulation and repackaging of wood preservatives.
[USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene Glycol and Dipropylene Glycol p.6 EPA
739-R-06-002 (September 2006). Available from, as of February 15, 2010: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/reregistration/status.htm **PEER
REVIEWED**
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As /an/ active ingredient, propylene glycol /is/ ... formulated primarily as pressurized liquids and ready-touse solutions. Propylene glycol is used in air sanitization and hard surface disinfection. ... Pest (fleas,
mites, red lice, and various bacteria and viruses) control for pets (cats, dogs, and birds) is also a major
active use for propylene glycol. As an inert ingredient, propylene glycol is formulated into end-use
agricultural and antimicrobial pesticide products
[USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene Glycol and Dipropylene Glycol p.2 EPA
739-R-06-002 (September 2006). Available from, as of February 15, 2010: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/reregistration/status.htm **PEER
REVIEWED**

PRODUCT FOCUS: Monopropylene glycol. Uses: The major outlet, which accounts for about 45% of
consumption, is unsaturated polyester resins (UPR) which are used in surface coatings and glass fiber
reinforced resins. A rapidly growing market is in non-ionic detergents which now accounts for 7% of
demand. About 5% is used as an antifreeze and its replacement of ethylene glycol in areas such as
deicing aircraft and as a coolant in the food industry is showing strong growth. It is also used in the
manufacture of plasticizers and hydraulic brake fluids and is an excellent solvent with outlets in printing
inks, alkyd resins and as an extractant. It is widely used as a humectant in the pharmaceutical, cosmetics,
animal foodstuffs and tobacco industries.
[Anonymous; European Chemical News 73 (1936): 22 (2000); 4 December 2000] **PEER REVIEWED**

PRODUCT PROFILE: Propylene glycol. Uses: Propylene glycol's (PG) major outlet is in the production of
unsaturated polyester resins (UPR) which are used in surface coatings and glass fibre reinforced resins.
The second largest consumer is antifreeze where it is replacing ethylene glycol (EG) in de-icing aircraft and
as a coolant in the food industry. Large quantities are consumed in the manufacture of plasticisers and
hydraulic brake fluids. It is also used in non-ionic detergents and as a humectant in the pharmaceutical,
cosmetics, animal foodstuffs and tobacco industries. It is an excellent solvent with outlets in printing inks,
alkyd resins, and as an extractant.
[Burridge E; European Chemical News 77 (2019): 16 (2002); 2-8 September 2002] **PEER REVIEWED**

PRODUCT PROFILE: Propylene glycol. Uses: The major outlet for propylene glycol (PG) is the production of
unsaturated polyester resins (UPR) which are used in surface coatings and glass fiber reinforced resins.
The second largest consumer is antifreeze where it is replacing ethylene glycol (EG) in de-icing aircraft and
as a coolant in the food industry. Large quantities are consumed in the manufacture of plasticizers and
hydraulic brake fluids. It is also used in non-ionic detergents and as a humectant in the pharmaceutical,
cosmetics, animal foodstuffs and tobacco industries. It is an excellent solvent and an extractant.
[Burridge E; European Chemical News 81 (2108): 16 (2004); 12 July 2004] **PEER REVIEWED**

Manufacturers:
Arch Chemicals, Inc., 501 Merritt 7, P.O. Box 5204, Norwalk, CT 06856-5204, (203) 229-2900; Arch
Performance Products; Production site: 2450 Olin Road, P.O. Box 547, Brandenburg, KY 40108, (800) 6363786
[SRI Consulting. 2009 Directory of Chemical Producers. SRI Consulting. Menlo Park, CA 2009, p. 831] **PEER REVIEWED**

The Dow Chemical Co., 2030 Dow Center, Midland, MI 48642, (989) 636-1000; Production sites: Freeport,
TX 77541; Plaquemine, LA 70764
[SRI Consulting. 2009 Directory of Chemical Producers. SRI Consulting. Menlo Park, CA 2009, p. 831] **PEER REVIEWED**

Huntsman International LLC., 500 Huntsman Way, Salt Lake City, UT 84108, (801) 584-5700; Huntsman
Polyurethanes; Production site: 2701 Spur 136, P.O. Box 847, Port Neches, TX 77651 (409) 722-8381
[SRI Consulting. 2009 Directory of Chemical Producers. SRI Consulting. Menlo Park, CA 2009, p. 831] **PEER REVIEWED**

Lyondell Bassell Industries, One Houston Center, Suite 700, 1221 McKinney Street, Houston, TX 77010,
(713) 652-7200; Production site: 10801 Coate Rd., Bayport, TX 77507 (281) 474-4191
[SRI Consulting. 2009 Directory of Chemical Producers. SRI Consulting. Menlo Park, CA 2009, p. 831] **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene Glycol - Company and Site Information (2006)

Company

Site

Arch Chemicals,
Inc

Brandenburg Kentucky
Plant

Avery Dennison
Corporation

Avery Dennison Office
Products Company

City, State,
Zip
Brandenburg
KY 401080547
Brea CA
92821
Geismar LA
70734

BASF Corporation Geismar

Manufacture Import
Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No
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BASF Corporation Corporate Headquarters Florham Park
NJ 07932

No

Yes

BYK-Chemie USA
BYK-Chemie USA Inc.
Inc.

No

Yes

Wallingford
CT 06492

Pompano
Beach FL
No
33069
High Point NC
CBI
27265
New Castle
Yes
DE 19720

Chemcentral
Corporation

Chemcentral
International

Ciba Specialty
Chemicals Corp.

High Point

Croda Inc.

Croda Uniqema Inc.
(Atlas Point Plant )

Degussa
Corporation

Parsippany

Parsippany NJ
No
07054

Yes

Goldschmidt
Chemical
Corporation

Goldschmidt Chemical
Corporation

Hopewell VA
23860

CBI

Huntsman
Corporation
Huntsman
Corporation

CBI

Huntsman Corporation - The
The Woodlands
Woodlands TX No
Corporate site
77380
Huntsman
Port Neches
Petrochemical - Port
Yes
TX 77651
Neches Plant

Yes
CBI
Yes

Yes

No

ICC Chemical
Corporation
ITOCHU
Chemicals
America Inc.

ICC Chemical
Corporation

New York NY
10022

No

Yes

ITOCHU Chemicals
America Inc.

Houston TX
77056

No

Yes

JSL Chemical
Corporation
JohnsonDiversey,
Inc
LANXESS
Corporation
Lyondell Chemical
Company
Lyondell Chemical
Company
Reckitt Benckiser
Inc

JSL Chemical
Corporation

No

Yes

No

Yes

CBI

CBI

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Rhodia Inc

Rhodia Inc

No

Yes

Sanford LP

Plant 60

Palm Beach
FL 33480
Sturtevant WI
53177-0902
Wellford SC
29385
Houston TX
77010
Pasadena TX
77507
Parsippany NJ
07054
Cranbury NJ
08512
Shelbyville TN
37160
Seattle WA
98101

CBI

CBI

No

Yes

Yes

No

JohnsonDiversey, Inc
LANXESS - Wellford
Lyondell One Houston
Center
Lyondell Bayport
Choate Facility
Reckitt Benckiser Inc

TR International,
TR International
Incorporated
The Dow
Chemical

Freeport, TX
382
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Chemical
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The Dow
Chemical
Company
Tremco
Incorporated
Ulrich Chemical,
Inc.
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Plaquemine, LA

Plaquemine
LA 70764

Yes

No

Dow - Headquarters

Midland MI
48674

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Tremco Incorporated
Ulrich Chemical, Inc.

Velsicol Chemical
Velsicol Chemical
Corporation Corporation
Chestertown

Beachwood
OH 44122
Indianapolis
IN 46226
Chestertown
MD 21620

[US EPA; Inventory Update Reporting (IUR). Non-confidential 2006 IUR Records by Chemical, including Manufacturing, Processing and Use
Information. Washington, DC: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Available from, as of Feb 25, 2010:
http://cfpub.epa.gov/iursearch/index.cfm **PEER REVIEWED**

Methods of Manufacturing:
Preparation of levorotary propylene glycol from hydroxyacetone by yeast reduction.
[O'Neil, M.J. (ed.). The Merck Index - An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs, and Biologicals. Whitehouse Station, NJ: Merck and Co.,
Inc., 2006., p. 1350] **PEER REVIEWED**

Propylene glycol is produced by the non-catalytic liquid-phase hydration of propylene oxide at 100-200
deg C
[CHEMICAL PRODUCTS SYNOPSIS: Propylene Glycol, 1984] **PEER REVIEWED**

Manufactured by treating propylene with chlorinated water to form the chlorohydrin, which is converted to
the glycol by treatment with sodium carbonate solution. It is also prepared by heating glycerol with
sodium hydroxide.
[Burdock, G.A. (ed.). Fenaroli's Handbook of Flavor Ingredients. 6th ed.Boca Raton, FL 2010, p. 1749] **PEER REVIEWED**

The only industrial process for manufacturing propylene glycol is direct hydrolysis of propylene oxide with
water. Dipropylene glycol and tripropylene glycol are formed by sequential addition of propylene oxide to
propylene glycol. Consequently, all three products are produced simultaneously and separated by
distillation.
[Sullivan CJ; Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry 7th ed. (2008). New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons; Propanediols. Online
Posting Date: June 15, 2000.] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. Commercial production of propylene glycol (1,2-propanediol ) (PG) is
by hydration of propylene oxide. Di- and tripropylene glycols, plus small quantities of higher glycols, are
also produced in the reaction.
[Kirschner M; ICIS Chemical Business 272 (11): 58 (2007); 24 September 2007] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. Propylene glycol (PG) is produced commercially by the hydration of
propylene oxide (PO). DiPG and TriPG, and small volumes of higher glycols, are also produced. PG
production is driven by PO availability and extra PG can be produced to balance PO. The reaction between
PO and water takes place at a temperature of 200 deg C and 12 bar pressure. The amount of water is
controlled to favor PG production. The reaction mixture is dehydrated by evaporation and the various
glycols are separated by distillation. PG processes are being developed based on carbohydrates and
glycerols, which are cheaper than petroleum-based feedstocks.
[Burridge E; ICIS Chemical Business 1 (27): 35 (2006); 10-16 July 2006] **PEER REVIEWED**

General Manufacturing Information:
Dipropylene glycol represents 10% and tripropylene glycol represents 1% of propylene glycol produced
[CHEMICAL PRODUCTS SYNOPSIS: Propylene Glycol, 1984] **PEER REVIEWED**

At least two commercial grades exist - a high-purity industrial grade, and a higher-purity grade called
"super-pure" or USP grade.
[Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry. 6th ed.Vol 1: Federal Republic of Germany: Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 2003 to
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Present, p. V30: 202 (2003)] **PEER REVIEWED**

1,2-Propanediol is available in the List of authorized monomers and other starting substances which shall
be used for the manufacture of plastic materials and articles intended to come into contact with foodstuffs
/from the EU (1990)/.
[Sheftel, V.O.; Indirect Food Additives and Polymers. Migration and Toxicology. Lewis Publishers, Boca Raton, FL. 2000., p. 275]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Formulations/Preparations:
GRADE: refined, technical, USP, FCC, feed
[Lewis, R.J. Sr.; Hawley's Condensed Chemical Dictionary 15th Edition. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, NY 2007., p. 1050] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Both the industrial-grade and USP grade have at least 99.5% purity. /From table/
[Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry. 6th ed.Vol 1: Federal Republic of Germany: Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 2003 to
Present, p. V30: 203 (2003)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Impurities:
... Impurities of propylene glycol include chlorides (1 ppm max), iron (1.0 ppm max), water (0.2 wt% max),
and dipropylene glycol (<0.2%).
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p. . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

Consumption Patterns:
52% for polyester resins; 11% exported(1973); 8.5% for cellophane; 7.5% as a tobacco humectant; 7%
for synthesis of polymeric plasticizers; 4% as a component of brake and other functional fluids; 10% for
misc applications (1973)
**PEER REVIEWED**

Unsaturated polyester resins, 47%; Foods, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, 11%; Pet foods, 10%; Tobacco,
6%; Plasticizers, 3%; Cellophane, 3%; Functional fluids, 8%; Coatings, 6%; Miscellaneous and other, 6%
(1983)
[CHEMICAL PRODUCTS SYNOPSIS: Propylene Glycol, 1984] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene Glycol. US End-use Pattern for Propylene Glycol in 1986.
End-use pattern for propylene glycol in 1986

End-use

Percent

Unsaturated polyester resins 46
Exports
Pharmaceuticals and food

18
8

Semi-moist pet food
Humectant for tobacco
Polymeric plasticizers
Paint and coatings
Functional fluids
Cellophane
Miscellaneous

7
5
5
4
3
2
2

[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 231 (6): 50 (1987); 9 February 1987] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene Glycol. US End-use Pattern for Propylene Glycol in 1989.
End-use pattern for propylene glycol in 1989

End-use
Unsaturated polyester resins
Exports
toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/cgi-bin/sis/search/a?dbs+hsdb:@term+@DOCNO+174

Percent
41
29
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Food, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics 11
Semi-moist pet food
Humectant for tobacco
Functional fluids
Miscellaneous

7
4
4
4

[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 237 (1): 46 (1990); 1 January 1990] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene Glycol. US End-use Pattern for Propylene Glycol in 1992.
End-use pattern for propylene glycol in 1992

End-use
Unsaturated polyester resins
Liquid laundry detergent
Pharmaceuticals and cosmetics

Percent
40
15
12

Antifreeze and deicers
Functional fluids
Semi-moist pet foods
Paint and coatings

10
6
6
4

Tobacco
Miscellaneous

3
4

[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 243 (1): 45 (1993); 4 January 1993] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene Glycol. US End-use Pattern for Propylene Glycol in 1995.
End-use pattern for propylene glycol in 1995

End-use
Percent
Unsaturated polyester resins (UPRs) 40
Liquid laundry detergent
15
Pharmaceuticals and cosmetics
Antifreeze and deicers

12
10

Functional fluids
Semi-moist pet foods
Paint and coatings
Tobacco
Miscellaneous

6
6
4
3
4

[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 249 (7): 37 (1996); 12 February 1996] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene Glycol. US End-use Pattern for Propylene Glycol in 1998.
End-use pattern for propylene glycol in 1998

End-use
Unsaturated polyester resins
Antifreeze and de-icing fluids
Food, drug and cosmetic uses
toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/cgi-bin/sis/search/a?dbs+hsdb:@term+@DOCNO+174

Percent
26
22
18
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Liquid detergents

11

Functional fluids
Pet foods
Paints and coatings
Tobacco

4
3
5
3

Miscellaneous, including plasticizer use 8
[Anonymous; Chemical Market Reporter 254 (3): 37 (1998); 20 July 1998] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene Glycol. US End-use Pattern for Propylene Glycol in 2001.
End-use pattern for propylene glycol in 2001

End-use

Percent

Unsaturated polyester resins
27
Functional fluids (antifreeze, de-icing, heat transfer) 20
Food, drug and cosmetic uses
20
Liquid detergents
Paints and coatings

17
5

Tobacco humectant
Miscellaneous, including plasticizer use

2
9

[Kirschner M; Chemical Market Reporter 260 (11): 30 (2001); 24 September 2001] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene Glycol. US End-use Pattern for Propylene Glycol in 2004.
End-use pattern for propylene glycol in 2004

End-use
Unsaturated polyester resins

Percent
26.6

Functional fluids
- Deicing
- Engine antifreeze
- Heat transfer

22.5
- 12.2
- 6.6
- 3.7

Food, drug and cosmetic uses
Liquid detergents
Paints and coatings
Tobacco humectant

19.6
15.8
4.4
2.5

Miscellaneous, including plasticizer use 8.6
[Kirschner M; Chemical Market Reporter 266 (14): 35 (2004); 25 October 2004] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene Glycol. US End-use Pattern for Propylene Glycol in 2007.
End-use pattern for propylene glycol in 2007

End-use
Unsaturated polyester resins (UPR)
Functional fluids
- Deicing
toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/cgi-bin/sis/search/a?dbs+hsdb:@term+@DOCNO+174

Percent
26.4
22.2
- 12.1
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- Engine antifreeze

- 6.4

- Heat transfer
Food, drug and cosmetic uses
Liquid detergents
Paints and coatings

- 3.7
20.4
15.4
4.4

Tobacco humectant
2.3
Miscellaneous, including plasticizer use 8.9
[Kirschner M; ICIS Chemical Business 272 (11): 58 (2007); 24 September 2007] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Demand: 1986: 568 million pounds; 1987: 582 million pounds;
1991: 640 million pounds /projected/.
[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 231 (6): 50 (1987); 9 February 1987] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Demand: 1989: 840 million pounds; 1990: 860 million pounds
/projected/; 1994: 975 million pounds /projected/.
[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 237 (1): 46 (1990); 1 January 1990] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Demand: 1992: 780 million pounds; 1993: 800 million pounds
/projected/; 1996: 900 million pounds /projected/.
[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 243 (1): 45 (1993); 4 January 1993] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Demand: 1995: 1,005 million pounds; 1996: 1,055 million
pounds /projected/; 2000: 1,280 million pounds /projected/.
[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 249 (7): 37 (1996); 12 February 1996] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Demand: 1997: 1.025 billion pounds; 1998: 1.05 billion pounds;
2002: 1.25 billion pounds /projected/.
[Anonymous; Chemical Market Reporter 254 (3): 37 (1998); 20 July 1998] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Demand: 1999: 854 million pounds; 2000: 871 million pounds;
2004: 943 million pounds /projected/.
[Kirschner M; Chemical Market Reporter 260 (11): 30 (2001); 24 September 2001] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Demand: 2002: 820 million pounds; 2003: 845 million pounds;
2007: 915 million pounds /projected/.
[Kirschner M; Chemical Market Reporter 266 (14): 35 (2004); 25 October 2004] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Demand: 2005: 895 million pounds; 2006: 885 million pounds;
2010: 960 million pounds /projected/.
[Kirschner M; ICIS Chemical Business 272 (11): 58 (2007); 24 September 2007] **PEER REVIEWED**

(1992) Uses of propylene glycols in US: unsaturated polyester resins 37%, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals,
foods 17%, pet food 3%, tobacco humectant 4%, functional fluids 16%, paints and coatings 5%, liquid
detergents 11%, others 7%.
[Martin AE, Murphy FH; Glycols, Propylene Glycols. Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology (1994). New York, NY: John Wiley &
Sons, Inc. Online Posting Date: December 4, 2000] **PEER REVIEWED**

(1994) Unsaturated polyester resins, 26%; antifreeze and de- icing fluids, 22%; food, drug and cosmetics
uses, 18%; liquid detergents, 11%; functional fluids (inks, specialty anti-freeze, de-icing lubricants), 4%;
pet foods, 3%; paints and coatings, 5%; tobacco, 3%; miscellaneous, including plasticizer use, 8%.
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.4 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

(1999) Chemical intermediate in the manufacture of unsaturated polyester resins (228 million pounds,
26.7%), cosmetics and personal care products, pharmaceuticals, and human food (170 million pounds,
19.9%), liquid detergents (135 million pounds, 15.8%, deicing fluids (85 million pounds, 10%),
antifreeze/engine coolant (55 million pounds, 6.4%), paints and coatings (40 million pounds, 4.7%),
tobacco humectant (25 million pounds, 2.9%), other fluids (32 million pounds, 3.8%), and other
applications (84 million pounds, 9.8%).
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-2 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

U. S. Production:
toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/cgi-bin/sis/search/a?dbs+hsdb:@term+@DOCNO+174
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(1972) 2.60 X 10+11 g
**PEER REVIEWED**

(1975) 1.77 X 10+11 g
**PEER REVIEWED**

(1984) 2.10 X 10+10+11 g
[USITC Syn Org Chem-U.S. Prod/Sales 1984 p.257] **PEER REVIEWED**

(1989) Western Europe produced 708 million pounds (325 kilotons) and consumed 660 million pounds
(300 kilotons).
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.9 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

(1992) US sales of propylene glycol amounted to 231,086,000 kg
[United States International Trade Commission. Synthetic Organic Chemicals - United States Production and Sales, 1992. USITC
Publication 2720, Feb. 1994 Washington, D.C.: United States Trade Commission, 1994., p. 3-33] **PEER REVIEWED**

(1991) 301,902,000 kg
[USITC; Synthetic Organic Chemicals - United States Production and Sales 1991, USITC Publication 2607, Washington,DC: US International
Trade Commission p 15-7 (1993)] **PEER REVIEWED**

(1990) 342,200 tons
[Martin AE, Murphy FH; Glycols, Propylene Glycols. Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology (1994). New York, NY: John Wiley &
Sons, Inc. Online Posting Date: December 4, 2000] **PEER REVIEWED**

(1998) Capacity: 1312 million pounds (596 kilotons). Domestic demand: 1050 million pounds (477
kilotons).
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2-Dihydroxypropane (57-55-6) p.10 (2001).
Available from, as of December 31, 2009: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/sidspub.html **PEER REVIEWED**

(1999) 1,083 million pounds
[DHHS/NTP-CERHR; NTP-CERHR Monograph on the Potential Human Reproductive and Developmental Effects of Propylene Glycol (March 2004)
NIH Pub No. 04-4482 p.II-2 . Available from, as of January 11, 2010: http://cerhr.niehs.nih.gov/evals/egpg/propylene/PG_Monograph.pdf
**PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Production Capacity: 1986: 820 million pounds/year.
[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 231 (6): 50 (1987); 9 February 1987] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Production Capacity: 1989: 875 million pounds/year.
[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 237 (1): 46 (1990); 1 January 1990] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Production Capacity: 1992: 910 million pounds/year.
[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 243 (1): 45 (1993); 4 January 1993] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Production Capacity: 1995: 1,050 million pounds/year.
[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 249 (7): 37 (1996); 12 February 1996] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Production Capacity: 1998: 1,312 million pounds/year.
[Anonymous; Chemical Market Reporter 254 (3): 37 (1998); 20 July 1998] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Production Capacity: 2001: 1,280 million pounds/year.
[Kirschner M; Chemical Market Reporter 260 (11): 30 (2001); 24 September 2001] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Production Capacity: 2004: 1,410 million pounds/year.
[Kirschner M; Chemical Market Reporter 266 (14): 35 (2004); 25 October 2004] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Production Capacity: 2007: 1,590 million pounds/year.
[Kirschner M; ICIS Chemical Business 272 (11): 58 (2007); 24 September 2007] **PEER REVIEWED**

PRODUCT FOCUS: Monopropylene glycol. European Production Capacity in 2000: 559,000 tonnes/year.
European propylene glycol capacity in 2000 (thousand tonnes/year)

Location
France

Capacity
80

Garmany
Italy
Netherlands
Poland

318
23
80
4
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Slovak Republic 2
Spain

52

[Anonymous; European Chemical News 73 (1936): 22 (2000); 4 December 2000] **PEER REVIEWED**

PRODUCT PROFILE: Propylene glycol. Global Production Capacity in 2002: 1.294 million tonnes/year.
Global propylene glycol capacity in 2002 (thousand tonnes/year)

Location
Europe
USA
Asia

Capacity
568
540
186

[Burridge E; European Chemical News 77 (2019): 16 (2002); 2-8 September 2002] **PEER REVIEWED**

PRODUCT PROFILE: Propylene glycol. Global Production Capacity in 2006: 1.805 million tonnes/year.
Global propylene glycol capacity in 2006 (thousand tonnes/year)

Location
Australia

Capacity
15

Brazil
China
France
Germany

85
80
80
388

India

15

Japan
Mexico

165
25

Netherlands 80
Poland
4
Romania
9
Singapore
Slovakia
South Korea
Spain
USA

65
2
50
97
645

[Burridge E; ICIS Chemical Business 1 (27): 35 (2006); 10-16 July 2006] **PEER REVIEWED**

1,2-Propanediol is listed as a High Production Volume (HPV) chemical (65FR81686). Chemicals listed as
HPV were produced in or imported into the U.S. in >1 million pounds in 1990 and/or 1994. The HPV list is
based on the 1990 Inventory Update Rule. (IUR) (40 CFR part 710 subpart B; 51FR21438).
[EPA/Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics; High Production Volume (HPV) Challenge Program. 1,2-Propanediol (57-55-6). Available
from, as of February 13, 2010: http://www.epa.gov/hpv/pubs/general/opptsrch.htm **PEER REVIEWED**

Production volumes for non-confidential chemicals reported under the Inventory Update Rule.

Year Production Range (pounds)
1986 >500 million - 1 billion
1990 >1 billion
389
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1994 >500 million - 1 billion
1998 >1 billion
2002 >1 billion
[US EPA; Non-confidential Production Volume Information Submitted by Companies for Chemicals Under the 1986-2002 Inventory Update Rule
(IUR). 1,2-Propanediol (57-55-6). Available from, as of February 12, 2010: http://www.epa.gov/oppt/iur/tools/data/2002-vol.html **PEER
REVIEWED**

Production volume for non-confidential chemicals reported under the 2006 Inventory Update Rule.
Chemical: 1,2-Propanediol. Aggregated National Production Volume: 1 billion lbs and greater.
[US EPA; Non-Confidential 2006 Inventory Update Reporting. National Chemical Information. 1,2-Propanediol (57-55-6). Available from,
as of February 12, 2010: http://cfpub.epa.gov/iursearch/index.cfm?s=chem&err=t **PEER REVIEWED**

U. S. Imports:
(1984) 2.56 X 10+11 g
[Bureau Of The Census. U.S. Imports For Consumption And General Imports 1984 p.1-360] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Imports: 1994: 12 million pounds.
[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 249 (7): 37 (1996); 12 February 1996] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Imports: 1996: 31 million pounds; averaged 10 million pounds
per year for the five year period 1992-1996.
[Anonymous; Chemical Market Reporter 254 (3): 37 (1998); 20 July 1998] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Imports: 1999: 43 million pounds; 2000: 32 million pounds.
[Kirschner M; Chemical Market Reporter 260 (11): 30 (2001); 24 September 2001] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Imports: 2002: 52 million pounds; 2003: 59 million pounds.
[Kirschner M; Chemical Market Reporter 266 (14): 35 (2004); 25 October 2004] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Imports: 2005: 89 million pounds; 2006: 46 million pounds.
[Kirschner M; ICIS Chemical Business 272 (11): 58 (2007); 24 September 2007] **PEER REVIEWED**

U. S. Exports:
(1972) 4.90 X 10+10 g
**PEER REVIEWED**

(1976) 2.91 X 10+10 g
**PEER REVIEWED**

(1984) 2.18 X 10+11 g
[Bureau Of The Census. U.S. Exports, Schedule E, 1984 p.2-76] **PEER REVIEWED**

(1986-1989) avg 75,000 tons/yr
[Martin AE, Murphy FH; Glycols, Propylene Glycols. Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology (1994). John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Online Posting Date: December 4, 2000] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Exports: 1992: 160 million pounds.
[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 243 (1): 45 (1993); 4 January 1993] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Exports: 1994: 174 million pounds.
[Anonymous; Chemical Marketing Reporter 249 (7): 37 (1996); 12 February 1996] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Exports: 1996: 162 million pounds; averaged 182 million pounds
per year for the five year period 1992-1996.
[Anonymous; Chemical Market Reporter 254 (3): 37 (1998); 20 July 1998] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Exports: 1999: 274 million pounds; 2000: 262 million pounds.
[Kirschner M; Chemical Market Reporter 260 (11): 30 (2001); 24 September 2001] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Exports: 2002: 375 million pounds; 2003: 340 million pounds.
[Kirschner M; Chemical Market Reporter 266 (14): 35 (2004); 25 October 2004] **PEER REVIEWED**

CHEMICAL PROFILE: Propylene glycol. US Exports: 2005: 272 million pounds; 2006: 310 million pounds.
[Kirschner M; ICIS Chemical Business 272 (11): 58 (2007); 24 September 2007] **PEER REVIEWED**

Laboratory Methods:
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Analytic Laboratory Methods:
Method: OSHA PV2051; Prodecure: gas chromatography using a flame ionization detector; Analyte:
propylene glycol; Matrix: air; Detection Limit: 0.011 ppm (0.035 mg/cu m).
[U.S. Department of Labor/Occupational Safety and Health Administration's Index of Sampling and Analytical Methods. Propylene Glycol
(57-55-6). Available from, as of February 15, 2010: http://www.osha.gov/dts/sltc/methods/toc.html **PEER REVIEWED**

Method: AOAC 971.02, Glycerol, Propylene Glycol, and Triethylene Glycol, Gas Chromatographic Method;
Analyte: propylene glycol; Matrix: cased cigarette cut filler and ground tobacco; Detection Level: not
provided.
[Horwitz W, ed.; Official Methods of Analysis of AOAC International 17th ed. (2000). CD-ROM, AOAC International, Gaithersburg, MD]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Method: AOAC 947.09, Propylene Glycol in Vanilla Extract, Titrimetric Method; Analyte: propylene glycol;
Matrix: vanilla extract; Detection Level: not provided.
[Horwitz W, ed.; Official Methods of Analysis of AOAC International 17th ed. (2000). CD-ROM, AOAC International, Gaithersburg, MD]
**PEER REVIEWED**

Method: AOAC 970.61, Propylene Glycol in Cosmetics, Gas Chromatographic Method; Analyte: propylene
glycol; Matrix: applicable to all types of cosmetics; Detection Level: not provided.
[Horwitz W, ed.; Official Methods of Analysis of AOAC International 17th ed. (2000). CD-ROM, AOAC International, Gaithersburg, MD]
**PEER REVIEWED**

ALL COSMETICS: GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY & GLC COLUMN; 3.122. TOBACCO: GAS & COLUMN
CHROMATOGRAPHY; 36.016 & 19.006. DRUGS & VANILLA EXTRACTS: TITRATION.
[Association of Official Analytical Chemists. Official Methods of Analysis. 10th ed. and supplements. Washington, DC: Association of
Official Analytical Chemists, 1965. New editions through 13th ed. plus supplements, 1982., p. 12/1082 35.007] **PEER REVIEWED**

Method: NIOSH 5523, Issue 1; Procedure: gas chromatography using flame ionization detection; Analyte:
propylene glycol; Matrix: air; Detection Limit: 6 ug/sample.
[CDC; NIOSH Manual of Analytical Methods, 4th ed. Propylene Glycol (57-55-6). Available from, as of February 15, 2010:
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2003-154/ **PEER REVIEWED**

Special References:
Special Reports:
DHHS/NTP-CERHR; Propylene Glycol (CAS No. 57-55-6): Reproduction and Fertility Assessment in CD-1 Mice
When Administered in Drinking Water, NTP Study No. RACB84068 (September 1985). NTP-CERHR
monographs are transmitted to federal and state agencies, interested parties, and the public and are
available in electronic PDF format on the CERHR web site and in printed text or CD-ROM from the CERHR.
[Available from, as of August 14, 2002: http://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/index.cfm?objectid=0847F35A-0850-D1E7-B02ED4DDD150F990

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development; Screening Information Data Set for 1,2Dihydroxypropane, CAS No. 57-55-6 (May 2001). This OECD Initial Assessment of HPV Chemicals is part of
a series of OECD SIDS documents published by UNEP Chemicals to facilitate the access to information
needed for health and environmental risk assessments of chemicals.
[Available from, as of March 8, 2010: http://www.chem.unep.ch/irptc/sids/OECDSIDS/57-55-6.pdf

European Commission, ESIS; IUCLID Dataset, Propane-1,2-diol (57-55-6) (2000 CD-ROM edition) contains
information on use, toxicology, and environmental effects of this chemical as supplied to the European
Union by industry.
[Available from, as of January 12, 2009: http://esis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/

IPCS; Poisons Information Monograph 443: Propylene glycol (May 1994). Poisons Information Monographs
(PIM) are a global database with evaluated information on substances commonly involved in cases of
poisoning.
[Available from, as of March 8, 2010: http://www.inchem.org/documents/pims/chemical/pim443.htm

USEPA/Office of Pesticide Programs; Reregistration Eligibility Decision Document - Propylene Glycol and
Dipropylene Glycol EPA 739-R-06-002 (September 2006). The RED summarizes the risk assessment
conclusions and outlines any risk reduction measures necessary for the pesticide to continue to be
registered in the U.S.
[Available from, as of March 8, 2010: http://www.epa.gov/oppsrrd1/REDs/propylene_glycol_red.pdf

Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel; Final Report on the Safety Assessment of Propylene Glycol and
Polypropylene Glycols; J Am Coll Toxicol 13 (6): 437-491 (1994). This report is supported by an industry
association to evaluate the safety of chemicals used in cosmetics.
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Nahata MC; Safety of "inert" additives or excipients in paediatric medicines. Arch Dis Child Fetal Neonatal
Ed; 94: F392-F393 (2009)
Guidance for Industry Nonclinical Studies for the Safety Evaluation of Pharmaceutical Excipients; Food and
Drug Administration, Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER), Center for Biologics Evaluation and
Research (CBER) (2005)
[Available from, as of February 19, 2009:
http://www.fda.gov/downloads/drugs/guidancecompliancregulatoryinformation/guidances/ucm079250.pdf

American Academy of Pediatrics, Committee on drugs; "Inactive" Ingredients in Pharmaceutical Products:
Update (Subject Review). Pediatrics 99 (2): 268-278 (1997)
[Available from, as of February 19, 2010: http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/cgi/content/full/99/2/268

Synonyms and Identifiers:
Synonyms:
1,2-Dihydroxypropane
**PEER REVIEWED**

2-Dihydroxypropanol
**PEER REVIEWED**

alpha-beta-Dioxypropan
**PEER REVIEWED**

Dowfrost
**PEER REVIEWED**

Glicol propilenico (Spanish)
**PEER REVIEWED**

Glikol propylenowy (Polish)
**PEER REVIEWED**

GR12
**PEER REVIEWED**

1,2-Hydroxypropane
**PEER REVIEWED**

2-Hydroxypropanol
**PEER REVIEWED**

Isopropylene glycol
**PEER REVIEWED**

Methylethylene glycol
**PEER REVIEWED**

Methylethyl glycol
**PEER REVIEWED**

Methyl glycol
**PEER REVIEWED**

Metiletilenglicol
**PEER REVIEWED**

Monopropylene glycol
**PEER REVIEWED**

MPG
**PEER REVIEWED**

PG 12
**PEER REVIEWED**

Propanediol
**PEER REVIEWED**
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1,2-Propanediol
**PEER REVIEWED**

Propane-1,2-diol
**PEER REVIEWED**

2,3-Propanediol
**PEER REVIEWED**

Propane-1,2-glycol
**PEER REVIEWED**

Propilenoglicol (Portuguese)
**PEER REVIEWED**

Propyleeniglykoli (Finnish)
**PEER REVIEWED**

Propylenglycolum
**PEER REVIEWED**

alpha-Propylene glycol
**PEER REVIEWED**

1,2-Propylene glycol
**PEER REVIEWED**

Propylenglykol (German)
**PEER REVIEWED**

Sirlene /Former use/
**PEER REVIEWED**

Solar winter ban
**PEER REVIEWED**

Trimethyl glycol
**PEER REVIEWED**

USEPA/OPP Pesticide Code: 068603
**PEER REVIEWED**

Associated Chemicals:
(+)-Propylene glycol; 4254-15-3
(-)-Propylene glycol; 4254-14-2
Formulations/Preparations:
GRADE: refined, technical, USP, FCC, feed
[Lewis, R.J. Sr.; Hawley's Condensed Chemical Dictionary 15th Edition. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, NY 2007., p. 1050] **PEER
REVIEWED**

Both the industrial-grade and USP grade have at least 99.5% purity. /From table/
[Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry. 6th ed.Vol 1: Federal Republic of Germany: Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 2003 to
Present, p. V30: 203 (2003)] **PEER REVIEWED**

Administrative Information:
Hazardous Substances Databank Number: 174
Last Revision Date: 20101015
Last Review Date: Reviewed by SRP on 5/13/2010
Update History:
Complete Update on 2010-10-15, 75 fields added/edited/deleted
Field Update on 2010-06-09, 4 fields added/edited/deleted
Field Update on 2010-06-03, 3 fields added/edited/deleted
Complete Update on 2004-05-25, 65 fields added/edited/deleted
Complete Update on 03/05/2003, 2 fields added/edited/deleted.
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Field Update on 02/14/2003, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Field Update on 11/08/2002, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 01/18/2002, 5 fields added/edited/deleted.
Field Update on 01/14/2002, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 08/09/2001, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 03/28/2000, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 03/09/2000, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 02/09/2000, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 02/08/2000, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 02/02/2000, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 12/27/1999, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 11/18/1999, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 09/21/1999, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 08/26/1999, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 06/03/1999, 2 fields added/edited/deleted.
Field Update on 05/17/1999, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 02/01/1999, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 09/11/1998, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 06/02/1998, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 10/17/1997, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 09/17/1997, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 03/11/1997, 3 fields added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 01/09/1997, 2 fields added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 06/27/1996, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 01/18/1996, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 04/25/1995, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 01/12/1995, 66 fields added/edited/deleted.
Field Update on 12/19/1994, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Field Update on 11/03/1994, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Field Update on 11/02/1994, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 03/25/1994, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Field update on 12/11/1992, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 01/21/1991, 16 fields added/edited/deleted.
Field Update on 05/04/1990, 1 field added/edited/deleted.
Complete Update on 10/14/1986
Created 19830401 by GCF
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
Food and Drug Administration
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research
Division of Pharmaceutical Analysis
St. Louis, MO 63101
Tel. (314) 539-3869

Date:

May 4, 2009

To:

Michael Levy, Supervisor Regulatory Counsel, CDER, Office of Compliance, Division
of New Drugs and Labeling Compliance

From:

B.J. Westenberger, Deputy Director, CDER/OPS/OTR, Division of Pharmaceutical
Analysis

Subject: Evaluation of e-cigarettes
Background: The Center for Drug Evaluation and Research through the Office of Compliance
(OC) has requested that the Division of Pharmaceutical Analysis (DPA) evaluate two brands of
electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) for nicotine content and other impurities. An e-cigarette is
advertised as an alternative to smoked tobacco products. It is a battery-powered device that
provides inhaled doses of nicotine by delivering a vaporized propylene glycol/nicotine mixture
as shown in Figure 1. The Center is concerned that in addition to nicotine delivery, the vapor
may also provide other potentially harmful volatile components. DPA was asked to quantitate
the amount of nicotine present in each brand and to evaluate each brand for the presence of
tobacco specific nitrosamines (TSNA), certain tobacco specific impurities, ethylene glycol (EG)
and diethylene glycol (DEG).
Test Products: Njoy e-cigarette (Reference 1) with various cartridges
Smoking Everywhere Electronic Cigarette (Reference 2) with various cartridges
Nicotrol Inhaler, 10mg cartridge was used as a control for some test methods
Conclusions: Nicotine is present in both products. The Smoking Everywhere Electronic
Cigarette cartridges listed as containing no nicotine in some cases had very low amounts of
nicotine present. Tobacco specific nitrosamines and tobacco specific impurities were detected in
both products at very low levels. DEG was identified in one cartridge, Smoking Everywhere 555
High. See Table 1 for results of analyses of entire cartridges after extraction.
A sparging apparatus (see figure in Attachment A) and headspace GC (HS-GC) analysis were
utilized to simulate actual use of these products. With the sparging apparatus, nicotine was
detected in cartridges claiming to contain nicotine and quantitated by LC-UV; cotinine was also
found in some products by this procedure. Repeat testing of 3 different cartridges with the same
label (menthol high) gave varying results from 26.8 to 43.2 mcg nicotine/100 mL puff. HS-GC
detected nicotine in both products and β-Nicotyrine was detected in all Njoy cartridges (see
Table 2).
DPATR-FY-09-23
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Experimental: See Attachment A for further experimental details.
• Nicotine content was analyzed by HPLC-UV and GC-MS. Quantification was done by
HPLC-UV using two different extractions: a methanol extraction, and a 10% acetonitrile/
1% phosphoric acid in water extraction.
• Tobacco specific impurities and diethylene glycol were analyzed by GC-MS.
• Diethylene glycol presence was confirmed with proton NMR.
• Detection of nicotine and tobacco specific impurities during use of these products was
estimated by simulating use temperatures and analyzing volatiles using head space GCMS (HSGC-MS) and utilizing a sparging apparatus (see figure in attachment).
Results and Discussion:
Whole Cartridge: Nicotine content by HPLC-UV
Results, similar for both methanol extraction and 10% acetonitrile/1% phosphoric acid in water
extractions, are shown in Table 1.
Whole Cartridge: Tobacco Specific Nitrosoamines by LC-MS/MS
The four major TSNAs include: N-nitrosonicotine (NNN), N-nitrosoanabasine (NAB), Nnitrosoanatabine (NAT) and 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) were
analyzed for using LC-MS/MS and the results are shown in Table 1.
Whole Cartridge: Tobacco Specific Impurities by GC-MS and GC-MS/MS
Nicotine was detected in both products in all cartridges including samples identified as
containing no nicotine. Samples were screened for possible tobacco specific impurities: cotinine,
nicotine-N-oxide, nornicotine, anatabine, anabasine, pseudooxynicotine, myosmine, βnicotyrine, and 1-methyl-3-nicotinoylpyrrolidine (MNP).
Nicotine-N-oxide, nornicotine,
anatabine, pseudooxynicotine and MNP were not observed in any of the samples. Results from
cotinine, anabasine, myosmine, and β-nicotyrine are shown in Table 1.
Whole Cartridge: Diethylene Glycol by GC-MS
Diethylene Glycol was detected in one sample (Smoking Everywhere 555 High cartridge) at
approximately 1%.

Simulated Use: Nicotine and tobacco Specific Impurities by Head Space GC-MS (HSGC-MS)
and sparging apparatus
HSGC is likely to be less sensitive than the GC-MS technique that takes advantage of injecting
all of the soluble components and then volatilizing them at 280 °C; however, the head space
analyzer can be set to a specific temperature to mimic what may be volatilized during use of the
products.
The temperature of the heating element in each e-cigarette was determined by inserting a
thermocouple and then activating the e-cigarette by drawing air through it. These temperatures
ranged from 40 to 65°C. HSGC-MS analysis was conducted at 60°C to simulate the temperature
that would be encountered during activation of an e-cigarette. Nicotine was detected in both
products for all cartridges containing low, medium and high levels of nicotine but was not
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observed in cartridges identified as containing no nicotine. Screening for the possible tobacco
specific impurities cotinine, nicotine-N-oxide, nornicotine, anabasine and myosmine was
negative. β-Nicotyrine was detected in all Njoy cartridges but was not detected in the Smoking
Everywhere cartridges. The sparging apparatus was used to quantify the amount of nicotine
released during use of these electronic cigarettes (Table 2). Levels found were consistent with
the labeling (low, medium and high); however, the cartridge labeled “no” still delivered some
nicotine. The cartridges labeled “high” delivered more nicotine than the approved Nicotrol
product. Repeat testing of 3 different cartridges with the same label (menthol high) gave varying
results from 26.8 to 43.2 mcg nicotine/100 mL puff.
References:
(1) http://www.njoythefreedom.com/
(2) http://www.smokingeverywhere.com/
(3) C.N. Man, L.H. Gam, S. Ismail, R. Lajis, R. Awang, J. Chromatogr. B 844 (2006) 322–327.
(4) S. S. Yang et al., J. Chromatogr. A, 942 (2002) 33-39.
(5) USP 31/NF 26, Official 12/1/08-4/30/09 NF Monographs: Diethylene Glycol Monoethyl

Ether: Assay; pg 1126

Figure 1: E-cigarette component diagram. Nicotine and/or other flavorants are housed in the
white cartridge shown at the left.
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Sample

ND
ND

ND
ND

D
D
D

D
D
D

D
D
D

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND

D

D

D
D
D

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND

D

D

NNK NNN

methanol
extraction

6.66
4.09
3.98
3.35

1.97
1.58
1.46
1.56

6.76
4.31
4.77
5.16

fiber absorbent plug & wrapper fiber absorbent
4.90
1.80
5.98
4.88
0.86
5.50
4.44
1.03
5.15
4.02
0.71
4.23
2.93
0.51
2.65
2.26
0.31
2.71
1.63
0.61
1.78
1.42
0.30
1.57
1.18
0.34
0.96
0.04
0.00
0.03
0.04
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.00
0.07
0.01
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00

10% ACN and 1% PA in water
extraction

mg nicotine/cartridge
by HPLC-UV

ND
ND
ND
ND

D
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

DEG

(NMT
0.5%)

D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

D
D
D
D

D
ND
D
D
D
D
D
ND
D
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

(NMT
0.5%)

D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
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(NMT 0.5%)

D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

Cotinine Anabasine Myosmine β-nicotyrine

Identification of
possible tobacco specific impurities and DEG
by GC-MS/MSB

D= detected, , ND= not detected NAB = N-nitrosoanabasine (LOQ = 21 ppb); NAT = N-nitrosoanatabine (LOQ = 21 ppb); NNK = 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3pyridyl)-1-butanone (LOQ = 75 ppb); NNN = N-nitrosonornicotine (LOQ = 24 ppb)
A
analyte was detected but at a level less than the limit-of-quantitation. Open boxes indicate the sample was not available for testing.
DEG = diethylene glycol
B
Limit of detection Cotinine 20 ppb. Anabasine 10 ppb; myosmine 69 ppb; β-nicotyrine 170 ppb – present but at less than the level of the Nicotrol specification

Njoy e-cigarettes
Menthol high
Regular medium
Menthol medium
Regular low
Control Sample – Nicotrol
10 mg cartridge
Mfgr. specification

ND

ND

ND
ND

ND

ND

ND
ND

ND

ND

NAB NAT

Tobacco specific
nitrosamines (TSNA)A

Table 1. Results on analyses of whole cartridges

Smoking Everywhere
e-cigarettes
555 High
Cherry HIGH
Tobacco Original MED
Menthol HIGH
Tobacco Original LOW
Menthol MED
Apple LOW
Menthol LOW
Vanilla LOW
Tobacco Original NO
Vanilla NO
Cherry NO
Chocolate NO
Apple NO

398

399

ND

9.9

ND

10.6

15.2

trace

43.2, 34.9, 26.8

ND

trace

15.7

0.35

0.4

mcg cotinine/100 ml
puff (LOD ~0.03)

31.5

mcg nicotine/100mL
puff

D
D
D

D
D
D
D
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

D
D
D

D
D

nicotine

ND
ND

β-nicotyrine

Head Space GC-MS @ 60 deg C*
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DEG = diethylene glycol
D= detected, ND= not detected
* Presence of tobacco specific impurities cotinine, nicotine-N-oxide, nornicotine, anabasine and myosmine was negative at 60 deg C.
Open boxes indicate the sample was not tested.

Njoy e-cigarettes
Menthol high
Regular medium
Menthol medium
Regular low
Control (specs)
Nicotrol 10mg cartridge

Smoking Everywhere
e-cigarettes
555 High
Cherry HIGH
Tobacco Original MED
Menthol HIGH
Tobacco Original LOW
Menthol MED
Apple LOW
Menthol LOW
Vanilla LOW
Tobacco Original NO
Vanilla NO
Cherry NO
Chocolate NO
Apple NO

Sample

Sparging Apparatus followed by
LC-UV analysis

Table 2. Results on simulated use of electronic cigarettes

Attachment A
Experimental Details:
Whole Cartridges: Detection and Quantitation of Nicotine by HPLC-UV
Smokeless tobacco cartridges were extracted and analyzed using two different procedures:
• Methanol extraction and USP analytical procedure: cartridge components were weighed,
extracted with methanol and reweighed. An aliquot of the methanol extract was diluted with
mobile phase and analyzed by HPLC-UV following USP 31 p 2801 Nicotine Transdermal
System Assay procedure.
•

(b) (4)

Extraction with

as described in NDA 20-714, Phamacia & Upjohn
method “Nicotine, Content Uniformity, Identification and Determination of Nicotine Related
Substances in Nicotine Inhaler 10 mg” method NM-046-6 dated 1999-07-16
Whole Cartridges: Analysis of Tobacco Specific Nitrosamines by HPLC-MS/MS
Analysis was done using a variation of the method published by Wu, et al. using HPLC-MS/MS1.
As shown in Table 1, not all sample lots were available for analysis by LC-MS/MS as they were
consumed in other testing. Smokeless tobacco cartridges were extracted using 100 mM ammonium
acetate and analyzed for tobacco specific nitrosoamines (TSNAs). The four major TSNAs include:
N-nitrosonicotine (NNN), N-nitrosoanabasine (NAB), N-nitrosoanatabine (NAT) and 4(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK). While the published method is quite
sensitive for the TSNAs (i.e. LOQ’s of approximately 40 pg/mL or 40 parts per trillion), it should be
noted that the extraction method used in that paper was for either finely ground tobacco or smoke
captured on glass fiber filter pads . The matrix present in smokeless E-cigarette or NJoy cartridges is
a spiked propylene glycol matrix supported on a fibrous material contained in a plastic housing (i.e.
the inhaler component) as shown in Figure 1. The assumption was made that recovery of TSNAs
from the E-cigarette cartridge assembly was as good as that published by Wu, et al., and quantitative.
For the extraction, the cartridge was removed from the inhaler unit/atomization chamber. The
fibrous material was removed from the cartridge using a pair of tweezers and both the fibrous
material and the white plastic housing were placed in an Ehrlenmeyer flask. The flask was weighed
and the weight of the fibrous material and white plastic housing were recorded. 10 mL of 100 mM
ammonium acetate and 100 µL of internal standard solution were added to the flask and the contents
mixed on a flat-bed shaker for 30 minutes at ambient temperature. An aliquot of the solution was
analyzed by HPLC-MS/MS.
TSNAs in the extract were quantified using deuterated internal standards. Two molecular reaction
mechanisms (i.e. MRM’s) were recorded for each TSNA: one for qualification and both for
quantification. MRM’s for each TSNA are shown in table below. The sum of the intensities of
both molecular transitions was used to quantify each TSNA. TSNA content is reported as weight of
TSNA per weight of nicotine/flavorant cartridge (ng/g).
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MRM transitions for TSNAs
TSNA
NAB
NAT
NNK
NNN

Primary MRM
192.1 to 162.1
190.1 to 160.2
208.1 to 122.1
178.1 to 148.1

Qualifier MRM
192.1 to 133.1
190.1 to 106.1
208.1 to 106.0
178.1 to 120.1

1

Wu, J., Joza, P., Sharifi, M., Rickett, W. Lauterbach, J. Quantitative Method for the Analysis of
Tobacco-Specific Nitrosamines in Cigarette Tobacco and Mainstream Cigarette Smoke by Use of
Isotope Dilution Liquid Chromatography Tandem Mass Spectrometry. Anal. Chem., 80, 2008,
1341-1345.

Whole Cartridges: Tobacco Specific Impurity Analysis by GC-MS and GC-MS/MS
An aliquot of each methanol extract prepared in the Detection and Quantitation of Nicotine by
HPLC-UV analysis was transferred to a vial for GC-MS analysis. Samples were initially screened
on an Agilent 6890 with a 5975 MSD operated in full scan mode using the method published by
Man et al (Reference 3). Samples containing peaks of interest were then analyzed on a Varian 320
Triple Quad GC-MS in either single reaction monitoring mode (SRM) or multiple reaction
monitoring mode (MRM) due to their increased sensitivity and selectivity. An Extracted Ion
Chromatogram (EIC) looking for each impurity was obtained by individually extracting a main
fragment ion for that impurity from the full scan chromatogram. Peak spectra were then compared
to spectra from the NIST 05 Mass Spectral Library. All samples containing impurity peaks with
spectral library matches to cotinine, anabasine, myosmine, and β-nicotyrine were than analyzed on a
Varian 320 Triple Quad GC-MS in either single reaction monitoring mode (SRM) or multiple
reaction monitoring mode (MRM). Identifications were based on retention time and mass spectra
comparison to external standards.
Whole Cartridges: Diethylene Glycol
An aliquot of each methanol extract prepared in the Detection and Quantitation of Nicotine by
HPLC-UV analysis was transferred to a vial for GC-MS analysis. Samples were screened on an
Agilent 6890 with a 5975 MSD operated initially in full scan mode and later in SIM mode using the
chromatographic parameters from a USP monograph procedure (Reference 5). Quantitation was
performed using an external standard. The presence of diethylene glycol was confirmed in this
sample by proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy by dissolving 10mg of the cartridge
liquid in 500mg of D2O and taking a spectrum on a 500 MHz NMR.
Simulated Use: Nicotine and Impurity Analysis by HSGC-MS
The cartridge contains a fiber plug within a cup. Both cup and fiber plug were placed in the same
headspace vial for analysis. Compounds were identified by NIST library with greater than 90%
match. Instrument parameters are detailed below.
CombiPal Headspace autosampler parameters:
Incubation: 60˚C for 15 minutes, syringe: 2000mcL gas aliquot at 145˚C,
Agitation: 250RPM, syringe fill and injection speed: 100mcL/s
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Agilent 6890 Gas Chromatograph parameters (Reference 4):
Column: HP-5MS (5% diphenyl, 95%dimethyl), 15m, 0.25mm ID, 0.25 micron thickness
Temperature program: 40˚C hold 3 min, 6˚C/min to 300˚C hold 3 min, runtime: 50 minutes
Splitless injection, injector port at 280˚C, carrier gas: helium at 0.5mL/min
Agilent 5975B inert XL EI/CI MSD parameters:
Solvent delay: 1.2 min. voltage: 1705.9, low mass: 25.0, high mass: 350.0
MS quad at 150˚C, MS source at 230˚C, scan mode

Simulated Use: Sparging Apparatus: Determination of nicotine/100mL puff: trapping of nicotine
and related compounds released from activation of e-cigarette
Trapping device consisted of a 150 ml gas washing bottle with sparger (see photo below). A
magnetic stirring bar was added to the gas washing bottle along with 50 ml of extraction solution.
Extraction solution was prepared by mixing 100 ml of acetonitrile, 11.5 g of phosphoric acid, and
800 ml of water. A draeger 100 cc hand pump was connected to the outlet of the gas washing bottle.
The e-cigarette device with the selected cartridge type was connected to the inlet to the gas washing
bottle via tygon tubing. The e-cigarette was butted directly up to the glass to avoid absorption. The
magnet stirrer was turned on. At one minute intervals 100 cc of air were drawn through the ecigarette into the gas washing bottle. The e-cigarette was observed to assure the LED lit indicating
that the flow rate was sufficient to activate the heater in the e-cigarette. After an appropriate number
of 100 cc puffs were trapped in the gas washing solution, the sample was allowed to mix for 10
minutes and the glass tubing in the gas washing bottle was rinsed with the trapping solution back
into the gas washing bottle. The solution was mixed again and then sampled for analysis.
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Ruyan® E-cigarette Bench-top tests
Murray Laugesen MBChB FNZCPHM
Health New Zealand Ltd, Christchurch NZ.
www.healthnz.co.nz laugesen@healthnz.co.nz
Figure 1. Toxic emissions score, adjusted for
nicotine. Toxic cigarettes v. E-cigarette 1,4
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Background Electronic cigarettes,
without tobacco, flame or smoke, claim
to be cigarette substitutes and to deliver
nicotine safely, without smoke toxicants.
Are these claims justified?
Aim To assess the Ruyan® e-cigarette
and its mist for safety, emissions, and
nicotine dose.

Figure 2. Nicotine per puff
micrograms
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Test materials Ruyan in Beijing supplied V8
Classic e-cigarettes and 16 mg nicotine-labeled
cartridges ex-factory to test laboratories, directly,
or via distributors. Most were manufactured in
2008 and tested in 2008-9. Batteries were recharged before testing, and fresh cartridges used.
Shelf life at time of testing varied. An ISO
machine smoked 1 mg tar cigarette provided
smoke toxicants.1

Participating laboratories, methods,
materials
1) Environmental Science and Research, Porirua
NZ. Cartridge liquid: Monoamine oxidase
inhibition (Kynur-amine substrate method);
Nicotine (GCMS); Heavy metals (by ICP-MS)
2) Hill Laboratories, NZ. Mist: GCMS, Type II
ATD, qualitative. 3) Hort Research, NZ. Liquid for
34 PAHs, by GCMS. 4) Labstat International
ULC,Canada. Liquid: TSNAs, by LC-MS/MS.
Mist: 14 PAHs and azarenes, Vinyl Chloride,
acetamide, 7 volatile TSNAs. 5) Lincoln
University, NZ. Liquid: HS-SPME & GCMS,
qualitative. 6) National Radiation Lab. NZ For
Pb210 gamma emitting nucleotides.
7) Syft Ltd NZ Mist,Liquid VOCs SIFT-MS
8) Duke University CNSCR Bioanalytical Lab.
USA: Mist: Nicotine by GC MS.
9) British American Tobacco, Group R&D, (UK)
Liquid, mist: Chemistry, smoke tests by ISO
method. Nicotine in puffs, particle size (TSI 3090
MN USA), pressure drop.1

Selection of toxicants for testing of ecigarette mist. Selection was based on published
priority lists of cigarette smoke toxicants:
9 recommended by WHO TobReg committee for
mandatory lowering:5
37 prioritised by toxicological risk assessment by
Fowles & Dybing6 additional to the above 9;
13 additional to the above 46, priority tested on
brands sold by British Columbia,7 known loosely
as the Hoffman analytes.
Not tested: acetaldehydes (delayed, due to world
shortage of reagent); hydrazine, chlorinated
dioxans, oxides of nitrogen, and urethane.
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Limitations of study The results apply only for
the products tested. Extrapolation to all product
sold assumes production only from internationallycertified good manufacturing sites, and trademark
enforcement.

Results
Toxicology and safety In Ruyan V8 e-cigarette
mist tested for over 50 priority-listed cigarette
smoke toxicants so far, no such toxicant was
found. A possible exception was mercury, detected
in trace quantity of 0.17 ng per e-cigarette.
However, this was barely above the reporting limit
of 0.13 ng, and within the reported 38% coefficient
of variation.
Chemistry The cartridge (labeled 16 mg),
contained 13 mg1 to 14 mg3 nicotine and 1.1g
propylene glycol (PG), and yielded >300 35 mL
puffs of mist: 82% PG, 15% water, 1% free-based
nicotine, 2% particulates and flavours.1
Vaporisation occurred at 54˚C, powered by 0.1
mW per puff from lithium-ion battery.1 Pressure
drop was 152 mmWG, compared with 80-120
mmWG for a tobacco cigarette.1 Particle size 0.04
micron (count median diameter), was about onefifth of that for tobacco smoke.1
Nicotine delivery per puff A 35 mL puff from
the Ruyan® V8 delivers only 10% of the nicotine
obtained from a similar puff of a Marlboro regular
cigarette. Deeper 50 mL puffs from the Ruyan V8
delivers only slightly more nicotine.
Site of nicotine absorption No deposition of
aerosol nicotine occurred on pulling mist through a
cascade impactor.2

Conclusion
Ruyan® V8 nicotine e-cigarette users do not
inhale smoke or smoke toxicants. The modest
reductions recommended in 2008 by WHO’s
Tobacco Regulation committee for 9 major
toxicants in cigarette smoke, in line with Articles 9
and 10 of the FCTC (WHO Framework
Convention Tobacco Control treaty), are already
far exceeded by the Ruyan® e-cigarette, as it is
free of all accompanying smoke toxicants.
Absolute safety does not exist for any drug, but
relative to lethal tobacco smoke emissions, Ruyan
e-cigarette emissions appear to be several
magnitudes safer. E-cigarettes are akin to a
medicinal nicotine inhalator in safety, dose, and
addiction potential.
E-cigarettes are cigarette substitutes. If they can
take nicotine market share from cigarettes, and that
is the big question, they will improve smoker and
population health. They may also have a secondary
role as medicinal nicotine inhaler quitting aids.
Further trials of acceptability, addiction potential,
clinical safety, and quitting efficacy are needed.

Discussion

Funding and acknowledgements Ruyan Group
(Holdings) Ltd Beijing funded Health NZ to carry
out initial tests. Duke University, (NC, USA) and
British American Tobacco, Group R&D (UK),
kindly supplied further results at no cost.
Competing interests None. Neither the author, or
his company, has any financial interest in Ruyan or
any other manufacturer.

Main finding. Testing for over 50 cigarette key
smoke toxicants found none in any but trace
quantity, in Ruyan V8 mist.

Safety of e-cigarettes as a product class
Safety results refer to the Ruyan® V8 Classic.
However the low operating temperature (54˚C) of
the atomiser - 5 to 10% of the temperature of a
burning cigarette - suggests e-cigarettes as a class
are unlikely to emit cigarette toxicants in their
mist.
Nicotine dose (Figure 2) An e-cigarette user will
need to take more puffs more often, and deeper
puffs confer no advantage for V8 users. Six puffs
every 5 minutes would deliver the same dose of
nicotine delivered by shallow inhaling (10 puffs of
35 mL per puff) from one tobacco cigarette every
hour, but would not achieve the high immediate
nicotine boost which many smokers crave.
Nicotine overdose is unlikely, even though
nicotine delivery may vary between brands.
Nicotine absorption site The nicotine dose and
particle size are too small to ensure deposition in
the alveoli or bronchioles and rapid nicotine
absorption as in cigarette smoking.
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a b s t r a c t
A high-pressure liquid chromatography-diode array detection and multi-mode ionization tandem mass
spectrometry (HPLC-DAD–MMI-MS/MS) method was used to identify amino-tadalaﬁl and rimonabant
in electronic cigarette (e-cigarette) cartridges. Amino-tadalaﬁl is a drug analogue of the commercially
approved CialisTM (i.e. tadalaﬁl). Rimonabant is a drug that was, at one time, approved for weight loss
in Europe (although approval has been retracted), but not in the United States. In addition, poor quality
control over the e-cigarette products analyzed here is shown by the presence of nicotine in products
labeled as containing no nicotine or by the presence of signiﬁcant amounts of rimonabant oxidative
degradant in e-cigarette products containing rimonabant. Identiﬁcation was accomplished by comparing
the retention time of relevant peaks in the sample with those of standard compounds, in addition to
comparison of the UV spectra, mass spectra and/or product ion mass spectra.
Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Adulteration of products such as dietary and herbal supplements with drugs is a practice which can lead to potentially serious
health consequences. Numerous reports exist in the literature of
various matrices (e.g. herbal supplements, dietary supplements,
pills, etc.) being adulterated with various drug compounds [1–6].
Safety issues are complex and include possible toxicity of natural constituents, presence of contaminants or adulterants, and
potential interactions between natural constituents, adulterant
compounds and any prescription drugs a user may be taking. For
example, tadalaﬁl which is used for treatment of erectile dysfunction (ED), has been found as an adulterant in a variety of products
[2,5]. It is known that this drug can drastically lower blood pressure
when taken in conjunction with certain nitrate containing drugs
creating the possibility of a serious life-threatening event [7].

夽 The ﬁndings and conclusions in this article have not been formally disseminated
by the Food and Drug Administration and should not be construed to represent any
Agency determination or policy.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 314 5393811.
E-mail address: michael.hadwiger@fda.hhs.gov (M.E. Hadwiger).
0021-9673/$ – see front matter. Published by Elsevier B.V.
doi:10.1016/j.chroma.2010.10.018
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Electronic cigarettes are new devices being marketed as a way to
enjoy the beneﬁts of smoking without the serious health hazards
associated with it. E-cigarette devices are designed to be reﬁlled
by purchasing either replacement liquids which are then used to
reﬁll existing delivery cartridges or new cartridges containing the
desired ﬂavor blend. Two basic designs of e-cigarettes currently
exist, and their design differs in how the ﬂavor solution is contained and heated. Both designs are based on the same principle:
inhalation on the mouth piece activates a heater element. The
heater element then aerosolizes the ﬂavor solution which can consist of various combinations of propylene glycol, nicotine, tobacco
extracts, ﬂavorants and/or adulterants.
A thorough review of the legal status of e-cigarettes is beyond
the scope of this publication, however, regulations concerning
the distribution and/or sales of e-cigarettes are quite variable
depending on the region. For example, e-cigarettes cannot be
sold in Australia, Brazil, Canada, Panama, Singapore or Switzerland, but their sale is authorized in Britain, China, Denmark,
Italy, the Netherlands and New Zealand. However, in Denmark
and New Zealand, electronic cigarettes are considered medical
devices and their sale is contingent on approval of the government or prescription by a medical authority [8,9]. Within the
United States, the sale of e-cigarette products is legal, however,
the importation of e-cigarette products is currently prohibited.
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Note: E-High (“E” as in extra), High and None refer to nicotine levels.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
E-High
None
High
11 mg
0 mg
None
None
E-High
11 mg
0 mg
E-Cialis Cartridge
E-Cialis Cartridge
E-Cialis Cartridge
E-Cialis Reﬁll Liquid
E-Cialis Reﬁll Liquid
E-Rimonabant Cartridge
E-Rimonabant Cartridge
E-Rimonabant Cartridge
E-Rimonabant Reﬁll Liquid
E-Rimonabant Reﬁll Liquid

Product

Table 1
Summary results of E-Cialis products.

Label
Nicotine content

Tadalaﬁl
Present?

Amino-tadalaﬁl
Present?

Further, the classiﬁcation of e-cigarettes either as a tobacco product or as a drug delivery device is currently being contested
[10].
Amino-tadalaﬁl is a structural analogue of tadalaﬁl, (6R,12aR)6-(1,3-benzodioxol-5-yl)-2,3,6,7,12,12a-hexahydro-2-methylpyrazino [10,20:1,6] pyrido[3,4-b]indole-1,4-dione, the active
pharmaceutical ingredient in CialisTM , a prescription drug
approved in the US for treatment of ED. The structures of
tadalaﬁl and amino-tadalaﬁl are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. It has been reported that ED drugs such as tadalaﬁl, have
been added to other, unapproved, matrices ostensibly to treat ED
[2]. Similarly, there have also been reports of herbal or dietary
supplements being adulterated with designer ED analogues such
as amino-tadalaﬁl [5].
Rimonabant,
5-(4-Chlorophenyl)-1-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)-4methyl-N-1-piperidinyl-1H-pyrazole-3-carboxamide (trade name
ZimultiTM ), was approved for the treatment of obesity in Europe,
however its marketing authorization was withdrawn by the
European Medicines Agency in 2009. Approval by the US FDA
has been withheld due to unresolved issues between rimonabant therapy and increased frequencies of psychiatric adverse
events, including suicide and an ill-deﬁned constellation of
neurological symptoms and seizures [11]. The structures of rimonabant and its oxidative impurity are shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d)
respectively.
The purpose of this communication is to show the presence of an
unapproved active pharmaceutical ingredient (API), rimonabant,
and an ED drug analogue, amino-tadalaﬁl in e-cigarette products.
We will show that the contents of e-cigarette cartridges or reﬁll
solutions are poorly controlled as evidenced by the presence of
compounds where they should not be (e.g. nicotine present in products advertised as containing no nicotine) or by the undisclosed
degradation of advertised ingredients. Finally, we will show that
e-cigarette products can now be included in the array of products
which can be adulterated with active pharmaceutical ingredients
or their analogues.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Rimonabant
Present?

Fig. 1. Structures of (a) tadalaﬁl ([M+H]+ = 390) and (b) amino-tadalaﬁl ([M+H]+ =
391). Structure of (c) rimonabant ([M+H]+ = 463) and (d) rimonabant impurity
([M+H]+ = 381) formed under oxidative conditions.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Rimonabant oxidation product
Present?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Fig. 2. TICs of (a) blank, (b) tadalaﬁl standard solution, (c) e-cigarette sample solution labeled as containing Cialis, (d) e-cigarette solution spiked with tadalaﬁl, (e) 10 g/mL
amino-tadalaﬁl. (1) Amino-tadalaﬁl, retention time at about 8.5 min, (2) Tadalaﬁl, retention time at about 9.3 min.

Louis, MO, USA). A HALO C18 (2.1 mm × 100 mm, 2.7 m) column
was purchased from Phenomenex (Torrance, Ca, USA). E-cigarette
samples were purchased by the FDA via the internet.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Chemicals and reagents
Rimonabant HCl (99%) was purchased from AK Scientiﬁc (Mountain View, Ca, USA). Tadalaﬁl (99.7%, commercial name CialisTM )
was supplied by Eli Lilly. Amino-tadalaﬁl was purchased from
Toronto Research Chemicals (North York, Ontario, Canada). Acetonitrile (Optima LC/MS grade) and water (Optima LC/MS grade)
were purchased from Fisher Scientiﬁc (Pittsburgh, PA, USA).
Ammonium acetate was purchased from Sigma Chemicals (St.
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2.2. Equipment
An Agilent 1200 HPLC system consisting of an autosampler (G1367C), binary gradient pump (G1312B), column heater
(G1316B), diode array detector (G1315C), eluent degasser (G1379B)
and triple quadrapole mass spectrometer (G6410B) was used for
analysis. The mass spectrometer was equipped with a multi-mode
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Fig. 3. Representative spectra of amino-tadalaﬁl. UV spectra of (a) peak eluting at about 8.5 min in e-cigarette sample solution in Fig. 2, (b) 10 g/mL amino-tadalaﬁl standard
solution, and (c) 10 g/mL tadalaﬁl standard solution. Mass spectra of (d) peak eluting at about 8.5 min in e-cigarette sample solution in Fig. 2, (e) 10 g/mL amino-tadalaﬁl
standard solution, and (f) 10 g/mL tadalaﬁl standard solution. Isotopic peak distribution for full scan mass spectra are shown in the insets. Product ion mass spectra of (g)
peak eluting at about 8.5 min in e-cigarette sample solution in Fig. 2, (h) 10 g/mL amino-tadalaﬁl standard solution, and (i) 10 g/mL tadalaﬁl standard solution.

ionization (i.e. ESI and APCI simultaneously) source (G1978B) and
operated in the positive ion mode.
2.3. Standard solution preparation
Stock standard compounds were used as received and prepared
at a concentration of approximately 1 mg/mL in acetonitrile. Working standard solutions were prepared by serial dilution of the stock
standard solution in either 1:1 (v:v) methanol:acetonitrile or 3%
H2 O2 in 1:1 (v:v) acetonitrile:water (for oxidative degradation).
2.4. Sample extract preparation
Sample preparation varied depending on whether a replacement cartridge or reﬁll solution was being analyzed. If a cartridge
was being analyzed the following method was employed. Both
white plastic cartridge end covers were removed from the black
cartridge body. A white (retaining) plug was removed from one
end revealing the cartridge contents. The heater element wire was
cut and a rolled up mat impregnated with e-cigarette solution was
removed from the black plug body using a pair of tweezers. All
components were placed in a 25 mL Erlenmeyer ﬂask, 10 mL of ace-

tonitrile was added to each ﬂask and the mixture was shaken for
30 min on a ﬂat bed shaker. One 100 L aliquot was taken from
each sample solution, transferred to (separate) HPLC sample vials
and then 900 L of acetonitrile was added.
If cartridge reﬁll liquid was being analyzed then an alternative preparation method was used. The e-cigarette liquid was a
suspension of solid particulates in a viscous liquid (usually propylene glycol). The solution was homogenized by gently inverting
the vial until the particulates were evenly distributed. 1 mL of the
liquid was added to a 100 mL volumetric ﬂask using a 1 mL volumetric pipette. 50 mL of acetonitrile was added, then 50 mL of
HPLC grade methanol was added and the ﬂask was swirled until
all solid particulates dissolved yielding a pale yellow solution. The
methanol:acetonitrile solution was able to dissolve all particles and
the viscous liquid.

2.5. Oxidative degradation of rimonabant
A rimonabant degradation solution was made by dilution of
an aliquot of the stock solution to 10 g/mL in 3% H2 O2 in 1:1
acetonitrile:water. This solution was injected immediately after
preparation. Concurrently an aliquot of the degradation solution
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Fig. 4. TICs of (a) blank solvent, (b) 10 g/mL rimonabant, (c)–(e) extracts from cartridges labeled as containing rimonabant, (f)–(g) e-cigarette reﬁll liquid sample extracts.
(1) Nicotine (∼5.4 min), (2) rimonabant oxidative degradation impurity (∼8.5 min), and (3) rimonabant (∼15.5 min).

was transferred to a capped glass vial and placed in a heating block
at 45 ◦ C for 24 h, and an aliquot of the heated solution was also
analyzed using the HPLC method described below.

was re-equilibrated at 5% B for 10 min prior to the next injection.
The same HPLC operational parameters were used for both mass
spectrometric methods.

2.6. Liquid chromatography

2.7. Mass spectrometric operational parameters

A gradient method was used to evaluate e-cigarette sample
solutions. A Phenomenex HALO C18 (2.1 mm × 100 mm, 2.7 m)
column was employed for the separation. The autosampler was
programmed with an injection volume of 2 L and a 20 s external
needle wash using 1:4 (v:v) water:isopropanol. The autosampler
tray temperature was set to 8 ◦ C. The ﬂow rate was 300 L/min.
The column temperature was 50 ◦ C. The diode array detector was
programmed to scan from 200 to 400 nm, and chromatograms were
monitored at 230 nm. A binary gradient method was used: eluent
A was 1 mM ammonium acetate in water and eluent B was acetonitrile. The gradient began at 5% B, then ramped to 95% B over
18 min (linear ramp), held at 95% B for 5 min, then the column

Two mass spectrometric methods were employed: full scan
mode and product ion mode. Both mass spectrometer methods consisted of two segments: the ﬁrst segment diverted the HPLC eluent
ﬂow to waste for 1.5 min to prevent undesired early eluting compounds from contaminating the source. The second segment was
programmed for the desired acquisition mode. The multimode ionization source parameters used were the same for both methods
and were: positive ion mode, gas temperature: 300 ◦ C; vaporizer
temperature: 250 ◦ C; gas ﬂow: 5 L/min; nebulizer pressure: 60 psi;
capillary voltage: 2000 V; charging voltage: 2000 V; corona current:
1 A. Full scan mode settings were m/z range 100–600, scan rate
500, and fragmentor voltage = 125 V. In product ion mode, ions of
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Fig. 5. Representative spectra of rimonabant. UV spectra of (a) 10 g/mL rimonabant standard and (d) Peak eluting at approximately 15.5 min in Fig. 4(c). Mass spectra of
(b) 10 g/mL rimonabant standard and (e) peak eluting at approximately 15.5 min in Fig. 4. Isotopic peak distribution shown in the insets. Product ion mass spectra of (c)
10 g/mL rimonabant standard and (f) peak eluting at approximately 15.5 min in Fig. 4.

m/z 390 (tadalaﬁl), 391 (amino-tadalaﬁl) or 463 (rimonabant) were
isolated in quadrapole 1 (Q1), fragmented in Q2 using collision
energies of 15 V (tadalaﬁl and amino-tadalaﬁl) and 25 V (rimonabant) and the resultant product ion spectra collected in Q3 using
a scan range of 100–500 m/z for rimonabant and 100–400 m/z for
tadalaﬁl and amino-tadalaﬁl.
3. Results and discussion
A gradient eluent program was used to screen the various ecigarette products. Standard solutions of tadalaﬁl, amino-tadalaﬁl
and rimonabant were prepared at approximately 10 g/mL and
analyzed to determine their retention times, UV spectra, mass spectra and product ion mass spectra. The initial selection of standard
compounds was dictated by the label information provided on the
e-cigarette product package.
Sample extracts were analyzed using both diode array and mass
detection with the mass spectrometer operating in full scan mode
over an m/z range of 100–600. If the retention times of the peaks
in the UV and total ion chromatograms of the sample matched
those of the standard compounds, then the UV and mass spectra
of the sample peaks were extracted. If the UV and mass spectra of
the sample peaks matched one of the standards, then the product
ion mass spectra of the sample peaks were acquired in separate
analyses. If the retention time, UV spectrum, mass spectrum and
product ion mass spectrum of a peak from the analysis of the sample

matched that of the relevant standard, then positive identiﬁcation
was conﬁrmed.
If a signiﬁcantly intense peak was observed but did not match
the retention times of the rimonabant or tadalaﬁl standards, then
the process of identiﬁcation was initiated. First, the literature was
searched for promising pseudo-molecular ions or MS–MS transitions. If the literature yielded an article reporting the same UV
spectra, mass spectra or MS–MS spectra and a standard of the suspected moiety could be purchased, then the standard was analyzed
and the data compared to that of the unknown compound. If a
retention time, UV spectral, MS and/or product ion MS–MS spectral match were obtained, no additional identiﬁcation work was
performed, and an identity was assigned. If no hits were obtained
from a literature search, then the formal process of collecting the
peak eluent, evaporating it and characterizing it by NMR, IR, etc.
would begin. This last step proved unnecessary for this work.
3.1. Identiﬁcation of amino-tadalaﬁl in e-cigarette products
E-cigarette products labeled as containing E-CialisTM were analyzed and one example is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Fig. 2 shows the total ion chromatograms (TIC) obtained from
the analysis of one e-cigarette sample solution, an amino-tadalaﬁl
standard and a tadalaﬁl standard solution. As shown in Fig. 2, the
peak at about 8.5 min in the chromatogram from the analysis of the
e-cigarette solution labeled as containing CialisTM (Fig. 2(c)) is not
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Fig. 6. Full scan TIC chromatograms of rimonabant degradation. (a) 20 g/mL rimonabant standard solution; (b) blank; (c) 20 g/mL rimonabant standard in 100 mM HCl;
(d) 20 g/mL rimonabant standard in 100 mM NaOH; (e) 20 g/mL rimonabant standard in 100 mM HCl after 48 h at 45 ◦ C; (f) 20 g/mL rimonabant standard in 100 mM
NaOH after 48 h at 45 ◦ C; (g) 20 g/mL rimonabant standard in 3% H2 O2 in water:acetonitrile (1:1, v/v); (h) 20 g/mL rimonabant standard in 3% H2 O2 in water:acetonitrile
(1:1, v/v) after 24 h at 45 ◦ C; (i) e-cigarette reﬁll liquid sample solution. A new column was used for 12(a)–12(h), the slight shift in retention time in 12(i) is attributable to
use of an older column of the same type.

tadalaﬁl. Tadalaﬁl had a retention time of about 9.3 min (Fig. 2(b))
with this method. Therefore the UV spectrum, full scan mass spectrum and product ion mass spectrum were extracted from peak
eluting at 8.5 min in the sample chromatograms.
Comparison of the UV spectra showed that the spectrum of the
unknown compound (Fig. 3(a)) and tadalaﬁl (Fig. 3(c)) were nearly
identical, suggesting the unknown compound was structurally similar to tadalaﬁl. However, the extracted full scan mass spectrum
and product ion mass spectrum observed for the unknown compound ([M+H]+ , m/z 391), were different than those for tadalaﬁl
([M+H]+ , m/z 390) shown in Fig. 3(f) and (i). So the label claim that
the e-cigarette solution contains CialisTM was not true.
A review of the literature revealed that amino-tadalaﬁl (m/z
391) has been used as an adulterant in other matrices such as
herbal products [2,5]. The Nitrogen Rule states that organic compounds containing exclusively carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen,
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sulfur, and halogen atoms either have (1) an odd nominal mass
that indicates an odd number of nitrogen atoms are present or
(2) an even nominal mass that indicates either no or an even
number of nitrogen atoms are present in the molecular ion [12].
The unknown compound yielded a nominal mass of 390 (i.e.
391−1 = [M+H]+ −H+ = 390) and therefore should contain either no
or an even number of nitrogen atoms, and amino-tadalaﬁl satisﬁes
this requirement. Other pieces of information from the literature
such as the work by Zou et al. [5] provided both UV and product ion mass spectra for amino-tadalaﬁl which were very similar
to those observed here. Analysis of an amino-tadalaﬁl standard
solution conﬁrmed the identity of the unknown compound. The
retention time (Fig. 2(c) and (e)), UV spectrum (Fig. 3(a) and (b)), full
scan mass spectrum (Fig. 3(d) and (e)) and product ion mass spectrum (Fig. 3(g) and (h)) of the unknown matched those of aminotadalaﬁl.
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Fig. 7. Representative spectra of rimonabant degradant. UV spectra of rimonabant degradation peak eluting at approximately 8.4 min from (a) 20 g/mL rimonabant standard
in 3% H2 O2 in water:acetonitrile (1:1, v/v); (b) 20 g/mL rimonabant standard in 3% H2 O2 in water:acetonitrile (1:1, v/v) after 24 h at 45 ◦ C and (c) e-cigarette reﬁll liquid
sample solution in Fig. 6(i). Full scan mass spectra of rimonabant degradation peak eluting at 8.4 min from (d) 20 g/mL rimonabant standard in 3% H2 O2 in water:acetonitrile
(1:1, v/v); (e) 20 g/mL rimonabant standard in 3% H2 O2 in water:acetonitrile (1:1, v/v) after 24 h at 45 ◦ C and (f) e-cigarette reﬁll liquid sample solution in Fig. 6(i).

In summary, none of the e-cigarette products labeled as containing E-cialis contained tadalaﬁl, instead all of the products tested
contained amino-tadalaﬁl as shown in Table 1.
3.2. Identiﬁcation of rimonabant and rimonabant degradation
product in e-cigarette products
Fig. 4 shows the TICs obtained from the analysis of several
rimonabant fortiﬁed e-cigarette sample extract solutions and a
rimonabant standard solution. Peak 2 is due to a rimonabant
impurity formed most easily under oxidative conditions. Peak 3

corresponds to rimonabant. As shown in Fig. 4, a comparison
of the retention time of the peak of interest eluting at about
15.5 min in the e-cigarette solutions labeled as containing rimonabant (Fig. 4(c)–(g)) elutes at the same time as the rimonabant
standard solution (Fig. 4(b)). Since a retention time match was
obtained for the rimonabant standard and a peak in several samples, the UV, full scan mass spectra, and product ion mass spectra
were extracted from for the peak of interest at 15.5 min.
One example is shown in Fig. 5. Examination of the UV
absorbance spectrum of the unknown compound in Fig. 5(a)
eluting at approximately 15.5 min matches that of the rimona-
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bant standard in Fig. 5(d). The extracted full scan mass spectrum
of the rimonabant standard, Fig. 5(b), matched the mass spectrum obtained for the peak eluting at approximately 15.5 min
in the sample, Fig. 5(e). Further, the isotopic distribution of the
peaks also matched as shown in the insets of Fig. 5(b) and (e).
Lastly, the product ion mass spectrum of the rimonabant standard showed the loss of mass 101, Fig. 5(c), which was the
same loss observed for the unknown compound in the sample
as shown in Fig. 5(f). In summary, the retention times, UV spectra, mass spectra, isotopic distribution, and product ion mass
spectra of the peak eluting at approximately 15.5 min in the
sample peak and rimonabant standard matched, therefore the ecigarette samples labeled as containing rimonabant did contain
rimonabant.
Examination of the full scan TICs in Fig. 4(c)–(g) also reveal other
fairly intense peaks of interest eluting at approximately 5.3 and
8.5 min. The extracted mass spectrum of the peak eluting at 5.3 min
yielded an m/z of 163, which is that of nicotine. As stated above, it
is not the focus of this paper to quantify nicotine, but what is of
interest is that chromatograms 4(c) (replacement cartridge) and
4(g) (reﬁll solution) obtained from e-cigarette products labeled
as containing no nicotine, do apparently contain nicotine. Like
the amino-tadalaﬁl adulterated products described above, these
products would expose the unwitting user to the risk of nicotine
addiction.
It has been reported that rimonabant will degrade under oxidative conditions to 5-(4-chlorophenyl)-1-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)-4methylpyrazole-3-carboxylic acid, PubChem CID 1519421; Fig. 2(b)
[13]. Fig. 6 supports this ﬁnding and shows a rimonabant standard solution prepared under various challenge conditions and
an e-cigarette sample solution. Fig. 6(c)–(f) show that rimonabant is stable in solution to alkaline (0.1 M NaOH), acidic
(0.1 M HCl) and mild heat (45 ◦ C) challenges. However, the chromatogram in Fig. 6(g) and (h) show the rapid formation of
a compound eluting at approximately 8.5 min when rimonabant was dissolved in a solution of 3% hydrogen peroxide in
water:acetonitrile (1:1, v/v). As shown in Fig. 6(i), a degradation peak in an e-cigarette sample extract also elutes at
8.5 min.
UV spectra and full scan mass spectra were extracted from the
degradation peak eluting at approximately 8.5 min in Fig. 6 are
shown in Fig. 7. Both the UV spectra and full scan mass spectra
for the oxidative degradation impurity of the rimonabant standard, Fig. 6(g) and (h), are identical to those of unknown compound
in the sample as shown in Fig. 6(i). Where this impurity is actually formed in the product (e.g. from poor storage practices, from
purchase of low purity lots of rimonabant, from poorly controlled
production practices, in solution, etc.) is not known, however, it
is present in all tested e-cigarette products labeled as containing
rimonabant.
In summary, the e-cigarette products claiming to contain
e-rimonabant do contain rimonabant. In addition, all of these
products contained a rimonabant degradation product which
forms best under oxidative stress. A summary of the results
from the analysis of ﬁve e-cigarette products are shown in
Table 1.
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3.3. Nicotine
Analysis of e-rimonabant products produced chromatograms
which contain a peak eluting at about 5.4 min such as that shown in
Fig. 6(i). Extraction of the mass spectrum from this peak revealed an
intense ion at m/z 163 and this peak was determined to be nicotine
(MW = 162). It should be noted that this particular sample extract
was from an e-rimonabant cigarette cartridge which was labeled as
containing no nicotine. Similarly, a peak eluting at approximately
5.4 min yielding a pseudo-molecular ion of m/z 163 was observed
in all e-cigarette products labeled as containing E-Cialis (data not
shown). As the identiﬁcation and quantiﬁcation of nicotine in ecigarette products is the subject of a separate manuscript and as
the current HPLC method was inadequate for resolution of certain
nicotine impurities, no further analytical work on nicotine was pursued with this method. However, for the products analyzed in this
work, the obvious implication is that the unwary e-cigarette user
could be exposed to the risk of nicotine addiction by purchasing
a product which while advertised as containing no nicotine, does
contain nicotine. The presence of nicotine in the various e-cigarette
products analyzed here is summarized in Table 1.
4. Conclusion
Two forms of e-cigarette products (reﬁll solution and replacement cartridges) advertised as containing either E-Cialis or
E-rimonabant were analyzed. E-cigarette products advertised as
containing E-Cialis did not contain tadalaﬁl (i.e. CialisTM ), rather
they contained amino-tadalaﬁl. E-cigarette products advertised as
containing rimonabant, did contain rimonabant and a signiﬁcant
amount of an oxidative impurity of rimonabant. Finally, of the
samples analyzed, E-cigarette products advertised as containing no
nicotine, did contain nicotine thus exposing the unwitting user to
the risk of nicotine addiction.
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Abstract
Background: Little is known about users of electronic cigarettes, or their opinions, satisfaction or how and why they
use such products.
Methods: An internet survey of 81 ever-users of ecigarettes in 2009. Participants answered open-ended questions on
use of, and opinions about, ecigarettes.
Results: Respondents (73 current and 8 former users) lived in France, Canada, Belgium or Switzerland. Most
respondents (77%) were men; 63% were former smokers and 37% were current smokers. They had used e-cigarettes
for 100 days (median) and drew 175 puffs per day (median). Participants used the ecigarette either to quit smoking (53
comments), to reduce their cigarette consumption (14 comments), in order not to disturb other people with smoke (20
comments), or in smoke-free places (21 comments). Positive effects reported with ecigarettes included their usefulness
to quit smoking, and the benefits of abstinence from smoking (less coughing, improved breathing, better physical
fitness). Respondents also enjoyed the flavour of ecigarettes and the sensation of inhalation. Side effects included
dryness of the mouth and throat. Respondents complained about the frequent technical failures of ecigarettes and
had some concerns about the possible toxicity of the devices and about their future legal status.
Conclusions: Ecigarettes were used mainly to quit smoking, and may be helpful for this purpose, but several
respondents were concerned about potential toxicity. There are very few published studies on ecigarettes and research
is urgently required, particularly on the efficacy and toxicity of these devices.
Background
In recent years several manufacturers, mainly in China,
have produced electronic cigarettes (ecigarettes) that are
distributed in western countries, often by small, newly
established companies [1-4]. Electronic cigarettes look
and feel like cigarettes, but do not burn tobacco. The several existing brands vary but, in general, ecigarettes contain a battery and an electronic device that produces a
warm vapour or 'mist'. The vapour usually contains nicotine and often - but not always - contains propylene glycol
[5]. The vapour is inhaled and, as the user exhales, some
visible vapour is released, but no tobacco smoke. Some
ecigarettes also contain a light-emitting diode in the tip
that glows when the user puffs, to resemble the burning
end of a cigarette. The nicotine content of the cartridge
varies, and the cartridges usually contain chemical additives and flavours (such as various brands of tobacco,
chocolate, coffee, mint or fruit). The cartridges can usu* Correspondence: Jean-Francois.Etter@unige.ch
1
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ally be refilled, and refill bottles are provided with the
device.
Electronic cigarettes are probably less harmful than
tobacco smoking, but they are almost certainly more dangerous than medicinal nicotine inhalers [6,7]. However, to
our knowledge, there is no published data on the safety of
ecigarettes. Internationally, the legality of ecigarettes varies; they cannot be sold in Australia, Brazil, Canada, Denmark or Switzerland, but their sale is authorized in other
countries (e.g. China, New Zealand) [5,8,9]. Analyses
conducted by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) showed that ecigarettes contain carcinogens, including nitrosamines, toxic chemicals such as
diethylene glycol, and tobacco-specific components suspected of being harmful to humans (anabasine, myosmine, and beta-nicotyrine) [6]. The FDA also found that
ecigarette cartridges labelled as containing no nicotine
did in fact contain low levels of nicotine. Some manufacturers do not disclose the ingredients in their products.
Furthermore, ecigarettes are not manufactured according
to the high standards imposed on pharmaceutical companies. Consequently, the inhaled vapour may contain
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impurities that may be dangerous to consumers [6]. In
particular, the origin of the nicotine itself is uncertain, as
pesticide-grade nicotine rather than pharmacologicalgrade nicotine may be used in ecigarettes.
Little is known about ecigarettes, as few research
reports have been published [10,11]. In addition to the
FDA report mentioned above, reports from New Zealand, funded by Ruyan (a Chinese manufacturer of ecigarettes) concluded that the mist from the Ruyan ecigarette
contains acetaldehyde and mercury [12,13]. A randomised trial in 40 smokers found that the Ruyan ecigarette delivered nicotine to the blood more rapidly than
the nicotine inhaler, but less rapidly than cigarettes, and
that the effect of the ecigarette on craving was similar to
that of the nicotine inhaler, but less than that of cigarettes
[14]. A recent U.S. study found that 10 puffs of an ecigarette delivered little or no nicotine [15].
The mist from ecigarettes is inhaled into the lung [13].
Although the particle size is apparently too small to
ensure deposition in the lung alveoli [12], we are not
aware of any study of lung absorption of ecigarette mist.
Because lung inhalation may enable nicotine to pass rapidly into the blood, and thus rapidly relieve craving and
tobacco withdrawal symptoms [14], ecigarettes have the
potential to be at least as effective as currently approved
nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) products, none of
which deliver nicotine to the lung. In addition, the similarities in shape, actions and inhalation between ecigarettes and tobacco cigarettes could also help smokers
quit. However, as there are no data to support the manufacturers' claims that ecigarettes help smokers quit, the
World Health Organization asked the companies not to
make any therapeutic claims [7,16]. If they claimed that
ecigarettes help smokers quit, manufacturers would be
subject to the legislation and regulation that applies to
NRT products. In order to avoid this, some ecigarettes
are now marketed for enjoyment, or as devices that
enable smokers to "smoke" everywhere, including smokefree places [3,4]. Nonetheless, some distributors present
their products as an alternative to tobacco smoking, more
or less implicitly suggesting that ecigarettes can be used
to aid smoking cessation [1,2].
One may hypothesize that the positive effects of ecigarettes may include smoking cessation, smoking reduction
or relapse prevention. The ecigarette could also be used
as an aid during a preparation period before cessation,
similar to the pre-cessation treatment or "cut down to
quit" approach that is an approved indication for NRT
[17]. On the other hand, ecigarettes may be dangerous
because of the frequent and longterm lung inhalation of
diethylene glycol, nicotine and other toxic components,
and because of the sub-standard manufacturing process,
relative to pharmaceutical products [7]. Because of its
rapid nicotine delivery [14], the ecigarette also has the
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potential to be addictive. In addition, the refill bottles
may be dangerous as they contain up to one gram of nicotine, whereas the fatal dose of nicotine is estimated to be
30 to 60 mg for adults and 10 mg for children [5]. The
ecigarette may also enable smokers to continue to 'smoke'
in smoke-free environments, thus delaying or preventing
cessation in people who might otherwise quit. Finally, the
fruit and chocolate flavours may appeal to young people,
and this raises the concern that ecigarettes may facilitate
initiation of nicotine dependence in young never-smokers [5]. However, none of these hypotheses has yet been
tested.
Because of the huge burden of tobacco-related death
and disease, and because ecigarettes have potential to
help smokers quit, there is an urgent need for research
into these products. First, there is a need to know why
and how these products are used, and whether users are
satisfied with them. The aim of this study was to assess
usage patterns of ecigarettes, reasons for use, and users'
opinions of these products.

Methods
As ecigarettes are mainly sold online, the internet is a logical way to reach users. We therefore posted a survey
form, in French, on the smoking cessation website StopTabac.ch over a 34 day period between September and
October 2009. This website receives approximately
120,000 visitors per month and is principally visited
either by smokers who intend to quit or by recent quitters
[18,19]. Links to the survey were posted on websites that
either
provide
information
about
ecigarettes
(ecigmag.com, forumecigarette.com) or sell them (econoclope.com, sedansa.be). After discussion with the head of
the ethics committee of the Geneva University Hospitals
(community medicine section, the committee to which
our Institute is submitted), the study was exempted from
approval.
Eligible participants were people who declared that
they had ever used an ecigarette and who provided the
brand name of the ecigarette that they had used most
often. Subjects who did not name a brand were excluded,
because this raised doubts about whether they had actually used an ecigarette. On the survey form, participants
indicated whether they had ever used ecigarettes or were
currently using them (subdivided into daily user, nondaily user, former user, never used). They also provided
the total number of days that they had been using ecigarettes, the brand they used most often, the nicotine dose
per unit, the flavour and the cost per package (using
open-ended questions). In addition, subjects indicated
whether ecigarettes had helped them to quit smoking,
and current users indicated the number of puffs per day
on ecigarettes.
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In response to open-ended questions, participants
wrote where they bought their ecigarettes, the reasons
why they used them, what they considered to be the beneficial and undesirable effects of ecigarettes, and the most
positive and negative points about the product. If they
had stopped using ecigarettes, they explained why. Participants also listed which questions they had asked themselves about ecigarettes, and gave their opinion on the
information leaflets or documents inserted in the ecigarette packages. Finally, they wrote general comments on
the ecigarette.
Other questions also covered smoking status (daily,
non-daily, former smoker, never smoker). Smokers stated
the number of cigarettes they smoked per day, and former smokers stated when they had quit smoking. Participants were asked to supply their age, sex and country of
residence.
Medians rather than means were used for continuous
variables because medians are less sensitive to outliers,
which can excessively influence means in small sample
sizes.

Results
Answers were obtained from 214 people, but 123 of these
had never used ecigarettes and ten did not name the
brand of their ecigarette. These 133 subjects were
excluded. All subsequent analyses included only the 81
respondents who declared that they had ever used ecigarettes and who indicated the brand that they had used
most often. These 81 respondents included 72 daily users
of ecigarettes, one non-daily user and eight former users
(Table 1). They were relatively young (median age 37
years), and most (77%) were men. Respondents lived in
France (81%), Belgium (8%), Canada (6%) and Switzerland (5%). Most (63%) were former smokers who had quit
smoking relatively recently (median duration of abstinence: 100 days) (Table 1).
Use of the electronic cigarette

Most respondents had been using the ecigarette for
slightly longer than three months, and current users took
175 puffs per day (median) from their device (Table 1).
Sixteen different brands of ecigarettes were named, the
most frequent being Janty (n = 17), Joye (n = 17), Sedansa
(n = 14), Econoclope (n = 9), Liberty-cig (n = 8), Smoke51
and Edsylver (n = 2 each). All these brands of ecigarette
deliver nicotine, and the median dose of nicotine per unit
was 14 mg. The preferred flavour (open-ended field, 78
answers) was tobacco (n = 46, various flavours, e.g. "Turkish blend", "K-mel"), followed by mint (n = 6), fruit (n = 5,
e.g. "apple"), vanilla (n = 4), coffee (n = 3) and tea (n = 2).
Twelve respondents used several of these flavours.
Most respondents (n = 74; 94% of 79 answers) had
bought their ecigarette on the internet, two had bought
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Table 1: Characteristics of ecigarette users, and usage
patterns
Characteristic
Number of respondents
Age, median (range), years
Men (%)

81
37 (19-65)
77

Smoking status (%)
Former smokers

63

Daily smokers

23

Occasional (non-daily)
smokers

13

Cigarettes per day, in
smokers (median)
Days of abstinence, in former
smokers, median (25th and
75th percentiles)

12
100 (30, 210)

Use of electronic cigarettes
Days of use of the e-cigarette,
median (25th and 75th
percentiles)

100 (30, 210)

Number of puffs per day,
median (25th and 75th
percentiles)

175 (90, 275)

Number of puffs per day,
range

10 to 600

Price per package, median,
Euros (U.S. dollars)

40 (60)

Median dose of nicotine per
unit, mg (25th and 75th
percentiles)

14 (10, 16)

Does (did) the e-cigarette
help you quit smoking? (%)
Yes, a lot

79

Yes, somewhat

16

No, not at all

5

their device in China, two at a tobacco retail shop and one
had bought it second hand. When asked whether the
ecigarette helped them quit smoking, most respondents
(79%) answered "a lot" (Table 1).
When asked why they chose to use ecigarettes (three
open-ended fields, 225 comments), the most frequent
answers were: that they used it to quit smoking; for their
health (as ecigarettes were perceived to be less toxic than
tobacco, e.g.: "it is better for health than tobacco");
because ecigarettes are less expensive than regular cigarettes; because ecigarettes can be smoked everywhere,
including smoke-free places (e.g.: "I don't need to go outside to smoke anymore"); to avoid disturbing other people
with second-hand smoke; for the pleasure of smoking it
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(e.g.: "to continue to inhale, which is something I like"),
and to reduce their cigarette consumption (Table 2).
The most frequently cited beneficial effects of ecigarettes (two open-ended fields, 134 comments) were: that
it improved breathing and respiration (e.g.: "I have less
breathlessness on exertion"); that it helps to quit smoking
(e.g.: "I have quit smoking without problems"); that
respondents coughed less, expectorated less and had
fewer sore throats; that it improved their health and
physical fitness; and that it did not cause unpleasant
odours or bad breath (Table 3). Interestingly, one respondent suggested that the ecigarette device might be useful
to administer other medications to the bronchia or lung.
The two open-ended fields on the undesirable effects of
ecigarettes elicited 61 comments (only half the number of
comments received on the beneficial effects). The most
frequent responses were that ecigarettes caused dry
mouth and throat, vertigo, headache or nausea (Table 3).
The most frequently cited positive features of ecigarettes (three open-ended fields, 208 comments) were:
that respondents liked the taste and variety of flavours;

Table 3: Beneficial and undesirable effects of e-cigarettes:
open-ended comments from ecigarette users
Number of comments
Beneficial effects (total from
two open-ended fields)

134

Improves breathing and
respiration

31

Less cough, less
expectoration, fewer sore
throats

23

Helps to quit smoking

20

Improves health and physical
fitness

17

Improves sense of taste and
smell

11

Does not cause unpleasant
odours or bad breath

10

Helps to reduce cigarette
consumption

7

Sleeps better

4

Less craving for cigarettes

4

Cost

4

Number of comments

Pleasure of smoking the ecigarette

2

53

For health, as e-cigarettes
were perceived to be less
toxic than tobacco

49

Useful device to administer
other medications to the
bronchia or lung

1

To quit smoking

26

Undesirable effects (total from
two open-ended fields)

61

Less expensive than regular
cigarettes

Dry mouth and throat

16

Can be smoked everywhere,
including smoke-free places

21

Vertigo, headache or nausea

7

To avoid disturbing other
people, or producing
environmental tobacco
smoke or the smell of stale
smoke

20

For the pleasure of smoking,
including the pleasure of
inhaling and smokingrelated actions

19

To reduce cigarette
consumption

14

Curious to test a new product

10

Ecigarettes taste and smell
good

8

Previously failed to quit with
either nicotine patch or
bupropion

3

Table 2: Reasons for using e-cigarettes: open-ended
comments from e-cigarette users

To get nicotine
Total (from three open-ended
fields)

Bad taste

4

Weight gain

3

Technical problems
(batteries)

3

Difficult to accurately control
dose of nicotine

3

Cost

3

No undesirable effects

13

Miscellaneous comments

9

they appreciated the beneficial effects of the ecigarette on
their health, breathing and cough; the absence of unpleasant odours or bad breath; they appreciated the pleasure of
inhalation, and harsh sensation in the throat; they liked
the act of using the ecigarette, which is similar to smoking; the ecigarette is less toxic than tobacco smoke; it
facilitates smoking cessation; and that it can be used
everywhere (Table 4).
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When asked about the three most negative aspects of
ecigarettes (three fields, 154 comments), respondents
complained in particular about the poor quality of the
devices. They also reported that that ecigarettes were difficult or impractical to use (e.g. "it is difficult to refill the
liquid"), that the dosage was difficult to adjust (either too
high or too low), that the liquid can leak out during use,
and complained about the lack of information on the
composition of the vapour and any health risks associated
with ecigarettes (Table 4).
Respondents also stated which questions they had
asked themselves about ecigarettes (three fields, 112
comments). This section showed that users wondered
whether ecigarettes were safe, what the effects on health
were, and whether ecigarettes are toxic (59 comments,
including five that specifically mentioned propylene glycol). Respondents were also concerned that the e-cigarette might be banned, and about its future legal status
(19 comments, e.g.: "let's hope it will not be prohibited").
They wanted to know about the composition of the liquid
in the cartridge (10 comments, e.g.: "What exactly is the
content of this liquid?", including four comments on the
quality of the liquids), why no serious studies on ecigarettes have been published (5 comments), why ecigarettes
are not sold in pharmacies (4 comments) and why the
devices are not produced in western countries (3 comments).
When asked to comment on the documentation that
accompanied their ecigarette (one field, 70 comments),
most respondents answered that the inserts were good or
satisfactory (31 comments), seven responded that they
were only adequate, 15 responded that they contained
too little information, four reported that there was no
explanatory leaflet with their ecigarette, and two complained that there was no explanation of the health effects
of ecigarettes. Three people responded that they used the
internet and online discussion forums to obtain more
information on ecigarettes (e.g.: "the insert was very brief,
but fortunately, there are specialized internet discussion
forums").
The section that asked participants to write general
comments on the ecigarette (one field) elicited 64 comments. Twenty-one comments were very positive or
enthusiastic (e.g. "brilliant" (6 times), "miracle product",
"unbelievable", "very satisfied"), and 11 were positive but
more neutral (e.g.: "good", "I recommend it"). Respondents also considered that the ecigarette helped them
quit smoking (14 comments), that it was more effective
than either nicotine patch or bupropion (5 comments),
and that it enabled them to reduce their cigarette consumption (3 comments). Three people feared that the
ecigarette would soon be banned. Four commented that
ecigarettes need technical improvement, and six wrote
negative comments (e.g.: "not helpful to quit", "avoid it").
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Table 4: The most positive and negative aspects of
ecigarettes: open-ended comments from e-cigarette users

Number of comments
Positive points (total from
three open-ended fields)

208

Taste and variety of flavours

38

Beneficial effects on health,
breathing and cough

26

No unpleasant odours or bad
breath

23

Inhalation, including harsh
sensation in the throat and
pleasure of inhaling

16

Less toxic than tobacco
smoke

15

Facilitates smoking cessation

15

Can be used everywhere (the
freedom)

15

The gestures or actions
(similar to smoking)

13

Ease of use, design

10

Less expensive than
cigarettes

9

No environmental tobacco
smoke

8

Facilitates smoking
reduction

5

No ash, dirt, or burned
clothes

5

Can choose the dose of
nicotine and number of puffs

5

Relieves craving for tobacco

3

Improves sense of smell and
taste

2

Negative points (total from
three open-ended fields)

154

Poor quality, lack of reliability
and frequent failures

40

Batteries discharge too
rapidly

27

Too expensive

14

Bad taste

14

Difficult or impractical to use;
dosage is difficult to adjust

10

The liquid may leak during
usage

10

Only sold on the internet

9
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Table 4: The most positive and negative aspects of
ecigarettes: open-ended comments from e-cigarette users
(Continued)
No studies or information on
the composition of the
vapour and the health risks of
the e-cigarette

8

Cartridges do not last long
enough

6

Difficult to stop using the
ecigarette without relapsing
to smoking

4

Too big or too heavy

3

Too often asked by friends or
colleagues to explain the
device

2

Miscellaneous

7

Eight respondents had stopped using ecigarettes, and
were asked to indicate why (two fields, 15 comments).
Reasons included: it did not help me quit smoking (6
comments); it did not taste like cigarettes (3 comments);
poor quality or not reliable (3 comments); because of
concerns about risks and side-effects of ecigarettes (3
comments).
Interestingly, several respondents used a neologism
(vapoter, in French) to describe the action of smoking an
ecigarette; this term probably originated from "vapour"
and spread in online discussion forums. The corresponding terms used on English-language forums (e.g. ecigarette-forum.com) are "vaping" and "vaper".

Discussion
Although, for legal reasons, ecigarettes are mainly marketed to current smokers either for enjoyment or for use
in smoke-free places, our results suggest that most people
who buy these products are current and former smokers
who use ecigarettes to help quit smoking, just as they
would use NRT. Our survey also showed that ecigarettes
were liked by users, and were used quite intensively by
this sample; almost all respondents were daily ecigarette
users, and the number puffs per day (175) was substantial. However, as ecigarettes deliver about one-tenth of
the nicotine per puff compared to cigarettes [12], this
intensive puffing pattern may result in less exposure to
nicotine than smoking. Interestingly, the median duration
of ecigarette use corresponded to the median duration of
abstinence in former smokers (100 days in both cases).
Respondents reported more positive than negative
effects with ecigarettes: many reported positive effects on
the respiratory system (breathing better, coughing less),
which were probably associated with stopping smoking
[20]. The fact that ecigarettes do not produce any
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unpleasant odours or environmental tobacco smoke was
also appreciated. Most importantly, many respondents
reported that the ecigarette helped them quit smoking,
and several compared it favourably with either nicotine
patch or bupropion. These preliminary findings, together
with data showing that ecigarettes relieve craving and
withdrawal [14], suggest that the ecigarette may be an
effective aid to smoking cessation, and therefore merits
serious investigation for this purpose. Ideally, future trials
should compare the efficacy of ecigarettes versus NRT
(particularly the nicotine inhaler), bupropion or varenicline. However, as ecigarettes are probably more toxic
than NRT products [6], the former should probably only
be recommended to smokers if they are substantially
more effective than current NRTs, and if the toxic constituents of ecigarettes can be eliminated.
Interestingly, dry mouth and throat was a frequent
adverse effect of the ecigarette. It may be useful to investigate why this occurs and how it might be minimised. It
would also be interesting to investigate why ecigarettes
appeal more to men than to women. Many respondents
complained of the poor quality of ecigarettes, their frequent failures, the lack of durability of cartridges and batteries, and that the liquid sometimes leaks from the
device during usage. Apparently competition between
manufacturers has not yet resulted in products of sufficient technical quality.
Although users' comments were generally positive,
many were concerned about the safety and toxicity of
ecigarettes, and questioned why no study has yet investigated these aspects. Several respondents were also concerned about the future legal status of ecigarettes, and
that they may possibly be banned. Indeed, health authorities in several countries have published warnings about,
or have prohibited the sale of, ecigarettes [5-8]. From a
public health perspective, however, the question is
whether - at a population level - the potential benefits of
the ecigarette outweigh its drawbacks. If ecigarettes are
more effective than current NRTs, but are withdrawn
from the market until approved as smoking cessation
aids, ecigarette users might revert to smoking tobacco,
which is more hazardous than ecigarettes. This could
have a significant, negative impact on public health,
because it can take several years to obtain legal approval
for a new drug delivery system.
On the other hand, ecigarettes are not currently manufactured to the same rigorous standards as pharmaceutical products; they currently contain toxic components
and are therefore almost certainly less safe than NRT
products [6]. The legal status of the e-cigarette is unclear
in many countries, and its regulation is complex; it is neither classed as a tobacco product, nor food, nor is it registered as a medicine. From the legal perspective, there is a
difficult balance between the need to protect consumers
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and the possibility now being offered to smokers to use a
new, acceptable and potentially effective device to stop
smoking. Given the enormous burden of disease and
death caused by tobacco smoking, there is an urgent need
for research into the toxicity, efficacy and public health
impact of ecigarettes [10]. In addition, whether devices
that resemble ecigarettes could be used to deliver medications other than nicotine to the lung and bronchia also
warrants investigation. As the manufacturers and distributors of ecigarettes are relatively small companies that
may be unable to afford the research costs, or possess the
expertise or manpower to go through the regulatory
approval process, support from governments, public
health organizations or foundations may be needed to
produce evidence on these novel devices.
One limitation of our study is that it was conducted in a
self-selected sample of internet users. Whether this
method over-sampled satisfied users, long-term users or
heavy users of ecigarettes is unknown. Compared to population-based samples of smokers in Europe or the
United States, visitors to the Stop-Tabac.ch website are
more likely to have made a quit attempt in the previous
year, are more motivated to quit smoking, are slightly less
dependent on tobacco, and are more highly educated
[18,19]. Thus, although our results provide useful and
interesting preliminary information on ecigarette users,
our findings may not be generalizable and should be
interpreted with caution.

Conclusions
Our results suggest that ecigarettes are used mainly to
quit smoking, and may be useful for this purpose. However, users were concerned about the potential toxicity of
these devices. Very few studies have investigated ecigarettes and research is now urgently required, particularly
to establish the efficacy and toxicity of these devices.
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ABSTRACT
Objectives To measure the short-term effects of an
electronic nicotine delivery device (“e cigarette”, ENDD)
on desire to smoke, withdrawal symptoms, acceptability,
pharmacokinetic properties and adverse effects.
Design Single blind randomised repeated measures
cross-over trial of the Ruyan V8 ENDD.
Setting University research centre in Auckland, New
Zealand.
Participants 40 adult dependent smokers of 10 or more
cigarettes per day.
Interventions Participants were randomised to use
ENDDs containing 16 mg nicotine or 0 mg capsules,
Nicorette nicotine inhalator or their usual cigarette on
each of four study days 3 days apart, with overnight
smoking abstinence before use of each product.
Main outcome measures The primary outcome was
change in desire to smoke, measured as “area under the
curve” on an 11-point visual analogue scale before and at
intervals over 1 h of use. Secondary outcomes included
withdrawal symptoms, acceptability and adverse events.
In nine participants, serum nicotine levels were also
measured.
Results Over 60 min, participants using 16 mg ENDD
recorded 0.82 units less desire to smoke than the
placebo ENDD (p¼0.006). No difference in desire to
smoke was found between 16 mg ENDD and inhalator.
ENDDs were more pleasant to use than inhalator
(p¼0.016) and produced less irritation of mouth and
throat (p<0.001). On average, the ENDD increased
serum nicotine to a peak of 1.3 mg/ml in 19.6 min, the
inhalator to 2.1 ng/ml in 32 min and cigarettes to
13.4 ng/ml in 14.3 min.
Conclusions The 16 mg Ruyan V8 ENDD alleviated
desire to smoke after overnight abstinence, was well
tolerated and had a pharmacokinetic profile more like the
Nicorette inhalator than a tobacco cigarette. Evaluation
of the ENDD for longer-term safety, potential for longterm use and efficacy as a cessation aid is needed.
Trial registration No.12607000587404, Australia and
New Zealand Clinical Trials Register

Nicotine replacement therapies (NRTs) are safe and
effective aids for smoking cessation1; however, they
remain underutilised.2 To widen their appeal to
smokers, a variety of effective NRTs and cigarette
smoking alternatives are needed. In 2004, a Beijingbased company, Ruyan Group (Holdings) Ltd,
China, patented and launched an electronic nicotine
delivery device (ENDD) or “e-cigarette”,3 a batterypowered device resembling a cigarette that contains

a microelectrical circuit activated by drawing on the
mouthpiece. With each puff, a small amount of
nicotine-propylene glycol solution contained in
replaceable cartridges is heated and vapourised, to
create a visible mist without smoke or ﬂame.
Manufacturers now export a growing number and
variety of these devices to industrialised countries.
People report buying them to help quit smoking, to
reduce cigarette consumption and costs, to relieve
tobacco withdrawal symptoms due to workplace
smoking restrictions, or as a replacement for cigarette smoking.4
Although ENDD use has not been comprehensively studied, to our knowledge, no deaths or
hospitalisations from ENDD use have been
reported. Analyses of emissions of the Ruyan V8
ENDD suggest a low risk of toxicity (M Laugesen,
2009, TC2009/034355, submitted). The risk of
impurities in the cartridge liquid is, however, of
concern to the US Food and Drug Administration,5
and there is a lack of internationally certiﬁed
manufacturing sites. Regulators also lack data on
the ability of ENDDs to relieve the desire to smoke
cigarettes and to suppress other tobacco withdrawal symptoms. Study designs that assess
change in subjective withdrawal symptoms have
been used to evaluate the utility of other novel
nicotine delivery devices.6e8 Using such an
approach, this study compared the Ruyan V8
ENDD containing 16 mg nicotine cartridges to one
containing 0 mg cartridges (identical in appearance
and in chemistry but lacking nicotine), Nicorette
nicotine inhalator and usual cigarettes. We
measured change in desire to smoke, withdrawal
symptoms, product preferences, serum nicotine
levels and adverse events after 1 day’s use.

METHODS
Participants
Participants were recruited from the local community in Auckland, New Zealand, between January
2008 and February 2008. They were assessed via an
initial telephone call for eligibility (aged between 18
and 70 years, smoked 10 or more factory-made
cigarettes per day for at least the past year, smoked
their ﬁrst cigarette of the day within 30 min of
waking, and were not currently attempting to quit
smoking or wishing to do so in the next 30 days).
Eligible participants were invited to visit the study
centre at The University of Auckland to
give written informed consent, complete a questionnaire asking about demographic and smoking
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control for time effects. Participants and investigators were
blinded only to assignment to the ENDD condition (16 or 0 mg),
and it was not possible to change the order of treatment allocation. Participants sat at desks in a room where they completed
ratings of desire to smoke and other withdrawal symptoms 15
and 5 min before using their allocated product (these ratings
were later averaged to provide baseline ratings). They rinsed
their mouth with water (to equalise oral pH) and took their ﬁrst
dose at 08:30. When allocated to smoke their usual cigarettes,
participants did so outside (required by law); however, when
allocated to the ENDDs, participants used them indoors.
Ratings were made at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 and 60 min
counting from the ﬁrst puff on each product. Participants then
left the study centre with instructions to continue their usual
daily activities but not to smoke (unless in the usual cigarette
group) and to use the study product regularly and freely
throughout the day. They returned at 17:30 for CO measurement, to report product use including adverse events and the
number of any cigarettes smoked, rate the degree of satisfaction
and usefulness, and to return the remaining study product.
Participants were allowed to smoke as they wished once these
measures were collected and during the 3-day washout period
between each study day. On the day allocated for using their
own cigarette, participants did not take part in evening
measurements.
A subset of participants gave venous blood samples for analysis of plasma nicotine concentrations. In this group, in addition
to the procedures described above, on each study day, medical
staff inserted an 18-gauge butterﬂy needle in a non-dominant
forearm vein and withdrew 5-ml blood samples at baseline, then
at 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 min after initial dosing. Blood samples
were held in vacuum tubes in a temperature-monitored cool box
maintained between 08C and 68C and at the end of each study
session were transported to a local laboratory for separation. The
plasma fraction was frozen before being shipped to a national
reference laboratory for nicotine concentration assay using the
method developed by Mahoney and Al-Delaimy.12
Following study completion, participants were invited to
attend a group cessation clinic run over 5 weeks. The majority
attended at least one of these sessions.

characteristics and undergo screening (medical history, blood
pressure, heart rate and urinalysis for glucose). We excluded
people who reported recent myocardial infarction, angina
pectoris or other serious medical conditions (diabetes mellitus,
severe allergies, poorly controlled asthma or other airways
disease, poorly controlled psychiatric disorders or current
chemical dependence other than nicotine) and pregnancy
(conﬁrmed by positive urinary dipstick for bHCG), breastfeeding, blood pressure >180 mm Hg systolic and/or 100 mm
Hg diastolic, weight <45 or >120 kg, or current use of any
other smoking cessation medications. At this time, we invited
all participants to indicate if they were also willing to give
venous blood samples for analysis of nicotine.

Study medication
Ruyan V8 ENDDs supplied by the manufacturer, Ruyan Group
(Holdings) Ltd, are pen-shaped devices that include a rechargeable lithium ion battery, an electronic circuit, a vaporiser,
a replaceable cartridge and a mouthpiece. The cartridge labelled
16 mg contains 1.06 g of liquid comprising 8.8% water, 1.4%
nicotine, 89.7% propylene glycol and 0.1% glycol (M Laugesen,
2009, TC2009/034355, submitted). Participants randomised to
a day using the ENDD were asked to puff the device as they
would their usual cigarette for 5 min. After the ﬁrst hour, they
left the study centre and used the device as required for a further
8 h before returning to complete the rating scales. We charged all
batteries 2 weeks before the study and between each day of use
to ensure they would operate as intended. Nicorette inhalators
(manufactured at the time of the study by Pﬁzer Health AB,
Helsingborg, Sweden) were purchased commercially. When
participants used the inhalator, we gave them a blister pack of
six inhalator cartridges, each containing 10 mg of nicotine for
inhalation, with instructions to puff on the inhalator over
20 min in the ﬁrst hour. Thereafter, they were instructed to use
it freely, preferably hourly, up to a maximum of six cartridges
over the day, as recommended by the manufacturer,9 before
returning to the study centre. When randomised to smoke their
usual cigarettes, participants did so over the ﬁrst 5 min in the
ﬁrst hour, then freely as they wished.

Sample size
Based on a previous study,10 we estimated 48 participants would
be needed to detect a one-point difference in desire to smoke on
an 11-point (0e10) scale measured at 20 min, for the comparison
between the 16 and 0 mg ENDD, assuming a within-participant
SD of the response variable of 1.5 points and statistical power of
90% at a two-sided signiﬁcance level of 5%.

Measures
We assessed withdrawal using three items from the Minnesota
Nicotine Withdrawal Scale13: irritability, restlessness and difﬁculty concentrating. The other Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal
Scale itemsdincreased appetite/weight gain, depression or
insomniadwere not included because these would not be
plausibly experienced in such a short period. We included an
additional item, “desire to smoke” (a cigarette), a construct
equivalent to the more commonly used terms “craving” or
“urges”,14 which was measured by asking, “Right now, how
much do you want a cigarette?” We asked participants to indicate their perception of all items by circling a visual analogue
scale number between 0 and 10, where 0¼“not at all” and
10¼“extremely”. Participants noted the occurrence of adverse
events commonly experienced with NRT use using categories
adapted from Hajek et al15 and any other reactions not on this
list. On the last study day, still blind to the ENDD condition,
participants were asked to rate their satisfaction with the
products compared to their usual cigarettes using scales
(0¼“completely unsatisfying”, 10¼“fully satisfying”)15; on the
same scale, they rated helpfulness (in keeping them from
smoking), how pleasant the product was to use, how embarrassing it was to use in the company of others, the degree to

Procedures
Participants were requested to abstain from smoking and alcohol
from 20:00 on the night before each study day and from food
and caffeine for at least 1 h before the session. On arrival at the
study centre, carbon monoxide (CO) was measured in participants’ expired breath using a Bedfont Smokelyser.11 If CO was
#15 parts per million (ppm), the assigned study treatment was
allocated; however, if CO was >15 ppm or they reported
smoking in the previous 12 h, participants were rescheduled
wherever possible to a subsequent session. On the ﬁrst study
day, participants were randomised to use one of four different
products: ENDDs containing nicotine (16 mg) or placebo (0 mg)
capsules, Nicorette nicotine inhalator or their usual cigarette.
Allocation was performed using a random sequence of four
codes, each corresponding to one product, prepared in advance
by the study statistician using the Latin-square method to
423
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which they would use it to aid a quit attempt, and whether they
would recommend it to a friend who wanted to stop smoking.

Statistical analysis
All analyses were undertaken on an intention-to-treat basis. We
analysed the primary outcome, comparison of change in desire
to smoke between the 16 and 0 mg ENDD, using area under the
curve over 60 min as the dependent variable. The treatment
effect was thus the average change in desire to smoke over the
60 min after ﬁrst using each product. For this and the other
ratings, the baseline score (the area under the curve at 5 min
before product use), treatment effect and time period were ﬁxed
effects in the model. We also examined the change in desire to
smoke between the ENDD and other products (inhalator and
usual cigarette) using analysis of covariance with withinparticipant variation included as a random effect. We dealt with
missing data using the last value carried forward method.
Pharmacokinetic parameters (Cmax (peak plasma concentration) and tmax (time to reach Cmax)) were calculated based on
plasma concentration-time data by model-independent methods
using SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute). Multiple comparisons
between products were adjusted for using the Tukey-Kramer
method and p values and 95% conﬁdence intervals (CIs) were
estimated for each comparison.

RESULTS
Participant characteristics
Figure 1 shows participant ﬂow. Forty participants were randomised, 53% of whom were women. The mean age was 47.6 (SD
12.4) years and the mean level of nicotine dependence (Fagerström Test of Nicotine Dependence16) was 5.4. Participants
smoked an average of 20.2 (SD 7.3) cigarettes smoked per day.
Twenty-ﬁve participants had previously used nicotine patches,
nineteen reported previously using nicotine gum, two had used
the inhalator, but none had used an ENDD before. During the
study days, most participants used the products regularly and
abstained from smoking as instructed; however, when using the
16 mg ENDD, participants smoked on average 2.8 usual cigarettes over the day, compared with 4.5 cigarettes when using the
0 mg ENDD and 3.4 cigarettes when using the inhalator. Nine
participants on average gave blood samples for pharmacokinetic
analysis on each of 5 study days.

Figure 1

Participant flow.

cally signiﬁcant (table 1). Similarly, there was no difference in
withdrawal symptoms between the 16 mg ENDD and inhalator,
whereas usual cigarettes reduced withdrawal ratings more on all
items than the other products.
Results of the secondary analyses comparing the 16 mg
ENDD, inhalator, usual cigarette and 0 mg ENDD are shown in
table 2. Although a greater reduction in desire to smoke was
observed with the 16 mg compared to the 0 mg cigarette, this
difference was no longer signiﬁcant when adjusted for multiple
comparisons.

Desire to smoke and withdrawal symptoms
Figure 2 shows the change from baseline in desire to smoke over
60 min. Usual cigarette use resulted in signiﬁcantly greater
reductions in desire to smoke compared to ENDD (16 and 0 mg)
and inhalator. Desire to smoke ratings reached their lowest level
5 min after the ﬁrst puff with usual cigarettes, 10 min after the
ﬁrst puff with 0 mg ENDD, 15 min after ﬁrst puff with 16 mg
ENDD and on completing 20 min of pufﬁng on the inhalator.
Over the 60 min period, participants using the 16 mg ENDD
experienced a greater decrease in desire to smoke (2.6 units) than
participants using the 0 mg ENDD (1.8 units), a difference of
0.82 units (95% CI 0.25 to 1.38; p¼0.006) (see table 1). In the
comparisons between 16 and 0 mg ENDD at each time point,
the difference in desire to smoke became signiﬁcant from 25 min
through to 60 min, when users recorded 1.3 units (95% CI 0.33
to 2.25, p¼0.009) less desire to smoke with the 16 mg ENDD
than the 0 mg ENDD.
Over 60 min, the use of the 16 mg ENDD reduced ratings for
irritability, restlessness and difﬁculty concentrating more than
the 0 mg ENDD; however, these differences were not statisti-

Product preferences
The 16 mg ENDD rated higher for pleasantness of use than the
inhalator, by 1.49 units (95% CI 0.23 to 2.74, p¼0.016). Figure 3
shows that mean satisfaction ratings for 16 mg ENDD and
inhalator were similar and were higher than those for placebo
ENDD, and embarrassment associated with using the device in
the company of others was low but not signiﬁcantly different to
the inhalator. The 16 mg ENDD was favoured over other
products for enabling participants to keep from smoking, to be
used as a potential quitting aid and for recommending to a friend
who wanted to stop smoking. It was also the most preferred
alternative to cigarettes: 58% of participants said they preferred
the ENDD, 25% preferred the inhalator and 13% liked neither.
The degree of ease of use was similar for ENDD and inhalator
(48% and 45%, respectively).
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Table 2 Secondary analyses using multivariate* comparisons of
change in desire to smoke from baseline between all products
Product comparison
0 versus 16 mg ENDD
0 mg ENDD versus Nicorette inhalator
0 mg ENDD versus usual cigarette
16 mg ENDD versus Nicorette
inhalator
16 mg ENDD versus usual cigarette
Nicorette inhalator versus usual
cigarette

Mean difference
(95% CI)

Adjusted p value

0.80
0.69
2.23
0.10

0.21
0.33
<0.0001
0.99

(0.27 to 1.86)
(0.38 to 1.77)
(1.17 to 3.30)
(1.16, 0.95)

1.44 (0.39 to 2.48)
1.54 (0.48 to 2.59)

0.003
0.001

ENDD, electronic nicotine delivery device.
*Adjusted for treatment period, baseline craving, within-participant correlation as a random
effect and multiple comparisons using Tukey-Kramer method.

desire to smoke in the ﬁrst 10 min of ENDD use appears to be
independent of nicotine absorption, and may be due to behaviours and oral and tactile sensations similar to cigarette smoking,
and the anticipation of nicotine delivery.
In the pharmacokinetic analyses, the serum nicotine Cmax for
usual cigarettes was comparable with other studies.17 The 16 mg
ENDD’s performance was consistent with ﬁndings from intensive-mode smoking machine tests of this same make of ENDD,
which delivered 10% of the nicotine per puff delivered by
a regular Marlboro cigarette (M Laugesen, 2009, TC2009/
034355, submitted). This suggests that it is more like a NRT
product, concerning nicotine delivery, than a cigarette. The
shorter tmax of the ENDD in comparison to the inhalator may
reﬂect some absorption via the respiratory tract compared with
buccal absorption for the Nicorette inhalator. The ENDDs in the
study were not as consistent for pufﬁng and nicotine delivery as
the medicinal Nicorette inhalator. About one-third of participants showed no increase in blood nicotine when using the
ENDD. Some participants reported that the device sometimes
failed to produce mist when puffed. It is possible that technical
problems could have affected the dose received. This is not
altogether surprising given that these devices are not manufactured to the same standards required of pharmaceutical devices,
such as the inhalator.

Figure 2 Change in desire to smoke from baseline over the first hour
after each product use.

Pharmacokinetics
On average, the use of the 16 mg ENDD resulted in modest
increases in blood nicotine levels (see table 3). The fastest time
to peak nicotine concentration was obtained with usual cigarettes, followed by nicotine ENDDs and the inhalator. Usual
cigarette use gave a signiﬁcantly higher Cmax than the other
products in the individual product and crossover analysis, with
adjustment for multiple comparisons (p¼0.01).

Adverse events
The most frequently reported adverse events were mouth and
throat irritation (table 4), and were most common with the
inhalator (88%) and least common with the 0 mg ENDD (22%).
The differences between active and placebo ENDDs and inhalator were statistically signiﬁcant (p<0.001). Nausea was most
commonly reported after 16 mg ENDD use, but, as with the
other between-product differences in adverse events occurrence,
was not signiﬁcant. No serious adverse events (ie, deaths or
events requiring hospitalisation) occurred during the study.

DISCUSSION
The 16 mg Ruyan ENDD was signiﬁcantly more effective than
the 0 mg ENDD at reducing desire to smoke over 1 h of use. The
0 and 16 mg ENDD relieved desire to smoke within the ﬁrst
10 min of use, but the 16 mg ENDD reduced desire to smoke
most at 15 min (10 min after the last puff), more than either the
0 mg ENDD or the nicotine inhalator, which was still being
puffed as per instructions given to participants. The reduction in
Table 1 Primary comparisons of change in desire to smoke and other
withdrawal symptoms from baseline between 0 and 16 mg nicotine
ENDD
Withdrawal symptom*

Mean change (95% CI)

p Value

Desire to smoke
Irritability
Restlessness
Poor concentration

0.82
0.26
0.53
0.39

0.006
0.48
0.10
0.26

(0.25 to 1.38)
(0.48 to 0.99)
(0.11 to 1.18)
(0.30 to 1.07)

Figure 3 A higher rating is indicative of a greater likelihood of finding
the product more satisfying, helpful, pleasant, embarrassing, likely to be
used for aiding smoking cessation and to be recommended to others
(error bars represent standard error).

*Visual analogue scale 0 to 10.
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Table 3 Pharmacokinetic properties of usual cigarette, 16 mg ENDD
and Nicorette inhalator
Product

Mean tmax (min)
(95% CI)

Mean Cmax
(ng/mL) (95% CI)*

Usual cigarette (n¼9)
16 mg ENDD (n¼8)
Nicorette inhalator (n¼10)

14.3 (8.8 to 19.9)
19.6 (4.9 to 34.2)
32.0 (18.7 to 45.3)

13.4 (6.5 to 20.3)
1.3 (0.0 to 2.6)
2.1 (1.0 to 3.1)

What this study adds
< The Ruyan 16 mg nicotine ENDD reduces desire to smoke.
< The ENDD has a pharmacokinetic profile more like the nicotine

inhalator than a tobacco cigarette.
< Further research is needed on the pharmacokinetics, long-

term use potential, safety, manufacturing quality and quitting
efficacy associated with ENDD use.

ENDD, electronic nicotine delivery device.
*Corrected for baseline nicotine levels.

We also noted that three participants (one using the inhalator,
two using ENDDs) had high baseline serum nicotine values
(12.8, 12.0 and 6.6 ng/ml), which declined over the hour, raising
the possibility of recent smoking of a tobacco cigarette, despite
CO readings suggesting otherwise. Excluding these data in
a post hoc analysis on the primary outcome and withdrawal
symptoms gave a small increment in the mean decrease in desire
to smoke, from 0.82 to 0.91 units (95% CI 0.29 to 1.53), which
was still signiﬁcant (p¼0.006) compared to placebo, with little
change to the values and signiﬁcance of changes in irritability,
restlessness and poor concentration.
Overall, the Ruyan ENDD was similar to the Nicorette
inhalator on a range of subjective ratings of user preferences, and
users reported a similar frequency of most adverse events except
for a far lower occurrence of mouth or throat irritation than for
the inhalator.
The strengths of this study include the study population of
dependent but “healthy” male and female smokers recruited
from the community; the use of a crossover design to minimise
variability, bias and confounding; and the use of items from
validated instruments for measuring key outcomes. We used
a range of statistical tests including mixed model analysis, which
has the advantage of including all the data and accounting for
within-subject correlation.
The study has a number of limitations. First, it was statistically powered to detect a difference between 16 mg ENDD and
0 mg ENDD, not to detect a difference between 16 mg ENDD
and inhalator, and the desired sample size of 48 was not achieved
despite best endeavours to recruit to this target. Second, low
baseline ratings of desire to smoke may have limited the degree
of observable change. Third, the study was limited to smokers
not intending to quit, which may underestimate the reduction
in desire to smoke expected in smokers intending to quit. Fourth,
this was the ﬁrst experience for participants and investigators
with the ENDD and there was no period of familiarisation with
the products before use nor did we test them to ensure normal

functioning. Both factors could have affected the pharmacokinetic results and attenuated the ratings of desire to smoke. Fifth,
the four-fold greater pufﬁng time allowed for the inhalator is
problematic for comparing products, as it is by no means clear
yet whether an ENDD inhaling session should be for 5, 10 or
20 min a session. Finally, use of each study product for just 9 h
did not allow sufﬁcient time for assessment of delayed acute or
chronic use effects, nor of the potential for long-term use.

CONCLUSIONS
The Ruyan V8 16 mg ENDD reduced desire to smoke more than
the placebo ENDD and during 9 h of use was well tolerated,
acceptable to most users, rated signiﬁcantly more pleasant to use
than the inhalator, and in the ﬁrst hour exhibited a pharmacokinetic proﬁle more like the inhalator than a tobacco cigarette,
without excess adverse events. These ﬁndings suggest potential
to help people stop smoking in the same way as a nicotine
inhalator. Our ﬁndings should be regarded as preliminary and
need to be conﬁrmed for this and other brands of ENDD. The
nicotine pharmacokinetics of ENDDs should be conﬁrmed in
other studies, and different ways of using these devices need to
be explored. A large, well-conducted randomised trial is needed
to evaluate the ENDD’s efﬁcacy as a quitting aid and to identify
any delayed or long-term adverse effects.
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Table 4 Adverse events reported by participants after 9 h of product
use, by product
ENDD 0 mg

ENDD 16 mg

Nicorette
inhalator

Adverse event

n/N*

(%)

n/N

(%)

n/N

(%)

Mouth/throat irritationy
Aching jaws
Nausea
Flatulence/belching/
hiccups/heartburn
Vertigo/feeling high
Headache
Sweatiness/clammy skin
Palpitations

14/64
4/35
6/33
6/111

22
11
18
5

22/58
3/37
9/31
6/113

38
8
29
5

36/41
2/37
6/33
11/147

88
5
18
23

9/69
7/32
3/75
0/38

9
22
4
0

14/66
6/34
3/77
2/38

21
18
4
5

12/66
6/33
2/76
0/39

18
18
3
0
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Abstract

Around 30% of adults in living in the European Union –
about 120 million people -- smoke tobacco, and represent
a major current and future public health problem. Although
the prevalence of smoking in the EU is falling slowly, trends
in prevalence within individual countries differ substantially,
as does the extent to which countries have introduced and
implemented a wide range of tobacco control policies.

Tobacco is a potent reinforcing agent in humans, and
nicotine is generally considered to be the major compound
responsible for its addictive properties. However, animal
experiments indicate some discrepancies between the
effects of nicotine and those of other drugs of abuse.
For example, the capacity of repeated nicotine to elevate
dopamine levels in the nucleus accumbens is controversial
and we have shown that repeated nicotine treatments in
rats induce a behavioural sensitization which vanishes more
quickly than that for other drugs of abuse. Furthermore,
although psychostimulants and opiates induce a substantial
locomotor hyperactivity both in rats and mice, nicotine is
a weak locomotor stimulant in rats and generally fails to
induce locomotor hyperactivity in mice at any dose. These
differences could suggest that the addictive effects of
tobacco are not only due to nicotine.

In this presentation I will review progress with a range
of tobacco control policy initiatives in the EU, to identify
priorities for future implementation, and to identify some
priority areas for further research. Much of the evidence I will
present will reflect work carried out by colleagues in the UK
Centre for Tobacco Control Studies, on the measurement
of prevalence in Europe, on pricing, point of sale promotion,
smoke-free policy, health promotion and harm reduction.
I will also explore some of the country characteristics that
determine engagement with and success of tobacco
control measures.

Actually, tobacco and tobacco smoke are known to contain
monoamine oxidise inhibitors (MAOIs), such as harmane,
norharmane or acetaldehyde. We have shown that MAOI
pre-treatment allows the maintenance of behavioural
sensitization to nicotine in rats, thus suggesting a role of
MAOIs in the addictive properties of tobacco. More recently,
tranylcypromine, a potent MAOI, was found to be able
to trigger a locomotor response to nicotine in mice and
nicotine self-administration in rats. Moreover, increases in
extracellular 5-HT levels appeared to be crucial for these
effects (Villegier et al., 2006).

About the presenter

John Britton is Professor of Epidemiology and Head of
Division of Epidemiology and Public Health at the University
of Nottingham, and a consultant in respiratory medicine at
Nottingham City Hospital. He is director of the UK Centre
for Tobacco Control Studies.

Nicotine increases serotonergic neurons firing. However,
this increased release of 5-HT -in absence of MAOI- is
transient because of a retro-feedback inhibition on 5-HT1A
autoreceptors. We have therefore proposed that MAOIs,
because of their enhancing effects on extracellular 5-HT
levels, compensate the consequences of the indirect
inhibition of serotonergic cells by nicotine, thus suggesting
a mechanism by which MAOI’s contained in tobacco smoke
could act in synergy with nicotine to induce addiction
(Tassin, 2008). Recent experiments using 5-HT1A agonists
and antagonists have indicated that MAOIs contained in
tobacco desensitize 5-HT1A autoreceptors to trigger the
strong addictive properties of tobacco (Lanteri et al., 2009).
In humans, nicotine replacement therapies are the most
widely used form of pharmacological intervention, but seem
to lack efficacy. Interestingly, most of tobacco smokers
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(> 80%) relapse after a few-week withdrawal, i.e. when
inhibition of monoamine oxidises activity by tobacco and
tobacco smoke is likely to have disappeared. MAOIs, or any
compound able to desensitize 5-HT1A autoreceptors, may
provide a more complete scheme of the addictive properties
of tobacco in experimental models of reward.

The important goal of treating nicotine dependence can
be realized by research that translates discoveries in basic
neuroscience, pharmacology, genetics, and behavioral
science to develop new treatment models that can be
translated readily into the clinic and community. This
presentation will review recent research aimed at elucidating
the molecular, neural and behavioral basis of early nicotine
abstinence symptoms that prompt smoking relapse,
discuss efforts to translate these findings into improved
and targeted pharmacotherapies for nicotine dependence
treatment.

About the presenter

Jean-Pol Tassin, following many years at the College de
France in Paris, is currently team leader in the laboratory of
“Physiopathology of Central Nervous System Diseases”
(Inserm U952) at the University Pierre et Marie Curie
(Paris VI). He was drawn to addiction by his early
research on nerve terminals in the prefrontal cortex
and the effects of stress and long-term isolation on
the meso-cortical pathway. Moving to studies on the
impact of psychostimulants on cortical and sub-cortical
neurons, his critical insight was to connect the disruption
of nonadrenaline and serotonin neuron interaction
with addictive behaviour. Jean-Pol Tassin’s research
showed how these neurons, when exposed to repeated
sychostimulant abuse, become ‘uncoupled,’ thereby
inducing distress, or withdrawal, for which further
administrations of the drug are needed to achieve relief.
Later refinements to this groundbreaking model have
highlighted the key role played in tobacco addiction by
monoamine inhibitors present in cigarettes.

About the presenter

Caryn Lerman received her Bachelor of Science degree
from Penn State University and her Ph.D. in Clinical
Psychology from the University of Southern California.
She is the Mary W. Calkins Professor in the Department
of Psychiatry and the Annenberg Public Policy Center
at the University of Pennsylvania. She is also Director of
Penn’s Tobacco Use Research Center and Deputy Director
of the Abramson Cancer Center. Dr. Lerman’s research
focuses on nicotine dependence pharmacogenetics
and medication development. She has published over
295 peer-reviewed articles and has been a recipient of
the Society of Behavioral Medicine New Investigator
Award, the American Psychological Association Award for
Outstanding Contributions to Health Psychology, the Cullen
Award for Tobacco Research from the American Society
of Preventive Oncology, the American Cancer Society
Cancer Control Award, and the Alton Ochsner Award for
Research Relating Tobacco and Health. She has served on
the National Cancer Institute Board of Scientific Advisors
and the National Advisory Council for Human Genome
Research, and currently serves on the Advisory Council
for the National Institutes on Drug Abuse. Dr. Lerman is
the President of the Society for Research on Nicotine and
Tobacco.
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Abstract

Current public health policies encourage smokers to worry
about their continued smoking, encourage smokers to
make abrupt attempts to stop smoking, and supporting
these efforts when they do so. However, although most
smokers are worried by their smoking and say they want
to quit, relatively few are ready to stop smoking or try to
do so. A much larger proportion of smokers try to control
their smoking by reducing it. One view would be that
encouraging smokers who feel that they cannot stop
now to reduce their smoking would lead to improved
population quit rates, because smokers who reduce are
more likely to stop than those who take no action on
their smoking. Another view, supported by US national
guidelines, would be that this will divert smokers who
would have quit abruptly to reduce smoking instead, and
be happy with that state of affairs. In this lecture, I will
look at the evidence that reduction could help two groups
of smokers: smokers who are committed to stopping
and smokers who have no immediate plans to quit. I will
review the evidence on whether smoking reduction offers
an effective route to cessation and the evidence and the
evidence on the effectiveness of reduction methods. Among
smokers with no immediate plans to quit, I will review the
evidence that smoking reduction leads to cessation and the
evidence on whether smoking reduction programmes divert
smokers from the best (cessation) to a second best choice
(reduction). I will also review the evidence on what is known
about the efficacy of smoking reduction methods amongst
this group of smokers.

Abstract

Preventing the uptake of smoking is a key element of
tobacco control strategies across Europe. Smoking
prevalence among young people is declining in many
European countries. However in others, particularly
in Central and Eastern Europe, rates among girls and
young women are still increasing. Across Europe tobacco
companies are developing new marketing strategies aimed
at ensuring that young people continue to take up smoking,
even in countries where there are restrictions on tobacco
promotion.
This presentation will consider the opportunities for smoking
prevention in Europe and some of the main challenges that
need to be addressed. An overview will be given of current
smoking patterns and trends in young people in Europe
and what we know about what influences smoking uptake.
Drawing on a review carried out for the British Department
of Health, the presentation will outline the current evidence
on the effectiveness of different types of smoking prevention
interventions. New approaches that appear promising will
be highlighted and gaps in the research evidence will be
identified. The implications for tobacco control research,
policy and practice will be discussed.

About the presenter

Professor Amanda Amos is Professor of Health Promotion
and Head of Public Health Sciences at the University of
Edinburgh. She has been involved in tobacco research for
over twenty years. She had led a number of tobacco control
studies, including three recent qualitative studies evaluating
the impact of the smokefree legislation on individual and
communities in Scotland and England. She is a board
member of ASH Scotland, a founder member of The
International Network of Women Against Tobacco and a
senior editor of the international journal Tobacco Control.

About the presenter

Dr Paul Aveyard is a public health physician and general
practitioner. He is based at the University if Birmingham
and is funded by the National Institute for Health Research
in the UK for work in the field of tobacco control, in
which field he has been researching for ten years. His
work consists mainly of randomised controlled trials of
pharmacological and non-pharmacological approaches to
helping people stop smoking. He is an editor of Addiction,
a substance use journal, and also of the Cochrane Tobacco
Addiction Review group.
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Abstract

Abstract

Neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptors are expressed in
both the brain and in the periphery. Phylogenetically, these
genes are the oldest of the ligand-gated ion channel family.
Recent data suggests that nicotinic receptors may have
diverse roles in normal pathways and in disease. Nicotine
in tobacco products is protective in some conditions and
not beneficial in others. Neuronally, nicotinic receptors can
have both pre-and postsynaptic localization, where they
participate in neurotransmitter release and/or in regulation of
gene expression, playing an important role in cognitive and
sensory processing. In the periphery, nicotinic receptors are
associated with peptide release and activation of the immune
system. The alpha7* nicotinic receptor has been associated
with several neuropsychiatric disorders, including Alzheimer’s
disease, Parkinson’s, and schizophrenia, but the deficit and
receptor function in each may be quite different. Recently the
alpha7* receptor was found to be protective in inflammatory
processes; subjects with decreased expression of this gene
(CHRNA7) may be more susceptible to infection and stress.
Speakers will present and discuss our current knowledge
of the roles and interactions of alpha7* and other nicotinic
receptors in disease.
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Translating research into practice is a central priority for nursing.
The symposium will highlight recent nurse-led research and
how they are being translated into policy and clinical practice, as
summarized in the 2009 Annual Review of Nursing Research.
The symposium will conclude with the opportunities of translating
research into nursing practice. Guidelines into practice The
development, implementation and mid-point (6-month) evaluation
of study in the United States “From Guideline to Practice: A
Nursing Intervention to Help Smokers Quit” will be presented.
This was project designed to translate the US Tobacco Treatment
Dependence Guideline into nursing practice by using an
innovative web based intervention, Helping Smokers Quit (HSQ),
using an intervention/control, two-group, pre-post design, based
upon the RE-AIM model as a theoretical framework. Nurses’
performance of cessation intervention at baseline and six months
was assessed. The study is being conducted in 28 acute care
hospitals in California, Indiana and West Virginia. At baseline,
we assessed knowledge and practices of 1789 nurses (432 in
control and 1357 in intervention hospitals). At the six months
follow up, we obtained responses from 1724 nurses (382 in
control and 1342 in intervention hospitals), and of those, 333 had
both baseline and 6-month data. Of the 333 nurses, over 93%
were female, 42 years of age and 11% were current smokers.
At baseline, both groups had a very low rate of assisting with
quitting (30% of all nurses), arranging for follow-up (approximately
12%) and less than 10% referred patients to the quitline. At the
6 months follow up, nurses in intervention hospitals referred
patients to the quit line more often (43% in control vs. 56% in
the intervention group, p=0.05), and nurses in both intervention
and control provided smoking cessation advice and assessed
willingness to quit more often. Smoke-free Homes A study in
Scotland of two panels of tobacco control experts considered
the implications of the findings from a qualitative smoke-free
home study. These related to: improving knowledge about SHS
among carers and professionals; the goal and approach of future
interventions (incremental/harm reduction or total restrictions);
the complexity of the interventions; and issues around protecting
children. In conclusion the expert panels were very aware of
the sensitivities around the boundary between the private home
and public health interventions; but also the lack of evidence on
the relative effectiveness of specific individual and community
approaches on increasing restrictions on smoking in the home.

3 East 2.4

Presentation four will put forward the argument that RPIs
have been largely dominated by a ‘skills-based’ approach
which focuses on teaching clients to identify relapse
situations and put in place coping strategies, maintaining
that occasional lapses are not important and clients should
return to abstaining. McRobbie will discuss better practical
strategies for managing lapses and preventing relapse
based on current research.

Smoking relapse:
Patterns, prevention, and future
perspectives
Chair: Ann McNeill, University of Nottingham, UK
Presenters:

Ann McNeill, UKCTCS and University of
Nottingham, UK
Jo Leonardi-Bee, UKCTCS and University
of Nottingham, UK
Katie Myers, UKCTCS and Queen Mary University, UK
Hayden McRobbie, UKCTCS and Queen Mary
University, UK

3 East 2.2

Cutting edge techniques to
identify genes associated in
tobacco/nicotine dependence:
A translational perspective

Abstract
This symposium is convened by the UKCTCS, UK
Effective relapse prevention (RP) is an important clinical
priority. Despite improvements in helping people to stop
smoking, progress on helping people stay stopped
has been slow largely because the evidence for the
effectiveness of relapse prevention interventions (RPIs) is
still emerging. Recently, two teams of researchers from the
UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies (UKCTCS) have
been involved in research concerning the effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness of relapse prevention interventions (RPIs)
among general population smokers and RPIs in pregnancy.
This symposium will present an overview of this research,
providing the audience with updated evidence and an
understanding of the ways forward in research and practice.
Presentation one will discuss the updated review of
effectiveness of RPIs which eliminated heterogeneity by only
pooling follow up data retrieved at similar time points. The
review found promising evidence for the effectiveness of
pharmcotherapies eg abstinent smokers who were provided
with bupropion for an additional 16 to 45 weeks were one
and half times more likely to remain abstinent at 12 months
follow-up compared to placebo controls (Pooled OR 1.49;
95% CI 1.10 to 2.01, I2 = 0%). Pharmacotherapies were
also found to be highly cost effective when used for RP:
eg, compared with ‘no intervention’ bupropion resulted in
an incremental QALY increase of 0.07, with a concurrent
NHS cost saving of £68. Presentation two will look at a
recent systematic review of 16 randomized controlled
trials which derived relapse curves for smokers receiving
treatment. The relapse patterns for the three medications
studied differed markedly soon after quitting, but then
became similar showing steady declines from six months
onwards. The review demonstrated that eliminating relapse
after three months could potentially increase 12 month
quit rates by 14%, 13% and 24% for NRT, bupropion
and varenicline respectively. Presentation three will be a
systematic review of experimental and qualitative literature
on relapse prevention in pregnant smokers. Only two types
of interventions were evaluated so far, with negative results.
Alternative approaches will be presented and discussed

Chairs: Mohammed Shoaib, Newcastle University, UK
Marcus Munafo, University of Bristol and 		
UKCTCS, UK

Presenters:

Rick Bernardi, Central Institute of Mental Health (ZI),
University of Heidelberg, Germany
Andrew Bergen, SRI International, California, USA
Elliot Hong, University of Maryland School of Medicine,
Baltimore, USA
Marcus Munafo, Bristol University and UKCTCS, UK

Abstract

This symposium brings together researchers from the
nicotine field to present evidence from various disciplines
to bring highlight the advantages of the techniques
implemented to understand genetic variations in response
to nicotine from a translational perspective. The overall
contributions in the field of genetic achievements by
each presenter and the will be discussed by Dr Marcus
Munafo who will also provide an update on the recent
breakthroughs in the field of genetics of nicotine
dependence.
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Evaluating smokefree legislation:
Opportunities and challenges

Smoking during pregnancy:
Processes and interventions

Chairs: Anna Gilmore, UK Centre for Tobacco

Chair:

Presenters:

Presenters:

Control Studies, University of Bath, UK

Sean Semple, Department of Environmental &
Occupational Medicine, University of Aberdeen, UK
Michelle Sims, School for Health, University of Bath, UK
Lisa Szatkowski, UKCTCS, UK, University of
Nottingham, UK
Laurence Moore, Cardiff Institute for Society, Health
and Ethics, Cardiff University, UK

Tim Coleman, UKCTCS, UK, University of Nottingham,
UK
Linda Bauld, UKCTCS, UK, University of Bath, UK
Ivan Berlin, Pitié-Salpêtrière University Hospital, Paris,
France
Michael Ussher, St. George’s University of London, UK

Abstract

Abstract

This symposium is convened by the UKCTCS, UK
Maternal smoking in pregnancy causes substantial harm
to infants and is a major public health problem. Women
who smoke during pregnancy are often reluctant to engage
with smoking cessation services and success rates are
fairly low. Further research is necessary to understand
the harm of smoking in pregnancy, the nature of smoking
addiction for these women and to develop more effective
smoking cessation interventions. This symposium will
present findings from four areas of research on smoking
and smoking cessation during pregnancy. Two of the
presentations focus on smoking interventions. The first of
these will present findings from a systematic review on the
effects of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) in pregnancy.
Results are discussed in the context of different study
designs and approaches to analysis. The need for placebo
controlled trials is highlighted. The second presentation
will summarise findings on the effectiveness of financial
incentives for smoking cessation during pregnancy.
The presentation will highlight key issues relating to the
implementation of financial incentive schemes and will
summarise findings from evaluations of existing incentive
schemes in the UK. The other two presentations will
address the processes of smoking harm and smoking
addiction during pregnancy. The first of these will present
data showing that smoking is associated with monoamine
oxidase inhibition in pregnant women and in their newborns
at birth, and will discuss the potential health implications for
the child. The final talk with present the findings of a study
comparing the tobacco withdrawal syndrome in pregnant
and non-pregnant women. This presentation will highlight
the distinctive pattern of tobacco withdrawal during
pregnancy and the implications of this for characterising
tobacco addiction during pregnancy for designing
appropriate smoking cessation interventions.

This symposium is convened by the UKCTCS, UK
Smokefree legislation has been implemented in a large
number of European countries and there is now a growing
body of research documenting its impacts on secondhand
smoke exposure, quit attempts, smoking prevalence and
health. As the number of studies grows and evaluations
become increasingly sophisticated in their design and
analysis, it is becoming clear that results may differ both
between countries and between population subgroups
within countries. Reasons for this variation include genuine
differences in underlying population attributes (such as
prelegislative second-hand smoke exposure levels) as well
as differences in study design and ability to control for
bias and confounding (particularly given that many such
evaluations rely on routine data sources). Simultaneously,
understanding of the health impacts of secondhand
smoke exposure and the exposure-response relationship
is growing. This symposium will present the latest results
from evaluations of smokefree legislation in the UK while
simultaneously exploring the methodological and contextual
factors which influence the conclusions drawn by such
studies and highlighting issues that future evaluations
should consider. Presentation one will feature data from
the studies looking at changes in exposure to secondhand
smoke in bar and pub venues in Scotland, England and
Wales. The presentation will also discuss recent evidence
on exposure-response relationships between fine particulate
air pollution and cardio-pulmonary health. Presentation
two will describe an evaluation of the impact of English
smokefree legislation on hospital admissions for myocardial
infarction and discuss the complexities of evaluating
impacts in population subgroups including differing
underlying trends in such groups. Presentation three will
discuss the growing utility of large datasets of primary care
medical records for policy evaluation, where study power is
not an issue but the quality of recorded smoking data has,
in the past, proved poor. Presentation four will describe
the impact of the Welsh smokefree legislation on children’s
exposure to secondhand smoke, examining how impacts
vary according to pre-legislative exposure levels and
identifying the implications of these findings.
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Peter Hajek, Queen Mary,
University of London, UK

Wednesday 8th September 0930 - 1100
There are six symposia running simultaneously during this slot.
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Nicotinic receptors as therapeutic
targets for compromised cognitive
performance in neuropsychiatric
disorders

Reducing the availability and use
of cheap tobacco: An update on
evidence, public health and tobacco
industry strategies

Chair:

Chair: Luk Joossens, European Cancer League,
Brussels, Belgium

Mohammed Shoaib, Newcastle
University, UK

Presenters:

Presenters:

Jesper Andreason, University of Copenhagen,
Copenhagen, Denmark
Mohammed Shoaib, Newcastle University, UK
Carsten Geissing, Cambridge University, UK
Alexandra Potter, University of Vermont, Burlington, USA

Belinda Iringe-Koko, University College London, UK
Andrea Crossfield, Smokefree North West, UK
Patricia Hodgson, Yorkshire & Humber DH, UK (author
not presenting)
Frank Chaloupka, University of Ill inois, USA
Anna Gilmore, UKCTCS and University of Bath, UK

Abstract

Abstract

The symposium will focus on the therapeutic utility of
nicotine and nicotinic agonists to restore/improve cognitive
performance. Evidence from preclinical and clinical studies
will aim to highlight the beneficial effects of nicotine – the
underlying neurobiological aspects will come from imaging,
behavioural and cognitive tasks within a broad range of
neuropsychiatric disorders.

Tobacco taxation, the most effective tobacco control intervention
available, is undermined by the availability of cheap tobacco
products. Interventions to reduce the availability and use of
cheap tobacco are therefore key to tobacco control. Cheap
tobacco is available in many guises. Legal sources include duty
free products, cheap cigarettes (available, inter alia, as a result
of industry promotions and pricing strategies) and roll your
own tobacco. Illegal sources include smuggled, bootlegged
or counterfeit products. This symposium, convened by the
UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies (UKCTCS), aims to
bring together the latest research in this field in order to explore
public and stakeholder attitudes to use and control of illicit
tobacco, tobacco industry efforts to keep tobacco cheap and
potential solutions to reduce the availability and use of cheap
tobacco. Presentation one will look at how the efforts to tackle
illicit tobacco require complex relationships between multiple
agencies. The success of such programmes can hinge on the
shared understanding and goals of these alliances. We report
on a qualitative exploration of the perspectives of stakeholders
involved in joint efforts to tackle smuggling in part of the UK.
Presentation two looks at the results from a 2009 survey
of over 6000 participants aged 14 upwards in the North of
England provide information on the size of the illicit market and
how messages to reduce demand for cheap tobacco can be
developed and appropriately targeted. Presentation three is
based on a forthcoming systematic review to be published
as part of an IARC handbook and will review industry pricing
strategies and price related marketing efforts. Presentation
four looks at how market failure, in the form of market power,
compounded by tobacco control policies, has given the tobacco
industry immense pricing power. This novel work proposes as a
solution a system of price-cap regulation (similar to that widely
used in the utilities sector) wherein manufacturers’ (but not
retail) prices are capped. This would ensure that prices faced
by the consumer remain high, address market failure, increase
government revenue and bring other public health benefits.
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The results indicate an increased risk for incident SRO
with incident smoking, continued smoking, and a return to
smoking, but no increased risk with incident or persistent
ex-smoking.

Smoking, smoking cessation and
suicide related outcomes

3 East 2.4

Chairs: Ivan Berlin, Faculté de médecine Université P.
& M. Curie, Paris, France
Lirio S Covey, New York State Psychiatric
Institute, USA

How to conduct effective tobacco
mass media campaigns

Presenters:

Chair: TBC

Lirio S Covey, New York State Psychiatric Institute, New
York, USA
Tellervo Korhonen, University of Helsinki and National
Institute for Health and Welfare, Finland
Jaakko Kaprio, University of Helsinki and National
Institute for Health and Welfare, Finland
Ivan Berlin, Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière, Faculté de
médecine Université P. & M. Curie, Paris, France

Presenters:

Christelle Delaunay, French National Committee against
Tobacco (CNCT), France
Karine Gallopel-Morvan, University of Rennes 1,
France
Gerard Hastings, UKCTCS and University of Stirling, UK
Pierre Arwidson, Institut National de Prévention et
d’Education pour la Santé, France

Abstract

A debate has recently risen, triggered by reports of suicide
related outcomes (SRO: completed suicide, suicide
attempt, suicide ideation, wish to die) when taking smoking
cessation medications as to ascertain whether these
outcomes are related to smoking, to smoking cessation
or to medications as an aid to help smokers quit. This
symposium proposes to present recent data about SRO
outcomes in relationship with smoking and smoking
cessation with exclusion of smoking cessation medications.
The first presentation will aim to answer the question
whether cigarette smoking predicts or not suicide ideations
among adolescents. Results are based on the FinnTwin12
longitudinal data with assessments of cigarette smoking at
ages of 12, 14, 17 and 22 as well as of suicide ideations at
age of 14 and 22. Data were collected by questionnaires (at
age 12, in school, and at age 17 by mail), and by interviews
using a structured psychiatric instrument (SSAGA) at
ages 14 and 22. Samples sizes range from 1295 to
1852 at different time points. The second presentation
will provide answers to the question whether cigarette
smoking predicts SRO and whether this relationship is
mediated by depressed mood and life satisfaction among
adults. Results are based on the Finnish Adult Twin Cohort
longitudinal data and the Finnish Causes of Death Registry
data with assessments of cigarettes smoking from 1975
through 1990 and SRO from 1975 through 2008. The third
presentation will show results of a clinical smoking cessation
study which assessed weekly mood and suicide ideation
in smokers with previous history of major depression. This
study found that abstinence predicted improved mood at
the next assessment week and conversely, an impaired
mood predicted non-abstinence at the succeeding week.
Among abstainers mood, suicide ideation and anxiety
scores were significantly lower than among non abstainers
following a cessation attempt. The fourth presentation will
report on longitudinal data, 3-years apart, from Waves 1
and 2 of the National Epidemiologic Study on Alcohol and
Related Condition (NESARC). Subjects were 4073 adult
respondents who completed SRO items in Waves 1 and 2.

Abstract

Article 12 of the WHO Framework Convention on
Tobacco Control requires “each party [to] promote and
strengthen public awareness of tobacco control issues,
using all available communications tools, as appropriate.”
In this regard anti tobacco campaigns remain a vital
communication tool and a good way to fight tobacco
companies’ initiatives, with millions of pounds spent on
advertising. This symposium considers effective ways of
conducting tobacco mass media campaigns. Presentation
one will discuss the interest of social marketing to
improve mass media campaigns using its methodology
and tools. All the key stages including market research,
analysis of the competitor, segmentation, targeting,
advertising strategy and evaluation, such as gold rules for
an effective tobacco campaign, will be illustrated for an
easy and quick appropriation. Presentation two will then
focus on the marketing activities of the tobacco industry,
since an important social marketing rule is to know its
commercial competitor. Advertising and marketing tools
used to create a strong and positive demand for tobacco
brands and to target people, children, and women will be
discussed, e.g. product placement in movies, sponsorship,
commercial gifts, tobacco packaging, digital media, and
sustainable activities. Presentation three will concentrate
on the European Help anti tobacco campaign which has
been running for five years and is the world’s biggest
anti-smoking mass media campaign, aimed at tobacco
prevention and cessation and informing about the dangers
of passive smoking. Data will be presented from the annual
pan-European evaluation survey showing how it has begun
to develop the hallmarks of a public health brand. Finally,
as monitoring and evaluation are crucial for determining
and improving the impact of anti tobacco campaigns,
presentation four will look at different relevant indicators
such as memorisation of the message, attitude toward it,
and intentions to quit smoking.
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mental health problems present and reasons for optimism.
Inpatient setting: An ‘integrated’ intervention trial is
underway, linking inpatients from the smokefree setting
with community supports for smoking cessation upon
discharge. Homeless people: A survey of 38 homeless
adults found that 75% were smokers, 81% of whom were
interested in quitting and 70% would attend a quit smoking
program. Prisoners: 436 prisoners have been recruited
into a randomized controlled trial of a smoking cessation
intervention. Follow up is underway, with excellent follow-up
rates. Baseline data will be presented. Presentation five:
Total smoking bans and nicotine dependence treatment
need to be adopted in all psychiatric settings and health
services to convey the message that smoking is an
unacceptable health behaviour to an already disadvantaged
population.e.

Moving away from cigarettes as
“portable therapy” for smokers with
mental health problems: Translating
evidence from public health, clinical and
training settings into policy
Chairs: Amanda Baker, University of Newcastle, 		

Australia
Ann McNeill, UKCTCS and University of 		
Nottingham, UK

Presenters:

Amanda Baker, Centre for Brain and Mental Health
Research, University of Newcastle, NSW, Australia
Billie Bonevski, Centre for Health Research &
Psycho-oncology, University of Newcastle, Australia
Jenny Bowman, School of Psychology, University of
Newcastle, Australia
Elena Ratschen, UKCTCS and University of
Nottingham, UK
Robyn Richmond, School of public health and
community medicine, University of New South Wales,
Australia
Louise Thornton, Centre for Brain and Mental Health
Research, University of Newcastle, Australia
Paula Wye, Hunter New England Population Health,
NSW, Australia

Abstract

Smoking remains common among people with mental
health problems and is associated with significant
morbidity and mortality. Illness, socio demographic,
lifestyle, institutional and tobacco industry influences are
all associated with this high prevalence. Presentation one
presents evidence regarding: the efficacy of existing public
health approaches; clinical interventions in a variety of
settings; and mental health staff training programs, with a
view to policy change. Presentation two looks at a study
which was conducted on acute inpatient wards to explore
issues related to the smokefree policy and smoking from
a staff and inpatient perspective, involving qualitative and
quantitative methods. The subsequent pilot intervention
revealed challenges related to illness related issues,
substantial systemic issues and a prevailing ‘smoking
culture’ in the settings studied. Potential ways to overcome
these challenges are considered. Presentation three :
In a study of 89 people with psychotic disorders 93%
recalled having seen public health messages regarding
tobacco. However, despite this and high scores on a
tobacco knowledge questionnaires, participants stated
that anti-smoking advertising did not help them quit, and
they described deliberately disregarding health warnings
and continuing to smoke. Presentation four describes the
challenges posed by different settings (inpatient discharge,
homelessness support, prison) in which smokers with
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Global tobacco control efforts via
quitlines: Who are we reaching and
what do they use?

There are six symposia running simultaneously during this slot.

3 East 2.2

Waterpipe smoking: Update on use
and health hazards

Chairs: Harry Lando, University of Minnesota, USA
Presenters:

Chair:

Terry Bush, Free & Clear, Seattle, USA
Asgeir Helgason, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm,
Sweden
Marc C Willemsen, Primary Care, Maastricht University,
The Netherlands
Deborah J Ossip, Department of Community and
Preventative Medicine, University of Rochester, USA

Thomas Schulz, German Federal Institute
for Risk Assessment, Germany

Presenters:

Paul Aveyard, UKCTCS, UK, University of Birmingham,
UK
Jens Schubert, German Federal Institute for Risk
Assessment, Germany
Thomas Schulz, German Federal Institute for Risk
Assessment, Germany

Abstract

Clinical practice guidelines and the World Health
Organization recommend quitlines as a cost-effective
method for increasing the reach of evidence based
treatments. All 50 states in US, all of Canada and many
countries in Europe offer free telephone based counselling
for tobacco users. Despite their proven effectiveness and
easy access, quitlines reach a minority of smokers (<10%
in US, <1% in Europe). Research is needed to discover
ways to maximize the potential of phone based treatments
to serve more people. A first step is to understand the
characteristics of the population using quitlines and the
types of services they use in order to further expand these
services. In this symposium, we will describe quitline
services offered in North America and Europe, the personal
and tobacco use characteristics of callers and the services
they use (e.g. reactive or proactive phone counseling,
web-based support, NRT). Presentation one will present
information on the United States (15 state quitlines) and
Canadian quitlines (6 of 10 provinces). Presentation two will
describe the services provided in Sweden and Iceland and
the association between “Stage of Change” at first call and
12-month outcomes will be discussed. Presentation three
will present data from the European Network of Quitlines,
including characteristics of callers and factors associated
with receipt of various types of quitline services. Each
presenter will discuss gender differences in calls to the
quitlines and outcomes in relation to proactive vs. reactive
counseling. Presentation four will discuss methods for
calculating the reach of quitlines for subgroups such as
those most at risk for smoking related diseases. The reach
effects across various subpopulations in these countries
will be compared and contrasted. The Chair will open the
discussion on the implications of the findings and the value
of quitlines in global tobacco control activities. Learner
objectives: 1) Know the history and value of quitlines, 2)
Learn who uses quitlines & who does not, 3) Understand
how to calculate reach, 4) Understand the types of data
needed to make international comparisons of quitline
utilization and the implications of global expansion of free
quitline services to all tobacco users.

Abstract

The waterpipe is a traditional aid for tobacco consumption
in Asia and Northern Africa. Although exact numbers are
missing to date, web blogs, “hookah bar” advertisements
and the advent of popular waterpipe stores indicate that
both the general interest and the number of young people
smoking water pipes have considerably grown in recent
years in European countries and North America. This
progression would follow an increase in the prevalence
of waterpipe smoking well-documented in the Eastern
Mediterranean Region and North Africa and possibly results
in part from people’s perception that the water would
filter toxic compounds, thus rendering the practice less
harmful than conventional smoking. Using a waterpipe is
so different from smoking a cigarette (e.g., heavily flavoured
tobacco, charcoal as external heat source, temperature of
tobacco) that extrapolations are unapt. First investigations in
Europe showed that waterpipe smoking is a common part
of student culture in Britain and popular among German
adolescents.
Yet, information on health risks associated with waterpipe
smoking is extremely rare. In fact, only little data on the
composition of the waterpipe smoke is published in the
literature. Besides first studies from Lebanon publishing
data on polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and aldehydes
in waterpipe smoke systematic studies have been
initiated in Berlin, Germany at the Federal Institute for Risk
Assessment.
Presentation one of this symposium will focus on smoking
prevalence in UK students. Using a commercially available
smoking device for waterpipes Jens Schubert and Dr.
Thomas Schulz investigated waterpipe smoke for a variety
of toxic compounds and the presentations that follow
explore this: Presentation two will present data on polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons and tobacco specific nitrosamines
and he will explain the origin of the huge tar values found
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Differential impacts of tobacco
control policies in Europe: Findings
from the ITC Project
Chairs: Abraham Brown, Centre Tobacco Control 		

Research, University of Stirling, UK			
Ann McNeill, UKCTCS and University 		
of Nottingham, UK

Presenters:

Romain Guignard, Institut national de prévention et
d’éducation pour la santé, France
Ute Mons, German Cancer Research Center,
Heildelberg, Germany
Gera E Nagelhout, School for Public Health and Primary
Care (CAPHRI), Maastricht University, The Netherlands
Abraham Brown, Centre for Tobacco Control Research
& UKCTCS, UK, University of Stirling, UK
in waterpipe smoke. Presentation three will present data
on aldehydes and on the cytotoxicity of waterpipe smoke.
It is important to emphasize that any appropriate risk
characterization and quantitative risk assessment relies on
measures of the real internal exposure and body burden
accompanied with the practice of inhaling putatively toxic
compounds present in water pipe smoke. Due to the lack
of data on the toxicological effects of water pipe smoke,
the medical community and public health decision-makers
are as yet not well prepared in providing meaningful advice
regarding this increasingly important worldwide health issue.

Abstract

To date, few studies have examined the effectiveness
of tobacco control policies across different European
countries, research complicated by different languages
used and distinct cultural contexts. The ITC Project is a
long established study using very similar questionnaires
and methodology, involving longitudinal cohort of smokers
across over 70% of the world’s tobacco users. Since
2002, seven survey waves in the UK, two in France, two
in Germany, and three in the Netherlands have been
conducted, thus providing a unique dataset enabling
comparisons of the impact of tobacco control policies
across these European countries, the focus of
this symposium. Presentation one will compare data on
the impact ofsmoke-free legislation. Remarkable declines
in smoking in public places and increases in support
across the countries were observed eg French smokers’
support for the ban in bars increased from 28% pre- to
60% post-ban. However, the data indicate that smoke-free
laws introduced in Germany and the Netherlands are less
effective than those in France and UK. Presentation two
will present data comparing changes in quitting behaviour
before and after smoke-free legislation. Presentation three
will present results of smokers’ reactions to the same
EU-text-only warning labels (apart from the language) and
investigate the inter-country variability: French and British
smokers notice and read the warning labels significantly
more often than German and Dutch smokers. Presentation
four will show data on attitudes to forthcoming/potential
future policies, including point of purchase display bans,
generic packaging and smoke-free cars; eg 76% UK, 89%
French, 82% German and 96% Dutch smokers support
bans on smoking in cars with children (Netherlands question
concerned pre-school children).
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Progress, problems, and promise
of concatemeric nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor expression
approaches.

Tobacco industry efforts to shape EU
policymaking rules: The promotion
and use of impact assessment
and risk assessment to undermine
tobacco control

Chair:

Paul Whiteaker, Barrow Neurological 		
Institute, Phoenix, US

Chairs: Gary Fooks, University of Bath, UK

Anna Gilmore, UKCTCS and University of 		
Bath, UK

Presenters:

Isabel Bermudez, School of Life Sciences, Oxford
Brookes University, UK
Mirko Moroni, Neuroscience, Physiology, Pharmacology
Dept. University College of London, UK

Presenters:

Stella Aguinaga Bialous, Tobacco Policy International,
San Francisco, USA
Gary Fooks, University of Bath, UK
Luk Joossens, European Cancer League, Brussels
Fiona Godfrey, European Respiratory Society, Brussels

Abstract

Considerable progress has been made in defining
the subunit composition of the nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor (nAChR) subtypes that drive the initiation and
maintenance of nicotine dependence. These nAChR
subtypes are, in many cases, complex. For example,
ventral tegmental area dopamine neurons express a variety
of alpha6beta2* nAChR subtypes including alpha6beta2,
alpha6beta2beta3, and alpha6alpha4beta2beta3. Subunits
in the widely-expressed alpha4beta2* nAChR subtype
are expressed in two different ratios, with different agonist
activation affinities. Recent evidence indicates that variation
at the CHRNA5/A3/B4 gene cluster(encoding alpha5,
alpha3, and beta4 nAChR subunits) in understanding
the specific properties and roles of nAChR subtypes
associated with nicotine dependence. Historically,
heterologous expression of defined nAChR subtypes
has been a key tool in understanding their properties,
and in developing compounds with subtype selectivity
or fine-tuned interactions between subtypes. Such
compounds would be valuable research tools, and leads
for improved smoking cessation therapies. However, the
traditional approach of heterologously expressing nAChR
subunits and allowing them to self-assort into functional
nAChR subtypes is not suitable for complex subtypes. For
example, expression of individual alpha6beta2* subtypes
from up to four different subunits is not feasible. Similarly,
completely specific expression of alternate alpha44beta2*
nAChR isotypes is difficult when using separate subunits,
as is ensuring consistent incorporation of the accessory
alpha5 gene into host nAChR subtypes. Recently, multiple
laboratories have begun to adopt a concatameric receptor
approach to expressing nAChR subtypes. Multiple nAChR
subunits are covalently linked by short peptide sequences,
allowing precise definition of subunit ratios and order. This
approach holds, and is beginning to fulfil, the promise
of heterologously expressing physiologically relevant,
complex, nAChR subtypes with absolutely-defined subunit
compositions and orders. The nominated speakers are
pioneers in applying concatameric receptor techniques
to the nAChR field and will share their progress, and offer
insights into the difficulties, applications, and promise of this
urgently-needed new research tool.

Abstract
This symposium is convened by the UKCTCS, UK.
Most research exploring tobacco industry efforts to influence
policy has focused on attempts to influence either the science
of tobacco-related harm or policies aimed at controlling the
consumption and marketing of tobacco products. Consequently,
we know far less about indirect methods of policy influence which
work to transform the way in which all policies (not just those
relating to tobacco) are developed. The first presentation addresses
this gap by exploring how one of the world’s largest tobacco
transnationals, British American Tobacco (BAT), has been leading
business efforts to overhaul the process of European Union (EU)
policymaking. It will look at BAT’s ongoing efforts to develop and
promote regulatory tools such as impact and risk assessment,
both of which are now firmly embedded within EU policymaking
and which effectively constitute new channels of political influence
for tobacco companies. The second presentation will show how
these changes offer the potential to circumvent efforts to minimise
tobacco industry influence over public health policy, making
them in many respects more fundamental than other efforts to
influence EU policy that have previously emerged. The session
will begin by recounting the tobacco industry’s responses to the
US Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) assessment that
Environmental Tobacco Smoke was a human carcinogen. This
involved a well-resourced and ultimately successful campaign
to influence official risk assessment methodologies. The third
presentation will then go on to explore how this campaign
encouraged BAT to promote impact and risk assessment in the EU.
It will then reveal how BAT helped coordinate a massive European
lobbying campaign to promote the regulatory reforms required
to make these processes mandatory, a campaign in which BAT’s
specific interests were kept well-hidden from policymakers. The
documents reveal that BAT believed the campaign’s success
represented ‘an important victory’ for the company, and should
be exported to other regions. The third paper illustrates the risks
of impact assessment to public health by historically exploring
how the industry has misused economic arguments to challenge
European tobacco control directives. The final presentation will
draw on recent policy developments in the EU to consider how
impact assessment actually does appear to be functioning with
regards to the development and implementation of tobacco control
policies. The session will conclude with a discussion about the
implications of these findings for public health research and policy
in the EU.
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Comparing abrupt and gradual smoking
cessation: a randomized trial

Does stopping smoking shortly
before surgery lead to post-operative
complications? A review and
meta-analysis

Presenter:

Jean-Francois Etter, University of Geneva, Switzerland

Presenter:

Katie Myers, Queen Mary University of London, UK

Objectives: We tested whether smoking cessation rates

differed when smokers quit smoking abruptly or when
they reduced their cigarette consumption gradually before
quitting.

Co authors

Methods: A randomized controlled trial and an

smoking within eight weeks of surgery may be detrimental
to post-operative outcomes. This has generated uncertainty
among healthcare professionals who consider smoking
cessation advice in the hospital setting an important priority.
Smokers who stop smoking shortly before surgery (recent
quitters) have worse surgical outcomes than those who stop
8 weeks or more before surgery (early quitters) but this may
indicate only that recent quitting is less beneficial than early
quitting, rather than that it is risky.

Peter Hajek and Hayden McRobbie

Background: Concerns have been expressed that stopping

observational study on the Internet, in 2007-2009. Daily
smokers who had no strong preference for either abrupt
or gradual cessation were randomly assigned to receiving
the instruction of either quitting abruptly and immediately
(n=375), or of gradually reducing their cigarette consumption
by half over the next 2 weeks and then quit (n=375). Daily
smokers who strongly preferred to quit abruptly were
instructed to quit immediately (n=1758), and daily smokers
who strongly preferred to quit gradually were instructed to
reduce their cigarette consumption by half over the next
2 weeks and then quit (n=1236). Follow-up surveys were
conducted after 4 weeks.

Objectives: We sought to examine post-operative
complications between recent quitters and patients who
continue to smoke in order to provide an evidence-based
recommendation to front-line staff.

Results: At baseline, those who preferred the abrupt

method were the most motivated to quit and the most
confident in their ability to quit. After 4 weeks, smoking
cessation rates were 15.4% in those who preferred to quit
abruptly, 7.4% in those who preferred to quit gradually and
9.9% in those who had no preference for either method
(p<.001). In the latter group, quitting abruptly was as
effective as quitting gradually (quit rates = 11.7% for those
randomized to gradual and 8.0% for those randomized to
abrupt, p=0.09).

Methods: We searched the Cinhal, Medline and PsycINFO

Conclusions: Preference for the abrupt method was
associated with higher motivation to quit, higher self-efficacy
and higher quit rates at follow-up. In those who had no
strong preference for either method, advice to quit abruptly
or gradually produced similar results.

Results: Only nine studies met the inclusion criteria. One

electronic databases for reports allowing a comparison
of post-operative complications in recent quitters and
continuing smokers. Data were extracted from all
interpretable studies by two reviewers and entered into
three separate meta-analyses which considered all available
studies and studies which validated self-reported abstinence
(to assess possible benefits), and studies of pulmonary
complications only (to assess possible risks).
found a beneficial effect of recent quitting compared to
continuing smoking and none identified any detrimental
effects. Results from meta-analyses will be presented
showing the risks of stopping smoking within 8 weeks of
surgery compared to continuing smoking. Conclusion:
Smoking cessation prior to surgery is important to minimise
post-operative complications. The findings of this study will
be relevant for policy makers and healthcare providers.
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Smoking and cardiovascular disease risk
reduction intervention among people
with severe mental disorders: interim
results of a randomised controlled trial

Reducing smoking relapse via self-help
booklets: The forever free studies
Presenter:

Thomas Brandon, University of South Florida, USA

Co authors

Presenter:

Lauren R. Melzer, Kristen M. Sismilich, Vani Nath
Simmons and Marina Unrod

Amanda Baker, Centre for Brain and Mental Health
Research, Australia

Co authors

Objectives: Up to 95% of smokers relapse following
a given smoking cessation attempt. Although
relapse-prevention therapies have been developed, they
have received mixed empirical support, and they have
suffered from limited dissemination and usage. The goal of
our research over the past 15 years has been to develop
and test relapse-prevention interventions that are easier to
disseminate and more attractive to smokers, compared to
traditional face-to-face counseling approaches.

Robyn Richmond, Frances Kay-Lambkin, Sacha
Filia, David Castle, Jill Williams and Vanessa Clark

Objectives: People with severe mental disorders have
much higher rates of cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk
factors, including smoking, and CVD is the largest cause
of death among people with severe mental disorder. To our
knowledge, this is the first randomised controlled trial to
evaluate the effectiveness of a multi-component intervention
addressing smoking as well as multiple CVD risk factors
among people with a severe mental disorder.

Method and Results: With this goal, we developed
the Forever Free relapse-prevention program, a series of
booklets based on relapse theory and empirical smoking
cessation findings. In two randomized controlled trials,
these booklets were found to significantly reduce smoking
relapse among recent quitters through up to two years
of follow-up (Brandon et al., 2000, 2004). Moreover, they
were found to be highly cost-effective in terms of predicted
QALY saved (Chirikos et al., 2004). Recently, these booklets
were adapted for use by pregnant women, a population
with exceptionally high rates of smoking relapse following
childbirth. Because previous research identified level of
partner support as a key outcome predictor, we developed
one booklet specifically for the partner, with guidance
on providing support for smoking abstinence. Results
indicated overall benefits of the Forever Free for Baby and
Me booklets through 8 months postpartum. However,
efficacy was moderated by the women’s perceived level
of partner support at baseline, such that those with
generally supportive partners benefited the most from the
intervention, compared to a usual care condition. Both
the original booklets and the pregnancy-specific ones
have been “transcreated” into Spanish, with attention
to both linguistic and cultural appropriateness across
Hispanic groups. An ongoing effectiveness trial is testing
the added value of the Forever Free booklets when
provided to callers to a telephone quitline service (New York
State), compared to usual care. Finally, another ongoing
study is examining whether a modified set of booklets is
efficacious for promoting both initial smoking cessation as
well as maintenance of abstinence—as opposed to solely
preventing relapse, as was their original intended purpose.
Preliminary studies suggested that they were much more
effective for smoking cessation than typical self-help
interventions, perhaps because of their greater content.

Methods: 250 smokers with a severe mental disorder

residing in the community will be randomly assigned to
the mulit-component intervention or to a control condition.
Primary outcome variables include: CVD risk score,
continuous and point prevalence abstinence rates, and
smoking reduction status. Assessments occur at 15 weeks
and 12 months post baseline.

Results: Interim baseline, treatment retention and 15
week assessment results will be reported. At the time of
writing, 69 participants had completed the baseline and
36 had completed 15-week assessments for the trial.
Preliminary results from exploratory data analyses were in
support of the study hypotheses. Thus, there had been a
significant reduction in the number of cigarettes smoked
between baseline (M = 30.16, SD= 13.57) and 15-weeks
(M = 12.22, SD = 11.24). Four people (5/36, 13.9%)
reported carboxymeter verified abstinence at 15-weeks.
Additional CVD risk behaviours, such as activity levels,
have shown improvement at 15-weeks. It should be noted
that as the 15-week assessment occurs as a measure
of within-treatment progress, treatment continues over a
9 month period, and these changes are expected to be
enhanced over that time.

Conclusions: This presentation will summarize the
Forever Free line of research, including published, recently
completed, and ongoing studies. Adoption of these
booklets throughout the United States will be described,
and their broader public health potential will be discussed.
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Cold calling smokers for proactive
telephone counselling: what are their
long-term cessation rates?

Feasibility evaluation of a leaflet and
SMS text-message based tailored
self-help smoking cessation intervention
for pregnant smokers: the MiQuit study

Presenter:

Flora Tzelepis, University of Newcastle, Australia

Presenter:

Felix Naughton, University of Cambridge, UK

Co authors

Christine L Paul, Raoul A Walsh, Patrick McElduff
and Jenny Knight

Co authors

Existing reviews have shown that proactive telephone
counselling for smoking cessation is efficacious. However,
these reviews failed to differentiate between studies based
on recruitment channel (active versus passive) which
is important given current interest in active recruitment
strategies for quitlines. Additional shortcomings include
limited attention to crucial methodological issues
and combination of different lengths of abstinence
in meta-analyses. This review aims to: i) assess the
methodological quality of studies; and ii) conduct
meta-analyses to examine the proactive telephone
counselling effect on point prevalence abstinence and
prolonged abstinence separately at mid and long-term
assessments and according to recruitment channel and
methodological quality.

Self-help interventions are attractive to pregnant smokers
and can increase quitting among this priority group
(Naughton et al, 2008; Addiction, 103, 566-579). No
published studies have yet explored the feasibility and
acceptability of enhancing self-help for pregnant smokers
by delivering support via individually tailored text-messages.
This formed the objective of the current study.

Toby Prevost, Hazel Gilbert and Stephen Sutton

Methods: Pregnant smokers were randomly allocated

either to receive the MiQuit intervention, an intensive
programme of tailored text-messages and a tailored
self-help leaflet (N=102), or to a control group, receiving
a non-tailored self-help leaflet (N=105). At 3-months
follow-up, intervention acceptability, self-efficacy, health
beliefs and process outcomes were assessed. Self-report
and cotinine validated 7-day point prevalence abstinence
was assessed to estimate a range of plausible effect sizes.

Methods: Medline, PsycINFO, Current Contents,

Embase.com, CINAHL and Scopus were searched for
publications prior to 31 December 2008. Inclusion criteria
were: randomised controlled trial (RCT) of proactive
telephone counselling as either the primary intervention or
an adjunct to self-help materials; adult current smokers
from the general community; cessation outcomes
reported at least 6 months post-recruitment; and English
language peer-reviewed publication. Methodological
quality assessments used the Quality Assessment Tool for
Quantitative Studies, a published instrument. A random
effects meta-analysis was used to pool the cessation
outcomes at mid and long-term follow-ups.

Results: 9% of MiQuit participants discontinued the

text-messages. Compared to controls, MiQuit participants
reported greater use and perceived value of the leaflet, were
more likely to set a quit date (p=0.05) and reported higher
levels of self-efficacy (p=0.02), harm beliefs (p=0.05) and
determination to quit (p=0.02). There were no significant
differences in self-reported abstinence (MiQuit 22.9%,
control 19.6%; odds ratio=1.2, 95% CI 0.6–2.4) or cotinine
validated abstinence (MiQuit 12.5%, control 7.8%; odds
ratio=1.7, 95% CI 0.7-4.3). The findings suggested ways of
improving the intervention.

Results: Twenty-four RCTs were included in this systematic
review. Seven trials involved active recruitment, 16 passive
recruitment and one mixed recruitment methods. Based
on the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies,
the global methodological quality ratings indicated two
strong, 10 moderate and 12 weak studies. The results of
meta-analyses that included all relevant studies for point
prevalence and prolonged abstinence separately at mid and
long-term follow-ups will be discussed. When trials were
segregated by recruitment channel and methodological
quality there were circumstances under which a significant
proactive telephone counselling treatment effect was not
found.

Conclusions: Delivering tailored smoking cessation
support via leaflet and text-message to pregnant smokers
in the UK is feasible and acceptable and shows promise.
As this type of novel support programme can bypass many
of the barriers pregnant smokers experience accessing
one-to-one support and is of low cost, its potential should
be investigated further.

Conclusions: The recruitment channel and methodological
quality of trials impacted on efficacy estimates of proactive
telephone counselling. The quality of proactive telephone
counselling trials needs improvement.
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Pre-cessation use of varenicline: Effects
on adlib smoking, post-cessation
withdrawal discomfort, and short-term
smoking cessation rates

Is pre-cessation NRT effective? Results
from new systematic review
Presenter:

Chris Bullen, University of Auckland, New Zealand

Presenter:

Co authors

Hayden McRobbie, Queen Mary University of London,
UK

Marewa Glover, Colin Howe, Murray Laugesen,
Natalie Walker, Robyn Whittaker, Ruey Bin Lin,
Hayden McRobbie and Anthony Rodgers

Co authors

Peter Hajek and Katie Myers

Objectives: To summarise the most recent evidence
on effectiveness and safety of pre-cessation nicotine
replacement therapy in smokers wanting to quit.

Background: Varenicline acts to alleviate post-quitting

withdrawal discomfort and also reduces the ‘reward’
associated with smoking. The current treatment regimen
relies primarily on the withdrawal relief mechanism. However
its effect on reducing the reward associated with smoking
by using it prior to quitting could also augment its efficacy
for smoking cessation. Objectives: To examine the effect of
extended use of varenicline prior to stopping smoking on
the reward obtained from smoking, ad-lib smoke intake,
post-cessation withdrawal discomfort, and rates of smoking
cessation.

Methods: Systematic review and meta-analysis.
Results: There are only a handful of pre-cessation studies,

most of them small in size apart from two recently published
medium to large pragmatic trials, one of patch and/or gum,
and the other of gum alone, all in moderately dependent
smokers wanting to stop smoking. There are as yet no trials
of other forms of NRT used in this manner. In meta-analyses
of all six identified studies that used pre-cessation nicotine
patches, there was a significant overall benefit on cessation
at six months with a pooled effect of around a 25-30%
increase in quit rates compared with standard treatment
regimens, depending on the model used. Pre-cessation
nicotine patch use was safe and well-tolerated in all studies.
There is, however, insufficient evidence to support the use
of pre-cessation nicotine gum. Potential mechanisms of
action are discussed.

Methods: Smokers seeking treatment were randomly

allocated to varenicline starting four weeks prior to the
target quit date (TQD), or placebo for 3 weeks, followed by
the standard varenicline treatment. Both groups up-titrated
their varenciline dose from 1mg per day in the first week to
1mg twice daily thereafter, and used varenicline for up to 3
months after TQD. Smoking rates, carbon monoxide (CO)
and cotinine levels, and ratings of cigarettes and satisfaction
derived from smoking measured by two additional Mood
and Physical Symptoms Scale (MPSS) items and by
Modified Cigarette Evaluation Questionnaire (mCEQ) were
collected throughout the pre-quit period. Withdrawal
ratings (MPSS) and smoking status were recorded after
TQD weekly for 4 weeks and at 3 months. Continuous
abstinence rate was defined as not a puff since TQD
validated by CO readings where scheduled. Participants lost
to follow-up were counted as non-abstainers.

Conclusions: Pre-cessation nicotine patch offers a
marginal cessation benefit over standard treatment
regimens in moderately dependent smokers and is safe.

Results: Results will be presented showing the effects of
varenicline pre-loading on a range of outcome variables,
and examining whether any effects of pre-loading on ad-lib
smoke intake and enjoyment of cigarettes plateau within
4 weeks of use. The data will be presented on effects of
pre-loading on abstinence rates and on whether any such
effect is mediated by reductions in post-cessation cigarette
withdrawal symptoms.
Conclusion: This study will have implications for

considering whether varenicline has a potential in harm
reduction, and whether randomised trials of varenicline
preloading with long-term follow-ups in smokers who are
motivated to stop smoking and in those not ready to quit
are warranted.
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Levels of nicotine dependence and
predicting outcomes in a smokeless
tobacco cessation trial

3 East 3.8
But it just has that sort of feel about it,
a leper’ - stigma, smokefree legislation
and public health

Presenter:

Karl Fagerstrom, Grass Roots Group PLC, UK

Co authors

Hans Gilljam, Michael Metcalfe, Serena Tonstad and
Michael Messig

Presenter:

Objectives: Smokeless tobacco (ST) is the main form of

Co authors

Deborah Ritchie, University of Edinburgh, UK

tobacco use among certain populations in Norway and
Sweden. In a study where varenicline improved continuous
abstinence rate (CAR) from ST, a modification of the
Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine Dependence (mFTND) to
address ST use instead of smoking was used along with
salivary cotinine as indicators of dependence. The objective
of this post-hoc analysis was to evaluate the predictive
value of baseline salivary cotinine and mFTND score on
outcome in a trial of varenicline versus placebo for ST
cessation.

Amanda Amos

Objectives: International literature on the impact of
smoke-free legislation has mostly focused on the success of
such policies. Relatively little consideration has been given
to the potentially negative, albeit unintended, consequences
of smoke-free policies within different social and cultural
contexts. Using qualitative data from a longitudinal
community study of the impact of the smoke-free legislation
in Scotland, this presentation aims to explore whether and
in what ways the smoke-free legislation affected smokers’
experience of marginalisation and stigma, the nature of the
experienced stigma, and the ethical challenges this raises
for tobacco control.

Methods: A double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicentre,

randomized trial carried out in men and women aged =18
years, who used ST =8 occasions per day, on average with
no period of abstinence within 3 months before screening.
The mFTND (range, 1-10) and salivary cotinine were
recorded at baseline. The upper limit of quantification for
salivary cotinine levels was 500 ng/mL. Questions on the
mFTND included: time to first ST use on waking; number
of ST uses per day; type and size of ST used; whether ST
is kept in the mouth most of the time; are tobacco juices
swallowed; duration of time in the mouth for each ST use;
and is ST used when ill in bed. In the post-hoc analyses,
Week 9-12 CAR (primary endpoint) and Week 9-26 CAR
(key secondary endpoint) were analyzed using logistic
regression models with terms for study centre, treatment
group, salivary cotinine group, or mFTND total score and
the interaction between treatment and cotinine group or
mFTND total score. The Spearman correlation between
salivary cotinine and mFTND was calculated.

Methods: A three wave longitudinal qualitative study in

four localities in Scotland using repeat in-depth interviews.
Participants comprised a panel of 40 current and recent
ex-smokers, interviewed before and after implementation of
the legislation in two socio-economically advantaged and
two disadvantaged localities in Scotland.

Results: Smokers perceived the smoke-free legislation to
have increased the stigmatisation of smoking. Separating
those who were smoking from those who were not had
increased felt stigma. This had led to a social milieu
that fostered self-labelling and self-stigmatisation by
smokers of their own smoking behaviour, even when they
were not smoking. While there was little reported direct
discrimination, there was a loss of social status in public
places. Smokers attempted to ameliorate stigmatisation by
not smoking outside, reducing going out socially, joining in
the stigmatisation of other smokers and/or acknowledging
the benefits of smoke-free environments.

Results: ST users in both groups had high baseline salivary
cotinine concentrations (<361 ng/mL cotinine: n=90/399
[22.6%] participants; 361-499 cotinine: n=90/399 [22.6%]
participants, =500 ng/mL cotinine: n=219/399 [54.8%]
participants) and mean baseline scores on the mFTND of
7.5 (SD 1.6). Baseline salivary cotinine levels and mFTND
scores were correlated at baseline (r=0.22; P<0.01).
However, when we examined the CARs at Weeks 12 and
26, we found that neither baseline cotinine nor baseline
mFTND scores were predictive of outcome.

Conclusion: The unintended negative consequences of

smoke-free legislation for some, suggests that tobacco
control strategies need to consider how smokers who
experience increased stigma are supported to address
their smoking, whilst continuing to create smoke-free
environments through legislation. Future tobacco control
programmes could usefully incorporate local community
engagement in the implementation of smoke-free policy
and also develop transformational individual programmes
to promote self-esteem, maintain and revitalise social
networks; as well as providing tailored smoking cessation
support. For example the reductions in consumption as a
result of smoke-free and the positive experience of

Conclusion: The ST users in this trial had high nicotine

dependence. There was a significant correlation between
baseline salivary cotinine and mFTND score, however,
contrary to expectation, neither were predictive of
abstinence.
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smoke-free could be a useful focus for smoking cessation
services to engage with smokers who are ambivalent
about the smoke-free legislation and or wanting to quit.
This would be a useful addition to future implementation of
tobacco control policy; and act as counters to ameliorate the
cumulative impact of smoker-related stigma.

Conclusions: The majority of residents in these communities
are not protected from the dangers of secondhand smoke.
It is our recommendation that CIA efforts should be
statewide and that efforts to pass strong state CIA laws
should take priority over local initiatives in these states. The
recent passage of a CIA law in North Carolina that will ban
smoking in restaurants, bars, and government workplaces in
2010 demonstrates that it is possible to pass a strong law,
although not 100% comprehensive for every indoor place, in
tobacco-growing state.

3 East 3.8
Local clean air ordinance coverage in the
Appalachian region of the USA
Presenter:

Amy Ferketich, Ohio State University, USA

Co authors

Alex Liber, Michael Pennell, Jana Hammer, Darren
Nealy and Micah Berman
The Appalachian region in the U.S. is characterized by a long
history of tobacco farming, a high smoking prevalence, and
socioeconomic disadvantage. The objectives of this study
were to quantitatively and qualitatively examine the pattern
of, and factors associated with, adoption of clean indoor air
(CIA) ordinances in Appalachia.

Methods: CIA ordinances in the Appalachian communities

in six states were collected and reviewed. The prevalence a
comprehensive CIA ordinance in workplaces, restaurants,
and bars were estimated. Additionally, a strength score was
computed, which was a measure of the level of protection
from secondhand smoke in seven locations. Logistic and
linear mixed effects models were fit to determine if the
presence of a comprehensive ordinance and the strength
of the ordinance, respectively, were related to measures
of community disadvantage. Qualitative interviews were
conducted with 24 local tobacco control leaders from both
communities with an ordinance and without an ordinance
in order to examine the factors that facilitated or impeded
passage of the ordinance.

Results: Of the 332 communities included in the
analysis, only 16.6%, 15.1%, and 10.7% had adopted a
comprehensive workplace, restaurant, or comprehensive bar
ordinance, respectively. While 170 communities had passed
a CIA ordinance, most were weak, as the average ordinance
achieved only 43% of the total possible points. Communities
with a higher average unemployment rate were less likely and
those with a higher average education level were more likely
to have a comprehensive ordinance and a strong ordinance.
The qualitative interviews revealed that there was no “one
size fits all” model for passage of CIA ordinances. Some
communities formed strong coalitions and others had one
or two local leaders who pushed for passage. The major
barriers included lack of inertia on the part of policymakers,
as well as both libertarian and economic arguments made by
community members.
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These things don’t happen in Greece’
– a qualitative study of young people’s
attitudes to the Greek smokefree
legislation

How tobacco industry attempted to
undermine the first EU tobacco products
directive

Presenter:

Anna Gilmore, University of Bath, UK

Presenter:

Amanda Amos, University of Edinburgh, UK

Co authors

Co authors

Sema Mandal, Jeff Collin, Katherine Smith and Heide
Weishaar

Greece has the highest smoking prevalence in the EU,
with adolescents having high levels of exposure to
secondhand smoke (SHS). In July 2009 national smokefree
legislation was implemented in Greece. This study explored
Greek young people’s attitudes to smoking, SHS and
the impending legislation. The intention was to increase
understanding of adolescents’ views and perceptions on
these issues and generate contextualised accounts to help
explain the subsequent success or otherwise of the Greek
ban.

Background: In 2001, despite substantial industry

Ioannis Tamvakas

opposition, the European Union passed a new Tobacco
Products Directive (TPD) that included by-brand ingredients
disclosure, prohibition of misleading descriptors such as
“light” and “mild” and a requirement for such provisions to
cover cigarettes manufactured for export. Revisions to the
TPD are currently being considered and understanding how
the industry attempted to undermine the original TPD, one
of only two major tobacco control directives passed in the
last 15 years, can help inform approaches to the revised
directive.

Methods: Qualitative semi-structured interviews with 11

Objectives: To examine industry strategies to influence
the TPD. Methods Analysis of internal documents made
public following litigation and interviews with policy
actors. Results The industry mounted high-level efforts to
sabotage the TPD. British American Tobacco’s aggressive
‘block, amend or delay’ tactics differed from Philip Morris’
‘constructive engagement’ causing conflict within the
industry. Nevertheless exaggerated and often spurious
industry arguments on legal (the EU Treaties’ competence
in public health), trade (violation of trade agreements) and
economic (job losses) issues were formulated and carried
considerable weight among the carefully targeted audiences
of civil servants and politicians from EU institutions and
Member States. The industry also mobilised unions, factory
workers and third party alliances in support and mounted
legal challenges against the TPD.

small friendship groups of 14-16 year old smokers and
non-smokers in Rhodes. The interviews were conducted in
May-June 2009 and were analysed thematically.

Results: Participants described social worlds in which

smoking and exposure to SHS was viewed as normal and
acceptable. There was little awareness of the health risks of
SHS. Smoking was perceived to be both an inherent part
of socialising and highly addictive. Thus the ‘right’ to smoke
unhindered in public places was viewed as greater that that
of not being exposed to SHS. There was limited awareness
and understanding of the impending smokefree legislation.
Participants drew on their experience of previous legislation,
the perceived rebellious independent nature of Greeks, and
their cynicism about the Government in concluding that the
legislation would be ineffective.

Conclusions: The industry will employ tenuous arguments
to stall legislation. The tobacco control community needs to
ensure policymakers are aware of the real trade, legal and
economic issues around public health measures and not
just industry perspectives. The institutional pluralism of the
EU facilitates lobbying by well funded industry groups, yet a
divided tobacco sector is less able to lobby effectively.

Conclusions: The perceived social norms around smoking
and exposure to SHS combined with a poor understanding
of the health risks of SHS and negative attitudes about the
impending legislation help to explain the subsequent limited
impact of the Greek smokefree legislation.
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awareness can advance general understanding within
public health of potential political strategies employed by
corporations to undermine global health initiatives. Such
insights have broad relevance across non-communicable
diseases.

Translational tobacco corporation
strategies to influence the WHO’s
framework convention

3 East 2.4

Presenter:

Heide Weishaar, University of Edinburgh, UK

Policy barriers imposed on access to
tobacco dependence treatments in the USA

Co authors

Anna Gilmore, Jeff Collin, Katherine Smith, Thilo
Grüning and Sema Mandal

Presenter:

Helen Halpin, University of California, Berkeley, USA

Objectives: In successfully negotiating the WHO

Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC), the
World Health Organization has undertaken a significant
innovation in global health governance that has contributed
to the transformation of the international tobacco control
agenda. Identified from the outset as an unparalleled threat
to the future of the global tobacco industry, transnational
tobacco companies (TTCs) initiated a remarkably extensive
and diverse campaign to undermine the proposed
convention. This article provides the first systematic and
comprehensive review of TTC strategies to influence
the FCTC negotiations, with important implications for
countering future global and national efforts to thwart
tobacco control initiatives.

Objectives: CDC has tracked Medicaid coverage of
tobacco dependence treatments (TDTs) for a decade.
However, they are often subject to the same utilization
restrictions that are put on other insured services and
access to them is not uniform within Medicaid programs.
We sought to document these limitations and barriers.
Methods: The UC Berkeley Center for Health and Public

Policy Studies conducted its annual survey of Medicaid
programs (N=51; response rate = 100%) in the fall of 2008 to
update Medicaid coverage for TDTs and detail restrictions on
access and on how coverage varies within the fee-for-service
(FFS) program and Medicaid managed care (MMC).

Methods: Analysis of internal tobacco industry documents

Results: Over the last decade, access to effective TDTs

made public through a series of litigation cases, triangulated
by data from official documentation relating to the FCTC
process and websites of organisations cited in the
documents.

under Medicaid has increased dramatically from 23 states
in 1998 to 43 in 2008. Of these, 41 place limits on their
access, with 32 requiring copayments, 25 limiting duration
of treatment, 21 requiring prior authorization approvals,
and 13 requiring enrollment in behavioral modification
to gain coverage for pharmacotherapy. Only two states
(New Mexico and New Jersey) did not report having any
limitations on TDT coverage. Of the 32 Medicaid programs
contracting with MMC, only 13 reported covering the same
TDTs for their FFS populations.

Results: The strategies identified are clustered in two major
categories which inform and build on each other. The first
comprises efforts to frame debates in order to undermine
the FCTC and the second outlines the dissemination of
industry arguments through direct and indirect lobbying.
Frames used to counter the FCTC include highlighting
alleged damaging economic consequences; making
dubious claims about conflicts with trade agreements;
depicting tobacco as a high income country issue being
imposed on developing countries; presenting TTCs as
socially responsible; and claiming the FCTC conflicts with
both ‘good governance’ principles and national sovereignty.
Industry lobbying comprised the targeting of national FCTC
delegations and national political actors, the use of media
and scientists, seeking to enlist diverse allies, and using
stakeholder consultation to delay decisions and secure
industry participation in FCTC negotiations.

Conclusions: While states rely on the evidence-base in the
clinical practice guideline to decide which TDTs to cover,
they may have undermined the future impact of these
policies as a result of a basic misunderstanding of how
preventive care is best delivered to a population. Policy
research suggests that 1) requiring copayments for TDTs
reduces their use and quit rates, particularly in low-income
populations; 2) there is no evidence that limiting treatment
duration prevents over-utilization -- TDTs are underutilized,
3) requiring prior authorization from insurance administrators
provides no added value and only delays treatment,
and 4) requiring enrollment in counseling to obtain
pharmacotherapy coverage adds no value in terms of
successful quitting at twice the cost . Finally, differences in
Medicaid coverage under FFS vs MMC also reduce access
to services. As a result, the policies imposed on Medicaid
TDT coverage mean that states and the population at risk
are less likely to realize potential health improvements or
cost savings. It is not only critical that research on efficacy
and effectiveness of treatment influence coverage decisions,
but also that research on financing and delivery system
impacts influence the administrative policy decisions under
which these treatments will be made available and utilized.

Conclusions: This paper illustrates the comprehensiveness
of the tobacco industry’s efforts to undermine the FCTC
and demonstrates the application of strategies previously
identified at national level in a new global context. The
paper indicates substantial collaboration across tobacco
companies but also suggests that varying corporate
structures and regional strengths can lead to significant
divergence of interests and strategies. Awareness of
complex set of TTC strategies employed at global level can
help guard against industry influence in the development of
future tobacco control initiatives and in the implementation
and further development of the FCTC. Additionally, such
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I make my Dad smoke outside’:
children’s views and experiences of SHS
in the home and car in two communities
of contrasting socio-economic profiles

Buy me cigarettes, be my friend’ negotiating access to tobacco following
the increase in the minimum age of sale
increase n the UK in October 2007

Presenter:

Presenter:

Co authors

Co authors

Objectives: Much progress has been made in recent
years in reducing individual’s exposure to second-hand
smoke (SHS) in public places. However many children
continue to experience high levels of SHS exposure with the
associated health risks in their homes and cars. Children
from socio-economically disadvantaged households are at
particular risk as their parents are more likely to smoke and
less likely to enforce smoking restrictions in the home. The
objectives of this study are to explore children’s experiences
and views on SHS and how these interact with wider
factors in communities of contrasting socio-economic
profile. Such perspectives on SHS exposure within the
home and car are virtually absent within existing literature
and will be discussed in relation to the current policy
context relating to smoking in the home and car.

Background: The legal minimum age of sale for tobacco

Neneh Rowa-Dewar, University of Edinburgh, UK

Thomas Tjelta, University of Edinburgh, UK

Amanda Amos and Sarah Cunningham-Burley

Amanda Amos and Deborah Ritchie
in the UK was raised from 16 to 18 years in October
2007 as part of a range of preventive measures to
reduce the availability, affordability and attractiveness of
tobacco products for young people. National survey data
have shown subsequent reductions in the proportion of
young people ‘usually’ accessing cigarettes from shops.
However, these have coincided with an increase in the
proportion of young people accessing cigarettes from
social and ‘informal’ sources, and the range and nature of
consequences associated with the age increase is yet to be
evaluated.

Objectives: This paper reports the preliminary findings of
a qualitative PhD study focussing on 13 and 15 year olds’
smoking and cigarette access behaviours in two areas of
deprivation following the increase in the age of sale. Rituals
and currencies associated with cigarette access from
social and retail sources will be identified, inter-community
variation will be explored and findings will be located in the
context of national survey data to consider implications for
policy, research and practice.

Methods: This qualitative study explores the experiences of
38 children aged between 10-15 who participated in paired
interviews and focus groups. Participants were drawn from
advantaged and disadvantaged areas of Edinburgh.

Results: Children’s accounts of actively attempting to

negotiate adult-imposed smoking restrictions within the
home are near universal. Nevertheless, their contrasting
experiences and involvement in decisions around SHS
exposure in the home and car appear to be structured
by wider social norms present in their communities.
Specifically, the social stigma of smoking and smoking in
the home and car featured more prominently in accounts of
the participants from the advantaged community.

Methods: Twenty four individual, paired and triadic

qualitative semi-structured interviews were undertaken
with 13 and 15 year olds between March and September
2010 in two disadvantaged communities in Edinburgh. The
interviews explored perceptions and experiences around
smoking and cigarette access. Participants were recruited
via youth clubs, detached youth-workers and ‘third sector’
organisations. The interviews were recorded, transcribed
and analysed thematically. Findings: The key themes relating
to young people’s smoking and cigarette access behaviours
will be presented. Preliminary findings suggest proxy sales
may represent a preferred means of cigarette acquisition,
with several participants describing the process in language
analogous with the notions of lifestyle, identity and risk
associated with the act of smoking. Tobacco may also be
accessed via ‘fag-houses’ where illicit and/or counterfeit
products are available for around half the standard retail
cost.

Conclusions: Children and young people play an
important role in negotiating smoking in private places.
Their experiences also highlight the significant differences
in smoking norms within communities of contrasting
socio-economic profiles. It is important to consider the
findings in any future policies relating to smoking in private
spaces.

Conclusions: Conclusions will be drawn in relation to the
extent to which the increase in the age of sale is perceived
by young people to have impacted on smoking and
cigarette availability, the utility of legislative developments in
curtailing underage cigarette access, and whether and in
what ways disadvantaged young people are engaging with
the broader smoking prevention agenda.
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Smoker’s perceptions of cigarette brand
image: does plain packaging make a
difference?
Presenter:

Janne Scheffels, Sirus, Norway

Background: The tobacco industry has long recognized

the importance of packaging in complementing and
extending the imagery created by advertising. When there is
less opportunity to draw on traditional means of advertising,
packaging must play a more important role in establishing
and driving brand image. To limit the impact of brand image
and package design as tobacco promotion, proposals to
impose ‘plain packaging’, implying that packs would be
stripped of colours, brand imagery and corporate logos,
have emerged.

Research question: How can plain packaging effect

smokers’ perceptions of cigarette brands, and of smoking
in general?

Data: Focus groups interviews with daily, occasional and

former smokers (N=60), aged 18-50. Existing packs and
examples of potential plain packs used as stimulus material.

Results: Brand choice was described as a way to
express identity. Compared with current cigarette packs
with complete branding, cigarette packs that displayed
progressively less branding design elements were perceived
increasingly unfavourable.
Conclusion: Brand image appears to be an important

element in the image of smoking, and the package
important as a carrier of brand image. Findings indicate that
plain packaging policies can be an effective strategy for
tobacco control, but may also add to smokers’ experience
of stigmatization.
.
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Post-retrieval disruption of appetitive
memories in two models of operant
conditioning: study of nicotine and food
self-administration in rats

Behavioural interactions between
varenicline and nicotine in the rat

Presenter:

Co authors

Alessia Auber, University of Verona, Italy

Valeria Tronci, Eilidh Gordon and Svetlana Vronskaya

Co authors

Vincenzo Tedesco, Marzia DiChio, Nazeema Sheerin,
Guido Fumagalli and Christian Chiamulera

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigated the
effects of repeated exposure to nicotine or varenicline on
behavioural interactions between the drugs.

Memories, including drug-associated memories, are not
consolidated forever: their retrieval induces a labile phase
during which they could be disrupted or reconsolidated.
This may offer the opportunity to selectively inhibit cue
reactivity and relapse to drug-seeking. Aim of our project is
to investigate if it is possible to disrupt nicotine memories
reconsolidation by associating extinction to retrieval, according
to a recent work showing that extinction may disrupt
fear-memory reconsolidation (Monfils et al, 2007).

Method: Male Sprague Dawley rats were given daily
injections of saline, nicotine (0.4mg/kg sc) or varenicline
(0.9mg/kg sc) and their activity was measured in either a
4-arm maze or an activity box (40cm square) daily for up
to 16 days. On subsequent test days, responses were
measured following the administration of the drug used during
habituation or following the administration of one of the other
two treatments.

Presenter:

David Balfour, University of Dundee, UK

Results: Repeated daily injection of nicotine (0.4mg/

We assessed the effects of extinction, applied after retrieval
of nicotine-related cues (CS) in rats trained to nicotine
self-administration (N-S/A), at renewal and spontaneous
recovery tests. Sixty male Sprague-Dawley rats were
trained to a schedule of IV 0.03 mg/kg/infusion nicotine or
food (F-S/A) self-administration. Both nicotine and control
food groups were divided in two sub-groups exposed to
Retrieval (exposure to CS every 40s) or No-Retrieval (no
CS) in a different context (context-B) from the nicotine or
food associated one (context-A). One hour after the end of
retrieval or no-retrieval session, N-S/A and F-S/A groups
were exposed to Extinction session in context-B (responding
for delivery of 1-s CS), session duration up to extinction of
responding on nicotine-paired lever (ALP). After 24 hours,
rats were placed in context-A for the renewal test session
(responding for delivery of 1-s CS). Twelve days later, they
were tested for spontaneous recovery of responding on a
similar schedule.
Temporal analysis (at three 1-h time-bin) of responding during
Renewal test session showed no statistically significant effect
when comparing ALP in N-S/A Retrieval-Extinction vs. N-S/A
No-Retrieval-Extinction. However, a statistically significant
decrease of responding was observed during the second
1-h time bin in F-S/A Retrieval-Extinction vs. F-S/A NoRetrieval-Extinction group (unpaired Student’s t test, P<0.05).
Spontaneous recovery test showed no statistically significant
differences between both groups at any 1-h time-bin. Our
preliminary findings show that under present protocol,
extinction reduce reconsolidation of food memories, but not
of nicotine. These data suggest that experimental conditions,
also called ‘boundaries’ for assessing reconsolidation (Lee,
2009), needs to be further explored with different protocols in
order to evaluate the effects of extinction (or other treatments)
vs. reconsolidation of nicotine memories.
38

kg sc) caused sensitisation of its stimulatory effects on
locomotor activity when measured in the 4-arm maze and
the development of conditioned hyper-locomotion when the
animals were subsequently tested with saline in the same
environment. Repeated administration of varenicline had no
significant effect of locomotion within the maze under these
conditions and did not result in conditioned hyper-locomotion
when the animals were subsequently tested with saline.
However, varenicline pretreatment abolished the inhibition of
activity evoked by an acute injection of nicotine (0.2 or 0.4mg/
kg sc) given to nicotine-naïve rats 24h after the last injection
of varenicline. A second study showed that a hyper-locomotor
response to repeated nicotine could also be evoked in rats
studied in the activity box and that these rats exhibited a
stable conditioned hyper-locomotion for at least 5 days when
subsequently tested with saline. Studies with these rats
showed that pretreatment with varenicline (0.3 or 0.9mg/kg
sc 30min before the nicotine challenge) attenuated, but did
not abolish, the locomotor stimulation evoked by nicotine.
The locomotor activity of nicotine pretreated rats tested with
varenicline (0.9mg/kg) was significantly higher than the activity
measure in rats pretreated with saline, but not significantly
higher than the activity of nicotine-treated rats tested with
saline.

Conclusions: As anticipated, the protocols employed in the
present study reveal the ability of varenicline to antagonise
the locomotor stimulant response to nicotine. They have also
shown that pretreatment with varenicline results in tolerance
to the inhibition of locomotion evoked by acute exposure
to nicotine. The studies, however, suggest that nicotine
pretreatment sensitises the animals to varenicline or that
the partial agonist properties of the drug evoke conditioned
locomotor activity in these models.
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The role of goal-directed and habit
learning in human nicotine dependence

Attention bias in smokers: Exposure to
dynamic smoking cues in contemporary
movies

Presenter:

Presenter:

Lee Hogarth, University of Nottingham, UK

Kirsten Lochbuehler, Radboud University Nijmegen,
The Netherlands

Objectives: Contemporary addiction theory makes
paradoxical claims about the learning abnormality
underlying drug dependence. Whereas some theories
argue that hypersensitivity to the rewarding effects of the
drug gives rise to greater goal-directed intentions to obtain
the drug, other theories argue that a predilection for habit
learning augments automatic control over drug seeking by
drug paired stimuli with a concomitant loss of intentional
regulation.

Co authors

Hubert Voogd, Ron H. J. Scholte and Rutger C. M. E.
Engels

Objective: Research has shown that smokers have an

attentional bias for pictorial smoking cues. The objective
of the present study was to examine whether smokers
also have an attentional bias for dynamic smoking cues in
contemporary movies and therefore fixate more quickly,
more often and for longer periods of time on dynamic
smoking cues than non-smokers.

Methods: To address this paradox, we undertook a series
of outcome revaluation studies translated from animal
behavioural neuroscience to probe the goal-directed vs.
habitual status of tobacco seeking in student smokers
dichotomised by level of nicotine dependence and
impulsivity.

Method: By drawing upon established methods for
assessing attentional biases for pictorial cues, we aimed
to develop a new method for assessing attentional biases
for dynamic smoking cues. We examined smokers’ and
non-smokers’ eye-movements while watching a movie clip
by using eye-tracking technology. The sample consisted of
16 smoking and 17 non-smoking university students.

Results: The results of the studies show that whereas
nicotine dependence is associated with hyper-valuation
of tobacco as a goal of intentional tobacco seeking, the
partially orthogonal trait impulsivity is associated with a
predilection for habitual control over this behaviour.

Results: Smokers initially directed their gaze more quickly

Conclusions: It is argued that dissociable abnormalities

towards smoking-related cues (p = .01), focusing on them
more often (p = .05) and for a longer duration (p = .01)
compared to non-smokers.

in goal-directed and habit learning play differential roles in
uptake and perseveration across the life course of smoking
behaviour.

Conclusions: Our results confirm the results of
traditional pictorial attentional bias research. Using a
new methodology, eye-tracking technology combined
with exposure to dynamic cues of different lengths and
in different contexts, proved to be an effective method in
investigating the different aspects of attention.
and their broader public health potential will be discussed.
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smoking-negative information may interfere with smokers’
performance on the modified Stroop task. Non-smokers’
results also support the incongruency argument. With
a pre-existing negativity bias interfering with responses
to smoking-positive images. Non-smokers results also
suggest an emotionality effect. Future research should
consider measuring the properties of addiction stimuli and
its relationship with stroop performance.

Attention bias towards smoking related
cues in both smokers and controls: How
smoking valence and emotional content
impact upon Stroop results
Presenter:

Katriona O’Sullivan, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland

3 East 2.2

Co authors

Louise M. Hopper and Michael J. Gormley

A 15 min brisk walk and run reduces
visual attentional bias to smoking and
food images among abstinent smokers

Background: The modified-Stroop task is yet to

successfully differentiate smokers from non-smoking
controls. When directly compared, non-smokers
demonstrate a bias that is similar in magnitude to
current-smokers.

Presenter:

Adrian Taylor, Exeter University, UK

Aims: The current study aimed to identify the factors

Co authors

that facilitate the smoking Stroop bias in a smoking and a
non-smoking control group. A smoking-valenced Stroop
task was employed. This task used smoking-positive,
smoking-negative and neutral images. It was predicted that
smokers and non-smokers attentional bias would be related
to different properties of the smoking images.

Tom Morris and Laurie Thompson

Objectives: Smokers gain c.7kg within a year of quitting,
due to slower metabolism and snacking, Weight gain
also leads to smoking cessation relapse. Physical activity
(PA) reduces cravings for snacks and cigarettes but less
is known about responses to cues that trigger relapse.
Janse van Rensburg, Taylor & Hodgson (2009) reported
that a single bout of moderate intensity exercise reduced
attentional bias towards still smoking images. The aim of
the study was to experimentally examine if a brief bout
of moderate and vigorous PA, compared with a passive
control condition, reduces attentional bias to video images
of cigarettes and snack food.

Method: In phase 1 of the study a set of valenced nicotine
images were created; 80 respondents (23 smokers, 19
ex-smokers and 38 non-smokers) rated 72 smoking
images for smoking affective valence, non-smoking
related emotional content and smoking-saliency. Six
smoking-positive images and 6 smoking-negative images
were selected from these images for phase 2, the Stroop
study. Twenty-eight non-smokers and 27 smokers
participated in this part of the study. For reliability purposes
the smoking images were re-rated. The valence-smoking
Stroop task was completed by all participants in phase 2.

Methods: Ten regular smokers (and self-declared

snackers) abstained for 15hrs, confirmed by expired CO.
In a randomised counterbalanced cross-over design, on
separate days, subjects undertook 15 mins of brisk walking,
running or sitting. Pre- and post-treatment, attentional bias
was assessed using a Eyeline?

Results: Smokers consistently rated smoking-postive

images more positive than non-smokers. There were no
differences in ratings for negative-smoking images. Overall
smokers and non-smokers demonstrated an attentional
bias for smoking stimuli compared to neutral stimuli. A
Stroop difference score was calculated by subtracting
the responses to smoking-positive and smoking-negative
images from responses to neutral images. For
smokers the difference between smoking-positive and
smoking-negative RT score was negative (-21ms) and
driven by a longer RT for smoking-negative images. This
difference was significantly different from non-smokers,
their RT was positive (+10ms) and driven by a longer RT
to smoking-positive images. Non-smokers emotional
rating of the smoking images was correlated with Stroop
performance (r = .42). Smokers ratings of smoking images
was not related to stroop performance.

Eye-tracking System: After calibration, attentional bias

(% first fixation and % dwell time on salient images), was
assessed during passive viewing of randomly presented 8
paired food v. neutral and 8 paired smoking v. neutral video
clips, filling a 14 inch monitor.

Results: ANOVAs revealed significant time x condition

interactions for % fixations on food images (P <.01), and
smoking images (P < .05). Running reduced attentional
bias to both food and smoking cues. Walking reduced
attentional bias to smoking cues. Conversely, a period of
inactivity led to increases in visual bias towards smoking
and food images.

Conclusions: Abstinent smokers may find short bouts
of exercise useful to keep attention from cues that may
otherwise heighten desire and wanting for cigarettes and
snack food. Unlike a previous study (Taylor & Oliver, 2009)
with non-smokers, a 15 min walk did not reduce visual bias
for food cues.

Discussion: Overall, results suggest that smokers’ and

non-smokers’ attention is biased towards smoking-related
images and that this bias is driven by the smoking-valence
of the image. Smokers increased response time for
smoking-negative images may be indicative of a pre-existing
positivity bias. Incongruency between this bias and the
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Meta-analysis of the effects of nicotine
and smoking on human performance

Effects of nicotinized and denicotinized
cigarette smoking on response to 7.5%
carbon dioxide anxiety challenge in
regular cigarette smokers

Presenter:

Stephen Heishman, NIH/NIDA, USA

Presenter:

Co authors

Angela Attwood, University of Bristol, UK

Bethea A. Kleykamp and Edward G. Singleton

Co authors

Jayne E. Bailey, David J. Nutt, Alia F. Ataya and
Marcus R. Munafò

Objective: Empirical studies indicate that nicotine

enhances some aspects of attention and cognition,
suggesting a role in the maintenance of tobacco
dependence. The purpose of this meta-analytic review was
to update the literature since our previous review (Heishman
et al., 1994) and to determine which aspects of human
performance were most sensitive to the effects of nicotine
and smoking.

Cigarette smoking is associated with elevated risk of
affective disorder, and there is a growing consensus that
this relationship is bidirectional. Smokers frequently report
that smoking is anxiolytic, and that exposure to stress
increases the likelihood of relapse. We have explored
this relationship using a carbon dioxide (CO2) challenge,
which acts as a robust anxiogenic stimulus, and we
have previously reported attenuated increases in anxiety
responses following this challenge in abstinent compared to
non-abstinent smokers.

Method: Literature searches were conducted using
MEDLINE®, EMBASE™, and PsycINFO® and were limited
to peer-reviewed journal articles written in English involving
humans published from 1994 through 2008. Of 256 articles
identified, 50 met the following criteria for inclusion in the
meta-analysis: (a) administration of nicotine in laboratory
sessions, (b) measurement of performance after nicotine
administration, (c) subjects (aged 18-59) were nondeprived
or minimally-deprived smokers (< 2 hr), or nonsmokers, (d)
use of a placebo control, (e) random assignment, and (f)
reporting of data that allowed for effect size calculations.
Forty-one studies (48 experiments) contributed effect size
data to meta-analyses of the following nine performance
domains (a minimum of five effects sizes were needed
per outcome): fine motor, alerting attention [accuracy
and reaction time (RT)], orienting attention (accuracy and
RT), orienting attention (RT only), short-term episodic
memory-accuracy, long-term episodic memory-accuracy,
and working memory (accuracy and RT). Analyses were
conducted using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis 2.0
software.

Here we extend this work to investigate the effects of
smoking a nicotinized or denicotinized cigarette on
response to CO2 challenge among acutely abstinent regular
smokers. Cigarette smokers (N = 24) who reported smoking
within 60 minutes of waking abstained from smoking for 12
hours, and were randomized to smoke either a nicotinized
or denicotinized cigarette on the test day. They then
underwent a 20-minute inhalation of 7.5% CO2-enriched
air. Measures of anxiety, affect, heart rate and blood
pressure were taken before and after the inhalation. There
was a significant gas × cigarette interaction for positive
affect (F [1, 20] = 10.87, p = 0.004) and a trend towards a
significant gas × cigarette interaction for ratings of anxiety
(F [1, 20] = 3.70, p = 0.069), reflecting a lesser reduction
in positive affect, and a lesser increase in anxiety, among
those who smoked a nicotinized cigarette compared to
those who smoked a denicotinized cigarette. These data
extend our previous findings, and suggest that the acute
administration of nicotine via smoking may reduce response
to physiological anxiety challenges.

Results: We found significant positive effects of

nicotine or smoking on six domains: fine motor, alerting
attention-accuracy and response time (RT), orienting
attention-RT, short-term episodic memory-accuracy, and
working memory-RT. Effect sizes ranged from 0.16 to 0.44.
Significant effect sizes were not observed for orienting
attention-accuracy, long-term episodic memory-accuracy,
and working memory-accuracy.

These findings are apparently at odds with our previous
data suggesting greater anxiety reactivity in non-abstinent
compared with abstinent smokers. One possibility is that
nicotine administration via smoking after a period of acute
abstinence may reduce responding to such challenges in
the short-term, but that over longer periods the presence of
nicotine potentiates anxiety reactivity. Another possibility is
that relative reductions in self-reported anxiety may reflect
associative learning processes governed by the amelioration
of withdrawal symptoms following cigarette smoking. The
relationship between abstinence, smoking and anxiety is
complex and requires further research.

Conclusion: The significant effects of nicotine on

motor abilities, attention, and memory likely represent
true performance enhancement because they are not
confounded by withdrawal relief. The beneficial cognitive
effects of nicotine have implications for initiation of smoking
and maintenance of tobacco dependence. Future research
is needed on performance measures that yielded an
insufficient number of effect sizes to be included in the
present analysis, such as executive attention, semantic
memory, and prospective memory.
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cigarettes and a prototype cigarette that
heats rather than burns tobacco
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Approaches to tobacco control and
population effects: how good is the
evidence that standard approaches are
equitable

Co authors

K Jarus-Dziedzic, D Lindner, N Forte, K Birthistle and
J Magnette

Objectives: This study was conducted to test the
hypothesis that cigarettes that heat rather than burn
tobacco reduce exposure to potentially harmful smoke
constituents. The levels of biomarkers of exposure (BoExp)
to selected potentially harmful cigarette smoke constituents
were measured in smokers of conventional lit-end cigarettes
(CC), smokers who switched to a prototype test cigarette
(TC) that heats rather than burns tobacco, and smokers
who stopped smoking (SC) for 5 days.

Presenter:

Christine Paul, University of Newcastle, Australia

Co authors

Billie Bonevski, Jamie Bryant and Rob Sanson-Fisher

Objectives: Inequalities in smoking rates are evident in a
number of countries, and the disadvantaged usually bear a
disproportionate burden of smoking-related mortality and
morbidity. Questions have been raised regarding whether
major tobacco control efforts such as media campaigns,
taxes on tobacco and restrictions on smoking increases
are sufficiently effective to be considered equitable.
Widely-available cessation support such as that provided
by quitlines or pharmacotherapies is intended to provide
population-wide cessation, but may exacerbate inequity.
The objective of the presentation is to evaluate the
soundness of the evidence base for the view that current
approaches are equitable.

Methods: This was a controlled, randomized, open label,

3 arm parallel group, single centre confinement study
conducted in Poland (NCT # 00812279) and performed
according to GCP principles. A total of 112 Caucasian
smokers of both genders with acceptable health conditions,
aged between 23 and 55 years, with a daily consumption
of 10 30 CC for at least the last 5 consecutive years, were
enrolled. Smokers smoked CC for 2 days (baseline) and
were subsequently randomised to one of the study arms:
continuing to smoke CC, switching to TC, or switching to
smoking cessation (SC) for 5 consecutive days. Except
for the SC arm, smoking was allowed ad libitum. The
primary objective was to demonstrate a reduction in
exposure to carbon monoxide (measured by per cent
carboxyhemoglobin [%COHb] in blood), benzene (measured
by excretion of S-phenylmercapturic acid [S-PMA] in urine),
and NNK (measured by excretion of 4-(methylnitroamino)1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol and glucuronide conjugates [total
NNAL] in urine). Additional selected smoke constituents
were evaluated. Cyp1A2 enzyme activity and safety
parameters were also assessed.

Method: This quality of the available evidence regarding
a range of tobacco control measures and their relative
impacts on advantaged and disadvantaged groups are
examined via literature review and synthesis.
Results & Conclusions: Large gaps are evident in both
the types of disadvantage studied. The quality of the
available evidence is also poor in relation to particular
tobacco control approaches. A research agenda for
addressing key questions surrounding the reduction of
tobacco-related health inequality is proposed.

Results: %COHb, S PMA, and total NNAL were
significantly reduced (all p<0.001) from baseline to the end
of exposure (day 5) in the TC and SC arms, with no change
in the CC arm. At the end of the 5-day exposure, the levels
of all 3 BoExp were statistically significantly (all p<0.001)
lower in the TC arm compared to the CC arm. Similar
results were obtained for the other BoExp, except for
nicotine uptake. Cyp1A2 activity was reduced in both the
TC and SC arms. Apart from a transient increase in cough
in the TC arm, no product-emergent safety signals were
observed during the study.
Conclusions: Smokers switching to TC had significantly
reduced levels of %COHb, S-PMA, and total NNAL.
All other investigated BoExp (except for nicotine) were
substantially reduced after switching to TC with a profile
similar to that observed in the SC arm.
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Social inequalities in quitting: what
factors mediate the relationship
between socio-economic position and
smoking cessation?

Adolescent psychological and social
predictors of young adult smoking
acquisition and cessation: a 10 year
longitudinal study

Presenter:

Presenter:

Roy Otten, Radboud University Nijmegen,The
Netherlands

Rosemary Hiscock, University of Bath, UK

Co authors

Co authors

Ken Judge and Linda Bauld

Jonathan B. Bricker, Jingmin Liu and Arthur V.
Peterson

Objective: Although it is well established that smokers from
lower socio-economic groups are less likely to be successful
in a quit attempt than more affluent smokers, even when
they access smoking cessation services, less attention has
been paid to why such groups find quitting challenging.
Our objective was to assess the impact of various
smoking-related mechanisms – social support to quit,
addiction, motivation, treatment compliance and programme
characteristics – on the relationship between cessation
outcomes and socio-economic position (SEP).

Abstract Aims: A ten-year prospective study of the extent
to which theory-based adolescent psychological and social
factors directly predict and moderate the prediction of
young adult smoking acquisition and cessation.

Design: Prospective community-based sample.
Participants: A total of 2,970 adolescents participating in
the large Washington State Hutchinson Smoking Prevention
Project (HSPP) longitudinal cohort.

Methods: This was an observational study using routine

Measurements: Psychological factors (i.e., parentnoncompliance, friend-compliance, rebelliousness,
thrill seeking, and achievement motivation) and social
environmental factors (i.e., parent’s and friend’s smoking)
were measured when adolescents were 17-18 years old.
Smoking acquisition and cessation were assessed at both
at ages 18 and 28.

monitoring data, collected by smoking cessation services
from three UK contrasting sites, linked with survey data for
3,231 clients who accessed services between 2001 to 2003
(Nottingham and North Cumbria) and in 2007 (Glasgow).
The outcome measure was CO validated smoking status
at 52 week follow up. SEP was measured by a count of
indicators of affluence (housing tenure, entitlement (or not) to
free prescriptions, employment status, neighbourhood Index
of Multiple Deprivation quintile and household type). Quit
rates were calculated by study site and programme format
(one to one or group). Logistic regression was used to
determine predictors of quitting and predictors of inequalities
in quitting through the extent to which the relationship
between SEP and quitting was attenuated by demographic
and cessation related mechanisms.

Findings: Psychological and social factors predicted 3%

to 7% probability (p <.05) of smoking acquisition, and a
nonsignificant to 24% probability (p <.05) of not quitting
smoking during young adulthood. Both friend-compliance
and rebelliousness were more powerful predictors of young
adults not quitting smoking than of smoking acquisition.

Conclusions: First evidence that parent noncompliance,
friend compliance, and a lack of achievement motivation
predict smoking acquisition and (with the exception of
parent non-compliance) not quitting smoking during young
adulthood. Targeting these psychological processes in
interventions would be valuable.

Results: A clear gradient can be observed in quit rates by

SEP with the most advantaged smokers more than three
times (14.1%) more likely than the most disadvantaged
(3.7%) to succeed in quitting (p<.001). After adjustment for
demographic factors, those service recipients in the most
advantaged SEP group were significantly more likely to have
remained abstinent at 52 week follow up than those who
were most disadvantaged (OR 2.5, CI 1.5 – 4.2). When the
smoking cessation related mechanisms were added to a
fully-specified logistic regression model across the three
treatment locations the odds ratio was attenuated (OR 2.1,
CI 1.2 – 3.6).

Conclusion: The factors most likely to attenuate the relation
between SEP and quitting varied by study site and type
of intervention but most commonly were age, addiction,
and treatment compliance. However, particular caution
is required in interpreting the compliance findings due to
ambiguity over the direction of causality. Motivation, support
and programme features, although they were predictors of
quitting, did not explain the relationship between SEP and
quitting.
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Objectives: To explore trends in and determinants of
adult non-smokers’ exposure to secondhand smoke
(SHS), whether exposure changed after the introduction
of smokefree legislation in England on 1st July 2007 and
whether changes vary by sociodemographic status.

Objectives: To determine if there was a change in
smokefree home policies between two samples of New
Zealand smokers, who called the national quitline and
took part in cessation trials, one in 2006-7 and the other in
2007-2008

Methods: We used serum cotinine data from the Health

Methods: Between March 2006 and May 2007, 1,100

Survey for England, collected in six of 11 annual, nationally
representative surveys undertaken between 1998 and 2008.
We conducted multivariate logistic regression analyses,
accounting for stratification and clustering in the survey
design, to explore trends in and impacts of smokefree
legislation on SHS exposure as measured by the proportion
of the population unexposed to SHS (cotinine level below
the minimum detectable limit of 0.1ng/ml).

smokers were recruited in a trial to investigate whether
pre-quit NRT had any effect on smoking cessation (the
PQNIQ trial). Between July 2007 and January 2009, 1410
smokers were recruited into a trial to investigate whether
improved access and greater choice of NRT had any effect
on smoking cessation (the SONIQ Trial). Both trials identified
participants through the telephone-based national Quitline
cessation service, using the same inclusion and exclusion
criteria, and with the same questions asked at baseline. We
examined differences in the baseline data for the two trials
in respect to smokefree home policies.

Results: The proportion of nonsmoking adults not exposed

to SHS has increased markedly from just under 20% in 1998
to over 50% in 2008. After adjusting for the pre-legislative
trends and predictors of exposure, there was a significant
increase in the proportion of the population unexposed after
legislation was introduced. The magnitude of this change
appears to vary among different subgroups of adults.

Results: The sociodemographic profile of participants in

both trials was very similar. Almost 90% of participants in
both samples lived in a household with other people that
were daily smokers. Over the three year period the two trials
were run, there was no significant increase in the proportion
of smokers reporting that they had a smokefree home
(63% for PQNIQ vs 65% for SONIQ, p>0.05. In both trials,
a smokefree home policy was less likely to be in place if
the trial participant was Maori (indigenous New Zealander),
male, had left school before Year 12 or with no school
qualification, or had a higher level of nicotine dependence
(Fagerstrom score > 5). The proportion of smokers living in
households with one or more children under the age of five
also did not change between the studies (21% for PQNIQ
vs 20% for SONIQ, p>0.05).

Conclusion: Over a recent 11 year period the proportion

of the adult population unexposed to SHS has increased.
Making all enclosed public and work places smokefree on
1st July 2007 made a significant contribution above and
beyond this underlying trend demonstrating the positive
effect of the legislation. Some population subgroups remain
significantly exposed and further efforts are needed to
protect them.

Conclusions: Extensive media advertising and other
forms of awareness raising about the benefits of smokefree
homes and the adverse impacts of second-hand smoke
exposure on children appears to have had no impact on
changing such behaviour among New Zealand smokers
calling Quitline over a two year period.
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Objectives: Tobacco dependence is the most frequent
diagnosis in the CR with about 2,250,000 patients, about
250,000 of them in the age under 18.

Objective: To examine the association between weight
change over 8 years and baseline body mass index (BMI) in
a cohort of continuing and quitting smokers.

Methods: we describe the current system of treatment of

tobacco dependence in the CR Results: Czech guidelines
endorsed by 19 medical associations were published
2005, currently revised. Short intervention by each health
professional - mostly done the first 2 As (Ask, Advice),
but the remaining As mostly not. Guidelines for nurses
published in 2010. Specialized treatment to those who
need it: Since 1985 some smoking cessation is offered,
since 2005 systematic creation of centres for treatment of
tobacco dependence started. Currently 31 centres working
across the country. At least 1 doctor (with special training)
and one nurse (with special training), based at hospitals,
use of evidence-based treatment: psychobehavioural
intervention, pharmacotherapy – nicotine replacement
therapy, bupropion, varenicline and/od combination.

Methods: This was an 8 year prospective cohort study of

participants who were enrolled in a clinical trial of nicotine
patch or placebo in Oxfordshire general practices and were
reviewed 8 years later. At entry all participants were smoking
over 15 cigarettes a day; smoking status was verified by
CO measurement and salivary cotinine throughout the trial.
Weight and BMI was recorded at trial entry and after 8 years.
85 participants were biochemically proven abstinent at 3, 6,
12 months and 8 years (abstainers). 613 smoked throughout
the 8 years (smokers), 26 people quit for a whole year but
were smoking again by 8 years (relapsed). 116 people
smoked for the first year but were abstinent at 8 years (late
abstainers). Means, SDs, and 95% confidence intervals were
calculated for change in weight by smoking status. Linear
regression analysis, using baseline BMI as an effect modifier,
were used to investigate whether the effect of smoking
status on weight change was dependent on baseline BMI
in smokers and abstainers. Polynomial regression modelling
proceeded with separate regression equations for smokers
and abstainers. Confounding variables were adjusted for.

Giving feedback: special software which serves as
medical documentation and/or for statistical purposes,
CO monitoring, follow-up one year. Centres are mostly
based at pneumological, internal or cardiological clinics.
We collaborate with the Mayo Clinic Nicotine Dependence
Centre which serves as a model for us. Two codes are paid
by health insurance companies: 60 minutes intervention,
and 30 minutes controls. Medication is not reimbursed to
patients. Basic outcome from our centre: 2,666 patients
treated, from them 2,044 after one year follow up (1,029
male, 1,015 female), from them 531 abstainers (531/2044
– 26 %), 27.8 % abstinent male, 24.1 % abstinent female.
Further results will be discussed.

Results: Abstainers gained 8.79kg, (SD 6.36), [95%CI

7.42, 10.17]. Smokers gained 2.24kg (6.65) [1.7, 2.77].
Relapsed smokers gained 3.28kg (7.16) [0.328, 6.24].
Late abstainers gained 8.33kg (8.04) [CI 6.85, 9.81]. The
association between baseline BMI and weight change
was modified by smoking status. In smokers there was a
negative linear association of BMI, while in abstainers, a
J-shaped curve fitted best. These models estimated mean
weight change over 8 years in abstainers of +9.8kg, +7.8kg,
+10.2kg, +19.4kg and in smokers of +3.9kg, +2.6kg,
1.0kg and -0.8kg where BMI was 18.3, 23.4, 29.4 and
36.4 respectively. These models were robust to sensitivity
analysis.

Conclusions: treatment of tobacco dependence is
available, but in limited availability, poorly covered. Growing
interest declared among both doctors and nurses.

Conclusion: This is the first study to look for and find a

J shaped association between starting BMI and weight
change in quitting smokers. If confirmed, knowing that
obesity predicts greater weight gain on smoking cessation
will help guide investigations into causes and other
predictors of weight gain. Together these are the potential
targets for future weight prevention interventions in quitting
smokers.
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Objectives: According to Festinger’s theory of Cognitive

Dissonance, smokers who are aware of the harmful effects of
smoking, yet continue to smoke will experience an unpleasant
emotional state, known as cognitive dissonance, which they
are motivated to reduce. These smokers are likely to change
their beliefs about smoking in order to relieve their dissonance,
such as endorsing more justifications for smoking. Recent
research has demonstrated that smokers who engage in
dissonance reducing strategies have a reduced motivation
to quit smoking (Borland et al., 2009). Individual differences
in Self-efficacy (SE) have also been shown to be powerful
predictors of cessation outcome. People who feel more
confident in their ability to quit smoking or stay quit after
treatment are ultimately more successful. However, no studies
have looked at the moderating role of dissonance reducing
justifications on the relation between self-efficacy and quit
intentions. The aim of this study was to assess whether
the relation between perceived self-efficacy and quitting
motivation is moderated by dissonance reducing justifications.

Methods: To test this hypothesis, a measure for dissonance

reduction was computed using measures of common
justifications used for smoking, including perceived benefits of
smoking, self-exempting beliefs, and risk minimizing beliefs.
We analyzed data from wave 7 of International Tobacco
Control (ITC) Four Country Survey – a cohort study of over
2000 smokers in each of the four countries: Canada, United
States, United Kingdom, and Australia. We conducted
hierarchical regression analyses to test the independent
effects of justifications and self-efficacy as well as their
interaction on quit intentions.

Daniel Kotz, Maastricht University Medical Centre, The
Netherlands

Co authors

Jenny Fidler and Robert West

Objectives: Varenicline has recently been added to the

market as a new drug for smoking cessation. The aim of the
current study was to assess whether varenicline substituted
for, or added to, the use of other smoking cessation
medications.

Methods: We used data from 6646 smokers taking
part in the “Smoking Toolkit Study”; a series of monthly
household surveys of representative samples of the English
population. We analysed the percentage of smokers
attempting to quit and using nicotine replacement therapy
(NRT) over-the-counter, NRT on prescription, bupropion,
or varenicline from November 2006 to December 2009.
This survey thus covered three periods: (1) after the launch
of varenicline but before the publication of the National
Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidance
on varenicline in July 2007; (2) the first year following the
NICE guidance; and (3) more than one year after the NICE
guidance.
Results: Varenicline usage was negligible in the first period,
increased steadily during the second period and levelled off
at 6.4% of those making a quit attempt in the third period
(p<0.001 for the trend). The percentage of quitters using any
smoking cessation medication increased by approximately 4%
from 44.5% in the first period to 48.6% in the third (p<0.01).
The use of NRT over-the-counter decreased by about 3%
(35.4%-32.4%), whereas the use of NRT on prescription
increased by about 2% (8.1%-10.4%), and use of bupropion
remained unchanged. There was a progressive decrease in
the rate of attempts to stop smoking over the period of the
study.

Results: The results indicate that individuals who justify less
about smoking (ß=-.52, p<.001) and those with a higher
self-efficacy (ß=.118, p<.001) are more likely to intend to quit.
The interaction term was also significant (ß=-.065, p<.001)
and explained a significant incremental portion of the variance
(?R2=.14, p<.001), which suggests that the effect between
self-efficacy and quit intentions was moderated by justifying
smoking (ß=1.23 for low justifications, and ß=.533 for high
justifications). In other words, those who believe they can
quit are more likely to intend to do so but only if they haven’t
justified their smoking. That is, justifications seem to “trump”
or inhibit the role of self-efficacy on the motivation to quit.
Conclusions: These findings highlight the psychological
barriers that diminish motivation to quit and suggest that
successful interventions to motivate quitting must deal with
the defensive use of justifications. Further implications and
country differences are discussed.

Conclusions: The use of varenicline only began after being
recommended by NICE. We did not find evidence that
introduction of varenicline led to a reduction in use of other
prescription medication for smoking cessation. The fall in
use of NRT over-the-counter seems unlikely to be related to
introduction of varenicline.
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Objectives: The objective of this study was to describe the
tobacco dependence treatment systems in five countries at
different stages of development, and from different income
levels and regions of the world. It is hoped that these data
may prove useful to countries seeking to implement Article
14 in the future.

Robert West

Background: There is growing interest in using NRT for

‘harm reduction’. This includes use as an aid to cutting
down and in situations when smoking is not permitted. A
key question is whether this has any effect on cessation
rates. Some argue that it may promote quitting through
enhanced self-efficacy and motivation to quit, while others
that it might deter quitting by leading smokers to be less
concerned about the effects of smoking on their health.
Evidence from RCTs support the prior argument, that
cessation rates are enhanced by the use of NRT for harm
reduction. However, it is unclear how far these findings
generalise to smokers in the general population.

Methods: Data were drawn from an earlier survey of

treatment services, from Party reports to the Secretariat of
the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control, and from
correspondents in the five countries (Brazil, England, India,
South Africa and Uruguay). These data were entered onto
a standard template, discussed with the correspondents
to ensure they were accurate and assist with interpretation.
These templates were then used as a basis to form
descriptions of the countries’ treatment systems.

Methods: Data was used from the Smoking Toolkit Study,
a cross-sectional household survey of English adults
aged 16+. 12,221 participants were recruited and asked
whether they were cutting down, if so whether they used
NRT, and whether they used NRT for periods of enforced
abstinence. A number of demographic variables and
nicotine dependence, as well as desire to quit, intention
to quit and self-efficacy, were assessed. Findings: 53% of
smokers reported they were cutting down, 14% that they
were cutting down with NRT and 14% were using NRT for
temporary abstinence. Use of NRT to cut down and for
temporary abstinence was strongly positively associated
with desire and intention to quit. No significant association
was found with self-efficacy.

Results: Two of the middle income countries (Brazil and
India) have based their treatment on specialist support
and both consequently have very low population coverage
for treatment. Two countries (England and Uruguay) have
integrated broad reach approaches like brief advice with
intensive specialist support and these countries are now
focusing on monitoring performance and quality. There is
limited treatment established in South Africa, and treatment
does not currently appear to be a priority at a national level.
Cost is a significant barrier to improving treatment coverage.
Conclusions: Perhaps unsurprisingly, the greatest
challenges appear to be faced by large, lower income
countries that have prioritised more intensive but low reach
approaches to treatment, rather than developing and
utilising basic infrastructure, including brief advice in primary
care, quitlines and access to low cost medications.

Conclusion: Cross-sectional survey data cannot establish

a causal link but these data establish a prima facie case that
the use of NRT for cutting down and temporary abstinence
may promote rather than deter quitting, through increasing
an individuals’ motivation and intention to quit but not
through boosting self-efficacy.
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Background: In responding to corporate responsibility

Background: A safe and satisfying alternative to smoking

advocates in 2008, Altria and Philip Morris International
(PMI) claimed ignorance of the health impacts of Green
Tobacco Sickness (GTS)—transdermal nicotine poisoning
common among those who work with tobacco leaves in
fields and drying barns. A PMI spokesman said: “[T]his was
an issue we missed.… We didn’t realize how serious it is.”
Avowing eagerness to remedy the situation, the companies
subsequently plead inability to enforce their good will on
‘independent’ tobacco growers. Since, they have pursued
only weak and ineffective practices while widely promoting
their benevolent intentions.

could contribute importantly to smoking cessation and
tobacco harm reduction. In recent years a variety of inhaled
nicotine devices, often known as e-cigarettes have become
commercially available. So far, attention has focussed on the
safety to users and those around them. However, if they are
to provide a real alternative to smoked tobacco they must
also be acceptable to smokers.

Aim: This study systematically investigates smokers’
knowledge of and attitudes to these products.

Objectives: To discover what the tobacco industry—particularly Altria/PMI—knew about GTS, when it was learned,
and what was done with the knowledge.

Methods: Awareness and use of e-cigarettes among

Methods: The Legacy Tobacco Documents Library, http://

legacy.library.ucsf.edu, plus tobacco industry websites were
searched for evidence of tobacco companies’ knowledge of/
engagement with GTS. The results of these searches were
interpreted by triangulation with medical, tobacco agriculture,
and economic and social development literatures.

Results: Contrary to PMI’s spokesman, analysis of internal

corporate documents demonstrates that the tobacco
industry has been aware of the dangers of transdermal
nicotine poisoning for 75 years, and has monitored the
developing literature on nicotine poisoning among tobacco
farm workers since its inception in the 1970s. The industry
has sequestered this knowledge and refrained from
contesting a medical literature which, however sympathetic
to tobacco workers, essentializes GTS, variously locating the
problem in agricultural working conditions, growers’ greed,
or workers’ powerlessness and/or ignorance, rather than in
the commercial interests of transnational tobacco companies
(TTCs).

Conclusions: Beyond further detailing the scope of tobacco

industry duplicity, such findings have important policy
implications. Firstly, they demonstrate that there is no clear
congruence of interest between tobacco farmers and TTCs,
a significant finding given industry claims of contributing to
economic and social development via agriculture. Secondly,
this paper conceptualizes Green Tobacco Sickness as a
business-as-usual outcome of tobacco industry practices to
optimize nicotine production in tobacco agriculture. We assert
that, while no one sets out with the deliberate aim of poisoning
farm workers any more than of poisoning cigarette-smokers,
such poisoning is a predictable outcome of being “in the
business of selling nicotine, an addictive drug”.
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current smokers was measured as part of an annual GB
wide survey of 12,597 adults. Qualitative research was
then conducted on-line with a sample of 26 smokers who
had tried e-cigarettes and face to face with a sample of 11
smokers who had not. This informed the development of an
on-line survey of 1,380 smokers including 486 smokers who
had used e-cigarettes.

Results: In the national survey 9% of smokers reported
having tried e-cigarettes whilst 3% were still using them
at the time of the survey. 52% reported having heard of
e-cigarettes but not tried them. In the survey of smokers,
affordability was rated as an important factor for use by
55% smokers and safety by 45%. When asked in the
focus groups to design an ideal replacement to cigarettes,
smokers who had not tried e-cigarettes proposed devices
that look, feel and taste like cigarettes. The smokers survey
showed, among smokers who had not tried e-cigarettes,
women and heavy smokers were particularly interested
in finding out more, those who had tried e-cigarettes put
greater importance on strength of nicotine dose and an
authentic smoking experience and only 23% of those who
had tried them rated e-cigarettes as “satisfying” or “very
satisfying”. While using e-cigarettes ranked highly as a
reason initially to try e-cigarettes, it ranked less high as
a reason they would recommend them to others. These
data demonstrate a widespread interest among smokers,
particularly heavy smokers, for alternatives to smoking and
highlight a variety of factors limiting the acceptability of
products currently available.
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Objectives: Smoking continues to be a leading
preventable cause of disease and death. It is also the key
modifiable behaviour for maximum health gain, and yet
less than 5% of smokers attend NHS clinics for help to
quit, and a high proportion of smokers have no plans to
quit in the near future. There is an urgent need both to
offer a range of interventions that appeal to different needs
and preferences, and to reach a greater proportion of the
smoking population to encourage attempts to quit. Brief,
computer-tailored interventions have the potential to engage
with smokers who are not able or willing to attend clinics for
intensive help. The ESCAPE trial aimed to assess the effect
of computer-tailored feedback reports, sent to smokers
with varying levels of motivation, on quit rates and quitting
activity.

Background: The electronic nicotine delivery systems
(ENDS) are new cigarette-like plastic devices that generate
vapor by heating nicotine solution in a mixture of propylene
glycol and water. ENDS are commonly called electronic
cigarettes or e cigarettes and are advertised as a safer
alternative for conventional cigarettes. These products are
gaining popularity around the world.
Objective: To investigate patterns of use of ENDS among
Polish e-smokers.

Methods: We surveyed 257 ENDS users in Poland using

a web-based questionnaire. The main outcome measures
were current patterns of ENDS use, previous history of
smoking or current smoking behaviors.

Method: A random sample of smokers, identified from GP
records, were sent an assessment (Smoking Behaviour
Questionnaire). Smokers returning the questionnaire were
randomised to receive either standard generic materials,
or individually-tailored feedback reports, adapted to
an appropriate level of readability for smokers of all
educational levels, and incorporating cognitive strategies
and motivational interviewing techniques appropriate for
smokers not ready to quit. Smoking status was assessed at
a 6-month follow-up.

Results: The surveyed was completed by 170 (60%)

e-smokers. 83% were regular smokers when they have
started using ENDS and 66% declared not smoking regular
cigarettes at the time survey was taken. 47% declared
using ENDS as smoking cessation tools and 41% as a safer
alternative to regular cigarettes. 46% of surveyed e-smokers
used ENDS for less than one month and 40% for less than
half year. Almost all e-smokers (98%) used their ENDS
everyday. Among them 40% used ENDS more than 25
times a day, 27% used ENDS 16-25 times a day, and 29%
used ENDS 6-15 times a day. 41% of surveyed e-smokers
used ENDS with medium level of nicotine (8-16 mg per
one cartridge), 25% with higher and 8% with lower levels.
However, 23% of e-smokers refilled cartridges with nicotine
solutions by themselves and only 3% used cartridges with
zero nicotine.

Results: We recruited 6,911 participants between August
2007 and December 2008. The sample included a high
proportion of participants with low qualifications (61.9%),
included occasional, non-daily and less dependent
smokers, and a large proportion of smokers who were not
planning to quit in the near future (86%). Three-month and
one-month prolonged abstinence rates at the 6-month
follow-up were higher in the Intervention Group than in the
Control Group, but not significantly so (3.3% v 2.8% and
5.8% v 4.9%) respectively. Quit attempts were significantly
higher in the Intervention Group (31.3% v. 28.8% p<0.02).

Conclusions: We showed for the first time data on patterns
of use of ENDS. Our data suggest that ENDS might
potentially reduce the exposure to tobacco smoke among
their users. More research is needed to assess if ENDS
might be effective smoking cessation tools.

Conclusions: As only 5% of smokers present themselves
for therapy, it is important to reach those who do not, and
also to target smokers from all backgrounds and of all
dependencies to encourage them to change their habits.
The computer tailored feedback prompted significantly
more quit attempts than the standard generic material.
Proactive recruitment of smokers from general practice
is a successful strategy, engaging more of the smoking
population in completing an assessment, and encouraging
reflection in smokers who have no plans to quit in the near
future.
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Objectives: In order to increase the reach but reduce
the cost of providing smoking cessation interventions at
a population-level we explored the utility of the internet to
recruit and enroll smokers interested in quitting using nicotine
replacement therapy (NRT). This is one of several models
of NRT distribution that was implemented and evaluated
as part of a large scale study, the Smoking Treatment for
Ontario Patients (STOP) Study.
Methods: Interested persons logged on to the study

website www.stopstudy.ca and, if they met the basic
inclusion criteria (at least 18 years old, smoking at least 10
cigarettes/day, and not pregnant or lactating) consented
to participate in the study. They completed the baseline
questionnaire on-line and submitted their mailing address.
A package containing 5-weeks of NRT patches, a list of
additional smoking cessation resources and a self-help
booklet was couriered to them. They were then e-mailed
follow-up questionnaires to complete at the end-of-treatment
and at 6- and 12-months post-treatment. If they did not
complete the follow-up by e-mail they were telephoned
by a study research assistant and the questionnaire was
completed over the phone.

Results: 6689 people enrolled in the study over the

internet (2884 males, 3799 females; mean age: 40 years
(SD: 12). Of these, 3048 completed follow-up at end of
treatment, a 45% response rate, while 2353 and 1829
completed the 6- and 12-month follow-ups respectively. At
end-of-treatment, the 7-day point-prevalent self-reported
quit rate among respondents was 27.6% (95% CI: 26.0,
29.2). This decreased slightly to 24.5% (95% CI: 22.7, 26.2)
at 6-months and 26.7% (95% CI: 24.7, 28.8) at 12-month
follow-up.

Conclusion: Quit rates using a web-based enrollment

and follow-up system are comparable to those seen in
other models of the STOP Study utilizing either in-person
or telephone-based procedures. This indicates that the
internet is a useful tool for recruiting participants in a
smoking cessation study with no apparent detrimental
effect on outcome. Regression analysis of the predictors
of successful cessation in this sample will be presented as
well as comparisons to other STOP Study models of NRT
distribution.
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and other web-based behavior change programs are
typically affected by high attrition. The objective of this
systematic review is to summarize attributes of adherence
that have been identified in peer-reviewed publications
based on WATI research. To identify attributes of adherence
and factors that increased engagement, a literature review
of Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) and Observational
Studies (OS) and Meta-Analysis (MA) was conducted.

Methods: A review of 24 RCTs, 26 OSs and 4 MAs

were reviewed to identify WATI attributes that increased
engagement. Analysis was conducted by two coders
who met regularly to discuss conflict as well as criteria for
eligibility and inclusion. Nine categories of adherence were
identified and included in the results.

Results: The most important attributes that were identified

were access to social networking and brief, interactive
self-assessments with personalized feedback. Other
significant attributes found to increase engagement included
technical design promoting self-guided exploration of
program content, reach, and the use of other media such as
text messaging or email. Further results and findings will be
discussed.

Conclusions: Attributes that support engagement are
available in the literature. This evidence can help provide a
foundation for design and development of WATI programs
and other web-based behavior-change programs. WATIs
face a unique challenge: while technology evolves rapidly,
the process of scientific analysis is necessarily thorough,
but subsequently maybe unable to keep pace with novel
technological innovations that attract quitters and increase
adherence. Limitations will be discussed. Further research in
the efficacy of WATI is required.
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Association of current symptoms of
depression and smoking behaviour to
cue-induced cravings for cigarettes

Gene-environment interactions between
depressive symptoms and smoking
quantity
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Objectives: The association between smoking and
depression is well-established. However, relative importance
of genetic and environmental factors underlying this
association remains unclear. The aim of this study was to
investigate genetic and environmental interactions between
depressive symptoms measured by the Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI) and current number of cigarettes smoked per
day (CPD) using quantitative genetic modeling of twin data.
Methods: The data were drawn from the Older Finnish

Twin cohort’s third study wave. Questionnaires were sent in
1990 to same-sexed twin pairs born between 1930-1957
and participating in earlier survey(s). Data on total of 12,063
individuals were available for analyses. This included 1465
full monozygotic (identical) and 2779 dizygotic (non-identical)
twin pairs. The BDI sum scores ranged from 0 to 49 (mean
5.2; median 4.0). CPD was measured as a categorical
variable and replies on all response alternatives (1=0; 2=40)
were obtained.

Results: Based on the univariate modeling, additive genetic

(A) and specific environmental (E) factors were adequate
to explain the variation of both traits, while evidence for
common environmental (C) effects was not found. Bivariate
Cholesky decomposition revealed that the phenotypic
correlation (r=0.09) between BDI and CPD was explained
moderately by shared genetic (rg=0.18) and environmental
(re=0.08) factors. The linear GxE models were built in two
ways 1) using CPD as the trait and BDI as the moderator
and 2) vice versa. The moderating effects were significant in
both A and E variance components, and the value of both
variance components increased with increasing moderator
value. Thus, the influence of genetic effects on variance of
smoking quantity was enhanced in subjects with elevated
depression score and vice versa; the more subjects smoked,
the larger role genes played in depressive symptom counts.

Counclusions: In conclusion, these analyses provide
evidence that both shared genetic and environmental
factors as well as gene-environment interactions underlie the
comorbidity of smoking with depression.
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Objectives: Adults with depression smoke at higher rates
than other adults. Little is known about the ways that
depression is associated with smoking-related behavior
such as smoking cue reactivity. The purpose of this
study was to examine the association of a diagnosis of
depression, current depressive symptoms, and smoking
consumption to cue-induced cravings for cigarettes.
Methods: Participants (n=52) were adult daily cigarette

smokers without current substance use disorders or
serious psychiatric disorders apart from depression. The
sample included 30 smokers with no history of depression,
13 smokers with a history of depression and no current
treatment, and 8 smokers receiving antidepressant
treatment. Participants completed a laboratory session
during which they were exposed to smoking-related
cues (e.g., cigarettes, ashtrays) after smoking one of their
preferred brand cigarettes (Satiated Condition), and an
hour after smoking (Brief Deprivation Condition). Cravings
for cigarettes were assessed before and after exposure to
smoking cues.

Results: Cue-induced cravings were not significantly
different among the three depression status groups.
Current symptoms of depression and number of cigarettes
smoked per day were significantly associated with change
in cravings from pre- to post-exposure to smoking objects
in the Satiated Condition. Greater current symptoms of
depression and greater smoking consumption were related
to higher levels of cue-related cravings. A current diagnosis
of depression and other smoking variables (e.g., duration of
smoking) were not associated with cue-induced cravings.
There were no significant associations between symptoms
of depression or smoking consumption and increases in
cravings during the Brief Deprivation Condition.
Conclusions: Current symptoms of depression were
significantly related to cue-induced cravings in satiated
adult smokers, but not in adults with one hour of smoking
deprivation. Future research should examine the relationship
of depressive symptoms to craving after longer periods of
abstinence. Information about smoking cue reactivity can
be used to enhance smoking cessation interventions for
smokers who have a difficult time quitting including adults
with depression.
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Evening type is associated with current
smoking and nicotine dependence in
population based FINRISK 2007 study

Discourses around the development
and circulation of Nicotine Replacement
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In the UK the various forms of nicotine-containing products
available to consumers fall under different areas of
regulatory governance. Conventional tobacco products are
governed by a variety of different legal instruments which
control the way that they can be advertised, marketed,
sold and consumed but exert little control over the content
of products themselves. On the other hand, Nicotine
replacement therapies (NRTs) are regulated as medicines
by the UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory
Agency (MHRA). The safety, efficacy, manufacture,
packaging and marketing of medical products are strictly
controlled. Outside of the regulatory governance of tobacco
and medicinal nicotine products lie various ‘lifestyle’
products such as e-cigarettes, which are controlled by
consumer protection regulations. Recently, there has
been growing concern that this division of regulatory
responsibility for nicotine-containing products is having an
adverse effect on the availability of acceptable alternatives
to cigarettes. This presentation will investigate the impact
of this division of regulatory responsibility on the innovation
of new NRT products within the pharmaceutical industry.
I draw on twenty in-depth qualitative interviews with key
stakeholders, including tobacco dependence scientists
and those who work with NRTs in the pharmaceutical
industry, as well as analysis of various documents, such as
official reports and journal articles. I consider the various
discourses that arise in this area, including: problems in the
existing NRT network, for example issues around treatment,
distribution and compliance; different conceptions of what
a ‘better’ nicotine product might be and how these relate
to understandings about what smokers want; perceived
barriers to innovation; and the issue of ‘borderline’
products.

Background: Diurnal type refers to person’s preference to
wake and the onset of alertness, which can be dichotomized
as morning or evening type. This diurnal type has been
associated with smoking in two separate studies among
adolescence and young adults in similar way. Also a recent
Finnish study of adults indicated that the evening type is
strongly associated not only with being a smoker but also
with a higher risk of nicotine dependence.
Aim: Our aim was to explore whether smoking habits and

nicotine dependence differ by diurnal type in the population
based Finnish FINRISK 2007 study. Design and methods:
Cross-sectional population based data (N=7750) with diurnal
type were collected in 2007. A subsample of ever smoking
individuals, including 1746 current, occasional and former
smokers was collected from same individuals some weeks
later with nicotine dependence measurements. Regression
analyses were used to examine the association between
diurnal type and smoking status and nicotine dependence.

Measurements: Subjects were classified by self-report
into four categories: morning type, somewhat morning type,
somewhat evening type, evening type. Among ever smokers
detailed smoking history was collected. Nicotine dependence
was measured by Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence
(FTND), Hooked On Nicotine Checklist (HONC) and Nicotine
Dependence Syndrome Scale (NDSS).
Findings: Evening types were more likely to be current daily
smokers (vs. non-smokers) (age-sex adjusted OR= 1.33,
95% CI 1.08, 1.63) compared to morning types. Gender by
diurnal type interaction was non-significant (p=0.34). Among
current daily smokers, the age-gender adjusted risk of being
a heavy smoker (=20 CPD, 73% men) was 1.90 (95% CI
1.07, 3.40) among evening types compared to morning
types. Gender by diurnal type interaction was non-significant
(p=0.27). Evening type daily smokers scored higher than
morning types in nicotine dependence with HONC scale
(beta=0.74, 95% CI 0.05, 1.43, p=0.036), NDSS scale
(beta=2.29, 95% CI 0.15, 4.43, p=0.036) and FTND scale
(beta=0.65, 95% CI -0.01, 1.30, p=0.054) in gender-age
adjusted analyses.
Conclusions: Results indicate that diurnal evening type is
associated with current daily smoking and higher scores on
nicotine dependence measures (FTND, HONC and NDSS).
Understanding the underlying cause of these associations
could help us to understand better the causes of nicotine
addiction.
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meta-analysis
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Objectives: Although there is consistent evidence that
quitting smoking is frequently followed by an increase in
body weight, the extent of weight gain is variable depending
on reports. The purpose of this review was to update the
estimate of weight gain at various time points.

According to the World Health Organization tobacco smoke
is the leading preventable cause of death in the world with
50% of smokers dying from a smoking-related disease.
Furthermore, smoking has a major impact on health care
and societal costs. Reimbursement of smoking cessation
(SC) medication increase the number of smokers trying to
quit as well as the quit rate.

Methods: We searched included studies of the Cochrane

review on Interventions for preventing weight gain after
smoking cessation (1). We considered only placebo-treated
smokers, and excluded those who received an additional
pharmacotherapy. Mean (SD) weight change (kg) from
baseline for abstinent participants at each time point given
were combined using a random effects inverse variance
model to estimate overall summary mean. We also
calculated a summary estimate of the SDs weighted by
number of participants.

Objectives: The objective of the analysis was to estimate
the economic consequences of introducing reimbursement
of varenicline for pharmacological SC in Denmark; i.e.
compare reimbursement costs with corresponding savings
in the healthcare sector and society due to less smoking and
thus fewer smoking-related disease events.
Methods: A costing template developed by the National

Results: From the 55 trials screened, 36 studies were
included in the analysis after the selection process.
Weighted mean (95%CI) weight gain from baseline was
0.99 (0.52, 1.46) at 1 month, 2.29 (2.05, 2.54) kg at 2
months, 2.70 (2.21, 3.19) kg at 3 months, 4.09 (3.61, 4.56)
kg at 6 months, 5.04 (4.46, 5.62) kg at 12 months after
target quit date. The mean SDs were 1.2, 1.9, 2.7, 3.6, 4.7
at 1, 2, 3, 6, 12 months respectively. Using the means and
SDs, we calculated that at 12 months post-cessation, 14%,
21%, 50%, and 15% of participants gained 0 kg - 5 kg 10 kg, respectively. Sub-group analyses with abstinence
definition (point prevalence vs continuous/prolonged), study
purpose, and world region showed no significant effect
(alpha = 1%) at months 1, 2, 6, 12 time points. Mean weight
gain was significantly lower in Asian studies than western
studies at month 3 (unique time point available for Asian
studies).

Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) for
implementation of varenicline in smoking cessation in
the United Kingdom (http://guidance.nice.org.uk/TA123/
CostTemplate/xls/English) was adjusted and applied for
Denmark. The costing template is a static model that
presents the consequences of SC intervention and benefits
of abstinence at 2, 5, 10 and 20 years after intervention.
Danish data on number of smokers and motivated quitters,
the costs of varenicline and disease events, as well as
Danish reimbursement rules were applied.

Results: The national health insurance costs for reimbursing

a quit-motivated smoker 12 weeks of prescribed varenicline
amount to € 124-258 (1 Euro = 7.45 DKK); with low
co-payment for persons with chronic diseases. Reimbursing
40,000 smokers will cost the health insurance 5-10 mill.
€ (37-77 mill. DKK). However, the benefit will be 9,000
abstinent persons (after 12 months), thus preventing
respectively 2,110, 3,383 and 5,214 disease events (50%
COPD) after respectively 2, 10 and 20 years; however,
relapse has to be considered. After 2 years, the healthcare
sector savings from fewer emergency hospital contacts
amount to 6 mill. € (47 mill. DKK), while societal savings (incl.
lost production) amount to 38 mill. € (281 mill. DKK). After 20
years healthcare savings increase to 19 mill. € (141 mill. DKK)
and 113 mill. € (846 mill. DKK) in societal savings.

Conclusions: The break-even between higher health
insurance costs and the conservative saved cost estimate
due to fewer emergency hospital contacts will appear less
than 2 years after reimbursement of varenicline for low
co-payment persons ( € 124). Varenicline is reimbursed
in e.g. Sweden, UK, Ireland and Belgium, but not in
Denmark. A limitation of the analysis is that relapse was not
considered.

Conclusions: Weight gain was most pronounced during

the first 3 months post-cessation with an average weight
gain of around 1kg per month, and a further gain of 2kg
during the remaining 9 months. The wide SD of similar size
to the mean indicate large variation in weight change after
cessation, with a proportion of people losing weight as
well as many gaining much more than the mean figures we
reported.
1. PARSONS, A. C., SHRAIM, M., INGLIS, J., AVEYARD,
P. & HAJEK, P. (2009) Interventions for preventing weight
gain after smoking cessation, Cochrane Database Syst Rev,
CD006219.
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structural requirements for activation
of human a4ß2 and a7 nicotinic
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Objective: Studies have suggested that the Attention Deficit

Objectives: In spite of remarkable advances in

Method: This study is a secondary analysis of data from
a multi-site trial of OROS-methylphenidate (OROS-MPH)
vs. placebo for improving the prolonged abstinence rate in
adult smokers with ADHD who received standard smoking
cessation treatment (nicotine patch and counseling).
Participants were 254 smokers meeting DSM-IV criteria
for ADHD and classified as ADHD-Combined Hyperactive/
Impulsive + Inattentive (ADHD-C, n=167) or ADHD-Inattentive
(ADHD-IN, n= 87).

Methods: We synthesized nicotine analogs with methyl

understanding nAChRs, the manner in which nicotine’s
structure determines its potency and efficacy at nAChRs
is still poorly understood. We have used a “methyl scan”
approach to assess the importance of various regions in the
pyrrolidinium ring of nicotine for interaction with a4ß2 and a7
nAChRs, the two major brain receptor subtypes implicated in
cognitive function.

Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) subtypes represent distinct
clinical categories rather than points on a single continuum.
Divergence in treatment response is a potential indicator of
categorical distinction. The present study explored whether
treatment response in the form of smoking abstinence rates
and improvement in ADHD symptoms would differentiate
smokers by ADHD subtype.

substituents at each of the eight potential sites of
methylation, used chiral HPLC to resolve racemic samples
into their individual enantiomers and for the first time
functionally characterized their actions on these nAChR
subtypes. We also investigated the effect of replacing the
nicotine 1’N-methyl with larger alkyl substituents. Human
nAChRs were expressed in Xenopus oocytes and studied
using the two electrode voltage clamp method; peak currents
were used to assess responses of both receptors and were
normalized with respect to near maximal ACh responses.

Results: Demographic characteristics, smoking history,
psychiatric background, and OROS-MPH efficacy relative
to placebo for improving ADHD symptoms, were similar by
ADHD subtype. However, smoking cessation response to
OROS-MPH differed as a function of ADHD. In addition,
nicotine dependence level moderated the direction of
cessation response. In the OROS-MPH condition, the
prolonged abstinence rate was significantly higher in the
ADHD-C than the ADHD-IN subgroup (50.0% vs. 31.1%,
p 7), treatment with OROS-MPH produced a higher rate
of prolonged abstinence than placebo in ADHD-C than
ADHD-IN smokers (p<0.05); among low-dependence
smokers (FTND <7), OROS-MPH efficacy relative to placebo
was significant in the ADHD-IN (p<0.05) but not in the
ADHD-C subgroup. Of interest, re-analysis of data from
smokers in an open trial of nicotine patch and bupropion
(Covey et al, 2008) produced a congruent result, i.e.
abstinence rates at the end of eight-week treatment differed
as a function of ADHD symptom subtype and nicotine
dependence level.

Results: While most methyl substitutions decreased potency,
the 2’(R)- and 3’(R)-methylnicotines were significantly
more potent than nicotine on the a7 nAChR. Interesting
differences in interactions of the methyl-nicotines with the
two nAChRs were also observed. For instance, replacement
of the original 1’-N-methyl of nicotine with an ethyl group
nearly abolished nicotine activation of a4ß2 nAChR,
but activation of a7 nAChR was much less affected. A
3’(R)-methyl substitution enhanced a7 potency, but reduced
a4ß2 potency. While 4’(R)- and 4’(S)- methyl substitutions
did not affect potency, efficacy was significantly reduced,
especially for the a7 nAChR. An especially significant finding
was that 5’(R)-methylation selectively abolishes interaction
at a4ß2 without causing a large decrease in a7 potency and
efficacy. Quaternizing the pyrrolidinium nitrogen by adding a
second methyl substituent decreased (>100-fold) potency
and binding at both nAChRs, consistent with the postulated
requirement for an H-bond between the nicotine pyrrolidinium
NH and a Trp backbone carbonyl group.

Conclusion: Opposite directions of smoking cessation
response to OROS-MPH and in moderation by nicotine
dependence level imply clinically distinct entities within ADHD.
The further implication of distinct underlying neurobiological
mechanisms suggests the need for targeted treatments
according to ADHD subtype. Further research is warranted
to identify and characterize smokers responsive to OROSmethylphenidate and those who are not.

Conclusion: The differences we have observed for
methylated-nicotine interactions with the two major human
brain AChRs suggest that the structures of nicotine and
related molecules can be further manipulated to provide new
drug candidates that preferentially activate particular nAChR
subtypes.
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Abstract

Background: Time To First Cigarette (TTFC) from the
Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence is regarded as a
strong indicator of nicotine dependence. This single-item is
a strong predictor of cessation success, with a dose-related
association between relapse and TTFC (=5 minutes, 6-30
minutes, 31-60 minutes, and >60 minutes).

Introduction: The sooner the smoker starts to smoke, the
stronger the dependence and the bigger the health impact. AIM:
To assess the correlation of the weight gain with the age of the
first cigarette and nicotine dependence.

Objective: To explore the efficacy of 4mg nicotine lozenge

Methods: Data of patients of our Tobacco Dependence Centre

Abstract

collected between 2005 – 2009, after one year follow-up,
abstinence validated by carbon monoxide measurement.

vs. placebo in the subgroup of smokers who smoke their first
cigarette within 5 minutes of waking (TTFC=5) and 6 to 30
minutes after waking (TTFC 6-30). The 4mg nicotine lozenge
is indicated for smokers who have their first cigarette within 30
minutes of waking.

Results: We analyzed sample of patients - abstainers (N=421)
one year after the intervention. Weight at the first visit was
78.14 kg (+-18.04), after one year 82.65 kg (+-18.04). The
mean weight gain was 5.25 kg (+-5.23). The weight gain did not
correlate with the age of the first cigarette. Further details will be
shown.

Methods: Data from a randomized, double-blind, placebo
controlled study comparing the nicotine lozenge or placebo for
smoking cessation were examined. Subjects were assigned
to treatment based on nicotine dependence (i.e., TTFC); low
dependence smokers (TTFC>30 minutes) were randomized to
the 2mg lozenge or placebo and high dependence smokers
(TTFC=30 minutes) were randomized to the 4mg lozenge or
placebo. The current analysis focuses on the subgroup of
subjects randomized to the 4mg lozenge or matching placebo.
The primary outcome of interest was carbon monoxide (CO)
confirmed four week continuous abstinence at Week 6 (28-day
abstinence); CO confirmed continuous abstinence through
Weeks 12, 24, and 52 were also explored. A logistic regression
was performed on the outcome for each time point and
subgroup of interest; effects of treatment and site were used as
independent variables in the models.
Results: Data from 437 subjects with a TTFC=5 minutes and
463 subjects with a TTFC between 6 and 30 minutes were
analysed. Treatment with the 4mg lozenge was associated with
a significantly greater 28-day abstinence at week 6 in both the
TTFC=5 subgroup (active vs. placebo: 47.3% vs. 16.6%, odds
ratio [OR]=4.51, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 2.89, 7.03) and
the TTFC 6-30 subgroup (active vs. placebo: 50.0% vs. 24.9%,
OR=3.02, 95% CI: 2.04, 4.47). Although abstinence declined
over time, a significant difference was seen in favor of active
treatment at Weeks 12, 24 and 52 for both the TTFC=5 and
TTFC 6-30 subgroups.
Conclusions: The 4mg nicotine lozenge is efficacious as an
aid to smoking cessation even in the most highly dependent
smokers.
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Abstract

Objective: To identify if men and women relapse for different

Abstract

reasons.

Objective: To determine the profile of men and women who ask
for treatment in a Smoking Cessation Clinic.

Methods: Analytical and longitudinal study. Patient who remain

abstinent for three months after treatment of smoking cessation.
Study variables: sex, age and number of cigarettes per day. The
reasons of relapse are: negative emotional states, self control,
positive external situations, interpersonal conflict and positive
emotional states. The data collection of relapse was done by
telephone interview.

Methods: Analytical and longitudinal study. Patients

treated in a Smoking Cessation Clinic. Study variables: sex,
education level, number of cigarette per day, onset age of
smoking and alcohol consumption. Diseases: hypertension,
cholesterol, cardiovascular disease, anxiety or depression
with pharmacological treatment, in the past or nowadays, and
psychiatric disorder.

Results: 798 smokers were abstinent at the end of the
treatment (three months), 54.8% (437) men and 45.2%
(361) women. Average age 43.75 ± 9.85, years and 24.33
± 9.87cigarettes per day. 43.1 % relapsed due to a negative
emotional state, 29.4% due to self control, 22.2% due to a
positive external situation, 2.9% due to a interpersonal conflict
and 2.3% due to a positive emotional state. A percentage of
52.6% women relapsed due to negatives emotional states vs.
35.3% of men, while 30.5% of men relapsed due to positive
emotional states vs. 12.2 % of women. (p<0.0001)

Results: 1475 current smokers, 770 men (52.2%) and 705
women (47.8%). There are statistical differences between men
and women in every variable (p=0.05). 40.4 % (285) of women
have higher education whereas 27% (208) of men have higher
education. Males smoke more than females, 26.84 ± 11.76 vs.
23.72 ± 8.94, and also are more likely to start smoking before
women, 16.34 ± 3.33 vs. 17.70 ± 4.42 years. A percentage
of 34.4 men drink alcohol every day whereas only 14.5% of
women do it. Men also suffer from cardiovascular diseases
whereas women suffer from anxiety or depression illness.
12.2 % of men have hypertension vs. 7.9% of women, 12.3%
cholesterol vs. 6.2 %, and 10.8% have cardiovascular disease
vs. 4.8 %. A percentage of 47.4 women have had anxiety or
depression with pharmacological treatment at least one time in
her life vs. 23.8% (183) of men, and 15.9% of women (112) in
the beginning of the smoking cessation were in treatment for this
issue against 5.7% of men. There are also higher percentages
of women with psychiatric disorders 1.8% whereas only 0.8% of
men suffer from psychiatric disorders.

Conclusions: Causes of relapse differ significantly for men and
women. While men are influenced by positive emotional states
like celebration, women relapse due to negatives emotional
states like depression or anxiety.

Conclusions: In a sample of smokers, there are big differences
between males and females. Women have higher education
level, they smoke and drink alcoholic drinks less than men and
they have less cardiovascular risk factors but have a higher
probability to suffer from anxiety or depression.
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Abstract

Objectives: To evaluate gender differences in the two main items

of the Fagerström test for nicotine dependence (FTDN).

Medical advice regarding smoking cessation: Results from the
second survey of all Swiss primary care physicians

Objectives: The purpose of this survey in 2008 was to assess

Methods: Analytical and longitudinal study. Patients treated in a

Smoking Cessation Clinic. Study variables: sex, age, number of
cigarettes per day, Fagerström Test for nicotine dependence and
two items of the test: “On average, how many cigarettes are you
currently smoking each day?” and “How soon after you wake up
do you smoke your first cigarette?”

Results: 1302 current smokers, 678 men (52.1%) and 624
women (47.9%). Mean age: 43.37 ± 10.19 years. The total
sample smoked 25.28 ± 10.43 cigarettes per day, men smoked
26.69 ± 11.51 cigarettes whereas women smoked 23.73 ± 8.87
cigarettes (p<0.0001). There were no statistical differences in
the nicotine dependence by sex, men: 6.25 ± 2.22 and women:
6.16 ± 2.20 but there were in the two items of the Fagerström
Test: 35.5% of men smoked more than 30 cigarettes per day vs.
23.2% of women, and 37.5% of women smoked between 11
and 20 cigarettes each day vs. 25.1% of men. (p<0.0001). About
“How soon after you wake up do you smoke your first cigarette?”
13.6% of men smoked in the first 60 minutes after waking up
against 9.6% of women, while 14.1% of women spend more
than 60 minutes against 10.2% of men (p=0.012).
Conclusions: In spite of the fact that women smoke less
cigarettes per day than men and they smoke later the first
cigarette of the day, they do not have less nicotine dependence.
It is necessary to study other aspects related to the addiction in
women.

actual clinical practice of Swiss primary care physicians in
smoking cessation counselling - and thus checking for a possible
improvement of number and quality of their interventions since
2002. An initial survey of physicians regarding the status of
smoking cessation counselling is available for 2002. In 2002 the
National Stop Smoking Program had just started, it included
a training program for smoking cessation in primary care. In
order to improve physicians’ smoking cessation knowledge
and skills, this project offered educational courses together with
documentations like a reference manual, guidelines, several
algorithms or patients’ brochures. A total of sixty teachers were
trained in several instruction courses in order to disseminate the
smoking cessation program nationwide.

Methods: The 2008 survey of Swiss physicians addressed
all 7523 primary care physicians, all Swiss pneumologists,
gynaecologists und paediatricians, together with a sample
testing of 1029 physicians in clinic. Using the national registry
of the Swiss physicians, an invitation letter and a questionnaire
were mailed to all 8552 doctors. Non-responders received
a single reminder letter eight weeks later. Evidence-based
smoking cessation interventions that were asked for consisted of
prescription of NRT, of bupropion or varenicline, direct smoking
cessation counselling, recommendation to attend group smoking
cessation therapy, and referral to a smoking cessation specialist
for counselling. Questions about actual screening practice will
also be treated (by Jacot-Sadowski). Data were processed
anonymously.
Results: With a response rate of 41%, 3629 physicians out of
8552 primary care physicians that we wrote to, state that their
current practice actually offers smoking cessation counselling.
90% of responders that had attended a course in smoking
cessation counselling, offer assistance to all those patients who
are motivated to stop smoking. Today, 82% of all physicians
always ask patients about smoking (vs. 78% in 2002), 76%
are asking patients about their motivation to stop smoking (vs.
64% in 2002). Here, pneumolo- gists perform best at 97% while
gynaecologists have barely changed their practice at 66% and
offer support to a mere 43% of patients.
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Conclusions: The majority of participating Swiss physicians
practice recommended smoking cessation interventions with
patients motivated to stop smoking. However, the number of
physicians practicing these interventions could be increased and
implementation of the interventions could be improved; smoking
cessation training courses are an effective means of achieving
both goals.
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Abstract

Introduction: Smoking topography is a tool to study
compensation behavior among smokers. It can be measured
with portable devices which record the number of puffs, puff
volume, intervals between puffs, and other puffing patterns.
In population studies, when comparing puffing profiles, it is
necessary to have accurate and precise data. Since smokers
are usually naïve to topography monitors, their puffing behavior
might change from one measurement to the other. Therefore we
hypothesized that results of a single topography measurement
do not provide accurate values.

Abstract

Objectives: Smoking is a significant risk factor for cancer. Over
90% of smokers consider quitting, but doe not use professional
support, thus foregoing higher chances of success. Hospitalized
patients are especially receptive to cessation advice, but
structured counseling of smoking in-patients is rarely available.
The aim of the project at the Comprehensive Cancer Center
Freiburg (CCCF)/University Medical Center Freiburg (UMCF) is
to establish a Cancer Prevention Management Team (CPMT) to
identify smoking patients, motivate them to quit and link them
to appropriate smoking cessation programs offered by external
providers.

Methods: 66 regular smokers (27 male and 39 female; age:

36±12 and 33±13; CPD: 18±11 and 16±11; FTND: 3.3±2.3
and 5.0±2.5, respectively), not familiar with topography devices,
participated in the study. Each volunteer smoked five of their
own cigarettes and the puffing behavior was measured with
the CressMicro pocket device (Borgwaldt GmbH, Germany).
Mean values of various puffing patterns and relative differences
for each single measurement (n=5) were calculated. Then the
relative differences were compared using a one-way analysis of
variance.

Methods: The CPMT has implemented structures to identify

smoking patients to provide them with counseling based on
Motivational Interviewing, to enhance their motivation to quit and
to refer them to suitable cessation programs. Enrolled patients
will be referred to one form of cessation treatment (structured
multicomponent program) and receive continued telephone
support by the CPMT. Patients unwilling to use any cessation
therapy will be observed. Follow-up data on all enrolled patients
over a period of 12 months are being analysed.

Results: ANOVA showed no differences between mean values
of five consecutive measurements and a single measurement
(p<0.05). There were also no significant differences between
individual measurements (p<0.05). Comparing the mean values
of five consecutive measurements and the results of the first
measurement, the following relative differences were found: 1.00
(95% CI 0.95-1.04) for number of puffs, 1.02 (95% CI 0.97-1.08)
for puff volume, and 0.95 (95% CI 0.88-1.02) for puff intervals.

Results: CPMT structures and a screening system for smoking
patients have been successfully implemented in 16 departments
of the UMCF. A network of 52 regional cessation providers
has been established. First results (after12 months) show that
out of 404 counselled smoking patients, 218 patients (54%)
were included in the project: - 187 (85,8%) were included in
the treatment arm, of these, 64 (29,4%) were referred to formal
multicomponent cessation programs, 44 (20,2%) are using
psychological therapy only, 41 (18,8%) are using medication and
self-help material and 38 (17,4%) are using self- help material or
hotline only. - 25 (11,5%) were included in the observation arm.
Out of these, 14 (6,5%) quit smoking without using support and
11 (5%) still remain ambivalent. - 6 (2,7%) are still in the process
of decision making. A total of 11 (5%) patients dropped out due
death. The Extension of the prevention-program to other CCCs
in Germany is in process. Tailored training materials are being
used to assist with the implementation of CPMTs at other CCCs.

Conclusions: For the purpose of population studies it is
enough to take one topography measurement in order to obtain
accurate and precise data on puffing behavior.

Conclusion: A novel cancer prevention program was
implemented at the UMCF. New structures, cooperation’s and
networking have enabled the CPMT to put the project plan into
practice. Based on this experience the program can now be
extended to other CCCs in Germany with the underlying aim
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Abstract

Introduction: Tobacco use is a rising concern for the developing
world. It causes about 5million deaths yearly and is projected to
cause 10 million deaths yearly by 2025 with 80% of these deaths
from the developin countries if current trends continue. Tobacco
is also a majo risk factor for all kinds of cancer including Liver
cancer.GoalTo help determine whether the risk of liver cancer
from smoking was less or greater than other forms of cancers
caused by tobacco.
Methods: In this study, we ascertained retrospectively the

smoking habits of 24,000 adults who had died from liver cancer
(cases) in 10 Chines cities, 7 Indian Cities and 5 Nigerian Cities.
These areas were choosen for reasons of high population.
Smokers from these three countries constitute 40% of smokers
worlwide. Calculations of the smoker risk ratios (RR) for liver
cancer mortality were standardised for age and locality. We
used Cox proportional hazard regression models to adjust for
confounding variables. We conducted analyses on the entire
study population, among male and females who had smoked for
at least 20 years separately for each country.

Results: Among adult men (aged 35+) there was a 36%
excess risk of death from liver cancer (smoker standardised risk
ratio [RR] =1.36, with 95% confidence interval [Cl] 1.29-1.43,
2p<0.00001; attributable fraction 18%). In the general male
population, this indicates absolute risks of death from liver cancer
before age 70 of about 4% in smokers (in the absence of other
causes). . The RR was approximately independent of age, was
similar in urban and rural areas, was not significantly related to
the age when smoking started but was significantly (p<0.001)
greater for cigarette smokers than for smokers of other forms of
tobacco. Among men who smoked only cigarettes, the RR was
significantly (p<0.001 for trend) related to daily consumption,
with a greater hazard among those who smoked 20/day (RR
1.50, 95% CI 1.39-1.62) than among those who smoked fewer
(mean 10/day:RR=1.32, 95% Cl 1.23-1.41). Smoking was also
associated with a significant excess of liver cancer death in
women (RR 1.17, 95% CI 1.06-1.29, 2p=0.003; attributable
fraction 3%), but fewer women (17%) than men (62%) were
smokers, and their cigarette consumption per smoker was
lower. Among women who smoked only cigarettes, there was
a significantly greater hazard among those who smoked at
least 20/day (mean 22/day: RR=1.45, 95% Cl1.18-1.79) than
among those who smoked fewer (mean 8/day: RR=1.09, 95% Cl
0.94-1.25).
Conclusion: This study goes to show that even though liver
cancer from tobacco use kills about 200,000 people yearly in
these three developing countries, the deaths from lung cancer
(1.5million yearly worldwide) is still higher than liver cancer
deaths. To verify my tobacco control profile and work around the
world, please send a mail requesting more information.
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Abstract

Objectives: Cotinine, the major metabolite of nicotine is
the analyte of choice to assess smoking habit. A number
of point-of-care urine cotinine tests are available for use in
extra-laboratory situations to validate self-reported smoking
and in some instances provide feedback to improve smoking
cessation. Urine testing is however inappropriate in some
instances, such as in dentistry. Saliva testing is more desirable
but problematic, due to the lower cotinine concentrations
compared to urine. A current colorimetric urine test assay,
which detects cotinine and the other nicotine metabolites, was
improved by the inclusion of a novel condensing reagent and
optimisation of the remaining reagents. The aim of this study was
to evaluate the test in a community-based investigation.
Methods: Volunteers (n=100), aged between 21 and 67 years

(38% female), including 39 smokers with a daily cigarette
consumption of five or more cigarettes a day, (mean 16.2),
provided a saliva sample using a manufactured sponge
and collecting vessel. One ml of saliva was eluted using the
test’s fixed-volume syringe. The sample was introduced onto
freeze-dried reagents and quickly shaken. A sample positive for
nicotine metabolites turned pink within one minute but 4 minutes
was left for full colour development. The resultant colour was
compared to a four-point colour chart and the level of smoking
recorded. Samples from non-smokers remained unchanged.

Results: A positive test colour was obtained from 36 of
the 39 smokers and a negative result from 58 of the 61
non-smokers, giving a sensitivity of 92% and specificity of 95%.
The semi-quantitative test results significantly correlated with
daily cigarette consumption (p<0.01); with light smokers (5-10
cigarettes per day) having a colour chart mean of 2.3; 11-15 a
day a mean of 2.7; 16-20 a day, 3.5 and more than 20 a day
mean 3.0. The limit of visual detection was equivalent to 50 ng/
ml cotinine.
Conclusions: The new assay was found to be suitable for
detecting cotinine and other metabolites in saliva samples
collected from volunteers in the community. The sensitivity and
specificity and limit of detection were comparable with the other
commercial saliva cotinine test currently available. A dedicated
colorimeter to quantify the result is under development. The visual
impact of the test increases awareness and the feedback can be
an important adjunct to smoking interventions in oral disease.
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Abstract

Long-term smokeless tobacco (ST) use is known to increase the
risk for oropharyngeal cancer, heart attack, and stroke. Extant
literature on cigarette smokers suggests that smoking reduction
increases smoking abstinence among smokers not interested
in quitting. Similarly, a reduction strategy may increase ST
abstinence rates among ST users not interested in quitting. The
purpose of this open label, one-arm, Phase II clinical trial was to
evaluate the safety and tolerability of varenicline with the goal of
reducing ST use and to evaluate the level of interest among ST
users in reducing their use. Of the 48 ST users who responded
to our recruitment advertisement, we enrolled 20 ST users who
had no plans to quit but were interested in decreasing their ST
use. The 20 ST users enrolled were all male with a mean age of
42.8 ± 11.7 years who used an average of 3.9 ± 1.7 pouches
per week for 18.6 ± 8.6 years with an average FTND-ST score
of 5.9 ± 1.7. At end of treatment (12 weeks), 60% (N=12) of the
participants reduced their ST use by = 50% of whom 25% (N=3)
were abstinent from ST. At the end of the study (6 months),
50% (N=10) reduced by = 50% of baseline use of whom 40%
(N=4)were abstinent from ST. Of the 12 subjects who achieved
= 50% reduction at end of treatment, 9 maintained reduction at
6 months. One person who did not achieve = 50% reduction
at end of treatment was able to achieve 50% reduction by 6
months Thirty seven adverse events were noted among 19
of the 20 subjected enrolled. The most common side effects
were:nausea (N=5) and sleep disturbance/vivid dreams (N=8).
Varenicline may be effective in reducing ST use and achieving
ST abstinence among ST users with no plans to quit but who
are intereste in reducing their ST use.

Objectives: To evaluate factors that may be predictive of

outcome – total score on the Fagerstrom Test of Nicotine
Dependence (FTND), time to first cigarette on waking and the
use of behavioural support – in a trial of varenicline as a smoking
cessation aid in Belgian smokers treated in a “real world” setting
as part of routine clinical practice.

Methods: This was a 12-week, prospective, observational,
non-comparative study. Participants were adult smokers
who were motivated to quit and who had been prescribed
varenicline in accordance with the European product license.
In this post-hoc analysis, the Week 12 and 24 seven day point
of prevalence of abstinence rates (7-day PPA) were analyzed
using logistic regression models to compare groups. The odds
ratios (ORs) between groups were reported as well as the 95%
confidence intervals (CIs) for the odds ratios. Adverse events
(AEs) were also evaluated.
Results: In total, 226 Belgian participants received varenicline.
Their mean age was 46.1 (SD 12.6) years, 56.2% were male,
and 95.6% were Caucasian. Participants had smoked for
an average of 28.3 (SD 12.9) years, with a mean of 22.2
(SD 8.4) cigarettes per day. Mean FTND score was 6.0 (SD
2.2), with answers to question 1 of the FTND showing that
most participants smoked within 30 minutes of waking (60
mins 7.5%). Behavioural support was received by 61.1% of
participants. The 7-day PPAs at Weeks 12 and 24 were 61.1%
and 45.6%. The FTND score (high [=6] versus low [<6] scores)
did not predict 7-day PPA at Week 12 (OR 0.65 [95% CI 0.38,
1.11]; P=0.12) or Week 24 (OR 0.62 [95% CI 0.36, 1.06];
P=0.08). Time to first cigarette on waking (FTND question 1)
significantly predicted 7-day PPA success at Week 12 (OR 0.69
[95% CI 0.50, 0.94]; P=0.02) and Week 24 (OR 0.70 [95%
CI 0.52, 0.94]; P=0.02), with the odds of success decreasing
by approximately 30% with each increase in time category.
Behavioural support significantly increased the likelihood of
success at Week 12 (OR 6.18 [95% CI 3.41, 11.2]; P<0.01)
and Week 24 (OR 5.37 [95% CI 2.89, 9.98]; P<0.01). The
most frequent AEs were nausea (9.3%), sleep disorder (4.4%),
gastritis (2.7%), fatigue (2.7%) and insomnia (2.2%).
Conclusion: Factors predictive of success in this “real world”
observational trial of varenicline included time to first cigarette on
waking and behavioural support, but not total FTND score.
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Abstract

Objectives: Several potential methods might be available to
decrease the important burden of smoking-related diseases
in smokers, by screening for lung cancer, heart and vascular
diseases. However, except screening for abdominal aortic
aneurysm in men aged 65 to 75, no screening test has been
shown as effective to reduce the morbidity and mortality, and not
to harm by overdiagnosis and overtreatment. Evidence-based
clinical guidelines recommend against or cannot give a formal
recommendation for or against: lung function testing (LFT), peak
flow, EKG, ankle/brachial index (ABI), chest radiography, thoracic
CT, carotid ultrasonography and electron-beam computer
tomography. This study aimed at evaluating primary care
physicians’ (PCP) self-reported practices towards such screening
interventions in asymptomatic smokers.
Methods: We used the national registry of the 8852 Swiss

PCPs to mail them a questionnaire on their practice regarding
smoking cessation interventions and screening procedures
in their asymptomatic smoking patients. Evidence-based
smoking cessation interventions were: prescription NRT,
bupropion or varenicline, direct smoking cessation counselling,
recommendation to attend group smoking cessation therapy,
and referral to a smoking cessation specialist for counselling. An
efficacy score was defined as positive if =2 smoking cessation
interventions were performed indicating good physician practice.
A parsimoniousness score was defined as positive if at most
1 not recommended screening intervention was performed. A
multivariable logistic model was estimated to identify factors
related to a positive parsimoniousness score.

Results: The response rate was 41% (n=3629). Fifty-six

percent were over age of 50, 70% were male, 12% reported
being smokers and 25% attended smoking cessation training.
The most reported smoking cessation intervention was NRT
prescription (74%) and a positive efficacy score was obtained
by 84% of respondents. Almost half of the responders (45%)
reported performing LFT, 31% peak flow, 48% chest radiography,
40% EKG, 14% ABI and 6% thoracic CT in asymptomatic
smoking patients. A positive parsimoniousness score was
obtained by 46% of respondents. Having a positive efficacy score
made physicians to be less parsimonious than their colleagues
(OR 0.29, 95% CI 0.23 to 0.36, p<0.001).

Conclusions: The majority of respondents practice
recommended smoking cessation interventions. However,
this study suggests that PCPs with interest and knowledge in
smoking cessation interventions perform more frequently not
recommended screening interventions in their asymptomatic
smoking patients. Smoking cessation training should address
screening issues in smokers and contain information on updated
evidence-based screenings tests.
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Abstract

Objectives: Cigarette dependence is a condition in which

smokers experience urges to smoke that overwhelm and
undermine their resolve not to. Measuring the strength of urges
to smoke during the course of normal smoking in a culture
where smoking is restricted could provide a good measure of the
severity of tobacco dependence. The most important criterion for
such a measure is how well it predicts failure of attempts to stop
smoking. This study compared ratings of strength of urges to
smoke (SUTS) on a normal smoking day with the Fagerstrom Test
of Nicotine Dependence (FTND) and its components, including
the Heaviness of Smoking Index (HSI).

Methods: A representative sample of 2593 adult smokers in

England were surveyed and followed up 6 months later. SUTS,
FNTD, HSI, cigarettes per day and time to first cigarette were
measured at baseline together with data on age, social grade and
gender. The outcome measure was self-reported abstinence for
at least one month in 513 smokers who at 6-month follow up had
made an attempt to stop smoking at least a month ago.

Results: In logistic regressions, all dependence measures
predicted success of subsequent quit attempts but SUTS
had the strongest association (Wald statistics for SUTS, FTND
and HSI: 14.6: p<0.001, 8.0: p=0.005, and 9.0: p=0.003
respectively). In multiple logistic regressions when SUTS
was entered as a predictor of abstinence together with other
dependence measures, it remained as the only predictive
dependence measure.
Conclusions: Ratings of strength of urges during a normal
smoking day appears to be a better predictor of achieving
abstinence following a quit attempt than other dependence
measures. As such it may be a better measure of tobacco
dependence.
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Abstract

Objective: This review aims to examine economic evaluations
of varenicline, to compare the reported cost-effectiveness of
varenicline with that of treatments for major smoking-related
diseases, and to evaluate the findings for decision making.

Abstract

Objectives: Higher prevalence of smoking among depressive

patients as well as the risk of depression in smokers is well
documented. Also the proportion of patients with history of
depression among those seeking intensive treatment of tobacco
dependence is notably high. By contrast, the evidence of
success rates in those subgroups of patients is controversial.

Method: A literature search was performed to identify published
articles in English indexed in MEDLINE and the Cochrane
Library (Issue 1, 2009), which includes the Economic Evaluation
Database. Additional sources also were searched to identify
unpublished varenicline studies, including conference abstracts.
The search for varenicline studies was limited from 2006 to
October 2009; searches for all other types of studies were
limited from 1990 to October 2009.

Aim: To compare one year abstinence in our patients
according to depression history (no history of depression versus
depression history or presence)
Methods: According to the evidence based treatment we use

Results: The search yielded a total of 20 relevant economic

psychobehavioural interventions as well as pharmacotherapy
(nicotine, bupropion, varenicline or combinations). We follow
them one year, smoking status is validated by carbon monoxide
in expired air. We analyzed a sample of patients (N=2,044)
treated 2005 – 2009.

evaluations of varenicline. In addition, 37 reviews of economic
evaluations in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, non-small
cell lung cancer, and cardiovascular disease, as well as
studies evaluating the impact of economic rewarding were
considered in this review. From these identified economic
evaluations, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs)
for varenicline range from dominance (more effective and cost
saving) to €18,582 per QALY (including indirect costs). These
estimates appeared substantially lower when compared with
ICERs reported for secondary prevention of smoking-related
diseases, which in some cases were as high as €66,218 per
quality-adjusted life-year.

Conclusion: Current or former depression treatment was found
in 16.73 % (342/2044). One year abstinence in this depressive
subgroup was 24.26 % (83/342), in patients without depression
26.32% (448/1702). Discussion: The non-significant difference
in smoking cessation success rates support the fruitfulness of
tobacco dependence treatment in patients with depression as
well as in psychiatric settings.

Conclusions: Varenicline appears to be cost-effective from
the perspective of both health care payers and employers,
due to reduced health care consumption and costs. The
cost-effectiveness of varenicline also compares favourably
to that of interventions recommended for the treatment and
prevention of smoking-related diseases.
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Objectives: The Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco

Abstract

Objectives: Nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) is widely

used for smoking cessation , but only 20% smokers quits
smoking successfully. Considering the interindividual variability
of plasma nicotine and cotinine concentrations together with
the lack of clinical end-points for NRT patches dosing, it seems
clinically important to investigate the utility of a therapeutic drug
monitoring approach. We retrospectively studied our ambulatory
patients with different type of nicotine dependence treated
with transdermal nicotine therapy associated with individual
counselling and valued the relationship between plasma nicotine
and cotinine replacement, revealed after two weeks of treatment,
and smoking abstinence after 12 months.

Methods: We studied 94 patients (M/F, 59/35, mean age
51.4±11.5 years, mean weight 74±15.5 Kg) habitual smokers of
cigarettes (24.1±9.6 cigarettes/day) between 2002 and 2009.
Baseline nicotine and cotinine levels were obtained while smokers
were smoking at the usual rate. Blood sampling was performed
in the afternoon, at least after 6 hours of waking and after 2 hours
from the last cigarette smoked. An initial nicotine patch dose was
prescribed considering the number of cigarettes smoked and the
relatively nicotine daily dose, the results of Fargeström Tolerance
Questionaire and the baseline nicotine concentration. After the
patients reached the steady-state between 1 and 2 weeks, the
serum nicotine and cotinine concentrations were rechecked,
nicotine and cotinine replacements were calculated and the
dose of nicotine eventually modified. After 12 months the mean
of abstinent patients was 49%. Retrospectively, we divided all
the patients in three groups according to the baseline cotinine
levels: A 300 ng/ml. In every group, we verified the mean cotinine
replacement at two weeks and observed the percentage of non
smokers after 12 months.
Results: Group A and B (19 and 34 patients) presented 63 e
62 % of abstinents while group C (41 patients) only 34 % (A vs
B, P=0.84; A vs C, P= 0.06; B vs C, P=0.03). Groups A and
B presented higher levels of baseline cotinine replacements
(114±58 % and 74±23, respectively) than group C (56±25 %)
with significant statistically differences.
Conclusions: This study confirms that the long term probability
of smoking abstinence is inversely correlated to the replacement
of baseline cotinine values. So therapeutic cotinine monitoring
should be taken in consideration from physicians to identify
smokers who could benefit from the NRT but even to personalize
the nicotine doses and to reach the 100% of replacement.
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Control Act (FSPTCA) was signed into United States (US) law
by President Obama on June 22, 2009. This historic legislation
grants the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) authority to
regulate tobacco products as “appropriate for the protection
of public health.” Among other things, the FSPTCA provides
the FDA with regulatory authority to establish tobacco product
standards that can include reduction of nicotine if such reduction
would protect public health. Despite smoking’s identification
as the leading risk factor for pregnancy-related morbidity
and mortality, 12% of US women smoke cigarettes while
pregnant. Nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) lacks cessation
efficacy in pregnancy and may harm the developing fetus. The
use of reduced-nicotine content (RNC) cigarettes has been
hypothesized as a strategy to prevent and/or reduce cigarette
smoking in the overall population and may also be beneficial
in pregnancy. However, RNC cigarettes have been associated
with compensatory smoking, and non-nicotine ingredients and
byproducts of cigarette smoke with poor pregnancy outcomes,
so the use of these products in pregnancy may have unintended
public health consequences. The goal of this review is to identify
the current body of knowledge on this topic and to identify
research needs relevant to the FSPTCA, especially regarding
unintended public health consequences of a potential FDA policy
to reduce nicotine content in cigarettes.

Methods: We reviewed the available literature on RNC cigarettes
in pregnancy.

Results: We identified three cohort studies and one intervention
trial of RNC cigarettes in pregnant humans. Two cohort studies
indicate that RNC cigarettes in pregnancy are related to
increased fetal growth, however the third cohort study does not
support this finding. The trial data (n of pregnant smokers = 6)
include no pregnancy outcomes, but suggest that RNC cigarettes
in pregnancy are associated with decreased maternal smoking
duration and nicotine intake.
Conclusions: The identified studies point to a possible benefit
of RNC cigarettes on maternal smoking duration and nicotine
intake, but results regarding neonatal outcomes are mixed. More
evidence regarding RNC cigarettes in pregnancy is needed
to determine any unintended maternal and child public health
consequences related to reducing the level of nicotine in cigarette
tobacco.
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Abstract

Background: Patients engaged in addiction treatment for

a variety of substance use disorders are disproportionately
affected by tobacco use morbidity and mortality. However,
with appropriately intensive intervention, such individuals can
succeed in smoking cessation. The Tobacco Dependence
Clinic (TDC) is a program that provides counselling and
pharmacotherapy (at no financial cost) through Vancouver
Coastal Health Addiction Services, Canada.
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Objectives: To a) describe the smoking cessation program
provided by the TDC and b) examine smoking cessation
outcomes of drug treatment clients in the TDC.

Abstract

Objective: To determine the effect of training intensity and third
party reimbursement on dentists’ tobacco control attitudes and
behaviors.

Methods: Clients receive upto 26 weeks of group counselling

in conjunction with pharmacotherapy for smoking cessation.
Data from 202 participants engaged by the TDC were analyzed.
Outcome measures include seven day point prevalence
abstinence (validated by expired CO). RESULTS: On an
intent-to-treat analysis (n = 202), end of treatment smoking
abstinence rate was 33%. Predictors of smoking abstinence
were: a) using a greater number of evidence based modalities to
quit smoking in the past, b) having a lower CO level at baseline,
and c) a greater number of total visits to the TDC. Predictors
of treatment completion were: a) being female, and b) having a
lower CO level at baseline.

Methods: Among 265 randomly selected dental practices, 65
were randomly assigned to Usual Care (UC); the remainder
were randomly assigned to one of 4 groups: low-intensity
training (LIT); high intensity training (HIT); low-intensity training
plus reimbursement (LITR); and high-intensity training plus
reimbursement (HITR). After dentist baseline assessment,
dentist and patient-reported outcomes were questionnaireassessed 12 months post intervention by mail. Positive change
scores in dentists’ attitudes and behaviors were compared
between UC vs. any intervention group; HIT vs. LIT groups; and
reimbursement (R) vs. no-R groups using the Mann Whitney Test
or Chi Square. Patient reported tobacco control behaviors of
dentists were compared for the same 3 comparisons.

Conclusions: Smoking cessation among drug treatment
patients is an important factor in reducing the harms associated
with tobacco use. These individuals can successfully quit
smoking if given access to appropriately intensive tobacco
dependence treatment which may incorporate extended
duration of care and aggressive use of pharmacotherapy in an
“off-label” manner.

Results: Assess, Assist, and Arrange behaviors of all intervention
dentists (N=265) significantly improved from baseline to
follow-up compared to UC dentists, and in the HIT group
compared to the LIT group (all P< 0.03). Significant mediators of
positive change for “Assessing” were “feeling well prepared” and
“feeling effective”; and for “Assisting” were “feeling effective” and
“feeling that one had knowledge of pharmaceutical products”
(P<0.01). Patients of intervention group dentists reported higher
dentist tobacco control behavior scores compared to patients
of UC group dentists (OR 1.7, 95% CI: 1.1-2.6). Patients of
dentists who submitted claims compared to patients of dentists
in the non-reimbursement groups were significantly more likely
to report that they cut down their tobacco use; read information
provided on the benefits of quitting; and sought help from family
and friends with the quitting process (all P<0.01).

Conclusion: Feeling prepared and effective are important for
dentist behavior change, but patients of dentists who submitted
claims had the best outcomes.
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Abstract

Background: This presentation reports on the translation of a

brief tobacco intervention into standard nursing practice in acute
care northern rural community hospitals.

Method:. Eleven of the 12 NW Ontario community hospitals with

average annual admissions of 93 to 1328 participated. Nurses
were trained to provide a brief 5A tobacco cessation intervention
(ask, advise, assess, assist, arrange) and asked to provide the
intervention to all inpatients. Intervention was cued by a one-page
intervention form in patients’ charts, which was included as part
of quality chart audits in most hospitals (none of the hospitals
used electronic charting). Patient materials including cessation
booklets and Smoker’s Helpline pamphlets, and fax referral
program information was offered.

Results: Over 14 months, 5,351 intervention forms were
collected; 3% (183) were blank and 97% (5,168) documented
tobacco use (ask). Tobacco use prevalence was 30%
(1,573/5,168), consistent with the average smoking rate
documented by admission clerks suggesting that all smokers
were being identified. Among tobacco users, 56% were
female, average age was 44 (SD=15), and average cigarettes/
day=14 (SD=9, mode=25). Seventy-eight percent of smokers
(1,220/1,573) were advised to quit by their attending nurse,
91% (1,427/1,573) were assessed for interest in quitting among
whom 53% were interested (755/1,427), 71% were assisted
(1,110/1,573) to quit, and follow-up was arranged for 20%
(314/1,573). Among those who received assistance, 21%
received a booklet and were offered pharmacotherapy, 22%
received a booklet only, 24% were offered pharmacotherapy
only, and 3% received counselling without either a booklet
or pharmacotherapy. Among those receiving a booklet, 71%
(487/689) received the “Want to Quit” booklet, 26% (177/689)
received the “Don’t Want to Quit” booklet, and 3% (25/689)
received both booklets.

Objectives: Nicotine replacement therapies (NRTs) are a

mainstay of the therapeutic approaches employed in smoking
cessation. Although NRTs can help alleviate cravings and
symptoms of withdrawal, overall effects in terms of quit
rates are modest. Smokers may differ in the extent to which
nicotine and non-nicotine constituents of tobacco contribute to
maintaining their addiction. Denicotinized cigarettes represent
a novel approach to targeting non-nicotine factors, which may
improve cessation outcomes among individuals who respond
poorly to NRTs. In this study, we examined the efficacy of
denicotinized cigarettes as a smoking cessation aid among NRT
treatment-resistant smokers.

Methods: 30 current daily smokers (mean age 40.5, SD 11.1)
were recruited from the general community. Participants reported
making at least two prior smoking cessation attempts using
NRTs. Participants were assigned to receive 8 weeks of either
NRT products alone or NRT products in addition to denicotinized
cigarettes. During an initial baseline session, participants
completed a number of descriptive measures of tobacco use
patterns and a battery of self-report questionnaires. Subsequent
follow-up sessions assessed recent smoking patterns and level of
dependence.
Results: At the end of the 8-week treatment phase, significant
reductions in tobacco dependence levels were observed among
all participants, with no differences between those who received
NRTs and those also receiving denicotinized cigarettes. Although
the denicotinized cigarette group showed an initial decline in the
number of preferred-brand cigarettes smoked relative to the NRT
group, the groups did not differ in terms of overall quit rate at the
end of the treatment phase. Both groups showed a significant
decline in average weekly number of cigarettes smoked.

Discussion: Adherence to completing the forms and providing

the brief intervention, up to the 4th step (assist) was quite
remarkable, especially given this was the first research study
these hospitals had been involved with and the first time the
nurses were asked to provide tobacco cessation interventions.
The low ‘arrange’ rates indicate a need to understand why this
step is not being provided even though materials and a fax
referral system has been established, and also signals a potential
need for additional training. Given high rates of smoking in
these communities and the success with translating a tobacco
cessation intervention into standard nursing practice, this brief
inpatient intervention has the potential to make an important
contribution to lowering tobacco use rates in NW Ontario and
enhancing health outcomes.
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Abstract

Conclusions: Although denicotinized cigarettes have shown

promise as a means of addressing the non-nicotine factors
in tobacco addiction, among a sample of highly dependent
smokers, we found no evidence for their efficacy over and above
concurrent NRT treatment. Further research is needed to develop
effective means of increasing smoking cessation outcomes
among treatment resistant smokers.

Do smokers titrate for both nicotine and
non-nicotine tobacco components?

Correlates of Readiness to Quit Smoking
among College Student Smokers
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Abstract

Objectives: The nicotine titration hypothesis predicts that

smokers adjust their smoking behaviour in order to achieve
or maintain optimal nicotine levels; however, it is possible that
smokers may also adjust their smoking behaviour in response
to non-nicotine smoking components as well. The present study
examined possible titration for nicotine and non-nicotine smoking
factors.

Methods: Twenty-one smokers completed two randomized

double-blinded smoking sessions during which they were
required to self-administer two cigarettes to completion 5
minutes apart. In one session participants self-administered
nicotine-containing cigarettes (0.6 mg nicotine; 10 mg ‘tar’) and in
the other session they self-administered denicotinized cigarettes
(<0.05 mg nicotine; 10 mg ‘tar’).

Results: Consistent with the nicotine titration hypothesis,
participants smoked each denicotinized cigarette more rapidly
than each nicotine-containing cigarette (ps<0.01). However, in
both conditions the first cigarette was self-administered more
rapidly than the second (ps<0.01), suggesting that smokers may
also titrate for non-nicotine smoking components.
Conclusions: These findings are consistent with the hypothesis
that a combination of nicotine and non-nicotine smoking factors
contributes to the regulation of smoking behaviour.
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Abstract

Rates of college student smoking and smoking initiation during
college have recently increased in the U.S. College students tend
to have difficulty quitting smoking on their own, yet participate in
formal cessation interventions at relatively low rates.

Objectives: This study was conducted to investigate the

correlates of motivation to quit smoking among college students.
Knowledge of the factors that promote readiness to change
smoking may inform strategies for increasing treatment demand
in this population.

Methods: Participants were non-treatment seeking daily smokers
(N=111) participating in a randomized trial of motivational
intervention and contingency management for smoking cessation.
Participants were 18 to 24 years old, M = 19.7, SD = 1.5); 38.2%
were females; 77% were White, 8.2% were Hispanic/Latino,
6.4% were Black/African American). Participants varied in current
smoking from 1 to 41 cigarettes per day (M = 12.2, SD = 6.9) and
in readiness to change (ranged from 1 to 10 on readiness ladder,
M = 5.55, SD = 1.5). All baseline assessments occurred prior to
initiation of intervention.
Results: Motivation to change smoking was significantly
associated with: fewer cigarettes per day (r=-.31) in past 30
days; more consecutive days abstinent in past 30 days (r=.27);
later age of onset smoking (r=.31); having made a quit attempt
in the past 30 days (t(109)=3.56) or in the past 6 months,
(t(109)=2.58); parent disapproval of smoking (r=-.24); best friend
smoking status (r=.19); pressure from friends to quit (t(108)=2.3);
current health concerns (t(108)=2.10); expectancies for positive
reinforcement due to smoking (r=-.32,); and higher self-efficacy
for resisting smoking (r=.27). Motivation to change smoking was
not associated with level of nicotine dependence; withdrawal
severity; biomarker (CO or cotinine) levels; or current depressive
symptoms; alcohol or marijuana use (quantity or frequency);
normative perceptions about smoking among peers or adults;
amount of smoking in social network; smoking outcome
expectancies for negative consequences, negative reinforcement,
or weight control; pressure from parents; future health concerns;
or concerns about cost.
Conclusions: Many commonly perceived barriers to smoking
cessation (e.g., dependence, withdrawal, co-occurring substance
use or affective symptoms) were unrelated to motivation for
cessation in this population. However, numerous factors were
found to be associated with increased motivation; attempting
to increase the experience or salience of such factors may be
effective in increasing demand for treatment in this population.
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Abstract

Epidemiological data show that young adult smokers do not
tend to use empirically-supported treatments when making
quit attempts. Data from behavioral cessation trials with college
students have shown very low quit rates relative to comparable
trials in general adult populations.

Objective: The objective of this study was to estimate the

effectiveness of varenicline, bupropion and nicotine replacement
therapy (NRT) in smoking cessation in two specialized smoking
units belonging to primary care centers.

Objectives: This study was conducted to evaluate the feasibility

of enrolling college student smokers into clinical trials involving
two efficacious pharmacotherapies: nicotine patch and
varenicline.

Methods: Participants were undergraduate students enrolled in
one of three colleges in the northeastern U.S. who were taking
part in a larger longitudinal study of college student alcohol
use. Of the 102 students invited to participate based on having
reported smoking in the prior year, 40 students responded (18 to
22 years old, M = 19.8, SD = 1.0); 67.5% were females).
Results: Participants varied substantially in current cigarettes
per day (M = 5.1, SD = 6.2) and in readiness to change (ranged
from 1 to 10 on readiness ladder, M = 5.6, SD = 2.4). Student
interest (maybe or yes) was greater for a study involving no
pharmacotherapy (80%) than one involving varenicline (62.5%)
or patch (57.5%). Among students who were disinterested or
equivocal (no or maybe), open-ended concerns were elicited.
Some student concerns were shared across all intervention
types, including the amount of time involved and a lack of interest
in quitting smoking. Other concerns were shared across both
pharmacotherapy interventions: general concern about taking
a medication and potential side effects; not wanting to take a
medication to quit smoking (substituting one drug for another);
the belief that they don’t smoke heavily enough to warrant taking
medication to quit; belief that they can quit without medication;
and concerns about interaction effects with other medications
they are taking. Concerns that were unique to nicotine patch
intervention included: skepticism about its efficacy for quitting
smoking; fear of the patch/belief that nicotine is dangerous; and
tried it in the past and didn’t like it. There were no concerns
expressed that were unique to participating in a varenicline trial or
a non-pharmacological trial.
Conclusions: College students have negative opinions and some
misperceptions about taking medications for smoking cessation
which in turn present a barrier to use of these empirically
supported cessation treatments. Findings may be useful in
delineating areas for public health messages to address.
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Material and methods: A multicenter longitudinal observational

study was designed. Patient’s data were collected retrospectively
based on their clinical records. Patients over the age of 18, who
initiated treatment of smoking cessation between 1/01/2006 and
1/12/2008 with varenicline, bupropion or nicotine replacement
therapies (NRT), were included in the analysis. Patient’s follow-up
was conducted from time-baseline (day 1) and assessed at
6 and 12 months. Main variables included in the study were:
comorbidities, effectiveness (continuous abstinence) and
pharmacological tolerability. Statistical analysis was performed by
means of a logistic regression model and Kaplan-Maier survival
curves; p<0,05.

Results: A total of 957 smokers patients treated with NRT
(53.0%), bupropion (25.1%) and varenicline (21.9%) were
included in the analysis. The mean age of participants was
47.6 (11.3) years and 58.6% were men. 32.0% of the patients
attended the smoking specialized units for physical dependence;
the average duration of smoking was 19.5 (6.7) years. At 6
months, 61.2% (95% CI: 54.6-67.8%) of participants in the
varenicline group were continuously abstinent from smoking
compared with 56.9% (95% CI: 50.6-63.2%) in the bupropion
group and 52.3% (95% CI: 48.0-56.6%) in the NRT group; p
= 0.003. At 12 months, the rate of continuous abstinence was
57.4% (95% CI: 50.7-64.1%) in the varenicline group compared
with 52.9% (95% CI: 46.6-59.2%) in the bupropion group and
47.1% (95% CI: 42.8-51.4%) in the NRT group; p = 0.002.
Results of the regression model showed that the abstinence
rate at 12 months was associated with the number of previous
attempts to quit smoking (OR: 2.2 [95% CI: 1.8-2.7]), the average
number of cigarettes / day (OR: 1.1 [95% IC: 1.0–1.2]) and the
presence of previous dyslipidemia (OR: 1.5 [95% CI: 1.1-2.0]).
Pharmacological tolerability was similar between groups except
for symptoms of irritability which were lower in the varenicline
group: 4.3% compared to 8.3% in the bupropion group and
10.3% in the NRT group.
Conclusion: Varenicline appeared to be an effective and safety
alternative compared with bupropion and NRT on smoking
cessation in the primary care setting.
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Abstract

Objectives: The main objective of the study was to estimate

the willingness to pay for treatment with varenicline for smoking
cessation. Additional aims were to understand the Spanish
population’s perception about the efficacy of smoking cessation
treatments and opinions about the possibility that these
treatments could be financed with public funds.

Methods: A representative sample of the Spanish population
(=21 years) was interviewed by phone to assess their maximum
willingness to pay for a 3-month treatment course with
varenicline. The drug was described in terms of efficacy and
most frequent adverse events (without mentioning its commercial
name). Efficacy and safety data of varenicline were obtained
from a recent meta-analysis (Reus et al., 2007). The sample was
composed of smokers, non-smokers and ex-smokers. Questions
included in the survey were adapted to be consistent with the
experiences of these groups.
Results: Only 50.6% of smokers would be willing to take a drug
for smoking cessation treatment provided for free. However,
58.5% of non-smokers would advise a smoker friend to take
the drug. The main objection to treatment is the belief that it
“isn’t true that it is easier to quit smoking with these drugs”.
Only 35.7% of the sample declared a positive willingness to pay.
Nevertheless, 57.2% of those interviewed were favourable about
public financing of smoking cessation treatments (63.3% in the
smokers group). The average willingness to pay for varenicline
amounts to e235.6 in the group of smokers. Assuming a linear
relation between the willingness to pay and the incremental
effectiveness, the willingness to pay per quitter would be e1,685.
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Abstract

Objectives: Eosinophilia is a known risk factor for increased

mortality, but its association with behavioral risk factors such as
smoking is not known.

Methods: 14 560 Koreans with normal leukocyte counts who

underwent comprehensive medical testing at a health promotion
center in a tertiary referral hospital from May 1995 to February
2004. We defined eosinophilia as =500 cells per ?L blood.
Trained personnel measured height and weight, and information
about smoking and alcohol consumption was obtained by
questionnaire. We measured the odds ratios by multiple logistic
regression analysis, adjusting for age, sex, parasitic infections,
allergy history, and current medications.

Results: 1414 (9.7%) of subjects had eosinophilia. In univariate
analysis, eosinophilia was significantly associated with current
smoking, obesity, alcohol consumption, parasitic infections, male
sex, and younger age (P = 0.001). In multiple regression analysis,
we found that current smoking was associated with eosinophilia
(odds ratio [OR], 2.02; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.67 - 2.44).
In addition, eosinophilia was significantly associated with alcohol
consumption (OR, 1.32; 95% CI, 1.14 - 1.53).
Conclusions: Smoking, and alcohol consumption were
independently associated with eosinophilia. Our finding suggests
that eosinophilia has clinical implications as a marker of smoking
status. A prospective study is needed to determine whether
smoking cessation affects eosinophilia status.

Conclusions: There is a negative bias against the utilization of
smoking cessation medicines. Many of those polled don’t seem
to perceive the therapeutical value of these drugs. A possible
explanation lies in the overestimation of the ability to control one’s
own impulses. That bias becomes particularly important towards
habits with a high component of addiction such as a smoking
habit. In the light of these findings the public administration could
implement policies that help smokers to take decisions for their
own benefit.
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Objectives: To translate evidence-based hospital initiated
tobacco dependence treatment into a “real world” academic
health center hospital to achieve effective results.

Abstract

Objectives: Bupropion and nicotine replacement therapy (NRT)
have been available as smoking cessation aids via the UK NHS
since June 2000 and April 2001 respectively. Varenicline, a
new smoking cessation medication, became available on NHS
prescription in December 2006. We used data from The Health
Improvement Network (THIN), a database of UK electronic
primary care records, to investigate the impact of varenicline’s
introduction on recent trends in prescribing of smoking cessation
medications in England.
Methods: We extracted data on all patients in THIN from June

2000 to June 2009 and calculated monthly rates of prescribing
of varenicline, NRT and bupropion per 100,000 population for
the study period. We calculated rates for the overall population,
men and women, and different socio-economic groups, based
on Townsend score. We examined prescribing rates for individual
medications and also for all smoking cessation medications
together (i.e. varenicline, bupropion and NRT), comparing trends
before and after the introduction of varenicline.

Results: Prescribing of varenicline has developed rapidly since
it became available on the NHS, and it is now the second most
commonly prescribed stop smoking drug in England after NRT.
Aside from a brief peak when legislation banning smoking in
public places was introduced, NRT prescribing rates have been
lower since varenicline was introduced. Bupropion prescribing,
which has declined since reaching a peak in 2001, also increased
briefly around the time of the introduction of smokefree legislation,
but has since declined further. These trends were observed in
both men and women, and across all socio-economic groups.
Varenicline appears to have displaced some prescribing of other
smoking cessation medications rather than resulting in increased
overall prescribing of smoking cessation medications.
Conclusions: These results suggest that varenicline has been

readily accepted as a standard therapy by English GPs who are
issuing fewer prescriptions for NRT and bupropion. As a result,
the introduction of varenicline may not have led to a greater
proportion of smokers being prescribed smoking cessation
medication.

academic health center in Portland, Oregon, USA. OHSU
uses an electronic medical record (EMR) system. Translating
evidence-based tobacco dependence treatment into the OHSU
system required 1) determining how to integrate the 5 A’s tobacco
treatment into the appropriate key points of the hospital workflow;
2) identifying the roles and responsibilities for the members of
the medical team; 3) creating or modifying the EMR to establish
appropriate clinical pathways to support and document the
treatment process; and 4) providing information and education
to the medical team through existing communication channels.
Key members of the medical team include nurses completing
the initial patient admission assessment; nurses advising patients
about smoking and making referrals for treatment, physicians
ordering treatment, especially at admission, and the tobacco
cessation nurse practitioner responding to consult orders to
complete treatment via bedside assessment and treatment plans,
discharge recommendations, and follow-up. The EMR system
went online in April 2008. Since June, 2008, three methods
have been used to promote integration of tobacco treatment: 1)
general education and outreach information to all medical staff
and specifically to cardiac and pulmonary units (June 2008 – May
2009); 2) proactive outreach to MD’s on cardiac and pulmonary
units to prompt consult orders for smokers identified in daily EMR
reports (June - December 2009), and 3) adding the option for
nurses to make a referral via the EMR for a tobacco consult and
launching a nursing education program “Ask, Educate, Refer”
(AER) to increase nursing education and consult referrals (Jan
2010 to date). Quality improvement measures for this analysis
were: 1) percent changes in documentation of smoking status
over time and 2) number of consult referrals over time.

Results: Documentation of smoking status for all patients
increased from 69% in June, 2008 to 87% in May 2009 and on
the cardiac and pulmonary units from 83% to 95%. Referrals for
consults increased from 24/month from June 2008 – May 2009;
to 42/month with proactive MD outreach from June – December
2009; to 51/month with the current AER program.
Conclusions: Documentation of tobacco status can be improved
through general education. Changing provider behavior to
actively order or refer for treatment via EMR requires direct and
specific education, prompting and outreach.
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Methods: Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU) is an
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Abstract

The consumption of psychotropic drugs, 12 months prior to the
initiation of the process of cessation and during the six months
post initiation of treatment, on the first 159 individuals who
attended our smoking cessation unit was compared. 75 had
received therapy with nicotine patches, 32 bupropion and 52
varenicline; all patients could also have received other forms of
NRT. 32.7% (n=52) of the patients consumed psychotropic drugs
the year prior to the smo¬k¬ing treatment initiation. Ten of these
(19.2%) received more psych¬o¬tr¬o¬pic drugs (more doses
or new prescriptions) during the six months following cessation.
Of those who did not consume psychotropic drugs before the
cessation attempt (107), 8 (7.5 %) required medication. Of those
patients who consumed psychotropic drugs the year before,
those who received vareni¬cline (n=11) had greater probability to
improve their symptoms (less or no consumption of psychotropic
drugs after six months following cessation) than the patients who
received the nicotine patch (n=32) or bupropion (n=11): 45.4%
vs. 12.2%; p:0.025, OR=6.0 [1.3-27.2]. The rate of cessation of
these patients after six months was greater in those who have
been treated with varenicline (9/11) than in those who had been
treated with other drugs (15/41): p:0.015, O.R.: 7.8 [1.5-41.0],
and there were no differences between patches and Bupropion.
This preliminary work has led us to the following conclusions:
1) Patients who had consumed psychotropic drugs prior to the
intent of cessation can quit smoking. In our sample of patients,
46% reached 6-month abstinence. Of those, 20% reduced or
eliminated the use psychotropic drug after initiating the cessation
attempt. This fact increased significantly the pos¬si¬bi¬lities of
maintaining the 6-month abstinence (x6.5). 2) In the group of
patients who consumed psychotropic drugs prior to treatment
(n:52), those who received varenicline showed greater probability
of consuming less drugs after the cessation (x6.0) and higher
abstinence rates after six months (x7.8) compared to those
patients who used either bupropion or NRT. 3) Although our
sample is small, due to the fact that we have reached the
standard level of statistical significance (p<0.05) and that the
present study did not received any funding, our data suggests
that varenicline may be a drug especially useful for smoking
cessation in at least some patients with psychiatric symptoms.
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Abstract

Peer social support for quitting smoking is emerging as a
potentially effective and novel approach to improving sustainability
of smoking cessation, yet requires further evidence of efficacy.
Prevalence of smoking among homeless persons is alarmingly
high at 70%, three times the national average. Tobacco-related
causes of mortality, cancer and heart disease, constitute two
of the top three killers of homeless persons. Further, according
to preliminary findings of a community-based cessation trial
with homeless persons, there is a high motivation (9.1 on 10
point scale) to quit smoking, and high levels of addiction (51.4%
smoke within 5 minutes of waking), further supporting the
need for effective cessation programs for this population. Due
to uniquely social living conditions of homeless persons, we
explore peer social support as a potential tool for enhancing
smoking cessation in a homeless population. Data for the current
study was derived from a 2009 statewide survey of homeless
Minnesotans (n=6,090). Within survey respondents, 47.3% of
participants were women, 52.7% were men. The prevalence of
current smoking was 69.5%; 30.5% reported not smoking any
cigarettes in the last thirty days. Of the non-smokers, 46.1%
(755) were former smokers and 53.9% (882) were never smoker.
Former smokers knew, on average 1.8 persons who successfully
quit smoking. Of the former smokers, only 12.5% received help
from friends or relatives to quit smoking. Males (65.1%) were
significantly more interested in helping homeless smokers quit
when compared to their female (51.4%) counterparts (p<.001).
Additionally African American participants were significantly more
willing to help other homeless smokers quit when compared to
Whites (p< .05). Findings from the present study suggest the
need for training homeless persons on providing peer-support
for quitting. Results from this study suggest support of culturally
tailored peer social support programs among homeless smokers.
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Abstract

Background: Previous research has demonstrated an important
role for attentional bias in the development and maintenance
of addiction, yet conflicting results have been found regarding
the factors that can be correlated with attentional bias for
smoking-related cues. Aims or

Presenter:
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Objectives: This study used a pictorial modified-Stroop

task to demonstrate the existence of an attentional bias for
smoking-related stimuli in smokers as compared to non-smoking
controls. In addition, it sought support for a multidimensional view
of urge, defined as the momentary but immediate need to smoke
a cigarette, and predicted that levels of smoking urge would
influence Stroop results. Finally, it was expected that ratings of
smoking-related images would vary with both smoking status
and urge levels.

Method: 28 non-smokers (18 female) and 27 smokers (13
female) participated in this study. Prior to completing the Stroop
task, urge levels were manipulated using imagery scripts,
sub-dividing the smokers into high-urge (n=13) and no-urge
(n=14) groups. Non-smokers received the no-urge script
as a control. Both a single-item and the multi-dimensional
Questionnaire of Smoking Urges (QSU) were used to measure
subjective smoking urge at three time periods; on arrival,
post-imagery, and post-Stroop. Participants also rated the
affective valence of the Stroop smoking-related images.
Results: Both smokers and non-smokers demonstrated an
attentional bias for smoking-related, in comparison to neutral,
images. Mean Stroop reaction times did not differ significantly
between the high- and no-urge smoking groups, and no
significant correlations were found between Stroop response
and urge at any time period. Smokers were found to rate positive
smoking images more positively than non-smokers, and QSU
Factor 1 scores (clear intention to smoke with anticipation
of positive affect) at time 3 were significantly correlated with
smokers positive image ratings.
Discussion: Finding a modified-Stroop effect in smokers and
non-smokers is problematic for theories of addiction based on
the saliency of drug-related stimuli and suggests the existence
of other factors which are confounding attentional bias results.
Urge scripts were shown to be successful at manipulating
smoking-urge in a laboratory setting and differential findings
from single- and multi-item urge assessment support a
multidimensional view of smoking-urge. Positive aspects of urge
were seen to predict explicit positive ratings of smoking-related
stimuli. Future research should examine potential confounds,
such as affective value, in the stimuli used in attentional bias
tasks, their interaction with urge, and investigate the implications
of urge differences on the efficacy of treatment programmes and
in predicting relapse.
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Abstract

National Health Service (NHS) smoking cessation treatment
aims to help people to remain abstinent after a quit attempt
but as few as 22% are abstinent at 12 months. Recruitment of
smokers into such a service is increasingly difficult, especially
among ‘hard to reach’ smokers. In contrast, 57-66% of smokers
would like to cut down but are not yet ready to quit, and nicotine
assisted reduction studies have shown increased quit attempts
and cessation rates (Wang et al, 2008). However, little is known
about using physical activity (PA) to aid smoking reduction, and
enhance attempts to quit.
Phase 1 will establish, though interviews with smokers
and professionals, acceptable ways to increase PA among
‘hard-to-reach’ smokers using a tailored counseling intervention,
as a way of facilitating smoking reduction, and increase attempts
to quit and 4 week post-quit rates. We will also explore the utility
of various approaches (eg, GP invitation, community advertising)
to recruit ‘hard to reach’ smokers and conduct assessment
procedures.
Phase 2 will provide information to use in the planning of a larger
trial, by conducting a pilot trial in which 120 smokers (wishing to
cut down) will be randomly allocated equally to: (i) brief advice on
cutting down; (ii) PA intervention + brief advice. Those wishing
to quit in (ii) will receive standard NHS support, plus ongoing
support for PA. The PA intervention will involve Health Trainer
counseling, use of pedometers and subsidised physical activity
options. Smoking status will be assessed at 8 and 16 weeks after
baseline, and at 4 weeks after any quit attempt. Other outcomes
will include: number of quit attempts; quality of life; withdrawal
symptoms and cravings, readiness to quit, confidence to quit and
stay quit, use of other behavioural and pharmacological support,
physical activity and weight.
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Abstract

Objective: To investigate motives, strategies and experiences

to quit smoking and reasons to relapse as a function of
socioeconomic status (SES). Methods: A population-based study,
Inter99, Denmark. 3,684 daily smokers completed questionnaires
at baseline. Cross-sectional baseline-data (1999-2001) were
analysed in adjusted regression analyses. Results: These findings
were consistent across three definitions of SES (employment,
school education, occupational education): smokers with
low SES were significantly more likely than smokers with high
SES to report that they wanted to quit because smoking was
too expensive (OR for low school education: 1.85(1.4-2.4)) or
because they had health related problems (OR:1.75(1.4-2.2)).
When looking at previous quit attempts, smokers with low SES
were significantly more likely to report that it had been a bad
experience (OR: 1.41(1.1-1.8)), and that they had relapsed
because they were more nervous/restless/depressed (OR:
1.43(1.1-1.8)). Conclusion: This study shows that smokers
with low SES have other motives to quit and other reasons to
relapse than smokers with high SES. Future tobacco prevention
efforts aimed at smokers with low SES should maybe focus
on advantages of quitting smoking right now, using high price
of cigarettes and health advantages of quitting as motivating
factors and by including components of mental health as
relapse-prevention.
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Objectives: The aim of this research is to evaluate two different
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environmental health impact assessment (EHIA) methodologies
to assess the health impacts of environmental tobacco smoke
exposure (ETS) from living with a smoker in terms of their
feasibility and usefulness for public policy.

Abstract

Objectives: Especially among adolescents with a lower

Methods: The study compared two ways of classifying exposure

to ETS – classification as living or not living with a smoker (binary
approach) and estimated PM2.5 exposure (pollutant-based
approach). These exposure metrics were used to assess the
health impacts of ETS exposure in the home among adults and
children within the EU. Using the binary approach, the risks for
various health endpoints were compared between adults (lung
cancer and coronary heart disease) and children (respiratory illness/
symptoms and SIDS) living with a smoker and those not living with
a smoker. Exposure-response functions for the health endpoints
were obtained from the epidemiology literature and combined with
the population exposed to ETS at home and background rates
of disease to estimate the population attributable fraction for the
health endpoints. In the pollutant-based approach, we will model
the levels of PM2.5 exposure in the home for both adults and
children in the EU. The output of the model will then be used in the
calculation of the population attributable fraction due to ETS for
each of the selected health endpoints.

Results: The results for the binary approach indicate that

approximately 3% (1,000 cases) and 2% (2,900 cases) of
lung cancer cases among females and males, respectively,
are attributable to ETS exposure in the home within the EU.
Additionally, approximately 3% of all coronary heart disease
deaths (14,000 deaths) and hospital admissions (80,000
admissions) are attributable to ETS exposure in the home
among males and females. The binary approach has proved
to be feasible; however, difficulty was experienced in obtaining
the proportion of the population exposed to ETS in the home.
As the research is ongoing, we plan to have results from the
pollutant-based, PM2.5, approach before September enabling
us to show results for the two methodologies at the conference.

Conclusions: From the results of the binary and pollutant-based
approaches, we intend to provide an estimate of the health
burden attributable to ETS from living with a smoker in the
EU and to make recommendations on which method is more
appropriate for public policy or for certain circumstances.
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educational level or lower socio-economic status (SES),
smoking prevalence rates are high. These youths increase
their risk for health problems and mortality at later ages.
Therefore, reducing the number of smoking adolescents has
high priority. The objective is to estimate the effects and costs
of two (evidence-based) smoking prevention programs in Dutch
lower vocational schools on smoking prevalence at age 16
and 26. Methods: Policy scenarios describe implementation
of two smoking prevention programs, Computer Tailoring
program (CT) to 7th grade students and Healthy Schools and
Stimulants program (HSS) to 9th grade students tailored to
lower educational levels. Effectiveness was taken from literature,
participation among schools was based on a questionnaire
and costs were estimated bottom up. The effects of the policy
scenarios on smoking prevalence were estimated using a
simulation model of the changes in educational level and
smoking behavior for adolescents. Representative national cross
sectional studies gave estimates of smoking class transition
rates (start, stop and relapse) by educational level (lowest, low,
intermediate and high). Results: After implementation of the CTand HSS- smoking prevention programs by 5% till 69% of lower
vocational schools, the smoking prevalence of these students
decreased with maximal 0.81% points (95% CI: [0.08;1.24])
at age 16 and 0.26% points (95% CI: [0.03;0.40]) at age 26.
For all 16 year olds, overall smoking prevalence decreased
with maximal 0.43% points (95% CI: [0.04;0.66]) resulting in a
reduction of at most 0.14% points (95% CI: [0.01;0.21]) at the
age of 26. Costs per smoker avoided were lowest (€3600) for
offering CT to 7th grade students. Costs were highest (€7800) for
offering HSS to 9th grade students. Conclusions: Implementing
effective smoking prevention programs at lower vocational
schools could decrease smoking prevalence at age 16 and 26
year. This requires broader implementation of school programs
with evidence based effectiveness.
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Erika Dugas, Centre de Recherche CHUM, Canada

Objectives: In 2008, the Canadian city of Woodstock, in

Southwestern Ontario, passed the most comprehensive outdoor
smoke-free ordinance in the country. A comprehensive pre-post
cohort survey evaluation of the policy was conducted, which
demonstrated that the outdoor smoke-free ordinance (OSFO)
had effectively reduced involuntary exposure to second-hand
smoke in the environments it regulated. The evaluation also
demonstrated that the law had increased quit intentions among
smokers, had helped some smokers to quit, and helped
smokers that had quit to stay quit. An effective means to
translate the knowledge was needed. Researchers partnered
with key tobacco control and public health stakeholders across
Ontario to explore options.

Abstract

Objectives: To simulate the impact a theoretical intervention for
adolescents that reduces the number of friends who smoke, on
transition from non- to daily smoking.

Methods: Data were drawn from the NDIT (Nicotine

Dependence in Teens) Study, a prospective cohort investigation
of 1293 grade 7 students recruited in a convenience sample
of 10 secondary schools in Montreal, Canada in 1999.
Questionnaires were administered every 3 months for 5 years
until students graduated from secondary school (total of 20
survey cycles). Friends smoking was measured in each survey
cycle on a 5-point response scale (none, a few, about half, more
than half, most or all). We used Ordinal Logistic Regression
to estimate a Markov transition matrix, and we then used the
transition matrix to simulate the adoption of smoking behaviour
over the follow-up period according to reductions in the
proportion of participants with friends who smoke of 10% and
then 25%.

Methods: The findings from the study were presented to a
community of practice (COP) coordinated by Cancer Care
Ontario for Tobacco-free Sports. This COP had representation
from each Tobacco Control Area Network (TCAN) in Ontario and
most public health units. This group was engaged through their
online web-community and at their annual face-to-face meeting
to provide input into how best to share research findings with
their decision-makers. The facilitated on-line discussion and
face-to-face meeting sought to identify a suitable format or
medium to disseminate the findings, the content priorities to
address concerns or barriers, and a dissemination plan.

Results: Among non-smokers at baseline, 139 (10.8%)
began smoking daily during follow-up. Without intervention,
the modeled proportion of daily smokers matched the 10%
observed empirically. A 10% reduction in the proportion of
participants who reported that only a few friends smoke to
none, resulted in a 4% reduction in daily smoking at the end of
follow-up. Similarly, a 25% reduction resulted in 22% fewer daily
smokers.

Results: Stakeholders agreed that a short video was the
preferred approach because the medium is easy to uptake,
and provides a quick way to present findings. Stakeholders
suggested that the video be made on a DVD due to the fact
that streaming videos from the internet is not feasible for some
municipalities. Stakeholders advised that the video should be
limited to 4 minutes in length because a typical delegation to
council is 5 minutes. The content of the video was also informed
by the stakeholders. Content advice included having elected
officials from Woodstock share their perspective because
they would be speaking to their peers. Enforcement issues
for OSFOs was identified as a primary perceived barriers so
hearing directly from by-law enforcement officers would also be
important. Finally stakeholders advised that hearing directly from
smokers would be important and potentially powerful.

Conclusions: Peer/friends smoking may be an important target
for youth tobacco control interventions in terms of preventing
daily smoking.

Conclusions: By involving stakeholders in the development
process of the knowledge translation piece many issues were
addressed to ensure the knowledge translation piece will be a
useful tool for tobacco control advocates. Researchers in many
different fields can use this process to increase knowledge
translation and expand smoke-free policies using scientific
evidence effectively.
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Abstract

Objectives: One of the worries associated with promotion of

Abstract

Objective: The objective of this study was to examine the

characteristics of clients utilising two smoking cessation services
in England in order to find out whether any gender differences
existed. The study also aimed to examine the determinants of 52
week smoking cessation success in women, deprived women
and men.

Method: Secondary data analysis was performed on data
collected from two smoking cessation services between May
and November 2002. Univariate and multivariate analyses
were conducted in the form of chi square tests and logistic
regressions.
Results: There were some socioeconomic gender differences
within the sample. Men were more likely to pay for their
prescriptions than women (63.7% vs. 47.2%, p <001) and were
more likely to be homeowners (54.6% vs. 49.6%, p = .001).
Women were less likely to live with a partner than men (41.9%
vs. 30.6%, p <.001) and more likely to be single parents (10.7%
vs. 1.4%, p<.001). Within this sample women were more likely
to be classified as being in the most deprived quintile on the
Index of Multiple Deprivation (48.4% vs. 41.4%, p =.002). There
were some smoking related gender differences. Women tended
to smoke fewer cigarettes than men per day (p <.001) and were
more like to smoke in order to cope (23% vs. 17.5%) whereas
men were more likely to state they smoked for pleasure (23.1%
vs. 17.1%). Men were also more likely than women to have
successfully quit smoking (CO validated) at 52 weeks (17.3%
vs. 12.9%, p =.007). Age (OR 1.02, CI 1.003 – 1.046), paying
prescriptions costs (OR 1.74, CI 1.101 – 2.761), not living with
other smokers (OR 1.64, CI 1.032 – 2.620), being extremely
determined to quit (OR 1.65, CI 1.042 – 2.599), smoking less
than ten cigarettes per day (OR 4.71, CI 1.462 – 15.137) and
using the service for over a month (5-6 weeks OR 2.22, CI
1.214 – 4.048 or 7 + weeks OR 3.55, CI 2.053 – 6.126) were
all determinants of 52 week cessation in women. Determinants
of smoking cessation in deprived women and men were also
examined.

Data and Method: Norsk Monitor is a bi-annual survey of
Norwegian life-style and values. Data from 2007 and 2009
was pooled to achieve a total N of 4216 respondents between
15 and 54 years, of which 12 % were snus users, 24 % were
exclusive smokers, 23 % were ex-smokers and 41 % were never
smokers. Multiple classification analysis (MCA) was applied to
construct a space of life-style and values, using 20 variables with
130 response categories as active points. Socio-demographic
variables were then projected into this space as supplementary
passive points (5 variables, 39 response categories).
Findings: Primary snus users differ sharply in lifestyle and values

Conclusion: There appear to be socio-economic and
smoking-related gender differences in the characteristics of the
clients using the smoking cessation services in England. There
are also some gender differences in the determinants of smoking
abstinence. However, further research is required to understand
the way these variables affect smoking cessation.
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snus as a harm reducing tool is that new groups, who otherwise
would not have started to smoke, may start with snus. Even
if snus use is increasing in Norway, little is known about the
possible recruitment of new groups to nicotine via snus. Studies
from Finland and Sweden show that snus users tend to share the
same socio-demographic and lifestyle profiles as smokers, yet
few (if any) of these studies has distinguished between primary
snus users, dual users and snus users who are former smokers.
In this paper I compare lifestyle and value profiles (as well as
basic socio-demographics), between 6 tobacco user group
categories: primary snus users, ex-smoking snus users, dual
users, unique smokers, former smokers and never smokers. If
primary snus users display a profile more similar to non-smokers
than either those who combine (or has combined) snus with
smoking or exclusive smokers, the “new groups” hypothesis is
supported.

from unique smokers, while they are more similar to snus users
who has previously smoked (and to a lesser extent, dual users).
The lifestyle of primary smokers consist in little contact with
neighbors, all the more contact with friends, few health problems
, high alcohol consumption, a liberal view on use of substances
(alcohol and cannabis) as well as high scores on risk values. In
terms of social position, primary snus users are young males,
polarized as a group with regards to economical capital, as
some are students with low income and some leaders with high
income. Unique smokers tend to have health problems; they
seldom or never exercise and score low on risk values, even if
they are often heavy gamblers.

Conclusion: The “new groups” hypothesis is considered as
partially supported.
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Background: Research has advised us that the health risks

associated with Swedish moist snuff (snus) use are quite small
in comparison with the health risks associated with cigarette
smoking. However, as information about these risk differences
is scarce and ambiguous, erroneous ideas of more or less equal
harm from snus and cigarettes are common in the general
population.

Objectives: This paper presents the results from a survey among
general practitioners in Norway, with the aim to measure the GPs’
perceptions of the relative risk potential in cigarettes and snus.
Data: A questionnaire was administered to GPs in 2008.
Approximately 900 doctors participated, giving a response rate
of about 50%. Perceived relative risk was measured by the
question: In terms of health risks, how do you think daily use of
snus compares to daily use of cigarettes? Answer categories
ranged from ‘snus is much more harmful’, to ‘snus is much less
harmful’.
Results: Only 36 percent of the GPs believed that snus was

much less harmful than cigarettes, while 20 percent said they
did not know the relative risk, that the two products were equally
harmful, or that snus was the more harmful product. GPs that
rated snus as less harmful would more often suggest snus as
an aid in smoking cessation. There was no association between
perceived relative risk of snus and cigarettes and the GPs’
tendency to recommend other types of quitting aids.

Conclusion: Almost two thirds of the GPs had beliefs about the
relative risk between snus and cigarettes that were at odds with
scientific consensus. This shows that more and better information
is needed, particularly from the health authorities, to bring the
medical profession up to date in these questions.

Jamie Bryant, University of Newcastle and Hunter Medical
Research Institute, Australia

Abstract

Objectives: Accessing and engaging disadvantaged individuals
for smoking cessation represents a significant challenge.
Community service organisations that provide welfare and other
support services to disadvantaged members of the community
represent a promising setting for providing smoking cessation
support, however the potential of these services is only beginning
to be explored in Australia. As part of Cancer Council NSW
Tackling Tobacco program, this study aimed to explore the
acceptability and feasibility of community service delivered
smoking cessation support from the perspectives of community
service managers, staff and their disadvantaged clients.
Methods: In-depth interviews were conducted with managers

and focus groups were conducted with staff and clients of
community service organisations in 2008 and 2009. For
managers and staff, discussions and interviews explored the
acceptability of providing cessation support to clients, barriers to
providing support, and the types of strategies likely to be both
desirable and feasibly integrated into usual care. Discussions with
clients explored the acceptability of receiving cessation support
in this setting. Discussions were audio-taped, transcribed and
analysed using thematic analysis techniques. Managers, staff and
clients also completed a survey to quantitatively explore the types
of support desired.

Results: Thirty-two clients participated in six client focus groups,
thirty five staff participated in six staff focus groups and eight
managers completed telephone interviews. Acceptability of both
providing and receiving cessation support in the community
service setting was high. The majority of managers and staff
reported that providing smoking cessation support fit well with
their aim of improving client welfare, however identified several
perceived barriers to providing support including being of low
priority, insufficient resources and inadequate staff training. Brief
intervention approaches were preferred by managers and staff.
Financial and non-financial incentives and access to free or
subsidised nicotine replacement therapy was desired by clients.
Conclusion: Community service organisations represent a novel
and acceptable access point for delivering smoking cessation
support to disadvantaged smokers, however little is currently
being done to engage organisations to provide this support.
Further research is needed to assess the uptake of smoking
cessation support by disadvantaged smokers in this setting and
test the effectiveness of this approach.
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Abstract

Abstract

Objective: Lack of consistency across studies on the

prevalence, natural course, determinants, and outcomes
of nicotine dependence (ND) relates in part to the lack of a
standardized, widely-accepted measure of ND in youth.Our
objective was to summarize new knowledge about youth ND
scales in the 10 years since Colby et al. (2000) reviewed existing
scales and concluded that more research is needed to develop
theoretically coherent, clinically relevant, and psychometrically
sound measures.

Method: English language articles published between 2000-10
were identified through PubMed, and screened for two inclusion
criteria: the study included a population-based sample of
adolescents and/or young adults; and indicators of validity and/
or reliability of the ND scale were reported. Based on growing
understanding that the physiologic abnormality that characterizes
ND and allows for its diagnosis, is a withdrawal state that
emerges whenever an addicted user attempts to forgo use, we
discussed the content of each item in each ND scale retained,
and then categorized each item into one of 11 item content
categories. Each scale was then categorized as one of: (i) scale
with most items measuring ND/withdrawal, (ii) mixed scale (that
measures ND/withdrawal and other related constructs), or (iii)
scale without a preponderance of items that are unambiguous
ND/withdrawal indicators.
Results: We categorized two scales (Hooked on Nicotine
Checklist, Withdrawal Symptom Cluster) as having most
items measuring ND/withdrawal; six as mixed scales (Nicotine
Dependence Syndrome, DSM IV, ICD-10 Tobacco Dependence,
Dimensions of Tobacco Dependence Scale, Autonomy Over
Smoking Scale, ND/Cravings Symptom Cluster Scale); and
five as scales without a preponderance of ND/withdrawal
items(Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence, Modified
Fagerström Tolerance Questionnaire, Stanford Dependence
Index, Nicotine Dependence Scale for Adolescents,
Self-Medication Symptom Cluster).
Conclusions: In spite of good to excellent psychometric
properties, existing ND scales vary widely in the degree to which
their items measure ND/withdrawal. Many existing items may
be endorsed for reasons other than dependence or describe
situations that are not relevant to adolescents, and therefore
could generate false positive responses and lack specificity.
No existing measure addresses the full spectrum of clinically
recognized features of nicotine withdrawal beginning with
withdrawal-induced-wanting which is often the first symptom of
developing ND.
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Objectives: To explore over an 11-year period (1996-2007)
in England: (1) respondents’ knowledge of illnesses that can
be caused by SHS (2) factors influencing knowledge; (3) the
relationship between knowledge and SHS-related behaviour
including whether homes are smokefree and if respondents
smoke in the presence of children.
Methods: Analyses of cross-sectional data from the smoking

module of the nationally representative Omnibus Survey.
Knowledge of 10 individual SHS-related illnesses were explored.
A composite knowledge score was created combining
knowledge of the 10 illnesses; =6 correct answers equating to
good knowledge. Multivariate logistic regression was performed
to elicit the determinants of ‘good’ or ‘poor’ knowledge.
Trends over time and the relationship between knowledge and
SHS-related behaviours explored.

Results: When all years were pooled (N= 30,745), over 80% of
respondents were aware that SHS causes respiratory illnesses
such as childhood asthma (84%), chest infections (90%),
adult asthma (84%), lung cancer (86%) and bronchitis (85%).
Respondents were less aware that SHS causes child ear infection
(33%) and cot death (55%), and coronary heart disease (71%)
and coughs and colds in adults (68%). Respondent’s knowledge
of respiratory illness has remained high over the study period.
There has been a small increase over time in the knowledge
that SHS causes cot death and ear infections in children and
adult lung cancer and coronary heart disease. Age, social
class, car ownership, smoking status, number of children in the
household, age of the youngest child in the household and year
all independently predicted levels of knowledge. Just 15% of
respondents with poor knowledge reported having a smokefree
home, compared to 34% of respondents with good knowledge.
Similarly, 45% of smokers with poor knowledge smoked when
in a room with a child compared to 27% of smokers with good
knowledge.
Conclusions: Knowledge of the illnesses that SHS can cause is
poor for particular illnesses and population subgroups. Individuals
who smoke, have lower occupational status, have no car and
live in a home with a higher number of children or adults are
independently less likely to have ‘good’ knowledge. There’s a
relationship between knowledge and SHS-related behaviours.
Although causality cannot be determined through cross-sectional
data, the fact that knowledge is a key construct in many health
behaviour change theories, suggests that improving knowledge
in these sub-groups may be a useful step in securing further
reductions in exposure to SHS (Glantz & Bishop, 2010).
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Abstract

Objectives: In the UK, approximately two million children are

regularly exposed to second-hand-smoke at home, with close
to half of all children living in a household with at least one
smoker. One of the most effective ways to reduce second hand
smoke exposure in children is to encourage parents and other
adults (caregivers) to make their homes completely smoke-free,
however, this may require substantial behaviour change and there
is evidence to suggest that some caregivers may face significant
barriers when trying to implement and maintain a smoke-free
home. Those living in more disadvantaged circumstances, who
are more likely to smoke, may encounter particular difficulties,
for example due to the limitations of the physical environment
of their home. The aim of this qualitative study was to explore
the motivators and barriers to achieving a smoke-free home and
to examine how we might best help caregivers to protect their
children from exposure to second hand smoke.

Methods: In-depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted

with twenty-two disadvantaged smoking caregivers of children
under five years, who were accessing Government led caregiver
support and advice services (Children’s Centres) in Nottingham,
UK. Data were systematically coded and analysed using NVivo
software to identify emergent main and sub themes, and to
explore data trends and patterns.

Results: Caregivers had some general knowledge of the dangers
of second hand smoke, but few could identify specific disease
outcomes. All interviewees described rules around smoking in
the home, with the majority restricting smoking to a single room,
however, these rules tended to be transient and fluid, varying
with life events. Caregivers rationalised relaxing their rules, with
reference to barriers such as an unwillingness to smoke outside
in bad weather, the desire or need to smoke whilst caring for
children, a lack of autonomy in enforcing rules and home space
restrictions; continued exposure was seen as a lesser evil.
Conclusions: The findings from this qualitative study highlight the
need to develop and evaluate targeted interventions that explore
and address these personal conflicts and risk perceptions to
increase the likelihood of smoking caregivers being able to initiate
and maintain a smoke-free home for their children.
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Abstract

It has long been recognised that second-hand smoke (SHS)
is harmful to health and that people who work in occupations
with high exposures to SHS may be at particular risk. A number
of initiatives have been introduced throughout the world to
reduce the exposure to SHS in different settings. Over the past
5 years all four countries of the UK have introduced smoke-free
legislation to prohibit smoking in public places. The evaluation of
smoke-free legislation in both Scotland and England collected
data on changes in bar workers’ self-reported health and also
on attitudes towards the legislation. This paper examines the
interaction between study participants’ pre-legislative attitude
towards the smoke-free intervention and changes in their
individual self-reported health. In the lead up to both the Scottish
and English smoke-free legislation bar workers were recruited
and asked questions about their attitudes to the legislation, their
health symptoms and their exposures to SHS. They were then
asked the same questions immediately after the legislation was
implemented and again a year later. Previous work published
on these studies has described the reductions seen in fine
particulate matter, salivary cotinine levels and the number of
self-reported health symptoms; and an improvement in the
attitudes of bar workers towards the smoke-free legislation. Here
we describe the change in health symptoms for workers in both
Scotland and England and investigate the relationship between
the changes in health symptoms and the initial attitude of the
workers towards the ban. As the symptoms are self-reported
they are subjective and open to reporting bias. Our analysis
shows that there was no evidence of a relationship between initial
attitude towards smoke-free legislation and change in number
of health symptoms reported for bar workers from England, but
there was a suggestion of a relationship between the change in
respiratory symptoms and the initial attitude about whether the
ban was needed to protect the health of bar workers for those
from Scotland. These results suggest that it may be important
to take into account participants’ attitudes to interventions
when investigating self-reported symptoms and to adjust results
accordingly.
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Introduction and Objectives: On July 1st 2007 England
implemented smokefree legislation (SF). The primary aim of SF
is to protect workers and the public from exposure to second
hand smoke. However, emerging evidence suggests that SF can
also encourage cessation. This paper examines links between SF
and quitting behaviour, including findings from studies conducted
in the UK, the USA and Ireland. It outlines findings from new
research which explores the impact of SF on the uptake of
services to support smokers to quit, conducted in England in
2007 and 2008.

Objectives: Tobacco use is extremely common among

people with psychotic disorders, as high as 90%. Smoking is
associated with high treatment costs due to a range of negative
consequences, including shortening the lifespan of people
with psychotic disorders by 20 years through smoking related
illnesses. It is therefore important that effective prevention and
intervention strategies for tobacco use among people with
psychotic disorders are developed. To do so, it is suggested
that the attitudes towards tobacco, knowledge and reasons for
use of people with psychotic disorders must be more clearly
understood.

Methods: National household surveys were conducted in

Method: Improving on previous research, this study employed a

mixed method design in which both quantitative and qualitative
data were elicited. 89 participants with a diagnosed psychotic
disorder completed a self-report assessment battery, eight of
whom also completed semi-structured telephone interviews.

Results: Quantitative and qualitative results revealed that tobacco
was primarily used as part of a coping repertoire and for it’s
perceived positive effects on mental health. Participants had high
knowledge of tobacco, high exposure to tobacco public health
campaigns and perceived tobacco smoking to pose a moderate
risk to people’s physical health. However, they also described that
anti-smoking advertisements did not help them quit, or increase
their motivation to quit, smoking.
Conclusion: The results of the current study suggest people
with psychotic disorders are well educated about the dangers
of smoking. However, barriers to cessation, such as the positive
effect tobacco was perceived to have on mental health, may
outweigh the perceived risk of harm from smoking. These results
highlight the importance of adopting new policies regarding
prevention and intervention for tobacco use among people with
psychotic disorders.

England between January 2007 and December 2008. The
sample (10,560 adults) was weighted to match census data and
included those who reported having smoked within the past year.
Data was collected on quit attempts made in the past 12 months
and future intentions to quit. Surveys of smoking cessation
service managers were conducted in England between March
– May 2007 (pre-SF; n=125) and between May – June 2008
(post-SF; n=86). Data explored preparation for SF, anticipated
and actual impact of SF. Interviews were conducted with smokers
to explore the impact of SF on quitting behaviour.

Results: A greater percentage of smokers reported making a quit
attempt in July and August 2007 (8.6%, n=82) compared with
July and August 2008 (5.7%, n=48) (Fisher’s Exact =0.022). In
the five months following SF 19% (n=75) of smokers making a
quit attempt reported that they had done so in response to SF.
The mean percentage increase in smokers attending smoking
cessation services in the run up to SF (16.2%, CI=13.2-19.2) was
lower than the mean anticipated demand prior to SF (42.5%,
CI=37.4-47.8) (Chi-squared = 73.35, p <.0001). Smokers
reported that SF encouraged them to reduce consumption,
maintain abstinence and make a quit attempt.
Conclusions: SF in England was associated with a significant

temporary increase in the percentage of smokers attempting to
stop, this corresponded with an increased demand for smoking
cessation services. Implications for jurisdictions planning to
implement SF are discussed.
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Abstract

Objectives: Efforts related to adolescent smoking have mainly
focused on preventing the initiation of smoking. Relatively little
research has been done on the predictors of smoking cessation
among adolescents. To develop effective approaches to reduce
youth smoking, a better understanding of the mechanisms
underlying smoking cessation in adolescents is needed. It
is recommended that multiple levels of influence should be
considered in interventions aimed at the adolescent smoker,
including psychological, addictive, peer and parental influences.
However, the mechanisms by which these variables influence
the process of smoking cessation in adolescents are not well
elucidated.
Methods: This prospective study tested two models among 850

adolescent smokers (aged 13-17 years), specifying the direct
and indirect relations between adolescents’ motivation to quit
smoking, levels of nicotine dependence, and smoking behavior of
their parents and friends. One year later quit attempts and actual
smoking cessation were assessed.

Results: Consistent with studies among adult smokers, we found

that, compared to motivation to quit, reported symptoms of
nicotine dependence in adolescents were more strongly related
to actual smoking cessation. In explaining the number of quit
attempts, however, motivation to quit remained a significant
predictor even when the impact of nicotine dependence was
corrected for. Furthermore, even though parental and peer smoking
have previously been linked directly to achievement of smoking
cessation, we found that the direct paths between parental and
peer smoking and the number of quit attempts and smoking
cessation were not significant. Instead of a direct relation, parental
smoking and peer smoking were inversely related to smoking
cessation through motivation to quit and nicotine dependence.

Conclusions: Among adolescent smokers, motivation to quit

seems particularly important in determining whether one will try
to quit or not, whereas nicotine dependence seems particularly
important in determining whether (or not) a quit attempt will
be successful. Parental and peer smoking apparently affect
adolescent smoking cessation by enhancing experienced
nicotine dependence symptoms. In turn, cessation attempts
seem to be affected by parental and peer smoking through a
lower psychological motivation to quit and increased experience
of nicotine dependence symptoms. The findings of the present
study emphasize that interventions targeting adolescent smoking
cessation should be developed and tested within and outside the
school setting, as well as within the family situation. In addition,
the strong impact of nicotine dependence on successful smoking
cessation indicates that a more direct approach may be needed to
lower nicotine dependence among adolescents.
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Background: Many UK resident Bangladeshi women

chew tobacco in paan. There is limited evidence of nicotine
dependency and the outcomes of tobacco cessation in this
population. Aim: to describe nicotine dependency and tobacco
cessation outcomes in a sample of UK resident Bangladeshi
female tobacco in paan chewers.

Objectives: 1) to report features of tobacco with paan chewing

and any relationship with nicotine dependency, 2) to report
tobacco cessation outcomes comparing behavioural support
alone with behavioural support and nicotine replacement therapy.

Methods: Data was collected in a prospective cohort study

amongst UK resident adult Bangladeshi women (n=165),
consecutively recruited into a tobacco cessation programme.
Participants completed interviews containing validated items
on demographics, tobacco use behaviour and cessation.
Dependency was measured using the Smokeless Tobacco
Dependency Scale (Severson et al. 2004) (Score range: 3-19).
Cessation status was self-reported. Data was analysed using
logistic regression analysis.

Results: 150 participants completed the study. Mean age was 51
(SD = 14) years. 59% had not completed any formal education.
There was no significant demographic differences between those
completed the study and those who dropped out. Mean length
of chewing career was 20 (SD = 7.4) years, and mean number
of daily chews was 11.25 (SD = 5.5). Most (69.3%) chewed two
tobaccos (zarda and tobacco leaf) together in their paan. Mean
dependency score was 16 (SD = 3) and higher dependency
was significantly related to greater number of daily chews.
At study completion 28.7% had successfully quit tobacco in
paan, with 67.4% of these receiving behavioural support and
nicotine replacement therapy. There was no relationship between
successful quitting and dependency level. At baseline higher
dependency was related to oral pain symptoms (OR 1.969, 95%
CI: 1.663-5.846). Those receiving behavioural support alone were
more likely to report oral pain symptoms at study completion (OR
7.233, 95% CI: 1.560-13.527) compared to those who received
behavioural support and NRT. Use of two tobaccos (zarda and
tobacco leaf) compared to one tobacco alone at study baseline
protected against oral pain symptoms (OR 0.145, 95% CI;
0.038-0.555). At study completion behavioural support and NRT
compared to behavioural support alone was protective of onset
and/or continuation of oral pain symptoms (OR 0.112, 95% CI;
0.029-0.427).
Conclusions: In this cohort of UK resident adult Bangladeshi
women tobacco in paan chewers’ tobacco dependency
was high. Superior cessation outcomes were obtained with
behavioural support and nicotine replacement therapy
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Abstract

Objective: To evaluate self-reported practice outcomes via

follow-up with health practitioners attending tobacco cessation
training, and to test whether there are significant differences in
knowledge transfer activities and treatment applications two
years post-training.

Abstract

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to assess meanings
of smoking and smoking media literacy in Thai adolescents and
determine association of these factors in smoking initiation.

Methods: TEACH (Training Enhancement in Applied Cessation
Counselling and Health) participants trained in February 2007
participated in anonymous online follow-up surveys 6-months
and 2-years post-training. These surveys assessed self-reported
knowledge, skills and practice application of tobacco
interventions, including types of services offered (group versus
individual counselling), intervention intensity (number and duration
of treatment sessions), number of people counselled, barriers and
enablers of practice change, and practitioner-initiated knowledge
transfer among peers and community networks. TEACH is a university-accredited, interprofessional tobacco cessation certificate
program offered to over 15 disciplines. Since the project
began in 2006, TEACH has trained over 1300 practitioners in
Ontario, Canada. Ongoing Community of Practice activities
(continuing professional education, peer-to-peer networking, and
consultation/coaching) promote sustainable knowledge transfer
and practitioner engagement/networking.
Results: Of 127 participants in the February 2007 training, 71
responded at 6-month follow up (time1) and 51 responded at
2-year follow up (time2). A significant increase in the number of
clients counselled with individual (a = 0.01), and group therapy (a
= 0.023) was observed from time 1 to time 2. At time 2, 92.1%
reported formal and informal knowledge transfer activities.
The most reported barriers to practice change included time
(53.1%), client motivation (46.9%) and funding (40.8%). Practice
enablers included: accessing community resources, developing
peer counselling and support programs, using motivational
interviewing (MI) techniques, practitioner persistence, and
organizational and system-level advocacy.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that increased knowledge
and application of training objectives are observed as soon
as 6-months post-training and increase over time, resulting in
greater treatment capacity. Results from TEACH follow-up survey
data suggest that knowledge and capacity-building are sustained
2-years post-training. The impacts of training may extend to
practitioners’ networks due to their knowledge transfer initiatives.
These survey results are an innovation in evaluation outcome
data of health education programs.
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Methods: More than 2,500 adolescents in four schools in Chiang
Mai, Thailand completed a survey instrument containing the
Meanings of Smoking Index (MSI), Smoking Media Literacy Scale
(SML), and items assessing current smoking, lifetime smoking,
and susceptibility to smoking. Factor analysis of the MSI was
conducted to determine relevant factors within the index in this
particular sample of adolescents. Logistic regression was used
to determine association of smoking behavior and susceptibility
to smoking with specific meanings of smoking and with the SML.
A similar study is currently being conducted among Hungarian
adolescents and it is anticipated that preliminary results from this
study will be available in time for the conference and be able to
provide some comparative data among a European adolescent
sample.

Results: Factor analysis determined six factors of salient
meanings within the MSI: coping, social acceptance, stimulation,
weight concern, independence, and difficulty refusing smoking.
In the logistic regression models all of these factors, except for
independence, were associated with current smoking. Fewer of
the factors were associated with lifetime smoking (coping and
weight concern) and susceptibility (coping, weight concern, and
independence). The specific meanings of smoking items with
the highest association with current and lifetime smoking were:
helps to fit in, helps to deal with stress, and keeps me from being
bored. Curiosity about smoking and not liking refusing offers of
smoking were the items most associated with susceptibility to
future smoking. Within the logistic regression models, SML was
associated with lowered risk of current and lifetime smoking, but
not with susceptibility to smoking.
Conclusions: These findings indicate that meanings of smoking
may be important determinants of smoking initiation. Among Thai
students, smoking appears to be a means of social acceptance,
stimulation, and coping with stress and difficulties. Smoking
prevention programs may benefit by helping adolescents deal
with these psychosocial issues, in addition to the issues of
weight concern and difficulty refusing offers of smoking. Our
finding showing a protective effect of smoking media literacy and
smoking also suggests that media literacy education may protect
Thai adolescents from the influences of tobacco marketing and
advertising exposure.
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Abstract

Objective: The purpose of this study was to examine the social

nature of smoking behavior among a school-based sample of
Thai adolescents by investigating specific social normative beliefs
regarding to smoking. In particular, this study incorporates three
measures of smoking normative beliefs theorized by Primack to
be independently associated with adolescent smoking behavior
and susceptibility to future smoking and health behavior models
used to explain youth smoking behavior. These three measures of
normative beliefs are perceived prevalence of smoking, perceived
popularity of smoking among successful/elite elements of society,
and perceived disapproval by friends and family.

Methods: Subjects consisted of approximately 2,500 Chiang
Mai, Thailand high school students representing rural, urban,
suburban, and vocational high schools. Subjects completed a
survey instrument containing Primack’s normative belief measures
(perceptions the prevalence of smoking, disapproval by parents/
peers, smoking among the successful/elite) and also items
assessing parental and closest friends smoking. Iterative principle
components factor analysis determined the underlying factor
structure of the normative belief items and logistic regression
identified specific normative beliefs associated with smoking
behavior (current smoking, ever tried smoking, and susceptibility to
smoking).
Results: As hypothesized, the Thai adolescents highly
overestimated smoking prevalence among their peers. Logistic
regression models showed that parent/peer disapproval was
associated with lower risk of current smoking and susceptibility
to future smoking, but not associated with ever tried smoking.
Perceived prevalence among successful/elite members of society
was associated with higher odds of current smoking, ever
tried smoking, and susceptibility to future smoking. Perceived
prevalence of smoking was not associated with any of the smoking
behavior outcomes. As expected, the strongest predictor of
smoking behavior was having close friends who smoke. Parental
smoking and attending a vocational high school were also
predictive of smoking behavior. The risk of smoking was highest
among students attending vocational high schools.
Conclusion: These findings are consistent with previous research

showing that adolescents highly overestimate smoking prevalence.
Youth smoking prevention program planners working with Thai
adolescents should consider assessing and taking into account
normative beliefs and develop strategies that provide accurate
information about the actual prevalence of smoking, the types of
individuals who smoke, and approval/disapproval of smoking by
parents and peers. This research will be interpreted in light of a
similar study currently being conducted in Hungary.
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Objectives: Second-hand smoke (SHS) in private areas of

multi-unit dwellings (MUDs) is gaining interest among tobacco
control and public health advocates. MUDs include homes such
as apartment buildings, row houses, and condominiums. It is
established that people who live in multi-unit dwellings can be
exposed involuntarily to drifting SHS entering their units. Most
social housing units in Canada are in MUDs. People of lower
socio-economic status are more likely to smoke and less likely
to quit smoking. This study sought to understand how SHS
drift can impact air quality in the common spaces of MUDs in a
social housing context. Studies were conducted in an apartment
that housed families. Particulate matter (PM2.5), an established
proxy measure for SHS, was measured to compare air quality in
different parts of a building. These studies were done in March
2010 in Waterloo, Ontario.

Methods: The MUD studied included 8 apartments that were
open to each other through common hallways and stairwells.
Some apartment units were known to be smoke-free. Air quality
monitoring was conducted in 3 indoor common spaces including,
1) the front lobby area, 2) the back stairwell and 3) the 3rd floor
hallway. An outdoor sample was also taken on the city sidewalk
as an ambient background reading. Researchers measured
PM2.5 using a TSI Sidepak air quality monitor, following
established collection methods. Samples were collected twice
a day, for 7 consecutive days. Baseline readings were collected
for 10 minutes, and each indoor common space in the MUD was
collected for a minimum of 30 minutes.
Results: Average ambient readings for particulate matter were 11
micrograms/m3 over the week. Air quality samples taken in the
three indoor environments were elevated relative to background,
both in the afternoon and evening. The average weekly evening
readings for the indoor common spaces were: 50 micrograms/
m3 for the lobby, 64 micrograms/m3 for the 3rd floor hallway and
83 micrograms/m3 for the back stairwell.
Discussion: The World Health Organization (WHO) suggests

that annual average exposure to PM2.5 should not exceed
10micrograms/m3, and a 24-hour mean should not exceed 25
microgram/m3. The results of this study show that second-hand
smoke can impact air quality in the common spaces of multi-unit
dwellings to a level far above the recommended guidelines.
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Abstract

Objectives: The main objective of the study was to study the

Abstract

perception about tobacco use in a Spanish population.

Objectives: Worldwide, men smoke at nearly five times the rate

of women. However, there is wide variation across countries in
gender smoking ratio (GSR: ratio of female-to-male smoking
rates). GSR approaches 1 in most high-income countries (e.g.,
Iceland, Norway) but is close to 0 in others (e.g., Bangladesh,
China). Differences between men’s and women’s smoking
have been attributed to social norms against women smoking,
and to women’s lower social status and economic resources.
To examine if women’s empowerment is related to current
differences in male and female smoking prevalence rates within
countries worldwide, we tested the hypothesis that GSR would
be positively correlated with gender empowerment: in countries
with higher gender empowerment, the GSR would be closer to 1.
We further tested whether this relation would hold after partialling
on other possible explanations for cross-country variation in GSR.

Methods: We correlated the GSR (calculated from the 2008

WHO Global Tobacco Control Report) and the UNDP’s Gender
Empowerment Measure (GEM) across 88 countries for which
data was available. The GEM includes measures of women’s
income, political participation, and presence in technical/
professional positions. Because a country’s progression through
stages of the tobacco epidemic and its GSR has been attributed
to its level of development, we also examined this relation
partialling on economic development (Gross National Income
(GNI) per capita), and income inequality (Gini).

Results: The GSR was strongly correlated with the GEM, r =
0.68, p<0.0001. This correlation remained significant when
partialling on GNI per capita and the Gini, r = 0.42, p<0.0001.
In fact, the partial regression coefficient for GSR (Beta = 0.47,
p<.0001) was much greater by far than that of the other
two predictors (ln(GNI per capita): Beta = 0.33, p<.01); Gini:
Beta=0.07, p=0.41).

(=21 years) was interviewed by phone. This ramdom sampling
procedure was carried out in consecutive phases (municipality,
address and individuals by sex and age). The sample was
composed of smokers, non-smokers and ex-smokers.
Non-smokers were asked about a smoker they know and
ex-smokers about their past as smokers. The interview included
questions about smoking habit intensity, motivations to quit
smoking and health impact perception.

Results: A total of 2,011 subjects were interviewed (39.0%
smokers, 29.3% non-smokers and 31.6% ex- smokers).
Smokers declared a consumption of 1-10 cigarettes/day
(48.3%); 11-20 cigarettes/day (32.9%) and >20 cigarettes/day
(18.9%). Ex-smokers declared a higher intensity in their past
consumption (38.8%; 31.5% and 29.7% respectively) while the
response from the non-smokers was 42.2%; 33.1% and 24.7%
respectively. 33.0% of smokers declared they didn’t want to
quit smoking no matter how easy. This value rose to 45.9% in
the non-smokers group. 18.3% of smokers who wanted to quit
smoking reported a planned quit attempt in the next 3 weeks
and 72.8% of them were expecting to succeed. The main reason
stated by smokers to not make a quit attempt was: “it calms me
in stressful situations” (66.3%) whereas the main reason to make
a quit attempt was: “it’s a high risk for my health” (75.2%). Almost
all of those interviewed agreed with the statement “tobacco
increases the risk of respiratory diseases, heart attack and lung
cancer”. However only 36.0% of smokers highly agreed with the
statement “tobacco is damaging to my health”. Very few smokers
had ever asked for help to quit smoking: 15.0% from their
physician and 11.2% from their pharmacist.
Conclusions: A third of smokers don’t want to quit smoking.
However non-smokers think that this percentage is higher.
Smokers perceive tobacco as something harmful, but most don’t
consider that smoking is damaging their health at present. This
could be the reason why very few smokers ask for help to quit
smoking or try to quit smoking in a the short-term. Therefore
health professionals should be proactive in encouraging smokers
to make a quit attempt and offer to help them.

Conclusions: The findings identify a challenge for countries
undergoing economic development and increasing gender
equality: can such progress take place without a corresponding
increase in smoking rates among women? These findings
thus highlight the need for strong tobacco control, particularly
targeted toward women, in countries in which gender equality is
increasing.
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Introduction: Smoke-free policy enforcement is crucial to effective

tobacco control. Under current Portuguese law, smoking is banned
on public transport.

Methods: To evaluate the effectiveness of current smoke-free

policy, a survey of Lisbon taxi drivers was carried out. The survey
(January-December 2009) was based on direct structured
interviews while using taxi services.

Results: 196 male taxi drivers participated in the survey. Mean

age was 53 years. Of the responders, 40% admitted being current
smokers, smoking on average 24 cigarettes per day, 33% were
ex-smokers. Of the smokers, 59% did not want to quit and 60%
admitted smoking inside their taxi. When questioned about their
colleagues smoking behavior, 71% reported that colleagues
smoked inside their taxis. 15% of the drivers allowed clients to
smoke inside the taxi, while prior to the current law 74% did so.
The major reason for not allowing smoking was the legal ban and
associated fines (73%). 83% of the drivers reported that clients still
asked to smoke in their taxis and 84% of the drivers agreed with
the smoking ban in closed spaces. When questioned about their
understanding of the ban, 40% mentioned “health protection”,
35% “respect for non-smokers”, 6% “disease prevention” and 12%
did not know the reason. Only one driver had attended a smoking
prevention session. All taxis displayed the required signs. Stale
smoke smells were detected by the person conducting the survey
in 33% of the cars. None of the taxi drivers received a fine for non
compliance.

Conclusions: The high prevalence of smoking among Lisbon taxi

drivers contributes directly to low compliance with the smoking
ban. While most taxi drivers approve the ban, most who are also
smokers do not comply with it. Media campaigns promoting
smoking prevention and awareness among taxi drivers and better
law enforcement would contribute directly to improved tobacco
control in Portugal.

Sofia Belo Ravara, Centro Hospitalar da Cova da Beira,
Portugal

Abstract

Objectives: Hospitals should play an exemplary role in making

smoke-free environments the social norm. Little is known about
Portuguese health care providers’ (HCPs) attitudes to tobacco
control and smoke-free policies (SFPs). As part of a tobacco
control program, a Portuguese teaching hospital surveyed
hospital staff (HS) smoking behavior and attitudes before the
national smoking ban came into force on 1 January 2008. The
study aimed to assess staff smoking behavior and tobacco
control attitudes and beliefs.

Methods: An observational, descriptive, questionnaire-based

cross-sectional study was conducted, including all eligible staff.
Smoking behaviour and tobacco control attitudes and beliefs
were the main outcomes. The level of statistical significance was
set at p < 0.05.

Results: Five hundred and eighty-nine (52.9%) of the 1,112
staff returned the questionnaire: mean age 38.3 ± 9.9 years;
65.1% females. Smoking prevalence was 40.6% in males,
23.5% in females (smoking behaviour was presented in another
communication). Most of the responders (97.8%) believed that
second-hand smoking (SHS) is harmful and that the hospital
should be smoke free (91.8%). Although 73.5% of the staff
reported being frequently exposed to SHS in the hospital, only
42.8% reported being disturbed and 28.3% had mentioned
expressing their discomfort about being frequently exposed
to SHS. Most of the HS agreed with the national smoking ban
(93.9%), 74.6% thought that it would help smokers quit, but
again only 25.6% reported being disturbed and expressing
their discomfort to SHS exposure in public places. Multivariable
analyses showed that smoking status was the most important
predictor of tobacco control attitudes and beliefs (p<0.001).
Conclusions: Although the great majority of HS had positive

attitudes to SFPs, most of the staff did not report being disturbed
by SHS exposure and only a minority had mentioned expressing
their discomfort, as observed in the latest national health
survey. As in other studies, this illustrates an important barrier
to successful SFP implementation since staff will not enforce
the SFP and will not challenge smokers on the premises. This
may be a predictor of non-compliance with the national smoking
ban, especially if effective enforcement is lacking. In addition,
smoking prevalence was high. High smoking rates among HCPs
may contribute directly to low compliance with the smoking ban
and poor involvement in smoking cessation. Further multicentre
studies monitoring smoking prevalence, smoking ban compliance
and smoking cessation practices, should be carried on in
Portugal.
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Objectives: There are a number of pathways to becoming an

Abstract

Objectives: In Portugal there is limited data on smoking
prevalence from workplaces and health care providers (HCPs).
In October 2007, as part of a smoke-free hospital policy, a
Portuguese teaching hospital surveyed hospital staff (HS)
smoking prevalence and behavior, before the national smoking
ban came into force on January 2008.
Methods: An observational, descriptive, questionnaire-based
cross-sectional study was conducted, including all eligible staff.
Smoking prevalence and behaviour were the main outcomes. The
level of statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.
Results: Five hundred and eighty-nine (52.9%) of the 1,112
staff returned the questionnaire: mean age 38.3 ± 9.9 years;
65.1% females. Smoking prevalence was 40.6% in males,
23.5% in females (p < 0.001); 43% in auxiliaries and 18.9%
among physicians (p = 0.02). Multivariable analyses showed that
being younger than 55 years was the most important predictor
for being a smoker (age < 55 years OR: 3.78; 95% CI: 1.439.97; p = 0.007), followed by being a male (OR: 2.32; 95% CI:
1.58-3.40; p < 0.001) and by being an auxiliary (OR: 2. 15; 95%
CI: 1.40-3.31; p < 0.001). HS reported smoking more often in
the hospital (70.3%) than at home (43.7%) or in the car (53.8%).
Nurses (81.1%) and other health professionals (81.1%) were
those who reported smoking more often in the hospital. Besides
occupation (p = 0.05), smoking in the hospital was associated
with higher nicotine dependence (time of the first cigarette: p =
0.003; number of cigarettes per day: p < 0.001), and shift work (p
= 0.002). Although most smokers wanted to quit and had already
tried (65.8%), only a few admitted that they might need help
(32.0%) and very few admitted readiness to quit (20.0%).
Conclusions: Smoking prevalence was high, especially when
compared with local Portuguese population data. Smoking
prevalence was highest among the less qualified HCPs and
non-HCPs. The lowest rates were observed among physicians,
in line with declining prevalence trends among physicians in
Portugal. Health promotion and smoking prevention should
be top priorities in all health care institutions, including Health
Sciences Schools. Hospital-based health education and
smoking cessation programs should focus on a gender-specific
perspective, as females are the main providers of practical
patient care in hospitals and their smoking prevalence rate is
high. Further multicentre studies monitoring smoking prevalence
among HCPs should be carried on in Portugal.

Methods: For England and California we obtained data on the

number of smokers attempting to quit between 2007 and 2009
from published sources. We also obtained data on the numbers
quitting by method of quitting, and the success rates of those
methods. We used published data on relapse following cessation
to adjust all data to reflect estimated abstinence at 12 months.
We obtained published information on tobacco control budget
allocations for the UK and the Californian Tobacco Control
Programme. We also obtained data on programme spend
through direct correspondence with the Californian Tobacco
Control Programme leads. We went on to represent the path
taken by quitters graphically. We also illustrated graphically the
proportion of tobacco control resources directed at smoking
cessation, and towards other areas of tobacco control.

Conclusions: UK tobacco control programmes may be able to
learn from successful programmes elsewhere. It is notable that
the highly successful Californian programme directs a much
smaller proportion of its resources to smoking cessation activities
that do UK programmes.
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ex-smoker: with professional assistance - via the NHS smoking
cessation services, or a GP prescription for nicotine replacement
drugs - or without professional assistance, either using over
the counter nicotine replacement products or without such aid
(“cold turkey”). Smokers contemplating quitting do not act in a
vacuum. Behavioural theory such as Ajzen’s theory of planned
behaviour describes how behavioural beliefs, normative beliefs
and control beliefs all influence behavioural intent and subsequent
action. This framework highlights the importance of the wider
social environment in tobacco control. Tobacco control activities
which aim to change the wider social environment include social
marketing, smoking bans, restrictions on availability, pricing,
advocacy (and unplanned publicity), grass roots activism and
others. In England the majority of tobacco control spend is
directed towards smoking cessation services. Most of those who
quit smoking in England do not however use these services.
Other jurisdictions which have successfully reduced smoking
prevalence to low levels have spent little on formal cessations
services. California has achieved large reductions in smoking
prevalence by concentrating on changing the social environment
and ‘de-normalising’ tobacco use. Here we show how resources
are allocated between programme areas in both England and
California, and compare the success of these programmes in
terms of the proportion of smokers successfully quitting each
year.
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Abstract

The smoking prevalence in Denmark for daily smokers >14 years
of age has been around 21.4-25.6% for the past seven years
(2004-2010), i.e. 1.1-1.3 million smokers. Including non-daily
smokers in the same period the decrease in smoking prevalence
has been limited (26.5-28.0%) Government initiatives were
introduced in 2007 (public smoking bans, free-of-charge smoking
cessation (SC) courses), followed by a public media awareness
campaign and slightly higher cigarette taxes in 2009-2010.

Objectives: The objective of this analysis was to evaluate the

collective impact of tobacco control (TC) and SC initiatives
(smoking ban, awareness campaigns, tax increases, municipal and
SC courses, GP SC interventions, reimbursement of SC medicine)
on smoking prevalence in Denmark.

Methods: Evidence from the literature evaluating impact and
effectiveness of relevant TC and SC initiatives was found using
Medline, as well as search in “grey literature” (e.g. government
reports). Danish statistics about smoking prevalence, municipality
SC course activities, and prevention visits at GP clinics were
applied. The percentage point reduction of smoking prevalence for
each initiative was determined.
Results: Based on international experiences (Italy, Australia)

public smoking bans and awareness campaigns show a potential
reduction of prevalence by 1.4-1.9%-point each. Price increases of
10% (i.e. tax increases) will reduce the prevalence by 0.2%-point,
primarily re young smokers. Intensified number of free-of-charge
SC courses due to a new healthcare law in January 2007 (6,500
participants in municipal courses 2007-09) reduce the prevalence
by 0.1-0.3%-point. Based on the December 2006 smoking
prevalence level (24.7%) (a public smoking ban was introduced
in August 2007) the collective impact of these TC initiatives
may reduce the smoking prevalence to 20.4-21.2%. Recent
guidelines (Australia, US and UK) recommend pharmacological
support combined with SC counseling by healthcare personnel to
increase quit rates. SC at Danish GP clinics with 800,000 annual
preventive visits and increased use of SC medication as well as
reimbursement of SC medication can further reduce smoking
according to Cochrane reviews.
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Abstract

In 2008 the non-smoking project named „Smokefree 08“ was
conducted by the collaboration of various institutions*. The
project consisted in a folder that was distributed to all Austrian
pharmacies (approximately 1100) with the demand to display
and advertise them. The named folder contained a brochure
about smoking and nicotine in general, methods to quit smoking,
information about nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) and the
possibility to sign up for a lottery if the receiver of the folder
agreed to reduce or stop the smoking consumption for at
least two months (with or without medication). 418 smokers
participated in the lottery and registered themselves. After a
few months we contacted the people by email and post asking
them for their current smoking habits and their use of NRT. 216
persons (51.7%) returned valid answers and described their
success or failure. An interesting finding was that smokers with
a strong dependency on nicotine used on average more NRT
than smokers with a weaker dependency: Of the heavy smokers
who needed to smoke their first cigarette in the morning after
a maximum of five minutes only 23.4% tried to quit or reduce
smoking without any additives, compared to 47% of the less
dependent smokers. Although the smokers differed in their
degree of dependency on nicotine there was no significant
difference found in success concerning abstinence and reduction.
This leads us to the reasonable conclusion that the use of NRT
in “strong” addicts provokes the chance of success to rise to
the same level as that of “weaker” addicts. These results clearly
show the importance of the OTC-status of NRT. Many smokers
of our sample went to the pharmacy to buy NRT and quitted
smoking without additional external help. That way smokers
can be reached that normally would not go to a physician for
getting a prescription and therefore would have a smaller chance
of success because of the lack of NRT that obviously is very
efficient.

Conclusions: More combined TC and SC initiatives are needed

to reduce smoking prevalence in Denmark significantly below
20%, including higher utilization of the GP capacity and the added
benefits of reimbursed SC medication. A study limitation: the
analysis conservatively assumes that all initiatives are mutually
exclusive and that all motivated quitters are equally motivated. This
may lead to higher analytical reductions of smoking prevalence
than what can be achieved in reality.
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Abstract

Amongst members of the tobacco control community, the use
of the message that illicit tobacco contains more harmful and
distasteful constituents (HDCs) than licit tobacco is considered a
controversial message, based on an uncertain body of evidence
and with the potential to imply that licit tobacco is the ‘safe’
alternative. Nevertheless, this message is regularly used in
campaigns against illicit tobacco and is felt to be very effective
by campaigners in the wider public health and law enforcement
sectors. It is also attractive to the press. This paper examines
this controversy, pulling together evidence from the scientific
literature, market research that has been carried out on a
number of illicit tobacco campaigns in England and interviews
with stakeholders in the North of England Tackling Illicit Tobacco
to Improve Health programme. It finds that the arguments on
both sides of the controversy are partially supported by the
evidence and that smokers’ perspectives on this issue are not
fully understood. The paper concludes with an analysis of how
the message is received and incorporated by smokers of illicit
tobacco and considers the utility of this message in tobacco
control campaigns.
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Abstract

Objectives: Tobacco smoke contains free radicals which
weaken the antioxidant barrier of the human body by decreasing
the quantity of non-enzymatic antioxidants. It has been shown
that both active and passive smoking decrease plasma levels
of alfa-tocopherol, lycopene and alpha- and beta-carotene.
However, little is known about the effect of smoking on plasma
or serum retinol concentration, and the available results are
divergent. The aim of the study was to assess the effect of active
and passive smoking on retinol concentration in blood plasma of
healthy men.
Methods: In the research there were 336 participants (healthy
men, mean age: 41.2). Their smoking status was assessed
based on plasma cotinine levels. There were 130 active and
84 passive smokers. In the control group, 112 volunteers
exhibited no detectable plasma cotinine levels. Plasma retinol
concentration was determined via HPLC.

Results: There were no significant differences in plasma retinol
concentration between active and passive smokers and persons
not exposed to tobacco smoke. There was no correlation
between cotinine and retinol concentration. Multiple regression
analysis showed that predictive accuracy for plasma retinol
concentration changes as follows: creatinine less than cotinine,
less than age, less than BMI, however, only the latter value was
statistically significant (beta=0.2035, p=0.012).
Conclusion: Tobacco smoke does not change retinol
concentration in plasma. It might therefore suggest that retinol
plays an irrelevant role in the process of inactivation of free
radicals derived from tobacco smoke.
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Abstract

Objectives: The addictive effect of tobacco has been attributed to

nicotine as an agonist of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChR).
However, substances with higher affinities for some human nAChR
subtypes than that of nicotine were found in tobacco (Biochem.
Pharmacol. 55: 1377, 1998), increasing the spectrum of possible
drugs that can explain or interfere with the smoking habit. In the
present study, our aim is to elucidate the interaction between rat
nAChR and N-nitrosonornicotine (NNN), a compound present in
tobacco and possibly involved in smoke addiction.

Methods: Whole-cell currents were measured by using
the patch-clamp technique with PC12 (rat adrenal
pheochromocytoma) cells and HEK (human embrionic kidney) cells
transfected with rat a3 and ß4 nAChR subunits. NNN activity was
studied in the presence of nicotine, carbamoylcholine and alone.
Ligands were applied by the cell-flow technique.
Results: NNN, at the concentration of 3 mM, reduced the currents

generated by the variety of nAChR expressed in differentiated
PC12 cells (27%±16% of control, n=2). IC50 values of 1.00±0.05
mM and 2.5±0.4 mM, respectively, were obtained for whole-cell
currents elicited by HEK cells stimulated with 100 µM nicotine
or 1.5 mM carbamoylcholine in the presence of increasing NNN
concentrations (n=21, r2=0.99 for nicotine; n=26, r2=0.97 for
carbamoylcholine). Plotting of the data (current/current in the
presence of NNN versus concentration of NNN) revealed best
curve fits to a linear model, indicating non-competitive action of
NNN on nAChR activity stimulated by nicotine (KI =0.57±0.02
mM, r2=0.98) and carbamoylcholine (KI=1.01±0.08 mM, r2=0.90).
Dose-response relationships for a3ß4 nAChR activation obtained
in the absence or presence of 4 mM NNN revealed EC50 values of
1.1±0.2 mM and 0.9±0.2 mM, respectively, while carbamoylcholine-provoked maximal responses were reduced to 59±12% (n=18,
r2=0.92) in the presence of NNN when compared to receptor
responses obtained in the absence of the inhibitor (100±7%,
n=24, r2=0.99), again suggesting a non-competitive inhibition
mechanism.

Conclusions: NNN inhibits at least one of the subtypes of nAChR

expressed by PC12 cells and acts as a non-competitive inhibitor
of rat a3ß4 nAChR. Although NNN showed high affinity for human
receptors (Biochem. Pharmacol. 55: 1377, 1998), it did not reveal
similar characteristics when interacting with rat receptors, in
agreement with the observation that rats are not a good model for
studies of nicotine addiction. The present work leads to a better
understanding
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Abstract

Objective: The objective of this analysis was to

compare the levels of biomarkers of exposure (BoExp) to
2-aminonaphthylamine (2-NA), 4-aminobiphenyl (4-ABP),
4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK), carbon
monoxide (CO), nicotine, and pyrene in male and female
Japanese smokers of menthol and non-mentholated, cigarettes,
and nonsmokers.

Methods: Post-hoc analysis of data from a multicenter,

observational, ambulatory study in male and female Japanese
smokers and non-smokers. BoExp were determined in blood
for CO (hemoglobin saturation [%COHb]), in plasma for nicotine
(plasma cotinine [pCOT]), and in 24-h urine for aromatic amines
(unmetabolised 2-NA and 4-ABP), nicotine (the molar sum of
cotinine, trans-3’-hydroxycotinine, nicotine, and their respective
glucuronide conjugates [Neq]), NNK (4-methylnitrosamino)-1(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol plus glucuronide conjugates [total NNAL]),
and pyrene (1-hydroxypyrene plus glucuronide and sulphate
conjugates [total 1-OHP]). Nicotine dependence in smokers was
assessed using the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence
(FTND).

Results: The analyzed population consisted of 345 (219 male,

126 female) non-smokers and 648 (417 male, 231 female)
smokers including 152 (79 male, 73 female) smokers of
menthol cigarettes and 496 (338 male, 158 female) smokers
of non-menthol cigarettes. Mean BoExp levels were higher
in smokers than in non-smokers: COHb (3.72±1.18 vs.
1.99±0.39 %), pCOT (223.61±126.02 vs. 2.50±0.00 ng/ml), Neq
(8.04±6.27 vs. 0.34±0.17 mg/day), total NNAL (231.33±194.81
vs. 6.49±7.03 ng/day), total 1-OHP (316.94±238.56 vs.
179.95±575.63 µg/day), 2-NA (19.27±14.78 vs. 3.67±4.05
ng/day), and 4-ABP (12.54±18.07 vs. 3.50±8.48 ng/day).
No consistent differences were apparent between menthol
vs. non-menthol smokers: COHb (3.86±1.36 vs. 3.68±1.12
%), pCOT (197.70±117.90 vs. 231.54±127.47 ng/ml), Neq
(6.84±5.74 vs. 8.41±6.39 mg/day), total NNAL (267.83±249.11
vs. 220.14±173.60 ng/day), total 1-OHP (289.24±208.31 vs.
325.43±246.66 µg/day), 2-NA (17.21±14.51 vs. 19.90±14.82
ng/day), and 4-ABP (11.03±8.89 vs. 13.00±20.05 ng/day).
The average FTND score was 4.1±2.1 vs. 4.9±2.0. Trends for
increased BoExp levels were generally observed with increasing
cigarette tar and nicotine delivery, and number of cigarettes per
day (CPD) in smokers of both menthol and non-mentholated
cigarettes. Average FTND scores increased with CPD in both
smokers of menthol and non-menthol cigarettes, but showed no
clear relation to cigarette tar and nicotine delivery.

Conclusion: Smoking menthol cigarettes in the Japanese
population does not appear to influence exposure to the selected
smoke constituents compared to smoking non-mentholated
cigarettes. These findings are consistent with observations in the
US population indicating no significant difference in exposure to
cigarette smoke constituents between smokers of menthol and
non-mentholated cigarettes.
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Abstract

Objectives: Respirable Suspended Particulates (RSPs) pose
a health risk to both active and passive smokers. As research
has shown, secondhand tobacco smoke is a significant source
of RSPs in indoor environments. We hypothesized that the
levels of RSPs delivered with mainstream (MS) and sidestream
(SS) tobacco smoke are affected by the way the cigarettes are
smoked (smoking topography). The aim of the study was to
assess RSPs levels in MS and SS of cigarettes smoked with a
wide variety of topography parameters. We also simulated active
and passive smokers’ exposure to RSPs derived from tobacco
smoke using mathematic models.
Methods: Tobacco smoke was generated using automatic
smoking machine with various topography parameters (puff
volumes [V], puff flows [F] and intervals between puffs [T]). One
brand of full flavored cigarettes commercially available in Poland
was used for all RSPs measurements. Topography parameters
were modified as follows: V from 25 to 60mL; F from 27 to 52mL/
sec, and T from 20 to 60sec. SS was sampled according to ISO
3308 standard. MS and SS were collected in containers of 10L
and 60L, respectively. RSP2.5 were measured using DustTrakTM
8520 (TSI®, USA).
Results: RSP2.5 levels in MS varied from 0.14±0.01 (V=25mL,

F=52mL/sec, T=60sec) to 2.21±0.17mg/cig (V=60mL, F=52mL/
sec, T=20sec). RSP2.5 levels in SS varied from 2.79±0.03
(V=25mL, F=41mL/sec, T=60sec) to 18.3±1.0mg/cig (V=35mL,
F=35mL/sec, T=20sec). RSP2.5 levels in MS and SS generated
with standard ISO conditions (V=35mL, F=17.5mL/sec,
T=60sec) were 0.39±0.02 and 3.71±0.24mg/cig, respectively.
RSP2.5 levels determined with topography conditions which
corresponded to the way Polish smokers smoke cigarettes
(V=60mL, F=38mL/sec, T=20sec) were 0.74±0.08 for MS
and 3.31±0.17mg/cig for SS. There was a positive correlation
between both V and F and RSP2.5 levels in MS.

Conclusions: Smoking topography strongly affects active and
passive smokers’ exposure to RSP2.5. If one smoker smoked
twenty cigarettes during a single day in a room with poor
ventilation, RSP2.5 indoor air concentration would exceed almost
50 times the WHO air quality standard of 25µg/m3.
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There is consistent evidence from twin and adoption studies that
genetic factors contribute to the aetiology of cigarette smoking.
Nevertheless, despite a large number of candidate gene studies,
few reported associations have proven to replicate reliably.
Recently however, variation in the 15q24 nicotinic receptor cluster
CHRNA5-A3-B4 has shown promise as a candidate region for
smoking behaviour. Polymorphisms in this cluster have been
linked to multiple smoking-related phenotypes (e.g., nicotine
dependence; smoking quantity) and smoking-related diseases
(e.g., lung cancer). Two SNPs in this region, rs16969968 in
CHRNA5 and rs1051730 in CHRNA3, have generated particular
interest. We sought to evaluate the strength of evidence for the
association between the rs16969968 and rs1051730 SNPs
and heaviness of smoking, as measured by daily cigarette
consumption. We used meta-analytic techniques to evaluate
existing published data, and contacted study authors where
necessary for additional data. We tested both dominant and
recessive models of genetic action, and explored which SNP
provided a stronger genetic signal. Meta-analysis revealed
evidence of association between both the rs16969968
(dominant: d = -0.05, 95% CI -0.08, -0.02, p = 0.002; recessive:
d = -0.06, 95% CI -0.09, -0.04, p < 0.001) and rs1051730
(dominant: d = -0.09, 95% CI -0.13, -0.05, p = < 0.001;
recessive: d = -0.12, 95% CI -0.15, -0.08, p < 0.001) SNPs and
daily cigarette consumption. The difference in effect size estimate
did not differ by model of genetic action for rs16969968 (p =
0.13), but was larger for the recessive model for rs1051730 (p =
0.013). The difference in effect size estimate did not differ by SNP
for a dominant model of genetic (p = 0.16), but was larger for
rs1051730 for a recessive model (p = 0.032). Our data suggest
a small effect of both the rs16969968 and rs1051730 SNPs on
cigarette consumption. These effects appear to act recessively,
and the rs1051730 SNP may provide a stronger signal, although
evidence for this was indirect. Furthering our understanding of the
genetic contribution of smoking-related behaviours may ultimately
enable us to improve and personalise smoking cessation
treatments, which may help to reduce the substantial global
health concern associated with tobacco use.
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Abstract

Objectives: IARC Monograph 89 summarised the presence
of 28 chemical agents in smokeless tobacco products (STP)
including a number of nitroso species (TSNAs, nitrosoacids,
and a range of non-tobacco specific nitrosamines - NTSNA). A
number of NTSNA species have been identified in STPs such
as (abbreviation and IARC classification): NDMA (2A), NDEA
(2A), NEMA (2B), NDPA (2B), NDBA (2B), NPIP (2B), NPYR (2B),
NMOR (2B), NDELA (2B), NDIPLA (3), NDIPA (not classified), and
NDBzA (not classified). Research has shown changes in levels of
TSNAs in STPs over the last 30 years, therefore an up-to-date
survey on the levels of NTSNAs was considered necessary to
characterise currently available STPs.
Method: 70 STPs available on the Swedish and US markets
were sampled in October 2008, consisting of 32 Swedish loose
and pouched snus products and 38 US products including
chewing tobacco, dry snuff, pellets, moist snuff and plug. STPs
were sampled to include products from all major manufacturers.
Analysis for NTSNAs was undertaken by a contract laboratory
using established methods (NDMA, NEMA, NDEA, NDPA, NDBA,
NPIP, NPYR) and newly developed methods (NDIPA, NMOR,
NDELA, NDIPLA, and NDBzA).
Results: No NDELA or NDIPLA was detected in any of the
samples tested. All of the products examined had levels of
NEMA, NDEA, NDIPA, NDBA and NPIP below the limits of
quantification of the methods. NDBzA was detected in four snus
products but none of the other smokeless products; NDPA was
quantified in 3 snus products only; NMOR was quantified in one
snus and two moist snuff products only. A significant proportion
of the dry and moist snuff products had quantifiable levels of
NDMA and NPYR; one snus product also had a quantifiable level
of NDMA.
Conclusions: Levels of NTSNAs in contemporary smokeless
tobaccos are very low, and in the majority of cases at or below
the limit of quantification or detection of the analytical methods
used in this study.

Abstract

Objectives: IARC Monograph 89 summarised the presence
of 28 chemical agents in smokeless tobacco products (STP)
including a number of tobacco specific nitrosamines (TSNAs),
Benzo(a)pyrene (B(a)P), metals, volatile nitrosamines and
aflatoxins. Recently two groups have proposed the establishment
of toxicant content limits for STPs. The WHO Study Group on
Tobacco Product Regulation (TobReg) proposed regulatory limits
(dry weight basis) of 2µg/g for the combined concentration of
NNN and NNK, and 5 ng/g for B(a)P. The European Smokeless
Tobacco Council (ESTOC) has proposed the following toxicant
limits – combined concentrations of NNK, NNN, NAB and
NAT: 10µg/g; NDMA: 10ng/g; B(a)P: 20ng/g; Lead: 2µg/g; and
Cadmium: 2µg/g; and sum of four specified aflatoxins: 5ng/g.
This study was conducted to understand how the contents of
contemporary US and Swedish smokeless tobacco products
compare to these proposed limits.
Method: 70 major STPs were sampled in October 2008,
consisting of 32 Swedish loose and pouched snus products
and 38 US products (chewing tobacco, dry snuff, pellets, moist
snuff and plug). STPs were sampled to include products from all
major manufacturers. Analysis for TSNAs was undertaken by the
British American Tobacco GR&D laboratory; B(a)P analysis was
conducted in the GR&D laboratory and also by an independent
contract laboratory; NDMA, lead and cadmium analyses were
conducted by independent laboratories. Aflatoxins were not
measured in this study.
Results: Under the TobReg proposals the following products
failed the proposed limits – (NNN+NNK): all dry snuff, moist snuff
and plug products, half of the chewing tobacco products and
two snus products, and; B(a)P: all dry snuff, moist snuff, plug,
moist pellet products and one snus product. Under the ESTOC
proposals the following products failed the limits - TSNAs: all dry
and moist snuff products; B(a)P: most dry snuff, all moist snuff
and the moist pellet products; NDMA: one third to one half of dry
and moist snuff products; cadmium: no products; lead: one snus
and one chewing tobacco product.
Conclusions: A significant number of products fail to meet both
of the proposed limits; there are differences between the two
proposals but overall a greater number of products failed to meet
the TobReg proposal than the ESTOC proposal (31 in contrast to
25).
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Background: Tobacco smoking continues to be the largest,

preventable, cause of premature morbidity and mortality
throughout the world. Although most smokers are highly
motivated to quit and several smoking cessation therapies are
available, cessation rates remain very low. Currently, two forms
of antidepressant therapy are used for smoking cessation:
bupropion and nortriptyline. Based on their mechanism of
action, variations in the serotonin transporter gene (SLC6A4) are
expected to influence smoking cessation rates.

Abstract

Objectives: The aim of the present work was to investigate the

presence of different nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR)
subtypes on gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) nerve endings in
rat hippocampus.

Methods: We used some selective alpha7 and alpha4ß2 nAChR
agonists to assess whether, to what extent and through which
mechanisms they stimulate endogenous GABA release from
purified hippocampal synaptosomes in superfusion.

Objectives: We investigated whether functional variants in
SLC6A4 influence smoking cessation rates and treatment
response. This might increase understanding of the underlying
pharmacological mechanisms and could open doors for
personalized therapy.
Methods: Subjects participated in a randomized,

placebo-controlled trial on the efficacy of bupropion and
nortriptyline for smoking cessation among smokers with, or
without, COPD. The main outcome measures were prolonged
abstinence from smoking after 12 weeks (end-of-treatment; EOT)
and at 6- and 12-month follow-up. Subjects were genotyped
for three functional variants in SLC6A4: 5-HTTLPR, STin2, and
rs25531.

Results: Carriers of the 5-HTTLPR high-activity L-variant had
significantly higher cessation rates with bupropion compared to
placebo (38% and 31% vs. 16% and 14% at 6- and 12-months
respectively). The same pattern was seen in the nortriptyline
group, and in both the bupropion and nortriptyline group for the
rs25531 SNP, however effects were non-significant. The STin2
variant seems to have little effect. Combining the three variants
resulted in increased cessation rates compared to placebo
with a combination of high-activity variants for both bupropion
and nortriptyline (60% vs. 0% at both 6- and 12-months with
bupropion; 54% and 46% vs. 0% at 6- and 12-months with
nortriptyline).

Conclusions: To conclude rat hippocampal synaptosomes
possess alpha7 and alpha4ß2 nAChR subtypes which
can modulate endogenous GABA release via two distinct
mechanisms of action.

Discussion: Both bupropion and nortriptyline are more effective
in the presence of high-activity variants of the serotonin
transporter, probably by blocking the increased serotonin
transporter activity, hereby increasing serotonin levels.
Prospective studies have to assess if this can improve cessation
rates when bupropion and nortriptyline treatment is targeted at
individuals based on their genotypes.
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Results: All agonists tested elicited a significant GABA overflow,
which was comparable to that elicited by 9 mM KCl. Choline
(Ch), a selective alpha7 receptor agonist, evoked GABA overflow
that was external Ca2+ dependent, but unaltered in presence
of Cd2+, tetrodotoxin (TTX) and the selective alpha4ß2 receptor
antagonist dihydro-ß-erythroidine (DHßE). On the other hand,
the effect of Ch was completely blocked by the selective
alpha7 receptor antagonist methyllycaconitine (MLA) and by
dantrolene suggesting that GABA release might be triggered
by Ca2+ entry into synaptosomes through the alpha7 nAChR
channel and subsequent synaptosolic calcium release from
ryanodine-sensitive intracellular stores. Also 5-Iodo-A-85380
dihydrochloride (5IA85380), a selective alpha4ß2 receptor
agonist, elicited GABA overflow, which was external Ca2+
dependent, blocked by Cd2+, significantly inhibited in presence
of TTX and DHßE, but unaffected by MLA and dantrolene,
thus confirming the involvement of an alpha4ß2 nAChR in the
5IA85380-induced GABA release that seems to occur following
membrane depolarization and opening of voltage operated
calcium channels.

Chronic nicotine treatment significantly
affects the function of presynaptic NMDA
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Abstract
Abstract

Objectives: It is widely accepted that several effects of nicotine
are mediated not only by the dopamine (DA) release in the
terminal fields of the mesencephalic dopaminergic systems.
Accordingly there is also evidence that nicotine may influence
several other neurotransmitters that can indirectly affect the DA
systems. In particular presynaptic glutamatergic, noradrenergic
and cholinergic systems has been reported to play an important
role in the mechanism of action of nicotine. The objective of this
study was to investigate the effects of chronic administration
of (-)nicotine on the function of the N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) presynaptic receptors modulating [3H]NA release in rat
hippocampus.
Methods: Neurotransmitter release from rat superfused

synaptosomes prelabelled with [3H]NA was studied in control
animals and chronic nicotine animals (14 days; via osmotic
mini-pumps; saline vs 0.125 mg/Kg/h (-) nicotine).

Results: Exposure of hippocampal synaptosomes of rats treated

with vehicle to different concentration of NMDA produced an
increase of [3H]DA overflow with an EC50 of. 14.5 ± 5.5 µM. This
effect was significantly potentiated in synaptosomes from animals
chronically treated with (-)nicotine suggesting an up-regulation of
the NMDA presynaptic heteroreceptor (EC50 =10.5 ± 0.5 µM).
The K+-evoked release of [3H]NA was not modified by the long
term (-)nicotine administration. Sensitivity to non selective or
subtype selective NMDA receptor antagonists (MK-801, ifenprodil
and Zn2+ ions) were not modified in the chronically treated
animals. Also the apparent affinity of glycine was unmodified in
these rats. The results show that chronic (-)nicotine affects the
function of presynaptic NMDA receptors which regulate [3H]NA
release in the rat hippocampus.

Conclusions: To conclude chronic nicotine treatment significantly
enhances NMDA evoked [3H]NA release from rat hippocampus
synaptosomes.

Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChR) are ligand gated ion
channels, which consist of either muscle-type (a1, ß1, d, ?,
e) or neuronal-type (a2-10, ß2-4) subunits. The opioid system
consists of three receptors; µ, d, and ?, which are stimulated
by opioid peptides. Methadone is a µ-opioid agonist and
buprenorphine acts as partial agonist at µ-, ?-, and d-opioid
receptors. Endogenous opioid plasma levels are increased
following smoking. In SH-SY5Y and SH-EP1-ha7 cell lines
nicotine and methadone have been shown to increase the level
of free intracellular Ca2+ and to inhibit 3H-epibatidine or 3Hmethyllycaconitine –binding. The responses to both nicotine and
methadone are sensitive to blockade by nAChR antagonists,
suggesting that methadone has nAChR agonist properties similar
to nicotine. SH-SY5Y, SH-EP1-ha4ß2, SH-EP1-ha7 and SH-EP1
cell lines were used in these studies. SH-SY5Y cell line is a
human neuroblastoma cell line naturally expressing a3, a5, a7,
ß2, and ß4 nAChR subunits as well as µ- and d-opioid receptors.
SH-EP1 is a human epithelial cell line with native expression
of µ- and d-opioid receptors but no endogenous expression
of nAChRs. SH-EP1-ha4ß2 and SH-EP1-ha7 cells have been
transfected with a4ß2 and a7 nAChR subunit genes to express
human a4ß2 and a7 nAChRs, respectively. In binding studies
we used 150 pM tritiated epibatidine, an agonist that binds in
at least seven nAChR subtypes. Methadone was able to inhibit
3H-epibatidine binding in SH-SY5Y and SH-EP1-ha7 cell lines
whereas in SH-EP1-ha4ß2 and SH-EP1 cell lines methadone
did not show any inhibition. Buprenorphine was able to inhibit
3H-epibatidine binding only in SH-EP1-ha7 cell line. Nicotine
inhibited 3H-epibatidine binding in all cell lines, except for SH-EP1
cells. The IC50 values of both methadone and buprenorphine
inhibition of epibatidine binding demonstrated lower affinity to
nAChRs than inhibition with nicotine. These findings suggest, that
methadone and buprenorphine bind to nAChRs and that they
have different binding properties. Methadone seems to bind to a7
and a3 subunit containing nAChRs whereas buprenorphine binds
only to nAChRs containing a7 subunit.
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Abstract

Abstract

Objectives: This study aimed to investigate the frequencies

of CYP2A6 genetic polymorphisms in smokers from southern
China, and to evaluate associations with tobacco smoking
phenotypes.

Method: Participants were 1344 Chinese smokers who
participated in a community-based chronic disease screening
project in Guangzhou and Zhuhai from 2006 to 2007 who
were interviewed with a structured questionnaire about
socio-demographic status and smoking behaviours. DNA from
venous blood was genotyped for CYP2A6 *4, *5, *7, *9 and *10
alleles, which are associated with diminished or absent enzymatic
function. Binary logistic regression was used to evaluate
association with lifetime smoking milestones including daily
cigarette consumption.
Results: Participants were 94.2% male (mean age: 54.61±11.92
years). The frequencies of CYP2A6 *4, *5, *7, *9 and *10 alleles
were 8.52%, 1.23%, 6.51%, 13.76% and 2.46%; 48.81% were
categorized by genotype as normal-, 15.33% as intermediate-,
24.40% slow-, and 11.46% poor-metabolizers. Compared with
normal metabolizers, poor metabolizers were more likely to report
initiating smoking regularly later in life (OR=1.48, 95%CI: 1.03,
2.12), smoking for a shorter duration (OR=1.57, 95%CI: 1.02,
2.42), consuming fewer daily cigarettes in the past amongst
former-smokers (OR=2.02, 95%CI: 1.38, 2.95) or present
amongst current smokers (OR=2.02, 95%CI: 1.32, 3.10), fewer
pack-years (OR=1.63, 95%CI: 1.14, 2.33), and were less likely
to have reported quitting smoking and remaining abstinent
(OR=0.50, 95%CI: 0.31, 0.81).
Conclusion: This study demonstrates that decreased activity
CYP2A6 alleles are prevalent in southern Chinese and that poor
metabolism is associated with a reduction in many dimensions of
smoking behaviour.
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Phenotypes for smoking and nicotine dependence (ND) are
partly genetically determined. Multiple Genome-Wide Association
studies (GWAS) have indicated risk for ND on CHRNA5-CHRNA3CHRNB4 nicotine receptor subunit gene cluster on chromosome
15 (15q24-25.1). Earlier linkage studies have not found evidence
for linkage of smoking behavior or ND to chromosome 15q25.
Using a large family data set, we set out to examine if there is
linkage to this area with phenotypes related to smoking, ND and
alcohol use. Sample was drawn from the Finnish Twin Cohort
study comprising of adult twins born 1938-57. Based on earlier
health questionnaires, the twin pairs concordant for ever-smoking
were identified and recruited along with their family members
(mainly siblings) for the Nicotine Addiction Genetics (NAG) Finland
study (N=2265), as part of the consortium among Finland,
Australia and USA. Participants were telephone interviewed using
the diagnostic SSAGA protocol including the section on smoking
behavior and ND during 2001-2005. Altogether 516 individuals
were successfully genotyped for rs1051730 and related SNPs.
The binary smoking and alcohol use related phenotypes examined
were (a) smoking immediacy (whether the second cigarette was
smoked same or next day after the first one), (b) regular smoking
(smoked =100 cigarettes during lifetime and for at least once
a week for a minimum period of two months in a row), (c) ND
(measured by the DSM-IV criteria), and (d) regular drinking (drinking
=1 alcoholic drink at least once a week). We report both linkage
LOD-scores and association results of smoking and alcohol use
related phenotypes. Results of linkage for binary phenotypes
are based on software package Merlin LOD-scores using the
Whittemore and Halpern non-parametric statistic to test for allele
sharing among affected individuals. Association results are based
on Pseudomarker software’s joint linkage and association test.
Analyses yielded a multipoint linkage signal on rs1051730 for
immediacy to smoke a second cigarette with LOD 1.64 (p=0.003),
for regular smoking with LOD=4.79 (p<0.0001), for ND with LOD
1.74 (p=0.002), and for regular drinking with LOD 2.34 (p=0.0005).
However, the p-values of the association tests were 0.12 for
immediacy to smoke second cigarette, 0.19 for regular smoking,
0.35 for ND, and 0.036 for regular drinking. These results show for
the first time by linkage that chromosome 15 CHRNA5-CHRNA3CHRNB4 nicotine receptor subunit harbors a genetic element for
several phenotypes related to smoking and also regular drinking.
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Abstract

Smokeless tobacco products, such as snus, are promoted as
less harmful than cigarettes; however, little is known regarding
the potential abuse liability of these products that are primarily
absorbed through mucosal membranes. As nicotine is thought
to be the main addictive ingredient in tobacco, these preclinical
studies utilized 0.03 mg/kg/infusion intravenous (i.v.) and
subcutaneous (s.c.) nicotine administration during 10 days on
a fixed ratio schedule (FR1) followed by progressive ratio (PR)
training. In a separate group of rats, liquid chromatography/
tandem mass spectrometry was used to analyze nicotine and
cotinine levels in serum and brain following a single s.c. and i.v.
exposure session. Adult, Long Evans male rats received 5-20
i.v. or s.c. infusions of nicotine in sterile saline or vehicle over 20
min under isoflurane anesthesia. Serum was collected via cardiac
puncture and brain tissues were harvested at 30 min, 1 hr or 24
hrs following the first infusion. Nicotine was extracted from serum
and brain by liquid/liquid extraction using ammonium hydroxide
and methylene chloride. Analysis was performed using an Applied
Biosystems 3200 Qtrap with a turbo Vsource for Turbolon Spray
with a Shumadzu SCL HPLC system. Multi reaction monitoring
ions were 163>130 and 163>117 m/z for nicotine, 177>80 and
177>98 m/z for cotinine, with internal standard of 167>134
m/z nicotine-d4 and 180>80 m/z for cotinine-d3. Compared to
i.v. rats, s.c. animals showed a delayed acquisition of nicotine
self administration as measured by a significant session x route
interaction during the first 5 days of FR1 training (p < 0.01),
perhaps due to the more rapid distribution of nicotine in the
brain following i.v. administration. Serum nicotine and cotinine
concentrations achieved by s.c. and i.v. administration of nicotine
were within the range observed in smokers, but brain levels of
nicotine were significantly higher in i.v. animals at 30 min. There
was no behavioral difference observed between s.c. and i.v. rats
during the last 5 days of FR1 training reflecting that s.c. and i.v.
rats showed a similar level of responding maintained by nicotine
following repeated exposure. Route of nicotine administration had
no effect on a single session of PR responding, suggesting that
s.c. and i.v. animals were similarly motivated to self administer
nicotine. Together these data suggest that nicotine products that
are absorbed through the skin may have less abuse liability during
initial exposures, but may have similar abuse liability to more rapid
routes of administration following repeated use.
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Abstract

In tobacco addiction, several discrete and proximal stimuli may
become components of memories associated with cigarette
smoking (e.g., social events, drinking, relax, etc.). Retrieval
of smoking-related memories is a potent trigger of lapse and
relapse even after months of abstinence. Retrieval is also a labile
phase during which memories could be disrupted or undergo
reconsolidation, the process of memory update and maintenance.
Selective disruption of traumatic- or drugs- related engrams
could be of therapeutic benefit for post-traumatic stress and
drug addiction disorders. In fact, recent studies suggest that
specifically targeting brain mechanisms underlying reconsolidation
(for example by using the anti-adrenergic drug propranolol) may
have beneficial effect vs. relapse. Beside the pharmacological
intervention, it has been also proposed that the exposure to
a behavioural procedure, such as extinction immediately after
retrieval, may prevent fear memories reconsolidation suggesting
a similar effect against drug addiction memories. This could
offer the potential to apply an extinction therapy that generalize
from clinical setting to other context. The general aim of our
basic research is to explore the bio-behavioural mechanisms
underlying nicotine memory reconsolidation, in order to identify
novel pharmacological and non-pharmacological therapies to be
potentially integrated into existing relapse prevention programs.
It has been recently announced that a clinical trial is ongoing to
study propranolol effects vs. nicotine memory reconsolidation
in smokers. Experimental conditions, also called ‘boundaries’,
needs to be explored in order to evaluate the optimal conditions
under which the effects of memory reconsolidation disruption
could be of value in the clinic. An outcome of our research is to
assess efficacy and safety of the selective disruption of smoking
memory reconsolidation. It will be important to assess the
potential ethical risk of the use of these procedures outside the
clinical therapeutic setting, for instance by private organizations
or by individuals. There is the risk of ‘cosmetic’ re-shaping of
personal history, such as self-deletion of selective unwanted
memories or just modification of negative emotional memory of
past life. The availability of memory reconsolidation disruption
protocols could make widespread and easier individual smoker
self-therapy. The translational integration into clinical and social
intervention protocols should be taken in consideration at this
early stage of research. In a public therapeutic setting, selective
memory deletion will need to be under strict bioethical control
through ethical committee approval, the use of validated
protocols and novel formulations of patient’s informed consent.
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Abstract

Smokers report, when trying to achieve nicotine abstinence,
first lapses back to smoking often involves the consumption of
alcohol. Alcohol may therefore increase the incentive value of
cigarettes and related stimuli. This study attempts to elucidate the
underlying mechanisms by which this may occur. Daily smokers
(n = 32) and social smokers (n = 32) were recruited from the
general population (50 % male) and were required to abstain from
smoking overnight for 12 hours. Participants were randomised to
receive either an alcoholic beverage or placebo equivalent. For
male participants, alcoholic drinks contained 0.4 g/kg as vodka
(37.5%) with chilled tonic water and a pub shot measure of lime
cordial, making the alcoholic beverage one part alcohol to 3 parts
tonic water. Drink volumes were reduced by 8% for women. After
drink consumption, all participants completed a cognitive battery
comprising the visual probe task and Stroop task, the order of
which was counterbalance across participants. Reaction time
data, with stimulus type (smoking, neutral) as the within-subject
factor and smoking status (daily, social) and challenge condition
(alcohol, placebo) as the between-subject factors, revealed for
the visual probe task a significant main effect of picture type (F[1,
58] = 5.09, p = 0.028), reflecting faster reaction times to probes
replacing smoking pictures compared to neutral pictures. This
was qualified by a marginal picture type x challenge x smoking
status interaction (F [1, 58] = 3.45, p = 0.068). Stratification by
challenge and smoking status indicated faster reaction times to
probes replacing smoking pictures for daily smokers receiving
alcohol only (p = 0.070). For the Stroop task, a significant main
effect of word type was revealed (F [1, 59] = 19.13, p < 0.001),
reflecting slower reaction times to colour name smoking words
compared to neutral words. This was qualified by a trend towards
a word type x smoking status x challenge interaction (F[1, 59] =
2.69, p = 0.106). Stratification by challenge and smoking status
indicated slower reaction times to colour name smoking words
for daily smokers receiving alcohol only ( p = 0.005). Although
only marginally significant, these data suggest that a processing
bias for smoking related information can be induced by alcohol
consumption in abstinent daily smokers, but not in abstinent
weekly smokers. These findings provide a possible mechanism
of action underlying smoking relapse episodes that are frequently
associated with alcohol consumption.
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Abstract

Objectives: Cigarette smoking remains one of the leading
causes of preventable disease in the United States. Despite
substantial efforts to decrease its prevalence, 18.1% of
Americans continue to smoke. While daily tobacco consumption
in the United States is declining, nondaily smoking (smoking
on some days but not every day) is increasing. The purpose of
this study was to determine characteristics of nondaily smokers
versus nonsmoker and versus daily smokers among college
students.
Methods: We contacted 8,834 undergraduate students at a
two-year college and a four-year university in October, 2008, with
2,700 completing the 108-item online survey (30.6% response
rate). Our current analyses focused on the 2,682 undergraduate
students aged 18-30.
Results: Overall, 64.7% (n=1,736) were nonsmokers, 22.1%
(n=593) were nondaily smokers, and 13.2% (n=353) were daily
smokers. Among nondaily smokers, the average number of
days of smoking was 9.49 (SD=9.24).The multinomial logistic
regression model comparing nonsmokers and daily smokers
to nondaily smokers indicated that being a nonsmoker (vs. a
nondaily smoker) was related to older age (OR=1.03, CI 1.01,
1.05), parents having less education (OR=0.78, CI 0.63, 0.95),
having children in the home (OR=1.35, CI 1.05, 1.75), and not
having parents that smoked (OR=0.60, CI 0.48, 0.75). Also,
this model indicated that being a daily smoker (vs. a nondaily
smoker) was related to being older (OR=1.03, CI 1.01, 1.05),
attending a two-year college (OR=2.04, CI 1.52, 2.70), and
having parents that smoked (OR=1.59, CI 1.15, 2.22). We also
found that nonsmokers (vs. nondaily or daily smokers) were more
receptive to smoke-free policies (p<.001), believed in greater
harm of occasional smoking (p<.001), and less often consumed
alcohol and other forms of tobacco (p<.001). Nondaily smokers
were more receptive to smoke-free policies than daily smokers
(p<.001). Moreover, nondaily smokers were less likely to have
made a recent quit attempt than daily smokers (p<.001), but
were more likely to report being ready to quit in the next month
(p<.001). Nondaily smokers (vs. daily smokers) were more likely
to smoke for social reasons (p=.01) and to increase their smoking
when consuming alcohol (p=.005); daily smokers were more
likely to smoke to increase self-confidence (p=.002), to relieve
boredom (p<.001), and to regulate affect (p<.001).
Conclusions: These findings highlight that nondaily smokers

constitute the majority of young adult smokers and are distinct
from daily
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Abstract

Objective: Although the impact of smoking cessation on

body weight increase has been suggested in previous studies,
the association between smoking status and obesity has not
been fully examined yet in Korea. We aimed to assess the
cross-sectional associations between smoking and obesity in a
national representative sample of Korean men.

Methods: data from the Third Korea National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (KNHANES III) in 2005 and part of the
KNHANES IV in 2007 were pooled. Among male subjects, 3,501
men with intact information about smoking were finally included
for analysis. Height, body weight, and abdominal circumference
(AC) were measured and body mass index (BMI) was calculated.
Age-adjusted means were generated using analysis of
covariance. Information about smoking status and smoking
amounts was gained by using interviews and questionnaire
assessments. The association of obesity and abdominal obesity
with smoking status and smoking amounts were examined using
multiple logistic regression analysis.

Results: age-adjusted means of body mass index and abdominal
circumference was higher in former smokers(N= 1,206, BMI
24.43 Kg/m2, AC 85.29cm) and never smokers(N= 725, BMI
23.98Kg/m2, AC 84.14cm) than current smokers(N= 1,570, BMI
23.66 Kg/m2, AC 83.97cm) (p < 0.05). Smoking amounts were
associated with higher age-adjusted means of BMI and AC in
groups of each former smokers and current smokers (p < 0.05).
Age-adjusted means of BMI and AC of current smokers who
smokes more than 20 cigarettes a day were higher than those
of never smokers (p < 0.05). The risk of developing abdominal
obesity in ex-smoker less than 47 years old was significantly
higher than never smoker (adjusted OR, 2.95; 95% confidence
interval, 1.23-4.35), after adjusted for age, income, education,
alcohol intake, medication, and physical activity.
Conclusions: Current male smokers have less body mass index
and waist circumference than never smoker, but the risk of
obesity and abdominal obesity may be different according to age
group.

Chris Proctor, British American Tobacco, UK

Abstract

Objectives: Sweden is an established market for snus, an oral
tobacco product associated with substantially lower health risks
than cigarette smoking (1), while Norway is a maturing market.
Daily snus consumption data is available for snus users in
Sweden (2), but not for Norway.
Method: We conducted an internet survey of 1663 snus users
in Norway in the second quarter of 2009 which addressed
consumption per day, usage factors and behaviours.
Results: Of the 1663 snus users, 727 were daily users. Of these,
31% were loose snus users, 49% were pouched users, with the
remaining 20% using both pouched and loose snus. Comparative
data for Sweden were: 38% loose snus, 59% pouched snus,
3% both (2). Males comprised 85% of the daily snus users in
Norway compared to 88% in Sweden. The majority of female
daily users in Norway (88%) were pouched snus users compared
to 42% of males, in comparison to 93% females and 54% males
in Sweden. Average daily consumption in g/day was calculated
by two methods; self-reported number of portions consumed per
day and number of snus tins consumed per week. Both methods
gave similar calculated consumptions (g/day). The average
consumption of loose snus users in Norway (approx. 22g/day)
was twice that of pouched users (approx. 11g/day). The average
daily consumption for daily pouched snus users was similar to
that reported by Swedish pouched users (11g/day vs 12g/day)(2).
However the average consumption of daily loose snus users was
lower in Norway (22g/day vs 30g/day). The observed difference
in the quantity of snus consumed daily for loose users compared
to pouched users in Norway was primarily due to a larger portion
size for loose snus users, as the number of portions of snus
consumed on average per day by the loose users and pouched
users were similar (10.6 portions vs 10.8 portions, respectively),
as also observed in Sweden (2).
Conclusion: Despite the different histories of snus use in Sweden
and Norway, the consumption patterns in the two countries
appeared to be similar although combined use of loose and
pouched snus is currently more common in Norway. References:
(1)Tobacco Advisory Group of the Royal College of Physicians.
Harm reduction in nicotine addiction. London: RCP, 2007. (2)
H. Digard et al, Patterns and behaviours of snus consumption in
Sweden. Nicotine & Tobacco Research. 11(10), 1175-1181, 2009
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Abstract

Objectives: Electronic cigarettes have been marketed as a safer

alternative to smoked tobacco products and even as a smoking
cessation aid; however, concerns have been raised about the
lack of research confirming their safety and efficacy or evaluating
their addictive potential. This project examined the subjective and
reinforcing effects of electronic cigarettes with different nicotine
content in male and female smokers.

Methods: Eleven adult smokers completed two randomized

double-blinded laboratory sessions following overnight
abstinence from smoking. Participants received electronic
cigarettes that differed across sessions in their manufacturer-reported nicotine content (i.e. nicotine-containing or nicotine-free).
They completed subjective assessments at baseline and
immediately following sampling of the electronic cigarette, and
were then invited to earn additional puffs using a computerized
progressive ratio task.

Results: In both conditions, sampling of the electronic cigarette
was followed by a reduction in self-reported cigarette craving
(especially in women), and self-administration rates were low.

Abstract

Objectives: A growing body of evidence suggests that gambling

frequently co-occurs with tobacco smoking (McGrath & Barrett,
2009), yet little is known about the degree to which concurrent
tobacco use contributes to gambling behaviour. Several studies
have also noted that tobacco-using pathological gamblers
experience more severe gambling and higher rates of other
co-morbid substance abuse problems (e.g., Petry & Oncken
2002). Currently, there is no conclusive evidence that nicotine use
affects the propensity to gamble; however, an increasing number
of recent studies using animal models suggest that nicotine can
augment the reinforcement value of other addictive behaviours,
even those that involve non-pharmacological stimuli (Chaudri et
al., 2007). Unfortunately, little is known regarding the potential
role nicotine plays in the reinforcement of comparable behaviour
in humans. The purpose of the current study was to examine
the potential augmenting effects of nicotine on the reinforcement
value of gambling behaviour.

Methods: Twenty-eight (15 males) regular gamblers who smoke
daily were recruited for a within-subjects laboratory experiment.
Each participant took part in two counterbalanced conditions, a
nicotine inhaler and a placebo inhaler condition, and then was
given access to playing a video lottery terminal (VLT). Subjective
cravings for cigarettes and gambling were measured with Visual
Analog Scales (VAS: Bond & Lader, 1974), mood was measured
with the stimulation and sedation subscales of the Biphasic
Alcohol Effects Scales (BAES; Martin et al., 1990), heart rate was
recorded, and gambling behaviour was monitored.

Conclusions: Findings suggest that regardless of nicotine

content, electronic cigarettes may provide an effective means of
relieving acute tobacco craving in at least some smokers.

Results: Linear mixed models revealed that average ratings for
craving cigarettes were significantly lower in the placebo than
in the nicotine condition. However, no differences were found
between the conditions for craving VLT gambling. Similarly, no
differences in pharmacology were found for the BAES stimulation
(or sedation) scale but, nicotine appeared to potentiate
gambling-related heart rates increases – a putative physiological
marker for reward susceptibility (Stewart, Peterson, Collins,
Eisner, & Ellery, 2006). Lastly, in terms of gambling behaviour, no
between-group differences were found for money spent, average
bet size, or number of maximum bets.
Conclusions: Despite increases in physiological arousal to
gambling, nicotine did not appear to otherwise augment the
reinforcing value of gambling in terms of subjective stimulation,
cravings for gambling, or gambling behaviour, relative to placebo.
These results suggest that use of nicotine replacement therapies
may be appropriate for gamblers who are attempting to quit
smoking.
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Abstract

In France initiation of smoking habit occur mainly between 12-18
years. The aim of the study is to analyze how the age of initiation
of tobacco influences the initiation of tobacco dependence.

Methods: We conduct each year from 1991 a survey of smoking
habit of schoolchildren in Paris area with the support of Paris
Scholl authorities (Rectorat de l’Académie de Paris) and of the
Paris Sick Fund (CPAM Paris) on 2% of Paris Schoolchildren. We
had introduced the Fagerström test for the smoker in the annual
questionnaire in 1995.

Results: Among the cohort, 11 250 schoolchildren declare be
daily smoker, report the date of initiation of smoking, age sex and
complete the Fagerström nicotine dependence test and where
included in analysis. The mean Fagerström score increases from
1.20 after one year of smoking to 2.05 after 4 years. In smoker
who start to smoke before 15 years the Fagerström score
increase from 1.29 the first year to 2.21 after more 4 years of
smoking. In smoker who starts after 15 years old the Fagerström
score increase from 1.15 after the first year of smoking to 1.77
after more 4 years of smoking. The increase of Fagerström score
is 36% higher in teenagers who start to smoke before 15 years
than after. If the question 1 of Fagerström test on the delay from
the first cigarette is removed, this increase remains higher (34%)
in those who start early. The early initiation provides a 70% higher
increase in boys, and a 21% higher increase in girls.
Conclusion: The increase of Fagerström score is higher in
teenagers who start to smoke before 15 years than after.

Body: In 2003-2004, a tobacco plan has been implemented
as a part of cancer plan to reduce smoking rate in France. This
plan includes new advertisings, end of <19 cigarettes packs,
42% increase of tobacco price and prevention campaigns. In
2007-2008, 4 years later, France had set a smoking ban in two
steps: February 2007 for public and working places and end of
exemption to hospitality sector on January 1st 2008. The first
plan has been set to reduce tobacco consumption and related
diseases, the second plan have been set to reduce passive
smoking. The interaction between the two plans has been
assessed according to available data.
Results: The 2003-2004 plan has been very effective to reduce
tobacco consumption (1.5 million smokers less, two fold
decrease smoking rate of Paris schoolchildren and decrease of
cig. sales from 80529 million/y to 54924 million/y from 2002 to
2005. This plan had no significant influence on smoking in public
and working places. The 2007-2008 smoking ban had a strong
effect on passive smoking. Indoor pollution by PM1 had >80%
decreased in working place and hospitality sector where smoking
remained allowed before. PM2.5 indoor pollution who were in
12% of case in working place and in 60% of case in hospitality
sector over the 25 mcg/m3 limit value before ban was in All
case above after the ban; The mean value of PM2.5 particulate
pollution who was 3 time the street level in working smoking
place and 12 times higher the street level in hospitality sector
fail above the street level after the smoking ban. The remaining
indoor pollution, not related to tobacco smoke was them lower
than outside. Less than 9% of population report violation of the
ban in January 2008. But during this period the tobacco sale
remains the same from 2005 to 2009 (54979 million cig/y) and
no survey report a significant variation in smoking rate in general
adult population.
Conclusions: French experience shows that a plan design to
decrease consumption could be dramatically effective but has
poor influence on passive smoking. In mirror a plan designed to
decrease passive smoking protects from passive smoking but
has no effect on active smoking. Tobacco control plan needs
to include actions against both active and passive smoking to
be effective as no interaction exists between the 2 aspects of
tobacco control.
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Abstract

Objectives: Research suggests some personality traits may be

Abstract

French government took 10 years ago the decision to implement
tobacco cessation clinic (TCc) in each of the 98 French
departments with at least 1 TCc half day of activity for 500
000 /inhab. Before 2000, no coordination existed between the
antismoking facilities created since1970. From 2000 to 2010 the
OFT had maintaining the list and main characteristics of tobacco
cessation clinics (TCc) in France. Method: The database of
French TCc has been analyzed on the 1 January 2010.

Results: The number of SC had increased from 275 in 2001 to
505 in 2004 and 670 in 2010 according to the date of creation
of smoking clinic reported by TCc. More one smoking clinic exist
for 1/100 000 inhabitants, but with territorial inequalities. Only
2 out of 98 French departments had no TCc. The city of Paris
had the higher number of Tcc (n=48). A total of 398 TCc are
hospital based (59.5%) and 272 based in the community, mainly
in nonprofit sector. Tobacco cessation clinics are set in pulmonary
units in 145 cases, addiction units in 143, general medicine
units in 110, preventive unit in 88, cardiology units in 35, and
maternity units in 28 or other specialties in 33. In 88 cases the
SC are independent of other medical units. A CO analyzer is
used for more than 90% of smokers in 74% TCc. Urine cotinine
is measured in routine in only 60 TCc. The Fagerström test is
used for all patients in 90% ofTCc, the Humor test (HAD test) is
used by 81% of TCc. All TCc used nicotine replacement therapy
and most of them, drugs of prescription. Only 38 SC (6%) use
occasionally acupuncture as adjuvant therapy for cessation. The
CBT are used in 238 of TCc. Face-to-face visit are provide in all
center, associated with group sessions in 27% of TCc.
Conclusions: Tobacco cessation clinics are available on the
near whole French territory with one TCc/100 000 hab. Constant
improving is noticed but not all TCc reach the standard level and
> 90% of French who quit don’t refer to TCc to stop.

relevant to engagement in smoking but few studies examined the
association between personality traits and smoking cessation.
This study aims to determine whether personality traits correlate
with smoking and cessation behaviours of smokers who had
received cessation counselling in a Chinese population.

Methods: A cross-sectional telephone follow-up (average 7
years) survey was conducted by trained telephone interviewers
from Feb to Aug 2008. The participants were 1173 Chinese
smokers who had attended the first smoking cessation clinic
in Hong Kong from Aug 2000 to Jan 2002 and received
stage-matched individualized cessation counseling. Three lucky
draws of prize HK$1,000 (US$1=HK$7.80) each were offered to
boost the response rate. We used logistic regression analysis with
backward elimination to identify factors associated with quitting.
The factors studied included five personality traits (Neuroticism,
Extraversion, Openness to Experience, Conscientiousness,
Agreeableness) at the follow-up survey and seven factors at
baseline including stage of readiness to quit, Fagerstrom score
of nicotine dependency, intensity of counseling received, gender,
age, marital status, and daily cigarette consumption.
Results: A total of 480 participants completed the survey (a
response rate of 41%), 152 refused, 522 were lost to contact and
19 were reported dead. Compared to those not completed the
survey, more completers were male (83.8% vs 76.0%; p=0.002)
and fewer were married (33.5% vs 47.5%; p<0.001). Participants
who completed the follow-up survey were statistically significantly
older at baseline?? (40.6±12.0 years vs 37.3±14.3 years;
p=0.001) and older when starting smoking (18.2±4.6 years vs
17.6±4.8 years; p=0.02). Among the 480, 207 (43%) reported
no smoking in the past 30 days. Logistic regression showed
that conscientiousness was positively (Odds Ratio (OR)=1.51,
95% CI=1.01-2.25) and openness to experience was negatively
(OR=0.63, 95% CI=0.45-0.89) associated with quitting after
controlling nicotine dependency and stage of readiness to quit at
baseline.
Conclusions: In line with previous studies that conscientious
was a predictor of the likelihood of restricting indoor smoking,
our results showed that conscientious was associated with a
greater likelihood of quitting among smokers who had received
smoking cessation treatment. Extraversion was not associated
with smoking cessation in our study. The results might be due to
subjects who were dominant and self-confident were likely to be
less responsive to a cessation intervention as they might think
they have the power to control their own situation.
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Abstract

health practitioners, to identify adolescents at high risk of daily
smoking.

Objectives: Several studies have examined the influence of

self-reported passive smoking on mortality, but findings are
inconsistent. Few studies have used an objective measurement
of passive smoking, which may provide a more accurate estimate
of the association. Hence, the primary objective of this study was
to examine the relationship between levels of salivary cotinine
and mortality -in a sample of non-smoking men and women in
UK-wide, general population-based study.

Methods: The Health and Lifestyle Survey (HALS) is a UK-wide
prospective study of 5352 (3051 [57.0%] women) aged = 25
years at baseline in 1992. Data were collected on self-reported
smoking habits, salivary cotinine, height, weight, chronic
diseases, blood pressure and socioeconomic status. Mortality
follow-up ended 30 June2009.
Results: Of 3480 (1926 [55.3%] women) participants with
complete data in 1992, 2423 (1367 [56.4%] women) were
self-reported former or never smokers; this was the analytical
sample. During 17 years of follow-up there were 557 (265
[47.6%] women) deaths from all-causes, comprising 234 (116
[49.6%] women) from cardiovascular disease (CVD) and 144 (72
[50.0%] women) from cancer. Multiple-adjusted hazard ratios
(HR) and 95 % confidence intervals (CI) for all-cause mortality
for each standard deviation (SD) increase in level of salivary
cotinine were 1.11 (0.98 - 1.26) for men and 1.02 (0.93 - 1.12)
for women (p-value for difference =0.693). Corresponding HRs
(95% CIs) for CVD mortality were 1.20 (1.06 - 1.36) for men and
1.05 (0.88 - 1.26) for women (p-value for difference=0.134). There
was no association between salivary cotinine and cancer from
all sites combined in either men or women. When we repeated
analyses by dropping study members dying in the first four years
of follow-up or those who had quit smoking less than one year
previously, our results were essentially unchanged.
Conclusions: Passive smoking gave rise to an increased risk
of CVD mortality in men, but not in women. Further studies are
required to ascertain if passive smoking is less toxic in women
than men.

Objectives: To develop a prognostic tool (nomogram) for use by

Methods: Data were drawn from the NDIT Study, a prospective

cohort investigation of 1293 grade 7 students recruited in 10
secondary schools in Montreal, Canada in 1999. Questionnaires
were administered every 3 months for 5 years (total of 20 survey
cycles). The nomogram was developed using the estimates
of regression parameters from multivariable logistic regression
analyses. The dependent variable was an indicator of initiation of
daily smoking (yes/no), while the independent variables included 7
items (age (11-19 years); ever smoked (yes/no); ever felt like you
needed a cigarette (yes/no); parent(s) smoke (yes/no); sibling(s)
smoke (yes/no); friend(s) smoke (yes/no); and ever drank alcohol
(yes/no)) selected a priori because (i) they were associated with
daily smoking; (ii) collecting accurate data from youth on these
variables in a clinical setting is feasible. Potential overfitting bias
was addressed and corrected using bootstrap cross-validation.
The model’s goodness-of-fit and predictive ability were assessed
by R-squared, c-statistic, and the Hosmer-Lemeshow test. The
fitted regression model was transformed into a user-friendly
nomogram, such that the risk of daily smoking can be easily
computed by summing points for responses to each item. The
total number of points is then aligned with a bar code depicting
the estimated 1-year probability of daily smoking, ranging
(potentially) from 0 to 100%.

Results: The fitted model was characterized by reasonably good

fit and predictive ability. Figure 1 (sent by email to Melanie Hassell
begin_of_the_skype_highlighting end_of_the_skype_highlighting)
presents the nomogram for calculating the 1-year risk of initiating
daily smoking. Based on the figure, a 12-year old (90 points), who
has smoked (75 points), whose parents smoke (20 points) but
not his siblings or friends (0 points), who does not drink alcohol (0
points), but has felt like having a cigarette (60 points) accumulates
245 points. His/her 1-year risk of daily smoking is approximately
25%. Because the prevalence of smoking in Canada is 18%, we
propose that adolescents with a 1-year risk above this may need
to be targeted for intensive intervention.

Conclusions: Nomograms to identify youth at high risk of
daily smoking may eventually be an important component of a
comprehensive tobacco control system for youth.
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Abstract

Objectives: Existing reviews have shown that proactive
telephone counselling for smoking cessation is efficacious.
However, these reviews failed to differentiate between studies
based on recruitment channel (active versus passive) which is
important given current interest in active recruitment strategies
for quitlines. Additional shortcomings include limited attention
to crucial methodological issues and combination of different
lengths of abstinence in meta-analyses. This review aims to: i)
assess the methodological quality of studies; and ii) conduct
meta-analyses to examine the proactive telephone counselling
effect on point prevalence abstinence and prolonged abstinence
separately at mid and long-term assessments and according to
recruitment channel and methodological quality.

Methods: Internet cohort study in 2005-2009. The Temperament
and Character Inventory (TCI, 226 items, French version) was
assessed in 2993 people (1593 current-, 969 former- and 419
never smokers). Subsets of participants indicated their smoking
status after 30 days (n=1452, 48.5%) and answered the TCI
again and reported withdrawal symptoms after 61 days (n=644,
21.5%).

Methods: Medline, PsycINFO, Current Contents, Embase.com,
CINAHL and Scopus were searched for publications prior to 31
December 2008. Inclusion criteria were: randomised controlled
trial (RCT) of proactive telephone counselling as either the primary
intervention or an adjunct to self-help materials; adult current
smokers from the general community; cessation outcomes
reported at least 6 months post-recruitment; and English
language peer-reviewed publication. Methodological quality
assessments used the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative
Studies, a published instrument. A random effects meta-analysis
was used to pool the cessation outcomes at mid and long-term
follow-ups.
Results: Twenty-four RCTs were included in this systematic

review. Seven trials involved active recruitment, 16 passive
recruitment and one mixed recruitment methods. Based on the
Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies, the global
methodological quality ratings indicated two strong, 10 moderate
and 12 weak studies. The results of meta-analyses that included
all relevant studies for point prevalence and prolonged abstinence
separately at mid and long-term follow-ups will be discussed.
When trials were segregated by recruitment channel and
methodological quality there were circumstances under which a
significant proactive telephone counselling treatment effect was
not found.

Conclusions: The recruitment channel and methodological
quality of trials impacted on efficacy estimates of proactive
telephone counselling. The quality of proactive telephone
counselling trials needs improvement.
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Results: Compared with never- and former smokers, daily
smokers had higher scores of Harm Avoidance and lower
scores of Persistence and Self-Directedness. Daily smokers had
higher scores of Novelty Seeking than never smokers. In daily
smokers, the level of tobacco dependence was associated with
higher scores of Harm Avoidance and lower scores of Reward
Dependence, Self-Directedness and Cooperativeness. In the
60 daily smokers who had stopped smoking after 61 days,
after adjustment for tobacco dependence level and baseline
withdrawal ratings, Self-Directedness predicted lower scores of
depressed mood and anxiety at 61-day follow-up, and Harm
Avoidance predicted higher scores of depressed mood at 61-day
follow-up. Personality ratings did not predict smoking cessation
at follow-up in daily smokers or relapse in former smokers.
Conclusions: A consistent association was found between
smoking and high Harm Avoidance and low Self-Directedness.
Knowledge about these associations may be useful to clinicians,
to tailor counselling.
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Introduction: The present study evaluated the predictive role of

distinct components of nicotine dependence (craving, withdrawal,
physical tolerance) in relation to smoking-related cognitions
(attitudes, perceived social norms, self-efficacy) in adolescent
smoking cessation. Smoking cessation is commonly regarded
as a processes rather than a dichotomous event. The present
study aimed to evaluate whether cessation-related antecedents
(dependence components and cognitions) differ as a function of
process stage.

Methods: A total of 850 adolescent smokers (age 14-16)

participated in the present study. Smoking behavior was
assessed one year after baseline. In the process of smoking
cessation, we distinguished between distinct behavioral
transitions, respectively periodic quitting, reduction in smoking
behavior, and prolonged cessation.

Results: All components of nicotine dependence had a
distinct role in predicting behavioral change towards cessation.
Furthermore, each behavioral transition was predicted by a
distinct set of variables, indicating that the contributions of
cessation-related factors vary across the course towards
cessation. Overall, the findings suggest that smoking-related
cognitions (i.e., pros of quitting and perceived social norms) are
particularly relevant in the initiation of behavioral change, such
as periodic quitting, whereas nicotine dependence, craving in
particular, becomes increasingly important in the maintenance of
behavioral change, such as prolonged smoking cessation.
Discussion: Implications encompass enhanced attention to the
multidimensional nature of nicotine dependence and the value
of comparing different behavioral transitions in a comprehensive
understanding of cessation-related factors.
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Abstract

Adolescents with asthma are as likely, or even more likely, to
smoke as their peers without asthma (Hublet et. al., 2007; Precht
et.al., 2003; Zbikowski et. al. 2002). This is alarming, because
individuals with asthma are at particular risk for adverse health
consequences of tobacco smoke. In order to have effective
programs preventing smoking behaviour among these medically
at-risk children, more information is needed about differences in
the earliest stages of smoking between children with and without
asthma. This information is needed, since smoking initiation
at a young age increases the risk of regular smoking later in
time, and in turn severe health consequences. Higher rates of
smoking among adolescents with asthma could be explained
by a common liability for both asthma and smoking initiation.
For instance, parental smoking increases the likelihood of onset
and progression of asthmatic symptoms, yet it also increases
the risk for children to start smoking. The present study tests
whether an association between asthma and first active smoking
experience can, in fact, be explained by shared risk factors such
as socio-economic status (SES), parental smoking behaviour,
and/or child internalising and externalising behaviour.

Method: Data were gathered during the baseline measurement
of a randomised controlled trial to evaluate a smoke prevention
program in the Netherlands. A total of 1479 mother and child
dyads participated, of which 220 children (14.9%) were ever
diagnosed for childhood asthma.
Results: Logistic regression analysis revealed that children
diagnosed with asthma were 2.27 times more likely to have
had taken a puff of a cigarette as compared to children without
asthma (10.5% vs. 5.4%). No differences were found for parental
smoking and SES, but children with asthma showed slightly
higher scores on both internalising and externalising behaviour.
The association between asthma and first smoking remained
significant after adding these factors to the regression model
(adjusted OR = 2.01).
Discussion: Suggestions are given for preventing children from
taking up smoking already at the age of 9-12 years old. Especially
for children with asthma, both physicians and parents should
not underestimate smoking rates among children and young
adolescents with asthma. Several risk factors for smoking among
children with asthma were tested in this study. However, more
research is needed for insight into the mechanism behind this
higher likelihood of smoking among children with asthma.
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Abstract

Anxiety Sensitivity (AS) refers to the fear of anxiety and physical
sensations related to anxiety (Reiss & McNally, 1985). High levels
of AS have been linked with certain forms of psychopathology,
particularly anxiety disorders, as well as maladaptive behaviours
such as smoking. Previous research indicates that high AS is
associated with numerous aspects of cigarette smoking, such as
smoking motives, smoking outcome expectancies (e.g. negative
affect reduction), and perceived barriers to quitting, as smokers
with high AS perceive the prospect of quitting as both more
difficult and more personally threatening compared to smokers
with low ASI. The present study investigated the relation between
AS and smoking in a sample of Cypriot college students, and
its relation to dependence and motivation to quit among the
smokers in the sample. Since previous research suggests that
women usually report higher levels of AS compared to men, we
also examined the relation between AS and smoking separately
for men and women. Participants were 176 college smokers
(91 female Mage = 20.70, S.D.= 1.95, M = 17.53, S.D= 8.58
cigarettes per day) and 168 college nonsmokers (84 female,
Mage = 20.61 S.D. = 1.20), recruited from various universities
and colleges in Cyprus. All participants completed the Greek
adaptation of the Anxiety Sensitivity Index-16 (ASI-16; Peterson &
Reiss, 1992; in our sample a = .92). Smokers also responded to
questions about their smoking history, behaviour, and intentions.
Consistent with previous studies, women in the overall sample
scored higher than men on the ASI, t(342) = 6.92, p .05. ASI
did not relate to smoking heaviness, higher dependence,
or previous quit attempts among smokers for either men or
women. Our findings suggest that, in our sample, AS is linked
to smoking specifically in men, whereas women smokers and
nonsmokers had comparably high ASI scores. Also, contrary to
previous studies, our findings suggest that, for our nonclinical
sample of college students, AS did not relate to higher levels
or dependence or greater effort to quit. Further studies using
longitudinal designs could inform as to whether AS can predict
smoking-related outcomes later in life.
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Abstract

Depressive symptoms have been systematically found to predict
cigarette smoking among youth. There are several explanations
about these findings, among this it has been proposed a
self-medication hypothesis that proposes that youth may use
cigarette to improve their mood. Besides the improvement in
mood, it has been proposed that youth may smoke to control
their weight and also as a way to become more physically
attractive for others. In the present study we explored the
relationship between depressive symptoms, beliefs about
cigarette smoking effects on mood, weight control, and physical
attractiveness, and smoking in a sample of 743 Chilean youth
(mean age 16,4; SD = 2.94; 54,5% females), who completed a
self-administered questionnaire of a longitudinal study that has
been examining determinants of changes in cigarette use in
this population. We explored whether beliefs about the effects
of smoking would mediate the relationship between depressive
symptoms and smoking, using a Structure Equation Modeling
(SEM). The findings suggest that the relationship between
depressive symptoms and cigarette smoking (measured as
total number of cigarettes smoked in their lives and days they
usually smoke in a week), is mediated by beliefs that smoking
will improve their mood. We did find, however, that depressive
symptoms predicted beliefs that cigarettes will help to them look
more physically attractive, but not to control their weight (CFI=
0.95, RMSEA = 0,043). Further analyses, however, suggest that
there might be an interaction of sex by depressive symptoms that
influences beliefs about the effects of smoking on weight control
that are significant for females and not males. These results
suggest that youth that may have higher depressive symptoms
may have beliefs that smoking will help them to improve their
mood and is additional evidence about the self-medication
hypothesis. Further discussion focuses on implications for
research and practice.
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Abstract

Background: Khat leaves are chewed in UK communities which
originated from Yemen, Somalia and Ethiopia. Khat chewing
is often associated with tobacco smoking. The determinants
of self reported nicotine dependence in khat chewers await
identification.

Objectives: 1) to establish demographic, socio-cultural,
psychosocial and khat chewing behavioural data for khat
chewers; 2) to explore how these characteristics are associated
with self report ‘high’ nicotine dependence.
Methods: A cross-sectional study involved face to face
structured interview schedule amongst 204 Yemeni male khat
chewers, aged 18 years and above residents in Sheffield-UK
selected at random visits to places of khat sale, was conducted.
Smoking data was collected using Fagerstorm Test of Nicotine
Dependence (FTND) (Heatherton et al., 1991). Data was analysed
using simple descriptive, univariate and hierarchical logistic
regression analyses.
Results: a sub sample of 91 khat chewers was identified as
regular cigarette smokers. Of these, forty four percent self
reported ‘high’ nicotine dependence (scores= 6). In univariate
analysis, statistically significantly association with self reported
‘high’ nicotine dependence included, starting smoking elsewhere
than Yemen, being in ‘other’ marital status, having low social
participation, having high composite khat behavioural and being
dependent on khat. In the final model of multivariate analysis,
respondents who started smoking outside the Yemen OR=3.39,
95%CI 1.14-10.08, being in ‘other’ marital status OR=3.03,
95%CI=1.10-3.38, with low social participation OR=4.92,
95%CI=1.68-14.41and being dependent on khat (OR=3.58,
95% CI=1.35-9.48) were more likely to self-report ‘high’ nicotine
dependence.

Abstract

Objectives: Smoking, drinking and gambling commonly co-occur
yet little is known about how acute tobacco and/or alcohol use
affects gambling reinforcement. This study examined the unique
and combined effects of alcohol and nicotine on subjective and
behavioural responses to gambling on an electronic video lottery
terminal.

Methods: Sixteen regular gamblers completed four
counterbalanced double-blinded experimental conditions
in which they consumed either an alcohol beverage
and nicotine-containing cigarettes, an alcohol beverage
and denicotinized cigarettes, a placebo beverage and
nicotine-containing cigarettes, or a placebo beverage and
denicotinized cigarettes prior to engaging in a gambling task.
Results: Administration of nicotine-containing tobacco and
alcohol was found to be associated with increased subjective
ratings of “like gambling” and “excitement” as well as with an
increased heart rate during gambling relative to the placebo
beverage and denicotinized tobacco condition (ps<0.05). No
other differences were evident between any of the conditions.
Conclusions: Findings suggest that the combination of
nicotine-containing tobacco and alcohol may affect the reinforcing
value of gambling to a greater extent than either substance alone.

Conclusions: In this study sample self reported high nicotine
dependence was found associated with demographic and
psychosocial factors.
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Abstract

Abstract

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate to what

Objectives: The aim of the study was to assess to what extent

extent pharmacists feel it is important for pharmacies to play a
role in smoking cessation (SC), what attitude they take towards
counselling clients on smoking cessation and what needs in
terms of information and education pharmacists have.

oral health professionals are evaluating the smoking status of
their patients and what attitude they take towards counselling
patients on smoking cessation.

Methods: As part of the project “Smoking Cessation Counselling
in Pharmacies” of the Swiss national stop smoking programme,
a questionnaire containing 44 questions was sent to all 1728
pharmacies in Switzerland.

Results: 561 valid questionnaires were returned (32.4%). 13.2%
of the responding pharmacists are current daily or non-daily
smokers (6.6% and 6.6%) which is well below the average
smoking rate of the Swiss population of 27% (national survey
2008). 80.0% say they received training to counsel smokers,
of which 69.6% say they received training by a producer of SC
medication. 24.7% feel they are sufficiently trained to deliver short
intervention and only 12.7% say they received enough training for
SC counselling. The interest in further training is high accordingly:
38.1% wish to learn more on SC medication, 39.2% more on
short intervention and 45.8% wish to receive comprehensive
training in SC (multiple answers possible). A total of 96.1% of the
responding pharmacists see it as their role to be able to counsel
smokers willing to quit and 82.1% think that clients would expect
them to be able to counsel on SC. However, only 26.3% think
that clients would expect to be approached by a pharmacist
about SC. Of those respondents who did not implement the short
intervention (n=144) in their pharmacy 61.1% assume clients
are not interested, 45.2% say it is because they lack adequate/
appropriate training, 36.8% say they lack the time, 33.4% think it
is not effective and 20.2% say it is because they do not get paid.
Only 11.1% say it is because they are not interested in doing so.
Conclusion: Although pharmacists received a lot of training in the

past, the training was often concentrating on SC medication and
therefore a majority of pharmacists feel inadequately trained to
deliver short intervention or even smoking cessation counselling.
Pharmacists see it as their role to assist smokers willing to quit
but feel it would not be well tolerated by clients to be pro-actively
asked about SC.
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Methods: In 2008, as part of the project “Smoking – Intervention
in the dental practice” of the Swiss national stop smoking
programme, a questionnaire containing 29 questions was sent
to 3311 dentists of the Swiss Dental Association. Data obtained
was compared to the results of two previous surveys conducted
in 2002 (baseline) and 2005.

Results: 1102 (33.3%) valid questionnaires were returned. 8%
(compared to 11% in 2002) of the responding dentists are current
smokers; which is well below 27%, the average smoking rate
of the Swiss population. 77% of the respondents document the
smoking status of their patients, up from 54% in 2002 and 66%
in 2005. 73% declare to ask their patients routinely about their
willingness to quit and more than a third (35%) ask smokers if
they would like to be assisted in an attempt to quit, up from 17%
in 2002. 27% recommend nicotine replacement therapy, down
from 35 % in 2005. 25% routinely deliver a short intervention
(defined as: ask about smoking status, inform on effects of
smoking on oral health, evaluate motivation to stop smoking and
advise patients willing to quit on possibilities for counselling).
Of those who did not implement the short intervention in their
practice 43% indicate they refrain from doing so because they
assume patients are not interested, 35% because they lack
the time and 41% because they lack specific training. Only 6%
believe that they could lose patients if they performed a short
intervention and 17% say they do not offer counselling because
of the lack of reimbursement.
Conclusions: Most dentists are aware of the implications of
smoking on oral health. However, the majority do not deliver
short interventions. More education and training is needed for
dentists to raise their confidence in counselling patients. Dentists
are cautious to talk about smoking cessation as they assume
that patients do not expect to be approached by a dentist on this
subject. Informing the public on the connections of smoking and
oral health might decrease dentists’ inhibitions to bring up this
topic with their patients.
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Abstract

Objectives: Smoking prevalence in Italy has substantially

declined in the last decades, with a 37-percent reduction from
1980. This reduction is in part attributable to the development
of tobacco control policies (increasing taxes, advertising ban,
smoking ban, smoking cessation clinic development). Aim of
this work is to predict the future smoking prevalence in Italy,
2010-2050, according to the tobacco control policies that will be
implemented.

Methods: A dynamic model to describe the evolution in Italy of

the number of smokers, never smokers and former smokers was
developed [1]. Unknown parameters of initiation and cessation
rates were estimated by fitting the model with historical smoking
prevalence figures, Italy,1986-2009 [2]. The estimated parameters
were then used to predict future smoking prevalence under the
following four different scenarios. Scenario 1: 2009 initiation and
cessation rates; Scenario 2: half 2009 initiation rate; Scenario 3:
double 2009 cessation rate; Scenario 4: half 2009 initiation rate
and double 2009 cessation rate.

Results: The model produced a good fit for observed prevalence
(R2 =0.81 and 0.90 for women and men, respectively). The
projected smoking prevalence figures, 2010-2050, under the
four different scenarios were calculated. Smoking prevalence
in women (17.0% in 2009) will reach 11.8%, 7.3%, 8.8%, and
5.1% in 2050, under scenarios 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. In men
prevalence (29.5% in 2009) will reach 21.4%, 14.1%, 14.8% and
9.5% in 2050, under scenarios 1, 2, 3 , and 4, respectively.
Conclusion: The model simulates scenarios that may arise
from the development of tobacco control policies not yet
implemented in Italy, such as further tax increases, mass media
interventions, pictorial warnings on packages, enforcement of
banning the sales to minors, total reimbursement of tobacco
cessation treatments with a further development of Quitlines.
In order to go below a prevalence of 10%, further measures
recommended by WHO-FCTC should be implemented, such
as changing the tobacco product regulation from a free to a
regulated market (lowering carcinogens, toxicants, and nicotine in
tobacco products; increasing availability of nicotine replacement
therapy (NRT) in retail tobacco outlets, and incentives to try NRT).
References1. Institute of Medicine. Ending the tobacco problem.
Washington, CD: The National Academies Press, 2007.2. Italian
Institute of Statistics (ISTAT). The System of Multipurpose Surveys
. Contents and Survey Methodology. Metodi e Norme, 31. ISTAT,
2006. Smoking prevalence in Italy has substantially declined in
the last decades, with a 37-percent reduction from 1980. This
reduction is in part attributable to the development of tobacco
control policies (increasing taxes, advertising ban, smoking ban,
smoking cessation clinic development). Aim of this work is to
predict the future smoking

prevalence in Italy, 2010-2050, according to the tobacco control
policies that will be implemented. Methods A dynamic model to
describe the evolution in Italy of the number of smokers, never
smokers and former smokers was developed [1]. Unknown
parameters of initiation and cessation rates were estimated
by fitting the model with historical smoking prevalence figures,
Italy,1986-2009 [2]. The estimated parameters were then used
to predict future smoking prevalence under the following four
different scenarios. Scenario 1: 2009 initiation and cessation
rates; Scenario 2: half 2009 initiation rate; Scenario 3: double
2009 cessation rate; Scenario 4: half 2009 initiation rate and
double 2009 cessation rate. Results The model produced a good
fit for observed prevalence (R2 =0.81 and 0.90 for women and
men, respectively). The projected smoking prevalence figures,
2010-2050, under the four different scenarios were calculated.
Smoking prevalence in women (17.0% in 2009) will reach 13.2%,
9.4%, 9.5%, and 7.0% in 2050, under scenarios 1, 2, 3 , and 4,
respectively. In men prevalence (29.5% in 2009) will reach 24.5%,
16.8%, 19.9%, and 13.7% in 2050, under scenarios 1, 2, 3 ,
and 4, respectively. Conclusion The model simulates scenarios
that may arise from the development of tobacco control policies
not yet implemented in Italy, such as further tax increases, mass
media interventions, pictorial warnings on packages, enforcement
of banning the sales to minors, total reimbursement of tobacco
cessation treatments with a further development of Quitlines.
In order to go below a prevalence of 10%, further measures
recommended by WHO-FCTC should be implemented, such
as changing the tobacco product regulation from a free to a
regulated market (lowering carcinogens, toxicants, and nicotine in
tobacco products; increasing availability of nicotine replacement
therapy (NRT) in retail tobacco outlets, and incentives to try NRT).
References 1. Institute of Medicine. Ending the tobacco problem.
Washington, CD: The National Academies Press, 2007. 2.
Italian Institute of Statistics (ISTAT). The System of Multipurpose
Surveys. Contents and Survey Methodology. Metodi e Norme,
31. ISTAT, 2006.
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Abstract

Abstract

Background: Public health policy and tobacco control programs

Objectives: Barriers to the provision of smoking cessation care

for mental health inpatients include staff views that patients do
not want to quit. The little evidence available however suggests
such views may not reflect reality. This paper reports the findings
of a survey of mental health inpatients at a large adult psychiatric
hospital in New South Wales (NSW) Australia, assessing: smoking
prevalence, nicotine dependence, ‘stage of change’, motivation
to quit, and the existence and nature of previous quit attempts.

Methods: Patients were interviewed within the inpatient setting of

a large regional mental health facility in NSW using a structured
survey tool, incorporating the Fagerstrom Dependence Scale,
Reasons for Quitting Scale, Readiness and Motivation to Quit
Smoking Questionnaire, and a number of brief measures
developed for this study concerning smoking and quitting
behaviour.

Results: Findings are reported for 201 patients, utilising
descriptive statistics to report smoking prevalence, motivation to
quit and previous quit attempts. Key findings include a smoking
prevalence of 57.7%, and a quit ratio of 22.7%. The majority of
smokers indicated a desire to one day quit smoking (67.3%), and
more than one-third reported that they planned to do so soon
(36.1%). Furthermore, 82.6% of smokers had tried to quit at
some time, and of this group of smokers who had ever made a
quit attempt, the majority (51.1%) made a quit attempt within the
last 12 months.
Conclusions: The study has provided quantitative data on

motivation to quit smoking and previous quit attempts made,
for mental health inpatients. Its findings show that mental health
inpatients are motivated to quit, with the majority having made
several quit attempts in the past. However, the low quit ratio
suggests that smokers in this population have particular difficulty
maintaining a quit attempt. These findings will enable mental
health staff to be better informed and hence assist in removing
barriers to the provision of nicotine dependence care for this
significant population of smokers, and facilitate the development
of cessation strategies.
.
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Patterns of use and prevalence of new
combustible and non-combustible
tobacco products among adolescents in
Southern Poland

in Poland do not address the issue of new emerging tobacco
products, i.e. non-combustible potential reduced-exposure
products (PREPs) like snus, snuff, e-cigarettes, and combustible
waterpipes. Objectives: The aim of the study was to evaluate the
patterns of use and prevalence of PREPs and waterpipes among
Polish adolescents.

Methods: We surveyed in person 769 volunteers in the age of

16-19 attending secondary schools in Southern Poland. We
designed an 89-question survey concerning their social status,
cigarette smoking history, use of PREPs, attitudes and believes
about health and social consequences related to various tobacco
products.

Results: We found that 35% of surveyed students smoked
cigarettes. Out of this group 15% were daily smokers who
smoked 10-20 cigarettes per day. 9% of cigarette smokers also
used e-cigarettes, 7% used snus, 59% used snuff and 76%
smoked waterpipes. Among non-smoking students, 3% used
e-cigarettes, 1% used snus, 29% used snuff and 32% smoked
waterpipes. All e-cigarette smokers used these devices every
day, 11% of smokers and 6% of non-smokers used snus every
day, 2% of both groups used snuff every day, and waterpipe was
smoked every day by 2% and 1%, respectively. The majority of
the surveyed students declared to be occasional users of PREPs
and to smoke waterpipes during social meetings.
Conclusions: The new tobacco products have gained popularity
among young Poles. We recommend that the Polish tobacco
control programs and anti-smoking campaigns for adolescents
start paying attention to PREPs.
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Abstract

Objectives: Smoking prevalence among those living in poverty,

Abstract

During the last few years water pipe tobacco smoking has
become increasingly popular among young people. Surveys from
different geographic regions demonstrate that water pipe tobacco
smoking is a global trend and not only restricted to the Eastern
Mediterranean Region. At present an estimation of the risk for
human health caused by water pipe smoking is still difficult due to
the lack of reliable studies in this field. The purpose of this study
is to generate relevant data on the hazards of water pipe smoking
and to support public health authorities in assessing associated
risks and providing advice to the general public. After establishing
a smoking machine protocol, we collected mainstream water pipe
smoke on glass fibre filters and analysed it for nicotine, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), tobacco specific nitrosamines
(TSNAs) and humectants. Quantitative analyses were carried
out with GC/FID, GC-MS and HPLC-MS/MS. The contents of
carbon monoxide were determined directly from the smoke. For
comparison, the concentrations of PAHs and TSNAs were also
determined in the mainstream smoke of the 3R4F Kentucky
Reference Cigarette. In water pipe smoke we measured high
levels of carbon monoxide (367 mg/session, ± 9%), nicotine
(7.7 mg/session, ± 5%), naphthalene (3200 ng/session, ± 6%;
3R4F: 35 ng/cigarette, ± 6%), phenanthrene (1330 ng/session,
± 14%; 3R4F: 118 ng/cigarette, ± 11%) as well as propylene
glycol (211 mg/session, ± 3%) and glycerol (423 mg/session, ±
4%). The contents of benzo[a]pyrene were just slightly elevated
compared to cigarette smoke (16 ng/session, ± 26%; 3R4F: 6
ng/cigarette, ± 6%), and TSNA concentrations were even smaller
(4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridinyl)-1-butanone (NNK): 46 ng/
session, ± 18%; 3R4F: 101 ng/cigarette, ± 4%, N-nitrosonornicotine (NNN): 34 ng/session, ± 18%; 3R4F: 137 ng/cigarette, ±
4%). In our studies we detected and quantified a wide range of
harmful substances present in water pipe smoke, some of them
at extremely high levels. The levels of carbon monoxide present in
the water pipe smoke give rise to qualified concern, in particular
for the exposure of pregnant women or individuals suffering from
cardiac diseases.
.

with a mental illness, of low educational attainment or indigenous
background is at least twice that of the general population in
Australia. Similar disparities exist in other developed countries
and closing tobacco-related disparities have been identified in
the UK and US as national health priorities. These disparities in
smoking rates translate to substantial health inequalities. Smoking
also contributes to poor quality of life, depression and financial
stress. There is an urgent need for intervention research aimed
at reducing tobacco-related inequalities. Community service
organisations provide essential care and assistance to people
experiencing hardship. In 2009 the Australian Council of Social
Services reported that their member agencies provided services to
over 3.1 million Australians in need. Those most in need are more
likely to attend community social services; eg, Indigenous people
are almost 7 times more likely to use community services and the
unemployed almost twice as much than their representation in the
general community would suggest. Thus interventions delivered
through this setting have the potential to reduce the social gradient
in smoking rates. This paper will describe a program of research
aimed at addressing smoking amongst socially disadvantaged
clients of community social services.

Methods: A program of research incorporating qualitative

methods, a descriptive survey, and a validation of self report
study will be described.

Results: Over 80% of clients completed a touch screen computer
survey (n=400) in the community social service setting. The
results show that 50% of adult clients attending community
social services report smoking daily. Clients reported to find
the suggestion that case-workers address their smoking as
acceptable. Service staff also reported that they believed
addressing smoking was part of their role as care givers to
people experiencing hardship, however they reported a number
of barriers. The accuracy of self-reported smoking status (against
carbon monoxide as gold standard) was high.

Conclusions: This research shows that the community social
service sector is an appropriate and acceptable setting for
the delivery of smoking cessation interventions in order to
reach disadvantaged groups. The paper will outline a planned
randomised controlled trial which will use the community social
service setting as an access point for addressing smoking among
a heterogeneous group of disadvantaged people.
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automobile drivers in terms of the ease of its use, and its
stimulating effects. The objectives of the study were to identify
pattern of tobacco use among long distance commercial drivers
in general and also with respect to their status (hired or owner )
and also to identify the profile of reported health problems in the
past year. among them.
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Summary Background: Tobacco use is very common among
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Introduction: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease(COPD)is
mainly caused by smoking. Smoking cessation (SC) is the single
most important intervention for preventing disease progression,
and recommended in guidelines. 55-60% of Norwegian patients
diagnosed with COPD are daily smokers. The Norwegian Institute
of Public Health (NIPH) estimated yearly COPD cost to NOK 4,5
billions (42 % direct, and 58% indirect costs). Limited knowledge
exists of the economical impact of reducing smoking prevalence
in the COPD population. This information is crucial when
estimating future Norwegian treatment cost for COPD.
Objectives: The aim of this study is to explore the economical
impact of SC by treating the motivated COPD smokers with
varenicline.
Methods: A model was developed to compute

per-member-per-year costs associated with SC in COPD. Inputs
included COPD prevalence and yearly cost, the proportion of
motivated quitters and drug costs. Norwegian statistics on COPD
smoking prevalence and Medline search for statistics regarding
motivated quitters were applied. The effectiveness of varenicline
in COPD patients and cost data were applied from NIPH and
Norwegian Medicine Agency.

Results: Smoking COPD patients cost NOK 2,43 billions yearly.
Treatment of the motivated COPD quitter with varenicline cost
NOK 25 millions. Clinical studies demonstrate 18,6% success
rate (continued abstinence rate week 9-52)for SC among
COPD patients with varenicline, hence adding NOK 63 millions
as saving. The net gain from SC in motiavated COPD patients
amount to NOK 38 millions in year one. SC gives a 3 percent
point reduction in prevalence. Assuming the applied average cost
is too high, the model predicts a “first year break even cost” of
NOK 11.800 per patient.
Conclusions: Reduced smoking prevalence among COPD
patients will have substantial short- and long-term positive cost
effects as both the disease progression and treatment costs are
reduced. Utilizisation of varenicline for smoking cessation among
COPD patients will contribute to reducing the current smoking
prevalence in this population below 50%. The analyses may be
an optimistic estimate, assuming that the average COPD patient
stops smoking, and thereby reduces the long-term cost due to a
decline in disease progression. However there are far more mild
and moderate COPD compared to severe patients. This reduces
the magnitude of the possible overestimate. COPD costs are
documented to be alarmingly high. Our analysis demonstrates
cost saving expectation within one year.
.
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Method: Four hundred and twenty two commercial drivers
selected through a multi stage stratified sampling technique from
four motor parks in Ibadan were interviewed using the alcohol
and drug section of the CIDI. The CIDI auto program was used
to generate psychiatric diagnosis. The CIDI auto is a computer
program which could concurrently generate both ICD 10 and
DSM IIIR diagnoses using various indices which includes physical
and social health problems. Focus group discussion and direct
observation were also conducted in each of the study parks.
Results: Their median age was 39 years, 76.8% were married,
5.0% had no formal education. Alcohol was the most prevalent
currently used substance, 324 (76.8%). Lifetime prevalence
of tobacco use was 91.8%. current use rate was 68.5%,
63% reported combined use with both cannabis and alcohol
respectively. Of the profile of problems associated with tobacco
use, health problems were most prevalent (45%), followed
by injuries 23%. Multivariate analysis showed that the most
significant predictor of tobacco related injuries was use of
tobacco with alcohol, OR = 5.7, 95% CI (1.3 – 11.5) p < 0.01,
age group 54-64 years, OR = 8.8 95% CI (2.5 – 21.9), p = 0.00.
In conclusion, tobacco use is highly prevalent among commercial
drivers, and is associated with health hazards and injuries if
used in combination with alcohol and also among older drivers.
The government therefore needs to increase health education
awareness programs on the health hazards of tobacco and the
risk involved in combining it with alcohol in order to commuters’
safety.
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Abstract

Objective: To determine the effectiveness of smoking restriction

after the implementation of smoke-free legislation in Malaysia.
Method: This cross-sectional study collected data on salivary
cotinine levels among school children (n=956) in two states
in Malaysia. A questionnaire providing details of self-reported
exposure was also completed by each child’s parent or guardian.
Results: The overall geometric mean (GM) salivary cotinine
concentration for non-smoking school children is 0.59ng/ml
(95%CI 0.52 to 0.69) which is 2.7 times higher than similar data
in Scotland Akhtar etl al. 2007). Further stratification of household
smoke exposure generates the following means: children living
with non-smoking parents 0.37ng/ml, children living with a
smoker father 0.9 ng/ml, children living with two smokers (father
and extended family member) 1.14ng/ml children living with
two smoking parents 2.26ng/ml. More than 55% of children live
with an active smoker and 28% of children had concentrations
>3ng/ml, higher than the average reported for workers in
Scottish bars prior to smoke-free laws. Conclusion: High cotinine
concentrations among children living in non-smoking households
suggest significant SHS exposures occur outside the home.
Limited enforcement of current restrictions in Malaysia together
with the partial nature of the regulations results in Malaysian
children being exposed to higher level of SHS. There is a clear
need for revised legislation to improve indoor air quality in
Malaysia and reduce non-smokers’ exposure to SHS in enclosed
public spaces.
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Abstract

The issue of harm reduction has long been controversial in the
public health practice of tobacco control. Health advocates have been reluctant
to endorse a harm reduction approach out of fear that tobacco companies
cannot be trusted to produce and market products that will reduce the risks
associated with tobacco use. Recently, companies independent of the tobacco
industry introduced electronic cigarettes, devices that deliver vaporized nicotine
without combusting tobacco. We review the existing evidence on the safety and
efficacy of electronic cigarettes. We then revisit the tobacco harm reduction
debate, with a focus on these novel products. We conclude that electronic
cigarettes show tremendous promise in the fight against tobacco-related morbidity
and mortality. By dramatically expanding the potential for harm reduction
strategies to achieve substantial health gains, they may fundamentally alter the
tobacco harm reduction debate.
Journal of Public Health Policy (2011) 32, 16–31. doi:10.1057/jphp.2010.41;
published online 9 December 2010
Keywords: electronic cigarette; harm reduction; nicotine regulation; tobacco
control

Introduction
Harm reduction is a framework for public health policy that
focuses on reducing the harmful consequences of recreational
drug use without necessarily reducing or eliminating the use
itself.1 Whereas harm reduction policies have been widely adopted

r 2011 Macmillan Publishers Ltd. 0197-5897 Journal of Public Health Policy Vol. 32, 1, 16–31
www.palgrave-journals.com/jphp/
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for illicit drug use (for example, needle exchange programs2) and
alcohol use (for example, designated driver programs3), they have
not found wide support in tobacco control. Many within the
tobacco control community have embraced nicotine replacement
therapy (NRT) and other pharmaceutical products, but these
products are designed as cessation strategies rather than recreational alternatives. Recently, however, a new product that does
not fit neatly into any previous category has entered the nicotine
market: the electronic cigarette. Electronic cigarettes do not
contain tobacco, but they are recreational nicotine devices and the
user closely mimics the act of smoking. Thus, they are neither
tobacco products nor cessation devices. The novel potential of
electronic cigarettes warrants revisiting the harm reduction debate
as it applies to these products.
In this article, we first explain what electronic cigarettes are and
why they are difficult to categorize. Second, we examine the available evidence concerning the safety and efficacy of electronic
cigarettes. Then, we review the most common arguments made
against harm reduction in the tobacco control literature, followed by
an analysis of each of these arguments in light of the recent
emergence of electronic cigarettes. Finally, we identify conclusions
from this analysis and their implications for the public health
practice of tobacco control.

What are Electronic Cigarettes and Why are They Novel?
Electronic cigarettes are hand-held devices that deliver nicotine to
the user through the battery-powered vaporization of a nicotine/
propylene-glycol solution. The act of ‘smoking’ an electronic
cigarette is called ‘vaping’ and it mimics smoking; but, there is no
combustion and the user inhales vapor, not smoke. Although the
nicotine is derived from tobacco, electronic cigarettes contain no
tobacco. Theoretically, we would expect vaping to be less harmful
than smoking as it delivers nicotine without the thousands
of known and unknown toxicants in tobacco smoke. Moreover,
a product that mimics the act of smoking, in addition to delivering nicotine, can address both pharmacologic and behavioral
components of cigarette addiction. Electronic cigarettes are not
manufactured or distributed by the tobacco industry or by the
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pharmaceutical industry. Hundreds of small distributors market
them over the internet and in shopping mall kiosks. They have
been on the market in the United States for more than 3 years and have
become increasingly popular.

Review of Evidence Regarding the Safety of Electronic
Cigarettes
As B5300 of the estimated 10 000–100 000 chemicals in cigarette
smoke have ever been identified,4 we already have more comprehensive knowledge of the chemical constituents of electronic cigarettes
than tobacco ones. We were able to identify 16 studies5–17 that have
characterized, quite extensively, the components contained in electronic cigarette liquid and vapor using gas chromatography mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) (Table 1). These studies demonstrate that the
primary components of electronic cigarette cartridges are propylene
glycol (PG), glycerin, and nicotine. Of the other chemicals identified,
the FDA has focused on potential health hazards associated with
two: tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs) and diethylene glycol
(DEG).5
TSNAs have been detected in two studies at trace levels.5,6 The
maximum level of total TSNAs reported was 8.2 ng/g.6 This compares with a similar level of 8.0 ng in a nicotine patch, and it is
orders of magnitude lower than TSNA levels in regular cigarettes.18
Table 2 shows that electronic cigarettes contain only 0.07–0.2 per
cent of the TSNAs present in cigarettes, a 500-fold to 1400-fold
reduction in concentration. The presence of DEG in one of the
18 cartridges studied by the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) is worrisome, yet none of the other 15 studies found any
DEG. The use of a non-pharmaceutical grade of PG may explain this
contamination.
Other than TSNAs and DEG, few, if any, chemicals at levels detected in electronic cigarettes raise serious health concerns. Although
the existing research does not warrant a conclusion that electronic
cigarettes are safe in absolute terms and further clinical studies are
needed to comprehensively assess the safety of electronic cigarettes,
a preponderance of the available evidence shows them to be much
safer than tobacco cigarettes and comparable in toxicity to conventional nicotine replacement products.

18
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Main findings
‘Very low levels’ of tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs) were
detected in 5 of 10 cartridges tested. Diethylene glycol (DEG)
was detected about 0.1% in 1 of 18 cartridges tested.
Trace levels of TSNAs were detected in the cartridge liquid. The
average level of TSNAs was 3.9 ng/cartridge, with a maximum level
of 8.2 ng/cartridge. Polyaromatic hydrocarbon carcinogens found
in cigarette smoke were not detectable in cartridge liquid. No heavy
metals detected. Exhaled carbon monoxide levels did not increase
in smokers after use of the e-cigarette. The study concluded that
e-cigarettes are very safe relative to cigarettes and safe in absolute
terms on all measurements applied.
None of the 50 priority-listed cigarette smoke toxicants were detected.
Toxic emissions score for e-cigarette was 0, compared to 100–134
for regular cigarettes.
No compounds detected via gas chromatography mass spectrometry
(GC-MS) of electronic cigarette cartridges or vapors other than
propylene glycol (99.1% in vapor), glycerin (0.46%), and nicotine
(0.44%).
GC-MS detected propylene glycol (77.5%), glycerin (14.0%), nicotine
(8.5%), and cyclotene hydrate (0.08%) in e-cigarette liquid. Levels
of cyclotene hydrate were not believed to be of concern.
GC-MS detected propylene glycol (80.4%), glycerin (14.4%), and
nicotine (5.3%) in e-cigarette liquid. No other compounds
detected.

Brand tested
NJOY, Smoking
Everywhere
Ruyan

Ruyan

Liberty Stix

Gamucci

Gamucci

Study

Evaluation of e-cigarettes (FDA
laboratory report)5

Safety Report on the Ruyan e-Cigarette
Cartridge and Inhaled Aerosol6

Ruyan E-cigarette Bench-top Tests7

Characterization of Liquid ‘Smoke Juice’
for Electronic Cigarettes8

Analysis of Components from Gamucci
Electronic Cigarette Cartridges,
Tobacco Flavour Regular Smoking
Liquid9

Analysis of Components from Gamucci
Electronic Cigarette Cartridges,
Tobacco Flavour Light Smoking
Liquid9

Table 1: Laboratory studies of the components in and safety of electronic cigarettes5–17
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GC-MS detected propylene glycol (85.5%), glycerin (11.2%), and
nicotine (3.3%) in e-cigarette liquid. No other compounds detected.
GC-MS detected propylene glycol (84.3%), glycerin (7.6%),
1,3-bis(3-phenoxyphenoxy)Benzene (7.0%), 3-Isopropoxy1,1,1,7,7,7-hexamethyl-3,5,5-tris(trimethylsiloxy)tetrasiloxane
(0.77%), and a,3,4-tris[(trimethylsilyl)oxy]Benzeneacetic acid
(0.39%) in e-cigarette liquid. No other compounds were detected.
1,3-bis(3-phenoxyphenoxy) Benzene is non-hazardous. The other
two chemicals have an unknown safety profile, but are present at
nominally low levels.
The vapor constituents detected were propylene glycol, glycerin,
nicotine, acetaldehyde, 1-methoxy-2-propanol, 1-hydroxy-2propanone, acetic acid, 1-menthone, 2,3-butanediol, menthol,
carvone, maple lactone, benzyl alcohol, 2-methyl-2-pentanoic acid,
ethyl maltol, ethyl cinnamate, myosamine, benzoic acid,
2,3-bipyridine, cotinine, hexadecanoic acid, and 1’1-oxybis-2propanol. No TSNAs, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, or other
tobacco smoke toxicants were detected. On the basis of the
amounts of these components present and an examination of the
risk profile of these compounds, the report concludes that the only
significant side effect expected would be minor throat irritation
resulting from the acetaldehyde.
No DEG was detected in the cartridge liquid or vapors.

Gamucci

Gamucci

NJOY

inLife

Analysis of Components from Gamucci
Electronic Cigarette Cartridges, Ultra
Light Smoking Liquid9

Analysis of Components from Gamucci
Electronic Cigarette Cartridges,
Tobacco Flavour Zero, Smoking
Liquid9

NJOY e-Cigarette Health Risk
Assessment10

Characterization of Regal Cartridges for
Electronic Cigarettes11

Main findings

Brand tested

Study

Table 1 continued
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No DEG was detected in e-cigarette liquid or vapor for the two
products tested.
GC-MS detected propylene glycol, glycerin, nicotine, caffeine,
tetra-ethylene glycol, pyridine, methyl pyrrolyl, pyridine, methyl
pyrrolidinyl, butyl-amine, and hexadecanoic acid in the e-cigarette
liquid.

Instead

Not specified

Super Smoker

Chemical Composition of “Instead”
Electronic Cigarette Smoke Juice and
Vapor15

Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry
(GC-MS) Analysis Report16

Super Smoker Expert Report17

GC-MS detected propylene glycol, glycerin, nicotine, ethanol, acetone
ethyl acetate, acetals, isobutyraldehyde, essential oils, and
2-methyl butanal in the e-cigarette liquid. No other compounds
were detected.

The compounds detected by GC-MS were propylene glycol, water,
nicotine, ethanol, nitrogen, and triacetin. Triacetin is not known to
be hazardous. No other compounds were detected.

The Electronic
Cigarette Company
(UK)

Analysis of Chemical Components from
High, Med & Low Nicotine
Cartridges14

No TSNAs were detected in the e-cigarette liquid (limit of detection
was 20 ppm).
GC-MS detected propylene glycol (51.2%), 1,3-bis(3-phenoxy
phenoxy)Benzene (20.2%), glycerin (15.0%), nicotine (10.0%),
vanillin (1.2%), ethanol (0.5%), and 3-cyclohexene-1-menthol,.
a.,.a.4-trimethyl (0.4%). No other compounds detected. 1,3-bis(3phenoxyphenoxy)Benzene is non-hazardous. Vanillin and 3cyclohexene-1-menthol,.a.,.a.4-trimethyl have unknown safety
profiles.

e-Juice

inLife

Characterization of Regal Cartridges for
Electronic Cigarettes – Phase II12
Analysis of Components from “e-Juice
XX High 36 mg/ml rated Nicotine
Solution”: ref S5543413

Electronic cigarettes as a harm reduction strategy for tobacco control
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Table 2: Maximum tobacco-specific nitrosamine levelsa in various cigarettes and nicotinedelivery products (ng/g, except for nicotine gum and patch that are ng/patch or ng/gum piece)6
Product
18

Nicorette gum (4 mg)
NicoDerm CQ patch (4 mg)18
Electronic cigarettes6
Swedish snus18
Winston (full)18
Newport (full)18
Marlboro (ultra-light)18
Camel (full)18
Marlboro (full)18
Skoal (long cut straight)18

NNN

NNK

NAT

NAB

Total

2.00
ND
3.87
980
2200
1100
2900
2500
2900
4500

ND
8.00
1.46
180
580
830
750
900
960
470

ND
ND
2.16
790
560
1900
1100
1700
2300
4100

ND
ND
0.69
60
25
55
58
91
100
220

2.00
8.00
8.18
2010
3365
3885
4808
5191
6260
9290

a

The concentrations here represent nanograms (ng) of toxin detected in 1 ruyan 16-mg multidose cartridge (which contains approximately 1 gm of e-liquid). They are compared to the
amount of toxin contained in approximately one tobacco cigarette (approximately 1 gm of
tobacco) or one unit of nicotine replacement product.
Abbreviations: NNN=4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone; NNK=N0 -nitrosonornicotine; NAT=N0 -nitrosoanatabine; NAB=N0 -nitrosoanabasine.
ND=Not detected.

Review of Evidence about the Effectiveness of Electronic
Cigarettes in Smoking Cessation
No studies have measured directly the effectiveness of electronic
cigarettes in helping smokers cease smoking. Two published studies
have examined the effectiveness of the product by measuring their
effect on cravings and other short-term indicators. We summarize
them briefly in Table 3.19,20 Bullen et al19 demonstrated that electronic cigarettes deliver nicotine effectively, more rapidly than a nicotine inhaler. In this study, electronic cigarette use significantly
reduced craving, a similar effect to what was observed with a
nicotine inhaler. Nicotine delivery and reduction in cigarette craving
was much less than with a regular cigarette. Eissenberg20 found that
10 puffs on one brand of electronic cigarettes delivered a small
amount of nicotine, again far less than a tobacco cigarette, whereas
another brand delivered little to none. The first brand was able to
significantly reduce cigarette craving.
Taken together, this evidence suggests that electronic cigarettes are
capable of reducing cigarette craving, but that the effect is not due
exclusively to nicotine. Bullen et al observe that ‘the reduction in

22
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Table 3: Studies of the effectiveness of electronic cigarettes in reducing cigarette craving and
other nicotine withdrawal symptoms19, 20
Study

Brand tested

Summary of findings

Effect of an E-Cigarette
on Cravings and
Withdrawal,
Acceptability and
Nicotine Deliver:
Randomized
Cross-Over Trial19

Ruyan

The 16 mg electronic cigarette
delivered nicotine more rapidly
than a nicotine inhaler, but less
rapidly than cigarettes. Electronic
cigarette use significantly reduced
craving, but less than cigarettes.
The reduction of craving was
similar to that observed with
the nicotine inhaler. The electronic
cigarettes produced fewer minor
side effects than the nicotine
inhaler.

Electronic Nicotine
Delivery Devices:
Ineffective Nicotine
Delivery and Craving
Suppression after Acute
Administration20

NJOY and
Crown Seven

After 10 puffs on an electronic
cigarette, one of the two brands
tested significantly reduced the
craving for a cigarette. Nicotine
delivery was found to be minimal.

desire to smoke in the first 10 min[utes] of [electronic cigarette]
use appears to be independent of nicotine absorption’ (p. 100).19 The
sizable craving reduction achieved by the ‘placebo’ – a nicotine-free
electronic cigarette – demonstrates the ability of physical stimuli
to suppress cravings independently.19 Many studies have established
the ability of denicotinized cigarettes to provide craving relief.21, 22
Barrett21 found that denicotinized cigarettes reduce cravings more
than a nicotinized inhaler, supporting Buchhalter et al’s22 conclusion
that although some withdrawal symptoms can be treated effectively with NRT, others, such as intense cravings, respond better to
smoking-related stimuli.
Although more research is needed before we will know how
effective electronic cigarettes are at achieving smoking abstinence,
there is now sufficient evidence to conclude that these products are
at least capable of suppressing the urge to smoke. There is also
reason to believe that they offer an advantage over traditional
nicotine delivery devices ‘[t]o the extent that non-nicotine, smokingrelated stimuli alone can suppress tobacco abstinence symptoms
indefinitely’ (p. 556).22
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The Most Common Arguments against Harm Reduction
Our review of the existing literature identified five primary arguments against harm reduction as a tobacco control strategy. These
arguments explain why, in the past, harm reduction has not been
accepted as a tobacco control strategy.
Promotion of safer alternatives will inhibit smoking cessation/
prevention efforts
The core fear is that smokers who might otherwise have quit
smoking altogether will instead become addicted to another harmful
product. In addition, a product that reduces harm to the individual
may attract new, nonsmoking users, and thus undermine efforts to
prevent tobacco use.23
Skepticism about the role of combusted products in harm reduction
The argument here, based on numerous related concerns, is that
the combustion of tobacco produces inherently dangerous exposures and thus the search for a ‘safer’ cigarette is futile. It is
impossible to assess the risks of a new product using machine
measured delivery of smoke constituents, because there is no good
way to simulate actual smoking behavior.23 We cannot, moreover,
easily infer human risk from chemical measurements because no
reliable toxicity indices exist.24 A widespread school of thought
in tobacco control holds that the very nature of tobacco combustion precludes safer cigarettes, and therefore attempts to develop
them should be abandoned.25
Alternatives promoted as safer may prove more dangerous, or they
may be equally dangerous, leading to false or unsupported claims
and to the misleading of the public
Experience with potentially reduced exposure products in the past
has revealed that products promoted by the tobacco industry as
potentially safer have ended up either not being safer or resulted
in increased toxicant exposures.23 In particular, a broad consensus
within the public health community holds that ‘light’ cigarettes

24
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misled consumers into thinking that they were being exposed to
lower levels of toxic chemicals.26 Smokers ended up compensating
for the reduced nicotine in ‘lights’ by smoking with greater frequency and intensity, resulting in higher exposures than originally
reported.23
NRT has not been effective, meaning that harm reduction equals
harm maintenance
Pierce27 argued that using NRT for tobacco harm reduction is, in
fact, harm maintenance because NRT is so ineffective that it
essentially ensures that Big Tobacco (the large tobacco industry
companies) will not lose its customers. Smokers simply do not
like products that merely deliver nicotine, and therefore ‘we
should not assume that smokers would be willing and able to
substitute a nicotine maintenance product for their cigarette
smoking’ (p. S54).
Big Tobacco cannot be trusted to develop and market a safer
tobacco alternative
The final argument is that the tobacco companies, based on their
history of lies and deception, simply cannot be trusted to develop
and market a safer tobacco alternative.28 Fairchild and Colgrove28
make a related point, that ‘prioritizing the reduction of harm,
however great or minimal, may necessitate some level of cooperation
with the tobacco industry and will certainly prove lucrative for it’
(our emphasis added, p. 201) Thus, tobacco harm reduction will
necessarily benefit the tobacco industry regardless of what else might
be achieved.

Analysis of Arguments in Light of the Emergence of
Electronic Cigarettes
With the emergence of electronic cigarettes, the harm reduction
debate in tobacco control has changed. We now address the five
major arguments against harm reduction in light of the emergence of
electronic cigarettes.
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Promotion of safer alternatives will inhibit smoking cessation/
prevention efforts
In contrast to reduced risk cigarettes or smokeless tobacco products,
electronic cigarettes are not tobacco products. Thus, switching to
electronic cigarettes is not an alternative to smoking cessation,
but rather a form of smoking cessation akin to long-term use of
NRT. Moreover, because ‘low absolute abstinence rates suggest
that nicotine alone may not be sufficient to suppress y abstinence
symptoms effectively’ (p. 551),22 higher abstinence rates are likely
to obtain from a product that better addresses these symptoms.
Crucially, electronic cigarettes could entice smokers who were not
otherwise inclined, to attempt to quit. Although the use of electronic cigarettes by nonsmokers is a theoretical concern, there is no
existing evidence that youths or nonsmokers are using the product.
Regulations can address the sale and marketing of these products to
minors.
Skepticism about the role of combusted products in
harm reduction
Electronic cigarettes, such as NRT, are not tobacco products and no
combustion takes place.
Alternatives promoted as safer may actually be equally or
more dangerous
Thus far, none of the more than 10 000 chemicals present in
tobacco smoke,4 including over 40 known carcinogens, has been
shown to be present in the cartridges or vapor of electronic
cigarettes in anything greater than trace quantities. No one has
reported adverse effects, although this product has been on the
market for more than 3 years. Still, the FDA struck a more ominous
tone in its July 2009 press release, warning of the presence of
carcinogens at ‘detectable’ levels.29 Yet it failed to mention that
the levels of these carcinogens was similar to that in NRT products
(Table 2). Whereas electronic cigarettes cannot be considered safe,
as there is no threshold for carcinogenesis, they are undoubtedly
safer than tobacco cigarettes.

26
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NRT is unappealing and ineffective
Pharmaceutical products for dispensing nicotine are unappealing ‘by
design’ (p. S123)30 to avoid ‘abuse-liability’.30 Electronic cigarettes,
on the other hand, were designed with the express purpose of
replicating the act of smoking, without using tobacco.31 An investment newsletter reports that demand thus far has been explosive.32
Intense consumer interest in electronic cigarettes has already
spawned a vibrant online community of ‘vapers’ who compare and
contrast the performance of various brands and models according to
their durability, battery life, thickness of vapor, and other criteria.33
No non-tobacco nicotine product has heretofore elicited such dedication among its users, suggesting the rare promise of the electronic
cigarette as a smoking cessation tool.
Big Tobacco cannot be trusted
Electronic cigarettes are not tobacco products and not produced by
tobacco companies. They were invented in Beijing by a Chinese
pharmacist Hon Lik, whose employer, Golden Dragon Holdings, ‘was
so inspired that it changed its name to Ruyan (meaning “like smoke”)
and started selling abroad’.31 Rather than being helpful to cigarette
makers, electronic cigarettes compete directly against them.32 Thus
David Sweanor, adjunct law professor specializing in tobacco control
issues at the University of Ottawa, says they are ‘exactly what the
tobacco companies have been afraid of all these years’.31

Conclusion
Tobacco cigarettes are the leading cause of disease in the United States,
which is why the ‘primary goal of tobacco control is to reduce mortality and morbidity associated with tobacco use’ (p. 326).23 Electronic
cigarettes are designed to mitigate tobacco-related disease by reducing
cigarette consumption and smoking rates. The evidence reviewed in
this article suggests that electronic cigarettes are a much safer alternative to tobacco cigarettes. They are likely to improve upon the
efficacy of traditional pharmacotherapy for smoking cessation.
In light of this evidence, it is unfortunate that in the United States,
the American Cancer Society, American Lung Association, American
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Heart Association, Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, Action on
Smoking and Health, American Legacy Foundation, American
Academy of Pediatrics, and the Association for the Treatment of
Tobacco Use and Dependence have all issued statements supporting
FDA efforts to take them off the US market.34 In the United States,
the courts will ultimately determine whether the FDA has the legal
authority to do this, but we question the ethical and health policy
merits of this approach.
Do products with established user bases warrant a different regulatory approach than entirely new products? This would seem to
follow from consistent application of the principal of nonmaleficence –
‘do no harm.’ Products yet to enter the market have only potential
beneficiaries, people who can only speculate about what the precise
therapeutic effects of the product will be for them. In contrast,
products already on the market have users who may already be
deriving benefits. By definition, enacting a ban will harm current
users, unless the evidence suggests that the harms outweigh the
benefits for those already using the product. The burden of proof
is on the regulatory agency to demonstrate that the product is
unreasonably dangerous for its intended use.
How does this principle apply to electronic cigarettes? For the
many vapers who report using them in place of cigarettes,33 the
benefits of the product are readily observable, already established.
Simply demonstrating that electronic cigarettes are ‘not safe’ may not
be sufficient grounds to ban them. Unless the evidence suggests that
vaping does not yield the anticipated reduction in harm to the user,
enacting an electronic cigarette prohibition will do harm to hundreds
of thousands of vapers already using electronic cigarettes in place of
tobacco ones – a clear violation of nonmaleficence.
The essential rationale for the FDA’s pre-market approval process
– to keep dangerous products out of the marketplace – may not easily
extend to new nicotine products because a range of extraordinarily
deadly nicotine products is already grandfathered into the market.
This has led to an awkward nicotine regulatory structure where dirty
tobacco products face few barriers to market entry whereas cleaner
products are subject to oft onerous hurdles. The FDA contends that
they can and should regulate electronic cigarettes as ‘drug-device
combinations’ that are required to meet stringent Federal Food Drug
and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) safety standards. The FDA reasons that

28
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electronic cigarettes do not qualify for the usual exemption from
FDCA standards afforded to most other recreational nicotine products because ‘much less is known about the safety of E-Cigarettes’
and ‘it may be possible for E-Cigarettes y to satisfy the FDCA’s
safety, effectiveness, and labeling requirements and obtain FDA
approval’ (p. 26).35 Ironically, the only nicotine products exempted
from FDCA safety requirements are those that are too obviously
harmful to have any chance of meeting these requirements. Litigation
presently before the US Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia may ultimately determine whether the FDA can legally
regulate electronic cigarettes as drug-device combinations.36 Regardless of the court’s decision, we believe a better regulatory approach
would not actively discourage producers of harm reduction products.
Fairchild and Colgrove28 conclude that ‘the later history of
tobacco industry deception and manipulation was an important
factor contributing to the erosion of public health support for harm
reduction’ (p. 201). With entrenched skepticism toward harm reduction now manifested as deep cynicism about electronic cigarettes – a
distinct product that actually does reduce risk and threatens cigarette
makers – the tobacco industry is ironically benefiting from its own
past duplicity. The push to ban electronic cigarettes may repeat the
mistakes of the past in the name of avoiding them. Regulatory policy
for electronic cigarettes and other novel nicotine products must
be guided by an accurate understanding of how they compare to
tobacco cigarettes and NRT in terms of reducing toxic exposures and
helping individual smokers quit.
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Smoking Mind Over Smoking Matter
Tues day, July 13, 2010

TAU's surprising new study shows cigarette cravings result from habit, not addiction
Nicotine patches and gum are common — and often ineffective —
ways

of

fighting

cigarette

cravings, as

most

smokers

have

discovered. Now a new study from Tel Aviv Universityshows why
they're ineffective, and may provide the basis for more successful
psychologically-based smoking cessation programs.
In

the

new

Psychology,

study
Dr.

published

in

Reuven

the

Journal

Dar

of

Abnormal

ofTel

Aviv

University's Department of Psychology found that the intensity
of cravings for cigarettes had more to do with the psychosocial
element of smoking than with the physiological effects of nicotine as
an addictive chemical.
"These findings might not be popular with advocates of the nicotine
addiction theory, because they undermine the physiological role of
nicotine and emphasize mind over matter when it comes to smoking," Dr. Dar says. He hopes this research will
help clinicians and health authorities develop more successful smoking cessation programs than those utilizing
expensive nicotine patches or gum.
Up in the air
Dr. Dar and his colleagues' conclusions are based on two landmark studies. In the
most recent study, he and his colleagues monitored the smoking behavior and craving
levels of in-flight attendants, both women and men, who worked at the Israeli airline
El Al. Each participant was monitored during two flights — a long flight of 10 to 13
hours in duration, from Tel Aviv to New York, for example; and a two-hop shorter trip
from Israel to Europe and back, each leg lasting three to five hours. Using a
questionnaire, he sampled craving levels of the attendants throughout the duration of
their flights.
Dr. Dar and his colleagues found that the duration of the flight had no significant
Dr. Reuven Dar

impact on craving levels, which were similar for short and long flights. Moreover,
craving levels at the end of each short flight were much higher those at the end of the
long flight, demonstrating that cravings increased in anticipation of the flight landing,

whatever the flight's total duration. He concluded that the craving effect is produced by psychological cues rather
than by the physiological effects of nicotine deprivation.
No smoking on the Sabbath
In an earlier 2005 study, Dr. Dar examined smokers who were religious Jews, forbidden by their religion to smoke
on the Sabbath. He asked them about their smoking cravings on three separate days: the Sabbath, a regular
weekday, and a weekday on which they'd been asked to abstain. Participants were interviewed at the end of each
day about their craving levels during that day.
What Dr. Dar found is that cravings were very low on the morning of the Sabbath, when the smoker knew he
would not be able to smoke for at least 10 hours. C raving levels gradually increased at the end of the Sabbath,
when participants anticipated the first post-Sabbath cigarette. C raving levels on the weekday on which these
people smoked as much as they wanted were just as high as on the day they abstained, showing that craving has
little to do with nicotine deprivation.
Dr. Dar's studies conclude that nicotine is not addictive as physiological addictions are usually defined. While
nicotine does have a physiological role in increasing cognitive abilities such as attention and memory, it's not an
539
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addictive substance like heroin, which creates true systemic and biologically-based withdrawal symptoms in the
body of the user, he says.
Dr. Dar believes that people who smoke do so for short-term benefits like oral gratification, sensory pleasure and
social camaraderie. Once the habit is established, people continue to smoke in response to cues and in situations
that become associated with smoking. Dr. Dar believes that understanding smoking as a habit, not an addiction,
will facilitate treatment. Smoking cessation techniques should emphasize the psychological and behavioral aspects
of the habit and not the biological aspects, he suggests.
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Non-clinical safety and pharmacokinetic evaluations of propylene
glycol aerosol in Sprague-Dawley rats and Beagle dogs.
Werley MS, McDonald P, Lilly P, Kirkpatrick D, Wallery J, Byron P, Venitz J.
Altria Client Services, Inc., Center for Research and Technology, 601 East Jackson Street, Richmond, VA
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Abstract
Aerosolized propylene glycol (PG) was generated as log-normally distributed particulate
clouds in different concentrations using a novel capillary aerosol generator (CAG) and
evaluated in a battery of non-clinical studies intended to assess its potential inhalation and
systemic toxicity in 2 species before ICH-compliant "first-time-in-man" studies. Exposures
were nose-only in rats, and via face mask with oropharyngeal tube in dogs. The CAGgenerated PG aerosol had a mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) of 2.29µm, with a
1.56 geometric standard deviation (GSD) in the rat studies, and a MMAD of 1.34µm (1.45
GSD) in the dog studies, consistent with expected particle size exposures in man.
International Congress on Harmonization (ICH) Guidelines were followed, which recommend
preliminary non-clinical safety studies using the vehicle and device (CAG-PG) prior to the first
human exposure including safety pharmacology, pharmacokinetic (PK) studies, single dose
toxicity studies, and repeated dose toxicity studies in two species. In the rat, the only
biologically relevant findings included clinical signs of ocular and nasal irritation indicated by
minor bleeding around the eyes and nose, and minimal laryngeal squamous metaplasia. This
finding is commonly observed in inhalation studies in the rat, and likely related to the unique
sensitivity of the tissue, as well as the circuitous airflow pathway through the larynx which
increases particle deposition. In the female Beagle dog, treatment-related decreases in
hemoglobin, red blood cells and hematocrit were observed in the two highest exposure
groups, equivalent to approximately 18 and 60mg/kg/day. In male dogs from the high dose
group, similar small decreases, albeit, non-statistically significant decreases were observed in
these hematological markers as well. PK studies in rats and dogs showed that the absorption
of PG following pulmonary inhalation exposure occurs rapidly, and equilibrium between lung
tissue and plasma is achieved quickly. With daily inhalations of PG aerosols, there is evidence
of minor tissue accumulation of PG in each species. Inhalation exposure to CAG-generated
PG aerosols achieved PG concentrations in the systemic circulation that were similar to those
attained via the oral route. Systemic elimination of PG appears to be saturable, presumably
via hepatic metabolism. PG elimination in the high dose groups for both species showed
terminal plasma and lung concentration-time profiles suggesting a zero-order elimination
process. There was no apparent tissue toxicity of the lung, liver and kidney in these studies.
Under the conditions of these studies, the NOEL for the rat was determined to be
20mg/kg/day for the 28-day study. In the Beagle dog, the NOEL was approximately
6.05mg/kg/day for the 28-day study. Overall, these studies allowed us to conclude that PG
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aerosol generated with the capillary aerosol generator could be administered safely in man,
with an adequate margin of safety needed to conduct "first-time-in-man" human exposure
studies.
Copyright © 2011 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
PMID:21683116[PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE]
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Neuroprotection of midbrain dopamine neurons by
nicotine is gated by cytoplasmic Ca2ⴙ
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forms of the disease (2), our knowledge of the cascade
of events leading to DA cell demise remains incomplete.
One may assume that the exquisite vulnerability of
DA neurons to neurodegeneration arises from a specific need that is not fulfilled any longer in PD. A
number of arguments suggest, in particular, that DA
neurons may require a certain level of excitability for
their survival and that diseased neurons may die in PD
because they become progressively electrically inactive
(3, 4): DA neurons of the SN exhibit a slower pattern of
discharge than neighboring ventral tegmental area DA
neurons, which are less prone to degeneration in PD
(5); the expression of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), the
rate-limiting enzyme in DA synthesis that is controlled by
electrical activity (6), disappears entirely from a large
fraction of vulnerable but still viable DA neurons in PD
(7); the acute hyperpolarizing effect that 1-methyl-4phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine exerts on DA neurons
through its active metabolite 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium appears to be crucial for the ensuing death
process affecting these neurons (8); and loss-of-function
mutations of Parkin, which are responsible for familial
forms of PD, were reported to reduce depolarizing currents generated through ATP-gated purinergic P2X receptors (9).
Perhaps one of the most compelling pieces of evidence linking DA cell death to activity-dependent
mechanisms comes from reports showing that the
depolarizing alkaloid nicotine (NIC), the preferential
agonist of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs),
is protective in several animal models of the disease
(10). In line with these observations, postmortem studies in patients with PD revealed that pedunculopontine
cholinergic neurons that provide nicotinic excitatory
control on SN DA neurons (11) are largely affected in
PD and that their loss correlates to levels of dopaminergic denervation (12). Finally, epidemiological stud-

ABSTRACT
Epidemiological and experimental evidence indicates that nicotine is protective for Parkinson disease vulnerable dopamine neurons, but the
underlying mechanism of this effect remains only
partly characterized. To address this question, we
established rat midbrain cultures maintained in experimental conditions that favor the selective and
spontaneous loss of dopamine neurons. We report
here that nicotine afforded neuroprotection to dopamine neurons (EC50ⴝ0.32 M) but only in a situation
where cytosolic Ca2ⴙ (Ca2ⴙcyt) was slightly and chronically elevated above control levels by concurrent
depolarizing treatments. By a pharmacological approach, we demonstrated that the rise in Ca2ⴙcyt was
necessary to sensitize dopamine neurons to the action of nicotine through a mechanism involving
␣-bungarotoxin-sensitive (presumably ␣7) nicotinic
acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) and secondarily
T-type voltage-gated calcium channels. Confirming
the role played by ␣7 nAChRs in this effect, nicotine
had no protective action in midbrain cultures prepared from genetically engineered mice lacking this
receptor subtype. Signaling studies revealed that
Ca2ⴙcyt elevations evoked by nicotine and concomitant depolarizing treatments served to activate a
survival pathway involving the calcium effector protein calmodulin and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase.
Collectively, our data support the idea that the
protective action of nicotine for dopamine neurons is
activity-dependent and gated by Ca2ⴙcyt.—Toulorge,
D., Guerreiro, S., Hild, A., Maskos, U., Hirsch, E. C.,
Michel, P. P. Neuroprotection of midbrain dopamine
neurons by nicotine is gated by cytoplasmic Ca2ⴙ.
FASEB J. 25, 2563–2573 (2011). www.fasebj.org

Key Words: calcium 䡠 dopaminergic 䡠 excitability 䡠 nicotinic
acetylcholine receptors
Parkinson disease (PD) is characterized by invalidating motor symptoms resulting from the progressive loss
of substantia nigra (SN) dopamine (DA) neurons (1).
Despite substantial advances in the understanding of
the pathomechanism in both inherited and sporadic
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ies have identified tobacco smoking as the most significant protective factor for risk of developing PD
probably through the action of NIC even though the
implication of other tobacco related compounds is not
totally excluded (13).
Even if the neuroprotective effects of NIC for DA
neurons are well documented (10), the underlying
mechanisms of this action are poorly characterized
(14). To further investigate the mechanisms by which
NIC might promote DA cell survival, we used an in vitro
model of midbrain cultures in which mildly depolarizing signals afford strong protection against selective DA
cell demise (15). Unexpectedly, we report that NIC
exerted survival-promoting effects, but only in the
presence of concurrent depolarizing treatments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Pharmacological agents
The broad-spectrum K⫹-channel blockers tetraethyl ammonium
(TEA) and 4-aminopyridine (4AP); the blockers of Ca2⫹activated K⫹ channels apamin (APA) and charybdotoxin
(CTX); the alkaloid NIC; the broad-spectrum antagonist of
nAChRs mecamylamine (MECA); the specific antagonists of ␣7
and ␣4 nAChR subtypes ␣-bungarotoxin (␣BTX) and dihydro␤-erythroidine (DH␤E), respectively; the blockers of T-type
[flunarizine (FLU)] and L-type [nifedipine (NIF)] voltagedependent Ca2⫹ channels (VDCCs); the blocker of voltagegated Na⫹ (Nav) channels tetrodotoxin (TTX); the agonist of
L-type VDCCs BAY K 8644; and the inhibitor of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) LY294002 (LY) were all from SigmaAldrich (Saint Quentin Fallavier, France). The calmodulin
(CaM) and CaM kinase II inhibitors W13 and KN-93, respectively, were from Calbiochem (San Diego, CA, USA). Glial cell
line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) was purchased from
AbCys (Paris, France) and the anti-GDNF neutralizing antibody
(AB-212-NA) from R&D Systems Europe Ltd (Lille, France).

plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rochester, NY, USA), but
for calcium measurements, we used Nunc Lab-Tek glass
chamber slides (Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark) to optimize the
detection of the fluorescent signal with the calcium probe.
Note that these cultures contain TH⫹ neurons that were
exclusively dopaminergic (18). TH⫹ neurons represented
⬃1–2% of the total number of neuronal cells present in these
cultures.
Detection of neurons and quantification of their survival
Cultures were fixed for 12 min using 4% formaldehyde in
Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), then washed twice
with PBS before an incubation step at 4°C for 24 h with a
monoclonal anti-TH antibody (1:5000; Diasorin, Stillwater, MN,
USA) or a monoclonal microtubule-associated protein (MAP)-2
antibody (1:50; AP-20 clone; Sigma-Aldrich) used to detect DA
neurons and all midbrain neurons regardless of their neurotransmitter phenotype, respectively. Both antibodies were
diluted in PBS containing 0.2% Triton X-100. Detection of
primary antibodies was performed with a cyanin-3 conjugate of
an anti-mouse IgG antibody (1:500; Sigma-Aldrich). Cell counting was performed at ⫻200 using a ⫻20 objective matched with
a ⫻10 ocular. The number of TH⫹ neurons in each culture well
was estimated after counting 20 visual fields distributed along
the x and y axes. Counts of MAP-2⫹ neurons were performed in
5 visual fields randomly distributed in the whole surface area of
each culture well.
Uptake of tritiated DA
DA cell function was evaluated by the ability of DA neurons to
accumulate tritiated DA by active transport (17). The uptake
was initiated by addition of 50 nM [3H]-DA (40 Ci/mmol) to
cultures maintained at 37°C in 500 l PBS containing 5 mM
glucose and was terminated after 15 min by 2 rapid washes
with ice-cold PBS. Cultured cells were then scraped off the
culture wells, and the radioactivity accumulated within DA
neurons was counted by liquid scintillation spectrometry.
Blank values were obtained in the presence of 0.5 M
GBR-12909 (Sigma-Aldrich), a selective inhibitor of the DA
transporter.

Midbrain cell cultures

Tritiated NIC binding assay

Animals were treated in accordance with the National Research Council Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals (1996), European Directive 86/609, and the guidelines of the Université Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris, France)
animal care and use committee. Cultures were generally
prepared from the ventral mesencephalon of embryos (gestational age 15.5) harvested from Wistar female rats (Janvier
Breeding Center, Le Genest St Isle, France). In some experiments, we also performed cultures with mouse embryos
(gestational age 13.5) collected from control or genetically
engineered C57BL/6J mice (Charles River, Lille, France)
lacking the ␣7 nAChR subunit. Dissociated cells in suspension
obtained by mechanical trituration of midbrain tissue pieces
were seeded at a density of 2–2.5 ⫻ 105 cells/cm2 onto tissue
culture supports precoated with 1 mg/ml polyethylenimine
diluted in borate buffer (pH 8.3) as described previously
(16). The cultures were then maintained in N5 medium
supplemented with 5 mM glucose, 5% horse serum, and 0.5%
fetal calf serum, except for the first 3 days in vitro (DIV), when
the concentration of fetal calf serum was set at 2.5% to favor
initial maturation of the cultures (17). The cultures were fed
daily by replacing 70% of the medium. Routinely, mesencephalic cultures were established on Nunc 24-well culture

The binding assay for NIC was performed based on a protocol
described by Halvorsen and Berg (19). Briefly, control and 1
mM TEA-treated 10-DIV midbrain cultures were washed once
and then preincubated for 5 min in PBS supplemented with
5 mM glucose using the same treatments as before in the
presence or the absence of 0.25 M ␣-BTX to evaluate the ␣7
sensitive
component
of
[3H]-NIC binding. The assay was initiated by addition of 10
nM [3H]-NIC (80 Ci/mmol) to the cultures for 30 min at
37°C and terminated by removal of the incubation medium
followed by 2 rapid washes with ice-cold PBS glucose. Cultured cells were then scraped off culture wells, and the
fraction of radioactivity bound to cell membranes counted by
liquid scintillation spectrometry. Specific binding was determined as the amount of binding inhibited by an excess (100
M) of unlabeled NIC.
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Quantification of cytosolic calcium levels
Ca2⫹cyt levels were measured in individual neurons using the
cell-permeant calcium probe Fluo-4-acetomethyl-ester (Invitrogen, Cergy Pontoise, France). Quantification of the fluo-
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rescent signal (excitation, 480 nm; emission, 510 nm) was
performed in 7- to 8-DIV cultures previously loaded with 10
M Fluo-4 for 15 min at 37°C. Note that no wash step was
interposed between dye loading and data acquisition, which
was generally performed in a situation where test treatments
had been chronically applied to the cultures. In some experiments, Ca2⫹cyt measurements were also carried out in previously untreated cultures to evaluate the consequences of
acute treatments. Data acquisition was performed using the
Simple-PCI software (C-Imaging Systems; Hamamatsu Corp.,
Bridgewater, NJ, USA) and a Nikon TE-300 inverted microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an ORCA-ER
digital camera (Hamamatsu). Fluorescent images of randomly chosen fields (6 –10 in each culture condition) were
acquired with a ⫻40 fluorescent objective. Fractional fluorescence (F/F0) was evaluated by dividing the average fluorescence intensity of the neurons in each collected image of
treated cultures by the average fluorescence levels of corresponding controls. A minimum of 300 cells was analyzed for
each test condition.

neurons, we took advantage of a model system of
midbrain cultures, in which DA neurons degenerate
spontaneously and selectively as they mature (17).
Consistent with previous reports, we found that a large
fraction (⬎75%) of DA neurons initially present in
these cultures had disappeared by 13 DIV (Fig. 1A). To
our surprise, concentrations of NIC ranging from 0.1 to
30 M provided no protection at all to diseased DA
neurons (Fig. 1A, B).
Because the lack of response to NIC could be possibly
linked to the hyperpolarized state of DA neurons in this
experimental setting (15), the treatment with NIC was
carried out in cultures that were mildly depolarized by
means of a chronic treatment with K⫹-channel blockers. TEA, a broad-spectrum K⫹-channel blocker, exerted in itself robust survival promoting effects for DA
neurons. More specifically, the EC50 of the effect of
TEA estimated graphically in 10-DIV cultures was 430
M, and optimal effects were reached at ⬃1 mM.

Detection of P-Akt in DA neurons
Quantitation of P-Akt expression levels in DA neurons using
in-cell Western blotting
In-cell Western blotting was used to estimate phosphorylation
levels of Akt in DA neurons, as described previously (20).
Briefly, after fixation and permeabilization with methanol,
the cultures were incubated with a blocking buffer (LI-COR
Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA) at room temperature for 2 h
before adding the rabbit anti-P-Akt (Ser-473; 1:250; Cell
Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA) and the monoclonal anti-TH
(1:5000; Diasorin) antibodies in the LI-COR blocking buffer
for 2 d at 4°C. The detection of anti-P-Akt and TH was
performed using infrared fluorescence-labeled secondary antibodies (1:500, 30 min), goat anti-rabbit IRDye 800CW and
donkey anti-mouse IRDye 680 (LI-COR Biosciences), respectively. Mean expression level of P-Akt within DA neurons was
quantitated using the Odyssey infrared imaging system (LICOR Biosciences).
Detection of P-Akt in DA neurons using confocal fluorescence
microscopy
In some experiments, P-Akt and TH were also visualized by
confocal fluorescence imaging microscopy. Microphotographs were obtained with a ⫻60 oil-immersion objective
using an Olympus upright FV-1000 microscope equipped with
fluorescence (Olympus, Melville, NY, USA). Data acquisition
was performed with the Olympus FV-1000 software.

Figure 1. The neuroprotective effect of NIC is unmasked by
TEA and other K⫹-channel blockers in midbrain cultures.
A) Number of TH⫹ neurons as a function of culture age
after chronic treatments with NIC (1 M), TEA (1 mM), or
TEA ⫹ NIC. B, C) Number of TH⫹ (B) and MAP-2⫹ (C)
neurons in 10-DIV cultures treated with NIC (0.01–30 M)
in the presence or absence of 1 mM TEA. D) Immunodetection of TH⫹ and MAP-2⫹ neurons in control and NIC-,
TEA-, and TEA⫹NIC-treated cultures. Scale bars ⫽ 30 m.
Illustrations for TH staining are presented under an inverted
format. E) Uptake of [3H]-DA in cultures chronically treated
with TEA (500 or 1000 M) in the presence or absence of
NIC (1 M). F) NIC (1 M)-mediated increases in TH⫹
neurons in 10-DIV cultures exposed to optimal concentrations of TEA (1 mM), 4AP (500 M), APA (1 M), or CTX
(10 nM) plotted against corresponding increases in TH⫹ neurons in matched cultures free of NIC. *P ⬍ 0.05 vs. corresponding control; **P ⬍ 0.05 vs. corresponding TEA treatment.

Statistical analysis
Multiple comparisons against a single reference group were
made by 1-way analysis of variance followed by Dunnett’s test.
When all pairwise comparisons were made, the StudentNewman-Keuls test was used. sem values were derived from
ⱖ5 independent experiments.

RESULTS
Depolarization induced by Kⴙ-channel blockers is
permissive for NIC-mediated neuroprotection of DA
neurons
To investigate the nature of the mechanisms that
mediate the neuroprotective action of NIC for DA
Ca2⫹ DEPENDENCE OF NICOTINE NEUROPROTECTION
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Unmasking effect of TEA for NIC-mediated
neuroprotection is shared by other Kⴙ-channel
blockers
Next, we asked whether the capacity of TEA to reveal
the neuroprotective potential of NIC was shared by
other K⫹-channel blockers having either a broad (4AP) or a narrow (CTX; APA) spectrum of selectivity for
K⫹ channels. 4-AP, APA, or CTX afforded partial
protection to DA neurons when used at their respective
optimal concentrations, estimated to be 500 M, 1 M,
and 10 nM (Fig. 1F). The order of efficacy was TEA ⬎
4-AP ⬎ APA ⫽ CTX. When 1 M NIC was applied
concurrently to 4-AP, APA, and CTX, DA cell survival
was further increased (Fig. 1F). Interestingly, the extent
of protection provided by NIC to DA neurons in the
presence of either TEA, 4-AP, APA, or CTX was correlated to the effect produced by each of these treatments, alone (Fig. 1F). These results demonstrate that
the level of neuroprotection provided by K⫹-channel
blockers was predictive of that provided by NIC. Based
on these data, the effects of NIC were then generally
studied in cultures exposed to TEA (1mM), except
when otherwise noted.
Continuous presence of TEA is required to maintain
NIC-mediated neuroprotection
Next, we wished to determine whether initial priming
of DA neurons with TEA was sufficient to maintain the
protective effect of NIC at later stages of the culture. To
test this possibility, cultures initially treated for 7 DIV
with TEA (1 mM) followed by NIC (1 M) were then
deprived of NIC, TEA, or both factors for the next 3
DIV. NIC alone was unable to delay DA cell progression
triggered by ablation of TEA (Fig. 2A). In the situation
in which only the treatment with NIC was stopped, the
neurons responding to NIC died out rapidly, whereas
the protective effect of TEA persisted.
2566
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Interestingly, concentrations of NIC ranging from 0.1
to 30 M significantly improved the rescuing effects of
TEA. The EC50 of the effect of NIC in the presence of
1 mM TEA was estimated to be 0.32 M, and 1 M was
the lowest concentration that was optimally effective
(Fig. 1B). Note that the protective effects of NIC were
highly specific to DA neurons, as other midbrain neurons characterized by microtubule-associated protein-2
(MAP-2) immunofluorescence staining remained unaffected in the same experimental setting (Fig. 1C, D).
Counts of TH⫹ neurons performed at different stages
of maturation of the cultures revealed that an optimal
concentration of TEA of 1 mM prevented the spontaneous loss of DA neurons only partially, whereas in
combination with 1 M NIC, survival promotion
reached ⬎95% of the estimated TH⫹ cell numbers at
the time of plating (Fig. 1A). Of interest, similar results
were also obtained when [3H]-DA uptake was used as a
marker of DA cell survival and function (Fig. 1E).

Figure 2. Continuous presence of TEA is required to unmask
and maintain NIC-mediated neuroprotection of DA neurons.
A) Number of TH⫹ neurons as a function of culture age in
cultures exposed initially to TEA (1 mM) and NIC (1 M)
until DIV 7 and then deprived of TEA, NIC, or both TEA and
NIC until DIV 10. B) Number of TH⫹ neurons as a function
of culture age in cultures in which treatments with TEA (1
mM), NIC (1 M), or TEA ⫹ NIC were initiated at DIV 5 and
then extended to DIV 10. *P ⬍ 0.05 vs. corresponding
control; #P ⬍ 0.05 vs. corresponding TEA ⫹ NIC treatment.

Delayed treatment with NIC can also provide
protection to DA neurons in the presence of TEA
Conversely, we made an attempt to determine whether
NIC had the potential to rescue DA neurons when
applied to the cultures with a delay. When added to 5
DIV cultures, NIC (1 M) alone failed to stop the
ongoing degenerative process. TEA (1 mM), which was
protective as such in the same paradigm, also retained
its ability to unmask NIC-mediated protection (Fig. 2B).
Role of GDNF in the effect of NIC
We investigated whether the dopaminotrophic factor
GDNF intervened in the rescuing effect of NIC. Hence,
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we exposed cultures treated with NIC and TEA to an
anti-GDNF antibody (5 g/ml; AB-212-NA) that neutralizes the biological activity of GDNF. As expected, a
chronic exposure of the cultures to AB-212-NA prevented the effect of GDNF, used at a suboptimal
concentration of 10 ng/ml. AB-212-NA failed, however,
to reduce the number of TH⫹ neurons in cultures
treated with NIC and TEA (Fig. 3A). Unlike TEA and
other K⫹-channel blockers, GDNF was unable to reveal
the neuroprotective effects of 1 M NIC (Fig. 3B).

in the present model (␣BTX, MECA) or in a distinct
experimental setting established by others (DH␤⌭)
(21). MECA (50 M), a nonselective antagonist of
nAChRs, suppressed the nicotinic component of neuroprotection in the presence of TEA (Fig. 4A). Meanwhile, the effect of NIC appeared resistant to DH␤⌭ (10
M), a selective blocker of ␣4␤2 nAChRs but sensitive
to ␣BTX (0.5 M) indicating that activation of ␣7
nicotinic receptors accounted probably for NIC-mediated neuroprotection. Incidentally, neither MECA nor
␣BTX had an effect on the TEA component of neuroprotection.
The protective effect of TEA was associated to a
moderate rise in Ca2⫹cyt, which was further amplified
by NIC (Fig. 4B). More specifically, calcium elevations
reached ⬃22 and 34% of control levels, respectively, in
these two paradigms of treatment. Interestingly, MECA
and ␣BTX prevented the nicotinic component of the
Ca2⫹ rise, suggesting that the calcium elevation was
essential for ␣7 nAChR-mediated neuroprotection.
Corroborating these findings, NIC lost both its neuroprotective potential and its ability to elevate calcium
when midbrain cultures were prepared from genetically engineered mouse embryos lacking the ␣7 subunit
(␣7⫺/⫺ mouse embryos; Fig. 4C, D). Note that in rat
midbrain cultures exposed to NIC and TEA, neither
the survival of DA neurons nor the calcium elevation
associated to it were affected by blockade of NMDA or
AMPA receptors with 1 M MK-801 or 10 M GYKI
52466, respectively.

TEA-induced depolarization makes DA neurons
responsive to NIC-mediated neuroprotection through
the activation of ␣7 nicotinic receptors
To further characterize the mechanisms underlying
NIC-mediated neuroprotection, we exposed midbrain
cultures concomitantly treated with TEA and NIC to a
number of nAChR antagonists used at the lowest concentrations producing optimal inhibition of NIC effects

NIC-mediated neuroprotection results indirectly from
activation of T-type VDCCs
We explored the possible role of VDCCs in the protective effects of NIC mediated by ␣7 nAChR stimulation.
The rescuing effects and the Ca2⫹cyt elevation elicited
by TEA alone were prevented to the same extent, but
only partially by blockade of L-type VDCCs with NIF (10
M) or T-type VDCCs with FLU (5 M) (Fig. 5A, B).
However, when NIC was applied concomitantly with
TEA to the cultures, FLU was more efficacious than NIF
in reducing these two parameters, which indicates that
the effect of NIC was mostly dependent on activation of
T-type VDCCs. Supporting this view, the effects of NIC
were totally resistant to NIF and only inhibited by FLU
in a situation where TEA was substituted with 4-AP (Fig.
5C, D). Note that the specificity of the action of FLU
was established by showing that the effects of FLU on
Ca2⫹cyt levels were reproduced by Ni2⫹ions at a concentration of 100 M, which blocks T-type but not
L-type calcium-channel activation (15, 22). Notably,
blocking voltage-gated Na⫹ (Nav) channels with TTX
closely mimicked inhibitory effects of FLU in NICtreated cultures exposed to either TEA or 4-AP, indicating that the opening of Nav channels occurred prior
to the activation of T-type calcium channels after NIC
treatment.
Note that direct activation of Nav channels with
veratridine (VER) was also protective in this model

Figure 3. Role of GDNF in NIC-mediated neuroprotection.
A) Number of TH⫹ neurons in 10-DIV cultures chronically
exposed to TEA (1 mM) ⫹ NIC (1M) or GDNF (10 ng/ml)
in the presence or absence of the neutralizing GDNF antibody Ab-212-NA (5 g/ml). B) Number of TH⫹ neurons in
10-DIV cultures chronically exposed to GDNF (10 ng/ml) or
TEA (1 mM) in the presence or absence of NIC (1 M). *P ⬍
0.05 vs. control; **P ⬍ 0.05 vs. no NIC treatment; #P ⬍ 0.05
vs. no Ab-212-NA treatment.
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Figure 4. Neuroprotection by NIC occurs via
an elevation of Ca2⫹ caused by ␣7 nAchR
stimulation. A) Number of TH⫹ neurons in
10-DIV cultures chronically exposed to TEA
only or to TEA⫹NIC in the absence or presence of MECA (50 M), ␣BTX (250 nM),
DH␤E (10 M), MK-801 (1 M), or GYKI
52466 (GYKI, 10 M). B) Relative changes in
Ca2⫹cyt measured with Fluo-4 in 7-DIV cultures
exposed to the same treatments as in A. TEA: 1
mM; NIC: 1 M. C) Number of TH⫹ neurons in
0- and 10-DIV cultures prepared from wild-type
(␣7⫹/⫹) and ␣7⫺/⫺ mouse embryos chronically exposed to NIC (1 M), TEA (1 mM), or
TEA⫹NIC. D) Relative changes in Ca2⫹cyt measured with Fluo-4 in 7-DIV cultures exposed to
the same treatments as in C. *P ⬍ 0.05 vs.
control; **P ⬍ 0.05 vs. TEA treatment; #P ⬍
0.05 vs. TEA ⫹ NIC treatment.

system (15) and permissive for NIC-mediated neuroprotection, suggesting that the unmasking effect of
K⫹-channel blockers was not intrinsic to this family of
compounds (Fig. 5E). Interestingly, the gain in DA cell

survival conferred by NIC in the presence of K⫹channel blockers or VER was strictly correlated to the
ability of these compounds to elicit Ca2⫹cyt elevations
on their own (Fig. 5E).

Figure 5. Neuroprotection by
NIC requires the activation of
T-type Ca2⫹ channels. A) Number of TH⫹ neurons in 10-DIV
cultures chronically exposed to
TEA (1 mM) with or without
NIC (1 M) in the presence or
absence of NIF (10 M), FLU (5
M), or TTX (0.3 M). B) Relative changes in Ca2⫹cyt measured
with Fluo-4 in 7 DIV cultures
chronically exposed to TEA with
or without NIC in the presence or absence of NIF, FLU, TTX or NiCl2 (100M). Note that the cultures could not withstand
long-term exposure to Ni2⫹ ions, so the assessment of TH⫹ cell survival was not possible in this experimental setting. C) Number
of TH⫹ neurons in 10-DIV cultures chronically exposed to 4-AP (500 M) with or without NIC (1 M) in the presence or
absence of NIF, FLU, or TTX. D) Relative changes in Ca2⫹cyt in 7-DIV cultures chronically exposed to 4-AP with or without
NIC in the presence or absence of NIF, FLU, TTX, or NiCl2. E) NIC (1 M)-mediated increases in TH⫹ neurons in cultures
exposed to TEA (250 M, 500 M, 1 mM), 4AP (500 M), APA (1 M), CTX (10 nM), or VER (0.3 M) plotted against
the increases in relative Fluo-4 fluorescence intensity in corresponding cultures lacking NIC treatment. *P ⬍ 0.05 vs.
corresponding control; **P ⬍ 0.05 vs. TEA or 4-AP treatment; #P ⬍ 0.05 vs. no channel blocker treatment.
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was abolished by W13 in the same experimental setting
suggesting that the rise in Ca2⫹cyt evoked by TEA alone
or TEA with NIC served for sequential activation of
CaM and PI3K.

The protective effect of NIC requires calmodulin
(CaM)-dependent Akt activation
We tested the possible implication of two kinases, the
calcium-dependent protein kinase CaM kinase II and
the serine/threonine kinase Akt, in NIC-mediated neuroprotection. Blockade of CaM kinase II with KN-93 (1
M) had no influence on the effects of TEA alone or in
the presence of NIC, whereas LY294002 (LY; 5 M) an
inhibitor of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K), the
kinase upstream of Akt, reduced the survival of DA
neurons to near control levels in the same experimental conditions of treatment (Fig. 6A).
Consistent with the latter observation, confocal immunofluorescence microscopy analysis (Fig. 6B, right
panel) and in-cell Western blot quantitation of P-Akt
(Fig. 6B, left panel; C) revealed that the survival promoting effects of TEA were associated to increased
phosphorylation levels of Akt in DA neurons. Of importance, NIC amplified P-Akt induction by TEA. As expected, LY prevented activation of Akt and survival
promotion in all test conditions. Note that NIC failed to
activate Akt on its own, which also is in agreement with
the fact that the alkaloid was not protective in this
experimental context. Notably, PI3K inhibition with LY
had no effect on Ca2⫹cyt levels in either TEA- or TEA- ⫹
NIC-treated cultures (Fig. 6D). Note that blockade of
the calcium effector protein CaM with W13 (5 M) also
led to the suppression of the rescuing effects provided
by TEA alone or TEA with NIC but failed to reduce
concurrent elevations in Ca2⫹cyt produced by these
treatments (Fig. 6D). Of interest, the activation of Akt

The ␣7 nAchR response is gated by cytosolic calcium
To determine whether the unmasking effects of depolarizing treatments for the NIC response resulted from
an increased density in ␣7 nAchR at the plasma membrane level, we quantified the specific binding of [3H]NIC in cultures chronically exposed or not to TEA.
Contrarily to our expectation, we observed no difference in either total or ␣BTX-sensitive binding of [3H]NIC between these two treatments (Fig. 7A).
We found that NIC was still able to elicit elevations in
Ca2⫹cyt if TEA (Fig. 7B) or other depolarizing signals (not
shown) were applied acutely to the cultures. These elevations
persisted in the presence of W13 (Fig. 7B), suggesting that
the ␣7 nAchR-mediated response was the mere consequence
of the Ca2⫹rise evoked by TEA. Excluding that Na⫹ could
directly sensitize ␣7 nAchRs, the Ca2⫹cyt elevation elicited by
the specific agonist of L-type VDCCs BAY K 6644 (4 M; ref.
23) was resistant to TTX treatment, but nevertheless sufficient to reveal the effects of NIC (Fig. 7C). As expected,
when the cultures were prepared from ␣7⫺/⫺ mouse embryos, an acute exposure to NIC failed to produce a rise in
Ca2⫹cyt in the presence of TEA (Fig. 7D). A schematic
representation of the mechanisms possibly involved in the
protective effect of NIC for DA neurons is given in Fig. 8.

Figure 6. NIC-mediated neuroprotection requires CaM-dependent Akt activation. A) Number of TH⫹ neurons in 10-DIV cultures exposed
chronically to TEA or TEA ⫹ NIC in the
presence or absence of LY (5 M), W13 (5 M),
or KN-93 (1 M). B) Left panel: detection of
P-Akt within TH⫹ neurons using infrared fluorescence imaging applied to in-cell Western
blotting in 7-DIV cultures exposed chronically
or not to TEA ⫹ NIC in the presence or
absence of LY (5 M) or W13 (5 M) added 20
min before fixing the cultures. Images represent well-level fluorescent intensity of P-Akt
(green) and TH (red). Right panel: confocal
immunofluorescence detection of P-Akt (green,
but appears orange on merged images) and
TH (red) in 7-DIV cultures exposed to the
same treatments as before. Scale bar ⫽ 10
m. C) Quantification of P-Akt levels in TH⫹
neurons using in-cell Western blot detection
in 7 DIV midbrain cultures exposed to the
same treatment as in A. D) Changes in relative
Fluo-4 fluorescence intensity in 7-DIV cultures
chronically exposed to the same treatment as in
A. TEA: 1 mM; NIC: 1 M. *P ⬍ 0.05 vs.
corresponding control; **P ⬍ 0.05 vs. TEA
treatment; #P ⬍ 0.05 vs. corresponding TEA or
TEA ⫹ NIC treatment.
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terized. Considering that the depolarizing activity of
NIC might contribute to such an effect (4), we found it
pertinent to address these mechanisms using a model
system in which DA cell loss results from lack of
adequate excitatory inputs (15). Surprisingly, NIC
alone failed to increase TH⫹ cell numbers. Yet, its
effects were revealed by concurrent application of the
depolarizing agent TEA, a wide-spectrum K⫹-channel
blocker, or by cotreatments with other K⫹-channel
blockers, including 4-AP and the small animal toxin
peptides APA and CTX. Notably, the effects of NIC
were a function of the efficacy of K⫹-channel blockers
themselves in increasing TH⫹ cell numbers, which
signifies that in basal conditions, DA neurons were
probably hyperpolarized; that is, in a state that rendered them not only prone to degeneration but also
insensitive to the action of NIC.
Does NIC exert a true neuroprotective effect?
Figure 7. The ␣7 nAchR response is gated by cytosolic calcium.
A) Total and ␣BTX-sensitive specific binding of [3H]-NIC in
10-DIV cultures exposed chronically or not to TEA (1 mM).
#
P ⬍ 0.05 vs. matched culture. B) Representative traces
depicting changes in relative Fluo-4 fluorescence intensity
as a function of time in the following conditions: 1) acute
exposure to NIC (1 M) only; 2) acute exposure to NIC
subsequent to that of TEA (1 mM); 3) pretreatment with
W13 (5 M) followed by an acute application of TEA and
then of NIC. C) Representative traces depicting changes in
relative Fluo-4 fluorescence intensity as a function of time
in cultures pretreated with TTX (0.3 M) and then acutely
exposed to the L-type VDCC agonist BAY K 8644 (BAY; 4
M; trace 1) or in cultures acutely exposed to BAY K 8644
and then to NIC (trace 2). D) Representative traces depicting changes in relative Fluo-4 fluorescence intensity as a
function of time after an acute application of NIC (1 M)
subsequent to that of TEA (1 mM) in cultures prepared
from wild-type (␣7⫹/⫹; trace 1) or from ␣7⫺/⫺ (trace 2)
mouse embryos. Scale bars ⫽ 10% of F/F0 arbitrary units vs.
10 s.

The increase in TH⫹ cells elicited by NIC in the
presence of TEA might be explained by a neuroprotective effect, but other mechanisms are not excluded.
The possibility that NIC could operate through a
mitogenic mechanism involving putative precursor
cells is unlikely, because the number of TH⫹ cells in
NIC-treated cultures never exceeded that at time of
plating. This result also excluded the possibility that
NIC could operate by stimulating the expression of TH
(24) in “dormant” neurons expressing originally undetectable levels of the enzyme (18). Alternatively, NIC
could simply restore the expression of TH in diseased
DA neurons losing their neurotransmitter phenotype
(7). Yet, delayed treatments with NIC failed to resusci-

DISCUSSION
We show here that a chronic treatment with NIC
provided long-term protection to DA neurons undergoing selective degeneration in midbrain cultures. Notably, NIC-mediated neuroprotection was observed only
in a situation where Ca2⫹cyt levels were elevated above
control levels by concurrent depolarizing treatments.
The rescuing effect of NIC resulted from an additional
increase in Ca2⫹cyt produced by ␣7 nAChR-mediated
activation of T-type VDCCs. Ca2⫹ elevations produced
by NIC under depolarizing treatments afforded protection by activating a CaM/PI3K/Akt-dependent signaling pathway.
NIC increases DA cell numbers but only under
depolarizing conditions
Even if largely documented (10), the neuroprotective
effect of NIC for DA neurons remains poorly charac2570
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of the mechanisms by
which NIC might prevent DA cell death in midbrain cultures.
Depolarization (lightning bolt symbol) evoked by blockade of
K⫹ channels serves as a trigger for the opening of VDCCs.
This provokes a rise in Ca2⫹cyt that renders ␣7 nAchRs
responsive to the stimulatory action of NIC. The activation of
␣7 nAchRs by NIC under depolarizing conditions allows
sequential opening of Nav channels and T-type VDCCs (asterisk), thereby amplifying the initial rise in Ca2⫹cyt produced
by K⫹-channel blockers. Calcium elevations produced by NIC
and concurrent depolarizing signals act in a cooperative
manner to promote DA cell survival through a common
pathway that requires phosphorylation of Akt via CaM-dependent PI3K activation. Note that the unmasking effects of
K⫹-channel blockers for NIC-mediated neuroprotection are
reproduced by activation of Nav channels or L-type VDCCs
with VER and BAY K 8644, respectively.
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tate those presumably sick DA neurons, indicating that
NIC probably operated by preventing the spontaneous
demise of DA neurons. Interestingly, stopping depolarization evoked by TEA caused a rapid disappearance of
the effect of NIC, indicating that a permanent state of
depolarization was required for NIC-mediated neuroprotection.

effects of a treatment combining NIC and TEA. Note
that TTX closely reproduced the inhibitory effects of
FLU in NIC-treated cultures, confirming that Navchannel activation can generate Ca2⫹ inward currents
through the opening of T-type VDCC in this model
system (15). Collectively, our data indicate that activation of ␣7 nAChRs under depolarizing conditions
caused sequential activation of Nav channels and T-type
VDCCs as reported by others (21) and that this sequence of events was crucial for DA neuron survival.
Notably, direct activation of Nav channels by VER
also promoted NIC-mediated neuroprotection, indicating that such a property was not limited to K⫹-channel
blockers. Note that the intensities of Ca2⫹ elevations
produced by all depolarizing agents, including VER,
were predictive of the rescuing potential of NIC for DA
neurons. This indicates that the effect of NIC was
activity dependent and gated by Ca2⫹cyt levels, which
gives a posteriori an explanation for the failure of NIC to
protect DA neurons in control conditions. Note that
whereas a deficit in activity might reduce the survival
promoting effects of NIC for highly vulnerable SN DA
neurons, it may principally impair the response of
ventral tegmental area DA neurons to reward drugs, as
suggested earlier (32). This would fit with the observation that patients with PD typically do not engage in
impulsive or addictive behaviors (33). Unexpectedly,
GDNF, a dopaminotrophic factor known to potentiate
the excitability of a subset of DA neurons by blocking
A-type K⫹ channels (34) was unable to unmask NICmediated neuroprotection. This signifies that GDNFinduced depolarization was not sufficient to reveal the
effects of NIC or, alternatively, that GDNF protected
DA neurons that were also the effective target of NIC.

NIC-mediated neuroprotection results from ␣7
nAChR-induced Ca2ⴙcyt elevation
Based on current literature, it remains unclear whether
a particular nicotinic receptor subtype is involved in
NIC-mediated protection of nigrostriatal DA neurons
(25–27). In the present paradigm, MECA, a broadspectrum blocker of nAChRs, abolished the NIC component of neuroprotection in cultures treated with
TEA and other depolarizing signals (not shown), which
demonstrates that nAChRs intervened in the effect of
NIC and not in that of the adjuvant treatments. Two
major forms of nAChRs coexist in DA neurons, ␣7
homopentamers and ␣4␤2-subunit-containing heteropentamers (10, 28). The NIC effect was resistant to
␣4␤2 nAChR blockade by DH␤E. The involvement of
␣7 nAChRs was, however, likely since NIC-mediated
neuroprotection was abolished by the selective ␣7
nAChR blocker ␣〉TX and was not observed in cultures
prepared from ␣7⫺/⫺ mouse embryos. These results
are reminiscent of earlier findings showing that depolarizing conditions were also required for ␣7 nAChRmediated DA release in striatal synaptosomes (29).
Notably, blocking excitatory ionotropic glutamate receptors did not reduce the neuroprotective effects of
NIC for DA neurons. This indicates that glutamate,
which possibly can be released through the activation
of presynaptic ␣7 nAChRs (28, 30), was not involved in
the effects of the alkaloid.
One of the consequences of a treatment with NIC
was to further amplify the increase in Ca2⫹cyt produced
by K⫹-channel blockers. This led us to assume that
Ca2⫹ was a candidate mediator for NIC-mediated neuroprotection. Consistent with this view, both MECA and
␣〉TX prevented the nicotinic component of the
Ca2⫹cyt elevation observed with TEA and other K⫹channel blockers (not shown). Although ␣7 nAChRs
exhibit high Ca2⫹ permeability, sodium is carrying
most of the charge entering the cell under physiological conditions (31). This indicates that NIC-mediated
Ca2⫹ elevations might occur through activation of
VDCCs. Excluding the participation of L-type VDCCs in
this effect, NIF did not influence the action of NIC
applied together with 4-AP. The involvement of T-type
VDCCs was most probable, as blockade of this channel
subtype by FLU abolished the effects of NIC. Yet, FLU
also suppressed the effects of 4-AP, indicating that
T-type VDCCs might be involved only indirectly in the
action of NIC. However, confirming the view that
T-type VDCCs may intervene in the effect of NIC, FLU,
which was equally effective as NIF in reducing the effect
of TEA alone, was more efficacious in preventing the
Ca2⫹ DEPENDENCE OF NICOTINE NEUROPROTECTION

NIC-mediated neuroprotection requires activation of
CaM/PI3K/Akt-dependent signaling
The cellular mechanisms activated downstream of the
Ca2⫹cyt rise elicited by NIC remain to be characterized.
W13, an inhibitor of the Ca2⫹ effector protein CaM,
prevented the neuroprotection provided by NIC and
TEA but had no effect on concomitant Ca2⫹ elevations,
indicating that CaM activation was an immediate consequence of the increase in Ca2⫹cyt. CaM kinase II and
PI3K (35) are likely downstream targets of the Ca2⫹CaM complex. Inhibition of CaM kinase II with KN-93
failed to reduce the effects of NIC and TEA, therefore
excluding the participation of this kinase in NICmediated neuroprotection. The involvement of PI3K
and of its substrate Akt was, however, probable for two
reasons: NIC amplified the increase in Akt phosphorylation observed in TEA-treated DA neurons, and the
PI3K inhibitor LY prevented survival promotion and
Akt activation in TEA- ⫹ NIC-treated cultures. Note
that inhibition of CaM with W13 also prevented Akt
phosphorylation, which signifies that CaM served as
upstream trigger for PI3K activation. Collectively, these
data suggest that NIC served to stimulate a prosurvival
pathway in which Ca2⫹ activates CaM and PI3K sequen551
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tially. Of importance, PI3K/Akt was also reported to
tightly control the survival of DA neurons in developing
(20) and adult rodent brain (36).
Ca2ⴙcyt elevations induced by depolarization render
␣7 nAChRs functional
We may assume that the sensitizing action of depolarizing treatments for NIC-mediated neuroprotection reflected an adaptive response to excitatory
stimuli, thus causing an increased density of plasma
membrane ␣7 nAChRs (37). This was unlikely, however, because the ␣BTX-sensitive component of [3H]NIC binding remained unchanged after chronic
treatment with TEA. Given that the response to NIC
was immediate after an acute exposure of the cultures to TEA, we might assume that ␣7 nAChRs were
refractory to activation in control conditions and that
they adopted, under depolarizing conditions, an
active conformational state that persisted with time.
Such a scenario would fit with the model of allosteric
transition proposed by Changeux and Edelstein (38)
for nAChRs.
Note that inhibition of CaM/PI3K/Akt-dependent
signaling by W13 or LY failed to reduce Ca2⫹cyt elevations evoked by an acute exposure to NIC, indicating
that this elevation or, alternatively, that of Na⫹ that
precedes it, sufficed in itself to sensitize ␣7 nAChRs to
the action of NIC. The role of Ca2⫹ appears predominant, however, since elevation of Ca2⫹cyt, evoked by the
L-type Ca2⫹-channel agonist BAY K 8644 (23) through
a mechanism that bypasses Nav-channel activation (39),
was also permissive for NIC-mediated neuroprotection.
This is somehow unexpected, as extracellular but not
intracellular Ca2⫹ was reported to potentiate the physiological response of neuronal nicotinic receptors to
agonists (31).
Although any extrapolation from our in vitro work to
the in vivo situation must be regarded as speculative,
our data raise the possibility that excitatory cholinergic
inputs may favor the survival of SN DA neurons in the
adult brain and that NIC may protect tobacco smokers
from developing PD by mimicking or reinforcing this
endogenous process. If this were the case, deficits in
excitability intrinsic to DA neurons (4) and lesions
affecting cholinergic inputs (12) would progressively
render such a mechanism less efficient as the disease
progresses.
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A B S T R A C T

Objectives: To investigate the level of awareness and contact routes to electronic cigarette (e-cigarette), and
to identify signiﬁcant factors that may affect adolescent use of e-cigarettes; this study explores the experience of e-cigarettes among adolescents.
Methods: Using the data from the 2008 Health Promotion Fund Project in Korea, we used a hierarchical
logistic regression analysis to evaluate gender, level of school, family smoking, perception of peer inﬂuence,
satisfaction in school life, and cigarette smoking experience as predictors of trying e-cigarettes among
adolescents in ﬁve schools in Korea.
Results: Overall, 444 (10.2%) students responded as having seen or heard of e-cigarettes. Twenty-two (.5%)
students reported as having used an e-cigarette. The contact routes of information on e-cigarettes were the
Internet (249, 46.4%), friends (150, 27.9%), television (59, 11.0%), books (50, 9.3%), and others (29, 5.4%). The
following factors were determined to be statistically signiﬁcant predictors of e-cigarette experience: male
gender, perception of peer inﬂuence, satisfaction in school life, and cigarette smoking experience.
Conclusions: In light of this fact, continuous attention needs to be paid on the marketing of e-cigarettes on
Internet sites to prevent adolescents from being exposed to unsupported claims about e-cigarettes and to
provide appropriate information on health effects.
䉷 2011 Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine. All rights reserved.

Smoking is a major cause of adverse health effects in most
countries. In the United States alone, an estimated 443,000 people die prematurely from smoking or from exposure to secondhand smoke each year, and another 8.6 million have a serious
illness caused by smoking [1]. Especially, adolescent smoking is
clinically important. In earlier study, adolescent smoking was
associated with mental health symptoms and substance use disorders. Therefore, information on adolescent tobacco use may
assist in identifying patients at risk for substance abuse and
mental problems [2]. To prevent the diseases and deaths caused
by cigarette use, the researchers have suggested various tobacco
replacements as alternatives to cigarettes, such as smokeless
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tobacco (ST) and nicotine delivery systems. Electronic cigarette
(e-cigarette) is one popular type of electronic nicotine delivery
system (ENDS), a battery-powered device that looks like a cigarette but does not involve smoke and which enables users to
inhale vaporized nicotine (WHO, 2009) [3].
With respect to e-cigarettes, there is growing interest as well
as concern among cigarette smokers, manufacturers, health professionals, and policy managers. The World Health Organization
has urged marketers of e-cigarettes to halt their unproved claims
about the therapeutic beneﬁts of using e-cigarettes and has indicated that there is no reliable scientiﬁc evidence to conﬁrm the
product’s safety and efﬁcacy [4]. As of 2009, there are some
countries, including New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and
members of the European Union, that allow marketing of ecigarettes within their current regulatory framework, whereas
there are other countries, including Australia, Brazil, China, Singapore, Thailand, and Uruguay, that have completely banned the
sale and marketing of ENDS [3]. In the United States, the New
York State Assembly prohibits the sale of e-cigarettes to minors,
and also of items that are not deﬁned as tobacco products or

1054-139X/$ - see front matter 䉷 2011 Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine. All rights reserved.
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approved by the Food and Drug Administration for tobacco use
cessation or harm reduction [5]. Conversely, beginning in 2007,
marketers in the Republic of Korea began to sell e-cigarettes to
the public, which includes adolescents, through various Internet
sites. However, in November 2008, the Ministry of Strategy and
Finance made an authoritative interpretation that regarded ecigarettes as a type of cigarette, and therefore only allowed
marketing within the existing regulatory framework for tobacco
[6]. After that judgment was made, the marketing of e-cigarettes
through the Internet was banned. In 2009, the United States Food
and Drug Association reported that tobacco-speciﬁc nitrosamines (TSNAs) and tobacco-speciﬁc impurities, such as diethylene glycol, were detected in two e-cigarette products, albeit at
very low levels [7]. TSNAs are known to be carcinogenic [8].
Despite the fact that e-cigarette use is now a worldwide
phenomenon, very little is known regarding its use within the
adolescent community [9,10]. This study was conducted to assess the level of awareness and contact routes to e-cigarette
among adolescents, and to test the following speciﬁc hypotheses: Variables, such as male gender, older age, smoking in the
family, perception of peer inﬂuence, dissatisfaction with school
life, and previous experience with cigarette smoking, increase
the likelihood of trying e-cigarettes for the ﬁrst time.
Methods
Data were collected during the course of a 2008 project titled
“Primary study for appropriate policies to regulate smokeless
tobacco products in Korea” ﬁnanced by the Health Promotion
Fund of the Ministry of Health and Welfare in Korea [11]. Data
were collected on sociodemographic characteristics (age, gender, level of school [middle and high school, university], residential district), current cigarette use, ST use, e-cigarette use, cigarette availability, knowledge and behavior with regard to
tobacco products, family smoking history, perception of peer
inﬂuence, attempts to quit smoking, and school life (satisfaction
and their school record). Of these, only the data pertaining to
e-cigarette use among adolescents were used to test the study
hypotheses.
The survey adopted a cluster probability sample design. First,
to distribute the districts evenly, following ﬁve schools were
chosen based on their geographic locations: one school was
selected from southern Seoul area, two from northern Seoul area,
one from near Seoul area (the Satellite Cities of the Seoul Metropolitan), and one from a province of the country. Second, within
each selected school, most of the classrooms were sampled, and
students in those classrooms were invited to participate in the
survey. Instead of names, identiﬁcation codes were used to ensure conﬁdentiality. All survey instruments used for data collection were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review
Board of the Hanyang Women’s University.
Measures
E-cigarette questions. For assessing the level of awareness and
contact routes among the test subjects regarding e-cigarettes, the
students were asked, “Have you ever seen or heard of e-cigarettes?”
If students answered in the negative, they were classiﬁed into the
“No” category. If they answered in the afﬁrmative, they were classiﬁed into the “Yes” category, and their contact sources, such as
friends, television, books (including journals), Internet, and others,
were recorded. With respect to e-cigarette use, students were
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asked, “Have you ever smoked an e-cigarette, even one or two
puffs?” If they answered in the afﬁrmative, they were classiﬁed as
having had the experience of e-cigarette use.
Other variables. With respect to family smoking, students were
asked, “Do you have smoking persons among family members?”
If they answered none, they were classiﬁed into the “No” category, whereas if they answered one or more of the following
options: father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, brother, sister, or others, they were classiﬁed into the “Yes” category. With
respect to perception of peer inﬂuence, students were asked, “Do
you think your smoking behaviors are easily affected by
friends?” Response options were as follows: deﬁnitely yes, probably yes, probably not, and deﬁnitely not. The deﬁnitely yes and
probably yes responses were merged into the “Yes” category, and
the probably not and deﬁnitely not were merged into the “No”
category. With respect to satisfaction in school life, students
were asked, “Are you satisﬁed with school life?” Response options were as follows: deﬁnitely yes, probably yes, indifferent,
probably not, and deﬁnitely not. The deﬁnitely yes and probably
yes responses were merged into the “Satisfaction” category, the
indifferent responses were classiﬁed into the “Indifferent” category, and probably not and deﬁnitely not responses were merged
into the “Dissatisfaction” category. With respect to traditional
cigarettes’ experience, students were asked, “Have you ever
smoked a cigarette, even one or two puffs?” If they answered in
the afﬁrmative, they were classiﬁed into “Ever” category, as having had the experience of traditional cigarette use.
Statistical analysis
Frequency analyses were conducted to assess the rates of
e-cigarette awareness and experience, and to classify contact
routes of information on e-cigarette use among adolescents. In
addition, to assess the predictors of e-cigarette smoking, we
performed 2 and multiple hierarchical logistic regression analyses for e-cigarette experience by gender, level of school, cigarette smoking family, perception of peer inﬂuence, satisfaction in
school life, and cigarette smoking experience. Additionally,
Fisher exact test was applied to compensate 2 analyses if the
expected values in contingency table were small. SPSS software
package (version 12.0; SPSS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC) was used for
the statistical analyses.
Results
A total of 4,341 students (70.5% participation) responded to
the questionnaire. Two thousand three hundred sixty-nine middle school students and 1,874 high school students from ﬁve
schools participated in the survey; 1,988 of them were boys and
2,245 of them were girls. The mean age of students in middle
schools was 14.0 years (standard deviation: .87) and that of
students in high schools was 16.5 years (standard deviation: .77).
Overall, 444 (10.2%) students responded as having seen or
heard of e-cigarettes. Twenty-two (.5%) students reported as
having used an e-cigarette. The frequencies and percentages
were determined by contact routes of information on ecigarettes among adolescents in multiple response approach.
The highest contact route of information on e-cigarettes was the
Internet (249, 46.4%). The second highest contact route was
friends (150, 27.9%), followed by television (59, 11.0%), books
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Table 1
Results of 2 analyses of electronic-cigarette experience among adolescents in
ﬁve schools in Korea
Independent variables

Students
number (%)

Gender
Girls (n ⫽ 2,221)
Boys (n ⫽ 1985)
Level of school
Middle school (n ⫽ 2,341)
High school (n ⫽ 1,857)
Cigarette smoking family
No (n ⫽ 1,845)
Yes (n ⫽ 2,363)
Propensity to be easily affected
by friends
Yes (n ⫽ 1,605)
No (n ⫽ 2,442)
School life
Satisfaction (n ⫽ 1,876)
Indifference (n ⫽ 1,664)
Dissatisfaction (n ⫽ 685)
Cigarette smoking experience
Never (n ⫽ 3,402)
Ever (n ⫽ 810)

2

p
(signiﬁcantly)

10.64

.001*

4 (.18)
18 (.91)
.90

.343

10 (.43)
12 (.65)
5.27

.022**

2.65

.104

4 (.22)
17 (.72)

5 (.31)
17 (.70)
10.90

.004***

44.08

.000*

9 (.48)
4 (.24)
9 (1.31)
5 (.15)
16 (2.0)

* p ⬍ .001.
** p ⬍ .05.
*** p ⬍ .01.

(50, 9.3%), and others (29, 5.4%). Other routes included teachers,
athletes, fathers, mothers, and newspapers.
Through 2 analyses, the differences in e-cigarette experience
among adolescents are shown in Table 1. Fisher exact test was
applied to compensate 2 analyses when the values in contingency table were less than ﬁve. Statistically signiﬁcantly higher
rates of e-cigarette experience were found for adolescent boys,

for those having cigarette smoking in their families, for those
with lower satisfaction in school life, and for those who had
previously smoked. Contrary to expectations, however, statistically signiﬁcant associations were not found for school level
(middle vs. high school) and for the perception of peer inﬂuence.
Results from the multiple hierarchical logistic regression
analyses are indicated in Table 2. Model 1, which included demographic variables, such as gender and level of school as predictors
of e-cigarette use, produced a good ﬁt to the data according to the
Hosmer–Lemeshow 2 test (22 ⫽ .7; p ⫽ .7). A statistically
signiﬁcant difference was found between adolescent boys and
girls (p ⬍ .01). Adolescent boys were 6.3 times more likely than
female students to use e-cigarettes. Thus, the data support part of
the hypothesis, with the rates of e-cigarette use being higher
among male students.
Model 2, which also includes cigarette smoking in the family
and the perception of peer inﬂuence as predictors of e-cigarette
use, produced a good ﬁt to the data according to the Hosmer–
Lemeshow 2 test (26 ⫽ 5.7; p ⫽ .5). Same as in model 1,
adolescent boys were 6.4 times more likely than female students
to use e-cigarettes. Accordingly, students in middle schools were
more likely to use e-cigarettes than those in high schools, although there remained no signiﬁcant difference (p ⫽ .123). Statistically signiﬁcant differences were found for cigarette smoking in the family—the students who had smoking persons among
family members were 3.4 times more likely to use e-cigarettes
than those who did not have smoking persons (5 ⬍ .05). As for
perception of peer inﬂuence, interestingly, the students who
perceived to be not easily inﬂuenced by their friends were 3.0
times more likely (5 ⬍ .05) to use e-cigarettes than those who
perceived to be easily affected by their friends.
In model 3, we added satisfaction in school life to model 2 as
one of the predictors of e-cigarette use. Model 3 produced a good

Table 2
Results of multiple logistic regression analyses of dependent variables with electronic-cigarette experience among
adolescents
Independent variables

Model 1a
OR (95% CI)

Gender
Girls
1.0
Boys
6.3* (2.0–20.6)
Level of school
Middle school
1.0
High school
.7 (.3–1.6)
Cigarette smoking family
No
Yes
Propensity to be easily affected by friends
Yes
No
School life
Satisfaction
Indifference
Dissatisfaction
Cigarette smoking experience
Never
Ever
Sample size was n ⫽ 4,173.
CI ⫽ conﬁdence interval; OR ⫽ odds ratio.
a
Model signiﬁcant at p ⬍ .05.
* p ⬍ .01.
** p ⬍ .05.
*** p ⬍ .001.
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Model 2a
OR (95% CI)

Model 3a
OR (95% CI)

Model 4a
OR (95% CI)

1.0
1.0
1.0
6.4* (1.9–20.9) 5.8* (1.8–19.1)
3.5** (1.0–11.8)
1.0

1.0
.6 (.2–1.4)

1.0
.6 (.2–1.4)

.5 (.2–1.2)

1.0
1.0
1.0
3.4** (1.1–10.0) 3.4** (1.1–10.1)
2.8 (.9–8.5)
1.0
3.0** (1.0–9.0)

1.0
2.9 (.99–8.8)

1.0
3.9** (1.3–12.0)

1.0

1.0

.6 (.2–1.9)
2.8** (1.1–7.3)

.4 (.1–1.4)
1.9 (.7–5.0)
1.0
11.2*** (3.9–32.3)
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ﬁt to the data according to the Hosmer–Lemeshow 2 test (28 ⫽
7.8; p ⫽ .5). After we added satisfaction in school life, variables,
such as gender, level of school, and cigarette smoking in the
family, continued to be similar to the ORs and signiﬁcance levels
observed in model 2, except for perception of peer inﬂuence.
More speciﬁcally, model 3 showed that boys were 5.8 times more
likely than girls to use e-cigarettes (p ⬍ .01), and students who
had smoking persons among family members were 3.4 times
more likely to use e-cigarettes than those who had no smoking
persons (p ⬍ .05). Consistent with models 1 and 2, there was no
signiﬁcant difference in e-cigarette use when comparing middle
school students with high school students (p ⫽ .207). However,
there was no statistically signiﬁcant difference in e-cigarette use
when comparing students who perceived to be not easily affected by friends with those who perceived to be easily affected
by friends (p ⫽ .053). With respect to satisfaction in school life,
students who were dissatisﬁed with their school life were 2.8
times more likely (p ⬍ .05) to use e-cigarettes than those who
were satisﬁed with their school life.
With cigarette smoking experience, model 4 included all the
predictive variables. Model 4 produced a good ﬁt to the data
according to the Hosmer–Lemeshow 2 test (27 ⫽ 12.7; p ⫽
.120). After controlling for cigarette smoking experience, boys
were 3.5 times more likely than girls to use e-cigarettes (p ⬍ .05),
and the students who perceived to be not easily affected by
friends were 3.9 times more likely to use e-cigarettes than those
who perceived to be easily affected by friends (p ⫽ .016), although the difference was not signiﬁcant in the previous model
3. In addition, students with experience in cigarette smoking
were 10.8 times more likely to use e-cigarettes than those with
no experience in using e-cigarettes (p ⬍ .001). However, previously signiﬁcant differences in e-cigarette use based on cigarette
smoking in the family were not signiﬁcant in this model (p ⫽
.074). Thus, most of the hypotheses were supported by these
data, with the exception of the perception of peer inﬂuence as a
predictive factor for e-cigarette use.
Discussion
The results of this study suggest that e-cigarette advertisements and related promotion activities are spreading to adolescents, and internationally through the Internet [3]. Within a
couple of years after companies began to market e-cigarettes, the
awareness rate among adolescents participating in this survey
was 11%. This result provides statistical evidence for the opinion
that market penetration of unregulated ENDS has expanded rapidly to most World Health Organization regions [3]. However, an
issue of concern is that the information provided by the sellers to
adolescents do not contain risk-related data, despite the fact that
carcinogenic-ingredients, such as TSNAs, were detected in e-cigarette products [7,8].
The results also indicate that gender, propensity to be affected
by friends, satisfaction in school life, and previous experience
with cigarette smoking may be predictors of e-cigarette use.
After controlling for the variables described, it was possible to
assess the relationship between e-cigarette use and the variables. Speciﬁcally, in the ﬁnal model (model 4), it was found that
boys (compared with girls), propensity to not be affected by
friends, dissatisfaction in school life, and previous cigarette
smoking experience are important predictors of e-cigarette use.
The variable of school level remained as an insigniﬁcant factor,
and the variables of cigarette smoking in the family and dissat-
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isfaction of school life changed from being a signiﬁcant to a
nonsigniﬁcant predictor when adding cigarette smoking experience to the statistical model. According to earlier reports, the
prevalence rates of tobacco product use, such as cigarette, ST, and
water pipe cigarette, among older students and students with
smoking persons in their families were higher than among the
younger students and those without smoking persons in their
families [12]. In detail, when earlier researchers examined male
ST users by grade, they reported 7% of 5th graders, 22% of 8th
graders, and 32% of 11th graders to be ST users [13]. Also, 4% of
middle school students and 11% of high school students reported
ever having used a water pipe cigarette, and 3.6% of middle
school students and 9.9% of high school students reported as
current cigarette users [14].
In the case of cigarettes, ST, and water pipe cigarettes, adolescent smoking behaviors were known to be largely affected by
friends [15,16]. The current study results indicated that prevalence rates of e-cigarette use among students who perceived to
be not easily affected by friends were higher than those who
perceived to be easily affected by friends. However, this result
has limitation when considering the perception of peer inﬂuence
to be the peer pressure. The type of question, such as asking
adolescents whether they think their smoking behaviors are
easily affected by friends, is likely to generate response bias
because of social desirability. Thus, the peer pressure related to
e-cigarette use among adolescents needs to be assessed in a
future project.
This study indicates that continuous attention needs to be
paid on the marketing of e-cigarettes on Internet sites to prevent
adolescents from being exposed to unsupported claims about
e-cigarettes. The students taking part in the survey would mainly
obtain information on e-cigarettes through the Internet. Additionally, the adolescents could purchase e-cigarettes through the
Internet during the period of the survey. The sale of e-cigarettes
on Internet sites was banned later, in November 2008. It is noted,
however, that according to a previous report, only 25.5% of the
Internet sites sampled prohibited purchases by minors, although
it was illegal for minors to buy cigars [17].
This study did not investigate whether adolescents were currently using e-cigarettes on a periodic basis, but rather assessed
whether they had ever used an e-cigarette. Further research
needs to assess the rates of current use of e-cigarettes among
adolescents. Also, because the study was cross-sectional, it
could not establish the direction of the association between
the various predictive variables and e-cigarette use among
adolescents. Accordingly, further research indicating the direction of the associations should be performed. Moreover,
although large numbers of students participated in this study,
the prevalence rates of e-cigarette use were determined relatively low among adolescents. The most likely explanations
are that e-cigarette use is still in its infancy and, as in other
countries, current numbers of e-cigarette users are very small
in Korea. Therefore, this point may be acceptable. Furthermore, the health risks because of e-cigarette use need to be
assessed in a future project, in terms of both acute and chronic
affects, including nicotine addiction. To our knowledge, no
population-based studies have estimated the awareness and
experience of e-cigarette among adolescents. Therefore, the
results of this study may provide useful evidence for adolescent behaviors on e-cigarette use.
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Electronic Cigarettes As a
Smoking-Cessation Tool
Results from an Online Survey
Michael B. Siegel, MD, MPH, Kerry L. Tanwar, BA, Kathleen S. Wood, MPH
This activity is available for CME credit. See page A4 for information.

Background: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are battery-powered devices that deliver nicotine without any combustion or smoke. These devices have generated much publicity among the
smoking-cessation community and support from dedicated users; however, little is known about the
effıcacy of the device as a smoking-cessation tool.

Purpose: This study aimed to examine the effectiveness of e-cigarettes for smoking cessation using
a survey of smokers who had tried e-cigarettes.
Methods: Using as a sampling frame a cohort of all fırst-time purchasers of a particular brand of
e-cigarettes during a 2-week period, a cross-sectional, online survey was conducted in 2010 to
describe e-cigarette use patterns and their effectiveness as a smoking-cessation tool. There were 222
respondents, with a survey response rate of 4.5%. The primary outcome variable was the point
prevalence of smoking abstinence at 6 months after initial e-cigarette purchase.

Results: The primary fınding was that the 6-month point prevalence of smoking abstinence among
the e-cigarette users in the sample was 31.0% (95% CI⫽24.8%, 37.2%). A large percentage of
respondents reported a reduction in the number of cigarettes they smoked (66.8%) and almost half
reported abstinence from smoking for a period of time (48.8%). Those respondents using e-cigarettes
more than 20 times per day had a quit rate of 70.0%. Of respondents who were not smoking at 6
months, 34.3% were not using e-cigarettes or any nicotine-containing products at the time.
Conclusions: Findings suggest that e-cigarettes may hold promise as a smoking-cessation method
and that they are worthy of further study using more-rigorous research designs.
(Am J Prev Med 2011;40(4):472– 475) © 2011 American Journal of Preventive Medicine

Introduction

Most smoking-cessation methods focus on one component of smoking: nicotine addiction. However, even with the
assistance of medications that treat nicotine addiction, the
success rate for quitting remains low. Based on a Cochrane
review of seven studies4 –9 that measured smoking cessation
using nicotine replacement therapy (NRT), the average
6-month point prevalence of smoking abstinence is only
17.8%, and the 6-month point prevalence of smoking abstinence in the pooled data from these studies is only 11.9%.
Several studies10,11 have suggested that physical and
behavioral stimuli—such as merely holding a cigarette—
can reduce the craving to smoke, even in the absence of
nicotine delivery. Given that both nicotine and smokingrelated cues appear to influence cigarette craving, ecigarettes may present a unique opportunity to promote
smoking cessation. Two preliminary studies12–14 provide
evidence that e-cigarette use suppresses the urge to
smoke.

E

lectronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are battery-powered
devices that deliver nicotine without any combustion or
smoke. Use and awareness of e-cigarettes has dramatically increased over the past 3 years.1–3 Ayers et al.,3 in this issue
of the American Journal of Preventive Medicine, report that
Internet searchers for e-cigarettes in the U.S. now exceed those
for any other smoking alternative, nicotine replacement, or
smoking-cessation product. Although e-cigarettes have generated much support from dedicated users, little is known about
the effıcacy of the device as a smoking-cessation tool.
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Results from two recent surveys
suggest that
e-cigarettes may be effective in helping smokers quit.
However, both of these surveys relied on convenience
samples of e-cigarette users.
This paper reports the results of a survey conducted
using a non-convenience sampling frame. Compared
with previous studies, which used convenience samples,
this survey is based on a sample of all fırst-time purchasers of a particular brand of e-cigarettes.

Table 1. Demographic information, smoking
characteristics, and cessation/reduction of tobacco use
after e-cigarette use
Variable

n (%)

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Gender
Male
Female

Methods

473

153 (71.5)
61 (28.5)

Age (years)

An anonymous Internet-based, cross-sectional survey was conducted among a cohort of fırst-time purchasers of e-cigarettes from
a leading e-cigarette distributor to determine the effectiveness of
e-cigarettes for smoking cessation.

Recruitment

18–24

41 (19.1)

25–44

114 (53.0)

45–64

48 (22.3)

ⱖ65

12 (5.6)

SMOKING CHARACTERISTICS

A leading e-cigarette distributor (Blu) provided investigators
with e-mail addresses of a consecutive sample of fırst-time Blu
e-cigarette purchasers. This sample represented the fırst 5000 customers who purchased Blu e-cigarettes over a 2-week period beginning July 1, 2009, when Blu commenced its fırst, continuous operation. Subjects from this customer list were sent a recruitment
e-mail. The e-mail invitation was sent to potential subjects in
March 2010, that is, 7 months after their initial e-cigarette
purchase.
Of the 5000 e-mail addresses to which the survey was sent, 4884
were valid. In total, 222 e-cigarette purchasers responded to the
survey, resulting in a response rate of 4.5%. Of the 222 respondents,
six were deleted because they did not meet the defınition of a
“smoker”: having smoked 100 or more cigarettes in their lifetime.
Therefore, the fınal sample consisted of 216 respondents, all of
whom indicated that they had tried e-cigarettes.

Smoking history (years smoked)
ⱕ5

32 (14.7)

6–15

77 (35.5)

16–30

67 (30.9)

⬎30

41 (18.9)

Number of previous quit attempts
0

17 (7.9)

1–2

59 (27.4)

3–5

90 (41.9)

⬎5

49 (22.8)

CESSATION/REDUCTION OF TOBACCO USE
AFTER E-CIGARETTE USE
Reported reducing nicotine use

Survey and Data Collection
Those who opted to participate in the study accessed the survey via
a secure link in the recruitment e-mail. The current study was
approved by the IRB at the Boston University Medical Center.

Yes

106 (49.3)

No

109 (50.7)

Reduced number of tobacco cigarettes per
day after e-cigarette use

Data Analysis

Yes

The primary hypothesis tested in the present study was the effectiveness of e-cigarettes in smoking cessation, defıned as the point
prevalence of abstinence from cigarette smoking at 6 months after
the fırst purchase of Blu e-cigarettes. For this estimate, 95% CIs
were calculated using standard methods for the estimation of the
variance of a proportion.17

No

143 (66.8)
71 (33.2)

Quit/abstained for a period of time
Yes

104 (48.8)

No

109 (51.2)

thirds (64.7%) of participants reported having made three
or more previous quit attempts.

Results
Participant Characteristics and Smoking
History
There were more men (71.5%) than women (28.5%) in
the study (Table 1). The majority of respondents had
smoked for 6 or more years (81.1%), and nearly two
April 2011
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Cessation or Reduction of Tobacco After
E-Cigarette Use
More than two thirds of respondents (66.8%) reported
having reduced the number of tobacco cigarettes they
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Discussion

smoked per day after trying e-cigarettes, and nearly half
(49.3%) reduced their nicotine use (Table 1). Nearly half
(48.8%) of respondents indicated that they quit smoking
for a period of time after trying e-cigarettes.

The primary fınding was a 6-month point prevalence of
smoking abstinence among the e-cigarette users in the
sample of 31.0%. This compares favorably to the average
6-month point prevalence of smoking abstinence of
17.8% in prior studies and to the 6-month point prevalence of smoking abstinence of 11.9% in the pooled data
from these studies.4 –9
Of those respondents who were not smoking at the
6-month point, more than one third (34.3%) were also
nicotine-free. This suggests that e-cigarettes can help decrease nicotine dependence, rather than maintain or increase nicotine addiction as some opponents have argued.1
A large percentage of respondents reported a reduction
in the number of cigarettes they smoked (66.8%) and
almost half reported abstinence from smoking for a period of time (48.8%). These results are notable because
smokers who reduce the amount of cigarettes smoked are
more likely to quit smoking,18 and a reduction in the
amount of cigarettes smoked can lower the individual’s
risk of smoking-related illnesses.19
There are a number of important limitations of this study.
First, because of the low survey response rate, the sample is
not representative of all smokers who have tried e-cigarettes.
Further, because of lack of information on the survey nonrespondents, the factors related to nonresponse could not be
assessed. It is possible that smokers who had less success
with e-cigarettes were also less likely to complete the survey.
This would bias the results toward overestimating the
6-month abstinence rate. Second, self-reported abstinence
was not verifıed using biochemical methods. It is possible
that respondents over-reported smoking abstinence because of perceived social pressure. Third, only users of one
brand of e-cigarettes were surveyed. Thus, these results cannot be generalized to the use of all e-cigarette brands.
Because of these study limitations, these fındings must
be viewed as suggestive, rather than defınitive. Although
the fındings suggest that e-cigarettes may hold promise as
a smoking-cessation method, further studies with morerigorous research designs are warranted.
The distinct and unique advantage of e-cigarettes is
that they allow individuals to utilize one device that can
simultaneously address nicotine withdrawal, psychological factors, and behavioral cues that serve as barriers to
smoking abstinence. The fınding that most individuals
who used e-cigarettes at least reduced the number of
tobacco cigarettes they smoked suggests that if proven
safe, e-cigarettes may be a potentially important tool for
harm reduction, especially among smokers who have
found currently available pharmaceutic smoking-cessation
options to be ineffective. The present study suggests that

E-Cigarette Use Patterns and 6-Month
Smoking Status
Thirty-one percent (31.0%) of respondents were not
smoking at the 6-month point (95% CI⫽24.8%, 37.2%;
Table 2). Of those who were not smoking at 6 months,
56.7% were using e-cigarettes, 9.0% were using tobaccofree nicotine products, and 34.3% were completely
nicotine-free.
Among subjects who were not using e-cigarettes at
the time of the survey, only 26.8% were nonsmokers
(Table 2). However, among current e-cigarette users,
34.5% were nonsmokers. Smoking abstinence rates
generally increased with higher frequency of e-cigarette use, with more than two thirds (70.0%) of respondents using e-cigarettes more than 20 times per day
being nonsmokers at 6 months.
Table 2. How e-cigarette use patterns relate to 6-month
smoking status

Use pattern
Total: smoking status at 6-month
point (n⫽216)

% (95% CI) not
smoking
31.0 (24.8, 37.2)

Number of times used per day
No current e-cigarette use
(n⫽97)

26.8 (17.9, 35.7)

⬍5 (n⫽50)

28.0 (15.4, 40.6)

5–10 (n⫽31)

35.5 (18.4, 52.6)

11–15 (n⫽16)

31.3 (8.2, 54.3)

16–20 (n⫽12)

33.3 (6.3, 60.4)

⬎20 (n⫽10)

70.0 (41.2, 98.8)

Weekly pattern of e-cigarette use
No current e-cigarette use
(n⫽97)

26.8 (17.9, 35.7)

Only uses some days (n⫽71)

21.1 (11.5, 30.8)

Everyday use (n⫽48)

54.2 (39.9, 68.5)

Nicotine use of those who are not
smoking at 6- month point
(n⫽67) (n [%])
Nicotine-free
Using tobacco-free nicotine
products
Using only e-cigarettes

23 (34.3)
6 (9.0)
38 (56.7)
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this alternative approach to smoking cessation is worthy
of further investigation.
No fınancial disclosures were reported by the authors of this
paper.
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Effect of a nicotine-free inhalator as part of
a smoking-cessation programme
P. Caponnetto*, F. Cibella#, S. Mancuso*,", D. Campagna*,",
G. Arcidiacono*," and R. Polosa*,"

ABSTRACT: Smoking-cessation drugs are inadequate at addressing the behavioural component
of tobacco dependence. Nicotine-free inhalators are plastic devices that may provide a coping
mechanism for conditioned smoking by replacing some of the rituals associated with smoking
gestures. This study assessed the effect of using a nicotine-free inhalator to improve success in a
cessation programme.
At baseline, 120 smokers attending a smoking-cessation programme were assessed for their
sociodemographic factors, smoking history, depression, physical and behavioural dependence,
and motivation. Participants were randomly assigned to two groups, nicotine-free inhalator group
(PAIPO; Echos Srl, Milan, Italy) versus reference group.
For the whole sample, no significant difference was found in quit rates at 24 weeks between the
PAIPO group and the reference group. However, the quit rate in the PAIPO group (66.7%) was
more than three-fold higher than the reference group (19.2%) for those individuals with high
Glover–Nilsson Smoking Behavioural Questionnaire (GN-SBQ) scores at baseline. The results of
the logistic model analysis indicate that a high GN-SBQ score is a strong independent predictor
for successful quitting at 24 weeks (OR 8.88; 95% CI 2.08–37.94) in the PAIPO group.
Nicotine-free inhalators may be beneficial when used in the context of smoking-cessation
interventions, particularly for those smokers for whom handling and manipulation of their
cigarettes plays an important part in the ritual of smoking.
KEYWORDS: Behavioural dependence, nicotine-free inhalator, smoking cessation

obacco smoking is a modern day epidemic
that poses a substantial burden to health and
related costs. With ,5 million tobaccorelated deaths annually, tobacco smoking is the
leading cause of preventable premature mortality
in the world [1]. Tobacco smoke harms nearly every
system in the human body thus causing a broad
range of diseases, many of which are fatal [2–4].
The risk of serious disease diminishes rapidly after
quitting and permanent abstinence is known to
reduce the risk of lung cancer, heart disease,
chronic lung disease, stroke and other cancers
[5, 6]. Although evidence-based recommendations
indicate that smoking-cessation programmes are
useful in helping smokers to quit [7], smoking is a
very difficult addiction to break. It has been shown
that ,80% of smokers who attempt to quit on their
own relapse within the first month of abstinence
and only ,3–5% remain abstinent at 6 months [8].
There is little doubt that currently marketed
smoking-cessation products increase the chance of
committed smokers stopping smoking, but they

T

reportedly lack high levels of efficacy, particularly
in clinical practice [9]. Although this reflects the
chronic relapsing nature of tobacco dependence,
the need for more effective smoking-cessation
interventions is unquestionable.
Smokers trying to quit have to cope not only
with the pharmacological aspect of nicotine addiction but also with the psychological components
(cognitive, social and behavioural) associated with
tobacco dependence. Smoking is much more than
the addictive effect of nicotine; the smoking habit
is also the rituals that each smoker associates with
their habit [10, 11]. For example, smoking gestures
(e.g. the tactile sensations of the cigarette and other
sensations associated with smoking gestures) can
play an important part in tobacco addiction, as they
are usually performed in a predictable, ritualistic manner that act to signal a mental context shift.
When the smoker stops smoking the need for the
ritual still exists and this is an important cause
of relapse. Smoking-cessation products cannot
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replace the rituals associated with the act of smoking.
Counselling for smoking cessation is intended to help smokers
cope with this important aspect of their life by implementing
personalised replacement rituals, but even counselling for
smoking cessation lacks high levels of efficacy.
Nicotine-free inhalators are plastic devices (fig. 1) that are
intended to provide a coping mechanism for conditioned
smoking cues by replacing some of the rituals associated with
smoking gestures (e.g. hand-to-mouth action of smoking).
Therefore, nicotine-free inhalators may help smokers remain
abstinent during their quit attempt and could be particularly
useful when used in the context of smoking-cessation interventions. As there is no formal findings supporting the efficacy
of these devices in smoking-cessation studies, we assessed, for
the first time, the effect of using a widely marketed nicotinefree inhalator (PAIPO; Echos Srl, Milan, Italy) as part of a
smoking-cessation programme for smokers willing to quit.
PAIPO is safe for all smokers and nonsmokers. Its main
ingredient is simply a fibrous, sponge-filter plug soaked in
naturally extracted herbal oil, which is encased in a plastic
cartridge container similar to a cigarette.
METHODS
Study population
Consecutive first time, regular smoker (o20 cigarettes per day
for o10 yrs) attendees who booked with the call-centre of our
smoking-cessation clinic (Centro per la Prevenzione e Cura del
Tabagismo, Università di Catania, Catania, Italy) were invited
to participate at the time of their first consultation. Smokers
with an exhaled carbon monoxide (eCO) concentration of
o10 ppm were recruited. Subjects with a history of alcohol
and illicit drug use, or a diagnosis of major depression or other
psychiatric conditions were not included. The study protocol
was approved by the Catania University Hospital ‘‘Vittorio
Emanuele’’ review board and all subjects gave written
informed consent.
Study design and procedures
This 6-month prospective study was designed as a two-group
randomised clinical trial to compare the effect of a nicotine-free
inhalator (PAIPO) on quit rates at 4 and 24 weeks in smokers
undergoing a smoking-cessation programme. Participants were
randomly assigned in blocks of five to either the nicotine-free
inhalator group (PAIPO) or to the reference group (control)

FIGURE 1.

The smoking-cessation intervention adopted at our clinical
research unit has been described previously [13]. At baseline,
sociodemographic factors together with a detailed smoking
history (number of cigarettes smoked per day, pack-yrs,
previous quit attempts and motivation score) were recorded.
Scoring of the subjective ratings of depression was assessed with
the Beck Depression Inventory [14]. Physical dependence and
behavioural dependence were measured by the Fagerström Test
for Nicotine Dependence (FTND) [15] and Glover–Nilsson
Smoking Behavioural Questionnaire (GN-SBQ) [16], respectively. Level of motivation was assessed by the Mondor
Motivational Questionnaire, a tool developed in 1994 at the
Hopital Henri-Mondor (Paris, France). This motivational questionnaire is easy to complete, relatively brief and frequently
featured on several smoking-cessation websites in Italy, but is
poorly validated. This questionnaire (Appendix 1) evaluates the
motivation of a smoker willing to make a quit attempt and
consists of 15 items. It classifies motivation to quit according to
four possibilities of success: 1) it is not the time to quit (,6), 2)
discrete (6–12), 3) good (12–16), and 4) very good (.16). The
GN-SBQ (Appendix 2) consists of 11 items and classifies
behavioural dependence according to quartiles: mild (,12),
moderate (12–22), strong (23–33) and very strong (.33). In
addition, levels of eCO were measured using a portable device
(Micro CO; Micro Medical Ltd, Rochester, UK). Participants
were instructed on how to prepare to stop smoking and
requested to set a ‘‘quit date’’ within the next 7 days.
Participants were prescribed standard pharmacological treatment for nicotine dependence (high-dose nicotine patch plus
bupropion 300 mg?day-1) and were assigned to either to an
‘‘active’’ group or a reference group. Subjects assigned to the
active group were given a free supply of PAIPO inhalators
(sweet tobacco aroma) and instructed about their use. Study
participants were then invited to book their first follow-up
appointment within 3 days of the quit date.
Psychological support and counselling were offered throughout the smoking-cessation programme (on average three to six
short visits within the first 4 weeks of the smoking-cessation
programme) and telephone contact was maintained in order
to encourage attendance. Abstinence from smoking was
reviewed objectively throughout the study by measuring
eCO levels at each follow-up visit. Participants attended
follow-up visits at week 4 and week 24, during which
abstinence from cigarette smoking was subjectively and
objectively reviewed. The follow-up visits at weeks 4 and 24
were conducted by an independent physician who was
unaware of the baseline characteristics and group allocation
of the study participants.

The PAIPO nicotine-free inhalator (Echos Srl, Milan, Italy). This

plastic device resembles a cigarette and is intended to replace some of the rituals
associated with smoking gestures, e.g. hand-to-mouth action of smoking, and
handling and manipulation of cigarettes. The plastic device contains a sponge filter
soaked in a natural oil enriched with extracts of different aromas. It comes in
different flavours (mint, green tea, cinnamon and sweet tobacco) and it is sold
without prescription in pharmacies. A pack of three inhalators retails at
approximately J5.
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using a form of adaptive randomisation designed to minimise
imbalances in the distribution of prognostic factors (sex,
depression, motivation, previous quit attempts and level of
nicotine dependence) between study groups [12].
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Study efficacy measures
Participants who self-reported giving up smoking and with an
eCO concentration of f10 ppm at the final follow-up visits were
defined as quitters. Smokers who failed to meet these criteria
(smoking abstinence and eCO of f10 ppm) were categorised as
smoking-cessation failures (i.e. relapsers). Continuing smokers
and relapsers were used as a smoking reference group for
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comparison of the study measures after smoking cessation
between groups. Smokers setting a firm quit date were
counted as lost to follow-up if, on attempting to determine
and verify their quitter status, they could not be contacted.
Success rates were defined as 24-week success rate (24WSR;
calculated as the ratio between eCO minus verified 24-week
quitters divided by the number of smokers setting a firm quit
date) and the 4-week success rate (4WSR; calculated as the
ratio between eCO minus verified 4-week quitters divided by
the number of smokers setting a firm quit date) [17].

age, FTND, Mondor, pack-yrs, instruction level and cigarettes
smoked per day at enrolment. Continuous variables were
dichotomised using the following cut-off levels: age 45.5 yrs
(range 23–69 yrs); FTND 6; Mondor 12; 48 pack-yrs (highest
quartile of its distribution); instruction level 13 yrs; and 20
cigarettes smoked per day at enrolment. p,0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Statistical analyses
The sample size calculation for this study, based on the
expected cessation rates from a previous smoking-cessation
study [18], indicates that 63 subjects are required to have 80%
power with two-sided 0.05 significance level test to detect
a difference of o10% quit rate between study groups.
Allowing for a conservative attrition rate of 40% at our
institution, the target number of participants was increased to
a total of 120.

RESULTS
A total of 120 smokers participated in the study (table 1). At
enrolment, no significant difference was found between study
groups for all the investigated variables. 70 (58.3%) subjects
had a low degree of behavioural impact on smoking
dependence (GN-SBQ f22) and 50 (41.7%) presented with a
high degree of impact (GN-SBQ .22). At week 4, 13 (21.7%)
out of 60 subjects were lost at follow-up in the PAIPO group
and 17 (28.3%) out of 60 in the reference group (Chi-squared,
p50.399). At week 24, subjects who were lost at follow-up
accounted for 16 (26.7%) out of 60 in PAIPO group and 19
(31.7%) out of 60 in reference group (Chi-squared, p50.547).
Consequently, out of 120 participants, 90 (75.0%) and 85
(70.8%) subjects completed the follow-up visit at week 4 and
week 24, respectively.

In the primary analyses, 4WSR and 24WSR were computed by
excluding the proportion of subjects lost to follow-up (perprotocol analysis). As secondary analyses and for comparison
purposes, 4WSR and 24WSR were also computed by including
all enrolled participants, assuming that all those individuals
who were lost to follow-up were classified as smokingcessation failures (intention-to-treat analysis).
One-way ANOVA was used to test between-group differences
for normally distributed variables, and the Mann–Whitney Utest was used for nonparametric variables. Chi-squared
statistics was used to calculate the significance of observed
differences in distribution at 4- and 24-week quit rates.
A logistic regression model was used to assess the relative risk
of PAIPO use in influencing the quit rate at 4 and 24 weeks.
Odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were
calculated and adjusted for the following confounders: sex,

TABLE 1

The statistical analyses were conducted by an independent
biostatistician who was unaware of the group allocation of the
study participants.

Continuous variables are presented as mean¡SD for normally
distributed variables or as median (interquartile range) for
nonparametric variables.
Quit rates at week 4 and 24 are shown in table 2. For the whole
sample, no significant difference was found in quit rates
between the PAIPO group and the reference group at any time.
However, when study participants were evaluated separately
on the basis of their GN-SBQ score at baseline, a significant
difference was found in the frequency distribution of quit
rates. In fact, among subjects with a high GN-SBQ (i.e. smokers
with strong to very strong behavioural dependence) the quit

Subjects’ characteristics at enrolment
Reference group

PAIPO group

p-value

40/20

40/20

#

Age yrs

48.6¡10.8

45.7¡11.6

0.154"

Smoking history yrs

32.3¡10.9

29.1¡12.1

0.123"

Number of cigarettes smoked per day at enrolment

23.5 (18.0–30.0)

25.0 (20.0–30.0)

0.395+

Pack-yrs

Males/females n

33.9 (25.3–47.5)

31.0 (22.5–48.7)

0.477+

Exhaled CO ppb

27.2¡13.0

30.2¡15.8

0.264"

Age at initiation yrs

16.3¡3.8

16.6¡4.3

0.686"
0.777"

BDI

12.5¡7.7

12.9¡9.0

6.0 (4.5–7.0)

7.0 (6.0–8.0)

0.061+

Mondor

13.2¡2.7

13.1¡2.8

0.818"

GN-SBQ

20.0 (15.0–32.5)

19.5 (15.0–33.0)

0.948+

FTND

Data are presented as mean¡ SD or median (interquartile range), unless otherwise stated. BDI: Beck Depression Inventory; FTND: Fagerström Test for Nicotine
Dependence; Mondor: Mondor Motivational Questionnaire; GN-SBQ: Glover–Nilsson Smoking Behavioural Questionnaire. #: Chi-squared test; ": one-way ANOVA;
+

: Mann–Whitney U-test.
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Successful quit rates according to per-protocol
and intention-to-treat analysis
Reference group

PAIPO group

TABLE 3

Multiple logistic regression analysis for
successful quitting at 24 weeks#

p-value

OR (95% CI)

Successful quit

p-value

Low GN-SBQ class

rates at week 4

Sex, male versus female

0.92 (0.21–4.16)

0.923

Per-protocol analysis

Age, older versus younger

0.50 (0.12–2.11)

0.344

Overall sample

21/43 (48.8)

23/47 (48.9)

0.993

FTND, high versus low

0.28 (0.05–1.47)

0.131

Mondor, high versus low

12.70 (1.36–118.82)

0.026

Pack-yrs, high versus low

0.55 (0.08–4.06)

0.559

Instruction level, high versus low

1.62 (0.32–8.34)

0.564

Number of cigarettes smoked per day at

1.13 (0.20–6.20)

0.892

0.34 (0.08–1.48)

0.150

Low GN-SBQ f22

12/23 (52.2)

7/27 (25.9)

0.057

High GN-SBQ .22

9/20 (45.0)

16/20 (80.0)

0.022

Intention-to-treat analysis
Overall sample

21/60 (35.0)

23/60 (38.3)

0.705

Low GN-SBQ f22

12/34 (35.3)

7/36 (19.4)

0.136

High GN-SBQ .22

9/26 (34.6)

16/24 (66.7)

0.024

enrolment, high versus low
PAIPO, use versus control group
High GN-SBQ class

Successful quit
rates at week 24
Per-protocol analysis

Sex, male versus female

1.43 (0.23–8.87)

0.700

Age, older versus younger

0.14 (0.02–1.03)

0.054

FTND, high versus low

1.22 (0.24–6.31)

0.814

Overall sample

17/41 (41.5)

20/44 (45.5)

0.711

Mondor, high versus low

3.56 (0.72–17.53)

0.119

Low GN-SBQ f22

12/21 (57.1)

4/25 (16.0)

0.004

Pack-yrs, high versus low

2.53 (0.25–25.36)

0.431

Instruction level, high versus low

0.67 (0.14–3.21)

0.615

High GN-SBQ .22

5/20 (25.0)

16/19 (84.2)

0.0002

Overall sample

17/60 (28.3)

20/60 (33.3)

0.553

Low GN-SBQ f22

12/34 (35.3)

4/36 (11.1)

0.016

High GN-SBQ .22

5/26 (19.2)

16/24 (66.7)

0.0007

Number of cigarettes smoked per day at

Intention-to treat analysis

enrolment, high versus low
PAIPO, use versus control group

1.86 (0.27–12.66)
8.45 (1.73–41.20)

0.525
0.008

Data were corrected for confounding variables (sex, Fagerström Test for Nicotine
Dependence (FTND), Mondor Motivational Questionnaire, pack-yrs, instruction level

Data are presented a n/N (%), unless otherwise stated. GN-SBQ: Glover–

and number of cigarettes smoked per day at enrolment). Continuous variables were

Nilsson Smoking Behavioural Questionnaire.

dichotomised as discussed in the Methods section. GN-SBQ: Glover–Nilsson
Smoking Behavioural Questionnaire, cut-off level522.

#

: PAIPO versus control

group; intention-to-treat analysis.

rate in the PAIPO group was significantly higher than in the
reference group. This was already evident at week 4 and
particularly evident at week 24, by both intention-to treat
analysis and per-protocol analysis. In particular, the quit rate
in the PAIPO group at week 24 was more than three-fold
higher compared with the reference group for those individuals with high GN-SBQ scores.

a)

However, among subjects with a low GN-SBQ, the quit rate in
the PAIPO group was lower than in the reference group at
week 4 and week 24, but it was statistically significant only at
24 weeks.
The results of the logistic model analysis (table 3) show that
the probability of successful quitting at week 24 was significantly higher in the PAIPO group than in the control group
for participants with high GN-SBQ scores (OR 8.45, 95% CI
1.73–41.20). Moreover, in the class with the higher GN-SBQ an
unfavourable effect of older age for successful quitting was
found at the limit of statistical significance. Of note, success
rates at week 24 in participants with low GN-SBQ scores
appeared to be markedly (OR 12.70, 95% CI 1.36–118.82)
dependent on their level of motivation.
Many participants in the PAIPO group were enthusiastic
about using the inhalator. They reported finding themselves
placing the PAIPO in their mouth and sucking to get relief from
stress, irritability or frustration (fig. 2). They also reported
that placing the inhalator in their mouth was useful to distract
1008
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b)

FIGURE 2.

a) A PAIPO nicotine-free inhalator mouthpiece after use. Note the

bite marks on the mouthpiece (arrow), a clear sign that the inhalator was being used
to get relief from stress, irritability or frustration. b) A brand new, unused PAIPO for
comparative purposes.
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them from smoking urges. Although this study was not
designed to specifically address safety, no adverse effects were
reported by the participants using PAIPO.
DISCUSSION
This is the first study to investigate the effect of adding a
nicotine-free inhalator (PAIPO) into a smoking-cessation
programme. For the whole sample, no significant difference
in quit rates were observed between participants using the
device and the reference group. However, nicotine-free
inhalators may be specifically beneficial for those smokers
for whom handling and manipulation of their cigarettes play
an important part of the ritual of smoking. When study
participants were re-evaluated on the basis of their behavioural patterns, the quit rate in the PAIPO group at 24 weeks
was more than three-fold higher compared with the reference
group for those smokers with strong to very strong behavioural dependence assessed by GN-SBQ scores. Conversely,
low quit rates were observed in the PAIPO group with low
GN-SBQ scores. The data presented suggest that nicotine-free
inhalators may be beneficial for smokers for whom handling
and manipulation of their cigarettes play an important part of
the ritual of smoking. Most PAIPO users reported that placing
the inhalator in their mouth was useful to get relief from
withdrawal symptoms (mainly stress and irritability) and to
distract them from smoking urges. This is not surprising
considering the strong interaction between the physical and
behavioural dependence of smoking. Moreover, no adverse
effects were reported by the participants in the PAIPO group.
Because of its design, there are a number of limitations that must
be considered when interpreting the findings of this study. Due
to the inclusion criteria, some characteristics of the sample limit
generalisation of the findings; all participants were regular
smokers with an elevated level of nicotine dependence, their
subjective ratings of depression were low, and all participants
were adults with a mean age of 45.7 yrs (PAIPO group) and
48.6 yrs (reference group). In addition, exclusion of patients
with a history of alcohol and illicit drug use, a diagnosis of major
depression or other psychiatric conditions may decrease the
generalisability of the study results. Finally, the lack of study
controls is also an important limitation, but given the nature of
the intervention it was difficult to conceptualise an adequate
control for this type of study. Nonetheless, our study indicates
that adding a nicotine-free inhalator into a smoking-cessation
programme is an inexpensive strategy that can be quite effective
for some smokers.
The high quit rate in this study (33.3% in the PAIPO group and
28.3% in the reference group at week 24) reflects the notion that
a combined smoking-cessation programme of pharmacotherapy and counselling provides the most favourable level
of cessation [8]. In addition, retention at the final 24-week
visit was satisfactory, subjects who were lost to follow-up
accounted for 26.7% in PAIPO group and 31.7% in reference
group. This is in agreement with the notion that drop-outs
from smoking-cessation trials are common, with attrition rates
of ,20–50% being reported [19–21].
The results of the logistic model analyses indicate that a high
GN-SBQ score is an important predictor of successful quitting in
PAIPO users, thus emphasising a role for patient stratification
EUROPEAN RESPIRATORY JOURNAL
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based on their level of behavioural dependence. An unfavourable effect of older age for successful quitting was found at
the limit of statistical significance in the class with the higher
GN-SBQ, suggesting that, with regular repetitions of rituals
associated with cigarette smoking over the years, the influence
of behavioural dependence could become more prominent than
physical dependence. Initial motivation levels to stop smoking
can predict success with smoking cessation [22, 23]. It was also
shown that success rates in participants with low GN-SBQ
scores appeared to be markedly dependent on their level of
motivation. This indicates that initial levels of motivation to stop
smoking may not predict success in participants with high GNSBQ scores and that methods for enhancing motivation (e.g.
motivational interviewing) could be less effective in smokers
with strong to very strong behavioural dependence.
In the present study, it was observed that quit rates were quite
low in the PAIPO group with low GN-SBQ scores. The reason
for this finding is not clear, but could be related to
psychological/behavioural maladaptations occurring during
quitting. The PAIPO device might not have helped in coping
with some of the psychological/behavioural aspects of tobacco
dependence in the low GN-SBQ group, thus failing to meet
the expectations of these smokers undergoing the smokingcessation programme. Experience by itself this failure would
constitute an additional stressor, and its associated decrease
in self-efficacy should produce an increased negative effect
[24]. This is likely to be the cause for an additional sense of
failure and more stress. Smokers in these stressful situations
react by adopting the best coping strategy know to them, i.e
lighting a cigarette. Therefore, in smokers with low GN-SBQ
scores, the nicotine-free inhalator could cause a paradoxical
effect, with the device triggering relapse in order to
compensate for the additional frustration/stress. In addition,
the purpose of the study may convey to participants the
message (i.e. the nicotine-free inhalator may help you stay
quit during your attempt) that there is an easy remedy for
tobacco addiction, which could generate false expectations in
the smokers’ mind. This, unintentionally, would produce a
boomerang effect that undermines motivation to stay a quitter
in some participants (particularly those with low GN-SBQ
scores) who would then quickly relapse. This interpretation is
speculative and warrants specifically designed investigation
but, if proven, smokers with low GN-SBQ scores should not
be given the device.
This study adds to the body of knowledge on the effectiveness
of multidimensional approach for smoking cessation and
behavioural change. In particular, this is the first study to
demonstrate that nicotine-free inhalators may be beneficial
when used in the context of smoking-cessation interventions,
particularly for those smokers for whom handling and
manipulation of their cigarettes play an important part of
the ritual of smoking and are likely to be a strong behavioural
component of their tobacco dependence. However, in smokers
with no significant behavioural component, the device is
likely to produce a negative effect. Therefore, stratification
of smokers according to their level of behavioural dependence by GN-SBQ may be necessary to take maximum
advantage from the use of these devices in smoking-cessation
studies.
VOLUME 38 NUMBER 5
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1: Mondor Motivational Questionnaire
The English and the Italian versions of the Mondor Motivational Questionnaire are shown in tables 4 and 5.
The following questionnaire evaluates the motivation of a
person who sees their doctor about giving up.

TABLE 4

Il presente questionario valuta il grado di motivazione di una
persona che si rivolge al medico per smettere di fumare.
Appendix 2: Glover-Nilsson Smoking Behavioural
Questionnaire (GN-SBQ)
The English and Italian versions of the Glover–Nilsson Smoking
Behavioural Questionnaire are shown in tables 6 and 7.

English version

TABLE 6
Yes

English version

How much do you value the following (Specific to

No

Questions 1-2).
1. I decided to give up spontaneously

2

0

2. I have already given up for more than a week

1

0

1. My cigarette habit is very important to me.

01234

3. I don’t have any problems at work at the moment

1

0

2. I handle and manipulate my cigarette as part of

01234

4. I don’t have any family problems at the moment

1

0

5. I want to free myself from my addiction

2

0

6. I do sport or I intend to do sport

1

0

7. I want to be in better physical shape

1

0

the ritual of smoking.
Please indicate your choice by circling the number that best
reflects your choice.
(Specific to Questions 3-11).

8. I want to look after my physical appearance

1

0

05Never; 15Seldom; 25Sometimes; 35Often; 45Always

9. I am pregnant/my partner is pregnant

1

0

3. Do you place something in your mouth to distract you from

10. I have small children

2

0

11. I am in a good mood at the moment

2

0

12. I usually finish what I start

1

0

13. I am usually calm and relaxed

1

0

14. My weight is usually stable

1

0

15. I want to improve my quality of life

2

0

01234

smoking?
4. Do you reward yourself with a cigarette after

01234

accomplishing a task?
5. If you find yourself without cigarettes, will you have

01234

difficulties in concentrating before attempting a task?
6. If you are not allowed to smoke in certain places,

Total

01234

do you then play with your cigarette pack or a cigarette?
7. Do certain environmental cues trigger your

Possibilities of success: it is not the time to quit (,6), discrete (6–12), good

01234

smoking, e.g. favourite chair, sofa, room, car,

(12–16), very good (.16).

or drinking alcohol?
8. Do you find yourself lighting up a cigarette routinely

01234

(without craving)?
9. Do you find yourself placing an unlit cigarette

TABLE 5

01234

or other objects (pen, toothpick, chewing gum, etc.)

Italian version

in your mouth and sucking to get relief from stress,
Yes

No

tension or frustration, etc.?
10. Does part of your enjoyment of smoking come

1. Ho deciso di presentarmi spontaneamente

2

0

from the steps (ritual) you take when lighting up?

2. Ho già smesso almeno una volta per una settimana

1

0

11. When you are alone in a restaurant, bus terminal,

3. Attualmente non ho problemi sul lavoro

1

0

party, etc., do you feel safe, secure, or more confident
if you are holding a cigarette?

4. Attualmente non ho problemi sul piano familiare

1

0

5. Mi sento schiavo del fumo e mi voglio liberare

2

0

6. Pratico/ho intenzione di praticare sport

1

0

7. Voglio raggiungere una forma fisica migliore

1

0

8. Voglio curare di più il mio aspetto fisico

1

0

9. Sono incinta/mia moglie è incinta

1

0

10. Ho bambini piccoli

2

0

11. Attualmente sono di buonumore

2

0

12. Di solito porto a termine ciò che intraprendo

1

0

13. Sono di temperamento calmo e disteso

1

0

14. Il mio peso è abitualmente stabile

1

0

15. Voglio migliorare la qualità della mia vita

2

0

01234

01234

TOTAL
A high numerical response indicated a high
behavioural dependence, and the lower
numerical response indicated a lower
behavioural dependence.
Scoring for Behavioural Dependence
,12 Mild
12–22 Moderate
23–33 Strong
.33 Very strong

Totale
Please indicate your choice by circling the number that best reflects your
choice: 05not at all; 15somewhat; 25moderately so; 35very much so;

Possibilità di successo: Non è il momento migliore (,6), discrete (6–12), buone

45extremely so.

(12–16), ottime (.16).
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Italian version

Indicare la propria considerazione riguardo le seguenti
affermazioni (Domande 1-2).

1. Fumare è molto importante per me

01234

2. Tenere in mano la sigaretta è parte del rito del fumo

01234

Scegliere tra le seguenti opzioni quella che meglio
rispecchia le proprie abitudini, cerchiando il numero
corrispondente (Domande 3-11).
05Mai; 15Raramente; 25Alcune volte; 35Spesso;
45Sempre
3. Tiene qualcosa in bocca per evitare di fumare?

01234

4. Fuma una sigaretta come ricompensa per aver

01234

assolto a un compito?
5. Se è rimasto senza sigarette, trova difficoltà a

01234

concentrarsi?
6. Se si trova in posti in cui non è consentito fumare,

01234

tiene in mano un pacchetto di sigarette o una sigaretta?
7. Alcuni stimoli ambientali le fanno pensare alla

01234

sigaretta? Ad es. Un divano o una sedia comodi,
una stanza, l’auto, o l’assunzione di alcol
8. Si è mai reso conto di accendere una sigaretta per

01234

abitudine (senza sentirne il bisogno)?
9. Spesso tiene in bocca una sigaretta spenta o altri

01234

oggetti (penna, stuzzicadenti, chewing gum, etc.)
per scaricare stress, tensione o frustrazione?
10. Parte del piacere del fumo per lei deriva dai

01234

momenti (rituale) in cui accende la sigaretta?
11. Quando si trova solo in un ristorante, alla

01234

fermata dell’autobus, ad una festa, etc., sente
più rassicurato o a suo agio fumando una sigaretta?
TOTALE
Un punteggio alto è indicatore di alta dipendenza
comportamentale, un basso punteggio è indicatore
di bassa dipendenza comportamentale
Punteggio della Dipendenza Comportamentale
,12 Leggera
12–22 Moderata
23–33 Forte
.33 Molto forte
Scegliere tra le seguenti opzioni quella che meglio rispecchia le proprie
abitudini, cerchiando il numero corrispondente: 05Per nulla; 15Un po’;
25Abbastanza; 35Molto; 45Moltissimo.
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Abstract
Background: Cigarette smoking is a tough addiction to break. Therefore, improved approaches to smoking
cessation are necessary. The electronic-cigarette (e-Cigarette), a battery-powered electronic nicotine delivery device
(ENDD) resembling a cigarette, may help smokers to remain abstinent during their quit attempt or to reduce
cigarette consumption. Efficacy and safety of these devices in long-term smoking cessation and/or smoking
reduction studies have never been investigated.
Methods: In this prospective proof-of-concept study we monitored possible modifications in smoking habits of 40
regular smokers (unwilling to quit) experimenting the ‘Categoria’ e-Cigarette with a focus on smoking reduction
and smoking abstinence. Study participants were invited to attend a total of five study visits: at baseline, week-4,
week-8, week-12 and week-24. Product use, number of cigarettes smoked, and exhaled carbon monoxide (eCO)
levels were measured at each visit. Smoking reduction and abstinence rates were calculated. Adverse events and
product preferences were also reviewed.
Results: Sustained 50% reduction in the number of cig/day at week-24 was shown in 13/40(32.5%) participants;
their median of 25 cigs/day decreasing to 6 cigs/day (p < 0.001). Sustained 80% reduction was shown in 5/40
(12.5%) participants; their median of 30 cigs/day decreasing to 3 cigs/day (p = 0.043). Sustained smoking
abstinence at week-24 was observed in 9/40(22.5%) participants, with 6/9 still using the e-Cigarette by the end of
the study. Combined sustained 50% reduction and smoking abstinence was shown in 22/40 (55%) participants,
with an overall 88% fall in cigs/day. Mouth (20.6%) and throat (32.4%) irritation, and dry cough (32.4%) were
common, but diminished substantially by week-24. Overall, 2 to 3 cartridges/day were used throughout the study.
Participants’ perception and acceptance of the product was good.
Conclusion: The use of e-Cigarette substantially decreased cigarette consumption without causing significant side
effects in smokers not intending to quit (http://ClinicalTrials.gov number NCT01195597).

Background
With well over one billion smokers’ worldwide, cigarette
smoking is a global epidemic that poses a substantial
health burden and costs [1]. This is because cigarette
smoke harms several organ systems of the human body,
thus causing a broad range of diseases, many of which
are fatal [2,3]. The risk of serious disease diminishes
* Correspondence: polosa@unict.it
1
Centro per la Prevenzione e Cura del Tabagismo (CPCT), Azienda
Ospedaliero-Universitaria “Policlinico-Vittorio Emanuele”, Università di Catania,
Catania, Italy
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

rapidly after quitting and life-long abstinence is known
to reduce the risk of lung cancer, heart disease, strokes,
chronic lung disease and other cancers [4,5].
Although evidence-based recommendations indicate
that smoking cessation programs are useful in helping
smokers to quit [6], smoking is a very difficult addiction
to break. It has been shown that approximately 80% of
smokers who attempt to quit on their own, relapse
within the first month of abstinence and only about 35% remain abstinent at 6 months [7]. Although there is
little doubt that currently-marketed smoking cessation

© 2011 Polosa et al; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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products increase the chance of committed smokers to
stop smoking, they reportedly lack high levels of efficacy, especially in the real life setting [8]. Although this
is known to reflect the chronic relapsing nature of
tobacco dependence, the need for novel and effective
approaches to smoking cessation interventions is beyond
doubt.
The electronic-cigarette (e-Cigarette) is a battery-powered electronic nicotine delivery device (ENDD) resembling a cigarette designed for the purpose of nicotine
delivery,where no tobacco or combustion is necessary
for its operation [9] (Figure 1). Consequently, this product may be considered as a lower risk substitute for
factory-made cigarettes. In addition, people report buying them to help quit smoking, to reduce cigarette consumption and to relieve tobacco withdrawal symptoms
due to workplace smoking restrictions [10]. Besides delivering nicotine, e-Cigarettes may also provide a coping
mechanism for conditioned smoking cues by replacing
some of the rituals associated with smoking gestures (e.
g. hand-to-mouth action of smoking). For this reason, eCigarettes may help smokers to remain abstinent during
their quit attempt or to reduce cigarette consumption.
A recent internet survey on the satisfaction of e-Cigarette use has reported that the device helped in smoking
abstinence and improved smoking-related symptoms
[11]. Under acute experimental conditions, two marketed electronic cigarette brands suppressed tobacco
abstinence symptom ratings without leading to measurable levels of nicotine or CO in the exhaled breath [12].
The e-Cigarette is a very hot topic that has generated
considerable global debate with authorities wanting to
ban it or at least regulate it. Consequently, a formal

demonstration supporting the efficacy and safety of
these devices in smoking cessation and/or smoking
reduction studies would be of utmost importance.
With this in mind, we designed a prospective proofof-concept study to monitor possible modifications in
the smoking habits of a group of well characterized regular smokers experimenting the most popular marketed
e-Cigarette in Italy (’Categoria’; Arbi Group Srl, Milano,
Italy) focusing on smoking reduction and smoking abstinence. We also monitored adverse events and measured
participants’ perception and acceptance of the product.

Methods
Participants

Healthy smokers 18-60 years old, smoking ≥ 15 factorymade cigarettes per day (cig/day) for at least the past 10
years and not currently attempting to quit smoking or
wishing to do so in the next 30 days were recruited
from the local Hospital staff in Catania, Italy. None of
the participants reported a history of alcohol and illicit
drug use, major depression or other psychiatric conditions. We also excluded subjects who reported recent
myocardial infarction, angina pectoris, high blood pressure (BP > 140 mmHg systolic and/or 90 mmHg diastolic), diabetes mellitus, severe allergies, poorly controlled
asthma or other airways diseases. The study protocol
was discussed with the Chair of the local institutional
ERB (Comitato Etico Azienda Vittorio Emanuele) in
February 2010. In consideration of the fact that e-cigarette use is a widespread phenomenon in Italy, that many
e-cigarette users are enjoying them as consumer goods,
that this type of product is not regulated as a drug or a
drug device in Italy (end users can buy e-cig almost

Figure 1 Structure of the ‘Categoria’ electronic-cigarette (e-Cigarette). The e-Cigarette is a battery-powered electronic nicotine delivery
device (ENDD) resembling a cigarette designed for the purpose of providing inhaled doses of nicotine by way of a vaporized solution to the
respiratory system. This device provides a flavor and physical sensation similar to that of inhaled tobacco smoke, while no smoke or combustion
is actually involved in its operation. It is composed of the following key components: (1) the inhaler - also known as ‘cartridge’ (a disposable
non-refillable plastic mouthpiece - resembling a tobacco cigarette’s filter - which contains an absorbent material that is saturated with a liquid
solution containing nicotine); (2) the atomizing device (the heating element that vaporizes the liquid in the mouthpiece and generates the mist
with each puff); (3) the battery component (the body of the device - resembling a tobacco cigarette - which houses a lithium-ion re-chargeable
battery to power the atomizer). The body of the device also houses an electronic airflow sensor to automatically activate the heating element
upon inhalation and to light up a red LED indicator to signal activation of the device with each puff. Each pre-filled ‘Original’ cartridges used in
this study contains nicotine (7.25 mg/cartridge) dissolved in propylene glycol (233.7 mg/cartridge) and vegetable glycerin (64.0 mg/cartridge)
[details can be found at: http://www.liaf-onlus.org/public/allegati/categoria1b.pdf].
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anywhere - internet, tobacconists, pharmacies, restaurants, and shops), and that only healthy smokers not
willing to quit smoking would participate, it was felt
that the study fulfilled the criteria of an observational
naturalistic investigation and was exempt from the
requirement from ethical approval. Participants gave
written informed consent prior to participation in the
study.
Study Design and Baseline Measures

Eligible participants were invited to use an ENDD
(’Categoria’ e-Cigarette, Arbi Group Srl, Milano, Italy)
and were followed up prospectively for 6 months. They
attended a total of five study visits at our smoking cessation clinic (Centro per la Prevenzione e Cura del Tabagismo (CPCT), Università di Catania, Italy): a baseline
visit and four follow-up visits, (at week-4, week-8, week12 and week-24) (Figure 2).
At baseline (study visit 1), basic demographic and a
detailed smoking history were taken and individual
pack-years (pack/yrs) calculated together with scoring of
their level of nicotine dependence by means of Fagerstrom Test of Nicotine Dependence (FTND) questionnaire [13]. Subjective ratings of depression were assessed
with the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) [14]. Additionally, levels of carbon monoxide in exhaled breath
(eCO) were measured using a portable device (Micro
CO, Micro Medical Ltd, UK). Participants were given a
free e-Cigarette kit containing two rechargeable batteries, a charger, and two atomizers and instructed on
how to charge, activate and use the e-Cigarette. Key
troubleshooting were addressed and phone numbers
were supplied for both technical and medical assistance.
A full 4-weeks supply of 7.4 mg nicotine cartridges
("Original” cartridges; Arbi Group Srl, Milano, Italy) was
also provided and participants were trained on how to
load them onto the e-Cigarette’s atomizer. Random
checks confirmed that the nicotine content per cartridge
was 7,25 mg. Detailed toxicology and nicotine content
analyses of “Original” cartridges had been carried in a
laboratory certified by the Italian Institute of Health and
can be found at: http://www.liaf-onlus.org/public/allegati/categoria1b.pdf
Participants were permitted to use the study product
ad libitum throughout the day (up to a maximum of 4
cartridges per day, as recommended by the manufacturer) in the anticipation of reducing the number of cig/
day smoked, and to fill a 4-weeks’ study diary recording
product use, number of any tobacco cigarettes smoked,
and adverse events.
Participants were invited to came back at week-4
(study visit 2), week-8 (study visit 3), and week-12 (visit
4), a) to receive further free supply of nicotine cartridges
together with the study diaries for the residual study
589

periods, b) to record their eCO levels, and c) to give
back completed study diaries and unused study
products.
Study participants attended a final follow-up visit at
week-24 (study visit 5) to report product use (cartridges/day) and the number of any tobacco cigarettes
smoked (from which smoking reduction and smoking
abstinence could be calculated), to re-check eCO
levels and to rate the degree of usefulness of the
study product. In particular, participants were asked
to rate their level of satisfaction with the products
compared to their usual cigarettes using a visual analogue scale (VAS) from 0 to 10 points (0 = being
‘completely unsatisfied’, 10 being = ‘fully satisfied’);
on the same scale, they also rated helpfulness (in
keeping them from smoking) and whether they would
recommend it to a friend who wanted to stop/reduce
smoking. Adverse events were obtained from their
study diaries.
Given the observational nature of this study, no
emphasis on encouragement, motivation and reward for
the smoking cessation effort were provided since this
study was intended to monitor the case of a smoker
(unwilling to quit) trying out an unconventional nicotine
delivery device in a real world setting. Although participants were allowed to smoke their own brand of cigarette as they wished, smoking cessation services were
provided to those who would spontaneously ask for
assistance with quitting. These subjects were excluded
from the study protocol.
Study outcome measures

The primary efficacy measure was sustained 50% reduction in the number of cig/day at week-24 from baseline
(reducers) [15]; defined as sustained self-reported 50%
reduction in the number of cig/day compared to baseline for the 30 days period prior to week-24 study visit
(eCO levels were measured to verify smoking status and
confirm a reduction compared to baseline).
A secondary efficacy measure of the study was sustained 80% reduction in the number of cig/day at week24 from baseline (heavy reducers); defined as sustained
self-reported 80% reduction in the number of cig/day
compared to baseline for the 30 days period prior to
week-24 study visit (eCO levels were measured to verify
smoking status and confirm a reduction compared to
baseline).
An additional secondary efficacy measure of the study
was sustained smoking abstinence at week-24 (quitters);
defined as complete self-reported abstinence from
tobacco smoking (not even a puff) for the 30 days period prior to week-24 study visit (eCO levels were measured to objectively verify smoking status with an eCO
concentration of ≤10 ppm).
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66 subjects (38M; 28F)
responded to the study advert

14 subjects (9M; 5F) ineligible due to
their request to be assisted with quitting
52 subjects (29 M; 23 F)
consented to participate
12 subjects (3M; 9F) ineligible due to
exclusion criteria (6 hypertension; 2 age > 60 yrs;
2 Hx of major depression; 1 Hx of recent
myocardial infarction; 1 Hx of asthma)
40 subjects (26 M; 14F) eligible for inclusion in the study
and assigned to use the e-Cigarette

Baseline Visit 1

6 subjects (4M; 2F):
lost to follow up
34 subjects (23M;11F) eligible for week-4 analyses

Visit 2

2 subjects (1M; 1F):
lost to follow up

32 subjects (22M;10F) eligible for week-8 analyses

Visit 3

2 subjects (1M; 1F):
lost to follow up
30 subjects (21M;9F) eligible for week-12 analyses

Visit 4

3 subjects (3M):
lost to follow up

27 subjects (18M;9F) eligible for week-24 analyses

Final Visit 5

Figure 2 Number of patients recruited and flow of patients within the study. A total of 66 subjects with specifically predefined smoking
criteria (smoking ≥ 15 cig/day for at least the past 10 years) responded to the advert; of these, 14 subjects were not included in the study
because they spontaneously seek assistance with quitting (these were then invited to attend the local smoking cessation clinic, which offers
standard support with cessation counselling and pharmacotherapy for nicotine dependence). The remaining 52 subjects consented to participate
into the study; of these, 12 were not considered eligible because of the exclusion criteria (6 had a high blood pressure, 2 were older than 60; 2
had a diagnosis of major depression; 1 suffered from recent myocardial infarction; 1 had uncontrolled allergic asthma). In the end, 40 volunteers
were included in the study and were issued with e-Cigarette kits loaded with nicotine cartridges. By the end of the study, a total of 13 subjects
were lost to follow-up due to failure of attending their control visits. Overall 27 participants were available for analyses at the 24-week follow-up
visit.
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Those smokers who failed to meet the above criteria
at the final week-24 follow-up visit (study visit 5) were
categorized as reduction/cessation failures (failures).
Statistical Analyses

This was a proof-of-concept pilot study, the first of its
kind, hence no previous data could be used for power
calculation. However, using our previous experience in
smoking cessation studies, we estimated that a sample
of 40 subjects would have been adequate to acquire
quit/reduction rates from 70-75% of the subjects
enrolled [16]. Primary and secondary outcome measures
were computed by including all enrolled participants assuming that all those individuals who were lost to follow-up are classified as failures (intention-to-treat analysis). The changes from baseline (study visit 1) in
number of cig/day and in eCO levels were compared
with data recorded at subsequent follow-up visits using
Wilcoxon Signed rank test as these data were non-parametric. Parametric and non-parametric data were
expressed as mean (± SD) and median (interquartile
range (IQR)) respectively. Correlations were calculated
using Spearman’s Rho Correlation. Statistical methods
were 2-tailed, and P values of < 0.05 were considered
significant.

Results
Participant characteristics

After excluding for the study exclusion criteria, a total
of 40 (M 26; F 14; mean (± SD) age of 42.9 (± 8.8)
years) regular smokers (mean (± SD) pack/yrs of 34.9

(± 14.7)) consented to participate and were included
in the study (Table 1; Figure 2). Twenty-seven (67.5%)
completed all study visits and returned for their final
follow-up visit at week-24. Baseline characteristics of
those who were lost to follow-up were not significantly different from participants who completed the
study.
Outcome measures

Participants’ smoking status at baseline and at 24-week
is shown on Table 2. Taking the whole cohort of participants (n = 40), an overall 80% reduction in median cig/
day use from 25 to 5 was observed by the end of the
study (p < 0.001). Sustained 50% reduction in the number of cig/day at week-24 was shown in 13/40 (32.5%)
participants, with a median of 25 cig/day (IQR 20, 30)
decreasing significantly to 6 cig/day (IQR 5, 6)(p <
0.001). Of these tobacco smoke reducers, five (12.5%)
could be classified as sustained heavy reducers (at least
80% reduction in the number of cig/day) at week-24.
They had a median consumption of 30 cig/day (IQR 25,
35) at baseline, decreasing significantly to 3 cig/day
(IQR 3, 6) (p = 0.043). There were 9/40 (22.5%) quitters,
with 6/9 still using the e-Cigarette by the end of the
study. Overall, combined sustained 50% reduction and
smoking abstinence was shown in 22/40 (55%) participants, with a median of 25 cig/day (IQR 20, 30) decreasing significantly to 3 cig/day (IQR 0, 6)(p < 0.001),
which is equivalent to an overall 88% reduction. Details
of mean cigarette use and eCO levels throughout the
study is shown in Figure 3 and 4.

Table 1 Patient Demographics
Parameter

Mean (± SD)*

Age

42.9 (± 8.8)

Subjects eligible for inclusion(n = 40)
Sex

26M; 14F

Smoking Years
FTND

26.9 (± 8.8)
6.0 (6, 8)*

Beck Depression Inventory

9 (5, 12.3)*

Cigarettes/day

25 (20, 30)*

eCO

23.5 (15.8, 36)*

Age

42.6 (± 8.4)

Sex
Smoking Years

18M; 9F
27.2 (± 8.9)

†Subjects available for week-24 analyses(n = 27)

FTND

7 (6, 7)*

Beck Depression Inventory

9 (5, 12.5)*

Cigarettes/day

25 (20, 30)*

eCO

24 (15.5, 37)*

*Non-parametric data expressed as median (IQR).
† Subjects excluding those lost-to-follow-up.
Abbreviations: SD - Standard Deviation; M - Male; F - Female; FTND - Fagerstrom Test of Nicotine Dependence; eCO - exhaled carbon monoxide; IQR interquartile range.
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Table 2 Subject Parameter Outcomes Following 24 Weeks of Electronic Cigarette Use
AT BASELINE

AT 24-Weeks
Post E-Cigarette

p value‡

Age
Sex

40.1 (± 7.7)†
8M; 5F

6 (5, 6)*
8 (6, 11)*

< 0.001
0.001

Smoking Years

24.5 (± 8.7)†

Cigarettes/day

25 (20, 30)*

eCO

18 (14, 33)*

Parameter
Sustained 50% (excluding quitters) reduction in cigarette smoking (n = 13)

Sustained 80% (excluding quitters) reduction in cigarette smoking (n = 5)
Age

40.6 (± 10.4)†

3 (3, 6)*

0.043

Sex
Smoking Years

4M; 1F
25.4 (± 11.8)†

6 (4, 10)*

0.042

Cigarettes/day

30(25, 35)*

eCO

15 (14, 44)*

Sustained 100% (quitters) reduction in cigarette smoking (n = 9)
Age

44.7 (± 9.3)†

0 (0, 0)*

0.008

Sex

8M; 1F

3 (2, 3)*

0.008

Smoking Years

29 (± 9.6)†

Cigarettes/day
eCO

25 (23, 30)*
31 (23, 41)*

Sustained > 50% (including quitters) reduction in cigarette smoking (n = 22)
Age

42 (± 8.5)†

3 (0, 6)*

< 0.001

Sex

16M; 6F

5.5 (3, 9.5)*

< 0.001

Smoking Years

26.3 (± 9.1)†

Cigarettes/day

25 (20, 30)*

eCO

27 (15.5, 37.5)*

Smoking Failure (< 50% smoking reduction) (n = 5)
Age

45.6 (± 7.9)†

20 (20, 20)*

0.157

Sex

2M; 3F

28 (17, 31)*

0.892

Smoking Years

31.2 (± 7)†

Cigarettes/day

25 (20, 25)*

eCO

18 (16, 32)*

Abbreviations: SD - Standard Deviation; M - Male; F - Female; eCO - exhaled carbon monoxide.
‡p value - within group Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test.
† Parametric data expressed as mean (± SD).
*Non-parametric data expressed as median (interquartile range(IQR)).

Product Use

Details of mean cartridge use throughout the study is
shown in Figure 5. The reported number of cartridges/
day used by our study participants was dissimilar, ranging from a maximum of 4 cartridges/day (as per manufacturer’s recommendation) to a minimum of 0
cartridges/day (’zero’ was recorded in the study diary,
when the same cartridge was used for more than 24
hours). For the whole group (n = 27), a mean (± SD)
2.0 (± 1.4) cartridges/day was used throughout the
study. The number of cartridges/day used was slightly
higher when these summary statistics were computed
with the exclusion of the eight study failures; the value
increasing to a mean (± SD) of 2.2 (± 1.3) cartridges/
day. Correlation between the number of cartridges/day
and smoking reduction in those participants with
592

sustained 50% reduction in smoking was not significant
(Rho -0.003; p = 0.988). Likewise, the correlation
between the number of cartridges/day, and combined
sustained 50% reduction and smoking abstinence was
also non-significant (Rho -0.185; p = 0.546).
Adverse Events

The most frequently reported adverse events were
mouth irritation (20,6%), throat irritation (32,4%), and
dry cough (32,4%) (Table 3). These events were most
commonly reported at the beginning of the study and
appeared to wane spontaneously by study visit 5.
Remarkably, side effects commonly recorded during
smoking cessation trials with drugs for nicotine dependence were absent (i.e. depression, anxiety, insomnia,
irritability, hunger, constipation were not reported).
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>50% reduction
>80% reduction
Quitters
Failures
40

Mean Cigarettes/day

30

20

10

0
-5
Week 0

Week 8

Week 4

Week 12

Week 24

Time
Figure 3 Changes in the mean (± SD) cigarette use for each study subgroups throughout the study.

Moreover, no serious adverse events (i.e. events requiring unscheduled visit to the family practitioner or hospitalisation) occurred during the study.
Product Preferences

The ‘Categoria’ e-Cigarette rated scores well above the
mean for satisfaction and for helpfulness (enabling them
to refrain from smoking), their mean (± SD) VAS values
being 6.3 (± 2.5) and 7.5 (± 2.7) respectively. Moreover,
it was observed that participants would enthusiastically
recommend the e-Cigarette to friends or relatives who
wanted to stop/reduce smoking, the mean (± SD) VAS
value being 8.0 (± 3.4). Predictably, the e-Cigarette rated
even higher scores when these summary statistics were
computed with the exclusion of the study failures (n =
8). On the contrary, the perception and acceptance of
593

the product by those who failed to remain abstinent or
to reduce smoking (n = 5) was poor; the mean (± SD)
VAS values for satisfaction and for helpfulness being 2.2
(± 0.8) and 2.5 (± 1.0), respectively. As expected, these
individuals were unlikely to recommend the ‘Categoria’
e-Cigarette to friends or relatives; the mean (± SD) VAS
value being 2.3 (± 1.2).
Among the most positive features of e-Cigarettes were
the pleasure of inhalation and exhalation of the vapour.
Other positive features mentioned included cleaner and
fresher breath, absence of odours in clothing and hair.
Although the overall participants’ perception and acceptance of the product was good, its ease of use could be
improved and technical defects reduced. During the
course of the study, five study participants could not use
the product as recommended and had to be retrained
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>50% reduction
>80% reduction
Quitters
Failures

Mean Exhaled Carbon Monoxide
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Time
Figure 4 Changes in the mean (± SD) eCO levels for each study subgroups throughout the study.

within 72 hours. Three participants reported that the
device often failed to produce mist when puffed (three
atomizers had to be substituted). Another two were
given a faulty charger (chargers were immediately
replaced). According to study participants, perception
and acceptance of the product could be improved by
increasing manufacturing standards, by providing a
recharge lasting at least 24 hours, by reducing the
weight of the device and by substituting the hard plastic
mouthpiece.

Discussion
In this pilot study, we have shown for the first time that
substantial and objective modifications in the smoking
habits may occur in smokers using e-Cigarettes, with
significant smoking reduction and smoking abstinence
and no apparent increase in withdrawal symptoms. Participants were not only enthusiastic about using the e-
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Cigarette, but the majority (67.5%) were also able to
adhere to the program and to return for the final follow-up visit at week-24 with an overall quit rate of
22.5%. Moreover, at least 50% reduction in cigarette
smoking was observed in 32.5% of participants. Overall,
combined reduction and smoking abstinence was shown
in 55% of participants. These preliminary findings are of
great significance in view of the fact that all smokers in
the study were, by inclusion criteria, not interested in
quitting. Although not directly comparable with classic
cessation and/or reduction studies with other pharmaceutical products because of its design (the present
study is not an ordinary cessation study), the results of
our study are in general accordance with the findings
published in the medical literature [17].
The large magnitude of this effect suggests the eCigarette strongly suppressed cigarette use. However, no
correlations were observed between the number of
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>50% reduction
>80% reduction
Quitters

5

Failures

Mean Cartridges/day

4

3

2

1

0

Week 8

Week 4

Week 12

Week 24

Time
Figure 5 Changes in the mean (± SD) cartridge use for each study subgroups throughout the study.

Table 3 Adverse events reported by participants who
completed all study visits
Adverse Event

nicotine cartridges/day used and the level of smoking
reduction. This is not unexpected, in view of the powerful interaction between physical and behavioural dependence of smoking [18,19] and the modest increases in
blood nicotine levels measured after the use of this type
of devices [20]. Therefore, it is unlikely that the
observed positive effect of the e-Cigarette is due to nicotine delivery. Rather, the strong suppression of smoking
in association with the absence of correlation between
cartridges use and level of smoking reduction, suggests
that the positive effect of the e-Cigarette may be also
due to its capacity to provide a coping mechanism for
conditioned smoking cues by replacing some of the
rituals associated with smoking gestures (e.g. hand-tomouth action of smoking). In agreement with this, we
have recently demonstrated that nicotine free inhalators
can only improve quit rates in those smokers for whom
handling and manipulation of their cigarette played an
important role in their ritual of smoking [21].

Study Visits
4-week
n/n (%)

8-week
n/n (%)

12-week
n/n (%)

24-week
n/n (%)

Throat
irritation*

11/34
(32,4%)

5/32
(15,6%)

5/30
(16,7%)

4/27
(14,8%)

Mouth
Irritation*

7/34 (20,6%)

4/32
(12,5%)

3/30
(10,0%)

2/27 (7,4%)

Sore Throat

4/34 (11,8%)

1/32 (3,1%)

1/30 (3,3%)

0/27 (0,0%)

Dry cough

11/34
(32,4%)

6/32
(18,8%)

3/30
(10,0%)

3/27
(11,1%)

Dry mouth

3/34 (8,8%)

1/32 (3,1%)

1/30 (3,3%)

1/27 (3,7%)

Mouth ulcers

1/34 (2,9%)

1/32 (3,1%)

1/30 (3,3%)

0/27 (0,0%)

Dizziness§

5/34 (14,7%)

2/32 (6,3%)

2/30 (6,7%)

1/27 (3,7%)

Headache

4/34 (11,8%)

2/32 (6,3%)

2/30 (6,7%)

1/27 (3,7%)

Nausea

5/34 (14,7%)

2/32 (6,3%)

1/30 (3,3%)

1/27 (3,7%)

* Throat and mouth irritation were described either as tickling, itching, or
burning sensation
§
Dizziness, was also used to mean vertigo and light-headedness.
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Although dry cough and mouth ulcers can be associated with withdrawal effects, typical withdrawal symptoms of smoking cessation trials with drugs for nicotine
dependence were not reported during the course of the
study. It is possible that the e-Cigarette by providing a
coping mechanism for conditioned smoking cues could
mitigate withdrawal symptoms associated with smoking
reduction and smoking abstinence. In contrast from
other ENDDs such as Eclipse (which is known to generate substantial level of eCO) [22], e-Cigarettes use does
not lead to increased eCO levels [12]. In the present
study, the smoking reduction with ‘Categoria’ e-Cigarette use was associated to a substantial decrease in the
level of eCO. The most frequent adverse events were
mouth irritation, throat irritation and dry cough, but all
appeared to wane spontaneously with time. These are
likely to be secondary to exposure to propylene glycol
mist generated by the e-Cigarette’s atomizer. Propylene
glycol is a low toxicity compound widely used as a food
additive and in pharmaceutical preparations. Exposure
to propylene glycol mist may occur from smoke generators in discotheques, theatres, and aviation emergency
training and is known to cause ocular, mouth, throat,
upper airway irritation and cough [23,24]. Dizziness was
often reported by participants at the beginning of the
study and can be brought about by the hyperventilation
associated to the greater puffing time with the e-Cigarette. Alternatively, the dizziness as well as other
reported adverse events such as nausea and headaches
may be due to nicotine overuse. The substantial reduction in the frequency of dizziness observed by the end
of the study may be due to the improved familiarisation
with the puffing technique and/or to the overall reduction in nicotine use. Therefore, the ‘Categoria’” e-Cigarette can be seen as a safe way to smoke although larger
and longer studies will be required for a full assessment
of its adverse events.
The ‘Categoria’ e-Cigarette rated high scores for a
range of subjective ratings of user preferences suggesting
that the product was functioning as an adequate cigarette substitute. Hence, participants were more likely to
recommend the e-Cigarette to friends or relatives. Conversely, as would be expected the perception and acceptance of the product by those who failed to remain
abstinent or to reduce smoking was poor and these individuals were unlikely to recommend the e-Cigarette. We
cannot exclude that technical problems (particularly
those who went unreported) and difficulty of use (it
takes time to familiarize with the puffing technique)
could have affected the number of lost to follow-up and
failures. Although the overall participants’ perception
and acceptance of the product was good, its ease of use
could be improved. Technical defects could be reduced
by increasing manufacturing standards, providing a
596

recharge lasting at least 24 hours, reducing the weight
of the device and substituting the hard plastic mouthpiece. These latter two suggestions would improve
device acceptability for certain common rituals of cigarette smoking, e.g. keeping the cigarette between lips.
Harm-reduction strategies are aimed at reducing the
adverse health effects of tobacco use in individuals
unable or unwilling to quit. Reducing the number of
cig/day is one of several kinds of harm reduction strategies [25]. It is uncertain whether substantial smoking
reduction in smokers using the e-Cigarette will translate
in health benefits, but a number of studies have analyzed the ability of smoking reduction to lower health
risks and have reported some reductions in cardiovascular risk factors and lung cancer mortality [26-28]. Moreover, reduction in cigarette smoking by e-Cigarette may
well increase motivation to quit as indicated by a substantial body of evidence showing that gradually cutting
down smoking can increase subsequent smoking cessation among smokers [15,29-32]. While not the treatment
of choice, reduced smoking strategies might be considered for recalcitrant smokers unwilling to quit, as in the
case of our study population.
There are some limitations in our study. Firstly, this
was a small uncontrolled study, hence the results
observed may be due to a chance finding and not to a
true effect; consequently the results should be interpreted with caution. However, it would have been quite
problematic to have a placebo arm in such a study. Secondly, 32.5% of the participants failed to attend their
final follow-up visit, but this is not unexpected in a
smoking cessation study. Thirdly, because of its unusual
design (smokers not willing to quit, e-Cigarettes were
used throughout the entire study period) this is not an
ordinary cessation study and therefore direct comparison with other smoking cessation products cannot be
made. Fourthly, failure to complete the study and smoking cessation failures could be due to occurrence of
technical defects for the e-Cigarette. However, this
could not be assessed with confidence in the present
study. Lastly, assessment of withdrawal symptoms in our
study was not rigorous. Withdrawal was assessed at
each visit by simply asking about the presence/absence
of irritability, restlessness, difficulty concentrating,
increased appetite/weight gain, depression or insomnia.
It is likely that this way of collecting information is
liable to recall bias. Therefore, the reported lack of withdrawal symptoms in the study participants should be
considered with caution.

Conclusions
Current smoking cessation interventions can increase
the chance of quitting in committed smokers who are
already motivated and prepared to stop smoking [33],
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but a broader range of interventions are needed in order
to bring more smokers into treatment and increase the
numbers who are motivated to make quit attempts.
Although not formally regulated as a pharmaceutical
product, the e-Cigarette can help smokers to remain
abstinent or reduce their cigarette consumption. By
replacing tobacco cigarettes, the e-cigarette can only
save lives.
Here we show for the first time that e-Cigarettes can
substantially decrease cigarette consumption without
causing significant side effects in smokers not intending
to quit. However, large and carefully conducted RCTs
will be required before a definite answer about the efficacy and safety of these devices can be formulated.
Some of these trials are now in progress in Italy [34-36]
and New Zealand [37] and hopefully they will be able to
confirm and expand the preliminary observations
reported in the present article.
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Electronic cigarettes (e-cigs): views of aficionados
and clinical⁄public health perspectives
J. Foulds, S. Veldheer, A. Berg

SUMMARY

What’s known

Background: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigs) have experienced a rapid growth in
popularity but little is known about how they are used. Aim: The aim of this study
was to identify the e-cig products used by experienced e-cig users, their pattern of
e-cig use and the impact on tobacco use. Method: Face-to-face survey of 104
experienced e-cig users. Results: Of all the e-cig users, 78% had not used any
tobacco in the prior 30 days. They had previously smoked an average of 25 cigarettes per day, and had tried to quit smoking an average of nine times before they
started using e-cigs. Two-thirds had previously tried to quit smoking using an FDAapproved smoking cessation medication. The majority of the sample had used
e-cigs daily for at least a year. Three quarters started using e-cigs with the intention of quitting smoking and almost all felt that the e-cig had helped them to succeed in quitting smoking. Two-thirds used e-cig liquid with a medium to high
concentration of nicotine (13 mg +). Only 8% were using the most widely sold
types of cigarette-sized e-cigs that are typically powered by a single 3.7 volt battery. Instead most used e-cigs designed to enable the atomizer to more consistently achieve a hotter more intense vapour. Conclusion: Until we have more
evidence on the safety and efficacy of e-cigs for smoking cessation, smokers
should be advised to use proven treatments (e.g. counselling and FDA-approved
medicines). However, for those who have successfully switched to e-cigs, the priority should be staying off cigarettes, rather than quitting e-cigs.

Introduction
Electronic cigarettes (e-cigs) in the current form were
invented by Chinese pharmacist Hon Lik in 2003
with patents held by the Ruyan company. Exports of
e-cigs from China continue to rise despite legal challenges regarding their regulatory status (tobacco
product, medical drug delivery device, or neither)
and sales (mainly online) have continued to grow.
One recent study reported that by September 2010
internet searches for e-cigs were several-hundred-fold
greater than searches for nicotine replacement therapy products (1). However, despite the rapid rise in
popularity of these products, remarkably little is
known about e-cigs, how they are used, what substances are in them and what substances are delivered to the user and the environment.
Figure 1 shows a typical e-cig setup for a breathactivated (pneumatic) inhalation. The cartridge holds
a liquid mixture typically containing propylene glycol
and nicotine. Inhalation activates a pressure-sensitive

The popularity of electronic cigarettes (e-cigs) is
increasing rapidly. They deliver a vapour of
propylene glycol and nicotine, without any smoke.

What’s new
Some e-cig users are continuing to use e-cigs long
term, primarily as a way of ending their tobacco
use. These experienced e-cig users tend to use ecigs that are larger than the mass-marketed
cigarette-size e-cigs. Rather, they use e-cigs that
are designed to provide more intense vapour via
stronger battery power.
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circuit that heats the atomizer and turns the liquid
into a vapour which is drawn through the mouthpiece. The vapour is a fine mist without smoke or
carbon-monoxide, which dissipates more quickly
than smoke. Many e-cigs are designed for the tip of
the e-cig to light up during inhalation and more
recently some have been designed to light up blue
rather than red to show that this is not really a cigarette (Figure 1).
Two published studies have measured the blood
nicotine levels resulting from e-cig use and, contrary
to expectations, both studies found that even e-cigs
labelled as ‘high nicotine’, produced remarkably low
nicotine absorption. Bullen et al. (2) found that
whereas smokers obtained a fairly typical blood nicotine concentration of 13.4 ng ⁄ ml from smoking a
single cigarette, they obtained only 1.3 ng ⁄ ml from
use of a Ruyan V8 e-cig, using a cartridge labelled as
containing 16 mg of nicotine. Despite the very low
nicotine delivery, the participants reported that the
‘high nicotine’ e-cig resulted in less desire to smoke
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Figure 1 Typical components of an electronic cigarette

than an e-cig containing a zero nicotine cartridge
and was rated as more pleasant to use than the pharmaceutical nicotine inhaler (Johnson & Johnson Inc.,
New Brunswick, NJ, USA). Vansickel et al. (3) found
that whereas smoking two regular cigarettes resulted
in a peak blood nicotine increase from 2.1 ng ⁄ ml to
18.8 ng ⁄ ml, two 5-min puffing sessions with either
the NPRO (NJOY, Scottsdale, AZ, USA) or HYDRO
(Crown Seven, Scottsdale, AZ, USA) e-cigs loaded
with 16–18 mg nicotine cartridges, resulted in very
low blood nicotine levels (3.5 ng ⁄ ml and 2.5 ng ⁄ ml
respectively). In contrast to cigarette smoking, ‘vaping’ an e-cig produced no increase in exhaled carbon-monoxide levels. It should be noted that both of
these studies involved providing e-cig naı̈ve cigarette
smokers with e-cigs of the researchers’ choosing and
asking volunteers to use it, like a cigarette. However,
more recently Vansickel et al. (4) reported (as yet
unpublished) preliminary results from a study in
which experienced e-cig users were allowed to use
their own (customised) e-cigs. In this study, two of
three initial participants achieved rapid increases in
blood nicotine concentration with a similar order of
magnitude and speed as a cigarette (> 10 ng ⁄ ml in
5 min).
These early signs of different results in experienced
e-cig users (when compared with e-cig naı̈ve smokers) suggest that we may learn useful information
about e-cigs from these individuals, including a better understanding of the characteristics of the e-cigs
they choose and their patterns of use. This paper
reports on results of a face-to-face survey study of
experienced e-cig users attending a meeting for e-cig
aficionados, describes the e-cig products they use
and discusses public health issues raised by these
products and implications for clinicians.

Method
The survey took place during the first 3-hour session
of a meeting of electronic cigarette enthusiasts in
Philadelphia, USA (‘Philly Vapefest, 2011’). The
investigator (JF) informed attendees that the aim of

the study was to help understand e-cigarette use.
Completion of the questionnaire was anonymous,
approved by the Institutional Review Board at Penn
State Hershey, and involved a 55-item questionnaire
covering (i) demographics, (ii) e-cig use history (iii)
tobacco use history and (iv) beliefs about e-cigs.
A total of 129 people attended this part of the
meeting and 110 questionnaires were handed out. A
total of 105 questionnaires were returned, one of
which was not included in the data analysis presented here as the participant was not an e-cig user.

Analysis
We provide descriptive statistics for the participants’
answers, plus statistical comparisons between the
short-term (< 12 month) e-cig users (n = 48) and the
long-term (1 year or more) e-cig users (n = 56). Standard statistical tests (including chi-squared test for
categorical variables, independent t-test for normally
distributed variables, and the Mann–Whitney U-test
for skewed data) were used to compare those two
groups. Statistical analyses were performed with spss
version 18 (SPSS Inc. Chicago IL, USA).

Results
Table 1 shows the basic descriptive data for the whole
sample and also compares those who have used e-cigs
for less than a year, with those who have used them for
a year or more. The majority were male, employed
full-time and had not used a tobacco product within
the previous month. All had previously used tobacco
but one had never been a regular tobacco user; 88% of
the participants described themselves as ex-cigarette
smokers (some had switched to smokeless tobacco or
cigars prior to trying e-cigs) and overall they had been
heavy smokers, smoking 25 cigarettes per day, smoking
within a half hour of waking in the morning. They had
tried to quit smoking an average of nine times before
they started using e-cigs and two-thirds had previously
tried to quit smoking by using an FDA-approved
smoking cessation medication.
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Table 1 Characteristics of experienced e-cigarette users and comparison between those who have used for greater than and less than 1 year

Total sample
(n = 104)

Characteristic (n)

% Male (103)
74
% White (104)
88
% with college degree (102)
40
Mean Age (104)
34 ± 8.8
% employed full-time (102)
77
% making > 10% income from e-cig business (104)
13
Median days since last tobacco product use (102)
150 (0–1234)
% currently use smoked tobacco (104)
12
% who have not used tobacco in past the 30 days (102)
78
% whose last tobacco product was a cigarette (103)
95
Mean years used tobacco (102)
16 ± 10
Mean cigarettes per day (103)
25 ± 13
Time to first smoke of day, in minutes (100)
24 ± 47
Time to first use of e-cig, in minutes (101)
38 ± 38
% woke at night to smoke (104)
49
Mean number of quit attempts (91)
9 ± 16
% saying ‘extremely important’ to stay off tobacco (104)
90
% saying ‘extremely confident’ they can succeed in staying off tobacco (104)
93
% previously used an FDA-approved smoking cessation medication (104)
65
% previously tried ‡ 2 FDA-approved smoking cessation medications (104)
54
% tried to quit ‘cold turkey’ (104)
73
% tried to quit by using smokeless tobacco (104)
21
% using an e-cig ‡ 20 days out of the past 28 (103)
89
Mean length of e-cig use in months (104)
13 ± 9
% use e-cig liquid > 12 mg concentration (102)
66
% who believe they get more or the same amount of nicotine from an e-cig (102)
58
% who agree with the following reasons for personal use of e-cig rather than a regular cigarette (104)
I believe the e-cig is less harmful to others
80
I believe it is less harmful to my health
98
I prefer the taste
80
I can use an e-cig in places where smoking is banned
64
% have a preferred type of e-cig (104)
79
% who believe they inhale e-cig less deeply than cigarettes (44)
34
% who believe they use e-cig the same or more frequently than cigarettes (83)
35
Median times e-cig used per day (82)
20 (2–60)
% who are able to use an e-cig in places where smoking is banned (104)
90
% who started e-cig use with the intention of quitting tobacco soon (103)
73
% who believe e-cig helped them quit smoking (102)
99
% who plan to continue using e-cig for at least another year (103)
89
Median cost of current e-cig in US $ (94)
70 (8–235)
Mean weekly cost to maintain vaping, US $ (93)
13 ± 10

Use e-cig
< 1 year
(n = 48)à

Use e-cig
‡ 1 year
(n = 56)

p-value*

72
90
38
33 ± 8
69
4
90 (0–556)
13
75
98
16 ± 9
24 ± 11
18 ± 22
33 ± 36
56
9 ± 16
88
94
67
54
67
27
92
5±3
83
67

75
86
42
34 ± 9
83
20
365 (0–1234)
11
82
93
17 ± 10
26 ± 15
30 ± 61
42 ± 40
43
10 ± 15
93
93
64
54
79
16
88
20 ± 7
51
50

0.760
0.552
0.718
0.451
0.083
0.017
< 0.0001
0.776
0.368
0.238
0.521
0.086
0.202
0.238
0.173
0.843
0.356
0.856
0.799
0.952
0.172
0.170
0.514
< 0.0001
0.001
0.089

73
100
71
67
75
40
45
20 (2–60)
92
75
98
94
61 (8–235)
12 ± 6

86
96
88
63
82
29
26
20 (2–60)
89
71
100
86
80 (20–180)
13 ± 12

0.105
0.186
0.035
0.658
0.374
0.450
0.064
0.588
0.681
0.730
0.277
0.174
0.042
0.455

Means are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. Medians are expressed as the median (range). *Differences between means were evaluated by two sample
t-tests; proportions were evaluated by chi-square tests; differences between the medians were evaluated with Mann–Whitney test. Does not include 23 individuals
who reported they used their e-cig a ‘countless’ number or ‘100 s’ of times per day. Respondents who reported using their e-cig more than 60 times per day were
coded as 60. àThe total n for each group varies depending on number who responded to each individual question.

The majority of the respondents had used e-cigs for
at least a year and used it on a daily basis. When
asked to estimate the number of uses per day, with
each use defined as ‘10 min or 10–20 puffs’, the med-

ian number of uses was 20. Participants mentioned
that this question was difficult to answer because,
unlike a cigarette that is generally smoked as a whole
and then discarded, e-cigs can be used more fre-
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quently but with fewer puffs per session, because there
is no need to ‘finish the cig’ in one sitting. Most
(73%) started using e-cigs with the intention of quitting smoking and almost all (99%) felt that the e-cig
had helped them to succeed in quitting smoking.
Two-thirds used e-cig liquid with a medium to
high concentration of nicotine (13 mg + ⁄ cartridge).
As shown in Figure 2, all of those who felt that they
absorbed more nicotine from their e-cig than from
their cigarettes (who were in the minority) used
e-cig liquid with a concentration of over 12 mg.
There were few differences between those who have
used e-cigs for less than a year and those who have used
for longer, perhaps because the ‘short-term users’ in
this sample were themselves relatively experienced users
(median 5 months). Surprisingly, the long-term users
typically used slightly lower nicotine strength liquid.
One interesting finding was that very few of the
participants (8%) in this survey were using the most

Figure 2 Comparison of perceived nicotine absorption

from e-cig vs. regular cigarette in experienced e-cig users
by strength of nicotine used (mg per catridge)

widely sold types of e-cigs, that are the same size as a
regular cigarette, often powered by a single rechargeable 3.7 volt AAA-sized battery, and using replaceable
screw-in e-liquid cartridges (often sold under brand
names such as ‘NJOY’ and ‘Smoking Everywhere’ in
USA). Table 2 shows that the vast majority of experienced e-cig users were using e-cig models that were
generally larger in size, with higher voltage battery
power [referred to by users as ‘personal vapourizers’
(PVs)]. The majority of long-term users were using ecigs that had modified battery housing (usually to
accommodate multiple or larger batteries), whereas
the majority of those who have used for less than a
year were using a model of e-cig that had been
launched in the U.S.A. 10 months prior to the survey
and had a large ⁄ long life proprietary battery.

Discussion
The results of this face-to-face survey of experienced ecig users are broadly consistent with previous online or
e-mail based surveys of e-cig users in finding that a
high proportion have completely replaced cigarette
smoking with e-cig use (5–8). Etter and Bullen (8)
found that the cigarette-shaped models that had been
tested in previous studies were seldom used by respondents in their large online survey. Among 3037 everusers of e-cigs, 77% used e-cigs to quit smoking or
avoid relapsing and 20% stated that they used e-cigs to
reduce tobacco consumption with no intention of quitting smoking. Most of the ex-smokers in that study
(79%) feared that they might relapse to smoking if they
stopped using the e-cig.
The present study differed from prior e-cig studies
by focusing on experienced long-term users, with the

Table 2 E-cigarette model use for those who have used an e-cig for less than 1 year and for those who have used for

1 year or more*

Model of e-cig (n)

% who use a modified battery housing PV (3.7 ⁄ 6 v) (e.g. Omega,
Silver Bullet, Helix) (38)
% who use a 5 v regulated battery modification PV
(e.g. Triple V, Tekk Mod) (6)
% who use a variable voltage modification PV
(e.g. Provari, Eclipse) (6)
% who use a large ⁄ long-life proprietary battery PV
(e.g. eGo, Joye, Riva) (37)
% who use a standard 3.7 v e-cig (e.g. NJoy, Magma) (8)
% who use a multiple voltage battery compatible modified
PV (3.7 ⁄ 5 ⁄ 6 ⁄ 7.4) (e.g. Megalodon) (3)

Total sample
(n = 98)

Use e-cig < 1 year
(n = 45)

Use e-cig ‡ 1 year
(n = 53)

39

20

55

6

9

4

6

7

6

38

53

24

8
3

9
2

7
4

*PV, personal vaporizer. Significantly more long-term e-cig users than short-term using modified battery housing PVs (p = 0.001).
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majority having used e-cigs for over a year. It also
differs from prior studies in that the survey was
completed in person rather than online (avoiding
potential repeat completion by motivated activists).
One interesting finding was that comparatively few
of these e-cig aficionados are using the most widely
marketed and sold types of e-cigs. Instead, they frequently use e-cigs with characteristics that appear
designed to enable the atomiser to achieve a higher
and more consistent temperature, resulting in a hotter, more intense vapour. This can be done in a
number of ways, including (i) using more powerful
(often larger) batteries, (ii) using batteries that last
longer (and so produce consistent high heat for each
use throughout the day), (iii) using a manual switch
to initiate the atomiser prior to inhalation and
enable a longer inhalation if necessary (pneumatic ⁄ airflow activation may result in the inhalation
taking place before the atomiser had achieved a sufficient temperature).
It is possible, but remains to be confirmed by
future studies, that these differences in characteristics
of various e-cigs may at least partially explain the
differences in nicotine absorption found in the initial
studies(4). These differences may also relate to user
experience with the products. For example, some
users of standard cigarette-shaped e-cigs with 3.7 v
batteries learn to ‘prime’ (or preheat) the atomiser
prior to inhalation by taking a priming puff a few
seconds prior to the puff they intend to inhale.

Public health perspective
As e-cigs are largely sold via the internet, it is difficult to estimate total sales and use rates. However, in
a legal case against the U.S. FDA, Smoking Everywhere, reported selling 600,000 e-cigs in just over a
year, and NJOY reported selling 135,000 in the United States (9). In a prospective survey by Siegel
et al.(5), the initial sampling frame was reported as
consisting of purchasers of a new e-cig from one
company (BLU) over a 2-week period and consisted
of 5000 new customers. An unpublished study in the
U.K. found that 9% of smokers had used e-cigs and
3% were still using them (10). These figures, combined with the evidence of growing public interest in
e-cigs based on internet searches, suggest that they
could potentially have a public health impact. Clinicians will more frequently see patients who are e-cig
users and will have to assess the potential impact on
the individual patient’s health. One inquest into the
death of an e-cig user in the United Kingdom has
already been widely reported (11).
As in previous studies, most of the participants in
this study used e-cigs as a way to quit smoking and

because they perceive it to be much less harmful to
their health than smoking. So the key questions are
whether these products really help smokers to quit,
and relative to both tobacco use, and existing smoking cessation medicines, whether the e-cigs themselves have their own health risks.
To date there are no published randomised clinical
trials designed to test the efficacy and safety of e-cigs
as smoking cessation aids. The few published shortterm laboratory studies confirm that users do not
absorb carbon-monoxide (confirming that no smoke
is produced), but also suggest relatively low nicotine
absorption, at least in inexperienced e-cig users,
using standard e-cig models. Trtchounian and Talbot
(12) evaluated the design and labelling of five popular e-cig brands and noted that leaking of liquid and
inadequate labelling were common. For example, the
labelling of liquid ⁄ cartridges does not specify
whether the stated mg of nicotine is per cartridge or
per millilitre. They concluded that regulation of
manufacturing, quality control, sales and advertisements of e-cigs is needed.
In May 2009, the U.S. FDA announced the results
of analyses of two leading brands of e-cigs and comparison with the FDA-approved Nicotrol Nicotine
Inhaler (13). They found that concentrations of nicotine were approximately proportional to the labelling
(zero, low, medium and high), with some inconsistencies, and that a 100 ml puff on a ‘medium’ nicotine e-cig contained a similar amount of nicotine as
a puff on the Nicotrol inhaler. The analyses also
detected the presence of some impurities in the e-cig
liquid, (e.g. tobacco specific nitrosamines and diethylene glycol), albeit at low levels. At that time, the
FDA expressed concern about quality control and
labelling accuracy of e-cigs. Following a court ruling,
in April 2011, the FDA announced that it will not
attempt to regulate e-cigs as drugs ⁄ devices (unless
manufacturers make health claims or seek approval
via that route), but rather will develop a strategy to
regulate them as tobacco products.
Other studies have detected additional impurities
in e-cig liquid or vapour, (e.g. polycyclic hydrocarbons, aldehydes, acrolein and glycerol), although
generally at much lower concentrations than are
found in cigarettes and on occasions e-cigs have been
advertised as containing other drugs (e.g. tadalifil
and rimonabant) (14,15). Propylene glycol (the primary vehicle in e-cig liquid) is generally considered
safe in food. It is sometimes used as the vehicle in
both inhaled and injected medicines (e.g. cyclosporine and lorazepam) (16,17).
Additional public health concerns include: (i)
never-tobacco users may initiate nicotine use with
e-cigs, (ii) e-cigs may be used mainly in places where
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smoking is banned and so help smokers continue
their nicotine addiction by becoming a dual user,
(iii) e-cigs may pose unknown health problems, such
as via long-term inhalation of propylene glycol or
inadvertent poisoning of a child consuming flavoured e-cig liquid (iv) e-cigs are unproven as smoking cessation aids and may be used in place of
medicines that have been proven to be safe and
effective for smoking cessation (18).
There is clearly an urgent need for research to
establish the safety profile of e-cigs and if this is
demonstrated to be acceptable, to assess their efficacy
as smoking cessation aids in appropriately designed
clinical trials (15).

rettes, we do not know enough about e-cigs to recommend them to patients. However, if the patient
perceives that the e-cig is helping them to stay off
cigarettes and is not reporting any health problems
likely attributable to the e-cig, then the focus should
be on staying smoke-free rather than e-cig free. The
health risks from smoking are large and are known
with certainty. Comparatively, the health risks from
e-cig use are likely much smaller (if any) and temporarily switching to e-cigs will likely yield a large
health benefit. Even in this scenario, however, it
would be prudent to make clear that the effects of ecigs are largely unknown and that the most important thing for the patient’s health is complete abstinence from tobacco smoking.

Clinical perspective
It is likely that before such research evidence is available, practising clinicians will begin to see patients
who are either already using e-cigs or are considering
using them for smoking cessation and may ask for
advice. Current smokers who are interested in quitting smoking should be strongly directed towards
evidence-based
treatments
(counselling,
and
approved medicines like nicotine replacement, bupropion or varenicline), rather than to e-cigs (19).
Patients who have already switched to e-cigs should
be informed that although it is highly likely that
e-cigs are much less harmful to health than ciga-
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Abstract
Objective To examine the population effectiveness of nicotine replacement therapies (NRTs), either with or without
professional counselling, and provide evidence needed to better inform healthcare coverage decisions.
Methods A prospective cohort study was conducted in three waves on a probability sample of 787 Massachusetts adult
smokers who had recently quit smoking. The baseline response rate was 46%; follow-up was completed with 56% of
the designated cohort at wave 2 and 68% at wave 3. The relationship between relapse to smoking at follow-up
interviews and assistance used, including NRT with or without professional help, was examined.
Results Almost one-third of recent quitters at each wave reported to have relapsed by the subsequent interview. Odds
of relapse were unaffected by use of NRT for >6 weeks either with (p=0.117) or without (p=0.159) professional
counselling and were highest among prior heavily dependent persons who reported NRT use for any length of time
without professional counselling (OR 2.68).
Conclusions This study finds that persons who have quit smoking relapsed at equivalent rates, whether or not they
used NRT to help them in their quit attempts. Cessation medication policy should be made in the larger context of
public health, and increasing individual treatment coverage should not be at the expense of population evidence-based
programmes and policies.
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Short-term Pulmonary Effects of Using
an Electronic Cigarette
Impact on Respiratory Flow Resistance,
Impedance, and Exhaled Nitric Oxide
Constantine I. Vardavas, MD, MPH, PhD; Nektarios Anagnostopoulos, MD;
Marios Kougias, MD; Vassiliki Evangelopoulou, MD; Gregory N. Connolly, DMD, MPH;
and Panagiotis K. Behrakis, MD, PhD, FCCP

Background: Debate exists over the scientific evidence for claims that electronic cigarettes
(e-cigarettes) have no health-related ramifications. This study aimed to assess whether using an
e-cigarette for 5 min has an impact on the pulmonary function tests and fraction of exhaled nitric
oxide (FENO) of healthy adult smokers.
Methods: Thirty healthy smokers (aged 19-56 years, 14 men) participated in this laboratory-based
experimental vs control group study. Ab lib use of an e-cigarette for 5 min with the cartridge
included (experimental group, n 5 30) or removed from the device (control group, n 5 10) was
assessed.
Results: Using an e-cigarette for 5 min led to an immediate decrease in FENO within the experimental group by 2.14 ppb (P 5 .005) but not in the control group (P 5 .859). Total respiratory
impedance at 5 Hz in the experimental group was found to also increase by 0.033 kPa/(L/s)
(P , .001), and flow respiratory resistance at 5 Hz, 10 Hz, and 20 Hz also statistically increased.
Regression analyses controlling for baseline measurements indicated a statistically significant
decrease in FENO and an increase in impedance by 0.04 kPa/(L/s) (P 5 .003), respiratory resistance
at 5 Hz by 0.04 kPa/(L/s) (P 5 .003), at 10 Hz by 0.034 kPa/(L/s) (P 5 .008), at 20 Hz by 0.043 kPa/(L/s)
(P 5 .007), and overall peripheral airway resistance (b, 0.042 kPa/[L/s]; P 5 .024), after using an
e-cigarette.
Conclusions: e-Cigarettes assessed in the context of this study were found to have immediate
adverse physiologic effects after short-term use that are similar to some of the effects seen with
tobacco smoking; however, the long-term health effects of e-cigarette use are unknown but
potentially adverse and worthy of further investigation.
CHEST 2012; 141(6):1400–1406
Abbreviations: e-cigarette 5 electronic cigarette; FDA 5 US Food and Drug Administration; Feno 5 fraction of exhaled
nitric oxide; IOS 5 impulse oscillometry system; MEF 5 maximal expiratory flow; PEF 5 peak expiratory flow; ppb 5 parts
per billion; R5Hz 5 airway resistance at 5 Hz; R10Hz 5 airway resistance at 10 Hz; R20Hz 5 airway resistance at 20 Hz;
Z5Hz 5 airway impedance at 5 Hz

cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are marketed
Electronic
as potentially reduced tobacco exposure prod-

indicated that e-cigarettes contain a number of toxins
and carcinogens, including tobacco-specific nitrosamines, diethylene glycol, and other components
suspected of being harmful to humans.5

ucts. The product resembles, but is not, a cigarette
in design or function and is marketed as “safer” than
a conventional cigarette. However, debate exists over
the scientific evidence for the claims that the products have no health-related ramifications. Because
e-cigarettes do not contain or burn tobacco, they do
not appear to deliver the known toxins found in
conventional cigarette smoke.1-4 Conversely, US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) analyses have

For editorial comment see page 1371
Because of the increase in interest regarding
e-cigarettes and they claims that they are potentially
reduced-exposure product, a nicotine-delivery device,
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tion (intragroup comparison), and (2) comparing pre vs post respiratory function among experimental group participants (intergroup
comparison). The subjects enrolled in the experimental group
were instructed to use the e-cigarette ad lib for 5 min as they
would usually smoke. The control group subjects were asked to use
the e-cigarette with similar frequency, but without the e-cigarette
cartridge included; therefore, e-cigarette vapor was not created nor
inhaled. As vapor was not formed in the control setting, blinding
was not possible.
The ethics committee of the Hellenic Anti-Cancer Society,
Athens, Greece, provided ethics approval (protocol number:
67-7/10/10). Each subject read and signed a written and an
informed consent form prior to study enrollment.

or a smoking-cessation tool, it is imperative to assess
the risks related to alternative nicotine delivery systems
to protect public and consumer health.6-10 Previous
research has indicated that smokers have significantly higher lung resistances at 5 Hz and 20 Hz and
lower concentrations of fraction of exhaled nitric oxide
(Feno)—a noninvasive marker of bronchial inflammation—compared with nonsmokers.11,12 To date,
there is no published evidence of any direct healthrelated effect of acute physiologic response to using
an e-cigarette; thus, the aim of the current study was
to investigate whether using an e-cigarette ab lib for
5 min could affect respiratory mechanics and Feno
within the context of an experimental vs control group
study design.

e-Cigarette Usage and Chemical Composition

Our study sample was composed of 30 adults (14 men, 16 women)
of a mean age of 34.8 years (range 19-56 years) recruited from a
community setting in Athens, Greece. All subjects were smokers
with a minimum pack-year index of 5. Exclusion criteria included
any chronic and/or lung disease (including history of bronchial
asthma or bronchial hyperreactivity), acute illness during the previous 2 weeks, current pregnancy or lactation, or current use of
any medication. All subjects were instructed not to eat or drink
any kind of beverages for at least 2 h prior to the examination and
to avoid smoking during the prior 4 h.

The e-cigarettes provided to the subjects were of the same
brand (NOBACCO e-cigarettes, black line) and of the same nicotine
concentration. The e-cigarette itself was composed of a steel shell,
a microprocessor powered by a lithium battery, a filter, and a
removable (and renewable) cartridge. Three types of cartridges
were available in the market for this e-cigarette, and we chose the
medium one (NOBACCO MLB-MED filter), for which the manufacturer reports a measured dose of 11 mg of nicotine. Further
information on the e-cigarette used in the current study can be
found on the manufacturer’s website.13 Moreover, the e-cigarette
cartridge selected for use in the experimental group has been
analyzed for its chemical composition by the National Center for
Scientific Research, Demokritos, in Greece.14 According to their
analysis, the cartridge contained propylene glycol (a-propylene
glycol or 1,2-propanediol) in a concentration . 60%, linalool
(3,7-dimethylocta-1,6-dien-3-ol) in a concentration , 5%, nicotine (, 10%), tobacco essence (, 5%), and methyl vanillin (4-hydroxy3-methoxybenzaldehyde) at , 1%; no polyaromatic hydrocarbons
were detected.14

Study Design

Lung Function Assessment

A laboratory-based intervention study design was applied, within
which two groups were created: the experimental group (n 5 30)
and the control group (n 5 10). The 10 participants of the control
group were randomly selected from the experimental group and,
in a different session, participated in the experimental group. The
role of using an e-cigarette was assessed through (1) comparing
the changes noted among control group participants with changes
noted among experimental group participants after the interven-

Exhaled Nitric Oxide: Measurements were made in a sitting
position with a nose clip using an Eco Medics AG CLD 88 Series
chemiluminescence analyzer equipped with a Spiroware 3.0 software program. The patient was instructed to inhale as deeply as
possible to total lung capacity through a filter mouthpiece and
consecutively exhale at a mouth flow rate of 50 mL/s for 10 s. The
exhalation rate was held steady by applying a constant positive
pressure (10 cm H2O) through a resistance factor while coaching
the patient to exhale steadily using visual stimulation on the system
screen. Three consecutive trials were performed with a 30-s interval.
Results were measured in parts per billion (ppb).

Materials and Methods
Subjects
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Dynamic Lung Volumes: Flows and lung volumes were measured in the sitting position, using a Jaeger MasterScreen spirometry system (heated pneumotach, resistance , 0.05 kPa/[L/s] at
10 L/s), with the highest FEV1 recorded in line with pulmonary
guidelines. Spirometry was measured according to the recommendations of the American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society task force guidelines.15 FEV1, FVC, FEV1%, peak
expiratory flow (PEF), and maximal expiratory flow (MEF) at 25%,
50%, and 75% of vital capacity were measured. Each maneuver
was repeated for at least three technically acceptable forced expiratory flow curves. In order to attain the best results (the ones that
represent the true status of the patient’s respiratory system) from
the basic pulmonary measurements (spirometry and dynamic lung
volumes), the following criteria were established: (1) each measurement was repeated at least three times to confirm the proper
collaboration of the patient and give the patient the chance to
familiarize themselves with each process, and (2) the results of
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each measurement were reproducible (within 10% of the SD after
three maneuvers).

Table 1—Baseline Characteristics and Respiratory
Function of Study Participants by Sex

Total Respiratory Resistances: The actual values of magnitude
of respiratory impedance at 5 Hz (Z5Hz); respiratory resistance at
5, 10, and 20 Hz (R5Hz, R10Hz, and R20Hz, respectively); reactance at 5, 10, and 20 Hz; and resonant frequency were assessed
with the use of an impulse oscillometry system (IOS). IOS is a
noninvasive, easy examination that requires minimum, if any,
compliance from the subject. During IOS measurements, a
small loudspeaker creates a pulse-shaped pressure wave in front
of the mouth, with alternate pulses (at different cycles per second [ie, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 25 Hz]). The measurements were carried
out according to the operating instructions provided by the manufacturer (Viasys Jaeger Masterscreen IOS system). After occluding
the nose of the subject, he/she was instructed to breathe normally through a mouthpiece attached to the IOS system while
seated. Among all the lung function tests, IOS measurements
have one of the highest rates of reproducibility and sensitivity
(as to detect even the earliest of pathophysiologic changes in the
patient’s pulmonary mechanics) and require the minimal physician subjectivity to obtain the correct measurement that corresponds to the patient’s true pulmonary mechanical status.16,17
Patients followed the instructions, and no discomfort or failure to
comply was noticed. The whole maneuver lasted for 90 s and was
repeated for verification. Results were measured in kPa /(L/s).
Statistical Analysis

Female

Male

P Valuea

No.
Age, y, mean ⫾ SD
Spirometry
FVC, L
FEV1, L
PEF, L/s
MEF25, L/s
MEF50, L/s
MEF75, L/s
MMEF, L/s
Feno, ppb
IOS
Z5Hz, kPa/(L/s)
R5Hz, kPa/(L/s)
R10Hz, kPa/(L/s)
R20Hz, kPa/(L/s)
X5Hz, kPa/(L/s)
X10Hz, kPa/(L/s)
X20Hz, kPa/(L/s)
Peripheral R, kPa/(L/s)
Central R, kPa/(L/s)
Fres, Hz

16
36 ⫾ 11

14
33 ⫾ 11

.473

3.64
3.02
1.50
3.93
6.04
3.64
3.16
12.3

5.45
4.33
1.84
5.08
8.35
5.45
4.10
13.8

.001
.001
.001
.293
.050
.001
.056
.689

0.409
0.399
0.349
0.318
20.101
20.034
0.052
0.253
0.224
14.116

0.339
0.329
0.296
0.278
20.079
20.015
0.076
0.189
0.168
11.587

.088
.072
.102
.176
.314
.214
.071
.069
.094
.098

Feno 5 fraction of exhaled nitric oxide; Fres 5 resonant frequency;
IOS 5 impulse oscillometry system; MEF 5 maximal expiratory flow;
MEF25 5 maximal expiratory flow at 25% of vital capacity; MEF50 5 maximal expiratory flow at 50% of vital capacity; MEF75 5 maximal expiratory
flow at 75% of vital capacity; MMEF 5 maximal midexpiratory flow;
PEF 5 peak expiratory flow; ppb 5 parts per billion; R 5 resistance;
R5Hz 5 airway resistance at 5 Hz; R10Hz 5 airway resistance at 10 Hz;
R20Hz 5 airway resistance at 20 Hz; X5Hz 5 airway reactance at 5 Hz;
X10Hz 5 airway reactance at 10 Hz; X20Hz 5 airway reactance at
20 Hz; Z5Hz = airway impedance at 5 Hz.
aP values based on paired Student t tests for all other than F eno
performed with Wilcoxon signed rank test. P , .05 classified as statistically significant.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were applied to assess the normality of the data; all measurements were found to be normally
distributed, with the exception of Feno. Pre vs post measurements,
sex differences, and experimental vs control conditions were
assessed through bivariate analyses. The paired Student t test was
performed among parametric data, whereas nonparametric data
were compared with the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Pearson correlations were applied to assess the correlations between the
pre and post respiratory tests. Results are presented as means
and 95% CIs. To control simultaneously for intervention group
(experimental vs control) and baseline respiratory characteristics, additional linear regression analyses were performed;
R2 values, b coefficients, and 95% CI of the b are provided. The
statistical analysis was performed with the statistical package
PASW 18.0 (SPSS, Inc).

surements (data not shown) were identified between
the two groups. In regard to pulmonary oxidative
stress, our findings indicated that Feno within the
experimental group decreased by 16% (by 2.14 ppb
from 13.02 ppb to 10.89 ppb, P 5 .005) after the use
of an e-cigarette, whereas Feno concentrations were
not found to change within the control group (from
8.76 ppb to 8.75 ppb, P 5 .859). An additional sensitivity analysis among the 10 pairs of experimental
group participants who also participated in the control group was performed and indicated a statistically significant decrease in Feno, by 1.69 ppb
(from 8.76 ppb to 7.07 ppb, P 5 .002), after using
an e-cigarette. Using IOS as an indicator of pulmonary function among the study participants, airway
impedance at Z5Hz increased in the experimental
group by 0.033 kPa/(L/s) (95% CI, 0.016-0.050 kPa/
[L/s], P , .001), whereas no differences were noted
among control group participants (mean difference
of 20.002 kPa/[L/s]; 95% CI, 20.010 to 0.006 kPa/[L/s];
P 5 .591). Correspondingly, lung resistance in the

Results
The descriptive characteristics and baseline pulmonary functional status of participating subjects are
depicted in Table 1. Differences in baseline respiratory function, IOS, or Feno were not identified when
stratified by group (experimental vs control), whereas
when stratified by sex, female participants were found
to have a lower FEV1, FVC, PEF, MEF at 50% of
vital capacity, and MEF at 75% of vital capacity; however, baseline Feno concentrations and IOS measurements were not found to differ.
Table 2 depicts the changes in Feno and respiratory
mechanics before and after the use of an e-cigarette
(experimental group) or a sham e-cigarette (control
group). In all cases, the internal pre and post measurements per participant were highly correlated,
whereas no differences between basic pulmonary mea1402
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Table 2—Baseline Characteristics by Group and Subsequent Intersubject and Intergroup Changes (Pre vs Post)
in FENO and Flow Resistance (IOS) Following Use of an e-Cigarette

Characteristic
Feno, ppb
Flow resistance
IOS Z5Hz, kPa/(L/s)
IOS R5Hz, kPa/(L/s)
IOS R10Hz, kPa/(L/s)
IOS R20Hz, kPa/(L/s)
IOS X5Hz, kPa/(L/s)
IOS X10Hz, kPa/(L/s)
IOS X20Hz, kPa/(L/s)
IOS peripheral R,
kPa/(L/s)
IOS central R, kPa/(L/s)
IOS Fres, Hz

95% CI of the Mean
Difference,
Lower 2 Upper

Group

No.

Pre-Mean

Post-Mean

Mean
Difference

Experimental
Control

29
10

13.02
8.76

10.89
8.75

22.14
20.01

23.53 to -0.74
20.13 to 0.11

Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control
Experimental
Control

30
10
30
10
30
10
30
10
30
10
30
10
30
10
30
10
30
10
30
10

0.376
0.418
0.367
0.405
0.325
0.353
0.299
0.323
20.091
20.095
20.025
20.036
0.063
0.055
0.223
0.230
0.198
0.211
12.94
13.75

0.409
0.416
0.397
0.402
0.353
0.354
0.329
0.322
20.101
20.092
20.027
20.033
0.066
0.053
0.248
0.229
0.218
0.215
12.48
14.02

0.033
20.002
0.031
20.003
0.029
0.001
0.030
20.001
20.010
0.003
20.002
0.003
0.003
20.002
0.025
20.001
0.020
0.004
20.457
0.270

0.016 to 0.050
20.010 to 0.006
0.014 to 0.048
20.012 to 0.006
0.013 to 0.045
20.008 to 0.010
0.010 to 0.050
20.010 to 0.008
20.023 to 0.003
20.006 to 0.011
20.010 to 0.006
20.004 to -0.011
20.008 to 0.015
20.009 to 0.005
0.001 to 0.050
20.009 to 0.007
20.006 to 0.047
20.005 to 0.013
21.720 to 0.806
20.541 to 1.079

Pre vs Post
P Valuea

Experimental
vs Control
P Valueb

.005c
.859

.040c

, .001c
.591
.001c
.468
.001c
.811
.005c
.811
.122
.468
.559
.394
.556
.555
.050c
.780
.130
.343
.466
.472

.003c
.008c
.020c
.054
.187
.432
.450
.043c
.221
.513

e-cigarette 5 electronic cigarette. See Table 1 legend for expansion of other abbreviations.
aP values assessed within groups (pre vs post usage).
bP values assessed between groups (experimental vs control).
cSignificant.

experimental group) as seen in Table 2. Stratifying
the experimental vs control group analysis by sex
did not alter the direction or statistical association
of the above findings. Pulmonary function assessed
via spirometry did not change in either group (data
not shown).
Subsequently, a linear regression analysis was performed to assess the role of using an e-cigarette on
the assessed respiratory outcomes, taking into account
the baseline measurement of each participant and

experimental group also increased at R5Hz, R10Hz,
and R20Hz by an average of 0.031 kPa/(L/s)
(95% CI, 0.014-0.048 kPa/[L/s]), 0.029 kPa/(L/s),
(95% CI, 0.013-0.045 kPa/[L/s]), and 0.030 kPa/
(L/s), (95% CI, 0.010-0.051 kPa/[L/s]), respectively.
Moreover, peripheral pulmonary resistance also
increased from 0.22 kPa/(L/s) to 0.25 kPa/(L/s) (P 5 .05).
Similar statistical results to those previously mentioned were identified through the intergroup comparison (mean change in control vs mean change in

Table 3—Regression Analysis on the Effect of Using an e-Cigarette on FENO and Airway Flow Resistance (IOS),
Controlling for the Participants’ Baseline Measurements
Variable
Feno, ppb
IOS Z5Hz, kPa/(L/s)
IOS R5Hz, kPa/(L/s)
IOS R10Hz, kPa/(L/s)
IOS R20Hz, kPa/(L/s)
IOS peripheral R, kPa/(L/s)
IOS central R, kPa/(L/s)

R2

b

95% CI

P Valuea

0.950
0.991
0.991
0.990
0.981
0.952
0.934

22.194
0.040
0.040
0.034
0.043
0.042
0.034

24.038 to 20.350
0.015 to 0.065
0.015 to 0.065
0.009 to 0.058
0.012 to 0.074
0.006 to 0.078
20.003 to 0.071

.021b
.003b
.003b
.008b
.007b
.024b
.069

See Table 1 and 2 legends for expansion of abbreviations.
Each value represents a separate linear regression model adjusting for the group (control vs experimental) and the relative baseline measurement
(pre vs post).
bSignificant.
a
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sible that increasing the study’s sample size might
have increased the statistical significance, or we might
hypothesize that using an e-cigarette may have a greater
impact on peripheral rather than central airways.
A strong point of our findings was that e-cigarette
use was associated with an immediate decrease in
Feno concentrations. Nitric oxide is a gaseous mediator that has an important role in several physiologic
processes in the respiratory tract, including vascular regulation, neurotransmission, host defense, and
cytotoxicity.22 Nitric oxide is an additional marker that
has been implicated in the pathophysiology of airway diseases associated with smoking, is strongly
correlated with eosinophilic inflammation and bronchial hyperreactivity, and has become an established
marker for assessing oxidative stress, indicating the
immediate effect e-cigarette usage might have on pulmonary homeostasis.23-26
As no standard definition of electronic nicotine
delivery system exists, and as different manufacturers
use different designs and incorporate a range of ingredients, there is limited evidence on the actual constituents of each brand. Although we identified the
clinical changes in lung function due to electronic
nicotine delivery system use, we can only hypothesize on the actual substances (or combination of
substances) that could have caused the measured
effect. One of the substances that was reported to be
included in the e-cigarette we used was propylene
glycol (other constituents included linalool, nicotine,
tobacco essence, and methyl vanillin), and this could
have played a role in the measured respiratory changes.
Research has indicated that exposure to propylene
glycol can induce respiratory irritation and increase
the likelihood of developing asthma.27,28 However, we
cannot rule out the possibility that other constituents
could be responsible or act in synergy with propylene
glycol to induce the respiratory and oxidative responses
that we noted.
This study has significant implications for product regulation and use and indicates a direction for
further research. Our results were replicable and
differed significantly in the bivariate analysis following exposure both within the experimental group
(thus controlling for intersubject differences) and
between groups (experimental vs control) and also
in the regression analysis while controlling baseline
characteristics. Controlling for baseline measurements allowed us to focus on the changes due to using
the e-cigarette and not take into account underlying
damage due to previous cigarette smoking or lung condition. The performed linear regression analysis furthermore allowed us to estimate the quantitative effects
of using a single e-cigarette on mechanical and inflammatory measurable parameters. Moreover, the chemical composition of the cartridges used in e-cigarette

the group to which they were allocated. The key
findings are depicted in Table 3, strengthening the
results identified through the bivariate associations,
as the changes noted in respiratory function were even
greater once we controlled for the participants’ baseline responses. It is noteworthy that peripheral flow
resistance was found to increase approximately 18%
after use of the e-cigarette (by 0.042 kPa/[L/s]), whereas
flow resistance at R5Hz, R10Hz, and R20Hz increased
by 0.040 kPa/(L/s), 0.034 kPa/(L/s), and 0.043 kPa/(L/s),
respectively. Peripheral resistance overall increased
by 0.042 kPa/(L/s) (P 5 .024), whereas a tendency for
overall central airway resistance was noted; however,
this difference was borderline nonstatistically significant (b, 0.034 kPa/[L/s]; 95% CI, 20.003 to 0.071;
P 5 .069).
Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study to find a
physiologic response after inhaling from an e-cigarette.
According to our findings, 5 min of use was sufficient
to lead to an increase in lung flow resistance over a
range of frequencies and was related to a decrease in
Feno concentrations.
Impulse oscillometry as a methodologic approach
has been used previously in clinical trials, can be used
to diagnose obstructive lung disease, and has been
shown to be superior to spirometry measurements
during pulmonary assessment.18-21 This is verified by
the fact that e-cigarette usage was associated with
increased flow resistance even though spirometryassessed lung function was deemed normal, a finding
corroborated by the fact that IOS can detect oncoming pathophysiologic changes of the respiratory system
before spirometry. 20 Indeed, it has been demonstrated that changes in flow resistance precede changes
in PEF and FEV1 in experimentally induced airway
obstruction, and it is possible that the changes we
note in this study may indicate a similar preliminarily
health effect.21 We must state, however, that while
the differences within our study are of statistical significance, the clinical changes may be too small to be
of major clinical importance (ie, to induce dyspnea or
breathing difficulties). However, these measurements
were performed after only 5 min of ad lib e-cigarette
use. A normal consumer would use the product likely
several times a day; thus, the clinical impact might be
greater. We hypothesize that the increase in peripheral
flow resistance is attributable to the acute narrowing
of the diameter of the peripheral airways, which could
be due to either localized mucosal edema, smooth
muscle contraction (and bronchospasm), or secretions. In the regression analysis, there was a tendency
for central airway resistance to increase; however, this
was borderline nonstatistically significant. It is pos1404
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be disclosed; knowledge of the contents enabled this
study. However, despite these novel findings, our sample size remains relatively small, and further research
is needed to investigate the mechanistic and toxicologic effects of long-term usage, which are potentially
adverse and worthy of further investigation.
In conclusion, use of an e-cigarette for 5 min was
found to cause an increase in impedance, peripheral
airway flow resistance, and oxidative stress among
healthy smokers. We must state, however, that although
the differences within our study are of statistical significance, the clinical changes may be too small to be
of major clinical importance. Notably, because these
short-term effects were present even after only very
limited usage, and a normal consumer would use the
product most likely many times a day, it is possible
that if e-cigarette use were a short-term bridge to
smoking cessation, the long-term health benefits
associated with their use might outweigh the shortterm risks; however, this would need to be clarified.
The FDA, as well as other international regulatory
bodies, should pursue the regulation of the e-cigarette
until manufacturers provide scientific evidence to support their claims. Additional research is warranted to
obtain concrete evidence of an adverse health outcome.
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Context: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) have earned considerable attention recently as an alternative to smoking
tobacco, but uncertainties about their impact on health and indoor air quality have resulted in proposals for bans on
indoor e-cigarette use.
Ob jective: To assess potential health impacts relating to the use of e-cigarettes, a series of studies were conducted
using e-cigarettes and standard tobacco cigarettes.
Methods and materials: Four different high nicotine e-liquids were vaporized in two sets of experiments by generic 2piece e-cigarettes to collect emissions and assess indoor air concentrations of common tobacco smoke by products.
Tobacco cigarette smoke tests were conducted for comparison.
Results: Comparisons of pollutant concentrations were made between e-cigarette vapor and tobacco smoke samples.
Pollutants included VOCs, carbonyls, PAHs, nicotine, TSNAs, and glycols. From these results, risk analyses were
conducted based on dilution into a 40 m 3 room and standard toxicological data. Non-cancer risk analysis revealed “No
Significant Risk” of harm to human health for vapor samples from e-liquids (A-D). In contrast, for tobacco smoke most
findings markedly exceeded risk limits indicating a condition of “Significant Risk” of harm to human health. With regard to
cancer risk analysis, no vapor sample from e-liquids A-D exceeded the risk limit for either children or adults. The tobacco
smoke sample approached the risk limits for adult exposure.
Conclusions: For all byproducts measured, electronic cigarettes produce very small exposures relative to tobacco
cigarettes. The study indicates no apparent risk to human health from e-cigarette emissions based on the compounds
analyzed.
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a b s t r a c t
Electronic cigarettes (EC) and reﬁll ﬂuids are distributed with little information on their pre- and postnatal
health effects. This study compares the cytotoxicity of EC reﬁll ﬂuids using embryonic and adult cells
and examines the chemical characteristics of reﬁll ﬂuids using HPLC. Reﬁll solutions were tested on
human embryonic stem cells (hESC), mouse neural stem cells (mNSC), and human pulmonary ﬁbroblasts
(hPF) using the MTT assay, and NOAELs and IC50 s were determined from dose–response curves. Spectral
analysis was performed when products of the same ﬂavor had different MTT outcomes. hESC and mNSC
were generally more sensitive to reﬁll solutions than hPF. All products from one company were cytotoxic
to hESC and mNSC, but non-cytotoxic to hPF. Cytotoxicity was not due to nicotine, but was correlated
with the number and concentration of chemicals used to ﬂavor ﬂuids. Additional studies are needed to
fully assess the prenatal effect of reﬁll ﬂuids.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Electronic cigarettes (EC) are nicotine delivery devices that
are rapidly gaining acceptance as an alternative to conventional
cigarettes with little knowledge regarding their effects on prenatal
development or adult health [1–3]. EC have a mouthpiece containing a ﬂuid-ﬁlled cartridge, an atomizer used to vaporize the
cartridge ﬂuid, and a battery that powers the atomizer [3]. The cartridge ﬂuid usually contains nicotine, ﬂavorings, and a humectant
that when heated by the atomizer creates an inhalable aerosol. In

Abbreviations: DMEM, Dulbecco’s modiﬁed Eagle’s medium; EC, electronic
cigarette; DPBS, Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline; EDTA, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid; hESC, human embryonic stem cells; hPF, human pulmonary ﬁbroblasts;
HPLC, high pressure liquid chromatography; IC50 , concentration that produces a 50%
inhibition when compared to a control; mNSC, mouse neural stem cells; MTT, 3(45-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-25-diphenyltetrazolium bromide; NOAEL, no observed
adverse effect level; PG, propylene glycol; VG, vegetable glycerin.
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some EC, the cartridge and atomizer are combined into a single
unit called a “cartomizer” [3,4]. Reﬁll ﬂuid, also known as E-juice
or E-liquid, contains ﬂavoring, nicotine, and a humectant(s), such
as propylene glycol (PG) and/or vegetable glycerin (VG). Used EC
cartridges or cartomizers can be reﬁlled with drops of reﬁll ﬂuid,
which is readily available often from third party vendors on the
Internet or in shopping malls.
While the detrimental effects of conventional cigarette smoke
on both adult and prenatal health are well documented [5–9], little
direct work has been done on the health effects of EC products, in
spite of a recognized need for such information [10]. It has been proposed that EC are less harmful than conventional tobacco products
due to their lower total number of chemicals and lower concentration of carcinogens [11,12]. EC reﬁll ﬂuids are often sold by vendors
other than the EC manufacturers, and they have received even less
evaluation than EC devices themselves. As a step toward better
understanding the health effects of EC, we evaluated the cytotoxicity of 40 samples of EC reﬁll ﬂuid using cells that model both
embryonic and adult stages of the life cycle. With the introduction
of human embryonic stem cells (hESC) [13], it is now possible to
examine effects of consumer products and environmental chemicals on cells that model an early stage of prenatal development
[14]. Recent studies have shown that hESC when cultured in vitro
have the characteristics of the epiblast cells present in young
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Table 1
NOAELs, and IC50 s for reﬁll ﬂuid products in the screen.
Inv. no

32
33
18
30
29
26
27
28
40
19
23
7
1
13
12
25
17
5
2
24
6
14
4
21
11
3
15
8
20
16
9
34
10
31
22
41
a
b

Reﬁll ﬂuid

Propylene glycol
Vegetable glycerin
Bubblegum
Butterscotch
Butterscotch
Caramel
Caramel
Caramel
Caramel
Butterﬁnger
Menthol Arctic
Wisconsin frost
Domestic
JC original
French vanilla
Vanilla Tahity
Tennessee cured
Tennessee cured
Island
Pure nicotine
Valencia
Mint chocolate
Swiss Dark
Caramel
Espresso
Mercado
Simply strawberry
Arctic Menthol
Butterscotch
Summer peach
Black cherry
JC original
Chocolate trufﬂe
Tennessee cured
Cinnamon Ceylon
Butterscotchb

Company

FS-USAa
FS-USA
FS-USA
FS-USA
FS-USA
FS-USA
FS-USA
FS-USA
Global Smoke
FS-USA
FS-USA
Red Oak
Red Oak
Johnson Creek
Johnson Creek
FS-USA
Johnson Creek
Red Oak
Red Oak
FS-USA
Red Oak
Johnson Creek
Red Oak
FS-USA
Johnson Creek
Red Oak
Johnson Creek
Johnson Creek
FS-USA
Johnson Creek
Johnson Creek
Johnson Creek
Johnson Creek
Johnson Creek
FS-USA
Freedom Smoke
FlavourArt

Nicotine (mg/ml)

hESC

24
0
6
0
6
6
18
24
0
18
18
18
18
0
18
18
18
100
18
18
18
0
18
18
18
18
0
18
18
11
18
11
0
0

mNSC

hPF

IC50

NOAEL

IC50

NOAEL

IC50

NOAEL

>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
0.75
0.51
0.45
0.37
0.37
0.38
0.34
0.36
0.26
0.32
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.12
0.11
0.1
0.08
0.08
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.01
–

0.3
>1
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.03
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
0.61
0.31
0.45
0.37
0.35
0.32
0.09
0.30
0.31
0.31
0.28
0.16
0.14
0.30
0.09
0.43
0.19
0.22
0.45
0.16
0.46
0.26
0.30
0.04
0.58

0.3
>1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
>1
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
>1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.03
0.03
0.1
0.03
0.3
0.1
0.03
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.03
0.1
0.01
0.3

>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
0.41
>1
0.45
>1
>1
>1
0.97
0.19
>1
>1
>1
0.35
>1
>1
0.30
0.22
>1
0.82
>1
>1
0.26
>1
>1
>1
>1
>1
0.07
0.26

>1
>1
>1
0.001
>1
>1
0.1
0.3
0.01
>1
0.3
>1
>1
>1
0.3
0.03
0.3
0.03
>1
0.001
0.03
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.03
0.3
0.3
>1
>1
0.001
0.03
0.03

FS-USA, Freedom Smoke USA.
This was not a part of the original screen.

implantation embryos [15,16]. Although some toxicological work
has been done previously using hESC [17,18], adaptation of these
cells to standard toxicological studies has been slow because they
grow in colonies that are difﬁcult to count and plate accurately. We
recently developed a method that is amenable to studying hESC in
96-well plate assays, such as the MTT assay. In the current study,
we have taken advantage of this method to perform dose–response
cytotoxicity experiments using: (1) hESC, which model the epiblast
stage of development [15,16], (2) mouse neural stem cells (mNSC)
isolated from the brain of a newborn, and (3) human pulmonary
ﬁbroblasts (hPF), which represent an adult cell from one of the initial points of contact for inhaled EC aerosol. The purpose of our
study was to compare the sensitivity of embryonic and adult cells to
a range of EC reﬁll products and to test the hypothesis that embryonic cells are more sensitive to EC product exposure than adult lung
cells. The study included two humectants, 29 different ﬂavors of
reﬁll ﬂuid, products from four vendors, ﬁve concentrations of nicotine, and six samples that may have caused adverse health effects in
users. HPLC spectral analysis was also done to determine if chemicals varied between products with the same ﬂavor or between
bottles of the same product.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Sources of reﬁll ﬂuids
A convenience sampling procedure was adopted to select products for analysis.
Products were manufactured by Freedom Smoke USA (Tucson, AZ), Global Smoke
(Los Angeles, CA), Johnson Creek (Johnson Creek, WI), and Red Oak (a subsidiary

of Johnson Creek). These manufacturers were chosen as they represent popular
domestic companies whose products are readily available to e-cigarette users on the
Internet. Thirty-six bottles of reﬁll ﬂuid containing various ﬂavorings and nicotine
concentrations were evaluated (Table 1). Thirty-four reﬁll bottles were purchased
from the manufacturers via the Internet, the Global Smoke product was purchased
at a local mall (Riverside, CA), and one bottle was sent to us by a user who thought
the reﬁll sample had made her ill. The bottle from the user had been opened when
we received it, and we cannot eliminate the possibility that the contents were modiﬁed. The bottles that we purchased were chosen to give a range of manufacturers,
humectants, nicotine concentrations, and ﬂavors. All bottles were given an inventory
number.

2.2. Culturing hESC, mNSC, and hPF
H9-Oct4-GFP hESC, obtained from the Stem Cell Core at the University of California, Riverside, and H9 hESC obtained from WiCell (Madison, WI) were cultured
in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37 ◦ C and 95% relative humidity using methods previously described in detail [19]. hESC were maintained on Matrigel (Fisher Scientiﬁc,
Bedford, MA) coated 6-well plates (Falcon, Fisher Scientiﬁc, Chino, CA) containing complete mTeSR® 1 Medium (Stem Cell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada)
and were used for experimentation when wells were 60–80% conﬂuent. Each
day, cultures were observed for normal morphology, and medium was changed.
To subculture or prepare hESC for experiments, wells were washed with Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS) (GIBCO, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), colonies
were enzymatically detached using Accutase (eBioscience, San Diego, CA), and
large cell clumps were mechanically dispersed using sterile glass beads. For MTT
experiments, cell concentration was adjusted spectrophotometrically to produce
20,000 cells/well using a BioMate 3S Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc,
Chino, CA).
mNSC were cultured in Dulbecco’s modiﬁed Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Lonza,
Walkersville, MD) containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 5% horse serum, 1% sodium
pyruvate (Lonza, Walkersville, MD) and 1% penicillin–streptomycin (GIBCO, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The cells were cultured in Nunc T-25 tissue culture ﬂasks (Fisher
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Fig. 1. Dose–response curves showing representative examples of data obtained in the MTT cytotoxicity assay. Absorbance (percentage of the control) from the MTT assay
is plotted as a function of the reﬁll ﬂuid dose. (A) Vegetable glycerin (non-cytotoxic), (B) Bubblegum (non-cytotoxic), (c) Swiss Dark (moderately cytotoxic), (D) Domestic
(moderately cytotoxic to the stem cells), (E) Menthol Arctic (moderately cytotoxic the hPF), (F) Cinnamon Ceylon (highly cytotoxic).
Scientiﬁc, Tustin, CA), medium was replaced on alternate days, and when conﬂuency reached about 80%, cells were used in an experiment. To detach cells for testing,
wells were washed with DPBS then treated with 0.05% trypsin EDTA/DPBS (GIBCO,
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for 1 min at 37 ◦ C. For the MTT assay, cells were plated at
2500 cells/well in 96-well plates.
Human pulmonary ﬁbroblasts (hPF) (ScienCell, Carlsbad, CA) were cultured
using the suppliers protocol in complete ﬁbroblast medium containing 2% fetal
bovine serum, 1% ﬁbroblast growth serum, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. hPF were
grown on poly-l-lysine (15 l/10 ml) coated T-25 ﬂasks, which were prepared and
incubated overnight prior to use. hPF were examined microscopically daily, and
medium was changed every other day. hPF were cultured in 5% CO2 at 37 ◦ C and
95% relative humidity until 85% conﬂuent, at which time they were used for MTT
testing. For sub-culturing and experimental set up, cells were washed with DPBS
and detached with 0.01% trypsin diluted in DPBS for 1 min at 37 ◦ C.
2.3. Testing reﬁll solutions for cytotoxicity using hESC, mNSC and hPF in the MTT
assay
Thirty-ﬁve reﬁll products were evaluated for cytotoxicity in 96-well plates using
the MTT assay with hESC, mNSC and hPF. The 96-well plates were laid out to have
negative controls in columns 1 and 2, followed by various doses of reﬁll solution
(0.001%, 0.01%, 0.03%, 0.1%, 0.3%, and 1%) in ascending order from left to right, followed by two additional negative controls in columns 10 and 11. The latter two
controls were used to determine if any of the 1% doses produced vapor that impaired
cell survival in adjacent wells lacking reﬁll solution.
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To set up an experiment with hESC, wells were coated with Matrigel, and then
50 l of either mTeSR or mTeSR with varying doses of reﬁll solution were added
to each well. 50 l of cell suspension in mTeSR (20,000 cells/well) were added to
each well. Experiments with mNSC and hPF were set up in a similar manner except
that mNSC were plated directly onto non-coated plates at 2500 cells/well and hPF
were plated on poly-l-lysine coated plates (20 l/10 ml) at 20,000 cells/well. After
incubation at 37 ◦ C, 5% CO2 and 95% relative humidity for 48 h, the MTT assay was
performed.
The MTT assay measures conversion of a yellow tetrazole (MTT) to a purple
formazan that can be quantiﬁed spectrophotometrically at 570 nm [20]. Conversion
to the colored formazan occurs in healthy cells with active mitochondria. After plates
incubated 48 h, MTT (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) (5 mg/ml in DPBS with calcium
and magnesium) (Fisher Scientiﬁc, Chino, CA) was added to each well, and the plates
were rocked at least 5 min to disperse MTT, then incubated for 2 h at 37 ◦ C, 95%
relative humidity, and 5% CO2 . Plates were then drained of solution, and 100 l of
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Fisher, Chino, CA) were added and mixed evenly with
a pipette to form a uniformly colored solution. Absorbance was read at 570 nm
using a Victor2 (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) or Epoch (Biotek, Winooski, VT)
microplate reader.
2.4. HPLC analysis of Butterscotch and Caramel ﬂavored reﬁll solution
Three Butterscotch (#20, #29, #30) and ﬁve Caramel (#21,#26, #28, #40, #27)
ﬂavored reﬁll products (Table 1) were analyzed by HPLC. After performing the
MTT assays, one additional Butterscotch ﬂavored sample (#41) was received from
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Fig. 2. Relationship between cytotoxicity and nicotine. The IC50 s (dose in percent) are plotted for each cell type for each product in a category. Points plotted at 1.2 were
non-cytotoxic in the MTT assay. (A) IC50 s for cells treated with reﬁll ﬂuid containing 0 mg of nicotine. (B) IC50 s for cells treated with reﬁll ﬂuid containing 24 mg of nicotine/ml.
There was no correlation between nicotine concentration and cytotoxicity.

Freedom Smoke USA, analyzed using HPLC, and tested for cytotoxicity using mNSC
and hPF. Phosphoric acid (85%) and HPLC grade chemicals (triethylamine, water,
and acetonitrile) were purchased from Fischer Scientiﬁc (Fair Lawn, NJ). Sodium
hydroxide was purchased from EM Scientiﬁc (Gibbstown, NJ). Samples were analyzed using a Hewlett Packard Series 1100 HPLC, consisting of a quaternary pump,
degasser, column thermostat and manual injector. A 200 mm × 4.6 mm Thermo Scientiﬁc Hypersil ODS C18 column with a particle size of 5 m was used at 35 ◦ C with
a ﬂow rate of 0.8 mL/min. The diode array detector signal was set to 260 nm with a
bandwidth of 40 nm and a reference signal of 380 nm and bandwidth of 10 nm. The
injection volume was 5 L. An isocratic method was used with a buffered mobile
phase consisting of 76.9% water, 23% acetonitrile, and 0.1% triethylamine. The pH
of the mobile phase was adjusted daily to 7.6 using phosphoric acid and sodium
hydroxide. A 5% stock solution of reﬁll ﬂuid in non-buffered mobile phase, consisting of 77% water and 23% acetonitrile was produced for each sample. The working
concentration of reﬁll ﬂuids was 0.5%. Three-dimensional spectra were analyzed for
each sample to determine the number of peaks and their elution time and relative
height.
2.5. Data analysis
MTT absorbance data were normalized by setting the negative control group
(column 2) in each row to 100%. All other wells in each row were expressed as
a percentage of the negative control. IC50 s were computed with Prism software
(GraphPad, San Diego, CA) using the log inhibitor vs. normalized response-variable
slope with the top and bottom constraints set to 100% and 0%, respectively. When
a sigmoidal curve could not be ﬁt to the data using GraphPad, IC50 s were determined by eye to obtain a best ﬁt. No observed adverse effect levels (NOAEL) were
determined by reading directly off the dose–response curves.

3. Results
3.1. Dose–response of 35 reﬁll products using the MTT assay
Reﬁll solutions had various effects on cell survival in the MTT
assay ranging from no evidence of cytotoxicity to high levels of
toxicity (representative graphs are shown in Fig. 1; additional data
are shown in Table 1 and Supplement Figs. 1–3). Products listed in
Table 1 are grouped in a hierarchy of potency based on their IC50 s
for hESC, which, in general, were more sensitive to reﬁll solutions
than the other two cell types. Table 1 also gives information on the
NOAELs for each cell type and reﬁll solution tested.

Reﬁll products were grouped in three major categories: low
cytotoxicity (IC50 > 1%) (Fig. 1A and B and Supplement Fig. 1),
moderate cytotoxicity (IC50 between 0.1 and 1%) (Fig. 1C–E and
Supplement Fig. 2), and high cytotoxicity (IC50 < 0.1%) (Fig. 1F and
Supplement Fig. 3). The two humectants most often used in reﬁll
solutions, vegetable glycerin (VG) (Fig. 1A) and propylene glycol
(PG) (Supplement Fig. 1A; Table 1), were non-cytotoxic for all cell
types. An example of a non-cytotoxic reﬁll ﬂuid (Bubblegum #18) is
shown in Fig. 1B. Five additional samples, which were Butterscotch
or Caramel ﬂavored, were also non-cytotoxic at the highest dose
tested (Supplement Fig. 1).
Fifteen reﬁll samples were moderately cytotoxic to hESC, and in
general, mNSC responded similarly to these samples (Fig. 1C–E;
Table 1, and Supplement Fig. 2). For most reﬁll samples in this
group, hESC and mNSC were killed by the 1% dose. In contrast, most
(10 of 15) reﬁll samples in this group had little or no effect on hPF
(Supplement Fig. 2B–E, G–I, K–L). However, Freedom Smoke Menthol Arctic (Fig. 1E) and Global Smoke Caramel (Supplement Fig.
2 A) produced stronger cytotoxic effects on hPF than on the other
two cells.
Twelve reﬁll samples were highly cytotoxic to hESC (Fig. 1F,
Table 1, Supplement Fig. 3), and all samples in this group affected
mNSC. In contrast, the effect was not as strong for hPF, and 7 of
12 samples in this group did not affect hPF at the highest dose
(Supplement Fig. 3B–E, G, H, J, K). Cinnamon Ceylon was the most
potent sample tested and the only sample that produced strong
cytotoxic effects on all three cell types (Fig. 1F).
3.2. Relationship between nicotine concentration and potency
In the samples studied, nicotine concentration ranged from 0 to
24 mg/ml. The IC50 s for samples within each nicotine concentration
were compared for the three cell types to determine if nicotine
concentration correlated with potency (Fig. 2). Points plotted at 1.2
on the Y-axis in Fig. 2 had IC50 s greater than 1% and were considered
non-cytotoxic.
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Fig. 3. Relationship between brand and cytotoxicity: The IC50 s (dose in percent) are plotted for each cell type for each product in a category. Points plotted at 1.2 were
non-cytotoxic in the MTT assay. (A) IC50 s for cells treated with Freedom Smoke products. (B) IC50 s for cells treated with Johnson Creek products. (C) IC50 s for cells treated
with Red Oak products. (D) IC50 s for the Global Smoke product.

Nine reﬁll samples, including PG and VG, contained no nicotine
and fell into all three categories of potency (low, moderate, and high
cytotoxicity) (Fig. 2A), indicating cells did not survive better in samples lacking nicotine. Two samples contained 24 mg nicotine/ml,
and were either non-cytotoxic or moderately cytotoxic (Fig. 2B),
indicating high levels of nicotine were not correlated with high
cytotoxicity.
3.3. Relationship between company of origin and potency
Graphs comparing potency among reﬁll products from four
companies and comparing sensitivity of each cell type to each product are shown in Fig. 3. Most samples (N = 15) came from Freedom
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Smoke USA, and potency ranged from non-cytotoxic to highly cytotoxic (Fig. 3A). Cinnamon Ceylon was the only sample that was
highly cytotoxic to all cell types.
The cytotoxic response was very different for the Johnson Creek
samples (N = 12), most of which were highly or moderately cytotoxic to hESC and mNSC, with mNSC being slightly less sensitive
than the hESC. In contrast, all but one sample was non-cytotoxic
to hPF (Fig. 3B). A similar pattern was seen for Red Oak products
(Fig. 3C), which were moderately or highly cytotoxic to hESC and
mNSC, while most were non-cytotoxic to hPF.
The IC50 s for the sample obtained from Global Smoke ranged
from non-cytotoxic (mNSC) to moderately cytotoxic (hESC and hPF)
(Fig. 3D).
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Fig. 4. Relationship between ﬂavors and cytotoxicity: (A) IC50 s for cells treated with Butterscotch ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuid. (B) IC50 s for cells treated with Caramel ﬂavored reﬁll
ﬂuid. For A and B, the IC50 s (dose in percent) are plotted for each cell type for each product in a category. Points plotted at 1.2 were non-cytotoxic in the MTT assay. (C, E, G, I)
Three-dimensional HPLC spectra for four samples of Butterscotch ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuid. (D, F, H, J) Three-dimensional HPLC spectra for four samples of Caramel ﬂavored reﬁll
ﬂuid. X axis = time (minutes), Y axis = absorbance (mAu), Z axis = wavelength in nm. First peaks are humectants, peak between 10 and 11 min in some spectra is nicotine, and
peaks between the humectants and nicotine are ﬂavoring peaks. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of the article.)
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3.4. Relationship between ﬂavors and potency
The IC50 s for the three Butterscotch and ﬁve Caramel samples
included in the study ranged from non-cytotoxic to highly cytotoxic
(Fig. 4A and B). To determine if chemical differences in these samples could account for the cytotoxic differences, three-dimensional
HPLC spectra of the Butterscotch and Caramel samples were analyzed.
HPLC spectra for the three Butterscotch samples from Freedom
Smoke USA differed from each other (Fig. 4C, E, G). The ﬁrst peaks to
elute were the humectants, the peak eluting between 10 and 11 min
is nicotine, and the peaks between the humectant and nicotine are
ﬂavorings. The two Butterscotch samples that were non-cytotoxic
(Fig. 4C and D) had few ﬂavoring peaks with low heights. In contrast, Butterscotch (FlavourArt #20) (Fig. 4G), which was cytotoxic
to all cell types (Fig. 4A), had a complex spectrum with more ﬂavor peaks that were higher than in the non-cytotoxic samples. The
highly cytotoxic sample (bottle #20) was received from a user and
therefore could have been altered after manufacture. A bottle (#41)
which had an identical label to that in Fig. 4G (bottle #20) was
received directly from the vendor after the 35-sample study was
completed and was tested in the MTT assay and by HPLC (Fig. 4I).
The original sample (Fig. 4G, bottle #20) had two minor peaks
(arrows) that were not present in the new sample (Fig. 4I, bottle
#41). Moreover, the two major peaks in the new sample (Fig. 4I)
were 4–5 times higher than the corresponding peaks in the original sample (Fig. 4G), indicating a much higher concentration of
these chemicals in bottle #41. The reﬁll solution in both bottles was
moderately to highly cytotoxic (Fig. 4A and Supplement Fig. 4).
Spectra for four Caramel samples (Fig. 4D, F, H, J) were different
from each other (#27 is not shown). Global Smoke #40 contained
mainly humectant (PG) and nicotine with virtually no ﬂavoring
peaks (Fig. 4D). Freedom Smoke USA #27 contained humectant
(VG), nicotine, and a small ﬂavoring peak (Fig. 4F). Freedom Smoke
USA #26 had humectant (VG) and two ﬂavoring peaks of small
height (Fig. 4H). Freedom Smoke USA FlavourArt #21 contained
three ﬂavoring peaks that were 5–6 times higher than peaks in the
other three samples (Fig. 4J). The Caramel product that had the
largest number of peaks and the highest peaks (Freedom Smoke,
#21) (Fig. 4J) was also the most cytotoxic (Fig. 4B).

4. Discussion
Understanding the health effects of EC reﬁll ﬂuid is important as
these products have become widely distributed without much prior
testing. Reﬁll ﬂuid is handled by users, manufacturers, and potentially by children living in homes where EC are used. As a step to
understanding how EC products affect human health, we compared
the cytotoxicity of 35 reﬁll ﬂuid samples using embryonic and adult
cells. Reﬁll products varied signiﬁcantly in their potency over the
dose range tested. In general, stem cells from embryos (hESC) and
newborns (mNSC) were more sensitive to reﬁll solutions than differentiated adult lung ﬁbroblasts, as shown clearly in the Johnson
Creek/Red Oak data. Of 35 products tested, only Caramel #40 and
Menthol Arctic #23 had stronger effects on hPF than on the stem
cells. These data support our hypothesis that cells from embryos
and newborns are more sensitive to EC products than adult cells and
are consistent with the concept that embryos are usually more sensitive to environmental chemicals than adults [21]. Our data further
demonstrate the importance of using multiple cell types, including
embryonic cells, when evaluating EC products. The cytotoxic effects
that some reﬁll ﬂuids produced on stem cells could translate into
embryonic loss or developmental defects during pregnancy. While
it is not yet known what dose of reﬁll ﬂuid reaches an embryo or
fetus when a pregnant woman receives dermal, oral, or pulmonary
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exposure, our data indicate that further work should be done on
the effects of these products during pregnancy.
It is possible that our data underestimate the cytotoxicity of reﬁll
ﬂuids to lung cells. In a preliminary trial, vapors from 10% doses
of some reﬁll ﬂuids killed control cells in adjacent wells. To avoid
vapor effects, assays were performed at a maximum concentration of 1%. This would be 100 times less than a user would receive
on their skin or inhale into their mouth/lungs. The NOAELs and
IC50 s should therefore be interpreted with this dose range in mind.
Exposure of lung cells to full strength aerosol, which is heated, may
have stronger effects than reported in our study, and even samples we found to have low cytotoxicity with lung ﬁbroblasts may
be cytotoxic in vivo at full strength.
The potency of reﬁll products varied greatly, demonstrating the
importance of evaluating multiple products. Some products had no
effect at the doses tested, while others killed all cells at doses lower
than a user may receive. Cinnamon Ceylon (#22) was the most
potent of the reﬁll ﬂuids tested and strongly inhibited survival of all
cell types. Reﬁll ﬂuid users have expressed caution about cinnamon
ﬂavored products on Internet blogs and have mentioned mouth,
throat, and lung problems when using cinnamon ﬂavored reﬁll
ﬂuid (http://www.e-cigarette-forum.com/forum/health-safety-esmoking/212870-do-you-vape-cinnamon-ﬂavors-read.html).
Cytotoxicity studies on EC products are rare. When various European reﬁll ﬂuid aerosols were tested in the MTT assay using mouse
3T3 ﬁbroblasts, only 1 out of 15 products showed cytotoxicity at
the highest doses tested [22,23]. We found more cytotoxic samples
in our set of 35 reﬁll products; however, the European study is not
directly comparable to ours due to differences in products, sample
preparation, experimental design, and method of analysis.
Several major conclusions can be drawn from our study. First,
hESC were generally more sensitive to reﬁll ﬂuids than the other
two cell types, and mNSC were generally more sensitive than hPF.
Secondly, no company emerged as having all non-cytotoxic or
all cytotoxic reﬁll products. However, an interesting pattern was
observed for samples from Johnson Creek and Red Oak, which
were generally cytotoxic to stem cells and non-cytotoxic to lung
ﬁbroblasts. Third, there was no correlation between cytotoxicity
and nicotine concentration for the dose range used. Fourth, each
reﬁll product needs individual evaluation to determine cytotoxicity, preferably using multiple cell types. Fifth, the reﬁll ﬂuid
provided to us by a user who thought the sample had made her
ill was moderately to highly cytotoxic, as was a duplicate bottle
purchased directly from the vendor. Sixth, within a particular ﬂavor, cytotoxicity was highly variable, even when the ﬂavor came
from a single manufacturer, as was seen with the Butterscotch
and Caramel samples from Freedom Smoke. For example, one Butterscotch sample (#41) received directly from the company was
highly toxic, while two other Butterscotch ﬂavors (#29 and #30)
from the same company had low toxicity. HPLC analysis showed
that increased cytotoxicity within a ﬂavor was correlated with an
increase in the number and height of the ﬂavoring peaks (Fig. 4C,
E, G, I). In addition, two different bottles from the same manufacturer with identical Butterscotch labels (#20 and 41) had slightly
different chemical composition and signiﬁcantly different amounts
of the two major ﬂavoring chemicals (Fig. 4G and I). Since one
of these bottles was supplied to us by a user, we cannot eliminate the possibility that the two additional peaks were added
after manufacture. However, the bottle we purchased from the
company had much higher concentrations of the two major ﬂavoring peaks. Since it is unlikely the user could have removed
ﬂavoring from the bottle, the difference in amount of ﬂavoring
between bottles #20 and #41 probably represents a true difference in the contents of a single product from this company.
Similar differences in the amount of added ﬂavorings were seen
in caramel ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuid from Freedom Smoke (e.g., bottles
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#26 and #21) These data show that users cannot assume that the
chemicals or the concentration of the chemicals used to create a
particular ﬂavor will be identical in all products having the same
ﬂavor. We are currently identifying the chemicals in those products that were cytotoxic, so that in the future reﬁll products can be
improved by using only non-cytotoxic ﬂavorings at relatively low
concentration.
Our data may help reﬁll ﬂuid users identify and avoid products that could pose health risks to themselves and their offspring.
For example, Cinnamon Ceylon (#22) was highly potent for the
three cell types and would likely present more risk than ﬂavors
such as Bubblegum (#18) which had low cytotoxicity for all cells.
However, even products we found to be non-cytotoxic may produce different, possibly stronger, effects when used repeatedly
at full strength doses. As related examples, PG, which is “generally regarded as safe” and was non-cytotoxic for all cell types
in the MTT assay, increased respiratory, throat and nasal symptoms, and cause vocal cord inﬂammation with prolonged inhalation
by theater workers [24], and chronic exposure to PG in indoor
air may induce or exacerbate allergic symptoms, asthma, and
rhinitis [25].
Lung ﬁbroblasts were relatively robust and often not affected by
doses of reﬁll ﬂuid that were cytotoxic to the two stem cell groups.
However, lungs contain progenitor cells and stem cells that are critical to lung tissue regeneration and repair [26,27]. Further studies
are needed to determine how lung stem cells and other lung cell
types respond to reﬁll ﬂuid and if chronic exposure to inhaled reﬁll
ﬂuid affects lung health. A recent human study showed that 5 min of
EC inhalation signiﬁcantly altered several measures of lung physiology [28]. The MTT assay used in our study measured cytotoxicity,
while the latter study by Vardavas et al. measured physiological
responses that do not include cell death, but could be important to
the overall lung health.

5. Conclusions
Embryonic and neonatal stem cells were generally more sensitive to reﬁll products than adult lung ﬁbroblasts. Reﬁll ﬂuid users
should be aware that: (1) the low doses and one time exposure
used in our study may underestimate cytotoxicity, and (2) within a
ﬂavor, such as Butterscotch or Caramel, chemical composition and
cytotoxicity were variable. The latter point demonstrates that it
cannot be assumed that a speciﬁc ﬂavor, such as Butterscotch, will
always be non-cytotoxic. The results of this study, while preliminary, may be helpful to individuals who are considering using EC,
to EC users who are trying to identify reﬁll brands that have low
cytotoxicity, to reﬁll ﬂuid suppliers concerned with user safety, to
health care workers and physicians who advise EC users, and to policy makers involved in health and environmental issues relating to
EC regulation.
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a b s t r a c t
Background: Over the past year or so, electronic cigarettes, more commonly known as ‘e-cigarettes’, have
achieved widespread visibility and growing popularity. These products, which deliver nicotine via an
inhaled mist, have caused no small amount of controversy in public health circles, and their rise has been
accompanied by energetic debate about their potential harms and beneﬁts.
Methods: Interspersed with an analysis of current media coverage on e-cigarettes and the response of
mainstream tobacco control and public health to these devices, this article examines the emergence of
nicotine as both as an ‘addiction’ and a treatment for addiction.
Results: We argue that by delivering nicotine in way that resembles the visual spectacle and bodily pleasures of smoking, but without the harms of combustible tobacco, e-cigarettes highlight the complex
status of nicotine as both a poison and remedy in contemporary public health and tobacco control.
Conclusion: In consequence, e-cigarettes jeopardize the carefully drawn distinctions between ‘good’ and
‘bad’ forms of nicotine.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Introduction
In the recent ﬁlm The Tourist we ﬁrst meet Johnny Depp’s character, Frank, through the eyes of Elise (Angelina Jolie), as he sits in a
train carriage reading a spy novel and pufﬁng on what appears to be
a cigarette. For many viewers of the ﬁlm, this was their ﬁrst glimpse
of an electronic cigarette, or ‘e-cigarette’, a device, as Frank quickly
informs Elise, that is “not a real cigarette. It’s electronic. It delivers
the same amount of nicotine but the smoke is water vapour”.1
Invented by a Chinese pharmacist named Hon Lik in 2003, the ecigarette was launched by the Chinese electronics company Ruyan
Technology 3 years later, and received its ﬁrst international patent
in 2007 (Wikipedia, 2011). E-cigarettes now have a dedicated following amongst a small but growing number of users known as
“vapers”. The appearance of the e-cigarette in The Tourist marks a
new visibility for the product – a visibility that has been accompanied by energetic debate about its potential harms and beneﬁts.
Opinion on e-cigarettes has quickly polarised. For harm reduction organisations such as the Consumer Advocates for Smoke-Free
Alternatives Association (CASAA) and the Australian Tobacco Alternatives Consumer Association (ATACA), along with a growing
number of smokers themselves, e-cigarettes have been embraced

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 778 329 3393; fax: +1 604 822 6161.
E-mail address: kibell@mail.ubc.ca (K. Bell).
1
Using heat, the implement vaporises a propylene glycol or glycerin-based liquid
solution containing nicotine and/or added ﬂavours into an inhaled mist that bears
the physical appearance and sensation of inhaled tobacco smoke (Wikipedia, 2011).

as a healthier alternative to smoking cigarettes. Advocates also
highlight their ability to provide some of the non-nicotine rewards
of smoking, such as sensory stimulation, and mouth and throat feel.
A few health agencies have followed suit and deemed e-cigarettes a
“far safer” alternative to smoking (e.g. NZ Ministry of Health, 2011).
However, most mainstream public health organisations have condemned these products, some banning sales altogether (e.g. Health
Canada, 2009) and others characterising them as “poison” and
warning the public not to use them (e.g. Queensland Health, 2011).
For these organisations, e-cigarettes represent the latest incarnation of the tobacco menace: an untested product with the potential
to enslave ever-greater numbers of people (especially impressionable youth) to a dangerous addiction.
Despite the fact that e-cigarettes contain no tobacco (and in
some cases, no nicotine), the World Health Organization has classiﬁed them as a tobacco product much along the lines of smokeless
tobacco (WHO, 2011, p. 40). Initially, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) attempted to assert jurisdiction over e-cigarettes
as a drug device; however, the US Court of Appeals overturned
their decision in December of 2010. Therefore, the FDA is currently
attempting to obtain jurisdiction over e-cigarettes as a tobacco
product (Boen, 2011; Sullum, 2011). The European Union (EU) is
similarly grappling with whether to regulate e-cigarettes as medical or tobacco products (Irish Central, 2011). The FDA and EU’s
difﬁculty in classifying e-cigarettes reﬂects the ambiguous middle
ground these products occupy between medicinal forms of nicotine
(i.e. nicotine replacement therapy, or ‘NRT’) and smokeless tobacco.
This paper examines the reception of e-cigarettes and seeks to
understand why mainstream public health agencies and tobacco

0955-3959/$ – see front matter © 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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control advocates have been so quick to condemn these products.
Our analysis involves a critical reading of a range of texts, including media reports, policy briefs from health agencies and harm
reduction organisations, vaper websites and blogs, journal articles
and commentaries. Bill Godshall’s Tobacco Harm Reduction Update
listserv, which provides a weekly compilation of media coverage
and policy developments regarding e-cigarettes (amongst other
topics),2 provided a key resource in identifying literature, supplemented by searches of Google Scholar. Although we have tried to
capture the tenor of current debates about e-cigarettes, we make no
claims to the comprehensiveness of our examination – an impossibility given the topicality of this issue and the speed with which
new developments are occurring. Moreover, we have not restricted
ourselves to literature on e-cigarettes, but have sought to locate
our examination within a broader historical and cultural context,
recognising that current responses to e-cigarettes are inextricably
bound up with older debates about nicotine and the concept of
addiction.
This article begins with an historical overview of tobacco and
nicotine’s distinctive relationship with the concept of addiction,
and the rise of medicinal nicotine as a treatment for tobacco dependence and its perceived relationship to other forms of nicotine such
as smokeless tobacco. Following this contextualisation, the second
half of the paper focuses on the reception of e-cigarettes, which
we suggest cannot be reduced exclusively to the untested nature
of these products. Rather, much of the hostility e-cigarettes have
engendered, we argue, stems from the instability these products
crystallise in the ideological distinctions drawn between nicotine
as either a ‘poison’ or a ‘cure’.
Nicotine as an addictive drug
As is now well established, although nicotine is the addictive
ingredient in tobacco, the harms associated with tobacco smoking stem primarily from the carcinogens in cigarette smoke (tar,
carbon monoxide, etc.) rather than nicotine itself. The long-term
effects of nicotine have not been well studied, and both its potential
therapeutic beneﬁts and its carcinogenic properties remain contested. Moreover, although nicotine addiction has become central
to explaining the resilience of smoking amongst some sections of
the population, the concept of tobacco ‘addiction’ is of relatively
recent vintage and, as we go on to show, manifests important
underlying ambiguities.
Nicotine was ﬁrst isolated and named in 1828 and by 1889
researchers had begun studying its effects on the nervous system; by the turn of the twentieth century its role in incentivising
smokers to smoke was taken for granted (Sullum, 1998). In 1942,
based on the hypothesis that “Smoking tobacco is essentially a
means of administering nicotine, just as smoking opium is a means
of administering morphine”, Johnston (1942, p. 742) found that
injections of nicotine did reduce the urge to light up in smokers.
However, although Johnston characterised the desire for nicotine
as an “addiction”, the comparison with opium has clear limits.
Unlike opiate use, the psychoactive effects of nicotine are subtle
and do not interfere with mental performance or hand-eye coordination. In fact, they have been shown to improve concentration
and the performance of some cognitive tasks. Consequently, in contrast to other recreational drugs such as alcohol, heroin or cocaine,
tobacco’s main advantage is its compatibility with the requirements of everyday life (Keane, 2002).
Despite the pharmacological evidence of nicotine’s addictiveness and the effects of smoking on health, smoking is incongruent

2
Although the listserv has a harm reduction agenda, it covers both positive and
negative depictions of e-cigarettes.
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with dominant models of addiction, both medical and popular. As
Room (2003) has argued, one of the cultural functions of the concept
of addiction is to provide a causal explanation for bad behaviour.
Addiction is seen as a kind of possession, in which a powerful drug
is able to produce behaviour that would not otherwise occur. But
whilst smokers may be dependent on a drug to function, their
lives generally appear ordinary, orderly and productive. Because
cigarettes do not produce intoxication and remain legal and relatively easy to access, smokers do not ﬁt the stereotype of the
out-of-control junkie governed by an unmanageable desire, at least
until they try to quit (Keane, 2002). Indeed, in accounts of quitting,
it is the effects of giving up, at least in the short term, that render
the smoker physically debilitated, psychologically distressed and
prone to erratic and uncharacteristic behaviour.
Because of these anomalies, it was only relatively recently that
tobacco use was ofﬁcially identiﬁed as an ‘addiction’. As Berridge
(1998) has shown, in the British context, tobacco was historically
seen to be associated with dependence rather than addiction per
se. Tobacco therefore emerged as a policy focus through chest
medicine and epidemiology rather than psychiatry. The importation of tobacco into the addiction frame only took place in the 1990s,
primarily due to the inﬂuence of US models (Berridge, 1998, p. 157).
Although tobacco was drawn into the addiction realm earlier in the
USA, the 1964 Surgeon General’s Report characterised “the tobacco
habit” as a “habituation” related primarily to social and psychological drives rather than an “addiction” (Luik, 1996; Parascandola,
2011).
The growing characterisation of smoking as a manifestation
of nicotine addiction was connected with the development of
research on the pharmacology and biology of smoking in the
1980s (Parascandola, 2011). Revelations in the mid 1990s about
the tobacco industry’s clandestine manipulation of their products’
nicotine levels in order to maintain their addictiveness reinforced
the status of nicotine as a tool of the “dark forces” and an enemy
of public health (Parascandola, 2011). However, the collapse of the
distinction between dependence and addiction in the tobacco ﬁeld
is also connected with broader shifts in diagnostic instruments
and practises, encapsulated in the decision to remove reference
to “addiction” from the revised third edition of the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-IIIR),
published in 1987. Instead, “dependence” became the preferred
catchall label because of concerns about the pejorative implications
of the former term (O’Brien, Volkow, & Li, 2006). Importantly, part
of the logic of favouring the term “dependence” over “addiction”
was that “this was a more neutral term that could easily apply to
all drugs, including alcohol and nicotine” (O’Brien et al., 2006, p. 764,
emphasis ours).
Yet, although tobacco dependence is recognised as a speciﬁc
disorder in the current editions of the DSM-IV TR and the WHO’s
classiﬁcation of diseases (ICD-10), smokers are unlikely to conform
to many of the generic criteria listed for substance dependence.
These criteria were developed from research and observations
regarding alcohol and opiate use and there is a consequent emphasis on disordered behaviour and social harms, such as failure to
fulﬁl role responsibilities (APA, 2000). When a dependence criterion from the DSM such as “a great deal of time is spent in
activities necessary to obtain the substance” is illustrated with
the example of chain smoking, the distinctiveness of smoking is
highlighted rather than undermined, for chain smoking is likely
to be combined with other activities, including work and study,
rather than taking up time on its own. Therefore, it is not surprising that the “DSM assessment of tobacco dependence has
languished” (Hughes, Baker, Breslau, Covey, & Shiffman, 2011, p.
894).
The uneasy ﬁt between tobacco use and contemporary notions
of dependence and addiction may be one of the reasons why
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nicotine is understood to be both the cause of tobacco ‘dependence’ and simultaneously the key to treating it. Thus, mainstream
approaches to smoking cessation tend to focus primarily on breaking the physical dependence to nicotine through pharmacotherapies
such as NRT and bupropion (a nicotinic acetylcholine receptor
antagonist), rather than treating the psychological and social aspects
of the addiction. Here, tobacco poses a contrast to alcohol and illicit
drugs, where successful recovery is generally believed to require
extensive work on the self and the establishment of a new identity, new relationships and a new lifestyle, even if pharmacological
treatments (e.g. methadone maintenance therapy for heroin addiction) are used.

Nicotine as remedy
The idea of using nicotine to reduce cigarette cravings was evident from at least the 1940s, as Johnston’s (1942) work on the
effects of hypodermic nicotine delivery attests. However, it was
not until the late 1960s that the ﬁrst commercial nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) products were developed. According to the
website of Nicorette, Nicorette gum was initially developed by
Swedish scientists in 1967 in order to overcome challenges experienced by the Swedish Royal Navy in the face of new smoking bans
on ships and the need to pacify “short-tempered crews” (Johnson
& Johnson, 2010). Launched commercially in Switzerland in 1978,
the original gum was later followed by transdermal patches, nasal
sprays, inhalers and microtabs (Johnson & Johnson, 2010). Although
Nicorette products continue to dominate the market, in recent
years they have been joined by a variety of other NRT brands
produced by rival pharmaceutical companies, including: Nicabate,
Nicotrol, Habitrol, Nicoderm and QuitX.
Despite the revaluation of nicotine as a therapeutic agent for
those addicted to cigarettes, it nevertheless raised fears that a new
form of iatrogenic substance abuse would emerge. Thus, concerns
about the “abuse potential” of NRT products have been evident
since their launch. When Nicorettes were ﬁrst introduced in the
US in 1984, the FDA mandated that they were only to be available
on prescription, which was also the case for the nicotine patches
introduced between 1991 and 1992. By limiting access in this
way, the goal was to minimise the potential for “abuse” of these
products amongst certain populations, especially teenagers and
non-smoking adults, and to ensure that smokers did not engage
in “improper use” (i.e. use beyond the recommended period)
(Shiffman et al., 1997). In 1996 the FDA approved the switch of three
NRT products (Nicorette gum, Nicoderm and Nicotrol patches) from
prescription-only to over-the-counter availability, although they
were restricted for sale to those aged 18 or older (Shiffman et al.,
1997).
This shift in the status of NRT was largely due to two interrelated
factors. As Benson (2010) notes, the FDA approval of such products for over-the-counter sale signalled the growing medicalisation
of nicotine dependence, which was framed as a chronic condition
equivalent to high blood pressure, high cholesterol, diabetes, and
major depression. It was also connected with the rise of evidencebased medicine (EBM) in the 1990s, and the stamp of approval EBM
provided to NRT as an effective (and cost effective) treatment for
tobacco dependence (Lancaster, Stead, Silagy, & Sowden, 2000). The
hegemony of EBM has seen a variety of inﬂuential public health
organisations (e.g. US Department of Health & Human Services,
National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, WHO, etc.)
endorse the use of NRT products as an effective aid for treating
tobacco dependence (see Raw et al., 2002). The extent of the public
health embrace of NRT is evident in the WHO’s decision in 2009
to add two forms of NRT (gum and patches) to its list of essential
medicines (WHO, 2009).

However, the category of remedial nicotine products in public
health discourse is tightly restricted. Although studies comparing
the health risks of smoking vs. smokeless tobacco3 consumption
are lacking, available evidence indicates that the latter is significantly less harmful than smoking (Royal College of Physicians,
2007). One panel of experts estimated a 90% reduction in relative risk of low-nitrosamine smokeless tobacco use in comparison
with smoking (Levy et al., 2004). However, these products are
discursively separated from medicinal nicotine, and the majority of mainstream public health and tobacco control organisations
remain opposed to their potential as harm reduction products
(Hall, 2005; McNeill, 2004; Sweanor, Alcabes, & Drucker, 2007).
For example, the World Health Organization makes no distinction
between cigarettes and other forms of tobacco in the production of
“tobacco-related disease”4 (see WHO, 2011). Similarly, the FDA’s
position is that: “To date, no tobacco products have been scientiﬁcally proven to reduce risk of tobacco-related disease, improve
safety or cause less harm than other tobacco products” (FDA, 2011).
Thus, any tobacco company claiming that smokeless tobacco is a
“less toxic” product than cigarettes is at risk of an accusation of
health fraud by the FDA.
The antagonism towards smokeless tobacco is purportedly due
to the lack of independent testing of these products to verify their
efﬁcacy, safety and harm reduction potential. It is also connected
with the fact that they are produced by the tobacco industry and
underlying fears that an expanded view of tobacco harm reduction
“will help sustain existing tobacco markets and facilitate new ones”
(Benson, 2010, p. 52).
E-cigarettes have the potential to challenge the binary model of
nicotine in which the drug is either purely medicinal or irretrievably linked to the promotion of tobacco consumption. E-cigarettes
are not produced by the tobacco industry, nor the pharmaceutical industry; moreover, unlike smokeless tobacco products, they
are being widely marketed as smoking cessation devices. Finally,
although they look much like a cigarette, they contain no tobacco.
Yet, despite these differences (or perhaps because of them), the
reception of e-cigarettes has been far more hostile than the
response to smokeless tobacco products.

E-cigarettes as a dangerous, untested product
Amongst public health organisations, the most commonly
stated concerns about e-cigarettes relate to their safety. For example, the WHO (2008) and the FDA (2011) have decried the lack of
“safety and efﬁcacy” of e-cigarettes in contrast to “proven” alternatives such as NRT. There has been a particular focus on the toxicity of
the liquid nicotine solution used in e-cigarettes and the potential for
users to spill the liquid on their skin, or for children to accidentally
swallow it and overdose (e.g. Queensland Health, 2011). The fact
that most e-cigarettes come from China features prominently in the
discourse on e-cigarette safety (e.g. Ang, 2009) and appears to play
into larger cultural tropes about Western markets being ﬂooded

3
‘Smokeless tobacco’ actually refers to a wide range of very different products,
including chewing tobacco, dipping tobacco, snuff, snus, tobacco gum, etc. Although
all products are substantially less toxic than cigarette smoking, the harms associated
with them differ. For example, while chewing tobacco does slightly increase the
risk of oral cancer (although the relative risks are exponentially lower than the risks
associated with smoking), products such as Swedish snus appear to carry little if no
health risks (Sweanor et al., 2007).
4
Here, the WHO seems to adhere to standards of evidence far beyond those
deemed acceptable for other public health issues such as obesity and alcohol use
(see Bell, McNaughton, & Salmon, 2011), suggesting a degree of ‘cherry-picking’
regarding evidence and what constitutes an acceptable ‘base’ (we are indebted to
one of the anonymous manuscript reviewers for this insight).
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with Chinese products (here, Chinese becomes synonymous with
faulty, deﬁcient and dangerous).
Concerns about the potential safety risk e-cigarettes pose to
‘innocent children’ extend beyond the apparent toxicity of nicotine solution and are tied up with the potential for abuse and youth
uptake. For example, a recent commentary in the prominent journal Tobacco Control (Noel, Rees, & Connolly, 2010) states, “research
on product design, toxicant exposure, abuse liability including dual
use with tobacco products, youth initiation, and inﬂuence on cessation efforts is needed” (p. 81, emphasis ours). Such fears echo the
concerns initially raised by the FDA about NRT products (the same
products the FDA now declares as safe), evoking anxieties about
“gateway drugs” (e.g. Lazar, 2011): substances which may have
relatively mild effects in themselves but which encourage users,
especially the young, to experiment with ‘harder’ drugs.
However, whilst e-cigarettes have not been ‘proven’ harmless,
harm reduction advocates point out that they are indisputably less
harmful than smoking (Keller, 2010; McQueen, Tower, & Sumner,
2011). Moreover, this reluctance to endorse the harm reduction
potential of e-cigarettes because they are not entirely free of health
risks stands in contrast to the promotion of substitution therapy
for opiate addiction. Despite the fact that methadone is a potent
opiate with potentially fatal side effects (especially in interaction
with other medications) it is regarded as a safe and effective therapy when dispensed to drug dependent patients under medical
supervision.
Thus, the response to e-cigarettes in public health and tobacco
control circles cannot be explained merely by the potentially unsafe
nature of these products. As Siegel (2010) points out, the tone of
some mainstream tobacco control commentaries suggests that ecigarettes have been damned without trial. Moreover, it is not clear
that further research into e-cigarettes will substantially alter current opinion. This is because their dangers stem not merely from
the constituents of the products themselves, but the ideological
challenge they pose to the binary categorisation of nicotine into
not only remedial and harmful forms, but morally ‘good’ and ‘bad’
ones.

‘Good’ nicotine does not signify smoking
One of the most obvious differences between e-cigarettes and
NRT is that a person vaping an e-cigarette looks much the same as
a person smoking a cigarette in so far as all of the visible signiﬁers
of the cigarette are present: from its thin, white cylindrical shape
and ‘lighted’ tip, to the plumes of ‘smoke’ that emanate from the
vaper’s mouth. In contrast, the most popular forms of NRT (and the
two on the WHO’s list of essential medicines) are discreet: the gum
looks like an innocuous product and the patches are skin-coloured
and designed to be hidden under clothing.
The most notable exception is the nicotine inhaler: an NRT
product developed based the “hand-to-mouth ritual” that smoking
entails (Johnson & Johnson, 2011). It is probably not a coincidence
that inhalers were released in 1996, well after NRT had gained
legitimacy as a medicine. However, although the nicotine inhaler
resembles a cigarette in a very general way (it is white and cylindrical), it could hardly be mistaken for one, and numerous Facebook
groups decry its distinctly tampon-like appearance. In developing NRT products, the pharmaceutical industry must engage in a
delicate balancing act: these products must be similar enough to
cigarettes to be effective as a replacement therapy but different
enough to retain legitimacy as a ‘medicine’. According to Jack Henningﬁeld, “if any system comes too close to being considered a
cigarette it risks control in the US by the Drug Enforcement Administration. Nasal NRT came within a hair’s breath of this fate” (cited
in Chapman, 2007, p. 110).
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E-cigarettes, on the other hand, closely mimic cigarettes,
maintaining perhaps the most powerful semiotic referent of the
cigarette: its smoke. Although the vapour exhaled by the vaper has
none of the effects of secondhand smoke, it is visually similar. Thus,
the e-cigarette is disturbing to many tobacco control campaigners
and researchers because of its mimetic relationship to the traditional cigarette. Whilst it does not contain tobacco or involve a
process of combustion, it is an unmistakable signiﬁer of smoking
and therefore invokes both the memory of public smoking culture
and its possible resurgence.
This is problematic from the perspective of mainstream tobacco
control because of the centrality of tobacco ‘denormalisation’ to
its contemporary strategies. Reducing the visibility of smoking is
therefore a key component of contemporary tobacco control, and
is central to the logic of smokefree legislation and restrictions
on how tobacco products may be marketed and sold (see Bell,
McCullough, Salmon, & Bell, 2010; Bell, Salmon, Bowers, Bell, &
McCullough, 2010). That e-cigarettes are perceived to undermine
this intent becomes evident in statements such as: “Fake smokes
[e-cigarettes], many of which look almost indistinguishable from
real cigarettes, keep smoking in the public eye and help normalize the act of lighting up” (Chen, 2011). The strong reaction against
these devices suggests that the culture of cigarettes and smoking
(in the broad sense) is viewed as an inseparable and inherent element of the harms of tobacco consumption. Therefore, any device
that enables smoking-like practises is a public health threat.

‘Good’ nicotine is medicinal, not recreational
Also central to the differing legitimacy accorded to NRT and
e-cigarettes is the speciﬁed purpose of these products. Theoretically at least, the use of NRT is temporary: it is a ‘medicine’
that ‘cures’ smokers of their nicotine addiction. NRT products are
thus marketed as smoking cessation aids, not maintenance therapies. For example, users of Nicorette products (gums, inhalers
and patches) are advised to undertake a tapering 16-week programme, from beginning their use of the product, “until you can do
without it” (Johnson & Johnson, 2011). Here, NRT is ideologically
situated in opposition to other forms of nicotine delivery (e.g. ecigarettes and smokeless tobacco products), which are intended to
be used as potentially permanent replacements for or supplements
to cigarettes.
NRT only retains its legitimacy as long as it treats nicotine addiction, rather than perpetuating it. However, in reality this division
is difﬁcult to maintain. As previously noted, the concern about the
abuse potential of NRT has been evident right from when it was
ﬁrst introduced on the market. Indeed, a number of people have
written confessional pieces about replacing their cigarette addiction with a Nicorette addiction (e.g. Joseph, 2010). There are also
several Facebook groups devoted to this topic, including “Nicorette
Addicts” (containing 19 members) and “I’m addicted to Nicorette
(but at least I quit smoking)”, with 82 members. Websites providing patient reviews of Nicorette also report substitute addiction as
a relatively common side effect (Askapatient.com, 2011; Martin,
2010).
Blurring the lines further is the fact that smokers are clearly
turning to e-cigarettes as a smoking cessation tool. Although the
FDA has mandated that e-cigarettes sold in the USA cannot be
marketed as therapeutic devices, many manufacturers make general claims about the health and aesthetic beneﬁts of using their
product as a substitute for smoking (Trtchounian & Talbot, 2011).
Moreover, there is also some evidence to suggest that e-cigarettes
do reduce the desire to smoke and help smokers to quit smoking
(Bullen et al., 2010; Heavner, Dunworth, Bergen, Nissen, & Phillips,
2010; McQueen et al., 2011; Siegel, Tanwar, & Wood, 2011) and they
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have been reported to be used in much the same way as NRT (Etter
& Bullen, 2011). For example, in a small interview-based study of
vapers, McQueen et al. (2011) found that most e-cigarette users
were heavy smokers (or formerly heavy smokers) who had tried
to quit with traditional NRT. These users endorsed e-cigarettes as
“life-saving” and their immediate beneﬁts were seen to outweigh
the potential for currently unknown long-term harms.
Thus, ‘good’ nicotine has an unstable identity, whereby the
therapeutic project to rid the smoker of his or her addiction
is undermined by the abuse potential of the drug. Like other
psychoactive substances that are simultaneously both ‘useful medications’ and ‘abusable drugs’, “maintaining the line between the
proper use and harmful misuse of psychoactive substances requires
careful discursive and practical management” (Keane, 2008, p.
5, see also Bell & Salmon, 2009). Such boundary management is
evident in the ideological distinction made between “smoking cessation” via NRT and “substituting for smoking” via e-cigarettes
(Phillips, 2011).
In the case of Methadone (as a treatment for opiate dependence)
and amphetamine-like stimulants (as treatments for ADHD), the
clinical context of diagnosis and prescription, plus an enmeshment
in the institutional structures of medicine and education, establishes their status as beneﬁcial medications rather than dangerous
drugs (Keane, 2008). Crucially, their consumption is separated from
the discourses of recreation and pleasure associated with drug use.
Methadone is not prescribed to replace the rewards or pleasures
of illicit drug use but to produce stasis and prevent withdrawal
(Valentine & Fraser, 2008, p. 414). Indeed, ofﬁcial support for
methadone as a treatment is based on its credentials as a pleasureblocking substance. The US Ofﬁce of Drug Control policy’s fact
sheet on methadone states that “Methadone. . .blocks the high from
heroin but it does not provide the euphoric rush” (cited in Keane,
2008, p. 406–407).
Without the discursive and practical beneﬁts of medicalisation,
e-cigarettes remain located as products consumed for pleasure.
The rapid rise of a vaping subculture, where e-cigarette enthusiasts come together at regional festivals (“Vapefests”) and share
nicotine solution recipes and product reviews through a monthly
magazine, entrench its status as a pleasurable, recreational drug.
However, the hobbyist dimension of e-cigarettes sits alongside an
explicit awareness of its health beneﬁts and harm reduction potential (Phillips, 2011). For example, a recent issue of Vaper Monthly
juxtaposes advertisements for Pink Spot Vapors, a producer of nicotine solutions whose slogan is “Happy vaping! This juice will hit the
spot”, with an interview with ‘TrueLove’, a member of the vaping
community who describes how e-cigarettes saved his life. In his
words, “I was pretty much dying. After 22 years of smoking I was at
my last hope. My doctor pretty much said, ‘if you don’t quit, you’re
dead”’ (Vaper Monthly, 2011).
Thus, e-cigarettes are threatening because they suggest that
the pleasures of nicotine can be accessed without the harms and
that a culture of smoking/vaping may be able to co-exist with the
requirements of public health. This poses a challenge to contemporary conceptions of public health, which has long manifested
a suspicion towards pleasure, especially the carnal pleasure associated with drugs (Bunton & Coveney, 2011; Coveney & Bunton,
2003). As Coveney and Bunton (2003) note, in mainstream public
health models, health and pleasure are generally deﬁned in opposition, with “injunctions towards healthy behaviours concerned
with restricting or overcoming our seemingly ‘natural’ inclination
towards certain pleasures” (p. 163).
Conclusion
By delivering nicotine in way that resembles the visual spectacle and bodily pleasures of smoking, but without the harms of

combustible tobacco, e-cigarettes highlight the complex status of
nicotine as both poison and remedy in contemporary public health
and tobacco control. The introduction of NRT and its visibility in
smoking cessation campaigns established nicotine as a remedial
substance, and the non-cigarette-like nature of NRT products has
enabled them to be distanced from the spectre of pleasurable nicotine use and its addictive potential.
The bad nicotine/good nicotine distinction is based in part on
the attribution of addictiveness and its connotations of disorder
and disease. On one hand, nicotine is understood within tobacco
control as the addictive substance that drives smokers to continue
smoking despite its obvious dangers, its increasing stigmatisation
and a genuine desire to quit. The drug has taken on a central role
as an agent of the smoking epidemic and thus has connotations of
toxicity and deadliness, in addition to the generic negative associations of addictive substances. On the other hand, by promoting
forms of medicalised nicotine that are advertised on television and
available over the counter, the success of NRT has provided a new
role for nicotine. However, its legitimacy is fragile and relies on
careful discursive management.
E-cigarettes expose the artiﬁcial boundaries placed upon ‘good’
and ‘bad’ nicotine and their hostile reception needs to be understood in relation to this. They also challenge the equation between
addiction and harm, suggesting the potential for nicotine addiction without the harms of smoking and many of its pleasures. By
unabashedly foregrounding pleasure, these products contest its
construction as the ‘enemy’ of public health and make explicit the
moral underpinnings of contemporary notions of health, disease
and addiction.
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Abstract
Background Electronic cigarettes (e-CIG) have been marketed as a safer alternative habit to tobacco
smoking. We have developed a group of research protocols to evaluate the eﬀects of e-CIG on human
health, called ClearStream. No studies have adequately evaluated the eﬀects of e-CIG use on the release
of chemicals to the environment. The purpose of this study was to identify and quantify the chemicals
released on a closed environment from the use of e-CIG (ClearStream-AIR).
Methods A 60 m3 closed-room was used for the experiment. Two sessions were organized, the first using
5 smokers and the second using 5 users of e-CIG. Both sessions lasted 5 h. Between sessions, the room was
cleaned and ventilated for 65 h. Smokers used cigarettes containing 0.6 mg of nicotine while e-CIG users
used commercially available liquid (FlavourArt) with nicotine concentration of 11 mg/ml. We measured
total organic carbon (TOC), toluene, xylene, carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx ), nicotine,
acrolein, poly-aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) glycerin and propylene glycol levels on the air of the room.
Results During the smoking session, 19 cigarettes were smoked, administering 11.4 mg of nicotine
(according to cigarette pack information). During the e-CIG session, 1.6 ml of liquid was consumed, administering 17.6 mg of nicotine. During the smoking session we found: TOC=6.66 mg/m3 , toluene=1.7 µg/m3 ,
xylene=0.2 µg/m3 , CO=11 mg/m3 , nicotine=34 µg/m3 , acrolein=20 µg/ml and PAH=9.4 µg/m3 . No glycerin, propylene glycol and NOx were detected after the smoking session. During the e-CIG session we
found: TOC=0.73 mg/m3 and glycerin=72 µg/m3 . No toluene, xylene, CO, NOx , nicotine, acrolein or
PAHs were detected on room air during the e-CIG session.
Conclusions Passive vaping is expected from the use of e-CIG. However, the quality and quantity of
chemicals released to the environment are by far less harmful for the human health compared to regular
tobacco cigarettes. Evaporation instead of burning, absence of several harmful chemicals from the liquids
and absence of sidestream smoking from the use of the e-CIG are probable reasons for the diﬀerence in
results.
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Introduzione

Introduction

La rapida espansione, negli ultimi anni, del mercato
della sigaretta elettronica, legata in parte alla possibilità di utilizzarla anche nei luoghi in cui è vietato
fumare, ha fatto sorgere alcune perplessità sulla sua
sicurezza in questi contesti. Ad oggi però queste
perplessità si basano più su ragionamenti di tipo
ipotetico che su valutazioni scientifiche. Scopo di
questo esperimento, è quello di iniziare a comprendere e misurare qual è l’impatto del fumo elettronico
sull’atmosfera di un ambiente chiuso, confrontandolo
con il fumo tradizionale.

The rapid expansion of the e-cigarette market in
recent years, due in part to the fact that they can
be used also in no smoking areas, has given rise to
perplexities on their safety in these contexts. However, thus far, these perplexities are based more on
hypothetical reasons rather than scientific evaluations. The aim of this experiment is to understand
and to measure what kind of impact e-cigarettes use
has on a closed environment atmosphere compared
to traditional cigarette smoking.

Protocollo

Protocol

Per l’esperimento è stata predisposta una stanza, con
un volume pari a circa 60 m3 , all’interno della quale
sono stati allestiti dei sistemi di campionamento
dell’aria.
Al fine di garantire una maggiore sensibilità e
per rimuovere la variabile legata al ricircolo d’aria,
l’esperimento è stato condotto in un ambiente senza
rinnovo d’aria esterna.
I parametri analizzati sono stati:

A 60 m3 volume room was used for the experiment.
This room was fitted with air sampling systems.
In order to guarantee a higher sensitivity and remove
air recirculation-dependant variables, the experiment
was performed without renewal of indoor air.
The following parameters were analyzed:
• CO
• NOx

• CO

• Acrolein

• NOx

• Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs).

• Acroleina

• Total Organic Carbon (TOC)

• Idrocarburi Policiclici Aromatici (IPA)

• Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)

• Carbonio Organico Totale (COT)

• Nicotine

• Sostanze Organiche Volatili (SOV)

• Glycerine

• Nicotina

• Propylene Glycol

• Glicerina

Some of these parameters (CO, NOx , TOC) were
monitored continuously. For all the other parameAlcuni di questi parametri (CO, NOx , COT) sono ters, in order to capture the various types of comstati monitorati in continuo. Per tutti gli altri sono pounds cumulatively, vials and specific membranes
state impiegate delle fiale e delle membrane specifiche were used.
per catturare le varie famiglie di composti in esame
in modo cumulativo.
• Glicole Propilenico

Procedura

Procedures

L’esperimento si è svolto in 2 sessioni, una per i fuma- The experiment was divided in two sessions: one for
tori ed una per i vaper 1 , della durata di 5 h ciascuna vapers1 and one for smokers. Each session lasted 5 h
ed ha coinvolto, per ogni sessione, 5 volontari.
and involved 5 volunteers.
Between the sessions the room was cleaned and
1 Termine anglosassone gergale, utilizzato per indicare un
ventilated
for 65 h, in order to restore the original
utilizzatore abituale di sigaretta elettronica.
1 English

2
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slang term indicating an electronic cigarette user.

Tra le due sessioni la stanza è stata pulita ed neutral conditions.
arieggiata per complessive 65 h al fine di ripristinare
le condizioni di neutralità iniziali.

Sessioni di Campionamento

Sampling Sessions

Nel corso delle due prove, dopo aver allestito la
stanza per il campionamento e rilevato i parametri di
partenza, 5 volontari hanno fumato le loro sigarette
o usato la loro personale sigaretta elettronica, a
seconda della sessione in corso.
Ai volontari è stato spiegato che avrebbero potuto fumare/svapare 2 nelle quantità e nei tempi più
adatti alle loro personali esigenze, a condizione di
svolgere questa attività sempre all’interno del locale
predisposto per l’esperimento.
La permanenza nel locale è stata tassativamente
limitata al tempo strettamente necessario a fumare/svapare.
L’accesso e la permanenza nel locale sono stati
consentiti ad un massimo di 3 volontari contemporaneamente.
La porta della stanza è rimasta chiusa se non per
il tempo necessario ad entrare o ad uscire.
Tutti i volontari hanno firmato un consenso informato prima di prendere parte allo studio.
Per la sessione fumatori, si è provveduto ad annotare il numero di sigarette fumate, mentre per la
sessione vaper è stato valutato il peso del liquido
consumato, con una bilancia di precisione.

For the two tests, the room was initially prepared
for the sampling and analyzed for baseline conditions. Then, 5 volunteers smoked their cigarettes or
e-cigarettes, depending on the session.
Volunteers were allowed to smoke/vape2 as much
as and whenever they wanted, provided that they
used the room set for the experiment.
The time that volunteers spent in the room was
strictly limited to smoking/vaping.
Only a maximum of 3 volunteers were allowed in
the room at the same time.
The door of the room was opened only to let
volunteers in or out.
Informed consent was obtained by all subjects
before participating to the study.
During the smokers’ session, the number of smoked
cigarettes was noted down. During the vapers’ session, the weight of consumed liquid, was evaluated
using a precision scale.

Volontari

Volunteers

I volontari fumatori avevano un età media di circa 21
anni con una storia media di 6.5 anni di fumo ed un
consumo medio giornaliero di circa 17 sigarette. Il
contenuto di nicotina delle sigarette fumate era pari
a 0.6 mg per sigaretta. Nel corso della sessione di
campionamento sono state fumate complessivamente
19 sigarette, che hanno dispensato ai fumatori circa
11.4 mg di nicotina, basandosi su quanto riportato
sul pacchetto.
I vaper hanno dichiarato di usare la sigaretta
elettronica in maniera esclusiva da circa 3 mesi (min
1, max 6) con un consumo giornaliero di liquido3
pari a 1.5 ml e un contenuto di nicotina medio di
11 mg/ml. Tutti i volontari, hanno usato un liquido commerciale (Heaven Juice tradizionale) prodot-

The mean age of smokers was about 21 years and
they were smoking on average 17 cigarettes per day
for 6.5 years. The nicotine content in the smoked
cigarettes was 0.6 mg per cigarette. During the sampling session, a total of 19 cigarettes were smoked
which dispensed about 11.4 mg of nicotine, according
to the information on cigarette packs.
Vapers declared that they had been using ecigarettes exclusively for about 3 months (min 1,
max 6), with a liquid3 daily intake of 1.5 ml, and an
average nicotine content of 11 mg/ml.
For e-cigarette users, a commercially available liquid (Heaven Juice traditional) produced by FlavourArt
was used, and a commercial EGO Pulse device by
Smokie’s R .
During the sampling session, 1760 mg of liquid
2 Termine gergale largamente usato, derivato dall’inglese
to vape, ed impiegato per indicare l’azione di chi fuma una were vaporized, which is equal to 1.6 ml containing
sigaretta elettronica.
3 Tutti i liquidi per sigaretta elettronica utilizzati nell’esperimento erano del tipo Heaven Juice Tradizionale di FlavourArt, contenenti circa il 40% di glicerolo USP, circa il 50% di
glicole propilenico USP, da 0.9% a 1.8% di nicotina USP, <1%
di componente aromatica, acqua depurata, secondo quanto
ricavato dalla documentazione fornita del produttore.

2 English

term to vape indicating the act of e-smoking.
Juice Traditional e-cigarette liquids by Flavour
Art were used during the experiment. They contained about
40% of USP glycerol, 50% of USP propylene glycol, from 0.9%
to 1.8% of USP nicotine, <1% aromatic component, purified
water, according to the information provided by the producer.
3 Heaven

3
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Composti Analizzati
Analyzed compounds

Supporto di campionamento
Sampling medium

Litri campionati (teorici)
Sampled liters (theoretical)

Metodo
Method

Nicotina
Nicotine

Fiala XAD-2
XAD-2 vial

600

NIOSH 2544

Glicoli - Glicerina
Glycols - Glycerine

Filtro in fibra di vetro + fiala XAD-7
Glass fiber filter + XAD-7 vial

600

NIOSH 5523

Filtro in fibra di vetro + fiala XAD-2
Idrocarburi Policiclici Aromatici (IPA)
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) Glass fiber filter + XAD-2 vial

600

NIOSH 5515

Acroleina
Acrolein

Fiala di Silica gel + DPNH
Silica gel vial + DPNH

60

NIOSH 2018

SOV
VOCs

Fiala di carbone attivo
Activated carbon vial

60

UNI EN 13649

Tab. 1: Metodi utilizzati per il campionamento dei composti. / Methods used for substances sampling.

to da FlavourArt e un dispositivo EGO Pulse di about 17.6 mg of nicotine.
Smokie’s R .
Durante la sessione di campionamento, sono stati
vaporizzati 1760 mg di liquido, pari a circa 1.6 ml e
contenenti circa 17.6 mg di nicotina.

Materiali e Metodi

Materials and Methods

Per le metodiche di campionamento sono state adottate diverse procedure sia della normativa UNI che
NIOSH, impiegando diﬀerenti fiale SKC specifiche
per i diversi componenti da ricercare. Per alcune
molecole sono state utilizzate anche delle membrane
filtranti in fibra di vetro o in PTFE con porosità di
0.8 µm (Tab. 1).
Ogni fiala è stata collegata ad un campionatore
aspirante portatile, calibrato e impostato per aspirare uno specifico volume, in funzione della durata
dell’esperimento e delle specifiche della metodica in
uso.
A questi sistemi di campionamento cumulativo,
sono stati aﬃancati, un rilevatore di CO, CO2 , NOx ,
e un rilevatore di COT a ionizzazione di fiamma
FID.
A fine esperimento, le fiale e le membrane sono state sigillate e trasportate presso i laboratori
ABICH S.r.l.4 per le analisi.

Considering the sampling methodologies diﬀerent
procedures both from UNI and NIOSH have been
used. Diﬀerent SKC vials specific for the diﬀerent
components to search were used. For some molecules,
also fiberglass or PTFE 0.8 µm porosity membrane
filters were used (Tab. 1).
Each vial was linked with a portable suction
sampler, calibrated and set to aspirate a specific
volume, depending on the duration of the experiment
and on the method details.
In addition to these cumulative sampling systems,
a CO and CO2 and NOx detector and a FID flame
ionization TOC detector were used.
At the end of the experiment, the vials and the
membranes were sealed and taken to the ABICH
S.r.l.4 labs for the analysis.

Risultati

Results

Le analisi dei campioni hanno evidenziato numerose
e sostanziali diﬀerenze tra fumo di sigaretta e fumo
elettronico, sia in termini di impatto sulla qualità
dell’aria, sia anche in termini di tossicità. (Tab. 2).
Per il campionamento sono state impiegate delle
membrane in PTFE e siamo rimasti colpiti dal co-

The sampling analysis underlined many and fundamental diﬀerences between cigarette smoking and
e-cigarette smoking, both in terms of impact on air
quality and also on toxicity. (Tab. 2).
PTFE membranes have been used for the sampling. We were surprised by the colour of the mem-

4 ABICH

4 ABICH

S.r.l., Verbania (VB), Italia

4
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S.r.l.,Verbania (VB), Italy

Parametro
Parameter

Volume Campionato*
[L]
Sampled Volume*

Concentrazione Media*
Mean Concentration*

[mg/m3]

Sigaretta Tradizionale

Sigaretta Elettronica

Traditional Cigarette

Electronic Cigarette
< 0.001**

Nicotina / Nicotine

600

0.034

Glicerina / Glycerine

600

< 0.001**

0.072

Glicolene Propilenico / Propylene Glycol

600

< 0.01**

< 0.01**

Acroleina / Acrolein

60

0.020

< 0.0016**

Tempo di campionamento: 300 minuti. / Sampling time: 300 minutes.
* dati relativi alle condizioni operative di riferimento (20°C e 0.101 MPa) riprodotte dall'attrezzatura / values refer to ideal working
conditions (20°C and 0.101 MPa) simulated by the equipment
** inferiore alla soglia rilevabile dalla metodica / below the instrument sensitivity

Tab. 2: Sostanze rilevate. / Detected substances.

lore assunto dalle membrane alla fine delle sessioni.
Questo, pur non costituendo un dato analitico di per
sé, in qualche modo ci ha dato un’idea dei risultati
che avremmo ottenuto (Fig. 3 e 4).

branes at the end of the sessions. Even if this does
not constitute analytic data as such, it has given us
an idea of the results that we could expect (Fig. 3
and 4).

Fig. 3: Membrana in PTFE al termine della sessione di
fumo tradizionale. / PTFE membrane at the end of the
cigarette smoking session.

Fig. 4: Membrana in PTFE al termine della sessione di
fumo elettronico. / PTFE membrane at the end of the
e-cigarette session.

CO (Monossido di Carbonio) [12] Il monossido di carbonio non ha mostrato alcuna variazione con
il fumo elettronico, rimanendo al di sotto dei limiti
di rilevabilità dello strumento, mentre il fumo di sigaretta ha prodotto un costante incremento della sua
concentrazione durante tutta la durata del campionamento, raggiungendo un picco di 11 mg/m3 , valore
questo, al di sopra della soglia di legge (10 mg/m3 )5
(Fig. 5).
Il monossido di carbonio è un gas tossico con una
elevata aﬃnità per l’emoglobina, compromettendo

CO (Carbon Monoxide) [12] The levels of carbon monoxide did not show any variation during ecigarette smoking, remaining below the detection limits of the tool. On the contrary cigarette smoking produced a steady elevation in CO throughout the sampling period. It reached a peak of 11 mg/m3 , which
is above the legal threshold (10 mg/m3 )5 (Fig. 5).
Carbon monoxide is a toxic gas with a high aﬃnity for haemoglobin, compromising its ability to
transport oxygen. Smokers, continue to exhale out
high levels of CO several hours after smoking their

5 Decreto Legislativo 13 agosto 2010, n. 155. Attuazione della direttiva 2008/50/CE relativa alla qualità dell’aria
ambiente e per un’aria più pulita in Europa.

5 Legislative decree 13th August 2010, n.155. Application
of the directive 2008/50/CE concerning the quality air in the
environment for a clearer air in Europe.

5
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Sigaretta Tradizionale / Traditional Cigarette

Fig. 5: Concentrazione di CO durante l’esperimento. / CO concentration during the experiment.

la sua capacità di trasportare ossigeno. Un fumatore last cigarette, even if the last cigarette was put out
continua ad emettere elevati livelli di monossido di many hours before [5].
carbonio, anche molte ore dopo aver fumato l’ultima
sigaretta [5].
Nicotina Tra gli aspetti più interessanti, abbiamo
osservato che la nicotina, pur presente nei liquidi
utilizzati per l’esperimento, non è stata rilevata durante la sessione relativa al fumo elettronico. Per
contro sono stati dosati 34 µg/m3 di nicotina, con il
fumo tradizionale. Va precisato che, stando a quanto
riportato sui pacchetti, la quota di nicotina inalata
dai fumatori, ammonta complessivamente a circa
11.4 mg, mentre i vaper hanno inalato nicotina per
un totale di 17.6 mg. Tuttavia la quota di nicotina
indicata sul pacchetto tiene conto solo della quota
inalata, senza fornire alcuna informazione relativa
a quella eﬀettivamente presente nella sigaretta e
liberata nell’aria durante la sua combustione.
Basandosi sui risultati osservati è possibile dedurre che il fumo di sigaretta produce una contaminazione da nicotina nell’aria, almeno 35 volte superiore a
quella del fumo elettronico, il che equivale a dire che
servono almeno 35 vaper per produrre un livello di
nicotina equivalente a quello prodotto da un singolo
fumatore.
Se inoltre avessimo bilanciato le prove, chiedendo ai fumatori, di consumare sigarette, in quantità
tali da eguagliare il consumo di nicotina dei vaper,
questi avrebbero dovuto fumare circa 29 sigarette,
producendo una concentrazione di nicotina stimata
in circa 52 µg/m3 .
Argomentare sulle ragioni di questi risultati è
estremamente diﬃcile, si potrebbe ipotizzare che
esista per i vaper una diﬀerente cinetica di assorbimento della nicotina, o più semplicemente che le
quantità in gioco siano estremamente contenute se
paragonate a quelle eﬀettivamente liberate dal fumo
tradizionale. Ma al di là di queste ipotesi, tutte da
verificare, il risultato in sé rimane un fatto: 5 vaper
che utilizzano la sigaretta elettronica, per 5 h, in una

Nicotine Among all, the most interesting aspects
we observed was that nicotine was not detected in air
during the e-smoking session, although liquids used
for experiments contained it. On the other hand,
34 µg/m3 of nicotine were found during the smoking
session. It should be made clear that, according to
the information on packs, the amount of nicotine
inhaled by smokers was about 11.4 mg, while the
amount of nicotine inhaled by vapers was about
17.6 mg. However the amount of nicotine reported on
packs is the inhaled amount. This information does
not give details about the real amount of nicotine
inside the cigarettes and released in the air during
combustion and from side stream smoke.
Based on the observed results, we can conclude
that cigarette smoking produces nicotine contamination in the air at least 35 times higher than esmoking. This means that we need at least 35 vapers
to produce nicotine level in air similar to the level
produced by a single smoker.
Moreover if we had balanced the tests, asking
cigarette smokers to consume the amount of cigarettes
necessary to match the amount of nicotine used
by vapers, the latter should have smoked about 29
cigarettes, producing an expected nicotine concentration of about 52 µg/m3 .
It’s extremely diﬃcult to discuss about the reasons for these results. We could suppose that there
is a diﬀerent absorption kinetics for nicotine. Or
maybe the amount in play is extremely low, when
compared to the nicotine amount released during
traditional smoking. However beyond all these hypotheses, which have not been verified, there is one
fact: 5 vapers using e-cigarettes for 5 h in a small
room without renewal of indoor air do not produce
detectable levels of nicotine in the air.
6
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Parametro
Parameter

Volume Campionato*
[L]
Sampled Volume*

Concentrazione Media*
Mean Concentration*

[µg/m3]

Sigaretta Tradizionale

Sigaretta Elettronica

Traditional Cigarette

Electronic Cigarette

Metiletilchetone / Methylethylketone

60

4.2

4.4

1-etil-3-metil benzene / 1-ethyl-3-methylbenzene

60

0.2

3.4

Limonene / Limonene

60

12.5

0.1

Decano / Decane

60

0.4

4.2

Undecano / Undecane

60

4.2

0.7

Dodecano / Dodecane

60

3.7

0.3

Cedrene / Cedrene

60

0.3

0.9

Longifolene / Longifolen

60

18.3

30.3

Toluene / Toluene

60

1.7

-

O,m,p – Xilene / o,m,p – Xylene

60

0.2

-

1-etil-2-metil benzene / 1-ethyl-2-methylbenzene

60

4.9

-

1,2,4-trimetil benzene / 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene

60

0.3

-

Mentene / Menthene

60

0.5

-

BHT (Butilidrossitoluene / Butylhydroxytoluene)

60

-

0.4

Terpene / Terpene (u.s.)

60

-

2.3

Longiciclene / Longicyclene

60

-

2.2

60

-

1.0

60

14.7

12.6

n.i. totali / total u.s.

Tempo di campionamento: 300 minuti. / Sampling time: 300 minutes.
* dati relativi alle condizioni operative di riferimento (20°C e 0.101 MPa) riprodotte dall'attrezzatura / values refer to ideal working conditions
(20°C and 0.101 MPa) simulated by the equipment
** inferiore alla soglia rilevabile dalla metodica / below the instrument sensitivity

Tab. 6: Sostanze Organiche Volatili. / Volatile Organic Compounds.

stanza di piccole dimensioni e senza rinnovo d’aria,
non producono livelli rilevabili di nicotina nell’aria.
Glicole Propilenico Altro parametro inatteso è
il glicole propilenico, che non è stato rilevato durante
la prova con il fumo elettronico, pur costituendo il
50% del liquido3 .
Questo curioso fenomeno è stato osservato anche
in un altro studio simile [11]. Anche questo studio
non ha rilevato nicotina nel vapore passivo di una
stanza sperimentale (significativamente più piccola
della stanza da noi utilizzata). Alcuni esperimenti
suggeriscono che l’assorbimento del glicole propilenico per via inalatoria sia estremamente rapido [17]
e questo potrebbe spiegare perché questa molecola
pur così abbondante non è stata rilevata.

Propylene Glycol Results on propylene glycol
were also unexpected. During e-smoking tests, propylene glycol was not detected, although 50% of liquid3
consisted of propylene glycol.
This curious phenomenon has also been observed
in a similar study [11]. Even in that case, nicotine
was not detected in an experimental room of the
passive vaping (which was significantly smaller than
the room we used). Some studies suggest that propylene glycol absorption via inhalation is extremely
rapid [17]. This could explain why this molecule has
not been detected even though it was present in
significant amounts in the liquid used.

Glicerina e Acroleina Non è stata rilevata glicerina relativamente al fumo di sigaretta, mentre ne
è stata rilevata una traccia con il fumo elettronico,
pari a 72 µg, valore molto al di sotto della soglia di

Glycerine and Acrolein No glycerine was detected in air during cigarette smoking. On the other
hand, 72 µg/m3 were detected during e-smoking.
This amount is much lower than the threshold safety
7
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Parametro
Parameter

Volume Campionato*
[L]
Sampled Volume*

Concentrazione Media*
Mean Concentration*

[µg/m3]

Sigaretta Tradizionale

Sigaretta Elettronica

Traditional Cigarette

Electronic Cigarette

Naftalene / Naphthalene

600

2.78

< 0.02**

Acenaftilene / Acenaphthylene

600

< 0.02**

< 0.02**

Acenaftene / Acenaphthene

600

0.19

< 0.03**

Fluorene / Fluorene

600

0.47

< 0.06**

Fenantrene / Phenanthrene

600

0.37

< 0.08**

Antracene / Anthracene

600

< 0.04**

< 0.04**

Fluorantene / Fluoranthene

600

0.13

< 0.02**

Pirene / Pyrene

600

< 0.01**

< 0.01**

Benzo(a)antracene / Benzo(a)anthracene

600

< 0.16**

< 0.16**

Crisene / Chrysene

600

5.46

< 0.14**

600

< 0.33**

< 0.33**

600

< 0.74**

< 0.74**

Benzo(a)pirene / Benzo(a)pyrene

600

< 0.62**

< 0.62**

Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pirene / Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene

600

< 1.47**

< 1.47**

Dibenzo(a,h)antracene / Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene

600

< 1.47**

< 1.47**

Benzo(ghi)perilene / Benzo(g,h,i)perylene

600

< 1.60**

< 1.60**

Tempo di campionamento: 300 minuti. / Sampling time: 300 minutes.
* dati relativi alle condizioni operative di riferimento (20°C e 0.101 MPa) riprodotte dall'attrezzatura / values refer to ideal working conditions
(20°C and 0.101 MPa) simulated by the equipment
** inferiore alla soglia rilevabile dalla metodica / below the instrument sensitivity

Tab. 7: Idrocarburi Policiclici Aromatici. / Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons.

azione (TWA-TLV 10 mg/m3 ) e ben al di sotto della
soglia definita di rischio moderato o irrilevante [4].
Tuttavia, bisogna rilevare che l’acroleina, molecola che si forma della disidratazione ad elevate
temperature della glicerina, era presente e ben rilevabile nell’aria della stanza, durante la prova dei
fumatori (20 µg/m3 ).
È noto infatti che la glicerina viene spesso aggiunta ai tabacchi come umettante e durante la combustione si trasformi in acroleina [3]. L’assenza di
processi di combustione nel fumo elettronico, è di
fondamentale importanza per comprendere come mai
l’acroleina non sia stata rilevata nell’aria durante la
prova.
L’acroleina è una sostanza notoriamente molto
tossica e irritante, inoltre è attualmente sospetta per
avere un ruolo nei processi di cancerogenesi [1].

limit (TWA-TLV 10 mg/m3 ) and much lower than
the threshold for moderate risk [4].
However, it’s important to note that acrolein,
a molecule formed by dehydration of glycerine due
to high temperatures, was present in the air of the
room during cigarette smoking test (20 µg/m3 ).
In fact, it is well known that glycerine is often
added to moisten tobacco. During combustion glycerine is transformed into acrolein [3]. The fact that
no combustion is involved when using e-cigarettes
probably plays a fundamental role in the absence of
acrolein from indoor air during their use.
As everyone knows, acrolein is a very toxic and
irritating substance. Moreover it is currently suspected of having a fundamental role in the carcinogenic process [1].

SOV Dall’analisi delle sostanze organiche volatili,
sono state evidenziate fondamentalmente componenti aromatiche, in particolare il longifolene, tipico
dell’aroma di pino, era presente in entrambe le prove. È probabile che questo composto facesse parte
dei prodotti detergenti o deodoranti impiegati per
pulire la stanza prima dell’esperimento. In merito

VOCs During the analysis of volatile organic compounds, aromatic components were detected, in particular longifolen, typical of pine aroma, in both
tests. One of the detergents used to clean the room
before the test could have contained this compound.
Regarding cigarette smoking, xylene and toluene
were detected. These are two very common toxic

8
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al fumo di sigaretta, si rilevano comunque tracce di
xilene e toluene, due composti tossici, normalmente
presenti nel fumo di sigaretta. Il limonene, terpene
dell’olio essenziale di limone, è stato rilevato solo
durante la prova con il fumo tradizionale ed in eﬀetti
questa molecola è stata riscontrata anche da altri
studi come componente del fumo di sigaretta [11]
(Tab. 6).

compounds in cigarette smoking. Limonene which
is an oil lemon terpene, was detected only during
the traditional smoking test. In fact this molecule
was found as a component in cigarette smoke even
in other studies [11] (Tab. 6).

IPA Tra i composti più rilevanti, in termini di tossicità cronica del fumo di tabacco, ci sono certamente
gli idrocarburi policiclici aromatici. Questi composti,
prodotti durante il processo di combustione, sono
noti per gli eﬀetti cancerogeni e mutageni.
La prova ha identificato 6 dei 16 IPA ricercati,
durante la sessione con il fumo tradizionale, mentre
non è stato rilevato nulla con il fumo elettronico
(Tab. 7).

PHAs Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are, without doubt, among the most important compounds
in terms of chronic toxicity caused by tobacco smoking. These substances, which are produced during
the combustion process, are well known for their
carcinogenic and mutagenic eﬀects.
During the traditional cigarette smoking session,
6 out of 16 PAHs were identified. Nothing was
identified during the e-cigarette session (Tab. 7).

COT [15] L’analisi del carbonio organico totale,
non ci dà informazioni specifiche sulla tossicità. È
un modo per valutare globalmente la quantità di
materia organica immessa nell’aria, senza distinguere
tra sostanze tossiche e non tossiche. Tuttavia questo
parametro ci fornisce una visione globale del grado
di contaminazione dell’aria, durante tutta la durata
dell’esperimento.
Nel grafico è possibile osservare l’andamento dei
livelli di COT nell’aria durante le 5 h di campionamento.
Dal grafico è stato sottratto il valore di fondo
presente all’inizio del campionamento (1 mg/m3 ).
Due aspetti sono interessanti a mio parere. In
primo luogo i livelli massimi con il fumo di sigaretta
sono oltre 9 volte più alti che con il fumo elettronico,
in secondo luogo, il fumo impiega appena 11 minuti, a raggiungere il valore massimo raggiunto dalla
sigaretta elettronica (0.73 mg/m3 ), nel tempo di 5 h
(Fig. 8).

TOC [15] The total organic carbon analysis does
not give us specific information about toxicity. It is
a measure of the overall amount of organic matter
released in the air. There is no distinction between
toxic and non-toxic substances. However this parameter gives us a global view of the degree of contamination of air, throughout the whole experiment.
The chart shows the TOC level trends in the air
during the 5 h sampling.
The chart does not contain the original value of
air at the beginning of the sample (1 mg/m3 ).
In my opinion there are two interesting aspects
which should be underlined. Firstly, the maximum
levels during cigarette smoking sessions are 9 times
higher than the e-smoking session. Secondly, cigarette
smoking takes just 11 minutes to reach a value similar
to the maximum value measured for the e-cigarette
(0.73 mg/m3 ), in 5 h (Fig. 8).

Conclusioni

Conclusions

L’esperimento su descritto ha evidenziato, limitatamente ai parametri osservati, che il fumo elettronico
non comporta l’immissione nell’aria di un ambiente
chiuso, di sostanze tossiche o cancerogene in quantità rilevabili. Ulteriori studi sono necessari, per
approfondire e meglio definire tutti gli aspetti coinvolti, ma questa valutazione preliminare suggerisce
che l’impatto del fumo elettronico passivo, se confrontato con quello del fumo di sigaretta, è talmente
ridotto da essere appena rilevabile e non presenta le
caratteristiche di tossicità e di cancerogenicità rilevate nel fumo di sigaretta. L’assenza di combustione e
la mancanza di fumo secondario (sidestream smoke),
noto per i suoi eﬀetti tossici [2, 6], sono probabilmen-

The above experiment, within the limits of the observed parameters, has underlined that e-smoking
does not produce detectable amounts of toxic and carcinogenic substances in the air of an enclosed space.
Further studies are needed to better understand all
the involved aspects. However this preliminary assessment indicates that passive vaping impact, when
compared to the traditional cigarette smoking, is
so low that it is just detectable, and it does not
have the toxic and carcinogenic characteristics of
cigarette smoking. The absence of combustion and
the lack of sidestream smoking, with its known toxic
eﬀects [2, 6] are probably the main reasons for the
diﬀerences observed in air pollution characteristics
9
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te alla base delle diﬀerenze osservate, in termini di
inquinamento dell’aria, tra fumo di tabacco e fumo
elettronico.
Come considerazione finale, basandosi sui risultati ottenuti e sui dati dell’ARPA in materia di inquinamento urbano, potrebbe essere meno salutare,
respirare l’aria di una grande città nell’ora di punta,
piuttosto che sostare in una stanza con qualcuno che
usa una sigaretta elettronica.

between e-cigarettes and tobacco smoking.
On the base of the obtained results and on ARPA
data about urban pollution, we can conclude by
saying that could be more unhealty to breath air
in big cities compared to staying in the same room
with someone who is vaping.
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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: Electronic cigarettes (e cigarettes) are a new type of device that delivers vaporized
nicotine without the tobacco combustion of regular cigarettes. We sought to understand aware
ness of and willingness to try e cigarettes among adolescent males, a group that is at risk for
smoking initiation and may use e cigarettes as a “gateway” to smoking.
Methods: A national sample of 11e19 year old males (n
228) completed an online survey in
November 2011. We recruited participants through their parents, who were members of a panel of
U.S. households constructed using random digit dialing and addressed based sampling.
Results: Only two participants (< 1%) had previously tried e cigarettes. Among those who had not
tried e cigarettes, most (67%) had heard of them. Awareness was higher among older and non
Hispanic adolescents. Nearly 1 in 5 (18%) participants were willing to try either a plain or
ﬂavored e cigarette, but willingness to try plain versus ﬂavored varieties did not differ. Smokers
were more willing to try any e cigarette than nonsmokers (74% vs. 13%; OR 10.25, 95% CI 2.88,
36.46). Nonsmokers who had more negative beliefs about the typical smoker were less willing to
try e cigarettes (OR .58, 95% CI .43, .79).
Conclusions: Most adolescent males were aware of e cigarettes, and a substantial minority were
willing to try them. Given that even experimentation with e cigarettes could lead to nicotine
dependence and subsequent use of other tobacco products, regulatory and behavioral interven
tions are needed to prevent “gateway” use by adolescent nonsmokers. Campaigns promoting
negative images of smokers or FDA bans on sales to youth may help deter use.
Ó 2013 Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine. All rights reserved.
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IMPLICATIONS AND
CONTRIBUTION

Electronic cigarettes may
be a "gateway" to future
smoking. In this national
sample, most adolescent
males had heard of
electronic cigarettes, and
a substantial minority
were willing to try them.
Regulatory bodies and
health professionals who
work with adolescents
should monitor use of
this increasingly popular
nicotine delivery device.

Electronic cigarettes (e cigarettes) are battery operated
devices that are typically made to look and perform like
regular cigarettes. They contain an inhalation activated mecha
nism that heats liquid from a cartridge composed of humectants
and nicotine, although non nicotine e cigarettes are also avail
able. Users, sometimes called “vapers,” inhale the resulting
vapor. Safety data on e cigarettes are sparse and inconsistent

1054-139X/$ see front matter Ó 2013 Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jadohealth.2012.09.014
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[1,2], giving rise to considerable concern about the lack of quality
control in manufacturing [3]. The U.S. Food and Drug Adminis
tration (FDA) is working to regulate e cigarettes as tobacco
products [4], but regulations are not yet in place.
While fewer than 3% of American adults had used e cigarettes
as of 2010 [5], public interest is skyrocketing [6], and the popular
media (e.g., New York Times; Parade Magazine) has covered them
extensively [7,8]. Existing research suggests that smokers are more
likely than nonsmokers to try e cigarettes [5]. The most frequently
cited reason for use among “vapers” is to help them quit smoking
or reduce use of traditional cigarettes [9e11]. Given the unknown
long term consequences of e cigarette use and the lack of
comprehensive data on product safety or utility as a cessation aid,
the public health and tobacco control communities are both
strongly divided about whether e cigarettes are dangerous or
a promising harm reduction strategy for adult smokers [12e15].
Tobacco control advocates and researchers are also concerned
that e cigarettes could act as “gateway” devices, getting novice
users, particularly young people, addicted to nicotine and
encouraging future tobacco use [15]. Given that most tobacco use
begins during adolescence and males are more likely than
females to use tobacco products [16], we sought to understand
how male adolescents respond to e cigarettes. Because earlier
beliefs about a “typical smoker” are related to future use of
cigarettes by adolescents [17], we also wished to explore how
social images of smokers might inﬂuence willingness to try
a cigarette like product. No published studies we are aware of
have examined U.S. adolescent males’ views about e cigarettes.
We surveyed a national sample of males ages 11e19 to explore
their awareness of e cigarettes and their willingness to try them.

145

differences between the 70% of sons who completed Wave 2
surveys and the 30% who did not in terms of: son’s race or
ethnicity; parent’s age, gender, marital status, or smoking status;
or the household’s income, urbanicity, or region. Sons who
completed the Wave 2 survey were less likely to have parents
who attended at least some college than sons who did not
complete the Wave 2 survey (56% vs. 69%, p .04).
Measures
Sons’ Wave 2 surveys assessed awareness of e cigarettes by
asking “Have you ever heard of electronic cigarettes, often called
e cigarettes?” (0
no, 1
yes). All sons then viewed a brief
informational statement about e cigarettes: “E cigarettes look
like regular cigarettes but they are different. They create a mist
that you breathe in like smoke, but they are not made of
tobacco.” We then asked “Have you ever seen someone using an
e cigarette?” (0
no, 1
yes) and “Have you ever used an
e cigarette?” (0 no, 1 yes).
Because e cigarettes are available in a variety of ﬂavors (plain
as well as candy or fruit ﬂavored), we assessed willingness to use
an e cigarette with two items: “If one of your best friends were to
offer you an e cigarette, would you try it?” and “If one of your best
friends were to offer you a ﬂavored e cigarette (chocolate, mint,
apple, etc.), would you try it?” Responses of “deﬁnitely not” or
“probably not” were coded as 0, and responses of “deﬁnitely yes”
or “probably yes” were coded as 1. For some analyses, we grouped
responses of willingness to try plain and ﬂavored e cigarettes to
create a variable for willingness to try any kind of e cigarette (0
no, 1 yes), such that ‘1’ included respondents who were willing
to try plain but not ﬂavored e cigarettes, ﬂavored but not plain
e cigarettes, or both kinds of e cigarettes.
We classiﬁed adolescent participants as nonsmokers (coded
as 0) if they responded “never, I am not a smoker” to the question
“How often do you smoke now?” We classiﬁed all other
responses (“less than once a month,” “at least once a month,” “at
least once a week,” and “at least once a day”) as indicating
smokers (coded as 1). The item “Do you think you will smoke
a cigarette in the next year?” assessed participants’ susceptibility
to cigarette use. We coded responses of “deﬁnitely not” or
“probably not” as 0 and responses of “deﬁnitely yes” or “probably
yes” as 1.
As described by the prototype/willingness model, adoles
cents’ willingness to engage in risky behaviors like smoking is
inﬂuenced by their self comparisons to a social image (or
prototype) of the kind of person who engages in that behavior
[20]. Thus, prior to asking participants about their awareness and
use of e cigarettes, we evaluated their smoker prototypes [21,22].
We instructed them to “Consider a typical person your age who
smokes. How would you describe this person using the following
characteristics?” For each of a set of eight adjectives, displayed in
a random order, participants responded on a 5 point scale from
“not at all” (coded as 1) to “very much” (5). We created a mean
score (range 1e5) for the four items that assessed positive
smoker prototypes (stylish, tough, cool, and independent;
alpha .79), and a mean score for the four items that assessed
negative smoker prototypes (unattractive, immature, inconsid
erate, and trashy; alpha .85).
Demographic characteristics included sons’ age, ethnicity
(Hispanic/Latino or not Hispanic/Latino), and race (white or non
white), as well as parents’ marital status, education, and smoking
habits. We classiﬁed parents as having “never or rarely smoked”

Methods
Participants
Parents and their adolescent sons participated in an online,
two wave survey on adolescent health described in detail by
Reiter et al [18]. In brief, a survey company constructed a national
panel of U.S. households by using probability sampling,
a combination of list assisted, random digit dialing and address
based sampling to reach cell phone only households [19]. The
survey company then randomly sampled panel members who
were parents with sons ages 11e17 years. In August and
September 2010, parents and sons completed the online Wave 1
survey. We re contacted these parents and sons in November
2011 to participate in the present survey (i.e., Wave 2). Four
parents indicated that their sons were 11 years old at Wave 2,
suggesting that the son’s age documented in the panel proﬁle or
Wave 2 survey was off by a year. In exchange for participation,
parents received 1,000 points (worth about $1) that they could
later redeem for small cash payments. Households without
Internet access received laptops and free Internet access. Sons
received 10,000 points (worth about $10) for completing the
Wave 2 survey. The Institutional Review Board at the University
of North Carolina approved the study.
The survey company sent e mail invitations to participate in
the study to 421 parents who participated in the Wave 1 survey.
Three reminder e mails were sent to parents between Waves 1
and 2 to maximize participation at Wave 2. Only the Wave 2
survey included items about e cigarettes. Of the 327 parents
(78%) who completed the Wave 2 surveys, 228 (70%) had
adolescent sons who also completed surveys. There were no
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(smoked less than 100 cigarettes in their lifetimes), being
“former smokers” (smoked more than 100 cigarettes in their
lifetimes but not current smokers), or being “current smokers”
(smoke cigarettes some days or every day). We also collected
data on household characteristics: income, urbanicity (as
described by the Census Bureau deﬁnition of metropolitan
statistical areas, http://factﬁnder.census.gov/home/en/epss/
glossary_r.html), and region of residence (Northeast, Midwest,
South, and West). All demographic characteristics (except son’s
age and son’s smoking status) used data collected at Wave 1.
The complete parent and son surveys are available online at
http://www.unc.edu/wntbrewer/hpv.htm.

Table 1
Demographic characteristics (n

228)
n (%)

Adolescent males
Age, mean (SD)
Race
White
Non-white
Ethnicity
Hispanic/Latino
Non-Hispanic/Latino
Smoking status
Nonsmoker
Smoker
Positive smoker prototype, mean (SD)a
Negative smoker prototype, mean (SD)b
Will smoke in the next year
No
Yes
Tried an e-cigarette
No
Yes
Parent
Age
< 45 years
 45 years
Gender
Female
Male
Marital status
Married/living with partner
Other
Education
High school or less
Some college or more
Smoking status
Never or rarely smoked
Former smoker
Current smoker
Households
Annual income
< $60,000
 $60,000
Urbanicity
Rural
Urban
Region of residence
Northeast
Midwest
South
West

Data analyses
Among sons without past use of e cigarettes, we examined
bivariate correlates of awareness of and willingness to try any
kind of e cigarette (plain, ﬂavored, or both) using logistic
regression. All correlates identiﬁed as statistically signiﬁcant
(p < .05) in bivariate analyses were included in a multivariate
model. For willingness to try e cigarettes, we repeated the
multivariate analysis restricted to nonsmokers. We analyzed data
with SPSS version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Statistical tests
were two tailed with a critical alpha of .05.
Results
Participants
Adolescents’ mean age was 15.1 years (Table 1). Most were
nonsmokers (91%), white (80%), and lived in urban areas (84%).
About half of parents reported a household income of less than
$60,000 (48%). Most parents had never or rarely smoked (43%) or
were former smokers (41%).
Use of e cigarettes
Only 2 of 228 adolescents (< 1%) had previously tried an
e cigarette. Both of these participants also smoked regular
cigarettes. We excluded these two adolescents from subsequent
analyses.
Awareness of e cigarettes

15.1 (2.1)
182 (80)
46 (20)
38 (17)
190 (83)
207
21
1.7
3.2

(91)
(9)
(.8)
(1.1)

208 (91)
20 (9)
226 (99)
2 (1)

140 (61)
88 (39)
119 (52)
109 (48)
181 (79)
47 (21)
100 (44)
128 (56)
97 (43)
94 (41)
37 (16)

110 (48)
118 (52)
37 (16)
191 (84)
41
60
86
41

(18)
(26)
(38)
(18)

a
Mean rating of the typical smoker on these characteristics: stylish, tough,
cool, and independent. Range: not at all (coded as 1) very much (5).
b
Mean rating of the typical smoker on these characteristics: unattractive,
immature, inconsiderate, and trashy. Range: not at all (coded as 1) very much (5).

The majority of adolescents (67%) had heard of e cigarettes
(Table 2). In bivariate analyses, older adolescents were more
likely to be aware of e cigarettes (Table 2). About three out of four
participants ages 14e16 and 17e19 were aware (72% and 76%,
respectively) compared to half (52%) of those 11e13 years old.
Hispanic/Latino males were less likely to be aware of e cigarettes
than those of other ethnicities (50% vs. 71%), and white males
were more likely to be aware of e cigarettes than were other
races (71% vs. 53%). Sons of parents with greater than high school
education were less likely to be aware of e cigarettes (61% vs.
76%), as were sons living in urban versus rural areas (64% vs.
83%). Neither parents’ nor sons’ smoking status was correlated
with having heard of e cigarettes.
In the multivariate model of sons’ awareness, only age and
Hispanic ethnicity remained statistically signiﬁcant. Participants
ages 14e16 were more likely to have heard of e cigarettes (OR
2.12, 95% CI 1.06, 4.26) compared to participants ages 11e13, as
were participants ages 17e19 (OR 2.61, 95% CI 1.21, 5.64).

Hispanic participants were less likely to be aware of e cigarettes
(OR .44, 95% CI .21, .95).
Willingness to try e cigarettes
A substantial minority of adolescent boys (18%) were willing
to try an e cigarette if it was offered by one of their best friends:
13% were willing to try a plain e cigarette, and an additional 5%
were willing to try ﬂavored e cigarettes or both kinds. The same
proportion of respondents were willing to try plain e cigarettes
or to try ﬂavored e cigarettes (p
.15). In bivariate analyses,
adolescent males ages 17e19 were more willing to try an
e cigarette compared to their 11e13 year old counterparts (29%
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Table 2
Correlates of awareness of e-cigarettes (n

Overall
Adolescent males’ characteristics
Age
11 13 years (Ref)
14 16 years
17 19 years
Hispanic/Latino
No (Ref)
Yes
Race
Non-white (Ref)
White
Smoking status
Nonsmoker (Ref)
Smoker
Positive smoker prototypea
Negative smoker prototypeb
Parents’ characteristics
Age
< 45 years (Ref)
 45 years
Gender
Female (Ref)
Male
Marital status
Other (Ref)
Married
Education
High school or less (Ref)
Some college or more
Smoking status
Never or rarely smoked (Ref)
Former smoker
Current smoker
Household characteristics
Annual income
< $60,000 (Ref)
 $60,000
Urbanicity
Rural (Ref)
Urban
Region
Northeast (Ref)
Midwest
South
West

147

226)
Number aware of e-cigarettes/total number
in category (%)

Bivariate

n

(%)

OR

(95% CI)

OR

(95% CI)

152/226

(67)

33/64
66/92
53/70

(52)
(72)
(76)

1
2.34
2.93

(1.22, 4.65)*
(1.41, 6.10)**

1
2.12
2.61

(1.06, 4.26)*
(1.21, 5.64)*

133/188
19/38

(71)
(50)

1

24/45
128/181

(53)
(71)

1
2.11

(1.08, 4.12)*

137/207
15/19

(66)
(79)

1
1.92
.78
.79

(.61, 5.99)
(.55, 1.09)
(.62, 1.02)

89/138
63/88

(64)
(72)

1
1.39

(.78, 2.48)

78/118
74/108

(66)
(69)

1
1.12

(.64, 1.95)

30/47
122/179

(64)
(68)

1
1.21

(.62, 2.38)

75/99
77/127

(76)
(61)

1
.49

(.28, .88)*

61/97
63/92
28/37

(63)
(68)
(76)

1
1.28
1.84

(.70, 2.34)
(.78, 4.32)

71/109
81/117

(65)
(69)

1
1.20

(.69, 2.10)

30/36
122/190

(83)
(64)

1

32/41
41/60
55/84
24/41

(78)
(68)
(65)
(59)

1

Multivariate

1
.41

(.20, .84)*

.44

(.21, .95)*

1
1.87

(.92, 3.78)

1
.59

(.31, 1.10)

.54

(.20, 1.43)

1
.36

(.14, .91)*

.61
.53
.40

(.24, 1.52)
(.22, 1.27)
(.15, 1.04)

Note. Analyses excluded two adolescents who had previously used e-cigarettes. Multivariate model contains all correlates statistically signiﬁcant (p < .05) in bivariate
models.
CI conﬁdence interval; OR odds ratio; Ref reference category.
* p < .05.
** p < .01.
a
Mean rating of the typical smoker on these characteristics: stylish, tough, cool, and independent. Range: not at all (coded as 1) very much (5).
b
Mean rating of the typical smoker on these characteristics: unattractive, immature, inconsiderate, and trashy. Range: not at all (coded as 1) very much (5).

vs. 11%) (Table 3). The small number of adolescent males who
smoked were much more willing to try e cigarettes (74% vs. 13%)
than the remaining respondents. However, sons of parents who
were current smokers were less willing compared to sons of
parents who had never or rarely smoked (5% vs. 22%). Sons living
in households with annual incomes of $60,000 or more were also
less likely to be willing to try an e cigarette (13% vs. 24%).
Participants willing to try e cigarettes had less negative beliefs
about the typical smoker (mean negative prototype 2.65 vs.
3.35). Prior awareness of e cigarettes was not associated with
willingness to use them (p .38).

Only sons’ smoking status remained statistically signiﬁcant in
the multivariate model (OR 10.25, 95% CI 2.88, 36.46). However,
when we excluded sons who smoked (n 19) from the model,
only endorsement of negative smoker prototypes was statisti
cally signiﬁcant. That is, willingness to try e cigarettes was
associated with less negative beliefs about the typical smoker
(mean negative prototype 2.83 vs. mean 3.39, OR .58, 95% CI .43,
.79). When negative beliefs were dichotomized using a median
split, the association held. More adolescents below or at the
median of negative beliefs were willing to try an e cigarette
compared to adolescents above the median (24% vs. 12%, p .02).
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Table 3
Correlates of willingness to try an e-cigarette (plain or ﬂavored) (n

Overall
Adolescent males’ characteristics
Age
11 13 years (Ref)
14 16 years
17 19 years
Hispanic/Latino
No (Ref)
Yes
Race
Non-white (Ref)
White
Smoking status
Nonsmoker (Ref)
Smoker
Positive smoker prototypea
Negative smoker prototypeb
Awareness of e-cigarettes
Not aware
Aware
Parents’ characteristics
Age
< 45 years (Ref)
 45 years
Gender
Female (Ref)
Male
Marital status
Other (Ref)
Married
Education
High school or less (Ref)
Some college or more
Smoking status
Never or rarely smoked (Ref)
Former smoker
Current smoker
Household characteristics
Annual income
< $60,000 (Ref)
 $60,000
Urbanicity
Rural (Ref)
Urban
Region
Northeast (Ref)
Midwest
South
West

226)

Number willing to try an e-cigarette/total number
in category (%)

Bivariate

n

(%)

OR

41/226

(18)

7/64
14/92
20/70

(11)
(15)
(29)

1
1.46
3.26

(.55, 3.85)
(1.27, 8.35)*

34/188
7/38

(18)
(18)

1
1.02

(.42, 2.52)

8/45
33/181

(18)
(18)

1
1.03

(.44, 2.42)

27/207
14/19

(13)
(74)

1
18.67
1.18
.58

Multivariate
(95% CI)

(6.22, 55.98)***
(.79, 1.77)
(.43, .79)**

11/74
30/152

(15)
(20)

1
1.41

26/138
15/88

(19)
(17)

1

23/118
18/108

(19)
(17)

1

12/47
29/179

(26)
(16)

1

20/99
21/127

(20)
(17)

1

21/97
18/92
2/37

(22)
(20)
(5)

1

26/109
15/117

(24)
(13)

1
.47

(.23, .94)*

6/36
35/190

(17)
(18)

1
1.13

(.44, 2.92)

6/41
12/60
17/84
6/41

(15)
(20)
(20)
(15)

1
1.46
1.48
1

(.50, 4.26)
(.54, 4.09)
(.29, 3.40)

OR

1
1.16
1.46

1
10.25

(95% CI)

(.42, 3.16)
(.49, 4.32)

(2.88, 36.46)***

.74

(.52, 1.05)

.85
.28

(.38, 1.89)
(.06, 1.38)

(.66, 3)

.89

(.44, 1.78)

.83

(.42, 1.63)

.56

(.26, 1.21)

.78

(.40, 1.54)

.88
.21

(.43, 1.78)
(.05, .93)*

1

1
.72

(.33, 1.60)

Note. Analyses excluded two adolescents who had previously used e-cigarettes. Multivariate model contains all correlates signiﬁcant (p < .05) in bivariate models.
CI conﬁdence interval; OR odds ratio; Ref reference category.
* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.
a
Mean rating of the typical smoker on these characteristics: stylish, tough, cool, and independent. Range: not at all (coded as 1) very much (5).
b
Mean rating of the typical smoker on these characteristics: unattractive, immature, inconsiderate, and trashy. Range: not at all (coded as 1) very much (5).

Discussion

product [5,7,8] or to the rise in e cigarette promotion in the past
2 years [6,16]. For example, e cigarettes are advertised exten
sively online, and disposable e cigarettes are now sold in many
convenience stores and gas stations. Our ﬁndings may also reﬂect
higher awareness among adolescents than adults.
Within our sample, older adolescents were more likely to be
aware of e cigarettes than younger adolescents, while Hispanic
adolescents were less likely to be aware compared to their

Although few adolescent males in our national sample had
tried e cigarettes, around two thirds were aware of them. This
ﬁgure is much higher than expected, given that only 32% of
adults in a national sample were aware of e cigarettes as of 2010
[5]. The high rate of awareness in our sample may reﬂect the
increasing popularity of and media attention given to the
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non Hispanic counterparts. This pattern could reﬂect greater
awareness of or exposure to all nicotine and tobacco products.
Cigarette smoking rates increase with age throughout adoles
cence, and Hispanic young adults are less likely to smoke than
white young adults [16].
Consistent with ﬁndings on adolescent males’ susceptibility
to regular cigarettes, nearly 1 in 5 adolescent males in our study
were willing to try either a plain or ﬂavored e cigarette if one of
their best friends offered it; willingness to try plain versus
ﬂavored varieties did not differ. This preliminary ﬁnding suggests
that, at present, candy or fruit ﬂavors do not increase the
attractiveness of e cigarettes to adolescents. However, before
their ban by the FDA in 2009 [23], ﬂavored non electronic ciga
rettes were particularly popular among youth smokers
compared to adult smokers, in part due to youth targeted
advertising [24]. Future marketing of ﬂavored e cigarettes
toward young people could increase the appeal of the product
relative to unﬂavored e cigarettes.
Being a smoker was the strongest predictor of willingness to
try an e cigarette. Even after controlling for other statistically
signiﬁcant correlates, the odds of a smoker being willing to try an
e cigarette were 10 times the odds of a nonsmoker. This pattern
is consistent with survey data showing that most adult e cigarette
users are or were smokers [5]. Because adolescent smokers
exhibit more sensation seeking than nonsmokers [25], smokers
may be more willing to try new, potentially risky behaviors, such
as e cigarette use, than their nonsmoking counterparts. Alterna
tively, both smoking and nonsmoking adolescents might view
e cigarettes as similar, or even equivalent, to regular cigarettes.
Thus, if they have already used one product, they are willing to try
the other. Similar to adult smokers, young smokers may also be
attracted to e cigarettes because they view them as a tool to quit
smoking, an option for using nicotine in places where smoking is
banned, or a less unpleasant version of regular cigarettes [9,26].
When we removed smokers from analyses, the only predictor
of willingness to try an e cigarette in multivariate analyses was
smoker prototype. Speciﬁcally, having more negative beliefs
about the typical smoker was associated with lower willingness.
According to the prototype/willingness model, risky behavior,
particularly among adolescents, is driven by a combination of
reasoned cognitions and social reactions [20]. One assumption of
the model is that adolescents associate risk behaviors with
speciﬁc social images (also called prototypes) of a person who
engages in that behavior. Comparing themselves to that social
image inﬂuences their willingness and behavior. Thus, associ
ating oneself with positive images of smokers should predict
future smoking behavior, as has been found in longitudinal
studies [17]. Our ﬁndings are consistent with the prototype/
willingness model. Believing that smokers were unattractive,
immature, inconsiderate, or trashy was associated with reduced
interest in trying e cigarettes, possibly because respondents
viewed e cigarettes as similardor even the samedas regular
cigarettes. Thus, they were less willing to try a product that they
associated with these negative prototypes. In line with the
prototype/willingness model and given that teenagers are
already inﬂuenced by images of smoking in the media [27],
our ﬁndings suggest that presenting negative portrayals of
smokers could potentially discourage nonsmokers from trying
e cigarettes.
Although willingness to use e cigarettes among non
smokers was lower than among smokers, even minimal
interest among this population is concerning, given that most
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adolescent males are nonsmokers [16]. Furthermore, nicotine
dependence can start to occur within weeks of occasional
tobacco use [28], so even brief experimentation with nicotine
containing e cigarettes could bolster adolescents’ interest in
using other tobacco products.
Because this study was cross sectional, we were not able to
assess whether attitudes about smokers inﬂuenced willingness
to try e cigarettes or vice versa. Moreover, we could not address
whether participants’ attitudes and behaviors changed over
time. Another limitation is that we asked participants about their
willingness to try “an e cigarette” and “a ﬂavored e cigarette”
without specifying that the former question referred to regular,
unﬂavored e cigarettes. We also did not ask e cigarette users
about the duration or frequency of their use or whether they
began using e cigarettes prior to initiating smoking regular
cigarettes. However, the small number of respondents (n 2) in
this group and our study’s cross sectional design would prevent
us from examining the “gateway” hypothesis in any case.
Participants self reported their smoking and e cigarette use, but
adolescents’ self reported use of regular cigarettes is largely
consistent with the results of serum cotinine testing [29].
Although we examined predictors of self reported intention,
rather than behavior, this choice is appropriate for studying early
adoption of new behaviors [30]. The study beneﬁted from the use
of a national sample, which increases our conﬁdence that the
ﬁndings may generalize to other U.S. adolescent males.
Should additional studies replicate our ﬁndings of high level
of awareness and moderate willingness to try e cigarettes among
adolescent males, the FDA should evaluate devoting regulatory
resources toward preventing youth from initiating use. Speciﬁ
cally, we believe that the FDA should consider implementing
a ban on the sale of e cigarettes to minors and monitoring
advertisements, particularly those for ﬂavored e cigarettes, to
ensure that they do not target youth. As e cigarette research
continues, it will be important to track the number of youth who
initiate e cigarette use as a precursor to smoking.
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Currently, tobacco smoking causes approximately 5–6 million deaths per year including more than 35% of all
cancer deaths. Nicotine, the addictive constituent of tobacco, and its derived carcinogenic nitrosamines, contribute to cancer promotion and progression through the activation of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors
(nAChR). Although the role of nicotine in cancerogenesis is still discussed controversially, it has been recently
shown that nicotine induces DNA damages, via induction of oxidative stress, in bronchial epithelial cells.
Moreover, nicotine is able to induce muscle sarcomas in A/J mice.
In this mini-review we highlight the role of nAChR and nicotine in all cancer phases (induction, promotion
and progression). Relevant new ﬁndings quoted in literature and some new experiments of our laboratory
were reported and discussed.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
The 2010 US Report of the Surgeon General declaims “there is no
safe level of exposure to cigarette smoke” (http://www.cdc.gov/
tobacco/data_statistics/sgr/2010/index.htm). Indeed, when cigarette
smoke is inhaled, either directly or by second hand, more than 7000
chemicals are introduced; among these hundreds are hazardous and
69, at least, are known to cause cancer (Russo et al., 2011). Chemicals,
that are rapidly absorbed by cells, induce speciﬁc disease processes,
including impairment of the immune system, which ultimately
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leads to cancer and other diseases (reviewed in Cardinale et al.,
2012; Catassi et al., 2008; Huxley and Woodward, 2011; Russo et
al., 2011). Among the cancerogens present on tobacco there are two
nicotine-speciﬁc metabolites namely: 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) and N-nitrosonornicotine (NNN), which
bind to nicotinic receptor (nAChR) (reviewed in Schuller, 2009). Nicotine, acting on nAChR in the central nervous system (CNS), is the
main agent that causes addiction to smoke (Changeux, 2009). Indeed
chronic use of nicotine determines adaptive changes in the CNS
that lead tolerance, dependence, sensitization, craving, reward and
relapse producing ‘tolerance’ (i.e. reduced effect of a given drug
dose) (Fig. 1).
nAChR belong to the superfamily of ligand-gated ion channels, activated by acetylcholine (Ach), choline or nicotine, that are assembled
as homopentameric (i.e. α7 or α9) or heteropentameric (i.e. α4β2)
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Fig. 1. The circuit (involving different signals) of nicotine addiction (adapted from Russo et al., 2011).

complexes comprising various combinations of α (α2 to α10) and β
(β2 to β4) subunits around a pore delineating a channel (Changeux,
2009). Until now no evidence established the ability of nicotine itself
to induce cancer; however different studies, ﬁnding that nicotine promotes cell proliferation, suggested a role of nicotine in tumor promotion and progression (reviewed in Schuller, 2009; Catassi et al., 2008).
Recently, it has been reported that chronic administration of nicotine
to A/J mice induces leiomyosarcomas and rhabdomyosarcomas
(Galitovskiy et al., 2012), suggesting a direct role of nicotine in initiating cancer. However, as suggested by the authors (Galitovskiy et
al., 2012), it should be studied whether cancer results from receptor
mediated action of nicotine and/or of its cancerogenic nitrosamine
derivatives or from mutagenic effects mediated by reactive oxygen
species activated by intracellular nicotine. A new study (Ginzkey et
al., 2012), evaluating the ability of nicotine to induce DNA damage,
showed that coincubation with an antioxidant (N-acetylcysteine) as
well as with a nAChR antagonist (mecamylamine at concentrations
that completely block all subtypes of nAChR including α7) completely
inhibits the nicotine-induced DNA migration in the comet assay.
These ﬁndings tend to support the hypothesis of a nAChR-dependent
pathway induction of oxidative stress. Further research is needed to
elucidate the role of nAChR, possibly indentifying the sub-type
involved, and the oxidative stress in DNA damage induction. Moreover
different intracellular pathways, such as those activated by α7-nAChR
(i.e. the Ras/Raf-1/MEK1/ERK) should be explored.
Long-term exposure to nicotine causes a slow acting change in
nAChR, corresponding to an “upregulation” of nAChR in the brain
(Changeux, 2009). A similar nAChR nicotine-upregulation happens
on non-neuronal cells, thus the “upregulation” is an intrinsic property
of the nAChR and not a regulatory property speciﬁc to the neurons

(reviewed in Schuller, 2009; Cardinale et al., 2012). Nicotine, mimicking the effect of the physiological ligands (Ach or choline), induces
the opening of the nAChR gate and in turn the cytoplasmatic inﬂux
of Ca + 2, then the intracellular Ca + 2 induce the opening of the gates
of the voltage-dependent calcium channels (VDCC) resulting in an increased intracellular concentration of Ca + 2 which in turn induces
multiple effects on pathways regulating cell proliferation, survival,
motility and migration (reviewed in Schuller, 2009; Cardinale et al.,
2012). Nicotine is not degraded by cholinesterases or removed from
the receptor vicinity such as Ach but is primarily metabolized in the
liver by CYP2A6, UDP-glucuronosyltransfease (UGT) and ﬂavincontaining monooxygenase (FMO) (reviewed in Catassi et al., 2008).
Thus, nicotine remains near its receptor for longer time than Ach
and consequently takes part in processes that are much less accessible to Ach such as receptors desensitization and permeation into
cells (reviewed in Cardinale et al., 2012). Moreover, nicotine works
as a pharmacological chaperon of nascent nAChR, speciﬁcally for
α4β2, and then may alter the physiology of endoplasmatic
reticulum's processes (Srinivasan et al., 2011).
Association of nAChR genetic variants and cancer
In these recent years, large scale genetic studies of nicotine-(tobacco)-dependence, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and
lung cancer point toward variants (i.e. single nucleotide polymorphisms,
or SNPs) in the chromosome 15q24-25 region, that includes the α5-α3β4 nAChR gene cluster (CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4) (Saccone et al.,
2010). However, there is a debate as to whether the association with
lung cancer and/or COPD is direct or is mediated by pathways
related to smoking behavior (i.e. amount of smoke uptake per cigarette,
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number of pack years smoked). Three SNPs, rs16969968 in CHRNA5,
rs1051730 in CHRNA3 and rs8034191, have generated particular interest
(Saccone et al., 2010; Wassenaar et al., 2011). CHRNA5 and CHRNA3 are
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located in a tail-to-tail conﬁguration on opposite DNA strands and the
two variants rs1051730 and rs16969968 are in a complete linkage
disequilibrium [r2 =0.98 in samples of European/Caucasian ancestry

Fig. 2. Expression of α7-nAChR and SLURP-1 protein in human lung cancer tissues. Proteins were isolated with the ReadyPrep protein extraction kit and separated on SDS‐PAGE and blotted. Nitrocellulose membranes were incubated with the rabbit polyclonal antibody to reveal α7‐nAChR or with the mouse monoclonal antibody to detect human SLURP‐1 (Abcam,
Cambridge, MA). Immune‐reactive bands were visualized by ECL and densitometric analysis was performed using an image analyzer (LAS 3000, Fuji Film, Kanagawa, Japan). Each bar
on histogram represents the mean± standard error of at least three independent experiments. Data were normalized against β‐actin density values (arbitrary unit). Panel A: western
blotting and densitometric analysis of protein extracts derived from unaffected lung tissues obtained by organ donors: 3 male (non‐smoker), 1 woman (non‐smoker). Panel B: western
blotting and densitometric analysis of protein extracts derived from 22 human adenocarcinomas: 16 males (top), 6 females (bottom). All patients were smokers. Panel C: western blotting
and densitometric analysis of protein extracts derived from 28 squamous carcinomas (22 smokers: 14 males, 8 females and 6 non‐smokers (S*): 1 male, 5 females). Gender and histology
classiﬁcation partition. p b 0.002 (male versus female) for squamous carcinoma and for adenocarcinoma; p b 0.002 for male squamous carcinoma versus male adenocarcinoma; p > 0.05 for
females' squamous carcinoma versus female adenocarcinoma. Gender and histology classiﬁcation partition for smokers and non smokers. p b 0.05 (male versus female) for squamous carcinoma; according to two‐tailed paired Student's t‐test, Spearman correlation test and non‐parametric Mann–Whitney U‐test.
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(i.e. non-casual alleles' association at different loci, not even on the same
chromosome)]. Also rs1051370 is in strong linkage disequilibrium with
rs8034191 [r2 =0.85], thus some studies report the results for
rs1051370 only. rs1051730 is also associated with larger tumor size at
diagnosis (TSD) of squamous cell carcinoma (Chen et al., 2011).
rs16969968, a missense variant, drives to a G to A [aspartic acid
(D)-to-asparagine (N)] substitution in the CHRNA5 at amino acid position 398 [α5 (Asn398) D398N]. It has been suggested that the high
risk variant 398N is less able than the variant 398D to protect cells by
the nicotine α7-nAChR-mediated effects making cells more susceptible to proliferation and migration (Krais et al., 2011). The above hypothesis is consistent with previous observations that the risk allele
asparagine (D) reduces the α4β2α5-nAChR function (Saccone et al.,
2010).
Recently, it has been demonstrated that different variants of
human α9-nAChR subunit protein (S442 as the most frequent) differentially control both the regulation of bronchial cell proliferation and
the susceptibility to the tumorigenic transformation by NNK (Chikova
and Grando, 2011).
nAChR and cancer
nAChR are expressed in human cancer and the α7-subnit is constantly
expressed (reviewed in Cardinale et al., 2012). We have shown, previously, that non small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) tissues expressed mRNA
encoding α7-nAChR and the relative proteins in the following rank: squamous carcinoma more than > adenocarcinoma > squamous carcinoma
from non-smokers > large cell carcinoma > carniﬁcation (conversion
of lung tissue into ﬁbrous tissue as a result of pneumonia = not
malignant) > pulmonary chondroid hamartoma (most common benign
tumors of the lung) > and unaffected lung tissue (Paleari et al., 2008).
Here, showing new experiments, we reconﬁrm our previous data
(Fig. 2). It appears that, looking at the differentiation status of the
tumor, there is a tendency of a major expression of α7-nAChR protein
levels in more differentiated tumor (Fig. 2), however, further experiments are warranted. We show here, reporting new experiments, that
SLURP-1 proteins are down-regulated in lung cancer tissues with
respect to unaffected ones. This down-regulation is higher in smoking
patients with squamous carcinomas, than those with adenocarcinomas
and we also found that it was higher in male smoking patients than in
female ones. Moreover, the down-regulation of SLURP-1 inversely correlated with the expression of α7-nAChR proteins in the same sample
(Fig. 2). SLURP1 (secreted Ly-6/urokinase plasminogen activator

receptor-related protein-1) is a positive allosteric modulator of α7nAChR signaling that heightens responses to ACh and triggers proapoptotic activity in human keratinocytes (Grando, 2008). Indeed, the
amino acid composition of SLURP-1 is homologous to that of the three
ﬁnger snake venom neurotoxins such as α-Bungarotoxin that bind to
nAChR (Grando, 2008). It has been proposed that SLURP-1 can be involved in the maintenance of bronchial epithelial cell homeostasis
since it is down-regulated in the lungs of asthma patients, essentially
due to extensive metaplasia of mucus secreting cells (decrease numbers
of ciliated epithelial cells in the bronchioles) (Narumoto et al., 2010).
Our data support the notion that SLURP-1 has antitumor activity and
that it is downregulated by nicotine.

α7-nAChR
Among all nAChR the α7 sub-type is a “special case” showing distinctive and unique properties such as: (a) unique conductance (fast
activation and desensitization kinetics), (b) high permeability to
Ca + 2; (c) multiple Ca + 2 ampliﬁcation pathways; (d) modulation by
the extracellular Ca + 2concentrations; (e) coexpression with subunit
β2 subunit (at least in the brain); (f) possibility to bind two–ﬁve molecules of agonist; (g) modulation of function via phosphorylation
and/or via Ca + 2-dependent serine/threonine kinases; (h) modulation
of transmitter release (glutamate and GABA); (i) upregulation at
higher nicotine concentrations than required to increase α4β2
nAChR (reviewed in Russo and Taly, 2012).
The essential role played by α7-nAChR in non-neuronal cells is
supported by the following ﬁndings (reviewed in Russo et al., 2012):
i. Toxins targeting α7-nAChR are widely produced in nature including plants (i.e. nicotine), bacteria (i.e. Anatoxin-a,) and animals phylogenetically distant such as chordates (snakes) and
mollusks (cone snails) with a recurring convergent strategy.
ii. Toxins are characterized by different molecular structures including simple molecules (i.e. nicotine) as well as complex
proteins (i.e. snake three ﬁngers).
iii. The three-ﬁnger architecture is not restricted to snake venom
toxins, SLURP1 also belongs to this superfamily of proteins.
iv. Nicotine-resistance (Manduca sextans, the tobacco horn worm)
as well as snakes' neurotoxins-resistance (mongoose) are basically related to mutations in the α-subunit ligand-binding
domain.

Fig. 3. Nicotine head and neck cancer promotion. Overexpression of FOXM1 directly activates CEP55 and indirectly HELLS expressions. This destabilizes the genome through aberrant mitotic division/cytokinesis and/or epigenetic modiﬁcation events induced by CEP55 and HELLS, respectively. Then the subsequent accumulation of further genomic instability
(for example 10q23 ampliﬁcation) promotes cancerogenesis. HNSCC: Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; FOXM1: Forkhead box protein family transcription factor. Role in
cell progression and mitosis; LKP & ETP: leukoplakia and erythroplakia; LOH: loss heterozygosity; CNA: copy number abnormality; CEPP55: centrosome protein 55 kDa. Role in cytokinesis; HELLS: DNA helicase/putative stem cell marker; MMP2: matrix‐metalloproteinase 2.
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v. Non lethal α7-nAChR knockout mice display temporary retard
in the skin development (ﬁrst three weeks after birth).
Different molecular pathways are induced by nicotine or NNN/
NNK through activation of α7-nAChR in different cancer types.
i. Nicotine can promote gastric cancer cell growth through the βAdrenoceptors followed by the activation of PKC-βI/ERK1/2/
COX-2/PGE2‐signaling pathway (reviewed in Schuller, 2009).
ii. Nicotine contributes to the development of smoking-associated
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma by increasing the stress neurotransmitters' adrenaline and noradrenaline that in turn induce phosphorylation of CREB, ERK, Src and AKT (reviewed in
Schuller, 2009).
iii. Nicotine contributes to small cell lung cancer (SCLC) by serotonin and mammalian bombesin followed by the activation of
PKC, RAF1 and the MAPK cascade (reviewed in Schuller, 2009).
iv. Nicotine contributes to non small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) by
Ras activation via β-arrestin-dependent SRC, EGFR, Akt, Xlinked inhibitor of apoptosis protein (XIAP)–survivin and nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) as well as inducing epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) (reviewed in Schuller, 2009; Singh
et al., 2011).
v. Nicotine promotes head and neck cancer through activation of endogenous FOXM1 activity (forkhead box protein family of transcription factors) loss of heterozygosity (LOH) involving the
whole of chromosome 13 and copy number abnormality (CNA)
in oral keratinocytes (KC) (Fig. 3) (Gemenetzidis et al., 2009).
vi. In epidermal KC chronic exposure to nicotine elicited a switch
where the α7 subunit containing nAChR replaces the α3-made
nAChR (Zia et al., 1999).
vii. Nicotine up-regulation of α7-nAChR reduces the amount of
α4β2-nAChR, which is the major inhibitor of cancer development and progression via stimulation of γ-aminobutyric acid
release which in turn blocks the stimulatory activity of βadrenergic receptors reviewed in (Schuller, 2009).
viii. Nicotine down regulates SLURP-1 and increases cell proliferation in lung cancer, colon cancer (Pettersson et al., 2009) and
epidermal KC (Grando, 2008).
ix. Nicotine inhibits drug-induced apoptosis through different
mechanisms including: Bax and/or Bcl-2 phosphorylation, NFκB up-regulation, prevention of cytochrome c release and
caspase activation and up-regulation of survivin and XIAP
(reviewed in Cardinale et al., 2012).
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At this point α7-nAChR and α9-nAChR may emerge as attractive
targets for the therapy of NSCLC and breast cancer, respectively.
Recently, Cesario et al. (2012) reviewed extensively the potential
therapeutic use of α7-nAChR antagonists [i.e. tubocurarine and αCobratoxin (α-CbT)] in the therapy of NSCLC and malignant pleural
mesothelioma (MPM). Their major conclusions are that, although,
the premises to use α7-nAChR antagonists are robust, more experiments are needed before to use α7-AChR antagonists for NSCLC or
MPM treatment. Speciﬁcally, to avoid the possibility to get results
that may seem self-contradictory or inconsistent with each other (either positive or negative) different considerations should be taken
into account. The ﬁrst are related to the particular nature of the antagonist (i.e. α-CbT) that being a natural venom it may derive from different animals (snakes), may be puriﬁed by different methods, may
contain different amount of pure substance as well as some contaminants of the same molecular weight and different batches that are
available and could be used in the same study, possibly even stored
under different conditions (e.g. temperature, dilution, suspension
medium etc.), all factors affecting the reproducibility and reliability
of the results found. As shown by Cesario et al. (2012) different
batches of α-CbT as well as batches obtained by different sources
may have different biological activities [i.e. some are cytotoxic and
apoptosis inducers not others, see Table 1 and Fig. 4 in Cesario et al.
(2012)]. Another issue to be considered is related to the biological
properties of the target (i.e. α7): α7 is not expressed in all cell
types, different cells may express higher number of α7-AChR than
others (e.g. differentiated NSCLC cells versus less differentiated),
α7-AChR expression is at maximum levels in proliferative semiconﬂuent cells in culture whereas in conﬂuent cells it is signiﬁcantly
downregulated (i.e. approximately 62%) and the receptor may play
different roles in different cells (basal versus apical cells in the
human airway tract). Finally in animal experiments the biological history of the tumor under investigation (e.g. rate of implantation, development and growth, and reproducibility) may inﬂuence the
response to α-CbT.
The possibility to silence α7 with α7-nAChR-siRNA in A549
(human lung adenocarcinoma) or in MPP-89 (human MPM) cell lines
was also explored. Although, silenced cells retained the ability of transformed cells to grow in anchorage-independent conditions their
clonogenic ability was reduced by 30–45% (unpublished data). These
data are encouraging but more experiments should be planned.

Final remark
Conclusions
The main conclusion is that nAChR are important speciﬁc regulators stimulating signal transduction in a cell-type-speciﬁc manner.
Moreover genetic variants (SNPs) on nAChR (CHRNA3-CHRNA5CHRNB4 gene cluster) are strongly associated with an increased risk
of lung cancer, COPD as well as nicotine-dependence. Exposure to nicotine or nicotine-derived carcinogenic nitrosamines upregulates
cancer-stimulatory nAChR (α7 and α9) and desensitizes cancerinhibitory nAChR (α4β2). Speciﬁcally α7 is the major stimulator of
cancer development and progression in different tumors (lung, gastric, pancreatic, head and neck). α7-nAChR is the major player in
neo-angiogenesis induction and is involved in the inhibition of
drug-induced apoptosis. α9-nAChR is the stimulator of breast cancer
development and progression, probably in cooperation with estrogen
receptor (ER). Moreover, higher expression levels of α9-nAChR
mRNA were preferentially detected in ER+ tumor tissues in comparison to ER-tumor tissues (Lee et al., 2010).
Finally as suggested by Schuller (2009) α4β2-nAChR is the major
inhibitor of cancer development and progression via stimulation of γaminobutyric acid release, which in turn blocks the stimulatory activity of β-adrenergic receptors (SCLC).
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Tobacco-related cancer as well as other tobacco-related diseases
know no discrimination and are not selective. Thus, although avoidance of tobacco smoking or its cessation is the best cancer prevention,
the continuous knowledge of the roles played by nAChR in the induction, promotion and/or progression of cancer may offer new chances
for prevention and therapy.
Thus, a powerful manner to conclude this review is to remember
the words of King James I of England “A custom loathsome to the
eye, hateful to the nose, harmful to the brain, dangerous to the
lungs, and in the black, stinking fume thereof nearest resembling
the horrible Stygian smoke of the pit that is bottomless” (A Counterblaste to Tobacco, 1604)
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a b s t r a c t
The World Health Organisation called for research assessing the safety of electronic cigarette (e-cigarette). We evaluated the acute effect of active and passive e-cigarette and tobacco cigarette smoking
on complete blood count (CBC) markers in 15 smokers and 15 never-smokers, respectively. Smokers
underwent a control session, an active tobacco cigarette smoking session, and an active e-cigarette smoking session. Never-smokers underwent a control session, a passive tobacco cigarette smoking session, and
a passive e-cigarette smoking session.The results demonstrated that CBC indices remained unchanged
during the control sessionand the active and passive e-cigarette smoking sessions (P > 0.05). Active
and passive tobacco cigarette smoking increased white blood cell, lymphocyte, and granulocyte counts
for at least one hour in smokers and never smokers (P < 0.05).It is concluded that acute active and passive
smoking using the e-cigarettes tested in the current study does not inﬂuence CBC indices in smokers and
never smokers, respectively. In contrast, acute active and passive tobacco cigarette smoking increase the
secondary proteins of acute inﬂammatory load for at least one hour. More research is needed to evaluate
chemical safety issues and other areas of consumer product safety of e-cigarettes, because the nicotine
content in the liquids used may vary considerably.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Evidence collected during the past four decades have unanimously demonstrated that both active and passive tobacco cigarette smoking increase morbidity and the risk for premature
death and generate adverse acute and long-term health effects in
nearly all systems of the human organism (Flouris et al., 2010b;
World Health Organisation, 2004, 2006). Despite the global initiatives and the implementation of smoke-free measures, smoking
still kills nearly 6 million people every year (Flouris, 2009; World

Abbreviations: ASCON, active tobacco cigarette smoking control session; ASTOB,
active tobacco cigarette smoking session; ASE-CIG, active e-cigarette smoking
session; CBC, complete blood count; CO, exhaled carbon monoxide; e-cigarette,
electronic cigarette; PSCON, passive tobacco cigarette control session; PSTOB, passive
tobacco cigarette smoking session; PSE-CIG, passive e-cigarette smoking session;
ppm, parts per million.
⇑ Corresponding author. Address: FAME Laboratory, Institute of Human Performance and Rehabilitation, Centre for Research and Technology Thessaly, Karies,
Trikala 42100, Greece. Tel.: +30 2431 500 601; fax: +30 2431 063 191.
E-mail address: aﬂouris@cereteth.gr (A.D. Flouris).

Health Organisation, 2011). In this light, alternative smoking strategies may contribute towards reducing the threat to public health
caused by the tobacco epidemic (Flouris and Oikonomou, 2010).
One such strategy is the electronic cigarette (e-cigarette), an electronic nicotine delivery system that was introduced in the global
market during the past ﬁve years (Polosa et al., 2011). These devices have become popular in spite the dearth of research on their
safety and efﬁcacy (Etter et al., 2011; Flouris and Oikonomou,
2010). The most recent World Health Organisation regulatory consultation on the safety of electronic nicotine delivery devices called
for intensiﬁed research efforts assessing the health effects of their
use (World Health Organisation, 2010).
Currently, there is a severe lack of published data regarding the
potential toxic effects of the natural and/or synthetic chemicals
incorporated in e-cigarettes. Researchers have primarily been focused on e-cigarette efﬁcacy towards reducing nicotine withdrawal symptoms, but they have neglected chemical safety
issues and other areas of consumer product safety. Indeed, very
few studies have examined parameters related to the health effects
of e-cigarette use. One study reported that e-cigarettes yield only

0278-6915/$ - see front matter Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fct.2012.07.025
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10% of the nicotine concentration in blood plasma compared to tobacco cigarettes (Bullen et al., 2010).This was in line with another
study demonstrating that e-cigarettes do not affect plasma nicotine, exhaled CO, or resting heart rate (Vansickel et al., 2010). However, more recent studies by the same group reported that ecigarettes can increase heart rate, deliver clinically signiﬁcant
amounts of nicotine, and reduce cigarette abstinence symptoms
(Vansickel and Eissenberg, 2012; Vansickel et al., 2012). However,
there is no information on more routinely-performed haematology
laboratory tests such as the complete blood count (CBC) which is
one of the most commonly ordered blood tests in medicine providing an overview of an individual’s general health status as well as
information for infection, inﬂammation and inﬂammatory disease,
deﬁciencies in the immune system, bone marrow disease and other
health-related conditions (Michota and Frost, 2004). Acute and
chronic active tobacco cigarette smoking has been known to increase white blood cell count (Bridges et al., 1993). Moreover, previous epidemiological studies reported that chronic passive
tobacco cigarette smoking can increase white blood cell count
(Panagiotakos et al., 2004; Ronchetti et al., 1990). Therefore, the
purpose of this randomized crossover study was to evaluate the
acute effect of active and passive e-cigarette and tobacco cigarette
smoking on CBC markers.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Subjects and procedures
The experimental protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee at the University of Thessaly. Two groups of adults volunteered and provided written consent: 15 smokers (P15 cigarettes/day; 8 males; 7 females; 36.8 ± 9.9 years; body
mass index 25.6 ± 4.1 kg/m2) and 15 never-smokers (8 males; 7 females;
28.87 ± 1.5 years; body mass index 23.6 ± 3.0 kg/m2). Exclusion criteria included
pregnancy, signs of acute illness, abnormal spirometry and/or other evidence of
pulmonary disease, other chronic conditions or use of medication known to inﬂuence lung function. Smokers reporting previous use of e-cigarettes were also excluded for ethical reasons (i.e., possible relapse into tobacco cigarette smoking) as
previously (Eissenberg, 2010; Vansickel et al., 2010). All women participants were
premenopausal with regular menstruation and were tested during the late luteal
phase of their menstrual cycle.
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the vapor phase that is ﬁnally inhaled is similar. The number of e-cigarette puffs
for each participant during the ASE-CIG session was calculated as: [(mg of nicotine
in own brand of tobacco cigarettes  1.5  50)/11]  2.
2.4. Passive smoking protocol
In the PSCON session, participants were exposed to normal room air for one hour
inside a 60 m3 controlled chamber. In the PSTOB session, participants were exposed
to air polluted with tobacco cigarette smoke at a stable CO concentration adjusted
at bar/restaurant levels (23 ± 1 ppm; CO90 CO–CO2 analyzer, Martindale Electric
Ltd., Watford, UK), for 1 h inside the same chamber, as previously described (Flouris
et al., 2010a; Flouris et al., 2009; Flouris et al., 2008; Metsios et al., 2007). Mainstream smoke was generated from cigarettesby combustion of cigarettes from various popular brands using an air pump (DYN, Volos, Greece) set at an air ﬂow rate of
4 l/min. Cigarettes were half smoked using the air pump and then were left lit for
2 min to generate sidestream smoke, and then the rest of the cigarettes were
smoked. An average of 29.2 ± 0.9 cigarettes were smoked in order to achieve the required level of CO in the exposure chamber. In the PSE-CIG session, participants were
exposed to air polluted with e-cigarette vapor for one hour in the same chamber. In
this case, a simulated a bar/restaurant e-cigarette smoking environment was
achieved by smoking e-cigarettes via the same air pump set at an air ﬂow rate of
4 l/min for the same time as in the PSTOB session.
2.5. Complete blood count measurements
Blood samples were collected by a certiﬁed phlebotomist from an antecubital
vein into plain evacuated test tubes. A total of 3 ml of whole blood was used to assess: white blood cells, red blood cells, hemoglobin, hematocrit, mean corpuscular
volume, mean corpuscular hemoglobin, mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration, red blood cell distribution width, platelet count, mean platelet volume, platelet hematocrit, and platelet distribution width. Moreover, different types of white
blood cells – speciﬁcally, lymphocytes, monocytes, and granulocytes – were measured as a total count and as a percentage. All blood samples were tested using a
Mythic 18 (Orphée S.A., Geneva, Switzerland) autoanalyser.
2.6. Statistical analysis
A priori calculation for the determination of the minimum required sample size
was conducted based on previously-published FEV1 values before and after
(4.9 ± 0.4 vs. 4.5 ± 0.3 in men and 3.7 ± 0.4 vs. 3.2 ± 0.3 in women) a similar 1-hour
passive smoking session (Flouris et al., 2009). The resulting minimum required
sample size was 8 participants for 2-tailed type 1 and type 2 errors of 5%. Friedman
tests followed by post hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to assess changes
over time (i.e., prior to, immediately after, and one hour after active or passive
smoking) during ASCON, ASTOB, ASE-CIG, PSCON,PSTOB, and PSE-CIG on all CBC variables.
The level of signiﬁcance was set at P < 0.05.

2.2. Experimental design
Subjects in each of the two groups participated in three experimental sessions
assigned in a random order and separated by a minimum of seven days of wash-out.
The group of smokers underwent a control session (ASCON), an active tobacco cigarette smoking session (ASTOB), and an active e-cigarette smoking session (ASE-CIG).
The group of never smokers underwent a control session (PSCON), a passive tobacco
cigarette smoking session (PSTOB), and a passive e-cigarette smoking session (PSECIG). All subjects participated in each experimental session once. Blood samples
were collected prior to, immediately after, as well as one hour after the active
and passive smoking sessions. Prior to each experimental session, each subject
was assessed for exhaled carbon monoxide (CO) (Bullen et al., 2010). Values of
CO > 15 ppm or reporting by the subject of active smoking or excessive passive
smoking in the previous 10 h led to rescheduling of the said session (Bullen et al.,
2010).

2.3. Active smoking protocol
In the ASCON session, smokers were asked to ‘‘smoke’’ an unlit-cigarette of their
own brand for 30 min. In the ASTOB session, smokers were asked to smoke two tobacco cigarettes of their own brand within 30 min. Finally, in the ASE-CIG session,
smokers were asked to smoke a number of puffs on an e-cigarette (device: Giant,
Nobacco G.P., Greece) within 30 min. The e-cigarette liquid used (Nobacco USA
Mix, Nobacco G.P., Greece) had a ‘‘tobacco taste’’ and, according to the manufacturer, incorporated nicotine at 11 mg/ml. Extensive information regarding the ecigarette device and liquid used is available at the manufacturer’s website (Nobacco
G.P., 2012). They were selected for this study because the speciﬁc liquid is the only
one available in the Greek market that has been analysed by an independent publicly-funded research institute (Leondiadis, 2009). This analysis, reviewed in detail
elsewhere (Flouris and Oikonomou, 2010), demonstrated that the liquid used incorporates >60% propylene glycol, <10% nicotine, <5% linalool, <5% tobacco essence,
and <1% methyl vanilyn (Leondiadis, 2009). It is assumed that the composition of
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3. Results
In smokers, no changes were observed during the control session (Fig. 1). Active tobacco smoking increased white blood cell
count, lymphocyte count, and granulocyte count for at least one
hour (P < 0.05; Fig. 1), while the remaining CBC variables were
not inﬂuenced. Speciﬁcally, Friedman tests revealed that white
blood cell count (v2 = 20.81; P < 0.001), lymphocyte count
(v2 = 7.65; P = 0.022), and granulocyte count (v2 = 14.16;
P = 0.001) increased signiﬁcantly over time. Post hoc Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests demonstrated that white blood cell count
(z = 2.9, P = 0.004) and granulocyte count (z = 2.1, P = 0.039)
were increased immediately following active tobacco cigarette
smoking. One hour following active tobacco cigarette smoking,
white blood cell count (z = 3.1, P < 0.001), lymphocyte count
(z = 2.5, P = 0.013), and granulocyte count (z = 2.8, P = 0.005) remained signiﬁcantly higher than normal. In contrast to these ﬁndings, e-cigarette smoking did not affect the complete blood count
indices studied (P > 0.05) (Fig. 1).
In never smokers, CBC indices did not ﬂuctuate signiﬁcantly
(P > 0.05) throughout the control session (Fig. 1). Passive tobacco
cigarette smoking caused a signiﬁcant increase in white blood cell
count, lymphocyte count and granulocyte count for at least one
hour (P < 0.05; Fig. 1), whereas the rest of the CBC indices studies
did not show signiﬁcant changes. Speciﬁcally, Friedman tests revealed that white blood cell count (v2 = 16.04; P < 0.001), lympho-
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Fig. 1. White blood cell count, lymphocyte count, and granulocyte count prior to, immediately following, as well as 1 h following active (left graphs) and passive (right
graphs) smoking in smokers and never smokers, respectively. Results are presented as median ± mean absolute deviation. Squares with solid lines represent tobacco cigarette
smoking, triangles with dashed lines represent e-cigarette smoking, while circles with dotted lines indicate the control session. Asterisks indicate statistically signiﬁcant
change from baseline (i.e., pre) values.

cyte count (v2 = 7.51; P = 0.023), and granulocyte count (v2 = 9.91;
P = 0.007) increased signiﬁcantly over time. Post hocWilcoxon
signed-rank tests demonstrated that white blood cell count
(z = 2.2, P = 0.03) and granulocyte count (z = 2.0, P = 0.045) were
increased immediately following active tobacco cigarette smoking.
One hour following passive tobacco cigarette smoking, white blood
cell count (z = 2.9, P = 0.003), lymphocyte count (z = 2.6,
P = 0.011), and granulocyte count (z = 2.4, P = 0.018) remained
signiﬁcantly higher than normal. In contrast to these ﬁndings, passive e-cigarette smoking did not affect complete blood count
(P > 0.05) (Fig. 1).

4. Discussion
In this study we present the ﬁrst comprehensive data regarding
the acute effect of active and passive e-cigarette and tobacco cigarette smoking on CBC markers. Our results suggest that active ecigarette smoking in smokers and passive e-cigarette smoking in
never smokers do not affect markers of CBC. In contrast, active tobacco cigarette smoking in smokers and passive tobacco cigarette
smoking in never smokers increase white blood cell count, lymphocyte count, and granulocyte count for at least one hour. The results on active tobacco cigarette smoking are in line with published
evidence showing an increased number of leukocytes and granulo-

cytes following acute smoking (Hockertz et al., 1994; Morrison
et al., 1999; Winkel and Statland, 1981). With respect to passive tobacco cigarette smoking, some (Panagiotakos et al., 2004; Ronchetti et al., 1990), but not all (Husgafvel-Pursiainen et al., 1987;
Sochaczewska et al., 2010; Venn and Britton, 2007), studies suggest
that chronic exposure to passive tobacco cigarette smoking leads
to increased white blood cell count. The systemic inﬂammation observed following acute passive tobacco cigarette smoking is also in
line with results from the main proteins of acute inﬂammatory
load. Speciﬁcally, interleukins 4, 5, and 6 as well as interferon gamma show a prolonged increase following tobacco cigarette smoke
inhalation (Flouris et al., 2009), while levels of C-reactive protein
are higher in individuals passively exposed to tobacco cigarette
smoke on a daily basis (Panagiotakos et al., 2004).
Circulating white blood cells, which are exposed to the systemic
environment are directly involved in low-grade inﬂammation related to atherosclerosis. As such, our results suggests that the increase in circulatory inﬂammation markers – observed even
during acute active and passive tobacco cigarette smoking – may
be implicated in the pathophysiological mechanism that underlies
the biological effects of tobacco smoking. In this light, it is important to stress that the e-cigarettes tested produced no statistically
signiﬁcant impact on the indices of CBC – at least in the acute
phase as assessed in this study. Although it is essential to investigate the impact of long-term e-cigarette use, exploring the acute
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phase of e-cigarette vapor inhalation on CBC, which is one of the
most commonly ordered blood tests in healthcare is crucial and
represents an essential ﬁrst step in the germane research agenda
(Etter et al., 2011).
The adopted protocols for active and passive smoking have been
standardized by our group (Flouris et al., 2010a; Flouris et al.,
2009; Flouris et al., 2008; Metsios et al., 2007) and/or others (Bullen et al., 2010; Vansickel et al., 2010) and did not result in extreme
and/or prolonged tobacco cigarette or e-cigarette inhalation. Concentrations of CO as high as 33 ppm have been recently reported
at bars (Goniewicz et al., 2009), while CO concentrations of up to
29 ppm have been previously reported in workplace environments
(White and Froeb, 1980). In addition, a number of studies on the
acute health effects of passive smoking have used CO concentrations between 30 and 40 ppm (Giannini et al., 2007; Kato et al.,
1999; Leone and Balbarini, 2008), while exposures at 24 ppm are
considered moderate (Scherer et al., 1990). Nevertheless, it is
important to underline that the present results apply to the speciﬁc
e-cigarette device and liquid tested and may not be reproducible in
other devices and/or liquids. Moreover, the present results should
be further conﬁrmed by assessing the response of the main proteins of acute inﬂammatory load to the e-cigarette vapor.
In light of the above, it is concluded that, for the e-cigarettes
tested in the current study, acute active and passive smoking do
not appear to inﬂuence CBC indices in smokers and never smokers,
respectively. In contrast, acute active and passive tobacco cigarette
smoking increase white blood cell count, lymphocyte count and
granulocyte count for at least one hour. More research is needed
to evaluate chemical safety issues and other areas of consumer
product safety of e-cigarettes, especially because the nicotine content in the liquids used may vary considerably. Moreover, appropriate regulations must be designed for the implementation and
commercialization of this technology in order to ensure consumer
product safety (Etter et al., 2011; Flouris and Oikonomou, 2010).
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a b s t r a c t
Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are battery operated devices that deliver nicotine via inhaled vapour. Few
studies have evaluated acute effects on craving and mood, and none have explored effects on cognition. This
study aimed to explore the effects of the White Super e-cigarette on desire to smoke, nicotine withdrawal
symptoms, attention and working memory. Eighty-six smokers were randomly allocated to either: 18 mg
nicotine e-cigarette (nicotine), 0 mg e-cigarette (placebo), or just hold the e-cigarette (just hold) conditions.
Participants rated their desire to smoke and withdrawal symptoms at baseline (T1), and ﬁve (T2) and twenty
(T3) minutes after using the e-cigarette ad libitum for 5 min. A subset of participants completed the Letter
Cancellation and Brown–Peterson Working Memory Tasks. After 20 min, compared with the just hold
group, desire to smoke and some aspects of nicotine withdrawal were signiﬁcantly reduced in the nicotine
and placebo group; the nicotine e-cigarette was superior to placebo in males but not in females. The nicotine
e-cigarette also improved working memory performance compared with placebo at the longer interference
intervals. There was no effect of nicotine on Letter Cancellation performance. To conclude, the White Super
e-cigarette alleviated desire to smoke and withdrawal symptoms 20 min after use although the nicotine content
was more important for males. This study also demonstrated for the ﬁrst time that the nicotine e-cigarette can
enhance working memory performance. Further evaluation of the cognitive effects of the e-cigarette and its
efﬁcacy as a cessation tool is merited.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are battery-operated devices
that deliver nicotine via inhaled vapour. Since no tobacco is burned,
inhaling nicotine in this way potentially provides a safer alternative
to smoking since it eliminates the harmful tars and carbon monoxide.
E-cigarettes may therefore have a role to play in smoking cessation/
reduction. Although their efﬁcacy in this respect has not been empirically explored, quit rates in the region of 22–49% are indicated in two
recent studies (Polosa et al., 2011; Seigel, Tanwar, & Wood, 2011).
Any possible effect on smoking cessation/reduction, however, is
unlikely to occur unless e-cigarettes are satisfying to use, and can effectively reduce desire to smoke and withdrawal symptoms. Bullen et al.
(2010) reported signiﬁcant and comparable reductions in desire to
smoke with the 16 mg Ruyan e-cigarette and nicotine inhalator but
both were less effective than regular smoking. A second study also
reported reduced desire to smoke and some withdrawal symptoms
although both e-cigarette brands tested failed to raise blood nicotine
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levels and heart rate over a 45 minute period (Vansickel, Cobb, Weaver,
& Eissenberg, 2010).
That desire to smoke and withdrawal symptoms were reduced in
the absence of raised blood nicotine levels is consistent with the notion
that other sensorimotor factors contribute to its reinforcing effects.
Several studies have demonstrated preference for smoking, reduced
desire to smoke and withdrawal symptoms following the use of denicotinised tobacco (DT) (e.g. Rose, Behm, Westman, & Johnson, 2000) particularly in females (Barrett, 2010).
In addition to the putative reinforcing effects of sensorimotor aspects of smoking, smokers often report that it aids concentration and
cognition (Hughes & Hatsukami, 1986; McEwen, West, & McRobbie,
2008) and there is empirical evidence to support this assertion (see
review by Heishman, Kleykamp, & Singleton, 2010). Nevertheless,
whether nicotine derived via e-cigarettes can impact on cognitive processes has not been explored.
The present study aimed to explore whether the e-cigarette can
reduce desire to smoke and abstinence-related withdrawal symptoms
over a twenty minute period. To determine whether the nicotine content itself rather than other sensory factors associated with smoking
(e.g. visual cues, buccal sensations) are responsible for these effects,
we compared the nicotine e-cigarette, placebo e-cigarette and a ‘just
hold’ group (to control for visual and tactile aspects of handing, but
not using the e-cigarette). It was hypothesised that after 5 min, desire
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to smoke and withdrawal symptoms would decline in both the nicotine
and placebo conditions relative to the just hold condition (consistent
with a sensorimotor explanation). After 20 min however, when nicotine reaches peak plasma levels (Bullen et al., 2010), it was predicted
that the nicotine group would show a further reduction in symptoms
relative to the ‘just hold’ and placebo groups. Given previous reports
suggesting the importance of sensorimotor aspects of smoking in
women (Barrett, 2010; Perkins, Donny, & Caggiula, 1999) data were
explored separately by gender. We also included two short cognitive
tests (to tap attention/speed of processing and working memory) to
explore whether nicotine derived via the e-cigarette is capable of enhancing cognitive functioning.
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Letter cancellation time and errors were also analysed using oneway ANOVA with Fisher's Least Signiﬁcant Difference (LSD) post-hoc
tests to clarify any group differences (p b 0.05).
To compare the number of participants between groups correctly
recalling all three letters on the Brown–Peterson task, six 3 × 2 Chi
Square tests were conducted (for all interference intervals) followed
up by a series of 12 2 × 2 Chi Square tests for signiﬁcant effects with a
corrected alpha level of 0.004 (0.05/12) as a result of multiple tests.
Since there was no a priori reason to suppose that cognitive performance would be inﬂuenced by gender, letter cancellation or memory
performance was not analysed by gender.
3. Results

2. Methods
In this mixed experimental design, 86 e-cigarette naive smokers
(43 female; age range: 18–52 [mean: 28.8]) were randomly allocated
to either 18 mg nicotine e-cigarette (nicotine), 0 mg e-cigarette (placebo; nicotine and placebo conditions administered single-blind) or just
hold the e-cigarette (just hold) condition. The ‘White Super’ electronic
cigarette was used (devices and cartridges supplied by The Electronic
Cigarette Company) with a new tobacco ﬂavoured cartridge for each
participant.
Following abstinence from smoking for at least 1 h, participants
completed The Fagerstrom Test of Nicotine Dependence (FTND;
Heatherton, Kozlowski, Frecker, & Fagerström, 1991), a single-item
desire to smoke scale, and the Mood and Physical Symptoms Scale
(MPSS; Hughes & Hatsukami, 1986; to assess six nicotine withdrawal
symptoms: depression, irritability, anxiety, restlessness, hunger, poor
concentration) at baseline (T1), 5 (T2) and 20 (T3) min after using (or
just holding) the electronic cigarette ad libitum for 5 min. A subset of
participants (N = 60; 29 females) also completed the Letter Cancellation Task and the Brown–Peterson Working Memory Task in the interval between T2 and T3.
The letter cancellation task was presented ﬁrst. This provides a
quick measure of attention/speed of processing and visual–spatial
scanning ability (Eysenck & Keane, 2005). Participants are required to
ﬁnd a speciﬁc letter (e.g. ‘u’) and cross through each occurrence of it
in an 18 × 18 cm grid where it is presented amongst similarly-formed
letters (e.g. ‘v' and ‘o’). Time taken and number of errors are recorded.
In the Brown–Peterson Memory Task (Peterson & Peterson, 1959) participants are presented with a series of trigrams (consonants in sets of
threes, e.g. TGH) and then asked to count backwards in threes from a
speciﬁed number before recalling the trigram. The interference interval
(counting backwards in serial threes) increased over six consecutive
trials (3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 s). For each trial, responses were scored as
correct (all three letters correctly recalled) or incorrect (≤two letters
correctly recalled).
At the end of the testing procedure, participants were asked to indicate which cartridge they thought they had received (nicotine or
placebo) before being informed of their group allocation. The study
was approved by the University of East London's Ethical Committee.

The three groups did not differ in age, gender, ethnicity or nicotine
dependence (p > 0.15 in all cases). Mean FTND score was 5.2 (2.1).
Guessing whether participants had received nicotine or placebo was
at chance level: (χ 2 (2) = 1.11, p > 0.05).
3.1. Desire to smoke
Desire to smoke declined over time for both nicotine and placebo
groups relative to the just hold group (Fig. 1). This difference was statistically signiﬁcant for males and females from T1 to T3 (males: just
hold vs. nicotine: p b 0.001; just hold vs. placebo: p b 0.05; females:
just hold vs. nicotine: p b 0.05; just hold vs. placebo p b 0.01) but not
from T1 to T2 (males: F (2,40) b 1, p > 0.05; females: F (2,40) = 1,44,
p > 0.05). The decline in desire to smoke was also signiﬁcantly greater
in the nicotine vs. placebo group for males (p b 0.05) but not females
(p > 0.05; see Fig. 1).
3.2. Mood and Physical Symptoms Scale (MPSS)
From T1 to T2 (see Table 1), overall main effects of group were
only apparent for anxiety (females: F (2, 40) = 3.66, p b 0.05; males:
F (2, 38) = 3.05, p = 0.06). Differences were signiﬁcant for nicotine
vs. just hold and placebo vs. just hold for males (p b 0.05) and for placebo vs. just hold for females (p = 0.01).
From T1 to T3 there were overall signiﬁcant group differences for
males in change in MPSS: anxiety (F (2, 40) = 6.35, p b 0.01), poor concentration (F (2, 40) = 4.23, p b 0.05), irritability (F (2, 40) = 4.44,
p b 0.05) and restlessness (F (2, 40) = 4.45, p b 0.05). In all cases, the

2.1. Statistical analysis
The primary outcome measures of interest were change in desire
to smoke and the six withdrawal symptoms between the three
groups over time, thus univariate ANOVAs in SPSS were conducted
on change scores from T1 to T2 and T1 to T3 (T1 minus T2 and T1
minus T3) for males and females separately. A priori contrasts
explored the hypothesis that from T1 to T2 nicotine and placebo groups
would differ from the just hold group but not from each other, and from
T1 to T3, the nicotine group would differ from the just hold and placebo
groups (Bullen et al., 2010). These speciﬁc contrasts between the three
groups are of particular interest here although the main omnibus effect
of group is reported where appropriate.
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Fig. 1. Mean (± 1SE) desire to smoke scores in males and females for the nicotine
e-cigarette, placebo e-cigarette and just hold groups over the three time points.
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Table 1
Mean (SD) change scores1 for MPSS variables from T1 to T2 and T1 to T3 for the three groups for males and females.
MPS

Nicotine

Males

T1–T2

Placebo

Anxiety
Poor concentration
Depression
Hunger
Irritability
Restlessness

0.62
0.08
0.15
− 0.13
−0.08
−0.08

(1.04)*
(1.85)
(0.38)
(1.32)
(1.50)
(1.44)

0.62
0.69
0.08
−0.08
0.62
0.62

(0.96)**#
(1.18)**#
(0.28)
(0.76)
(0.77)**#
(0.77)**#

Females
Anxiety
Poor concentration
Depression
Hunger
Irritability
Restlessness

0.12
0.29
0.12
− 0.18
0.06
0.29

(0.60)
(0.92)
(0.33)
(0.53)
(0.65)
(0.99)

0.06
0.24
0.12
−0.18
0.06
0.12

(0.83)
(1.09)*
(0.49)*
(0.63)
(0.90)
(1.36)

T1–T3

T1–T2
0.13 (0.52)*
0.07 (0.80)
0.13 (0.35)
0.33 (0.62)
0.27 (0.88)
0.13 (0.52)

0.42 (0.79)*
− 0.17 (0.72)
0.17 (0.58)
− 0.17 (1.19)
− 0.08 (1.38)
0 (1.48)

Just Hold
T1–T3

T1–T2

T1–T3

0.67 (0.46)
0.07 (0.70)
0.13 (0.35)
− 0.07 (0.59)
0.33 (0.90)
0 (0.76)

− 0.15 (0.80)
0.08 (0.64)
− 0.08 (0.28)
0.46 (1.05)
0.08 (0.49)
0 (1.35)

− 0.31
− 0.23
− 0.08
0.31
− 0.23
− 0.23

(0.48)
(0.44)
(0.28)
(0.75)
(0.44)
(0.73)

0.33
0.25
0.42
−0.08
0.17
0.25

− 0.36
−0.14
−0.07
−0.14
−0.07
0.14

− 0.14
− 0.50
− 0.29
− 0.29
− 0.07
− 0.36

(0.66)
(1.02)
(0.61)
(0.73)
(0.62)
(1.15)

(0.78)
(0.45)*
(0.67)*
(0.79)
(0.72)
(0.97)

(0.84)
(0.66)
(0.47)
(0.53)
(0.47)
(0.66)

*Indicates signiﬁcant difference from Just Hold (p b 0.05).
**Indicates signiﬁcant difference from Just Hold (p b 0.01).
#Indicates signiﬁcant difference from placebo (p b 0.05).
1
A positive score reﬂects a decrease in symptom reporting over time whilst a negative score reﬂects an increase.

decline in symptoms in the nicotine group was signiﬁcantly lower than
the just hold (all ps b 0.01) and placebo (all psb 0.05) groups.
The pattern of change in withdrawal symptoms from T1 to T3 for females indicated overall group differences for depression (F (2, 40)=4.80,
pb 0.05) and a trend for poor concentration (F (2, 40)=2.98, p=0.06).
This reﬂected a greater reduction in symptoms in both the nicotine and
placebo groups relative to the just hold group (all pb 0.05).
3.3. Letter cancellation task
Whilst the nicotine group was fastest to complete this task
(mean = 63.70, SD = 13.87), followed by the just hold (mean= 64.95,
SD = 13.58) and placebo group (mean= 71.05, SD = 13.93) these differences were not signiﬁcant (F (2,57) = 2.00, p = 0.14). There was a significant group difference in the number of errors made (F (2, 57) = 3.34,
p b 0.05) reﬂecting worse performance in the just hold (mean= 1.25,
SD = 1.48) vs. placebo group (mean = 0.25, SD = 0.44).
3.4. Brown–Peterson Memory Test
The nicotine group performed consistently better across all trials
and retained better memory performance at the longer time intervals
with signiﬁcant group differences at 6 s (χ 2 = 7.06 (2), p b 0.05), 12 s
(χ 2 = 6.06 (2), p b 0.05), 15 s (χ 2 = 11.31 (2), p b 0.01) and 18 s
(χ2 = 12.35 (2), p b 0.01). Signiﬁcantly more individuals in the nicotine
group achieved correct recall compared with placebo at the 15 and
18 second interval (χ2 (1) = 10.42, p b 0.004; χ2 (1) = 8.12, p b 0.004
respectively), and with the just hold group at the **18 second interval
(χ2 (1) = 10.00, p b 0.004).
4. Discussion
Desire to smoke and some aspects of nicotine withdrawal were
signiﬁcantly reduced twenty (but not ﬁve) min after e-cigarette
use; the nicotine e-cigarette was superior to placebo in this respect
in males but not in females. Nicotine derived via use of the electronic
cigarette also improved working memory performance particularly at
the longer interference intervals.
The desire to smoke ﬁndings are consistent with Bullen et al.
(2010) who reported that nicotine blood concentrations reached a
peak level of 1.3 ng/ml in 20 min. In relation to withdrawal symptoms,
for males, the reduction in MPSS ratings from T1 to T3 was signiﬁcantly
greater in the nicotine group for anxiety, poor concentration, irritability
and restlessness. By contrast, there were no signiﬁcant reductions in

MPSS scores with nicotine in females. Females in both the nicotine
and placebo groups did however, report improvements in depression
and concentration from T1 to T3 relative to the just hold group,
although this difference partly reﬂects an increased level of symptom
reporting in the just hold group. One limitation of the present study
was that participants were only 1–2 hours abstinent; reﬂected in the
low MPSS scores. This low symptom reporting at baseline (T1) would
however, militate against ﬁnding an effect of e-cigarette use/nicotine
on symptoms measured here due to ﬂoor-effects. That signiﬁcant ﬁndings still emerged (for males) is therefore all the more striking and
suggests that a longer duration of abstinence may reveal more robust
effects which may extend to females.
The distinct and consistent ﬁndings for males and females across
symptom reporting resonates with the emerging literature on sex differences in smoking reinforcement (Barrett, 2010; Perkins et al.,
1999) and the observation that, relative to females, males are more
likely to succeed in quitting using NRT (Perkins & Scott, 2008). Thus
one might tentatively conclude that the nicotine content may be
more important for males and the sensorimotor aspects of smoking
more important for females. Cessation studies using the e-cigarette
have yet to be completed but together these ﬁndings raise the intriguing possibility that females may be just as responsive to the placebo
e-cigarette for quitting.
Performance on the letter cancellation task was not signiﬁcantly
inﬂuenced by e-cigarette use or the nicotine content speciﬁcally. By
contrast, nicotine was associated with superior working memory performance. Recall was consistently higher in the nicotine group with
signiﬁcant differences emerging relative to placebo and just hold
groups at the longer interference periods (15 and 18 seconds). The
Brown–Peterson task has, however, been criticised for lack of ecological
validity and the categorical nature of scoring which lends itself to nonparametric testing. Although this ﬁnding is consistent with a recent
meta-analysis in which a signiﬁcant positive effect of nicotine on working memory reaction time was observed (Heishman et al., 2010), it is
clearly in need of replication.
4.1. Conclusions
Our ﬁndings suggest that the electronic cigarette can reduce desire
to smoke and nicotine withdrawal symptoms 20 min after use and
that the nicotine content may be more important for males. This is
also the ﬁrst study to demonstrate that the nicotine e-cigarette can
improve working memory performance. Taken together these ﬁndings suggest that the electronic cigarette may aid smoking cessation
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and highlights the need for further research regarding the importance
of the nicotine content and effects on a wider repertoire of cognitive
functioning.
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study set out to determine to what extent staff working
in NHS stop smoking services were receiving requests
for information regarding ECs and what smokers were
reporting about their use of these products. Methods: A
survey was sent in July 2011 to all (n=904) stop smoking
service managers, commissioners and advisers in the UK
who were named on a national register held by the NHS
Centre for Smoking Cessation and Training (NCSCT). 592
staff completed the survey, a response rate of 65% and all
of those (n=587) who had heard of ECs were included in
the analysis. Results: Most smoking cessation staff (86%)
had been asked by clients about EC in the past 6 months,
but two thirds said that less than a quarter of their clients
regularly used ECs. Of those staff who had seen clients
who used ECs, nearly two thirds said that their clients
were using them to try to quit, 3% said their clients were
using ECs to cut down and 10% said their clients were
using ECs when they could not smoke. Among respondents whose clients were using ECs to quit about half
thought that clients had found them helpful to quit and
nearly 60% of respondents whose clients used ECs for
cutting down thought ECs had been useful. Staff reported
that over two fifths of questions from clients were about
getting access to ECs, one fifth of questions were about
safety and a tenth of questions were about effectiveness.
Many respondents felt they did not have enough information and guidance to answer clients’ questions. Conclusions: Health professionals supporting smokers to quit
are being asked about EC by their clients. Many smokers are using these products but smoking cessation staff
have limited information to address any queries they have
and express concern about issues of safety and effectiveness. Better information and possibly regulation of these
products is required to assist both smokers and health
professionals to make informed choices about EC use.
Funding: UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies and
Cancer Research UK.

E-CIGARETTES: CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE
CHALLENGES
Moderators: Natalie WALKER, Maciej GONIEWICZ
Speakers: Natalie WALKER1, Maciej GONIEWICZ2,
Peter HAJEK2, Hayden McROBBIE2,
Martin DOCKRELL3
1
The National Institute for Health Innovation (Formerly
known as the Clinical Trials Research Unit), University of
Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
2
Tobacco Dependence Research Unit, Queen Mary
University of London, London, England
3
Action on Smoking and Health, London, UK
Electronic cigarettes or e-cigarettes (EC) are batterypowered devices that deliver a vaporized liquid nicotine
solution, usually in propylene glycol or glycerine. In addition to nicotine delivery, the vapour also provides a flavour and physical sensation similar to that of inhaled tobacco smoke, while no tobacco, smoke, or combustion
is actually involved in its operation. There is currently a
growing interest in EC. EC may have a potential to impact public health. The best solution for smokers to avoid
health risk associated with cigarettes is to stop smoking. However, many are unable to do so. For such smokers, harm reduction strategies are increasingly seen as
an important alternative which could deliver substantial
reductions in the mortality and morbidity currently caused
by tobacco. The substitution of tobacco smoking with a
safer alternative is one such option. EC may also have
a potential in stop-smoking treatment where it may be
more effective and more attractive to users than existing
nicotine replacement products. The increasing popularity
of EC however also poses some potential problems and
risks, such as initiation of nicotine use among young nonsmokers serving as a potential gateway to smoking conventional cigarettes, issues of safety and regulation, etc.
The symposium aims to present the latest findings from
several areas of interest including population use (Dockrell), efficacy in smoking cessation (Dr. Walker) and use
among young smokers and non-smokers (Dr. Goniewicz),
and to provide an overview of what is known about the
safety, efficacy and use of EC (Prof. Hajek). The audience
will be able to participate in discussing some of the controversies which currently surround this topic.
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ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES FOR SMOKING CESSATION: A RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Chris Bullen, FAFPHM, MBChB, Ph.D., Jonathan
Williman, Ph.D., Colin Howe, Ph.D., Varsha Parag,
M.Sc., and Natalie Walker, Ph.D.*, University of Auckland, New Zealand, Hayden McRobbie, MBChB, Ph.D.,
Queen Mary University of London, UK, and Murray
Laugesen, FAFPHM, MBChB, Health New Zealand
Limited, New Zealand
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E-CIGARETTES: THE VIEWS OF SMOKING
CESSATION STAFF IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Linda Bauld, Ph.D.*, University of Stirling, UK, Rosemary
Hiscock, Ph.D., University of Bath, UK, Maciej L. Goniewicz, M, Ph.D., Queen Mary University of London, UK,
Andy McEwen, Ph.D., University College London, UK,
and UK Center for Tobacco Control Studies,
Deborah Arnott and Martin Dockrell *, Action on Smoking and Health, UK

Design and Methods: Parallel group 3-arm randomised
controlled trial. Participants (n=653) will be randomised
in a 4:4:1 ratio to 16 mg cartridges (n=290), 21 mg nicotine patch (n=290) or 0 mg EC cartridges (n=73) to use
for 12 weeks, providing 80% power at p=0.05 to detect
an absolute difference of 10% in abstinence between the
nicotine EC and patch groups, and 15% between the
nicotine and placebo EC groups. All participants are encouraged to use standard Quitline behavioural support.
Participants: Smokers of ≥10 cigarettes/day for ≥1 year,
who are aged ≥18 years and want to quit smoking. Participants are recruited from the community using media

Background: An increasing number of smokers in the
UK report that they have tried e-cigarette (EC). However, limited information about these products is available
to health professionals who are treating smokers. This
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advertising. Primary outcome: Continuous abstinence
(Russell Standard) at 6 months after the quit day, verified by exhaled carbon monoxide (CO<10ppm). Secondary outcomes: Self reported continuous abstinence and
7-day point prevalence abstinence at 1,3 and 6 months
after quit day; self-reported acceptability, utilisation of
tobacco or other cessation products over the treatment
period (quit day to 12 weeks post-quit day); urges to
smoke, tobacco withdrawal symptoms, adverse events
and cost per quitter. Summary: This is the only EC efficacy trial to be embarked upon to date. More than 50% of
participants have now been randomised. Key challenges
include frequent battery failure and participant withdrawal
from the trial.
Funding: This trial was supported by funding from the
Health Research Council of New Zealand. ECs used in
the trial are provided by PGM International Ltd.

Funding: Supported by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of Poland (grant numbers N N404 025738
and N N404 025638). This study was conducted while
the first author was at the Medical University of Silesia,
Poland.
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ROLE FOR NICOTINE AND nAChR-TARGETED
THERAPIES FOR PARKINSON’S DISEASE
Moderators: Outi SALMINEN, Allan C COLLINS
Speakers: Cecilia GOTTI1, Paul WHITEAKER2,
Sharon GRADY3, Maryka QUIK4, Alexandra POTTER5,
Ullamari PESONEN6
Discussant: Allan C. COLLINS3
1
University of Milan, Italy
2
Barrow Neurological Institute, USA
3
University of Colorado, Boulder, USA
4
Stanford Research Institute, USA
5
University of Vermont, USA
6
Orion Pharma, Finland
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USE OF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES AMONG
POLISH ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG ADULTS
Maciej L. Goniewicz, Ph.D.*, Queen Mary University
of London, UK; Wioleta Zielinska-Danch, Ph.D. and
Andrzej Sobczak, Ph.D., Medical University of Silesia,
Poland; Peter Hajek, Ph.D., Queen Mary University of
London, UK
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SUBUNIT COMPOSITION, PHYSIOLOGICAL ROLE
AND REGULATION OF NATIVE nAChR SUBTYPES
IN THE MESOSTRIATAL DOPAMINERGIC
PATHWAY
Cecilia GOTTI1, Michele ZOLI2
1
CNR, Institute of Neuroscience, Milano, Italy
2
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Modena, Italy

Background: The electronic nicotine delivery systems are
cigarette-like plastic devices that generate vapor by heating nicotine solution in a mixture of propylene glycol and
water. They are commonly called electronic cigarettes or
e-cigarettes (EC) and are advertised as a safer alternative
for conventional cigarettes. The online popularity of EC
has surpassed that of smokeless tobacco products and
nicotine replacement therapies. Little is known about EC
popularity among adolescents. The aim of this study was
to evaluate prevalence, patterns of use, and attitudes towards EC among Polish adolescents and young adults.
Methods: This study was a part of the Polish national survey of tobacco and nicotine use among adolescents and
young adults, conducted in 2010 and 2011. The total of
20,240 secondary and high school students took part
(age range 16-24). The survey included questions about
use of EC and attitudes and beliefs about health and social consequences of these products. Results: The total
of 20.9% (95%CI 20.1-21.6) of students had ever tried
an EC and 6.9% (95%CI 6.4-7.4) had used one in the
30 days prior to completing the survey. EC use was associated with being male, younger age, living in an urban
area, smoking cigarettes, and having a smoking parent or
partner. Students who tried conventional cigarettes were
more likely to try ECs than those who had never smoked
(29.5% (95%CI 28.5-30.4) vs. 3.2% (95%CI 2.6-3.7), respectively). 54.8% (95%CI 53.9-55.6) believed that ECs
were safer than regular cigarettes. Conclusions: More
than one fifth of Polish students tried EC. ECs may have
the potential to compete with the conventional cigarettes.
We recommend that the Polish tobacco control programs
and anti-smoking campaigns for adolescents start paying
attention to new nicotine delivery products. Regulation on
minors access to ECs should be implemented.

Background: Neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptors
(nAChRs) encompass a family of ligand-gated ion channels consisting of a variety of subtypes made up of different combinations of nine alpha (alpha2- alpha10) and
three beta (beta2-beta4) subunits. Recent studies of the
anatomical distribution, composition and physiological
role of native nAChRs have shown that their assembly
is a highly regulated process, with certain subunit combinations being favored on the basis of their subunit expression patterns, subunit interactions, post-translational
modifications and other cellular processes. Methods: We
used a battery of subunit specific antibodies to immunoprecipitate and immunopurify radiolabeled nAChRs in the
mesostriatal pathway of control and 6-hydroxydopamine
(a toxin that selectively destroys dopaminergic neurons)treated rats, and wildtype and nicotinic subunit KO mice.
Moreover, we investigated the effect of chronic nicotine
treatment on the nAChR subtypes expressed in this pathway.
The contribution of native nAChRs to the neurochemical and behavioural effects of systemic nicotine was then
studied by perfusing selective antagonists into the mesostriatal pathway. Results: By dissecting the different components of the mesostriatal system, in particular distinguishing the nigrostriatal from the mesolimbic dopamine
pathway and by comparing nAChR subtypes present in
the nerve terminals from those present in the cell body/
dendrite compartments we have identified the native subtypes expressed in vivo. In particular, immunochemical
analysis showed a partial regional heterogeneity of nAChR
665
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subtypes in mesostriatal dopamine neurons. These subtypes are differently affected by chronic nicotine treatment. In vivo pharmacological studies showed that the
alpha6* nAChRs expressed in the ventral tegmental area
(VTA) are necessary for the effects of systemic nicotine
on dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens, a main
neurochemical target of addictive drugs, and dopamine
-dependent behaviors, such as nicotine-elicited habituated locomotion and nicotine self administration. Conclusions: The results of these experiments show that the
alpha6* nAChRs expressed in the dopamine neurons of
the VTA are necessary for the effects of systemic nicotine
on these neurons and mediate, at least in part, nicotine
reinforcing properties.
Funding: These studies are supported by European Union grant agreement N° HEALTH-F2-2008-202088 “NeuroCypres” and the Italian PRIN 2009R7WCZS

nAChR. Conclusions: Heterologous expression systems
have been developed which accurately model alpha6beta2* nAChR pharmacology. Combined use of an HTSready system based on an alpha6/2beta2beta3 cell line,
together with lower-throughput but even more-faithful
concatemeric models provides a powerful set of tools for
studying alpha6beta2* nAChRs.
Funding: Supported by NIH grants DA012242, DA026627,
DA032483, and Targacept Inc. contract # 09-030-0388
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THE NIGRO-STRIATAL PATHWAY NICOTINIC
RECEPTOR SYSTEM: ADAPTATION, ACTIVATION
AND DESENSITIZATION
Sharon R. GRADY, Charles R. WAGEMAN, Outi
SALMINEN, Allan C. COLLINS, Michael J. MARKS
Institute for Behavioral Genetics, University of Colorado,
Boulder, CO, USA
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NOVEL APPROACHES TO STUDYING
ALPHA6BETA2* NICOTINIC RECEPTORS
Paul WHITEAKER, J. Brek EATON, Linda M. LUCERO
Division of Neurobiology, Barrow Neurological Institute,
Phoenix, USA

Background: Nigro-striatal dopamine neurons express
a variety of subtypes of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors
(nAChRs), including the widespread CNS subtype, alpha4beta2-nAChR, as well as the less universal, alpha4alpha5beta2. The alpha6alpha3beta2 and alpha6alpha4beta3beta2 subtypes, which have very limited distribution, are
also expressed in dopamine neurons. Relative function of
the various nAChR subtypes as well as the balance between activation and desensitization, are important considerations for drug therapies. Adaptations to null mutations and to chronically applied nicotine were investigated.
Methods: Dopamine release mediated by nAChRs was
measured using crude synaptosomal preparations from
various genotypes of mice. Results: In mice with subunit
null mutations, deletion of the alpha5 subunit results in an
increase in the function of the alpha6beta2-nAChR subtypes and a decrease in the alpha4(non-alpha6)beta2nAChR function. Conversely, deletion of the beta3 subunit results in the opposite change. Functional adaptations
are also seen with gain-of-function mutations. Mice with
the hypersensitive alpha4L9’A knock-in mutation (Fonck
et al, 2005), show a decrease in alpha4(non-alpha6)beta2nAChR function and an increase in alpha6beta2-nAChR
function. However, the hypersensitive alpha6L9’S transgenic mice (Drenen et al, 2008) also show decreased
alpha4(non-alpha6)beta2-nAChR activity and increased
alpha6beta2-nAChR function indicating some differences
in regulation of these receptor subtypes. Recent data
indicate that there are also differences in how the various nAChR subtypes respond to extended exposure to
agonists like nicotine. As compared to alpha4beta2-, the
alpha6beta3beta2- and alpha4alpha5beta2-nAChR subtypes appear to desensitize less with exposure to 300 nM
nicotine. Conclusions: Investigations with a variety of genetically modified mice show that there is functional adaptation that occurs among the various nAChR subtypes
on dopaminergic neurons. This property of continued
activation at the less widespread nAChR subtypes has
important implications for targeted therapeutic drugs.
Funding: Supported by NIH grants DA003194,
DA019375, DA012242, DA015663

Background: Nigrostriatal dopamine neurons are lost
in Parkinson’s disease, and express a highly-unusual
alpha6beta2(alpha4beta2) nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) population. These nAChRs may provide a
novel antiparkinsonian drug target. Alternatively, since
alpha6beta2* nAChR loss is an early marker of nigrostriatal dopamine neuron degeneration, selective labels
for these nAChRs may provide a valuable approach for
tracking disease progress and treatment success. Heterologous expression of alpha6beta2* nAChRs has
proved challenging, which has slowed efforts to study
this rare subtype. We have worked to produce a suite
of pharmacologically accurate, practically useful, alpha6beta2* nAChR models. Methods: A cell line expressing alpha6/2beta2beta3 nAChRs was produced, and a
membrane potential dye approach was employed to develop a high-throughput screening (HTS)-ready functional
assay using this cell line. Fully-concatemeric nAChR pentamer cDNA constructs were used to model the family
of complex alpha6beta2(alpha4beta2) nAChR subtypes
when expressed in Xenopus oocytes. Results: The
alpha6/2beta2beta3 SH-EP1 cell line has high levels of
nAChR expression as measured by radioligand binding
and functional measures (86Rb+ efflux and voltage-clamp
electrophysiology). Careful optimization of cell growth and
assay conditions allowed the development of an HTSready assay using a membrane potential readout, with
performance confirmed by a proof-of-concept screen of
>2000 test compounds. Confirmation of alpha6beta2*
activity and nAChR subtype selectivity was performed
for compounds identified in the initial screen by orthogonal testing using 86Rb+ efflux. A series of concatemeric
alpha6beta2(alpha4beta2) constructs were also prepared.
Pharmacological parameters were very similar between
all constructs with successful functional expression, and
matched closely those measured at native alpha6beta2*
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years, and are currently considered part of the clinical features of this disease. Cognitive deficits are associated with
all stages of PD, and contribute to the disability, caregiver
strain, and diminished quality of life for patients. Deficits
in executive function, decision making, impulsivity, attentional control, set shifting, and reward processing have
all been found to be affected in PD. Nicotinic receptor
function affects cognitive function in many relevant cognitive domains, a finding which has been demonstrated in
several clinical populations. Further support for the relationship between cognitive dysfunction in PD and nicotine
comes from literature documenting decreased numbers
of nAChR receptors in PD and a decreased incidence
of Parkinson’s disease in cigarette smokers. Methods:
Data from human studies examining the effects of pharmacological manipulations of nicotinic acetylcholine receptor function on cognitive functions will be presented.
Relevant data from diverse clinical populations including
PD, mild cognitive impairment, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder will be presented to illustrate a potential role of nAChR receptors in cognitive deficits and
difficulty with behavioral control in PD. Results: Nicotine
and novel nicotinic agonists are associated with improvements in cognitive domains that are affected in Parkinson’s disease, including executive function, task switching, response inhibition, and memory. Cognitive benefits
are seen with both acute and chronic drug administration suggesting the viability of targeting nAChR receptors
therapeutically. Studies of nicotinic receptor antagonists
further support nicotinic regulation of core cognitive processes in Parkinson’s disease. Conclusion: These findings
support the further study of therapeutic agents targeting
nicotinic cholinergic receptors for treatment of cognitive
and behavioral dysfunction in PD.
Funding: Support for this research was provided by Japan Tobacco (PN), the Parkinson’s disease Study Group
(JB), the National Institute on Aging (PN), and the National
Institute of Mental Health (AP).

POTENTIAL FOR NICOTINE AND NICOTINIC
RECEPTOR DRUGS FOR PARKINSON’S DISEASE
THERAPEUTICS – EVIDENCE FROM ANIMAL
STUDIES
Maryka QUIK, Xiomara A. PEREZ, Carla CAMPOS,
Tanuja BORDIA
Center for Health Sciences, SRI International, Menlo
Park, CA, USA
Background: Converging research suggests that nicotine
and nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) drugs may
be beneficial in the management of Parkinson’s disease.
This movement disorder is characterized by a generalized dysfunction of the nervous system, with the most
pronounced deficits in the nigrostriatal dopaminergic
pathway. The idea that nAChR drugs may be useful first
stemmed from epidemiological studies, which showed
that smoking is linked to a decreased incidence of Parkinson’s disease. Work with parkinsonian animal models
then demonstrated that nicotine protects against neuronal damage, including nigrostriatal dopaminergic degeneration. More recent studies also indicate that nicotine
can reduce motor complications that arise with chronic
L-dopa treatment, the gold standard for Parkinson’s disease therapy. An important question is what nAChRs may
be involved as this would allow for a targeted therapeutic
approach with minimal side effects. Methods: Nicotine
is a nonselective agonist that acts at multiple nAChRs in
both the peripheral and central nervous system. A variety
of different approaches in experimental animal models
have been used to identify the specific subtypes that are
most relevant for Parkinson’s disease therapeutics. Results: Experiments with nAChR mutant mice and nAChR
subtype selective drugs suggest that alpha4beta2* and
alpha6beta2* nAChRs may be linked to the beneficial impact of nicotine on L-dopa-induced dyskinesias in parkinsonian rodents. These two receptor populations also
appear to be important for nicotine-mediated protection
against nigrostriatal damage, with possibly an involvement of alpha7 nAChRs. In addition to these effects of
nicotine on neuronal pathways linked to Parkinson’s disease motor problems, nicotine has anti-depressant properties and improves attention/cognition through an action
at alpha4beta2* and alpha7 nAChRs. Thus nAChR drugs
also may be of benefit for non-motor symptoms that arise
with Parkinson’s disease. Conclusion: These combined
findings suggest that CNS selective nAChR drugs may
represent promising therapeutic agents for the management of Parkinson’s disease.
Funding: These studies are supported by NIH NS59910
and NS65851
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NICOTINIC ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTORS IN
DRUG DEVELOPMENT FOR NEURODEGENERATIVE AND COGNITIVE DISEASES
Ullamari PESONEN*
Orion Corporation, Orion Pharma, CNS Research, Turku,
Finland
An involvement of the brain nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChR) in the pathophysiology of several CNS diseases has been known a long time. However, only one
direct and selective nAChR active drug has reached the
market so far. Varenicline is an alpha4/beta2 partial agonist indicated for smoking cessation in adults 18 and over.
Varenicline has been in clinical PhaII studies for several
neurodegenerative diseases and cognitive disorders as
well as for pain. The physiological responses via nAChR
are determined by the receptor subtype and the location
of the nAChR subtypes within the brain neuronal circuits.
Many preclinical and clinical studies done with nicotine
have further evaluated the possible indications for drug
development, and lead to synthesis of more subtype se-

W2-5
Nicotinic Modulation of Cognitive Function:
Therapeutic Implications for Parkinson’s Disease
Alexandra POTTER, James BOYD, Paul NEWHOUSE
University of Vermont, College of Medicine, Burlington,
VT, USA
Background: Cognitive and behavioral features of Parkinson’s disease have been increasingly recognized in recent
667
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lective chemical entities. At the moment most of the research concentrates on the role of alpha4beta2*, alpha6
and alpha7 subunit containing subtypes in the several
CNS indications, like addiction, cognition and attention,
and pain as well as movement disorders. A pipeline search
with nicotinic receptor agonist as a search term (nicotine
excluded; Citeline® search 08/12) reveals that cognitive
disorders are the most popular indication. This term covers half of the pipeline, including AD, SCZ associated
cognitive impairment, and other cognitive disorders and
dementia. Other major indications are pain, addiction and
ADHD. There are only 6 projects listed for PD and motor
diseases (4% of all projects). The most active companies
in the area of nAChR development are Abbott/NeuroSearch and AstraZeneca/Targacept covering over half of the
projects listed in the database. Although, the exact active
project sponsorships are currently difficult to determine,
since there has been many reversals of the licensing
agreements and rearrangements of the R&D portfolios in
the big pharma. Also the exact number of active projects
in the clinical phases is difficult to determine. Most of the
projects targeting nAChRs are in the PhaseII at the moment, since many chemical entities are tested for several
indications. Only 5 projects are listed to have reached the
PhaIII according to this pipeline database. These are all
clinical studies with isopronicline (AZD-3480; TC-1734),
orally active, brain-selective alpha4beta2/alpha2beta2
partial agonist. For the drug development some of the
fundamental questions are still enigmatic: since nAChR
are known to rapidly desensitise, is it an agonistic action with functional blockade we need or direct receptor
antagonism. Another issue is that if we go for agonists,
do we need full or partial agonists, or positive allosteric
modulators (PAM).
*Professor Ullamari Pesonen is an employee of Orion
Pharma, Finland
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Key Note Lecture:

Preclinical Theme Lecture:

SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND THE EU
LEGISLATION AGAINST TOBACCO
Antti MAUNU
Deputy Head of Unit
EUROPEAN COMMISSION, DG HEALTH &
CONSUMERS, D4 - Substances of human origin and
tobacco control

NICOTINIC RECEPTOR UP-REGULATION (?):
THIRTY YEARS ON
Michael J. MARKS
Senior Research Associate, Institute for Behavioral
Genetics and Research Professor, Institute for Behavioral
Genetics and Department of Neuroscience and
Psychology, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA
Tobacco use in general and cigarette smoking in particular is a major cause of premature mortality throughout the
world. The primary initial sites of action for nicotine, the
major pharmacologically active component in tobacco,
are the nicotinic acetylcholine receptors. It has been
nearly thirty years since the observation that chronic nicotine exposure increases the numbers of high affinity nicotinic receptor (nAChR) binding sites (Marks et al., 1983;
Schwartz and Kellar, 1983). Indeed, chronic nicotine exposure of cells, animals and humans results in an increase
in the numbers of receptors with high affinity for nicotine,
a response that has been termed upregulation. Despite
significant progress in evaluation of the adaptations occurring following chronic nicotine treatment, questions remain about the nature of the up-regulation and the development of tolerance to nicotine. The extent and pattern
the development of tolerance following chronic nicotine
treatment differs markedly among inbred strains of mice
indicating that genetic background is an important factor in this response. We are investigating some of these
questions using mice that differ in receptor expression,
including nicotinic receptor gene knockout mice. This
importance of genetics is reinforced by distinctly different
responses of beta2 and beta4 knockout mice to chronic
nicotine treatment. Immunochemical experiments indicate that this upregulation is most pronounced for the
42*-nAChR and that the increase represents an increase
in subunit protein. However, other nAChR subtypes may
respond differently to chronic nicotine treatment. Understanding which nAChR subtypes are altered by smoking
could help establish appropriate targets for smoking cessation agents.
Marks MJ, Burch JB and Collins AC (1983) Effects of
chronic nicotine infusion on tolerance development and
nicotinic receptors. J Pharmacol Exp Ther 226:817-825.
Schwartz RD and Kellar KJ (1983) Nicotinic cholinergic
receptor binding sites in the brain: regulation in vivo. Science 220:214-216.
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Clinical Theme Lecture:

Public Health / Epidemiology Theme Lecture:

TREATING SMOKERS WITH MENTAL ILLNESS:
TOWARD BEST PRACTICES
A. Eden EVINS
Associate Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical
School, Boston, MA, USA

THE NHS SMOKING CESSATION SERVICES:
AN ‘INDIVIDUAL LEVEL’ INTERVENTION WITH
‘POPULATION’ REACH
Linda BAULD
Professor at School of Management
UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies and University of
Stirling, Scotland

Director, Center for Addiction Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA, USA Prevalence of
nicotine dependence and the burden of smoking-related
morbidity and premature mortality is high among those
with psychiatric illness worldwide, underscoring the
importance of focusing smoking cessation efforts on
these vulnerable subgroups. Because smokers with psychiatric illnesses have traditionally been excluded from
smoking cessation intervention trials, clinicians have
had little guidance on what cessation aids are safe and
effective for smokers with psychiatric illness. Further, it
has been unclear the extent to which loss of the psychoactive effects of nicotine with smoking cessation may
worsen psychiatric illness such as cognitive performance
in schizophrenia or recurrence of depressive illness. It
has also been unclear whether cessation aids or adjunctive treatments may ameliorate any adverse effect of
cessation on psychiatric illness. The first evidence-based
guidelines for smoking cessation treatment in schizophrenia recommend bupropion with or without nicotine
replacement therapy for smokers with schizophrenia, citing no evidence for worsening in psychiatric symptoms.
In two controlled trials, varenicline has been well tolerated and effective in smokers with schizophrenia. While
standard smoking cessation interventions are effective
for smokers with affective disorders, further research is
needed to determine the optimal duration of treatment
and whether co-treatment with an antidepressant medication is advantageous.

Considerable evidence now exists about effective ways
to support smokers to quit, with the best outcomes
achieved from a combination of behavioural support and
pharmacotherapy. In the mid 1990s in the UK, this evidence, summarised in a special issue of the journal Thorax, was used to make the case with policy makers for the
creation of a national treatment service for smokers. This
service was developed from 1998 and embedded in the
UK’s National Health Service (NHS). Known as NHS stop
smoking services, this network of free at the point of use
clinics has now treated more than 5 million smokers. This
presentation will outline existing evidence for the reach
and effectiveness of these services, with point prevalence
CO validated abstinence averaging 45% at 4 weeks post
quit date and 15% at one year. It will also describe how
the services have evolved to offer a range of forms of
behavioural support (such as drop in rolling groups) and
what outcomes are observed from these types of interventions. Challenges around conducting research with these
services and in treating particular groups of smokers will
be highlighted. Finally, future developments including the
likely introduction of tobacco harm reduction options into
service protocols will be outlined.

Policy Theme Lecture:
STOP TOBACCO INDUSTRY INTERFERENCE IN
TOBACCO CONTROL
Armando PERUGA
Program Manager, Tobacco Free Initiative, WORLD
HEALTH ORGANIZATION, Geneva, SWITZERLAND
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A TRIBUTE TO CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY
PROFESSOR DAVID BALFOUR IN THE FIELD OF
NICOTINE AND TOBACCO RESEARCH
Moderator: Mohammed Shoaib
Speakers: Neil PATERSON1, Edward LEVIN2, Michael
J. MARKS3, Susan WONNACOTT4, Ian STOLERMAN5,
Ivan BERLIN6, David BALFOUR7
1
Psychogenics Inc., Tarrytown, NJ, USA
2
Institute for Brain Sciences, Duke University, USA
3
Institute of Genetics, Colorado University, Boulder, USA
4
Department of Biochemistry, Bath University, Bath, UK
5
Addiction Sciences, Institute of Psychiatry, London, UK
6
Faculté de Médecine Université P. & M. Curie, Paris,
France
7
Pharmacology Department, Dundee University, UK

DUAL USE OF CIGARETTES AND SNUS AMONG
ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG PEOPLE IN A COUNTRY WHERE SALE OF SNUS IS FORBIDDEN
Arja RIMPELÄ
School of Health Sciences, University of Tampere,
Finland
The sale of snus has been forbidden since 1992 when
Finland joined EU. Before that use of snus was rare
among young people and adults. The Adolescent Health
and Lifestyle Survey has measured snus use since 1981
and smoking from 1977. At that time daily smoking
has decreased among 14-year-olds from 16% to 4%
and among the 16-year-olds from 32% to 22%. Daily
snus use has stayed low among the 14-year-olds and
increased particularly during the last two years (among
the 16-year-olds from 1,3% in 1981 to 4,2% in 2011).
Over half of all snus users report using only snus and no
cigarettes. The surveys have revealed that most of the
snus is imported from Sweden (or Estonia) by frequent
ferry trips cheap enough for everybody. There have been
hardly any limitations for amounts and it seems that there
has been organized mediation and delivery of products.
Organized sports have been one of the channels through
which young people get acquainted with snus. Over
the period 1999-2010, prevalence of cigarette smoking
among Finnish conscripts decreased from 42% to 34%,
while snus use increased from 5% to 12%, and dual use
from 7% to 13%. Regular competitive sports training is
associated with increased use of snus and decreased
cigarette smoking. Of different sport types, ice hockey is
most strongly associated with snus use and dual use as
well as are other team sports.
Funding: The Ministry of Social Affairs and Health,
Finland

This symposium organized by the SRNT-E Board will commemorate the valuable contributions made by Professor
David Balfour in the field of nicotine psychopharmacology. A series of distinguished colleagues will highlight his
contributions on preclinical aspects of nicotine action, his
mentorship and his successful role as chief editor of the
Nicotine and Tobacco Research Journal.
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SNUS USE, SMOKING, AND DUAL USE:
ASSOCIATIONS TO BEHAVIOUR, LIFESTYLE, AND
CESSATION IN NORDIC COUNTRIES
Moderator: Ari HAUKKALA
Speakers: Arja RIMPELÄ1, Maria Rosaria GALANTI2,
Karl Erik LUND3, Ari HAUKKALA4
1
University of Tampere, Finland
2
Karolinska Institutet, Sweden
3
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research,
Norway
4
University of Helsinki, Finland

S2.2

Nordic countries have been interesting context to examine associations of snus use and smoking. Snus is moist
tobacco that has spread from Sweden to other Nordic
countries. Currently there is a different regulation related
to snus use in Nordic countries. Sweden got exemption
from EU ban while in Finland selling snus have been forbidden since 1995. Norway as non EU member allows
selling snus but prevalence has been lower than in Sweden. This symposium presents four papers concentrating to snus use, smoking and combined use of these
products and associations to nicotine addiction, smoking cessation, other substance use and life style among
adolescence and adults. Arja Rimpelä review current status and trends of dual use of cigarettes and snus and
their correlates among adolescents and young people in
Finland while Maria Rosaria Galanti will examine psychosocial and behavioral correlates of snus use and dual use
in Sweden. Karl Erik Lund will show magnitude of dual
use, the order of uptake of the two products, and compared dual users with other groups in relation to cessation related factors in Norway. Ari Haukkala will examine
if cessation rates and nicotine addiction differ between
dual users and other groups in longitudinal setting among
young adults in Finland.

PSYCHO-SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL
CORRELATES OF SNUS USE AMONG YOUNG
PEOPLE AND ADULTS IN SWEDEN
Maria Rosaria GALANTI
Department of Public Health Sciences, Karolinska
Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden
The use of snus in Sweden has attracted attention because of its possible role in the reduction of smoking
prevalence at the population level. However, very little is
known about the psycho-social and lifestyle characteristics of snus users, likely to be important modifiers of the
health consequences of tobacco use itself. The analysis
of data from three Swedish surveys, partly unpublished,
will be used to highlight the cross-sectional association
between use of snus (in particular dual use), use of other
substances, risk behaviors, associated lifestyle, as well as
indicators of mental well-being. Both young (15 and 17
years old students) and adult populations (18-84 years
old) are included. Measures of association will be presented as Odd Ratios and corresponding 95% Confidence
Intervals derived through logistic regression models. A
survey conducted in 2011 among students 15 years of
age confirmed earlier findings of an association between
671
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use of snus and use of other tobacco (cigarettes, waterpipe), alcohol and illicit drugs in male adolescents. Other
problem behaviors were also more prevalent among snus
users than among non-users of tobacco. However, there
was a notable difference between exclusive users of snus
and dual users. This latter group constituted at least 50%
of all young male users and showed prevalence of risky
behaviors similar to or even higher than that of smokers,
while the prevalence was lower among exclusive users
of snus than among smokers. In a survey among adults
conducted in 2010, the same gradient was noted concerning lifestyle and psycho-social correlates of snus use.
Psycho-social characteristics and health-related behaviors of snus users differ from those of non-users of tobacco, but also remarkably between exclusive and duals users. This knowledge should inform risk assessment
connected to the use of snus.
Funding: The Stockholm County Council and/or by the
Swedish National Institute of Public Health

next six months. However, a higher proportion of dual
users (74.4%, 95% CI 68.8-80.0, N=235) than exclusive
smokers (61.3%, 95% CI 57.6-65.0, N=658) reported that
they most definitely or probably would be totally smokefree five years into the future. Our study indicates that the
prevalence of smoking is quite low among men who use
snus every day, but generally quite high among men who
use snus on a less-than-daily basis.
Funding: The Norwegian Directorate of Health and the
Norwegian Research Council
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USE OF SNUS, NICOTINE ADDICTION, AND
SMOKING CESSATION AMONG YOUNG MALE
SMOKERS IN FINLAND – A LONGITUDINAL STUDY
Ari HAUKKALA1, Ulla BROMS2, Tellervo KORHONEN3,
Hanna OLLILA4, Kauko HEIKKILÄ5, Jaakko KAPRIO6
1
Department of Social Research, University of Helsinki,
Finland
2
Department of Public Health, University of Helsinki
and National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki,
Finland
3
Hjelt Institute, University of Helsinki, Finland
4
National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki,
Finland
5
Department of Public Health, University of Helsinki,
Finland
6
Department of Public Health, University of Helsinki,
Institute for Molecular Medicine and National Institute for
Health and Welfare, Helsinki, Finland
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PATTERNS OF DUAL USE OF SNUS AND
CIGARETTES IN A MATURE SNUS MARKET
Karl Erik LUND1, Ann MCNEILL2
1
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research,
Norway
2
Division of Epidemiology & Public Health, University of
Nottingham, UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies, UK
In Norway, use of snus has a long tradition. In 2011 snus
held a 30 % market share of the nicotine market. Among
males, the snus epidemic is in a relatively progressed
stage, and Norway might represent an interesting case in
which to study the magnitude of combined use of snus
and cigarettes. We selected 3524 males from a data pool
(2005-2010) of annual cross-sectional surveys of tobacco behaviour, comprising a representative sample of the
adult Norwegian population (16 + years). We studied the
magnitude of dual use, the order of uptake of the two
products, the reasons for the additional snus use, and
compared dual users and exclusive cigarette smokers
with regard to smoking intensity, plans for quitting smoking and future smoking identity. 6.8% of men had some
kind of current concomitant use of snus and cigarettes,
but only 1% reported a daily consumption of both products. The most typical pattern of dual use was a combination where daily use of one product was paired with
occasional use of the other. Dual users consumed significantly fewer cigarettes per week (56.6, N=226, SD 53.82)
than smokers who had either quit snus (79.6, N=108, SD
61.47) or single smokers with no history of snus use (80.2,
N=621, SD 55.86). Only 24% with a history of dual use
reported snus to be their first tobacco product. However,
the proportion who had initiated tobacco use with snus,
increased significantly with younger age. Among dual users with daily intake of snus, a majority of 53.6% reported
that the purpose of their snus use was to quit smoking.
No significant difference was observed between dual users (49.8%, 95% CI 43.5-56.1, N=238) and exclusive
smokers (43.2%, 95% CI 39.5-46.9, N=679) with respect
to the proportion that planned to quit smoking within the

Smoking cessation among snus users is a controversial question as some studies have shown that snus
use could help in smoking cessation while other studies
have shown that dual use of snus and cigarettes leads to
higher nicotine addiction. We examined if cessation rates
differ between dual users of snus plus cigarettes and daily
cigarette smokers. Second, if dual use of cigarettes and
snus is related to higher nicotine addiction. Questionnaires with items on tobacco use were administered in
wave 4 (mean age 24.4, SD 0.9 yrs) in 2000-2002 and
ten years later in wave 5 (mean age 33.9, SD 1.1) of the
FinnTwin16 longitudinal cohort study of twins born 19741979. At wave 4 respondents were asked 1) how many
times one had ever used snus (0, 1, 2-49,>50) or if one
was a regular use, and 2) whether they had ever smoked,
had quit, smoked less than daily or if they smoked daily
the amount smoked. Over 4000 twins were examined in
these two waves. Daily smoking and snus experiment
and use was assessed at both baseline and follow-up.
Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND) at follow-up was used as an indicator of nicotine addiction.
At wave 4, 31,5% of males while 22,7% of women were
daily smokers. One third of males had tried snus more
than once while only 3,3% of women. Among male daily
smokers 28,1% had not tried snus while among regular
snus users 20% had never smoked. From baseline male
smokers (n=668) 20% had quit at wave 5. Use of snus at
the baseline or at the follow-up did not predict smoking
cessation after adjusting for baseline number of cigarettes
smoked per day (CPD). Among daily male smokers snus
672
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use or frequency of snus use was not related to FTND
scores. There were only few baseline smokers who had
later started to use snus regularly. Use of snus among
daily or weekly smokers was not related to higher smoking cessation rates or higher nicotine addiction at followup. It seems that smoking cessation is not easier for dual
users and it does not create a significant harm reduction
strategy in the Finnish context.
Funding: The Academy of Finland - Center of Excellence
in Complex Disease Genetics

A MOUSE MODEL OF THE GATEWAY
HYPOTHESIS: NICOTINE AND COCAINE
Amir LEVINE1, YanYou HUANG1, Bettina DRISALDI1,
Edmund A. GRIFFIN Jr.2, Daniela D. POLLAK3,
Shiqin XU1, Deqi YIN1, Christine SCHAFFRAN4,
Denise B. KANDEL2, Eric R. KANDEL5
1
Columbia University, New York, USA
2
New York State Psychiatric Institute and Columbia
University, New York, USA;
3
New York State Psychiatric Institute, New York, USA
and Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria
4
New York State Psychiatric Institute, New York, USA
5
Columbia University and New York State Psychiatric
Institute, New York, USA
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NICOTINE AS GATEWAY TO ILLICIT DRUGS: NEW
EVIDENCE FROM ANIMAL AND HUMAN STUDIES
Moderators: Tellervo KORHONEN, Amir LEVINE
Speakers: Amir LEVINE1, Raimo K. TUOMINEN2,
Tellervo KORHONEN3
Discussant: Allan C. COLLINS
1
Department of Neuroscience, College of Physicians
and Surgeons, Columbia University, New York, USA
2
Division of Pharmacology and Toxicology, Faculty of
Pharmacy, University of Helsinki, Finland
3
Hjelt Institute, University of Helsinki, Finland

We present the results of mouse models of the Gateway
Hypothesis, an epidemiological finding that describes the
progression from nicotine or alcohol to marijuana to the
use of cocaine and other illicit drugs in human populations.
We designed alternate sequential treatment paradigms
involving nicotine and cocaine and examined the behavioral, electrophysiological and molecular effects of alternate sequential pretreatments. Pretreatment with nicotine
alters the response to cocaine of both addiction-related
behavior and synaptic plasticity in the striatum, a region
critical for addiction related reward. The ordering effect
from nicotine to cocaine is unidirectional; there is no effect
of cocaine on nicotine. Nicotine alters addiction related
behavior and cellular physiology of long-term potentiation
in the striatum in response to cocaine. Nicotine produces
these effects by initiating global histone acetylation in the
striatum, which leads to greater transcriptional activation
of the fosB gene, a molecular marker for addiction. Pretreatment with the histone deacetylace inhibitor SAHA
produces an enhancement of the effect of cocaine very
similar to that produced by pretreatment with nicotine.
Conversely, decreasing histone acetylation leads to a decrease in the effects of cocaine electrophysiologically and
in fosB expression. Histone acetylation is reduced genetically by using a mouse which lacks one functional allele
of CREB binding protein (a histone acetyl transferase), or
pharmacologically, by infusing low-dose theophylline (an
HDAC stimulator) to the nucleus accumbens. Nicotine
enhances the effects of cocaine only when it is administered for several days prior to cocaine treatment and is
given concurrently with cocaine. These findings stimulated a new analysis of epidemiological data which indicates
that the majority of cocaine users initiate cocaine use after
onset of smoking and while still smoking actively, and that
initiation of cocaine after smoking increases the risk of
becoming dependent on cocaine compared with initiation prior to smoking. The histone deacetylase inhibitory
properties of nicotine provide a molecular mechanism for
the Gateway Hypothesis.
Funding: NIH grants 5 R01 DA024001 (E.R.K., D.B.K.,
A.L., and multiple principal investigators)

The Gateway Hypothesis refers to epidemiological findings that describe the progression from licit psychoactive substances, such as nicotine and alcohol to use
of illicit drugs, such as cannabis and cocaine in human
populations. For years, evidence supporting this hypothesis was based mostly on epidemiological studies. Also,
several alternative mechanisms have been suggested to
challenge this hypothesis. Recently, studies using animal
models have been conducted to test this debated hypothesis. In this symposium we will present new evidence
on nicotine as a gateway to initiation of illicit drug use.
These recent evidence are based on international findings
from animal and human studies, conducted in the United
States and Finland. We will start with the presentation of
Professor Amir Levine from the Columbia University, USA
on a mouse model examining the Gateway Hypothesis
using nicotine and cocaine as psychoactive substances
of interest. Next, we will report evidence based on animal and human studies conducted at the Helsinki University, Finland. Professor Raimo K. Tuominen will review
evidence of nicotine-opioid interactions based on in vivo
and in vitro studies. Docent Tellervo Korhonen will continue about early onset cigarette smoking as a predictor
of illicit drug use in adolescence based on evidence from
the Finntwin12 cohort – a genetically informative data set.
Finally, Professor Al Collins from the University of Colorado, USA will serve as a discussant. He will present and
debate alternative solutions, interpretations, or points of
view on a body of knowledge.
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NICOTINE-OPIOID INTERACTIONS: IN VIVO AND
IN VITRO STUDIES
Raimo K. TUOMINEN1, Reeta TALKA1,
Tanja VIHAVAINEN1, Jukka S. PAKKANEN2,
Mikko AIRAVAARA3 ,T. Petteri PIEPPONEN1,
Liisa AHTEE1, Paul WHITEAKER4, Ronald J. LUKAS4,
Outi SALMINEN1
1
Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Helsinki, Finland
2
Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Helsinki and Finnish
Medicines Agency, Helsinki, Finland
3
Faculty of Pharmacy and Institute of Biotechnology,
University of Helsinki, Finland
4
Barrow Neurological Institute, Phoenix, Arizona, USA

EARLY CIGARETTE SMOKING AS PREDICTOR OF
ILLICIT DRUG USE IN ADOLESCENCE: EVIDENCE
FROM THE FINNTWIN12 COHORT
Tellervo KORHONEN1, Antti LATVALA1, Danielle DICK2,
Lea PULKKINEN3, Anja C. HUIZINK4, Richard J. ROSE5,
Jaakko KAPRIO1
1
University of Helsinki and National Institute for Health
and Welfare, Helsinki, Finland
2
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA, USA
3
University of Jyväskylä, Finland
4
VUUniversity Amsterdam and Behavioral Science
Institute, Nijmegen, The Netherlands
5
Indiana University, Bloomington, IN, USA

Methadone is used in maintenance therapy of opioid addicts and nearly all of these patients are smokers. We have
studied nicotine-opioid interactions in mice after chronic
administration of nicotine in drinking water. In these mice
the number of binding sites corresponding to high affinity
alpha(4)beta(2)-nAChRs and low affinity alpha(7)-nAChRs
were increased in various brain regions. Their dopaminergic system was sensitized to the effects of acute nicotine
challenge. Nicotine treated NMRI mice were cross-sensitized to the reinforcing effect of morphine in conditioned
place preference paradigm. Thus, the effect of morphine
was acquired with a lower dose as compared to mice
with no chronic nicotine. Effects of acute morphine on
locomotor activity and brain dopamine metabolism were
enhanced for at least one week after cessation of nicotine. In nicotine treated mice the effect of morphine on
extracellular GABA in ventral tegmental area/substantia nigra (VTA/SN) was reversed as measured by in vivo
microdialysis of conscious mice. In control mice morphine decreased GABA while in nicotine treated mice it
increased GABA in microdialysis fluid. No changes were
found in the number or affinity or functional activity of muopioid receptors in any of the brain areas studied. Thus,
the cross-sensitization does not seem to be mediated by
changes in mu-opioid receptors. To study hypothesis that
the interaction takes place at nAChR level, we used SHSY5Y cells with native expression of various nAChRs subunits, and genetically modified SH-EP1-h alpha(4)beta(2)
and SH-EP1-h-alpha(7) cell lines. Morphine was able to
displace [3H]epibatidine in all cell-lines studied. Methadone inhibited [3H]methyllycaconitine binding and [3H]
epibatidine binding in SH-SY5Y and SH-EP1-h alpha(7)
cells. However, methadone and buprenorphine had no effect on [3H]epibatidine binding in SH-EP1-alpha(4)beta(2)
cells. In these cells morphine behaved as a partial agonist
and methadone as non-competitive antagonist in 86Rb+
efflux assay. Our data suggest that morphine is a partial
agonist and methadone is a functional noncompetitive
antagonist for alpha(4)beta(2) nAChRs.
Funding: Academy of Finland, Sigrid Juselius Foundation, Finnish Cultural Foundation

The Gateway Hypothesis suggests that cigarette smoking leads to use of illicit drugs. Here we review evidence
based on genetically informative twin studies. Data
were collected within the population-based longitudinal
FinnTwin12 cohort at the ages of 12, 14 and 17. Predictors for use of illicit drugs were female sex, early smoking onset, own and parental binge drinking, peers using
drugs, and aggressive behavior. Smoking onset by age
12 was the most powerful predictor, which motivated exploring causal nature of association. We compared model
describing direct impact of liability to tobacco use on illicit drug use with model including shared liability for both
substances. Model including direct impact of tobacco
on drugs had the best data fit. In the next study we explored if externalizing behaviors (age 12) predict illicit drug
use independently or if their associations with drugs are
mediated via tobacco use (age 14). The association of
hyperactivity–impulsivity with drugs was mediated via tobacco. For aggressiveness and inattention, girls showed
no mediation, but in boys mediation was seen. Consistently, the direct association of early cigarette smoking on
drugs was significant. Finally, we studied genetic and environmental influences common to externalizing behavior,
smoking and drug use initiation. Multivariate Cholesky
models were fit to data from 737 monozygotic and 722
dizygotic twin pairs. Heritability of externalizing behavior
was 56% that of smoking initiation/amount 20/32% and
27% for drug use. In the best-fitting model common environmental influences explained most of the covariance
between externalizing behavior and smoking initiation
(69%) and amount (77%). Covariance between smoking initiation/amount and drug use was due to additive
genetic (42/22%) and common environmental (58/78%)
influences. Half of the covariance between externalizing
behavior and drug use was due to shared genetic and
half due to environments shared by co-twins. The results
indicate that especially early exposure to cigarette smoking is very strong predictor of illicit drug use initiation.
However, shared genetic and environmental influences
partly explain this association.
Funding: The Academy of Finland Research Program on
Substance Use and Addictions (118555); the Academy
of Finland (100499; 205585; 141054); the Academy of
Finland Center of Excellence in Complex Disease Genetics (213506, 129680); the National Institutes of Alcohol
Abuse & Alcoholism (NIAAA), USA (AA-12502; AA-09203;
AA-00145; AA-15416); and the NWO – Vidi scheme,
Netherlands (452-06-004).
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groups) provide quitters with an easily accessed way to
gain and express peer support and share experiences.
Internet-based discussion forums provide a comfortable
and easy to use possibility to share sensitive health issues,
express emotional support and bring up several informative matters. Smoking cessation discussion forums are
widely used, as nearly every Western country offers online smoking cessation support. There is some evidence
that the social support received from the Internet community can support the management and empowerment
of chronic conditions. This may result in better health outcomes. On the other hand, the quality of the information
provided in the discussion forums has been questioned
and the importance of critical evaluation of their content
has been highlighted. For research purposes the discussion forums can provide information of true personal experiences of illness and conditions. These discussions can
highlight viewpoints, truly important for quitters without
researchers’ interference. However, ethical issues, quality
and rigor assessment as well as different possibilities to
use internet discussion forums for data collection should
be taken into account in planning such studies. The pros
and cons of the utilization of internet-based discussion
forums as a form of support for smoking cessation, and
on the other hand, for research purposes are discussed in
this presentation. Further, examples of studies exploring
smokers’ and quitters’ naturalistic perceptions emerged
in these discussions are given.
Funding: The Finnish Cultural Foundation

MODERN WAYS OF SMOKING CESSATION
Moderators: Outi SALMINEN, Kirsi PIETILÄ
Speakers: Terhi KURKO1, Caroline FREE2,
Alessia AUBER3
1
Division of Social Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy,
University of Helsinki, Finland
2
Department of Epidemiology and Population Health,
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, UK
3
NeuroPsi Lab, Department of Public Health & Community Medicine, University of Verona, Italy
Smoking contributes to many health problems including
cancers and heart and lung diseases. People trying to quit
smoking can be helped with medication and/or through
behavioural support such as specialist counseling or
group therapy. Support, information and counseling can
be offered either face-to-face or by other more technical
means. Innovative effective smoking cessation interventions are required to appeal to those who are not willing
to access traditional cessation services. Mobile phones
are widely used and are now well integrated into the daily
lives of many, particularly young adults. Mobile phones are
a potential medium for the delivery of health interventions
such as smoking cessation via automated text messaging programme. Also, internet-based support for smoking
cessation has been developed in recent years. Of those,
internet-based discussion forums provide an easy-to-use
possibility to share sensitive issues, to receive support
and to discuss informative matters. These interventions
are low cost and likely to highly cost-effective. Moreover,
retrieval of smoking-related memories is a potent trigger
of relapse after otherwise successful smoking cessation.
Stimuli repeatedly paired with cigarette smoking may become components of these smoking related memories.
The exploration of the bio-behavioural mechanisms underlying smoking memories may lead to the discovery
of innovative pharmacological and non-pharmacological
therapies to be integrated into existing relapse prevention programs. In this symposium, modern web-based
and mobile phone-based methods of smoking cessation
are presented and discussed. Also, the role of innovative pharmacological and non-pharmacological therapies
to prevent relapse after smoking cessation is further explored.

S4.2

SMOKING CESSATION SUPPORT DELIVERED VIA
MOBILE PHONE TEXT MESSAGING (TXT2STOP)
Caroline FREE
Nutrition and Public Health Intervention Research Unit,
Department of Epidemiology and Population Health,
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, UK
The txt2stop trial was the first trial to report that automated mobile phone text messaging smoking cessation
programme (txt2stop) doubles continuous abstinence
which was bio-chemically verified at 6 months. In the trial
5,800 smokers who were willing to make a quit attempt
were randomly allocated, to a mobile phone text messaging smoking cessation programme (txt2stop), comprising motivational messages and behavioural change
support, or to a control group that received text messages unrelated to quitting. All analyses were by intention
to treat. Primary outcome data were available for 5,524
(95%) participants. Bio-chemically verified continuous
abstinence at six months was significantly increased in
the txt2stop group, (10.7% txt2stop versus 4.9% control,
relative risk 2.20, 95% CI 1.80 to 2.68 p<0.0001). Similar
results were obtained when participants that were lost to
follow up were treated as smokers, (268/2911 [9.2%] txt2stop versus 124/2881 [4.3%] control, relative risk 2.14,
95% CI 1.74 to 2.63, p<0.0001), and when they were
excluded (268/2735 [9.8%] txt2stop versus 124/2789
[4.4%] control, relative risk 2.20, 95% CI 1.79 to 2.71,
p<0.0001). There was no significant heterogeneity in any
of the pre-specified subgroups. A number of pieces of

S4.1

UTILIZATION OF INTERNET-BASED SMOKING
CESSATION DISCUSSION FORUMS FOR PEER
SUPPORT AND DATA COLLECTING PURPOSES
Terhi KURKO
Division of Social Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy,
University of Helsinki, Finland
Public health potential of various forms of internet-based
support for smoking cessation has been acknowledged.
According to systematic reviews, internet-based support
may benefit smoking cessation (Shabab & McEwen 2009;
Myung, McDonell, Kazinets, Seo & Moskowitz 2009; Civljak, Sheikh, Stead & Car 2010).Of the great variety of
internet-based smoking cessation services, especially
Internet discussion forums (also called online support
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research were conducted leading up to or alongside the
trial. In the symposium I will present key aspects of the
work completed to develop the txt2stop intervention,
describe the behaviour change techniques in the intervention and the key findings from our process evaluation
(qualitative interviews with participants, a questionnaire
survey among 600 participants and open comments from
all participants). I will discuss the implications for potential
mechanisms of action of the texting program and the development of future texting interventions.
Funding: UK Medical Research Council

NEW PLAIN PACKAGING RESEARCH IN EUROPE
Moderator: Crawford MOODIE
Speakers: Janne SCHEFFELS1, Olivia M. MAYNARD2,
Juan Miguel REY3, Crawford MOODIE4,
Karine-GALLOPEL-MORVAN5
1
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research,
Oslo, Norway
2
School of Experimental Psychology and UK Centre for
Tobacco Control Studies, University of Bristol, England
3
El Departamento de Comercialización e Investigación
de Mercados, University of Granada, Spain
4
Centre for Tobacco Control Research, University of
Stirling, Scotland
5
French School of Public Health, Comité National Contre
le Tabagisme, Paris, France

S4.3

FORGETTING SMOKING CUES: SPECIFIC MECHANISMS FOF THE DISRUPTION OF NICOTINE AND
TOBACCO MEMORY
Alessia AUBER1, Christian CHIAMULERA1
1
NeuroPsi Lab, Dept. Public Health & Community
Medicine, University of Verona, Italy

Plain tobacco packaging was first suggested as a means
to reduce the allure of tobacco packaging in the mid1980s. Plain packaging has yet to be introduced in any
jurisdiction, although this will change in Australia from
December 2012 when plain packaging will be mandatory for all tobacco products. Prior to this the European
Commission is expected to announce the scope of the
revised Tobacco Products Directive in September, which
may include plain packaging, and the UK Government
launched a consultation on plain packaging in April. A recent systematic review of the plain packaging literature,
with 37 included studies, suggests that plain packaging
may have a number of potential public health benefits, including: 1) reducing the appeal of the pack, product and
user, 2) increasing the salience of the health warnings,
although this was influenced by the type (pictorial or text),
size and strength of the warnings used, and 3) increasing
perceptions of harm, although this was largely dependent
upon plain pack colour, with darker coloured plain packs
perceived as more harmful, and lighter coloured plain
packs less harmful, than branded cigarette packs. The
symposium involves four recent plain packaging studies,
using four different methodologies, from across Europe.
None of the studies were included in the systematic review. In Scotland, naturalistic research, which involved
the use of plain packs in real life settings, was conducted
with young adult female smokers (aged 18-35) to assess
their perceptions of packaging, feelings about smoking,
response to health warnings and avoidant and cessation
related behaviours. In Norway focus groups were used to
gauge younger and older adult smokers and ex-smokers
(aged 16-65) perceptions of branding and packaging, including plain packaging. In England, eye tracking research
was employed with young (aged 14-19) regular smokers, weekly smokers, experimenters and non-smokers to
measure number of eye movements towards warnings
on branded and plain packs. And in Spain, an experimental design with young women (aged 16-25) was used
to measure attitudes, beliefs and purchase intentions towards either a branded or a plain pack.

Background: Stimuli repeatedly paired with cigarette
smoking may become components of smoking related
memories. Retrieval of such as memories is a potent trigger of relapse. During retrieval, memory undergoes to a
process of update, that may put the memory in a labile
state during which the underlying molecular mechanisms
may be inhibited (i.e., memory disruption) or reactivated
(i.e., memory reconsolidation). Selective disruption of
traumatic- or drugs- related memory has been proposed
of therapeutic benefit for post-traumatic stress and drug
addiction disorders. The identification of the molecular
mechanisms underlying reconsolidation may become
potential targets for pharmacological treatment for such
as disorders. Beside the pharmacological intervention, it
has been also proposed that the exposure to a behavioural procedure, i.e. extinction after retrieval, may prevent fear memories reconsolidation suggesting a similar
effect against drug addiction memories. Moreover a recent paper by Xue et al. (2012) showed that postretrieval
drug cue extinction is able to disrupt reconsolidation and
to inhibit cue reactivity responses to heroin and cocaine.
Method: Our research aims to extend these findings to
nicotine and tobacco dependence. Using the paradigm
of nicotine self-administration in rat, we have tested the
effect of post-retrieval extinction of nicotine related cues
on renewal of nicotine seeking behaviour. Results: We
observed that the post-retrieval extinction of Pavlovian
nicotine cues reduced the renewal of responding for
cues in rats. We are also assessing the occurrence of
reconsolidation of instrumental memory for nicotine selfadministration. These behavioural studies are associated
with ex-vivo assessment of specific molecular event in
key brain areas as correlates of reconsolidation. Conclusion: The exploration of the bio-behavioural mechanisms
underlying smoking memories may lead to the discovery
of innovative pharmacological and non-pharmacological
therapies to be integrated into existing relapse prevention
programs.
Funding: Grant from the University of Verona on “Reconsolidation of drug memory” and the SRNT Travel Grant for
Helsinki 2012 meeting.
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with adolescents aged 14 to 19 years. Methods: A mixedmodel experimental design was employed, with smoking
status as a between subjects factor and package type
(branded or plain package) and eye gaze location (health
warning or branding) as within subjects factors, with a
convenience sample of adolescent never smokers (n =
24), experimenters (n = 34), weekly smokers (n = 13)
and daily smokers (n = 14). Results: Analysis of variance
revealed more eye movements to health warnings than
branding on plain packages, but an equal number of eye
movements to both regions on branded packages [P =
0.002]. This was observed among experimenters [P <
0.001] and weekly smokers [P = 0.047] but not among
never smokers or daily smokers. Conclusions: These results partially replicate the findings with adults, indicating
that among light and non-established adolescent smokers, plain packaging increases visual attention to health
warnings and away from branding. Perhaps indicative of
their decision not to smoke, adolescent never smokers
attend the health warnings preferentially on both types of
packs. By contrast, daily smokers, even relatively early in
their smoking careers, seem to be resistant to the health
warnings on the plain packages.
Funding: UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies

PERCEPTIONS OF PLAIN AND BRANDED
CIGARETTE PACKAGING AMONG NORWEGIAN
ADULTS AND YOUTH: A FOCUS GROUP STUDY
Janne SCHEFFELS1, Gunnar SAEBOE1
1
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research
(SIRUS), Oslo, Norway
A qualitative exploration of how current and former younger and older adult smokers perceive cigarette packages
when important design elements, like colours, symbols,
logos and branded fonts are removed, i.e. plain packaging. The study explores how smokers, in a country where
advertising has been banned for almost 40 years, talk
about the meaning of cigarette brands and the role of
package design in respect to perceptions of brand image, and also whether and how plain packaging could
interfere with the processes by which branding and packaging promote smoking. Focus groups interviews with
Norwegian daily, occasional and former smokers (N=69),
aged 16-50. Branded packs and two plain packs were
used as the stimulus for discussion. Plain pack 1 was a
grey pack with all symbols removed but where the original branded font was maintained (i.e. original font size,
style and position). Plain pack 2 was a grey pack with all
symbols removed and with the brand name in a standard
font positioned under ‘20 cigarettes’ in a larger font in a
prominent position on the pack. The analysis indicates
that branded cigarette packs communicate particular
messages that make consumers identify with brands.
Characteristics of the packages such as colour, illustrations and the font of the letters used for the brand name
stands out as important building blocks in this. The two
plain cigarette packs were perceived more unfavourably
than branded packs, and particularly so for the completely plain pack in comparison to the plain pack with the
original branded font. Plain packages were also regarded
as detracting from the images that branded packs communicate, and making the health warnings more visible.
Although few respondents thought that plain packaging
would affect their own smoking behavior, the majority
believed that plain packaging could have an impact as
a way of making smoking less interesting to susceptible
young people. The findings suggest plain packaging may
be a potentially effective strategy for removing the visual
identity and appeal of tobacco packaging as an advertisement for the product.
Funding: No funding

S5.3
THE INFLUENCE OF TOBACCO PACKAGING ON
ATTITUDES AND PURCHASE INTENTIONS AMONG
YOUNG WOMEN
Cristina ROMERO1, Juan Miguel REY1, Ana POLO1,
Blanca LACAVE2
1
Marketing Management and Research Department,
University of Granada, Spain
2
Marketing Management and Research Department,
University of Cadiz, Spain
Background: The ban on the use of traditional marketing
channels to promote tobacco products has accentuated
the importance of the package as a promotional tool. Plain
packaging is proposed to be a means of negating the appeal of packaging and increasing the salience of the onpack health warnings. Methods: An experimental survey
design was employed with a total of 186 young women
between the ages of 16 and 25 years, recruited from within high schools and universities in Granada. The scales
used to gauge attitudes and beliefs towards packaging,
and purchase intent, were adapted from previous models
(Bloch, 1994; Crilly et al. 2004; Eagly and Chaiken, 1993;
Ajzen, 1991). The sample was randomly assigned to one
of two conditions (branded vs plain pack). The branded
pack was a Fortuna pack, with Fortuna a leading brand
among young people in Spain, with the (grey) plain pack
used in prior qualitative research in Spain. Results: The
findings highlight the importance of packaging design in
how it is assessed. The results suggest that packaging
design (plain or branded) significantly influences beliefs
about the product and attitudes towards smoking. The
branded pack was viewed as more aesthetically appealing and, in comparison to the plain pack, created more
favourable beliefs about the product, a more positive attitude towards smoking and higher purchase intent.

S5.2

VISUAL ATTENTION TO HEALTH WARNINGS ON
PLAIN TOBACCO PACKAGING IN ADOLESCENT
SMOKERS AND NON-SMOKERS
Olivia M. MAYNARD1, Marcus R. MUNAFÒ1,
Ute LEONARDS1
1
School of Experimental Psychology, University of Bristol
and UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies
Background: Previous research with adults indicates that
plain packaging increases visual attention to health warnings in adult non-smokers and weekly smokers, but not
daily smokers. The present research extends this study
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Conclusions: The aesthetics of tobacco packaging influences attitudes towards the brand and also the product.
When packs are made less aesthetically appealing, as
was the perception of plain packaging, then attitudes towards the brand and the product are weakened. These
findings are consistent with existing literature and highlight the importance of package aesthetics in respect to
positive attitudes toward smoking.
Funding: No funding

management), CREM UMR CNRS, Rennes, France
3
Unité de Coordination de Tabacologie, CHU and
University Henri Poincaré, Nancy, France
Aim: To explore smokers and non smokers’ perception
of current roll-your-own cigarettes, cigars and Waterpipe
tobacco packaging vs plain packaging. Method: A qualitative method was chosen to explore attitudes and perceptions. Six focus group discussions were conducted in
France with a total of 40 people (aged 16 to 45, women
and men, smokers and non smokers). The material tested
was 6 packs of tobacco products: 3 current packs sold in
France (a RYO brand: Amsterdamer; a cigar brand: Mini
Moods Filters and a waterpipe tobacco brand: Habibi)
and 3 tobacco plain packs of the same 3 brands. Results: Colours and images on the 3 current packs convey
meanings. The waterpipe tobacco pack looks like sweets
and appears to target children. RYO and the cigar pack
both evoke high quality tobacco. The RYO pack makes
people of a natural product. On the contrary, the tobacco
plain packs of the 3 brands are perceived as effective to
decrease the motivation to smoke for teenagers (especially the waterpipe plain pack). The plain packs evoke
coldness, low quality tobacco products and dangerous
products with a bad taste. Conclusion: Waterpipe tobacco, RYO cigarettes and cigars (especially flavored cigars)
smoking prevalence is increasing around in Europe and
in the globe. Despite this growth, no research has studied the impact of plain packaging on these other tobacco
products. Our qualitative study revealed that the plain
packaging has the potential to decrease the attractiveness of these products.

S5.4

YOUNG ADULT WOMEN SMOKERS’
PERCEPTIONS OF USING PLAIN PACKAGING IN
REAL WORLD SETTINGS
Crawford MOODIE1, Anne Marie MACKINTOSH1,
Diane DIXON1
Centre for Tobacco Control Research, University of
Stirling, Scotland
Background: To explore the impact, if any, that using plain
cigarette packs in real-life settings have upon young adult
female smokers, a key target group for both tobacco
companies and public health. Methods: Naturalistic type
research was employed, where participants from the six
largest cities and towns in Scotland, used brown ‘plain’
cigarette packs for one week and their regular packs for
one week. A total of 301 young women smokers, aged
18-35 years, were recruited. Over the two-week study
period participants completed a questionnaire twice a
week assessing pack perceptions and feelings, feelings
about smoking, salience of health warnings and avoidant and cessation behaviours. Results: Trends in the data
show that in comparison to branded packaging, plain
packaging was associated with more negative perceptions and feelings about the pack and about smoking.
No difference in salience, seriousness or believability of
health warnings were found between the pack types,
although participants reported looking more closely and
also thinking more about what the warnings were telling
them on plain packs. Participants reported being more
likely to engage in avoidant behaviours, such as hiding or
covering the pack, and certain smoking cessation behaviours, such as smoking less around others and thinking
about quitting, when using the plain packs. Conclusions:
No research design can capture the true impact of plain
packaging prior to its introduction but by employing an
innovative methodology this study suggests that among
young adult female smokers plain packaging may have
the potential to help reduce the appeal of packaging and
smoking, increase the attention and thought given to the
on-pack warnings, and also reduce consumption.
Funding: Cancer Research UK

S6

NICOTINE VACCINATION: A MULTIDISCIPLINARY INVESTIGATION OF AN EAGERLY AWAITED
SMOKING CESSATION TOOL
Moderator: Daniel KOTZ
Speakers: Onno van SCHAYK1, Eric VUURMAN2,
Anne HAVERMANS1, Philippe HOOGSTEDER1,
Anna WOLTERS1
1
Research School CAPHRI, Maastricht University, NL
2
Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience, Department
of Neuropsychology and Psychopharmacology,
Maastricht University, NL
Both in the main stream media and the health sciences,
nicotine vaccination as a new quit smoking tool is eagerly
awaited. While nicotine vaccines are still in the pharmaceutical pipeline, The New York Times (Oct. 3, 2011) already imagines how such a vaccine would work: ‘light
up a cigarette and feel nothing’. This multidisciplinary
symposium focuses on one particular nicotine vaccine.
It is studied, in a highly innovative design, from a clinical,
brain research, and ethical perspective. Primary investigator and Professor of Preventive Medicine Onno van
Schayck will explain the goals of the investigator-initiated
Phase IIb study in which more than five hundred healthy
smokers motivated to quit receive a combined treatment
of nicotine vaccination with varenicline and behavioural
counseling. He will elucidate the benefits of studying
nicotine vaccination by a multidisciplinary team. Eric Vu-

S5.5

PERCEPTIONS OF PLAIN PACKAGING FOR
OTHER TOBACCO PRODUCTS: A QUALITATIVE
RESEARCH
Karine GALLOPEL-MORVAN1,2, Figen EKER1,
Emmanuelle BEGUINOT1,2, Yves MARTINET1,3
1
Comité National Contre le Tabagisme, Paris, France
2
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Santé Publique (institut du
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actly act like the neurotransmitter acetylcholine and causes the brain systems that it affects to function abnormally.
It acts directly on cholinergic neurotransmission but also
influences the release of other neurotransmitters within
the brain, such as dopamine, that affect mood, appetite
and memory. The effects of nicotine on neurotransmission
in the brain have been studied using electroencephalography (EEG) in both populations of habitual smokers and
non-smoking individuals. Consistent patterns of changes
in EEG frequency shift, power and distribution have been
observed after single and chronic administration of nicotine. Consequently, these findings also allow the use of
EEG as an indicator or marker of nicotine presence in the
brain. In the small sample pilot study presented here we
will show the effects on EEG of a nicotine challenge administered to abstinent habitual smokers that were either
pre-treated with placebo or a compound (NicVAX®) that
aims at preventing nicotine to enter the brain. The primary
aim of the study was to investigate the sensitivity of EEG
pattern shifts to reduced brain levels of nicotine as a result of nicotine vaccination and its usefulness as a marker
of nicotine presence in the brain.
Funding: Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research NWO/Research School CAPHRI, Maastricht University/ Nabi Biopharmaceuticals

urman will focus on measuring the action of nicotine on
neural transmission in the brain and Anne Havermans will
elaborate on an fRMI experiment with vaccinated smokers. Philippe Hoogsteder will give details about the Phase
IIb trial. Anna Wolters will present a qualitative study on
the daily practice of quitting as experienced by trial participants and their families. The session will be introduced
and moderated by Daniel Kotz.
S6.1
NICOTINE VACCINATION: HOW IT WORKS, WHY
WE NEED IT, AND WHAT WE EXPECT FROM IT
Onno van SCHAYAK
Research School CAPHRI, Maastricht University, NL
Starting from the concept that nicotine is addictive, it
would be of considerable interest to find a safe and effective means of blocking its effects. Nicotine is a small
molecule that does not elicit an immune response in animals or humans. Vaccination is an attractive candidate
for blocking the effects of nicotine because of its specificity. In order for the immune system to respond, nicotine
can be combined to a larger molecule in a unique manner, so that an immune response is mounted against the
addictive agent. This method has already been used to
create vaccines against many small molecules. Conceivable applications of nicotine vaccination are therapeutic
and preventive: treating tobacco use, preventing relapse,
and preventing nicotine addiction in future smokers. Vaccination would represent a unique addition to the available strategies for treating nicotine dependence. Indeed,
smoking prevalence and incidence in the 21st century
are much higher than was aimed for. A multidisciplinary
research team covers all the relevant issues of this innovative treatment: safety and efficacy, brain mechanisms,
and socio-ethical implications.
Funding: Netherlands Organisation for Scientific
Research NWO/Research School CAPHRI, Maastricht
University/ Nabi Biopharmaceuticals

S6.3

BREAKING THE HABIT: A NEUROBIOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATION INTO THE INFLUENCE OF
VACCINATION ON THE EFFECTS OF NICOTINE IN
THE BRAIN
Anne HAVERMANS
Research School CAPHRI, Department of Neuropsychology and Psychopharmacology, Maastricht University, NL
Vaccination to produce nicotine-specific antibodies is a
promising alternative method of blocking nicotine effects.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of such treatment,
better understanding is needed of the neuropsychological
mechanisms underlying nicotine addiction. The current
study intends to expose the diverse functional networks
influenced by nicotine by means of fMRI measurement
during performance of a small battery of tasks. Neural
networks of different cognitive functions that are typically
affected by nicotine usage will be mapped in the same
subjects, in order to distinguish a concrete measure to assess the effects of a specific nicotine vaccine (NicVAX®).
The primary aim is to demonstrate that treatment with
this nicotine vaccine attenuates the effects of nicotine on
brain activation patterns and cognitive performance relative to placebo. The secondary aim is to evaluate how
these neural changes alter subjective measures and the
addictive properties of nicotine. Forty-eight currently
smoking male volunteers, age 18-45, were recruited and
randomized in two parallel groups, receiving either active
vaccine or placebo over a period of 20 weeks. Subjects
were asked to refrain from smoking 12 hours before testing. Regional blood oxygenated level dependent (BOLD)
response was measured during task performance in two
sessions; once after administration of two doses of nico-

S6.2

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY (EEG) AS A TOOL
TO MEASURE NICOTINE’S EFFECTS IN THE
BRAIN
Eric VUURMAN
Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience, Department of
Neuropsychology and Psychopharmacology, Maastricht
University, NL
Nicotine is a small molecule that readily crosses the blood
brain barrier and is distributed rapidly across all regions of
the brain after smoking tobacco. It has a chemical structure that very much resembles that of the neurotransmitter
acetylcholine. The similarity of nicotine’s chemical structures to acetylcholine allows it to activate the cholinergic
receptors naturally stimulated by acetylcholine. These receptors are not only located in the brain, but also in other
parts of the body such as the peripheral nervous systems. Acetylcholine receptors are involved in numerous
bodily functions such as muscle movement, breathing,
heart rate, learning and memory. The nicotine molecule,
although being very similar to acetylcholine, does not ex679
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tine 2 mg gum, and once after administration of placebo
gum. Tasks included a smoking cue reactivity paradigm,
which is especially suited to identify changes in brain activity related to craving. Second, an N-back task is used
to reveal differences in neural activity related to working
memory load. Third, a task was used to evaluate the differential effects of nicotine on selective and divided attention. Finally, in order to investigate the influence of nicotine
and a nicotine vaccine on executive control, a modified
version of the flanker task was used. In addition, several
questionnaires were used throughout the study as subjective measurements to assess changes in mood and
tobacco use, and withdrawal symptoms, including compensatory smoking.
Funding: Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research
NWO / Research School CAPHRI Maastricht University

QUITTING SMOKING WITH NICOTINE
VACCINATION: THE EXPERIENCES OF TRIAL
PARTICIPANTS AND THEIR FAMILIES
Anna WOLTERS
Research School CAPHRI, Department of Health, Ethics
& Society, Maastricht University, NL
In trials with smokers who wish to quit, the nicotine vaccine is not only tested in the bodies of research participants, but also enters the personal lives of these quitters
and their family members. Thus, the impact of the vaccine will not only be assessed by scientific standards in
a controlled research setting, but also by the norms and
values that are prevalent in broader society. The meaning
that is attributed to the new technology, both in research
settings and in broader society, has consequences for the
discussion on its desirability and, eventually, for the new
roles and responsibilities that will be connected to the use
of the vaccine. This qualitative study of the vaccine trial is
the first investigation of the meaning of the nicotine vaccine in actual daily practice of subjects and their families.
It will make clear how research participants and family
members embed vaccination in their views on smoking
and quitting. Eliciting the users’ perspective in the developmental phase of the nicotine vaccine allows to articulate what they expect from the vaccine, from themselves,
and from other parties involved. The study offers insights
in what this quit attempt represents and does in real life
settings. It also furthers the ethical reflection on the uses
of nicotine vaccination that has been kicked-off in the tobacco control literature. To perform this investigation, a
number of trial participants and a family member were
interviewed in-depth at the start of the quit attempts and
a year later; 40 semi-structured interviews in total. Based
on the analysis of the material, it will be shown how participants and family members perceive the physical and
mental effects of the vaccine, how they consider the importance of the vaccine as compared to other features
of the trial, and how they feel about their responsibilities
in the quitting process. From this analysis it will become
clear that participants strongly contextualize the meaning
of nicotine vaccination, regardless of the success or failure of the quit attempt.
Funding: Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research
NWO/Research School CAPHRI Maastricht University

S6.4

EFFICACY OF A NOVEL THERAPY TO QUIT
SMOKING: NICOTINE VACCINATION
Philippe HOOGSTEDER
Research School CAPHRI, Maastricht University, NL
Currently available therapies to quit smoking (e.g. NRTs,
bupropion and varenicline) in combination with counseling only have modest abstinence rates that rarely exceed 25% at 1-year follow-up. More effective treatment
options are needed. An intriguing novel therapy that is
still under development is active immunisation; “vaccination” against the nicotine molecule. To date, a total of
five phase I/II clinical trials on nicotine vaccination have
been published. Previous studies have proven both the
safety and immunogenicity of the nicotine vaccine as an
aid in smoking cessation. First efficacy results have been
disappointing in that there was only an increase in quit
rates in a subgroup of smokers with high antibody titers. An important advantage of active immunization is this
therapy will probably not interfere with the central nerve
system (CNS) and is therefore likely to produce fewer
side effects than for instance bupoprion and varenicline smoking cessation aids that act on the neurotransmitters
in the CNS. Besides these advantages, a nicotine vaccine
is likely to have a better compliance. Research School
CAPHRI is the first to conduct a phase IIb, multi-center,
randomized, double-blind, parallel-arm study to evaluate
the efficacy and safety of the nicotine vaccine NicVAX®
co-administered with varenicline in smokers who want to
quit. A total of 558 subjects were included in this trial to
receive a total of 6 injections with the nicotine vaccine
over a 26-week period, together with 12 weeks of varenicline treatment and a series of individual counseling sessions. Our primary objective was to evaluate the efficacy
of the nicotine conjugate vaccine NicVAX® in combination with varenicline over a 1-year period on relapse prevention. Vaccinated ex-smokers who lapse are expected
to have no or diminished reward from nicotine inhalation
resulting in a considerable reduction of the relapse rate.
Ideally, nicotine vaccination could one day become part
of a multifaceted approach to treat tobacco addiction including counseling and pharmacotherapy.
Funding: Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research
NWO/Research School CAPHRI Maastricht University
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GENETICS OF SMOKING BEHAVIOR
Moderators: Jacqueline VINK, Jaakko KAPRIO
Speakers: Jaakko KAPRIO1, Jacqueline M. VINK2,
Rachel F. TYNDALE3, Marcus R. MUNAFÒ4,
Anu LOUKOLA5
1
University of Helsinki, Hjelt Institute , Dept of Public
Health, Helsinki, Finland; National Institute for Health and
Welfare, Dept of Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Services, Helsinki, Finland; University of Helsinki, Institute
for Molecular Medicine (FIMM), Helsinki, Finland
2
Department of Biological Psychology, VU University,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
3
Center for Addiction and Mental Health and
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Departments of Psychiatry and Pharmacology and
Toxicology, University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada
4
School of Experimental Psychology,
University of Bristol, UK
5
Department of Public Health, Hjelt Institute,
University of Helsinki, Finland

(FIMM), Helsinki, Finland
4
Departments of Psychiatry, Pharmacology and
Toxicology, CAMH and University of Toronto, Toronto,
Canada
5
Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences,
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, USA

This symposium will present recent findings on the genetics of smoking behavior. Recently, genome-wide association (GWA) studies explored the genes involved in
smoking behavior, 3 large meta-analyses reported significant results for genetic variants in nicotinic receptors
genes and genes involved in nicotine metabolism. The
next step is to further unravel the underlying biological
mechanism explaining individual differences in smoking
behavior and nicotine dependence. Jaakko Kaprio will
present results of a twin study on the heritability of cotinine and 3-hydroxycotinine (enzymes involved in nicotine metabolism) suggesting that genetic factors play a
role. Next, Jacqueline Vink will present the results of a
genome-wide association study to cotinine levels exploring which genes are involved in nicotine metabolism. Associations with the CYP2A6 gene and nicotinic receptor
genes are expected. Rachel Tyndale will present results of
a double-blind, placebo controlled, randomized smoking
cessation trial to Bupropion (BUP) and metabolite levels
in light smokers. One of the conclusions was that genetic
variation in CYP2B6, the enzyme that metabolizes BUP
to OH-BUP, was identified as major source of variability
in OH-BUP formation. Marcus Munafo used two SNPs
located in nicotinic receptor genes to investigate the relationship between smoking behavior and body mass
index, depressive symptoms and executive function. He
suggests the discovery of genetic variants robustly associated with smoking behavior offers the potential to explore the causal basis of the relationship between tobacco use and a number of physical and psychiatric health
outcomes. Anu Loukola will present results of GWA’s for
different dimensions of smoking behavior. Results show
novel evidence for the involvement of ERBB4 in nicotine
dependence, providing a link between the co-morbidity
of schizophrenia and nicotine dependence. Genetic variation in CLEC19A may partly underlie the co-occurrence
of smoking and ADHD. The discussants of this panel, will
stimulate discussion among the speakers and the audience about the presented findings and the future direction of genetic research on smoking behaviour.

Background: Twin, family and adoption studies indicate
clear genetic influences on smoking behavior. Self-reported smoking behavior is error-prone, and biomarkers of
smoking provide more accurate measures of nicotine intake. The few laboratory studies of such biomarkers in
twins indicate substantial genetic influences on the rate
of metabolism of nicotine metabolites, but estimates from
free-living populations are rare. Methods: Serum samples from smoking and non-smoking twins participating
in two studies of the Finnish Twin Cohort were collected.
In the FinnTwin12 study, 780 serum samples from twins
attending an in-person assessment were taken. Information on smoking behavior and nicotine dependence
were obtained from questionnaires and interviews of
these young adults (mean age 22, range 21-24). In the
FinnTwin16 study, twin pairs concordant and discordant
for alcohol problems were studied with a mean age of
26.2 years, range 23-30). Serum samples from 520 subjects were available. For regular smokers, nicotine metabolites, cotinine and 3-hydroxycotinine, were assayed by
liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry.
Cotinine provides an estimate of tobacco consumption,
while 3-hydroxycotinine/cotinine provides the nicotine
metabolite ratio (NMR) an estimate of the rate of nicotine
clearance. In pairs where both twins were smokers (i.e.
(cotinine >=10 ng/ml), pairwise correlations for cotinine
and NMR in monozygotic (MZ, n=54 pairs), same-sex
dizygotic (SSDZ, n=49) and opposite-sex pairs (OSDZ,
n=32) pairs were computed. The zygosity of twin pairs
was determined using a panel of highly polymorphic genetic markers. Results: The MZ correlations are 0.64 for
cotinine, and 0.8 for NMR. The DZ correlations (0.28 for
cotinine and 0.40 for NMR) are about half that magnitude in SSDZ pairs, suggesting a straightforward additive
model, with heritabilities of 64 and 80% respectively. The
opposite-sex pairs are fairly close to SSDZ pairs for cotinine (0.23), but not for NMR (0.11). Conclusions: Among
young adult twin pairs in the population, the heritability of
cotinine levels and NMR is high.
Funding: CIHR grant TMH109787 (RFT, JK) and NIH grant
DA020830 (RFT), CAMH and the Canada Foundation for
Innovation (#20289 and #16014), the CAMH Foundation
and the Ontario Ministry of Research and Innovation. National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (grants
AA-12502, AA-00145, and AA-09203 to RJR and the
Academy of Finland (grants 100499, 205585, 118555,
and 141054 to JK).
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A TWIN STUDY OF NICOTINE METABOLISM
AMONG YOUNG ADULT SMOKERS
Jaakko KAPRIO1,2,3, Maria NOVALEN4,
Jenni HÄLLFORS1,3, Tellervo KORHONEN1,2,
Antti LATVALA1,2, Anu LOUKOLA1,2, Richard J. ROSE5,
Rachel F. TYNDALE4
1
University of Helsinki, Hjelt Institute, Department of
Public Health, Helsinki, Finland
2
National Institute for Health and Welfare, Department of
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services, Helsinki,
Finland
3
University of Helsinki, Institute for Molecular Medicine
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GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION ANALYSES OF
COTININE LEVELS IN TWO DUTCH COHORT
SAMPLES
Jacqueline M. VINK1,2, Gonneke WILEMSEN1,
Gerard GROOTHEEST3, Brenda PENNINX3,
Dorret I. BOOMSMA1
1
Department of Biological Psychology, VU University,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
2
Neuroscience Campus Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
3
Department of Psychiatry, VU University Medical
Center/GGZ inGeest

HYDROXYBUPROPION LEVELS, FORMED BY
GENETICALLY VARIABLE CYP2B6, IS A MAJOR
DETERMINANT OF BUPROPION’S EFFICACY FOR
SMOKING
Rachel F. TYNDALE1, Andy Z.X. ZHU1,
Lisa SANDERSON COX2, Nikki NOLLEN2,
Babalola FASERU2, Kola OKUYEMI3,
Jasjit S. AHLUWALIA4, Neal L. BENOWITZ5
1
Center for Addiction and Mental Health and Departments of Psychiatry and Pharmacology and Toxicology,
University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada
2
Department of Preventive Medicine and Public Health,
University of Kansas School of Medicine, Kansas City,
KS, USA; Department of Family Medicine, University of
Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, KS, USA
3
Department of Family Medicine and Community Health
and Program in Health Disparities Research, University
of Minnesota, MN, USA
4
Department of Medicine and Center for Health Equity,
University of Minnesota Medical School, Minneapolis,
MN, USA
5
Division of Clinical Pharmacology and Experimental
Therapeutics, Department of Medicine and Bioengineering & Therapeutic Sciences, University of California, San
Francisco, CA, USA

Background: Smoking exposure is usually assessed
through questionnaires. Circulating levels of cotinine, one
of the metabolites of nicotine, has been widely used as
biomarker for assessment of exposure to cigarette smoking. Cotinine has a half-life of approximately 17 hours, and
therefore provides an accurate measure of recent tobacco exposure. Using cotinine measurements together with
self-reported information might increase reliability of smoking exposure data and allow for a more complete picture
of recent smoking behavior. Genome wide association
(GWA) analyses for self-reported smoking measures like
cigarettes per day have revealed some genome-wide significant SNPs, including SNPs in nicotinic receptor genes
on chromosome 8 and 15, and the CYP2A6-CYP2B
locus on chromosome 19. The cytochrome P-450 2A6
(CYP2A6) enzyme affect nicotine metabolism and is also
associated with cotinine levels in some candidate gene
studies. The aim of the present study is to explore which
genetic variants are associated with cotinine levels in a
genome-wide association study. Method: Both genotype
data and cotinine measurements are available in 796
smokers registered with the Netherlands Twin Register
(NTR) and 777 smokers from the Netherlands Study to
Depression and Anxiety (NESDA). GWA analyses will be
carried out in Plink including covariates gender and age.
Results: We will present the results of the genome wide
association analyses for cotinine in two Dutch cohorts of
smokers. We will explore which DNA variants are associated with cotinine levels, and whether this are the same
or other variants as found for other smoking variables, like
cigarettes per day. We expect to find an association with
variants in the CYP2A6 gene and with variants in some
nicotinic receptor genes, although the study may be underpowered to detect genome-wide significant results.
Additional analyses (like risk profile analyses or GCTA
analyses) will be carried out to confirm genetic influence
on cotinine levels. Conclusions: Unraveling the genetic
factors involved in cotinine levels will add to unraveling the
biological measures involved in smoking behavior.
Funding: ERC starting grant 284167 (Jacqueline Vink).
Neuroscience Campus Amsterdam AB 1 BB.

Bupropion (BUP) is indicated to promote smoking cessation. Animal studies suggest that BUP’s major metabolite
hydroxybupropion (OH-BUP) mediates some aspects of
BUP’s pharmacology activity; it also has a longer halflife than BUP which may enhance its contribution to the
BUP effect. We measured plasma BUP and metabolite
levels (Week 3 at ≈steady state) in a double-blind, placebo controlled, randomized smoking cessation trial in
African American light smokers (≤10 cigarettes per day,
n=540). Our pharmacokinetic results revealed the following key observations. (1) Many subjects were classified
“non-adherent” as they either did had no detectable BUP
in their plasma (n=60), did not provide blood (n=5) or
were lost to follow-up at Week 3 (n=51). Those subjects
(n=116) had quit rates comparable to placebo (n=270)
treatment (Week 26: 8% in the non-adherent group vs.
10.0% in the placebo group, OR=0.76, 95%CI:0.351.63, P=0.49). (2) In those with detectable levels of BUP
(n=156), BUP significantly improved quit rates compared
to placebo (Week 26: 17.5% in the BUP adherent group
vs. 10.0% in the placebo group, OR=1.91, 95%CI:1.083.38,P=0.025). (3) There was a positive relationship between OH-BUP concentrations and smoking abstinence
in the BUP adherent individuals (Week 3: OR=2.82,
95%CI: 1.34-5.95, P=0.007; Week 7, end of treatment: OR=2.96, 95%CI:1.38-6.34, P=0.005; Week 26:
OR=2.37, 95%CI:1.04-5.41, P=0.04); which was not observed for BUP drug levels (Week 3: OR=1.00, P=0.90;
Week7, end of treatment: OR=1.01, P=0.78; Week 26:
OR=1.03, P=0.59). (4) Genetic variation in CYP2B6, the
enzyme that metabolizes BUP to OH-BUP, was identified
as the major source of variability in OH-BUP formation
(=0.24, P=0.003). Our data indicate that OH-BUP mediates the pharmacologic effects of BUP that promote
682
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S7.5
GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION STUDY OF
SMOKING BEHAVIOR IN A TWIN SAMPLE
DISCLOSES EVIDENCE FOR SHARED
PREDISPOSITION FOR NICOTINE DEPENDENCE
AND SCHIZOPHRENIA
Anu LOUKOLA1, Juho WEDENOJA1, Janne PITKÄNIEMI1, Kaisu KESKITALO-VUOKKO1, Ulla BROMS1,2, Tellervo KORHONEN1,2, L. HE1, Samuli RIPATTI3, Antti-Pekka
SARIN3, Anja HÄPPÖLÄ1, Kauko HEIKKILÄ1, Michele L.
PERGADIA4, Y-L CHOU4, Pamela A.F. MADDEN4,
Aarno PALOTIE5, Jaakko KAPRIO1,2,3
1
Department of Public Health, Hjelt Institute, University
of Helsinki, Finland
2
National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki,
Finland
3
Institute for Molecular Medicine Finland FIMM,
University of Helsinki, Finland
4
Washington University School of Medicine, Saint Louis,
USA
5
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Wellcome Trust
Genome Campus, Cambridge, UK

smoking cessation, and that variability in response to
BUP treatment is related, at least in part, to variability in
CYP2B6-mediated OH-BUP formation. Our findings suggest that adjusting plasma steady state OH-BUP levels to
a minimum therapeutic concentration of 700 ng/ml and/
or increasing BUP dose for CYP2B6 slow metabolizers,
should improve cessation outcomes of BUP treatment.
Funding: We acknowledge the support of NIH grant
CA091912 to fund this study, National Center for Minority
Health Disparities grant 1P60MD003422 (JSA), National
Cancer Institute grant 1U54CA153603 (KSO), the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute grant 1HLR01081522
(KSO). A CRC (RFT), CIHR grant MOP86471 (RFT), Ontario Graduate Scholarship (AZZ), CAMH and the CAMH
foundation (RFT), NIH grants DA020830 (RFT, NB) and
DA012353 (NB), the Canada Foundation for Innovation
(#20289 and #16014) and the Ontario Ministry of Research and Innovation (RFT).
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UTILITY OF GENETIC VARIANTS ASSOCIATED
WITH TOBACCO USE FOR CAUSAL ANALYSES
Marcus M. MUNAFÒ
School of Experimental Psychology, University of Bristol,
UK

Background: Genome-wide association and candidate
gene studies for smoking behavior and nicotine dependence (ND) have uncovered far too few predisposing variants to account for the high estimated heritability. The
identification of susceptibility genes has suffered from
small sample sizes and lack of replication; in addition, inadequate phenotypic definitions likely have substantially
contributed to the scarcity of findings. Methods: We utilized 1,114 twin individuals ascertained for ever smoking from the Finnish Twin Cohort study. The availability
of 18 smoking-related phenotypes allowed us to comprehensively portray the dimensions of smoking behaviour, clustered as smoking initiation, amount smoked, and
ND. We performed genome-wide association analysis
with 2,614,137 polymorphic markers from Human670QuadCustom Illumina BeadChip and HapMap2-based
imputation data. Results: Our results highlight a locus on
16p12.3, with several CLEC19A SNPs showing association (p<1e-06) with smoking quantity (cigarettes per day,
CPD). Interestingly, CLEC19A is located only 33 kb from
previously reported attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) linkage locus; an evident link between ADHD
and smoking has previously been established. In addition, intriguing nominally significant association (p<1e-05)
was detected between DSM-IV ND diagnosis and several
SNPs in ERBB4 on 2q33. ERBB4 has previously been
associated with schizophrenia; further, it is located within
a linkage region for a lifetime smoking phenotype identified in this sample and within an established schizophrenia linkage locus. The involvement in smoking behavior
was further supported by suggestive association between ERBB4 SNPs and maximum CPD in an Australian twin family replication sample. Conclusions: We disclose novel evidence for the involvement of ERBB4 in ND,
providing a plausible link between the high co-morbidity
of schizophrenia and ND. Furthermore, our results suggest that genetic variation in the 16p12.3 locus harboring CLEC19A may partly underlie the co-occurrence of

Background: A number of genetic variants associated
with tobacco use are now beginning to be identified
through GWAS consortia. The chromosome 15 region,
in particular, appears to be very strongly associated with
heaviness of smoking and, possibly, less strongly with
smoking cessation. This offers the potential to use these
variants as instrumental variables in causal analyses of
the effects of tobacco use. Methods: Data were drawn
from the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children, a large birth cohort study located in the south-west
of the United Kingdom. Where available, data from additional cohorts were used to increase sample size. Using
the rs1051730 / rs16969968 variant as an instrumental
variable, we investigated the relationship between smoking behaviour and three outcomes: body mass index,
depressive symptomatology, and executive function.
Results: The data support a causal relationship between
tobacco use and some, but not all, of the phenotypes
investigated. Given the ethical and practical difficulties of
experimental studies to investigate the causal effects of
tobacco use, genetic information can provide a feasible
alternative, without the problems of confounding typically
associated with observational data. Although large samples are required, these are increasingly available through
existing GWAS consortia. Conclusions: The discovery
of genetic variants robustly associated with heaviness
of smoking and, possibly, smoking cessation offers the
potential to explore the causal basis of the relationship
between tobacco use and a number of physical and psychiatric health outcomes. The potential wider application
of this method to a range of outcomes associated with
smoking will be discussed.
Funding: This work was supported by the Wellcome Trust
(086684).
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smoking and ADHD.
Funding: This work was supported for data collection
by Academy of Finland grants as well as NIH grants
DA12854 and DA019951. This work was further supported by a Global Research Awards for Nicotine Dependence (GRAND) funded by Pfizer Inc., the Academy of Finland Center of Excellence in Complex Disease Genetics,
Doctoral Programs of Public Health, the Yrjö Jahnsson
Foundation, and the Juho Vainio Foundation for PostDoctoral research.

ing prevalence and close ethnic and socioeconomic
smoking inequalities within such a short timeframe it was
recognised that a mix of innovative interventions would
be needed. The vision was accompanied by contestable funding from the Ministry of Health and Health Research Council (HRC) for a research programme, called
the Tobacco Control Research Turanga (meaning ‘platform’). Researchers were charged with conducting innovative short-term research projects to inform halving
smoking prevalence in a decade, and linked to research
end-users. A flexible funding model was established to
ensure responsiveness by researchers to a dynamic tobacco control environment. NZ$5 million over 4 years
was awarded to a consortium of New Zealand’s leading
researchers (led by CB and MG) from within and outside
the tobacco control research community, from a range
of disciplines including law and economics, and across
multiple institutions, including universities, NGOs, healthcare providers and consultancies. To support knowledge
transfer and exchange, and to ensure stakeholder’s voices are heard in research priority setting and dissemination, the Turanga uses a wide range of mechanisms. Research priorities identified through a systematic analysis
of the tobacco ‘end game’ literature are framed around
tobacco and nicotine supply and demand, as well as on
population groups among whom smoking prevalence is
still high. Conclusions: The goal of halving prevalence in a
decade from 20% to 10% is ambitious and will require innovative approaches in policy and practice that impact on
the majority of smokers. However, these strategies may
not reach some priority groups. Therefore, researchers
face the dual challenge of testing new ideas for achieving
mass population-wide cessation while at the same time
reducing smoking inequalities.
Funding: Health Research Council of New Zealand and
Ministry of Health of New Zealand
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THE TOBACCO CONTROL RESEARCH TURANGA:
A PLATFORM FOR INFORMING THE ROUTE TO A
SMOKEFREE NEW ZEALAND BY 2025
Moderator: Marewa GLOVER
Speakers: Marewa GLOVER1, Natalie WALKER2
Discussant: Robert WEST
1
Centre for Tobacco Control Research, School of Population Health University of Auckland, New Zealand
2
NIHI, University of Auckland, New Zealand
In 2010 the New Zealand government set an ambitious
goal to reduce tobacco smoking prevalence to less than
5% by 2025. In order to rapidly reduce smoking prevalence
and close ethnic and socioeconomic smoking inequalities
within such a short timeframe, innovative interventions
will be needed at policy, service delivery and community
levels. Research to inform policy and programme planning to ensure an optimal ‘mix’ of effective interventions
is implemented is vital. In mid-2011 the Ministry of Health
and Health Research Council funded the establishment
of the Tobacco Control Research Turangaa research programme. The Turanga (Maori for ‘Platform’) trials a new
funding model as well as being charged with conducting
innovative shorter-termed projects. To ensure responsiveness to the sector and fast changing political environment
and to support knowledge transfer the Turanga seeks to
engage and involve leading researchers from varied disciplines across multiple institutions. Mechanisms for involving key tobacco control stakeholders in research priority setting and dissemination are a critical element. This
symposium gives an overview of New Zealand’s Tobacco
Control Research Turanga: the rationale and structure,
the research priorities for achieving the goal and an outline of the projects completed and underway.

S8.2

DEVELOPING STRATEGIC TOBACCO CONTROL
RESEARCH PRIORITIES: THE NZ TURANGA
MODEL
Jonathan WILLIMAN1, Chris BULLEN2,
Marewa GLOVER3, Natalie WALKER4
1
National Institute for Health Innovation, University of
Auckland, New Zealand
2
NIHI, University of Auckland, New Zealand
3
Centre for Tobacco Control Research, School of
Population Health, University of Auckland, New Zealand
4
National Institute for Health Innovation, University of
Auckland, New Zealand
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RESEARCH TO INFORM PROGRESS TOWARDS
THE ENDGAME: NEW ZEALAND’S UNIQUE
TOBACCO CONTROL RESEARCH TURANGA
Marewa GLOVER, Chris BULLEN
New Zealand Tobacco Control Research Turanga,
School of Population Health, New Zealand

Background: In 2010 the New Zealand (NZ) government
set the goal of reducing smoking prevalence to less than
5% by 2025. The Tobacco Control Research Turanga
(‘platform’) was established through government funding to support leading researchers to develop and undertake a suite of innovative research projects to inform
the steps to achieving this goal. This paper presents work
undertaken to identify innovative strategies and to develop a framework that could be used to identify research
priorities. Methods: We searched literature for publica-

Background: This paper outlines the rationale and establishment of a programme of strategic tobacco control
research in New Zealand, the Tobacco Control Research
Turanga. Methods: Narrative account.
Results: In 2010 the New Zealand government declared
its intention to reduce tobacco smoking prevalence from
20% to less than 5% by 2025. To rapidly reduce smok684
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tions focusing on the ‘end game’ goal of a society free
from tobacco use or tobacco-related harm, and/or described a strategy or combination of strategies applicable
at a population level to achieve this. Publications were
identified by searching Medline, EMBASE, PsycInfo, and
Google, reference and citation lists of eligible studies and
websites of tobacco control organisations. Publications
were coded using NVivo software. The general inductive approach was used to identify common themes and
an overall framework. Results: We identified two broad
groups of strategies for reducing tobacco use prevalence
applicable at the level of the tobacco consumer, tobacco
manufacturer or retailer, government or regulatory body,
or tobacco control community: single intervention strategies for reducing tobacco supply through appropriation or
greater regulation of the tobacco industry; and strategies
to end tobacco use through demand reduction requiring
multiple interventions in combination. Authors highlighted
the need and potential benefits of a rational approach to
all nicotine products rather than just considering smoked
tobacco. The final framework identifying areas for tobacco control research correlated closely with the TobaccoUse Management System as proposed by Borland et al.
Conclusion: Research priorities identified include investigating the feasibility and acceptability to politicians and
public of nicotine supply reduction and tobacco product
content regulation, and exploring new ways to markedly
increase levels of sustained mass quitting.
Funding: Health Research Council of New Zealand and
New Zealand Ministry of Health

legislative programme and costs involved of introducing
and maintaining a quota management system to effect
a ‘sinking lid’ on tobacco. 3) We established and tested
a group stop smoking contest for its potential to trigger
mass quitting, among Maori (the Indigenous people) and
NZ resident Pacific peoples. Maori smoking prevalence
(at 45%) is double that of the NZ-European population.
Pacific rates, which vary greatly by Island nation and gender, are overall at one-third. More effective interventions
for Maori and Pacific people that can initiate a cultural
movement are needed. 4) Reducing nicotine in tobacco to
non-addictive levels is a new strategy receiving increasing
attention. Dr Natalie Walker is leading a team exploring
the effect on smoking behaviour when smokers with no
intent to quit are given access to denicotinised cigarettes:
(a) in addition to their usual cigarettes, (b) instead of their
usual cigarettes, and (c) along with nicotine replacement
products. The results will help inform the potential contribution of removal of nicotine from tobacco as a strategy
towards a smokefree NZ.
Funding: Health Research Council of New Zealand and
New Zealand Ministry of Health
S9
ATTENTION DEFICIT–HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER
(ADHD) AND TOBACCO SMOKING:
RECENT FINDINGS
Moderators: Ivan BERLIN, Lirio S. COVEY
Speakers: Stephen J. HEISHMAN1,
F. Joseph McCLERNON2, Lirio S. COVEY3,
Ivan BERLIN4
1
Nicotine Psychopharmacology Section, Intramural
Research Program, National Institute on Drug Abuse,
Baltimore, Maryland, USA
2
Duke University Medical Center; Durham, NC, USA
3
Department of Psychiatry, New York State Psychiatric
Institute, NYC, USA
4
Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière-Faculté de Médicine, Université
P. & M. Curie – INSERM, Paris, France

S8.3

EN ROUTE TO A SMOKEFREE NEW ZEALAND BY
2025: RESEARCH PROGRESS, ISSUES AND
CHALLENGES
Marewa GLOVER1, Chris BULLEN1, Natalie WALKER2,
Jane KELSEY3, Caroline SAUNDERS4, Peter TAIT4
1
NZ Tobacco Control Research Turanga, University of
Auckland, New Zealand
2
National Institute for Health Innovation, University of
Auckland, New Zealand
3
Faculty of Law, University of Auckland, New Zealand
4
AERU, Lincoln University, New Zealand

ADHD is a neuropsychiatric condition of childhood onset. Individuals with ADHD start smoking earlier, smoke
more heavily, are more likely to become regular smokers and experience greater difficulty to stop smoking than
smokers without ADHD. This symposium will provide an
overview of recent findings about different aspects of the
ADHD-smoking relationship. S. Heishman will report on
the enhancement of attentional and cognitive functioning by nicotine. Evidence will be presented supporting the
self-medication hypothesis of the increased prevalence of
smoking among persons with ADHD (and also with schizophrenia): smoking may improve symptoms of confused
thinking, inattention, and inhibition of responses. F.J. McClernon will report on new data about the neural mechanism underlying the tobacco dependence-ADHD comorbidity. Analysis of structural MRIs suggest that smokers
with elevated inattention symptoms exhibit decreased
gray matter in brain substrates of attention. Preliminary
data from a functional MRI study assessing the differential
effects of smoking withdrawal on inhibitory control and
reward sensitivity in smokers with and without ADHD

The NZ Tobacco Control Research Turanga has commissioned four studies thus far to inform policy and planning towards a 2025 smokefree nation goal: 1) University
of Auckland Law Professor Jane Kelsey considered the
range of proposed Endgame strategies against existing
international trade and investment treaties. At the time of
the study, NZ was negotiating to join a new Trans-Pacific
Partnership Agreement. The results elucidated critical potential barriers for the kinds of tobacco control strategies
needed to advance to smokefree. 2) NZ’s leading economist Lincoln University Professor Caroline Saunders and
her team considered the potential for a quota management system for tobacco. They developed a model based
upon the need to reduce smoking prevalence to 5% or
below by 2025. Their research poses challenges for the
application of a quota management system when a market is pre-existing. Further research is indicated given the
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S9.2
BRAIN SUBSTRATES OF NICOTINE DEPENDENCE-ADHD COMORBIDITY
F. Joseph McCLERNON
Duke University Medical Center; Durham, NC, USA

will also be presented. Covey et al. will review the findings generated from a randomized double blind smoking
cessation study comparing osmotic-release oral system
methylphenidate with placebo for smoking cessation in
smokers with ADHD. They will report on the main study
but also on other findings such as ethnic differences in
abstinence rate; the role of ADHD subtype and craving in
predicting abstinence. Berlin et al. studied the potential
overlap between tobacco withdrawal symptoms (TWDS)
and ADHD symptoms. Some TWDS e.g. difficulty concentrating, impatience, restlessness may be confounded
with ADHD symptoms among smokers with ADHD. They
found that TWDS but not craving for cigarettes may confound with ADHD symptoms in particular during abstinence. A careful distinction of craving, tobacco withdrawal symptoms and ADHD symptoms is needed during the
follow up of smokers with ADHD who quit.

Individuals with clinically diagnosed attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or with elevated ADHD symptoms start smoking at a younger age, are more likely to
smoke and have greater difficulty quitting smoking. Both
nicotine dependence (ND) and ADHD are associated with
deficiencies in executive functions including attention
and inhibitory control; and with aberrant reward sensitivity. Moreover, evidence suggests that each condition individually is associated with altered functioning in similar
neurotransmitter systems and underlying genetic factors.
Despite knowledge of the overlapping endopheno- and
geno-typic factors underlying ND and ADHD, little is
known regarding the neural mechanisms underpinning
their comorbidity. New data from our laboratory on the
brain substrates of ND-ADHD comorbidity will be presented. Analysis of structural MRIs, suggest that smokers with elevated inattention symptoms exhibit decreased
gray matter in brain substrates of attention. Preliminary
data from a functional MRI study assessing the differential
effects of smoking withdrawal on inhibitory control and
reward sensitivity in smokers with and without ADHD will
also be presented. In general, data from these studies
suggest that the comorbidity between ND and ADHD is
associated with specific neural substrates and thus, successful prevention and/or intervention may require specifically targeting these brain-based liabilities.
Funding: This research was supported by a grant from
the National Institute on Drug Abuse to FJM
(R01DA024838).

S9.1
NICOTINE-INDUCED ENHANCEMENT OF
ATTENTION AND ATTENTION DEFICIT–
HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER
Stephen J. HEISHMAN
Nicotine Psychopharmacology Section, Intramural
Research Program, National Institute on Drug Abuse,
Baltimore, Maryland, USA
Tobacco smoking or nicotine administration can enhance
attentional and cognitive functioning in persons without
psychiatric disorders. Enhancement has been reliably
documented in the domains of fine motor skills, alerting
and orienting attention, short-term episodic memory, and
working memory. Enhanced performance was observed
in nonsmokers and in smokers who were not tobacco
deprived, thus results were not confounded by withdrawal relief. Nicotine can also temporarily attenuate the
attentional and cognitive deficits in persons diagnosed
with schizophrenia and attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD). In both patient populations, the prevalence of cigarette smoking is much higher than in the
general population. On average, patients begin smoking
at an earlier age, smoke more cigarettes per day, and are
less successful in quitting smoking than persons without
psychiatric disorders. One hypothesis for the increased
smoking prevalence among patients is that they are selfmedicating symptoms of confused thinking, inattention,
and inhibition of responses. Evidence will be presented
supporting this self-medication hypothesis. These data
suggest that attentional and cognitive deficits might represent important targets for treatment strategies that result in more effective smoking cessation rates in persons
with schizophrenia and ADHD.
Funding: This research was supported by the Intramural
Research Program of the NIH, National Institute on Drug
Abuse.

S9.3
SMOKING CESSATION AND OROS-METHYLPHENIDATE: FINDINGS FROM A CLINICAL TRIAL OF
SMOKERS WITH ATTENTION DEFICIT HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER
Lirio S. COVEY, Mei-Chen HU, Edward NUNES
Department of Psychiatry, New York State Psychiatric
Institute, NYC, USA
ADHD is a neuropsychiatric condition of childhood onset with potential to continue to adulthood. A significant
association between tobacco use and ADHD has been
recognized. The clinical trial tested whether a common
ADHD treatment known to reduce ADHD symptoms can
promote smoking abstinence in with ADHD. Main hypothesis: Reduction of ADHD symptoms with OROS-MPH
will promote smoking cessation. Study design: two-arm
placebo controlled clinical trial. 252 smokers with ADHD
were randomized to receive OROS-MPH+Nicotine Patch
or Placebo +Nicotine Patch. Participants were adults diagnosed with ADHD, aged 18+, healthy, no current Axis
I, no Antisocial Personality Disorder. Treatment period: 11
weeks of OMPH/Placebo, individual counseling at each
of 11 clinic visits, target quit day at week 4 with daily
nicotine patch from weeks 5 to 11. Results: Main Study:
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Winhusen et al, 2010:ADHD symptoms were reduced,
more strongly with OROS-MPH treatment. Prolonged
abstinence rate (no smoking during last four weeks) did
not differ by OROS-MPH treatment vs. placebo. Secondary studies:Abstinence in white vs. nonwhite participants (Covey et al, 2010) OROS-MPH efficacious in
nonwhites, not whites. Craving significantly reduced with
OROS-MPH in nonwhites, not whites. Enriched model –
effect of race/ethnicity no longer apparent but effect of
reduction in craving remained significant.2. Abstinence
by ADHD subtype (Covey et al, 2011) OROS-MPH was
efficacious for Attention Deficit but not for Hyperactivity
subtype, but only with high FTND.3. Correlation of ADHD
symptoms, withdrawal symptoms, and craving (Berlin et
al, 2012).Reduction in craving, not ADHD nor tobacco
withdrawal symptoms, correlated with efficacy of OROSMPH. Discussion: Important to do subgroup analyses,
examine interactions of treatment with moderators (race/
ethnicity, baseline ADHD symptoms, sub-type), and mediators (within treatment symptom changes).Hypothesis
that improvement in ADHD symptoms or tobacco withdrawal symptoms reduces need to smoke is questionable. Decline in craving predicted abstinence. Treatments
that reduce craving could be the treatment of choice for
smokers with ADHD.
Funding: US NIH-National Institute on Drug Abuse – Clinical Trials Network

ADHD symptoms; this effect was attenuated by controlling for tobacco withdrawal symptoms but not by craving. Craving, but not ADHD symptoms or tobacco withdrawal symptoms was associated with abstinence during
the trial. Conclusion: Tobacco withdrawal symptoms
but not craving for cigarettes may confound with ADHD
symptoms in particular during abstinence. When treating
smokers with ADHD, craving rather than tobacco withdrawal symptoms or ADHD symptoms may be the more
effective therapeutic smoking cessation targets. Careful
distinction of craving, tobacco withdrawal symptoms and
ADHD symptoms is needed during the follow up of smokers with ADHD who quit.

ROUND TABLES
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S9.4
DO SYMPTOMS OF ATTENTION DEFICIT-HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER OVERLAP WITH TOBACCO
WITHDRAWAL SYMPTOMS?
Ivan BERLIN1, Mei-Chen HU2, Lirio S. COVEY2
1
Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière-Faculté de médicine,
Université P. & M. Curie – INSERM, Paris, France
2
Department of Psychiatry, New York State Psychiatric
Institute, NYC, USA
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RESEARCH JOURNAL
Moderators: David BALFOUR, Ivan BERLIN
Speakers: David JK Balfour1, Ivan Berlin2,
Jaakko Kaprio3, Robert West4
1
Editor in Chief
2
Deputy editor
3
Associate editor, Nicotine and Tobacco Research
4
Past President of SRNT

Some tobacco withdrawal symptoms (e.g. difficulty concentrating, impatience, restlessness, anxiety/anger) may
be confounded with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) symptoms among smokers with ADHD. It may
therefore be difficult to disentangle ADHD symptoms from
tobacco withdrawal symptoms in a clinical setting. Objectives: To assess 1) overlap between ADHD symptoms
and tobacco/nicotine withdrawal symptoms and craving;
2) whether the treatment of ADHD by osmotic-release
oral system methylphenidate (OROS-MPH) attenuate
not only ADHD symptoms but also tobacco withdrawal
symptoms; 3) the association of ADHD symptoms, craving, and tobacco withdrawal symptoms with abstinence.
Methods: Secondary analysis of a randomized, placebo
controlled smoking cessation trial assessing the efficacy
of OROS-MPH taken in addition to nicotine patch among
individuals with ADHD (Winhusen et al. 2010). ADHD
symptoms, withdrawal symptoms, and craving were assessed at baseline and 2, 4 and 6 weeks after a target
quit day. Results: Withdrawal symptoms and craving
showed limited and modest overlap with ADHD symptoms prior to abstinence but a stronger correlation after
quit day. Compared to placebo, OROS-MPH reduced

This Round Table session will provide detailed information
about the Journal, its scopes and editorial aims, numbers
of manuscripts submitted and accepted and the criteria
used to evaluate manuscripts and decide upon their disposition. Some suggestions will be given on what makes
a good or a bad paper and how to increase the likelihood
of acceptance of a manuscript. A particular objective of
the Round Table is help young researchers, PhD students
and post-docs to prepare straightforward manuscripts for
submission to Nicotine and Tobacco Research. Sufficient
time will be allowed to discuss questions from the audience.
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EXERCISE TO ENHANCE SMOKING CESSATION:
RESULTS FROM THE FIT2QUIT TRIAL
Ralph MADDISON1, Vaughan ROBERTS1,
Chris BULLEN1, Yannan JIANG1,
Hayden McROBBIE2, Harry PRAPAVESSIS3,
Marewa GLOVER1, Paul BROWN4, Sue TAYLOR5
1
Ralph Maddison, University of Auckland
1
Vaughan Roberts, University of Auckland
1
Chris Bullen, University of Auckland
1
Yannan Jiang, University of Auckland
2
Hayden McRobbie, University London
3
Harry Prapavessis, University of Western Ontario
1
Marewa Glover, University of Auckland
4
Paul Brown, University of Southern California
5
Sue Taylor, T&T consulting

SMOKING CESSATION INTERVENTIONS FOR
SMOKERS WITH CURRENT OR PAST DEPRESSION: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND
META-ANALYSIS
Regina M. Van Der MEER1, Marc C. WILLEMSEN1,2,
Filip SMIT3, Pim CUIJPERS4
1
STIVORO, Expertise Centre on Tobacco Control,
The Hague, The NetherlandS
2
University of Maastricht, School for Public Health and
Primary Care (CAPHRI), Maastricht, The Netherlands
3
Netherlands Institute of Mental Health and Addiction,
Utrecht, The Netherlands
4
Department of Clinical Psychology, Vrije Universiteit,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Background: The aim of this review was to assess the
effect of smoking cessation interventions to aid long-term
smoking cessation for smokers with current or past depression. We compared psychosocial mood management versus control and antidepressants for smoking
cessation versus placebo separately for current or past
depression. Methods: Criteria for considering studies for
this review were that the studies had to be RCTs comparing smoking cessation interventions for adult smokers
with current or past depression. Depression was defined
as major depression, depressive symptoms or depression
according to a single item. We also included studies with
pre stated and post hoc subgroups of depression. The
outcome was abstinence from smoking for 6 months or
greater. We preferred sustained abstinence and biochemically validated abstinence. We searched the Cochrane
Central Register of Controlled Trials, MEDLINE, EMBASE,
PsychINFO, other reviews, and asked experts, in July
2011. When possible, we estimated pooled risk ratios
with the Mantel-Haenszel method. We also performed
subgroup analyses, like for example length of follow up,
depression measurement, published or unpublished
data, with or without additional NRT. Results: 49 RCTs
were included. Meta-analysis showed a positive effect of
adding mood management for current (10 trials RR 1.45,
95%CI 1.11-1.89) and past depression (14 trials RR 1.44,
95%CI 1.16-1.78). Meta-analysis also demonstrated a
positive effect of adding antidepressants for past depression (9 trials RR 1.53, 95%CI 1.12-2.08), especially for
bupropion. Conclusions: Evidence suggests that adding
a mood management component to a smoking cessation
intervention increases cessation rates for smokers with
depression, and adding antidepressants (especially bupropion) increases cessation rates for smokers with past
depression.
Funding: No Funding

Background: Most smokers want to stop smoking and
many try to quit. Aided quit attempts through a combination of behavioural support and pharmacotherapy can
improve success rates, but these remain low. Exercise
has been proposed to aid smoking cessation, however
most trials are underpowered to show significant treatment effects due to small sample sizes. The Fit2Quit
study aimed to determine the effects of a home and
community-based exercise intervention on smoking abstinence at six months when used as an adjunct to usual
care (telephone smoking-cessation counselling and nicotine replacement therapy, NRT). Methods: A pragmatic
parallel two-arm randomized controlled trial (RCT) was
conducted in Auckland, New Zealand. Participants (n =
906) were randomised to a structured home and community-based exercise programme (i.e., individualized
exercise prescription, referral to existing community programmes, face-to-face telephone support, and strategies
to facilitate exercise adherence) plus usual care (Quitlinebased behavioural counselling and NRT, n=455) or to
usual-care alone (n=451). Outcomes included seven-day
point prevalence of smoking abstinence at 6 months (primary outcome); 6 months continuous abstinence; physical activity levels. Analysis: Intention to treat principles
were followed. Simple chi-squared analyses were used
to evaluate the main treatment effect on the proportions
quit at the end of the intervention period, with estimation
of relative risks, 95% confidence intervals and two-sided
p-values. Results: No statistically significant differences
between groups in smoking cessation rates (7-day point
prevalence or continuous abstinence) were found at 6
months. The 7-day point prevalence were 9% (42 out of
455) and 11% (48 out of 451) in the two groups, respectively, relative risk (RR) 1.02 (95% CI 0.97-1.06; p= 0.5).
There were no statistically significant differences between
the groups in physical activity outcomes. Conclusion: A
community-based exercise programme as an adjunct to
Quitline care did not improve abstinence rates in adult
smokers trying to quit compared to usual Quitline care
alone.
Funding: Health Research Council of New Zealand Heart
Foundation

O3

PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF THE MOTIVATION TO
STOP SCALE (MTSS): A SIMPLE MEASURE OF
MOTIVATION TO STOP SMOKING
Daniel KOTZ1,2, Jamie BROWN2, Robert WEST2
1
Department of General Practice, CAPHRI School for
Public Health and Primary Care, Maastricht University
Medical Centre, Maastricht, the Netherlands
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Cancer Research UK Health Behaviour Research
Centre, Department of Epidemiology and Public Health,
University College London, London, UK

on the use of NRT for harm reduction. Methods: Data
were used from Smoking Toolkit Study, a series of monthly representative household surveys of adults aged 16+ in
England, to assess differences in the following measures
1 year before and 2 years following the change in license
of NRT for harm reduction: use of NRT for harm reduction; motivation to quit using a validated scale; and quit
attempts. Results: Data were available between November 2006 and January 2012 on 114,188 adults; of whom,
25,137 were current cigarette smokers. Expansion of the
licence was not associated with an increase in use of NRT
for harm reduction, which was already substantial prior to
the change (18.5% of smokers using NRT for smoking
reduction prior to the expansion and 16.6% afterwards).
The expansion was not associated with any change in
smoking cessation or motivation to quit. Conclusions:
Expanding the indication for use of NRT to include smoking reduction in England has not increased its use for this
purpose and there has been no detectable effect on attempts to quit smoking or motivation to quit.
Funding: This study was funded by the English Department of Health, Cancer Research UK, Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline, and Johnson and Johnson, who had no
involvement in the design of the study, the analysis or
interpretation of the data, the writing of the report, or the
decision to submit the paper for publication.

2

Background: Many different measures of motivation to
stop smoking exist but it would be desirable to have one
that is standard for use in population surveys and for evaluations of interventions to promote cessation. The aim
of this study was to assess the predictive validity of the
single-item Motivation To Stop Scale (MTSS). Methods:
We used data from the “Smoking Toolkit Study”. A representative sample of 2,483 English smokers used the
MTSS and were followed up 6 months later to provide information on quit attempts since baseline. The MTSS has
7 response categories ranging from 1 (reflecting the absence of any belief, desire or intention to stop smoking) to
7 (having a strong desire and short-term intention to stop).
Results: A total of 692 smokers (27.9% (95%CI=26.129.6)) made an attempt to quit smoking between baseline and 6-month follow-up. Of the 447 smokers who
scored the two highest levels of motivation at baseline,
219 made an attempt to quit (positive predictive value =
49%). The odds of quit attempts increased linearly with
increasing level of motivation at baseline (p<0.001) and
were 6.8 times (95%CI=4.7-9.9) higher for the highest
level of motivation compared with the lowest. The accuracy of the MTSS for discriminating between smokers
who did and did not attempt to quit was ROCAUC=0.67
(95%CI=0.65-0.70).
Conclusions: The MTSS provides strong quantitative prediction of quit attempts and is a candidate for a standard
measure of motivation to stop smoking. Further research
should first of all assess the external validity of this measure in different smoking populations.
Funding: The “Smoking Toolkit Study” is funded by the
English Department of Health, Cancer Research UK, Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline, and Johnson and Johnson. Pfizer,
Johnson and Johnson, and GlaxoSmithKline are manufacturers of smoking cessation products who had no involvement in the design of the study, collection, analysis
or interpretation of the data, the writing of the report, or
the decision to submit the paper for publication.

O5

GP ADVICE ON SMOKING CESSATION
IN ENGLAND: A NATIONAL SURVEY
Jamie BROWN, Robert WEST, Jennifer A. FIDLER,
Alison BISH, Andy McEWEN
University College London, UK
Background: Limited evidence from RCTs suggests that
the offer of help with quitting by GPs may be more effective in promoting smoking cessation than simple advice
to stop. This study provided the first population level estimate in any country of the prevalence of different forms
of advice on quitting and whether smokers who had received the offer of help were more likely to quit than those
who were just advised to stop. Methods: Design: A series
of cross-sectional national household surveys. Setting:
Monthly household surveys conducted in England between February 2010 and November 2011. Participants:
6,229 adults who reported having smoked in the past 12
months and consulted their GP. Measurements: Recall of
having received different types of advice on smoking from
their GP, having made a serious attempt to quit smoking
and smoking cessation in the past 12 months. Results:
Of current and recent (<12 months) ex-smokers who visited their GP in the past year, 42.8% (95% CI = 41.5% 44.0%) recalled having been offered support, while 17.8%
(95% CI = 16.9% - 18.8.%) received advice but no offer
of support and 39.4% (95% CI = 38.2% - 40.7%) did
not recall having received any advice. After adjustment for
socio-demographic characteristics, those who reported
having been offered support were more likely than those
receiving advice only or than those receiving no advice
to have made a quit attempt in the past year (OR = 2.36,
95% CI = 2.04-2.74; OR = 3.12, 95% CI = 2.78-3.51

O4
DID EXPANDING THE LICENCE FOR NRT IN
ENGLAND TO PERMIT USE FOR SMOKING
REDUCTION AFFECT ITS USE FOR THIS
PURPOSE, ATTEMPTS TO STOP SMOKING AND
MOTIVATION TO STOP?
Emma BEARD, Jamie BROWN, Robert WEST
Cancer Research UK Health Behaviour Research
Centre, University College London, UK
Background: At the end of 2009/early 2010, the UK
MHRA expanded the licence for a number of Nicotine
Replacement Products (NRT) to include harm reduction
i.e. smoking reduction without a requirement for an intention to stop completely. A potential concern with this
expanded indication was that it might undermine motivation to stop smoking altogether. This study assessed the
impact of the expanded indication of NRT for smoking
reduction on smoking cessation, motivation to quit and
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respectively) and still not to be smoking (OR = 1.47, 95%
CI = 1.07-2.01; OR = 1.28, 95% CI = 1.02-1.61 respectively). In a sensitivity analysis of data from only current
smokers, those offered support were still the most likely
to have tried to stop after adjusting for motivation to quit
(vs. advice-only, OR = 1.86, 95% CI = 1.58-2.20; vs. no
advice, OR = 2.66, 95% CI = 2.32-3.04). Conclusions:
In line with predictions from RCT evidence, a GP offer
of support with quitting appears to be associated with a
higher probability of a quit attempt and becoming an exsmoker than GP advice to quit without offer of support.
Funding: Cancer Research UK and the Department of
Health.

in order to decrease smoking prevalence and to prevent
increase in smoking next to school area.
Funding: The study was funded by the Finnish National
Institute for Health and Welfare.

O7

NICOTINIC α4β2 DESENSITIZING AGENTS AND
NICOTINE SELF-ADMINISTRATION IN RATS
Edward D. LEVIN1, Vanessa COUSINS1,
Joshua JOHNSON1, Susan SLADE1, Corrine WELLS1,
Amir REZVANI1, Yingxian XIAO2, Milton L. BROWN2,
Mikell A. PAIGE2, Kenneth J. KELLAR2
1
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences,
Duke University Medical Center, USA
2
Department of Pharmacology and Physiology,
Georgetown University School of Medicine, USA

O6

SHORT-TERM EFFECTS OF STATUTORY TOTAL
SMOKING BAN IN FINNISH SCHOOLS
Hanna OLLILA, Anni LOMMI, Pauliina LUOPA,
Jukka JOKELA, Riikka PUUSNIEKKA
National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki,
Finland

Sazetidine-A, a nicotinic α4β2 desensitizing agent, has
been shown in our earlier studies to significantly reduce IV
nicotine self-administration (0.03 mg/kg/infusion) in adult
female Sprague-Dawley rats using the classic lever press
operant response paradigm with an effective systemic
dose of 3 mg/kg. Sazetidine-A at the same dose also
caused a significant decrease in IV nicotine invoked by a
licking operand rather than a lever response. The licking
operand for IV nicotine self-administration was used to
better model the oral aspects of nicotine self-administration in people, while preserving the rapid uptake achieved
by IV administration. We have tested three additional similar compounds with α4β2 desensitizing effects. VMY 2-95
(effective dose 3 mg/kg) caused significant reductions
in IV self-administration with the classic lever press and
the licking response operands. With the licking operand
neither YL-1-127 (0.03-9 mg/kg) nor triazetidine-O (2-18
mg/kg) two other analogs of sazetidine-A was effective
in reducing IV nicotine self-administration. With the lever
press operand YL-1-127 significantly reduced IV nicotine
self-administration at 0.3 mg/kg, but not at either lower or
higher doses. These studies have identified two nicotinic
α4β2 desensitizing agents that reliably reduce IV nicotine
self-administration. We have also found sazetidine-A to
also significantly reduce alcohol, cocaine and methamphetamine self-administration as well as to improve attentional performance in rats. The differences in neuropharmacological properties of YL-1-127 and triazetidine-O
vs sazetidine-A and VMY-2-95 which underlie their differences in efficacy for reducing nicotine self-administration
will help determine the critical receptor mechanisms that
can potentially be targeted for new effective treatments
for smoking cessation.
Funding: This project was supported by Grant DA027990
from NIH

Background: Tobacco control in schools is an important
part of smoking prevention. In Finland, underage (<18 yrs)
smoking in schools has been banned by law since 1977.
In October 2010, total smoking ban in schools came
into effect: all smoking in school buildings and outdoor
premises is now prohibited by law, regardless of smokers’ age or position in school. This study focuses on ban
enforcement and short-term effects of the 2010 ban.
Methods: Data is from National School Health Promotion
(SHP) Study of 14-16-year-old secondary school (SS) pupils, 16-18-year-old upper secondary school (USS) and
16-20-year-old vocational school (VS) students. SHP
runs even-numbered years in Southern and Eastern Finland and Lapland, odd-numbered years in Western and
Northern Finland and Åland. For countrywide trend analyses even- and odd-numbered years are paired. Current
analyses run from 2008/2009 (N=199 757) to 2010/2011
(N=192 414). Results: In 2010/2011 daily smoking was
most common in VS (40 %) followed by SS (15 %) and
USS (11 %). The prevalence did not change significantly
since 2008/2009. However, viewing smoking allowed in
school decreased in VS (from 86 % to 62 %), USS (from
75 % to 65 %) and SS (from 9 % to 8 %). Thinking that
school smoking restrictions are rarely supervised decreased in USS (from 52 % to 48 %), VS (from 51 % to 45
%) and SS (from 22 % to 18 %). Among weekly smokers,
smoking daily in school premises decreased in VS (from
74 % to 61 %), USS (from 39 % to 37 %) and SS (from
38 % to 37 %), but smoking daily next to school area
increased in USS (from 44 % to 47 %) and VS (from 63
% to 70 %). Reports of personnel smoking daily in school
area decreased in VS (from 46 % to 33 %), USS (from 11
% to 10 %) and SS (from 15 % to 13 %). Conclusions:
Finnish schools differ in smoking prevalence and enforcement of tobacco bans. Total ban had positive short-term
effects on student and personnel smoking in school area
and student perceptions of smoking bans and their supervision. Supportive elements, most importantly health
education and smoking cessation support, are needed

O8

EXERCISE ATTENUATES WITHDRAWAL
SYMPTOMS FROM NICOTINE IN MICE
Helen KEYWORTH, Andria TZIAKOURI, Mark CROPLEY,
Ying CHEN, Ian KITCHEN, Alexis BAILEY
University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey, UK
Background: Less than 50 % of attempts to quit smoking
are successful, making current interventions both expen690
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sive and relatively ineffective. Previous research has demonstrated that just 10 minutes of moderate intensity exercise could decrease nicotine withdrawal symptoms and
cravings in humans. In animals, exercise has been shown
to attenuate self-administration of cocaine, morphine and
alcohol, and decreases alcohol and morphine withdrawal
symptoms. This study aims to explore the mechanisms
underpinning the effect of exercise on nicotine withdrawal
severity. Methods: C57Bl/6 male mice (n=7-8) were surgically implanted with a subcutaneous minipump infusing nicotine (24 mg/kg/day) or saline for 14 days, and
underwent one of three exercise regimes: 24 hrs/day, 2
hrs/day and 0 hrs/day running wheel access for 14 days
in their home cage. On day 14, withdrawal was precipitated by injection of mecamylamine, a nicotinic receptor
antagonist, and withdrawal symptoms were assessed for
30 minutes. Results: Withdrawal data were normalised
and a composite total withdrawal factor calculated. Nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test found a significant effect of
exercise on withdrawal (p<0.05). Nicotine treated mice in
the sedentary group displayed significantly higher severity
of withdrawal symptoms than mice in the 2 or 24 hrs/day
wheel access groups (p<0.01 and p<0.05, respectively).
There was no difference in severity of withdrawal between
2 and 24hrs/day wheel access groups. Conclusions: The
data indicates that even a low level of exercise aids in
reducing withdrawal symptoms, but a higher level of exercise does not necessarily provide greater benefit. These
results mirror human studies where just 10 mins exercise
has been shown to reduce withdrawal symptoms.
Funding: Supported by a MRC/ESRC interdisciplinary
doctoral training grant to H. Keyworth.

as carrier. Methods: Eleven nicotine-like haptens were
designed, synthesized and conjugated to DT using sulfoN-hydroxysuccinimide (s-NHS)/1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) reagents;
hapten loading was ~2 - ~20 haptens per DT. Conjugates
were adjuvanted with aluminium hydroxide and CpG adjuvants and tested in BALB/c mice for anti-nicotine Ab
titers (ELISA), avidity (ammonium thiocyanate assay),
specificity (competition ELISA) and function (reduced 3Hnicotine in brain after IV challenge). Different linkers varying in length, rigidity and polarity were used with a single
hapten to generate additional DT-conjugates, which were
also tested in mice. Results: Conjugates made with different haptens resulted in various titers of anti-nicotine Ab
that did not directly correlate with hapten loading, except
conjugates with <5 hapten per DT were poorly immunogenic. Several haptens gave similarly high Ab titers, but
among these, Ab avidity and hence function varied considerably. Of note, the hapten used in NicVax did not reduce nicotine to the brains of vaccinated mice as much
as some other haptens. Linker also influenced Ab titer,
avidity and function. Conclusions: Immune responses
induced in mice by nicotine-conjugate antigens are influenced by both the hapten and linker. While both antibody
titer and avidity contributed to function, avidity was more
sensitive to antigen differences. Screening efforts for effective anti-nicotine vaccines should include testing Ab
avidity and/or function as well as titer.
Funding: All studies were funded by Pfizer Inc.
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Background: Anti-nicotine vaccines aim to induce antibodies (Ab) that reduce nicotine entering the brain. Ph2
testing of NicQb, an anti-nicotine vaccine developed by
Cytos, showed the upper 1/3 of Ab responders had better
1-yr quit rates than placebo. Since Ab function depends
on both quantity (titer) and quality (avidity), the lack of efficacy of NicQb in the intent-to-treat population, despite induction of high antibody titers, may be due to low avidity
Ab. We compared a novel vaccine for which both antigen
and adjuvant were optimized using functional readouts,
to a NicQb mimetic, which was adjuvanted with aluminum hydroxide. Methods: NIC7-DT comprises a nicotine
related hapten conjugated to diphtheria toxoid (DT) with
a hapten density of ~10 haptens per DT molecule. Mice
were immunized at 0, 4 & 6 wks with NIC7-DT (10 µg)

Background: Anti-nicotine antibodies (Ab) may aid smoking cessation by reducing nicotine entering the brain, and
hence the associated reward. Ab function depends on
both the quantity (titer) and the quality (avidity) of the Ab.
Anti-nicotine vaccines tested previously in clinical studies had poor efficacy despite high Ab titer, and this may
be due to inadequate function if Ab of low avidity were
induced. A carrier is essential to render a hapten such as
nicotine immunogenic and we explored the effect of conjugate antigen design on functional Ab responses using
different haptens and linkers with diphtheria toxoid (DT)
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adjuvanted with aluminum hydroxide (40 µg Al3+) and
CpG (50 µg) or a mimetic of NicQb (10 µg antigen [~600
nicotine molecules conjugated to each E. coli Qß phage
virus-like particle] with 40 µg Al3+). Plasma was tested at
various times for Ab titre (ELISA) and avidity (ammonium
thiocyanate elution ELISA or competitive ELISA to determine IC50). At 8 wks mice received 3H-nicotine (IV) and
nicotine concentrations in brain and plasma were determined. The effect of antigen dose and dosing frequency
(q1, q2 or q4 wks) were also explored. Results: Anti-nicotine Ab titers were at least 5-fold higher and Ab avidity was
statistically greater with NIC7-DT than the NicQb mimetic
after 2 or 3 doses (p< 0.01). This translated to statistically better function with less nicotine entering the brain
with NIC7-DT than the NicQb mimetic (p<0.001) (41%
and 15% less than non-vaccinated controls respectively).
Higher doses of the Nic-Qb mimetic did not compensate
since a 40 µg dose of the NicQb mimetic was inferior to
a 2.5 µg dose of NIC7-DT for blocking nicotine entry to
the brain (p<0.001). Spacing doses by 1, 2 or 4 wks gave
similar peak titres but Ab avidity and function were lower
with shorter intervals. Conclusions: NIC7-DT with aluminum/CpG adjuvants induces Ab of higher titer, avidity and
function than a NicQb mimetic.
Funding: No Funding

in dining restaurants were 49% and 10%, respectively.
The average nicotine concentration in all restaurants decreased from 19 µg/m³ to 0,24 µg/m³ between 2004 and
2010. During the same period of time, the maximum concentrations decreased from 130 µg/m³ to 4,8 µg/m³. The
same numbers for minimum concentrations were 0,08
and 0,025 µ/m3, respectively. The greatest reduction in
the measured nicotine concentration happened between
the years 2006 and 2008. The average nicotine concentration decreased from 13 µg/m³ to 0,35 µg/m³ during
the period. Conclusion: In conclusion, total prohibition of
smoking in restaurants was effective in reducing workrelated exposure to tobacco smoke. Both questionnaire
surveys and nicotine measurements can be used in assessing the exposure.
Funding: This study was funded by the Ministry of Social
Affairs and Health.
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TOBACCO SMOKE AMONG RESTAURANT
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Background: In developed countries, the development
of socioeconomic differences in smoking behavior in a
population and the smoking epidemic in general are consistent with the theory of diffusion of innovation. In developing countries, however, the pattern of the smoking
epidemic has not been exploited in this perspective. Aim:
This study investigates whether the model of the cigarette
epidemic in developed countries explains socioeconomic
differences in adolescent smoking. Method: Nationwide
biennial surveys conducted since 1977 (response rate,
59%–88%; N = 96,747) among Finnish adolescents and
a cross-sectional survey conducted in 2008 on health
behaviours and lifestyles among school going Ghanaian
adolescents (N=1195, response rate=89.7%) were used.
Familial and individual social position indicators were
used to assess adolescents’ socioeconomic status. Results: Socioeconomic and differences exist in smoking to
the disadvantage of those in lower SES groups in both
countries whether SES was measured by familial indicators or adolescents own social position. Smoking was
male dominant among Ghanaian adolescents. On the
contrary, among Finnish adolescents, gender differences
were observed at the beginning of the survey (1977) but
in 2009 the prevalence was similar for both genders, even
18-year-old girls had slightly higher prevalence than boys
of the same age. Conclusions: Largely, the development
of smoking behavior in the Finnish adolescent population
over a 30-year period appears similar to the development
of smoking among adults described in the cigarette epidemic model and it seems to be in the later stages epidemic. It is possible that Ghanaian adolescents are at the
initial stages of the cigarette epidemic or are immune to
it.
Funding: No Funding

Background: To assess work-related exposure to tobacco smoke in Finnish restaurants, levels of nicotine concentrations in the restaurants’ indoor air were measured
along with questionnaire surveys that were conducted
among restaurant workers. The results aimed to clarify the
impact of the Finnish smoke-free law and the continuation
after the smoking ban. Methods: Four national questionnaire surveys were conducted to restaurant workers between 2004-2010 and on nicotine measurements in the
indoor air in selected restaurants. Environmental tobacco
smoke was assessed by measuring the concentration of
nicotine in the indoor air of restaurants and bars. Samples
were collected from the same sampling locations during
each monitoring period where possible. Results: Both
questionnaire surveys and measurements of nicotine in
indoor air showed a significant decrease in exposure to
tobacco smoke but only after smoking was totally prohibited in restaurants. The decrease of exposure continued
during the follow-up. The prevalence of daily smokers
decreased from 36% to 26 % between 2003 and 2010.
The prevalence of restaurant workers that were exposed
to ETS for more than 1 hour a day decreased from 59%
to 11% between 2003 and 2010. In 2003, 97% of pub
workers were exposed to ETS for more than 1 hour a
day, and only 18% in 2010. The numbers among workers
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Background: Article 14 of the Framework Convention
on Tobacco Control (FCTC) states that signatory countries shall develop measures to promote cessation and
treatment of tobacco use: (a) develop evidence-based
guidelines; (b) involve health and human service sectors in
counseling and treatment; (c) ensure treatment is accessible and affordable. Case studies of smoking cessation
education programs for healthcare professionals (HCPs)
were conducted in 4 countries (Turkey, Romania, Pakistan, China) to understand challenges and successes to
implement of Article 14. Methods: Qualitative analysis assessed the relationship of the programs to objectives of
Article 14. Data for the study included review of project
proposals, interim and final reports, structured interviews,
correspondence, and all communication with grantees.
Results: Successes included establishment of smoking
cessation clinics, training of HCPs and changes in knowledge and counseling behaviors, reported quit intentions,
and tobacco control policy changes. Lessons learned: (a)
Cessation curricula needs to be comprehensive, tailored
according to national priorities and cultural contexts and
behavioral approaches are viewed as novel; (b) HCPs’
receptivity is higher in smaller cities and countries since
opportunities for additional medical training are limited.
HCPs do not perceive their role as providing preventive
medicine. Public education campaigns seem to increase
public awareness and patient requests for cessation increased HCPs interest in training. Including social context
of tobacco control in curricula generated a high degree of
enthusiasm and interest from HCPs; (c) Pharmacotherapy provision, not part of this initiative, helped HCPs in
countries where pharmacotherapy was subsidized provide treatment consistent with behavioral models. Patient
receptivity and compliance was a challenge when pharmacotherapy was an out-of-pocket expense. Conclusions: The challenges and successes of these case studies provide valuable recommendations for future program
efforts in FCTC signatory countries. Project success and
sustainability was enhanced when conducted in tandem
with national tobacco initiatives.
Funding: Support was provided from the Pfizer Foundation for their Global Health Partnerships Program

Background: Although Internet computer tailored (CT)
smoking cessation interventions have the potential to
reach a large number of smokers, they often face high attrition rates, especially among lower educated smokers.
A possible reason for the high attrition rates in the latter
group is that the CT smoking cessation interventions may
not be attractive enough as they are mainly text-based.
Video-based messages might be more effective in attracting attention and stimulating comprehension in people with a lower educational level and therewith reducing attrition rates. It was investigated whether differences
exist in message processing mechanisms and e-loyalty
according to delivery strategy and educational level toward a Dutch CT smoking cessation program. Methods:
Smokers, motivated to quit within 6 months and aged
over 16 were included in the program. The study was a
randomized control trial with two conditions (video/text
CT). The sample was stratified into 2 categories, low and
high educated participants. 139 participants completed
the first session of the web-based CT intervention and
were asked to fill out a questionnaire assessing message
processing mechanisms and e-loyalty. ANOVAs and regression analyses were conducted to investigate differences in message processing mechanisms and e-loyalty.
Results: No interactions were found between delivery
strategy and educational level on message processing
mechanisms and e-loyalty. Delivery strategy had no effect
on e-loyalty and processing mechanisms. However, results indicated that lower educated participants showed
higher attention and processing levels. Results revealed
that lower educated participants were more inclined to
visit the CT intervention website again. Conclusions: CT
programs have the potential to positively influence lower
educated groups as they might be more involved in the
CT intervention than higher educated smokers. Longitudinal studies with a larger sample are needed to investigate whether the intention to visit the intervention website
again results in the ultimate goal of behavior change.
Funding: The study was funded by ZonMw, the Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and Development
(grant number: 20011007).
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PROVIDERS: A FOUR-COUNTRY CASE STUDY
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Background: The txt2stop trial demonstrated that mobile phone based text messaging support for smoking
cessation doubled biochemically verified quitting at six
months (10.7% txt2stop versus 4.9% control, relative risk
2.20, 95% CI 1.80 to 2.68 p<0.0001). Smoker’s chances
of successful quitting vary according to smoker’s characteristics. The effects of text messaging support might
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also vary according to smoker’s chances of quitting. We
aimed to conduct an analysis of the characteristics of
smokers influencing quitting in the txt2stop trial and the
effect of the txt2stop intervention according to smokers’
chances of quitting. Methods: We used the txt2stop trial
data set with 5800 smokers. The primary outcome was
self-reported continuous abstinence bio-chemically verified at six months. We used univariate and multivariate
analysis to identify the characteristics of smokers that
predicted quitting. Smokers were then divided, according to those characteristics, into those with a low (0-3%),
medium (3.1-7%) or higher (>7%) chance of quitting. We
examined the effect of the txt2stop intervention in each of
these subgroups. Heterogeneity in treatment effect across
subgroups was assessed with X² tests. All analyses were
by intention to treat. Results: In the multivariate analysis:
age(16-18, 19-34 >34), type of work (manual/ non manual), previous quit attempt with support (yes/no), smoking
when sick(yes/no), number of cigarettes smoked per day
(1-10, 11-20, 21-30,>30) and having difficulty refraining
from smoking in places where smoking is forbidden (yes/
no) were statistically significant predictors of quitting. The
effect of the txt2stop intervention in those with a low (03%), medium (3.1-7%) or higher (>7%) chance of successfully quitting was relative risk (RR) 3.7(95% confidence intervals (CI) 2.1-6.5), RR 1.9 (95% CI 1.5-2.5) and
RR 2.14 (95% CI 1.4-3.3) respectively, Chi squared test
4.2, p 0.124 for heterogeneity. Conclusion: There is no
evidence that the effect of the txt2stop intervention differs
according to smokers chances of successfully quitting.
Text message support should be considered for smokers
wanting to quit.
Funding: UK Medical Research Council

ing Habits” and the English “Smoking Toolkit Study”. We
used data from respondents to both surveys in the period
from February 2010 through to December 2011 who were
16+ years of age and consulted their GP in the previous
12 months. Results: A total of 7,734 smokers responded
to the surveys in the Netherlands and 10,383 in England.
The percentage Dutch smokers receiving advice to quit
from their GP was 22.6% (95%CI=21.5-23.7) compared
to 58.9% (95%CI=57.6-60.2) of English smokers. Light
smokers were less likely to receive advice to quit from their
GP than moderate-to-heavy smokers, and this difference
was larger in the Netherlands (OR=0.57, 95%CI=0.500.65) than in England (OR=0.64, 95%CI=0.57-0.72). The
percentage light smokers who received a recommendation/prescription for smoking cessation medication from
their GP was similar in the Netherlands and in England:
20.9% (95%CI=16.4-25.3) and 23.6% (95%CI=22.224.9), respectively. However, the percentage light smokers who were referred to counselling was only one tenth in
the Netherlands compared to England: 3.7% (95%CI=1.75.8) and 42.7% (95%CI=41.1-44.3), respectively.
Conclusions: Light smokers are less likely to receive advice to stop smoking from their GP than moderate-toheavy smokers. Compared to England, smokers in the
Netherlands are much less likely to receive advice to stop
from their GP and a referral for smoking cessation counselling. These discrepancies may be explained by differences between countries in incentivisation of GPs for
registration of smoking and offer of advice, available treatment infrastructure for referral to counselling, reimbursement of smoking cessation treatment, and culture.
Funding: The “Dutch Continuous Survey of Smoking
Habits” is supported by grants from the Dutch Ministry of
Health, Welfare and Sport. The “Smoking Toolkit Study”
is funded by the English Department of Health, Cancer
Research UK, Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline, and Johnson and
Johnson. Pfizer, Johnson and Johnson, and GlaxoSmithKline are manufacturers of smoking cessation products
who had no involvement in the design of the study, collection, analysis or interpretation of the data, the writing
of the report, or the decision to submit the paper for publication.
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Background: About one third of current smokers in the
Netherlands and in England smoke less than 10 cigarettes
per day (cpd). The aim of the current study was to assess
whether light smokers (<10cpd) are less likely to receive
advice to stop smoking during a consultation with their
GP than moderate-to-heavy smokers (>=10cpd), and
whether the level of GP advice differs between countries.
Methods: Comparison of data from two series of monthly
national surveys: the Dutch “Continuous Survey of Smok-

Background: Smoking remains the single most preventable cause of premature death and is estimated to lead to
6,000 deaths every year in Wales (Wales Centre for Health,
2007). Stop Smoking Wales (SSW) is a national service
provided by Public Health Wales. SSW delivers evidencebased 6-week behavioural support programmes to smokers who wish to quit smoking. Evidence-based cessation
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services have been proved to be a cost-effective way of
helping smokers to give up. Methods: Data from 26,018
contacts in SSW in 2010-11 were used to assess the
association between gender differences and successful
quit rates. Clients who participated in at least one behavioural support session were included in the further analysis (n=17519). Treatment characteristics examined were
attendance rates, type of support, treatment intervention
and quit rates. The main outcome was abstinence from
smoking 4 weeks post-quit date. Results: A significant
difference was found between males and females who
contacted SSW with more females contacting the service than males (p<0.001). There was no significant difference in attendance at the assessment sessions and
conversion to treated smokers between genders. There
was a significant difference in the type of support received
between males and females with more males attending
the group venue type (p<0.001). There was not a difference between the type of pharmacotherapy used and
gender. Furthermore, there was a significant difference
in quit rates between males and females with a higher
proportion of males quitting when compared to females
across Wales (p<0.001). Conclusions: Although females
are more likely to contact the service than males, the proportion of males quitting smoking is higher than the one
in females. Results support findings of an observational
study of NHS treatment services that reported women
were more likely to access treatment services but less
likely to quit at 4-weeks (Bauld et al, 2005). These results
can further enhance the future delivery of smoking cessation services and identify smokers motivated to quit and
also to establish the attendance and quit rates between
genders.
Funding: Public Health Wales

was 32% (5,637/17,569), consistent with the average
smoking rate for the rural communities. Seventy-three
percent of smokers (4,099) were advised to quit by their
attending nurse, 85% (4,767) were assessed for interest
in quitting, 40% (2,259) were assisted to quit by receiving a booklet, 55% (3,091) were offered NRT, and only
9% (497) were offered follow-up, either information about
the Smokers’ Helpline or a fax referral to the Helpline or
referral to another counsellor. Discussion: Adherence to
completing the forms and providing the brief intervention,
up to the 4th step (assist) was quite remarkable, especially given this was the first research study these hospitals had been involved with and the first time the nurses
were asked to provide tobacco cessation interventions.
The low ‘arrange’ rates indicate a need to understand
why this step is not being provided even though materials
and a fax referral system has been established, and also
signals a potential need for additional training. Given high
rates of smoking in these communities and the success
with translating a tobacco cessation intervention into
standard nursing practice, this brief inpatient intervention
has the potential to make an important contribution to
lowering tobacco use rates in NW Ontario and enhancing
health outcomes.
Funding: Funding was provided by the Northern Cancer
Fund of the Thunder Bay Regional Health Sciences Foundation.
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Background: Individual differences in cigarette dependence are poorly understood. Comparing smokers unable
to quit despite strong motivation to do so with smokers
who show little sign of dependence (quit easily or smoke
only occasionally) is a novel approach to identify relevant
factors. Methods: 25 unable-to-quit smokers (UQ; never
managed more than three consecutive days of abstinence despite specialist treatment and medication) were
compared to 50 low-dependent smokers (LD) comprising
25 non-daily smokers (ND) and 25 ex-smokers who quit
easily without treatment on a series on questionnaires
and laboratory tasks. Results: UQ had as expected higher FTND scores than LD (mean=7 v 2; p<.001) and were
more likely to smoke at night (p<.0001). They also started
to smoke earlier (14 v 17 years old; p<.001). The groups
did not differ in enjoyment of their first ever cigarette. After
overnight abstinence and cue-exposure, effects of smoking on ratings of enjoyment, increased concentration,
and decreased irritability were higher for UQ than ND (p
<.05-.0001), but there were no differences in craving relief (only ND group was used for this comparison). Total
puff volume of the first cigarette of the day was similar for
UQ and ND (677 v 576ml; p=.13), despite greater carbon
monoxide (CO) boost in UQ (5.5 v 3.4ppm; p<.001). Pa-

Background: This presentation reports on nurses’ adherence to the 5A smoking cessation protocol after tobacco
guidelines were implemented into standard nursing practice in acute care hospitals. Methods: Eleven of the 12 NW
Ontario community hospitals participated. Nurses were
trained to provide a brief 5A tobacco cessation intervention (ask, advise, assess, assist, arrange) and asked to
provide the intervention to all inpatients. Intervention was
cued by a one-page intervention form in patients’ charts,
which was included as part of quality chart audits in most
hospitals (none of the hospitals used electronic charting).
Patient materials including cessation booklets and Smoker’s Helpline pamphlets and fax referral program information were offered. Results: Over a 3 year period, 18,256
intervention forms were collected on which 96% (17,569)
documented tobacco use (ask). Tobacco use prevalence
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rental smoking was not different between UQ and LD. UQ
reported greater perceived stress than LD (p<.01). (There
were no differences in self-reported active coping skills).
Past-month depression and anxiety scores were higher in
UQ than LD (p<.05), but they were not more likely to have
ever been treated for depression. UQ were more likely to
have ever been treated for non-depression mental health
disorders, alcohol misuse, and substance misuse (p’s
<.001), and scored more highly on a social isolation scale
(p <.01). Conclusions: Smokers unable to quit differ from
low-dependent smokers in mental health, stress levels
and social connectedness. They enjoy smoking more,
and post-deprivation cigarettes have stronger effects on
their wellbeing, although they inhale the same volume of
smoke.
Funding: OW is funded by the UK Centre for Tobacco
Control Studies

either type was also strongly associated with cessation
(p<0.001), but treatment allocation was not (p=0.921).
Adherence with patches was the only factor to be found
associated with both validated cessation in early and late
pregnancy. Treatment adherence is, therefore, a potentially important determinant of outcome after use of either
nicotine or placebo transdermal patches for smoking cessation in pregnancy and should be investigated further.
Funding: The SNAP trial was funded by the NIHR Health
Technology Assessment Programme and Luis Vaz is
funded by a UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies research studentship.
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Outside of pregnancy, nicotine replacement therapy
(NRT) has been established as an effective intervention
for smoking cessation both with and without behavioural
counselling. Currently though, there is a lack of evidence
for the efficacy of NRT in pregnancy, despite its cautious
use being recommended in many clinical guidelines. A
large placebo RCT of standard dose NRT in pregnancy
found statistically higher quit rates with NRT in early pregnancy but not at delivery. In an exploratory analysis, data
from this trial were analysed to determine factors associated with cessation in early and late pregnancy. Data
were collected at baseline, one month and delivery from
1050 women enrolled in the UK Smoking, Nicotine and
Pregnancy (SNAP) trial. Two multivariable models for validated cessation at one month and delivery were created
using logistic regression. Independent variables found to
have significant associations in the univariable analyses
(p≤0.05) were included the multivariable analyses, based
on a stepwise backwards elimination method. Afterwards, non-significant variables were entered individually
and included in the final model if their inclusion caused
statistically significant changes. All findings are for multivariable analyses. At one month, odds of cessation were
greater amongst those who completed full time education >16 years of age (p=0.004), but were lower in women
aged <20 years (p=0.020), with increased baseline cotinine levels (p<0.001) and who smoked more cigarettes
prior to pregnancy (p=0.013). Women allocated to NRT
also had greater odds of cessation (p=0.002) as did those
who adhered more strongly with their allocated treatment
(p<0.001). At delivery, greater adherence with patches of
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“IT’S JUST NOT A PRIORITY” A QUALITATIVE
EXPLORATION OF HEALTHCARE
PROFESSIONALS’ ATTITUDES, EXPERIENCES
AND PERCEPTIONS OF RAISING THE ISSUE OF
SMOKING IN THE HOME
Laura L. JONES, Sarah LEWIS, Tim COLEMAN,
Ann McNEILL
University of Nottingham, UK
Background: Children’s exposure to secondhand smoke
(SHS) remains a significant public health concern with up
to two-thirds of European children regularly exposed to
SHS at home. Health care professionals (HCP) working
with smoking families are in a unique position to offer help
to caregivers who wish to make their homes smoke-free,
should they not want to quit. However, there has been
limited exploration of HCP attitudes to raising the issue.
The aim of this study was to explore HCP attitudes and
experiences of raising the issue of SHS and smoke-free
homes with disadvantaged smoking families. Methods:
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 29 HCP
working with disadvantaged smoking caregivers in Nottingham, UK (10 midwives, 12 health visitors, 6 stop
smoking advisors and 1 Children’s Centre family worker).
Data were analysed using the Framework method. Results: HCP highlighted that raising the issue of smoking
and SHS exposure is often low on their priority list and
that it competes with a number of other issues which are
perceived as being more important and which also need
to be raised in the short amount of time available to engage with families. HCP articulated that their roles involve
striking a balance between doing the best for the children
living in the household, raising sensitive issues, limited
time and, perhaps most importantly, maintaining a good
relationship with the family. For those HCP who were
raising the issue of SHS, they reported that they often
used a tool such as an information sheet on SHS elated
health issues in order to initiate the conversation rather
than raising the issue directly. The use of an initiation tool
may be indicative of a lack of knowledge confidence and
to directly address SHS exposure in the home. Conclusion: More needs to be done to protect children from the
harms of exposure to SHS at home. One way to do this is
to develop guidance for HCP on the messages to give to
caregivers who cannot or are not ready to quit, including
how to directly raise the issue of SHS exposure and how
to offer practical help and support to caregivers to make
their homes smoke-free.
Funding: This study presents independent research commissioned by the National Institute for Health Research
(NIHR) under its Programme Grants for Applied Research
funding scheme (RP-PG-0608-10020). The views expressed in this abstract are those of the authors and not
necessarily those of the NHS, the NIHR or the Department of Health.

Background: Especially among lower educated adolescents, smoking prevalence rates are high. These youths
increase their risk for health problems and mortality at
later ages. Smoking prevention programs in vocational
schools might be a tool to reduce their smoking rates.
The present study evaluated the long-term effects in terms
of benefits and costs of two (evidence-based) smoking prevention programs in Dutch vocational schools.
Methods: Policy scenarios describe the implementation
of two smoking prevention programs, computer tailoring program (CT) and Healthy Schools and Drugs program (HSD) tailored for use in lower educational levels.
Effectiveness was taken from literature, school participation rates were based on empirical data and costs were
estimated bottom up. The RIVM Chronic Disease Model
was used to estimate the long-term effects of the policy
scenarios from a healthcare perspective. Results: For a
lifetime horizon, the CT program had a cost-effectiveness
of €4,000 per QALY gained compared to care as usual.
Adding the HSD program would cost an extra €22,300
per QALY. Compared to care as usual, the combination of
CT and HSD cost €5,300 to €8,000 per QALY. HSD alone
compared to care as usual cost €21,600 per QALY. Remarkably, most health gains from the CT program were
obtained by adults in high SES categories, while the HSD
program resulted in a slight reduction of health disparities. Conclusions: The CT program is cost-effective with
a ratio of €4,000 per QALY but does not reduce health
disparities. Adding HSD, or solely implementing HSD,
had costs per QALY around €22,000. The HSD program
marginally reduced health disparities. Choosing between
CT and HSD thus seems a choice between better costeffectiveness and reducing health disparities. However, a
combined program is both feasible and cost-effective and
will obtain the most total health gain.
Funding: No funding
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E-CIGARETTE, A NEW PRODUCT FOR TOBACCO
INITIATION AMONG PARISIAN SCHOOLCHILDREN
Bertrand DAUTZENBERG, Maryvonne NOEL,
Pierre BIRKUI, Joseph OSMAN,
Marie-Dominique DAUTZENBERG
Paris Sans Tabac, Rectorat Académie de Paris, OFT
France
Background: An intensive marketing since 5 years has
led e-cigarettes to become more and more popular in
France. Due to a price decrease from 100 € to less than 7
€ for disposable e-cigarettes, this product could become
an instrument for the initiation of tobacco habits in teen697
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agers population, but no data is available on this potential
risk. Material: A question regarding e-cigarettes has been
introduced in the annual survey by auto questionnaire
conducted since 1991 by Paris Sans Tabac with Parisian school authorities on a 2% random sample among
schoolchildren. Results: Among 3409 schoolchildren
from 12 to 19 years, questioned in 2012, 49% were girls
the mean age is 15.34 years. The rate of daily smokers
and occasional smokers is 4.2% and 16.8% among the
12-15 year old and 21.3% and 10.4% among the 16-19
year old teenagers. The percentage of teenagers reporting experimentation of e-cigarettes is 6% from 12-14 year
old, 12% among 15-16 year old, 19% among 17 years
old, drops down to 12% for the 18 year old and to 6%
for the 19 year old. Until the age of 17, girls have more
experienced e-cigarette than the boys. The experimentation varies according to smoking status: 5% among
non-smokers, 15% among occasional smokers, 18%
among ex-smokers and 33% among regular smokers
has experienced e-cigarettes. The experimentation rate
of e-cigarettes is 23% among smokers who don’t plan
to quit and 19% among those who plan to quit. Conclusion: E-cigarettes which appeared recently on the French
market had become a familiar product to young Parisian
schoolchildren, mostly aged between 14 and 17 years
(10.6% in girls vs. 9.1% in boys). To prevent this initiation,
we recommend regulating e.cigarettes as it is done for
tobacco product, to forbid any promotion and sale on the
Internet to teenagers under 18.
Funding: CPAM Paris and DGS

of the plans (2000-2001 and 2006-2007) to the rate recorded during the second and third years of each of the
two plans (2010-2011 and 2004 -2005). Results: The first
anti-cancer plan implementation is associated to a dramatic decrease of smoking rate from 12.0% to 5.8% of
daily smokers (13.6% to 5.7% among girls and 10.3% to
5.9% among boys) i.e a 52% relative decrease. For the
entire foreground is the relative decline of 73% with a rate
of smoking at the end of plan by 3.2%. The first phase of
second anti-cancer plan has had the opposite effect with
a rise in smoking rates by 3.7% to 4.5% for girls and 2.6
to 3.8% for boys (i.e. a relative rise of 29% of daily smoking). Conclusions: Within a short period, national tobacco policies can make the best and the worst. Leaving
teenagers at their smoking policies hampers the future of
a generation, and cuts back the significant benefits of the
first anti-cancer plan.
Funding: no funding
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THE EFFECT OF EXERCISE INTENSITY ON
TOBACCO WITHDRAWAL SYMPTOMS AND
CIGARETTE CRAVINGS DURING TEMPORARY
SMOKING ABSTINENCE
Vaughan ROBERTS1, Ralph MADDISON1,
Chris BULLEN1, Nicholas GANT2, John SOLLERS III3
1
National Institute for Health Innovation (NIHI), University
of Auckland, New Zealand
2
Department of Sport and Exercise Science, University
of Auckland, New Zealand
3
Department of Psychological Medicine, University of
Auckland, New Zealand

Background: The last decade of tobacco control in
France demonstrates the dramatic change in smoking
rate among Parisian Schoolchildren according to the governmental policy whereas its is close or open to tobacco
lobbyists. During Jacques Chirac 2002-2007 Presidency,
the first anti-cancer plan was launched with force, funded
and followed with a strong commitment by the head of
state. During the same period the total smoking ban has
been decided. During 2007-2012 Nicolas Sarkozy mandate, the second anti-cancer plan only included limited
measures in tobacco control, the increase of tobacco
price was decided by tobacco industry by annual small
steps, funding of NGO dramatically decrease and control of implementation of the law were poor. Methods:
The cross-sectional survey annually conducted by Paris
Sans Tabac on 2% of students per class randomly distributed and collected with the help of Paris School authorities provides data of smoking among schoolchildren.
We compare the rate of daily smokers among “college”
students (12-15 years) within the 2 years preceding each

Background: Exercise has been shown to attenuate tobacco withdrawal symptoms (TWS) during temporary
smoking abstinence; however, the most effective intensity of exercise to reduce TWS, and the mechanisms of
action are not clearly understood. This study sought to
determine the most appropriate intensity of exercise to
relieve TWS. Methods: A randomised cross-over trial
(n=40) was conducted. Following overnight abstinence,
each participant attended three separate sessions and
performed light, moderate, or vigorous intensity exercise
for 15-minutes on a cycle ergometer. Ratings of cigarette
cravings, TWS, affect, and food cravings were collected
pre and post exercise. Eight participants provided blood
samples for plasma cortisol. All outcomes were analysed
using repeated measures two-way (condition x time)
analysis of variance (ANOVA). Results: A total of 40 participants (25 males, mean age = 38 ±12 years) completed all sessions. ANOVAs revealed statistically significant
main effects for time for desire to smoke (F[3,113] = 12.6,
p<.001), strength of desire to smoke (F[3,132] = 16.6,
p<.001), restlessness (F[4,153] = 4.0, p=.005), and hunger (F[4,155] = 5.3, p = .001), main effects for condition for
desire to smoke (F[2,78] = 7.1, p=.001), strength of desire
to smoke (F[2,78] = 4.3, p=.018), composite TWS score
(F[2,84] = 4.2, p=0.019), stress (F [2,84] = 3.3, p=.043),
and food cravings (F[2,84] = 3.9, p=.027), and time x condition interaction effects for desire to smoke (F[7,266] =
2.5, p=0.19), strength of desire to smoke (F[7,256] = 2.3,

A DECADE OF VARIATION IN SMOKING RATE
AMONG 12-15 YEAR OLD TEENAGERS IN FRANCE
ACCORDING TO POLITICAL DECISIONS
Marie-Dominique DAUTZENBERG, Joseph OSMAN,
Pierre BIRKUI, Maryvonne NOEL,
Bertrand DAUTZENBERG
Paris Sans Tabac, Rectorat Académie de Paris, OFT
France
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p=.006), composite TWS score (F[6,232] = 3.3, p=.006),
restlessness (F[7,310] = 3.2, p=.002), tension (F[7,304]
= 3.1, p=.004), hunger (F[6,251] = 3.2, p=.005), and affect (F[5,220] = 3.939, p=.002). Reductions in cravings
and withdrawal symptoms were greatest immediately following vigorous exercise, and differences between conditions were evident up to 30 minutes post exercise. There
was no effect of exercise intensity on plasma cortisol.
Conclusions: Findings support the use of vigorous exercise to reduce cravings and TWS. Implications for the
development of future exercise based smoking cessation
interventions will be discussed.
Funding: This trial was funded by University of Auckland
Performance Based Research Funding. Mr Roberts is
supported by a University of Auckland Doctoral Scholarship.

morphological changes associated with transformation.
Foci were noted. These cells were further analyzed for
invasion capacities and global methylation status. This
study provides critical data showing epigenetic regulation
of critical genes involved in DNA repair, invasion and tumor suppressor with CSC treatment of lung cells.
Funding: No Funding
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EFFICACY OF NRT FOR SMOKING CESSATION
AMONG ADOLESCENTS: A RANDOMIZED
CONTROLLED TRIAL
Charlotte S. SCHERPHOF1, Regina J.J.M. van den
EIJNDEN1, Rutger C.M.E. ENGELS2,
Wilma A.M. VOLLEBERGH1
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Background: The majority of adolescent smokers is willing to quit smoking, but successful quit rates are low. Nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) is designed to reduce or
prevent withdrawal symptoms, thereby making it easier
to quit smoking. A recent meta-analysis, however, found
that NRT for smoking cessation among adolescents did
not have a significant effect on abstinence rates. Compliance rates in these studies were low, however compliance was not included in the efficacy analyses. This
study tests the efficacy of NRT and the potential moderating role of compliance in a relatively large sample of
adolescents. Methods: For this randomized, doubleblind placebo-controlled clinical trial, adolescents were
randomized to either a nicotine patch or a placebo patch
condition. Participants attended an information meeting
(including a short smoking cessation training) preceding
the treatment. The duration of treatment with patches
was 6 or 9 weeks, depending on the number of cigarettes participants smoked. Abstinence after two weeks,
end-of-treatment abstinence, compliance, and possible
side-effects were measured using online questionnaires.
Results: A total of 257 participants (age: 16.7 +/- 1.13
years) were eligible for analyses. Using nicotine patches
compared to placebo patches increases the odds of
quitting smoking two weeks after treatment, whereas
end-of-treatment abstinence was not predicted by NRT.
However in the end-of-treatment model a significant interaction effect was found, indicating that the nicotine
patch was predictive of end-of-treatment abstinence in
high compliant participants only. Intent-to-treat analyses
showed end of treatment abstinence rates of 2.7% in low
compliant participants in the placebo group, 3.5% in high
compliant participants in the placebo group, 1.9% in low
compliant participants in the nicotine group, and 5.8% in
high compliant participants in the nicotine group. Overall
the nicotine patches were well tolerated and appeared
safe. Conclusions: The findings provide evidence for the
importance of supporting adolescents to be compliant
during NRT treatment in order to increase the chance of
successful smoking cessation.
Funding: This study was financed by ZonMw (The Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and Development)

SHORT-TERM AND CHRONIC EXPOSURES OF
CIGARETTE SMOKE CONDENSATE (CSC) INDUCE
DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION AND PROMOTER
METHYLATION PROFILES OF CRITICAL GENES
INVOLVED IN LUNG CANCER: In Vitro ANALYSIS
OF POTENTIAL HARM OF TOBACCO SMOKE IN
LUNG
George HAMMONS, Lascelles E. LYN-COOK Jr.,
Beverly WORD, BiBi MWAMBA, Beverly LYN-COOK
FDA/NCTR, Jefferson, Arkansas, USA
Etiologically, tobacco smoking represents the single most
important risk factor for lung cancer development. Continued efforts are, however, necessary to better define the
mechanisms contributing to tobacco-induced pulmonary
carcinogenesis, and to identify novel molecular targets
for the treatment and prevention of this tobacco-related
disease, as well as molecular markers for the assessment of risk. This study examined the effects of cigarette
smoke condensate (CSC) in vitro on expression and promoter methylation profile of critical genes involved in various stages of lung cancer development, such as deathassociated protein kinase (DAPK), E-cadherin (ECAD),
O6-mehyl-guanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT), and
RASSF1A. NL-20 lung cells were treated with 0.1, 1, 10
or 100 µg/ml of CSC for 24, 48 and 72 hrs for shortterm exposures. DAPK expression was not significantly
affected, nor was its methylation status. However, ECAD
showed a significant decrease in expression after 72 hrs
with both 10 and 100 µg/ml CSC. This decrease in expression correlated to hypermethylation of the ECAD promoter at both doses using MSP analysis. MGMT expression increased only with the dose of 100 µg/ml CSC at all
time points. This correlated to an unmethylated profile of
the promoter. RASSF1A promoter profile was methylated
in the control samples. However, when treated with 10 or
100 µg/ml CSC, an unmethylated promoter profile was
noted. This correlated to increased expression of RASSF1A at both the 10 and 100 µg/ml doses. No changes
were noted at 0.1 or 1 µg/ml of CSC in NL-20 lung cells.
For chronic studies, the cells were exposed to 1 or 10 µg/
ml CSC for 7, 14, or 28 days, with media changes every
three days adding new CSC. After 28 days, cells showed
699
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URGES TO SMOKE UP TO 52 WEEKS
OF ABSTINENCE
Michael USSHER1, Gboyega ABIKOYE2, Peter HAJEK3,
Robert WEST4
1
St George’s, University of London, UK
2
Niger Delta University, Nigeria
3
Queen Mary, University of London, UK
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Department of Psychology, University of Pittsburgh,
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3
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Epidemiologic studies rely on retrospective accounts of
smoking behavior, including nicotine withdrawal (NW), to
assess lifetime prevalence. While there have been studies
of test-retest reliability of NW across laboratory sessions,
there have been no studies examining the validity of retrospective accounts of NW symptoms experienced after a
verified nicotine abstinence period, nor evaluating the effects of gender, ethnicity and history of depression effects
on such reports. We tested for within-subject change in
DSM-IV NW symptoms (depressed mood, insomnia, irritability, anxiety, trouble concentrating, restlessness, decreased heart rate, increased appetite) from a smoking
session to a 24-hour verified nicotine abstinence session (controlling for cigarettes smoked per day and years
smoked). We also evaluated 1-week and 1-month retrospective recall of symptoms experienced during the 24hour abstinence condition in 60 heavy smoking adults,
and whether reports varied by gender, ethnicity and history of major depression (hxMD) [55% female, 50% African
American(AA) and 55% with hxMD]. Abstinence resulted
in a significant increase in symptoms (p=.003). AA smokers’ symptoms increased less with abstinence (p=.038),
and hxMD was associated with higher symptoms in both
smoking and abstinence states (p =.033); there was no
effect of gender; Retrospective reports correlated with the
contemporaneous reports at r=.70 and r=.67, at 1-week
and 1-month, respectively; test-retest reliability between
1-week and 1-month was r=.82 and r= .77. Recall was
unaffected by gender or hxMD, but was affected by ethnicity (p< .05). AA smokers recalled a greater level of
symptoms than reported during the original abstinence
session, while by 1-month European American smokers
recalled a lower level than the original abstinence session. Findings suggest that assessments of NW using
retrospective recall are reasonably valid and reliable, but
subject to bias by ethnicity. Our finding of ethnic differences in the report and recall of NW is consistent with the
literature on ethnic differences in rates of reporting other
psychiatric phenotypes.
Funding: Supported by NIH Grants: DA019951 (M.L.P.),
DA012854 (P.A.F.M), DA020742 (S.S.).

Background: Urges to smoke during the first weeks of
smoking abstinence are well documented and aids to
smoking cessation focus on reducing these urges. Urges
experienced later on in the quitting process are less well
understood and it is not clear whether treatments need
to be extended to target these urges. Previous studies of
‘prolonged urges’ (i.e., those reported six months or more
after quitting) have been limited by having retrospective
designs, by not validating smoking abstinence at multiple time points or by focusing on the presence of ‘any
urges’ rather than on reports of severe urges. Also it is not
clear whether those experiencing prolonged urges can be
identified from information gathered early in the quitting
process. We conducted a longitudinal study to chart the
time course, over 52 weeks of smoking abstinence, of
severity and frequency of urges to smoke. We also assessed the extent to which urges to smoke reported early
in a quit attempt predict urges later on. Method: We assessed strength of urges to smoke, and time spent with
urges, among 452 smokers attempting to stop smoking
with the help of behavioural support, but without the use
of stop smoking medications. Ratings of urge to smoke
were obtained from abstinent smokers at 1, 2, 3, 4, 26
and 52 weeks after the quit date (n=197, 156, 139, 131,
66 and 38, respectively). Lapse free abstinence was validated, at all time points, by expired carbon monoxide.
Ratings of urges to smoke in the first weeks of quitting
were correlated with urges after 6 and 12 months. Results: Ratings of urges to smoke followed a logarithmic
(i.e., negatively accelerated) function over 52 weeks following the quit date. A substantial minority (13%) of exsmokers reported strong urges 6 months after stopping
and these urges were predicted from strength of urges
after 2 weeks. Conclusions: There is a rationale for extending treatments to combat urges to smoke at least up
to 6 months after quit, possibly targeting smokers who
report strong urges in the first weeks of abstinence.
Funding: This study was funded by the Wellcome Trust
and Cancer Research UK. Michael Ussher, Robert West
and Peter Hajek are members of the UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies.
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Control (FCTC). Although FCTC is legally binding, there
are no sanctions for countries which do not comply. As a
counterpart to official country progress reports, shadow
reporting is recommended by the Framework Convention
Alliance (FCA) to critically monitor country progress. The
Netherlands is one of the first EU countries that produced
a shadow report. We report on the methods, results and
societal impact of the Dutch shadow report. Methods:
Between April and September 2011, fieldwork was conducted, consisting of interviews with experts and stakeholders, observations and desk research. In a final stage,
the report was endorsed by 32 Dutch health organizations. The report was modeled after the Canadian shadow report, but we added a system of summarizing the
results using a color coding scheme. Results: Of the 14
FCTC obligations reviewed, 8 measures were not yet implemented or reversed, 5 were complied with, but could
improve further, and only 1 exceeded minimum standards.
The latter was about surveillance of tobacco use. The 8
negative markings were for not having a comprehensive
national tobacco control policy, no central coordination,
no protection against tobacco industry influence, reversal
of smoking bans, inadequate labeling of cigarette packs,
a stop on finance of awareness campaigns, a reversal of
reimbursement of tobacco dependence treatment, and
a reduction of financial resources. The results were presented to the Government and to Parliament, attracted
media attention and resulted in one MP requesting the
government to fully implement FCTC. Conclusions: The
Dutch Shadow Report is unique, in that it covers the full
range of the FCTC and is one of the first in the EU. The
results informed advocates and policy makers about the
lack of progress in the Netherlands with respect to implementing FCTC. In particular, the Netherlands is lagging
behind on 8 of 14 important FCTC obligations. We recommend that other countries produce similar reports so
that comparisons across countries can be made.
Funding: The study was financially supported by the
Dutch Cancer Society, the Dutch Hearth Foundation and
the Asthma Foundation.

4
5

Genetic variants in smoking-related and treatment-related
genes are expected to influence the efficacy of cessation
therapy. However, so far most (candidate) gene studies
investigated only single genes. This study therefore aims
to investigate the influence of multiple genetic variants in
candidate genes in smoking-related and treatment-related pathways on the efficacy of antidepressant therapy
(e.g. bupropion and nortriptyline) for smoking cessation.
In a pharmacogenetic (secondary) analysis of a randomized, placebo-controlled efficacy trial of bupropion
and nortriptyline for smoking cessation, 214 of 255 (84%)
participants were genotyped for 35 genetic variants in 19
candidate genes in smoking-related pathways. Primary
outcome were prolonged abstinence from weeks 4-12,
4-26 and 4-52. Secondary outcome included 7-day
point prevalence abstinence at weeks 4, 12, 26 and
52. The odds of prolonged abstinence was found to be
increased in the presence of a variant in the serotonin
biosynthesis (two TPH1 rs1799913 A-alleles; OR=1.44,
95%CI=1.12-1.84). Furthermore, a significant interaction
effect was found between bupropion treatment and the
nicotinic acetylcholinic receptor (CHRNA4 rs6122429;
OR=1.34, 95%CI=1.00-1.78), the dopamine metabolism
(DBH rs4531; OR=1.44, 95%CI=1.04-2.00), the serotonin synthesis (TPH1 rs1799913; OR=0.65, 95%CI=0.450.93), and the serotonin transporter (SLC6A4 5-HTTLPR;
OR=0.70, 95%CI=0.49-0.99), and between nortriptyline treatment and the nicotinic acetylcholinic receptor
(CHRNA2 rs2292974; OR=1.48, 95%CI=1.02-2.15) and
the acetylcholine synthesis (CHAT rs2269338; OR=1.46,
95%CI=1.13-1.90). Several variants in genes in smokingrelated and treatment-related pathways were found to
influence cessation rates when treated with bupropion
and nortriptyline. Some of these variants had comparable effects for both bupropion and nortriptyline treatment,
but also some genetic variants were identified that had
distinct effects depending on the type of antidepressant
that was used. Thus, it seems that genotyping smokers
before a cessation attempt may give directions in determining which treatment would be most effective for an
individual smoker.
Funding: School for Public Health and Primary Care (CAPHRI), Maastricht University, The Netherlands Netherlands
Organization for Health and Development (ZonMW), The
Hague (50-50101-96-404)
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EXPOSURE TO SECONDHAND SMOKE IN BARS
AND RESTAURANTS PRE AND POST
IMPLEMENTATION OF SMOKING BAN IN POLAND
Maciej L. GONIEWICZ1, Leon KOSMIDER2,
Jakub KNYSAK2
1
Queen Mary University of London, UK
2
Medical University of Silesia, Poland
Background: The aim of the study was to assess the
indoor air quality in popular hospitality venues in Poland
and to evaluate the effectiveness of the nationwide public
smoking ban. Baseline study taken up prior to implementation of the ban on 15th November 2010, and the followup study after it came into effect. The new law allows bar
owners to exempt some space in their bars from smoking-ban. Such exemptions might affect effectiveness in
reducing second-hand exposure to tobacco smoke in
public places in Poland. Methods: Forty venues including thirty pubs and ten restaurants were selected using
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DUTCH TOBACCO CONTROL OUT OF CONTROL?
RESULTS FROM THE FIRST DUTCH FCTC
SHADOW REPORT
Marc WILLEMSEN1,2, Els RENNEN1
1
STIVORO, Dutch expert centre on Tobacco Control,
the Netherlands
2
CAPHRI School for Public Health and Primary Care,
Maastricht University, the Netherlands
Background: European countries vary with respect to implementation of the Framework Convention of Tobacco
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a mix of random, convenience and purposeful sampling.
Particulate matter PM2.5 measurements at these venues
were made during one hour using TSI DustTrak Aerosol
Monitor. CO levels were measured with TSI Q-Trak Indoor
Air Quality Monitor. Concentration of tobacco-specific
lung carcinogen 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1butanol (NNAL) was measured in urine of sixteen pub
patrons with highly sensitive UPLCMS/MS method. Results: The average PM2.5 and CO levels in venues where
smoking was permitted prior to implementation of ban
were found to be 599 μg/m3 and 3.3ppm, respectively,
in the baseline study. Post ban, the average PM2.5 level
in same test venues was reduced to 463 μg/m3 and CO
level increased to 4.4ppm, respectively (p>0.05). Before
ban, the average urine NNAL level increased among patrons who stayed for four hours in each pub from 3.88 to
6.51 pg/ml. After ban was introduced, the effect of same
time visit in same pubs was lower; NNAL increased from
3.28 to 3.99 pg/ml (p=0.09 pre vs. post ban). Conclusions: The baseline study showed that the hospitality
venues had hazardous levels of PM2.5 particles arising
from second-hand smoke prior to smoking ban. These
decreased by only of 23% after the law took effect. There
was some reduction in exposure to tobacco-specific lung
carcinogen among pub patrons. A partial improvement in
air quality at these venues and small changes in tobaccospecific biomarkers among patrons post implementation
of the smoking ban indicate that the law is not fully effective.
Funding: No funding. This study was conducted while
the first author was at the Medical University of Silesia,
Poland.

predictor variables (socio-demographic factors, school
achievement, smoking status, parental smoking). Results:
Current smoking was prevalent in 28.5% of respondents,
but was significantly higher among 10th graders (40.0%)
versus 7th graders (7.8%), students with poor school
achievement (43.8%), higher weekly allowance from parents (USD≥4.3) (37.7%) and those with smoking parents
(36.8%). According to the adolescents, price increases
and stricter regulation of tobacco products’ sales as well
as non-smoking role models (e.g., parents) will have the
greatest positive impact on smoking prevalence. Smoking students and those with poor school achievement,
higher weekly incomes and smoking parents did not perceive that the most tobacco control policies would be effective at reducing tobacco use. However they suggested
that school-based tobacco prevention programs, pictorial health warnings on tobacco products and promoting
smoking cessation could successfully reduce the number
of smokers in Hungary. Conclusions: Perceptions on the
effectiveness of tobacco control policies varies across
adolescent subgroups and therefore must be considered
when implementing targeted anti-tobacco programs.
Funding: This publication was made possible by Grant
Number 1 R01 TW007927-01 from the Fogarty International Center, the National Cancer Institute, and the National Institutes on Drug Abuse, within the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
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Background: Tobacco smoking has a most important
negative impact on health status of the Hungarian population. The latest anti-tobacco legislation (effective since
January 1, 2012) based on the Framework Convention on
Tobacco Control (FCTC) prohibited smoking in all confined
public places. This study performed before 2012 evaluates the adolescents’ perceptions about the possible effectiveness of tobacco control policies to reduce general
smoking prevalence. Methods: Data were collected in six
metropolitan cities in Hungary by a questionnaire-based
cross-sectional survey of randomly selected 7th and 10th
grade adolescents (n=2081; 54.8% girls, mean age 15.02
years, standard deviation=1.62, range=12-19 years).
Possible effectiveness of nine tobacco control policies as
suggested by the WHO FCTC were rated by participants.
Using chi-square tests and multivariate logistic regression models, we examined the associations between the
self-rated effectiveness of tobacco control policies and

Background: More than 30% of adults in Hungary smoke,
and one-fifth of all deaths are attributable to tobacco.
Taxation is one of the most effective methods to reduce
tobacco use, especially among price-sensitive populations. We estimate tobacco tax increases and the effect
of increasing taxes on consumption and smuggling over
the prior decade in Hungary. Methods: We collected data
from the Hungarian Tax and Customs Office and the Ministry of Finance on tax increases and recovered smuggled
tobacco. Results: The Hungarian excise tax (direct taxation) has two forms: added value tax and sales tax. Direct tobacco taxes have risen rapidly in the past 10 years,
but the positive impact of reduced consumption was
observed only during the first half of the decade; from
2000 to 2004, consumption declined markedly from 20B
to 14.9B pieces/year. During 2007 to 2011, sales tax was
raised 9 times from 7240HUF/1000 pieces to 9750HUF
and added value tax increased five times, from 27.50%
to 28.40%. Correspondingly, VAT (indirect taxation) also
rose from 20% to 27% during this period and is currently
among the highest rates in the world. Despite the heavy
and increasing tax burden imposed on the Hungarian
population, tobacco consumption remained relatively stable at 15B pieces/year from 2005 to 2009 with a modest
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downturn to 14.5B pieces in 2010. One explanation for
the ineffectual excise tax increases in recent years is a
rise in smuggling. The percentage of smuggled products
in 2005 was estimated at 23%. Recent enforcement efforts by the Customs office shows smuggling rates are
declining, although the positive impact of enforcement
has not yet been realized in lower consumption rates.
Conclusions: Smokers in Hungary pay very high taxes in
both direct (AVT, ST) and indirect (VAT) forms. Early tax increases likely affected consumption, but may have been
offset in recent years due to smuggling. Hungary’s recent
Hungarian Anti-Smoking Law implemented in 2012 coupled with continued enforcement of smuggled products
and government-sponsored tobacco cessation programs
may be the necessary and complementary policy strategies to reduce tobacco use in this country.
Funding: This research was made possible by Grant
Number 1 R01 TW007927-01 from the Fogarty International Center, the National Cancer Institute, and the National Institutes on Drug Abuse, within the National Institutes of Health (NIH).

analyzing change in adolescent smoking behavior from
wave 1 to wave 2, the moderating effect was still significant for peer smoking behavior. Conclusions: Smoking
in the community may moderate the association between
perceived adolescent peer smoking norms and behavior
and adolescent individual smoking. These results support
the idea that predictors of adolescents’ smoking both
at the personal and the broader social context influence
adolescent smoking and may interact with one another.
Successful prevention and tobacco control efforts should
therefore target both adolescents themselves and community smoking norms and behaviors.
Funding: This research was funded by grant number
CA138956 from the US National Cancer Institute (NCI)
and grant number 19CA-016 from the California Tobacco
Related Disease Research Program (TRDRP). The contents of this paper are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views
of NCI, NIH, or TRDRP. The first author was supported
by a grant from the German Academic Exchange Service
(DAAD).
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Background: Smoking behavior of adolescents is increasingly seen as influenced by ecological factors and
by individual beliefs. Characteristics of the personal social
context, especially peer smoking, have been found to be
among the strongest predictors of adolescent smoking.
Additionally, community social norms have been shown
to be associated with adolescent smoking. However, the
relationships among these predictors are less well understood. This study investigates the moderating effect of
community adult smoking on the association between
perceived peer smoking norms and behavior and adolescent smoking. Methods: Self-report data from 1190
youths (49.3% male, M age = 15.6 years, SD = 1.07)
in 50 midsized Californian cities were obtained through
annual telephone interviews. Community characteristics
were obtained from 2010 GeoLytics data. Adult smoking
prevalence was ascertained from telephone interviews
with 8,918 adults conducted in the same 50 cities. Adolescent past 12-month smoking behavior was regressed
on perceived peer smoking norms and behavior, as well
as community adult smoking, using multi-level analyses
controlling for confounding variables. Results: Significant
cross-level interactions were observed. The association
between peer smoking norms and behavior and adolescent smoking was significantly moderated by the percentage of adult smokers in the community such that the
association was stronger in communities with more adult
smokers. Controlling for wave 1 smoking and therefore

Background: Comprehensive tobacco control program
can be highly effective in various ways. Complete prohibition of smoking in indoor environments protects people
from the harm of second-hand smoke, motivates smokers to quit, prevents the initiation of tobacco use among
young people, and contributes to changing the social
norm to make smoking less acceptable. The Hungarian
Anti-Smoking Law implemented in 2012 strictly regulates
smoking in public places (e.g. it bans smoking completely
in workplaces). The objective of this study was to assess
Hungarians’ knowledge about the expected positive effects of this law and to identify factors that explain variation in expected benefit. Methods: In 2009, 2,250 Hungarians aged 16-70 years completed a self-administered
questionnaire on tobacco-related attitudes, opinions, and
behaviors. Of the 1,479 people from the first wave who
agreed to be re-contacted, 1,042 people completed a
follow-up survey in 2011. The 2011 survey collected information on demographics, smoking behavior, attitudes
towards tobacco control and knowledge about expected
positive effects of smoke-free environments. Logistic regression analyses were applied to study the association
among knowledge and demographics and smoking. Data
analyses were performed using SPSS 17.0 for Windows.
Results: 87.2% of the respondents knew that smoke-free
environment decreases the exposure to second-hand

COMMUNITY ADULT SMOKING PREVALENCE
MODERATES THE ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN
PERCEIVED PEER SMOKING NORMS AND
BEHAVIOR AND YOUTH CIGARETTE SMOKING
– A MULTILEVEL ANALYSIS
Johannes THRUL1, Sharon LIPPERMAN-KREDA2,
Joel W. GRUBE2
1
IFT Institut für Therapieforschung, München, Germany
2
Prevention Research Center Berkeley, CA, USA

OPINIONS ABOUT THE POSITIVE EFFECTS OF
COMPREHENSIVE SMOKE-FREE LEGISLATION IN
HUNGARY
Edit PAULIK1, László NAGYMAJTENYI1,
Kristie L. FOLEY2, Todd ROGERS3, Doug EASTERLING4
1
University of Szeged, Szeged, Hungary
2
Medical Humanities, Davidson College, Davidson, NC,
USA
3
RTI International, San Francisco, CA, USA
4
Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC,
USA
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tobacco, 77.2% thought that it helps the prevention of
smoking among youth, 78.8% believed that tobacco control policies support the development of smoke-free society, while only 46.8% thought that it supports smokers in
cessation. The main predictor of Hungarians’ awareness
about the expected benefits of tobacco control policies
was smoking behavior: the odds ratios were significantly
higher in non-smokers (ORs: 2.46-3.69) and ex-smokers
(ORs: 1.38-3.38) than in active smokers. Conclusions:
Our results suggest that during the implementation of
tobacco control interventions more attention have to be
paid on educational campaigns to inform the population,
especially smokers about the expected positive results of
these policies.
Funding: This publication was made possible by Grant
Number 1 R01 TW007927-01 from the Fogarty International Center, the National Cancer Institute, and the
National Institutes on Drug Abuse, within the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Its contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the
official view of the NIH.

and 2.7% respectively. Results for other countries show a
similar trend varying by demography and smoking prevalence. Conclusions: Comprehensive smoking cessation
policy is instrumental in reducing smoking prevalence,
mortality and morbidity. The ToPIQ model demonstrates
the impact of tobacco policy on smoking prevalence,
mortality and morbidity. It is unique in its potential to evaluate individual policies across Europe and to assess the
relative importance of different policies.
Funding: Supported by Pfizer Ltd.
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Background: Recently, a new line of studies has brought
attention to the question whether repeated exposure to
secondhand smoke (SHS) is capable of producing psycho-physiological effects in non-smokers and whether
symptoms of nicotine dependence can develop in the absence of active smoking. Children seem to be particularly
vulnerable to the effects of SHS. Methods: The present
study examined the occurrence of self-reported symptoms, designed to assess nicotine addiction and nicotine
withdrawal in smokers, in a sample of 778 never-smoking
children aged 9-12 years using cross-sectional survey
data collected in 15 Dutch primary schools. Results: In
the present study, 6% of never-smoking children reported
symptoms of craving, 8% reported cue-triggered wanting to smoke, and 20% reported subjective symptoms
in response to SHS exposure. In never-smoking children,
a higher number of smokers in the child’s social environment was associated with reporting more symptoms of
cue-triggered wanting to smoke and more subjective
symptoms in response to SHS. Never-smoking children
and children who had initiated smoking were equally likely
to report subjective symptoms in response to SHS exposure, however, children who had initiated smoking were
significantly more likely to report symptoms of craving
and cue-triggered wanting to smoke. Conclusions: Never-smoking children seem to experience craving or cuetriggered wanting to smoke, but the implications of such
reports may be different for smokers and never-smokers.
Environmental smoking is associated with self-reported
symptoms in never-smoking children. Future research
needs to investigate whether the reported symptoms in
children exposed to SHS are physiologically-based or
whether they reflect other characteristics which predispose youth for smoking initiation in the future.
Funding: This work was funded by ZonMW, the Netherlands Organization for Health Care Research and Development (grantnumber: 50-50110-96-639).
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RESPONSES TO ENVIRONMENTAL SMOKING IN
NEVER-SMOKING CHILDREN: CAN SYMPTOMS
OF NICOTINE ADDICTION DEVELOP IN
RESPONSE TO SECOND-HAND SMOKE
EXPOSURE?
Kathrin SCHUCK, Marloes KLEINJAN, Roy OTTEN,
Rutger C. M. E. ENGELS, Joseph R. DiFRANZA
Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands
University of Massachusetts Medical School, USA

MEASURING THE IMPACT OF TOBACCO
CONTROL POLICIES ON HEALTH OUTCOMES
USING THE ToPIQ (TOBACCO POLICY IMPACT ON
QUITTING) MODEL
Graeme ROBERTS1, Kevin BOWRIN2,
Antoine E. KUNST3, Enrico de NIGRIS4
1
Double Helix Consulting, London, UK
2
Pfizer Ltd
3
University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands
4
Merck Serono
Background: Tobacco control policies have focused on a
combination of a variety of initiatives such as monitoring,
smoke-free public sites, cessation programmes, health
warnings, advertising bans and taxation. Smoking cessation treatments are also recommended, as smokers
who try to quit without help often fail in their attempt. We
describe a model to demonstrate the value of different
policies across Europe. Methods: ToPIQ has been developed as an open or closed cohort semi-Markov model,
where current and former smokers may quit or relapse in
their smoking status over time. The impact of a tobacco
policy on the quit rate is modelled using the tobacco control scale (TCS) which has been shown to correlate with
quit ratios, age, sex and educational attainment in regression analyses. Smoking prevalence and initiation in adults
over 18 years old, demographic inputs and mortality rates
are derived from published literature. The model predicts
smoking prevalence, cumulative smoking attributable
deaths and morbidities over time (lung cancer, stroke,
coronary heart disease and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease). Results: For the UK, current implemented
policies will reduce the prevalence of smoking from its
current level of 22.2% to 14.5% after 20 years. If policies
achieving maximum TCS score were implemented smoking prevalence could drop to 13.3%. This would result in
52,000 fewer smoking attributable deaths and 115,000 in
morbidity over the same time period, a reduction of 2.6%
704
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ence craving to smoke, possibly by increasing attentional
bias to smoking cues. This study investigated the effects
of nicotine availability on attentional bias to smoking, affective, and neutral cues during a vigilance task. Methods: At the beginning of each of four laboratory sessions,
12-hr nicotine-deprived smokers (n=51) were instructed
that they would be smoking either a nicotinized (Told-NIC)
or denicotinized (Told-DENIC) experimental cigarette after
completing a 15-min vigilance task. Reaction time (RT)
was recorded during the vigilance task, which consisted
of a rapid visual information processing task with central
emotional distracters (RVIP-CED). The RVIP-CED task
presented single digits at a rapid pace (800 ms), with participants instructed to simultaneously push two buttons
if either three consecutive even or three consecutive odd
digits were shown. Participants were distracted by the
presence of smoking, pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral
pictures preceding some target and non-target digits. Attentional bias was determined by examining latency and
signal-detection components (i.e., sensitivity, response
bias) of RT to target digits that preceded the distracters.
Results: Overall, during Told-NIC conditions, participants
had significantly slower RT latency than during ToldDENIC conditions. Furthermore, the Told-NIC conditions,
compared to the Told-DENIC conditions, resulted in significantly lower RT sensitivity to targets following cigarette
distracters and significantly slower RT latency and more
positive RT response bias to targets following pleasant
distracters. Conclusions: These results suggest that nicotine-deprived smokers expecting to imminently smoke
a nicotinized cigarette experience greater attentional bias
toward appetitive stimuli in general, compared to when
expecting to smoke a denicotinized cigarette.
Funding: United States National Institutes of Health (NIH)
grant K23DA024697

GENETIC POLYMORPHISMS OF CYP2A6 AND
SMOKING ADDICTION
Emmi TIILI, M. ANTIKAINEN, S. HYTTINEN,
Ari HIRVONEN
Finnish Institute of Occupational Health, Helsinki, Finland
Backgound: CYP2A6 is one of the most important metabolizers of nicotine. Due to the extensive variability
of CYP2A6 gene, individuals differ considerably in the
CYP2A6-related nicotine metabolism capacity. This variation may have a notable effect on smoking behaviour. In
agreement with this, previous studies have indicated that
individual susceptibility is an important modifier of both the
probability of smoking initiation and the ability of smoking
cessation. Most of the results from the previous studies
have been based solely on comparisons between current
smokers and non-smokers. We studied this issue further
in a study population consisting of both current smokers and former smokers, in addition to non-smokers. This
gives a much better basis to identify the potential genetic
factors in tobacco dependence compared to most of the
previous studies on this topic. Methods: The smoking
history together with blood samples was collected from
1153 Caucasians of Russian origin. The samples will be
genotyped for selected CYP2A6 alleles: *2 (rs1801272),
*4 (gene deletion), *9 (rs28399433), *12 (hybrid), and *1x2
(gene duplication). Besides genotype information, a well
characterized phenotype of the metabolism capacity of
nicotine will be revealed based on the previous knowledge about genotype-phenotype correlation. Genotyping
is performed by real-time Taqman PCR using commercially available Drug Metabolism Genotyping and Copy
Number Variation Assays. Use of several CNV-assays
from different part of the CYP2A6 gene allows the identification of deletion, duplication, and a hybrid-allele. The
associations between genetic polymorphisms of CYP2A6
gene, nicotine metabolism, and smoking habits will be
analysed statistically using SPSS-software. Results: The
genotyping analyses are currently underway and no preliminary data is yet available. However, the first results will
be presented at the meeting. Conclusions: Enlightening
of genetic factors affecting smoking behaviour is needed
to find more efficient ways to reduce smoking. Identification of the particularly prone individuals would undoubtedly help in this, e.g., by enabling more focused smoking
prevention actions.
Funding: This study is supported by the Juho Vainio
foundation.
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PRESCRIBING OF NICOTINE REPLACEMENT
THERAPY IN AND AROUND PREGNANCY IN THE
UK – A POPULATION BASED STUDY USING
PRIMARY CARE DATA
Nafeesa N. DHALWANI1, Laila J. TATA2,
Tim COLEMAN3, Lisa SZATKOWSKI2
1
Division of Epidemiology and Public Health, Division of
Primary Care, University of Nottingham, UK
2
Division of Epidemiology and Public Health, University
of Nottingham, UK
3
Division of Primary Care, University of Nottingham, UK
Background: Smoking in pregnancy increases the risk of
foetal and maternal problems, therefore reducing smoking in pregnancy is a public health priority. In 2005, licensing arrangements for nicotine replacement therapy (NRT)
in the United Kingdom were broadened such that NRT
could be prescribed to pregnant smokers. However, little
is known about trends and uptake of NRT by pregnant
women. We aimed to quantify annual trends of NRT uptake in and around pregnancy and variation in prescribing
by maternal characteristics. Methods: In The Health Improvement Network primary care database we identified
all pregnancies from 2000 to 2010 in women aged 15-
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THE EFFECT OF NICOTINE AVAILABILITY ON
PERFORMANCE DURING A VIGILANCE TASK
WITH AFFECTIVE AND SMOKING CUE
DISTRACTERS
Jason D. ROBINSON, Jeffery M. ENGELMANN,
Yong CUI, Francesco VERSACE, Andrew J. WATERS,
David G. GILBERT, Ellen R. GRITZ, Paul M. CINCIRIPINI
MD Anderson Cancer Center, Department of Behavioral
Science, Houston, TX, USA
Background: Smoking availability has been found to influ705
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49 years and used READ codes to determine women’s
smoking status. NRT prescriptions were identified in all
women during three time periods: up to 9 months before conception, during pregnancy, and up to 9 months
after delivery. Annual proportions of pregnancies where
NRT was prescribed were calculated and variations by
age and socio-economic deprivation were assessed using logistic regression. Results: Women were classified
as smokers in 19% of 298,083 pregnancies identified
in 178,051 women. NRT was prescribed in 5,281 of all
pregnancies which represented a prescribing prevalence
of 9% of pregnancies in smokers and 2% of pregnancies
overall. The rate of NRT prescribing was approximately
50% lower 9 months before and after pregnancy, compared to during pregnancy. There was a gradual increase
in the annual rate of prescribing until 2005, after which the
rate became stable. The rate of prescribing during pregnancy in smokers was higher in older age groups such
that the rate in 35-40 year age group was 13% higher
(95%CI:1.02-1.26) and the rate in 15-20 year age group
was 6% lower (95%CI:0.85-1.04) than the rate of prescribing in the 25-30 year age group. The rate of prescribing during pregnancy in smokers also increased with deprivation such that it was 30% (95% CI 1.16-1.45) higher in
the most deprived group than in the least deprived group.
Conclusions: Uptake of NRT is higher during pregnancy
compared to time periods outside pregnancy and is higher in smokers from older and more socio-economically
deprived groups.
Funding: Nafeesa Dhalwani is funded by the National Institute for Health Research Pregnancy Programme Grant
(REF No.: RP-PG-0109-10020) and the International Research Excellence Scholarship, International Office- University of Nottingham. Nafeesa Dhalwani, Lisa Szatkowski
and Tim Coleman are members of the UK Centre for
Tobacco Control Studies, A UKCRC Public Health Research: Centre of Excellence.

to assess differences in engagement with Stop Smoking Wales and quit rates between pregnant and nonpregnant female clients. Differences assessed included
attendance at the assessment session, conversion to
treated smoker (attending at least one treatment session),
pattern of attendance at treatment sessions, 4-week quit
status, use of pharmacotherapy and Fagerstrom test for
nicotine dependence score. Results: A significant difference was detected between pregnant and non-pregnant
females attending the assessment session with a higher
proportion of non-pregnant females attending (p<0.001).
Furthermore, there was a significant difference in conversion to treated smoker and the pattern of attendance with
a higher proportion of non-pregnant females attending
treatment sessions (p<0.001). At 4-weeks post quit date
a significantly higher proportion of non-pregnant females
self-reported abstinence (p<0.001). When excluding prescription only medicines, there was not a significant difference in the use of pharmacotherapy. Finally there was a
significant difference in Fagerstrom score with the highest
proportion of non-pregnant women reporting a high score
and the highest proportion of pregnant women reporting
a medium score (p<0.001). Conclusions: Pregnant females are less likely to attend an assessment session, be
converted to treated smokers or self-report abstinence at
4-weeks post quit date with Stop Smoking Wales. This
requires further investigation to assess how the needs of
pregnant females who require support to stop smoking
can best be met.
Funding: Public Health Wales NHS Trust
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PREVALENCE OF LONG-TERM NRT USE AMONG
EX-SMOKERS AND ASSOCIATED EXPOSURE TO
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Lion SHAHAB, Emma BEARD, Jamie BROWN,
Robert WEST
University College London, UK
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Background: Over recent years there has been increasing interest in the use of Nicotine Replacement Therapy
(NRT) for harm reduction. Research to date has mostly
focused on the partial substitution of cigarettes with NRT
(i.e. smoking reduction or temporary abstinence). Much
less is known about the complete substitution of cigarettes with medicinal nicotine (i.e. long-term use of NRT
following cessation). The study therefore aimed to assess
prevalence of long-term (> 2 months) NRT use and exposure among ex-smokers in the general population. Methods: Data come from follow-up waves of the Smoking
Toolkit Study, a monthly representative household survey
of adults aged 16 and over in England conducted between 2006 and 2011. Current and recent ex-smokers at
baseline agreeing to be followed up were re-contacted at
6 months and standard socio-demographic and smoking
characteristics assessed (N=5243, response rate 47.7%).
A random sub-sample (N=1544; 26.7%) also provided
saliva, analysed for cotinine. Results: At follow-up, 8.2
% (95%CI 7.5-9.0; N=431) were current ex-smokers, abstinent for more than 2 months. Of these, 10.0% (95%CI
7.2-12.8; N=43) were still using NRT. Ex-smokers of more

PREGNANCY AND SMOKING CESSATION IN
WALES
Katie TULLOCH1, Vasiliki KIPAROGLOU1,
Hugo Van WOERDEN2,3
1
Public Health Wales, Cardiff, UK
2
Institute of Primary Care and Public Health, School of
Medicine, Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK
3
Public Health Wales, Temple of Peace and Health,
Cardiff, UK
Background: Stop Smoking Wales provides an evidencebased NHS smoking cessation service for the population
of Wales. The intervention includes attendance at an initial
assessment session which then allows access to the intensive behavioural support programme that consists of
six, weekly, treatment sessions. In Wales 16% of pregnant
females smoke throughout pregnancy, furthermore a third
will smoke at some point in the year before pregnancy
or during pregnancy (Infant Feeding Survey, 2010). Stop
Smoking Wales prioritises supporting pregnant females,
and their families, who wish to stop smoking. Methods:
Data from 26,018 contacts to SSW in 2010-11 were used
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than 2 months who continue to use NRT had significantly
higher cotinine levels (94.7 ng/ml, 95%CI 28.3-161.1;
N=11) than ex-smokers who did not (4.5 ng/ml, 95%CI
0.6-8.3; N=105) but compared with current smokers not
using NRT (313.1 ng/ml, 95%CI 303.0-323.2; N=1198),
cotinine levels were significantly lower for both groups of
ex-smokers (F(2, 1311)=164.2, p<0.001). Conclusions:
Although this sample size was relatively small, this study
provides a first insight into the prevalence and effects of
long-term NRT following cessation. About one in ten exsmokers continue to use NRT long-term in the general
population. Long-term NRT use is associated with higher
levels of exposure among ex-smokers but results in a significant reduction of cotinine levels to about a third of that
of continuing smokers. This is likely to yield appreciable
health benefits.
Funding: This study was funded by Cancer Research UK,
Department of Health UK, Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline and
Johnson & Johnson.

lights differences at high values of CPD with respect to the
rs4603829. The highest MIC values between CPD and
cotinine were found with CHR15 SNPs and two of these
SNPs were among top10 ranked SNPs when looking at
difference in the genotypic MIC values. Conclusion: Despite the earlier promising findings in the studied regions
we were not able to detect significant associations in our
samples when applying state-of-art statistical methods.
Larger sample sizes are needed.
Funding: The study is funded by Center of Excellence
(CoE) in Disease Genetics, Academy of Finland, the
National Institutes of Health grant DA12854 and CoE
in Complex Disease Genetics. The genome-wide association genotyping was funded by the Welcome Trust
Sanger Institute. VS was supported by the Academy of
Finland (129494), the Finnish Foundation for Cardiovascular Research, and the Sigrid Juselius Foundation. UB
was supported by the Yrjö Jahnsson Foundation and the
Juho Vainio Foundation for postdoctoral research.
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JOINT NON-LINEAR ASSOCIATIONS OF CPD AND
COTININE LEVELS WITH NINE CANDIDATE GENE
REGIONS AMONG HEAVY SMOKING FINNS
Janne PITKÄNIEMI1, Ulla BROMS1, Samuli RIPATTI2,
Veikko SALOMAA3, Jaakko KAPRIO1
1
University of Helsinki, Finland
2
Institute for Molecular Medicine Finland, Finland
3
National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki,
Finland
Background: The aim of this study was to explore whether the SNPs in the nine gene regions show joint association with both nicotine intake among heavy smokers
using both the level of a metabolite of nicotine and the
self-reported amount of the cigarettes smoked per day
(CPD). CPD as continuous phenotype from face-to-face
interview and immune-reactive serum cotinine levels were
determined from 438 regular smokers in eight gene regions (age 30-75 years, 252 males) and 1,500 subjects
on chromosome 15 region from the population-based
Health 2000 study. Association of 91 SNPs from the
following candidate regions were explored: CHR¬NA5CHRNA3-CHRNB4 (chr 15), CHR¬NA2 (chr 8), CHRNA4
(chr 20), CHRNA6-CHRNB3 cluster (chr8), CHRNA7 (chr
15), CHRNA9 (chr 4), CHRNA10 (chr 11), CHRNB2 (chr
1), and CHRNG-CHRND cluster (chr 2) passed the quality
control and were included in the analyses. Methods: As
a novel measure of association we used the recently proposed Maximum Information Criteria (MIC). This statistic
has the benefit of being able to detect also non-linear
relationships and simultaneously account for variability
in the association between CPD and cotinine levels. We
compared the MIC SNP minor allele carriers to the MIC
among the major allele homozygotes and obtained pvalues using bootstrapping with 1,000 replicate samples.
Results: We did not detect any statistically significant associations with SNPs located at the various candidate
regions. The scatter plot of CPD vs. cotinine according
to rs4603829 in the CHRNA4 region on chromosome 20
showed the possibility of non-linear association and high707
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POST-RETRIEVAL EXTINCTION OF NICOTINE
MEMORY: STUDY OF NICOTINE SELF-ADMINISTRATION IN RATS
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Public Health and Community Medicine, Univeristy of
Verona, Verona, Italy
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EFFECTS OF SMOKING ABSTINENCE ON
ATTENTIONAL BIAS FOR EMOTIONAL CUES
Alia F. ATAYA, Sally ADAMS, Sophie PARKER,
Angela S. ATTWOOD, Marcus R. MUNAFO
University of Bristol, UK
Nicotine has been shown to non-contingently enhance
the positive value of other stimuli. In relation to affective
stimuli, nicotine is suggested to modulate attentional bias
to emotional stimuli. Here we investigated the effects of
smoking abstinence on attentional bias to positive and
negative stimuli. We hypothesised that non-abstinence
would increase attention towards positive stimuli while
reducing attention to negative stimuli. Weekly smokers (n
=39) were randomised to either abstain for smoking for
12 hours or asked to smoke just before coming to the
lab. Participants completed a visual probe task, including
positively (happy) and negatively (sad) valenced facial expressions, paired with neutral facial expressions. Participants identified characteristics of a probe that replaced
the emotional stimulus on 50% of trials (valid condition)
and neutral stimulus on 50% of trials (invalid condition).
Data were analysed within a 2 x 2 x 2 design, with abstinence state (abstinent, non-abstinent) as a between-subjects factor, and stimulus type (positive, negative), and validity (valid, invalid) as within-subject factors. A significant
interaction between validity x abstinence state (F [1, 37]
= 4.12, p = 0.050, η2 = 0.10) was observed. Participants
in the non-abstinent condition were faster to respond to
probes replacing (valid) emotional stimuli (M = 627, SD =
126) compared to those replacing (invalid) neutral stimuli
(M = 641, SD = 133). Whereas participants in the abstinent condition were faster to respond to probes replacing
neutral stimuli (M = 636, SD = 80) compared to those
replacing emotional stimuli (M = 644, SD = 93). Our data
did not support our hypothesis that non-abstinence would
increase attention towards positive affective stimuli while
reducing attention to negative affective stimuli. However,
our results indicated an attentional bias for emotional
cues in non-abstinent smokers that was not observed
in abstinent smokers. These data suggest that smoking abstinence may disrupt attention towards emotional
stimuli. Reduced value of affective cues during nicotine
abstinence may therefore be a potential mechanism for
novel smoking cessation interventions.
Funding: AFA, ASA and MRM are members of the UK
Centre for Tobacco Control Studies, a UKCRC Public
Health Research: Centre of Excellence. Funding from
British Heart Foundation, Cancer Research UK, Economic and Social Research Council, Medical Research Council, and the National Institute for Health Research, under
the auspices of the UK Clinical Research Collaboration, is
gratefully acknowledged. SP was supported by a scholarship from the Leverhulme Trust.

Background: Retrieval of previously consolidated memories, including drug-associated memories, induces a labile
phase during which these memories could be disrupted
or reconsolidated. It has been shown that post-retrieval
extinction was able to disrupt fear or food memory reconsolidation (Monfils et al, 2009; Flavell et al. 2011). Aim
of our study was to investigate if it was possible to disrupt nicotine-memory reconsolidation by applying postretrieval extinction of conditioned stimuli (CS) previously
paired to nicotine self-administration (S/A) in rats. We assessed whether post-retrieval CS-extinction, applied in a
context (CxB) different from that where nicotine S/A and
CS association took place (CxA), may reduce renewal
of nicotine-seeking behaviour when rats were placed
back in CxA. Methods: Sixty male Sprague-Dawley rats
were trained to self-administer nicotine (IV 0.03 mg/kg/
infusion). Each nicotine infusion was paired with 5 seconds (s) illumination of a cue lamp (CS). Rats were then
divided in two groups exposed to Retrieval (exposure to
3 CS) or No-Retrieval (no CS) in CxB. One hour later both
groups were divided into two sub-groups: CSExtinction and NoCSExtinction. The former group underwent
a CS-extinction session (responding for delivery of 5 s
CS, session duration up to extinction of responding on
nicotine-paired lever), whereas the latter group was left in
the home cage. After 24 hours, rats were placed in CxA
for the renewal test session (responding for delivery of 5
s CS). Results: A temporal analysis of responding during renewal revealed that that post-retrieval CS-extinction
significantly reduced renewal of nicotine-seeking behaviour compared to no-CS-extinction condition. Moreover,
no effect of CS-extinction was observed in those subjects
that did not receive nicotine CS retrieval. Conclusion:
These preliminary findings provide the evidence for the
inhibition of nicotine Pavlovian memory reconsolidation by
applying post-retrieval CS-extinction.

P3

EXTENT OF, AND INFLUENCES ON, CLEAR
OVERESTIMATION OF PEER PREVALENCE BY
AGE AND SMOKING STATUS
Louise M. HOPPER, Michael J. GORMLEY
Trinity College Dublin, School of Psychology, Dublin,
Ireland
Background: Overestimating peer smoking prevalence
is widely associated with smoking behaviour especially
in adolescents. Various factors have been shown to predict overestimation yet there is little consensus as to the
most influential, and few studies examine age-related differences. This study investigated proximal peer smoking
perceptions across three age groups to determine where
708
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overestimation occurred, the factors most likely to influence clear overestimation, and age, gender and smoking
status differences. Methods: A survey of smoking behaviours and related social norms was completed by 322
smokers (15-18yrs:180, 19-25:102, 26-45:40), 601 nonsmokers (386, 143, 72) and 109 exsmokers (34, 22, 53).
Banded peer prevalence estimates (e.g. 0-10%, 11-20%)
were compared with actual Irish prevalence rates. Clear
overestimation was defined as exceeding actual prevalence rate by more than one band, minimising the impact
of marginal overestimation. Results: Estimates differed
significantly by smoking status for all ages. Despite clear
overestimation by adolescent nonsmokers (82%), they
were significantly less likely to overestimate than either
smokers or exsmokers (p<.001). Similar results were seen
for young adults (p<.01) but both adult non and exsmokers overestimated less than current smokers (p<.01). A
linear decline in overestimation was seen with age. Gender difference was only seen in adolescent smokers; 98%
of girls overestimated compared with 89% of boys. Multiple logistic regression analyses found that clear overestimation by all groups is best predicted by the percentage
of close friends who smoke. In addition, smoking status,
age and how often individuals are around smoking influence adolescent overestimation. Conclusions: A peer
prevalence false consensus effect was found at all ages.
Contrary to previous research, only proximal peer group
behaviour was most closely associated with overestimation in each group, but both adult and adolescent models
suggest overestimation is based on sampling bias. This
raises the issue for intervention programmes of how to
build realistic perceptions of peer prevalence despite immediate social and environmental factors.
Funding: No Funding

quinine bottle. The preference for saccharine and sucrose
were not different. The total amount of liquid the quinineexposed rats drank was lower in female rats than males
(p<0.01). There was no sex difference for the other tasnants. In Exp 2, female rats preexposed to quinine drank
less nicotine than males (p<0.05). An interaction between
previous taste substance exposure and sex (p<0.05) was
depicted in weight gain during Exp 2 (oral nicotine); the
weight gain of female rats was the lowest in the sucrose
group (p<0.01). The only significant correlation between
taste and nicotine preference a (during continued nicotine
exposure) was observed in female rats pretreated with
quinine (p<0.005). Conclusions: The effect of previous
exposure to different tastants on later nicotine preference
and intake is most pronounced in female rats exposed to
quinine. Bitter taste and nicotine preference are related
in female rats, suggesting either bitter taste and nicotine preference are related, or previous quinine exposure
modulates subsequent nicotine preference.
Funding: Ege University Research Fund Grant 2010 BAM
003
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ARE COGNITIVE AND MOTOR
DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFERENCES IN CHILDHOOD
RELATED TO SMOKING IN ADOLESCENCE:
A CO-TWIN CONTROL STUDY
Antti LATVALA1,2, Richard J. ROSE3,
Tellervo KORHONEN1,2, Lea PULKKINEN4,
Danielle M. DICK5, Jaakko KAPRIO1,2
1
Department of Public Health, University of Helsinki,
Finland
2
Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Services, National Institute for Health and Welfare,
Finland
3
Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences,
Indiana University, USA
4
Department of Psychology, University of Jyväskylä,
Finland
5
Virginia Institute for Psychiatric and Behavioral
Genetics, Virginia Commonwealth University, USA

P4
TASTE AND NICOTINE PREFERENCE IN MALE
AND FEMALE RATS
Lutfiye KANIT, Tanseli NESIL, Sakire POGUN
Ege University, Center for Brain Research, Izmir, Turkey
Background: An interaction between taste and nicotine
dependence is likely. We studied the possible relation between taste and nicotine preference. Sex was included
as a factor because sex differences in taste sensitivity
and nicotine dependence is well documented. Methods:
Adult male and female SD rats were used in free choice
oral intake experiments. In experiment 1 rat received water from one bottle and one of the taste substances (quinine, sucrose, saccharine) from the other. There were 6
groups of rats: Male and female quinine, saccharine, sucrose treated (n=12-16). Six rats served as controls and
received only water from both bottles. After one week,
Experiment 2 was initiated, using the same rats. Rats
received water from one bottle and nicotine (10 and 20
mg/L) from the other. Liquid intake and weight of the animals were measured at 4-day periods for 12 days. After
Experiment 2, nicotine exposure was continued for four
more weeks. Results: In Exp 1, there was a main effect
of taste substance (p<0.001). Rats exposed to quinine
drank the lowest percentage of the total liquid from the

Background: There is great variation between children in
cognitive and motor development but very little is known
of the role of this variation relative to smoking behaviors
in adolescence. Methods: In two population-based longitudinal birth cohort studies of Finnish twins, FinnTwin12
and FinnTwin16, parents reported retrospectively on differences between co-twins in cognitive and motor development in childhood. Cognitive indicators were age of
speaking words, age of reading, intellectual development
before school age, verbal expression in childhood, and
grades in elementary school. Motor indicators were age
of walking, manual dexterity and general motor development before school age, and agility and physical strength
in school age. Smoking behaviors were reported by the
twins at ages 12, 14, 17, and 21-24 in FT12, and ages
16, 17, 18.5 and 23-30 in FT16. Conditional logistic regression analysis in same-sex twin pairs discordant for
their development (N pairs between 221 and 1,128 for
different indicators) was used to map the associations be709
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tween development and smoking. Within-pairs sums of
differences across all cognitive and motor indicators were
also created and correlated with within-pair differences
in smoking. Results: Higher grades in elementary school
were related to a reduced likelihood of smoking by age
12 (OR=0.5, p<.05) and being a daily smoker at ages 16,
17, 18.5 and in young adulthood (ORs 0.5-0.6, p<.01).
Physical strength was related to an increased likelihood
of being a daily smoker at ages 14 (OR=2.6, p<.05) and
18.5 (OR=1.5, p<.05). Better cognitive development, as
indexed by the sum of within-pair cognitive differences,
was inversely related to daily smoking at ages 16, 17, and
18.5 (polyserial rho: -0.1, p<0.05). Motor development, as
indexed by the sum of within-pair motor differences, had
a positive association with daily smoking at ages 16 and
17 (polyserial rho: 0.1, p<0.05). Conclusions: Controlling for familial influences, better cognitive development
in childhood is related to a lower likelihood of becoming
a smoker in adolescence, whereas better motor development may indicate increased risk.
Funding: National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (grants AA-12502, AA-00145, and AA-09203
to RJR), Academy of Finland (grants 100499, 205585,
118555, and 141054 to JK), Finnish Foundation for Alcohol Studies (grant to AL)

professionals in each of these steps should be familiarised
and formulated for further practice guidelines. ABC: Offer
support, assess the willingness to quit, Strengths of these
methods are in being evidence-based, used as first line
intervention, Limitations include: Triggers a quit attempt
from the patients rather than increasing their chance of
continuation if not followed up adequately. The Results
will be tabulated in comparison for all three professionals
and each of their roles will be devised and planned for
future references and practice guidelines.
Funding: GlaxoSmithKline, Singapore Dental Health
Foundation

P7

AMITIFADINE (EB-1010), A TRIPLE DOPAMINE,
NOREPINEPHERINE AND SEROTONIN REUPTAKE
INHIBITOR, REDUCES NICOTINE SELF-ADMINISTRATION IN FEMALE RATS
Edward D LEVIN1, Corinne WELLS1,
Joshua E JOHSNON1, Amir H. REXVANI1,
Frank P. BYMASTER2, Jed E. ROSE1
1
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences,
Duke University Medical Center, USA
2
Euthymics Bioscience Inc., USA
A greater diversity of drug therapies is needed to help
tailor the most effective treatment for the different types
of tobacco smokers trying to quit smoking. The current
study was conducted to determine whether amitifadine
(EB-1010), which inhibits reuptake of three monoaminergic transmitters, dopamine, norepinephrine and serotonin, would decrease nicotine self-administration at SC
doses that do not cause adverse side effects. Adult female
Sprague-Dawley rats were trained to self-administer nicotine IV (0.03 mg/kg/infusion, FR1) and were given acute
doses of amitifadine in a repeated measures counterbalanced design. Effects of amitifadine on locomotor activity
and food-motivated responding were also evaluated. The
30-mg/kg amitifadine dose significantly reduced nicotine
self-administration during all parts of the session. The 5
and 10 mg/kg doses reduced nicotine self-administration
during the first third of the session when the greatest
amount of nicotine was self-administered. The 30-mg/kg
amitifadine dose, but not the lower doses caused a significant reduction in locomotor activity averaged over the
1-hour session and reduced food motivated responding.
The 10-mg/kg dose caused hypoactivity at the beginning
of the session, however 5-mg/kg did not show any sign
of hypoactivity. We tested the specific binding of amitifadine for nicotinic receptors and did not observe an effect.
In summary, the triple monoaminergic reuptake inhibitor
amitifadine significantly reduced nicotine self-administration at a dose that did not cause sedation or decrease
food self-administration. Based on these results further
research is called for to determine if amitifadine might be
effective in helping people to more successfully quit tobacco use.
Funding: This research was supported by P50 grant DA
DA027840 from NIDA.

P6
COMPARISON OF ORAL HEALTHCARE
PROFESSIONALS IN THEIR FAMILIARITY OF
THEIR ROLES, KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDE
TOWARDS SMOKING CESSATION IN THEIR
CLINICAL PRACTICE TO FORM POLICY AND
GUIDELINES
Hyun Jin LEE
Singapore Dental Health Foundation, GlaxoSmithKline,
National University Singapore
Background: Public health guidelines in many countries
encourage all oral health care professionals to provide
smoking cessation advice. However, this is often not possible due to a number of reasons. In order to improve further on the quality of practice in Singapore and increase
standard of care, health promotion principles should be
implemented into their daily clinical practice. Method: A
Cross-sectional survey will be mailed to all dental health
professionals,(Hygienists, Dentists and Periodontists) and
will assess their demographic characteristics, knowledge,
attitude and activities in their clinical practice. Their familiarity in their roles in how each play a role in the health
professional spectrum will be assessed and formulated
for future references and guideline/policy formulations.
Practice Implications: Tobacco plays a major role in
contributing as a major risk factor for periodontal(gum
disease)disease and oral cancer for the population as a
whole (worldwide).Its implications in clinical treatment and
practice ,effect on individuals health should be emphasised for the health professionals to improve the patient’s
oral health care. Method of Motivational Interviewing and
Counselling is a standard example. Other measures to
follow include following the 5 As. Ask, Assess, Advise,
Assist, Arrange for follow-up. The role of the 3 Oral health
710
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gate the influence of multiple genetic variants in candidate genes in smoking-related pathways on ND.
Smokers were recruited via four smoking and smoking
cessation trials (N=1502), and 783 (52%) provided a
DNA sample. Participants were genotyped for 35 genetic variants in 19 candidate genes in smoking-related
pathways. The primary outcome was level of ND assessed at baseline with the Fagerström Test of Nicotine
Dependence (FTND). FTND-score was significantly lower
among smokers with a decreased nicotine metabolism
(CYP2B6 rs3211371 T-allele; ratio=0.73, 95%CI=0.600.95), while it was increased among smokers with a low
number of dopamine receptors (DRD2 rs1800497 T-allele; ratio=1.06, 95%CI=1.00-1.12) or increased μ-opioid
receptor binding activity (OPRM1 rs1799971 G-allele; ratio=1.29, 95%CI=1.11-1.47). Furthermore, smokers with
the nicotinic acetylcholinic receptor (nAChR) α4-subunit
(CHRNA4) G-C haplotype or the serotonin transporter
(SLC6A4) 12-L-G haplotype had a significantly higher
FNTD-scores (difference=0.22 and 0.91, respectively),
while the SLC6A4 *-S-G haplotype resulted in a lower
FTND-score (difference=-2.06). Finally, MDR analysis revealed two genetic interactions. Firstly, a combination of
a variant in the dopamine pathway (DRD2 rs6277) with
one in the opioid pathway (ARRB2 rs3786047) resulted
in increased FTND-scores among smokers homozygous
wildtype for rs378647 and heterozygous for rs6277. Secondly, a combination of three variants in the dopamine
pathway (e.g. SLC6A3 VNTR, COMT rs737865, and DBH
rs77905) was found to have an effect on FTND-score.
Several variants in genes in smoking-related pathways influenced FTND-score. Moreover, combinations of genetic
variants had significant effects, even if they did not have
an effect on their own. Thus it is important to investigate
the effect of combinations of genetic variants on ND.
Funding: School for Public Health and Primary Care (CAPHRI), Maastricht University, The Netherlands Netherlands
Organization for Health and Development (ZonMW), The
Hague (50-50101-96-404)

EFFECTIVENESS OF A SMOKING CESSATION
PROGRAM FOR ADOLESCENTS IN KOREA
Yu-Jin PAEK
Hallym University Sacred Heart Hospital, Republic of
Korea
Background: Korea School Health Association (KSHA)
developed smoking cessation program for smoking adolescents. The purpose of this study was to test the effectiveness of a comprehensive smoking cessation program
for Korean adolescents. Method: The quasi-experimental
and longitudinal designs were used with a sample of 124
smokers from a Korean adolescents aged 13-17. Data
were collected through face-to-face interviews conducted
in 1 September 2010-30 December 2011 at pre-intervention and at one year later. The smoking cessation program
consisted of 5 sessions with content on enhancement of
self-efficacy, stress management, correction of distorted
thoughts, consciousness raising, and assertiveness training. The study variables were urine cotinine levels, selfefficacy, stress, perceived ‘cons’ of smoking, and stages
of changed behavior. Results: Long-term abstinence rate
verified by urine cotinine was 16.1% (20 among 124) at
one year follow-up. Those adolescent who succeeded in
smoking cessation have improved scores related to the
perceived ‘cons’ of smoking (P < 0.05). The students’
self-efficacy mean scores increased significantly (P < 0.01)
and stages of change before and after the program were
also significant (P < 0.01). Conclusions: The interventions
by KSHA in the smoking cessation program were effective, resulting in a positive change in attitude and behavior
that would support the students’ smoking cessation and
the process of cessation.
Funding: This study was conducted while the first author was at the University of Hallym. Supported by Korea
Health Promotion Foundation.
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MULTIPLE GENETIC VARIANTS INFLUENCE
NICOTINE DEPENDENCE
Marieke QUAAK1, CP van SCHAYCK2, DS POSTMA3,
PHJ HOOGSTEDER2, EJ WAGENA4, D KOTZ2,
FJ van SCHOOTEN5
1
Department of General Practice, Care and Public
Health Research Institute (CAPHRI), Maastricht
University, The Netherlands / Department of Toxicology,
Nutrition and Toxicology Research Institute Maastricht
(NUTRIM), Maastricht University, the Netherlands;
2
Department of General Practice, CAPHRI, Maastricht
University, the Netherlands;
3
Department of Pulmonology, University Medical Centre
Groningen, the Netherlands;
4
Department of General Practice, CAPHRI, Maastricht
University; Kiadis Pharma, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
5
Department of Toxicology, NUTRIM, Maastricht
University, the Netherlands
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DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF NICOTINE
DEPENDENCE ARE INFLUENCED BY GENETIC
VARIANTS IN DISTINCT PATHWAYS
Marieke QUAAK1, CP van SCHAYCK2, DS POSTMA3,
PHJ HOOGSTEDER2, EJ WAGENA4, D KOTZ2,
FJ van SCHOOTEN5
1
Department of General Practice, Care and Public
Health Research Institute (CAPHRI), Maastricht
University, The Netherlands / Department of Toxicology,
Nutrition and Toxicology Research Institute Maastricht
(NUTRIM), Maastricht University, the Netherlands;
2
Department of General Practice, CAPHRI, Maastricht
University, the Netherlands;
3
Department of Pulmonology, University Medical Centre
Groningen, the Netherlands;
4
Department of General Practice, CAPHRI, Maastricht
University & Kiadis Pharma, Amsterdam,
the Netherlands
5
Department of Toxicology, NUTRIM, Maastricht
University, the Netherlands

Both genetic and environmental determinants are believed to contribute to nicotine dependence (ND). However, so far most (candidate) gene studies investigated
only single genes. Therefore, this study aims to investi711
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ligands decreased the nicotine-stimulated response
in 86Rb+ efflux assay. Conclusions: Our data suggest
that oxycodone and codeine act as inhibitors of multiple
nAChRs and that they have low affinity to the epibatidine
binding site. Tramadol seems to block nAChR function
without binding to the epibatidine binding site.
Funding: This study was supported by a three-year research grant from University of Helsinki (OS).

Both genetic and environmental determinants are believed to contribute to smoking. However, so far most
(candidate) gene studies investigated only single genes
and only nicotine addiction in general. Therefore, this
study aims, to investigate the influence of multiple genetic
variants in candidate genes in smoking-related pathways
on the different aspects of ND. Smokers were recruited
via four smoking and smoking cessation trials (N=1502),
and 783 (52%) provided a DNA sample. Participants
were genotyped for 35 genetic variants in 19 candidate
genes in smoking-related pathways. The primary outcome measure was the separate items of the Fagerström
Test of Nicotine Dependence (FTND). The different items
of the FTND questionnaire were found to be associated
with several, often different, variants in smoking-related
genes. Overall, item 3 (hate-most-to-give-up) was mainly
associated with genes that may influence the response
to nicotine, while items 2 (forbidden-places), 4 (numberof-cigarettes/day), and 6 (smoke-if-ill) were mainly associated with genes that influence neurotransmitter pathways. The different aspects of ND seem to be influenced
by genetic variants in different pathways.
Funding: School for Public Health and Primary Care (CAPHRI), Maastricht University, the Netherlands Netherlands
Organization for Health and Development (ZonMW), The
Hague (50-50101-96-404)
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IMPROVEMENT OF MELANIN INDEX AFTER
SMOKING CESSATION
Eun Jung CHOI, Sangyeoup LEE, Jeong Gyu LEE,
Dong Wook JEONG, Yun Jin KIM, Yu Hyun YI,
Young Hye CHO
Pusan Yangsan National University Hospital, Department
of Family Medicine, Yangsan, South Korea
This study was performed to assess changes in skin color
over 1 month after smoking cessation. The study population consisted of 49 men who participated in a smoking
cessation program from March 2010 to June 2010 at a
public health centre in Yangsan, South Korea. 34 men
who stop smoking completely were included in our study.
Instrumental evaluations of skin color were performed
using Mexameter at the beginning of the study and at
1-week and 4-week follow-up visits. Skin color was evaluated by measurement of 2 main color bases—melanin
and haemoglobin—with the results expressed as melanin
index (MI) and erythema index (EI). Both MI and EI were
significantly reduced at the 4-week follow-up visit on all
7 sites measured. We anticipate that desirable effects on
skin color after smoking cessation will play a positive role
in maintaining smoking abstinence in routine clinical practice.
Funding: No Funding
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INTERACTIONS OF NICOTINE AND OPIOIDS IN
NACHR –CONTAINING CELL LINES
Reeta TALKA, Mari HAVIA, Juri MEIJER,
Outi SALMINEN, Raimo K. TUOMINEN
Division of Pharmacology and Toxicology, Faculty of
Pharmacy, University of Helsinki, Finland
Background: Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs)
are ion channels, which consist of either muscle-type or
neuronal-type subunits. Opioid receptors are G-protein
coupled and they are subdivided into three types; mu,
delta, and kappa-receptors. Previously we have found
that methadone and morphine exhibit receptor-level interactions at nAChRs. Therefore, we wanted to study other
opioid ligands (oxycodone, codeine and tramadol) and
the possible receptor mechanisms mediating the nicotine
and opioid interactions. Methods: SH-EP1-halpha4beta2
cells have native expression of mu- and delta-opioid receptors and they have been transfected with alpha4beta2 nAChR subunit gene to express human alpha4beta2
nAChRs. SH-SY5Y cell line is a human neuroblastoma cell
line naturally expressing alpha3, alpha5, alpha7, beta2,
and beta4 nAChR subunits as well as mu- and delta-opioid receptors. 86Rb+ efflux assay was used specifically
to demonstrate the function of nAChRs. Binding studies
were done with tritiated epibatidine, an agonist that binds
in at least seven nAChR subtypes. Results: In both cell
lines codeine and oxycodone, but not tramadol, inhibited
[3H]epibatidine binding with low affinity. In 86Rb+ efflux
assay agonist dose-response profiles showed no effect
for the opioid ligands. In antagonist dose-response assays all opioid ligands showed dose-dependent inhibition of nAChR function stimulated by nicotine. All opioid

P13

SEE HOW SOPHISTICATED LC-MS/MS ASSAYS
ARE HELPING SMOKING RESEARCH AND
CESSATION PROGRAMMES
Mira V. DOIG1, Colin FEYERABEND1, Tim COLEMAN2,
Sue COOPER2
1
ABS Laboratories Ltd. BioPark, UK
2
Division of Primary Care and UK Centre for Tobacco
Control Studies, University of Nottingham, UK
Cotinine is a metabolite of nicotine and its presence in
biological fluids indicates nicotine intake. Research has
shown that cotinine levels in saliva directly correlate with
those in plasma, so measuring cotinine in a saliva sample
from a smoker can then be related to the actual amount
of nicotine inhaled. In addition, research now indicates
that successful smoking cessation, in a quit attempt may
be affected by the rate with which nicotine is metabolised,
and this rate can also be ascertained from the same saliva sample by assaying both cotinine and another metabolite of nicotine, 3-hydroxy cotinine. This means that
from one sample you could find out the daily level of nicotine your smoker usually inhales (or in the case of smokeless tobacco, absorbs) and how quickly it is metabolised.
The optimal method and matrix for assaying 3-hydroxy
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cotinine and cotinine levels for such analyses needs determining. However, we have also analysed blood samples for these analytes and have found that, unlike urine,
when investigating metabolic status in blood analyses,
it is unnecessary to hydrolyse the glucuronides of these
metabolites to look at the metabolic status as the free
and total 3-hydroxy cotinine:cotinine ratio is the same.
This simpler analytical method for the quantification of
these nicotine metabolites can then help with researching
into the selection of the most appropriate smoking cessation programme for an individual. We have also set up
an LC-MS/MS assay to measure cotinine and anabasine
in saliva to help researchers worried about compliance to
an NRT regime. Data on the analytical methodology used
and results of these tests will also be presented.
Funding: NIHR Health Technology Assessment Programme

and Nic groups in the 2- and 3-back conditions. Conclusions: Results showed that Denic cigarettes suppressed
cognitive impairment and subjective symptoms typically
seen during nicotine withdrawal. The brain deactivation
pattern in the Denic group might reflect this behavioral
withdrawal suppression. Denic cigarettes might enhance
long-term quit success by suppressing withdrawal during
the first week when relapse rates are high.
Funding: This research was supported by the Intramural
Research Program of the NIH, National Institute on Drug
Abuse.
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FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH WEIGHT CHANGES
IN THE SAMPLE OF 607 QUITTERS
(CO-VALIDATED ONE –YEAR ABSTINENCE)
Alexandra KMETOVA1, Eva KRALIKOVA1,
Lenka STEPANKOVA1, Kamila ZVOLSKA1,
Vladislava FELBROVA1, Stanislava KILOVANA1,
Milan BLAHA2, Michal STICHA2
1
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
2
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
Background: Smoking cessation is associated with
weight gain from several reasons based on central, metabolic and gastrointestinal effects. Still there is insufficient
knowledge about all factors influencing weight changes
during quitting smoking. Methods: From the sample of
1,775 our patients with one year follow-up we analysed
607 successful abstainers (CO-validated abstinence,
Russell standard criteria), containing 52.1 % men (N=316)
and 47.9 % women (N=291) with the mean age of 48
years (18-85). We assessed several factors that may influence the weight gain. Results: The mean weight gain
after one year post-quit was 6.8 % or 5.1 kg (-2.3;+13.5).
Weight gain differed significantly (alpha = 0.05) according to the baseline BMI (body mass index), especially between overweight (BMI 25-29.9) and obese (BMI over 30)
patients: +5.5 kg (-2.1;+14.7) in overweight patients vs.
+3.8 kg (-7.0;+15.4) in obese patients. Those more dependent (defined by Fagerström test of nicotine dependence, FTND≥ 5 points) gained more, +5.6 kg (-3.2;+15.4)
compared to those with FTND 2-4 (+4.3 kg, -4.6;+19.1).
But, there was no significant difference according to the
age of the first cigarette, age of onset of regular smoking, Beck Depression Scale (assessed 3 times during
the one year follow-up), level of withdrawal symptoms or
surprisingly those with and without any pharmacotherapy
or according to the length of the pharmacotherapy use.
Conclusion: More research should be done to identify
reasons for this important quitting complication.
Funding: Supported by AMVIS-KONTAKT ME 09014,
IGA MZ CR NT12170-5/2011
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EFFECT OF DENICOTINIZED CIGARETTES ON
BRAIN ACTIVATION OF WORKING MEMORY
Stephen J. HEISHMAN1, Carol S. MYERS1,
Thomas J. ROSS1, Richard C. TAYLOR1,
Betty Jo SALMERON1, Elliot A. STEIN1, Ivan BERLIN2
1
NIDA Intramural Research Program, National Institute
on Drug Abuse, NIH, Baltimore, USA
2
Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière-Faculté de Médicine, Université
P.& M. Curie, Paris, France
Background: Denicotinized (Denic) cigarettes can suppress some symptoms of nicotine withdrawal, but their
effect on cognitive function, which is typically impaired
during withdrawal, has not been determined. We studied
effects of Denic cigarettes on brain activation of working memory. Methods: Male, right-handed, daily smokers performed baseline measures and were then randomized into 3 groups (n=15 each): nicotine-containing
(Nic) cigarettes, Denic cigarettes, or tobacco abstinent.
Subjects performed the n-back task (1-, 2-, and 3-back)
during fMRI scans on Days 2, 3, and 7. On Day 8, they
resumed smoking and had a final fMRI session on Day
10. The n-back task consisted of six 4’12” runs in a randomized block design. Results: The abstinent group reported increased withdrawal and tobacco craving during
the 8 days, but symptoms were suppressed in the Denic
group. N-back accuracy declined with task difficulty in all
groups. The abstinent group had significantly slower response time in the 3-back condition compared to the Nic
and Denic groups, which did not differ. fMRI data were
analyzed by 3-way ANOVA (Group x Session x Back).
Across sessions, increased activation with task difficulty
was noted in regions typically associated with working
memory (e.g., middle frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate, inferior parietal lobule). We examined Group x Session effects within these regions. In left precuneus, left inferior
parietal lobule, and right middle temporal gyrus, Denic
and abstinent groups showed deactivation (compared to
Nic) throughout the experimental phase. This was particularly evident on Day 3 (48 hr) in the 2- and 3-back conditions. In contrast, the Denic group showed increased
activation in the right precuneus compared to abstinent
713
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CZECH MEDICAL COMMUNITY: EDUCATION AND
TREATMENT OF TOBACCO DEPENDENCE 2012
Eva KRALIKOVA1, Alexandra KMETOVA1,
Lenka STEPANKOVA1, Kamila ZVOLSKA1,
Vladislava FELBROVA1, Stanislava KULOVANA1,
Katerina MALA2, Milan BLAHA3, Michal STICHA3
1
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
2
Central Military Hospital, Prague, Czech Republic
3
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

SMOKING IN PATIENTS WITH LEBER HEREDITARY
OPTIC NEUROPATHY (LHON)
Andrea LINHARDT, Tobias RÜTHER,
Boriana BÜCHNER, Thomas KLOPSTOCK,
Constanze GALLENMÜLLER
Ludwig Maximilians University Munich, Germany
Background: LHON has no treatment, so disease prevention is extremely important. Smoking is the most important trigger for outbreak and worsening of disease.
Quitting smoking could aware patients of visual loss.
From our point of view, as addiction specialists and physicians, there are many questions. One of the interesting
and most important question could be: How is the motivation for smoking cessation, in patients who know, that
in case of continuing smoking the visual loss will be most
likely? Methods: In context of annual physicals in patients
with symptomatic LHON (n=28) different information have
been collected. Symptomatic patients, with diagnosis security by genetic tests, of the Department of Neurology
of the Friedrich-Baur-Institute in Munich, Germany were
asked by standardized questionnaire about smoking status, their motivation to quit in case of smoking, the age of
beginning smoking, their quit attempts, Fagerström test
of Nicotine Dependence (FTDN) and personal data like
gender, age etc. In all cases a carbon monoxide measurement in exhalation air and a cotinin measurement in saliva
have been performed, to verify the anamnestic data and
to identify those, who do not tell the truth. To all patients
with positive smoking status a counselling for smoking
cessation was offered, corresponding the guidelines. Results and Conclusion: In progress.
Funding: No funding

Background: In the CR with about 10,000,000 inhabitants, we have about 40,000 physicians, 80,000 nurses
and 2,100,000 smokers. Methods: We describe education of physicians and nurses in treatment of tobacco dependence, availability of intensive treatment to smokers
and outcomes of our patients between 2005-2011 (oneyear follow up, CO-validated abstinence, Russel criteria).
The schedule of visits in our centre is as follows: screening visit (about 1 hour), psychobehavioural intervention
(2 hours), follow up visits (30 minutes). At each visit CO,
weight, blood pressure and withdrawal symptoms (Minnesota Withdrawal Scale) are observed. Results: Since
1990s, regular education of physicians and since 2007,
regular post-graduate education of nurses in treatment
of tobacco dependence started. Based on collaboration
with Nicotine Dependence Centre at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota, USA, the first Centre for TobaccoDependent was founded in 2005 - still the only one working full-time for smokers only. Currently, overall 38 centres
across the country are available. They are equipped by a
CO-monitor and at least one educated physician and one
educated nurse work there. Twice a year the Society for
Treatment of Tobacco Dependence invites their staff to
a one-day meeting with updates. Evidence-based treatment methods are used. A web-based application for
evaluation of the treatment outcomes is available to all of
them. Currently, there are over 6,000 patients included in
the system from different centres. From 3,073 our patients
in the database, 2,665 completed one year since the first
visit. The abstinence was 35.1 % in men (N=1,340) and
33.7 % in women (N=1,325). After excluding those who
did come just for the screening visit and one year after
(were not treated, abstinence rate 6.9 %), the abstinence
rate among those who passed the intervention was 39.9
% in men (N=1,146) and 38.0 % in women (N= 1,143) in the whole sample we had 38.9 % abstainers, without
statistical significant difference according to gender. Conclusion: International standards and collaboration may
help to create treatment systems in other countries as
described on the Czech example.
Funding: AMVIS-KONTAKT ME 09014, IGA MZ CR
NT12170-5/2011
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SMOKING, HOMOZYGOSITY IN THE LOC387715/
ARMS2-GENE AND THEIR PROGNOSTIC IMPACT
ON VISUAL FUNCTIONAL STATUS IN AGERELATED MACULAR
Bruno NEUNER1,2, J WELLMANN1, M DIETZEL1,
A FUHS1, HW HENSE1
1
Institute of Epidemiology and Social Medicine,
University of Muenster, Muenster, Germany
2
Charité-Universitaetsmedizin Berlin, Department for
Anesthesiology, Operating-Room Management and
Intensive Care Medicine, Berlin, Germany
Background: Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is
a chronic progressive disease of the retina and a common cause for blindness in developed countries. Apart
from age and genetic disposition, smoking is an important
risk factor for AMD. Gene-environment interactions with
smoking and the A69S single-nucleotide polymorphism
in the LOC387715/ARMS2 gene have been identified in
AMD incidence. Objective: To prospectively evaluate the
impact of homozygosity in the LOC387715/ARMS2 gene
and its interaction with smoking on visual functional status (VFS) in 60-80 year old participants of the Muenster
Aging and Retina cohort. Methods: Baseline (n = 812)
and 2.5 (n = 656) respectively 6.5 year (n = 390) followup investigations using standardized medical examina714
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tion methods (including fundus grading), genotyping, and
questionnaires (to evaluate the smoking status). Outcome
was VFS at baseline and both follow-up examinations.
VFS was assessed with the National Eye Institute Visual
Functioning Questionnaire-25 ranging from 0 (maximal impaired) to 100 (unimpaired) points in general-, near-, and
far vision. Analysis was by generalized linear mixed models with stepwise adjustments. Results: In initial models
(adjusted for age, gender, AMD status and eye status at
baseline) ever smoking at baseline as well as homozygosity in the LOC387715/ARMS2 gene were associated with
declines in near respectively far vision over 6.5 years (ever
smoking: -5.4 respectively -6.4 points, each p < 0.05;
homozygosity in the LOC387715/ARMS2 gene: -4.2 respectively -6.0 points, each p < 0.05). In models including
a gene-environment interaction between homozygosity
in the LOC387715/ARMS2 gene and smoking intensity,
a dose-dependent negative interaction was found in all
three dimensions of the VFS (each p < 0.05). Homozygosity in the LOC387715/ARMS2 gene showed no effect
on VFS in never-smokers. Time since smoking cessation
in former smokers protected against declines in near and
far vision. Conclusions: Smoking intensity modifies the
effect of the LOC387715/ARMS2 gene, a well known risk
factor for AMD, on the VFS decline over 6.5 years. Quitting smoking seems to have a protective effect on declines in near and far vision even in older patients.
Funding: No Funding

and 31% had an annual household income <$40,000.
Histories of cardiovascular disease (CVD) and related
risks included 6% myocardial infarction, 25% other CVD,
12% stroke, 49% hypertension, and 18% diabetes. 16%
had asthma and 19% other respiratory disease. 9% had
a cancer diagnosis. Three-quarters of the men were overweight/obese, had a diet high in fat and low in fruits and
vegetables, and were physically inactive. At follow up, almost half (48.3%) of the smokers reported quitting. Multivariable analysis found quitters more likely to be Hispanic
or Asian v. white, born outside the US, and were lighter
smokers with fewer pack years. Men with hypertension
(AOR=1.34, 95% CI=1.10-1.63) or a cancer diagnosis
(AOR=1.48, 95% CI=1.06-2.06) also were more likely
to quit. No effect was found for most CVD risk factors,
asthma, and other respiratory disease. Conclusions:
Despite belonging to a health plan known for its strong
commitment to tobacco control, half the men continued
to smoke. Physicians and health systems must engage
more smokers in quitting. Focus on patients with smoking-related disease would be a critical next step.
Funding: This work was funded by the California Cancer
Research Program, Grant 99-86883 and the Kaiser Permanente Southern and Northern California Community
Benefit Programs.
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PASSIVE SMOKING AND PERIODONTAL HEALTH
IN CHILDREN
Samaneh RAZEGHI, Mohammad R. KHAMI
Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Iran
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PREDICTORS OF QUITTING AMONG MIDDLEAGED & OLDER MEN IN A LARGE HEALTH
MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION: IS THE GLASS
STILL HALF EMPTY?
Virginia P. QUINN1, Jeff M. SLEZAK1,
Steven J. JACOBSEN1, Stephen K. Van Den EEDEN2,
Chun CHAO1
1
Department of Research & Evaluation,
Kaiser Permanente Southern California, USA
2
Division of Research, Kaiser Permanente Northern
California, USA

Background: There is strong epidemiological evidence
of a positive association between smoking and periodontal disease. In other hand, environmental tobacco
smoke (ETS) or passive smoking (PS) exposure has
been associated with a number of negative health outcomes in children which one of them might be change
in periodontal health. The aim of the present study was
to review the association between passive smoking and
periodontal conditions in children. Methods: A literature
search of PubMed, Google Scholar and EMBASE was
performed. Databases were searched from 1980 to December 30, 2011, using various combinations of the following key words: passive smoking, tobacco, periodontal
disease, periodontal health, and children. The inclusion
criteria included all levels of available evidence. Articles
published only in the English language were evaluated,
and unpublished data were not sought. Results: Three
studies were found. A case-control study showed that
excessive pigmentation in the gingiva of children is associated with passive smoking. A historical cohort study
found that the mean salivary cotinine concentration was
significantly higher in children whose father or mother was
a smoker as compared, respectively, to children whose
fathers and mothers were non-smokers. The mean clinical attachment level (CAL) was also significantly less in
children with smoker parents compared to children with
none-smoker parents. Another study showed that the
prevalence of gingival pigmentation in passive smokers
was statistically significant. Increased levels of urinary

Background: Since 1996 the US clinical guideline for
tobacco control has called on clinicians and health care
organizations to identify, advise, and treat smokers. By
2000, Kaiser Permanente Southern California (KPSC), a
large prepaid health care organization, included smoking
status as a vital sign at all clinical encounters and provided
comprehensive coverage for tobacco treatment. Methods: We identified 2,508 middle-aged and older men
who reported smoking in a survey in 2000-2002 and who
completed a follow-up survey in 2006-2007. Subjects
were KPSC members participating in the California Men’s
Health Study. We compared men who reported quitting at
follow-up with those who continued to smoke. We used
multivariate logistic regression and included sociodemographics, smoking history, health behaviors, and medical diagnoses to identify significant predictors of smoking cessation. Results: Mean age at baseline was 62.8
(sd=6.6), almost half the men were from minority racial/
ethnic groups, 30% had completed high school or less,
715
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cotinine were observed in non-smoking participants with
≥1 smoker parent. Conclusions: Few studies exist on the
association of PS with periodontal health. It seems that
PS might have some adverse effect on periodontal health
in children. More studies should be done to confirm these
findings.
Funding: No Funding

EVALUATION OF A BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY
MANUAL FOR TOBACCO CESSATION AS A
PERMANENT PART OF TREATMENT ON AN
ACUTE PSYCHIATRIC WARD FOR SUBSTANCE
USE DISORDERS
Tobias RÜTHER, Amelie BERTHOLD,
Christoph KRÖGER, Sabine FELTEN,
Veronika SCHULER, Verena LANG, Oliver POGARELL
University of Munich, Psychiatric Department, Outpatient
Clinic for Tobacco Dependence, Munich, Germany
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GENDER SPECIFIC IMPACT OF TOBACCO USE ON
THE APICAL INFLAMMATORY CONDITIONS OF
TEETH – AN ANALYSIS IN A SWISS POPULATION
(KREBS PROJECT)
Fabiola R. RODRIGUEZ, B. TANER, R. WEIGER,
C. WALTER
University of Basel, Department of Periodontology,
Endodontology and Cariology, Basel, Switzerland

Background: The treatment of tobacco dependence during the acute or withdrawal treatment of addiction patients remains a controversial topic, despite the positive
data on its effectiveness. A manualised therapy concept
for tobacco withdrawal, consisting of a group programme
and associated individual therapies, was developed over
a two-year period of testing and improvement. Treatment
objectives are not only tobacco abstinence but also a
reduction in smoking in the sense of ‘harm reduction’.
Methods: During a six-month data collection period,
all tobacco-dependent patients on an acute addiction
ward were included in the treatment approach, regardless of their motivation status. A sample of n = 102 participants was studied (control group: n = 102). The open
programme lasted for two weeks and consisted of two
group sessions and an optional individual consultation.
Patients were assessed at four points in time: a pre-test
assessment before the patient started the programme, a
post-test assessment at discharge and a 3- and 6-month
follow-up. A questionnaire was used to inquire about the
acceptance and practicability of the programme and the
patients’ motivation and changes in smoking behaviour.
In addition, patients were offered drug treatment (NRT)
as specified in treatment guidelines. Results: Although
participation was mandatory, acceptance was good to
very good among the acute addiction patients. A total
of 11.9% of the participants participated in the voluntary, manualised individual therapy sessions in addition to
the group programme and recorded their cigarette consumption for at least three days. Compared to the control
group (brief information about tobacco dependence and
nicotine replacement therapy), all participants showed a
change in smoking behaviour and motivation to quit. During the acute treatment, 24.3% of the patients reduced
their smoking and 4.3% even quit smoking. Data will be
presented from the 3- and 6-month follow-ups. Conclusion: The results indicate good acceptance, very good
practicability and positive effects on smoking behaviour of
early counselling and tobacco withdrawal in patients with
comorbid addiction disorder.
Funding: No Funding

Background: An inflammatory condition on the tip of a
root of a tooth is called apical periodontitis. To evaluate
the association between cigarette smoking and the effect
of smoking cessation on the prevalence of apical peridontitis in females and males in a cohort study in Switzerland.
Methods: This cohort study included full-mouth periapical radiographs of 163 subjects, including 68 current
smokers, 26 former smokers and 69 individuals who had
never smoked. The number of pack years was calculated.
Gender, socioeconomic and periodontal/ dental variables
were assessed. Radiographically, the periapical region
(“root tip”) of all teeth (n= 4055) was evaluated by two
examiners using the Periapical Index Score, with PAI >2
defined as apical periodontitis. Results: Apical periodontitis showed (i) a more frequent occurrence in the maxillary teeth compared to mandibular teeth and (ii) increased
from the front to the molar region. Current male cigarette
smokers with <10 or ≥10 pack years showed a prevalence of apical periodontitis of 12% or 5.5% compared
to 3.8% in never smokers. The corresponding data for
female smokers were 5.9%, 7.2% versus 5.2%. A current
smoking habit of <10 pack years significantly predicted
apical periodontitis in males (p=0.001), after adjustment
for several potential confounders. The effect of smoking
cessation was different among men and women. While
the prevalence of apical periodontitis decreased by about
50% in former female smokers (3.3%), almost no changes in prevalence were detected in former male smokers
(7.3%). Conclusions: The results from the present study
demonstrate different prevalence of apical periodontitis
in current female and male cigarette smokers. Current
smoking with a tobacco use history of <10 pack years
was a predictor for apical periodontitis in males in this
sample.
Funding: The KREBS Project is partly supported by two
unrestricted grants from MS-Dental Forum (Busswil,
Switzerland) and the Swiss National Program to promote
Tobacco Use Prevention and Cessation (Bern, Switzerland).
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NICOTINE AS AN INDICATOR OF TOBACCO
EXPOSURE AND ITS EFFECT ON ORAL HEALTH
Sabin SIDDIQUE, GS PANCHMAL
Yenepoya University, Mangalore, Karnataka, India
Background: Tobacco use is termed as modern global epidemic. Nicotine is considered the most pharma716
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cologically active component in tobacco. Oral health is
now recognized as equally important in relation to general
health. Thus the present study is undertaken to assess
and correlate the periodontal status of 35-44 year old
male tobacco users with their nicotine concentration in
Blood and Urine. The objectives of this study were to (a)
Assess the periodontal status of 35-44 year old tobacco
users using Community Periodontal Index. (b) Estimation
of Nicotine levels in Blood and Urine by Spectrophotometry. (c) Correlation between Nicotine levels in the Blood
and Urine samples of the subjects and their periodontal status. Methods: A cross sectional institution based
study was conducted to assess the periodontal status
of different tobacco users and the nicotine concentration
in their blood and urine. The study instrument consisted
of a questionnaire for recording information on tobacco
use. The second part was for recording the clinical data
using Community Periodontal Index. The third part was
to record the concentration of nicotine in blood and urine
by spectrophotometry. Karl Pearson Chi-square test and
Karl Pearson Correlation tests were used and data was
analysed using SPSS -17 software. Results: In this study
of 150 male subjects, the findings showed tobacco users
with the highest prevalence of periodontal disease. When
blood and urine nicotine levels were compared with various forms of tobacco users, the nicotine levels was maximum in beedi smokers and minimum in cigarette smokers. However, there was no significant correlation when
periodontal status was correlated with nicotine levels in
blood and urine (p>0.0005). Conclusion: The findings
suggested a marked association between tobacco use
and prevalence of periodontal disease. The present study
showed that blood and urine nicotine level is increased in
various tobacco users compared to non-tobacco users.
The nicotine levels in blood and urine may be considered
as good indicators to assess the exposure to tobacco in
our population.
Funding: No funding

specific self-help materials. Method: We have designed
a descriptive, longitudinal and prospective study. We
have performed in all the patients a tobacco clinic history,
cooximetry and we asked them for co-morbidities. We
have scheduled 7 visits to our clinic (basal, 2ª y 4ª weeks;
2º, 3º y 6º month, and finally at the 52ª weeks). Abstinent
was monitored in all patients at each of the scheduled
sessions by patient self – report and measurement of
CO in expired air (< 10 ppm). Results: 96 patients have
participated, 68 (71%) were males; 28 (29%) females.
The median age was 53.1 years. Median consumption
of cigarettes per day was 29.77cigarettes/day. Median
age for beginning the consumption was 16 years. Median
of the Fagerström test was 7.51; for Richmond test was
7.35; and for cooximetry was 27.8 ppm, and carboxihemoglobine of 4.33%. Comorbidities: Dyslipemia 23, High
arterial pressure 18, Obesity 14, Depression 9, Miocardic
infarction 7, COPD 7, Ischemic cardiopathy 5. Time to
first cigarette after wake up: 45.8% between 5-3´; under
5´19.8% and >30´34.4% 81 patients intended to quit
smoking before, 86 of this intended to quit were without
medication, 6 with nicotine patches, 3 with Varenicline
and 1 with bupropion. Conclusions: Patients included
in this study have a higher consumption of cigarettes.
They have a severe dependence: more than 65% of them
smoke the first cigarette 30 min after wake up. Motivation
was high, 84% of the subjects intended to quit before.
Total abstinent rate at 52ª week was 32.2%. Stop smoking is priority for diabetic patients and we have to include
this treatment for smoking cessation in the total treatment
of these patients.
Funding: No funding
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Background: The aims of this study were: evaluate the
efficacy of a combination treatment (pharmacologic and
psicologic) for smoking cessation among patients with
COPD (FEV1/FVC <70%), and determine which pharmacologic treatment obtain better abstinent results. Method:
The design of the study was descriptive and retrospective. We have included 378 smokers with COPD (January
1th 2007 to November 30th 2010). We have performed
in all the patients a tobacco clinic history, and cooximetry.
We have scheduled 7 visits to our clinic (basal, 2ª y 4ª
weeks; 2º, 3º y 6º month, and finally at the 52ª weeks).
Abstinent was monitored in all patients at each of the
scheduled sessions by patient self – report and measure-

Background: Tobacco consumption is a risk factor for
cardiovascular diseases. The combination of tobacco
and diabetes increase more the risk. The aim of this study
was to analyze the abstinent rates among diabetic smoker patients that have been treated with a combination of
pharmacology and psicologic therapy and we have given
717
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ment of CO in expired air (< 10 ppm). Between sessions
we did phone calls. All patients have received the combination of pharmacologic (varenicline VNC, bupropion BP
and nicotine replacement therapy NRT) and psicologic
treatment and we have given specific self-help materials
Results: We have included 378 smokers with COPD,
median age of 56, 7 (±9, 3) years; 67, 6% were males.
Median consumption of cigarettes per day was 27.9
(±12.5).Median age for beginning the consumption was
15, 5 (±4, 7) years. Median of the Fagerström test was
7.2 (±2.8). Time to the first cigarette after wake up: 52%
between 5-30´; 38% under 5´and more 30´10% Previous
quit attempts: 47%, 1 to 3 attempts 67% of the total of
patients had ≥ 8 points in Richmond test. More frequent
adverse effects: VRN (Nauseas, headache), BP (Insomnia, Mouth dryness), TSN (Erythema, Pruritus) Abstinence
rates: VRN 36%, BP 29% y TSN 27% at 52th weeks. The
total abstinent rate was 31%. Conclusions: 1. Patients
included in this study have a higher consumption of cigarettes and a higher dependence. 90% of them smoke the
first cigarette 30 min after wake up. 2. Higher motivation
to quit, 67% had ≥ 8 points in Richmond Test and 71% of
them have made previous quit attempts. 3. The first line
pharmacologic treatment was effective, safety and good
tolerated. 4. Higher abstinent rates with varenicline compared with bupropion and nicotine patches.
Funding: No Funding

number of daily smoked cigarettes 1-10: OR 4.45 (1.37
– 14.47) and for 11-20 OR 3.16 (1.50 – 6.65) - both versus ≥ 31 cigarettes/day smoked, number of visits ≥6 OR
10.78 (5.75 – 20.20) and the type of pharmacotherapy.
Odds Ratios were for bupropion 12.20 (1.93 – 76.96),
for varenicline 14.35 (5.18 – 39.80), and for nicotine replacement therapy 5.03 (1.82 – 13.96), all vs. no pharmacotherapy. The difference in the outcome according
to gender in the depressive subgroup was not statistically
significant in contrast to the non-depressive subgroup.
Other monitored factors (age of the first cigarette, CO
level at first visit, number of previous quit attempts and
alcohol abuse) did not significantly differ. Conclusions:
High smoking cessation rates (despite the statistically significant difference in both subgroups) supports the benefit
of tobacco dependence treatment in patients with either
current of former depression. Further analysis of all factors influencing the process is needed.
Funding: Supported partly by grants: AMVIS-KONTAKT
ME09014 and IGA MZ CR NT12170-5/2011
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EFFECTIVENESS OF A NEWLY DEVELOPED
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QUITTING WITH AND WITHOUT DEPRESSION:
ABSTINENCE RATES AND SELECTED FACTORS
Lenka STEPANKOVA1,Eva KRALIKOVA1,
Alexandra KMETOVA1, Kamila ZVOLSKA1,
Milan BLAHA3, Michal STICHA3,Vladislava FELBROVA1,
Stanislava KULOVANA1
1
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
2
Central Military Hospital, Prague, Czech Republic
3
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

Background: Adolescents with low educational background are particularly at risk for smoking and have a
low probability of smoking cessation. This study is the
first to analyze the effectiveness of a smoking cessation program in German low educational track schools.
Methods: In a multi-center, non-randomized, controlled
intervention study, 56 professionals (health care providers, social workers) were trained in a youth specific
smoking cessation manual. After recruitment, 275 currently smoking program participants (11-19 years) from
40 intervention schools and 270 current smokers from 10
control schools were included in the study. At follow-up
six months after the intervention, 66% of the sample was
successfully contacted. Results: The mean recruitment
rate of the target population at intervention schools was
25.9%. Participants had higher levels of nicotine dependence and smoked more heavily than non-participants.
During the program, 28.9% of participants successfully
stopped smoking (ITT analysis). At the end of the aftercare interval, four weeks post program, 23.6% reported
they were still smoke-free. At the end of the follow-up
interval of six months, 14.3% of participants reported
smoking abstinence (30-day prevalence). Controlling for
baseline smoking intensity and dependence, participation in the program was a significant predictor of smoking abstinence at follow-up (adj. OR = 1.78, 95% CI 1.01
– 3.13, p<.05). Additionally, participants who continued
smoking or had relapsed to follow-up reported smoking

Background: The relationship of tobacco dependence
and psychiatric comorbidity is well documented. By contrast, cessation outcomes are controversial and factors
influencing the success are unclear. Methods: In the
sample of our patients (one year follow-up , N=1,730)
we compared smoking cessation success rates (one
year CO-validated abstinence, Russell standard criteria)
according to depression and possible factors that may
influence the outcomes. The treatment includes evidence
based methods - psychobehavioural intervention as well
as pharmacotherapy (nicotine, bupropion, varenicline or
combinations). Results: Current of former depression
treatment was present in 16.7 % (289/1,730) of our patients. According to the Fagerström Test of Nicotine Dependence (FTND), the group with depression was more
nicotine dependent: 6.8 points versus 5.6. One year abstinence in this depressive subgroup was 32.5 %, and
significantly higher in patients without depression history:
38.7 %, OR 1.31 (1.00 – 1.71) for non-depressive group.
Statistical significance (95% CI) of the relationship with
abstinence was displayed in depressive subgroup in following factors: FTND ≤ 5 vs.≥ 6: OR 1.97 (1.09 – 3.56),
718
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significantly less frequent and less cigarettes than the
control group. Conclusions: Adolescent smokers participating in the smoking cessation program “losgelöst” have
a higher likelihood of smoking cessation than smokers in
the control group. The achieved quit rate is comparable
to other internationally reported smoking cessation interventions for adolescent smokers. Due to “losgelöst”, now
there is a youth specific and effective smoking cessation
program for German adolescents with low educational
background, who belong to a particularly vulnerable population.
Funding: This study was conducted on behalf of the German Federal Center for Health Education (BZgA).

a multiple linear regression statistical model. A predictive
model may enhance retention, compliance and completion rates vis-à-vis more individualized smoking cessation
efforts and warrants further study.
Funding: The funding for the data compilation and statistical analyses was provided (internally) by Pharmacology
Research Institute.
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THE UTILITY OF COTININE AS A BIOMARKER OF
TOBACCO EXPOSURE IS ALTERED BY GENDER
AND CYP2A6 GENOTYPE: A PHARMACOKINETIC
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Andy ZHU
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STATISTICAL ANALYSES IN SMOKING CESSATION
CLINICAL TRIALS: A SIMPLIFIED MODEL
ENCOMPASSING MORE COMPLEXITY
Charles S. WILCOX, Nader OSKOOILAR,
My-Linh TONG, Judy L. MORRISSEY,
Mellissa M. HENRY, Daniel E. GROSZ,
Don F. De FRANCISCO
Pharmacology Research Institute [PRI], Newport Beach,
CA, USA

Background: Cotinine (COT) is the primary metabolite
of nicotine and is routinely used as a biomarker of the
level of tobacco exposure due to its long half-life. COT
is formed and removed by CYP2A6; steady state COT
levels are determined by both the level of tobacco exposure and by the relative rates of CYP2A6-mediated COT
formation and removal. We hypothesized that variation in
CYP2A6 activity affects COT formation less than its removal, which may lead to non-tobacco exposure related
variations in COT levels. Differences in COT levels, which
are not related to tobacco exposure, have been reported
between genders and CYP2A6 genotypes. Females have
significantly lower COT levels compared to males after adjusting for tobacco exposure and socioeconomic factors.
We speculate this is due to the higher CYP2A6 activity
in females compared to males. Likewise, African American light smokers without any reduced function CYP2A6
variants (CYP2A6 normal metabolizers, NM) have significantly lower COT levels than those with reduced function
CYP2A6 variants (CYP2A6 reduced metabolizers, RM)
when consuming similar amounts of nicotine. Methods:
Participants (n=185) received an infusion of deuteriumlabeled nicotine and COT. Blood samples were collected
for CYP2A6 genotyping and the pharmacokinetic analyses. Results: CYP2A6 genotype and gender altered COT
removal (i.e. COT clearance) to a greater extent than COT
formation (i.e. the fraction of nicotine converted to COT).
Females and CYP2A6 NM, both having faster CYP2A6
activity, had lower ratios of COT formation to removal
compared to males and CYP2A6 RM respectively. Thus,
females or CYP2A6 NM have lower COT levels than
males or CYP2A6 RM at similar levels of tobacco exposure. Overall, our data indicate the relationship between
COT and tobacco exposure is different between groups
with different CYP2A6 activities. Thus, COT levels are
most accurate when used to compare tobacco exposure
in populations with similar CYP2A6 activities; the different CYP2A6 activities across CYP2A6 genotype groups,
genders, and ethnicities can weaken COT’s ability to estimate the true tobacco exposure.
Funding: CIHR: TMH 109787, NIH: DA 020830, DA
12393, DA 02277 and CTSI UL1 R02431.

Background: When analyzing clinical trials to evaluate
the safety and efficacy of therapeutic interventions, conventional wisdom is to focus only on sustained cessation
over a pre-determined period of time. For regulatory review and approval, this seems reasonable and appropriate; however, given the high number of factors influencing
smoking behaviors, we believe it is prudent to examine
the efficacy of new cessation treatments associated with
smoking (e.g., harm) reduction in a more contextual/
multi-factorial manner. Methods: We analyzed data from
84 smokers who recently completed a one-year smoking
cessation clinical trial. We identified 13 factors, including
baseline number of cigarettes, baseline carbon monoxide (CO), smoking start age, education, body mass index
(BMI), Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND),
Minnesota Withdrawal Scale (MNWS), modified Cigarette
Evaluation Questionnaire (mCEQ) and motivation to quit.
Bivariate and multiple linear regression analyses were
performed using all 13 variables as potential predictors.
Results: The active treatment evaluated did not produce
statistically significant evidence of efficacy. The baseline
MNWS (p<.05) and the FTND (p<.02) correlated well with
reduction/cessation and baseline number of cigarettes
smoked was highly correlated (p<.0001). When analyzed
in a more contextual ‘real world’ manner, the predictive
power of several factors was markedly enhanced, including the MNWS (p<.001), the number of years smoking
(p<.003) and the mCEQ (p<.001). Moreover, the resultant
model predicts that a subject with an MNWS score of 0
will smoke 60 fewer cigarettes at endpoint and for each
additional year one has smoked he/she will smoke 1.3
more cigarettes at endpoint, etc., etc. The model may
proactively assist researchers/cessation counselors in
identifying and focusing on key variables. Conclusions:
Key variables associated with successful cessation efforts have greater predictive value when analyzed within
719
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EDUCATION AND FEES IN ENHANCING TOBACCO
COUNSELLING AMONG ORAL HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS: A CLUSTER-RANDOMISED
COMMUNITY TRIAL
Masamitsu AMEMORI1, Jorma VIRTANEN1,
Tellervo KORHONEN2, Taru H KINNUNEN3,
Heikki MURTOMAA1
1
Department of Oral Public Health, Institute of Dentistry,
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
2
Department of Public Health, Hjelt Institute, University
of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
3
Department of Oral Health Policy and Epidemiology,
Harvard School of Dental Medicine, Harvard University,
Boston, USA

A NEW REASON FOR TOTAL BAN OF MENTHOL IN
CIGARETTES
Pierre BARTSCH
University of Liege, Department of Pneumology, Belgium
Hard controversy about menthol ban in cigarettes is still
ongoing around FDA, accused of guilty inertia and poor
ability to protect people’s health. It is widely recognized
that menthol increases initiation rate in youngsters. The
sensory perception also induces the belief of a safer cigarette. The impact on marketing is evident among young
Afro-Americans and also among young boys and girls
particularly in Japan. It has been shown that the severity
of dependence is clearly related to the early age of initiation. Until now, few attention has been given to a new
type of mentholated cigarette, using a breakable capsule
inserted in the filter. This gives the choice to the smoker
to activate a menthol boost whenever he likes, before,
during or after the inhalation of the cigarette smoke. The
Belgian Health Council experts were asked by the Minister of Health, if the components of the capsule, whatever
the content of the device is, could be added to cigarettes
sold in the country. Any product added to any part of a
cigarette being considered by the legislation as an additive, a negative advice about the capsule was given.
Unfortunately, to our knowledge, this is the unique example of a national interdiction of the capsule technology in
cigarettes. The marketing reports of the different brands
of menthol capsule cigarettes show that in all continents,
this new type of tobacco product is increasing its market
share, seducing more and more new and young consumers, in part because of the “gadget” aspect and mainly
because of the flexibility of the menthol use, to the smoker’s desire. This new device increases strongly the threat,
among public health advocates, about menthol, the oldest additive, present not only in “menthol” cigarette, but
also in a large proportion of “regular” cigarettes containing subliminal doses of this additive. Tobacco industry
needing new and strongly addicted smokers is pushing
this last trick.
Funding: No funding

Background: Tobacco use adversely affects oral health.
Clinical guidelines recommend that oral health professionals promote tobacco abstinence and provide patients
who use tobacco with brief tobacco use cessation counselling. Research shows that these guidelines are seldom
implemented, however. This study aimed to evaluate two
interventions to enhance tobacco use prevention and cessation (TUPAC) counselling among oral health professionals in Finland. Methods: We used a cluster-randomised
community trial to test (1) educational and (2) educational
and fee-for-service interventions in enhancing TUPAC
counselling among a sample of dentists (n = 73) and dental hygienists (n = 22) in Finland. Educational intervention
consisted of one day of training, including lectures, interactive sessions, multi-media demonstrations, and a role
play session with standard patient cases. Fee-for-service
intervention consisted of monetary compensation for providing tobacco use prevention or cessation counselling.
During the six-month follow-up period, TUPAC counselling
procedures provided were reported and measured using
an electronic dental records system. Of 95 providers, 73
participated (76.8%). Results: In preventive counselling,
there was no statistically significant time effect or groupby-time interaction. In cessation counselling, statistically
significant group-by-time interaction was found after a
six-month follow-up (F = 2.31; p = 0.007), indicating that
counselling activity increased significantly in intervention
groups. On average, dental hygienists showed greater
activity in tobacco prevention (F = 12.13; p = 0.001) and
cessation counselling (F = 30.19; p < 0.001) than did
dentists. In addition, cessation counselling showed a statistically significant provider-by-group-by-time interaction
(F = 5.95; p = < 0.001), indicating that interventions to enhance cessation counselling were more effective among
dental hygienists. Conclusions: Educational interventions
yield positive short-term effects on cessation counselling, but not on preventive counselling. Adding a fee-forservice to education failed to significantly improve TUPAC
counselling performance.
Funding: This work has been supported by the Academy
of Finland (grant no. 1130966), the Juho Vainio Foundation, the Yrjö Jahnsson Foundation, the Helsinki Biomedical Graduate School, the Finnish Dental Society Apollonia
and the Finnish Dental Association.
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SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG MIGRANTS
IN THE US COMPARED TO US-BORN AND THE
COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN
Jizzo BOSDRIESZ, Nienke LICHTHART,
Wim BUSSCHERS, Anton KUNST
University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Background: Smoking prevalence among migrants is
known to differ from that of the host population, but migrants’ smoking is rarely ever compared to the prevalence
of smoking in their country of origin. The goal of this study
is to compare the smoking prevalence among migrants
in the US to host country prevalence and country of origin prevalence. Further analyses assess the influence of
sex, education level and age at time of entry to the US.
Methods: Data of 202,295 US-born and migrants from
14 countries were obtained from the Tobacco Use Supplement to the Current Population Survey (TUS-CPS)
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from 2006-2007. Data on 108,653 respondents from the
corresponding countries of origin were taken from the
World Health Survey (WHS) from 2002-2005. Results:
The prevalence of smoking among migrants (13.8% of
men, 4.0% of women) is lower than among both US-born
(20.8% of men, 17.6% of women) and countries of origin
(39.4% of men, 11.0% of women). The ratio of female
to male smokers among migrants is the same as in the
countries of origin. Smoking prevalence is especially low
among migrants with low education, compared to USborn with low education. Age at time of entry to the US
does not systematically influence smoking prevalence for
migrants. Similar patterns are observed among almost
all migrant groups except those from Ethiopia and Laos.
Conclusions: The smoking prevalence among migrants
is not in-between country of origin levels and US levels,
but is systematically lower than both. This might have various causes, including the ‘healthy migrant effect’ or selective assimilation and migration at an earlier stage of the
smoking epidemic. Differences in tobacco control policies
between the US and countries of origin are also likely to
play a role in this; especially those policies that reach the
whole population, like tax increases and smoking bans.
Funding: No Funding

nine was determined from plasma samples using gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) methodology. Persons with levels ≥10 µg/l were considered active
smokers. Results: Of those 197 persons who reported
being former smokers, 28.4% (men 30.8% and women
25.8%) had elevated blood cotinine levels (≥10 µg/l) ranging from 10.5 µg/l to 389 µg/l (mean 114 µg/l). There were
4 persons (2%) who used nicotine replacement therapy
(NRT) products indicating that among former smokers
26.4% had elevated cotinine levels without any explanation meaning use of other tobacco products. Of 65 recent
quitters, 4 individuals (6%) reported using NRT, which left
10.8% who had elevated cotinine levels without any explanation. Of the 23 occasional smokers, 6 individuals
(26%) reported using NRT, leaving 26.0% of occasional
smokers with elevated cotinine levels without any explanation. Other tobacco products (27 cigar, 10 pipe and 16
smokeless tobacco users) were used only among current
daily smokers. Conclusions: We conclude that quarter
of former smokers had elevated cotinine levels indicating
that they have smoked recently.
Funding: Study is supported by the Juho Vainio Foundation (UB, MP, TK) and the Yrjö Jahnsson Foundation (UB).
Study is supported by Academy of Finland Center of Excellence in Complex Disease Genetics.
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SMOKING STATUS VERIFIED BY COTININE
LEVELS IN A POPULATION SAMPLE OF FINNISH
ADULTS
Ulla BROMS1,2, Kristiina PATJA3, Hanna OLLILA2,
Tellervo KORHONEN1,2, Marjaana PENNANEN1,2,
Aino KANKAANPÄÄ 2, Ari HAUKKALA4,
Tiina LAATIKAINEN2, Jaakko KAPRIO1,2,5
1
Department of Public Health, University of Helsinki,
Finland
2
National Institute for Health and Welfare (THL), Helsinki,
Finland
3
Pro Medico, Helsinki, Finland
4
Department of Social Research, University of Helsinki,
Finland
5
Institute for Molecular Medicine Finland FIMM, Helsinki,
Finland

USING APPS FOR BEHAVIOUR CHANGE;
DO PEOPLE USE THEM, AND DO THEY HAVE
POTENTIAL FOR EFFICACY?
Emma CROGHAN
North 51, Nottingham, UK
There are hundreds of smart phone apps on the market with a wide population reach - there were 1 billion
smartphones in use (of a total 4 billion mobile phones being used) worldwide in 2011 (Microsoft 2011). Many of
these apps claim to help and support behaviour change
across many different behaviours, including tobacco dependence. This presentation will discuss the content of
existing tobacco dependence apps and will compare
this content to identified tobacco dependence behaviour
change techniques. It will also describe an assessment
of the current use and usability of existing apps and will
conclude with a discussion of the potential for apps as an
adjunct or as a stand alone tobacco dependence behaviour change mechanism.
Funding: No funding

Background: We used Finnish population data to confirm the smoking status of Finnish ever smokers by cotinine blood levels. While earlier studies from the 1990s
have suggested that smokers report their smoking status accurately, comprehensive smoking restrictions and
changes in the social acceptance of smoking may lead
to underestimation of personal smoking in health surveys.
Methods: Participants aged from 25 to 74 years were
sampled from the representative national FINRISK 2007
study, and a clinical health examination; a sample of ever
smokers received a more detailed tobacco questionnaire
(N=1746, 56% men). Cotinine levels were analyzed from
all current daily smokers (smoked last time today or yesterday, n=885), all occasional smokers (smoked last time
two days to one month ago, n=23) and self-reported recent quitters (quit one month to half a year ago, n=65)
and a random sample of every fourth former smoker (quit
> 6 months ago, n=197) to confirm smoking status. Coti-
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PERSONAL NO-SMOKING POLICIES AND
CHALLENGES OF ASKING OTHERS NOT TO
SMOKE AMONG MEMBERS OF THE HALIWASAPONI INDIAN TRIBE
Kristie L. FOLEY1, Pamela RICHARDSON2,
Donna KRONNER3, Julia PHIPPS3,
Douglas EASTERLING3, Donald HELME4
1
Davidson College, Davidson, NC, USA
2
Haliwa-Saponi Indian Tribe
3
Wake Forest School of Medicine, USA
4
University of Kentucky, USA
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Background: NC has a state law prohibiting smoking in
public places, but these laws may be insufficient to reduce secondhand smoke exposure in rural communities with few public places. Instead, SHS reduction efforts must address exposure in private venues. 73% of
North Carolinians have a home ‘no smoking’ rule, ranking
37th out of 50 U.S. states. Little is known about American Indians’ personal ‘no smoking’ policies in homes and
cars despite this population having the highest rate of
tobacco use among any ethnic/racial group in the U.S.
Methods: This community-based participatory research
project was a partnership between an 8-member, steering committee of the Haliwa-Saponi Indian Tribe and a
university research team. Data from two focus groups
and key informants led to a mailed survey that measured
personal ‘no smoking’ policies in homes and cars and
challenges associated with enforcing personal ‘no smoking’ rules (n=181). Results: Respondents were predominately women (60%), married (68%), and non-smokers
(88%). 1 in 3 respondents allowed smoking in the home
(34%) or car (30%), which is higher than the U.S. and
state prevalence of home-based, ‘no smoking’ policies.
Many people reported difficulty with asking others not to
smoke. 44% said it would be difficult to tell a complete
stranger not to smoke around him/her compared to 16%
who responded that it would difficult to tell a family member who lives in the same home not to smoke. Difficulty
telling an acquaintance (35%), family member not in the
home (31%), or friend (24%) not to smoke varied considerably. Nonsmokers were more likely to have smoking
bans in their homes (OR = 10.50, 95% CI 2.63- 41.87),
cars (OR= 18.02, 95% CI 3.61-89.98), and around children (OR= 5.95, 95% CI 1.53- 24.07). Age, education,
marital status, and support for indoor smoking bans were
correlated with difficulty asking others not to smoke in
private venues in logistic regression analyses. Conclusions: Reducing SHS in private venues raises logistical
and ethical concerns regarding practice and policy options. These issues will be discussed with consideration
for rural and American Indian communities.
Funding: Funding was provided by a Wake Forest University Comprehensive Cancer Center Support Grant,
CA12197-31S1.

Based on the success of this initial service we are now
also using a fleet of small smart cars as a nimble way of
getting access to users and delivering a service to them.
Methods: in order to deliver a service in the heart of the
community, particularly for hard to reach groups such as
Routine & manual workers, socially deprived areas, ethnic
communities and young people, a large mobile vehicle
was commissioned with two consultation areas, disability ramp etc. This vehicle was then driven into key areas
and a full service was provided to individuals physically
inside the vehicle itself, 7 days per week including early
morning (5am) and evenings. Results: Over a 24 month
period, over 3,000 people successfully quit smoking.
These people may not have accessed traditional services. Conclusions: By taking the service to service users
actually works. This innovative way of delivering a service
encouraged people from hard to reach groups to join and
successfully quit.
Funding: No Funding
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INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO REDUCING
HEALTH INEQUALITIES THROUGH ONLINE
FACE-TO-FACE, TELEHEALTH STOP SMOKING
SERVICES
John GUYATT, Leena SANKLA
Solutions 4 Health, Department of Tobacco Control,
Reading, UK
In order to reach out to smokers who want to quit smoking, it is important that as many barriers are removed as
possible and that multiple channels exist where smokers
can get help to quit. In partnership with various NHS PCT’s
we have recently introduced another way of accessing
smokers in our quest to get prevalence lower in the UK.
SmokeFreeLife (www.smokefreelife.co.uk) is the first global web based online video chat behaviour support application. This is ideal for those that find it difficult to get to
traditional clinics, are house bound, unable to travel, may
not have English as their first language, or may require
support in sign language. This innovative service gives
them the opportunity to access a stop smoking service
by booking an appointment with an advisor, in their specific language at a time convenient to them from the comfort of their home or workplace. This service emulates a
normal face to face clinic and follows the latest NCSCT
guidelines. During the consultation, the advisor provides
stop smoking counselling and behavioural support as
well as taking their CO readings, prescribing NRT as appropriate, recording patient results as well as recording
other vital signs as a part of their lifestyle change. Service
user can also choose to use mobile text messaging and/
or instant messaging. To embrace innovation further, the
service user can engage with an advisor on multiple devices including PC’s, smart phones, & tablet computers.
Funding: No Funding
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INNOVATION IN DELIVERY USING MOBILE GO
ANYWHERE CLINICS 7 DAYS PER WEEK
John GUYATT, Leena SANKLA
Solutions 4 Health, Department of Tobacco Control,
Reading, UK
Background: This poster presentation will outline an innovative approach to delivering stop smoking services,
by using a ‘mobile stop smoking clinic’, to be able to
provide a mobile, community-based, go anywhere service! This services has been rolled out across the West
Midlands, Croydon, Lambeth, Portsmouth and Buckinghamshire and has been successful in targeting areas of
highest smoking prevalence, disadvantaged areas, council estates and industrial areas with routine and manual
workers by actually taking the service to their ‘door step’.
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SMOKING IN PREGNANCY – AN INTEGRATED
MODEL, INCORPORATING SELF MANAGEMENT
AND SELF ESTEEM
John GUYATT, Leena SANKLA, Kathy HAWLEY
Solutions 4 Health, Department of Tobacco Control,
Reading, UK

BEHAVIORAL AND EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS IN
CHILDHOOD AND RISK OF TOBACCO SMOKING
INITIATION BY ADOLESCENTS: BIRTH COHORT
STUDY
Olena IAKUNCHYKOVA1, Tatiana ANDREEVA1,
Daniel HRYHORCZUK2,
Zoreslava SHKIRYAK-NIZHNYK3,
Alexander ZVINCHUK2, Natalia CHISLOVSKA3,
Yuri ANTIPKIN3
1
National University of “Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
2
University of Illinois at Chicago
3
Institute of Pediatrics, Obstetrics, and Gynecology

Smoking in pregnancy increases infant mortality by about
40% and is much higher in routine and manual groups.
Many women ‘spontaneously quit’ on discovering their
pregnancy, or in the period of ‘trying’ before a pregnancy
– although the relapse rate post-partum is still relatively
high. Women who do not spontaneously quit are likely
to be apparently less motivated (although this could be
a low sense of self-efficacy in disguise) and/or more addicted to nicotine and smoking related ritual and behaviours. These factors combine to make intervention with
pregnant smokers more difficult and the need for behaviour change models more essential. Their fears around
the consequences of smoking and being perceived as
a ‘bad mother’ mean that – even more than any other –
this group of women need sensitive handling. In order to
increase the overall success rates and wellbeing, a new
integrated model has been developed. This is currently
being piloted in Wirral and in essence combines the basis
of stop smoking and self-management techniques, with
an assessment of self -esteem before and after the programme.
Funding: No Funding

Background: Behavioral and emotional problems in childhood have been shown to be associated with increased
propensity to substance abuse. The present study seeks
to confirm the association between externalizing behavior
problems and tobacco smoking initiation by adolescents
in the prospective study design. Methods: This study is
based on the data of the Family and Children of Ukraine
Study (FCOU), which is a part of the cohort study in Europe for pregnancy and childhood “ELSPAC”. Main exposures were externalizing traits, in particular conduct and
hyperactivity problems measured by Stress and Difficulties Questionnaire at the 7-years-old age. Smoking status
of the adolescent and age of smoking initiation, reported
at the 16-years-old follow-up, were outcome measures.
Data were analyzed using multivariate binary regression
model controlling for sociodemographic characteristics.
Results: The initial sample consisted of 2148 women,
their babies and partners (if present), but at 16-years-old
follow-up only data about 1020 participants were available. Conduct problems score was available for 780 participants, and hyperactivity problems score was available
for 761 participants. In multivariate analysis current smoking by adolescents and age of smoking initiation was not
associated with hyperactivity problems in childhood.
However, participants who scored 5-10 points for conduct traits dimension in childhood were two times more
likely (OR = 2.09, 95% CI = 1.19-3.65) to report current
smoking in adolescence compared two children who
scored 0-3 points. Similarly, children who scored 5-10
points on conduct problems scale had 1.7 times higher odds of initiating tobacco smoking at 13 years old or
younger (OR=1.79, 95% CI = 1.07-3.00) compared two
children who scored 0-3 points. Conclusions: Conduct
problems in children may have effect on vulnerability to
substance abuse, in particular tobacco smoking by adolescents. Hence, children with signs of conduct problems
should be specifically targeted with prevention programs
at adolescence as a high risk group.
Funding: No Funding
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AWARENESS OF HEALTH HAZARDS OF SMOKING
AMONG NEPALESE SCHOOL CHILDREN
Sakari KAINULAINEN1, Sami KIVELÄ1, Heikki HIILAMO2
1
Diaconia University of Applied Sciences, Helsinki,
Finland
2
Social Insurance Institute of Finland, Helsinki, Finland
The Health Education & Tobacco Intervention Program
(HETIP) has been carried out in Nepal during 2001-2012
when more than 500 schools and almost half a million
students were visited by the HETIP team. The aim of the
program was to raise awareness of health hazards of
smoking in Nepalese schools by educating both students
and teachers. This paper evaluates if the intervention
was successful. We collected data on smoking attitudes,
awareness of health hazards and smoking prevalence
from the same schools visited by the HETIP team. The
results were compared with the data obtained through a
similar questionnaire filled out when the program visited
the schools. Additionally we collected data from a sample
of control schools where the HETIP team had not visited.
Overall the intervention had a positive effect on the awareness of health hazards. However, the results show diverging trends in smoking attitudes, awareness and smoking
prevalence by gender, age and region. Implications for
future interventions are discussed.
Funding: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland
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PASSIVE SMOKING, SOMETHING MORE
IMPORTANT THAN A HEALTH HAZARD
Hooman KESHAVARZ1, Ahmad JAFARI2,
Mohammad Reza KHAMI2, Jorma I. VIRTANEN
1
Tehran University of Medical Sciences and University of
Helsinki,
2
Tehran University of Medical Sciences
3
University of Oulu and University of Helsinki

QUITLINE STUMPPI AND WEBSITE STUMPPI.FI
IN FINLAND
Maija KOLSTELA
The Organisation for Respiratory Health in Finland
Background: The Organisation for Respiratory Health in
Finland maintains a tobacco cessation phone line (since
2002) and an Internet portal called Stumppi (www.stumppi.fi since 2004). The website is being constantly updated
and renewed and contains a lot of current information on
tobacco consumption and cessation. There’s also a special section for healthcare and other professionals who
might benefit from sharing knowledge and good practices
in cessation. In November – December 2011 a customer
satisfaction survey targeted at Stumppi.fi website visitors was carried out by Taloustutkimus. Taloustutkimus is
an independent market research company operating in
Finland, Russia and all Baltic countries. The objective of
the survey was to gather user information and experience from present Stumppi.fi website visitors in order to
improve the website. Methods: The data collection was
done via pop-up method on Stumppi.fi website with a
link to an on-line questionnaire, which could be answered
either anonymously or by providing personal details. A total of 275 participated in the survey; 65 per cent women
and 35 per cent men. Results: The main reason for visiting Stumppi.fi website was to get support, advice and
tips on stopping smoking and stopping techniques. Most
of the visitors found what they were searching for and
only 15 per cent experienced difficulty in acquiring the appropriate information. Stumppi.fi website was considered
useful and relevant. Especially important was the support
from other people in the Stumppi forum by reading about
their experience and efforts in quitting smoking. Visitors
to Stumppi.fi website referred to the service actively; 20
per cent visited it at least once a week. Conclusions: The
role of Stumppi.fi website as a source of support, information and advice is of importance to people wishing to
stop smoking regardless of their age, place of residence
or working status. It is desirable that more healthcare and
other professionals would take an interest in the website
as a source of helpful information and a way of sharing
experience and good practice.
Funding: Finland’s Slot Machine Association (RAY)

Background: Environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) has
adverse effects on health and passive smoking is among
the most important threats to public health. Involvement
of health professionals in tobacco control requires positive attitudes which may be affected by their exposure to
ETS. The aim of our study was to investigate the association between passive smoking and attitudes towards
tobacco control among Iranian dental students. Methods: All fourth-year students (n=385) of eight randomly
selected Iranian dental schools were invited to participate
in a survey in December 2010. Using Global Health Professions Student Survey (GHPSS) questionnaire, data
were collected in ordinary classroom settings. Tobacco
use experience was considered as using a tobacco product at least once during someone’s lifetime. Each student
who had used a tobacco product at least once during the
previous month was considered a current tobacco user.
Exposure to ETS on at least one day during the previous
week was considered as passive smoking. Students’ attitudes towards tobacco control were assessed calculating a sum score for 5 questions. Chi-square and linear
regression served for statistical analyses. Results: Of the
students, 84% (325 students, 66% female) participated
in the survey. About 54% had the experience of tobacco
use and 21% were current tobacco users. A clear majority (74%) of the participants (68% of women, 87% of men,
P<0.001) reported being passive smokers. Most of the
students (>72%) completely or partially agreed on queried tobacco control programs. A linear regression model
showed significant association between the total score
for attitudes and having the experience of tobacco use
(Beta=-0.12, P<0.05), current tobacco use (Beta=-0.35,
P<0.001), passive smoking at home (Beta=-0.14, P<0.05),
and passive smoking in other places (Beta=0.10, P<0.05).
Conclusions: The prevalence of passive smoking among
Iranian dental students is high. Passive smoking at home
may adversely affect dental students’ attitudes towards
tobacco control programs. This factor should be taken
into account when preparing dental students for their future responsibilities in controlling tobacco use.
Funding: This study has been supported by Tehran University of Medical Sciences & Health Services grant No.
90-01-69-12893.
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THE ROLE OF INDIVIDUAL SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS IN THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN
NEIGHBOURHOOD DEPRIVATION AND THREE
SMOKING OUTCOMES
Mirte KUIPERS1, Mariel DROOMERS1,
Marleen WINGEN2, Karien STRONKS1, Anton KUNST1
1
Department of Public Health, Academic Medical
Center/University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
the Netherlands
2
Directorate for Socio-Economic and Spatial Statistics,
Statistics on Labor, Income and Living Conditions,
Statistics Netherlands, Heerlen, the Netherlands
Background: Previous studies showed that the prevalence of smoking is higher in deprived than in affluent
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neighbourhoods. The aim of this study was to assess
to role of socioeconomic status (SES) in the association
between neighbourhood deprivation and smoking prevalence, and its two components smoking initiation and
continuation. Methods: Cross-sectional data of 20,603
Dutch adults, living in 963 urban areas in the Netherlands,
were obtained from the national health survey (POLS)
2003-2009. Three interrelated smoking outcomes were
used: smoking initiation (i.e. ever smoking, determined in
the past), smoking continuation (i.e. not quitting, up to
present time), and smoking prevalence (i.e. current smoking, determined by both initiating smoking and continuing smoking). We distinguished deprived urban areas (as
defined by the Dutch government) vs. other urban areas.
Multilevel logistic regression models were used, adjusted
for age, gender, ethnicity, household composition, educational level, and household income. Results: Results
for smoking initiation, continuation and prevalence were
very similar. Without correction for SES, the prevalence
of smoking outcomes was higher in deprived neighbourhoods than other urban areas (initiation: OR=1.10
[0.99–1.24], continuation: OR=1.12 [0.97–1.30], prevalence: OR=1.15 [1.01–1.30]). Adjustment for education
and income strongly reduced the differences between
deprived and other neighbourhoods (initiation: OR=1.05
[0.93–1.18], continuation: OR=1.03 [0.88–1.19], prevalence: OR=1.04 [0.92–1.18]). A statistically significant association between deprivation and smoking initiation was
found for younger generations and for higher educated
respondents. No interaction was found for other smoking
outcomes. Conclusion: The higher prevalence of smoking in deprived areas is largely explained by the socioeconomic characteristics of individual residents. The results
give no support to the hypothesis that neighbourhood of
residence per se affects risk of smoking.
Funding: This study is funded by two grants: - a grant of
The Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and
Development for the URBAN40 project on neighbourhood effects on health; - and a Seventh Framework Programme grant of the European Commission for the SILNE
project on smoking inequalities.

achievements (mean grades in three main subjects at T2),
while parental education were assessed by register data
from Statistics Norway. Participants in 7. and 8. grades at
T1 and participating at all subsequent waves were included in the study (N=942). Results: Non-daily smoking did
not change notably from T2 to T4: 12 % at T2, 13 % at T3
and 10 % at T4. Non-daily smokers remaining as such by
the next follow-up were few, with between 18 and 27 % of
non-daily smokers continuing to be so at next follow-up.
Forty-seven per cent of non-daily smokers at T2 became
daily smokers at T3 while 26 % had quit. Corresponding
numbers for T2 to T4 were 34 and 48 %, respectively.
Only five out of initially (T2) 114 (4.4 %) non-daily smokers were non-daily smokers at T3 and T4 as well. School
achievements in adolescence were predictive of male
non-daily smoking at T4; OR was 0.44 (95% Confidence
Interval (CI): 0.24-0.82), for women the association did
not reach significance; OR was 0.82 (95% CI: 0.45-1.51).
Adjustment for parental and own adult education did not
change the association and parental and own adult education was not predictive of non-daily smoking for neither
men nor women. Conclusion: The prevalence of non-daily smoking remained low during adolescence and young
adulthood. The degree of stability of non-daily smoking
seems to be very low, with few subjects being long term
non-daily smokers. While own school achievements were
negatively associated with non-daily smoking rates for
men; neither parental nor own education had any impact
on non-daily smoking for men or women.
Funding: The present study was supported by Norwegian Social Research (NOVA) and the Research Program
on Public Health (FOLKEHELSE), Research Council of
Norway, project no.190443 ”Tobacco and the social inequality gap”
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ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE USE AMONG KOREAN
ADOLESCENTS
Juyoung LEE1, Jung-Ah LEE1, Hong-Jun CHO1,
Hyun-Suk KIM2
1
Asan Medical Center, University of Ulsan College
Medicine, Seoul, South Korea
2
Shinheung College, Seoul, South Korea

Background: The main aim of the study was to explore
the stability of non-daily smoking in a sample of Norwegian men and women between age 15 and 27 years (yrs).
Next, we investigated the predictive value of parental
and own education and school achievements in adolescence for adult non-daily smoking. Methods: The cohort
study “Young in Norway” were used in the present study
(T1:1992, age 12-15 yrs, T2:1994, 13-17 yrs, used as
baseline, replaced by T1 if missing, T3: 1999, 19-23 yrs,
T4: 2005, 24-28 yrs. Questionnaires were used for self
reports of smoking habits, educational level and school

Background: Despite the fact that electronic cigarette
(e-cigarette) is an emerging phenomenon that is becoming increasingly popular worldwide, a few study has been
done for e-cigarette use among adolescents. We studied e-cigarette use and factors associated with it among
adolescents in South Korea. Methods: We used the data
from the 2011 survey for 1872 students (1036 males and
836 females) of middle and high schools in Uijeongbu, a
city near Seoul, capital city of South Korea. Using logistic
regression we examined whether gender, level of school,
cigarette smoking experience, father’s education, mother’s
education, religion, satisfaction in school life, grades and
depressive mood were associated with e-cigarette use.
We also investigated the routes to purchase e-cigarettes.
Results: 117(6.3%) students reported as having used ecigarettes. Through chi-square analyses, statistically significantly higher rates of e-cigarette use were found for

LONG TERM NON-DAILY SMOKING AND
EDUCATION IN A NORWEGIAN SAMPLE OF
YOUNG ADULTS
Elisabeth KVAAVIK
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research,
Oslo, Norway
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males (9.3%), for those having cigarette smoking experience(31.8%), for those with fathers with lower education
level(12.8%), for those with absent mothers(16.7%), for
those with dissatisfaction in school life(8.6%), for those
with low grades(10.9%), for those presenting with depressive mood(7.5%). The multivariate models revealed
that gender (OR in female, 0.37;95%CI,0.21-0.65) and
cigarette smoking experience(OR,33.05;95%CI,18.71-5
8.38) were significantly associated with e-cigarette use.
The purchase routes to e-cigarettes were friends (29.9%),
e-cigarette stores (21.4%), internet shopping malls (9.4%)
and others (23.1%). Conclusions: The prevalence of ecigarette use among adolescents in South Korea was
rapidly increased in this study compared to the previous
report in 2008. Continuous attention and prevention interventions are needed to protect adolescents from exposure to e-cigarettes with considering the factors associated with e-cigarette use.
Funding: No Funding

and hardcore smoking. Other studies support the association between socio-economic position and smoking in
the home. A smoking practice that includes smoking in
the home indicates that smoking is strongly rooted in their
everyday life, which in the next instance reduces their motivation for smoking cessation.
Funding: Research Program on Public Health (FOLKEHELSE) of the Research Council of Norway, project
no.190443 “Tobacco and the social inequality gap” and
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research.
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THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL
LEVEL AND HARDCORE SMOKING
Marianne LUND
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research,
Oslo, Norway

Background: Smoking is a major risk factor for cardiovascular disease (CVD) and several multi-factorial risk models
have been developed to assess the risk for development
of CVD. We performed this multicenter, cross-sectional
survey to evaluate the CV risk among smokers at primary
care centres using standard risk assessment tools and
to estimate the CV risk attributable to smoking. Methods: 1439 consecutive smokers (814 male, 631 female)
were recruited from Greece (n=571), Italy (n=443) and
the Netherlands (n=425), from 104 GP practices in 2011.
Smokers were ≥40 years old, smoked > 10 cigarettes/
day and had recent measurements on blood pressure
and lipids. CV risk was calculated using the SCORE system, Framingham risk equations, and Progetto CUORE
model. The CV risk attributable to smoking was evaluated
using a simulated control (hypothetical non-smoker) with
identical characteristics as the enrolled smoker. Risks assessed were CV mortality, coronary heart disease (CHD),
CVD, hard CHD (i.e., myocardial infarction or coronary
death), coronary or CV event, intermittent claudication,
and recurring CHD. Results: Smokers were 57.4 ± 10.6
years old and had smoked for 35.2 ± 12.5 years. Hypothetical non-smokers vs Smokers experienced lower
mean 10-year risk for CV mortality (by 50%), CHD (by
34%), CVD (by 24%), hard CHD (by 39%), and coronary
or CV event (by 41%). Non-smokers showed lower mean
risk for 4-year intermittent claudication (by 48%). Nonsmokers also experienced lower risk for 2-year recurring
CHD compared with hypothetical non-smokers. Results
were similar across countries. Conclusions: The prediction models consistently demonstrated a high CV risk attributable to smoking, cessation of which may reduce risk
of CV disease by up to 50%. The findings reinforce the
strength of smoking as risk factor for the events and diseases analyzed. One of the best gains in health could be
obtained by tackling the most important modifiable risk
factors smoking being one of them.
Funding: Pfizer

Background: The purpose of the study is to identify
whether smoking history/habits are possible mediators
between educational level and hardcore smoking. Methods: Nationally representative data for the adult population
collected by Statistics Norway was used in this study. The
study sample consist of daily smokers 30-65 years old,
N=700, based on a pooled cross sectional data for the
years 2007-2010. Hardcore smoking was the outcome,
defined by daily smokers with no intention to quit, no recent quit attempt and future belief in continued smoking. All other daily smokers were defined as non-hardcore
smokers. Mediators were age at smoking onset, nicotine
dependence (Fagerstrom test for nicotine dependence,
FTND), cigarette consumption per day (CPD) and second
hand smoke exposure (time spent in room at home where
somebody smoke). Single and multiple mediation analysis using a regression or path-analytical framework were
conducted to calculate the indirect effect. Bootstrap biascorrected confidence intervals at 95% level were used to
test the effects. Gender, age and number of members in
the household were included as covariates. The macro
PROCESS developed for SPSS was used for the analysis.
Results: The results showed significant indirect effects ab
(SE) for both age at smoking onset = 0.015 (0.008), CPD
= -0.011 (0.008), FTND = -0.02(0.01) and secondhand
smoking exposure in the home = -0.028 (0.01) between
educational level and hardcore smoking in single mediation models. In a multiple model where all the mediators
(except CPD) were operating in parallel, only secondhand
smoke exposure had a significant indirect effect. The total indirect effect via the mediators was also significant,
with the Σ ab (CI) = -0.042 (-0.077, -0.017). Conclusion:
Secondhand smoke exposure in the home seems to be
an important factor in the relationship between education
726
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DESCRIBING CHARACTERISTICS OF SMOKERS
IN PRIMARY CARE IN EUROPE: RESULTS OF THE
CARDIOVASCULAR RISK ASSESSMENT AMONG
SMOKERS IN PRIMARY CARE IN EUROPE
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CHARACTERISING PATIENT BEHAVIOURS AND
PHYSICIAN PRACTICE PATTERNS IN SMOKING
CESSATION: RESULTS OF THE CARDIOVASCULAR
RISK ASSESSMENT AMONG SMOKERS IN
PRIMARY CARE IN EUROPE (CV ASPIRE) STUDY
Pablo MALLAINA1, Hugo ROL2, Renzo IMPERIALI3,
Christos LIONIS4, Mark NIXON5, Andrew BURGESS5,
Joseph KIM5
1
Pfizer
2
Bennebroek Primary Care Center, the Netherlands
3
Primary Care Varese ASL, distretto di Tradate, Italy
4
University of Crete, Greece
5
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Background: Smoking is associated with risk for serious
clinical conditions including reducing expected lifetime in
good health. We performed multicenter, cross-sectional
survey to describe the characteristics of smokers visiting
general practitioners (GP). Methods: 1439 smokers were
recruited consecutively from 104 GPs in Greece (n=571),
Italy (n=443) and the Netherlands (n=425) in 2011. Smokers were ≥40 years old, smoked >10 cigarettes/day and
had recent measurements on blood pressure and lipids.
Descriptive statistics were performed on demographics,
comorbidities (cardiovascular disease [CVD], diabetes,
hypercholesterolaemia, hypertension, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [COPD]), other disorders
(persistent chronic cough, production of excess mucous
and phlegm, shortness of breath, and wheezing), and
primary reasons for consultation (general medical examination, cardiovascular related, psychiatric issue related,
gastrointestinal issue related, metabolic issue related,
pulmonary issue related and other). Results: Smokers
were 57.4±10.6 years old, had mean BMI 27.1±4.9, and
56.3% were male. A majority of smokers had hypertension (54.4%) and hypercholesterolaemia (50.5%), with
46.5% and 34.1% smokers receiving medications for
these diseases respectively. Persistent chronic cough
(33.1%) and shortness of breath (29.9%) were the most
common disorders. Smokers in Netherlands had a higher
rate of reported CVD (32.2% vs 15.6% vs 17.0%), diabetes (30.6% vs 16.7% vs 17.5%), and COPD (26.8%
vs 19.9% vs 14.2%) compared with smokers in Italy and
Greece. Overall, smokers frequently had consultations for
general medical examination (45.3%) and cardiovascular
disease (16.2%). A majority of smokers in Greece (57.2%)
and Italy (57.1%) had consultation for general medical examination. In Netherlands, a higher proportion of smokers had consultation for cardiovascular disease (31.7%).
Conclusions: This epidemiological study highlighted that
a high proportion of smokers who visit their primary care
physician have additional risk factors for cardiovascular
disease. Primary care physicians may play an important
role treating the modifiable risk factors in their smokers
population
Funding: Pfizer

Background: As general practitioners (GPs) play an important role in smoking cessation, we performed this
cross-sectional survey to better understand patient behaviours related to smoking and characterise physician
practice patterns. Methods: Consecutive subjects were
recruited from 104 GP practices in Greece (n=571), Italy
(n=443) and the Netherlands (n=425) in 2011. Subjects
were ≥40 years old, smoked > 10 cigarettes/day and had
recent measurements on blood pressure and lipids. Patient behaviour was assessed by asking the patient participants about previous attempts to quit smoking and their
interest in smoking cessation. Dependence on nicotine
was evaluated using the FTND score: low (<4), moderate
(4-6), and high (>7) dependence on nicotine. GP practice
patterns were assessed through a questionnaire about
their smoking advice pattern. Results: We enrolled 1439
subjects (814 male, 631 female). Subjects were 57.4 ±
10.6 years old and had smoked for 35.2 ± 12.5 years.
73% were interested in quitting smoking. 70% had previously attempted to quit. The median time without smoking
was 361 days. Regarding the methods in which subjects
are interested for quitting: prescription medicine (35%),
behavioural therapy (21%), nicotine replacement therapy
(15%) or alternative medicine (6%). Despite a high interest in quitting, majority of subjects (77%) had not tried a
formal smoking cessation programme. Among those who
have tried, the methods they have used were nicotine replacement therapy (64%), prescription medicine (22%),
alternative medicine (22%), and behavioural therapy
alone (13%). The mean FTND score was 5.0±2.4 suggestive of moderate dependence. FTND suggested that 28%
were highly dependent on nicotine; 45% moderate and
27% low dependence. Participant physicians report offering smoking cessation advice (79%,), behavioural support (51%), and pharmacotherapy (24%). Conclusions:
GP clinics provide an opportune target for implementing
smoking cessation programmes, as smokers seen by
GPs are moderately dependent and have an interest in
quitting through pharmacological or behavioural means.
Funding: Pfizer
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DOES KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE RISKS OF
ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE AFFECT THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF HOME-SMOKING BANS IN
HUNGARY?
László NAGYMAJTENYI1, Doug EASTERLING2,
Todd ROGERS3, Edit PAULIK1
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AGE OF INITIATION OF TOBACCO, CANNABIS
AND ALCOHOL: IMPACT ON USE DURING
PREGNANCY
Megan PASSEY1, Janelle STIRLING1, Cate D’ESTE2,
Rob SANSON-FISHER2
1
University of Sydney, Australia
2
University of Newcastle, UK
Background: Early initiation of tobacco smoking is recognised as a risk for dependency and ongoing use. Little
is known about the impact of age of initiation of tobacco
on use or cessation during pregnancy. Even less is known
about the age of initiation of cannabis and alcohol and
the relationship with use of tobacco, cannabis or alcohol
during pregnancy. Indigenous women in many countries,
including Australia, have a high prevalence of tobacco
smoking during pregnancy. Understanding the context
of use is important in developing appropriate services to
support cessation. Methods: Cross-sectional surveys
with 257 pregnant Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
women in two states collected self-report data on use of
tobacco, cannabis and alcohol, quitting during pregnancy
and age of initiation of each substance. The association
between age of initiation of each substance and a) current use of each substance; b) quitting during pregnancy,
was tested using Students t test. Results: Younger age
of initiation of tobacco was significantly associated with
current alcohol (p=0.005) and cannabis (p<0.001) use.
Younger age of initiation of alcohol was significantly associated with current tobacco (p=0.005), alcohol (p=0.021)
and cannabis use (p<0.001). Age of initiation of cannabis
was not associated with current use of any substance.
For quitting, early initiation of alcohol was significantly
associated with quitting alcohol (p=0.032) and cannabis
(p=0.0072)’ and early initiation of tobacco smoking was
associated with quitting alcohol (p=0.043). Conclusions:
Younger age of initiating tobacco and alcohol is associated with persistent use of tobacco, alcohol and cannabis during pregnancy in this population. Addressing the
drivers of early initiation of substance use is critical to reducing the intergenerational burden from substance use
during pregnancy.
Funding: This study was supported by a grant from the
Australian Government, Department of Health and Ageing, and the Northern Territory, Department of Health and
Family

Background: Exposure to environmental tobacco smoke
(ETS) is responsible for the development of a wide range
of diseases. ETS increases the risk of premature birth and
sudden infant death syndrome in newborns, the risk of
acute respiratory infections, middle ear disease, exacerbated asthma, respiratory symptoms, and decreased
lung function in children, and of heart disease and lung
cancer in non-smoking adults. The objective of this study
was to assess Hungarians’ knowledge about the risks of
ETS, and the role that knowledge plays in leading people to implement smoking bans in their homes. Methods:
This study reports findings from survey data collected in
2009 from a cross-section of Hungarians aged 16-70
(n=2,250). A self-administered questionnaire was used
to collect information on demographics, smoking behaviour, knowledge of health risks of smoking and ETS, and
attitudes toward tobacco control policies, including the
rules about smoking in private homes. Multivariate logistic
regression analyses were applied to study the association between smoke-free homes and knowledge about
the risks of ETS, demographic characteristics and smoking. Data analyses were performed using SPSS 17.0 for
Windows. Results: 58.9%-92.2% of the population was
familiar with the various health consequences of exposure to ETS, and 59.3% reported have a smoke-free
home. The results of multivariate logistic regression models showed that non-smoker (OR: 4.76) or former smoker
(OR: 3.28) status, female gender (OR: 1.23), high level of
education (OR: 1.97) and better knowledge about the risk
of exposure (OR: 1.12) were associated with the higher
prevalence of smoke-free homes. Conclusions: The study
demonstrates the association between knowledge of
ETS-related health risks, education level, smoking status
and preventive efforts at home to reduce ETS exposure.
These findings reinforce the importance of populationlevel educational approaches (e.g. via a media campaign)
focusing on the harm caused by ETS, especially if those
efforts can be tailored and targeted to reach smokers and
those with less education.
Funding: This publication was made possible by Grant
Number 1 R01 TW007927-01 from the Fogarty International Center, the National Cancer Institute, and the
National Institutes on Drug Abuse, within the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Its contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the
official view of the NIH.
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SHOULD ANTENATAL CARERS ADDRESS
TOBACCO, ALCOHOL AND CANNABIS
COLLECTIVELY, WITH ABORIGINAL AND TORRES
STRAIT ISLANDER WOMEN?
Megan PASSEY1, Janelle STIRLING1, Cate D’ESTE2,
Rob SANSON-FISHER2
1
University of Sydney, Australia
2
University of Newcastle, UK
Background: Addressing the high prevalence of smoking
among Indigenous Australians is a priority, and pregnancy
is an opportune time. Quitting smoking while pregnant
confers numerous benefits on both the mother and baby.
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Little is known about the role other substances play in
antenatal tobacco smoking. Methods: Cross-sectional
surveys with 257 pregnant Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women in two states collected self-report data on
use of tobacco, cannabis and alcohol, and quitting during pregnancy. We explored associations between these
substances, both for current use and quitting during
pregnancy. Results: 120 (47%) women reported using no
substances at the survey time; 119 (46%) reported tobacco, 53 (21%) alcohol and 38 (15%) cannabis. Current
tobacco smokers had higher odds of current cannabis
use (OR: 10.21; 95%CI: 3.73, 34.52) and alcohol consumption within the last month (OR: 4.32; 95%CI: 2.12,
9.13) than women who didn’t smoke tobacco. Women
who reported alcohol consumption also had higher odds
of cannabis use than those who did not currently consume alcohol (OR: 2.69; 95%CI: 1.17, 5.97). Quitting
tobacco since becoming pregnant was associated with
quitting cannabis (p=0.015) and alcohol (p=0.003), and
quitting alcohol was associated with quitting cannabis
(p=0.034). Conclusions: Use of tobacco, alcohol and
cannabis are strongly inter-related, with cessation of one
substance associated with cessation of others. Antenatal
care providers supporting women to quit tobacco, should
enquire about use of other substances, and provide supports to address these interactions.
Funding: This study was supported by a grant from the
Australian Government, Department of Health and Ageing, and the Northern Territory, Department of Health and
Family

data was classified for first analyses. Results: Quitters reported similar health hazards, like cough and palpitation,
from smoking as current research has shown, but with
lay-person terminology. Quitting aids included substitute
activities, sour drops, and fruits. Motivations to quit were
somatic symptoms or economical reasons. Smoking was
also described as sinful and morally objectionable. Conclusions: Motivations for smoking cessation were similar
in the 1950´s compared to today, as smokers experienced
the same health hazards and improved health with quitting smoking. This study gives interesting insight into a
world before population awareness of the health hazards
of tobacco use.
Funding: Finnish Cancer Foundation (Dr. Patja)
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Background: Recent evidence suggests that E-cigarettes
may be an effective and safe aid to smoking cessation,
and large randomized controlled trials are now required to
confirm and expand these preliminary observations. We
designed a double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized
clinical study to evaluate smoking reduction, smoking abstinence and adverse events in smokers not intending to
quit experimenting two different nicotine strengths of a
very popular E-cigarette brand (‘Categoria’; Italy). Methods: A double-blind, sham-controlled, randomized, clinical trial of 300 smokers (unwilling to quit) was designed to
assess the efficacy and safety of ‘Categoria’ E-cigarette
(Arbi Group, Italy) loaded with 7.2 mg nicotine (study
group A) and 4.8 mg nicotine (study group B) cartridges
in comparison to no-nicotine containing cartridges (study
group C). Study participants were invited to attend a total of nine study visits in 1-yr during which product use,
number of cigarettes smoked, and exhaled carbon monoxide (eCO) levels were recorded. Smoking reduction
and abstinence rates were calculated. Adverse events
and product preferences were also reviewed. Analyses
were computed as per intention-to-treat. Results: A significant reduction in mean cig/day use and eCO levels
from baseline was recorded at all study visits in all three
study groups. A mean of 2.0 cartridges/day was used
in each study group up to the 3-month time point, but
falling thereafter. 50% reduction in the number of cig/day
was shown in 21% and 9% participants in group A, in
16% and 8% in group B and in 19% and 10% in group

KILLING THE HABIT - QUITTING SMOKING IN THE
1950´S
Kristiina PATJA1, Jouni WILSKA2
1
Pro Medico, Helsinki, Finland
2
University of Helsinki, Finland
Background: In the 1950´s, the first studies were published in English confirming health risks of smoking, and
diffusion of this information took a long time. In Finland,
male smoking prevalence was at its peak at about 70 %
and female smoking was uncommon. Prof. Alwar Wilska
was one the best-known researchers in Finland since
1930´s. He is known of his work with electro-microscope,
but he was also disseminating health research to both
professionals and the general populace at that time. He
opposed tobacco, and in order to support his views, being a practical man, he published questions to quitters in
all major national newspapers in the spring of 1957 to collect data on cessation. His family found this material from
summer cottage in 2007 and gave it to the National Public Health Institute. Material was scanned into electronic
format. Methods: Questions included items on smoking
initiation, smoking habits, cessation, motivation for quitting, benefits of cessation and health harms. This material
includes 578 typed and handwritten letters from quitters
of which first 250 were analysed at this phase. Nearly all
respondents gave some background information, at least
age and sex, and the majority also revealed their occupation and place of residency. All letters were read and then
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C, at month-3 and -12 respectively. Smoking abstinence
was observed in 11 % and 13% participants in group A,
in 17% and 9% in group B and in 4% and 4% in group
C, at month-3 and -12 respectively. Only minor and transient adverse events were reported, including mouth and
throat irritation, and dry cough. By and large, participants’
perception and acceptance of the product was positive.
Conclusion: In smokers not intending to quit, the use of
e-Cigarette decreased cigarette consumption and elicited
enduring tobacco abstinence at 1-yr without causing significant side effects.
Funding: None of the authors have any competing interests to declare, with the exception of RP. RICCARDO POLOSA has received lecture fees from Pfizer and GSK, a
research grant from Pfizer, and he served as a consultant
for Pfizer, Global Health Alliance for treatment of tobacco
dependence, and Arbi Group Srl.

efficient. In order to increase effectiveness of SC process,
it is necessary to focus on the factors associated with
smoking relapse at the individual level.
Funding: No funding
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TOBACCO USE AMONG PREGNANT WOMEN IN
HUNGARY: INDIVIDUAL AND PARTNER
CORRELATES OF SMOKING AFTER CONCEPTION
Ildikó RAKOCZI, Andrea FOGARASI-GRENCZER,
Péter BALAZS, Kristie L. FOLEY
University of Debrecen, Nyiregyhaza, Hungary
Background: Smoking during pregnancy is a risk factor
for low birth weight (LBW) and preterm birth (PTB) outcomes. High percentages of LBW (8.6%) and PTB (8.7%)
in Hungary suggest a significant contribution of smoking to these outcomes. Understanding the correlates of
smoking during pregnancy will identify points of intervention. Methods: In a 2009-10 retrospective cohort study
about smoking and cessation among 8,350 women, 42%
smoked prior to pregnancy. Logistic regression was used
to estimate the factors correlated to continued smoking
(p<0.05) during the pregnancy. Results: 63.8% of pregnant women continued smoking after learning they were
pregnant. Only 12.9% of Roma women quit compared to
53.2% of non-Roma. If the pregnancy was unexpected,
only 1 in 5 quit smoking. Most women (55%), who had
previously tried to quit, stopped smoking during pregnancy. Factors correlated with continued smoking in
multivariable analysis include: Roma ethnicity (OR=1.68,
95%CI=1.15-2.46); lowest education versus university/college (OR=14.13, 95%CI 5.40-37.0); exposure
to secondhand smoke (OR=1.72, 95%CI 1.23-2.40),
and a smoking partner (OR=2.17, 95%CI=1.56-3.03).
Cessation was supported by marriage versus cohabitation (OR=0.60, 95%CI=0.45-0.80); expected pregnancy
(OR=0.57, 95%CI=0.43-0.76); and earlier cessation attempts (OR=0.23, 95%CI=0.20-0.41). Conclusion: Interventions specifically targeting partner support for quitting,
lower educated women and those who are ethnically
diverse is important. Also, knowing whether or not the
pregnancy was planned may impact how cessation strategies are delivered.
Funding: Fogarty International Center
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SMOKING CESSATION COUNSELLING IN LUNG
CLINIC OF TARTU UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
2006 – 2010: A PILOT STUDY
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Background: The present study describes smoking cessation (SC) counselling in Lung Clinic of Tartu University
Hospital in 2006–2010. The objectives were to describe
mainte¬nance in SC process and to calculate abstinence
rate, and to analyse relationship between maintenance in
SC process and factors associated with smoking relapse.
Methods: The target group were 566 persons visiting
SC counselling service in Lung Clinic of Tartu University
Hospital between 01.01.2006–31.12.2010. Among factors associated with smoking relapse gender, age, motivation, pack-years, depression, anxiety disorders, nicotine addiction, and treatment of tobacco addiction were
examined. Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate
the probability of maintaining in SC process at different
time points the first smoke-free day. Cox proportional
hazard model was used to evaluate relationship between
maintenance in SC process and factors associated with
smoking relapse. Hazard ratios and the corresponding
95% confidence intervals were computed. Results: Of
all adults visiting SC counselling service, 54.6% started
with SC process. Among those who visited SC counselling clinic, 6- and 12-month abstinence rate was 14.0%
and 9.7%, respectively. Probability to be smoke free 6and 12-month after cessation was 29.9% and 22.2%, respectively. Compared to at least 25-year-old quitters, less
than 25-year olds were 1.79 (95% CI 1.08–2.96) times
less likely to stay smoke free. Quitters with depression
were 1.36 (95% CI 1.01–1.85) and those whom was prescribed nicotine replacement therapy were 1.48 (95% CI
1.11–1.97) times less likely to be abstinent at the end of
12 months after the first smoke-free day. Conclusion: Abstinence rate of smokers visiting SC counselling service in
Lung Clinic of Tartu University Hospital in 2006–2010 was
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SMOKING AND ALCOHOL USE AS INDEPENDENT
RISK FACTORS FOR BRUXISM AMONG ADULTS
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Background: Different factors affecting the central nervous system are considered as risk factors for bruxism.
Among others, smoking and alcohol consumption are
suggested to increase the risk. Smoking and alcohol
drinking correlate strongly which may disturb their inde730
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pendent effects on bruxism. The aim of the present study
was to investigate the possible independent effect of
smoking and alcohol consumption on bruxism. Methods:
The material derives from the Finnish Twin Cohort study
consisting of 12,502 twin individuals (45.6% men, 54.4%
women, mean age 44 years) born in 1930¬-1957. Twins
responded to a questionnaire in 1990 (response rate of
77%) consisting of 103 multiple choice questions, seven
dealing with tobacco use, four with alcohol use, and two
with self-reported bruxism. Results: Expectedly, current smoking was less common among abstainers than
among moderate or heavy drinkers (10% vs. 31% and
49%, respectively). Current smoking was an independent
risk factor for bruxism in all models, with odds ratios (OR)
varying between 2.3-2.7. Alcohol use raised the risk for
weekly bruxism even when adjusted for smoking status
(heavy drinking OR 1.9; 95% CI 1.23-2.84, binge drinking OR 1.6; 95% CI 1.28-2.12, and passing out due to
alcohol at least 2 times during the last year OR 1.5; 95%
CI 1.09-2.18). Both alcohol consumption and passing out
due to alcohol intake lost their statistical significance in
all-current smoker (current and occasional smokers combined) but the OR’s increased among non-smokers (never
and former smokers combined) compared to estimates
from analyses on all subjects. Binge drinking stayed statistically significant in both groups, although the OR for
non-smokers was higher than for all-current smokers (2.1
vs. 1.5, respectively). Interaction analyses for “smoking by
alcohol consumption, by binge drinking, or by passouts,”
revealed no statistically significant interactions. Conclusions: Given the observed associations with smoking,
alcohol drinking, binge drinking and passing out due to
alcohol, the present results support our hypothesis of an
independent association of both smoking, and alcohol
use with bruxism.
Funding: Dr. Rintakoski reports no funding. Dr. Kaprio
was supported by the Academy of Finland Centre of Excellence on Complex Disease Genetics.

T & T Consulting, Levin, New Zealand
School of Social Science, Humanities and Arts,
University of California, Merced, CA, USA
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Background: Exercise has been proposed to mitigate
the effects of tobacco withdrawal symptoms and weight
gain following quitting, on relapse to smoking. The Fit2Quit trial sought to determine the effects of a home and
community-based exercise intervention on smoking abstinence at six months when used as an adjunct to usual
quitline support. We explored the effect of the Fit2Quit
intervention on physical activity, fitness, body mass index
(BMI), self-efficacy, and motivation. Methods: A prospective parallel two-arm randomized controlled trial. Participants (n=906) were randomized to a structured home
and community-based exercise program plus usual care
or to usual care alone. A sub-sample of 219 participants
completed additional measures of body mass index
(BMI), physical fitness, leisure exercise (Leisure Score Index [LSI]), self-efficacy and motivation. BMI and physical
fitness were evaluated using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Self-efficacy, motivation, and the LSI were analysed using a repeated measures mixed model. Results:
The main trial found no statistically significant differences
between groups in smoking cessation rates (7-day point
prevalence or continuous abstinence) at six months. Subgroup analyses revealed a significant mean difference in
weekly leisure time exercise score of 9.18 (SE = 4.09,
95% CI: 1.12 – 17.23, p=.026) between intervention and
control groups. There were no statistically significant intervention effects on physical fitness, BMI, self-efficacy,
or motivation. Conclusions: A community based exercise
intervention for smoking cessation in combination with
usual care smoking cessation support delivered by the
quitline can increase mean self-reported leisure time exercise at 6 months, compared with usual care alone, but
has no effect on smoking cessation rates, self-efficacy,
motivation, fitness, or BMI.
Funding: This trial was funded by the Health Research
Council of New Zealand, and the Heart Foundation of
New Zealand. Mr Roberts is supported by a University of
Auckland Doctoral Scholarship.
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THE FIT2QUIT TRIAL: EFFECTS OF AN EXERCISE
INTERVENTION FOR SMOKING CESATION ON
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, FITNESS, SELF-EFFICACY,
AND MOTIVATION
Vaughan ROBERTS1, Ralph MADDISON1,
Chris BULLEN1, Yannan JIANG1, Soren BRAGE2,
Hayden McROBBIE3, Harry PRAPAVESSIS4,
Marewa GLOVER5, Sue TAYLOR6, Paul BROWN7
1
National Institute for Health Innovation (NIHI), University
of Auckland, New Zealand
2
MRC Epidemiology Unit, Institute of Metabolic Science,
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK
3
UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies, Wolfson
Institute of Preventive Medicine, Barts & The London
School of Medicine and Dentistry, Queen Mary,
University of London, London, UK
4
School of Kinesiology, University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario, Canada
5
Centre for Tobacco Control Research, Social and Community Health, School of Population Health, University of
Auckland, New Zealand
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SHISHA SMOKING – COOL AND FUN?
– THE NEXT WAVE!
Leena SANKLA
Solutions 4 Health, Department of Tobacco Control,
Reading, UK
Throughout England, smoking the water pipe shisha has
become a trendy pursuit for the young. It is usually shared
between friends and is seen to be an enjoyable and relaxing experience. However, very few understand the
shocking truth, our team of researchers carried out a field
study and spoke to a number of users on their perceived
risks and undertook carbon monoxide readings at various
time over a typically 60 minute session, this showed readings spinning to at least four times more than the amount
produced by one cigarette! The poster presentation will
share the results of this study, undertaken with a cohort
of 87 participants, some dual users (cigarettes & Shisha)
731
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and the readings taken at 15 minute intervals. The CO
readings of our research team were also taken showing
the impact of ‘passive’ smoking. Another key issue within
the South Asian community is tobacco chewing, and how
it is a culturally acceptable and a norm. Following a series
of test purchases, these products were readily available
and were sold in attractive packages, in some cases near
the sweet counter from as little as 20p per single packet.
Funding: No Funding

MENTHOLATED CIGARETTES AND
SMOKING-RELATED CANCERS REVISITED:
AN ECOLOGIC EXAMINATION
GC KABAT1, Nitin SHIVAPPA2, James HEBERT3
1
Department of Epidemiology and Population Health,
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY, USA
2
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Arnold
School of Public Health, University of South Carolina,
Columbia, USA
3
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Arnold
School of Public Health, University of South Carolina,
Columbia, USA
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ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE AS A RISK
FACTOR TO INCREASING RESPIRATORY
CHILDHOOD INFECTION AND PNEUMONIA IN
SOUTH-WEST REGION
Omiyefa SEYE1, Osoba REMILEKUN2
1
Youth Action on Tobacco Control and Health (YATCH)
2
University College Hospital Ibadan

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration is assessing
whether menthol should be banned as an additive to
cigarettes. An important part of this determination concerns the health effects of mentholated relative to nonmentholated cigarettes. We examined the ecologic association between sales of mentholated cigarettes for the
period 1950-2007, menthol preference by race and sex,
and incidence rates of four tobacco-related cancers during 1973-2007. Total sales of menthol cigarettes (market share) increased from about 3% in 1950 to slightly
less than 30% in 1980 and remained fairly stable thereafter. Additional data show consistently that, compared
to White smokers, Black smokers favor mentholated
cigarettes by roughly a 3-fold margin. Changes in the
incidence of lung cancer, squamous cell cancer of the
esophagus, oropharyngeal cancer, and laryngeal cancer
by race and sex and trends over a 35-year period, during which menthol sales were relatively stable and during
which Black smokers were much more likely to smoke
menthol cigarettes compared to Whites, are not consistent with a large contribution of menthol, over and above
the effect of smoking per se.
Funding: Work conducted at the University of South
Carolina was supported by a grant from the National Cancer Institute, Center to Reduce Cancer Health Disparities
(Community Networks Program Centers) to the South
Carolina Cancer Disparities Community Network (SCCDCN) [U54 CA153461 Hebert, JR (PI)]. Dr. Hébert also
was supported by an Established Investigator Award in
Cancer Prevention and Control from the Cancer Training
Branch of the National Cancer Institute (K05 CA136975).

Background: There is consistent evidence that children
exposed to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) have
higher incidence of asthma, ear- and throat disease,
worsening of asthma symptoms and lung symptoms as
cough, wheezing and pneumonia. A child exposed to ETS
has about 30% higher risk of absence from school due to
illness. Evidence clearly implicates (ETS) as a cause of
lung cancer, excess respiratory disease, and cardiovascular disease mortality in non-smokers. Few studies have
looked at the interaction of tobacco use or ETS exposure
with occupational and ambient air pollution (both indoor
and outdoor) in contributing to chronic obstructive pulmonary disorders in developing countries, or the importance of ETS as a risk factor for the already high burden
of childhood respiratory infections. Method: A descriptive
cross sectional study was carried out in 5 states (Ogun,
Lagos, Akure, Oyo and Ekiti). A multistage cluster random
sampling was employed to select 450 families in each
state. Data was collected using structured questionnaires
by trained interviewers. Result: About 2113 records were
available for analysis. There were 1298(60.7%) males
and 815(38.1%) females aged 10 and below. A Majority,
807(38.0%) live with both parents, 213(10.0%) live with
mother alone while 265(12.5%) live with relatives. The
prevalence of children exposed to ETS in the southwest
region Nigeria was 73.2%, the study further revealed that
28.5% of children in this region with respiratory childhood
infection are exposed to environmental tobacco smoke
and 18.4% pneumonia cases are attributed to ETS.
However, (122, 14.7%) parents or relatives don’t see a
problem with using tobacco products. It is also clearly
stated that about 46.9% cases of respiratory childhood
infection and pneumonia combined are caused by ETS
in the south west region Nigeria. Conclusion: Since Environmental Tobacco Smoke has this much negative effects on children in the south west region Nigeria. Efforts
should be tailored towards protecting children from ETS
to reduce the rate of children exposed to ETS, thereby
curbing or reducing respiratory childhood infection and
pneumonia in Nigeria.
Funding: No Funding
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CONCENTRATION OF CLASSIC AND NONCLASSIC RISK FACTORS OF ISCHAEMIC HEART
DISEASE IN BLOOD PLASMA OF PEOPLE
EXPOSED AND UNEXPOSED TO TOBACCO
SMOKE
Wojciech GNYP1, Izabela SZOLTYSEK-BOLDYS2,
Wioleta ZIELINSKA-DANCH2, Bartosz KOSZOWSKI2,
Maciej L. GONIEWICZ2, Andrzej SOBCZAK2,3
1
Department of Cardiology, Hospital 1, Stalowa Wola,
Poland
2
Department of General Chemistry, Medical University of
Silesia, Sosnowiec, Poland
3
Institute of Occupational Medicine and Environmental
Health, Sosnowiec, Poland
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The aim of the paper was to define the influence of environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) and active cigarette
smoking on the concentration of classic and non-classic
risk factors in blood plasma, and to evaluate the legitimacy of widened examinations in primary prevention in
people exposed to tobacco smoke. 211 volunteers (aged
30-67) were divided into: a group of people unexposed
to tobacco smoke (reference group, 74 men), a group of
passive smokers (57 men), and a group of active smokers
(80 men). Examined has been the lipid profile, and from
among the non-classic risk factors: C-reactive protein
(CRP), fibrinogen, homocysteine, cysteine, asymmetric
and symmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA and SDMA). The
concentration of total cholesterol, the LDL fraction and
triglycerides increased in the group of active smokers by
10,0%; 13,6%; 36,6%, respectively. The HDL concentration decreased significantly in active smokers by 13,8%.
In passive smokers, the only significant decrease was
noted for the concentration of the LDL fraction – by 9,3%.
For the non-classic risk factors, in all examined groups,
the changes in concentration of CRP, cysteine, ADMA
and SDMA were statistically irrelevant. However, significant increase in plasma concentration of fibrinogen and
homocysteine was observed both in passive and in active
smokers (for fibrinogen by 7,3% and 11,0% respectively,
and for homocysteine by 8,8% and 31,2%). Relevant were
also the correlation between the concentration of fibrinogen and homocysteine and the concentration of cotinine
in the entire examined population (r = 0,1800; p=0,0088
and r = 0,548; p<0,001, respectively). The BETA rates
obtained by way of multiple factor regression indicate
that cotinine has the strongest predictive properties as
regards plasma concentration of fibrinogen and homocysteine. Among tobacco smokers, early diagnostics for
cardiovascular diseases does not have to involve measurement of the concentration of CRP, cysteine, ADMA
and SDMA - no interrelation between these compounds
and exposure to tobacco smoke. However, biochemical
examination of fibrinogen and homocysteine plasma concentration should be a routine element in this group of
patients.
Funding: The study was partly supported by Research
Grant N404 125 32/3706 of the Ministry of Science and
Higher Education. The study protocol was approved by
Medical University of Silesia Committee on Bioethics.

tention to implementation of this intervention. Methods:
In 2010, 56 practice nurses filled out an Internet-based
questionnaire about demographics, patient population
characteristics, attitude, innovation characteristics, selfefficacy, perceived social influence and intention to implement the intervention. T-tests and Chi-square tests were
executed to explore differences between practice nurses
intending and not intending to implement. Correlation coefficients were calculated to identify associations between
the potential determinants of the intention to implement
the intervention. Regression analysis was used to detect
significant determinants of the intention to implement.
Results: The results indicated that both attitude and innovation characteristics were independently important in
explaining practice nurses intention to implement the new
smoking cessation intervention. Additionally, recruitment
success and perceived social support from patients were
shown to be significant determinants of the intention to
implement. Conclusion: The main results of the study imply that to increase implementation rates it is essential
to generate a positive attitude towards the intervention
among practice nurses and to convince them of its beneficial characteristics. Furthermore, aiding practice nurses
in successfully recruiting smoking patients and creating
more perceived patient support might be strategies to increase practice nurses’ intention to implement.
Funding: The study was funded by the Dutch Cancer Society (UM 2007-3834)
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EXPECTATION ABOUT SMOKING IN
ADOLESCENTS AND ADULTS:
A LONGITUDINAL STUDY
Jorien L TREUR, Dorret I BOOMSMA,
Jacqueline M VINK
Department of Biological Psychology, VU University,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Background: Intention to quit smoking is essential to
understand quitting behavior. This longitudinal study
explored ‘expectations about smoking’, regardless of
smoking status, i.e. it quizzed participants on their intentions about future smoking regardless of their current
smoking status. The study had three aims; 1. Determining if and how expectation about smoking is associated
with other smoking variables and demographical characteristics through cross-sectional analyses. 2. Determining the predictive value of expectation about smoking on
future smoking status through longitudinal analyses. 3.
Testing the additive value of expectation about smoking
as a predictor for smoking status when other significant
variables are taken into account. Methods: Subjects are
registered with the Netherlands Twin Registry. Expectation about smoking was measured in multiple surveys
between 1993 and 2011 in 8997 adolescents (aged 1418, 3485 subjects with two consecutive surveys), and between 1993 and 2004 in 16787 adults (aged 18+, 11250
subjects with two consecutive surveys). Participants were
asked ‘Do you think you’ll smoke in a year’s time?’. Answer categories ranged from ‘Certainly not’ to ‘Absolutely’. Regression analyses that tested the three aims were
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DETERMINANTS OF DUTCH PRACTICE NURSES’
INTENTION TO IMPLEMENT A NEW SMOKING
CESSATION INTERVENTION
ES SMIT, C HOVING, NE STANCZYK, H de VRIES
Maastricht University, the Netherlands
Background: Implementation of effective smoking cessation programs is often suboptimal. Therefore, a study was
conducted to identify the determinants of Dutch practice
nurses’ intention to implement a new smoking cessation
intervention combining multiple computer tailoring messages and a counseling session. Moreover, this study
aimed to identify the independent value of attitude and
Roger’s innovation characteristics in determining the in733
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performed in STATA. Results: In adolescents, expectation
about smoking is significantly associated with smoking
frequency, number of cigarettes a day, age of first cigarette, self-perceived health and social economic status
(SES) in smokers and with SES in ex-smokers. For adults,
there is a significant association with the Fagerström Test
for Nicotine Dependence (FTND), number of cigarettes a
day, number of previous quit attempts, number of years
smoked and SES in smokers and FTND, SES, sex and
age in ex-smokers. There is a significant, positive association with future smoking status which remains significant
after adding the other associated variables. Conclusions:
Expectation about smoking is associated with several important smoking characteristics, and is a good measure
for predicting future smoking status. In never smokers
it predicts initiation of smoking, where in (ex) smokers it
predicts continued smoking or relapse.
Funding: ERC starting grant 284167 obtained by Dr. Jacqueline M Vink

be explained with the global severity of symptoms and
not with the specific factors such as depression, anxiety
in a nonclinical sample. The association between smoking
and psychiatric symptoms differs in men and women.
Funding: The project was supported by the European
Union and the European Social Fund under Grant Agreement No. TÁMOP 4.2.1./B-09/1/KMR-2010-0003. This
publication was also supported by Grant Number 1 R01
TW007927-01 from the Fogarty International Center, the
National Cancer Institute , and the National Institutes
on Drug Abuse, within the National Institutes of Health
(NIH).
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QUIT AND WIN 2009 IN FINLAND: ONE-YEAR
FOLLOW-UP RESULTS
Eeva R. VARTIAINEN
North Karelia Center for Public Health, Joensuu, Finland
Background: North Karelia Center for Public Health organizes a Quit and Win (Q&W) contest in Finland every
year. The idea of the contest is to abstain from tobacco
tor the contest period. Adult (> 18 years old) daily smokers can register for the contest. At the end of contest,
there is a draw for prizes among the contestants (abstinence is verified by a witness and by a biochemical test).
In 2009 there were two Quit and Win contest periods: 1)
a 4-week contest in May and 2) a 6-month contest from
May until end of October. There were 2228 participants:
16 % took part in the 4-week contest and 84 % in the 6
-month contest. About half were women and half men.
96 % smoked cigarettes and 4 % other tobacco products (snus, cigars, pipe). More than half had tried to quit
smoking more than 3 times. A one-year follow up survey
of the contest participants is organized every other year.
The objective of the Q&W 2009 survey was to detect the
smoking status of the participants after one year from
the start of the contest. Questions regarding withdrawal
symptoms, used medications and support etc. were also
asked. Methods: A random sample of 500 contestants
in the QW 2009 was surveyed by mail during May and
June 2010. One reminder was sent to non-respondents
in June 2009. Abstinence rates in the follow-up surveys
were calculated as the proportion of abstainers among the
purified follow-up sample, in which all non-respondents
were considered smokers. Results: The continuous abstinence rate was 22 % and the point abstinence rate 28
%. The participants in the 6-month contest period seem
to succeed better than those taking part in the 4 week
contest. The use of NRT with the successful quitters has
reduced. The main results of the one-year follow up survey will be presented. Conclusions: The majority of the
participants entered the Quit and Win competition with
the firm intention to quit using tobacco for good. Even
though the support from the health care has increased
from the previous surveys, less than 10 % got support
from health care sector. Also employers should support
their employees more - non-smoking workers mean less
sick leave days.
Funding: Funded by Finland’s Slot Machine Association
(RAY)
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SMOKING IS ASSOCIATED WITH GENERAL
PSYCHIATRIC SYMPTOM SEVERITY AND NOT
WITH SPECIFIC SYMPTOM FACTORS IN A LARGE
COMMUNITY SAMPLE
Róbert URBAN1, Bernadette KUN1, Borbála PAKSI2,
Zsolt DEMETROVICS1
1
Institute of Psychology, Eötvös Loránd University,
Budapest, Hungary
2
Center of Behavioral Sciences, Corvinus University of
Budapest, Budapest, Hungary
Smoking is associated with psychiatric problems; however the pattern of the association is less frequently investigated. Two alternative hypotheses were formed: (1)
smoking is associated with specific psychiatric symptoms; (2) smoking is associated with the global severity of
psychiatric symptoms. Data were collected in the frame
of the National Survey on Addiction Problems in Hungary in 2007. The national representative sample included
2,710 adults. Psychiatric symptoms were assessed by
the Symptom Checklist (SCL-90-R). Smoking behaviour
and dependence was assessed by the Fagerstrom Test
of Nicotine Dependence (FTND) and five self-report questions. Comparison of daily smokers and nonsmokers
revealed that smokers have higher scores on all psychiatric symptoms (somatization Cohen d=0.17; obsessioncompulsion d=0.13; interpersonal sensitivity d=0.11; depression d=0.17; anxiety d=0.19; hostility d=0.22; phobia
d=0.12; paranoia d=0.19; psychoticism d=0.12; global
severity d=0.18). Nicotine dependence (FTND) however
did not correlate significantly with any psychiatric symptoms among smokers. We performed SEM analyses in
which a bifactor model (global severity factor (GSF) and
specific factors) of SCL-90-R regressed on current smoking status (daily smokers vs. non-smokers). Only GSF
predicted positively the smoking status (Probit B=0.13
p<.0001). However, two separate analyses in men and
women revealed that GSF significantly predicts smoking
status only in women (Probit B=0.24 p<.0001). The associations between smoking and psychiatric symptoms can
734
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TRACING THE TOBACCO EPIDEMIC:
A PSEUDO-COHORT STUDY OF SMOKING,
GENDER AND EDUCATION IN NORWAY 1976-2009
Tord F. VEDOY
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research,
Oslo, Norway

COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF VARENICLINE IN
SMOKING CESSATION OF NICOTINE DEPENDENT
PATIENTS WITH MILD TO MODERATE COPD AND
CVD IN FINLAND
Jarmo HAHL1, Heikki EKROOS2, Kaisa TUPPURAINEN3,
Kari LINDEN3, Miika LINNA4, Harri SINTONEN5
1
AT Medical Affairs Consulting (Medaffcon)
2
Porvoo Hospital, Hospital District of Helsinki and
Uusimaa, Finland
3
Pfizer Ltd.
4
HEMA institute, Department of Industrial Engineering
and Management, Aalto University and National Institute
for Health and Welfare, Finland
5
University of Helsinki, Hjelt Institute, Department of
Public Health, Finland

Background: The tobacco epidemic model states that
the first group to take up smoking were men with higher
social status followed by men with lower status and women. Women with low education should be the last group
to stop smoking. To better understand changes in smoking over time, this paper examines net age, period and
cohort effects on smoking according to gender and education in Norway in the period 1976-2009. Method: Data
came from cross-sectional surveys of smoking behavior
conducted yearly from 1976 to 2009. Using a pseudocohort approach, net age, period and cohort effects on
smoking were calculated from aggregated survey data.
Outcome variable was mean smoking prevalence. Independent variables were age (25-74), age-squared, birth
cohort (1910-1980) and cohort-squared. Education and
gender were entered as dummy variables. A transformed
year variable (orthogonal to a time trend) was entered
as dummy-variables. Interactions between education/
gender and age/cohort were included to model the tobacco epidemic. Results: For both genders, probability
(p) of smoking decreased with age. For men with tertiary education p(smoking) remained around 0.30 from age
20-40 before dropping sharply. Among men with primary/
secondary education, p(smoking) was 0.59 at 20 and decreased with each additional year. P(smoking) was generally lower for women than for men, especially for primary/
secondary educated. For each successive male cohort,
p(smoking) fell with around 7‰ in both education groups
but was 0.20 points lower for cohorts with tertiary education. Among women with primary/secondary education,
p(smoking) increased from 0.29-0.37 in early cohorts
(born 1910-1945) before decreasing to 0.29. Among
women with tertiary education, p(smoking) decreased
with each successive cohort and ranged from 0.24 (1910)
to 0.05 (1980). Conclusion: Age effects on smoking were
similar in all groups. Differences in cohort effects indicate
that smoking among Norwegian adults fits the pattern
predicted by the tobacco epidemic model. Women with
primary/tertiary education were the last group in which
smoking rose before decreasing and the probability of
smoking is still high in late birth cohorts.
Funding: Research Council of Norway (project no.
190443, “Tobacco and the social inequality gap”) and the
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research.

Background: Smoking causes significant burden to
health care and societies. It is the most common cause
of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), one of
the leading causes of death globally. Many people continue to smoke after COPD diagnosis. Endothelial injury,
cell dysfunction, and atherosclerosis, all known effects
of smoking, are the main underlying pathophysiological
processes of cardiovascular diseases (CVD). Smoking
also increases risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. The objective was to study the cost-effectiveness
(CE) of varenicline combined with physician advice in
smoking cessation compared to physician advice alone
in 1) smokers with mild to moderate COPD, 2) smokers
with CVD, from a Finnish health care payer perspective.
Methods: Markov cohort health state transition structures
were used to model the lifetime transitions of a smoker
cohort through COPD stages I-IV, lung cancer and death
in COPD model; and coronary heart disease, peripheral
vascular disease, stroke, COPD, mouth cancer, lung cancer and death in CVD model. Efficacy data from pivotal
varenicline studies in COPD and CVD patients were used
with Finnish registry data and local quality of life studies.
Efficacy estimates of physician advice are based on the
placebo arms of pivotal studies. Results: In the base case
analysis incremental CE ratio (ICER) of varenicline was
€9700/Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY) gained or €7400/
QALY in lifetime analysis for COPD and CVD, respectively.
A frequently referred ICER threshold of €40000/QALY
gained was achieved before 10 and between 2 and 3
years in COPD and CVD, respectively. Sensitivity analyses
confirmed the robustness of these results; in probabilistic sensitivity analyses the probability of varenicline being
cost-effective was 100% at a willingness to pay (WTP)
level of €40000/QALY in lifetime horizon in both diseases,
and exceeded 50% at WTP level of €40000/QALY in 10
and 3 years in COPD and CVD, respectively. Conclusions: The analyses suggests that varenicline combined
with physician advice is cost-effective compared to physician advice alone in smoking cessation of Finnish patients
with mild to moderate COPD and CVD.
Funding: Pfizer Ltd.
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT-INITIATED TOBACCO
CONTROL: SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND METAANALYSIS
B. NEUNER1,2, E. WEISS-GERLACH1, J. WELLMANN2,
H.W. HENSE2, G.L. RABE2, C. SPIES1
1
Charité-Universitaetsmedizin Berlin, Department for
Anesthesiology, Operating-Room Management and
Intensive Care Medicine, Berlin, Germany
2
Institute of Epidemiology and Social Medicine, Clinical
Epidemiology Section, University of Muenster, Muenster,
Germany

THE ROLE OF SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT,
PARENTAL SMOKING AND PEER SMOKING IN
THE SMOKING CESSATION AND TOBACCO
DEPENDENCE
Marjaana PENNANEN1,2, Ari HAUKKALA3,
Ulla BROMS1,2, Erkki VARTIAINEN2
1
Department of Public Health, University of Helsinki,
Finland
2
National Institute for Health and Welfare (THL), Helsinki,
Finland
3
Department of Social Research, University of Helsinki,
Finland

Introduction: A 2006 joint statement of US American
Emergency Physicians called on emergency care providers to routinely screen emergency department (ED) patients for their smoking status and to support smokers
to quit. The effectiveness of emergency department-initiated tobacco control (ETC) is unclear. Systematic review
and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
examining the efficacy of ETC. Methods: Following the
PRISMA statement, in October 2010, 6 electronic databases were searched using predefined search terms.
Outcome was the number of abstinent smokers at each
follow-up. Relative risks of ETC on point prevalence abstinence were calculated separately for each study and
follow-up time and, pooled at different follow-up times,
by Mantel-Haenszel relative risks. The effects of ETC on
combined point prevalence abstinence across all followup times were calculated using generalized linear mixed
models. Results: The literature search identified 7 relevant
studies (3 of moderate and 4 of weak quality according
to the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies
with a total of 1986 participants) out of 4371 records.
Follow-up time varied between 3 and 12 month and the
rate of abstinent smokers varied between 0% and 16%.
The strongest effect of ETC on point prevalence abstinence was found at one month: Relative risk (RR) = 1.47
(95% confidence interval (CI): 1.06 to 2.06), 3 studies,
while the effect at 3, 6, and 12 months was RR = 1.24
(95% CI: 0.93 to 1.65), 6 studies; 1.13 (95% CI: 0.86
to 1.49), 5 studies; and 1.25 (95% CI: 0.91 to 1.72), 1
study; respectively. The benefit on combined point prevalence abstinence was RR = 1.33 (95% CI: 0.96 to 1.83),
p = 0.075, 7 studies; with RR = 1.33 (95% CI: 0.92 to
1.92), p = 0.100, for the 5 studies featuring motivational
interviewing combined with booster phone calls. Conclusions: The main finding of this systematic review and
meta-analysis of RCTs evaluating ETC was a trend towards increased combined point prevalence abstinence.
Sensitivity analyses indicated that this trend was based
on ETC in the form of motivational interviewing in combination with booster phone calls. More methodologically
rigorous trials are needed.
Funding: No Funding

Background: This study examines whether Finnish adolescents’ school achievement, parental smoking and
best friend’s smoking at the beginning of the eighth
grade were related to the ninth grade smoking cessation
and tobacco dependence measured by the one item of
Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence: time to first
cigarette. Methods: The study is part of the European
Smoking prevention Framework Approach (ESFA). The
sample consists of 916 Finnish students from 27 upper
comprehensive schools in the Helsinki area. Participated
students had at least tried smoking by the eighth grade.
The longitudinal data were collected using self-reported
questionnaires at two separate occasions between the
years 1999 and 2001: at the beginning of the eighth
grade and end of the ninth grade. Results: At the beginning of the eighth grade lower levels of school achievement (OR=0.70 CI 95% 0.58 to 0.85), parental smoking
(OR=0.73 CI 95% 0.53 to 0.99) and smoking of best
friend (OR=0.63 CI 95% 0.44 to 0.90) decreased likelihood of smoking cessation among ninth graders. Doing
poorly at school (= 1.12 CI 95% 0.88 to 1.35), having
smoking parents (= 1.13 CI 95% 0.70 to 1.55) and best
friends who were smokers (= 1.69 CI 95% 1.23 to 2.16)
were associated with an increased likelihood of tobacco
dependence. Conclusion: To reduce health inequalities
a strong input on continuing research to improve smoking cessation methods especially for students with low
school grades and for students whose parents or close
friends smoke, is needed.
Funding: Juho Vainio Foundation
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CROSS-SPECIES EFFECTS OF NICOTINE
ABSTINENCE ON REWARD RESPONSIVENESS:
MOVING TOWARDS CONSILIENCE
Michele L. PERGADIA1#, Andre DER-AVAKIAN2#,
Manoranjan S. D’SOUZA2, Pamela A.F. MADDEN1,
Andrew C. HEATH1, Saul SHIFFMAN3,
Athina MARKOU2^, Diego A. PIZZAGALLI 4^
1
Department of Psychiatry, Washington University
School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO, USA
2
Department of Psychiatry, University of California at San
Diego, USA
3
Department of Psychology, University of Pittsburgh,
USA
4
Department of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School,
Boston, USA
#^
These authors contributed equally to the work reported
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Nicotine withdrawal-related negative affect is an important predictor of relapse to smoking in humans, and validation of an objective measure of reward responsiveness
may shed light on this process. Animal models can be
effectively used to identify neurobiological mechanisms
underlying decreased reward responsiveness during
nicotine withdrawal. Importantly though, for animal research on nicotine to be relevant to human smoking and
treatment, it is important to conduct parallel research on
the effects of abstinence on humans and experimental
animals. Using a reward responsiveness task optimized
across species with a conceptually identical paradigm
rooted in signal detection theory, we examined whether
reward responsiveness varied from: 1) a baseline nicotinesatiated condition to a 24-hour acute nicotine abstinence
condition in human smokers (N=31); and 2) in Wistar
rats that had been administered nicotine (N=10) or saline (N=12) through osmotic pumps for 28-days followed
by discontinuation for 24 hours before testing reward
responsiveness. Analysis of variance found a significant
decrease in reward responsiveness in human smokers
during 24-hours nicotine abstinence (p<.05), and a trend
towards decreased reward responsiveness in the nicotine
treated vs. saline treated rats (p =.078). While these findings will require replication and future additional cohorts
to increase power, these data converge in suggesting
that humans and rats react similarly to nicotine abstinence with decreased reward responsiveness. In conclusion, by establishing behavioral homology across humans
and rodents based on a measure of reward responsiveness we lay the foundation for identifying neurobiological
substrates mediating decreased reward responsiveness
during nicotine withdrawal and translational treatment development for smoking cessation.
Funding: Supported by NIH Grants: DA019951 (M.L.P),
MH078979 (D.A.P. and A.M.), DA011946 (A.M.),DA012854
(P.A.F.M.).

raised questions on history of smoking, identity, cigarettes
as a symbol, presentation of self and rituals, among others. Results: Preliminary analysis shows that the informants often explain their own smoking, by explaining how
they don’t smoke. For example; they do not smoke alone,
not when they are at work, and not because they are addicted to nicotine. They smoke for pleasure. Occasional
smoking is guided by a number of unwritten rules and
connected to particular situations. From the young OS’
accounts, an underlying story of control evolves. The story of control is however characterized by contradictions
and paradoxes: for example when smoking in a stressful situation, as comfort or binge smoking in combination with alcohol. Conclusion: The young OS’accounts
of smoking indicates that they understand themselves in
contrast to daily smokers: as in control and not addicted,
as smoking because of lust, not of need. By distinguishing themselves from regular smokers they neutralize their
own smoking, constructing an identity as OS and even
“non smokers that sometimes smoke”. Understandings
of how occasional smokers see their own smoking is a
key to include this group of smokers in future tobacco
preventive work.
Funding: Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research
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TESTING A MULTIDIMENSIONAL APPROACH TO
NICOTINE DEPENDENCE IN ADOLESCENTS
Róbert URBAN1, Mark WOLFSON2, Erin L. SUFTIN2,
Zsolt DEMETROVICS1
1
Institute of Psychology, Eötvös Loránd University,
Budapest, Hungary
2
Department of Social Sciences and Health Policy,
Wake Forest University School of Medicine, WinstonSalem, NC, USA
Previous research has identified a three-dimensional model of nicotine dependence in adolescents referring to
behaviors, craving and nervousness when the individual
cannot smoke. Our aim is to test the multidimensional
approach of nicotine addiction in a longitudinal study and
identify the pattern of change during adolescence. Data
were collected in a representative cohort study of Hungarian adolescents. The present analysis includes only
adolescents who smoked at least 1 cigarette during the
past 30 days (N=1954) at any wave. Nicotine dependence
was measured using the items on a modified Fagerström
Tolerance Questionnaire and the Hooked on Nicotine
Checklist in all waves. Applying confirmatory factor analysis, the three-factor model yielded superior fit compared
to the one-factor model in all waves. Latent growth analyses revealed a significant positive linear slope in craving
and nervousness and a small negative linear slope in behavioral aspects. Three separate latent class growth analyses with behaviors, craving and nervousness were performed. Two classes were identified in all three analyses.
One class (33.2%) demonstrated increasing craving and
one class (29.7%) demonstrated increasing nervousness.
The other classes demonstrated the stability of craving
or nervousness. Only one small class (1%) displayed
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OCCASIONAL SMOKERS´ACCOUNTS OF
SMOKING AND IDENTITY: A QUALITATIVE
INTERVIEW STUDY
Rikke TOKLE, Janne SCHEFFELS
The Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research,
Oslo, Norway
Background: Most smokers smoke daily. Studies find
daily smokers to be overrepresented among people with
bad health and with low socioeconomic status. Occasional smokers (OS) are in ways different. They are a diverse group when it comes to age, amount and history
of smoking. Studies find that OS attend higher education
and have higher income then regular smokers. 10% in
Norway are occasional smokers, nearly 15 % in the age
group 16-34 years. Aims: To examine how OS talk about
their use of cigarettes and explore the accounts in relation
to issues of legitimacy, meaning and identity. Methods:
Qualitative in-depth interviews with OS (N= 18) aged 2432 were conducted, aiming to grasp interviewees’ narratives and understanding of smoking and identity. The
interviews were semi structured, lasted 1-2 hours and
737
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an increasing level of behavioral dependence, and one
major class revealed stability of behavioral dependence.
The three aspects of nicotine addiction change differently
during adolescence. Although environmental control over
smoking behaviors might hinder the development of behavioral aspects of dependence, increasing levels of craving and nervousness when one cannot smoke identified
approximately one-third of adolescents at risk of future
dependence.
Funding: This publication was made possible by Grant
Number 1 R01 TW007927-01 to RU from the Fogarty International Center, the National Cancer Institute, and the
National Institutes on Drug Abuse within the National Institutes of Health. Its contents are solely the responsibility
of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official
view of the NIH. The present work was also supported by
the Hungarian Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor Grant
KAB-KT-09-0007.
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PRETESTING OF PICTORIAL HEALTH WARNING
PICTURES AND MESSAGES IN NEPAL
Suresh TIWARI1, Syaron BASNET2
1
Health Financing, Nepal Health Sector Support
Programme (NHSSP), Ministry of Health and Population
(MoHP), Nepal
2
University of Eastern Finland, Kuopio, University of
Turku, National Institute for Health and Welfare (THL),
Helsinki, Finland
Nepal has made a significant progress in tobacco control
through the endorsement of a progressive national ‘AntiTobacco Act -2011’. To control tobacco use in the country, a bill with provision of 75% pictorial health warnings
in a pack of cigarette and tobacco products in the total
areas of the outer side of the pack has been passed. The
pre-testing of pictorial health warning pictures and warning message was executed with an objective to understand the perception of youth about testing pictorial health
warnings pictures and messages in cigarette packs. Issue centered discussion was implemented among the 54
participants in 6 groups and self administered questionnaires were executed among 221 school children. The
pre-testing aimed to contribute in motivating smokers to
quit smoking, in convincing youth not to start smoking
and chew tobacco, in helping ex-smokers to stay quitting
tobacco use and in informing public on health hazards
danger of tobacco use. Comparatively picture 9 was able
to grab the highest percentage of attention. Majority of
the respondents believed that pictures 2, 7 and 9 can
motivate tobacco users to quit the tobacco use and motivate youth not to start smoking and chew tobacco. Majority of the respondents believed that pictures 3, 7 and
9 can be effective in informing public on harmful impacts
of smoke and re-convincing ex-smokers to stay on not
smoking. 32.5% of the respondents believed that picture
7 will be the most effective picture in motivating smokers and chewing tobacco users to quit 22.9% believed
it would convince youth not to start smoking and use of
chewing tobacco, 30.2% said it would be effective informing the public about the harms of smoking and chewing
tobacco and 26.5% believed that the picture will be useful
in re-convincing the ex-smoker to stay on quit smoking or
chewing tobacco. People participating to the group discussion organized, mostly believed that picture 7 will be
very effective among the newly married couples and will
sensitize them about the harmful effects of smoking and
it will emotionally sensitize people and help reduce smoke
intake in the community.
Funding: The survey was funded by National Health Education, Information and Communication Centre (NHEICC)
Teku, Kathmandu, Nepal under the Department of health
services (DoHS)
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duction in smoking among 17 year old teenagers according the Escapad national survey, a decline by 4% of daily
smokers in adults according to Inpes, an estimate of 20
000 lives saved and fresh air for all after the total smoking
ban in public places and at work decided in November
2006. During this period the tobacco lobbyists have tried
to act, but president Jacques Chirac (who had officially
declared war to tobacco in March 2003( has increased
taxes by 39% increasing at the same time the price of the
most popular packs by 1,4€ and closed them the door. In
total opposition during the Nicolas Sarkozy’s 2007-2011
term, France has not known any significant benefit in tobacco control. The cigarette sales remain 54 billion per
year. Among 12-15 years old, smoking rate has increased
by 35%. The National Survey Escapad on 17 years old
adolescents confirms an increase of 9% between 2008
and 2011. Adult smoking rate shows a relative increase
of 7% according to Inpes. Thus, a catastrophic policy in
terms of tobacco control led to disastrous results with
10 000 lives of smokers not saved. At the same time,
the tobacconists have collected; a cumulative additional
1.055 billion euros and the tobacco industry got 562 million euros. The increase of the price of most popular cigarettes brands has been then of 1.2 € and was planned
to increase up to 1.6 € by small 6% steps organized by
the tobacco industry. This gives a distressing caricature
of the submission of France to the desiderata of tobacco
lobbyists.
Funding: No funding

IDENTIFYING ACTION AND NEED FOR HEALTH
CARE PROFESSIONAL BRIEF AND VERY BRIEF
TRAINING NEEDS ACROSS EUROPE - METHODS
AND RESULTS OF A SCOPING EXERCISE
Emma CROGHAN1, Andy McEWEEN2
1
North 51, Nottingham UK and NCSCT, UK
2
NCSCT, UK
Global Bridges is a worldwide science-based initiative to
help health care providers unite to treat tobacco dependence while advocating for effective tobacco control policies. Supporting smokers to stop is an important element
of public health and tobacco control policy and action.
To be able to maximise the potential for improved public
health and reduce smoking prevalence, countries need
effective infrastructure that includes all health systems
and service providers identifying risks to health and offering patients solutions to those risks. Levels of health care
professional knowledge, attitudes and behaviours about
tobacco dependence treatment vary widely despite the
fact that brief interventions by trained health care professionals double the rate of quit attempts. Many countries
provide tobacco dependence services to help people
stop smoking, but these may be underutilised if health
care professionals are not supported to identify and offer
action to smokers when they present. This Global Bridges European Scoping exercise was carried out to identify
and determine which European countries might be willing
and able to receive evidence-based support and assistance with training of health care professionals. The scoping exercise included three phases of activity; Phase 1
(web search), Phase 2 (direct country contact) and Phase
3 (face to face exploratory meeting with selected countries). The scoping included ALL European countries, with
the widest possible inclusion criteria, therefore the total
number of countries scoped was 52. This presentation
will discuss the methods used, and outcomes of each
phase of work, and will conclude by presenting the total
process and conclusions/recommendations.
Funding: Funded by Global Bridges
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THE IMPACT OF THE 2010 POLISH INDOOR
SMOKE-FREE LAW ON SALES OF SMOKING
CESSATION THERAPIES
Leon KOSMIDER1, Maciej L. GONIEWICZ2,
Jakub KNYSAK1, Ewa SLODCZYK1,
Piotr BRUKIEWICZ3, Patryk OCHOTA4,
Andrzej SOBCZAK4
1
Medical University of Silesia, Sosnowiec, Poland
2
Queen Mary University of London, UK
3
Pharmacy ‘Apteka pod Bazylika’, Katowice, Poland
4
Institute of Occupational Medicine and Environmental
Health, Sosnowiec, Poland
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TOBACCO LOBBYING IN FRANCE DURING 5
YEARS OF CHIRAC PRESIDENCY AND 5 YEARS
OF SARKOZY PRESIDENCY FROM THE BEST TO
THE WORST
Bertrand DAUTZENBERG, Joseph OSMAN
Office Français de prévention du Tabagisme (OFT),
France

Background: The amendment to the Act on Prevention
of Negative Health Consequences of Tobacco Use was
introduced in Poland on November 15th, 2010, prohibiting smoking in almost all enclosed public places. The
primary objective was to protect non-smokers from the
adverse health effects of second-hand smoke. Studies
from other countries suggest that smoke-free laws are
associated with decrease in smoking prevalence and
increases in quit attempts. Methods: This study used
data on sale of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT, i.e.
gums and patches), bupropion (Zyban) and varenicline
(Champix) to investigate the impact of the introduction of
smoke-free legislation on smoking cessation behaviour
in Poland. Data on sale were collected from the national
health care system database (OSOZ). OSOZ is used to
monitor and evaluate product performance in the representative sample of pharmacies in Poland. Trends in

Over the last decade, both French presidents, Jacques
Chirac and Nicolas Sarkozy are from the same political
party. The only difference between them, in terms of tobacco control, is that one president has closed the door
to tobacco lobbyists, while the second left the same door
open. From 2002 to 2007, during the five year Jacques
Chirac term, France has experienced one of the best improvements of tobacco control ever seen. These results
led to a significant drop from 82 to 54 billion of cigarettes
sold within 18 months, a 76% decrease in daily smoking
rate in Paris 12-15 year old schoolchildren, a 23% re739
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monthly sales of each smoking cessation therapy were
analysed. The time series of smoking cessation therapies
sales (units and value) from November 2009 to September 2010 were compared with the period from November 2010 to September 2011. Results: One year before
the smoking ban mean monthly sales of smoking cessation therapies were as following (units; mean±SD):
for nicotine patches 36,109±13,155, for nicotine gums
66,701±10,909, for Champix 20,883±3,706, and Zyban
684±222. One year after the ban the mean values were
as follows: for nicotine patches 28,382±8,314, for nicotine gums 53,042±10,999, for Champix 19,128±2,203
and Zyban 599±110. We did not observed any significant
changes in smoking cessation therapies sales during one
year after the introduction of the 2010 Polish smoke-free
legislation (p<0.05). Conclusions: These data suggest no
changes in smoking cessation behaviour with pharmacological support in the period of one year after the introduction of the 2010 Polish smoke-free legislation. Real-time
monitoring of existing non-traditional surveillance data,
such as pharmacy sales of smoking cessation products,
can help assess the effects of public policies on smoking
quit attempts.
Funding: No Funding
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Women ≥ 40 years old, who wanted to quit smoking were
recruited to participate in a smoking cessation study and
randomized to an exercise or relaxation intervention. Prior
to study enrollment participants had to attend two clinic
visits - orientation (an informational session) and screening (formal assessment of eligibility criteria). Dependent
variables included attendance to orientation and screening visits. Independent variables, collected via self-report
on the initial phone screen, included: demographics (age,
race, education), recruitment source (print, television,
radio, internet, referral), motivation (for smoking cessation, exercise and relaxation), cigarettes/day, travel time
from home to clinic, and number of major medical problems. Descriptive statistics were computed to describe
the study sample. Chi-square and t-tests were used to
identify predictors of study visit attendance. Results:
Participants (n=396) were, on average, 54.5±5.9 years
of age and smoked 18.5±7.7 cigarettes/day. Of 396
scheduled orientation visits, 254 (56%) were attended.
Predictors of orientation attendance included age (t=3.7,
p<0.001), education (chi-square=11.1, p=0.050), race
(chi-square=20.0, p=0.001), travel time (t=2.43, p-value=0.016) and recruitment source (chi-square=25.8,
p<0.001). Of 224 scheduled screening visits, 151 (67%)
were attended. Predictors of screening attendance included education (chi-square=20.0, p=0.005) and
number of medical problems (t=2.24, p=0.027). Motivation and cigarettes/day were not predictive of attendance
to either clinic visit. Conclusions: Predictors of enrollment
into this smoking cessation trial included demographic
variables and recruitment source, but not variables specific to smoking behavior. Additional research is needed
to explore how these predictors may influence study outcomes and how results may vary in other populations.
Funding: NIDA R01DA024872
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ALLOPREGNANOLONE BY MENSTRUAL PHASE
DURING SHORT-TERM SMOKING CESSATION
Alicia ALLEN, Sharon ALLEN, Harry LANDO, Mustafa
al’ABSI, Bernie HARLOW
University of Minnesota, USA
Background: Allopregnanolone (ALLO) is a neuroactive
steroid metabolized from progesterone and, therefore,
varies by menstrual phase. Recent preclinical research
indicates that ALLO may protect against drug abuse behaviors. Given that risk for relapse varies by menstrual
phase, this study characterizes ALLO by menstrual phase
and smoking status in a sample of premenopausal female
smokers. Methods: Utilizing a 2x2 cross-over trial design,
participants (n=84) were randomized to completed two
testing weeks in the follicular (F) menstrual phase followed by the luteal (L) phases or vice versa (L-F). The
testing week consisted of two days of ad libitum smoking
followed by four days of biochemically verified smoking
abstinence. Blood samples were collected during ad libitum smoking and on the fourth day of smoking abstinence. Descriptive statistics were computed to describe
the study sample and ALLO levels. Paired t-tests were
used to compare ALLO levels by menstrual phase and
smoking status. Results: Participants were, on average,
30.1±6.7 years old and smoked 12.6±5.7 cigarettes/day.
Most (73%) were White and had at least a High School
education (64%). The average ALLO level during F phase
decreased significantly from 0.88±0.29 ng/mL during ad
libitum smoking to 0.79±0.32 ng/mL on the fourth day of
smoking abstinence (t-value=2.03, p-value=0.047). Conversely, during the L phase, ALLO levels increased significantly from 2.93±1.65 ng/mL during ad libitum smoking
to 3.83±1.67 ng/mL on the fourth day of smoking abstinence (t-value=4.71, p-value<0.001). Conclusion: ALLO
levels varied by menstrual phase and smoking status in
premenopausal women. Given that previous research has
indicated L phase is associated with improved smoking
cessation outcomes, an increase in ALLO during shortterm cessation in the L phase may protect against relapse whereas a decrease in ALLO, as observed in the F
phase, may increase risk for relapse. Additional research
is needed verify this theory.
Funding: NIDA R01-DA08075, NIDA R36-DA032539 and
the J.B. Hawley Award (University of Minnesota)
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NICOTINE WITHDRAWAL DURING SHORT-TERM
ABSTINENCE: DO SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS PLAY A ROLE?
Nicole TOSUN, Alicia ALLEN, Sharon ALLEN
University of Minnesota
Background: Smoking is the leading cause of preventable death in the United States and while more men than
women currently smoke, the gender gap is narrowing.
Emerging evidence suggests that women have a more
difficult time quitting than men and have greater withdrawal symptoms putting them at an even greater risk of the
dangers of smoking. While the reasons for this phenomenon are not fully understood, one hypothesis is that social
and environmental factors may play a role. The present
study explores whether social factors, as well as house
rules on smoking, are associated with withdrawal symptoms in women smokers during short-term abstinence.
Methods: This is a secondary data analysis from a larger
study on menstrual phase and depressive symptoms
during short-term smoking abstinence. Data was collected on social factors, house rules on smoking, smoking
behavior, and demographics. In addition, data from the
Minnesota Withdrawal Scale (MNWS) was collected on
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PREDICTORS OF ENROLLMENT OF OLDER
WOMEN IN A SMOKING CESSATION STUDY
Katherine HARRISON1, Lindsay FARNSWORTH1,
Alicia ALLEN1, Sharon ALLEN1, Cheryl ONCKEN2
1
University of Minnesota
2
University of Connecticut
Background: Research on effective recruitment strategies in clinical research is limited. This project aims to
identify predictors of enrollment, including type of recruitment strategy, into a smoking cessation study. Methods:
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the second day of smoking abstinence. A one-way analysis of variance investigated differences in craving (an item
on the MNWS), as well as total withdrawal symptoms
during short-term smoking abstinence by social factors
and house rules. Results: Participants (N=152) were
28.7 (±6.8 SD) years of age and smoked 12.1 (±5.8 SD)
cigarettes per day. Craving scores were higher in those
participants who were allowed to smoke anywhere in the
home (3.34±0.87), followed by some places (3.27±0.92)
and nowhere (3.01±1.98; t=1.86; p=0.07). After controlling for race and age, craving scores were lower in participants who had only a few or no friends and family that
smoked (2.88±0.91) followed by less than half or half and
more than half or all (3.28±0.92, 3.23±0.98, respectively;
t=2.67; p=0.07). No significant differences were found in
craving or total withdrawal by social factors or house rules.
Conclusion: These data suggest that some social and
environmental factors such as restricting smoking in the
home and the number of friends and family who smoke
may play a role in withdrawal during smoking abstinence
in women. Further studies are needed to examine how
these findings may play a role in smoking cessation.
Funding: NIDA R01DA08075

performance of the ongoing task that would normally be
observed when the prospective intention was introduced;
whilst smoking reduced the decrement in hits regardless
of drug treatment, varenicline improved reaction times in
both satiated and abstinent smokers (p’s<0.05). Conclusions: These data suggest that varenicline can improve
some aspects of inhibitory control related to prospective
memory and that it can also block smoking-induced decreases in response inhibition.
Funding: This study was funded by a Pfizer GRAND
Award
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DIFFERENT URINARY COTININE CUTOFF TO
DISTINGHISH SMOKERS FROM NON-SMOKERS
IN SOUTH KOREA
Hong-Jun CHO1, Kyunghee JUNG-CHOI2,
Young-Ho KHANG 3
1
Asan Medical Center, University of Ulsna College of
Medicine, South Korea
2
Ewha Womans University School of Medicine
3
University of Ulsan College of Medicine
Objective: We tried to identify an optimal cotinine cutoff
concentration distinguishing between smokers and nonsmokers in South Korea. Methods: Data from 4,529 men
and 5,424 women in the 2008–2009 Korean National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey were analyzed.
Receiver operation characteristic curve analysis was used
to identify an optimal cutoff of urinary cotinine. Results:
The cutoff for the urinary cotinine concentration with a
maximal probability of correct classification was 104.7
ng/mL in men and 268. ng/mL in women. The sensitivity was much higher in men (96.6% vs. 85.3%) whereas
the specificity was higher in women (97.2% vs. 93.3%).
Misclassification of self-reported smoking status was
more accurately detected at a cutoff of 100 ng/mL than
at 50 ng/mL, reducing the false negative rate from 11.1%
to 8.4% and from 57.5% to 43.5%, while increasing the
false positive rate from 1.6% to 2.7% and from 0.2% to
0.3% in men and women, respectively. Considering the
bimodal distribution of urinary cotinine concentration at or
near 100 ng/mL and the under-reporting of smoking by
women, this cutoff well differentiated smokers from nonsmokers among both genders. Conclusion: The optimal
urinary cotinine cutoff in South Korea should be 100 ng/
mL, for both men and women.
Funding: No funding
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EFFECTS OF VARENICLINE ON ASPECTS OF
INHIBITORY CONTROL IN SMOKERS
A.J. AUSTIN1, T. DUKA2, J. RUSTED2, A. JACKSON1
1
School of Pharmacy and Biomolecular Sciences,
University of Brighton, Brighton. UK
2
School of Psychology, University of Sussex, Brighton.
UK
Background: Varenicline, a partial agonist at alpha4beta2 nicotinic receptors (nAChRs) aids smoking cessation
by reducing craving (Patterson et al, 2009 Biol Psychiatry 65:144–149). Successful quitting may be associated
with greater inhibitory control (Bickel et al, 1999 Psychopharmacology 146:447–454) but the effectiveness
of varenicline in this regard is unknown. Methods: Eighty
participants took part in a randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled study investigating the cognitive and
subjective effects of varenicline 1mg (or matched placebo) in satiated and abstinent smokers. Tests included
Rapid Visual Information Processing (RVIP) stop signal
(SS) and prospective memory (PM) administered at baseline and three hours after varenicline/placebo. Results:
Smoking enhanced RVIP accuracy and latency to respond (p’s<0.05). Varenicline did not alter RVIP performance, nor the effect of smoking on RVIP, suggesting that
this effect might be unrelated to alpha4beta2 nAChRs. In
contrast, for the SS task, smoking increased the number
of errors on stop trials and increased the stop latency
(p’s<0.05) indicating that smoking decreased inhibitory
control. On its own, varenicline increased errors slightly,
but it reduced the smoking-induced increase in errors
(p<0.05) showing a partial agonist profile and indicating
a role for alpha4beta2 nAChRs. Varenicline had no effect on stop latencies. There was no effect of smoking
or varenicline on PM accuracy per se. However, smoking
and varenicline differentially protected against the cost to
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PREDICTORS OF SMOKING CESSATION IN
HOMELESS PERSONS ENROLLED IN A SMOKING
CESSATION RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Kate GOLDADE1, Hongfei GUO2, Janet L. THOMAS3,
Jasjit S. AHLUWALIA3, Kola S. OKUYEMI1
1
University of Minnesota, Department of Family Medicine
and Community Health, Program in Health Disparities
Research, Minneapolis, MN, USA
2
University of Minnesota, Division of Biostatistics, School
of Public Health, Minneapolis, MN, USA
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University of Minnesota, Department of Medicine,
Program in Health Disparities Research, Minneapolis,
MN, USA

this study is to quantify the benefit of quitting smoking
in terms of life expectancy using Italian specific data.
Methods: We computed life tables specific for current
and former smokers using Italian data on mortality and on
smoking habits. The number of life years gained with quitting smoking at various ages was then computed comparing the survival curves of former and current smokers,
by gender and number of cigarettes smoked per day. Results: Cessation at age 30, 40, 50, or 60 years gained,
respectively, about 7, 7, 6, or 5 , and 5, 5, 4, or 3 years
of life respectively for men and women that smoked an
average of 10-19 cigarettes per day. The gain in life years
was higher for heavy smokers (9 years for > 20 cigarettes)
and lower for light smokers (2 years for 1-9 cigarettes)
and related to age of quitting. Conclusions: Cessation at
any age provides meaningful life gain, especially for heavy
smokers. The novelty of this study is to provide estimates
of life years gain for Italian smokers who quit according to
the number of cigarettes smoked per day.
Funding: The Italian Association of Hospital Pneumologists (AIPO)

3

Background: Smoking prevalence is a strikingly high
70% in the United States’ homeless population. Homeless smokers face significant barriers to smoking cessation yet targeted interventions have not been developed.
To design effective cessation interventions for homeless
populations, predictors of quitting need to be elucidated.
Methods: A community-based smoking cessation randomized clinical trial (RCT) was conducted in the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and Saint Paul, Minnesota. A sample
of homeless smokers (n=430) was randomized to control or intervention arms. All 430 participants received 21
mg NRT patch for 8 weeks. Control group included one
session of brief cessation advice, and intervention group
included six sessions of Motivational Interviewing counseling. Predictors of cessation were determined using bivariate and multiple logistic regression (MLR). Predictors
included baseline socio-demographics, smoking behaviors, treatment arm assignment, study visit attendance,
type of homeless shelter, and duration of homelessness.
The outcome was cotinine-verified 7-day abstinence at
26 weeks follow-up. Results: The main findings of the
trial were that 7-day abstinence (≤20 ng/ml) for the MI intervention (9.3%) was not significantly higher than for the
control (5.6%) (p=0.15). Bivariate analysis showed statistically significant (p < 0.05) predictors of cessation were:
baseline cotinine, baseline Carbon Monoxide, income,
number of MI sessions attended, and number of people
known who had quit. Marginal predictors (< 0.10) were:
encouragement to quit smoking, study treatment arm,
attending 5 or more MI sessions, and duration of homelessness. In the final logistic regression model there were
two statistically significant (p < 0.05) predictors. Attending ≥ 5 study assessment visits during the eight week intervention period (AOR=3.23, 95% CI=1.062, 9.850) and
lower clinically significant levels of baseline cotinine (AOR
= 0.66, 95% CI =0.46, 0.95). Conclusions: Results support the benefit of attending study counseling sessions
to efficacy in smoking cessation treatment for smokers
experiencing homelessness.
Funding: This work was supported by a grant from the
National Heart Lung and Blood Institute [R01HL081522,
PI: Okuyemi].
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CC4, A DIMER OF CYTISINE, IS A SELECTIVE
PARTIAL AGONIST OF ALPHA4BETA2/ALPHA6BETA2 nAChRS THAT REDUCES NICOTINE
ADDICTION ASSOCIATED BEHAVIOURS
Mariaelvina SALA1,2, Daniela BRAIDA2, Luca PUCCI1,2,
Francesca FASOLI2, Michael J. MARKS3,
Charles R. WAGEMAN3, Sharon R. GRADY3,
Sergio FUCILE4,5, Michele ZOLI6, Cecilia GOTTI1,2
1
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR), Istituto di
Neuroscienze, Milan, Italy
2
Dipartimento di Farmacologia, Chemioterapia e
Tossicologia Medica, Università degli Studi di Milano,
Milano, Italy
3
Institute for Behavioral Genetics, University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado, USA
4
IRCCS NEUROMED, Pozzilli, Italy
5
Dipartimento di Fisiologia e Farmacologia, Università di
Roma La Sapienza, Rome, Italy
6
Dipartimento di Scienze Biomediche, Sezione di
Fisiologia, Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia,
Modena, Italy
Nicotine is responsible for the addiction-induced by
smoking by acting on the neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) expressed in the mesocorticolimbic pathway. A number of drugs acting at different
levels in this pathway have been tested for their capacity to induce smoking cessation, the most successful of
which are cytisine-derived partial agonists, although they
are burdened by side effects. We have recently developed various cytisine derivates and begun to study their
properties. We have electrophysiologically tested CC4,
a dimer of cytisine using heterologously expressed human subtypes and found that it was less effective than
cytisine in activating alpha4beta2, alpha3beta4, alpha7
and muscle-type receptors. CC4 is also a partial agonist
of nAChR mediated striatal dopamine release by acting
through alpha4beta2and alpha6beta2 nAChR. When co-
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GAINS IN LIFE EXPECTANCY WITH SMOKING
CESSATION IN ITALY
Giulia CARRERAS, Andrea MARTINI, Giuseppe GORINI,
Laura CARROZZI, Francesco PISTELLI, Carlo ZERBINO,
Franco FALCONE, Giovanni VIEGI
Cancer Prevention and Research Institute (ISPO),
Florence, Italy
Background: Smoking is one of the leading preventable
causes of death and disease in Italy. The communication
of the health benefits associated with smoking cessation
is an important and challenging task for health professionals. Life extension associated with smoking cessation may be a simple and effective message. The aim of
743
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incubated with nicotine, CC4 prevents nicotine’s maximal
effect. In addition, CC4 has low affinity for, and is less
efficacious than nicotine and cytisine on the alpha3beta4
and alpha7 nAChR subtypes. CC4, like cytisine and nicotine, induces conditioned place preference (CPP) and
is self-administered with an inverted-U dose-response
curve. Pre-treatment with non-reinforcing doses of CC4
significantly antagonised the rewarding effects induced
by nicotine without affecting motor functions. These findings indicate that CC4 has a selective effect in reducing
nicotine addiction-associated behaviours. The in vitro and
in vivo findings, are consistent with the observed partial
agonist selectivity of CC4 for beta2*-nAChR, and support
the possible development of CC4 or its derivatives as a
new medication specific for tobacco smoking cessation
with fewer of side effects due to its lack of action on alpha4beta2 and alpha6beta2−nAChR subtypes.
Funding: European Union grant agreement N° HEALTHF2-2008-202088 “NeuroCypres”, the Italian PRIN
2009R7WCZS; National Institutes of Health (USA) grant
DA003194

SEX DIFFERENCES IN THE SMOKING EFFECTS
ON DEVELOPMENT OF CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE
PULMONARY DISEASE: A LONG-TERM FOLLOWUP STUDY AMONG FINNISH MEN AND WOMEN
Maria HUKKINEN1, Tellervo KORHONEN1,
Kauko HEIKKILÄ2, Jaakko KAPRIO3
1
Department of Public Health, Hjelt Institute, University
of Helsinki and National Institute for Health and Welfare,
Helsinki, Finland
2
Department of Public Health, Hjelt Institute, University
of Helsinki, Finland
3
Department of Public Health, Hjelt Institute, University
of Helsinki, Finland and National Institute for Health and
Welfare, Helsinki, Finland and Institute for Molecular
Medicine (FIMM), Helsinki, Finland
Background: The prevalence of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) among women has increased
during recent decades. This phenomenon is partly explained by women’s increasing smoking, but it has also
been suggested that female lungs are more susceptible
to cigarette smoke when compared to men. Methods:
We studied sex differences in COPD development by taking into account changes in smoking patterns between
1975 and 1981, and then tracking the disease development rates during 1981-2008. We used data from the
Finnish Twin Cohort 1975 and 1981 surveys, including
21,609 persons participating in both years. According to
the amount smoked, we collapsed participants into categories describing change in smoking. National registry
data on anticholinergic drug usage and diagnoses entitling to special reimbursements for medication purchases
between 1981 and 2008 were received from the Finland’s
Social Insurance Institution. Regular use of inhaled anticholinergics or a COPD diagnosis entitling to a special
reimbursement was regarded as COPD. The disease
risk among smoking categories was studied with multivariate-adjusted survival models. Results: Self-reported
ever smoking prevalence was 69 % among men and 37
% among women in 1981. The cumulative incidence of
COPD during follow-up was 3.3 % among men and 1.7
% among women. The risk for regular anticholinergic
medication was greater among women when compared
to men among former (HR 1.99 vs. 1.86), moderate
(HR 5.29 vs. 5.12), constant heavy smokers (HR 16.60
vs. 7.33), smoking increasers (HR 12.27 vs. 4.34), and
smoking reducers (HR 6.51 vs. 3.77) (all p-values ≤0.05).
The risk for special reimbursement eligibility was higher
among female moderate smokers (HR 7.42 vs. 5.83) and
smoking increasers (HR 15.99 vs. 11.73), whereas lower
among heavy smokers (HR 4.41 vs. 13.98), when compared to males. Conclusions: This study shows that all
daily smoking patterns are associated with an increased
risk for COPD. The results suggest that women may be
more susceptible for COPD, as similar smoking patterns
were associated with higher risk estimates among women than men.
Funding: Yrjö Jansson Foundation (TK and MH), Academy of Finland Centre of Excellence in Complex Disease
Genetics (JK)
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GENETIC INFLUENCE ON LUNG CANCER BASED
ON THE NORDIC TWIN STUDY OF CANCER
(NorTwinCan) COHORTS
Jacob HJELMBORG1, Tellervo KORHONEN2,
Lorelei MUCCI3, T. SCHEIKE4, A. SKYTTHE1,
Jaakko KAPRIO5
1
Biostatistics and Epidemiology, Institute of Public
Health, University of Southern Denmark, Odense,
Denmark
2
Department of Public Health, Hjelt Institute, University
of Helsinki, Finland
3
Cancer Epidemiology, Harvard School of Public Health,
Boston, USA
4
Department of Biostatistics, University of Copenhagen,
Denmark
5
Department of Public Health, Hjelt Institute, University
of Helsinki, Finland and National Institute for Health and
Welfare, Helsinki, Finland and Institute for Molecular
Medicine (FIMM), Helsinki, Finland
We study the genetic and environmental influences on
lung cancer using the Nordic twin cohorts. The combined
Nordic cohorts of twins consists of more than 154.000
twin pairs of which 133 are concordant for lung cancer and 2690 are discordant at follow-up of twins born
since 1870. The cumulative incidence in the twins agrees
well with that of the background population when taking
censoring and the competing risk of death into account.
The lifetime risk of lung cancer in a twin is 3.6 (SE=0.6)
times higher if the co-twin has lung cancer and the pair
is monozygotic. For dizygotic pairs this relative risk is estimated at 2.4 (0.3). This is indicating familial and further
genetic influences to lung cancer. We consider how the
concordance varies over time depending on zygocity and
smoking status giving insight to the action of genetic and
environmental causes.
Funding: NorTwinCan Study + NCU
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March 2010 (when a freeze on public health mass media
campaigns was imposed) and explored whether the content, level of population exposure to, and frequency of
the campaigns has been in line with recommendations
from the existing literature. Methods: We developed a
framework to characterise recent anti-smoking adverts
on television in England and Wales in terms of their aims
and target audience, informational and emotional content
and style, based on the COM-B and PRIME theories of
behaviour change. We categorised all tobacco control
adverts since 2004 using this framework. We calculated population-level exposure to different types of content using data on television ratings (TVRs), a standard
measure of advertising exposure, for each advert. Results: Between 2004 and 2010 tobacco control adverts
were run in most months (70%). This rose to 96% in the
two years before the advertising freeze, but the intensity
(population-level exposure) of the campaigns was often
low. During the study period 89% of all tobacco control
advertising was for smoking cessation. Half of this advertising featured why-to-quit messages warning of the
negative consequences of smoking, while half contained
how-to-quit messages. The majority (72%) of advertising
featured acted scenes, while 17% of exposure was to
testimonial-style adverts featuring real smokers and their
family members. 31% of tobacco control advertising featured children. Conclusions: The content of campaigns
in England and Wales has broadly corresponded to recommendations from the existing literature in recent years.
However, opportunities may have been missed as a result
of limited campaigns on youth smoking, passive smoking and smoking in pregnancy. In addition, the intensity
of campaigns may not have been sufficient to influence
smoking prevalence.
Funding: National Prevention Research Initiative

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SELF-REPORTED
USE OF ILLICIT TOBACCO IN ENGLAND:
FINDINGS FROM A CROSS-SECTIONAL SURVEY
AT TWO TIME POINTS
Belinda IRINGE-KOKO, Ann McNEILL, Luk JOOSSENS,
Martin DOCKRELL, Ailsa RUTTER, Robert WEST,
Andy McEWEN
University College London, Epidemiology and Public
Health, London, UK
Background: Increases in tobacco taxes provide smokers with a stimulus to quit and may prevent smoking initiation in the young. The availability of illicit tobacco undermines the effect of this price mechanism by providing
an unregulated source of cheap tobacco. A detailed and
up-to-date understanding of the use of illicit tobacco and
the characteristics of those who purchase illicit tobacco
is needed in order to respond effectively. Methods: Questionnaire data from 1520 smokers in 2007-8 and 2541
smokers in 2010-11 from the Smoking Toolkit Study
were used. We assessed the proportion of respondents
who reported purchase of illicit tobacco. Results: Nearly
one-fifth (19.1%; n=290, 95%CI 17.7–21.6) of smokers in 2007-08 reported illicit tobacco purchase; this
decreased to 4% (n=98, 95%CI 3.5-5.0) in 2010-11. In
2007-08 smokers reporting illicit tobacco purchase were
of a younger age (OR = 0.73, CI 0.49 – 1.09; p ≤0.001),
had high tobacco dependence (OR=1.03, CI 1.02-1.04;
p ≤ 0.001), were almost twice more likely to be male (OR
= 1.71, CI 1.20 – 2.11; p ≤ 0.001) and were from low socio-economic groups (OR=1.83, CI 1.35-2.48; p<0.001).
This was the same in 2010-11, with only a non-significant
difference in age, this increased to 55-64 (OR=0.89, CI
0.49-1.62; p=0.692). Conclusions: Although there was
a marked decline in reported use of illicit tobacco in England between 2007-08 and 2010-11, our findings suggest that the characteristics of those who purchase illicit
tobacco did not change over this period. This suggests illicit tobacco purchasing behaviour is embedded in certain
groups. Therefore, in order to build on current efforts to
decrease illicit tobacco use, more targeted measures are
needed to achieve a continued decline in illicit tobacco
use in England.
Funding: Cancer Research UK
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THE FREEZE ON MASS MEDIA CAMPAIGNS IN
ENGLAND: A NATURAL EXPERIMENT OF THE
IMPACT OF TOBACCO CONTROL CAMPAIGNS ON
QUITTING BEHAVIOUR
Tessa LANGLEY1, Sarah LEWIS1, Ann McNEILL1,
Lisa SZATKOWSKI1, Michelle SIMS2
1
University of Nottingham, UK
2
University of Bath, UK
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Background: There is substantial international evidence
that tobacco control media campaigns increase quit attempts and reduce smoking prevalence. In England, until
2010, mass media campaigns were run regularly, often
advertising stop smoking services, the national quitline,
free quit support packs and the national smoking cessation website. In April of that year, however, the government ceased spending on public health mass media
campaigns. We investigated the impact of this freeze on
quitting behaviour. Methods: We used quarterly population-level data on attendance and 4-week quitters at National Health Service (NHS) stop smoking services from
2001 to 2011, and monthly data on calls to the NHS quitline, text requests for quit support packs, and web hits on
the smoking cessation website from 2005 to 2012. We

CHARACTERISING TOBACCO CONTROL MASS
MEDIA CAMPAIGNS IN ENGLAND AND WALES
Tessa LANGLEY1, Sarah LEWIS1, Ann McNEILL1,
Lisa SZATKOWSKI1, Robert WEST2, Michelle SIMS3
1
University of Nottingham, UK
2
University College London, UK
3
University of Bath, UK
Background: Existing evidence suggests that high-intensity tobacco control mass media campaigns featuring
negative health effects messages that are varied and sustained over time are most effective at promoting quitting
and reducing smoking prevalence. We characterised all
government-funded tobacco control mass media campaigns in England and Wales between January 2004 and
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carried out interrupted time series analysis to estimate the
effect of the freeze on tobacco control mass media campaigns on these measures, using General Additive Mixed
Models to model any seasonality and autocorrelation in
the data. Results: Prior to the freeze there was a mean of
over 20,000 calls to the quitline per month. Following the
freeze there was an immediate decrease in the number
of monthly calls of over 13,000. Text requests for support
packs ceased almost completely. Web hits fell by 134,000
per month from a pre-freeze monthly average of 270,000.
There was an increasing trend in attendance and successful quitters at stop smoking services throughout the
study period which did not change following the spending freeze. Conclusions: Our findings suggest that mass
media campaigns have a substantial effect on quitting behaviour in England. Attendance at stop smoking services
did not decline during the freeze, but there were large and
immediate reductions in calls to the quitline, requests for
quit support packs, and hits on the smoking cessation
website. A tobacco control campaign has recently been
re-introduced in England, but at a much lower rate of
funding than prior to the cut. This reduced funding means
that opportunities to help people stop smoking are probably being missed, as people may be less likely to seek
information to support their quit attempts.
Funding: National Prevention Research Initiative

the majority were unemployed (90.5%). Most participants
reported sleeping in emergency shelters; nearly half had
been homeless for more than a year. Nearly all of the participants were daily smokers who smoked an average of
20 cigarettes per day. Nearly 40% had PHQ-9 depression
scores in the moderate or worse range and more than
80% screened positive for lifetime history of drug abuse or
dependence. Conclusions: This study demonstrates the
feasibility of enrolling a diverse sample of homeless smokers into a smoking cessation clinical trial. The uniqueness
of the study sample enables investigators to examine the
influence of nicotine dependence as well as psychiatric
and substance abuse co-morbidities on smoking cessation outcomes.
Funding: National Institutes of Health/National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute
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NICOTINE PREFERRING AND NON-PREFERRING
RATS LINES: ORAL INTAKE, WITHDRAWAL AND
REINSTATEMENT
Sakire POGUN, Tanseli NESIL, Muzeyyen UGUR,
Lutfiye KANIT
Ege University, Center for Brain Research, Bornova,
Izmir, Turkey
Background: We aim to develop nicotine (NIC) preferring
(NP) and non-preferring (NNP) rat lines using selective
breeding based on oral NIC intake. We report here results
from the F8 generation, where we also evaluated somatic
signs of withdrawal and reinstatement. Methods: Male
and female Sprague Dawley rats (F0, n=77) were subjected to free-choice oral NIC for 6 weeks starting at 1012 weeks of age. NP and NNP rats were selected (Ward
method); in F1-F8 the highest NIC consuming of the NP
and the lowest of the NNP were selected and outbred.
Weekly NIC consumption and weight were monitored. In
F8 (n=98), after oral NIC self-administration, NIC was replaced with water. Somatic signs of withdrawal, locomotor
activity, and weight were measured at 16 and 40 hrs. Following one week of withdrawal, NIC was provided again
to study reinstatement. Results: Average NIC intake of
NP and NNP rats was 4.03 and 2.20 in F0 and 7.53 and
4.61 mg/NIC/kg in F8, respectively. Escape attempts decreased during withdrawal (p<0.0001), but only in NP rats
(p<0.0001); females made more escape attempts than
males (p<0.005). The other somatic signs of withdrawal were higher during withdrawal compared to baseline
(p<0.0001); among NP rats, females showed more signs
than males, but in NNP rats there was no sex difference.
Basal locomotor activity was higher in NP than NNP rats
(p<0.0001) and decreased during withdrawal; this fall
was more in NP than NNP rats (p<0.0001). NIC intake
before withdrawal and during reinstatement was higher in
NP than NNP rats (p<0.05 for both). NP rats gained more
weight than NNP rats at 40 hrs of withdrawal (p<0.05).
There were correlations between escape attempts and
weight, locomotor activity, somatic signs and NIC intake
during reinstatement; between somatic signs, weight
change, and NIC intake before withdrawal. Conclusions:
Although NIC intake of NP rats increased through genera-
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SMOKING CHARACTERISTICS AND COMORBIDITIES IN THE POWER TO QUIT
RANDOMIZED CLINICAL TRIAL FOR HOMELESS
SMOKERS
Kolawole S. OKUYEMI1, Kate GOLDADE1,
Guy-Lucien WHEMBOLUA1, Janet L. THOMAS1,
Sara EISCHEN1, Hongfei GUO1, John E. CONNETT1,
Jon GRANT1, Jasjit S. AHLUWALIA1, Ken RESNICOW2,
Greg OWEN3, Lillian GELBERG4 , Don Des JARLAIS5
1
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA
2
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA
3
Wilder Foundation, St. Paul, USA
4
University of California Los Angeles, USA
5
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York, USA
Background: Smoking prevalence in homeless populations is strikingly high (~ 70%), yet little is known about effective smoking cessation interventions for this population.
We conducted a community-based clinical trial, Power
To Quit (PTQ), to assess the effects of motivational interviewing (MI) and nicotine patch (NRT) on smoking cessation among homeless smokers. This paper describes the
smoking characteristics and co-morbidities of smokers in
the study. Methods: 430 homeless adult smokers were
randomized to either the intervention arm (NRT+MI) or to
the control arm (NRT+Brief Advice). Baseline assessment
included demographic information, shelter status, smoking history, motivation to quit smoking, alcohol/other substance abuse, and psychiatric co-morbidities. Results: Of
the 849 individuals who completed the eligibility survey,
578 (68.1%) were eligible and 430 (74.4% of eligibles)
were enrolled. Participants were predominantly African
American, male, had mean age of 44.4 (S.D=9.9), and
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tions and NP rats always had significantly higher intake
than NNP rats, the intake of NNP rats did not decrease.
NIC intake did not predict somatic signs of withdrawal,
but NIC preference effected escape attempts, withdrawal
signs, weight change, locomotion and NIC intake during
reinstatement.
Funding: Institutional Funds. Ethics Committee Approval:2011-160

CYTOTOXICITY OF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE
VAPOR EXTRACT ON CULTURED MAMMALIAN
FIBROBLASTS (CLEARSTREAM-LIFE PROJECT):
COMPARISON WITH TOBACCO SMOKE EXTRACT
Giorgio ROMAGNA1, Elena ALLIFRANCHINI1,
Elena BOCCHIETO1, Stefano TODESHI1,
Mara ESPOSITO1, Konstantinos FARSALINOS2
1
Abich biological and chemical toxicology research
laboratory, Verbania, Italy
2
Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Athens, Greece
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MEASURING THE IMPACT OF TOBACCO
CONTROL POLICIES ON HEALTH OUTCOMES IN
DENMARK, FINLAND, NORWAY AND SWEDEN
Graeme ROBERTS1, Peter Bo POULSEN2,
Kari LINDEN3, Kevin BOWRIN4
Double Helix Consulting London, UK
Pfizer Denmark
Pfizer Finland
Pfizer UK

Background: Electronic cigarettes (e-CIG) have been
introduced to the market in recent years as a smoking
alternative. We have designed a set of research protocols to evaluate the safety of e-CIG on human health
(ClearStream). The cytotoxic effects of e-CIG vapor have
not been studied. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the in vitro cytotoxic effects of e-CIG vapor extract on
cultured cells and to compare them with the cytotoxicity of regular cigarette smoke extract (ClearStream-LIFE).
Methods: We performed MTT-assays on cultured murine
fibroblasts (3T3) according to UNI EN ISO 10993-5 standard. We tested 10 different commercially available e-CIG
liquids (FlavourArt, Italy) with nicotine concentration of
9mg/ml and a commercially available cigarette (containing 1mg nicotine, 10mg tar and 10mg carbon monoxide). Standardized smoking machine conditions (35-ml
puff volume, 60-s puff interval and 2-s puff duration) were
used. The extracts were transferred in a 96-well microtiter plate in 1:1 to 1:32 dilutions. After 24 hours incubation, viability was measured spectrophotometrically. Both
percent viability and inhibitory concentration 50 (IC50)
were measured, with reduction of cell viability of more
than 30% considered as cytotoxic effect. Results: Regular cigarette smoke extract showed significant cytotoxic
effects at dilutions less than 1:8 (viability: 72.8 ± 9.7%
at 1:8, 5.9 ± 1.9% at 1:4, 9.4 ± 5.3% at 1:2 and 5.7 ±
0.7% at undiluted extract). The IC50 of cigarette smoke
extract was 0.16ml/ml. For e-CIG liquids extract, viability
rate was: 98.8 ± 6.9% at 1:32 (P = 0.043), 98.6 ± 7.6%
at 1:16 (P = 0.001), 98 ± 7.1% at 1:8 (P < 0.001), 96.2 ±
5.4% at 1:4 (P < 0.001), 94.2 ± 5.7% at 1:2 (P < 0.001)
and 89.9 ± 8.9% at 1:1 (P < 0.001). The IC50 of e-CIG
vapor extract could not be measured since survival was
higher than 50% at all dilutions. Conclusion: Although
smoke extract exhibited significant cytotoxic effects, no
cytotoxicity was observed from e-CIG vapor extract on
cultured mammalian fibroblasts. Electronic cigarette may
be a safer alternative to regular cigarette smoking.
Funding: The research was funded by FlavourArt, Italy.

Background: Tobacco control policies have focused on
a combination of a variety of initiatives such as monitoring, smoke-free public sites, cessation programmes,
health warnings, advertising bans and taxation. Using
the Tobacco Policy Impact on Quitting (ToPIQ) model we
present the impact of current policies in 4 countries on
smoking prevalence, smoking attributable deaths and
morbidity (lung cancer, stroke, coronary heart disease
and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease). Methods:
ToPIQ has been developed as an open or closed cohort
semi-Markov model, where current and former smokers
may quit or relapse in their smoking status over time. The
impact of a tobacco policy on the quit rate is modelled
using the tobacco control scale (TCS) which has been
shown to correlate with quit ratios, age, sex and educational attainment in regression analyses. Country specific
smoking prevalence and initiation rates in adults over 18
years old, demographic inputs and mortality rates are derived from published literature. Results: If policies achieving maximum TCS score were implemented smoking
prevalence could decrease in Denmark from its current
level of 18.6% to 13.0% after 20 years, in Finland 16.9%
to 12.4%, Norway 27.7% to 19.0% and in Sweden from
14% to 11.1%. This would result in fewer smoking attributable deaths and morbidity over the same time period,
a reduction in each country of at least 2.5%. However
our analyses show that currently implemented policies
have a more limited impact with only modest reductions
in smoking prevalence, morbidity and mortality. Conclusions: Comprehensive smoking cessation policy is instrumental in reducing smoking prevalence, mortality and
morbidity. To gain further reductions in smoking prevalence, morbidity and mortality in the general population
further initiatives such as healthcare smoking cessation
interventions should be considered together with tobacco
control policies.
Funding: Funding Provided by Pfizer Ltd.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF CHEMICALS RELEASED
TO THE ENVIRONMENT BY ELECTRONIC
CIGARETTES USE (CLEARSTREAM-AIR
PROJECT): IS PASSIVE VAPING A REALITY?
Giorgio ROMAGNA1, Luigi ZABARINI1,
Lidia BARBIERO1, Elena BOCCHIETO1,
Stefano TODESHI1, Emanuele CARAVATI1,
Davide FOSTER1, Konstantinos FARSALINOS2
1
Abich biological and chemical toxicology research
laboratory, Verbania, Italy
2
Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Athens, Greece

DESIGN OF THE MULTICENTRIC, PROSPECTIVE,
RANDOMIZED AND CONTROLLED ‘BRIEF
INTERVENTION STUDY FOR QUITTING SMOKING
(BISQUITS)’
Alexander RUPP, T. RÜTHER, S. MÜHLIG, C. GRAH,
M. KREUTER
Zentrum für Tabakentwöhnung (ZfT), Stuttgart, Germany
Background: The current gold standard for smoking cessation is a combination of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
(CBT) interventions and pharmacotherapy, in Germany
frequently offered in group courses over several weeks.
Although the majority of smokers are willing to quit, only
a very small part (< 1 %) of them are attending intensive
smoking cessation programmes. Thus, in Germany for the
vast majority of smokers evidence based smoking cessation services are lacking. Recent data support that less intensive interventions are effective and might attract more
smokers. However, only limited data are available on that
topic in Germany. Aims and objectives To investigate the
effectiveness of an intervention of two sessions (120 min
at a time) in a group setting on the basis of Motivational
Interviewing (MI) and important elements of CBT. According to national and international guidelines patients are
advised to quit and pharmacologically supported with one
of the established first line smoking cessation treatments.
Methods: The study design is multicentric, prospective,
randomized and controlled. The study is taking place in
cooperation with smoking clinics of 5 centres in Germany
(Heidelberg, Stuttgart, Munich, Chemnitz, Berlin). A total number of 800 smokers is calculated to participate
in the study. After enrolment participants are randomized
in one of the three intervention groups: (A) “Advice only”,
(B) “Brief intervention”, (C) “Intensive therapy”. The follow up includes a telephone interview 3 months after the
last intervention, and two visits at the smoking clinics after 6 and 12 months with biochemical validation of the
smoking status by measurement of the exhaled carbon
monoxide and the concentration of cotinine in an urine
sample respectively. The primary endpoint is the continuous abstinence rate after 12 months. Several secondary
endpoints are determined amongst others the continuous
abstinence rate after 6 months, point prevalence cessation rates after 6 and 12 months, life quality, weight gain,
predictors of a successful cessation attempt.
Funding: The study is sponsored by an independent investigator grant from Pfizer Pharma GmbH.

Background: Electronic cigarettes (eCIG) have been
marketed as a safer alternative habit to tobacco smoking. We have developed a group of research protocols
to evaluate the effects of eCIG on human health, called
ClearStream. No studies have adequately evaluated the
effects of eCIG use on the release of chemicals to the
environment. The purpose of this study was to identify
and quantify the chemicals released to a closed environment from the use of eCIG (ClearStream-AIR). Methods:
A 60m3 closed-room was used for the experiment. Two
sessions were organized, the first using 5 smokers and
the second using 5 users of eCIG. Both sessions lasted
5 hours. Between sessions, the room was cleaned and
ventilated for 65 hours. Smokers used cigarettes containing 0.6mg of nicotine while eCIG users used commercially available liquid (FlavourArt) with nicotine concentration of 11mg/ml. We measured total organic carbon
(TOC), toluene, xylene, carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen
oxides (NOx), nicotine, acrolein, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) glycerin and propylene glycol levels
in the air of the room. Results: During the smoking session, 19 cigarettes were smoked, administering 11.4mg
of nicotine (according to cigarette pack information). During the eCIG session, 1.6ml of liquid was consumed,
administering 17.6mg of nicotine. During the smoking
session we found: TOC=7.66mg/m3, toluene=1.7µg/
m3, xylene=0.2µg/m3, CO=11mg/m3, nicotine=34µg/
m3, acrolein=20µg/m3 and PAH=9.4µg/m3. No glycerin, propylene glycol and NOx were detected after the
smoking session. During the eCIG session we found:
TOC=1.73mg/m3 and glycerin=72µg/m3. No toluene,
xylene, CO, NOx, nicotine, acrolein or PAHs were detected in room air during the eCIG session. Conclusion:
Passive vaping is expected from the use of eCIG. However, the quality and quantity of chemicals released to the
environment are by far less harmful for the human health
compared to regular tobacco cigarettes. Evaporation instead of combustion, absence of several harmful chemicals from the liquids and absence of sidestream smoking
from the use of the eCIG are probable reasons for the
difference in results.
Funding: The research was funded by FlavourArt, Italy
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ADOLESCENTS’ INTERPRETATIONS OF VARIOUS
MOVIE SMOKING SCENES: A FOCUS GROUP
STUDY
Gunnar SÆBØ, Rikke TOKLE, Janne SCHEFFELS
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research
(SIRUS), Oslo, Norway
Background: Exposure to smoking scenes in movies is
considered a causal factor for smoking initiation among
young people, and the more smoking scenes adolescents see, the more likely they are to experiment with tobacco products, and eventually start smoking. Yet, little is
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known about how adolescents interpret various smoking
scenes. Method: A qualitative study was conducted to
explore how adolescents decode smoking scenes from
different movie genres, and scenes with positive and negative moods and characters. Data were collected by way
of eight focus group interviews with adolescents (n=54)
between 13 and 17 years old. Participants were recruited
from schools of various geographical and socio-economic profiles in Oslo, Norway. Interviews were conducted at
school. Results: Adolescents consider movie smoking as
a narrative ingredient designated to illustrate and amplify
character traits. Smoking characters are usually interpreted in terms of stereotypes (stress relief among strained
characters, habit among the poor, romantic seduction,
social and celebrative interaction between equals, empowering of mafia bosses). Adolescents identify more
strongly with elegant, positive and powerful characters
who smoke than anxious, negative and ambiguous characters who smoke. Conclusion: In general, adolescents
interpret smoking scenes in accordance with preferred
meanings, which mean that they tend to decode the
scenes in line with genre expectations and the meanings
favored by the movie makers. As positive and glamorous representations are more likely to stimulate smoking
experimentation and initiation among youth than negative
representations, future research should distinguish more
clearly between positive and negative representations of
smoking when exposure is concerned.
Funding: This work was funded by the Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research.

of weight concerns with self-efficacy, while adjusting for
several potential confounders. Results: When adjusting
for age, BMI, education, marital status, physical activity,
daily intake of fiber and fat, as well as for weekly alcohol
consumption, higher level of weight concerns was significantly associated with lower self-efficacy in both genders
(=-0.07, p=0.007 for men; =-0.08, p=0.001 for women).
In women, the association remained significant also when
further adjusting for nicotine dependence measured by
the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (=-0.06,
p=0.012). In men, the association did not remain significant when nicotine dependence was added to the model
(=-0.04, p=0.085). Conclusion: Smokers with high weight
concerns have lower self-efficacy when concerning success in cessation. Future population-based longitudinal
research is needed to determine whether high weight
concerns actually predict low self-efficacy and whether
these impact smoking cessation prospectively.
Funding: This work was supported while the first author
was at the University of Eastern Finland. Supported by
the Juho Vainio Foundation (Korhonen). National FINRISK
2007 Study is supported by the EU and MDECODE. Other funding include grants from Yrjö Jahnsson Foundation
(Broms, Saarni), Juho Vainio Foundation (Broms), Väinö
& Laina Kivi Foundation (Saarni), The Academy of Finland
Research Program on Substance Use and Addictions
(118555 Kaprio).

RRP22

EFFECTS OF VARENICLINE ON ALCOHOL USE
Oliver WEST, Sarah SNUGGS, Peter HAJEK
UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies, Barts and The
London School of Medicine, Queen Mary, University of
London, UK

RRP21

ASSOCIATION OF WEIGHT CONCERNS WITH
SELF-EFFICACY TO QUIT SMOKING:
POPULATION-BASED STUDY AMONG FINNISH
SMOKERS
Eeva TUOVINEN1,2, Suoma SAARNI3, Ari HAUKKALA2,
Maria HUKKINEN2, Ulla BROMS2,3, Kristiina PATJA3,
Jaakko KAPRIO2,3, Tellervo KORHONEN2,3
1
University of Eastern Finland, Kuopio, Finland
2
University of Helsinki, Finland
3
National Institute of Health and Welfare, Helsinki,
Finland

Background: Laboratory data suggest the alpha-4 beta2 nicotinic receptor is involved in alcohol reinforcement,
smokers taking varenicline on occasion say that their
enjoyment of alcohol decreases, and a randomized trial
found that varenicline reduced alcohol consumption in
smokers. We compared the effects of varenicline versus
nicotine replacement treatment (NRT) on alcohol use and
enjoyment during a stop smoking attempt. Methods: Between January 2009 and January 2011, UK NHS stop
smoking patients reported weekly alcohol consumption pre-quit date (QD), and consumption of alcohol and
its enjoyment relative to before treatment one and four
weeks post QD (QD+1, QD+4). Results: At QD+1, varenicline users (n=352) reported enjoying alcohol less than
NRT users (n=124) (p<.05) (60% and 54% smoke-free
in the two groups, respectively). There was no difference
at QD+4 (N=343 and 120 in the two groups; 50% and
44% smoke-free, respectively). In heavy drinkers (those
who exceeded the UK recommended weekly amount
(men=21 units; women=14)), there was no difference in
enjoyment at either time-point (N’s; QD+1: varenicline=58,
NRT=19; QD+4; varenicline=53, NRT=13). In patients
who provided consumption data at all three time-points,
there was no overall medication effect, but there was a
significant interaction (p<.05) due to varenicline users’
(N=128) consumption not changing (mean of 10 units at

Background: Concerns over weight gain after smoking
cessation may negatively affect self-efficacy when planning to quit. The aim of this study was to examine the associations of weight concerns with self-efficacy in relation
to smoking cessation among Finnish current smokers.
Methods: Data were collected in conjunction with the National FINRISK 2007 Study with a randomized, populationbased sample of 25-74 year old Finns. These analyses
were based on a subsample of 749 current smokers (400
men, 349 women) taking part in a more detailed clinical
investigation (DILGOM study) and with valid data on the
main variables. Weight concerns were analyzed as a six
item sum score based on the Borrelli scale (range 0-24).
Self-efficacy concerning success in quitting for good
was assessed with a self-reported scale ranging from
‘no self-efficacy at all’ to ‘very much self-efficacy’ (0-10).
Regression analyses were used to study the association
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baseline, 9.1 at QD+1 and 10.1 at QD+4), while NRT users (N=28) drank more (8.4, 8.7, 13.4, respectively). In
heavy drinkers, varenicline users (N=40) reduced their
self-reported consumption more than NRT users (N=11)–
from 29.9 units at baseline to 23.7 at QD+4, and 32 to
30.1, respectively–but this was not statistically significant
(p=.15). Conclusions: During the first two weeks of use,
varenicline reduced enjoyment of alcohol but not alcohol consumption in light but not in heavy drinkers. After
five weeks, NRT and varenicline users reported the same
enjoyment of alcohol, with light drinking varenicline users
not changing their alcohol consumption, while NRT users increased theirs. Varenicline may reduce alcohol enjoyment, but the effect may be too weak to have clinical
implications.
Funding: No funding

ling during their hospital stay and ongoing post-discharge
phone support. Many will also use other forms of assistance, particularly medication. Abstinence rates achieved
by the service are similar to those reported elsewhere.
Funding: The program was funded until the end of 2011
by a Pfizer Global Health Partnership. It now receives
funding from the University Clinic Freiburg.

RRP23
SMOKING CESSATION IN HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS – THE MODEL OF THE COMPREHENSIVE
CANCER CENTER FREIBURG, GERMANY (CCCF)
Andreas JAEHNE, James BALMFORD,
Cornelia SCHULZ, Mirjam ELZE, Jens LEIFERT
University Clinic Freiburg, Germany
Background: Smoking cessation influences the progress
of several diseases in a positive way and hospitalized patients are especially receptive to cessation advice. Structured counselling of smoking in-patients is rarely available
in German hospitals. We provide data on the implementation of a smoking cessation service at the University
Hospital Freiburg, characteristics of referred patients, and
preliminary efficacy data at 6-month follow-up. Methods: The service offers (a) bedside counselling based
on Motivational Interviewing; (b) information about and
encouragement to use evidence-based forms of cessation assistance (including, where appropriate, referral to
a regional network of providers), and; (c) post-discharge
phone support for up to 12 weeks. Outcome data was
obtained at 6 months among those who agreed to receive post-discharge support. Results: Since April 2009,
1,690 eligible patients have been referred to the service
and 82% agreed to receive bedside counselling, of whom
53% agreed to receive post-discharge support. These
patients (59% male, mean age 49 years, mean FTND of
5.4) had a range of admitting diagnoses; 22% cancer,
21% cardiovascular, 12% pulmonal, 5% traumatological,
9% internal medical, 6% gynaecological and 24% other.
Most agreed to use either medication or behavioural assistance, with higher uptake of medication (61% vs 29%).
Among patients recruited prior to August 2011, over half
(54%) received 4+ post-discharge calls. A point-prevalence abstinence rate of 29% (intention-to-treat) was
found at 6 months, with a clear dose-response effect of
number of post-discharge calls. Abstinence rates among
those hospitalized for cancer (34%) or cardiovascular
disease (39%) were higher than for traumatological patients (12%). Conclusions: The findings support providing smoking cessation support to hospitalized patients
in Germany, particularly those with a smoking-related
disease. Most patients will consent to receive counsel750
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P08-02
Effects of active and passive electronic and tobacco cigarette
smoking on lung function
Maria Chorti 1 , Konstantina Poulianiti 1 , Athanasios Jamurtas 1 ,
Konstantinos Kostikas 1 , Manolis Tzatzarakis 2 , Dionysios Vynias 2 ,
Yiannis Koutedakis 1 , Andreas Flouris 1 , Aristidis Tsatsakis 2
Centre for Research and Technology, Greece, 2 University of Crete,
Greece

1

Introduction: The electronic cigarette (e-cig) has become widely
popular worldwide despite the lack of evidence on its safety. The
purpose of this study was to assess and compare the acute and
short term effects of e-cig and tobacco cigarette active and passive smoking on lung function. Methods: Fifteen smokers (≥15
cigarettes/day, 8 males, 7 females) volunteered. In the control trial,
smokers were asked to “smoke” an unlit-cigarette whereas in the
tobacco cigarette trial they were asked to smoke two tobacco
cigarettes of their favourite brand. In the e-cig trial they were
asked to puff an e-cig. Measurements were assessed by spirometry. Results and conclusions: Lung function was signiﬁcantly affected
immediately tobacco cigarette smoking, although one hour later
most of the lung function parameters had returned to normal levels.
Tobacco cigarette smoking decreased signiﬁcantly FEV1, FEV1/FVC,
FEF25-75 and FeNO and increased signiﬁcantly CO and cotinine. No
signiﬁcant changes in lung function were observed in e-cig smoking, but cotinine was signiﬁcantly increased immediately after one
hour of smoking. For passive smoking, increase in CO and cotinine
was observed even one hour after passive tobacco cigarette smoking. Following e-cig exposure FEV1/FVC ratio was reduced while
cotinine was increased. Acute tobacco cigarette smoking causes a
mild lung obstruction and a small increase in lung inﬂammation
that last <1 h. Smoking the tested e-cig augments serum cotinine
levels yet it does not seem to affect lung function acutely. Passive
exposure to the e-cig examined demonstrates a short-term mild
lung obstruction and augments serum cotinine levels.
doi:10.1016/j.toxlet.2012.03.250

P08-03
Effects of electronic cigarette and tobacco cigarette smoking
on complete blood count
Dimitrios Kouretas 1 , Konstantina Poulianiti 2 , Maria Chorti 2 ,
Athanasios Jamurtas 2 , Konstantinos Kostikas 2 , Manolis
Tzatzarakis 3 , Yiannis Koutedakis 2 , Andreas Flouris 2 , Aristidis
Tsatsakis 3
1 University of Thessaly, Greece, 2 Centre for Research and
Technology, Greece, 3 University of Crete, Greece

Background: Alternative smoking strategies such as the electronic cigarette (e-cig) may contribute towards reducing the threat
to public health caused by the tobacco epidemic. However, the
latest World Health Organisation regulatory consultation on the
safety of electronic nicotine delivery devices called for intensiﬁed
research efforts assessing the health effects of e-cigarette use given
the lack of available evidence. Methods: A total of 15 smokers (≥15
cigarettes/day, 8 males, 7 females, 36.83 ± 9.85 years) and 15 neversmokers (8 males, 7 females, aged 28.87 ± 10.45 years) volunteered.
The group of smokers underwent a control trial, an active tobacco
cigarette smoking trial, and an active e-cigarette smoking trial. The
group of never smokers underwent a control trial, a passive tobacco
cigarette smoking trial, and a passive e-cigarette cigarette smoking

trial. Results: In smokers, active tobacco smoking increased white
blood cell count, lymphocyte count, granulocyte count (P0.05). In
never smokers, passive tobacco cigarette smoking caused a significant increase in white blood cell count, lymphocyte count and
granulocyte count (P0.05). Conclusions: Acute active and passive
e-cig smoking does not do not appear to inﬂuence the indices of
complete blood count in smokers and never smokers, respectively.
In contrast, acute active and passive tobacco cigarette smoking
increase white blood cell count, lymphocyte count and granulocyte count. More research is needed to evaluate the safety of e-cig
use.
doi:10.1016/j.toxlet.2012.03.251
P09: Genotoxicity

P09-01
Chromosomal aberrations as biomarker of exposure to
malathion in agriculture workers
Ragaa Darwish 1 , Naima Sherif 1 , Mona Hassan 1 , Hanan Mahrous 2
1

Faculty of Medicine, Egypt, 2 Medical Research Institute, Egypt

Purpose: In the present study, an attempt has been made to
evaluate the genotoxic risk associated with occupational exposure to malathion (a widely used organophosphate pesticide in
Egypt) using chromosomal aberrations in circulating lymphocytes
of exposed workers as a biological marker of genotoxicity. Methods: The exposed group was composed of 30 male agricultural
workers regularly exposed to malathion during spraying. The
chromosomal aberration analysis was carried out on cultures of
phytohemaglutinin-stimulated blood lymphocytes. 0.5 ml of whole
blood was added to 5 ml of RPMI-1640 medium supplemented
with 1 ml serum. Lymphocytes were incubated at 37 ◦ C for 48 h.
Then colcemid was added at ﬁnal concentration at 0.2 g/ml for
the last 2 h. Fixation and preparation of the slides were carried
out according to conventional methods. Results and conclusion: The
group of agricultural workers showed a signiﬁcant increase in the
frequency of chromosomal aberrations, mainly of chromatid type
(gaps, t = 5.6; and breaks, t = 3.5), when compared to the unexposed
control group. A signiﬁcant correlation was found between the
yield of aberrations and the duration of exposure to malathion
(r = 0.16, p = 0.01). Our results showed that malathion exhibits a
certain mutagenic effect on the genetic structures of the somatic
cells of the exposed group. The established positive correlation
between the frequency of chromosome aberrations and the duration of exposure suggests the sensitivity of cytogenetic analyses in
the detection of a potential genetic risk associated with occupational exposure to mutagens.
doi:10.1016/j.toxlet.2012.03.253

P09-02
Antigenotoxic effect of 4-methylesculetin on mice cells
exposed to doxorubicin
Edson Maistro, Rafael Fedato
Universidade Estadual Paulista (UNESP), Brazil
Investigate potential protective substances against DNA damage are important in preventing diseases like cancer. The
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Abstract

Methods: We used a data pool of six cross-sectional, national representative surveys conducted annually in the period 2005–
2010 containing a total of 3,524 males aged 16–74.
Results: 6.8% of men had some kind of current concomitant use of snus and cigarettes—but only 1% reported a daily consumption of both products. The most typical pattern of dual use was a combination where daily use of one product was paired
with occasional use of the other. Dual users consumed significantly fewer cigarettes per week (56.6; n = 226; SD, 53.82) than
smokers who had either quit snus (79.6; n = 108; SD, 61.47) or single smokers with no history of snus use (80.2; n = 621; SD,
55.86). Only 24% with a history of dual use reported snus to be their first tobacco product, but the proportion who had initiated
tobacco use with snus increased significantly with younger age. Among dual users with daily intake of snus, a majority of 53.6%
reported that the purpose of their snus use was to quit smoking. A higher proportion of dual users (74.4%; 95% CI, 68.8–80.0;
n = 235) than exclusive smokers (61.3%; 95% CI, 57.6–65.0; n = 658) reported that they most definitely or probably would be
totally smoke-free 5 years into the future.
Conclusions: In the mature snus market of Norway, the magnitude of dual use of cigarettes and snus is relatively small. Dual
users consume fewer cigarettes, and a higher proportion portray themselves as smoke-free in the future than do exclusive cigarette smokers.

snus products differed from conventional smokeless tobacco
in that they were lower in major carcinogens such as tobaccospecific nitrosamines and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(Stepanov, Jensen, Hatsukami, & Hecht, 2008; Stepanov et al.,
2010), they did not require spitting, they came in a variety of
flavors such as mint and eucalyptus, and they were packed in
elegant and colorful tin boxes in which the tobacco was baked
into small pouches. These innovations certainly made snus
more user-friendly and probably also increased its appeal, not
only to established smokers, but also to young people without
any prior history of tobacco use.
In 2011, the market share for snus in Norway reached a
record of 30%. However, applying the theory of diffusion of
innovations (Rogers, 2003), the snus epidemic has recently
started to show some signs of peaking. Among young men—
the historic pilots in the post 1990-diffusion of snus—the
increase in the proportion of snus users has leveled off. In this

Introduction
In Norway, use of noncombustible tobacco has a long tradition. Until 1930, plug tobacco for chewing was the most popular tobacco product holding a 60% market share at the most.
After World War II, the sale of plug tobacco rapidly declined
and moist snuff—a product not unlike what nowadays is called
snus—became the most popular smokeless tobacco product.
During the period 1910–1965, moist snuff held a stable market share of approximately 10%, followed by a 25-year period
where the sale of snus was at a historic minimum with market
share below 5%. The spread of smoke-free ordinances, growing
antismoking norms, several tax hikes on cigarettes, and hardhitting antismoking campaigns might explain why the sale of
moist snuff started to increase after 1990. This rise was first
observed among men but from 2005 also among women. The
tobacco industry also diversified its product offerings. The new

doi:10.1093/ntr/nts185
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Introduction: We examine the prevalence of dual use of snus and cigarettes among Norwegian men by categorizing dual use into
four categories according to the frequency of use of each product, considering the order of uptake of both products, and examining
reasons for additional snus use. We compare dual users and exclusive cigarette smokers with respect to their smoking intensity, plans
for quitting smoking, and future smoking identity.
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segment, use of snus is no longer over-represented among male
university students—who often represent early adopters of
new trends—but is evenly distributed across all socioeconomic
groups (Lund, Tefre, Amundsen, & Nordlund, 2008).
The present configuration of the snus epidemic in Norway
carries many of the characteristics typical for stage II and III in
the descriptive four-stage model of the diffusion of cigarettes
in industrialized countries (Lopez, Collishaw, & Piha, 1994).
Given the fact that the male snus epidemic is at present in a
relatively progressed stage—in contrast with the U.S. tobacco
market where the sale of snus has only recently started to
increase—Norway might represent an interesting case to study
the combined use of snus and cigarettes among men. Dual use
leads to increased exposure to toxicants and might represent a
particular health risk to smokers beyond the risk from exclusive
use of cigarettes, as was found in the U.S. INTERHEART study
(Teo et al., 2006). Even if there is a medical consensus that
snus is far less harmful than cigarettes (Scientific Committee
on Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks [SCENIHR],
2008), there is a concern that the availability of snus might
result in dual use and therefore jeopardize the potential role
of snus from a harm-reduction perspective (Tomar, Alpert, &
Connolly, 2010; Tomar, Fox, & Severson, 2009).
In a much cited simulation study, to evaluate the health
impact of snus promotion as part of a harm-reduction strategy
in the United States, the prevalence of dual use was regarded
the single most important predictor of population health effects
(Mejia, Ling, & Glantz, 2011). However, a review of available literature that was initiated by the tobacco company Altria
Group concluded that there were no unique health risks associated with the dual use, which were not anticipated or observed
from single use of these products. Moreover, the authors concluded that dual users were more likely to reduce smoking
intensity and eventually quit smoking but were less likely to
stop all tobacco use altogether (Frost-Pineda, Appleton, Fisher,
Fox, & Gaworski, 2010).
Research on dual use of snus and cigarettes is in its infancy
and an exact definition does not exist as yet. Information on
prevalence and complexity of dual use will be an essential
input in simulation models designed to estimate net effects on
public health from the availability to snus. Direct observations
of dual use from Norway and Sweden, two countries with a
full-blown snus epidemic, might be a more valid input in such
models than different scenarios of dual use disconnected from
any empirical basis, as was the case in a model from the relatively snus-naive United States (Mejia et al., 2011).
In this report, we examine the prevalence of dual use of snus
and cigarettes among men by categorizing dual use into four
categories according to the frequency of use of each product,
considering the order of uptake of both products, and examining reasons for additional snus use. We compare dual users
and exclusive cigarette smokers with respect to their smoking
intensity, plans for quitting smoking, and future smoking identity using a representative sample of adult Norwegian males (N
= 3,524) who contributed data on tobacco use from 2005–2010.

adult Norwegian population (16+ years). Data were collected
by telephone by Statistics Norway—a governmental body
responsible for official statistics. Samples were drawn from
Statistics Norway’s own population database, which is updated
every month with the National Population Register. The original annual sample was N = 2,000 (both sexes), minus a small
sample each year that was not eligible due to death or emigration (varied between 13 and 32 respondents). Dual use of cigarettes and snus has been monitored since 1985. The samples
were adjusted for gender, age, and region—but not education
level—in accordance with the population numbers for each
survey year. Calculations regarding order of uptake, cigarette
consumption, reasons for additional snus use, plans for quitting smoking, and future smoking identity were based on a
data pool consisting of six independent annual surveys for the
period 2005–2010 including a total of 3,524 men. The annual
response rate for these surveys was 65% (2005), 62% (2006),
62% (2007), 59% (2008), 60% (2009), and 57% (2010).

The wordings of the questions for the variables used in
this study were identical for every survey year. Smoking status was measured in two steps. The screening question was:
“Do you smoke sometimes?” Those who answered yes were
then asked: “Do you smoke daily or occasionally?” Those
who answered no to the screening question were asked: “Have
you ever smoked daily or occasionally?” Those who answered
yes to either of these alternatives were termed former smokers. Snus use was measured by the question: “Do you use snus
daily, occasionally, or not at all?” Those who answered no were
asked: “Have you ever used snus?” in a yes/no format. Based
on these questions, we were able to identify dual use in accordance with a soundly based proposal for definition recently put
forward by Klesges et al. (2011); daily use of one product and
at least weekly use of the other. Moreover, we could also identify groups with the combination of current exclusive use of
one product and former use of the other.
Exclusive and dual users of cigarettes and snus were asked
to state their average number of cigarettes consumed per day
(daily smokers) or per week (occasional smokers). When comparing smoking intensity across groups, daily consumption
was computed into weekly consumption. Significant differences between group means were identified with p values using
independent t tests.
People who had lifetime experience with both products
were asked “Which tobacco product did you start to use first—
snus or cigarettes?” with response categories “cigarettes first,”
“snus first,” and “at about the same time (within 3 months).”
Current dual users were asked how well three relevant motives for additional snus use (Gilljam & Galanti,
2003) described their situation: “I use snus to (a) stop smoking
completely, (b) reduce the amount of cigarettes I smoke, and
(c) to replace cigarettes in places where smoking is allowed.”
Response categories ranged from 1 (apply fully) to 5 (do not
apply at all). In order to identify significant differences in
motives for snus use between daily and occasional snus users,
95% CI were calculated.
Exclusive smokers and dual users were asked in a yes/no
format if they had intentions to quit smoking within the next
6 months. Moreover, both groups were asked whether they
perceived themselves to be smokers 5 years in the future.
Response categories were as follows: definitely yes, probably

Methods
Samples and Procedures
We used data from six annual cross-sectional surveys of
tobacco behavior, comprising a representative sample of the
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Results
The share of Norwegian men who reported daily or occasional
use of cigarettes, but no other tobacco product, has declined
from close to half in 1985 to below one in five in 2010. For the
same period, the percent of exclusive snus users (daily or occasional) increased from 3% to 12%. The segment of dual users
of cigarettes and snus has been stable (4%–7%) for the whole
period. The overall percentage of tobacco users decreased from
54.4% to 37% (Figure 1).
For the period 2005–2010, 6.8% of men had some kind
of current concomitant use of snus and cigarettes—but only
1% reported a daily consumption of both products. Moreover,
5.3% of men who had quit smoking were using snus at the
time of the survey and 3.3% had quit snus and were exclusively
smokers. An additional 3.5% reported to have quit both snus
use and smoking, but for these people, no information exists as
to whether this had been simultaneous use (Table 1).
The most typical pattern of dual use was a combination
where daily use of one product was paired with occasional use
of the other. Among daily snus users, 21.6% were smoking
occasionally, whereas 9.8% were using cigarettes on a daily
basis. Among occasional snus users, 40.9% smoked daily,
whereas 15.6% smoked occasionally (Table 2).
Dual users consumed significantly fewer cigarettes per
week (56.6; n = 226; SD, 53.82) than smokers who had either
quit snus (79.6; n = 108; SD, 61.47) or were exclusively smokers with no history of snus use (80.2; n = 621; SD, 55.86; data
not shown).

Discussion
The increase in snus use has not been paralleled by an increase
in dual use of snus and cigarettes, and dual users constitute a
small percentage (<7%) of males in Norway—a country where
both products have been on the market for more than 100 years.
The typical pattern of dual use is a combination where daily
use of one product is paired with occasional use of the other.
Second, among respondents with a history of dual use, only
24% had started with snus before cigarettes, but this fraction
increased to 40% in the youngest age group. Third, cigarette consumption was significantly lower among dual users
compared with exclusive smokers (~3 cigarettes/day fewer).
Fourth, among dual users smoking reduction and smoking
substitution were significantly more prevalent reasons to use
snus than smoking cessation. Finally, compared with exclusive

Figure 1. Use (daily + occasional) of snus and cigarettes in
Norwegian males aged 16–74 for the period 1985–2010.

Table 1. Status of Tobacco Use Among Norwegian Males Aged 16–74 (N = 3,524; Total Percentages, Pooled
Data, 2005–2010)
Snus use status
Smoking status

Daily

Occasional

Former

Never

Total

Daily
Occasional
Former
Never
Total

1.0
2.2
4.0
3.0
10.2

2.6
1.0
1.3
1.5
6.4

2.4
0.9
3.5
1.8
8.6

15.1
4.1
21.0
34.6
74.8

21.1
8.2
29.8
40.9
100.0
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Nearly 75% of dual use had started with cigarettes. Only
24% reported snus to be their first tobacco product. However,
the proportion who had initiated tobacco use with snus,
increased significantly with younger age (Table 3). Among
men with a history of dual use, 42.9% (95% CI, 35.9–49.9; n =
191) of the cigarette initiators and 57.5% (95% CI, 46.2–68.8;
n = 73) of the snus initiators reported to be exclusive snus users
at the time of the survey (data not shown).
The percentages for current dual users who agreed fully
or partly (score 1 or 2) to the motives for additional snus
use are displayed in Table 4. Among dual users, 43.3% (n =
238) reported that the purpose of their snus use was to quit
smoking. A significantly higher proportion of daily snus users
(53.6%, n = 112) as compared with occasional snus users
(34.1%, n = 126) reported that the purpose of their snus use
was to quit smoking. Among smokers with occasional snus
use, smoking reduction (53.2%, n = 126) and smoking substitution (55.6%, n = 126) were significantly more prevalent reasons to use snus than smoking cessation, mirroring the pattern
with all dual users. Among smokers with a daily intake of snus,
this difference was not significant (Table 4).
No significant difference was observed between dual users
(49.8%; 95% CI, 43.5–56.1; n = 238) and exclusive smokers
(43.2%; 95% CI, 39.5–46.9; n = 679) with respect to the proportion that planned to quit smoking within the next 6 months
(data not shown). However, a significant higher proportion of
dual users (74.4%; 95% CI, 68.8–80.0; n = 235) than exclusive
smokers (61.3%; 95% CI, 57.6–65.0; n = 658) reported that
they most definitely or probably would be totally smoke-free
5 years into the future (data not shown).

yes, probably no, and definitely no. All data analyses were performed in SPSS version 19.1.
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Table 2.

Smoking Status Across Snus Use Status Among Males (Column Percentage and 95% CI)
Snus use status

Smoking status
Daily
Occasional
Former
Never
Total

Daily

Occasional

Former

Never

Total

9.8 (6.7–12.9)
21.6 (17.3–25.9)
39.5 (34.4–44.6)
29.1 (24.4–33.8)
100 (n = 357)

40.9 (34.5–47.3)
15.6 (10.9–20.3)
20.4 (15.3–25.7)
23.1 (17.6–28.6)
100 (n = 225)

28.0 (22.9–33.1)
10.0 (6.6–13.4)
41.3 (35.7–46.9)
20.7 (16.1–25.3)
100 (n = 300)

20.2 (18.7–21.7)
5.5 (4.6–6.4)
27.9 (26.2–29.6)
46.3 (44.4–48.2)
100 (n = 2,642)

21.2
8.1
29.8
40.9
100 (N = 3,524)

Table 3. Order of Use of Cigarettes and Snus Among Males With a History of Dual Use (Column Percentage
and 95% CI)
Age group
25–44 years

45+ years

All age groups

55.0 (45.7–64.3)
4.6 (0.7–8.5)
40.4 (31.2–49.6)
100 (109)

72.5 (66.4–78.6)
1.9 (0.1–3.8)
25.6 (19.7–31.6)
100 (207)

94.3 (89.9–98.7)
1.9 (0.0–4.5)
3.8 (0.1–7.5)
100 (105)

73.4
2.6
24.0
100 (421)

Table 4. Percentage of Dual Users of Snus and Cigarettes (Daily and Occasional) Agreeing With Statements
Concerning Motives for Snus Use
Snus use status

I use snus to quit smoking completely
I use snus to reduce the amount of cigarettes I smoke
I use snus to replace cigarettes in places where
smoking is not allowed

Daily (n = 112)

Occasional (n = 126)

Both groups (n = 238)

53.6 (44.4–62.8)
63.4 (54.5–72.3)
64.3 (55.4–73.2)

34.1 (25.8–42.4)
53.2 (44.5–61.9)
55.6 (46.9–64.3)

43.3 (37.0–49.6)
58.0 (51.7–64.3)
59.7 (53.5–65.9)

It is important to emphasize that the market shift from cigarettes to snus in Norway and Sweden has happened in a “dark
market” where any active promotion of snus has been banned
for decades. Indeed, the Scandinavian health authorities have
strongly warned smokers against all kinds of snus use even as
a method for smoking cessation (Holm, Fisker, Larsen, Puska,
& Halldórsson, 2009). The typical message has been that snus
is not a safe alternative to cigarettes. At present, smokers woefully overstate the health risk from snus compared with cigarettes (Lund & Scheffels, 2012; Øverland, Hetland, & Aarø,
2008; Wikmans & Ramström, 2010; see Lund, 2012 for a discussion). Dissemination of information from the authorities
to correct such misconceptions might speed up the trajectory
from smoking to snus use, but it might also—temporary or permanently—increase the proportion of dual users.
Even if the fraction of dual users of snus and cigarettes was
small in the total male population, 9.8% of daily snus users and
40.9% of occasional snus users were daily cigarette smokers.
The prevalence of dual use has also been found to be high
among smokeless tobacco users in some (Bombard, Pederson,
Nelson, & Malarcher, 2007; Tomar, 2002; Tomar et al., 2010),
but not all (Zhu et al., 2009), U.S. studies. As observed in the
United States, “some day” snus users were more likely to be
current daily smokers than any other group, while daily snus
users had the lowest prevalence of daily smoking. There is
some evidence that this relationship is caused by a certain

smokers, there was no evidence that dual use–lessened plans
to quit smoking.
Magnitude of Dual Use
The relatively small magnitude of dual use in Norway resembles what has been observed in neighboring Sweden (Engström,
Magnusson, & Galanti, 2010; Lundqvist, Sandström, Öhman, &
Weinehall, 2009; Ramström & Foulds, 2006; Stegmayr, Eliasson,
& Rodu, 2005)—another country with a long history of extensive
snus use. In countries where promotion of snus is permitted, dual
use may eventually develop to higher proportions than what is
observed in Scandinavia. In the United States, nearly the entire
smokeless tobacco market is controlled by cigarette manufacturers (Tomar, Fox, & Severson, 2009), who typically advertise snus
to smokers for situational use when they cannot smoke due to
smoke-free policies (Timberlake, Pechmann, & Tran, 2011). There
is a concern that such promotion of snus to smokers could result
in dual use rather than completely switching to snus (Mejia et al.,
2011; Tomar et al., 2010). In fact, tobacco industry documents
indicate that the dual use of cigarettes and snus is an industry marketing goal (Carpenter, Connolly, Ayo-Yusuf, & Wayne, 2009).
However, a recent study found that the concomitant use of snus
and cigarettes is relatively uncommon in the United States at this
stage (Tomar et al., 2010), but the magnitude depends very much
upon the operational definition of dual use (Klesges et al., 2011).
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Cigarettes first
About same time
Snus first
Total (n)

15–24 years

Dual use of snus and cigarettes
gateway effect from snus to cigarettes exists, its effect will
be enhanced under these conditions. Our study showed that
the percentage of snus initiators among dual users increased
from 3.8% in the group above 45 years to 40.4% in the age
group 15–24 years. Assuming that this pattern is caused by a
birth cohort effect and not a life cycle effect (age effect) (see
Kleinbaum, Kupper, & Morgenstern [1982: 130–132] for a
discussion), we have reasons to believe that the future pattern
of tobacco initiation among adults will differ as today’s young
people progress through life if other contextual factors (e.g.,
information on relative health risks) remain the same.

trajectory of tobacco use among dual users, many occasional
snus users are at the time of the survey caught in an incomplete
transition phase of stopping smoking daily and will replace
cigarettes with daily use of snus later (Lindström & Isacsson,
2002; Ramström & Wikmans, 2011; Rodu, Stegmayr, Nasic,
& Asplund, 2002; Rodu, Stegmayr, Nasic, Cole & Asplund,
2003; Wetter et al., 2002; see Frost-Pineda et al., 2010 for a
discussion). There is also some evidence that dual use is not
entirely a transient phenomenon; many “some day” users of
snus use both products interchangeably without trending
toward either product (Norberg, Lundqvist, Nilson, Gilljam, &
Weinehall, 2010). Longitudinal research targeting the nature
of dual use and its relation to smoking cessation is warranted,
as well as research into how this trajectory is influenced by
provision of information on relative risks (for discussion, see
Lund, 2012).

Plans to Quit Smoking

Smoking Intensity
A potential mechanism by which snus theoretically can reduce
tobacco harm is by serving as a partial substitute for cigarettes
among continuing smokers, supported here by the large proportion of dual users saying that this is why they were dual
users. There is some evidence both from the United States
(Hatsukami, Lemmonds, & Tomar, 2004; Tomar, 2002) and
Sweden (Gilljam & Galanti, 2003) that dual users of cigarettes
and snus smoke fewer cigarettes, on an average, than do exclusive smokers. In addition, in a study of U.S. military personnel,
the proportion who smoked cigarettes everyday during the past
month was significantly lower among dual smokers compared
with exclusive smokers (Rae Olmsted, Bray, Reyes-Guzman,
Williams, & Kruger, 2011). There is also some evidence that
unsuccessful attempts at using snus to quit smoking is likely to
result in reduced smoking intensity (Carpenter & Gray, 2010;
Lund, McNeill, & Scheffels, 2010; Ramström & Foulds, 2006).
Consistent with these findings, exclusive cigarette smokers in
Norway reported a weekly cigarette consumption that was 40%
above that of dual users of snus and cigarettes among men. In
spite of lower cigarette consumption, Tomar et al. (2010) found
that dual users tended to have the higher levels of serum cotinine—an indicator of nicotine intake—than exclusive smokers.

Motives for Snus Use
Consistent with previous findings in Norway (Lund, Scheffels,
& McNeill, 2010, Lund et al., 2010) and Sweden (Norberg,
Malmberg, Ng, & Broström, 2011; Ramström & Foulds, 2006),
former smokers made up the largest segment among daily
snus users (39.5%) and former snus users (41.3%; Table 2).
In accordance with this, we found that a majority of 53.6%
(n = 112) of dual users with a daily intake of snus reported that
the purpose of their snus use was to quit smoking (Table 4).
However, consistent with observations in Sweden (Gilljam &
Galanti, 2003), our study also indicates that harm-reduction
issues such as smoking reduction (63.4%, n = 112) and smoking substitution (64.3%, n = 112) are important motives for
additional snus use—motives that go along with nicotine maintenance. Among dual users with intermittent snus use, only
34.1% (n = 126) reported that the purpose of their snus use
was to quit smoking. Smoking reduction (53.2%, n = 126) and
smoking substitution (55.6%, n = 126) were significantly more
prevalent reasons to use snus than smoking cessation in this
group.

Order of Initiation
Even if cigarette smoking (daily or occasional) is relatively
common among daily (31.4%) and in particular occasional
snus users (56.5%; Table 2), the group who began to use
snus and then started to smoke cigarettes later represent only
a small minority of present-day snus users. As found in the
United States (Zhu et al., 2009) and in Sweden (Furberg,
Lichtenstein, Pedersen, Bulik, & Sullivan, 2006), the majority
of snus users either do not smoke in addition to using snus or
else they began to smoke before they began to use snus. This
indicates that any potential gateway effect from snus to cigarettes must be modest at the present stage of the snus diffusion
curve. However, the concern is that the initiation of snus use
has occurred at a younger age over time, whereas the age of
starting smoking has been stable (Lund, 2009). At the same
time, the proportion of snus users is increasing, whereas the
proportion of smokers is decreasing. In other words, more and
more people begin to use snus at an increasingly earlier age,
while increasingly fewer young people begin to smoke. If a
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Strengths and Limitations
In evaluating our study findings, some strength and limitations
should be noted. Strengths that lend confidence to our findings
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Snus may have the potential to reduce exposure to tobacco toxins, but snus may also have the unfavorable potential to delay
cessation. A prospective study from the United States demonstrated that dual users were less likely to achieve abstinence
from tobacco over a 4-year period compared with exclusive
users of either product (Wetter et al., 2002). A recent study
conducted in some of the test markets for snus in the United
States revealed that smokers who had no immediate plans to
quit were more likely to try snus (Biener, McCausland, Curry,
& Cullen, 2011). Consistently, Timberlake (2009) and Gartner,
Jimenez-Soto, Borland, O’Connor, and Hall (2009) also found
that the intention to quit smoking was inversely associated
with an interest in switching to snus. In our study, no such difference in intention to quit smoking within the next 6 months
was observed between dual users of snus and cigarettes and
exclusive smokers. This was consistent with recent findings
from Sweden (Ramström & Wikmans, 2011). On the contrary,
expectancies of being smoke-free 5 years into the future was
significantly more prevalent among dual users than exclusive
smokers. Thus, no empirical evidence in support of delayed
smoking cessation among dual users was observed in our study.

Nicotine & Tobacco Research, Volume 15, Number 3 (March 2013)

Conclusions
The increase in snus use among men in Norway has not been
paralleled by an increase in dual use of snus and cigarettes.
The prevalence of smoking—the far most dangerous form
of nicotine uptake—is quite low among men who use snus
everyday but generally quite high among men who use snus
on a less-than-daily basis. Use of snus also seemed to lower
cigarette consumption. Dual use did not lessen plans to quit
smoking within 6 months but increased expectancies of being
smoke-free 5 years into the future. Reasons for additional snus
use was related to smoking cessation but also to harm-reduction
issues that go along with nicotine maintenance. Further
research in this project will contrast risk profiles of dual use
and single smokers using different definitions of dual use
and eventually estimate health effects on the societal level in
simulation models.
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Abstract
Electronic cigarettes have gained popularity among patients as a smoking cessation aid despite not being approved or supported
for this purpose by the United States Food and Drug Administration due to concerns with poor manufacturing practices and the
presence of known carcinogens in the limited products that they tested. A few studies have evaluated the effects of electronic
cigarettes on plasma nicotine levels and heart rate but found negligible effects. Safety data are mainly limited to surveys in which
patients report only minor side effects, such as mouth and throat irritation, headache, vertigo, and nausea. The efficacy of
electronic cigarettes has been evaluated in studies in which patients report great success with being able to cut back or stop
tobacco cigarette consumption. However, many of these studies introduce bias due to recruiting on e-cigarette Web sites and
having tobacco cigarette use self-reported by the participant rather than objectively tested. A few studies have formally evaluated
nicotine craving when using electronic cigarettes with mixed results. Although patients support the use of electronic cigarettes in
smoking cessation, more formal studies on safety and efficacy should be completed in order to determine whether these products
have a role in smoking cessation.
Keywords
electronic cigarette, smoking cessation, tobacco cessation, e-cigarette, tobacco

Background
Tobacco use is a worldwide health issue resulting in an
increased risk of several disease states including cardiovascular
disease, respiratory diseases, stroke, and cancer.1 The health
benefits of smoking cessation are immense. However, failure
rates are high despite the availability of multiple smoking cessation aids such as nicotine patches, lozenges, gum, inhalers, a
nasal spray, bupropion, and varenicline. A new technology,
referred to as an electronic cigarette (e-cigarette), has gained
popularity among patients to aid in tobacco cessation despite
not being tested for this purpose or supported by the United
States Food and Drug Administration (FDA).2 This review will
analyze the limited data surrounding the safety and efficacy of
these products when used as smoking cessation aids.

products, such as lit or unlit tips upon inhalation, flavorings
(such as tobacco, menthol, chocolate, fruit, and coffee), and different appearances of devices. The products range in price from
$29.95 to $149.95 for the device and $9.95 to $19.95 for the cartridges. The longevity of the cartridges varies by type, but one
cartridge is typically similar to one pack of cigarettes.5-9

FDA Concerns Regarding E-Cigarettes and
Conflicting Data
The FDA has concerns regarding the content of e-cigarettes.
An FDA analysis of cartridges from two leading brands
detected very small amounts of carcinogenic tobacco-specific
nitrosamines, and one of 18 cartridges tested contained diethylene glycol which is toxic to humans. The FDA is also concerned about the variability in nicotine delivery per puff

What are E-Cigarettes?
E-cigarettes were developed by a Chinese pharmacist, Hon Lik,
and patented in 2003.3 They are battery-powered devices, often
similar in appearance to cigarettes that vaporize a solution containing nicotine and propylene glycol in a refillable cartridge.
According to the e-cigarette manufacturers, the vapor that is
inhaled does not contain tar or many of the other toxic chemicals
found in cigarettes.3,4 The e-cigarettes are produced by a variety
of manufacturers that offer some differences between the
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Table 1. Undesirable Side Effects of E-Cigarettes13,15,16,19
Design
n
Duration
Throat
Dry mouth and/or throat
Burning/sore throat
Mouth and throat irritation
Mouth irritation
Throat irritation
Dry cough
Central nervous system
Vertigo, headache, nausea
Vertigo/dizziness
Headache
Nausea

Survey15a

Survey16b

Randomized
Cross-over

Observational19c

81
N/A

3037
N/A

40
9 hours
Per product

40
24 weeks

26.2%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

26.2%
22.1%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
38%
N/A
N/A
N/A

8.8%
11.8%
N/A
20.6%
32.4%
32.4%

11.5%
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
21%
18%
29%

N/A
14.7%
11.8%
14.7%

Abbreviation: N/A, not applicable or not reported.
a
Values reflect percentage of comments of undesirable effects, not the percentage of patients due to the open-ended question format of the survey. The remaining
values in the table reflect percentage of patients.
b
Values reported are for the 16 mg nicotine e-cigarette.
c
Values reported are at week 4.

between manufacturers despite similar labeling. Additionally,
one cartridge listed as containing no nicotine had low amounts
of nicotine present.2 The FDA sent warning letters to five manufacturers in 2010 regarding unsubstantiated claims for aiding
in smoking cessation and poor manufacturing practices.10
In opposition to the FDA concerns, one article3 stated that
the tobacco-specific nitrosamines in e-cigarettes are much
lower than those in regular cigarettes and are similar to the total
amount found in the NicoDerm1 CQ1 patch. The article also
stated that of the 16 studies, only the FDA study identified
diethylene glycol in one cartridge, although this finding should
be taken seriously. Studies11,12 that have evaluated the effects
of e-cigarettes on various measurable end points such as plasma
nicotine levels, expired carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations,
and heart rate have not identified significant harm, but these
studies are short in duration. Additionally, the peak average
serum nicotine levels over one hour in 16 mg e-cigarettes were
found to be lower than the nicotine inhaler, an FDA approved
smoking cessation product.13

Survey Results on Safety and Efficacy
Most e-cigarette data on safety and efficacy are derived from
the surveys of current or past e-cigarette users.14-18 The surveys have reported successful reduction in smoking and
benign side effects, such as dry mouth, throat irritation, dry
cough, vertigo, headache, and nausea (Tables 1). Most survey
participants were male and from the Unites States, Europe,
and Canada. Respondents were typically recruited by posting
links on e-cigarette or smoking cessation Web sites and/or
sending e-mails with survey links to consumers of ecigarettes. One survey18 recruited subjects by handing out

questionnaires at an e-cigarette enthusiast meeting. Many of
these surveys14,15,17,18 provided only descriptive analyses to
understand the usage patterns and opinions of e-cigarettes along
with baseline demographics such as previous quit attempts. One
survey16 found a statistically higher amount of throat burning in
current smokers versus former smokers and in e-cigarettes with
nicotine versus e-cigarettes without nicotine. No differences
were found for the side effect of dry mouth/throat.
Regarding efficacy (Table 2), most respondents were able to
successfully cut back on tobacco use and believe that
e-cigarettes helped in smoking cessation. These respondents
included subjects with multiple past quit attempts using currently
available smoking cessation products. A concern has been raised
that e-cigarettes sustain tobacco cigarette use, but this concern has
not been supported in survey data in which most respondents
reported using e-cigarettes to replace tobacco rather than in addition to tobacco, and in turn, felt better about their overall health.
Overall, the responses regarding adverse effects to
e-cigarette surveys were not concerning, and patients had success in quitting, however, the currently available surveys have
several limitations. A major concern is that the surveys introduce selection bias since they were typically offered to visitors
of e-cigarette manufacturer Web sites and/or users of e-cigarette
blogs. One study17 reported only a 4.5% survey response rate.
Another study16 evaluated the difference between e-cigarette
users who self-enrolled in a survey on an e-cigarette forum compared to those who enrolled on a more neutral Web site. The
respondents who enrolled on e-cigarette forums reported statistically better outcomes in helping to reduce or quit tobacco and
less throat burning. Recall bias is introduced in some studies
since the respondents may have stopped using e-cigarettes prior
to the survey. Another concern with the efficacy data is that
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Table 2. The Efficacy of E-Cigarette Use on Smoking Cessation14-16,17-19
Design

Survey14a

Survey15

n
270
81
Tobacco cigarette abstinence after using e-cigarettes
82%
N/A
Reduced cigarettes/day after using e-cigarettes
N/A
N/A
Believe e-cigarettes helped in quitting smoking tobacco
N/A
95%

Survey16

Observational19

Survey17

Survey18

3037

40

216

104

N/A

22.5%

31.0%

N/A

92.2%

32.5%

66.8%

N/A

N/A

N/A

99%

N/A

a

Abbreviation: N/A, not applicable or not reported; Percentages reflect percentage of patients.

smoking abstinence was not verified objectively. The mixed message between the FDA’s safety warnings and the experiences of ecigarette users emphasizes the importance of well-designed trials
before these products can be recommended to the public.

Trial Results on Safety and Efficacy
Very few trials have been conducted to evaluate the safety and
efficacy of e-cigarettes. One trial13 used a randomized, single
blind, cross-over design (n ¼ 40) in which patients who smoked
10 cigarettes daily for at least one year and were not trying to
quit used a 16 mg nicotine e-cigarette, 0 mg nicotine e-cigarette,
nicotine inhaler, or their own cigarettes over a nine-hour period.
This study found that the side effects of mouth and throat irritation were statistically significantly lower when using e-cigarettes
compared with the nicotine inhaler. The 16 mg e-cigarette and
nicotine inhaler had a similar reduction in the desire to smoke
compared to the 0 mg nicotine e-cigarette using an intent-totreat analysis and area under the curve over 60 minutes. Limitations to this study include the small sample size and short duration. Similarly, another study12 measured the effect on nicotine
cravings in e-cigarette users. This study found that of the two
e-cigarette brands, one brand was unable to decrease cravings
while the other brand was able to significantly reduce cravings
for at least 1 prespecified time interval.
The longest study assessing adverse events was an observational six-month study19 in which eligible participants smoked
15 cigarettes/day for at least ten years with no intent to quit
smoking. The participants/day were invited to use an ecigarette and tobacco cigarettes at their own discretion and
maintain a diary of e-cigarette and tobacco use and adverse
events. The participants met at baseline, four weeks, eight
weeks, 12 weeks, and 24 weeks to record expired level, get
more e-cigarette supplies, and turn in their diaries. Only
descriptive data without statistical analysis were included for
adverse events. Mouth and throat irritation were most commonly reported, but these were experienced more frequently
at the beginning of the study than at the end. No serious adverse
events were reported. At week 24, 32.5% of participants
reduced tobacco use by at least half and 22.5% were abstinent
as verified by an exhaled CO. The results are promising especially in a population that is not planning to quit smoking. Limitations include the small sample size (n=40) and the fact that
cigarette use was self-reported. Also, 32.5% of participants

were lost to follow-up. Whether or not these participants had
problems with e-cigarette use is unknown.

Additional Public Health Concerns
In addition to the safety concerns and unproven efficacy as
smoking cessation aids, public health concerns exist with
e-cigarettes. The current public health goal is tobacco cessation,
but current smokers may become addicted to e-cigarettes rather
than quitting smoking. Also, the public perception that these
products are ‘‘safe’’ may not be true since little is known about
the long-term effects of these products. The flavor and appearance of e-cigarettes might appeal to nonsmokers or young adults
who would otherwise not use nicotine products. Another
concern is that e-cigarettes will be used in public places enabling
current tobacco users to maintain use.3,18

Conclusion
E-cigarettes are increasing in popularity and are marketed as
safer cigarettes for both the user and the public because they
deliver nicotine without the harmful additional components
of tobacco cigarettes. Evaluation of the literature for ecigarettes has shown promise in helping patients quit tobacco,
but well-designed safety and efficacy studies are lacking
including evaluation of these products in comparison to currently available smoking cessation medication aids. The
long-term effects of e-cigarettes are unknown and very few
patients have been objectively studied. Well-designed studies
will help to clarify whether e-cigarettes have a possible role
in smoking cessation, but until this occurs, they cannot be
recommended.
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Abstract
OBJECTIVE: Many electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) are marketed as
safer tobaccoalternative products or effective cessation therapies. ENDS samples were evaluated for design
features, including nicotine and glycols content. This could be useful in developing a legal framework to handle
ENDS.
METHODS: Identification of the nicotine, glycerol and propylene glycol (PPG) contents was conducted using gas
chromatography mass spectrometry with quantification performed using flame ionisation techniques.
RESULTS: Varying nicotine amounts were found in ENDS cartridges which were labelled with the same
concentration. Chemicals such as PPG and glycerol were found to be present in the nicotine-containing liquid of
the cartridges. ENDS varied in their contents and packaging information. Limited information was available on the
contents of nicotine and other chemicals present in a variety of ENDS sampled.
CONCLUSIONS: Based on samples tested in this study, many contain misleading information on product
ingredients. The results show poor consistency between actual nicotine content analysed on ENDS cartridges
and the amount labelled. These findings raise safety and efficacy concerns for current and would-be recreational
users or those trying to quit smoking.
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Abstract
The need for novel and more effective approaches to tobacco control is unquestionable. Theelectronic cigarette is
a battery-powered electronic nicotine delivery system that looks very similar to a conventional cigarette and is
capable of emulating smoking, but without the combustionproducts accountable for smoking's damaging effects.
Smokers who decide to switch to electroniccigarettes instead of continuing to smoke would achieve large health
gains. The electronic cigarette is an emerging phenomenon that is becoming increasingly popular with smokers
worldwide. Users report buying them to help quit smoking, to reduce cigarette consumption, to
relieve tobaccowithdrawal symptoms due to workplace smoking restrictions and to continue to have a 'smoking'
experience but with reduced health risks. The focus of the present article is the health effects of
using electronic cigarettes, with consideration given to the acceptability, safety and effectiveness of this product
to serve as a long-term substitute for smoking or as a tool for smoking cessation.
PMID: 22283580 [PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE]
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The human toxicity of nicotine has become increasingly
relevant in the past couple of years through marketing
of new nicotine-containing products, such as smokeless
tobacco and liquids for electronic nicotine delivery systems (electronic cigarettes) that are freely available in most
countries. Standard textbooks, databases, and safety sheets
consistently state that the lethal dose for adults is 60 mg or
less (30–60 mg), leading to safety warnings that ingestion
of five cigarettes or 10 ml of a dilute nicotine-containing
solution could kill an adult. The 60-mg dose would correspond to an oral LD50 of around 0.8 mg/kg, a dose that is
considerably smaller than the values determined for laboratory animals, which are ranging from 3.3 (mice) to more
than 50 mg/kg (rats) (Hayes 1982).
Although an LD50 of 0.8 mg/kg would implicate that the
toxicity of nicotine is similar to or even higher than that
of cyanide, fatal nicotine intoxications are relatively rare,
and there are countless records of subjects who survived
consumption of nicotine in amounts far higher than 60 mg
(Larson et al. 1961). The most drastic example is probably survival of a suicide attempt with 4 g of pure nicotine
(Schmidt 1931). While this is certainly an exceptional case,
in which the amount of bioavailable nicotine was markedly reduced by vomiting, ingestion of tobacco or nicotine
gums at doses up to 6 mg/kg nicotine was reported to evoke
symptoms of intoxication without causing death (Malizia
et al. 1983; Smolinske et al. 1988). These and many other
literature reports on nonfatal nicotine intoxications are
hardly compatible with a lethal dose of 60 mg or less.

Several detailed reviews are available on fatal nicotine
intoxications caused by either suicidal intent or accidents,
latter mainly resulting from misusage of nicotine-containing solutions marketed as pesticides (Esser and Kühn 1933;
Larson et al. 1961; Maehly and Bonnichsen 1963; Tiess
and Nagel 1966; Hayes 1982; Corkery et al. 2010; Solarino et al. 2010). The postmortem data reviewed by Maehly
and Bonnichsen (1963) and more recently by Corkery et al.
(2010) and Solarino et al. (2010) revealed minimal nicotine
blood levels of 2 mg/L, but rapid decline of blood nicotine
after death (Sanchez et al. 1996) may have led to underestimation of the actual lethal concentration in delayed
autopsies.
Despite these uncertainties and the complex pharmacokinetics of nicotine (Hukkanen et al. 2005), a rough estimate of the amount of ingested nicotine from postmortem
analyses of blood levels appears feasible. Smoking a cigarette results in uptake of approximately 2 mg of nicotine
and gives rise to mean arterial plasma concentrations of
about 0.03 mg/L (30 ng/ml) (Gourlay and Benowitz 1997).
Based on 20 % oral bioavailability of nicotine (Hukkanen
et al. 2005) and assuming linear kinetics, an oral dose of
60 mg would give rise to a plasma concentration of about
0.18 mg/L. The literature reports on fatal nicotine intoxications suggest that the lower limit of lethal nicotine blood
concentrations is about 2 mg/L, corresponding to 4 mg/L
plasma, a concentration that is around 20-fold higher than
that caused by intake of 60 mg nicotine. Thus, a careful
estimate suggests that the lower limit causing fatal outcomes is 0.5–1 g of ingested nicotine, corresponding to an
oral LD50 of 6.5–13 mg/kg. This dose agrees well with nicotine toxicity in dogs, which exhibit responses to nicotine
similar to humans (Matsushima et al. 1995).
The mismatch between the generally accepted lethal
dose and documented cases of nicotine intoxication raises
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Kratzen im Rachen, vermehrte Speichelabsonderung,
dann vom Magen ausgehend ein Gefühl von Wärme,
die sich über die Brust und den Kopf bis in die Zehenund Fingerspitzen verbreitete. Nachher wurden die
Genannten aufgeregt, litten an Kopfschmerz, Schwindel, Betäubung, undeutlichem Sehen und Hören, an
Lichtscheu, Beklommenheit, Trockenheit im Schlunde,
Kälte in den Extremitäten, Ructus, Flatulenz, Nausea, Erbrechen und Stuhldrang. Die Atmung wurde
beschleunigt und angestrengt; die Pulsfrequenz nahm
anfänglich zu und zwar umso mehr, je größer die
Dosis war; später aber wechselte reglos Zunahme
und Abnahme derselben. Nach Verlauf von 45
Minuten wurden die Experimentatoren ohnmächtig.
Bei dem einen kam es zu 2 Stunden anhaltenden klonischen Krämpfen, besonders der Atemmuskeln, zu
Zittern der Extremitäten und Schütteln des ganzen
Körpers. Nach eingetretener Besserung blieb doch
Abgeschlagenheit, Schläfrigkeit und trostlose Stimmung noch 3 Tage lang zurück.

the question for the genuine source of the 60-mg dose. Literature and Internet searches provided circular and often
misleading references to databases or textbooks, which
either simply state the dose without reference or refer to
another textbook and so on. To give an example, the following statement is found on the webpage of the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (http://www.cdc.gov
/niosh/idlh/54115.html): “The fatal human dose has been
estimated to be about 50–60 mg (Lazutka et al. 1969).”
However, Lazutka et al. describe the determination of LD50
values for mice and rats and do not even mention human
toxicity (Lazutka et al. 1969). The second paper cited on
this Web site (Lehman 1949) was actually published in
1949, and neither provides any supporting data (Lehmann
1949). Screening the German literature published before
World War II eventually revealed references to a textbook published in 1906 by Rudolf Kobert (1854–1918),
a renowned pharmacologist and pioneer of toxicology in
Germany. In the chapter on nicotine of his Lehrbuch der
Intoxikationen, Kobert makes the following statement
(Kobert 1906):

English translation (by B.M.)

Vom reinen Nik. ist die lethale Dosis ebenfalls schwer
zu bestimmen, da es sich an der Luft leicht etwas zersetzt und andererseits meistens mehr oder weniger
wasserhaltig ist; doch nach den üblen Zufällen [sic!],
die bei mehreren Experimentatoren schon 0.002–
0.004 g hervorbrachten, ist sie wohl sicher nicht
höher als 0.06 g.

The symptoms were determined exactly in self-experiments by Reil and later by Dworzack and Heinrich (under D. Schroff). After 1–4 mg of nicotine,
these authors felt a burning sensation in the mouth,
scratchy throat, increased saliva excretion, followed
by a feeling of warmness emanating from the stomach, which spread over the chest and from the head
to the toes and fingertips. Afterwards the subjects
became agitated, suffered from headache, dizziness,
numbness, cloudy vision and hearing, light sensitivity, anxiety, dryness of the throat, coldness of the
limbs, ructus [belch], flatulence, nausea, vomiting
and rectal tenesmus. Respiration was accelerated
and labored, pulse rate increased initially, and rose
directly with the increasing dose; but later rose and
fell erratically. After 45 min the experimenters lost
consciousness. One of them suffered clonic seizures
for 2 h, particularly of the respiratory muscles, also
tremors of the limbs and shivering over the whole
body. After the initial recovery, feelings of exhaustion,
drowsiness and bleakness remained for 3 days.

English translation (by B.M.)
The lethal dose of pure nicotine is also difficult to
determine, because it easily decomposes a bit and, on
the other hand, mostly contains more or less water;
however, in accordance with the severe symptoms
evoked in several experimenters by 0.002–0.004 g it
is certainly not going to be higher than 0.06 g.
It is beyond any doubt that this short, not particularly
convincing paragraph represents the genuine origin of the
lethal nicotine dose we still refer to more than 100 years
later. What kind of severe symptoms did the experimenters
develop that led Kobert to his momentous conclusion? In
his book he refers the reader to self-experiments performed
by Dworzack and Heinrich, which the Austrian pharmacologist Carl Damian von Schroff (1802–1887) comprehensively described in a Pharmacology textbook (Schroff
1856). Kobert presents a copy of Schroff’s report in condensed and modernized style (Kobert 1906):

Some of these effects resemble typical symptoms of
nicotine overdosing, but 1–4 mg of oral nicotine will certainly not evoke the severe adverse effects described, such
as clonic seizures and loss of consciousness. Curiously,
Kobert mentioned the Pharmacologist Wilhelm Reil but
ignored Reil’s account on very mild symptoms caused by
self-ingestion of up to around 7.5 mg of nicotine (15 drops
of a solution of 1 drop of nicotine in 100 drops of alcohol)
(Reil 1857). Indeed, more recent studies have shown that

Die Sympt. sind durch Selbstversuche von Reil und
später von Dworzack und Heinrich (unter D. Schroff)
genau festgestellt worden. Die letztgenannten Autoren
empfanden nach 1–4 mg Nik. Brennen im Munde,
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cardiovascular effects after smoking, nicotine nasal spray, and
intravenous nicotine. Clin Pharmacol Ther 62:453–463
Hayes WJ (1982) Pesticides studied in man. Lippincott Williams &
Wilkins, Baltimore, pp 86–91
Henningfield JE, Miyasato K, Jasinski DR (1983) Cigarette smokers
self-administer intravenous nicotine. Pharmacol Biochem Behav
19:887–890
Hukkanen J, Jacob P III, Benowitz NL (2005) Metabolism and disposition kinetics of nicotine. Pharmacol Rev 57:79–115
Kobert R (1906) Lehrbuch der Intoxikationen II. Band Spezieller Teil.
Verlag von Ferdinand Enke, Stuttgart, pp 1064–1065
Larson PS, Haag HB, Silvette H (1961) Tobacco. Experimental and
clinical studies: a comprehensive account of the world literature.
The Williams & Wilkins Company, Baltimore, pp 464–471
Lazutka FA, Vasilyauskene AD, Gefen SG (1969) Toxicological assessment of the insecticide nicotine sulfate. Hyg Sanit
34:30–33
Lehmann AJ (1949) Pharmacological considerations of insecticides.
Assoc Food Drug Off US 13:65–70
Maehly AC, Bonnichsen R (1963) 46 tödliche Vergiftungsfälle
mit Nicotin in Schweden 1956–1963. Dtsch Z Gerichtl Med
54:367–375
Malizia E, Andreucci G, Alfani F, Smeriglio M, Nicholai P (1983)
Acute intoxication with nicotine alkaloids and cannabinoids in
children from ingestion of cigarettes. Hum Toxicol 2:315–316
Matsushima D, Prevo ME, Gorsline J (1995) Absorption and adverse
effects following topical and oral administration of three transdermal nicotine products to dogs. J Pharm Sci 84:365–369
Metzler W, Wronski R, Bewig B (2005) Die tödliche ZigarettenIngestion bei Erwachsenen. Gibt es sie wirklich? [The lethal
ingestion of cigarettes in adults: Does it really exist?]. Dtsch Med
Wochenschr 130:1491–1493
Reil W (1857) Materia medica der reinen chemischen Pflanzenstoffe.
Verlag von August Hirschwald, Berlin, p 234
Sanchez P, Ducassé JL, Lapeyre-Mestre M et al (1996) Nicotine poisoning as a cause of cardiac arrest? Clin Toxicol 34:475–476
Schmidt M (1931) Nikotin-vergiftung (Selbstmordversuch). Arch
Toxicol 2:15–16
Schroff CD (1856) Pharmacologie. Wilhelm Braumüller, Wien, pp
523–525
Smolinske SC, Spoerke DG, Spiller SK, Wruk KM, Kulig K, Rumack
BH (1988) Cigarette and nicotine chewing gum toxicity in children. Hum Toxicol 7:27–31
Solarino B, Rosenbaum F, Rießelmann B, Buschmann CT, Tsokos
M (2010) Death due to ingestion of nicotine-containing solution: case report and review of the literature. Forensic Sci Int
195:e19–e22
Tiess D, Nagel KH (1966) Akute tödliche Vergiftung mit “Nikotin
95/98%”. Beitrag zur Analytik des Gifts am frischen, gelagerten
und formalinfixierten Organmaterial. Arch Toxicol [Archiv für
Toxikologie] 22:68–79

intravenous administration of up to 5 mg of nicotine, corresponding to 25 mg oral, i.e., 50 % of the allegedly lethal
dose, led to only minor adverse effects, such as coughing
and nausea (Henningfield et al. 1983; Gourlay and Benowitz 1997). Thus, Kobert estimated the lethal dose of nicotine
on the basis of highly dubious self-experiments performed
in the mid of the nineteenth century while ignoring conflicting data. His excellent reputation as a leading scholar
in toxicology has apparently led to uncritical acceptance
and citation of the 60-mg dose by contemporary fellows
and successive researchers.
The discrepancy between the 60-mg dose and published
cases of nicotine intoxication has been noted previously
(Matsushima et al. 1995; Metzler et al. 2005), but nonetheless, this value is still accepted without scrutiny and taken
as the basis for worldwide safety regulations of tobacco and
other nicotine-containing products. Nicotine is a toxic compound that should be handled with care, but the frequent
warnings of potential fatalities caused by ingestion of small
amounts of tobacco products or diluted nicotine-containing
solutions are unjustified and need to be revised in light of
overwhelming data indicating that more than 0.5 g of oral
nicotine is required to kill an adult.
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SAFETY AND EFFICACY - MORNING BRIEFINGS
1.

Welcome and introductions from the Chair

Professor Ann McNeill – Professor of Tobacco Addiction, UK Centre for Tobacco Control and Alcohol
Studies, King’s College London
Ann McNeill: Okay, good morning everybody. I’d like to welcome you to this e-cigarette summit which
has been organised by Smooth Events in partnership with the EC forum, and I think it’s fair to
say also that the speakers have had some input into the programme. My name is Ann McNeill,
I’m a Professor of Tobacco Addiction at the Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College, London, and
I’m also a Deputy Director of the UK Centre for Tobacco and Alcohol Studies. I’d like to thank
you all for coming to this event and I hope that you find it a stimulating day.
I just want to remind people that we will be audio taping the proceedings today and, as you can see, there may
also be some filming as well. I only have one piece of housekeeping which is that there’s no fire drill planned
for today so if the fire drill goes then it’s a real event, and rather atypical advice is that you stay put
but I’m reassured that you will be escorted out in an evacuation procedure. Just to mention the format of the
day… This morning we’ve got a number of presentations. I’m going to be very strict and keep to time. If
speakers finish ahead of time then I will allow people to raise questions on that particular presentation from
the floor. If they go over time then they’ll be cut off. And all questions and answers will be at the end then of
each session. In the afternoon, we’ve got two expert panels who are mainly here to discuss questions from the
floor.
I just want to mention a couple of ground rules, if I may. If you do ask a question or make a comment from the
floor, I would be very grateful if you could give your name and organisation. And then the other thing to say is
that the issue of electronic cigarettes does provoke debate and what I would just like to encourage you to do is
if you are on one particular side of the debate I would like to encourage you to open your minds to what you
are hearing, so listen very carefully please to the issues and feel free to change your minds during the course
of the day.
In a similar vein, if you are tweeting during the proceedings I would be very grateful if you could be respectful
of the speakers who have taken their time today to put presentations together and come along to give you
their thoughts. So, as we’ve got a very busy programme, I’d like to move straight on now to the first session
and the speakers this morning. In your packs, you see you have biographies and also competing interests, so I
would encourage you to look at those because I’m not going to give lengthy introductions this morning or at
any point through the day.
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2.

E-cigarettes: What are they and are they effective?

Dr Lynne Dawkins – Senior Lecturer, School of Psychology, University of East London

So, as Ann said, I’m going to give a basic introduction to e-cigarettes and the various
different types. I’m also going to look briefly at the nature of use, and then finally
cover some of the research one effectiveness, and all of that will be covered in
twenty minutes.
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To start with my disclosures, I haven’t received any funding from the tobacco or the pharmaceutical industry
although I have received funding for research purposes from the e-cigarette industry.

So I’m going to start by introducing you to e-cigarettes and the various different types. So we’ll start with
what’s sometimes known as the first generation types or the cigarette like cigalike e-cigarettes. Now, these
cigarettes in this slide obviously all resemble cigarettes in some way or another. E-cigarettes basically are
battery operated devices that deliver nicotine via vapour that is inhaled. They involve no tobacco, no
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combustion, so there’s no smoke, although the vapour that is exhaled sometimes resembles smoking, so for
this reason the active using a cigarette is often referred to as vaping.

All e-cigarettes have three basic components; a battery, an atomiser and a cartridge. This is regardless of how
they appear. So the battery powers the atomiser to heat up a nicotine containing fluid within the cartridge.
Now, the first types of e-cigarettes that became available on the market were these three piece devices, so the
atomiser unscrews into the battery and the fluid filled cartridge slipped over the top of the atomiser. Now,
these are the ones I saw when I first started researching e-cigarettes in 2009. These have now been replaced
by these two piece cartomiser devices, so the atomiser and the cartridge are now combined within one piece
and it screws into the battery. The user then can replace the cartridge when the fluid runs out.
We also have the disposable e-cigarettes, so these are just simple to use, one piece device, the user takes
between 200 and 500 puffs and then throws it away when it runs out. These cigalike devices are all available
with various different flavours and various amounts of nicotine, but it’s important to note with these
types the user doesn’t come into any contact with the fluid itself.
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Moving on then to the so-called second generation type of e-cigarettes, you can see here from some of the
examples that these types don’t resemble cigarettes. They tend to be more colourful, bigger batteries, look
like pens or screwdrivers in some cases. They still have the three basic components; the battery, the atomiser
and the cartridge, but typically the batteries with these devices are much larger, this way they hold their
charge for longer and don’t need to be re-charged as frequently. Instead of a cartomiser, these devices tend to
have a separate atomiser and a fluid filled cartridge that the user can fill up with bottles of e-liquid and these
are sometimes referred to as tanks. We can also see they come with different types of mouth pieces, various
different colours, various different designs, so you can really begin to pimp your e-cigarette here. And the
various different components, the batteries, the atomisers, the mouthpieces, are all interchangeable so you
can mix and match and start to create your own here.
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And that then brings me to the so-called third generation e-cigarettes and beyond. Modified e-cigarettes or
mods literally refer to something that has been modified. True mods originated from users who would use
another device such as a torch or a mint tin, for example, and change that into an electronic cigarette.
Manufacturers then started to think, ‘Oh, this is quite a nice idea,’ and began to create their own modified
electronic devices. Just like the second generation devices, these devices come with a range of different
batteries, atomisers, cartridge, clearomisers, tank systems, so you really can mix and match giving the
consumer a huge range of choice here.
Now, the rate at which e-cigarette technology is moving is unprecedented. I do struggle to keep up with how
quickly things are moving. There’s new devices coming out almost weekly. The atomisers, for example, that
are available nowadays bear very little resemblance to the ones that I saw when I started researching ecigarettes. Battery technology is also evolving; a lot of batteries now come as variable voltage systems so the
user can adjust the battery to control the amount of power that is applied to the atomiser, and I’m told that
this affects things like vapour production, throat hit, and the general performance of the device.
Finally, looking ahead to the next generation devices, a number of models are now coming out that use a
slightly different technology where the atomisers are actually immersed within the fluid itself. And the
majority of the new batteries that are available now are so-called insert batteries that slip into a metal tube
with a control head on the top so the user can actually adjust the settings using a digital display or lights to
adjust the settings to his/her e-cigarette. And some even now come with programmable software, so we can
see how much these devices have evolved since the simple three piece cigalikes a few years ago.
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The next two look at the liquid. E-cigarette liquid is used with the second and the third generation type
devices. It contains propylene glycol and/or vegetable glycerine, and these viscose liquids make up about 95%
of the e-cigarette liquid or fluid. Propylene glycol is more common. It tends to be thinner than vegetable
glycerine which creates more of a noticeable vapour and is generally regarded as sweeter. Almost all ecigarette liquid contains nicotine although some manufacturers make liquid that doesn’t contain any nicotine,
and the amount of nicotine in the fluid is expressed as weight per volume, so milligrams per millilitre,
typically ranging from about 0 to 36.
Flavourings are also very important. Most common are tobacco, mint and fruit, but with an increasing range of
flavours now available. You’ll be surprised at some of the types of flavours that are found. And sometimes
additives are also included, for example, to augment throat hit.
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E-cigarettes were originated in China and were introduced into the Chinese domestic market in 2004 and were
found in Europe around the end of 2006. Sales of e-cigarettes have doubled or trebled every year since then.
So, for example, among smokers in the UK in 2010 2.7% were using e-cigarettes and this increased to 6.7% in
2012. And the charity Action on Smoking and Health estimated earlier this year that there are 1.3 million
current e-cigarette users. Now, we saw from the previous slides that I showed you that there’s a vast array of
e-cigarettes available from the cigalike disposables through to the more sophisticated next generation
personal vaporisers. Originally, production occurred exclusively in China but this is now moving outside of
china and manufacturing is occurring in the US and the EU as well.
We also note, tobacco companies are now also buying into the e-cigarette market, as you are all probably well
aware, buying out e-cigarette companies or developing their own next generation nicotine delivery devices.
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Looking next then at who uses them, findings from seven representative samples of the general population
suggest that the proportion of e-cigarette users is somewhere between two and eight times higher in current
smokers than in former smokers, so indeed most smokers are smoking and using e-cigarettes, what are
sometimes referred to as dual users. There’s little evidence, however, of use in never smokers, only half a
percent of never smokers report having tried e-cigarettes, and there are no documented studies showing daily
use among never smokers.
Compared with non-smokers, e-cigarette users tend to be younger, better educated and on a higher income.
Smokers report using e-cigarettes as either a means of completing replacing smoking or partially replacing
their smoking or to try and quit smoking altogether.
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So, turning next to look at patterns of use in regular users. These findings are taken from an internet survey of
regular e-cigarette users who have been using these for an average duration of ten months, quite a long time,
noticeably longer than people use nicotine replacement therapy. The first thing to note, I think, there is that
most of these regular e-cigarette users are using the so-called second generation devices. Only 18% reported
using the cigarette-like first generation devices. The strength of nicotine containing e-liquid most commonly
used was 18mg per millilitre. Some like to combine strengths, use different strengths at different times of the
day, and very few regular users used the non-nicotine containing e-liquid. Tobacco was the most preferred
flavour even in regular users.
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So, I’m going to turn next to look at effectiveness, and what do we mean by effectiveness? Well, I’ve broken it
down to can e-cigarettes help to reduce tobacco related cravings, are they effective for nicotine delivery, and
then finally to help smokers to try and quit.

So, if e-cigarettes are going to be effective at helping smokers to make the switch they really need to address
tobacco craving, and a number of studies have looked at cigarette deprived smokers who use the e-cigarettes
and then see if it helps to reduce their craving. A couple of studies, one in the US and one in New Zealand both
reported that e-cigarettes were associated with a self-reported reduction in craving, but these studies also
looked at effects of tobacco smoking and found that cigarette smoking the magnitude of reduction was even
greater with cigarette smoking. In a study of 86 tobacco deprived smokers that used a
first generation three piece cigalike device in our lab, we noted that after five minutes there was a reduction in
craving but we observed this in both the nicotine containing e-cigarette and the non-nicotine containing ecigarette. After twenty minutes of further reduction was observed in the nicotine e-cigarette. So, quite
interesting, it might suggest that for these smokers that just the active using the e-cigarette regardless of the
nicotine intake at least initially might be important to help reduce craving.
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So, looking at nicotine delivery next. Two early studies, and I say early, 2010 is early in the e-cigarette
literature, two early studies showed that e-cigarettes were pretty ineffective at delivering nicotine, so the first
study by Chris Bullen and colleagues compared the 0mg and the 16mg nicotine e-cigarette with Nicorette
inhalator and with tobacco smoking. The e-cigarette was only able to achieve an increase in blood nicotine
levels up to 1.3 nanograms were millilitre and that took twenty minutes. This was comparable with that seen
in the Nicorette inhalator. By contrast, levels seen with tobacco smoking were ten times higher than that.
Similar results found by Eissenberg who compared two different brands of e-cigarettes and, again, reported
that only tobacco smoking was able to significantly raise blood nicotine levels. Now, more recent evidence
suggests that the very low levels achieved here might be because these were smokers who had not used an ecigarette before and were therefore not using it optimally for nicotine delivery. There’s a difference between
the way somebody smokes a tobacco cigarette and puffs on an electronic cigarette. Or it could be that these
early studies were using those three piece cigalike first generation type devices and we know that things have
moved on quite a lot since then.
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So, more recently, Vansickel and Eissenberg recruited eight regular e-cigarette users who were all using their
own second generation devices and they all used their own strength of nicotine containing fluid. Vansickel and
Eissenberg looked at levels of blood nicotine delivery after ten puffs and then throughout a subsequent sixty
minute ad-lib puffing period, and we could see here that there was a significant elevation in levels of blood
nicotine after ten puffs, and this then increased gradually over the next sixty minute of ad-lib puffing.

Not clear from this whether this is due to the device itself, the second generation device, or if this is due to
user experience. So we replicated this study; we used exactly the same methodology, experienced users they
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took ten puffs and then used it ad-lib for the next sixty minutes. The difference was these participants all
used cigalike cartomiser like device, a standard 18mg per millilitre device. The blue line here shows you the
mean so you can see after five minutes there was a significant increase in blood nicotine levels. Again, like in
the previous study, this continued to rise throughout the ad-lib puffing period. What’s particularly notable
about this and the previous study is the marked individual variation that we’re seeing in nicotine delivery, so
I’ve plotted the person with the lowest and the person with the highest nicotine delivery. They all use the
same device, they all had ten puffs here. This person is barely achieving 3 nanograms per millilitre.
This person is achieving a whopping great 25 nanograms per millilitre. So it indicates to us that individual
vaping technique is quite important when it comes to nicotine delivery and perhaps that individuals can titrate
with e-cigarettes like they can with cigarettes which might contribute to their appeal.

Moving on next to look at effects of e-cigarette use on patterns of smoking behaviour, so starting with survey
studies. A number of surveys have been conducted now, about fifteen in total, and they generally report high
self-reported quite rates. So, for example, in our study 74% reported that they hadn’t smoked at least for a
few weeks since they started using e-cigarettes. A further 14% said it had dramatically reduced their cigarette
consumption. Similarly, Etter and Bullen, 92% of e-cigarette users said it had helped them to reduce their
smoking, 96% of those who were ex-smokers said it had helped them to stop smoking.
Just a note of caution about these survey type designs. The samples are self-selecting: we can’t control who
takes part, these are likely to be e-cigarette users who have been successful at adopting the e-cigarette and
might want to present it in a more favourable light, so perhaps we are seeing over-estimates of quit rates
here.
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An example of a few other studies. In a survey of over 200 smokers who had purchased an e-cigarette, Siegel
and Colleagues looked at abstinent rates at six months; 31% reported, although this wasn’t verified, that they
were abstinent after six months. And, interestingly, in those who used the e-cigarette more intensively i.e.
more than 20 times a day, quit rates were even higher. And Polosa and Colleagues conducted a prospective
study of 40 smokers and found that 55% of these had either stopped smoking completely or had cut their
cigarette consumption by half, and there were in smokers not willing to quit at six months.
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Finally, really to address the question of whether e-cigarettes are effective at helping smokers to stop smoking,
we want to adopt randomised controlled trials. These are generally seen to be the gold standard in smoking
cessation research. But a note of caution here, applied to e-cigarettes I think this is a little bit more
complicated. We are looking at a rapidly evolving industry here and randomised controlled trials are very time
consuming, so it’s likely that by the time the results are published the device that was used may not currently
be available or is not what is currently being used. So the findings become outdated quite quickly.
Nevertheless, we have results from two such surveys, the first by Caponnetto and Colleagues in Italy; 300
smokers were randomised through the two different strength nicotine e-cigarettes or a no-nicotine ecigarette, and abstinence rates at one year were 13% in those given the 7.2mg e-cigarette. And in the only
randomised controlled trial of treatment seeking smokers in New Zealand, Bullen and Colleagues randomly
allocated a large number, 657 participants, to a nicotine e-cigarette nicotine patch or a non-nicotine ecigarette and you can see the six months abstinence rates there; 7.3% versus 5.8% receiving nicotine ecigarette versus patch. These are quite low levels actually for a randomised controlled trial, possibly reflecting
lack of behavioural support in this study. However, what we can say is that the e-cigarette in this study was at
least as effective as currently available nicotine patch.
As I said, the devices used in both these studies were available in 2009/2010, were three piece cartomiser
devices, not cartomiser, sorry, the three piece early cigalike devices that are now obsolete and are known to
deliver low levels of nicotine. So it’s likely that if we repeated such studies using a second generation device
we would see higher levels than this, I think.

Okay, so to conclude and summarise, e-cigarettes deliver nicotine via an inhaled vapour. There’s an increasing
range of products available now from the simple disposable cigalikes through to the next generation personal
vaporisers. They are used by smokers who report they want to quit or to replace their cigarette smoking either
partially or fully and they are used with increasing popularity. There are no signs of e-cigarette sales slowing
down. We’ve seen that they are moderately effective at alleviating tobacco craving and that they can deliver
nicotine at least in habitual users anyway. Randomised controlled trials show cessation rates at least
comparable perhaps exceeding those of NIT but as yet no randomised controlled trials have explored the
second or third generation type devices. Thank you.
[Applause]
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Chair: Okay, thank you very much indeed, Lynne, for an excellent overview of the vast amount of literature in a
very fast moving evidence base. We’ll move straight on as Lynne took up her allotted time.
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3. How many people are using electronic cigarettes, who are they and what benefits
are they getting? An analysis of data from the Smoking Toolkit Study

Prof Robert West – Professor of Health Psychology & Director of Tobacco Studies, Cancer Research UK
Chair: Our next speaker this morning is Professor Robert West who is Professor of Health Psychology and
Director of Tobacco Studies at University College, London, who I think is going to give us a talk from his
Smoker’s Toolkit Data from England and a more fine grained analysis of use, so thank you, Robert.

Prof West: Thanks very much indeed. Well, I think we’ve started the day with an excellent presentation which
really summarises where we stand in the field, but it’s a very fast moving area as Lynne says, not only in the
rate at which the products are developing but also in the population level data on what people are doing and
how much they are using. So I just want to spend a few minutes talking to you about where we stand in
England, where we’ve probably got the best data in the world on this, as of this month.
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I’ll start with my declarations of competing interests. I do – my salary is covered by Cancer Research UK. I do
do research and consultancy for companies that make smoking cessation products and I’m a Trustee of QUIT
for charity.

The data I’m going to present to you is an on-going survey and we put the results up on the website which is at
the bottom of the slide every month, so if you want to update your information after this talk every month we
will keep doing that and we will keep doing that for the next three or four years at least. They are monthly
household surveys; each sample is about 1800 people of whom about 450 are smokers or recent ex-smokers
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by which I mean they have smoked in the last year. I’m going to present you data which is aggregated
quarterly since the second quarter of 2011 and the methods of this study are described in this paper by Jenny
Fiddler which is open access and is in a journal called BMC Public Health.

So, where do we stand on the actual prevalence of use of electronic cigarettes in England, and what you see is
a continued and pretty steady rise with something like 15 or 16% now of people who are last year smokers,
either current smokers who stopped in the last year and using electronic cigarettes of some form, and
approximately 10% using them daily. So you can see there is actually quite a large gap between the proportion
of people who are using them and the proportion of people who use them every day, and that’s not something
that you see with cigarettes; with cigarettes typically almost everyone who smokes in this country is a daily
smoker. That’s not true throughout the world; in America there’s quite a lot of non-daily smokers but in this
country not many.
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If we look at the amount of electronic cigarette use, you can see that the modal amount is 2 – 5 a day and it’s
slightly higher in ex-smokers, recent ex-smokers, than it is in smokers which is what you would expect because
the recent ex-smokers cigarette and an electronic cigarette. But you can see there’s actually quite a few
people in the population who are using them either weekly or less than weekly. Bear in mind that the average
daily cigarette consumption is about 12 or 13 a day in this country so the usage of e-cigarettes is considerably
lower than the use of actual cigarettes in terms of amount per day.
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If we look specifically at the use of these products while still smoking, primarily for cutting down smoking or in
situations when you are not allowed to smoke, what you can see there if you look at the green line first of all is
the steady rise that I’ve already shown in electronic cigarette use, and the blue line shows what’s happened to
licensed nicotine products for this purpose, and you can see that whereas the electronic cigarette use has gone
up quite a bit the use of licensed nicotine products hasn’t really gone down very much at all, and what that
means is that if you look at the red line that there’s now a lot more use of nicotine while still smoking to help
you cut down or in situations where you are not allowed to smoke than there has been, and this rise looks
pretty steady and is likely to continue. So what electronic cigarettes have done in this part of the market is to
grow the market.
Now this is not necessarily a bad thing; in fact, some of us think it’s a good thing because NICE recently
reported in its public health guidance that the use of licensed nicotine products for cutting down if you are not
ready to stop straightaway is actually likely to promote cessation later, so it’s a useful harm reduction
technique.

If we look at, however, the prevalence of nicotine products in recent ex-smokers which is primarily for people
wanting to stop, you see a slightly different pattern. You see the numbers are smaller and therefore you get
more of a jitter around the quarterly figures, but what you see is that electronic cigarette use has gone up
pretty markedly since 2011, currently standing at around 35% of recent ex-smokers using electronic cigarettes,
while the use of licensed nicotine products has gone down, and so the overall effect on nicotine products has
not changed very much at all.
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So if we look at that specifically in the most recent quit attempt you can see a somewhat similar pattern, so
you can see the meteoric rise of electronic cigarettes used by people trying to quit in the most recent quit
attempt last year with more than 30% of quit attempts now involving the use of electronic cigarettes. You see
that this has just overtaken nicotine replacement therapy bought over the counter which has gone down a bit,
not very much but a bit, and that drugs such as Champix and the use of behavioural support and nicotine
replacement therapy obtained on prescription has gone down significantly over that period. Now, that would
be worrying to me, I think, something we can discuss this afternoon, if it were the case, and it may well be,
that what we are seeing here is people substituting a way of stopping which may be effective but may not be
the most effective way of stopping for one that is the most effective way of stopping and has a huge evidence
base for it which is the NHS stop smoking services, which is where you get behavioural support and
medication. So we need to keep an eye on that.
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Concern has been raised about whether introducing electronic cigarettes into this market will reduce
motivation to quit smoking altogether because people think, well, I can use an electronic cigarette when I want
to do that, and that allows me to carry on smoking in situations where I’m allowed to smoke, and I’ll just mix
and match. And what you can see from this slide is that, if anything, there has been a slight increase in
motivation to quit over the period when there has been this huge rise in electronic cigarette use, so there’s no
evidence at all that electronic cigarettes being brought onto the market has undermined motivation to quit so
far. And this is shown as well with behavioural tests, the ultimate behavioural test which is whether people are
trying to quit, which has stayed roughly the same quarterly at around 15%.
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If you look annually, you actually see a significant rise in the rate at which people are trying to quit, but
aggregated quarterly it doesn’t quite show up although it is actually statistically significant, these are very large
samples.

In fact, if you look at quitting defined in terms of people who have smoked at some point in the last year but
now say that they no longer smoke we are seeing a significant increase in population rates of quitting in the
last couple of years. So if there is a problem in terms of undermining quitting, it’s not really showing it, quite
the opposite in fact.
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And then I just want to finish by looking at the prevalence of nicotine use. One of the things that I suspect is
true, I can imagine it would be true for any commercial organisation that is involved in manufacturing
cigarettes and nicotine products, is that they might want to grow the market for nicotine, for example, by
taking a bit of a hit on cigarettes but actually more than compensating for that by growing the market for the
nicotine non-cigarette nicotine devices.
In public health terms, we could have a discussion this afternoon about what the impact of that would be, but
we’re just going to start to look at it now so we’re getting effectively base line data. And what you can see is
that the prevalence of cigarette smoking over the period that we’ve been looking at it has gone down, that’s
the green line, that has actually – even in that short time period, a significant decrease. It doesn’t look like very
much but over this time period you don’t get huge decreases. If you can get a decrease in cigarette prevalence
in this country of 1% point a year then you can save in the long term 3000 lives a year, so these are not – the
numbers may be small in terms of prevalence but in terms of peoples’ lives they are quite substantial. But
what we notice is just in the last year a little bit of clear water emerging between the total prevalence of
nicotine use and the use of smoked tobacco.
So it’s possible, and we will clearly need to keep a close eye on it, that the total nicotine market may be
declining more slowly than the market for cigarettes and may even increase. As I say, this is something that
one will have to discuss in terms of the public health impact given what we know about nicotine versus
tobacco safety.

And then if we try and gauge from the data that we’re getting from the smokers and users themselves what
the total market looks like for nicotine and cigarettes, what I’ve done in this slide is take a bit of a liberty which
I need to take because whereas with cigarettes you can count the number of cigarettes per day, doesn’t tell
you necessarily how much nicotine people are taking because people are taking different amounts of nicotine
from each cigarette, but at least you can count how many cigarettes they’ve smoked a day. With e-cigarettes,
it’s more difficult because a lot of the time the e-cigarette users will use one in the whole day but that one is
equivalent to a whole day’s worth of smoking. So treat these figures with some caution.
What I’ve tried to do is to compartmentalise the electronic cigarette users, the people who are using these and
not smoking, into those who use less than on a week, those who use weekly, and those who use daily, and if
they say they use daily I’ve just counted how many they say they use a day so it’s probably an underestimate.
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But even with this very crude way of looking at it, you can see, I think, that we are beginning to see a specific
market emerging for e-cigarettes, and this may be among people who are going to use it for a relatively short
period of time by which I mean months or even possibly a few years or weeks, or it may be that we’re
beginning to see a market of long term nicotine use. It’s very early days but at least we are starting to college
the base line data.

So, where do we stand as of this month in England? An estimated one in six smokers and recent ex-smokers
use electronic cigarettes, and about one in ten use them daily. It’s now the case that almost one in three quit
attempts involves the use of an electronic cigarette and that’s quite an astounding transformation over a very
short period of time. There has been a decrease in the use of other aids to smoking cessation and particularly
prescription medications and use of behavioural support. And motivation to stop has increased slightly, it
hasn’t gone down. And the quit rates have increased. So the ultimate test here is whether people are not
smoking, that’s really the thing that matters more than anything else, and on that front the news is good. Per
capita cigarette consumption has shrunk but per capita consumption of all nicotine products appears to have
shrunk less. It has still shrunk but it has shrunk less. Thank you.
[Applause]
Chair: Thank you very much, Robert, another excellent overview of what’s going on with e-cigarette use in
England. Now, we have actually got a little bit of time before our next allocated speaker. So has anybody got
any questions for Robert based on what you’ve just heard? I think – I hope we’ve got some roving
microphones… have we got any roving microphones? I saw somebody here with a hand up and then
somebody over there.
Clive Bates: Robert, Clive Bates. Is it right to talk about the use of e-cigarettes as quit attempts using the
language of smoking cessation and giving up and everything? Isn’t it a completely different behaviour in which
people are substituting the experience of using an e-cigarette for smoking and doing something rather
different?
Prof West: I think time will tell and that must be true for at least some people who are using e-cigarettes, but
the data at the moment on people who are using e-cigarettes is that overwhelmingly they are using them to
stop smoking. Now, one can use all sorts of different terms to describe the experience and, of course, being a
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dyed in the wool smoking cessation researcher I revert to the terminology that I’m used to. I’m perfectly happy
for people to use a different terminology like substituting or taking up some other behaviour, and we’ll see
how it goes. If I read into your question a slight concern that my medical model of this and public health model
may in some way dampen down the market for what may be a huge public health boom. I think that the
evidence so far suggests that people don’t care what I think.
[Laughter]
Chair: Okay, just a reminder please to say where you are from. Clive is actually on the programme and he is a
public health commentator down here.
Riccardo Polosa: University of Catania, Italy: I do care what you are saying, Robert. I think trying to bring
together your talk and Lynne’s talk would be very interesting to try in the sector to what kind of e-cigarette
usage is in your data. So there’s a plea to try and include in your questionnaires whether you’re using sort of
different cessations for cigalikes versus second generation, because the picture will change dramatically, and
many vapers in the room will know that.
Prof West: It will, and we do have other data from a study that Ann is leading on and Jamie Brown, and
hopefully there will be a paper published soon on this, looking at the types of brands that are currently being
used, and the dominant brand from the smoker’s perspective that we are hearing is E-Lites at the moment
which is I think you would consider a first generation product.
Chair: That was November last year.
Prof West: That was November last year. We’ve got another one coming out – being done this year.
Chair: Yes, in the field very soon.
Sue Wilson: Thanks very much. Sue Wilson, University of Birmingham. I think my question really follows on
from the first comment that I think it’s difficult to talk about people who use electronic cigarettes as one
complete group, and there are people, as you say, who want to use them to quit smoking cigarettes but it’s
potentially that there’s a much larger group of people who didn’t want to give up smoking but have
substituted using an electronic cigarette for smoking, and that group have got no intention of ever stopping
using the electronic cigarette, and that’s why potentially you’ll see the use of nicotine stays stable or not fall as
much as actual smoking.
Prof West: I think that may happen in the future and clearly there is – that group does exist in the population
at the moment, but we do ask what lead you to start using an electronic cigarette in the first place and I think
from Ann’s and Jamie’s study it was about 85% said that it was to stop smoking. Of course, the way you’ve
phrased the question can make a difference so I completely agree that a deeper exploration of what is going
on would be helpful and things may change in the future.
Chair: I can see one more question and then we’ll move on, just here at the front, thank you.
A Coghlan: Andy Coghlan, New Scientist. What evidence has there been so far or comparing e-cigarettes with
the patches and nicotine chewing gum and so on that are already cleared as products as quitting aids, what
sort of comparisons are we getting there? Are e-cigarettes as good or better than those?
Prof West: Well, I don’t know if you were here for – you might not have been here for Lynne’s talk earlier,
because Lynne described there are a couple of randomised trials. Do you want to just say something, Lynne?
Dr Dawkins: Yes, I don’t know if you heard my talk, Chris Bullen’s study in New Zealand was a large
randomised controlled trial of over 600 smokers who were allocated to either the 21mg nicotine patch or a
nicotine or a placebo cigarette. The quit rates at six months were fairly similar, slightly higher but not
statistically higher, in the nicotine e-cigarette group compared to the patch.
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Prof West: I should say to add to that, Clive will probably say it later on, there is an issue about whether our
classic randomised control trial methodology is going to work very well – serve us very well in this field, and
partly because of the reasons that Lynne talked about which were that by the time you’ve finished your RCT,
got the funding and so on, you are testing an outmoded product. but also, and this is something that I think is
increasingly true for a lot of the things that I have to deal with, you are not – it’s not like a pill where you’ve
got one thing and you can randomly allocate people who don’t care whether they get the pill or the placebo or
they’d probably rather get the pill, some would rather get the placebo… It’s very, very difficult.
I think we’re going to have to rely more and more on real world type studies, quasi experimental studies and
the sort of things that we do with the Smoking Toolkit Study which is to look at a population level as to
whether people using these things are more likely to stop. You can’t fully control for all the confounders but
you can do quite a job, and you can test that methodology. And we will be reporting early next year on our
findings relating to whether using that methodology e-cigarettes are shaping up well or badly, so you’ll have to
watch this space.
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4.

Nicotine safety in the context of e-cigarette use and tobacco dependence

Dr Jacques Le Houezec – Consultant in Public Health, Tobacco dependence. Amzer Glas, Rennes, France
Chair: It gives me great pleasure to introduce Dr Jacques Le Houezec who
is a Consultant in Public Health and Tobacco Dependence in Rennes in France.
Jacques is going to be speaking about nicotine safety in the context of e-cigarette
use and tobacco dependence.
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Dr Jacques: Thank you, Ann. Good morning everybody. Starting with my disclosure.
I’m a Consultant but I’ve been in this field, trained as a neuroscientist, working on
nicotine for 30 years now.

I would like to first of all pay a tribute to someone who paved
the way to all of us I think and was a great source of inspiration for my own work,
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and it’s Michael Russell, and Michael Russell had visionary points a long time
ago about what nicotine was and why people were smoking. I’m sure in this
citation that I usually place everywhere I can because it’s so true, that what we
need is something that will replace tobacco smoking. I’m sure he would be very
pleased to see what is going on these days.

So, people are smoking for nicotine. This study showed clearly more than ten
years ago that people were getting the nicotine they need from cigarettes,
whatever type of cigarette it was. People are able to take from 1mg to 3mg of
nicotine from each cigarette but on average they will take something around 1mg.
They can do that because they can change the way they inhale the smoke, they
can take larger puffs, keep it longer in the lungs, and smoke more frequently. If
they need they can take up to 3mg of nicotine or even more. And by doing this
actually when you change the way you take nicotine you can also modify the
effects of what you get from a cigarette. If you are a smoker, if you were a
smoker, you can remember that you can do what you want if you want to relax or
if you want to stimulate yourself, you can use the same drug. But this study also
clearly demonstrated that there was no such thing as a light cigarette.
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Another illustration of the self-titration phenomenon, smokers are able to selftitrate the nicotine from smoke, is this study from Neal Benowitz where smokers
of about 30 cigarettes a day were put on patches. There were four different
levels; 0mg, 21mg, 42mg or 63mg of nicotine, and they wear the patch for a week
and they are still able to smoke. Even with 63mg of nicotine on board from the
patch, they were still smoking about 12 cigarettes per day. However, if you look
at the table here, you can see that they adapted the way they were smoking, and
when they had 63mg of nicotine every day from the patch the nicotine they took
from each cigarette was reduced. And you can also see it here on the other graph reflecting the inhalation of
carbon monoxide and you can see that when they had 63mg of nicotine on board they were puffing less, their
CO levels were down. So clearly showing again that people can adapt and self-titrate nicotine. So, this also is
important in terms of e-cigarette use. There is no concern to have about overdosing with nicotine. The first
sign of overdosing is nausea and every smoker knows about it. So there is no problem with this.
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The strengths of the dependence to cigarettes are due to the inhalation process,
the fact of inhaling smoke in the lungs. Inhalation brings nicotine very fast to the
brain in ten to fifteen seconds and that’s faster than an intravenous injection. And
this is the key of the addictive effect of cigarettes and problems, because makes
them more addictive than other forms of puff tobacco use or pure nicotine use.
And this is because it creates a disequilibrium between the
arterial levels of nicotine which, in a way, represent what is going on in the brain
and the venous levels or peripheral levels. With cigarettes, you have this
huge difference between the arterial levels and the venous levels here in blue,
and that’s explained partly why the nicotine has an effect on the brain and why
when you use a slower absorption product like NRT you never get this figure
because the absorption is too slow to create these disequilibrium, so the nicotine
blood levels are homogenised and you don’t get the hit from the nicotine.
On this graph which I took from Lynne’s recent paper, you see that e-cigarettes
can deliver effective nicotine concentrations. What we don’t know yet is what is
going on at the arterial level, but what we can imagine from the data that we have
is that probably e-cigarettes are somewhere between cigarettes and NRT’s,
probably that could also explain why some smokers will find it more effective to
quit smoking than NRT.
So, tobacco dependence is certainly more complex than just nicotine
dependence or nicotine addiction. There’s more than nicotine in tobacco;
nicotine is only one among seven thousand chemical substances in the smoke,
so clearly there are other products in the smoke or in the tobacco that participate
to the dependence process. A recent paper, a couple of recent papers actually,
show that when you use particular matter extract from tobacco and particularly
from roll your own tobacco, you give rats more incentive to press on a bar than
when you give them even cigarette extract or pure nicotine. So that’s something
very interesting. This is new, and it really points out that there are other products.
We know already there are monoamine oxidase inhibitors like norharmane, harman and norharmane, and
acetaldehyde, you have, and probably other substances.
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And the other study from the same group also showed that when you give mecamylamine
which is an antagonist to nicotine effects you actually see that comparing nicotine
self-administration and tobacco extract actually mecamylamine counteract the
nicotine effect, but not fully the tobacco extract. So probably showing that there
are other than the nicotinic system involved in the process which we know, but new
studies are always interesting to learn more.
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So, why do people smoke? Well, they smoke for nicotine but probably not only for nicotine. Vapers, they vape
for pure nicotine. There is no combustible product in their product, but there’s still some impurities because
the nicotine used in e-liquids is the same nicotine as the nicotine used in NRT’s, it’s just an extraction from
tobacco because it’s much cheaper and easier to just extract nicotine from tobacco than to synthesise it. And if
you synthesis it, you obtain an racemic compound with both L and R nicotine while we know that the only the
L nicotine is active, and only L nicotine is present in tobacco, so it’s easier and cheaper to use nicotine. But,
there are still some impurities even if you use the pharmaceutical grade nicotine; there is always something.
So, is it safe in the end? Is it less addictive than tobacco since we’ve seen that nicotine is only part of the
game?

Another concern is about the safety, and recently I was really pleased because this is something I’ve been
looking for for years. I spent two years with Neal Benowitz working on nicotine and he is certainly an expert on
nicotine safety. I’ve always seen this reference to the lethal dose of nicotine somewhere between 30 and
60mg, and we couldn’t believe that because we’ve seen reports, case reports, of accidental or voluntary
poisoning, and realised that because of very specific pharmacology of nicotine it was barely understandable
that such a low dose would kill somebody. But we’ve been looking for years for the sources of this and as
Bernd Mayer who just published a short paper here a couple of weeks ago showed it was like a circular
reference and everybody was citing the same reference without really looking at what was in there, and there
was nothing except going around, you know.
And, actually, he looked at the whole literature even in German and so on and from that this is probably
coming from one hundred years ago, people trying to swallow nicotine themselves and find out what were the
effects. But it was not really based on even animal research.
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So, if we agree with the 60mg dose, lethal dose, it will give LD 50 which means a dose that will kill half of the
animals or humans whom you will feed them with, that will give you an LD50 of 0.8mg per kilogram, which is
not in accordance with what we know from mice or rats which have held LD50 much higher. So, taking the
problem in reverse mode, if you smoke a cigarette and you take about 2mg of nicotine from the cigarette, that
will give rise to a plasma concentration, arterial plasma concentration, of about 13 nanograms per mil. A
smoker will have usually a plateau level of nicotine during the day between 30 and 40/50 nanograms per mil.
Based on the oral bio-availability of nicotine which is very low because when you swallow nicotine it enters
your stomach where there’s a very low PH and nicotine needs a high PH to be well absorbed, so partly because
of that and partly because of the first path metabolism nicotine is metabolised by the liver at the first passage
at least at 70%, and this assumes 80%. Based on this, an oral dose of 60mg would give rise to a plasma level of
about 180 nanograms per ml which is high but not that much.
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But several reports have shown that people having much higher doses and a couple of recent ones from
Denmark showing that a woman took about 1500mg of nicotine, and there was no fatal issue. So based on all
this literature, Ben Meier took the assumption that a very conservative limit of lethal dose would be about
2mg per mil in the blood which is about 4mg per mil in plasma which is half of the total blood volume. And this
would actually give us a lethal dose which is at least 20 fold higher than the one we’ve heard for a hundred
years. So, no, nicotine is not as dangerous as we’ve seen in all toxicology textbooks and so on, and smokers
and vapers actually know exactly how to use it. There’s no problem that nicotine should be handled with care
but there’s also no need to overestimate the effects of pure nicotine.
So, based on this, we can say that the lower limit is not 60mg but probably something between 500 and
1000mg, and that’s still a conservative proposition. And that will give an LD50 then of something between 6
and 13mg per kilogram. Even from the literature, we know that nicotine poisoning is rarely fatal. Even in
children. There were a few reports here showing that here in ten cases of children who ingested tobacco the
dose ingested when it was up to 1mg per kilogram actually didn’t give much of an effect except, well, the first
symptom is nausea and then vomiting is coming next. And taking it up to 6mg per kilogram which is the lower
limit of what I just showed for the LD50 obviously gives strong symptoms but in all cases within five days
children recovered with no complications. It’s very often seen in adults.
We can go over this. There is one death report from a two year old kid from Israel. We saw it in the news, I
think it was The Times from Israel, but actually we never heard afterwards if it was really due to the e-liquid
she was supposed to have swallowed. So if anybody knows the following of this I am happy to hear about it,
but I don’t know personally, and I don’t think there are any other cases reported.
If I… yeah. I remember when I started to look at nicotine and working with Neal Benowitz I read a fascinating
book on how shamans from South America were using tobacco and get nicotine intoxication up to the fact that
– they were trained from their young age to take tobacco, tobacco extract, from anywhere in the body even
eye drops, I won’t say much more. And they get huge tolerance to nicotine and they could take large, large,
large amounts of nicotine up to the fact that they would use it in religious ceremonies. They get intoxicated at
the point they look dead, but because nicotine is eliminated very rapidly, the half-life of nicotine is two hours,
so after a night like every smoker will have no nicotine in his or her blood. These shamans were going back to
life. You can imagine the power they had.They were using the power of nicotine.
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Now, since we are talking about inhaling nicotine with e-cigarettes, what is the safety concern of inhaling
nicotine, pure nicotine, because we don’t know that? We know for sure that inhaling tobacco smoke is
dangerous but we don’t know about pure nicotine. This is just reporting that a study that used rats who were
exposed to inhale nicotine five days a week for twenty hours a day at least for two years, which is like a long
life for a rat. They couldn’t find any effect, any health problems, due to inhalation of pure nicotine. I think this
is quite reassuring. The only effect they found which we found in tobacco smoking is that the body weight of
the rats were lower.
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Some concerns were raised because specific nitrosamines from tobacco, a cancer causing substance, can in
certain conditions be formed from no nicotine inthe body. But this alkaloid, nornicotine, is usually coming with
nicotine, it’s just because of the extraction process. But, also, it was recently shown that apparently some
NNN, some nitrosamine, could be transformed in the saliva of smokers, so that could be a concern. This effect
is very small and we don’t know, it has not been shown in humans or in animals that it can cause cancer in the
long term. We are exposed, everybody, not only smokers, even non-smokers, we are all exposed to cancer
causing substances at various doses and low doses, and low doses exposition is not always causing health
problems, we know from other substances. In terms of toxicity, the dose and the longer the length of the
exposure are key factors.
One other reassuring stuff is coming from the snus use in Sweden. It has been shown that there is no evidence
of an increased cancer risk with snus except for pancreatic cancer but this is also I think because snus is a
tobacco product, it’s not pure nicotine.

Since I need to move forward, we have seen also that in the vapour of e-cigarette, that also needs to be
replicated, it needs to be followed because the products are evolving, but at least even if there are toxic
substances in the vapour of e-cigarettes they are considerably lower levels than in tobacco smoke, so there is
no doubt that tobacco smoking is really dangerous and in e-cigarette vapours is much, much less and
considerably less dangerous.
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The last question is is this less addictive because, as I said, tobacco dependence is nicotine but not only
nicotine? What’s going on if you use only nicotine? Is the dependence process the same? Is it less addictive?
What we see from certain studies, I know Jean-François is not agreeing fully on this, but I’ve seen it also.
It seems that with time e-cigarette users tend to use lower levels of nicotine. Is it because of a reduction of
dependence or is it because they get better at extracting nicotine from the product they have? It could be
both. But it seems in any way that e-cigarette users feel less dependent with their e-cigarette liquids than they
were with their tobacco cigarettes, and they can forget about it more often than they would have done with
cigarettes.
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So, in conclusion, yes, people smoke for nicotine but probably not only for nicotine. They know how to use it,
they know to self-titrate, there is no concern of overdosing with nicotine in e-cigarette users. The lethal dose,
well, there is a semantic problem here, the lethal dose has been set too low. It’s certainly at least twenty times
higher than we all learn about. Long term use of pure nicotine has not been shown to pose health problems,
and if there’s any health risk left they are very small. So pure nicotine seems maybe less addictive when used
in e-cigarettes but the main message is that it is considerably less harmful. Thank you.
[Applause]
Chair: Okay, thank you very much, Jacques, that was a very thoughtful and fascinating overview of nicotine
safety and I’m sure that has raised some questions, particularly around debunking some of the myths about
nicotine safety. In the interests of time we’re going to move straight on. There will be time at the end of this
next presentation for questions and answers.

5.

Do electronic cigarettes pose health risks to users?

Dr Konstantinos Farsalinos – Researcher, Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, University Hospital
Gathuisberg
Dr Farsalinos: Thank you very much, ladies and gentleman, thank you very much for the invitation. My
disclosures I don’t have a slide. I have been the main researcher in some studies in which the institution has
received funds from EC delegate companies, but no compensation was provided to the researchers.
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I have never been funded by the tobacco industry or the pharmaceutical industry.

We know that e-cigarettes are new in the market. They have been developed because of the inefficiency of
currently approved medications in supporting cessation with very low success rates, as we know. They are
currently used by millions of people around the way usually of a young age around 40 years old. They provide
nicotine but, at the same time, they are dealing with the behavioural addiction. They have no tobacco, no
combustion, as also Lynne said, and they should be regulated in my opinion but based on scientific evidence.
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The studies concerning the safety of use can be divided into laboratory and clinical. We are starting with
laboratory with chemical studies which are the most commonly performed and most easily to be performed.
For example, in Greece, in two university laboratories there have been more than 300 analyses for the
presence of TSNAs, Tobacco Specific Nitrosamines. They provide, however, indirect evidence on safety
because the findings depend on what you are searching for. You can’t search for everything that is present
there. We have the issue of flavourings which are generally regarded as safe but for food use, and we don’t
know of their implications when inhaled and we have an example of diacetyl which is perfectly safe when
ingested but when inhaled it can, in rare cases, lead to the development of bronchiolitis obliterans.
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Chemical studies, one of the first reviews by Cahn and Siegel published in 2011 saw that concerning tobacco
specific nitrosamines electronic cigarettes were similar to currently approved nicotine replacement therapies,
oth the Nicorette gum and patch. You can see that tobacco products have much higher levels of nitrosamines.

Another study by a Korean group in South Korea which evaluated 105 samples of e-liquids. They found on
average the total number was around 13 nanograms per millilitre or micrograms per litre which is in fact 76 to
142 times lower in daily exposure compared to just one tobacco cigarette, according to the literature.
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The study by Goniewicz, which I think was also shown by Jacques before, he tested twelve different e-cigarette
samples in 150 puffs. He found several toxic chemicals like formaldehyde, acrolein, some tobacco specific
nitrosamines were found although not in all samples, and some heavy metals.

The problem with such studies is, as you can see, and as Lynne said, there is a huge variety of variability and
variety of devices available in the market, and, as you can see, different batteries, different atomisers,
different cartomisers, which means that they have different abilities, the amount of liquid inside is different.
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However, in this study, every device was handled by the same way. In every case, two second puffs every ten
seconds which is, in fact, quite unrealistic. And this is important because you can very easily overheat the
device and leads to the production of toxic chemicals. Despite all these limitations, you can see, as Jacques
also showed, that there is a huge difference between cigarette smoke and e-cigarette vapour in their release
of toxic chemicals.

Another study by the group of the University of California found some heavy metals in electronic cigarettes.
We are expecting to see heavy metals because it’s a metallic structure, in fact. The levels were not so high. In
some cases, they were higher than the cigarette; the tobacco cigarette is not a metal structure so you expect
that. The levels were not that dangerous but it shows that we need more studies on e–cigarette materials
which is, in fact, an area in which almost no research has been performed.
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Concerning passive vaping from chemical studies, there was a study by a German group published this year,
they found that for most of the emissions they tested they did not find anything. The levels emitted from the
e-cigarette were below the levels of detection.

They found a very small amount of formaldehyde which they said – that was interesting. They found the
formaldehyde was increasing even before the e-cigarette was used. So this is where the time when the
participants, the volunteers, entered the room, it was an eight cubic metre room, so formaldehyde levels
started to elevate even at that point. And even when the e-cigarette was used, there was no further elevation,
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so the authors concluded that the formaldehyde that was measured was probably from the exhaled breath
that was coming from the metabolism of the volunteer, not from the e-cigarette use. And this is the peak after
smoking one conventional cigarette.

We have done a study in Italy in a realistic setting. It was in a hotel room. We asked five vapers to vape freely
for five hours. On another day, we asked five smokers to smoke ad lib for five hours. We measured several
components, total organic carbon, huge differences between e-cigarette use and tobacco cigarette use.
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For most samples we didn’t find anything, zero means below the level of detection. Meant that while for
traditional cigarette several toxic chemicals were emitted.

Concerning toxicology studies which, in my opinion, are much more important because they give you the end
result of use, the first study that was published was by the University of California in a great sample of eliquids. However, the main problem of the study was that they tested the liquids in their original liquid form.
You know that with e-cigarettes we don’t drink the liquid, we don’t use it in liquid form, and the evaporation
process is quite a complexprocess, it’s not that simple.
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Our study that was published this year in 21 samples and also compared with the same methodology and
protocol of cigarette smoke, you can see that even in this protocol which is a protocol that is used to get
approval for medicinal devices or products, it is a relevant protocol.

If the viability rate is lower than 70% this is considered according to the ISO protocol as toxic. So, for cigarette
smoke, we could see cytotoxicity even when the original extract was diluted to four times, and only at 1 to 8
dilution it was not considered toxic. For the electronic cigarette samples, we could find only coffee that was
slightly cytotoxic toxic only in the undiluted extract, and all the other samples were in fact above the level
considered cytotoxic. The relative difference was up to eight times in survival between the difference between
tobacco smoke and cigarette smoke.
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And, in our latest study, for the first time we used what Lynne said called mods, the mod device, modified
devices, variable voltage device, we used – we compared the second generation device with a variable voltage
device at higher levels of energy delivered to the atomiser at approximately nine watts using the same
protocol, the same standardised protocol.

And, of course, once again we found that cigarette smoke was quite cytotoxic in cardiomyoblasts. We found
three e-cigarette liquids that were cytotoxic even when the extracts were diluted to 50%, and I have to say
that these liquids are made by using tobacco leaves in a stepping process leaving them into a mixture of
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propylene glycol and glycerol for several days, so these are – only four of the samples were produced using
this process. Three of them were cytotoxic. And we found marginally cytotoxic the cinnamon flavour from
another e-liquid.

These are some examples of the cells under the microscope. The cells untreated which means that they were
cultivated with clear cell medium, the cells treated with e-cigarette vapour, one of the previous samples, and
you can see the difference of the cells treated with cigarette smoke extract.
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Lately, one week ago, a study was published, online first, it is currently available but it is uncorrected proof,
about cinnamon toxicity in liquids. Once again, it’s the same group from the University of California that did
the previous study I showed. Once again, they tested the liquids in liquid sample. This is more relevant to food
use rather than to electronic cigarette use and there are many reasons for that, but unfortunately I don’t have
the time to explain to you.
Another problem is that – yes, I have a lot of slides! Another interesting point is that they found that the main
component of cinnamon flavour was cinnamaldehyde which is a well-known substance and is approved for use
in food, and they found in the cells they tested that it was toxic at a level of 10 to minus 4 moles per kilogram
or per litre, which is strange because the currently approved and tested cinnamaldehyde dose is up to
4 times 10 to minus 2 moles per litre, which means that the currently approved dose of cinnamaldehyde for
use in food is 400 times higher than the amount found toxic in their study. Interesting results. I think they
deserve a letter to the editor.

Now, clinical studies. The main issue, the main problem, the most important thing which unfortunately we
cannot do. We cannot perform any long term studies yet. First of all, we cannot randomise a group of nonsmokers into smoking or electronic cigarette use, so this is in fact – this cannot be done. But, in general, we
cannot have long term data from use because it’s a relatively new product because the electronic cigarette
users are young, so they have a low prevalence of disease at this age, so we need a huge number of
participants, follow them up for several years in order to have any valid clinical data concerning health related
issues from long term use.
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So we must rely on studies concerning the pathophysiology of smoking disease, the immediate effects of use,
and some short-term follow-up surveys or population studies. As Jacques said previously, nicotine levels will
unlikely cause harm unless someone wants to commit suicide and will drink it. He cannot get any kind of
overdose of using the liquid in electronic cigarette.

The levels of nicotine absorption are lower compared to smoking. I think we should make the products more
efficient, I mean deliver more nicotine and faster, the nicotine to the user. As Jacques previously showed,
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there is a trend for electronic cigarette users to gradually reduce their nicotine intake, but still they initiate use
with other high levels.

Clinical studies, acute effects of lung function, a study from a Greek research group, found that some
parameters of airway resistance were elevated after use of electronic cigarette, and nitric oxide was also
elevated after electronic cigarette use.
They did not do any similar study with cigarette smoke to show us what’s going on and make the comparison.
We know, and a lot of lung physicians will tell you, that short-term mechanical irritation may be the cause for
some short-term elevation in pulmonary resistance, and we are not sure if this means that there may be any
health-related issues in the long-term. We know from data from surveys that at the initiation of the e-cigarette
use, users report some cough as an initial symptom, but in general they feel much better afterwards.
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Here is another study by another Greek research group in which there was a comparison between tobacco and
e-cigarette use, both active use and passive use, and they found that only after tobacco use there was an
elevation in airway resistance, while no statistically significant difference was observed after electronic
cigarette use in a group of smokers.
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Our study, presented last year in the European Society of Cardiology Annual Meeting in Munich, Germany, 42
participants, half were smokers, half were electronic cigarette users, we use the medium level of nicotine
concentration, 11mg per millilitre, that’s why we found some lower elevation in blood pressure with
electronic cigarette use compared to smokers, and also lower difference in heart rate compared to baseline.
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Anyway, I will proceed first. We found that four parameters of the systolic function
were adversely affected by electronic cigarette use, sorry, by tobacco cigarette use,
but were not affected by electronic cigarette use.

Our latest study which was presented two months ago in this year’s Annual Congress of the European Society
of Cardiology, we measured, this is the left anterior descending coronary artery as you can see it from
ultrasound, and we measured the coronary flow velocity reserve, it is the maximal ability of the coronary
artery to deliver blood to the myocardial, and the resistance index which is the resistance to the blood flow.
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Here is what happened to smokers after they smoked tobacco cigarette.
Their flow velocity reserve decreased by 16% and their resistance to flow was increased by 19%.

The same group of smokers after using the electronic cigarette on another day there was no difference both in
the flow velocity reserve and resistance index. While the e-cigarette users who tested only the e-cigarettes, it
was unethical to give them a tobacco cigarette, all of them were former smokers, they had quit smoking with
the user of the e-cigarette, there was no difference between baseline, baseline was eight hours at least
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without smoking or without electronic cigarette use, and post e-cigarette use. We also measured blood
carboxyhemoglobin level for in venous blood and we saw that even at baseline smokers although they were
eight hours without smoking they had quite high levels of carbon monoxide in blood. We know that they need
atleast 48 hours for carbon monoxide to go to low levels.

On the contrary e-cigarette users had almost normal levels, almost what you find in non-smokers,
and there was no difference after use of the electronic cigarette.
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In smokers there was an elevation after using the tobacco cigarette but no elevation
after using the electronic cigarette.

We have more to come from our group, we are going to present a study in EuroEcho next month about the
effects of the e-cigarette compared to tobacco cigarette on aortic elasticity. For next year we have the results
of the pulse wave velocity which is a measurement of the stiffness of the big arteries, and we feel that we
should always compare with tobacco cigarettes because e-cigarette is a product for smokers and only for
smokers, as a method to either reduce or completely substitute smoking or quit smoking as Professor West
said. We’re not going to play with words. They should be used for people to quit smoking. So what we need to
know.
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Of course, as we said, long-term studies are very difficult to perform right now but we can make some shorterterm studies or as I said, measure the pathophysiological mechanisms of disease, for example measure
inflammatory markers, but we know that even in these cases smoking cessation does not lead to any
improvement in these parameters in the short-term. For example C-reactive protein, which is a measure of
inflammatory stress of the organism, takes more than five or six years to be reduced in smokers after they quit
smoking.
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So in conclusion, that was quite fast, although there are several chemical studies, few of them are performed
in vapour which is the most important but of course chemical studies of liquid are the easiest to perform.
There is a need for more toxicology studies because I think they give more information compared to chemical
studies. We have to perform studies on materials of the device and mostly I’m talking about the atomiser, we
know about batteries, they are just lithium batteries, but for atomiser materials the atomiser is the place
where the liquid is stored and where the operation process takes place.
A very important factor, especially in laboratory studies, is that the design of the protocol and the handling of
the device, the puff duration, the inter puff interval, whether you have overheating or not, are extremely
crucial factors in getting results that are applicable to real use, because you must know that electronic
cigarette users can understand from the taste when the device is overheated. In the laboratory setting you
cannot understand that, there is no way to measure that.
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Clinical studies as I said are scarce and we need some more but long-term studies are impossible. However I
can say that based on currently available data it is quite reasonable although not proven to expect that there
will be a significant benefit for the health of smokers who switch from tobacco to e-cigarette use even
in long-term e-cigarette use, and research will help us define the best possible materials in e-liquids and
devices, but we should be careful not to kill the variability and the innovation of this product. Thank you very
much.
(Applause)

Chair: Wow, thank you very much, Konstantinos. That was a massive amount of material you covered there,
and it’s possible that in the questions we might want you to just go over one or two of those slides in a bit
more detail. We could take any direct questions now for Konstantinos, we’ve got five minutes before we open
up the floor to all the speakers, so one over here.
Claus: Hi, I’m Claus Hecking from Capital Business Magazine in Germany. You were so quick, just a very
practical question, could you just provide us your slides, please, also?
Konstantinos: Yeah, sure.
Klaus: Okay, thanks.
Liam: Konstantinos. Liam Humberstone from Totally Wicked Eliquid. Hi. Has any work been done on the
irritant effects of propylene glycol used as a diluent within the e-liquids?
Konstantinos: Yes. This is a main issue that has been discussed over the news media or between the
researchers, but we have data back to 1947. There were some studies by Professor Robertson from the United
States because at that time they wanted to test whether propylene glycol vapour can be used as a disinfectant
of the air of the hospitals. So in fact they performed a long-term study in experimental animals, in monkeys,
for 16 months, they exposed the animals to an atmosphere fully saturated with propylene glycol in vapour
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form for 24 hours per day, and they found absolutely no change in any organ or body system after sacrificing
the animals and doing histological analysis of all the organs. This is the greatest evidence we know concerning
propylene glycol, they are dated back to 1947, and it showed that at least in the animals in primates there was
no problem after 16 months of use. In humans we have evidence from the theatrical fog which is propylene
glycol which in fact is even worse than electronic cigarette because it’s heated at much higher boiling
temperature and it’s not pharma grade propylene glycol, and there is some irritation but no long-term damage
in people like actors who are exposed long-term in theatrical fog.
Liam: Yeah, it does appear to me that people using electronic cigarettes will occasionally get a reaction when
they first start using them, but then that settles down in time.
Konstantinos: Yes. Dry mouth and some throat irritation is the most common side effect that is reported by
the electronic cigarette users, and this is mainly due to propylene glycol.
Liam: Thank you.
Riccardo: Riccardo Polosa from Italy again. Konstantinos, very nice talk, very quick as usual. I just want to open
a little debate about the cell toxicity studies. I don’t really understand what they mean because in my long
experience in the lab I understand the scientists they just pick the cell lines that provide the best answers. In
simple terms, if you use immortalised cell lines these are commonly more resistant to any injuries whereas the
primary human cell lines are more likely to respond. The simple question would be, in relation to the toxicity
study with cinnamon which has been recently published do you know what cell lines they’ve used?
Konstantinos: Yes. They used the human embryonic stem cells, I don’t know the relevance of that concerning
electronic cigarette use, and they used human pulmonary fibroblast which is quite relevant. In fact they found
that human pulmonary fibroblast were less sensitive to the effects of cinnamon compared to the embryonic
stem cells, but in any case, none of these cells come in contact with the liquid in liquid form. The main issue of
this study was that they used the liquid in liquid form. I’ll tell you an example why this is quite different from
using vapour. What is commonly used as a mixture in e-liquid is 90% glycerol, 10% distilled water solution. This
has an evaporation temperature of 138 degrees Celsius. Cinnamaldehyde, which is the main component of the
cinnamon flavour, has an evaporation temperature of 250 degrees. So when you have a mixture that supplies
the wick and you apply then the energy to the resistance, the most volatile substances will be the propylene
glycol and less cinnamaldehyde because it has a higher temperature. So the contents of the vapour will be
quite different from the liquid. We expect much more glycerol, propylene glycol and water to be in the vapour
and much less flavouring.
That is why if you ask every vaper he will tell you that there is a significant discolouration of the wick material
when he is using flavours, because most of them are oily substances or substances which have a high
evaporation temperature, and they are not evaporated from e-cigarette use at the same level at which they
are present in the liquid.
Another problem for which I don't know if authors were either misinformed or are uninformed. I found out
they reported in their study that between samples they tested eight cinnamon flavoured liquid samples. They
said that between samples the levels of cinnamaldehyde differed by up to 100 times the amount of
cinnamaldehyde in liquid. So I did the research on the internet and the websites and I found that four of the
eight samples were not refill liquids, they were concentrated flavours. And I even contacted the companies
themselves and they informed that they have never produced any refill liquids with this name, and these are
concentrated flavours.
You have to understand that there are in the market a lot of companies who are provided concentrated
flavours that must be diluted to 3 - 5% in a mixture of glycerol or propylene glycol and nicotine before being
used. But the authors, surprisingly they refer to all their samples as refill liquids which is not the case. So even
in that case you expect it’s even less relevant to e-cigarette use because you don't use this liquid as it is, you
have to dilute it and then produce vapour from that.
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Chair: Thank you very much, Konstantinos, for that very fully explanation of that and
clarifying it for us.
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6.

Are e-cigarettes safe? Open floor questions and answers.
Chair: Prof Ann McNeill

Chair: What I’d like to do now is invite the speakers back up here to the front, please. So Robert, Lynne,
Jacques, Konstantinos, if you want to sit here at the front. So now is an opportunity to ask any questions about
what you’ve heard during the course of this session. Again, just as a reminder please, name and where you’re
from, and if you want to direct your question at a particular panellist then please do say so. Thank you.
Robin Ward: Robin Ward from Alchem International. The question I have is there’s been a lot of talk about the
variability in the various devices that have been used and the potential problems of various flavourings. What
I’m not hearing is that there seems to be any consideration that there are lots of different qualities of nicotine
on the market. In particular there was a US FDA study which showed that nicotines from various sources had
great variability in the levels of potential carcinogens. Has the panel any comment on this?
Dr Farsalinos: Yes, I have a comment on that. This is not the case, what happened with the FDA. It was not a
matter of nicotine quality. First of all you must know that pharmaceutical grade nicotine is 99% nicotine, which
means that there is 1% of impurities. These impurities concern tobacco or whole tobacco alkaloids at very low
levels and some heavy metals, maybe waters, but they are present. Now, the FDA did the study in 2009, I
suppose this is what you are referring to, yes? On products that are currently not in the market. They said that
they found toxic chemicals. They never reported at which levels and after that came the study from Cahn and
Siegel who showed that the levels are at the same amount compared to nicotine replacement therapies.
The FDA has not yet commented on their study that for example they discussed about diethylene glycol. It was
present. It was an impurity from propylene glycol, probably bad quality propylene glycol. In one of the 16
samples they tested, the levels were not toxic and would not cause any problem to anyone if you used that
liquid. The FDA study found toxic substances. Yes, we know that formaldehyde is toxic, acrolene is toxic.
Everything can be toxic depending on the quantity. That’s why in such a discussion we have to enter into the
equation what’s happening with a tobacco cigarette. So nitrosamines are toxic. Even the levels present in
electronic cigarette but the levels present in an electronic cigarette are 1000 times less than in tobacco. So we
have to say that. It’s not just talking about electronic cigarette as if we are comparing it with atmospheric air or
with oxygen, we have to enter into the discussion what is going on with a tobacco cigarette and then the user
can understand the impact from using one or the other, because it’s a question between the two. We never
say that electronic cigarettes should be used by the non-smoker. We’ll never say that it is a new habit for the
whole society to adopt. I mean we must be clear on that. It’s only for the smoker.
Chair: Thank you. Would anybody else like to contribute from the floor? No? Okay, thank you.
Robin Ward: If I could just come back on that slightly. The USP and the EP were developed for controlled
dosage forms of which electronic cigarette is not. So I have a little bit of a vested interest in this area, but for
me I think we should be looking above USP and EP for electronic cigarettes.
Chair: Good point. Thank you. I saw this person next.
Tony Price: Tony Price. Volcano E-cigarettes Europe. I understand anecdotally that nicotine can have a
medically beneficial effect, especially perhaps for intestinal problems, so I guess a question for Jacques. Is
there actually any evidence of the beneficial effects of nicotine?
Dr Le Houezec: Yes, there are studies, and particularly, I mean Nicotine receptors are all over the body and
they are all over the brain and they interact with all the neurotransmitter systems. So you can imagine that
nicotine can help in many aspects. And I have been very much arguing for that for many years. I participated in
a small
pilot study for example in Parkinson’s disease, and we found out that actually smoking protects in some way of
Parkinson’s disease. Parkinson’s disease is more a non-smoker disease than a smoker disease, because of the
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nicotine effect. So we used nicotine patch in six non-smoking Parkinsonians. We used up to five patches a day.
You need to have higher dose, and then you get a clinical effect, and it’s reversed when you stop. So yes, there
is clearly ways to use nicotine. It’s true also for schizophrenia. I mean there are plenty of potential uses of
probably e-cigarettes also to treat brain disease.
Chair: Thank you. And Robert, you wanted to just answer that.
Prof West: Yeah. If I could just make a comment on any supposed mental health benefits of nicotine. There are
claims that nicotine helps to reduce stress and a lot of smokers think that it does. There’s also claims that
nicotine can help with concentration and there were some studies many years ago suggesting that it does. The
evidence in humans from my reading of it is that nicotine doesn’t have a positive effect on these things but
rather potentially creates a problem that it then solves, in the sense that long-term nicotine use creates
nicotine withdrawal symptoms when you don’t smoke and then you smoke and you relieve those symptoms.
And if you look at what happens when people stop smoking you find generally speaking that their quality of
life improves, that their levels of happiness, life satisfaction improve, and their mental health looks as though
it improves as well. So I think probably if there is an issue about long-term use of nicotine it may well be more
to do with the mental health side of things than physical health.
Chair: Jacques, do you just want to come back on that?
Dr Le Houezec: Yeah. Just precision, because what are you talking, you’re talking about people stopping
smoking. Here we are talking about pure nicotine, and there might be effects from the rest of the products in
the tobacco smoke and not pure nicotine.
Chair: Lynne, did you want to answer?
Dr Dawkins: Yeah. I mean I echo Robert’s points. I think the evidence is quite mixed with regard to cognition
and a lot of the evidence does suggest that smokers by smoking are just reversing a cognitive detriment that
they have because they’re in nicotine abstinence. Nicotine is a stimulant, and as Jacques said, it has receptors
throughout the body, so there is some evidence that the alerting effects might be beneficial for sustained
attention, but generally most of the evidence is pointing to reversal of withdrawal deficits in long-term
smokers.
Dr Le Houezec: We never agreed on that.
Dr Dawkins: In relation to mental health there have been some longitudinal studies looking at depression in
smokers showing that smokers who start smoking, people who start in adolescence; there are a couple of
longitudinal studies in adolescence suggesting that quitting smoking is associated with a reduction in
depression.
Chair: And I think there’s also some work showing nicotine reverses the gating effect in people with
schizophrenia. So complex and obviously we need to look separating nicotine from smoking. Okay, I have some
more people with hands up in the audience, so let’s try and capture a few more comments.
Clive Bates: Clive Bates again. If you had to synthesise your presentations and your whole understanding to
give advice to a policy-maker like the Secretary of State for Health or Director General of the World Health
Organisation, and they came at you and asked you, “Are e-cigarettes safe? How should I think about the risks?
What are they like compared to cigarettes?” what would you say?
Chair: That’s a very good question. Who wants to start? Very short, please. So e-cigarettes, are they safe?
Dr Dawkins: I’ll kick off with that one then. Based on the current evidence that we have, e-cigarettes, the
relevant comparison has got to be tobacco smoking of course, and far, far safer than tobacco smoking. So I
think we need some light touch regulation clearly, but we have to be very cautious of over-regulation because
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we
don’t want to spoil this great opportunity we have where we’re seeing this unprecedented growth and
evolving technology that I don't really think has been seen before, and we’ve got to be really careful not to
stunt that. We have a great opportunity here to offer smokers a viable, safer alternative.
Chair: Thank you very much, Lynne. Can I just caution, can we not discuss the regulatory aspects because
we’re going to come on to discuss those afterwards?
Dr Dawkins: Okay.
Chair: For the rest of the panel. Who’s next? Jacques?
Dr Le Houezec: Well, I would say the same. I would say that the comparator is tobacco smoking. Tobacco
smoking is so harmful there’s no way to over-regulate or to put a barrier on e-cigarette use, and also because
we have to remember, this for us, I mean we’ve been in the field for very long, this for us is a revolution, and
the revolution is coming from the base, not from the scientists.
Chair: Okay. Next.
Dr Farsalinos: I’m not going to comment how to regulate, but I must say that we must have some regulation as
soon as possible because currently the e-cigarette companies are all hiding behind the lack of regulation and
are not performing any tests on their products, and this is a big problem. This lack of regulation causes the ecigarette companies to not care about that because they are not obliged to do anything. There must be some
light regulation. I think we will discuss in the afternoon about what that should be, but there must be as soon
as possible in my opinion.
Chair: Okay. Robert.
Prof West: Well, cigarettes are killing 5.4 million people a year in the world and approximately 100,000 people
in this country, and that’s the problem, and I don't think there’s anyone in this room whatever their position
might be on the issue of e-cigarettes who would argue that if all of those smokers switched today to
anelectronic cigarette you would save literally millions of lives. So that’s the goal.
The big question, and probably why we’re here, is whether that goal can be realised and how best to do it, and
what kind of commercial environment, what kind of cultural environment and regulatory environment we
want to put in place to make sure that that’s achieved. I think that can be achieved but that is a hope and a
promise, not a reality yet.
Chair: Okay. So in answer to the question I think considerable consistency there across the panel in terms of
relative safety compared with cigarettes. Thank you.
Claus Hecking: Hi again. Claus Hecking from Capital Magazine, Germany. I’m a business journalist and not a
scientist and this is why maybe I have a stupid question to ask you. I have met some e-cigarette manufacturers
who told me that their products are less addicted than normal tobacco products even if you inhale the same
level of nicotine. They say it has to do with a PH level, you mentioned, and some even say that their products
cannot cause any addition to nicotine if you have been a non-smoker before. Is that true, or could that be true,
or is it just bullshit? Thanks.
(Laughter)
Chair: Okay. So good question.
Dr Farsalinos: This is a typical example of a scientist trying to be a scientist. I mean I would say not to take this
thing seriously, because first of all we don’t know how addictive they are. Now, there is a possibility that they
may not be as addictive as cigarettes, but who can say that they are not addictive at all? That’s a statement
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not supported by any kind of evidence. So we must be very, very cautious on that. Of course, when smokers
are involved, smokers are already addicted to nicotine so nothing new will happen, but saying that this product
is not addictive eat all is I think a very risky thing to say.
Dr Le Houezec: I fully agree with this. I mean it’s certain as I pointed out that it’s not only nicotine that causes
tobacco dependence, but pure nicotine, I’m convinced can create dependence, less strong but it can.
Dr Dawkins: Yeah. I agree. I mean nicotine is addictive, without doubt. I don't know whether this “is it as
addictive?” is really a relevant question to ask, as Konstantinos pointed out. These are smokers anyway,
smokers are already addicted to nicotine, and it raises this interesting question that I’ve toyed with is whether
nicotine addiction, if it’s delivered in a pure form, is that an issue anyway?
Chair: Robert, do you want to add anything?
Prof West: No.
Chair: Okay. So again, fairly consistent in terms of that we need to think about addition.
Klaus: Sorry, just a quick follow-up, it wasn’t such an absurd question because it was when I asked the people,
you know, “Are you interested in getting new consumers?” and so on, you know, “People who haven’t smoked
before. Is it dangerous for them to start?” And then they said, “Well, our products, they are not addictive. They
cannot cause any addition.” This is why I was asking. Because it’s not like you guys, you guys say, “Well, these
are only products for smokers,” but I think in this commercial world, of course, these e-cigarette
manufacturers are interested in getting new customers as well.
Chair: Absolutely.
Dr Le Houezec: Well, then the question is, are we concerned to create an addiction that hopefully has no
consequences? Can people use pure nicotine without consequences?
Chair: Okay. So it wasn’t a stupid question, a very relevant one, and I think there are some issues there to be
addressed. At the back. Thank you.
Wendy Preston: Hello, my name’s Wendy Preston. I’m a senior lecturer at Coventry University for smoking
cessation and I’m also affiliated to the Association of Respiratory Nurses. My question is for Robert West.
What are your thoughts on having robust random control trials comparing e-cigarettes with behavioural
support versus nicotine replacement therapy with behavioural support so that we’re comparing apples and
apples rather than apples and pears?
Prof West: Well, I think that’s a very interesting question. I think that we can do that and I think those trials
will be done, but the problem that I alluded to earlier is that when you do any RCT you've got to define your
intervention and you can do it on one brand of e-cigarettes and someone can say, “Well what about another
brand?” You can do pragmatic randomised control trials in which you, for example, allow people to choose
from among the most popular brands, so you’re not testing a particular brand but what you are testing is a
range of brands. But then you also have the problem that we face in behavioural research which is that you
have to get people to consent to be randomised. That means that the people who are going to take part in the
trial are not necessarily representative of the population.
And when you think that a trial like that costs several million pounds to do and would take three or so years to
report, you can see the difficulties. So probably at least in the meantime I favour another approach which is to
look at what people are doing and to try to control statistically for any biases that might occur as a result of
some people selecting into one form of treatment or another. So for example, we already do that with nicotine
replacement therapies and other medications, and you can show in population level studies that when people
use behavioural support, for example the stop smoking services, once you've controlled for the fact that they
tend to be more dependent than people who just try and stop by themselves, the success rates are about
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three or four times
higher, which is what you expect and what we’ve found from the randomised trials. So I think there are
methodologies that we can use. They’re not as robust as randomised trials but they do give us, I think, answers
of a sort that can be used by policy makers and we will do those studies.
Wendy: Thank you.
Chair: Thank you. Okay. We’ve got time for one or two more before the break. So over
here.
Chris Choi: Yeah, hi. It’s Chris Choi from ITV. I was really fascinated by this idea that it’s not just what you’re
smoking but the way that you’re smoking. I think Lynne touched on it a lot and Konstantinos, and particularly
this idea that there could be an overheating effect, which I think you mentioned could create or elevate toxic
levels. Could you just talk a little bit more about the effect of the variation on smoking styles and particularly
overheating, what the impact of that can be?
Dr. Farsalinos: Yeah. We know that for example in cigarette smoking every smoker smokes the cigarette
differently. In the case of the e-cigarette it’s not only that every vapour vapes differently but every vapour
vapes differently according to the device he is using. So the same vapour will use one device on the specific
path duration or interpath interval, another device on a different way. Why? Because there are so many
devices with different design characteristics, different amount of resupply of liquid to the wick during the
evaporation process, and the user can understand the difference in the taste and believe me the overheating
is immediately understood by the vapour because it has a very harsh, a very toxic taste, and he doesn’t like it,
he cannot stand that. So he knows immediately that he is either out of liquid in the atomiser or that he has
overused the device and the atomiser cannot handle the patterns of use. So he knows he has to reduce path
duration or increase the interpath interval.
This is something that we cannot detect in the laboratory, there is no objective way to detect it in the
laboratory, so if I take a device and I puff it for four seconds it may be overheated, I will not be able to
understand that in the laboratory, but a user will immediately understand it and will not use it in this way. And
that’s the risk and the trap you can fall in when you are doing laboratory studies and you are taking different
devices, you are using all of them in the same way. The only way to bypass that is to ask experienced vapours
to test the devices that you will use in the laboratory. It’s the only way to do it.
Chair: Okay. Thank you very much, Konstantinos. We have one more question and then we’ll break.
Melody Tilton: Hi, I’m Melody Tilton, I’m with the Non-Smokers Rights Association in Canada. You've all
commented that the health risks need to be compared with those of cigarette smoking but I’d like to hear your
comments on the risks to non-smokers using these products. Thank you.
Chair: Okay. So just very short again. What’s your views on the risk of e-cigarette to non-smokers?
Dr. Farsalinos: The risk is probably low but existent and I find no reason for a non-smoker to use electronic
cigarette. The human is made to inhale clean air. I mean clean, not even the air in the atmosphere in big cities.
So even if the risk is, however small it may be, there is no reason to adopt a new habit which may have a very
small risk. That’s my opinion.
Jacques: I would just add something. Every adolescent tries something new. Many adolescents try smoking. I
would prefer them trying e-cigarettes than regular cigarettes.
Chair: Thank you.
Dr. Dawkins: Just to make the point that, yeah, ideally we do want everyone to inhale pure air, people will
take a variety of legal, illegal drugs, legal highs, nicotine. People will engage in these risky type decisions, so
yes, it is important for us to know what the risks are. But I echo Jacques’ point that people are going to
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experiment with cigarette smoking so the risks are low but we need more research. I’m always going to
advocate more research, aren’t I, to really qualify those risks.
Chair: Okay. So for those of you for whom caffeine is one of your recreational drugs we now have a coffee
break. Please make sure you’re back in by half past eleven and can I thank once again the speakers and
panellists from this morning.
(Applause)
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REGULATION AND PUBLIC HEALTH - MORNING BRIEFINGS

7.

Proposed changes to how e-cigarettes are regulated: EU and UK context

Prof Linda Bauld, Professor of Health Policy, University of Stirling and UKCTAS

Chair: Okay. We’re going to follow a very similar format for the second session wherein we have four speakers
and if they finish within their allotted time we’ll have time for questions, otherwise we’ll save questions to the
open session at the end of the morning. So our first speaker then, it gives me great pleasure to introduce
Professor Linda Bauld who is Professor of Health Policy at the University of Stirling, and she’s also a Deputy
Director of the UK Centre for Tobacco and Alcohol Studies.

Linda Bauld: Thank you very much, Ann. It’s very nice to be here. Unfortunately I didn’t hear all of this
morning’s presentations so there may be a small amount of overlap possibly between what I say and what
Robert’s said in particular, but look forward to the discussion afterwards.
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What I’m going to try and do now really is set the scene for you in terms of the policy context about what’s
happening with e-cigarettes in the UK and the EU. I know many of you, not all of you, will realise that in some
ways we are in a different position in the UK from other countries on this issue, and I think it’s important that
we all understand the place that e-cigarettes potentially have in tobacco harm reduction. And that’s what I’m
going to talk about primarily.
So the question I wanted to ask was where do e-cigarettes fit within the wider context of smoking and tobacco
policies in the UK and the EU? So where are we now? What are smokers doing in relation to cessation and
harm reduction? Just ask you all to reflect on the evidence about just cutting down smoking which I think is
important for everyone to understand and has a place in thinking about where e-cigarettes might fit in the
policy landscape.
I’m going to talk about the NICE guidance development process on tobacco harm reduction, guidance that was
published earlier this year, and then talk about the EU Tobacco Product Directive and where e-cigarettes may
fit into that, and then just a final couple of concluding thoughts.
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So some of you may have seen this slide from Robert, I’m not sure if he showed it, but as you know, in the UK
we have every year, and this shows from 2007 to this year, this is Robert’s smoking toolkit study, anywhere
between a third and 42% of smokers have made a quit attempt in a single year. However, when you look at
whether people are trying to change their smoking behaviour but are not necessarily trying to stop you see a
far higher proportion of smokers engaging in that.

So we know that if you ask smokers whether they are cutting down their smoking at any particular time, you’ll
see that somewhere between 50 and 60% of smokers are trying to change their behaviour in some way or
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another. They’re cutting down. And then this slide also shows you the proportion from June 2011 to
September ’13, they’ve been cutting down using e-cigarettes.

Now for me, and the research I primarily do is about smoking cessation and particularly smoking cessation
services, for me the interesting question is, those 50 to 60% of smokers who are cutting down, how do we
engage with them to make sure that if they want to reduce their smoking or they want to stop they do that
effectively with the right support. And I think e-cigarettes as we’ve heard this morning may have an interesting
role to play there. But all those smokers that are trying to cut down, if they’re doing it on their own or if
they’re using products, what benefit does that have? Now many people who have smoked or who have
smoked in the past, if you ask them about harm reduction or cutting down they genuinely believe there
must be some benefit involved in that, and I’m just going to run through some of the main bits of evidence on
that.
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So we know that the benefits of smoking cessation are well established, we have good quality research and we
also have effectiveness studies from a range of countries, but the benefits of reduction or indeed temporary
abstinence are still very unclear, and it’s important for e-cigarette users as we know that many continue to
smoke and use e-cigarettes as a harm-reduction tool, so there’s concurrent use. There are a number of
systematic reviews of smoking reduction, this is just one example.
This brought together the evidence from a number of different studies and essentially shows you whether
there’s a reduced risk or an increased risk for all cause mortality or for mortality from different conditions
when you’re cutting down alone. And what you’ll see really is that there’s a small benefit if you reduce your
cigarette consumption in relation to tobacco related cancer, but there really isn’t particularly when you look at
the hazard ratio for all causes.
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We published a study earlier this year in the American Journal of Epidemiology that uses data from one of the
mid-span studies we have in Scotland where we manage to recruit very high proportions of the local
population in one community from Paisley in the west of Scotland into a study that looked at a whole range of
factors, and then another study, the collaborative study that involved working men and women. These people
were followed up from the 1970s when they were first recruited. They were then followed up three to five
years later to look at whether there had been any changes in their health or their lifestyles, and then their
death rates were tracked. And just over 80% of the sample is now deceased. So we’re able to look through the
death records at what the outcomes were for these groups.
What we found in relation to smoking is people were either assessed as smoking at a certain level at baseline
and then whether they’d increased or reduced at follow-up and then tracked through time. And what you find
in this sample is similar to other longitudinal studies, is that there were clear benefits in terms of mortality,
reduced risk to mortality for the people who stopped smoking between time one and time two, but for the
sample as a whole there wasn't any benefit for those who reduced smoking between time one and time two
when we looked at death rates. In the collaborative study alone there was a small benefit for the people who
were very heavy smokers at time one and who reduced their cigarette consumption significantly by time two,
but overall you’re still not seeing any real benefit from reduction, and this is during a time period when
nicotine replacement therapy wasn’t available.
So why should we bother talking about smoking reduction at all, those of us in the room who do tobacco
related research and who are in the tobacco control community, why bother? Well there are some very
important reasons and one of, I suppose, the underpinning bits of evidence we look to in the NICE Tobacco
Harm-Reduction guidance was from again a University College London study. And this essentially shows you
the percentage of smokers who report a quit attempt in the previous 12 months.
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The people who are not really doing anything in terms of trying to reduce their smoking, very few of them are
making a quit attempt, but those who try and cut down, so SR on the slide is smoking reduction, those who try
and cut down without nicotine replacement therapy, a slightly higher proportion of them report making a quit
attempt, but when you get up to the side of the slide that looks at people who are trying to cut down with
nicotine replacement therapy and those who are trying to cut down and engage in temporary abstinence with
nicotine replacement therapy, those people are far more likely to report that they’ve tried to stop smoking. So
there’s something happening with people who try to reduce and they use clean nicotine and a licensed
nicotine product. They may be much more likely to be successful in stopping smoking in the long-term. So in
terms of reduction that’s an important message for us to get across. And until recently we really didn’t have
evidence of that kind.
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So the guidance that was produced earlier this year was really the first guidance from NICE on this approach.
Most of you will know that NICE, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence has played a very
important role in supporting the NHS and increasingly local government and others in delivering evidencebased tobacco control interventions, a lot of that’s been on smoking cessation, but it’s primarily been focused
on saying to smokers, if you’re going to try and stop you need to set a quick date and you need to stop in one
step. Now that is an approach that appeals to everybody and it isn’t necessarily an approach that’s going to
work for everybody.
So tobacco harm reduction offers an alternative perspective. And essentially what it says, and there’s no other
country in the world that has produced guidance of this kind, it says that people have a number of choices.
They can reduce the harm from tobacco by stopping smoking completely, and the guidance makes it very clear
that that is still open one and the preferred option in terms of the evidence on health benefits not just for the
smoker but people around them. They can cut down prior to stopping smoking, so a gradual reduction and
then cessation. They can just smoke less, full stop, the types of evidence I just showed you, or they can abstain
from smoking temporarily.
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So those are the options, and the guidance talks in detail about each of those. The guidance does talk about
what people can or should use if they engage in tobacco harm reduction. Essentially it says that this can
involve substituting the nicotine in tobacco with nicotine from less have harmful nicotine-containing
products, and you discussed some of the evidence on nicotine and health this morning. And this includes
nicotine replacement therapy products that are licensed by the MHRA as pharmaceutical treatments for
smoking. And as you know, electronic cigarettes are currently unregulated.
So the guidance only recommends use of licensed products, recognising that when electronic cigarettes
become licensed they can be recommended by NICE, by the NHS, by health professionals who are supporting
smokers to change their behaviour if they choose to do so, they can be recommended as part of this. And
nicotine containing products might be used either temporarily or indefinitely and as a partial or complete
substitution for tobacco.
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So the other really important thing the guidance says is we looked at the evidence on long-term licensed
product use, nicotine containing products, and the studies we looked at really only looked at the period up to
about five years after stopping smoking for example and continuing to use a product. But we can be confident
that that type of use is relatively safe. And that’s an important message for smokers to understand because a
lot of people believe that they need to stop using nicotine replacement therapy for example fairly quickly after
stopping smoking and this guidance makes clear that that’s not necessarily the case.
So what it says is, “There’s reason to believe that lifetime use of licensed nicotine containing products will be
considerably less harmful than smoking.” And then it just points out that there’s little direct evidence on the
effectiveness, safety, and quality of nicotine containing products that aren’t regulated by the MHRA, but it
does say, “They are expected to be less harmful than tobacco.”
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Now I do a lot of work with NHS stop smoking services as does Robert and others and their advisors, I think
there are some in the room, all across the country whose clients are asking them, “I’m using an e-cigarette.
Should I stop using it?” I think this guidance says to them, we don’t yet know about the quality and safety of all
of these products but we know that using these types of products is going to be less harmful than continued
smoking. So although we cannot recommend them to you, we accept that you’re continuing to use them.”
So that’s the message that is being conveyed at the moment. But we do have a problem with a lot of this, and
this is just one slide that shows you some of the barriers.
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This is a slide, one of Ann’s in fact from the International Tobacco Control Survey that shows you, when UK
smokers were asked, “Does nicotine cause most cancer?” just under half of them believe that it does. So there
is a public misconception, probably not in this room because you’re informed about this issue, but in general
about what nicotine is, what licensed nicotine products contain, and how the nicotine in these types of
products is different from the nicotine in cigarette and the other harmful toxins that a cigarette contains.
So misunderstanding of nicotine is out there in relation to health professionals and smokers that’s an issue we
need to address. So that provides you with the UK guidance and policy context. As I say, the fact that we’re
talking about harm reduction actively, we’re encouraging people to think about reducing harm, it’s quite
different from where many other countries are in relation to smoking and tobacco control.

So what’s happening in Europe? Well, the EU Tobacco Products Directive, sorry I should say here, wrong title,
was in place and was adopted in 2001.
An important context for understanding the directive is it’s part of EU legislation that focuses on the internal
market, it’s not public health legislation per se. The directive aims to approximate national regulation on the
manufacture, presentation and sale of tobacco products and the TPD covers content, labelling, ingredients and
descriptors, terms like light and mild. And it really provides a minimum; member states can introduce more
stringent provisions if they wish. Now this directive was adopted in 2001; of course, since then the EU has
become a signatory to the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control. So the original TPD has required
revision for some time. And a process began in 2009 to revise the TPD and that is currently underway.
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As many of you will know, there was a legislative proposal for the revision of the TPD that was produced
earlier this year, the European Parliament voted to approve a mandate for negotiations to proceed on a
revised TPD just recently, and these negotiations are now underway and it’s a trialogue process, we can talk
about this perhaps in the discussion, between Parliament, the Council, and the Commission. So that’s what’s
underway at the moment. So why is the TPD relevant for electronic cigarettes? The TPD is a large document
that has some very important provisions in it. For example on cigarette warning labels that we hope will pass
because of the importance for smoking prevention and also for cessation. But it has a section on e-cigarettes,
and the original legislative proposal that was relevant to e-cigarettes recommended that those containing
nicotine above a very small amount be regulated as medicines. When the original vote on the proposal was
taken in October this part of the proposal was rejected in the vote, most of you will know that, and at the
moment there is a new tabled amendment that recommends summarising it, recommends general product
safety regulation with a number of additions unless the products claim to treat or prevent disease.
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The amendment also suggests things like the product should only be available to people over the age of 18. It
also makes clear there should be advertising restrictions. It asks member states to make sure that
manufacturers make clear what the content is of their products.
It asks for clear labelling, it asks for instructions. There’s a variety of additions that are in that amendment. And
that is currently being discussed and debated. So what we need to see now and what’s happened in the next
few weeks is that the European Parliament needs to ratify and agreement on a revised TPD including the
provision on e-cigarettes by its last plenary in March 2014, and in this trialogue process there are at least four
separate meetings that are currently scheduled between now and the end of December.
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I think all of us who are involved in this field are aware that we’re still unclear what the outcome will be. As I
say, the TPD is hugely important, not just because of its e-cigarette content but also the other regulations in
the TPD. But when it comes down to e-cigarettes the debate that’s happening at the moment is between the
need to ensure that the products are effective and safe while also providing access. And the UK has certainly
made very clear through the MHRA decision that you’re going to hear about from Jeremy Mean in a moment,
through the tobacco harm-reduction guidance and through the statements of the UK government that in
terms of our national context the position is still that we believe medicines regulation will provide efficacy and
safety light-touch regulation and we hope will also provide good access to consumers for the products.

But there are some real concerns and issues that need to be dealt with both within the UK and the EU for that
to proceed. So as I say, Jeremy will provide more detail on that. So I hope we can address some of this in the
discussion and I hope that provided a useful context for the next few speakers that we’re going to hear, so
thank you.
(Applause)
Chair: Okay. Thanks very much, Linda. We’ve got time for one question if anybody has got a point of clarity
that they need. Thank you.
Katherine: Hello. I’m Katherine Devlin from ECITA, the Electronic Cigarette Industry Trade Association. Is it not
the case that medicines regulation for these products is actually what’s holding back the UK position to the
point where NICE guidance is not able to recommend for healthcare professionals to recommend these
products for smokers despite the obvious public health gains that could be achieved?
Linda Bauld: I think what you will hear from Jeremy is that the process that the MHRA has gone to in reaching
its decision about regulation is it went through a series of steps in relation to looking at the evidence that was
hugely valuable to inform not just the broader context but also the NICE deliberations. And what came out of
that were some really important unanswered questions about safety and efficacy, and that’s why the decision
was taken to recommend medicines regulation. So in terms of the NICE guidance my view on that is actually
we needed the NICE guidance to come first to set the framework for that, and then our hope is that through
the MHRA process, as I say, these products will be able to be recommended by a health professional in the
future. And that’s where we are at the moment; we’re certainly not at the end of that process yet.
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Chair: Okay. Thanks very much again, Linda, for an excellent talk. Okay, we’ll hear from Jeremy in a minute but
before that we’ve got a presentation from Clive Bates who you’ve heard from speaking from the floor a couple
of times this morning. He’s a former CEO of ASH, also an ex-civil servant, and is currently a public health
commentator.
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8.

Regulation – when less is more

Clive Bates – Public Health Commentator
Clive Bates: Disclosure, no competing interests, and particularly important to say, I of course no longer speak
for ASH or for the British Government, quite the contrary in fact.
(Laughter)
Clive Bates: Here we go. Right. Before I get stuck into the regulatory issues, let me just, a few words almost
personally about why I think this is important.

I think everyone in public health, everyone involved in the smoking industry needs to keep an eye on the prize.
And the prize relates to this one billion deaths that the WHO is estimating for the consequences of smoking in
the 21st Century. Now, it’s actually quite hard to find out where that number comes from but let’s just keep it
as an approximate sense of the impact of smoking in the 21st Century.
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If you want to know what a billion looks like, it’s five piles of pennies about the size of a bus, basically. It’s a
huge number of people, it’s a huge number of personal storage, it’s a huge amount of suffering is embodied in
that number, a billion, that we toss around. And I want to go from the large-scale number just quickly to the
sort of thing I get left on my blog and if you search the forums and the internet you can find these testimonies.

Just digest that for a minute. But basically, if you’re in public health, this to me is the sort of thing that ought to
get you out of bed every day. I find these sort of testimonies really moving. They’re people whose lives have
been changed and transformed by switching from smoking to a new technology. They’re empowered, they feel
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much better about themselves, about their lives and everything, and there are literally thousands of these all
over the internet. So the question we should be asking is: how do we get more of this? How do we get fewer
of the billion and more of these great personal stories?

I just want to go back and investigate that billion a bit more. It’s hard to find much information on this but the
kind of last time anyone seems to have looked hard about what the future outlook for smoking in the world
was was 2003 in a World Bank study which then got turned into these projections in the tobacco atlas which
showed a number of smokers on current trends going to 2.2 billion by the middle of the decade, and then if
some measures were taken dropping down to 1.5 billion in the world. Okay? And to be honest there isn’t
much more than that. So what I wanted to do, just to illustrate the start of this talk, was to take those
numbers, use some actual data, recreate them slightly. So start with the growing adult population. This will all
make sense in a minute, believe me.
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We start with the growing adult population, so these are the UN projections for people aged over 15, and it
grows faster than the general population. There will be an extra 2.6 billion adults by 2050. If the current rate of
smoking prevalence was to continue we’d have around 2.2 billion smokers by 2050 in the world and that’s
roughly the number that WHO was using.

So let’s re-plot that so we’re just looking at smokers, so keep your eye on the black line. Re-plotted on a
different axis. That’s the number of smokers that there would be on current smoking prevalence worldwide
taking account of population growth. Now the WHO’s numbers in the tobacco atlas implied this trajectory
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which is actually consistent with achieving a 15% smoking prevalence worldwide by 2050, okay? And that’s
what they’re sort of estimating might happen worldwide. Now let’s look at this in a different way. What
they’re sort of saying here is that they think that’s the kind of performance that can be achieved by tobacco
control.

Might be more, might be less, who knows? But what they’re kind of implying is that that wedge, the yellow
wedge up at the top there is the sort of thing you could achieve with tobacco control, and under it is harm.
This is person years of people continuing to smoke basically, billions of people continuing to smoke.
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Now, the interesting thing about a supply-side response, different types of nicotine, is whether it can eat into
that big, harmful area, and what I’ve drawn here is the idea that the top wedge is there kind of contested by
tobacco control, and that’s what you kind of get from the traditional package of measures which I very strongly
support. And then you've got this big rump of continuing smoking that you might be able to address with a
different strategy.

What I’ve done here is suggest that you might be able to get this green wedge in there, you might if you’re
really optimistic get a very large number of people to start to switch, and this additional strategy might reduce
the area under this curve which is important for public health. Okay?
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That’s the boundary that matters most for public health. If you think e-cigarettes are not particularly
dangerous then it’s the number of people smoking, not the number of people that are using nicotine that
really matters in terms of cancer, heart disease, respiratory illnesses and all the other nasties that come with
smoking.
Okay? Now, you might say, well these are just basically made up numbers, they’re projections, they’re in a
model, but how realistic are?
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Well, I’m just drawing on this as quite a bullish commentator from one of the investment banks, and her view
is that e-cigarettes might overtake traditional cigarettes in the next decade, and by that she means in the
United States and by 2023. Okay? So there’s people here in serious business who are looking at this industry
think there is the possibility of a very disruptive revolution in these products, that would be an enormous
impact on the cigarette market, on the tobacco industry if that did. I mean tobacco industry will be in the
game, of course, but still extremely disruptive.

So if we just take that sort of thinking and let’s say it’s 2030 instead, that’s the curve I showed before and
that’s the point at which e-cigarettes would overtake cigarette consumption, that would happen around 2030.
So my whole point here is that we should be thinking really about how we get that green wedge. How do we
get that green wedge to be as big and effective as possible and how do we minimise any of the unintended
consequences that would come with it?
And if I have a single message today it’s focus on the opportunity, focus on the huge opportunity, don’t
become obsessed with the relatively minor risks, we’ll come back to that.
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So here we go onto the regulatory piece of this. This is the sort of thing you hear people saying. “We need
clean and safe nicotine delivery.” And this is Mitch Zeller now of the – he didn’t say this when he was there but
he’s now of the FDA and in charge of the tobacco booth there. Okay? “Clean and safest as form of nicotine
delivery.” Is that actually right? I don’t think it is right, actually, that we need the cleanest and safest form of
nicotine delivery. Not if we’re concerned about that green wedge, the one billion, and getting as many people
to switch.
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So I have created this bespoke harm-reduction equation which I’m going to use. It’s a very simple thing, don’t
worry, to try and illustrate what I think is a really simple idea behind this. Okay? We’ll do a modification on this
later to take account of population effects, but basically what you’re trying to do is get reduced risk products.
You want the reduction in risk to be as large as possible and you want the number to switch to be as large as
possible. And the actual public health impact is the product of those two things.
So if you have a really, really safe product that nobody wants to use, that’s no good because nobody switches.
If you have something that everyone switches to but doesn’t do much to reduce harm that’s no good either,
and that might apply to some of the combustible harm-reduction strategies. Okay? Now the elements of this,
let’s start on this, really are a function of the product to some extent. The number who switch is a function of
how attractive the product is and what consumers actually want to buy. Okay? So people aren’t going to
quitting centres or getting behavioural treatment for this. Buy them in shops instead of cigarettes. So it’s not
about an intervention, it’s about what people choose to do, it’s about consumer choice here. So let’s just
examine the first of those arms, the reduced risk side of it. Who knows what the reduced risks? I tried to get
the panel earlier to say roughly what they thought the reduced risk was.

There’s some work coming out from David Nutt fairly soon, but roughly speaking we’re talking about one to
two orders of magnitude reduction in risk compared to continued smoking, probably 95%+ reduction, whether
it’s for smokeless tobacco or for e-cigarettes; very hard to imagine these things just from the physics or
chemistry being more risky than that.
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I’ll try and illustrate this. Let’s imagine this is a continuum of risk, and that should read 100 up there, for ecigarettes, and a regulator comes along and says, “Look, I can make these products ten times safer by
regulating them, by increasing the cost, make it more difficult, and so on, but I can make them ten times safer.
Is that a good thing? Is that actually a good thing? Back to Mitch Seller’s comment. So an unregulated ecigarette would be the risk of 100, and a regulated e-cigarette with a risk of ten. Sounds good, regulators really
done the job well there, but actually I don’t really think it’s worth doing, and this is the reason why. Because
when you plot them on a risk continuum with cigarettes, basically there’s almost no difference between
something that’s 99% and something that’s 99.9% less dangerous than smoking. Okay? The whole thing here
has to be about getting the risk in perspective and not spending a fortune, damaging the industry, restricting
choice, making the products less attractive because you’ve tried to go from 99 to 99% less risky.
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Okay, let’s go to the other column now, product attractiveness and consumer preference, and let us look at
the unintended consequences of excessive regulation. And just remember what the analysts say about what’s
driving the growth of these products, and the growth of these products is largely good, it’s largely an
alternative to smoking and a good thing. They’re talking about the rapid pace of innovation, stepped-up
advertising and a lot of internet buzz. Mostly these are things that regulators suppress, by the way. They don’t
really do these sort of things that increase the interest and excitement around these products, and that’s a
Wells Fargo thing.
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So regulation comes at a price and I just want to go through some of the unintended consequences of
regulation that affect that second arm of my equation, the things that potentially reduce appeal. Greatly
increased cost, huge investments needed in the supply chain, manufacturing regime and so on. Greatly
reduced variety, it’s expensive to get a product approved, niche products it won’t be worth doing it, there will
be only a certain number of things that will pass through a medicines regulation filter. So you would expect the
cost to go up and the range of products to contract very dramatically, probably mostly towards those cigalike
products that are produced by the larger companies. You would slow the pace of innovation, it isn’t worth
going to a regulator too often when it’s expensive and very time-consuming to do it, and actually you get a bit
of the censor in the head who says, “Actually it’s not going to be worth it. I can’t be bothered proving all this to
the regulator.” Fewer dollar innovations, so a lot of the buzz would go. I mean a lot of the excitement around
e-cigarettes is around flavours, around mods and about special devices, again perhaps not really worth doing
for the market. Less personalisation.

You might see one of the attractions of e-cigarettes as being able to configure it in a way that you seem really
suits you. Now personalisation in medicine isn’t actually a very common idea at all. So potentially thousands
and thousands of different combinations of things making a product, how do you pass them all? The tendency
to make the branding and marketing resemble the branding and marketing of haemorrhoid creams or NRT
even is something that comes with the deadening hand of the regulator. A number of trusted brands and
goodwill and choices would be destroyed by this, there’s no question of that, and it’s there in their impact
assessment. We would tend to see dramatic concentration, so both at the product level and the firm level. A
far smaller number of larger players who are able to clamber over the regulatory barriers to entry that they
would create.
And then finally, users are not stupid, they would take countervailing measures and there would be a growth
and a thriving black market and DIY, all of which comes with more of the risks that you were trying to stop in
the first place. So reduced appeal, the appeal is the key element in how we regulate e-cigarettes, we don’t
want to kill the product, we don’t want to make it boring and bland. So there are trade-offs here. You could go
a long way with the reduced risk, but you might reduce the number who switch, so the perfectly risk-free
product that no one wants is very poor on the harm reduction equation. What you’re really after is a diverse
range of products, substantially reduced risk, let each smoker decide which is best.
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Did I mention that medicines regulation is probably illegal? It’s a disproportionate, discriminatory, it’s been
struck down by five courts in the European Union, so even if you think it’s going to bring certainty and
everything it doesn’t really because somebody will challenge it and it will fail in court later.

So what should you do from a regulatory point of view? Just this sentence is quite... I was toying with this this
morning. Tough on harm reduction. It’s a lovely triple negative involved in this and if you think that tough
regulation of harm-reduction ideas is a good idea you’re basically being easy on harm, when you work through
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the triple negative that’s behind this, and that’s kind of the point that I really want to draw out in the next
thing.

Before I do that, just people trip off the tongue, words like, you did it Linda, safety, efficacy, quality and
everything. These have specialised meanings in medicines regulation, okay? They’re not the way we mean it
normally. So safety, is really primarily about adverse drug reactions, quality is about consistent drug dosing,
and efficacy is about treating or preventing disease.
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Okay? Now when we’re talking about e-cigarettes we’re really talking about something different. So what
would getting tough on harm reduction mean? Here’s a few of the dimensions of regulation. On the left, I’ve
listed the counterproductive touch on harm reduction style of regulation, on the right the harm reducing. So
you want it safe enough is right. You don’t want huge, expensive process controls, you want proportionate
standards that the companies can meet. You don’t want the regulator deciding what a good product is for
goodness sake, what do they know? They don’t even use the product. So you want the consumer to decide
that and the trusted mechanisms of creative destruction to work out what products are actually sold.
Labelling, we’ve got a massive problem with excessive labelling. We want to encourage switching. We want to
be marketing like consumer lifestyle products. People are fretting that e-cigarettes look a bit like they’re
marketed as cigarettes. It’s not surprising, they’re trying to appeal to the same people doing roughly the same
thing but with vastly reduce risk. Fear of normalisation. To be honest we want to normalise harm reduction,
we want these products out in the world and people switching to them. We want cigarettes to look like old
technology and these to look like the new thing. Retail, we want them available everywhere.
Age restrictions if you must, doesn’t make much difference, and taxation you want a fiscal incentive to switch
rather than big excise duties.

Heavy regulation, what do analysts think? They think it’s a big win for the tobacco industry, and those who
think it’s clever to raise high regulatory barriers to entry in the cigarette industry need to reconcile themselves
with these kind of statements. These things advantage the big players with deep pockets that will profit from a
dramatic, violent consolidation of the industry.
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This is the thing that parliament’s created instead. I won’t go into it because it makes me feel a bit like that.
There’s a lot of things wrong with it, it’s ridiculous. It doesn’t conform with my harm-reducing idea of
regulation.
Why would you want to prevent advertising of e-cigarettes? Ridiculous thing to do. Why would you introduce
a 30mg/ml threshold? Absolutely no point to it and probably means that the products will be less attractive to
heavy smokers. Why do you want to cover them with huge warnings when actually they’re much better than
cigarettes and so on.
So I think you could learn from cosmetics regulation, and I’ve written a piece on this. There’s a lot in common
between cosmetics, they’re fast-moving consumer goods, they pose risks to people, they can cause harm, they
have to be high quality products and all the rest of it, and I think what we need to do now is move to purpose
build regulation that is designed not to fit something that it isn’t, not a medicine, not a tobacco product, not a
cosmetic, not anything, but e-cigarettes and nicotine containing products.
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For goodness sake, there’s enough regulation produced in the world for them to do something that is specific
to the actual product that they’re trying to regulate. So these are the kind of elements that I think you need.
Some of this is borrowed from cosmetics regulation. Down at the bottom, marketing, the idea that you have to
ban advertising, you can put control on it, we have controls on alcohol advertising, nothing wrong with that.
Retail sales restrictions matter for member states.
Public vaping in my opinion absolutely no place for the law in this. This is a matter for the operators of spaces,
etiquette to develop over time. Finally, very finally, the harm reduction equation extended for population
effects, this is a big thing in the States. FDA, we’re going to regulate these around population effects, which
might mean you get some extra smokers or you get some extra quitters. They tend not to focus on the extra
quitters by the way; they’re more worried about these here.
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And I can’t go into this now, we’ll probably come back to it in the discussion later, but basically there’s a bunch
of population effects that could derail this sort of idea. However, for every one of them there is another
population effect which is beneficial and my contention is that the beneficial pathways through these
population effects are much more likely, much, much more plausible and there are more of them, because
you’ve introduced a much safer product into this kind of tobacco ecosystem, and we should stop the focus on
them, and anyone who wants to raise those population effects shouldn't be raising it without thinking about
what the consequences would be for the population effects that are actually highly desirable.
And the last thing to say about this is this has all been worked through with Snus and the people who are
worried about population effects say, “It’s a gateway, it’ll cause extra smoking.” When none of those things
actually happened they didn’t change their mind about having a ban. So I think these things are often raised
tactically rather than as a genuine concern.
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Right, my final points. Be positive about the vast potential. The job of people in this room is to go after that
green wedge, go after those testimonies. Keep the minor risks in perspective, don’t over-regulate and
therefore throw the baby out with the bathwater and make the products much less appealing and boring, and
regulate really as if the one billion matter most. Thank you.
(Applause)
Chair: Okay. Thanks very much, Clive, for that very provocative talk. Those people who know Clive wouldn't be
disappointed. I did you a bit of an injustice actually because you do have a few more minutes, so I can take a
question of clarification from the floor. Deborah.
D Arnott: Deborah Arnott, current chief executive of ASH. And I do wonder why you keep mentioning it, Clive,
if you no longer speak on behalf of ASH, but that’s another matter.
Clive Bates: So people know who I am.
D Arnott: But I do have a serious point which is that you talked about the costs of regulation and you came up
with your alternative, but there’s no attempt there to calculate what the costs would be of actually setting up
a purpose-build regulatory system for e-cigarettes. Because actually it’s not cost free, and I’ve never seen you
do that calculation.
Clive Bates: No, I mean the actual costs of the regulators themselves and the sort of regulatory interactions
are really quite small in this. I mean the real costs of regulation comes from what the regulation requires the
companies in the market to do. So it’s costs of compliance basically, building pharmaceutical-grade factories to
produce this stuff and having big IT systems, huge numbers of process controls and all the rest of it that goes
with meeting the pharmaceutical, medical definitions of safety, quality and efficacy. So the way I’d look at it,
Deborah, I mean these things aren’t particularly... I haven't done a cost/benefit analysis on how much this
would cost, but because I’ve been drawing on cosmetics regulation, which, it’s not risk-free cosmetics by any
means, I would say that we’ve got a very successful cosmetics industry, we’ve got a large number of brands,
large, fast-moving consumer goods, a lot of innovation.
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Actually the Commission itself when it proposed to include these in the directive back in 2010 said in its
consultation that they would set standards for safety and quality, and that’s what I’m advocating. It was a
subsequent change where they decided that they would come back and classify these things as medicines
which they plainly are not. So I think there will be costs of regulations and I think the costs should fall on the
manufacturers, but the question is to keep those as low as possible consistent with the risks. I mean I don’t
really think that much regulation is really needed at all, but if we want regulatory red meat because that’s
what the European Parliament wants or the Council wants, then there are more proportionate and more
modest forms of regulation than regulating these things as medicines.
Chair: Okay. I suggest we move on. Thank you very much, Clive; thanks again for your talk.
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9.

Summary of the MHRA proposed regulation of e-cigarettes

Jeremy Mean – Group Manager, Access & Information for Medicines & Standards, MHRA
Chair: Okay, so now it’s over to Jeremy Mean who is Group Manager, Access Information for Medicines and
Standards at the Medicines Healthcare Regulatory Products Authority. I think is that right? Something like that
anyway. So thanks very much, Jeremy, who’s going to talk about the MHRI regulatory process.

Jeremy: Thank you, and thank you to the organisers for this conference. I’ve been here since early this
morning and so far it’s been a fantastic day with lots of differing views. I expect the views will be more
differing as the day goes on.
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I didn’t expect to get up here and quote Clive Bates, Clive Bates from the 12th of November 2013, that he
wanted more and better products. That’s exactly what the UK Government wants, and so today what I hope to
do is to take you through a journey, the thinking that the Government has been doing about the regulation of
nicotine-containing products, how UK Government policy has developed and evolved, and what that means for
the UK position on the EU Tobacco Products Directive which is still currently being negotiated, in fact it’s in the
second trialogue meeting between the three parties that Linda mentioned is today, so you can think of those
in Brussels thinking about where next to go.
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So let’s think about regulation of nicotine-containing products in the UK. Maybe I should say a word about this
clumsy term, nicotine-containing products. Wouldn’t it be much easier to say e-cigs? Well it would be much
easier to say e-cigs if they were the only nicotine-containing products, if they weren’t the latest evolution of a
nicotine delivery system that might not be the optimal one. We can look forward to all sorts of other forms of
nicotine delivery, whether it’s needleless injections or its products that you inhale using dry powder, electronic
cigarettes are just one form of drug-delivery device.
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They may be around for a long time, they may not. What we need is something that will be a framework for
those moving forward. Nicotine replacement therapy has been around since the 1970s and unusually it’s
regulated in the same way all over the world. Sometimes in the States or the Far East they do things differently
to how we do them in Europe, not with nicotine replacement therapy, it’s always been a medicine, all over the
world, and this idea that it’s been completely static is not quite true, we started off with patches and gums,
there are now mouth sprays and nasal sprays and tabs you put under your tongue, films you put on your
tongue, all sorts of different things.

Now, nothing like the pace of development of e-cigarettes, but it’s not quite true to say that regulation has
stifled it, more likely the pharmaceutical industry has not been as bold in thinking there is a market out there
for them to develop. And why I wanted to mention this is the regulation of nicotine replacement therapy has
of itself gone on a journey, from tightly controlled prescription-only medicines when they were introduced in
the 1970s, full of warnings, full of the sorts of labelling that Clive mentioned, but if you look at them now
they’ve over-the-counter medicines, you can buy them in the supermarket and the corner shop, they’re
brightly coloured, they’re advertised on telly, that’s what medicines regulation can do. Every strength and
every form is now available over the counter and they all have the harm reduction indication, and I’ll perhaps
come onto that a little more. But medicines regulation is a flexible framework, it allows you to develop
products that follow the science. It’s not a fixed set of rules on the face of the legislation, a maximum dose or a
minimum dose, it’s an opportunity for the framework to evolve and develop as products do. In the world of
medicines regulation everyone says regulation follows science.
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All the commentators this morning produced evidence which informed the UK Government’s position, every
one of them if you look at the information on the MHRA’s website that was fed into the Commission on
Human Medicines Expert Working Group were considered, every paper we could find published across the
world, and the objective is to produce safe and effective products that meet public health aims. Now, as those
developments were going on in nicotine replacement therapy, the inhalator for example was licensed in the
late 1980s, by the late 2000s e-cigarettes were appearing on the market in number. Now all these products
contain nicotine, probably about a similar amount actually, but only some of them are regulated by the MHRA,
others are regulated by the General Product Safety Directive, which looks at things like labelling, whether
they’ve got a skull and crossbones depending on how much nicotine is in them.
They look at electrical safety, plugs and chargers and batteries and so on, but not really fit for purpose for
these kinds of products. They have allowed the market to develop and it’s developed very quickly. There are
very many products, whether very many products necessarily meets public health objectives is perhaps
another question, but this growth in the market did lead UK Government, actually governments across the
world, to think about regulation. And that’s a difficult and complex issue.
That’s why these debates are going on across Europe, but also in the States the FDA is going to come to its
position on regulating these products, and in other countries, other countries where these products have been
banned, for all sorts of reasons. So some of the safety concerns that we’ve heard about here earlier, but also
because they look like cigarettes and many countries have legislation which legislate against products that look
like they’re being smoked. So there’s a variety of solutions, the UK has not jumped to banning or indeed
imposing medicines regulation as some other member states have done immediately. We wanted to think
about, what were the challenges of regulation? What did we really want to achieve? What we really want to
achieve is safe and effective products that help to reduce the harms of smoking to smokers and those around
them. We don’t want regulation for its own sake. We don’t want to impose something for no reason.
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We don’t want to ban potentially useful products. We’ve listened to stakeholders; I’ve been meeting with ecigarette manufacturers and importers since before ECITA was born when we started to engage and to really
listen to stakeholders. We held a public consultation in 2010, partly because of the growing concerns around
safety of products but also about the growing wisdom of harm reduction and the opportunities that Clive so
eloquently pointed out, but also because of that harm-reduction indication. To cut down, to quit, but also to
assist smokers who are unwilling and unable to smoke, and as a safer alternative to smoking to smokers and
those around them. Very unusual for medicines regulation. No other medicine I know has an indication which
talks about people around them or the benefits to other people. But then you see medicines regulation is very
flexible. So the outcome of that consultation was that the public health community exclusively supported
medicines regulation as a way of providing some safeguards around these products, to ensure that they work
and that they’re safe. I won’t use the safety and efficacy words, people just want to have reassurance that they
work and they are effective.
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Now, we had also about 900 odd responses from users, from vapours, telling us some of the stories that we
saw on the screen in the last presentation about how they’d revolutionised their lives, how they had found
these products to work when no other would. And we listened, and we listened very carefully to that, because
we do not want to remove products from the market which people potentially find useful when the safety
evidence doesn’t support that sort of action.

So the MHRA, the Government once again didn’t move immediately to ban the products, didn’t move
immediately to bring them into regulation; said clearly that they thought medicines regulation was the best
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way but decided to work with stakeholders, with a range of people, with some of the public health
organisations who are here, the academics who presented this morning, right across Government with the
Department for Health, Number 10, the Cabinet Office, Behavioural Insights Team, right across the spectrum
of Government of what the right form of regulation for these sorts of products might be. We agreed to
undertake additional research steered by an expert working group, thinking about the levels of nicotine and
whether it really made sense to regulate by a level, to look at the nature and quality of products on the
market. We brought together all the data from right across the globe that’s published on the safety and
efficacy of these products.

The actual use of the products, how people were actually using them. Their efficacy, and we heard a little bit
this morning about the extent to which there is not as much evidence as we’d like on any of these things but
particularly on efficacy, and the potential impact of bringing them into regulation. Now, I’ll give you a very
quick summary of the findings because I want to move on to think about regulation a bit more, but the
consistent evidence from a variety of sources was that products out there today have variable nicotine levels
within them that don’t match the labels, some may or may not have batch numbers but if they do they rarely
match, the delivery of the nicotine is highly variable from batch to batch from product to product, that the
unlicensed products generally speaking are not well made, the ones we’ve looked at do have leaking nicotine
liquids in them, they are poorly manufactured, they are easy to break, they are easy to make them overheat.
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There’s very limited evidence of their effectiveness, their most recent Lancet study was that they are about as
effective as nicotine replacement therapy, so they’re not a magic bullet. They have the potential to be, and we
want them to be, but certainly the products that are out there now are not. And we also listened to those who
are involved in the general product safety directive in terms of imposing those standards, local trading
standards, the Fire Service, concerns about exploding batteries and chargers, who all told us that they thought
the product safety directive provisions were not fit for the purpose of regulating these sorts of products.
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So a bit more about medicines regulation and the position that the UK Government announced on the 12th of
June this year. Medicines regulation can be proportionate. Medicines regulation is a spectrum, from
something that regulates cutting-edge biological vaccines that are created cell from nothing, to over-thecounter medicines at the other end of the spectrum, and it’s a framework that can accommodate all those
different things because the maximum and minimum levels and all those sorts of things aren’t specified in law,
they evolve and follow science.
Labelling and product information doesn’t need to be boring, it doesn’t need not to have trade names. Sale
and supply in the UK, all our over-the-counter medicines can be available in the supermarket and the corner
store. In fact everywhere you can buy cigarettes you can buy OTC medicines, and they can be displayed by the
way. There are advertising controls in medicines regulation which again are not fixed. They don’t say you will
do this, you will do that, the law says you must promote the rational use of the product, and within that
there’s a huge amount of flexibility into how that’s done, and when you look at advertising on the telly for OTC
medicines you will see that it is innovative, exciting, fun, all the things that medicines regulation is in fact.
(Laughter)
Safety monitoring, we just don’t know enough about the safety of these products. What medicines regulation
gives us is a framework so that over time we can learn about these things. When we’re licensing medicines
often we don’t know about the safety in the exposure to a wide population, but we learn about it because
there’s a framework there that requires if any issues occur the MHRA is told. There’s an obligation on the
marketing authorisation holders. We can and have been monitoring every published study since we did our
own work, but actually reports we get from users are really helpful in monitoring long-term safety. Many times
you will find that we learn more about the safety of drugs over a period of time and that we can do something
about it, we can exclude certain patient populations or certain ages of people or certain groups of people that
will make it much safer for the products to be used. But if we haven't got a framework in place for us to learn
about that then there’s no opportunity to use those risk management tools.

So let’s think about medicines regulation, this terribly burdensome thing that means you’ll never ever get a
product to market. Frankly it’s just not true. If you think of something as exciting as athlete’s foot treatments
it’s probably about half the size of the current market for e-cigarettes, it’s maybe £60/70 million annually. But
you can get a gel, a cream, a spray, a tablet, a powder, you can get them in five different active substances.
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You can get branded ones, you can get generic ones, you can get them at the supermarket. They’re brightly
coloured, they’re nice labelling.

If you think about something as exciting as antiseptic cream which I often do, you can get them in every shape
and form. This market is worth maybe £10 million, maybe 10%, maybe a bit less, than the e-cig market, but
there are supermarket varieties, there are household names, these products change their livery on a regular
basis. If you think of OTC medicines like hay fever products or cough and cold products they change their
liveries every year, they’ve got new delivery devices, they’re constantly innovating.
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The OTC market is fare more like a fast-moving consumer goods market than a high-end medicines market.
And medicines regulation can deliver that. If you go into your supermarket and walk down the OTC medicines
isle you will see a variety of brightly coloured products that are advertised on the television, on the radio,
attractive, some niche products, some wider products, but a thriving market that’s worth £2.5 billion in the UK
each and every year.

Now, we heard a little bit about safety issues earlier on from our esteemed academic panel. The MHRA has
never been shroud-waving about the safety of these products. That’s not to say there aren’t safety concerns.
We have had yellow cards, this is the MHRA’s reporting scheme for where healthcare professionals have
concerns about whether there is a link between something they’ve seen, a side effect or an effect and a
product that somebody has used. We’ve had about a dozen reports, and some of these have been really quite
serious, things like lipoid pneumonia, interstitial lung disease, palpitations, and the obvious vomiting, nausea,
and those sorts of things from overdose, probably from defective products. But we’ve never drawn attention
to those, we’ve never said we must regulate for safety purposes.
The focus actually has been on effective products that work and help to reduce the harms of smoking. We
heard a little bit this morning about the risks of using these products for those who smoke, and the MHRA
shares that view. These products should be for people who smoke, and the relative risk to smoking is
infinitesimally smaller, there’s no question about that, but it’s not for non-smokers, for never smokers, and we
have started to see some evidence of an increase.
I’ll give you most of it is a theoretical risk, but we have seen some studies in the States showing a doubling of
the number of young people who have tried electronic cigarettes, and yes they might have tried cigarettes if
they hadn’t tried those. But the story is starting to change from one where these products first emerged and
their typical audience was in their 40s, well off, well healed, the sort of data that Lynne presented earlier, and
we are starting to see more and more younger people using them, so we need to think about that, we need to
monitor whether there is a gateway effect, and we need to be able to do something about it if there is.
Without a regulatory framework we wouldn't be able to do that. And the same is true of smoking
maintenance. This is the theory around the extent to which at the moment these products, we want them to
be targeted at smokers but we heard this morning about the risks associated with introducing new users of
nicotine or reintroducing people to the use of nicotine or acting as a gateway into smoking.
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Now, I agree, these are theoretical risks and there isn’t a lot of evidence for them, but we want to be able to
have a framework that allows us to learn the lessons from the past, we would have never allowed cigarettes
onto the market, we can’t make the same mistake again. So that brings us on to the Tobacco Products
Directive, as I said, currently in negotiation in its trialogue as we sit here this afternoon. Part of a wider set of
measures much broader than e-cigarettes, there’s one provision, nicotine containing products.
Interestingly this was published in December 2012, a full six months before the MHRA came out with the
Government’s position on medicines regulation. It had broad support from all the member states in the
Council working group, wasn’t controversial at all, easy decision to make for the member states.
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It was only when it came to the Parliament that the issues came up in relation to nicotine containing products
and as Clive Bates has said, what they’ve produced is something of a dog’s dinner. It allows for medicines
regulation for products that make claims, but for others it has an odd set of controls, some of them a bit like
tobacco ones, some of them a bit like medicines ones, reporting. The provisions are conflicting, they would
apply to licensed medicines as well as to other products. They attempt to produce some sort of regime but the
problem is, when you think about regulation as I do all the time, what you need is a system, you need a
framework in place. It’s no point having reporting if there’s no-one to report to and then if you report it
something can’t be done in it. You can have reporting saying it’s got all sorts of toxicants in it but if you can’t
suspend a licence, if you can’t close a factory, if you can’t do something about it there’s no point in knowing.
You need regulatory levers and controls to make a system work. That’s what medicines regulation gives you
and it also gives you a future proofing for products that people in this room might not have even imagined but
will doubtless come.
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So the UK’s position continues to be that we see medicines regulation as the right framework to get more and
better products, to get products that will support smokers to reduce the harm of smoking to smokers and
those around them. We stand ready to licence products now, there’s a couple going through the system. I’ve
met with between 20 and 30 companies interested in pursuing a licensing route. To support true innovation.
True innovation is not the next flavour, the sweet shop bubblegum flavour, it’s about engineering the size of
droplets so that the flavour stays in the mouth and the nicotine goes to the lung where it can relieve the
craving, that’s true innovation, and that’s what a medicines framework can deliver. We support getting a
Europe-wide solution to the regulation of these Page 47 of 102 products, it is unfortunate for the smoking
community of Europe that we don’t have a single answer on this, so the UK will continue to press in the trialog
today and as the negations go forward, hopefully concluded by March with the Tobacco Products Directive
going through with a single level playing field for these sorts of products.
So I’ll stop there and thank you for listening.
(Applause)
Chair: Thank you very much indeed, Jeremy, for a very informative overview of the MHRA’s position. We have
got time for one or two questions, so I saw a hand up there first and then over here. Quite a few questions.
Now this is going to be an issue we will return to at the end of the morning so if we don’t get time for a
question, don’t worry.
Katherine Devlin: Thank you. It’s Katherine Devlin from ECITA. We sent you recently some costs analysis which
we also published about the actual cost based on four case studies of actual businesses operating in this sector
at the moment with electronic cigarettes, looking at the cost for achieving a medicinal licence for the products,
and in each case it was going to cost more than the entire market value. How is that proportionate?
J Mean: Okay, thank you for that question, because it does give me an opportunity to say that I am
disappointed that I can’t give you as much information as I would like to give you about the costs associated
with regulation, and part of that is because it is evolving as medicines regulation gives us the opportunity to
do. And I’ll give you an example of this. One of the issues that was raised earlier in the discussion today was
flavour and how flavour is important and how for this particular market it’s important to keep that moving and
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keep a number of flavours and keep innovating in that area. Now, we recognise that. In medicines regulation
as it currently stands it hasn’t really been an issue, there hasn’t been products where people have been
clamouring for lots of different flavours, so we’ve been thinking hard about how we can make the medicines
regulation framework deliver that.
So we’ve been thinking about, once you’ve got a product licence, adding flavours by means of variation to that
licence, not creating a new one but with a small addition to each licence so that we can make the framework
work.
Now, we haven’t been able to publish that as readily as I would like to because what we’re trying to do is to
show some leadership in Europe, to design a framework that other member states will be able to sign up to
that won’t be burdensome in different parts of Europe and to say that’s the way to do it. So we’re trying, we’re
looking at how to keep the costs and burdens of regulation down, but it is an evolving piece and will be going
forwards.
Chair: Last question.
Steve Stotesbury: Hi. Steve Stotesbury, Imperial Tobacco. Jeremy, I have some sympathy for you as you look at
the European process, your frustrations are shared, I think, by many in this room. But looking back to your
announcement in July you cited the European Product Directive as one of the things that you would pin
medicines regulation on. If that changes in the trialog process will the position of the UK Government change
and how will that develop as a result?
J Mean: It’s a dynamic process, negotiation. Whatever legislation is produced, the UK will have to abide by.
The current position and the one the UK Government is hanging out for is medicines regulation for all nicotinecontaining products, as in the general agreement that all member states signed up to, and we’re not thinking
about any other options.
Chair: Thank you very much, Jeremy. We’ll stop now and move on to the final speaker this morning, and then
we’ll have more questions. So I know a few of you did have your hands up, we’ll have more questions at the
end in the Q & A session.
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10. How e-cigarettes should be regulated

Prof Jean-François Etter – Professor of Public Health, University of Geneva
Chair: So our final speaker this morning, it gives me great pleasure to introduce Professor Jean-François Etter
who is Professor of Public Health at the University of Geneva who is also talking about the regulation of ecigarettes. Thank you.

Prof. Etter: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen, and thank you to the organiser for inviting me today.
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This is my disclosure slide. I have no conflicts of interest with the tobacco and pharmaceutical industry and the
e-cigarette industry paid for our plane tickets and a few hotel nights to visit them in China and also to meet in
London.

I’ll speak about how e-cigs should be regulated. Briefly coming back to how they are regulated today and then
about future regulation if there’s tobacco products, medications or consumer products or a specific category.
To start with, a summary of the evidence that has been presented to you as I understand it.
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E-cigs are used currently by smokers, either current or former smokers as they’re cheaper and safer than
tobacco. Most of the users report that e-cigs helped them quit smoking. There are only three studies published
in peer review journals that looked at whether non-smokers used e-cigarettes regularly and none of these
studies showed daily or regular use in non-smokers. It’s true that there is experimentation at increasing rates
in kids but no regular use is documented for the moment. It doesn’t mean that it’s not going to occur in the
future but for the moment it doesn’t occur. And e-cigs are probably much less addictive than cigarettes and
you’ve been presented much of the data on toxicity this morning.
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The aims of a regulation in my perspective is first to decrease the number of cases of disease and death which
are caused mainly by smoked tobacco, not just tobacco but smoked tobacco, and also I think that protecting
the freedom of choice of citizens is something important, it shouldn't be limited without a good reason. And
regulation should govern not just e-cigs but also next generation products that will come up in the future.

Around the world e-cigs are regulated currently as consumer products or tobacco products are seldom
regulated as medicine, and the upcoming EU and FDA regulations will be extraordinarily important and
influential I think, and once written these laws I think will be hard to change, they will be influential worldwide,
so it’s quite important to follow these things. And there’s no reason to expect that regulation will be the
same in each country, on the contrary I think regulations will differ country by country because they will
depend on local things like the stage of the tobacco epidemic, the history of tobacco regulation, the political
process, the weight of lobbies and the state of develop of the e-cig market.
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In the US currently ecigarettes are largely unregulated at the federal level, it doesn’t mean that they are
unregulated completely because there are many states and countries which regulate like vaping in public
places or sales to minors. A court decision barred the FDA from regulating e-cigarettes as drugs and the FDA
will come out this month of November in the next days with what they call the deeming regulation, the
proposal is probably going to cover advertising to minors, sales to minors, general advertising.
Will they ban flavours? Will they ban internet sales? Will they require a probation for new products?
We’ll see. It’s going to be very important.
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In the UK the process has been described to you. The MHRA was interested with this file. After public
consultation it announced that e-cigarettes will be regulated as medicine with a light touch regulation.
I don’t think there is such thing as a light touch regulation, medicines regulation is not light touch at all. The UK
wants to set an example for the rest of Europe but it’s also important to distinguish the UK and US markets
from the rest of Europe. You don’t have such a well-developed OTC market in Europe.
In continental Europe medicines are sold in pharmacies mainly, it’s not like in the UK, so it’s very different and
the UK regulations cannot apply to the rest of Europe. And also by asking MHRA rather than any other agency
to come up with e-cigarette regulations one could not expect any other outcome I think, from the beginning.

In the European Union the votes against the amendment 170 was quite close actually, only 51 votes above the
threshold it was required to pass, so it was quite unexpected and the result I think of intensive lobbying from
the vapours and the e-cigarette industry.
A few months before the vote I think no-one expected this outcome. Currently you’ve been explained that
there’s a trialog going on, but the Council and the Commission are in favour of the medicines regulation and
many member states also want title regulation that the current EU proposal, so the final outcome is not
decided yet.
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I think that as a general rule governments and parliaments are excessively responsive to special interest rather
than to the general interest and almost any regulation that will come out at the end probably will favour those
who are best at lobbying, most experiences, like big tobacco and big pharmacists if they step in, and
detrimental to those who invented the product, those who are most innovative and come out every week with
new products, I mean the Chinese inventors and manufacturers. And even before these regulations have
been drafted a financial analyst will follow them very closely.
I’ve already said that future regulations will probably be favourable to big tobacco, in particular because they
have the best expertise to evolve in a regulated environment, they have lots of money, they also have a list of
customers, mandatory shelf-space in shops, so they have bigger sales.
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Currently nicotine is regulated in a way that I think for public health is a disaster. It’s only available in smoked
tobacco in many countries, in most continental Europe countries smokeless is banned, or in medications, in
patches and gums. So the most deadly product is cheap and available everywhere. Nicotine replacement
therapy works, it’s not that it doesn’t work, it does work, but in the long-term after several years the impact,
the difference in quit rates between people who receive nicotine patches or gums and those who receive a
placebo is only a few percentage points, so these breaks are not very appealing, they have not been very
innovative also, and they are affected by that very much. So the success of e-cigarettes challenges this
approach, the regulation of nicotine needs to be changed, the question is how.
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Is it a good idea to regulate it as a tobacco product with things like bans in public places, restrictions on
advertisement, sales, restrictions to minors, etc?

They are regulated as tobacco products in some countries, even though they do
not contain tobacco. Nicotine is extracted from tobacco but they do not contain
tobacco, so it’s not very logical.
I think that current measures to control tobacco are excessive. They are disproportionate. Bans of vaping in
public places, I think, would require much stronger evidence that passive vaping is toxic. We have not spoken
much about passive vaping, but I think we would need much stronger evidence that it is toxic before
prohibiting vaping in public places, and also we would need evidence that vaping in public places encourages
smoking. It’s more likely to think that it will encourage vaping, not smoking.
Advertising bans also would require stronger evidence that e-cigs are toxic. As I said, there’s no evidence for
the moment that non-smokers become regular vapers and also consumers have a right to be informed by
advertisements.
Some restrictions to minors, everyone seems to agree on that, but it’s not that straightforward, I think,
because minors currently who use nicotine or plan to use nicotine have no other choice but to smoke in many
countries, so providing them an alternative way of getting nicotine is perhaps a controversial idea, but one
that need not be rejected without thinking. Minors can buy nicotine gums and patches at least if they are
above sixteen. Doctors can prescribe gums to minors, and if e-cigs protect adults against smoking, why
wouldn’t they protect children against smoking? So these things need to be thought about a little bit more
deeply than just rejecting, agreeing that e-cigs should be banned from minors.
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Regulation as medicines, covering things like efficacy, safety, quality requirements, stability of the product and
the protection of young consumers, well, I see a number of problems with this. I don’t mean that these
problems are going to occur in every country. They may not occur here in the UK because you have a different
approach to OTC regulation in particular than in many European countries, but still these things are not
medicines. As long as there is no therapeutic claim they are not medicines so in countries where courts can
verify the constitutionality of laws, these regulations will be discarded.
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It occurred already, I think, in Germany. Mostly it creates an inequality with tobacco. You cannot expect one
team to win the football match against the other team if you bind the legs of the first team. They should be
able to compete with tobacco at least on equal terms. And also the cost associated with obtaining drug
approval is very high.
The application to have a product approved as a drug is 10,000 pages. A pile of paper almost up to the roof,
10,000 pages, it’s huge, and so only large companies will survive in this environment. I think big tobacco and
big pharmaceuticals will step in. So many products and most innovative ones, perhaps, many manufacturers
and retailers will disappear, in particular Chinese ones.

Another problem with medicines regulation is that I do think it will kill innovation. Take nicotine gum and
patches, they have been invented in the 1970s and 80s and have almost not evolved since then. Perhaps it’s
the fault of the pharmaceutical industry but also it’s the fault of the regulation framework which makes it so
costly to improve a product. Also if flavours are banned then e-cigs will be less attractive, and what do you do
with the unlicensed products? They will not disappear by a miracle once you declare that e-cigs are medicines.
These products and providers are here and they will not disappear from one day to the next, so these products
will remain on the market, perhaps on the black market. Internet sales will continue in unlicensed products,
and then you cannot have a mandatory quality control on an unlicensed product. You cannot tax it, and
anyway have you thought about enforcement of this thing? Enforcement will be costly and ineffective. Will
judges and policemen bother to take on people who use these products or import them? Enforcement will be
impossible, I think, or very difficult, or not effective.
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And also medicines regulation I think is contrary to constitutional free-market principles because it
unnecessarily excludes a competitor. There’s a lack of popular support for medicines regulation, which in the
long term may not be viable everywhere, and also it unduly protects big pharma, which have not been very
innovative with the nicotine products. So the two main consequences of tobacco or medicines regulation, I
think, are that there will be fewer e-users, because of higher costs and all the barriers that I mentioned. Fewer
smokers will quit and more will die, and it may also give the entire e-cigarette market to the tobacco industry,
because they are the only ones currently who are ready with products, who are almost ready to be approved.
This is not a desirable outcome, I think.
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There are other frameworks, like the regulations for consumer products. I don’t think it’s true that these things
are unregulated. They are already regulated by a range of national laws and EU directives that apply to
consumer products that are listed here. Thank you, Clive, for the content of this slide. So you already have a
number of directives. You have the RAPEX system for alerts, directives on chemical safety, electrical safety,
packaging, advertisement, data protection etc. So first I think we should apply and enforce existing laws and
EU directives, the law for plenty of controls that are not done currently on e-cigarettes, and if this is not
sufficient, and only if this is not sufficient, then we should create a specific category for nicotine-containing
products, that is e-cig and next-generation products, with norms for these recreational nicotine products, for
manufacturing components, advertisements, sales to minors etc, and this is not require regulation as
medicines or tobacco.

I also think that we should create an earmarked tax for research, for independent research and for education
of the public, of doctors, journalists, policy-makers etc, like the Tobacco Prevention Fund in Switzerland, for
instance. Each smoker, when he buys a cigarette pack in Switzerland, pays two cents for the Tobacco
Prevention Fund and this fund then pays for research and prevention projects. To conclude, e-cigs, I think, are
a major innovation, a revolution in our field that has the potential to save many lives. For regulators, I think we
should always keep in perspective the huge number of deaths and disease and misery caused by smoke
tobacco, and, as Clive says, relative risk is relevant compared with cigarettes because these products are used
by smokers, not absolute risk. They don’t need to be 100% safe, only much safer than cigarettes. Regulation as
medicines or tobacco I think is disproportionate, and the prohibition of unlicensed products will not be
feasible, neither is it desirable.
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So the main danger for public health currently is excessive regulations not e-cigs, but excessive regulation is a
great risk and danger for public health. So the current laws about nicotine cannot survive. They know nicotine
only in tobacco which is deadly when smoked and it cannot be used otherwise in many countries and
medication, so these laws need to change. The question is how, but they need to change to accommodate
these very popular products and also next generation products. So I think that one of the most important
public health debates in recent decades, really, since the debates in the 1980s and 90s about drug injections,
etc, about drug policies that are now common but were not at that time, for those old enough to remember. I
think that the debate about redefining the place of nicotine in society and in the law, and making room for
recreational nicotine products, is really a key topic, even addictive ones or ones that result in compulsive use,
because in the definition of addiction, you have two elements, compulsive use and harm for the user’s health
or family life or social life. But the second element is largely lacking for e-cigarettes so we should speak of
compulsive use.
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But clearly our laws need to be changed to make room for recreational nicotine products, even if they are used
compulsively, and this is, I think, one of the most important things we have debated in public health in recent
decades. Thank you very much for your attention.
[Applause]
Chair: Thank you very much, Jean-François. Another very thoughtful presentation, and also giving us an
overview on the European and international dimensions of regulation as well, which are incredibly important.
We do have time for any questions, clarification for Jean-François before we move into the open session,
so I can see somebody with a hand up towards the back.
Rebecca Taylor: Hello, my name is Rebecca Taylor. I’m a Liberal Democrat Member of the European
Parliament. As one of the people responsible for drafting…
Prof Etter: Speak slowly because I’m not a native English speaker, so speak slowly and distinctively.
Rebecca Taylor: Sorry, Rebecca Taylor from the European Parliament, one of the people responsible for
drafting Amendment 170. In defence to a number of criticisms, I agree with part of them, but politics is the art
of the possible and we had to table an amendment that would actually be supported by the Parliament. For
the Liberal group, the key point is that it’s not medicines regulation, other things are open to negotiations, we
hope, and thank you very much for your presentation. I think your point that e-cigarettes are not really
medicines and not really tobacco is the key issue. Thank you.
Prof Etter: Thank you very much.
Chair: Okay, one more question I think.
[Applause]
One more question before we go into the panel.
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Tony Price: Tony Price, Volcano. I understand in Switzerland, which is from where I believe you come from, ecigarettes are regulated as medicines or rather the liquid is, and you said once laws are in place they’re very
difficult to overturn. Is it ever possible in Switzerland as an example to overturn that classification of e-liquid as
a medicine?
Prof Etter: Well, yes, we’ll see. The tobacco laws are being changed currently. It’s a process that will take three
to five years. Then it’s all a matter of the political weights on each side, on both sides. Politicians will not move
unless there is pressure upon them, and unless they fear they will lose votes or they fear scandal in the press.
These are the only things that make them move, so if vapers are not organised and put pressure on their
politicians, on their MPs, then there is no reason why the current regulation which prohibits nicotine in ecigarettes will change, but we’ll see.
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11. Is medical regulation the best way forward? Open floor questions and answers
Chair: Prof Ann McNeill
Chair: Okay, I’ll take your question but perhaps while you’re speaking, could the other three speakers from the
session come up to the front please for the panel? Thank you.
Male: Right now in the European Union there are these negotiations between the Parliament and the member
states, there are two approaches you didn’t like. One is the tobacco-orientated approach, the other one is like
this medical approach or medicine approach. Which one, Mr Etter, is according to you the lesser of the two
evils because we’ll see one of the two evils, because this is what the negotiations are about?
Prof Etter: Predicting the future is not a scientific discipline so all these financial analysts who predict the
future, financial analysts have not been able to predict the major financial crisis recently, so I don’t know
whether we should believe them. It’s really the result of a political process. It can’t be predicted.
Male: Sorry, I didn’t ask you about the forecast, but what according to your view would be a better outcome?
Prof Etter: As I said, I think the preferable way would be to have a specific category. If current laws applying to
cosmetics, electrical appliances, etc, are not sufficient once and first on e-cigarettes, then perhaps creating a
specific category with proportionate rules and tobacco and medicines regulation are disproportionate, I think,
would be the best possible outcome but it may take many years before we reach this point.
Chair: Okay, while we look for other questions from the floor, I think Clive wanted to address that as well. Clive
Bates: Just a quick, and also following up Rebecca Taylor’s point, the Amendment 170 isn’t exactly as I would
like it, as I think I made clear, and it has some things in it which really are counterproductive from a health
point of view, but in my view it’s vastly superior to regulating these products as medicines or as tobacco
products. The amendment itself doesn’t do either. It basically says these are the rules that apply to ecigarettes so it sort of falls in between. It does borrow some of the bits of the regulation that apply to tobacco.
I think as Jean-François says that some of that is disproportionate, for example banning cross-border
advertising of ecigarettes makes no sense to me, but as Rebecca says you’ve got to work with the art of the
possible and as an outcome it was vastly preferable to what was there before, and hopefully it will shake the
Council and the Commission out of its complacency, it will start to listen to the people that have made the
representations about this and understand just how damaging medicines regulation will be and we will
actually get a change.
Chair: Okay, right, can we then open this up now for a wider discussion on anything that you’ve heard in the
last session but bearing in mind this is the question that we’re looking at in terms of medical regulation.
Farrell Delman: Yes, TMA. I have a question for Jeremy Mean. I’m struggling, I guess, to understand the
framework and I thought you provided us with a great argument as to why we ought to have a framework, and
yet at the same time I’m understanding and I think my own perception appreciating the concept of a specific
framework that would be unique for e-cigarettes. So I guess what I’m trying to understand is, and I’m not
familiar, and you’ve probably gathered from my accent I’m not a Brit either, the MHRA itself has certainly been
regulating lots of products out there and while your address tended, as I read it, to focus on the OTC end as
potentially applicable for e-cigarettes, at the same time I’m trying to understand what other products MHRA
has regulated in the past that have dealt with issues as unique as population risk. For example, are there any
products that you have regulated that address the issue of another generation of Brits with athlete’s foot, for
example?
Chair: Thank you. I notice some people have got their questions waiting, so I’m sorry, I missed your affiliation?
Farrell Delman: TMA.
Chair: Tobacco Merchants Association. Okay, thank you.
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Jeremy Mean: Thank you for that question. Thinking about how medicines regulation works or perhaps it’s
better to say how medicines regulation is applied, because it is a framework and it can do things with different
products in very different ways. A cutting edge biological product is not the same as an over the counter one,
so that’s why the framework is flexible. There are flexibilities within it, so for example, for a new product
coming onto the market for the first time, it does require to be tested on animals, to have toxilogical testing to
it, before it is exposed to a small group of people in clinical trials, and that’s the expensive and difficult end of
the medicines regulatory framework. OTC medicines are the other end. We’re not requiring clinical trials. We
don’t want testing of the product. All we want to do is show that it delivers nicotine in a reasonable amount.
Now in terms of types of products, we do think this product is revolutionary, in the same way that vaccines
have wiped out diseases in the UK and Europe and we think this is potentially as important as a vaccine. We
want the product to be safe enough, and medicines regulation works, rather than absolute standards, about
risks and benefits. Risks and benefits change over time. They change with how we learn about the product, but
also they change in relation to the risks that you’re trying to manage so it’s a flexible framework that can
change over time.
Chair: Okay, the next question I saw was here.
David Cohen: Hello, my name is David Cohen from Green Smoke. This is for Jeremy the question. I read the Q
and A part of the regulations that MHRA has published on the website to get more insight about how to do
this process, and I have a question regarding the manufacturer side of it. The medicinal product manufacture
which is the e-liquid, as I understand it, is to be prior approved by an EU competent authority for the CGMP.
I’d like to understand under this umbrella will it include like the level of the GMP is the level of medicines
tablets or medicines of creams, because as you know even to get inside these facilities is pretty hard?
That’s the first one, the second one there is a mention of the PK study that will be needed as a comparative
analysis to Nicorette inhaler. I want to hear more about that in your thoughts. Chair: Just before you answer,
can anyone who’s got a mobile phone on them just put it far away from the microphones please because
there’s some interference? Thank you. Female: It’s actually best to switch them off or you get feedback on
these. Chair: Yes, or switch them off. Thank you. Jeremy, I think that question was for you.
J Mean: Thank you. So dealing with those two issues, let’s start off with GMP or Good Manufacturing Practice.
There’s a lot of shroud waving around GMP. Everybody says, “GMP, it’s such a terrible thing. It’s such a high
hurdle. It’s such a terrible burden.” GMP is simply a quality standard is all it is. It’s like the ISO 9000, in fact it’s
not that different from ISO 9000, except you need to document more what you’ve done so that you can
demonstrate to a regulatory authority that you have procedures in place to identify where your supplies came
from, that you can recall them if necessary, that there are batch numbers, actually the sorts of things that any
good manufacturer would want, and actually lots of manufacturers outside the medicines world adopt GMP
and the feedback they give is that it’s much better to have a documented process, to be sure about your
manufacturing process and be able to prevent problems before they’ve even begun than it is trying to
engineer something at the end of a process with your finished product.
So GMP is just a quality standard. It applies differently to different circumstances, whether it is the particular
risks around manufacturing liquids, it might be around the level of contaminants, for example, and how you
have to have a clean room to manage that particular risk. So it’s those sorts of things. It’s not an absolute
standard. Moving onto your question about PK studies is an important one, thank you for asking it, because
what we want to do here and perhaps this is the most important aspect of medicines regulation, we talked a
little earlier about the safety, about the quality of the liquid, about contaminants from batteries or solder and
all those sorts of things, and I agree in the scheme of things they are risks but they are relatively small risks, in
particular in relation to continuing to smoke tobacco. Perhaps the greatest risk is failure of efficacy of these
products.
We want products that work that will help people to stop smoking. That’s the single most important thing that
medicines regulation can do and that isn’t in any other framework, not cosmetics, not food, whether the thing
actually works, and that’s the most important thing. So these PK studies we’re looking for, we’re looking for
studies in perhaps 12 to 20 people, which show how the product delivers nicotine, and it shows the blood
levels over a period of time. Now they’re relatively small studies. They’re not like a full randomised clinical
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controlled study. You can get any lab to do them and any pharmaceutical company does them on a very
regular basis on their products, so they shouldn’t be a high hurdle.
Chair: Okay, some of the other panel want to address that point.
Linda Bauld: Can I just add one thing to emphasise the importance of the PK studies, we’ve heard a lot about
recreational use today. A lot of people have used that term, but when you look at the survey data and some of
the studies of people who are using e-cigarettes, many of them are using them genuinely to try and stop
smoking completely, and many of those people do not intend to continue using e-cigarettes for a long period.
That is not their wish. Now in order for them to achieve that goal, the products have to be, as Jeremy just said,
they have to work, and many of these products are not effective cessation aids, and in the UK in particular,
smoking rates as you know and in most developed countries are highest in the poorest communities in our
country and those are the people that we want to support to stop smoking if they make that choice. Now
those people need cheap effective products, and ideally they also need a product that’s available on
prescription that in many parts of the UK would be completely free, and those are the people for whom ecigarettes may have a particularly important role to play. But in the current framework we can’t make them as
available as we would like, certainly through our healthcare system.
David Cohen: I just wanted to ask, because I’m not sure it’s been addressed, Jeremy, regarding the
manufacturer side of the GMP. I know what GMP is. I’ve worked in pharmaceutical companies for eight years,
so I know GMP from the manufacturer side of drugs of APIs. I’m trying to understand is the manufacturing
facility, because it needs to be prior authorisation to be given, it is written inside the Q and A that it needs to
be a site that has to have passed an inspection of a competent authority, so I’m asking there is a difference
between a site that manufacturers creams under GMP and there is a site that manufactures drugs, tablets,
under GMP? I’m trying to understand if the MHRA is aiming towards GMP of tablets or creams. That was the
question.
Chair: I’m not sure if you want to come back on that one or not. I’m keen to get as many people in as possible.
J Mean: Perhaps we could speak afterwards. I’m not entirely clear.
Chair: Did you want to come in on any of those points, Clive?
Clive Bates: Just a couple of quick remarks. I mean, there’s a good reason why there are no regulators working
on the efficacy of food, and that’s because we don’t have official taste testers to tell us what good food is. We
allow consumers to do that and we allow essentially market forces to drive what makes a good product and
what counts as good innovation. I think all the objections, or many of the objections to medicines regulation
simply would melt away if it was a genuine light-tough process, if it was something that just generally slightly
upped the game of the people in the market, improved the quality of the products and everything, but as far
as I can tell, the lived experience of going through this process by one of the companies who’s been doing it,
it’s been unbelievably arduous. So there’s a sort of disconnect between the story that actually there are all
these creams on the shelves and everything, it’s all been straightforward, and the actual experience of doing it
by any cigarette manufacturer, which seems to have run to millions of pounds, many years and huge
investments in people and IT, infrastructure and all the rest of it. It might be quite straightforward if you’re
already a pharmaceutical company, to produce an additional marginal new pharmaceutical company but if
you’re not already a pharmaceutical company, becoming one is a very large barrier to entry, and that’s part of
the issue here, and things like GMP are not at all straightforward, if you’re not manufacturing like that, and
you should only require that if it really is required from a point of view of proportional protection from risks,
and there’s no sign that that is actually the case.
Chair: Okay, Jean-François?
Prof Etter: Yes, if you look at surveys of users, and you look at the proportion of smokers or former smokers
who try e-cigs and then convert to daily use, there are two studies who provide figures. In one study, 12% and
in the other study 14% of triers converted to daily use. This is very small. It means that the current products
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are not satisfactory, and they need to improve and if you freeze their development in their level where they
are today by medicines regulation then we never achieve the full potential of these products. They can
improve, I think, in particular by delivering more nicotine and more quickly and being more addictive, they will
be also more effective, and this will come from control of the pH, like the controversy of Marlboro cigarettes
and ammonia like twenty or thirty years ago.
They need to control the pH of the vapour in order to improve the proportion of nicotine that is more
pharmacologically available. This is one.
Chair: Thank you. And then you wanted to just come back on your point?
J Mean: Yes, well, just a couple of points really. The first is these products are not a food. You can’t compare
them to something that you taste and you might or might not like it.
Clive Bates: But like your point, you said there’s no efficacy test for food.
J Mean: Exactly, because there doesn’t need to be. In relation to these products there’s a real public health
cost if they don’t work. Many people will try many times to quit. It’s a very, very difficult thing to do and each
time they fail to quit, it will be a considerable amount of time before they try again and they will look for
different ways of support. Now if we’ve got effective products that work, that earlier success will have public
health benefit. If the product doesn’t work, then there’s a public health cost to the time that’s lost between
now and when they quit. Just in terms of upping the game, medicines regulation is very flexible. If you go to a
supermarket, you can pick up a packet of paracetamols for 16p. It’s not hugely burdensome. It’s a proper
market that works effectively, and medicines regulation can actually support innovation. The pharmaceutical
industry is the most innovative in the world, if you count it by number of products or number of patents or
new developments that are coming out of medicines all the time, including over the counter medicines.
Chair: Okay, let’s take some more questions from the floor because there are a lot of people who want to
come in, so there are two people with a mike, so we’ll take both questions together actually. Go on.
Fraser Cropper: My name is Fraser Cropper, I’m representing Totally Wicked, a UK manufacturer of e-liquid
and electronic cigarettes. Principally to Jeremy, firstly forbearance it’s quite a long question but it’s quite an
important one.
Perhaps it would have helped the audience if right at the start of Jeremy’s presentation he would have been
able to lay out the reasons why he’s presenting today. I struggle very much with the question of jurisdiction
and authority, and I think it’s very pertinent to this debate as to why the MHRA is presenting to us. So the first
question jurisdiction. Right at the heart of generic consumer regulation, as Jeremy knows as he wrote it in his
document, is that governments should only intervene when there is an overwhelming risk to consumers, that
consuming a product outweighs the risk and benefit that may be accrued.
From what I’ve heard today, I don’t know where that overwhelming risk is, why 10 million e-cigarette users I
don’t know of one chronic condition, thankfully no deaths from that usage, so that’s empirical, that’s
anecdotal, but there hasn’t been any convincing evidence to date to prove that there’s an overwhelming risk.
That’s a fundamental question of jurisdiction. The second one is a much more pertinent one related to the
MHRA, which is of course the MHRA is an agency that has a responsibility to take regulatory oversight and
control as and when a product fulfils one or both of the basic tests, which is presentation and function.
E-cigarettes, the vast majority, do not make any claims and they are fundamentally not fulfilling the functional
test, because if they do, then of course conventional cigarettes fulfil that functional test and actually more
effectively than e-cigarettes.
The second one is authority in this debate. We heard from Linda and Jeremy today that one of the reasons
why we want intervention from the MHRA is to improve efficacy. For 40 years of course, the MHRA has been
supporting the regulation of NRT which we know has a 7% success rate. One in every 14 people who use an
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NRT regulated product, do not receive the benefit that is purported by the regulation that oversees it, and the
final point is this. I struggle also with how the UK government can ask an organisation that receives in excess of
90% of its funding from the pharmaceutical industry to identify the most appropriate regulation for electronic
cigarettes. That’s quite a difficult one to square as well. It’s not surprising, therefore, that pharmaceutical
regulation rather more objective-based consideration is the one that is falling down on as the most
appropriate.
[Applause]
Chair: Thank you, I’m going to take the other question.
If we take your question as well, and then we’ll just get feedback from the panel, and just remember that
there is another session on this same issue in the afternoon for those of you who haven’t managed to speak.
Craig Arnell: Craig Arnell, no particular affiliation. Clive presented an interesting harm reduction equation, and
warned against regulation stifling the attractiveness of e-cigarettes. One thing that did stand out in Jeremy’s
presentation, Jeremy, you’ve spoken with 20 or 30 e-cigarette suppliers, but there are only two applications in
the pipeline.
In the MHRA’s June publication, you referred to a 34% exponential growth in the UK e-cigarette market. My
question to you, Jeremy, is whether you’ll guarantee that growth continuing if e-cigarettes are regulated in the
way that you want them to be.
Chair: Okay. Jeremy, sorry, all these questions are aimed at you, if you want to go first.
J Mean: Surprise. Can I pick up on the questions from Fraser Cropper to start with and then move onto that
one? In terms of why I’m presenting, it’s part of my job to explain government policy. That’s what civil servants
are required to do. In terms of the remit of the MHRA, the MHRA was asked by ministers to lead this work.
That doesn’t mean to say that the MHRA has focused this work entirely within the MHRA. We have met with
every government department that has an interest in this area. We’ve worked very closely with the
Behavioural Insight Team, the Nudge Unit in Number Ten, who in its very first report back in 2010 identified
this is an important area where it was important to get regulation right. So we’ve worked across government. I
should say, as I said in my presentation, this is not simple.
It’s not easy. That’s why governments have struggled with it around the world, and I’m not pretending that the
UK government’s position is the only answer, but it is an evidence-based one, informed by a process from an
expert working group that’s published all the materials on the MHRA website, all the data it looked at, in a
very transparent way.
I was asked about function, and whether regulation by claim and function was appropriate. Now in medicines
regulation there are two limbs to medicines regulation. The first is claim, to prevent the sort of snake oil
claims, and the second is function. Is it actually a medicine by what it does? Now the UK government’s position
has always been that we think nicotine is medicinal by function or could be medicinal by function, that it is a
highly active, potent, pharmacological substance, that impacts on craving, and that’s a medicinal indication.
What the UK government has chosen to do is not to impose regulation based on that part of the medicines
regulatory claim. We haven’t banned products. We haven’t required them to have a licence to date. But we do
think they are medicinal by function. In terms of the growth, the UK government absolutely wants this product
area to grow and to grow exponentially. We want to support that and we believe that medicines regulation
can do that. Now I can’t guarantee what will happen. The market, we saw some references to market
predictions, we don’t really know what will happen. We suspect that the marketplace is likely to consolidate
with or without medicines regulation. It may be harder for niche products to find their way with or without
medicines regulation. We can’t really tell that. We regulate products from government, we don’t regulate
markets, so we don’t want regulation to stifle it, but we can’t predict what will happen to the market.
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Chair: Presumably there’ll be some sort of monitoring of the marketplace as well as medicines regulation.
Clive, you wanted to come back on that?
C Bates: No, it’s okay.
Chair: Yes. There are two people apparently who’ve got the mic, so we’ll take those two questions with quick
responses before we break for lunch.
Johnny Lavery: Thank you, Mr Mean, thank you very much for coming…
Chair: Sorry, can’t see you, and name and where you’re from.
Johnny Lavery: Oh, sorry. Mr Mean, thank you very much for coming today…
Chair: Name and where you’re from.
Johnny Lavery: My name’s Johnny. I am a vaper of electronic cigarettes and I have a small retail shop in
London.
Chair: Thank you.
J Lavery: Just to contextualise my question very quickly, I was a very happy and committed smoker of 25
cigarettes a day for about 14 years, with no intent to quit. I haven’t smoked in three and a half years. I started
vaping as an alternative because I wanted to continue smoking with lower risk. I have this product which is
tailored to the flavour and strength that I choose, and at the power that I require based on my personal taste
and stress level. This product is as safe as my mobile phone and as effective as my cigarettes were. I am the
regulator for my product. If it’s not available to me anymore, I’ll be forced to return to smoking or to the illegal
black market.
Questions are this, one, can you confirm that this product will still be available to me following your regulatory
approach?
And two, how do you intend to attract happy smokers to medicines intervention or do you not care about
them at all?
Chair: Okay, thank you, and we’ll just take the next question.
[Applause]
Male: It’s a very similar question. Jeremy, I am sure you are under crossfire here but one thing that doesn’t
really connect with this framework is the level of nicotine, the threshold level. If every smoker self-titrates,
what’s the rationale for setting that threshold level?
Chair: Thank you.
J Mean: Can I start with the question about whether I can guarantee a particular product will be on the
market? I can’t guarantee whether a particular product will be on the market. We regulate products on a case
by case basis, and that’s, if you like, part of the strength of that regulatory framework. We don’t set a series of
hurdles or a series of absolute tests. We adjust the consideration of risks and benefits according to the
particular product. In terms of the black market, it’s a spectre that’s been raised several times in
presentations, but if you look at the OTC medicines sector, there is no black market for any OTC medicine.
There are no counterfeit OTC medicines because they’re available. People can get them and they work. What
creates an incentive for those sorts of things if people don’t have access to them?
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We want people to have access to licensed products that work and are effective, which kind of brings me onto
the threshold point. The MHRA hasn’t set any threshold. It hasn’t said that there should be an upper one or a
lower one. We don’t endorse the approach taken in the European directive for its lower threshold or for the
upper one. A threshold that simple refers to a strength, well, you could have a bucket-load of something that
was only just a little bit less strong. It doesn’t mean anything in safety terms. We need to look at it on a case by
case basis. We need to look at the effectiveness of the devices. Many devices are not currently very effective.
They’re about as effective as NRT. We want ones that are very much more effective that will be a real
alternative to smoking. We don’t want to stifle that market. We want to enable it.
Chair: Okay, the rest of the panel is sort of standing between this audience and their lunch, so keep your
comments short, please.
L Bauld: Just very briefly, I just wanted to comment on Johnny’s comment about his own experience, which is
very useful to hear. You used the term safe and effective, you said the product you use is safe and effective.
That’s great. So you’re an informed consumer, you’ve come to that decision, the problem we face is that there
are thousands of people out there who don’t believe that e-cigarettes are safe and effective, are looking for
guidance and a framework. Sorry?
C Bates: Half the public health community’s running around, creating fear about them, that’s why. Frankly, if
the public health community piped down on it, it would all be….
Chair: Clive, don’t interrupt, please let her finish and then you can comment.
L Bauld: So if you have people who genuinely are afraid of these products and that is the case out in the public.
They’re concerned about their use. One of the reasons why you need some sort of framework to give people
reliable information about those products so they can make decisions is exactly the kind of discussion we’ve
been having. People need to know what’s in them, to know whether they work or not. And also, as I’ve said
before, health professionals need to be able to be given the option to recommend them and they can’t do
that.
Chair: Okay. Clive?
C Bates: Well, there’s a load of things to say about this. There’s a massive amount of fear mongering going on
by, they know who they are, and some of them are here, and they should just stop. They should stop. They’re
harming public health by doing that. I just want to concentrate just a quick word on the supposed consensus
that there is for medicines regulation. It was very interesting when Jeremy was presenting the findings of the
2010, he said there was a consensus in public health. There was a massive rejection of the approach that was
approached my MHRA at the time, which was to take all the unlicensed products of the market within 21 days,
by vapers. It was vapers that made the case here. They made very passionate visceral statements about their
own experience, and turned the Page 62 of 102 intended government policy around. A committee of experts
was appointed to look into this but they were experts within a very narrow range of expertise, largely health,
largely pharmaceutical. Actually to know what the right form of regulation is you need to understand about
how the supply chain operates, what the innovation model looks like, a whole series of things outside the
scope of competence of the people who made these decisions, which is why we’ve ended up in the wrong
place.
[Applause]
Chair: Jean-François?
Prof Etter: The best incentive for innovation and improvement of the product is not medicines regulation, it’s
market competition, and the competition has to this date come to the outcome of many, many different
products that are improved week by week. The problem with medicines regulation is that big tobacco will
register their cigarettes products which are not very effective, way less effective, I think, than the Ego models
etc, or the mods. The manufacturers of the these more effective models that deliver more nicotine will not
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have the means to register their products and they will be excluded, so we’ll have not better quality but the
lower quality product, the worst products licensed at the cost of excluding better products.
[Applause]
Chair: Okay, thank you. Okay, so I’d just like to remind you what Jean-François said at the end of his
presentation, that this is one of the most important public health debates in recent decades. It’s good that we
haven’t got agreement because that gives us plenty to discuss in the afternoon. I need my lunch and I’m sure
you do, so please come back promptly whatever time it says on the agenda and thank you once again to all the
speakers and for your questions from the floor.
[Applause]
Thank you. I’m sorry, Jeremy, that you got quite some grilling.
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AFTERNOON DISCUSSIONS - CONTROVERSIES AND OPINIONS
12. E-Cigarettes a disruptive public health phenomenon:
Ethics, risk and the precautionary principle

Prof Antoine Flahault, MD, PhD – Professor of Public Health, Descartes School of Medicine,
Sorbonne Paris Cité, France
[This transcription from has been further edited by Prof Antoine Flahault for clarity]
Chair: Okay, so for this session we’ve got one speaker and then we’ll have the expert panel to take more
questions and answers from the floor. So it gives me great pleasure to introduce our first speaker then this
afternoon, who is Professor Antoine Flahault, Professor of Public Health, from the Descartes School of
Medicine in France, and the title of his talk is ‘E-Cigarettes a disruptive public health phenomenon’ and he’s
going to talk about ethics, risk and the precautionary principle. Thank you very much.

Prof. Flahault: Thank you, Professor McNeill, and I would like to thank the organiser for having invited me
today to talk after the lunch and the networking which is not an easy task. I don’t know if you can read my
conflict of interest. It’s seems almost unreadable so clear the font is but at least it is transparent! So yes, I have
only indirect potential sources of conflicts as I received consultancy fees from Sanofi for institutional research
grant and a member of my family works also for the French Association of Pharma Manufacturers
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I will talk about ethics, risk and the precautionary principle. There are many definitions of the precautionary
principle. We can say that the general spirit of PP is to take “caution in advance”, to take “caution in the
context of uncertainty”, to keep “informed prudence”. We may rely on Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration. It
said, ‘In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by states
according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific
certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental
degradation.’ It is well accepted since the Rio Declaration that it extends now beyond the environmental
degradation and environmental aspect and particularly the health aspect, so we will try to explore this
principle as it is written in this Rio Declaration.
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First about the threats of serious or irreversible damage, I think we have talked a lot about that. I would like
to take some wording from WHO itself. ‘Tobacco kills up to half of its users. Tobacco kills nearly 6 million
people each year and for more than 5 million of those deaths, they are the results of direct tobacco use, and
600, 000 are the results of non-smokers being exposed to second-hand smoke’ I apologise for showing again
these figures. Most of you know them very well, but those are threats of serious and irreversible damage of
what tobacco can do, smoking tobacco particularly. ‘Unless urgent action is taken,’ says WHO, ‘the annual
death toll could rise to more than 8 million by 2030, and as it has been said,’ WHO also foresees 1 billion of
deaths expected in this current century.’
What is more important that has not been addressed today and is probably difficult to address with electronic
cigarettes is that nearly 80% of the world’s 1 billion smokers today live in low and middle income countries. In
countries like India, for instance, probably electronic cigarettes is not really affordable and it may become an
issue for them, since they use all forms of oral tobacco which are not as safe as the Swedish snus. We will not
talk about that today although it is a huge associated issue, since consumption of tobacco products is
increasing globally, except in some high income and upper middle income countries.
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This other which is actually derived from WHO figures mentions that smoking is responsible for 90% of lung
cancer, 75% of chronic bronchitis and emphysema and 25% of cases of ischemic heart disease. I will not discuss
these figures but we can take them for granted. "Every cigarette takes seven minutes off your life" is also a
WHO statement, which lists some of the main toxins which are inside the classic existing cigarettes.

What I wanted to say also is that the leading causes of death which are again reported by WHO are for most of
them related to some extent to to smoking tobacco consumption: ischemic heart disease, stroke, lower
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respiratory infection, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, tracheal bronchus and lung cancer. So among the
top leading causes of death, you have this threat which is currently ongoing.

What about the lack of full scientific certainty? I will give here the floor to the International Union against
Tuberculosis and Lung Disease which are not really in favour of the electronic cigarettes. What do they say?
We can listen to them. It’s the International Union against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease. They say that the
"safety of electronic cigarettes or electronic nicotine delivery systems has not been scientifically
demonstrated". Okay, that’s probably true. It has not been demonstrated, and what does that mean to
demonstrate the safety of electronic cigarettes? We may come back to this issue but we have discussed that
this morning all the way. "Adverse effects of third parties exposed to second-hand exposure cannot be
excluded because the use of electronic cigarettes leads to emission of fine or ultrafine inhalable liquid
particles, nicotine and cancer-causing substance into indoor air". Okay, it’s not completely excluded. We don’t
know to what extent. "The benefits of electronic cigarettes have not been scientifically proven. To date very
few studies have assessed electronic cigarettes as to how addiction cessation aid with conflicting findings". You
can have your own opinion on that.
What is probably true, it has not been scientifically proven, that e-cigarettes are completely beneficial and I’m
not sure that for the bicycle, or the vegetables, or fruits it has been proven true, although these are largely
recommended for health purpose from regulatory agencies and scientific societies worldwide.
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Some uncertainties are sometimes presented as messages that are clearly wrong, even by noble organisations
such as WHO. When they say, for instance: “ if they chew tobacco there is cancer of the lip, tongue and
mouth", it’s not completely wrong. It occurs that in India if we take this example, where most of the tobacco
consumers use oral forms of tobacco, they are really prone to increased risk in cancer of the lip, tongue and
mouth. To deduce from this example that it is generalizable to all forms of the oral consumption of tobacco, is
questionable. What is oral consumption of tobacco? In India, it’s probably not pure, oral tobacco products,
because with Swedish snus, tied to a lower level of nitrosamines, that has been said this morning, we don’t
see any evidence of an increase in risk in cancer of the lip, tongue and mouth, and that is certain today.
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I want to come back to this Swedish example because I think it is one of the most convincing elements which
really push us to be in favour of the electronic cigarettes, and of high quality smokeless use of tobacco
products, or tobacco-derived products, like nicotine. Swedish males have a cultural use of snus. They don’t use
snus because of public health incentives. I am a public health professor. I am a medical doctor, but there is
absolutely no link between public health action and the promotion of snus in Sweden, although we may regret
it. It’s really a cultural habit, exactly like the bike in the Netherlands.
Please let's look at figures and facts. There are 13% of smokers in Sweden, which is below the target of the
WHO. WHO say that prevalence of smoking in population should be below 20%. Of course we should target
below 5%, as ambitious New Zealanders said today, but WHO with a less ambitious goal regarding tobacco say
we should be below 20%, and Sweden is. But there many more users of tobacco in Sweden. 19% of the male
population use this so-called snus. Females don’t use so much snus, again by culture. And what are
the corresponding figures in Sweden regarding the main targets of tobacco, which list among the top killing
diseases? First lung cancer, you can see that the rate is 37 per 100,000 males. That is the mortality rate, which
is the lowest in Europe, almost half the rate of Germany and France. For oral cancer, it is lower again, maybe
five times below the average in Europe. So what has been achieved in Sweden, which is not often claimed, is
that due to their policies which promote snus in addition, of course, to all evidence based measures for
tobacco control, Sweden has succeeded to achieve figures that none of any other European countries has
achieved today. And, of course, none in the world too.

Is oral tobacco in Sweden a gateway for smoking tobacco? Please let's look at the figures again! Sweden is the
country where the number of smokers is the lowest in all the OECD countries, so it has not become a gateway
for smoking tobacco. We know after decades of experience, that the use of oral forms of tobacco was
absolutely not a gateway for smoking tobacco - just the opposite.
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“That should not postpone taking cost-effective measures”, said the Rio Declaration. So would that be a costeffective measure to have the same rates as the Swedish people have achieved? There were, in 2002, 172,000
lung cancer deaths among men in the European Union. If all EU countries had the lung cancer mortality rate of
men in Sweden, there would have been more than half of these deaths avoided. So it is really something which
could be cost effective to have just what our neighbour is doing, and doing well.
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So if we come back to what I called the “spirit” of the precautionary principle, i.e. “inform prudence”. What
does that mean? We can come back to what I tried to show you from various authors or societies, not all of
them were in favour of electronic cigarettes, they were saying that maybe electronic cigarettes could be
harmful.
How harmful are electronic cigarettes? We don’t know. But what we know is that cigarettes kill half of their
users.
What about the second hand vapour? Unknown. That’s true. But what we know is that the second hand smoke
does kill 600,000 per year.
Will e-cigs lead to smoking cessation? That’s not been proven. Will they really lead to smoking
cessation? However I invite you to see the figures of sales, the cigarette sales are declining, each time the
market of electronic cigarettes does increase. So probably there is something in this switch which regards the
smoking cessation, don’t you think so?
But what we can see that has been so well demonstrated by Clive Bates this morning, there is a plateau in
smoking prevalence, everywhere, in every country. Even in the most dynamic countries, aggressive countries,
against tobacco and promoting tobacco control, they have reached a plateau. And I have heard New Zealander
experts saying, ‘We have reached a plateau and we will probably need the electronic cigarettes if we want to
achieve our figures of less than 5% of smokers by 2025.’
Will these electronic cigarettes reinforce the tobacco and smoking habits, the so-called gateway to smoking
tobacco? Preliminary stats show a decrease in cigarette sales when electronic cigarettes increase their share.
So I agree of course with all of you that more science is needed and will come in the near future. But today,
the prudence is really in favour of electronic cigarettes.

So in conclusion, we have to talk about ethics, I am not an expert about ethics. But, when we see, when we
observe, when WHO records 6 million deaths per year due to smoking tobacco, isn’t it a failure to assist
persons in danger here? Is it really ethical not to take urgent actions, a statement made by WHO itself?
Regarding the risks, the cigarette is such a well-known major killer facing any competitors, that any
competitors and, practically, electronic cigarettes, will obviously reduce the risk, although at an unknown level.
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Some of you said 90%? Maybe 95? Maybe 99? We don’t yet know but the risks are tremendously lower. So the
precautionary principle is very clear in such a situation.
There are known and certain threats of serious and irreversible damage with smoking tobacco. And the lack
of full scientific certainty on electronic cigarettes shall not be used as a reason for postponing
recommending the use of electronic cigarettes, in addition to other tobacco control measures to prevent
further smoking tobacco devastation.
What I want to add also is that I do believe that asking for level of certainty and level of evidence for risk
reduction and for safety of these products in the same demand as for drug products, will push this young
industry in the arms of the big players, that’s what we have to absolutely keep in mind. So I thank you for your
attention.
[Applause]
Chair: Thank you very much, Antoine, that was a wonderful presentation. And good to remember the Swedish
example I think here this afternoon as well as appropriate use of the precautionary principle. Okay, we’ve got a
few minutes for questions. Anyone like to ask Antoine questions from the floor? All very clear. Yes, a question
from you.
Speaker: We keep hearing and often been told over the last few years that e-cigarettes are 99%, maybe 99.9%,
95% safe. What is actually the plausible way by which someone would die by using an e-cigarette? And why do
we say 99%? Why do we not assume 100%?
Prof Flahault: It’s a good question. Because we don’t know for sure. I often use the comparison with condoms
for prevention of AIDS. Of course, nobody dared at that era when AIDS did emerge to push the arguments of
risk of use of condoms, to ban it or to at least be reluctant for its use.
You remember, those who were reluctant vis-à-vis condom use were so mostly for moralistic reasons, coming
from some churches, and some conservative movements. They said, “Don’t use condoms for risk reduction.
Abstinence is a better way. And condoms could be a gateway for more sex”. So there are some similarities with
e-cigs. But there was some risks with condom use risk at that time, we could have known at that time, because
of the latex allergy. There was some risk with the use of condoms which was really a very, very small risk in
comparison with the huge risk of getting AIDS, due to HIV infection. So I would say that nobody can say today
there is zero risk, it’s so difficult to say there is zero risk for anything. Of course, you may report devices which
explode in some houses. You may have some allergy due to some flavours. It will happen most probably. So to
promote a risk reduction strategy which does not exclude completely a limited number of hardly avoidable
risks, which we have to keep under vigilance of course, is probably a safer attitude and a more reasonable
attitude rather than claiming a zero risk today.
Chair: Thank you very much. A very sensible answer. Okay. Well if that’s this session thank you once again.
Prof Flahault: Thank you.
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13. Will medical regulation of e-cigarettes result in better quality and safer products
Expert panel: Prof Robert West, Clive Bates, Deborah Arnott (ASH), Prof Jean-François Etter, Dr Jacques Le
Houezec, Jeremy Mean (MHRA)
Chair: And I’d now like to invite the panellists for the first Expert Panel this afternoon to
come and join me on the stage. So that’s Robert, Clive, Deborah, Jean-François, Jacques and Jeremy. So if you
want to take a seat up here at the front. Okay, now in this session I’m sure we’ll pick up where we left off at
the end of the morning, but we’ve invited the panellists just to give a couple of minutes response
to the main question involved at the top there, which is ‘Will medical regulation of e-cigarettes result in better
quality and safer products.’ I just need to introduce Deborah Arnott on the far side of the panel, she did speak
from the floor this morning, she’s the CEO of Action on Smoking and Health charity and she’ll be speaking after
the break this afternoon. I think you’ve met everybody else on the panel this morning so I won’t introduce
them again. So perhaps, I did this in some sort of weird alphabetical order when I was looking at it, so Clive I
had you.
C Bates: Oh, that’s okay.
Chair: Okay.
C Bates: It will result in a smaller number of less interesting, better quality products with less appeal to
smokers and therefore ultimately less uptake of the product category and therefore more smoking. So
although the products themselves may be better measured in the way that the regulator thinks about these
things, the public health outcome will be worse.
Chair: Thank you. And then I had Deborah.
D Arnott: Okay, well I’d like to go back to what Konstantinos said this morning, which is that there is a
regulatory gap at the moment which means that we don’t really know what’s in the liquid. And we know from
research done by the MHRA and others that some products do have liquid that contains carcinogens, which
definitely do lead to death. Not today, not tomorrow but 10, 15 years down the line. So I think definitely the
safety and the quality will be improved. And I think it needs to be improved. Actually we don’t know enough
about how these products work and how to make them work better for smokers. And our research shows
there’s something like 1.3 million users earlier in this year, spring this year of e-cigarettes, but that’s compared
to another 2.6 million people who’ve tried them and didn’t like them, smokers who, as a result are carrying on
smoking. So I think regulation can ensure safer, better quality products, which is better for smokers and better
for everyone.
Chair: Jacques?
Dr Le Houezec: Well I think you don’t need medicinal regulation for that; you can set up standards, industry
standards that industry has to follow. And again, I would like to stress something I think Jean-François
mentioned it this morning, you are living in a specific country where you can think about the so-called light
touch regulation, which is not applicable in any other EU country. So that’s a very specific situation and if you
lead Europe to this path there will be huge problems in many countries around, France, Germany, Spain, Italy. I
mean the situation is totally different. We don’t have aspirin in the supermarket; we don’t have any drugs in
the supermarket. We have the pharmacies that sell medicinal products and we have the tobacconist selling
tobacco. Now we have e-cig shops that sells e-cigs and medicinal regulation is certainly not the way for good
public health.
Chair: Okay. Thank you. I’m actually going to ask Jeremy to go next. And could you perhaps address the point
about the wider European issues? Thank you.
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J Mean: Well, it won’t surprise you to know that I think medicinal regulation for electronic cigarettes will result
in a better set of products. But it will also operate in a market. Medicines regulation is a pre-approval process
that produces a product but then the product operates in the market and products fail or thrive on the quality
of the product. So it isn’t a case of taking the marketplace out of electronic cigarettes. It’s rather introducing a
set of controls which assure the quality of the product. There is no reason that products should be less
dynamic, less attractive, marketing in a different way, other than claiming that they can help you to cut down
and to reduce the harms of smoking to smokers and those around them. This is an industry in its infancy. The
vision is for high quality products that people can access anywhere. In terms of Europe in particular we’ve
been talking to our colleagues in other member states and actually two thirds of member states already have a
category of medicines which are for sale outside pharmacies. So it’s the majority of member states already
have that. In the general agreement supported by the member states including the ones listed, France,
Germany, Italy, Spain, there was a provision for a transitional period in which member states would not only
transpose the legislation into the national legislation but allow for products to come onto the market. Now we
see that period as crucial to us showing some leadership in how this can be done. We want to show how
products can be marketing, put out there and lead the way for other member states. So there is an
opportunity in the transposition of the legislation to make these products more widely available across
Europe.
Chair: Thank you. And Jean-François?
Prof Etter: I think it’s an illusion to think that unlicensed product will disappear if some products are
unlicensed. What’s going to occur, as I said, is that the cigalikes from the big tobacco companies are going to
be licensed, but what about the other products? This regulation will do nothing and they won’t disappear, you
cannot stop a tsunami just by brandishing the law. It’s a huge phenomenon that’s not going to be stopped by
regulation. Do you think that judges and custom officers and policeman are going to bother going after honest
citizens who do not create any trouble? It’s not cocaine or alcohol; it doesn’t cause criminality or divorce like
alcohol. So, the unlicensed product will not disappear, they will be there and their quality will not be improved
by medicines regulation, it will be improved only by competition on the market.
Chair: Okay. And last but not least Robert.
Prof West: The honest answer is, I don’t know. I passionately don’t know. But I would say a couple of things in
terms of the evidence and what I’m hoping to get out of this afternoon in terms of clarification. One is, does
anyone here really believe that we have a problem right now in England with an unregulated market? Smoking
prevalence is falling, quit rates are rising, electronic cigarette use is showing a huge increase. Are we seeing a
problem? I think probably the answer is, ‘No.’ So therefore the reason for regulation is not to address a current
problem, but to address a future potential problem or to maximise a future potential opportunity.
The key bits of information that I think we can get some clarity one, one of them we can get some clarity on
today and one we will need more evidence. One of them is the costs of manufacturers complying with GMP
and getting a licence, because what I’m hearing is very different stories from two sides. And these are issues
that can be addressed by information and I think that will be terribly important, because if the costs are, as I
think Jeremy alludes to, then there is far less of an issue concerning small companies coming on the market.
And the other is efficacy; we’ve got two rather poor randomised control trials at the moment. We may get
more, but we do need more data.
Anecdotal reports are great but believe me, I hear a lot of anecdotal reports from people with homeopathy,
hypnotherapy, loads of things that people honestly, honestly believe helped them. And maybe they did for
those individuals but in science that’s not how it works, we have to look at it in the round. So we do need more
evidence on the extent to which these products, variance of them or in general, are genuinely better. Because
if they’re not there is a huge opportunity cost, for example if people go to these products rather than using the
stop smoking services.
Chair: Okay. Well thank you very much. And as expected we had quite a diverse range of opinions there from
the panel. I’d now like to open it up to the floor, please, to pick up on any of the issues that you’ve heard or
raise new ones in relation to these issues. So I saw a few people here and at the back there, so three people in
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that cluster and then at the back. We’ll try and address questions one by one and again I’d like to encourage as
many people as possible to contribute. As well as the industry I’m particularly keen for Vapers and for the
Public Health people in the audience to raise their hands as well. Konstantinos?
Dr Farsalinos: Hello, I’m Doctor Farsalinos, you saw my presentation today. I want to discuss with the MHRA
representative here. I perfectly understand the incentives of the MHRA and the UK government that they want
a better product, a more efficient product, better quality product. I don’t believe in any kind of conspiracy
theories that you will hear concerning pharma industry also. However, my opinion is that the way that you are
presenting the proposed regulations just shows that the MHRA or the UK government has not understood at
all what the e-cigarette is. You are presenting the e-cigarette as a nicotine delivered device. Do you think that
tobacco cigarette is a nicotine delivered device? No, it’s much more than that. And the addiction from the
tobacco cigarette is much more than nicotine.
The same exact thing happens with electronic cigarettes. You are discussing about the over the counter
medications that are available in the UK, which is a special situation, but I will give you an example. The
electronic cigarette consists of a battery, an atomiser and the liquid. There are more than 100 types of
batteries, which are not only in shape or size the differences, they have now integrated circuits, electronic
sequence, voltage regulated, voltage stabilisers and so on. There are more than 200 atomisers and there are
more than 300 liquids. Multiply all of them now and try to find how many combinations of products you may
have. You cannot perform any kind of medicinal regulation study with all these products, no-one will ever have
the money to do that.
Chair: Okay. Thank you.
Dr Farsalinos: One is this. The second aspect that someone should understand –
Chair: Can you keep it short, please.
Dr Farsalinos: … with e-cigarettes, basically it’s not only the nicotine delivery. There is the motor simulation,
there is the sensory stimulation, there is a (inaudible 04:48:52). I have never seen an internet forum discussing
about what kind of colour of NRT parts and NRT is using. I have never seen an internet forum discussing about
nicotine gums, about anything medicinal. But you see, some phenomena but you have never seen before, noone has ever seen before in this theme of tobacco harm reduction that …
Chair: Okay. Thank you. I’m going to cut you off there because we do want to get as many people to raise –
Dr Farsalinos: One more question, I’m sorry.
[Laughter]
Chair: Sorry? Be quick, please.
Dr Farsalinos: Concerning first, not for me, concerning the presence of toxic chemicals in the e-cigarette. It is
inevitable that such chemicals will be present in e-cigarette. And it is impossible for any kind of regulation to
stop these chemicals from emitting. The reason is very simple, if you understand the way that the evaporation
takes place, you will see that it is impossible to remove completely formaldehyde or (inaudible 04:50:01) or
other toxic chemicals. We just have to find the way to make them emit as low levels as possible. Thank you.
Chair: Thank you. Okay. Jeremy, do you want to answer that?
J Mean: Okay. Thank you for that. To begin with I absolutely agree that there are multiple factors in the
efficacy of these products, how they work. Why a particular set of people find them much more attractive. I
received the letters too of users who are evangelical about their use and how nothing else has worked and this
has changed their life, and I have as many anecdotes as others will have. So I absolutely accept that it’s not
simply nicotine delivery but it’s a multiple range of factors, including the look and the feel of the product. And
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regulation doesn’t need to impact on the look and the feel of the product. If people want a range of products,
if they want cigalikes as well as third generation ones, there’s nothing in regulation that will stop that. The
market may. I suspect the market is likely to consolidate in any case, with or without regulation, so there is
likely to be a market effect which will reduce the range and scale of products, with or without medicines
regulation. And sorry, I’ve forgotten your final point.
K Farsalinos: (inaudible 04:51:24), there are so many different types of device, they don’t perform any
(inaudible 04:51:40). There are so many it is impossible to do it.
J Mean: But this is why, for example, in a regulated framework what it allows us to do is to learn about the
development of the product, in some cases than the market might be able to learn about the development of
the product. For example, clear cartomisers so that you know when the product has run dry and when the risk
of producing toxicants is going to be higher. That’s the sort of thing that one can learn and build into product
regulation going forward so that new products coming forward can address that particular risk or a risk that
we learn about associated with how products evolve can have standards set for them. But the important thing
is that they can change and evolve, the regulation can follow the science. It isn’t about a set of standards that
are fixed in time and can’t evolve with the product on the market.
Chair: Okay. Thank you very much. I don’t know whether anybody else wanted to add anything, otherwise
we’ll go, we’ve had some more hands up at the back over on the right hand side there. Yes, thank you.
Dan Griffin: Yes, hello. Yes my name is Dan Griffin, I sit on a smoker’s panel of the UK (inaudible 04:53:07)
tobacco control studies and I’m also a smoker and user of electronic cigarettes. I guess I’m a vaper. My
question really follows on from the speaker there and also the speaker that raised the point about making his
own e-cigarette liquid. And it is that in a scenario where I wanted to make my own liquid and so I built a shed
in the back of my garden and I put some e-liquid together and made my own and decided that it was awesome
and I wanted to sell it, what sort of regulation would I be … I mean I could if I go a bit Daily Mail on this, I could
be facing some criminal charges way down the line for creating some drug and that’s why I worry about the
extent of regulation. I mean what’s going to happen if I want to make my own stuff?
Chair: Okay. Do you want to reply and come in?
J Mean: Yes, certainly. I mean in regulatory terms I would be very alarmed if you had nicotine in your shed and
you were making a product for sale. Nicotine, as we’ve seen, there aren’t horror stories in terms of its proper
use. Most of the electronic cigarette industry has moved to the use of European Pharmacopeial grade
pharmaceutical nicotine. But it is a dangerous substance, it has always been controlled as either a poison or a
medicine.
Dan Griffin: Yeah, but I’m sorry, I’m talking about the … I mean this is already in existence, these e-liquids, that
people do make their own stuff, so for those people, and I’m not just talking about myself and my shed. I’m
talking about all the other people that buy the e-liquid and mix their own. I mean, surely, there’s a lot of
people out there, are you talking about if you put your regulations in there that every single one of those
people is going to be restricted from doing that, are you going to eliminate that product line?
J Mean: No because there will be licensed e-liquid available.
Chair: So you’ll licence a category of e-liquids if they conform to a certain standard? Is that right?
J Mean: Yes.
Speaker: So if I mix two of them …
A McNeil: Yes, sorry, Clive wants to come in and then anyone else.
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C Bates: Unless you’ve got a very high-tech shed, I’m not sure we really do want you mixing stuff and then
selling it. And I think, trying to pose this as you either regulate it as a medicine or you just have no regulation at
all, that’s not right. I don’t think anybody is saying there should just be a complete free for all. I think it’s
possible to do a lot of what’s needed to provide an adequate proportion that safeguards simply by having
some standards for purity, for having some standards about the construction of devices and then really letting
consumers decide what are the right products.
The trouble comes, I think, is if you don’t do that and you go too far with regulation you force too many
products off the market, there’s not the diversity, people can’t get the products that they want. There’s a
natural reaction to that which is to say, ‘Well, I don’t want to buy your licensed stuff, I’ll get it from another
supplier.’ An illicit supply chain of people in sheds, mixing stuff, doing what they think people want to buy,
probably with not that much risk, but will grow up to meet those needs. It’s not totally obvious therefore that
they net harm or the net risk that associated with a stronger standard of regulation causing a narrower
product range would actually be safer overall once you take users and suppliers counter veiling illicit responses
into account.
Chair: Okay. Thank you. Let’s take a couple of other questions there from the back and then there was one or
two here at the front. Speaker: Thank you.
David Dorn: David Dorn from Vapour Trails.tv. I’ve been following this for the last … well, since the TPD came
around, indeed since the consultation.
The first thing that I would like to say in all of this, for every vaper, no matter what form regulation takes, there
should be nothing about us without us and until we decide to do something about the TPD our voices had not
been heard. And they should be. And there are many reasons why they should be. Not least of which is the
fact that every smoker in the UK today is different. I don’t know how many brands of cigarette there are out
there but there are many and there are many illicit ones as well. But each smoker has his choice of cigarettes
or her choice. Each smoker decides how many of those cigarettes he is going to smoke per day and how many
drags from each cigarette he’s going to take. Every vaper is also different.
Those of you vapers that are in the room now would you do me a favour please and hold up the device that
you’re using at the moment. Those of you that aren’t aware, people that aren’t vapers, have a look. They are
all different. They’ve all got different atomisers, they’ve all got different juices, they’ve all got different battery
units, first generation, second generation and third generation. Thank you everybody. Everybody is completely
different. You cannot regulate medicinally for all of us because there isn’t one product or even ten products
that would satisfy even the small number of vapers that we have in this room.
Similarly, Mr Mean, I remember on June 12 when you made your announcement, you said that nothing on the
market currently was good enough to gain a marketing authorisation as a medicine. That means that all of the
devices that we’ve just shown up, should medicinal regulation come to pass, would be taken off the market.
That would mean that a very great proportion of the vaping public in the UK, in excess now of 1.3 million,
would be looking round for an alternative. And has Clive has said, one of those is the black market. And as has
just been said, it be e-juice mixed in somebody’s shed and I don’t really want his shaving stubble in what I’m
going to be inhaling.
[Laughter]
David Dorn: But that would be down to medicinal regulation, would it not? The bottom line on it is that really
a regulatory body that’s dealing only in medicines has no idea what works for me. You don’t know how many
cigarettes I smoked before I switched, before I substituted what I use for my smoking habit. Chair: Thank you.
Speaker: One size won’t fit all. Medicinal regulation, I am afraid to tell you, will not work.
[Applause]
Chair: Thank you very much. Okay. Well done Jeremy.
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J Mean: Thank you for that question.
[Laughter]
J Mean: In particular I wanted to come back on your first point about nothing about us without us. And in fact
the MHRA has worked very hard to try to engage with the vaping community. I met with the forerunners of
ECITA, the companies that made up ECITA, during the consultation, I’ve had regular contact with ECITA. They
made a submission to the Expert Working Group so we have had continuing contact. And the point about
whether UK government has had a heavy hand in this, the UK government hasn’t done what other member
states have done, or other countries have done. They haven’t banned products, they haven’t taken them off
the market, they haven’t restricted choice. But they do want a framework that will produce a diverse market.
Just because they’re regulated, doesn’t mean there can’t be a marketplace for different types of products, for
different types of people. Now whether that becomes commercially viable is not something that I can
comment on. We regulate products, not marketplaces. But regulation need not kill a diverse marketplace.
Chair: Okay. Thank you very much. And if anybody else wants to leap in I’d like to take a few more questions.
We’ve got about 15 minutes left of this session so do try and keep your comments short so we can get more
in. I saw one more hand here, there’s certainly two people at the front if we can bring a mic to the front as
well, please. So if we take one more from the back while we bring the mic up to the front, thank you. I can’t
tell who put their hand up next so … Thank you.
Lorien Jollye: My name is Lorien, I’m from the Electronic Cigarette Consumer Association in the UK, so my
name is Caerulean Sea on the forums and on Twitter. My question is generally to the panel, obviously it could
be directly to Mr Mean but I think he’s probably answered enough.
My concern is as we stand we’ve got about 1 million and a half users or thereabouts of all manner of devices
which Dave has just covered perfectly. By 2016 when this is meant to be implemented that number is going to
have grown massively. By 2016 there are going to be millions of people using the devices that are currently
available and as Dave rightly pointed out, what happens at that moment in time? Now I don’t want Mr Mean
to have to address this because he’s coming from a different angle. I would like the rest of the panel to think
about this from a human perspective and explain to me what I am going to be using or everybody else in this
room is going to be using when our choices are actually taken away, potentially millions of us.
Chair: Okay, thank you. If there’s anybody else on the panel who wants to address that, anyone jumping at the
gun to address that question. Yes, Robert, go on then. Robert and Clive, go on. And then we’ll have the mic
here.
Prof West: Well we can only speculate but I think that if I may say I think the MHRA and the government, shall
we say, have played this rather well in the sense that in 2016 or 2017 if this regulation comes through and
there are 3 or 5 million people using a wide variety of different products that don’t have a licence it’s going to
be awfully hard to take those off the market. But in a sense, by then we will have the information that we need
to know whether that would be a good or a bad thing. It may be, in fact I suspect that before then we will
know whether this is the sort of thing that we would need to do. So I think that, as things stand at the
moment, because I said at the beginning, we don’t have a problem, everything is going in the right direction.
Smoking prevalence is coming down faster than it has for years, the quit rates are going up, e-cigarette usage
is going up. Whether there is a connection, we don’t know, but as long as things are going in the right direction
there’s not going to be a massive push to change it.
However, things can change overnight so the important thing is to monitor it, to keep a very close eye on it,
and then see what happens. But like you, I sort of imply I think, that it would be terrifically hard politically for a
government to take a product off the market that was being used or product off the market that was being
used by 3 or 4 or 5 million people.
Chair: Okay, thank you. And you, Clive.
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C Bates: I agree with that. Let’s say there was a determined push towards medicines regulation, there’s several
ways that could come undone and there’s probably one or two ways in which it could work. The ways in which
it could come undone, it could be challenged in the courts, quite likely, there’s been lots of success in the
courts challenging that approach to regulation.
But I think Robert’s point is right. In the end if you’re a government and you’ve got 5 million or so people and a
lot of whom are extremely forthright at putting their views across, many of you are, you simply don’t deal with
that by saying, ‘Well we’ll just plough on regardless and take the political pain,’ you find some other way of
doing it. So either what would happen there would be a new regulatory approach designed or something
would be done to the MHRA or some interpretation would be made of the Medicines Act …
[Laughter]
Chair: Would it be physical?
C Bates: No, it would be much more painful than merely physical.
[Laughter]
C Bates: And a different approach would be taken, sense in the end will prevail. So if we get to 2017 there’s
only like a handful of not particularly attractive products on the market and there’s huge … it’s not just the
products by the way, it’s all the SMEs all-round the country who are in the marketplace. All these governments
want to be the champions of small business, especially outside London so they’re not going to just put up with
something that just wipes out of that out and causes a big movement against them. So something would
definitely be done. It’s not the right way to go about doing things, to say you’re going to do one thing and then
go off and do another, as we’ll probably soon find out with energy taxes as the government does a U-turn on
that because the public is in revolt over those. So I think, I doubt that this will all end in people having their
vaping devices seized from them. But there’s a better way of doing it which is to get the regulation right and
proportionate in the first place.
And just a final point, Robert is absolutely right, it isn’t a problem. We’re in a situation at the moment where
we should be saying, ‘What’s not to like? This is all going rather well.’ But nobody is dropping dead, nobody’s
face is on fire, people are quitting, people like it, markets growing like mad, fantastic amount of innovation,
huge creative destruction sorting out the crap from the good products, third generation already, we’ll be five
generations I’m sure by the time we get there.
The burden of proof is on those who want to intervene now with a heavy duty regulatory framework because
they think something bad might happen in the future. And they don’t have the burden of proof for that, things
are good at the moment.
Chair: Okay. Thank you, Clive.
[Applause]
D Arnott: Can I just pick up on what Clive said and go back to something Jeremy said earlier. This is about
getting the most effective products out there and they’re not out there at the moment. Okay the market is
expanding dramatically, but as our research shows, for every one smoker who thinks this product is worth
carrying on with, and most of them are dual users, there are two more who think, ‘Actually, I don’t like this.’ So
the products at the moment are not good enough. We want regulation to inform and improve the quality of
the product on the market.
Chair: And I think we mustn’t forget this is probably quite an informed (inaudible 05:08:12). Do you want to
come in on this because I am keen to get more questions. I keep hearing this word, dual user. NICE has set up
harm reduction here in the UK. How can you talk about dual users? They are doing harm reduction, they are
following NICE guidance.
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D Arnott: Yes, but the point –
Prof Etter: But not (inaudible 05:08:11).
D Arnott: No, but can I answer that question because it is an important point. Dual use is good in that it can
lead to quitting. It is not in and of itself an improvement to people’s health. That’s the point I am making.
Prof Etter: Yes. We all agree on that and we all know –
Prof West: No, we don’t actually agree on that.
Chair: Well we probably don’t agree. Okay.
D Arnott: And that was the decision that NICE made. No.
Prof Etter: No no no.
Chair: Hang on. Please let the panel speak.
D Arnott: If you carry on smoking then you are not improving your health.
Chair: I sense from the floor here that there isn’t agreement that dual use is necessarily a bad thing.
Presumably you’re saying if it comes down to one or two cigarettes that people are still smoking. Okay, go on
then Clive. Enlighten us.
C Bates: Linda presented some of the data on this, okay, and it was people cutting down, basically. Now the
trouble is, if you start from the model that smoking is a nicotine satisfying behaviour, in other words, you’re
consuming a quantity of nicotine that you want. You cut down, you have the same kind of compensatory
effects that you have when you smoke a light cigarette. You just smoke them differently, you work at them
harder, you take more puffs, deeper puffs, you work them harder. So the reason people cut down is usually
economics, they’re so damned expensive. But it doesn’t mean they get less nicotine from them. If they get less
nicotine, they get the same amount of toxins. Now all of that changes when you introduce a new clean source
of nicotine, because people are getting the nicotine they want but without the toxins in that case. So the
figures that Linda put up were for people cutting down without a substitute source of nicotine D Arnott: No. Can I cut in because that is actually really, really dangerous. Because actually Pfizer did
randomised controlled trials to try and get a licence for cutting down using nicotine as a substitute and could
not prove the health benefit. But what they were able to prove, and that’s where cutting down is helpful, is
that by cutting down you’re more likely to go on to quit and that was what they got a licence for. Not for the
fact that cutting down, using nicotine which should help prevent compensation. But that in itself was a health
benefit. Now it’s getting a bit precise –
Speaker: I agree. I was assuming you were –
D Arnott: But it’s important people realise that just by cutting down, even if you’re using e-cigarettes, even if
you’re using NRT, you’re not necessarily improving your health.
C Bates: But going on the data than Linda presented she didn’t have a substitute source of nicotine in it.
Speaker: No, they didn’t.
C Bates: And that’s the weakness in drawing conclusions about using e-cigarettes on that data, it’s a
completely different thing. So if there’s other data, which I haven’t seen from Pfizer or whoever –
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D Arnott: Well I’ll send you the RCTs and I’ll send you the NICE findings.
Chair: Okay. Let’s bring in some more people from the floor. Go on, go on, you haven’t spoken.
Dr Le Houezec: About the companies with NRT, people are not using e-cigarettes like NRT. Few people will use
NRT together with cigarettes long enough to observe outcomes they do with e-cigarettes and there are very
few data vapers outside laboratory settings with longitudinal data looking at whether they quit smoking. But
we published recently a paper on addictive behaviours showing that dual users quit smoking in large numbers
after one year and also ex-smokers relapse in amazingly small numbers after one year. So we need more
follow up data. But the comparison with NRT I think is not very relevant.
Chair: Okay, thank you. Okay. Question.
Charlie Hamshaw-Thomas: Charlie Hamshaw-Thomas from E-Lites, one of the UK’s biggest e-cigarette
companies. I’d like to ask a question about the fourth bullet up there in the third option. I’m also thinking of
Anne’s comment this morning at the start of the day about us listening to both sides of the argument. There
seems to be agreement in the room, shout if I’m wrong, that e-cigarettes have a public health benefit. There
also seems to be agreement in the room that there’s a difference of opinion as to how they should be
regulated. That uncertainty is not helping at the moment.
It’s not helping the industry and obviously we’re the industry. It’s not helping the people who are selling ecigarettes, whether that’s tobacco retailers or pharmacists. I would argue that it’s not helping the consumers
either.
And ergo, it’s not helping public health.
So I’d like to ask this question of all six of the panel there, what chance we could all get into a smoke filled …
oh sorry, oops, vaper filled room and try and agree something which is workable and achievable for these
products. From what I’m hearing I think Robert might be best placed to be the referee or the chairman of that.
Chair: Okay. So is there a third way essentially? Anybody want to take a view on that? I mean we obviously we
aren’t going to get a third way in five minutes but any quick top of the head thoughts?
Prof West: I’m not sure that it will happen but I think a starting point for it is to establish what you want it to
look like and then see how you can achieve that. And actually I think there is far more agreement in this room
and in fact out there on what we want it to look like than there is on how we should achieve it. Looking
through the various points of regulation, about marketing, about quality, about safety, etc., etc., actually I
think there is quite a lot of agreement. The key issue on regulation is that we’re not all convinced, or the
community is not all convinced, that we can achieve that with either medicines regulation or with the existing
product regulations that there are out there.
However, as Clive says, it’s not beyond the wit of man to engineer something. That comes at a cost as Deborah
has alluded to, but everything comes at a cost. So what you do is you work out the costs of the benefits and
you see which one of these gives you the best kind of outcome. So I think there is reason to believe that if we
can start with what we want to achieve, we can then get a better idea about how we go about achieving it.
Chair: Okay. Perhaps I won’t take other questions, because I know there were a couple of people who were
desperately keen to come in from the floor, so … yeah.
Darren Burns: Hi, it’s Darren Burns from Safercigs. My question is to Ms Arnott. Earlier on you were told there
were 1.3 million vapers in the UK currently and immediately you came back with, ‘Oh yes, but there’s 2.6
million people who have tried electronic cigarettes and gone straight back to smoking.’ Can you just let us
know where you’re pulling these figures from and who are filling these surveys out for you. Because I’ve
conducted an awful lot of research in my shop with my customers, real time people, and I’ve spoken in length
to many of them. And I’ve asked them, I’ve even put some of them on staged programmes where they’ll start
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at a certain nicotine level and we’ll reduce them down over time. Because their ultimate aim is to not smoke
anymore, but whilst they’re going through that process to use a healthier alternative, a better alternative, a
substitute to tobacco smoking. You pull out these figures of 2.6 million, where are these figures coming from?
Chair: Okay. Thank you. Speaker: Do you have anything that you could show us on the screens that shows that
you have actually conclusively done this research and these are real people? Because it’s very easy to sit
behind a desk and say, ‘Right, but there’s 2.6 million people against that.’ Give us the figures, let’s see them.
Chair: Okay. If I could just remind people of what I said at the outset. Let’s try and be as constructive as
possible in our questions. Deborah, can you –
D Arnott: No, I think that was a very constructive question. We do a survey of around 12,000 people a year
with YouGov. We’ve been asking questions of smokers and non-smokers about e-cigarette use going back for a
number of years now and the most recent figures were from this survey last May and that’s where it comes
from. It’s an aggregation up from a survey but it’s a large sample and so we can calculate from that basis
turning the proportion of smokers and non-smokers to say they use the products. That’s where we’ve got the
figures about the fact that our surveys certainly don’t show that large numbers of non-smokers are using these
products, both amongst adults and amongst children and young people, and that’s where it comes from. Now
the point is that people coming into your shop aren’t going to be the smokers who try them and then go away
and don’t like them, because they aren’t going to come back.
Chair: Okay, thank you. Do you want to add …?
Speaker: Just very quick.
C Bates: I think to be fair to ASH this is actually a very good piece of work that they’re doing. It’s a very good
survey and it provides very useful information and we should be glad that they’re doing it. The question is
whether the numbers that come out like that represent success or failure. If you look at the number of people
who try NRT for a while and then stop using it, probably very high as well. And so just because something isn’t
a slam dunk solution that works for absolutely everybody first time, doesn’t mean it’s a failure. It means that
actually there’s quite a large amount of success coded into those numbers, I think Deborah, to be honest.
D Arnott: Yes. And we do say that.
C Bates: I know so –
D Arnott: We’re not saying it’s a complete failure.
C Bates: No, I –
D Arnott: But on the other hand, I have to say that we’ve been attacked by the cigarette companies saying
that millions of people are going to quit smoking with these products when the evidence isn’t there, that it’s
actually that they are actually meeting the needs of all smokers at the moment. And that’s all I’m trying to
point out. I’m not saying they are a complete failure, but they’re not a complete success either.
C Bates: But nothing meets the needs of all smokers, especially not NRT or varenicline or any of those other
products. The question is, how much success is being generated in this marketplace and where’s it heading?
You know, products are getting better all the time, the growth in the market represents an incredible interest
in this. Robert’s survey showed that that people are opting into trying this because it looks like an interesting
way forward that might meet some of their needs in a way that the other approaches don’t. It’s another
weakness in the randomised control trial approach; people think this is more attractive then they’re more
likely to have a try with it. Given time though, maybe those numbers will improve. I would say at the moment
they represent quite an incredible success for a relatively new technology.
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Chair: Okay. I’m being told I’m afraid that we can’t have any more questions and that it’s tea-time. So
apologies for that. I know some people have their hands up at the back but maybe you’ll get a chance to ask
them. Can I just thank again please all the panellists and in particular can I thank Jeremy Mean because I know
he’s got to leave now and you’ve had quite a grilling. So thank you very much.
[Applause]
Chair: Okay. A focus on the tobacco industry after the break. Thank you.
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14. Harm reduction, the profit motive and tobacco industry tactics – Why caution is necessary

Deborah Arnott – Chief Executive Officer, Action on Smoking (ASH)
Chair: So welcome to this final session. And again we’ve got one speaker and then we’ll have another expert
panel. So it gives me great pleasure to introduce our final speaker today who you’ve met on the panel just
now, Deborah Arnott, Chief Executive of Action on Smoking and Health who is going to talk about harm
reduction, the profit motive and tobacco industry tactics. Thank you.

D Arnott: Right, well I’d better start at the beginning. Thank you for waiting for me. Being at the end of the day
is not always a great benefit in these things.
I’m going to talk about harm reduction, the profit motive and tobacco industry tactics and why caution is
necessary. I’m going to start by explaining a bit about our background.
ASH is funded primarily by the British Heart Foundation and Cancer Research UK and we also get funding from
the Department of Health for work to help implement the tobacco control, with the implementation of the
Tobacco Control Plan for England.
We don’t accept money from the tobacco industry, from the pharmaceutical industry and we would not accept
money from the e-cigarette industry either because we have positions on policy issues and we don’t want
them to be affected by commercial interests.
I’m speaking on behalf of ASH but also I have to say it was difficult to get people from the public health
community who have serious concerns about the e-cigarette issue to speak today. And so I am also speaking
on behalf of that community, which otherwise wouldn’t really have been represented today. And I have to give
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my thanks particularly to Anna Gilmour, who would have been here today but was unavoidably detained at
another event and Sylvie Peters, because my presentation does rely on research they’ve done.

Right, so what is the profit motive? Well according to Wikipedia, and my husband works for Wikipedia so this
must be right, the profit motive is an economic concept which posits that the ultimate goal of a business is to
make money. Well, nothing wrong with that. So accordingly businesses seek to benefit themselves and all their
shareholders by maximising profits. And that’s a perfectly justifiable position but it means that when one is
talking about public health, one has to take that into account in looking at how one regulates. And although
I’ve worked in tobacco control for ten years, I’ve spent most of my working life in other places and in other
industries and I was a financial journalist and I worked for the Financial Services Authority trying to help
redress the effects of ineffective regulation of financial products, which led to a lot of distress and a great deal
of financial loss to millions of people, most recently through payment protection insurance, which was after
my time, but also through endowments, through pension misspelling, etc., etc. So I’m very cognisant of the
fact that regulation has to be appropriate but that lack of regulation has serious potential risks.
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So tobacco, well tobacco is, to put it in words that were originally used about the television industry, which is
another industry I worked in, a licence to print money. It’s no accident that tobacco companies are the most
profitable consumer companies in Europe, because tobacco is highly addictive but legal.

So if we look, and this is research by Anna, the earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation,
which is a good indicator of profitability, BAT 33.7%, Imperial 39.5%, these are figures for 2010. While Diageo
are the only other business that comes anywhere it, 31.8%. And the normal figures are much lower, between
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10 and 15%. So it’s a very, very profitably industry and in fact any business which can sell nicotine legally has a
potential to make massive amounts of money out of its target audience.

Now, the tobacco industry has a very bad track record and there are people in this room who know about this
because they work in the tobacco industry. And I love some of the quotes that have come out over the years,
particularly this one,
‘We don’t smoke that shit, we just sell it. We reserve that right for the young, the poor, the black and the
stupid.’
And a quote from another RJ Reynolds executive who says, ‘We were targeting kids. And I said at the time it
was unethical and maybe illegal but I was just told it was company policy.’ He remembers someone asking,
‘Just who exactly were the young people that RJ Reynolds was targeting? Junior high school kids or even
younger?’ The reply was, ‘They got lips, we want them.’
So and again, and this is from another company,
‘If you’re really and truly not going to sell to children you’re going to be out of business in 30 years.’
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And the tobacco industry is moving in quite rapidly to e-cigarettes. And that’s not a surprise because it’s an
evolving business. It’s at a fairly early stage now but it’s at the stage where you start to see consolidation. So
we’ve seen Nicoventures, owned by BAT, Intellicigs being bought up by BAT. Blu, one of the really big
American e-cigarette companies is now owned by Lorillard. And most recently, Imperial Tobacco has bought
up Dragonite and Skycig were bought up by Lorillard in October.

And there are lessons from history and this comes from research by Anna Gilmour about the tobacco industry
and its attitude to harm reduction. And this comes from tobacco industry documents revealed in litigation. The
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interest in smokeless tobacco started in the 1970s and some in the public health community, and it’s been
mentioned here earlier today, have seen smokeless tobacco as a real possible benefit to public health. But that
wasn’t how the tobacco industry saw it.

BAT repeatedly scoped opportunities in western Europe but what were those opportunities for? The
opportunities were to provide the opportunity to make new profits rather than cannibalise existing profits
from cigarettes, by targeting smokers who, due to health concerns were considering quitting. Who were also
targeted, by the way, by low tar cigarettes, another attempt at reducing harm which never really worked.
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To target smokers in smoke-free environments which were growing from the 70s onwards, first in the United
States and then elsewhere, and a new generation of better educated, not interested in smoking. And interest
was driven by concern about the threat of regulation. The objective was not to cannibalise smoking, we have
no wish to aid or hasten any decline in cigarette smoking. Deeper involvement is smoking is 'strategically
defensible'. To market the range to younger urban consumers as an alternative way to enjoy tobacco.

And then came a turning point. And that was when the Institute of Medicines study, “Clearing the Smoke”, was
published and it was, the investigation started in ‘99, and they wrote to the tobacco industry in 2000 about
tobacco harm reduction. And the tobacco industry was delighted. From then on there was a major change in
rhetoric on harm reduction. Prior to 1999 there were no tobacco transnational documents or corporate
materials that mentioned the term, “HR,” or “harm reduction,” and one has to remember that there are
millions of these documents that came out through litigation.
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From that point on we see a gradual increase in the use of the term, “harm reduction,” and it started to be
incorporated in corporate messaging as a PR platform. In BAT’s first social report in 2001/2, harm reduction
was mentioned twice. By 2010, there were 247 mentions. What were they looking for? Dialogue and access.

Create dialogue with an access to the public health community, including scientists and policy makers. So
David Davies, from Philip Morris, suggested his company could be a positive contributor, indeed a partner in
shaping future policy for tobacco. And it was a way to get a seat back at the table, a seat they’d lost through
their behaviour over the last 50 years prior to that.
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Rehabilitate their image as a responsible business, so BAT’s corporate affairs, CORA, identified reduced harm
produce as a reputation management initiative in June 2000, one of six areas in which BAT had the opportunity
to demonstrate we can meet reasonable expectations.

So what are my conclusions from that then? To be fair, Anna Gilmore’s conclusions, which I agree with, is that
the tobacco companies’ original interest was based a potential for creating a new form of tobacco use to
prevent the decline in smoking, and young people were a key target. They ultimately only invested when the
public health community showed interest, yet, while they’ve invested in smokeless tobacco, and maximised
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the PR and policy influence opportunities, there’s little evidence of a genuine business interest. And what
they’ve been able to do is largely eliminate the competition in the tobacco and nicotine market maintaining
the status quo in favour of highly profitable cigarettes.

And there’s a risk the same thing will happen with E-cigarettes. One of the questions is, will medicines
regulation favour the tobacco industry, because if that’s the case, why would I support medicines regulation
being as how I don’t want the tobacco industry to dominate this market? Well, it could well favour large wellfunded companies, but actually that consolidation is already happening. It’s typical of the stage of
development of the industry, and it’s extremely likely to carry on, in fact, I would say inevitable, whether or
not we see medicines regulation or not or whether or not we see regulation or not.
The tobacco industry has an imperative. There is a fear of the Kodak moment. You know, Kodak, that company
that dominated the photographic business which overnight almost went from that to being completely
outplaced by digital cameras. Wells Fargo, and Clive quoted Well Fargo earlier, think that the tobacco industry
will develop a meaningful presence because of their war chests of cash to invest, retailer presence which
ensures broad scalable distribution, expertise at building successful brands, and vast marketing databases of
adult tobacco consumers. They’re ideally placed to take over this market and that’s what we’re seeing happen.
Is the only concern tobacco industry involvement?
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Well, actually, no. I mean, the tobacco industry because of the documents revealed through litigation, we
know a lot more about their behaviour, and the product they sell is unusual for a consumer product if not
unique in that it kills half of all its users, but actually, they’re just a profit maximising industry like any other.
It’s just their product is so much worse.
So, other businesses behave the same. Maximising profit is the driver for commercial interest. Maximising
profit equals encouraging uptake. So that’s why I think that while we’re not seeing a problem at the moment, I
will agree with that and I’ll show you some data on that in a bit, that we need regulation. We need regulation
that’s fit for purpose and I think there’s general agreement on that. It’s a potentially a highly addictive and
toxic product.
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The interests of business, public health and consumers are not the same. The industry wants to maximise sales
and maximise profit. Smokers want a safer alternative to smoking. For many of them it’s something which will
help them quit, and that’s what they want, that’s what our survey’s show. Public health wants safer
alternatives for smokers too, but they want to prevent new entrants. So we need to regulate the product and
its promotion to protect consumers and minimise uptake amongst non-smokers and in particular young
people.
Will E-cigarettes renormalise smoking?
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Well that’s one of the real concerns on our side. Now, we’ve done a sample, now this is not as big as our study
of adults, it’s much smaller, in fact I think Martin’s in the audience somewhere, I think it’s a couple of
thousands, isn’t it? So it’s not a large sample. But what it shows is that, and this is between 11 and 18, which is
the legal age of purchase of tobacco, is that there’s a, certainly in 2013, a very small proportion, less than 1%,
of never smokers, aged 11 to 18, who tried these products and very few regular users existed except amongst
children who were using, already smoking significant numbers of cigarettes a week.

Amongst adults the same’s true. Almost no never smokers in our survey, and that was a much larger survey,
that’s 12,000 amongst adults had tried these cigarettes and most of the ones who tried them were still current
users but there were a significant minority of users who are now ex-smokers and that’s the prize. That’s the
goal. Because as we were discussing earlier, that’s actually where you will, as a vaper, get greatest benefit, is if
you’re no longer smoking.
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One of the issues that’s been raised is prohibiting E-cigarette use where smoking’s prohibited and ASH has
tried to take a balanced view on this. We know there are people in the public health community and also
people in local government and various other places who think that this is the best to prevent renormalisation.
Well, we’re saying to them, you have to ask questions about what is it you’re trying to achieve through this?
What is it you think you need to control? Do you have concerns about the possibility of harm from NCPs, in
which case, look at the evidence. Make sure that your policy is evidence based, not evidence free. Ask yourself
the question, “Will restricting or prohibiting use of nicotine-containing products support compliance with
smoke-free policies?” Do you want your policy to help to improve people’s health? But these decisions are
being made all the time at the moment and we know there’s a lot of fear amongst the public health
community about uptake and actually that’s another reason for needing regulation, for needing surveillance,
for needing to keep monitoring this market, so we can make sure, over time, that the fears that people have
do not materialise.
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Right. And there’s a real concern in particular about E-cigarettes making smoking sexy again. These are some
of the ads I’ve pulled off the internet and you can see that these just look so similar, I mean, for those of us
who remember, because either we were old enough or because we work in the area and so we’ve looked at
these ads, these just look like tobacco ads from the 1960s. And in fact, I’ve got one there which I really rather
liked, “Blow in her face and she’ll follow you anywhere”. (Laughter) I don’t know what that means, but it
doesn’t sound good to me. (Laughter)
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So, you know, actually the advertising does need to be controlled and the adver-, in this country the
Advertising Standards Authority has started to look at this and is starting to get to grips with it and is going to
consult. But actually we think that a proper regulatory framework has to have proper regulation of marketing
because we don’t want young people thinking that this is the way forward for them. Because actually, it is
better not to be addicted to anything. You know, smoking, in and of itself, is the worst thing you can do, but
actually long-term nicotine use isn’t necessarily good for you. As Robert was saying earlier, actually, not using
nicotine is associated with better mental health than using it. So, regulation and marketing, what we want to
see is control of advertising, promotion, and sponsorship, pre-vetting to prevent abuse, to ensure marketing
limited to its rational use as Jeremy was saying earlier, and its rational use is amongst existing smokers. To
prevent market to children, prevent promotion of smoking-like behaviour, because there is a danger there of a
gateway effect developing, and to monitor sales, to see who’s buying these products and how it’s working.
Is safety really an issue?

Well, I always like this, this is leather sofas from China, and the retailers who sold them have had to pay out
£20 million because they packed with sachets of an anti-mould chemical to stop them going mouldy during
storage, as a result of which people like this poor baby got terrible burns. Now, that’s fine because you saw
that immediately and you were able to do something about it. But the problem with E-cigarettes is that these
products are being inhaled and a lot of the things that are likely to do most damage to you, that damage won’t
materialise for ten, 15, 20 years. That’s why we want to see regulation to make sure that the toxic substances
that potentially could be in the liquid are limited.
It’s not good enough to say, “Oh, well, we did a sample of this or we did a sample of that”. We need to make
sure that they’re all good enough and our survey shows that vapers and E-cigarette users and smokers want
products that are safe. They want to know they’re safe. That’s actually more important to the people who
answered our survey than whether or not they’re effective. That’s how important it is.
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So ASH wants regulation which ensures that products meets standards of quality, safety and efficacy, provision
for monitoring safety in use, including over the long-term, advertising, promotion and sponsorship only to
smokers, not to new users or children. And monitoring and managing emerging risks, e.g. of NCPs acting as a
gateway to smoking tobacco because regulation needs to be flexible, it’s needs to evolve over time, it needs to
respond to what’s happening out in the marketplace and my concern about the Tobacco Products Directive is
that something will be set in stone in the Directive which then basically determines how regulation works for
the next ten or 15 years.
That’s not flexible. But that’s what’s likely to happen because we won’t have it revised again for a long time.
And last but not least, thank you very much for listening. That’s who I am. That’s how you can contact me.
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We’ve got briefings on e-cigarettes, on -cigarette use and five questions briefing which is about trying to get
people who are considering whether or not to prohibit E-cigarette use to think about what they’re trying to
achieve. It’s also up there on our website. Thank you.
[Applause]
Chair: Thanks very much Deborah, that was great and particularly grateful for you for coming and stepping up
where other’s feared to tread, so thank you for that. Okay, we’ve got time for one or two questions for
Deborah directly before we go into the panel, so I saw those two hands shoot up in the middle first.
Farrell Delman: Deborah, I enjoyed your address. Can you tell me the source of the information on the
deleterious effects from E-cigs ten, 15, 20 years out? Where’s the data for that?
D Arnott: First of all, could you explain to me what the TMA is, because I know it as the Tobacco
Manufacturers’ Association.
Farrell Delman: Yeah, it’s the Tobacco Merchants Association.
D Arnott: So it’s the American equivalent, is it?
Farrell Delman: It is, well, well, not because we have very few manufacturers, we have suppliers, securities,
houses, analysts, some are here, who support the TMA, but it’s a broad based group but we don’t do any
lobbying.
D Arnott: Well, it’s based on the fact that if it’s got carcinogens, if the liquid has carcinogens in, then actually
you’re not going to see a deleterious effect immediately, it takes time. You know, and that’s where actually
you have to know now in order to be able to work out what’s likely to happen ten or 15 years down the road.
Chair: Okay, a couple more hands, did you get the second person who I said? Well then there’s, at the back,
sorry, I think there’s somebody in this row. I’m happy to go with whoever you choose because it’s quite
difficult for me to guide you from the front.
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Fraser Cropper: Thank you, Deborah, Fraser Cropper from Totally Wicked. I really enjoyed your presentation
and I think there’s been an awful lot of common ground at least between where I see our business and where I
see the future regulation, so I commend the vast majority of what you’ve said, particularly when it comes to
advertising.
One particular question though would be, what would your vision be in two generations’ time, because I will
be more than happy for our business to be out of business in two generations’ time if we can stop the door on
people coming into cigarettes and allow for those people who are currently smoking to allow for E-cigarettes
to assist them to their grave a long time after they probably would have died if they’d continued to smoke and
then in two generations leave cigarettes and E-cigarettes behind. Then I think as a leader of my small business
I would have done something to contribute to a real significant public health gain. Is that the vision that you
have?
D Arnott: That sounds a very good vision, yes.
Fraser Cropper: Altogether, is there some (inaudible 5:44:44)
D Arnott: Well I think that’s the point, I mean I do think that largely in this room people have very similar
objectives. The point is that actually we’ve differing views about how to get there and what would be the best
form of regulation.
Chair: Okay, we’ll take one more before the panel then. Somebody’s got the mic.
Ian Gregory: Deborah, thank you for an excellent, really excellent presentation, it was very, very interesting.
Ian Gregory from Centaurus Communications. I’m fascinated by the issue around barriers to entry because in
financial services in every industry, the higher the barrier to entry, the more concentration you’re going to get
in an industry.
If I was to try and create the biggest barrier to entry of all it would be called medicinal regulation. And I cannot
see how it would have anything other than to concentrate power into a very small number of companies and
create the result that you don’t want to happen.
D Arnott: Well, I suppose my view is that actually at the moment what we’re seeing is an evolving and
emerging market, but what we’re going to see as the major barrier to entry is effective distribution systems
and that in order to have effective distribution systems you need to be a large company. And that’s where
we’re going to see the shake out and we’re already beginning to see it. And, for example, my local newsagent,
let me just see if I’ve got the product, had, I think it was one of these on, no it wasn’t, it was another one, but
another smaller product and he’s now replaced it with the NJoy product. Why is that? Because the NJoy
distribution system is more effective. So I’m afraid that’s going to happen anyway. And I think that actually
these products, and I do, you know, I really do think this is important, the issue is, is medicines regulation
going to increase the likelihood of good products coming to the marketplace or reduce it?
I actually think there’s a real problem at the moment that the manufacturers, most of them, don’t have a clue
how their products work. And that actually if we’re to see successful innovation because none of these
products are totally effective. They might work some of them with small groups who are users who are trying,
who are innovative users as much as anything else, but the vast majority of smokers out there aren’t
innovative users. I spent a lot of time talking to vapers who are not the people who’d come to this room, but,
you know, friends, colleagues, people I bumped into in the street who are not actually going to be using these
products and aren’t using these products. They’re using cigalikes, they want something simple and easy to use.
Now we need innovation to be coming in those products, and I think you get the best innovation by forcing
manufacturers to prove how their products work, so they begin to understand a bit better how they work,
because I’m not convinced most of them do at the moment.
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15. Afternoon Discussion: Are e-cigarettes a backward step in the fight against tobacco and smoking?
Expert panel: Prof Robert West, Clive Bates, Deborah Arnott (ASH), Prof Jean-François Etter, Prof Linda
Bauld, Lorien Jollye (Vaper and Member of ECCA)
Chair: Prof Ann McNeill
Chair: Okay, thank you Deborah. I think what we’ll do now is draw up the expert panel, so if those people who
have spoken can re-join, I hope you know who you are, it’s Robert, Clive, Jean-François, Linda and Lorien.
[Pause] Okay, and I think in this panel you’ve met most of the speakers apart from Lorien Jollye, is that right?
Who is a vaper and a member of the E-cigarette Consumer Association. Okay, so the question that was posed
here, are E-cigarettes a backward step in the fight against tobacco and smoking? And again we are going to ask
to the panellists to answer this in a couple of minutes and then we can open the floor to more questions. So
I’m just going to do it in reverse order this way, so starting with Robert.
Prof. West: They’re a forward step, that’s pretty obvious.
Chair: So, forward step, great, that was short and sweet, that’s what I like. Number two, Lorien.
L Jollye: I think my position’s going to be fairly clear, my experience is that I did smoke for 23 years through
two pregnancies and multiple quit attempts. Each one failing miserably. And now I don’t smoke as is the
experience of two members of my family, so no, in my opinion, there is no way they could be qualified as a
step backwards.
Chair: Okay, thank you Lorien. Linda?
Prof Bauld: No, I think they are a step forward as well. I think you’ve heard from a couple of speakers, there is
an important section of the public health community that didn’t feel comfortable attending this meeting
today. They’re not here. And I think their view, for many of them, or some of them, think that long-term
nicotine use is a bad idea. They believe people should stop using nicotine altogether. That’s not the conclusion
we reached in the NICE tobacco harm reduction guidance.
And then I think E-cigarettes potentially have an important role to play within that but we need to make sure
that not only they are effective and safe, but also that, as I discussed earlier, our NHS and local authority
colleagues can commission and use them appropriately and they won’t be able to do that unless there is some
form of regulation.
Chair: Okay, Jean-François . Thank you Linda.
Prof Etter: Well, I think it’s a step forward and even more than that, there is a risk that many of the people
worked in the field of anti-smoking are going to be just irrelevant, you know, they don’t understand and they
been very slow to understand the importance of this and this huge change is just going to occur without them
and worse, even in spite of them.
They say that tobacco, that will be renormalised. There’s no evidence for that. Vaping, so I encourage it,
vaping, not smoking.
The gateway hypothesis? Well, for the moment it’s not proven. It may occur in the future if the industry
targets kids so there’s a need to follow that and have appropriate rules to avoid this problem but for the
moment it doesn’t occur. So it’s a revolution with or without the anti-smoking people.
Chair: Thank you. Deborah?
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D Arnott: I would just like to follow what Linda said basically, and agree with Linda. I mean I think there is a
great deal of concern about the risks of gateway effect and all the rest of it and concern also about addiction
and I think we shouldn’t just deny the addiction point because actually being addicted is not necessarily a
pleasant or an easy place to be, and these products are not going to be cheap. If people are going to addicted
for their life, the whole of their lives, it’s going to cost money. So, I think we have to take all of that into
account when we’re designing regulation. Potentially E-cigarettes are an enormous benefit.
They are obviously, you know, there are quite a few people here in this room and Lorien’s one of them who’ve
already benefited from that.
What I’d like to see is regulation that ensures that the vast majority of smokers can benefit from them.
Chair: And Clive.
C Bates: No doubt about it, it’s a hugely positive development, it will only get better over time as there’s more
and more innovation. It’s a very interesting disruptive technology, it’s very disruptive to the tobacco industry.
And providing the, you know, and the current incumbents cannot rely on their market shares of the nicotine
market being protected, they’re going to face competition from what is basically a tech based industry with a
very different active kind of user base than the ones that they’re used to so I think that’s good. I think it’s also
very disruptive to the public health community actually.
And I think Deborah uses this, so I just posted a response to a blog on Manchester University’s policy website,
where people say, there are concerns using the passive voice. Actually, those concerns are voiced by a very
narrow, very specific number of people who are professional engaged in this world who don’t like these
developments. It challenges their model of tobacco control and public health, they tend to be people who
have grown up with an anti, sort of corporate bias which they’ve, which they’ve honed on big tobacco and
have been drawn into this for these reasons, but they are a very narrow group. And actually I don’t think
they’re making particularly strong arguments.
In many ways they’re sort of clutching at evidential straws or hypothetical risks to try to slow down these
developments that they’re basically uncomfortable with. On nicotine addiction, I, you know, I’m very keen on
vaping, but I’m not a vaper, and I never will be, but keen on it for its public health impact. To me an addictive
drug that doesn’t really cause any harm to speak of is something that drops right down my list of concerns, to
be honest.
I suspect caffeine is addictive. I remember discussing this once with Anne over dinner and she was saying, “Of
course, it’s better if people are completely nicotine-free,” and then we had a couple of glasses of red wine on
the table which were enjoying while we were talking about this, and I think we both concluded it was no need
for us both to be red wine free. Actually, there might be, you know, it might actually not be a bad thing if these
things provide benefits and you know, functional advantages to things, so you should worry about it, the
addictive side of it much less if there’s much less harm, and that’s the situation we’re in.
Chair: Okay, well thank you. Remarkable consistency then across the panel in terms of I think recognising that
E-cigarettes are a positive forward step, if you like, but some caveats around regulation. And we might want to
unpick some of those issues that have been raised such as addiction, gateway, and also the role of the tobacco
industry in the discussion from the floor.
So I’m now going to open it up for questions, please make sure your hands go right up so that we can try to
identify you. It’s quite difficult with the microphones but has anybody got a microphone at the moment? Okay.
Let’s go with the first question then. Thank you.
David Dorn: Okay, it’s David Dorn again from Vaper Trails, sorry, gob on a stick, it’s the way I am.
I’ve been interested listening to this right the way through the day and a little confused. And the panel that I
see before me now is representative of the organisations that I’m thinking of, which is the Royal College of
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Physicians, ASH and Cancer Research UK, who all seemed to be of one mind around about 2007 when they
were calling for NRT to be removed from medicinal regulation and for there to be a kind of continuum of risk
situation where there would be a nicotine regulatory authority rather than the MHRA dealing with everything
as medicines. And it occurred to me that that would not be a bad idea, especially with regard to big tobacco
becoming involved in the E-cig market and in the clean nicotine market because bit tobacco and its products
then would be regulated by this nicotine regulatory authority which I think the Royal College of Physicians was
very keen on and I recall reading, as I say, that Cancer Research and ASH was quite keen on it as well. I just
wondered what the panel’s views were on that?
Chair: Okay, thank you. I don’t think the RCP ever called for NRT to be taken out of the medicines regulation
but you are right in terms of people calling for a nicotine regulatory authority at a time when governments
weren’t really interested in more bureaucracies. But anyway, does anybody want to pick that up? Robert and
Clive.
Prof West: I’m not representing Cancer Research UK, I should make that very clear. The reason for us,
however, I was one of a number of people who thought that a nicotine regulatory authority would be a good
idea. And the reason for that was in order to try to improve access to clean pure nicotine delivery systems
relative to cigarettes. One of the things we haven’t talked about yet today is what in the context of E-cigarettes
and improved nicotine delivery systems we do about tobacco. And I think we can move, maybe this is bold, it
doesn’t seem bold to me. We can move to a situation where if smokers can get access to forms of nicotine that
aren’t going to kill them, how come we can allow tobacco to be continued to be sold, marketed, still marketed,
and kill many, large numbers of people, so I think one of the things we need to think about in terms of the
regulation is the extent to which the advent of this new technology, instead of just looking at that, we can start
to look at the other side of the coin.
Chair: Great, thank you, did you just want to?
C Bates: Yeah, I think there’s an argument for having a sort of singular regulatory oversight here which did
used to go under the name of a nicotine regulatory authority. And actually if you look at the way the Tobacco
Products Directive is working you’ll see why. Basically the safest form of nicotine that’s under discussion in the
Directive is the one with the hardest, most aversive, most burdensome regulation. Smokeless tobacco, which
also as Antoine showed, very, you know, very, very beneficial from a harm reduction point of view, goes down
two paths. One path is relatively lightly regulated, but if you put it in your mouth and suck it rather than
chewing it is banned.
Okay, so there’s a completely arbitrary distinction in smokeless tobacco. And then there’s potential to bring
new tobacco product, heat not burn tobacco, so non-combustible where the nicotine is evaporated from the
tobacco and inhaled, they seem to get the easiest ride of all in terms of access to the market, and I think that’s
quite good actually. So one reason to have a consistent sort of regulatory approach to this, I don’t like the idea
of new agencies particularly, but a consistent regulatory approach is to get rid of these sort of bizarre
anomalies where there is completely different regulatory treatment between the different types of low risk
alternative nicotine products to smoking. I mean the difference between all these products is much of a
muchness in terms of risk, but in terms of the way they’re regulated, they’re hugely different.
It makes the current arrangement in the TPD, and that’s really where my dog’s breakfast logo came from is
basically a total mess. It’s completely incoherent. Particularly ridiculous to ban the product that is responsible
for the best health tobacco-related health outcomes in the whole of Europe.
Chair: Okay, let’s take another question from the floor. Yeah?
Ruth Olding: Hi, I’m Ruth Olding, I work in public health in tobacco control and I just wanted to kind of have a
voice for the people that help people smoking on two points.
It’s more of an experience today, is that I support Linda’s point that we see a lot of smokers every year and I
think if there is some regulation we can give access to those people who might not be able to afford those
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products and I support those products to help people stop smoking and give a cleaner form of nicotine and for
the health benefits to be gained. But my experience today, it’s made me think about the second-hand smoke
from these vapers, because this is the first time I’ve probably really been in a room where there’s been several
people vaping.
Very interesting and I came in this morning thinking, “I’m really going to keep an open mind here,” but I don’t
like it. I have found it unpleasant and I’ve got a headache and that really makes me think, would I want to
support, so there needs to be some thought about the regulation of whether it should be allowed indoors, and
I certainly wouldn’t want to subject children to what I’ve been subjected to today. So that I would just like to
make that point.
Chair: Okay, thank you, Ruth.
[Applause]
L Jollye: Could I actually respond to that a little bit?
Chair: Yeah, Lorien, I was going to ask Amanda to, but.
L Jollye: Sorry, but just briefly, I do understand exactly what you’re saying and we are always well aware that it
is so ingrained in us as a society to feel aversion to smoke and naturally what we do very much resembles
smoking so even is as a vaper, sometimes I see what I’m doing and without consciously thinking about it, I feel
uncomfortable because that’s also my association.
We’ve all become part of a society where smoking is absolutely deemed as inappropriate. So it is a natural
response. It’s highly unlikely that you’re going to have, unless you’ve got an allergic reaction to propylene
glycol, that you’re going to have a physical reaction. There’s every chance that it is an emotional response that
we are conditioned to have and I am deeply sorry that you have been made feel uncomfortable but we can’t
look at taking away an entire method of getting away from tobacco because unfortunately some people don’t
like how it looks.
[Applause]
Chair: Yeah, I think it’s a complex issue and I know some people just prefer to breathe in sort of clean air, so I
guess what the point that Ruth’s making as much as possible is for people just to be aware that other people
around them might not particularly want the vapour breathed all over them. Another person with the
microphone there, Antoine had it here. Or would like it here.
Prof Flahault: Yeah, perhaps it’s a good idea to have people who haven’t spoken yet?
Chair: Yeah. Antoine: So if – who’s got the microphone at the moment? Has he spoken?
Darren Johnson: Hi.
Chair: Okay, thank you.
Darren Johnson: Hi, it’s Darren Johnson here for RY4 Radio. It’s been really, really interesting today and I’d just
like to thank the panel. I’ve actually learned a lot as well today, but interestingly enough on the top line of that
subject about children, whilst I understand it’s important that we’re protecting children, you know, obviously
for generations to come, I think none of us in the room are stupid. You’re never, ever going to stop a child
from smoking. You’re never, that’s Page 92 of 102 just not going to happen. The only way that’s going to
happen if you remove the product completely. Now, I don’t want that to happen but I think partially it’s down
to the parents as well. Let’s not forget that. You know, I’m not a parent, but I think that there’s enough
responsible parents out there to be able to educate their children but on another matter, if that is the case,
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this might sound a bit funny, but we teach children sex education in school. Children get science classes. Why
aren’t the science teachers not educating the children about the dangers of tobacco? You know?
Chair: I hope they are.
L Jollye: They are.
[Laughter]
Chair: I do hope they are.
Darren Johnson: If that’s the case.
Chair: But point well taken. Does anybody want to respond to that?
Prof Bauld: Yeah, can I just answer that? Unfortunately in terms of giving children information straight up,
there’s not a lot of evidence that that necessarily is effective in preventing them, for example, from starting
smoking. But what we do know is important and works in preventing young people from starting smoking is
the make sure that the adults around them are not using tobacco any more. And clearly these products may
have a role to play in that. But we also need to make very sure as Deborah’s set out that we’re not advertising
and promoting them in a way that makes them look as if they’re terribly appealing products to those children
who might not have started using tobacco.
Chair: Okay.
Prof Bauld: So those are the two points.
Chair: Thank you Linda. I’m particularly keen to get people who haven’t yet had a chance to speak. I can see
Elsa’s got the microphone, could you just stand up for a minute if you haven’t yet spoken and wait, wait, wait,
wait, one minute, just for the rest, for the people who haven’t yet spoken and have a question so we know
where to direct the microphones next. Okay, can you, people with the microphones, can you see those people
standing up and get the microphones to them? Elsa, thank you.
Elsa Wright: Thank you, Elsa Wright, director of Fresh. We have a number of big tobacco companies present
today and they are evidently interested in this new market of electronic cigarettes and supporting light touch
regulation to be proportionate to harm. Can we on this basis therefore assume that they will be more
accepting of the need for tougher regulation of their lethal smoked tobacco products to reduce children taking
up smoking or are they going to continue to deny, delay and derail any effective public health measures we try
to take? Thank you. Chair: Great question, perhaps, would anybody from the tobacco industry in the audience
like to stand up and.
(Laughter)
Chair: Steve Stotesbury? Yeah, Steve Stotesbury was here wasn’t he? Go on, answer that question.
I mean, it’s a very valid point.
Steve Stotesbury: Er, yeah, Steve Stotesbury, Imperial Tobacco.
Chair: Thank you.
Steve Stotesbury: Well, I don’t know what regulations we’re trying to block that the speaker.
Elsa Wright: Standardised packaging.
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[Laughter]
Elsa Wright: If you just realised you were blocking it, perhaps that’s helpful.
[Laughter]
Steve Stotesbury: Well, I. Look I.
[Laughter]
Steve Stotesbury: I think you.
Chair: Next question.
Steve Stotesbury: Yeah.
(Laughter)
Steve Stotesbury: No, I’m, look I’m happy to say, you know, would any commercial entity want to see a
regulation that deprives them of their trademarks? You know, there is a health warning on the pack. It’s pretty
clear, it’s also evident that that has had an impact on smoking prevalence. Now I think people get the message,
it just seems, you know, a totally disproportionate measure on what is a legal product.
SPEAKER: So the answer is no, Elsa?
Chair: Yeah, and we can probably take that from that. It’s a legal product that kills, you know, one in two of its
regular persistent users when used in the way intended.
C Bates: That’s a disproportionate. It’s disproportionate. Which impacts, I’m not going to defend him here.
D. Arnott It doesn’t sound disproportionate to me.
C Bates: But no, but Debs, the impacts of the product isn’t particularly in dispute. The question is whether
that, whether the benefits associated, the health benefits associated with that measure justify the other costs
which they say affect them, so, you know, hard to defend these guys, but actually what he’s saying here is is
this proportionate, not anything goes.
Chair: Okay, I think it’s proportionate, but anyway, Elsa, did you want to comment on that? Because your
question was slightly different.
SPEAKER: … packaging is … Chair: Yeah. SPEAKER: … trying to take … (inaudible 6:07:46) Chair: Type of? SPEAKER: Going on so it’s. Chair: You name it. SPEAKER: That’s just want it (inaudible 6:07:51) Chair: Anybody else from the tobacco industry want to answer or we’ll move on to the next question. I know
you’re not from the tobacco industry Martin. Okay, let’s move onto the next question. Has somebody got the
microphone? Thank you.
Alicia Forry: Yes, thank you. My name is Alicia Forry, I’m with Canaccord Genuity which is a financial services
firm. And my question’s about the final bullet, what dangers are there in tobacco industry involvements in the
E-cig markets? We’ve heard about the tobacco industry’s history, their communications to the public, and we
also know that e-cigarettes appeal primarily to smokers and now tobacco companies are obviously moving
wholeheartedly into the e-cigarette space so I’m curious about what the expert panel thinks about this
transition and I’m curious, I don’t know whether tobacco companies are currently allowed to sell other
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nicotine replacement therapy products like patches or gums, is that allowed? And if it is not, why should they
be allowed to sell E-cigarettes?
Chair: Yeah, go on.
D Arnott: Well, in fact, RJ Reynolds actually bought up an NRT company, I’m not sure they’ve done very much
with it, but there’s nothing to stop them, but I think it makes it even more important that the regulation is
appropriate to make sure that for example, they’re not using E-cigarettes to promote smoking because as you
can see from the history, actually that’s in their interest because cigarettes are much more addictive, they’re
much more profitable, they’re cheap as chips to make, much cheaper than E-cigarettes and so, you know, I
think that’s the point, but no, they, just because they’re tobacco companies doesn’t mean they can’t own, you
know, Philip Morris used to own food companies and they can own any other company they want.
Chair: Okay, can I just ask those people again who are trying to get to raise a question who haven’t yet
spoken?
Amanda Strange: Ann, we’ve got two.
Chair: And we’ve got two, great.
Amanda Strange: One there and a lady here, and another gentleman there that haven’t spoken.
Chair: Thank you Amanda.
Erik Bloomquist: Oh, good afternoon. Erik Bloomquist from Berenburg. I was wondering if you could comment
on an element of regulation not addressed so far today which is taxation and how do you propose, or what do
you think is the optimal way to approach taxation of e-cigarettes given some governments are starting to
move into relatively aggressive taxation which would seem likely to reduce adoption of these products? Thank
you.
Chair: Thank you. Sorry, did you say your name? I?
Erik Bloomquist: Erik Bloomquist, Berenburg.
Chair: Okay. Thank you. Who wants to address taxation of E-cigarettes? Yeah, okay.
Prof Bauld: Well, I mean, I’ll make a start. I mean one of the benefits of having a regulated product, as you
know, that the licenced nicotine products currently in the market have benefited from a lower level a VAT for
example, which we’ve regarded as helpful, so I think if we have safe and effective products then we shouldn’t
be using, we should have lower forms of taxation on those products so that they’re accessible and affordable
for people who want to use them. That would be the first step. But certainly I don’t have any evidence about
existing taxation regimes in relation to E-cigarettes in the UK or elsewhere that, you know, are not currently
regulated.
Chair: Thank you and I think Lorien and.
D Arnott: And it is a significant difference, in the UK, NRT is over the counter, it currently attracts 5% VAT
compared to 20% for most, for other consumer products. And if E-cigarette companies get their products
licenced they will be in the same position.
Chair: Lorien, did you want to make a point?
L Jollye: I did, yeah. Just to speak on, kind of on behalf of the community in that respect, we don’t want any
special kind of treatment with these products. It certainly wouldn’t be reasonable to put any further tax on
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them than is already there unless it was a small amount as I saw on one of the slides earlier, and the idea of
putting a small amount of tax on to further and fund research, that would be perfectly reasonable. However,
to put huge taxes like on tobacco would be unreasonable because as it stands there is no proof that these
cause the kind of illnesses that the NHS have to support and need extra funding for. In terms of going back
down the other way to 5% tax, that again, that isn’t something that we’re asking for.
We’re not asking for anybody to fund this. This is our habit, it’s what we enjoy doing, it is a pleasure as much
as it is to drink alcohol or drink coffee or buy clothes or shoes or whatever it is you like. Chocolate which tends
to be my case. This is choice thing and we don’t want special treatment. It. We don’t cost anybody anything.
And I would like people to bear that in mind. For the thousands of hundreds of, however many there are of us
who have completely given up tobacco, we have not cost anybody for that. We are not spending any time in
our doctors’ surgeries, we are not having to go to visit smoking cessation nurses, we’re not having to go into
pharmacies, this is all off of our own backs, this is completely self-funded and we’ve managed to achieve
something that most all of us where failed at by the NHS itself with their own services. We’ve not cost a penny.
Chair: Okay.
[Applause]
C Bates: You just said it all basically, I mean very eloquently put. I mean, just one quick thought about this. You
know, there’s a limit to how much you can tax these products or how much you can raise the cost of them
because if they start to get more expensive than cigarettes and they’re some way off that, you’ll lose a lot of
the incentive to switch. So, things that increase the costs or increase the tax, basically we will squeeze the
margins that are available for the manufacturers, we’ll close down the rate of growth and innovation in the
market, it would be wholly counterproductive to do that and if, too bad if you’re losing tobacco tax revenue,
just find it somewhere else. You don’t have to turn to the nearest thing that looks roughly the same.
Chair: Okay, thank you. Let’s take the next person with the mic please.
Jo Luxmore: Hi. I’m Jo Luxmore, I’m also from the public health community. My question really is both around
addiction and regulation. I’m responsible for commissioning some of the cessation services in England and we
are finding now that people are accessing service who are addicted to E-cigs. And they are obviously seeking
the advice of health professionals to help them wean off the addiction, but without the regulation in place at
the moment, because we’re an NHS service it’s difficult for us to provide that support. So my question is,
without regulation, how do propose we do support people become addicted to these products in the future?
Chair: Okay. Clive, your hand was up first. And then we’ll.
C Bates: But this is a problem of the health establishment’s own making basically that it said rather than take
sort of, you know, sensible humane judgements about advice that we give to people given what products from
the market, there was there, you know, thou shalt not use E-cigarette products if they’re not licenced. So this
is a consequence of guidelines that, you know, denied the solution itself as a licenced produced, whereas
actually there are many sort of public health specialists. I’m just thinking at the moment of Lynne Koslowski at
Buffalo State University of New York. Very sort of, just try it. Use these products. They can’t be remotely as bad
as cigarettes. If they work for you, brilliant. And why we couldn’t have just had straightforward advice like that
instead of something that was extremely risk averse, but raised a barrier to attempting a different approach to
quit unnecessarily in my view and as I say, I think it’s a problem of the NICE guidance, it’s a problem of the
health establishment’s own making.
Chair: I think the question was actually around the...
D Arnott: I don’t think that answered the question.
Chair: E-cigarette users. Would anybody like to offer?
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C Bates: I thought it was like we can’t recommend this product?
Chair: No, no, no.
C Bates: Because they’re not licenced.
D Arnott: No, no. Sorry. Clive that is wrong.
Chair: Treatment of addicted E-cigarette users, so does anybody want to try and address that? Linda?
Prof Bauld: There’s nothing to stop somebody who works for the NHS Stop Smoking services giving people
information about E-cigarettes, and if they choose to encourage them to continue to use them, along with the
treatment that’s available, that’s fine, we know that’s happening in practice, so the guidance doesn’t prevent
them from doing that Clive. I think the issue about you’re seeing people coming to you who are using Ecigarettes and would prefer to stop using them, how do you support them? That’s a difficult challenging issue.
I’m hearing the same thing from colleagues in Scotland. We have no protocols for that at the moment.
However, the services and the services are not funded to do that, but the services do help people come off
other forms of licenced nicotine products, and at the moment I think that’s the only approach you could take
would be to adopt a similar model until as Robert very helpfully said, we need the studies that he was
describing which are just around day to day effectiveness.
Chair: Robert, do you want to come in?
Prof West: Well, I think there’s a bit of an issue because the reason that the NHS Stop Smoking services are
there because, because they come under the NICE threshold for a cost per quality adjusted life/year gained,
and the reason they do that is because even though the success rates aren’t massive, cigarette smoking’s so
incredibly dangerous that you don’t have to be tremendously effective to be very, very cost effective as a way
of saving lives.
I don’t think, and I’m pretty sure that providing NHS support for people to come off e-cigarettes would come
under the NICE threshold to be quite honest, which is £20,000, £20-30,000, so I think that is an issue when you
consider, you know, that the, all the things that the NHS needs to do. You know, I can understand the concern
of someone who’s, you know, someone comes to you and they want help with coming off an electronic
cigarette or any other form of nicotine and you want to help them, but just bear in mind that everything that
we do in the NHS we do at the cost of something else we do in the NHS and to be honest given what we know
about the safety and risk of nicotine I doubt whether that would ever come under the threshold.
D Arnott: But can I just add something because actually I think while, you know, we certainly say to people, “If
you carry on using, whether it’s medicinal nicotine or E-cigarettes for the rest of your life, it’s much, much less
harmful than smoking”. The number of times I’ve had smokers say to me, “I don’t want to be addicted,” and I
think that’s something we have to recognise that an awful lot of smokers don’t want to be addicted and
sometimes their worry about E-cigarettes is that it will just carry on the addiction and that’s why a lot of
smokers try and quit as they call it, cold turkey, and I think, you know, we have to be recognised that that is
actually how people feel and not say, “Oh well, you shouldn’t worry about it,” because actually they do and
they have a right to worry about it.
Chair: Okay, quick Jean-François and then.
Prof Etter: Yes, about the addictiveness of E-cigarettes, it’s not very well documented for the moment, I have
data in about 1,000 long-term users of E-cigarettes and I’m currently analysing these data comparing the
addictiveness to E-cigarettes to the addictiveness of cigarettes and also I’m comparing this long-term users to
long-term nicotine gum users and they are very different. Long-term use of Ecigarettes is I think much less
related to addiction than long-term use of gums and more to pleasure. But, certainly some users transfer their
addiction from tobacco to E-cigarettes and they are addicted.
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Is it a problem? Is it a public health problem if they are to toxic? I’m not sure. There’s also some moral
preferences, some people would prefer others not to be addicted to nicotine but if there is no health, negative
health impact then it’s more of a moral question and they should, these arguments should be put forward
under their real name. Moral preferences, not public health. And also just one more minute. And I also think
that current E-cigarettes are not addictive enough.
[Laughter]
Chair: Okay.
Prof Etter: Okay? They are not effective enough, they do not deliver.
[Applause]
Chair: Okay, who.
Prof Etter: They do not deliver nicotine quickly enough and more people would switch to E-cigarettes if they
delivered nicotine properly.
Chair: Okay. Who’s next with the mic I think?
Martin Dockerell: Martin Dockerell.
Chair: Martin Dockerell from?
Martin Dockerell: Martin Dockerell from Action on Smoking and Health. I want to address the normalisation,
renormalisation question. It seems to me that renormalisation is a problem about confusion between real
smoke cigarettes and what we call electronic cigarettes. It’s because E-cigarettes were designed to look like
smoking because that was their, that’s been the secret of their success. They’re white, originally white tubes,
glowing red tip, produce vapour. That has caused a great deal of confusion both among the public and among
the public health community would the panel agree that this extremely welleducated and articulate audience
has a duty to explain to the public and to the public health community continually the difference between
electronic cigarettes and real cigarettes?
Chair: Anyone want to develop?
C Bates: I, oh sorry, you go.
L Jollye: No, it’s much quicker, it’s quite quick. Firstly, I don’t hold, yes, you’re right, absolutely of course that
the public health do have, should have it in their remit to be continually explaining the difference and not be
dragging down the reputation of electronic cigarettes as they so often do. However, the note I would like to
pick up on, anybody who is alive today who is able to make a decision for themselves, so any adult and really
probably children from about the age of 10, are well aware for the past six years it has been completely
unacceptable to smoke in a public place. In most cases now it is unacceptable to smoke near a public place.
There are no grey areas. Everyone knows that is the situation. So if you were in a restaurant or you’re in an
office, or you’re in a pub or in a shopping centre, and you see vapour omitting from somebody’s mouth, you
know that is not a cigarette. Nobody’s going to suddenly go, “Oh, did they change the law this morning?” It has
been in place for long enough and that is how, and that is how children are growing up in that environment.
They already know the difference. The idea that we’re going to, we, whether using a device like this or
something that looks like a cigarette is suddenly going to make everybody think it’s okay to smoke inside again
is nonsense. We are far more intelligent than that.
[Applause]
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Chair: Okay, thank you.
[Applause]
Chair: Right, we’re running out of time so what I suggest is the few people who we’ve sort of indicated will
speak if you could ask your questions and then I’ll ask thepanel for any final comments which an incorporate
your answers. Jane.
Jane Landon: Hi, Jane Landon from the UK Health Forum. Earlier today someone talked about marketing and
advertising as information to consumers and I think that Deborah’s slide show did a lot more than that, that
it’s about appeal and it’s making the product attractive and sexy and two things, one we’ve heard also that the
tobacco industry are moving into the E-cigarette market, and secondly that advertising regulation is itself selfregulatory. Would a medicines regulatory environment alter what you could or couldn’t say in terms of
marketing and advertising of E-cigarettes? Chair: Yeah, I think, yes, I think is the answer to that, but please feel
free to incorporate it in your.
Prof West: Can I just by a very brief comment on this Anne, because I think, yeah, I mean Deborah put up
those adverts and kind of implied that this was a bad thing. And in therefore under a medicines regulatory
regime, or her preferred regulatory regime, these things wouldn’t be allowed. But if you go back to what I’ve
been trying to say is that the key thing here is to build up the appeal of these product so people, and you’re
quite right, it’s more than, advertising is much more than conveying information. You know, we don’t, adverts
in Britain at least aren’t public service announcements.
They’re about creating a kind of, a buzz, an excitement and I actually thought some of those adverts that she
showed were quite good in the sense that they created a compelling, you know, from an advertisers point of
view, a compelling value proposition which, you know, if you don’t feel there’s any buzz or any attraction or
there’s any strength in the brand, then why are you going to motivated to switch?
I’d be very surprised if anyone who isn’t already a smoker or vaper would be touched by anything like that,
they’d just go, “What’s all this about?” So, I think we’ve got to careful here that when we, and it was kind of
slightly revealing to me that we’ve got you know, when we talk about what we mean in practice, we mean get
rid of all the sexiness in the adverts and have information about rational choice, which is what the medicines
regulation sort of thing is supposed to be. But to really do the public health thing you need some buzz about
these products.
Chair: Okay, we are running short of time. I see somebody’s got the microphone, I know Konstantinos has got
it, so we’ll take two very small points and then I’ll give final wrap up.
SPEAKER: I think it’s been an incredibly interesting afternoon and is, Deborah it seems like we all want the
same thing. We want to improve these product to actually be the best addictive electronic cigarette product. It
is a kind of incredible that on a side we want to improve the addictiveness of these tools and on the other side
we want to fight addictiveness. It’s not going to happen because that’s exactly the beauty of the electronic
cigarette and on taxation, if I may.
Chair: Just quickly.
SPEAKER: Taxation has been introduced in Italy, it’s been a very destructive move. It’s created a lot of people
to return to back to smoking as a matter of fact.
Chair: Okay. Not long.
SPEAKER: The real issue there is the conflict of interest of the governments. Governments make a lot of money
from tobacco and in Italy alone in 2012 there’s been a cut in the consumption of tobacco of 8%. It’s never been
seen before. Not all the anti-smoking campaign over 20, 30 years were able to achieve that. So we really need
to take this into account, you know, the conflict of interest of our governments.
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Chair: Thank you very much.
SPEAKER: When it takes to regulation.
Chair: And then Konstantinos did you have a final, very short, comment?
[Laughter]
Dr Farsalinos: One comment for Mrs Bauld. I absolutely agree with you that nicotine should be eliminated,
that’s the ideal thing. With your colleagues I mean. But let’s be realistic, I’m a clinical doctor, I ask patients
every day to stop smoking. It doesn’t make it more feasible than it really is. So I think and I agree with the rest,
with all the panel that we must be realistic and we must provide all these people with something that is
feasible, that is less addictive compared to what they are currently doing. I have a question for the Electronic
Cigarette Consumer Association. Do you believe and do you promote informed decisions by consumers and do
you support that the consumers should apply pressure to the manufacturers and the retailers in order to
provide evidence about their safety of their products, that they’re products are tested and what’s inside and
what is the role of a consumer association in educating users from this?
Chair: Okay. Lorien, do you want to quickly address that?
L Jollye: Yeah, no, sure. Yes, consumers absolutely have a right to know what’s in these fluids and certainly on
the face of things and quite often it’s a very simple list of ingredients. Any consumer group or any group of
consumers should have the right to know what they are eating, drinking, smoking, driving, whatever it is. And
certainly in this market, it is still very young, and we do still have a lot to learn, what happens when we
vaporise food flavours because obviously that wasn’t their original intention. These are all things we have to
learn, but the key word in all of this is the word “safer”. We’re not asking for 100, we’re not asking for drinking
water here, we are asking for something that’s safer than what we were doing beforehand. We don’t need it
to be sterile and clinical, we don’t need it to give us a perfect nicotine dosage every time. We don’t need it to
regulate exactly how we use the device. We want it to be safer and I think that’s probably what’s most
important.
Chair: Okay, thank you. I know you also addressed a question at Professor Bauld but I don’t think we’ve got
time because we’ve got about 30 seconds to wrap up, so I hope that you’ve got something from the day, I
hope it’s caused you to reflect. I would like to thank you very much from the floor for your questions, I’d also
like to thank all the speakers and the panellists for your contributions today. Thank you very much.
[Applause]
Chair: And a thank you as well, please, to Amanda from Smooth Events, and the EC Forum and please do fill in
your questionnaires before you go. Your evaluation forms. Thank you very much.
[SUMIT END]
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Appendix
Speaker Biographies
Professor Antoine Flahault
Professor of Public Health, Descartes School of Medicine, Sorbonne Paris Cité,
Francetoine Flahault
Antoine Flahault, MD, PhD, is professor in public health, at University Descartes,
Sorbonne Paris Cité. He has been appointed by Intiative d’Excellence Sorbonne Paris
Cité as chair of the Centre Virchow & Villermé for Public Health Paris-Berlin. He cochairs the European Academic Global Health Alliance, and he is president of the European Agency for Public
Health Education Accreditation. He was the founding dean of EHESP French School of Public Health (20072012). His work in research is conducted in a joint unit (UMR-S 707) at Institut National de la Santé et de la
Recherche Médicale and University Pierre et Marie Curie where he was the director of the WHO collaborating
centre for electronic disease surveillance, coordinating a program which combines public health surveillance,
mathematical modelling and epidemiology. He has coordinated a task force on multidisciplinary research
against a chikungunya outbreak in Indian Ocean. In 2010, he has been elected as a corresponding member at
Académie Nationale de Médecine, Paris. He is editor-in-chief of Public Health Reviews
(http://www.publichealthreviews.eu/). He has more than 230 scientific publication referenced in
PubMed/Medline.
Stated Conflicts of Interest:
Up to date and for the past years, I have no direct nor indirect conflict of interest with tobacco industry or with
e-cigarettes companies. I have for 20 years an indirect conflict of interest with pharmaceutical industries,
since a member of my family works for the French association of pharma manufacturers (named LEEM).

Professor Robert West
Professor of Health Psychology and Director of Tobacco Studies at Cancer Research
UK
Robert West is Professor of Health Psychology and Director of Tobacco Studies at
the Cancer Research UK Health Behaviour Research Centre, University College
London, UK. Professor West is also co-director of the National Centre for Smoking
Cessation and Training and is Editor-in-Chief of the journal Addiction. He is co-author of the English National
Smoking Cessation Guidelines that provided the blueprint for the UK-wide network of stop-smoking services
that are now an established part of the UK National Health Service. His research includes evaluations of
methods of helping smokers to stop and population surveys of smoking and smoking cessation patterns.
Funding: Cancer Research UK
Stated Conflicts of Interest:
I undertake research and consultancy for companies that develop and manufacture smoking cessation
medications including licensed nicotine products. I am a trustee of the charity, QUIT and co-director of the
National Centre for Smoking Cessation and Training. I am author of the stop-smoking guide ‘The SmokeFree
Formula’. My salary is funded by Cancer Research UK.
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Professor Jean-François Etter
Professor of Public Health, University of Geneva
Professor Jean-François Etter (University of Geneva, Switzerland) has over 18 years
of conducting smoking etiology, prevention and cessation research. He has
published over 120 scientific articles on smoking cessation trials and various
psychological questions related to tobacco dependence and smoking cessation. He is
an internationally known expert on e-cigarettes. He has recently published a comprehensive book on ecigarettes, which is first of its kind on the topic. In addition, he is credited with publishing some of the first
scientific papers on e-cigarettes. His research has been crucial in shaping the initial understanding of the
reasons and patterns of e-cigarette use.
Stated conflicts of interest
Professor Etter’s salary is paid by the University of Geneva, Switzerland. He never received any funding from
the tobacco industry. He did not receive any funding from the pharmaceutical industry in the past 7 years. He
was reimbursed by a manufacturer of e-liquids for traveling to London (in 2012) and to China (in 2013), but he
was not paid for these meetings.

Ms Deborah Arnott
Chief Executive Officer, Action on Smoking (ASH)
Deborah Arnott is a recognised international expert on tobacco control and the WHO
Framework Convention on Tobacco Control, with a particular interest in nicotine
regulation and harm reduction. She was a member of the NICE Programme
Development Group which developed the guidance on tobacco harm reduction and
of the Commission on Human Medicines expert advisory group to the MHRA on nicotine containing
products. She also has experience of product regulation under the EU General Product Safety Directive having
participated in the development of fire safety requirements for cigarettes.
Deborah has an MBA from Cranfield, is an honorary Associate Professor at the University of Nottingham, and a
member of the Royal College of Physicians Tobacco Advisory Group. She was awarded the Alwyn Smith prize
in 2007 by the Faculty of Public Health for her outstanding contribution to public health.
Stated conflicts of interest: None

Mr Jeremy Mean
Group Manager, Access & Information for Medicines & Standards, MHRA
Jeremy is a career civil servant and has worked in a range of roles from directly
supporting Ministers to policy and management posts in the Department of
Health. Within the MHRA, Jeremy’s current role includes operational policy and
delivery through teams covering advertising standards, patient information, legal
status of medicines and outreach and education functions. Jeremy also leads project
groups on a range of high profile issues, covering both UK and EU policy.
Stated conflicts of interest: None
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Professor Linda Bauld
Professor of Health Policy, University of Stirling, UKCTAS
Linda Bauld is Professor of Health Policy at the University of Stirling. She has a
background in applied policy research and for the past 15 years her research
interests have centred on the evaluation of public health interventions.
She has conducted studies on drug and alcohol use, inequalities in health and
on tobacco control and smoking cessation. She is a former scientific adviser on tobacco control to the
Department of Health and currently chairs a number of public health advisory and funding committees in
England and Scotland, including the NICE Programme Development Group that developed guidance on
tobacco harm reduction, published in June 2013. She is one of two Deputy Directors (the other being Ann
McNeill) of the UK Centre for Tobacco and Alcohol Studies, a UK Centre for Public Health Excellence that
covers 13 Universities.
Stated conflicts of interest: None

Dr Jacques Le Houezec
Consultant in Public Health, Tobacco dependence. Amzer Glas, France
Jacques Le Houezec was trained as a neuroscientist in Paris (PhD in 1988), and
spent 2 years as a post-doctoral fellow in Clinical Pharmacology & Experimental
Therapeutics at the University of California, San Francisco (Pr. Neal Benowitz).
After 6 years of research in La Salpêtrière Hospital (Paris), and teaching at Paris V
and Paris VII Universities, he became a freelance consultant for the pharmaceutical
industry and the public sector (training smoking cessation specialists, and writing monthly scientific digests for
them). He is a Charter Member of SRNT (www.srnt.org), and was part of the core group who founded SRNT
Europe. He participated in the Steering Committee of the WHO Europe Partnership Project to reduce Tobacco
Dependence (1991-2001), and was also on the European Commission’s Scientific Committee on Emerging and
Newly Identified Health Risks (SCHENIR) expert group on smokeless tobacco (2006-2008). He is also Honorary
Lecturer, UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies, University of Nottingham, England, and manager of
www.treatobacco.net the SRNT & SSA website dedicated to tobacco dependence treatment.
Stated conflicts of interest:
Dr Le Houezac has received speaker honoraria and consultancy fees from Johnson & Johnson, Novartis, Pfizer,
and Pierre Fabre. He is paid by the Société Française de Tabacologie (grant from Ministry of Health) to write a
monthly Newsletter for smoking cessation specialists, and by SRNT to manage the www.treatobacco.net
website. He has never worked or consulted for the tobacco industry. As of today, he has no conflict of interest
with the e-cigarette industry.

Dr Lynne Dawkins
Senior Lecturer, School of Psychology, University of East London
Dr Lynne Dawkins completed her PhD in 2001 and postdoctoral studies in 2006, both
in Psychology, at Goldsmiths College, London. She then took up a Senior Lectureship
in Psychology at the University of East London where she currently co-ordinates the
Drugs and Addictive Behaviours Research Group.
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She specializes in nicotine addiction and smoking cessation and is the leading UK researcher on electronic
cigarettes. Current research is focusing on i) individual and gender differences in patterns of electronic
cigarette use and nicotine delivery and ii) response inhibition in smokers along with implications for abstinence
and intervention.
Sources of funding: UEL Research Development Grant, Skycigs Ltd, Totally Wicked E-Liquid
Stated conflicts of interest:
Lynn has previously conducted research funded by e-cigarette companies and received honoraria for speaking
at research conferences. She has no financial or non-financial interests in the e-cigarette industry. She has not
received any funding from the tobacco or pharmaceutical industry.

Professor Ann McNeill
Professor of Addictions, UK Centre for Tobacco and Alcohol Studies, King's College
London
Ann McNeill is a Professor of Addictions in the National Addiction Centre with a
focus on tobacco. She graduated from the University of Nottingham with a first
class joint honours degree in zoology and psychology and then carried out her PhD
at the Institute of Psychiatry focusing on the development of dependence on smoking. Since that time she has
held a variety of academic and public sector posts focusing largely on tobacco control research. Ann has an
established international reputation, receiving a World Health Organisation award for contributions to tobacco
control in 1998.

She has published more than 250 academic papers book chapters, reports and opinion pieces on the subject
and her research ranges across prevention, cessation, harm reduction and local, national and international
policy. Ann was a co-author of the recent systematic review of tobacco product packaging which underpinned
the recent government consultation on plain packaging and has a particular interest in the relationship
between smoking, mental health and inequalities. She is Deputy Director of the UK Centre for Tobacco Control
Studies.
Stated conflicts of interest: None
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Dr. Konstantinos Farsalinos
Researcher, Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Greece, University Hospital
Gathuisberg, Belgium
Dr Konstantinos Farsalinos is a cardiologist, working as researcher at Onassis
Cardiac Surgery Center in Athens-Greece and at Medical Imaging Research
Center, University Hospital Gathuisberg in Leuven-Belgium. His main research
interests are new modalities in cardiovascular imaging and he has received a
scholarship from the Greek Society of Cardiology for research and education in this field. He has studied the
effects of smoking on subclinical cardiac dysfunction using new imaging techniques since 2010. He has been
actively performing research on electronic cigarettes since 2011 as a principle investigator, in both clinical and
laboratory level. Examples of his work include the first study on the cytotoxic effects of electronic cigarette
vapor on cultured cells and the immediate effects of electronic cigarettes used on cardiac function and
coronary circulation. Additionally, he has performed a worldwide online survey of almost 20,000 vapers, with
results expected later this year. He has presented his research in major international scientific congresses and
has published his work in medical journals. During the E-Cigarette Summit he will present an overview on the
safety/risk profile of electronic cigarettes and will discuss future research that is needed in this field.
Stated conflicts of interest
For some of the studies, the institution has received funding from e-cigarette companies. None of the
researchers received any compensation for participating to the studies.

Mr Clive Bates
Director of Counterfactual, Public Health Commentator
Clive Bates has a diverse career in the private, public and third sectors, with a
focus on public health, energy and environment with sustainable development as
an overall theme. He is currently director of Counterfactual, a new public interest
consulting and advocacy group. Before he was a senior civil servant at the
Department of Energy and Climate Change and the Welsh Government, where he
was Director General for Sustainable Futures. In this role he held civil service responsibility for environment,
energy, housing, regeneration, planning, rural affairs, animal health, culture, tourism and sport for Wales.
Following a degree in Engineering at Cambridge University in 1983, he joined the IT company IBM working in
marketing and competitor analysis for seven years. In a switch of career he took a Masters at Imperial College
and went on to work for environment groups including Greenpeace in energy and climate change. In 1997, he
became executive director of the high profile public health campaigning organisation, Action on Smoking and
Health, pursuing a broad strategy to reduce harm and inequalities arising from tobacco use. In early 2003, he
became a senior adviser in his first civil service role in the Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit, running projects on
subjects as diverse as cities, police reform, NHS modernisation, housing growth and productivity for Prime
Minister Blair and his team. He moved to the Environment Agency in December 2005, to be Head of
Environmental Policy responsible for climate change, economics, planning and sustainable development. Prior
to joining the Welsh Government in 2009, he established the UN Environment Programme presence in Sudan,
based in Khartoum running a programme focussed on improving natural resource management to address
extreme poverty and conflict.
Stated conflicts of interest
Clive Bates is Director of Counterfactual, a public interest consultancy and advocacy practice. He has previously
worked in tobacco control and as civil servant. He has no competing interests.
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About the Summit
About the organisers
The E-Cigarette Summit was organised by EC Forum Ltd (owners of e-cigarette-forum.com) in partnership with
Smooth Event Management Ltd (Smooth Events).
The Summit was not-for-profit and solely funded through delegate revenues. EC Forum LTD (ECF), underwrote
the costs for the summit, but handed over all editorial control to Smooth Events to ensure that the programme
was neutral and unbiased. Smooth Events have absolutely no direct involvement with the tobacco,
pharmaceutical or electronic cigarette industry. The event did not accept any funding outside of delegate
revenues and the programme has been independently researched. The conditions of the tenancy at the Royal
Society and those set by many of the speakers is that there was no engagement with the tobacco industry and
that the programme maintained scientific and educational merit.
ECF’s involvement in the summit
E-Cigarette Forum is the largest online social network of e-cigarette users (vapers). Members and visitors use
the site to share information, gain knowledge and engage in social support on many issues around vaping. The
site is funded both from premium membership subscriptions and from advertising revenue secured from
businesses in the independent e-cigarette industry. EC Forum does not have any advertisers whose businesses
have been developed by or purchased by tobacco owned companies, including their subsidiaries.
The Forum’s funding model is similar to that of the news media and, like the news media, the owners believe
their primary responsibility is to the ‘readership’: in this case, e-cigarette users (vapers). ECF have striven since
day one to ensure that their advertisers adhere to a basic set of ethical standards, which includes no
misleading claims regarding health and efficacy. Every single potential advertiser is carefully vetted on an ongoing basis by a full-time suppliers’ administrator to ensure that they adhere to these standards.
Given ECF’s role in the historical development of the e-cigarette industry, they have an ethical responsibility to
play a part in ensuring that e-cigarettes are safe and effective for use. With this in mind, they decided to
organise a dedicated conference examining all the issues that e-cigarettes present. However, given their
funding sources and financial interests in the e-cigarette industry, they relinquished editorial control to ensure
that the program is unbiased and presents a completely balanced range of views on the various issues. ECF
therefore, handed full editorial control to conference company Smooth Events, who have a proven track
record in producing high level conferences within the scientific, public health and human rights field.
ECF underwrote the costs, but are not looking to profit in any way from the event. The hope is that costs will
be covered by ticket sales, but ECF will provide the shortfall if it exists. ECF did this because of their
responsibility to the community of vapers that this topic, so important to their future health and welfare, is
debated as honestly and openly as possible in a public setting, and by experts in the field.
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a b s t r a c t
In a prior study on electronic cigarette (EC) reﬁll ﬂuids, Cinnamon Ceylon was the most cytotoxic of 36
products tested. The purpose of the current study was to determine if high cytotoxicity is a general feature of cinnamon-ﬂavored EC reﬁll ﬂuids and to identify the toxicant(s) in Cinnamon Ceylon. Eight cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids, which were screened using the MTT assay, varied in their cytotoxicity
with most being cytotoxic. Human embryonic stem cells were generally more sensitive than human adult
pulmonary ﬁbroblasts. Most products were highly volatile and produced vapors that impaired survival of
cells in adjacent wells. Cinnamaldehyde (CAD), 2-methoxycinnamaldehyde (2MOCA), dipropylene glycol,
and vanillin were identiﬁed in the cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids using gas chromatography–mass spectrometry and high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). When authentic standards of each chemical
were tested using the MTT assay, only CAD and 2MOCA were highly cytotoxic. The amount of each chemical in the reﬁll ﬂuids was quantiﬁed using HPLC, and cytotoxicity correlated with the amount of CAD/
product. Duplicate bottles of the same product were similar, but varied in their concentrations of 2MOCA.
These data show that the cinnamon ﬂavorings in reﬁll ﬂuids are linked to cytotoxicity, which could
adversely affect EC users.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Electronic cigarettes (EC), which deliver nicotine to users without burning tobacco, are rapidly gaining popularity worldwide
(Ayers et al., 2011; Etter et al., 2011; McQueen et al., 2011). The
original EC consisted of a cartridge with nicotine-containing ﬂuid
and an atomizer which aerosolized the cartridge ﬂuid when heated
by a battery (Trtchounian et al., 2010). In many newer models, the
cartridge and atomizer are combined into a single unit, termed a
‘‘cartomizer’’ (Williams and Talbot, 2011). Cartridge/cartomizer
ﬂuid contains nicotine, ﬂavorings, and a humectant, such as propylene glycol (Bahl et al., 2012; Laugesen, 2008). Nicotine concentrations usually range from 0 to 24 mg/ml. Used cartomizers can be
replaced or reﬁlled with fresh ﬂuid, referred to as reﬁll ﬂuid (Bahl
et al., 2012). Although the basic design of EC is similar across
brands, signiﬁcant variation in performance exists between and
within brands (Trtchounian et al., 2010; Williams and Talbot,
⇑ Corresponding author at: Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience,
University of California, Riverside, CA 92521, United States. Tel.: +1 951 827
3768; fax: +1 951 827 4286.
E-mail addresses: rbeha001@ucr.edu (R.Z. Behar), barbara.davis@email.ucr.edu
(B. Davis), yuhuan_wang@yahoo.com (Y. Wang), vbahl001@ucr.edu (V. Bahl),
sabrina.c.lin@gmail.com (S. Lin), Talbot@ucr.edu (P. Talbot).

2011). EC and their associated products are sold in shops, malls,
and online where age veriﬁcation is not always needed, making
these products relatively accessible.
Several recent online surveys and interviews found that EC may
help users limit or stop smoking conventional cigarettes (Etter,
2010; Etter and Bullen, 2011; Goniewicz et al., 2013; McQueen
et al., 2011). Nevertheless, some users are concerned about the toxicity of EC (Etter, 2010; Etter and Bullen, 2011), while others
acknowledge that EC are addictive and may not be completely safe,
but consider them less harmful than conventional cigarettes (Goniewicz et al., 2013).
EC aerosol contains relatively few chemicals (Goniewicz et al.,
2012; Laugesen, 2008; Westenberger, 2009), suggesting they are
safer to use than conventional cigarettes. However, signiﬁcant
amounts of tin were present in the ﬂuid of one brand of EC, and
the corresponding aerosol contained metals, including metal nanoparticles (Williams et al., 2013). In a clinical case report, a woman
was diagnosed with exogenous lipoid pneumonia seven months
after she started using EC (McCauley et al., 2012), and her condition improved when she stopped EC use. Lipoid pneumonia was
thought to be caused by inhaling aerosolized EC oil-based humectants, which lead to dyspnea, productive cough, and subjective fevers. A second recent study examined the effect of EC use on

0887-2333/$ - see front matter Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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respiratory mechanics and the fraction of exhaled nitric oxide in
healthy smokers. Individuals ad-lib puffed for 5 min, during which
time EC use caused an increase in impedance, peripheral airway
ﬂow resistance, and oxidative stress (Vardavas et al., 2012). In a recent infodemiological study, numerous symptoms attributed to EC
were self-reported in Internet forums by EC users (Hua et al.,
2013). These studies show that the safety of EC cannot be assumed
and that EC may cause their own set of health problems, which are
not necessarily found with conventional cigarette use.
Recent in vitro studies of cytotoxicity suggest that EC products
differ in their potential to adversely affect health. In our prior
in vitro screen, EC reﬁll ﬂuids varied widely in their cytotoxicity
when tested with human embryonic stem cells (hESC), mouse neural stem cells (mNSC), and human pulmonary ﬁbroblasts (hPF)
(Bahl et al., 2012). The stem cells were generally more sensitive
to reﬁll ﬂuids than differentiated adult lung cells. The same study
also showed that the ﬂavoring chemicals and their concentrations
varied among reﬁll ﬂuids of the same ﬂavor both within and between manufacturers. In addition, the cytotoxicity of EC reﬁll ﬂuids
correlated with the number and concentration of chemicals used
for ﬂavoring.
In our prior reﬁll ﬂuid screen, Cinnamon Ceylon was the most
cytotoxic of 36 products that were tested (Bahl et al., 2012). The
purpose of the current study was to determine if cinnamon-ﬂavored EC reﬁll ﬂuids are generally cytotoxic and to identify the toxicant(s) in Cinnamon Ceylon. Eight additional cinnamon-ﬂavored
reﬁll ﬂuids were screened for cytotoxicity. The chemicals in Cinnamon Ceylon were determined using GC–MS, and authentic standards of the identiﬁed chemicals were tested to establish the
potency of each. The amount of each chemical in the cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll products was quantiﬁed with HPLC, and correlations
were made between the concentrations of the chemicals and the
cytotoxicity of each product tested.
Two cell types were used to evaluate cytotoxicity. hESC, which
resemble post-implantation epiblast cells (Nichols and Smith,
2009), were chosen as a model for an early stage of prenatal development and could therefore be useful in identifying products that
may be embryotoxic. hPF were used to model effects that could occur in lungs following inhalation of EC reﬁll ﬂuid vapors. It is well
established that conventional cigarette products can effect lung
ﬁbroblasts and lead to disease development (Hallgren et al.,
2010; Selman and Pardo, 2002; Kitamura et al., 2011; Togo et al.,
2008). These cell types were also used in our prior study (Bahl
et al., 2012) and therefore allow comparison to prior our work
and to planned future work involving aerosols.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Sources of reﬁll ﬂuids and chemicals
Ten cinnamon-ﬂavored EC reﬁll products (inventory numbers = #22, #42, #53, #54, #58, #60, #61, #62, #65, #69) were
purchased from online vendors. Reﬁll ﬂuid #53 and #69, Sinful
Cinnamon, are duplicate purchases from Tasty Puff (Albuquerque,
NM). Reﬁll ﬂuid #60, Cinnamon, and #61, Cinnabun, were both
purchased from e-cigexpress (Orlando, FL). Reﬁll ﬂuids #22, Cinnamon Ceylon FlavourArt, #42 Cinnamon, and #54, Cinnamon FlavourArt, were purchased from Freedom Smoke USA (Tucson, AZ),
#58, Cinna-Bomb x2, was purchased from Vaporbomb.com (Barberton, OH), #62, Cinnamon, was purchased from Vapormaxx
(Richmond, VA), and #65, Cinnamon e-liquid, was purchased from
DIY Flavor Shack (Las Vegas, NV). Bottles contained various concentrations of nicotine, cinnamon ﬂavoring, and percentages of
propylene glycol and/or vegetable glycerin. Trans-cinnamaldehyde
(referred to as CAD) was purchased from TCI (Tokyo, Japan),
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2-methoxycinnamaldehyde (2MOCA), and dipropylene glycol were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), and vanillin was
purchased from Fisher Scientiﬁc (Fair Lawn, NJ).
2.2. Culturing hESC and hPF
hESC (H9) were obtained from WiCell (Madison, WI) and cultured in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37 °C and 95% relative humidity
using methods previously described in detail (Lin and Talbot,
2011). hESC were seeded on Matrigel (Fisher Scientiﬁc, Bedford,
MA) coated 6-well plates (Falcon, Fisher Scientiﬁc, Chino, CA) in
mTeSRÒ1 medium (Stem Cell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada). Each day, cultures were observed using a phase contrast
microscope and medium was changed. To prepare cells for experimentation, wells at 60–80% conﬂuency were washed with Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS) (GIBCO, Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) to remove excess medium, and then cells were enzymatically detached using Accutase (eBioscience, San Diego, CA).
Large cell clumps were mechanically dispersed with sterile glass
beads to form small colonies of 2–10 cells. For MTT experiments,
cell concentration was adjusted using a BioMate 3S Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc, Chino, CA) to produce 40,000
cells/well in a 96-well plate, as previously described in detail (Behar et al., 2012a,b).
Human pulmonary ﬁbroblasts (hPF), purchased from ScienCell
(Carlsbad, CA), were cultured using the manufacturer’s protocol
in complete ﬁbroblast medium containing 2% fetal bovine serum,
1% ﬁbroblast growth serum, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. hPF
were grown on poly-L-lysine (15 ll/10 ml) (ScienCell, Carlsbad,
CA) coated T-25 ﬂasks that were prepared then incubated overnight prior to use. hPF cells were examined daily using an inverted
phase contrast microscope, and medium was changed every other
day. hPF were cultured in 5% CO2 at 37 °C and 95% relative humidity and prepared for experimentation once reaching 80–90% conﬂuency. Stock 0.25% trypsin (Gibco by Life Technologies, Grand
Island, NY) was diluted in calcium/magnesium free DPBS to form
a working concentration of 0.01%, which was then used to remove
cells from the poly-L-lysine coated surfaces. hPF were dispersed
into single cells and plated at 5000 cell/well in 96-well plates.
2.3. Testing for a vapor effect using Cinnamon Ceylon
2.3.1. Spectrophotometric quantiﬁcation of transfer of Cinnamon
Ceylon between adjacent wells in 96-well plates
1% and 0.3% doses of Cinnamon Ceylon reﬁll ﬂuid were prepared
using autoclaved water. The absorbance of these dilutions was recorded at 295 nm using a BioMate 3S spectrophotometer with
water as the blank. 1% and 0.3% were chosen as the concentrations
to study the vapor effect of this product in a 96-well plate. 1% Cinnamon Ceylon solution was prepared in water and 200 ll was
added to one of the central wells in a 96-well plate; no other wells
contained Cinnamon Ceylon. Wells above, below, to the left and to
the right of the central well were ﬁlled with 200 ll/well of water
forming a cross pattern. The plate was incubated at 37 °C with
5% CO2 and 95% relative humidity for 48 h. At the end of 48 h,
the absorbance of the Cinnamon Ceylon containing well and of
the wells containing only water were recorded at 295 nm. These
absorbance values were compared to the absorbance values at
the beginning of the experiment to determine if Cinnamon Ceylon
transferred between adjacent wells.
2.3.2. Demonstrating cytotoxicity of vapors transferred between wells
To determine if the Cinnamon Ceylon that transferred between
adjacent wells caused cytotoxicity, 40,000 hESC or 5000 hPF/well
were plated in a 96-well plate using a cross pattern in which the
central well contained a known dose of Cinnamon Ceylon and
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the neighboring wells contained only hESC or hPF culture medium.
After 48 h of incubation, an MTT assay was run to determine if the
neighboring wells were adversely affected by the central well,
which contained Cinnamon Ceylon. The MTT assay was performed
as described in detail previously (Behar et al., 2012b). Vapor effects
were considered to have occurred if absorbances in the wells
immediately adjacent to the central well had lower absorbances
than wells further from the central well. If the highest dose initially
tested (1%) created a vapor effect, then 0.3% was tested and so on
until a high dose was found that did not produce a vapor effect.
2.4. Screening reﬁll ﬂuid and authentic standards for cytotoxicity using
hESC and hPF in the MTT assay
Nine reﬁll products and four authentic standards were screened
in 96-well plates in dose response experiments using the MTT assay to observe cytotoxic effects on hESC and hPF. The doses of reﬁll
ﬂuid were 0.001%, 0.01%, 0.03%, 0.1%, 0.3%, and 1.0%. An initial
screening to determine dose range showed that doses higher than
1% often created a vapor effect in 96-well plates causing neighboring wells to become adversely effected. When reﬁll ﬂuids and
authentic standards were tested, the 96-well plates were laid out
to have negative controls to the right (C1) and left (C2) of the dose
range. The C1 control was always adjacent to the lowest dose.
Comparison of the C1 and C2 controls were used to determine if
any of the high doses produced vapor that impaired cell survival
in adjacent wells. To set up an experiment with hESC, all wells
were ﬁrst coated with Matrigel, and then either mTeSR or mTeSR
with varying doses of reﬁll ﬂuid or chemical(s) was added to each
well to give 50 ll of medium/well. 50 ll of cells in mTeSR
(40,000 cells/well) were added to each well, and the plate was
incubated at 37 °C, 95% relative humidity, and 5% CO2 for 48 h.
To ensure that equal numbers of hESC were added to each well, a
method that gives uniform plating was used (Behar et al.,
2012a,b). Micrographs were taken at 48 h with a Nikon Eclipse
TE200 inverted microscope equipped with Hoffman modulation

optics and a Diagnostic Instruments Inc. (Model #3.2.0). Experiments with hPF were set up in a similar manner with hPF plated
at 5000 cells/well on poly-L-lysine coated plates (20 ll/10 ml).
After incubation at 37 °C, 95% relative humidity, and 5% CO2 for
48 h, the MTT assay was performed. Cinnamon Ceylon and the
authentic standards were tested in three independent experiments
and means and standard deviations were used to produce dose response curves for each cell type. The eight cinnamon ﬂavored reﬁll
ﬂuids were evaluated in an iterative dose response screen that was
performed at successively decreasing high doses until a vapor effect was not observed. We have previously shown that a similar
dose response screen enables reliable comparison of relative cytotoxic among EC products (Bahl et al., 2012).
2.5. Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry
A Waters GCT Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometer, located
at the UCR Analytical Chemistry Instrumentation Facility, was used
to identify individual chemicals found in Freedom Smoke USA Cinnamon Ceylon FlavourArt EC reﬁll ﬂuid. The analysis was performed using a 30 m, 0.25 lm DB-5 column, and the sample was
diluted in methanol at the ratio of 1:80. For analysis, 1 ll of the diluted Cinnamon Ceylon EC reﬁll ﬂuid was injected into the instrument at an initial temperature of 50 °C. The temperature was then
increased to 100 °C over a period of 4 min, 300 °C over 8 min, and
ﬁnally 350 °C over 15 min. The time required to complete analysis
for one sample was approximately 30 min. Masslynx software was
used to process GC–MS data, and comparison to a spectral library
enabled identiﬁcation of three peaks.
2.6. HPLC analysis
HPLC Grade methanol and water were purchased from Fischer
Scientiﬁc (Fair Lawn, NJ). Samples were analyzed using a Hewlett
Packard Series 1100 HPLC, consisting of a quaternary pump, degasser, column thermostat and manual injector. A 200 mm  4.6 mm

Fig. 1. The detection and elimination of Cinnamon Ceylon vapor effect. Transfer of Cinnamon Ceylon vapor from a central well containing (A) 1% or (B) 0.3% Cinnamon Ceylon
in a 96-well plate to adjacent wells in a cross pattern containing only water was demonstrated by reading the absorbance of Cinnamon Ceylon after 48 h. In a 96-well plate,
hESC (C–D) and hPF (E–F) were plated in a cross pattern, and a single dose of Cinnamon Ceylon was added to the center well of the cross, and cell viability was accessed with
the MTT assay after 48 h. Absorbances are given for each well. 1%, but not 0.3%, solutions of Cinnamon Ceylon reﬁll ﬂuid produced a vapor effect that killed cells in adjacent
wells. The central well of the cross pattern that contains either a 1% dose or a 0.3% dose of Cinnamon Ceylon is indicated by the bold text with an . Yellow wells indicate a
vapor effect occurred. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Thermo Scientiﬁc Hypersil ODS C18 column with a particle size of
5 lm was used at 35 °C with a ﬂow rate of 0.8 ml/min. The diode
array detector sample signals were set to 232 nm with a bandwidth of 10 nm for vanillin, 290 nm with a bandwidth of 4 nm
for CAD, and 288 nm with a bandwidth of 4 nm for 2MOCA. The
reference signal for all three compounds was set to 380 nm with
a bandwidth of 100 nm. The injection volume was 5 ll. An isocratic
method was used with a mobile phase consisting of 70% methanol
and 30% water. A 5% stock solution of reﬁll ﬂuid in 100% methanol
was produced for each sample. The injection concentration of reﬁll
ﬂuids was 0.5%. Vanillin, CAD, and 2MOCA were identiﬁed in reﬁll
samples and quantiﬁed from standard curves using their elution
time and relative peak height. Three-dimensional chromatograms
were also analyzed for each sample.
2.7. Data analysis
MTT absorbance data were normalized by setting the negative
control group (C1), furthest from the highest dose, in each row to
100%. All other wells in each row were expressed as a percentage
of the negative control. The control closest to the highest dose
was deﬁned as the vapor effect control (C2). If the mean of the vapor effect control was less than 85% of the negative control (C1), a
vapor effect was interpreted to have occurred and the test sample
was rescreened at a lower high dose. For the Cinnamon Ceylon and
authentic standard dose response experiments, IC50 values were
computed with Prism software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA) using
the log inhibitor vs normalized response-variable slope with the
top and bottom constraints set to 100% and 0%, respectively. For
the iterative screen data, IC50 values were determined by eye.
The no observed adverse effect levels (NOAEL) were determined
by reading directly off of the graphs. Statistical analysis on three
replicate experiments of the dose response curves for Cinnamon
Ceylon and for the chemicals identiﬁed in cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll
ﬂuids were done using Graph Pad Prism. Statistical signiﬁcance
was determined using an analysis of variance (ANOVA). When signiﬁcance was found, treated groups were compared to C1 controls
using Dunnett’s post hoc test, and means were considered signiﬁcantly different for p < 0.05.
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and hPF, cross patterns of cells were plated, and Cinnamon Ceylon
was added to the central well only (Fig. 1C–F). When 1% Cinnamon
Ceylon was present in the central well, a vapor effect was observed
in adjacent wells with both hESC and hPF (Fig. 1C and E). When the
dose was reduced to 0.3% Cinnamon Ceylon, the vapor effect was
eliminated (Fig. 1D and F). Therefore 0.3% deﬁned the high end of
the dose range that was subsequently tested.

3.2. Cytotoxicity of Cinnamon Ceylon when tested with hESC and hPF
Dose response curves for Cinnamon Ceylon are shown respectively for hESC and hPF in Fig. 2A and B. IC50s were similar for
the two cell types (0.044% for hESC and 0.039% for hPF) and estimated NOAELs were found to be 0.03% for hESC and 0.01% for
hPF. The inserts in Fig. 2A and B show the negative control (C1
set at 100%) and the vapor effect control (C2) which is the well
adjacent to highest dose. Inspection of these ﬁgures demonstrates
that a vapor effect did not occur in these experiments since both
cell types have C2 means greater than 85% (C2 for
hESC = 88.3% ± 0.0207 and for hPF = 92.22% ± 16.33).

3. Results
3.1. Cinnamon Ceylon produced a vapor effect
EC reﬁll ﬂuids contain volatile organic chemicals that can transfer to adjacent wells and effect cell viability (Behar et al., 2012a),
thus causing an erroneous leftward shift in dose response curves.
In the initial MTT screen with Cinnamon Ceylon, a vapor effect
was observed (not shown). To quantify how much Cinnamon Ceylon was transferred to adjacent wells, wells containing 1% or 0.3%
Cinnamon Ceylon solution and wells containing only water in a
cross pattern in a 96-well plate were read at 295 nm in a spectrophotometer at the start of an experiment and again after 48 h of
incubation at 37 °C (Fig. 1A and B). At time 0, the absorbance of
1% and 0.3% Cinnamon Ceylon was 3.65 and 2.57, respectively.
After 48 h of incubation, the absorbance of 1% Cinnamon Ceylon
was 1.42, and the adjacent wells containing water ranged from
0.35 to 0.10. A similar vapor effect was shown for the 0.3% dose
of Cinnamon Ceylon, where after 48 h of incubation the absorbance
of the well containing 0.3% Cinnamon Ceylon was 0.56, and the
adjacent wells containing only water ranged from 0.14 to 0.04.
These data demonstrate that signiﬁcant amounts of Cinnamon
Ceylon transferred to adjacent wells during the incubation period.
To determine the highest dose of Cinnamon Ceylon that could
be used and not cause a vapor effect in the MTT assay using hESC
983

Fig. 2. Dose response curves for hESC and hPF exposed to Cinnamon Ceylon then
evaluated using the MTT assay. Data are plotted as means and standard deviations
for three experiments for both hESC (A) and hPF (B). NOAEL values are indicated by
the open arrows. The insert graph for both (A) and (B) displays values for C1
(negative control) and C2, which is the vapor effect control, located next to the high
dose of Cinnamon Ceylon. Asterisks indicate the lowest doses that are signiﬁcantly
different from the C1 control.  = p < 0.001.
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3.3. Dose response screen of eight cinnamon-ﬂavored EC reﬁll ﬂuids
To determine if other cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll products were
also cytotoxic, eight additional brands were purchased and subjected to an iterative screen. Each product was tested at successively decreasing high doses until no vapor effect was observed.
The data in Fig. 3 are the dose response curves that were obtained
for each product at a high dose that did not produce a vapor effect.
In the initial screen, 1% was used as the highest dose, and all eight
brands were tested with both cell types (Fig. 3A and B). Of these
eight reﬁll ﬂuids, only #61 did not cause a vapor effect when tested
with hESC at a high dose of 1%, and a useful dose response curve
was obtained (Fig. 3A). For hPF, reﬁll ﬂuids #54, #61 and #65 did
not cause a vapor effect at the 1% high dose (Fig. 3B). Sample
#61 gave a partial dose response curve indicating low cytotoxicity,
while #54 and #65 gave complete curves.
The remaining reﬁll ﬂuids were then rescreened at high dose of
0.1%. The products shown in Fig. 3C and D did not cause a vapor effect and varied in their cytotoxicity. Product #42 was not cytotoxic

to either hESC or hPF at a high dose of 0.1%. Product #62 was the
most cytotoxic in this group with the hESC being more sensitive
than the hPF.
In the third screen, which was done at a high dose of 0.01%,
products #53 and #58 did not cause a vapor effect for either hESC
or hPF (Fig. 3E and F). Both products produced dose response
curves with the hESC being more sensitive than the hPF. These data
show that cinnamon-ﬂavored EC reﬁll ﬂuids vary signiﬁcantly in
their cytotoxicity and that, in general, hESC were more sensitive
to treatment than hPF.
3.4. Identiﬁcation of cytotoxic chemicals in cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll
ﬂuids
Propylene glycol and vegetable glycerin, which are ingredients of EC ﬂuids, were evaluated in our prior screen and were
not cytotoxic (Bahl et al., 2012). GC–MS and HPLC analysis identiﬁed four additives in the sample of Cinnamon Ceylon and other
cinnamon reﬁll ﬂuids. These were CAD, 2MOCA, dipropylene gly-

Fig. 3. Cytotoxicity screen of eight cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids. Each product was screened iteratively until no vapor effect was observed. (A) hESC and (B) hPF treated with
1% as the highest dose. (C) hESC and (D) hPF treated with 0.1% as the highest dose. (E) hESC and (F) hPF treated with 0.01% as the highest dose. Each product was screened one
time at successively decreasing high doses until a vapor effect was not observed, and the resulting curve was used to estimate relative toxicity of the different products.
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col, and vanillin. Authentic standards of each chemical were purchased and tested for cytotoxicity with hESC and hPF using the
MTT assay (Fig. 4). CAD and 2MOCA were the most cytotoxic
of the four chemicals tested (Fig. 4A and B). Both chemicals produced similar IC50s for both hESC and hPF. Dipropylene glycol
and vanillin were the least cytotoxic of the four chemicals
tested, and their IC50s were higher than a user would likely
experience (Fig. 4C and D). To conﬁrm that cells were not surviving CAD treatment, micrographs of hESC (Fig. 4E–G) and hPF
(Fig. 4H–J) are shown for the control, IC50, and the high dose
of CAD. At the IC50 dose, most ﬁelds had fewer live cells and
more dead cells than the controls (Fig. 4F and I). At the highest
dose, most cells were dead in agreement with the MTT assay
(Fig. 4G and J). The hierarchy of potency based on IC50s for the
hESC was CAD > 2MOCA >>> vanillin > dipropylene glycol and
the hierarchy for the hPF was 2MOCA P CAD >>> vanillin > dipropylene glycol. For CAD, 2MOCA and vanillin NOAEL
values varied between the two cell types. For dipropylene glycol
the estimated NOAEL was 7.45  10 3 M for hESC (for hPF, a reliable NOAEL could not be determined for dipropylene glycol).
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3.5. HPLC analysis of cinnamon-ﬂavored products
HPLC analysis was performed on 10 cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll
ﬂuids from various manufacturers (8 reﬁll ﬂuids from the iterative
screen, Cinnamon Ceylon and a duplicate Tasty Puff Sinful Cinnamon) (Fig. 5). The duplicate bottles of Tasty Puff Sinful Cinnamon
(#53 and 69) were identically labeled. 3D chromatograms were
visually analyzed and arranged in order of increasing potency
(Fig. 5). Each chemical was identiﬁed based on its elution time
and peak shape. Average elution times for identiﬁed compounds
are as follows: 2.7 min for methanol (this peak is present due to
the pure methanol that was used to make solutions), 3.1 min for
vanillin and/or an unidentiﬁed vanillin derivative, 4.4 min for
CAD, 4.9 min for 2MOCA, and 7.0 min for nicotine (nicotine concentration was not quantiﬁed using this method).
The 3D chromatograms for all products were relatively simple
and contained very few chemicals in comparison to combustible
tobacco, which contains thousands of chemicals (EPA, 1992). The
main chemicals in the reﬁll ﬂuids were nicotine plus the ﬂavorings
CAD, 2MOCA, and vanillin. Sample #61, which was the least cyto-

Fig. 4. Cytotoxic evaluation of four chemicals identiﬁed in cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids. Dose response curves of hESC and hPF treated with (A) CAD, (B) 2MOCA, (C)
dipropylene glycol, and (D) vanillin. Data are plotted as means and standard deviations of three experiments. IC50 = inhibitory concentration at 50%. NOAEL levels are
indicated by solid (hESC) or open arrows (hPF). C2 = vapor effect control located next to the highest dose of chemical. Asterisks indicate the lowest doses that are signiﬁcantly
different from the C1 control. p < 0.01, p < 0.001. (E–G) Micrographs showing hESC from the control, IC50 and high dose of CAD. Colonies are well formed in the control,
reduced in size in the IC50 dose, and absent from the high dose which has mainly dead cells. (H–J) Micrographs of hPF from the control, IC50, and high dose of CAD. Many cells
treated in the IC50 dose are dead and of the cells that have survived, they appear to be stressed. In the high dose, the hPF are mainly dead.
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Fig. 5. 3D HPLC chromatograms for ten brands of cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids. All products were ﬂavored with CAD (A–J). Some products also contained vanillin (#42, 54,
65, 62), or a vanillin derivative (#61). All products except #42 (B), #65 (E) and #62 (F) contained nicotine. Some products also contained unidentiﬁed ﬂavoring peaks (e.g. #60
and #54). The methanol peaks are due to solution preparation methods. For all chromatograms, the CAD peak obscures the 2MOCA peak. Peak height for CAD was highly
variable ranging from about 30–2500 absorbance units. For #69 (I) and 53 (J), which are duplicate bottles of the same product, CAD concentration in both bottles was the
same, while peak heights for nicotine are different between bottles.

toxic of the products tested (Fig. 3A and B), contained a CAD derivative (Fig. 5A), which had lower cytotoxicity than CAD or 2MOCA.
None of the 3D chromatograms for cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids
had the same signatures, including the two duplicate bottles (#69
and 53) (Fig. 5I and J), which had identical amounts of CAD, but different amounts of 2MOCA and nicotine. For most products, CAD
was the dominant peak, completely obscuring the 2MOCA peak
and minimizing other ﬂavoring peaks such as vanillin. To better
visualize the smaller peaks, the 3D chromatograms of two samples
were edited by rotating the image and truncating the Y-axis
(absorbance), thereby revealing 2MOCA (Fig. 6A vs B) and vanillin
(Fig. 6C vs D).

3.6. Concentrations of chemicals in cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll products
The concentrations of CAD, 2MOCA, and vanillin were quantiﬁed in each reﬁll ﬂuid product, and data were organized by
increasing CAD concentration (Fig. 7A). The two bottles of Tasty
Puff Sinful Cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids (#69 and #53) contained
identical amounts of CAD and were therefore arranged by 2MOCA
concentration. One product (#65) contained all three chemicals,
one (#58) contained only CAD, and the rest contained only two
of the three compounds of interest at levels that could be quantiﬁed. The concentrations of each chemical varied by approximately
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Fig. 6. 3D HPLC data with perspectives and the Y-axis (absorbance) adjusted to visualize vanillin and 2MOCA. (A): The original chromatogram of Freedom Smoke USA,
Cinnamon Ceylon FlavourArt (#22). (B): Same 3D chromatogram of Freedom Smoke USA, Cinnamon Ceylon FlavourArt (#22) with the Y-axis shortened and the image rotated
to visualize the 2MOCA peak. (C): The original chromatogram of Vapormaxx, Cinnamon (#62). (D): The same 3D chromatogram for Vapormaxx, Cinnamon (#62) with the Yaxis shortened and the image rotated to visualize the vanillin peak.

10–100 fold among products, e.g. CAD was about 100 times higher
in #58, 69, and 53 than in #42.
For most samples and for each cell type, IC50 values were estimated using data from Fig. 3. IC50 values for both cells types were
then compared to CAD concentrations in each product. As CAD
concentration in the reﬁll ﬂuids increased, IC50 values decreased
for both hESC and hPF (Fig. 7B and C).
Nicotine concentrations for 6 of the 8 reﬁll ﬂuids were reported
on bottles by the manufacturer as: #61 (12 mg/ml), #60 (11 mg/
ml), #65 (0 mg/ml), #22 (0 mg/ml), and #58 (0 mg/ml). There
was no correlation between nicotine concentration and
cytotoxicity.

4. Discussion
The rapid growth in worldwide sales of EC and their associated
products make it important to understand their effects on human
health (Etter et al., 2011; Hua et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2013).
This study evaluated the volatility and cytotoxicity of 10 cinnamon-ﬂavored EC reﬁll ﬂuids, compared their cytotoxicity using
prenatal (hESC) and adult (hPF) models, and identiﬁed chemicals
in these ﬂuids that are causing cytotoxicity. Nicotine concentration
did not correlate with cytotoxicity, in agreement with our prior
study (Bahl et al., 2012). In general, the cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll
ﬂuids were cytotoxic with IC50 concentrations below 1% for hESC
and hPF. It is possible that there were other cytotoxic chemicals
in these ﬂuids that our study did not identify.
Cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids are highly volatile, and most
produced vapor effects when tested in the MTT assay. Similar effects have been reported with other highly volatile chemicals in
96-well plate assays (Behar et al., 2012b; Blein et al., 1991). The
highly volatile nature of the cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids could
result in inhalation exposure of users and bystanders during reﬁlling or from ﬂuid that has leaked onto the surface of the reﬁll bottle.
987

The vapor effect caused by cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids shifts
the dose response curve to the left, thereby increasing the apparent
cytotoxicity of the reﬁll ﬂuid. Iterative screening using decreasing
high doses eliminated the vapor effect and allowed the relative potency of products to be compared. However, the IC50s established
in this study may underestimate toxicity due to the continual loss
of volatile test chemical from the culture medium during exposure
of cells.
In our original screen of EC reﬁll ﬂuids (Bahl et al., 2012), Cinnamon Ceylon was the most cytotoxic of the 36 products that were
tested, and it was the only product that was cinnamon-ﬂavored.
In the current study, which focused on only cinnamon-ﬂavored
products, reﬁll ﬂuids varied signiﬁcantly in their cytotoxicity, with
Cinnamon Ceylon having an IC50 that was approximately midway
in the overall range. In the prior study (Bahl et al., 2012) and current screen, a total of 45 EC reﬁll ﬂuids were tested. A comparison
of IC50s from both studies showed that for hPF, 5 of the 45 reﬁll ﬂuids fell into the highly cytotoxic category (IC50 < 0.1%), and all 5 of
these were cinnamon-ﬂavored. For hESC, 18 of the 45 reﬁll ﬂuids
were highly cytotoxic. Of these, 8 were cinnamon-ﬂavored, and 4
of the 8 were the most cytotoxic of all products tested.
Our ﬁndings of cytotoxicity in cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids
are consistent with reports made by EC users in online forums. Cinnamon-ﬂavored products have caused throat, mouth, and lung irritations and for some, the irritation ceased after switching to a
different
ﬂavor
(http://www.e-cigarette-forum.com/forum/
health-safety-e-smoking/212870-do-you-vape-cinnamon-ﬂavorsread.html, 2/19/13). Reports in online forums have advised against
using cinnamon-ﬂavored products (http://www.e-cigarette-forum.com/forum/new-members-forum/324775-greetings-toxicology.html, 2/19/13, http://www.e-cigarette-forum.com/forum/
health-safety-e-smoking/212870-do-you-vape-cinnamon-ﬂavorsread.html, 3/25/13), and one manufacturer, vaporbomb.com, reduced the amount of cinnamon ﬂavoring in its product due to
requests from users (http://www.vaporbomb.com/Cinna-Bomb-eliquid-VBcinnabomb.htm?categoryId=-1, 3/25/13). Names of the
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Fig. 7. Concentrations of chemicals that were identiﬁed in reﬁll ﬂuids. (A)
Concentrations of CAD, 2MOCA, and vanillin in reﬁll ﬂuids as determined by HPLC.
(B and C) Comparison of CAD concentration to IC50 values for hESC (B) and hPF (C).
As CAD and 2MOCA concentrations increase, the IC50 values decrease.

products that were tested in this study are provided so that EC
users are aware of those that produced the highest levels of
cytotoxicity.
The sensitivity of hESC and hPF to cinnamon-ﬂavored EC reﬁll
ﬂuids was compared. hPF were chosen to model a differentiated
adult cell from the lung, one of the ﬁrst organs contacted by inhaled reﬁll ﬂuid vapor or EC aerosol. hESC model an early stage
of post-implantation development (Nichols and Smith, 2009; Talbot and Lin, 2011) and can be used to gauge the effects that EC
use by pregnant women could have on developing embryos. Generally, hESC were more sensitive to the cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll
ﬂuids than the hPF. These data correlate well with our previous
study on EC reﬁll ﬂuids in which embryonic (hESC) and early postnatal (mNSC) cells were generally more sensitive to EC products

than adult cells (hPF) (Bahl et al., 2012) and demonstrate the
importance of testing more than one cell type when evaluating
EC cytotoxicity. These observations are also consistent with the
general ﬁnding that embryonic cells are more sensitive to environmental chemicals than adult cells (Grandjean et al., 2007). While
further animal and clinical work is needed to determine what effects EC products have on developing embryos/fetuses, these data
suggest that women should exercise caution when deciding
whether to use EC products during pregnancy.
The chemicals in Cinnamon Ceylon were identiﬁed by GC–MS
and HPLC, and authentic standards were tested for cytotoxicity.
While dipropylene glycol and vanillin were cytotoxic only at high
doses, CAD and 2MOCA were cytotoxic at doses found in the reﬁll
ﬂuids. In other studies, dipropylene glycol and vanillin have been
reported to have relatively low toxicity (Cosmetic Ingredient Review, 1985; Ho et al., 2011), as was observed in our study. It is possible that other potentially cytotoxic chemicals, such as metals,
were present but not identiﬁed in this study. CAD is derived from
the essential oil of cinnamon bark and is a highly bioactive compound serving many purposes (Jayaprakasha and Rao, 2011). It
has been used as an anticancer agent (Nagle et al., 2012), an insecticide (Cheng et al., 2009), a fungicide (Bang et al., 2000; Shreaz
et al., 2011), and a bactericide (Nostro et al., 2012). It is also used
commercially as an additive in many foods and in fragrances (Cocchiara et al., 2005). The dental literature has reports of adverse
reactions to CAD, and one case report links heavy use of cinnamon-ﬂavored gum to the development of squamous cell carcinoma
on the tongue (Westra et al., 1998). At IC50 values similar to those
found in our study, CAD and 2MOCA are inhibitors of NF-jB, a transcription factor involved in immunity as well as inﬂammatory responses and developmental processes (Reddy et al., 2004). In
addition, 2MOCA and CAD up-regulate apoptosis in cancerous cell
lines, and CAD has strong toxic effects in other mammalian cell
types (Mereto et al., 1994; Stammati et al., 1999; Unlu et al.,
2010; Zhang et al., 2010). In the current study, hESC were sensitive
to low concentrations of CAD and 2MOCA, suggesting that pregnant women should be cautious using these products.
Evaluation of HPLC 3D chromatograms showed that each reﬁll
ﬂuid possesses a unique chromatographic signature, including
the duplicate bottles of Tasty Puff Sinful Cinnamon (#69 and
#53). Although the duplicates were labeled identically and contained the same amount of CAD, they varied in their 2MOCA
and nicotine content. Qualitative evaluation of the chromatogram (Fig. 5I and J) shows that #69 has higher nicotine content
than #53. Also noteworthy, reﬁll ﬂuids #22 (Cinnamon Ceylon)
and #58 Vaporbomb.com Cinna-Bomb 2) were labeled zero
nicotine, but nicotine was indeed identiﬁed by HPLC as a component in these products. These data demonstrate inaccuracies in
labeling with respect to nicotine concentrations, as has been previously reported (Trehy et al., 2011; Goniewicz et al., 2012) and
observed in our unpublished data. These labeling inaccuracies
also extend to EC components other than nicotine. For example,
cartridge ﬂuid from one EC product that was advertised to contain tadalaﬁl, the active ingredient in Cialis, instead contained an
inactive isoform of the drug (Hadwiger et al., 2010).
The HPLC analysis further shows that cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll
ﬂuids vary signiﬁcantly with respect to the chemicals that are used
to create cinnamon ﬂavor. In most products, CAD was the dominant ﬂavorant with 2MOCA and vanillin sometimes being present
in lesser amounts. All of the products had different amounts of
these chemicals demonstrating that users cannot assume to know
their content even when purchasing duplicate bottles. Products
having the highest concentrations of CAD were identiﬁed as the
most cytotoxic. 2MOCA would not be a useful substitute for creating cinnamon ﬂavor as it was also highly cytotoxic when tested
individually as an authentic standard. If manufacturers wish to
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add CAD as the primary ﬂavorant in cinnamon-ﬂavored reﬁll ﬂuids,
it would be advisable to use a non-cytotoxic dose. However, the
NOAEL dose for CAD may vary among different cell types. Moreover, the MTT assay is based on mitochondrial activity and further
evaluations will be required to fully understand other cell processes/components that could be adversely affected by CAD.
The results of this study could lead to improvements in EC manufacturing and ﬂavor choice for users. CAD was highly cytotoxic in
EC products that are currently marketed on the Internet. This ﬂavor
may need additional regulation to ensure cytotoxic chemicals such
as CAD are either not used in EC products or are maintained at
doses that are non-cytotoxic or otherwise damaging to cells. An
alternative would be to substitute other ﬂavorants that produce a
cinnamon-like ﬂavor, but have low cytotoxicity. Correlating a particular ﬂavoring with high cytotoxicity will be an integral part of
improving EC safety for users and will help inform companies
and regulatory agencies about chemicals and ﬂavors that are
hazardous.
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Background: Electronic cigarettes (ECs) are alternative-to-smoking nicotine delivery devices; consumers (commonly called vapers) use
them in order to reduce or completely substitute smoking. The European Commission has released a proposal for a new Tobacco Product
Directive that might reduce availability of nicotine-containing products, including ECs. In this study, the EC use patterns in subjects who
have completely substituted smoking with EC use were examined by personal interviews. The study focused on nicotine levels used in
order to achieve smoking cessation, reported benefits, associated side effects, and estimation of EC dependence compared with smoking.
Methods: Participants were 111 subjects who had completely substituted smoking with EC use for at least 1 month. Smoking abstinence was validated by measuring blood carboxyhemoglobin levels. Nicotine levels at initiation of EC use, at time of smoking cessation, and at time of interview were recorded. Dependence potential was assessed by asking the first question of the Fagerström Test for
Cigarette Dependence (time until smoking the first cigarette and until first use of EC in the morning) and questions about perceived past
dependence on tobacco cigarettes and present dependence on EC.
Results: Forty-two percent of participants reported quitting smoking during the first month of EC use. Liquids with nicotine concentration .15 mg/mL were used by 74% of users at initiation of EC use, while 16.2% had to increase the initial nicotine levels in order to
achieve complete smoking abstinence. Seventy-two participants (64.9%) reported that from the time of smoking cessation to the time of
the interview (8 months median duration of EC use) they reduced the nicotine concentration they were consuming; however, only 12%
of the total sample was using #5 mg/mL nicotine concentration at the time of the interview. Side effects were mild and temporary. The
vast majority of participants reported better exercise capacity and improved olfactory and gustatory senses. Perceived EC dependenct
was significantly lower compared to smoking.
Conclusions: Nicotine levels appear to play an important role in achieving and maintaining smoking cessation in the group of motivated
subjects studied. High nicotine-containing liquids were used while few mild and temporary side effects were reported. Proposals about
regulation should consider the pragmatic use patterns of ECs, especially in consumers who have completely substituted smoking.
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Introduction

ECs are unique in that they both mimic the rituals
associated with smoking (hand-to-mouth movement,
visible “smoke” exhaled) and provide sensory stimulation; therefore, they could be useful as smoking
substitutes. However, nicotine delivery is equally
important.11 Studies using first generation EC devices
found low nicotine delivery to and absorption by
inexperienced users, even when using 16 mg/mL
nicotine-concentration liquids.12,13 Despite that, anecdotal reports and small studies14,15 have shown that
there is potential in reducing smoking. To understand this potential, it is important to evaluate how
ECs are used by smokers who eventually manage to
completely substitute smoking with them. Therefore,
the purpose of this study was to examine the profile
and EC use patterns in a specific group of exsmokers
who have managed to completely substitute smoking
with EC use without using any other aid. The study
focused on evaluating nicotine levels used, reported
side effects and benefits, and the dependency potential of EC compared with tobacco cigarettes.

Electronic cigarettes (ECs) have been marketed as
smoking-alternative products that could be a part
of tobacco harm reduction, a strategy of reducing
adverse health effects by providing low-risk nicotine
products to substitute smoking.1 Awareness and use
has significantly increased over the past few years2;
data from the International Tobacco Control FourCountry Survey showed that 2.9% of smokers were
using ECs in 2010 and 2011,3 while in the United
Kingdom, 6.7% of daily smokers were using them in
2012.4 They have caught the attention of public health
authorities in recent years, and attempts to regulate
them have been initiated. In several countries, such as
Germany, Estonia, The Netherlands, and the United
States, efforts to classify them as medicinal products
were undertaken, but the courts decided against such
regulations.5
Recently, the European Commission released a
proposal for a new Tobacco Product Directive (TPD)
that introduces a new category of products called nicotine-containing products.6 ECs are classified in this
category and, according to the proposal, all EC liquids
containing more than 4 mg/mL nicotine concentration
should be banned unless they get approval as
medicinal products. The nicotine threshold identified in this proposal was established by considering
the nicotine content of medicinal products (nicotine
replacement therapies, NRTs) for smoking cessation,
which have already received a market authorization
under the medicinal products’ legislation.6 Recently,
the proposal was altered, and the final TPD that will
be submitted to the European Parliament states that
all nicotine-containing ECs should be regulated as
medicinal products.
NRTs, although better than placebo, have shown
low long-term smoking cessation rates.7,8 A recently
published meta-analysis found that 6 months sustained smoking abstinence is achieved by less than
7% of smokers.7 The authors noted that, in most of
the studies analyzed, regular behavioral support
and monitoring was provided, making it unclear
whether NRTs without additional support would be
as effective. Sensory stimulation9 and simulation of
smoking behavior and cigarette manipulation10 are
important determinants of a product’s effectiveness
in reducing or completely substituting smoking; most
of these features are absent in NRTs. On the contrary,

Methods
Study sample

Experienced EC users (commonly called vapers) aged
20 to 55 years participated in the study. The only inclusion criterion was that subjects should be former smokers who had completely substituted smoking with EC
use for at least 1 month. Participants were recruited for
research protocols evaluating the clinical effects of EC
use, which were implemented in 2012 and early 2013.
Subjects were included in the analysis irrespective of
the type of EC devices or nicotine-level liquids they
were using. Recruitment was made from visitors to
the hospital where the study was performed and from
an EC consumers’ internet forum in Greece where an
announcement about the study was published. To make
sure that participants did not smoke tobacco cigarettes,
whole blood carboxyhemoglobin level was measured.
If a level of more than 2% was measured,16,17 the participant was excluded from the analysis.
One hundred and thirteen vapers volunteered to
participate (32 hospital visitors and 81 members
of consumers’ Internet forum). Two subjects were
excluded because of blood carboxyhemoglobin levels higher than 2%; the remaining 111 were interviewed by one of the researchers during a scheduled
visit to the clinic to assess eligibility to participate in
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the clinical studies. None of the participants reported
using any smoking cessation aid after starting using
the EC or at the time of smoking cessation. Written
informed consent was signed by all subjects before
participating in the study. The protocol was approved
by the ethics committee of our institution and conforms to the provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki.
No financial or other compensation was provided to
the participants.

random order at least 5 minutes apart during the interview in order to avoid any interaction between the
2 answers. Finally, open-ended questions were asked
about perceived health benefits and side effects associated with the use of EC. All questions were asked
verbally by one of the researchers during face-toface interviews. The researcher recorded the answers
provided by the participant. The only questions that
were self-completed by the participants were the VAS
questions.

Smoking history and EC use

Statistical analysis

Smoking history (smoking duration and cigarette
consumption when participants were smokers) was
recorded according to self-report. The Brinkman index
was calculated as the product of years of smoking and
number of cigarettes consumed daily.18 Information
about duration of smoking cessation and EC use,
and daily consumption (in mL per day) and nicotine
levels of EC liquids currently used was requested. To
evaluate the nicotine concentration used in order to
successfully substitute smoking, participants were
asked to report (1) nicotine-concentration liquids
used when they initiated EC use and (2) nicotineconcentration liquids used at the time they managed
to quit smoking.
To assess past dependence on tobacco cigarettes,
the first question of the Fagerström Test for Cigarette
Dependence19 was asked, “How soon after waking up
did you smoke your first cigarette?” The answers were
scored with 3 points assigned to “within 5 minutes,”
2 points to “between 6 and 30 minutes,” 1 point to
“between 31 and 60 minutes,” and 0 points to “more
than 60 minutes.” The same question was asked for
EC use in the form, “How soon after waking up do you
use the EC?” The same answer options and scoring
system as that for smoking were applied. Two additional questions evaluating dependence were asked.
The first was “How would you rate your past dependence on smoking?” And the second was “How would
you rate your current dependence on EC use?” The
answers were provided by using a 100-point visual
analogue scale (VAS) line; the 0-point (left anchor)
was “not dependent” and the 100-point (right anchor)
was “extremely dependent.” A mouse-controlled cursor produced an X mark on the line at the point chosen
by the participant. The score was automatically generated after pressing the “read out VAS value” button (www.vasgenerator.net). Questions were asked in

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were applied to check the
normality of data distribution. Continuous variables
were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD)
or median (interquartile range [IQR]) and categorical
variables as number (percentage). Wilcoxon signed
ranks test was used to compare EC liquid nicotine
concentrations at initiation of EC use, at smoking cessation, and at interview time. The same methodology
was used to compare answers to questions evaluating
dependence on tobacco cigarettes and EC. To evaluate the association between changes in nicotine concentration used and duration of smoking cessation,
Kendall rank correlation coefficient (tau) was used.
Additionally, logistic regression analysis was used
to examine the association between duration of EC
use and subsequent reduction in nicotine levels after
adjusting for nicotine levels used to achieve complete
smoking substitution; reduction in nicotine levels
was the dependent categorical variable (no vs. yes).
All P values reported are 2-tailed. Statistical significance was set at 0.05 and analyses were conducted
using SPSS statistical software (version 18.0, SPSS
Inc, Chicago, IL, USA).

Results and Discussion
Characteristics and nicotine levels used

The characteristics of the study group are displayed
in Table 1. The majority of participants (84%) were
males. A significant proportion of the study sample consisted of formerly heavy smokers (smoking more than 20 cigarettes per day). Forty-eight of
them (42%) quit smoking during the first month of
using ECs; 22 (19.8% of the whole group) quit on
the first day. All participants achieved smoking abstinence by using second-generation (eGo-type batteries, 90.9%) or third-generation (variable voltage,
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sample) and with the use of currently approved medical methods (30.6%).
Nicotine concentration of liquids used by the participants is shown in Figure 1. They all initiated EC use
with liquids containing higher than 5 mg/mL nicotine;
74% of them used levels higher than 15 mg/mL.
Eighteen participants (16.2%) reported that they
had to increase the initial nicotine level in order to
achieve complete substitution of smoking. Four of
them increased nicotine levels from 18 to 24 mg/mL,
1 from 16 to 24 mg/mL, 1 from 12 to 24 mg/mL,
9 from 12 to 18 mg/mL, 2 from 9 to 18 mg/mL, and
1 from 6 to 12 mg/mL. No user decreased nicotine
levels before smoking cessation. In total, 81% of EC
users used liquids with higher than 15 mg/mL nicotine
concentration in order to achieve complete substitution for smoking.
Nicotine concentration of the liquids used at the
time of the interview was significantly lower compared with that used at initiation or at the time of
smoking cessation (P , 0.001). Seventy-two participants (64.9%) reported that they reduced nicotine
concentration compared with that used at the time
of smoking cessation; however, only 5 users (4.5%)
were consuming non-nicotine liquids at the time of

Table 1. Characteristics of electronic cigarette (EC)
users.
Characteristics

EC users
(n = 111)

Age, years
Gender (males), nr (%)
Smoking duration, years
Smoking consumption, cigarettes/day
Brinkman index
Smoking cessation duration, months
EC use duration, months
Time to quit smoking, months
EC liquid consumption (mL/day)
EC nicotine levels currently used, mg/mL
EC nicotine levels at initiation, mg/mL
EC nicotine levels to stop smoking, mg/mL

37 ± 6
93 (84)
18 ± 7
25 (20–30)
481 ± 246
6 (4–11)
8 (4–13)
1 (0–2)
4 (3–5)
12 (8–18)
18 (12–18)
18 (18–18)

Note: Data presented as mean ± SD, median (interquartile range) or
number (%).

often called “Mod”) devices (9.1%). Thirty-five participants (31.5%) reported that they initiated EC use
with a first-generation cigarette-like device, They
reported that these devices were only sufficient for
reducing smoking consumption but not for smoking
cessation. Importantly, 69 users (62.2%) mentioned
that they unsuccessfully tried to quit smoking in
the past, both without any aid (58.6% of the whole
Nicotine use in EC at initiation of use

Nicotine use in EC for smoking cessation
0–5 mg/mL
6–10 mg/mL
11–15 mg/mL
16–20 mg/mL
>20 mg/mL

5%
20%
21%

3%
16%

23%

58%

54%

Nicotine use in EC at interview time

12%
2%

27%

29%

31%

Figure 1. Nicotine concentration (mg/mL) used with the electronic cigarette (EC) at initiation of use, for smoking cessation, and at the time of the
interview.
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the interview. Reduction in nicotine levels was statistically dependent on duration of smoking cessation
(Kendall tau, 0.502, P , 0.001). After adjusting for
nicotine levels used for smoking cessation, duration
of EC use was significantly associated with reduction
in nicotine concentration (logistic regression analysis: B = 0.364, P , 0.001).

achieve smoking abstinence. EC use appeared safe,
with few and mild side effects reported by the group
studied; in most cases side effects were not necessarily linked with the level of nicotine used. In addition,
a gradual decline in nicotine concentration use was
observed as well as longer time until first use of EC in
the morning compared with previous tobacco smoking was reported.
ECs are devices with unique features compared to
any other product in tobacco harm reduction. They
deliver nicotine, thus dealing with the chemical part of
the addiction, and, at the same time, they provide sensory and motor stimuli similar to smoking. Although
both characteristics have been the subject of criticism
(ie, delivery of an addictive substance and normalization of smoking behavior), they are probably the most
important reasons for ECs’ increase in awareness and
use;20 additionally, much of their probable success in
reducing cigarette consumption should be attributed
to these features. Anecdotal reports, communication with users, surveys and a nonrandomized pilot
study provide important evidence for their effects as
smoking substitutes,14,15,21 while a recent randomized
double-blind study showed that they can be effective in smoking reduction and cessation.22 In this
context, it is important to examine the behavior and
patterns of EC use in exsmokers who have reported
complete substitution of smoking with EC use. This
study focused on such users and provides information
about the patterns of EC use in order to achieve complete substitution of smoking. Smoking abstinence
was objectively assessed by measuring whole blood
carboxyhemoglobin levels in all participants.
More than 80% of vapers from this sample quit
smoking cigarettes by using EC liquids with nicotine
levels higher than 15 mg/mL. It could be argued that
their choice was based on advice they received from
sellers or over the Internet about the levels of nicotine
needed at initiation of EC use. However, we noted
that 16.2% of participants had to increase the level
of nicotine in order to achieve complete smoking
substitution. This supports the assumption that high
levels of nicotine are probably necessary in order to
achieve smoking abstinence. The reason for using such
high levels could be the lower potential for nicotine
absorption from EC use, which has been supported by
clinical studies.12,13 However, in these studies, smokers who were using the EC for the first time were

Side effects and EC
dependence potential

Side effects were mostly temporary and mild. Thirty
participants (27%) reported throat irritation that
resolved completely in 28 participants and partially in
the rest. Cough appeared in 15 participants (13.5%)
and was completely resolved shortly after initiation of EC use. Eight participants (7.2%) reported
gastrointestinal discomfort or epigastric burning pain,
while six participants (5.4%) reported palpitations,
which resolved spontaneously. Other side effects
reported by less than 5% of participants were headaches, sleepiness or sleeplessness, atypical chest pain,
and gum and nose bleeding. There were no reports of
allergic reactions. Interestingly, the majority of participants (79 users, 71.2%) reported weight gain after
initiating EC use. No subject reported seeking medical attention or having long-term health implications.
On the contrary, most of them reported improved
exercise capacity (76.6%) and improved olfactory
and gustatory senses (81.9%). Other reported benefits included less morning cough (58.6%) and better
sleep (22.3%).
By evaluating and comparing answers to questions about tobacco cigarette and EC dependence,
significant differences emerged. In particular, the
median (IQR) score for the question “How soon after
waking up did you smoke your first cigarette?” was
2 (2–3), while for the respective question for EC use
it was 2 (1–2). Moreover, the median (IQR) score of
the 100-point visual analogue scale question about
cigarette dependence was 83 (77–89), while for EC
dependence it was 59 (49–66). EC dependence was
significantly lower for both questions (Wilcoxon
signed rank test, P , 0.001).

Discussion

This study specifically focused on vapers who had
completely substituted smoking with EC use. Liquids
with high levels of nicotine were used in order to
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to regulations applied to NRTs. However, the main
differences between NRTs and ECs are that the latter
provide pleasure to the user,28 address the bio-behavioral aspect of smoking addiction,29 and have an additional social aspect.28 ECs are marketed and used as
smoking substitutes; therefore, in terms of marketing
competition, they are mainly competing with tobacco
cigarettes.30 Medicinal regulation could reduce technological evolution and development of more efficient products because the cost would be too high to
get approval for new products that are developed at a
fast rate; this would inevitably restrict the variability
of devices and liquids available for consumers. In this
study, participants were predominantly using modern
devices in order to achieve and maintain smoking
abstinence. Procedures like having to get a doctor’s
prescription in order to buy ECs could also discourage
smokers from trying ECs, since they are already more
complex in their use compared to tobacco, and such
procedures would additionally make them less easily accesible to buy. It would also be impractical for
current EC users, since observations from this study
and from surveys indicate that they are mostly used
as long-term substitutes for smoking rather than as
a smoking-cessation method used for a short period;
thus, vapers would have to follow such procedures
for a long time.
Participants in this study used liquids with high
levels of nicotine in order to achieve complete smoking abstinence. They reported few side effects, which
were mostly temporary; no subject reported any sustained adverse health implications or needed medical treatment. Several of the side effects may not be
attributed to nicotine. In addition, almost every vaper
reported significant benefits from switching to the
EC. These observations are consistent with findings
of Internet surveys21,24 and are supported by studies
showing that nicotine is not cytotoxic,31 is not classified as a carcinogen, and has minimal effects on the
initiation or propagation of atherosclerosis.32 It should
be mentioned that participants in this study and in surveys are mostly motivated users; thus, it is expected
that such a population has a positive experience from
using ECs. During the period after smoking cessation, a significant proportion of participants managed
to decrease nicotine levels, and they reported lower
dependence on EC compared with smoking. However,
only 12% were using liquids with #5 mg/mL nicotine

evaluated and first generation (cigarette-like) ECs
were used. It has been observed that ECs are used
less intensively by novice users,23 and participants in
this study reported that first generation devices could
reduce cigarette consumption but were not very efficient as complete smoking substitutes. A recently
published survey of vapers found that exsmokers
were more likely to use second or third generation
devices compared with current smokers, supporting the concept of higher effectiveness of modern
devices.24 Such devices have higher-capacity batteries, allowing the consumer to use them for more time
before being discharged, with some of them having
the ability to deliver higher energy to the resistance
and wick. Additionally, atomizers store more liquid
and give the possibility to refill them with a variety
of flavored liquids instead of having to use prefilled
cartomizers. However, even the small cigarette-like
devices are evolving, and new models may be more
efficient compared with those available few years
ago.22 Finally, a recent study found that high levels of
nicotine concentration are needed in order to deliver
nicotine amounts similar to tobacco cigarettes, since
the evaporation rate in ECs is slow.23 Despite that, the
majority of participants in our study reported weight
gain during the initial period of EC use. Since one
of the effects of nicotine is elevated metabolic rate,
and smoking cessation results in weight gain,25,26 it is
reasonable to assume that use of second-generation
devices may also not result in blood nicotine levels
similar to using tobacco cigarettes, at least in some
users; alternatively, it could be attributed to the lack of
experience during the initial period of EC use. A small
study found that experienced vapers had significantly
elevated blood nicotine levels after using modern EC
devices.27 More studies are needed in order to compare the nicotine delivery potential between different
devices.
Recently, ECs have been the focus of regulatory
efforts by the European Union. The released proposal
for a new TPD initially dictated the ban of liquids
with higher than 4 mg/mL nicotine concentration
unless they are approved as medicinal products,6
while the final decision implemented the medicinal
regulation for all nicotine-containing liquids (irrespective of the nicotine concentration). The reasons
for such regulation focus on consumer safety and precise nicotine (and other ingredients) labeling, similar
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concentration (4.5% were using non-nicotine liquids),
suggesting that nicotine may be an essential part of
EC use, even for users who have achieved complete
smoking abstinence for several months. In fact, the
definition of tobacco harm reduction is to reduce the
burden of disease without eliminating nicotine use,33
and ECs should be considered part of this strategy.
Therefore, any decisions by public health authorities
should ensure that availability of nicotine-containing
liquid is not restricted; otherwise, the possibility of smoking relapse in this population cannot be
excluded. This could have significant adverse health
implications, since smoking is a significant risk factor for a variety of diseases34,35 and can produce subclinical disease at an early age.36 Obviously, product
safety and quality should be ensured, and monitoring
of long-term use should be implemented; however,
there are standard consumer protection regulations
that could be applied without the need for strict and
inflexible medicinal regulation.30
Some limitations apply to this study. We examined
a convenience sample of vapers willing to participate
to clinical studies. The subjects were probably more
motivated than those found in the general population.
The purpose of the study was not to evaluate the
potential of the EC as a smoking cessation tool, but
to examine the patterns of use and the experience of
exsmokers who had successfully substituted smoking with EC use. Although motivation is unlikely to
play a role in the selection of nicotine levels used for
smoking cessation, it is expected that such a group
may have experienced greater benefits and fewer
side effects from EC use compared with a randomly
selected sample. The majority of participants in this
study were males. This is consistent with observations from Internet surveys.15,24 Reasons for this could
be that ECs are less appealing or less successful in
females as smoking substitutes. However, this should
be addressed in a randomized study before making
any definite conclusions. Dependence on smoking
was reported retrospectively in this study and may
not be accurate; additionally, only the first question
of the Fagerström Test for Cigarette Dependence was
asked. However, this is a key question in the dependence test37 and asking more questions would potentially increase bias due to the retrospective nature
of the answers concerning smoking. Moreover, the
gradual reduction of nicotine levels reported by

64.9% of users supports the assumption of reduced
potential for dependence; this is in agreement with a
recent study reporting lower abuse potential for ECs
compared with smoking.38

Conclusions

In conclusion, high nicotine-containing liquids are
probably essential for initiating and maintaining
smoking abstinence in a group of motivated vapers.
Although less dependence was reported relative
to smoking, prevalence of nicotine use was high
even after several months of EC use. Public health
authorities should consider the evidence from this and
other studies that ECs are used as long-term substitutes to smoking by motivated exsmokers and should
adjust their regulatory decisions in a way that would
not restrict the availability of nicotine-containing liquids for this population.
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Abstract: Background: Electronic cigarettes (ECs) have been marketed as an alternativeto-smoking habit. Besides chemical studies of the content of EC liquids or vapour, little
research has been conducted on their in vitro effects. Smoking is an important risk factor
for cardiovascular disease and cigarette smoke (CS) has well-established cytotoxic effects
on myocardial cells. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the cytotoxic potential of
the vapour of 20 EC liquid samples and a “base” liquid sample (50% glycerol and 50%
propylene glycol, with no nicotine or flavourings) on cultured myocardial cells. Included
were 4 samples produced by using cured tobacco leaves in order to extract the tobacco
flavour. Methods: Cytotoxicity was tested according to the ISO 10993-5 standard.
By activating an EC device at 3.7 volts (6.2 watts—all samples, including the “base”
liquid) and at 4.5 volts (9.2 watts—four randomly selected samples), 200 mg of liquid
evaporated and was extracted in 20 mL of culture medium. Cigarette smoke (CS) extract
from three tobacco cigarettes was produced according to ISO 3308 method (2 s puffs of
35 mL volume, one puff every 60 s). The extracts, undiluted (100%) and in four dilutions
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(50%, 25%, 12.5%, and 6.25%), were applied to myocardial cells (H9c2); percent-viability
was measured after 24 h incubation. According to ISO 10993-5, viability of <70% was
considered cytotoxic. Results: CS extract was cytotoxic at extract concentrations >6.25%
(viability: 76.9 ± 2.0% at 6.25%, 38.2 ± 0.5% at 12.5%, 3.1 ± 0.2% at 25%, 5.2 ± 0.8% at
50%, and 3.9 ± 0.2% at 100% extract concentration). Three EC extracts (produced by
tobacco leaves) were cytotoxic at 100% and 50% extract concentrations (viability range:
2.2%–39.1% and 7.4%–66.9% respectively) and one (“Cinnamon-Cookies” flavour) was
cytotoxic at 100% concentration only (viability: 64.8 ± 2.5%). Inhibitory concentration 50
was >3 times lower in CS extract compared to the worst-performing EC vapour extract.
For EC extracts produced by high-voltage and energy, viability was reduced but no sample
was cytotoxic according to ISO 10993-5 definition. Vapour produced by the “base” liquid
was not cytotoxic at any extract concentration. Cell survival was not associated with
nicotine concentration of EC liquids. Conclusions: This study indicates that some EC
samples have cytotoxic properties on cultured cardiomyoblasts, associated with the
production process and materials used in flavourings. However, all EC vapour extracts
were significantly less cytotoxic compared to CS extract.
Keywords: electronic cigarette; smoking; tobacco; nicotine; cytotoxicity; myocardial cell;
public health

1. Introduction
Smoking is a major risk factor for cardiovascular disease [1]. Although several pharmaceutical
products are currently available for smoking cessation, long term quit-rates are relatively low [2,3].
Tobacco harm reduction is a strategy of reducing smoking-relating harm by using safer sources of
nicotine for smokers unable or unwilling to quit [4]. Electronic cigarettes (ECs) have been introduced
to the market in recent years as an alternative-to-smoking habit. They usually consist of a battery and
an atomiser where liquid is stored and vaporises by activating the battery. They are the only products
in tobacco harm reduction that do not contain tobacco, excluding nicotine replacement therapies which
are currently approved for short term use and with the goal to treat nicotine addiction. Awareness
and use of these products have increased significantly [5], and this has raised global debate and
controversy [6]. Several organisations such as World Health Organisation and Food and Drug
Administration have expressed concerns about the health effects of using ECs [7,8].
There is significant evidence of the cytotoxic potential of tobacco cigarettes. Oxidative stress is an
important associated mechanism, with each puff of smoke containing 1015 molecules of free
radicals [9]. This can have direct toxic effects on a variety of cells, including myocardial cells [10].
Several chemicals causing oxidative stress are produced during cigarette smoking by the combustion
process. No combustion is involved in EC use; the liquid is heated by delivering electrical current to a
resistance inside the atomiser, and the resulting vapour is subsequently inhaled by the user. In recent
years, new generation devices have been developed, producing more vapour mainly by using
higher-capacity batteries and by delivering higher energy (wattage) to the resistance. However, it is
1000
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unknown whether free radicals are present in EC vapour, and the cytotoxic potential of EC liquids has
not been adequately studied. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the cytotoxic
potential of EC vapour from a variety of liquid samples on cultured cardiomyoblasts, and to examine
whether higher wattage has any effect in their cytotoxic potential.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Materials
A commercially available tobacco cigarette with 0.8 mg nicotine, 10 mg tar and 10 mg carbon
monoxide yields was used for this experiment (Marlboro, Philip Morris Italia S.r.l., Rome, Italy).
Twenty commercially-available liquids used for ECs were obtained from the market in sealed bottles,
manufactured or distributed by five different companies. Nicotine concentrations varied from 6 mg/mL
to 24 mg/mL (Table 1). Seventeen of them were tobacco flavours, and three were sweet or fruit
flavours. The liquids were mainly composed of propylene glycol, glycerol, nicotine and a variety of
substances usually approved for use in food flavouring industry. Most of the companies reported using
tobacco absolute extract (also called natural tobacco extract) as additive in tobacco-flavoured liquids.
This flavouring is not approved for use in food. One manufacturer (House of Liquid, Nottingham, UK)
uses a different production method. Cured tobacco leaves are inserted into bottles containing propylene
glycol and glycerol, and are allowed to rest for several days. Subsequently, the leaves are removed
and the liquid is filtered and bottled for use with ECs. The same process but different tobacco
blends are used for producing the four samples tested (according to manufacturer’s website:
www.houseofliquid.com). Additionally, a “base” EC sample, consisting of 50% propylene glycol and
50% glycerol (without nicotine or any flavouring) was tested. In order to choose the samples for the
analysis, an online poll in an EC users’ forum about the popularity of liquids from four major
manufacturers/retailers in Greece was organized by the researchers; additionally, data on sales volume
were requested from the retailers. The tobacco leaves-produced liquids were chosen because the
procedure used in the production process is unique and such liquids are popular in the Greek market
and abroad. Two sets of experiments were performed; one using regular voltage and a second using
higher voltage for EC vapour production. For the first set, a commercially available EC device
consisting of a lithium battery (eGo, Joyetech, Shenzhen, China), a 2.2-Ohms atomiser (510 T, Omega
Vape, Manchester, UK) and a tank-type cartridge where liquid is stored were used (Figure 1). The
battery was fully charged before each extract production and was measured to deliver 3.7 volts with
the atomiser attached. A new atomiser was used for each vapour extract production. Before use, the
atomiser was cleaned with ultrasound and distilled water, to remove the liquid substance that is used
during the manufacturing process. Subsequently, its resistance was measured by a digital multimeter
and it was discarded if it was found to differ by more than 0.1 Ohm from the nominal value. The total
energy applied to the atomiser for the first set of experiments was 6.2 watts. For the second setting, a
variable-voltage device was used (Lavatube, Shenzhen, China). It consists of an aluminium tube where
a rechargeable lithium battery is inserted, and incorporates an electronic circuit by which the voltage
can be manually adjusted by pressing buttons (Figure 1). The atomiser-type used was similar to the
first setting. The device was adjusted so that 4.5 volts were delivered to the atomiser. Thus, the total
1001
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energy applied for vapour production in the second experimental setting was 9.2 watts. Before
initiating the experiments, four samples were randomly chosen to be additionally tested using the
high-voltage device. For every sample, a brand new atomiser and cartridge were used, to avoid
contamination between samples. The batteries were fully-charged before each extract preparation.
An important issue that needs to be clarified before proceeding with laboratory experiments is the
determination of the “dry puff” phenomenon [11]. It occurs when insufficient liquid is supplied to the
wick of the atomiser, leading to temperature elevation. This is detected by the user as an unpleasant
burning taste which is avoided by reducing puff duration and increasing interpuff interval. Therefore,
if this phenomenon is reproduced in the laboratory setting it does not represent EC use in realistic
conditions. Since no laboratory method has been developed to detect it, one of the researchers (who is
an experienced EC user) was assigned to test both devices in order to detect the dry puff phenomenon.
Table 1. Electronic cigarette liquids tested in this study.
Samples

Nicotine concentration
(mg/mL)

Main ingredients a

Distributor/Manufacturer

City
Americano
Tribeca
Classic
Cinnamon & Cookies
RY69
Green apple
Bebeka
Base b
MaxBlend
RY4
Virginia
El Toro Cigarrillos (1) c
El Toro Cigarrillos (2) c
Silverberry
El Toro Guevara c
El Toro Puros c
Golden Margy
Golden Virginia
American Tobacco
Tobacco Echo

6
9
12
18
6
6
12
18
0
9
9
18
12
12
12
18
24
6
8
11
18

30% VG/60% PG
30% VG/60% PG
VG/PG *
30% VG/60% PG
50% VG/50% PG
50% VG/50% PG
50% VG/50% PG
50% VG/50% PG
50% VG/50% PG
85% VG
85% VG
85% VG
VG/PG *
VG/PG *
VG/PG *
VG/PG *
VG/PG *
20% VG/80% PG
90% VG/10% PG
90% VG/10% PG
20% VG/80% PG

Alter Ego/El Greco
Alter Ego/El Greco
Alter Ego/Halo
Alter Ego/El Greco
Atmos Lab
Atmos Lab
Atmos Lab
Atmos Lab
Flavourart
Flavourart
Flavourart
Flavourart
House Of Liquid
House Of Liquid
House Of Liquid
House Of Liquid
House Of Liquid
Nobacco
Nobacco
Nobacco
Nobacco

Abbreviations: VG, vegetable glycerol; PG, propylene glycol; a Approximate concentrations, according to
manufacturers’ reports; b Sample consisting of propylene glycol and glycerol, without nicotine or flavourings;
c
Electronic cigarette samples made by using tobacco leaves; * Exact percentages were not disclosed by the
manufacturers.
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Figure 1. Electronic cigarette devices used in this study. The low voltage device delivered
3.7 volts to the atomiser while the high-voltage device integrates an electronic circuit
by which the voltage applied to the atomiser can be adjusted. For the high-voltage
experiments it was set to 4.7 volts. The cartridge is the part where liquid is stored, while
the atomiser is the part where the resistance and wick are placed and evaporation of the
liquid takes place.

Both EC devices were tested on 4 s puffs [12]. It was found that the dry-puff phenomenon was
consistently reproduced with the high-voltage device at 4 and 3 s puff duration. Therefore 2.5 s puffs
were used with the high-voltage device, while 4 s puffs were used with the regular-voltage device.
2.2. Cell Cultures
Cytotoxicity was measured by MTT assay on monolayer-cultured H9c2 cardiomyoblast cells
(ATCC CRL-1446), according to the ISO 10993-5 standard [13]. The reason for choosing this cell line
was based on the better culture stability and reproducibility compared to human cardiomyocytes.
Additionally, they have similar characteristics to adult cardiomyocytes [14] and have been extensively
used as an in vitro model to study smoking-induced pathology [15–17]. Cells were grown in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), supplemented with fetal
bovine serum (Euroclone, Milano, Italy), penicillin-streptomycin 0.1 g/mL (Euroclone) and kanamycin
0.1 g/mL (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). The doubling time of the cell line was 24 ± 5 h.
All related extracts, solutions and media were prepared using sterile laboratory conditions, components
and ingredients. Routine checks for bacterial contamination were applied, in terms of both bacterial
cultures and microscopic observation of the cell cultures after incubation for the presence of
morphological changes typical of bacterial contamination.
2.3. Production of Extracts
Vapour extract was produced by simulating EC use. The EC atomiser cartridge was filled with 400 mg
of liquid. The vapour was bubbled through an impinger by activating a vacuum pump and the EC
device, resulting in 200 mg of liquid consumed (evaporated) and extracted in 20 mL of cultured medium
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(Dulbecco’s basal medium plus 10% fetal bovine serum). The vacuum pump was set so that each
activation would consume approximately 4–5 mg of liquid, representing real use [12]. Weighing of the
EC cartridge was performed before and during the experiment by a precision scale (Mettler, model
AB104-S, precision of 0.1 mg) to make sure that 200 mg of liquid were consumed, leading to a final
extract concentration of 1% (as dictated by ISO 10993-5 standard). The resulting solution was denoted
as 100% EC vapour extract. For the regular-voltage experiments, each inhalation simulation lasted 4 s,
with 60 s between inhalations; for the high-voltage experiments, each puff lasted 2.5 s. CS extract was
produced by using the ISO 3308 standard (2 s puffs of 35 mL, one puff every 60 s) [18]. Three cigarettes
were consumed, since it was previously found that this is a comparative measure to 200 mg of liquid [12].
The resulting solution was denoted as 100% CS extract. Immediately after preparation, all EC vapour and
CS extracts were used in cell cultures.
2.4. Treatment and Exposure
Cells were seeded in 96-wells plate with Dulbecco’s basal medium plus 10% fetal bovine serum
and maintained in culture for 24 h (5% CO2, 37 °C, >90% humidity) in order to form a semi-confluent
monolayer. In each well, 100 μL of a cell suspension of 1  105 cells/mL was dispensed. A different
plate was prepared for each extract testing. On the next day, each plate was examined under the
microscope to ensure that cell attachment was even across the plate. Subsequently, the medium was
aspirated and replaced by medium containing the CS and EC liquid extracts in one undiluted (100%)
and 4 diluted samples (50%, 25%, 12.5% and 6.25%). For the EC extract, 100% EC extract equals to a
vapour extract concentration of 1%. Three different wells were treated with each dilution and columns
2 and 11 were used to culture cells with normal medium (without extract, untreated cells); then, they
were incubated for 24 h at 37 °C. Subsequently, cells were tested for viability by MTT assay.
Untreated cells were used as controls.
2.5. MTT Assay
The assay was performed according to the method developed by Mossman [19]. After incubation,
the culture medium was removed and replaced with 10 μL of 1 mg/mL MTT. The cells were then
incubated for 2 h. MTT (3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) is cleaved by
the mitochondrial dehydrogenases of viable cells leading to the formation of purple crystals,
representing formazan metabolism, which are insoluble in aqueous solutions. The solution was then
removed and replaced with 200 µL/well of isopropanol to extract and solubilize the formazan. It was
incubated for 30 min at room temperature under medium speed shaking. Then, the solution was
measured spectrophotometrically. The absorbance at 570 nm was measured with a microplate reader
(Tecan, model Sunrise Remote, Männedorf, Switzerland) and background subtraction was adjusted
with absorbance readings at 690 nm. The absorbance values were normalized by setting the negative
control group (untreated cells) in each row to 100%. Subsequently, the viability of the treated cells was
expressed as a percent of untreated cells.
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2.6. Quality Check of Assay
According to the ISO 10993-5 standard, a test meets acceptance criteria if the left (column 2) and
the right (column 11) mean of the blanks do not differ by more than 15% from the mean of all blanks;
this criterion was met in all our experiments. Additionally, the standard deviation of the untreated and
each treated sample should not exceed 18%. The highest standard deviation observed was 12.9% for
the regular-voltage experiments and 10% for the high-voltage experiments. Finally, the absolute value
of optical density, OD570, obtained in the untreated wells indicates whether the 1  104 cells seeded per
well have grown exponentially with normal doubling time during the two days of the assay. The OD570
of untreated cells were ≥0.2 in all experiments, meeting the acceptance criteria of ISO 10993-5.
2.7. Statistical Analysis
All data are reported as mean ± standard deviation. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
used for comparison of percent viability between different extract concentrations of the same sample.
If statistically significant differences were found, post-hoc analysis was performed with Bonferroni
test to determine which extract concentrations had different effects on viability. Paired t-test was used
to examine the difference in viability between low-voltage and high-voltage experiments. Independent
sample t-test was used to assess whether nicotine concentration was associated with differences in
viability, with EC samples divided into two categories: low-nicotine (6–11 mg/mL, 9 samples) and
high nicotine (12–24 mg/mL, 11 samples); the analysis was performed only for the low-voltage
samples, since the number of samples tested in the high-voltage experiments was not sufficient to
show any significant differences. Inhibitory concentration 50 (IC50, the concentration of extract that
produced 50% viability) was estimated from regression plots. No observed adverse effects level
(NOAEL) was defined as the highest extract concentration that showed statistically insignificant
difference in viability compared to the 6.25% extract concentration. According to UNI ISO 10993-5
standard definition, viability of less than 70% by MTT assay was considered cytotoxic. All analyses
were performed with commercially available software (SPSS v18.0, Chicago, IL, USA) and a
two-tailed P value of ≤0.05 was considered statistically significant.
3. Results
3.1. Cell Viability from Exposure to CS and EC Vapor Generated at Low Voltage
For the low-voltage experiments, myocardial cell viability measurements for each EC vapour and
CS extracts at different dilutions are displayed in Table 2. From the 20 samples tested, four samples
exhibited a cytotoxic effect in the 3.7 volts experiments: “Cinnamon-Cookies” flavour was slightly
cytotoxic at the highest extract concentration, while both samples of “El Toro Cigarillos” and “El Toro
Puros” were cytotoxic at both 100% and 50% extract concentration. The range of myocardial cell
survival for all EC samples at 3.7 volts was: 89.7%–112.1% at 6.25%, 90.6%–115.3% at 12.5%,
81.0%–106.6% at 25%, 7.4%–106.8% at 50% and 2.2%–110.8% at 100% extract concentration.
The “base” sample was not cytotoxic at any extract concentration. CS extract was significantly
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cytotoxic at concentrations above 6.25%, with viability rate being: 76.9 ± 2.0% at 6.25%, 38.2 ± 0.6%
at 12.5%, 3.082 ± 0.2% at 25%, 5.2 ± 0.8% at 50% and 3.9 ± 0.2% at 100% extract concentration.
Table 2. Myocardial cell viability in cigarette smoke extract and in electronic cigarette
vapour extracts produced at 3.7 volts.
Dilutions
Samples-nicotine (mg/mL)
Base-0
Golden Margy-6
RY69-6
City-6
Cinnamon Cookies-6
Golden Virginia-8
RY4-9
MaxBlend-9
Americano-9
American Tobacco-11
Tribeca-12
Green apple-12
El Toro Cigarrillos-12(1) f
El Toro Cigarrillos-12(2) f
Silverberry-12
Virginia-18
Classic-18
Tobacco echo-18
Bebeka-18
El Toro Guevara-18 f
El Toro Puros-24 f
CS g

a

100%
105.1 ± 1.2
89.2 ± 0.2
98.9 ± 4.6
93.6 ± 2.5
64.8 ± 2.5
86.6 ± 1.8
73.8 ± 3.7
104.4 ± 1.6
85.0 ± 2.0
109.0 ± 1.6
110.8 ± 2.8
106.6 ± 2.0
39.1 ± 1.2
22.3 ± 4.0
108.2 ± 8.5
82.1 ± 0.8
95.0 ± 5.1
96.1 ± 5.0
75.7 ± 8.6
84.5 ± 3.0
2.2 ± 0.6
3.9 ± 0.2

b

50%
103.5 ± 1.9
93.0 ± 2.2
101.2 ± 5.4
89.4 ± 4.2
100.8 ± 2.0
89.1 ± 1.0
106.6 ± 1.1
102.4 ± 2.0
98.3 ± 1.7
106.8 ± 0.5
103.9 ± 5.5
106.8 ± 2.0
52.5 ± 1.8
66.9 ± 6.2
107.2 ± 2.7
95.8 ± 8.6
104.0 ± 9.1
96.4 ± 7.7
87.5 ± 2.2
91.0 ± 3.5
7.4 ± 3.9
5.2 ± 0.8

25% c
101.3 ± 4.2
92.1 ± 1.3
96.0 ± 13.0
94.6 ± 2.3
97.2 ± 2.9
94.2 ± 3.0
104.4 ± 1.9
102.4 ± 2.8
90.9 ± 4.4
104.9 ± 1.0
106.6 ± 7.9
105.2 ± 3.3
81.0 ± 2.0
104.1 ± 5.8
106.0 ± 1.7
95.1 ± 3.0
101.1 ± 12.9
101.7 ± 3.1
90.8 ± 1.6
94.6 ± 1.3
84.5 ± 6.5
3.1 ± 0.2

12.5% d
100.7 ± 3.4
95.3 ± 3.6
100.5 ± 2.7
93.3 ± 2.3
99.3 ± 1.7
95.5 ± 0.7
103.6 ± 4.0
101.2 ± 7.6
94.7 ± 3.5
101.3 ± 3.1
102.4 ± 5.1
103.6 ± 4.5
92.6 ± 0.4
109.9 ± 6.0
103.2 ± 0.7
90.6 ± 7.0
107.3 ± 8.3
102.7 ± 4.7
95.9 ± 1.9
98.8 ± 2.0
115.3 ± 11.7
38.2 ± 0.6

6.25% e
100.4 ± 2.3
93.0 ± 6.3
100.2 ± 9.2
93.8 ± 2.8
99.2 ± 3.8
97.1 ± 1.4
100.7 ± 0.8
102.7 ± 2.0
94.1 ± 5.9
103.6 ± 2.5
101.7 ± 3.0
99.2 ± 2.5
99.2 ± 1.0
112.0 ± 8.8
100.3 ± 2.0
93.3 ± 8.5
89.7 ± 6.4
96.3 ± 7.3
99.0 ± 2.3
102.5 ± 1.7
111.9 ± 7.4
76.9 ± 2.0

p*
0.251
0.361
0.932
0.282
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.901
0.017
0.007
0.268
0.060
<0.001
<0.001
0.200
0.136
0.176
0.479
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Viability is expressed as percent, compared to untreated
cells; a–e For electronic cigarette liquid extracts, dilutions represent (w/v): a, 1%; b, 0.5%; c, 0.25%; d, 0.125%;
e, 0.0625%; f Electronic cigarette samples made by using tobacco leaves; g CS = cigarette smoke; * For every
sample, a separate ANOVA was performed to compare survival between different extract dilutions of the
sample.

Examples of microscopic images of the cells after 24 h incubation in control medium, CS extract
(100% concentration) and EC vapour extract (100% concentration) are displayed in Figure 2.
Cells cultured in clear medium (Figure 2(A)) showed no sign of relevant mortality nor morphological
alterations. Cells exposed to CS extract (Figure 2(B)) suffered from large scale cell death, as visible
from the several apoptotic bodies and the absence of any surviving, morphologically stable
cardiomyoblasts. Cells exposed to EC vapour extract-saturated medium (Figure 2(C)—American
Tobacco) showed similar morphology to cells cultured in clear cell medium. Cell viability was
determined to be approximately 100% for both clear medium culture and the EC vapour extract sample
shown in the image.
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Figure 2. Microscopic images of cell cultures after 24 h treatment with: (A) untreated
culture medium; (B) cigarette smoke extract at 100% extract concentration; (C) electronic
cigarette vapour extract at 100% extract concentration (“American Tobacco”).

3.2. Cell Viability from Exposure to EC Vapor Generated at High Voltage
For the high-voltage experiments, myocardial cell viability measurements for the EC vapour
samples (n = 4) are displayed in Table 3. Range of viability at 4.5 volts was: 85.0%–97.7% at 6.25%,
83.5%–104.9% at 12.5%, 81.6%–105.7% at 25%, 83.4%–103.6% at 50% and 72.9%–95.4% at 100%
extract concentration. The absolute mean difference in viability between 3.7 and 4.5 volts experiments
was: 7.1 ± 4.1% at 6.25%, 5.0 ± 5.3% at 12.5%, 4.2 ± 4.8% at 25%, 5.0 ± 3.8% at 50% and
17.0 ± 12.2% at 100% extract concentration. Only the difference at 6.25% extract concentration was
statistically significant (p = 0.039). None of the 4 samples was considered cytotoxic.
Table 3. Comparison of myocardial cell viability between regular and high voltage-produced
electronic cigarette vapour extracts.
Samples-nicotine
(mg/mL)
Golden Margy-6
MaxBlend-9
Tribeca-12
Green apple-12
p value *

Voltage

Dilutions
100%

a

50%

b

25% c

12.5% d

6.25% e

3.7
4.5
3.7
4.5
3.7
4.5
3.7

89.2 ± 0.2
82.2 ± 1.2
104.4 ± 1.6
95.4 ± 2.0
110.8 ± 2.8
92.7 ± 2.7
106.6 ± 2.0

93.0 ± 2.2
83.4 ± 3.6
102.4 ± 2.0
97.7 ± 1.8
103.9 ± 5.5
103.6 ± 2.6
106.8 ± 2.0

92.1 ± 1.3
81.6 ± 1.3
102.4 ± 2.8
100.6 ± 2.1
106.6 ± 7.9
101.6 ± 3.0
105.2 ± 3.3

95.3 ± 3.6
83.5 ± 2.4
101.2 ± 7.6
96.4 ± 2.5
102.4 ± 5.1
97.7 ± 1.7
103.6 ± 4.5

93.0 ± 6.3
85.0 ± 3.1
102.7 ± 2.0
97.7 ± 5.5
101.7 ± 3.0
89.3 ± 4.7
99.2 ± 2.5

4.5

72.9 ± 3.5
0.069

101.3 ± 10.0
0.080

105.7 ± 3.3
0.175

104.9 ± 0.9
0.156

96.2 ± 0.7
0.039

Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Viability is expressed as percent, compared to untreated
cells; a–e Dilutions represent (w/v): a, 1%; b, 0.5%; c, 0.25%; d, 0.125% ; e, 0.0625%; * p value for
comparison between different voltages at each dilution. For every extract dilution, separate paired t-tests
were performed to compare cell survival between low and high voltage.
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3.3. Nicotine Effects on Myocardial Cell Viability
The effects of nicotine concentration on cell survival are displayed in Table 4. No statistical
significant difference in viability was observed according to nicotine concentration of the EC samples,
indicating that nicotine content had no effect on myocardial cell survival.
Table 4. Myocardial cell viability according to nicotine concentration of the electronic
cigarette samples tested at 3.7 volts (6.2 watts).
Viability according to nicotine concentration (mg/mL)
Extract concentrations

6–11 (n = 9)

12–24 (n = 11)

p*

100%

89.5 ± 14.1%

74.8 ± 37.1%

0.247

50%

98.6 ± 6.7%

83.6 ± 30.6%

0.141

25%

97.4 ± 5.2%

97.3 ± 8.9%

0.981

12.5%

98.3 ± 3.7%

102.0 ± 7.3%

0.181

6.25%

98.1 ± 3.7%

100.5 ± 6.8%

0.357

Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Viability is expressed as percent, compared to untreated cells.
* p value for comparison between different nicotine concentrations in each extract concentration. For every
extract dilution, separate independent-sample t-tests were performed to compare cell survival between
different nicotine concentrations groups at each extract dilution.

3.4. IC50 and NOAEL for EC and CS
IC50 and NOAEL for EC and CS samples are shown in Table 5. IC50 could be determined only for
CS extract and for “El Toro Cigarrillos” and “El Toro Puros”, since for every other EC sample
viability was higher than 50% at all extract concentrations. For 12 of the 20 samples at 3.7 volts, the
“base” sample and two of the four samples at 4.5 volts, viability was not statistically different between
6.25% and any other extract concentrations; thus, NOAEL for these samples was defined as 100%
extract concentration. The lowest NOAEL and IC50 were observed in CS extract.
Table 5. Inhibitory concentration 50 (IC50) and no adverse effect level (NOAEL) for each
electronic cigarette extract and for cigarette smoke extract.
Dilutions
Samples-nicotine (mg/mL)

IC50

NOAEL

Base-0
Golden Margy-6
Golden Margy-6 *
RY69-6
City-6
Cinnamon Cookies-6
Golden Virginia-8
RY4-9
MaxBlend-9
MaxBlend-9 *
Americano-9

>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
25%
50%
100%
100%
100%
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Table 5. Cont.
Dilutions

Samples-nicotine (mg/mL)

IC50

NOAEL

American Tobacco-11
Tribeca-12
Tribeca-12 *
Green apple-12
Green apple-12 *
El Toro Cigarrillos-12(1) a
El Toro Cigarrillos-12(2) a
Silverberry
Virginia-18
Classic-18
Tobacco echo-18
Bebeka-18
El Toro Guevara-18 a
El Toro Puros-24 a
CS b

>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
52%
69%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
36%
11%

100%
100%
12.5%
100%
50%
6.25%
25%
100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
12.5%
12.5%
6.25%

a

Electronic cigarette samples made by using tobacco leaves; b CS = cigarette smoke; * Electronic cigarette
vapour samples prepared at 4.5 volts.

4. Discussion
This is the first study that has evaluated the cytotoxic potential of EC vapour on cultured
myocardial cells. High-voltage vaping, which is increasingly popular in EC users [20], was also tested
for the first time. Importantly, a standardized protocol was used (ISO 10993-5), which defines
cytotoxicity as viability <70% compared to untreated cells. EC samples were tested in vapour form
which was produced by activating a commercially-available device, simulating the way ECs are used
by every user. Finally, the same methodology was used to examine CS cytotoxicity. This is important
since ECs are marketed for smokers only, as an alternative habit; therefore, the purpose of this study
was to address the main scientific question which is whether ECs are less harmful compared to tobacco
cigarettes. The main findings were that four out of 20 EC samples were cytotoxic on cultured
myocardial cells, with most (but not all) tobacco-produced samples showing the lowest cell survival
rate. Although samples of vapour produced with high voltage were not cytotoxic, cell viability was
reduced compared to vapour produced with regular voltage. Overall, CS was significantly more
cytotoxic, with toxicity observed even when CS extract was diluted to 12.5% of original concentration.
Several studies have shown that CS extract has direct necrotic and apoptotic effects on cardiac
myocytes [10,21]. The main mechanism responsible is oxidative stress [22] and inflammation [23].
Mitochondrial dysfunction and DNA damage also play an important role in causing cell damage [24–26].
CS is a complex suspension containing more than 4,000 chemicals [27]. Several of them have been
studied separately and were found responsible for cytotoxic effects, such as acrolein [28],
acetaldehyde [29], formaldehyde [30], and heavy metals [31]. The results of this study are in line with
previous observations about the cytotoxic effects of CS extract.
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Propylene glycol and glycerol are the main ingredients of EC liquids. Both are classified by Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) and by the Flavor and Extracts Manufacturers Association (FEMA) as
additives that are “generally recognized as safe” for use in food (FEMA GRAS numbers 2,940 and
2,525 respectively). They are also used in tobacco cigarettes as humectants; however they may be
pyrolyzed to acrolein and formaldehyde [32,33]. Goniewicz et al. found acrolein and formaldehyde in
EC vapour [34]; however, the levels detected were lower compared to CS by orders of magnitude,
probably because the temperature of evaporation of EC liquid is lower compared to the temperature of
combustion in tobacco cigarettes. Similar observations were made by Lauterbach and Laugesen [35].
Even if such chemicals were released during vapour production in this study, the amount was probably
not enough to produce any significant cytotoxic effect on cultured cells. Nicotine, at levels commonly
found in cigarettes, does not induce cell death and may even have anti-apoptotic properties in
myocardial [36] and other cell lines [37,38]. In this study, cell viability was independent of the
nicotine concentration in EC liquid samples.
Out of 20 EC samples tested at regular voltage, four were found to be cytotoxic on the tested cell line.
Cell survival after exposure to “Cinnamon and Cookies” EC extract was just below the level defined as
cytotoxic. Studies have shown that cinnamon oils may have anti-oxidative and anti-inflammatory
properties [39]. However, there are several reports in internet EC user forums that cinnamon flavours may
have some irritant effects when inhaled; this may be due to an allergic reaction [40] rather than a cytotoxic
effect. No studies have evaluated the effect of cinnamon extracts on cardiomyocyte survival.
Cinnamaldehyde, the main ingredient of cinnamon flavouring, is heat unstable. Benzaldehyde can be
produced if heated above 60 °C [41], which may have cytotoxic properties on cultured cells [42].
Cells survival was significantly reduced from exposure to “El Toro Cigarrillos” and “El Toro Puros”
EC extracts. It is reasonable to assume that the cytotoxicity observed may be due to the use of cured
tobacco leaves in the production process. The possibility that several tobacco impurities may be
present in the final sample, despite being filtered before bottled, cannot be excluded. The two samples
of “El Toro Cigarrillos” liquid tested were equally cytotoxic, therefore excluding the possibility of
experimental error or material dysfunction. However, no cytotoxicity was observed in another sample
(“El Toro Guevara”) produced by the same company with similar methodology. According to the
company’s website (www.houseofliquid.com), different blends of tobacco leaves are used in these
liquids. The difference in cell viability could be attributed to differences in tobacco blends, possibly
related to the curing process or pesticides used during cultivation of tobacco [43]. Although other
manufacturers reported the use of industrially-produced tobacco extracts in several of the samples
tested, none of them was found to be cytotoxic on cultured cells. Further studies need to be conducted
in order to determine qualitative or quantitative differences in chemical composition of the vapour of
these EC liquids that could be associated with differences in cell survival; no such analysis was
performed in this study.
EC devices using higher voltage and wattage for vapour production have been developed in recent
years. Consumers report perceiving additional pleasure from high-voltage EC use [20], probably due
to more vapour production and different flavour of the resulting vapour. Results from the limited
number of samples tested showed that cell viability was reduced; the difference was not statistically
significant for most extract concentrations, but this should probably be attributed to the low number of
samples tested. It is expected that higher energy applied to the resistance of the EC device will result in
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higher evaporation rate of the liquid; this can result in temperature elevation, especially if the liquid
supply to the wick and resistance is not sufficient [12]. Vapour was produced by lower puff duration
compared to regular-voltage experiments because that was the duration that could be used in realistic
settings without reproducing the dry-puff phenomenon. Further studies are needed to clarify the
cytotoxic potential of high-voltage EC use, by examining more samples and using more efficient atomisers.
The results of this study raise the possibility that cytotoxicity depends on flavourings rather than
other ingredients of EC liquid. A previous study by our group showed that one of 21 liquids had
cytotoxic properties on cultured fibroblasts [11]. In that study, all samples were produced by the same
manufacturer and had the same main ingredients (propylene glycol, glycerol and nicotine in similar
concentrations). Therefore, the difference in cell viability could only be attributed to the flavouring.
Although some of the flavourings are approved for use in foods, their effects are unknown when
heated and evaporated. Moreover, manufacturers use different quantities of flavourings in the EC
liquids, thus it cannot be excluded that cytotoxicity may depend on the quantity rather than on the
flavouring itself. Unfortunately, there is no way to predict which flavourings may have a cytotoxic
effect unless they are specifically examined. Considering the huge variety of liquids currently available
in the market, it may be essential to test all flavourings and determine the flavouring concentrations
that can be considered safe. A study by Bahl et al. also found an association between EC liquid
cytotoxicity and flavourings [44]. However, they evaluated the samples in liquid form. Such tests
should preferentially be done in vapour form, produced by activation of an EC device, since this
represents the pragmatic way these liquids are used by consumers. Despite the findings of cytotoxicity
in some of the flavours, eliminating all flavourings from ECs would be controversial, since they seem
to play an important role in ECs’ acceptance [20]; liquids containing just glycerol, propylene glycol and
nicotine would be virtually flavourless, making them less appealing to smokers as a smoking substitute.
Some limitations apply to this study. Cytotoxicity studies on cultured cells have been developed in
order to reduce the use of experimental animals. Extrapolating these results to the human in vivo
toxicity should be done with caution; clinical studies are necessary in order to confirm findings from
cytotoxic studies. However, a comparative measure of toxicity with CS extract was provided, which
has well-established in vivo toxic effects. There is no consensus on the methodology of preparing and
testing EC vapour extracts; therefore, a standardised method was used, which specifically defines the
cell survival rate that is considered cytotoxic. Nicotine levels in the extracts were not measured.
However, the purpose of the study was to evaluate the effects of EC vapour by simulating realistic
conditions of use rather than by setting a pre-specified level of nicotine content in the extract.
Therefore, commercially available EC batteries and atomiser were used to produce vapour, and they
were previously evaluated by an experienced user in order to ensure that the experimental conditions
would not represent unrealistic situations (such as the dry puff phenomenon). Although there is no
established comparative measure between EC and tobacco cigarette use and no method to standardise
the vapour extracts of EC liquids in a similar way to CS extracts, the decision to compare extract from
three tobacco cigarettes with 200 mg of liquid was based on previous observations from our group
indicating that 5 min of EC use by experienced consumers (which is the time needed to smoke one
tobacco cigarette) leads to consumption of approximately 60 mg of liquid [12]. Additionally, it should
be emphasized that the results are not applicable to every EC liquid available to the market. It is
possible that cell survival may be dependent on nicotine concentration if low-quality nicotine is used
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for EC liquid production, which would contain significant amounts of tobacco impurities. The same
applies for other liquid constituents [45]. Finally, studies on the underlying causes for the difference in
cytotoxic potential of EC samples should be undertaken, evaluating the quality and quantity of
flavourings used among other factors. This study examined only the end-result of exposure, without
evaluating the cause for the differences in cell survival.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, from 20 commercially-available EC liquids that were tested in vapour form, four
were found to be cytotoxic on cultured cardiomyoblasts. Cytotoxicity was mainly observed in most
(but not all) samples produced by using tobacco leaves, while one sample using food-approved
flavouring was marginally cytotoxic. EC vapour production by using higher-voltage devices caused a
decrease in cell survival. Overall, EC vapour extracts showed significantly higher cell viability
compared to CS extract, based on a realistic-use rather than a standardized comparative level of
exposure. This supports the concept that ECs may be useful as tobacco harm reduction products;
however, more studies are needed, especially in clinical level, in order to evaluate the effects of EC use
on human health.
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Electronic cigarettes for smoking cessation: a randomised
controlled trial
Christopher Bullen, Colin Howe, Murray Laugesen, Hayden McRobbie, Varsha Parag, Jonathan Williman, Natalie Walker

Summary

Background Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) can deliver nicotine and mitigate tobacco withdrawal and are used by
many smokers to assist quit attempts. We investigated whether e-cigarettes are more effective than nicotine patches
at helping smokers to quit.
Methods We did this pragmatic randomised-controlled superiority trial in Auckland, New Zealand, between Sept 6,
2011, and July 5, 2013. Adult (≥18 years) smokers wanting to quit were randomised (with computerised block
randomisation, block size nine, stratified by ethnicity [Māori; Pacific; or non-Māori, non-Pacific], sex [men or women],
and level of nicotine dependence [>5 or ≤5 Fagerström test for nicotine dependence]) in a 4:4:1 ratio to 16 mg nicotine
e-cigarettes, nicotine patches (21 mg patch, one daily), or placebo e-cigarettes (no nicotine), from 1 week before until
12 weeks after quit day, with low intensity behavioural support via voluntary telephone counselling. The primary
outcome was biochemically verified continuous abstinence at 6 months (exhaled breath carbon monoxide
measurement <10 ppm). Primary analysis was by intention to treat. This trial is registered with the Australian New
Zealand Clinical Trials Registry, number ACTRN12610000866000.
Findings 657 people were randomised (289 to nicotine e-cigarettes, 295 to patches, and 73 to placebo e-cigarettes) and
were included in the intention-to-treat analysis. At 6 months, verified abstinence was 7·3% (21 of 289) with nicotine
e-cigarettes, 5·8% (17 of 295) with patches, and 4·1% (three of 73) with placebo e-cigarettes (risk difference for
nicotine e-cigarette vs patches 1·51 [95% CI –2·49 to 5·51]; for nicotine e-cigarettes vs placebo e-cigarettes 3·16
[95% CI –2·29 to 8·61]). Achievement of abstinence was substantially lower than we anticipated for the power
calculation, thus we had insufficient statistical power to conclude superiority of nicotine e-cigarettes to patches or to
placebo e-cigarettes. We identified no significant differences in adverse events, with 137 events in the nicotine
e-cigarettes group, 119 events in the patches group, and 36 events in the placebo e-cigarettes group. We noted no
evidence of an association between adverse events and study product.
Interpretation E-cigarettes, with or without nicotine, were modestly effective at helping smokers to quit, with similar
achievement of abstinence as with nicotine patches, and few adverse events. Uncertainty exists about the place of
e-cigarettes in tobacco control, and more research is urgently needed to clearly establish their overall benefits and
harms at both individual and population levels.
Funding Health Research Council of New Zealand.

Introduction
Since their launch in 2004, electronic cigarettes
(e-cigarettes), a diverse range of battery operated devices
that vaporise nicotine for inhalation, have been purchased
by millions of people.1 Many smokers use e-cigarettes to
help them quit (27% of those making a quit attempt in
the UK, in May, 20132), and sales are increasing so rapidly
that some analysts predict that they will surpass cigarette
sales within a decade.1
The place of e-cigarettes in tobacco control is contro
versial,3,4 and there is a paucity of reliable data to inform
debate. Available research suggests that e-cigarettes
have the potential to assist smokers to quit or reduce
smoking: surveys show that many smokers try
e-cigarettes for these reasons,5,6 and studies show that
e-cigarettes are capable of delivering nicotine into the
bloodstream and attenuating tobacco withdrawal as
effectively as nicotine replacement therapy (NRT).7,8 Use
of e-cigarettes also simulates behavioural and sensory
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dimensions of smoking. However, a trial in 300 smokers
unwilling to quit showed low rates of cessation at
12 months for nicotine e-cigarettes and placebo
e-cigarettes.9 E-cigarettes also have potential to harm:
researchers have detected toxins in e-cigarette fluid and
vapour,10 but at much the same concentrations as with
NRT and lower than in cigarette smoke;11 a review
deemed e-cigarettes to be very unlikely to pose
significant risks to smokers.12
In this trial we aimed to assess whether e-cigarettes
with cartridges containing nicotine (nicotine e-cigarette)
were more effective for smoking cessation than nico
tine patches, and included a blind comparison with
e-cigarettes containing no nicotine (placebo e-cigarette).
We hypothesised that nicotine e-cigarettes would be
more effective than patches and placebo e-cigarettes for
smoking reduction, tobacco dependence, and relief of
withdrawal symptoms, and that they would have no
greater risk of adverse events than nicotine patches.
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Methods

Study design and participants
We did this three parallel group, randomised controlled
trial in Auckland, New Zealand. First randomisation was
on Sept 6, 2011, and last follow-up was on July 5, 2013.
The published protocol describes procedures in detail.13
In brief, people were eligible if they were aged 18 years
or older, had smoked ten or more cigarettes per day for
the past year, wanted to stop smoking, and could provide
consent. We recruited via community newspapers,
inviting people to call the study centre for eligibility
prescreening, done by research assistants, who also
completed follow-up assessments. We excluded pregnant
and breastfeeding women; people using cessation drugs
or in an existing cessation programme; those reporting
heart attack, stroke, or severe angina in the previous

2 weeks; and those with poorly controlled medical dis
orders, allergies, or other chemical dependence. Partici
pants were mailed study information, and consent forms
to sign and return. The Northern X Regional Ethics
Committee approved the study (Number NTX/10/11/111);
the Standing Committee on Therapeutic Trials approved
the use of nicotine e-cigarettes because they were not
permitted for sale in New Zealand, but could be imported
for personal use or research.

Randomisation and masking
Callers who met the inclusion criteria and gave demo
graphic details and information about nicotine depen
dence (Fagerström test for nicotine dependence [FTND]14)
were randomised by the study statistician (VP) in a
4:4:1 ratio to nicotine e-cigarettes, patches, or placebo

1293 assessed for eligibility

657 randomised

289 assigned to nicotine e-cigarettes
289 received allocated intervention

13 lost to follow-up
3 discontinued

273 assessed on quit date

13 lost to follow-up

260 assessed at 1 month follow-up

15 lost to follow-up

245 assessed at 3 month follow-up

2 lost to follow-up
1 discontinued
1 death

295 allocated to nicotine patches
295 received allocated intervention

27 lost to follow-up
16 discontinued

252 assessed on quit date

17 lost to follow-up
3 discontinued

232 assessed at 1 month follow-up

6 lost to follow-up
2 discontinued

224 assessed at 3 month follow-up

8 lost to follow-up
1 discontinued

636 excluded
202 did not meet inclusion criteria
162 declined to participate
272 other reasons

73 allocated to placebo e-cigarettes
73 received allocated intervention

6 lost to follow-up
1 discontinued

66 assessed on quit date

4 lost to follow-up

62 assessed at 1 month follow-up

3 lost to follow-up

59 assessed at 3 month follow-up

2 lost to follow-up

241 assessed at 6 month follow-up

215 assessed at 6 month follow-up

57 assessed at 6 month follow-up

289 included in analysis (ITT)

295 included in analysis (ITT)

73 included in analysis (ITT)

Figure 1: Trial profile
11 protocol violations occurred in the nicotine e-cigarettes group (three pregnancies, seven no biochemical validation, one undisclosed medication ineligibility).
11 protocol violations occurred in the patches group (four pregnancies, four no biochemical validation, three undisclosed medication ineligibility). Three protocol
violations occurred in the placebo e-cigarettes group (one no biochemical validation, two undisclosed medication ineligibility). ITT=intention to treat.
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e-cigarettes, with computerised block randomisation,
block size nine, stratified by: ethnicity (Māori; Pacific; or
non-Māori, non-Pacific), sex (men or women), and level
of nicotine dependence (>5 or ≤5 FTND). It was not
feasible to mask participants to allocation to patch or
e-cigarettes. Research assistants undertaking outcome
assessments used a list generated by the trial database
giving no indication of product allocation.

Procedures
Elusion e-cigarettes are among the e-cigarette market
leaders in Australasia; in New Zealand, nicotine e-cigarettes
are not permitted to be sold, but nicotine-free e-cigarettes
are widely available for sale and identical in appearance to
nicotine versions. We commissioned analyses of these
e-cigarettes: the liquid was free of diethylene glycol (a toxin
detected in fluid in one brand of e-cigarettes10); nicotine
cartridges (labelled 16 mg) contained 10–16 mg nicotine
per mL; and placebo cartridges contained no nicotine.
Vapour analyses done midway through the trial (using
Goniewicz and colleagues’ methodology15) showed that
300 puffs from one nicotine e-cigarette cartridge delivered
3–6 mg nicotine, equivalent to smoking between one and
five tobacco cigarettes. The first 20 participants randomised
to the nicotine e-cigarettes group were invited to take part
in testing, and four completed the testing regimen. In
these four participants, who had been using the nicotine
e-cigarettes for at least 1 week, plasma nicotine con
centrations were sampled every 10 min for 1 h, and peaked
at 10 min after commencement of product use at
3·4 ng/mL, a median increase from baseline of 2·1 ng/mL.
We chose nicotine patches (21 mg/24 h) for comparison
with e-cigarettes because they are the most popular NRT
product in New Zealand,16 have proven effectiveness,17 and
few known adverse events.17
Participants allocated to patches were sent exchange
cards in the mail redeemable for patches from com
munity pharmacies, with instructions to use patches
daily, from 1 week before until 12 weeks after their chosen
quit day, consistent with smoking cessation guidelines.18
We also supplied vouchers to these participants to cover
dispensing costs. Participants in both e-cigarettes groups
were couriered an e-cigarette, spare battery and charger,
and cartridges (with labels masked to nicotine content),
plus simple instructions to use them as desired from
1 week before until 12 weeks after their chosen quit day.
All randomised participants were referred (by fax or by a
scanned request) to Quitline, who called the participants
to offer telephone-based behavioural support. Participants
who declined or did not call back were still able to access
other Quitline support, such as Txt2Quit (a free SMS
support service). Quitline provided us with reports to
monitor usage. After randomisation, additional baseline
data were collected: education, smoking and quitting
history, quitting self-efficacy, medication, withdrawal
symptoms and stage of addiction (according to the
autonomy over smoking scale, AUTOS),19 and behavioural

dependence (according to the Glover-Nilsson smoking
behavioural questionnaire, GN-SBQ).20
The primary outcome was continuous smoking abstin
ence (self-reported abstinence over the whole follow-up
period, allowing ≤5 cigarettes in total21), 6 months after
quit day, verified at that point in time by exhaled breath
carbon monoxide measurement (<10 ppm), using Bedfont
Micro Smokerlyzers (Bedfont Scientific, Maidstone, UK).
Carbon monoxide tests were administered by research
assistants at the University of Aukland; participants were
not paid for testing, but received transportation costs.
Secondary outcomes assessed at 1, 3, and 6 months post
quit day were: con
tinuous abstinence, 7 day point
prevalence abstinence (proportion reporting no smoking
of tobacco cigarettes, not a puff, in the past 7 days),
number of tobacco cigarettes smoked per day, proportion
of participants reducing tobacco smoking, time to relapse
to tobacco smoking, number of patches or cartridges
used, use of other cessation treatments, withdrawal symp
toms, stage of addiction,19 smoking latency,22 and adverse
events. Data collection continued as scheduled if
participants discontinued study treatments.

Statistical analysis
A sample size of 657 (292 in the nicotine e-cigarettes
group, 292 in the patches group, 73 in the placebo
Nicotine
e-cigarettes
(n=289)
Age (years)
Women

43·6 (12·7)

Patches
(n=295)

Placebo
e-cigarettes
(n=73)

40·4 (13·0)

178 (62%)

182 (62%)

95 (33%)

43·2 (12·4)
45 (62%)

Ethnicity*
New Zealand Māori
Non-Māori
Education below year 12† or no qualification
Average number of cigarettes (including RYO) smoked
per day

95 (32%)

23 (32%)

194 (67%)

200 (68%)

50 (68%)

150 (52%)

123 (42%)

38 (52%)

18·4 (7·2)

17·6 (6·0)

17·7 (5·6)

Age started smoking (years)

15·6 (4·7)

15·2 (3·8)

15·7 (5·1)

Number of years smoking continuously

25·9 (13·1)

23·5 (12·9)

24·8 (13·7)

Type of tobacco usually smoked
Factory made only

167 (58%)

167 (57%)

47 (64%)

RYO only

92 (32%)

92 (31%)

21 (29%)

Both

30 (10%)

35 (12%)

5 (7%)

Lives with other smokers

151 (52%)

149 (51%)

42 (58%)

At least 1 quit attempt in past 12 months

158 (55%)

169 (57%)

39 (53%)

5·6 (2·0)

5·5 (2·0)

5·5 (2·0)

157 (54%)

162 (55%)

40 (55%)

20·1 (7·9)

20·1 (8·4)

3·7 (1·0)

3·7 (0·9)

3·6 (1·0)

22·6 (7·2)

23·1 (7·6)

23·4 (7·3)

FTND score
FTND >5 (high dependence)
GN-SBQ score
Self-efficacy to quit‡
AUTOS total score

21·4 (8·6)

Data are mean (SD) or n (%). RYO=roll your own (loose tobacco) cigarettes. FTND=FagerstrÖm test of nicotine
dependence. GN-SBQ: Glover-Nilsson smoking behavioural questionnaire. AUTOS=autonomy over smoking scale;
higher scores indicate greater dependence. *All non-Māori ethnicity categories aggregated as non-Māori.25 †Age 16 or
17 years. ‡Self-efficacy to quit=belief in ability to quit this time, measured on scale of 1 to 5, 1=very low, 5=very high.

Table 1: Baseline characteristics of participants
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Nicotine
e-cigarettes
(n=289)

Patches (n=295)

Difference χ² Relative risk
p value
(95% CI)

Risk difference
(95% CI)

1 month

67 (23·2%)

47 (15·9%)

0·03

1·46 (1·04 to 2·04)

7·25 (0·84 to 13·66)

3 months

38 (13·1%)

27 (9·2%)

0·12

1·44 (0·90 to 2·33)

4·00 (–1·10 to 9·10)

6 months (primary outcome)

21 (7·3%)

17 (5·8%)

0·46

1·26 (0·68 to 2·34)

1·51 (–2·49 to 5·51)
0·80 (–4·27 to 5·87)

Continuous abstinence

Sensitivity analyses for 6 months continuous abstinence data
Complete case analysis*

21/241 (8·7%)

17/215 (7·9%)

0·76

1·10 (0·60 to 2·03)

Per-protocol analysis 1†

21/231 (9·1%)

15/207 (7·2%)

0·48

1·25 (0·66 to 2·37)

1·84 (–3·28 to 6·96)

Per-protocol analysis 2‡

20/211 (9·5%)

13/151 (8·6%)

0·78

1·10 (0·57 to 2·14)

0·87 (–5·10 to 6·84)

Per-protocol analysis 3§

12/147 (8·2%)

12/138 (8·7%)

0·87

0·94 (0·44 to 2·02)

–0·54 (–7·00 to 5·92)

Including not biochemically verified¶

30 (10·4%)

21 (7·1%)

0·16

1·46 (0·86 to 2·49)

3·26 (–1·32 to 7·84)

Repeated measures analysis||
Overall treatment effect

··

··

0·05

1·61 (1·00 to 2·57)

··

1 month effect

··

··

0·004

1·87 (1·23 to 2·85)

··

3 months effect

··

··

0·12

1·52 (0·89 to 2·58)

··

6 months effect

··

··

0·21

1·46 (0·81 to 2·62)

··

7 day point prevalence abstinence
1 month

69 (23·9%)

51 (17·3%)

0·05

1·38 (1·00 to 1·91)

6·59 (0·05 to 13·13)

3 months

62 (21·5%)

50 (17·0%)

0·17

1·27 (0·91 to 1·77)

4·50 (–1·88 to 10·88)

6 months

61 (21·1%)

46 (15·6%)

0·09

1·35 (0·96 to 1·91)

5·52 (–0·75 to 11·79)

All analyses are intention to treat unless otherwise specified (assumes participants with missing smoking status were smoking). Data are n (%) or n/N (%) unless otherwise
specified. *Complete case analysis: excludes 128 participants with missing 6 month visits (withdrawn or lost to follow-up; 48 in nicotine e-cigarettes group and 80 in patches
group), and includes 456 participants (241 in nicotine e-cigarettes group and 215 in patches group). †Per-protocol analysis 1: excludes protocol violations: pregnancy, death,
quitters who did not have biochemical verification, undisclosed medication ineligibility, withdrew, and lost to follow-up at 6 months. ‡Per-protocol analysis 2: excludes
protocol violations from per-protocol analysis 1 plus: cross-overs, use of other or combined nicotine replacement therapy products, and use of non-nicotine replacement
therapy (eg, varenicline). §Per-protocol analysis 3: excludes protocol violations from per-protocol analysis 2 plus: participants still using product to which they were
randomised at 6 months. ¶Continuous abstinence including not biochemically verified: eight participants in nicotine e-cigarettes group: one moved, two refused, four did
not attend appointment, one adverse event (birth) did not want to attend; four participants in patches group: one moved, three refused. ||Output for repeated measures
analysis is difference in least squares means, not relative risk.

Table 2: Continuous smoking abstinence and 7 day point prevalence, nicotine e-cigarettes versus patches

e-cigarettes group) conferred 80% power, with twosided p=0·05, to detect an absolute difference of 10% in
quit rates between the nicotine e-cigarettes group and
patches group (1:1 ratio), and a 15% difference between
the nicotine e-cigarettes group and placebo e-cigarettes
group (4:1 ratio), with expected quit rates of 15% in the
placebo e-cigarettes group and 20% in the patches
group (based on meta-analyses of NRT trials).23 We
used SAS (version 9·3) for analyses. The primary
analyses used the intention-to-treat approach (partici
pants with unknown smoking status were assumed to
be smoking). We calculated quit rates, relative risks
(RR), and absolute risks for nicotine e-cigarettes versus
patches, and for nicotine e-cigarettes versus placebo
e-cigarettes. We compared treatment groups using
χ² tests, with multivariate regression adjusting for other
variables as appropriate. The proportions of participants
with significantly reduced smoking consumption of at
least 25% and 50% were calculated using the same
methods. Change from baseline in each of the repeated
AUTOS measures and cigarettes smoked per day (in
non-abstainers) were analysed using mixed models
with a compound symmetry covariance structure

including baseline values. We also did per-protocol
analyses for the primary outcome, in which participants
with major protocol violations (eg, cross-over treat
ments, with
drawals, and loss to follow-up) were
excluded. We assessed consistency of effects for pre
specified subgroups (men vs women, ethnicity [Māori vs
non-Māori]) using tests for heterogeneity. Secondary
analy
ses were done with overall cessation rates
corrected for discordance between reported and verified
cessation. We used Kaplan-Meier curves and the logrank test for analyses of time to relapse. Adverse events
were defined according to international guidelines,
categorised by CB (masked to intervention product) as
related or unrelated to the intervention, and analysed
as serious or non-serious, by treatment group and
association with study treatment, in line with recom
mended best practice.24
This trial is registered with the Australian New Zealand
Clinical Trials Registry, number ACTRN12610000866000.

Role of the funding source
The sponsor of the study had no role in study design,
data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or
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Nicotine e-cigarettes
(n=289)

Placebo e-cigarettes
(n=73)

Difference Fisher’s Relative risk
exact p value
(95% CI)

Risk difference
(95% CI)

1 month*

67 (23·2%)

12 (16·4%)

0·21

1·41 (0·81 to 2·46)

6·74 (–3·06 to 16·54)

3 months*

38 (13·1%)

5 (6·8%)

0·14

1·92 (0·78 to 4·70)

6·30 (–0·68 to 13·28)

6 months (primary outcome)

21 (7·3%)

3 (4·1%)

0·44

1·77 (0·54 to 5·77)

3·16 (–2·29 to 8·61)
3·45 (–3·35 to 10·25)

Continuous abstinence

Sensitivity analyses for 6 months continuous abstinence data
Complete case analysis†

21/241 (8·7%)

3/57 (5·3%)

0·59

1·66 (0·51 to 5·36)

Per-protocol analysis 1‡

21/231 (9·1%)

3/54 (5·6%)

0·59

1·64 (0·51 to 5·29)

3·53 (–3·62 to 10·68)

Per-protocol analysis 2§

20/211 (9·5%)

2/46 (4·3%)

0·36

2·18 (0·53 to 9·00)

5·13 (–1·97 to 12·23)

Per-protocol analysis 3¶

12/147 (8·2%)

1/30 (3·3%)

0·70

2·45 (0·33 to 18·13)

4·83 (–2·97 to 12·63)

Including not biochemically
verified||

30 (10·4%)

4 (5·5%)

0·26

1·89 (0·69 to 5·21)

4·90 (–1·39 to 11·20)

Repeated measures analysis**
Overall treatment effect

··

··

0·13

1·91 (0·83 to 4·37)

··

1 month effect

··

··

0·09

1·80 (0·90 to 3·61)

··

3 months effect

··

··

0·16

2·00 (0·76 to 5·28)

··

6 months effect

··

··

0·23

1·92 (0·65 to 5·66)

··

7 day point prevalence abstinence
1 month*

69 (23·9%)

12 (16·4%)

0·17

1·45 (0·83 to 2·53)

7·44 (–2·38 to 17·26)

3 months*

62 (21·5%)

12 (16·4%)

0·34

1·31 (0·74 to 2·29)

5·01 (–4·72 to 14·74)

6 months*

61 (21·1%)

16 (21·9%)

0·88

0·96 (0·59 to 1·57)

–0·81 (–11·40 to 9·78)

All analyses are intention to treat unless otherwise specified (assumes all participants with missing smoking status were smoking). Data are n (%) or n/N (%)
unless otherwise specified. *Difference from χ2 test. †Complete case analysis: excludes 64 participants with missing 6 month visits (withdrawn or lost to
follow-up; 48 in nicotine e-cigarettes group and 16 in placebo e-cigarettes group) and includes 298 (241 in nicotine e-cigarettes group and 57 in placebo
e-cigarettes group). ‡Per-protocol analysis 1: excludes protocol violations: pregnancy, death, quitters who did not have biochemical verification at 6 months,
undisclosed medication ineligibility, withdrew, and lost to follow-up at 6 months. §Per-protocol analysis 2: excludes protocol violations from per-protocol
analysis 1 plus: cross-overs, use of other or combined nicotine replacement therapy products, and use of non-nicotine replacement therapy (eg, varenicline).
¶Per-protocol analysis 3: excludes protocol violations from per-protocol analysis 2 plus: participants still using product to which they were randomised at
6 months. ||Continuous abstinence including not biochemically verified: eight participants in nicotine e-cigarettes group who reported quitting did not attend
for biochemical verification (one moved, two refused, four did not attend appointment, one adverse event [birth] did not want to attend); one participant in the
placebo e-cigarettes group did not attend appointment. **Output for repeated measures analysis is difference in least squares means (not relative risk).
Table 3: Continuous abstinence and 7 day point prevalence, nicotine e-cigarettes versus placebo e-cigarettes

writing of the report. The corresponding author had full
access to all the data in the study and had final
responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.
Of 1293 people who were assessed, 657 were eligible for
inclusion in the study (figure 1). 289 people were assigned
to nicotine e-cigarettes, 295 to patches, and 73 to placebo
e-cigarettes. Participants’ baseline characteristics were
evenly balanced between treatment groups (table 1).
Overall, loss to follow-up was 22%: 17% (48 of 289) in the
nicotine e-cigarettes group, 27% (80 of 295) in the patches
group, and 22% (16 of 73) in placebo e-cigarettes group.
Verified continuous abstinence at 6 months after quit
day was highest in the nicotine e-cigarettes group (7·3%),
followed by the patches group (5·8%), and placebo
e-cigarettes group (4·1%; tables 2, 3). Achievement of
abstinence was substantially lower than we anticipated,
thus we had insufficient statistical power to conclude
superiority of nicotine e-cigarettes to patches or to
placebo e-cigarettes. 7 day point prevalence abstinence
was closer to our estimate of 20%, and the RR suggested

Probability of continuous abstinence (%)

Results

Nicotine EC
Patches
Placebo EC

100

80

60

40

20

0

0

Number at risk
Nicotine EC 289
Patches 295
Placebo EC 73

50
100
150
Duration between quit date and relapse date (days)
108
68
21

77
51
16

64
43
13

200
5
5
2

Figure 2: Kaplan-Meier analysis of time to relapse
EC=e-cigarettes.
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a difference in favour of nicotine e-cigarettes, but was not
significant at 6 months. Repeated measures analyses at 1
month and overall also showed a benefit of nicotine
e-cigarettes compared with patches (table 2). However,
both the point prevalence and repeated measures analy
ses used self-reported cessation. Subgroup analyses
strati
fied by sex or ethnicity showed no significant
differences in primary outcome (data not shown).
Quit rates were initially high then decreased in all
groups (figure 2). Most participants relapsed within
50 days. Among those who relapsed, median time to
relapse in the nicotine e-cigarettes group was 35 days
(95% CI 15–56), more than twice as long as in the patches
group (14 days, 95% CI 8–18, p<0·0001) or placebo
e-cigarettes group (12 days, 5–34, p=0·09). Mean cigarette
consumption decreased by two cigarettes per day more
in the nicotine e-cigarettes group than the patches group
(p=0·002; table 4). In the nicotine e-cigarettes group,
57% of participants reduced daily cigarettes by at least
half at 6 months—a significantly greater proportion than
in the patches group (41%; p=0·0002) and nonNicotine
e-cigarettes

Patches

Difference
(nicotine e-cigarettes–patches)

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

Overall

11·1

0·4

9·1

0·4

2·0

0·5

p value
<0·0001

1 month

12·9

0·4

10·5

0·4

2·4

0·6

<0·0001

3 months

10·8

0·4

9·1

0·4

1·7

0·6

0·006

6 months

9·7

0·4

7·7

0·4

1·9

0·6

0·002

*For those reporting smoking at least one cigarette in past 7 days.

Table 4: Change from baseline in cigarettes consumed per day during follow-up period, nicotine
e-cigarettes and patches*

Total

Nicotine e-cigarettes

Patches

Placebo e-cigarettes

N

%

N

%

N

%

137

100%

119

100%

36

100%

Event type
Serious*
Any non-serious event

27

19·7%

14

11·8%

5

13·9%

110

80·3%

105

88·2%

31

86·1%

Relation to study treatment
Definitely

0

1

0·8%

0

Probably

1

0·7%

1

0·8%

1

Possibly

5

3·6%

4

3·4%

1

2·8%

131

95·6%

113

95·0%

34

94·4%

Unrelated

2·8%

107 participants in the nicotine e-cigarettes group had a total of 137 events. 96 participants in the patches group had a
total of 119 events. 26 participants in the placebo group had a total of 36 events. Event rate was 0·8 events per person
month in nicotine e-cigarettes group and patches group, and 0·9 in placebo e-cigarettes group. The difference
between the rates in the nicotine e-cigarettes group and patches group were not significant (incidence rate ratio 1·05,
95% CI 0·82–1·34, p=0·7). *Serious adverse event by convention includes: death (n=1, in nicotine e-cigarettes group),
life threatening illness (n=1, in nicotine e-cigarettes group), admission to hospital or prolongation of hospital stay
(12% of all events in nicotine e-cigarettes group, 8% in patches group, and 11% in placebo e-cigarettes group),
persistent or significant disability or incapacity, congenital abnormality, medically important (6% of all events in
nicotine e-cigarettes group, 4% in patches group, and 3% placebo e-cigarettes group). No serious adverse events in
any groups were related to product use.

Table 5: Adverse events by type (serious or non-serious) and relation to study treatment

significantly higher than in the placebo e-cigarettes
group (45%; p=0·08).
Over 6 months, AUTOS scores in the e-cigarettes
groups halved from baseline compared with a decrease
of a third in the patches group (data not shown). The
difference between the nicotine e-cigarettes group and
patches group in total AUTOS score reduction from
baseline to 6 months was significant (1·56, p=0·02), but
the difference between the nicotine e-cigarettes group
and placebo e-cigarettes group was not significant (1·34,
p=0·19). Behavioural dependence, as measured by GNSBQ, was balanced at baseline, with 36% (105 of 289) of
participants in the nicotine e-cigarettes group, 37%
(109 of 295) in the patches group, and 42% (31 of 73) in
the placebo group scoring “strong” or “very strong”
dependence, but we identified no association between
score and outcome (data not shown).
A higher number and proportion of adverse events
occurred in the nicotine e-cigarettes group than in the
patches group (table 5); however, we identified no
evidence of an association with study product, and the
event rate was not significantly different (incidence rate
ratio for nicotine e-cigarettes vs patches 1·05, 95% CI
0·82–1·34, p=0·7).
Adherence to study treatments was significantly higher
in the nicotine e-cigarettes group compared with the
patches group (p<0·0001 at each follow-up assessment)
and with the placebo e-cigarettes group (p<0·0001 at each
follow-up assessment): at 1 month post quit day, 78% (203
of 260) of participants in the nicotine e-cigarettes group
and 82% (51 of 62) of those in the placebo e-cigarettes
group were using the allocated product, compared with
46% (107 of 232) of those allocated to patches. By
3 months, 51% (126 of 245) participants in the nicotine
e-cigarettes group and 53% (31 of 59) of those in the
placebo e-cigarettes group were still using allocated
treatments, compared with only 18% (40 of 224) of those
in the patches group; at 6 months, 29% (71 of 241) of the
nicotine e-cigarettes group and 35% (20 of 57) of the
placebo e-cigarettes group persisted with e-cigarette use,
with only 8% (17 of 215) of those in the patches group still
using patches. Among those in the nicotine e-cigarettes
group verified as abstinent, 38% (eight of 21) still used
e-cigarettes at 6 months; among non-quitters, 29% (63 of
220) still used e-cigarettes (whether nicotine e-cigarettes
or placebo e-cigarettes is unclear). Since average daily use
was low, some partici
pants could have been using
cartridges allocated at randomisation, others might have
purchased cartridges online. Participants using nico
tine e-cigarettes reported having used an average of
1·3 cartridges per day at 1 month, 1·1 per day at 3 months,
and 0·7 per day at 6 months; in the placebo group
participants reported using 1·1 cartridges per day at
1 month, 1·2 per day at 3 months, and 0·7 per day at
6 months. Nicotine patches were used as instructed (an
average of one per day). Few participants used other
cessation products: at 6 months, in both the nicotine
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e-cigarettes group and patches group, two participants
had used bupropion and five had used varenicline in the
past month; in the placebo e-cigarettes group, three
participants reported using varenicline.
Quitline support was accessed by fewer than half of
participants: 40% (115 of 289) in the nicotine e-cigarettes
group, 36% (106 of 295) in the patches group, and 36%
(26 of 73) in the placebo e-cigarettes groups, but a posthoc analysis showed no benefit of use of support on
the primary outcome for participants in the nicotine
e-cigarettes group (p=0·67) or patches group (p=0·16).
There was sustained enthusiasm for e-cigarettes: at
1 month, 88% (230 of 260) of participants in the nicotine
e-cigarettes group, and 92% (57 of 62) in the placebo
e-cigarettes group stated that they would recommend
their allocated product to a friend wanting to quit,
compared with 56% (130 of 232) of those in the patches
group; at 6 months the figures changed little, being 85%
(205 of 241), 88% (50 of 57), and 50% (107 of 215),
respectively. Among participants allocated to e-cigarettes,
40% (96 of 241) liked their tactile, cigarette-like qualities,
sensory familiarity, perceived health benefits, taste,
absence of cigarette odour, and ease of use.

Discussion
13 weeks of nicotine e-cigarette use resulted in increased
smoking abstinence at 6 months compared with use of
patches or placebo e-cigarettes, but these differences were
not statistically significant. Nevertheless, the results were
consistent across a range of analyses, and the 95% CIs do
not exclude an advantage. In post-hoc analyses using a
5% non-inferiority limit for the risk difference (on the
basis of a margin used in our non-inferiority smoking
cessation trial of cytisine26), nicotine e-cigarettes were at
least as effective as patches (the absolute risk difference
for the primary outcome was 1·51 [95% CI –2·49 to 5·51];
–2·49 is within the margin of –5). Therefore, we conclude
that among smokers wanting to quit, nicotine e-cigarettes
might be as effective as patches for achieving cessation at
6 months. We identified no difference in adverse events
with e-cigarettes compared with patches.
The strengths of our study include use of a con
servative primary outcome measure, and rigorous trial
conduct to mitigate risk of bias. We used a pragmatic
design because we believe that an assessment of realworld effectiveness of e-cigarettes is a priority for policy
development, although it could be argued a trial of a
novel intervention should be more explanatory than
pragmatic in design. Our study had several limitations.
First, the effect size and estimates of abstinence on
which the study sample size was calculated were
optimistic; hence, statistical power to detect differences
was reduced. Second, participants assigned to patches
had a higher loss to follow-up and withdrawal rate than
those assigned to e-cigarettes. Some of the participants
might have agreed to take part in the study to try
e-cigarettes, and then lost interest when randomised to

Panel: Research in context
Systematic review
We searched Medline, PsycINFO, CINAHL, Embase, and the Cochrane library using the
terms “e-cig*” OR “elect* cigar*” OR “electronic nicotine”, for reports published between
Jan 1, 2005, and Aug 23, 2013. The strategy identified 186 articles, of which only one was a
randomised, placebo-controlled trial with a cessation endpoint measured at 6 months or
more.9 This previous trial,9 done between 2011 and 2012, recruited 300 adult Italian
smokers unwilling to quit, with 100 randomised to each of three groups: 7·2 mg nicotine
cartridges for 12 weeks, 6 weeks of 7·2 mg cartridges followed by 6 weeks of 5·4 mg
cartridges, and 0 mg nicotine cartridges for 12 weeks. No behavioural support was
provided but nine follow-up visits occurred, with carbon monoxide measures at each. The
primary outcome was not clearly prespecified nor were calculations done to estimate
power. Analysis was by intention to treat. At 12 months, 39% of participants had been lost
to follow-up, a potential source of bias. Of those assessed, 9% had quit (13%, 9%, and 4%
in the two nicotine e-cigarettes groups and placebo e-cigarettes groups, respectively) and
reduction occurred in 10%, 9%, and 12%; none of the comparisons were statistically
significant. The reliability of e-cigarettes was problematic. These results are much the same
as those reported in previous trials of unsupported pharmacotherapy with patches32 and
are similar to our trial findings.
Interpretation
In our study, e-cigarettes, with or without nicotine, were modestly effective at helping
smokers to quit. Nicotine e-cigarettes might be more effective or of similar effectiveness
to patches, but so far studies have not had sufficient statistical power to draw more
definitive conclusions. E-cigarette use was associated with few adverse events, similar to
patches, but longer-term data are needed. Uncertainty exists about the place of
e-cigarettes in tobacco control, and more research is urgently needed to clearly establish
their overall benefits and harms at both individual and population levels.

patches. Those who reported previously trying to quit
with patches or other forms of NRT (about 20% in the
past year in each group) might have disadvantaged
patches (by being more likely to give up on patches
subsequently); however, at 6 months the difference
between the results of the intention-to-treat analysis
and per-protocol analysis was minimal, suggesting this
bias was not a major issue.
Third, the modest abstinence rate for nicotine
e-cigarettes is much the same as quit rates shown in
studies of NRT products used without behavioural
support.27 Addition of more intensive support might have
improved quit rates, but it would also have misrepresented
the typically low support environment in which most
e-cigarette users attempt to quit. The modest abstinence
rates might have been compounded by inadequate nico
tine replacement: as noted, the cartridges contained less
nicotine than labelled, and delivery was inefficient (not
uncommon in other early e-cigarette models15,28). Further
more, users consumed on average just over one cartridge
per day, delivering around only 20% of the nicotine
obtained from cigarette smoking.29 Although trials of the
effects of early e-cigarettes on withdrawal relief showed
that low levels of nicotine delivery attenu
ated with
drawal symptoms,7,8 improved nicotine delivery by newer
models of e-cigarettes provides greater withdrawal relief,
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potentially enhancing cessation effectiveness.8 Trials of
such second generation e-cigarettes are needed.
We included the placebo e-cigarettes group to explore
the role of behavioural replacement by e-cigarettes,
independent of nicotine delivery in cessation.30 How
ever, our study was underpowered to detect the small
effect, and the GN-SBQ instrument, which purports to
measure behavioural dependence but has not been
widely used in this context, might have been inadequate
for this purpose.
A third of the participants allocated to the e-cigarettes
groups reported continued product use at 6 months,
suggesting that they might have become long-term
e-cigarette users. Those who had relapsed to smoking
but continued to use e-cigarettes (so called dual use) at
6 months had reduced cigarette consumption. Research
has shown higher cessation rates in people using NRT
while still smoking;31 if e-cigarettes act in the same way
this would be a positive feature. Further research is
needed to explore this area.
Finally, as far as we are aware, our trial provides for the
first time adverse event information for 657 people
randomly allocated to e-cigarettes or patches. The finding
of no significant differences in occurrence of adverse
events between groups over the duration of a standard
NRT treatment course, and the further 3 months’
monitoring, suggests such short-term e-cigarette use is
of low risk. However, longer-term use requires more
research (panel).
Our study has established benchmarks for performance
of nicotine e-cigarettes relative to NRT and placebo
e-cigarettes with which to design future, more adequately
powered trials. Our findings point to potential for
e-cigarettes in regard to cessation effectiveness beyond
that noted in the present study. Furthermore, because they
have far greater reach1,2 and higher acceptability (as shown
by the present study) among smokers than NRT, and
seem to have no greater risk of adverse effects, e-cigarettes
also have potential for improving population health.
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Nicotine has been shown in a variety of studies to improve cognitive function including learning,
memory and attention. Nicotine both stimulates and desensitizes nicotinic receptors, thus acting both as
an agonist and a net antagonist. The relative roles of these two actions for nicotine-induced cognitive
improvement have not yet been fully determined. We and others have found that acute nicotinic
antagonist treatment can improve learning and attention. Nicotine acts on a variety of nicotinic receptor
subtypes. The relative role and interactions of neuronal nicotinic receptor subtypes for cognition also
needs to be better characterized. Nicotine acts on nicotinic receptors in a wide variety of brain areas. The
role of some of these areas such as the hippocampus has been relatively well studied but other areas like
the thalamus, which has the densest nicotinic receptor concentration are still only partially
characterized. In a series of studies we characterized nicotinic receptor actions, anatomic localization
and circuit interactions, which are critical to nicotine effects on the cognitive functions of learning,
memory and attention. The relative role of increases and decreases in nicotinic receptor activation by
nicotine were determined in regionally speciﬁc studies of the hippocampus, the amygdala, the frontal
cortex and the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus with local infusions of antagonists of nicotinic receptor
subtypes (a7 and a4b2). The understanding of the functional neural bases of cognitive function is
fundamental to the more effective development of nicotinic drugs for treating cognitive dysfunction.
ß 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Neuronal nicotinic receptors play a critical role in memory
function in both humans and experimental animals. Nicotine has
long been known to produce signiﬁcant improvements in
attention, learning and memory function [1]. Nicotinic treatments
have shown promise for providing a novel avenue of treatment for
syndromes of cognitive dysfunction such as Alzheimer’s disease,
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mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and attention deﬁcit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) as well as the cognitive deﬁcits in other
syndromes such as schizophrenia and Parkinson’s disease [2–4]. It
is important to understand the receptor actions by which nicotinic
drugs affect cognitive functions both to improve our basic
understanding of the roles nicotinic receptor actions play in
cognitive function and to improve our development of nicotinic
therapeutic drug treatments to counteract cognitive dysfunction.
Classically, it was thought that only the receptor stimulatory
effects of nicotine and other nicotinic agonists were important
mechanisms for cognitive improvement. However, given that
nicotinic receptors are quite easily desensitized and that nicotinic

0006-2952/$ – see front matter ß 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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agonists are also desensitizing agents [5,6], the relative roles of
nicotinic agonist effects vs. net antagonist effects by desensitization for cognitive improvement are not clear. Desensitization of
nicotinic receptors has been suggested as a useful avenue for drug
development [7,8]. Nicotinic receptor desensitization shares some
attributes to nicotinic receptor blockade with antagonist treatment. Both desensitization and antagonism serve to decrease net
activation of nicotinic receptors. Conformational changes of
nicotinic receptors that decrease its responsivity to be activated
is the central nature of a desensitizing effect; whereas the simple
occupation of the recognition site of the receptor site without
activation is the hallmark of the antagonist effect. The degree to
which nicotinic receptor desensitization outlasts the presence of
the desensitizing drug on the receptor is still under study.
One critical factor is the great diversity of location of nicotinic
receptors throughout the brain. Nicotinic receptors in different
brain regions are likely to play different roles in cognitive function.
We have found with local infusion studies regional heterogeneity
for nicotinic involvement in memory function. The differential role
in cognition played by nicotinic receptors in different brain areas is
important not only for a better basic understanding of the complex
of neural systems involved in nicotinic components of cognitive
function, but also for development of effective clinical therapeutics. When nicotinic drugs are administered systemically they have
effects throughout the brain, on receptors in areas, which improve
cognitive function, as well as those in other areas, which diminish
cognitive function. Regionally selective loss of nicotinic receptors
in neurodegenerative disorders can alter the balance of these
nicotinic drug effects throughout the brain. The effects of systemic
nicotine administration have been shown in our studies to be
altered by local infusion of nicotinic antagonists and selective
lesions as reviewed below.
2. Clinical importance
Human studies have demonstrated positive effects of nicotine on
cognitive function [1,9,10]. The issue concerning whether nicotine
can improve cognitive function in normal nonsmokers who have no
pre-existing attentional impairment has been addressed. Adult
nonsmokers without ADHD symptoms or other symptoms of
cognitive impairment were administered 7 mg/kg/day nicotine
patches and placebo [11]. Nicotine signiﬁcantly reduced the number
of errors of omission on the continuous performance task (CPT). No
change in errors of commission was found so the nicotine induced
improvement in performance was not merely due to an increase in
overall response rate. It was also found that the nicotine patch
signiﬁcantly decreased response time variability. That is, nicotine
increased consistency of response. As reviewed below nicotine
treatment also improves cognitive function in people who are not
smokers but have conditions of cognitive impairment.
Selective effects of nicotine on attentional processes have also
been studied in smokers [12]. Smokers who abstained from smoking
for at least 10 h prior to testing were treated with 21 mg nicotine
transdermal patches for either 3 or 6 h and tested for selective effects
of nicotine on tests of attentional function as well as the Stroop test.
It was shown that the 6 h, but not the 3 h nicotine patch enhanced
the speed of number generation and the speed of processing in both
the control and interference condition of the Stroop test. There were
no effects on attentional switching. The authors suggested that
nicotine mainly improves the intensity features of attention, rather
than the selectivity features [12]. Nicotine-induced attentional
improvement has also been found in MRI imaging studies to be
accompanied by increased activation in the parietal cortex,
thalamus and caudate [13]. Kumari et al. [14] found that nicotine
induced improvements in memory were accompanied by increases
in activity in frontal cortical regions of the brain.

Nicotinic treatments have shown promise for improving
cognitive function in a variety of conditions from Alzheimer’s
disease to mild cognitive impairment, schizophrenia and attention
deﬁcit hyperactivity disorder [1,15–17]. Alzheimer’s disease is
characterized by a substantial decline in nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors [18] and the extent of nicotinic receptor loss in brain
regions important for cognitive function such as the hippocampus
and frontal cortex is related to the degree of cognitive impairment
in Alzheimer’s disease [19,20]. Nicotinic receptor acting drugs are a
promising avenue being developed for treatment of the cognitive
impairment of Alzheimer’s disease [16]. We have found that
nicotine skin patch treatment signiﬁcantly improved attentional
function in people with mild to moderate Alzheimer’s disease [21].
In a recent 6-month double blind, placebo controlled study it was
found that people with mild cognitive impairment showed
signiﬁcant improves in attention and memory with chronic
nicotine skin patch treatment [17]. A clinical trial with EVP6124 a selective a7 partial agonist from Envivo Pharmaceuticals
found a signiﬁcantly improved cognitive function in people with
Alzheimer’s disease [22]. In a 6-month, double blind, placebocontrolled trial over four hundred patients were enrolled and three
doses of EVP-6124 were tested in patients with mild to moderate
Alzheimer’s disease. EVP-6124 at 2 mg/day for 23 weeks signiﬁcantly improved the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment ScaleCognitive subscal13 (ADAS-Cog-13) and the Clinical Dementia
Rating Scale Sum of Boxes (CDR-SB).
Schizophrenia was once considered to be primarily a psychotic
disorder, but it has become apparent that schizophrenia is also a
syndrome of substantial cognitive impairment [23,24]. Cognitive
dysfunction in schizophrenia ranges from impaired sensory gating
to deﬁcits in attentional and other higher order cognitive function.
There is a decrease in nicotinic receptor concentration in the brains
of people with schizophrenia [25]. Deﬁcits in learning, memory
and attention compromise the ability of people with schizophrenia
to function adequately in everyday activities and to successfully
reintegrate into society. Antipsychotic drugs can effectively combat
hallucinations, but often are ineffective in treating cognitive
impairment and can exacerbate the dysfunction [26,27]. Clearly,
better medications to improve cognitive function in schizophrenia
are necessary [28,29]. A variety of approaches for treating these
cognitive impairments has been tried; especially promising are
nicotinic agonists, including selective a7 nicotinic agonists [30,31].
For the efﬁcient development of novel nicotinic treatments for
cognitive impairment it is important to know the critical mechanisms of action for nicotinic involvement in cognitive function for
reversing or improving cognitive dysfunction.
Adults with ADHD were found in our study to show signiﬁcantly
improved attentional performance when administered nicotine skin
patches either acutely [32] or chronically for 4 weeks [33]. Nicotine
also improves behavioral inhibition in adolescents with ADHD [34].
People with ADHD also have shown improved attentional performance with nicotine treatment. The more selective nicotinic a4b2
agonist ABT-418 was found to improve attentional symptoms of in
adults with ADHD [35]. Interestingly, Potter et al. [36] found that low
doses of the nicotinic antagonist signiﬁcantly improved memory in
adults with ADHD. It may be the case that modest blockade of
nicotinic receptors can improve cognitive function. Since nicotine
desensitizes nicotinic receptors and thus has some net antagonistic
actions, might it be that some of nicotine induced cognitive
improvement is due to this desensitization?
3. Experimental preclinical studies
Memory in the radial-arm maze is signiﬁcantly improved by
nicotine in rats [1]. Nicotine was also found to reverse haloperidolinduced memory impairments [37]. To further nicotinic drug
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Fig. 1. Acute nicotine treatment reverses the attentional impairment caused by acute administration of the NMDA glutamate antagonist dizocilpine (MK-801) seen in hit
percent correct (mean  SEM) in visual signal detection task. Data from [43].

development and to provide a better understanding of the basic
neural mechanisms of memory, it is important to determine the
critical neural structures and nicotinic receptor subtypes necessary
for nicotine-induced memory improvement. Our studies have
shown involvement of a4b2 and a7 nicotinic receptors in the
hippocampus as being particularly important for working memory
function. Infusions of nicotinic a4b2 and a7 nicotinic antagonists
cause working memory impairments [38]. Memory has been found
in a variety of studies to have nicotinic acetylcholine receptors as a
critical neural substrate (for review see [1]). We have conducted a
series of studies over the past two decades to determine the
speciﬁc brain areas and receptor subtypes involved in nicotinic
receptor involvement in memory. Acute and chronic systemic
nicotine administration signiﬁcantly improves working memory
function on the radial-arm maze and reverses the amnestic effects
of the NMDA glutamate antagonist dizocilpine. The a4b2 nicotinic
agonist metanicotine (RJR 2403) signiﬁcantly improved working
memory function in rats on the 8-arm radial maze. Interestingly,
this effect was evident both 1 h after perioral administration as
well as 6 h after dosing, long after the compound had been
catabolized indicating a persistent effect of nicotinic stimulation
[39].
Using another test of rodent memory function using the
elevated plus maze Kruk-Slomka et al. [40] also found in mice that
nicotine improves memory function an effect blocked by the
nicotinic antagonist mecamylamine. Interestingly, they found that
low to moderate doses of mecamylamine also signiﬁcantly
attenuated the memory impairment caused by the muscarinic
cholinergic antagonist scopolamine. This supports other ﬁndings
reviewed below that nicotinic antagonist administration can in
some cases improve cognitive function.
Attention is also improved by nicotine in experimental animals
[41–44]. Using an operant visual signal detection task, it has been
demonstrated that a low dose range of nicotine (0.025–0.05 mg/
kg) increased hit and percent correct rejection supporting an
improvement in attention [42,43,45]. In the same procedure the
higher doses of nicotinic antagonist mecamylamine decreased
choice accuracy by reducing both percent hit and percent correct
rejection [46]. Mecamylamine in the upper dose range has been
shown also to impair attentional performance in another wellvalidated rodent model of attention, the ﬁve choice serial reaction

time task [47]. Using the same task, Ruotsalainen et al. reported a
decrement only in reaction time, not accuracy with mecamylamine
in rats. The cognitive impairing effects of mecamylamine suggest
the involvement of the neuronal nicotinic cholinergic system in
normal cognitive functioning [48]. Research into the effects of low
doses of mecamylamine with regard to attentional function
remains to be done. The a4b2 nicotinic agonist ABT-418 has also
been shown to improve accuracy in the attention signal detection
task [49]. Terry et al. found that the nicotinic agonist SIB-1553A
with speciﬁcity for b4 subunit containing nicotinic receptors
signiﬁcantly improves performance of rats on a 5-choice attentional task, but only when accuracy was reduced behaviorally with
a distracting stimulus, or pharmacologically by the NMDAselective glutamate receptor antagonist dizocilpine [50]. Nicotine
has also been shown to reverse attentional impairments in rats
caused by basal forebrain lesions [44,51] or lesions of the
septohippocampal pathways [52]. Interestingly, chronic nicotine
infusion has been shown to signiﬁcantly diminish the impairing
effects of the typical antipsychotic drug haloperidol and atypical
antipsychotic drugs, clozapine and risperidone [53] on attentional
performance in female rats using an operant visual signal detection
task.
Nicotine is effective in reversing the attentional impairment
caused by the NMDA glutamate antagonist dizocilpine [42,43]
(Fig. 1). In a series of studies rats were trained to assess attention in
visual signal detection operant task, memory on the win-shift
radial-arm maze and learning on a repeated acquisition procedure
on the radial-arm maze. The nicotinic receptor desensitizing and
antagonist drugs were administered to determine the effects of
decreasing nicotinic receptor activity on cognitive function. We
found that nicotinic receptor desensitization or outright blockade
can signiﬁcantly improve attention, learning and memory. In rats
trained on the operant visual signal detection test of attentional
function, the a4b2 nicotinic receptor desensitizing agent sazetidine-A signiﬁcantly improved attentional function, reversing
attentional impairment caused by blockade of muscarinic cholinergic with scopolamine and blockade of NMDA glutamate
receptors with dizocilpine (Fig. 2) [54]. Recently, we have found
that administration of the a4b2 nicotinic antagonist DHbE also
signiﬁcantly improves attention in the same operant visual signal
detection test, reversing the impairment caused by dizocilpine.
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Fig. 2. Acute administration of the a4b2 nicotinic desensitizing agent sazetidine-A reverses the attentional impairment caused by acute administration of the NMDA
glutamate antagonist dizocilpine seen with hit percent correct (mean  SEM) in visual signal detection task. Data from [54].

Fig. 3. Acute DHbE (a competitive a4b2 nicotinic receptor antagonist) reverses the attentional impairment caused by acute administration of the NMDA glutamate
antagonist dizocilpine seen with hit percent correct (mean  SEM) in visual signal detection task [55].

Sazetidine-A, a selective a4b2 nicotinic receptor desensitizing
agent, reversed the attentional impairments caused by either
NMDA glutamate blockade with dizocilpine or muscarinic
cholinergic blockade with scopolamine [54]. Sazetidine-A also
has some partial agonist, so it was unclear to what degree the
therapeutic effect derived from its desensitizing effect vs. its
partial agonist effect (but the agonistic effect is very short lasting
while desensitization is prolonged). Most recently, we have found
that the a4b2 nicotinic receptor antagonist DHbE effectively
attenuates dizocilpine-induced attentional impairment (Fig. 3)
[55] showing that an outright antagonist can have a similar
beneﬁcial effect on attention. a7 agonist treatment was also found
in our studies to signiﬁcantly improve attentional function in the
signal detection task [56]. We also found that the a7 antagonist
MLA effectively attenuated attentional impairment (Fig. 4) [55],
suggesting that it might be the net desensitization of a7 nicotinic
receptors that may underlie attentional improvement with a7
ligand administration.
Learning was studied in the repeated acquisition procedure in
the radial-arm maze. A low dose of the non-speciﬁc nicotinic
antagonist mecamylamine was found in our studies to signiﬁcantly

improve learning and memory in the radial-arm maze [57].
Learning was also improved by the a7 nicotinic full agonist ARR17779 in the repeated acquisition task in the radial-arm maze in
which a new problem is presented each session [58]. On this same
task, nicotine did not improve accuracy whereas the mixed
nicotinic agonist/antagonist lobeline did signiﬁcantly improved
accuracy [59]. Perhaps the more speciﬁc a7 effects of ARR-17779
(receptors which are very readily desensitized) and the partial
antagonist effects of lobeline may contribute to their greater
efﬁcacy on the repeated acquisition task.
4. Anatomic studies
With a series of local infusion studies we have begun
characterizing the anatomic circuits by which nicotinic receptors
are involved in cognitive function. We have investigated nicotinic
a7 and a4b2 receptors in working memory as measured in the
radial-arm maze.
Limbic system nicotinic receptors in particular those in the
hippocampus have been shown in our previous studies to play
important roles in working memory. We showed that blockade of
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Fig. 4. Acute MLA (a competitive a7 nicotinic receptor antagonist) reverses the attentional impairment caused by acute administration of the NMDA glutamate antagonist
dizocilpine seen with hit percent correct (mean  SEM) in visual signal detection task [55].

a7 and a4b2 nicotinic receptors in the ventral or dorsal
hippocampus [60–65] with MLA and DHbE caused signiﬁcant

5. Issues to be resolved

working memory impairments in the radial-arm maze. Interestingly, effects of a7 and a4b2 nicotinic blockade were not additive
in the hippocampus. In the basolateral amygdala blockade of a7
and a4b2 nicotinic receptors also caused memory impairments
[66]. In this area a7 and a4b2 antagonists reversed each other’s
impairments indicating that nicotinic receptors in this area have
complex effects on circuitry in the amygdala, which remains to be
fully understood.
The thalamus and habenula have the greatest density of
nicotinic receptors [67]. The epithalamic structure the habenula
has very dense nicotine innervation and relays connections from
the telencephalon to the brainstem. Chronic habenular infusions of
the nicotinic antagonist mecamylamine caused memory deﬁcits
[68]. This was reversed by systemic nicotine administration.
Thalamic nicotinic receptors play a variety of roles in working
memory. The mediodorsal thalamic nucleus has direct connections
with the frontal cortex. Infusion of the a4b2 nicotinic antagonist
DHbE into this area either acutely or chronically signiﬁcantly
improved memory in rats. Acute MLA infusion into the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus did not affect memory by itself, but it did
reverse the improvement caused by DHbE [69]. Chronic systemic
nicotine administration reversed the beneﬁcial effect of DHbE
infusions into the MD.
The cortex, brainstem and other brain regions with nicotinic
receptors that are relevant to memory function have also been
investigated in our studies. The role of frontal cortical nicotinic
receptors in working memory function was studied in relationship
to response to the antipsychotic drug clozapine. Frontal cortical
infusions of the a4b2 nicotinic antagonist DHbE signiﬁcantly
potentiated the memory [70]. This contrasts to the interaction of
DHbE infusions into the hippocampus and systemic clozapine,
where clozapine signiﬁcantly attenuated the memory impairment
caused by blockade of hippocampal a4b2 receptors [65]. Local
infusion of the nicotinic antagonist mecamylamine into the
brainstem dopaminergic nuclei the ventral tegmental area (VTA)
and substantia nigra signiﬁcantly impaired working memory
performance in the radial-arm maze [71]. Nicotinic antagonist
infusions into the superior colliculus (unpublished data) or nucleus
accumbens [72] were not found in our studies to signiﬁcantly
effect working memory performance on the radial-arm maze.

The relative roles of nicotinic stimulation vs. desensitization in
cognitive function are not well understood. Nicotine, is the
prototypic agonist of nicotinic receptors, however, stimulation is
not nicotine’s only action. It also potently desensitizes nicotinic
receptors. Desensitization is an inherent property of nicotinic
receptors. Nicotinic receptor activation is followed by a period of
desensitization during which it cannot be activated by either the
endogenous ligand acetylcholine or exogenous drug ligands like
nicotine and other nicotinic agonists. Therefore, every nicotinic
agonist is also a desensitizing agent. Desensitization is not merely
the cessation of an agonist effect; it has physiological consequences of its own through a more prolonged limitation of the
actions of acetylcholine. The degree to which agonist or
desensitizing effects of nicotinic agonists contribute to their
pharmacodynamic effects is currently poorly understood. Classically, it was thought that the cognitive enhancing effects of
nicotine was due to its receptor stimulation and that receptor
desensitization only diminished the efﬁcacy of nicotine or other
nicotinic agonists.
The centrality of the nicotinic stimulatory effect of nicotine for
its cognitive enhancing effects was reinforced by ﬁndings that coadministration of a nicotinic antagonist would diminish the
improvement caused by the agonist. However, this ignores the
inverted U-shaped dose–effect curves seen with cognitive
enhancing drugs and in particular nicotinic agonists. Apparent
blockade of the nicotinic agonist effect of cognition with the
corresponding antagonist may not be as simple as ﬁrst appears.
The experiments showing reversal of nicotinic agonist effects with
antagonist co-administration are most usually carried our using
the dose of agonist that produces the peak effect. For example,
Thomsen et al. demonstrated a beneﬁcial cognitive effect of the
nicotinic a7 agonist SSR180711 with an inverted U-shaped dose–
effect function reversing the adverse effects of NMDA glutamate
blockade with PCP [73]. In a follow-up experiment, they showed
that the beneﬁcial action of the most effective SSR180711 dose was
reversed with the a7 antagonist MLA. This result could be
explained as discussed in the article that MLA blocked the agonist
effect of SSR180711. However, another explanation is that
SSR180711 may have its beneﬁcial action expressed via desensitization and net antagonist effect on a7 receptors. The additional
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antagonist action provided the MLA may have extended the a7
underactivity past the optimal level down the higher end of the
inverted U-shaped dose-effect curve. Without conducting a
detailed study of the dose effect functions of interactions between
nicotinic agonists and antagonists, one cannot be sure if the
antagonist reverses the agonist effect or extends the net antagonist
effect of desensitization with the addition of a blocker such that the
extent of decreased stimulation exceeds the therapeutic range.
We found that sazetidine-A, a nicotinic a4b2 receptor
desensitizing agent, to signiﬁcantly improve attentional function
in terms of reversing attentional impairments caused by the NMDA
glutamate antagonist dizocilpine (MK-801) and the muscarinic
cholinergic antagonist scopolamine [54,74]. However, sazetidineA also has an agonist effect at one of the conﬁgurations of a4b2
receptors [75], leaving open the possibility that it may have been
this agonist effect rather than the net antagonist effect from
desensitization that was responsible for the attentional improvement.
To examine the effect of only decreasing a4b2 receptors, we
tested the effect of DHbE in reversing dizocilpine-induced
attentional impairment. As shown in the preliminary studies
section DHbE did attenuate the attentional impairment in a way
that resembles the reversal of dizocilpine by the a4b2 desensitizing agent sazetidine-A on the same visual signal detection task
[55]. For comparison the effect of a7 nicotinic receptor blockade
with MLA was assessed. Since a7 nicotinic receptors are easily
desensitized it may be the case that some of the beneﬁcial effects of
a7 nicotinic agonists may derive from the net desensitization of a7
nicotinic receptors
Attention is not the only cognitive function to be improved by
nicotinic antagonist treatment. We have also found that low doses
of the nicotinic antagonist mecamylamine can improve learning
[57] and memory [76]. Others have also found instances of
nicotinic antagonist induced cognitive improvement. Picciotto and
Buccafusco both concluded that net decreases in nicotinic
stimulation could provide clinically beneﬁcial effects including
cognitive improvement [7,8]. In a clinical study low doses of
mecamylamine were also been found to signiﬁcantly improve
memory in adults with ADHD [36].
Differential and interactive roles of a4b2 and a7 nicotinic
receptors with regard to cognitive function need to be more fully
understood. Both nicotinic a4b2 and a7 receptor subtypes have
been found to be involved in cognitive function. Selective agonists
of both receptor subtypes have been shown to improve attention
and memory function. The differential roles of a4b2 and a7
receptors in cognitive has yet to be fully understood. Local infusion
studies have shown that their effects are not additive and in some
cases mutually antagonistic. In the hippocampus both MLA and
DHbE impair working memory but the combined effects are not
additive [63]. In the basolateral amygdala, MLA and DHbE
counteract each other’s effects [66].
Nicotinic receptors in different brain areas play different roles
in cognitive function. Local brain infusion studies have demonstrated the regional heterogeneity of nicotinic receptor involvement in cognitive function. Ventral or dorsal hippocampal
infusions of nicotinic a4b2 and a7 antagonists DHbE and MLA
cause working memory impairments. The speciﬁc brain systems
underlying the nicotine antagonist-induced cognitive improvement are still not well understood. There is evidence pointing to
the importance of mediodorsal thalamic nucleus, which has direct
connections with the frontal cortex. In an earlier set of studies we
found that administration of the a4b2 antagonist DHbE directly
into the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus either acutely or chronically
signiﬁcantly improved working memory function [69]. This
contrasts with acute and chronic DHbE-induced memory impairment with infusion in the ventral hippocampus [62,63].

This regional heterogeneity of nicotinic involvement in cognitive function is likely to play an important role in the effects of
systemically administered nicotinic drugs, particularly in different
neuropathological conditions with differential nicotinic receptor
loss in speciﬁc neuroanatomical areas. This can be seen in
experimental animal models of speciﬁc regional damage altering
systemic nicotine effects. Chronic systemic nicotine infusion causes
improvement in working memory when the regional distribution of
nicotinic receptors is normal [77] and when the cholinergic
projections to the cortex or hippocampus are severed [52]. However,
chronic blockade of a4b2 receptors in the mediodorsal thalamic
nucleus with local infusion of DHbE improves memory, an effect
reversed by chronic systemic nicotine [62]. Chronic infusion of the
a4b2 antagonist DHbE into the ventral hippocampus impairs
working memory, an effect which is reversed by acute systemic (SC)
nicotine injections [62]. However, more global lesions of the
hippocampal target areas of the septohippocampal projection
blocks systemic nicotine induced memory improvement [78].
The relationship between acute and chronic nicotinic actions to
improve cognition are still not clear. A variety of studies have
demonstrated the improvement in cognitive function with acute
doses of nicotine [1]. This has been seen with attention, learning
and memory. It has also been found that chronic infusions of
nicotine via osmotic minipumps and similar methods also
improves cognitive function. The similarities and differences in
mechanisms of effect with the procognitive effects of acute and
chronic nicotine need to be the topic of further investigation.
6. Conclusions
A variety of novel ligands for nicotinic receptors are being
developed for treatment of cognitive impairment such as is seen
with Alzheimer’s disease, attention deﬁcit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD) and the cognitive impairment of schizophrenia. To
facilitate the development of nicotinic therapeutics for cognitive
function it is necessary to have a better knowledge of the role of
receptor activation vs. desensitization and the circuit basis of how
nicotinic receptors interact with related neural systems in the basis
of cognitive function. Further research will build on our previous
research to determine the degree to which nicotine-induced
improvements in memory and attention depend on agonist vs. net
antagonist effects by desensitization and how nicotinic receptor
systems interact with the broader neural circuits underlying these
cognitive functions with studies of the actions of nicotinic
receptors in particular brain areas. This will lay a ﬁrmer foundation
for the clinical development of nicotinic treatments for cognitive
disorders.
Classically, stimulation of nicotinic receptors was considered to
be the key action for nicotine-induced cognitive improvement.
However, given that nicotinic receptors are easily desensitized and
nicotinic agonists are also desensitizing agents, the relative roles of
nicotinic receptor activation vs. desensitization and net antagonist
actions has not been well worked out. The foundation that
nicotinic antagonist effects can improve cognitive function is
supported by studies in our lab and others’. We have found a
particular locale in the dorsomedial thalamic nucleus that appears
to be key for this effect. If we can more fully determine the relative
importance of nicotinic activation vs. deactivation for cognitive
improvement and how that plays out in chronic treatment, we can
aid the optimal development of nicotinic therapeutics. Nicotinic
receptor systems interact with other neural systems in the circuits
underlying cognitive function. In neurodegenerative conditions
such as Alzheimer’s disease where speciﬁc patterns of neuronal
and receptor loss develop, the understanding of therapeutic effects
with anatomically deﬁned receptor blockade can be informative
for therapeutic response. The currently underappreciated that net
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antagonist effects of nicotine (via receptor desensitization) play
important in cognitive improvement and that net decreases in
nicotinic receptor activation could provide therapeutic beneﬁt.
Nicotine and other nicotinic agonists have been found to cause
improvement in cognitive function, including improved attention
and memory. However, since nicotinic receptors are easily
desensitized, it is not clear to what degree this improvement is
due to the agonist effect of these drugs and how much to the
receptor desensitization and net antagonist effects.
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a b s t r a c t
Two analytical procedures are proposed where HILIC and RPLC techniques are coupled with tandem mass
spectrometry detection for rapid determination of trace amounts of nicotine in zero-level liquids for
electronic cigarettes. Samples are prepared on the basis of the approach “dilute & shoot” which makes
this important step quick and not complicated. The chromatographic separation was carried out on a
Zorbax XDB column (RPLC method) and Ascentis Si column (HILIC mode). Within-run precisions (CVs)
measured at three concentration levels were as follows: 0.73%, 0.98% and 1.44% for RPLC method and
1.39%, 1.44% and 0.57% (HILIC mode). Between-run CVs were as follows: 1.94%, 1.02% and 1.22% for RPLC
mode and 1.49%, 1.20% and 1.22% for HILIC mode. The detection limits of RPLC and HILIC modes were
4.08 and 3.90 ng/mL respectively. The proposed procedures are rapid, not complicated, sensitive and are
suitable for fast determination of trace amounts of nicotine in zero-level liquids for electronic cigarettes.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Tobacco leaves are rich with closely related alkaloids like:
nicotine, anabasine, anatabine, nornicotine, nicotyrine, myosmine,
2,3 -dipyridyl and cotinine [1]. The most popular and well known
alkaloid is nicotine due to its potential as one of the most addictive substances. From the pharmaceutical point of view nicotine
plays an important role as the agent responsible for numerous
behavioural and physiological effects [2–5]. There are many ways
to consume the tobacco and receive nicotine. Nicotine products can
be divided into those that produce smoke like cigarettes, pipes or
cigars and to those that do not produce smoke for instance gums
and inhalers [3].
Recently, manufacturers mainly located in China have been producing electronic cigarettes and equipment for them. Such devices
are powered by batteries and produce vapour from liquid containing nicotine and mixture of glycols (mainly polypropylene glycol
as solvent) [6]. The cartridges are ﬁlled with liquids that contain
different amount of nicotine and ﬂavours. Sometimes colourants
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are used to encourage potential customers. The content of speciﬁc
ﬂavours (fruits, mint, branded cigarettes taste) can simulate the real
sensations of cigarette smoking [6,7]. Some cartridges and liquids
may contain nicotine at trace amount level [8].
There are some known analytical procedures for the determination of nicotine and its derivatives in various types of samples. Up
to now UV detection has been frequently applied for the determination of nicotine [9–15]. Information found in recent publications
indicate that the most popular ones are based on the application
of high and ultra performance liquid chromatography (HPLC and
UPLC), coupled with mass spectrometry (MS) and tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS) [4,16–25] due to sensitivity, conﬁdence
and versatility. Gas chromatography coupled with ﬂame ionization
detection [1], MS and MS/MS [24,26–32], time-of-ﬂight MS [33,34],
electron capture detector (ECD) [35], nitrogen chemiluminescence
detection [36] or nitrogen–phosphorous detection (NPD) [37] is
used as well for determination of nicotine concentration. Moreover, developed methods with the use of capillary electrophoresis
coupled with UV detection [38,39], MS [40] and electrochemiluminescence detector [41] have been reported for the determination
of nicotine. Detection by UV is not as sensitive as MS/MS detection
and further analysis and evaluation of nicotine content in zero-level
liquids have to be done.
The aim of the project was to develop a rapid, simple and sensitive methods for the determination and quantiﬁcation of nicotine
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2. Materials and methods

by mixing 75% of propylene glycol, 15% of glycerol and 10% of
ethanol. To such liquid nicotine was added to obtain 50, 150 and
300 g/g of analyte per gram of liquid. Fortiﬁed samples and unfortiﬁed laboratory made samples of liquid were prepared according
to the protocol described in Section 2.4.
To examine the inﬂuence of the sample matrix components
another calibration solutions were prepared in the same range and
in the same way as described in Section 2.3. Furthermore, for every
10 mL of each calibration solution 10 mg of randomly selected real
sample was added. The nicotine content in chosen real sample was
below LOD.

2.1. Chemicals

2.6. MS/MS conditions

Standards of racemic nicotine, acetaminophen (internal
standard for the RPLC mode of separation), pyridoxine hydrochloride (vitamin B6; internal standard for the HILIC mode of
separation) and ammonium formate were purchased from
Sigma–Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). Acetonitrile HPLC gradient (ACN)
and methanol HPLC gradient (MeOH) were purchased from Merck
KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany). Formic acid (FA) and ethanol were
purchased from POCH (Gliwice, Poland). Propylene glycol and
glycerol were purchased from EasyChem (Szamotuły, Poland).
Deionized water (H2 O) was prepared with the use of the HLP5
system from Hydrolab (Wiślina, Poland).

Analyses were done using a Q-Trap 4000 triple quadrupole
mass spectrometer from Applied Biosystems (Foster City, USA)
with electrospray ionization in positive ion mode. For setting the
parameters of MRM mode, the infusion analyses were performed
with solutions containing 100 ng/mL of nicotine, pyridoxine and
acetaminophen. The positive ion mode tandem mass spectra of
nicotine, acetaminophen and pyridoxine and their structures are
presented in Fig. S1 (supplementary material). In order to evaluate optimal parameters for MS/MS ion source for RPLC and HILIC
modes ﬂow injection analyses (FIA) of a standard solution of nicotine (100 ng/mL) were done. Operational parameters of ion source
were optimized in order to obtain the highest intensity for nicotine. Parameters of the MRM mode for the analyte and internal
standards as well as ion source parameters are presented in Table
S1 (supplementary material). All data were collected and processed
using Analyst 1.5.2 Software and ChemStation B.04.02 SP1.
Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2013.02.078.

in zero-level liquids for electronic cigarettes by reversed phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) and by hydrophilic interactions liquid
chromatography (HILIC) coupled with tandem mass spectrometryelectrospray ionization in multiple reaction monitoring (MRM)
mode. Sample preparation is based on the approach “dilute & shoot”
due to simple and stable composition of the matrix. Two proposed
analytical methods allow determining the concentration of nicotine at trace amount in zero-level liquids in less than 4 min per
single analysis run.

2.2. Samples
Forty one liquids from seven different producers marked with
zero-level of nicotine were purchased from stores of popular
distributors of electronic cigarettes on the Polish market. Four producers placed information on the liquids’ bottles that product may
contain nicotine. Two producers did not include any information
about nicotine content. One of the producers gave information
about possible trace levels of nicotine.
2.3. Preparation of standards and calibration solutions
Stock solutions of nicotine, acetaminophen and pyridoxine were
prepared by dissolving the weighted amount of standards in the
following solutions: in a mixture of H2 O and MeOH (75:25) for the
RPLC mode of separation, in a mixture of H2 O and ACN (25:75) for
the HILIC mode of separation. The ﬁnal concentration of nicotine
and acetaminophen was 10 g/mL and pyridoxine was 40 g/mL.
Calibration solutions were made by dilution of stock solutions in
the mobile phase (separately for the RPLC and HILIC) to obtain the
following concentrations: 5, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 400 ng/mL. In
each calibration solution, the IS concentration was 100 ng/mL (RPLC
mode) and 200 ng/mL (HILIC mode). Standards, stock solutions and
calibration solutions were stored in refrigerator at 4 ◦ C. Every two
weeks new stock solutions and calibration solutions were prepared.
2.4. Sample preparation
Approximately 10 mg of each sample was weighted into a 10 mL
ﬂask and 100 L (RPLC mode) or 50 L (HILIC mode) of IS was
added, depending on the used method. Finally, the ﬂask was ﬁlled
up to 10 mL with the mobile phase for the chosen mode of separation.

2.7. HPLC conditions
Separation was carried out with the use of HPLC–MS/MS system with the Agilent 1200 series containing a pump coupled
with photodiode array detector (DAD), degasser, column oven and
autosampler. The RPLC mode was performed on analytical column
Zorbax XDB-C8 (150 mm × 4.6 mm, 5 m with pore size 100 Å). The
column temperature was set to 35 ◦ C. Mobile phase consisted of
H2 O with 0.05% of FA (A) and MeOH with 0.05% of FA (B), while
ﬂow rate was set to 0.7 mL/min. Injection volume was set to 5 L.
Isocratic ﬂow conditions were chosen for this method: 75% of A and
25% of B. Total time of analysis was 4 min. In case of RPLC mode the
acetaminophen was chosen as internal standard.
The HILIC mode was performed on analytical column Ascentis Si from Supelco (150 mm × 2.1 mm, 5 m with pore size 100 Å).
The column temperature was set to 25 ◦ C. Mobile phase consisted
of ACN with 0.01% of FA (A) and H2 O with 10 mM of ammonium
formate (B), while ﬂow rate was set to 0.8 mL/min. Injection volume was set to 5 L. Again, isocratic ﬂow conditions were chosen
for this method: 75% of A and 25% of B. Total time of analysis was
4 min. In case of HILIC mode the pyridoxine was selected as internal
standard.
Chromatograms of mixtures of standard of racemic nicotine and
chosen IS for each mode and examples of chromatograms of real
samples are presented in Fig. 1.
3. Results and discussion

2.5. Preparation of fortiﬁed samples
3.1. Inter-laboratory validation
The main ingredients of liquids for electronic cigarettes are
propylene glycol (>70%), glycerol (>15%) and ethanol (>10%). The
rest of the components are complex alcohols, diols, ﬂavours and
colourants. The liquid for fortiﬁcation with nicotine was prepared

3.1.1. Linearity, LOD, LOQ and matrix inﬂuence
Calibration curves were constructed using the internal standard
method. Seven calibration solutions were made from standard
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Fig. 1. Left panel. Multiple-reaction monitoring chromatograms obtained with column Zorbax XDB-C8 (150 mm × 4.6 mm): (A) mixture of racemic nicotine (100 ng/mL) and IS
(acetaminophen 100 ng/mL), (B) sample of Producer C – taste “Chocolate” (CNicotine = 320.95 ± 2.02 g/g), (C) sample of Producer G – taste “Vanilla” (CNicotine = 88.48 ± 0.95 g/g),
(D) sample of Producer D – taste “Desert Ship (CNicotine = 10.05 ± 0.15 g/g). Right panel. Multiple reaction monitoring obtained with column Ascentis Si (150 × 2.1): (E) mixture
of racemic nicotine (100 ng/mL) and IS (pyridoxine 200 ng/mL), (F) sample of Producer C – taste “Chocolate” (CNicotine = 312.32 ± 1.51 g/g), (G) sample of Producer G – taste
“Vanilla” (CNicotine = 84.19 ± 1.55 g/g), (H) sample of Producer D – taste “Desert Ship” (CNicotine = 9.74 ± 0.16 g/g).

solutions of nicotine as described in Section 2.3. Each calibration solution contained a speciﬁc amount of IS (100 ng/mL of
acetaminophen for RPLC mode and 200 ng/mL of pyridoxine for
HILIC mode). Each solution was analyzed three times. The values
of limits of detection (LODs) were calculated by multiplying the
constant term in the equation of the calibration curve by 3.3 and
dividing by the slope of the calibration curve. The values of the limits of quantitation (LOQs) were calculated by multiplying LODs by 3.
Equations of calibration curves, values of LODs, LOQs, coefﬁcients of

1036

determination (R2 ), standard deviations of slope (Sa ) and standard
deviations of constant term (Sb ) are summarized in Table 1.
The obtained values of LOD are proof that with presented methods it is possible to determine the trace amount of nicotine in
zero-level liquids for electronic cigarettes. In all cases LOD values are lower than the lowest concentration of calibration solution.
High values of coefﬁcient of determination demonstrate an appropriate and acceptable matching of the corresponding points to the
calibration curve equation. The inﬂuence of matrix components to
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Table 1
Data gathered from the equations of calibration curves for two presented methods.
LOD (ng/mL)

LOQ (ng/mL)

Sa

Sb

R2

RPLC mode (Zorbax XDB-C8 150 mm × 4.6 mm)
Nicotine
y = 0.0142243x + 0.1720
y = 0.0141687x + 0.278
Nicotine (matrix inﬂuence)

4.08
4.19

12.24
12.58

0.000096
0.000074

0.018
0.018

0.9991
0.9997

HILIC mode (Ascentis Si 150 mm × 2.1 mm)
y = 0.0006367x + 0.00331
Nicotine
y = 0.0006254x + 0.00365
Nicotine (matrix inﬂuence)

3.90
4.43

11.70
13.30

0.0000041
0.0000068

0.00075
0.00084

0.9992
0.9993

Analyte

Calibration curve equation (5–400 ng/mL)

Table 2
Recovery, standard deviations (SD), coefﬁcients of variation (CV) and variance analysis (ANOVA) taken from HPLC–MS/MS analysis of spiked samples at three levels.
Analyte

Spiking level (ug/g)

RPLC mode (Zorbax XDB-C8 150 mm × 4.6 mm)
50
Nicotine
150
300
HILIC mode (Ascentis Si 150 mm × 2.1 mm)
50
Nicotine
150
300

Mean recovery (g/g) (%) (n = 6)

SD

CV (%)

51.20 (102.4)
148.22 (98.8)
296.08 (98.36)

0.37
1.45
2.92

0.73
0.98
1.94

49.37 (98.7)
151.34 (100.9)
296.45 (98.8)

0.69
2.18
1.68

1.39
1.44
0.57

Analysis of variance (two way) ANOVA
Source of variation
Sample
Columns
Interaction

F value
96,819.26
2.32
9.67

F critical test

˛

p-value
−58

7.09 × 10
0.14
0.00057

3.32
4.17
3.32

0.05

Analysis of variance (two way) ANOVA
Spiking level (g/g)

RPLC variance

HILIC variance

50
150
300

0.055
0.84
7.24

0.19
1.90
1.14

the calibration curve trends is insigniﬁcant and is not observed.
Such ﬁnding is based due to the similarities and the compatibility
of the obtained values of LODs, LOQs and another from the calibration curves obtained without adding the real sample and calibration
curves with real sample content. The composition of samples is
relatively simple and the inﬂuence of alcohols, diols, colourants or
ﬂavour components to the nicotine ions is minimal.
In order to exclude other effects of sample components and
coelution with analyte or IS the randomly selected sample was
prepared according to Section 2.4 (in this case without adding the
IS) and analysis was performed with the usage of DAD detector at
254 nm. Chromatograms of real sample in HILIC and RPLC modes
recorded at 254 nm are presented in Fig. 2.

3.1.2. Trueness, intermediate precision and repeatability of the
developed methods
The developed methods were tested in view of trueness,
intermediate precision and repeatability. Fortiﬁed liquids were
prepared according to the protocol described in Section 2.5. The fortiﬁed samples were prepared according to the protocol described in
Section 2.4. Three levels of concentrations were prepared to obtain
separately 300, 150 and 50 g/g of nicotine in liquid. After sample preparation step the concentration levels were 300, 150 and
50 ng/mL. At the same time unfortiﬁed samples were prepared to
exclude the inﬂuence of ingredients of liquids to the signal coming
from nicotine. Six repeats were made for a given level of fortiﬁed
sample for each of the developed methods. Results are presented
in g/g of liquid and the weight of the sample was included in the
calculations. To compare the obtained mean recoveries an ANOVA
test was conducted. The null hypothesis is that means of recovery

Fig. 2. Chromatograms of real sample recorded at 254 nm: (A) HILIC mode and (B)
RPLC mode.
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Table 3
Concentration of nicotine in zero-level liquids for electronic cigarettes.
Producer

Taste/ﬂavour

Absolute difference in concentration
among methods (g/g)

Detected concentration of nicotine in
zero-level liquids (g/g) ± SD (n = 3)
HILIC mode method

RPLC mode method

A

Menthol
Cherry
Marlboro

–
160.22 ± 1.81
–

–
166.35 ± 1.17
–

–
6.13
–

B

Strawberry
Chocolate
Orange
Camel
Watermelon
Grape

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

C

Chocolate
Coffee
RedBull
L&M
Marlboro
Camel
Strawberry
Cherry
Apple

312.32
125.93
41.30
–
–
–
–
205.42
74.63

± 1.51
± 0.92
± 0.33

D

Desert ship
Cherry
USA mix
Menthol
Fruit mix

9.74
338.46
30.97
5.82
–

±
±
±
±

E

Cuban tobacco
Café latte
English Black tea
Energy drink
Strong mint

F

Tiramisu
Cherry
Coffee

G

Watermelon
Banana
Vanilla
Camel
Marlboro
RedBull
Blackberry
Cherry
Menthol
Fruit mix

± 1.03
± 0.72
0.16
1.96
0.40
0.12

320.95
127.76
39.07
–
–
–
–
207.33
71.76

± 2.02
± 1.14
± 0.35

10.05
332.49
29.32
5.30
–

±
±
±
±

26.94 ± 0.78
14.90 ± 0.20
–
–
–

± 1.24
± 0.54
0.15
1.92
0.52
0.07

0.31
5.97
1.64
0.52
–

28.56 ± 0.16
14.01 ± 0.07

1.62
0.90
–
–
–

18.32 ± 0.37
6.21 ± 0.20
5.55 ± 0.73

1.57
0.06
0.44

–
–
–
19.90 ± 0.35
6.15 ± 0.14
5.11 ± 0.08

318.28
151.33
84.19
23.26
20.37
53.47
22.82
280.75
72.75
34.40

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.97
1.66
1.55
0.33
0.29
0.17
0.13
2.59
0.55
0.19

315.58
148.89
88.48
22.03
22.56
47.15
23.36
283.53
69.06
31.18

resulting from both methods are equal, due to the similarity in SD
and CV. The objective of the test was to accept or reject such hypothesis. The conﬁdence level was 95% and ˛ = 0.05 Data gathered from
trueness test and ANOVA test are presented in Table 2.
Calculated F values are greater than Fcritical and p-values are
smaller than ˛. The obtained results from the ANOVA test indicate a
rejection of the hypothesis that the means are equal. The conclusion
is that the effectiveness of the two presented methods is different for recovery of nicotine. Furthermore Fcalculated (2.32) < Fcritical
(4.17), hence there is no signiﬁcant difference between the two
methods at 0.05 conﬁdence level. The analysis of variance for each
spiking level demonstrated that RPLC method is more suitable than
HILIC method for lower levels of concentration. However, the analysis of variance of HILIC method (more than six times smaller than
for RPLC method) is a proof for adjustment of this method to higher
concentration levels.
Repeatability test was done by the analysis of fortiﬁed sample
at chosen initial concentration 150 g/g of nicotine. The sample
was prepared according to the protocol described in Section 2.4.
All analyses were done by HPLC–MS/MS with six repeats during

1038

8.63
1.83
2.23
–
–
–
–
1.91
2.87

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

1.55
1.16
0.95
0.22
1.04
0.97
0.95
1.58
0.36
0.31

2.70
2.44
4.28
1.23
2.19
6.32
0.54
2.78
3.69
3.22

the next three days. No signiﬁcant difference between recoveries,
SDs and CVs values were observed. Results are presented in Table
S2 (supplementary material)
Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2013.02.078.
The results are satisfactory and it was proved and concluded
that it is possible to analyze liquids for electronic cigarettes in case
of determination of trace amount of nicotine. The recovery values
are at acceptable levels and after sample preparation HPLC–MS/MS
analysis with both or one of the presented methods is possible.
3.1.3. Analysis of real samples
Forty one samples of the zero-level content nicotine liquids
were analyzed with two presented methods in case of determination of trace amount of nicotine. All samples were prepared
according to the presented protocol in Section 2.4. The presented
results are in g/mg not in g/mL. The reason why the results are
shown in this way is due to the difference in the density of analyzed
samples. Each producer has its own recipe for liquids and the content of propylene glycol, glycerol and ethanol differs amongst the
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products. Moreover, some producers do not use glycerol or ethanol
during preparation of liquids.
Results are presented in Table 3 and concentration below LOD
and below the calibration curve range was omitted. Examples of
chromatograms of real samples are presented in the Fig. 1. The distribution of nicotine among the samples of liquids under study for
HILIC and RPLC methods is presented in the Fig. S2 (supplementary
material).
Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2013.02.078.
The results were calculated as follows: concentrations resulting
from the equation of calibration curves (ng/mL) were multiplied
by 10 (sample diluted in 10 mL) and divided by the weight of the
sample. The ﬁnal results are presented in gnicotine /gliquid which
is equal to ngnicotine /mgliquid . Among the samples with detected
nicotine more than 17 samples contain nicotine at a level below
100 g/g. However 8 samples contain nicotine at a higher amount.
4. Conclusions
Current trends allow smokers to use tobacco substitutes containing nicotine in various forms including the latest fashion:
electronic cigarettes. There is a lot of controversy about the use and
safety of electronic cigarettes and some countries (Australia, Hong
Kong, Brazil) prohibit their sale. Other countries such as Poland,
Belgium, and Germany have not introduced so far legal restrictions
on the e-cigarettes. This means that the nicotine content in liquids
for ﬁling e-cigarettes is not controlled. Particularly noteworthy are
liquids that do not contain nicotine and are intended as help in
quitting smoking.
Developed methods may be used independently or simultaneously to verify the concentration of nicotine in the liquids
identiﬁed as zero-level. Presented methods are rapid, reproducible
and do not require complex equipment. Moreover, with the HPLC it
is possible to perform the analysis in a similar time to that of a UPLC.
The LOD and LOQ values obtained for the two methods are at satisfactory level. Selected compounds as internal standards are easy
available, cheap, stable and the probability that they are present
in the liquids for e-cigarettes is very low. Furthermore, the sample
preparation step is fast and simple. Additionally, presented methods may be used as a part of quality control for e-liquids, only the
dilution of the samples should be compatible in such cases.
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a b s t r a c t
A liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometric method was described to detect tobaccospeciﬁc nitrosamines (TSNAs) in replacement liquids of electronic cigarettes. Solid-phase extraction
(SPE) and liquid–liquid extraction (LLE) were compared to each other to select the optimum cleanup method. Under the established condition, the limits of quantiﬁcation of N -nitrosonornicotine
(NNN), 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK), N -nitrosoanabasine (NAB), and N nitrosoanatabine (NAT) were 0.06, 0.07, 0.06, and 0.04 g/L respectively, by using 0.5 mL of replacement
liquids, respectively, and the relative standard deviation was less than 10% at concentrations of 5.0 and
25.0 g/L. The concentrations of TSNAs were measured in concentration ranges of 0.34–60.08 g/L (64.8%
detection frequency) for NNN, 0.22–9.84 g/L (88.6% detection frequency) for NNK, 0.11–11.11 g/L
(54.3% detection frequency) for NNB, and 0.09–62.19 g/L (75.2% detection frequency) for NAT in 105
replacement liquid brands from 11 electronic cigarette companies purchased in the Korean market.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Electronic cigarettes (E-cigarettes) are battery-powered devices
that convert liquid containing nicotine into a vapor that can be
inhaled. The appearance of E-cigarettes was designed to mimic
a conventional cigarette, and the device aerosolizes nicotine, so
that it is readily delivered into the respiratory tract. The device is
also designed to be reﬁlled with replacement liquids which contain propylene glycol (or glycerol), nicotine, and the desired ﬂavor
blend [1]. Chemicals in the liquid phase produce aromas and ﬂavors like banana, menthol, peach, pineapple, strawberry, tobacco,
chocolate, and coffee through heating [1–3]. Until now, analytical
data about what substances are present in E-cigarettes have proven
insufﬁcient, and the safety of E-cigarettes is fairly equivocal.
Tobacco-speciﬁc nitrosamines (TSNAs) are the strong carcinogens identiﬁed in tobacco and tobacco smoke. Especially
N -nitrosonornicotine (NNN) and 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) are carcinogen classiﬁed as a human
carcinogen (Group 1) by International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) [4]. N -Nitrosoanabasine (NAB) is a weak esophageal
carcinogen in rats, while N -nitrosoanatabine (NAT) is not a carcinogen [5].

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 41 850 8811; fax: +82 418508810.
E-mail address: hshin@kongju.ac.kr (H.-S. Shin).

Until now, only two studies have reported about TSNAs in the
cartridge liquid of E-cigarettes [6,7]. US FDA detected very low levels of TSNAs in 5 of 10 cartridges tested [6], otherwise this study
did not give the exact analytical data. The analytical result was
described only as “detected”, in which the limits of quantiﬁcation
(LOQs) of NAB, NAT, NNK and NNN were 21, 21, 75 and 24 g/L,
respectively. Ruyan E-cigarette company published the maximum
level of total TSNAs was 8.2 g/L in four E-cigarette samples [7]. But
the reports had too limited sample numbers to represent levels of
TSNAs in the cartridge liquid of E-cigarettes. Until now, an analytical method and levels of TSNAs in replacement liquid of E-cigarettes
have been not published.
To date, many of the analytical methods for the determination of
TSNAs have been described in relation to tobacco and mainstream
cigarette smoke [8–24]. Among these, gas chromatography (GC)
[8–12], gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) [13–16],
and high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) [17,18] are
generally used for the determination of TSNAs. The most widely
used method for analysis of TSNAs is GC-TEA [8–12]. This technique
is speciﬁc to nitroso-containing compounds and has been successfully used for many years for measuring NNN and NNK in tobacco
smoke. In recent years, liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry
(LC–MS/MS) has been used [19–24] and shown very high sensitivity and reproducibility to TSNAs. Though the LC–MS/MS methods
were successful in detecting the TSNAs in cigarette tobacco and
mainstream cigarette smoke, things were different in the case of

0021-9673/$ – see front matter © 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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replacement liquids of E-cigarette with matrices of propylene glycol. Because analytes dissolve well in glycols, more research is
needed on their extraction from the matrix and their detection.
The present study aimed to develop an LC–MS/MS analytical
method for TSNAs in replacement liquids of E-cigarettes and to
publish the concentration of four TSNAs in 105 replacement liquid
brands from 11 electronic cigarette products purchased in Korean
shops.
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times with 4.0 mL of methylene chloride, pentane, ethyl acetate, or
methyl-t-butyl ether by mechanical shaking for 10 min. The total
organic phase was evaporated in a rotary evaporator under vacuum
and ﬁnally dried in a nitrogen stream. The residue was dissolved
with 100 L of methanol, and the solution was transferred into
a tapered auto vial, with 10 L automatically injected in the LC
system.
2.4. LC–MS/MS

2. Experimental

The samples were purchased in July and August, 2012 from 11
E-cigarette shops in various regions in Korea. These shops imported
directly the liquids from a manufacturer in China. All the samples
were analyzed within two months of purchase after storage in a
refrigerator at 4 ◦ C.

The analytes were separated by using a 50 mm × 2.1 mm Eclipse
Plus C18 column with a 1.8 m pore size (Agilent, USA). A binary
gradient with a ﬂow rate of 0.2 mL/min was used. The mobile phase
compositions tested in this study were as in Table 1.
The MS–MS detection was performed on an Agilent 6460 series
Triple quadruple instrument (Agilent, Palo Alto, CA) and the mass
spectrometer was operated with electrospray ionization in the positive ion mode (ESI+). The capillary voltage was set to 3.2 kV. The
source temperature was 120 ◦ C and the desolvation temperature
was 350 ◦ C. Nitrogen was used as desolvation gas (ﬂow 500 L/h)
and argon was used as collision gas at a pressure of 3 × 10−3 mbar.
Detection was performed in a multiple reaction monitoring mode
(MRM). The fragment voltage and the collision energy were optimized for the different analytes (Table 2).
Mass detection conditions were as follows: ionization mode of
positive ESI; ion spray voltage of 1500 V; ion source temperature of
450 ◦ C; nebulizer gas of nitrogen; curtain gas of nitrogen; collision
gas of nitrogen. Compound-dependent parameters were optimized
by using ﬂow injection analysis and the optimized values were
used: dwell time, 100 ms; DP, 30 V; FP, 200 V; EP, 4 V; CE, 15 eV;
CXP, 13 V; and IQ2, −18 V. For each analyte, three ion transition
pairs were used under multiple reaction mode (MRM). These ion
pairs are 178/148, 178/105 and 178/93 for NNN, 208/178, 208/122
and 208/106 for NNK, 192/162, 192/133 and 192/106 for NAB,
and 190/160, 190/106 and 190/79 for NAT. For internal standards:
182/152 for NNN-d4, 212/126 for NNK-d4, 196/166 for NAB-d4 and
194/164 for NAT-d4.

2.3. Extraction procedures

2.5. Calibration and quantiﬁcation

2.3.1. Solid extraction procedure
Either an E-cigarette liquid sample or a sample spiked in propylene glycol was used for the analysis. Initially, 0.5 mm of a sample
and 50 mL of phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) containing 0.2 g of ascorbic
acid were placed in a 100-mL ﬂask. The analytes and internal standards (each 10 ng) were spiked in triplicate in 0.5 mm of propylene
glycol for the recovery test. The target compounds were extracted
from the liquid samples by using three SPE cartridges (HLB, MCX
and C18). All the cartridges were ﬁrst conditioned with 10 mL of
methanol, and then with ultra-pure water (3× 5 mL). The samples
were then drained into the cartridges for 30–40 min at a rate of
1–2 mL/min. After being loaded, the cartridges were cleaned with
5.0 mL of ultra-pure water and dried in a vacuum for 5 min, and
were then eluted to 20 mL test tubes from the sorbents with 10 mL
of methanol at a ﬂow rate of 1 mL/min. The elution solution was
ﬁnally dried in a nitrogen stream. The residue was dissolved with
100 L of methanol, and the solution was transferred into a tapered
auto vial, with 10 L automatically injected in the LC system.

Calibration curves were established after the extraction according to the extraction procedure after adding 0.05, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0,
20.0 and 40.0 ng of each TSNA and 10.0 ng of internal standards in
0.5 mL propylene glycol. Solid extraction or liquid extraction was
performed according to before described method.

2.1. Materials
NNN, NNK, NAT, NAB, NNN-d4, NNK-d4, NAT-d4 and NAB-d4
were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Analytical grades
of methanol, acetone, methylene chloride, pentane, methyl-t-butyl
ether, ethyl acetate, propylene glycol, KOH, ascorbic acid, dipotassium phosphate, monopotassium phosphate and HCl were also
purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA).Water used in this study
was puriﬁed by a Milli-Q-Reagent-Grade water system (ZD20) and
had a resistivity of over 17 M.
The commercially available SPE cartridge was purchased from
Waters (Milford, MA, USA). The hydrophilic–lipophilic balance
(HLB) cartridge (0.2 g, 6 mL), mixed-mode cation exchange (MCX)
cartridge (0.2 g, 6 mL), and Isolute C18 (0.2 g, 6 mL) were evaluated
to determine TSNAs. The cartridge was initially conditioned according to the instructions of the manufacturer in order to remove
contaminants and to stabilize the solid phase. Conditioning was
carried out with distilled water and methanol.
2.2. Purchase of replacement liquids of electronic cigarettes

2.3.2. Liquid extraction procedure
Either an E-cigarette liquid sample or a sample spiked in propylene glycol was used for the analysis. Initially, 0.5 mm of a sample
and 4.0 mL of phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) containing 0.2 g of ascorbic acid were placed in a 20 mL test tube. The analytes and internal
standards (each 10 ng) were spiked in triplicate in 0.5 mm of propylene glycol for the recovery test. The solution was extracted two
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Optimizing of the mobile phase
In this study, a series of preliminary experiments was performed
by testing different mobile phases in order to achieve good separation and high sensitivity. To achieve the optimum resolution with
the interference peaks and the maximum sensitivity, four different types of mobile phases found in the literatures [19–24], and
the type of mobile phase proposed in this study were evaluated
(Table 1).
For mobile phase A–D, the peaks of NNN and NAB experienced
some interference even after a sample clean-up. The ion ratios of
m/z 148, 105, and 93 from the NNN peak and the ion ratios of m/z
162, 133, and 106 from the NAB peak of E-cigarette liquid sample
did not coincide with those of the standards, respectively. Moreover, their sample preparation methods were about detecting the
TSNAs in cigarette smoke as described in Table 1 and it was difﬁcult
to apply them in the case of replacement liquids of E-cigarette with
matrices of propylene glycol.
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E

0.1% acetic acid

[23]

C

0.002% Formic Acid

Methanol

0.1% acetic acid

[21]

C

[24]

0.1% acetic acid in
water

[20]

B

D

5 mM ammonium
acetate

[19]

A

Solvent A

Ref.

Method

Table 1
The mobile phase compositions tested with TSNAs.

Methanol

10 mM ammonium
formate, pH 4,
water–methanol
(80:20, v/v)

0.1% acetic acid in
methanol

0.1% acetic acid in
methanol

Methanol

Acetonitrile
containing 5 mM
ammonium acetate

Solvent B

50% solvent B for 0 min,
increase to 90% solvent B
for 3 min, hold 90% solvent
B for 1 min, increase to
100% solvent B for 1 min,
hold 100% solvent B for
0.5 min, and decreased to
50% Solvent B for 0.5 min
100% solvent B for 0 min,
decreased to 70% solvent B
for 5 min, hold 70% solvent
B for 5 min, and again
increase to 100% solvent B
for 2 min
0% solvent B for 2.5 min,
increased to 50% solvent B
for 2.5 min, increased to
100% solvent B for 4 min,
hold 100% solvent B for
1 min, and again decrease
to 0% solvent B for 0.5 min

5% solvent B for 0 min,
increased to 90% for 1 min,
and to 100% for 3 min

1.0

5% Solvent B for 1 min,
increase to 50% solvent B
for 1 min, and hold 50%
solvent B for 3 min
–

Eclipse Plus C18
column (2.1 × 50 mm
i.d. × 1.8 m)

Genesis C column
(3.3 × 100 mm
i.d. × 4.0 m)

0.3

0.2

Zorbax Eclipse
XDB-C18 column
(2.1 × 150 mm
i.d. × 3.5 m)

–

Waters Xterra C18 MS
column
(4.6 mm × 50 mm
i.d. × .5 m)
Waters Xterra C18 MS
column (3.0 × 50 mm
i.d. × 3.5 m)

Column

0.2

–

0.2

Flow rate
(mL/min)

Gradient condition

Liquid–liquid extraction
with dichloromethane

Sonication extraction with
ethyl acetate

Extraction with
dichloromethane after
extraction with Cambridge
ﬁlter pad
Extraction with 0.1 M
ammonium acetate after
extraction with Cambridge
ﬁlter pad
Extraction with 0.1 M
ammonium acetate after
extraction with 92 mm lass
ﬁber ﬁlter pad
Extraction with 0.1 M
ammonium acetate after
extraction with Cambridge
ﬁlter pad

Sample preparation

Liquids of
e-cigarettes

Snuff

Cigarette smoke

Cigarette smoke

Cigarette smoke

Cigarette smoke

Matrix
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a

Selected quantiﬁcation ion.

N -nitrosoanatabine



NAT

NAB

NNK

4-(Methylnitrosamino)-1(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone

N -nitrosoanabasine

NNN

N -nitrosonornicotine



Short
name

Full name

N

N

N

N

Structure

O

N

N

N

N

N

N

O

O

N

CH3

O

O

N

13880-05-2

37620-20-5

64091-91-4

80508-23-2

CAS No.

Table 2
Structure, mass, precursor ion, product ions, fragment voltage and collision energies of TSNAs.

C10 H11 N3 O

C10 H13 N3 O

C10 H13 N3 O2

C9 H11 N3 O

Molecular
formula

189.0902

191.1059

207.1008

177.0902

Exact mass
(m/z)

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

Ion mode

190.1 [M+H]

+

192.1 [M+H]

+

208.1 [M+H]+

178.1 [M+H]+

Precursor ion
(m/z)

106.1
160.1a

133.1
162.1a
79.1

122.1a
178.1
106.1

105.0
148.1a
106.1

93.1

Product ions
(m/z)

65

70

85

85

Fragment
voltage (V)

1
23

15
5
11

5
1
23

15
3
19

23

Collision
energy (eV)
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The peaks were separated from interference peaks after the
addition of formic acid to water as the aqueous phase and use of
methanol as the organic phase was found to increase the sensitivity for most compounds as compared to acetonitrile. In particular, it
was observed that the sensitivity was improved to 3 times when the
concentration of formic acid was decreased from 0.1% to 0.002% for
all the TSNAs detected in the ESI+ mode. Therefore, methanol and
water/methanol (95/5) containing 0.002% formic acid were ﬁnally
chosen as the binary components for the mobile phase in this study.
The retention time of NNN, NNN-d4, NNK, NNK-d4, NAT, NAT-d4,
NAB, and NAB-d4 were 5.009, 4.976, 5.728, 5.705, 5.795, 5.763,
5.895, and 5.852, respectively, and the analyzing time was 7 min.

3.2. Optimization of the extraction method
According to the manufacturer, propylene glycol makes up
89–90% of the liquid in the nicotine cartridge that generates the
mist and vapor in E-cigarette smoke [11]. Propylene glycol is a
colorless, nearly odorless, clear, viscous liquid and miscible with
water, acetone, diethyl ether, and chloroform; and the analytes dissolve well in propylene glycols. Therefore, it is not easy to extract
those analytes from replacement liquids of E-cigarettes.
Since the analytes are present at trace levels in replacement liquids, preconcentration is necessary for sample preparation steps. In
spite of improvements in alternative extraction techniques to date,
solid-phase extraction (SPE) and liquid–liquid extraction (LLE) are
still the efﬁcient methods for the routine analysis of semi-volatile
compounds. Two extraction methods were compared to each other
to select the more efﬁcient method for the routine analysis of TSNAs
in replacement liquids of E-cigarettes
For the SPE test, three types of cartridge were selected for evaluating the extraction efﬁciency of the analytes. Methanol was chosen
as a common eluting solvent for evaluating the SPE performance.
Test samples at the concentration of each 100.0 g/L in propylene
glycol were prepared and diluted with 50 mL of milli-Q water after
setting the control pH to 9.0. After the loading of the prepared samples, the recovery was calculated by the percentage of the analytes
recovered in the methanol elution solution. The recoveries of the
test compounds were in the range of 15–19.8% for the HLB cartridge, 13–18.6% for the MCX cartridge and 25–29% (CV = 6.4–12.7%)
for Isolute C18. Unsatisfactory recoveries (<30%) for TSNAs were
observed in three SPE cartridges. Among the SPE cartridge types,
molecular imprinted polymers (MIPs) were not tested in this study.
This technique is speciﬁc to 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)1-butanol (NNAL) in urine [25] and satisfactory recoveries are not
expected for the analytes in propylene glycol.
For the LLE test, the TSNAs were extracted from the prepared
samples with four organic solvents: pentane, methyl-t-butyl ether,
methylene chloride, and ethyl acetate, none of which are miscible
with propylene glycol. The test samples at a concentration of each
25.0 g/L in propylene glycol were mixed with 4 mL of phosphate
buffer, and then extracted with selected solvents. The recovery
was calculated by the percentage of the analytes recovered in the
extraction solvent. Among the solvents tested, methylene chloride
was found to yield the highest recovery above 70% for an extraction
of four analytes.
The optimum extraction pH of the TSNAs with methylene chloride was studied. The extraction was carried out at pH 3.0, 5.0, 7.0,
9.0, 10, 11, and 12. TSNAs showed maximum recoveries and low
background in a range of pH 8–9. TSNAs have a pyridine ring, which
is present in ionic form at pH below 6.0. Optimum pH for extraction
is at a slightly basic condition. Much improved recoveries (75–83%)
for TSNAs were observed by the extraction with methylene chloride at pH 9. Accordingly, it was decided to extract the TSNAs two
times with methylene chloride at pH 9.

3.3. LC–MS/MS optimization
ESI full scan and tandem mass spectra in positive mode were
measured for all analytes. Because the objective of this work was
to detect sensitive TSNAs residues in the samples, the MRM mode
was chosen. When 0.001 mM formic acid in water was used as a
mobile phase for TSNA separation, stable MRM can be obtained.
To carry out analysis in MRM, the precursor ion with higher abundance was chosen to achieve greater sensitivity and the precursor
ion with a higher m/z ratio was chosen to achieve more speciﬁcity. The mass fragmentation of the analytes was summarized
in Table 2. The protonated molecular ion [M+H]+ and the fragment ions of 148, 178, 162, and 160 formed by the loss of a NO
from the precursor ions ([M+H]+ ) of NNN, NNK, NAB and NAT were
characteristic.
3.4. Method validation
The combination of a high extraction yield and the stable and
high sensitive ion formation by ESI–MS/MS permitted the sensitive determination of TSNAs. The lowest limit of detection (LOD)
and the limits of quantiﬁcation (LOQs) were deﬁned as 3.14 and 10
times the standard deviation for replicate determinations (n = 7)
from samples spiked at a concentration of 0.1 g/L for each TSNA
in propylene glycol [26]. Here, LODs of NNN, NNK, NAB, and NAT
were 0.02, 0.02, 0.02, and 0.01 g/L, respectively, and LOQs of NNN,
NNK, NAB, and NAT were 0.06, 0.07, 0.06, and 0.04 g/L.
Using the least-squares ﬁt technique, an examination of the
typical standard curve was performed by computing a regression line of peak area ratio for TSNAs on the concentration.
This analysis demonstrated a linear relationship with correlation coefﬁcients being greater than 0.9994. Linear equations were
y = 0.0108x − 0.003 for NNN, y = 0.0086x − 0.0012 for NNK and
y = 0.0211x + 0.0005 for NAB, and y = 0.3568x + 0.0641 for NAT in a
concentration range of 0.1–80.0 g/L.
In the absence of reference materials, accuracy can be assessed
by determining recovery in spiked samples. Intra-day accuracy
was evaluated for ﬁve spiked samples at concentrations of 5.0 and
25.0 g/L for TSNAs, and inter-day accuracy was determined by
their recoveries on three different days. The accuracy was in a
range of 89–109% and the precision of the assay was less than 10%
(Table 3).
3.5. Sample analysis
Generally, replacement liquids of E-cigarettes are made of the
mixture of various ﬂavors in propylene glycol; therefore, they have
complicated matrix properties. When this developed method was
applied to replacement liquids of E-cigarettes, no interfering peak
was observed in the chromatograms near the retention times of
the analytes due to the discriminatory nature of extraction. Fig. 1
shows the LC–MS chromatogram of the spiked standard in propylene glycol and real samples.
We analyzed the levels of TSNAs in 105 replacement liquids
of E-cigarettes produced by 11 companies using this developed
method (Fig. 2). The concentrations of TSNAs were measured in a
concentration range of 0.34–60.8 g/L for NNN, 0.22–9.84 g/L for
NNK, 0.11–11.11 g/L for NAB, and 0.09–62.19 g/L for NAT. The
mean concentration and standard deviation of total TSNAs were
calculated as 12.99 ± 18.23 g/L (Table 4). Observed NNN levels
were high as compared to the TSNA. The reason is suggested that
NNN may be produced from nitrosation of nornicotine converted
from nicotine in liquids [27]. The manufacturing, maturation, and
storage of liquids of E-cigarettes could be responsible for their
occurrence.
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Table 3
Intra and inter-day laboratory precision and accuracy results for the analysis of TSNAs in propylene glycol (n = 5).
Compound

NNN
NNK
NAT
NAB

Spiked conc. (g/L)

5
25
5
25
5
25
5
25

Intra-day measured value

Inter-day measured value

Mean ± SD (ng/L)

Accuracy (%)

4.5 ± 0.4
26.8 ± 0.5
5.1 ± 0.3
26.4 ± 0.7
4.7 ± 0.2
26.9 ± 0.8
4.6 ± 0.1
27.1 ± 0.5

89.6
107.1
102.0
105.7
94.3
107.5
92.4
108.6

Precision (%)
9.7
2.0
5.5
2.5
4.6
3.1
3.2
1.7

Mean ± SD (g/L)
5.2
25.4
5.3
26.5
5.2
26.0
5.4
27.1

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.4
1.2
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.9
0.5
0.8

Accuracy (%)

Precision (%)

103.9
101.6
106.2
106.0
103.9
103.9
107.4
108.4

8.1
4.5
5.0
1.0
9.4
3.3
9.2
2.8

NNN
m/z 178.1 > 148.1

NNN-d4
m/z 182.1 > 152.1

NAT
m/z 190.1 > 160.1

NAT-d4
m/z 194.5 > 164.3

NAB
m/z 192.1 > 162.1

NAB-d4
m/z 196.1 > 166.1

NNK
m/z 208.1 > 122.1

NNK-d4
m/z 212.1 > 126.1

Fig. 1. LC–MS/MS chromatogram from propylene glycol spiked in the concentration for each TSNA 10 g/L (A), and real sample quantiﬁed in concentration of 1.51 g/L
(NNN), 2.50 g/L (NAT), 2.57 g/L (NAB) and 6.35 g/L (NNK) (B).
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Fig. 2. The levels of TSNAs in 105 replacement liquids of E-cigarettes produced by 11 companies using this developed method.

Table 4
Analytical results of TSNAs in replacement liquids of E-cigarettes (n = 105).
Aanlyte

NNN
NNK
NAT
NAB
TSNAs

Sample Nr.

105
105
105
105
105

Analytical results (g/L)

Frequency
detected (%)

Mean ± SD
4.06 ± 9.34
1.71 ± 1.69
6.36 ± 12.52
0.90 ± 1.72
12.99 ± 18.23

64.8
88.6
75.2
54.3
93.3

Maximum
60.08
9.84
62.19
11.11
86.92

Minimum
0.34
0.22
0.09
0.11
0.33

4. Conclusion
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further study is needed. We will further study on the determination
of the hazardous compounds in gas phase of E-cigarettes.
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a b s t r a c t
Background: Electronic cigarettes, or e-cigarettes, are battery operated devices that deliver nicotine via
inhaled vapor. There is considerable controversy about the disease risk and toxicity of e-cigarettes and
empirical evidence on short- and long-term health effects is minimal. Limited data on e-cigarette use
and correlates exist, and to our knowledge, no prevalence rates among U.S. college students have been
reported. This study aimed to estimate the prevalence of e-cigarette use and identify correlates of use
among a large, multi-institution, random sample of college students.
Methods: 4444 students from 8 colleges in North Carolina completed a Web-based survey in fall 2009.
Results: Ever use of e-cigarettes was reported by 4.9% of students, with 1.5% reporting past month use.
Correlates of ever use included male gender, Hispanic or “Other race” (compared to non-Hispanic Whites),
Greek afﬁliation, conventional cigarette smoking and e-cigarette harm perceptions. Although e-cigarette
use was more common among conventional cigarette smokers, 12% of ever e-cigarette users had never
smoked a conventional cigarette. Among current cigarette smokers, e-cigarette use was negatively associated with lack of knowledge about e-cigarette harm, but was not associated with intentions to quit.
Conclusions: Although e-cigarette use was more common among conventional cigarette smokers, it was
not exclusive to them. E-cigarette use was not associated with intentions to quit smoking among a subsample of conventional cigarette smokers. Unlike older, more established cigarette smokers, e-cigarette
use by college students does not appear to be motivated by the desire to quit cigarette smoking.
© 2013 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Electronic cigarettes, or e-cigarettes, are electronic nicotine
delivery devices that were developed to closely approximate the
sensory experience of smoking conventional cigarettes. While
designs differ slightly between manufacturers, most e-cigarettes
consist of the same basic components: a battery, an airﬂow sensor, a
vaporizer, and a nicotine cartridge, all contained within a cigarettelike tube (American Legacy Foundation, 2012). These novel tobacco
products appear to be growing in popularity, as evidenced by substantial increases in electronic search queries (Ayers et al., 2011)

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Social Sciences and Health Policy, Division of Public Health Sciences, Wake Forest School of Medicine, Medical Center
Boulevard, Winston-Salem, NC 27157, United States. Tel.: +1 336 713 5282;
fax: +1 336 716 7554.
E-mail address: ESutﬁn@wakehealth.edu (E.L. Sutﬁn).

and increasing product awareness (Regan et al., 2011). Additionally, in spring 2012, Lorillard purchased Blu Ecigs, marking the ﬁrst
entry of a major tobacco company into the electronic cigarette market. Later in 2012, the Winston-Salem Journal reported that R.J.
Reynolds is testing their own electronic cigarette known as Vuse
(July 29, 2012). It appears that as cigarette smoking has continued
to decline (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, CDC, 2011),
major tobacco companies are diversifying through the introduction
of electronic cigarettes, among other novel products.
At present, there is considerable controversy about the health
effects of e-cigarettes, especially in comparison to conventional
cigarettes. However, research assessing health effects is limited,
with no research on the long-term health effects of e-cigarette use,
in part because it is a relatively recent phenomenon. Research on
the short-term effects of smoking an e-cigarette (up to one day
of use) suggests that smoking an e-cigarette does not expose the
smoker to detectable levels of respiratory carbon monoxide (Bullen
et al., 2010; Eissenberg, 2010; Vansickel et al., 2010). In a recent

0376-8716/$ – see front matter © 2013 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2013.05.001
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study, Vardavas et al. (2012) found that following a 5 min period
of e-cigarette use, participants had increased, albeit small, lung
ﬂow resistance. Longer periods of use could be associated with
greater deﬁciencies, but more research is needed. While current
evidence, albeit limited, suggests electronic cigarettes pose fewer
health risks than conventional cigarettes for the individual user,
population-level effects must also be considered.
From a public health perspective, the extent to which ecigarettes may serve as a starter product for nonusers of tobacco
is a concern (Cobb and Abrams, 2011; Yamin et al., 2010; Foulds
et al., 2011). To hinder marketing to children, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) recently banned characterizing ﬂavors (i.e., a distinguishable taste or aroma other than tobacco or
menthol) in cigarettes (Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco
Control Act, 2009). While the FDA is responsible for regulating
e-cigarettes under the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco
Control Act of 2009 (Deyton and Woodcock, 2011), rules for ecigarettes are not yet in place. Thus, not surprisingly, e-cigarettes
are sold in a variety of candy and fruit ﬂavors, including strawberry,
mint and chocolate (Wollscheid and Kremzner, 2009). Such ﬂavors, combined with marketing campaigns that extol e-cigarettes
as being “green” and “healthy” and a lack of tobacco taxation
(O’Connor, 2012), may particularly appeal to adolescents and
young adults; however, few studies have assessed prevalence
of e-cigarette use and factors associated with use among young
adults.
To date, two large, nationally representative studies have
assessed e-cigarette use among adults, including young adults
(Pearson et al., 2012; Regan et al., 2011). In both of these samples,
prevalence of ever using electronic cigarettes was highest among
young adults and age was inversely associated with use (Pearson
et al., 2012; Regan et al., 2011). In a third study, Choi and Forster
(2013) assessed awareness, use, harm perceptions and beliefs about
use as a cessation aid among a cohort of young adults in the Midwest. They found that 7% had ever used an e-cigarette and use was
associated with younger age (20–24 vs. 25–28), male gender, conventional cigarette smoking, agreement that e-cigarettes can help
people quit, and agreement that e-cigarettes are less harmful than
conventional cigarettes. However, to date, no studies have assessed
use among college students.
College students, in particular, are an important population to
examine. Young adults are the tobacco industry’s youngest legal
targets, and marketing strategies targeting college students are
widespread (Rigotti et al., 2004). Additionally, substance use is high
in this population (Arnett, 2005), with concomitant risk to develop
harmful alcohol and other drug use and substance use disorders (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration,
2009). In terms of tobacco use, young adulthood is a critical period
for smoking, often marked by escalation (Orlando et al., 2004) or
late-initiation (Chassin et al., 2000). From an epidemiological standpoint it is noteworthy that college students are often drawn to
novel products and have historically been at the forefront of societal
changes in substance use that later materialize within the general population (Johnston et al., 2008). Therefore, college students
may be drawn to e-cigarettes due, at least in part, to their novelty.
Sensation seeking is a personality trait resulting in the need for
stimulation, novel experiences and risk taking (Stephenson et al.,
2003; Zuckerman, 1994; Zuckerman and Neeb, 1979). Research has
shown that sensation seeking is related to conventional cigarette
smoking (Zuckerman et al., 1990); however, its association with
e-cigarettes has not been studied.
Little is known about the correlates of e-cigarette use among
young adults. In two of the three studies to date that included
young adults, few variables other than demographics and tobacco
use were included (Pearson et al., 2012; Regan et al., 2011; Choi and
Forster, 2013). Research on tobacco use among college students has
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shown associations with several contextual and behavioral factors.
For example, afﬁliation with Greek organizations is associated with
tobacco use among college students, particularly social smoking
(Sutﬁn et al., 2009, 2012; Morrell et al., 2005). Additionally, type
of institution is related to cigarette smoking. Although daily smoking is more common on public versus private campuses, nondaily
smoking is equally likely at public and private campuses (Sutﬁn
et al., 2009). Residence location also appears to be associated with
cigarette smoking. Students who report smoking only a few puffs
in the past month are more likely to live on-campus than heavy,
moderate or social smokers (Sutﬁn et al., 2009). Finally, a large
body of research has documented the association of tobacco use
and other substance use, including alcohol and illicit drugs (Ridner
et al., 2005; Morrell et al., 2005; Harrison et al., 2008). For example,
data from the 2001 College Alcohol Study (N = 10,924 students; 120
colleges) show that over 98% of current smokers also drink alcohol
(Weitzman and Chen, 2005).
This study aims to (1) estimate the prevalence of e-cigarette use
among college students in North Carolina (NC); (2) identify correlates of e-cigarette use among a large, multi-institution, random
sample of college students in NC; and (3) assess correlates of ecigarette use among current smokers, including associations with
cigarette smoking quit intentions, sensation seeking, and other substance use. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study to report on
e-cigarette use based on a random sample of U.S. college students.
2. Methods
2.1. Sample
In fall of 2009, a stratiﬁed random sample of undergraduate students attending
eight universities in North Carolina were invited to complete a web-based survey as
part of a randomized group trial of an intervention to reduce high-risk drinking
behaviors and their consequences, the Study to Prevent Alcohol-Related Consequences (SPARC). Participating schools included both public and private universities
(seven public and one private), ranging from 5000 to over 40,000 students. Students
from each campus were selected randomly within class year strata from undergraduate enrollment lists provided by each school. The number of students selected to
participate was based both on power considerations for the overall SPARC trial, and
the expectation from previous studies and previous waves of the survey that approximately 30–35% of the students would complete the survey within the allotted time
period (Reed et al., 2007). The web-based College Drinking Survey, from which data
in the present report were taken, focused on alcohol use and measured demographics, alcohol consumption behaviors, and consequences of alcohol use. The survey
also assessed other health-risk behaviors, including use of tobacco, marijuana, and
other drugs. Shortly after the target number from the eight schools was met, the
website was closed. The survey was taken by 4857 students with a response rate of
41.3%. Of these, 4444 students answered the e-cigarette question (91.5%) and form
the analysis set for this study.
2.2. Procedures
All randomly selected students were sent an email inviting them to participate
in a web-based survey. The message included a link to a secured website where
the survey could be completed. The email notiﬁcation protocol, including multiple,
frequent reminders for the web-based survey, was based on the approach used by
Dillman (2000). Students were sent up to four emails over approximately four weeks.
All who completed the survey were sent emails awarding them $15.00 in PayPal
dollars. Additionally, from the list of completions one student at each school was
randomly selected to receive $100. The study protocol was approved by the Wake
Forest School of Medicine Institutional Review Board.
2.3. Measures
2.3.1. Demographic characteristics. Demographics included gender, age, race, residence location (on/off-campus), and mother’s and father’s educational level (some
college education or less vs. college degree or higher). Participants were also asked
about membership in Greek organizations (fraternities or sororities), as a member
or a pledge.
2.3.2. Electronic cigarette use. Participants were asked: Have you ever used an ecigarette or an electronic cigarette. Response options included No; Yes, more than
a year ago but not in the past year; Yes, in the past year but more than a month
ago; Yes, in the past month. Ever e-cigarette users were characterized as those who
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Table 1
Sample characteristics of the 2009 CDS sample overall and by ever e-cigarette use.
Characteristic
N (%) or Mean ± SD

Overall
N = 4444

Ever E-cigarette users
N = 216 (4.9%)

Never E-cigarette users
N = 4228 (95.1%)

Age (yrs.)
Gender**
Female
Male

20.5 ± 2.9

20.7 ± 2.9

20.5 ± 2.9

2800 (63)
1622 (37)

98 (45)
115 (53)

2702 (64)
1507 (36)

Year in school
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior/5th yr.

1179 (27)
1039 (23)
1139 (26)
1062 (24)

47 (22)
58 (27)
59 (27)
51 (24)

1132 (27)
981 (23)
1080 (26)
1011 (24)

Race & ethnicity
Asian/Paciﬁc Islander
Black
Hispanic
White
Other

126 (3)
366 (8)
149 (3)
3515 (79)
197 (4)

5 (2)
11 (5)
11 (5)
169 (78)
14 (6)

121 (3)
355 (8)
138 (3)
3346 (79)
183 (4)

Mother’s education
College degree or higher
Some college or less

2160 (49)
1872 (42)

104 (48)
87 (40)

2056 (49)
1785 (42)

Father’s education
College degree or higher
Some college or less

1801 (41)
2156 (49)

83 (38)
105 (49)

2051 (49)
1718 (41)

Greek status*
Member/Pledge
Non-Greek

639 (14)
3550 (80)

45 (21)
157 (73)

594 (14)
3393 (80)

Residence location*
On-campus
Off-campus

2239 (50)
1834 (41)

89 (41)
105 (49)

2150 (51)
1729 (41)

Sensation seeking**

3.4 ± 0.8

3.7 ± 0.8

3.4 ± 0.7

Smoker status**
Never
Former/experimenter
Current nondaily
Current daily

2253 (51)
882 (20)
663 (15)
204 (5)

26 (12)
65 (30)
72 (33)
20 (9)

2227 (53)
817 (19)
591 (14)
184 (4)

Lifetime hookah use**
Current binge drinking**
Current marijuana use**
Lifetime other illegal drug use**

1596 (36)
1893 (43)
1033 (23)
601 (14)

118 (55)
145 (67)
92 (43)
58 (27)

1478 (35)
1748 (41)
941 (22)
543 (13)

E-cigarette harm perception**
As harmful
Less harmful
More harmful
Do not know

697 (17)
1042 (23)
107 (2)
2226 (50)

37 (17)
97 (45)
7 (3)
50 (23)

660 (16)
945 (22)
100 (2)
2176 (51)

Type of institution
Private
Public

618 (14)
3471 (78)

31 (14)
164 (76)

587 (14)
3307 (78)

*
**

p < 0.01 from mixed-effects logistic regression for ever e-cigarette users vs. never with row characteristic as only covariate in model.
p < 0.001 from mixed-effects logistic regression for ever e-cigarette users vs. never with row characteristic as only covariate in model.

responded yes. Current e-cigarette users were a subset of ever users who reported
smoking an e-cigarette in the past month.
2.3.3. Harm perceptions. The harm perception item was adapted from Smith et al.
(2007). Participants were asked: Compared with a regular cigarette, how harmful do
you think e-cigarettes are? Response options were: less harmful, as harmful, more
harmful, and do not know (Smith et al., 2007).
2.3.4. Cigarette smoking. Using standard items from the Youth Risk Behavior
Surveillance System (CDC, 2006), age of smoking initiation (used to gauge if students had ever smoked a whole cigarette) and the number of days smoked in the
past month were assessed. Responses to age of initiation were: I have never smoked a
whole cigarette, age 8 or younger, each individual age between 9 and 21, and 22 or older.
Responses to the number of days smoked were: 0 days, 1–2 days, 3–5 days, 6–9 days,
10–19 days, 20–29 days, and all 30 days. Using these two items, four categories were
created to represent cigarette smoking behavior: never smoker (never smoked a
whole cigarette), former smoker or experimenter (smoked a whole cigarette in lifetime, but not in the past 30 days), current nondaily (smoked on between 1 and 29
of the past 30 days), and current daily smoker (smoked on all of the past 30 days).

2.3.5. Intentions to quit. Intentions to quit smoking were measured with one item.
Participants were asked: Are you seriously thinking of quitting smoking? Responses
were coded dichotomously (yes/no).
2.3.6. Health-risk behaviors. Students were asked about lifetime hookah tobacco
smoking (yes/no); past month marijuana use (yes/no); past month binge drinking, deﬁned as four or more drinks in a row for females and ﬁve or more
drinks in a row for males (yes/no); and lifetime illegal drug use, including any
form of cocaine, methamphetamines, hallucinogens, ﬂunitrazepam (Rohypnol),
3–4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (Ecstasy), or prescription drugs without a
prescription (yes/no).
2.3.7. Sensation seeking. Sensation seeking was measured using the Brief Sensation
Seeking Scale (Hoyle et al., 2002). Using a ﬁve-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree
to 5 = strongly agree), the eight-item scale measures agreement with statements
such as: I would like to explore new places and prefer friends who are exciting and
unpredictable. Total sensation seeking scores were calculated from the average of
all items for individuals who answered a minimum of ﬁve questions on the scale.
Cronbach’s alpha for the Brief Sensation Seeking Scale was 0.77 in this sample.
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Table 2
Multivariable mixed-effects logistic regression of ever e-cigarette use after multiple imputationa .
Covariate

AOR

95% CI for AOR

p-Value

Age (yrs)
Male vs. female
Race & ethnicity
White (reference)
Asian/Paciﬁc Islander
Black
Hispanic
Other Race

0.98
1.54

(0.92, 1.04)
(1.14, 2.08)

–
1.24
1.54
2.02
2.06

–
(0.48, 3.21)
(0.50, 2.98)
(1.03, 3.98)
(1.12, 3.77)

0.521
0.005
0.044 (df = 4)
–
0.664
0.200
0.042
0.020

Greek vs. non-Greek
Off-campus vs. on-campus residence
Sensation seeking

1.64
1.24
1.19

(1.12, 2.39)
(0.88, 1.73)
(0.93, 1.51)

0.011
0.215
0.162

Smoker status
Never smoked (reference)
Former/experimenter smoker
Current nondaily smoker
Current daily smoker

–
5.66
6.55
5.61

–
(3.37, 9.51)
(3.81, 11.2)
(2.70, 11.6)

<0.001 (df = 3)
–
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Lifetime hookah use: Yes vs. no
Current binge drinking: Yes vs. no
Current marijuana use: Yes vs. no
Lifetime other illegal drug use: Yes vs. no

1.13
1.38
0.94
0.83

(0.79, 1.61)
(0.96, 1.97)
(0.64, 1.37)
(0.56, 1.23)

0.515
0.079
0.746
0.352

E-cigarette harm perception
As harmful as cigarette (reference)
Less harm than cigarette
More harmful than cigarette
Do not know

–
1.40
1.29
0.44

–
(0.92, 2.13)
(0.55, 3.02)
(0.29, 0.69)

<0.001 (df = 3)
–
0.115
0.561
<0.001

AOR is adjusted odds ratio; all covariates entered simultaneously in single multivariable model.
a
Results after multiple imputation with 20 imputations each with N = 4444.
Table 3
Bivariate analysis of ever e-cigarette use among current smokers only (N = 772; 82 e-cigarette users [10.6%]).
Covariate

ORa

95% CI for OR

p-Value

Age (years)
Male vs. female
Year in school
Freshman (reference)
Sophomore
Junior
Senior/5th yr.

0.93
1.95

(0.85, 1.02)
(1.22, 3.12)

–
1.46
1.30
0.68

–
(0.77, 2.78)
(0.69, 2.45)
(0.32, 1.43)

0.132
0.005
0.155 (df = 3)
–
0.250
0.425
0.305

Race & ethnicity
White (reference)
Asian/Paciﬁc Islander
Black
Hispanic
Other

–
2.16
0.41
1.08
1.88

–
(0.45, 10.4)
(0.05, 3.11)
(0.24, 4.80)
(0.69, 5.10)

0.524 (df = 4)
–
0.336
0.389
0.920
0.216

Mother’s education
Some college or less (reference)
College degree or higher

–
1.41

–
(0.88, 2.26)

–
0.147

Father’s education
Some college or less (reference)
College degree or higher

–
1.05

–
(0.66, 1.66)

–
0.850

Greek vs. non-Greek
Off-campus vs. on-campus residence
Sensation seeking
Lifetime hookah use: Yes vs. no
Current binge drinking: Yes vs. no
Current marijuana use: Yes vs. no
Lifetime other illegal drug use: Yes vs. no

1.22
0.93
1.75
1.48
1.85
1.60
1.74

(0.67, 2.22)
(0.59, 1.47)
(1.24, 2.48)
(0.85, 2.60)
(1.01, 3.36)
(0.98, 2.61)
(1.10, 2.76)

0.514
0.750
0.002
0.166
0.045
0.060
0.019

E-cigarette harm perception
As harmful as cigarette (reference)
Less harm than cigarette
More harmful than cigarette
Do not know

–
1.30
3.67
0.23

–
(0.70, 2.42)
(1.18, 11.4)
(0.10, 0.52)

<0.001 (df = 3)
–
0.412
0.025
<0.001

Cigarette smoking quit intentions
Not thinking of quitting vs. any intentions

1.13

(0.68, 1.87)

0.633

Type of institution
Public (reference)
Private

–
1.59

–
(0.85, 2.96)

–
0.144

a

OR is odds ratio (unadjusted for other covariates); Each variable is the only covariate present in each bivariate mixed-effects logistic regression model presented above.
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Table 4
Multivariable mixed-effects logistic regression of ever e-cigarette use among current cigarette smokers (N = 737).
Covariate

AORa

95% CI for AOR

p-Value

Male vs. female
Sensation seeking
Current Binge drinking: Yes vs. no
Current Marijuana use: Yes vs. no
Lifetime other illegal drug use: Yes vs. no
Cigarette smoking quit intentions
Not thinking of quitting vs. any intentions

1.55
1.29
1.42
1.02
1.48

(0.92, 2.59)
(0.88, 1.91)
(0.75, 2.70)
(0.58, 1.80)
(0.88, 2.52)

0.097
0.194
0.283
0.944
0.142

1.15

(0.68, 1.97)

0.600

–
1.14
3.10
0.23

–
(2.49, 10.4)
(1.91, 10.3)
(4.12, 45.7)

<0.001 (df = 3)
–
0.680
0.056
<0.001

E-cigarette harm perception
As harmful as cigarette (reference)
Less harm than cigarette
More harmful than cigarette
Do not know
a

AOR is adjusted odds ratio; all covariates entered simultaneously in single multivariable model.

2.4. Statistical analysis
The goals of the statistical analysis were to (1) estimate the prevalence of ever
and current e-cigarette use in our study population; (2) evaluate potential correlates of e-cigarette use from student characteristics and behaviors; and (3) assess
correlates of e-cigarette use among current smokers, including associations with
cigarette smoking quit intentions. For (1), the proportion of students reporting ever
e-cigarette use (yes/no) and current use (yes/no) was estimated along with their
95% Wilson CI (Brown et al., 2001). For (2), bivariate and multivariable analyses
using mixed-effects logistic regression were performed to evaluate characteristics and behaviors associated with e-cigarette use. Characteristics signiﬁcant at
p < .10 in bivariate analyses were included in multivariable modeling, except for
age and race, which were adjusted for regardless of signiﬁcance. For (3), bivariate
and multivariable modeling for ever e-cigarette use among current smokers was
undertaken to assess the association with quit intentions. Characteristics signiﬁcant at p < .10 in bivariate analyses were included in multivariable modeling, except
for quit intentions which was included regardless of signiﬁcance because it was the
primary predictor of interest. All hypothesis test results presented have one degreeof-freedom (df) unless otherwise noted. Adjusted odds ratios (AOR) and their 95%
conﬁdence intervals were estimated. All modeling adjusted for within-school clustering of use using a random effect for school (Murray, 1998). All analyses were
performed using SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). A two-sided p-value < 0.05
was considered statistically signiﬁcant.

3. Results
Of the 4444 participants, the average age was 20.5 years
(SD = 2.9) and 79% were White. There were proportionally more
females in our sample (63%), which is similar to the overall undergraduate population at the eight NC universities (60.0% female).
About half of participants had mothers with a college degree
of higher (49%) and 41% reported fathers with a college degree
or higher. Student demographics and self-reported behaviors are
shown in Table 1. Analyses for missing data were carried out using
multiple imputation methods (Little and Rubin, 2002; Royston,
2004, 2009). First we assessed whether the sample that provided
full data differed from those with some missing values who additionally contributed to the multiple imputation analysis. Results
revealed that the sample with full data had proportionately fewer
binge drinkers and fewer were from public institutions versus those
with missing data. We then conducted multiple imputation analysis for our primary outcome predicting ever use of e-cigarettes (see
below).
Almost 5% of the sample reported ever e-cigarette use (216 of
4444 (4.9%); 95% Wilson CI [4.3%, 5.5%]). Speciﬁcally, 1.5% (95% Wilson CI [1.1%, 1.9%]) reported using e-cigarettes in the past month,
2.0% (95% Wilson CI [1.7%, 2.5%]) reported use in the past year but
not the past month, and 1.4% (95% Wilson CI [1.1%, 1.7%]) reported
use more than a year ago but not in the past year. The rates of ever
e-cigarette use across the eight schools ranged from 3.9% to 5.8%,
while the rates of current e-cigarette use across the eight schools
ranged from 0.9% to 2.0%.

Almost three quarters (72%) of ever e-cigarette users were either
former/experimenters (30%), current non-daily cigarette smokers
(33%) or current daily cigarette smokers (9%). However, 12% of ecigarette users had never smoked a conventional cigarette.
When asked how harmful e-cigarettes are compared to a regular cigarette, half of the participants (50%) reported “do not know”.
Seventeen percent reported that e-cigarettes were as harmful as
a regular cigarette, 23% reported they were less harmful, and 2%
reported they were more harmful. Additionally, more e-cigarette
users reported e-cigarettes were less harmful (45%) than did nonusers (22%). Conversely, more non-users (51%) reported “do not
know” than did users (23%).
Bivariate analyses of ever e-cigarette use indicated that being
male (p < .001), being a Greek member or pledge (p = .012), living
off-campus (p = .010), greater sensation seeking (p < .001), smoker
status (3 df, p < .001), lifetime hookah use (p < .001), current binge
drinking (p < .001), current marijuana use (p < .001), lifetime other
illegal drug use (p < .001), and harm perceptions about e-cigarettes
(3 df, p < .001), were associated with ever e-cigarette use. All other
characteristics given in Table 1 were not signiﬁcantly associated
with ever use in bivariate analyses.
Multivariable analyses after multiple imputation presented in
Table 2 indicated that males were more likely to report ever ecigarette use than females (AOR = 1.54, p = .005). Hispanic students
(AOR = 2.02, p = .042) and Other Race students (AOR = 2.06, p = .020)
were more likely to report ever e-cigarette use compared to nonHispanic White students. Participants who were afﬁliated with
Greek letter organizations were more likely to report ever use
(AOR = 1.64, p = .011). Ever e-cigarette use was also signiﬁcantly
associated with harm perceptions (p < .001). Here, lack of knowledge about the harm of e-cigarettes compared to regular cigarettes
was related to a lower likelihood of use compared to perceptions
of similar harm (AOR = 0.44, p < .001). Finally, ever e-cigarette use
was strongly associated with cigarette smoking. Compared to never
cigarette smokers, e-cigarette use was more likely among smokers,
including current daily (AOR = 5.61, p < .001), nondaily (AOR = 6.55,
p < .001) and former/experimental (AOR = 5.66, p < .001) smokers.
Ever e-cigarette use was not associated with residence location,
sensation seeking, ever hookah smoking, past 30 day binge drinking, past 30 day marijuana use or ever illicit drug use.
We also assessed ever e-cigarette use among a subsample of current cigarette smokers (N = 772; 82 e-cigarette users).
In bivariate analyses presented in Table 3, ever e-cigarette
use by current cigarette smokers was associated with being
male (OR = 1.95, p = .005), having higher sensation seeking scores
(OR = 1.75, p = .002), current binge drinking (OR = 1.85, p = .045), ever
other illicit drug use (OR = 1.74, p = .019) and harm perceptions of
e-cigarettes (3 df, p < .001). Again, lack of knowledge about the
harm of e-cigarettes compared to regular cigarettes was related
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to a lower likelihood of use compared to perceptions of similar
harm (OR = 0.23, p < .001). Additionally, reporting e-cigarettes were
more harmful compared to regular cigarettes was associated with
increased odds of use compared to perceptions of similar harm
(OR = 3.67, p < .05). Marijuana use was marginally signiﬁcant, such
that current marijuana users were more likely to be ever e-cigarette
users (OR = 1.60, p = .06). All other covariates given in Table 3
were not signiﬁcantly associated with ever use among current
smokers.
Multivariable results of ever e-cigarette use among current
smokers again revealed harm perceptions were signiﬁcant (see
Table 4). Again, lack of knowledge about the harm of e-cigarettes
compared to regular cigarettes was related to a lower likelihood of
use compared to perceptions of similar harm (AOR = 0.23, p < .001).
Increased perceptions of harm was marginally signiﬁcant, such
that reporting e-cigarettes were more harmful compared to regular
cigarettes was associated with increased odds of use, though not
signiﬁcant, compared to perceptions of similar harm (AOR = 3.10,
p = .06). No other variables, including quit intentions, were related
to e-cigarette use among cigarette smokers.

4. Conclusions
The results of the study indicate 4.9% of the sample reported
ever electronic cigarette use, with current use reported by 1.5% of
respondents. These estimates are higher than the prevalence rates
of ever e-cigarette use reported among two large national samples of adults (Pearson et al., 2012; Regan et al., 2011), as would be
expected given that college students are often at the forefront of
societal changes in substance use (Johnston et al., 2008), as previously mentioned. Speciﬁcally, Pearson et al. (2012) found that 3.4%
of adults and Regan et al. (2011) found that 2.7% of adults, aged 18
and older reported ever use of e-cigarettes. In both of these studies,
young adults had the highest rates of use. Our ﬁndings are similar to
Choi and Forster (2013) who found 7% of young adults ages 20–28
had ever used an e-cigarette and highlight that young adults may
be at greater risk for use than older adults. Additionally, Regan et al.
(2011) found increases in awareness and use of e-cigarettes from
2009 to 2010. Therefore, our prevalence estimates may underestimate the current rates of use among college students because our
data were collected in fall 2009.
Although e-cigarette use was more common among cigarette
smokers than non-smokers, 12% of e-cigarette ever users had never
smoked a cigarette. Moreover, even among current cigarette smokers, e-cigarette use was not related to intentions to quit cigarette
smoking. This ﬁnding is contrary to two previous studies which
reported that e-cigarette users claim to use the product to quit
smoking and to avoid relapse (Etter, 2010; Etter and Bullen, 2011).
Thus, while the use of e-cigarettes may be driven by the desire to
quit smoking in populations of older, more established smokers,
ﬁndings suggest that quit intentions do not play a critical role in
e-cigarette use in the college student population.
An alternative motivation for e-cigarette use in this population
may be that e-cigarettes attract novelty seekers who may be new
tobacco users. In line with this idea was our ﬁnding that afﬁliation with Greek letter organizations, which is often associated
with risk-taking behaviors (O’Brien et al., 2012; Manning et al.,
2009) was a signiﬁcant predictor of ever e-cigarette use. Ever use
was also associated with male gender, which is consistent with
research on other novel tobacco products such as hookah smoking
(Sutﬁn et al., 2011; Eissenberg et al., 2008). While e-cigarette use
was associated with sensation seeking and other substance use in
bivariate models, they were not signiﬁcant, independent predictors
in multivariable models. In fact, the marginally signiﬁcant ﬁnding
that current cigarette smokers who perceive e-cigarettes as more
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harmful than conventional cigarettes are more likely to use ecigarettes, may suggest a risk-taking motivation. Given these
ﬁndings, more research is necessary to understand the motivational
factors underlying e-cigarette use in this population.
It is also important to note that we found race/ethnicity was
associated with e-cigarette use. Hispanic students and students
who reported “other race” were more likely to have used an
e-cigarette than non-Hispanic White students. Choi and Forster
(2013) compared non-Hispanic Whites with other races as one
group and did not ﬁnd any differences. However, Regan et al.
(2011) found that Hispanic adults were less likely to have heard
of e-cigarettes than non-Hispanic Whites, but found no differences in use. Finally, using a panel of adult conventional cigarette
smokers, Pearson et al. (2012) found that African Americans were
less likely to have used e-cigarettes than non-Hispanic Whites.
Research should continue to investigate the relationships between
race/ethnicity and e-cigarette use.
This study also revealed young adults’ lack of knowledge about
the health effects of e-cigarettes. When asked to compare how
harmful an e-cigarette is to a regular cigarette, half of the sample reported “do not know”. Almost a quarter of ever e-cigarette
users (23%) reported uncertainty in comparing an e-cigarette to a
conventional cigarette. Additionally, 45% of ever e-cigarette users
reported they are safer than conventional cigarettes. These results
are not surprising, given the limited data available on the health
effects of e-cigarettes. Compared to participants who reported
that e-cigarettes were about as harmful as conventional cigarettes,
reporting “do not know” was associated with decreased likelihood
of e-cigarette use among the full sample and among a sub-sample
of current cigarette smokers. It may be the case that harm perceptions are a proxy for familiarity with the product, such that
individuals who have not heard of or tried the product were more
likely to report lack of knowledge about the harms associated with
the product. It may also be the case that respondents are familiar
with the product but recognize the lack of clear scientiﬁc evidence as to the health effects of use and therefore are reﬂecting
on the current state of the science by responding “do not know”.
Future research, including qualitative studies, should further investigate students’ perceptions of e-cigarette harms and health
risks.
The current study should be interpreted in light of several
limitations. The response rate for the web survey was relatively
low; however, it was similar to rates in other studies of college students’ health-risk behaviors (Reed et al., 2007; McCabe
et al., 2006). Historically, response rates have been considered an
indicator of sample representativeness; however, recent research
suggests that response rates are not the sole indicator of nonresponse bias (Lee et al., 2009; Curtin et al., 2000; Ketter et al.,
2000; Merkle and Edelman, 2002; Groves and Peytcheva, 2008). To
estimate possible nonresponse bias, we compared demographics
of our sample with publicly available school-level demographics
for each participating university, using data from the Statistical
Abstracts of Higher Education in North Carolina. Our sample was
quite similar to the overall student population at each participating school with respect to gender and percent of freshmen.
On average, our sample schools had only 3.5% less male students
than in the population (mean = 3.52%, median = 3.86%) and 4.9%
more freshmen students than in the population (mean = 4.92%,
median = 4.59%). Furthermore, the demographic proﬁle of this sample generally reﬂects that of undergraduate students in the United
States (U.S. Department of Education, 2011). Although the demographic proﬁles may be similar, important cultural differences may
exist between tobacco growing or producing states, such as North
Carolina, and other regions of the country that may have longstanding tobacco prevention programs, such as California. At least one
study has shown regional variation in tobacco use among college
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students (Weschsler et al., 1998). Therefore, the ability to generalize our results may be limited. Future research should consider
regional differences based on state-level variables such as tobacco
control and tobacco production. The items used to measure smoking status (age of initiation and past month smoking) do not allow
us to differentiate between those who were former smokers and
those who merely experimented with cigarettes (i.e., smoked a few
times but never with any regularity). Because former/experimenter
smoking status was associated with higher likelihood of e-cigarette
use, it is important to disentangle these two groups. It may be
the case that former smokers have switched to e-cigarettes or
that those who just experimented with conventional cigarette
smoking are also experimenting with e-cigarettes. More research
is needed to better understand this association. Finally, while
this study provides valuable new information on e-cigarette use
among college students, it utilized a cross-sectional design. Longitudinal studies are needed to track trends in e-cigarette use
over time as the product becomes more widely recognized and
available.
To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study to report on prevalence
and correlates of e-cigarette use among a large, multi-institution,
random sample of college students. Several surveillance studies,
such as CDC’s Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance, Monitoring the
Future and the American College Health Association’s National
College Health Assessment have yet to add these items to their
annual assessments. While the National Youth Tobacco Survey
has added items measuring electronic cigarettes, they will capture data only from youth and not young adults. As e-cigarettes
gain popularity in the marketplace, especially in the online market, their use needs to be measured, and national prevalence
estimates are needed (O’Connor, 2012; Ayers et al., 2011; Yamin
et al., 2010). Our ﬁndings highlight the general lack of knowledge of the health effects of e-cigarette use. As the FDA moves
to establish rules for regulating e-cigarettes, clarifying the health
effects, perhaps through product warning labels, should be a high
priority. However, more research is needed to fully understand
the health effects of e-cigarette use. While other studies have
found that e-cigarette users reported a desire to quit smoking and
avoid relapse as a reason for use (Etter, 2010; Etter and Bullen,
2011), results from this study suggest that e-cigarette use was not
associated with quit intentions among college student cigarette
smokers.
Our study also underscores the need for longitudinal data
assessing whether e-cigarettes may serve as a starter product for
non-smokers, especially since 12% of e-cigarette users had never
smoked a conventional cigarette. E-cigarettes appear to be gaining popularity, and as such, may pose the potential for harm. As
discussed previously, to date only limited research has been done
to evaluate the harm of e-cigarettes. Moreover, much of this evidence base consists of industry-sponsored research. Even though
this research suggests that e-cigarettes pose less risk to the individual than conventional cigarette smoking (Cahn and Siegel, 2010),
population effects must also be considered, including whether ecigarettes may serve as a gateway to nicotine for those who have
not yet tried tobacco products.
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Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems
International Tobacco Control Four-Country Survey
Sarah E. Adkison, MA, Richard J. O’Connor, PhD, Maansi Bansal-Travers, PhD,
Andrew Hyland, PhD, Ron Borland, PhD, Hua-Hie Yong, PhD,
K. Michael Cummings, MPH, PhD, Ann McNeill, PhD, James F. Thrasher, PhD,
David Hammond, PhD, Geoffrey T. Fong, PhD
Background: Electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) initially emerged in 2003 and have since
become widely available globally, particularly over the Internet.

Purpose: Data on ENDS usage patterns are limited. The current paper examines patterns of ENDS
awareness, use, and product-associated beliefs among current and former smokers in four countries.
Methods: Data come from Wave 8 of the International Tobacco Control Four-Country Survey,
collected July 2010 to June 2011 and analyzed through June 2012. Respondents included 5939 current
and former smokers in Canada (n⫽1581); the U.S. (n⫽1520); the United Kingdom (UK; n⫽1325);
and Australia (n⫽1513).

Results: Overall, 46.6% were aware of ENDS (U.S.: 73%, UK: 54%, Canada: 40%, Australia:
20%); 7.6% had tried ENDS (16% of those aware of ENDS); and 2.9% were current users (39% of
triers). Awareness of ENDS was higher among younger, non-minority smokers with higher
incomes who were heavier smokers. Prevalence of trying ENDS was higher among younger,
nondaily smokers with a high income and among those who perceived ENDS as less harmful
than traditional cigarettes. Current use was higher among both nondaily and heavy (ⱖ20
cigarettes per day) smokers. In all, 79.8% reported using ENDS because they were considered less
harmful than traditional cigarettes; 75.4% stated that they used ENDS to help them reduce their
smoking; and 85.1% reported using ENDS to help them quit smoking.
Conclusions: Awareness of ENDS is high, especially in countries where they are legal (i.e., the U.S.
and UK). Because trial was associated with nondaily smoking and a desire to quit smoking, ENDS
may have the potential to serve as a cessation aid.
(Am J Prev Med 2013;44(3):207–215) © 2013 American Journal of Preventive Medicine

Introduction

E

lectronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS; also
called e-cigarettes) initially emerged in China in
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ize a solution containing nicotine, and many are designed
to resemble traditional tobacco cigarettes. Some advocates of tobacco harm reduction have pointed to these
products as viable substitutes for cigarettes because they
produce fewer toxins in the vapor delivered to the user.1–5
However, concerns exist regarding unknown long-term
safety; inadequate data on contents and emissions, especially with long-term use; and unsupported product
claims as a smoking-cessation aid.6 –9
There also may be unintended consequences associated with ENDS use, including the potential to induce
nicotine addiction in nonsmokers or maintain addiction
in current smokers who might otherwise quit. Additionally, concerns have been raised that ENDS may undermine comprehensive indoor smoking restrictions and
smokefree air policies.10 Because of these concerns,
ENDS have been banned in Canada (www.hc-sc.gc.ca/
ahc-asc/media/advisories-avis/_2009/2009_53-eng.php)

© 2013 American Journal of Preventive Medicine • Published by Elsevier Inc.
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and Australia (www.tga.gov.au/consumers/ecigarettes.
htm); however, they are legal in the U.S. and the United
Kingdom (UK). Despite bans on retail sale, access is diffıcult
to control because the products are marketed heavily over
the Internet.
Because ENDS are relatively new, data on usage patterns
are sparse.11 Surveys of self-selected ENDS users suggest
that many are former or current cigarette smokers who use
the products to reduce or quit smoking.2,12,13 A survey of a
broader U.S. population showed that awareness of ENDS
increased from 16.4% in 2009 to 32.2% in 2010, concurrent
with a rise in ever-use (0.6% in 2009 to 2.7% in 2010).14
Ever-use was concentrated primarily among tobacco users.
A nationally representative sample of U.S. adults found that
40.2% were aware of ENDS, and awareness and use was
highest among current smokers (ever use: 11.4% current
smokers, 2.0% former smokers, 0.8% never smokers).15 An
online survey of approximately 2500 smokers in England in
2010 found that around 60% were aware of ENDS, 9% had
tried them, and 3% were current users.16 The current authors are not aware of any studies to date that have examined
cross-national patterns of ENDS use, and no studies have
examined use in markets where ENDS are nominally
banned. The current paper examines patterns of ENDS
awareness, use, and product-associated beliefs among current and former cigarette smokers in the U.S., Canada, Australia, and the UK.

Methods
Data come from Wave 8 of the International Tobacco Control
(ITC) Four-Country Survey conducted July 2010 to June 2011 in
the U.S., Canada, Australia, and the UK via telephone interviews
and web surveys. Additionally, where available, data from Wave 7
(conducted October 2008 to July 2009) were analyzed to explore
changes in smoking behavior between ENDS users and non-users.
Details about the study design, sampling frames, and overall aims
of the project are described elsewhere.17,18
At initial enrollment, respondents included adult smokers aged
ⱖ18 years who smoked at least 100 cigarettes in their lifetime and at
least 1 cigarette in the past 30 days at the time of recruitment.
Probability sampling methods were used to recruit the sample
using random-digit dialing. If multiple adult smokers were present
in the home, the next-birthday method was used to select the
respondent. Those who quit smoking remained in the sample for
follow-up interviews. Respondents who were lost at each wave were
replenished using the same procedures as the original recruitment
except in the UK. Data were collected for 5939 respondents across
the four countries at Wave 8: U.S. (n⫽1520); Canada (n⫽1581);
Australia (n⫽1513); UK (n⫽1325).

and How often, if at all, do you currently use an electronic cigarette?
Current ENDS users were asked four questions regarding their reasons for use (yes/no). These include the following: (1) electronic cigarettes may not be as bad for your health; (2) easier to cut down on the
number of cigarettes you smoke; (3) can smoke in places where smoking regular cigarettes is banned; and (4) might help you quit. All
respondents aware of ENDS were asked whether or not they thought
electronic cigarettes were more harmful than, less harmful than, or
equally harmful as regular cigarettes to one’s health.

Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using SPSS 16.0. Differences in demographic and
smoking-related variables of respondents who were aware of, tried,
and used ENDS compared to those who were not were evaluated with
chi-square tests. Logistic regression was used to evaluate the independent influence of the predictors of awareness, trial, and use. The entire
sample was used to estimate prevalence; however, the analytic samples
for the logistic regression models varied by dependent variable. For
models predicting awareness, the entire sample was analyzed; for
models predicting ever-use, only participants who were aware of
ENDS were analyzed; for models predicting current use, only participants who had ever used ENDS were analyzed. Each analysis was
adjusted with sample weights that accounted for sampling probability
and the known distribution of gender, age, and race within the smoker
population for each country.

Results
Prevalence of Awareness, Trial, and Usage
Across countries, nearly half (46.6%, n⫽2757) of respondents reported having heard of ENDS. Analyses revealed
differences in ENDS awareness by country, 2(3,
n⫽5921)⫽932.5 (p⬍0.001). Greatest awareness was reported in countries where the use of ENDS is mostly
permitted; nearly three quarters (73.4%) of respondents
in the U.S. and more than half (54.4%) of respondents in
the UK indicated awareness of these devices. Where
ENDS were banned, awareness was lower but still substantial, with 39.5% and 20.0% reporting awareness in
Canada and Australia, respectively (Table 1).
Overall, 7.6% (n⫽450) of respondents had tried ENDS
(16.3% of those aware). Among those aware, trial was
more prevalent in some countries, 2(3, n⫽2755)⫽38.2
(p⬍0.001): 20.4% in the U.S. and 17.7% in the UK reported trying ENDS, whereas 10.1% in Canada and 10.9%
in Australia reported doing so. Approximately 3% of
respondents (38.7% of triers) reported current use at the
time of the survey. Current use was not different across
the four countries, 2(3, n⫽450)⫽5.96 (p⫽0.114).

Measures

Sociodemographic and Smoking-Related
Correlates of Awareness

In addition to the main tobacco use questions asked in previous waves,
the Wave-8 survey included additional questions regarding awareness
and use of ENDS. These include Have you ever heard of electronic
cigarettes or e-cigarettes? Have you ever tried an electronic cigarette?

Younger, higher-income, well-educated respondents
were more likely to report ENDS awareness overall and in
each country. Daily smokers, those who smoked menthol
cigarettes, men, and respondents who took the survey
www.ajpmonline.org
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Table 1. Prevalence of ENDS awareness, trial, and use among current and former tobacco users, % yes (SE)

Country
All countries
n
Canada
n
U.S.
n
United Kingdom
n
Australia
n

Aware of ENDS
(overall)
46.56 (.6)
5921
39.53 (1.2)

Tried ENDS
(overall )

Tried ENDS
(among aware)

Current ENDS
user (overall)

Current ENDS user
(among tried)

7.6 (0.3)

16.3 (0.7)

2.9 (0.2)

38.7 (2.3)

2755

5939

450

10 (1.2)

1 (0.3)

5939
4 (0.5)

1571

1581

621

73.43 (1.1)

14.9 (0.9)

20.4 (1.2)

1517

1520

1113

54.42 (14.0)

9.6 (0.8)

17.7 (1.4)

1323
20.00 (1.0)
1510

1325

719

2 (0.4)

11 (1.8)

1513

302

1581
6 (0.6)
1520
4 (0.6)
1325
1 (0.2)
1513

33 (6.0)
63
37 (3.2)
227
46 (4.4)
127
27 (7.9)
33

ENDS, electronic nicotine delivery systems

over the Internet were more likely to be aware of ENDS
overall. In the U.S., greater awareness also was reported
among white respondents, English-speaking respondents, and among those who had a complete ban on
smoking within the home. In the UK, men were more
likely to be aware of ENDS (Table 2).
Logistic regression was used to evaluate independent
correlates of ENDS awareness across the four countries
(Table 3). Across-country analysis was chosen because
model fıt was superior to that for within-country analysis
(across: Nagelkerke R2⫽0.25, receiver operating characteristic [ROC]⫽0.76, Hosmer-Lemeshow [H-L] statistic
for across-country analysis insignifıcant, p⫽0.25); –2 loglikelihood showed improved fıt with the inclusion of the
country variable (without: 7146.50, with: 6243.78, withincountry analysis: Nagelkerke R2 range⫽0.07– 0.11, ROC
range⫽0.64 – 0.68, H-L: signifıcant in Canada, U.S., UK).
To assess how smoking behavior influenced awareness, a
fıve-level smoking status measure was constructed, comprising two daily use categories (0 –20 cigarettes per day
[cpd] and ⱖ21 cpd); a nondaily use category; and two
quitter categories (recent [⬍12 months] and long-term
[⬎12 months]).
Respondents in the U.S. (OR⫽4.86, CI⫽4.09, 5.77)
and the UK (OR⫽2.090, CI⫽1.77, 2.47) had greater odds
of having heard of ENDS than those in Canada, whereas
Australian respondents had lower odds (OR⫽0.37,
CI⫽0.31, 0.44). Heavy smokers (ⱖ20 cpd) had the greatest (OR⫽1.24, CI⫽1.04, 1.48) and long-term quitters had
the lowest odds (OR⫽0.83, CI⫽0.69, 1.00) of awareness.
Consistent with the chi-square analysis, young, welleducated, higher-income, male smokers and those who
responded via the Internet had greater odds of ENDS
awareness.
March 2013
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Sociodemographic and Smoking-Related
Correlates of Trial
Chi-square analyses showed that, among those aware,
younger, female respondents were more likely to try
ENDS. Current rather than former smokers and current
nondaily smokers were more likely to try ENDS. Those
who smoked menthol cigarettes were more likely to try
ENDS than respondents who smoked nonmenthol cigarettes. Survey mode was related to having tried these
devices; however, unlike the association for awareness,
telephone respondents were most likely to have tried
ENDS. Within-country chi-square tests showed this association was only signifıcant in the U.S.
In the U.S., greater ENDS trial was reported among
younger, white, nondaily, higher-income smokers. In
the UK, trial was more common among younger and
higher-income smokers, and among women and minority populations. In Australia and Canada, where
ENDS were banned, few demographic characteristics
were associated with having tried ENDS, although
nondaily smokers in Australia were more likely to have
tried ENDS (32%).
Among those aware, independent correlates of those
who tried ENDS were assessed (Table 3). Across-country
analysis was employed consistent with the model for
awareness. Model-fıt statistics were similar for the acrossand within-country analysis (across: Nagelkerke R2⫽
0.179, ROC⫽0.786, H-L insignifıcant, p⫽0.152); model fıt improved with the inclusion of the country variable
(–2 log-likelihood, without: 1929.37, with: 1893.67). For
within-country analysis, Nagelkerke R2 range⫽0.177–
0.265, ROC range⫽0.729 – 0.837, and H-L signifıcant in
Australia.
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Table 2. Correlates of ENDS awareness overall and by country and sample demographics, %
All countries
Variable

Aware

Sample

Canada
Aware

U.S.

Sample

Aware

United Kingdom
Sample

Aware

Sample

Australia
Aware

Sample

Age (years)
18–24

67.8

5.1

4

55

9

25–39

52.5

33.2

48.5

31.4

79.0

32.1

61.4

33.8

24

39

40–54

43.8

33.9

37.1

37.2

73.4

34.5

53.7

31.1

16

29

ⱖ55

41.7

27.8

35.7

29.5

64.7

27.2

48.0

29.6

16

22



2

(n⫽5920)⫽86.40****

36

2

(n⫽1571)⫽18.45****

95

6

(n⫽1517)⫽42.03****

63

(n⫽1321)⫽16.65****

(n⫽1510)⫽53.36****

Gender
Female

44.9

44.8

38.5

44.8

72.2

44.2

51.1

46.4

18.8

43.0

Male

48.0

55.2

40.5

55.2

74.4

55.8

57.7

53.6

21.0

57.0



(n⫽5920)⫽5.72***

2

(n⫽1570)⫽0.68

(n⫽1517)⫽0.89

(n⫽1322)⫽5.72***

(n⫽1510)⫽1.07

Race
White

46.5

88.9

39.4

Nonwhite

47.5

11.1

42



2

(n⫽5877)⫽0.22

90.8

75.8

83.2

55.0

9

64.6

16.8

44

(n⫽1571)⫽0.34

(n⫽1501)⫽14.98****

95.7
4

(n⫽1323)⫽3.50*

19.8

89.8

21

10

(n⫽1486)⫽0.07

Income
Low

43.1

25.2

29

16

66.3

32.7

47.3

26.7

13

14

Moderate

47.6

33.6

42.3

40.3

77.3

33.6

53.0

29.6

20

30

High

47.8

41.1

42.1

43.8

77.9

33.8

62.6

43.7

23.5

55.9

2

(n⫽5443)⫽9.38***

(n⫽1439)⫽16.47****

(n⫽1378)⫽20.75****

(n⫽1200)⫽20.24****

(n⫽1426)⫽13.78****

Educationa
Low

41.9

42.5

35.5

36.9

68.8

37.9

54.1

54.4

16.0

43.4

Moderate

50.3

35.0

44.1

43.2

78.7

39.4

50.1

23.6

21

29

High

51.5

22.4

38.8

19.9

73.5

22.7

60.6

22.0

30

27



2

(n⫽5904)⫽47.30****

(n⫽1566)⫽9.73***

(n⫽1515)⫽14.51****

(n⫽1315)⫽6.52**

(n⫽1509)⫽25.31****

Smoking frequency
Smoker

47.7

77.5

39.5

76.7

73.6

80.3

55.9

75.4

20.5

74.5

Quitter

43.2

22.5

39.7

23.3

72.5

19.7

50.1

24.6

19

25



(n⫽5920)⫽8.82***

2

(n⫽1570)⫽0.01

(n⫽1516)⫽0.16

(n⫽1322)⫽3.50*

(n⫽1509)⫽0.62

Smoking frequency
Daily

47.8

71.7

Nondaily

45.9

5.8

Quitter

43.2

22.5



(n⫽5921)⫽9.26***

2

39.4
41
39.7

70.4
6
23.3

73.7
73
72.5

(n⫽1571)⫽0.16

73.9

56.3

72.3

6

9

3

25

9

19.7

50.1

24.6

19

26

(n⫽1515)⫽0.18

(n⫽1322)⫽4.44

20.0

65.2

(n⫽1510)⫽1.93

Plan to quit
Yes/Quit

46.7

81.1

40.3

83.4

74.3

82.3

54.8

74.4

20.8

88.4

No

46.0

18.9

35.9

16.6

70.3

17.7

53.8

25.6

16.1

11.6



2

(n⫽5854)⫽0.15

(n⫽1552)⫽1.87

(n⫽1486)⫽1.86

(n⫽1319)⫽0.09

(n⫽1498)⫽2.48
(continued on next page)
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Table 2. (continued)
All countries
Variable

Canada

Aware

Sample

Aware

57.1

16.0

45

46.3

84.0

38.9

U.S.

United Kingdom

Sample

Aware

Sample

Aware

6

69.8

29.2

61

93.8

76.1

70.8

55.6

Sample

Australia
Aware

Sample

Smoke menthol
cigarettes
Yes
No

2

(n⫽4436)⫽24.17****

(n⫽1193)⫽0.84

(n⫽1195)⫽5.26**

6
94.4

(n⫽965)⫽0.60

20
20.8

9
90.6

(n⫽1083)⫽0.08

Home smoking ban
Yes

45.0

47.1

40.3

47.7

No

48.1

52.9

39.0

52.3

2

(n⫽5912)⫽5.50**

(n⫽1568)⫽0.26

77.3

50.9

52.3

36.5

19.0

57.6

69.7

49.1

55.8

63.5

21.5

42.4

(n⫽1513)⫽11.16****

(n⫽1322)⫽1.55

(n⫽1509)⫽1.44

Survey mode
Telephone
Web

2

44.1

60.5

51.0

39.5

(n⫽5920)⫽25.88****

32.7

49.7

72.7

69.9

50.0

50.3

75.1

30.1

(n⫽1572)⫽47.35****

(n⫽1517)⫽0.91

50.5

59.4

61.2

40.6

(n⫽1322)⫽14.03****

16.5

50.3

25.5

49.7

(n⫽1509)⫽17.95****

Note: Boldface indicates significance.
a
Education level: low⫽high school or less; moderate⫽some technical school or some university; high⫽University degree or more.
*p⬍0.10; **p⬍0.05; ***p⬍0.01; ****p⬍0.001
ENDS, electronic nicotine delivery systems

Respondents in the U.S. and UK had approximately
two times greater odds of trying ENDS than Canadians.
Consistent with awareness, younger (aged 18 –24 years)
and high-income respondents had greater odds of trying
ENDS. Of particular interest, ENDS trial was associated
with respondent smoking status and perceptions of harm.
Nondaily smokers had nearly two times greater odds of
reporting ever-use than respondents who smoked ⱕ20
cpd. Those who reported that ENDS were less harmful
than traditional cigarettes had nearly four times greater
odds of trying ENDS.

Sociodemographic and Smoking-Related
Correlates of Current Use
Correlates of continued ENDS use among those who have
tried ENDS included education and frequency of smoking. Half (51%) of those in the highest education bracket
reported continued use, 2(2, n⫽451)⫽10.72 (p⫽0.005).
Additionally, current nondaily smokers (58%) were more
likely than daily smokers (35.9%) to continue use,
2(1, n⫽402)⫽8.998 (p⫽0.003).
Logistic regression of independent correlates of use
among triers was employed across country (across:
Nagelkerke R2⫽0.175, ROC⫽0.726, H-L p⫽0.03; model
fıt improved with inclusion of the country variable: –2
log-likelihood, without: 484.71, with: 475.39). This analysis showed that among triers, odds of continuing ENDS
use did not vary by country (Table 3). Additionally, welleducated, nondaily smokers had greater odds of continMarch 2013
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ued use and heavier (ⱖ20 cpd) and nondaily smokers had
greater odds of continued use than quitters. Additional
logistic regression analyses among current smokers
showed that heaviness of smoking was not associated
with trial or continued use of ENDS.

Perceptions of Risk
All respondents who were aware of ENDS were asked
about their perceptions of risk associated with use. The
vast majority of respondents who were aware of ENDS
reported that ENDS were less harmful than traditional
cigarettes (all: 70.3%; Canada: 63.9%; U.S.: 65.9%; UK:
82.2%; Australia: 71.0%). Chi-square analyses revealed
that these cross-country differences were signifıcant,
2(2, n⫽2746)⫽71.464 (p⬍0.001). Perceptions of
harm were higher in the U.S. than the UK,
2(2, n⫽1825)⫽58.155 (p⬍0.001), where ENDS are legal, and perceptions of harm in Canada were higher than
they were in Australia, 2(2, n⫽921)⫽4.522 (p⫽0.03),
where ENDS are banned.

Reduction in Cigarettes Per Day and in
Quitting Over Time
Current ENDS users were asked questions regarding
their reasons for use (Figure 1). The majority of respondents indicated that they used ENDS to reduce the harm
of, or to help themselves quit using, traditional cigarettes.
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Table 3. Logistic regression of awareness, trial, and current use of ENDS, OR (95% CI)
Variable

Heard of ENDS

Tried ENDS

Current ENDS user

ref

ref

ref

U.S.

4.86**** (4.09, 5.77)

2.24**** (1.59, 3.16)

1.08 (0.52, 2.12)

United Kingdom

2.09**** (1.77, 2.47)

1.86**** (1.30, 2.68)

2.07* (0.96, 4.45)

Australia

0.37**** (0.31, 0.44)

0.84 (0.51, 1.39)

0.58 (0.19, 1.78)

Country
Canada

Smoking frequency
Daily, 1–20 cpd

ref

Daily, ⱖ20 cpd

ref

ref

1.24** (1.04, 1.48)

0.96 (0.69, 1.35)

Nondaily smoker

0.97 (0.75, 1.26)

1.85*** (1.23, 2.78)

Recent quitter

0.88 (0.71, 1.10)

1.07 (0.71, 1.62)

1.91 (0.83, 4.40)

0.83** (0.69, 1.00)

0.13**** (0.06, 0.27)

0.10 (0.01, 1.62)

Long-term quitter

2.36** (1.22, 4.57)
3.02*** (1.4, 6.52)

Ethnicity
Nonwhite/non–English

ref

White/English

ref

1.30*** (1.07, 1.59)

1.35 (0.91, 2.02)

ref
1.75 (0.76, 4.07)

Gender
Male

ref

Female

ref

0.82**** (0.73, 0.93)

1.22* (0.97, 1.54)

ref
1.26 (0.79, 2.00)

Age (years)
18–24

ref

ref

ref

25–39

0.52**** (0.36, 0.76)

0.53*** (0.33, 0.84)

0.73 (0.32, 1.68)

40–54

0.36**** (0.25, 0.53)

0.34**** (0.21, 0.55)

1.07 (0.47, 2.47)

55–Max

0.35**** (0.24, 0.51)

0.35**** (0.21, 0.57)

1.19 (0.50, 2.83)

ref

ref

Education
Low
Moderate
High

ref

1.22*** (1.06, 1.40)

1.00 (0.77, 1.31)

0.72 (0.43, 1.22)

1.09 (0.92, 1.29)

0.90 (0.66, 1.24)

2.14** (1.13, 4.05)

Income
Low

ref

ref

ref

Moderate

1.47**** (1.25, 1.72)

1.17 (0.85, 1.60)

0.96 (0.51, 1.80)

High

1.57**** (1.34, 1.85)

1.57*** (1.15, 2.14)

1.28 (0.69, 2.35)

—

3.74**** (2.64, 5.30)

1.78 (0.81, 3.91)

—

ref

ref

ref

ref

ref

Perceptions of harm
Less harmful than cigarettes
a

equally or more harmful
Plan to quit smoking
Yes/already quit
No

0.95 (0.80, 1.11)

1.10 (0.82, 1.47)

1.10 (0.62, 1.95)
(continued on next page)
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Table 3. (continued)
Variable

Heard of ENDS

Tried ENDS

Current ENDS user

1.06**** (1.03, 1.09)

1.07** (1.01, 1.13)

1.14** (1.01, 1.28)

ref

ref

ref

Cohort
Wave of recruitment
Survey mode
Telephone
Web

1.60**** (1.40, 1.83)

n
–2 log-likelihood

0.87 (0.68, 1.12)

0.95 (0.57, 1.58)

5307

2321

335

6243.77

1893.67

475.39

Note: Boldface indicates significance.
a
Response options include more harmful, equally harmful, and don’t know.
*p⬍0.10, **p⬍0.05, ***p⬍0.01, ****p⬍0.001
cpd, cigarettes per day; ENDS, electronic nicotine delivery systems

Three quarters of users reported use to help them reduce
the number of cigarettes they smoke.
To evaluate claims of reduction in cigarette use, change
in the number of cigarettes per day was assessed between
Wave 7 and Wave 8. A repeated-measures ANOVA,
among smokers at Wave 7 with wave (Waves 7 and 8) as
the within-subjects factor and user status (ENDS user
versus non-user) as the between-subjects factor, showed
an interaction between user status and Wave. ENDS users
were more likely to have reduced their cigarettes per day
between waves than non-users, F (1, 4092)⫽4.65
(p⬍0.05). For users in Wave 7, M⫽20.10, SD⫽12.36; for
those in Wave 8, M⫽16.32, SD⫽12.35. For non-users in
Wave 7, M⫽16.86, SD⫽9.95; for those in Wave 8,
M⫽15.01, SD⫽10.83. Notably, 85% (n⫽146) of current
ENDS users stated that they used ENDS as a tool to help
them quit smoking, although only 11% of current ENDS
users report having quit since Wave 7. Quitting did not
differ between users and non-users, 2(2, n⫽4136)⫽
0.422 (p⫽0.516).

Use in smokefree zones
Help me reduce
Less-harmful
Help me quit
0

20

40

60

80

100

Percentage

Figure 1. Percentage of current ENDS users who stated
that they used ENDS for various reasons
ENDS, electronic nicotine delivery systems
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Discussion
Nationally representative samples of current and former
smokers surveyed in the four largest English-speaking
countries showed substantial awareness of ENDS, ranging from 73% in the U.S. to 20% in Australia. Among
those aware, 16% had tried ENDS (7.6% of the total
sample), and among those who had tried ENDS, 39%
(2.9% of the sample) were current users. Across countries, awareness of these relatively new products was
higher among younger, non-minority populations with
higher incomes. Trial and use of ENDS was associated
with smoking status and frequency of smoking, with nondaily smokers being the most likely to try ENDS, although
there were few nondaily smokers in the sample. Current
use was associated with a greater reduction in cigarettes
per day over time, compared to non-ENDS users (among
cohort participants, where data were available); however,
users were not more likely to quit smoking than
non-users.
The relatively higher prevalence of ENDS use among
nondaily smokers may have multiple explanations. First,
nondaily smokers may supplement their nicotine intake
from other sources, as smoking is restricted in public
places and cigarettes are increasingly expensive. As more
data become available, it will be important to evaluate
whether ENDS use is related to supplementing due to
smoking restrictions at home, in the workplace, or other
public spaces with smokefree policies. The available data
for this sample did not show a difference in trial of ENDS
between respondents who did versus those who did not
have complete smoking bans in the home, although continued use was more likely among respondents in the U.S.
who did not have home smoking bans. Second, the use of
ENDS may have driven smokers to reduce their overall
cigarette smoking to a nondaily pattern.
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Consistent with previous research,12,13,19 the majority
of survey participants indicated that they used ENDS to
reduce the harm of traditional cigarettes or to help them
quit traditional cigarettes. This association between trial
and intention to quit smoking reflects on the potential for
ENDS as cessation tools, as reported by many selfselected ENDS users.2,4,12,13 However, in the absence of a
clinical RCT to evaluate the effıcacy of ENDS as a stopsmoking aid, it is hard to judge claims about the effectiveness of these products as treatments for nicotine
addiction.
To date, one study has assessed ENDS as a harm reduction and cessation aid with promising results.19 However,
nearly three quarters (70.4%) of this sample reported that
they used ENDS as a way to obtain nicotine in smokefree
spaces, indicating that ENDS are being used also to satisfy
nicotine addiction during periods of temporary abstinence. With the addition of future International Tobacco
Control survey waves, it will be possible to track whether
those self-selecting to use ENDS compared to those not
using ENDS are more or less successful with their efforts
to abstain from smoking.
Levels of awareness, trial, and use were surprisingly
high in two countries where the products are nominally
illegal (Canada, Australia), which may demonstrate the
importance of the Internet in promoting the product,20
the ease with which products can be imported for personal use, and illegal sales. Indeed, those who responded
via a computer-based survey, which may indicate greater
use of and familiarity with the Internet, were more likely
to report awareness of these devices. These fındings demonstrate how easily product restrictions can be evaded in
the Internet age, and this should be of importance to
regulators. Future studies should investigate how ENDS
users obtain their device, determine the market share of
various ENDS products in use, and how product delivery
and marketing influences usage patterns.

Conclusion
This study represents a snapshot in time of the use of ENDS
from mid-2010 to mid-2011. As the market evolves, awareness, trial, and use of ENDS is likely to increase. The association of trial and current use with beliefs about the relative
safety of ENDS highlights the importance of marketing in
shaping public perceptions around the product. Should regulatory authorities approve direct claims about reduced
harm, one might expect greater adoption of these products,
at least among current cigarette smokers. If credible evidence can be provided that ENDS reduces the number of
cigarette smokers and does not attract use among nonsmokers, then the net public health effect is likely to be positive.
The International Tobacco Control Four-Country Project was
supported by the U.S. National Cancer Institute (RO1 CA100362
and P01 CA138389); Canadian Institutes of Health Research
(79551 and 115016); National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia (450110, APP1005922); Cancer Research UK
(C312/A11943); Ontario Institute for Cancer Research (Senior
Investigator Award to GTF); and Canadian Cancer Society Research Institute (Prevention Scientist Award to GTF). RJO has
consulted for the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the
WHO concerning tobacco product regulation. KMC has consulted with various manufacturers of stop-smoking medications in
the past, and currently serves as a paid expert witness in litigation
against cigarette manufacturers. RB has consulted to the Australian Department of Health on tobacco control issues.
No other fınancial disclosures were reported by the authors
of this paper.
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News

On June 12, 2013, the UK Government
announced that electronic cigarettes
will be regulated as medicines, as
a result of rising concerns about
the product’s quality, eﬀectiveness,
and implications for public health.
All currently unregulated nicotinecontaining products are to be
regulated by the Medicines and
Healthcare
products
Regulatory
Agency (MHRA) and will face testing
before being sold as licensed products.
1·3 million people in the UK are now
believed to use electronic cigarettes,
which are battery driven and designed
to look like cigarettes, but which
release nicotine-containing vapour
rather than tobacco smoke.
The announcement comes as the
French Government moved to ban
smoking of electronic cigarette in
public places, all media advertising
relating to such products, and their
sale to minors. About 500 000 people

across France use electronic cigarettes,
but French health oﬃcials believe that
further investigation is needed into the
long-term implications of the product.
A further concern is that electronic
cigarettes will increase the temptation
to smoke, and encourage those who
have quit to begin to smoke again.
“Safety of these products is
obviously something people are
concerned about”, commented Robert
West (University College London,
UK), “but this can be addressed by
monitoring what chemicals are in the
vapour—at present, levels of toxins
appear to be very low”. He continued,
“I think it would be better to regulate
electronic cigarettes like conventional
cigarettes, but with tax advantages
and fewer restrictions on advertising”.
Martin Dockrell, director of research
and policy at Action on Smoking and
Health (ASH) told The Lancet Oncology
that the charity “fully supports MHRA

regulation of all nicotine containing
products,
including
electronic
cigarettes. Electronic cigarette users
are entitled to know that the products
they buy are safe and eﬀective. The
whole country is entitled to know
that these products will not be sold or
marketed to children and will be used
to reduce the harm from smoking,
not as a way to keep smokers
smoking.”
Wayne
Hall
(University
of
Queensland, Australia) commented
that a ban on electronic cigarettes
has also been implemented in
Australia, but that he felt that
regulation of the products is a
preferable route, since outright
bans were perverse: “[why] ban a
possibly harm-reducing product
while allowing the most dangerous
products, cigarettes, to be sold?”.
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Regulation of electronic cigarettes
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Genes cannot be patented, US Supreme Court rules
The US Supreme Court ruled on
June 13, 2013, that human genes
are not eligible for patents, a
decision that is expected to open
doors for many clinical and research
oncologists worldwide. Previously,
many clinicians could not freely
screen patients for these genes, and
researchers were unable to publish
potentially useful clinical data for
these mutations.
The defendant of the case, Myriad
Genetics, Inc, has lost ownership of
its nearly 20-year-old patents for
BRCA1 and BRCA2 genetic mutations
highly associated with breast
cancer. However, according to the
ruling, cDNAs, which are man-made
genetic sequences, can continue
to be patented—a great victory for
biotechnology and pharmaceutical
companies in the USA. And according
to Myriad Genetics spokesperson
Ronald Rogers, the company does

not expect the ruling to have a
negative eﬀect on its operations.
At the same time, Christian Singer
(Medical University of Vienna,
Vienna, Austria) noted that not only
will the changes beneﬁt American
businesses, but he also expects to see
a greater output of American studies
in this area. Until now, he said, the
ﬁeld of genetic screening had been
mainly driven by European and
Australian researchers.
In fact, in 2005, Myriad had
stopped releasing its sequence
ﬁndings in BRCA1 and BRCA2 to
the Breast Cancer Information
Core (BIC) database. But under the
Supreme Court ruling, alternative
companies will now be allowed
to contribute their data. “When
they ﬁnd a pathogenic mutation
in BRCA1 or BRCA2, they can
include that information in their
reports”, explained the BIC steering

committee chair Amanda Toland
(Ohio State University, Columbus,
OH, USA). “[This contribution] will
provide useful information for all
laboratories who provide BRCA
testing to classify and understand
some of the BRCA sequence variants
of unclear clinical impact.”
And members of the Association
of Molecular Pathology—one of the
plaintiﬀs in the case—have already
begun to oﬀer diagnostic testing
for breast cancer. “We’re extremely
pleased that the Supreme Court has
seen the beneﬁts of banning gene
patents that would prohibit our
members from testing our patients”,
said Association of Molecular
Pathology spokesperson Roger D
Klein (Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH,
USA), adding, “We want anything that
beneﬁts our patients”.
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Editorial

Electronic Cigarettes: A New Nicotine Gateway?

Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) have become increasingly
prevalent and widely available since their introduction to the
U.S. market in 2007 [1]. E-cigarettes are battery-powered devices
that look like cigarettes and deliver a nicotine vapor to the user.
They are widely advertised as technologically advanced and
healthier alternatives to tobacco cigarettes using youth-relevant
appeals such as celebrity endorsements, trendy/fashionable imagery, and fruit, candy, and alcohol ﬂavors [2,3]. E-cigarettes are
widely available online and in shopping mall kiosks, which may
result in a disproportionate reach to teens, who spend much of
their free time online and in shopping malls [1]. In 2012, the
e-cigarette brand Blu was purchased by Lorillard Tobacco Company and started airing television commercials featuring celebrities using e-cigarettes [4,5]. The limited published research
about the safety, efﬁcacy, or public health impact of e-cigarettes
raises concerns about the product’s lack of regulation, safety/
quality assurances, and its appeal to youth or nonsmokers [1,6].
In this issue of the Journal of Adolescent Health, Pepper and
colleagues present the ﬁrst study of a national sample of U.S.
male adolescents’ awareness, use, and susceptibility to using
e-cigarettes [7]. The 228 participants were sons of parents recruited to participate in an online panel. Pepper et al found high
awareness of e-cigarettes— 67%— but little use; ⬍ 1% had tried
them. Of even greater importance, 18% of the sample endorsed
being susceptible to trying e-cigarettes, and this was much higher
(74%) among participants who reported current smoking. To date,
only two studies of national data sets have provided a glimpse into
awareness and use of e-cigarettes, and both were among adults
[8,9]. Pearson et al found that among a large nationally representative sample of U.S. adults, 40% were aware of e-cigarettes [9]. The
higher awareness among adolescents than adults (67% vs. 40%,
respectively) calls into question whether these nicotine products
are solely being marketed to existing adult tobacco smokers.
The high rate of awareness among youth is concerning, particularly because the literature raises concerns about e-cigarette
products with regard to ingredient and device safety. The Food
and Drug Administration found tobacco-speciﬁc impurities and
contaminants such as diethylene glycol in e-cigarette cartridges
[10]. The nicotine content in e-cigarette products often does not
match the advertised or labeled content, where products labeled

no nicotine contained nicotine, or nicotine content amounts were
higher or lower than labeled [10 –12]. Administration of an addictive drug at levels that are unintended may harm users and possibly
encourage addiction. Moreover, there appears to be high variability
in the quality of the products, in terms of device functioning, across,
and even within, brands [13]. E-cigarette cartridges may leak, creating the potential for dermal nicotine exposure and potential poisoning [2]. In the only published study examining the toxicology of
the exhaled e-cigarette vapor, authors found it to contain volatile
organic compounds and ﬁne particulate matter, although at levels
below secondhand tobacco cigarette smoke [14].
There are many unanswered questions regarding e-cigarettes
and their likely impact on public health. Population beneﬁt or harm
depends largely on public’s perception of the products and their
patterns of use. Increased individual risks and population harm may
result if dual use with other tobacco products is prevalent, or cessation is deterred by persons using e-cigarettes to circumvent successful tobacco control efforts, such as taxes and smoke-free laws.
Studies conducted with e-cigarette users, mainly recruited through
smoking cessation Web sites and e-cigarette enthusiast Web sites,
demonstrate that they perceive the products to be less toxic than
tobacco cigarettes and have used them as a smoking cessation
device or to avoid exposing others to tobacco smoke [15]. However,
the research on their efﬁcacy for smoking cessation is in its infancy.
The only published study enrolled a small sample of adults (n ⫽ 40)
and demonstrated modest results: of the 27 subjects who completed the 6-month assessment, nine people had quit using the
tobacco cigarettes, 13 reduced tobacco cigarette consumption but
were using both e-cigarettes and conventional cigarettes, and ﬁve
maintained cigarette smoking [16]. The only large nationally representative data published to date found the highest rate of current
e-cigarette use in current smokers compared with former smokers
and nonsmokers, suggesting that dual use is the most common
pattern of e-cigarette use [9]. Further research on the rates and
health effects of dual use is critical for assessing and considering
total public health impact of these products, particularly because
the dose–response relationship for cardiovascular effects of smoking
cigarettes is highly nonlinear, with large effects at low doses [17].
Given the dearth of empirical research on e-cigarette products
and who may be using them, the Pepper et al article makes an
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important contribution toward understanding how youth are responding to their availability [7]. In their multivariate analysis,
being a current smoker was strongly associated with willingness to
try e-cigarettes. When the analysis was limited to nonsmoking
participants, holding negative beliefs about the typical smoker was
associated with less willingness to try e-cigarettes. These ﬁndings
suggest that e-cigarettes may be perceived by adolescents as symbolically and functionally similar to tobacco cigarettes. Although
these ﬁndings are limited by a male-only sample, known predictors
of initiation of cigarette smoking, such as sensation seeking and
positive smoking expectancies, may be relevant factors to examine
in future research investigating e-cigarette use among adolescents.
What can be done to prevent e-cigarettes from becoming the
newest gateway to addiction for millions of youth? Lessons from
years of dealing with the tobacco industry and burden of tobacco
in our society, especially our youth, should be heeded. A U.S.
District Court of Appeals ruled in favor of the e-cigarette companies that e-cigarettes should be considered tobacco products
under the law [18]. Although the Food and Drug Administration
has yet to exercise regulatory authority over the products, states
and localities have passed laws restricting sales to minors (e.g.,
New Jersey) and included them in their smoke-free policies (e.g.,
Boston). Additional action should be taken to ensure e-cigarettes
are not sold to youth and their appeal to youth and nonsmokers
is minimized, such as enacting restrictions on health claims,
explicit celebrity endorsements, and the elimination of the
ﬂavors. In addition, addressing smoking (and e-cigarette use)
in the movies [3] and denormalization of tobacco and the
tobacco industry may also have positive effects on preventing
adolescent uptake of both tobacco and e-cigarettes.
Rachel A. Grana, Ph.D., M.P.H.
Center for Tobacco Control Research and Education
Cardiovascular Research Institute
University of California, San Francisco
San Francisco, California
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Les cigarettes électroniques

Résumé
• Les e-cigarettes ont évolué et il semble que la plupart, sinon l'ensemble des e-cigarettes
disponibles à l'heure actuelle, délivrent des quantités de nicotine efficaces.
• Il n'existe pas de données montrant que les e-cigarettes soient dangereuses, particulièrement
si on les compare au tabagisme.
• Les e-cigarettes sont utilisées principalement par des fumeurs et des ex-fumeurs, et il n'existe
pas de données montrant qu'elles soient utilisées par des personnes n'ayant jamais fumé.
• ASH est favorable à la réglementation des e-cigarettes pour assurer une qualité et une sécurité
d'emploi aux usagers, mais en l'absence de danger pour l'entourage, ne considère pas approprié
d'interdire leur utilisation là où il est interdit de fumer.
• L'agence du médicament britannique (Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency,
MHRA) est à l'heure actuelle en train de modifier la réglementation concernant les produits
contenant de la nicotine, y compris les e-cigarettes. Parallèlement, l'Institut national pour
l’excellence clinique en santé (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, NICE) est en
train de développer des recommandations pour la réduction du risque tabagique, qui incluront les
e-cigarettes et seront publiées en mai 2013.

Substitution nicotinique
Le tabagisme est la principale cause évitable de mortalité prématurée au Royaume-Uni. Le but des
politiques de santé publique est de réduire les dangers causés par les produits du tabac. Bien que
la situation idéale soit l'arrêt complet et permanent du tabac, un consensus permet d'envisager une
approche réglementée de la réduction du risque tabagique1,2,3– un cadre qui permettrait de réduire
les dangers du tabagisme sans éliminer totalement un comportement qui perdure. De telles
stratégies se sont avérées efficaces dans le passé, par exemple dans le contexte de l'échange de
seringues pour les toxicomanes, ou la promotion des rapports protégés pour le VIH.4,5
En 1976, le Professeur Michael Russell écrivait : « Les gens fument pour la nicotine, mais ils
meurent du goudron ».”6 Effectivement, les dangers du tabagisme proviennent presque
exclusivement des substances toxiques libérées par la combustion du tabac. Au contraire, les
produits à base de nicotine pure, bien que potentiellement addictifs, présentent un danger
considérablement moindre. Les e-cigarettes représentent donc une alternative beaucoup moins
dangereuse à la consommation de cigarettes pour les fumeurs qui n'arrivent pas ou ne souhaitent
pas arrêter d'utiliser la nicotine.
L'Institut national pour l’excellence clinique en santé (National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence, NICE) est en train de développer des recommandations pour la réduction du risque
tabagique.7 Ces recommandations, qui seront publiées au printemps 2013, visent à informer les
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fumeurs sur les moyens de réduire les risques de maladies et de mortalité causés par le
tabagisme. Ces recommandations incluront l'utilisation des e-cigarettes.

C'est quoi une e-cigarette?
Les e-cigarettes, ou cigarettes électroniques, sont des dispositifs permettant de délivrer de la
nicotine,8 et sont conçues pour ressembler et produire un effet similaire à la cigarette
conventionnelle. Elles sont proposées sur le marché comme des alternatives moins coûteuses et
plus sûres que les cigarettes, et pour être utilisées là où il est interdit de fumer, puisqu'elles ne
produisent pas de fumée.
Une e-cigarette est composée habituellement de trois parties : une batterie, un atomiseur et une
cartouche contenant de la nicotine. La plupart des cartouches jetables contiennent de la nicotine
diluée dans du propylène glycol ou de la glycérine, et de l'eau. Le taux de nicotine dans les
cartouches peut varier et certaines contiennent aussi des arômes.9 Certaines e-cigarettes
possèdent aussi une diode luminescente à l'extrémité qui s'allume lorsque l'utilisateur tire une
bouffée. Lorsque l’utilisateur tire sur sa e-cigarette, un détecteur de flux d'air déclenche le
chauffage de la résistance et vaporise le liquide contenu dans la cartouche. La vapeur créée
délivre la nicotine à l'utilisateur. Il n'y a pas de fumée passive, mais un peu de vapeur de nicotine
est libérée dans l'air lorsque l'utilisateur exhale celle-ci.

Les e-cigarettes sont-elles sûres?
Une revue réalisée en 2009 par le groupe de réglementation du tabac de l'OMS indique
que la quantité de nicotine délivrée et la sécurité d'emploi des e-cigarettes ne sont pas
définitivement établies.8 Il est certain, qu'en l'absence d'une évaluation clinique complète
et d'une surveillance de l'effet à long-terme sur la population, la sécurité d'emploi de ces
produits ne peut être totalement garantie. Par contre, les dangers du tabagisme – la
principale cause évitable de mortalité au RU – sont parfaitement établis.
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La majorité des inquiétudes concernant l'innocuité des e-cigarettes provient de l'absence
de réglementation claire et d'un contrôle de qualité efficace. L'absence totale actuelle de
supervision de ces produits par les autorités (bien que le MHRA [ndt : agence du
médicament britannique] soit en train de rédiger des recommandations ; voir la section sur
la réglementation), fait qu'il existe une grande disparité dans l'efficacité, la quantité de
nicotine délivrée, et le contenu en nicotine des cartouches, à la fois entre les différentes
marques, mais aussi parmi les différents produits au sein d'une même marque. 9 De plus,
une étude récente réalisée par la FDA américaine (ndt : agence du médicament des USA)
a révélé la présence de toxines, à faibles concentrations, libérées par le procédé de
vaporisation de certaines cartouches.10 Cependant, une autre étude a montré que chez
des personnes étant passées à l'utilisation de la e-cigarette à la place de cigarettes
conventionnelles, l'exposition à la nicotine était inchangée, mais l'exposition à certains
toxiques était considérablement réduite. 11
Il n'existe pas de preuve d'un danger provenant de l'exposition répétée au propylène
glycol, le solvant dans lequel la nicotine est diluée. 12,13 Une étude conclut que les ecigarettes ont un profile de toxicité faible, sont bien tolérées, et ne produisent que des
effets indésirables modérés.14

Y a-t-il un risque pour l'entourage?
Bien que les e-cigarettes n’émettent pas de fumée, les utilisateurs exhalent une vapeur
constituée principalement d'eau. Les éventuels risques liés à l'exposition passive aux
vapeurs de propylène glycol sont probablement limités à une irritation de la gorge. Dans
une étude, des animaux ont été exposés pendant 12 à 18 mois à des vapeurs de
propylène glycol à des doses 50 à 700 fois celles qu'un animal pourrait absorber par
inhalation. Comparé à des animaux témoins non exposés, aucune irritation locale ou
généralisée n'a été observée, et les reins, le foie, la rate et la moelle osseuse étaient
normaux après examen.12
Le fait que les e-cigarettes ressemblent à des cigarettes conventionnelles pourrait
entretenir la confusion et poser problème lors de leur utilisation dans les lieux publics,
comme par exemple dans les transports publics.15,16 Cependant, comme l'élément le plus
distinct du tabagisme est l'odeur de la fumée, qui se répand rapidement, et qu'elle n'existe
pas avec la e-cigarette, il n'y a aucune raison que cette confusion demeure à long terme.
De plus, l'absence de risque d'exposition passive à la vapeur d'e-cigarette est rarement
« considéré comme un avantage » de la e-cigarette.17 En tant qu'alternative au
tabagisme, il est préférable d'utiliser des e-cigarettes là où l'exposition au tabagisme passif
pose des problèmes de santé sérieux, comme à la maison ou en voiture.

Les e-cigarettes sont-elles efficaces?
Le degré d'efficacité dépend de ce que l'on mesure. Bien que les professionnels de santé
soient plus concernés par leur efficacité en tant qu'aide à l'arrêt du tabac, les quatre
bénéfices les plus rapportés par les utilisateurs sont le fait qu'elles satisfassent l'envie de
fumer (60% des fumeurs), qu'elles aident à réduire sa consommation de cigarettes (55%),
qu'elles aident à arrêter de fumer (51%), et qu'elles suppriment les odeurs de tabagisme
(51%).18,19 L'efficacité varie aussi entre les différents produits, et en fonction des
utilisateurs et de leurs expériences.20
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A l'heure actuelle au RU, tout produit proclamant explicitement ou implicitement qu'il aide à
traiter la dépendance tabagique est considéré comme un médicament, et doit dès lors être
réglementé par l'agence du médicament (MHRA). En conséquence, les fabricants de ecigarettes se sont gardés jusqu'à présent de prétendre aider à l'arrêt du tabac. De plus,
l'OMS a déclaré que « les cigarettes électroniques ne sont pas une méthode de
substitution nicotinique ayant fait ses preuves ».21
Néanmoins, les enquêtes montrent qu'environ 4 utilisateurs sur 10 18 prétendent les utiliser
dans le but d'arrêter de fumer, et les requêtes de recherche sur internet pour ces produits
dépassent en nombre celles pour tout autre aide à l'arrêt ou substitut nicotinique. 22
Certaines données suggèrent que l'utilisation de e-cigarettes mène à l'abstinence des
fumeurs qui n'avaient pas l'intention d'arrêter.23
Les données empiriques sur l'efficacité de la e-cigarette pour l'aide à l'arrêt du tabac sont
limitées et des études sont encore en cours pour déterminer les risques et les bénéfices
de ces produits. Certaines études publiées suggèrent que les e-cigarettes sont des
produits de substitution nicotinique inefficaces et ne produisent que des nicotinémies
(concentration plasmatique de nicotine) modestes. 24 Ces résultats ne semblent cependant
s'appliquer qu'à des utilisateurs novices, d'autres études chez des utilisateurs
expérimentés montrent au contraire que ces utilisateurs obtiennent des nicotinémies
conséquentes.14 On ne sait pas par contre, si ce sont ces utilisateurs expérimentés qui
utilisent les e-cigarettes plus efficacement, ou si ils choisissent certains produits plus
performants, que n'utilisent pas les utilisateurs novices. 25,26
Néanmoins, il semble évident que les e-cigarettes deviennent de plus en plus fiables
quant à la quantité de nicotine qu'elles délivrent, et qu'en conséquence elles ont un effet
bénéfique sur la réduction de l'envie de fumer (craving) et le nombre de cigarettes
fumées.14 De plus, des études ont même montré que certaines marques de e-cigarettes
réduisent l'envie de fumer malgré les faibles nicotinémies qu'elles engendrent. 27
Un autre aspect des e-cigarettes qui pourrait les rendre efficaces est leur capacité à
reproduire le geste de fumer, qui n'est pas suffisamment mis en avant avec les substituts
nicotiniques. Ceci a été démontré chez des utilisateurs de e-cigarette placebo (sans
nicotine) qui ont ressenti moins d'envies de fumer (craving), moins de symptômes de
sevrage, et fumé moins de cigarettes par jour.14
Le bénéfice potentiel et l'efficacité d'aide à l'arrêt perçue par les utilisateurs de e-cigarettes
ont été testés dans des enquêtes. Ces données sont à interpréter avec précaution,
puisque ces utilisateurs ont été recrutés sur des forums de discussion d'utilisateurs de ecigarettes. Cependant, une enquête réalisée au niveau international a rapporté que 72%
des utilisateurs croient que la e-cigarette permet de réduire l'envie de fumer et les
symptômes de sevrage, et que 92% déclarent avoir réduit leur consommation de
cigarettes conventionnelles. Dans la même enquête, 96% des ex-fumeurs ont déclaré que
la e-cigarette les avait aidé à arrêter de fumer, et 79% ont émis la peur de reprendre leur
tabagisme s'ils arrêtaient la e-cigarette. 9

Qui utilise des e-cigarettes au RU?
La connaissance des e-cigarettes par le public a crû de façon substantielle ces dernières
années, grâce en particulier à internet. Entre 2009 et 2011, les recherches pour les termes
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« cigarette électronique » sur le moteur de recherche Google ont été multipliées par 50, 28
un point sur lequel l'industrie de la e-cigarette a tenté de capitaliser en utilisant des
bannières publicitaires et créant des sites internet et des pages sur les réseaux sociaux. 29
En plus de l'influence d'internet, les politiques anti-tabac semblent aussi avoir favorisé le
développement de la e-cigarette.30

Selon l'enquête ASH YouGov, la connaissance de l'existence de la e-cigarette a augmenté
fortement. Par exemple, dans cette enquête, le nombre de fumeurs n'ayant jamais
entendu parlé de e-cigarettes est passé de 38% en 2010, à 21% en 2012. 31
Simultanément, le nombre d'utilisateurs a doublé. Selon une autre enquête de ASH, 3%
des fumeurs utilisaient des e-cigarettes en 2010, et ce chiffre est passé à 7% en 2012. De
même, le nombre de personnes ayant simplement essayé la e-cigarette a plus que
doublé, passant de 9% en 2010 à 22% en 2012 (voir la figure 1).
ASH estime qu'il y a actuellement 650 000 à 700 000 utilisateurs courants au RU. Ces
utilisateurs sont principalement des fumeurs et des ex-fumeurs ; avec peut-être quelque
chose comme 125 000 personnes ayant remplacé la cigarette par la e-cigarette. Il semble
par ailleurs que le nombre de non fumeurs utilisant régulièrement la e-cigarette est
négligeable. 31,32

Réglementation
Actuellement, les e-cigarettes ne tombent pas sous l'effet de l'interdiction de fumer dans
les lieux publics, et les utilisateurs peuvent donc utiliser la e-cigarette dans les bars, les
restaurants et dans les transports publics.
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Un avantage de l'interdiction de fumer souvent mis en avant est le fait qu'elle permet de
dé-normaliser le tabagisme, rendant celui-ci inadapté à la norme sociale. L’interdiction de
fumer dans les lieux publics a renforcé l'idée dans l'esprit des gens que ce comportement
jugé normal autrefois, et devenu anormal et déplacé. Certaines personnes ont peur que la
e-cigarette minimise ce processus et affaiblisse ces interdictions de fumer au travail ou
dans les transports publics. Cependant, rien de tout cela n'est évident pour l'instant.
Les e-cigarettes sont soumises aux lois de protections des consommateurs et leur sécurité
d'emploi est sous la responsabilité des corps de surveillance du commerce. En 2010,
l'agence du médicament britannique (Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory
Agency, MHRA) a lancé une consultation publique sur la nécessité de réglementer ces
produits.33 A la suite de cette analyse initiale, une période de recherche complémentaire,
coordonnée par le MHRA et menée par un groupe d'experts, a été commissionnée. Ceci
mènera a une décision finale qui sera rendue en 2013. En attendant, le MHRA travaille
avec les fabricants de e-cigarette afin de développer un code de bonnes pratiques afin de
favoriser les produits de meilleure qualité.
En plus de ce travail du MHRA, le Ministère de la Santé a demandé à NICE (l'Institut
national pour l’excellence clinique en santé) de publier ces propres recommandations sur
la e-cigarette dans le cadre d'une approche globale de la réduction du risque tabagique, la
publication est prévue en mai 2013. Il existe aussi une proposition de régulation de tous
les produits contenant de la nicotine dans le cadre de la révision de la Directive
européenne sur les produits du tabac.34

Conclusion
ASH estime que si les e-cigarettes sont réglementées afin d'assurer une bonne efficacité
et une bonne sécurité d'emploi, elles devraient être mises à disposition dans le but de
réduire le risque tabagique. Si nous reconnaissons qu'il faut continuer à faire de l'aide à
l'arrêt du tabac une priorité, nous reconnaissons aussi que de nombreux fumeurs ne
souhaitent pas arrêter de fumer ou ont beaucoup de difficultés à arrêter. Ces fumeurs
devraient être encouragés à utiliser des substituts nicotiniques, qui délivrent en toute
sécurité de la nicotine sans toutes les substances dangereuses contenues dans la fumée
de tabac. La majorité des maladies causées par le tabagisme sont dues à l'inhalation de
cette fumée contenant des centaines de substances toxiques, alors que la nicotine ne
présente quasiment pas de danger.
Les e-cigarettes, qui délivrent de la nicotine sans les substances toxiques contenues dans
la fumée de tabac, ont toutes les chances d'être moins dangereuses que les cigarettes.
De plus, les e-cigarettes réduisent l'exposition passive à la fumée de tabac là où fumer est
autorisé, car elles n'émettent pas de fumée. Néanmoins, la nicotine est une substance
addictive, la qualité et l'efficacité des e-cigarettes est très variable, et les fumeurs n'ont pas
de certitudes quant à leur efficacité.
Au Royaume-Uni, la législation anti-tabac est faite pour protéger le public des effets nocifs
de l'exposition à la fumée de tabac. ASH considère que les e-cigarettes ne devraient pas
être soumises à cette législation.
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Abstract
Introduction: Smoking is a major risk factor for a variety of diseases. Electronic cigarettes are battery-operated devices that deliver
nicotine to the lungs by evaporation of a liquid. Chronic idiopathic neutrophilia is a condition characterized by elevated white blood cell
and neutrophil counts without any underlying disease; smoking has been implicated as a potential cause.
Case Presentation: A male Caucasian patient, born in 1977, presented in September 2005 with asymptomatic elevation of white blood
cell and neutrophil count, and mildly-elevated C-reactive protein levels. He was a smoker since 1996 and was treated with 20 mg/day
of simvastatin since 2003 due to hyperlipidemia. Clinical examination, and laboratory and imaging investigations ruled out any infectious, haematological, rheumatological, or endocrine conditions. He was followed-up regularly and was advised to stop smoking. He
had 2 unsuccessful attempts to quit smoking; one was unassisted and the second was performed with the use of both varenicline and
nicotine replacement therapy (patches). During the subsequent 6.5 years, his leukocyte and C-reactive protein levels were repeatedly
elevated; the condition was consistent with chronic idiopathic neutrophilia. In February 2012, he started using electronic cigarettes and
he managed to quit smoking within 10 days. After 6 months, laboratory examination showed normalized leukocyte count and C-reactive
protein levels, confirmed immediately by a second laboratory and by repeated tests after 1 and 2 months.
Conclusion: Smoking cessation with the use of electronic cigarette led to reversal of chronic idiopathic neutrophilia. The daily use of
electronic cigarette may help preserve the beneficial effects of smoking cessation.
Keywords: electronic cigarette, smoking, chronic idiopathic neutrophilia, inflammation, smoking cessation
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Introduction

which was treated with simvastatin at 20 mg/day since
2003. Complete blood count tests performed 9 and
18 months earlier were normal (WBC: 8900–9700/
µL, neutrophils: 4183–4462/µL, lymphocytes: 4005–
4268/µL, eosinophils: 89–194/µL, basophils: 623–
776/µL). At presentation, his WBC count was 14,600/
µL (8614/µL neutrophils, 5256/µL lymphocytes, 292/
µL eosinophils and 438/µL basophils). Hematocrit
(45.2%) and platelet count (305,000/µL) were within
normal range. Blood smear was normal. The test was
repeated twice in a different laboratory with similar
results. He was completely asymptomatic, had no history of recent infections or trauma and reported no
fever. He had no changes in body weight or appetite
over the past months; his body mass index (BMI) was
27.7 kg/m2 at presentation. Clinical examination was
normal and he was afebrile. Routine laboratory examinations did not reveal any renal or liver dysfunction. Thyroid hormones were within normal range,
as were serum cortisol levels. He did not report any
recent intake of steroid drugs. C-reactive protein was
elevated at 14 mg/L (normal range , 5 mg/L). Rheumatologic and infectious disease work-up (including
ANA, anti-dsDNA, Le-test, Ra-test, ASTO, CMV and
EBV antibodies, Wright test and Widal reaction) were
all negative for disease. Chest x-ray, echocardiogram
and upper abdominal ultrasound were normal. Spleen
and liver size were within normal limits. A CT-scan of
thorax and abdomen were also normal.
He was invited for a repeat complete blood count after
2 months, with WBC reaching 21,000/µL (neutrophils:
14,280/µL, lymphocytes: 5250/µL, eosinophils:
630/µL, basophils: 840/µL). Once again he was
asymptomatic and with no signs of infection or any
other inflammatory condition. He was instructed
to stop intake of simvastatin and repeat the examination in another 2 months. In January 2006, leukocytosis was still present (WBC: 17,900/µL,
neutrophils: 11635/µL, lymphocytes: 5012/µL,
eosinophils: 537/µL, basophils: 716/µL). He was prescribed atorvastatin at 20 mg/day because of elevated
LDL levels. The diagnosis of CIN was suspected and
he was offered a bone marrow aspiration biopsy to
rule out other conditions. He refused the exam and
was scheduled for routine follow-up. He was also
advised to stop smoking.
Figure 1 displays all WBC counts over the course of
7 years since presentation. All results were consistent

Cigarette smoking is a major cause of disease, affecting several systems in the human body.1,2 Although
reducing cigarette consumption does not improve
prognosis,3 smoking cessation has important beneficial socioeconomic and health-related implications.4,5
However, quitting smoking is a very difficult task.
Smokers that try to quit without any medical aid or
treatment have extremely low success rate.6 Although
several pharmaceutical products are available for
smoking cessation, long term quit-rates are relatively
low.7 Therefore, tobacco harm reduction strategies
and products have been developed, with the main goal
to reduce the amount of harmful substances administered to the human body.8
Electronic cigarettes have been introduced to the
market in recent years as an alternative to smoking.
They are hand-held electronic nicotine-delivery
devices consisting of a battery, a cartridge containing liquid, and an electrical resistance that is heated
through the battery power and evaporates the liquid.
The do not contain tobacco and there is no combustion involved. They deal with the chemical addiction
by delivering nicotine to the lungs and consequently
to the circulation. Although millions of people use
them all over the world, there is lack of clinical evidence on their efficacy in reversing smoking-related
disease and conditions.
Chronic idiopathic neutrophilia (CIN) is a condition characterized by asymptomatic elevation of white
blood cells (WBCs) and neutrophil count that persists
for years without any underlying disease.9 Smoking
has been implicated as a cause of this condition,9,10
and leukocyte count is a predictor of future cardiovascular events.11,12
To the best of our knowledge, we report for the first
time a case study of a subject with CIN that was reversed
by smoking cessation with the daily use of electronic
cigarettes. Written informed consent was obtained from
the patient for presenting this case report.

Case Presentation

A male Caucasian, born in 1977, was presented in
September 2005 with an elevated WBC count found
during a routine check-up. At this time, he had been
a smoker since 1996 (9 pack-years at the time of
presentation). He had a positive family history of premature coronary heart disease and hyperlipidemia,
16
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Figure 1. White blood cell, neutrophil and lymphocyte count over the course of 7 years follow-up of the patient.
Notes: Time of presentation and two unsuccessful attempts of smoking cessation are indicated with arrows. The time of initiation of electronic cigarette,
leading to smoking cessation, is also indicated by an arrow. Normal value for neutrophils is less than 8,000/µL (horizontal red line).

with CIN, and mild elevations in C-reactive protein
were also noted (Fig. 2). He did not receive any other
medications during this period besides antipyretics for 2 episodes of common cold; all laboratory
examinations were performed at least 10 weeks far
from the common cold episodes. He had two unsuccessful attempts to quit smoking, one without any
medical treatment in 2006 and one with varenicline
plus nicotine patches in 2010. A change in statin

prescription from atorvastatin (20 mg/day) to rosuvastatin (20 mg/day) was done in May 2010, but no
difference was observed in WBC count in subsequent
measurements.
In February 2012 he managed to quit smoking by
the use of electronic cigarettes. It should be mentioned
that use of electronic cigarettes was a personal choice
of the patient; no advice or recommendation to use it
was provided by the physicians, since it has not been
17
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Figure 2. C-reactive protein levels over the course of 7 years follow-up of the patient.
Notes: Time of presentation and two unsuccessful attempts of smoking cessation are indicated with arrows. The time of initiation of electronic cigarette,
leading to smoking cessation, is also indicated by an arrow. Normal reference value for C-reactive protein is less than 5 mg/L (horizontal red line).

approved as a smoking cessation method. He reported
complete smoking cessation after 10 days of using the
device. One month earlier, his complete blood count
was consistent with CIN. In August 2012, routine
follow-up showed no leukocytosis (WBC: 8800/µL,
neutrophils: 4400/µL, lymphocytes: 3344/µL, eosinophils: 352/µL, basophils: 704/µL). C-reactive protein
levels were also normalized. His BMI was 28.4 kg/m2.
The test was repeated in 2 different laboratories, with
similar results. Further tests, 1, 2 and 3 months later
revealed no leukocytosis. During this period, he was
using the electronic cigarette daily, consuming liquid
with nicotine concentration of 9 mg/mL. Smoking
abstinence was confirmed during his last three visits
by measuring carbon monoxide in exhaled breath; it
was within normal limits (4 ppm).

electronic cigarette leads to reversal of chronic idiopathic neutrophilia. The most important message is
that despite the daily use of electronic cigarette by
this patient, the beneficial effects of smoking cessation were maintained.
Electronic cigarettes were invented in 2003, with
awareness and use increasing significantly over the
past 3 years.13 They have been introduced to the
market as tobacco harm-reduction products and
they may have a unique role in this field. They work
by evaporating a nicotine-containing liquid, which
is subsequently inhaled by the user. In addition to
nicotine, the constituents of liquids used for evaporation are limited to propylene glycol, glycerol, and
flavorings. Since they deliver nicotine and at the
same time resemble the act of smoking by production of visible vapor, they deal with both the chemical (nicotine delivery) and behavioral components
of cigarette addiction.14 A non-randomized study by
Polosa et al15 and an internet survey by Siegel et al16

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
which reports that smoking cessation with the use of
18
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suggested that they may be effective as a smoking
cessation tool.
The absence of tobacco and the lack of combustion
are important features in the health-related profile of
these products. Until recently, research on the composition, toxicology, and clinical effects of electronic
cigarettes was scarce. Thus, FDA and WHO publicly
expressed serious concerns about electronic cigarette
use in 2009, recommending that their use should
be avoided. Cahn and Siegel14 summarized several
chemical analyses performed until 2011, showing that
electronic cigarette liquid contents are far less harmful
compared to tobacco.14 For nitrosamines they mentioned that, when present, the amount was 500-fold to
1400-fold reduced in electronic compared to tobacco
cigarettes.14 Substances produced from combustion
of tobacco cigarettes, like polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, were not present in any of the liquids tested.
Although still inadequate, research on electronic
cigarettes has progressed over the past year. During
the 14th annual meeting of the Society for Research
on Nicotine and Tobacco Europe, Romagna et al17
presented a cytotoxic study comparing electronic
cigarette vapor with tobacco cigarette smoke; they
found that vapor extract from 10 different commercially available liquids were not cytotoxic to cultured
mammalian cells compared to significant cytotoxicity
observed from tobacco smoke extract.17 Only three
clinical studies on the effects of electronic cigarettes
on human health have been performed. Vardavas
et al18 found that 5 minute use of electronic cigarette
produced a mild but significant elevation in pulmonary resistance.18 However, no comparison with the
effects of tobacco cigarettes was performed. Flouris
et al19 found that no elevation in WBC count was
found after electronic cigarette use; in comparison,
WBC and neutrophil counts were significantly elevated immediately after tobacco cigarette smoking.19
Farsalinos et al20 studied smokers and electronic cigarette users with echocardiography before and after
smoking and electronic cigarette use respectively.20
Acute diastolic dysfunction was observed in smokers
immediately after smoking 1 cigarette, while diastolic
function was preserved after using the electronic cigarette for 7 minutes. Interestingly, although electronic
cigarette users were previously heavy smokers, it took
them on average only 2 days to quit smoking with the
use of the device.

Despite all this data and the fact that no study
has found that electronic cigarettes are more harmful when compared to tobacco cigarettes, it must
be emphasized that research is still in its infancy.
More studies are needed, especially clinical studies,
on their long-term effects. It will take several years,
however, before such studies are published as awareness and use of electronic cigarettes has increased
only recently. Delay will also occur as the knowledge that smoking-related disease and the beneficial
effects of smoking cessation take several years before
becoming clinically evident. Until that time, research
should focus on the pathophysiological mechanisms
by which smoking causes disease and should proceed
on both laboratory and clinical level. The crucial scientific question that should be addressed is whether
electronic cigarettes are less harmful compared to
tobacco cigarettes, since they should be marketed
solely as a tobacco harm reduction product and not
as a new habit for the general population. In any case,
regulation and specific quality standards should be
implemented as the use of non-pharmaceutical grade
nicotine or other constituents may lead to the presence of toxic tobacco impurities in the liquids, which
will be subsequently inhaled by the user.14
Although we cannot exclude that some constituents of electronic cigarette vapor may have had beneficial effects in reducing WBC count in our patient,
the most probable explanation is that reversal of CIN
was caused by smoking cessation itself. Smoking
causes diseases by a variety of mechanisms, including inflammation.21 It causes a 20%–25% increase in
peripheral blood leukocyte count22 in addition to elevated levels of inflammatory markers like C-reactive
protein.23 CIN is an uncommon condition associated
with greater elevation in WBCs and neutrophils than
those observed in the majority of smokers. Smoking
however has been implicated as a cause for the
condition. The patient had persistently elevated WBC
count and mildly elevated C-reactive protein levels,
without any underlying disease. This may represent a
state of low-grade inflammation, which is a risk factor for future cardiovascular disease.24 Although he
was a smoker several years before CIN developed,
we could not find any specific underlying cause for
the development of the condition at the particular time
of presentation. We know however that inflammatory
markers have a temporal relationship to smoking,25
19
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and this might explain the delay in CIN presentation.
Cigarette smoking was suggested as a potential cause
for this condition in our patient after an extensive
diagnostic analysis excluded other possible conditions or intake of medications such as corticosteroids
and lithium which are associated with neutrophilia.9
Despite the use of medically-approved methods, the
patient failed to quit smoking. Finally, with the aid of
electronic cigarettes, he was able to quit smoking in a
timely manner. Five months later, CIN was reversed,
although he was using the electronic cigarette on a
daily basis.
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In conclusion, we presented a case of a young smoker
having CIN and low-grade inflammation which was
reversed after smoking cessation. Electronic cigarette use was successful as a smoking-cessation tool,
after two failures to quit smoking (one with the use
of currently-approved pharmaceutical methods). The
daily use of electronic cigarettes did not hinder the
beneficial effects of smoking cessation in this patient.
Undoubtedly, this case report is in no way conclusive
about the effects of electronic cigarettes on health.
However, it indicates that research on the potential
efficacy and health consequences of electronic cigarettes as a tobacco harm reduction product should be
intensified. Until that time, we cannot recommend
their use, but physicians will face two important ethical dilemmas in daily practice. Should they advise
patients who have managed to quit smoking by using
electronic cigarettes (like our patient) to stop using
them, with the risk of smoking relapse? And should
patients who have repeatedly failed to quit smoking
by currently approved methods, such as the patient
in this study, be denied the possibility, however
small it may be, to quit smoking by using electronic
cigarettes?
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Does e-cigarette consumption cause passive vaping?
Abstract Electronic cigarette consumption (ÔvapingÕ) is marketed as an alternative to conventional tobacco smoking. Technically, a mixture of chemicals
containing carrier liquids, ﬂavors, and optionally nicotine is vaporized and inhaled. The present study aims at the determination of the release of volatile
organic compounds (VOC) and (ultra)ﬁne particles (FP/UFP) from an e-cigarette under near-to-real-use conditions in an 8-m3 emission test chamber. Furthermore, the inhaled mixture is analyzed in small chambers. An increase in FP/
UFP and VOC could be determined after the use of the e-cigarette. Prominent
components in the gas-phase are 1,2-propanediol, 1,2,3-propanetriol, diacetin,
ﬂavorings, and traces of nicotine. As a consequence, Ôpassive vapingÕ must be
expected from the consumption of e-cigarettes. Furthermore, the inhaled aerosol
undergoes changes in the human lung that is assumed to be attributed to
deposition and evaporation.
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Practical Implications

The consumption of e-cigarettes marks a new source for chemical and aerosol exposure in the indoor environment. To
evaluate the impact of e-cigarettes on indoor air quality and to estimate the possible eﬀect of passive vaping, information about the chemical characteristics of the released vapor is needed.

Introduction

Electronic cigarettes show a rapidly growing market
share and are advertised as a healthier alternative to
conventional smoking. These Ôe-cigarettesÕ contain a
small battery-drivenheating unit that vaporizes a mixture
of chemicals, the so-called ÔliquidsÕ. They usually contain
ﬂavors and carrier substances and may be purchased with
and without nicotine. The nicotine content roughly
diﬀers between 0 and 20 mg/ml depending on the brand
(Trehy et al., 2011). A common carrier of the ÔliquidsÕ is
1,2-propanediol (propylene glycol, PG) that leads to a
visible fume during exhalation. This compound is also
frequently used as a solvent in dosage formulations of
aerosolized drug delivery systems such as pressurized
metered-dose inhalers and nebulizers for the clinical
practice (Montharu et al., 2010). However, the frequency
of use is expected to be higher in case of e-cigarette vaping,

leading to a diﬀerent exposure pattern. Propylene glycol
is also a common humectant for tobacco cigarettes
(Paschke et al., 2002). In contrast to conventional cigarettes, the released compounds are not generated from a
combustion process (as a smoke) but by direct evaporation (as a vapor). For this reason, the term ÔvapingÕ has
been established among e-cigarette users as an analog to
the conventional cigarette ÔsmokingÕ (Etter, 2010).
A recent study reports adverse physiological eﬀects
after the short-term use of e-cigarettes (Vardavas et al.,
2011). This eﬀect may be attributed to propylene glycol
that is known to cause upper airway irritations
(Wieslander et al., 2001). However, a comprehensive
exposure assessment that compares the nicotine intake
from e-cigarettes and conventional cigarettes – which
also considers the impact of the carrier substances – is
not available at the present state. Furthermore, the
release of the organic compounds from the ÔliquidsÕ and
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the release of particles into the indoor environment are
still mostly unknown. In contrast, the impact of
environmental tobacco smoke from conventional
smoking on the indoor air quality has been intensively
researched in the past decade. Numerous studies report
the release of particulate matter (Nazaroﬀ and Klepeis,
2003) and organic compounds such as formaldehyde,
from the combustion of tobacco products (Baek and
Jenkins, 2004; Baker, 2006; Paschke et al., 2002). These
scientiﬁc ﬁndings led to a ban on smoking in public
buildings and restaurants in many countries. This ban
had a positive inﬂuence on the indoor air quality in
these buildings (Bohac et al., 2010; Gleich et al., 2011).
Beyond indoor climate, airﬂow conditions, room
size, and number of e-cigarette users, many other
parameters have the potential to aﬀect Ôpassive vapingÕ.
The concentrations of the exhaled compounds during
e-cigarette consumption can be expected to diﬀer with
the composition of the applied ÔliquidsÕ, the type of
e-cigarette in use, the age of the e-cigarette (e.g., owing
to remains of previous ÔliquidsÕ), length of the puﬀ, and
interval between the puﬀs. Moreover, the composition
of the exhaled air will be aﬀected by age, sex, activity,
health status, and diet of the user (Riess et al., 2010).
Another important aspect in the future discussion
about e-cigarettes will be the eﬀect of Ôthird-hand
smokeÕ that mainly describes human exposure against
residues of smoking on clothes, furniture, and other
indoor surfaces (Matt et al., 2011). In case of
e-cigarettes, the solvent of the ÔliquidsÕ may remain
on available surfaces and be a source for the contamination of residents. Even more important might be the
accidental spilling of ÔliquidsÕ that can lead to unintended uptake of nicotine by skin permeation – an
eﬀect that is intentionally used for nicotine patches
(Hammer et al., 2011). It can be assumed that the
health impact of e-cigarette use is mainly inﬂuenced by
the safety and quality of the applied ÔliquidsÕ.
The present study provides ﬁrst indications about the
entry of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and
ultraﬁne particles into the indoor environment connected with the use of electronic cigarettes. One
measurement was performed in a full-scale emission
test chamber with one e-cigarette and diﬀerent ÔliquidsÕ.
Additional small-scale chamber measurements were
performed to identify the eﬀect of aerosol aging and
the impact of diﬀerent e-cigarette types. The experiments aim at the identiﬁcation of the released compounds under near-to-real-use conditions to estimate
the eﬀect of Ôpassive vapingÕ.

ated at 23C and 50% relative humidity at an air
exchange rate of 0.3/h. The formaldehyde concentration in the chamber was continuously recorded every
30 s by an AL4021 formaldehyde auto analyzer
(AeroLaser). A fast mobility particle sizer (FMPS;
TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN, USA) recorded the particle
number concentration of ﬁne and ultraﬁne particles
(FP/UFP) in the size range between 5.6 and 560 nm at
1 Hz in 32 channels.
Before the experiment and after each smoking event,
3 l of chamber air was pumped (200 ml/min) through
stainless-steel tubes ﬁlled with 300 mg Tenax TA. The
tubes were analyzed via thermal desorption (Ultra/
Unity 2; Markes Int., Llantrisant, UK) and gas
chromatography (6890 Series GC System; Agilent,
Santa Clara, CA, USA; HP5MS 60 m · 250 lm ·
0.3 lm column) coupled with mass spectrometry
(5973N MSD; Agilent) according to ISO 16000-6. In
parallel, lower aldehydes (formaldehyde, acetaldehyde,
etc.) were collected using silica gel cartridges containing 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH). The cartridges were analyzed according to ISO 16000-3 using
high-performance liquid chromatography coupled with
a variable wavelength detector (HPLC 1200 Inﬁnity;
Agilent).
A volunteering smoker took a seat in the chamber,
and the chamber blank was measured after 20 min of
conditioning. The e-cigarette was then ﬁlled with an
apple-ﬂavored nicotine-free ÔliquidÕ (Liquid 1) outside
of the chamber and given to the test person through a
sampling port. The person took six deep-lung puﬀs
(puﬀ length  3 s) with a delay of 60 s between each
puﬀ. The air sampling on Tenax TA tubes started at
puﬀ 4 and lasted 15 min. This procedure was performed for another two ÔliquidsÕ, Liquid 2 and Liquid 3
(see Table 1).
After the e-cigarette was removed from the chamber,
a conventional tobacco cigarette was lit outside the
chamber and given to the test person. The sampling
procedure was identical to the e-cigarette measurement.
For the determination of the feasible puﬀ length, the
mouthpiece and the wick (see Figure 1) were removed
from the e-cigarette and the temperature of the heating
coil was measured via thermography (ThermaCAM
B20; FLIR Systems, Wilsonville, OR, USA) during
Table 1 Characteristics of the ÔliquidsÕ

Sample

Flavor

Main aroma
compound

Nicotine
contenta

Large-scale vaping/smoking experiment

Liquid 1
Liquid 2
Liquid 3
Conventional
cigarette

Apple
Apple
Tobacco
–

3-Methylbutyl-3-methylbutanoate
3-Methylbutyl-3-methylbutanoate
Ethyl maltol
–

0 mg/ml
18 mg/ml
18 mg/ml
0.8 mg/cigarette

The experiment was performed in an 8-m3 stainlesssteel emission test chamber. This chamber was oper-

a
As stated by the manufacturer. [Correction added on 6 August 2012, after first online
publication: Nicotine content for Liquid 2 and Liquid 3 changed from 1.8 mg/ml to 18 mg/ml.]

Material and methods
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puﬀ into the 10-l glass chamber. The VOCs within the
chamber were then determined by GC/MS after
sampling on Tenax TA tubes (6L, 150 ml/min).

Mouthpiece with liquid
tank

Measurement with three different e-cigarettes

Wick
Heating coil
Fig. 1 Scheme of the tested e-cigarette A. The thermographic
image shows the temperature distribution of the heating unit
without ÔliquidÕ (>350C in the center)

heat-up. The time-resolved analysis showed an interval
of 3 s between start of the cigarette and reaching stable
temperature conditions. The puﬀ length was equally
increased for e-cigarette and tobacco cigarette, even
though the length of the puﬀ was approximately 1 s
longer than speciﬁed in ISO 3308 (2000). The puﬀ
interval (60 s) was selected according to ISO 3308. The
number of puﬀs (10 in ISO 3308) had to be adapted to
the new smoking conditions because the tobacco
cigarette was depleted after six puﬀs.

Three diﬀerent types of e-cigarettes (see Table 2) were
ﬁlled with ÔliquidÕ from the same stock (Liquid 1). The
cigarette was operated for 3 s. The vapor from the
e-cigarettes was transferred into the 10-l glass chamber
using a pump. The chamber was set to 37C and an air
exchange rate of 3/h. Directly after injection of the
vapor, sampling on Tenax TA was performed for 60 min
(100 ml/min) and sampling on DNPH was performed
for 200 min (120 ml/min). Between each measurement,
the chamber was heated to 60C for 24 h at maximum air
exchange rate (6/h). The measured concentration cS (lg/
m3 ) is converted into the released mass per puﬀ MPP (lg/
puﬀ) according to Equation 1 using the sample volume
VS (m3 ), the number of puﬀs n (puﬀ), and the ratio
between sample ﬂow V_S (m3 /h) and chamber exhaust
ﬂow V_C (m3 /h). Additionally, the value is corrected for
the expected exponential decay of the concentration
because of the air exchange rate k (/h).
R1
V_ C
cS
MPP¼ VS   0t
n
V_ S R

ekt dt

ekt dt

V_ C
cS
1
¼ VS  
kt
_
n
1e
VS

ð1Þ

0

Vapor analysis

An aerosol aging experiment was performed in a 10-l
glass emission test chamber. The chamber is double
walled and is temperature controlled by water. The air
in the chamber is mixed by a small fan. The e-cigarette
was connected to the inlet, and a pump was used to
produce a slight underpressure that transfers the
aerosol directly into the chamber. The e-cigarette was
operated for 3 s. The aerosol was aged in the chamber
for 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10 min at 37C. Additionally, the
aerosol was aged 5 min at 23, 37, and 50C. Then, the
FMPS (sample ﬂow rate of 8 l/min) was connected to
the chamber, and the chamber inlet was equipped with
a HEPA ﬁlter.
Analysis of VOCs in exhaled breath

After measuring the VOC chamber blank, an ecigarette consumer was asked to exhale one e-cigarette
Table 2 Characteristics of the tested e-cigarettes
Sample

Casing

Delivery system

Comparative price

e-Cigarette A
e-Cigarette B
e-Cigarette C

Stainless steel/rubber
Stainless steel
Stainless steel

Tank
Cotton
Tank

High (>35 Euro)
Medium
Low (<25 Euro)

Descriptions of the performed experiments as well as
the measured climatic conditions during measurement
are summarized in Table 3.

Results and discussion
Emission of volatile organic compounds

Electronic cigarettes use a completely diﬀerent principle
of operation compared to tobacco cigarettes. The ÔliquidÕ
is vaporized and because of the thermodynamic properties of 1,2-propanediol (Kp = 188C, DHv = 64.5 kJ/
mol at 298.15 K) (Verevkin, 2004), the heat from the coil
(see Figure 1) is led oﬀ, which avoids pyrolysis. In
contrast, conventional cigarettes release numerous
compounds into the indoor environment. Paschke et al.
(2002) listed hundreds of ingredients in tobacco
cigarettes that form volatile combustion products. In
Table 4, the 20 compounds with the highest concentrations in the 8-m3 chamber air are summarized. During
operation of the e-cigarette, the carrier substance of the
ÔliquidsÕ, 1,2-propanediol, was detected in the chamber
atmosphere but the concentration was below the limit of
determination. In contrast, a high concentration of 1,2propanediol was observed for smoking of the conventional cigarette. The compound is known to be pyro-
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Table 3 Description of the performed experiments
Experiment

Chamber

T (C)a

RH (%)a

e-Cig.

ÔLiquidÕ

Smoker

Analytics

Large-scale experiment

8-m3 stainless steel

24.1 € 1.1

44.5 € 8.2

A

1–3

Yes

Vapor analysis/aging

10-l glass

1

No

10-l glass
10-l glass

36.9
18.9
11.0
27.2
20.2
18.2
17.7

A

Exhaled breath
Three e-cigarettes

22.7
37.1
49.9
37.0
36.8
37.1
37.1

Fast mobility particle sizer
(FMPS), AeroLaser, Tenax, DNPH
FMPS

A
A
B
C

1
1

Yes
No

Tenax
Tenax, DNPH

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

€
€
€
€
€
€
€

0.5
0.6
0.6
4.3
0.6
0.6
0.6

a

These values provide the measured mean climatic conditions (measuring interval: 1 min) and the standard deviations during performing the experiments.

Table 4 Concentrations (lg/m3 ) of selected compounds during the 8-m3 emission test chamber measurement of e-cigarette A and conventional cigarette using Tenax TA and DNPH
Conventional cigarette

E-cigarette
Compounds

CAS

Participant blank

Liquid 1

Liquid 2

Liquid 3

1,2-Propanediol
1-Hydroxy-2-propanone
2,3-Butanedione
2,5-Dimethylfuran
2-Butanone (MEK)
2-Furaldehyde
2-Methylfurane
3-Ethenyl-pyridinea
Acetic acid
Acetone
Benzene
Isoprene
Limonene
m,p-Xylene
Phenol
Pyrrole
Toluene
Formaldehydeb
Acetaldehydeb
Propanalb

57-55-6
116-09-6
431-03-8
625-86-5
78-93-3
98-01-1
534-22-5
1121-55-7
64-19-7
67-64-1
71-43-2
78-79-5
5989-27-5
1330-20-7
108-95-2
109-97-7
108-88-3
50-00-0
75-07-0
123-38-6

<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
8
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<0.2

<1
<1
<1
<1
2
<1
<1
<1
11
17
<1
6
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
8
2
<0.2

<1
<1
<1
<1
2
<1
<1
<1
13
18
<1
7
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
11
2
<0.2

<1
<1
<1
<1
2
<1
<1
<1
14
25
<1
10
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
16
3
<0.2

112
62
21
5
19
21
19
24
68
64
22
135
21
18
15
61
44
86
119
12

a

Quantified on the basis of toluene response.
DNPH method.

b

lyzed to acetaldehyde and acetone during smoking
(Paschke, 2002).
Ohta et al. (2011) proposed the formation of formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and methylglyoxal in the
e-cigarette because of the oxidation of propylene glycol
during contact with the active heating coil. However,
continuous monitoring only showed a slight increase in
the formaldehyde concentration in the 8-m3 emission
test chamber before and during the consumption of the
three ÔliquidsÕ (see Table 4 and Figure 2). This might be
caused by the person in the chamber itself, because
people are known to exhale formaldehyde in low
amounts (Riess et al., 2010) and the increase was
already observed during the conditioning phase (Figure 2). Furthermore, the release of formaldehyde was
also below the limit of detection in the small-scale
experiments. The expected rise of the formaldehyde

concentration in the chamber from smoking a conventional cigarette with a peak value of 114 ppb is shown
in Figure 2. Other indoor pollutants of special interest,
such as benzene, were only detected during the tobacco
smoking experiment. The rising concentrations of
acetic acid and acetone during e-cigarette operation
may also be attributed to the metabolism of the
consumer.
Although 1,2-propanediol was detected in traces only
in the 8-m3 chamber during the consumption of
e-cigarettes, this compound must be released owing to
the visible fume in the exhaled breath. To determine the
VOC composition in the breath gas directly, an
e-cigarette smoker exhaled into a 10-l glass chamber.
The identiﬁed chemical species are shown in Figure 3.
The experiment revealed a high amount of 1,2-propanediol in the exhaled air. Other main components were the
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caused by the ÔliquidÕ supply technique. In case of
e-cigarettes A and C, the ÔliquidÕ is stored in a tank,
while e-cigarette B features a cotton unit that is
drenched with the ÔliquidÕ. However, a general correlation between emission strength and ÔliquidÕ supply
technique (tank or cotton) is not possible from this
limited data set. The eﬀect of other systems, such as
underpressure-activated e-cigarettes, was not determined in this study and is an important topic for
further research.

100

1.5

2.0

Fig. 2 Formaldehyde concentration in the 8-m3 test chamber
during consumption of e-cigarettes (Liquids 1–3) and one conventional cigarette

carrier substance 1,2,3-propanetriol, the ﬂavoring
source diacetin as well as traces of apple oil (3methylbutyl-3-methylbutanoate) and nicotine. The fact
that these compounds were not detectable during the
8-m3 emission test chamber measurement is assumed to
be caused by the short usage (6 min per ÔliquidÕ) and sink
eﬀects of the chamber for the very polar 1,2-propanediol.
Regarding the variability of e-cigarettes, the VOC
emission strength seems to diﬀer with diﬀerent types of
e-cigarettes (Table 5). While the e-cigarettes A and C
have similar emission patterns, the emission from
e-cigarette B is signiﬁcantly higher. Formaldehyde
was not detected during any measurement. With ecigarette C, almost three times more propylene glycol is
released per puﬀ. This deviation is assumed to be
Abundance

PG derivates

Diacetin

1,2-Propanediol (PG)

1,800,000
1,600,000
1,400,000

MMB

800,000
600,000
400,000

Internal standard

n-Butylacetate

1,000,000

1,2,3-Propanetriol

1,200,000

Siloxane

2,000,000

Nicotine

1.0

Time (h)

Internal standard

0.5

The airborne particles being related to the e-cigarette
experiment are assumed to be formed from supersaturated 1,2-propanediol vapor. In contrast to the
conventional cigarette, which continuously emits particles from the combustion process itself, the e-cigarette
aerosol is solely released during exhalation. The ecigarette aerosol measured in the 8-m3 chamber is
bimodal: one maximum is found in the range of 30 nm
and one in the range of 100 nm (see Figure 4a). During
the ongoing experiment, the ultraﬁne particle mode
increased. The particles in the higher mode are
assumed to be evaporated or deposited in the human
lung. Because of the high vapor pressure of 1,2propanediol (ps = 17.36 Pa at 298.15 K) (Verevkin,
2004), the dynamics of the aerosol is expected to be
fast. For comparison, the particle size distribution of
the conventional cigarette provides a single mode with
a maximum at 100 nm and a higher total number
concentration (see Figure 4b).
For characterization of the e-cigarette aerosol, it was
passed directly from the mouthpiece into a 10-l glass
emission test chamber. Then, it was aged for 5 min at 23,
37, and 50C, respectively. From Figure 5a, it is obvious

Internal standard

0
0.0

Aerosol release from the e-cigarette

Acetophenone

20

Conventional cigarette

40

e-Cigarette, liquid 3

60

e-Cigarette, liquid 2

80

e-Cigarette, liquid 1

Formaldehyde concentration (ppb)

120

200,000
0
12

14

16

18

20

22

Time-->

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

(min)

Fig. 3 Gas chromatogram of one exhaled e-cigarette puﬀ (Liquid 2) in a 10-l glass chamber (sampled on Tenax TA, 3 l sampling
volume) (MMB = 3-methylbutyl-3-methylbutanoate; PG = propylene glycol)
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Table 5 Comparison of the release of volatile organic compound for a number of selected compounds from three types of e-cigarettes A-C (one puff, 3 s) in a 10-l glass chamber using
Tenax TA and DNPH
Estimated mass per puff (lg/puff)a

Concentration (lg/m3 )
Compound

A

B

C

A

B

C

1,2-Propanediol
1,2,3-Propanetriol
3-Methylbutyl-3-methylbutanoate
Diacetin
Triacetin
Nicotine
Formaldehydeb
Acetaldehydeb
Propanalb

53 000
326
3
2
<1
7
<2
<1
<1

175 000
477
35
1
<1
7
<2
<1
<1

64 000
161
10
1
<1
4
<2
<1
<1

1673
10
0.1
0.06
<0.03
0.2
<0.25
<0.13
<0.13

5525
15
1.1
0.03
<0.03
0.2
<0.25
<0.13
<0.13

2021
5
0.3
0.03
<0.03
0.1
<0.25
<0.13
<0.13

a

The conversion factors based on the sample volume, the sample flow, and the exponential decay of the concentration (see Equation 1).
DNPH method.

Particle number concentration (#/cm3)

b

(a)

(b)

3 × 103

5 × 104

4 × 104
2 × 103
3 × 104
0

5

10

15

20

0

Time (min)

5

10

15

20

Time (min)

2 × 104
103
104

0

0
10

100

10

Particle diameter (nm)

100

Particle diameter (nm)

Particle number concentration (#/cm3)

Fig. 4 (a) Aerosol size distribution during consumption of an e-cigarette in the 8-m3 chamber. (b) Aerosol size distribution during
consumption of a conventional cigarette in the 8-m3 chamber. The arrows in the insets of (a) and (b) indicate the actual time in
concentration development
(a)

(b)

3.0 × 105

3.0 × 105
23°C
37°C
50°C

2.5 × 105

1 min
3 min
5 min
7 min
10 min

2.5 × 105

2.0 × 105

2.0 × 105

1.5 × 105

1.5 × 105

105

105

5.0 × 104

5.0 × 104
0

0
10

10

100

Particle diameter (nm)

100

Particle diameter (nm)

Fig. 5 Aerosol size distributions of aged e-cigarette aerosols in a 10-l glass chamber. The aerosol was aged for 5 min at diﬀerent
temperatures (a) and for diﬀerent times at 37C (b)

that because of increasing temperature, the aerosol shifts
from a bimodal size distribution with maxima at 60 and
100 nm into a single-mode distribution with a maximum

at 45 nm. Figure 5b demonstrates the eﬀect of aging at
37C. Between 1 and 3 min, the higher mode at 100 nm
disappeared and a single-mode aerosol with a maximum
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at 45 nm is left. This ÔshrinkingÕ of the particles can be
attributed to the evaporation of the particles under ideal
conditions. However, in the real indoor environment,
the present airborne particles might aﬀect aging, for
example, owing to coagulation. The inlet air of the largechamber experiment was free of particles, and thus, the
experimental results in both chambers are conclusive. In
total, these ﬁndings prove that the inﬂuence of the ecigarette on the indoor air particle concentration cannot
be determined solely from direct aerosol sampling at the
source. The dynamics and changes of the aerosol size
distribution resulting from the dwell time in the human
lung must be considered.

by the evaporation of the liquid particles in the lung
and also in the environment after exhalation. The
quantity of the inhaled vapor could be observed to
depend on the ÔliquidÕ delivery system of the
e-cigarette in use.
Overall, the e-cigarette is a new source of VOCs and
ultraﬁne/ﬁne particles in the indoor environment.
Therefore, the question of Ôpassive vapingÕ can be
answered in the aﬃrmative. However, with regard to a
health-related evaluation of e-cigarette consumption,
the impact of vapor inhalation into the human lung
should be of primary concern.
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Abstract: Background: Cigarette smoking is a tough addiction to break. This dependence
is the most common dual diagnosis for individuals with schizophrenia. Currently three
effective drugs are approved for smoking cessation: nicotine replacement therapy (NRT),
varenicline and bupropion. However, some serious side effects of varenicline have been
reported, including depression, suicidal thoughts, and suicide. The use of bupropion also has
side effects. It should not be used by people who have epilepsy or any condition that lowers the
seizure threshold, nor by people who take a specific class of drugs called monoamine oxidase
inhibitors. Hence, there are pharmacodynamic reason to believe they could precipitate or
exacerbate psychosis. For its capacity to deliver nicotine and provide a coping mechanism
for conditioned smoking cues by replacing some of the rituals associated with smoking
gestures, electronic-cigarettes may reduce nicotine withdrawal symptoms without serious
side effects. Our recent work with ECs in healthy smokers not intending to quit consistently
show surprisingly high success rates. We hypothesised that these positive findings could be
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replicated in difficult patients with schizophrenia This tool may help smokers with
schizophrenia remain abstinent during their quitting attempts or to reduce cigarette
consumption. Efficacy and safety of these devices in long-term smoking cessation and/or
smoking reduction studies have never been investigated for this special population.
Methods: In this study we monitored possible modifications in smoking habits of
14 smokers (not intending to quit) with schizophrenia experimenting with the “Categoria”
e-Cigarette with a focus on smoking reduction and smoking abstinence. Study participants
were invited to attend six study visits: at baseline, week-4, week-8, week-12 week-24 and
week 52. Product use, number of cigarettes smoked, carbon monoxide in exhaled breath
(eCO) and positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia levels were measured at each
visit. Smoking reduction and abstinence rates were calculated. Adverse events were also
reviewed. Results: Sustained 50% reduction in the number of cig/day at week-52 was
shown in 7/14 (50%) participants; their median of 30 cig/day decreasing significantly to
15 cig/day (p = 0.018). Sustained smoking abstinence at week-52 was observed in 2/14
(14.3%) participants. Combined sustained 50% reduction and smoking abstinence was
shown in 9/14 (64.3%) participants. Nausea was observed in 2/14 (14.4%) of participants,
throat irritation in 2/14 (14.4%) of participants, headache in 2/14 (14.4%) of participants ,
and dry cough in 4/14 (28.6%) of participants. However, these adverse events diminished
substantially by week-24. Overall, one to two cartridges/day were used throughout the
study. Positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia are not increased after smoking
reduction/cessation in patients using e-cigarettes. Conclusions: We have shown for the first
time that the use of e-cigarette substantially decreased cigarette consumption without
causing significant side effects in chronic schizophrenic patients who smoke not intending
to quit. This was achieved without negative impacts on the symptoms of schizophrenia as
assessed by SAPS and SANS symptoms scales.
Keywords: smoking cessation; smoking reduction; electronic cigarette; electronic nicotine
delivery device; schizophrenia

1. Introduction
Schizophrenia is a mental disorder characterized by a breakdown of thought processes and by poor
emotional responsiveness. It is well established in studies across several countries that tobacco
smoking is more prevalent among schizophrenic patients than the general population [1]. For example,
in the US, 80% or more of schizophrenics smoke, compared to approximately 20% of the general
population [2]. Many social, psychologic and biologic explanations have been proposed, but today
research focuses on neurobiological action of nicotine and its pharmacodynamic interactions.
For example, it was hypothesized that schizophrenic patients smoke to reduce symptoms and/or to
mitigate the negative effects of neuroleptic therapy [3], that smoking may contribute to development of
the disorder by altering neuro-chemical systems in the brain, [4] and that both conditions could arise
from a common genetic vulnerability [1]. Smoking is often accepted as a customary social activity in
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many psychiatric treatment facilities, sometimes despite smoking bans and schizophrenic patients are
seldom encouraged to quit smoking [5]. As a consequence, smoking related morbidity and mortality
are particularly high in patients with schizophrenia [6].
As the risk of serious disease diminishes rapidly after quitting and life-long abstinence is known to
reduce the risk of lung cancer, heart disease, strokes, chronic lung disease and other cancers [7,8],
smoking cessation in these patients is mandatory.
Although there is little doubt that currently-marketed smoking cessation products increase the
chance of committed smokers to stop smoking [9], they are not particularly effective in schizophrenic
patients who smoke [5,10,11]. This scenario is further complicated by the belief that quitting smoking
will worsen psychiatric symptoms, or that these patients have little or no interest in quitting. Moreover,
the prescribing information for bupropion and varenicline, two important first-line medications for
nicotine dependence, carry a “black-box” warning highlighting an increased risk of psychiatric
symptoms and suicidal ideation in patients reporting any history of psychiatric illness [12]. A more
effective approach to smoking cessation interventions in schizophrenic patients who smoke thus is an
important unmet need. The electronic-cigarette (Figure 1) is a battery-powered electronic nicotine
delivery device (ENDD) resembling a cigarette designed for the purpose of nicotine delivery, where no
tobacco or combustion is necessary for its operation [13]. Consequently, this product may be
considered as a lower risk substitute for factory-made cigarettes. In addition, people report buying
them to help quit smoking, to reduce cigarette consumption and to relieve tobacco withdrawal
symptoms due to workplace smoking restrictions [14]. Besides delivering nicotine, e-cigarettes may
also provide a coping mechanism for conditioned smoking cues by replacing some of the rituals
associated with smoking gestures. For this reason, e-cigarettes may help smokers to remain abstinent
during their quit attempts or to reduce cigarette consumption. A recent internet survey on the
satisfaction of e-cigarette use has reported that the device helped in smoking abstinence and improved
smoking-related symptoms [15], but under acute experimental conditions, two marketed electronic
cigarette brands suppressed tobacco abstinence symptom ratings without leading to measurable levels
of nicotine or carbon monoxide (CO) in exhaled breath [16].
Figure 1. The e-cigarette is a battery-powered electronic nicotine delivery device (ENDD)
designed for the purpose of providing inhaled doses of nicotine by way of a vaporized
solution to the respiratory system.
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Our recent work with ECs in healthy smokers not intending to quit consistently show surprisingly
high success rates [17,18]. We hypothesised that these positive findings could be replicated in difficult
patients with schizophrenia. With this in mind, we designed a prospective proof-of-concept study to
monitor possible modifications in the smoking habits of a group of well characterized regular smokers
with schizophrenia experimenting a popular brand of e-cigarette (“Categoria”, Arbi Group Srl, Italy)
focusing on smoking reduction and smoking abstinence. We also measured positive and negative
symptoms of schizophrenia and possible adverse events.
2. Experimental Section

2.1. Participants
Cronic schizophrenic in-patients, who smoked ≥20 factory-made cigarettes per day (cig/day) for at
least the past 10 years, able to understand the assessment procedures, and to provide written informed
consent were recruited from the “C.T.A, Villa Chiara-Psichiatrica Riabilitativa e Ricerca”, Mascalucia
(Catania, Italy). All patients fulfilled ICD-10 [19] and DSM-IV-TR [20] criteria for schizophrenia.
The diagnosis was made by a psychiatrist and a clinical psychologist, based on definitions of these
diseases in ICD-10 and DSM-IV-TR, and using a structured clinical interview [21] the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM IV Axis I Disorders (SCID-I).
None of the participants reported a history of alcohol and illicit drug use. We also excluded subjects
who reported recent myocardial infarction, angina pectoris, high blood pressure (BP > 140 mmHg
systolic and/or 90 mmHg diastolic), diabetes mellitus, severe allergies, poorly controlled asthma or
other airway diseases. The study was approved by the local institutional ethics committee and
participants gave written informed consent prior to participation in the study.
2.2. Study Design and Baseline Measures
Eligible participants were invited to use an electronic-cigarette (“Categoria” e-Cigarette, Arbi
Group Srl, Milano, Italy) and were followed up prospectively for 12 months. They attended a total of
six study visits at our smoking cessation clinic (Smoking Cessation/Research Centre, University of
Catania, Italy): a baseline visit and five follow-up visits, (at week-4, week-8, week-12, week-24 and
week 52) (Figure 2).
At baseline (study visit 1), basic demographic and a detailed smoking history were taken and
individual pack-years (pack/yrs) calculated together with scoring of their level of nicotine dependence
by means of Fagerstrom Test of Nicotine Dependence (FTND) questionnaire [22].
Positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia were assessed with the Scale for Assessment of
Negative Symptoms (SANS) [23] and the Scale for Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS) [24].
Additionally, levels of carbon monoxide in exhaled breath (eCO) were measured using a portable
device (Micro CO, Micro Medical Ltd, Kent, UK). Participants were given a free e-cigarette kit
containing two rechargeable batteries, a charger, and two atomizers and instructed on how to charge,
activate and use the e-cigarette. Key troubleshooting issues were addressed and phone numbers were
supplied for both technical and medical assistance. A full 4-weeks supply of 7.4 mg nicotine cartridges
(“Original” cartridges, Arbi Group Srl, Milano, Italy) was also provided and participants were trained
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on how to load them onto the e-cigarette’s atomizer. Random checks confirmed that the nicotine
content per cartridge was 7.25 mg. Detailed toxicology and nicotine content analyses of “Original”
cartridges had been carried in a laboratory certified by the Italian Institute of Health [25].
Figure 2. Number of patients recruited and flow of patients within the study.

Participants were permitted to use the study product ad libitum throughout the day (up to a
maximum of 4 cartridges per day, as recommended by the manufacturer) in the anticipation of
reducing the number of cig/day smoked, and to fill out a 4-weeks’ study diary recording product use,
number of any tobacco cigarettes smoked, and adverse events.
Participants were invited to came back at week-4 (study visit 2), week-8 (study visit 3), and week-12
(visit 4), (a) to receive further free supply of nicotine cartridges together with the study diaries for the
residual study periods, (b) to record their eCO levels, and (c) to give back completed study diaries and
unused study products.
Study participants attended two final follow-up visits at week-24 (study visit 5) and at week-52
(study visit 6) to report product use (cartridges/day) and the number of any tobacco cigarettes smoked
(from which smoking reduction and smoking abstinence could be calculated), to re-check eCO levels
and to assess positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia by the Scale for Assessment of
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Negative Symptoms (SANS) and the Scale for Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS). The SAPS
consists of 31 items tapping four symptom domains and a global rating of positive symptoms
(range 01–55). Higher scores indicate more positive symptoms. SAPS items are rated on a 6-point
scale (0 = none, 5 = severe). The SANS is composed of 19 items measuring five domains as well as the
global ratings of negative symptoms (range 0–5). Higher scores indicate more negative symptoms.
SANS items are rated on a 6-point scale (0 = none, 5 = severe). Adverse events were obtained from
their study diaries.
Given the observational nature of this study, no emphasis on encouragement, motivation and reward
for the smoking cessation effort were provided since this study was intended to monitor the case of a
smoker with schizophrenia (unwilling to quit) trying out an unconventional nicotine delivery device in
a real life setting.
2.3. Study Outcome Measures
The primary efficacy measure was sustained 50% reduction in the number of cig/day at week-52
from baseline (reducers) [26]; defined as sustained self-reported 50% reduction in the number of
cig/day compared to baseline for the 30 days period prior to week-52 study visit (eCO levels were
measured to objectively verify smoking status and to document a reduction compared to baseline).
An additional secondary efficacy measure of the study was sustained smoking abstinence at week-52
(quitters); defined as complete self-reported abstinence from tobacco smoking (not even a puff) for the
30 days period prior to week-52 study visit (eCO levels were measured to objectively verify smoking
status with an eCO concentration of ≤10 ppm). Those smokers who failed to meet the above criteria at
the final week-52 follow-up visit (study visit 6) were categorized as reduction/cessation failures
(failures).
2.4. Statistical Analyses
This was an exploratory study with opportunistic sampling and sample size calculations were not
performed. Primary and secondary outcome measures were computed by including all enrolled
participants. The changes from baseline (study visit 1) in number of cig/day and in eCO levels were
compared with data recorded at subsequent follow-up visits using Wilcoxon Signed rank test as these
methods were non-parametric. Parametric and non-parametric models were expressed as mean (±SD)
and median [interquartile range (IQR)], respectively. Correlations were calculated using Spearman’s
Rho Correlation. Statistical tests were 2-tailed, and p values of <0.05 were considered significant. The
analyses were carried out using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA)
for Windows version 17.0 [27].
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Participant Characteristics
A total of 14 (M 6; F 8; mean (±SD) age of 44.6 (±12.5) years) chronic schizophrenic inpatients
who smoked [mean (±SD) pack/years of 28.8 (±12.9)] consented to participate and were included in
the study (Table 1). All fourteen patients completed the study.
Table 1. Patient demographics.

Subjects eligible for
inclusion
(n = 14)

Parameter
Age
Sex
Pack Years
FTND
SAPS
SANS
Cigarettes/day
eCO

Mean (±SD) *
44.6 (±12.5)
6M; 8F
28.8 (±12.9)
7 (5, 10) *
15 (9.5, 22) *
44 (26.75, 53.5) *
30 (20, 35) *
29 (23.5, 35.2) *

* Non-parametric data expressed as median (IQR).
Abbreviations: SD: Standard Deviation; M: Male; F: Female;
FTND: Fagerstrom Test of Nicotine Dependence; eCO:
exhaled carbon monoxide; IQR: interquartile range; SAPS:
Scale for Assessment of Positive Symptoms; SANS: Scale for
Assessment of Negative Symptoms.

3.2. Outcome Measures
Participants’ smoking status and positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia at baseline and at
52-week is shown on Table 2. Sustained 50% reduction in the number of cig/day at week-52 was
shown in 7/14 (50%) participants, with a median of 30 cig/day (IQR 30, 60) decreasing significantly to
15 cig/day (IQR 10, 20) (p = 0.018). There were 2/14 (14.3%) quitters. Overall, combined sustained
50% reduction and smoking abstinence was shown in 9/14 (64.3%) participants, with a median of
30 cig/day (IQR 25, 45) decreasing significantly to 12 cig/day (IQR 4.5, 17.5) (p = 0.007). Details of
mean cigarette use are shown in Figure 3a. In the present study, the smoking reduction with
“Categoria” e-Cigarette use was associated to a substantial decrease in the level of eCO (Figure 3b).
3.3. Product Use
Details of mean cartridge use throughout the study is shown in Figure 3c. The reported number of
cartridges/day used by our study participants was dissimilar, ranging from a maximum of four
cartridges/day (as per manufacturer’s recommendation) to a minimum of 0 cartridges/day (“zero” was
recorded in the study diary, when the same cartridge was used for more than 24 hours). For the whole
group (n = 14), a mean (±SD) 1.1 (±0.7) cartridges/day was used throughout the study. The number of
cartridges/day used was slightly higher when these summary statistics were computed with the
exclusion of the six study failures; the value increasing to a mean (±SD) of 1.3 (±0.5) cartridges/day.
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Correlation between the number of cartridges/day and smoking reduction in those participants with
sustained 50% reduction in smoking was non-significant (Rho-0.809; p = 0.28). The correlation
between the number of cartridges/day, and combined sustained 50% reduction and smoking abstinence
was non-significant (Rho-0.322; p = 0.398).
Table 2. Subject parameter outcomes and psychopathological trends following 52 weeks of
electronic cigarette use.
AT 52-Weeks
p value ‡
Post E-Cigarette
Sustained 50% (excluding quitters) reduction in cigarette smoking (n = 7)
Age
42.4 (±8.3) †
Sex
3M; 4F
Pack Years
34.7 (±12.1) †
Cigarettes/day
30 (30, 60) *
15 (10, 20) *
0.018
eCO
32 (22, 39) *
17 (11, 20) *
0.028
SAPS
15 (12, 23) *
12 (10, 25) *
0.147
SANS
51 (41, 63) *
45 (40, 48) *
0.351
Sustained 100% (quitters) reduction in cigarette smoking (n = 2)
Age
51(±7.1) †
Sex
1M; 1F
Pack Years
20.25 (±0.0) †
Cigarettes/day
20 (15, 15) *
0 (0, 0) *
0.157
eCO
24 (15.7, 20. 3) *
2 (1.5, 1.5) *
0.180
SAPS
13 (3, 16.5) *
14 (4.5, 16.5) *
0.317
SANS
27.5 (7.5, 33.8) *
26.5 (7.5, 32.2) *
0.317
Sustained >50% (including quitters) reduction in cigarette smoking (n = 9)
Age
44.3 (±8.5) †
Sex
4M; 5F
Pack Years
31.5 (±12.2) †
Cigarettes/day
30 (25, 45) *
12 (4.5, 17.5) *
0.007
eCO
22 (15, 32) *
12 (6, 15.5) *
0.021
SAPS
15 (10, 22.5) *
12 (10, 22.5) *
0.203
SANS
48 (35.5, 62) *
45 (39, 27.5) *
0.260
Smoking Failure (<50% smoking reduction) (n = 5)
Age
40.6 (±17.7) †
Sex
2M; 3F
Pack Years
23.9 (±14.3) †
Cigarettes/day
21(17.5, 40) *
21 (17.5, 35) *
0.317
eCO
28 (25, 38) *
29 (20, 35.5) *
0.345
SAPS
12 (9, 18.5) *
11 (9, 17) *
0.581
SANS
30 (13.5, 48.5) *
32 (14.5, 45) *
0.684
Parameter

AT BASELINE

Abbreviations: SD: Standard Deviation; M: Male; F: Female; eCO: exhaled carbon
monoxide. ‡ p value: within group Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test. † Parametric data expressed
as mean (±SD). * Non-parametric data expressed as median [interquartile range (IQR)].
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Figure 3. Changes in the mean (±SD) cigarette, eCO levels and cartridge use throughout the study.
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3.4. Adverse Events
The most frequently reported adverse events were nausea, shown in 2/14 (14.4%), throat irritation
shown in 2/14 (14.4%), headache shown in 2/14 (14.4%), and dry cough shown in 4/14 (28.6%) (Table 3).
Table 4 shows the distribution of the four most commonly reported adverse events (AEs), separately
for failures, reducers, abstainers. These events were most commonly reported at the beginning of the
study and appeared to wane spontaneously by study visit 5. Withdrawal symptoms were absent (i.e.,
depression, anxiety, insomnia, irritability, hunger, constipation were not reported). Moreover, no
serious adverse events (i.e., events requiring unscheduled visit to the family practitioner or
hospitalization) occurred during the study.
Table 3. Adverse events reported by participants who completed all study visits.
Adverse Event
Throat irritation *
Mouth Irritation *
Sore Throat
Dry cough
Dry mouth
Mouth ulcers
Dizziness §
Headache
Nausea
Depression
Anxiety
Insomnia
Irritability
Hunger
Constipation

4-week n/n (%)
1/14 (7.2%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
4/14 (28.6%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
2/14 (14.4%)
2/14 (14.4%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)

8-week n/n (%)
2/14 (14.4%)
0/14 (0)
0/14 (0)
4/14 (28.6%)
0/14 (0)
0/14 (2.9%)
0/14 (0)
1/14 (7.2%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)

Study Visits
12-week n/n (%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
1/14 (7.2%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (10%)
1/14 (7.2%)
1/14 (7.2%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)

24-week n/n (%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)

52-week n/n (%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)
0/14 (0%)

* Throat and mouth irritation were described either as tickling, itching, or burning sensation. § Dizziness, was
also used to mean vertigo and light-headedness.

Table 4. Distribution of the four most commonly reported adverse events (AEs), separately
for failures, reducers, abstainers.
AEs
Dry cough

Headache

Nausea
Throat
irritation

4-week
failures (n 2)
reducers (n 1)
abstainers (n 1)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 1)
abstainers (n 1)
failures (n 1)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 1)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 1)
abstainers (n 0)

8-week
failures (n 2)
reducers (n 1)
abstainers (n 1)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 1)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 0)
failures (n 1)
reducers (n 1)
abstainers (n 0)

12-week
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 1)
abstainers (n 0)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 1)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 0)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 0)
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24-week
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 0)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 0)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 0)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 0)

52-week
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 0)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 0)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 0)
failures (n 0)
reducers (n 0)
abstainers (n 0)
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3.5. Positive and Negative Symptoms of Schizophrenia
Positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia are not increased after smoking reduction/cessation
in patients using e-cigarettes (Table 2). Other studies suggests that positive and negative symptoms of
schizophrenia are not increased after smoking cessation in patients receiving nicotine patches or placebo
patches [28], after smoking reduction following a treatment of bupropion [29], or after smoking reduction
following a treatment of nicotine patches [30].
3.6. Discussion
We have shown for the first time that the use of e-cigarettes substantially decreased cigarette
consumption without causing significant side effects in chronic schizophrenic patients who smoke.
This was achieved without negative impacts on symptoms of schizophrenia as assessed by SAPS and
SANS symptoms scales.
Severity of nicotine dependence, smoking prevalence, and the likelihood of success of quit attempts
are much worse in schizophrenia than in patients with other mental disorders or smokers in the general
population. Therefore, our findings may be of great importance.
Smokers with schizophrenia may use nicotine as a self-medication for the illness. The self
medication hypothesis is supported by study showing that smoking can transiently reverse the deficit [6]
in the processing of auditory stimuli that is found in patients with schizophrenia [31] and by research
suggesting that smoking cigarette has a beneficial effect on visuospatial working memory in smokers
with schizophrenia [32].
Patients with schizophrenia may also smoke to offset the side effects of antipsychotic drugs, as
suggested by research showing that a nicotine patch attenuates the adverse side effects of these drugs [33]
and that cigarette smoking reduces neuroleptic-induced parkinsonism [34].
Another hypothesis is that some antipsychotic drugs may increase smoking, as suggested by
research showing that haloperidol caused a dose-related increase in ad lib smoking in patients with
schizophrenia, in comparison with their baseline level when they were taking no antipsychotic
medications [35].
A further hypothesis is that genetic factors explain the co-occurrence of smoking and
schizophrenia [36], as suggested by research showing that nicotinic receptors are abnormally
expressed [37] and function abnormally in people with schizophrenia [38].
In this pilot study, we have shown for the first time that substantial and objective modifications in
the smoking habits may occur in smokers with schizophrenia using e-cigarettes, with significant
smoking reduction and smoking abstinence and no apparent increase in withdrawal symptoms and in
positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia. Chronic schizophrenic patients using e-cigarettes
substantially decreased cigarette consumption with an overall quit rate in 2/14 (14.3%) at week-52.
Moreover, at least 50% reduction in cigarette smoking was observed in 7/14 (50%) of participants.
Overall, combined reduction and smoking abstinence was shown in 9/14 (64.3%) of participants. Some
of the smoking/reduction failures could have been related to malfunctions and technical failures of the
product tested in the present study.
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These preliminary findings are of great importance considering that chronic schizophrenic patients
who smoke are generally not interested in quitting. The large magnitude of this effect suggests the
e-cigarette may be a valuable tool of tobacco harm reduction in this special population. These positive
findings may be explained by the great compensatory effect of e-cigarettes at both physical and
behavioral level [9–13,14]; in particular these products are known to provide a coping mechanism for
conditioned smoking cues by replacing some of the rituals associated with smoking gestures (e.g.,
hand-to-mouth action of smoking). In agreement with this, we have recently demonstrated that nicotine
free inhalators can only improve quit rates in those smokers for whom handling and manipulation of
their cigarette played an important role in their ritual of smoking [39].
The most frequent adverse events reported by our patients were throat irritation, nausea, headaches
and dry cough, but all appeared to wane spontaneously with time. Throat irritation and dry cough are
likely to be secondary to exposure to propylene glycol mist generated by the e-cigarette’s atomizer.
Propylene glycol is a low toxicity compound widely used as a food additive and in pharmaceutical
preparations. Exposure to propylene glycol mist may occur from smoke generators in discotheques,
theatres, and aviation emergency training and is known to cause ocular, mouth, throat, upper airway
irritation and cough [40,41].
In contrast with other ENDDs that are known to generate substantial level of eCO [42], in the
present study, the smoking reduction/cessation with “Categoria” e-cigarette use was associated to a
substantial decrease in the level of eCO. This is in agreement with previous studies [17,18].
Therefore, the e-cigarette can be seen as a safe harm-reduction strategies for smokers with
schizophrenia. Harm-reduction strategies are aimed at reducing the adverse health effects of tobacco
use in individuals unable or unwilling to quit. Substantially reducing the number of cig/day is one of
several kinds of harm reduction strategies [43]. Here, we propose an alternative harm reduction
approach for patients with schizophrenia with the e-cigarette being used as a safe alternative source of
nicotine for patients who smoke.
It is uncertain whether substantial smoking reduction in smokers using the e-cigarette will translate
in health benefits, but a number of studies have analyzed the ability of smoking reduction to lower
health risks and have reported some reductions in cardiovascular risk factors and lung cancer
mortality [44–46]. Moreover, reduction in cigarette smoking by e-cigarette may well increase
motivation to quit as indicated by a substantial body of evidence showing that gradually cutting down
smoking can increase subsequent smoking cessation among smokers [47–50].
There are some limitations in our study. Firstly, this was a small uncontrolled study, hence the
results observed may be due to a chance finding and not to a true effect; consequently the results
should be interpreted with caution. However, it would have been quite problematic to have a placebo
arm in such a study. Secondly, this is not an ordinary cessation study and therefore direct comparison
with other smoking cessation products cannot be made. Lastly, assessment of withdrawal symptoms in
our study was not rigorous. Withdrawal was assessed at each visit by simply asking about the
presence/absence of irritability, restlessness, difficulty concentrating, increased appetite/weight gain,
depression or insomnia. It is likely that this way of collecting information is liable to recall bias.
Therefore, the reported lack of withdrawal symptoms in the study participants should be considered
with caution [4].
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4. Conclusions
Even with intensive smoking cessation management programs specifically designed for patients
with schizophrenia, quit rates are low [51]. Although not formally regulated as a pharmaceutical
product, the e-cigarette can help smokers with schizophrenia to reduce their cigarette consumption or
remain abstinent and reduce the burden of smoking-related morbidity and mortality, particularly in
schizophrenic patients who smoke. However, large and carefully conducted RCTs, among healthy
smokers and among persons with more common mental health problems like anxiety ordepression,
will be required before a definite answer about the efficacy and safety of these devices can be
formulated.
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with a particular focus on areas in the brain areas linked to reward and threat
processing.
Funding received from Action on Smoking and Health UK.
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Cigarette packaging represents an important form of promotion for tobacco
companies. In December 2012, Australia will become the first jurisdiction
in the world to implement “plain packaging.” The Australian regulations will
prohibit colours, logos and other brand imagery from packs. Packs will display
the brand name in a regulated font style and size, printed against a dark olive
brown colour. The pack size and shape would also be standardized, as would
the appearance and colour of cigarette sticks themselves. Health warnings and
tax stamps would remain on packages as required by the government. The
Australian regulations represent a novel measure for restricting tobacco industry
marketing and will establish an international precedent in tobacco control policy.
The current symposia will present data on the potential impact of plain packaging
using a range of methodologies. First, Olivia Maynard will present data from an
eye-tracking study that indicates that plain packaging may increase the salience
of pictorial health warnings on packages. Second, Seema Mutti will report findings
from an experimental study of branding and plain packaging among Mexican
youth, as part of a larger international study being conducted in seven countries.
Third, Crawford Moodie will present study findings from a novel methodology used
to test the impact of packaging in “real world” settings among young women in
Scotland. Finally, James F. Thrasher will provide some of the first evidence on
the actual impact of plain packaging regulations in Australia using experimental
data from Australia and Canada. Collectively, these studies will present evidence
on the impact of package marketing and plain packaging policies using a diverse
range of methodologies in very different cultural and tobacco control contexts.
The evidence provides strong support for the plain packaging regulations in
Australia and adds to the evidence base in other countries that are in the process
of developing similar policies.

Seema Mutti*1, David Hammond1, Jessica L. Reid2, Christine M. White2, and
James F. Thrasher3,4, 1School of Public Health & Health Systems, University of
Waterloo, Canada; 2Propel Centre for Population Health Impact, University of
Waterloo, Canada; 3Department of Health Promotion, Arnold School of Public
Health, University of South Carolina, USA; 4Department of Tobacco Research,
National Institute of Public Health, Mexico

PLAIN PACKAGING: EVIDENCE TO INFORM POLICY

SYM1b

PERCEPTIONS OF BRANDED AND PLAIN CIGARETTE PACKAGING
AMONG MEXICAN YOUTH

Background: Approximately 80% of the world’s smokers live in low-and
middle-income countries such as Mexico. In light of bans on tobacco advertising
and sponsorship in Mexico, the package has become even more important as
a promotion vehicle. Plain packaging, which seeks to remove all brand imagery
and standardize the shape and size of cigarette packs, represents a novel policy
measure to reduce the promotional appeal of packaging among young people.
The current study sought to examine the influence of branded and plain packaging
on Mexican youth. Methods: An experimental study was conducted in Mexico City
with smoking and non-smoking youth, 16 to 18 years of age (N=359). Respondents
were randomly assigned to view cigarette packages in either a branded condition
or a plain pack condition, in which all brand imagery and colours were removed
from the branded pack, but the shape and size remained the same. Respondents
viewed a series of 12 individual packs, one at a time, in random-order. Genderspecific packs were shown to males (n=174) and females (n=185). Respondents
rated each pack on measures of brand appeal, taste, and harm to health, as
well as positive smoker-image traits, such as ‘cool’, ‘popular’, and ‘stylish’. As a
behavioural measure, respondents were offered one of four cigarette packs (either
branded or plain, depending on their condition) and asked to select a pack to
keep (no packs were actually given out). Findings: Branded packs were perceived
to be more appealing (β=3.40, p<.001), contain better tasting cigarettes (β=3.53,
p<.001), and be less harmful (β=0.12, p=.838) than plain packs. Branded packs
were also associated with all seven positive smoker-image traits (β=2.10, p<.001).
Packs with menthol flavour descriptors remained among the most appealing,
even after removing all brand imagery, for both males and females. There was no
difference in the proportion who accepted a pack when offered branded or plain
packs (93.2% and 91.3%, p=.881). Conclusions: Plain packaging may reduce
brand appeal among youth in Mexico. The findings are consistent with findings
in high-income countries and support the implementation of plain packaging
legislation.
National Institutes of Health (Grant #P01 CA138-389-01: “Effectiveness of
Tobacco Control Policies in High vs. Low Income Countries”). Additional support
was provided by the National Institutes of Health (Grant #R01 CA167067)
(Thrasher), the Propel Centre for Population Health Impact, a Canadian Institutes
of Health Research New Investigator Award (Hammond), the CIHR Training Grant
in Population Interventions for Chronic Disease Prevention (Mutti), and the Ontario
Graduate Scholarship (Mutti).
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VISUAL ATTENTION TO HEALTH WARNINGS ON PLAIN TOBACCO
PACKAGING
Olivia M. Maynard, Ute Leonards, Nicole Roberts, and Marcus R. Munafò, School
of Experimental Psychology, University of Bristol, UK
One of the ways in which plain packaging of cigarettes is expected to be an
effective tobacco control measure is by making the health warnings more salient,
therefore increasing visual attention to them. We present the findings from three
studies designed to investigate the role of plain packaging in increasing attention
to health warnings. In Study 1 (n=43), adult smokers and non-smokers viewed
plain and branded packages of cigarettes while their eye movements were
recorded. Results indicated that plain packaging increases visual attention to
health warnings in adult non-smokers and weekly smokers, but not daily smokers.
Study 2 (n=87), replicated Study 1 but in adolescents aged between 14 and 19.
Results showed that plain packaging increased visual attention to health warnings
among experimenters and weekly smokers. This was not observed among daily
smokers, who looked equally at the health warnings and branding on both branded
and plain packages or among never smokers, who looked at the health warnings
more on both package types. Taken together, Studies 1 and 2 indicate that plain
packaging might be effective in increasing attention to health warnings among
non-established smokers, but not among regular daily smokers. Based on Studies
1 and 2, Study 3 (n=72) used fMRI and eye tracking to investigate the brain areas
activated when participants viewed branded and plain packages of cigarettes,

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Seema Mutti, PhD(c), University of Waterloo,
School of Public Health and Health Systems, 200 University Avenue West,
Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada, Phone: 519 573 0063, Email: seema.mutti@
uwaterloo.ca
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inform efforts to combat tobacco use in countries considering this policy and in the
future evolution of the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control.
Funding: NIH/NCI (R01 CA167067 & P01 CA138389).

YOUNG WOMEN SMOKERS’ EXPERIENCES OF USING PLAIN PACKS: A
NATURALISTIC APPROACH

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Seema Mutti, PhD(c), University of Waterloo,
School of Public Health and Health Systems, 200 University Avenue West,
Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada, Phone: 519 573 0063, Email: seema.mutti@
uwaterloo.ca

Crawford Moodie*, Susan Murray, and Anne Marie Mackintosh, Centre for Tobacco
Control Research, Institute for Social Marketing, University of Stirling, UK
Aims: To explore young women’s experiences of using plain packs in real world
settings. Methods: Naturalistic type research was employed, where participants
from the six largest cities and towns in Scotland, used brown ‘plain’ cigarette packs
for one week and their regular packs for one week. A total of 23 young women
smokers aged 18-35 years participated in an interview to assess the impact of
using plain packaging on pack perceptions, feelings about smoking, avoidant and
smoking related behaviours. Results: In comparison to branded packaging, plain
packaging was associated with more negative perceptions and feelings about
the pack. Participants made comments about how they disliked the brown colour,
which made them feel more embarrassed about the packs and about smoking in
general. Engaging in avoidant behaviours, such as hiding the pack, was common
when using the plain packs. Approximately a quarter of those interviewed reported
smoking less and stubbing out cigarettes early when using the plain packs as the
packs made the cigarettes feel less enjoyable, they decreased interest in smoking
or because they highlighted the associated health risks. Conclusions: No research
design can capture the true impact of plain packaging prior to its introduction but
the findings from this study suggest that most young adult female smokers did not
enjoy using plain packs, which reduced the appeal of packaging and of smoking
and, in turn, resulted in greater engagement in avoidant behaviour and also reduce
consumption.
Funding: Cancer Research UK.
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MICE TO MEN: BASIC SCIENCE AND PRECLINICAL RESEARCH
INFORMING DRUG DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT THROUGH NOVEL
Molecular TARGETS
Chair: Joni L. Rutter, Ph.D.1
Presenters: Marina R. Picciotto, Ph.D.2, Paul J. Kenny, Ph.D.3, L. Elliot Hong,
M.D.4, and Ronald P. Hart, Ph.D.5
Disccusant: Joni L. Rutter, Ph.D.1
1
National Institute on Drug Abuse, NIH; 2Yale University; 3The Scripps Research
Institute; 4University of Maryland School of Medicine; 5Rutgers University
Tobacco smoking is the primary avoidable cause of death in the US, yet
tobacco dependence remains prevalent in ~20% of the population. Nicotine
is a major component of tobacco smoke and exerts its actions on the nicotinic
acetylcholine receptors. Alpha4beta2 subunits are the most prevalent in the brain,
where a4b2*nAChRs within the ventral tegmental area regulate the stimulatory
effects of nicotine, and ultimately to their rewarding properties. In addition, the
medial habenula and the interpenduncular nucleus pathway is emerging as a key
circuit for regulating nicotine intake. Mouse models, imaging, induced pluripotent
stem cells, and other approaches are providing us with a greater understanding
of the genetic, molecular, and circuit-level mechanisms, culminating in a number
of new avenues for understanding how to address the problem of nicotine
dependence. This symposium is a follow-on to the symposium entitled “ Bench
to bedside: Translation of basic, pre-clinical and omics-based discovery to
prevention and treatment of smoking and smoking related diseases,” which
discussed how genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified and
replicated an association of a common single nucleotide variant on chromosome
15q25 with nicotine dependence, as well as long term consequences of nicotine
dependence, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and certain types
of lung cancer. This symposium will build upon the genetics findings to date by
describing how those genetic changes cause functional consequences that lead to
smoking behaviors and smoking related diseases. The speakers will present new
technologies and approaches for studying the neurobiology and behaviors related
to nicotine addiction.
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EARLY EFFECTS OF THE AUSTRALIAN PLAIN PACKAGING POLICY ON
ADULT SMOKERS
James F. Thrasher*1,2, David Hammond3, Ron Borland4, Hua Yong4, and Richard
O’Connor5, 1Department of Health Promotion, Arnold School of Public Health,
University of South Carolina, USA; 2Department of Tobacco Research, National
Institute of Public Health, Mexico; 3School of Public Health & Health Systems,
University of Waterloo, Canada; 4Cancer Council Victoria, Australia; 5Roswell Park
Cancer Institute, New York, USA
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Background: On December 1, 2012, Australia will become the first country in the
world to implement a plain cigarette packaging policy, and it will be accompanied
by new pictorial health warning labels (HWLs) that cover 75% of the front and 90%
of the back of cigarette packs. This policy is expected to reduce brand appeal and
enhance the effects of HWLs. Canada recently introduced new pictorial HWLs that
are comparable in size to the Australian HWLs (75% of front and back of the pack),
making it a suitable comparison country for assessing the impact of the Australian
policy. Objective: To determine effects of plain packaging on adult smokers’
perceptions of their brand and of HWLs on cigarette packs. Methods: A quasiexperimental study is being conducted with data from online consumer panels of
adult smokers in Australia and Canada. Approximately 1000 participants in each
country will complete the survey both before (September 2012) and after (January
2013) plain packaging policy implementation, with 50% follow-up of the samples
and sample replenishment to maintain sample size at each wave. Survey domains
include: perceptions of preferred brand relative to other brands (i.e., prestige,
stylishness, satisfaction, pleasure, taste, harshness, harm); affective, cognitive
and behavioral responses to HWLs (e.g., HWL salience; thoughts about risks
and quitting due to HWLs; personal risk perceptions; quit-related expectancies;
quit-related behaviors); and the social acceptability of smoking (e.g., cues from
network members to quit; embarrassment about smoking in front of others).
Generalized estimating equations will be used to determine changes in key study
variables over time and to test interactions that allow assessment of different timedependent changes across countries. Conclusions: The results from this study will
provide an early assessment of the impact on adult smokers of the innovative and
world-precedent setting Australian plain packaging policy. The results should help
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ROLE OF nAChRs AND GENE VARIANTS IN MOLECULAR AND CIRCUITLEVEL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING NICOTINE’S EFFECTS
Marina R. Picciotto, Ph.D., Yale University
Tobacco smoking is still the primary avoidable cause of death in the developed
world. Nicotine in tobacco is critical for ongoing smoking behavior and is the
primary addictive component of tobacco smoke. Nicotine exerts its actions in
the brain by binding to a family of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs)
composed of the alpha2-4 and beta2-4 subunits. These nAChRs can be both
activated and desensitized by nicotine and are expressed in different subsets of
neurons throughout the brain. The nAChRs expressed in the ventral tegmental
area (VTA) are essential for the primary rewarding and reinforcing properties
of nicotine, whereas nAChRs expressed in other pathways, such as the medial
habenula (Mhb) to interpeduncular nucleus (IPN) pathway, can oppose the
rewarding effects of nicotine and also appear to be involved in the aversive
aspects of nicotine withdrawal. Both common and rare variants of genes encoding
nAChR subunits have been identified in human subjects. One single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) in the CHRNA5 gene encoding the alpha5 nAChR subunit
2
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increases the risk of tobacco dependence by ~30% in individuals carrying a
single copy of the variant, and more than doubles the risk in those carrying two
risk alleles. In addition, rare SNPs have been identified in the beta4 subunit that
appear to decrease the likelihood of smoking. Overall, the identification of these
molecular and circuit-level mechanisms underlying the effects of nicotine provides
new avenues for understanding how to promote smoking cessation.
This work was supported by R01DA14214.

pathway and activating ion channels especially calcium channels. We identified
additional genetic effects from dopaminergic and calcium channel gene variants
that, together with the nAChR alpha5 gene variant, explain a significantly higher
proportion of the overall smoking behavior. Using fMRI, we found that additional
functional brain circuits associated with the dopaminergic and calcium channel
gene variants appear to additively contribute to the functional circuits associated
with nicotine addiction. Despite this effort, a substantial amount of the variance in
smoking behavior remained unaccounted for by these genetic variants, especially
in psychiatric patients who tend to have heavy smoking. Instead, we found that
some of the genetically derived functional brain circuits are closely overlapped
with those identified based on psychiatric illness phenotypes. In conclusion, we
have identified in vivo circuit-based functional imaging bioassays linked to genetic
variants in the nAChR – dopamine – calcium channel pathway. We also identified
overlapping brain circuits that contribute to smoking in patients with mental
illnesses that are not directly linked to these genes. We attempt to use these
findings to construct a more comprehensive, brain circuitry based model to explain
the key genetic and clinical variances associated with human nicotine addiction.
This work was supported by grants R01DA027680, R21DA033817 and
R01MH085646.
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FOR MEDICATIONS DEVELOPMENT
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Paul J. Kenny, Ph.D., The Scripps Research Institute
Nicotine is considered the major component of tobacco smoke responsible for
addiction. Nicotine exerts its actions in the brain through nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors (nAChRs), with those containing the α4 and β2 subunits (denoted as
α4β2* nAChRs) the most prevalent in the central nervous system. α4β2* nAChRs
within the ventral tegmental area (VTA) regulate the stimulatory effects of nicotine
on mesoaccumbens dopamine transmission, which is considered a key action of
nicotine central to its reinforcing properties. The habenular complex, comprised
of media and lateral domains and densely expressing nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors (nAChRs), is emerging as an important brain structure that regulates
reward and motivation. Here, we will present evidence suggesting that nAChRs in
the medial habenula (MHb), and its major site of projection, the interpeduncular
nucleus (IPN), play a key role in regulating nicotine intake. Specifically, we will
show that α5* and α3* nAChRs in the MHb-IPN system control nicotine intake
by regulating the inhibitory effects of higher nicotine doses on brain reward
systems (i.e., aversive properties of nicotine). We will also present new findings
suggesting that the neuropeptide hypocretin (orexin), already known to regulate
the reinforcing properties of all major drugs of abuse, controls nicotine intake by
modulating the activation state of the lateral habenula (LHb) in response to nicotine
intake. Specifically, we will show that activation of the LHb in response to nicotine
decreases the amount of effort that rodents will expend in order to obtain the drug.
Moreover, hypocretin transmission at hypocretin-1 receptors (Hcrt1R), also known
as orexin-1 receptors (OX1R), limits activation of the LHb in response to nicotine
and thereby facilitates nicotine-seeking behaviors. Taken together, these findings
represent important advances in our understanding of the mechanisms of nicotine
reinforcement as they elucidate important new brain sites involved in regulating
intake. Moreover, these findings identify new targets for medications development
for tobacco dependence.
This work was supported by a grant from the National Institute on Drug Abuse;
R01DA020686.
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ANALYSIS OF HUMAN iPSC CARRYING ADDICTION-ASSOCIATED GENE
VARIANTS
Ronald P. Hart, Ph.D., Rutgers University
The pathogenesis of drugs associated with abuse behavior, including nicotine
and opioids, remains elusive in humans because studies of the human brain
are limited to functional brain imaging and post-mortem analysis. These types
of analyses make it difficult or impossible to prove hypotheses directly since the
system usually cannot be manipulated or sufficiently controlled. A large number
of genetic variants have been identified to be risk factors for addictive behavior
in human, however, relatively little is known about how these genetic variations
impact the development of addictive behavior in humans. Recent advances in
stem cell biology allow construction of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) from
adult cells derived from addicted individuals carrying identified genetic variants and
provide possibilities for developing cell-based models of addiction. We prepared
16 iPSC lines from cryopreserved lymphocytes collected from subjects with known
addiction behaviors and identified genetic variants. We chose to focus on two
SNPs related to the CHRNA5 nicotinic receptor alpha5, one of which causes a
change from aspartate to asparagine in amino acid 398 (D398N). A second SNP
causes increased levels of CHRNA5 mRNA. A third group includes mutations in
the OPRM1 gene, encoding the opioid receptor mu1 subunit, and a fourth group
consisted of unaffected controls with none of the mutations listed. All iPSC have
been extensively characterized to demonstrate pluripotency. Reprogramming
was accomplished with Sendai viral vectors so that iPSC lines have no detectable
viral genome after ~12 passages. These cells can produce neuronal cultures
by culturing with growth factors or by direct induction with selected transcription
factors. We will present evidence describing functional, cellular properties of
neurons derived from these iPSC, including gene expression changes, calcium
response, and electrophysiology, in response to ligand challenge. Our goal is to
establish culture models of human neurons from addicted individuals in order to
understand the mechanisms altered by risk variants.
This work was supported by NIH R21 DA032984-01 and U24 MH068457.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joni Rutter, PhD, Acting Director, National Institute
on Drug Abuse, Division of Basic Neuroscience and Behavioral Research, 6001
Executive Blvd, Bethesda, MD 20892-9555, United States, Phone: 301-435-0298,
Email: jrutter@mail.nih.gov
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IMAGING IN HUMANS WITH AND WITHOUT GENETIC VARIANTS
ASSOCIATED WITH SMOKING

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joni Rutter, PhD, Acting Director, National Institute
on Drug Abuse, Division of Basic Neuroscience and Behavioral Research, 6001
Executive Blvd, Bethesda, MD 20892-9555, United States, Phone: 301-435-0298,
Email: jrutter@mail.nih.gov

L. Elliot Hong, M.D., University of Maryland School of Medicine
Whole genome searches have identified smoking-related variants in the
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) α5-α3-β4 gene cluster. A key functional
nAChR alpha5 gene variant Asp398Asn is also associated with an anterior
cingulate - ventral striatum / extended amygdala circuit (Hong et al., 2010).
However, this single gene – single circuit model, although statistically significant,
explained only a small portion of the variance of the smoking behavior and many
heavy smokers do not share this genetic variant. We use nAChR alpha5 gene
as the starting point to examine other genetic variants in the nAChR pathway.
nAChR activation triggers downstream events in part through dopaminergic
3
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FINDING AND INTERPRETING COCHRANE AND OTHER META-ANALYSES
and SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS

RECONCILING DISCREPANT FINDINGS IN META-ANALYSES: CASE
EXAMPLES WITH CRITICAL EXAMINATION

Chair: Robert West1
Presenters: Judith J.Prochaska2, Lindsay F. Stead2, and Jamie Hartmann-Boyce2
Discussant: John Hughes3
1
Health Behaviour Research Centre, University College London, UK; 2Cochrane
Tobacco Addiction Group, University of Oxford, UK; 3 Departments of Psychiatry,
Psychology and Family Practice, University of Vermont

Judith J. Prochaska, Ph.D., M.P.H., Stanford Prevention Research Center,
Department of Medicine, Stanford University
Systematic reviews and meta-analyses aim to summarize the state of science
in a defined research arena and often are used to inform clinical practice
guidelines and ultimately shape clinician behavior. As with all research, the value
of a quantitative review depends on the methods of study selection, the analytic
procedure, and the accuracy and clarity of reporting. The Cochrane Collaborative
and PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items of Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses)
checklist aim to standardize transparent and complete reporting of systematic
reviews and meta-analyses. Yet, variability exists, and ultimately meta-analyses
are directly influenced by decisions in the methods and procedures applied.
This presentation will focus on methodologic and analytic considerations that
contribute to discrepancies in meta-analyses including differences in inclusion and
exclusion criteria; variability in study design; comparison to active versus inactive
control groups; length of follow-up epoch; choice of summary statistic; selection of
subgroup analyses, such as funding source and quality; and within study versus
across study comparisons of treatment effects. Case examples will be presented
from the tobacco control field with attendee involvement to identify key factors
leading to differences in conclusions. Examined cases will include meta-analyses
on the relationship between smoking and the development of Alzheimer’s disease
(Almeida 2002 Addiction v. Cataldo 2010 J Alzheimers Dis), the relative efficacy of
single versus combination nicotine replacement therapies (Stead 2008 Cochrane
v. Mills 2012 Ann of Med), varenicline and the risk of cardiovascular serious
adverse events (Singh 2011 CMAJ v. Prochaska 2012 BMJ), and an update on
tobacco cessation interventions in addiction treatment settings (Prochaska 2004
JCCP).
Attendees will gain an appreciation of key decision points in metaanalyses and the potential implications for study conclusions.
Funding provided by the California Tobacco Related Disease Research
Program #21BT-0018.

Clinicians and scientists need to be aware of all the evidence informing a clinical
problem or research project. Relying on the most recent, largest, or highest profile
trial may give a misleading view of treatment effects. High quality meta-analyses
benefit clinical practice and research, and finding and interpreting systematic
reviews and meta-analyses is a necessary skill. This symposium will (1) educate
tobacco scientists about using the resources in the Cochrane Library to evaluate
the robustness of efficacy claims, (2) help tobacco scientists reach a conclusion
when two seemingly well-done meta-analyses differ in their conclusions. The
first presenter explains the rationale underlying the standard methods used by
Cochrane Tobacco Addiction Group for meta-analyses of cessation interventions.
It will cover the choices made about the inclusion criteria such as use of 6-month
follow-ups, use of unpublished studies, use of relative risks rather than odds ratios,
treatment of missing data, exploration of other sources of bias, and when not to
conduct a meta-analysis at all. The second presenter will discuss what to look for
when meta-analyses contradict each other; e.g., how missing data are handled
and rigidity of inclusion criteria, and use of OR vs RR. The final presentation will
focus on using the Cochrane Library to inform work on tobacco, explaining key
features for researchers, clinicians and policy-makers. It will describe the updating
process and how to identify key changes in already published reviews, It will
describe the comprehensive databases of other meta-analyses, methodological
articles, and economic databases hosted on the Library, and explain the best
methods for navigating the Library and its content.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lindsay Stead, University of Oxford, Dept of
Primary Care Health Sciences, Radcliffe Observatory Quarter, Oxford, OX2 6GG,
United Kingdom, Phone: +44 1865 289285, Email: lindsay.stead@phc.ox.ac.uk

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lindsay Stead, University of Oxford, Dept of
Primary Care Health Sciences, Radcliffe Observatory Quarter, Oxford, OX2 6GG,
United Kingdom, Phone: +44 1865 289285, Email: lindsay.stead@phc.ox.ac.uk
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CHOICES IN THE METHODOLOGY OF SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR STUDY CONCLUSIONS

USING THE COCHRANE LIBRARY TO INFORM WORK ON TOBACCO: KEY
FEATURES EXPLAINED

Lindsay F. Stead, Tobacco Addiction Group, Department of Primary Care Health
Sciences, University of Oxford

Jamie Hartmann-Boyce, Cochrane Tobacco Addiction Group, University of Oxford

The Cochrane Tobacco Addiction Group aims to address topics that are
relevant to clinicians, synthesise high quality research using bias free methods,
report important outcomes, and stay current. This presentation will explain the
methodology for a typical systematic review of a cessation intervention, outlining
the way in which decisions that are made around the following questions: How
best can we group studies into useful reviews given the range of Populations,
Interventions, Comparators and Outcomes covered in tobacco research? How
broad or narrow should review topics be? How important are differences in the
methodology of studies that might be included in reviews? Should unpublished
studies be included? Should we require a minimum length of follow-up for study
inclusion? Which outcomes should we pool? Should we prefer sustained or
point prevalence cessation outcomes? What assumptions can be made about
losses to follow-up? What are the arguments in favour of summarising study
effects as risk ratios rather than odds ratios or risk differences? How important is
biochemical validation of cessation, and does this depend on the type or setting of
the intervention? When is it (in)appropriate to do meta-analysis? How do we deal
with clinical or statistical heterogeneity? Can subgroups help to resolve problems
with interpretation? Can sensitivity analyses confirm robustness of the results
to different choices and assumptions? Finally, do all these choices affect the
conclusions of the reviews, and can they explain the differences when Cochrane
reviews have different conclusions to other reviews?
Funding: NHS National Institute for Health Research.

This presentation will explain key features of the Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews including how to identify planned reviews, new reviews,
updated reviews, and reviews with important changes. We will outline the scope
of topics covered by tobacco addiction group reviews and demonstrate how to
find those that cover interventions or populations of interest. We will describe
future plans to identify research that will be relevant to reviews by coding trial
registration details so that all reviews include a comprehensive list of ongoing
studies that can be expected to contribute data. In addition to the Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews, the Cochrane Library includes a range of other
useful resources, and the second part of this section will focus on how researchers
and policy makers can use these to aid their work. These include: The Cochrane
Central Register of Controlled Trials, which acts as an index of published articles
taken from bibliographic databases and other published and unpublished sources;
the Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects, which contains abstracts of
systematic reviews that have been quality-assessed; the Cochrane Methodology
Register, a bibliography of publications that report on methods used in the conduct
of controlled trials; the NHS Economic Evaluation Database, which systematically
identifies and assesses economic evaluations from around the world; and the
Health Technology Assessment Database, which brings together details of
completed and ongoing health technology assessments.
Funding: NHS National Institute for Health Research.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lindsay Stead, University of Oxford, Dept of
Primary Care Health Sciences, Radcliffe Observatory Quarter, Oxford, OX2 6GG,
United Kingdom, Phone: +44 1865 289285, Email: lindsay.stead@phc.ox.ac.uk

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lindsay Stead, University of Oxford, Dept of
Primary Care Health Sciences, Radcliffe Observatory Quarter, Oxford, OX2 6GG,
United Kingdom, Phone: +44 1865 289285, Email: lindsay.stead@phc.ox.ac.uk
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ENGAGING AMERICAN INDIANS AND ALASKA NATIVES IN TOBACCO
CONTROL RESEARCH

DESIGNING AND EVALUATING CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE SMOKING
CESSATION INTERVENTIONS FOR AMERICAN INDIAN COMMUNITIES

Chair: Jeffrey A. Henderson, M.D., M.P.H.*1
Presenters: Jeffrey A. Henderson, M.D., M.P.H.*1, Steven S. Fu, M.D., M.S.C.E.2,
Caroline C. Renner, M.P.H., CTTS3, and Stevens S. Smith, Ph.D.4
Discussant: Patricia Nez Henderson, M.D., M.P.H.1
1
Black Hills Center for American Indian Health; 2Center for Chronic Disease and
Outcomes Research, Minneapolis Veterans Affairs Medical Center; 3Alaska Native
Tribal Health Consortium; 4University of Wisconsin, Center For Tobacco Research
and Intervention

Steven S. Fu, M.D., M.S.C.E.*1,2, Kris Rhodes, M.P.H.3,4, Christina Roberts,
Ph.D.2, Rachel Widome, Ph.D.1,2,3, Jean L. Forster, PhD3, Anne M. Joseph,
M.D., M.P.H.2, 1VA HSR&D Center for Chronic Disease Outcomes Research,
Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN; 2University of
Minnesota Medical School, Department of Medicine, Minneapolis, MN; 3University
of Minnesota School of Public Health, Division of Epidemiology & Community
Health, Minneapolis, MN; 4American Indian Cancer Foundation, Minneapolis, MN
There are few randomized controlled trials of culturally appropriate smoking
cessation interventions to guide clinical practice for American Indian communities.
We assessed American Indian’s opinions about innovative strategies for engaging
smokers in evidence-based treatment and attitudes towards participating in tobacco
treatment clinical trials. Methods: 6 focus groups were conducted separated by
smoking status (current or former smoker), sex (male and female), and elder
status (55 years and older or younger) in the meeting spaces of American Indian
community organizations. This project was accomplished in partnership with
the American Indian Community Tobacco Projects, an established communityacademic research partnership based within the University of Minnesota. Results:
Several key findings emerged. First, there was a strong preference for smoking
cessation programs to be led by American Indian community members who are
trained quit smoking experts. Second, participants expressed interest in connecting
with other American Indian smokers interested in quitting and wanted programs
to promote a healthy living lifestyle. Third, strategies to enhance engagement in
evidence-based treatment endorsed by participants included provision of free
pharmacotherapy, including NRT, nominal incentives (preferably gift cards to
assist with daily living expenses), and culturally-specific program components
such as identifiable American Indian images, education around traditional tobacco
use, quit smoking messages that capitalize on the intrinsic value of family and
extended family and the use of narratives or story telling in recruitment and
program materials.Participants’ views towards clinical trial research will also be
presented. Conclusions: Rigorously conducted randomized controlled trials of
culturally appropriate smoking cessation interventions are sorely needed but will
only be accomplished with the sincere commitment of funders, researchers, and
communities in the recognition of the resources needed to establish collaborative
relationships based on trust and credibility which are critical to successfully
conduct research with American Indian communities.
The study was funded by the University of Minnesota Masonic Cancer Center
VA Health Services Research and Development.

American Indians and Alaska Natives have some of the highest rates of
commercial tobacco use in the country. Tobacco-related research can be
especially challenging given the complexity of tobacco issues, such as the
importance of keeping tobacco sacred in the Native community. Although there is
a high prevalence of cigarette smoking, data reveal that many would like to quit.
This symposium will highlight how to work within Native communities in culturally
appropriate and respectful ways in order to further engage the members of this
special population in tobacco-related research, including randomized controlled
trials. The session will begin with the Chair providing an overview of tobacco
control efforts in Native communities. Dr. Fu will present qualitative findings on
American Indian’s opinions about innovative strategies for engaging smokers
in evidence-based treatment and attitudes towards participating in cessation
programs. Ms. Renner will share valuable experience working with the Alaska
Native community in the Nicotine Exposure Metabolism Study, and highlight
community engagement approaches that were used to conduct the research.
Dr. Smith will share findings and experiences from clinical trial work with the
Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin. This research example will provide insight
into the myriad challenges on working within an American Indian Tribe when doing
clinical trial research. Finally, Dr. Nez Henderson will briefly summarize the three
presentations and lead a discussion on the challenges and lessons learned in
working within American Indian/Alaska Native populations on tobacco control
research.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Patricia Nez Henderson, MD, MPH, Vice President,
Black Hills Center for American Indian Health, 701 St. Joseph Street, #204, Rapid
City, SD 57701, United States, Phone: 605-348-6100, Fax: 605-348-6990, Email:
pnhenderson@bhcaih.org
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Patricia Nez Henderson, MD, MPH, Vice President,
Black Hills Center for American Indian Health, 701 St. Joseph Street, #204, Rapid
City, SD 57701, United States, Phone: 605-348-6100, Fax: 605-348-6990, Email:
pnhenderson@bhcaih.org

THE LAY OF THE LAND IN TOBACCO CONTROL IN AMERICAN INDIAN AND
ALASKA NATIVE POPULATIONS
Jeffrey A. Henderson, M.D., M.P.H.*, Black Hills Center for American Indian
Health, Rapid City, SD

SYM4c

There are many unique differences between American Indian/Alaska Native
populations and other racial/ethnic groups that bear importantly on tobacco control
and related research efforts . The author will briefly discuss several of these
differences and explain their consequences for tobacco control efforts.
No funding.

COMMUNITY BASED PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH METHODS EMPLOYED
AMONG ALASKA NATIVE RURAL COMMUNITIES TO STUDY EXPOSURE
TO NICOTINE AND CARCINOGENS AND GENETIC VARIATION AMONG
ALASKAN NATIVE CIGARETTE SMOKERS AND SMOKELESS TOBACCO
USERS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Patricia Nez Henderson, MD, MPH, Vice President,
Black Hills Center for American Indian Health, 701 St. Joseph Street, #204, Rapid
City, SD 57701, United States, Phone: 605-348-6100, Fax: 605-348-6990, Email:
pnhenderson@bhcaih.org

Caroline C. Renner, M.P.H., CTTS*, Alaska Native Medical Center, Cardiology
Research and Program Development
Community Based Participatory Research (CBPR) is infrequently employed
among Alaska Native communities. The prevalence of tobacco use among Alaska
Native (AN) people is among the highest of any ethnic group in the United States.
This study was a CBPR project initiated by regional Alaska Native health leaders
and a multidisciplinary academic team of scientists to better understand factors
that may be associated with the high rates of tobacco use and cancer. We will
describe the methods and actions by which the research was planned, designed,
approved, and conducted working with and among Alaska Native people and how
the study aims, data collection tools and consents were jointly written to answer
the questions of importance to both the AN and scientific communities. Further,
we will outline how communication over the study timeline included working
side by side with community members to enable the team to determine levels of
carcinogens and nicotine in smokeless and smoked tobacco products, including a
locally homemade product, iqmik, and biomarkers of exposure associated with use
5
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of these products for the first time. We will also describe how, at the request of the
community, genetic profiles associated with nicotine and carcinogen metabolism
among the AN population was undertaken, and how long term specimen storage
was included as an option to participants. Furthermore, we will describe how easily
understandable descriptions of the findings are being approved, disseminated and
to what extent they will reach community members of the rural region in which
the study was conducted. Finally we will describe how the outcomes of the CBPR
activities are leading to the next steps for the team.
The study was co-funded by the National Institute of Drug Abuse and National
Cancer Institute.

DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES IN ATTENTION AND AROUSAL AMONG
TOBACCO EXPOSED CHILDREN
Chair: Rina D. Eiden, Ph.D.*1
Presenters: Laura Stroud, Ph.D.2, Daniel Rodriguez, Ph.D.2, George Papandonatos,
Ph.D.2, Amy Salisbury, Ph.D.2, Barry Lester, Ph.D.2, Raymond Niaura, Ph.D.3,
Shannon Shisler, B.A.1, Claire D. Coles, Ph.D.4, Julie A. Kable, Ph.D.5, Mary Ellen
Lynch, Ph.D.5, John P. Garza, Ph.D.6, Lauren Wakschlag, Ph.D.7, Caron Clark,
Ph.D.8, Kimberly Andrews-Espy, Ph.D.6
Discussant: Pamela Schuetze, Ph.D.*9
1
State University of New York at Buffalo; 2Brown University; 3American Legacy
Foundation; 4Emory University School of Medicine; 5Emory University; 6University
of Nebraska-Lincoln; 7Northwestern University; 8University of Oregon; 9Buffalo
State College

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Patricia Nez Henderson, MD, MPH, Vice President,
Black Hills Center for American Indian Health, 701 St. Joseph Street, #204, Rapid
City, SD 57701, United States, Phone: 605-348-6100, Fax: 605-348-6990, Email:
pnhenderson@bhcaih.org

Prenatal (PTE) and postnatal (PSTE) tobacco exposure is a significant public
health issue that may have profound effects on development of arousal and
attention systems in early childhood. Indeed, alterations in these systems may be
one pathway to higher risk for conduct disorder and cigarette use among these
children. However, little is known about how PTE and PSTE may influence these
systems in early childhood, about developmental changes in these systems, or
about mediators/moderators of these associations. This symposium will present
results from four cutting edge prospective studies of cigarette exposure with papers
spanning early childhood periods from neonates, infants, toddlers, to preschool
age. Dr. Stroud will present on the association between PTE and trajectories of
newborn attention over the first month of life. Results indicated lower attention
among cigarette exposed neonates compared to controls, and significant dose
response associations. Ms. Shisler will present data on the association between
tobacco exposure and infant focused attention at 9 months of age. Both PTE
and PSTE were significantly associated with lower focused attention in infancy.
Birth head circumference and infant behavioral reactivity during a frustration task
moderated these associations in different ways. Dr. Coles will present data on PTE
and behavioral regulation among 24 month old toddlers. Tobacco exposed toddlers
were reported by their mothers as exhibiting higher externalizing and total behavior
problems. Results also indicated that the association between PTE and behavior
problems varied as a function of child gender. Finally, Dr. Garza will present on
the association between PTE and executive control among preschoolers. Tobacco
exposed preschoolers exhibited deficits in set shifting for stimuli that engage basic
cognitive skills but these differences were particularly marked for emotionally laden
stimuli. Results suggest that processing of emotionally laden stimuli may interfere
with basic cognitive abilities among these children. Dr. Schuetze will place these
findings in a developmental context and discuss the clinical significance of these
findings.
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CULTURALLY TAILORED SMOKING CESSATION FOR ADULT AMERICAN
INDIAN SMOKERS: THE MENOMINEE SMOKING CESSATION CLINICAL
TRIAL
Stevens S. Smith, Ph.D.*1, Leah Arndt, Ph.D.2, Mark Caskey, B.S., R.N.3, J. Kevin
Culhane, M.D.3, Jodi Fossum, M.A.3, Jerry Waukau, B.A.3, and Rick Strickland,
M.A.4, 1Department of Medicine and Center for Tobacco Research and Intervention,
University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, Madison, WI;
2
Department of Educational Psychology, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee;
3
Menominee Tribal Clinic, Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin, Keshena, WI;
4
UW Spirit of EAGLES, Carbone Cancer Center, University of Wisconsin School of
Medicine and Public Health, Madison, WI
Smoking prevalence rates are disproportionately high in many American Indian/
Alaska Native (AI/AN) communities. Effective smoking cessation interventions
tailored for AI/AN smokers are needed to reduce the personal and community
harms associated with commercial tobacco use. In 2005, the Menominee Indian
Tribe of Wisconsin initiated a research partnership with the University of Wisconsin
to improve smoking cessation treatment. The Menominee Smoking Cessation
Clinical Trial (or START Project – “Stop Tobacco Abuse, Renew Tradition”) is a
collaborative, community-engaged project that developed and tested a CulturallyTailored Treatment (CTT) for AI/AN smokers in the Menominee Tribal community.
The 3-year START project combined a quantitative randomized clinical trial with
qualitative data collection at baseline and end of study (6 months). In this study,
a total of 103 adult AI smokers at the Menominee Tribal Clinic were randomized
to receive either CTT or Standard Treatment (ST). All participants received FDAapproved cessation medication (varenicline) and four counseling sessions. The
primary quantitative study outcome was biochemically-confirmed, self-reported
7-day point-prevalence abstinence (PPA) at key study end-points including 3 and 6
months post-quit. The baseline qualitative interview focused on participants’ early
experiences with commercial tobacco and how they became a regular smoker;
their relationship with tobacco; how various areas of their life (mental, physical,
spiritual, and emotional) have been affected by tobacco; and their knowledge of
traditional tobacco. The 6-month interview included questions about participants’
experiences in making a quit attempt; how the quit attempt has affected their life
and what it means to be able to quit smoking; any changes in their relationship
with tobacco in the past six months (i.e., during study participation); and any other
thoughts about commercial or traditional tobacco. The study was completed in
November, 2011; key quantitative and qualitative outcomes will be presented
along with discussion of the successful collaboration between the Menominee
Tribe and the academic partners.
The START study was funded by the Wisconsin Partnership Program of the
University of Wisconsin (UW) School of Medicine and Public Health with additional
support from the “Spirit of Eagles Community Network Program” (U54 CA153605;
PI: Dr. Kaur, Mayo College of Medicine), the UW Carbone Cancer Center, and the
UW Center for Tobacco Research and Intervention.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rina Eiden, PhD, Senior Research Scientist, State
University of New York at Buffalo, Research Institute on Addictions, 1021 Main
Street, Buffalo, NY 14221, United States, Phone: 7168873350, Email: eiden@
ria.buffalo.edu
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MATERNAL SMOKING DURING PREGNANCY: EFFECTS ON
TRAJECTORIES OF NEWBORN ATTENTION OVER THE FIRST MONTH OF
LIFE
Laura Stroud, Ph.D.*1, George Papandonatos, Ph.D.1, Daniel Rodriguez, Ph.D.1,
Amy Salisbury, Ph.D.1, Nicki Aubuchon-Endsley, Ph.D.1, Barry Lester, Ph.D.1, and
Raymond Niaura, Ph.D.1,2, 1Brown University; 2American Legacy Foundation
Maternal smoking during pregnancy (MSDP) has been linked to attention
deficits and ADHD in child and adolescent offspring. However, little is known
regarding effects of MSDP on the emergence of attention deficits in the early
neonatal period. Also lacking are studies using observational measures of
infant attention and rigorous measures of MSDP. We conducted an intensive,
prospective, longitudinal study of MSDP and trajectories of newborn attention
over the first month of life. Participants were 97 mothers (51% smokers) from a
diverse, low-income sample (Mage=25, SD=5; 43% Caucasian; 42% low income),
and their infants (ages 0-32 days). MSDP was assessed prospectively by Timeline
Followback and confirmed by maternal saliva cotinine. Neonatal attention was
assessed with the NICU Network Neurobehavioral Scale (NNNS) administered
at days 0, 1, 2, 3-4, 5, 10, and 30. Mean daily cigarettes and cotinine over
pregnancy were utilized for dose response. Data were analyzed with latent growth

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Patricia Nez Henderson, MD, MPH, Vice President,
Black Hills Center for American Indian Health, 701 St. Joseph Street, #204, Rapid
City, SD 57701, United States, Phone: 605-348-6100, Fax: 605-348-6990, Email:
pnhenderson@bhcaih.org
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modeling (LGM) with MLR estimation fitted for repeated NNNS attention scores,
accounting for individually varying observation times and controlling for maternal
demographics and substance use. We found a significant influence of MSDP
exposure on neonatal attention. Compared to unexposed infants, exposed infants
had lower attention over the first month (beta=-.79, z=-3.16, p=.002); however,
groups did not differ on rates of change in attention over the first month. Significant
dose response relations emerged for maternal daily smoking (beta=-.35, z=-3.15,
p=.002) and maternal cotinine (beta=-.16, z=-2.76, p=.01) with neonatal attention.
Results reveal persistent effects of MSDP on neonatal orientation throughout
the first month, suggesting neurotoxic effects of MSPD rather than acute effects
of nicotine or its withdrawal. Longer term prospective studies are needed to
determine the developmental course of MSDP-induced attention deficits over
infancy and childhood and interaction with familial contextual factors.
Funding: NIH/NIDA Grant # R01 DA019558-05 and a FAMRI Clinical Innovator
Award.

EFFECTS OF PRENATAL TOBACCO EXPOSURE AND GENDER ON
BEHAVIOR REGULATION AT 24 MONTHS
Claire D. Coles, Ph.D.*, Julie A. Kable, Ph.D., and Mary Ellen Lynch, Ph.D., Emory
University
Prenatal tobacco exposure (PTE) is associated with arousal dysregulation and
behavior problems, including ADHD, antisocial behavior and criminality. Whether
these behaviors result solely from PTE or are influenced by environmental and
family differences is not yet resolved making investigation of factors that potentiate
or mitigate such effects important. In the current study, we examined the impact of
different levels of PTE on behavior regulation of 203 24-month-olds controlling for
parental SES, child’s age, gender, cognitive and language function. Mothers were
recruited post partum and PTE measured through self report and urine cotinine.
To evaluate the impact of exposure on the development of behavior regulation,
the Child Behavior Checklist was completed by the child’s caregiver at 2-year
follow-up. MANCOVA was used with PTE level (3 Levels: None; <10 cigarettes/
day; >10 cigarettes/day) and Gender (Male/Female) as Factors while controlling
for SES, age, cognitive and language function. Most children were rated in the
average range compared with same age peers but higher (more problematic)
T-scores were noted related to tobacco exposure and gender. Significant main
effects for Tobacco on Externalizing (F(2,195)=3.16, p<.05) and Total Behavior
Problems (F(2,195)=3.19, p<.04) was found, with children with greater PTE
having higher scores, and for Gender on Attention (F(1,195)= 3.74, p<.05)
with boys having higher scores. However, the interaction of PTE and Gender
was significant for Emotional Reactivity (F(2,195)=3.65, p<.03), Internalizing
(F(2,195)=7.61, p<.001), Externalizing (F(2,195)=4.855, p<.009), and Total
Problems (F(2,195)=8.04, p<.000). This interaction occurred because girls in the
control group were reported to have significantly fewer behavior problems than
boys but girls in the smoking groups showed equal or greater problem behaviors
than boys. These results confirm that PTE affects behavioral regulation at 24
months. Effects cannot be attributed to SES or child characteristics like age or
ability level. However, there appears to be an interaction with girls showing an
increased level of behavior problems.
Funding: NIH/NICHD Grant # R01 HD041203-01A2.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rina Eiden, PhD, Senior Research Scientist, State
University of New York at Buffalo, Research Institute on Addictions, 1021 Main
Street, Buffalo, NY 14221, United States, Phone: 7168873350, Email: eiden@
ria.buffalo.edu
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PRENATAL AND POSTNATAL TOBACCO EXPOSURE AND FOCUSED
ATTENTION IN INFANCY
Shannon Shisler, B.A.*1, Rina D. Eiden, Ph.D.1, and Pamela Schuetze2, 1State
University of New York at Buffalo; 2Buffalo State College
Prenatal (PTE) and postnatal (PSTE) tobacco exposure has been associated
with attention difficulties and disorders. However, the association between
tobacco exposure and attention is poorly understood in infancy. Focused attention
(FA) involves the ability to selectively concentrate on a particular target and direct
energy and effort to obtaining information on that target. Poor FA in infancy is
associated with later cognitive difficulties in low-birth weight and preterm infants.
Higher infant behavioral reactivity (BR) may also interfere with FA. Thus, in
addition to examining potential direct associations between PTE/PSTE and FA, we
hypothesized that poor fetal growth and infant BR would moderate this association.
The sample consisted of 251 mother-infant dyads oversampled for PTE, recruited
prenatally, and assessed at 9 months for FA and BR. PTE was assessed using
maternal self-reports, salivary cotinine, and infant meconium at birth. PSTE was
assessed using maternal self-reports and infant salivary cotinine at 9 months.
Infants with PTE with validated fetal exposure (meconium positive at birth) and
those with PSTE (positive cotinine at 9 months) exhibited significantly lower FA
during observations of toy play (p < .05) compared to non-exposed infants. Birth
head circumference (HC) moderated the association between PTE and FA (Beta
= -.26, p < .05). FA was lower for infants with PTE regardless of HC, but control
infants with higher HC exhibited more FA compared to those with lower HC. Infant
BR during a frustration paradigm also moderated the association between PTE
and FA (Beta = -.25, p < .05) such that the association between PTE and lower
FA was stronger among infants with higher BR. Infant BR also moderated the
association between PSTE and FA (Beta = -.22, p < .05). Among infants with high
BR, those with PSTE had significantly lower focused attention ratings compared
to those with no PSTE. Results indicate that both PTE and PSTE are associated
with higher risk for poor focused attention in infancy and highlight the role of fetal
growth and infant BR as increasing this risk.
Funding: NIH/NIDA Grant #R01DA019632.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rina Eiden, PhD, Senior Research Scientist, State
University of New York at Buffalo, Research Institute on Addictions, 1021 Main
Street, Buffalo, NY 14221, United States, Phone: 7168873350, Email: eiden@
ria.buffalo.edu

SYM5d

GETTING UNDERNEATH THE SURFACE: USING DEVELOPMENTALLY
SENSITIVE EXECUTIVE CONTROL TASKS TO ELUCIDATE SUBSTRATES
OF ATTENTION AND EMOTION IN PRESCHOOLERS PRENATALLY
EXPOSED TO TOBACCO
John P. Garza, Ph.D.*1, Caron Clark, Ph.D.2, Kimberly Andrews-Espy, Ph.D.2, and
Lauren Wakschlag, Ph.D.3, 1University of Nebraska-Lincoln; 2University of Oregon;
3
Northwestern University
Prenatal tobacco exposure (PTE) has been linked to developmental
psychopathology, particularly disruptive behavior and ADHD. However, the
neuropsychological substrates of these pathways have not been established,
particulalry within the context of cognitive development. Here we report preliminary
findings from a preschool follow-up of a prenatal cohort oversampled for PTE.
We utilize novel tasks developed in our laboratory to tap into executive control
(EC) and emotion processing in a developmentally sensitive manner. We chose
these domains because of their salience to inhibition of impulsivity and modulation
of emotion respectively. Shape School allows us to examine effects of tobacco
exposure on attentional set-shifting and flexibility in general, while Emotional
Stroop specifically examines these abilities in the context of emotional stimuli.
Thus, we examined whether PTE was associated generally with problems in
EC, and whether attention was particularly disrupted in the context of emotion
processing. PTE children made a significantly greater proportion of errors relative
to NE children when set shifting in Shape School, but only when shifting from
discriminating shapes to discriminating colors (p < .05). By contrast, PTE children
made proportionally more errors in the Emotional Stroop task overall during shift
blocks (p < .01), across both shift and non-shift trials. In shift trials, their proportion
of errors when shifting to discriminating emotions were marginally significantly
greater than NE children (p = .08), while there was no difference when when

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rina Eiden, PhD, Senior Research Scientist, State
University of New York at Buffalo, Research Institute on Addictions, 1021 Main
Street, Buffalo, NY 14221, United States, Phone: 7168873350, Email: eiden@
ria.buffalo.edu
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shifting to discriminating color. Thus, deficits in set shifting were found in PTE
children for basic stimuli that engage basic cognitive/perceptual skills, in addition
to emotionally laden stimuli in particular. However, the addition of the emotion
discrimination task generated difficulties even when shifting was not required,
suggesting that the maintenance of the emotion task set interfered with general
cognition. We consider the implications of increased emotional processing load
negatively impacting general EC abilities, and consequently contributing to
behavioral problems associated with PTE.
Funding: NIH R01 DA023653 and NIH R01 DA014661.

policies; and (4) has a large tobacco industry. The country faces multiple issues
in this area. For example, since a proposed ban in 2009 on tobacco additives,
including flavorings, the industry has lobbied hard against it, and the dynamic is a
highly instructive example of how these forces interact. Using systematic analysis
of relevant official and unofficial documents and key informant interviewing,
this research examines the political economy of contemporary tobacco product
regulation in Brazil.
Funding: Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jeffrey Drope, American Cancer Society,
International Tobacco Control Research, 250 Williams St. NW, Atlanta, GA 53211,
United States, Phone: 414-329-7618, Email: jeffrey.drope@cancer.org

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rina Eiden, PhD, Senior Research Scientist, State
University of New York at Buffalo, Research Institute on Addictions, 1021 Main
Street, Buffalo, NY 14221, United States, Phone: 7168873350, Email: eiden@
ria.buffalo.edu

SYM6b

IMPLICATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW ON TOBACCO PRODUCT
REGULATION

SYM6

POLICY NAVIGATION OF TOBACCO PRODUCT REGULATION: DOMESTIC
AND INTERNATIONAL

Benn McGrady*, Georgetown University

Chair: Jeffrey Drope*1
Presenters: Jeffrey Drope1, Gregory N. Connolly2, Raphael Lencucha3, and Benn
McGrady4
Discussant: Ryan Kennedy*2
1
American Cancer Society; 2Harvard University; 3University of Lethbridge;
4
Georgetown University

This research will examine the implications of the law of the World Trade
Organization for the regulation of tobacco and nicotine products. In US – Clove
Cigarettes, a recent WTO dispute, the United States was found to have violated
WTO law by prohibiting clove but not menthol cigarettes. The measure was
considered to be discriminatory because it had an adverse effect on the competitive
opportunities of imported as compared to domestic products and that effect did not
stem solely from legitimate regulatory distinctions between the product categories.
Drawing on case studies of tobacco product regulations in Brazil and Canada,
the research will explain the implications of US – Clove Cigarettes for product
regulation more generally. It will be argued that the lawfulness of regulations
depends very much on the domestic circumstances of each WTO Member. This
creates a minefield for tobacco product regulation because it makes it difficult for
WTO Members to follow the regulatory lead of another Member and because WTO
dispute settlement is not well adapted to fact-finding.
Funding by: Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.

In recent decades, product regulation has developed into a pillar of overall
tobacco control strategy. While we have a wealth of knowledge about the scientific
basis of many regulations, we do not yet have a sufficient understanding of the
myriad policy challenges that governments face as they seek to implement new
appropriate product regulations or improve existing ones. For example, the US
- Clove Cigarette case in 2011-12 at the World Trade Organization demonstrated
that there are difficulties (under WTO and other international law) associated
with drawing regulatory distinctions between different products. The situation is
becoming even more complex with the general uncertainty around new tobacco
products, including for example, e-cigarettes. Moreover, the approach to
understanding these complexities needs to involve researchers across multiple
disciplines who must not only use evidence-based research in their own field
to explain what is happening and how to move forward, but also be capable of
working with others in related, relevant fields working on different aspects of the
same challenges. With this requirement in mind, we approach product regulation
from several major academic perspectives including legal, political economy and
health promotion.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jeffrey Drope, American Cancer Society,
International Tobacco Control Research, 250 Williams St. NW, Atlanta, GA 53211,
United States, Phone: 414-329-7618, Email: jeffrey.drope@cancer.org

SYM6c

EVIDENCE TO POLICY: KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER AND PRODUCT
REGULATION

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jeffrey Drope, American Cancer Society,
International Tobacco Control Research, 250 Williams St. NW, Atlanta, GA 53211,
United States, Phone: 414-329-7618, Email: jeffrey.drope@cancer.org

Raphael Lencucha*, University of Lethbridge
Scholars in the health field continue to explore how scientific evidence moves
from the academic context into the realm of policy-development and implementation.
Tobacco control policy, including product regulation, is often celebrated as being
bolstered by, if not based on scientific evidence. In fact, the Framework Convention
on Tobacco Control is touted as being an “evidence-based” treaty. The rhetoric
and reality of evidence-based tobacco control policy is particularly powerful when
facing challenges of whether such regulation is necessary to protect the health of
a population. This research will discuss findings from a study of tobacco product
regulation in Brazil. The following questions will be addressed: (1) what type of
evidence is used by different actors during the decision-making process (e.g.,
what type of evidence do civil society organizations use to influence decisionmakers)? (2) how do these actors use evidence to facilitate or block decisions on
tobacco regulation (i.e., what social and political channels do actors use)? and (3)
how is this evidence framed in the broader political, economic and health context?
Findings are derived from an analysis of official and unofficial documents and key
informant interviews. Particular emphasis is placed on how evidence was used
leading up to the enactment of Resolution RDC ANVISA No. 14 (March 15, 2012)
which regulates the content of cigarettes and other tobacco products and previous
regulation put in place to govern tobacco product packaging.
Funding: Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.

SYM6a

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF PRODUCT REGULATION
Jeffrey Drope*, American Cancer Society
This research examines the political economy of product regulation in low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs), with a particular empirical emphasis on Brazil.
A political economy theoretical lens offers one key approach for explaining the
dynamics of product regulation policy implementation by emphasizing the complex
interactions among private economic interests and official institutions. While it is
not easy to explain how policymakers develop regulations in high-income countries,
it is even more difficult in LMICs because institutions are typically less developed
and comparatively weak, while private interests such as the tobacco industry and
its allies often wield disproportionately large amounts of political and economic
power. Moreover, LMICs’ relationships with the broader shifting structures of
global governance – for example, international economic agreements – tend to
be different than high-income countries because of entrenched power structures,
among other variables. This research seeks to elucidate these dynamics that
undergird the policy process for product regulation in most LMICs. We utilize
Brazil as a crucial case study because it (1) is a leading figure among middleincome countries; (2) has made notable progress in tobacco control, (3) has a
government that appears comparatively sympathetic to progressive public health

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jeffrey Drope, American Cancer Society,
International Tobacco Control Research, 250 Williams St. NW, Atlanta, GA 53211,
United States, Phone: 414-329-7618, Email: jeffrey.drope@cancer.org
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preclinical research. We would also discuss avenues for future research and
perspectives for clinical intervention.

GLOBAL GOVERNANCE AND TOBACCO INDUSTRY CONSOLIDATION

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Angela Attwood, PhD, Research Associate,
University of Bristol, Experimental Psychology, 12a Priory Road, Bristol, BS81TU,
United Kingdom, Phone: +44 (0)7809 725454, Fax: +44 (0) 117 928 8588, Email:
Angela.Attwood@bristol.ac.uk

Gregory N. Connolly, Harvard University
This presentation will review the structure and growth of the major four
Transnational Tobacco companies and the upcoming entry of China Tobacco
Monopoly to the group. Expansion has been primarily due to acquisitions of
national companies over the past 15 years and in 2011 90% of the world’s cigarette
market was controlled by 5 companies whose profits exceed that of the gross
domestic income of the 40 poorest nations in the world. Once the national market
is consolidated into the TTCs, the multinational promotes increased consumption
through creation of sub brands of internationally recognized ones for target
groups. Since 2000, cigarette consumption has fallen in high income nations by
15% and increased in low income nations by 18%. Overall global consumption
has remained constant since passage of the FCTC. The investments of the
multinationals are being vigorously protected from national efforts to curb tobacco
use through FCTC policy adoption. The TTCs are using trade complaints to the
World trade Organization and other trade bodies arguing certain health polices
violate provisions of trade treaties. The lack of a coherent global governance
structure or system involving agencies such as World Health Organization, World
Trade Organization, International Monetary Fund and the World Bank has created
a void between the competing forces of national sovereignty and globalization of
the world’s tobacco market. Global governance of tobacco products is needed to
assure global economic development and assure world health.
No funding.

SYM7a

ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING AND CONCURRENT CHOICE PROCESSES:
LOOKING BEYOND PRIMARY REINFORCING EFFECTS OF NICOTINE IN
RODENTS
Mohammed Shoaib*, University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Nicotine-associated cues appear to play a key role in eliciting relapse in
smokers over a prolonged period of abstinence. This presents a problem with the
longevity of tobacco dependence treatment. The impact of nicotine-associated
conditioned stimuli on nicotine-seeking behaviour was investigated in rats via
the Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer paradigm. Intravenous nicotine infusion
(0.03mg/kg) and sucrose pellet (45mg) were paired with distinct cues. Rats were
trained to perform instrumental responses on separate levers for each outcome.
Then, responding on these two levers was assessed in the presence of each
stimulus. When a single lever was available at test, the sucrose but not nicotine
stimulus produced a general excitatory effect on both levers (general transfer).
By contrast, when both levers were concurrently available at test, the sucrose but
not the nicotine stimulus selectively enhanced responding for the sucrose over
the nicotine lever (specific transfer). Subsequently, in the absence of cues, rats
were retrained under a concurrent choice procedure in which both reinforcers were
available. The majority of rats expressed an increased preference towards the
sucrose lever (80%) on the first session which gradually increased further (90%).
Devaluation tests in which nicotine or unlimited sucrose pellets were presented
before the sessions reduced the appropriate preferences. In a group trained to
self-administer nicotine, inclusion of a new lever that reinforced with sucrose
pellets shifted preference away from nicotine. Results from the PIT study confirm
a general transfer effect instead of a specific transfer, which suggests that offering
a choice favours the retrieval of the identity of the instrumental outcomes guiding
action selection. The concurrent schedule findings illustrate the ability of non-drug
alternatives to shift preference away from nicotine over time, a finding that is
consistent with previous research. The devaluation procedure supports the role
of value based decision making in drug addiction, consistent with current human
research using concurrent choice procedure.
Research supported by Newcastle University.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jeffrey Drope, American Cancer Society,
International Tobacco Control Research, 250 Williams St. NW, Atlanta, GA 53211,
United States, Phone: 414-329-7618, Email: jeffrey.drope@cancer.org
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NOVEL APPROACHES TO NICOTINE DEPENDENCE RESEARCH:
INTERVENTION FROM ANIMAL TO HUMAN
Chair: Cristiano Chiamulera1
Presenters: Mohammed Shoaib2, Angela S. Attwood3, Cristiano Chiamulera1, and
Lee Hogarth4
Discussant: Robert West*5
1
Neuropsychopharmacology Lab, University of Verona; 2University of Newcastle
upon Tyne; 3University of Bristol; 4University of New South Wales; 5Department of
Epidemiology and Public Health, University College London, UK
Despite smokers often reporting a desire to quit smoking, few are able to achieve
long-term abstinence. Many smoking cessation interventions target the early
weeks post-quit, but many smokers relapse later, often in response to drug-related
cues. Using Pavlovian conditioning principles, animal models of nicotine selfadministration and relapse have been developed, which are now being translated
into human research. Four presentations would discuss novel approaches to
nicotine dependence research using both animal and human models of nicotine
dependence and relapse. These would include recent developments in memory
consolidation disruption of nicotine-related memories, including the post-retrieval
extinction model. Data would also be presented on Pavlovian to instrumental
transfer (PIT) in a rat model of instrumental responding for nicotine or non-drug
rewards. As part of the design, the research findings also highlight the ability of
non-drug alternatives such as sucrose pellets that can shift preference away from
nicotine. Behavioural and pharmacological therapies for nicotine dependence
exist, but their scope and efficacy are limited. Pharmacological potentiation of cue
exposure techniques using cognitive-enhancing drugs will be reviewed. This work
stems from animal research demonstrating greater extinction learning using these
drugs, and suggests that they may be used as adjuncts to cue exposure therapy.
The final presentation will delineate goal-directed, cue-elicited and habitual
behaviours which, according to learning theory, summate to control behavior.
Existing pharmacotherapies only modulate goal-directed smoking, and there is
an urgent need to develop combination treatments that target all three aspects of
behavior. In addition to detailed description of methodologies and new findings,
this symposium would discuss the issues surrounding translation from animal to
human research and the need for forward and reverse-translational approaches,
emphasizing that human research should also inform the development of animal

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Angela Attwood, PhD, Research Associate,
University of Bristol, Experimental Psychology, 12a Priory Road, Bristol, BS81TU,
United Kingdom, Phone: +44 (0)7809 725454, Fax: +44 (0) 117 928 8588, Email:
Angela.Attwood@bristol.ac.uk

SYM7b

PHARMACOLOGICAL POTENTIATION OF EXTINCTION LEARNING USING
NMDA AGONISTS: IMPLICATIONS FOR CUE EXPOSURE THERAPIES
Angela S. Attwood*, University of Bristol, UK
Stimuli that are repeatedly and contingently paired with drug administration
can precipitate craving, drug seeking and relapse. Cue exposure therapy (CET) is
considered a promising target for therapeutic intervention. CET is primarily based
on the classical conditioning extinction paradigm in that drug users experience
repeated non-reinforced exposure to drug-related stimuli that instils new learning
that the drug-stimuli no longer reliably signal drug, and which in turn reduces
subjective and physiological reactivity to them. However, the learned associations
between drug and drug-related stimuli are robust and long-lasting, and therefore
it is unsurprising that CET trials have often yielded inconsistent or weak results.
The disappointing outcomes from CET trials are likely, at least in part, to be due
to a failure to fully utilize our current theoretical understanding of conditioning
principles. Conditioned extinction is an experimental model of clinical cue
exposure therapies and is therefore an important research tool that can be used to
develop these interventions. Preclinical animal studies demonstrate that extinction
learning is enhanced by cognitive enhancing drugs that target the glutamatergic
9
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N-methly-D-aspartate (NMDA) system, such as D-cycloserine. There is also
evidence that these drugs may enhance the generalisability of extinction, an
outcome that has significant clinical relevance. Recent findings from animal and
human studies of pharmacological enhancements of extinction learning will be
reviewed, and their relevance to clinical intervention discussed. There will be
consideration of future directions for research and how the outcomes from human
experimental research and clinic may be used to inform and develop preclinical
animal models.
Funding: Pfizer Inc.

consequences. The talk will outline human procedures translated from animal
behavioural neuroscience which isolate the contribution of these three controllers
to drug-seeking, specifically, their differential roles in vulnerability to dependence,
pharmacotherapy and loss of intentional regulation of behaviour. Overall, the talk
will argue that an abnormal balance between the three controllers is responsible for
the pathological status of addictive behaviour relative to natural reward-seeking.
Research support comes from MRC (G0701456) and ESRC (RES-000-224365) grants.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Angela Attwood, PhD, Research Associate,
University of Bristol, Experimental Psychology, 12a Priory Road, Bristol, BS81TU,
United Kingdom, Phone: +44 (0)7809 725454, Fax: +44 (0) 117 928 8588, Email:
Angela.Attwood@bristol.ac.uk
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SMOKING CESSATION 2.0: HARNESSING SOCIAL MEDIA TO HELP
SMOKERS QUIT

TARGETING APPETITIVE RECONSOLIDATION MEMORY FOR THE
PREVENTION OF RELAPSE

Chair: Danielle E. Ramo, Ph.D.*1
Presenters: Danielle E. Ramo, Ph.D.*1, Howard Liu, B.A.1, Judith J. Prochaska,
Ph.D., M.P.H.2,3, Connie Pechmann, Ph.D., M.B.A.4, Kevin Delucchi, Ph.D.1, Doug
Calder, B.A.4, Sunny Panli, Ph.D5., Cynthia Lakin, Ph.D.6, Amanda L. Graham,
Ph.D.7, Sarah Cha, M.S.P.H.7, Ye Fang, M.S.7, Nathan K. Cobb, M.D.*7, George D.
Papandonatos, Ph.D.8, Raymond S. Niaura, Ph.D.7, and David B. Abrams, Ph.D.7
Discussant: Nathan Cobb, M.D.*7
1
Department of Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco; 2Stanford
Prevention Research Center, Stanford University; 3Department of Medicine,
University of California, San Francisco; 4University of California, Irvine, School
of Business; 5Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Antai College of Economics and
Management; 6University of California, Irvine, Department of Population Health
and Disease Prevention; 7Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research & Policy
Studies, Legacy, Washington, DC; 8Department of Biostatistics, Brown University,
Providence, RI

Cristiano Chiamulera*, University of Verona
Once retrieved, consolidated memories return to a vulnerable phase during
which memories can be updated (memory reconsolidation) and can also be
disrupted (reconsolidation disruption). In fact, during this phase, the so-called
‘reconsolidation window’, a cascade of molecular events are triggered in key
brain areas such as amygdala, prefrontal cortex, hippocampus. The disruption
of drug memories reconsolidation has been proposed as a novel target for
preventing relapse in ex drug-addicts. Drug acting on receptors involved in drug
memory reconsolidation showed promising effects. Moreover it has been shown
that a cue-extinction session, applied after retrieval of fear-memories, prevented
fear-memories reconsolidation both in rats and in humans. The difference from
‘traditional’ cue-extinction session is the time of extinction application that is within
the ‘reconsolidation window’. Aim of our research is to investigate the nicotinerelated memories reconsolidation and how it could be disrupted for the prevention
of nicotine-seeking relapse. We used a paradigm of operant conditioning to
nicotine-related behaviour, i.e., the model of nicotine self-administration in rats.
The results showed that CS-extinction, applied 1, but not 6, hours after reactivation
of Pavlovian nicotine memory, significantly reduced renewal of nicotine-seeking
compared to no-CS-extinction condition. No effect of CS-extinction was observed
in those subjects that did not receive nicotine CS reactivation. Moreover, the
greater expression levels of zif268 in basolateral amygdala, a transcription
factor known to be involved in the reconsolidation of appetitive memories, after
nicotine CS reactivation compared to the no-reactivation condition, suggest that
the effects of CS-extinction were taking place during the labile phase of memory
reconsolidation. Therefore, these findings provide the evidence for the inhibition
of nicotine Pavlovian memory reconsolidation by applying post-reactivation CSextinction. Critical questions are how to translate this into therapeutic intervention,
and if it is possible to ensure a long-lasting effect by associating drugs that disrupt
reconsolidation.
The study was funded by University of Verona.

Reaching the US public health goals of cutting the smoking rate to no higher
than 12% by 2050 will require novel approaches to create new interventions,
enhance the effectiveness of existing treatments, and maximize the reach and
utilization of both. Online social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter; known as “Web
2.0”) are overwhelmingly popular, with over 80% of American adolescents and
66% of American adults now using some form of social media or online social
network. As of Fall 2012, an estimated 955 million people worldwide actively use
Facebook, the largest of the online social networks, and 140 million use Twitter.
Social media may present a novel and powerful approach to meeting public health
goals with respect to smoking cessation. Yet, little is known about how to harness
social media to engage smokers and/or to help them quit. This symposium will
bring together findings from a mixed methods survey study and two treatment trials
using social media for smoking cessation. The first study uses an online survey
(quantitative) and 1:1 interviews over online chat (qualitative) to characterize
young adults’ receptivity to using Facebook to quit smoking. Findings highlight
that there is interest in using Facebook to change smoking behavior regardless
of smoking severity, particularly among those ready to quit. The second study
tests, in a 2x2 design, the separate and interactive effects of free NRT and a
social media intervention to help smokers engage in an online smoking cessation
website. Findings demonstrate that social media and free NRT can each help
smokers engage in an online smoking cessation community. The third study
piloted a Twitter-delivered group intervention for relapse prevention in smokers
who were motivated to quit and demonstrated engagement and promising effects
on 7-day point prevalence abstinence at 60-days follow-up. Taken together, these
findings support the promise and initial efficacy of using social media to engage
smokers in cessation treatment and to help them to quit. Discussion will highlight
opportunities and challenges in using and evaluating social media as a tool for
smoking cessation across populations.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Angela Attwood, PhD, Research Associate,
University of Bristol, Experimental Psychology, 12a Priory Road, Bristol, BS81TU,
United Kingdom, Phone: +44 (0)7809 725454, Fax: +44 (0) 117 928 8588, Email:
Angela.Attwood@bristol.ac.uk
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MOVING ASSOCIATIVE TARGETS FOR SMOKING PHARMACOTHERAPY
Lee Hogarth*, University of New South Wales

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Danielle Ramo, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of California, San Francisco, Psychiatry, 401 Parnassus Avenue, San
Francisco, CA 94143, United States, Phone: 415-476-7695, Email: danielle.
ramo@ucsf.edu

Learning theory has articulated a standard model of motivated behaviour
which provides a basis for understanding pathological learning in addiction.
The core position is that the propensity to engage in drug-seeking reflects the
summation of three dissociable controllers. Goal-directed drug-seeking is
determined by knowledge of the response-drug contingency and the expected
value of the drug. Stimulus-elicited drug-seeking is determined by knowledge of
the stimulus-drug contingency and the expected probability of the drug. Habitual
drug-seeking is elicited automatically by drug stimuli which have formed a direct
association with the drug-seeking response, without engaging knowledge of the
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male, 95% Caucasian, 58% never married, and 43% college degreed. Participants
averaged 20 cigarettes/day (SD=9) and 18 years of smoking (SD=10). The group
generated a median of 10 tweets/day with a high on day 2 (70 tweets) and low on
day 78 (3 tweets); 8 participants did not tweet the group at all; among the 32 who
did, participants sent a median of 51 tweets over the 12-wks. Self-reported 7-day
point prevalence abstinence at 60-days follow-up (post-quit date) was 54% (33%
counting those who were lost to follow-up as smokers). The group continued to
tweet each other after the 12-wk commitment ended. September 2012 we started
the randomized clinical trial. Lessons learned and future applications of Twitter for
health behavior change interventions will be discussed.
Funding: #R34 DA030538.

YOUNG ADULTS’ RECEPTIVITY TO USING FACEBOOK TO QUIT SMOKING
Danielle E. Ramo, Ph.D.*1, Howard Liu, B.A.1, and Judith J. Prochaska, Ph.D.,
M.P.H.2, 1Department of Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco, CA;
2
Stanford Prevention Research Center, Stanford University, Stanford CA
Introduction: Facebook (FB) may be a useful tool to engage young adults
in smoking cessation. The receptivity to such intervention however, is largely
unknown. This study used both qualitative and quantitative methods to examine:
1) Young adults’ reactions to using FB to quit smoking; and 2) How smoking
behavior relates to social media use and intention to quit smoking using social
media. Method: Participants age 18 to 25, who reported smoking at least one
cigarette in the past 30 days were recruited on FB to complete an online survey
about tobacco and social media use. Survey completers, stratified by stage of
change, self-selected for a 1:1 online chat interview about their receptivity to
using FB to quit smoking. Results: Qualitative interviews (N=30) showed that
young adults were generally open to using FB to get information about smoking
or to quit smoking. Pros included the social nature of FB (e.g., “camaraderie,”
“encouragement,” “support from others”), and ease of access to support from
cessation resources (e.g., “tips for quitting,” “reminders,” “facts about smoking”).
Survey completers (N=570) averaged 10 cigarettes/day (SD=8) and 2.2 (SD=1.2)
on the Heavy Smoking Index; 70% were daily smokers; and 42% planned to
quit in the next 6 months. Most used the Internet several times a day (85%) and
Facebook daily (87%). Few had used the Internet to aid a previous quit attempt
(2%), and 31% expressed interest in using social media to quit. Smoking severity
(past 30 day use, average cigarettes per day, dependence, years using, stage
of change) was not associated with extent of Internet use, FB use, or using the
Internet to aid a quit attempt (all p>.05). In a logistic regression model, correlates
of intention to quit smoking using FB were previous use of the Internet to aid a
quit attempt (OR=7.1, p=.007), and readiness to quit smoking in the next 30 days
(OR=2.9, p<.001); smoking characteristics were not significant. Conclusions:
There is interest in using FB to change smoking behavior regardless of smoking
severity, particularly among those ready to quit. Motivational strategies are likely
needed to engage those not ready to quit.
Funding: NIH: #T32 DA007250, #P50 DA09253, R01 MH083684 State of
California Tobacco-Related Disease Research Program: #18-FT-0055.
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IMPROVING ADHERENCE TO WEB-BASED SMOKING CESSATION
PROGRAMS: A RANDOMIZED TRIAL
Amanda L. Graham, Ph.D.1, Sarah Cha, M.S.P.H.1, Ye Fang, M.S.1, Nathan K.
Cobb, M.D.1, George D. Papandonatos, Ph.D.2, Raymond S. Niaura, Ph.D.1, and
David B. Abrams, Ph.D.1, 1Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research & Policy
Studies, Legacy, Washington, DC; 2Department of Biostatistics, Brown University,
Providence, RI
Introduction: Internet cessation programs hold great potential to reduce
smoking prevalence but are hampered by poor adherence. Needed are
intervention strategies to improve adherence to behavioral, pharmacologic, and
social support components of Internet cessation treatment. This ongoing trial
uses a 2x2 design to test the separate and interactive effects of two strategies to
improve adherence: 1) free trial of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT), and 2) a
social networking (SN) intervention to foster tie formation in an online community.
Free NRT encourages uptake and may also increase use of behavioral and
support tools. Social networks ties provide support, and may also encourage
use of NRT and behavioral tools. Method: Adult smokers who register on the
cessation website BecomeAnEX.org (EX) are recruited. Exclusion criteria are NRT
contraindications. Following a baseline survey, participants are randomized to: EX,
EX+NRT, EX+SN, or EX+NRT+SN. Participants in NRT groups are sent 1 month
of free NRT. Participants in SN groups receive proactive communications from
designated EX community members. Follow-ups occur at 3 (recently underway)
and 9 months. We report preliminary treatment effects on select utilization metrics
gathered on all participants from 0-30 days via automated tracking. Results: 923
participants have been enrolled for at least 30 days. The sample is 70.8% female,
mean age 39.4 years (SD 12.4), 88.0% White, 9.2% Black, 5.5% Hispanic, 53.4%
married/partner. Average smoking rate is 16.4 cigarettes/day (SD 8.2), mean
number of past year quit attempts is 2.9 (SD 8.8). Logistic regressions showed no
significant interactions. There were significant main effects for SN on reading blogs
(OR=1.72, 95% CI 1.08-2.73) and community use (OR=1.55, 95% CI 1.07-2.23),
and a trend for return visits (OR=1.44, 95% CI 1.00-2.08). There were significant
main effects for NRT on reading blogs (OR=1.71, 95% CI 1.08-2.71) and return
visits (OR=1.48, 95% CI 1.02-2.13). Conclusions: A SN intervention and free NRT
can increase Internet cessation program adherence. Analyses of treatment effects
on a range of adherence metrics and smoking outcomes are forthcoming.
Funding: #R01 CA155489.
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TWEETING TO STAY QUIT: ENCOURAGING FINDINGS FROM A TWITTER
QUIT SMOKING SUPPORT GROUP
Judith J. Prochaska, Ph.D., M.P.H.1,2, Connie Pechmann, Ph.D., M.B.A.3, Kevin
Delucchi, Ph.D.2, Doug Calder, B.A.3, Sunny Panli, Ph.D.4, and Cynthia Lakin,
Ph.D.5, 1Stanford Prevention Research Center, Stanford University, Stanford, CA;
2
Departments of Psychiatry & Medicine, University of California, San Francisco,
CA; 3University of California, Irvine, School of Business, Irvine, CA; 4Shanghai Jiao
Tong University, Antai College of Economics and Management, Shanghai, China;
5
University of California, Irvine, Department of Population Health and Disease
Prevention
Twitter, an online microblogging social networking service, with immense
popularity (>500 million active users) and utility, has received little investigation as
a platform for supporting health behavior change. This pilot study reports on the
feasibility, acceptability, and initial efficacy of a 12-wk quit smoking support group
conducted over Twitter. Recruited via Google Adwords, smokers motivated to quit
were assigned to 20-member virtual quit-smoking groups and encouraged to tweet
(140 character max messages) each other daily for 3 mo for relapse prevention
support. All were instructed to set a quit date, referred to NCI’s smokefree.gov site
for guidance on quitting, and mailed 2-mo of nicotine patches. Inclusion criteria
were smoking 5+ cigarettes/day, English literacy, continental US resident, age
18-59, texting/tweeting weekly, and smartphone ownership with unlimited texting.
Two types of programmed messages were sent daily to encourage interaction
over the 12-wk period: (1) a question tweeted to the group e.g., “Tell the group
why you want to quit. Why now?” and (2) personalized feedback to individuals to
thank tweeters for participating and encourage non-tweeters to do so, based on
prior day tweets. The sample (N=40) had a mean age of 36 (SD=9), was 60%

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Danielle Ramo, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of California, San Francisco, Psychiatry, 401 Parnassus Avenue, San
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ramo@ucsf.edu
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around the participant’s location. Linear mixed model regressions were used to
examine the effect of tobacco outlet proximity and density on smoking urges, and
whether these relations differed based on how close the participant was to home
(<=1 mile vs. >1 mile). Analyses controlled for age, gender, race, partner status,
employment, education, treatment group, time, and daily smoking status. Main
effects were not significant; however, the interaction terms were (ps=0.004, 0.017).
Stratified analyses indicated that closer proximity to tobacco outlets was predictive
of stronger urges to smoke within 1 mile of home (β=-1.71, SE=0.58, p=0.005)
but not >1 mile from home. Likewise, a greater density of tobacco outlets was
associated with stronger smoking urges within 1 mile of home (β=0.05, SE=0.02,
p=0.012) but not >1 mile from home. Results suggest that the presence of tobacco
outlets may trigger urges to smoke among economically disadvantaged smokers
trying to quit smoking. Because these relations were significant only within 1 mile
of home, results suggest that neighborhood outlets are particularly salient cues
for craving, perhaps due to increased participant familiarity with these locations or
increased exposure to marketing there.
This project represented a secondary data analysis that was supported by
the National Institutes of Health through The University of Texas MD Anderson’s
Cancer Center Support Grant (CA016672), The University of Texas MD Anderson
Cancer Center start-up funds (to LRR), and a cancer prevention fellowship
supported by the National Cancer Institute grant (R25ECA56452; to KLW).
Funding for the parent project associated with this project was provided by The
University of Texas Health Science Center, School of Public Health (to MSB and
DEK) and the American Cancer Society (MRSGT-10-104-01-CPHPS to DEK,
MRSGT-12-114-01-CPPB to MSB).

UNDERSTANDING HOW TOBACCO OUTLETS AND MARKETING AFFECT
THOUGHTS AND BEHAVIORS IN REAL-TIME: A NEW GENERATION OF
ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT
Chair: Lorraine R. Reitzel, Ph.D.*1
Presenters: Daniel Rodriguez, Ph.D.2, Steven C. Martino, Ph.D.3, Kellie L. Watkins,
M.S.1, and Thomas R. Kirchner, Ph.D.4
Discussant: Saul Shiffman, Ph.D.*5
1
The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center; 2The Miriam Hospital;
3
RAND; 4Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies; 5University
of Pittsburgh
Tobacco companies largely rely on product availability and marketing at the
point of sale (POS) for revenue, and ongoing legislation presents unprecedented
opportunities to affect these practices. However, little is known about how exposure
to tobacco retail outlets and associated marketing affects smoking outcomes, or
the circumstances under which effects are strongest. Because people interact
dynamically with their environments, assessment methodologies must also be
dynamic to truly understand how tobacco retail outlets and POS marketing affect
smoking-related thoughts and behaviors. This symposium explores how Ecological
Momentary Assessment (EMA), the collection of data in real-time in real-world
settings, can contribute to this understanding. First, Daniel Rodriguez presents a
nationwide study demonstrating variability in the concentration of tobacco retail
outlets based on area-level characteristics. Having set the stage for the potentially
important environmental influence of POS marketing, the next three presenters
examine its impact at the individual, momentary level. Steven Martino uses EMA
to assess how real-time exposure to tobacco marketing and prosmoking media,
largely at the POS, predicts acute changes in future smoking intentions among a
young adult sample of ever and never smokers, and describes the role of social
context. Next, Kellie Watkins integrates GPS assessments with EMA to examine
how real-time exposure to tobacco retail outlets predicts smoking urges among
quitting smokers, and the locations in which these relations emerge. Finally,
Thomas Kirchner takes the integration of GPS and EMA further in his assessment
of how real-time exposure to POS marketing predicts smoking lapses during a quit
attempt, and the characteristics of tobacco outlets yielding the strongest effects.
Saul Shiffman will serve as the discussant, and will expand upon the potential
impact of a new generation of studies using EMA to better understand the dynamic
interaction between real-time exposures to tobacco marketing and smoking
outcomes, and how resulting information can be used to inform interventions and
policies to reduce smoking rates.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lorraine Reitzel, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Health Disparities Research,
Unit 1440, Houston, TX 77230, United States, Phone: 713-792-0253, Email:
Lrreitze@mdanderson.org
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ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT OF EXPOSURE TO
PROSMOKING MEDIA AND ITS LINK TO ACUTE CHANGES IN SMOKINGRELATED COGNITION
Steven C. Martino, Ph.D.*, Claude M. Setodji, Ph.D., Deborah M. Scharf, Ph.D.,
and William G. Shadel, Ph.D., RAND, Pittsburgh PA
The aims of our study were to gauge the utility of ecological momentary
assessment (EMA) as a method for collecting detailed data on exposure to
prosmoking media and to use this method to examine acute changes in youths’
smoking-related cognitions as a function of their exposure to prosmoking media.
College students (N=134, ages 18-24 years) carried handheld data collection
devices (smartphones) for 21 days to record information about each of their
exposures to prosmoking media, including medium of exposure (e.g., point-of-sale
[POS] advertising, smoking in movies or on TV) and the social context in which
exposure occurred (e.g., whether alone or with friends). They also responded
to investigator-programmed random prompts (3 per day) during the 21-day
monitoring period (control prompts). After each exposure to prosmoking media
and at each control prompt, students reported their intention to smoke in the
future and smoking refusal self-efficacy. Compliance with the study protocol was
high, with students responding to over 83% of random prompts. Across the 21
days of monitoring, students reported an average of 8.24 (SD=7.85) exposures
to prosmoking media. Exposures occurred primarily in the afternoon (42%), on
weekends (35%), and at POS (68%) or in movies/ TV (20%). Future smoking
intentions were stronger following exposure to prosmoking media than at control
prompts, a pattern of response that was equally evident among never smokers
(39% of the sample) and ever smokers (85% of whom were experimental smokers
who had not smoked in the past month). Follow-up analyses revealed that the
association between exposure and intentions was present only when exposure
occurred in the context of friends. In addition, exposure to prosmoking media was
negatively associated with smoking refusal self-efficacy, but only when participants
were with friends at the time of exposure. These findings support the utility of EMA
as a method for capturing detailed data on youth exposure to prosmoking media,
demonstrate that exposure to prosmoking media is associated with acute changes

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lorraine Reitzel, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Health Disparities Research,
Unit 1440, Houston, TX 77230, United States, Phone: 713-792-0253, Email:
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THE INFLUENCE OF TOBACCO RETAIL OUTLETS ON REAL-TIME
SMOKING URGES DURING A QUIT ATTEMPT
Kellie L. Watkins, M.S.*1, Seann D. Regan, M.A.1, Nga Nguyen, M.S.1, Michael
S. Businelle, Ph.D.2, Darla E. Kendzor, Ph.D.2,3, Adolfo G. Cuevas, M.S.1, Yumei
Cao, M.S.1, Cho Lam, Ph.D.1, Insiya B. Poonawalla, M.S.2, Erica Cuate, M.P.H.2,
Anshula Kesh, B.A.2, David Balis, M.D.4, and Lorraine R. Reitzel, Ph.D.1, 1The
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center; 2The University of Texas School
of Public Health; 3The University of Texas Southwestern Simmons Cancer Center;
4
The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center and Parkland Health and
Hospital System
The presence of tobacco retail outlets has been associated with smoking
relapse during a quit attempt. This may be because tobacco outlets, and associated
marketing, are cues that trigger the urge to smoke. This study uses ecological
momentary assessment (EMA) data to analyze real-time associations between
tobacco outlets and smoking urges among participants of low socioeconomic
status undergoing a specific quit attempt. Participants (N=46, 43% male, 63%
Black) were patients in the Parkland Health and Hospital System of Dallas, TX.
EMA data were collected for 1 week following the quit day via smartphone, which
recorded the strength of smoking urges up to 4 random times a day along with
participant location data (latitude and longitude coordinates). EMA compliance
was 80%. For each assessment, we calculated the proximity of the participant to
the closest tobacco outlet, as well as the density of tobacco outlets within 1 mile
12
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in prosmoking cognitions, and suggest a new role for peers in mediating the impact
of prosmoking messages.
This study was supported by grant # R21CA1237286 from the National Cancer
Institute.

Participants were offered the opportunity to be compensated and to learn more
about their exposure to POST marketing by carrying a geo-tracking device over
the first 4-weeks of their cessation attempt. Tracking data produced a mobility
“signature,” physically linking each person to their surrounding point-of-sale
marketing environment in real-time. Results: Participant mobility was tracked over
a total of N=14,595 days. Eighty-seven percent (N=413) of participants recorded
at least 1 lapse. One or more lapses were recorded on 24% (N=3,568) of days.
All participants came into contact with POST, averaging 1 or 2 contacts per day
(SD=3.4), on 57% (N=8,314) of all days. Lapses were significantly more likely on
days with any POST contact (OR=1.17; 95% CI=1.16-1.18), and were increasingly
likely as the number of daily POST contacts increased (OR=1.05; 95% CI=1.041.06). Contact with convenience stores predicted lapses more than other
store-types (OR=1.08; 95% CI=1.07-1.09), as did stores with greater exterior and
interior advertising intensity (ORs>1.08; 95% CI=1.07-1.09). Conclusions: These
data shed light on the way mobility patterns drive a dynamic interaction between
individuals and the built POST environment, and suggest that conceptions of
the POST environment as relatively static fail to account for the mobility and
preferences of individuals actively engaging with their surroundings over time.
This study was supported by a NIDA RC1 DA028710 and DC DoH Contract
PO358719 to Thomas Kirchner.
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RETAIL TOBACCO EXPOSURE: USING GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS TO
IDENTIFY AREAS WITH EXCESSIVELY HIGH RETAIL DENSITY
Daniel Rodriguez, Ph.D.*1,2, Heather A. Carlos3, Ethan M. Berke, M.D., M.P.H.4,5,
Anna M. Adachi-Mejia, Ph.D.3,5,6, and James D. Sargent, M.D.3,7, 1Centers for
Behavioral and Preventive Medicine at The Miriam Hospital; 2Psychiatry and
Human Behavior, Brown University; 3Cancer Control Research Program, Norris
Cotton Cancer Center, Lebanon, NH; 4Community and Family Medicine, The
Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth; 5Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy
and Clinical Practice, The Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth; 6Department
of Pediatrics, The Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth; 7Dartmouth Medical
School

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lorraine Reitzel, PhD, Assistant Professor,
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Unit 1440, Houston, TX 77230, United States, Phone: 713-792-0253, Email:
Lrreitze@mdanderson.org

Objectives: There is great disparity in Tobacco outlet density (TOD), with
density being highest in low income areas and areas with greater proportions
of minority residents. This TOD disparity may have a drastic impact on health
disparities, including cancer incidence. We sought to better understand the nature
of this disparity by assessing how socio-demographic risk factors relate to TOD
at the national level. Methods: Using mixture regression analysis we aimed to
determine the optimal number of latent disparity classes by modeling the effects
of the proportions of Blacks, Hispanics, and families living in poverty on TOD,
controlling for urban/rural status. Results: We identified six disparity classes,
three urban and three rural. There was considerable heterogeneity in the relation
to TOD for Hispanics in rural settings. For Blacks, there was no relation to TOD
in an urban moderate disparity class, and among rural census tracts the relation
was strongest in a moderate disparity class. Conclusions: We demonstrated
the potential power of classifying census tracts on heterogeneity of tobacco risk
exposure. This approach provides a better understanding of the complexity of
socioeconomic and demographic influences of tobacco retailing, and creates
opportunities for policy makers to more efficiently target areas in greatest need
of intervention.
The work was supported by the National Institutes of Health through a grant
from the National Cancer Institute (CA077026).
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AN END GAME FOR TOBACCO?
Chair: Kenneth E. Warner, Ph.D.1
Presenters: Kenneth E. Warner, Ph.D.1, Ron Borland, Ph.D.2, Neal L. Benowitz,
M.D.3, and Robert N. Proctor, Ph.D.4
Discussant: Melanie Wakefield, Ph.D.*5
1
University of Michigan; 2Cancer Council Victoria, Australia; 3University of
California, San Francisco; 4Stanford University; 5Cancer Council Victoria, Australia
From 2004 through 2009, adult cigarette smoking prevalence in the U.S.
remained level at about 20%, dropping to 19.3% in 2010. A similar pattern
of “stalled” prevalence is observed in many developed nations. The failure of
conventional evidence-based interventions to have entirely “solved” the tobacco
problem has led several visionaries to propose “end-game strategies,” novel—
even radical—approaches to tobacco control that, their proponents believe, hold
the potential of dealing smoking a knock-out punch. Each of these approaches
requires the development of a scientific body of knowledge to inform policy
makers about implications, positive and negative. Each confronts enormous
political, legal, economic, social, and even ethical challenges that impede any
effort to translate concept into policy. Nevertheless, the idea of going beyond
the tried-and-true armamentarium of tobacco control policies has spawned an
emerging debate on “the tobacco end game.” This symposium will inform the
audience about the dimensions of this debate. Four papers will (1) explain the
factors underlying the emergence of a “field” of end-game studies (Warner); (2)
discuss regulatory frameworks that might facilitate adoption of an end-game
policy (Borland); (3) describe the science – known, in progress, and needed –
on one of the principal end-game proposals, reducing nicotine in cigarettes (or
combusted tobacco products more generally) to non-addicting levels (Benowitz);
and (4) present arguments favoring serious consideration of complete prohibition
of cigarettes (“abolition”, as the speaker prefers to call it), as well as a smoke-free
generation proposal to phase in prohibition (Proctor). A discussant (Wakefield) will
offer perspective on the issues surrounding the end game debate.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lorraine Reitzel, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Health Disparities Research,
Unit 1440, Houston, TX 77230, United States, Phone: 713-792-0253, Email:
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REAL-TIME GEO-SPATIAL EXPOSURE TO POINT-OF-SALE TOBACCO
MARKETING PREDICTS DAILY SMOKING STATUS DURING SMOKING
CESSATION
Thomas R. Kirchner, Ph.D.*, Jennifer Cantrell, Dr.Ph., M.P.A., Andrew AnesettiRothermel, M.P.H., Jennifer Pearson, Ph.D., Ollie Ganz, M.S.P.H., Jennifer
Kreslake, M.S.P.H., Donna Vallone, Ph.D., and David B. Abrams, Ph.D., Schroeder
Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies, Legacy

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kenneth Warner, PhD, Distinguished University
Professor of Public Health, University of Michigan School of Public Health, Health
Management & Policy, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2029, United States, Phone: 734763-8495, Email: kwarner@umich.edu

The present work focuses on the cross-level nexus between variation in
point-of-sale tobacco (POST) marketing at the community-level and variation
in real-time POST exposure and smoking behavior at the individual-level, all of
which interact dynamically over time. We examined behavioral outcomes during
smoking cessation as a function of moment-to-moment exposure to POST
marketing. Method: Real-time exposure to POST marketing was quantified via
continuous mobile phone geo-location tracking. Individual mobility patterns from
a cohort of DC resident tobacco users (N=476) were overlaid on an existing pointof-sale surveillance geodatabase (N=1,060 stores). Participants were smokers
who recently sought cessation support from the DC Tobacco Quitline service.
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WHAT MOTIVATES PURSUIT OF A NOVEL TOBACCO END-GAME POLICY?

REDUCING THE NICOTINE CONTENT TO MAKE CIGARETTES LESS
ADDICTIVE

Kenneth E. Warner, Ph.D., University of Michigan

Neal L. Benowitz, M.D.*1, and Jack E. Henningfield, Ph.D.2, 1University of
California, San Francisco; 2Johns Hopkins University and Pinney Associates

Proponents of tobacco end-game proposals share two beliefs: (1) that the
status quo is unacceptable and (2) that reducing smoking substantially will require
something “new” and “big.” This paper explains why these beliefs are supported by
the evidence. Examination of data on recent years’ cigarette smoking prevalence
in multiple countries demonstrates that declines in prevalence have slowed, even
“stalling” in some countries, including the U.S. (In at least one low-prevalence
country, Singapore, prevalence has been rising in recent years.) Further, dynamic
simulation modeling of the demographics of smoking, undertaken by the author
and colleague David Mendez, indicates that, absent dramatic changes in smoking
initiation and cessation rates, U.S. adult smoking prevalence is unlikely to fall
below 10% through the middle of the present century. This paper begins with a
review of the prevalence data that motivate concern. The paper then describes
the simulation modeling (which, using data through 1995, predicted 2005 U.S.
smoking prevalence to the exact tenth of a percentage point and overestimated
2010 prevalence by only 0.6 percentage points) and examines its predicted paths
for future prevalence, depending on assumptions about progress in reducing
initiation and increasing cessation. The paper concludes with analysis of the limits
of how much more progress can be achieved—and how rapidly—by relying solely
on existing evidence-based tobacco control interventions.
Funded by a grant from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.

Nicotine is highly addictive and is responsible for the maintenance of cigarette
smoking. In 1994 Benowitz and Henningfield proposed the idea of federal
regulation of cigarettes such that their nicotine content would be reduced over
time, resulting in lower intake of nicotine and a lower level of nicotine dependence.
When nicotine levels get very low, cigarettes would be much less addictive. As
a result, fewer young people who experiment with cigarettes would become
addicted adult smokers; and previously addicted smokers would find it easier to
quit smoking when they choose to do so. The regulatory authority to promulgate
such a public health strategy was provided by the Family Smoking Prevention
and Tobacco Control Act which gives the Food and Drug Administration regulatory
authority over tobacco products. Although it precludes “reducing nicotine to zero”
it does not prohibit FDA from setting standards for cigarette nicotine content that
would prevent cigarettes from being capable of causing addiction. We review the
assumptions implicit in a nicotine reduction strategy, examine available data on
the feasibility and safety of nicotine reduction, as well as new research designed
to address data needs, and discuss the public education, surveillance and support
services that would be needed for the implementation of such a policy.
Supported by U.S. Public Health Service grant # CA 78603 from the National
Cancer Institute.
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REGULATORY OPTIONS FOR MOVING TO THE ELIMINATION OF SMOKING

THE CASE FOR ABOLITION

Ron Borland, Ph.D., Cancer Council Victoria, Australia

Robert N. Proctor, Ph.D., Stanford University

This paper describes regulatory options and related frameworks to facilitate
the elimination, as far as possible, of the harms associated with tobacco use.
This challenge can usefully be considered as a two stage process: first, the
effective elimination of smoking cigarettes and other high-harm forms of tobacco
use, and second, tackling the residual problem associated with addictive use of
low-harm nicotine products. Theory suggests that the first task will be easier if
there are alternative nicotine delivery systems available to substitute for the
high-harm forms. Current regulatory options being canvassed include: extension
of age-related restrictions on purchase or selling; licencing schemes for smokers;
reduction in outlets; shrinking the amount of products that can be sold; selective
removal of high harm products from the market, and/or redistribution to greater
relative access to low toxicant forms; and differential taxation with higher rates for
high-harm products. The biggest challenges associated with achieving such goals
are doing so while keeping any illicit market under control. Co-ordination of any
or some of these possibilities requires a regulatory apparatus and some require
complex regulatory mechanisms; ie, to approve novel low harm alternatives,
and/or potential aids to help smokers transition to low-harm potential products
(eg, denicinotized cigarettes), and to categorise high- from low-harm potential
products. Depending on the rate at which the shift to low-harm potential products
occurs, regulation will be easier to pursue if control of tobacco marketing is
removed from interests motivated to slow or undermine the process. Further,
depending on the consensus on the extent of the residual harm, it may also be
desirable to constrain the low-harm market to not-for-profit marketing. Product
regulation should be easier and more rapid if the marketers of products are not in
intrinsically antagonistic relationships with regulators. This approach is contrasted
with the main alternative of a regulatory apparatus like the US FDA which can work
but involves the inevitable antagonistic relationships that are already becoming
apparent.
No funding.

The cigarette is the deadliest artifact in the history of human civilization—and
most of that death lies in the future. Richer countries of the globe, however,
are making progress in reducing both smoking rates and overall consumption.
Many different methods have been proposed to steepen the downward slope
of tobacco consumption, including increased taxation, promotion of smoking
cessation, and expansion of public smoke-free spaces indoors and outdoors.
One option that deserves more attention is a comprehensive legal ban on the
sale of cigarettes. There is historical precedent for such a ban in the U.S., since
15 states enacted such bans from 1890 to 1927. Such laws have never been
declared unconstitutional; indeed in Austin vs. the State of Tennessee the right of
states to bar the sale of tobacco was upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court. There
are many different reasons to abolish the sale of cigarettes, including savings
in the realm of health care costs, increased labor productivity, reduced human
suffering, lowered harms and damages from fires, reduced consumption of scarce
physical resources, a reduced global carbon footprint, and removal of a leading
socioeconomic force responsible for global warming denial and environmental/
regulatory obstructionism. Barring the sale of cigarettes would also put a halt to
one of the principal sources of corruption in modern science and society. The
principal reason for abolishing cigarettes, however, is that smokers themselves
don’t like the fact they smoke. Smoking is not a recreational drug, and abolishing
cigarettes would therefore enlarge rather than restrict human freedoms. In addition
to examining the arguments favoring abolition, this paper considers the merits of a
proposal to “phase in” abolition by prohibiting sale to and possession of cigarettes
by a given generation (say, born in 2000) as well as all subsequent birth cohorts.
No funding.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kenneth Warner, PhD, Distinguished University
Professor of Public Health, University of Michigan School of Public Health, Health
Management & Policy, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2029, United States, Phone: 734763-8495, Email: kwarner@umich.edu
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(0.25-1 mg/kg) dose-dependently reduced self-administration of nicotine (0.03
mg/kg) (F4,52 = 14.4, p<0.0001), an effect that was maintained over consecutive
daily sessions. (p<0.05). Prazosin also decreased reinstatement of extinguished
nicotine seeking induced by either a nicotine prime (0.15 mg/kg; F4,36=6.9,
p<0.001) or nicotine-associated cues (F4,59=9.2, p<0.0001). The mechanisms
underlying those effects will be discussed. In addition, prazosin decreased
nicotine-induced (0.15 mg/kg) dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens shell
(p < 0.05). However, prazosin did not have nicotine-like discriminative effects and
did not alter the dose-response curve for nicotine discrimination (NS). Discussion:
These findings suggest that stimulation of noradrenergic alpha 1 receptors is
involved in stress reactivity, but also in nicotine self-administration and relapse.
These findings point to alpha 1 adrenoceptor blockade as a novel and potentially
effective new approach to the treatment of tobacco smoking and relapse in
humans.
Supported in part by the Intramural Research Program of NIDA, NIH, DHHS
and by a Student research grant from CTCRI awarded to BF and BLF.

STRESS REACTIVITY AND NEGATIVE AFFECT AS MEDICATION TARGETS
FOR SMOKING CESSATION: A TRANSLATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Chairs: Sherry A. McKee, Ph.D.1, and Stephen J. Heishman, Ph.D.2
Presenters: Abhiram Pushparaj, Ph.D.3, Adrie W. Bruijnzeel, Ph.D.4, Kenzie L.
Preston, Ph.D.2, and Sherry A. McKee, Ph.D.1
Discussant: Caryn Lerman, Ph.D.*5
1
Department of Psychiatry, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT,
USA; 2Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics Research Branch, Intramural
Research Program, National Institute on Drug Abuse, National Institutes of Health,
Department of Health and Human Services, Baltimore, MD, USA; 3Translational
Addiction Research Laboratory, Campbell Family Mental Health Research
Institute, Centre for Addiction and Mental Health Toronto, Canada; 4University
of Florida, Department of Psychiatry, Gainesville, FL, USA; 5Department of
Psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA
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All currently FDA-approved smoking cessation medications target the nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor system to some extent, and are primarily designed to
attenuate nicotine-related reinforcement and withdrawal symptoms. However, the
vast majority of smokers using nAChR agents fail to maintain long-term abstinence,
underscoring the need to identify novel compounds. Factors that maintain smoking
and precipitate relapse are varied and complex, and the underlying biology has
yet to be fully elucidated. Stress and negative affect are recognized as primary
mechanisms involved in the maintenance of, and relapse to smoking. Targeting
stress-related relapse for medications development is a critical, yet relatively
unexplored strategy. The aim of this translational symposium is to examine novel
targets for smoking cessation designed to reduce stress-reactivity and negative
affect. Dr. Forget will present preclinical data demonstrating that a noradrenergic
alpha1 antagonist reduced stress reactivity, self-administration behavior, and
reinstatement to nicotine or drug-associated cues. Additional studies examining
mechanisms underlying these effects will be presented. Dr. Bruijnzeel will present
preclinical work demonstrating that blockade of melanocortin 4 receptors (MC4)
attenuated stress-induced reinstatement of nicotine-seeking behavior. In prior
work, MC4 receptors attenuate depressive and anxiety-like behaviors in animal
models. Clonidine is an alpha2 noradrenergic agent which has shown efficacy
for smoking cessation. Dr. Preston will present a human laboratory study
demonstrating that clonidine attenuated stress-induced craving in cocaine users.
Dr. McKee will present a hybrid human laboratory and clinical outcome study
demonstrating that guanfacine, an alpha2a noradrenergic agent, attenuated
stress-induced smoking in the laboratory and improved clinical outcomes following
a quit attempt. Finally, Dr. Lerman will discuss the therapeutic potential of these
targets for treatment development.

SYM11b

ROLE OF MELANOCORTIN 4 RECEPTORS IN NICOTINE WITHDRAWAL
AND STRESS-INDUCED REINSTATEMENT OF NICOTINE-SEEKING
BEHAVIOR IN RATS
Adrie W. Bruijnzeel*, Jon C. Alexander, Xiaoli Qi, Moe Igari, Yue Ji, Rayna M.
Bauzo, and Hidetaka Yamada, University of Florida, Department of Psychiatry,
Gainesville, FL
Tobacco addiction is characterized by withdrawal signs upon smoking
cessation and relapse after periods of abstinence. Previous studies by our group
indicated that corticotropin-releasing factor and norepinephrine play a critical
role in the negative mood state associated with nicotine withdrawal and stressinduced relapse to nicotine seeking. Emerging evidence indicates that blockade of
melanocortin 4 (MC4) receptors decreases depressive and anxiety-like behavior
in rodents. The aims of the present studies were twofold: (1) Investigate the effects
of blockade of MC4 receptors on the negative mood state associated with nicotine
withdrawal; and (2) Investigate the effects of blockade of MC4 receptors on stressinduced reinstatement of nicotine-seeking behavior. In the withdrawal experiments,
nicotine dependence was induced in rats by minipumps that delivered 3.16 mg/kg
of nicotine base per day. Nicotine withdrawal was precipitated with the nicotinic
receptor antagonist mecamylamine and investigated with an intracranial selfstimulation (ICSS) procedure. Elevations in brain reward thresholds are indicative
of a dysphoric state. For the reinstatement experiments, the rats were allowed
to self-administer nicotine (0.03 mg/kg/infusion, base) for 16 days and then
nicotine-seeking behavior was extinguished by substituting saline for nicotine.
Nicotine seeking was reinstated by the administration of footshocks. In the nicotine
withdrawal experiments, mecamylamine elevated the brain reward thresholds of
the nicotine-treated rats. The intracerebroventricular (icv) administration of the
MC4 receptor antagonists HS014 and HS024 did not affect the elevations in
brain reward thresholds associated with nicotine withdrawal. In the reinstatement
experiments, footshocks reinstated extinguished nicotine-seeking behavior. The
icv administration of the MC4 receptor antagonists HS014 and HS024 attenuated
stress-induced reinstatement of nicotine-seeking behavior. These studies indicate
that blockade of MC4 receptors does not prevent the dysphoric state associated
with nicotine withdrawal but prevents stress-induced reinstatement of nicotineseeking behavior.
This work was supported by a NIDA grant (DA023575) to A. Bruijnzeel.
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NORADRENERGIC ALPHA 1 RECEPTORS AS A NOVEL TARGET:
DISCUSSING ITS ROLE IN STRESS AND OTHER ASPECTS OF NICOTINE
ADDICTION
Bernard Le Foll, Ph.D.1,2, Abhiram Pushparaj, Ph.D.*1, Steven R. Goldberg, Ph.D.3,
and Benoit Forget1, 1Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, Toronto; 2University of
Toronto; 3Preclinical Pharmacology Section, NIDA
Background: Noradrenergic systems may play a larger role than previously
suspected in drug addiction. This presentation will provide an overview of the role of
those receptors in stress-reactivity and also in other aspects of nicotine addiction.
Methods: We will cover the background literature on the role of Noradrenergic alpha
1 receptors but also present research results. For those studies, after acquisition
of nicotine (0.03 mg/kg/injection) self-administration behavior by Long-Evans
rats under a fixed ratio 5, the effects of acute or repeated administration of the
noradrenergic alpha 1 receptor antagonist prazosin (0.25-1 mg/kg) were studied.
In other experiments, rats that had learned to self-administer nicotine were studied
during extinction sessions. After extinction behavior was stable, effects of prazosin
on cue- and drug (0.15 mg/kg nicotine, s.c.)-induced reinstatement of nicotine
seeking (relapse) were studied. Results: The noradrenergic alpha 1 receptor
antagonist appears clearly to play a role in stress reactivity in drug addiction.
Also, in our experiments, the noradrenergic alpha 1 receptor antagonist prazosin
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decrements in self-control, and support further development of guanfacine as a
potential pharmacotherapy for stress-precipitated relapse in smoking cessation.
Supported by NIH grants RL1DA024857, R21DA017234, UL1DE019586,
PL1DA024859, PL1DA024860, UL1 RR024139 RL1AA017539, K12DA000167,
P20DA027844, 3P30CA16359, DA14241.

ALPHA 2 ADRENERGIC AGONISTS FOR PREVENTION OF STRESSINDUCED RELAPSE
Kenzie L. Preston*, Michelle L. Jobes, Udi E. Ghitza, Karran A. Phillips, Stephen
J. Heishman, and David H. Epstein, Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Research Branch, Intramural Research Program, National Institute on Drug
Abuse, National Institutes of Health, Department of Health and Human Services,
Baltimore, MD
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Background: Reactivity to stressors and environmental cues, a putative cause
of relapse in addiction, may be a useful target for relapse-prevention medication.
In rodents, alpha-2 adrenergic agonists such as clonidine block stress-induced
reinstatement of drug seeking, including nicotine. We have tested the effect of
clonidine on stress-induced craving in human cocaine users in a laboratory study
and are currently conducting a randomized, double-blind trial of clonidine for the
prevention of relapse to cocaine use. Methods: In the laboratory study, healthy,
non-treatment-seeking cocaine users (n = 59) were randomly assigned to three
groups receiving clonidine 0, 0.1, or 0.2 mg orally under double-blind conditions.
In a single test session, each participant received clonidine or placebo followed
3 h later by exposure to two pairs of standardized auditory-imagery scripts
(neutral/stress and neutral/drug). Results: Subjective ratings of cocaine craving in
response to stress scripts were significantly attenuated in both active clonidine (0.1
and 0.2 mg) groups, but only at the higher (0.2 mg) clonidine dose for drug-cue
scripts. Other subjective measures of craving showed similar patterns of effects.
Discussion: Clonidine was effective in reducing stress-induced (and, at a higher
dose, cue-induced) craving in a pattern consistent with preclinical findings. These
results converge with other evidence to suggest that alpha-2 adrenergic agonists
may help prevent relapse in drug abusers experiencing stress or situations that
remind them of drug use. We will discuss these results as they relate to the
potential for the use of clonidine and other alpha 2 agonists in smoking cessation.
Supported by the Intramural Research Program of NIDA, NIH, DHHS.

SYM12

α4β2-NICOTINIC ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTORS IN SCHIZOPHRENIA:
IMPLICATIONS FOR COMORBID TOBACCO SMOKING AND
THERAPEUTICS
Chair: Irina Esterlis, Ph.D., and Tony P. George, M.D., FRCPC2
Presenters: Irina Esterlis, Ph.D.1, A. Eden Evins, M.D.3, Georg Winterer, M.D.,
Ph.D.4, and Victoria Wing, Ph.D.2
Discussant: Tony P. George, M.D., FRCPC2
1
Department of Psychiatry, Yale University; 2Department of Psychiatry, Centre
for Addiction & Mental Health, University of Toronto; 3Massachusetts General
Hospital/Harvard University; 4Charité – University Medicine Berlin
Tobacco smoking is 3-4 times more prevalent in individuals with schizophrenia
vs. the general population, and is a leading preventable cause of morbidity and
mortality through tobacco-related illnesses. However, smoking cessation rates are
extremely low especially in psychiatric populations, which may be related to the
pro-cognitive and mood-regulating effects of nicotine and tobacco. Nicotine is one
of the addictive ingredients with known affective and cognitive benefits, and binds
to the α4β2-nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (α4β2-nAChRs), which upregulate in
response to chronic nicotine in healthy subjects. However, postmortem findings in
schizophrenia suggest lack of upregulation in subcortical regions and other studies
suggest α4β2-nAChR involvement in the psychiatric symptoms of schizophrenia.
Nicotine’s actions in the brain are not fully understood and α4β2-nAChR role
in schizophrenia is not well defined; however, it is established that smoking
cessation impairs cognitive functioning and mood in psychiatric populations.
In this symposium, we will examine α4β2-nAChRs in vivo in tobacco smokers
with schizophrenia and show pro-cognitive benefits for pharmacotherapy of
smoking addiction in schizophrenia. Dr. Esterlis will discuss an imaging study of
α4β2-nAChRs in smokers and nonsmokers with schizophrenia, and show evidence
of regional upregulation of α4β2-nAChRs, as well association with cognitive and
behavioral outcomes. Dr. Winterer will discuss whether CHRNA4 exon 5 genotype
affects nicotinic receptor sensitivity, clinical symptoms of schizophrenia, drug
treatment-response, cognition and related brain function. Dr. Evins will discuss
results from a recent clinical trial showing efficacy of varenicline, α4β2-nAChR
partial agonist, vs. placebo in augmenting relapse-prevention outcomes as
an adjunct to Cognitive Behavioral Therapy in smokers with schizophrenia.
Dr. Wing will discuss cognitive deficits associated with smoking abstinence in
schizophrenia, and the role of varenicline at reducing these deficits. Lastly, Dr.
George will integrate the findings and lead a discussion on the neurobiological and
therapeutic implications of the four presentations.
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GUANFACINE AS A POTENTIAL PHARMACOTHERAPY FOR
STRESS-PRECIPTIATED SMOKING RELAPSE
Sherry A. McKee, Ph.D.*, Rajita Sinha, Ph.D., Marc N. Potenza, M.D., Ph.D.,
Hedy Kober, Ph.D., Mehmet Sofuoglu, M.D., Amy F.T. Arnsten, Ph.D., Marina R.
Picciotto, Ph.D., Andrea H. Weinberger, Ph.D., and Rebecca L. Ashare, Ph.D.,
Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT
Stress drives smoking behavior, weakens self-control, and precipitates relapse
in those trying to quit. However, there are no specific medications that improve
stress-induced smoking relapse. Basic science evidence indicates that even mild
uncontrollable stress weakens prefrontal cortical networks that mediate self-control
through cAMP opening of potassium channels near prefrontal network synapses.
In contrast, the α2A noradrenergic agonist, guanfacine, strengthens prefrontal
network connectivity and cognitive function by inhibiting these cAMP actions. The
primary aim of this double-blind placebo-controlled study was to examine whether
guanfacine (0mg vs. 3mg/day) attenuated the effect of stress on precipitating
smoking lapse behavior in the laboratory, and to determine whether guanfacine
improved clinical outcomes during a brief treatment period. Following titration to
steady state levels of guanfacine daily smokers completed two laboratory sessions
where we modeled the effect of stress on smoking lapse behavior. Our lapse
paradigm is focused on two primary aspects of early lapse behavior: (1) ability
to resist the first cigarette; and (2) subsequent smoking. Following the laboratory
sessions, participants completed a single fMRI session in which they performed
the Stroop color-word interference task to assess attention and inhibitory control.
Subjects set a quit day and then engaged in a brief 4-week treatment phase.
Medication was continued during this period and basic behavioral support was
provided on a weekly basis. Using a novel translational approach, we report for the
first time that guanfacine significantly reduced smoking behavior and craving during
the laboratory analog of stress-precipitated smoking, increased prefrontal activity
associated with improved attention and self-control during a cognitive control task,
and improved clinical outcomes during a brief treatment period. Our findings are
consistent with preclinical results that guanfacine rescues stress-precipitated

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Irina Esterlis, Yale, 300 George St, New Haven,
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β2*-nAChR AVAILABILITY IN SCHIZOPHRENIA: EFFECTS OF SMOKING
AND RELATIONSHIP TO SYMPTOMS
Irina Esterlis, Ph.D.*1,2, Frederic Bois, Ph.D.1,2, Brian Pittman, M.S.1, Lara Shearer,
B.A.1, Megan Krasenics, B.A.1, Marina R. Picciotto, Ph.D.1, Kelly P. Cosgrove,
Ph.D.1,2, and D. Cyril D’Souza, M.D.1,2, 1Yale University, School of Medicine,
Department of Psychiatry; 2VACHS Department of Psychiatry
Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) are critical for the addictive and
cognitive effects of tobacco and upregulate in response to chronic nicotine
exposure. Postmortem studies reveal lower β2*-nAChR numbers in the brains
of subjects with schizophrenia vs. controls, and upregulation β2*-nAChRs in the
cortex only. In this study, we measured β2*-nAChRs in vivo and related to clinical
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symptoms. Smoking (n=18) and nonsmoking (n=7) subjects with schizophrenia
and age-, smoking- and sex-matched controls (18 smokers; 7 nonsmokers)
participated in one [123I]5-IA-85380 SPECT scan to quantify β2*-nAChR
availability. Smokers were studied after 1 week of smoking abstinence. Smokingand schizophrenia-related symptomatology was assessed at baseline, after 1 day
of smoking abstinence, and on scan day. There were no differences in smoking
characteristics between smokers with and without schizophrenia. Subjects with
schizophrenia had lower β2*-nAChR availability vs. controls and nonsmokers had
lower β2*-nAChR availability compared to smokers, but there was no significant
smoking x schizophrenia interaction. Lower β2*-nAChR availability was associated
with higher reports of negative symptoms in schizophrenia, but this was driven
by smoking status. After a week of smoking abstinence there was a significant
effect of impairments on executive control and verbal memory in schizophrenia.
β2*-nAChR availability was positively correlated with executive control in smokers
with schizophrenia at 1 day of smoking abstinence and with cognitive flexibility in
nonsmokers with schizophrenia. Our results suggest that, although there is lower
β2*-nAChR availability in subjects with schizophrenia, smokers with schizophrenia
do upregulate in the cortex as compared to nonsmokers although not to the
same extent as controls. The relationship between β2*-nAChR availability and
negative symptoms may explain the high rates of smoking in schizophrenia and
the relationship between smoking and negative symptoms. Overall, the findings
support the development of medications targeting the β2*-nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor system for the treatment of negative symptoms and cognitive deficits.
R01DA-022495 (DCD), NARSAD (IE) and R01DA015577 (KPC). Salary support
was provided by MH077681 (MRP), K01MH092681 (IE), and K02DA031750 (KPC).

EXTENDED DURATION PHARMACOTHERAPY FOR PREVENTION OF
RELAPSE TO SMOKING IN SCHIZOPHRENIA
A. Eden Evins, M.D., M.P.H.*, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard
Medical School
Objective: Standard pharmacotherapies for smoking cessation have been
shown to be effective for smokers with schizophrenia, though relapse rates are
high after treatment discontinuation. We sought to evaluate the effect of extended
duration pharmacotherapy on relapse in smokers with schizophrenia spectrum
disorders. We used varenicline, an alpha4beta2 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor
partial agonist that binds at the same site on the receptor as nicotine and may
decrease the rewarding properties of nicotine. Methods: Stable, treated adult
outpatients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder who smoked ≥10
cigarettes/day enrolled in a 12-week trial of varenicline plus weekly group cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT) for smoking cessation. Those who attained ≥ 14 days of
continuous abstinence at week 12 enrolled in a relapse prevention intervention
in which participants were randomly assigned to continue pharmacotherapy with
varenicline or identical placebo added to a tapering schedule of CBT for 40-weeks.
Results: Of 183 participants with schizophrenia entering open treatment, 78 (43%)
attained abstinence and enrolled in the double-blind, relapse prevention phase.
Those assigned to continued pharmacotherapy had relapse rates that were less
than half that of those assigned to placebo at end of treatment at week 52, and 3
and 12 weeks after treatment discontinuation in analyses that considered those
who terminated the study early to have relapsed. This was a large, significant
effect at each time point. Conclusions: Extended duration pharmacotherapy plus
CBT significantly improved relapse rates over and above group CBT in smokers
with schizophrenia spectrum disorders who attained initial abstinence with open
treatment. This suggests that despite evidence for nicotinic receptor abnormalities
in this population, extended duration, but not chronic pharmacotherapy, may be
needed to support sustained tobacco abstinence in this population.
Funding: NIDA R01 DA021245, Evins PI; Investigator Initiated Grant Pfizer Inc.
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CHRNA4 EXON 5 GENOTYPE AFFECTS NICOTINIC RECEPTOR
SENSITIVITY AND IS ASSOCIATED WITH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
SYMPTOMS AS WELL AS RAPID DRUG-TREATMENT RESPONSE IN
SCHIZOPHRENIA
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Georg Winterer, M.D., Ph.D.*, Charité – University Medicine Berlin, Germany
There is a longstanding interest in the relationship between epilepsy,
schizophrenia and the nicotinic system. In familial autosomal dominant nocturnal
frontal lobe epilepsy (ADNFLE), rare CHRNAA4 exon 5 mutations lead to
schizophrenia-like symptoms and cognitive deficits. The common exon 5 variant
rs1044396 was recently associated (incl. own work) with nicotine dependence,
selective attention and brain function. Here, we investigated whether CHRNA4
exon 5 genotype affects nicotinic receptor sensitivity, clinical symptoms of
schizophrenia, drug treatment-response, cognition and related brain function.
We conducted a voltage clamp study in a heterologous Xenopus oocyte model
followed by clinical association studies: (1) Clinical study (PANSS) in schizophrenia
patients (N = 1,326 schizophrenia patients); (2) pharmacogenetic study (N= 212
schizophrenia patients incl. N = 70 first-episode patients); (3) population-based
multicenter study (N = 1,794 healthy subjects). Main Outcome Measures: Xenopus
model: Sensitivity changes in response to increasing doses of acetylcholine.
Association studies: PANSS incl. treatment-related changes, reaction time during
a selective attention auditory oddball task and the related event-related potential
N100 (functional neuroimaging). CHRNA4 exon 5 was genotyped and sequenced.
Two exon 5 haplotypes (hap1 and hap2) including SNP rs1044396 lead to opposite
sensitivity changes of alpha4beta2 nicotinic receptor channels in response to
increasing doses of acetylcholine. The common SNP rs1044396 (C-allele) is
associated with a more favorable clinical outcome and treatment-response as well
as superior reaction times with stronger cortical activation mostly in the prefrontal
region. Corresponding associations were also found with rare variants (MAF <
0.05) in exon 5. Frequent and rare variants in CHRNA4 exon 5 are functional and
associated with clinically high-functioning schizophrenia with superior treatmentresponse. Alpha4beta2 nicotinic receptor channels might constitute a drug target
for modification of the detrimental course of schizophrenia illness via allosteric
modulation of receptor signal-to-noise ratio.
Funding: SPP1226: “Nicotine: Molecular and physiological effects in CNS”,
Wi1316/9-1.
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EFFECTS OF TOBACCO ABSTINENCE AND REINSTATEMENT ON
NEUROCOGNITIVE OUTCOMES IN SCHIZOPHRENIA; POTENTIAL
THERAPEUTIC ACTIONS OF VARENICLINE
Victoria C. Wing*, Caroline E. Wass, and Tony P. George, Schizophrenia Division,
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, Toronto, ON, Canada; Division of Brain
and Therapeutics, Department of Psychiatry, University of Toronto, ON, Canada
Background: People with schizophrenia are more likely to smoke cigarettes than
the general population. Varenicline tartrate (Chantix®) is a nicotinic partial agonist
and smoking cessation medication which has recently been shown to be effective
for tobacco treatment in smokers with schizophrenia. However, varenicline’s
mechanism of action in schizophrenia versus healthy control smokers has not
been characterized. We therefore evaluated the effects of varenicline on tobacco
reinforcement and features of the tobacco abstinence syndrome, including craving
and cognitive dysfunction, in schizophrenia and control smokers. Methods: Over
three separate test weeks, schizophrenia (n=12) and control (n=12) smokers
were co-treated (using a counterbalanced sequence) with varenicline (0, 0.5
and 1mg BID) during a 3-day laboratory paradigm incorporating assessments
of craving, withdrawal and cognition (sensorimotor gating, attention, processing
speed, visuospatial working memory (VSWM), verbal learning and memory and
impulsivity) at baseline smoking, overnight abstinence and smoking reinstatement
conditions. Results: Overnight abstinence from smoking increased craving in both
control and schizophrenia smokers (p’s<0.001), whereas abstinence-induced
deficits in cognition, specifically VSWM, were only observed in schizophrenia
(p<0.05). Varenicline attenuated abstinence-induced VSWM deficits in smokers
with schizophrenia (p=0.08), but attenuated abstinence-induced increases in
craving only in control smokers (p’s<0.05). Conclusions: Our data suggest
that varenicline may have specific neurocognitive actions in smokers with
schizophrenia which target pathophysiological mechanisms related to nicotinic
receptor dysfunction in this disorder. These findings have important implications
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for the development of nicotinic partial agonists as treatments for tobacco
dependence and neurocognitive deficits in schizophrenia.
This work was funded in by an operating grant from the Ontario Mental Health
Foundation, the Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI-LOF #19229 and CFI-RHF
# 19229 to TPG), and the University of Toronto Chair in Addiction Psychiatry to
TPG. VCW and CEW were supported by Postdoctoral Research Fellowships from
the Centre of Addiction and Mental Health. Varenicline was provided by Pfizer,
Canada.

administered infusions than the unchanged group, (p<0.05). To examine how the
method of reduction (gradual vs. immediate) affects behavior at low doses, rats in
the 30 mcg/kg group experienced progressive dose reductions (30, 15, 7.5, 3.75,
1.875 mcg/kg) resulting in infusion rates at each dose comparable to rats that
experienced reduction immediately, p>0.05. Results indicate that the method of
reduction did not shift the reinforcement threshold. Another critical issue is how
nicotine reduction might affect smoking maintenance in current smokers differently
than acquisition of smoking in nonsmokers. Rats given the opportunity to respond
for low nicotine doses (N=42) did so at a higher rate after they self-administered a
higher nicotine dose, p<0.01). Number of infusions earned was significantly higher
in rats responding for the threshold dose (7.5 mcg/kg, p<0.01) and rats responding
for vehicle only (p<0.05) after administering 60 mcg/kg. These results indicate
that nicotine standards based on studies of current smokers may also be highly
effective in preventing chronic smoking in nonsmokers. Together, these studies
indicate that animal self-administration can be a valuable tool for investigating
historical factors that may affect behavior following nicotine reduction.
Study was supported by NIH grant DA031659.
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THE REGULATORY SCIENCE OF NICOTINE REDUCTION: NEW
PERSPECTIVES, DATA, AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ANIMAL RESEARCH

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Eric Donny, Ph.D., Associate Professor, University
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United States, Phone: 4126247618, Email: edonny@pitt.edu

Chair: Eric C. Donny, Ph.D.
Presenters: Tracy G. Taylor, M.S., Mark G. LeSage, Ph.D., Laura O’Dell, Ph.D.,
and Darlene H. Brunzell, Ph.D.
Discussant: Jack E. Henningfield, Ph.D.*
The Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act permits the regulation
of nicotine in cigarettes. Reducing nicotine to reliably reduce consumption of, and
dependence on, cigarettes could be a powerful approach to limit the abuse liability
and consequent harm from cigarettes. Animal research can play an important role
in developing the empirical basis of regulatory decisions, but this requires a new
perspective. Speakers will present preclinical data addressing complex issues
pertaining to nicotine reduction and discuss those results from a regulatory science
perspective. Tracy Taylor will present data on the method of reduction (immediate
versus gradual) and the impact of a history of high dose self-administration that
begins to address whether nicotine naïve vs. nicotine exposed users might be
affected differently by reduced nicotine. Dr. Mark LeSage will present findings
from studies that examine predictors of individual differences in the magnitude
of compensation, nicotine reinforcement thresholds, and elasticity of demand
in rats self-administering progressively lower doses of nicotine. Predictors of
interest include baseline behavioral measures (e.g. nicotine intake), nicotine
metabolism, and sex. Dr. Laura O’Dell will present evidence demonstrating that
there are fundamental differences related to age and sex in the degree to which
the rewarding effects of nicotine and the negative effects of withdrawal contribute
to tobacco abuse that could have implications for the effects of nicotine reduction
strategies. Dr. Darlene Brunzell will focus on the diversity of nicotine receptor
subtypes with differential sensitivity to nicotine and the role these receptors
may play in the reinforcing effects of low doses of nicotine, particularly among
individuals with psychiatric conditions or different motives for smoking. Finally,
Dr. Jack Henningfield will discuss the importance of preclinical research in the
regulatory science of nicotine reduction and provide insight into high priority areas
of research that can be addressed within the context of animal models.

SYM13b

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN NICOTINE SELF-ADMINISTRATION IN RATS
DURING PROGRESSIVE UNIT DOSE REDUCTION: IMPLICATIONS FOR
NICOTINE REDUCTION TREATMENTS AND POLICY
Mark G. LeSage*, Paul R. Pentel, and Danielle Burroughs, University of Minnesota
The FDA is considering reducing the nicotine content in tobacco products as
a policy to reduce the addictiveness of tobacco products. However, the feasibility
and consequences of this approach have not been well studied. The threshold
level of nicotine needed to maintain smoking in adults and the extent to which
compensatory smoking would occur in response to a progressive reduction in
nicotine content are largely unknown. Moreover, factors contributing to individual
variability in nicotine reinforcement thresholds and compensation, which represent
sources of variability in addiction and health risk across sub-populations, need to
be elucidated. The present studies examined these issues in a rodent nicotine
self-administration (NSA) model to characterize individual differences in nicotine
reinforcement thresholds, degree of compensation, and elasticity of demand
during progressive reduction of the unit nicotine dose. Experiment 1 examined
whether these variables correlate with individual differences in baseline nicotine
intake and nicotine pharmacokinetics. Experiment 2 examined sex differences
in response to unit dose reduction. In both experiments, rats were trained to
self-administer nicotine (0.06 mg/kg) during daily 23 hr sessions. Then, saline
extinction and reacquisition of NSA was arranged, followed by weekly reductions
in unit dose until extinction was achieved. In Experiment 1, baseline nicotine
intake was a significant predictor of compensation. Male rats with low baseline
intake exhibited greater compensation. Nicotine pharmacokinetics did not predict
any NSA measure. In Experiment 2, females showed higher baseline intake and
less compensation compared to males. Exponential demand-curve analysis
provided a very precise (typical r2 > 0.9) measure of individual differences in
overall sensitivity (i.e. elasticity of demand) to nicotine reduction (i.e. increases
in the unit price (FR/unit dose) of nicotine). Together, these findings suggest that
baseline nicotine intake and sex may be useful predictors of population response
to nicotine reduction policies and that exponential demand analysis may provide a
useful overall measure of this response.
Supported by NIDA grant R01-DA026444.
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EFFECTS OF RATE OF REDUCTION AND HISTORY OF HIGH DOSE SELFADMINISTRATION IN RATS SELF-ADMINISTERING LOW DOSE NICOTINE
Tracy G. Taylor*, Melissa E. Levin, Rachel Schassburger, Deanne M. Buffalari,
Alan F. Sved, and Eric C. Donny, University of Pittsburgh

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Eric Donny, Ph.D., Associate Professor, University
of Pittsburgh, Psychology, 210 South Bouquet Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15260,
United States, Phone: 4126247618, Email: edonny@pitt.edu

A policy regulating the content of nicotine in cigarettes to a level below the
threshold for reinforcement has the potential to save lives by dramatically
decreasing smoking rates in current U.S. smokers and preventing the emergence
of chronic smoking in nonsmokers. However, little is known about the impact of
behavioral and pharmacological history factors. In two studies, rats were given
the opportunity to self-administer varying doses of nicotine along with a cocktail
of other cigarette constituents. Non-nicotine constituents were included because
experiments have shown they may contribute to dependence. Rats (N=82)
that acquired self-administration at 60 mcg/kg were assigned to one of seven
reduction groups: 60(no change), 30, 15, 7.5, 3.75, 1.875, or 0.0 (vehicle) mcg/
kg. Reduction to 3.75, 1.875, or 0.0(vehicle) mcg/kg resulted in significantly less
18
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different incentives for smoking may respond differently to manipulation of nicotine
concentrations in cigarettes.
Research was supported by NIH grants DA00702734, MH53631, GM48677
DA030396, DA17279, DA19735, DA023114 and DA031289.

PRECLINICAL EVIDENCE OF AGE AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN THE
MECHANISMS THAT MEDIATE ENHANCED VULNERABILITY TO TOBACCO
ABUSE: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE REGULATION OF NICOTINE IN
CIGARETTES

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Eric Donny, Ph.D., Associate Professor, University
of Pittsburgh, Psychology, 210 South Bouquet Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15260,
United States, Phone: 4126247618, Email: edonny@pitt.edu

Laura O’Dell, University of Texas at El Paso
Much work has shown that tobacco abuse is mediated by experiencing the
positive rewarding effects of nicotine and, ultimately, by avoiding the negative
consequences of withdrawal. Our laboratory has shown fundamental sex and age
differences in the degree to which these factors contribute to vulnerability in rodent
models. Regarding age differences, this presentation will provide behavioral and
neurochemical evidence that has led to our hypothesis that enhanced tobacco
abuse during adolescence is driven by two factors: (1) the positive effects
of nicotine during adolescence are greater than in adults and (2) the negative
effects associated with nicotine and withdrawal are substantially lower than those
experienced by adults. The overall result is that adolescents seek nicotine because
the enhanced positive effects they experience are inadequately balanced against
minimal negative effects. Regarding sex differences, enhanced tobacco abuse in
females appears to be driven by both (1) enhanced positive effects of nicotine
and (2) strong negative effects of stress produced by withdrawal as compared
to males. The overall result is that females seek nicotine because of the strong
positive effects of nicotine as well as avoiding strong stress responses that emerge
during withdrawal from this drug. Taken together, our findings suggest that there
are fundamental differences in the mechanisms that mediate tobacco abuse in
various sub-populations. The unique aspect of our data is regulation of nicotine
in cigarettes could have different effects on female versus male smokers from
different age groups. These data will be discussed in the context of guiding future
research on the regulation of tobacco products and the potential need to attend to
sub-populations of smokers.
Funding: NIDA grant 5R01DA021274.

SYM14

TRANSLATIONAL APPROACHES TO REPURPOSING MEDICATIONS FOR
NICOTINE DEPENDENCE TREATMENT: PROCOGNITIVE MEDICATIONS AS
A MODEL
Chair: Rebecca L. Ashare, Ph.D.1
Presenters: Heath D. Schmidt, Ph.D.1, Thomas J. Gould, Ph.D.2, Mehmet
Sofuoglu, M.D., Ph.D.3, and Rebecca L. Ashare, Ph.D.*1
Discussant: Caryn Lerman, Ph.D.*1
1
University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA;
2
Temple University; 3Yale University, School of Medicine and VA Connecticut
Healthcare System
There is a critical need for novel smoking cessation treatments to help
more smokers maintain abstinence. Repurposing medications that have been
“de-risked” through phase I-III testing and target nicotine withdrawal symptoms
provides a practical approach by reducing the time and cost burden of traditional
drug development strategies. This process may be further expedited by integrating
discoveries from preclinical, human laboratory, and clinical research paradigms.
By evaluating whether a medication targets factors associated with relapse and
providing convergent evidence across disciplines, translational research has
the potential to efficiently identify more available treatments. This symposium
provides a framework for examining novel treatments for nicotine dependence
that target withdrawal-related cognitive deficits, using procognitive medications,
acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (ACHEIs), as a model. Dr. Schmidt will present
new evidence from a series of studies demonstrating that the ACHEIs donepezil
and galantamine attenuate nicotine self-administration and cue-induced nicotine
reinstatement in rats. Dr. Gould will present evidence that galantamine reversed
withdrawal-related deficits in contextual learning in mice. Dr. Sofuoglu will present
evidence from a human laboratory study that galantamine attenuated craving for
cigarettes and cognitive deficits in response inhibition. Dr. Ashare will present
findings on the effects of donepezil and galantamine on cognition, smoking
behavior, and short-term abstinence in humans. Together, these studies represent
a multidisciplinary model for screening novel medications for nicotine dependence
by identifying a “de-risked” medication that may attenuate nicotine seeking and
ameliorate deficits associated with smoking relapse across species and paradigms.
Dr. Lerman will comment on the clinical implications of translational approaches
to medication development that have the potential to lead to the availability of
treatment alternatives to help more smokers quit.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Eric Donny, Ph.D., Associate Professor, University
of Pittsburgh, Psychology, 210 South Bouquet Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15260,
United States, Phone: 4126247618, Email: edonny@pitt.edu
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ACTIVATION VERSUS INHIBITION OF HIGH AND LOW AFFINITY NICOTINIC
RECEPTORS: IMPLICATIONS FOR DIVERSE SMOKING PHENOTYPES
Darlene H. Brunzell, Ph.D.1, Shawn M. Anderson1, Karen Boschen1, Jennifer Lee,
M.S.1, Patrick M. Beardsley, Ph.D.1, Henry A. Lester, Ph.D.2, Ryan M. Drenan,
Ph.D.3, and J. Michael McIntosh, M.D., Ph.D.4, 1Virginia Commonwealth University;
2
California Institute of Technology; 3Purdue University; 4University of Utah
A diversity of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) with different affinities
for nicotine are expressed in brain. Activation of the high affinity beta2 subunit
containing nAChRs (beta2*nAChRs; *denotes assembly with other subunits) is
necessary to support nicotine reinforcement and reward in rodents. Selective
antagonism of a subgroup of these receptors enriched in mesolimbic dopamine
areas, alpha6beta2*nAChRs, significantly reduces intravenous nicotine selfadministration in rats under progressive ratio schedules of reinforcement
(PR). Our recent studies show a leftward shift in the dose response curve for
nicotine conditioned place preference in mice with a mutation that renders
their alpha6beta2* nAChRs hypersensitive to nicotine-dependent activation
(alpha6 L9’S). In contrast, selective antagonism of alpha7 nAChRs results in a
significant increase in motivation to self-administer nicotine under PR. This may
have implications for individuals with schizophrenia who have a 50% reduction
in expression of their a7 nAChRs. Application of a selective agonist of alpha7
nAChRs significantly attenuated nicotine self-administration during PR, suggesting
that alpha7 nAChRs work in opposition to beta2*nAChRs to motivate nicotine use.
Similar to anxiolytic drugs, we observe that low dose nicotine and administration
of a selective beta2*nAChR antagonist result in dose-dependent reversal of
conditioned inhibition, a significant decrease in marble burying and increased
open-arm activity in the elevated plus maze. These data suggest that low doses
of nicotine may be sufficiently reinforcing for individuals who are motivated to
smoke to relieve anxiety. These preclinical data suggest that smokers who have

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rebecca Ashare, Ph.D., Research Assistant
Professor, University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine, Psychiatry,
3535 Market St, Philadelphia, PA 19104, United States, Phone: 2157465789,
Email: rlashare@mail.med.upenn.edu

SYM14a

ACUTE AND CHRONIC ADMINISTRATION OF ACETYLCHOLINESTERASE
INHIBITORS ATTENUATES NICOTINE TAKING AND SEEKING IN RATS
Blake A. Kimmey, B.S., Laura E. Rupprecht, B.S., Matthew R. Hayes, Ph.D., and
Heath D. Schmidt, Ph.D.*, Department of Psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania,
Perelman School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA
Smoking cessation and nicotine withdrawal are associated with drug craving
and cognitive deficits. Nicotine re-exposure reverses cognitive impairments
and blunts relapse in abstinent smokers. These findings suggest that cognitiveenhancing drugs that modulate cholinergic transmission in the brain may prevent
smoking relapse. Donepezil and galantamine modulate endogenous acetylcholine
levels by inhibiting the catabolic enzyme acetylcholinesterase. To date, there
have been no pre-clinical investigations of the acute and chronic effects of
donepezil and galantamine on nicotine self-administration or the reinstatement of
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nicotine-seeking behavior. Recent work from our laboratory indicates that acute
administration of donepezil (0, 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 mg/kg, i.p.) or galantamine (0, 0.1,
1.0, and 5.0 mg/kg, i.p.), 20 minutes prior to the start of an operant session, dosedependently attenuated self-administration of nicotine when rats were maintained
on a fixed-ratio 5 (FR5) schedule of reinforcement. Furthermore, chronic, daily
administration of galantamine (5.0 mg/kg, i.p.) attenuated self-administration of
nicotine when maintained on a FR5 schedule of reinforcement. Commonly reported
adverse effects of galantamine and donepezil treatments in humans are nausea
and vomiting. However, at doses required to attenuate nicotine self-administration
in rodents, no effects of galantamine or donepezil on nausea/malaise as measured
by pica (i.e. consumption of kaolin) were observed. Lever pressing for nicotine
was extinguished by substituting saline for nicotine. Following extinction, the
ability of donepezil (0, 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 mg/kg, i.p.) or galantamine (0, 0.5, 1.0
and 5.0 mg/kg, i.p.) to block the reinstatement of drug seeking initiated by a
priming injection of nicotine (0.2 mg/kg, s.c.) and non-contingent presentations of
light/tone cues that were previously paired with nicotine self-administration was
assessed. Donepezil and galantamine dose-dependently attenuated nicotine- and
cue-induced reinstatement of drug seeking. Together, these findings suggest that
acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, such as donepezil and galantamine, may serve as
smoking cessation medications.
This work is support by K01 DA030445 to H.D.S., P50-CA-143187; Center for
Interdisciplinary Research on Nicotine Addiction (CIRNA) pilot grant to (H.D.S.)
and an Institutional Research Grant (IRG-78-002-31) from the American Cancer
Society and the Abramson Cancer Center at University of Pennsylvania.

GALANTAMINE ATTENUATES SOME OF THE SUBJECTIVE EFFECTS OF
INTRAVENOUS NICOTINE AND IMPROVES PERFORMANCE ON A GO
NO-GO TASK IN ABSTINENT CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Mehmet Sofuoglu, M.D., Ph.D., Yale University, School of Medicine and VA
Connecticut Healthcare System
Galantamine (GAL), a reversible and competitive inhibitor of acetylcholinesterase,
is used clinically in the treatment of Alzheimer’s dementia. Some preclinical and
clinical studies support the potential efficacy of cholinesterase inhibitors for
smoking cessation, although their effects on the behavioral and physiological
responses to nicotine have not been examined. The goal of this study was to
characterize GAL’s actions on multiple outcomes including withdrawal severity
and cognitive performance, as well as subjective and physiological responses to
nicotine administered intravenously. A total of 12 smokers participated in a doubleblind, placebo-controlled, crossover study. Smokers had two 4-day treatment
periods, assigned in random sequence, to GAL (8 mg/day) or placebo treatment.
On day 4 of each treatment phase, smokers had an experimental session in which
they received an intravenous (IV) dose of saline or 1 mg/70 kg nicotine, one hour
apart, in a random order. GAL attenuated the self-reported rating of “craving for
cigarettes” and prevented decrements in performance in a Go/No-Go task. In
response to IV nicotine, GAL treatment attenuated the self-report ratings of “like
the drug effects,” “good drug effects,” “bad drug effects,” and “stimulated.” These
findings support the potential utility of GAL as a treatment for smoking cessation.
This research was supported by the VA Mental Illness Research, Education and
Clinical Center (MIRECC) and the NIH grant K02-DA-021304.
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SYM14b

THE CHOLINESTERASE INHIBITOR GALANTAMINE AMELIORATES
WITHDRAWAL DEFICITS IN HIPPOCAMPUS-DEPENDENT LEARNING

SYM14d

Thomas J. Gould, Ph.D.*, and Derek S. Wilkinson, B.S., Department of Psychology,
Temple University

EFFECTS OF TWO CHOLINESTERASE INHIBITORS ON COGNITION AND
SHORT-TERM SMOKING ABSTINENCE

Current smoking cessation aids are modestly effective at maintaining
abstinence. While nicotine withdrawal is associated with a variety of symptoms,
we have focused on cognitive deficits that emerge during withdrawal as these
deficits are associated with relapse. Our work has examined the relationship
between changes in nicotinic acetylcholinergic function and expression of
cognitive withdrawal symptoms, and whether modulation of cholinergic signaling
can ameliorate the cognitive withdrawal deficits. We examined if galantamine,
an acetylcholinesterase inhibitor and allosteric modulator of nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors, would alleviate cognitive withdrawal deficits in C57BL/6 mice. An initial
acute dose-response experiment revealed that 0.5 and 1 mg/kg galantamine had
no effect on learning. To determine if galantamine reverses nicotine withdrawalrelated deficits in hippocampus-dependent learning, mice were implanted with
osmotic mini-pumps that delivered chronic saline or 6.3 mg/kg/d nicotine for 12 days
and then pumps were removed. Training and testing of contextual (hippocampusdependent) and cued (hippocampus-independent) learning occurred 24 and 48
hours later, respectively. Nicotine withdrawal disrupted hippocampus-dependent
learning, which was reversed with 1 but not 0.5 mg/kg galantamine; no withdrawal
or drugs effects were seen for hippocampus-independent learning. Across all
conditions in both studies 2 mg/kg galantamine lead to high levels of freezing
behavior that were likely due to nonspecific effects. The ability of galantamine
to reverse nicotine withdrawal-deficits in contextual learning is likely mediated
through enhanced levels of acetylcholine via inhibition of acetylcholinesterase,
alteration of hippocampal α4β2* nicotinic acetylcholine receptor function, or both.
The results of the present study demonstrate that acetylcholinesterase inhibitors
and/or drugs that act as allosteric modulators of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors
might be targets for aiding in smoking cessation.
Funding: National Institute of Health Grant Support (DA024687, DA01749,
CA143187).

Rebecca L. Ashare, Ph.D.*, Riju Ray, Ph.D., Andrew A. Strasser, Ph.D., Steven
Siegel, M.D., Ph.D., and Caryn Lerman, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania School
of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA
Despite the availability of pharmacotherapies for smoking cessation, most
smokers relapse within the first few days of abstinence. Procedures for early
medication screening, coupled with an emphasis on “repurposing” of existing
medications, provide a practical approach to identify novel treatments to help more
smokers maintain abstinence. Withdrawal-related cognitive impairment, a common
withdrawal symptom that is predictive of relapse, is a promising therapeutic target.
Endogenous acetylcholine levels, which are modulated by acetylcholinesterase
inhibitors (AChEIs), play an important role in smoking behavior and cognition.
ACHEIs are FDA-approved for treating the cognitive symptoms of Alzheimer’s
disease and represent a potential therapeutic target. Recent work in our lab
suggested that among 18 non-treatment seeking smokers, 4 weeks of treatment
with the ACHEI, donepezil, was well-tolerated and modestly improved cognition.
Donepezil improved accuracy during a working memory task and marginally
improved discrimination during a sustained attention task. The placebo group
showed no changes in accuracy in either task. However, donepezil had no effect on
smoking behavior. Because smokers in that study were not interested in quitting,
we conducted a follow-up study with treatment-seeking smokers using the AChEI,
galantamine. This study utilized a Phase II model of short-term quitting that has
been shown to be clinically valid for early human screening of smoking cessation
medications. Following 7 weeks of treatment with galantamine smokers underwent
a ‘one-week practice quit attempt’ during which they were offered small monetary
incentives for providing biochemically verified abstinence. The primary outcomes
were the number of days abstinent during the 7-day quit attempt. Galantamine was
well tolerated and among the 9 study completers, 22% were abstinent all 7 days
during the quit week and 66% were abstinent between 4 and 6 days with mean
CO levels of 5.4ppm. These studies suggest that AChEIs may have pro-cognitive

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rebecca Ashare, Ph.D., Research Assistant
Professor, University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine, Psychiatry,
3535 Market St, Philadelphia, PA 19104, United States, Phone: 2157465789,
Email: rlashare@mail.med.upenn.edu
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effects among healthy smokers while they continue to smoke as usual and show
promise as potential therapeutics for smoking cessation.
This research was supported by grant #IRG-78-002-30 from the American
Cancer Society, grant #UL1RR024134 from the National Center for Research
Resources, and by grant #P50 CA143187 from the National Cancer Institute.

baseline and 24 months, and then at 5 years. Participants responded to random
prompts and event-recorded smoking episodes. The present analyses were
restricted to participants who provided at least two smoking episodes per wave over
at least two EMA waves in order to examine specifically questions about changes
in mood with smoking, changes in mood variability with smoking, and moderating
effects of both smoking rate and nicotine dependence. We used a random intercept
location scale model approach to examine the effects of smoking rate and nicotine
dependence on initial mood changes (both positive and negative) with smoking,
whether these mood changes diminished over time (as a potential indicator of
tolerance), and whether either smoking rate or nicotine dependence (measured by
NDSS) moderated both the mean change and the variability of the mood change.
The model allowed us to disentangle the within-subject and between-subject
effects. Adolescents showed notable and robust changes in mood initially. Between
subjects, as smoking rate increased, we found a diminishing of the mood change.
Importantly, within subjects and across waves, the effect of the mood change
diminished as an individual’s smoking increased, although the change in mood was
still significant. In terms of variance or consistency of the mood change, with time
and increasing rate, participants became more consistent in their mood responses
to smoking. Although smoking rate moderated the effects of mood changes, we
did not find significant moderating effect for the NDSS, suggesting that different
dimensions of dependence emerge at different rates in smoking progression.
This work was supported by grant 5PO1 CA98262 from the National Cancer
Institute and was conducted at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
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ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT OF SMOKING: CAPTURING
MICROPROCESSES ACROSS THE TOBACCO USE LIFE-CYCLE
Chair: Saul Shiffman, Ph.D.*1
Presenters: Saul Shiffman, Ph.D.*1, Robin J. Mermelstein, Ph.D.2, and Thomas R.
Kirchner, Ph.D.1
Discussant: David B. Abrams, Ph.D.*1
1
Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies, Legacy; 2University
of Illinois at Chicago

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Saul Shiffman, PhD, Research Professor,
University of Pittsburgh, Psychology, Smoking Research Group, 130 N. Bellefield
Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, United States, Phone: 412-383-2050, Fax: 412383-2041, Email: shiffman@pinneyassociates.com

Most analyses of smoking behavior focus on a macro level—how many
cigarettes population group smokes, or how dependent an individual is. Yet,
tobacco use occurs on a more micro level, day-to-day and minute-to-minute—a
teen decides to smoke a cigarette at a particular moment, and experiences a
rewarding response...or doesn’t. A young adult non-daily smoker experiences
craving and smokes, even though she hasn’t felt the need to smoke in several
days. An adult smoker who is quitting is triggered to relapse by exposure to
an environmental cue—perhaps a deliberately placed cue, such as tobacco
promotion. Capturing such microprocesses is the forte of Ecological Momentary
Assessment (EMA) methods that capture real-time data in real-world settings,
usually using technology such as handheld computers or smart phones. This
symposium presents data from the application of three different EMA designs to
three different questions and populations. Robin Mermelstein presents data on
the mood effects of smoking in young teens, and how they change over time as
dependence develops. Saul Shiffman presents on the stimuli associated with
craving and smoking in non-daily smokers, compared to daily smokers. Tom
Kirchner presents on the how the built and manipulated environment—captured
via built-in GPS recording and geocoding of tobacco sales outlets—affects relapse
risk in smokers who are quitting. Together, the papers demonstrate the insights
that can be derived from EMA data, and the challenges of collecting and analyzing
such data. The presentations will be followed by a panel discussion / Q&A session
discussing both theoretical and practical aspects of EMA, and by commentary and
discussion by David Abrams, who discusses how such detailed micro-analyses
can enhance our understanding not only of behavioral theory and treatment
but also of populations and policy. Especially now that FDA has the mandate to
regulate tobacco products, EMA has a role to assess subtle changes in patterns of
tobacco use behavior in response to changing policies and products.

SYM15b

AN ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT STUDY OF SMOKING
PATTERNS AND STIMULUS CONTROL IN NON-DAILY SMOKERS
Saul Shiffman, Ph.D.*, Xiaoxue Li, B.S., Michael S. Dunbar, M.S., Sarah M. Scholl,
M.P.H., and Hilary A. Tindle, M.D., M.P.H., University of Pittsburgh
Current models of smoking and dependence are based on the behavior of
daily smokers, who smoke frequently, apparently to maintain levels of nicotine
in the bloodstream. Yet, a growing proportion of adult smokers—25% in the
US—are non-daily, or intermittent, smokers (ITS). We used Ecological Momentary
Assessment (EMA) methods to study smoking patterns in a sample of 217 ITS
(smoking 4-27 days/month), compared to daily smokers (DS, n=195, 5-30
cigarettes a day). For 3 weeks, subjects recorded each cigarette on an electronic
diary, and situational and subjective variables were assessed in a random subset
of smoking episodes (n = 21,716); parallel assessments of non-smoking occasions
were obtained by beeping subjects at random (n = 27,012). ITS smoking occurred
in the context of steep increases in craving, but their craving levels, even when
smoking, were much lower than those among DS. Contrary to expectation, ITS
were particularly likely to smoke in the morning, as well as at night. Compared
to DS, ITS’ smoking was more strongly associated with being away from home,
being in a bar, drinking alcohol, socializing, with friends and acquaintances, and
when others were smoking. Mood had only modest effects in either group. The
situations associated with increased probability of smoking were similar for ITS
and DS, but the associations were consistently stronger for ITS. Consistent with
this, an idiographic analysis based on separate regressions for each subject
demonstrated that ITS’ smoking was under very strong stimulus control, more so
than DS’. For example, among ITS, social setting variables (who they were with,
whether anyone was smoking) distinguished smoking and non-smoking situations
with almost 85% certainty (based on ROC values from within-subject logistic
regressions). Among ITS, we compared patterns of those who had previously
smoked daily and those who had not. Differences in smoking patterns were
modest, but previous DS demonstrated weaker stimulus control over smoking.
Stimulus control may be an important influence in maintaining ITS smoking and
making quitting difficult for ITS.
Funding for this research was provided by National Institute of Drug Abuse
Grant 5R01DA20742.
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SMOKING PROGRESSION FROM ADOLESCENCE INTO YOUNG
ADULTHOOD: INSIGHTS FROM ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY
ASSESSMENTS
Robin J. Mermelstein, Ph.D.*, and Donald Hedeker, Ph.D., University of Illinois
at Chicago
Ecological Momentary Assessments (EMA) provide a unique opportunity
to examine linkages between mood, nicotine dependence, contextual factors,
and smoking patterns, particularly during the volatile developmental period
of adolescence to young adulthood. This paper will present examples of how
longitudinal EMA can help address questions about progression in a sample of
adolescents (N=644) over a five year period. Participants were in 9th or 10th grade
at baseline, and completed multiple 7-day EMA measurement waves between

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Saul Shiffman, PhD, Research Professor,
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smoking prevalence by 30% in only five years. The fourth speaker (Lal) will
argue that the supply side of tobacco products’ lifecycles needs to be addressed
if tobacco taxes are to be effective, particularly in India. The final presentation will
focus on lessons learned to date on doing tobacco control in China. Presentations
will be limited in length to allow sufficient time for discussion with the audience.

REAL-TIME MEASURES OF CRAVING AND EXPOSURE TO POINT-OF-SALE
TOBACCO PREDICT OUTCOMES DURING SMOKING CESSATION
Thomas R. Kirchner, Ph.D.*, Jennifer Cantrell, Dr.Ph., M.P.A., Andrew AnesettiRothermel, M.P.H., Jennifer Pearson, Ph.D., Ollie Ganz, M.S.P.H., Jennifer
Kreslake, M.S.P.H., Donna Vallone, Ph.D., and David B. Abrams, Ph.D., Schroeder
Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies, Legacy

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joanna Cohen, Ph.D., Director, Institute for Global
Tobacco Control, Bloomberg Professor of Disease Prevention, Department of
Health, Behavior & Society, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health,
2213 McElderry St, 4th Floor, Baltimore, MD 21205, Phone: 410-614-5378; Fax:
410-502-4080; Email: jocohen@jhsph.edu

This work focuses on the cross-level nexus between variation in point-of-sale
tobacco (POST) marketing at the community-level and variation in real-time POST
exposure, motivational processes and smoking behavior at the individual-level,
all of which interact dynamically over time. Ecological Momentary Assessment
methods make it possible to collect and analyze this kind of real-world data. We
examined outcomes during smoking cessation as a function of moment-to-moment
exposure to POST marketing and craving to smoke. Real-time exposure to POST
marketing was quantified via continuous mobile phone geo-location tracking.
Individual mobility patterns from a cohort of DC resident tobacco users (N=476)
were overlaid on an existing point-of-sale surveillance geodatabase (N=1,060
stores). Participants’ location was tracked continuously via mobile phone over
the first 4-weeks of their cessation attempt. This mobility “signature” physically
linked each person to their surrounding point-of-sale marketing environment in
real-time. Participants recorded craving levels during random prompts and eventrecorded smoking episodes. The final data set spans a total of N=14,595 days.
Each participant recorded a lapse on an average of 7.7 days (SD=9.9; Mdn=4.0),
with 87% (N=413) of participants lapsing on at least 1 day, and 74.6% (N=355)
biochemically verified abstinent at 30-day follow-up. All participants came into
contact with POST, averaging 2.7 contacts per day (SD=5.8), and 82.2 contacts
over the first month (SD=172.3). Lapses were increasingly likely as the number of
daily POST contacts increased (OR=1.05; 95% CI=1.04-1.06). POST contacts and
craving levels interacted to affect cessation outcomes, such that the likelihood of
both lapses and relapse at 1-month increased to the degree that POST contacts
were positively associated with daily craving levels. These data shed light on the
way mobility patterns drive a dynamic interaction between individuals and the
built POST environment, and suggest that conceptions of the POST environment
as relatively static fail to account for the mobility and preferences of individuals
actively engaging with their surroundings over time.
This work was supported by grant RC1 DA028710 from the National Institute on
Drug Abuse, as well as DC Department of Health Contract PO358719.
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TOBACCO CONTROL MASS MEDIA COMMUNICATION: WHAT HIGH-,
MIDDLE-, AND LOW-INCOME COUNTRIES CAN LEARN FROM EACH
OTHER
Sandra Mullin*1, Nandita Murukutla, Ph.D.1, Tahir Turk, Ph.D.1, Tom Carroll,
Ph.D.1, Stephen Hamill1, Melanie Wakefield, Ph.D.2, and colleagues2, 1World Lung
Foundation; 2Anti-Cancer Council, Melbourne, Australia
Background: A significant challenge to the implementation of tobacco control
mass media campaigns in LMICs has been the lack of evidence from LMICs
on the kinds of messages that would be most effective in encouraging tobacco
prevention and cessation, and whether the kinds of messages that are successful
in HICs would be successful in LMICs. We examined the kind of messages that
would be successfully transferable to LMICs. Research Approach and Method:
Three message-testing projects were undertaken to identify the transferability
of high-performing messages from HICs to LMIC contexts. The first compared
the relative effectiveness of TV messages among smokers in 10 LMICs. The
second examined the relative effectiveness of TV messages about the harms
of SHS exposure among smokers and non-smokers in 3 LMICs. The third
examined the effectiveness of anti-smoking and SHS exposure messages –
prepared in TV and radio formats – in 3 African countries. We also identified
effective messages addressing issues unique to certain LMICs, such as China
(gift giving) and India (smokeless tobacco and bidis). Results: Across the disparate
message-testing projects, a consistent theme has emerged: in all contexts and
populations, advertisements that portray the health harms of tobacco graphically
and in personally relevant ways were the most effective. High performing graphic
advertisements from HICs consistently performed highly in LMICs, indicating
the generalizability of these advertisements in LMICs. Testimonial ads – that is,
ads featuring victims and their stories – from HICs performed more variably in
LMICs, often influenced by the extent of how relatable the victim is to the local
population. This was borne out in research in India where personal testimonials
that featured local victims of typical demographic characteristics were found to be
highly successful in eliciting the kinds of negative emotions necessary to effective
tobacco control messages. Conclusions: Messages that are effective in HICs are
also effective in LMICs, allowing for tremendous cost-savings in LMICs through the
translation and adaptation of ads from HICs for local use. Personal testimonials
from HICs do not generalize as easily to LMICs and cannot be as easily adapted,
however locally produced personal testimonial style ads are highly effective,
“Raw and real” journalistic style ads, developed of shoe-string budgets can be
highly effective as long as the graphic portray of tobacco-related disease and the
emotional backstory of the patients are clearly rendered.
Funding: The research for the 10-country study was funded by the Bloomberg
Initiative to Reduce Tobacco Use funded by Bloomberg Philanthropies.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Saul Shiffman, PhD, Research Professor,
University of Pittsburgh, Psychology, Smoking Research Group, 130 N. Bellefield
Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, United States, Phone: 412-383-2050, Fax: 412383-2041, Email: shiffman@pinneyassociates.com
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Tobacco Control: Lessons Learned from Low- and MiddleIncome Countries
Chair: Joanna E. Cohen, Ph.D.1
Presenters: Sandra Mullin2, Nazmi Bilir, M.D.3, Konstantin S. Krasovsky, Ph.D.4,
Pranay Lal5, and Sarah England, Ph.D.6
Discussant: Joanna E. Cohen, Ph.D.1
1
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health; 2World Lung Foundation;
3
Hacettepe University; 4Alcohol and Drug Information Center; 5International Union
Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease; 6Bloomberg Philanthropies

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sandy Mullin, World Lung Foundation, 61
Broadway, New York, NY 10006, Email: smullin@worldlungfoundation.org

Much of the evidence for tobacco control has come from high-income countries
even though the burden of tobacco-caused death is now higher in low- and middleincome countries. While evidence from high-income countries has been used to
advocate for strong tobacco control policies in low- and middle-income countries
(LMIC), the evidence base from LMIC countries is now growing exponentially.
Indeed, low- and middle-income countries are now generating evidence that
can help inform tobacco control policies and practices across the globe. This
symposium will highlight just some of the lessons for tobacco control that are
being learned in low- and middle-income countries. The first speaker (Mullin) will
present evidence showing that tobacco control mass media ads that portray the
health harms of tobacco graphically and in personally relevant ways areuniversally
effective. The second presentation (Bilir) will illustrate how a whole-of-government
approach to tobacco control in Turkey, and ensuring good collaboration among
civil society groups, have led to great tobacco control successes in that country.
The third presentation (Krasovsky) will discuss how Ukraine was able to decrease

SYM16B

SUCCESS OF TOBACCO CONTROL IN TURKEY: ROLE OF GOVERNMENT
APPROACH AND CIVIL SOCIETY SUPPORT
Nazmi Bilir, M.D.*, Hilal Ozcebe, M.D., Ph.D., Hacettepe University, Institute of
Public Health
Background: The first tobacco control law in 1996 banned smoking in some
indoor public places such as health and educational facilities, sports and
cultural establishments, and public transport. The Law also banned all kinds
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of advertisement and promotion of tobacco products. Following 12 years of
implementation, this law was amended in 2008 covering all public places as
smoke-free, including hospitality workplaces and taxies. Methods: When the draft
tobacco control law was on the agenda of the Parliament in 1995, several civil
society organizations joined efforts to form The National Coalition on Tobacco and
Health. The National Coalition conducted a series of lobbying activities in favor of
the law, visiting political party groups in the Parliament, the head of the Parliament
and The President. Members of the Coalition participated in the Commissions
in the Parliament, providing scientific evidence for smoke-free policies. Similar
lobbying activities were conducted during the amendment of the Law in 2008.
After the Law was enacted, the National Coalition organized a series of meetings
with the representatives of the hospitality industry to explain the rationale and the
importance of the smoke free legislation, as well as the benefits of implementation.
Results: The first tobacco control law was enacted by a coalition government, and
the second law by a single party government, nevertheless all political parties in the
Parliament gave full support to both of the laws. In collaboration with civil society
and the government, strong mass media campaigns were performed, particularly
during the implementation of the law at hospitality workplaces. In addition, during
the implementation of the amended Law, civil society conducted several surveys
to demonstrate the public compliance, impact of the Law on indoor air quality and
some health effects. These surveys found that indoor air quality was improved;
symptoms of the workers at hospitality workplaces reduced and emergency
admissions due to smoke-induced cardiac and respiratory health problems were
reduced. Also, both the smoking and non-smoking customers were found to be
pleased with the smoke-free indoor places. Conclusions: Following 12 years of
implementation of smoke-free law since 1996, people and the establishments
were quite well adopted to the comprehensive smoke-free implementation, with a
high compliance. Political commitment and support of the government and good
collaboration with civil society were the key elements of success.
Funding: The surveys were performed under the Project on “Expansion of SF
Public Places and Workplaces in Turkey and Effective Enforcement”, funded by
Bloomberg Philanthropies.”

industry readily ignore. Health experts should monitor this kind of smuggling for
proper understanding and predicting trends in tobacco consumption and revenues.
Funding: The work was carried out with the aid of a grant from the International
Development Research Centre, Ottawa, Canada.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Konstantin S. Krasovsky, Alcohol and Drug
Information Center (ADIC-Ukraine), Grigorenko st. 7a-61, Kiev, 02068 Ukraine,
Email: krasovskyk@gmail.com
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Perverse economics of tobacco trade in India
Pranay Lal*, The Union South-East Asia Office, International Union Against
Tuberculosis and Lung Disease
Tobacco and tobacco products are extremely affordable and widely accessible
to all in India. As in much of South Asia, the entire lifecycle of tobacco products
is subsidised – with low minimum wages for workers, heavy subsidies on input
materials, and tax waivers for manufacturers. Such incentives keep production
costs of tobacco products low, making them highly affordable to its users and
profitable to its manufacturers. All of this is promoted by the Government with a
stated intent of improving employment and livelihood opportunities in tribal and
under-developed parts of India. However, its economic incentives are perverse as
these policies permit tobacco manufacturers to extract a large and (currently) unestimated price that violates human rights, keeps wages of workers, degrades the
environment, and limits options for better livelihoods of vulnerable communities.
These factors driving the lifecycle of tobacco and facilitating its production also limit
the effectiveness of demand-side strategies to combat the prevalence of tobacco
use. Increasing taxes, in particular, fails to induce any perceptible changes on
retail prices of tobacco products. As input and manufacturing costs are kept
artificially low, even significant tax increases do not translate into corresponding
price increases and cuts to manufacturers’ profits are nil or negligible. At the same
time, governments are often reluctant to increase taxes drastically as it appears
unethical to benefit from sin taxes. This presentation makes the argument that
taxes will be effective only if several corrections are made across the supply side
of the product lifecycle. It will analyse the political economy of the most popular
forms of smoked (bidis) and chewed tobacco products (gutka and khaini), present
evidence of policies that have been initiated, and identify potential methods of
making demand-side strategies more effective.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nazmi Bilir, M.D., Department of Public Health,
Hacettepe University, The Rector’s Office Beytepe, Ankara, Turkey, Email: nbilir@
hacettepe.edu.tr
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DAILY SMOKING PREVALENCE IN UKRAINE DECREASED BY 30% IN FIVE
YEARS
Konstantin S. Krasovsky, Ph.D.*, and Tatiana I. Andreeva, M.D., Ph.D., Alcohol
and Drug Information Center, Ukraine

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pranay Lal, Technical Advisor (Tobacco Control),
The Union South-East Asia Office International Union Against Tuberculosis and
Lung Disease (The Union), C-6, Qutub Institutional Area, New Delhi 110016, India;
Phone: +91 11 46 05 44 16; Email: PLal@theunion.org

Background: Daily smoking prevalence in Ukraine decreased from 37.2% in
2005 to 25.5% in 2010. It was a result of synergy of effective tobacco control
policies: excise increases, extension of smoke free policies; tobacco advertising
bans; health warnings and media campaigns. Ukraine follows best international
practices, but the success was reached without governmental funding for tobacco
control activities. Ukraine almost did not use those strategies, which require
even small resources like quit-lines or paid media campaigns. Efforts to change
legislation supported by media advocacy were crucial for the smoking prevalence
decrease. Methods: Smoking prevalence trends by gender and SES were studied
in the context of tobacco control policies implementation and situation in the
country. Economic data on tobacco taxes, prices and revenues were analyzed.
Cigarette smuggling (both into and out of the country) was also estimated. Results:
Female smoking prevalence decreased faster than that for males. In 2008-2010
tobacco excise rates increased six-fold. Governmental revenues in 2007-2011
increased five-fold. The tobacco revenue increase was especially important as
it took place in recession times, when other revenues were low. Industry claimed
that after tax increase illicit cigarettes could grow up to 50% of the market, but
survey revealed that 1.5% smokers used non-Ukrainian cigarettes. Conclusions:
Tobacco epidemic among women can be stopped at much earlier stages than
in developed countries unless it has achieved critically high levels. Decrease of
tobacco product affordability (adjusted for inflation and income) within a country
is a key strategy for decreasing tobacco consumption in the short term. Economic
recession is a window of opportunities for excise hikes. Moderate tax increase
in times of economic boom does not reduce consumption. Industry economic
forecasts are often misleading, but good monitoring is needed to reveal this.
Tobacco smuggling out of the country is the phenomenon which governments and
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INTERVENTIONS FOR HOSPITALIZED SMOKERS: TRANSLATING CLINICAL
RESEARCH INTO HEALTH CARE PRACTICE AND POLICY IN THE U.S. AND
U.K.
Chair: Nancy Rigotti, M.D.*1
Presenters: Sonia A. Duffy, Ph.D., R.N.2, Rachael Murray, Ph.D.3, Kimber Richter,
Ph.D.4, and Nancy Rigotti, M.D.1
Discussant: Michael C. Fiore, M.D., M.B.A.5
1
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA; 2University of Michigan and Ann Arbor
Veterans Administration Hospital, Ann Arbor, MI; 3University of Nottingham and
UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies, Nottingham, UK; 4University of Kansas,
Kansas City, KS; 5University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
Hospitalization offers smokers a unique opportunity to initiate cessation because
hospital smoking bans require temporary tobacco abstinence by smokers which
can jump start quitting. Illness, especially if smoking-related, provides a serious
and salient motivational prompt to quit, and smokers are accessible for treatment.
Evidence to support the efficacy of smoking cessation interventions initiated
during a hospitalization and continued after discharge was summarized in a 2012
Cochrane systematic review. This review identified the need for effectiveness
and implementation research as well as appropriate health policies to support
the dissemination of this knowledge into practice. Hence, this symposium will
highlight research and policy initiatives that address these challenges in the US
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and UK. These will include 3 studies completed since the 2012 meta-analysis and
descriptions of UK Department of Health (DoH) initiatives, a US Joint Commission
hospital policy initiative, and the NIH-funded Consortium of Hospitals to Advance
Research on Tobacco (CHART) trials aimed to advance the science. In the first
presentation, Dr. Rigotti will summarize the 2012 Cochrane review findings and
research needs and describe a new randomized controlled trial of an intervention
to sustain treatment after discharge. Second, Dr. Duffy will present results of
a new implementation trial that trained nurses to deliver smoking interventions
in U.S. veteran’s hospitals. Third, Dr. Murray will describe efforts in the U.K. to
implement hospital smoking interventions, highlighting DoH initiatives and results
of a new randomized controlled trial in England. Fourth, Dr. Richter will describe
the goals and interventions being tested by the NIH-funded CHART studies, an
ongoing set of 7 inpatient cessation trials. As discussant, Dr. Fiore will describe
the new Tobacco Measure Set of hospital quality measures developed by the Joint
Commission, which accredits U.S. hospitals, and reflect on the opportunities and
barriers for disseminating this body of research into practice.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TOBACCO TACTICS PROGRAM IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
Sonia A. Duffy, Ph.D., R.N., FAAN*1,2,3,4, David L. Ronis, Ph.D.1,5, Carrie A.
Karvonen-Gutierrez, M.P.H.6, Lee A. Ewing, M.P.H.6, Gregory W. Dalack, M.D.4,
Patricia M. Smith, Ph.D.7, Timothy P. Carmody, Ph.D.8, Thomas Hicks, D.N.S.,
R.N., C.S.9, Christopher Hermann, M.S.N., NP-C10, Pamela Reeves, M.D.10, Petra
Flanagan, Pharm.D.1, and Richard White, M.S.N., R.N.1, 1Ann Arbor VA Center
for Clinical Management Research; 2University of Michigan, School of Nursing;
3
University of Michigan, Department of Otolaryngology; 4University of Michigan,
Department of Psychiatry; 5University of Michigan, School of Nursing; 6Ann
Arbor VA Center for Clinical Management Research; 7Northern Ontario School of
Medicine; 8San Francisco VA Medical Center; 9Richard L. Roudebush VA Medical
Center; 10John Dingell VA Medical Center
The objective of this Veterans Affairs (VA) Service Directed Project was to
determine the effectiveness of an inpatient, nurse-administered Tobacco Tactics
program in three large Midwestern VA hospitals. This effectiveness trial was a
pre- post- non-randomized comparison design in three large VA hospitals; Ann
Arbor and Detroit were the intervention sites and Indianapolis was the control site
(N=1,070). At the two intervention sites, research nurses taught the intervention to
staff nurses using the Tobacco Tactics toolkit for providers. Staff nurses provided
the intervention to inpatient smokers as standard of care using the Tobacco
Tactics toolkit for patients. Smokers in both the intervention and control facilities
were surveyed at baseline and 6 months after discharge about their smoking
habits. The average age was 55.3 years, most were male (94%) and not married
(76%). After adjustment for the propensity of actually receiving the intervention,
which varied by age, comorbid diabetes, admission for heart disease, stroke, or
psychiatric conditions, self-rated health and thinking that quitting smoking would
be difficult, there was significant improvement in 6-month quit rates from the pre- to
the post-intervention time periods in Ann Arbor (p=0.004) and Detroit (p<0.001)
compared to the Indianapolis control site. The implementation of the Tobacco
Tactics program has the potential to significantly decrease smoking and therefore
potentially decrease smoking-related morbidity and mortality among smokers
admitted to VA hospitals.
This study was funded by the Department of Veterans Affairs (Service Directed
Project 06-003).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nancy Rigotti, MD, Director, Tobacco Research
& Treatment Center, Harvard Medical School, Departnemt of Medicine,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA 02114, United States, Phone: 617
724 3548, Email: nrigotti@partners.org
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SMOKING INTERVENTIONS FOR HOSPITALIZED SMOKERS: THE
EVIDENCE BASE, RESEARCH NEEDS, AND A NEW TRIAL
Nancy Rigotti, M.D.*, Tobacco Research and Treatment Center, Department of
Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School
This presentation will summarize the results of a 2012 update of the Cochrane
Collaboration systematic review of clinical trials testing the efficacy of smoking
interventions for hospitalized smokers. The update, now including 50 trials,
confirmed that intensive behavioral interventions that begin during a hospital
stay and include at least 1 month of supportive contact after discharge promote
smoking cessation among hospitalized smokers. Interventions are effective
regardless of a smoker’s admitting diagnosis, though quit rates are higher in
patients admitted for cardiovascular disease. A new finding is that adding nicotine
replacement to counseling increases cessation rates over counseling alone. There
was insufficient evidence about the benefit of adding varenicline or bupropion to
counseling in the hospital setting. The next challenge is to determine how to
translate these findings into routine clinical care and especially how to sustain
support for cessation after discharge. This is especially challenging because
health care systems often lack continuity of care from hospital to home. The review
identified these research needs: (1) identify and demonstrate the effectiveness of
models that can be adopted in routine clinical practice, (2) demonstrate the costeffectiveness of intervention models, and (3) explore the impact of hospital based
intervention on health and healthcare utilization outcomes. The presentation will
end with a description of the Helping HAND 1 trial, which tested the effectiveness
of a multi-component Extended Care intervention to sustain smoking cessation
treatment after discharge.
Extended Care provides free medication and
automated telephone calls for 3 months after discharge. Results of study, a
randomized controlled effectiveness trial of 397 smokers admitted to 1 hospital,
will reported. In that trial, Extended Care increased quit rates at 1 and 3 month
follow-up, compared to Standard Care. Six month follow-up data will be presented
for the symposium.
Funded by grants from the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute (#RC1
HL99668 and #2K24 HL08880).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nancy Rigotti, MD, Director, Tobacco Research
& Treatment Center, Harvard Medical School, Departnemt of Medicine,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA 02114, United States, Phone: 617
724 3548, Email: nrigotti@partners.org
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SMOKING CESSATION PROVISION IN THE U.K. SECONDARY CARE
SETTING
Rachael Murray, Ph.D.*, University of Nottingham and UK Centre for Tobacco
Control Studies
Ascertaining smoking status in all hospitalised patients and providing cessation
support for smokers willing to accept it has been recommended in UK clinical
guidelines for over 15 years. However, implementation of this guidance in
secondary care settings remains far from complete. Research has tended to focus
on the content of interventions rather than on improving delivery mechanisms and
reach of services, however more recent efforts have investigated ways in which
the latter may be improved in the UK and a number of these will be discussed in
this presentation. In 2009, the English Department of Health (DoH) developed
guidance to support systemic and sustainable stop smoking interventions in
secondary care, investigating delivery of advice to quit, use of nicotine replacement
therapy and referral to local stop smoking services (SSS) on discharge. In 2011,
the DoH also tested an electronic referral system incorporated within the main IT
system of one large hospital to electronically refer patients to their local SSS after
receiving very brief advice from healthcare professionals. A cluster randomised
controlled trial conducted in one large UK teaching hospital in 2011 investigated
the effect of systematic smoking cessation support delivered by specialist trained
advisors at the bedside with community based follow up. Results from all of the
above studies will be presented at the conference, including four week and six
month quit rates where available. All of the above interventions show promise
as an effective means of improving the delivery of smoking cessation support to
hospitalised patients, a group of vital importance for decreasing the morbidity and

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nancy Rigotti, MD, Director, Tobacco Research
& Treatment Center, Harvard Medical School, Departnemt of Medicine,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA 02114, United States, Phone: 617
724 3548, Email: nrigotti@partners.org
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mortality from smoking. The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence
(NICE) has carried out systematic reviews of evidence in cessation in secondary
care and will publish draft guidance that will apply to UK health trusts early in 2013,
however research efforts should continue investigating the best way of delivering
support in an effective and timely manner.
Funding: University of Nottingham.

ENFORCED TOBACCO ABSTINENCE: A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY FOR
INTERVENTION
Chair: Karen Cropsey, Psy.D.*1
Presenters: Jennifer G. Clarke, M.D., M.P.H.2, Stephen A. Martin, M.D., Ed.M.3,
Judith Prochaska, Ph.D., M.P.H.4, and Larry Williams, D.D.S.5
Discussant: Jennifer G. Clarke, M.D., M.P.H.2
1
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Neurobiology, University of Alabama,
Birmingham; 2Departments of Medicine and Obstetrics/Gynecology, Alpert School
of Medicine, Brown University, Providence, RI; 3Department of Family Medicine
and Community Health University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worchester,
MA; 4Department of Medicine, Stanford School of Medicine, Stanford, CA;
5
Midwestern University College of Dental Medicine–Illinois

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nancy Rigotti, MD, Director, Tobacco Research
& Treatment Center, Harvard Medical School, Departnemt of Medicine,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA 02114, United States, Phone: 617
724 3548, Email: nrigotti@partners.org
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONSORTIUM OF HOSPITALS ADVANCING
RESEARCH ON TOBACCO (CHART)

For nearly 30 years, complete tobacco bans have been imposed in correctional
facilities, inpatient mental health and addiction facilities, and the military. Smokers
experience these bans as enforced tobacco abstinence. As they have grown
in scale, these bans have come to affect total populations of nearly four million
people each year, a majority of whom are likely to be smokers. Upwards of two
million American smokers annually, then, experience a period of time where they
are not able to smoke. Despite this impact, there is a relative paucity of research
and policy integration regarding these bans, perhaps because these settings are
largely removed from academic connections. We offer this symposium as an
introduction to long-term enforced tobacco abstinence and propose ways in which
it can be further studied and integrated into overall smoking reduction policy.

Kimber P. Richter, Ph.D.*1, Victor J. Stevens, Ph.D.2, William T. Riley, Ph.D.3,
Catherine Stoney, Ph.D.4, Glen Morgan, Ph.D.3, Debra Grossman5, and the
CHART Investigators, 1University of Kansas Medical Center; 2Kaiser Permanente
Center for Health Research; 3National Cancer Institute; 4National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute; 5National Institute on Drug Abuse
Now that the efficacy of initiating tobacco dependence treatment during
hospitalization has been demonstrated, the challenge is to optimize the
implementation and reach of treatment by identifying effective, cost-effective
and sustainable intervention strategies. To this end, NHLBI, NCI and NIDA have
jointly funded the Consortium of Hospitals Advancing Research on Tobacco
(CHART), a network of 7 clinical trials that are each assessing the effectiveness
and cost-effectiveness of smoking interventions begun during hospitalization.
CHART projects use common measures to facilitate cross-site and subgroup
analyses and assess clinical outcomes (hospital readmissions) as well as
tobacco abstinence for 6 months after discharge. The CHART group expects to
enroll approximately 10,000 hospitalized smokers admitted to a diverse group
of nearly 20 private, public, academic, and community hospitals nationwide. All
studies include in-hospital components and most focus on testing ways to sustain
treatment after discharge. Interventions being tested include automated telephone
calls using interactive voice recognition to assess smoking status and encourage
renewed quit attempts post-discharge (OR, MA); tailored web- and e-message
based intervention for post-discharge care (AL); alternative ways to refer
hospitalized smokers to telephone quitlines for post-discharge follow-up (NY, KS,
CA); facilitating use of smoking cessation pharmacotherapy after discharge (CA,
MA) and a nurse-delivered intervention (MI). All sites are now recruiting. They
use novel recruitment and retention strategies and have overcome numerous
implementation barriers. The presentation will provide an overview of the 7
interventions being tested, report progress and explore barriers to research in this
fast-paced setting. Overall, the combined data set from the 7 CHART studies will
represent the largest and most diverse dataset of hospitalized smokers receiving
smoking cessation assistance. The experience gained in conducting these studies
will be invaluable in promoting the dissemination and implementation of the most
effective smoking cessation interventions in hospitals.
Funded by a grant from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
(1U01HL105232).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stephen Martin, M.D., Ed.M., Assistant Professor,
University of Massachusetts Medical School, Family Medicine and Community
Health, Barre Family Health Center, Barre, MA 01005, United States, Phone:
4137689468, Email: stephen.martin@umassmemorial.org
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WISE: WORKING INSIDE FOR SMOKING ELIMINATION
Jennifer G. Clarke, M.D., M.P.H., Departments of Medicine and Obstetrics/
Gynecology, Alpert School of Medicine, Brown University, Providence, RI
BACKGROUND: Tobacco use among prisoners is approximately three times
that of the general population and minorities, poor, mentally ill and illicit substance
using individuals are all overrepresented in correctional facilities. Since the
announcement of the negative health consequences of secondhand smoke,
correctional facilities are increasingly becoming tobacco free. The Rhode Island
Department of Corrections (RI DOC) has been tobacco free since February
2003 with no tobacco products allowed anywhere on grounds by inmates or
staff. However the majority of inmates return to smoking as soon as they are
released back into the community. OBJECTIVE: To determine if a combination
of Motivational Interviewing (MI) and Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) will
increase tobacco quit rates after being released from a smoke free correctional
facility. METHODS: Inmates were approached about the study eight weeks prior
to their release date. Participation was limited to individuals who smoked more
than ten cigarettes a day before incarceration and would be able to come to a
follow-up visit three weeks after release. Participants were then randomized to
either 6 weekly control videos or 6 sessions of MI and CBT. RESULTS: To date
136 participants have completed the study. Three week smoking abstinence
rates among the intervention group were 23% (n=16) vs. 10 %(n=7) in the control
group. The Odds Ratio of quitting was 2.68 (95% CI 1.05-6.84) for the intervention
group compared to the control group. Other results to follow. CONCLUSIONS: A
combination of MI and CBT given to incarcerated individuals, who smoked before
entering a smoke free prison, are more likely to remain smoke free upon release,
compared to a control group. Smoking cessation interventions targeting this high
risk and underserved population are instrumental to decrease health disparities
and decrease tobacco related illnesses in vulnerable populations.
Funding: 1R01DA024093-01A209 (PI Clarke) from National Institute on Drug
Abuse.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nancy Rigotti, MD, Director, Tobacco Research
& Treatment Center, Harvard Medical School, Departnemt of Medicine,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA 02114, United States, Phone: 617
724 3548, Email: nrigotti@partners.org

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stephen Martin, M.D., Ed.M., Assistant Professor,
University of Massachusetts Medical School, Family Medicine and Community
Health, Barre Family Health Center, Barre, MA 01005, United States, Phone:
4137689468, Email: stephen.martin@umassmemorial.org
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AN INTRODUCTION TO LONG-TERM ENFORCED TOBACCO ABSTINENCE

RETURN TO SMOKING FOLLOWING INSTITUTIONALIZED CESSATION IN
INPATIENT PSYCHIATRY

Stephen A. Martin, M.D., Ed.M.*, Department of Family Medicine and Community
Health, University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester, MA

Judith Prochaska, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1, Norval Hickman, Ph.D.2, Kevin Delucchi,
Ph.D.3, Stephen Hall, M.D.3, and Sharon M. Hall, Ph.D.3, 1Stanford University;
2
California Tobacco-Related Disease Research Program; 3University of California,
San Francisco

With workplace and public building restrictions in the late 1970s, American
smokers were compelled to abstain from smoking outside the home for a limited
period of time. Extension of these restrictions to restaurants, public parks, and other
settings led to complete, but relatively brief episodes of abstention. Twenty-five
years ago, however, restrictions were taken to their full potential—total outright
bans that last for weeks to years. This approach has been gradually increasing
in its prevalence and impact. The major entities developing and implementing
these bans include correctional facilities, inpatient mental health and addiction
facilities, and the military. While these three settings each have their own unique
circumstances—ones to be discussed by our symposia panelists—they have
common factors that are worthwhile to consider. First, individuals in these settings
generally have a higher smoking prevalence than the general population. Second,
smokers in each setting have to undergo some form of acclimation to enforced
abstinence. Third, each setting develops environments that are largely without
smoking-related cues. Fourth, research to date supports the overall sentiment
from these paused smokers that “stopping is not quitting,” though current policies
and lack of longitudinal treatment generally do not acknowledge this phenomenon.
And fifth, smokers undergoing enforced bans generally want to stop their smoking
and data suggest that relapse to smoking can lead to relapse to other substances.
What interventions, then, are possible to support continued abstinence once a ban
is lifted? This discussion will introduce the phenomenon of long-term enforced
tobacco abstinence, describe the current state of practice, and propose promising
areas for research and policy.
No funding.

Recognizing the harms of tobacco exposure, psychiatric hospitals have
adopted complete smoking bans though rarely with on-unit counseling or
follow-up. In a 2-group RCT, we examined patient and treatment predictors of
smoking following institutionalized cessation in inpatient psychiatry and over
12-months. We compared usual care (ban with on-unit NRT only) to usual care
plus stage-tailored counseling initiated during hospitalization and continued with
10-wk NRT post-discharge. The sample (N=324) was 61% male, 58% Caucasian,
with age M=40 (SD=13). Psychiatric diagnoses were 44% unipolar and 21%
bipolar depression, 25% psychotic disorders, and 10% other; 67% had alcohol/
illicit drug problems. The sample averaged 19 (SD=12) cigarettes/day (CPD); 77%
smoked within 30 min of waking (TTFC). Stage of change for quitting smoking
was 36.7% precontemplation, 44.8% contemplation, and 18.5% preparation.
Median length of hospitalization was 6 days (IQR: 4, 11). Most were involuntarily
admitted (69%) as suicidal (88%), homicidal (2%), or gravely disabled (10%). On
the SF12, mental health functioning was 2 SDs below norms (M=30, SD=14);
physical functioning was at norms (M=48, SD=12). Smoking on the day of hospital
discharge (61% of sample) was predicted by precontemplation stage of change
(OR=3.3, 95% CI 1.6, 6.9; relative to preparation), involuntary hospitalization
(OR=1.9, 95% CI 1.1, 3.2), and worse mental health functioning (OR=1.03, 95%
CI 1.01, 1.05), and did not differ by treatment condition, length of stay, on-unit NRT
use, demographics, diagnosis, substance use problems, physical functioning,
or dependence measures (CPD, TTFC). In a non-linear mixed-effects model
controlling for stage of change, admission status, and mental health functioning,
tobacco abstinence over the 12-mo follow-up was independently predicted by not
smoking on day of discharge (p=.002, OR=3.6) and the cessation intervention
(p=.006, OR=3.1). Efforts to delay return to smoking following hospitalization may
support long-term abstinence and ought to target smokers unmotivated to quit,
hospitalized involuntarily, and those in worse mental health.
Funded by K23 DA018691, K05 DA016752, and P50 DA09253.
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stephen Martin, M.D., Ed.M., Assistant Professor,
University of Massachusetts Medical School, Family Medicine and Community
Health, Barre Family Health Center, Barre, MA 01005, United States, Phone:
4137689468, Email: stephen.martin@umassmemorial.org

TOBACCO CULTURE AND CONTROL IN THE U.S. MILITARY
Larry Williams, D.D.S.*, Midwestern University College of Dental Medicine–Illinois
The enforced abstinence of tobacco in certain populations presents numerous
opportunities and challenges. Various facilities, businesses, and schools can be
highlighted as areas that have enforced the prohibition of tobacco use. Military
recruit training facilities instituted this enforced abstinence in the 1980’s. The
reasons for this abstinence included safety, time management, and health
concerns. As with any military branch of service, recruits entering the military
are predominantly risk takers. This risk-taking mentality includes the increased
use of substances such as tobacco. When accurately measured, the Sailors
entering the Navy may have combined smoked and smokeless tobacco use rates
that approach 55%. Studies have shown that the impact of enforced abstinence
can help a limited number of recruits stay tobacco free. But the stress of military
training, boredom, socialization, and peer pressure lead to most tobacco users
recidivating and some initiating tobacco use after recruit training. At this time
the Navy has only one recruit training facility, located at the Great Lakes Naval
Training Center in North Chicago, Illinois. This discussion will look at the historical
components of Navy tobacco abstinence to include problem areas and lessons
learned. Potential opportunities for extrapolation to other communities will also
be discussed.
No funding.

SYM19

IMPLICATIONS OF THE EVOLVING NICOTINE AND TOBACCO
MARKETPLACE AND MORPHING TOBACCO INDUSTRY
Chair: Mitchell Zeller1
Presenters: Mitchell Zeller1, Dorothy K. Hatsukami2, and Martin J. Jarvis3
Discussant: Neal L. Benowitz4
1
Pinney Associates; 2University of Minnesota; 3University College London;
4
University of California, San Francisco
Over the past decade the marketplace for nicotine and tobacco products has
evolved rapidly. At the same time there has been a morphing of the tobacco
industry. Companies historically only in the business of selling cigarettes are
now selling smokeless tobacco products, dissolvable tobacco products, and
electronic cigarettes. They are even selling nicotine replacement therapy products
regulated as drugs. The pace of these changes has accelerated at a time when
there remains very little regulation of tobacco products. This symposium will
explore the implications of these changes for policy, research, advocacy, and
communications. The policy implications will focus on the opportunity and the
need for a comprehensive nicotine regulatory policy in the United States now
that the Food and Drug Administration has regulatory authority over both tobacco
products and medicinal nicotine products. An overview presentation (Zeller) will
describe in detail what the changes in the marketplace and tobacco industry
have been. This will provide a framework for an exploration of the implications
to be discussed. The second presentation (Hatsukami) will describe the existing
science base on consumer use of these new products as well as their nicotine
and toxicity profiles. Gaps in the evidence base and research priorities will be
highlighted. The third presentation (Jarvis) will focus on the evolution in the

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stephen Martin, M.D., Ed.M., Assistant Professor,
University of Massachusetts Medical School, Family Medicine and Community
Health, Barre Family Health Center, Barre, MA 01005, United States, Phone:
4137689468, Email: stephen.martin@umassmemorial.org
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approach to nicotine policy in the United Kingdom that has culminated in major
changes to how the U.K. medicines agency has expanded access to cessation
aids to reduce the death and disease toll from tobacco use. The discussant
(Benowitz) will share observations on the implications of these profound changes
on the emerging thinking regarding so-called “end game” strategies, including
the elimination of the use of combustible tobacco products over time. With only
three main presentations and one discussant, ample time will be left for audience
participation on a topic that poses more questions than answers for the future of
research, policy, communications, and advocacy.

considering guidelines for the implementation of harm reduction approaches
within NHS smoking services, and is due to report in early 2013. Decisions on
whether to include electronic cigarettes within the MHRA’s regulatory framework
are also pending. Important intermediate steps in the evolution of policy were the
2005 move by the MHRA to adopt a public health approach to regulating nicotine
delivering products (and the change to viewing the effects of ongoing smoking as
the appropriate comparator in considering new products), and the 2007 report by
the Royal College of Physicians Harm reduction in Nicotine Addiction: Helping
people who can’t quit. A feature of the evolution of policy in the UK has been the
close co-ordination and collaboration between government officials, the medicines
regulator, the advocacy group ASH, and academic researchers, which has
facilitated the opening of a space for innovative nicotine products with the potential
to replace cigarettes.
No funding.
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EMERGING TOBACCO PRODUCTS: TOXICITY, APPEAL, AND USE
Dorothy K. Hatsukami, Ph.D., University of Minnesota

SYM19c

Little systematic research has been conducted on the toxicity of emerging
products and how these products are being used. This presentation will cover
three types of products: 1) snus; 2) dissolvable tobacco and 3) electronic
cigarettes.
Existing product constituent studies generally show lower tobacco
specific nitrosamine levels and other toxicants in these products compared
to conventional tobacco products, which results or most likely results in lower
toxicant exposure levels. However, levels of exposure tend to be higher than
medicinal nicotine products, especially when examining the snus products.
These emerging products vary in nicotine levels, although lower than observed
in conventional products. Challenges associated with electronic cigarettes are
the marked variability in nicotine levels due to the wide differences in dose in
the product and how the product is used.
Emerging products come in varying
flavors, which can contribute to the appeal of the product, especially among young
adults. Our studies show a strong preference for the mint-flavored snus and
dissolvable products among smokers and survey studies show a notable number
of uses of e-cigarettes choosing the flavored variety.
Several main principles
and observations may provide insight into how products are used: (1) uptake of
a product is dependent on the level of satisfaction derived from the product and
based on individual preferences; (2) craving relief from oral tobacco products is
dose-dependent, while e-cigarettes provide craving relief even at very low doses;
(3) the ability to completely switch to a product is nicotine dose-dependent; (4)
abuse liability and continued use of the product are determined by nicotine dose
and rate of nicotine absorption; (5) a significant number of smokers engage in dual
product use and this prevalence is likely to increase over time with the availability
of these alternatives for smoking. The impact of dual use could potentially be
negative but is unknown. More systematic and comprehensive studies need to be
conducted for these products in all areas of tobacco product evaluation.
Funding: R01 CA135884, R01CA141531, and HHSN26120100438P.

OVERVIEW OF THE EVOLVING NICOTINE AND TOBACCO MARKETPLACE
AND MORPHING TOBACCO INDUSTRY
Mitch Zeller, Pinney Associates, Bethesda, MD
A series of profound changes to the marketplace for nicotine and tobacco
products has been taking place over the past decade. These changes have
been accompanied by a morphing of the tobacco industry as many companies
are now selling nicotine in multiple forms, both as tobacco and pharmaceutical
products. This presentation will describe the evolution of the nicotine and tobacco
marketplace to now include cigarettes, smokeless tobacco products, dissolvable
tobacco products, electronic cigarettes, and nicotine replacement therapy products
all being sold either by tobacco companies or their wholly-owned pharmaceutical
subsidiaries. The marketplace for tobacco products in the United States is now
under the regulatory control of the Food and Drug Administration. FDA has a
historic opportunity to forge a comprehensive nicotine regulatory policy that cuts
across the agency’s Tobacco and Drugs Centers. Experts agree that there is a
distinct “continuum of risk” when it comes to products that deliver nicotine. FDA
is uniquely poised to shift current tobacco users away from the deadliest form
of nicotine delivery (conventional cigarettes) to the cleanest and safest (currently
medicinal nicotine products). This presentation will highlight the impact of the
evolving marketplace and morphing tobacco industry on FDA’s ability to design an
agency-wide nicotine regulatory policy.
M. Zeller is employed by Pinney Associates, a health policy consulting firm.
Pinney Associates provides consulting services to GlaxoSmithKline Consumer
Healthcare on issues related to the treatment of tobacco dependence.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mitch Zeller, J.D., Senior Vice President, Pinney
Associates, 4800 Montgomery Lane, Bethesda, MD 20814, United States, Phone:
240-752-9052, Email: mzeller@pinneyassociates.com
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GLOBAL TOBACCO DEPENDENCE TREATMENT: A DISCUSSION ON
SCIENCE-TO-PRACTICE

DEVELOPMENTS IN TOBACCO CONTROL AND REGULATION POLICY: A
UK PERSPECTIVE

Moderator: Scott J. Leischow, Ph.D.1
Panelists: Scott J. Leischow, Ph.D.1, Tom Glynn, Ph.D.2, Richard D. Hurt, M.D.1,
Lekan Ayo Yusuf, Ph.D.3, Asaf Bitton, M.D.4, John Pierce, Ph.D.5, and David Levy,
Ph.D.6
1
Mayo Clinic; 2American Cancer Society; 3University of Pretoria; 4Harvard
University; 5University of California, San Diego; 6Georgetown University

Martin J. Jarvis, Department of Epidemiology & Public Health, University College
London
The 1998 government white paper, Smoking Kills, marked the end of decades
of official neglect of tobacco in the UK and initiated a continuing move towards
comprehensive tobacco control policies, including for the first time reimbursement
of pharmacological aids to cessation and the provision of NHS treatment services
for dependent smokers. By 2011, against the background of the strong association
of smoking with inequalities in health and recognition of that many smokers cannot
or will not quit, the new tobacco control plan for England, Healthy Lives, Healthy
People, explicitly expanded help for smokers to include harm reduction as an arm
of policy, with a commitment to “encourage the manufacturers of safer sources of
nicotine to develop new types of nicotine products that are more affordable and
that have increased acceptability for use in the long term”. NICE is currently

Globally, about 1.6 billion people use tobacco in some form, with the majority,
about 1.3 billion, smoking cigarettes. These numbers represent an enormous
public health opportunity, as well as an enormous public health challenge, i.e. what
is the appropriate and most effective role for public health to play in assisting these
650 million smokers who want to quit? This is a vitally important question because
evidence-based treatment approaches exist that if implemented could effectively
assist those addicted to tobacco, FCTC Article 14 requires Parties to the treaty to
establish tobacco dependence treatment systems, and (3) other evidence-based
27
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approaches identified by the FCTC have been a higher priority than tobacco
dependence treatment. Indeed, there has been a vigorous debate in the last few
years on whether formal tobacco treatment should be provided at all based on
the premise that, given limited resources, other tobacco control efforts will have a
greater public health impact and on the premise that real world tobacco treatment
is not very effective. Given the debate on the value of broad implementation of
formal tobacco treatment programs, this symposium will gather leading tobacco
dependence treatment scientists, clinicians and policy experts to discuss the
evidence on tobacco treatment as a global tobacco control strategy.
Emphasis
will be placed on what role, if any, formal tobacco dependence treatment should
play in the mix of global opportunities to reduce tobacco use and tobacco-caused
morbidity and mortality. Using a format similar to the successful 2012 SRNT
panel on the changing cigarette, these issues and others would be discussed
in a symposium through a Q&A format, with the moderator, Dr. Scott Leischow,
posing questions to the expert panel for discussion. Significant time would also
be built into the session for audience participation. The outcome would be a new
understanding for the audience of the science and data behind the opportunities,
challenges, and controversies in tobacco dependence treatment, with the goal of
impacting policy decisions.

rodents and humans, paving the way for the translation of these findings to the
clinic. Recently, large meta-analysis efforts have identified additional variants
associating with smoking, some of which also exhibit clear associations with
consequences of smoking on health. All these findings are providing key insights
into the gene-environment interactions involved in addiction and leading to other
serious disease, and how such risk variants can be expected to impact diagnosis
and treatment of addiction in the future.
Supported by NIDA grant R01-DA017932.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joni Rutter, PhD, Acting Director, National Institute
on Drug Abuse, Division of Basic Neuroscience and Behavioral Research, 6001
Executive Blvd, Bethesda, MD 20892-9555, United States, Phone: 301-435-0298,
Email: jrutter@mail.nih.gov
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NICOTINE DEPENDENCE AND SMOKING CESSATION—GENETIC INSIGHTS
Laura J. Bierut, M.D.*, Washington University in St. Louis

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Scott Leischow, PhD, Senior Associate Consultant,
Co-lead for Cancer Prevention and Control, Mayo Clinic Arizona, 13400 E. Shea
Blvd, Scottsdale, AZ 85259, United States, Phone: 480-301-4186, Fax: 480-3019087, Email: leischow.scott@mayo.edu

Nicotine dependence strongly predicts failed smoking cessation. The
chromosome 15 region that includes the nicotinic receptor gene cluster CHRNA5CHRNA3-CHRNB4 is strongly associated with heaviness of smoking and nicotine
dependence, and variants in this region are a risk factor for lung cancer and COPD.
However, previous research has presented inconsistent results in determining if
this region influences smoking cessation and relapse after a quit attempt. Using a
community-based study (N=5,216) and a randomized comparative effectiveness
smoking cessation trial (N=1,073), we show the influence of the chromosome 15
genetic region on smoking cessation. In the community sample, the genetic variants
in the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 region that predict nicotine dependence also
predicted a 2 year delay in the age at smoking cessation. In the trial, high-risk
genetic variants predicted an increased risk for relapse at end of treatment with
placebo. But with pharmacologic treatment, cessation rates were similar across
all genetic categories. Persons with high-risk variants benefited much more from
cessation pharmacotherapy than did those without such variants. These findings
can be translated into a “Number Needed To Treat” (NNT), a measure used to
assess the effectiveness of a health-care intervention. The NNT for pharmacologic
treatment is 7 across all individuals regardless of genetic status, supporting the
effectiveness of pharmacotherapy for smoking cessation. However, the NNT
varies widely depending on genetic makeup. The NNT is 4 for smokers with
the high-risk genetic group, 7 for smokers with the intermediate-risk group, and
>1000 for smokers with the low-risk group. An NNT of 4 shows that pharmacologic
treatment can be very effective in high risk individuals, an impressive finding when
compared to NNTs of many pharmacotherapies across other fields. A NNT > 1000
shows that some individuals receive virtually no benefit from pharmacotherapy.
The variation in NNT among smokers with different genetic risk profiles suggests
that personalized cessation intervention based upon genotype could meaningfully
increase the efficacy of smoking cessation treatment.
This work is supported by P01CA089392 and R01DA025888.

SYM21

BENCH TO BEDSIDE: TRANSLATION OF BASIC, PRE-CLINICAL AND
-OMICS-BASED DISCOVERY TO PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF
SMOKING AND SMOKING RELATED DISEASE
Chair: Joni L. Rutter, Ph.D.*1
Presenters: Thorgeir Thorgeirsson, Ph.D.2, Laura Bierut, M.D.3, and Christopher
I. Amos, Ph.D.4
Discussant: Andrew Bergen, Ph.D.*5
1
National Institute on Drug Abuse, NIH; 2Decode Genetics; 3Washington University
in St. Louis; 4Dartmouth College; 5SRI International
Tobacco smoking is the primary avoidable cause of death in the US, yet tobacco
dependence remains prevalent in ~20% of the population. Nicotine is a major
component of tobacco smoke and exerts its actions on the nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified and replicated
an association of a common single nucleotide variant on chromosome 15q25 with
nicotine dependence, as well as long term consequences of nicotine dependence,
such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and certain types of lung cancer.
This symposium will provide an overview of the genetic and epidemiologic findings
to date as they relate to nicotine dependence, its consequences, and its treatment.
A follow-on symposium entitled, “Mice to Men: Basic Science and Preclinical
Research Informing Drug Discovery and Development Through Novel Molecular
Targets,” will discuss the potential mechanisms that underly the causal influences
of these genetic variants on tobacco smoking.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joni Rutter, PhD, Acting Director, National Institute
on Drug Abuse, Division of Basic Neuroscience and Behavioral Research, 6001
Executive Blvd, Bethesda, MD 20892-9555, United States, Phone: 301-435-0298,
Email: jrutter@mail.nih.gov
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GENETIC LINKS TO SMOKING AND LUNG CANCER

SYM21a

THE GENETIC INTERFACE OF NICOTINE ADDICTION AND ITS
CONSEQUENCES

Christopher I. Amos, Ph.D.*, Geisel College of Medicine, Dartmouth College
Smoking is the strongest risk factor for lung cancer development. However,
population-based and family studies show effects from genetic factors that interact
with smoking to increase risk for some individuals. For a few individuals with
mutations in the p53 or retinoblastoma genes, targeted intervention to control
smoking has been effective. More commonly, several lower risk genetic factors
have been identified that contribute to lung cancer development. A region on
chromosome 15q25.1, containing the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subunits
CHRNA3, CHRNA5, and CHRNB4, are expressed at high levels in a few specific
regions of the brain and in nonneuronal tissues such as bronchiolepithelial cells.
The association of variants in these genes with both lung cancer risk and smoking
behavior has sparked controversy about whether the effects operate solely through

Thorgeir E. Thorgeirsson, Ph.D.*, Decode Genetics, Reykjavik, Iceland
Genome-wide association (GWA) studies have identified association of a
common sequence variant on chromosome 15q25 with nicotine dependence and
smoking behavior. The same variant is associated with risk of several smokingrelated diseases, including lung cancer, peripheral arterial disease, and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease and it has been implicated in addiction to other
substances as well. This locus has since these associations were identified been
extensively studied to characterize the effect of the key variant on numerous
phenotypes, and the underlying neurobiology has been examined in studies of
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their impact on smoking behavior or if there are independent effects directly on
lung cancer risk. Recent studies that separate lung cancer cases according
to histological subtypes have shown that aside from the chromosome 15q25.1
region, effects from genes in other regions vary by histology. The second most
prominent region includes two genes, hTERT and CLPM1L, which have generally
stronger effects on adenocarcinomas and among never smokers. Animal modeling
studies have shown that upregulation of the CLPTM1L locus confers resistance to
apoptosis and increases risk for lung cancer, focusing attention in part on this gene,
while hTERT variants are also associated with many other cancers including lung
cancer. Finally, studies of lung cancer cases with squamous carcinomas show
effects from the HLA-A region on chromosome 6, CDKN2B region on chromosome
9, and RAD52 on chromosome 12. Surprisingly, analyses using the Cancer
Genome Atlas have identified a strong concordance between changes occurring in
the germline with those that occur in somatic tissues. These findings suggest that
squamous carcinomas may have a simpler genetic and causal architecture in its
etiology than previously assumed, raising the possibility that targeted prevention
strategies beyond smoking cessation could be effective.
This work was supported by the following grants:
U19CA148127,
R01CA149462, CPRIT RP100443, P50 Ca148110.

STUDY DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY OF THE POPULATION ASSESSMENT
OF TOBACCO AND HEALTH (PATH) STUDY
Andrew Hyland, Ph.D.*1, Nicolette Borek, Ph.D.2, Kevin Conway, Ph.D.3, Larry
Corder, Ph.D.2, Bridget K. Ambrose, Ph.D., M.P.H.2, Nahla Hilmi, M.P.H.3,
Elizabeth Lambert, M.Sc.3, Genevieve Vullo3, Dana Van Bemmel, Ph.D., M.P.H.2,
Jonathan Kwan, M.S.2, Cathy Backinger, Ph.D.2, Wilson Compton, M.D., M.P.E.3,
and the PATH Study Team, 1Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, NY; 2FDA
Center for Tobacco Products, Rockville, MD; 3NIH National Institute of Drug Abuse,
Bethesda, MD
The PATH Study is an annual longitudinal nationally representative cohort study
of approximately 42,000 adults aged 18 years and older and 16,500 adolescents
aged 12-17 years. Baseline data collection is scheduled to begin September
2013 and includes an annual in-home survey (translated into 5 languages) and
biospecimen collection among adult participants. An area-probability sample
of 150 Primary Sample Units (PSUs) will be used to ensure national coverage.
Among other outcomes, the PATH Study will provided data on tobacco use
initiation, dependence, cessation and relapse; identify trends in tobacco use
patterns, including use of new products, dual use, poly use and switching of
tobacco products; monitor changes in risk perceptions and other attitudes such as
social acceptability and individual preferences for tobacco use; assess exposure
to tobacco marketing; assess differences between and within critical subgroups
including youth, young adults, racial/ethnic minority groups and users of new
tobacco products; and collect biospecimens to analyze biomarkers of tobacco
use and disease processes. The PATH Study will provide an evidence base for
informing FDA’s current and future regulatory actions in meeting its mandate under
the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act.
Funding: FDA Center for Tobacco Products.
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THE POPULATION ASSESSMENT OF TOBACCO AND HEALTH (PATH)
STUDY: PROGRESS UPDATES AND FINDINGS FROM FORMATIVE
RESEARCH

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bridget Ambrose, Ph.D., M.P.H., Epidemiologist,
FDA, Center for Tobacco Products, 9200 Corporate Blvd, Rockville, MD 20850,
United States, Phone: 301-796-4235, Email: Bridget.Ambrose@fda.hhs.gov

Chair: Kevin Conway, Ph.D.1, and Nicolette Borek, Ph.D.*2
Presenters: Andrew Hyland, Ph.D.3, Charles Carusi, Ph.D.4, David Strong, Ph.D.5,
Cristine D. Delnevo, Ph.D., M.P.H.7, Amanda Richardson, Ph.D., M.S.8, Karen
Messer, Ph.D.6, Richard O’Connor, Ph.D.3, and Kristie Tayler, Ph.D.4
1
Division of Epidemiology, Services and Prevention Research, NIH National
Institute of Drug Abuse, Bethesda, MD; 2FDA Center for Tobacco Products,
Rockville, MD; 3Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, NY; 4Westat, Inc., Rockville,
MD; 5Brown University, Providence, RI; 6University of California, San Diego, CA;
7
University of Medicine and Dentistry New Jersey, New Brunswick, NJ; 8Legacy
Foundation, Washington, DC
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FINDINGS FROM THE POPULATION ASSESSMENT OF TOBACCO AND
HEALTH (PATH) STUDY FIELD TEST
Charles Carusi, Ph.D.*1, Kristie Taylor, Ph.D.1, Scott Crosse, Ph.D.1, Barbara
O’Brien, M.P.H.1, Andrea Piesse, Ph.D.1, Roger Tourangeau, Ph.D.1, Larry Corder,
Ph.D.2, Greta Tessman, M.A.2, Jonathan Kwan, M.S.2, Benjamin Blount, Ph.D.3,
and the PATH Study Team, 1Westat, Inc., Rockville, MD; 2FDA Center for Tobacco
Products, Rockville, MD; 3U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Atlanta, GA

The PATH Study is a landmark collaboration between the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and is on track
to become the largest nationally representative prospective cohort study of
tobacco use in the U.S. Once up and running, the PATH Study will collect data
regarding perceptions of tobacco products, tobacco product use data, and health
data from an estimated 59,000 participants including bio-specimens from over
40,000 adults—both tobacco users and non-users. Funded by the FDA Center
for Tobacco Products (CTP) and administered by the NIH National Institute on
Drug Abuse (NIDA), the PATH Study will provide an evidence base for informing
the behavioral and health impacts of FDA’s regulatory activities related to the
manufacture, marketing, and distribution of tobacco products. A Field Test was
completed in January 2013 and the Baseline Wave is scheduled to begin in Fall
2013. This symposium will have three components: (1) Introduction to PATH, which
will give an overview of the PATH Study, sample design specifications and data
collection methodology; (2) Preliminary findings from the PATH Field Test; and (3)
Findings from Selected Formative Studies, where we will share selected results
from formative secondary data analyses conducted to help inform aspects of the
PATH study. Presenters from each component and the Symposium facilitators will
be available to answer questions and discuss future opportunities for involvement
of the scientific community at large.

The PATH Study Field Test was a large-scale pilot test of the full set of
protocols, procedures, and instruments developed for PATH. The Field Test
took place November 2012–January 2013. This session will present selected
findings related to the instruments, data collection protocols, biological specimen
collection, and two-stage screening of every adult household member’s tobacco
use status for sampling and questionnaire routing purposes. Findings will include
quantitative and qualitative metrics of instrument performance, including both
standard and new survey items, and will describe collection of product and brand
information using pictures of tobacco products. Analyses will include selected data
distributions, item non-response levels, and assessment of measures to classify
tobacco use across twelve tobacco products for adults and youth. Data collection
findings will cover operational aspects of the in-home survey procedures, such as
operationalizing the address-based area probability sample, two-stage screening
for adult tobacco use, management of multiple activities per respondent and
multiple respondents per household, interviewing youths, and use of mixed
modes: self-administered Audio Computer-Assisted Self-Interviews (ACASI),
Computer-Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI), and paper questionnaires.
Biological specimen collection issues will include respondent compliance rates
for different specimens, and practicality and quality measures of collection and

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bridget Ambrose, Ph.D., M.P.H., Epidemiologist,
FDA, Center for Tobacco Products, 9200 Corporate Blvd, Rockville, MD 20850,
United States, Phone: 301-796-4235, Email: Bridget.Ambrose@fda.hhs.gov
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handling procedures from field to laboratory. The presentation will conclude with a
summary of key lessons learned for the PATH baseline implementation.
Funding: U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Center for Tobacco Products.

laboratory studies that compared the effects of abstinence and methylphenidate
on smoking-reinforced responding among adult smokers with and without ADHD.
Our final speaker (Leventhal) will discuss a laboratory study that examined
whether trait anhedonia predicts the reward value of initiating and maintaining
smoking, and affective mechanisms that mediate these associations. Finally, Dr.
Perkins will provide a discussion of the overall symposium. Together, the talks will
address mechanisms that have been empirically demonstrated to contribute to
smoking among comorbid smokers, and implications for the treatment of tobacco
dependence in these smokers.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bridget Ambrose, Ph.D., M.P.H., Epidemiologist,
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Tidey, Ph.D., Associate Professor
(Research), Brown University, Ctr for Alcohol & Addiction Studies, 121 South Main
St., Providence, RI 02912, United States, Phone: 4018636418, Fax: 4018636697,
Email: Jennifer_Tidey@brown.edu

FINDINGS FROM SELECTED FORMATIVE STUDIES OF THE POPULATION
ASSESSMENT OF TOBACCO AND HEALTH (PATH) STUDY
Cristine Delnevo, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1, Karen Messer, Ph.D.*2, Richard O’Connor,
Ph.D.*3, John Pierce, Ph.D.2, Amanda Richardson, Ph.D., M.S.*4, and the PATH
Study Team, 1University of Medicine and Dentistry New Jersey, New Brunswick,
NJ; 2University of California, San Diego, CA; 3Roswell Park Cancer Institute,
Buffalo, NY; 4Legacy Foundation, Washington, DC
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ANXIETY SENSITIVITY IN RELATION TO POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
AFFECT DURING A SELF-GUIDED QUIT ATTEMPT: AN ANALYSIS FROM
ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT

A series of secondary data analyses that will help inform aspects of the PATH
study design and questionnaires are being implemented. In this session we
will highlight findings from three of these studies. Study 1 will examine Nielsen
scanner data from convenience stores in leading markets in the US to describe
sales trends for non-cigarette tobacco products (cigars, smokeless tobacco,
and smoking tobacco) as well as for flavored tobacco products annually since
2005. Study 2 will examine two data sets (one national and one Californian) with
longitudinal follow-up over 6 years to identify how well curiosity about smoking
among non-smoking adolescents is an independent risk factor for predicting
smoking onset. Study 3 will utilize several data sources to examine patterns and
reasons for use of new and emerging tobacco products. Data sources examined
include the Legacy Longitudinal Smoker Cohort, the National Survey on Drug Use
and Health, National Health Interview Survey, and the Tobacco Use Supplement to
the Current Population Survey. Details on these studies’ findings will be reported
in this symposium.
Funding by FDA Center for Tobacco Products.

Kirsten J. Langdon*1,2, Samantha G. Farris3, Julianna Hogan1,3, Kristin W. Grover1,
Catherine E. Peasley-Miklus1, and Michael J. Zvolensky3, 1University of Vermont,
2
Alpert Medical School of Brown University, 3University of Houston
Background: Situations involving positive (PA) and/or negative affect (NA) are
thought to play a role in substance use lapse (Marlatt & Gordon, 1980). Anxiety
sensitivity (AS), defined as the fear of anxiety/internal sensations (Reiss & McNally,
1985), is one promising candidate for better understanding the nature of affective
experiences during cessation. Here, smokers who tend to catastrophize bodily
symptoms associated with smoking discontinuation may endorse greater NA while
quitting. This study examined relations between AS and real time experiences
of PA and NA during the course of a self-guided quit attempt. Consistent with
past theory suggesting that AS is related to affective symptoms and disorders
(e.g., depression; Cox et al., 1999), we hypothesized that AS would evidence
significant relations with greater levels of NA only. Method: Participants included
daily smokers (N=46; 65% Male; Mage = 34.78), who were interested in making
a self-guided quit attempt. Prior to cessation, participants endorsed smoking
an average of 15.04 cigarettes per day (SD=5.91). EMA was used to collect
multiple daily ratings of PA and NA throughout the initial two weeks of cessation.
Longitudinal multi-level modeling (MLM) was employed to analyze the present
data. Compliance with the EMA protocol was assessed via mean percentage of
random prompts (M=61.28%). Results: Results of the MLM analyses yielded a
significant main effect for AS in relation to NA experienced on quit day, b = .29,
t (56) = 5.73, p < .001. Participants who reported higher baseline levels of AS
endorsed greater levels of NA on quit day. AS was not significantly related to PA
on quit day. Next, we examined the trajectories of PA and NA over time. Change in
affect over time was modeled as linear (days since quit day). Results from these
growth curve models revealed that AS was not a significant predictor of the slopes
of PA or NA over time. Conclusions: Findings suggest that AS may be important
to understanding NA experiences during acute periods of smoking deprivation
(e.g., quit day); yet, less relevant to understanding the course of NA over time.
Treatment implications will be discussed.
This research was conducted at the University of Vermont and supported by
a NIDA-funded National Research Service Award (F31 DA026634) awarded to
K.J. Langdon.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bridget Ambrose, Ph.D., M.P.H., Epidemiologist,
FDA, Center for Tobacco Products, 9200 Corporate Blvd, Rockville, MD 20850,
United States, Phone: 301-796-4235, Email: Bridget.Ambrose@fda.hhs.gov
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SMOKING AND PSYCHIATRIC COMORBIDITY: BEYOND THE SELFMEDICATION HYPOTHESIS
Chair: Jennifer W. Tidey, Ph.D.*1
Presenters: Kirsten J. Langdon, B.S.2, Jennifer W. Tidey, Ph.D.1, Scott H. Kollins,
Ph.D.3, and Adam M. Leventhal, Ph.D.4
Discussant: Kenneth A. Perkins, Ph.D.*5
1
Brown University, Providence, RI; 2University of Vermont, Burlington, VT; 3Duke
University, Durham, NC; 4University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA;
5
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
The most widely-held theory for the high rates of smoking among people with
psychiatric illness is the self-medication hypothesis, which posits that people with
psychiatric disorders smoke in order to alleviate aversive states associated with
their illness. However, few studies have empirically examined this hypothesis, and
even fewer have examined alternative hypotheses, such as the possibility that
comorbid smokers may experience stronger positive reinforcing effects of nicotine
or that they may smoke to enhance deficient positive affect. This symposium will
take a closer look at the self-medication hypothesis and other mechanisms that
may underlie the high rates of smoking among people with psychiatric illness.
The studies presented have used laboratory or ecological momentary assessment
(EMA) methods to systematically examine factors that contribute to smoking.
Four different psychiatric populations or constructs are addressed: anxiety,
anhedonia, ADHD and schizophrenia. Our first speaker (Langdon) will discuss
results from an EMA study that examined whether anxiety sensitivity moderates
positive and negative affect experienced by smokers undergoing a self-guided
quit attempt. Our second speaker (Tidey) will discuss a laboratory study that
compared negative affect and cigarette craving over a 72-hr smoking abstinence
period, as well as reinforcing effects of nicotine during a smoking lapse, among
smokers with and without schizophrenia. Our third speaker (Kollins) will discuss

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Tidey, Ph.D., Associate Professor
(Research), Brown University, Ctr for Alcohol & Addiction Studies, 121 South Main
St., Providence, RI 02912, United States, Phone: 4018636418, Fax: 4018636697,
Email: Jennifer_Tidey@brown.edu
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scores on the following subscales: Loss of Control, Cognitive Enhancement,
and Cue Exposure. Conclusion: Collectively, these findings suggest important
differences between smokers with and without ADHD with regard to the reinforcing
effects of smoking and the motivations for smoking. The clinical relevance of these
findings will be addressed.
Supported by K24DA023464 and R01DA025653.

BEHAVIORAL AND SUBJECTIVE EFFECTS OF 72-H ABSTINENCE AND
SMOKING REINSTATEMENT IN SMOKERS WITH SCHIZOPHRENIA AND
CONTROLS
Jennifer W. Tidey, Ph.D.*, and Suzanne M. Colby, Ph.D., Center for Alcohol and
Addiction Studies, Brown University, Providence, RI

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Tidey, Ph.D., Associate Professor
(Research), Brown University, Ctr for Alcohol & Addiction Studies, 121 South Main
St., Providence, RI 02912, United States, Phone: 4018636418, Fax: 4018636697,
Email: Jennifer_Tidey@brown.edu

Background: Schizophrenia is associated with an unusually high rate of
cigarette smoking. Two potential contributing factors were examined in this
study: (1) whether smokers with schizophrenia (SWS) experience stronger and
more sustained cigarette craving and negative affect over a 72-hr continuous
abstinence period than smokers without psychiatric illness (CS), and (2) whether
SWS experience stronger reinforcing effects of nicotine than CS during smoking
reinstatement. Methods: Before undergoing abstinence, SWS and CS sampled
and then made a series of choices between nicotine and denicotinized cigarette
puffs. Next, high-value monetary incentives were used to induce abstinence for
72 h, during which breath CO, smoking urges and withdrawal symptoms were
measured twice daily. Following the abstinence period, participants repeated the
puff sampling/choice procedure and rated subjective responses to puffs. Then,
a small incentive was offered for participants to remain abstinent for the next 24
hrs and time to lapse was measured. Results: Participants (30 SWS, 30 CON)
were 44.2 (Mean) years old, 42% female, 73% White and smoked 22.2 (Mean)
cigarettes per day. 75% of each group maintained abstinence throughout the
72-hr period (NS). Significant main effects of Group and Time on MNWS score
(p’s < .01) indicated that nicotine withdrawal symptoms were higher among SWS
and increased during abstinence in both groups. A significant main effect of Time
(p <.001) and Group x Time interaction (p < .05) on urge levels indicated that
within the first 24 h of abstinence, urge levels were higher among SWS than CS.
A significant Group x Time interaction on nicotine puff choice (p < .05) indicated
that SWS increased their nicotine puff choices pre- to post-abstinence whereas
CS did not. Finally, the average duration between first and second smoking lapse
was 4-times shorter in SWS than CS (p = .01). Discussion: SWS experience
both higher urge levels during early abstinence and stronger reinforcing effects of
nicotine during smoking reinstatement than CS. The clinical significance of these
findings will be addressed.
Supported by R21DA026829 and U54DA031659.
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ANHEDONIA, POSITIVE AFFECT, AND MOTIVATION TO INITIATE AND
MAINTAIN SMOKING ON A LAB-BASED SMOKING TASK
Adam M. Leventhal, Ph.D.*1, Jennifer Tidey, Ph.D.2, Steve Sussman, Ph.D.1, and
Christopher W. Kahler, Ph.D.2, 1University of Southern California; 2Brown University
Anhedonia—a trait indicative of diminished interest, pleasure, and enjoyment
in rewarding activities—is prominent in several psychiatric disorders and related
to nicotine dependence. Yet, the mechanisms linking anhedonia and smoking are
unclear. This study tested a positive reinforcement-based model of the affective
mechanisms linking anhedonia and smoking motivation, which purports that
high-anhedonia individuals smoke to counteract acute states of deficient positive
affect. Adult smokers (n = 193, ≥ 10 cig/day) attended a baseline visit at which
multiple facets of the anhedonia construct were assessed and combined into a
composite index. Participants then attended two counterbalanced lab visits: (a)
one after 16-hr smoking abstinence; and (b) one after ad lib smoking. At both
lab visits, participants completed self-report measures of affect followed by a
smoking delay task. During this task, participants were monetarily rewarded for
each 5-min increment they chose to delay smoking over 50-min, with shorter
delays reflecting greater motivation to initiate smoking. After the delay period,
participants were able to purchase up to 8 individual cigarettes to smoke over
a 60-min self-administration period. After controlling for covariates (i.e., gender,
nicotine dependence, and baseline negative affect), higher baseline anhedonia
predicted faster time to smoking on the delay task (beta = -.14, p = .02) and more
cigarettes purchased during the self-administration period (beta = .14, p = .04).
These relations were both mediated by lower acute positive affect experienced
shortly prior to the delay task (betas > .06, ps < .02). Analyses of individual
anhedonia measures revealed more robust effects for measures of pleasure
and enjoyment than measures of interest and engagement. Deprivation did not
moderate any effects. Smokers with diminished capacity to experience pleasure
and enjoyment may be more likely to experience acute states of low positive affect,
which may in turn increase motivation to initiate and maintain smoking. Positive
reinforcement processes may be important mechanisms linking anhedonia-related
psychopathology and nicotine dependence.
This research was supported by National Institute on Drug Abuse Grants R01DA026831 and K08-DA025041.
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ALTERED SENSITIVITY TO REINFORCEMENT IN INDIVIDUALS WITH ADHD:
IMPLICATIONS FOR SMOKING AND SMOKING CESSATION
Scott H. Kollins, Ph.D.*, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC
Background: Compared to their non-diagnosed peers, individuals with ADHD
demonstrate differential sensitivity to reinforcing stimuli. A direct link between
altered reinforcement processes and risk for cigarette smoking, however, has not
been demonstrated. This talk will present data from several sources regarding the
differential reinforcing effects of cigarette smoking in adults with and without ADHD.
Methods: In 2 experiments, 66 adult smokers (32 with ADHD, 34 without) between
18-45 years were recruited. In Study 1, subjects completed 2 sessions: 1 following
smoking as usual, and one following 24-hour abstinence. During each session,
smoking reinforcement was assessed with a 90-min Progressive Ratio (PR) task.
In Study 2, subjects completed 3 sessions in which they were administered 0,
10, and 40 mg methylphenidate under double-blind conditions and subsequently
completed the PR task. In a separate analysis of 150 adult smokers with and without
ADHD, subscales of the Wisconsin Inventory of Smoking Dependence Motives
(WISDM) were compared between groups. Results: In Study 1, smokers worked
more for cigarette puffs when abstinent, and smokers with ADHD worked more
for puffs, regardless of condition. Smokers with ADHD worked relatively more for
cigarette puffs during abstinence, as compared to non-ADHD smokers, suggesting
that smoking reinforcement is greater during abstinence for this high-risk group of
smokers. In the 2nd experimental study, there were no differences between ADHD
and non-ADHD smokers with respect to smoking reinforcement. Moreover, there
were no significant effects of methylphenidate on smoking reinforcement for either
group. For the WISDM analyses, a number of significant group differences emerged
and, after controlling for multiple comparisons, ADHD smokers reported elevated

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Tidey, Ph.D., Associate Professor
(Research), Brown University, Ctr for Alcohol & Addiction Studies, 121 South Main
St., Providence, RI 02912, United States, Phone: 4018636418, Fax: 4018636697,
Email: Jennifer_Tidey@brown.edu
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YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULT USE AND RISK PERCEPTION OF TOBACCO
PRODUCTS: RESEARCH TO INFORM FDA REGULATIONS
Chair: Benjamin J. Apelberg, Ph.D., M.H.S.1,
Presenters: Bridget K. Ambrose, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, Greta K. Tessman, M.A.1, and
Sarah E. Johnson, Ph.D.1
Discussant: Annette R. Kaufman, Ph.D., M.P.H.2,
1
Center for Tobacco Products, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Rockville, MD;
2
National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD
When making regulatory decisions with respect to tobacco products, the Food
and Drug Administration’s (FDA) actions must be “appropriate for the protection of
public health”, taking into consideration the impact of those actions on users, as well
as non-users, of tobacco products. A core priority of the FDA’s Center for Tobacco
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Products (CTP) is to prevent tobacco use among young people. Historically,
youth and young adults represent a highly susceptible population for tobacco
use initiation. As the appeal of new and emerging tobacco products broadens,
understanding how young people perceive tobacco-related health risks in addition
to patterns of tobacco product use among youth is critical to informing regulatory
actions to protect public health. The purpose of this symposium is to integrate
and discuss qualitative and quantitative research conducted by CTP to improve
our understanding of how youth and young adults perceive the risks associated
with tobacco products and how this may influence patterns of tobacco use among
youth. The session will begin with an overview of CTP’s research priorities and
how this research may be used to inform and evaluate tobacco regulatory policy,
followed by presentations from three studies. The first presentation will consist
of the latest findings from the 2012 National Youth Tobacco Survey regarding risk
perceptions and use of established and emerging tobacco products. The second
presentation will discuss the results from qualitative research on risk perceptions
of dissolvable tobacco products among youth and young adults residing in three
U.S. test markets for these products. The final presentation will discuss recent
qualitative research on how young adult tobacco users evaluate and compare the
risks associated with cigarette and smokeless tobacco products. The discussant
will synthesize these findings and discuss implications of these findings to CTP’s
research priorities.

RISK PERCEPTIONS OF DISSOLVABLE TOBACCO PRODUCTS AMONG
YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS
Greta K. Tessman, M.A.*1, Conrad J. Choiniere, Ph.D.1, Sarah E. Evans1, Julia
Kish-Doto, Ph.D.2, and Brian Southwell, Ph.D.2, 1Center for Tobacco Products,
U.S. Food and Drug Administration; 2RTI International
Tobacco companies have begun developing and marketing a new form of
smokeless tobacco—dissolvable tobacco products. These products represent a
new and emerging form of tobacco, with shape, taste, packaging, marketing, and
intended use differing distinctly from traditional smokeless tobacco and cigarettes.
While much is known about risk perceptions of cigarettes and traditional forms of
smokeless tobacco, little is known about how people perceive the risks associated
with these products and how this may influence their use of these products. In
March 2012, we conducted qualitative research to explore awareness, beliefs
and perceptions of these products; completing twelve focus groups with young
adults, 10 individual interviews with youth, and 11 interviews with young adults
who were current or former users of dissolvable tobacco in three US test markets
for these products: Portland, OR, Denver, CO, and Charlotte, NC. While these
focus groups and interviews were designed to elicit discussions around a
variety of topics, this presentation will focus on the discussions specific to risk
perception. We found that the majority of participants—both youth and young
adults—reported beliefs that there were health risks associated with the use of
dissolvables. Few participants thought the risks would be different from using
existing tobacco products. Participants believed that while these products may
not cause the respiratory problems associated with smoking, they would likely
carry risks similar to smokeless tobacco. In some cases, participants thought
of the health risks associated with smokeless tobacco as worse than cigarettes
because of the perceived visible nature of oral disease. Participants speculated
use of dissolvable tobacco would increase the risk of oral disease, tooth yellowing
or decay, cancer, and gastrointestinal problems. This exploratory research could
be furthered through additional qualitative research with other populations as well
as quantitative population-level measures of risk perception.
Funding: Center for Tobacco Products, Food and Drug Administration.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Greta Tessman, MA, Social Scientist, U.S.
Food and Drug Administration, Center for Tobacco Products, 9200 Corporate
Blvd., Rockville, MD 20850, United States, Phone: 301-796-6722, Email: greta.
tessman@fda.hhs.gov
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YOUTH RISK PERCEPTIONS OF TRADITIONAL AND NON-TRADITIONAL
TOBACCO PRODUCTS: FINDINGS FROM THE 2012 NATIONAL YOUTH
TOBACCO SURVEY
Bridget K. Ambrose, Ph.D., M.P.H.*, Blair N. Coleman, M.P.H., and Benjamin
J. Apelberg, Ph.D., M.H.S., Center for Tobacco Products, U.S. Food and Drug
Administration

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Greta Tessman, MA, Social Scientist, U.S.
Food and Drug Administration, Center for Tobacco Products, 9200 Corporate
Blvd., Rockville, MD 20850, United States, Phone: 301-796-6722, Email: greta.
tessman@fda.hhs.gov

Although some progress has been made in reducing cigarette smoking
prevalence among youth, young people in the United States remain highly
susceptible to initiating tobacco use. Understanding youth perceptions of the
health risks associated with tobacco product use will provide insight into potential
determinants of initiation and continued use of traditional products as well as
non-traditional products such as hookah, electronic cigarettes, and dissolvable
tobacco products. We will examine data from the 2012 National Youth Tobacco
Survey (NYTS), which for the first time, included questions pertaining to youth risk
perceptions of a variety of tobacco products. NYTS is a nationally representative,
school-based survey of approximately 20,000 middle and high school students.
Survey items collected information on perceived risks of non-traditional tobacco
products compared to cigarette smoking (“Do you believe that electronic cigarettes
are less harmful, equally as harmful, or more harmful than regular cigarettes?”)
and perceived harm from cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products, including
dissolvables, based on frequency and amount of use. We will report the latest
findings of multivariate analyses assessing the correlation between middle and
high school students’ risk perceptions of tobacco products and demographic
characteristics as well as reported experimentation, current and regular use of
different types of tobacco products. These findings will help inform future research
and regulatory policy development at the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in
order to prevent tobacco use among young people, one of the core priorities of
FDA’s Center for Tobacco Products.
Funding: Center for Tobacco Products, Food and Drug Administration.
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HOW DO YOUNG ADULT CONSUMERS EVALUATE AND COMPARE THE
HARMFULNESS OF CIGARETTES AND SMOKELESS TOBACCO? A FOCUS
GROUP STUDY
Sarah E. Johnson, Ph.D.*1, Conrad J. Choiniere, Ph.D.1, Greta K. Tessman, M.A.1,
Carol L. Schmitt, Ph.D.2, and Sarah Ray, M.A.2, 1Center for Tobacco Products, U.S.
Food and Drug Administration; 2RTI International
According to the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act,
consumer perceptions are among the factors that FDA must consider when
evaluating the marketing of a tobacco product and its potential impact on public
health. In order to effectively evaluate consumers’ perceptions of tobacco
products, FDA must first understand how consumers form these perceptions: that
is, how they form judgments about the risks and harms associated with tobacco
products. To this end, FDA conducted a set of six focus groups of young adult
(18-24 years old) tobacco users across 4 U.S. cities. Groups were segmented by
gender and tobacco use (light and intermittent use vs. daily use). In an effort to
elicit information about how users form judgments about harm, participants were
asked to compare the harmfulness of: (1) different brands of cigarettes; (2) different
brands of smokeless tobacco (ST); and (3) cigarettes and ST. In particular, the
discussion was structured by a series of ranking exercises in which participants
were asked to consider and rank the relative health risk associated with a variety
of tobacco products. A group discussion of these rankings followed. Results
suggested a variety of criteria were used—both within and across participants—in
forming judgments of the harmfulness of products. When they had some familiarity
with a product, participants were most apt to rely on firsthand experience, including
memories of the physiological experience of the product, and information gained
from friends or family. In the absence of firsthand experience or social information,
participants relied on a variety of factors including extant knowledge about the
brand. When judging less familiar brands or products, participants were more

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Greta Tessman, MA, Social Scientist, U.S.
Food and Drug Administration, Center for Tobacco Products, 9200 Corporate
Blvd., Rockville, MD 20850, United States, Phone: 301-796-6722, Email: greta.
tessman@fda.hhs.gov
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likely to use features of the packaging or label to evaluate the product and make
inferences about its harmfulness. Implications of how this research and the results
can be used to inform FDA’s work will be discussed.
Funding: Center for Tobacco Products, Food and Drug Administration.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Greta Tessman, MA, Social Scientist, U.S.
Food and Drug Administration, Center for Tobacco Products, 9200 Corporate
Blvd., Rockville, MD 20850, United States, Phone: 301-796-6722, Email: greta.
tessman@fda.hhs.gov
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possibility that different processes may mediate alcohol and cigarette co-use in
different subgroups of smokers.
Funding: Alcoholic Beverage Medical Research Foundation and Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.

Biobehavioral measures of
craving and dependence

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sean Barrett, Dalhousie, Department of
Psychology & Neuroscience, Halifax, NS B3H4R2, Canada, Phone: 902-4942956, Email: sean.barrett@dal.ca

PA1-1

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CRAVING AND SMOKING BEHAVIORS IN
LABORATORY STUDIES: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Julie C. Gass*, Courtney A. Motschman, Lisa J. Germeroth, Jennifer M. Wray, and
Stephen T. Tiffany, University at Buffalo, SUNY

PA1-3

SMOKING URGE AFTER ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION AMONG HEAVY
DRINKER-SMOKER SUBGROUPS

Most smokers report that craving is strongly related to their smoking behavior,
and several theories of addiction posit a strong prospective relationship between
craving and use. Many laboratory studies of cigarette smoking that include a
measure of smoking behavior also include a measure of craving; however, the
relationship between craving and various smoking behaviors across studies has
never been evaluated systematically. In the current study, published laboratory
studies from the last 50 years that included measures of craving and smoking
behavior were evaluated in order to assess the relationship between these two
variables. Smoking behaviors included both measures of cigarette use and
cigarette seeking. Studies that only included lapse or relapse in the context of
a quit attempt as the outcome measure were not included in this review. Only
studies that made an explicit statement about the relationship between either tonic
or cue-elicited craving and smoking behavior were included. (Notably, more than
120 studies that included measures of craving and smoking behavior did not report
on an association between the two.) Thirty-eight studies with 86 separate analyses
were identified for inclusion. Using a p < .05 threshold, 58 significant associations
between craving and smoking behavior were found (67% of studies). Ad-libitum
smoking measures collected in the laboratory were significantly associated
with craving in 13 of 22 (59%) analyses; the association between craving and
natural environment ad-libitum smoking measures was significant in 8 of 9 (88%)
analyses. The association between craving and various smoking topography
measures was significant for 8 of 14 (57%) analyses. Cigarette seeking (including
choosing cigarettes over money or other reinforcers as well as working/reaching
for cigarettes) was significantly associated with craving in 29 of 41 (71%) of the
analyses. This paper will include more extensive, formal meta-analyses of the
effect sizes for the various associations reported in the literature. The implications
of these findings and future directions of research on craving-smoking relationships
will be discussed.
No funding.

Andrea C. King, Ph.D.*, Michael D. Palmeri, B.S., and Patrick McNamara, B.S.,
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Neuroscience, University of Chicago
Co-use of alcohol and smoking decreases the likelihood of successful treatment
for each substance, and increases risks for numerous health problems. While the
prevalence of daily smoking has been on the decline, habitual nondaily smoking
has increased, particularly in younger individuals. In the current study, we examined
the effects of alcohol on smoking urges throughout the breath alcohol curve (BrAC)
in heavy social drinkers who binge weekly (5+/4+ drinkers per occasion for men
and women, respectively) and who smoke but are not heavily tobacco dependent.
Participants were 113 (54%) smokers from the larger group of the 208 heavy social
drinkers enrolled in the first two waves of the Chicago Social Drinking Project.
They were further subgrouped into light smokers (LS, 1-19 cigarettes/week; n=54),
moderate smokers (MS, 20-49 cigarettes/week; n=38) and heavy smokers (HS,
>50 cigarettes/week; n=21). FTND scores confirmed non tobacco dependence
with average scores of .06±.3 SD, 1.0±1.2 and 2.7±1.6 for the groups, respectively.
Participants abstained from smoking for 3 hours prior to and during each of the two
5-hour laboratory sessions. Compared with placebo, after consuming 0.8 g/kg
alcohol (~4-5 drinks), smoking urges measured by B-QSU significantly increased
in MS and LS but not in HS (group x dose x time, p=.02). HS exhibited the highest
smoking urge at baseline and showed no sensitivity to alcohol increases in urge
(p<.05). In MS and LS, alcohol increased smoking urges, and these elevations
were sustained for hours and most pronounced during the rising vs. declining BrAC
limb (ps<.01). In terms of alcohol response, the groups did not differ on stimulation
or sedation but did differ on alcohol liking and wanting with LS lower than MS and
HS (ps<.05). In sum, alcohol’s effects on smoking urge and subjective reward vary
among levels of co-users, with heavier smokers exhibiting high levels of smoking
urge throughout the sessions but not specific to alcohol. However, they showed
greater positive-like alcohol effects which may render them at risk to continue
co-use or progress to dependence.
Funding: NIAAA: R01-AA013746.
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THE ACUTE EFFECTS OF SNUS ON ALCOHOL-RELATED CIGARETTE
CRAVING AND SELF-ADMINISTRATION IN DEPENDENT AND NON-DAILY
SMOKERS

PA1-4

Sean P. Barrett* and Marcel Peloquin, Department of Psychology & Neuroscience,
Dalhousie University

INCREASING SEVERITY OF PHYSICAL DEPENDENCE CORRESPONDS TO
PROGRESSIVE CHANGES IN NEURAL STRUCTURE

Background: Alcohol consumption has been linked to increased tobacco use
and craving in both dependent and non-daily smokers, yet few treatments have
been shown to be effective for reducing alcohol-related smoking. This study
examined the acute effects of snus (4mg of nicotine) on alcohol related smoking
related responses 17 dependent smokers and 17 non-daily smokers. Methods:
During four randomized double-blinded sessions, participants assessed the effects
of nicotine-containing or placebo snus following the administration of a moderately
intoxicating dose of alcohol or a placebo beverage. After 30 minutes they could
then self-administer additional puffs of their preferred brand of cigarette over a
60-minute period using a progressive ratio task. Results: Alcohol significantly
increased tobacco craving, especially in non-daily smokers (p<0.001) but craving
were not significantly impacted by snus in either type of smoker. In contrast, snus
significantly decreased actual smoking behavior in dependent smokers in both
beverage conditions (ps<0.05) but it did not alter smoking behavior in non-daily
smokers. Conclusions: Findings suggest that snus may be effective in reducing
alcohol related tobacco use in dependent smokers specifically and raise the

Wei Huang*1, Sanouri Ursprung*2, Jean King1, Joseph DiFranza1,2, Nanyin Zhang1,
David Kennedy1, and Doug Ziedonis1, 1Department of Psychiatry, University of
Massachusetts Medical School; 2Department of Family Medicine and Community
Health, University of Massachusetts Medical School
The brain condition that causes nicotine withdrawal is called physical
dependence (PD). The most important symptom of PD is withdrawal-induced
craving. Smokers describe 3 qualitatively distinct forms of withdrawal-induced
craving that we have operationalized as ‘wanting,’ ‘craving,’ and ‘needing.’ On
this basis we have developed a 3-item measure that classifies smokers according
to their level of PD. We will present data that establish the concurrent validity
of the Levels of PD measure against dozens of indicators of dependence and
tobacco use. Proof that the Levels of PD correspond to physical changes in the
brain would support the construct validity of this measure. Case histories indicate
that wanting, craving and needing always develop in this sequence in all smokers.
This implies that the neural changes that cause PD also develop in the same
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sequence in all smokers, and therefore, that these might be identified as changes
in brain structure that correlate with the Levels of PD. We conducted a study of
8 smokers and 10 nonsmokers using the MRI techniques of fractional anisotropy
(FA), a measure of white matter structural organization, and diffusion tensor
imaging probabilistic tractography. Advancing Levels of PD correlated strongly
with decreased FA in the left caudal anterior cingulum white matter bundle (r=
-.85). ‘Structural connectivity’ between this structure and the superior frontal white
matter was stronger in smokers, and the strength of this connection increased
with increasing Levels of PD (p<0.05). Both structures are strongly connected with
drug craving. By demonstrating a strong correlation between the Levels of PD
and physical changes in the brain, our data support the construct validity of the
Levels of PD measure. The data also suggest that as PD advances FA in the
dorsal anterior cingulate white matter bundle declines while structural connectivity
between this structure and the frontal cortex increases. Together with our other
results, these data suggest that smoking remodels the brain to support craving.
Internal funding from the University of Massachusetts Medical School.

IMPACT OF PROGRAM DESIGN FEATURES ON TREATMENT
ENGAGEMENT: RESULTS FROM AN ONLINE INTERVENTION FOR
SMOKERS
Jennifer B. McClure*1, Andy Bogart1, Susan Shortreed1, Karin Riggs1, Jackie
St. John1, Holly Derry2, and Lawrence An2, 1Group Health Research Institute;
2
University of Michigan
Important questions exist about how to best design online smoking
interventions to encourage program engagement and, ultimately, promote
cessation. We conducted a Multiphase Optimization Strategy (MOST) screening
experiment to evaluate the effect of different online intervention design strategies
on engagement (visits to the website, pages viewed, time spent viewing content,
and content areas viewed). Adult smokers (n = 1865; 63% female; mean FTND
score = 4.2) were recruited, regardless of readiness to stop smoking (29%
Preparation, 58% Contemplation, 13% Precontemplation) and randomized using
a factorial design. Everyone had access to a personalized intervention, but were
randomized to one of 2 contrasting levels of each experimental factor: navigation
autonomy (content order dictated based on stage of change vs. not), message
tone (motivational vs. prescriptive), and proactive outreach (email reminders
vs. not). Program engagement was monitored for 2 months post-enrollment.
Adjusting for baseline stage of change, persons who received content written in
a prescriptive tone made the same number of visits as persons receiving content
in a motivational tone, but viewed 15% more pages (95%CI: 4-48%; p<0.001)
and 17% more content areas (8-28%;p<0.001), despite spending 14% less time
online (3-23%;p<0.05). Persons receiving proactive email reminders had 20%
more visits (9-33%;p<0.001), viewed 58% more pages (48-68%;p<0.001), spent
59% more time online (39-78%;p<0.001), but visited a similar number of content
areas as persons receiving no reminders. Persons required to view content in
a dictated order made the same number of visits and spent the same amount
online as people able to freely navigate the site, but viewed 17% more pages
(6-31%;p<0.01) and 20% fewer content areas (13-26%;p<0.001). The results
indicate using a prescriptive message tone, sending reminder emails, and dictating
content viewing order may each increase page views, but there may be trade-offs
in the effects on number of visits, time spent viewing content, or the number of
content areas viewed. Implications for the design of future population-based online
cessation programs will be discussed.
This research is funded by the National Cancer Institute (R01 CA138598, J.
McClure, PI).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joseph DiFranza, MD, University of Massachusetts
Medical School, Family Medicine, 55 Lake Avenue North, Worcester, MA 01655,
United States, Phone: 774-442-5658, Email: difranzj@ummhc.org

Smoking cessation

PA2-1

GENERALITY OF PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE OF QUITTING SMOKING
Peter Selby, M.B.B.S.*, Chris Kenaszchuk, M.Sc., Janine Fitzpatrick, M.Cog.Sc.,
Justine Mascarenhas, M.Sc., Lilian Riad-Allen, M.Sc., and Laurie Zawertailo,
Ph.D., Centre for Addiction and Mental Health and University of Toronto, ON,
Canada
Perceived importance of quitting smoking is a known correlate of cessation.
However, there has been little research investigating the simultaneous effects
of perceived importance and nicotine replacement therapy for cessation. A
government-funded program in Ontario, Canada has made smoking cessation
treatment (NRT and counseling) freely available to patients of family health teams
(FHTs) since July 2011. We used self-report baseline, 3-month (3m), and 6-month
(6m) follow-up data to estimate the relevance of importance of quitting smoking.
Baseline data were obtained from 6,466 patients at 124 FHT sites. Measures of
smoking status (not at all/occasional/daily), cigarettes smoked per day (CPD), and
perceived importance of quitting (1=least importance, 10=most importance) were
available for three times. Data on NRT use (yes/no) and time to first cigarette
after waking up (within 5 minutes/6–30 minutes/31–60 minutes/>60 minutes) were
available for follow-up times. We used mixed models to estimate small 3m and
6m regression equations for three outcomes: NRT use, abstinence, and CPD. For
NRT use, quitting importance was a statistically significant predictor net of smoking
status and CPD. Holding constant NRT use and CPD, the probability of using
NRT was about 50% greater when quitting importance was rated at its maximum
in comparison to the scale’s mid-point. For abstinence, quitting importance
was statistically significant after adjusting for CPD and NRT use. When quitting
importance was rated maximum vs mid-point, abstinence probability nearly
doubled. For CPD, higher quitting importance was significantly associated with
smoking fewer CPD net of baseline CPD, NRT use, and time to first cigarette.
Holding NRT use constant, patients with maximum quit importance were estimated
to smoke 2 fewer CPD than those with mid-point quitting importance at 3m and 5
fewer CPD at 6m. Perceived importance of quitting is associated with using NRT
and with smoking cessation independent of NRT use. Therefore, the beneficial
effect of quitting importance generalizes beyond smoking cessation; perceived
quitting importance is also associated with increased likelihood of NRT use.
Support for this research was provided by the Ontario Ministry of Health and
Long-Term Care.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer McClure, PhD, Associate Director of
Research, Faculty & Development, Group Health Research Institute, 1730 Minor
Ave, Seattle, WA 98101, United States, Phone: 206-287-2737, Email: mcclure.j@
ghc.org

PA2-3

ARE SPECIFIC TRIGGERS FOR QUIT ATTEMPTS ASSOCIATED WITH
METHOD OF QUITTING AND QUIT SUCCESS?
Michael Ussher*1 and Robert West2, 1Division of Population Health Sciences and
Education, St George’s University of London, UK; 2Health Behaviour Research
Centre, Department of Epidemiology & Public Health, University College London,
UK
BACKGROUND: Little is known about the triggers for quitting smoking. We
conducted the first study to assess whether reports of specific triggers are
associated with the method of quitting and quit success. METHODS: A national
household survey recruited 6,126 smokers and ex-smokers who reported making
at least one serious quit attempt in the last 12 months. Respondents reported any
triggers (>1 if necessary) that had prompted their most recent quit attempt. Reports
of specific triggers were regressed onto method of quitting and whether they
were still abstinent, adjusting for key demographic and smoking characteristics.
RESULTS: 53% of the sample were women and the mean (SD) age was 40.1
(16.0) years. 89% (n=5446) identified a trigger prompting their most recent quit
attempt. The most frequently cited trigger was advice from a health professional
(25%), followed by concern about future health problems (21%), cost (19%),
family pressure (14%), current health concerns (12%) and someone else stopping
(8%). Unplanned (versus planned) quit attempts were significantly associated
with current health concerns as the trigger; whereas, planned quit attempts were
associated with future health concerns (p=0.001, p<0.001, respectively). Attempts
triggered by health professional advice were associated with cutting down, rather

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laurie Zawertailo, PhD, Scientist, Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health, Addictions Program, 175 College Street, Toronto,
ON M5T1P7, Canada, Phone: 4165358501 x37422, Fax: 4165998265, Email:
laurie.zawertailo@camh.ca
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than quitting abruptly, and with being assisted by medication or specialist support
(both p<0.001). Assisted quit attempts were also associated with concern about
the cost of cigarettes and someone else quitting (both p<0.001). Concern about
current health and cost, as triggers, were associated with an increased likelihood
of remaining abstinent (p<0.001, p=0.002, respectively). CONCLUSIONS: What
triggers a quit attempt may influence the method used in that attempt and the
likelihood of success; most notably concern about current health and cost may be
influential in quit success.
The study was funded by a programme grant from Cancer Research UK.

Genetic biomarkers of exposure and risk

PA3-1

GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION STUDY OF NICOTINE DEPENDENCE IN
COPDGENE
Brittni Frederiksen, M.P.H.*1, Sharon Lutz, M.P.H., Ph.D.1, Greg L. Kinney, M.P.H.1,
John E. Hokanson, M.P.H., Ph.D.1, Michael H. Cho, M.D.2, Peter J. Castaldi, M.D.,
M.Sc.2, Merry-Lynn McDonald, M.Sc., Ph.D.2, Dawn L. DeMeo, M.D., M.P.H.2,
Craig P. Hersh, M.D., M.P.H.2, Edwin K. Silverman, M.D., Ph.D.2, Meg Parker,
M.H.S.3, Terry H. Beaty, Ph.D.3, Barry J. Make, M.D.4, Douglas Curran-Everett,
Ph.D.4, James D. Crapo, M.D.4, Stephanie A. Santorico, Ph.D.5, Marissa A.
Ehringer, Ph.D.6, Marilyn G. Foreman, M.D., M.S.7, and Cristoph Lange, Ph.D.8,
1
Colorado School of Public Health, University of Colorado, Aurora, CO, USA;
2
Channing Laboratory, Department of Medicine, Brigham and Women’s Hospital,
Boston, MA, USA; 3Johns Hopkins School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD,
USA; 4National Jewish Health, Denver, CO, USA; 5Department of Mathematical
and Statistical Sciences, University of Colorado, Denver, CO, USA; 6Institute
for Behavioral Genetics, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA; 7Division of
Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine, Morehouse School of Medicine, Atlanta,
GA, USA; 8Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA, USA, for the COPDGene
Investigators

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michael Ussher, St George’s University of London,
Cranmer Terrace, London, SW17 ORE, United Kingdom, Phone: + 44 778 662
8572, Email: mussher@sgul.ac.uk

PA2-4

PROMOTING SMOKING CESSATION AFTER A HOSPITAL STAY:
THE HELPING HAND RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED COMPARATIVE
EFFECTIVENESS TRIAL
Nancy A. Rigotti, M.D.*, Susan Regan, Ph.D., Sandra Japuntich, Ph.D., Jennifer
Kulesa-Kelley, B.S.N., Michele Reyen, M.P.H., Yuchiao Chang, Ph.D., Douglas E.
Levy, Ph.D., Elyse R. Park, Ph.D., Joseph C. Viana, B.A., Molly Korotkin, B.A.,
Joanna Streck, B.A., and Daniel E. Singer, M.D., Tobacco Research & Treatment
Center and Department of Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA

Cigarette smoking, which is strongly influenced by nicotine dependence (ND),
is a primary environmental risk factor for the development of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD). A large fraction of ND is attributable to genetic
factors with heritability estimates between 50-75%. ND is a complex phenotype
that is often measured using the Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine Dependence
(FTND). Chromosome 15 has been repeatedly associated with ND and smoking
quantity specifically within a cluster of three nicotinic acetylcholine receptor genes
(CHRNA5/CHRNA3/CHRNB4). We performed a genome-wide association study
(GWAS) of three phenotypes of ND using the COPDGene Study. A population of
9978 Non-Hispanic white (NHW) (n=6678) and African American (AA) (n=3300)
current and former smokers (age 44.7-81.1) with ≤ 10 pack-years of smoking from
the COPDGene Study were analyzed to identify ND loci. Several traits associated
with ND were considered including: smoking initiation age, average cigarettes
smoked per day, and FTND score. FTND score was available only in current
smokers (52.6%). Analyses were adjusted for age, gender, COPD severity (COPD
Global initiative for Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) stage as an indicator
variable), and ancestral informative marker principal component adjustments
(PCAs) in NHW and AA separately. No SNPs reached genome-wide significance
(GWS) for association with FTND score of smoking initiation age in NHW or AA.
However, 8 SNPs on chromosome 15 reached GWS for association with average
cigarettes smoked per day in NHW [rs# (p-value)]: rs12914385 (6.9 x 10-9),
rs8034191 (1.3 x 10-8), rs931794 (1.8 x 10-8), rs2036527 (2.1 x 10-8), rs16969968
(4.0 x 10-8), rs1051730 (4.9 x 10-8), rs8040868 (5.6 x 10-8), and rs951266 (6.6
x 10-8). These SNPs are represented by 3 LD blocks: CHRNA5 81kb, CHRNA3
20kb and CHRNA3 1kb. Of interest in this study is this region of chromosome
15 is not associated with ND in AA. These data implicate chromosome 15 with
nicotine-related behaviors in a large population of long-term smokers with nicotinerelated behaviors possibly mediating the association between chromosome 15
and smoking-attributable diseases.
Funding: NIH/NHLBI HL089897 and HL089856.

BACKGROUND: Hospitalization provides an opportunity for smokers to quit.
Hospital-initiated tobacco treatment is effective only if it continues >1 month postdischarge. However, sustaining treatment from hospital to home is difficult for
health care systems to accomplish. We tested a model that aimed to facilitate
the post-discharge delivery of evidence-based smoking cessation counseling and
medication (med). METHODS: A randomized controlled trial at 1 hospital compared
2 post-discharge treatments, Extended Care (EC) vs. Standard Care (SC), for
smokers who were counseled in hospital and wanted to quit smoking. EC provided
3 mo of free med at discharge (NRT, bupropion, or varenicline) and 5 automated
interactive voice response (IVR) phone calls at 2, 14, 30, 60, and 90 d. IVR calls
encouraged cessation and med adherence and offered med refills and a return call
from a live counselor. SC patients were given quitline and med recommendations
only. Outcomes (use of treatment, smoking status) were assessed 1, 3, and 6
mo post-discharge. RESULTS: 397 smokers admitted from 7/2010 – 4/2012 were
randomly assigned to EC (n=198) or SC (n=199). Groups were comparable at
baseline (49% male, 85% white, mean age= 52 y; mean cig/day=17). Follow-up
rates were 91% (1 mo), 85% (3 mo), and 84% (ongoing at 6 mo). EC, compared
to SC, increased smokers’ post-discharge use of pharmacotherapy (87% vs 66%,
p<.001, at 1 mo; 91% vs. 73%, p<.001, at 3 mo), and counseling (41% vs 26%,
p=.002 at 1 mo; 52% vs. 40%, p=.021 at 3 mo). EC, compared to SC, increased
self-reported continuous abstinence at 1 mo (46% vs 34%, p=.010) and 3 mo (34%
vs 24%, p=.024) post-discharge and 7-day tobacco abstinence at 1 mo (53% vs
40%, p=.011) and 3 mo (46% vs 37%, p=.092). 6-mo cotinine-verified quit rates
will be available by December 2012. CONCLUSION: A multi-component postdischarge telephone-based intervention designed to facilitate smokers’ access to
tobacco treatment enhanced counseling and pharmacotherapy use and increased
smoking cessation rates for 3 mos. This promising model could be adopted by
hospitals to provide post-discharge treatment and help meet tobacco quality of
care standards.
Funded by NIH/NHLBI grant #5RC1HL99668. Dr. Japuntich is now affiliated
with the Boston Veteran’s Administration Medical Center.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Brittni Frederiksen, MPH, Colorado School of
Public Health, University of Colorado, Epidemiology, 1775 Aurora Court, Aurora,
CO 80045, United States, Phone: 3037247532, Email: brittni.frederiksen@
ucdenver.edu

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nancy Rigotti, MD, Director, Tobacco Research
& Treatment Center, Harvard Medical School, Department of Medicine,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA 02114, United States, Phone: 617
724 3548, Email: nrigotti@partners.org
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inverse correlation between plasma cotinine level and BMI, suggesting that
nicotine dose-dependently reduces body weight (Rho=-0.128, P=0.04). Rs578776,
which alters nicotine intake in this population, was not significantly associated
with BMI. Rs2869550, a prevalent (35%) SNP located 3’ to the CHRNB4 gene,
was not associated with altered nicotine intake, but was significantly associated
with BMI in the tobacco users (P=0.006), even after adjusting for plasma cotinine
levels (P=0.0035). Rs2869950 was not significantly associated with BMI in the
non-smokers. Conclusions: The negative dose response relationship between
nicotine intake and BMI is consistent with the known effects of nicotine to increase
metabolic rate and suppress appetite. This study suggests that genetic variation in
CHRNA5-A3-B4 cluster can alter nicotine’s ability to reduce body weight, possibly
via the β4 nicotinic receptors located on POMC neurons, even after controlling for
differences in nicotine intake.
Funding by NIDA and NCI ( NARCH III U26IHS300012, HHSN261200700462P,
CA114609, DA012353, DA020830 and DA012353) CIHR (MOP86471).

FTO (FAT MASS AND OBESITY GENE) PREDICTS POST-SMOKING
CESSATION WEIGHT GAIN
Michele L. Pergadia*1, Grant W. Montgomery2, Tellervo Korhonen3, Yi-Ling Chou1,
Anu M. Loukola3, Scott F. Saccone1, Ulla Broms3, Andrew C. Heath1, Jaakko
Kaprio3, Nicholas G. Martin2, and Pamela A.F. Madden1, 1Washington University
School of Medicine, Saint Louis, USA; 2Queensland Institute of Medical Research,
Brisbane, Australia; 3University of Helsinki, Finland
Weight gain following smoking cessation is an important public health problem,
and genomewide association studies (GWAS) of addiction and obesity have
become more common. However, we are unaware of reports that have specifically
focused on the phenotype of post-cessation weight gain (PCWG). This Australian
GWAS examined PCWG, defined in lifetime smokers as self-reported weight gain
of 6 or more pounds within 12 months of quitting or cutting down on cigarettes
use for at least 2 weeks (affected: N=1875; unaffected: N=1922 who reported not
gaining 6 or more pounds). These smokers were recruited from families associated
with the Australian Twin Registry. Participants were selected from three studies:
1) the Nicotine Addiction Genetics (NAG) study ascertained families through
index-cases with a lifetime history of heavy cigarette smoking and two interrelated
Interactive Research Program Grant (IRPG) alcohol studies 2) the Big-Sibships
Study had families with 5 or more offspring sharing both biological parents and
was unselected in regard to phenotype; and 3) the Extreme Discordant and
Concordant Study focused on sibships extremely discordant or concordant for
heavy drinking and alcohol dependence risk. The analyses tested for genetic
association for candidate genes (POMC, FTO, GHRL, NPY, CHRNA5/CHRNA3/
CHRNB4) using 66 SNPs and for GWA using ~280,000 autosomal SNPs,
which set our candidate gene significance level at p=8x10-4 and genomewide
significance level at p=2x10-7. We found a significant association between
FTO and PCWG (rs2665272, p=5.2x10-4); 7 additional SNPs in FTO were also
nominally associated with PCWG, with p-values ranging from .04 to 1x10-3.
GWA tests were significant for 2 nongenic SNPs on chromosome 4 (rs9291495
& rs7683303, p-values: 1.1x10-7 and 1.4x10-7). While these findings will require
future replication (e.g., in our Finnish smoking sample), they suggest that FTO, a
gene widely reported to be associated with obesity (albeit different SNPs), is also
associated with self-reports of excess weight gain following smoking cessation.
Funding: NIH Grants: DA12854 (PAFM); AA13320, AA13321 (ACH); DA019951
(MLP); Juho Vainio Foundation (TK).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andy Z.X. Zhu, University of Toronto, RM.4326 1
King’s College Cir., Toronto, ON M5S 1A8, Canada, Phone: 4168564912, Email:
zixing.zhu@utoronto.ca

PA3-4

VARIABILITY IN NICOTINE METABOLISM ALTERS SMOKING:
IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF NOVEL CYP2A6 VARIANTS
Mark Piliguian, B.Sc.*1, Andy Zhu, B.Sc.1, Qian Zhou, M.Sc.1, Neal L. Benowitz,
M.D.2, Jasjit S. Ahluwalia, M.D., M.P.H.3, Lisa Sanderson Cox, Ph.D.4, and Rachel
F. Tyndale, Ph.D.1, 1Centre for Addiction & Mental Health and University of Toronto;
2
University of California San Francisco; 3University of Minnesota Medical School;
4
University of Kansas School of Medicine
Nicotine, the main addictive ingredient in tobacco, is metabolically inactivated
to cotinine primarily by CYP2A6. Interindividual and interethnic variation in the
CYP2A6 gene, and resulting enzyme, contributes to wide variation in the rates of
nicotine metabolism which in turn is associated with variation in smoking behaviours
(i.e., amount smoked, risk for dependence and smoking cessation). While many
different alleles of the CYP2A6 gene have been identified, many individuals
without these known variants have low rates of nicotine metabolism. Our goals
were to identify new variants in CYP2A6 and characterize their functional impact.
Approximately 500 African American clinical trial participants provided a baseline
blood sample. Using LCMS, we determined the 3hydroxycotinine/cotinine, or
nicotine metabolite ratio (NMR), which is highly correlated with nicotine clearance
and used as a phenotypic marker for CYP2A6 activity. Individuals with low rates
of nicotine metabolism were selected. DNA samples were extracted from blood
and the CYP2A6 gene region was amplified using PCR. The PCR product was
sub-cloned and sequenced. Seven new variants were identified that predict the
following amino acid changes: I149M, R265Q, E390K, I268T, T303I, V68M, and
L462P. Genotyping assays were developed to measure variant allele frequencies.
For example, variant R265Q was identified in six individuals, all within the lowest
NMR tertile. The functional impact of these variants was also assessed in vitro.
Variant CYP2A6 enzymes were expressed in E. coli and quantified via western
blotting. Five variants displayed a lower than wildtype expression pattern, two of
which exhibited no expression. In addition, the variants were characterized using
an in vitro nicotine metabolism assay and some were found to have substantially
reduced velocity, consistent with their lower in vivo activity. This study indicates
the utility of sequencing slow metabolizers in order to identify and characterize
additional sources of variability in CYP2A6 and nicotine metabolism.
The authors would like to acknowledge the support provided by NIH grant
CA091912, CIHR grant MOP86471, NIH grant DA020830, CAMH and the CAMH
foundation, the Canada Foundation for Innovation (#20289 and #16014) and the
Ontario Ministry of Research and Innovation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michele Pergadia, Ph.D., Research Associate
Professor, Washington University School of Medicine, Psychiatry, CB 8134, 660 S.
Euclid Ave., Saint Louis, MO 63110, United States, Phone: (314) 286-2270, Fax:
(314) 286-2213, Email: pergadim@psychiatry.wustl.edu

PA3-3

CHRNA5-A3-B4 GENE VARIANTS INTERACT WITH TOBACCO USE TO
INFLUENCE BODY WEIGHT IN ALASKA NATIVE TOBACCO USERS
Andy Z.X. Zhu, B.Sc.*1, Caroline C. Renner, B.Sc.2, Dorothy K. Hatsukami, Ph.D.3,
Neal L. Benowitz, M.D.4, and Rachel F. Tyndale, Ph.D.1, 1Centre for Addiction
& Mental Health, Departments of Psychiatry, Pharmacology and Toxicology,
University of Toronto, ON, Canada; 2Alaska Native Medical Center, Cardiology
Research and Program Development, Anchorage, AK, USA; 3Department of
Psychiatry, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA; 4Division of Clinical
Pharmacology, Departments of Medicine, Bioengineering & Therapeutic Sciences,
University of California San Francisco, CA, USA
Smoking and obesity are the greatest preventable causes of premature death.
Although smoking and obesity appear to be distinct epidemics with different
etiologies, smoking and body weight are intertwined in many ways. Nicotine
activates α3β4 nicotinic receptors (encoded by CHRNA5-A3-B4) located on
POMC neurons in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus, which leads to
the activation of the melanocortin 4 receptor by POMC, ultimately suppressing
appetite. Gene variants in CHRNA5-A3-B4 have also been associated with altered
tobacco consumption. Thus, genetic variation in CHRNA5-A3-B4 may contribute
to inter-individual differences in smoking and body weight. Methods: Alaska Native
individuals (n=400) were recruited in local villages near Bristol Bay, Alaska; 290
were current tobacco users and 110 of them were non-smokers. Thirteen SNPs
in the CHRNA5-A3-B4 gene cluster were genotyped. Results: The tobacco users
had significantly lower body mass index (BMI) compared to the non-smokers (28.9
vs. 31.0 respectively, P<0.001). Among the tobacco users, there was a significant

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mark Piliguian, Masters, University of Toronto,
Pharmacology, 1 King’s College Circle, Toronto, ON M5S 1A8, Canada, Phone:
416-978-4082, Email: mark.piliguian@mail.utoronto.ca
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rate between the high and low education groups is smallest in 1992 (1.1%), and is
at its biggest in 2010 (4.4%). The linear trend for the difference in cessation over
this period is significant (r= 0.53, p <0.05), indicating an increasing disparity. These
results suggest that the less educated group might have benefitted less from the
development of cessation interventions. More in depth analyses are needed to
further clarify this increasing difference in cessation rate.
Supported by a grant from National Cancer Institute U01 CA154280.

Socioeconomically disadvantaged smokers

PA4-1

HOW DO THEY AFFORD IT? MAINTENANCE OF SMOKING DESPITE
CIGARETTE PRICE RISES AMONGST HIGHLY SOCIOECONOMICALLY
DISADVANTAGED SMOKERS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Yue-Lin Zhuang, PhD, Postdoc Fellow, UCSD
Moores Cancer Center, 9500 Gilman Drive CA, 92093, USA, La Jolla, CA 92093,
United States, Phone: 8583001027, Email: y1zhuang@ucsd.edu

Ashleigh Guillaumier, B.Psyc(Hons)*1, Billie Bonevski, Ph.D.1, Christine Paul,
Ph.D.1, Catherine D’Este, Ph.D.1, Christopher Doran, Ph.D.1, and Mohammad
Siahpush, Ph.D.2, 1University of Newcastle; 2University of Nebraska Medical
Center

PA4-3

“SMOKING IS A PART OF MY LIFE NOW”: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF
THE SELF-REPORTED BARRIERS TO SMOKING CESSATION WITHIN
SELECTED SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED GROUPS

Background: Modelling studies show that taxation policies and increasing
cigarette pricing have the potential to reduce smoking prevalence rates across
social groups. However, there is evidence that socially disadvantaged smokers
experience higher levels of financial stress, and financial stress leads to a reduction
in the likelihood of making quit attempts. Smokers from socially disadvantaged
backgrounds spend a greater proportion of their income on tobacco than most
other smokers. It is unclear what behaviors are modified in order to accommodate
smoking maintenance despite rising tobacco prices amongst smokers experiencing
financial hardship. Methods: Clients seeking welfare assistance from a Social and
Community Service Organisation in NSW, Australia were invited to complete a
touchscreen computer survey. Questions covered smoking history, personal
budgeting, financial stress and cigarette price-minimising behavior. Highest price
to encourage quitting was assessed. Results: Survey response rate was 76%.
N=400 smokers completed the survey (59% female; mean age 38 years). The
smoking prevalence rate in this sample was 65% (daily and occasional). Most
smokers had an income of less than AUD$400/week, had not completed high
school and spent an average of AUD$56 on tobacco each week. All smokers had
experienced financial stress; half had experienced smoking-related deprivation.
Smokers estimated that they spent at least 20% of their income on personal
luxuries such as tobacco and alcohol, and when faced with 10% or 20% price
increases selected the following as the most popular response strategies: (i) try
to quit, (ii) no change, (iii) buy lower priced brands, (iv) smoke fewer sticks, (v)
use loose tobacco. Smokers nominated $25 as the average price a 25-pack of
cigarettes would need to get to before they would quit. In depth interviews with
a random sample of survey participants are being conducted to help explain
individual budgeting and price-minimisation strategies. Conclusions: Severely
disadvantaged smokers make use of numerous price-minimizing strategies in
order to sustain current smoking behaviors in spite of increases in taxation and
product prices.
This study was conducted while the first author was at the University of
Newcastle, supported by an Australian Postgraduate Award. This research was
conducted with infrastructure support and project grant funding from the Hunter
Medical Research Institute. B. Bonevski is supported by a Cancer Institute NSW
Career Development Fellowship.

Laura Twyman, B.Psyc(Hons)*, Billie Bonevski, Ph.D., Christine Paul, Ph.D., and
Jamie Bryant, Ph.D., University of Newcastle
Background: The prevalence of smoking is disproportionately higher in socially
disadvantaged populations. Effective interventions to reduce smoking within these
groups require an understanding of the factors that prevent disadvantaged groups
from stopping smoking. This study aims to identify and synthesise the literature
describing the barriers to smoking cessation within selected disadvantaged groups
and classify these barriers within the Social Determinants of Health framework
(SDHF). This framework recognises that health behaviours are influenced by
multiple factors including an individual, their community networks, living conditions
and wider socio-cultural contexts. Method: Medline, Embase, CINAHL and
PsycINFO were searched for publications prior to March 31 2011. Inclusion criteria
were: qualitative or quantitative descriptions of the self-reported barriers to smoking
cessation within six socially disadvantaged groups: Indigenous populations,
people with a mental illness, people of low socioeconomic status (SES), the
homeless, prisoners and at risk youth. Identified barriers were categorised using
the SDHF. Methodological quality was assessed using existing adapted tools.
Results: 34 papers were included in this systematic review (13 Indigenous,
7 mental illness, 11 low SES, 3 homeless, 2 prisoners) no papers were found
that described barriers for youth at risk. The results of this review indicated that
barriers to smoking cessation occurred at all levels identified within the SDHF and
include: addiction to nicotine, lack of social support, high acceptability of tobacco
use amongst community, stressful life situations, limited resources to quit, cultural
norms and socioeconomic factors. Most barriers were common across all groups,
but differed in the way in which they manifested in each disadvantaged group.
Implications: The barriers identified by this review suggest multiple factors have
compounding effects on the ability of individuals in disadvantaged groups to stop
smoking. Encouragingly, many of the barriers identified are modifiable, and can be
addressed by both social and health intervention programs and policies.
This research has been funded by a grant from the National Health and Medical
Research Council of Australia. Scholarship funding is provided to LT from the
University of Newcastle and Cancer Institute NSW.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ashleigh Guillaumier, University of Newcastle,
Level 5, The McAuley Centre, The Calvary-Mater Hospital, Newcastle, NSW
2290, Australia, Phone: +61 (02) 4033 5711, Email: Ashleigh.Guillaumier@
newcastle.edu.au
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IS DISPARITY IN SMOKING CESSATION RATE BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL
LEVELS INCREASING?

HOMELESSNESS, CIGARETTE SMOKING, AND DESIRE TO QUIT: A
NATIONAL STUDY

Yue-Lin Zhuang, Ph.D.*, and Shu-Hong Zhu, Ph.D.

Travis P. Baggett, M.D., M.P.H.*1,2,3, Lydie A. Lebrun, Ph.D., M.P.H.4, and Nancy
A. Rigotti, M.D.1,2, 1Tobacco Research and Treatment Center, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, MA; 2Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA; 3Boston
Health Care for the Homeless Program, Boston, MA; 4Health Resources and
Services Administration, Bureau of Primary Health Care, Rockville, MD

A recent study has shown that there is no consistent trend of increase in the
cessation rate at the population level over the last two decades (1991-2010)
despite the substantial development of cessation interventions during this period.
Moreover, it appears that there is a slight trend of decrease in cessation rate
among those with lower social economic status. The present study employed
education as the proxy for social-economic status and examined the cessation
rate in the last twenty years using NHIS data 1991-2010. Smokers were divided
into two education groups: low (up to high school education) and high (at least
some college) groups. To avoid potential confounding due to the changing ethnic
composition in the US over the least twenty years, the comparison was performed
for non-Hispanic white only. The results show that the difference in annual cessation

BACKGROUND: Cigarette smoking is common among homeless individuals,
but whether the association between homelessness and smoking is independent
of mental illness, substance abuse, and poverty is unknown. Homeless smokers
are often assumed to be uninterested in quitting, although clinical experience
and small studies suggest otherwise. We used data from a national survey to
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determine if homelessness is independently associated with current smoking or
desire to quit. METHODS: We analyzed data from the 2009 Health Resources
and Services Administration Patient Survey (participation rate 72%), a nationally
representative survey of individuals using community health centers funded
through Section 330 of the Public Health Service Act. These health centers target
medically underserved populations, providing a sampling frame that includes both
homeless and housed low-income individuals. We used multivariable logistic
regression to examine the association between homelessness and (1) current
cigarette smoking among all adults, and (2) past-year desire to quit among current
smokers. RESULTS: Of 2,678 adult respondents, 4% were currently homeless
and 11% were formerly homeless. In unadjusted analyses, adults with any
history of homelessness were more likely than never homeless respondents to
be current smokers (57% vs 27%, p<0.001). In multivariable models, a history
of homelessness was independently associated with current smoking (AOR
1.96; 95% CI 1.32-2.91), even after adjusting for age, sex, race, veteran status,
education, employment, income, mental illness, and alcohol and drug abuse.
Housing status was not significantly associated with desire to stop smoking in
unadjusted (p=0.26) or adjusted (p=0.69) analyses; 84% of currently homeless,
89% of formerly homeless, and 82% of never homeless smokers reported wanting
to quit in the past year. CONCLUSIONS: Homelessness is associated with 2-fold
higher odds of smoking even after robust adjustment for confounders. Despite
this, homeless smokers do not differ from non-homeless smokers in their desire to
quit. Our findings emphasize the need for creative efforts to reduce tobacco use
disparities in this vulnerable population.
Funding by National Institute on Drug Abuse, National Institutes of Health
(Award Number K23DA034008), and Massachusetts General Hospital, and 3.
Boston Health Care for the Homeless Program.

CO levels in waterpipe cafés often exceed these limits. The waterpipe café is
shown to be hazardous and warrants further surveillance and regulatory scrutiny.
This work was partially funded by a grant from the Flight Attendant Medical
Research Institute and was part of an integrative research project for the Masters
in Public Health at the University at Buffalo School of Public Health and Health
Professions.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jessica Kulak, MPH, University at Buffalo,
Community Health and Health Behavior, 312 Kimball Tower, Buffalo, NY 14214,
United States, Phone: 3154405329, Email: jakulak@buffalo.edu

PA5-2

INTRA-SUBJECT VARIABILITY IN SMOKING TOPOGRAPHY IN A SAMPLE
OF WATER PIPE SMOKERS, USING STANDARDIZED EQUIPMENT AND
METHODS
P.I. Clark*1, H. Kim2, E. Sharma1, M.C. Brinkman3, and S.M. Gordon3, 1University of
Maryland, College Park, MD; 2Centers for Public Health Research and Evaluation,
Battelle, Seattle, WA; 3Tobacco Exposure Research Laboratory, Battelle,
Columbus, OH
Background: Water pipes (WP), also popularly known as hookah, vary in many
of their components and operating conditions, which may contribute to variation
in smoking behavior and exposure to smoke toxins. Although WP puff topography
has been reported in the literature, intra-subject variation in puff parameters has
not been explored. Using a research-grade WP equipped to record puff flow rate,
standardizing the smoking experience, and using a repeated measures design,
we evaluated intra-subject variability in WP smoking topography.
Methods:
Hookah smoking topography, exhaled CO boost and peak were obtained for ten
participants, all established WP smokers, which was defined as having smoked
WP for at least a year and at least 3 times in the previous six months. Each
participant smoked the standard WP, with 20 g of “double apple” shisha tobacco
and a single quick light charcoal in three laboratory sessions spaced at least
one week apart, and at approximately the same time of day (±1 hour). Each
participant was 12-hours abstinent from all tobacco/nicotine products prior to each
visit and smoked ad lib to satiation. Results: The sample was male, primarily Asian
(80%), with a mean age of 21.4 years. To examine the intra-subject variability, we
estimated the intra-class correlation coefficient (ρ) for three topography measures.
The ρ was estimated for each topography measure by fitting a mixed model
with a random intercept for individuals. Puff volume was more variable with a
value of 54.6%, whereas puff duration and puff interval were more stable, with ρ
values (×100) of 69.8% and 79.6%, respectively. Conclusion: There is a growing
literature on WP smoking topography and measures of exposure. Variability of
the WP construction and operating conditions pose a problem to standardizing
research methods. This was the first study to measure intra-subject variability
among WP smokers using standardized methods and equipment. Future studies
should consider intra-individual variability while testing WP smoking topography.
Funding: NIH, NCI.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Travis Baggett, MD, MPH, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Medicine, 50 Staniford Street, Boston, MA 02114, United States, Phone:
617-643-9314, Fax: 617-726-4120, Email: tbaggett@partners.org
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THE WATERPIPE CAFE: HAZARDOUS TO YOUR HEALTH
Jessica A. Kulak, M.P.H., M.S.*1, Lisa Vogl, M.P.H.2, Gary A. Giovino, Ph.D.1,
and Mark J. Travers, Ph.D., M.S.2, 1Department of Community Health and Health
Behavior; School of Public Health and Health Professions, University at Buffalo;
2
Department of Health Behavior and Aerosol Pollution Exposure Research
Laboratory, Roswell Park Cancer Institute
Introduction: The use of a waterpipe to smoke tobacco is emerging as a popular
trend in the United States and waterpipe smoking establishments have had an
increasing presence, even in locations with smoke-free air legislation. Dangers
of waterpipe smoking have been documented in the literature, but less data has
been gathered about the waterpipe café itself. This project sought to conduct
surveillance on the existing waterpipe cafés of western and central New York
State (n=7). Methods: In March, April, and September 2012, indoor air quality
was assessed in 7 waterpipe cafés in three counties of central and western New
York. These seven venues represented the totality of hookah establishments that
allow indoor smoking in the 3 major cities sampled. Real-time measurements
of particulate matter (PM2.5) and carbon monoxide (CO) were obtained, while
observations were recorded on the behaviors of waterpipe users. Results: The
mean PM2.5 concentration was 515 micrograms per cubic meter (SD=338) while
the mean ambient CO was 20.5 parts per million (SD=18.3). The highest mean
PM2.5 concentration in a venue was 1137 although the highest mean concentration
of carbon monoxide was found at a different venue (52ppm). On average there
were 5.6 waterpipes and 1.1 cigarettes being smoked at any given time with
3.2 people per waterpipe. This translates into a mean active smoking density
of 2.41 per 100 cubic meters of air. The PM2.5 levels increased with increasing
active smoking density (rho=0.68, p=0.09). Conclusions: The concentrations of
both particulate matter and carbon monoxide were above established air quality
standards and therefore increase the health risks of both patrons and workers
of these establishments. Mean PM2.5 levels were 30 times higher than the
Environmental Protection Agency “Good” air quality standard, and it is about two
times higher than what is typically seen in bars with only cigarette smoke. Carbon
monoxide health standards range from 9-50ppm as permissible exposures; mean

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Eva Sharma, MPH, Research Coordinator,
University of Maryland, Behavioral and Community Health, 1400 East West
Highway, Silver Spring, MD 20910, United States, Phone: 3014051349, Email:
esharmaa@umd.edu

PA5-3

EFFECT OF BEHAVIOURAL SUPPORT WITH AND WITHOUT BUPROPION
ON SIX-MONTH SMOKING ABSTINENCE AMONG HOOKAH SMOKERS: A
SUB-GROUP ANALYSIS OF THE ASSIST PAKISTAN TRIAL
O.F. Dogar*1, S.K. Shah1, J.N. Newell2, M. Kanaan1, M. Ahmad3, M.A. Khan3,
and K. Siddiqi4, 1University of York; 2University of Leed; 3Association for Social
Development; 4Hull York Medical School
Hookah (waterpipe) smoking, a traditional form of tobacco use in Middle East
and South-Asia, is associated with health risks similar to cigarette smoking. It is
also the most popular and socially acceptable form of tobacco smoking among
women. To our knowledge, randomized controlled trials (RCT) of smoking
cessation interventions have not been conducted in hookah smokers. We report
on a post-hoc analysis of a cluster RCT that examined the effect of behavioural
support intervention (with and without bupropion) on six-month smoking
40
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abstinence among hookah-smokers compared to control. Three sub-groups
(based on smoking form) were analysed i.e. hookah smokers [n=215], mixed
(hookah plus cigarette) smokers [n=485], and cigarette smokers [n=1255],
respectively. Sub-group specific relative risks and CIs were computed and tested
for differential effects using homogeneity test statistics. Generalised linear mixed
models (GLMM) were then fitted using a log-link assuming a poisson distribution
with clusters being treated as a random effect. The hookah smokers sub-group,
compared to cigarette smokers had a higher percentage of females (45/214
[21.0%] vs 21/1245 [1.6%]), higher mean age (51.5 [SD: 13.8] vs 37.4 [SD:
11.5]) and higher mean carbon monoxide (CO) breath readings (29.6 [SD:14.7]
vs 26.7 [SD:15.7]). The behavioural support intervention appeared to be effective
in achieving six-month smoking abstinence among hookah smokers but not the
same extent as cigarette smokers, both with bupropion (RR 2.5; 95%CI 1.3- 4.7vs
RR 6.6; 95%CI 4.6- 9.6) and without bupropion (RR 2. 2; 95%CI 1.3- 3.8vs RR
5.8; 95%CI 4.0- 8.5). The behavioural support intervention was effective among
hookah smokers but to a lesser extent than among cigarette smokers. In order
to develop more effective interventions in future, further research is warranted to
establish better understanding of the behavioural determinants of hookah smoking
and the socio-cultural context in which it takes place.
Funding by IDRC, Canada (for the ASSIST trial).
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RECEPTIVITY TO GRAPHIC WARNING LABELS IN U.S. YOUNG ADULTS
Andrea C. Villanti, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1,2, Jennifer Cantrell, Dr.P.H., M.P.A.3, Jennifer
L. Pearson, Ph.D., M.P.H.1,2, Donna M. Vallone, Ph.D., M.P.H.3, and Jessica M.
Rath, Ph.D., M.P.H.3, 1The Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy
Studies, Legacy, Washington, DC; 2Department of Health, Behavior and Society,
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD; 3Department of
Research and Evaluation, Legacy, Washington, DC
Recent industry-led litigation has deemed that there is insufficient evidence
for the FDA’s new graphic warning labels to be placed on cigarette packaging.
The current study uses data from the second wave of the Legacy Young Adult
Cohort study to examine past reactions to cigarette health warning labels (HWLs),
awareness of new graphic HWLs, and anticipated response to new graphic
HWLs among young adults aged 18-34 who provided information on past and
current tobacco use. Data were collected in January 2012 and weighted to
provide nationally-representative estimates. Of 4,196 young adults, including
both tobacco users and non-users, 54% reported awareness of new graphic
HWLs, 21% reported that current HWLs had led them not to have a cigarette
(past behavior) and more than twice that number (53%) endorsed that graphic
HWLs would lead them to think about not having a cigarette (future response).
Multivariable analysis identified respondents of Black race and lower education
as 35% less likely to report awareness, controlling for demographic variables
and combustible use; smokers had a 27% increased odds of awareness of new
graphic HWLs. Predictors of future response to graphic HWLs in a multivariable
model included younger age (18-24; OR = 1.34), female gender (OR = 1.35) and
awareness of new graphic HWLs (OR = 1.86). The greatest predictor of future
response was past behavior as a result of HWLs (OR = 13.08) and smokers were
38% less likely (OR = 0.62) to report future response to graphic HWLs. These
data suggest that young adult non-smokers may be more receptive to graphic
HWLs than smokers and that young adults aged 18-24 and young women may be
particularly receptive to new graphic HWLs. In the young adult population, graphic
HWLs are likely to have a greater impact than current HWLs on deterring smoking
experimentation and initiation, in addition to motivating cessation. Educational
efforts to raise awareness of graphic HWLs in Black and less educated young
adults will be needed to increase the impact of these labels on smoking behavior
at the population level.
This study was supported by Legacy.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Omara Dogar, MPH, Research fellow, SHINe,
Research Unit, 862, st. 13C, NPF, E-11/4, Islamabad, ICT 44000, Pakistan,
Phone: +92 (322) 8864 538, Email: ofd500@york.ac.uk
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PORTRAYAL OF HOOKAH IN YOUTUBE
VIDEOS
Thalia V. Smith, M.P.H., Jamie Pomeranz, Ph.D., and Tracey E. Barnett, Ph.D.*,
University of Florida
Hookah smoking is an emerging public health concern with potentially dangerous
unknown health consequences. Hookah use is increasing rapidly among collegeaged individuals possibly aided by the widespread and unregulated imagery of
this behavior on YouTube and other social forums on the internet. As of July 2011,
YouTube boasts 8 billion unique visitors worldwide. It is imperative as public health
practitioners and researchers that we understand the value of measuring the
exposure of content on such forums as YouTube and their relationship with health.
The aim of this project was to assess how hookah is being portrayed on YouTube.
Using YouTube’s search engine, searches were conducted in June 2012. The
initial search was limited to the first 20 results for each search term employing two
YouTube search strategies: ‘relevance’ and ‘view count’ for a total of 120 videos
in the initial sample. The following terms were used based on their common use
when discussing hookah: “hookah,” “shisha,” and “waterpipe/water-pipe.” After
the removal of videos that were not related to smoking hookah (n=21), duplicate
videos (n=5), and non-English videos (n=21); the final sample was composed of
73 unique videos and were coded for several content measures. The videos were
grouped into categories according to their content. Among the 73 unique videos,
32.8% were product reviews, 16.4% were ‘how-to’ videos, 6.8% were videos
that posed to educate their audience about hookah and 4.1% portrayed smoking
tricks. It should be noted that the remaining 39.7% of the videos were not labeled
because they did not fit into any of the categories as they included portrayals of
hookah use that could be interpreted differently depending on the viewer. Further
analyses will be presented that depicts video views, comment descriptions, and
further investigation into the content of the videos. From the preliminary results,
it can be stated that a majority of hookah videos on YouTube are product reviews
which offered a positive portrayal of hookah. Further research is necessary to
determine the impact of hookah YouTube videos on hookah behavior, specifically
in college-aged individuals.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrea Villanti, PhD, MPH, Research Investigator,
Legacy, The Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies, 1724
Massachusetts Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20036, United States, Phone: 202 454
5751, Email: avillanti@legacyforhealth.org
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A SEM MODEL OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ‘SMOKING SENSORY
EXPERIENCE’ AND SMOKERS’ PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE OF CIGARETTE
PACKAGES
Olalekan A. Ayo-Yusuf, B.D.S., M.P.H., Ph.D.*, University of Pretoria, South Africa
and Harvard School of Public Health, USA
BACKGROUND: The tobacco industry studies on complete smoking event
identified smokers’ subjective assessment of their smoking experience in relation
to three levels of sensation namely, mouth level (taste), during inhalation (nose
flavour, throat impact) and whole body response (satisfaction). However, only
limited data is available at a population-level demonstrating the relationship
between cigarette dependence and smokers’ perceived importance of various
sensory attributes when making brand choices. AIM: This study sought to
determine the reliability of a measure of ‘smoking sensory experience’ and
to explore the relationship between cigarette dependence, smoking sensory
experience and importance of cigarette packaging. METHODS: This involved a
nationally representative sample of smokers (n=633) who participated in the 2010
South African Social Attitude Survey (N=3112) and responded to questions related
to rating on a scale of 1-5, the importance of the following attributes in making
cigarette brand choices - health concern, cost, packaging, taste, satisfaction,
flavour and strength. Using structural equation modelling (SEM), a priori model was

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Thalia Smith, MPH, Research Assistant,
University of Florida, Behavioral Science & Community Health, 1225 Center Drive,
Gainesville, FL 32610, United States, Phone: 3522738287, Email: thaliasm@ufl.
edu
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specified based on the hypothesis that taste, satisfaction, flavour and strength are
measures of a construct of ‘smoking sensory experience’ and that smoking sensory
experience would be positively related to cigarette dependence i.e. cigarettes
smoked per day (CPD). Further that, cigarette packaging would be positively
related to smoking experience. RESULTS: The SEM model demonstrated that
the model specified fitted the data well as demonstrated by all model fit statistics
[X2 (df 10)=16.1;p=0.10; GFI = 0.993; CFI = 0.99; NFI = 0.978; REMSEA = 0.031].
The construct - ‘Smoking sensory experience’ was considered reliable (α=0.75).
Smoking sensory experience was directly associated with increasing CPD
(β=0.12). Higher rating of cigarette package in brand choice covaried with smoking
sensory experience (β=0.29) and higher rating of health considerations (β=0.42).
CONCLUSIONS: The study findings support the regulation of cigarette packaging
as part of efforts to reduce product attractiveness and abuse liability.
Supported by an American Cancer Society Grant #AU106.

THE IMPACT OF PACK SHAPE, SIZE, AND OPENING: EVIDENCE FROM
TOBACCO COMPANY DOCUMENTS
Kathy Kotnowski, M.Sc.(c)*, and David Hammond, Ph.D., School of Public Health
and Health Systems, University of Waterloo, Canada
Background: Packaging is an increasingly important form of promotion for
tobacco products. In recent years, a number of new package innovations in
shape and opening method have been introduced to the market. Australia is
the first country to standardize the shape and size of packages as part of “plain
packaging” regulations implemented in December 2012. Currently, there is limited
“independent” evidence on the impact of pack shape and openings on consumer
perceptions and behavior. This study reviewed tobacco industry documents on
pack shape, size, and openings, as well as implications for brand imagery, product
attributes, and cigarette sales among consumers. Methods: Internal tobacco
industry documents contained in the Legacy Tobacco Documents Library were
searched using key word searches referring to different pack shapes, sizes and
opening methods. Results: The search identified 67 relevant documents related
to consumer research and company marketing plans on pack shape, size and
openings. Cigarette packs that deviated from the traditional flip-top box were
effective at projecting impressions of “modern,” “elegant,” and “unique” brand
imagery. Pack shape and openings were a means to communicate product
attributes, and innovations often conveyed impressions of premium quality and
smooth taste. Pack shape, size and opening style influenced perceptions of
reduced product harm, and were often used to communicate a “lighter” product.
Tobacco companies used pack shape and openings as a means to increase
brand appeal: slim, rounded, and booklet packs were particularly appealing
among young adults. Among consumers, purchase interest increased for tobacco
products presented in novel packaging shape or opening. Evidence from consumer
tracking reports and company presentations show that pack innovations in shape
or opening method increased market share on some brands. Conclusions: The
findings from this review demonstrate how the tobacco industry uses variations
in packaging shape, size and opening method to influence brand appeal, product
perceptions, and increase cigarette sales. The findings support the regulation of
pack shape and size implemented in Australia.
This research was supported by a CIHR/ Training Grant in Population
Intervention for Chronic Disease Prevention: A Pan-Canadian Program (Grant #:
53893) (Kotnowski), the Propel Centre for Population Health Impact, a Canadian
Institutes for Health Research New Investigator Award (Hammond), and a
Canadian Cancer Society Research Institute Junior Investigator Research Award
(Hammond).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Olalekan Ayo-Yusuf, BDS, MPH, PhD, Associate
Professor, University of Pretoria, Department Of Community Dentistry, Oral &
Dental Hospital, Pretoria, Gauteng 0001, South Africa, Phone: +27834421970,
Fax: +27123237616, Email: lekan.ayoyusuf@up.ac.za
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PERCEPTIONS OF NOVEL HEALTH WARNING LABELS FOR SMOKELESS
TOBACCO PACKAGES IN INDIA AND BANGLADESH
Seema Mutti*1, David Hammond1, Jessica L. Reid2, Prakash C. Gupta3, Mangesh
Pednekar3, Hemlata Shedge3, Nigar Nargis4, and Ghulam A.K.M. Hussain4,
1
School of Public Health & Health Systems, University of Waterloo, Canada;
2
Propel Centre for Population Health Impact, University of Waterloo, Canada;
3
Healis-Sekhsaria Institute for Public Health, Navi Mumbai, India; 4Department of
Economics, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh
Background: Increasingly, the global burden of tobacco use is borne by
low-and-middle income countries (LMICs), such as India and Bangladesh. India
and Bangladesh have more smokeless tobacco users than the rest of the world
combined. Health warnings on product packaging are among the most costeffective policy interventions; however, there is little research to guide regulators
in LMICs on selecting content. The current study was among the first to examine
perceived effectiveness of health warnings for smokeless tobacco in India and
Bangladesh. Methods: An experimental study was conducted in India (n=1002)
and Bangladesh (n=1081), with adult smokeless tobacco users, and youth users
and non-users. Respondents were randomly assigned to view smokeless tobacco
health warnings according to one of four experimental conditions: (1) text-only,
(2) pictorial warning with symbolic imagery, (3) pictorial warning with a graphic
health effect, or (4) pictorial warning with a personal testimonial. Each respondent
viewed five warnings within that condition for the following health effects: (1) oral
cancer, (2) mouth disease, (3) heart disease, (4) addiction, and (5) death, and
rated each warning on a scale of 1 to 10 for perceived effectiveness. Results:
In a linear regression model, text-only warnings were rated as less effective than
all of the pictorial styles: symbolic imagery, graphic health effects, and personal
testimonials (β=.36, p<.001, β=2.39, p<.001, β=1.88, p<.001). Graphic health
effects and personal testimonials were given higher ratings compared to warnings
with symbolic imagery (β=2.03, p<.001, β=1.52, p<.001). Graphic health effects
were given higher ratings than personal testimonials, (β=.50, p<.001). Adults gave
higher ratings than youth (β=.32, p=.002), and females gave higher ratings than
males (β=.16, p=.02). No significant differences were observed between countries
or between smokeless tobacco users and non-users (among youth). Conclusions:
Pictorial smokeless tobacco warnings are more effective than text-only, and
graphic health effects may have the greatest impact overall, consistent with
research from high-income countries on cigarette warnings.
International Development Research Centre (Grant # 105136-008: “The
Impact of Health Warning Labels for Smokeless Tobacco Packages in India and
Bangladesh”), the National Institutes of Health (Grant #: P01 CA138-389-01:
“Effectiveness of Tobacco Control Policies in High vs. Low Income Countries”).
Additional support was provided by the Propel Centre for Population Health Impact,
a Canadian Institutes of Health Research New Investigator Award (Hammond), the
CIHR Training Grant in Population Interventions for Chronic Disease Prevention
(Mutti), the Ontario Graduate Scholarship (Mutti), and the Canadian Institutes of
Health Research Doctoral Award (Mutti).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kathy Kotnowski, M.Sc.(c), University of Waterloo,
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WHICH NICOTINIC RECEPTOR SUBTYPES ARE TARGETS FOR IMPROVING
ATTENTION AND WORKING MEMORY DEFICITS IN NEUROPSYCHIATRIC
DISORDERS?
Mohammed Shoaib, Institute of Neuroscience, Newcastle University, Medical
School, Newcastle, UK
Cognitive dysfunction is a common feature in various psychiatric disorders
such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorders and old-age dementias. In many of
these conditions, nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) have been shown
to be altered and thus nicotine and its related agonists have been proposed as
potential targets for treatment of underlying cognitive deficits. The present studies
highlight the beneficial effects of nicotinic agonists selective for the α4β2 or α7
nicotinic receptor subtypes in two rodent models; the attentional set-shifting
(AS-S) paradigm and odour-span task (OST), compared across control subjects
and cognitively impaired rats having been treated with a sub-chronic regimen of
ketamine (daily injections of 10mg/kg for 5 days). The set-shifting task involves
rats discriminating between compound stimuli differing along two perceptual
dimensions (digging medium or odour) to obtain a food reward. In the OST,
rats were trained in a non-matching to sample rule and then the full OST, which

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Seema Mutti, PhD(c), University of Waterloo,
School of Public Health and Health Systems, 200 University Avenue West,
Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada, Phone: 519 573 0063, Email: seema.mutti@
uwaterloo.ca
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involved identifying a novel odour from an increasing number of odours. Acutely
administered nicotine significantly reduced the number of trials to criterion in the
extradimensional shift phase of the AS-S task, as did the α7 selective nicotinic
agonist compound A. In contrast, β2* selective agonists produced mixed results;
metanicotine and epibatidine were without effect while 5-IA85380 significantly
improved EDS performance. In the OST, acutely administered nicotine significantly
increased mean span length. Similarly, β2* selective agonists, metanicotine and
5-IA85380 improved performance in controls and ketamine-treated, while the
α7 compounds, compound A, PHA543613, choline and the positive allosteric
modulator PNU 120596 only restored performance in ketamine-treated subjects.
These data suggest that ketamine exposure may be useful in examining novel
treatments to restore cognitive impairments associated with neuropsychiatric
disorders such as schizophrenia. The improvements observed with nicotinic
agonists on attentional flexibility and memory capacity in rats suggest both α7 and
α4β2 receptor subtypes should be targeted for therapeutic intervention.
Research supported by BBSRC (UK) project grant and research funds from
Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceuticals.

individuals who are lower in cognitive control (Evans & Drobes, 2009). However,
evidence for this view among normal populations is lacking. Previous work among
smokers has shown that nicotine enhances alpha suppression, a measure of
cortical activation which in turn is associated with cognitive control. In the present
study, the moderating effect of trait cognitive control on nicotine-induced alpha
suppression was tested. We expected that individuals lower in trait cognitive
control would show greater cortical activation (i.e., alpha suppression) when
nicotine was administered. A nonsmoker sample was recruited to examine absolute
facilitation of cognition via nicotine independent of withdrawal effects. Methods: 85
non-smokers attended two double-blind counterbalanced experimental sessions
that included three minutes of resting-state electroencephalogram (EEG) data
collection. Four to five hours prior to each recording, participants received a
placebo or 7 mg nicotine patch. Self-reported cognitive control was measured
by the Cognitive Failures Questionnaire (Broadbent et. al., 1982). Results: Alpha
power decreased significantly in the nicotine condition (p = .026), most prominently
in the lower range of this bandwidth (i.e., alpha1) (p = .0001). Self-reported
cognitive control moderated nicotine-induced alpha suppression (p = .018) in the
expected direction, with lower levels of cognitive control predicting greater alpha
suppression. This effect was also driven by alpha1 (p = .001). Discussion: These
findings indicate that nicotine-induced changes in cortical activation are greater
among individuals lower in cognitive control. Changes in these indices related to
cognitive control suggest that early dependence may develop more rapidly and/or
become stronger among individuals who exhibit generally lower levels of cognitive
control.
Funding: Florida Department of Health Grant #09KN-02.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mohammed Shoaib, Newcastle University, Medical
School, Newcastle, NE12 9EN, United Kingdom, Phone: +441912227839, Email:
mohammed.shoaib@newcastle.ac.uk

PA7-2

ENHANCEMENT OF COGNITION BY TOBACCO OR NICOTINE

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kade Jentink, Moffitt Cancer Center, 4115 E
Fowler Ave, Tampa, FL 33617, United States, Phone: 813-745-6098, Email: kade.
jentink@moffitt.org

Stephen J. Heishman, Nicotine Psychopharmacology Section, Intramural
Research Program, National Institute on Drug Abuse, Baltimore, MD, USA
Tobacco smoking or nicotine administration can influence cognition, but in
different ways depending on whether a smoker is tobacco deprived or nondeprived
or whether the research participant is a nonsmoker. One of the most reliable
symptoms of nicotine withdrawal that follows at least 4-6 hr of tobacco abstinence
is difficulty concentrating. Withdrawal-induced performance impairment has been
demonstrated across a number of cognitive and attentional domains. Subsequent
smoking or nicotine administration can reverse these temporary deficits. As a
result, impaired concentration is an important relapse factor in individuals trying
to quit smoking. A number of early studies purported to demonstrate true
enhancement of cognition, but instead only documented reversal of withdrawalinduced impairment. However, studies over the past decade have avoided
the confound of withdrawal relief by testing the effects of tobacco or nicotine in
nondeprived smokers or nonsmokers. We recently conducted a meta-analysis
of studies conducted with nonsmokers and smokers who were either not tobacco
deprived or minimally deprived. Enhancement was reliably demonstrated in the
domains of fine motor skills, alerting and orienting attention, short-term episodic
memory, and working memory. Effect sizes were in the small to moderate range.
As an example, we have conducted a series of studies in which we examined the
effect of nicotine nasal spray on performance of a Continuous Performance Test
(CPT). We found that nicotine reversed impairments in tobacco-deprived smokers
and enhanced CPT accuracy and response time in nondeprived smokers and
nonsmokers. These data suggest that attentional and cognitive deficits observed
during tobacco abstinence represent potential targets for medications that could
result in more effective smoking cessation rates.
This research was supported by the Intramural Research Program of the NIH,
National Institute on Drug Abuse.

PA7-4

TESTING INCENTIVE SENSITIZATION: COMPARING EX AND CURRENT
SMOKERS IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT COGNITIVE PROCESSING
Katriona M. O’Sullivan, Ph.D.*, Louise M. Hopper, and Michael J. Gormley, Ph.D.,
Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
The incentive-sensitisation model (ISM) of addiction states that repeated drug
use causes sensitization to regions that mediate incentive-motivational functions.
This leads to excessive attribution of salience to drug representations, which
causes a type of pathalogical ‘wanting’. Furthermore, senistisation is considered
a permanent neuro-adaptation that persists even after drug use has ceased.
The current research sought to establish support for the permanance hypothesis
proposed by ISM through comparing smokers and ex-smokers perfomance on
several implicit and explicit cognitive tasks. Five seperate experiments with 5
experimental groups were included. An Implicit Association Task (IAT), 2 Stimulus
Response Compatibility Tasks (SRC), a modified-Stroop task and explicit
valence ratings of smoking concepts was completed by smokers (total n= 115) &
ex-smokers (total n = 100). Ex and current smoker demonstrated similar negative
associations with smoking on the IAT (p > .05). Both groups demonstrated larger
RT for smoking pictures (M = 865.13; 805.10 respectively) compared to neutral
pictures (M = 829.11; 750.01) on the modified Stroop task (p < .05). The direct
version of the SRC task revealed that ex and current smokers were both faster to
make approach smoking reactions (M = 788.45; 850.39 respectively), compared to
avoid smoking reactions (M = 885.85; 925.02 respectively) (p< .05). No differences
were seen on the indirect SRC task. Differences emerged on the explicit rating
of smoking concepts; ex-smokers were more negative about smoking pictures
than current smokers (p < .05). Results support the ‘permanence’ hypothesis
proposed by IST. Both groups demonstrate similar attentional and approach
biases for smoking stimuli suggesting that attribution of incentive salience is a
long-lasting adaptation, which persists into abstinence. Interestingly, ex-smokers
were explicitly more negative about smoking concepts, suggesting that explicit
associative processes may be implicated in successful abstinence.
This research was funded by a post graduate scholarship from Trinity College
Dublin.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mohammed Shoaib, Newcastle University, Medical
School, Newcastle, NE12 9EN, United Kingdom, Phone: +441912227839, Email:
mohammed.shoaib@newcastle.ac.uk

PA7-3

COGNITIVE CONTROL TRAIT MODERATION OF NICOTINE INDUCED
CORTICAL ACTIVATION AMONG NONSMOKERS
David E. Evans, Steven K. Sutton, Kate Janse Van Rensburg, Kade G. Jentink*,
and David J. Drobes, University of South Florida and Moffitt Cancer Center,
Tampa, FL

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Katriona O’Sullivan, PhD, Trinity College Dublin,
Psychology, Dublin 2, Ireland, Phone: +353 87 663 7784, Email: osullik7@tcd.ie

Introduction: Numerous studies have shown that nicotine can enhance
cognitive control processes (e.g., attention and working memory). It has also been
suggested that nicotine enhances cognitive control to a greater extent among
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electrophoretic mobility shift assays suggest that the major allele at rs6474413
binds more strongly to proteins found in nuclear extracts derived from BE(2)-C
cells compared to the minor allele. Four transcription factors are predicted to
bind differentially depending on the nucleotide present at rs6474413 and these
will be examined. These data provide evidence that specific SNPs upstream of
CHRNB3 may be involved in regulating gene expression, thereby providing insight
into a possible underlying biological mechanism for the observed association with
tobacco behaviors.
Funding: R01 AA017889 and K01 AA019447.

Genes and phenotypes

PA8-1

MICROARRAY ANALYSIS OF HEPATIC GENE EXPRESSION IN NICOTINEEXPOSED ZEBRA FINCHES REVEALS A LINK BETWEEN ALPHA-7
AND ALPHA-9 NICOTINIC ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTOR EXPRESSION
AND GENES INVOLVED IN PANCREATIC AND BREAST CANCER
PATHOGENESIS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Helen Kamens, University of Colorado, 1480
30th St, Boulder, CO 80303, United States, Phone: 3034925664, Email: Helen.
Kamens@colorado.edu

S.L.T. Cappendijk* and W.M. Perry, Department of Biomedical Sciences, College
of Medicine, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL
Preclinical and clinical studies have shown an association between smoking
and the development of pancreatic as well as breast cancers. Two subtypes of
nicotinic acetylcholinergic receptors (nAChRs) play a major role in the proliferation
of these types of cancer. Overexpression of alpha-9 nAChRs, accompanied with
long-term nicotine treatment, induces normal breast epithelial cell transformation,
while alpha-9 nAChRs expression knockdown inhibits breast cancer cell growth.
Via alpha-7 nAChRs mediated signal transduction pathways, nicotine induces
a dose-dependent increase in the proliferation of breast and pancreatic cancer
cells. The goal of this study was to identify candidate genes associated with
processes of nicotine exposure in zebra finch liver. 20 adult male finches were at
random divided as follows: saline (n=6), single (n=7) and repetitive (n=7, 2x/day
for 7 days) nicotine treatment (0.18 mg/kg, s.c.). Four hours after the last drug
exposure finches were sacrificed and liver tissue was flash frozen and stored at
-20C until analysis. Total RNA samples were isolated with TRIzol reagent. RNA
samples were subjected to total cDNA synthesis by using a High Capacity cDNA
reverse transcription kit followed by Qiaquick PCR purification. Changes in gene
expression levels were evaluated using our custom-designed NimbleGen zebra
finch array. Nicotine treatment contributed to differential expression of 25 genes:
8 and 3 genes were up- and down-regulated after a single or repetitive nicotine
exposure; a treatment-dependent effect was observed for 7 genes (up-regulation
– single, down-regulation – repetitive), 1 gene showed an opposite treatmentdependent effect; 3 genes were affected by a single nicotine administration, while
3 other genes were affected by repetitive treatment. Unexpectedly, we found that
all 25 genes are involved in transcriptional repressor activity, signal transduction,
GABA synthesis, cell adhesion, survival and motility, which are activities important
in breast and pancreatic cancer pathogenesis. This model will contribute to a
further understanding of nicotine-mediated mechanism of breast and pancreatic
cancer pathogenesis.
This work was funded by Departmental Start-up funding (SLTC) and the
Addiction Research Institute (ARI, Inc., Bear, DE) travel grant (WMP).

PA8-3

THE ALLELIC EFFECTS OF SNP RS1948, ASSOCIATED WITH EARLY
NICOTINE AND ALCOHOL USE, ARE 3’-UTR-DEPENDENT
Xavier Gallego*, Ryan J. Cox, James R. Laughlin, Jerry A. Stitzel, and Marissa
A. Ehringer, Institute for Behavioral Genetics and Department of Integrative
Physiology, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO
Regulation and coordination of nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subunit
(Chrn) genes have been shown to be important in nicotine and alcohol-related
phenotypes. Our lab has shown an association between SNP rs1948, located in
the 3’-UTR region of CHRNB4, and early age of initiation for both tobacco and
alcohol use in human genetic studies. Emerging evidence reveals that miRNAs,
factors that act directly on the 3’-UTR of targeted mRNAs, have an important
role on the regulation and coordination of gene expression. The present study
examines whether the risk variant of rs1948 is associated with differences in
gene expression and whether these differences are due to selected microRNAs.
To address this aim, two constructs of different 3’-UTR lengths (0.8kb, 1.7kb)
containing the rs1948 were generated and then cloned in a pGL3-Promoter vector
downstream of the luciferase reporter gene. Three different mammalian cell lines
(B35, N2A, and SH-SY5Y) were co-transfected with each construct and selected
miRNAs. Luciferase assays were performed to assess gene expression at 48-h
and 96-h (undifferentiated and differentiated cells) post-transfection time points.
Results revealed different allelic and miRNA effects on luciferase expression due
to the length of the construct. Overall, the results demonstrate that the risk allele
of rs1948 could play a role in the age of initiation for tobacco and alcohol use by
modifying the expression of CHRNB4 gene.
Funding: NIH grants R21 DA015336 (MAE, JAS), R01 AA017889 (MAE).
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Xavier Gallego, PhD, Research Associate,
University of Colorado, Boulder, Institute for Behavioral Genetics, 1480 30th St
rm 101, Boulder, CO 80303, United States, Phone: 3034925664, Email: francesc.
gallegomoreno@colorado.edu

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Susanne Cappendijk - van Engelen, Florida State
University, Biomedical Sciences, 1115 Call Street, Tallahassee, FL 32309, United
States, Phone: 850 645 1483, Email: susanne.cappendijk@med.fsu.edu

PA8-2

PA8-4

GENETIC VARIATION UPSTREAM OF CHRNB3 INFLUENCES GENE
EXPRESSION

NON-CODING VARIATION IN CYP2B6 IS ASSOCIATED WITH ALLELIC
EXPRESSION, NICOTINE METABOLISM, AND SMOKING CESSATION
INDEPENDENT OF COMMON AMINO-ACID CHANGES, AND BUPROPION
TREATMENT

Helen M. Kamens*, J.H. Miyamoto, Jerry A. Stitzel, and Marissa A. Ehringer,
Institute for Behavioral Genetics, Boulder, CO, USA

A. Joseph Bloom, Ph.D.*1, Maribel Martinez1, Laura J. Bierut, M.D.1, Alison Goate,
D.Phil.1, Sharon E. Murphy, Ph.D.2, and Timothy B. Baker, Ph.D.3, 1Washington
University School of Medicine; 2University of Minnesota; 3University of WisconsinMadison School of Medicine and Public Health

SNPs in the putative promoter region of CHRNB3 have emerged from
meta-analyses as top hits associated with number of cigarettes smoked per
day. Additionally, this region has been associated with nicotine dependence,
subjective response to nicotine, and quit attempts. Prior results have shown that
the 3kb region upstream of CHRNB3 influences the expression of a reporter gene
whereby the haplotype containing the major alleles led to increased expression
of a reporter gene compared to the minor haplotype. We expanded on these
initial findings by examining three SNPs in this region: rs13277254, rs6474413,
and rs4950. Constructs were created that had the major or minor haplotype with
the alleles flipped (eg. minor allele on major haplotype background) at the three
SNPs located directly upstream of the luciferase reporter gene. Constructs were
tested in two human neuroblastoma cell lines, BE(2)-C and SH-SY5Y, and HEK
293T human embryonic kidney cell lines. In all cell types the major haplotype
led to greater luciferase gene expression than the minor haplotype. When the
allele at rs6474413 was reversed, this difference was attenuated. In HEK 293T
cells, rs13277254 also appeared to modulate this response. Preliminary data from

In a recent candidate gene study, variants in the Cytochrome P450 2B6
(CYP2B6) gene show the strongest association with smoking cessation. The
CYP2B6 enzyme makes a relatively small contribution to hepatic nicotine
metabolism relative to CYP2A6, encoded by an adjacent gene, but CYP2B6 is
primarily responsible for metabolism of the cessation drug bupropion. Therefore
it has been assumed that CYP2B6’s association with cessation is due to altered
metabolism of bupropion, or perhaps coincidental linkage with CYP2A6. However,
using CYP2A6 genotype as a covariate, we find that the non-coding CYP2B6
polymorphism previously associated with smoking cessation is significantly
associated with nicotine metabolism independent of CYP2A6. The association is
also independent of well-studied closely-linked amino-acid changes in the CYP2B6
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gene (CYP2B6*5 and *6), and associated with significantly different CYP2B6
allelic mRNA expression in liver biopsy samples. Furthermore, we confirm that
this polymorphism is significantly associated with abstinence in a multi-armed
smoking cessation trail. This association is also independent of CYP2B6*5 and
*6 (neither of which is associated with cessation) and independent of bupropion
treatment, demonstrating that non-coding variation in the locus may crucially
impact CYP2B6 function, and influence cessation independent of bupropion
metabolism. Unlike CYP2A6, CYP2B6 is expressed in the central nervous system,
and the demonstrated effect of this variant upon nicotine metabolism indicates
local nicotine metabolism in the brain as potentially involved in the mechanism of
its association with smoking cessation. If so, CYP2B6 itself may be a strong target
candidate for pharmacological intervention.
Funding: National Institute of Mental Health (5T32MH014677-33 to AJB); and
the National Cancer Institute (P01 CA-089392 to LJB, and P50 CA-84724 and
K05 CA-139871 to TBB); and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (P50 DA-19706
to TBB, R01 DA-026911 to NJS, and K02 DA-021237 to LJB); and the National
Human Genome Research Institute (U01 HG-004422 to LJB).

Flight Attendant Medical Research Institute Bland Lane Center of Excellence on
Secondhand Smoke at UCSF.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maciej Goniewicz, Ph.D., Research Fellow,
Queen Mary University of London, Tobacco Dependence Research Unit, 55
Philpot Street, London, E1 2JH, United Kingdom, Phone: +447783780606, Fax:
+442073777237, Email: mgoniewicz@wp.pl

PA9-2

ASSESSMENT OF PASSIVE EXPOSURE TO AEROSOL FROM ELECTRONIC
CIGARETTES
Jan Czogala, Ph.D.1, Maciej L. Goniewicz, Ph.D.*2, Bartlomiej Fidelus1, Wioleta
Zielinska-Danch, Ph.D.1, and Andrzej Sobczak1, 1Medical University of Silesia,
Poland; 2Queen Mary University of London, UK

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: A Joseph Bloom, PhD, PostDoc, Washington U,
660 S Euclid Ave, St Louis, MO 63110, United States, Phone: 3147473097, Email:
bloomj@psyciatry.wustl.edu

Background: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are battery-powered devices
that deliver vaporized nicotine, usually in propylene glycol or glycerin. When a
user inhales through the device, air flow is detected by a sensor, which activates a
heating element that vaporizes a nicotine solution contained in a cartridge. Although
no vapor is generated during puff breaks, some vapor is exhaled by e-cigarette
user. It is unknown whether e-cigarettes release potential toxic compounds into
the indoor environment. Aim: The aim of this study was to evaluate the passive
exposure to aerosol from e-cigarettes. Materials and methods: We compared
passive exposure produced from ‘vaping’ e-cigarette, smoking conventional
cigarettes, and no-smoking. Five dual-product users were recruited for the
study and asked to use both electronic and tobacco cigarettes subsequently in
a ventilated experimental room. After baseline measurements were taken, each
of the subjects was asked to use e-cigarette twice during the one-hour period
following smoking of two conventional cigarettes for the next hour. Concentrations
of air constituents including respirable aerosol (PM2.5), carbon monoxide (CO),
nicotine, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) were measured. Results:
Passive exposure to nicotine from electronic cigarettes was about 10-times
lower than from tobacco cigarettes (3.3±2.5 vs 31.6±6.9 microgram/cu m.,
p=0.0081). Concentrations of PM2.5, CO and VOCs were substantially reduced
when volunteers were using e-cigarettes as compared to smoking conventional
cigarettes (p<0.05). Second-hand exposure to CO and VOCs from e-cigarette was
in the same range as nonsmoking. Conclusions: E-cigarettes are a secondhand
source of exposure to nicotine, but to much lower extend than tobacco cigarettes.
Further research is needed to evaluate long term effects of passive exposure to
vapor from e-cigarette, including using the products to reduce harmful tobacco
smoke exposure to others and to get around smoke-free policies.
This study was conducted while the presenting author was at the Medical
University of Silesia, Poland and was supported by the Ministry of Science and
Higher Education of Poland under grant number N N404 016939.

Non-genetic biomarkers of exposure and risk

PA9-1

ASSESSMENT OF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES AS A SOURCE OF
EXPOSURE TO ACROLEIN
Maciej L. Goniewicz, Ph.D.*1, Jakub Knysak2, Leon Kosmider2, Marzena Zaciera,
Ph.D.3, Jolanta Kurek3, Andrzej Sobczak, Ph.D.3, Peyton Jacob III, Ph.D.4, and
Neal Benowitz, M.D.4, 1Queen Mary University of London, UK; 2Medical University
of Silesia, Sosnowiec, Poland; 3Institute of Occupational and Environmental
Health, Sosnowiec, Poland; 4University of California, San Francisco, USA
Significance: Acrolein (also known as propylene aldehyde or 2-propenal) is a
highly reactive chemical that causes irritation to the nasal cavity, and damage to the
lining of the lungs and is thought to contribute to cardiovascular disease in cigarette
smokers. Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are battery-powered devices that
deliver vaporized nicotine, usually in propylene glycol or glycerin. Since acrolein
may be formed as a result of heating glycerin, we examined the hypothesis that
inhalation of e-cigarette vapor leads to exposure to acrolein. Aim of the study: The
aim of this study was to assess exposure to acrolein from e-cigarette smoking.
Materials and methods: Vapors were generated from 12 brands of e-cigarettes in
controlled laboratory conditions using modified smoking machine. Acrolein was
extracted from aerosol to solid phase with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) and
analyzed with high-performance liquid chromatography with spectrophotometric
DAD detector. To compare levels of acrolein in e-cigarette aerosol and mainstream
smoke of conventional cigarette we assumed that 15 puffs from an e-cigarette
(typical use pattern) would correspond to smoking one conventional cigarette.
S-(3-hydroxypropyl)mercapturic acid (3-HPMA), a metabolite of arolein, was
measured in urine of 20 e-cigarette users and 20 tobacco cigarette smokers with
liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry method. Results: The levels
of acrolein in e-cigarette vapor ranged from 0.07 to 4.19 µg per 15 puffs, which
about 4 times lower than levels in cigarette smoke. The average urine 3-HPMA
concentration in e-cigarette users was 308 (IQR 134-516) ng/mg creatinine and
was significantly lower than in tobacco cigarette smokers (822 (IQR 464-1,423) ng/
mg creatinine; p<0.05). Conclusions: Our findings suggest that e-cigarette vapor
is a source of acrolein, however the level of exposure is less than than that from a
conventional cigarettte. Substituting tobacco cigarettes with electronic cigarettes
may substantially reduce exposure to acrolein. Further research is needed to
evaluate long term effects of inhalation exposure to acrolein from e-cigarettes.
This study was conducted while the first author was at Medical University
of Silesia, Poland and was supported by the Ministry of Science and Higher
Education of Poland under grant number N N404 025638. Analytical Chemistry
at the University of California, San Francisco was supported by grants P30
DA012393 and S10 RR026437 from the National Institutes of Health, and from the

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maciej Goniewicz, Ph.D., Research Fellow,
Queen Mary University of London, Tobacco Dependence Research Unit, 55
Philpot Street, London, E1 2JH, United Kingdom, Phone: +447783780606, Fax:
+442073777237, Email: mgoniewicz@wp.pl

PA9-3

MOUTH LEVEL INTAKE OF BENZO[A]PYRENE FROM REDUCED NICOTINE
CIGARETTES
Yan S. Ding*1, Jennye Ward1, David Hammond2, Clifford H. Watson1 1Tobacco
Analysis Laboratory, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA,
USA; 2School of Public Health and Health Systems, University of Waterloo,
Canada
Background: Benzo[a]pyrene is one of the most potent carcinogens generated
in cigarette smoke. Previously, we developed a new method to estimate
mouth-level BaP intake using filter analysis. Based on the amount of BaP retained
in cigarette butts and the amount on pads, we can relate them using a linear
relation regression model. Using this model and subsequently analyzing cigarette
filters collected from smokers, we are able to estimate their mouth-level intake,
which smokers received when they consumed cigarettes. Methods: We applied
this method to estimate mouth-level BaP intake by analysis of cigarette filter butts
collected from smokers participating in a clinical study to investigate the behavior
of smoking using reduced nicotine cigarettes (Quest cigarettes). Results: Linear
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relations of BaP were observed between mainstream smoke yield (trapped by
Cambridge filter pad) and filter tip from three Quest cigarettes and all the smokers’
own cigarettes. More than 55% of butts from smokers’ own brands exhibited
intensive smoking behavior greater than the Canadian intense smoking regime.
When switched to Quest cigarettes, close to 30% of Quest 1 and 2 butts exhibited
aggressive smoking behavior greater than the Canadian intense regime; however,
less than 20% of Quest 3 butts exhibited such behavior. Conclusions: Box plot
analysis indicates the median BaP intake decreases as the subjects are given the
Quest cigarettes. Similar trend was observed when urinary cotinine levels were
subjected to the same analysis. However, the median 1-HOP shows no significant
change as the subjects are given the Quest cigarettes. Impact: This technique
provides a non-invasive and accurate means to estimate intake of BaP on a per
cigarette basis.
FDA/CDC interagency agreement Original study was funded by the Health
Canada Tobacco Control Program.

Cigars, snus, and e-cigarettes

PA10-1

PRIMARY AND DUAL-USERS OF LITTLE CIGARS/CIGARILLOS AND LARGE
CIGARS: DIFFERENTIAL DEMOGRAPHIC AND TOBACCO USE PROFILES
Amanda Richardson, Ph.D., M.S.*1,2, Jessica Rath, Ph.D., M.P.H.1,2, Ollie Ganz,
M.P.H.1, Haijun Xiao, M.S.1, and Donna Vallone, Ph.D., M.P.H.1,2, 1Department of
Research, Legacy, Washington, DC; 2Department of Health, Behavior and Society,
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD
BACKGROUND: Cigar sales have dramatically risen in the U.S. over the past
two decades. Little cigars and cigarillos (LCCs) represent the bulk of this rise, and
given restrictions placed on cigarettes as part of the Family Smoking Prevention
and Tobacco Control Act, further increases are expected. Despite this, little is
known about the prevalence and differential demographic profile and tobacco
use patterns of LCC versus large cigar users. METHODS: This study uses data
from Legacy’s Young Adult Cohort, a nationally representative study of 4,215
young adults, ages 18-34. Cigar use was divided into three groups: LCCs only,
LCs only, and dual-users of both. Logistic and multinomial regression was used to
determine the differential demographic characteristics and tobacco use behaviors
associated with LCC, LC and dual-use. RESULTS: Cigar use was endorsed by
37.9% (n=1,596) of the young adult cohort. Of the cigar smokers, 21.5% (n=344)
had used only LCCs, 32.3% (n=515) had used only LCs and 46.2% (n=737)
were dual-users of both. In comparison to LC-only users, LCC-only users were
more like to be younger (RRR=0.40, p<0.001 for 25-34 years vs. 18-24 years),
female (RRR=4.92, p<0.001), non-Hispanic black (RRR=2.91, p<0.001) and daily
cigarette smokers . Dual-users were more likely than LC-only users to be female
(RRR=1.61, p=0.03), non-Hispanic black (RRR=2.06 , p=0.04), and poly-tobacco
users(RRR=4.44, p<0.001). DISCUSSION: Cigar use is prevalent among young
adults with the highest proportion dual-users of both LCCs and LCs. Interventions
to curb use should consider the differential demographic and tobacco use patterns
of user subtypes.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Yan Ding, CDC, 4770 Buford Highway, Atlanta, GA
30341, United States, Phone: 770-488-7934, Email: yding@cdc.gov

PA9-4

SMOKING AND SLEEP DISTURBANCES PREDICT HIGHER INTERLEUKIN-6
LEVELS AMONG PATIENTS NEWLY DIAGNOSED WITH HEAD AND NECK
SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
Sonia A. Duffy, Ph.D., R.N., FAAN*1,2,3, Theodoros Teknos, M.D.4, Jeremy M.G.
Taylor, Ph.D.5, Karen E. Fowler, M.P.H.3, Mozaffarul Islam, Ph.D.4, Gregory T.
Wolf, M.D.2, Scott McLean, Ph.D.6, Tamer A. Ghanem, M.D., Ph.D.7, Jeffrey E.
Terrell, M.D.2, and The University of Michigan Head and Neck Cancer SPORE
Team, 1School of Nursing, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; 2Department of
Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, University of Michigan Medical School,
Ann Arbor, MI; 3Ann Arbor Veterans Affairs (VA) Center for Clinical Management
Research, VA Ann Arbor, MI; 4Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck
Surgery, Ohio State Medical School, Columbus, OH; 5University of Michigan
Comprehensive Cancer Center, Biostatistics Core, Ann Arbor, MI; 6Department
of Otorhinolaryngology, University of Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, MI;
7
Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Henry Ford Healthcare
System, Ann Arbor, MI

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amanda Richardson, PhD, Senior Director of
Research, Legacy, 1724 Massachusetts Ave NW, Washington, DC 20036, United
States, Phone: 202-454-5571, Email: arichardson@legacyforhealth.org

Our prior work has shown that elevated Interleukin-6 levels are associated with
recurrence and survival among head and neck cancer patients. Health behaviors
(smoking, problem drinking, nutrition, exercise, and sleep) have been shown to
be associated with recurrence risk and survival among cancer patients and are
also associated with Interleukin-6 levels, but few epidemiologic studies have
investigated the relationship of health behaviors and Interleukin-6 among cancer
populations. Patients (N=409) were recruited in otolaryngology clinic waiting
rooms and invited to complete written surveys. A medical record audit was also
conducted. Descriptive, bivariate, and multivariate analyses were conducted
to determine which health behaviors were associated with higher Interleukin-6
levels controlling for demographic and clinical variables among newly diagnosed
head and neck cancer patients. While smoking, alcohol problems, body mass
index, physical activity, and sleep were associated with Interleukin-6 levels in
bivariate analysis, only smoking (current and former) and decreased sleep were
independent predictors of higher Interleukin-6 levels in multivariate analysis.
Covariates associated with higher Interleukin-6 levels were age and higher tumor
stage, while comorbidities were marginally significant. Treating health behaviors
problems, especially smoking and sleep disturbances, may be beneficial to
decreasing Interleukin-6 levels and improving cancer treatment outcomes.
This work was supported by the U. S. National Institutes of Health through the
University of Michigan’s Head and Neck SPORE (Grant #P30 CA97248).

PA10-2

WILL THE AVAILABILITY TO SNUS RESULT IN DUAL USE THAT MIGHT
JEOPARDIZE THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF SNUS IN TOBACCO HARM
REDUCTION? THE NORWEGIAN EXPERIENCE
Karl Erik Lund*1 and Ann McNeill2, 1Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug
Research, Oslo, Norway; 2Division of Epidemiology and Public Health, University
of Nottingham, Centre for Tobacco Control Studies, Nottingham, UK
There is medical consensus that a total substitution of cigarettes with lownitrosamine Swedish snus will be beneficial to public health, but a question
frequently being asked is whether the availability to snus might result in dual use
of snus and cigarettes that might jeopardize the potential role of snus in tobacco
harm reduction? The answer depends upon quite a number of factors – of which
several still not have been addressed empirically. The long history of snus use
makes Norway a case for observational studies on patterns of dual use. We
have used data from the time series of national representative cross sectional
surveys, conducted each year by the Norwegian health authorities since 1985
(annual sample=2000). Our results demonstrate that the magnitude of dual use
has been relatively small and relatively stable since 1985 (between 4-7% of the
male population aged 16-74 years), while the overall snus use increased from 7%
to 20% and the prevalence of regular smokers halved from 50% to 25%. The use
of snus among women has a shorter history, but the same tendency is evident.
The most typical pattern of dual use was a combination of daily use of one product
paired with occasional use of the other. Dual users of snus and cigarettes report
approximately 40% lower cigarette consumption than do exclusive smokers.
Frequent motives for additional snus use were smoking reduction (held by 55%)
and smoking cessation (held by 43%). Additional snus use was not associated with
any delay in smoking cessation (intentions to quit within 6 months), and positively
correlated with expectancies of being smoke-free 5 years into the future. Among
respondents with a history of dual use, only 24% had started with snus before

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sonia Duffy, PhD, RN, FAAN, Professor, University
of Michigan, School of Nursing, 400 North Ingalls, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, United
States, Phone: (734) 395-0613, Fax: (734) 647-0351, Email: bump@umich.edu
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cigarettes. However, the concern is that this fraction increased to 40% in the
youngest age group.
Funded by the Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research.

30-day use and logistic regression to assess correlates of past 30-day use were
conducted. Three findings are observed from the results: (1) the prevalence of
ENDS use increased in each school over time [Ever use was 2.9% in Spring 2010,
4.2% in Fall of 2010, and 5.7% in Spring 2011. Past 30 day use was 1.1% in Spring
2010, 1.0% in Fall of 2010, and 2.0% in Spring 2011]; (2) ENDS use is mostly
concentrated in current smokers or those susceptible to smoking; and (3) no
demographic differences in ENDS use were observed. These data indicate that in
this sample, the use of ENDS more than doubled over 14 months, and there were
no demographic differences in use. ENDS use is almost exclusively concentrated
in current smokers and non-smoking youth who are more susceptible to become
cigarette smokers in the future. Youth not otherwise susceptible to smoking appear
to have little interest in ENDS. Important unanswered questions are whether dual
use of ENDS with cigarettes increases or diminishes future likelihood of smoking
cessation, and whether use of ENDS in those susceptible to smoking increases or
decreases future likelihood of becoming smokers among adolescents. Prospective
data are needed to understand these critical potential consequences of youth
ENDS use when trying to estimate the net population health impact of ENDS.
Supported by R01DA026450.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Karl Erik
Lund, PhD, Research Director,
Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research, Ovre Slottsgate 2b, Oslo,
0105, Norway, Phone: 4791733758, Email: kel@sirus.no

PA10-3

THE USE AND PERCEPTION OF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES AND SNUS
AMONG THE U.S. POPULATION
Shu-Hong Zhu, Ph.D.*, Anthony Gamst, Ph.D., Madeleine Lee, B.A., Sharon
Cummins, Ph.D., Lu Yin, M.S., and Leslie Zoref, Ph.D.
E-cigarettes have generated controversy in the tobacco control field similar to
that of Swedish snus, which came to the U.S. market six years earlier. Some
argue that e-cigarettes have great potential to help smokers quit regular cigarettes
while others contend they should be banned for lack of safety and efficacy
data. We conducted a population survey in the U.S. with a national probability
sample (N=10,041) from February 24 to March 8, 2012, and compared the use
of e-cigarettes with that of snus. Survey respondents were asked if they had
heard about e-cigarettes, where they had heard about them, whether they had
used e-cigarettes or snus, how often they used them, and why they used them.
Responses were weighted to represent the entire U.S. population, and data were
compared with another population survey conducted in 2010. The main findings
are: A high proportion, 75.4%, reported having heard about e-cigarettes. Television
ranked as the number one source of information, followed by “heard in person” and
“Internet.” About 8.1% had tried e-cigarettes, and 1.4% were current users. These
rates were twice those of snus (4.3% and 0.8%, respectively). Among current
smokers, 32.2% had tried e-cigarettes, and 6.3% were current users. Compared
to the survey data in 2010, the proportion of smokers who have experimented
with e-cigarettes has increased by 182%, and the current use of e-cigarettes
by 54%. Women were significantly more likely to have tried e-cigarettes than
men, even though they were less likely to have heard about them. Those who
had tried e-cigarettes were more likely than those who tried snus to report their
products being safer than regular cigarettes (49.9% vs. 10.8%). Almost half
(49.5%) of current smokers were susceptible to using e-cigarettes in the future.
Conclusions: That e-cigarettes have surpassed snus in adoption rate, despite
there being no promotion of e-cigarettes before this national survey by major
tobacco companies, suggests that the former have tapped into smokers’ intuitive
preference for potentially harm-reducing products, probably due to the product
design. E-cigarette use is likely to increase in the next few years.
Supported by a grant from National Cancer Institute U01 CA154280.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Delmerico, MPH, Roswell Park Cancer
Institute, Carlton House Rm. A102, Buffalo, NY 14263, United States, Phone:
716-845-4916, Email: jennifer.delmerico@roswellpark.org

New frontiers in smoke policy

PA11-1

PUTTING THIRDHAND SMOKE ON THE POLICY AND RESEARCH AGENDA:
KNOWLEDGE GAINS AND EXPERT PANEL RECOMMENDATIONS
Pamela Kaufman*1,2, Roberta Ferrence1,2, Marilyn Pope1, Bo Zhang1, Marian
Smith1, Georg Matt3, Melbourne Hovell3, Neal Benowitz4, Thomas Novotny3, and
Ryan David Kennedy5,6, 1Ontario Tobacco Research Unit; 2University of Toronto;
3
San Diego State University; 4University of California, San Francisco; 5Harvard
Medical School; 6Propel Centre for Population Health Impact
Thirdhand smoke (THS) refers to residual tobacco smoke pollutants that remain
on surfaces and in dust after tobacco has been smoked, are reemitted into the
surrounding air or react with oxidants and other compounds to yield secondary
pollutants. In response to growing concerns about THS, a multi-disciplinary Expert
Panel of leading scientists and tobacco control policy specialists was convened in
spring 2012 to disseminate existing and emerging evidence on THS, and identify
knowledge gaps and opportunities for research and policy. Expert Panel members
presented the current state of knowledge about THS to an audience of 129 (36
onsite; 93 webcast) knowledge users in science, medicine, public health and policy.
An online survey sent to knowledge users before and after the workshop provided
information on perspectives and information needs. The Expert Panel met over
two days to discuss and develop recommendations for research and policy. All
respondents who completed the pre-workshop survey (n=104) indicated they were
knowledgeable about secondhand smoke (SHS), whereas only 70% indicated
they were knowledgeable about THS. THS knowledge levels increased to 91%
post-workshop, among the 75 participants who responded. Strong agreement that
THS is a health problem increased from 54% to 81% following the workshop. The
Expert Panel identified the need for additional research to confirm the health risks
from cumulative exposure to novel persistent toxic agents that are derived from
tobacco use. Opportunities for addressing THS exposure through existing tobacco
control policies, such as no-smoking legislation, were also identified. Challenges
persist for reducing exposure among vulnerable populations in locations where
tobacco use is currently unregulated (e.g., homes), and in vehicles where children
are exposed to THS despite regulations that restrict smoking in their presence.
Survey results and Expert Panel deliberations demonstrate the growing need
for evidence-based resources on THS, including contamination and clean-up,
for tobacco control and public health communities. Future efforts include the
development and dissemination of such resources.
Funding: Ontario Tobacco Research Unit and the Canadian Institutes of Health
Research.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Shu-Hong Zhu, Ph.D., Professor, University of
California, San Diego, Family and Preventive Medicine, 9500 Gilman Drive, MC
0905, La Jolla, CA 92093, United States, Phone: 858-300-1056, Email: szhu@
ucsd.edu

PA10-4

USE OF ELECTRONIC NICOTINE DELIVERY SYSTEMS BY TEENAGERS IN
A LONGITUDINAL STUDY
Andrew Hyland, Ph.D.*, Jennifer Delmerico, M.P.H., K. Michael Cummings, M.P.H.,
Ph.D., Deepa R. Camenga, M.D., M.H.S., Grace Kong, Ph.D., Dana Cavallo,
Ph.D., Amanda Liss, B.S., and Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, Ph.D., Roswell Park
Cancer Institute, Yale School of Medicine, Medical University of South Carolina
Electronic Nicotine Delivery Systems (ENDS) have been gaining in popularity
recently.Prevalence studies in adults have found that most ENDS users are current
or former smokers. The objectives of this study were to estimate the prevalence of
ENDS usage in adolescents over time, and examine the correlates of use.Surveys
assessing tobacco use were conducted multiple times in two suburban Western
New York high schools between 2010 and 2011. In School A, grades 9-12 were
surveyed three times: February 2010, October 2010, and June 2011. In School
B, students were surveyed in October 2010 and June 2011. The survey included
questions on ever use of ENDS and past 30 day use. Correlates examined included
grade, gender, race, survey year, cigarette use in the 30 days prior to the survey,
and susceptibility to smoking. Descriptive statistics on prevalence of ever and past

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pamela Kaufman, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of Toronto, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit, 33 Russell St., T5, Toronto,
ON M5S 2S1, Canada, Phone: 416-535-8501 x.6029, Email: p.kaufman@
utoronto.ca
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signs. The average background level was 7 micrograms per cubic meter (range
2-9) and the average SHS-PM2.5 measurement across all locations was 7 (range
1-9). Maximum PM2.5 levels reached 124 for transportation stops, 1542 for office
building entrances and 1255 for cafes. On average the peak exposure in places
with smoking was 367. Distance from cigarettes or proximity effect had a profound
impact on exposure with PM2.5 levels declining rapidly after about 2 meters
(y=10.6+13.9x-1+8.1x-2, Rsqr=0.76). Despite the presence of non-smoking signs,
active smokers were present and no enforcement was noted throughout all testing
periods. Outdoor smoking causes high short-term particle exposures for those in
close proximity and doubled average particle exposure. The results of this study
demonstrate that more data are needed to expand the evidence base on SHS
exposure in outdoor public areas to inform policy and enforcement bodies aimed
at protecting the public from outdoor SHS.
This study was supported by a grant from the Flight Attendant Medical Research
Institute.

BIOMARKERS OF SECONDHAND SMOKE EXPOSURE IN MOTOR
VEHICLES
Ian Jones1, Gideon St. Helen*2,3, Delia Dempsey3, Matthew Meyers4, Christopher
Havel3, Peyton Jacob III3, Katherine Hammond5, and Neal L. Benowitz3,
1
Department of Psychiatry, University of California, Los Angeles, CA; 2Center for
Tobacco Control Research and Education, University of California, San Francisco,
CA; 3The Division of Clinical Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics,
Medical Service, San Francisco General Hospital Medical Center, Departments of
Medicine and Bioengineering & Therapeutic Sciences University of California, San
Francisco, CA; 3Commonwealth Medical College; 4Department of Environmental
Health Science, School of Public Health, University of California, Berkeley, CA
The objectives of this study were: (1) to characterize the exposure of
nonsmokers exposed to secondhand smoke (SHS) in a vehicle using biomarkers,
(2) to describe the time-course of the biomarkers over 24 h, and (3) to examine
the relationship between tobacco biomarkers and environmental markers of SHS.
Eight nonsmokers were individually exposed to SHS from a smoker who smoked
3 cigarettes at 20 min intervals over an hour in cars with fully open front windows
and closed back windows. The nonsmokers sat in the backseat, passenger side,
while the smoker sat in the driver’s seat. Plasma cotinine and urine cotinine,
3-hydroxycotinine (3HC), and 4-(methylnitrosoamino)-(3-pyridyl)1-butanol (NNAL)
were measured in samples taken at baseline and several time-points after
exposure. Nicotine, particulate matter (PM2.5), and carbon monoxide (CO) were
measured in air inside and outside the vehicle and ventilation rates in the cars
measured. Average plasma cotinine and the molar sum of urine cotinine and 3HC
(COT+3HC) increased 4-fold, urine cotinine increased 6-fold, and urine NNAL
increased ~27 times compared to baseline biomarker levels. Plasma cotinine,
urine COT+3HC and NNAL peaked at 4–8 hours post-exposure while urine
cotinine peaked within 4 hours. Plasma cotinine was significantly correlated to air
PM2.5 (Spearman correlation (rs) = 0.94) and CO (rs = 0.76) but not to air nicotine.
The correlations between urine biomarkers, cotinine, COT+3HC, and NNAL and
air nicotine, PM2.5, and CO were moderate but non-significant (rs range, 0.31
– 0.60). Brief SHS exposure in cars resulted in substantial increases in tobacco
biomarkers in nonsmokers. For optimal characterization of SHS exposure,
tobacco biomarkers should be measured 4–8 h post-exposure. Additional studies
are needed to better describe the relationship between tobacco biomarkers and
environmental markers of SHS.
Supported by the Flight Attendants Medical Research Institute and US Public
Health Service grant DA12393 from the National Institute on Drug Abuse and grant
R25 CA 113710 from the National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health.
Carried out in part at the General Clinical Research Center at San Francisco
General Hospital Medical Center (NIH/NCRR UCSF-CTSI UL1 RR024131).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lisa Vogl, MPH, Pre-Doctoral Trainee, Roswell
Park Cancer Institute, Health Behavior and Aerosol Pollution Exposure Research
Laboratory, Elm & Carlton Streets, Buffalo, NY 14263, United States, Phone: 716845-8865, Email: lisa.vogl@roswellpark.org

PA11-4

AN EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE SMOKEFREE MESSAGE THEMES
Janet Hoek, Ph.D., Ninya Maubach, Ph.D., Philip Gendall, Ph.D., Damien Mather,
Ph.D., and Richard Edwards, M.D.*, University of Otago
Achieving New Zealand’s vision of a smokefree society by 2025 requires
dramatic increases in quit attempts, improved quit success rates, and reduced
lapsing. Although smokefree communications stimulate quit attempts and support
quitters in remaining smokefree, smokers differ in their behaviour and life phase;
consequently, messages need to reach and motivate diverse groups. To estimate
the effect of different message themes, we undertook a three phase study
comprising two qualitative studies followed by a quantitative study involving a
best-worst experiment. Based on the qualitative findings, we developed twenty print
advertisements, representing several themes, including health, child protection,
cessation, and industry denormalization. Current daily and non-daily smokers
(N=546) evaluated ten pairs of randomly presented advertisements and identified
the one in each pair they thought most likely to lead them to think about quitting.
Data were analysed using multi-nomial logit regression. Respondents then viewed
two randomly selected advertisements and used an 11-point probability scale to
estimate the likelihood each ad would prompt them to think about quitting; these
data were analysed using independent sample t-tests. Advertisements focussing
on the loss others, especially children, experience when smokers die were chosen
as more likely to prompt thoughts of quitting than ads that focussed on cessation
(Hazard Ratios 5.85 and 3.61, cf. HR 1.18 and 1.11, p<.001). Advertisements
promoting financial benefits of quitting, child harm, and industry denormalisation
were also seen as likely to prompt thoughts of quitting (HR 2.72; 2.47; 2.20,
p<.001). The probability estimates followed a similar pattern; nearly two thirds of
the sample indicated the loss-framed messages would stimulate them to think
about quitting. Smokefree communications highlighting children’s dependence on
their parents and emphasising their need for protection elicited strong responses
from both genders and all age groups. However, the high ranking of ads conveying
varied themes suggests diverse messages are required to reach and motivate all
sub-groups within the wider smoker population.
This work was funded by the New Zealand Ministry of Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Gideon St.Helen, Ph.D., UCSF, 530 Parnassus
Ave., San Francisco, CA 94143, United States, Phone: 4154768982, Email:
gideon.sthelen@ucsf.edu

PA11-3

MEASURING SECONDHAND SMOKE EXPOSURE IN OUTDOOR AREAS OF
DOWNTOWN BUFFALO
Lisa M. Vogl, M.P.H.*, Mark J. Travers, Ph.D., M.S., and Cara Petrucci, Department
of Health Behavior and Aerosol Pollution Exposure Research Laboratory, Roswell
Park Cancer Institute

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Janet Hoek, PhD, Professor of Marketing,
University of Otago, Marketing, P O Box 56, Dunedin, Otago 9054, New Zealand,
Phone: +643 479 7692, Email: janet.hoek@otago.ac.nz

An increase in indoor smoking restrictions has lead to a relocation of smokers
to the entranceways of buildings and other outdoor public areas. Active smoking in
these public outdoor areas may expose non-smokers to harmful levels of second
hand smoke (SHS). This study assessed exposure to outdoor secondhand tobacco
smoke at 13 different locations in downtown Buffalo including 3 transportation
stops, 5 office building entranceways, and 5 cafes with outdoor patio seating.
Each location was visited for 30-60 minutes during a period of significant activity.
Exposure to SHS (or SHS-PM2.5) was determined by measuring the levels of
respirable particulate matter (PM) with a diameter of 2.5 micrometers (μm) or
less and subtracting background particle levels. PM2.5 levels were recorded at
one second intervals using a TSI SidePak AM510 Personal Aerosol Monitor and
then converted to 4 second averages to mimic human respiratory rate.Results:
During monitoring the relative humidity averaged 58% (range 53-62), temperature
averaged 76°F (range 72-80) and ground-level wind speeds averaged 3.6ms-1
(range 1.8-5.4). Smoking was observed at 11 locations, 8 of which had no-smoking
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both the government and the industry may benefit from higher excise revenue
and higher profit under ad valorem tax. This is not necessarily the case under
specific tax because the tax revenue does not get any share from the higher price
level under this tax structure. Consequently, the tax share in price falls and the
government runs into the risk of losing revenue in the long run as consumption
decreases further from the price increase over and above the tax increase.
Thus, in countries employing specific tax on tobacco products, excise revenue
may suffer from loss of sustainability in the face of industry pricing strategies in
response to tax increases.
No funding.

Price, tax, and trade

PA12-1

BUYING CIGARETTES FROM INDIAN RESERVATIONS: MAGNITUDE OF
THE DISCOUNT
Xin Xu*1, Michael F. Pesko2, Michael A. Tynan1, Ann M. Malarcher1, and Frank J.
Chaloupka3, 1Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; 2Weill Medical College,
Cornell University; 3University of Illinois at Chicago

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nigar Nargis, PhD, Senior Economist, World
Health Organization, Tobacco Free Initiative, 20 Avenue Appia, Geneva, Geneva
1211, Switzerland, Phone: 410789217377, Email: nargisn@who.int

The Constitution and the federal government recognize Native American tribes
have limited local sovereignty over their members and territory, as “domestic
dependent nations.” Consequently, tribal members are not subject to state
cigarette excise taxes. But in practice, on many reservations, the taxes are not
applied to sales to non-tribal members who buy cigarettes on the reservation
thereby reducing the public health benefits of cigarette price increases. Although
previous research describes behaviors and characteristics of smokers associated
with tax-free sales on reservations and related policy issues, few have evaluated
price reduction related to sales on reservations. The limited evidence is usually
based on experience of a single state and thus cannot be generalized to the US
population. We conducted a nationwide study to examine potential discounts
using data from the 2009-2010 National Adult Tobacco Survey that collected
information on cigarette purchases on Indian reservations, the prices paid, and the
use of other price minimization behaviors. In the analysis, we use the instrumental
variables technique (IV) to calibrate our estimates from the impacts of reverse
causality and confounding factors that may be correlated with both cigarette retail
prices and purchases on Indian reservations. The IV approach has been widely
used in economic studies and recently adopted by public health and health service
research. In our model, we use the distance between the mean population center
of a respondent’s county of residence and the closest reservation as an instrument
for the probability of cigarette purchases on reservations. Our estimates suggest
that a little more than 10% of U.S. current smokers have purchased cigarettes from
reservations in the last 12 months and on average, purchases on reservation were
associated with a price reduction of $0.67 per pack (12.7%). We also found some
evidence of geographic variations in these estimates. It suggests that expanding
state-level negotiations with Native American tribes to collect taxes from non-tribal
member purchases can increase the public health impact from raising cigarette
prices.
No funding.

PA12-3

IMPACT OF ILLICIT TRADE ON TOBACCO CONSUMPTION, LOST
REVENUES, AND PRODUCT HARM: THE HUNGARIAN EVIDENCE
Jozsef Bodrogi, Ph.D.*1, Todd Rogers, Ph.D.2, and Kristie L. Foley, Ph.D.3,
1
Corvinus University, Budapest, Hungary; 2Research Triangle Institute,
International, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA; 3Davidson College, Davidson,
NC, USA
Background: An estimated 8% of the total tobacco consumed in Hungary
reaches consumers through illicit trade. Neighboring countries (e.g., Serbia and
Ukraine) have lower prices of tobacco—thus, Hungary serves as both a destination
for illicit tobacco as well as a gateway to Western Europe. There are several key
stakeholders in smuggled tobacco, including: the Hungarian Tax and Customs
Administration (TCA), the tobacco industry, the Finance Ministry (due to lost tax
revenues), and the Health Ministry (due to the unknown content of smuggled
tobacco and potential health risks associated with its use).
Methods: We
conducted analysis of TCA data on the amount of recovered contraband tobacco
over the last decade and the economic loss to the Hungarian state budget. We also
obtained product samples collected by the TCA from three major smuggling routes
(via China, Ukraine, Serbia). Laboratory analyses of burnt and solvent tobacco
are being conducted according to international standards to measure levels of
nicotine, tar, metals, and volatile organic compounds, and the in vitro toxicity and
mutagenicity of multiple compounds. Results: In 2000, 1.68B smuggled tobacco
pieces were recovered by the TCA. Smuggling reached an all-time high of 3.6B
pieces in 2005, estimated at 23% of total tobacco consumed. In 2010, estimated
smuggled tobacco declined to its lowest level in the past decade: 1.27B pieces
(8% of total consumption). Most recent data suggest a tax loss of ~10M Euro/year
to the country’s budget. Chemical analyses will be completed by end of 2012 and
results will be presented at SRNT. Conclusion: Smuggled tobacco comprises a
significant amount of total tobacco consumed in Hungary and causes huge losses
in the country and in the EU, more generally. The chemical content of the smuggled
tobacco in Hungary has not been measured since the fall of Communism, when
tobacco manufacturing and sales were privatized. Contraband products from other
regions have shown an increase in cancer-causing and banned agents. Chemical
analyses of smuggled products may offer some explanation as to why Hungary
has the highest lung cancer prevalence among the OECD countries.
Funding: This publication was made possible by Grant Number 1 R01
TW007927-01 from the Fogarty International Center, the National Cancer Institute,
and the National Institutes on Drug Abuse, within the National Institutes of Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Xin Xu, PhD, Senior Economist, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Office on Smoking and Health, 4770 Buford
Highway - Mailstop K-50, Atlanta, GA 30341, United States, Phone: 770-4886470, Email: xinxu@cdc.gov

PA12-2

TOBACCO INDUSTRY PRICING STRATEGY AND THE SUSTAINABILITY OF
EXCISE REVENUE UNDER DIFFERENT TAX STRUCTURE
Nigar Nargis*1, Ayda Yurekli2, and A.K.M. Ghulam Hussain1, 1University of Dhaka,
Bangladesh; 2World Health Organization, Geneva
Given the global evidence of inelastic demand and low excise tax share in the
retail price of tobacco products, it is expected that excise revenue will be higher
with increase in tobacco tax in the short -to mid-term. Most studies are done by
assuming that the industry will not increase its own price as the tax increases
and yield overestimates for the expected excise revenue. Using data on the
cigarette tax and market structure of Kenya, we examine the extent of the impact
of industry’s price schema on excise tax revenue for cigarettes as tax increases
under different excise systems. We use the tax simulation model developed by
the Tobacco Control Economics unit of the Tobacco Free Initiative, World Health
Organization. In a baseline scenario of 2011 with the same level of consumption
and excise and industry revenue, we introduce tax increase under three different
tax regimes of ad valorem, specific and mixed system and estimate the new levels
of consumption and excise and industry revenue. The first set of simulation is done
under the usual assumption that the industry does not change producer price after
the tax increase. In the second set of simulation, we allow the industry to raise
producer price. We find that when tax is increased, excise revenue goes up and
industry revenue falls provided that the industry does not raise producer price in
all three tax structures. If, however, the industry decides to raise producer price,

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kristie Foley, PhD, Associate Professor, Davidson
College, Medical Humanities, Box 7135, Davidson, NC 28035-7135, United
States, Phone: 704-894-2022, Email: krfoley@davidson.edu

PA12-4

PROBING THE SMOKING-SUICIDE ASSOCIATION: EFFECTS OF
CIGARETTE TAX INCREASES ON SUICIDE RISK
Richard A. Grucza, Ph.D.*, Andrew D. Plunk, Ph.D., Patricia A. Cavazos-Rehg,
Ph.D., Melissa J. Krauss, M.P.H., and Laura J. Bierut, M.D.
BACKGROUND: There is strong and consistent association between smoking
and suicide, but the etiology remains unclear. Smoking may contribute directly
to suicide risk by causing or exacerbating mental or physical health problems.
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On the other hand, it has been suggested that smoking cessation can precipitate
depressive episodes, thereby increasing suicide risk. Finally, the association
may be completely attributable to confounding factors. These hypotheses can
be evaluated by examining the influence of tobacco control policy on suicide
rates. OBJECTIVE: Using U.S. epidemiological data, to examine the associations
between (1) changes in state-level smoking prevalence and subsequent change
in suicide risk, and (2) changes in state cigarette excise taxes, the primary
policy instrument for tobacco control, and subsequent change in suicide risk.
METHODS: Aggregate smoking prevalence by state and year for the 18 to 65
year-old population were estimated from the 1990 to 1999 Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System (N=66,283 to 148,007 per year). Population suicide data was
obtained from the Multiple Causes of Death database maintained by the National
Center for Health Statistics, 1990 through 2000, with reference population data
from standard sources. RESULTS: Decreases in state-level smoking prevalence
were associated with decreased suicide risk: A 10% decrease in the state-level
point-prevalence of smoking corresponded to a 9.0% decrease in relative risk for
suicide (95% CI: 2.6, 15.8, p=0.005). Each $1 increase in state-tax corresponded
to a reduction in relative risk for smoking of 20.4% (95% CI: 9.3, 32.5; p=0.0002).
Tax increases were likewise associated with reduction in suicide risk: Each $1
tax increase corresponded to a subsequent 23.9% reduction in relative risk for
suicide (95% CI: 9.7%, 39.9%). These results support the hypothesis that smoking
contributes to suicide risk, and are inconsistent with the hypothesis that smoking
cessation increases suicide risk. If nicotine mediates such effects—and biological
data support the plausibility of such a mechanism—these phenomena warrant
intense investigation as emerging tobacco products grow in popularity.
Funding: American Federation for Suicide Prevention (SRG-00214-1210), NIH
R01 DA031288 (RAG); NIH R01 DA032843 (PCR).

relapse to nicotine use, and inhibition of GluR1 and NR2B may be important
pharmacotherapeutic avenues in reducing nicotine relapse.
This work was supported by DA033690 (CDG), and DA03906, DA012513,
DA015369 (PWK) grants from the National Institutes of Health.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Cassandra Gipson, Ph.D., Post-Doctoral Fellow,
Medical University of South Carolina, Neurosciences, 173 Ashley Ave., BSB 403,
Charleston, SC 29425, United States, Phone: 8438762246, Email: gipson@musc.
edu

PA13-2

EFFECT OF INHIBITING BRAIN CYP2B-MEDIATED NICOTINE
METABOLISM ON ACQUISITION AND REINSTATEMENT OF NICOTINE
SELF-ADMINISTRATION IN RATS
Kristine Garcia*, Kathy Coen, Sharon Miksys, Anh Dzung Lê, and Rachel F.
Tyndale, Department of Neuroscience, Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
and Departments of Pharmacology and Toxicology and Psychiatry, University of
Toronto, ON, Canada
Nicotine is metabolized by CYP2A6 and CYP2B6; both enzymes are highly
polymorphic in humans. Genetically slow CYP2B6 increased acquisition of
smoking in adolescents and craving and relapse during cessation, with no
impact on levels of smoking. CYP2B6 variation does not affect hepatic nicotine
metabolism, mediated primarily by CYP2A6, but may alter nicotine metabolism
within the brain. A mechanism-based (suicide) inhibitor selective for CYP2B,
C8-xanthate (C8X), was used to investigate the role of brain CYP2B-mediated
nicotine metabolism in the acquisition of nicotine self-administration (NSA). C8X,
via intracerebroventricular injections (ICV), increased the percentage of rats that
acquired NSA at a dose of 7.5 microg/kg compared to vehicle and increased
breakpoints under a progressive ratio schedule at 7.5, 15, and 30 microg/kg
doses. To investigate whether C8X treatment also influences relapse we examined
its effect after extinction and reinstatement. Rats were trained with 7.5 microg/
kg and underwent extinction with no cues. There was no difference between
C8X and vehicle ICV treatment during extinction. Nicotine-induced reinstatement
was tested at 0, 15, 30, 60, and 150 microg/kg through intravenous (i.v.) and
subcutaneous (s.c.) routes. For i.v. nicotine there was no reinstatement after
vehicle ICV; responding was not different at all nicotine doses compared to saline.
Reinstatement after C8X ICV treatment trended towards significance (p = 0.07) at
60 microg/kg i.v. nicotine compared to saline, where rats responded higher after
nicotine pre-treatment. Responding at this nicotine dose was significantly different
(p < 0.05) for ICV C8X compared to ICV vehicle. For s.c. nicotine reinstatement
was established at 60 and 150 microg/kg nicotine for both ICV C8X and ICV
vehicle treated rats. Responding was significantly higher for nicotine compared
to saline (p > 0.05); however there was no difference between ICV groups. These
results, in addition to the previous findings, suggest that reducing brain CYP2B
activity can influence nicotine’s reinforcing effects and may play a role in increased
acquisition and reduced cessation seen in CYP2B6 slow metabolizers.
CIHR grant MOP97751 and NIH R21 DA29160, CAMH and the CAMH
foundation, the Canada Foundation for Innovation (#20289 and #16014) and the
Ontario Ministry of Research and Innovation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Richard Grucza, Ph. D., Washington University
School of Medicine, 6690 South Euclid Ave, Saint Louis, MO 63117, United
States, Phone: 3143626535, Email: rick@wustl.edu

Mechanisms and targets from the animal lab

PA13-1

NICOTINE RELAPSE IS ASSOCIATED WITH RAPID SYNAPTIC
POTENTIATION: ROLE OF GLUR1 AND NMDA2B-CONTAINING
RECEPTORS
Cassandra D. Gipson*, Yonatan M. Kupchik, Kathryn J. Reissner, and Peter W.
Kalivas, Medical University of South Carolina
Smoking relapse rates remain high, and are an enduring problem in addiction
treatment. Nicotine, the primary active alkaloid in tobacco, produces long-lasting
changes in brain synaptic physiology that might contribute to the vulnerability
to relapse. However, it is not known if synaptic changes are initiated by and
contribute to nicotine relapse. Cues associated with nicotine use can precipitate
relapse, and using a rat model of cue- and nicotine-induced reinstatement of
nicotine-seeking, we quantified glutamate overflow via microdialysis, as well as
synaptic plasticity in the nucleus accumbens core (NAcore) via morphological
changes in dendritic spine head diameter (dh) and electrophysiological estimates
of excitatory synaptic transmission (AMPA:NMDA ratio, or A/N). Withdrawal from
nicotine self-administration caused a basal increase in dh and A/N compared to
yoked saline animals, and cue-induced reinstated nicotine seeking elicited an
increase in glutamate release as well as further increases in dh and A/N within
15 min of the priming stimulus. Nicotine-induced reinstatement also increased
glutamate release in the NAcore, and elicited a further increase in dh after 45 min
of the priming stimulus. Enlargement of dendritic spines has been associated with
increased synaptic strength, as well as an upregulation in surface expression of
GluR subunits of AMPA and NR2B-containing NMDA receptors. Importantly, we
found that both GluR1 and NR2B were upregulated after extinction from nicotine
self-administration in parallel with an increase in dh and A/N. These results show
that NAcore glutamate overflow is associated with reinstatement of nicotineseeking behavior. As well, rapid synaptic potentiation in the NAcore may underpin

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kristine Garcia, University of Toronto,
Pharmacology, 1 King’s College Circle, Toronto, ON M5S 1A8, Canada, Phone:
416-978-5155, Email: kristine.garcia@utoronto.ca

PA13-3

ACTIVATION OF ALPHA6BETA* NICOTINIC ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTORS
IS SUFFICIENT FOR NICOTINE REWARD-LIKE BEHAVIOR IN MICE
Ryan M. Drenan1, Staci E. Engle1, Alex Stafford2, Shrinesh Patel2, Henry A.
Lester3, J. Michael McIntosh4, and Darlene H. Brunzell2, 1Department of Medicinal
Chemistry and Molecular Pharmacology, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN;
2
Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology, Interdepartmental Neuroscience
Program, Institute for Drug and Alcohol Studies, Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond, VA; 3Division of Biology, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
CA; 4Departments of Biology and Psychiatry, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT
An accumulation of evidence suggests that high affinity a6b2 subunit containing
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (a6b2* nAChRs; *denotes other subunits
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may be present) on ventral tegmental area (VTA) dopamine (DA) neurons are
crucial for nicotine-stimulated dopamine release and for nicotine reinforcement
and reward. Nicotine can activate or desensitize (inactivate) a6b2* nAChRs. To
determine whether a6b2* nAChR activation or desensitization is required for
nicotine reward, we studied transgenic mice expressinga6 subunits that are
“hypersensitive” to nicotine (a6 L9′S). Using patch clamp electrophysiology,
we demonstrate that a6b2* nAChRs in VTA of a6 L9′S mice are 100-fold more
sensitive to puff-applied agonist. We find that administration of low doses (0.01
mg/kg and 0.03 mg/kg i.p.) of nicotine that are subthreshold for nicotine place
conditioning in non-transgenic mice are sufficient to condition a place preference
in a6 L9′S mice. In patch clamp experiments, bath application of a subthreshold
concentration of nicotine (100 nM ) is sufficient to depolarize a6 L9′S VTA neurons,
but not neurons from non-transgenic mice. Using fast scan cyclic voltammetry,
we demonstrate that burst-evoked DA release in NAc shell is greater in a6 L9′S
mice, supporting the hypothesis that these effects were due to activation of a6b2*
nAChRs. Lastly, mice that received NAc shell-infusion of the a6b2* nAChR
antagonist did not show elevated nicotine place conditioning, but rather showed
a decrease in nicotine place preference; i.e. a6b2* nAChR antagonism blocked
nicotine effects in this task. Together, these results suggest that activation rather
than desensitization of a6b2* nAChRs supports nicotine reward.
This work was supported in part by NIH grants MH53631 and GM48677 to
JMM, DA 17279 and DA19735 to HAL, DA030396 to RMD, and DA031289 to
DHB.

Great expectations: expectancy
and smoking outcomes

PA14-1

EXPLORING RISK PERCEPTIONS FOLLOWING LUNG SCREENING: A
QUALITATIVE STUDY AMONG ACRIN NATIONAL LUNG SCREENING TRIAL
(NLST) PARTICIPANTS
Joanna M. Streck*1, Mark Nichter2, Jamie S. Ostroff3, Nancy A. Rigotti1,4, Ilana
Gareen5, Kelly Hyland1, and Elyse R. Park1,4, 1Tobacco Research and Treatment
Center at Massachusetts General Hospital; 2School of Anthropology, University of
Arizona; 3Behavioral Sciences Service, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center;
4
Massachusetts General Hospital Mongan Institute for Health Policy; 5Center for
Statistical Sciences, Brown University
Background: The NLST reported a 20% reduction in lung cancer mortality
among older current and former smokers, with a minimum history of 30 pack-years,
screened with low-dose CT compared with chest x-ray. Previous work indicates that
postscreening smoking behaviors and risk perceptions are relatively unchanged.
We conducted a qualitative substudy to elucidate risk perceptions for lung cancer
and smoking related diseases (SRD) and explore whether lung screening is a
cue to behavior change. Methods: In-depth interviews were conducted using a
semi-structured interview guide based on Health Belief Model and Self-Regulation
Model constructs. A random sample of 35 (50% current smokers) participants
from 4 study sites were interviewed following the one-year follow-up screen.
Content analyses were conducted using NVivo 9.0. Results: Most participants
endorsed high risk perceptions for lung cancer and SRDs but denied concern
about risk as a motivator for seeking screening. Risk perceptions were mostly
attributed to their heavy smoking history yet former smokers expressed a relatively
optimistic bias of reduced risk. Lung cancer and SRDs were perceived as very
severe yet there was a disconnect in that participants endorsed low worry about
these diseases. Current smokers had low confidence in their ability to quit and
none reported quitting. However, many enacted other health behavior changes
(e.g., improved physical activity) which were explained as compensatory
behaviors. Conclusions: Following lung screening, high risk perceptions did not
translate into current smokers quitting; former smokers’ optimistic inclinations
could make them vulnerable to relapse. Cognitive and emotional disconnects may
deter engagement in smoking behavior change. Lung screening cessation and
prevention interventions should explore emotional responses, risk beliefs, and quit
confidence.
This project was funded by the ACS (MRSG-005-05-CPPB), ACRIN/NLST Trial
U01 CA079778 & U01 CA080098.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Darlene Brunzell, PhD, Assistant Professor,
Virginia Commonwealth University, Pharmacology and Toxicology, PO Box
980613, Richmond, VA 23298, United States, Phone: 804-628-7584, Fax: 804828-2117, Email: dbrunzell@vcu.edu

PA13-4

NIC7-001, A NOVEL ANTI-NICOTINE VACCINE, SHOWS SIGNIFICANTLY
SUPERIOR FUNCTION IN NON-HUMAN PRIMATES (NHP) COMPARED TO A
CYT002-NicQb MIMETIC
Michael J. McCluskie1, Jennifer Thorn2, Paul Mehelic2, Ghania Chikh1, Michelle
Benoit1, Tharsika Tharmanathan1, Janna Cartier1, James R. Merson3, and Heather
L. Davis*1, 1Pfizer Vaccine Research, Ottawa, ON, Canada; 2Pfizer Biotherapeutics
Pharmaceutical Sciences, St. Louis, MO, USA; 3Pfizer Vaccine Research, La Jolla,
CA, USA
Background: Anti-nicotine vaccines induce antibodies (Ab) that reduce nicotine
to brain. Ph2 testing of CYT002-NicQb (NicQb; Cytos) showed the top 1/3 of Ab
responders had better 1yr quit rates than placebo. Ab function depends on both
quantity (titer) and quality (avidity) and poor overall efficacy of NicQb, despite
induction of high Ab titers, may be due to low avidity Ab. NIC7-001, which was
developed using functional readouts, was compared to a NicQb mimetic in NHP.
Methods: NIC7-001 is comprised of a nicotine-like hapten conjugated to CRM (~15
haptens/CRM) as antigen (NIC7), and aluminum hydroxide and CpG as adjuvants.
Prior results showed both antigen and CpG contributed to Ab titer and avidity.
Cynomolgus monkeys were immunized 4 to 6 times with NIC7 (30, 100, 300 or
1000 µg), aluminum hydroxide (125, 250 or 500 µg Al3+) and CpG (0, 250, 500 or
1000 µg) on different schedules. One group received a mimetic of NicQb (100 µg
conjugate [~600 nicotine-like haptens per E. coli Qβ phage virus-like particle] with
500 µg Al3+). Plasma was tested for Ab titre (ELISA), avidity (IC50 by competitive
ELISA) and function (nicotine-binding capacity by equilibrium dialysis assay and
LC/MS/MS). After the last dose, animals received 3H-nicotine (IV) and nicotine
concentrations in brain and plasma were determined. Results: For NIC7-001, Ab
titers were highest with the greatest antigen dose but avidity and function were
best with the lowest dose, whereas highest CpG dose gave best titer, avidity
and function. Boosts enhanced titer, avidity and function. In contrast, the NicQb
mimetic induced Ab of very high titer but relatively low avidity and function; NicQb
booster doses did not enhance these further. Reduction of nicotine to the brain
compared to non-immunized controls was significantly greater with NIC7-001
(81%) than the NicQb mimetic (7%; P<0.0001). Even the NIC7 vaccine without
CpG had better function (33% reduction of nicotine to brain) despite having about
10-fold less Ab than the NicQb mimetic (P<0.01). Conclusions: The functional Ab
response in NHP with NIC7-001 was significantly superior to that observed with a
NicQb mimetic, largely due to higher Ab avidity.
Funded by Pfizer.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joanna Streck, BA, Research Assistant,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Tobacco Research and Treatment Center,
50 Staniford Street, 9th Floor, Boston, MA 02445, United States, Phone: (617)
724-2011, Fax: (617) 724-6774, Email: jstreck@partners.org

PA14-2

SMOKING RISK PERCEPTIONS IN IRISH ADOLESCENTS WITH VARIED
SMOKING EXPERIENCE
Louise M. Hopper* and Michael J. Gormley, Ph.D., Trinity College Dublin, School
of Psychology, Aras an Phiarsaigh, Dublin, Ireland
Background: Health behaviour models suggest that perceived vulnerability to
harm and the balance of perceived risks and benefits guide smoking decisions.
Although there is substantial support for this model among adults, results in terms
of how adolescents understand smoking risk are inconsistent. This study aimed
to develop an understanding of how adolescent daily, weekly, experimental, ex-,
and never-smokers perceive smoking risk. Method: 602 adolescents (145 daily,
35 weekly, 35 ex, 130 experimental, 257 never smokers) completed a smoking
perceptions survey which included questions related to the perception of health
and addiction risk, and the perceived general and immediate harm from smoking,
avoidance of health-related thoughts, and 3 subscales from a domain specific
measure of risk (DOSPERT) relating to social, recreational, and health and safety
risk. Results: Daily smokers differed significantly to all other groups on general
risk measures (p<.001 for each). They perceived higher levels of relative risk
and were less optimistic about the risks, but they were significantly less likely to

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Heather Davis, PhD, Executive Director, Pfizer,
Vaccine Research, 340 Terry Fox Drive, Ottawa, ON K2K 3A2, Canada, Phone:
613-254-5201, Email: heather.davis@pfizer.com
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perceive general or immediate harm from smoking. They were less likely to avoid
health risks than never (p<.001), experimental (p<.001), and ex-smokers (p<.05),
whereas weekly smokers only differed significantly from never-smokers (p<.05).
Weekly smokers also perceived less general harm from smoking than never
(p<.001) and experimental (p<.01) smokers. No smoking status differences were
seen in overall levels of domain specific risk-taking (DOSPERT) but significant
differences are found for social risk between never and daily smokers (p<.05)
and for health and safety risks between never- and ex- (p<.05), weekly (p<.05),
and daily (p<.001) smokers. Discussion: These findings suggest that risk is an
important factor in adolescent smoking decisions. They challenge the contention
that adolescent smokers are not aware of the risks involved with smoking but
despite this awareness, regular smokers seem more inclined to take healthrelated risks and are less concerned about immediate harm from smoking. Further
examination of DOSPERT risk assessment in adolescents is recommended.
No funding.

influence of the ACT intervention on smoking cessation. Design: In a double-blind
randomized controlled trial, 222 nationally-recruited participants were randomized
to either ACT (n =111) or the NCI’s Smokefree.gov standard of care intervention (n
=111). At baseline and three months post randomization, participants completed
ACT theory-based mediator measures of acceptance of physical urges, emotions,
and cognitions that cue smoking (all alphas >.90). The primary outcome was
30-day point prevalence quit rate at three months post randomization. We used
the Sobel test for the mediation analysis (MacKinnon, 2008). The model is
expressed as three regression equations that relate the main independent variable
X (ACT intervention), the mediator M (change from baseline to three months post
randomization), and the binary endpoint Y (30-day abstinence). Results: Over
double the fraction of participants in the ACT arm quit smoking as compared to
the control arm (23% vs. 10%; OR = 3.05; 95% CI = 1.01 to 9.32; p = .050). At the
3-month follow-up, ACT participants reported higher acceptance of physical urges
(p = .001), emotions (p = .022), and cognitions (p = .083) that cue smoking. The
mediation model showed that all three acceptance processes explained a very
large amount of the effect of the ACT intervention on smoking cessation: 76.0%
(acceptance of physical urges), 73.0% (acceptance of emotions), and 68.7%
(acceptance of cognitions; all three p-values < .001). Conclusion: Increasing one’s
willingness to notice and not act on smoking cues holds great promise in boosting
the quit rates of web-based smoking cessation interventions.
Funding: Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center CCSG Grant Program
(P30CA015704).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Louise Hopper, Trinity College Dublin, School
of Psychology, Aras an Phiarsaigh, Dublin, 2, Ireland, Phone: 353868186470,
Email: hopperl@tcd.ie

PA14-3

USE OF COUNSELING INCENTIVE FOR MEDICAID SMOKERS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jonathan Bricker, PhD, Associate Professor, Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, University of Washington, 1100 Fairview
Avenue N, Seattle, WA 98109, United States, Phone: 206-667-5074, Email:
jbricker@uw.edu

Sharon E. Cummins, Ph.D.*, Christopher M. Anderson, B.A., Gordon Sloss,
M.P.A., Neal Kohatsu, M.D., M.P.H., and Shu-Hong Zhu, Ph.D., University of
California, San Diego
Economic incentives have been shown to be effective in getting people to
engage in preventive health behaviors, at least in the short term and with behaviors
that are well defined. Smoking is still the behavior that has the greatest impact
on morbidity and mortality in the U.S. Smoking rates are especially high among
low income populations, which contributes to health disparities. California was
funded by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid through its Medicaid Incentives
for the Prevention of Chronic Diseases initiative to examine the use of incentives
among Medi-Cal (California’s Medicaid program) members who smoke. As part
of a randomized trial testing different policies regarding the distribution of quitting
aids and financial incentives, callers to the California Smokers’ Helpline who met
eligibility criteria were randomly assigned to receive incentives for participating
in telephone counseling or not. Incentives included a choice of gift cards to one
of four retails stores. Subjects in the incentive condition received $20 for a first
counseling session and $10 for each follow up session up to four. Preliminary
results (N=691) indicate that the incentives were effective in increasing the rates
of counseling (92% and 87% for the incentive and non-incentive conditions,
respectively, p=0.03) and for increasing the number of follow up counseling calls
for those who receive counseling (mean of 3.8 and 3.1 for the two conditions,
respectively, p<0.001).
The implications and limitations of incentivizing
participation in counseling by providing small financial incentives will be discussed.
This study is supported by Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
grant #1B1CMS330882.

Tobacco marketing to youth

PA15-1

ENHANCING NATIONAL ESTIMATES OF YOUTH CIGAR USE: ADDING
BRAND NAMES TO THE 2012 NATIONAL YOUTH TOBACCO SURVEY
Catherine G. Corey, M.S.P.H.*, Benjamin J. Apelberg, Ph.D., M.H.S, Bridget K.
Ambrose, Ph.D., M.P.H., and Corinne G. Husten, M.D., M.P.H., Center for Tobacco
Products, U.S. Food and Drug Administration
Among middle and high school students cigars are the most commonly used
tobacco product after cigarettes. More than one in ten high school students report
smoking a cigar in the past 30 days. Cigar smoking causes certain cancers
and heart disease. Compared with cigarettes, cigar tobacco can have higher
concentrations of nicotine and tobacco-specific nitrosamines. Cigars may be
attractive to youth because, unlike cigarettes, they can be sold singly or in small
packs and can contain characterizing flavors like cherry or chocolate. Further,
federal tobacco excise taxes are now higher on manufactured cigarettes relative
to certain cigar products that are similar in size and shape. Accurate monitoring of
youth cigar use is imperative. Yet assessing cigar use is challenging given cigars
comprise many lengths, widths and other characteristics. Youth may recognize the
cigar brands they smoke, but be unaware the product is a cigar per se. Previous
analysis of state- and county-level surveys estimated that the prevalence of cigar
use as much as doubled once specific brand names were included. To better
capture national youth cigar use the 2012 National Youth Tobacco Survey (NYTS)
was modified to incorporate five popular cigar brand names (“Have you ever
tried smoking a cigar, cigarillo, or little cigar, such as Black and Milds, Swisher
Sweets, Dutch Masters, White Owl, or Phillies Blunts?”). We will present the
first nationally representative estimates of lifetime and current cigar use among
middle and high school students that includes specific cigar brand names. We will
report on statistical analyses conducted to examine changes in cigar use between
2011 (no brand names) and 2012 stratified by age, sex, race/ethnicity and other
tobacco use. Cigars are not yet regulated under the Family Smoking Prevention
and Tobacco Control Act, although the Food and Drug Administration intends to

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sharon Cummins, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
UCSD, Dept of Family & Preventive Medicine, 9500 Gilman Drive MC0905, La
Jolla, CA 92093, United States, Phone: 858-300-1046, Fax: 858-300-1099, Email:
scummins@ucsd.edu

PA14-4

DOES INCREASING ACCEPTANCE OF URGES BOOST QUIT RATES OF
WEB-DELIVERED CESSATION INTERVENTIONS? RESULTS FROM A
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Jonathan Bricker, Ph.D.*, Christopher Wyszynski, B.S., Bryan Comstock, M.S.,
and Jaimee Heffner, Ph.D.
Background: Web-delivered cessation interventions, which annually reach
over 4 million US smokers, have low quit rates (10%; Civljak et al., 2010). To
boost their quit rates, interventions targeting specific theory-based processes
hold great promise. Accordingly, we tested Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
(ACT) in a randomized trial. The intervention targeted the core ACT process of
“acceptance”—i.e., noticing and not acting on smoking cues (e.g., urges). The
current study examines the extent to which this acceptance process mediates the
52
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assert jurisdiction on these and other tobacco products. Monitoring youth cigar use
will be enhanced by the brand name cigar questions introduced on NYTS 2012.
Funding: Center for Tobacco Products, U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

Results: Advertised cigarettes prices on store exteriors were significantly lower in
outlets with a greater number of high schools within a 0.5 mile radius (p=0.01),
controlling for neighborhood demographics and store type. For adjusted interior
prices, the number of nearby high schools was not a significant predictor of posted
price, but neighborhoods with a greater proportion of adolescents had significantly
lower posted prices (p<0.001). For Newport menthol cigarettes, posted prices
were significantly lower in neighborhoods with a greater proportion of adolescents
(p<0.001). Conclusions: Lower cigarette prices have been associated with higher
smoking prevalence and frequency in youth. Given that adolescence is a prime
time for experimentation and initiation, prominently displayed advertisements for
low-priced cigarettes near schools and in areas with large adolescent populations
may increase smoking uptake among a price-sensitive population.
This project was supported by a contract with the District of Columbia
Department of Health and Legacy Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Catherine Corey, FDA Center for Tobacco
Products, 9200 Corporate Blvd, Rockville, MD 20850, United States, Phone:
3017967396, Email: Catherine.Corey@fda.hhs.gov

PA15-2

MONITORING THE BUZZ: USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA MONITORING TO
CAPTURE LITTLE CIGAR/CIGARILLO-RELATED CONVERSATIONS
Amanda Richardson, Ph.D., M.S.*1,2, Donna Vallone, Ph.D., M.P.H.1,2, 1Department
of Research, Legacy, Washington, DC; 2Department of Health, Behavior and
Society, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Cantrell, DrPH, Assistant Director,
Legacy Foundation, Research and Evaluation, 1724 Massachusetts Avenue,
Washington, DC 20036, United States, Phone: 202 454 5798, Email: jcantrell@
legacyforhealth.org

BACKGROUND: Use of little cigars and cigarillos (LCCs) is becoming
increasingly prevalent in the population, and given restrictions placed on
cigarettes as part of the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act,
further increases are expected. Despite this, little is known about how consumers
perceive and talk about these products, particularly in the online environment
where mistruths may be propagated and those at-risk inadvertently subjected to
positive claims of the product. METHODS: Social media monitoring of LCC-related
conversations occurring from August 1, 2011 through July 31, 2012 was conducted
using Harris Research Lifestreaming®, a panel of approximately 50,000 who
give Harris access to their Facebook and/or Twitter accounts. Text analysis was
then conducted using Clarabridge to categorize the topics discussed, which was
then linked to demographic and tobacco use patterns of Research Lifestreaming
panelists. RESULTS: In one year, there were 327 Facebook posts, 62,244
comments, and 84 tweets about LCCs by 356 panelists, most of which were
positive. Over half (60%) of those conversations were related to ‘blunts’, or a cigar
filled with marijuana. Respondents engaging in blunt conversations were more
likely to be Hispanic, non-Hispanic black and have a high school education or
less. Respondents engaging in non-blunt LCC conversations were more likely to
be younger, female and single. Topics discussed within the ‘blunt’ and non-blunt
category also differed by demographics, geographic location and the tobacco use
patterns of panelists. DISCUSSION: Conversations taking place about LCCs were
overwhelmingly positive and many centered around their use for ‘blunts’. Public
health messages should consider the high use of these products for purposes of
smoking marijuana and work to counter this positive flow of information arising out
of online conversations through targeted messaging.
No funding.

PA15-4

EXPLORING THE ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN ATTITUDES TOWARDS PLAIN
PACKAGING AND SMOKING SUSCEPTIBILITY AMONG YOUTH
Ilze Bogdanovica*, Ann McNeill, Lisa Szatkowski, and John Britton, Division of
Epidemiology and Public Health, University of Nottingham; UK Centre for Tobacco
Control Studies
Background: It has been suggested that the introduction of tobacco pack plain
packaging is an effective approach to restrict marketing of tobacco products and
will reduce appeal of these products to young people thus reducing smoking
prevalence. This study explores predictors of attitudes towards plain packs by
investigating associations between attitudes towards packaging and susceptibility
to smoking. Methods: Data on smoking susceptibility, smoking status and attitudes
towards cigarette packs were obtained from a cross-sectional study carried out in
eight schools in England including 4300 students. Students were categorized as
ever smokers, susceptible and non-susceptible never smokers, and differences
in attitudes towards packaging between these groups were investigated using
Chi-square tests. Results: Over 75% of respondents thought that branded packs
were most appealing; however a larger proportion of non-susceptible never
smokers compared to ever smokers reported no difference in the appeal of packs.
A significantly larger proportion of smokers and susceptible never smokers viewed
branded packs as less harmful compared to non-susceptible never-smokers,
although the majority of all students reported no difference. Half of ever smokers,
and more than a third of susceptible never smokers, preferred to be seen with
branded packs; however, this was true for only 14% of non-susceptible never
smokers. Half of ever smokers preferred to use branded packs to try smoking,
while only 17% of non-susceptible never smokers would choose branded packs
and most commonly reported that they would not use any of the packs. About 20%
of students agreed that the introduction of plain packs (either green or white) would
reduce smoking prevalence. Conclusions: The results suggest that, compared to
non-susceptible never smokers, ever smokers and susceptible never smokers are
more likely to view branded packs as more appealing, less harmful and would
prefer to be seen with branded packs and try out smoking using these packs. As
plain packaging is viewed as significantly less attractive it is likely that introduction
of plain packs would help to prevent the uptake of smoking.
This study was originally supported by Cancer Research UK, Nottingham City
PCT and the UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies, with core funding from the
British Heart Foundation, Cancer Research UK, Economic and Social Research
Council, Medical Research Council, and the Department of Health under the
auspices of the UK Clinical Research Collaboration.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amanda Richardson, PhD, Senior Director of
Research, Legacy, 1724 Massachusetts Ave NW, Washington, DC 20036, United
States, Phone: 202-454-5571, Email: arichardson@legacyforhealth.org

PA15-3

POSTED CIGARETTE PRICES IN RETAIL OUTLETS AND PROXIMITY OF
HIGH SCHOOLS AND NEIGHBORHOODS WITH YOUTH
Jennifer Cantrell, Dr.P.H.*1, Ollie Ganz, M.P.H.1, Jennifer Kreslake, M.P.H.1,
Jennifer Pearson2, and Thomas R. Kirchner2, 1Research and Evaluation, Legacy
Foundation; 2Schroeder Institute, Legacy Foundation
Background: Cigarette price discounts that lower prices consumers pay is the
largest category of tobacco industry promotional spending. Youth are a highly
price-sensitive population. It is currently unknown whether advertised cigarette
prices are lower near high schools or in areas with more adolescents. High school
students are more capable of purchasing tobacco products compared to younger
students and may experiment with smoking if given access to affordable cigarettes.
Objective: To examine whether displayed cigarette prices were lower in retail
outlets with more high schools and a higher proportion of adolescents. Methods: A
multimodal, real time surveillance system was used to survey the lowest advertised
price of cigarettes in 750 licensed tobacco retail outlets in Washington D.C., and
joined with data at the block group level using ArcGIS. Outcome variables included
lowest displayed exterior price, lowest displayed price inside the store, and the
posted price of a cigarette brand popular among youth (Newport). Independent
variables included number of high schools within a radius of 0.5 miles, store
type, population density and proportion of adolescents in the outlet block group.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ilze Bogdanovica, PhD, Research Fellow,
University of Nottingham, Division of Epidemiology and Public Health, Clinical
Sciences Building, Nottingham, NG5 1PB, United Kingdom, Phone: +44 115 82
31381, Email: ilze.bogdanovica@nottingham.ac.uk
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2011. E-cig refill cartridge increased more than 14 times during the same time
period (from about half a million pieces to more than 7 million pieces). Sales
volume of dissolvable lozenges/tablets has increased 20% from less than 50
million pieces to more than 60 million pieces. The sales volume of dissolvable
strips and sticks were low compared to that of lozenges/tablets, less than half a
million pieces annually and their sales volume has been declining since the first
quarter of 2010. Dissolvable orbs sales have also declined between 2010 and
2011, from approximately 13,000 ounces to less than 4,000 ounces. Snus sales
have declined steadily since early 2010. Our results revealed a rapidly changing
landscape of new and emerging tobacco products and have important implications
on government regulations targeting these products.
Support for this project was provided by a National Cancer Institute-funded
grant (Grant #1U01CA154248), titled “Monitoring and Assessing the Impact of Tax
and Price Policies on U.S. Tobacco Use.” The opinions expressed here are those
of the authors, and do not necessarily reflect those of the sponsors. None of the
funding agencies played any role in study design; in the collection, analysis and
interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision to submit the
paper for the conference.

Tobacco products

PA16-1

REDUCED NICOTINE CONTENT CIGARETTES: SMOKING BEHAVIOUR,
BIOMARKERS OF EXPOSURE, AND PRODUCT PERCEPTIONS
David Hammond, Ph.D.*1, and Richard J. O’Connor, Ph.D.2, 1School of Public
Health & Health Systems, University of Waterloo, Canada; 2Roswell Park Cancer
Institute, NY
At present, all conventional cigarette brands contain ample levels of nicotine
to promote and sustain addiction. Previous research demonstrates that smokers
increase the intensity of their smoking behaviour to compensate for modest
differences in the level of nicotine present in cigarette smoke. However, it remains
unclear whether smokers will engage in similar “compensatory” behaviour in
response to substantial reductions in nicotine content that go beyond the negligible
differences present among conventional cigarette brands. In the current study,
72 adult smokers (18-65 years old, min 5 cigarettes per day, no intention to quit,
no NRT or other tobacco product use) completed an open-label trial of reduced
nicotine content cigarettes. Participants completed a 7-day baseline period during
which they smoke their usual cigarette brand. Participants then smoked Quest
cigarette brands with 3 levels of reduced nicotine content: 6mg, 3mg, and 0.05mg
of nicotine. Each of the brands was smoked for a 7-day period, for a total of 3
consecutive weeks. Validated measures of nicotine dependence and withdrawal,
patterns of smoking behaviour, and biomarkers of exposure were collected during
each 7-day period. Biomarkers included urinary levels of cotinine (the main
metabolite of nicotine), 1-hydroxypyrene, and exhaled-breath levels of carbon
monoxide.
The findings indicate no significant difference in urinary cotinine
levels between usual brand smoking (~12mg of nicotine per cigarette) and use
of Quest 1 cigarettes (8.9mg of nicotine per cigarette). Significant reductions in
cotinine were observed with Quest 2 (8.4mg) and Quest 3 (0.6mg), compared
to usual brand smoking. The findings provide little evidence of compensatory
smoking, with no increases in exhaled-breath carbon monoxide levels or levels of
1-hydroxypyrene associated with reduced nicotine content cigarettes. Participants
provided generally lower subjective ratings of the Quest cigarettes compared to
their usual brand. No significant changes were observed for smoking urges or
measures of nicotine dependence.
This study was funded by Health Canada Tobacco Control Program. Additional
support was provided by a Canadian Institutes of Health Research New Investigator
Award (Hammond), and a Canadian Cancer Society Research Institute Junior
Investigator Award (Hammond).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jidong Huang, PhD, Research Specialist,
University of Illinois at Chicago, Institute for Health Research and Policy, 1747
West Roosevelt Road, Chicago, IL 60608, United States, Phone: (312) 413-0099,
Email: jhuang12@uic.edu
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IMPACT OF REDUCED IGNITION PROPENSITY CIGARETTE REGULATION
ON CONSUMER ACCEPTABILITY AND SMOKING CESSATION: EVIDENCE
FROM 6 WAVES (2004-11) OF THE ITC FOUR COUNTRY SURVEY
Sarah E. Adkison*1, Richard J. O’Connor1, Ron Borland2, Hua-Hie Yong2, K.
Michael Cummings3, David Hammond4, and Geoffrey T. Fong5,6, 1Department of
Health Behavior, Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, NY, USA; 2The Cancer
Council Victoria, Carlton, VIC, Australia; 3Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral
Sciences, Medical University of South Carolina, USA; 4School of Public Health &
Health Systems, University of Waterloo, ON, Canada; 5Department of Psychology,
University of Waterloo, ON, Canada; 6Ontario Institute for Cancer Research,
Toronto, ON, Canada
Introduction: Although on the decline, smoking-related fires remain a leading
cause of fire death worldwide. Since 2004, lawmakers in a number of jurisdictions
have enacted legislation requiring manufacturers to comply with reduced ignition
propensity (RIP) standards for cigarettes. The tobacco industry historically
opposed such legislation, arguing that RIP cigarettes would have increased toxicity
and reduced consumer appeal that would result in changes in smoking behaviors,
including quitting. Methods: Participants for this research include 12,426 current
and former smokers from waves 3 through 8 of the International Tobacco Control
(ITC) Four Country Survey conducted longitudinally from 2004 through 2011 in the
United States, United Kingdom, Australia, and Canada. We employed generalized
estimating equations to assess how implementation of RIP safety regulations
influenced smokers’ perceptions of cigarette self-extinguishment and the impact
on consumer smoking behavior including number of cigarettes smoked per
day, intention to quit smoking, and making a quit attempt over 6 waves of data.
Results: Results show that respondents in places where RIP safety standards
are in place had greater odds of noticing cigarette self-extinguishment, and of
having an intention to quit smoking; however, they did not have increased odds
of attempting to quit smoking. Conclusions: These longitudinal analyses provide
no support for the contention that RIP standards reduce consumer acceptability.
Implementation of RIP standards in all jurisdictions may substantially reduce the
number of cigarette-related fire deaths and damage.
The ITC Four Country Project was supported by the U.S. National Cancer
Institute (RO1 CA100362 and P01 CA138389), Canadian Institutes of Health
Research (79551 and 115016), National Health and Medical Research Council of
Australia (450110, APP1005922), Cancer Research UK (C312/A11943), Ontario
Institute for Cancer Research (Senior Investigator Award to GTF), and Canadian
Cancer Society Research Institute (Prevention Scientist Award to GTF).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: David Hammond, PhD, Associate Professor,
University of Waterloo, School of Public Health and Health Systems, 200
University Ave West, Waterloo, ON N2L3G1, Canada, Phone: 5198884567,
Email: dhammond@uwaterloo.ca
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NEW AND EMERGING TOBACCO PRODUCTS: GAINING INSIGHTS FROM
NIELSEN STORE SCANNER DATA
Jidong Huang, Ph.D., Dianne Barker, M.H.S.*, and Frank J. Chaloupka, Ph.D.
Tobacco control environment has changed rapidly in the past few years. The
federal taxes on tobacco products were increased in 2009. The Family Smoking
Prevention and Tobacco Control Act of 2009 gave FDA authority to regulate
tobacco product production, distribution and marketing. In addition, many state
and local governments have adopted or strengthened smoking free policies and
other tobacco control policies. Tobacco industry has responded by focusing on,
among other things, product design and development. This study examines the
sales trend of new and emerging tobacco products using the quarterly market
level Nielsen store scanner data between 2010 and 2011. The Nielsen store
scanner data contain detailed information on retail prices, sales, and price-related
promotions for all tobacco products. Data were directly gathered from participating
retailers’ tapes in 52 U.S. markets defined by Nielsen. The markets consist of
groups of counties centered on a major city (similar to metropolitan statistical
areas). Participating retailers include mass stores, drug stores, grocery stores,
and convenience stores. Our analyses show a dramatic increase in electronic
cigarettes sales between 2010 and 2011. Sales volume of e-cig kit increased 9
times from about half a million pieces in 2010 to more than 4.5 million pieces in

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sarah Adkison, M.A., Roswell Park Cancer
Institute, Health Behavior, Elm &Carlton Streets, Buffalo, NY 14263, United
States, Phone: (716)845-8304, Email: sarah.adkison@roswellpark.org
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kg, s.c.) or saline (n=8) was administered for 7 days, 2x/day. After the cessation of
the treatment, the animals were allowed to remain in the recording cages for a two
month period to observe their behavior. Songs were recorded in real time, before
being analyzed using Song Analysis Pro. Our results show that the observed
changes in ISD appear the day after nicotine administration was discontinued, and
did not return to baseline during the entirety of our recording period (two months).
Age matching controls did not show this effect. These results indicate that the
long term changes in temporal features can possibly be attributed to a change in
synaptic plasticity. We hypothesize this change is due to the presence of alpha-7
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, which are found in the song nucleus known as
the HVC (proper name).
This work was funded by the James and Esther King Biomedical Research
06-NIR02 (SLTC) and the Addiction Research Institute (ARI, Inc., Bear, DE) travel
grant (WMP)

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS FIRE SAFE CIGARETTE
LEGISLATION IN REDUCING RESIDENTIAL FIRE INCIDENCE
Hillel R. Alpert*1,2, Douglas Dockery1, E. John Orav3, Gregory N. Connolly2, and
David C. Christiani1, 1Department of Environmental Health, Harvard School of
Public Health; 2Center for Global Tobacco Control, Department of Society Human
Development, and Health, Harvard School of Public Health; 3Department of
Biostatistics, Harvard School of Public Health
Background: Since June 2004, all 50 U.S. states, Canada, Australia, Finland,
and the European Union implemented reduced ignition propensity (RIP) cigarette
requirements based on the standard developed by the U.S. National Institute of
Standards and Technology. Massachusetts (MA) implemented Fire Safe Cigarette
Legislation (FSCL) in January, 2008. Technical, economic, and commercial
feasibility of the standard has been demonstrated. No overall change in toxicology,
consumer response, smoking, smoking topography, or fire-risk behaviors
have been observed in prior research. Effects on fire incidence, morbidity, and
mortality reduction have yet to be evaluated. Methods: Fire surveillance data
for years 2004-2010 were analyzed from MA Fire Incidence Reporting System
data, restricting to unintentional residential fires. Pre-post FSCL change in the
proportion of cigarette-caused fires was analyzed, excluding potential confounding
by factors influencing general fire incidence trend. Covariates were time, month,
weekday / weekend, hour (day / night), property use, area of fire origin, first item
ignited, and human factors. Random effects of county and county-level smoking
prevalence from MA Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System were included
in mixed effects multivariable logistic regression analyses. An interrupted time
series model was used to assess whether or not FSCL implementation resulted in
a change in outcome upon implementation or over time. Results: The proportion
of unintentional residential fires caused by cigarette as the heat source decreased
by 31% (OR 0.69, 95% CI 0.56, 0.85) following FSCL implementation. This
change did not occur gradually, but soon upon implementation, as indicated by
the non-significant FSCL-time interaction term (0=0.430). County as a random
effect was statistically significant, variance 0.045, SE 0.024; while county smoking
prevalence was not (likelihood ratio test, p = 0.619). Conclusions: The FSCL has
substantially reduced the likelihood of cigarette-caused residential fires, but they
remain an important problem. Further research will examine effectiveness of the
standard on reducing fire-related morbidity and mortality.
Funding: Scholarship, Harvard School of Public Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: William Perry, B.S., Graduate Research Assistant,
Florida State University, Biomedical Science, 1115 West Call Street, Tallahassee, FL
32306, United States, Phone: (561)324-1728, Email: william.perry@med.fsu.edu
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NICOTINE PATCH FOR SMOKING CESSATION AMONG PREGNANT
SMOKERS: A RANDOMIZED, PLACEBO CONTROLLED, MULTICENTER
STUDY (STUDY OF NICOTINE PATCH IN PREGNANCY: SNIPP)
Ivan Berlin*, Gilles Grangé, and Nelly Jacob, Assistance Publique-Hôpitaux de
Paris, Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière & Cochin Port-Royal, Université P. & M. Curie,
Faculté de Médicine, Paris, France
Background: Smoking during pregnancy is one of the main causes of low birth
weight and disorders during pregnancy involving the mother, the fetus/newborn
or both. Nicotine replacement therapies (NRT)can be prescribed to pregnant
smokers for smoking cessation in France. Previous studies did not demonstrate
evident efficacy of NRT, in particular nicotine patch (NP) in this population. Aims:
To assess the efficacy of NP in pregnant smokers. Design: Randomized, double
blind, placebo controlled trial. Placebo or active NP was administered from the
beginning of the 2nd trimester up to delivery and at the discretion of the mother up
to 2 months post-delivery. The NP dose was adapted according to before quit date
saliva cotinine targeting a 100% substitution. NP daily doses could vary between
10 and 30 mg/16h. Women attended 7 visits from randomization to delivery. Main
outcome measures: 1.birth weight; 2.continuous, complete smoking abstinence
(expired air CO ≤8 ppm) from the first patch administration until delivery.
Secondary outcome measures: serious adverse events, adverse effects, point
prevalence abstinence, birth characteristics, craving for smoking, ultrasound
results, treatment compliance. Results: At each study year, the independent Drug
Safety Monitoring Board approved the continuation of the study. 480 pregnant
smokers were screened, 477 included, 203 were randomized to receive treatment
A and 200 to receive treatment B. The mean age at randomization was 29.3
(SD=5.9) and 29.3 (SD=5.5) years; the gestational age at randomization was 17.4
(3.6) and 17.2 (3.6) weeks; the mean number of cigarettes/day at randomization
was 12.4 (6.3) and 12.2 (5.8) and the expired air CO 11.6 (6.5) and 11.8 (6.8)
ppm, respectively. There was no difference in previous number of pregnancies,
previous fetal hypotrophy or maternal disorders during the current pregnancy
before randomization. At the time of the abstract submission not all participants
gave birth, the last delivery is scheduled for November 2012. The double blinded
data analysis is ongoing and will be terminated by the end of February 2013, thus,
available for presentation in March 2013.
Funding: Ministry of Health, France, ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT00507975.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Hillel Alpert, Harvard School of Public Healt, 401
Park Drive, Landmark Center 4W 403T, Boston, MA 02215, United States, Phone:
617-998-1086, Email: halpert@hsph.harvard.edu
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THE CATEGORIZATION OF CHANGES TO CRYSTALLIZED SONG INDUCED
BY NICOTINE
W.M. Perry* and S.L.T. Cappendijk, Department of Biomedical Sciences, College
of Medicine, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL
The zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) as an animal model has long been
utilized to study cognitive processes using the natural occurring song pattern
as a parameter for synaptic plasticity. The song pattern of the male zebra finch
crystallizes 90-120 days after hatching, and remains constant for the entirety of
the animal’s life. The presence of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors was recently
demonstrated in two song nuclei that are involved in learning and memory of
vocalizations and thus implies a role for these receptors in the vocalization
process. Our laboratory has shown that a 7-day treatment (2x/day) of nicotine
has a qualitative effect on the crystallized song of adult male zebra finches. This
effect was mainly on intersyllable duration or ISD (the spaces occurring during
song events), while having little to no effect on spectral features such as Weiner
entropy, or Amplitude. The goal of this study was two-fold: to define the initiation
period of the observed temporal change and to investigate the amount of time
necessary to regain the original quality of the song. Sixteen mature (>120 days
old) male birds were selected at random, and housed individually in recording
cages to monitor song production. After baseline recording (7 days) and saline
injections (0.03 ml/10 g BW, 7 days, 2x/day) were given, nicotine (n=8, 0.18 mg/

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ivan Berlin, Hopital Pitié-Salpêtrière, Université P
& M Curie, Dept. de Pharmacologie, 47 bd de l’Hopital, Paris, 75013, France,
Phone: 33 1 42 16 16 78, Email: ivan.berlin@psl.aphp.fr
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could result in negative population health effects if they deter or undermine
cessation or encourage uptake by youth. Product content, labeling and safety
should be evaluated and assured by a government regulatory authority. Consumer
perceptions of e-cigarette marketing should be a required component of regulation
development in order to determine potential public health impact of the products.
Supported by NIH grant R25T: CA 113710.

IT IS BETTER TO BE A FAT EX-SMOKER THAN A THIN SMOKER: FINDINGS
FROM THE 1997-2004 NATIONAL HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY−NATIONAL
DEATH INDEX LINKAGE STUDY
Mohammad Siahpush, Ph.D.1, Gopal K. Singh, Ph.D., M.S., M.Sc.2, Melissa
Tibbits, Ph.D.1, Courtney A. Pinard, Ph.D.3, Raees A Shaikh, M.P.H.1, and Amy
Yaroch, Ph.D.3, 1Department of Health Promotion, Social and Behavioral Health
College of Public Health, University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE;
2
Office of Epidemiology and Research, Division of Epidemiology HRSA/ Maternal
and Child Health Bureau, U.S. Department of Health & Human Services; 3Gretchen
Swanson Center for Nutrition, University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maciej Goniewicz, Ph.D., Research Fellow,
Queen Mary University of London, Tobacco Dependence Research Unit, 55
Philpot Street, London, E1 2JH, United Kingdom, Phone: +447783780606, Fax:
+442073777237, Email: mgoniewicz@wp.pl

Context: Smokers generally weigh less than nonsmokers and smoking
cessation is associated with considerable weight gain. There are no studies that
examine mortality differentials between normal-weight smokers and overweight/
obese ex-smokers. Aim: To compare the risk of all-cause mortality and mortality
from all cancers combined, lung cancer, respiratory diseases, cardiovascular
diseases, and diabetes mellitus between normal-weight smokers and overweight/
obese ex-smokers. Design and setting: We used data from 1997-2004 National
Health Interview Survey (with response rates ranging from 70% to 80%) which
were linked to records in the National Death Index. Mortality follow-up was through
Dec 31, 2006. We limited the sample to normal-weight smokers and overweight
ex-smokers 25 years of age and older (n = 54,139). Main outcome measures: The
outcomes were all-cause mortality, and mortality from all cancers combined, lung
cancer, respiratory diseases/COPD, and diabetes. Hazard ratios (HR) from Cox
regression were computed to represent mortality effect. Results: In both women
and men, normal-weight smokers, relative to overweight/obese ex-smokers, had
a higher risk of all-cause mortality (in women, HR: 1.60, 95% CI: 1.44-1.78, and
in men HR: 2.13, 95% CI: 1.93-2.36), all cancers combined, lung cancer, and
respiratory diseases. There was no difference in mortality risk from diabetes
mellitus between normal-weight smokers and overweight/obese ex-smokers.
Conclusion: Overall, mortality risk is smaller in overweight/obese ex-smokers than
normal-weight smokers. Smoking cessation interventions can tailor messages that
highlight the greater reduction in mortality associated with quitting, compared to
potential weight gain.
No funding.
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CIGARETTE PRICE BREAKPOINT: THE PRICE AT WHICH SMOKERS SAY
THEY WOULD QUIT
Randolph C. Grace, Ph.D.1, Aimee Richardson, B.Sc.(Hons)1, Donna Ritchie,
B.A.1, Murray Laugesen, FNZCPHM*2, Bronwyn Kivell, Ph.D.3, and Nathan
Cowie, M.P.H.4, 1Universiity of Canterbury NZ; 2Health New Zealand Ltd; 3Victoria
University of Wellington; 4University of Auckland
BACKGROUND In 2011-12, 17% of New Zealand adults age 15 and over
smoked daily. Government bans tobacco promotions and indoor smoking in
workplaces and hospitality venues, supports a &lsquo;smokefree nation&rsquo;
goal by 2025, and is increasing tobacco excise 10% annually to 2016 when 20
factory-made (FM) cigarettes will likely cost &gt;$20. METHODS In 2012, 343
smokers age 18 and over who purchased their own cigarettes were recruited on
worksites and by newspaper publicity, interviewed face to face in four cities and
rewarded with a voucher for $15 (NZ$, 1 NZ$= 0.85 USD) and a chance to win an
electronic tablet. Smokers supplied demographics, addiction scores and estimated
future smoking consumption against 64 prices from zero to $5 per cigarette, ie
$100/ pack of 20 FMs, all in 2012$. RESULTS Cigarette purchase task (CPT)
method (MacKillop 2012) generated demand curves that were not significantly
different for FM and roll-your-own (RYO) smokers, (FM median breakpoint $24;
RYO $26; all, $25) allowing pooled analysis. Mean values: 67% smoked FM, paying
$0.72; 33% smoked RYO, at $0.38, each containing 0.4g tobacco. Cigarettes per
day (cpd) overall were 14.9, cost $0.58. At $14 for 20, 2% of current smokers
would quit; at $19, 16%; at $20, 25%; at $25, 50% would quit (the breakpoint); at
$28, 60%; at $30, 65%; at $35, 72%; at $40, 75%; at $50, 80%. Breakpoint price
intention was unrelated to age, gender, ethnicity, income, education, or addiction
scores. FM smokers estimated they would reduce cpd most between $19 and
$20 per packet, by 1.7 cpd. CONCLUSIONS Greatly increased quit attempts are
expected as price increases from $19 to $25 a packet. Planned excise increases
if continued past 2016 would by 2018 lift price to the $25 breakpoint, at which
price &lt;10% of adults intend to smoke; and by 2021 would lift price to $35, at
which price &lt;5% of adults intend to smoke. Further surveys are planned to track
intentions against future changes made. Given widespread intention to quit if price
increases, a range of policies and products is needed to assist smokers to make
their intentions come true.
End Smoking NZ from Canterbury Community Trust; University of Canterbury,
Tobacco Control Research Turanga Fund, University of Auckland.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: raees shaikh, MPH, University of Nebraska Medical
Center, Department of Health Promotion, Social and Behavioral Health- College
of Public Health , 984365 Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE 68198-4365,
United States, Phone: 402-559-1936, Email: raees.shaikh@unmc.edu
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ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE MARKETING: A GLOBAL TOBACCO CONTROL
CHALLENGE
Rachel A. Grana, Ph.D.*, and Pamela M. Ling, M.D., University of California, San
Francisco, CA, USA
Background: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are battery-powered nicotine
delivery products advertised widely on the internet, and increasingly, in retail stores.
The products are not evaluated by any regulatory authority before going to market
and their availability and promotional marketing are currently unregulated in the
U.S., though other countries have partially or completely restricted their sale and
use (e.g., Brazil). Methods: This presentation will include examples of marketing
from several countries, information about the regulatory status of e-cigarettes
and selected results from a content analysis of the marketing on 55 e-cigarette
retail websites. Results: The results of our content analysis indicated that most
prevalent advertising appeals focused on health benefits, cessation-related
benefits, use of the product to circumvent smoke-free policies and reduction of
secondhand smoke exposure. Sites contained imagery of doctors and celebrities
that imply endorsement of the product and videos or sponsorships that overtly
promote the product, as well as testimonials, branded social networking sites, and
programs recruiting consumers to become sellers of the products. Products came
in various nicotine strengths that differed widely in corresponding nicotine content
(e.g., products marked “high” corresponded with a range of nicotine content
from 6-24mg). Products were offered in various flavors; most commonly tobacco,
mint, candy, fruit and coffee flavors. In many countries, advertising techniques
also include television and radio commercials, newspaper advertisement, pointof-sale displays and direct email marketing. Conclusions: E-cigarette marketing
with unsubstantiated health, cessation and secondhand smoke exposure claims

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Murray Laugesen, FNZCPHM, Public Health
Medicine Specialist, Health New Zealand Ltd, 36 Winchester St Lyttelton,
Christchurch, 8082, New Zealand, Phone: +64 3 3288 688, Email: hnz@healthnz.
co.nz
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varenicline and 100 used NRT). They were randomised on the TQD to receive 280
DNCs to use ad lib over 2 weeks, or to ST alone. Participants rated their urges to
smoke and TWS on the Mood &amp; Physical Symptoms Scale, reported smoking
status and provided a CO reading at baseline and weekly for 6 weeks post TQD
and then again at 12 weeks. We compared urges to smoke in the first week of
abstinence and cessation rates at 4 and 12 weeks post-TQD. Results: Smokers
were, on average, 46 years of age, and smoked 19 cigarettes per day. 56% were
men. Time spent with urges to smoke (2.61 vs. 2.96, p=0.03), but not strength
of urges (2.85 vs. 3.10, p=0.20) in the first week of abstinence were significantly
lower in DNC users versus ST alone. There were no significant differences in
composite withdrawal scores between groups (change from baseline 0.26 vs.
0.25, p=0.93). Abstinence data will also be reported. Conclusions: Adding BR to
smoking cessation treatments has potential to assist smokers early in their quit
attempt. DNCs provide one option for BR; the electronic cigarette is another that
shows promise.
This study was funded by a grant from the Global Research Awards for Nicotine
Dependence (GRAND). GRAND is a program of research grants funded by Pfizer
to support clinical research into the treatment of tobacco and nicotine dependence.

CHRNA5 rs2036527 ASSOCIATION WITH SMOKING QUANTITY IN FIRST
GENOME-WIDE META-ANALYSES OF SMOKING BEHAVIORS IN AFRICAN
AMERICANS
Sean P. David, M.D., S.M., D.Phil.*1,2,3, Andrew W. Bergen, Ph.D.1, and Helena
Furberg, Ph.D.4, 1Center for Health Sciences, Biosciences Division, SRI
International, Menlo Park, CA; 2Center for Education &amp; Research in Family
&amp; Community Medicine, Division of General Medical Disciplines, Stanford
University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA; 3Department of Family Medicine,
Center for Primary Care &amp; Prevention, Brown Alpert Medical School,
Pawtucket, RI; 4Department of Epidemiology & Biostatistics, Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center, New York, NY
The identification and exploration of genetic loci that influence smoking
behaviors have been conducted primarily in populations of European ancestry.
Here we report results of the first genome-wide association study meta-analysis
of smoking behavior in African Americans in the Study of Tobacco in Minority
Populations (STOMP) Genetics Consortium (n = 32 389). We identified one
non-coding SNP (rs2036527[A]) on chromosome 15q25.1 associated with
smoking quantity (cigarettes per day) that exceeded genome-wide significance (β
= 0.040, standard error (s.e.) = 0.007, P = 1.84 x 10-8). This variant is present in
the 5&prime; distal enhancer region of the CHRNA5 gene and defines the primary
index signal reported in studies of European ancestry. No other SNP reached
genome-wide significance for smoking initiation (ever vs. never smoking), age of
smoking initiation, or smoking cessation (former vs. current smoking). Informative
associations that approached genome-wide significance included three modestly
correlated variants, at 15q25.1 within PSMA4, CHRNA5 and CHRNA3 for smoking
quantity, which are associated with a second signal previously reported in studies
in European ancestry populations, and a signal represented by three SNPs in the
SPOCK2 gene on chr10q22.1. The association at chromosome 15q25.1 confirms
this region as an important susceptibility locus for smoking quantity in men and
women of African ancestry.
The WHI program is funded by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute,
National Institutes of Health, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
through contracts N01WH22110, 24152, 32100-2, 32105-6, 32108-9, 32111-13,
32115, 32118-32119, 32122, 42107-26, 42129-32, and 44221. Personal funding
to S.P. David from National Institute on Drug Abuse grants DA-027331 and
DA-017441 and National Institute of General Medical Sciences grant GM-061374.
A.W. Bergen is supported by DA-020830. Note: 46 other institutions received
additional funding for the work contributing to STOMP are too numerous to report
here but are available at: http://www.nature.com/tp/journal/v2/n5/full/tp201241a.
html.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Hayden McRobbie, MB, ChB, PhD., Reader in
Public Health Interventions, Queen Mary University of London, Wolfson Institute of
Preventive Medicine, 55 Philpot Street, London, E1 2JH, United Kingdom, Phone:
020788257214, Email: h.j.mcrobbie@qmul.ac.uk
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STOP-SMOKING MEDICATION USE IN CANADA AND THE IMPACT OF A
PROVINCIAL SUBSIDIZATION POLICY
Christine M. White, M.Sc.*1, David Hammond, Ph.D.1, Rashid Ahmed, Ph.D.2,
Jessica L. Reid, M.Sc.2, and Robin Burkhalter, M.Math.2, 1School of Public Health
&amp; Health Systems, University of Waterloo, Canada; 2Propel Centre for
Population Health Impact, University of Waterloo, Canada
BACKGROUND: Approximately half of smokers attempt to quit each year, but
fewer than 10% succeed. Evidence suggests stop-smoking medications (SSMs)
can increase quit success. In 2000, Quebec became the first province in Canada
to offer reimbursement for SSMs under their provincial drug insurance plan. The
objective of this study was to examine potential differences in rates of SSM use,
quit success, and reasons cited for not using SSMs, comparing Quebec to other
provinces where SSMs were not subsidized. METHODS: Outcomes (SSM use,
quit success, reasons cited for SSM non-use) were examined using self-reported
data from the 2004 to 2010 waves of the nationally representative Canadian
Tobacco Use Monitoring Survey (n=144,496). Regression modelling tested
differences between Quebec and other provinces, and over time. RESULTS: In
2010, 47% of current smokers and recent quitters who tried to quit or quit smoking
in the past two years in Quebec used some form of SSM (nicotine gum/patch,
Zyban/Wellbutrin/Champix), compared to 49% in other provinces. While use
varied by year, the proportion of smokers using a SSM remained relatively stable
between 2004 and 2010 in Quebec and other provinces. In 2010, of those who
tried to quit in the last 12 months, 11% in Quebec were abstinent for at least
one month at the time of the survey, compared to 9% in other provinces. This
represents a decrease over time in Quebec (from 15% in 2004) and slight increase
in other provinces (from 8% in 2004). In 2010, among current smokers and recent
quitters who tried to quit or quit in the past two years, 10.4% of those in Quebec
cited cost as a reason for not using SSMs to help quit, compared to 23.8% in other
provinces. While there was some variability by year, the proportion of smokers and
recent quitters citing cost as a reason for SSM non-use remained relatively stable
over time in Quebec and other provinces. CONCLUSIONS: While subsidization of
SSMs in Quebec appears to have reduced the cost barrier to use, fewer Quebec
smokers used SSMs to assist quitting. The higher rate of quit success observed
in Quebec may be related to subsidization but is not fully explained by increased
access/use.
Financial support for this project was provided by the National Institutes of
Health (grant number 1 P01 CA138-389-01), a Canadian Institutes of Health
Research New Investigator Award (Hammond), the Canadian Cancer Society
Research Institute Junior Investigator Award (Hammond), and the Propel Centre
for Population Health Impact.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sean David, M.D., S.M., D.Phil., Clinical Associate
Professor, Stanford University School of Medicine/SRI International, Medicine
(Stanford)/Biosciences, 1070 Arastradero Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304, United
States, Phone: 401-265-2275, Email: spdavid@stanford.edu
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COMPLEMENTING CURRENT NHS STOP SMOKING SERVICE TREATMENT
FOR SMOKERS WITH BEHAVIOURAL REPLACEMENT: THE ROLE OF
DE-NICOTINISED CIGARETTES
Hayden McRobbie*, Dunja Przulj, Katie Smith, Danielle Cornwall, and Peter Hajek,
Tobacco Dependence Research Unit, Wolfson Institute of Preventive Medicine,
Queen Mary University of London
Background: Standard smoking cessation treatments typically combine
pharmacotherapy and behavioural support (BS). These treatments normally
do not address the sensory and behavioural aspects of smoking. Taste, smell,
and handling of cigarettes may play a role in the maintenance of smoking
behaviour and replacing such sensations temporarily after people stop smoking
their normal cigarettes may have a potential to enhance treatment efficacy. Denicotinised cigarettes (DNCs) have a very low content of nicotine, which have
negligible or no central effect, but provide sensory and behavioural stimuli very
similar to conventional cigarettes. There are some data to show that DNCs can
reduce tobacco withdrawal symptoms (TWS) and increase cessation rates. We
hypothesised that DNCs could complement standard treatment (ST) provided by
the NHS Stop Smoking Services by lowering urges to smoke in the first week of
abstinence and increasing short-term quit rates. Methods: 200 smokers aged
18 or over, received 9 weekly BS sessions and pharmacotherapy (100 used

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Christine White, , Project Manager, University of
Waterloo, School of Public Health & Health Systems, 200 University Avenue West,
Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada, Phone: 519-888-4567 ext.36525, Fax: , Email:
c5white@uwaterloo.ca
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a failed quit attempt in the past month versus over a year ago). Having two or
more failed attempts in the last year versus only one further reduced the likelihood
of achieving SA6M (OR: 0.55, 95% CI: 0.37 ñ 0.83 for those with 2 or more
attempts whose last attempt was not their longest). These results persisted when
controlling for levels of addiction, self-efficacy to quit, and use of stop smoking
medications. These findings are interpreted from the perspective of a cessation
fatigue model, where failed quit attempts within the past year, especially 2 or more,
may deplete smokersí capacity to remain abstinent unless given time for recovery.
The ITC Four-Country Survey is supported by multiple grants including R01
CA 100362 and P50 CA111236 (Roswell Park Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use
Research Center) and also in part from grant P01 CA138389 (Roswell Park Cancer
Institute, Buffalo, New York), all funded by the National Cancer Institute of the
United States, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (045734), Canadian Institutes of
Health Research (57897, 79551), National Health and Medical Research Council
of Australia (265903, 450110, APP1005922), Cancer Research UK (C312/A3726),
Canadian Tobacco Control Research Initiative (014578); Centre for Behavioural
Research and Program Evaluation, National Cancer Institute of Canada/Canadian
Cancer Society.

New Investigators

NIPA-1

TOBACCO DIRECT MAIL MARKETING AND SMOKING BEHAVIORS IN
A COHORT OF ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG ADULTS: A PROSPECTIVE
ANALYSIS
Kelvin Choi, M.P.H., Ph.D., and Jean L. Forster, Ph.D., M.P.H.*, University of
Minnesota
Objective: Tobacco direct mail marketing is a known tobacco marketing
strategy. While tobacco companies dramatically increased their spending on
direct mail marketing after the Master Settlement Agreement of 1998, little is
known about the characteristics of those who are the target of this strategy, or
the influence of this strategy on smoking behaviors. Our analysis attempts to
fill this knowledge gap. Methods: Adolescents and young adults (ages 17-22)
from the U.S. upper Midwest region were surveyed between October 2006 and
March 2007, and again between April and September 2007 (n=3546). At baseline,
participants were asked if they had received direct mail materials from tobacco
companies in the past six months. Smoking behaviors were assessed at baseline
and follow-up. We assessed baseline characteristics associated with receiving
tobacco direct mail materials at follow-up, and the associations between receipt
of these materials at baseline and smoking behaviors at follow-up, adjusting for
socio-demographics and baseline smoking behavior. Analyses were stratified by
whether participants smoked in the past 30 days at baseline. Results: About 6%
of non-smoking and 27% of current-smoking participants in our regional sample
had received tobacco direct mail materials in the past six months (3% and 11%
among <18 year-old non-smokers and current smokers, respectively). Older, less
educated participants, and those who had received tobacco direct mail materials
at baseline were more likely to have received these materials at follow-up (p<.05).
Receipt of these materials at baseline was associated with smoking >15 days
(adjusted odds ratio=2.00, 95% confidence interval [CI]=1.26, 3.19) and smoking
more packs of cigarettes in the past 30 days (adjust regression coefficient=1.69,
95% CI=0.04, 3.34) at follow-up among baseline current smokers. Conclusions:
This analysis demonstrates prospective effect of tobacco direct mail marketing on
escalating smoking in late adolescents and young adult smokers. It also shows
that those <18 years old (particularly smokers) were exposed to tobacco direct
mail marketing despite the regulations and industry claims.
This research was funded by the National Cancer Institute (R01 CA86191; Jean
Forster, Principal Investigator).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Timea Partos, The Cancer Council, Victoria, 100
Drummond Street, Carlton, Victoria 3056, Australia, Phone: +61 (0)3 96355183,
Email: Timea.Partos@cancervic.org.au

NIPA-3

MEDICATION EXPECTANCIES PREDICT SMOKING CESSATION SUCCESS
Lisa M. Fucito, Ph.D.*1, Benjamin A. Toll, Ph.D.1,2, Corey R. Roos, B.A.1, and
Andrea C. King, Ph.D.3 1Yale University School of Medicine, Department of
Psychiatry; 2Yale Cancer Center; 3University of Chicago, Department of Psychiatry
& Behavioral Neuroscience
Smokers treatment expectancies may influence their choice of a particular
medication as well as their direct medication experience. We examined smokers
treatment expectancies and smoking cessation outcomes in a randomized,
placebo-controlled trial of naltrexone (50mg daily) in combination with nicotine
patch and counseling in adults trying to quit smoking (N=315). Naltrexone
treatment was initiated 1 week prior to the quit date and maintained for 12 weeks;
open-label nicotine patch and weekly behavioral counseling were included through
4 weeks post quit date. Smokers’ expectancies for naltrexone as a smoking
cessation aid as well as expectations for patch and counseling were assessed at
baseline and during treatment using a scale designed for this study. Regression
analyses revealed an interaction such that among those receiving naltrexone,
greater baseline naltrexone expectancies predicted higher continuous abstinence
quit rates (OR=1.45, p=.04) but this was not the case for those receiving placebo
(OR=.66, p=.02). Moreover, participants whose naltrexone expectancies either
increased or stayed constant over time reported better pill adherence than
participants whose naltrexone expectancies decreased in the naltrexone group
(Tukey HSD; p’s <.05) but not the placebo group. Further, participants with higher
positive baseline naltrexone expectancies were more likely to perceive that
they had received naltrexone (vs. placebo) at study completion than those with
lower naltrexone expectancies. For other expectancies, higher positive baseline
nicotine patch expectancies predicted longer latency to first cigarette among all
participants but higher counseling expectancies were not associated with smoking
cessation outcomes. The results suggest that smokers’ positive expectancies for
smoking medications, including the experimental treatment naltrexone and the
nicotine patch, may contribute to better treatment response. Assessing smokers’
expectancies and attempting to maintain or improve their medication expectancies
may be an important component in the delivery, evaluation, and targeting of
smoking cessation treatments.
Funding: This research was supported in part by National Institutes of Health
grants R01-DA016834, K23-AA020000, ULI-RR024999, P30-CA14599.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kelvin Choi, M.P.H., Ph.D., Research Associate,
University of Minnesota, Division of Epidemiology and Community Health, 1300
South Second Street, Minneapolis, MN 55454, United States, Phone: 612-6261799, Email: choix137@umn.edu

NIPA-2

The impact of recent quitting history on future cessation
outcomes: Data from the International Tobacco Control
4-country cohort study
Timea R. Partos*, Ron Borland, Hua-Hie Yong, Andrew Hyland, and K. Michael
Cummings
Most smokers have a history of numerous unsuccessful quit attempts. It is
therefore important to understand how this quitting history may impact future
cessation outcomes. The present study used data from seven waves (2002 ñ
2009) of the International Tobacco Control 4-country cohort study to prospectively
examine the role of the recency, length and number of smokersí past quit attempts
at the baseline wave on their likelihood of making a quit attempt and achieving
at least 6 months of sustained abstinence (SA6M) by the next wave, around 1
year later. Data was analysed using generalized estimating equations, which
allowed for the combination of data from multiple wave pairs while controlling for
correlations arising from multiple responses. This resulted in 30719 observations
from 13617 individuals. The likelihood of a quit attempt at the outcome wave
increased significantly and independently with the recency (especially within
the last year) and number of past failed quit attempts at baseline. In contrast,
among those participants who made quit attempts from baseline to follow-up, the
likelihood of achieving SA6M was significantly reduced if they had made a failed
quit attempt within the last year (e.g. OR: 0.55, 95% CI: 0.36 ñ 0.85, for those with

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lisa Fucito, PhD, Assistant Professor, Yale
University School of Medicine, Psychiatry, 1 Long Wharf Drive, Box 18, New
Haven, CT 06511, United States, Phone: 2039745759, Fax: 2039745790, Email:
lisa.fucito@yale.edu
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desensitization. Ongoing studies are identifying the PKCε substrates that mediate
these effects.
This work was supported by grant AA017072 from NIAAA to ROM, a CIHR
post-doctoral fellowship to AML, and by funds provided by the State of California
for medical research on alcohol and substance abuse through UCSF to ROM.

THE NUCLEUS TRACTUS SOLITARIUS AND NICOTINE REINFORCEMENT
Luis Tuesta and Paul J. Kenny*, The Scripps Research Institute
Nicotine, the major addictive component of tobacco smoke, exerts its actions
in the brain through nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs). The nAChRs in
the ventral tegmental area (VTA) regulate the stimulatory effects of nicotine on
mesoaccumbens dopamine transmission, and are hypothesized to play a key
role in the reinforcing properties of nicotine. nAChRs are very densely expressed
in the medial habenular (MHb) and interpeduncular nucleus (IPN). Recently, the
MHb-IPN pathway was shown to play a key role in regulating nicotine intake in
rats and mice. Another brain site that densely expresses nAChRs, but whose
role in nicotine reinforcement is unknown, is the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS).
The NTS is enriched in catecholaminergic neurons that project to midbrain and
limbic systems involved in drug reinforcement. We found that nicotine actives
NTS neurons, as measured by increases in cFos immunoreactivity. Interestingly,
nicotine preferentially activated the small population of NTS neurons that produce
the neuropeptide glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) rather than the more abundant
catecholaminergic neurons. We found that null deletion of GLP-1 receptors in
genetically modified mice resulted in greater nicotine self-administration behavior
compared with wildtype littermates. We detected innervation of GLP-1-positive
fibers in the IPN, a brain site known to densely express GLP-1 receptors. Infusion
of the GLP-1 receptor agonist exendin-4 (EX-4) into the IPN profoundly decreased
nicotine intake in rats. Conversely, intra-IPN infusion of the GLP-1 receptor agonist
exendin-3 (EX-3) resulted in greater nicotine intake in rats. These findings identify
a new brain circuit – IPN-projecting GLP-1 neurons – that regulate nicotine intake,
and suggest that modulation of GLP1- receptor transmission may be a novel target
for medications development for smoking cessation.
This work was supported by a grant from the National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA); DA020686.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Anna Lee, PhD, Ernest Gallo Clinic and Research
Center, 5858 Horton Street, Suite 200, Emeryville, CA 94608, United States,
Phone: 510-985-3967, Email: amlee@gallo.ucsf.edu
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NICOTINIC ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTORS CONTAINING THE ALPHA4
SUBUNIT MODULATE ALCOHOL REWARD
Andrew R. Tapper*, Linzy M. Hendrickson, Melissa Derner, Liwang Liu, Rubing
Zhao-Shea, and Paul D. Gardner, Brudnick Neuropsychiatric Research Institute,
Department of Psychiatry, University of Massachusetts Medical School
Nicotine and alcohol are the two most co-abused drugs suggesting a common
mechanism of action may underlie their rewarding properties. While nicotine
increases dopaminergic (DAergic) neuron activity in the ventral tegmental
area (VTA) by activating high affinity neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptors
(nAChRs), the mechanism by which alcohol activates these neurons is unclear.
To investigate this phenomenon, we measured the effects of alcohol on midbrain
slice DAergic neurons in the presence of nAChR antagonists. Ethanol significantly
increased the firing rate of VTA DAergic neurons. Pre-application of the nonspecific nAChR antagonist, mecamylamine, blocked alcohol-induced activation of
VTA DAergic neurons; whereas, the alpha7 nAChR antagonist, methyllycaconitine,
had no effect indicating a role for high, but not low, affinity nAChRs in alcohol
reward. Because the majority of high affinity nAChRs expressed in VTA DAergic
neurons contain the alpha4 nAChR subunit, we measured alcohol-induced
activation of DAergic neurons in two mouse models, an alpha4 KO mouse line
and a knock-in line expressing a single point mutation (Leu9’Ala) in the alpha4
subunit rendering nAChRs containing this subunit more sensitive to agonist
compared to wild-type (WT). At intoxicating concentrations, ethanol activation of
DAergic neurons was significantly reduced in alpha4 KO mice compared to WT. In
Leu9’Ala mice, DAergic neurons were activated by low ethanol concentrations that
did not increase activity of WT neurons. Consistent with these results, rewarding
doses of alcohol failed to condition a place preference in alpha4 KO mice, while
a sub-rewarding alcohol dose was sufficient to condition a place preference in
Leu9’Ala mice.
This study was supported by National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
award number R01AA017656 (ART) and F31AA018915 (LMH). The content is
solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the
official views of the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism or the
National Institutes of Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Noboru Hiroi, Ph.D., Professor, Albert Einstein
College of Medicine, Psychiatry, 1300 Morris Park Avenue, Bronx, NY 10461,
United States, Phone: 718-430-3124, Email: noboru.hiroi@einstein.yu.edu
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PROTEIN KINASE C EPSILON FACILITATES RECOVERY FROM
SAZETIDINE-A-INDUCED HYPOTHERMIA AND ALPHA4BETA2 NICOTINIC
RECEPTOR DESENSITIZATION
Anna M. Lee*, Daifei Wu, Jahan Dadgar, Dan Wang, Tom McMahon, and Robert
O. Messing, Ernest Gallo Clinic and Research Center, University of California,
San Francisco
The desensitization of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) appears
to be regulated by receptor phosphorylation, but the kinases that regulate
desensitization are not known. Desensitization is implicated as the molecular
mechanism mediating hypothermia observed with administration of sazetidine-A,
a compound that primarily desensitizes α4β2 nAChRs without activating them.
nAChR desensitization is also implicated in nicotine addiction. Thus, identifying
factors that regulate nAChR desensitization may reveal important novel drug
targets for the treatment of addiction. Here, we found that injection of 2.0 mg/
kg of sazetidine-A or 2.0 mg/kg nicotine resulted in hypothermia that was much
more severe and prolonged in knockout mice that lack PKCε than in wild-type
littermates. To investigate whether this difference in recovery was related to an
effect of PKCε on receptor desensitization, we examined recovery from receptor
desensitization in HEK293 cells stably expressing human α4β2 nAChRs. As there
are no drugs that can specifically inhibit PKCε, we have developed an ATP analogspecific mutant of PKCε (as-PKCε) that is specifically inhibited by 1-napthyl-PP1
(1Na-PP1), and stably transfected this mutant into HEK293 cells. The rate of
recovery from acetylcholine-induced desensitization was significantly delayed
when PKCε activity was inhibited (Control tau=6.53 min vs. 1Na-PP1 tau=14.66
min, P<0.0001). Our results indicate that PKCε-mediated phosphorylation
facilitates recovery from hypothermia and recovery of α4β2 nAChRs from

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Paul Gardner, University of Massachusetts
Medical School, 303 Belmont Street, Worcester, MA 01604, United States, Phone:
508.856.4035, Email: paul.gardner@umassmed.edu
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CHRONIC NICOTINE INCREASES RESPONDING FOR ALCOHOL AND
ALCOHOL-ASSOCIATED CONDITIONED REINFORCERS
Rachel N. Cassidy, M.S.*, Philip Erb, M.A., and Jesse Dallery, Ph.D., University
of Florida
Nicotine increases the value of certain environmental stimuli; however, it is not
known if nicotine increases the value of stimuli predictive of alcohol availability.
The current study investigated whether nicotine would increase responding
for alcohol itself and responding for visual stimuli paired with the availability of
alcohol. Five Long-Evans rats were exposed to an acquisition condition in which
a single lever press resulted in a 3s duration, 0.1 mL dipper presentation of a
20% (v/v) ethanol solution (prepared in water with 95% ethyl alcohol). Sessions
lasted 14h (overnight) and occurred intermittently; following evidence that ethanol
was maintaining responding the sessions were shortened to one hour. Subjects
were then exposed to discrimination training: periods in which presses on one
lever resulted in ethanol according to a VI 15s schedule alternated with periods
of extinction, and different visual stimuli were correlated with each period (either
59
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a blinking or solid houselight). Upon evidence of successful discrimination,
presses to a previously inactive, second lever produced the schedule-correlated
stimuli. Presses that resulted in schedule-correlated stimuli were considered to be
maintained by alcohol-associated conditioned reinforcement. Nicotine was then
administered via subcutaneous injection acutely (vehicle, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.56
mg/kg) and chronically at a dose of 0.3 mg/kg. Results indicated that chronic,
but not acute, nicotine administration significantly increased responding both for
alcohol and for alcohol-associated visual stimuli. In particular, chronic nicotine
nearly doubled the total number of responses made to obtain alcohol-associated
conditioned reinforcers. Nicotine may effect this increase either through an
increase in the value of the stimuli themselves; or through an increase in the value
of the alcohol reinforcer, which in turn increases the value of alcohol-predictive
stimuli. A better understanding of how nicotine and alcohol interact behaviorally is
crucial to combating the complex cycle of abuse and relapse.
This work was supported by an internal grant from the University of Florida
Department of Psychology.

THE INTERPEDUNCULAR NUCLEUS IS A COMPONENT OF THE
CORTICOTROPIN-RELEASING FACTOR STRESS NETWORK THAT
MEDIATES ANXIETY DURING NICOTINE WITHDRAWAL
Paul D. Gardner*, Rubing Zhao-Shea, Zhifeng Liang, Xueyan Pang, Nanyin
Zhang, and Andrew R. Tapper, Brudnick Neuropsychiatric Research Institute and
Center for Comparative NeuroImaging, Department of Psychiatry, University of
Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester, MA
Anxiety is a prominent affective withdrawal symptom driving abstinent smokers
to relapse, yet the neuroanatomical and molecular bases underlying the anxiogenic
effects of nicotine withdrawal are unclear. Using a multidisciplinary approach, we
have identified the interpeduncular nucleus (IPN) as a neuroanatomical substrate
of nicotine withdrawal-induced anxiety. The anxiogenic effects of nicotine
withdrawal could be precipitated by infusion of a nicotinic acetylcholine receptor
antagonist into the IPN of nicotine-dependent, but not nicotine-naïve mice.
Conversely, nicotine infusion into the IPN during spontaneous nicotine withdrawal
reduced anxiety. As the stress neuropeptide corticotropin releasing factor (CRF)
has been implicated in anxiety, we assayed expression of CRF receptor 1 and 2
in the IPN. CRF1 receptors and to a lesser extent, CRF2 receptors, were highly
expressed in the IPN. Infusion of CRF into the IPN was anxiogenic and this effect
was more robust in nicotine-dependent animals. In addition, CRF1 receptors were
upregulated after chronic nicotine exposure. During nicotine withdrawal, neurons
within the intermediate sub-nucleus of the IPN were activated. IPN infusion of
a CRF1 but not a CRF2 receptor antagonist, blocked activation and alleviated
withdrawal-induced anxiety. Resting-state functional connectivity analysis
revealed that the IPN is part of a network functionally connected to brain regions of
both the HPA and extra-hypothalamic stress axis. These data indicate that the IPN
is a component of the CRF stress network that mediates anxiety during nicotine
withdrawal.
This study was supported by National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism award number R01AA017656 and by National Institute on Drug Abuse
award number R21DA025853 (ART). The content is solely the responsibility of
the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views of the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, the National Institute on Drug Abuse,
or the National Institutes of Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rachel Cassidy, M.S., University of Florida,
Psychology, P.O. Box 112250, Gainesville, FL 32611, United States, Phone: 352213-8479, Email: rmckim@ufl.edu
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ACTIVATION OF THE CRF-CRF1 SYSTEM IN THE CENTRAL NUCLEUS OF
THE AMYGDALA MEDIATES THE NEGATIVE AFFECT OF ABSTINENCE
THAT PREDICTS EXCESSIVE NICOTINE INTAKE
Ami Cohen1, Jennifer Treweek1, Scott Edwards1, Rodrigo Molini Leão1, Gery
Schulteis2, George F. Koob1, and Olivier George*1, 1The Scripps Research
Institute; 2Research Service, VA San Diego Healthcare System
Tobacco dependence is associated with the emergence of negative emotional
states, characterized by withdrawal signs, anxiety, and hyperalgesia. However,
current animal models of nicotine dependence have failed to demonstrate the
mechanisms mediating the role of abstinence-induced increases in anxiety and
hyperalgesia in promoting excessive nicotine intake. Rats self-administered
nicotine for either 21-23 h/day (i.e., long access; LgA) or 1 h/day (i.e., short
access; ShA). Each 4 days of nicotine self-administration were followed by 72
h of abstinence. Following abstinence, rats were tested for anxiety-like behavior,
nociceptive threshold to mechanical stimuli, somatic signs of precipitated
withdrawal, and motivation for nicotine on a progressive ratio schedule. Involvement
of the corticotropin-releasing factor 1 (CRF1) receptors in these measures was
examined via delivery of the antagonist MPZP either subcutaneously or to the
central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA). Following abstinence, LgA rats, but not
ShA rats,showed excessive nicotine intake that was correlated with increased
anxiety-like behavior, and nociceptive hypersensitivity, and these behaviours
were prevented when MPZP was administrated subcutaneously. Intra-CeA MPZP
infusion blocked the post-abstinence increases in nicotine intake and nociceptive
hypersensitivity. The emergence of a negative emotional state during abstinence
predicts future excessive nicotine intake in rats given extended access to nicotine,
providing an explanation for the lack of relationship observed in previous studies
with limited access, and demonstrating the translational relevance of the extended
access model. Moreover, CRF1 receptors activation, particularly in the CeA,
represents a key mechanism for the emotional and motivational effects of nicotine
abstinence.
This work was supported by the Tobacco-Related Disease Research Program
(TRDRP) from the State of California (grant 17RT-0095), Pearson Center for
Alcoholism and Addiction Research, and National Institute on Drug Abuse grant
DA023597.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Paul Gardner, University of Massachusetts
Medical School, 303 Belmont Street, Worcester, MA 01604, United States, Phone:
508.856.4035, Email: paul.gardner@umassmed.edu
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INVESTIGATION OF NICOTINE-INDUCED WITHDRAWAL IN RATS USING
RESTING-STATE FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY
Zhifeng Liang1, Jean King1, Nanyin Zhang*1, Andrew R. Tapper2, and Douglas
Ziedonis3, 1Center for Comparative NeuroImaging, Department of Psychiatry,
University of Massachusetts Medical School; 2Brudnick Neuropsychiatric Research
Institute, Department of Psychiatry, University of Massachusetts Medical School;
3
Department of Psychiatry, University of Massachusetts Medical School and
Memorial Health Care
Resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) measured by functional magnetic
resonance imaging (rsfMRI) can non-invasively measure dynamic changes of
neural circuitry connectivity and thus provides an ideal tool to study nicotine-related
neuroplasticity. However, this technique has rarely been used in animal models.
This is largely attributed to confounding effects of anesthetic agents used in most
animal studies. To avoid these confounding effects of anesthesia and establish
RSFC studies in animal models, it is vital to investigate RSFC in awake animals.
In addition, acquiring RSFC in awake animals is of particular interest because
it will provide invaluable information regarding intrinsic connectional architecture
of the animal brain and its reconfiguration in response to stimuli. Furthermore, it
may provide a unique window to explore comparative functional anatomy between
species. We have recently developed a non-invasive rsfMRI approach that allows
RSFC to be measured in awake animals. In this imaging paradigm, animal motion
and stress during MRI scanning are substantially minimized by using an entirely
noninvasive restraining system and a routine acclimation procedure. By utilizing

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Noboru Hiroi, Ph.D., Professor, Albert Einstein
College of Medicine, Psychiatry, 1300 Morris Park Avenue, Bronx, NY 10461,
United States, Phone: 718-430-3124, Email: noboru.hiroi@einstein.yu.edu
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this awake animal imaging approach, we have found that the neural circuitry of the
interpeduncular nucleus is associated with nicotine-induced withdrawal.
This abstract was made possible by institutional funds from the University of
Massachusetts Medical School and NIH Grant Number 5R01DA021846-02 from
the National Institutes of Health.

constrictions, facial fasciculations) in adolescent rats, but this effect was
not influenced by 2 hr pretreatment with acute nicotine (0.5 mg/kg, s.c.). In a
subsequent experiment, the ability of mecamylamine (2.25 mg/kg, s.c.) to elicit
withdrawal-like somatic signs in adult rats was enhanced following the second
of two daily acute nicotine injections (0.5 mg/kg, s.c.). This phenomenon was not
observed in adolescent rats, even when a 1.0 mg/kg nicotine dose was used to
account for between-age differences in nicotine pharmacokinetics. Acute nicotine
pretreatment enhanced the ability of mecamylamine to elicit withdrawal-like
somatic signs in adult but not adolescent rats. These findings parallel previously
reported age differences in withdrawal severity following long-term (chronic)
nicotine exposure, thereby supporting the relevance of the current acute exposure
models to the nicotine abstinence syndrome. Together, these data suggest that
adolescents may be relatively insensitive to nicotine withdrawal during both initial
and prolonged tobacco use.
Supported by the Minneapolis Medical Research Foundation Translational
Addiction Research Program (ACH) and the University of Minnesota Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program (CEM, KEM).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Paul Gardner, University of Massachusetts
Medical School, 303 Belmont Street, Worcester, MA 01604, United States, Phone:
508.856.4035, Email: paul.gardner@umassmed.edu
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ABT-089 AMELIORATES NICOTINE WITHDRAWAL-RELATED COGNITIVE
DEFICITS IN C57BL6/J MICE
Emre Yildirim* and Thomas J. Gould, Temple University, Department of Psychology,
NILA Laboratories, Philadelphia, PA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrew Harris, Minneapolis Medical Research
Foundation, 914 South 8th St., Minneapolis MN, MN 55404, United States,
Phone: 612-250-0863, Email: harr0547@umn.edu

Nicotine withdrawal symptoms include a set of cognitive deficits that are
shown to predict relapse. Amelioration of these cognitive deficits emerges as a
major aim in current smoking cessation therapies. In animal models, withdrawal
from chronic nicotine disrupts contextual fear conditioning, a paradigm that
approximates important aspects of declarative memory in humans, while acute
nicotine enhances this hippocampus-specific learning and memory paradigm.
These cognitive modifications are shown to be mediated by β2 subunit containing
nAChRs in the hippocampus. ABT-089 (2-methyl-3-(2(S)-pyrrolidinylmethoxy)pyridine, dihydrochloride salt) is a novel β2* (* indicates other assembled nAChR
subunits)nAChR ligand that has partial agonist activity at α4β2* and α6β2*
receptors with cognition-enhancing properties. The current study was designed
to test ABT-089 for amelioration of cognitive deficits induced by withdrawal from
chronic nicotine in mice. In the first set of experiments, male C57BL6/J mice
received intraperitoneal injections of ABT-089 or saline before training and testing
in contextual fear conditioning. Acute administration of ABT-089 in a range of
doses (0.6, 1.2, 6, 12 mg/kg) enhanced contextual fear conditioning, while a 0.3
mg/kg dose did not have any effect on freezing to context. Cued conditioning
was not affected by any of the doses tested. In the next set of experiments, mice
were implanted with osmotic minipumps that delivered 12.6 mg/kg/day nicotine or
saline for 12 days followed by a 24-hour withdrawal. At the end of the withdrawal
period, mice were injected with 0.6 mg/kg ABT-089 or saline and were trained
and tested in contextual fear conditioning. Withdrawal from chronic nicotine
precipitated cognitive deficits in contextual fear conditioning which are rescued
by acute administration of ABT-089. Cued conditioning was not affected in any of
the groups. Taken together, our results suggest that modulation of hippocampal
learning and memory by ABT-089 may be an effective therapeutic strategy for
nicotine addiction.
This study was funded by NIH (CA143187).
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NICOTINE-INDUCED AMOTIVATION: A RODENT MODEL OF TOBACCO
WITHDRAWAL
Ari Kirshenbaum, Ph.D., Michael Fay, Samantha Giglio, Mallory Hyland, and Tessa
Roy, Saint Michael’s College
Clinical investigations have noted that amotivation is a symptom of nicotine
withdrawal and is predictive of tobacco-use relapse. A rodent model of nicotineinduced amotivation was developed, and amotivation was assessed using the PR
and DRL schedules. Rodents were reinforced with sucrose solution, and nicotine
(0.05-0.3 mg/kg) was administered subQ once daily for 10 consecutive days.
Rat performance on the schedules was evaluated hours post-nicotine dosing.
Amotivation was dose dependent and emerged progressively over the course of
10 days of dosing, and this occurred in the absence of the development of somatic
symptoms of withdrawal. Mecamylamine attenuated the effects of nicotine, and this
demonstrates that amotivation is related systematically to nicotinic-acetylcholine
activation.
Support made possible by the Vermont Genetics Network through Grant Number
8P20GM103449 from the INBRE Program of the National Institute of General
Medical Sciences (NIGMS) and the National Center for Research Resources
(NCRR), components of the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Its contents are
solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official
views of NIGMS or NIH.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Emre Yildirim, M.D., Ph.D., Postdoctoral Fellow,
Temple University, Department of Psychology, Neuroscience Program, NILA
Laboratories, 1701 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122, United States, Phone:
215-804-5775, Email: dr.emre.yildirim@gmail.com

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ari Kirshenbaum, PhD, Associate Professor, Saint
Michael’s College, Psychology, One Winooski Park, Colchester, VT 05439, United
States, Phone: 802-654-2846, Fax: 802-654-2236, Email: akirshenbaum@smcvt.
edu
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ACUTE NICOTINE PRETREATMENT ENHANCES THE ABILITY OF
MECAMYLAMINE TO ELICIT WITHDRAWAL-LIKE SIGNS IN ADULT BUT
NOT ADOLESCENT RATS

MOLECULAR ATTRIBUTES OF CONJUGATE ANTIGEN IN NIC7 ANTINICOTINE VACCINE INFLUENCE AVIDITY AND FUNCTION OF ANTIBODIES
INDUCED IN MICE AND NON-HUMAN PRIMATES

Clare E. Schmidt1,2, Katherine E. Manbeck, B.S.1,3, David Shelley, B.S., and Andrew
C. Harris, Ph.D.*1,4, 1Minneapolis Medical Research Foundation; 2University of
Minnesota Department of Neuroscience; 3University of Minnesota Department of
Psychology; 4University of Minnesota Department of Medicine

Michael J. McCluskie*1, Dana M. Evans1, Heather L. Davis1, Jennifer Thorn2, Paul
R. Mehelic2, Parag Kolhe2, Keshab Bhattacharya2, Jari I. Finneman2, Michele
Bailey Piatchek2, and James R. Merson3, 1Pfizer Vaccine Research, Ottawa,
Canada; 2Pfizer Biotherapeutics Pharmaceutical Sciences, St. Louis, MO,USA;
3
Pfizer Vaccine Research, La Jolla, CA, USA

The mechanisms underlying the pronounced vulnerability of adolescents to
nicotine addiction have not been well established. Severity of withdrawal following
long-term (chronic) nicotine exposure is reduced in adolescent compared to adult
rats. We have found that acute nicotine pretreatment enhances the ability of
the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist mecamylamine to elicit withdrawallike signs in adult rats, a phenomenon that may reflect the early development
of the nicotine abstinence syndrome. The current study examined sensitivity of
adolescent rats in this model. Single or repeated injections of mecamylamine
(1.5 or 3.0 mg/kg, s.c.) elicited withdrawal-like somatic signs (e.g., abdominal

Background: Anti-nicotine antibodies (Ab) reduce nicotine entering the brain
which is expected to reduce the sense of reward associated with smoking
tobacco. Ab function depends on both quantity (titer) and quality (avidity) of
the Ab. Anti-nicotine vaccines tested previously in humans had disappointing
efficacy (continuous abstinence rate at 1yr) despite high Ab titer, perhaps due
to induction of primarily low avidity Ab. We had previously determined that the
function of Ab induced in mice by nicotine conjugate vaccines is influenced by
61
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the carrier, hapten and linker. Herein, we explored the effect of additional antigen
characteristics on Ab responses induced by NIC7 (nicotine-like hapten conjugated
to CRM197). Methods: 24 different lots of NIC7 conjugate were generated under
different reaction conditions, resulting in variations in hapten load (~5 -30 haptens/
CRM), and molecular size (monomer ~50 – 100%; high or low molecular mass
species [HMMS/LMMS] 0 - ~50%). Mice were immunized at 0 & 3 wks with a
NIC7 conjugate (10 µg) adjuvanted with aluminium hydroxide (40 µg Al3+) and
CpG (10 µg) or a mimetic of NicQb (10 µg antigen [~600 nicotine molecules
conjugated to each E. coli Qβ phage virus-like particle] with 40 µg Al3+). Plasma
was tested for Ab titer (ELISA) and avidity (IC50 by competitive ELISA ). At 4
wks, mice received 3H-nicotine (IV) and concentration of nicotine in the brain was
determined. Selected conjugates were similarly tested in NHPs. Results: All lots
of NIC7 conjugate resulted in equivalently high titers of anti-nicotine Ab, but varied
greatly for avidity and function. The best functional responses were induced with
conjugates having low HMMS content and epitope densities of 10-18. Of note, the
functional responses with all lots of NIC7 were better than those induced by the
NicQb mimetic. Conclusions: Immune responses induced by nicotine-conjugate
antigens are influenced not only by carrier, hapten and linker but also by molecular
characteristics such as hapten density and molecular size. While these antigen
attributes did not impact Ab levels, they had a profound effect on Ab avidity and
thus the nicotine-binding capacity and in vivo function.
All studies were funded by Pfizer Inc.

THE EFFECTS OF INTRAVENOUS NICOTINE ON MEAL PATTERNS AND
BODY WEIGHT IN RATS

Patricia E. Grebenstein, Ph.D.*1, and Neil E. Rowland, Ph.D.2, 1Department
of Toxicology, Minneapolis Medical Research Foundation; 2Department of
Psychology, University of Florida
Rationale: Increased appetite and weight gain after cessation is a deterrent
for quitting smoking. Attempts to understand the mechanism for these effects
using animals have been hampered by the difficulty or inconsistency of modeling
the effects seem in humans. Objective: To examine the effects of extended daily
access to intravenous nicotine, via self-administration or programmed infusions,
on body weight and patterns of food intake in rats. Methods: A first experiment
determined temporal relationships between spontaneous meals and nicotine selfadministration in 23 h/day access. In the second experiment, nicotine infusions
were programmed to emulate the patterns of self-administration. The effect of
these infusions on food intake, meal patterns, and weight change were examined
relative to a vehicle-infused group during treatment and in a post-nicotine phase.
Results: In the first experiment, hourly intakes of nicotine and food were positively
correlated, with the highest levels early in the night and lowest levels during the first
part of the light period. Most intervals during which nicotine was self-administered
also contained eating. In the second experiment, nicotine-treated rats ate less
than those that received vehicle primarily by taking smaller meals, and they gained
less weight. In a post-nicotine phase, the nicotine group maintained a lower
weight for one week and then gained weight back to control levels by eating more.
Conclusion: The finding that self-administration of nicotine and food coincide
suggests that both appetitive behaviors are linked. When nicotine was infused
in a similar pattern, principal changes were in satiation via reduced meal size.
Post-nicotine weight gain may not occur immediately after nicotine is withdrawn.
This study was conducted while the first author was at the University of Florida.
Supported by NIH/NIDA grant: 1R21 DA019288.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mike McCluskie, PhD, Pfizer Vaccine Research,
340 Terry Fox Drive, Ottawa, ON K2K 3A2, Canada, Phone: 613 254 5207, Fax:
613 254 5625, Email: michael.mccluskie@pfizer.com
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IMMUNOGENICITY OF INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS IN A BIVALENT
NICOTINE VACCINE UNDER DIFFERING VACCINE FORMULATIONS AND
IMMUNOGEN DOSES

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Patricia Grebenstein, PhD, Postdoctoral Research
Fellow, Minneapolis Medical Research Foundation, Toxicology, 2647 Garfield
Ave South, Minneapolis, MN 55408, United States, Phone: 3528708006, Email:
pgrebenstein@mmrf.org

Katherine E. Cornish*1,2, Sabina H.L. de Villiers2, Marco Pravetoni2,3, and Paul R.
Pentel1,2,3, 1Department of Pharmacology, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
MN; 2Minneapolis Medical Research Foundation, Minneapolis, MN; 3Department
of Medicine, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
Structurally distinct nicotine immunogens can elicit independent antibody
responses when administered concurrently. Combining different nicotine
immunogens and co-administering them as a multivalent vaccine could be a useful
way to generate higher antibody levels than with monovalent vaccines alone.
The immunogenicity of this approach was studied across a range of immunogen
doses, adjuvants, and routes to assess its generality. Rats were vaccinated with
total immunogen doses of 12.5 - 100 μg of 3′-aminomethyl nicotine conjugated to
recombinant Pseudomonas exoprotein A (3′-AmNic-rEPA), 6-carboxymethylureido
nicotine conjugated to keyhole limpet hemocyanin (6-CMUNic-KLH), or both.
Vaccines were administered s.c. in alum, since alum is one of the few adjuvants
acceptable for clinical use, or i.p. in Freund’s adjuvant, which is commonly used in
animals. The main finding was that the contributions of the individual immunogens
to total serum nicotine-specific antibody (NicAb) titers and concentrations were
preserved when the bivalent vaccine was administered s.c. in alum across a range
of doses. When the bivalent vaccine was administered i.p. in Freund’s adjuvant,
the contributions of the individual immunogens to NicAb titers and concentrations
were lower than expected at most doses. In addition, the relationship between
dose and antibody response differed between vaccines administered s.c. in alum
or i.p. in Freund’s adjuvant. Serum NicAb titers and concentrations increased with
dose when vaccines were administered s.c. in alum. When administered i.p. in
Freund’s adjuvant, titers decreased with dose and concentrations showed no clear
trend. These results support the potential strategy of combining nicotine vaccines
to enhance overall vaccine immunogenicity, and highlight the importance of
formulation in ensuring component additivity in a multivalent approach.
Funding: NIDA DA10714 NIDA T32007097.
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ALTERED NICOTINE PHARMACOKINETICS IN ADOLESCENT VS. ADULT
RATS IMPACTS THE INTERPRETATION OF ANIMAL MODEL DATA
Evelyn Craig*, Jibran Khokhar, Bin Zhao, Maria Novalen, Sharon Miksys,
and Rachel Tyndale, Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, Department of
Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Toronto, ON, Canada
Human adolescent nicotine dependence is often modeled in rodents. Several
nicotine self-administration studies report that adolescent rats display enhanced
responding for nicotine compared to adults. This study aims to investigate acute
intravenous (IV) nicotine pharmacokinetics (PK) through development. An acute
IV dose of 0.2 mg/kg of nicotine was administered via the tail vein to 24 male
Wistar rats of three ages: early adolescents (EA) (PND25; n=8), mid adolescents
(MA) (PND38; n=8) and adults (AD) (PND71; n=8). Blood sampling was done at
time points of 10 and 30 minutes, 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours post-injection. Nicotine and
cotinine levels were analyzed in the plasma and brain (at 4 hours) by LCMS. The
EA group had lower levels of plasma nicotine levels compared to other groups;
they had lower mean maximal nicotine concentrations (Cmax) and area under
the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC) compared to adults (138 ng/ml vs.
186 ng/ml, p<0.001; 186 vs. 304 ng.ml/hr, p<0.001). The EA group also modestly
lower brain nicotine levels (approximately 70% of adult levels) but equivalent brain/
plasma levels, suggesting that the lower brain levels were consistent with lower
plasma levels in EA. The EA group had lower levels of plasma cotinine compared
to other groups and modestly lower brain cotinine (80% of adult levels), but similar
brain/plasma levels. In vitro metabolism indicates slower metabolism of nicotine
to cotinine in the EA group. The lower plasma cotinine levels in vivo and slower
cotinine formation in vitro in the EA group argues against an increase in metabolism
of nicotine to cotinine as being responsible for the lower plasma nicotine levels.
To investigate this further, a urinary nicotine metabolite pharmacokinetic study
will be performed. This study illustrates key differences observed in terms of
pharmacokinetics of nicotine, in vivo and in vitro, as a function of rat age. When
comparing behavioural responses, and/or biomarkers of nicotine exposure

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Katherine Cornish, University of Minnesota,
Pharmacology, 914 S. 8th St., Minneapolis, MN 55405, United States, Phone:
6164773497, Email: corni026@umn.edu
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among rats of different ages, care should be given to account for differences in
pharmacokinetics.
Funding: CIHR MOP97751 and MOP86471, CAMH and The CAMH Foundation,
The Canadian Foundation for Innovation (#16014) and the Ontario Ministry of
Research and Innovation.

measures of accuracy (i.e., responses to true positives; p=1.5x10-6) and the
ability to discriminate between targets and distractors (p=3.1x10-5). There was
a significant session (smoking vs. abstinence) x accuracy (correct vs. incorrect)
interaction on mean percent BOLD signal change in the thalamus. During the
abstinent session, relative to the smoking cessation, there was a marked increase
in thalamic activation during correct responding compared to incorrect responding.
Exploratory regression models suggested that increased craving (abstinent
vs. smoking) was significantly related to increased activation in the thalamus
(abstinent vs. smoking). These data indicate that the ability to sustain attention
during abstinence may require greater neural activation in thalamus, perhaps
due to inefficient neural processing or distractions due to craving. These findings
suggest novel mechanisms by which withdrawal-related cognitive deficits promote
relapse.
This research was supported by NIH grants P50 CA143187 and R01 DA026849
to C.L.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Evelyn Craig, University of Toronto, Pharmacology
and Toxicology, 1 King’s College Circle, Toronto, ON M5S 1A8, Canada, Phone:
416-978-5155, Email: evelyn.craig@mail.utoronto.ca
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INVESTIGATION OF COMBINATION TREATMENTS IN THE ANIMAL
PRECLINICAL MODEL OF INTEROCEPTIVE CONDITIONING WITH
NICOTINE

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rebecca Ashare, Ph.D., Research Assistant
Professor, University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine, Psychiatry,
3535 Market St, Philadelphia, PA 19104, United States, Phone: 2157465789,
Email: rlashare@mail.med.upenn.edu

Sergios Charntikov*, Kayla Fink, Scott T. Schepers, Chelsea E. Durham, Steven
Pittenger, Linda P. Dwoskin, and Rick A. Bevins
Typically, individuals attempting to quit smoking first receive a mono-therapy
like nicotine replacement therapy (NRT). If they begin having difficulty maintaining
abstinence, then one increasingly popular approach is to combine the first drug with
some other smoking cessation drug (Zyban [bupropion] or Chantix [varenicline]).
Given the increased use of combinational pharmacotherapies for nicotine
dependence, along with the sparse preclinical literature on drug combination, we
investigated the impact of drug combination on interoceptive conditioning with the
nicotine stimulus. To this end, a variety of notable pharmacotherapeutic agents
(e.g., sazetidine-A, PNU 120596, PHA-543613, nornicotine, cytisine, bupropion)
were tested for their ability to substitute for the nicotine stimulus either alone or in
combination with another ligand. Further, this research used male and female rats
to explore potential sex-dependent effects with these ligands or their combination.
Sazetidine-A, but not PNU 120596 or PHA-543613, partially substituted for the
0.4 mg base/kg nicotine stimulus. The most notable findings were as follows:
Sazetidine-A increased conditioned responding to the lower doses of nicotine with
females being more sensitive to this combination. Sazetidine-A also increased
responding to the lower doses of bupropion, with higher doses suppressing
responding. Females appeared to be more sensitive to this response disruption
effect. For nornicotine alone, substitution for the nicotine stimulus occurred
at a lower dose for females. The increased sensitivity was also seen with the
combination of sazetidine-A and nornicotine. Given the different pharmacological
profile of the ligands under investigation (partial agonist vs. agonist vs. allosteric
modulator vs. α7 versus α4β2, etc.), these results hint to possible therapeutic
targets for nicotine dependence and potential sex differences in effectiveness.
Funding: DA034389; DA018114.
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DECISIONS ABOUT COVARIATE SPECIFICATION IN TIME-VARYING
EFFECTS MODELS: DOES IT MATTER?
Jennifer S. Rose*1, Arielle S. Selya1, Lisa C. Dierker1, Donald Hedeker2, and Robin
Mermelstein2, 1Psychology Department, Wesleyan University, Middletown, CT;
2
Institute for Health Research and Policy, University of Illinois, Chicago, IL
The relative roles of smoking quantity and nicotine dependence (ND) in the
development of regular smoking are difficult to disentangle, as effects of these
measures on smoking regularity vary across time. Recent methodological advances
in time-varying effect models (TVEMs) allowing effects of predictors on outcomes
to vary over time permit a more direct examination of how smoking quantity and
ND influence smoking regularity. In addition to typical longitudinal mixed model
considerations, however, TVEMs require researchers to make decisions about
using covariates with fixed values or time-varying values to estimate effects that
are averaged over time or vary over time. Different specifications of covariates
and their effects may produce different results. The current research examines
how different specifications affect results of TVEMs investigating the association
between smoking quantity and smoking regularity (# days smoked) controlling for
time-varying ND effects. Four TVEMs were tested using data on 535 adolescent
experimenters (<100 cigarettes/life at baseline) at baseline, 6, 15, 24 and 48
months. Models estimated (1) an average effect of baseline smoking quantity; (2)
a time-varying effect of baseline smoking quantity; (3) an average effect of timevarying smoking quantity; and (4) a time-varying effect of time-varying smoking
quantity. Although significant in Models 1 & 3, the average effect of quantity on
smoking regularity was weaker when time-varying quantity was used compared to
when baseline quantity was used. In Model 2 with time-varying effects of baseline
quantity, there was a significant decrease in the effect of quantity from baseline
to 6 months, but no significant change in this effect after 6 months. In Model 4
with time-varying effects of time-varying smoking quantity, there was a significant
decrease in the effect of quantity from baseline to 15 months, no significant change
in the effect between 15-24 months, and a significant decrease in the effect from
24-48 months. Overall, TVEM covariate specification is an important consideration
as conclusions about associations between quantity and smoking regularity differ
depending on specification.
This research was supported by Project Grant P01CA098262 (Mermelstein)
from the National Cancer Institute, R01 DA022313 A2, R01 DA022313 S1
(Dierker), and R21 DA029834-01 (Rose) from the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, and Center Grant P50 DA010075 awarded to Penn State University.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sergios Charntikov, MA, UNL, Psychology, 238
Burnett Hall, Lincoln, NE 68588-0308, United States, Phone: 9096489314, Email:
sergioschr@gmail.com
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NEURAL CORRELATES OF NICOTINE WITHDRAWAL-INDUCED
DECREMENTS IN SUSTAINED ATTENTION
Rebecca L. Ashare, Ph.D.*1, Mary Falcone, B.S.1, Kosha Ruparel, M.S.E.2,
Jeffrey N. Valdez, M.S.2, Ruben C. Gur, Ph.D.2, James Loughead, Ph.D.2, Leah
LaPrate, B.A.1, and Caryn Lerman, Ph.D.1, 1Department of Psychiatry, University
of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA; 2Brain Behavior
Laboratory, Neuropsychiatry Department, University of Pennsylvania Perelman
School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA
Cognitive impairment is a common symptom of nicotine withdrawal and
predicts relapse. Sustained attention, or vigilance, may represent a core process
of cognitive control underlying nicotine dependence and smoking relapse. The
goal of this blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI study was to examine
the neural correlates of abstinence-induced decrements in performance on a
sustained attention task. Seventy three treatment-seeking smokers (31 female;
mean cigarettes per day=16.2; mean age=42.2 years) performed a Continuous
Performance Test, Identical Pairs version (CPT) while undergoing fMRI on two
separate occasions in counterbalanced order: following 24 hours of smoking
abstinence and while smoking as usual. Prior to scanning, participants completed
measures of craving and withdrawal. Abstinence significantly impaired behavioral

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bettina Hoeppner, Ph.D., M.S., Assistant
Professor, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Center for
Addiction Medicine, Psychiatry, 60 Staniford Street, Boston, MA 02114, United
States, Phone: 617-643-1988, Email: bhoeppner@partners.org
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processes such as response selection and execution which are uniquely captured
via errors of omission during such tasks.
No funding.

GENDER DIFFERENCES IN NEGATIVE AFFECT AND SMOKING LAPSE
BEHAVIOR DURING ACUTE TOBACCO WITHDRAWAL: A LABORATORY
ANALOGUE STUDY

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: John Acker, M.S., University of Georgia,
Psychology, Department of Psychology, Athens, GA 30602, United States, Phone:
6074234751, Email: ajohn10@uga.edu

Raina Pang, Ph.D.*, Michael A. Trujillo, B.A., and Adam M. Leventhal, Ph.D.,
University of Southern California
Given prior work illustrating female smokers experience greater increases in
negative affect during acute abstinence, gender differences in smoking relapse
risk could relate to gender differences in motivation to resume smoking to offset
withdrawal effects. However, little controlled experimental work addresses this
hypothesis. The current study investigated gender differences in: (a) withdrawalrelated negative affect, (b) motivation to resume smoking on a lab analogue
measure of smoking lapse, and (c) the interrelation between gender, withdrawalrelated negative affect and smoking lapse behavior. Following a baseline session,
current smokers (> 10 cig/day; women: n = 68, men: n = 131) attended two
counterbalanced lab sessions, one following 16 hours of smoking abstinence
(deprived session) and one following ad libitum smoking (non-deprived session).
At both lab sessions participants completed self-report measures of mood and
withdrawal symptoms followed by a smoking lapse analogue task during which
they were monetarily rewarded for each 5-minute increment they chose to delay
smoking. Performance on this task serves as an analogue model of smoking lapse
behavior by measuring smoker’s capability to resist temptation to smoke under
conditions where abstinence is advantageous. After controlling for demographics
and nicotine dependence severity, females showed greater abstinence induced
increases in several forms of negative affect (i.e. depression, anger, anxiety,
confusion, Betas > 0.14, ps < 0.04) but no differences in abstinence-induced
changes in other forms of affect or craving. Females also exhibited marginally
greater abstinence-induced decreases in their willingness to delay smoking for
money (reflecting increased lapse-type behavior; Beta = 0.12, p = 0.07), which
was significantly mediated by abstinence-induced increases in anger. These
results suggest that acute tobacco withdrawal symptoms, particularly anger, could
underlie gender specific smoking patterns. A better understanding of mediating
factors of gender on time to smoke could provide important information for
designing gender tailored treatments that address these issues in females.
This research was supported by National Institute on Drug Abuse Grants R01DA026831 and K08-DA025041.
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REINFORCEMENT ENHANCING EFFECTS OF NICOTINE VIA CIGARETTE
SMOKING
K.A. Perkins* and J.L. Karelitz, Department of Psychiatry, University of Pittsburgh, PA
Animal research suggests that, aside from its primary and secondary (e.g.,
“cues”) reinforcing effects, nicotine may enhance the reinforcing effects of other
reinforcers in the environment that are unrelated to nicotine, especially sensory
rewards. Dependent (n=25) and non-dependent (n=27) smokers engaged in 4
sessions, 3 after overnight smoking abstinence (>12 hrs; CO<10 ppm) and varying
in 3 smoking conditions: no smoking, 0.05 mg (denic), or 0.6 mg nicotine cigarettes
(under blind conditions). The 4th session, for comparison, involved ad lib smoking
of own brand (i.e. unblinded) after no abstinence. Reinforced responding was
assessed via progressive ratio (PR30%) for the following rewards (one per 15-min
trial): 30 sec of preferred music (sensory reward), money ($.10), avoidance of white
noise for 30 sec (i.e. negative reinforcement), or no reward (control). Analyses
of the 3 abstinence conditions showed an overall smoking x reward interaction,
F(6,300)=2.13, p=.05. Follow-up ANOVAs showed main effects of smoking condition
for the music reward, F(2,102)=10.49, p<.001, but not for the other available
rewards (n.s.). Reinforced responding for music was increased by nicotine vs denic
cigarette (p<.001) and by nicotine vs no smoking (p<.001), but nicotine did not
increase responding for money or avoidance of aversive noise. Responding in the
comparison ad lib smoking condition (no abstinence) was very similar to that for the
acute nicotine cigarette condition after abstinence. Although withdrawal was greater
in dependent than nondependent smokers, as expected, reinforced responding did
not differ due to dependence, indicating greater reinforced responding was not a
symptom of withdrawal relief. These results suggest that nicotine via acute smoking
increases reinforced responding for a sensory reward that is unrelated to smoking
per se, but perhaps not responding for other reward types. Findings could increase
understanding of why cigarette smoking is so persistent.
Supported by NIH Grant DA031218.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Raina Pang, PhD, University of Southern
California, 2250 Alcazar St CSC 240, Los Angeles, CA 90033, United States,
Phone: 808-938-5170, Email: rpang@usc.edu

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kenneth Perkins, PhD, Professor of Psychiatry,
University of Pittsburgh, Psychiatry, WPIC, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
15213, United States, Phone: 4122465395, Email: perkinska@upmc.edu
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A META-ANALYTIC INVESTIGATION OF RESPONSE INHIBITION IN
CIGARETTE SMOKERS
John Acker, M.S.*, and James MacKillop, Ph.D.,
University of Georgia, Athens, GA
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Department of Psychology,

TRANSCRANIAL DIRECT CURRENT STIMULATION (tDCS) AS AN
ADD-ON TO STANDARDISED BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY FOR TOBACCO
DEPENDENCE—A PLACEBO-CONTROLLED, DOUBLE-BLIND STUDY

An extensive empirical literature suggests a role of various facets of impulsivity
in smoking, yet few quantitative reviews have been conducted in this domain.
Response inhibition is one such facet of impulsivity and is generally conceptualized
as the ability to suppress thoughts or actions that are erroneous, dangerous, or
no longer appropriate in a given context. The aim of the current meta-analysis
was to quantitatively summarize differences in response inhibition as measured
by the Go/No-go Task, Stop-Signal Task, and Continuous Performance Test in
studies comparing groups of cigarette smokers versus control groups. The primary
performance-based outcome measures of interest were errors of commission (i.e.,
responses toward non-target stimuli) and errors of omission (i.e., non-responses
toward target stimuli), which were meta-analyzed separately using a randomeffects approach. A literature search yielded four unique studies for inclusion in
the meta-analysis, comprising a total of thirteen comparative effect sizes (k = 13).
Preliminary results for commission errors (k = 7) did not suggest the presence
of statistically significantly elevated rates of impaired response inhibition among
smokers relative to control groups (d = 0.09, p = .19). However, preliminary
results for omission errors (k = 6) revealed significantly elevated rates of impaired
response inhibition in smokers (d = 0.18, p = .01). These results from the present
meta-analysis provide modest support for the influence of impaired response
inhibition in groups of cigarette smokers, which may be limited to highly related

A. Linhardt1, D. Aichert1, A. Hasan1, D. Keeser1,2, H. Ludwig1, F. Padberg1, U.
Palm1, O. Pogarell1, A. Zeren1, and T. Rüther1, 1Department of Psychiatry and
Psychotherapy, Ludwig-Maximilian University Munich, Germany; 2Institute for
Clinical Radiology, Ludwig-Maximilian University Munich, Germany
Background: The changes in attention and cognitive performance that result
from direct current stimulation of different brain regions have been known since
the 1960s and investigated in many studies since then. Our group was able to
show improved performance in an n-back procedure (memory test to assess
working memory) after tDCS. (Keeser et al; 2010) Proof of this effect in healthy
controls leads to the assumption that tDCS increases activity in neuronal networks
in tobacco-dependent patients and thus increases attention and concentration
abilities, which will in turn increase the probability that smoking cessation during
behavioural therapy will be successful within a predetermined period (1, 3, 6
and 12 months). Methods: Stimulation is performed with a DC stimulator MC.
The location of stimulation is anode over the left dorsolateral cortex (DLPFC),
corresponding with F3 (in 10-20 EEG system); cathode over the right temporal
cortex with an intensity of 2 mA. The total duration is a constant stimulation for
20 minutes. The stimulation time schedule for each participant is a total of 7
times over 6 weeks. The stimulation is followed by a 90-minute session of the
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‘Smoke-free programme’, a standardised behavioural therapy of the Institute for
Therapy Research (Gradl, S. Kröger C., 2008) Evaluation scales which are used
are Edinburgh Handedness Test, Comfort Rating Questionnaire, Fagerström Test
and Questionnaire on Smoking Urges. As an additional evaluation, at the start of
the stimulation and at four follow-up appointments salivary cotinine (a degradation
product of tobacco) and the carbon monoxide content of expired air are measured.
Additional we perform two fMRT´s (at baseline and at the end of study) to examine
the effects of anodal tDCS of the left (DLPFC) in tobacco dependence. Results
and Conclusion: Our sample size estimation is between 20-36 participants.
Actually about half of the planned participants have passed through our study.
We are planning to finish the study in January 2013. Data will be analysed with a
multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA).
No funding.

orienting and signal detection, two cognitive process that are modulated by the
nicotinic cholinergic system. We have previously shown that a nicotinic agonist
improves performance monitoring through post-error slowing (error monitoring),
during the Stop Signal Task (SST) in adults with ADHD. We sought to determine if
acute nicotine would produce similar effects on error monitoring in females. This
was a secondary analysis of a study to examine the effects of acute nicotine on
brain activity during the SST. 23 (18-25 years) females, screened to be high or
low impulsive on the SST (HI or LO), participated in an acute, within-subjects,
randomized, double blind study with placebo (PLC) and 7 mg transdermal nicotine
(NIC). Performance monitoring during the SST was measured by changes in
reaction time after stop versus go trials. Mixed model ANOVAs were used to
examine differences in slowing after successful vs failed stop trials across both
group and drug. There was a main effect of group on behavior following successful
stop trials such that HI subjects slowed more than LO subjects. There was no main
effect of nicotine, and no drug by group interaction. To examine rate-dependent
effects, groups were re-assigned based on baseline error monitoring (GOOD or
POOR). Analysis revealed a significant drug by group interaction on post-error
trials with NIC decreasing slowing in the GOOD group and increasing slowing in
the POOR group. This study found rate dependent effects of acute nicotine on
error monitoring. The bidirectional nature of the effects, which were dependent
on baseline performance, may represent a “corrective” effect of nicotine on
performance adjustments after errors.
Funding: R03DA023460, K23MH079216, US DOE SC0001753, GCRC
M01-00109.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrea Linhardt, Physician, Ludwig Maximilian
University Munich, Psychiatry, Nußbaumstrasse 7, Münich, 80336, Germany,
Phone: +498951605707, Email: Andrea.Linhardt@med.uni-muenchen.de
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SMOKING URGES AND BEHAVIOR AMONG RESTRAINED EATERS IN THE
LABORATORY
Michelle A. Kovacs, B.A.*, John B. Correa, B.S., and Thomas H. Brandon, Ph.D.,
University of South Florida

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sarahjane Dube, MS, Research Specialist,
University of Vermont College of Medicine, Psychiatry, 1 S Prospect St, Burlington,
VT 05408, United States, Phone: 802-847-8497, Fax: 802-847-4356, Email:
Sarahjane.Dube@vtmednet.org

Rates of smoking are elevated among women with restrained eating (i.e., those
who ignore satiation and hunger cues, often resulting in disinhibited eating when
a salient emotional or environmental cue disrupts their cognitive control). This
study is an experimental test of mechanisms that may underlie the relationship
between restrained eating and smoking. Aims were: a) To test whether a food
prime used in studies of dietary restraint would increase craving to smoke and
smoking behavior; and b) to test whether group differences would be moderated
by restrained eating. Female young adults (N = 100) completed the Restraint
Scale (RS) and were randomized to either receive a food prime (vanilla milkshake)
or read magazines. Both groups then received access to ad-lib cigarettes and food
during a “taste test.” Hypotheses were tested using 2 (prime vs no prime) X 2 (high
vs low dietary restraint) ANOVAs. As hypothesized, smokers who received the
food prime reported greater cravings to smoke (p = .04), but there was no effect
of restraint. Moreover, as predicted, there was a significant interaction, such that
the greatest cravings were found in the prime condition among smokers high in
restraint (p = .004). No main effects or interactions were found on the smoking
variables (e.g., latency, # of puffs). However, there was a trend for smokers high
in dietary restraint to show shorter latency to smoke (p = .07). Finally, in contrast
to previous research on restrained eating without the option to smoke, participants
who received the food prime ate significantly less food in grams (p = .001) and
calories (p <.001) than control participants. These preliminary results provide
initial evidence of the interaction between mechanisms involved with restrained
eating and smoking behavior among young-adult women. That is, the availability
of cigarettes may deflect the disinhibition to eat found among restrained eaters,
such as after a food prime. The discussion will address implications and limitations
of the current study, and future directions for research and application. The final
sample size for this ongoing study will be 128.
This study was funded by Moffitt Cancer Center, Tampa, FL.
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fMRI OF REWARD AND LOSS PROCESSING IN TREATMENT-SEEKING
ADOLESCENT SMOKERS: RELATIONSHIPS WITH IMPULSIVITY, RISKTAKING, AND TREATMENT OUTCOME
Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin*, Iris Balodis, Hedy Kober, Patrick Worhunsky, Thomas
Liss, Michael Stevens, Godfrey Pearlson, and Marc Potenza, Yale University
School of Medicine
Adolescence represents a critical phase in the development of neural circuitry
underlying reward and motivation. Developing an understanding of the role of this
circuitry in adolescent-specific high risk behaviors, could aid in the development of
optimal interventions. To date, few neuroimaging studies have examined reward
processing during this developmental stage, and even fewer have examined
nicotine-dependent adolescents. Twenty-one, 14-18 year old, daily adolescent
smokers, who expressed interest in a high-school based smoking cessation
research study underwent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while
performing a version of the Monetary Incentive Delay Task (MIDT) that parses
prospect, anticipation and outcome phases of reward/loss processing. Relative
to neutral trials, participants demonstrated relatively increased frontostriatal
activations during reward/loss prospect and diminished activity in the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) during reward/
loss anticipation. During winning outcome relative to neutral phases, participants
demonstrated increased activity in the anterior cingulate and diminished activity in
fronto-polar and left IFG areas. In the losing outcome relative to neutral phases,
participants showed increased anterior cingulate activity and also bilateral IFG
activation extending to the insula. Ventral striatal activity during anticipatory
phases of the MIDT correlated with out-of-scanner measures of impulsivity and
risk-taking. In a subgroup of adolescents (n=11) who participated in the smoking
cessation program, percent decrease in cotinine levels was positively correlated
with posterior cingulate activity during reward anticipation and increased bilateral
ventral striatal activity during losing outcomes. All findings were significant at
p<0.05, family-wise error corrected. The findings suggest that in adolescent
smokers specific regional brain activations underlie different aspects of reward and
loss processing, and that individual variations in the neural correlates of reward/
loss processing relate importantly to impulsivity, risk-taking and treatment outcome
Funding: P50DA009241.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michelle Kovacs, B.A., University of South Florida,
Psychology, Tobacco Research and Intervention Program, Tampa, FL 33617,
United States, Phone: 813-400-5961, Email: michelle2@mail.usf.edu
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ACUTE NICOTINE EFFECTS ON ERROR MONITORING IN WOMEN
Sarahjane L. Dube, M.S.*, Eva N. Doane, M.S., and Alexandra S. Potter, Ph.D.,
University of Vermont College of Medicine
Nicotine has been shown to modulate many cognitive and behavioral domains
in a rate-dependent manner, including response inhibition and risk taking.
Improvements in cognition and behavioral control may help to explain the strong
association between cigarette smoking and psychiatric illnesses including ADHD
and schizophrenia. Performance monitoring is a component of behavioral control
that has been linked to affect regulation in mental illness and relies on attentional

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, Ph.D., Associate
Professor, Yale University School of Medicine, Psychiatry, s208, 34 Park Street,
New Haven, CT 06519, United States, Phone: 2039747595, Email: suchitra.
krishnan-sarin@yale.edu
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PLC condition, not seen in the NIC condition. The effect of emotion was seen in
all subjects as increased parietal activation during inhibition of negative compared
to positive stimuli, but was maximal in ADHD subjects during the PLC condition.
Conclusion: This demonstrates that nicotine can regulate activity in neural circuitry
related to the integration of emotional information during response inhibition. This
implicates emotional impulsivity as a possible factor for nicotine use in ADHD
subjects, but future research is needed to elaborate the relationship between
nicotine, emotion and impulsivity.
Funding: K23 MH079216.

REDUCTION IN BRAIN NICOTINIC ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTOR DENSITY
WITH TREATMENT FOR TOBACCO DEPENDENCE
Arthur L. Brody, M.D.*, Alexey G. Mukhin, M.D., Ph.D., Stephanie Shulenberger,
M.S., Michael S. Mamoun, M.D., Maggie Kozman, B.S., Jonathan Phuong, B.S.,
Meaghan Neary, B.S., Trinh Luu, M.S., and Mark A. Mandelkern, M.D., Ph.D.
Background: Cigarette smoking leads to up-regulation of nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors (nAChRs) in the human brain, including the alpha4beta2* nAChR, which
is a common receptor subtype. Current first-line treatments for smoking include
cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) and bupropion HCl. We sought to determine
the effects of these first-line treatments and smoking reduction/cessation on
alpha4beta2* nAChR up-regulation in cigarette smokers. Method: Forty-eight
otherwise healthy adult smokers underwent positron emission tomography
scanning with the radiotracer 2-FA (a ligand for the alpha4beta2* nAChR) before
and after 11 weeks of treatment with either group CBT, bupropion HCl, or matching
pill placebo (random assignment). For the central study analysis, an overall
two-way repeated-measures two-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was
performed using specific binding volume of distribution (VS/fP) for the prefrontal
cortex, brainstem, and cerebellum (a measure of α4β2* nAChR density) as the
repeated measure, treatment type and quit status as between-subject factors, and
age as a covariate. Results: An overall pre- to post- treatment effect was found
(F = 5.6, P = 0.02), along with an effect of quit status (F = 5.8, P = .02), but not
treatment type (F = 1.2, n.s.). Undergoing treatment was associated with changes
in VS/fP values in the prefrontal cortex, brainstem, and cerebellum of -20, -25, and
-25%, respectively. Participants who quit smoking had greater reductions in VS/
fP values across regions than non-quitters (for prefrontal cortex, brainstem, and
cerebellum: -25, -38, and -42% for quitters and -19, -21, -20% for non-quitters).
Furthermore, correlations between reductions in cigarettes per day and decreases
in VS/fP for two of the three regions were significant (r = .33, P = 0.02 for
brainstem and r = .37, P = 0.01 for cerebellum). Conclusion: Smoking reduction
and cessation with commonly-used treatments are accompanied by decreases in
alpha4beta2* nAChR densities across brain regions. These findings indicate that
specific receptor abnormalities caused by cigarette smoking improve as smoking
is reduced and resolve with successful cessation.
This study was supported by the Tobacco-Related Disease Research Program
(ALB [19XT-0135]), the National Institute on Drug Abuse (ALB [R01 DA20872]),
and a Veterans Affairs Type I Merit Review Award (ALB).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Geoffrey Schaubhut, BS, University of Vermont,
Clinical Neuroscience Research Unit, 1 South Prospect Street Arnold 6437,
Burlington, VT 05401, United States, Phone: 802-847-7597, Email: geoffrey.
schaubhut@uvm.edu
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THE EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO CIGARETTE SMOKE ON FUNCTIONAL
ACTIVITY IN CURRENT SMOKERS, FORMER SMOKERS, AND NEVER
SMOKERS
Roy Otten, Ph.D.*1, Marloes Kleinjan, Ph.D.1, Kathrin Schuck, M.Sc.1, Mariska
Lojowska, M.Sc.2, and Alan Sanfey, Ph.D.2, 1Behavioural Science Institute,
Radboud University Nijmegen; 2Donders Center for Brain, Cognition and Behavior,
Radboud University Nijmegen
The occurrence of an addiction to smoking is largely due to neuroadaptations
caused by repeated exposure to nicotine, the psychoactive ingredient of tobacco.
As people quit smoking, nicotine exposure suddenly ceases. As a function of
abstinence, new neuroadaptations may thus occur or established nicotine-induced
neuroadaptations may reverse. The present study examines the effects of exposure
to cigarette smoke on brain activity using functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) in current smokers, former smokers, and never-smokers. We specifically
focused on the striatum as this brain region is involved in reward and motivation,
but it is also the brain area that is activated when exposed to aversive, novel,
and intense stimuli. We hypothesize that brain activity resulting from exposure
to nicotine changes as a function of the duration of abstinence. Specifically, we
expect that activation in the striatum will be different in individuals who quit recently
compared to those who quit a longer time ago. To test this we designed a device
that enables the exposure of cigarette smoke to subjects without having them to
actively smoke a cigarette. One aversive and one pleasant odor will be included as
reference stimuli. Activation in the striatum was strongest in never smokers. The
lowest activation levels were found in smokers. With respect to former smokers,
activation in the striatum was stronger in those who quit for a longer time as
compared to those who had quit more recent. Results indicate that response to
cigarette smoke in former smokers may change over time: activation levels of the
striatum return to levels of activation comparable to never smokers. Demonstration
that nicotine-induced functional alterations in neural structures are reversible upon
abstinence may enhance our current understanding of recovery from nicotine
addiction. Insight into the time in which these changes take place may be of value
in preventing relapse to smoking.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Arthur Brody, M.D., Professor-in-Residence,
UCLA, Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences, 300 UCLA Medical Plaza, Suite
2200, Los Angeles, CA 90095, United States, Phone: 310-268-4778, Email:
abrody@ucla.edu
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EFFECTS OF ACUTE NICOTINE ADMINISTRATION ON EMOTIONAL
IMPULSIVITY
Geoffrey J. Schaubhut*, Janina K. Bowen, Emily C. Mazzulla, Sarahjane L. Dube,
and Alexandra S. Potter

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Roy Otten, Ph.D., Radboud University Nijmegen,
Developmental Psychopathology, Montessorilaan 3, Nijmegen,
6525 HR,
Netherlands, Phone: +31 624280859, Email: r.otten@bsi.ru.nl

Background: Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is associated
with cigarette smoking including earlier initiation, greater daily use, and increased
likelihood of relapse compared to community controls. Human and animal
models have linked impulsivity, a hallmark ADHD symptoms, to the initiation and
maintenance of nicotine self-administration. Several studies have demonstrated
that acute nicotine reduces impulsivity in subjects with ADHD. Emotional state,
especially negative affect, is related to impulsive behavior and craving for nicotine.
However, how nicotine, impulsivity and emotion interact to produce behavioral
disturbances is unknown. This study examined the effects of acute nicotine
administration on emotional impulsivity, described as the inability to regulate
behavior to emotional stimulation, in non-smoking subjects with and without ADHD.
We hypothesized that ADHD subjects would show greater sensitivity to emotional
stimuli and reduced activation of inhibitory circuitry, which would be reversed during
nicotine exposure. Methods: Twelve (6 ADHD, 6 CTRL) young adults (age 18–25)
completed two study days including fMRI scanning while completing the Faces
Stop Signal Task, a test of emotional impulsivity. Before scanning, Transdermal
Nicotine (7mg for 45 minutes) or Placebo was administered in a double blind
design. Results: Results indicated a difference in the processing of inhibitory
and emotional stimuli dependent on ADHD profile. Specifically, ADHD subjects
compared to CTRL had reduced activity in the frontal cortex during inhibition in the
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DIFFERENCES IN CRAVING OVER TIME AMONG ADULT SMOKERS WHO
LAPSE VERSUS THOSE WHO DO NOT
Ellen B. Beckjord, Ph.D., M.P.H.*, and Saul Shiffman, Ph.D., University of
Pittsburgh
Background: Lapses after a period of abstinence are exceedingly common
among smokers trying to quit. The progression from lapse to relapse may
be mediated by craving: lapses may trigger or perpetuate increased craving.
Treatment with nicotine patch slows progression to relapse, perhaps by blunting
this hypothesized increase in craving. The aim of this analysis was to examine
changes in craving over time in the context of 1) lapse status and 2) treatment
status (nicotine patch or placebo). Methods: Data are from 305 individuals who
66
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participated in a previously-published randomized trial of high-dose nicotine
patches (n=182; n=123 for placebo). Participants used an electronic diary to record
instances of smoking and to assess craving throughout the day (0 to 10 scale). A
General Linear Model was used to estimate daily craving two days prior to lapse
through two days after; for non-lapsers, data were centered on median lapse day.
The model included lapse status, treatment, and time. Results: There was a main
effect of treatment status: individuals treated with patch reported consistently
lower mean craving ratings throughout (2.5 (0.05) vs. 3.7 (0.06); p<0.01). A
two-way interaction between lapse status and time showed that individuals who
lapsed reported increases in craving over time whereas non-lapsers reported
consistent or decreasing cravings (p<0.01). Specifically, in both the patch and
placebo groups, participants reported a significant increase in cravings from the
day before lapse (2.5 (0.14), patch; 4.0 (0.19), placebo) to lapse day (patch: 3.4
(0.13); placebo: 5.6 (0.17); both p<0.05)) and cravings remained high through two
days post-lapse. Conclusions: These observational data support the hypothesis
that craving is perpetuated and increased following a lapse. Whether on active
treatment or placebo, the significant increase in craving that lasts for at least
two days after lapse may put lapsers at increased risk for relapse. Ecological
momentary intervention to address increases in craving associated with lapse may
help to prevent the progression from lapse to relapse.
Research reported in this abstract was supported by the National Center for
Advancing Translational Sciences of the National Institutes of Health under Award
Number KL2TR000146 and Grant KA060804 and R01-DA020742 to Dr. Shiffman
from the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

SCIENTIFIC AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF SEQUENTIAL PARALLEL
COMPARATIVE DESIGN (SPCD), A COST EFFICIENT APPROACH TO THE
PROBLEM OF PLACEBO RESPONSE

M. Bowman*1, I. Fogel1, M.B. Knable2, and A.E. Evins3,4, 1RCT Logic, LLC, Ponte
Vedra, FL; 2Bethesda Behavioral Sciences, Bethesda, MD; 3Harvard Medical
School; 4Massachusetts General Hospital
Introduction: Placebo response has become an increasingly significant
challenge in clinical trials, one which, at best, forces the use of a larger ‘n’,
increasing cost and duration of trials, and, at worst, leads to type two error and
failure to detect efficacy of an intervention. The Sequential Parallel Comparative
Design (SPCD) is a cost efficient clinical trial methodology, developed in 2003
at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH), that may be able to reduce placebo
response rates and the expense of clinical trials related to a wide range of
indications including addiction.
Methods: An SPCD trial involves two phases
(i.e., stages) of treatment and typically two randomizations of subjects. Phase
1 is aimed at: (a) comparing drug and placebo, and (b) generating a cohort of
placebo non-responders. Phase 2 is aimed at comparing drug and placebo, as in
a conventionally designed trial, but including only participants who were placebo
non-responders in Phase 1. Sample sizes and power for standard design and for
SPCD trials were computed using a score test and various assumptions regarding
differences between drug and placebo response rates. To date, 14 SPCD treatment
trials are completed, ongoing or planned. Results: When estimating sample size
at assumed levels of statistical power, the SPCD method typically allowed for a
20-50% reduction of sample size. Likewise, when estimating statistical power with
given sample sizes, the SPCD method allowed for a 10-25% increase in statistical
power. In the 3 SPCD trials with reported results, placebo response in the second
stage was below 10%. SPCD trials to date have included an active comparator,
adjunctive treatment, multiple doses, and both binary and continuous outcomes.
Conclusions: It is estimated that the SPCD design would reduce the placebo
response rate in clinical trials, resulting in significant savings in direct clinical trial
costs, decreased time-to-clinic for effective new treatments, and reduced costs
associated with “failed” trials.
RCT Logic, LLC provided funding for analysis of sample size and power.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ellen Beckjord, PhD, MPH, Assistant Professor,
University of Pittsburgh, Psychiatry, 5115 Centre Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15232,
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SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY OF A PROCEDURE FOR EARLY HUMAN
SCREENING OF NOVEL SMOKING CESSATION MEDICATIONS
K.A. Perkins*1, C. Lerman2, J.L. Karelitz1, N.C. Jao1, K.N.R. Chengappa1, and G.M.
Sparks1, 1Department of Psychiatry, University of Pittsburgh, PA; 2Department of
Psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ilan Fogel, MD MBA, VP and Chief Business
Development Officer, RCT Logic, LLC, 830-13 Rte A1A N, #327, Ponte Vedra,
FL 32082, United States, Phone: 203-554-3854, Email: ilan.fogel@rctlogic.com

We have developed an inexpensive and efficient procedure to evaluate
medication efficacy for smoking cessation by optimally combining the practicality
of lab studies (e.g., cross-over design) with the validity of clinical trials (e.g.,
abstinence as the dependent measure). Prior studies showed the sensitivity of this
approach for identifying efficacy in two drugs known to be effective for increasing
tobacco abstinence, nicotine patch and varenicline. The present study determined
whether the sensitivity of this procedure generalizes to a third FDA-approved
cessation medication, bupropion (Zyban). It also validated the specificity of our
procedure for detecting lack of efficacy in a medication known to be ineffective
for cessation, modafinil (Provigil). Subjects were 45 healthy adult smokers who
smoked at least 10 cigs/day, had screening CO>10 ppm, and intended to quit
permanently within the next 3 months (i.e., high in quit interest). All participated
in three consecutive 3-week periods, varying only in the medication condition,
which was presented double-blind. In each period, all smoked ad lib during week
1 (baseline or washout), began medication run-up during week 2 while smoking
(bupropion 150 mg b.i.d., modafinil 100 mg b.i.d., or placebo), and were instructed
to try and quit during week 3 while continuing medication. The order of medication
conditions was counter-balanced between subjects. Abstinence was verified
daily (Mon-Fri) during week 3 by CO<5 ppm and no cigarettes in the prior 24 hr.
Results showed differences in days quit across the 3 medications, F(2,88)=4.35,
p<.02. Consistent with our prior studies, bupropion resulted in 50% greater quit
days vs. placebo (p=.005), verifying the sensitivity of our procedure. Specificity
was evidenced by no difference (<10%) in quit days for modafinil vs. placebo
(p=.60), as hypothesized. These data confirm that a small sample of smokers
high in current quit interest can provide a sensitive and specific test of the clinical
efficacy of cessation medications in a brief simulated quit trial, suggesting that
this procedure is useful for testing the efficacy of novel compounds for cessation.
Supported by NIH Grant P50 CA143187.
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FEASIBILITY AND COMPLIANCE RELATED TO EXTENDED EVALUATION
OF NOVEL TOBACCO PRODUCTS: A PILOT STUDY USING CARLTON
CIGARETTES
Rachel L. Denlinger*1, Dorothy K. Hatsukami2, Jennifer W. Tidey3, Ryan G.
Vandrey4, Maxine L. Stitzer4, Kristin A. Yahner1, Joni A. Jensen2, Louise A.
Hertsgaard2, Netesha R. Reid3, Emily Xavier3, Ashley Bathgate4, and Eric C.
Donny1, 1University of Pittsburgh; 2University of Minnesota; 3Brown University;
4
Johns Hopkins University
Background: Compliance with product use and validity of self-report present
major methodological challenges in studies evaluating tobacco products. This
is particularly difficult when behavior is assessed over an extended period of
time and biochemical verification is difficult. Methods: In the present study,
daily smokers were recruited to determine the feasibility of study procedures
and product compliance prior to a randomized clinical trial investigating study
cigarettes with a range of nicotine content. Subjects (n=17) smoked their usual
brand cigarettes during a two-week baseline period, and then were asked to
smoke Carlton cigarettes (1 mg tar, 0.1 mg nicotine) for six weeks. Subjects
were provided with free study cigarettes but were not incentivized for smoking
Carltons because real-time biochemical verification of compliance with the study
cigarettes during the clinical trial is not feasible. Instead, subjects were told there
was no penalty for non-compliance, encouraged to be compliant during weekly
review sessions, and asked to provide accurate self-report. Incentives were used
to reinforce completion of daily Interactive Voice Response (IVR) phone calls and
laboratory visits. A timeline follow back (TLFB) Questionnaire was given during
each visit to measure study and non-study cigarette use as well as other tobacco
use. Results: Four subjects withdrew; however, only 2 of 15 subjects withdrew
after switching to Carltons. IVR and TLFB data were highly concordant; 70% of
subjects reported smoking only Carltons regardless of the measure. The remaining

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kenneth Perkins, PhD, Professor of Psychiatry,
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subjects reported minimal use of non-study cigarettes and other tobacco products.
Importantly, non-compliance occurred primarily during the first two weeks. By the
third week smoking Carltons, 92% of subjects reported full compliance despite
finding them less satisfying than usual brand. These findings suggest a combined
method of daily and weekly recall without penalty for non-compliance may foster
honest self-reporting. Although not biochemically verified in this study, good
compliance with novel tobacco products may be possible even without incentives
within the context of an intensive clinical trial.
National Institutes of Health: DA031659 (Donny).

high rates of smoking. C-reactive Protein (CRP) is a marker of inflammation that
is increasingly being recognized as an independent predictor of CVD in population
based studies. When compared to non-smokers, smokers have been shown to
have elevated CRP levels. However, the relationship between CRP and rates of
smoking has been inconclusive. The aim of the current study was to examine
the relationship between smoking and CRP in a substance abuse population.
Methods: Participants were attending residential rehabilitation services provided
by the Australian Salvation Army (N = 111). All participants were current smokers
and had been diagnosed with a substance use disorder. Participants completed a
structured interview that examined smoking, diet, alcohol & drug use, and physical
activity. Biomedical measures included expired carbon monoxide, blood pressure,
height and weight. Fasting blood samples were provided to collect high sensitivity
CRP. Using established guidelines, participants with CRP scores (>10mg/L) were
removed from the analysis, as this is likely to indicate an acute infection (n = 7).
Results: Participants demonstrated elevated levels of inflammation, as measured
by CRP. Using the guidelines established by the American Heart Association, 37%
of the sample was at high risk of developing cardiovascular disease (>3mg/L).
CRP was not significantly related to average number of cigarettes smoked daily.
However, it was significantly correlated with nicotine dependence as measured by
the Fagerstrom Nicotine Dependence Scale (Spearmans r = .30, p = .04). Nicotine
dependence accounted for a small (5%), but statistically significant amount of
the variance in CRP scores. Conclusion: Participants demonstrated multiple risk
factors for CVD, including elevated CRP levels. Results underscore the importance
of addressing these multiple risk factors as part of more comprehensive treatment
for people with substance abuse disorders.
The Cancer Council, NSW and The Salvation Army.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rachel Denlinger, B.S., Project Manager,
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF NICOTINE METABOLITE RATIO AMONG DIFFERENT
METHODS
Maria Novalen, M.Sc.*, Bin Zhao, Ph.D., and Rachel F. Tyndale, Ph.D.,
Neuroscience and Schizophrenia Program, CAMH; Department of Pharmacology
and Toxicology and Division of Brain and Therapeutics, Department of Psychiatry,
University of Toronto
The Nicotine Metabolite Ratio (NMR) is the ratio of 3-hydroxycotinine (3-HC)
to cotinine (COT). NMR serves as an indicator of CYP2A6 enzymatic activity and
is highly correlated with the rate of nicotine clearance. In clinical studies, NMR
can be used to assess the impact of heritable individual differences in nicotine
metabolism on smoking behaviors and cessation. Sources of variation between
studies may arise from differing analytical methods for quantifying COT and 3-HC,
or differences in the same technique performed at different locations. Our objective
was to compare NMR using three analytical methods and identify potential
disparities. The correlations of log-normalized NMR, COT and 3-HC to values
derived from our LC-MS/MS method were compared using linear regression. The
level of agreement between the measurements was assessed by Bland-Altman
analysis and the results are given as a ratio (mean difference between the two
measures). The results for 15 plasma samples that were analyzed previously
using the same LC-MS/MS method, at different locations (St Helen et al, 2012),
were: R2 = 0.93, 0.97 and 0.96, ratio = 0.94, 1.12 and 1.05 for NMR, COT and
3-HC, respectively. The results for 35 saliva samples that were analyzed using
two different LC-MS/MS methods, at different locations, were: R2 = 1.00, 0.99 and
1.00, ratio = 2.05, 1.01 and 2.06 for NMR, COT and 3-HC, respectively. The results
for 26 plasma samples analyzed by LC-MS/MS and HPLC at the same location
were: R2 = 0.84, 0.90, and 0.92, ratio = 1.34, 0.90 and 1.20 for NMR, COT and
3-HC, respectively. All correlations were significant (p < 0.0001). These findings
indicate that when using the same method, a different location has little effect on
the measurements. By contrast, while NMR is highly correlated across different
analytical methods, the absolute levels differ substantially due primarily to the
>2 fold difference in 3-HC quantification. Further investigation of the source(s) of
this variation, and assessment of additional methods, is on-going. Thus although
highly correlated, when comparing absolute values for NMR, or 3HC, the specific
method used should be considered.
We acknowledge the support of a CIHR MOP86471 and TMH-109787, NIH
DA 020830, CAMH, the CAMH foundation, the Canada Foundation for Innovation
(#20289 and #16014) and the Ontario Ministry of Research and Innovation.
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iSTOPSMOKE: RESULTS FROM A PILOT STUDY OF AN INTERACTIVE
MOBILE HEALTH SMOKING CESSATION PROGRAM IN ISRAEL
Lorien Abroms, Sc.D.*1, Hagai Levine, Ph.D.2, and Ronit Hershcovitz, Ph.D.2,
1
The George Washington University School of Public Health & Health Services;
2
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Automated, text messaging programs on mobile phones have shown
some promise in helping people quit smoking. To promote the dissemination
of such programs, the US DHHS has made available the message library
for SmokefreeTXT, a free smoking cessation texting service that is run from
Smokefree.gov. This study describes a pilot test of iStopSmoke, an adapted
version of SmokefreeTXT, in Israel, where cell phone penetration is amongst the
highest in the world. Study participants were recruited using a listserv at Hebrew
University/Hadassah Medical Center for students and employees of the University
and hospital. Participants (n=40) were enrolled in iStopSmoke and interviewed at
baseline and at 2 and 4 weeks after enrollment. Results indicate that the program
is feasible in Israel, and support was found for the text messaging program.
Preliminary results (N=27) indicate that 81.4%(n=22) of participants would totally
recommend or recommend the program to a friend, and 70% (n=19) of participants
rated the program as somewhat helpful, helpful or highly helpful. The majority (89%)
(n=24) of participants reported reading most or all of the text messages. Eighteen
percent of participants unsubscribed from messages within the first two weeks of
the program (n=5). A handful of technical problems were encountered including
problems for participants in sending or receiving specific keywords. Suggestion
for further adaptation for the Israeli smoker include translation into Hebrew,
broadening interactive features, increasing the personalization of messages, and
giving the user more control in the program timing and intensity. This pilot test
provides some support and insights for the further development of the iStopSmoke
program. Automated text messaging programs on mobile phones may represent
a promising strategy for the dissemination of evidence-based smoking cessation
programs in different cultural settings.
Funded by the National Cancer Institute of the National Institutes of Health
(5K07 CA124579-02).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maria Novalen, M.Sc., Research Analyst, University
of Toronto, Pharmacology and Toxicology, 1 King’s College Circle, Toronto, ON
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SMOKING AND C-REACTIVE PROTEIN
(CRP) IN PARTICIPANTS ATTENDING RESIDENTIAL ALCOHOL AND OTHER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
Peter J. Kelly1, Amanda Baker2, Frances Kay-Lambkin3, Frank P. Deane1, Billie
Bonevski2, Megan A. Kelly1, and Phillip Hull4, 1University of Wollongong; 2University
of Newcastle; 3University of New South Wales; 4Cancer Council, NSW

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lorien Abroms, The George Washington
University School of Public Health & Health Services, Department of Prevention
& Community Health, 2175 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20037, United States,
Phone: 202-994-3518, Email: lorien@gwu.edu

Introduction: Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of mortality for
people with a history of substance abuse. In part, this is a result of the extremely
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care physician or stop smoking service, or via various community engagements.
The primary outcome was 4 week post quit CO (<10ppm) confirmed abstinence
but an aim was to determine the feasibility of capturing the most rigorous flexible
smoking outcome. Follow-up assessments took place at 8 & 16 weeks, to capture
a variety of other outcomes. RESULTS: The sample had 74% unemployed or low
skilled manual workers and 41% with mental health problems. Participants had
a mean age of 47.3(SD 11.36) yrs, a median (IQR) BMI of 27.3(22.5-32.4), left
school at 16.0 (15.0-16.0) yrs, started smoking at 14.0(13.0-16.0) yrs, smoked the
equivalent of 19.0(14.4-24.4) cigarettes per day, and had a FTND score of 5.5(SD
2.1). Intervention participants attended on average 4.2(SD 2.7) support sessions
(56% face to face, 44% by phone). 23% (n=11) of intervention vs 6% (n=3) of
control participants made a quit attempt, of whom 7 and 2, respectively, had CO
confirmed point prevalence abstinence and self-reported continuous abstinence
between 4-8 weeks post quit. Two intervention quitters used local stop smoking
service support. The 11 intervention participants who made a quit attempt did so
7.6 (SD 3.1)(range 1.7-12) weeks post randomisation. Qualitative data revealed
the challenges of working with disadvantaged smokers and individual variation
in the extent of engagement with the intervention. INTERPRETATION: There
appears to be support to conduct a larger trial, building on the present findings.
The study received full UK NHS ethical approval (LREC no: 10/H0106/59), is
registered as a clinical trial (ISRCTN no: 13837944) and was funded by a grant
from the national Institute of Health Research (Health Technology Assessment)
(HTA no: 07/78/02).

A RANDOMIZED TRIAL OF AN INTERACTIVE MOBILE TEXT-MESSAGING
PROGRAM TO PROMOTE SMOKING CESSATION IN U.S. ADULT SMOKERS
Lorien Abroms, Sc.D.*, Amanda Davis, M.P.H., Judy Mendel, Nicole Long, and
Richard Windsor, Ph.D., The George Washington University School of Public
Health & Health Services
Text messaging programs on mobile phones have shown some promise
in helping people quit smoking. Text2Quit is an automated, personalized and
interactive mobile health program that sends text messages and emails timed
around a participant’s quit date. The Be Free Study aimed to evaluate Text2Quit
in the context of a randomized trial. Adult smokers were recruited on the Internet
and enrolled in the Be Free Study. Participants (n=502) were randomized to
receive Text2Quit or the control condition (Smokefree.gov/Clearing the Air).
Participants were surveyed at baseline and at 1, 3, and 6 months post-enrollment.
Self-reported quitters were asked to provide a saliva sample to verify smoking
cessation status through salivary cotinine. Results from the 1 month follow-up
indicate improved quitting outcomes in the Text2Quit condition compared with the
control condition. Using an Intent-to-Treat (ITT) analysis, 30.7% of the intervention
group and 14.5% of the control group reported not smoking in the past 7 days
(p<0.05). More participants in the intervention group also reported quitting for more
than 7 consecutive days (38.3% vs. 21.2%; p<.05). For the intervention group
participants, 87.2% reported reading > 75% of the texts. On average, users made
15.0 responses to the texts over a 4-week period, although responses declined
after the quit date. The interactive feature for tracking cigarettes was the most used
interactive feature, followed by the craving trivia game. The majority of participants
in the intervention group (78.0%) reported liking the program. Reasons given for
liking the program in order of prevalence included that it was a constant reminder
of their efforts to quit smoking (26.0%), that it provided on-demand tools and
keywords to assist with cravings (21.0%), and provided social support (15.5%).
Results from the 3 and 6 month follow-ups will also be presented. The results
provide support for the efficacy of the Text2Quit program in the short-term. Future
studies are recommended that identify the value of the interactive and personalized
features that characterize this program.
This research was supported by 5K07 CA124579-02 and AARA supplement
to Dr. Abroms, from National Cancer Institute of the National Institutes of Health.
Support also came from an award from the Department of Prevention & Community
Health at the George Washington University School of Public Health and Health
Services to Dr. Abroms.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Tom Thompson, Msc (PhD), Trial Manager,
Univeristy of Exeter, Sport and Helath Sciences, Richard’s Building, St Luke’s
Campus, Exeter, Devon EX1 2LU, United Kingdom, Phone: +4407917832537,
Email: T.P.Thompson@exeter.ac.uk
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DIFFERENCES IN SMOKING AND CESSATION CHARACTERISTICS AMONG
ADULT NONDAILY SMOKERS: FINDINGS FROM THE 2009-2010 NATIONAL
ADULT TOBACCO SURVEY
Gillian L. Schauer, M.P.H.*1,2, Ann Malarcher, Ph.D.1, and Carla J. Berg, Ph.D.2,
1
Office on Smoking and Health, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Atlanta, GA; 2Behavioral Sciences & Health Education, Emory University, Atlanta,
GA
The prevalence of nondaily smoking in the U.S. has increased over the past
decade. While a growing body of research reflects the differences between
daily and nondaily smokers, differences among nondaily smokers are poorly
understood. This study provides updated national data on smoking and cessation
characteristics among nondaily versus daily smokers, and assesses within-group
differences among former-daily nondaily smokers, based on the length of time
since daily smoking. Data were obtained from the 2009-2010 National Adult
Tobacco Survey, a stratified, national, dual-frame (landline and cell) telephone
survey of adults. Participants were categorized into daily smokers, never-daily
nondaily smokers (NDNS), recently-converted (i.e., daily smokers within the past
year) nondaily smokers (RCNS), and established-converted (i.e., daily smokers
over one year ago) nondaily smokers (ECNS). Chi-square tests were used to
assess differences across groups, and a multivariable logistic regression was
used to identify factors associated with past year quit attempts. Among nondaily
smokers (17.8% of the total sample of smokers), 27.12% were NDNS, 37.44%
were RCNS, and 35.44% were ECNS. RCNS were the most likely to report ever
having tried to quit (p<.0001), having tried to quit in the past year (p<.0001), having
used cessation treatment during their last quit attempt (p<.05), and wanting to quit
smoking for good (p<.001). Compared to NDNS, RCNS had more than two times
the odds of having made a quit attempt in the past year, even after controlling
for differences in demographic and smoking characteristics (AOR=2.05, 95% CI:
1.34, 3.14). However, no significant differences existed between NDNS and ECNS.
These findings suggest that significant heterogeneity exists among “converted” or
former-daily nondaily smokers based on how long ago they previously smoked
daily. Smoking characteristics of RCNS seem to fall between characteristics
exhibited by daily smokers those exhibited by other nondaily smokers (NDNS
and ECNS), suggesting that RCNS are in transition either to quitting or to more
long-term nondaily smoking. Different interventions for RCNS versus ECNS may
be warranted.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lorien Abroms, The George Washington
University School of Public Health & Health Services, Department of Prevention
& Community Health, 2175 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20037, United States,
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AN EXPLORATORY TRIAL TO EVALUATE THE EFFECTS OF A PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY INTERVENTION AS A SMOKING CESSATION INDUCTION AND
CESSATION AID AMONG THE ‘HARD TO REACH’: EXERCISE ASSISTED
REDUCTION THEN STOP (EARS)
T.P. Thompson*1, P. Aveyard2, C. Greaves3, R. Taylor3, F. Warren3, C. Green3,
R. Ayres3, J. Campbell3, M. Ussher4, S. Michie5, R. West6, R. Byng3, and A.H.
Taylor1, 1Sport and Health Sciences, University of Exeter, Exeter, UK; 2Department
of Primary Care Health Services, University of Oxford, UK; 3Peninsula College
of Medicine & Dentistry, Universities of Exeter and Plymouth, UK; 4Division of
Population Health Sciences and Education, St George’s University of London,
London, UK; 5Research Department of Clinical, Educational and Health
Psychology, University College London, London, UK; 6Health Behaviour Research
Centre, Department of Epidemiology & Public Health, University College London,
London, UK
BACKGROUND: The aims were to develop an acceptable physical activity
counselling intervention for disadvantaged smokers wishing to reduce but
not quit (in the next month), and conduct a pilot RCT to inform the design of a
larger trial. METHODS: 98 smokers were randomised to receive up to 12 weekly
client-centred motivational sessions (informed by theory and developmental work)
delivered by a health trainer, or brief advice on smoking cessation. The intervention
aimed to support reduction using behavioral strategies (without NRT) with a focus
on physical activity (to manage smoking), and refer quitters to local cessation
support services. Recruitment to the RCT was by invitation letter from a primary

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Gillian L. Schauer, MPH, Emory University,
Behavioral Sciences & Health Education, 1518 Clifton Road NE, Atlanta, GA
30322, United States, Phone: 206-819-9391, Email: gillian.schauer@emory.edu
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Li-Chuan Chang, M.S.*1, Yu-Hsiang Kao, M.S.1, Yi-Wen Tsai, Ph.D.1, and
Chih-Kuan Lai, M.D.2, 1National Yang-Ming University, Taiwan; 2Taipei Veterans
General Hospital

Pratap Jena*, Rajmohan Panda, Divya Persai, and Manu Mathur, Public Health
Foundation of India

HOW DOES SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS INFLUENCE THE UTILIZATION OF
CESSATION TREATMENT AMONG TAIWANESE ADULT SMOKERS?

FACTORS INFLUENCING SEVERITY OF NICOTINE DEPENDENCE AMONG
THE BIDI SMOKERS IN INDIA

Bidi is the predominant smoking tobacco product in India with 73.3 million
users. Average number of bidi sticks smoked per day by the daily bidi users in
India is 11.6. Exploring the determinants of high nicotine dependence among
bidi users would help us in designing the most appropriate smoking cessation
program for the majority of smokers in India. Present study assessed the factors
influencing high nicotine dependence among bidi users in India. Methods: A
cross-sectional study was conducted at primary care health facilities in two Indian
states, Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh. The severity of nicotine dependence among
the bidi smokers was assessed using Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine Dependence
(FTND). The determinants of high nicotine dependence (FTND score > 5) among
bidi users were identified by logistic regression model. Mean FTND score among
the daily bidi smokers was 4.9. The regression model indicates that male bidi
smoker has higher odds of becoming high nicotine dependence (OR-13.27; 95%
CI: 1.73-101.65) and tobacco user with higher social capital has lower chance of
being high nicotine dependent (OR-0.56; 95% CI: 0.36-0.89). This study identified
male gender and low social capitals as the major determinant of high nicotine
dependence among the bidi users in India. These groups need to be given due
importance while designing the smoking cessation programs in India.
The study is being funded by Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

Aim: To examine the association between socioeconomic status (SES) of
smokers and their use of cessation treatment service in Taiwan. Methods: A cohort
of 3,633 adult smokers was drawn from Year 2005 National Health Interview Survey
(NHIS) in Taiwan. Use of cessation treatment was defined based on the claim
data of National Health Insurance. Survival analysis was conducted to explore
whether the SES of smokers influenced their use of cessation treatment. Results:
Only 187 subjects (5.15%) received cessation during the 2-year follow-up period.
The socioeconomic factors with positive impact for smokers to get professional
treatment included: college or above education, marriage and lower income. The
corresponding HRs to look for treatment for subjects with monthly family income
>=70000, 50000-70000 and 30000-50000 vs. <30000 Taiwan dollars were 0.60,
0.56 and 0.62. Single or widowed smokers were also less likely, HR=0.57, to take
treatment. Only smokers with college or above education favored professional
therapy, with a HR of 1.95 as compared with elementary school or below subjects.
Factors such as age, sex, duration of smoking, employment and occupation type
were not statistically significant. Comorbidity with diabetes or coronary heart
disease could motivate smokers to quit smoking with treatment. Conclusions:
Smokers of higher education level were more likely to use cessation service. Use
of cessation service was not deterred by the economic reason.
This research was funded by Bureau of Health Promotion, Department of
Health, Taiwan, R.O.C.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pratap Jena, MBBS, MPH, Senior Research
Associate, Public Health Foundation of India, Research, STEPS, PHD House,
Sirifort Institutional Area, A K Marg, New Delhi, Delhi 110016, India, Phone:
+918800281555, Email: drpratapjena@gmail.com

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Chih-Kuan Lai, Department of Family Medicine,
Taipei Veterans General Hospital, Taiwan, No.201, Sec. 2, Shipai Rd., Taipei Citiy,
11217, Taiwan, Phone: 886-2-28712121, Email: cklai@vghtpe.gov.tw
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DISCORDANCE IN THE ASSESSMENT OF NICOTINE DEPENDENCE OF
ADULT CIGARETTE SMOKERS IN INDIA A COMPARISON OF DSM-IV AND
FTND
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TOBACCO QUITLINE IN BRAZIL, AN ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SOURCE
TO THE POPULATION

Rajmohan Panda, M.D., M.P.H.1, Veera Baladandayuthapani, Ph.D.2, Pratap
Kumar Jena, M.B.B.S., M.P.H.1, and Manu Raj Mathur, B.D.S., M.P.H.1, 1Public
Health Foundation of India; 2University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center

Cristina de Abreu Perez1, Tânia Maria Cavalcante1, Mariana Pinho1, and Stella
Bialous2, 1National Commission for the Implementation of the Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control, National Cancer Institute of Brazil; 2Tobacco
Policy International, San Francisco, CA, USA

Several measures are in use to assess nicotine dependence ranging from
specialized academic clinical criteria to screening tools. However the most
appropriate measure to use is often unclear. This study assessed level of
concordance between two widely used measures of nicotine dependence among
cigarette smokers in two Indian States. Cross-sectional survey of clients of
public health facilities using a pretested semi structured interview schedule was
conducted during January to March 2012, in 12 districts of Andhra Pradesh and
Gujarat. During this survey addiction to nicotine was assessed with the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) criteria and
the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND) in 187 current cigarette
smokers. To test the concordance between two measures, we ran a generalized
regression analysis using logistic regression with the DSM-IV as the dependent/
outcome variable and FTND score as the independent variable. The diagnosis of
nicotine dependence by DSM-IV criteria was 52% while mean FTND score was
4.25 with range 0 to 9. Nearly 1/4th scored less than 3 and 1/3rd scored 6 or more
in FTND assessment. The logistic regression coefficient was b=-0.15683 (p-value
=0.000397) indicating significant discordance between the FTND and DSM
measures i.e. if FTND values increase the chances/probability of dependence
as diagnosed by DSM-IV criteria decrease. There is a significant discordance
observed in assessing nicotine dependence using FTND and DSM-IV criteria. This
may be due to different dimensions of criteria (both questions and scales) used to
measure the dependence. Additionally, further studies involving larger sample size
is required to confirm these findings.
The study is funded through a tobacco research grant funded by Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation.

The Tobacco Quitline is an important service of telephone counseling for
population-based smoking cessation, as well as a population-based source
of elucidation about tobacco use. The purpose of this study is to carry out a
descriptive analysis of the Tobacco Quitline and to discuss the growing number of
calls, relating them to some political measures. Data collected from both “Ouvidor
SUS” and “Web Report” systems were analyzed. These analyses enabled us to
depict a profile of the people who looked for the service as to the number of calls
and distribution according to social and demographic characteristics, such as
gender, marital status, education, age and reason for calling. Questions regarding
their smoking status are asked, for instance, if they are smokers at present,
ex-smokers or have never used tobacco before, and also if it is their first time
calling the service.
No funding.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Cristina Perez, Psychologist, National Cancer
Institute of Brazil, National Commission for the Implementation of the Framework
Convention, Rua do Resende, 128/302, Rio de Janeiro, 20231092, Brazil, Phone:
55 21 32074521, Email: cperez@inca.gov.br

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rajmohan Panda, MD, MPH, Public Health
Specialist, Public Health Foundation of India, 4/2 Sirifort Institutional Area, August
Kranti Marg, New Delhi, Delhi 110016, India, Phone: 00919971696838, Email: raj.
panda@phfi.org
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future, resulting in a significant projected share of the tobacco market. By offering
smokers a viable and safer alternative to cigarettes, this new product has the
potential to make a significant positive impact on public health.
Funding: Nicoventures Ltd.

Gemma M.J. Taylor*, M.Sc.1, Ann McNeill, Ph.D.2, Nicola Lindson-Hawley, Ph.D.1,
Taina Taskila, Ph.D.3, and Paul Aveyard, M.D.4, 1The University of Birmingham;
2
The University of Nottingham; 3The Work Foundation UK; 4The University of
Oxford

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Richard Norton, Nicoventures Ltd, 25 Wootton
Street, London, SE1 8TG, United Kingdom, Phone: + 44 (0) 207 921 2803, Email:
richard.norton@nicoventures.co.uk

A META-ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING
AFTER SMOKING CESSATION

One of the most common reasons given for smoking is stress relief. If smoking
relieves stress, psychological well-being may deteriorate after cessation. An
alternative explanation of this perception is that smoking induces nicotine
withdrawal, marked by psychological symptoms (e.g., low mood, anxiety).
Understanding whether smoking cessation improves or worsens psychological
well-being could be important in framing public health messages. We conducted
a systematic review and meta-analysis to examine the association between
cessation and change in psychological well-being compared to continuing
smokers. METHOD: We followed MOOSE reporting standards. We searched 5
databases for longitudinal studies, in any language, published between inception to
April 2012. Inclusion criteria: studies reporting baseline and follow-up mood scores
in smokers who quit and continue smoking. There were no exclusion criteria. We
approached authors of records with insufficient data. Included studies were quality
assessed. Studies were combined using inverse variance meta-analysis to assess
the difference in change in mood between baseline and follow-up in smokers who
stopped and smokers who continued smoking. RESULTS: We included 21 studies.
Follow-up ranged from 4 months to 9 years. Quitters and continuing smokers’
depression scores improved from baseline to follow-up; but the improvement was
significantly greater in quitters (standardized mean difference (SMD) -0.18; 95% CI
-0.28 to -0.07, P=0.001). Quitters displayed a decrease in anxiety from baseline to
follow-up and continuing smokers displayed an increase in anxiety; the difference
between the groups was significant (SMD -0.28; 95% CI -0.43 to -0.13, P=0.0002).
CONCLUSION: Successful quitters display a decrease in anxiety and depression
after a sustained period of cessation compared to continuing smokers.
The University of Birmingham Research Support Facility studentship.
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PATIENTS PERSPECTIVE OF TOBACCO COUNSELING PRACTICES BY
HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS: FINDINGS FROM A CROSS SECTIONAL
STUDY IN INDIA
Rajmohan Panda, M.D., M.P.H.*, Divya Persai, B.D.S., M.P.H., Manu Raj
Mathur, B.D.S., M.P.H., and Pratap Kumar Jena, M.B.B.S., M.P.H., Public Health
Foundation of India
Offering help to quit tobacco use is one of the six evidence-based tobaccocontrol strategies included in the World Health Organization’s MPOWER package.
Counselling by health care providers is recognised as one of the best practices in
tobacco control. The study presents patients perspectives regarding counselling
practices of health care providers working in primary health care facilities. The
study is a cross-sectional study conducted in the forms of exit interviews using
semi structured questionnaire among 1151 tobacco users visiting primary health
care facilities in the states of Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh in India. Data captured
information given during counselling, duration of session, intention to quit and
reduce tobacco use after getting counselled. Chi-square test was employed to
test the association between different variables. More than half of the respondents
(57%) reported that they have been asked about tobacco use during their visit to
a health facility. Information on interest to quit, willingness to quit, and information
pertaining to ways to quitting was given only to half of the patients. Information
sharing on medications for quitting and follow-up activities was undertaken
merely by 12% and 10% of primary care providers respectively. Almost all (90%)
respondents reported that they are planning to reduce and quit tobacco use if they
would get counselled by the primary care providers. One-third (30%) of patients
also opined that that they would decide on a quit date after getting counselled.
Tobacco use history is captured by primary care providers but information given is
limited only to harmful health effects of tobacco and benefits of quitting. Assessing
tobacco dependence and assisting and arranging for proper referrals for quitting
tobacco activities were undertaken by only a few primary care providers. There is
a need to complement the existing efforts to ensure that patients who want to quit
tobacco use are able to do so.
The study forms a part of a tobacco control project funded by Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Gemma Taylor, BSc, MSc, Doctoral Researcher,
The University of Birmingham, Behavioral Medicine, Rm 121-122, The Learning
Centre, Birmingham, B15 2TT, United Kingdom, Phone: +4407500804534, Email:
GMT181@bham.ac.uk
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ASSESSING THE POTENTIAL OF A NOVEL NICOTINE INHALER DEVICE: A
SIMULATED TEST MARKET STUDY
Richard Norton*1 and Mikhail Mullin2, 1Nicoventures Limited, London, UK; 2MASMI
Research Group Limited, London, UK

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rajmohan Panda, MD, MPH, Public Health
Specialist, Public Health Foundation of India, 4/2 Sirifort Institutional Area, August
Kranti Marg, New Delhi, Delhi 110016, India, Phone: 00919971696838, Email: raj.
panda@phfi.org

AIM: To assess the market share potential and consumer intention to buy a
novel nicotine inhaler device using a simulated test market research study.
BACKGROUND: More appealing medicinal grade nicotine products may help
reduce the prevalence of smoking as many users of tobacco products are unable
or unwilling to quit. A new device designed to mimic many of the aspects of a
cigarette (physiological, psychological, behavioural and sensorial) could offer an
alternative to smoking but without the associated serious health risk. DESIGN:
This multicentre, randomised, open-label study assessed the acceptability of a
novel device. Current smokers (at least 5 cigarettes/day) aged 18 yrs or more were
enrolled (N=602). Participants were issued a supply of test product (novel device
with nicotine dose 0.22 mg [low] or 0.45 mg [medium]) or Nicorette Inhalator (15
mg nicotine). Subjects completed a product market research questionnaire at
baseline, and after 3 and 6 days of use (n=574). Data fed into a market research
model developed by MASMI enabled modelling of expected market performance
of the product and validation against a database of historically tested tobacco
products. RESULTS: The new product could result in a 1.8% share of the UK
tobacco market after 24 mths. The Nicorette Inhalator achieved 0.045% using the
same methodology, inferring 40 times greater in-market potential for the novel
device. Purchase intent (definite/probable) after 6 days was 51.7, 42.4 and 33.2%
for the low- and medium-dose novel or Nicorette devices, respectively. Based
on use of this early prototype device, rejecter rate was low; the proportion of
participants who reported they would definitely not buy the brand was 14.0 and
23.4% compared with 34.7% for the Nicorette Inhalator. CONCLUSIONS: This
novel nicotine inhaler device was well received by participants in the study with
around half reporting they would ‘definitely’ or ‘probably’ buy the product in the
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FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE DECISIONS TO ADOPT AND IMPLEMENT
SMOKING CESSATION PRACTICES WITHIN THE NORTH AMERICAN
QUITLINE CONSORTIUM
Joseph A. Bonito, Ph.D.*1, Erin K. Ruppel, Ph.D.2, Jessie A. Saul, Ph.D.3, and
Scott J. Leischow, Ph.D.4, 1University of Arizona; 2SUNY The College at Brockport;
3
North American Quitline Consortium; 4Mayo Clinic Arizona
Decision makers within quitlines decide which cessation practices to adopt
and to implement. Although information from within and outside the network of
North American quitlines has some bearing on adoption decisions, other factors
impose constraints on what quitlines can and cannot offer clients. We argue that
decisions to adopt and implement smoking cessation routines and protocols by
members of the North American Quitline (NAQC) Consortium are constrained by
factors internal and external to each member’s organization. Such constraints
include but are not limited to, budgets, expertise to implement, organizational
mission, and the extent to which the organization is a leader or follower in terms
of adopting and implementing smoking cessation practices. Moreover, the type of
71
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decision-making process used (e.g., consensus, one person decides) is related
to the types of constraints perceived by organizational members. One-hundredseventy-one NAQC members responded to an online survey regarding decisionmaking practices related to the adoption and implementation of smoking cessation
protocols. Factor analysis identified two dimensions of constraints, one related
to issues internal to quitlines, the other external issues. In addition, respondents
indicated the extent to which decisions within quitlines were made by consensus
or unilaterally. Results indicate that consensus is the preferred decision-making
process when both types of constraints are high. Furthermore, participants
reported that organizations were more likely to adopt cessation practices in
general when consensus decision-making processes were used. The data also
indicate that other processes are at play when quitline organizations decide to
adopt smoking cessation practices. We discuss the implications for our findings
for both theoretical issues as well as practical problems associated with decisionmaking in the North American quitline community.
This research was funded by the National Institutes of Health National Cancer
Institute grant R01CA128638.

THE POWERFUL IMPACT OF A SINGLE TOBACCO INTERVENTION
WORKSHOP ON THE EVIDENCE-BASED TOBACCO CONTROL PRACTICES
OF CAMPUS HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
Rosanna V. Morales, M.Sc.*, Amanda Kirkwood, M.A., and Kelli-an Lawrance,
Ph.D., Brock University
Introduction: Young adult, like adult smokers, are more likely to use evidencebased smoking cessation interventions when a medical professional suggests
it. Unfortunately, young adults are less likely to be asked about their smoking,
advised to quit, or offered assistance. This study examined the potential of a
single, tailored medical education workshop to enhance confidence and frequency
of campus health professionals offering evidence-based interventions to young
adult smokers. Methods: Free, tobacco intervention workshops were designed
specifically for the 529 health professionals who work at colleges universities in
Ontario, Canada. In Fall 2011, 100 health professionals attended workshops. In
Spring 2012, all 529 health professionals were asked to complete an anonymous
survey about their smoking cessation intervention practices. 320 health
professionals (60%) did so. Results: Compared to health professionals who had
not attended training (n=251), those who had (n=69) asked more patients about
their smoking status (49.4% vs. 39.4%). They also had higher scores for: advising
patients to quit (4.2 vs. 3.7); offering information about prescription medication
(3.2 vs. 2.5) and nicotine replacement therapy (3.8 vs. 2.8); referring to a quitline
(2.1 vs. 1.5); and arranging follow-up (3.4 vs. 2.7) (where 1=almost never;
5=almost always). Health professionals who attended training felt more confident
in their ability to offer brief (4.1 vs. 3.2) and intensive (3.7 vs. 2.8) interventions.
All differences were significant (p<.05) Discussion: In the months after a single,
tailored workshop, attendees were far more likely than non-attendees to offer
evidence-based cessation interventions to young adult smokers. Tobacco
intervention training sessions for health professionals may be a highly effective
way to increase how many young adult smokers receive assistance to quit and the
effectiveness of that assistance. Proactive initiation of cessation interventions by
health professionals reduces young adults’ barriers to entering treatment on their
own. With competing demands, it is vital to keep tobacco control on professional
development and patient treatment agendas.
Research was funded by Health Canada, with support from the Ontario Ministry
of Health Promotion and Sport.
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USE OF AN ONLINE TOBACCO CESSATION EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR
POST-DOCTORAL DENTAL STUDENTS AND DENTAL RESIDENTS
David A. Albert*1, Sharia Z. Williams1, Angela Ward1, Debra Mandelbaum1, Cindy
Smalletz2, and Noreen Myers-Wright1, 1College of Dental Medicine, Columbia
University, New York, NY; 2Columbia Center for New Media Teaching and Learning,
Columbia University, New York, NY
Introduction: To address barriers associated with implementing tobacco
cessation education into the postdoctoral experience, a web-based, self-paced,
interactive module on tobacco cessation was developed and evaluated for
effectiveness. The course consists of 3 sections: Pre-exam, Post-exam, and
Helping Your Patient Quit. These are designed to align with typical dental practice
and help post-doctoral students and dental residents assimilate tobacco cessation
counseling into their clinical experience. The educational content is presented as
text and video, brief interactive knowledge, skills assessments, and final virtual
patient exercise. A course guide and pharmacotherapy guide accompany the
program. Methods: Prior to viewing or taking the tobacco course, participants
were administered a survey to assess pre-program tobacco related knowledge,
attitudes, and behaviors. A follow-up survey is administered after completion of the
course. Results: Results from the pre-survey are presented for 61 post-doctoral
dental students and dental residents in prosthodontic, pediatric dentistry, general
practice, oral surgery, oral pathology, endodontic, periodontic, and orthodontic
programs. 79% thought that the dentist should be responsible for tobacco use
cessation activities; 18% thought it should be the responsibility of the dental
hygienist and 3% thought it should be the dental assistant’s job. At baseline, 37%
of respondents reported that their knowledge about tobacco cessation counseling
was poor or fair, compared to 61% who reported good or very good knowledge,
with only 2% reporting excellent knowledge. 12% of students reported current
smoking behavior. At baseline, 26% of respondents were not at all confident in
their ability to prescribe nicotine gum and 41% were not at all confident in their
ability to prescribe varenicline. The course increased respondent knowledge on
the goal of nicotine replacement therapy (p=0.017). Conclusions: The course is
designed to provide knowledge and skills on how to incorporate tobacco cessation
into clinical practice, and to encourage dentist participation in tobacco cessation
counseling.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rosanna Morales, MSc, Assistant Manager,
Leave the Pack Behind, Brock University, Faculty of Applied Health Sciences, 500
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UTILIZATION OF SMOKING CESSATION FEE CODES BY FAMILY
PHYSICIANS
Alexey Babayan, Ph.D.*, Anne Philipneri, M.P.H., Emily Taylor, M.A., and Robert
Schwartz, Ph.D., Ontario Tobacco Research Unit, Dalla Lana School of Public
Health, University of Toronto
Background: There is evidence demonstrating that the provision of smoking
cessation services by physicians can increase cessation rates. In 2006, a set of fee
codes (for initial and follow-up counselling) were introduced in Ontario, Canada,
to promote smoking cessation intervention by family physicians. In 2008 incentive
payments were increased and extended to be inclusive of all family physicians.
This study examined trends in fee code utilization. Methods: Descriptive analysis
and regression models, using 2006-2010 Ontario Health Insurance Program
(OHIP) administrative data. Canadian Tobacco Use Monitoring Survey (CTUMS),
2006-2010 data to contextualize OHIP estimates. Qualitative interviews with
provincial stakeholders (n=6) and physicians (n=21) to support the interpretation
of the findings. Result: Evidence from population level survey (CTUMS) showed
that a substantial proportion of smokers received advice from physicians to
quit smoking (50%, 2006 to 59%, 2010,). However, administrative data (OHIP)
indicated that physicians billed only a fraction of smokers (8%, 2006 to 16%,
2010) for initial counselling, and even a smaller fraction of smokers for follow-up
counselling (9%, 2006 to 22%, 2010). While male smokers received more initial
counselling, females had higher odds of receiving the follow-up (Odds Ratio(OR):
1.17; 95% Confidence Interval (CI): 1.16-1.18). After the modification of fee codes
in 2008, physician engagement (ratio of services per physician) peaked but has
declined afterward (2009: OR=0.88; 95% CI: 0.85-0.90 and 2010: OR=0.85;

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: David Albert, Columbia University, 630 West 168th
Street, PH-17-306, New York, NY 10032, United States, Phone: 212-342-8588,
Email: daa1@columbia.edu
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95% CI: 0.82-0.88). Qualitative interviews revealed insufficient remuneration,
time constraints, billing restrictions for the follow-up counseling, and paper work
as barriers for using the fee codes. Conclusion: The smoking cessation fee
codes do not currently provide physicians sufficient incentive to engage smokers,
particularly for providing follow-up.
Funding from the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care.

A PROACTIVE FAMILY SMOKING CESSATION INTERVENTION FOR
FATHERS OF CHILDREN 0-18 MONTHS: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED
TRIAL (RCT)

Sophia S.C. Chan, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1, David C.N. Wong, Ph.D.1, Josephine Yau,
Ph.D.1, Angela Y.M. Leung, Ph.D.1, Daniel Y.T. Fong, Ph.D.1, Doris Y.P. Leung,
Ph.D.1, Shirley S.L. Leung, D.C.H., M.P.H.2, Karen Emmons, Ph.D.3, Gabriel M.
Leung, M.D.4, and T.H. Lam, M.D., M.Sc.4, 1School of Nursing, The University of
Hong Kong, Hong Kong; 2Family Health Service, Department of Health, Hong
Kong; 3Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA; 4School of Public Health, The
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Alexey Babayan, Ph.D., Senior Research
Associate, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit, Dalla Lana School of Public Health
Sciences, University of Toronto, 530-155 College Street, Toronto, ON M5T 3M7,
Canada, Phone: 416-978-7096, Fax: 416-946-0340, Email: alexey.babayan@
utoronto.ca

Background: Second-hand smoking is a serious health hazard to infants and the
major source of SHS is from their parents. However, few healthcare professionals
would advise parents of infants stop smoking. This RCT aimed to evaluate the
effectiveness of a proactive multi-step theory-based family smoking cessation
intervention to non-smoking mothers and smoking fathers, in order to help fathers
change their smoking behaviours. Methods: A total of 24,315 families were
screened at 22 Maternal Child Health Centres in Hong Kong during 2008-2010.
1,158 consented families with smoking father, non-smoking mother and an infant
under 18 months were randomized into intervention (n = 598) and control group (n
= 560). The intervention group received face-to-face and telephone counselling (for
mothers) on implementing a complete household no-smoking policy and supporting
their husbands to quit smoking in 3 telephone smoking cessation counselling
sessions (for fathers); an additional face-to-face family intervention session (for
couples); and a smoke-free kit with health education materials. The control group
received a pamphlet about smoke-free home (mothers) and a self-help smoking
cessation pamphlet (fathers). All families were followed up for 12 months to assess
the fathers’ smoking status. Results: The mean age of the participating fathers
was 35.5 years (SD=7); most were daily smokers (98%) and around one-third had
moderate to high nicotine dependency. On average, fathers in the intervention
group had higher daily cigarette consumption at baseline (mean= 14.1 vs. 13.0,
P=.03). At 12-month follow-up, fathers in the intervention group had a higher quit
rate (13.7% vs. 8%, P<.01). Also, more fathers in the intervention group had made
a quit attempt (30.6% vs. 24.1%, P<.01). Conclusions: This is one of the largest
RCT to study a family intervention approach to help fathers of the 0-18 month
infants quit smoking. The multi-step theory-based family intervention was effective
in helping the fathers quit smoking. It should be adopted as standard practice to
engage new parents with smoking fathers to quit smoking so as to protect the
babies from exposure to SHS at home.
This project was funded by Health and Health Services Research Fund, Food
and Health Bureau, Hong Kong SAR Government (HHSRF #05060751) and Flight
Attendant Medical Research Institute, USA (FAMRI reference no.: 062496).
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PROVISION OF SMOKING CESSATION SERVICES BY DENTAL HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS
Alexey Babayan, Ph.D.*, Jolene Dubray, M.Sc., Farzana Haji, M.Sc., and Robert
Schwartz, Ph.D., Ontario Tobacco Research Unit, Dalla Lana School of Public
Health, University of Toronto
Background: Between 65% to 70% of smokers in Ontario, Canada, visit
dental office at least once in a given year. Studies indicate that brief cessation
intervention (using 5As protocol) by dentists and dental hygienists can increase
cessation rates. Little is known about Ontario dental health professionals’ practice
of the brief cessation intervention, especially after the enhancement of training
opportunities and cessation resources for health professionals following the
introduction of the Smoke-Free Ontario Strategy in 2006. This study explored the
experiences of dentists, dental hygienists and dental assistants in providing brief
cessation services in routine daily practice. Methods: A total of 1,966 dentists,
dental hygienists, and dental assistants completed an online survey in late 2011.
Follow-up phone interviews were conducted with a convenience sample of dental
health professionals who completed the online survey (n=23) to validate the
survey findings. Results: The proportion of dentists, dental hygienists and dental
assistants providing brief cessation services to all or most patients was as follows:
asking patients about their smoking status - 52.1%, 55.6%, and 33.3%; advising
to stop smoking - 47.7%, 49.7%, and 25.8%; assessing readiness to quit - 29.7%,
49.5% and 17.4%; assisting to quit smoking by offering self-help materials - 9.0%,
17.9% and 10.2%, recommending nicotine replacement therapy - 7.1%, 16.0%
and 8.8%, referring to external resources - 12.6%, 18.1% and 8.1%; and arranging
follow-up visits - 2.3%, 9.2% and 4,7%. Dental hygienists were more likely to report
providing brief cessation services than dentists and dental assistants. Lack of
patients’ interest in discussing smoking, time constraints, fear of alienating patients
and lack of training were the most commonly perceived barriers identified through
the survey and interviews. Conclusion: Dental health professionals in Ontario do
not routinely provide brief smoking cessation services. Many of them do not go
beyond the first steps (asking and advising) to assess patients’ readiness to quit
and assist them in quitting. These results are consistent with those from other
studies.
Funding from the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care.
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IGNITE INNOVATION: IMPROVING HEALTH FOR PREGNANT WOMEN WHO
SMOKE

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Alexey Babayan, Ph.D., Senior Research
Associate, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit, Dalla Lana School of Public Health
Sciences, University of Toronto, 530-155 College Street, Toronto, ON M5T 3M7,
Canada, Phone: 416-978-7096, Fax: 416-946-0340, Email: alexey.babayan@
utoronto.ca

Nadia Minian*1, Shelley Cleverly2, and Pat Campbell3, 1Centre for Addiction and
Mental Health; 2Echo: Improving Women’s Health in Ontario; 3Ontario Hospital
Association
The Ontario Tobacco Strategy’s goal of eliminating the use of tobacco products
by pregnant women by the year 2000 has not been achieved, even though in 2007/8
75% of pregnant women attempted to quit smoking. Given that smoking is a well
known health risk for women and the fetus, and that quitting smoking has beneficial
health outcomes for both, it is imperative to help pregnant women quit smoking. In
2010/2011 Echo: Improving Women’s Health in Ontario, the Center for Community
Based Research, Peterborough County Public Health Unit (Peterborough PHU),
North Bay Indian Friendship Center (NBIFC), the Center for Addiction and Mental
Health (CAMH), the Ontario Tobacco Research Unit (OTRU) and the Program
Training and Consultation Center (PTCC) came together to strategically advance
the creation of a smoking cessation system for Ontario pregnant women. This
presentation will showcase Echo’s partners and funded programs to help Ontario
pregnant women quit smoking. Two partners, Peterborough PHU, and NBIFC are
hosts to newly designed programs which were designed by supporting community
women to tailor best practice guidelines in order to reflect local needs. CAMH is
73
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revamping PREGNETS, an online provincial resource that helps pregnant women
quit smoking and provides up to date information to health care providers. OTRU
is offering a participatory and realist evaluation. Echo, CCBR and PTCC are
working together with the demonstration sites in order to spread the innovation of
these three sites across the province.
Funding by Ontario’s Ministry of Health and Long Term Care.

Logistic regression was used to assess factors associated with continuing versus
quitting tobacco use (significance level, p ≤.01). Results: There were 3,505
smokers in the cohort; 63.8% continued smoking and 36.2 quit smoking at the
time of pregnancy. Women who continued to smoke were more likely to living
in housing that lacked of partial and full housing amenities (OR 1.64, 95%CI
1.18-2.26 and OR 2.89, 95%CI 2.11-3.94, respectively), were living with regularly
smoking partner (OR 1.70 95% CI 1.36-2.14), were exposed to secondhand
smoke daily (OR 3.39, OR 95%CI 2.63-4.36) and consumed coffee daily (OR 1.75,
95%CI 1.42-2.16). Factors promoting cessation were younger age (≤18 years)
(OR 0.45, 95%CI 0.29-0.71), under and normal BMI versus obesity (OR 0.52
95%CI 0.36-0.75 and OR 0.50, 95%CI 0.37-0.69), marriage versus contractual
cohabitation (OR 0.54, 95%CI 0.44-0.67), being employed versus unemployed
(OR 0.43, 95%CI 0.33-0.55), consuming fruits, vegetables, and dairy products
daily (OR 0.66, 95%CI 0.52-0.85; OR 0.73, 95%CI 0.58-0.91; OR 0.72, 95%CI
0.57-0.91), and being the woman’s first pregnancy (OR 0.71, 95%CI 0.56-0.90).
Conclusions: Tailoring cessation programs for pregnant women is a high priority
to reduce tobacco-related morbidity and mortality. Particular attention should be
given to other family members’ smoking and other health behaviors (e.g., nutrition).
Complex socioeconomic and public health programs are needed for ameliorating
the high smoking rates in this underdeveloped part of Hungary.
This research project was supported by the Fogarty International Center,
the National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute of Drug Abuse (1 R01
TW007927-01, PI: Dr. Foley; Co-PI Dr. Balazs).
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FACTORS INFLUENCING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF UK STOP SMOKING
SERVICES FOR PREGNANT WOMEN
Samantha J. Fahy1, Jo Leonardi-Bee1, Sue Cooper1, Linda Bauld2, and Tim
Coleman1, 1University of Nottingham, UK; 2University of Stirling, UK
Twenty-six percent of UK women smoke at some point during pregnancy
and twelve percent do so continuously. Smoking cessation support is provided
through free at the point of use Stop Smoking Services for Pregnant women
(SSSP). We aimed to assess relationships between SSSP effectiveness and key
variables hypothesised to influence this. Data relating to SSSP delivery were
collected via an online survey sent to each service. Effectiveness, measured using
routine data, was the proportion of women who tried quitting with SSSP support
remaining abstinent at 4 weeks. Multiple linear regression models assessed the
relationship between the following factors and effectiveness: index of multiple
deprivation (IMD), having a specialist smoking cessation in pregnancy advisor,
smoking in pregnancy in mandatory midwifery training, identifying pregnant
smokers through exhaled CO and referring via an ‘opt-out’ pathway, self-referral
being amongst the most frequent referral methods, using specialist advisors to
contact referrals, nicotine replacement therapy combinations, using CO monitoring
routinely during treatment, one-to-one support in smokers’ homes, couple/family
support and financial incentives. Eighty-six percent (121/141) of SSSP completed
surveys. Responding services were larger than non-responding services but did
not differ in terms of effectiveness or IMD. There was considerable variation in
service provision; for example, where used, support provided in patient’s homes
took significantly longer to deliver than that provided in clinics (p=0.005). The only
factor significantly associated with effectiveness was the location of one-to-one
support (p=0.011); where provided in a clinic, rather than a home setting, was
associated with a 5.6% increase in effectiveness. There was marginal evidence of
association between effectiveness and increasing PCT-level IMD (p=0.08).
This is the first study to quantitatively assess service delivery factors associated
with the efficacy of health service-provided smoking cessation support delivered
to pregnant women in England. Interventions delivered in clinics were associated
with greater effectiveness and these were reported to be less resource intensive.
The project is funded by the English National Health Service through the
National Institute for Health Research under its Programme Grant for Applied
Research Programme (Grant Reference Number RP-PG 0109-10020).
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NICOTINE ADDICTION AND OBSTETRICAL OUTCOMES AMONG TOBACCO
SMOKING PREGNANT WOMEN
Andrea Fogarasi-Grenczer*1, Ildiko Rákóczi2, Kristie L. Foley, Ph.D.3, and Peter
Balázs, Ph.D.1, 1Semmelweis University Budapest; 2Debrecen-Nyiregyhaza
University Hungary; 3Davidson College, NC, USA
Background: Pregnancy is an optimal motivator for tobacco cessation, but
breaking the habit depends on the level of nicotine addiction. Methods: We
conducted the Fagerström Nicotine Dependency Test in a retrospective cohort of
women (2009-2011) with live-born babies (N=9,810) in three counties of Northern
Hungary. Data were analyzed by the SPSS (v. 20.0). Results are reported in odds
ratios and 95% confidence intervals (p<0.001). Results: 76.7 % (n=7,527) either
decided for cessation in the first trimester or never smoked. 23.3% (n=2,283)
were daily smokers throughout their pregnancy. Among the smokers, 25.6 % were
moderately or less dependent while 74.4% were extremely strongly or strongly
dependent. Prevalence of preterm births increased as levels of addiction increased
(6.4% for non-smokers or quitters; 11% for less/moderately addicted and 13.3% for
strongly addicted). Women who were strongly addicted were significantly more
likely than those moderately (OR 1.44, 95%CI: 1.11-1.81) or less/not addicted (OR
2.02, 95%CI: 1.70-2.41) to have a PTB baby. In the same order, the low birth weight
frequency was 5.6 – 13.1 – 17.8%, that of the stillbirth 1.3 – 2.1 – 3.2 %. Body
weight values in average were 2912 g, 3010 g, and 3302 g. Women who were
strongly addicted were significantly more likely than those moderately (OR=1.44,
95%CI: 1.11-1.87) or less/not addicted (OR=2.02, 95%CI: 1.70-2.41) to have a
LBW baby. Odds ratios were significantly different too in maternal health status
and other neonatal biometrics. Conclusions: There appears to be a dose-response
relationship between level of nicotine addiction, pre-term birth and birth weight
of babies. A more comprehensive evaluation of the risk of nicotine dependency
among pregnant smokers and obstetrical outcomes is needed.
This research project was supported by the Fogarty International Center,
the National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute of Drug Abuse (1 R01
TW007927-01, PI: Dr. Foley; Co-PI Dr. Balazs).
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SMOKING CESSATION AMONG PREGNANT HUNGARIAN WOMEN LIVING
IN UNDERDEVELOPED REGIONS
Peter Balázs, Ph.D.*1, Andrea Grenczer1, Ildiko Rákóczi2, and Kristie L. Foley,
Ph.D.3 1Semmelweis University Budapest; 2Debrecen-Nyiregyhaza University
Hungary; 3Davidson College, NC, USA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrea Fogarasi-Grenczer, Senior Lecturer,
Semmelweis University Budapest, Faculty of Health Sciences, Institute of Health
Promotion and Clinical Methodology, Department of Family Care and Methodology,
Vas u. 17., Budapest, 1088, Hungary, Phone: 36303631488, Email: grenczera@
gmail.com

Background: Tobacco use is high among Hungarian women living in the
underdeveloped northeastern region of the country. In our sample of mothers
with live births in 2009, 42% were smokers and more than 6 out of ten continued
smoking during the pregnancy. Methods: We conducted a retrospective cohort
study of pregnant women and their smoking habits among women living in an
underdeveloped region of northeastern Hungary. We sought to obtain a census of
the population. 71% of the target population was interviewed (9,040 of 12,778).
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child indicate the need for improved screening to better target prevention and
cessation interventions during this period.
This research is supported by a grant from NIDA (1 R01 DA030496-01A1).

KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES, AND HEALTH BEHAVIOURS ASSOCIATED
WITH WOMeN SMOKING IN HONG KONG: A CROSS SECTIONAL STUDY

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Elizabeth Mumford, NORC at the University of
Chicago, 4350 East-West Highway, Bethesda, MD 20814, United States, Phone:
301-634-9435, Email: mumford-elizabeth@norc.org

Kyle Ka-yiu Lee*1, Sophia S.C. Chan1, David Chung-ngok Wong1, and Tai-hing
Lam2, 1School of Nursing, The University of Hong Kong; 2School of Public Health,
The University of Hong Kong
Background: Despite the existence of gender-specific associations on smoking,
assessments of women’s knowledge, attitudes and behaviours associated
with ever-smoking are rare in the context of Chinese culture. Aims: This study
examined the knowledge, attitudes and health behaviours of adult female in
Hong Kong and their associations with ever-smoking. Methods: A cross-sectional
population-based telephone survey was conducted from July 2011 to February
2012 to recruit 3044 females aged 15-64 years, including 2032 non-smokers, 509
ex-smokers, and 503 current smokers. Results: The mean age of participants
was 43.1 years (±14.3). The majority of participants attained secondary education
(56.0%), were married (65.0%) and unemployed (55.3%), and had children
(64.2%). Ever-smokers were less likely to report belief that third hand smoking
is harmful to health (OR=0.77; 95% CI: 0.60, 0.97) and traditional women do not
smoke (OR=0.74; 95% CI: 0.59, 0.93), and supportive attitude on avoiding second
hand smoking, including ‘I avoid second hand smoking’ (OR=0.32; 95% CI: 0.21,
0.48), ‘I ask people not to smoke around me’ (OR=0.48; 95% CI: 0.37, 0.62), ‘I do
not allow people including my family members to smoke at home’ (OR=0.62; 95%
CI: 0.49, 0.80). In contrast, ever-smokers were more likely to report belief that
‘smoking can reduce stress and control emotion’ (OR=3.09; 95% CI: 2.48, 3.84),
‘female smoking is acceptable’ (OR=3.27; 95% CI: 2.60, 4.11), ‘passive smoking
causes osteoporosis’ (OR=1.25; 95% CI: 1.00, 1.56), supportive attitude that ‘the
person-in-charge of the venue is subjected to penalty if he/she allows smokers
to smoke in an area where smoking is forbidden’ (OR=1.41; 95% CI: 1.05, 1.90),
having smoking family members (OR=1.59; 95% CI: 1.27, 2.00), having physical
activity (OR= 1.64; 95% CI: 1.32, 2.03), alcohol drinking (OR= 1.95; 95% CI: 1.57,
2.41), and use of contraceptive (OR= 2.14; 95% CI: 1.26, 3.64). Conclusions:
Interventions which clarify some smoking myths, promote knowledge of third hand
smoking and supportive attitudes on avoiding second hand smoking, and reduce
some risk behaviours, may prevent smoking.
Funding by: The Hong Kong Council on Smoking and Health.
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BIOMARKER EVIDENCE OF TOBACCO SMOKE EXPOSURE IN CHILDREN
PARTICIPATING IN LEAD SCREENING
Anne M. Joseph, M.D., M.P.H.*1, Logan G. Spector, Ph.D.1, Katherine M. Wickham1,
Gregory Janis2, Jonathan P. Winickoff, M.D., M.P.H.3, Bruce Lindgren, M.S.1, and
Sharon E. Murphy, Ph.D.1, 1University of Minnesota; 2MEDTOX Laboratories;
3
Harvard Medical School
Objective: Lead screening programs provide an opportunity to concurrently
detect tobacco smoke exposure (TSE) at well-child visits. Our study objective
was to describe TSE, defined by detection of cotinine, in dried blood spots (DBS)
collected for lead screening in very young children. Methods: We analyzed
DBS from a national sample of Black and White children, <48 months old, whose
blood was analyzed for lead at a commercial laboratory (lead levels <9 μg/dL;
N=1541). Three punches were extracted and then analyzed for cotinine by solid
phase extraction, followed by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry
(LC/MS/MS). An anonymous administrative data set including age, race, sex,
month of DBS collection, zip code, Medicaid status, and lead level was used in
univariate and multivariate analyses of factors that predicted cotinine and lead
levels. Results: Cotinine was detected in 61% of DBS; 17% of samples had
cotinine levels >3 ng/g (~2 ng/ml plasma). Median cotinine levels were higher in
Blacks than in Whites (0.66 ng/g vs. 0.30 ng/g, p<0.001) and in Medicaid recipients
(0.94 ng/g vs. <0.3 ng/g, p<0.001). In multivariate analyses, a significant increase
in cotinine was associated with Black race (reg coeff 1.27, p=0.049), older age
(reg coeff for 6 month intervals 1.10, p=0.001), Medicaid recipient (reg coeff 1.80,
p<0.001), and state smoking rate (cotinine ratio for 1% increase 1.12, p<0.001).
The following factors predicted lead levels in the sample: age (reg coeff for 6 month
intervals 1.07, 95% CI 1.05-1.09, p<0.001), female sex (reg coeff 0.92, p=0.013),
collection month in the summer (reg coeff 1.20, p<0.001), and cotinine ≥ 0.03 ng/g
(reg coeff 1.21, p<0.001). Conclusions: TSE is highly prevalent among children
who undergo lead screening. Exposure is higher among Blacks and children on
Medicaid. TSE may contribute to lead exposure up to 9 μg/dL. Concurrent lead
and biological screening for TSE at well-child visits is be a feasible approach to
increasing childhood TSE detection.
This work was supported by NHLBI 1RC2HL10140.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ka Yiu Lee, PhD, Post-doctoral fellow, The
University of Hong Kong, School of Nursing, 15E, Tong Nam Mansion, 43-47 Third
Street,, Hong Kong, Hong Kong Nil, Hong Kong, Phone: 852-98354542, Email:
kyle2012@hku.hk
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WOMEN’S LONGITUDINAL SMOKING PATTERNS IN THE PERINATAL AND
EARLY PARENTING PERIOD: PROFILES OF BIOLOGICAL MOTHERS OF A
2001 U.S. BIRTH COHORT

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Anne Joseph, University of Minnesota, 717
Delaware St SE, Minneapolils, MN 55105, United States, Phone: 612-625-8983,
Email: amjoseph@umn.edu

Elizabeth A. Mumford, Ph.D.*, Elizabeth C. Hair, Ph.D., Tzy-Chyi Yu, Ph.D., and
Weiwei Liu, Ph.D., NORC at the University of Chicago
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The aims of this study are to identify longitudinal patterns of women’s smoking
during the peri-conception, perinatal, and early parenting period and to describe
risk factors distinguishing the different longitudinal profiles. The study sample
consists of 8,650 biological mothers of the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study –
Birth Cohort (ECLS-B), nationally representative of U.S. births in 2001. Longitudinal
latent class analysis (LLCA) was applied to estimate profiles of biological mothers
by their self-reported smoking status, measured as a binary characteristic at three
months preconception, the third trimester, and at the child’s approximate age of
9 months, 2 years, 4 years, and 5 or 6 years (samples allowing for staggered
entry into kindergarten). Five latent classes were identified: Pregnancy-Induced
Quitters (4.3%), Delayed Committed Smokers (5.1%), Early Committed Smokers
(8.5%), Post-Partum Relapsers (10.4%), and Nonsmokers (71.7%). These classes
were distinguished by age, race/ethnicity, education, poverty status, marital status,
parity, drinking behavior, and depression. For example, when compared to those
with college degrees, those with less than high school degree are more than 20
times (Odds Ratio=21.26; 95% Confidence Interval, 5.15, 87.71) as likely to be in
the “delayed committed smokers” class (versus the non-smoker class). In sum,
longitudinal patterns of smoking relapse and potential uptake post-delivery of a

AN UPDATE ON THE TRENDS IN THE EXPOSURE OF U.S. NONSMOKERS
TO SECONDHAND SMOKE: 1999-2010
Connie S. Sosnoff, M.A.*, B. Rey deCastro, Sc.D., James R. Akins, B.S., Tia L.
Harmon, M.S., John T. Bernert, Ph.D., and Lanqing Wang, Ph.D., National Center
for Environmental Health, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA
The objective of this study was to update the trends in the exposure of
nonsmokers in the US population to secondhand smoke (SHS). This study
builds on a previous report and presents an additional 8 years of data. We
analyzed serum cotinine and interview data collected from the biannual National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) for the years 1999-2010.
Study participants were representative of the U.S. civilian, non-institutionalized
population, greater than or equal to 3 years of age. We examined the geometric
mean of serum cotinine concentrations in nonsmokers in each survey for all
participants and by participant age, sex and race/ethnicity. We measured serum
cotinine using a highly sensitive liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometric
method that has been maintained continuously in the same laboratory. Stability
and precision of the method has been monitored by annually re-assaying aliquots
of the original quality control pools that were used in the first NHANES survey
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to measure serum cotinine. Despite the ongoing improvements in methodology
and instrumentation that have been incorporated into the assay, no systematic
drift in serum cotinine measurements has been detected. We found a significant
decrease in mean serum cotinine concentrations in the population overall and for
all demographic groups based on age, sex and race/ethnicity. For all nonsmokers
the mean serum cotinine concentration decreased 33.7% from 1999 to 2010.
Teenagers had the largest decrease of all age groups (65.7%), followed by
children (63.7%), then adults (29.2%). Males showed a larger decrease (62.9%)
than females (29.6%). Non-Hispanic blacks had a larger decrease (46.0%) than
either Mexican Americans (37.2%) or non-Hispanic whites (28.5%). Data from
these analyses show a substantial decline in exposure of US nonsmokers to SHS
over the past 12 years. Much of the decline is probably due to intensive public
health efforts aimed at reducing SHS exposure. However certain demographic
groups, namely non-Hispanic blacks and children, continue to have higher serum
cotinine levels than the overall population, indicating higher risk of adverse health
effects.
No funding.

and demographic information came from the 2001 and 2006 Medical Expenditure
Panel Surveys (MEPS). Secondhand smoke exposure was determined by
in-person interviews in the 2000 and 2005 National Health Interview Surveys
(NHIS). Multivariable regression models were used for analysis. Asthma diagnosis
and healthcare utilization were outcomes and secondhand smoke exposure
was the primary predictor. All the analyses were weighted and adjusted for child
characteristics, family characteristics and survey year. Results: Secondhand
smoke exposure was associated with an 18% increased odds of asthma (95%
CI=0.97-1.43). The prevalence estimates of childhood asthma were 10.8% and
9.5% among children with and without secondhand smoke exposure, respectively.
Secondhand smoke exposure was associated with a 37% increased odds of having
emergency department visits (95% CI=1.24-1.51). Among asthmatic children,
secondhand smoke exposure doubled the odds of hospitalization (OR=2.18, 95%
CI=1.29-3.67). Among non-asthmatic children, the effect of secondhand smoke
exposure was not significant (OR=1.10, 95% CI=0.84-1.49). Childhood asthma
was related to a higher odds of using healthcare services, including emergency
department visits (OR=1.66, 95% CI=1.43-1.93), ambulatory visits (OR=1.69, 95%
CI=1.25- 2.29) and prescription medication use (OR=4.36, 95% CI=3.72-5.77).
Conclusion: Secondhand smoke exposure was associated with greater healthcare
utilization, and exposure exacerbated use of inpatient services among asthmatic
children. Reducing secondhand smoke inside the home would help to reduce
utilization among children, especially asthmatic children.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Connie Sosnoff, CDC, 4770 Buford Hwy, Atlanta,
GA 30345, United States, Phone: 770-488-7910, Email: css3@cdc.gov
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amy Ferketich, PhD, Associate Professor, The
Ohio State University, College of Public Health, 310 Cunz Hall, Columbus, OH
43212, United States, Phone: 614-292-7326, Email: aferketich@cph.osu.edu

HEALTH INEQUALITY IN CHILDREN’S EXPOSURE TO THE SECONDHAND
SMOKE AT HOME IN TAIWAN
Shu-Ti Chiou, M.D., Ph.D.1, Yu-Hsiang Kao, M.S.*2, Li-Chuan Chang, M.S.2, and
Tzu-I Tsai, Ph.D.2, 1National Yang-Ming University, Bureau of Health Promotion,
Department of Health, Taiwan, ROC; 2National Yang-Ming University, Taiwan, ROC
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PROTECTING DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN FROM SECONDHAND SMOKE
AT HOME: A PILOT FEASIBILITY STUDY

Objective: To examine the children’s risk of secondhand smoke at home with
respect to the family socioeconomic characteristics. Method: This study used the
2001 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) to identify 3,302 children who aged
less or equal than 12 years (1,701 boys and 1,601 girls). Logistic regressions were
used to examine the association between the risk of SHS exposure at home and
their family socio-economic status and smoking behavior.
Result: In Taiwan,
64.84% of children were exposed to SHS at home. Children’s risk of being exposed
to SHS smoke at home was negatively associated with the educational level of the
best-educated family member (OR=0.22, 95%CI: 0.10 - 0.46). Children were less
likely to be exposed to SHS at home if born in the family of higher income level
(OR=0.57, 95%CI: 0.39 - 0.83). The number of male and female family members
who smoked strongly increased the children’s risk of SHS exposure smokers
(male: OR=14.8, 95%CI: 12.22 - 17.92; female: OR=4.38, 95%CI: 2.72 - 7.05).
Conclusion: Children in the family with lower socio-economic level bear higher
risk of being exposed to SHS at home. Male smokers play the most important role
in the high risk of SHS at home. Future tobacco control policy should put efforts
on reducing the SHS at home by provoking smoke-free home. Family members
had high education level and household income level tended to reduce the risk of
exposure in second-hand smoking among children. However, children lived with
smokers would increase the risk of exposure in second-hand smoking.
This research was funded by Bureau of Health Promotion, Department of
Health, Taiwan, ROC.

Laura L. Jones, Ph.D.*1, John Marsh, B.A.(Hons)1, Tim Coleman, M.D.1, Ann
McNeill, Ph.D.2, and Sarah Lewis, Ph.D.1, 1UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies
and University of Nottingham; 2UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies and King’s
College London
Background: In the UK over half of children who live with smokers are regularly
exposed to secondhand smoke (SHS) at home. If parents cannot stop smoking
the next best way to reduce children’s exposure is to promote smokefree homes.
There is limited evidence of the effectiveness of interventions to reduce children’s
SHS exposure in the home and therefore the aim of this study was to evaluate
the feasibility and acceptability of a novel intervention package to help parents
to reduce home smoking. Methods: The trial had two waves; experience gained
in the initial wave was used to revise trial procedures for the second. 14 families
who smoked in the home were recruited from Children’s Centres in Nottingham
and were seen in their own home during a 12 week intervention (wave 1 at
baseline, weeks 4, 8, 12; wave 2 at baseline, weeks 1, 4, 7, 12). The intervention
consisted of three key components: (1) behavioural support, (2) prescription of
nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) for temporary abstinence and (3) feedback on
levels of smoke exposure in the form of children’s salivary cotinine or PM2.5 air
quality. Change in levels of smoke exposure between baseline and week 12 were
assessed and qualitative interviews were conducted with parents at the end of
the intervention. Results: Of the 14 participants recruited, 12 mothers completed
the study (six in each wave). All mothers received feedback on home smoke
exposure and behavioural support and the majority at least tried NRT. Mother’s
rated feedback as the most important component of the intervention, followed
by behavioural support and then provision of NRT. Saliva cotinine results were
highly variable in wave 1 therefore measures of air quality (PM2.5) were used
for feedback and evaluation in wave 2. Average 24 hour PM2.5 levels reduced
by 49% (range -85% to +9%) between baseline and week 12. Conclusions: The
intervention is both acceptable and feasible. Saliva cotinine was highly variable
possibly reflecting children’s exposure outside the home. Using PM2.5 in wave 2,
we found initial evidence that this novel intervention may be effective in helping
parents to make changes to their home smoking behaviours.
This study presents independent research commissioned by the National
Institute for Health Research (NIHR) under its Programme Grants for Applied
Research funding scheme (RP-PG-0608-10020). The views expressed in this

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Tzu-I Tsai, Institute of Nursing, National Yang-Ming
University, No.155, Sec.2, Linong Street, Taipei, 112, Taiwan, Phone: 886-228267374, Email: titsai@ym.edu.tw
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EFFECT OF SECONDHAND SMOKE ON HEALTHCARE UTILIZATION
AMONG CHILDREN WITH AND WITHOUT ASTHMA
Yue Jin, M.S.*, Eric Seiber, Ph.D., and Amy K. Ferketich, Ph.D., The Ohio State
University College of Public Health
Background: Childhood secondhand smoke exposure has been linked to
healthcare utilization and asthma. However, research examining the association
between childhood smoke exposure and healthcare utilization among asthmatic
children is limited. Given the increasing trend of childhood asthma prevalence,
understanding the association between secondhand smoke exposure and asthmarelated healthcare utilization is necessary. Methods: A total of 7482 children aged
0-11 years were included in the study. Healthcare utilization, asthma diagnosis
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more than 83% of children had no smoke exposure at home. Parents/caregivers
of children with pneumonia found it less difficult to ask visitors in the home not to
smoke (OR=0.23, 95% CI=0.06-0.98). Conversely, parents/caregivers of children
who had adenoidectomy found it over three times more difficult to ask strangers
not to smoke near the child compared to those of children without adenoidectomy.
Child symptoms of rhinitis and sinusitis correlated with younger age; male sex (for
rhinorrhea and daytime cough); and parent/caregiver difficulty asking others not to
smoke. Conclusions: Our data show that nearly half of the smoking families still
do not perceive harm to the child from household smoke. In general, the children
of parents who found it easier to ask others not to smoke in the house or near the
child had fewer ENT conditions. So, supporting smokers to quit smoking is a public
health priority.
Supported by Fogarty Found.

abstract are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the NHS, the NIHR
or the Department of Health.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laura Jones, Senior Research Fellow, University
of Nottingham, Epidemiology and Public Health, B116 Clinical Sciences Building,
Nottingham, NG5 1PB, United Kingdom, Phone: +44(0)1158231348, Email: laura.
jones@nottingham.ac.uk
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TOBACCO SMOKING AND SECONDHAND SMOKE EXPOSITION OF
PREGNANT WOMEN IN HUNGARY

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Zsuzsanna Csakanyi, Heim Pal Children’s
Hospital, ulloi ut 86, Budapest, 1089, Hungary, Phone: +36 1 459 9102, Email:
csakanyi.zsuzsanna@gmail.com

Ildiko Rákóczi*1, Andrea Fogarasi-Grenczer2, Kristie L. Foley, Ph.D.3, and Peter
Balázs, Ph.D.2, 1Debrecen-Nyiregyhaza University Hungary; 2Semmelweis
University Budapest; 3Davidson College, NC, USA
Background: Smoking and exposure to secondhand tobacco smoke has
a significant impact on the health of neonates and overall health of expectant
mothers. Smoking and SHS exposure is worse in the least developed northeastern
counties of Hungary with a considerable ethnic Roma population. This study aimed
to compare tobacco use and SHS exposure among Roma and non-Roma women
living in northeastern Hungary. Methods: Data were collected among all mothers
with live births living in these counties who consented to participate in the study
(n= 9,040, 71% response rate). The in-person interview questionnaires contained
biometric data of neonates and demographic, socioeconomic and sociocultural
data of their mothers. Chi square tests were used to compare exposure to smoking
and SHS among Roma and non-Roma pregnant women (p<0.001).
Results:
Prior to pregnancy, 39.8 % of women were smoking. 49.2% Roma women and
29.7% non-Roma. When smokers learned they were pregnant only 12.9 % of
Roma decided to quit versus 53.2 % of non-Roma women. During pregnancy
69.7% of all expectant mothers were “ever” exposed to secondhand smoke and
47% were routinely exposed in confined spaces. Work place exposure occurred
among 17.5 % of the women. The average birth weight of neonates of smoking
women was lower by 214 gram (p<0.001). Conclusions: Active smoking and
exposure to secondhand smoke during the pregnancy has a significant impact on
the weight of newborn babies. Ethnicity must be considered in targeted programs
to improve maternal and child health outcomes. Prevalence of workplace SHS
exposure should now decrease with new national clean indoor air laws that went
into effect in January 2012.
This research project was supported by the Fogarty International Center,
the National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute of Drug Abuse (1 R01
TW007927-01, PI: Dr. Foley; Co-PI Dr. Balazs).
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FACEBOOK POSTS DECLARING REASONS FOR QUITTING OR REDUCING
TOBACCO USE: WHAT ARE YOUNG ADULTS SAYING?
Meagan E. Barkans, M.A.*, and Kelli-an G. Lawrance, Ph.D., Community Health
Sciences Department, Brock University
PURPOSE: The study examined how young adult smokers expressed their
reasons for quitting or reducing their tobacco use on Facebook.
METHODS:
As part of a smoking cessation contest hosted at 42 post-secondary institutions
in Ontario (Canada), in 2012, contestants were invited to post their top reason for
quitting or reducing their tobacco use on a dedicated Facebook page. Two raters
categorized each post into these broad categories: cost; health; appearance;
family; other. Other salient features of the posts were also noted. RESULTS:
During a 2-week period, 145 smokers posted to Facebook. The most common
reasons for quitting or reducing tobacco use were health (47%), family (29%)
and other (15%). It was noted that, beyond these traditional categories, posts
frequently expressed compelling reasons of personal growth, redefinition of self,
accountability, social responsibility and the pursuit of dreams/better futures. Many
individuals spontaneously offered multiple reasons for quitting and supported their
reasons with complex rationales, personal anecdotes, or even lengthy stories. A
strong passion for change was evident in the posts. Posts reflected well-developed,
often profound, reasons for quitting. SIGNIFICANCE: Despite the often-personal
nature of their comments, smokers appeared comfortable with the public, casual
nature of posting on Facebook, allowing for a unique glimpse into the ‘real world’
reasons young adults quit. It is believed that comfort with the interface may have
allowed young adult smokers to express themselves in ways traditional surveys
may not capture. A strong passion for quitting was evident in the posts and it was
apparent that though the contest may have acted as a motivator, smokers often
had previously constructed, well-developed, widely variant reasons for quitting.
Use of information posted on social media sites may provide pertinent, personal
data from this age group granting insight that could be used to further enrich
programs and policies aimed at reducing young adults’ smoking prevalence.
Funding: Ministry of Health Promotion and Sport (Ontario).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ildiko Rákóczi, Master Teacher, DebrecenNyiregyhaza University, Rákóczi str.1.2/14, Nyíregyháza, 4400, Hungary, Phone:
0036204231493, Fax: 003642598268, Email: rakoczi.ildiko@foh.unideb.hu
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HOUSEHOLD SECONDHAND SMOKE POLICIES AND ENT SYMPTOMS IN
CHILDREN

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Meagan Barkans, MA, PhD(c), Brock University,
Community Health Science, Brock University 500 Glenridge Ave, Plaza 514,
St.Catharines, ON L2S 3A1, Canada, Phone: 905-688-5550 x4992, Email:
mb08kh@brocku.ca

Zsuzsanna Csákányi, M.D.*1, Gábor Katona, M.D., Ph.D.1, John Spangler, M.D.,
M.P.H.2, and Todd Rogers, Ph.D.3, 1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Heim Pal
Children’s Hospital, Budapest, Hungary; 2Department of Family and Community
Medicine, Wake Forest University School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, USA; 3RTI
International, San Francisco, USA
Introduction: Exposure of children to secondhand smoke is known to be
associated with ear, nose and throat (ENT) symptoms; however, the household
non-smoking policies may mitigate these conditions. Methods: A convenience
sample of children attending an outpatient ENT clinic at the national children’s
hospital (Heim Pal) in Budapest, Hungary was drawn for the study, yielding a
participation rate of 97 %. Parents/caregivers of participating children completed a
survey that collected information on ENT symptoms, living situation (e.g., multi-unit
housing), home/car smoking policies, and difficulty asking people not to smoke in
the home, among other measures. Linear and logistic regression analyses were
conducted to assess the relationship among study variables. Results: The average
age of the sample children was approximately 72 months; 54% were male, and
39% lived in a household with at least one smoker. Smoking was not allowed in the
home at any time for 85% of children, not allowed in the car for 91% of children, and
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YOUNG ADULT SMOKERS’ USE OF NICOTINE REPLACEMENT THERAPY:
IS COST THE ONLY BARRIER?
Amanda Kirkwood, M.A.*, and Kelli-an G. Lawrance, Ph.D., Department of
Community Health Sciences, Brock University, St. Catharines, ON, Canada
Purpose: Young adult students who smoke may not use nicotine replacement
therapy (NRT) because the cost is prohibitive. To eliminate this barrier, college
health clinics were fully supplied with multiple strengths of patch and gum to
distribute free-of-charge. This study explored whether non-cost barriers restricted
young adult smokers’ use of NRT. Methods: In Fall 2011, with extensive messaging
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about its availability, free NRT was supplied to 44 post-secondary health clinics in
Ontario, Canada. In Spring 2012, all medical professionals in these clinics were
asked to complete an anonymous survey about their use of the free NRT with
patients who smoke. Surveys were returned by 50% of doctors and 77% of nurses
(N = 264). Results: On average, health professionals asked 44% of their patients
about smoking and discussed smoking with 61% of those identified as smokers.
Among smokers with whom smoking was discussed, professionals identified 60%
as ‘good candidates for NRT,’ but gave free NRT to just 34%. Responding on 5-point
scales, medical professionals who had (vs. had not) given out free NRT were more
likely to view NRT as helpful (4.6 vs. 3.7). They also felt more effective at instructing
smokers about correct use of NRT (3.9 vs. 2.7), supporting smokers to make a
quit attempt (3.1 vs. 2.4), and helping smokers overcome relapse (3.3 vs. 2.7).
They felt more confident in their ability to provide brief (3.9 vs. 3.1) and intensive
(3.5 vs. 2.6) interventions. Significance: Medical professionals gave free NRT to
only a fraction of young adult smokers they considered good candidates. Given
that age of cessation strongly impacts reversibility of smoking-related health risks,
young adults should be offered evidence-based interventions sooner rather than
later. Multiple failed attempts, older age, and stronger addiction cannot be seen as
necessary indications for pharmacological intervention. Medical professionals who
have less favourable perceptions of NRT’s effectiveness and their own abilities to
support patients’ smoking cessation may benefit from continuing education about
NRT’s effectiveness and tailored strategies for assisting young adults to quit.
The MISSYA project was funded by Health Canada, with support from the
Ministry of Health Promotion and Sport (Ontario).

Foundation (Dr. Kandel); CAMH, the CAMH Foundation, the Canada Foundation
for Innovation (#20289 and #16014), CIHR MOP86471 and TMH 109787 (Dr.
Tyndale).
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Denise Kandel, PhD, Professor, Columbia
University, Psychiatry & Public Health, 1051 Riverside Drive, New York, NY
10032, United States, Phone: 212 304 7080, Fax: 212 305 l933, Email: dbk2@
columbia.edu
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TIME TO FIRST CIGARETTE PREDICTS NNAL IN DAILY AND NON-DAILY
ADOLESCENT SMOKERS
Steven A. Branstetter, Ph.D.*1, Melissa Mercincavage, M.S.1, and Joshua E.
Muscat, Ph.D.2, 1The Pennsylvania State University; 2Penn State College of
Medicine
The time to the first cigarette of the day (TTFC) is an indicator of several
dimensions of nicotine dependence including ability to quit smoking. Smokers
who consume their first cigarette immediately after waking have higher blood
cotinine levels than smokers who refrain from smoking a half hour or more after
waking. An early TTFC is also associated with an increased risk of lung and other
tobacco-related cancers. We hypothesized that TTFC is an indicator of exposure
to tobacco smoke carcinogens as well as nicotine. This is supported by data that
shows a correlation between urinary cotinine and the tobacco-specific carcinogen
4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL) in active smokers. Due to
several factors including social restrictions and access to cigarettes, adolescents
have different smoking behaviors than adults. For example, adolescents smoke
fewer overall cigarettes, have smaller overall puff volume, and may not smoke on
a daily basis. As such, it may be more difficult to determine the relation between
cigarettes per day (CPD) and key biomarkers of nicotine exposure and cancer
risk in adolescent populations. The present study sought to determine the relation
between TTFC and serum NNAL levels among both daily and non-daily adolescent
smokers. The study utilized 2007-2008 and 2009-2010 National Health and
Nutrition and Examination Survey (NHANES) data from 220 adolescent smokers
who had smoked on at least one day in the past five days. Participants were
divided into groups of daily (reported smoking on five of the last five days) and
non-daily smokers (reported smoking on four or fewer days in the last five days).
Weighted multiple linear regression analyses predicting log-transformed NNAL
levels included 6 covariates: (1) age, (2) age first started smoking, (3) gender, (4)
creatinine, (5) average CPD, and (6) TTFC. Separate analyses were conducted for
daily and non-daily smokers. In both daily and non-daily smokers, TTFC emerged
as a significant predictor of NNAL levels, p < .01. This suggests that TTFC is
an important behavioral indicator of nicotine exposure and risk, even in those
adolescents who do not smoke on a daily basis.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amanda Kirkwood, MA, Assistant Manager, Leave
The Pack Behind, Brock University, Faculty of Applied Health Sciences, 500
Glenridge Avenue, PL 515, St. Catharines, ON L2S3A1, Canada, Phone: 905688-5550 EXT. 4332, Fax: 905-984-4847, Email: akirkwood@brocku.ca
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CYP2A6 ALTERS NICOTINE DEPENDENCE RISK AND PROGRESSION IN
ADOLESCENCE: A REPLICATION ANALYSIS
Denise B. Kandel, Ph.D.*1,2,3, Mei-Chen Hu, Ph.D.1, Pamela C. Griesler, Ph.D.1,3,
Meghan Chenoweth, M.Sc.4, Ewa Hoffmann, Ph.D.4, and Rachel F. Tyndale,
Ph.D.4, 1Department of Psychiatry, Columbia University, USA; 2Mailman School
of Public Health, Columbia University, USA; 3New York State Psychiatric Institute,
USA; 4Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, Departments of Psychiatry,
Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Toronto, ON, Canada
OBJECTIVE: Seemingly opposite roles for CYP2A6 in nicotine dependence
(ND) in adolescence were described by two longitudinal studies of white youths.
O’Loughlin et al (2004- NDIT, N=228) reported that slow nicotine metabolizers,
conferred by CYP2A6 reduced activity variants, had an increased risk of developing
ND, while Audrain-McGovern et al (2007- GATOR, N=222) reported that nicotine
dependence emerged at a faster rate among normal than slow/intermediate
metabolizers. In a reanalysis of the two data sets (Koudsi et al., 2010), the
distinction between onset of dependence and progression in symptoms became
crucial. Slow metabolism increased the risk of becoming dependent (ICD-10,
mFTQ), while normal metabolism increased progression in level of dependence
(mFTQ). We attempted to replicate these analyses in a third longitudinal sample.
METHODS: The data are from a subsample of 183 non-Hispanic white smokers
aged 12-16, who were not dependent at baseline, from a cohort drawn from the
Chicago Public Schools and followed for 2 years. Participants were classified as
normal, intermediate or slow nicotine metabolizers based on CYP2A6 genotype.
Nicotine dependence phenotypes included (1) dichotomous measures based on
the DSM-IV and three cut-off points on the mFTQ, and (2) a continuous measure
of mFTQ scores. Hazard models were implemented for onset and latent growth
models for symptom progression. RESULTS: Small sample sizes affected the
significance of results. As in NDIT, onset of dependence was higher among slow
than normal metabolizers. As in GATOR, progression in nicotine dependence was
faster (higher linear trends) among normal than slow/intermediate metabolizers,
although the results did not reach statistical significance. Unexpectedly,
intermediates had the lowest ND rates of any group. CONCLUSION: We
have replicated that in adolescence, early in the process of smoking, CYP2A6
variants that reduce nicotine metabolism appear to increase the risk of ND onset
but decrease the rate of escalation of ND symptoms. Underlying mechanisms
accounting for these differing impacts between onset and progression remain to
be elucidated.
We acknowledge the support of grants DA12697 from NIDA/NCI, DA026305
and K05-DA0081 from NIDA, and ALF-CU51672301A1 from the American Legacy

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Melissa Mercincavage, MS, Graduate Assistant,
Penn State University, Biobehavioral Health, 219 Biobehavioral Health Building,
University Park, PA 16802, United States, Phone: 814-865-8442, Email:
mercincavage@psu.edu
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LET’S TALK: THE IMPACT OF ANTI-SMOKING PARENTING
PRACTICES AMONG FOREIGN- AND U.S.-BORN MOTHERS ON THEIR
PREADOLESCENTS’ SUSCEPTIBILITY TO SMOKE CIGARETTES
Krista Beth Highland, Ph.D.1, Kenneth Tercyak, Ph.D.1, Cassandra A. Stanton,
Ph.D.1, and Ray Niaura, Ph.D.2, 1Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center,
Georgetown University Medical Center; 2Schroeder Institute, Legacy
Anti-smoking parenting practices have been shown to protect children against
smoking uptake and progression, even after controlling for their parents’ smoking
status. Parenting style may further impact the anti-smoking strategies used, as
children of authoritative parents report receiving more anti-smoking parenting.
Findings such as these have commonly been established in White Midwestern
samples. Far less is known about these associations among multi-ethnic urban
members and whether associations vary between foreign- and US-born mothers
and other parent-child factors. School-based self-report surveys were collected to
examine these associations among eighth graders (N=458; modal age 14 years;
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54% female; 21% Cape Verdean, 11% Puerto Rican, 14% White, 7% Columbian,
10% African descent, 5% Dominican, 6% Portuguese, 9% Other, 17% Multi-ethnic;
24% foreign born, 74% with foreign-born mothers) in two low-income urban
middle schools. SEM using latent path analysis examined the effects of maternal
authoritative parenting, maternal anti-smoking strategies, and maternal smoking
status on children’s smoking susceptibility (smoking intentions). Analyses were
conducted by maternal birth country to examine structural differences between
groups. Among both foreign-born and US-born mothers, demanding parenting
was positively related to perceived punishment (Beta=.59, p<.01; Beta=.43, p<.01,
respectively) and discussion (Beta=.44, p<.01; Beta=.54, p<.01, respectively)
about smoking. For children with foreign-born mothers, responsive parenting
was negatively related to perceived punishment (Beta=-.29, p<.01); higher
perceived discussion (talking about the risks of smoking) was related to lower
smoking susceptibility among children (Beta=-.23, p<.05). These results suggest
a protective effect, particularly among foreign-born mothers, of authoritative and
anti-smoking parenting that may, in turn, reduce children’s susceptibility to smoke.
Anti-smoking prevention programs should assess for the presence of effective
parenting practices within the target community and assist parents to develop
culturally-acceptable strategies that optimally deter smoking among their children.
Supported by National Cancer Institute Award K07CA95623.

CHARACTERIZING TRAJECTORIES OF MATERNAL SMOKING DURING
PREGNANCY
Daniel Rodriguez*1, Raymond S. Niaura2, and Laura Stroud1, 1Brown University;
2
American Legacy Foundation, Shroeder Institute for Tobacco Studies

Maternal smoking during pregnancy (MSDP) is a major public health issue. Rates
in the United States range from 9-30%. MSDP is associated with low birthweight
and sudden infant death syndrome, and long-term adverse neurobehavioral
outcomes. Prior studies showed that individual factors such as maternal age,
income, education, and mental and physical health, along with context factors
such as neighborhood socioeconomic status distinguish smokers and quitters
during pregnancy. Little research though characterized MSDP trajectories over
pregnancy in relation to psychosocial and medical predictors despite implications
for intervention and prevention efforts for mothers and exposed offspring. Utilizing
a diverse, low income sample of pregnant smokers, quitters, and non-smokers,
we characterized trajectories of smoking in relation to medical and psychosocial
correlates. Participants were 124 mothers (ages 18-40, M=24.62, SD=4.88; 43%
Caucasian). We used timeline followback to estimate average cigarettes smoked/
day across pregnancy (gestational ages 36-42 weeks, M=38.54 SD=1.28). We
modeled 11 repeated measures of cigarettes smoked (every fourth week) to
reduce the parameter/participant ratio. A mixture of empirical (BIC & BLRT) and
substantive criteria were used to identify MSDP trajectories, which were then
characterized on 13 known biopsychosocial correlates using multinomial logistic
regression. We found four trajectories; Non-smokers (NS; n=57), persistent high
smokers (PH; n=42), quitting (QN; n=18), and slow reducers (SR; n=7). Mothers
with pregnancy related stress had more than seven times higher odds (Odds
Ratio=7.58, 95% Confidence Interval= 1.41, 40.67) of being in the QN than
NS trajectory. First trimester alcohol use was higher and education lower in all
three smoking trajectories versus NS. QN participants had significantly higher
birthweight versus PS (Mean difference=22.74, p=.02). To our knowledge, the
present study is the first to model MSDP trajectories in relation to a comprehensive
set of biopsychosocial measures of MSDP risk factors. Teaching pregnant smokers
to manage stress may help them quit, particularly when facing high environmental
stressors.
Funding: NIH/NIDAGrant # R01 DA019558-05 and a FAMRI Clinical Innovator
Award.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Krista Beth Highland, PhD, Research Associate,
Georgetown University Medical Center, Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center,
3300 Whitehaven St. NW, Washington, DC 20007, United States, Phone: 605381-7035, Email: kristahighland@gmail.com
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MATERIAL AND LIFESTYLE PROBLEMS AMONG DAILY SMOKERS IN
NORWAY 1999–2011
Elisabeth Kvaavik* and Gunnar Sæbø, Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug
Research, Oslo, Norway
Background: Findings from international studies suggest growing concentration
of smoking among marginalized groups, which also suggest that the accumulation
of problems among daily smokers may grow over time. This study examines how
material problems and poor health-behaviours among daily smokers have changed
over time. Methods: Data from repeated cross-sectional surveys conducted every
two years from 1999 to 2011 by Synovate Norway were used. The sample was
representative of Norwegian adults 16 years and older. The sample size varies
between 3429 and 3999 subjects (50.3 to 51.0 % women) in the time period, and
number of daily smokers varies between 1115 in 1999 (31.9 %) and 567 in 2011
(14.2 %). The changes over time in low occupational status, renting the home,
not owning a car, meeting friends seldom, poor health behaviours (diet, physical
activity, alcohol use), self-rated poor health and a fatalistic attitude and the sum of
these problems among daily smokers (DS) and non-daily (NDS) and non-smokers
(NS) combined were assessed using chi square and logistic regression analyses.
Results: The proportion of women among DS increased from 50 % in 1999 to 55
% in 2011. Number who rented their home, with poor health behaviours and a
fatalistic attitude decreased over time for both DS and NDS/NS while prevalence
of low occupational status and meeting friends seldom increased for both groups.
Not owning a car, poor self-rated health and the sum of all problems worsened or
did not change over time for DS while these problems improved for non-smokers.
The prevalence of at least four problems did not change over time for DS while it
significantly decreased for NDS/NS; in 1999 17 % of DS had at least four problems
compared to 10 % of NDS/NS (P<0.001), and in 2011 15 % and 7 % of DS and
NDS/NS, respectively, had at least four problems (P<0.001). Conclusion: The
accumulation of material problems and poor health-behaviours among DS did
not change over time, in contradiction to what was the case for NDS/NS, who
experienced a lower rate of problems with time. The gap between daily smokers
and non-smokers regarding these problems increased over the years.
The present study was funded by Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug
Research (SIRUS).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Daniel Rodriguez, Brown University, 179 Deer
Run Road, Tiverton, RI 02878, United States, Phone: 4018160819, Email:
daniel_rodriguez_1@brown.edu
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CHARACTERISTICS AND RISK FACTORS OF POLYTOBACCO USING
YOUTH IN MARYLAND
Janine C. Delahanty, Ph.D.*1, Shayla Thrash, B.S.1, Angela A. Petersen, B.A.1,
Catherine Corno, B.A.1, Carlo C. DiClemente, Ph.D.1, and Robert Fiedler, J.D.2,
1
MDQuit Resource Center, University of Maryland Baltimore County; 2Maryland
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
Polytobacco users may be at increased risk for negative health consequences,
greater nicotine dependence, and use of other substances (alcohol, marijuana,
cocaine). Understanding the characteristics and attitudes of polytobacco users is
important for prevention. This study examined patterns of single and polytobacco
use using data derived from the 2010 Maryland Youth Tobacco Survey (MYTS),
a classroom-based survey of 86,098 public middle (MS) and high (HS) school
students. A subsample of underage (< 18) youth who reported current (past month)
tobacco use (N=16,928) were classified into one of four groups: (1) cigarettes only
(16.0%), (2) single use of a non-cigarette product (e.g., cigars, smokeless, bidis,
kreteks, etc.) (30.0%), (3) polytobacco use including cigarettes (41.4%), and (4)
polytobacco use excluding cigarettes (12.6%). We explored group differences on
demographic characteristics, attitudes, and use of other substances. Youth who
reported using cigarettes only were more likely to be White, female, and in HS.
Youth who reported single use of a non-cigarette product were more likely to
be in MS and African American. Youth who reported polytobacco use including
cigarettes were more likely to be in HS, male and Hispanic while polytobacco
users excluding cigarettes were more likely to be male and African American or
from an ‘other’ racial group. There were significant single vs. polytobacco use
differences on smoking related attitudes (e.g., tobacco is harmful, addictive, etc.)
with single product users endorsing more negative attitudes regarding smoking

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Elisabeth Kvaavik, PhD, Researcher, Norwegian
Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research, Tobacco, P.O. Box 565 Sentrum, Oslo,
0105, Norway, Phone: +47 40 64 73 83, Fax: +4722340401, Email: ek@sirus.no
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relative to polytobacco users (p’s < .001). Similarly, polytobacco users reported
higher rates of past month alcohol use, binge drinking and marijuana use relative
to single tobacco users (p’s < .001). Prevention and intervention efforts targeting
youth tobacco users should address unique characteristics, needs, and risks of
polytobacco users.
No funding.

tobacco advertising also increases adolescents’ smoking risk, but it remains unclear
how gender, conduct problems, and advertising exposure may jointly influence
smoking initiation over time. Methods: Data were from adolescent participants of
a multigenerational study of biopsychosocial risk factors for smoking. Adolescents
completed a baseline interview with a parent and a follow-up themselves 5 years
later. Baseline measures included lifetime conduct problems (16 items, KR-20
= .77) and tobacco advertising exposure (3 items, α = .76). Smoking initiation
was assessed at both time points. Analyses examined gender differences in
the relationship between conduct problems, advertising exposure, and smoking
initiation, accounting for the presence of siblings in the study. Results: At baseline
(n = 542, 53% female, 85% white, M age 14.0, 27% lifetime smokers), 36% of
males and 24% of females reported conduct problems (p =.002). Moderate levels
of tobacco ad exposure were evident at baseline (M 3.4, SD 1.2, range 1-5), with
greater exposure among those with conduct problems (p =.008). For males (n
=255), conduct problems were marginally associated with greater baseline ad
exposure independent of demographics and smoking status (B =.32, p =.06). For
females (n=287), non-smokers who reported conduct problems had significantly
greater ad exposure at baseline (B =.48, p=.007). By the 5 year follow-up (n
=323, M age 19.6), 62% had initiated smoking. After adjusting for demographics,
baseline conduct problems (B =1.03, p <.001) and ad exposure (B =.29, p = .04)
predicted smoking initiation at 5 years. A significant interaction revealed that
baseline ad exposure predicted smoking initiation at 5 years for females (B =.29,
p =.04) but not males (B =.25, p =.13). Conclusions: Preventive interventions
targeting youths with conduct problems should consider gender differences. For
adolescent females, risk of smoking initiation may be greater among those with
conduct problems and those who are exposed to tobacco advertising.
This research was supported by NIH Transdisciplinary Tobacco Research
Center Award CA084719.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Janine Delahanty, University of Maryland
Baltimore County, Psychology, 1000 Hilltop Circle, Baltimore, MD 21250, United
States, Phone: 410-455-3628, Email: delahan1@umbc.edu
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TOBACCO USE AND PSYCHOTIC EXPERIENCES IN UK TEENAGERS - A
LONGITUDINAL STUDY
S. Gage*1, M. Hickman1, J. Heron1, M. Munafò2, G. Lewis1, and S. Zammit3,
1
University of Bristol, School of Social and Community Medicine, Bristol, UK;
2
University of Bristol, Experimental Psychology, Bristol, UK; 3University of Cardiff,
Institute of Psychological Medicine and Clinical Neurosciences, Cardiff, UK
A consistent association between cannabis use and psychotic experiences
(PEs) has been described, but confounding by tobacco is hard to rule out. We
attempt to assess the independent effect of tobacco on PEs, as there are more
tobacco users who don’t use cannabis than there are cannabis users who don’t use
tobacco. This means that while collinearity is a problem when assessing cannabis’
independent association with PEs, this is not the case for tobacco. We used data
from the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC) birth cohort
(N=2050). Tobacco use at 16 was assessed via self-report questionnaire. PEs
at 18 were assessed via semi-structured interview. Confounders were: pre-birth:
family history, maternal education; childhood: childhood depression, borderline
personality traits, conduct disorder; and teenage: alcohol (AUDIT), cannabis use
and other illicit drug use. Ordered logistic regression analyses were conducted
between frequency of tobacco use at 16 (never/experimenter/weekly/daily) and
severity of PEs at 18 (none/suspected/definite/definite plus problems). Anyone who
self-reported PEs at age 16 was excluded. There was a strong association between
frequency of tobacco use at 16 and severity PEs at 18 (Odds Ratio (OR) 1.70,95%
CI:1.41,2.04). Adjustment for pre-birth confounders did not alter the relationship.
Further adjustment for childhood confounders attenuated the relationship slightly,
although a strong association remained (OR 1.60,95% CI:1.32,1.94). Additional
adjustment for teenage confounders further attenuated the relationship, but a
strong association still remained (OR 1.48,95% CI:1.13,1.95). The association
between tobacco and PEs was robust to confounding by measured variables. This
was contrary to findings in the same sample investigating cannabis use, where
adjustment for illicit drug or tobacco use greatly attenuated the previously similar
relationship. There is little evidence as yet for a psychtogenic effect of tobacco, so
our findings may be due to confounding. If so, there are implications for interpreting
cannabis and psychosis associations, as not all studies adjust for tobacco, and
those that do use crude measures.
PhD is funded by Medical Research Council.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Darren Mays, PhD, MPH, Assistant Professor,
Georgetown University Medical Center, Department of Oncology, 3300 Whitehaven
St NW, Washington, DC 20007, United States, Phone: 202-687-8937, Email:
dmm239@georgetown.edu
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LAY THEORIES OF SMOKING AND YOUNG ADULT NON-SMOKERS’ AND
SMOKERS’ SMOKING EXPECTATIONS
Annette R. Kaufman, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1, Caroline C. Fitz2, and Philip J. Moore, Ph.D.2,
1
Tobacco Control Research Branch, Behavioral Research Program, Division of
Cancer Control and Population Sciences, National Cancer Institute; 2Department
of Psychology, George Washington University
The 2012 Surgeon General’s Report, “Preventing Tobacco Use among Youth
and Young Adults,” reports that 1 in 3 people under the age of 26 smoke cigarettes
and 2,500 occasional smokers under 26 become regular smokers each day in
the U.S. The present study introduces and examines a theoretical construct, lay
theories of smoking (LTS), as a correlate of smoking expectations among young
adults. LTS lie on a continuum with incremental beliefs—the notion that smoking
is dynamic and changeable—on one end and entity beliefs—the perception
that smoking is static and fixed—on the other. A related but distinct construct,
perceived behavioral control (PBC), refers to the extent to which people believe
performance of a given behavior is within their own, personal control. The present
study investigated the relationship between young adults’ LTS and expectations
to smoke in the future. Undergraduate nonsmokers and smokers (N = 338)
completed an online survey that assessed LTS and smoking expectations. PBC
was controlled for in all analyses to understand how LTS differentially influenced
smoking expectations. Hierarchical multiple regression was conducted to test if
LTS explained smoking expectations independent of PBC. Among nonsmokers,
stronger incremental beliefs were associated with greater expectations of trying
smoking (B=-.41, p<.01). Among smokers, stronger incremental beliefs were
associated with lower expectations of becoming a regular smoker (B=.36,
p<.05). LTS explained expectations to smoke in the future differentially for young
nonsmokers and smokers. For nonsmokers, stronger incremental beliefs were
associated with greater expectations to try smoking. Believing smoking can be
changed may lead nonsmokers to the (mis)perception that this behavior is less
risky. Among current smokers, stronger incremental beliefs were associated with
lower expectations of becoming a regular smoker. Confidence in the malleability of
smoking behavior may be empowering, and as such health promoting for smokers.
Thus, incremental beliefs may be detrimental for nonsmokers yet salutary for

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Suzi Gage, MSc, PhD Student, University of
Bristol, School of Social and Community Medicine, Oakfield House, Bristol, BS8
2BN, United Kingdom, Phone: 004401179287213, Email: suzi.gage@bristol.ac.uk
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GENDER DIFFERENCES IN THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ADOLESCENT
CONDUCT PROBLEMS, EXPOSURE TO TOBACCO ADVERTISING, AND
SMOKING INITIATION
Darren Mays, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1, Stephen E. Gilman, Sc.D.2, Richard Rende, Ph.D.3,
George Luta, Ph.D.1, Kenneth P. Tercyak, Ph.D.1, and Raymond S. Niaura, Ph.D.1,4,
1
Department of Oncology, Georgetown University Medical Center, Lombardi
Comprehensive Cancer Center, Washington, DC; 2Department of Society,
Human Development, and Health, Harvard School of Public Health, Boston,
MA; 3Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior, Brown University Medical
School, Providence, RI, 4Legacy Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and
Policy Studies, Washington, DC
Background: Adolescent conduct problems are associated with an increased
risk for smoking, with gender possibly moderating this relationship. Exposure to
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smokers. Future directions and implications for anti-smoking campaigns will be
discussed.
No funding.

systematic review of the empirical literature on smoking initiation during college
in the United States, including both retrospective and prospective studies of
initiation. Included were studies with data from participants who reported never
smoking a whole cigarette prior to college and present findings from analyses
of individual predictors that may contribute to the initiation of cigarette smoking.
Three electronic databases were searched (Psycinfo, Web of Science, Pubmed)
to identify relevant studies. From the search, 11 studies met eligibility criteria, 6
prospective and 5 cross-sectional. Together these studies suggested, relative to
those who denied initiating smoking during the study period, initiators were more
likely to have recently used alcohol and other drugs. Findings suggested a crosssectional association between alcohol use and smoking initiation, such that past
year smoking initiation was associated with greater past year drinking frequency.
Findings from the longitudinal studies revealed baseline alcohol use predicted
subsequent initiation and alcohol use increased following initiation. Alcohol use
was the most frequently studied predictor, but additional findings suggested
initiators may have had greater exposure to smoking by peers, higher behavioral
undercontrol, parents who smoke, and greater expectancies for the positive effects
of smoking. Studies varied widely in criteria used to identify initiators, as well as
in predictors investigated, which limited the ability to draw conclusions. More
information is needed to identify those at risk for smoking initiation during college
in order to develop effective prevention efforts. However, effective interventions
would likely include content related to alcohol use and cognitions about smoking.
Funding by NIDA F31DA030032.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Annette Kaufman, PhD, MPH, Health Scientist/
Program Director, National Cancer Institute, Tobacco Control Research Branch,
6130 Executive Blvd, Bethesda, MD 20892, United States, Phone: 3014516829,
Email: kaufmana@mail.nih.gov
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CIGARETTE SMOKING IN YOUNG ADULT WORKERS BY OCCUPATION:
THE NATIONAL HEALTH INTERVIEW (NHIS) 2004-2010
Taghrid Asfar, M.D.*1, Manuel A Ocasio1, Jenelle Lin1, Lora E. Fleming, M.D.,
Ph.D.2, and David J. Lee, Ph.D.1, 1Department of Epidemiology and Public Health,
University of Miami Miller School of Medicine, Miami, FL, USA; 2European Centre
for Environment and Human Health, University of Exeter Medical School, Royal
Cornwall Hospital Truro, Cornwall, UK
Background: Young workers (<24 years) are a large and understudied population
in the US. In 2010, there were approximately 17.5 million workers less than 24
years of age, and these workers represented 13% of the workforce. The transition
from adolescence to adulthood is a critical period in which experimentation with
smoking usually takes place. Young adults have the highest smoking rate of any
age group in the United States. Few studies, however, have examined the burden
of smoking in relation to occupation among young workers. Methods: We used
data from a representative sample of young workers aged 18-24 years from the
National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), 2004-2010, to determine the prevalence
of cigarette smoking by occupational group, as well as by gender, race, ethnicity,
health insurance, and education. Workers were grouped into nine occupational
categories based on the US Census Occupational codes (officials and managers,
professionals, technicians, sales workers, administrative support workers, craft
workers, operatives, laborers and helpers, service workers). All analyses were
performed with adjustment for sample weights and design effects using SUDAAN
and SAS statistical packages. Results: The sample consisted of 11,216 young
workers (49.01% males). The overall prevalence of current cigarette smoking
was 24.08% (27.89% in males; 20.03% in females). Among the occupational
subgroups, craft workers had the highest prevalence of current smoking (36.4%;
[95% Confidence Interval 32.2-40.74]), while professionals had the lowest (12.3%;
[10.29-14.54]). In addition, those with less than a high school education had the
highest overall smoking prevalence (34.8%; [31.4-38.4]), while Hispanics had
the lowest (16.0%; [14.2-18.0]). Conclusions: Smoking prevalence among US
young workers varies dramatically across occupational groups and educational
level. Occupation may play a role in encouraging smoking behavior and should
be considered when prioritizing groups that need to be targeted with smoking
prevention and cessation programs.
This study is funded in part through the National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) Grant number R01 0H003915. Funding is also provided to
the European Centre for Environment and Human Health of the University of
Exeter Medical School by the European Union Convergence Program (European
Regional Development Fund and European Social Fund).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amanda Schweizer, MS, UCSD/SDSU Joint
Doctoral Program in Clinical Psychology, 6363 Alvarado Court, San Diego, CA
92120, United States, Phone: 415-309-9283, Email: aschweizer@ucsd.edu
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ALTERNATIVE TOBACCO PRODUCT USE AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS:
WHO IS AT HIGHEST RISK?
Nosayaba Enofe, Carla J. Berg, Ph.D.*, and Eric Nehl, Ph.D., Department of
Behavioral Sciences and Health Education, Emory University School of Public
Health, Atlanta, GA
Given the increased prevalence of alternative tobacco product use among
young adults and increased marketing of these products, we examined smoking
status, other substance use, sociodemographics, and psychosocial characteristics
in relation to alternative tobacco product use. In 2010, students at 6 colleges in
the Southeast were recruited to complete an online survey assessing tobacco
product use (i.e., cigarettes, cigars, little cigars, cigarillos, hookah, chew, and
snus), along with alcohol and marijuana use, and other psychosocial variables.
Of students who invited to participate, 20.1% (N=4,849/24,055) returned a
completed survey. We created a variable for any alternative tobacco product
use in the past 30 days. Bivariate analyses indicated differences in alternative
tobacco product use among nonsmokers, nondaily smokers, and daily smokers,
as well as in relation to age, gender, number of friends that smoke, living with a
smoker, depressive symptoms, attitudes toward smoking, sensation seeking, and
alcohol and marijuana use. Multivariate analyses indicated that daily and nondaily
smokers were more likely than nonsmokers to use alternative tobacco products
in comparison to nonsmokers (p<.001), controlling for sociodemographic and
psychosocial factors. Among current (past 30 day) smokers, never daily nondaily
smokers were three times as likely as former daily nondaily smokers and daily
smokers to have used alternative tobacco products (p<.001), controlling for other
important factors. In both sets of analyses, those who were younger, male, and
black and marijuana users were at increased risk of alternative tobacco product
use (p<.001). Never daily nondaily smokers represent the group at highest risk for
using these products. This is notable given that patterns of use of these tobacco
products may mirror how cigarettes are consumed among the nondaily smoking
population. Intervention strategies might be applicable to polytobacco users who
demonstrate this overall pattern of occasional tobacco consumption.
This research was supported by the National Cancer Institute (1K07CA13911401A1; PI: Berg) and the Georgia Cancer Coalition (PI: Berg).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Taghrid Asfar, University of Miami Miller School of
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PREDICTORS OF SMOKING INITIATION DURING COLLEGE: RESULTS
FROM A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
C. Amanda Schweizer, M.S.*1,2, Neal Doran, Ph.D.3, and Mark G. Myers, Ph.D.2,3,
1
SDSU/UCSD Joint Doctoral Program in Clinical Psychology; 2Veterans Affairs
San Diego Healthcare System; 3University of California, San Diego

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Carla Berg, PhD, Assistant Professor, Emory
University, Department of Behavioral Sciences and Health Education, 1518 Clifton
Road NE, #524, Atlanta, GA 30322, United States, Phone: 404-558-5395, Email:
cjberg@emory.edu

Epidemiological studies have demonstrated a substantial proportion of young
adults first use cigarettes while enrolled in college. Estimates of the number of adult
smokers who began smoking in college or young adulthood range from 11-20%.
Young adults who have never smoked may be vulnerable to smoking initiation and
progression to regular smoking and nicotine dependence. The current study is a
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Sultan Fahad Al Nohair, M.D., Department of Family and Community Medicine,
Saudi Arabia

Melissa Mercincavage, M.S.*, and Steven A. Branstetter, Ph.D., The Pennsylvania
State University

Objective: To estimate the prevalence of smoking among secondary school
students in National Guard area of Riyadh, and explore the reasons for the
smoking and the attitude of non-smoker toward smoking habit. Design: A crosssectional study was conducted in June 2009. By random sampling technique 255
students were enrolled from secondary school of National Guard area, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia. A self-administered questionnaire was used for data collection.
Results: Current smokers represented 28.6% of the students. The most common
reasons for smoking were: having free time (81.6%), for the relief of stress (63.2%)
and seeing some of their teachers smoking (61.8%). Most of the smokers started
the habit before the age of 15 years old (89%). 84% of non-smokers suggested to
ban smoking in public places. 42.2% of students were planning to start smoking
in future. Religion was the most important reason for not smoking among non
smokers. Conclusion: The prevalence of smoking is big enough a problem to be
considered as a warning for an impending epidemic Health education provision
should have a greater role in schools Governmental commitment and social
support are vital if health education and awareness and especially quit smoking
programs are to be implemented and sustained.
No funding.

Given the range of negative outcomes associated with smoking and the fact
that most smokers begin smoking when they are adolescents, there remains a
great need to understand the smoking behaviors of adolescents. Research has
shown that adolescent smokers believe cigarettes previously labeled as “light” and
“ultra-light” pose significantly less risk of disease and illness than regular brands.
Although these brands are currently marketed under different labeling (e.g., “light”
now “Blue” or “Gold”, “ultra-light” now “Silver”), a comprehensive understanding
of brand-specific youth smoking patterns may lead to improved prevention and
intervention strategies, and can help identify those at greatest risk for a range
of negative tobacco-related outcomes. The present study looked at how a range
of smoking-related characteristics differed between smokers of regular and light
brands of cigarettes. The study utilized 2007-2008 and 2009-2010 National Health
and Nutrition and Examination Survey (NHANES) data from 175 adolescent
smokers who had smoked on at least one day in the past 30 and who reported
their preferred brand of cigarette, coded as “regular,” “light,” or “ultra-light.” Due to
the small number of ultra-light smokers (n=8), light and ultra-light smokers were
combined. Independent samples t-tests demonstrated that compared to regular
cigarette smokers (n=120), smokers of light cigarettes (n=55) had smoked on
fewer days in the last 30 (p<.01), smoked fewer cigarettes/ day (p<.01), had lower
serum cotinine levels (p<.01), had lower carcinogen exposure (NNAL; p<.05), had
started smoking at an older age (p<.01), and were less likely to smoke soon after
waking in the morning, (p<.05). Overall results suggest that adolescent smokers
who choose light or ultra-light cigarettes may be exposed to less overall risk (e.g.,
lower carcinogen levels) and may be less dependent on nicotine (e.g., lower
cotinine levels) perhaps due to consuming fewer cigarettes per day. Adolescent
smokers who select light or ultra-light cigarettes seem to be newer smokers who
may be looking for less “addictive” or harsh brands.
No funding.

PREVALENCE OF SMOKING AND ITS RELATED BEHAVIORS AND BELIEFS
AMONG SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS IN RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA

SMOKING PATTERNS AMONG ADOLESCENT “REGULAR” VERSUS
“LIGHT” CIGARETTES USERS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sultan Alnohair, Consultant, Assistant Professor,
Qassim University, Family Medicine, Qassim City, 12345, Saudi Arabia, Phone:
00966547499333, Email: sultanalnohair@qumed.edu.sa
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TOBACCO SMOKING AND THE BELIEF THAT SMOKING CONTROLS BODY
WEIGHT AMONG ADOLESCENTS: A THREE-YEAR PROSPECTIVE STUDY

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Melissa Mercincavage, MS, Graduate Assistant,
Penn State University, Biobehavioral Health, 219 Biobehavioral Health Building,
University Park, PA 16802, United States, Phone: 814-865-8442, Email:
mercincavage@psu.edu

Melinda Pénzes, M.D.*1, Edit Czeglédi2, Péter Balázs, M.D., Ph.D.1, and Kristie
L. Foley, Ph.D.3, 1Semmelweis University, Institute of Public Health; 2Institute of
Psychology, Eötvös Loránd University; 3Davidson College, Medical Humanities
Program, NC, USA
Background: The belief that smoking is an effective weight control strategy
is widespread among adults but weight control beliefs are inconsistent among
adolescents. This study aimed to assess changes in weight control beliefs of
tobacco smoking and to explore predictors of this belief during a three-year period
of adolescence. Methods: Baseline and two follow-up self-administered surveys
were collected yearly (2010-2012) among students in six Hungarian metropolitan
cities. At baseline, randomly selected 6th and 9th graders completed the survey
(n=1,096, 54.1% girls). Covariates include the Appetite-Weight Control Scale,
body mass index (BMI) calculated by subjective anthropometric data, smoking
status, parental and friend’s smoking. Results: The prevalence of smoking
increased continuously during the three surveys (Wave 1: 16%, Wave 2: 22%,
Wave 3: 26%; Chi2-square(1)=90,16, p<0,001). Stronger beliefs about the weight
control effects of smoking was associated with greater odds of smoking, controlling
for gender and age, at all three waves (OR1: 1.52, p=0.02; OR2: 1.34, p=0.07;
OR3: 1.73, p<0.001). The belief that smoking promotes weight control increased
significantly from baseline to follow-up 1 using two-way mixed ANOVA (F(1)=24,16,
p<0,001), but this finding was not sustained between follow-ups 1 and 2. Of the
potential explanatory variables of smoking’s weight control belief (gender, age,
subjective BMI, perceived body shape, peer and parental smoking) the presence
of smoking peers was significantly and positively related to the perceived weight
control effect of tobacco smoking at all three waves (β1=0,11, p=0,007; β2=0,19,
p<0,001; β3=0,16, p<0,001). Conclusions: The belief that smoking controls weight
is an important risk factor for smoking among adolescents. Tobacco prevention
programs that focus on peer effects should also dispel the myth of tobacco’s
weight control effects while emphasizing healthy methods of weight management.
This study was supported by Grant Number 1 R01 TW007927-01 from the
Fogarty International Center, the National Cancer Institute, and the National
Institutes on Drug Abuse, within the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
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INITIAL INSIGHT INTO WHY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY MAY HELP PREVENT
ADOLESCENT SMOKING UPTAKE
Janet Audrain-McGovern*, Daniel Rodriguez, Jocelyn Cuevas, and Joseph
Sass, Department of Psychiatry, Perelman School of Medicine, University of
Pennsylvania
Whereas research supports the importance of maintaining regular physical
activity to decrease the likelihood of smoking uptake, the mechanisms by which
physical activity protects adolescents from smoking are poorly understood. The
present study sought to determine whether the enjoyment or reward derived
from physical activity is one mechanism underlying the relationship between
smoking and physical activity. The sample was composed of 1,374 adolescents
participating in a prospective longitudinal survey study of adolescent health
behaviors. Smoking, physical activity and physical activity reward were measured
via self-report every six months for eight waves of data spanning four years.
An associative processes latent growth curve model revealed a significant and
negative indirect effect of baseline physical activity on baseline smoking through
baseline physical activity reward (beta indirect = -.18, z = -3.11, p = .002; 95%
CI = -.29, -.07). Similarly, there was a significant and negative indirect effect of
physical activity trend on smoking trend through physical activity reward trend
(beta indirect = -.16, z = -2.09, p = .04; 95% CI = -.30, -.01). The effect of physical
activity on smoking at baseline and across time was completely mediated by
physical activity reward. Thus, greater physical activity was associated with higher
levels of physical activity reward, which in turn, was associated with reduced
odds of smoking progression. There was less support for the idea that smoking
progression was associated with less physical activity reward and subsequent
declines in physical activity. This study provides the first evidence implicating
physical activity reward as one mechanism by which physical activity could reduce
the likelihood of adolescent smoking uptake. Smoking prevention interventions

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Melinda Penzes, Semmelweis University, Institute
of Public Health, H-1089 Nagyvarad ter 4. Budapest, 1089, Hungary, Phone:
36703807655, Email: melindapenzes@gmail.com
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that promote physical activity and target physical activity enjoyment may have an
important impact on adolescent smoking initiation and progression.
This study was supported by National Cancer Institute RO1 CA126958.

dependence and tobacco withdrawal among youth using tobacco products, such
as cigarettes, cigars, smokeless tobacco and waterpipes. The questions focus on
cravings (“During the past 30 days, have you had a strong craving or felt like you
really needed to use a tobacco product of any kind?”), strong desire to use (“During
the past 30 days, was there a time when you wanted to use a tobacco product so
much that you found it difficult to think of anything else?”, “How soon after you wake
up do you want to use a tobacco product?”) and withdrawal symptoms (“How true
is this statement for you? I feel restless and irritable when I don’t use tobacco for a
while.”). We will report on the prevalence and determinants of nicotine dependence
and tobacco withdrawal among middle and high school tobacco users, stratified by
demographic characteristics, type and frequency of tobacco product use. We will
also examine relationships between symptoms of dependence and withdrawal and
tobacco use, quitting intentions and quitting behavior. Under the Family Smoking
Prevention and Tobacco Control Act, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has
the authority to regulate the manufacture, distribution and marketing of tobacco
products to protect public health. These and other data from the NYTS will help
inform FDA’s regulatory actions.
Funding: Center for Tobacco Products, U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Janet Audrain-McGovern, UPENN, Psychiatry,
3535 Market Street, Suite 4100, Philadelphia, PA 19104, United States, Phone:
215-746-7145, Email: audrain@mail.med.upenn.edu
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PRESENCE OF DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS DELAYS QUIT ATTEMPTS AND
SHORTENS SUSTAINED ABSTINENCE AMONG YOUTH SMOKERS: A
COHORT STUDY
David C.N. Wong, Ph.D.*1, Sophia S.C. Chan, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, Angela Y.M. Leung,
Ph.D.1, Daniel Y.T. Fong, Ph.D.1, and T.H. Lam, M.D., M.Sc.2, 1School of Nursing,
The University of Hong Kong; 2School of Public Health, The University of Hong
Kong

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Benjamin Apelberg, PhD, FDA Center for Tobacco
Products, 9200 Corporate Blvd, Rockville, MD 20850, United States, Phone:
3017968869, Email: Benjamin.Apelberg@fda.hhs.gov

Background: The presence of depressive symptoms hinders adult smokers from
quitting smoking, but the effect is not known on youth smokers. This study aims
to examine the time patterns of the quitting process among youth smokers with
different levels of depressive symptoms after calling a Quitline. Methods: Youth
smokers aged 12–25 (n = 578) acknowledged any depressive symptoms when
they called the Quitline from March 2006 to May 2011. They received immediate
telephone counseling by peer counselors, and were followed-up at 6 months
to report the duration of quit attempt initiation (from the first call to the Quitline
to initiation of a quit attempt) and the duration of smoking abstinence (from the
initiation of a quit attempt to sustain quitting, i.e., before smoking relapse). Nonparametric Kaplan-Meier methods with log-rank tests were applied to compare the
time patterns between groups. Results: One-third of youth smokers who rarely
had depressive symptoms initiated a quit attempt within 7 days after receiving
the baseline telephone intervention, compared to 14 days among smokers who
sometimes had depressive symptoms, and 22 days among smokers who often
had depressive symptoms. Of the youth smokers who often had depressive
symptoms who initiated a quit attempt, around 25% remained abstinent ≥seven
days, compared to 20 days and 19 days for others who sometimes or rarely had
depressive symptoms, respectively. Conclusions: Depressive symptoms delay
youth smokers in initiating quit attempts and reduce the period of sustained
abstinence. A baseline screening of depressive symptoms could identify youth
smokers who need special care to relieve their daily stress when they call a
Quitline service.
This project was funded by The Department of Health, Hong Kong; Health Care
and Promotion Fund of the Food and Health Bureau, Hong Kong SAR Government
(HCPF #18040084); and Hong Kong Council on Smoking and Health.
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DOES YOUTH TOBACCO USE CLUSTER? INVESTIGATION OF SPATIAL
CLUSTERING IN YOUTH TOBACCO USE
Dustin T. Duncan, Sc.D.*1, Martin Kulldorff, Ph.D.2, Jared Aldstadt, Ph.D.3, Marcia
C. Castro, Ph.D.1, Glorian Sorensen, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, and David R. Williams, Ph.D.,
M.P.H.1, 1Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA; 2Harvard Medical School,
Boston, MA; 3University at Buffalo, NY
Background: Current national research indicates that approximately one-fourth
of youth currently use tobacco (including cigarettes). While understanding
geographic variation in youth tobacco use is important for prevention interventions
and can also elucidate potential etiologic factors, we are not aware of any research
that has examined spatial clustering of tobacco use. The objective of the present
study is to examine spatial clustering of youth tobacco use. Methods: Participants
came from the 2008 Boston Youth Survey Geospatial Dataset, a racially/ethnically
diverse representative sample of 9-12th grade public school students in Boston,
Massachusetts who provided their complete residential address (n=1,292). 1,212
(93.81%) of the youth answered the past-month tobacco use item. Response
options included “none”, “1-2”, “3-9”, and “10 or more.” Spatial clustering in youth
tobacco use was calculated via the Global Moran’s I and Local Moran’s I statistic.
The pseudo p value for the Moran’s I was calculated via a Monte Carlo simulation
consisting of 999 random replications. Results: In our sample, approximately 13%
of youth reported any past-month tobacco use. We found significant overall spatial
clustering in youth tobacco use (Global Moran’s I= 0.1046, p = 0.023). We also
found significant localized spatial clustering in youth tobacco use as assessed
via the Local Moran’s I (p<0.05), highlighting locations of high-high, low-high and
high-low clusters of youth tobacco use. Conclusion: Significant spatial clustering
in youth tobacco use was found, and this research can be used for local targeting
of tobacco control prevention interventions. Future research should evaluate the
reasons for youth tobacco use spatial clustering, e.g., whether spatial clusters of
youth tobacco use are caused by neighborhood peer-effects and/or neighborhood
environmental factors.
D.T. Duncan was supported by the Alonzo Smythe Yerby Postdoctoral
Fellowship at Harvard School of Public Health. D.R. Williams was supported in
part by a grant from the National Institutes of Health (Grant # 1P50CA148596) to
the Lung Cancer Disparities Center at Harvard School of Public Health. The 2008
Boston Youth Survey (BYS) was funded by a grant from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (Grant # U49CE00740) to the Harvard Youth Violence
Prevention Center at Harvard School of Public Health (D. Hemenway - PI). A grant
to D. Duncan from Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Active Living Research
Program (Grant # 67129) supported the development of the BYS geospatial
dataset. This study was supported by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Health and Society Scholars Seed Grant Program, Harvard Center for Population
and Development Studies, Harvard School of Public Health (D. Duncan - PI).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: David Wong, The University of Hong Kong, 4/F
William MW Mong Block, 21 Sassoon Road, Pokfulam, Hong Kong, 852, Hong
Kong, Phone: +852 28192610, Email: cnwong@hkucc.hku.hk
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SYMPTOMS OF NICOTINE DEPENDENCE AND TOBACCO WITHDRAWAL IN
MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL TOBACCO USERS: RESULTS FROM THE 2012
NATIONAL YOUTH TOBACCO SURVEY
Benjamin J. Apelberg, Ph.D., M.H.S.*, Allison Hoffman, Ph.D., Nicolette Borek,
Ph.D., Cathy Backinger, Ph.D., M.P.H., Catherine Corey, M.S.P.H., and Corinne
Husten, M.D., M.P.H., Center for Tobacco Products, U.S. Food and Drug
Administration
Nicotine dependence is the primary determinant of maintenance of tobacco
use. Limited data exist on nicotine dependence and tobacco withdrawal among
nationally representative samples of youth tobacco users. Existing studies
primarily focused on cigarette smokers with limited data on use of other tobacco
products. Yet, non-cigarette tobacco products appeal to youth and their use among
this population is rising. The updated 2012 National Youth Tobacco Survey (NYTS)
asks dependence and withdrawal questions and extends tobacco use to include
any tobacco product, such as cigars, smokeless tobacco and waterpipes. We will
present analyses from the 2012 NYTS, a nationally representative, U.S. schoolbased survey of about 20,000 middle and high school students. For the first time in
2012 the survey included four questions to assess potential indicators of nicotine

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Dustin Duncan, ScD, Alonzo Smythe Yerby
Postdoctoral Fellow, Harvard School of Public Health, 677 Huntington Avenue,
Kresge 7th Floor, Boston, MA 02115, United States, Phone: 301-502-9719, Email:
dduncan@hsph.harvard.edu
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960 school based sessions. Discussion: Capacity development of grassroots and
government stakeholders is crucial in TC in developing countries. Project STEPS
demonstrated that capitalizing on existing systemic capacities is absolute key to
ensure sustainability and possibly impact long term outcomes. At the system level,
all stakeholders - most importantly the Education department – were oriented in
TC. At the community level, teachers and youth peer leaders were empowered to
promote TC in their communities.
Funding: Bill and Melinda Gates Foudation.

A PROFILE OF WEEKDAY AND WEEKEND SMOKING PATTERNS AMONG
ADOLESCENT HEAVY SMOKERS
Steven A. Branstetter, Ph.D.*1, Melissa Mercincavage, M.S.1, Kimberly A. Horn,
Ed.D.2, and Geri A. Dino, Ph.D.3, 1The Pennsylvania State University; 2George
Washington University; 3West Virginia University
The number of cigarettes smoked per day (CPD) is an important indicator of
nicotine exposure, ability to quit and exposure to lung cancer and diseases. Social
constraints typically lead to teens smoking fewer CPD than adults. Data from the
2007-2010 NAHNES survey suggest teens smoked half as many CPD (M=7.5) as
adults (M=14.2). Additionally, youth smokers tend to vary their smoking patterns
from weekdays, when social constraints are higher (e.g., school), to weekends such
that adolescents smoke 50% more cigarettes on weekends than on weekdays.
However, adolescents seeking to quit smoking represent a population of highly
involved tobacco users who smoke nearly as many CPD as adults (M=14.5).
Within this heavy smoking population is a sub-set of heavy smokers who use more
than 90% of all youth smokers looking to quit (MCPD=25). These smokers tend
to be consistently heavy weekday and weekend smokers, and are consequently
likely at the highest risk of continued smoking disease risk. The present study
sought to examine the characteristics of this heavy smoking sub-population in an
effort to increase the understanding of these smokers which may help in early
identification and modified intervention strategies. The sample for the present
study was 8,855 adolescents (4,970 female) who participated in either the Not
On Tobacco (NOT) program or a Brief Intervention program between 1998 and
2008. On average, the sample smoked 11.8CPD on weekdays and 17.6 CPD on
weekends. Participants whose CPD total was in the 90th percentile were coded
as “heavy smokers.” On average the heavy smokers used 20 CPD on weekdays
and 30 CPD on weekends. Overall, males were more likely to be heavy smokers
on both weekdays and weekends, while females were more likely to be classified
as heavy smokers on weekends only. Analyses suggest that both weekend and
weekday heavy smokers were more likely to be older, to have started smoking
younger and have been smoking for longer, to be less confident in their ability to
quit and less motivated to quit. Results suggest that these heavy smokers are the
“worst of the worst” in terms of potential for dependence, cessation failure and
disease.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Urvashi Kaushik, MPH, Research Officer, Public
Health Foundation of India, B -54, Ground Floor Annex, New Delhi, 110017, India,
Phone: 8860748007, Email: urvashi.kaushik@phfi.org
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DEVELOPING EVIDENCE-BASED INITIATIVES FOR PARENTS TO REDUCE
SMOKING UPTAKE AMONG INDIGENOUS YOUTH: FROM THEORY TO
PRACTICE
Andrew Waa*1, Richard Edwards1, Heather Gifford2, Mere Wilson3, Rhiannon
Newcombe3, and Jane Zhang1, 1University of Otago; 2Whakauae Research
Services; 3NZ Health Promotion Agency
BACKGROUND: Smoking rates among Maori (the indigenous peoples of New
Zealand) are double those of non-Maori. Reducing smoking uptake among Maori
youth is a key means of addressing smoking disparities. The WAKA project was
undertaken to better understand parent-related determinants of smoking uptake
among Maori children and how they can be addressed. METHOD: The project
began in 2007 and has evolved over four phases. Phases 1 and 2 sought to
develop evidence based explanatory and change models for smoking uptake.
Phases 3 and 4 involved piloting, evaluating and applying key findings within
tobacco control initiatives. Information sources for the first two phases included
literature reviews, qualitative studies, analysis of survey data and stakeholder
meetings. The draft change model was critiqued through stakeholder interviews
and focus groups with parents. FINDINGS: Parental attitudes and behaviours
were found to have an ongoing influence on smoking susceptibility throughout
childhood regardless of parental smoking status. Ethnicity was not associated
with smoking uptake. However, greater exposure to common risk factors may be
a reason why Maori children are more likely to take up smoking. A key finding
of the project was the importance of addressing smoking specific parenting
behaviours (e.g., parental smoking) in the context of more general parenting
behaviours (e.g., communication) in order to create family environments that are
protective from smoking. Phase 3 pilot evaluation findings indicated the change
model had potential to reduce smoking uptake, however careful attention needed
to be paid to fidelity of implementation. Learnings from this project have been
used to develop resources to support parents to reduce smoking uptake among
their children, including use of social media for parents to share parenting tips.
CONCLUSION: There is very little evidence on the causes of smoking disparities
between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples. This project made an important
contribution to this evidence by identifying potential parent related causes for
smoking uptake and how they can be addressed.
Funding: Health Research Council of New Zealand, New Zealand Ministry of
Health, Whanganui District Health Board.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Melissa Mercincavage, MS, Graduate Assistant,
Penn State University, Biobehavioral Health, 219 Biobehavioral Health Building,
University Park, PA 16802, United States, Phone: 814-865-8442, Email:
mercincavage@psu.edu
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BUILDING CAPACITY ON YOUTH TOBACCO USE PREVENTION IN INDIA
Urvashi Kaushik*1, Radhika Shrivastav2, Monika Arora1,2, and K. Srinath Reddy1,2,
1
Public Health Foundation of India; 2Health Related Information Dissemination
Amongst Youth, India
Background: Tobacco control (TC) is a secondary priority in developing countries
because of (1) scant resources due to competing public health challenges, and
(2) lack of capacity for implementing tobacco control programs and policies.
Therefore, sustainable, non-resource intensive and inclusive capacity building
is vital to give legs to enforcement. This paper describes the capacity building
initiatives to administer a proven school based peer led youth tobacco prevention
curriculum under Project STEPS (Strengthening of Tobacco control Efforts in
India through Innovative Partnerships and Strategies) in two Indian states of
Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh (AP). Methods: A Training of Trainers approach
was adopted. To effectively engage all stakeholders, sustained advocacy with
Government Education and Health departments at state and district level was
undertaken. Two models, one with involvement of the teacher training government
organization (Gujarat Council for Education Research and Training, GCERT),
and second without (AP), were tested. Trainings cascade were organized with
national, state, district (only Gujarat) and school sessions. All trainings were hands
on, skill based, and underwent a post evaluation. Results: At national level, 25
State level government officials from Education and Health departments in from
AP and Gujarat were oriented to TC. At the state level training, 36 GCERT staff
and 30 project staff participated. The GCERT in turn trained 600 teachers ten
district level sessions. About 650 teachers will be trained in joint sessions with
the student peer leaders (PLs) in AP. Overall, about 6250 PLs will be trained in

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrew Waa, MPH, BSocSc, Lecturer / Research
Fellow, University of Otago, Public Health, PO Box 7343, Wellington, 6021, New
Zealand, Phone: 64 4 3855924, Fax: 64 4 3895319, Email: andrew.waa@otago.
ac.nz
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REASONS FOR NONDAILY SMOKING IN YOUNG ADULTS: SCALE
DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION
Carla J. Berg, Ph.D.*, Department of Behavioral Sciences and Health Education,
Emory University School of Public Health
Among US smokers, up to 33% smoke nondaily or smoke between 1 and 29
days out of every 30, with young adults being particularly affected by this pattern
of smoking. Developing a validated measure to assess reasons for smoking
among nondaily smokers in the young adult population is critical in the process
of intervention development and testing. However, traditional models of addiction
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and assessments of smoking motives were developed based on the daily or
more regular smoking pattern. Thus, the current study aimed to develop a scale
assessing reasons or triggers for nondaily smoking, and examine its reliability,
factor structure, and concurrent validity. We administered an online survey to
2,000 students at six Southeast colleges; 718 (35.9%) completed the survey.
Analyses focused on the 105 nondaily smokers. In addition to items created for
scale development, measures included sociodemographics, other measures of
motivation and confidence/self-efficacy, past smoking/quitting history, readiness
to quit, and other smoking-related factors. The 19-item Reasons for Nondaily
Smoking Scale (RNS) demonstrated an average score of 45.36 (SD=15.55) and
internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha=0.79). Factor analysis extracted four
factors, accounting for 57.4% of score variance: Social influences; Enhancing
buzzes and positive affect; Negative affect regulation; and Lack of concern of
addiction. The resulting subscales and items were in line with themes identified in
our formative research. The RNS is also appropriately framed within the Theory
of Planned Behavior, such that attitudes toward smoking and the utility of smoking
(e.g., to regulate affect or enhance physiological experiences), consideration
of the social norms related to smoking, and perceived behavioral control (e.g.,
volition, concern of addiction) were important and distinct factors associated with
nondaily smoking behavior. Given this emerging public health problem and the
lack of validated measures designed to assess factors associated with nondaily
smoking, this assessment may be critical in informing our intervention strategies
and potentially for predicting cessation among young adult nondaily smokers.
This work was supported by the National Cancer Institute (1K07CA13911401A1; PI: Berg) and the Georgia Cancer Coalition (PI: Berg).

SMOKING BEHAVIORS AMONG COLLEGE-AGE STUDENTS IN RABAT,
MOROCCO
Harris Sultan, M.S.*, Steven Schensul, Ph.D., and Cheryl Oncken, M.D., University
of Connecticut School of Medicine
Tobacco use is one of the most preventable causes of premature death. With
increasingly effective anti-tobacco programs in the Western world, rates of cigarette
use have declined. In the developing world, however, tobacco use remains highly
prevalent, with rates as high as 60% among males in certain countries. The
focus of this study is to identify the familial, social, knowledge and cultural factors
involved in tobacco consumption in Morocco, as a means of exploring the rise in
smoking prevalence in the developing world. This study was conducted on the
campus of Mohammed V University in Rabat, Morocco, where attending students
were surveyed on tobacco use and particular behaviors surrounding tobacco
use. The dependent variable in the study is the use of tobacco in the form of
cigarettes. Various independent variables were assessed to look for possible links
that may have an effect on tobacco use, including: smoking experience, peer
relationships, knowledge of health effects and cultural orientation. Interviews were
first performed with key informants, including tobacco shop owners and other nonstudent-adults who understand the smoking culture. 115 males were surveyed,
with a mean age of 23 ± 0.28 (mean ± S.E.), ranging from 17-33. Sixty-three
percent of subjects had at least one puff of a cigarette during the course of their
life, and 45% of subjects are ‘current smokers’—having smoked a cigarette in
the past 30 days, and therefore 55% were current non-smokers. We identified
differences in smokers and non-smokers with regards to smoking experience,
peer relationships, and cultural orientation. Stronger indicators of smoking, such
as cultural preferences (music preference [p<0.001], religious activity [p<0.001],
language preference [p=0.042]) and the influence of family (p<0.001) can impact
whether a student will decide to smoke, while knowledge of health effects seemed
to have minimal impact on the choice to smoke (p>0.05). As the anti-tobacco idea
continues to grow in Morocco, a few of these factors may be used for interventional
campaigning to help reduce smoking prevalence in the developing world.
This study was conducted while the first author was at Université Mohammed
V, Rabat, Morocco. Supported by University of Connecticut Summer Research
Fund.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Carla Berg, PhD, Assistant Professor, Emory
University, Department of Behavioral Sciences and Health Education, 1518 Clifton
Road NE, #524, Atlanta, GA 30322, United States, Phone: 404-558-5395, Email:
cjberg@emory.edu
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WHO IS STARTING SMOKING? AN INVESTIGATION OF UPTAKE AMONG
ALL AGES USING PROSPECTIVELY COLLECTED DATA
Richard Edwards*, Kristie Carter, and Jo Peace, University of Otago, Wellington

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Harris Sultan, University of Connecticut, 263
Farmington Avenue, Farmington, CT 06032, United States, Phone: 8604519739,
Email: hasultan@student.uchc.edu

Introduction: The industry argues that smking is an informed choice by adults.
Investigations of smoking initiation often focus on the experience of children
and youth, and demonstrate that this is where most initiation of smoking occurs.
However, prevalence data suggests substantial uptake of smoking also occurs
between 15-19 and 20-24 years. Identifying initiation rates is difficult using crosssectional prevalence data, particularly among older age groups which are subject
to cohort effects and where quitting and premature mortality reduce prevalence.
We are not aware of data which explores initiation by age prospectively. Methods:
The SoFIE-health longitudinal survey is a population based study from New
Zealand which included 15,095 subjects aged ≥ 15 years who responded in the
three years including the health module, 2004/5, 2006/7 and 2008/9. We calculated
the proportion of never smokers who became regular smokers (initiation), and the
proportion of current smokers who subsequently became ex-smokers (quitting)
by age at baseline. Results: Initiation between 2004/5 and 2008/9 was 14.2%
for 15-17 year olds, 7.0% for 18-19 years, 3.1% for 20-24 years, with low rates
0.5-1.4% for older age groups. Quitting rates over the same time period were
20.6-30.6% with no clear trend with age. Conclusions: Substantial initiation occurs
among young adults, but is rare after age 24. The rarity of smoking initiation among
mature adults provides further evidence that industry arguments that smoking is
an ‘informed choice’ are false.
Funding: Health Research Council of New Zealand.
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OVERESTIMATION OF THE SMOKING STATUS OF THEIR PEERS BY
COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL SMOKERS
M.D. Dautzenberg*1,3,4, N. Joron1, M. Noel2,3, M. Osman3, B. Dautzenberg1,2,3,5,
1
Paris Sans Tabac; 2Académie de Paris; 3Office Français de Prévention du
Tabagisme; 4GH Necker-Enfants Malades; 5UMPC, Paris, France
The majority of teenagers want to meet the social norm of their peers, but their
statuses in return influence their perception of this standard. Method: 2011 and
2012 PST surveys that measure annually by self-administered questionnaire
smoking status of teenagers of 2% of classes in Paris included a question about
the estimated number of smokers in the class. This rate was compared with the
actual rates of smoker (daily + occasional in this group. Results: Overall, there
are 28.0% of smokers in the population, whereas students consider it to 35.1%.
Non-smoking boys give almost exact estimate (28.4%), non-smoking girls a slight
overestimation (30.6%). Smokers give a strongest overestimation: 53.2% believe
smoking peers. Overall the smoker estimate is double the reality. Occasional
smokers and ex-smokers give an overestimate half of smokers. In the 12-15
years old schoolchildren, whereas smoking is 17.8% real, the estimates are lower
in non-smokers (16.8%) and overestimated more than 3 times daily smokers
(49.4%). In 16-19 years we observe a smaller overall overestimation (estimated
51.4% among non-smokers and 59.4% of smokers for actual consumption of
41.0%). Conclusion: if the non-smoking teens have a satisfactory estimate of
their peers smoking rate then smokers greatly overestimate the smoking rate.
The overestimation is higher among girls than among boys and among college

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Richard Edwards, MD, Head of Dept, University of
Otago, Public Health, Mein St, Wellington, 6023, New Zealand, Phone: 00 44 21
870708, Email: richard.edwards@otago.ac.nz
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students than among older students. It is important to establish the truth on the
social norm, in fact over 80% of these students are not daily smokers.
PST receive support of CPAM Paris and Rectorat Académie de Paris.

in their presence. The three data sets were merged, and analysis was restricted
to non-smokers (n=14,690) and included Chi-square statistics and multi-variable
adjusted logistic regression. Results: There was a significant increasing trend in
adolescents being permissive of SHS over time (p=0.019). Those permissive of
second-hand exposure (SHSe) were more likely to report exposure to SHS at home
than in other places. A greater proportion of never-experimenters as compared to
ever-experimenters of smoking were not permissive of someone smoking around
them (48.6% vs 26.9%, p<0.001). Those with a more negative attitude to smoking
were less likely to be permissive of exposure to SHS (OR=0.88; 95%CI=0.840.92). Those who reported that either parents smoke or that only mother smoke
were more permissive to SHSe than those who reported none of the parents
or only father smokes. Those owning an item with a cigarette brand logo were
more permissive of exposure to SHS (OR=1.45; 1.16-1.82). Conclusions: This
study’s findings highlight the need to protect younger non-smokers from exposure
to parental smoke by reducing adolescents’ positive attitudes towards smoking,
including preventing the promotion of tobacco products through distribution of
objects with cigarette brand logos.
This study was supported by the American Cancer Society (Grant A0U146).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bertrand Dautzenberg, MD, Professor, GH
Piité-Salpêtrière, Pneumology, 47 Bd Hopital, Paris, F75007, France, Phone:
+33613437048, Email: bdautz@gmail.com
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DIFFERENCES IN EXPOSURE TO SECOND-HAND SMOKE AMONG
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN JORDAN
Omar El Shahawy*1,2, Linda Haddad1, and Sukaina El Zayoud3, 1Virginia
Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA, USA; 2Ain Shams University, Cairo,
Egypt; 3Jordan University of Science and Technology, Amman, Jordan
Background and Methods: As the rate of tobacco consumption in Jordan
increases, Jordanian policy makers are urged to enforce their policies on
second-hand smoke (SHS) exposure. A survey was conducted among university
students at three public Jordanian universities. A total of 800 non-smoker students
between the age of 18 and 22 were included in the analysis. Two questionnaires
regarding SHS exposure were used to measure knowledge, attitudes, and
avoidance practices. Results: Students were highly exposed to SHS through their
daily life despite the overall high knowledge and positively correlated attitudes
( For example non-cumulative actual daily exposure was as follows home:
80%; college: 60%; restaurants and cafés; 73.3%). Further, the students in the
study were stratified by their household smoking policy to three groups: Group
1(Household with NON-smokers), Group 2 (household with smokers smoking
inside) and group 3 (Household with smokers smoking not permitted to smoke
inside). Using one-way ANOVA, avoidance behaviours were significantly different
across the three groups, F (2, 797) = 7.96, p = .0004. Tukey post-hoc comparisons
of the three groups indicated that Group 1 had highly significant higher avoidance
behaviour than Group3 p = .0002. Comparisons between Group2 and the other
two groups were not statistically significant at p < .05. However, when stratified by
gender, only girls had a significant finding in relation to their avoidance behaviour
between those in group 1 and group 3. Conclusion: Our result suggests that
there is a large discrepancy between SHS exposure and knowledge, attitudes
and avoidance behaviours among university students. This discrepancy is likely
influenced by different cultural factors. Concerning household indoor smoking
policy influence, it seems to have affected the overall SHS avoidance behaviour.
However, only girls’ avoidance behaviour appears to be influenced by having
smoking permitted in their homes which could be due to the gender inequality that
potentially restricts girls’ freedom at this age beyond family supervision.
Funding: Dean Award of Jordan University of Science and Technology.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joyce Jakavula, MPH, University of Pretoria,
Community Dentistry, Oral & Dental Hospital, Pretoria, Gauteng 0083, South
Africa, Phone: +27828529649, Fax: +27865116622, Email: joyce.jakavula@up.ac.
za
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PREVALENCE AND PATTERNS OF TOBACCO PRODUCT PROMOTIONS VIA
SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES AND TEXT MESSAGES AMONG YOUTH
Melissa J. Krauss, M.P.H.*, Patricia A. Cavazos-Rehg, Ph.D., Edward L.
Spitznagel, Ph.D., Richard A. Grucza, Ph.D., and Laura Jean Bierut, M.D.,
Washington University School of Medicine
Given recent stricter tobacco advertising regulations, different media may
increasingly play a role in marketing of tobacco products to youth. We aimed to
describe the prevalence and patterns of tobacco product ad exposure via social
networking sites and text messaging. We used the 2011 National Youth Tobacco
Survey, a nationally representative sample of U.S. youth in grades 6-12. The
analysis was restricted to youth < 18 years old (unweighted N=17,240). Youth
were asked whether they received promotions (ads/coupons) from tobacco
companies via social networking sites (Facebook and MySpace) or text message
in the last 30 days. Logistic regression models were used to assess whether
exposure to tobacco ads/coupons via these venues differed by sex, age, race,
and current cigarette or smokeless tobacco use, and whether exposure to the
promotions among non-users was associated with tobacco use beliefs. Overall,
11.2% of youth reported recently receiving promotions from tobacco companies
via social networking sites, and 4.3% via text message. In multivariable models,
younger age (≤11 years old OR 1.9, 95% CI 1.5-2.5; 12-13 years 1.9, 1.6-2.3;
14-15 years 1.6, 1.4-2.0, versus 16-17 year olds), African American (1.9, 1.5-2.2)
and Hispanic (1.5, 1.3-1.8) race, and current use of cigarettes (1.7, 1.4–2.2) or
smokeless tobacco (2.0, 1.5-2.7) were associated with receiving promotions
via social networking sites. Similar patterns were seen for receiving promotions
via text message. Among never-tobacco users, promotion exposure via social
network sites was associated with decreased belief that all tobacco products are
dangerous (social network 0.8, 0.7–0.9), increased belief that smoking makes
people look cool (social network 1.5, 1.1-2.1), and increased belief that they will
try a cigarette soon (2.2, 1.4–3.3). Tobacco companies are using social networking
and text messaging to target youth, and exposure is greater among minorities
and those who are younger. While promotions were more likely to be received
by current tobacco users, they also impacted social norms among non-users.
Tobacco advertising via these media outlets should be more closely monitored
and regulated.
This study was conducted while the first author was at the Washington
University School of Medicine. Supported by NIH K01 DA025733 (PCR), NIH R01
DA032843 (PCR), and NIH R01 DA031288 (RAG).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Omar El Shahawy, Virginia Commonwealth
University, Social and Behavioral Health, 3416 Grove Ave, Richmond, VA 23221,
United States, Phone: 8042188270, Email: elshahawyo@vcu.edu
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FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH BEING PERMISSIVE OF SECOND-HAND
SMOKE EXPOSURE AMONG SOUTH AFRICAN NON-SMOKING
ADOLESCENTS
Joyce L. Jakavula, M.P.H.*, and Olalekan A. Ayo-Yusuf, B.D.S., M.P.H., Ph.D.,
Department of Community Dentistry, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of
Pretoria
Introduction: Protecting the population from second-hand smoke exposure
(SHS) is a key tobacco control policy recommendation within the WHO FCTC,
yet little is known of factors associated with adolescent’s level of tolerance for
exposure to SHS. Objective: The objective of this study was to determine
the factors associated with being permissive of SHS exposure among South
African non-smoking adolescents. Methods: This cross-sectional study was a
secondary data analysis of three nationally representative samples of schoolgoing adolescents who participated in the 1999, 2002 and 2008 Global Youth
Tobacco Surveys. Data was collected through self-administered questionnaires
and included participants’ demographic characteristics, tobacco use behaviour
and exposure to second-hand smoke. Main outcome measure: ‘Permissive
attitude to second-hand smoke exposure,’ defined as allowing others to smoke

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Melissa Krauss, MPH, Washington University
School of Medicine, Psychiatry, 660 South Euclid Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63110,
United States, Phone: 314-362-9003, Email: kraussm@psychiatry.wustl.edu
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Olivia M. Maynard*, Ute Leonards, and Marcus R. Munafò

Kevin D. Everett, Ph.D.*, Jane A. McElroy, Ph.D., Jenna Jordan, M.P.H., and Bin
Ge, M.S., Uinversity of Missouri

VISUAL ATTENTION TO HEALTH WARNINGS ON PLAIN TOBACCO
PACKAGING IN ADOLESCENT SMOKERS AND NON-SMOKERS

AN EXAMINATION OF POLY-TOBACCO USE BY SEXUAL AND GENDER
MINORITIES (SGM)

Previous research in adults indicates that plain packaging increases visual
attention to health warnings in adult non-smokers and weekly smokers, but not
daily smokers. The present research extends this study to adolescents aged 14-19
years. A mixed-model experimental design was used, with smoking status as a
between subjects factor and package type (branded or plain package) and eye
gaze location (health warning or branding information) as within subjects factors.
Participants were recruited from three schools in Bristol, UK and comprised never
smokers (n = 26), experimenters (n = 34), weekly smokers (n = 13) and daily
smokers (n = 14). The number of eye movements to health warnings and branding
on plain and branded packs was measured. Analysis of variance revealed more
eye movements to health warnings than branding information on plain packages,
but an equal number of eye movements to both regions on branded packages [P =
0.002]. This was observed among experimenters [P < 0.001] and weekly smokers
[P = 0.047] but not among never smokers or daily smokers. These results partially
replicate the findings in adults, indicating that among light and non-established
adolescent smokers, plain packaging increases visual attention to health warnings
and away from branding. Perhaps indicative of their decision not to smoke,
adolescent never smokers attend the health warnings preferentially on both types
of packs. By contrast, daily smokers, even relatively early in their smoking careers,
seem to be resistant to the health warnings on the plain packages.
No funding.

Introduction: A recent proliferation of new tobacco products raises concerns
that individuals are consuming more than one form of tobacco product on a
regular basis. Poly-tobacco users have higher risk for health problems (e.g.,
myocardial infarction, problem drinking, obesity), a potential for higher nicotine
dependence and greater difficulty quitting, and increase likelihood of relapse
after a quit attempt. The SGM community is an underserved group with high
smoking rates and can be considered a population at risk for increased use of
other tobacco products. Purpose: To examine poly-tobacco use in a large sample
of predominantly SGM individuals. Methods: Volunteer participants attending
Pride Festivals in Missouri during the summer of 2012 completed a survey of
tobacco use (inclusive of cigarettes, smokeless tobacco, and other smoked
tobacco products), other health behaviors, and basic demographic information.
Cigarette smoking was classified as some days and daily smoking (very light, light,
moderate, and heavy). The analyses plan included calculation of simple statistics
and a regression model predicting poly-tobacco use. Results: The sample (N =
4636) consisted of 73% SGM and 27% heterosexual individuals. Rates of tobacco
use (smoking or smokeless) were 46.8% for SGM and 38.5% for heterosexuals
and poly-tobacco use of 13.1% and 11.3% respectively. Current cigarette smoking
was 41.0% and 31.5%; current smokeless tobacco use 3.3% and 2.7%; and other
smoking products 18.6% and 17.8%respectively for SGM and heterosexuals. Of
those smoking cigarettes: 37% of non-daily smokers and very light daily smokers
(<5 cigarettes per day) use other forms of tobacco compared to 30% of heavy
smokers (>1 pack per day). Predictors of poly-tobacco use are: younger age,
less than a college degree, rating health as fair or poor, alcohol use, and higher
stress ratings. Conclusions: Smoking and poly-tobacco use rates of this sample
are twice the national average. About 1/3 of smokers are using other forms of
tobacco, increasing health risks. An awareness of poly-tobacco use can improve
effectiveness of interventions to reduce tobacco use in the SGM community.
A grant from the Missouri Foundation for Health (11-0439-TRD-11).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Olivia Maynard, PhD Student, University of Bristol,
School of Experimental Psychology, 12a Priory Road, Bristol, BS15PP, United
Kingdom, Phone: 07743186549, Email: olivia.maynard@bris.ac.uk

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kevin Everett, PhD, Associate Professor,
University of Missouri, Family & Community Medicine, MA306 Medical Sciences
Building, Columbia, MO 65212, United States, Phone: 573-882-3508, Fax: 573884-6172, Email: everettk@health.missouri.edu
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COLLEGE “DUAL SMOKERS” (HOOKAH+CIGARETTES) VS. CIGARETTE
SMOKERS ONLY: COMPARISON OF 30-DAY CONTINUOUS ABSTINENCE
RATES
Erick M. Marigi*1, Xianghua Luo, Ph.D.2,3, Qi Wang, M.S.2,3, Jill Ronco, M.P.A.1,
Meredith Schreier, B.S.1, Katherine Lust, Ph.D., M.P.H.4, Maria Rudie, M.P.H.4,
Lawrence An, M.D.5, Jasjit S. Ahluwalia, M.D., M.S., M.P.H.1, and Janet Thomas,
Ph.D.1, 1University of Minnesota, Department of Medicine; 2University of Minnesota
Cancer Center; 3Division of Biostatistics, School of Public Health, University of
Minnesota; 4University of Minnesota Boynton Health Service; 5University of
Michigan, Center for Health Communications Research
Introduction: College represents a critical transition period for the use of tobacco.
Cigarette smoking prevalence among young adults in America is 34.2%. “Dual”
smoking (i.e., smoking both hookah and cigarettes during the same 30-day period) is
on the rise yet little is known about these high risk smokers. We examined baseline
characteristics and self-reported 30-day continuous abstinence rates among dual
smokers vs. cigarette-only smokers enrolled in a 30-day, college-based, quit and
win contest. Methods: Two and four-year college students (N = 658) enrolled in
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a “quit and win” tobacco cessation research study, completed questionnaires and
provided urine samples at both enrollment and at the completion of a 30-day contest.
Logistic regression (LR) analyses examined predictors of 30-day abstinence
between “dual” vs. cigarette only smokers after adjusting for significant baseline
covariates. Results: All participants smoked cigarettes on at least >10 occasions
in the prior month and 36.4% used hookah in that same time period (i.e., “dual”
smokers). Dual users (n=139) vs. cigarettes only (n=519) were significantly more
likely to be male, younger, and report more binge drinking and overall impulsivity.
Dual smokers were also more likely to smoke in response to smoking-related
cues and endorse more cigarette smoking quit attempts, but report less loss of
control over smoking or nicotine dependence. After controlling for covariates, LR
analyses identified a trend in abstinence outcome rates in that dual smokers were
23% less likely to report 30-day abstinence than cigarette only smokers (OR= .77,
95% CI=.51-1.16). Conclusion: Results suggest that college students who smoke
both hookah and cigarettes display multiple smoking-related risk factors including
binge drinking, impulsivity and cue-respondent smoking. Overall trend indicates that
dual smokers may be less likely to achieve tobacco abstinence following a 30-day
tobacco cessation program. Novel tobacco cessation methods may be needed to
successfully help dual smokers to obtain tobacco abstinence.
Funding for this pilot study provided by the National Heart Lung and Blood
Institute grant (R01 HL094183; Thomas, PI).

RISKY COMBINATIONS: THE PREVALENCE AND PREDICTORS OF
TOBACCO AND ALCOHOL USE WITHIN A HIGHLY SOCIOECONOMICALLY
DISADVANTAGED SAMPLE

Laura Twyman, B.Psyc.(Hons)*1, Billie Bonevski, Ph.D.1, Christine Paul, Ph.D.1,
Jamie Bryant, Ph.D.1, Robert West, Ph.D.2, Mohammad Siahpush, Ph.D.3, and
Catherine D’Este, Ph.D.1, 1University of Newcastle; 2University College London;
3
University of Nebraska Medical Center
Background: Tobacco use and excessive alcohol consumption are both major
modifiable risk factors for morbidity and mortality. High levels of tobacco and alcohol
use have been identified within disadvantaged populations, however little is known
about the prevalence of co-occurring tobacco and alcohol use in disadvantaged
groups. Given the associations between alcohol use, smoking maintenance and
relapse, an examination of the prevalence of these two risk behaviours have
important implications for the content of smoking cessation programs targeted at
disadvantaged groups. This study aimed to assess the prevalence and predictors of
concurrent tobacco smoking and risky alcohol use within a disadvantaged sample.
Possible predictors included sociodemographic factors (e.g., income, housing,
education) and psychological factors (depression, anxiety, resilience). Method:
A cross sectional survey using a touch screen computer of adult clients attending
a non-government social and community service organisation assessed smoking
status, alcohol use, sociodemographic and psychosocial variables. Univariate and
multivariate analyses were carried out in the form of logistic regressions. Results:
In total, 300 participants completed the survey (98% response rate). The mean age
of participants was 40 years (SD = 11), 55% were female and 13% were Indigenous
Australian. Participants experienced significant disadvantage, with 78% earning
AUD$400 or less per week and 68% having left school before the age of 16. 66% of
respondents reported to be daily smokers and 60% reported to drink at nationally
defined ‘risky’ levels. The prevalence of concurrent tobacco smoking and risky
alcohol use was high at 68%. Predictors of concurrent alcohol and tobacco use
will be discussed. Implications: High levels of concurrent tobacco and risky alcohol
use within this sample indicate that interventions that address alcohol use may
improve tobacco cessation amongst socioeconomically disadvantaged groups.
The impact of specific predictors of concurrent alcohol and tobacco use will be
discussed within the context of improving cessation programs within these groups.
This research has been funded by a grant from the National Health and Medical
Research Council (NHMRC) of Australia. Scholarship funding is provided to LT
from the University of Newcastle and the Cancer Institute NSW. Dr. Bonevski is
supported by a Cancer Institute NSW Career Development Fellowship.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Janet Thomas, PhD, Associate Professor,
University of Minnesota, Medicine, 717 Delaware St, SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414,
United States, Phone: 62-625-0414, Fax: 612-626-6782, Email: jthomas@umn.
edu
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SEX DIFFERENCES IN PSYCHOSOCIAL CORRELATES OF
POLYSUBSTANCE USE AMONG HETEROSEXUAL, HOMOSEXUAL, AND
BISEXUAL COLLEGE STUDENTS
Gillian L. Schauer, M.P.H,*1, Carla J. Berg, Ph.D.1, and Lawrence O. Bryant,
Ph.D., M.P.H.2, 1Department of Behavioral Sciences and Health Education, Emory
University School of Public Health, Atlanta, GA; 2Byrdine F. Lewis School of
Nursing and Health Professions, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA
College students identifying as Lesbian, Gay, or Bisexual (LGB) are at increased
risk for smoking and other substance use. While research has explored the use
of individual substances (e.g., tobacco, alcohol, illicit drugs) among LBG college
students, few studies have assessed correlates of concurrent or polysubstance
use, which increases the risk for substance use disorders. The current study
aimed to examine differences in substance use among male and female sexual
minorities and identify psychosocial factors related to concurrent substance use.
We administered a web-based survey assessing a variety of health behaviors,
psychosocial characteristics, attitudes, and demographics to students from six
colleges in the southeastern U.S. Of the 4,840 respondents, 2.9% of students
reported a homosexual identity (n=111), and 3.5% reported a bisexual identity
(n=135). Multivariable modeling was used to assess the relationship between
sexual identity and number of substances used, adjusting for demographic and
psychosocial factors. Bivariate results indicated that bisexual females were
significantly more likely than their homosexual or heterosexual counterparts to
report tobacco use (p<.0001), binge drinking (p<.05), and marijuana use (p<.0001)
in the past 30 days. No differences in substances used existed among males.
After adjusting for age and ethnicity, homosexually- and bisexually-identified
females were more likely to have increased polysubstance use than those
who identified as heterosexual females (p<.0001 and p<.0001, respectively).
Adding psychosocial factors to the model slightly decreased the magnitude and
significance of the association (p<.01 and p<.001, respectively), suggesting that a
number of psychosocial factors mediate the relationship between sexual identity
and substance use. Specifically, depressive symptoms, sensation seeking, and
satisfaction with life were some significant factors related to polysubstance use. In
conclusion, female sexual minorities are at high risk for substance use. Moreover,
targeting specific psychosocial factors might be helpful in our intervention efforts to
address use of tobacco, alcohol, and marijuana among this group.
This research was supported by the National Cancer Institute (1K07CA13911401A1; PI: Berg) and the Georgia Cancer Coalition (PI: Berg).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laura Twyman, PhD, University of Newcastle,
Room 5015 Level 5 McAuley Centre, Waratah, NSW 2298, Australia, Phone: 61 2
4033 5714, Email: Laura.Twyman@newcastle.edu.au
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EXAMINING THE CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OF SECONDHAND VAPOR
Steven B. Foster, Ph.D.*1, Ellen Meier, M.S.2, Elisha R. Oliver, M.S.1, Leslie M.
Quinalty, M.S.3, Maggie L. Warner, B.S.3, and Theodore L. Wagener, Ph.D.3,4,
1
University of Oklahoma; 2Oklahoma State University; 3University of Oklahoma
Health Sciences Center; 4Oklahoma Tobacco Research Center
Many municipalities, workplaces, and airlines are banning the use of e-cigarettes
(ECs) due to fear that the secondhand vapor (SHV) emitted from the user may
have dangerous chemical constituents that could negatively affect non-users.
Little is known about the chemical constituents of SHV as they are just now being
explored. With this in mind, we sought to examine the presence and the amount of
Nicotine, Glycerin, Diethylene Glycol, Ethylene Glycol and Propylene Glycol (PG)
in SHV and secondhand smoke (SHS). 20 smokers, naïve to ECs, were recruited
as part of a clinical laboratory trial; 18 completed four sampling sessions, each
separated by 1-hr, following a 12-hr abstinence from smoking. 3 popular brands
of ECs (bluCig, ProSmoke, SmokeTip) and participants’ own brand of cigarette
(OBC) were sampled in a counterbalanced fashion. After completing paper-andpencil measures and spirometry, participants vaped/smoked for 5 minutes. After 2
minutes of vaping/smoking, participants would inhale and then exhale the vapor/
smoke into a modified 1 L glass Erlenmeyer flask. After methanol extraction, the
liquid was analyzed by gas chromatography mass-spectrometry. Reported values
are the average of 18 participants and are based on integrated spectral areas,
concentrations which correspond to those generated by standard curves produced
from commercial standards of each compound. SHV from SmokeTip contained

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Gillian L. Schauer, MPH, Emory University,
Behavioral Sciences & Health Education, 1518 Clifton Road NE, Atlanta, GA
30322, United States, Phone: 206-819-9391, Email: gillian.schauer@emory.edu
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the highest level of PG, 17.03 micro-M. Despite advertisements that bluCig and
ProSmoke do not contain PG, SHV bluCig and ProSmoke contained 1.07 micro-M
and 6.61 micro-M, respectively. In OBC the PG levels were 1.40 micro-M. Nicotine
levels were highest in SHS (1.11 micro-M), while nicotine levels in SHV varied
based on EC product and strength. Of the ECs, nicotine was lowest in bluCig Light
SHV (0.10 micro-M) and highest in SmokeTip Full Flavor SHV (0.45 micro-M).
bluCig had the highest level of glycerin, 382.45 micro-M, with OBC the lowest
at 43.73 micro-M. Glycerin levels in ProSmoke and SmokeTip were 179.31 and
287.85 micro-M, respectively. No ethylene glycol or diethylene glycol was detected
in any of the SHV samples.
Funding: Oklahoma Tobacco Research Center Seed Grant.

been given to product choice and whether campus demographics are correlated
with perceived harm of different tobacco products. Methods: A self-administered
survey of college students at 7 N.C. campus health clinics was conducted as part
of a randomized, clinic-based trial to improve clinics’ use of the US PHS guidelines
(n=559, 69% response rate). There were 2 public traditionally black institutions (TBIs),
2 large, non-TBI public universities, and 3 medium-sized private colleges. Results:
23% of students reported any tobacco use in the past 30 days. Students from TBIs
were 1 &frac12; times more likely to report any tobacco use (32%) compared to
non-TBI public (20%) and private schools (20%) (p=.02). However, TBI students
consistently reported more accurate perceptions of harm associated with different
products. TBI students were more likely to use cigarillos (25%) compared to non-TBI
public (5%) or private schools (8.3%) (p<.001), yet these products were perceived
to be less harmful than cigarettes by private versus public non-TBI and TBI students
(20.1% private, 13.5% public non-TBI, 8.3% TBI) (p<.001). Prevalence of hookah
(6.3%-7.0%) and cigarette (9.2%-11.9%) use was similar across campuses (p=n.s.).
Hookah was perceived as less harmful than cigarettes by 36% of respondents
overall, with more accurate perceptions among TBI students (42% private, 40%
public non-TBI, and 20% TBI, p<.001). Bidi and kretek were rarely used, but occurred
almost exclusively at one private university (p<.001). Knowledge of harm associated
with use of these products was poor with ~50% of students indicating “don’t know.”
Conclusions: Campus demographics are related to students’ perceived harm of
tobacco products and product choice. However, perceived harm does not appear
to be associated with product choice. Comprehensive tobacco control programs
that extend beyond perceived harm should be tailored to the individual university’s
environment and product-specific use.
Research reported in this abstract was supported by the National Cancer
Institute of the National Institutes of Health under Award Number R21CA161664.
The content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily
represent the official views of the National Institutes of Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Theodore Wagener, PhD, Assistant Professor,
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States, Phone: 405-271-4407, Email: theodore-wagener@ouhsc.edu
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MORE THAN JUST AVERAGE: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF DATA
REDUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR THE CRESS SMOKING TOPOGRAPHY
DEVICE
Stefanie De Jesus*1, Agnes Hsin2, Guy Faulkner2, and Harry Prapavessis1,
1
Western University; 2University of Toronto
Characterizing smoking behaviour in an objective and ecologically valid manner
is integral to understanding the relationship between how tobacco products are
consumed and the associated health complications. Smoking topography provides
a representation of the physical attributes of this behaviour including puff volume,
velocity, and duration. A range of portable, computerized devices, such as the
CReSS Pocket (Borgwalt, KC. Inc., Virginia), have been developed to quantify
smoking topography. However, there is no clear guidance on smoking topography
data exclusion and reduction techniques. The objective of this study was to first,
systematically review the literature to identify reported data reduction techniques,
and second, apply common techniques to topography data collected using the
CReSS Pocket to explore the impact of different techniques on outcome measures.
A review was conducted using MEDLINE, PubMed, and Scopus. The search was
limited to studies published between 2001 and 2012, and keywords included
smoking topography, puffing topography, and CReSS. The search identified 23
studies using the CReSS device. Eleven and six of the 23 studies provided specific
data reduction and exclusion criteria, respectively. Four common data reduction
techniques emerged and were applied to the dataset (n = 193, Mage = 38.98,
FTND = 5.19, mean 17.23 cigarettes per day). Using repeated measures analysis
of variance, there were statistically significant differences amongst all techniques
for puff volume (F [1.5, 289.1] = 4.4, p < 0.05), peak flow (F [1.5, 290.3] = 5.7,
p < 0.05), puff duration (F [1.5, 285.8] = 4.1, p < 0.05), and interpuff interval (F
[2.0, 381.8] = 26.7, p < 0.05). The results of this review highlight inconsistency in
the literature regarding the disclosure of smoking topography data exclusion and
reduction techniques, and provide clear evidence that outcomes vary depending
on the technique used. Greater transparency is needed in reporting data reduction
techniques and consideration should be given by researchers to the potential
impact of methodological decisions on study findings.
Funding: Canadian Cancer Society, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit.
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HOOKAH USE BETWEEN CIGARETTE AND NON-CIGARETTE SMOKING
COLLEGE STUDENTS
D.R. Romero, K. Pulvers, C. Volpe, and J. Volden
Hookah (water-pipe) smoking is increasingly prevalent among the college
population and closely follows cigarette use ranging from 15 to 40% lifetime use.
Smoking hookah presents a substantial public health problem in that a single
smoking session is equivalent to smoking almost three packs of cigarettes.
Paradoxically, college students do not perceive this form of tobacco as safe and
less addictive. Poly tobacco use may commonly occur in the form of dual cigarette
and hookah smoking. However, research is limited in understanding patterns
of concurrent cigarette and hookah smoking, especially by sex and race. This
study aimed to identify the relationship between hookah and cigarette smoking
among college students and identify patterns of concurrent tobacco use by sex
and race. College students (n=490) aged 18-25 were recruited from a large
Southern California university. Cigarette smoking behavior, hookah smoking,
social and addictive attitudes toward smoking and demographics were measured
in a cross-sectional survey. Among the whole sample, 16% reported current
cigarette smoking and 21% reported hookah use. Of the hookah users, 23% were
current smokers, 20% were never smokers, and 57% were nonsmokers who had
tried cigarettes (tried nonsmokers). Tried nonsmokers were more likely to smoke
hookah than the other groups (χ2 = 37.00, N = 490, p = .00). Hookah smoking
prevalence was highest in Whites (39%), followed by Asians (24%) and Latinos
(22%), although no significant differences were found between groups. A majority
of hookah smokers were female (62%). Current smokers had significantly more
favorable social attitudes toward smoking (F (2, 69) = 43.08, p < .001) but were
less likely to recognize addictive aspects of smoking (F (2, 69) = 35.59, p < .001),
than both never tried and tried nonsmokers. Hookah smoking prevalence exceeds
cigarette smoking prevalence in a college population and a substantial number of
non-cigarette smokers are engaging in hookah smoking. These findings highlight

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stefanie De Jesus, BSc, MA, PhD(c), Western
University, School of Kinesiology, Exercise and Health Psychology Laboratory,
London, ON
N6A5B9, Canada, Phone: 519-661-2111 ext 81189, Email:
sdejesus@uwo.ca
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THE ASSOCIATION OF CAMPUS DEMOGRAPHICS WITH TOBACCO
PRODUCT CHOICE AND PERCEIVED HARM AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS
Kristie L. Foley, Ph.D.*1, Eun-Young Song, Ph.D.2, Robert S. McNamara, Ph.D.3,
John Spangler, M.D.2, Beth Reboussin, Ph.D.2, Jessica R. Pockey, M.P.H.2,
Caroline Kimes, B.S.2, and Erin L. Sutfin, Ph.D.2, 1Davidson College, Davidson,
NC; 2Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC; 3Virginia Tech Carilion
Research Institute, Blacksburg, VA
Background: College students use tobacco at rates similar to the general
adult population, while their intensity and patterns of use differ. Less attention has
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the need to address hookah smoking among non-cigarette smoking college
students across multiple racial groups, with particular attention to females.
No funding.

WATERPIPE TOBACCO SMOKING AMONG UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN
JORDAN

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Devan Romero, Dr.PH., Assistant Professor, Cal
State San Marcos, Kinesiology, 333 N. Twin Oaks Valley Rd, San Marcos, CA
92008, United States, Phone: 760-750-8259, Email: dromero@csusm.edu

Omar F. Khabour*1, Karem H. Alzoubi1, Mohammed Azab2, Brian A. Primack3, and
Thomas Eissenberg4, 1Jordan University of Science and Technology, Irbid, Jordan;
2
Hashemite University, Zarqa, Jordan; 3Department of Medicine, University
of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA; 4Department of Psychology
and Institute for Drug and Alcohol Studies, Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond, VA
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PHARMACOTHERAPY EFFECTS ON SMOKING CESSATION VARY WITH
GENETIC RISK (CYP2A6)

The purpose of this study was to investigate the prevalence and characteristics of
water pipe tobacco smoking among university students in Jordan. A questionnaire
was administered randomly to undergraduate students at four universities in
Jordan. The questionnaire assessed sociodemographic data and personal history
of waterpipe use. Of the 5941 participants, 56.6% were female. More than half
(55.8%) had ever smoked tobacco from a waterpipe, and use at least monthly was
reported by 37.4%. Past 30 days use is significantly associated with gender (59%
in males versus 16.8% in females, P < 0.01) and income (P < 0.05). In conclusion,
waterpipe tobacco smoking is highly prevalent among university students in
Jordan. Thus, educational interventions emphasizing the harm and addictiveness
of waterpipe tobacco smoking may be valuable in Jordan.
Funding: NIH.

Li-Shiun Chen, M.D., M.P.H., Sc.D.*1, A. Joseph Bloom, Ph.D.*1, Timothy B.
Baker, Ph.D.2, Maribel Martinez1, Megan Piper, Ph.D.2, Alison Goate, Ph.D.1, and
Laura Bierut, M.D.1, 1Department of Psychiatry, Washington University School
of Medicine, St. Louis, MO; 2Tobacco Research and Intervention, University of
Wisconsin, School of Medicine, Madison, WI
Objective: There is evidence that genetic variants in the nicotinic receptor genes
on chromosome 15 (CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4) and the Cytochrome P450
2A6 (CYP2A6) gene can influence smoking behaviors and cessation success.
This study examines the influence of these genetic variant variants on smoking
cessation success and response to cessation pharmacotherapy. Method: Survival
analyses were used to model the relationship between smoking cessation (relapse
likelihood over 90 days) and nicotine metabolism in subjects from a randomized
smoking cessation trial (N=1,073, European ancestry). We examined haplotypes
in CHRNA5, and derived metabolism estimates using haplotypes in CYP2A6.
Slower metabolism is defined as the lowest quartile of metabolic function. Results:
Individuals with faster CYP2A6 nicotine metabolic activity are more likely to
relapse than are individuals with slower metabolism when both are given placebo
(Wald=6.11, df=1, p=0.013). Further, pharmacotherapy condition (active vs.
placebo) interacts with CYP2A6 estimated nicotine metabolic function (Wald=7.15,
df=1, p=0.007): The number needed to treat (NNT) varies by genotype (3 for
smokers with faster metabolism vs. >1000 for smokers with slower metabolism).
This pharmacogenetic interaction is concentrated among those receiving nicotine
replacement therapy (NRT). The effect of NRT differs significantly with CYP2A6
metabolism status (Wald=4.84, df=1, p=0.028), while the effect of bupropion does
not (Wald=0.036, df=1, p=0.85). The genetic risks of CYP2A6 and the previously
reported genetic marker (CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4) on smoking cessation are
independent and additive. Conclusions: Individuals with faster nicotine metabolism
have an increased risk of cessation failure, and NRT is effective in faster, not
slower, metabolizers. The effect of bupropion is un-affected by CYP2A6, and can
benefit individuals with slower metabolism. The wide variation in NNT between
smokers with different genetic backgrounds may guide the development of a
personalized smoking cessation intervention based upon genotype.
This research was supported by NIH grants P01 CA089392 (LJB), P50
CA84724 (TBB), and K05CA139871 (TBB) from the National Cancer Institute,
P50 DA19706 (TBB), R01 DA026911 (NLS), K02 DA021237 (LJB), and K08
DA030398 (LSC) from the National Institute on Drug Abuse, U01 HG004422 (LJB)
from the National Human Genome Research Institute, sub-award KL2 RR024994
(LSC) from the National Center for Research Resources, and 5T32MH014677-33
from the National Institute of Mental Health (AJB). Genotyping services for the
UW-TTURC sample were provided by the Center for Inherited Disease Research
(CIDR). Funding support for CIDR was provided by NIH grant U01HG004438 and
NIH contract HHSN268200782096C to The Johns Hopkins University. Assistance
with genotype cleaning was provided by the Gene Environment Association
Studies (GENEVA) Coordinating Center (U01 HG004446).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Omar Khabour, PhD, Jordan University of Science
and Technology, P.O. Box 3030, Irbid, 22110, Jordan, Phone: 962796466309,
Email: khabour@just.edu.jo
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UNDERSTANDING THE BEHAVIORS AND ATTITUDES ASSOCIATED WITH
HOOKAH USE IN A COLLEGE POPULATION
T.E. Barnett*, T. Smith, and E.K. Soule
Introduction: Emerging tobacco products pose a threat to public health gains
in reducing tobacco use. Hookah smoking is one product that is showing gains in
popularity in the United States. Method: A survey study of a university campus was
conducted. Participants (N=1203) completed a computer-aided survey assessing
use of multiple tobacco products. Associated behaviors were measured for those
reporting hookah use. Additionally, attitudes of harm and addictiveness were
assessed for the entire sample, including non-tobacco users. Results: For those
that reported current hookah use, many (28.3%) owned their own hookah pipe
and 74% reported purchasing it from a tobacco shop. Over three fourths (76.1%)
reported smoking in hookah bars/cafes or restaurants; and nearly as many
(72%) also reported smoking in their friends’ homes. While current hookah users
(44.0%) reported hookah was less harmful than cigarettes, over one-fifth (22.8%)
of participants who reported never using any form of tobacco also reported
hookah as less harmful. Similarly, while 68% of current hookah users reported
it is less addictive than cigarettes, nearly one-fourth (23.7%) of never tobacco
users reported hookah as less addictive than cigarettes. Of the overall sample,
20.5% reported that cigarette smoking is somewhat or very acceptable among
their friends, while more than double (46.6%) reported that hookah smoking is
somewhat or very acceptable among their friends. Conclusion: While the research
continues to estimate the growing popularity of hookah among adolescents and
young adults, further research to understand the associated behaviors regarding
this tobacco use are warranted. Similarly, attitudes toward hookah by users and
non-users are pertinent in prevention and cessation efforts. More than one-fifth
of tobacco-naïve participants reported less harm and addictiveness in hookah,
leaving them vulnerable to situations where hookah is both accepted and available.
Funding by University of Florida Research Opportunity Fund.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Li-Shiun Chen, MD, MPH, ScD, Washington
University School of Medicine, Psychiatry, campus box 8134, 660 South Euclid
Ave, St. Louis, MO 63110, United States, Phone: 314 362 3932, Email: chenli@
psychiatry.wustl.edu

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Tracey Barnett, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of Florida, Behavioral Science and Community Health, PO Box 100175,
Gainesville, FL 32610, United States, Phone: 3522736086, Email: tebarnett@
phhp.ufl.edu
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of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views of the National
Institutes of Health.

POPULARITY OF HOOKAH LOUNGES AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS, SAN
DIEGO, CALIFORNIA: A WEB-BASED SURVEY

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Erin Sutfin, PhD, Assistant Professor, Wake Forest
School of Medicine, Medical Center Blvd, Winston-Salem, NC 27157, United
States, Phone: 336-713-5282, Email: esutfin@wakehealth.edu

Nada Kassem, Dr.P.H., R.N., MCHES*, Noura Kassem, M.P.H., Sheila Jackson,
M.P.H., Samuel Liles, M.P.H., Reem Daffa, Ph.D.(c), and Melbourne Hovell, Ph.D.,
San Diego State University
Introduction: Hookah lounges are venues that offer customers the opportunity
to smoke tobacco using hookahs (waterpipe). Hookah lounges are opening
near colleges in increasing numbers. A hookah smoker inhales charcoal-heated
tobacco smoke that passes through a partially-filled water container. The
purpose of this study was to investigate patterns of hookah lounge attendance
among undergraduate college students. Methods: A random sample of 10,000
undergraduate college students at a public university in San Diego, California,
were selected to receive an email invitation to participate in a web-based survey
on hookah use. A total of 1,367 consented to participate. Results: The mean age
was 22.3 years (SD=3.94). The majority were females (66.4%), White (45%)
followed by Hispanics (22.5%); and were aware of hookah (95%). More than
one-half (69%) were first aware of hookah lounges by friends and 14% by passing
near one. Of those who had ever tried hookah (71.8%), a total of 53.3% reported
current occasional hookah use. Of those who had ever visited a hookah lounge
(65.1%), a total of 45.4% visited a hookah lounge near college; 37.6% reported
usual time spent at a hookah lounge to be 91-120 minutes. Males were more
likely to have ever tried hookah (76%) than females (69.5%). Logistic regression
analysis showed that ever cigarette smokers and ever hookah smokers predicted
ever hookah lounge attendance among undergraduate college students. Gender,
ethnicity and age were not significant predictors. Conclusions: Policy makers and
health professionals need to address the proliferation of hookah lounges and the
spread of hookah use among college students.
This research was supported by funds provided to Dr. Kassem (PI) by the Flight
Attendant Medical Research Institute (FAMRI) Award # 052364.
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WHAT ARE THE DETERMINANTS OF THE ALARMING PREVALENCE OF
WATERPIPE SMOKING AMONG 6TH AND 7TH GRADERS IN LEBANON?
Rima Afifi*1, Rima Nakkash1, Ziyad Mahfoud2, Pascale Haddad2, and Dima
Bteddini1, 1Department of Health Promotion and Community Health, Faculty of
Health Sciences, American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon; 2Department of
Public Health, Weill Cornell Medical College, Doha, Qatar
Prevalence of waterpipe tobacco smoking is increasing worldwide. This rise
poses a serious health threat given the emerging evidence of toxicant content and
health effects of waterpipe tobacco smoking. Current waterpipe tobacco smoking
has been documented among university and high school students globally,
and among middle school students in the Eastern Mediterranean region. The
objective of this research is to expose the alarming prevalence of waterpipe use
rates among 6th and 7th graders, and begin to analyze possible determinants.
Methods: A self-reported survey was administered in 2011-2012 to a sample of
1616 students in 6th and 7th grade (mean age=12.3 years, SD=1.2) in randomly
selected schools representing all the Lebanese governorates. Results: Findings
revealed that 40.4% of students surveyed had ever tried the waterpipe, and 37.9%
were current smokers. Half of the students initiated waterpipe smoking at age
ten years or before (47.2%). Almost a third (29.3%) of those who smoked the
waterpipe were also cigarette smokers. Although males were more likely than
females to have ever smoked waterpipe, males and females were equally likely
to be current smokers. Ever and current waterpipe smoking in this young age
group was more likely if the parents as well as all/most of their friends smoked
cigarettes or waterpipe. Students were asked to respond to a variety of knowledge
and attitudes items. When combined into a scale, the knowledge items were not
predictive of current waterpipe smoking but the attitude items were associated with
current use. The more positive the attitude towards waterpipe smoking (such as ‘If
I smoke waterpipe I would: relax, have more friends, be more attractive), the more
likely a young person was to be a current smoker. Conclusion: The prevalence
rate of current waterpipe tobacco smoking among this very young age group is
alarming, and extends the evidence of the rising epidemic globally. Immediate
intervention is needed to curb and control use of the waterpipe and a focus on
changing attitudes is critical. In addition, research and practice to apply FCTC
policies to alternate tobacco types should be greatly augmented.
This research was supported by a grant from the Qatar National Research
Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nada Kassem, DrPH, Research Scientist, San
Diego State University Research Foundation, Center for Behavioral Epidemiology
and Community Health, 9245 Sky Park Court, Suite 230, San Diego, CA 92123,
United States, Phone: 619 370 7488, Email: nkassem@projects.sdsu.edu
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WHAT ARE YOUNG ADULTS SMOKING IN THEIR HOOKAHS?
Erin L. Sutfin, Ph.D.*, Eun-Young Song, Ph.D., Beth A. Reboussin, Ph.D., and
Mark Wolfson, Ph.D., Wake Forest School of Medicine
Background: Hookah smoking continues to be a popular form of tobacco use,
especially among college students. Although hookahs are commonly used to
smoke tobacco, other substances, including herbal shisha, marijuana and hashish
may also be used. To date, no studies have investigated the variety of substances
college students smoke using a hookah. Methods: In fall 2010, 3,447 students
(62% female, 83% White) from 8 colleges in N.C. completed an online survey (34%
response rate) as part of a randomized community trial to reduce high-risk drinking.
Results: 44% (N=1,509) of students reported ever smoking tobacco from a hookah.
Of those ever users, 90% reported smoking flavored tobacco in a hookah, 45%
marijuana, 37% herbal (non-tobacco) shisha, and 18% hashish. Latent class
analysis revealed two distinct classes. The most prevalent class (77%) primarily
smoked flavored tobacco, with minimal use of herbal shisha and marijuana and
virtually no use of hashish. The second class (23%) primarily smoked marijuana,
hashish and flavored tobacco with moderate use of herbal shisha. Logistic
regression analysis adjusting for clustering within-schools revealed that males
(AOR=1.59, p<.01), illicit drug users (AOR=3.41, p<.001), daily cigarette smokers
compared to never smokers (AOR=2.01, p<0.05) and those whose mothers had
higher levels of education (AOR=1.64, p<.05) were significantly more likely to be
in the second class compared to the first. Conclusions: Rates of lifetime use of
hookah were high in our sample of college students. While the majority of hookah
users smoke tobacco in hookahs, they also smoke other substances, notably
marijuana and herbal shisha. Prevention efforts need to recognize that students
are using hookahs to smoke a variety of substances. Additionally, campus policies
should consider banning the use of hookahs on campus properties, regardless of
what substances are smoked in them.
Research reported in this abstract was supported by National Institutes of
Health under Award Number R01AA14007. The content is solely the responsibility

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rima Afifi, American University of Beirut, PO Box
11-0236 Riad El Solh, Beirut, 1107 2020, Lebanon, Phone: 961-1-374374 x 4660,
Email: ra15@aub.edu.lb
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PERCEPTIONS OF SMOKERS ABOUT LOCATION-SPECIFIC COMMUNITY
NORMS REGARDING SMOKING
Deborah Hennrikus, Ph.D.1, Kelvin Choi, M.P.H., Ph.D.*1, Jean Forster, M.P.H.,
Ph.D.1, and Raymond Boyle, M.P.H., Ph.D.2, 1University of Minnesota; 2ClearWay
Minnesota
Objective: This study examined change in the perceptions of the social
unacceptability of smoking in seven locations in a representative cohort of
Minnesota smokers between 2008 and 2010. Method: The sample comprised
544 participants of the Minnesota Adult Tobacco Survey Cohort Study who
reported smoking at least one cigarette in the past 30 days on the 2008 interview
and who completed yearly follow-up interviews in 2009 and 2010. On each
occasion, participants were asked whether people in their community thought that
it was acceptable to smoke in each of seven locations that varied from private to
public. Demographic information and smoking status were also assessed. Latent
growth analysis was used to examine changes in location-specific norms over
time. Results: Most participants indicated that smoking was socially acceptable
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in two private places, homes and cars, and two public places, outside bars and
restaurants and in the street. There was less agreement about smoking in three
public areas: in parks, near building entrances, and in bars and restaurants.
Perceived acceptability changed significantly over time for only one location
(slope=-0.06, p<.01): whereas 40% of subjects thought that smoking was
acceptable in bars and restaurants in 2008, only 25% did so in 2010. Conclusions:
Smokers’ perceptions of the social acceptability of smoking differed greatly by
location. Consistent with findings of previous studies that bans are associated
with perceived unacceptability of smoking, smokers were more likely to believe
that smoking was unacceptable in locations that had been subject to considerable
recent action in Minnesota to restrict smoking: in bars and restaurants, in public
parks, and near building entrances. Researchers have noted a probable reciprocal
relationship between bans and community norms: bans increase the perceived
unacceptability of smoking, but some level of an anti-smoking norm might be
necessary before legislation can be enacted. Examination of location-specific
norms could provide guidance concerning where efforts to ban smoking might be
the most successful.
This study was funded by ClearWay Minnesota.

UNDERSTANDING SECONDHAND SMOKE LAWS IN HIGH-PREVALENCE
LMICS: EARLY FINDINGS FROM INDONESIA
M. Justin Byron, M.H.S., Ph.D.(c)*, Department of Health, Behavior & Society,
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
Laws to reduce exposure to secondhand smoke are now being attempted in
low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), such as Indonesia, where 67% of men
and 3% of women over age 15 smoke. In Indonesia, awareness about the harms
of smoking is mixed, with some public leaders making statements that nicotine is
not addictive or that certain cigarettes may be beneficial to health. In 2010, the city
of Bogor implemented the first comprehensive smoke-free law in the country. Two
years later, inspections show that compliance is high in venues such as hospitals
(98%) and child-care places (93%), but remains low in restaurants (56%). In
mid-2012, we investigated the reasons for low compliance by conducting 11 focus
groups (segregated by age (18-25, or 26+), gender, and smoking status) with a
total of 89 Bogor city residents. We used photo elicitation techniques to learn their
perspectives about where the law applies. Additionally, we conducted 42 individual
interviews with 38 public leaders (including city and national government, NGOs,
professional organizations, religious organizations, and media) and 17 restaurant
and shopping area managers. We also photographed venues and collected
samples of communication materials. The first review of the findings reveals
the following core challenges, which may be applicable to other LMICs: (1) The
vast majority of restaurants are outdoors or open-air, creating confusion about
where the smoke-free law applies; (2) There is some suspicion that smoke-free
laws may be efforts by high-income countries to impinge on local culture; (3)
Common sightings of city officials ignoring the law in their own offices causes
residents to doubt the seriousness of the law; (4) Enforcement is sporadic and
sparse and is complicated by a legal system that makes it difficult to give fines
for violations of local regulations; (5) The public education and communication
effort has been insufficiently broad because of limited funding; and (6) Cultural
gender roles and norms of politeness limit social enforcement of the law. We will
discuss recommendations to address these challenges, and implications for future
secondhand smoke policies in LMICs.
Funded by the Bloomberg Initiative to Reduce Tobacco Use through the Institute
for Global Tobacco Control, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Deborah Hennrikus, University of Minnesota, 1300
South Second Street, Suite 300, Minneapolis, MN 55454-1015, United States,
Phone: 612-626-8646, Email: hennr001@umn.edu
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KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES ABOUT A FORTHCOMING SMOKING BAN
AMONG SMOKERS IN PUBLIC HOUSING
Jessica A. Davine, M.S.W., M.P.H.1, E. Ivy Oyegun, M.P.H.1, Tegan C. Evans,
M.P.H.1, Alan C. Geller, M.P.H., R.N.2, Abdulkabir Adegoke, M.B.B.S.1, and Daniel
R. Brooks, D.Sc., M.P.H.*1, 1Boston University School of Public Health; 2Harvard
School of Public Health
In September 2012, the Boston Housing Authority (BHA) implemented a policy
that bans smoking in BHA owned properties, including residents’ apartments.
Boston is the largest city in the country with such a ban. Prior to implementation,
we examined knowledge and attitudes toward the smoke-free policy. Seventythree current smokers who were planning to quit smoking within 30 days, or
were thinking about quitting within 6 months, completed a survey on the policy
immediately following completion of a separate baseline questionnaire. The first
36 surveys were administered anonymously and could not be linked to other data.
Responses of the remaining 37 respondents were further analyzed using data
from baseline questionnaires. Surveys were completed 2 to 10 months prior to
implementation of the policy. 97% of respondents were aware of the policy, and
90% expected it to be implemented at their development. 64% of early (n=36) and
90% of late (n=37) respondents correctly agreed that the policy prohibited smoking
in either apartments or common indoor areas, while 49% and 73%, understood
that smoking was also prohibited outside building entrances. Certain elements of
the policy were widely misunderstood. 43% of early and 54% of late respondents
mistakenly stated that no smoking was allowed anywhere on the grounds, and 37%
and 24%, respectively, incorrectly believed that the policy required all smokers
to quit. 58% of respondents said that quitting smoking had been very much or
somewhat influenced by the impending policy, and a similar percentage (63%)
thought the policy was a good idea, with little change across time in either measure.
However, 25% of those interviewed believed the ban violated their rights. Support
was highest among Hispanics (82%) and lowest among Black (33%) respondents
and was also higher among smokers with children in their household. Resident
understanding of the policy appeared to improve closer to implementation,
although important areas of misunderstanding remained. As many municipalities
across the country move towards considering similar smoke-free policies, lessons
learned in Boston provide an important framework for future public health efforts.
Funded by NIH grants #1R01CA141587 and #3R01CA141587.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: M. Justin Byron, MHS, PhD(c), Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health, Health, Behavior & Society, 614 North
Broadway, Baltimore, MD 21205, United States, Phone: 301-728-8704, Email:
mbyron@jhsph.edu
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CAN SMOKE-FREE LEGISLATION BE AN OPPORTUNITY TO REDUCE
SECOND-HAND SMOKE EXPOSURE AND INCREASE PRACTICE OF
SMOKING HYGIENE AT HOME? THE CASE IN HONG KONG
Yee Tak Derek Cheung, Sophia S.C. Chan, Doris Y.P. Leung, Yim Wah Mak, Si Lee
Leung, Gabriel M. Leung, and Tai Hing Lam
Background: Smoke-free legislation is effective in reducing second-hand smoke
(SHS) exposure among non-smokers, but there are no consistent findings on
whether such legislation resulted in an increase in the SHS exposure of children
with smoking parent(s) at home. The effect on spousal action to sustain smoking
hygiene has not been studied. Method: Cross-sectional surveys were conducted
before (2005-2006) and after (2007) the implementation of new legislation in Hong
Kong. 323 and 742 families in pre- and post-legislation respectively with a smoking
father were recruited from Maternal and Child Health Centres and Student Health
Service Centres. The outcome measures included fathers’ smoking habit, SHS
exposure among children at home, hair cotinine level of children, mothers’
action to protect children from SHS, and their support to fathers to quit. Logistic
regression and multiple linear regression models were used to assess the effect
of legislation on the changes of the outcome measures. Wilcoxon signed rank test
was used to test the change in nicotine level in hair. Results: Proportion of fathers
smoking near children reduced from 83% to 14.6% after legislation (p<0.01). The
children’s exposure to SHS at home reported by mothers significantly reduced
from 87.2% to 29.3% (p<0.01). The hair nicotine level of children was significantly
lower after legislation. Proportion of mothers who took their children away from
smoke increased from 6.3% to 92.2% (p<0.01). Among those mothers who
advised fathers to quit (65% of all mothers), the proportion of advise over 3 times
in the past month increased from 8.3% to 33.8%(p<0.01). No significant change

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Daniel Brooks, DSc, MPH, Associate Professor,
Boston University School of Public Health, Epidemiology, 715 Albany Street,
Boston, MA 02118, United States, Phone: (617) 638-6725, Email: danbrook@
bu.edu
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after legislation was found in the content of smoking cessation advice, and in the
proportion of mothers who took specific action (23.1% vs 26.7%) and gave support
(28.2% vs 31.9%) to fathers to quit. Conclusion: Our finding supported that SHS
exposure at home among children reduced after the legislation. Legislation did not
lead to increase in mother’s tangible support to fathers to quit. Adequate support
to cessation services and specific intervention for families with smokers should be
expanded with smoke-free legislation.
The funding source for this study is the Food and Health Bureau, Hong Kong
SAR government (Ref: SHS-T02).

tobacco smoking in public places are intended to reduce exposure to secondhand
smoke; additionally, these policies may promote a smoke-free norm and there
have been associations between smoke-free policies and reduced smoking
prevalence. Given the public health burden of smoking, and specific concerns
for women who may become pregnant and for their offspring, our objective
was to assess the impact of smoke-free policies on smoking cessation among
low-income women prior to pregnancy. Methods: We estimated the odds of
pre-pregnancy smoking among low-income women in Ohio between 2002 and
2009 using data from annual repeated cross-sectional samples of 485,913 women
participating in the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants,
and Children (WIC). A logistic spline regression was applied fitting a knot at the
point of enforcement of the Ohio Smoke-free Workplace Act (May 2007) to evaluate
whether implementation of this policy was associated with changes in the odds of
smoking. Results: After adjusting for individual- and environmental-level factors,
implementation of the Ohio Smoke-free Workplace Act was associated with a
small, but statistically significant reduction in the odds of pre-pregnancy smoking
in WIC participants (OR=0.98, 95% CI: 0.98-0.99). For every 6 months after policy
enforcement, the odds of pre-pregnancy smoking among a sample of low-income
women decreases by 11% after accounting for ethnicity, socioeconomic factors,
age, parity, region of the state, and cigarette taxes. Conclusions: Comprehensive
smoke-free policies prohibiting smoking in public places and workplaces may be
associated with modest reductions in odds of smoking among low-income women.
This type of policy or environmental change strategy may promote a tobacco-free
norm among an important population at risk for smoking.
This study was supported in part by the Health Resources and Services
Administration, Maternal and Child Health Bureau’s Graduate Student Internship
Program.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Yee Tak Derek Cheung, The University of Hong
Kong, School of Public Health, Hong Kong, Phone: +852 28192652, Email:
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ON THE BORDER: ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF A STATEWIDE CLEAN
INDOOR AIR POLICY ON RESTAURANTS AND BARS IN BORDER AND
NON-BORDER COUNTIES
Nancy E. Hood, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, and Elizabeth G. Klein, Ph.D., M.P.H.*2, 1Youth and
Social Issues Program, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; 2Health Behavior &
Health Promotion, The Ohio State University College of Public Health, Columbus,
OH
Introduction: Numerous studies have confirmed clean indoor air (CIA) policies
do not have negative economic impacts on the hospitality sector. However, fewer
studies have examined sub-state regions, such as border areas near jurisdictions
without CIA policies. Ohio implemented a statewide CIA policy in May 2007 and
was surrounded by states without such policies until mid-2010. The current study
evaluated the impact of Ohio’s policy on taxable restaurant and bar sales for border
and non-border counties. Methods: An interrupted time series analysis was used,
which also accounted for seasonality, unemployment rates, and general trends in
the hospitality sector. The primary outcome was the ratio of monthly taxable sales
in full-service restaurants and bars (evaluated separately) to total hospitality sales.
Data were available from four years prior to policy implementation to three years
post-policy. Counties that bordered non-Ohio counties with 100% countywide
smoke-free policies (n=5) were considered to be non-border counties. Border
(n=21) and non-border (n=67) counties were evaluated separately. Results:
There were non-significant increases in outcome ratios for restaurants (p=0.51)
and bars (p=0.71) in the state. Similarly, there were non-significant increases for
restaurants in border (p=0.99) and non-border (p=0.74) counties. There were nonsignificant decreases for bars in both border (p=0.09) and non-border (p=0.73)
counties. Conclusions: This study found that a statewide CIA policy in Ohio
did not have significant effects on sales in restaurants or bars along the state
border areas. Results are also likely to be important for other states considering
establishing new policies or enhancing or defending existing ones, especially
since CIA policies provide protection from exposure to secondhand smoke for
workers and the general public.
Funding for this project was provided by the Ohio Department of Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Elizabeth Klein, PhD, MPH, Assistant Professor,
Ohio State University College of Public Health, Health Behavior & Health
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ATTITUDES TOWARD TOBACCO-FREE CAMPUS POLICIES IN A
U.S./MéXICO BORDER UNIVERSITY
José A. Cabriales*1, Nora Hernandez1, Giselle Sanchez2, Mitzel Aveytia1, Jon
Law3, and Theodore V. Cooper1, 1University of Texas at El Paso; 2Citrus Health
Network; 3Paso del Norte Health Foundation
Tobacco–free campus policies have recently increased in the U.S.; studies
have indicated their impact in promoting tobacco use reduction. This study
assessed potential predictors of attitudes and beliefs toward tobacco-free campus
policies at a U.S./México border university. Students, faculty, and staff (N=3002;
Mage=30.4, SD=12.86; 60% female; 63.1% Hispanic) completed an online
consent form and a survey that assessed tobacco use history/perceived health
risks, attitudes toward tobacco-free campus policies (TFC), and problematic
campus tobacco use. Linear regressions assessed predictors of perceived
tobacco use health risks (M=1.66, SD=.61) (model 1), attitudes toward TFC
(M=1.77, SD=.79) (model 2), and problematic campus tobacco use (M=2.52,
SD=.92) (model 3). Overall, participants reported positive attitudes toward TFC.
Significant predictors for model 1 F(13, 481)=4.01 p < .001 (“There is no safe
level of exposure to secondhand smoke”; higher numbers indicate less perceived
risk) were gender B=-.18, ethnicity (whites B=.19, Asian Americans B=-.56), daily
smoking for 6 months B=.22, and the ability to identify current policy B=.21 (all p’s
< .05). Significant model 2 predictors F(13, 456)=6.5 p < .001 (“Colleges should
regulate tobacco use on campus”; higher numbers indicate less agreement) were
gender B=-.24, ethnicity (whites B=.25, Asian Americans B=-.63), current smoking
B=.39, daily smoking for 6 months B=.25, and the ability to identify current policy
B=.21 (all p’s < .05). White ethnicity B=-.30, and current smoking B=-.22 (all p’s
< .05) were significant model 3 predictors F(13, 447)=3.41 p < .001 (“assess the
extent of smoking at the following locations: dormitories”; higher numbers indicate
more problems). Results indicated that females, white individuals, current tobacco
users, and past daily smokers had more positive attitudes toward smoking, less
positive attitudes toward TFC, and perceived less problematic campus tobacco

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Elizabeth Klein, PhD, MPH, Assistant Professor,
Ohio State University College of Public Health, Health Behavior & Health
Promotion, 1841 Neil Avenue, Columbus, OH 43210, United States, Phone: 614292-5424, Fax: 614-688-3533, Email: eklein@cph.osu.edu
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REDUCTIONS IN PRE-PREGNANCY SMOKING AMONG LOW-INCOME
MOTHERS FOLLOWING OHIO’S COMPREHENSIVE CLEAN INDOOR AIR
POLICY
Elizabeth G. Klein, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1, Sherry T. Liu, M.P.H.1, and Elizabeth J. Conrey,
Ph.D., R.D.2,3, 1Division of Health Behavior and Health Promotion, The Ohio State
University College of Public Health, Columbus, OH; 2State Epidemiology Office,
Ohio Department of Health, Columbus, OH; 3Division of Reproductive Health,
National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA
Objectives: Lower income women are at higher risk for prenatal smoking, are
less likely to spontaneously quit smoking during pregnancy, and have higher
prenatal relapse rates than women in higher income groups. Policies prohibiting
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use. Thus, it is important to address misconceptions about the dangers of
secondhand smoke and disseminate the benefits of tobacco-free campus policies.
This project was funded by A Smoke Free Paso del Norte Grant No. 26-8113-63.

post-ban compared to pre-implementation, with support increasing more amongst
those reporting mental ill health or medication use (e.g., from 66% to 84% in those
taking medications, and from 71% to 77% in those not). Similarly, in all groups of
respondents fewer interviewed post-ban reported wanting to quit because of the
legislation than those expressing a desire to do so pre-implementation, e.g., 26%
of medication users interviewed pre-ban reported wanting to quit because of the
ban, compared to just 5% post-ban (p=0.010). Approximately 50% of respondents
without an indicator of mental ill health reported pre-ban that the legislation would
make them reduce their daily cigarette consumption, decreasing significantly
to 40% of those interviewed post-ban (p<0.001). Reductions of a similar
magnitude were observed in those reporting mental ill health and medication use.
Conclusions: There is some evidence of a disparity in translating good intentions
pre-legislation about quitting or reducing consumption into behavioural change
post-legislation, despite high levels of agreement with the ban. These patterns
are similar regardless of mental health status, suggesting no differential impact
of smokefree legislation and no subsequent widening or narrowing of smokingrelated health inequalities.
Funding: Both authors are members of The UK Centre for Tobacco Control
Studies, a UKCRC Public Health Research Centre of Excellence. Funding from
British Heart Foundation, Cancer Research UK, Economic and Social Research
Council, Medical Research Council, and the National Institute for Health Research,
under the auspices of the UK Clinical Research Collaboration, is gratefully
acknowledged.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Theodore Cooper, Ph.D., Associate Professor,
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HAZARDOUS AIR QUALITY LEVELS FOUND INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
TORONTO WATERPIPE CAFES
Bo Zhang, M.P.H., Farzana Haji, M.Sc., Pamela Kaufman, Ph.D., Sarah Muir,
M.P.H., and Roberta Ferrence, Ph.D.*, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit, Dalla
Lana School of Public Health, University of Toronto, Canada
Flavoured herbal and tobacco waterpipe smoking has increased exponentially
in recent decades, particularly among youth and young adults. Although tobacco
smoking is banned in most indoor public places, waterpipe smoking has been
exempt in jurisdictions where only tobacco smoke is specified. We present findings
from the first study to use multiple methods and markers to assess both waterpipe
exposure and environmental and patron characteristics. This presentation
focuses on air quality data collected from five waterpipe cafes (three with patios)
in Toronto Canada, August-September 2012.Real-time measurements of fine
particulate matter (PM2.5) using TSI AM510 SidePak and carbon monoxide (CO)
using TSI Q-Trak (model 7575), were collected in 2-hour sessions. Breath CO and
carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) of nonsmoking data collectors were measured using
a piCO+ monitor before and during each measurement session. Observations of
occupant behavior, environmental changes and venue characteristics were also
recorded. On average, there were 23.4 patrons and 5.9 burning waterpipes inside
each waterpipe cafe, and 17.6 patrons and 4.1 burning waterpipes on each patio
during the 2-hour measurement session. The highest time-weighted median levels
of air quality measures were observed for indoor waterpipe cafes (PM2.5=1618 µg/
m3 and CO=19.5 ppm), lower levels for patios (PM2.5=59 µg/m3 and CO=0.5 ppm),
and lowest levels for background (PM2.5=25 µg/m3 and CO=0 ppm). Levels of
PM2.5 and CO inside waterpipe cafes increased with number of burning waterpipes:
median PM2.5=39, 149, and 1238 µg/m3 and CO=0.6, 4.5, and 18.2 ppm for 0,
1-4, and ≥5 burning waterpipes, respectively. Mean breath CO increased from 1.8
ppm before entry to 20.3 ppm after exposure, and mean COHb levels increased
from 0.9% to 3.9%.Small particle levels inside and outside waterpipe cafes exceed
“poor” air quality levels (PM2.5≥ 46µg/m3). Breath CO and COHb levels among
nonsmoking data collectors after 2-hr exposure were equivalent to those found in
moderate to heavy smokers. Our study supports eliminating waterpipe smoking
inside and on patios of hospitality venues to protect wait staff and patrons.
Funding: Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-term Care and the Ontario
Tobacco Research Unit.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lisa Szatkowski, PhD, Lecturer in Medical
Statistics, UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies and University of Nottingham,
Division of Epidemiology and Public Health, Clinical Sciences Building,
Nottingham, NG5 9PX, United Kingdom, Phone: +44 115 8231391, Email: lisa.
szatkowski@nottingham.ac.uk
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100% SMOKE-FREE LAW: THE BRAZILIAN EVOLUTION
Felipe Lacerda Mendes*, Cristina de Abreu Perez, and Tânia Maria Cavalcante,
National Committee for FCTC Implementation
According the World Health Organization the second-hand tobacco smoke kills
600.000 people each year and there is no safe level of exposure to second-hand
tobacco smoke. The purpose of this paper is to describe the smoke-free law
implementation in Brazil. Since 1996, there is a federal law that prohibits smoking
in public places. However, this law is outdated under the Framework Convention
on Tobacco Control (FCTC), as it allows smoking in “isolated and ventilated
areas” in indoor public areas. Progress is being made since that in specifics
municipalities, but we have found many barriers in a range of variety of areas
to implement a comprehensive law attending the FCTC guideline. Studies have
shown that there is strong compliance with the smoke-free law, anyway until these
days we face difficulties to regulate the last Federal Law prohibiting smoking in
enclosed places nationwide, ending with all designated smoking rooms in public
places. This description will enable us to present the challenges faced in our
country, which will possibly be faced by other countries that intend to implement
similar legislation considering that the tobacco industry strategies are the same to
for delaying or blocking the tobacco control in all countries.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bo Zhang, MPH, PhD(c), Research Officer,
University of Toronto, Dalla Lana School of Public Health, 33 Russell Street,
Toronto, ON M5S 2S1, Canada, Phone: 416-535-8501 ext. 4223, Fax: 416-5956068, Email: bo.zhang@camh.ca
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Felipe Lacerda Mendes, National Cancer Institute,
Executive Secretariat of the National Committee for FCTC Implementation, Rua
do Resende, 128 / 303 Centro, Rio de Janeiro 20231-092, Brazil, Phone: 55-2132074520, Email: fmendes@inca.gov.br

DO ATTITUDES AND RESPONSES TO SMOKEFREE LEGISLATION VARY
ACCORDING TO MENTAL HEALTH STATUS?
Lisa Szatkowski, Ph.D.*1,2, and Ann McNeill, Ph.D.1,3, 1UK Centre for Tobacco
Control Studies; 2University of Nottingham, UK; 3King’s College London, UK
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Background: Tobacco control policies introduced over the last decade have
generally not been targeted specifically at population subgroups in whom smoking
prevalence remains stubbornly high, such as those with mental ill health. This study
investigates attitudes towards national comprehensive smokefree legislation in
England (introduced on 1st July 2007) and reported impacts on smoking behaviour
in this group. Methods: Data from the 2007 Health Survey for England were used
to identify respondents self-reporting a longstanding mental illness or currently
taking psychoactive medication. Smokers were asked a number of questions to
quantify their attitudes to the smoking ban, and chi squared tests used to compare
responses in those surveyed before and after legislation enactment. Results: In all
respondents there was a significant increase in reported support for the legislation

MAKING EVIDENCE COUNTRY SPECIFIC: LESSONS FROM NATIONAL
TOBACCO CONTROL PROGRAM (NTCP) TOBACCO DEPENDENCE
TREATMENT GUIDELINES IN INDIA
Pratap Kumar Jena*1 and Sagarika Das2, 1Public Health Foundation of India;
2
Central Institute of Psychiatry, India
Introduction: Tobacco cessation with nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) is a
new approach in India. As an over the counter product it has implication for access
to tobacco cessation service. However its prescription requires customization. NRT
use has been advocated under National Tobacco Control Program (NTCP) and a
94
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national tobacco dependence treatment guideline has been developed in 2011.
This study examined scientific validity and country specificity of NRT provision
as per the national guideline. Method: Review of exiting literature, international
guidelines, and drug manufacturer’s information was done to examine scientific
validity and country specificity of NRT treatment as per NTCP guidelines. Result:
Scientific information on NRT in the NTCP guideline has been adapted from
other developed nation’s guidelines for smoking cessation. When compared with
international standards and manufacturer’s drug information, the discrepancies in
dose and duration of treatment were observed. Also the NRT dose and duration
for smokeless tobacco users has not been quantified. However recommendation
for use of NRT in smokeless tobacco cessation and use of Fagerstrom test for
nicotine dependence without any validation in India are cause of concern. Further,
the NRT prescription has concentrated more on cigarette or bidi but not on
smokeless tobacco products which is more prevalent in India. Pharmacovigilance
aspect of NRT is also not covered in the guideline. Conclusion: There are issues
in adapting international standards and making it country specific. The authors of
training materials for new public health program like NTCP need to examine the
other international standards before adapting. Standardizing national guidelines
with validation of adapted scientific information from the appropriate professional
bodies in the country and pilot testing the guideline with the involvement of key
stakeholders are need of the time.
No funding.

ENHANCING TOBACCO QUITLINE EFFECTIVENESS: IDENTIFYING A
SUPERIOR PHARMACOTHERAPY ADJUVANT

Stevens S. Smith, Ph.D.*1,2, Paula A. Keller, M.P.H.3, Kate H. Kobinsky, M.P.H.2,
Timothy B. Baker, Ph.D.1,2, David L. Fraser, M.S.2, Terry Bush, Ph.D.4, Brooke
Magnusson, M.A.4, Susan M. Zbikowski, Ph.D.4, Timothy A. McAfee, M.D.,
M.P.H.5, and Michael C. Fiore, M.D., M.P.H., M.B.A.1,2, 1University of Wisconsin
School of Medicine and Public Health; 2UW Center for Tobacco Research and
Intervention; 3ClearWay Minnesota; 4Alere Wellbeing; 5Office on Smoking and
Health, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Telephone tobacco quitlines are effective and widely used, with more than
500,000 U.S. callers in 2010. This study investigated the clinical- and costeffectiveness of three different quitline enhancements: combination nicotine
replacement therapy (NRT), longer duration of NRT, and counseling to increase
NRT adherence. A total of 987 quitline callers were randomized to a combination
of quitline treatments in a 2X2X2 full factorial design: NRT duration (2 vs. 6 weeks),
NRT type (nicotine patch only vs. patch plus nicotine gum), and standard 4-call
counseling (SC) vs. SC plus medication adherence counseling (MAC). The primary
outcome was 7-day point-prevalence abstinence (PPA) at 6 months post-quit in
intention-to-treat (ITT) analyses. Combination NRT for 6 weeks yielded the highest
6-month PPA rate (51.6%) compared to 2 weeks of nicotine patch (38.4%), odds
ratios [OR] = 1.71 (95% confidence interval [CI]:1.20-2.45). A similar result was
found for 2 weeks of combination NRT (48.2%), OR=1.49(95%CI:1.04-2.14), but
not for 6 weeks of nicotine patch alone (46.2%), OR=1.38 (95%CI:0.96-1.97).
The MAC intervention effect was non-significant. Cost analyses showed that the
2-week combination NRT group had the lowest cost-per-quit ($442 vs. $464 for
2-week patch only, $505 for 6-week patch only, and $675 for 6-week combination
NRT). The effects of gender, race, and smoking heaviness were examined in
secondary analyses. For gender and race, there were no significant moderator-bytreatment interactions. For smoking heaviness, there was a significant moderatorby-treatment interaction such that lighter smokers in the group receiving 2 weeks
of combination NRT had a higher 7-day PPA rate at 6 months (57.4% vs. 34.9%
for 2 weeks of patch only) than heavier smokers (42.4% vs. 40.3% for 2 weeks of
patch only), interaction p=.030. In summary, combination NRT for 2 or 6 weeks
increased 6-month abstinence rates by 10% and 13%, respectively, over rates
produced by 2-weeks of nicotine patch when offered with quitline counseling. A
10% improvement would potentially yield an additional 50,000 quitters annually,
assuming 500,000 callers to U.S. quitlines per year.
National Cancer Institute (NCI) grant 1RC1CA144382 to Dr. Smith; Dr. Baker
was supported by NCI grant K05CA139871.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pratap Jena, MBBS, MPH, Senior Research
Associate, Public Health Foundation of India, Research, STEPS, PHD House,
Sirifort Institutional Area, A K Marg, New Delhi, Delhi 110016, India, Phone:
+918800281555, Email: drpratapjena@gmail.com
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WEB ASSISTED TOBACCO INTERVENTION WITH COMMUNITY COLLEGES:
PHASE I QUALITATIVE RESEARCH FINDINGS
Scott McIntosh, Ph.D.*, Andrew F. Wall, Ph.D., Sarah Wesgate, M.S., Jordan
Kurtzman, Duncan Ververs, Catherine Dubicki, M.S., and Deborah J. Ossip,
Ph.D., University of Rochester
A trial of Web Assisted Tobacco Intervention (WATI) with Community Colleges
is being conducted in 3 phases: qualitative research, randomized trial, and
dissemination. This presentation on Phase 1 findings includes a qualitative
baseline assessment of Community College policies and efforts towards smoking
prevention and cessation. Findings provide context of this unique setting in
preparation for recruitment and launch of the Phase 2 trial (2 treatment conditions,
16 matched campuses) which will test various combinations of WATI components.
Through 32 Key Informant Interviews, 4 Focus Groups, document reviews and
direct observation on 4 Community College campuses, we examined the role
of the Community College in smoking policy and health promotion. Following
transcription of interviews and focus groups, we engaged in open and then axial
coding of transcript data to describe the policy and programmatic approaches
related to smoking prevention and cessation at 4 Western New York Community
Colleges. Findings indicate: 1) a consistent pattern of policies prohibiting indoor
smoking with designated outdoor smoking areas; 2) adherence to indoor
restrictions, but non-compliance with designated outdoor areas; and 3) clear
signage communicating policies. Enforcement of compliance varied, with some
campuses reporting strong intervention efforts, while others were permissive.
Evidence-based programs were limited and inconsistent. Students were uniformly
unaware of programs, but they could identify relevant brochures and/or staff
for treatment referral. Campuses had small health offices focusing on relatively
few health-related topics, often determined by the interests and knowledge of
campus staff. Findings support the unique role of Community Colleges in health
promotion compared to traditional 4-year campuses. These campuses have
identifiable policies, but limited enforcement and undeveloped prevention or
cessation programs. This limited infrastructure to deliver and enforce traditional
programmatic efforts supports the need for less expensive, wide-reaching and
evidence-based approaches such as WATI.
Funded by NIH National Cancer Institute grant # R01CA152093 (McIntosh, PI).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stevens Smith, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Univ
of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, Medicine, UW-CTRI, Madison,
WI 53711, United States, Phone: 608-272-7653, Fax: 608-265-3102, Email: sss@
ctri.medicine.wisc.edu
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CLINICAL EFFORT AGAINST SECONDHAND
SMOKE EXPOSURE (CEASE) IN PEDIATRIC OUTPATIENT PRACTICE:
A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL TO DELIVER ASSISTANCE TO
PARENTS WHO SMOKE
Jonathan P. Winickoff, M.D., M.P.H.*1,2,3, Emara Nabi-Burza, M.B.B.S., M.S.1,3,
Yuchiao Chang, Ph.D.3,4, Stacia Finch, M.A., 5Susan Regan, Ph.D.3,4, Mort
Wasserman, M.D., M.P.H.5,8, Heide Woo, M.D.5, Deborah Ossip, Ph.D.6, Jonathan
Klein, M.D., M.P.H.2, Janelle Dempsey, B.A.1,3, Jeremy Drehmer, M.P.H.5, Bethany
Hipple, M.P.H.1,3, Eric Slora, Ph.D.5, Victoria Weiley, M.I.S.5, Sybil Murphy,
B.S.W.1,3, Nancy Rigotti, M.D.3,4, 1Center for Child and Adolescent Health Research
and Policy, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA; 2AAP Richmond Center
of Excellence, American Academy of Pediatrics, Elk Grove Village, IL; 3Tobacco
Research and Treatment Center, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston,
MA; 4General Medicine Division, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA;
5
Pediatric Research in Office Settings, American Academy of Pediatrics, Elk Grove
Village, IL; 6University of Rochester Medical Center, Rochester, NY; 7University
of California, Los Angeles, CA; 8Department of Pediatrics, University of Vermont,
Burlington, VT

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Scott McIntosh, PhD, Associate Professor,
University of Rochester, Community and Preventive Medicine, 265 Crittenden
Blvd, Rochester, NY 14617, United States, Phone: 5858029944, Email: scott_
mcintosh@urmc.rochester.edu

OBJECTIVE: To evaluate a program that enables pediatric outpatient practices
to deliver tobacco control assistance (TCA) to parents in the context of their
child’s visit. METHODS: In collaboration with the American Academy of Pediatrics
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PROS network, 20 eligible practices in 16 states were randomized to the CEASE
intervention or standard practice control. The intervention provided practices with
training and materials to systematically change their methods of care to offer
smoking parents evidence-based TCA: (1) motivational messaging; (2) proactive
referral to quitlines; and (3) pharmacologic management of tobacco dependence.
The primary analysis accounted for clustering effects and compared rates of
TCA delivered to parents, assessed by exit interviews by research assistants, in
intervention vs. control practices. Parents were eligible for study enrollment if they
reported smoking a cigarette, even a puff, in the past 7 days, were the parent or
legal guardian of the child seen that day and were at least 18 years old. RESULTS:
Between May 2009 and March 2011, 18,607 parents were screened regarding
their cigarette use. Of 3228 eligible parents, 999 were enrolled in 10 intervention
practices and 981 in 10 control practices. Among enrolled parents, 67% were
25-44 years old, 78% were females and 73% were white. Nearly half (46%) had
only a high school degree and 67% of the children were covered by Medicaid.
The two groups were similar in parent and child age, parent sex and smoking
behaviors. Parental report of receiving TCA at the visit was 43% (range 34-66%) in
the intervention group and 3% (range 0-8%) in the control group (P<.0001). Rates
of enrollment in telephone quitline services (10% vs. 0%); provision of smoking
cessation medication (12% vs. 0%); and counseling for smoking cessation (24%
vs. 2%) were also significantly higher in intervention vs. control practices (P<.0001
for each). CONCLUSIONS: This national RCT of implementing CEASE in pediatric
office systems yielded a 14-fold difference of TCA delivered to parents. Given
the proven association between TCA and quitting, broad implementation of the
CEASE program could have a major public health impact.
Funded by the National Cancer Institute grant R01-CA127127 (Winickoff, PI),
the National Institute on Drug Abuse, and the Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality. This study was also partially supported by a grant from the Flight
Attendant Medical Research Institute to the AAP Julius B. Richmond Center, and
the Pediatric Research in Office Settings (PROS) Network, which receives core
funding from the HRSA MCHB (HRSA 5-UA6-10-001) and the AAP.

Therefore, the regulation of self-produced cigarettes and the tobacco available for
cigarette production is an important public health challenge.
This research was supported by a grant from the National Cancer Institute at
the National Institutes of Health (1R01CA138973-01/5R01CA138973-02).
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Potts, Battelle Memorial Institute, Center
for Analytics and Public Health, 6115 Falls Road, Baltimore, MD 21209, United
States, Phone: 410-372-2724, Email: pottsj@battelle.org
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CHRNA5-A3-B4 GENETIC VARIANTS ALTER TOBACCO CONSUMPTION IN
ALASKA NATIVE TOBACCO USERS
Andy Z.X. Zhu, B.Sc.*1, Caroline C. Renner, B.Sc.2, Dorothy K. Hatsukami, Ph.D.3,
Neal L. Benowitz, M.D.4, and Rachel F. Tyndale, Ph.D.1, 1Centre for Addiction
& Mental Health, Departments of Psychiatry, Pharmacology and Toxicology,
University of Toronto, Toronto, ON; 2Alaska Native Medical Center, Cardiology
Research and Program Development, Anchorage, AK; 3Department of Psychiatry,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN; 4Division of Clinical Pharmacology,
Departments of Medicine, Bioengineering & Therapeutic Sciences, University of
California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA
Alaska Native people (ANP) have the highest prevalence of smoking, at 43.3%,
among all racial groups in the United States. We investigated whether genetic
variation in CHRNA5-A3-B4 (nicotinic receptor genes), alone and in combination
with CYP2A6 (a nicotine metabolizing enzyme), modulates tobacco consumption
in ANP. Methods: Tobacco users (n=290) were recruited in local villages near
Bristol Bay, Alaska. Seventeen SNPs in CHRNA5-A3-B4 were genotyped. In
vivo CYP2A6 activity was measured by the plasma ratio of 3-hydroxycotinine
to cotinine. Biomarkers of tobacco and tobacco-derived carcinogens, including
plasma cotinine (COT), urinary total nicotine equivalents (TNE), urinary NNAL, and
urinary 1-hydroxyfluorene, were measured. Results: The ‘G’ allele of rs578776,
which uniquely tagged a 30kb haplotype between CHRNA5 and CHRNA3 in
ANP, was prevalent (16%) and was associated with 20% higher COT and 16%
higher TNE (P<0.001 and P=0.076, respectively). CYP2A6 had a larger impact
on tobacco exposure than rs578776, for example, those with faster CYP2A6
activity had 36% higher TNE. CYP2A6 and rs578776 also acted in combination
to alter tobacco consumption. For example, TNE was the highest in those with
faster CYP2A6 activity and the ‘G’ allele of rs578776 (84 nmol vs. the 47 nmol
observed in those with slower CYP2A6 activity and no ‘G’ allele, P=0.0003). The
prevalence of the ‘A’ allele of rs16969968 was low (3%), but it had a sizeable
albeit non-significant impact on tobacco consumption. The ‘GA’ genotype,
compared to the ‘GG’ genotype, was associated with 46% higher COT and 38%
higher TNE. Conclusion: While gene variants in CHRNA5-A3-B4 occurred at
substantially different frequencies in ANP compared to Caucasians, they altered
tobacco consumption in a similar way. Due to the high allele frequency in ANP,
rs578776 may play a more important role in governing tobacco consumption
than rs16969968. The prevalence of the protective CHRNA5-A3-B4 and CYP2A6
alleles was higher in ANP than in Caucasians, suggesting that these genetic
variants may contribute substantially to the differences in risk for tobacco related
illnesses within ANP.
NIDA and NCI ( NARCH III U26IHS300012, HHSN261200700462P, CA114609,
DA012353, DA020830 and DA012353) CIHR (MOP86471).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jonathan Winickoff, M.D., PI/Associate Professor/
Sr Fac, Massachusetts General Hospital, Pediatrics, 100 Cambridge St, Boston,
MA 02114, United States, Phone: 617-724-1062, Fax: 617-726-1886, Email:
jwinickoff@partners.org
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PHYSIOLOGIC AND BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES AFTER LABORATORY
SMOKING OF MAKE YOUR OWN (MYO) AND FACTORY MANUFACTURED
(FM) CIGARETTES
J.L. Potts*, Z.R. Rosenberry, L.L. Canlas, M.H. Thanner, and W.B. Pickworth,
Battelle, Center for Analytics and Public Health, Baltimore, MD
Smoking cigarettes made or produced by oneself is becoming increasingly
popular in the United States. This is consistent with other countries where intense
tobacco regulation and higher prices are associated with a notable increase in
the prevalence of smokers making their own cigarettes. Make your own (MYO)
cigarettes are made either by rolling shredded tobacco in paper (Roll Your Own
[RYO] cigarettes) or using a machine to inject tobacco into a preformed cigarette
paper tube (Personal Machine Made [PMM] cigarettes). As part of a larger study,
toxicant exposure as a result of RYO and PMM smoking was compared to exposure
seen among smokers of factory manufactured (FM) cigarettes. Participants (N =
76) were exclusive RYO smokers (n = 32), exclusive PMM smokers (n = 24) or
exclusive FM smokers (n = 20) who reported to the laboratory where they smoked
their usual cigarette ad lib. Physiologic effects were similar across cigarettes,
including average boosts in heart rate (RYO = 5 bpm; PMM = 3 bpm; FM = 1 bpm)
and systolic blood pressure (RYO = 2 mmHg; PMM = 2 mmHg; FM = 5 mmHg);
however, the average increase in diastolic blood pressure was significantly lower
in PMM than RYO and FM smoking (RYO = 4 mmHg; PMM = 1 mmHg; FM = 4
mmHg). Like FM smokers, MYO smokers were exposed to increased amounts
of carbon monoxide with RYO, PMM, and FM boosts of 4 ppm, 5 ppm, and 9
ppm, respectively. Based on a reduced sample of MYO smokers (n = 34), no
differences in blood plasma nicotine were seen as a function of the type of MYO
smoked (RYO = 14.1 ng/ml; PMM = 18.3 ng/ml). Examination of preliminary data
suggests similarities in physiologic and biochemical changes after MYO and FM
smoking. Comparisons across the groups suggest that MYO cigarette smokers
are exposed to significant toxicants comparable to those seen after FM smoking.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andy Z.X. Zhu, University of Toronto, RM.4326 1
King’s College Cir., Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A8, Canada, Phone: 4168564912,
Email: zixing.zhu@utoronto.ca
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complete questionnaires, while only participants in the CM group received up to an
additional $140 for carbon monoxide confirmed smoking abstinence. Immediately
prior to the end of their treatment participants were asked to itemize allocation of
research and CM payments. There did not appear to be any differences between
conditions on purchases that had been made with their research payments. A single
person in the CBT group endorsed using research payments to purchase cocaine.
In regards to the CM payments, sixty-four responses were divided into 8 general
categories. No participants reported spending CM payments on drugs, alcohol,
or cigarettes and only one participant reported spending money on lottery tickets.
Participants were biochemically assessed for drug and alcohol use at each follow-up
research sessions (end of treatment, 1-month, 6-months). Chi-square analyses
were conducted and revealed that there were no differences between conditions on
drug and/or alcohol use (all p’s >. 05). This suggests that in this particular population,
the use of monetary CM-payments in tobacco treatment is not associated with
increased risk for drug and/or alcohol use, and should be considered in future CM
tobacco treatments.
No funding.

SMOKING CESSATION REFERRALS BY OPTOMETRISTS: A NATIONAL
STUDY ASSESSING PRACTICES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Ryan David Kennedy, Ph.D.*1, Marlee M. Spafford, Ph.D., O.D., FAAO2, Julie
Brule, O.D., M.Sc.3, David Hammond, Ph.D.4, Geoffrey T. Fong, Ph.D.5, Mary
E. Thompson, Ph.D.6, and Annette S.H. Schultz, R.N.,Ph.D.7, 1Propel Centre for
Population Health Impact, University of Waterloo; 2University of Waterloo School
of Optometry and Vision Science; 3Universite de Montreal Ecole d’optometrie;
4
School of Public Health and Health Systems, University of Waterloo; 5Department
of Psychology, University of Waterloo and Ontario Institute for Cancer Research;
6
Statistics and Acturarial Science, University of Waterloo; 7Faculty of Nursing,
University of Manitoba
PURPOSE: Smoking is causally associated with certain prevalent visually
impairing eye diseases, including age-related macular degeneration and cataract.
Studies have found that people are afraid of ‘‘going blind’’ and may be motivated
to quit smoking if they know that vision loss is associated with smoking behavior.
Little is understood about the level of optometrists’ involvement in tobacco use
prevention and cessation, or how optometrists perceive this type of intervention
within their scope of practice. METHODS: An online bilingual (English/French)
survey was developed and sent to all 4,528 optometrists registered in Canada.
Optometrists were asked about their knowledge of the causal links of tobacco
with ocular disease and their tobacco history and education practices. RESULTS:
There were 850 respondents (19%): 77% English-surveyed, 60% women, 80%
Canadian-educated, 90% non-smokers, 16 years (mean) practicing. Knowledge
about tobacco’s links to eye disease ranged from 98% age-related macular
degeneration(AMD) to 15% thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy (TAO). Tobacco
histories involved new patients (55%), patients under 19-years-old (7%), and
teens in the presence of parents (15%). Questions addressed daily consumption
(53%) and smokeless tobacco (5%). Updating tobacco histories was motivated
by observable tobacco stains or odor (73%), known smoking-related eye
disease (56%) or systemic disease (27%). Patient education and management
involved: regularly or always explaining smoking links to eye disease (71%)
and cardiovascular disease (21%), advising quitting (58%), assessing quitting
interest (33%) and providing prevention information (29%). Only 22% were aware
of cessation services, accounting for limited provision of nicotine replacement
advice (15%), educational materials (14%), and Smoker’s Helpline information
(7%). Training in tobacco cessation and prevention was rare (4%) but interest in
obtaining education was frequent in smoking eye health links (90%) and cessation
strategies (79%). CONCLUSIONS: Canadian optometrists would benefit from
further education regarding tobacco-related disease, history, prevention and
cessation.
Funding for this study was provided by Health Canada through the Federal
Tobacco Control Strategy.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Christoffer Grant, PhD, VA Connecticut Healthcare
System, 555 Willard Avenue, Newington, CT 061111, United States, Phone: 860416-0864, Email: christoffer.grant@va.gov
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UNDERSTANDING INTERNALIZED STIGMA AND MOTIVATION TO QUIT IN
SMOKERS WITH SERIOUS MENTAL ILLNESS
Nicholas M. Orozco, B.S.*1, and Judith J. Prochaska, Ph.D., M.P.H.2, 1University
of California, Berkeley, School of Public Health–University of California, San
Francisco, School of Medicine, Joint Medical Program; 2Stanford Prevention
Research Center, Stanford University, University of California, San Francisco,
Department of Medicine
Context: Tobacco use is a hidden epidemic among persons with serious mental
illness (SMI), a group dying 25 years prematurely with major causes being chronic,
tobacco-related diseases. Internalized stigma, which is associated with negative
health outcomes and high-risk behavior, has not been studied in relation to tobacco
use. Purpose: The current study of smokers with SMI examined thoughts about
quitting and internalized stigma in three domains: mental illness, ethnicity, identity
as a smoker. Sample: Current smokers (N=701) were recruited from psychiatry
inpatient units in the San Francisco area; recruitment rate=76%. The sample was
50% male with age M(SD)=39 years (13); 45% were non-Hispanic White, 25%
African American, and 30% other ethnicity; years smoked averaged 19 (SD=14);
52% met criteria for PTSD, 31% for bipolar depression, 39% for unipolar depression,
and 27% for psychotic disorders. Results: Internalized stigma scores averaged 2.4
(SD=0.7) for mental illness, 2.2 (SD=0.6) for smoking, and 1.9 (SD=0.6) for ethnicity,
indicating mild to moderate internalized stigma. Ethnicity-based stigma was highest
among African-Americans M(SD)=2.2(0.6) and lowest among Caucasians 1.8(0.5),
relative to other ethnic groups 2.0(0.6), F(2,672)=35.6, p<.001. Desire to quit smoking
was greater for those with greater smoking-related stigma (stdBeta=0.33, p<.001)
and lower for those with more ethnicity-based stigma (stdBeta=-0.10, p=.027).
Participants who endorsed complete abstinence had higher internalized stigma
scores for mental illness with M(SD) of 2.6(0.7), F(2,678)=5.4, p=.005, smoking
with 2.4(0.6), F(2,678) = 24.0, p<0.001, and ethnicity with 2.0(0.6), F(2,672) = 3.1,
p<.05, compared to participants with either an intermediate or no goal. Discussion:
The association between stigma and desire to quit smoking was domain specific:
higher for smoking-based and lower for ethnicity-based stigma. Greater stigma in
all domains was associated with a goal of complete abstinence. Tobacco treatment
interventions ought to consider the discrimination experiences of diverse smokers
with co-occurring disorders and the relationship to motivation to quit.
Funding: R01 MH083684 R25MD006832.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ryan David Kennedy, PhD, Scientist, Propel
Centre for Population Health Impact, University of Waterloo, Lyle Hallman Institute
North, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada, Phone: 519.888.4567, Email: rdkenned@
uwaterloo.ca
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MONETARY CM PAYMENTS FOR TOBACCO ABSTINENCE DO NOT
INCREASE RISK OF RELAPSE TO SUBSTANCE USE IN ALCOHOLDEPENDENT PARTICIPANTS RECEIVING SMOKING CESSATION
TREATMENT
Christoffer Grant*, Sharon Cooper, Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, Ned Cooney, and
Judith Cooney
Use of monetary contingency management for confirmed tobacco abstinence has
been shown to be an effective tobacco treatment for treatment refractive smokers,
including alcohol-dependent smokers (e.g., Cooney et al., 2010). However, assuming
financial CM payments to be risky for substance use relapse, many investigators
and clinicians have preferred to use vouchers redeemable for goods and services
as CM payments. To date there have been no examinations of the allocation of CM
payment expenditures to examine this risk. Use of CM payments were assessed as
part of a trial of 80 alcohol-dependent participants enrolled in a smoking cessation
trial. Forty-two participants were randomized to a three-session Cognitive Behavioral
Treatment (CBT) for smoking cessation and 41 were randomized to a 12-session
brief-behavioral intervention that included CM-payments (FBBI-CM) for smoking
abstinence. Participants in both groups received $40 in research payments to

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nicholas Orozco, BSc, University of California,
Berkeley School of Public Health - University of California, San Francisco School
of Medicine, Joint Medical Program, Box 0984, 401 Parnassus Ave, Lang Porter
216, San Francisco, CA 94143-0984, United States, Phone: 626-472-4601, Email:
Nicholas.Orozco@ucsf.edu
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(p<0.02). Interestingly, the same pattern of results emerged for smokers’ craving
reactions to the stress cues (p<0.01). Findings raise the intriguing possibility
that dispositional characteristics, in particular, reward dependence, influence
smoking by potentiating reactions to environmental smoking cues. Furthermore,
the similar effects of RD on stress-induced craving suggest that both cue-and
stress-induced cravings may be influenced by a common underlying disposition.
Clinical implications may include increased attention to managing environmentallytriggered cravings among smokers with high levels of RD.
This research was supported by NIH grants #R34DA031327, R21CA118703
and #K22CA124800 (Erblich - PI).

SMOKING CESSATION AND ANXIETY MANAGEMENT: TREATMENT OF
CO-MORBID CIGARETTE SMOKING AND PTSD AMONG RESPONDERS TO
THE WORLD TRADE CENTER ATTACKS
Adam Gonzalez, Ph.D.*1, Roman Kotov, Ph.D.1, Evelyn Bromet, Ph.D.1, Benjamin
Luft, M.D.1, and Michael J. Zvolensky, Ph.D.2, 1Stony Brook University; 2University
of Houston
Approximately 90,000 individuals participated in rescue, recovery, and support
services in response to the attacks on the World Trade Center (WTC). Respiratory
problems and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are the cardinal persisting
health problems for WTC responders. Smoking is a significant health behavior
related to both respiratory problems and PTSD. For example, smoking may
exacerbate respiratory symptoms and increase risk for mortality. Additionally,
persons with PTSD report higher rates of smoking, lower quite rates and earlier
smoking relapse than those without PTSD. Malleable cognitive vulnerability
factors for anxiety affect many aspects of smoking and PTSD. Specifically, anxiety
sensitivity (fear of anxiety-related sensations) and distress intolerance (difficulties
tolerating distress) are implicated in smoking relapse among those with PTSD
and predict lower rates of cessation. Cognitive-behavioral treatments (CBT) that
address smoking and anxiety sensitivity and distress intolerance may be best
suited to aid in quitting, anxiety reduction, and improved respiratory functioning.
The current paper discusses the theoretical and empirical rationale and treatment
components of a novel smoking cessation and PTSD intervention. The new
treatment is an 8-week program that targets smoking cessation and PTSD
symptom reduction via CBT skills. Specific components include psychoeducation,
cognitive restructuring, interoceptive and in-vivo exposure exercises, problem
solving, and relapse prevention. In addition, we present initial pilot data on the new
intervention from an ongoing CDC-funded study conducted at the World Trade
Center Health Program. Participants included WTC responders (n=4 Caucasian
males) who were regular smokers (M=25 cigarettes/day) with significant PTSD
symptoms. At baseline, participants all met criteria for PTSD based on clinical
interview and self-report [PTSD checklist (PCL); M = 62]. Three participants
completed treatment, 1 quit smoking, 2 reduced the number of cigarettes/day, and
the 3 completers experienced a reduction in PTSD symptoms (10point reduction
on PCL). Treatment challenges and future research steps will be discussed.
This study is supported by National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
#200-2011-42057.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joel Erblich, PhD, MPH, Associate Proessor,
Hunter College, CUNY, Psychology, 695 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10065,
United States, Phone: 212-659-5516, Email: joel.erblich@mssm.edu
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MENSTRUAL CYCLE AND GENDER DIFFERENCES IN CRAVING AND
STRESS REACTIVITY TO STRESS CUES
Michael E. Saladin*1,2, Kevin M. Gray2,3, Matthew J. Carpenter2,4, Nathaniel L.
Baker5, Steven D. LaRowe2,6, Karen J. Hartwell2,6, Erin A. McClure2, and Himanshu
1
P. Upadhyaya7,
Department of Health Sciences and Research, Medical
University of South Carolina; 2Clinical Neuroscience Division, Department of
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Medical University of South Carolina; 3Youth
Division, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Medical University of
South Carolina; 4Hollings Cancer Center, Medical University of South Carolina;
5
Division of Biostatistics and Epidemiology, Medical University of South Carolina;
6
Substance Abuse Treatment Center Mental Health Service, Ralph H. Johnson
Veterans Affairs Medical Center; 7Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, IN
Over the past 10 years, our research group has been studying the role of
gender in smoking behavior in an effort to identify vulnerabilities that may make
smoking cessation especially difficult for women. In one of our previous studies,
we found that women and men respond similarly to smoking cues but that women
were more craving and stress responsive to personalized, imagery-based, stress
cues than men (Saladin et al., 2012). The present study expands on those
findings by assessing whether the menstrual cycle phase of the women in that
study significantly contributed to the observed gender differences in stress cue
reactivity. We used two objective criteria, onset of menses and luteinizing hormone
surge (determined via home testing kits), to determine whether women smokers
were in either the follicular (n=22) or the luteal (n=15) phase of their menstrual
cycle, respectively. The women and a sample of men smokers (n=53) were then
administered a laboratory-based cue reactivity assessment that involved exposure
to four cue types: (1) in vivo smoking cues, (2) in vivo neutral control cues, (3)
imagery-based stressful cues, and (4) relaxing imagery control cues. Both before
and after each cue exposure, participants provided subjective reports of smokingrelated craving, stress and affective reactions. ANCOVA served as the primary
data analytic approach, with order of stimulus presentation, level of nicotine
dependence (FTND score) and post-control cue reactivity serving as covariates.
Results indicated that there were no significant differences between women in the
follicular vs. luteal phase on any outcome measure. Comparison of men with the
two groups of women yielded several notable findings related to the previously
reported gender difference in reactivity to stress cues. Specifically, women in the
luteal menstrual phase reported greater craving than men whereas women in the
follicular phase reported greater stress and arousal than men and perceived the
stress cues as more emotionally aversive than men (all p’s<.05). This pattern of
findings suggests that gender differences in craving and affective responding to
stress cues may be moderated by menstrual cycle phase.
NIDA P50DA16511 (Component 4) awarded to Drs. Gray and Saladin, NIDA
K23DA020482 awarded to Dr. Carpenter, and NCRR UL1RR029882 in support of
the MUSC Clinical and Translational Research Center.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Adam Gonzalez, Ph.D., Research Assistant
Professor, Stony Brook University, Psychiatry, Putnam Hall-South Campus, Stony
Brook, NY 11794, United States, Phone: 631-855-1227, Email: adam.gonzalez@
stonybrook.edu
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REWARD DEPENDENCE PREDICTS HEIGHTENED LEVELS OF CUE- AND
STRESS-INDUCED CIGARETTE CRAVINGS
Alexandra Michalowski, B.A*, and Joel Erblich, Ph.D., M.P.H., Department of
Psychology, Hunter College, CUNY; Department of Oncological Sciences, Mount
Sinai School of Medicine
Cigarette cravings following exposure to smoking cues in a smoker’s
environment are thought to play an important role in cessation failure. Although
these cue-induced cravings have been modeled reliably under laboratory
conditions, there is substantial variability in the magnitude of such reactions. The
possibility that dispositional factors may impact cue-induced cravings, though
intriguing, has received little attention. According to Cloninger’s tridimensional
personality theory, factors such as reward dependence (RD), harm avoidance
(HA), and novelty seeking (NS) may figure prominently in risk for addiction, as well
as relapse, in substance users attempting to abstain. Particularly intriguing in this
regard is the possibility that smokers with higher levels of RD, who are especially
sensitive to reward signals, will have heightened craving reactions to smoking
cues. To that end, non-treatment-seeking nicotine dependent smokers (n=96,
Mean age=40.8, 42.4% African American, 16.2% Caucasian, 21.2% Hispanic,
19.3 cigs/day, FTND=5.5) underwent a classic experimental cue-induction, during
which they were exposed to: (1) smoking, (2) neutral, and (3) stress cues, and
reported their cigarette cravings (0-100) before and after each exposure. In
addition, participants completed the Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire.
Not surprisingly, smoking and stress cues (but not neutral cues) elicited significant
elevations in craving (p’s < 0.0001). Consistent with study hypothesis, smokers
who scored higher on RD had stronger craving reactions to smoking cues

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mike Saladin, Ph.D., Professor, Medical University
of South Carolina, Department of Health Sciences and Research, 77 President St.,
Charleston, SC 29425, United States, Phone: 843-792-5306, Email: saladinm@
musc.edu
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support the hypothesis that CHRNA5A3B4 SNPs were related to smoking
heaviness. CHRNA2 SNPs were related to withdrawal as hypothesized, and were
also related to smoking heaviness. CHRNB3A6 SNPs were related to loss of
pleasure from daily activities, which may be related to appetitive effects of nicotine,
partially supporting our hypothesis. These findings extend the preclinical literature
into human smokers, suggesting the distinct role that various nAChR receptors
play in developing and maintaining smoking behavior.
This research was supported by the following grants: P50 DA019706 from
NIDA, M01 RR03186 from the General Clinical Research Centers Program of the
National Center for Research Resources NIH, P01 CA089392, U01 HG004422,
K08DA021311 (Cook), K05CA139871 (Baker), K02DA021237 (Bierut) and by
the Wisconsin Partnership Program. Genotyping services were provided by the
Center for Inherited Disease Research (CIDR). Funding support for CIDR was
provided by NIH grant U01HG004438and NIH contract HHSN268200782096C to
The Johns Hopkins University. Assistance with genotype cleaning was provided by
the Gene Environment Association Studies (GENEVA) Coordinating Center (U01
HG004446). Medication was provided to patients at no cost under a research
agreement with GlaxoSmithKline (GSK); GSK had no further role in study design;
in the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; or
in the decision to submit the paper for publication.

GENETIC VARIABILITY OF SMOKING PERSISTENCE IN AFRICAN
AMERICANS
Ajna Hamidovic*, John L. Kasberger, Taylor R. Young, Robert J. Goodloe, Susan
Redline, Sarah G. Buxbaum, Neal L. Benowitz, Andrew W. Bergen, Kenneth R.
Butler, Nora Franceschini, Sina A. Gharib, Brian Hitsman, Daniel Levy, Yan Meng,
George J. Papanicolaou, Sarah R. Preis, Bonnie Spring, Mindi A. Styn, Elisa K.
Tong, Wendy B. White, Kerri L. Wiggins, and Eric Jorgenson
To date, most genetic association analyses of smoking behaviors have been
conducted in populations of European ancestry and many of these studies
focused on the phenotype that measures smoking quantity, that is, cigarettes
per day. Additional association studies in diverse populations with different
linkage disequilibrium patterns and an alternate phenotype, such as total tobacco
exposure which accounts for intermittent periods of smoking cessation within
a larger smoking period as measured in large cardiovascular risk studies, can
aid the search for variants relevant to smoking behavior. For these reasons, we
undertook an association analysis by using a genotyping array that includes 2,100
genes to analyze smoking persistence in unrelated African American participants
from the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities study. A locus located approximately
4 kb downstream from the 3′-UTR of the brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) significantly influenced smoking persistence. In addition, independent
variants rs12915366 and rs12914385 in the cluster of genes encoding nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor subunits (CHRNA5–CHRNA3–CHRNB4) on 15q25.1 were
also associated with the phenotype in this sample of African American subjects.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to more extensively evaluate the genome
in the African American population, as a limited number of previous studies of
smoking behavior in this population included evaluations of only single genomic
regions.
MD Scientist Fellowship in Genetic Medicine, National Research Service Award
F32DA024920 (NIH/NIDA), Dr. Spring’s Professional Account at Northwestern
Feinberg School of Medicine, KL2 RR024130-02. CARe wishes to acknowledge
the support of the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute and the contributions
of the research institutions, study investigators, field staff, and study participants
in creating this resource for biomedical research (NHLBI contract number
HHSN268200960009C). ARIC is carried out as a collaborative study supported
by National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute contracts N01-HC-55015, N01-HC55016, N01-HC.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Megan Piper, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
University of Wisconsin, Center for Tobacco Research and Intervention, 1930
Monroe St., Suite 200, Madison, WI 53711, United States, Phone: 608-265-5472,
Email: mep@ctri.wisc.edu
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DETERMINATION OF A RARE VARIANT AND COMMON VARIANTS IN COMT
FOR THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN THE ETIOLOGY OF SMOKING DEPENDENCE
USING MID-SOUTH TOBACCO CASE-CONTROL STUDY SAMPLES
Ming D. Li*1, Jiekun Yang1, Shaolin Wang1, Thomas J. Payne2, and Jennie Z. Ma3,
1
Department of Psychiatry and Neurobehavioral Sciences, University of Virginia;
2
Department of Otolaryngology and Communicative Sciences, University of
Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS; 3Department of Public Health Science,
University of Virginia
Catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) is responsible for degrading
catecholamines, including the neurotransmitters dopamine, epinephrine, and
norepinephrine. Given the role of the dopamine reward pathway in nicotine
dependence (ND), in a previous study, we showed that several common variants
and haplotypes within the COMT gene are significantly associated with smoking
quantity, the Heaviness of Smoking Index, and the Fagerström Test for ND score
(FTND) in both European Americans (EA) and African Americans (AA) of the
Mid-South Tobacco Family (MSTF) sample. To confirm the involvement of COMT
in ND, we performed a case-control-based association analysis in an independent
sample, called the Mid-South Tobacco Case-Control study, which consists of 1387
EA subjects and 3161 AA subjects recruited primarily from the state of Mississippi
since 2005. The SNPs selected were rs6269, rs4633, rs5031015, rs4818, rs4680,
and rs174699, where rs4680 represents a Val/Met missense polymorphism and
rs503105 is a rare variant located in exon 4 of the membrane-bound COMT
transcript or exon 2 of the soluble COMT transcript that leads a non-synonymous
change of G to A (Ala/Thr). Our analysis revealed a significant association of
rs4680 (Val/Met) with FTND in the EA (P = 0.00057) and pooled (P = 0.00223)
samples and of rs503105 (Ala/Thr) with FTND in all samples (P = 0.00072 for
the AA, P = 0.00385 for the EA, and P = 5.2E-08 for the pooled samples). We
further found that the A allele of rare variant rs5031015 represents a significant
risk effect in the AA (frequency 0.19%, beta = -1.583), EA (frequency 0.4%, beta
= -1.945), and pooled (frequency 0.25%, beta = -1.835) samples. In addition, we
identified a haplotype, A-T-G-C-A-T, formed by SNPs rs6269, rs4633, rs5031015,
rs4818, rs4680, and rs174699, with a significant protective effect against ND
in the EA sample (frequency 49.1%, P = 0.00037). In sum, our results not only
provide evidence for a significant association of COMT variants with ND in an
independent sample but also demonstrate that the rare variant rs5031015 likely
plays a significant role in susceptibility to ND.
Supported by NIH grant DA-012844.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ajna Hamidovic, PharmD, MS, Assistant Professor,
University of New Mexico, MSC09 5360, 1 University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
87131, United States, Phone: 505-272-4742, Email: ahamidovic@salud.unm.edu
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UNDERSTANDING THE GENETIC LINKS TO KEY TOBACCO DEPENDENCE
AND WITHDRAWAL PHENOTYPES
Megan E. Piper*1, Jessica W. Cook1, Timothy B. Baker1, Laura Bierut2, Robert
Weiss3, and Dale Cannon3, 1University of Wisconsin; 2Washington University;
3
University of Utah
Preclinical rodent studies suggest nicotine effects are mediated by different
brain regions, each associated with dense expression of different nAChR
receptor subunits. Alpha6 receptors in the Nucleus Accumbens are associated
with nicotine appetitive reinforcement, alpha5 receptors in the Medial Habenula
and Interpeduncular Nucleus are associated with aversive effects of nicotine,
and studies with alpha5 and alpha2 knockout mice suggest that these nAChRs
subunits in these regions are associated with withdrawal. In adult smokers we
tested the hypotheses that CHRNB3A6 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
are associated with measures of nicotine’s appetitive effects, CHRNA5A3B4 SNPs
are associated with smoking heaviness reflecting sensitivity to nicotine’s aversive
effects, and both CHRNA5A3B4 and CHRNA2 are associated with withdrawal.
We examined genetic variants in these genes in white, non-Hispanic participants
from three clinical trials (N=1963). Subjects provided baseline data on cigs/
day, CO and tobacco dependence and real-time data on withdrawal (craving,
negative affect and loss of pleasure). Logistic regression, using phenotype median
splits as the dependent variables, controlling for gender, revealed the strongest
associations (p’s<.05) were: CHRNA5A3B4 SNPs with smoking heaviness (cigs/
day, CO), CHRNB3A6 SNPs with post-quit loss of pleasure, and CHRNA2 SNPs
with withdrawal and smoking heaviness. SNPs from these genes were also
differentially associated with dimensions of tobacco dependence. Our findings

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ming Li, PhD, Professor, University of Virginia,
Psychiatry and NB Sciences, 1670 Discovery Drive, Charlottesville, VA 22911,
United States, Phone: 434 243-0570, Fax: 434 973-7031, Email: ml2km@virginia.
edu
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genotype, while 19 had one or more reduced/loss of function variant alleles
(genotype was not obtained for 1 participant). The proportion with a variant vs.
*1/*1 genotype was significantly different by race (p = 0.040); 55% of Asians had
at least one variant allele compared to 21% of blacks and 20% of Caucasians.
Overall 4 each among Asians and Caucasians removed their patch due to
sickness compared to 1 Black. The rate of nicotine metabolism estimated by
3-hydroxycotinine/cotinine, the nicotine metabolic ratio, was slower in individuals
with variant alleles (p = 0.003). Plasma nicotine area under the concentration-time
curve (AUC 0 to 6hr) and maximum concentration (Cmax) were not significantly
different by genotype but were higher in participants who removed their patches
(p < 0.025). Using time to event analysis, where the event was patch removal,
and adjusting for the effects of age, BMI, sex, and race, the hazard ratio (HR) of
nicotine-induced toxicity in those with variants compared to *1/*1 individuals was
4.70 (1.09–20.3). Subjective perceptions of lightheadedness and nausea at 1.5
hours and dose perception at 6 hours were significantly higher in individuals in
the variant genotype group compared to those *1/*1 (all p<0.05). Cardiovascular
parameters, diastolic blood pressure, systolic blood pressure, and heart rate were
not different between *1/*1 and variant groups. In conclusion, genetic variation in
CYP2A6 leads to altered sensitivity to nicotine, which might play a role in individual
differences in susceptibility to tobacco addiction.
National Institutes of Health grant DA02277, DA20830, DA12393 and R25
CA 113710 and Canadian Institute for Health Research grants MOP86471 and
TMH1009787.

GENETIC VULNERABILITY FOR MAXIMUM CIGARETTES SMOKED PER
DAY: INVOLVEMENT OF COPY NUMBER VARIATION ON CHROMOSOME
22q11-q12
Pamela A.F. Madden, Ph.D.*1, Arpana Agrawal, Ph.D.1, Yi-Ling Chou, M.S.1,
Donald F. Conrad, Ph.D.1, Alison M. Goate, D.Phil.1, Charles C. Gu, Ph.D.1, Andrew
C. Heath, D.Phil.1, Elliot C. Nelson, M.D.1, Michele L. Pergadia, Ph.D.1, John P.
Rice1, Scott F. Saccone, Ph.D.1, Jen C. Wang, Ph.D.1, Jaakko Kaprio, M.D., Ph.D.2,
Ulla Broms, Ph.D.2, Tellervo Korhonen, Ph.D.2, Anu M. Loukola, Ph.D.2, Nicholas
G. Martin, Ph.D.3, and Grant W. Montgomery, Ph.D.3, 1Washington University; St.
Louis, MO, USA; 2University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; 3Queensland Institute of
Medical Research, Queensland, Australia
Previously we conducted a genome-wide linkage screen of a lifetime measure
of heavy smoking, maximum number of cigarettes smoked in a 24-hour period
(MaxCigs24), using data from two independent samples: 289 Australian and 155
Finnish nuclear families, all of European ancestry. A combined sample analysis
detected a linkage region for MaxCigs24 that peaked on chromosome 22q12 at
25.46 cM (LOD: 5.21). Recently we analyzed copy number variation with highdensity SNP data and identified a single, large (> 500 kb), common (~5%) copy
number variant (CNV) under this peak (22q11-12). The copy number of this CNV,
including deletions and duplications were validated with qPCR (98% concordance
rate) in the Australian linkage families. Controlling for data source, generation,
sex and parent x sex, a significant association (p=0.01) was observed between
this CNV and the variable MaxCigs24; the same phenotype associated with our
original linkage peak on Chr 22. Further analyses were conducted in Australian
families that do not carry this CNV (260 families), and a substantially lower score
was observed (from LOD=3.04 to 1.99). Simulations, dropping equal numbers of
random families 1000 times, produced a distribution of LOD scores that suggest
this CNV accounts, in part, for the linkage signal observed on Chr 22 (empirical
p=0.10), in the Australian families. A dose relationship was observed with
MaxCigs24; a single copy deletion was associated with the average self-report
maximum of 28 cigarettes on heaviest smoking occasion; the normal variant,
an average maximum of 39; and single copy duplication, an average lifetime
maximum of smoking 45 cigarettes in 24 hours. However, analysis of Australian
(N ~4,000) and Finnish (N~1,800) genome-wide association data did not find an
association between this CNV and MaxCigs24, suggesting the importance of rare
variants. Further study of this CNV in the original Finnish linkage families, using
qPCR; and of mutations occurring in this CNV, as transmitted in NAG linkage
families, is warranted.
Study was supported by NIH grants DA12854 to PAFM, AA07580 and AA13321
to ACH, AA13320 to the late Richard Todd, and DA019951 to MLP, and DA024722
and American Cancer Society grant IRG-58-010-50 to SFS; grants from the
Australian National Health and Medical Research Council, by Academy of Finland
grants to JK, the Academy of Finland Center of Excellence to Complex Disease
Genetics to JK, and by Doctoral Programs of Public Health to UB.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Gideon St.Helen, Ph.D., UCSF, 530 Parnassus
Ave., San Francisco, CA 94143, United States, Phone: 4154768982, Email:
gideon.sthelen@ucsf.edu
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DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF VARENICLINE AND NICOTINE REPLACEMENT
THERAPY ON CUE-INDUCED CRAVINGS IN RECENTLY ABSTINENT
SMOKERS
Bridget A. Hearon1,2,3, Heather A. Burrell4, Gladys N. Pachas2,4, Corinne Cather2,4,
Michael W. Otto1, and A. Eden Evins2,4, 1Boston University, Boston, MA; 2Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA; 3McLean Hospital, Boston, MA; 4Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, MA
Rationale: Separate studies of cue-induced cravings in smokers receiving either
nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) or varenicline have shown different effects.
Cue-induced cravings appear to be retained with NRT but not with varenicline
treatment. Objective: We aimed to further investigate these differences in cue
reactivity in the same cohort of participants. Methods: We investigated cue
reactivity in a sample of 37 recently abstinent smokers who were taking open-label
pharmacotherapy while undergoing cue exposure as part of a larger study utilizing
behavioral treatment for relapse prevention. Results: We found that cue reactivity
in response to visual, in vivo, or emotional cue exposure was significantly more
common in participants who were engaged in NRT vs. those who were taking
varenicline. Conclusions: These findings have important implications for cueexposure treatments and the role of maintained cue-reactivity (cravings) in relapse
prevention treatments.
Funding: DA# R21 DA030808.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pamela Madden, Ph.D., Professor, Washington
University, Psychiatry, 660 S.Euclid Ave., St. Louis, MO 63110, United States,
Phone: 314-286-2244, Fax: 314-286-2320, Email: pmadden@wustl.edu
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: A. Eden Evins, MD, MPH, Director, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Center for Addiction Medicine, 60 Staniford St, Boston, MA
02114, United States, Phone: 6176434679, Fax: 6176431998, Email: a_eden_
evins@hms.harvard.edu

CYP2A6 GENOTYPE AND RESPONSE TO TRANSDERMAL NICOTINE IN
ASIAN-AMERICAN, BLACK, AND CAUCASIAN NEVER-SMOKERS
Delia Dempsey1, Gideon St. Helen*1,2, Peyton Jacob III1, Rachel F. Tyndale3,
and Neal L. Benowitz1, 1Division of Clinical Pharmacology and Experimental
Therapeutics, Medical Service, San Francisco General Hospital Medical Center,
Departments of Medicine, Psychiatry, and Biopharmaceutical Sciences University
of California, San Francisco, CA; 2Center for Tobacco Control Research and
Education, University of California, San Francisco, CA; 3Centre for Addiction and
Mental Health, Department of Pharmacology and Psychiatry, University of Toronto
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VARENICLINE VERSUS NICOTINE PATCH FOR SMOKING CESSATION
IN WOMEN: EFFICACY FINDINGS FROM A FOUR-WEEK DOUBLE-BLIND
TRIAL

The aim of the study was to examine genetic factors that influence sensitivity
to nicotine in never smokers. Sixty never-smokers, balanced for gender and race
(Asian, Black, and Caucasian), wore 7 mg nicotine skin patches for 8 hours.
Serial blood nicotine concentrations and subjective and cardiovascular effects
were measured, and genetic variation in the CYP2A6 gene, the primary enzyme
responsible for nicotine metabolism, was assessed. Removal of the patch due
to nicotine-induced sickness was the main outcome of interest. Nicotine was
measured in plasma by GC. Forty participants had a *1/*1 (normal) CYP2A6

Kevin M. Gray, M.D.*1, Michael E. Saladin, Ph.D.1, Nathaniel L. Baker, M.S.1,
Erin A. McClure, Ph.D.1, Matthew J. Carpenter, Ph.D.1, and Karen J. Hartwell,
M.D.1,2, 1Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, SC; 2Ralph H. Johnson
Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Charleston, SC
Objective: Women may have more difficulty quitting smoking than men, and
comparative evaluation of cessation pharmacotherapies in women may be
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especially critical to inform clinical practice. Within a parent study examining
ovarian hormone effects on smoking cessation, we conducted the first doubleblind trial directly comparing the efficacy of varenicline versus nicotine patch.
Methods: Treatment-seeking nicotine-dependent female smokers (ages 18-45,
n=136) were randomized to receive a four-week course of (a) varenicline tablets
and placebo patches, or (b) placebo tablets and nicotine patches, via a doubleblind, double-dummy design. All participants received a one-week titration lead-in
(tablets only) prior to a targeted quit date, followed by goal dosing (tablets and
patches) for an additional four weeks; no formal adjunctive counseling was
offered. Abstinence was assessed at weekly visits and analyzed via an intent-totreat approach. Results: During the last week of the four-week treatment, 39.1%
of varenicline participants achieved 7-day point prevalence abstinence, compared
to 19.4% of nicotine patch participants (OR 2.7 [95% CI 1.2-5.7]; p=0.01). At the
end of a four-week post-treatment follow-up, 7-day point prevalence abstinence
numerically favored varenicline, but did not meet statistical significance (24.4%
versus 13.9%, OR 2.0 [95% CI 0.8-4.9]; p=0.11). Conclusions: Varenicline,
compared to nicotine patch, more than doubled the odds of abstinence at end of
four-week treatment. Absolute abstinence rates with both treatments were lower
than those in a prior open-label trial inclusive of both men and women (Aubin et al.,
2008). Nonetheless, these preliminary findings support varenicline as a preferred
pharmacotherapy for smoking cessation in women. Further work is needed to
more comprehensively compare, enhance, and optimize interventions for smoking
cessation, particularly in women.
Funding sources: NIDA P50DA16511 Component 4 (KMG & MES), NIDA
K23DA020482 (MJC), and NCRR UL1RR029882 (MUSC Clinical and Translational
Research Center). Varenicline and matched placebo were supplied by Pfizer, Inc.

VARENICLINE EFFICACY AND SAFETY AMONG METHADONE MAINTAINED
SMOKERS

Shadi Nahvi, M.D., M.S.*1, Kimber P. Richter, Ph.D., M.P.H.2, Kate Segal, B.A.1,
Bryan Wu, M.A.1, Yuming Ning, Ph.D.1, and Julia H. Arnsten, M.D., M.P.H.1, 1Albert
Einstein College of Medicine; 2University of Kansas School of Medicine
Background: The majority of methadone maintenance patients smoke, but the
efficacy and safety of varenicline in this group is unknown. Methods: Participants
were recruited from urban methadone maintenance programs. Subjects were
smoking ≥5 cigarettes/day, interested in quitting, in methadone treatment, without
current axis I psychiatric disorders, current suicidal ideation, or past year suicide
attempts. Subjects were randomized to receive 12 weeks of varenicline or matched
placebo, in combination with in-person and telephone counseling, with visits
at weeks 0, 2, 4, 8, 12 and 24. Outcomes, including carbon monoxide-verified
7 day point prevalence abstinence, cigarettes/day, incident axis I psychiatric
illness, suicidal ideation and serious adverse events (SAE), were assessed using
standard measures at follow up visits, and compared between arms using fisher
exact tests, t tests, and generalized estimating equations (GEE). Analyses were
intent-to-treat. Results: 712 patients were screened and 113 enrolled. 57 were
randomized to varenicline and 56 to placebo. Participants had a mean age of 49,
53% were female, 54% Latino, 27% Black, smoked median 15 cigarettes/day, 14%
with history of major depressive episode. There were no significant differences
in baseline demographic, smoking or clinical factors between treatment arms.
At each follow-up timepoint, differences in abstinence between varenicline and
placebo arms were not significant (13 v 2%, p=.06 at 12 weeks). Using GEE, over
the course of the study, varenicline treatment was associated with significantly
higher odds of abstinence (OR = 3.6, 95% CI 1.4, 8.9) and reduced cigarettes/d
(p<.0001) versus placebo. There were no significant differences in odds of incident
psychiatric illness (OR = 1.0, 95% CI 0.4, 2.3) or suicidality (OR = 1.15, 95%
CI 0.3, 4.3) between the two study arms. There were no psychiatric or cardiac
SAEs during the intervention period. Conclusions: Among methadone maintained
smokers, varenicline reduces tobacco use and may promote cessation without
adverse psychiatric effects.
Supported by NCRR UL1 RR025750, NIDA K23 DA025736, and NIDA R25
DA023021.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kevin Gray, M.D., Associate Professor, Medical
University of South Carolina, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences,
125 Doughty Street, Charleston, SC 29425, United States, Phone: (843)
792-6330, Fax: (843) 792-3982, Email: graykm@musc.edu
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BODY COMPOSITION CHANGES DURING A SMOKING QUIT ATTEMPT
WITH VARENICLINE OR NICOTINE PATCH IN NICOTINE DEPENDENT
FEMALE SMOKERS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Shadi Nahvi, MD, MS, Assistant Professor, Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, Medicine, Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences,
Division of General Internal Medicine, Bronx, NY 10467, United States, Phone:
718 944 3844, Fax: 718 944 3841, Email: snahvi@dosa.aecom.yu.edu

Karen J. Hartwell, M.D.*, Erin A. McClure, Ph.D., S. Ashley McCullough, M.S.W.,
Michael E. Saladin, Ph.D., and Kevin M. Gray, M.D., Medical University of South
Carolina
Background: Weight gain during a quit attempt is an important barrier for
female smokers. Limited research has examined changes in body composition
and metabolic indices during a cessation attempt. Methods: As part of the parent
study examining hormonal effects on smoking cessation, 72 women participated
in BOD POD air displacement plethysmography to assess body composition and
metabolic rate before and after a one-month double-blind randomized course of
varenicline (VPN) versus transdermal nicotine patch (TPN) for smoking cessation.
Results: Participants reduced smoking from an average of 14.9 to 1.4 cigarettes/
day and gained 0.97 kg total mass. Women who successfully quit smoking gained
an average of 0.78 kg fat mass and 0.54 kg fat free mass, compared to -0.05
kg fat mass and 0.55 kg fat free mass among those who were unsuccessful (fat
mass p=0.02). Greater reduction in cigarettes/per day was associated with greater
increase in fat mass (p=0.01) but not fat free mass (p=NS). The varenicline group
(n= 39) gained 0.55 kg fat mass and 0.46 kg fat free mass, while TNP (n= 33)
participants gained 0.54 kg fat mass and 0.37 kg fat free mass (p=NS). Resting
metabolic rate increased by 8.41 kcal/day in VRN participants and by 10.76 kcal/
day in TNP participants (p=NS). Conclusions: Women successful in quitting
gained fat mass, providing support that weight gain, metabolism, and physical
activity should be addressed as part of smoking cessation. The BOD POD can
feasibly determine body composition and metabolic changes during smoking quit
attempts and be used as a clinical and research tool.
Funding: NIDA P50DA16511 (Component 4) awarded to Drs. Gray and Saladin
and NCRR UL1RR029882 in support of the MUSC Clinical and Translational
Research Center.
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PROVISION OF NICOTINE REPLACEMENT THERAPY IN PRIMARY CARE:
BASELINE AND FOLLOW-UP RESULTS FROM FAMILY HEALTH TEAMS IN
ONTARIO, CANADA
Peter Selby, M.B.B.S., Chris Kenaszchuk, M.Sc., Janine Fitzpatrick, M.Cog.Sc.,
Justine Mascarenhas, M.Sc., Lilian Riad-Allen, M.Sc., and Laurie Zawertailo,
Ph.D.*, Centre for Addiction and Mental Health and University of Toronto, ON,
Canada
Since July 2011, a program of the Government of Ontario, Canada, has made
smoking cessation treatment (nicotine replacement therapy and counseling) freely
available to smokers attending multidisciplinary family health teams (FHTs). This
poster reports abstinence rates over time and tests the statistical significance of
differences in cigarettes smoked per day (CPD). Self-report baseline, 3-month
(3m), and 6-month (6m) follow-up data were collected from program participants.
To date, 124 FHT sites have participated; the mean and median number of
patients enrolled by FHTs was 53 and 37. The range is 2–255. Baseline smoking
status was provided by 6,466 patients; 98.3% were daily and 1.7% occasional
smokers. Seven-day point-prevalent abstinence rates at 3m and 6m follow-ups
were 12.9% and 4.2% when calculated on intent-to-treat and 40.1% and 36.4%
on response data. Seven-day abstainers were slightly older than smokers at 3m
(53 vs 51 years) but not at 6m (54 years). Women’s and men’s abstinence rates
declined but women’s decline was less than men’s, 2% vs 7%. The daily smoking
rate decreased 60% from baseline–3m and then increased 4% from 3m–6m. The
percent of daily smokers at 6m was 55% less than baseline. At enrollment the
mean CPD was 20.5 with large between-FHT variation: 12 CPD at one FHT and
25 at others. For 7-day non-abstainers at 3m and 6m, mean CPD was 10.9 and
12.1. Multilevel model tests of each pairwise mean difference were statistically

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Karen Hartwell, MD, Assistant Professor, MUSC,
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 67 President St. MSC 861, Charletson,
SC 29464, United States, Phone: 843-792-8174, Fax: 843-792-4817, Email:
hartwelk@musc.edu
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significant. A 95% confidence interval for the baseline–3m reduction was 8.9–10.3
(P<.001), 7.3–9.4 for baseline–6m (P<.001), and 0.1–2.4 for 3m–6m (P=.03).
The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) is essential to the design of cluster
randomized and longitudinal health service studies. Based on empty multilevel
models, two ICCs for baseline and longitudinal CPD (1 and 3 measurements,
respectively) were both 0.02, i.e., moderate. Cost-free cessation treatment
at FHTs was associated with rapid abstinence and reduction that stabilized by
6m. Baseline smoking behaviour varied significantly between FHTs. Contextual
factors of FHTs may influence smoking reduction apart from NRT and individual
differences.
Support for this research was provided by the Ontario Ministry of Health and
Long-Term Care.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER FORCED ABSTINENCE FROM SMOKING IN
PRISON

Rosemarie A. Martin*1, Lynda A.R. Stein2, Beth C. Bock3, Stephen A. Martin4, Cheryl
Lopes5, and Jennifer G. Clarke6, 1Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies, Brown
University; 2Department of Psychology, University of Rhode Island; 3The Warren
Alpert Medical School of Brown University, Centers for Behavioral & Preventive
Medicine; 4Department of Family Medicine and Community Health, University of
Massachusetts Medical School; 5RI Department of Corrections; 6Department of
Medicine and OB/GYN, The Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University
Cigarette smoking among prisoners is three times that of the general
population. Many prisons and jails are tobacco-free; but 97% of inmates return
to smoking after they are released back into the community. Little is known
about the unique and specific needs of incarcerated adults who have been
tobacco free for months to years, who have completed the physical withdrawal
from nicotine and who are returning to environments where tobacco is available.
Project WISE (Working Inside for Smoking Elimination) is a randomized trial of a
smoking intervention developed to target the needs of inmates in a smoke-free
prison about to be released to the community. Incarcerated adults (N=247) in
Project WISE smoked prior to incarceration and were scheduled for release within
8 weeks. Participants were contacted at 24 hours and 7 days after release to
assess smoking status. Participants who had smoked were asked for details of
the circumstances surrounding the first cigarette. At time of release the median
time since last cigarette was 1.5 years. Of the 194 participants assessed, over
half (N=129) reported smoking since release. 70% smoked within 24 hours and
the average time to first cigarette was 17 hours 8 minutes. Half of participants
smoked the first cigarette while waiting for a ride or on the way home from prison.
The majority of participants (70%) were given the first cigarette. Half reported
the situation as reuniting with family, friends, or children, 42% being with other
smokers and 25% were celebrating. Only 23% were alone. Before smoking the
first cigarette, participants reported feeling happy (58%), nervous/excited (66%),
sad/angry/upset (12%) and worried (15%). When asked what might have helped
prevent the first smoke, participants reported: not being around other smokers
(27%), avoiding stress (16%), not drinking/using drugs (12%), not having access
to cigarettes (11%) and 22% reported there was nothing that could have helped.
This study examined cognitive, affective and other factors that influence smoking
after release from prison and may therefore increase our ability to understand and
help this population affected by forced tobacco abstinence.
This research was supported by grant 1R01DA024093-01A209 from NIDA.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laurie Zawertailo, PhD, Scientist, Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health, Addictions Program, 175 College Street, Toronto,
ON M5T1P7, Canada, Phone: 4165358501 x37422, Fax: 4165998265, Email:
laurie.zawertailo@camh.ca
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LONG-TERM NRT USE AND CESSATION OUTCOMES IN PRIMARY CARE
SETTINGS
Janine Fitzpatrick, M.Cog.Sc.*, Laurie Zawertailo, Ph.D., Justine Mascarenhas,
M.Sc., Lilian Riad-Allen, M.Sc., Chris Kenaszchuk, M.Sc., and Peter Selby,
M.B.B.S., Centre for Addiction and Mental Health and University of Toronto, ON,
Canada
Since July 2011, a government-funded program in Ontario, Canada has made
smoking cessation treatment (free nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) plus
counseling) available to patients enrolled in multidisciplinary primary care settings
called Family Health Teams (FHTs). Patients can receive up to 26 weeks of NRT
through the program; follow-ups are completed 3- and 6-months after enrollment.
This analysis tested the hypothesis that long-term NRT use would be associated
with improved abstinence rates at 3m and 6m. Data from 3,911 patients in 95 FHTs
(121 unique sites) were analyzed (44% male; mean age: 50 years). 2,189 and
780 patients have completed 3m and 6m follow-ups, respectively. 49% of patients
reported current NRT use at 3m, as did 27% at 6m. The 7-day point prevalent
abstinence (PPA) rate between NRT users and non-users was not significantly
different at 3m or 6m (3m: 39% vs 40%; 6m: 37% vs 40%). NRT users reported
less daily smoking (3m: 32% vs 47%, p<0.01; 6m: 27% vs 45%, p<0.01) and
more occasional (non-daily) smoking than non-users (3m: 22% vs 11%, p<0.01;
6m: 31% vs 15%, p<0.01). Of the 584 patients who completed both 3m and 6m
follow-ups, 7-day PPA increased 2% for patients who used NRT at both 3m and 6m
(n=130; 36% vs 38%); decreased 5% for patients who used NRT at 3m but not 6m
(n=187; 42% vs 37%); and remained stable for patients who did not use NRT at 3m
or 6m (n=241; 42%). Daily smoking between 3m-6m decreased 4% for 3m and 6m
NRT users, increased 16% for 3m but not 6m NRT users, and increased 1% for 3m
and 6m non-users. Occasional smoking between 3m-6m increased 7% for 3m and
6m NRT users, decreased 4% for 3m but not 6m NRT users, and increased 2%
for 3m and 6m non-users. Providing long-term free NRT was not associated with
statistically significant increases in 3- or 6-month abstinence rates, but may help
some daily smokers become occasional smokers at 3m and 6m. Long-term NRT
use may also help 3m abstainers to remain quit at 6m. More occasional smokers
who stop using NRT between 3m and 6m go back to daily smoking instead of
quitting. Further analysis is needed to evaluate the program approach to maximize
outcomes for long-term NRT users.
Support for this research provided by the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long
Term Care.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rosemarie Martin, PhD, Assistant Professor, Brown
University, Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies, Box G-121-5, Providence, RI
02912, United States, Phone: 401-744-1035, Email: Rosemarie_Martin@Brown.
edu
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ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TOBACCO USE AND OTHER PSYCHOACTIVE
SUBSTANCES USE DISORDERS AMONG INTRA-CITY COMMERCIAL
DRIVERS IN NIGERIA
Lasebikan Victor Olufolahan*1 and Ayinde Olatunde*2, 1Department of Psychiatry,
College of Medicine, University of Ibadan, Nigeria; 2Department of Psychiatry,
University College Hospital, Ibadan, Nigeria
Aims: The aim of the study was to determine 12 month prevalence of tobacco
use (TU) and dependence (TD), and the association between TU and any other
psychoactive substance use disorder under influence of tobacco psychoactive
substances (DUIP) among intra-city commercial drivers in Ibadan, Nigeria.
Design: This was a multistage descriptive study. Setting: The study involved
drivers consecutively selected from a motor park randomly selected from each
local government out of the 11 local governments in Ibadan city between January
and July 2009. Participants: Eight hundred and fifty one consenting intra-city
commercial drivers were interviewed. Measures: Assessment was carried out
using socio-demographic questionnaire, opinion survey and the alcohol and drug
sections of the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI). Findings:
Prevalence of TU was 41.6%, commonest combination with tobacco was with
alcohol 60.1%. TU was a risk factors for any psychoactive use disorder (PSUD)
OR= 3.9 95% CI (2.4– 4.8).
Conclusion: TU was highly prevalent among
commercial drivers and was a risk factor for any PSUD. There is a need for

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laurie Zawertailo, PhD, Scientist, Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health, Addictions Program, 175 College Street, Toronto,
ON M5T1P7, Canada, Phone: 4165358501 x37422, Fax: 4165998265, Email:
laurie.zawertailo@camh.ca
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comprehensive tobacco use prevention program, in order to prevent use and
abuse of other psychoactive substances.
Funding: New World Psychiatric Hospital, Ibadan, Nigeria.

a significant decrease in NA from pre-test (M = 14.17, SD = 5.54) to post-test (M =
13.02, SD = 5.18), t(39) = 2.79, p < .05. This study provided preliminary evidence
that pain triggers increases in craving among non-heavy smokers. In contrast to
previous research with heavy smokers, negative affect decreased following pain.
It is possible that non-pain related factors, such as relief about reaching the end
of the study, contributed to a significant reduction in negative affect. Additional
research to better understand the link between pain and negative affect among
non-heavy smokers is recommended. Similarly, it would be valuable to replicate
the study with greater power to determine if the trend toward decreased positive
affect following pain is a stable finding. Although exploratory, results indicated that
pain among non-heavy smokers should not be over-looked as a trigger for craving
and changes in affect. Future research should determine whether pain-evoked
craving and affect changes are linked to smoking behaviors among non-heavy
smokers and address these issues in cessation treatment.
Internal grants from California State University San Marcos awarded to K.
Pulvers.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Victor Lasebikan, PhD, MPH, College of Medicine,
Univerisity of Ibadan, Queen Elizabeth Road, Ibadan, 00234, Nigeria, Phone:
+2348060733382, Email: victorlash@yahoo.com
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BMI AND CIGARETTE USE AS PREDICTORS OF SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Krista Lange, B.S.*, Sneha Thamotharan, M.S., Michale Sferra, B.A., Ashley
Herrick, B.S., and Sherecce Fields, Ph.D., Texas A&M University
It is estimated that 8,300 adolescents and young adults have had HIV infection
in 2009 and nearly 9.5 million STD cases reported in 2000 were individuals aged
15-24 (CDC,2009; Weinstock, Berman, Cates, 2000). Due to the detrimental
health effects resulting from sexual behavior it is important to determine individual
characteristics that predict engagement in risky sexual behaviors. Few studies
have focused on the role of body mass index (BMI) or smoking in the engagement
of sexual behaviors. However it has been shown that females with a BMI >25
are more likely to report having had intercourse (Kaneshiro et al., 2008), and
that smoking and sexual behaviors covary (Duncan, Strycker, & Duncan, 1999).
Previous findings have revealed that an additive effect of obesity and smoking
behavior is observed in measures of impulsivity such that obese smokers perform
more impulsively on behavioral tasks (Fields et al., 2010). Therefore it was
hypothesized that smokers with a greater BMI would also report greater sexual
impulsivity. Participants were 20 young adult males from East Central Texas, 10
males were smokers and 10 non-smokers served as gender and ethnicity matched
controls. An ANOVA was completed to examine group differences on impulsivity
and revealed that smokers were more impulsive than non-smokers (F(1,17) =
9.045, p = .008). Regression analyses revealed that sexual impulsivity cannot
be predicted by being an overweight non-smoker (β= -0.350, p = .309); however
overweight smokers were shown to be less sexually impulsive (β=0.526, p=.009).
The current findings were contrary to our hypothesis, and instead suggest that
overweight smokers are less likely to engage in risky sexual behaviors. Though
in contradiction with impulsivity research, these results may be explained by
past findings which indicate overweight individuals have fewer opportunities to
engage in sexual activity and thus may result in lower sexual impulsivity (Bess,
1997). Future research should work to further understand factors which may affect
engagement in risky sexual activity as well as understanding impulsive behaviors
to which overweight smokers may be more susceptible.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kim Pulvers, California State University San
Marcos, 333 S. Twin Oaks Valley Rd, San Marcos, CA 92096, United States,
Phone: 760 750 4127, Email: kpulvers@csusm.edu
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MOMENTARY PREDICTORS OF ABSTINENCE AMONG
SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED SMOKERS PARTICIPATING IN
CESSATION TREATMENT
Michael S. Businelle, Ph.D.*1,2, Darla E. Kendzor, Ph.D.1,2, Insiya B. Poonawalla,
M.S.1, Erica L. Cuate, M.P.H.1, Anshula Kesh1, Dunlei Cheng, Ph.D.1, and David
Balis, M.D.3,4, 1University of Texas Health Science Center School of Public Health,
Dallas, TX; 2Harold C. Simmons Comprehensive Cancer Center Population
Science and Cancer Control Program, Dallas, TX; 3UT Southwestern Medical
Center Department of Internal Medicine, Dallas, TX; 4Parkland Health and Hospital
System, Dallas, TX
Smoking prevalence and relapse following smoking cessation treatment is
considerably higher in socioeconomically disadvantaged smokers as compared to
the general U.S. population (31.1% vs. 20.6% smoke). The purpose of this study
was to identify real-time predictors of smoking relapse via ecological momentary
assessment (EMA) in a sample of smokers seeking cessation treatment at a
safety-net hospital in Dallas, TX. Participants were enrolled in this study if they
smoked ≥ 5 cigarettes per day, had a 6th grade English literacy level, and were
willing to quit smoking within 7 days of their first clinic visit. The current analyses
used data collected via smart phone at random time points (4 per day) during the
first week post-quit to predict abstinence 4 weeks after the quit date. To date, 73
individuals (mAge = 53, 25% white, 69% Black, 56% female, mean household
income =$10,773, mean cigarettes per day = 16.3) have been recruited into
this study and have completed EMAs. On average, participants have completed
82% of all post-quit random EMAs. We tested whether random assessments of
smoking urge, negative affect, and stress predicted biologically confirmed 7-day
point prevalence abstinence at 4 weeks post-quit. Results indicated that neither
quit date urges nor the trajectory of smoking urges across the first week post-quit
predicted 4 week abstinence (all ps > 0.34). However, analyses indicated that
lower negative affect on the quit date (controlling for baseline negative affect; OR
= 1.23, p = .039) and decreasing negative affect (i.e., linear slope) over the first
week post-quit (OR = 2.94, p = .045) both significantly predicted greater likelihood
of abstinence at 4 weeks post-quit. In addition, quit date stress level (controlling
for baseline stress) was negatively related to 4 week abstinence (OR = 2.18, p
= .029). Declining stress (i.e., linear slope) across the first week post-quit was
marginally associated with abstinence at 4 weeks post-quit (OR = 34.48, p = .068).
Findings highlight the relations of momentary measures of negative affect and
stress with smoking abstinence in socioeconomically disadvantaged smokers.
Funding for this research was provided by the University of Texas School of
Public Health. Data analysis and presentation preparation were additionally
supported through American Cancer Society grants MRSGT-12-114-01-CPPB (to
MSB) and MRSGT-10-104-01-CPHPS (to DEK).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Krista Lange, Texas A&M Univesity, College
Station, TX 77843, United States, Phone: 419-277-3569, Email: kllange@neo.
tamu.edu
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DOES PAIN TRIGGER CHANGES IN CRAVING AND AFFECT AMONG
NON-HEAVY SMOKERS? AN EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS
Kim Pulvers, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1, Jacquelyn Schroeder1, Eleuterio Limas, B.A.1,
and Devan R. Romero, Dr.P.H.2, 1Department of Psychology, California State
University San Marcos; 2Department of Kinesiology, California State University
San Marcos
It is known that pain can trigger negative emotions and craving among
heavy tobacco users, but the link has not been investigated among the growing
population of non-heavy smokers. In this exploratory study, 42 non-heavy smokers
(≤15 cigarettes per day) participated in a cold pressor task with a pre-and postexperimental administration of the Tobacco Craving Questionnaire-Short Form
(TCQ-SF) and the Positive Affect Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS). Paired
samples t-tests were used to compare pre- and post-test scores for craving, positive
affect, and negative affect. There was a non-statistically significant increase in
general craving from the pre (M = 39.31, SD = 14.94) to post-test (M = 42.39, SD
= 18.47), t(40)= -1.67, p = .102, and a significant increase from the pre (M = 7.57,
SD = 4.63) to post-test (M = 9.00, SD = 5.35) emotionality craving subscale, t(41)
= -2.13, p <.05 . There was also a non-significant decrease in PA from pre-test (M
= 31.47, SD = 8.97) to post-test (M = 29.24, SD = 9.54), t(38)= 1.08, p = .08, and

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michael Businelle, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
University of Texas School of Public Health, Health Promotion and Behavioral
Sciences, 6011 Harry Hines Blvd., V8.112, Dallas, TX 75390-9128, United States,
Phone: 214-648-1070, Email: michael.businelle@utsouthwestern.edu
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early-escalating smoking trajectory whereas sensation seeking alone increased
the probability of belonging to the late-escalating group, relative to non-smokers.
Conversely, behavioral impulsivity measures did not influence the probability of
smoking group membership, and behavioral impulsivity did not increase in groups
demonstrating an escalation of smoking. SUMMARY: Preliminary results suggest
that young adult college students display heterogeneous patterns of tobacco use
that are influenced by multiple dimensions of trait impulsivity. These dimensions
may be useful prevention strategies targeting individuals at risk of escalation of
smoking.
Funding: DA-05312.

DEFINING ‘HARDCORE’ SMOKERS IN A POPULATION SAMPLE OF
NO-COST NRT USERS: CHARACTERISTICS AND 6-MONTH CESSATION
OUTCOMES
L. Zawertailo, Ph.D., R. O’Reilly, J. Mascarenhas, M.Sc., C. Kenaszchuk, M.Sc.,
and P. Selby, M.B.B.S., Nicotine Dependence Service, Centre for Addiction and
Mental Health, University of Toronto, ON, Canada
Following several years of decline, smoking prevalence rates in North America
have plateaued in recent years. One explanation for this phenomenon is the
hardening hypothesis which posits that tobacco control efforts have been effective
for those who were able to easily quit and the remaining smokers are more
resistant to quitting. While the literature cites several common characteristics of
the hardcore smoker, there is no universal definition and little conclusive evidence
in support of the hardening hypothesis. Studies comparing cessation rates
between hardcore and regular smokers are lacking. The purpose of this study
was to compare cessation outcomes among a large group of smokers (n=13,158)
based on whether or not they met currently accepted ‘hardcore smoker’ criteria. All
smokers in this sample had called a toll-free number to receive 5-weeks of no-cost
nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) by mail. We hypothesized that hardcore
smokers (HCS) would have lower quit rates at 6-months compared to regular
smokers. Of the 6,261 participants who completed a 6-month follow-up, 1,125
(18%) were characterized as HCS (at baseline, >15 cigarettes per day, Heaviness
of Smoking Index score >4, smoked > 5 years, no past year quit attempt). Baseline
characteristics that significantly predicted HCS status using binary logistic
regression included male gender (OR=1.2; 95%CI 1.0-1.4), no post-secondary
education (OR=1.5; 95%CI 1.3-1.8), household annual income < $40k (OR=1.2;
95%CI 1.1-1.4), and age started smoking daily < 14 (OR=1.3; 95%CI 1.0-1.5). The
intent-to-treat (ITT) quit rate at 6-months was 9.2% for regular smokers and 6.7%
for HCS (p<0.05). In summary, HCS are able to achieve long-term abstinence
with 5-weeks of mailed NRT treatment and no ongoing counseling. Abstinence at
6-months was only slightly lower in HSC compared to regular smokers, suggesting
that HCS status has only a small moderating effect on treatment success and may
not be a valid phenotype. Increasing accessibility to no-cost, low-intensity smoking
cessation interventions may serve to increase quit rates among all smokers and
therefore further decrease smoking prevalence at the population level.
Funded by the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long Term Care.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Dustin Lee, M.S., University of Kentucky,
Psychology, 1401 Nicholasville Rd, Lexington, KY 40517, United States, Phone:
859-277-3766, Email: dclee2@email.uky.edu
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INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN EFFECTS OF EXERCISE ON SMOKING IN
THE HUMAN LABORATORY
A.N. Kurti* and J. Dallery
A single bout of exercise can decrease cigarette cravings and withdrawal, and
increase the delay to ad libitum smoking. The present study used a laboratory
analogue of smoking and a within-subjects design to assess individual differences
in the relation between exercise and smoking. Participants (N = 17) experienced
20-min of exercise and 20-min of leisure activities across four sessions in an
ABAB design. Results indicated that the delay to ad lib smoking was significantly
longer after exercise sessions (M = 19.7) than control sessions (M = 3.7), although
the magnitude of this effect appeared to differ between individuals. To assess
individual differences in effects of exercise on smoking, a median split distinguished
participants as responders (exercise increased delay > 1-min relative to control
sessions) or non-responders (exercise increased delay < 1-min relative to control
sessions). Responders waited 30.2-min longer to smoke after exercise relative to
control sessions, and smoked 2.4 cigarettes per session. Non-responders waited
0.4-min longer to smoke after control relative to exercise sessions, and smoked
3.8 cigarettes per session. Responders also displayed lower resting heart rates,
initiated smoking at a later age, and tended to smoke fewer cigarettes per day than
non-responders. These results suggest that exercise increases the delay to ad
libitum smoking in the human laboratory, although there are substantial individual
differences in the magnitude of this effect. Future research should identify
characteristics that might predict, or conditions that might enhance, the efficacy of
exercise to reduce smoking.
Internal funding, overhead account in the dept of psychology (Dallery).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laurie Zawertailo, PhD, Scientist, Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health, Addictions Program, 175 College Street, Toronto,
ON M5T1P7, Canada, Phone: 4165358501 x37422, Fax: 4165998265, Email:
laurie.zawertailo@camh.ca
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Allison Kurti, M.S., Graduate Research Assistant,
Univ. of Florida, Psychology, 405 SE 2nd Ave., Apt.#36, Gainesville, FL 32601,
United States, Phone: 336-406-3706, Email: akurti@ufl.edu

Dustin C. Lee, M.S.*1, Zachary W. Adams, Ph.D.2, Richard Milich, Ph.D.1, Thomas
H. Kelly, Ph.D.1, and Don R. Lynam, Ph.D.3, 1University of Kentucky; 2Medical
University of South Carolina; 3Purdue University
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ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPULSIVITY AND
DEVELOPMENTAL TRAJECTORIES OF CIGARETTE SMOKING IN A
LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF YOUNG ADULTS

SMOKING STATUS AS A MODERATOR OF THE ACUTE EFFECTS OF
AEROBIC EXERCISE AMONG SMOKERS IN CESSATION TREATMENT

BACKGROUND: Previous research has identified impulsivity as a risk factor for
tobacco use initiation as well as the development of tobacco dependence. However,
impulsivity is a multi-dimensional construct, and further research is needed to
determine how individual differences in dimensions of impulsivity contribute to
developmental trajectories of tobacco use. This study will determine (1) which
dimensions of impulsivity are most closely associated with escalating tobacco
use, and (2) if behavioral impulsivity changes as a consequence of escalating
tobacco use. METHOD: Young adults (N=428) were repeatedly assessed in three
waves across their first three years of college. Measures included self-reported
(UPPS-P) and performance-based (cued go/no-go, BART, MCQ) indices of
impulsivity, and self-reported (Life History Calendar) tobacco use. Group-based
trajectory modeling (SAS proc traj) examined whether dimensions of impulsivity
influenced trajectories of smoking behavior, and linear mixed models determined
whether behavioral impulsivity changed as a function of tobacco use. RESULTS:
Group-based trajectory modeling indicated that young adults demonstrated
heterogeneous patterns of tobacco use, with four distinct smoking trajectories
emerging (non-smokers, early-escalators, late-escalators, and decreasing
smokers). Higher scores on UPPS-P negative urgency, (lack of) premeditation,
and sensation seeking significantly increased the probability of being in the

Ana M. Abrantes*1,2, William Zywiak1,2, David R. Strong2,3, Deborah Riebe4, Julie
Desaulniers1, and Richard A. Brown1,2, 1Butler Hospital; 2Alpert Medical School of
Brown University; 3University of California, San Diego; 4University of Rhode Island
Aim: Previous studies have documented the acute effect of exercise on
mood, affect, smoking withdrawal and craving among smokers in experimental
settings as well as those undergoing cessation treatment. However, the extent to
which smoking status (i.e., abstinence vs smoking on the day of acute exercise)
moderates the acute benefits of exercise on mood and craving among smokers
has yet to be carefully examined. Method: The acute effects of mood, anxiety,
and smoking urges were examined among 61 smokers (66% female, mean age =
47.9 years; mean of 19.7 cigarettes/day) randomized to either a 12-week aerobic
exercise intervention (AE) or health education (HE) for smoking protocol. Both
conditions received an 8-week telephone-delivered, smoking cessation treatment
(with the nicotine patch) and quit date set for week 5. At each of the 12 weeks
of either intervention, participants were asked to rate mood, anxiety, and urges to
smoker before and after each AE and HE session. Results: Hierarchical linear
modeling analyses were conducted to examine treatment condition, smoking
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status at each week, pre-quit vs post-quit time period, condition by time, and
condition by smoking status interactions as predictors of acute changes in mood,
anxiety, and urges. Participants in the AE condition showed significant acute
improvements in mood and reductions in urges to smoke. There was also a
main effect of time where acute decreases in urges were more evident during
the post-quit weeks across both conditions. Lastly, a significant condition by
smoking status interaction was found such that abstinence on the day of either
AE or HE session was associated with greater acute improvements in mood
for AE and lower mood improvement in HE, while no differences in acute mood
changes were observed between conditions if participants smoked on that session
day. Conclusion: Consistent with previous work, smokers engaged in cessation
treated experienced the acute benefits of exercise on mood and smoking urges. In
addition, current study’s findings contribute to previous work by pointing toward the
potential blunting effect of cigarette smoking on these acute benefits of exercise.
This research was supported by NIDA grant K23 DA019950 awarded to Dr.
Abrantes.

ATTENTIONAL RETRAINING ADMINISTERED IN THE FIELD ON A MOBILE
DEVICE REDUCES SMOKERS’ ATTENTIONAL BIAS AND CRAVING
William Kerst, M.Sc., and Andrew J. Waters, Ph.D.*, Uniformed Services University
of the Health Sciences
Attentional retraining (AR) is a potential new treatment for addiction. AR trains
addicts to attend away from drug-related cues. Therefore AR may reduce exposure
to drug cues and reduce craving. In previous studies of AR in tobacco addiction,
AR has been administered in a single laboratory session. We examined the utility of
administering multiple sessions of AR over a 1-week period in a naturalistic setting.
Smokers (N=60) not seeking to quit were randomly assigned to an AR group or
control (no training) group. They carried a personal digital assistant (PDA) with
them for one week. They were prompted to complete 4 assessments daily, including
3 attentional retrainings (AR group) or 3 control trainings (control group). AR was
implemented using a modified visual probe task. Attentional bias was assessed
using a standard visual probe task on the PDA. Overall, participants responded to
80.1% of the auditory prompts. The AR group completed 434 attentional retrainings
(mean = 15.0) and 146 assessments on the PDA, and the control group completed
448 Control trainings (mean = 14.9) and 145 assessments on the PDA. At baseline,
participants exhibited significant attentional bias to smoking cues. As hypothesized,
attentional bias at assessments (n=291 assessments) significantly declined over
the week in the AR group, but there was no decline in the control group. After day
5, the AR group exhibited significantly lower attentional bias than the control group.
AR also reduced craving ratings following briefly-presented pictures containing
both smoking and non-smoking features presented on the PDA. AR may train
smokers to attend to the non-features of the picture and therefore reduce exposure
to the smoking features and reduce craving. AR did not significantly influence
self-reported smoking behavior or biochemical measures of smoke intake. This
study provides proof of concept that a cognitive retraining intervention can be
administered on a mobile device in the natural environment and that AR can reduce
attentional bias and craving in response to a cue.
Funded by Intramural Grant of the Uniformed Services University of the Health
Sciences (CO72JV).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ana Abrantes, Butler Hospital/Alpert Medical
School of Brown University, 345 Blackstone Blvd., Providence, RI 02906, United
States, Phone: 401-455-6440, Email: Ana_Abrantes@Brown.edu
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PATIENT-LEVEL VARIABLES MODERATE SMOKING CESSATION
TREATMENT OUTCOMES IN DIFFERENT PRIMARY HEALTH CARE
SETTINGS
Lilian Riad-Allen, M.Sc.*, Justine Mascarenhas, M.Sc., Janine Fitzpatrick,
M.Cog.Sc., Chris Kenaszchuk, M.Sc., Laurie Zawertailo, Ph.D., and Peter Selby,
M.B.B.S., Nicotine Dependence Service, Centre for Addiction and Mental Health,
University of Toronto, ON, Canada
A smoking cessation intervention program funded by the provincial government
in Ontario, Canada facilitated the provision of no-cost smoking cessation treatment
(Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT) plus counseling as per evidence-based
guideline recommendations), to patients of participating primary care organizations
(either a Community Health Centre [CHC] or Family Health Team [FHT]. The CHC
model of care offers healthcare to underserved or at-risk populations. Therefore,
it may be expected that CHC patients would exhibit more challenges related to
psychosocial factors that would negatively impact cessation outcomes. To test
this hypothesis, self-report baseline data was compared between CHC (N=
641) and FHT (N = 6825) patients and were related to 3 month quit rates. Our
analysis revealed no difference in the average age when patients started smoking
(15.76 years vs. 15.82 years) for CHCs and FHTs, respectively. However, CHC
patients smoked significantly more cigarettes per day than FHT patients (22.2
vs. 20.5, p<.05). Additionally, a Chi-Squared revealed significantly (all p values
<.05) more psychosocial triggers identified by CHC patients compared to FHT
patients including: financial stress (89.2% vs. 77%), unemployment stress (72.2%
vs. 49.3%), psychiatric illness (69.2% vs. 48.7%) and medical illness (84.5% vs.
71.1%). Past substance use was also significantly higher for CHC patients for the
following substances: cocaine (20.4% vs. 13.1%), sedatives (12.9% vs. 9.7%),
opiates (13.4% vs. 8.8%) and stimulants (7.6% vs. 4.2%). Finally, CHC patients
self-reported significantly higher rates of mental health diagnoses including:
depression (46.2% vs. 36.4%), anxiety (39.1% vs. 30.9%), schizophrenia (3.3%
vs. 2%) and bipolar disorder (7.7% vs. 4%). Furthermore, intent-to-treat quit rate
was significantly lower in CHC patients (6%) than in FHT patients (13%) indicating
that CHC patients are a more cessation treatment resistant population, requiring
unique cessation treatment approaches. Logistical modeling will be presented to
compare outcome predictors of cessation between these two distinct populations.
Funded by the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long Term Care.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrew Waters, Uniformed Services University
of the Health Sciences, 3401 Jones Bridge Road, Bethesda, MD 20814, United
States, Phone: 3012959675, Email: andrew.waters@usuhs.edu
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EFFECTS OF SWITCHING TO VERY LOW NICOTINE CIGARETTES ON
SMOKING BEHAVIOR
Michael R. Moynihan, Ph.D.*, and Joseph Pandolfino, 22nd Century Group, Inc.
It is generally accepted that while cigarette smoke contains a very large number
constituents, nicotine plays a major role in sustaining smoking behavior. Several
studies have shown reductions in smoking and increases in quitting after switching
to cigarettes with a very low nicotine content. In a recent study of VLN cigarettes
as an aid to smoking cessation, smoking was monitored over a six week ad lib
smoking period in 234 smokers randomized to VLN or cigarettes with conventional
nicotine content. Although the median number of cigarettes smoked was reduced
to 11% of baseline during the 4-week abstinence period, there was no statistical
difference in continuous abstinence between the VLN cigarette and the control.
Cigarette consumption and exhaled CO declined significantly in the VLN cigarette
group prior to the target quit date. However, use of non-study cigarettes appears
to have been higher than in prior independent studies of VLN cigarettes. The
cigarettes used in this study had a lower nicotine content of approximately 0.5
mg/g, compared to 1 to 1.5 mg/g nicotine in prior studies. This difference may
contribute to difference in the effect of VLN cigarettes on smoking behavior.
Changes in the smoking behavior over time of subgroups of smokers using VLN
cigarettes will also be presented.
This project was supported in part by a grant from the Qualifying Therapeutic
Discovery Project of the U.S. Internal Revenue Service.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laurie Zawertailo, PhD, Scientist, Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health, Addictions Program, 175 College Street, Toronto,
ON M5T1P7, Canada, Phone: 4165358501 x37422, Fax: 4165998265, Email:
laurie.zawertailo@camh.ca

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michael Moynihan, PhD, Vice President, Research
& Development, 22nd Century Group, Inc., 9530 Main Street, Clarence, NY
22801, United States, Phone: 716-270-8141, Email: mrm86@xxiicentury.com
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to taste and smell decreased during the non-menthol period (ps<0.01) compared to
the menthol. Results suggest menthol has minimal impact on smoking behaviors,
exposures and subjective ratings.
This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health R01-120594, R01120594-S1; R01-130961), P30-ES013508 and P50-CA143187.

Norval Hickman, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, and Judith J. Prochaska, Ph.D., M.P.H.2,
1
California Tobacco-Related Disease Research Program; 2Stanford University

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrew Strasser, University of Pennsylvania,
3535 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104, United States, Phone: 2157465788,
Email: strasse3@mail.med.upenn.edu

MENTHOL TOBACCO USE IN PSYCHIATRIC SAMPLES: A COMPARISON
FROM THREE CLINICAL TRIALS TO NATIONAL ESTIMATES IN THE
GENERAL POPULATION

Context: Epidemiological evidence suggests elevated prevalence of menthol
cigarette use among smokers with psychological distress. Purpose: The current
study extends the investigation by examining menthol use among adults and
adolescents with psychiatric disorders participating in three clinical trials relative
to nationwide epidemiological data. Matched by ethnic group, we hypothesized
menthol smoking prevalence would be higher among smokers with mental
illness than the general population. Method: This cross-sectional study analyzed
baseline data from 2 adult inpatient tobacco treatment trials in public (N=100,
44% Caucasian) and private (N=724, 45% Caucasian) psychiatric hospitals and
one adolescent/young adult study in community mental health clinics (N=60, 42%
Caucasian) conducted in the San Francisco area from 2008 to 2011. Treatments
were tailored to stage of change – wanting to quit was not required. Inclusion criteria
were English fluency and smoking 5+ cigarettes/day (adults) or 1+ cigarette in the
past month (youth). Menthol use was assessed directly for adults and by reported
cigarette brands for youth. Comparison data were from the 2008 National Survey
on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH). Results: Menthol rates were elevated among
adult psychiatric samples relative to national data within all ethnicities except for
African Americans where menthol rates approximated 80% for all three groups.
Menthol rates by ethnicity for public & private psychiatric samples vs. NSDUH
were Caucasians: 36% & 36% vs. 22%, Asian/Pacific Islanders: 46% & 57% vs.
29%, Latinos: 44% & 70% vs. 30%, and multiracial: 67% & 66% vs. 37%. Among
youth aged 12-17, menthol use was 74% (psych) vs. 46% (gen) and for youth aged
18-25, 42% (psych) vs. 33% (gen). Within the psychiatric samples, menthol use
did not differ by gender, age, education, psychiatric diagnosis, smoking intensity,
nicotine dependence, or stage of change, but was higher for those of lower income.
Discussion: The findings provide further evidence of elevated menthol use among
adults, and now adolescents, with psychiatric disorders, vulnerable groups that
may be protected by FDA regulation of menthol tobacco.
Funding: NIDA: T32DA007250, P50DA09253, K23DA018691.
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NICOTINE BIOMARKERS AND SMOKING RATE IN DAILY AND NON-DAILY
SMOKERS
Michael Dunbar, M.S.*1, Saul Shiffman, Ph.D.1, and Neal Benowitz, M.D.2,
1
University of Pittsburgh; 2University of California, San Francisco
Background: Non-daily or intermittent smokers (ITS) are becoming more
common, but is not known how much nicotine ITS ingest, or what role nicotine plays
in ITS smoking patterns. We examined differences between ITS and daily smokers
(DS) in nicotine intake and metabolism. Methods: 497 smokers (229 DS; 268 ITS)
contributed data on smoking patterns, including cigarettes per day (CPD), and
biochemical indices of nicotine exposure, including: urinary cotinine, and nicotine
metabolite ratio (NMR; 3-OH-cotinine:cotinine), the latter a biomarker of the rate
of nicotine metabolism. Potential moderating effects of ethnicity (African American
(AA) vs. White (WH)) and gender were examined. Results: DS had higher cotinine
concentrations than ITS (1394 vs 494 ng/ml; SEs 62.1, 61.5), but differences were
accounted for by rate of cigarette consumption (CPD). Cotinine increased linearly
with increasing CPD (B=55.21, SE=7.59, p < 0.0001), but leveled off at higher
levels (B=-3.07, SE=0.66, p < 0.0001) in both groups. There were no differences
in NMR (5.09, 5.09; se 0.29, 0.30). There were no gender effects or gender by
group interactions. However, there were marked ethnic differences in cotinine and
CPD, and ethnicity x smoker group interactions. Cotinine levels were similar for
AA DS and WH DS, but AA ITS cotinine was over twice that of WH ITS. CPD also
varied by race and group, such that AA DS smoked significantly fewer cigarettes
than WH DS (14.5 vs 17.5, SE 0.62, 0.49), whereas AA ITS smoking significantly
more than WHs (4.81, 3.32, SE 0.63, 0.43). ITS AA had 66% higher cotinine:CPD
ratio than WH (p<0.001). There were no ethnicity or ethnicity x group effects on
NMR. Conclusion: DS and ITS consume the same amount of nicotine per cigarette
and have similar rates of nicotine metabolism. As such, differences in nicotine
intake and metabolism cannot account for observed differences in DS and ITS
smoking patterns. However, within ITS, AA appear to take in more nicotine per
cigarette than WH, consistent with the view of ITS as a heterogeneous group of
smokers. Ethnic differences in ITS may shed light on broader ethnic variation in
smoking patterns and motivations.
This work was supported by grant R01-DA020742 (Shiffman) from the National
Institutes of Health, National Institute on Drug Abuse. Additional support for
authors was provided by National Science Foundation Graduate Research
Fellowship (Dunbar), grant R01-DA02277 (Benowitz) and grant R01-DA12393
(Benowitz).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Norval Hickman, Ph.D., M.P.H., Progam Offficer,
University of California Office of the President, Tobacco-Related Disease
Research Program, 300 Lakeside Drive, 6th Floor, Oakland, CA 94612, United
States, Phone: 5109879032, Email: Norval.Hickman@ucop.edu
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THE EFFECT OF MENTHOL ON CIGARETTE SMOKING BEHAVIORS,
BIOMARKERS, AND SUBJECTIVE RESPONSES
Andrew A. Strasser, Ph.D.*, Rebecca L. Ashare, Ph.D., Madeline Kaufman, B.S.,
Kathy Z. Tang, M.S., A. Clementina Mesaros, Ph.D., and Ian A. Blair, Ph.D.,
Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania
As part of the Family Smoking Prevention Control Act, the United States Congress
requested formal studies to investigate the effect of menthol on cigarette smoking and
cigarette smokers. Menthol cigarettes comprise approximately 25% of all cigarettes
sold in the United States and therefore regulating menthol would potentially affect
a significant number of smokers. The purpose of the current study was to examine
smoking behaviors, biomarker exposure and subjective responses when switching
from a novel menthol cigarette to a non-menthol cigarette to isolate the effect of
menthol and to approximate the effect a menthol ban might have on smokers. Sixty
current smokers were recruited to this 35-day randomized, open-label, laboratory
study. After a 5-day baseline period, participants were randomized in a 3:1 ratio to
the experimental group where they would smoke menthol Camel Crush for 15 days
followed by 15 days of non-menthol Camel Crush, or the control group where they
smoked their own brand cigarette across all periods. Participants attended study
visits every 5 days and completed measures of smoking rate, smoking topography,
biomarkers of exposure, and subjective responses. There were significant condition
x period interactions for total puff volume (p=0.028) and puff duration (p=0.024). The
experimental group exhibited a marginal increase in total puff volume from baseline
to crush (p=0.06) and from crush to no crush (p=0.06) and a significant increase
between baseline and no crush (p=0.02). The control group showed no significant
changes in total puff volume (ps>0.4). There was no significant change in daily
cigarette consumption in the experimental condition (p=0.89). Carbon monoxide,
nicotine, cotinine and 8-oxo-dGuo, a biomarker of oxidative stress and cancer risk,
did not significantly differ in the experimental condition. Subjective ratings related

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michael Dunbar, M.S., University of Pittsburgh,
Psychology, 130 N. Bellefield Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15213, United States, Phone:
412-383-1222, Email: msd13@pitt.edu
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LIGHT AND INTERMITTENT SMOKING CESSATION, MOTIVATION CHANGE,
AND REDUCTION IN A PREDOMINANTLY HISPANIC SAMPLE
Ivan N. Torres, B.A.*, Julie Blow, M.A., Dessaray C. Gorbett, Beatriz Suro
Maldonado, B.A., Joseph E. Charter, B.S., and Theodore V. Cooper, Ph.D.,
University of Texas at El Paso
Few smoking cessation studies for light (≤10 cigarettes per day) and intermittent
(nondaily smoking) smokers have been conducted. This study assessed the efficacy
of a brief smoking intervention and its impact on abstinence, motivation change,
and reduction. Community and student participants (N = 249; Mage=34.5, SD =
13.81, 85.3% Hispanic) at baseline completed measures assessing demographics
and tobacco use and history. Participants were randomized to receive either an
immediate (II) or delayed (DI) brief smoking cessation intervention. The II consisted
106
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of approximately 45 min of motivational enhancement, trigger management, social
support identification, and goal setting. Participants received two phone booster
calls (at months 1 and 2 after baseline), along with two e-mail or text message
“quit-tips.” Finally, participants completed a 3 month follow-up survey, and those
in the DI were encouraged to receive the intervention. Chi square analyses
assessed intervention condition relative to abstinence, motivation change in the
predicted direction (yes/no), and reduction (yes/no). Logistic regression models
assessed these same relationships and included additional predictors of age,
sex, and cigarettes per month at baseline. Abstinence rates overall were low
(9%) with no significant differences between groups (χ2(1)=.35, p>.05); similarly,
motivation change did not differ by group (χ2(1)=.35, p>.05). However, smoking
reduction significantly differed by group (χ2(1)=5.6, p<.05) such that II participants
were more likely to reduce their smoking. Of the regression models, none yielded
significant predictors; however, baseline cigarettes per month were marginally
associated with motivation to change at follow-up (OR=1.005, p=.06). Attrition
was high (48.8%) despite strong retention efforts. Despite efforts at tailoring for
low level predominantly Hispanic smokers, results indicate the need for a more
efficacious intervention, as well as longer follow-up periods to perhaps capitalize
on smoking reduction to promote future abstinence. Even more rigorous retention
efforts are also warranted.
This study was funded by A Smoke Free Paso del Norte Grant No. 26-8113-61.

AN EXAMINATION OF ADOLESCENT AND EMERGING ADULT NONSMOKERS, TRIERS AND SMOKERS AND SUBSEQUENT HIV RISK
BEHAVIOR
Sneha Thamotharan, M.A.*, Krista Lange, B.S., Ashley Herrick, B.A., Michale
Sferra, B.A., and Sherecce Fields, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, Department of
Psychology, Health Behavior Research Group
The combined use of substances and risky sexual behavior increases the
likelihood of contracting an STI, such as HIV, and impregnation (Thamotharan
et. al, unpublished). Two prominent behaviors that have been linked to one
another include cigarette smoking and sexual intercourse. However, little
research has examined the differences in smoking status and proclivity for HIV
risk. For the current study, we examined patterns of HIV risk in three different
smoking status groups (Non-smokers, Triers, and Smokers). The study utilized
a sample of adolescents and emerging adults (N=87, Smokers = 25, Triers = 18,
and Non-Smokers = 44). Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) revealed significant
differences (p < 0.05) between smoking status groups and HIV risk behaviors,
specifically sexual impulsivity (F(2) = 6.860), age of onset for Kissing (F(2) =
3.538), French Kissing (F(2) = 4.961), Touch Penis (F(2) = 4.328), Touch Vagina
(F(2) = 3.459), Oral Sex (F(2) = 5.772), Vaginal Sex (F(2) = 8.167), vaginal sex
condom use frequency (F(2) = 3.545 as well as ever having unprotected oral (F(2)
= 4.946) and vaginal (F(2) = 5.162) sex. To test the simple effect of smoking status
by HIV risk, a Tukey HSD post-hoc analysis (p < 0.05) was conducted. Smokers
were significantly different from Non-Smokers in age of onset for Kissing (M = 12
vs.15 years), French Kissing (M = 13 vs. 16 years), Touch Penis (M = 16 vs. 18
years), Touch Vagina (M = 16 vs. 19 years), Oral Sex (M = 17 vs. 19 years), and
Vaginal Sex (M = 19 vs. 22 years) respectively. Triers were significantly different
from Non-Smokers in sexual impulsivity (M = 4.608 vs. 8.292 years, with lower
values indicating greater impulsivity), condom use frequency during vaginal sex
(sometimes vs. always) and ever having unprotected vaginal sex (yes vs. no),
but both Smokers and Triers were significantly different from Non-Smokers in
reporting having unprotected oral sex. These findings indicate that smoking status
may relay differences in HIV risk. Future research efforts should examine not only
smokers but triers, an understudied group that is vulnerable for HIV risk.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Theodore Cooper, Ph.D., Associate Professor,
University of Texas at El Paso, Psychology, 500 West University Ave, El Paso, TX
79968, United States, Phone: 915-747-6270, Email: tvcooper@utep.edu
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SMOKING CESSATION IN AFRICAN AMERICAN AND WHITE SMOKERS:
PSYCHOLOGICAL MECHANISMS
C.D. Robinson*1, D.W. Wetter2, P.C. Cinciripini2, Y. Li2, and A.J. Waters1, 1Uniformed
Services University of the Health Sciences; 2The University of Texas MD Anderson
Cancer Center, Houston, TX
Some evidence suggests that African Americans (AAs) experience greater
difficulty quitting tobacco than Whites, but the mechanisms underlying racial
differences in smoking cessation are unclear. We examined a number of
candidate variables that may potentially mediate an association between race
and short-term smoking cessation outcomes. Smokers (146 Whites, 100 AAs)
recruited from two study sites enrolled in a smoking cessation study were followed
from two weeks pre-quit through 4 weeks post-quit. Two-hundred participants (110
Whites, 74 AAs) attended a quit-day session and attempted to quit. Participants
did not receive pharmacotherapy but did receive brief individualized counseling.
At each study visit participants completed a battery of subjective and cognitive
assessments. Although AAs initially reported higher motivation to quit (p < .05)
and greater confidence in quitting (p < .05), AAs were more likely to relapse during
the first week (Biochemically-verified point prevalence (PP) Abstinence, OR =
5.90, p = .001) and at Week 4 (OR = 3.76, p < .01). For Week 1, the association
persisted when controlling for study site, income, and years of education (p < .05).
Counterintuitively, but consistent with some previous data, AAs reported lower
craving ratings on the Questionnaire for Smoking Urges on quit-day, relative to
their craving ratings at a pre-quit non-abstinent session (p < .01). In contrast, AAs
reported higher ratings of attentional bias to cigarette cues before quit-day (p <
.01). AAs exhibited comparable levels of attentional bias on a modified Stroop task,
but they exhibited worse performance on the Rapid Visual Information Processing
(RVP) task (p < .05). Overall, AA had worse cessation outcomes despite reporting
greater motivation and confidence in quitting, and despite reporting relatively lower
levels of craving on quit-day. In contrast, AAs reported greater attentional bias to
smoking cues and exhibited worse performance on a task assessing sustained
attention which may have hindered smoking cessation. Future research will further
identify the pathways that link race and smoking cessation outcomes.
Study funded by NIDA DA020436 (Waters).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sneha Thamotharan, M.A., Texas A&M,
Psychology, 4235 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843, United States, Phone: 661903-1554, Email: thamotha@neo.tamu.edu
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IMPULSIVITY, SENSATION SEEKING, AND PARENTAL PERMISSIVENESS
IN RELATION TO CIGARETTE SMOKING, ALCOHOL USE, AND CO-USE IN
ADOLESCENTS
Robert F. Leeman*, Rani A. Hoff, Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, and Marc N. Potenza,
Yale University School of Medicine
Impulsivity and sensation seeking have been related to substance use in
adolescents and predict substance-related problems longitudinally. Further
research is needed to learn about relationships between impulsivity and sensation
seeking and other potentially-related variables that have also been tied to
substance use. Parental permissiveness and part-time job status are two such
variables. Each may have particularly strong relationships to substance use
among those high in impulsivity or sensation seeking. Extending the work of
Schepis et al. (2008), we used data from a large sample of high school students in
Connecticut (N = 2781) to examine impulsivity and sensation seeking individually
in statistical models with alcohol and cigarette individual use and co-use as
outcome variables. Also included in these models were demographics, parental
permissiveness regarding addictive behavior (as reported by students), part-time
job status and two-way interactions between impulsivity and sensation seeking and
the latter two variables. Impulsivity and sensation seeking related significantly to
each outcome variable. Relationships between sensation seeking and substance
use outcomes were moderated in multiple models. There were significant
sensation seeking x parental permissiveness interactions in models with alcohol
use, cigarette use and co-use as outcomes. Sensation seeking was related to
an increased likelihood of substance use, particularly among those with less
permissive parents. However, likelihood of substance use was elevated among
those with more permissive parents regardless of sensation seeking. There were
significant sensation seeking x part-time job status interactions in models with

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Cendrine Robinson, B.S., Doctoral Student,
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, 4301 Jones Bridge Rd,
Bethesda, MD 20814, United States, Phone: 5855201553, Email: crobinson@
usuhs.edu
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cigarette use and co-use as outcome variables due to the predicted relationship
that a part-time job is problematic primarily for sensation seekers. There were
no significant interactions involving impulsivity. In summary, impulsivity and
sensation seeking related to individual use of alcohol and cigarettes, as well as
co-use. Parental permissiveness and part-time job status moderated relationships
between sensation seeking and substance use.
Support provided by K01 AA 019694, K05 AA014715, RL1 AA017539, VA
VISN1 MIRECC, Connecticut Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services
and the Connecticut Mental Health Center.

We conducted a randomized controlled trial to evaluate the effectiveness of
quitline support (i.e., proactive telephone counseling) and self-help-materials to
increase smoking cessation rates among smoking parents. A total of 512 smoking
parents were proactively recruited through their children’s primary schools
and randomly assigned to either quitline support or self-help materials (control
condition). Proactive telephone counseling was delivered by trained counselors
of the Dutch national quitline (STIVORO). Telephone counseling consisted of up
to seven counselor-initiated calls based on cognitive-behavioral skill building and
motivational interviewing. In the control condition, parents received a standard
brochure to aid smoking cessation. Assessments took place at baseline, three
months after start of the intervention (post-measurement), and twelve months
after start of the intervention (follow-up measurement). RESULTS: At 3-months
post-measurement, parents receiving quitline support were significantly more likely
than controls to report 7-day point prevalence abstinence (50% vs. 13%, p<0.05).
Primary outcome measures including sustained abstinence, 7-day point prevalence
abstinence, quit attempts, and reduction in cigarette consumption will be reported
for the 3-months and 12-months post-intervention assessment. CONCLUSIONS:
Quitline support is highly effective in increasing short-term smoking cessation rates
among smoking parents who were proactively recruited into cessation support
through primary schools in the Netherlands. Long-term outcomes will be examined.
Preliminary evidence indicates that public schools may constitute an additional
venue (next to clinical settings) for reaching the population of smoking parents.
This study is funded by ZonMw, Netherlands organization for health care
research and development (grant # 50-50110-96-639).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Robert Leeman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Yale
University School of Medicine, Psychiatry, CMHC, Room S200, New Haven, CT
06519, United States, Phone: 203-974-7373, Fax: 203-974-7606, Email: robert.
leeman@yale.edu
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R U A SMKN M0M?: ASPECTS OF A TEXT MESSAGING SMOKING
CESSATION/REDUCTION INTERVENTION FOR YOUNGER MOTHERS
Sophie Soklaridis, Ph.D., Jenna Robinson, M. A., Nadia Minian, Ph.D.*, Rosa
Dragonetti, M.Sc., and Peter Selby, M.B.B.S.
Background: Women who are younger in age are more likely to smoke during
pregnancy and tend to have less success with quitting smoking. There is an unmet
need for cessation interventions targeted to pregnant young women that engage
them and provide them with support and assistance to quit long term into the
postpartum period and beyond. One intervention is text messaging (TM), which
provides an anonymous, low-cost means for delivering messages to women that
avoids some of the barriers of face-to-face support. Objective: Our study aimed to
gain an in-depth understanding of pregnant and postpartum women’s experiences
of mobile communication, in general, and TM, in particular, as a potential conduit
for smoking cessation/reduction. Methods: Six focus groups and six telephone
interviews were convened across Ontario with 36 women who were either thinking
about getting pregnant, pregnant, or up to one year postpartum. Participants
were 16 years or older, smoked daily and spoke English. Results: Three main
themes with various subthemes were identified. First, the respondents identified
topic areas that they would be interested in hearing more about in the form of a
text message including financial costs of smoking, tips on cessation and reduction
and dispelling misconceptions. Second, these topical areas needed to be tailored
to their quit/reduction process (thinking of quitting, reduction, quit, maintenance,
relapse etc.) and address specific concerns related to pregnancy and postpartum.
Lastly, to be well-received, the tone of the text messages needed to indicate an
understanding of the diversity and complexity of women’s lives by being judgmentfree, positive and sensitive. Conclusion: Respondents of this study supported the
idea of a cessation intervention that utilized a TM component and they had clear
recommendations on the tone, content, control and frequency of messaging. A
personalized, women-centred TM program that meets a young woman’s unique
needs and addresses her concerns through her participation and direction is likely
to empower and support her quit/reduction attempts.
Funded by Echo: Improving Women’s Health in Ontario, an agency of the
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kathrin Schuck, MSc, PhD-candidate, Behavioural
Science Institute, Radboud University Nijmegen, Developmental Psychopathology,
Montessorilaan 3, Nijmegen, 6525 HR, Netherlands, Phone: 0031243612705,
Email: k.schuck@bsi.ru.nl
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PROACTIVE TELEPHONE SMOKING CESSATION TREATMENT IN A VA
MENTAL HEALTH POPULATION
Erin S. Rogers, David Smelson, Colleen Gillespie, Brian Elbel, Hildi Hagedorn,
Senaida Fernandez, and Scott E. Sherman*, VA New York Harbor Healthcare
System, Bedford VA Medical Center; Minneapolis VA Medical Center; New
York University School of Medicine; University of Massachusetts; University of
Minnesota
Background: It is unclear whether telephone-based treatment is acceptable and
effective for smokers with a mental health diagnosis. We evaluated the feasibility,
acceptability and clinical outcomes of a proactive telephone care program for VA
smokers with mental illness and compared counseling delivered by VA staff to that
delivered by the smokers’ state Quitlines. Methods: We conducted a six-site VA
trial implementing a telephone care coordination program for smokers with mental
illness. Mental health providers referred smokers to the program via electronic
consult. Patients were contacted by phone to offer enrollment. Patients who
enrolled were offered mailed self-help materials, smoking cessation medications,
and proactive, multi-call telephone counseling. Participants were randomized
to receive counseling either from a VA counselor who had received specialized
training on smokers with mental illness or from their state Quitline. Participants
completed a telephone survey assessing 30-day point prevalence abstinence at
2 months (response rate 74%) and 6 months (response rate 67%). Results: We
received 1206 referrals to the program, and we reached 919 (76%) patients by
phone to offer enrollment. Of those, 66% enrolled in treatment, 9% enrolled in
the follow-up surveys only, 9% were ineligible and 15% declined participation.
100% of participants in both treatment arms scheduled an appointment to begin
counseling, and nearly all were interested in using smoking cessation medications.
Approximately 70% of participants in each arm completed at least one counseling
session. At 6-month follow-up, the abstinence rate was 22% among respondents
(15% if we treated all non-respondents as smokers. Among all people who
enrolled in treatment, the 6-month abstinence rate was higher in the VA counseling
arm than in the Quitline arm (18% vs 12%, p=0.048). Conclusion: The telephone
program engaged a significant number of smokers with a mental health diagnosis
into smoking cessation treatment and produced long-term abstinence rates

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nadia Minian, PhD, Scientist, CAMH, Nicotine
Dependence Services, 175 College Street, Toronto, ON M5S 3E3, Canada,
Phone: 647.340.5332, Email: nadia.minian2@camh.ca
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EFFECTIVENESS OF PROACTIVE TELEPHONE COUNSELING ON
SMOKING CESSATION IN SMOKING PARENTS RECRUITED THROUGH
PRIMARY SCHOOLS: RESULTS OF A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Kathrin Schuck*, Roy Otten, Marloes Kleinjan, Jonathan B. Bricker, and Rutger
C.M.E. Engels, Behavioural Science Institute, Radboud University Nijmegen;
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, University of Washington
BACKGROUND: Cessation support is still underutilized in North-America
and Europe. In the Netherlands, less than 1% of smokers contact the national
quitline. This study examined whether low-intensity outreach to smoking parents
(i.e., one-time mailings distributed through primary schools) improved smoking
cessation rates and quit attempts and reduced cigarette consumption. METHODS:
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comparable to those seen in non-mental health populations. VA counseling
appeared more effective than counseling from the state Quitline.
This study was supported by a grant from the VA Health Services Research &
Development Service #SDP 07-034.

included 8 weeks of NRT (patch), tailored materials for Latinos with an emphasis
on issues related to HIV, and a strong social support component. An RCT was
conducted comparing the Culturally-Tailored Intervention (CTI) to a Standard Care
Intervention (SCI) condition among 302 participants recruited from 9 Northeastern
immunology clinics (mean age = 45, SD=8 years; 64% male; 51% not born in
USA; 56% Puerto Rican). Logistic regressions and bivariate analysis tests were
used to assess associations between treatment conditions, patient characteristics,
and biochemically verified 7-day and 24-hour point-prevalence abstinence (PPA)
rates. Intent-to-treat (ITT) 24-hour PPA rates at 3-month, 6-month and 12-month
follow-ups were 13%, 11% and 7%, respectively, in CTI, and 16%, 13% and 7%,
respectively, in SCI, indicating no statistically significant between-group differences.
Similar rates with no differences between groups were found for ITT 7-day PPA.
The majority (71%) of participants received the patch, however non-compliant use
was common (12% never wore it, 14% wore it inconsistently). Participants who
were not born in the US were more likely to use the patch (p=0.037) and to be
7-day PPA at 6-months (p=0.014). Those who had tried the patch prior to the study
were less likely to be 7-day point-prevalence abstinent compared to those who
received the patch for the first time with the support of the intervention (p=0.027).
Intervention approaches that include medication adherence strategies and other
NRT alternatives for coping with withdrawal may be critical to delivering more
effective interventions.
Supported by NIDA R01 DA018079-01.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Scott Sherman, MD, MPH, NYU School of
Medicine, Medicine and Psychiatry, 423 East 23rd Street, New York, NY 10010,
United States, Phone: 212-686-7500, Email: scott.sherman@med.nyu.edu
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SMOKING CESSATION OUTCOMES AMONG LGBT AND HETEROSEXUAL
SMOKERS IN EXTENDED SMOKING TREATMENTS
Eric S. Grady*, Gary L. Humfleet, Sharon M. Hall, Victor I. Reus, and Ricardo F.
Munoz, University of California, San Francisco
Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) smokers have higher smoking
rates than the general population. Questions remain regarding whether smoking
treatments should be tailored to LGBT smokers, who are at higher risk for factors
associated with smoking and smoking treatment failure. The present study is a
secondary data analysis comparing the efficacy of extended pharmacological
and behavioral treatments with LGBT and heterosexual smokers. Data from two
clinical trials were combined to increase statistical power and generalizability
of the findings. Both trials began with 12 weeks of combined counseling and
pharmacological treatment. Study 1 (N = 403) compared extended counseling,
extended NRT, and extended combined counseling +NRT in smokers age 50 years
and older. Study 2 (N = 407) then compared extended active or placebo bupropion
SR alone, or combined with extended counseling for 40 weeks. Follow-up
assessments were conducted at Weeks 12, 24, 52, 64, and 104. Abstinence
was defined as biochemically verified self-report of no smoking within the past 7
days. Of the 810 smokers who participated, 17% identified as LGBT and 83% as
heterosexual. The combined sample was predominantly non-Hispanic Caucasian
(75%), with 86% completing at least some college, 68% reported being employed,
and 59% reported earning at least $50,000 per year. Mean daily cigarettes =
19.8. Mean FTND score = 4.8. Overall, abstinence rates did not differ significantly
between LGBT and heterosexual smokers. Rates for LGBT were 55% at Week 12,
50% at Week 24, 37% at Week 52, 34% at Week 64, and 38% at week 104. Rates
for heterosexual smokers were 62% at Week 12, 50% at Week 24, 40% at Week
52, 40% at Week 64, and 40% at week 104. Conclusions: LGBT smokers appear
to achieve similar abstinence rates as heterosexual smokers in extended, nontailored interventions. However, these findings may not generalize to other areas
where access to treatment is limited or a higher stigma of sexual orientation exists.
This work was supported by the NIDA grants P50 DA09253, R01 DA 015732,
R01 DA 002538, K05 DA016752, and T32 DA007250.
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PARENTAL PROTECTION OF YOUNG CHILDREN FROM TOBACCO SMOKE
EXPOSURE: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Laura J. Rosen1, Vicky Myers1, Mel Hovell2, and Michal Ben Noach1, 1Tel Aviv
University; 2San Diego State University
Background: Tobacco smoke exposure (TSE) harms and kills adults and
children. Young children are especially vulnerable to TSE due to their small size,
developmental stage, and metabolism. Yet nearly half of children worldwide are
regularly exposed to tobacco smoke. Interventions aimed at voluntary reduction
of child TSE are important, but trials have shown mixed results regarding
effectiveness. Methods: We performed a systematic review and meta-analysis
to quantify the effects of interventions aimed at helping parents prevent or reduce
child exposure to tobacco smoke. We searched Pubmed, the Cochrane library,
Web of Science, and PsycInfo. Key outcome variables were parental report of
parental protection from TSE (“protection”), and biochemical markers of child
exposure (“exposure”). Risk ratios and risk differences were calculated using
the DerSimonian and Laird random-effects model. Subgroup analyses were
performed. Results: The interventions included self-help materials, face-toface counseling, telephone counseling, cessation medications, and biochemical
feedback. Eleven studies (N=4657), were included in the Protection analysis. The
risk ratio was 1.71 (CI:[1.21,2.40], p=.002). The relative difference (RD) of 0.11
[CI:[.03,.18], p=.007) showed that an additional 11% of the intervention parents
took steps to protect their child from smoke compared to control parents (Weighted
Mean, Intervention: 28.9%, Control:15.1% ). Ten studies (N = 1895), were included
in the analysis of exposure. The intervention was found to be beneficial in 8 (80%)
of the studies, with 5 (50%) showing a statistically significant advantage to the
intervention group. The relative difference was -0.85 (confidence interval (CI):[1.72,0.01], p=.05). Conclusions: Interventions to reduce exposure in children to
tobacco smoke are modestly successful. Further research is warranted to improve
the effectiveness of interventions, and to understand how best to disseminate
interventions to exposed populations.
This research was funded by the Flight Attendant Medical Research Institute
(FAMRI) Award 072086_YCSA.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Eric Grady, Ph.D., University of California, San
Francisco, 2205 Post St, San Francisco, CA 94115, United States, Phone: (415)
476-7453, Email: eric.grady@ucsf.edu
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PROJECT AURORA: A CULTURALLY TAILORED INTERVENTION FOR
CIGARETTE SMOKING CESSATION AMONG LATINOS LIVING WITH HIV/
AIDS
C.A. Stanton*1, G.D. Papandonatos2, J. Shuter3, S. Makgoeng1, E.E. LloydRichardson4, M.A. de Dios5, K. Morrow5, A. Bicki1, K. Tashima6, and R. Niaura7,
1
Cancer Prevention and Control Program, Georgetown University Medical
Center; 2Department of Biostatistics, Brown University; 3Department of Medicine,
Montefiore Medical Center, Albert Einstein College of Medicine; 4Department of
Psychology, University of Massachusetts Dartmouth; 5Department of Psychiatry
and Human Behavior, Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University; 6Brown
University AIDS Program; 7 Schroeder Institute - American Legacy Foundation

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laura Rosen, PhD, Chair, Dept. of Health
Promotion, Tel Aviv University, School of Public Health, Rechov Beitar 17A,
Jerusalem, 93386, Israel, Phone: 972-5-8751502, Email: rosenl@post.tau.ac.il

Latinos account for 20% of all USA AIDS cases, a rate 3.1 times higher than that
of non-Hispanic Whites. Cigarette smoking is highly prevalent among people living
with HIV and poses unique health risks including rising lung cancer rates. Higher
smoking rates, especially among Latinos of Puerto Rican origin, are associated
with high cancer rates. Research is limited in the area of HIV among Latinos, with
even less known regarding smoking. We sought to address these disparities by
developing a brief clinic-based culturally tailored smoking cessation treatment that
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smoke-free bars and pubs, cars carrying children, and entrances to healthcare
facilities. Conclusions: Health policy advisors underestimate public desire for
smoke-free air. Accurate understanding of public opinion by policy makers may
lead to stronger legislation. Monitoring policy-maker assessment of public opinion,
and adopting it as a mediating variable on policy, may shed light on incongruities
between policy making and public opinion. Further, the publication of policymaker misperceptions may encourage policy-makers to demand more accurate
information before making policy.
This research was supported by the Israel National Institute for Health Policy
Research.

DEVELOPING NEW ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR THE DETERMINATION
OF TOXIC COMPOUNDS IN HOOKAH SMOKE
Yehya Elsayed*, Department of Biology, Chemistry and Environmental Sciences,
American University of Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
A rapidly spreading smoking habit known as hookah is acquiring vast popularity
mainly among younger generations all around the world. About 17% of high school
seniors and 22% to 40% of university students in the United States had used
hookahs in 2010. There are growing evidences that hookah smoke contains
many of the same harmful components found in cigarette smoke. In this paper,
several sampling and analysis methods for hookah smoke were applied. Tenax
and carbon chemical sampling traps were used. Thermal gravimetric analysis
(TGA) and thermal desorption–gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (TD–
GCMS) analysis techniques were used. In addition, solvent extraction of the
sampling traps followed by gas chromatography – mass spectrometry (GCMS)
and Liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) analyses were also
applied. Solvents of different polarity were used to extract and separate the
chemical components in the smoke based on chemical polarity. The number of
smoke puffs collected on the traps was varied in order to evaluate the saturation
capacity of the traps. The smoke was sampled using a test bench that simulates
a human smoking process. This bench is based on generating pulsing sinusoidal
pneumatic flow via a robot machine developed by “IREADYCo LLC”, a Minnesota
based company. The results showed that the capacityof the traps, mainly Tenax,
is consumed after very few puffs due to the large amount of glycerin. Since some
of the harmful compounds are usually diffused into the smoke stream by glycerin,
a method was developed to separate glycerin from the smoke stream prior to the
chemical traps. Separation of glycerin resulted in a clearer GC-MS analysis from
desorption of traps. The composition of the separated glycerin was also analyzed.
A wide range of chemical groups were identified in the hookah smoke, ranging
from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), nitrosamines, aromatic amines,
aldehydes, fatty acids, esters, ketones, and alcohols. As of means of comparing
hookah smoke to cigarettes, results showed that cigarettes smoke are richer in the
amount of large molecular weight compounds per volume of tobacco.
Faculty research grant-FRGII (2011-2013), American University of Sharjah,
UAE.
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DO HEALTH POLICY ADVISORS KNOW WHAT THE PUBLIC WANTS?
AN EMPIRICAL COMPARISON OF PUBLIC PREFERENCES REGARDING
SMOKE-FREE AIR WITH HEALTH POLICY ADVISOR ASSESSMENTS OF
SAME
Laura Rosen*1, David Rier2, Gregory Connolly3, Anat Oren1, Carla Landau1, and
Rob Schwartz4, 1Tel Aviv University; 2Bar Ilan University; 3Harvard University;
4
University of Toronto
Background: Health policy-making, a complex, multi-factorial process, requires
balancing conflicting values. A salient issue is public support for policies; however,
one reason for limited impact of public opinion may be misperceptions of policy
makers regarding public opinion. In the health-related area of smoke-free public
spaces, research on perceptions of policy makers regarding public opinion is
scarce. Methods: Public desire for smoke-free air was compared with health policy
advisor (HPA) perception of same. Two representative studies were conducted,
with the public (N=505), and health policy advisors (N=34), in December 2010.
“Mirror-image” questions regarding desire for smoke free areas were asked.
Possible smoke-free areas included: Common areas of multi-dweller apartment
buildings, cars with children, railway platforms, entrances to health facilities, 100%
smoke-free bars and pubs, college campuses, and outdoor areas (eg, pools
and beaches). A 1-7 Likert scale was used for each measure, and responses
were combined into a single primary outcome, DESIRE. Results: Public desire
for smoke-free areas and HPA assessment of this desire differed significantly
for DESIRE (Public: Mean: 5.06, [4.94, 5.17]: HPA: Mean: 4.06 [3.61, 4.52]:
p<.0001). Policy makers underestimated public desire for smoke-free areas
on every measure. Using a Bonferroni correction, the following areas reached
statistical significance: common areas of multi-dweller apartment buildings, 100%
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larger role for FMO3 in determining smoking behavior than previously believed.
Integrated together, functional variation in these genes, demonstrated by in vivo
experiments, will form the foundation of a complete predictive genetic model of
variation in nicotine metabolism.
Funding: National Institute of Mental Health (5T32MH014677-33 to AJB); and
the National Cancer Institute (P01 CA-089392 to LJB); and the National Institute
on Drug Abuse (K02 DA-021237 to LJB, CA77598 to SEM).

COMMON AND UNIQUE PARENTING PREDICTORS OF ADOLESCENT
TOBACCO AND ALCOHOL USE
Caitlin C. Abar, Ph.D.*, Kristina M. Jackson, Ph.D., Suzanne M. Colby, Ph.D.,
and Nancy P. Barnett, Ph.D., Brown University, Center for Alcohol and Addiction
Studies

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: A Joseph Bloom, PhD, PostDoc, Washington U,
660 S Euclid Ave, St Louis, MO 63110, United States, Phone: 3147473097, Email:
bloomj@psyciatry.wustl.edu

Tobacco and alcohol use initiation during adolescence tends to be positively
associated, though this does not imply they are necessarily predicted by the same
antecedents. A variety of parenting characteristics have been linked with both
behaviors. This study seeks to illustrate common and unique parental predictors of
early adolescent tobacco and alcohol use. The sample consisted of 796 adolescents
(6th-8th grade) at baseline, with 681 followed-up on one year later. At time 2, 7%
of adolescents have smoked a full cigarette and 8% have had a full alcoholic drink.
Two hierarchical logistic regressions were run predicting lifetime (a) smoking of a
full cigarette and (b) drinking of a full drink of alcohol at time 2. Grade in school,
sex, race (White/non-White), parent education, and number of adults and children
in the household were included in Step 1. Parental monitoring, child disclosure,
parental control, parental solicitation, parent social support, parent-child negative
interactions, and after-school days of parental supervision were included in Step
2. Variables in Step 1 provided better prediction of alcohol use (Pseudo R2=.13)
than tobacco use (Pseudo R2=.09). There was a stronger effect of grade in school
on alcohol use (Odds Ratio=3.23, p < .001) than tobacco use (OR=1.88, p < .01),
though parent education was only predictive of tobacco use (OR=.64, p < .05).
There was relatively equivalent prediction of tobacco and alcohol use in Step 2
(Delta Pseudo R2=.15, .17 respectively). Negative interactions between parents
and children were predictive of both tobacco and alcohol use (OR=1.73, 1.97
respectively, p < .05). The only other significant predictor of tobacco use was child
disclosure to parents (OR=.46, p < .01), whereas parental monitoring (OR=.50,
p < .05) and parental solicitation (OR=1.90, p < .01) were predictive of alcohol
use. In general, results reveal a pattern of differential prediction of lifetime tobacco
and alcohol use during early adolescence. Findings imply that tobacco prevention
programs might seek to foster greater child disclosure, whereas multi substance
interventions may benefit from targeting several common parenting predictors.
This research was supported by grants from NIAAA to K. Jackson (R01
AA016838) and P. Monti (T32 007459).
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CHRNA5 AND CYP2A6 INFLUENCE DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF SMOKING
BEHAVIOR: CONTRASTING THE GENETIC CORRELATES OF CARBON
MONOXIDE, CIGARETTES PER DAY, AND FTND
A. Joseph Bloom, Ph.D.1, Sarah M. Hartz, M.D., Ph.D.*1, Dorothy K. Hatsukami,
Ph.D.2, Louis Fox, Ph.D.1, Eric Johnson, Ph.D.3, Nancy L. Saccone, Ph.D.1,
Maribel Martinez1, Timothy B. Baker, Ph.D.4, Alison Goate, D.Phil.1, and Laura J.
Bierut, M.D.1, 1Washington University; 2University of Minnesota; 3RTI; 4University
of Wisconsin
Variation in the nicotinic receptor subunit genes CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4
and in the nicotine metabolism gene, CYP2A6, are associated with both smoking
behavior and lung cancer risk. We have compared breath carbon monoxide
(CO), a biomarker of cigarette consumption, to cigarettes-per-day (CPD), and
dependence (defined by the Fagerström Test of Nicotine Dependence: FTND)
regarding associations with these genetic loci, in conjunction with the first
genome-wide association study (GWAS) using CO, conducted in ~1,500 European
American smokers. A key non-synonymous SNP in CHRNA5, rs16969968, was
GWAS-significantly associated with CO but nominally associated with CPD. A
genotype-based estimate of CYP2A6 activity is associated with both CPD and CO.
CO/CPD, a ratio that measures smoking efficiency, is significantly associated with
CHRNA5 but not with CYP2A6. We conclude that different genetic loci influence
distinct aspects of smoking behavior differentially captured by CO versus CPD,
with CYP2A6influencing smoking frequency (CPD), and CHRNA5 primarily
influencing smoking efficiency, which is captured by CO and CO/CPD rather than
by CPD. These results demonstrate how the association between CHRNA5 and
lung cancer can be mediated by smoke exposure despite that the association is
partially independent of CPD.
Funding: NIH grants CA089392, CA77598, DA021237, 5T32MH014677-33,
AA015572. P50 CA84724 (TBB), and K05CA139871 (TBB) from NCI and
P50DA19706 from NIDA.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Caitlin Abar, Ph.D., Postdoctoral Research Fellow,
Brown University, Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies, Box G-S121-4,
Providence, RI 02912, United States, Phone: 814-404-2669, Email: caitlin_abar@
brown.edu
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TOWARD A COMPLETE GENETIC MODEL OF VARIATION IN NICOTINE
METABOLISM: IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS REVEAL NOVEL FUNCTIONAL
POLYMORPHISM IN CYP2A6, UGT2B10, AND FMO3

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sarah Hartz, MD, PhD, Assistant Professor,
Washington University in St. Louis, 660 S Euclid box 8134, Saint Louis, MO
63130, United States, Phone: 314-362-5052, Email: Hartzs@wustl.edu

A. Joseph Bloom, Ph.D.*1, Maribel Martinez1, Laura J. Bierut, M.D.1, Alison
Goate, D.Phil.1, Sharon E. Murphy, Ph.D., and Linda B. von Weymarn, Ph.D.2,
1
Washington University School of Medicine; 2University of Minnesota
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IMPACT OF CIGARETTE SMOKE EXPOSURE ON THE EXPRESSION OF
CARDIAC HYPERTROPHIC GENES, CYTOCHROME P450 ENZYMES, AND
OXIDATIVE STRESS MARKERS IN RATS

Nicotine is metabolized via three pathways: (1) C-oxidation by the cytochrome
P450s (CYP), (2) glucuronidation by the UDP-Glucuronosyltransferases (UGT),
and (3) N-oxidation by flavin-containing monooxygenases (FMO). Genetic
variants in CYP2A6, the enzyme primarily responsible for nicotine C-oxidation
to cotinine, are associated with cigarette consumption and smoking cessation.
CYP2A6 is highly polymorphic, including multiple common null alleles, and we
find in an in vivo experiment that common variants in the gene can account for
~70% of the variance in nicotine metabolism in European Americans. These data
also demonstrate the relative activities of common CYP2A6 haplotypes, including
more subtle differences: for example, a synonymous variant is associated with
reduced activity and lower mRNA splicing efficiency, while a second adjacent
variant compensates for the first variant’s effect on splicing and restores full
activity. Along with CYP2A6, variants in UGT2B10 and another associated gene
account for >50% of the variation in in vivo nicotine glucoronidation. This includes
common amino acid changes in UGT2B10 associated with both reduced and
increased activity. Finally, FMO3 haplotypes indirectly affect the ratio of nicotine
converted to cotinine, revealing common functional variation in the gene. Despite
its modest role in hepatic nicotine metabolism, these FMO3 haplotype classes also
significantly predict cigarette consumption, interacting with CYP2A6 genotype.
FMO activity has been demonstrated in the brain, and these results indicate a

Mohamed N. Al-Arifi1, Zaid H. Maayah2, Ali Al-Shamrani2, and Hesham M.
Korashy2, 1Department of Clinical Pharmacy, College of Pharmacy, King Saud
University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; 2Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology,
College of Pharmacy, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Various experimental and clinical studies strongly support a cigarette
smoke-heart disease association and suggest possible mechanisms,
unfortunately, the involvement of genetic modulations remain unexplored. Thus,
the main aim of the current study was to evaluate the effects of sub-chronic
cigarette smoke exposure on the mRNA expression of cardiac hypertrophy genes,
cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes, and the oxidative stress markers in heart rats.
For this purpose, Wistar albino rats were exposed to increasing doses of passive
cigarette smoke 2, 4, 8, and 24 cigarettes per day for 7 consecutive days. The
mRNA expression of seventeen cardiac genes was determined using real-time
polymerase chain reaction. Our results showed that the levels of hypertrophic
genes; atrial natriuretic peptide, brain natriuretic peptide, and β-myosin heavy
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chain were significantly induced, whereas the anti-hypertrophic gene α-myosin
heavy chain was dramatically inhibited, in heart tissues of passive-smokeexposed groups compared with normal-control groups. This was accompanied
with a significant induction of CYP enzymes; CYP1A1, CYP2C11, CYP2E1, and
CYP3A2, and the expression of oxidative stress genes, heme oxygenase 1,
catalase, cyclooxygenase, and glutathione S-Transferase. The ability of cigarette
smoke to induce cardiac hypertrophic genes, CYPs enzymes, and oxidative stress,
collectively explore the molecular mechanism of cigarette smoke-induced cardiac
diseases and brings further investigative attention to the public health issue of the
injurious effects of chronic passive smoke exposure. In conclusion, sub-chronic
environmental tobacco smoke exposure increases the incidence of cardiovascular
diseases through modulation of cardiac genes.
No funding.

on “reducing toxicity and carcinogenicity of tobacco products and smoke.” This
has been coupled with an increased interest in characterising individual tobacco
smoke toxicants from the perspective of regulatory frameworks and tobacco
product development focused on selective toxicant reduction. We previously
described using the Margin of Exposure (MOE) model as part of a quantitative
risk assessment paradigm for individual tobacco smoke toxicants. To generate a
combined MOE assessment two assumptions are made: (1) the compounds are
structurally similar; (2) they share similar toxicological properties. In this example,
three saturated aldehydes (acetaldehyde, formaldehyde and propionaldehyde)
present in tobacco smoke have had MOE and mode of action (MOA) assessments
completed. The cumulative MOEs generated were: Genotoxicity – 0.09
Cytotoxicity – 80.55 Hyper/Metaplasia – 7.42 Tumours – 74.15 For each of the
postulated MOA key events, the lowest generated MOEs have been combined. In
all instances, the MOEs are lower than 100 suggesting that these aldehydes are of
high priority for risk reduction research.
This work was funded by British American Tobacco.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mohamed Alarifi, PhD, Associate Professor, King
Saud University, Clinical Pharmacy, P.O. Box 2457, Riyadh, 11451, Saudi Arabia,
Phone: 0096614677354, Fax: 0096614676229, Email: malarifi@ksu.edu.sa

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Damien Breheny, PhD, Scientist, British American
Tobacco, Group Research and Development, Regents Park Road, Southampton,
Hampshire SO15 8TL, United Kingdom, Phone: 00442380588165, Email:
damien_breheny@bat.com
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CHARACTERISATION AND APPLICATION OF AN IN VITRO MODEL OF
CIGARETTE SMOKE INDUCED LUNG INJURY
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David Azzopardi, Sarah Corke, Linsey E. Haswell, Katherine Hewitt, Justine
Williamson*, and Gary Phillips, British American Tobacco, Group R&D,
Southampton, UK

THE RADIOACTIVITY OF CONTEMPORARY SMOKELESS TOBACCO
PRODUCTS

INTRODUCTION: A series of research questions set out by the US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) includes comparing the toxicology associated
with different tobacco products. We are developing in vitro models of disease to
assist the evaluation of toxicant reducing technologies and products. Here we
describe the characterisation of an in vitro model to assess the cytotoxic and
inflammatory response of lung cells following exposure to smoke from Kentucky
3R4F reference, commercially available and reduced toxicant prototype (RTP)
cigarettes. METHODS: NCI-H292 bronchial epithelial cells were exposed at the
air-liquid interface to whole mainstream cigarette smoke (WS) generated using
a Borgwaldt RM20S machine. For characterisation studies, cells at two passage
numbers (passages 89 and 99) and two different seeding densities (2.85 and 3.15
x 105 cells/ml, 0.5ml per 12mm diameter Transwell™ insert) were assessed. These
cells were then exposed to toxic and subtoxic doses (0.0 – 150µg/cm2) of WS for
30 minutes. Following a 24hr recovery period the cell viability data was used to plot
dose-response curves and the concentration of secreted cytokines (interleukin-6
and -8) measured in the culture medium as markers of the inflammatory response.
These methodologies were then applied to the evaluation of an RTP and the
results obtained compared to those from a commercial cigarette (CC). RESULTS:
There was a significant (p<0.001) effect of passage number on cytotoxicity, and
at subtoxic concentrations there was a significant (p<0.001) increase in mediator
release following WS exposure. WS generated from the RTP was significantly
(p<0.001) less toxic and induced significantly less mediator release than that of
the CC. CONCLUSIONS: In-house characterisation studies demonstrate that whilst
certain experimental parameters need to be controlled (i.e., cell passage and cell
seeding density), the model is robust and able to discriminate between an RTP and
a commercial cigarette control. This model may therefore be useful, as part of a
battery of tests, for comparative toxicological evaluation of novel tobacco products.
This work was funded by British American Tobacco.

Kevin McAdam1, Harriet Kimpton1, Chuan Liu1, Michele Mola1, Christopher
Proctor1, and Brad Rodu2, 1British American Tobacco; 2University of Louisville
Over the last 50 years a considerable body of research has examined
radionuclides in cigarette tobacco and smoke, leading to concerns over the
potential carcinogenicity of the alpha emitter polonium-210, due to its intense
radioactivity and ability to transfer to smoke. In contrast, there have been very
few studies examining the radioactive content of smokeless tobacco products
(STPs). As summarised in IARC Monographs 89 and 100E attention has focused
on uranium in Indian STPs, and polonium-210 in US STPs, leading to the inclusion
of the alpha-emitters uranium-235, -238 and polonium-210 on the FDAs list of
Harmful and Potentially Harmful Constituents (HPHC). However, historic studies
on general tobacco point to the possible presence of a much wider range of
radionuclides in contemporary STPs. This study investigated the radionuclide
content of 70 major STPs on sale in the US and Sweden in 2008-2010. 27
radionuclides were examined, covering those reported historically in general
tobacco sources and also several species examined for the first time. 12 alphaemitting and 15 beta-emitting nuclides comprising primordial isotopes, their major
progeny, man-made sources and cosmic ray generated nuclides were examined.
The study demonstrated a distinctly different picture to that summarised in IARC
M89 and M100E. A plurality of radionuclides were found in contemporary STPs.
Some isotopes such as carbon-14, radium-226, polonium-210 and potassium-40
were found in almost all STPs; lead-210 and thorium-228 were found in almost half,
and seven other isotopes found in a handful of STPs. Potassium-40 accounted for
the greatest activity, and the activity of alpha emitters such as polonium-210 was
found to be a very small percentage of the overall radioactivity of contemporary
STPs. The relevance of the penetrating power of alpha and beta radioactivity from
emissions within the tobacco matrix, and isotope solubility, to the exposure of STP
users to radioactivity from STPs is also discussed. In conclusion, the radioactive
character of STPs is more complex than previously considered, with a number of
alpha- and beta-emitting nuclides identified.
The study was funded by British American Tobacco.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Damien Breheny, PhD, Scientist, British American
Tobacco, Group Research and Development, Regents Park Road, Southampton,
Hampshire SO15 8TL, United Kingdom, Phone: 00442380588165, Email:
damien_breheny@bat.com

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kevin McAdam, PhD, Principal Scientist, British
American Tobacco, Group Research & Development, Regents Park Road,
Southampton, Hampshire SO16 3HY, United Kingdom, Phone: 00442380760131,
Email: kevin_mcadam@bat.com
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CUMULATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THREE ALDEHYDES PRESENT IN
TOBACCO SMOKE: APPLICATION OF MARGIN OF EXPOSURE (MOE) AND
MODE OF ACTION (MOA) EVALUATIONS
F. H. Cunningham, D. Breheny*, S. Fiebelkorn, D. Dillon, C. Meredith, and C.
Proctor, British American Tobacco, Group R&D, Southampton, UK
In January 2012, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) outlined seven
research priority areas relating to tobacco products. Research area three focused
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higher concentrations of cigarette smoke condensate components in the ISO
extracts detected by liquid chromatography-high resolution mass spectrometry.
This work was funded by Health Canada.

ALTERED BLOOD VESSEL WALL THICKNESS IN ADULT MALE ZEBRA
FINCH HEART INDUCED BY IN VIVO NICOTINE EXPOSURE

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Evelyn Soo, PhD, Health Canada, Office of
Research and Surveillance, 123 Slater Street, Otttawa, ON K1A 0K9, Canada,
Phone: 613-952-2514, Email: evelyn.soo@hc-sc.gc.ca

S.L.T. Cappendijk*, J.L. Andrews, K. Brown, W.M. Perry, and M.I. Rodriguez,
Department of Biomedical Sciences, College of Medicine, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, FL
Exposure to risk factors, such as cigarette smoking, hypertension, excessive
alcohol consumption and diabetes increase an individual’s risk of myocardial
infarction and stroke. Experimental links between smoking and ischemic stroke
are attributed to structural arterial wall damage. The goal of this study was to
investigate if in vivo nicotine exposure affects the blood vessel wall thickness in
adult male zebra finch heart. Adult male heart tissue was excised and embedded
in paraffin, cut on a microtome (5 micron thick sections) and stained with Masson’s
Trichrome Stain. Three blind observers measured wall thickness and the ratios of
the outer and inner diameter of each blood vessel. Longitudinal sections or wavy
vessels showing multiple sections within a region were excluded from the analysis.
The number of vessels examined is listed following each testing condition. We used
five different testing conditions divided as follows: (1) saline (n=156), (2) single
nicotine exposure (0.18 mg/kg, s.c., n=197), and three repetitive nicotine (0.18
mg/kg, s.c. 7 days twice/day) conditions, (3) nicotine on-board (n=197), (4) six
hours (n=101) and (5) three months (n=324) after the last nicotine administration.
Our results show that a single nicotine treatment did not affect the wall thickness
compared to the control treatment. However, a 7-day nicotine treatment decreased
wall thickness significantly compared to the single nicotine and the control
treatments. An increase in wall thickness occurred after the 6 hour withdrawal
period and this increasing trend continued with a return to normal wall thickness
3 months after the cessation of nicotine. In conclusion, this data indicates that
repetitive exposure to nicotine significantly affects the wall thickness, which could
be indicative of wall damage. This effect appears to be reversible; however, the
underlying mechanism of this change is unknown at this moment.
This work was funded by the James and Esther King Biomedical Research
06-NIR02 (SLTC) and the Addiction Research Institute (ARI, Inc., Bear, DE) travel
grant (WMP, JLA).
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LEVELS OF TRACE AND TOXIC METALS IN BRANDS USED BY US
SMOKERS IN 2009
Rosalie Caruso*1, Richard O’Connor1, and W. Edyrd Stephens2, 1Roswell Park
Cancer Institute; 2University of St. Andrews
Metals in tobacco, particularly known toxic elements such as Pb, Cd, Cr, and As,
may contribute to tobacco-related diseases. Prior research has shown differences
in tobacco metal content by world region and by genuine vs. counterfeit status.
The current study explored whether different brands, manufacturers, and price
points (premium versus discount/generic) differed in concentration of metals in
the tobacco rod. Participants from the 2009 International Tobacco Control United
States survey sent in an unopened pack of their usual brand of cigarettes to
examine brand characteristics such as tobacco weight, pressure drop, and filter
ventilation (N=323). Unburned tobacco from these cigarettes was analyzed for
trace and toxic metal elements using polarized X-ray fluorescence spectrometry.
MANOVA was used to examine metal (Ba, Sr, Ni, Cr, Cd, As, ug/cig) differences
among brands, between major vs. minor manufacturers, as well as between
premium vs. other brands. Correlations examined relationships between metals
and cigarette design features. Overall multivariate effects were seen by brand
(p<.001), manufacturer (p<.001), and price point (p<.001). Mean Ni values were
0.342 ug/cig for Premium cigarettes vs. 0.308 ug/cig for other cigarettes (p<.001).
Mean Cr values were 0.378 ug/cig for Premium cigarettes vs. 0.326 ug/cig for
other brand cigarettes (p<.003), while As values were 0.022 ug/cig vs. 0.026 ug/cig
(p<.001), respectively. We observed no differences in Pb or Cd concentration by
price point. There were no significant correlations found between filter ventilation
levels of cigarettes and trace metals in the tobacco rod. Smokers with lower
income (p=.012) were more likely to smoke discounted brands, which tended to
be higher in metal content. It may be advisable to begin implementing continuous
monitoring of metal levels in tobacco and cigarettes in order to reduce exposure of
these metals via tobacco use.
This work was supported by a grant from the National Cancer Institute
(P01CA138389).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Susanne Cappendijk - van Engelen, Florida State
University, Biomedical Sciences, 1115 Call Street, Tallahassee, FL 32309, United
States, Phone: 850 645 1483, Email: susanne.cappendijk@med.fsu.edu
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INVESTIGATION OF THE TOXICITY OF CIGARETTE SMOKE CONDENSATES
IN THE ZEBRAFISH

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rosalie Caruso, Roswell Park Cancer Institute,
Heath Behavior, Elm and Carlton Streets, Buffalo, NY 14263, United States,
Phone: 716-846-4628, Email: rosalie.caruso@roswellpark.org

Evelyn C. Soo* , Lee D. Ellis , John C. Achenbach , Joseph P.M. Hui , Michael
G. Morash2, Jeremy E. Melanson2, and Kelly Soanes2, 1Office of Research and
Surveillance, Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate, Health Canada,
Ottawa, ON, Canada; 2National Research Council of Canada, Halifax, NS, Canada
1
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The smoking of tobacco continues to be the leading cause of preventable
death worldwide and is linked to the development of a number of serious illnesses
including heart disease, respiratory diseases, stroke and cancer. In Canada, the
tobacco industry is required under the Tobacco Reporting Regulations (TRR) to
submit to the Minister of Health information on the toxicity of cigarettes that are
manufactured or imported for sale in the Canadian market. Currently, 3 in vitro
toxicity test methods are specified in the TRR - the Bacterial Reverse Mutation
Assay, the Neutral Red Uptake Assay and the in vitro Micronucleus Assay. The
zebrafish model is emerging as an invaluable tool in toxicology and 5 Canadian
cigarette brands, including 2 brands with novel design features, were evaluated
for acute, developmental, cardiac and behavioural toxicity (neurotoxicity) using
zebrafish larvae. By making use of this multifaceted approach to evaluate
the toxicity of cigarette smoke condensates on zebrafish larvae, we show that
concentration dependant differences between extracts are measureable and can
be used to compare and rank individual extracts. When comparing the condensates
produced under the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) or the
Health Canada Intense (HCI) smoking conditions for the 5 different cigarette
brands, we show that across all of the measures of toxicity used in our zebrafish
assays, the ISO extracts are consistently more toxic than the HCI extracts. This is
consistent with previously reported findings from cell line data that have been used
to evaluate mutagenicity and toxicity and supports our observations of generally

THE ANALYSIS OF MINOR TOBACCO ALKALOIDS IN CIGARETTE FILLER
AND VARIOUS TOBACCO TYPES USING GC/MS/MS
Joseph G. Lisko, M.S.*, Stephen B. Stanfill, M.S., Bryce W. Duncan, and Clifford H.
Watson, Ph.D., Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Division of Laboratory
Science, Emergency Response and Air Toxicants Branch
Minor tobacco alkaloids have been shown contribute as precursors to the
formation of harmful tobacco specific nitrosamines (TSNAs); some of which are
IARC Group 1 carcinogens. Therefore, the accurate quantitation of minor alkaloids
in tobacco products is important from a public health standpoint. This presentation
will report the first use of GC/MS/MS with Multiple Reaction Monitoring for
the quantitation of the five minor tobacco alkaloids (nornicotine, myosmine,
anabasine, anatabine and isonicoteine) in 50 commercial brands, research
cigarettes (1R5F, 2R4F, 3R4F, CM4 and CM6), various tobacco types commonly
used in American blended cigarettes (Burley, Flue Cured, Oriental, Reconstituted),
and other tobacco species (Nicotiana rustica and Nicotiana glauca). The levels
of anatabine and nornicotine were higher in Burley and Flue Cured commercial
cigarette tobacco filler than in N. rustica; whereas, anabasine in N. glauca is more
than 15 times higher than in a typical cigarette. The GC/MS/MS method developed
for this study provided a very sensitive and reliable means of measuring minor
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alkaloids. This approach also offers promise as a selective ‘fingerprinting’ tool for
the determination of type/species of tobacco within a given product.
Internally funded through the Federal Government.

change was seen in HT-29 cells. cPLA2 particularly IVA isoform seems to have
important role in colon cancer progression.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joseph Lisko, M.S., Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, 4770 Buford Highway, Atlanta, GA 30341, United States, Phone:
770-488-7457, Email: jlisko@cdc.gov

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sanjeev Sharma, M.Sc, PGIMER, Biophysics,
Sector-12, Chandigarh, 160012, India, Phone: 9216110711, Fax: 0172-2744401,
Email: indianbhardwaj@gmail.com
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Min Yang*1, Neelam Zahoor2, Maria Ospina2, and Hubert Vesper2, 1Battelle
Memorial Institute, Atlanta, GA; 2Division of Laboratory Sciences, National Center
for Environmental Health, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA

Aaron C. Lim, Nailah Harrell, Soraida Castillo, Lindsey Keyte, C.W. Lejuez, and
Laura MacPherson

HETEROCYCLIC AMINES HEMOGLOBIN BIOMARKERS: IN VITRO STUDIES
OF AαC

PREDICTORS OF ATTRITION FROM A BEHAVIORAL INTERVENTION FOR
SMOKERS WITH DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS

2-Amino-9H pyrido[2,3-b] indole (AαC) is a heterocyclic amines (HCAs) formed
during the combustion of tobacco or during high temperature cooking of meats.
In mainstream tobacco smoke its level is up to 258 ng/cig. AαC has been shown
to be carcinogenic in animal studies and it is considered as a potential human
carcinogen. However, representative data on human exposure to AαC and its
correlation to AαC carcinogenicity do not exist due to the lack of methods to monitor
human exposure to AαC. Towards the goals of developing methods for efficient
identification, and quantification of hemoglobin biomarkers for future human
molecular epidemiological and exposure studies for AαC, we have investigated
the in-vitro metabolism of AαC with different hepatic enzymes. We demonstrate
here that AαC is oxidized in presence of P450 1A2 or myeloperoxidase to produce
reactive metabolites such as NO- AαC or N-OH AαC and form adducts with Cys
93 of human hemoglobin beta chain. Structures of 3 major peptide adducts are
proposed on the basis of accurate mass of the parent ions and fragment ions from
tandem MS spectra. The major adducts were produced through bond formation
between the sulfhydryl group of Cys and the N2/C2 of AαC. These AαC adducts
have been identified for the first time. They provide information about bioactivation
of AαC and may serve as biomarkers for future human exposure studies for AαC.
Federally funded.

Despite the demonstrated effectiveness of smoking cessation programs,
a considerable number of participants do not complete even one session of
treatment. These attrited groups are often difficult to follow-up with and study
extensively. But an examination of their distinct characteristics can elucidate risk
factors for attrition and help construct comprehensive pre-assessment profiles.
Given the documented barriers to cessation and lower cessation rates among
low-income, minority groups, studies working with community samples may
particularly benefit from this information in their efforts to retain participants. This
study explored attrition risk factors within a sample of 76 adults (38.2% female,
80.3% African-American; median income = $20,000-29,000) with elevated
depressive symptoms (baseline BDI-I score greater than or equal to 10) enrolled
in a Stage II randomized controlled trial of a behavioral smoking cessation
program. Behavioral activation treatment for smoking (BATS) paired with standard
smoking cessation strategies including nicotine replacement therapy (n=45) was
compared to a comparison control of standard smoking cessation strategies (ST)
alone including nicotine replacement therapy (n=21).17 participants (22.4%) never
completed one session of treatment. Evidence suggests that after controlling for
daily smoking, that expectancies for negative reinforcement from smoking and
higher levels of anhedonia are related to treatment attrition.
Funding: R01 DA018730 (LM).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Min Yang, PhD, Research Scientist, CDC, NCEH,
4770 Buford Hwy MS F25, Altanta, GA 30341, United States, Phone: 7704884459,
Email: vrw9@cdc.gov

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laura MacPherson, University of Maryland,
College Park, 2103 Cole Field House, College Park, MD 20742, United States,
Phone: 301-405-7895, Email: lmacpher@umd.edu
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Sanjeev K. Sharma*1, Subodh K. Yadav1, Gaurav Kaushik1, Balwinder Kaur1,
C.M. Pathak1, S.V. Rana2, and K.L. Khanduja1, 1Department of Biophysics,
Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh, India;
2
Department of Gastroenterology, Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and
Research, Chandigarh, India

Jin H. Yoon*, Ryan S. Bennett, Nicholas M. Arnoudse, and Richard De La Garza II,
Baylor College of Medicine

ROLE OF CPLA2 IN CIGARETTE SMOKE CONDENSATE & BENZO (α)
PYRENE- INDUCED CHANGES IN COLON CANCER CELLS

VARENICLINE IS WELL TOLERATED BY METHAMPHETAMINE-DEPENDENT
CIGARETTE SMOKERS

High rates of smoking (87-92%) have been observed among methamphetaminedependent individuals compared to the general population. Compared to just
smokers, smokers with co-morbid substance use disorders are at greater risk of
suffering from smoking-related death and negative health issues. However, few
studies have examined smoking cessation treatments for those with stimulant
dependence. In the current study, we investigated the early effects of varenicline
(0, 0.5, and 1 mg, BID) using a within-subject, randomized controlled trial design
on cigarette smoking in non-treatment seeking, methamphetamine-dependent
individuals (N=14). The dose of varenicline was titrated and the target dose was
achieved by study Day 5, and the full protocol was complete by Day 8. Participants
were mostly male (71%), 34.9(±8.9) years old, and completed 12.4(±.9) years of
school. In regard to methamphetamine use, participants reported using 15.3(±7.2)
days in the last 30, and used for 15.3(±7.2) years. With regard to cigarette
smoking, participants smoked 17.4(±8.3) cigs/day, had FTND scores of 3.6(±2.7),
and baseline breath CO was 11.3(±7.0) ppm. ANOVA revealed no differences in
breath CO on study Days 5 (F2,39=1.3, p=.29) nor 8 (F2,39=.1, p=.93). However,
note that this was a non-treatment seeking population for nicotine dependence and
normal patterns of smoking behavior were constrained due to the inpatient setting.
Of importance, no serious adverse events were noted in any treatment group, the
most commonly reported adverse event was headaches, and no neuropsychiatric
adverse events were detected. At a minimum, our results show that varenicline
can be safely administered to methamphetamine-dependent smokers, and future

Cigarette smoke Condensate contains Benzo(α)pyrene (B(α)P) which is
a carcinogen. Phpospholipase A2 (PLA2s) have been implicated in diverse
pathological conditions, including inflammation, tissue repair and cancer. PLA2s
further classified into three groups: Secreted PLA2 (sPLA2), Calcium-independent
PLA2 (iPLA2) and Cytosolic PLA2 (cPLA2). cPLA2 is widely expressed and plays
an essential role in stimulus-induced arachidonic acid release. Because of its
importance in generation of prostaglands, it may have role in colon tumorigenesis.
To evaluated the role of cPLA2 isoforms in cigarette smoke condensate (CSC) and
Benzo (α)Pyrene-induced molecular changes in colon cancer cells. The effect of
different concentrations of CSC and B(α)P at time interval was assessed on two
lineages of colon cancer cells (HCT-15 and HT-29). The effect of CSC & B(α)P on
cell Proliferation, reactive oxygen species and apoptois was assessed by CyQuant
Kit, DHR123 and Annexin V-PI kit respectively. We screened both cell lines for
cPLA2 isoforms expression by using RT-PCR at different concentrations of CSC
& B(α)P at time intervals. The cell proliferation deteriorated with increase in CSC
& B(α)P concentration and reactive oxygen species and apoptois was increased
with concentration of CSC & B(α)P and time intervals. HCT-15 cells were found to
be positive for expression of all isoforms of cPLA2, whereas HT-29 was positive
for only two isoforms i.e. IVA and IVB. Further, the expression of isoform IVA
in HCT-15 was increased with increase in concentration of B(α)P; whereas no
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investigations should be conducted using a standard 12-week outpatient clinical
trial design to evaluate efficacy in this population.
Funding provided by the National Institute of Health grant DA027134.

potential associations between smokers’ pain-tobacco perceptions and smoking
behavior remain unknown. The main goal of the current study was to develop
and validate a measure of smokers’ perceptions of interrelations between their
pain and tobacco smoking: the Pain and Smoking Inventory (PSI). The primary
measure was a 54-item draft version of the PSI, which included subscales intended
to assess: pain as a motivator of smoking (pain-smoking motives), smoking for
pain coping or reduction (pain-smoking expectancies), and pain as a barrier to
quitting (pain-smoking cessation). Principal component factor analyses revealed
large initial eigenvalues (overall: 37.51; motives: 6.45; expectancies: 16.38;
cessation: 15.68), that explained approximately 70% of the variance, followed
by significant drop-offs in eigenvalue magnitudes. Scree criteria (Cattell, 1966)
supported a single-factor solution for the entire scale and its subcomponents. The
PSI demonstrated high internal consistency reliability (α = .98). Follow-up tests will
include additional factor analysis, direct comparisons between PSI scores and a
variety of smoking-related constructs, and analyses aimed at item reduction.
This project was supported by Grant No. R21DA034285 awarded to J.W. Ditre
by the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jin Yoon, Baylor College of Medicine, 2002
Holcombe Blvd, Houston, TX 77030, United States, Phone: 713-791-1414x4153,
Email: jiny@bcm.edu
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TRAINING QUITLINE COACHES TO FIDELITY FOR SMOKING CESSATION
CLINICAL AND ALCOHOL COUNSELING
Ruby Lekwauwa*1,2, Denice Cox3, Steve Martino, Ph.D.1, Stephanie S. O’Malley,
Ph.D.1, Lisa M. Fucito, Ph.D.1, Sherry A. McKee, Ph.D.1, Christopher W. Kahler,
Ph.D.4, Ran Wu, M.S.1, Alana Rojewski, Ph.D.1, Andrew Hyland, Ph.D.5, Paula
Celestino, M.P.H.5, James Koutsky5, K. Michael Cummings, Ph.D.6, and Benjamin
A. Toll, Ph.D.1,2,7, 1Yale University School of Medicine; 2Yale-New Haven Hospital;
3
Yale College; 4Brown University; 5Roswell Park Cancer Institute; 6Medical
University of South Carolina; 7Yale Cancer Center

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joseph Ditre, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Syracuse
University, Psychology, 506 Huntington Hall, Syracuse, NY 13244, United States,
Phone: 315-443-2705, Email: jwditre@syr.edu

Quitlines are effective for smoking cessation. Recent evidence shows that there
is a high prevalence of hazardous drinking among quitline callers. We conducted
a clinical trial testing the impact of a brief alcohol intervention added to a standard
smoking cessation regimen for smokers who were also hazardous drinkers.
Coaches were trained in a series of half-day training seminars by an expert in
motivational interviewing and cognitive behavioral treatment. We randomized
smokers (N=1,948) to either an Alcohol Intervention group or a Practical Counseling
smoking cessation group, both in addition to standard quitline treatment (smoking
cessation coaching and nicotine patches). All counseling sessions were recorded,
and approximately 20% of the audio recordings (n=400) were evaluated by
7 independent tape raters trained to reliably rate intervention integrity (ICCs
range=.81-.99) using items from the Yale Adherence and Competence Scale
(YACS) that captured adherence to the different approaches. Discrimination
between the groups was demonstrated. When conducting the Alcohol Intervention,
coaches were more likely to “link alcohol and smoking” [Alcohol Intervention
M=4.1 (SD=1.7), Practical Counseling M=1.9 (SD=0.8), t=-16.2 (398), p<.01] and
“elicit a change goal for drinking” [Alcohol Intervention M=3.1 (SD=1.5), Practical
Counseling M=1.1 (SD=0.4), t=-16.7 (398), p<.01], whereas when conducting
Practical Counseling, they were more likely to use specific smoking cessation
strategies such as “cope with negative moods and stress” [Alcohol Intervention
M=1.3 (SD=0.7), Practical Counseling M=3.0 (SD=1.1), t=19.1 (398), p<.01].
As expected, there was no difference between groups on the use of standard
care smoking techniques, such as “assess smoking” [Alcohol Intervention M=4.6
(SD=1.6), Practical Counseling M=4.5 (SD=1.6), t=-0.3 (396), p=.75]. This is
the second study to show that show that quitline coaches can be trained to use
novel counseling paradigms with integrity. Importantly, this shows the feasibility of
conducting clinical trials of behavioral treatments in the context of a quitline, which
is a health service that is now a core component of tobacco control.
This research was supported in part by NIH Grants R01-CA140256 and
R25DA02051, and by the NYS Department of Health.
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SMOKERS WITH CHRONIC PAIN ANTICIPATE GREATER DIFFICULTY
QUITTING
Joseph W. Ditre, Ph.D.*, and Emily L. Zale, M.S., Department of Psychology,
Syracuse University
Complex interrelations between pain and tobacco smoking have been of
increasing interest to researchers and clinicians from across the medical and
behavioral sciences. There is also mounting evidence that recurring pain may
serve as a barrier to smoking cessation. The main goal of the current study was
to compare smokers with and without chronic pain on self-report measures of
motivation to quit smoking, and expectancies for smoking abstinence. Survey
respondents (N = 91) smoked an average of 16.5 cigarettes per day, and had a
mean FTND score of 4.0. Given that female smokers were overrepresented in the
chronic pain group (n = 25), and underrepresented in the no chronic pain group
(n = 11), all analyses controlled for the influence of gender. Although ANCOVA
revealed no association between chronic pain status and motivation to quit
smoking (p = .80), smokers with chronic pain did endorse expectations for greater
difficulty quitting and remaining smoke free (p < .05). These findings suggest that
smokers who live with chronic pain are just as motivated to quit as their no-pain
counterparts, despite holding expectations that quitting will be more difficult.
Discussion will address clinical implications and directions for future research.
This project was supported by Grant No. R21DA034285 awarded to J.W. Ditre
by the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joseph Ditre, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Syracuse
University, Psychology, 506 Huntington Hall, Syracuse, NY 13244, United States,
Phone: 315-443-2705, Email: jwditre@syr.edu

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Benjamin Toll, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Yale
University, Psychiatry, 1 Long Wharf Drive, New Haven, CT 06511, United States,
Phone: 203-974-5767, Email: benjamin.toll@yale.edu
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THE INFLUENCE OF BINGE DRINKING STATUS ON CHANGES IN
APPETITIVE, AFFECTIVE, AND REINFORCEMENT EXPECTANCIES AMONG
A NICOTINE DEPENDENT COLLEGE-AGED SAMPLE
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THE PAIN AND SMOKING INVENTORY: DEVELOPMENT AND INITIAL
VALIDATION

Joseph W. VanderVeen, Ph.D.*1, Noreen L. Watson, M.A.2, Holly E.R. Morrell,
Ph.D.3, and Lee M. Cohen, Ph.D.2, 1G.V. (Sonny) Montgomery VAMC; 2Texas Tech
University; 3Loma Linda University

Joseph W. Ditre, Ph.D.*1, Emily L. Zale, M.S.1, Bryan W. Heckman, M.A.2, and
Peter S. Hendricks, Ph.D.3, 1Department of Psychology, Syracuse University;
2
Department of Psychology, University of South Florida; 3Department of Health
Behavior, University of Alabama at Birmingham

BACKGROUND: As with more seasoned cigarette smokers, smoking behaviors
and levels of cigarette consumption among young adults increase with the
inclusion of alcohol. Previous findings have demonstrated that any amount of
smoking among young adults is associated with greater alcohol consumption,
and when compared with non-daily or intermittent smokers, daily smoking is
associated with the highest frequency of drinking and binge drinking. Yet, despite
of this association and the strong contextual motivators (i.e., socialization,
activities, settings) often influencing this population, much remains unknown
about whether binge drinking serves as a risk factor for smoking relapse. As a

Research in the broad domain of pain and smoking has increased dramatically
over the past several years (Ditre et al., 2011), indicating that interactions between
acute/recurring pain and tobacco smoking are likely critical components to the
treatment and outcomes of both conditions. Smokers’ perceptions of relations
between their pain and cigarette consumption may also have clinical significance.
However, there is currently no measure available to assess these perceptions, and
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result, the goal of the current study was to examine the function of binge drinking
status on differences and changes in appetitive, affective, and smoking-related
reinforcement constructs. METHODS: Participants (N = 40) were college-aged
nicotine dependent cigarette smokers who reported either regular engagement
in binge drinking (n = 20) or no binge drinking during the past year (n = 20). All
participants completed self-report assessments prior to (baseline) and following a
24-hour period of smoking abstinence. RESULTS: Compared to their non-binge
drinking peers, binge-drinking smokers reported significantly higher scores on
the PANAS-NA (p < .05) following 24-hours of smoking abstinence. Furthermore,
during the baseline assessment, binge-drinking smokers endorsed significantly
greater beliefs in the positive reinforcement values of a cigarette as measured by
the SCQ (p < .05). However, no significant differences on measures of cigarette
craving or withdrawal were observed between the groups prior to or following
the abstinence period (all ps > .05). CONCLUSIONS: Findings suggest that the
co-occurrence of smoking and binge drinking behaviors among a college-aged
population may influence smoking relapse potential through increases in negative
affect and differences in beliefs regarding the reinforcement properties of a
cigarette. Further understanding of these differences may aid in the development
of smoking cessation strategies targeted at this high-risk group.
No funding.

A COMPARISON OF DEMOGRAPHIC AND CLINICAL FEATURES
IN VETERANS WITH PATHOLOGICAL GAMBLING: SMOKERS VS.
NON-SMOKERS
Megan M. Kelly, Ph.D.*1,2, Katherine Gimmestad, Ph.D.1, Rachel Latta, Ph.D.1,
Christopher Waltrous1, Edward Federman, Ph.D.1,3, Christopher Krebs, Ph.D.1,
and Charles Drebing, Ph.D.1,3, 1Edith Nourse Rogers Memorial Veterans Hospital,
Bedford, MA; 2University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester, MA;
3
Boston University School of Medicine
Pathological gambling is associated with high rates of smoking. Previous
research indicates that pathological gamblers who smoke have more severe
gambling symptoms and psychiatric problems. However, little research has
investigated associations between pathological gambling and smoking in a sample
of Veterans. Demographic characteristics, clinical features, and comorbidity were
assessed and compared between Veterans with pathological gambling who smoke
(n=95) and do not smoke (n=25). Participants were administered reliable and valid
measures of nicotine dependence (Fagerstr<style type=”text/css”></style><span
style=”font-size: small;”><span style=”font-family: Arial;”><span style=”color:
black;”>ö</span></span></span>m Test of Nicotine Dependence; FTND)
gambling severity [South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS), Pathological Gambling
Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (PG-YBOCS)], alcohol severity (Alcohol
Use Disorders Identification Test; AUDIT), other psychiatric symptoms [Hamilton
Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D), Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A)], and
psychiatric disorders (SCID). Participants who did not smoke were significantly
older than participants who smoked (p<.001), but no differences were observed
for other demographic variables (gender, ethnicity, years of education, relationship
status). On average, participants who smoked had a moderate severity of nicotine
dependence on the FTND (M= 5.4 ± 2.2). Participants who smoked were more
likely to have a comorbid substance use disorder (p=.016) and more severe
alcohol problems as measured by the AUDIT (p=.032) than participants who did
not smoke. However, no group differences were found on measures of gambling,
depression, and anxiety severity, or the presence of comorbid PTSD, depressive
disorders, or non-PTSD anxiety disorders. The results of the present study
indicate that Veterans with pathological gambling who smoke are more likely to
have comorbid substance use problems than Veterans with pathological gambling
who do not smoke, but these groups are similar across many other demographic
and clinical features.
Funding from the New England MIRECC, Department of Veterans Affairs.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joseph VanderVeen, PhD, Postdoctoral Fellow,
G.V. (Sonny) Montgomery VAMC, Psychology / Mental Health (116A2), Jackson,
MS 39216, United States, Phone: 708-642-0184, Email: jvanderveen26@gmail.
com
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PTSD SYMPTOMS, UNDERLYING AFFECTIVE VULNERABILITIES, AND
SMOKING FOR AFFECT REGULATION
Amanda R. Mathew*1 and Adam M. Leventhal2, 1Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, Medical University of South Carolina; 2Departments of
Preventive Medicine and Psychology, University of Southern California Keck
School of Medicine
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is overrepresented among cigarette
smokers and has been linked to elevated nicotine dependence. One hypothesis to
explain PTSD-smoking comorbidity is that individuals with PTSD symptomatology
smoke in order to regulate high negative affect and low positive affect commonly
associated with PTSD symptoms. However, limited research has examined
associations between PTSD symptomatology and motives for smoking.
Furthermore, it is unclear whether underlying affective vulnerability factors for
PTSD are mechanisms linking PTSD symptoms and smoking motives. Here,
we sought to examine: (1) if PTSD symptoms are associated with smoking for
positive reinforcement/pleasure enhancement and negative reinforcement/
distress reduction; and (2) whether two affectively vulnerability factors implicated
in PTSD—anxiety sensitivity (i.e., fear that anxiety-related sensations have
harmful consequences) and anhedonia (i.e., diminished capacity to experience
pleasure)—account for the relation between PTSD symptoms and affect-based
smoking motives. Data were drawn from a community sample of 228 nontreatment-seeking smokers (10+ cig/day) participating in a lab study of acute
tobacco deprivation. Questionnaire measures of PTSD symptoms, smoking
motives, anhedonia, and anxiety sensitivity were administered at study intake.
PTSD symptom level was significantly associated with negative reinforcement
smoking motives (β = .31, p < .001), but not positive reinforcement smoking
motives (β = .09, p = .16). Variation in anxiety sensitivity significantly mediated
the relation between PTSD symptom level and negative reinforcement smoking
motives (µ = .11; 95% CI .05-.17), whereas anhedonia did not (µ = .004; 95% CI
-.01-.024). Though limited by a cross-sectional design, these findings suggest that
anxiety sensitivity may be an important feature of PTSD that enhances motivation
to smoke for negative reinforcement purposes. Smoking cessation interventions
that alleviate anxiety sensitivity and enhance coping with negative affect may be
useful for smokers with elevated PTSD symptoms.
This research was supported by National Institute on Drug Abuse Grants R01DA026831 and K08-DA025041.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Megan Kelly, Ph.D., Psychologist, University
of Massachusetts Medical School, Psychiatry, Edith Nourse Rogers Memorial
Veterans Hospital, 116B, Bedford, MA 01730, United States, Phone: 781-6873317, Email: megan.kelly@umassmed.edu
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BARRIERS TO QUITTING SMOKING AMONG SUBSTANCE DEPENDENT
PATIENTS IN TREATMENT PREDICTS OUTCOME
Rosemarie A. Martin*1, Suzanne D. Sales1, and Damaris J. Rohsenow1,2, 1Center
for Alcohol and Addiction Studies, Brown University; 2Providence VA Medical
Center
Expected interactions between substance use and smoking complicate
substance abusers’ attempts to quit smoking and may add to reasons why
substance dependent individuals might be reluctant to consider quitting smoking.
While information on barriers to smoking cessation is available for smokers in
general, such information is needed for substance dependent patients in treatment
so as to adequately address the concerns of these patients. A previous instrument,
Barriers to Quitting Smoking in Substance Abuse Treatment, was developed to
assess barriers among alcohol dependent adults. The purpose of the present study
was to modify the Barriers to Quitting Smoking in Substance Abuse Treatment in
order to assess barriers among substance dependent adults. The items reflect
reasons some smokers do not want to quit and include affective and physical
effects of withdrawal, losing benefits of smoking, effects of smoking cessation
on sobriety and on urges to drink or use drugs, and self-efficacy about quitting.
Participants were asked to rate “how much each reason mattered to you” and on
a likert-type scale (1=hardly matters at all to 5=matters a lot). The development
and psychometric properties of this instrument were examined with two samples
of adult smokers with drug abuse or dependence in residential substance abuse
treatment as part of two larger studies designed to motivate smoking cessation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amanda Mathew, M.A., Medical University
of South Carolina, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, BioBehavioral Medicine, Charleston, SC 29425, United States, Phone: 2178553623,
Email: armathew@uh.edu
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Factor structure and validity were examined in Study 1 (N=184). Confirmation of
the factor structure and predictive validity (smoking at 1 and 3 months follow-up)
were assessed in Study 2 (N=239). Results demonstrated construct, discriminant
and predictive validity and reliability of the Barriers to Quitting Smoking in
Substance Abuse Treatment. Providing corrective feedback about these barriers
may be helpful when addressing smoking with substance dependent patients.
This research was supported by a by a grants from NIDA (R01 DA13616
and R01DA023995) and by a Senior Research Career Scientist Award from the
Department of Veterans Affairs.

compared with current smokers suggesting that smoking cessation improves
outcomes in cancer patients. Further extensive review of the literature confirms
the potentially reversible adverse effect of tobacco use on toxicity, treatment
response, and survival in virtually all cancer disease sites. Biochemical evaluation
demonstrates that 29.4% of smoking head/neck cancer patients and 35.4% of
smoking lung/breast/prostate cancer patients may misrepresent true tobacco
use with structured self-reported assessments. However, repeated assessments
increase accurate identification of dynamic tobacco use. Data suggest that
82% of self-reported inaccuracy can be corrected with parallel consideration of
disease site, employment, and pack year history. Further preclinical examination
demonstrates that exposure to tobacco products specifically during cancer
treatment is a critical determinant of therapeutic response to chemotherapy
and/or radiotherapy. Activation of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChR) and
downstream activation of the Ras-Raf-MAPK-ERK as well as PI3K-Akt oncogenic
pathways may be common mechanisms of decreased therapeutic response,
proliferation, angiogenesis, migration, and invasion in vitro and/or in vivo. Biologic
studies further suggest that non-nAChR based cessation strategies may have an
important role for cessation support in cancer patients due to a neutral or sensitizing
cancer therapy response profile associated with non-nAChR cessation agents.
Collectively, data confirm the adverse effects of tobacco on cancer treatment and
support mandatory cessation strategies to increase cancer treatment efficacy.
Supported in part by the American Cancer Society Grant MRSG-11-031-01CCE and the Roswell Alliance Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rosemarie Martin, PhD, Assistant Professor, Brown
University, Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies, Box G-121-5, Providence, RI
02912, United States, Phone: 401-744-1035, Email: Rosemarie_Martin@Brown.
edu
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SMOKING STATUS IS ASSOCIATED WITH COMORBID
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY AMONG PERSONS WITH CHRONIC PAIN
Emily L. Zale, M.S.*, and Joseph W. Ditre, Ph.D., Department of Psychology,
Syracuse University

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ellen Gritz, PhD, Professor, UT MD Anderson
Cancer Center, Behavioral Science, 1155 Pressler Street, Houston, TX 77030,
United States, Phone: 713-745-3187, Fax: 713-794-4730, Email: egritz@
mdanderson.org

Numerous studies have documented a greater prevalence of psychiatric
disorders among both smokers and persons with chronic pain, and there is reason
to believe that tobacco smoking may confer additional risk for psychopathology
within a chronic pain population. Smokers (vs. nonsmokers) with chronic pain are
more likely to endorse substance misuse, have been shown to report greater levels
of pain-related anxiety, and may be more likely to endorse suicidal ideation. Given
that comorbid psychopathology has been associated with adverse pain-related
outcomes, it is important to identify factors that may contribute to the prevalence
of psychiatric disorders among persons in pain. The main goal of the current
study was to test associations between tobacco smoking and psychopathology
among persons with comorbid pain disorders. Data were derived from a nationally
representative survey of adults in the United States (NCS-R), and respondents
who endorsed past-year chronic pain (n = 2518) were included in the current
analyses. Past-year mood, anxiety, and substance use disorders were assessed
using Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition
(DSM-IV) criteria. All analyses controlled for sociodemographic factors (e.g., age,
gender) that have previously been associated with both pain and smoking. The
percentage of current smokers with chronic pain who met criteria for at least one
mood disorder (20%) was nearly twice that observed among never smokers with
chronic pain (11%). Substance use disorders and anxiety disorders were also
more prevalent among current smokers with chronic pain when compared to
never smokers with chronic pain. Results of multiple logistic regression analyses
indicated that smokers in pain (vs. never smokers in pain) were more likely to
meet criteria for most psychiatric disorders, including depression (AOR = 1.72,
p < .01), generalized anxiety disorder (AOR = 1.82, p < .01), and alcohol abuse/
dependence (AOR = 7.61, p < .001). Clinical implications and directions for future
research are discussed.
This project was supported by Grant No. R21DA034285 awarded to J.W. Ditre
by the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
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PRACTICE AND PERCEPTIONS OF TOBACCO USE BY THORACIC
ONCOLOGY PROVIDERS
Carolyn Dresler*, James R. Marshall, K. Michael Cummings, Benjamin Toll, Ellen
R. Gritz, Alan Hutson, Seyedeh Dibaj, Roy Herbst, and Graham Warren
It is critical for all physicians to identify tobacco use and assist with successful
cessation. This is particularly critical when persistent use of tobacco hinders
outcomes, such as with a cancer diagnosis. Many oncologists have believed
that tobacco cessation interventions are most appropriately left to primary care
physicians, and that it is not their responsibility. As more data accrue about the
impact of persistent tobacco use, independent of causation, oncologists must learn
how to assist their patients who still use, to stop. Lung cancer is the archetypical
cancer caused by smoking. The International Association for the Study of Lung
Cancer has completed a survey of their members to assess the knowledge,
beliefs, attitudes and behaviors concerning tobacco use interventions within their
practices. 1,854 members responded to the survey–a 40% response rate. 86%
were physicians: 33.4% medical oncologists and 24% surgical oncologists; 50%
were from the USA or Europe. The majority were in a university/academic setting
and had been in practice >10 years. 5.3% of respondents reported current tobacco
use and 70.2% reported ‘never’ tobacco use. The majority (90.2%) stated that
they always or most of the time ‘ask’ if the patient uses tobacco; 86% always or
most of the time provide advice to quit. However, only 40.2% always or most of the
time discuss medications, with a similar percent (38.8) who ‘actively treat or refer’
patients for cessation interventions. When addressing tobacco use interactions
with current cancer treatment during follow-up clinic visits, only 62-73.5% address
persistent/relapse tobacco use. Per this survey, the majority (91.7%) agree or
strongly agree that persistent tobacco use impacts treatment outcomes with a
similar percent (90.2) who agree that cessation should be part of cancer treatment.
Despite this belief, only 32.7% believe that they have had adequate training to
effectively intervene and 82.3% believe that they need more training. This survey
provides an excellent baseline to develop tobacco cessation intervention training
for oncologists with the evidence that such training is much needed and desired.
Supported in part by the American Cancer Society Grant MSRG-11-031-01CCE and the International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joseph Ditre, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Syracuse
University, Psychology, 506 Huntington Hall, Syracuse, NY 13244, United States,
Phone: 315-443-2705, Email: jwditre@syr.edu
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THE BIOLOGIC AND CLINICAL EFFECTS OF TOBACCO ON CANCER
TREATMENT
Graham W. Warren*, Michelle Romano, Samantha Sobus, Krista Pundt, James R.
Marshall, and K. Michael Cummings
Tobacco use is an established risk factor for the development of several
cancers, but less is known regarding the effects of tobacco on cancer treatment.
Prospective structured tobacco assessment in 5185 cancer patients demonstrate
that smoking at diagnosis significantly increases overall and disease specific
mortality. Importantly, smoking increases mortality in tobacco related (head/neck,
lung) as well as non-tobacco related (prostate, breast) disease sites. Moreover,
patients who quit smoking within the past 12 months have improved survival as

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ellen Gritz, PhD, Professor, UT MD Anderson
Cancer Center, Behavioral Science, 1155 Pressler Street, Houston, TX 77030,
United States, Phone: 713-745-3187, Fax: 713-794-4730, Email: egritz@
mdanderson.org
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the active group used at least one lozenge (p=0.15). CO levels tended to be
less in the active group (7.8 ± 5 and 13.0 ± 10 ppm in active and placebo groups,
respectively, p=0.11). CO values were consistent self-reported abstinence (73%
and 54% in active and placebo groups, respectively, p=0.19). This study shows
that use of nicotine lozenges to aid preoperative abstinence is feasible, although
strategies to increase utilization of lozenges would be useful, and that there is
preliminary evidence of efficacy. These results provide information to support the
conduct of larger efficacy trial.
Funding: Dr. Warner’s Research Funds.

TRAINING IN TOBACCO DEPENDENCE TREATMENT IN MEDICAL SCHOOL:
PERSPECTIVES FROM MEDICAL STUDENTS IN THE MSQUIT TRIAL
Rashelle B. Hayes, Ph.D.*1, Pratima Patil, M.P.H.2, Nancy LaPelle, Ph.D.1, Alan
C. Geller, M.P.H., R.N.2, Denise Jolicoeur, M.P.H., CHES1, Linda Churchill, M.S.1,
and Judith K. Ockene, Ph.D., M.Ed., M.A.1, 1University of Massachusetts Medical
School; 2Harvard School of Public Health
Medical school is an optimal time for comprehensive training in tobacco
dependence counseling. Students with more exposure to tobacco counseling
education are more likely to counsel smoking patients as practicing physicians.
Despite efforts to increase tobacco treatment training during medical school, there
is still limited instruction. Further, best methods for learning this skill and core
tobacco teaching principles for training students are less well understood. Using a
mixed-methods approach we explored medical students’ learning experiences and
self-reported efficacy in tobacco dependence counseling. We also explored their
perceptions of the barriers to learning this skill while in medical school, skills they
believe they needed, and their thoughts on how to implement a tobacco treatmentspecific curriculum. We conducted 10 focus groups of 1st through 4th year medical
students (n=33) from 10 U.S. medical schools. We also administered surveys to
3rd year medical students across these medical schools (n=1213). Qualitative
themes suggest that didactic tobacco education varies year-to-year within any
medical school and across medical schools. Clerkship experience in tobacco
counseling is limited and also varies by preceptor interest and skill. Students
believed they needed additional knowledge in pharmacotherapy, skills working
with special populations (e.g., veterans), and real patient tobacco counseling
practice. Perceived barriers to learning and providing tobacco counseling included
limited time and focus in the school curriculum, negative attitudes about patients
(e.g., “they won’t quit”), and poor student self-efficacy. Students believed a tobacco
curriculum should be mandatory, implemented over the 4 years, and focused on
practice. Survey data corresponded to these results. Student self-efficacy for
tobacco counseling was highest for asking about smoking, but lowest for assisting
and arranging follow-up. A majority of students had worked with < 3 patients in
areas of Assist (63%) and Arrange (79%). Overall, medical students report limited
tobacco counseling education and practice. Many are in favor of additional training
opportunities while in school.
Funded by the National Cancer Institute Grant R01 CA136888 to J.Ockene and
CA136888S1 to R. Hayes.
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AN OPEN TRIAL OF RELAPSE PREVENTION THERAPY FOR SMOKERS
WITH SCHIZOPHRENIA
Corinne Cather, Ph.D.1,2,3, Michael A. Dyer, M.D.1,3, Heather A. Burrell, B.A.*2,
Bettina Hoeppner, Ph.D.2, Donald C. Goff, M.D.1,3, and A. Eden Evins, M.D.,
M.P.H.1,2,3, 1Schizophrenia Program, Department of Psychiatry, Massachusetts
General Hospital and Harvard Medical School; 2Center for Addiction Medicine,
Department of Psychiatry, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical
School; 3Department of Psychiatry, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard
Medical School
Objective: Following successful smoking cessation, smokers with schizophrenia
are vulnerable to relapse shortly after treatment discontinuation. Our objective
was to assess the feasibility and effectiveness of a 12-month relapse prevention
intervention in recently abstinent smokers with schizophrenia. Method: Adult
outpatient smokers with schizophrenia received weekly cognitive behavioral
therapy groups, bupropion SR, transdermal nicotine patch, and nicotine gum or
lozenge for 3 months. Subjects with 7-day point prevalence abstinence at month
3 received an additional 12 months (months 4-15) of therapy with bupropion,
transdermal nicotine patch, and nicotine gum/lozenge in conjunction with relapse
prevention based cognitive behavioral therapy groups that were held weekly in
month 4, biweekly in months 5-6, and monthly in months 7-15. Results: Seventeen
of 41 participants (41.5%) attained biochemically verified self-report of 7-day
point prevalence abstinence at the end of 3-month treatment and entered relapse
prevention treatment. There was an 81% attendance rate at relapse prevention
groups. At the end of the 12-month relapse prevention phase (month 15 overall),
11 of 17 (64.7%) demonstrated biochemically verified 7-day point prevalence
abstinence, and 10 of 17 (58.8%) reported 4-week continuous abstinence. Almost
one quarter of the sample (23.5%) demonstrated long term prolonged abstinence
through the end of the trial. There were no clinically detected cases of psychiatric
symptom exacerbation. One participant, who was managed as an outpatient,
self-reported psychiatric symptom exacerbation in the interim period between
study visits. Conclusions: Extended duration smoking cessation treatment is welltolerated and may improve smoking outcomes for recently abstinent smokers with
schizophrenia. Controlled trials are warranted.
This work was supported by a grant from the Sidney R. Baer Foundation (Drs.
Cather, Evins, and Goff), NIMH 5K24MH002025-10 (Dr. Goff) and the National
Institutes of Drug Abuse 1K23DA00510 Nicotine and smoking cessation in schizophrenia (Dr. Evins).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rashelle Hayes, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of Massachusetts Medical School, 65 Lake Avenue North, Worcester,
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NICOTINE LOZENGES TO PROMOTE BRIEF PREOPERATIVE ABSTINENCE:
A PILOT STUDY
Sandeep Kadimpati, Yu Shi, Anita Baumgartner, Richard Hinds, Darrell Schroeder,
and David Warner, Department of Anesthesiology, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN
Cigarette smoking is a risk factor for several perioperative complications, and
abstinence from smoking can reduce risk for some of these complications. The
duration of abstinence needed for benefit is not known, but there are plausible
physiological reasons to believe that for some complications, even brief
preoperative abstinence may be beneficial. Current recommendations are that
smokers maintain at least 12 hours of abstinence from smoking before admission
to the surgical facility, but prior studies show that many patients continue to
smoke until immediately before surgery. This study evaluated the feasibility
of using nicotine replacement therapy in the form of nicotine lozenges to help
patients maintain brief preoperative abstinence before elective surgery. After IRB
approval, 46 cigarette smokers evaluated in a preoperative clinic received a brief
practice-based intervention encouraging preoperative abstinence for at least 12
hours before admission to the surgical facility. They were then randomized to
receive either active or placebo lozenges (2 or 4 mg, depending on daily cigarette
consumption) in a double-blinded fashion, to be used starting the day before
surgery as desired to control cigarette cravings. The primary outcome measures
were exhaled carbon monoxide (CO) level measured in the preoperative holding
area and self-reported abstinence on the day of surgery. Demographics and
smoking history of the two groups (n=22 in active and n=24 in placebo groups)
were similar. Of the 46 subjects, 10 (46%) in the active group and 15 (63%) in

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: A. Eden Evins, MD, MPH, Director, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Center for Addiction Medicine, 60 Staniford St, Boston, MA
02114, United States, Phone: 6176434679, Fax: 6176431998, Email: a_eden_
evins@hms.harvard.edu
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approached from a Moral Model perspective by providers, a model empirically
associated with a view that individuals create their own problems through their
stubbornness, laziness, or lack of will. These negative provider beliefs can, in
turn, influence the willingness of the provider to engage in cessation interventions
in the context of what is often an already time pressured interaction. Applications
of alternative models will be discussed, as well as interventions capitalizing on the
more positive aspects of the attributional models.
No funding.

CONTINGENCY MANAGEMENT TO ENHANCE SMOKING CESSATION
BEFORE CANCER SURGERY
Amanda Palmer*1, Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, PhD.1, Stephanie O’Malley, Ph.D.1,
Steven L. Bernstein, M.D.1,2,3, Kathleen Carroll, PhD.1, Alana M. Rojewski, Ph.D.1,
and Benjamin A. Toll, Ph.D.1,2,3, 1Yale University School of Medicine; 2Yale Cancer
Center; 3Smilow Cancer Hospital at Yale-New Haven

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michael A Zevon, PhD, Roswell Park Cancer
Institute, Health Behavior, Elm & Carlton Sts, Buffalo, NY 14263, United States,
Phone: 716-845-8240, Email: michael.zevon@roswellpark.org

There is a high incidence of tobacco use among patients diagnosed with
cancer. Many of these smokers continue to smoke before cancer surgery, which
increases risk and often leads to complications. Indeed, quitting smoking is
known to improve surgical outcomes (e.g., better wound healing). Contingency
management, a behavioral intervention in which abstinence is directly reinforced
(typically with monetary rewards), has shown promise as an intervention for
promotion of abstinence from smoking. In Phase I of this project, we developed a
contingency management protocol for pre-operative cancer patients. Specifically,
we conducted 10 individual semi-structured interviews with patients who had
engaged in our clinical smoking cessation program to obtain feedback and opinions
on a proposed protocol. Patients were unanimous in indicating that cancer patients
would be interested in participating in the proposed program, and the majority of
participants rated monetary rewards as providing the highest degree of motivation
to quit smoking. In Phase II of the project, we conducted a pre-operative smoking
cessation pilot study in which patients were randomized to receive either: a)
standard care (SC; 3-6 counseling sessions and nicotine replacement therapy
[NRT]), or b) standard care + contingency management (CM; 3-6 counseling
sessions and NRT + weekly meetings with positive reinforcers). We conducted this
study with patients with thoracic, breast, and gynecologic cancers. Results for the
participants accrued to date have been promising. Six participants have completed
treatment (2 CM, 4 SC), with a total projected sample of 8. Of the participants
who have completed treatment, both in the CM group demonstrated biochemically
confirmed abstinence from smoking prior to surgery, and none of the participants
in the SC group were biochemically confirmed abstinent before surgery. These
preliminary data suggest that a contingency management intervention, added to
standard care, may be a promising method for inducing pre-surgical abstinence in
cancer patients who smoke.
This research was supported in part by NIH grant P50-DA009241 and Smilow
Cancer Hospital at Yale-New Haven.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ANXIETY ON SMOKING IN WOMEN UNDER
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS SUPERVISION
C. Brendan Clark*, Christopher B. Thorne, Sonya L. Hardy, Nandan Katiyar, and
Karen Cropsey, University of Alabama at Birmingham
Smoking rates for women in the criminal justice system have been found to
be remarkably high with prevalence rates ranging as high as 71%-80%. Risk
and protective factors for women have been shown to be different in the criminal
justice system in comparison to men. The number of women in the criminal justice
system is growing and understanding the characteristics and unique need to this
population is paramount to creating and tailoring more effective treatments. The
study compared male to female smokers using data extracted from an ongoing
randomized clinical trial (5R01CA141663-02) examining the effectiveness of
Bupropion and counseling within a community corrections population. Participants
were asked at baseline (N=601) a number of questions about their demographics,
mental and physical health, drug use, and smoking characteristics. Univariate
comparisons were used to examine differences between male and female
smokers. There were no differences between men and women on many measures
of smoking behavior including number of cigarettes smoked, age of first cigarette,
and number of quit attempts. The major difference between the genders involved
the role that anxiety played in smoking. Female smokers reported higher rates
of trauma, stress, panic disorder, and PTSD. There were no differences for the
mood disorders or in substance use, with the exception of higher alcohol use in
men. Furthermore, female smokers also reported that stress related antecedents
to smoking were more salient compared to the men. For example, the women
rated stress, anger, and frustration each as more powerful antecedents compared
to the men. The most notable difference between the genders was the role anxiety
played in its relationship with smoking. Women reported higher rates of anxiety
and it demonstrated a stronger relationship with their urges to smoke. These
results suggest that smoking cessation programs for women in the criminal justice
system should include a stress management or anxiety reduction component.
Supported the National Institute of Health: 5R01CA141663-02.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Benjamin Toll, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Yale
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PROVIDER-BASED BARRIERS TO THE INTEGRATION OF SMOKING
CESSATION INTERVENTIONS IN CANCER CARE SETTINGS: AN
ATTRIBUTIONAL PERSPECTIVE

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Brendan Clark, University of Alabama at
Birmingham, 401 Beacon PKWY W, Birmingham, AL 35205, United States,
Phone: 2059173786x207, Email: w555621@uab.edu

Michael A. Zevon, Ph.D*, Katharine Dobson Amato, M.P.H., C.P.H., Patricia
Hysert, B.A., Andrew Hyland, Ph.D., and Graham Warren, M.D., Ph.D., Roswell
Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, NY
Despite evidence documenting the effects of tobacco in promoting tumor
growth and contributing to treatment resistance in cancer populations (Jin et al,
2004), cessation support is rarely offered by providers or incorporated in clinical
care. A study of 160 head/neck and lung cancer patients for example, reported that
only 27.2% of smokers were offered cessation interventions (Cooley et al., 2011).
Given this, it is critical to identify factors that contribute to the resistance of care
providers to offer this important treatment component. Examining the providerpatient interaction, we maintain that caring for cancer patients is, at its most basic,
a helping intervention. As such, beliefs of the provider and recipient can influence
the treatment interaction. One critical set of beliefs empirically shown to influence
helping behaviors are perceptions or attributions about responsibility for the
patients’ illness related problems; namely who is responsible for the cause of the
problems, and who is responsible for the solution to the problems. When crossed,
four helping orientations are defined; the Moral Model (high responsibility for
cause and solution), the Compensatory Model (low responsibility for cause, high
responsibility for solution), the Enlightenment Model (high responsibility for cause,
low for solution), and the Medical Model (low responsibility for cause and solution).
Each model has associated beliefs that influence the interaction and determine the
behavior of the provider and patient. Applying these models to smoking cessation
services for cancer populations, we argue that smoking by cancer patients is often
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AFFECTIVE PREDICTORS OF CESSATION FAILURE WITHIN 24 HOURS OF
QUIT ATTEMPT IN SMOKERS WITH ELEVATED DEPRESSED SYMPTOMS
Haruka Minami, Ph.D.*, Ana M. Abrantes, Ph.D., Erika L. Bloom, Ph.D., Christopher
W. Kahler, Ph.D., Lawrence H. Price, M.D., and Richard A. Brown, Ph.D., Butler
Hospital/Alpert Medical School of Brown University
Introduction: While the important role of affect in the process of smoking
cessation has been well established, little is known about the relations between
pre-quit affective trajectories and cessation failure within 24 hours of a quit attempt.
Understanding the risk factors that influence cessation outcome on quit day
may help improve treatments to promote initial cessation. Methods: This study
examined whether changes in positive affect, negative affect, and depressive
symptoms in the 8 weeks preceding a cessation attempt were related to failure to
quit on quit day in a sample of 206 smokers with elevated depressed symptoms
randomized to sequential (8 weeks prior to cessation) fluoxetine treatment versus
placebo. Results: A total of 83 smokers (40%) failed to stay quit for the first 24
119
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hours of a quit attempt. Rates of failure to quit for 24 hours were not significantly
different across treatment conditions. Latent growth model analyses revealed
that pre-quit changes, but not baseline (i.e., 8 weeks prior to quitting) levels, in
depressive symptoms and negative affect differentiated those who failed to quit on
quit day and successful abstainers, adjusted for baseline covariates (i.e., gender,
nicotine dependence, treatment condition). Smokers with increases in negative
affect and depressive symptoms in the 8 weeks preceding a quit attempt were
more likely to smoke on target quit day. In fact, quit day abstainers experienced
declines in depressive symptoms prior to quitting. For positive affect, lower levels
at baseline, but not pre-quit changes, were associated with 24-hour cessation
failure. Pre-quit changes in affect and depressive symptoms did not differ as a
function of gender or nicotine dependence. Conclusion: Those who successfully
quit for 24 hours were more likely to experience decreases in levels of depressive
symptoms and lesser increases in negative affect in the weeks prior to quitting, as
well as higher baseline levels of positive affect. Alleviating aversive mood states
prior to a cessation attempt may help smokers with elevated depressed symptoms
achieve the first important smoking cessation milestone.
Supported in part by grant 1RO1 DA023190 from the National Institute on Drug
Abuse to Dr. Brown.

QUALITY OF LIFE AFTER QUITTING SMOKING AND INCREASING AEROBIC
EXERCISE
Erika L. Bloom, Ph.D.1, Haruka Minami, Ph.D.1, Richard A. Brown, Ph.D.1, William
H. Zywiak, Ph.D.1, David R. Strong, Ph.D.2, Deborah Riebe, Ph.D.3, and Ana M.
Abrantes, Ph.D.1, 1Alpert Medical School of Brown University and Butler Hospital;
2
University of California, San Diego; 3University of Rhode Island
Introduction: Recent research has shown that quitting smoking conveys
benefits with respect to quality of life in multiple domains one and three years later
(Piper et al., 2012). We examined the effects of smoking cessation and beginning
aerobic exercise on quality of life within one year, hypothesizing that abstinence
and exercise would have independent, additive effects. Methods: Participants
were 61 sedentary smokers (66% female, mean age = 47.9 years; smoked a
mean of 19.7 cigarettes/day) who were randomized to either a 12-week exercise
intervention OR a 12-week health education contact control. All participants
also received 8 weeks of telephone-delivered smoking cessation counseling and
transdermal nicotine patch. Multilevel models were used to examine the timevarying effects of smoking status (abstinent vs. smoking; 7-day point prevalence)
and exercise status (low active vs. high active; less than or greater than 150
minutes of exercise during the previous week) at 3- (end of treatment), 6-, and
12-month follow-ups on quality of life (QOL) measured with the 16-item Quality
of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire – Short Form (Q-LES-Q-SF)
(Endicott et al., 1993). All models controlled for time, gender, age, treatment
condition, and baseline Q-LES-Q-SF scores. Results: Across time, abstainers
reported greater Q-LES-Q-SF total and physical health scores than smokers.
There was no effect of exercise on total or physical health score. With respect to
overall sense of well-being, there was a significant interaction between smoking
and exercise status such that across time low active smokers reported poorer
well-being compared to high active smokers, low active abstainers, and high active
abstainers. Conclusion: Relative to smoking, abstinence was associated with
greater total and physical health-related QOL within one year. Exercise had no
effect on total or physical health QOL but buffered the negative effect of continued
smoking on sense of well-being. Findings suggest that the benefits of smoking
cessation on quality of life occur within one year, extending previous research
demonstrating effects after one year.
Funding: NIH grant K23DA019950.
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POST-OPERATIVE SMOKING STATUS IN CANCER PATIENTS:
ASSOCIATION WITH MOOD, PAIN, FATIGUE, AND CANCER-RELATED
COGNITIONS
Jason A. Oliver, M.A.*, Erika L. Bloom, Ph.D., Riddhi Patel, B.A., Angelina C. Fink,
M.P.H., Steven K. Sutton, Ph.D., Paul B. Jacobsen, Ph.D., Judith McCaffrey, M.D.,
Thomas H. Brandon, Ph.D., and Vani N. Simmons, Ph.D., University of South
Florida and Moffitt Cancer Center
Receiving a cancer diagnosis can serve as a catalyst to motivate a quit
attempt in ongoing smokers. Unfortunately, despite the substantial risks posed
by relapse, a significant proportion of cancer patients return to smoking following
surgical treatment. At present, little is known about the impact of smoking status
on psychosocial and quality of life outcomes in cancer patient populations.
Identification of variables associated with smoking status post-surgery may inform
the development of tailored interventions for this population. In the current study,
we sought to extend our previous report on prospective prediction of smoking
relapse by examining the association between post-surgical smoking status and
emotional, physical, and cognitive variables. Along with smoking status, emotion
(depression, fears about cancer), cognition (perceptions of smoking risk) and
physical (pain, fatigue) measures were administered at 2, 4, 6, and 12 months
after surgery. Participants were 154 patients with lung or head and neck cancer
who had quit smoking shortly prior to surgery or intended to quit for at least 24
hours following surgery. Results revealed that across all follow-ups, patients who
resumed smoking had significantly greater depression (ps < .01) and perceived
fewer risks associated with resuming smoking (ps < .05). Fears about cancer were
significantly higher in smokers at 2 months (p < .001), however these effects faded
over time. Physical variables were less consistent. Smokers exhibited greater
fatigue at 2 and 12-months (p < .05), but not the interceding time points. Consistent
with prior research, current smokers reported greater pain interference observed
at 2, 4 and 12 months (p < .05), with a trend at 6 months (p < .10). These results
suggest that patients who relapse to smoking may be at significantly higher risk
for reduced quality of life following cancer treatment. Alternatively, reduced quality
of life may increase the likelihood of smoking relapse. Although future research is
needed to address causality, these findings have important implications for both
the content and timing of targeted relapse prevention programs for cancer patients.
This research was funded by NCI grant R03 CA120799.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Erika Bloom, Ph.D., Postdoctoral Fellow, Alpert
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ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN CHRONIC PAIN STATUS AND NICOTINE
WITHDRAWAL SEVERITY
Emily L. Zale, M.S.*, and Joseph W. Ditre, Ph.D., Department of Psychology,
Syracuse University
A growing body of evidence suggests that chronic pain may serve as a
significant barrier to smoking cessation, and there is reason to believe that
persons with chronic pain may experience more severe nicotine withdrawal when
attempting to quit. Withdrawal severity has been shown to increase following
experimental pain induction, and there is evidence that pain reactivity may predict
early relapse to smoking. However, we are not aware of any studies that examined
differences in withdrawal severity as a function of chronic pain status. The main
goal of the current study was to test whether smokers with chronic pain (vs. no
pain) reported greater nicotine withdrawal during their most recent quit attempt.
We also tested associations between pain intensity, pain-related disability, and
withdrawal severity. Participants were 70 current smokers (M cpd = 15.87) who
completed a comprehensive survey on pain and smoking, and endorsed at least
one previous attempt to quit smoking. The FTND was used to assess nicotine
dependence (M = 3.92), and participants were asked to rate the severity of eight
nicotine withdrawal symptoms during their most recent quit attempt. After adjusting
for FTND, results indicated that smokers with chronic pain (n =30) reported greater
withdrawal severity during their most recent quit attempt (M = 32.69, SE = 1.80),
relative to their pain-free counterparts (M = 27.63, SE = 4.63), p < .05. Chronic pain
intensity and pain-related disability were also positively associated with greater
levels of nicotine withdrawal severity (ps < .05). The current findings suggest that
smokers in pain may experience greater nicotine withdrawal when attempting to

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jason Oliver, M.A., Moffitt Cancer Center, 4115 E.
Fowler Ave., Tampa, FL 33617, United States, Phone: 8137457832, Email: Jason.
Oliver@moffitt.org
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quit smoking, and that pain characteristics may contribute to withdrawal severity.
Results are discussed with regard to clinical implications and directions for future
research.
This project was supported by Grant No. R21DA034285 awarded to J.W. Ditre
by the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

nonsmokers, smokers were much less likely to report satisfaction with their lives (d
= -.61, p = .007). Furthermore, smokers reported less optimism (d = -.39, p = .07)
and self-acceptance (d = -.29, p = .18) than nonsmokers, though these differences
fell short of statistical significance. All other findings, though nonsignificant, were
indicative of lower levels of eudemonia among smokers. DISCUSSION: Smokers
may flourish less than nonsmokers. Although it is consistent with theory that
deficits in eudemonia drive cigarette use, whether these differences reflect causes
or outcomes of smoking is unclear and warrants further investigation. Tobacco
interventions may benefit from components designed to boost life satisfaction,
optimism, self-acceptance, and other eudemonic constructs.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joseph Ditre, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Syracuse
University, Psychology, 506 Huntington Hall, Syracuse, NY 13244, United States,
Phone: 315-443-2705, Email: jwditre@syr.edu
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Peter Hendricks, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
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Birmingham, AL 35294, United States, Phone: 205.934.6729, Email: phendricks@
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PERCEIVED STRESS SCALE IN A SMOKING CESSATION Trial WITH
REDUCED NICOTINE CONTENT CIGARETTES
Astia N. Roper-Batker*, Yan Zhang, Joni Jensen, Louise A. Hertsgaard, and
Dorothy K. Hatsukami, University of Minnesota
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Introduction: Previously, we found that smokers who switched to very low
nicotine content (VLNC) cigarettes or a nicotine lozenge experienced significantly
lower withdrawal symptoms and higher rates of abstinence than smokers who
switched to low nicotine content cigarettes. The aim of this study is to investigate
how subjects’ perceived stress varied during cessation from usual brand cigarettes
and study product.
Methods: A total of 165 smokers were randomized in a
partial double-blind parallel arm design where they completed six weeks of either:
VLNC cigarettes (0.05 mg nicotine yield; n=53); low nicotine cigarettes (0.3 mg
nicotine yield; n=52), or 4 mg nicotine lozenge (n=60). Smokers were screened
to have: smoked 10-40 cigarettes per day for the past year; be in good health,
and be between the ages 18-70. Subjects were seen for visits each week during
treatment where subjective stress was assessed with the Perceived Stress Scale
(PSS), a 14 item, five point scale, measuring the individual’s perceived stress and
ability to cope. After the sixth treatment week, subjects discontinued product use
and attended follow up visits where PSS was assessed. Results: No significant
difference of PSS within product groups was observed after smokers switched
from usual brand to the assigned product. A significant increase in PSS (p=0.0044)
was observed as participants ceased product usage in the low nicotine (0.3 mg)
cigarette group, but no significant increase in PSS was observed upon cessation
of either nicotine lozenge or the VLNC cigarettes. Increase in PSS upon cessation
of the low nicotine cigarette was significantly related to continuous abstinence
after controlling for study product (p=0.0010). As the PSS total score increased
one unit upon cessation of product, the odds of having continuous abstinence
from any tobacco product decreased 17% (OR=0.83, 95% CI: 0.75 – 0.93).
Conclusion: Higher perceived stress experienced after product cessation could
be a contributing factor to the higher relapse in the low nicotine content cigarette
group. Nicotine lozenge and VLNC cigarettes are not associated with increased
stress after cessation.
This study was funded by P50 DA013333 and U54 DA031659.

HOSTILITY, DEPRESSION, AND CIGARETTE USE: A COMPARISON
BETWEEN SMOKERS AND NON-SMOKERS IN A MATCHED SAMPLE OF
ADOLESCENTS
Michael H. Bernstein1,2, Suzanne M. Colby2, L. Cinnamon Bidwell2, Christopher W.
Kahler2, and Adam M. Leventhal3, 1University of Rhode Island; 2Brown University;
3
University of Southern California
A wealth of adult research shows that smoking is positively associated with
hostility and depression. Although less frequently investigated, adolescent
research mostly mirrors these findings. Specifically, cross-sectional studies
show that young smokers are more hostile and depressed than non-smokers.
Longitudinal investigations have found that elevated hostility and depression early
in life tend to predict smoking later on. The current study is an examination of
these associations but departs from most previous research in two ways. First, in
addition to a standard self-report survey, a recently developed measure of hostility
is included. This task asks participants to recognize one of four possible emotions
in a series of pictures that start with a neutral face and end with an intensely
angry, happy, sad, or fearful face. Second, for smoker-non smoker comparisons,
participants were matched on several demographic characteristics. Matched
participants (N=190) were 51% female, 85% white and had an average age of
16.3. Results confirmed prior self-report studies by showing that smokers were
more depressed and slightly more hostile than non-smokers using questionnaires.
Among smokers only, hostility, but not depression, was related to the age of: a) first
puff (r=-.26), b) first whole cigarette (r=-.19), and c) daily smoking onset (r=-.22).
The hostility-smoking link with the novel measure, however, yielded mixed results.
While smokers made fewer errors in judging an angry face compared to nonsmokers, t(185)=2.0, p<.05, smokers were not quicker to recognize angry faces,
as hypothesized. As a whole, these results largely confirm past research while
utilizing a research design that rules out many individual difference confounds. It
also extends previous work by showing the more hostile individuals typically are,
the younger they begin smoking.
The National Institute on Drug Abuse (1R01DA16737) funded this grant. It was
awarded to Dr. Colby at Brown University.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Astia Roper-Batker, B.A., Research Assistant,
University of Minnesota, Psychiatry, 717 Delaware St SE, Minneapolis, MN
55414, United States, Phone: 612-624-4532, Email: rope0029@umn.edu
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michael Bernstein, University of Rhode Island, 250
Olney Street, Providence, RI 02906, United States, Phone: 3015807704, Email:
mbernstein2@gmail.com

WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EUDEMONIA AND SMOKING
AMONG OLDER ADULTS?
Christopher B. Thorne, M.A.*, R. Marsh Lawler, B.S., and Peter S. Hendricks,
Ph.D., University of Alabama at Birmingham
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INVESTIGATING CORRELATES RELATED TO THE USE OF “LEGAL HIGHS”
AND RELATED EMERGING SUBSTANCES

INTRODUCTION: Although a large body of evidence has demonstrated the
link between pathology or distress (e.g., negative affect, mental illness, difficult
life circumstances) and smoking, little research has evaluated the association
between eudemonia or “human flourishing” (e.g., life satisfaction, optimism,
well-being) and cigarette use. Evaluating the relationships between eudemonia
and smoking would advance theories of addiction, and suggest possible targets
for tobacco dependence interventions. METHODS: Smokers (n = 43) and
nonsmokers (n = 43) from the 2006 Health and Retirement Study, a survey study
of Americans 50 years of age and older, were compared on four measures of
flourishing: the Satisfaction with Life Scale; the Life Orientation Test (a measure
of optimism); a composite of the Ryff Measures of Psychological Well-Being;
and the Midlife Development Inventory Affect Scales. RESULTS: Compared to

Kevin Gutierrez, M.A.*, Ivan Torres, B.A., Joseph Charter, B.A., Beatriz Suro
Maldonado, B.A., Dessaray Gorbett, and Theodore V. Cooper, Ph.D., University
of Texas at El Paso
“Legal highs” (i.e., marijuana alternatives, emerging drugs) are increasingly
being recognized as a serious public health concern. However, few studies have
examined potential correlates related to the use of these substances. This study
investigated whether demographic, substance use history, and related variables
were related to having ever used Spice (e.g., Spice Gold, K2), Salvia, and “bath
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salts” (e.g., Ivory Wave). Five hundred and eighty-two Hispanic participants
(63.9% female; mean age = 20.73, standard deviation = 8.85) were recruited from
a University on the U.S. / México border for an online study. Participants completed
measures assessing demographics, substance use history, and smoking status.
Gender, smoking status, and past 30-day marijuana and alcohol use were entered
into three separate logistic regression analyses, with lifetime use of Spice, Salvia,
and “bath salts” as the dependent variables. Nine percent, 5%, and 2% of the
sample indicated ever use of Spice, Salvia, and “bath salts,” respectively. Past
30-day marijuana use (OR 1.10, p < .001) was significantly associated with ever
use of Spice and related products. Similarly, past 30-day marijuana use was
significantly related to ever use of Salvia (OR 1.12, p < .001) and ever use of “bath
salts” (OR 1.11, p = .018). These findings suggest that the assessment of “legal
highs” and related emerging substances is warranted in studies of other addictive
behaviors. Specifically, intervention and prevention efforts aimed at emerging
drugs should target current marijuana users as this group may be at an increased
risk for use of emerging substances, specifically focusing on concomitant use of
licit and illicit drugs.
This study was funded in part by A Smoke Free Paso del Norte Grant No.
26-8113-63.

PERCEIVED STRESS AND DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS AMONG TREATMENTSEEKING HISPANIC SMOKERS
Monica Webb Hooper, Ph.D., Marcia D. McNutt, M.P.H.*, Denise
Rodríguez de Ybarra, M.A., and Elizabeth A. Baker, M.S., University of Miami
Hispanics are the largest ethnic minority group in the U.S., with a 12.5%
smoking prevalence. Evidence suggests that smoking rates in this population
vary by nationality and may increase in the future. Research in the general
population has demonstrated robust associations between perceived stress and
depressive symptoms as they relate to smoking maintenance. No previous studies
among Hispanic smokers have examined independent relationships between
key psychosocial factors (maladaptive coping and perceived social support)
and these variables. The aims of the present study were to examine correlates
of (1) perceived stress and (2) depressive symptoms among Hispanic smokers.
Hispanic smokers in South Florida (N=123), enrolled in an RCT, completed
demographic and smoking history, maladaptive coping, perceived social support,
perceived stress, and depressive symptom measures. Participants were mostly
young (M=35.36 years), female (55.5%), single (58.5%), and moderate to
low-income (58.2% household under $30k/year. Participants smoked for 16.58
cigarettes/day for 17.39 years. Levels of perceived stress and depressive
symptoms were moderate. Bivariate associations indicated that perceived stress
was positively correlated with depressive symptoms and maladaptive coping,
and inversely related to perceived social support. These relationships were
maintained in multiple regression analyses. Depressive symptoms were positively
correlated with nicotine dependence, perceived stress, and maladaptive coping,
and inversely related to education and perceived social support. Hierarchical
regression analyses demonstrated independent associations between depressive
symptoms and maladaptive coping, perceived stress, and education, but not
perceived social support or nicotine dependence. These findings suggest that
stress and depression among Hispanics are related to factors known to impact
cessation. Recommendations for targeted interventions will be discussed.
Funding: American Cancer Society 115787-MRSG-08-142-01-CPPB.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Theodore Cooper, Ph.D., Associate Professor,
University of Texas at El Paso, Psychology, 500 West University Ave, El Paso, TX
79968, United States, Phone: 915-747-6270, Email: tvcooper@utep.edu
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ANXIETY SENSITIVITY PREDICTS MOTIVATION TO QUIT SMOKING AMONG
WOMEN BUT NOT MEN IN RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE USE TREATMENT
Jennifer Dahne, B.S.*, Elana M. Hoffman, B.A., Laura MacPherson, Ph.D., and
Carl W. Lejuez, Ph.D., University of Maryland, College Park
Background: Among individuals in residential substance use treatment, daily
cigarette use is estimated to be 70-90%. Because smoking abstinence contributes
to drug abstinence, it is important to identify targets for improving smoking
cessation outcomes among this population. Motivation to quit (MTQ) smoking is
one factor implicated in cessation attempts. In community smokers, higher levels
of anxiety sensitivity (AS), the sensitivity to anxiety-related aversive internal states,
is predictive of higher MTQ. The purpose of the present study was to examine the
relationship between AS and MTQ among adults enrolled in inpatient substance
use treatment. We conducted analyses separately by gender as smoking and
cessation behaviors may be motivated by different factors, such as AS, for men
and women. Methods: To examine the relationship between AS and MTQ, data
was used from an intake interview at an inpatient substance use treatment center
in Washington, DC. Participants included 464 individuals (31.7% female, 86.6%
African-American, mean age=42.9 + 21.2) who reported smoking at least one
cigarette per day (CPD) before treatment entry (mean CPD=11.6 + 9.1). AS was
assessed using the Anxiety Sensitivity Inventory (ASI) and MTQ was assessed
by asking participants to rate their MTQ on a scale from 1-10 (mean MTQ=6.5
+ 3.5). Results: Men and women did not differ significantly on age, MTQ, ASI
total, or CPD. We used a series of linear regressions to examine the relationship
between AS and MTQ, controlling for CPD, separately in men and in women.
Results indicated that higher AS significantly predicted stronger motivation to quit
among women (R2=.05, F (2, 129)=3.60, p=.03), but not among men (R2=.001, F
(2, 280)=1.70, p=.19). Conclusion: Different processes may contribute to smoking
cessation among men and women and AS appears to be related to MTQ among
women enrolled in inpatient substance use treatment. Because individuals high
in AS tend to have less success in the initial stages of smoking cessation, AS is
an important factor to consider when creating targeted interventions for high risk
populations such as women enrolled in inpatient substance use treatment.
Funding: R01 DA19405.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Monica Hooper, PhD, Associate Professor,
University of Miami, Psychology, 5665 Ponce de Leon Blvd, Coral Gables, FL
33146, United States, Phone: 305-284-4290, Email: mwebb@miami.edu
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LONGITUDINAL FOLLOW-UP OF SMOKING AND DRINKING BEHAVIORS IN
HEAVY AND LIGHT SOCIAL DRINKINGS
P.J. McNamara* and A.C. King, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral
Neuroscience, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Smoking and heavy alcohol drinking are highly correlated, yet additional work
is needed to further examine the progression of this co-use over time. Participants
were heavy [HD; 10+ drinks/week with weekly binges (5+ drinks/occasion for men,
4+ for women)] and light [LD; <6 drinks/week with no/rare binges] social drinkers
enrolled in an alcohol challenge study (Chicago Social Drinking Project) without
regard to smoking levels as long as smoking abstinence during sessions did not
result in significant nicotine withdrawal. Participants completed a Timeline Follow
Back Interview for past month cigarette and alcohol consumption both during
baseline and as part of a 5-year follow-up. Of the 190 participants, 98% completed
the 5-year follow-up and were included in this analysis. At baseline, compared
with LD (n=85, 52% male), the HD (n=101, 72% male) reported greater number of
drinking days per month (14.3 vs 6.4 p<.001) and binge drinking occasions (8.0 vs
0.1 p<.001), and also had a higher prevalence of smoking (64% vs 12% p<.001).
Comparisons of these smokers in HD (n=65) and LD (n=10) revealed that HDs
smoked on average 3 times more cigarettes per month (128.5 vs 45.2, p=.08),
and engaged in more than twice as many co-use days (11.2 vs 4.0, p<.001).
At 5-year follow-up, approximately two-thirds were still smoking (62% HD, 70%
LD). Among these continued smokers, in HD, 32.5% increased the amount they
smoked, 65% decreased, and 2.5% remained stable, with similar rates among
LD (29% increased, 71% decreased). Finally, among HD smokers, those in the
highest quartile of continued and exacerbated binge drinking showed the highest
prevalence of continued comorbid smoking (62%) whereas those who were no
longer weekly binging had the lowest rate (22%). In sum, smoking and drinking
co-use remains strongly related to drinking patterns proximally and over time. As
only one-third of social drinkers were able to stop smoking 5 years after initial
assessment, and smoking rates were highest among the heaviest binge drinkers,

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Dahne, University of Maryland, College
Park, Biology-Psychology Building, College Park, MD 20742, United States,
Phone: 4436258435, Email: jendahne@gmail.com
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early education and targeted intervention strategies may improve motivation and
behavior change to avoid habitual and progressive co-use.
Funding by: NIAAA: R01-AA013746.

are: Excellent 80% (16/20); very good 57.6% (91/158); good 56.8% (88/155); fair
50% (19/38); and poor 0% (0/3). This relationship was also found for expectations
that health would worsen: (Wald=5.62, df=1, OR=0.81, 95% CI=0.68-0.97, p<.05).
The percentages who quit by each rating of “health would worsen” are: Definitely
true 36.1% (13/36); mostly true 53.6% (52/97); don’t know 61.5% (75/122);
mostly false 70.9% (39/55) quit; definitely false 58.5% (38/65). We controlled for
ratings of depression (feeling down for the past 4 weeks) and found that this did
not affect the findings. These associations are interesting, as those patients with
worse health would probably benefit the most from quitting smoking. Of interest,
patient self-ratings of health status predict future mortality. These findings warrant
replication. It will also be important to control for ratings of depression using a more
rigorous measurement method. If these results are replicated, concerted efforts to
help these smokers quit smoking may have important benefits.
This research was supported in part by NIH Grant R25DA02051.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Patrick McNamara, B.S., Project Coordinator,
University of Chicago, Psychiatry and Behavioral Neuroscience, 5841 S Maryland
Ave, Chicago, IL 60637, United States, Phone: 7737025047, Fax: 7737020096,
Email: pmcnamar@bsdad.uchicago.edu
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TIME-VARYING PREDICTORS OF SMOKING AFTER QUIT ATTEMPT:
APPLICATION OF A NEW APPROACH TO EMA DATA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Benjamin Toll, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Yale
University, Psychiatry, 1 Long Wharf Drive, New Haven, CT 06511, United States,
Phone: 203-974-5767, Email: benjamin.toll@yale.edu

Sara A. Vasilenko*1, Stephanie T. Lanza1, Xiaoyu Liu1, Jingyun Yang1, Runze Li1,
and Megan E. Piper2, 1Pennsylvania State University; 2University of Wisconsin
Researchers have increasingly begun to gather ecological momentary
assessment (EMA) data on smoking, but new statistical methods are necessary
to fully unlock information from this data. In this paper we use a new technique,
the logistic time-varying effect model (logistic TVEM; Yang, Tan, Li & Wagner,
2012) to examine the odds of smoking in the two weeks after a quit attempt. Data
are from a subsample of participants from a randomized, placebo-control trial of
smoking cessation pharmacotherapies who achieved initial abstinence (N=1,106,
58% female). Participants completed up to 4 EMA assessments per day during the
two weeks after their quit day. Predictors include baseline nicotine dependence
(Heatherton, Kozlowski, Frecker, & Fagerström, 1991), craving (Welsch et al.,
1991), negative affect (Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 1988), and whether an individual
was assigned to a placebo, monotherapy or combination therapy condition. Timevarying effects of these predictors were estimated using logistic TVEM, which
flexibly estimates the strength of associations between predictors and smoking
lapse at various points in near-continuous time. Cravings were a significant
predictor of smoking throughout the entire two weeks post-quit, whereas the
impact of baseline dependence became non-significant by the second week, and
the impact of negative affect increased over time. Individuals in the monotherapy
and combination therapy conditions had decreased odds of smoking compared to
placebo in the first week post-quit, but these differences were non-significant in the
second week. These findings suggest that pharmacotherapies are more effective
compared to placebo earlier in a quit attempt, when the impact of baseline nicotine
dependence on smoking is stronger. Future cessation therapies may be more
successful by providing additional support in the second week after quit attempt.
This research and the investigators were funded by NIDA grants P50DA010075, 5P50DA019706, and 2T32DA017629-06A1 and M01 RR03186
from the General Clinical Research Centers Program of the National Center for
Research Resources.
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COMPARISON OF THE EFFECT OF MINDFULNESS AND COGNITIVE
BEHAVIORAL THERAPY FOR SMOKING CESSATION ON PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSES TO SMOKING CUES AND CRAVING
Gladys N. Pachas, M.D.1,2, Zev Schuman-Olivier, M.D.1,2, Susanne S. Hoeppner,
Ph.D.1,2, Elisabeth Grasser1, Jaclyn Daigneault1, and A. Eden Evins, M.D.,
M.P.H.1,2, 1Massachusetts General Hospital, Psychiatry, Center for Addiction
Medicine; 2Harvard Medical School, Boston
Background: Susceptibility to relapse is influenced by negative affect,
perceived stress, and exposure to environmental cues. Objective: To investigate
the effect of Mindfulness Training for Smokers (MTS) and a standard of care
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) based on the Freedom from Smoking on
physiological responses to smoking cues and craving. Method: Thirty treatmentseeking smokers aged 18-65 who smoked ≥10 cigarettes/day, were randomized
to eight twice-weekly, ninety-minute group sessions of either MTS (n=14) or CBT
(n=16), and participated in evaluation of physiologic reactivity to smoking cues.
Assessments of electrophysiological reactivity (skin conductance SC; heart rate
HR; corrugator and zygomatic EMG) to smoking cues using the script driven
imagery technique with smoking (SS) and neutral scripts (NS) and in vivo cues
(IVC: a pack of participant’s brand choice) were collected pre (baseline) and post
(end point) treatment. Self-report of craving was assessed with visual analog
scales pre and post cue exposure. Results: As expected, script-driven imagery
using personalized SS increased physiological reactivity compared to NS at
baseline for HR, EMG and craving. Also as expected, there was a main effect for
treatment on physiologic activation (HR, EMG) to smoking cues and craving and
significant effect for time from baseline to end point, independent of treatment
assignment, indicating that both treatments reduced cue reactivity. Additionally,
there was a time by treatment by script interaction, such that subjects assigned to
CBT had significantly less EMG (corrugator) activation when exposed to SS after
treatment compared to subjects assigned to MTS. For the IVC, craving self-report
increased after exposure and then decreased from baseline to end point as a main
effect of time. There was no time by treatment interaction for craving. Conclusion:
Both CBT and MTS appeared to decrease cue induced physiologic reactivity and
craving. Additionally, there was a greater reduction in corrugator activation, a
phenomenon associated with negatively-valenced affective stimuli, in response to
smoking-related cues in the CBT group.
Funding: NIDA R03DA030899 (ZSO), Mind & Life Institute Varela Award
Grant 2009-1-014 (ZSO), Harvard Medical School Dupont-Warren and Livingston
Fellowships (ZSO).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sara Vasilenko, PhD, Postdoctoral Fellow,
Pennsylvania State University, Prevention Research Center and Methodology
Center, 204 E Calder Way Suite 400, State College, PA 16801, United States,
Phone: 517 290 4519, Email: svasilenko@psu.edu
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PERSONAL HEALTH PERCEPTION IS ASSOCIATED WITH SUCCESS
RATES OF SMOKING CESSATION
Guillermo Valdes, M.D.*1,2, Stephanie O’Malley, Ph.D.1, and Benjamin Toll,
Ph.D.1,2,3, 1Yale University School of Medicine; 2Yale-New Haven Hospital; 3Yale
Cancer Center
Smoking is associated with increased morbidity and mortality. Multiple studies
have been conducted to ascertain factors associated with smoking cessation. To
our knowledge, patients’ perception of their own health has not been measured. In
a treatment seeking sample of 385 participants who received the 21 mg nicotine
patch and placebo or naltrexone (25, 50, or 100 mg; O’Malley et al., 2006), we
measured ratings of health through the SF-36 on all participants regardless of
treatment group. We found an association between ratings of personal health
perception on two items: “In general would you say your health is: Excellent, very
good, good, fair, poor” and “I expect my health to get worse: Definitely true, mostly
true, don’t know, mostly false, definitely false.” The relationship was significant by
logistic regression for ratings of health: (Wald=4.53, df=1, OR=1.34, 95% CI=1.021.75, p<.05). The percentages of subjects who quit by each health category rating

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: A. Eden Evins, MD, MPH, Director, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Center for Addiction Medicine, 60 Staniford St, Boston, MA
02114, United States, Phone: 6176434679, Fax: 6176431998, Email: a_eden_
evins@hms.harvard.edu
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were considered the associations among other variables and smoking cessation
at twelve months. The findings of the present study suggest the need to assess
the personality factor in routine smoking cessation practice in an effort to tailor
treatment and maximize cessation outcomes.
No funding.

UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF CESSATION FATIGUE IN THE SMOKING
CESSATION PROCESS
Xiaoyu Liu*1,2, Runze Li1,2, Stephanie T. Lanza2,3, Sara Vasilenko2,4, and Megan
Piper5, 1Department of Statistics, The Pennsylvania State University; 2The
Methodology Center, The Pennsylvania State University; 3The College of Health
and Human Development, The Pennsylvania State University; 4The Prevention
Research Center, The Pennsylvania State University; 5Department of Medicine,
University of Wisconsin, Madison

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Aimiliza Stefanidou, Mental Health Counseling,
Research Associate, University Pneumonology Clinic, Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki, Papanikolaou Hospital, Greece, Respiratory Failure Unit, Exohi,
Thessaloniki, 57010, Greece, Phone: +1130-6944778312, Email: astefanidou@
city.academic.gr

Aims: To understand the dynamic process of cessation fatigue with respect
to its average trend, effect on relapse, time-varying relations with craving and
negative affect, and differences among genders and treatment groups. Design:
Randomized placebo-controlled clinical trial. Participants received either placebo,
monotherapy (bupropion SR, nicotine patch, nicotine lozenge), or combined
pharmacotherapy (bupropion SR + nicotine lozenge, nicotine patch + nicotine
lozenge). Participants: Data were collected from 1504 daily smokers who were
motivated to quit smoking. The participants completed baseline assessments and
ecological momentary assessments for 2 weeks post-quit. Findings: Cessation
fatigue reduced the likelihood of 6-month post-quit abstinence (OR = 0.97, 95% CI
(0.95, 0.99)), and was positively associated with craving and negative affect. After
controlling for these two factors, average cessation fatigue increased over time.
Compared to men, women experienced greater fatigue (t = -10.69, p<0.0001)
and a stronger relation between fatigue and craving (t = -8.80, p<0.0001); men
showed stronger relation between fatigue and negative affect (t = 5.73, p<0.0001).
Cessation fatigue was most significantly reduced by combined pharmacotherapy
(t = -13.4, p<0.0001), followed by monotherapy (t = -6.2, p<0.0001). Conclusions:
Cessation fatigue was closely related to craving, negative affect, and cessation
outcomes. Women reported greater cessation fatigue than men. Current
treatments appeared to reduce fatigue and weaken its relations with craving and
negative affect.
Award Numbers P50-DA010075-15, P50 DA019706, R21-DA024260,
P50-DA0197 and T32-DA017629 from the National Institute on Drug Abuse,
P50-CA84724 from the National Cancer Institute, and M01-RR03186 from The
General Clinical Research Centers Program of the National Center for Research
Resources.
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ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN TRAIT MINDFULNESS AND AFFECTIVE
TRAJECTORIES OVER THE COURSE OF SMOKING CESSATION
TREATMENT
Claire E. Adams, Ph.D.*1, Minxing Chen, M.S.1, Lin Guo1, Cho Y. Lam, Ph.D.2,
Whitney L. Heppner, Ph.D.3, Diana W. Stewart, Ph.D.1, Miguel A. Cano, Ph.D.1,
Virmarie Correa-Fernández, Ph.D.1, Jennifer Irvin Vidrine, Ph.D.1, Yisheng Li,
Ph.D.4, Paul M. Cinciripini, Ph.D.2, Jasjit S. Ahluwalia, M.D., M.P.H.5, and David
W. Wetter, Ph.D.1, 1Department of Health Disparities Research, UT MD Anderson
Cancer Center, Houston, TX; 2Department of Behavioral Science, UT MD
Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX; 3Department of Psychological Science,
Georgia College, Milledgeville, GA; 4Department of Biostatistics, UT MD Anderson
Cancer Center, Houston, TX; 5Department of Internal Medicine, University of
Minnesota Medical School
Mindfulness (nonjudgmental present-focused attention) has been linked to
improved emotion regulation and smoking cessation. However, associations
between mindfulness and affective trajectories during the process of smoking
cessation are unknown. This study examined longitudinal associations between
mindfulness, emotional responding, and smoking over the course of cessation
treatment among low-socioeconomic status (SES) African American smokers, who
are at high risk for relapse and tobacco-related health disparities. We hypothesized
that more mindful individuals would indicate lower negative affect and lower
affective volatility (i.e., more emotional stability), and that affective volatility would
mediate the association between trait mindfulness and abstinence outcomes.
African American smokers (n = 399; 51% female, Mage = 42) receiving cessation
treatment attended 7 study visits from 19 days pre-quit to 26 weeks post-quit.
Participants completed measures of trait mindfulness, positive and negative affect,
perceived stress, depressive symptoms, and prolonged abstinence. Hierarchical
linear modeling and multilevel mediation analyses examined whether trait
mindfulness predicts affective trajectories over the course of cessation treatment,
and whether affective volatility mediates the relationship between trait mindfulness
and cessation outcomes at Day +31 and Week +26. Analyses controlled for
demographics, baseline nicotine dependence, and abstinence status. Participants
higher in mindfulness reported lower negative affect and higher positive affect
throughout treatment (up to 26 weeks post-quit; ps < .001). Mindfulness predicted
lower volatility of negative affect (beta = -10.11, p < .001). Volatility of negative
affect mediated the association between mindfulness and prolonged abstinence,
even after controlling for levels of negative affect (beta of indirect effect = .01
[.003], p = .01, PME = 29.82%). Results suggest that more mindful individuals
evidenced more emotional stability, which increased odds of successful cessation.
Mindfulness may promote more adaptive emotional responding, thereby improving
smoking cessation among low-SES African American smokers.
This research was supported by the National Cancer Institute through grants
R01CA94826, R25-TCA57730, the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer
Center’s Support Grant CA016672, and the Latinos Contra el Cancer Community
Networks Program Center Grant U54CA153505. This work was also supported
by a faculty fellowship from the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
Duncan Family Institute for Cancer Prevention and Risk Assessment.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Xiaoyu Liu, Penn State University, 326 Thomas
Building, University Park, PA 16802, United States, Phone: 8149542129, Email:
xol5086@psu.edu
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THE ROLE OF PERSONALITY TRAITS AND COPING STYLES IN SMOKING
CESSATION IN A SAMPLE OF GREEK SMOKERS
Aimiliza Stefanidou*1, Demosthenes Bouros2, Miltiadis Livaditis3, Athanasia
Pataka4, and Paraskevi Argyropoulou1, 1Respiratory Failure Unit, “G.Papanikolaou”
Hospital, Thessaloniki, Greece; 2Department of Pneumonology, Democritus
University, University Hospital of Alexandroupolis, Thrace, Greece; 3Department
of Psychiatry, Democritus University of Thrace, Greece; 4Department of Medicine,
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece
This study identified for the first time the personality traits and coping
styles of Greek smokers that are involved in the smoking cessation process. A
longitudinal observational study that was based on data which were collected
from 558 heavily dependent, 168 moderate dependent and 24 light dependent
smokers (N=750, median age=47 years; 52% male) who were self-referred to an
outpatient Smoking Cessation Clinic for treatment. All participants completed at
treatment entry the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence Test (FTND), the
Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS), the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI), the
Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale (ZSRD), the Health Locus of Control Scale
(HLCS), the Coping Orientations to Problems Experienced Inventory (COPE), and
the Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPQ). At 2 days post-quit they were assessed
for DSM-IV nicotine withdrawal symptoms. At 6 months (33.6%) and 12 months
(9.4%) follow-up smoking cessation was self-reported. Significant associations
emerged among successful abstinence at six months and life satisfaction
(p=.00), neuroticism (p=.00), internal health locus of control (p=.02), depression
(p=.04), avoidant/passive coping style (p=.01), and a tendency to lie (p=.02).
Regression analyses revealed as independent predictors of smoking cessation,
low life satisfaction, internal health locus of control, self-confidence in quitting,
past quit attempts, and health as the main reason for cessation. Non-significant

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Claire Adams, Ph.D., The University of Texas MD
Anderson Cancer Center, Department of Health Disparities Research, Unit 1440,
Houston, TX 77230-1402, United States, Phone: 713-563-7546, Email: cadams@
mdanderson.org
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emotions. Increases in negative affect during tobacco withdrawal may motivate
negative reinforcement-mediated smoking and could underlie dependence and
relapse risk in high-hostility smokers.
This research was supported by National Institute on Drug Abuse Grants R01DA026831 and K08-DA025041.

FACTORS INFLUENCING TOBACCO USE AND QUITTING IN INDIA
Rajmohan Panda*, Divya Persai, and Manu Raj Mathur, Public Health Foundation
of India

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Adam Leventhal, University of Southern California,
2250 Alcazar St., CSC 240, Los Angeles, CA 90033, United States, Phone: 323442-8222, Email: adam.leventhal@usc.edu

Tobacco consumption is on the rise in many developing countries including
India. Although factors associated with smoking initiation and cessation has been
investigated in many western countries, the only available data for India is on
prevalence. This study investigates factors associated with smoking initiation
and quitting. A cross-sectional study was conducted among 1150 tobacco users
visiting public health facilities in twelve districts of Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh in
India. Multi stage random sampling technique was used. Data was captured on
patterns of tobacco usage, factors affecting tobacco use and predictors of quitting.
About half of the respondents reported using tobacco. Peer pressure (43%) was
reported by about half of respondents for initiation of tobacco use followed by
experimentation (33%). Other factors responsible for initiation were tobacco use
at home (27%) and curiosity (19%). About half of the respondents (43%) reported
making quit attempts. The main factor responsible for quitting attempts was
underlying health problems (94%). Setting an example for children (59%), family
disapproval (56%), advertisements about the health risks of smoking (57%) and
smoking restriction at public and work places (45%) were the other factors cited
for making quit attempts. Respondents who reported information about health risk
of smoking and who reported restriction in smoking at public and work places
were 2.6 times (OR 2.6, CI 2.0-3.7) and 1.9 (OR 1.9, CI 1.4-2.6) times more likely
to quit tobacco use respectively. The findings suggest that the main reason for
tobacco initiation is peer pressure. Peer group education can be an effective tool to
motivate tobacco users to quit tobacco. Designing Interventions packages which
has component of intensive cessation counselling can be adopted to motivate
people in quitting tobacco use. All Health care providers should be trained in “brief
interventions” so that all available opportunities to discuss health risks of tobacco
use can be addressed at different levels of health care. Smoking restrictions at
work and public places should also be rigorously implemented.
The project was funded through a grant given by Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation.
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MOTIVES FOR SMOKING AMONG EARLY STAGE SMOKERS
Amanda R. Mathew*1, Amy S. Boatright1, Kevin M. Gray1, Michael E. Saladin1,3,
and Matthew J. Carpenter1,2, 1Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences,
Medical University of South Carolina; 2Hollings Cancer Center, Medical University
of South Carolina; 3Department of Health Science and Research, Medical
University of South Carolina
Multidimensional assessment of adolescent smoking is crucial to identifying
individual differences in development of nicotine dependence. Although evidence
suggests that nicotine dependence measures separately assess physiological
and non-physiological aspects of dependence among adolescents, it is unknown if
measures relate differentially to smoking motives. We sought to examine smoking
motives in relation to two measures of nicotine dependence, the Fagerstrom Test for
Nicotine Dependence (FTND), and the Hooked on Nicotine Checklist II (HONC-II).
For both measures, we expected that those higher in nicotine dependence
would smoke 1) less for positive reinforcement (PR) and 2) more for negative
reinforcement (NR) motives. Data were drawn from a study on cue-elicited craving
among occasional vs. daily adolescent smokers, ages 16-20 (N=107). Smoking
motives were assessed with PR and NR subscales of the Michigan Nicotine
Reinforcement Questionnaire (MNRQ). Daily smokers reported significantly
greater NR motives than did occasional smokers (p<.001); there were no group
differences in PR. The HONC-II showed a positive association to the MRNQ-PR
(β = .42, p < .001; 18% of variance accounted for) while FTND was marginally
significant (β = .20, p = .06; 4% of variance accounted for). Both the HONC-II (β =
.87, p < .001; 75% of variance) and FTND (β = .56, p < .001; 31% of variance) were
positively associated with MNRQ-NR. To further assess the relative contribution
of PR:NR motives across levels of dependence, we calculated a ratio score for
each participant’s PR to NR smoking motives. Occasional vs. daily smokers did
not differ significantly by PR:NR ratio. Both HONC-II (β = -.55, p < .001) and FTND
(β = -.34, p = .001) were negatively associated with PR:NR ratio, such that higher
dependent smokers endorsed more NR smoking motives relative to PR motives.
While both PR and NR motives increased as dependence increased, motives of
higher nicotine dependent smokers were characterized by more NR, relative to
PR. Results are consistent with our understanding of dependence, and provide
further support for two common measures of nicotine dependence among early
stage smokers.
Funding through NIDA grant K23 DA020482 (PI: Carpenter).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rajmohan Panda, MD, MPH, Public Health
Specialist, Public Health Foundation of India, 4/2 Sirifort Institutional Area, August
Kranti Marg, New Delhi, Delhi 110016, India, Phone: 00919971696838, Email: raj.
panda@phfi.org
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HOSTILITY AS A PREDICTOR OF AFFECTIVE CHANGES DURING ACUTE
TOBACCO WITHDRAWAL
Austin Quinn*1, Stephanie Sekimura*1, Raina Pang, Ph.D.1, Michael Trujillo, B.A.1,
Christopher W. Kahler, Ph.D.2, and Adam M. Leventhal, Ph.D.1, 1University of
Southern California; 2Brown University
Hostility—a personality trait reflective of cynical attitudes, a general mistrust of
others, expressions of anger, and aggressive behavior—is associated with nicotine
dependence and smoking cessation failure. Yet, the mechanisms liking hostility
and smoking are not entirely clear. In this lab study, we tested a socio-affective
model that purports that high-hostility individuals smoke to cope with maladaptive
social emotions (i.e., anger and low friendliness), which become expressed and
exacerbated during acute tobacco withdrawal. Adult smokers (n = 153, ≥ 10 cig/
day) attended a baseline visit during which hostility, smoking, and other factors
were assessed. Participants then attended two counterbalanced lab visits: (a)
a deprived session following 16 hours of abstinence; and (b) a nondeprived
session following ad libitum smoking. At both lab visits affect and withdrawal
symptoms were assessed. Results were partially consistent with hypotheses.
Higher baseline hostility predicted larger deprivation-induced increases in anger
(beta = .25, p = .002) but was not associated with deprivation-induced changes in
friendliness (p = .45). Hostility also predicted greater deprivation-induced changes
in other forms of negative affect (anxiety, depression, confusion; betas ≥ .20, ps ≤
.01) and withdrawal symptoms (beta =.16 , p =.04). These effects persisted after
statistically controlling for gender, nicotine dependence, and baseline negative
affect. Other aspects of trait aggression outside of hostility (i.e., verbal aggression,
physical aggression, anger) were not consistently associated with deprivationinduced changes in affect and withdrawal. These findings suggest that individuals
with high hostility experience generalized exacerbations in several negative
affective states during acute tobacco withdrawal that are not specific to social

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amanda Mathew, M.A., Psychology Intern,
Medical University of South Carolina, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral
Sciences, Bio-Behavioral Medicine, Charleston, SC 29425, United States, Phone:
2178553623, Email: armathew@uh.edu
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COMBINING PHARMACOTHERAPY AND BEHAVIOURAL SUPPORT FOR
SMOKING CESSATION—WHAT DOES A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF TRIALS
TELL US ABOUT TREATMENT EFFECTS?
Lindsay F. Stead* and Tim Lancaster, Cochrane Tobacco Addiction Group,
Department of Primary Care Health Sciences, University of Oxford
Pharmacotherapies and behavioural support/ counselling, have both been
clearly shown to assist smoking cessation. Trials of pharmacotherapies (PH)
offer behavioural support(BS) to all participants, whether on active treatment or
placebo. Trials of BS may use brief support, usual care (UC) or waitlist controls,
or may offer PH to all participants. Neither type of trial directly estimates the effect
of combined treatment modalities compared to brief advice or UC even though
clinical guidelines typically recommend offering smokers a combination of PH and
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BS. Two new Cochrane reviews address the questions ‘What is the treatment
effect of combined PH and BS versus brief advice/UC?’ and ‘What is the effect
of more versus less intensive BS as an adjunct to PH?’ The first estimates that
a combination of PH and BS increases the likelihood of cessation at 6 month or
longer follow-up by about 80% (RR 1.82, 95% CI 1.66 to 2.00). The trials were
undertaken in various populations and settings. Most provided BS from specialist
counsellors. Despite clinical heterogeneity there was relatively little statistical
heterogeneity, and subgroups (SG) did not alter estimates much. SG comparisons
did not suggest that offering more sessions greatly affected treatment success but
a dose response was more evident when take up of treatment components was
highest. The second review found evidence of a small benefit of more intensive
adjunct support (more or longer sessions), with an estimated RR of 1.16 (95% CI
1.09 to 1.24). Again there was little statistical heterogeneity. Estimates were similar
for SGs using NRT, and bupropion. There were few trials of other PHs. In SGs
grouping trials by the number of contacts to deliver BS, there was a slightly larger
estimated effect in the SG of studies that offered >4 personal (telephone or face
to face) intervention contacts and a control where the BS did not involve personal
contact, but CIs overlapped with other SGs which all had similar estimates. Since
the quit rate for controls was high, reflecting the benefit of PH, the small effect
would still translate into an absolute increase in success of 2 to 4 percent.
Funding by NHS National Institute for Health Research.

group sessions; we analysed socio-demographic characteristics and success
rates up to a 36 month follow up. RESULTS: In 5 years we have attended over
1000 clients receiving different modalities of therapy: brief intervention, individual
counselling, intensive group therapy. Attendance tends to decline to approximately
by half by the 6th week of treatment. Almost one sixth of the patients (18 %)
have registered to the intensive group therapy program of which a mean 52 %
have completed it with a mean abstinence rate of 39.5 % (range 11-57%). There
was a reduction in the number of cigarettes in 57 %. We have followed up 50
% of the groups for up to 24 months and a few others up to 36 and 48 months.
Abstinence and relapse rates range between 7-66 % and 7-60 % at 12 months,
respectively; reduction and relapse rates between 6-7 % and 6-27 % at 24 months
respectively; abstinence and relapse rates between 6-20 % and 6-27 % at 36
and 48 months respectively. Women tend to complete the intensive program more
than men. CONCLUSIONS: Although we have a high drop-out rate, the intensive
program has similar results to other programs and there are many possibilities
for improvement. A more comprehensive analysis on the causes of drop out is
guaranteed. Although contingency management is not common in this country it
should be explored.
No funding.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Octavio Campollo, MD, PhD, Professor,
University Of Guadalajara, Center Of Alcoholism And Addictions, Calle Hospital
278, Guadalajara, 44280, Mexico, Phone: 523336142179, Email: renaceboy@
hotmail.com

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lindsay Stead, University of Oxford, Dept of
Primary Care Health Sciences, Radcliffe Observatory Quarter, Oxford, OX2 6GG,
United Kingdom, Phone: +44 1865 289285, Email: lindsay.stead@phc.ox.ac.uk
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DEVELOPMENT OF QUERY TOOL FOR IDENTIFICATION OF SMOKERS
FROM ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS

WHAT WORKS BETTER IN SMOKING CESSATION? COMPARATIVE
REANALYSIS OF 14 COCHRANE-REVIEWS TOWARDS VARIOUS
CESSATION TREATMENTS

Sandeep Kadimpati*, Richard Hinds, Anita Baumgartner, Robert Domnick,
Mike Burke, Kathy Zarling, and David Warner, Nicotine Dependence Center,
Departments of Anesthesiology, Medicine, and Nursing, Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
MN

Stephan Muehlig* and Frederik Haarig
During the last 15 years hundreds of RCT’s have been conducted to determine
the efficacy of various smoking cessation treatments and summarized in Cochrane
meta-analyses. Due to different methodological characteristics (comparators,
sample, effect sizes etc.) the results of these systematic cochrane reviews are
not fully comparable. Furthermore, the reported effect sizes include no information
about the actually attained abtinence rates. For this reason, we reanalylized
14 Cochrane Reviews including n=654 and >330.000 participants ragarding to
6- and 12 months continues abstinent rates and comparaticve RR-values. The
effect sizes (RR) vary remarkably: CBT (RR: 2.71), varenicline (OR: 2.31-2.57),
bupropion (1.69), NRT (1.43-2.26), aversion therapy (OR: 2.01), hypnosis
(OR: 1.56), individual counselling (RR: 1.39), telefone counselling (RR: 1,37),
motivational interviewinbg (OR: 1.27), self help (OR: 1.21) und online cessation
(inconsistent). The average 12-M-abstinent rate is lower than in heath care routine
(CBT: 18,7%, NRT: 21,3%, vareniclin: 25%).
No funding.

Hospitalization provides a unique opportunity for tobacco use interventions.
Clinical interventions and research protocols can be improved by rapidly
and accurately ascertaining the tobacco use status and other demographic
characteristics of admitted patients. We report an automated method to query
the electronic medical record (EMR) and capture and report smoking status and
other demographic information relevant to tobacco use interventions. Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, MN has implemented a nurse-administered protocol in which all
patients admitted to one of two Mayo Clinic hospitals are asked by the admitting
nurse about tobacco use and offered intervention services. Information from this
protocol is included in the EMR (Centricity™-based) and is warehoused in an
Enterprise Data Trust, a non-transactional information architecture that collects
data from internal and external systems, including the EMR. To identify patients
who might be eligible for a randomized trial evaluating the efficacy of a telephone
quitline in hospitalized patients from our local region, we designed a query to
capture and report self-reported status as a current cigarette smoker and local
residence as specified by appropriate postal zip codes. During development,
manual checking of the data was done while testing the query to validate the
results and to improve query sensitivity. After preliminary validation, the query
was implemented to run 5 times a day, reporting all hospital admissions who met
the two query criteria to study personnel responsible for recruitment. In the first
four months of implementation, 809 patients were identified by the query. Of
those identified, 245 (30%) were approached for potential study participation.
Of those approached, 236 (96%) were confirmed to meet the two query criteria.
We conclude that these query tools can rapidly and efficiently identify patients
who smoke cigarettes and who have specific demographic characteristics. The
technology can also be used to capture data important for Federal meaningful use
reporting requirements and Joint Commission tobacco use measures.
Funding: ClearWay Minnesota.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stephan Mühlig, Prof. Dr., Professor, Technical
University of Chemnitz, Clinical Psychology, Wilhelm-Raabe-Str. 43, Chemnitz,
D-09107, Germany, Phone: +491772486172, Email: stephan.muehlig@
psychologie.tu-chemnitz.de
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CHARACTERISTICS AND LONG-TERM RESULTS OF A TOBACCO
SMOKING CESSATION CLINIC IN A PUBLIC HOSPITAL IN MEXICO
Octavio Campollo, M.D., Ph.D.*1,2, and Irma Navarro, B.A., M.Sc.2, 1Center of
Studies on Alcohol and Addictions, CUCS, University of Guadalajara; 2Antiguo
Hospital Civil de Guadalajara, Mexico

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sandeep Kadimpati, DDS, MPH, Research Fellow,
MayoClinic, Anesthesia Clinical Research Unit, 200 1st St SW, Rochester, MN
55901, United States, Phone: 507-271-2091, Email: kadimpati.sandeep@mayo.
edu

There are few public institutional Smoking Cessation Programs (SCP) in
Mexico. The Smoking Cessation Clinic (SCC) at the University & Hospital Civil de
Guadalajara (Jalisco), is one of the few public, university-sponsored SCP in the
state and in the country and has attended over 1000 clients through its different
programs in the past 5 years. AIM To analyse the results of SCP in our institution in
a 36-month period and search for performance indicators. METHODS: We follow
a combined Medical-Psychological program with a cognitive behavioral therapy
and health education model which, in the intensive modality, includes eight 90-min
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Similar effects were seen across study arms, with the exception that minority racial
status was not a risk factor for attrition in the group that received Forever Free
booklets across a 12 month period. When race, sex, age, and education were
entered into a single model that considered the entire sample, all 4 predictors
remained significant (all p’s < .01). Findings are consistent with previous studies
demonstrating a relationship between demographic variables and attrition, and
they identify sub-populations of smokers who may require more intensive retention
strategies. Limitations and future directions will be discussed.
This study was funded by NCI Grant R01 CA137357.

OUTCOMES OF A NEW INPATIENT TOBACCO TREATMENT PROGRAM AT
AN ACADEMIC MEDICAL CENTER
Kristen Franckum, M.P.H., Abigail Halperin, M.D., M.P.H.*, and Beatriz Carlini,
Ph.D., M.P.H., University of Washington, Seattle
Background: Hospitalization provides a ‘teachable moment’ for tobacco
cessation among patients who smoke. The Joint Commission (JC) recently
implemented new core measures to systematically screen and offer treatment for
tobacco dependence to all patients admitted to acute care hospitals. This study
evaluated an inpatient tobacco treatment program at the University of Washington
Medical Center (UWMC) and its partner county hospital, Harborview (HMC),
implemented in conjunction with a new smoke-free hospital campus policy in May
2012. Methods: Hospital records for all UWMC and HMC patients 18 years and
older admitted from May 31 to December 31, 2011 (n=22,306) were reviewed
to determine rates of screening for tobacco use, smoking prevalence, and offer
and acceptance of treatment (NRT and counseling). Analyses were conducted
to assess differences in these rates among tobacco users at the two hospitals.
Results: Over three-quarters (79%) of admitted patients were screened for
tobacco use and 20% screened positive for current smoking (10% at UWMC and
31% at HMC). An offer of NRT was recorded for 77% of patient tobacco users, and
counseling for 70%. Half (50%) of current tobacco-using patients accepted the
offer of NRT and a quarter (26%) accepted cessation counseling (38% of those
who received NRT). Those who accepted NRT were more likely to be male, 35-54
years old, have public insurance and been diagnosed with a cardiovascular or
respiratory disease, but no differences in race or ethnicity were found. Patients
who accepted counseling were more likely to be between 35-44 years old and
African American or Asian, but no differences were seen by gender, diagnosis
or insurance. Conclusions: Despite the teachable moment that hospitalization
provides for quitting tobacco, barely half of patients take advantage of any offered
treatment, and less than 20% utilize both medication and counseling. Further
research is needed to better understand barriers to and facilitators of offering and
accepting inpatient treatment, and additional steps should be taken to strengthen
compliance with JC tobacco measures in order to improve reach and effectiveness
of the new program.
This project was made possible with funding from Public Health – Seattle & King
County and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Communities
Putting Prevention to Work Initiative.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: John Correa, B.S., University of South Florida,
Psychology, Tobacco Research & Intervention Program, Tampa, FL 33617, United
States, Phone: 504-812-3028, Email: john.correa@moffitt.org
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COMPUTER AND OTHER ELECTRONIC AIDS FOR SMOKING CESSATION:
A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
E. Anderson*1, Y-F. Chen2, J. Madan3, N.J. Welton1, I. Yahaya2, P. Aveyard2,4,
L. Bauld4,5, D. Wang2, A. Fry-Smith2, and M.R. Munafò1,4, 1University of Bristol;
2
University of Birmingham; 3University of Warwick; 4UKCTCS; 5University of Stirling
Aim: To examine the effectiveness of internet sites, computer programs, mobile
telephone text messages and other electronic aids for smoking cessation and/
or reducing relapse. Data selection: Relevant primary studies were sought from
a systematic search of relevant research databases from 1980 to December
2009. Reference lists of included studies and of relevant systematic reviews were
examined to identify further potentially relevant studies. Research registries of
ongoing studies were also searched, and further information was sought from
contacts with experts. Review methods: A total of 66 randomised controlled
trials (RCTs) and quasi-RCTs reported in 82 publications that evaluated smoking
cessation programmes that utilise computer, internet, mobile telephone or other
electronic aids in adult smokers were included. Pair-wise meta-analyses using
random-effects models were carried out. Relevant studies of other design
were analysed using a narrative synthesis of key themes that may influence
the acceptability and usability of electronic aids. Results: Pooled estimates for
prolonged [relative risk (RR) = 1.33, 95% CI 1.20 to 1.47] and point prevalence
(RR = 1.15, 95% CI 1.07 to 1.22) abstinence suggested that computer and other
electronic aids increase the likelihood of cessation compared with no intervention
or generic self-help materials. There was no significant difference in effect sizes
between aid to cessation studies and cessation induction studies. Conclusions:
Computer and other electronic aids increase the likelihood of cessation compared
with no intervention or generic self-help materials, but the effect is small. The
effectiveness does not appear to vary with respect to mode of delivery and
concurrent non-electronic co-interventions. The key source of uncertainty is that
around the comparative effectiveness of different types of electronic intervention.
Funding: NIHR Health Technology Assessment programme.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Abigail Halperin, MD, MPH, University of
Washington, 4311 11th Ave NE, Suite 210, Seattle, WA 98105, United States,
Phone: 206-616-4482, Email: abigail@uw.edu
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PREDICTORS OF ATTRITION IN A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL OF A
SMOKING CESSATION INTERVENTION USING SELF-HELP AND QUITLINE
SERVICES

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Emma Anderson, Research Assistant, University
of Bristol, Experimental Psychology, 12A Priory Road, Bristol BS8 1TU, United
Kingdom, Phone: 07817 694204, Email: Emma.Anderson@bristol.ac.uk

John B. Correa, B.S.*1, Michelle A. Kovacs, B.A.1, Nicole S. Marquinez, B.A.1,
Thomas H. Brandon, Ph.D.1, Lauren R. Meltzer, B.A.2, Vani N. Simmons, Ph.D.2,
Marina Unrod, Ph.D.2, and K. Michael Cummings, Ph.D., M.P.H.3, 1University of
South Florida; 2Moffitt Cancer Center; 3Medical University of South Carolina
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The goal of this study was to identify demographic and motivational predictors
of attrition in smokers from a randomized controlled trial testing the effectiveness
of the use of self-help materials as an adjunct to a state telephone quitline (QL).
A total of 3,456 participants were recruited by the New York State Smokers’
Quitline (NYSSQL). Participants were randomized to usual care, which received
the standard NYSSQL intervention, or one of two conditions that also received 8
self-help relapse prevention booklets (Forever Free) on different mailing schedules
(all at once or distributed over 12 months). Participants provided follow-up data for
a period of 24 months, with 1188 participants (34.4% of sample) dropping from the
study prior to completion of the 24 month follow-up period. Survival analyses were
conducted to determine predictors of attrition from a list of independent variables
selected a priori—race, age, sex, income, education, motivation to quit, motivation
to remain abstinent, and nicotine dependence (FTND). Results indicated that race,
sex, age, and education were significant predictors of attrition across the entire
sample. Minority racial status (OR = 1.30, p < .001), female gender (OR = 1.30,
p < .001), and having no education past a high school diploma (OR = 1.13, p <
.04) were all significant risk factors, increasing the chance of dropout. Older age
(OR = 0.98, p < .001) was a protective factor, improving odds of study completion.

HOW DID CHANTIX™ INFLUENCE THE USE OF STOP SMOKING
MEDICATIONS BY SMOKERS IN THE U.S.?
Karin A. Kasza, M.A., K. Michael Cummings, Ph.D., M.P.H.*, Monica E. Cornelius,
Ph.D., Matthew J. Carpenter, Ph.D., and Geoffrey T. Fong, Ph.D., Roswell Park
Cancer Institute, Medical University of South Carolina, University of Waterloo,
Canada
Chantix™ (varenicline) was approved by the United States Food and Drug
Administration as a prescription stop smoking medication in 2006. Data from the
UK suggest that the introduction of varenicline did not substitute for use of other
medication. Using data from the US ITC cohort, this study examines the impact
of this association for US smokers. Specifically, this study examines whether the
percentage of smokers reporting the use of different stop smoking medications
such as prescription Zyban™ and nicotine replacement therapies changed after
Chantix™ was introduced into the marketplace. This study also examines the
characteristics of Chantix™ users in contrast to smokers using other stop smoking
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medications, both by prescription and over-the-counter. Our data show that
between 2002 and 2010, the percentage of smokers reporting any use of a stop
smoking medication in a quit attempt increased from 16% to 45%. Between 2002
and 2005, 26% of smokers in our survey reported having used any type of stop
smoking medication. Between 2006 and 2010, 45% of smokers reported having
used any type of stop smoking medication, with Chantix™ making up an increasing
share of the group using a stop smoking medication. By 2010, among those using
any stop smoking medication in a quit attempt, Chantix™ accounted for about
1/3 of the total, as did the nicotine patch. Chantix™ was the most commonly
prescribed stop smoking medication used. After 2006, the percentage of smokers
using prescription Zyban™ declined from 11% to 8%. These findings suggest that
increased use of varenicline in the US did not appear to substitute for use of other
smoking cessation medications.
This research was supported in part by National Cancer Institute Grants:
R01CA100362, P50CA111236, and P01CA138389 and the Canadian Institutes of
Health Research (57897, 79551).

SYSTEMATIC DELIVERY OF SMOKING CESSATION SUPPORT IN A
SECONDARY CARE SETTING
Rachael Murray*1,2, Jo Leonardi-Bee1,2, John Marsh1,2, Leah Jayes1,2, Jinshuo Li2,3,
Steve Parrott2,3, and John Britton1,2, 1University of Nottingham; 2UK Centre for
Tobacco Control Studies, UK; 3University of York
BACKGROUND: Despite clinical guidelines recommending the delivery of
cessation interventions in all consultations, evidence suggests that this is likely
to be inconsistent and designing services to maximise delivery and uptake of
cessation support in secondary care has attracted little research attention. We
report a trial investigating the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of systematic
default provision of cessation support by dedicated staff to all smokers admitted
to a UK teaching hospital. METHODS: Patients admitted to acute medical
wards were cluster-randomised to receive usual care delivered at the initiative
and discretion of clinical staff, or an intervention involving systematic smoking
ascertainment and default provision of advice to quit from a smoking cessation
advisor, pharmacotherapy and regular bedside behavioural cessation support,
and post-discharge referral to community Stop Smoking Services. RESULTS: Of
264 intervention and 229 usual care group patients, 100% and 46% respectively
received at least brief advice to quit smoking. Validated cessation at four weeks
was achieved by 38% of intervention and 17% usual care patients (adjusted
OR 2.10, 95% CI 0.96 to 4.61, p=0.06); this effect was significant after post-hoc
removal of data from oncology wards, where supervising clinicians declined
access to a majority of patients (adjusted OR 2.71,95% CI 1.33 to 5.54, p<0.01).
Uptake of inpatient behavioural support, use of pharmacotherapy, referral to
and uptake of community support after discharge were all significantly higher
in the intervention group. The intervention cost $1718 per validated four-week
quit. CONCLUSIONS: Substantial and cost-effective improvements in smoking
cessation service uptake, and hence quit rates, can be achieved by systematic
ascertainment and delivery of cessation support in secondary care. This study has
highlighted the benefits of offering smoking cessation support to hospital inpatients
and future efforts need to be focused on ensuring this level of support is offered
within all secondary care settings.
The National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) under its Programme Grants
for Applied Research funding scheme.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: K Michael Cummings, PhD, Professor, Medical
University of South Carolina, Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, 68 President
Street, Charleston, SC 29425, United States, Phone: 843-876-2429, Fax: 843876-2344, Email: cummingk@musc.edu
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EVALUATION OF A REFINED, NATIONALLY DISSEMINATED SELF-HELP
INTERVENTION FOR SMOKING CESSATION (‘QUIT KIT 2’)
Rachael Murray, Ph.D.1,2, Lisa Szatkowski, Ph.D.*1,2, Michael Ussher, Ph.D.1,3, 1UK
Centre for Tobacco Control Studies; 2University of Nottingham, UK; 3St George’s
University of London, UK
Objectives: Stop smoking services combining behavioural support and
pharmaceutical aids are undoubtedly effective in supporting quit attempts.
However, it is widely accepted that barriers exist to accessing these services
and so ways of providing more accessible support are needed. The current study
assessed the impact of a nationally disseminated self-help intervention (Quit
Kit 2) including nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) for smoking cessation, and
the effect of using pharmacies for delivery. Methods: The kit contained practical
behaviour change techniques (BCTs) for supporting quit attempts. Interviews were
conducted with 2679 randomly-selected individuals to assess the impact of the kit
on smoking behaviours and attitudes to the intervention. Results: The kit was well
received; over two thirds of respondents reported that they found it helpful. Almost
two thirds said the voucher for NRT was the main reason for requesting the kit.
Those who redeemed the NRT voucher were more likely to report finding the kit
helpful, that it increased motivation and confidence in quitting and that they would
recommend the kit to others. Over two thirds reported attempting to quit having
received the kit, with over a third successfully quitting for four weeks or more.
Both making quit attempts and successfully quitting for four weeks or more were
significantly more common in those collecting the kit from a pharmacy than in those
who ordered the kit online, and were significantly associated with reports of using
the quit journey wall chart, when controlling for the use of other BCTs. Making a
quit attempt was also significantly associated with reports of redeeming the NRT
voucher. Conclusions: A nationally disseminated self-help intervention may be
successful in initiating quit attempts and for short-term abstinence. Collecting the
kit from a pharmacy appeared to be significantly more effective for initiating quit
attempts and short-term quitting, indicating that pharmacy delivery of the kit is
worthwhile. The addition of NRT was a popular reason for people ordering the kit
and redemption of the NRT voucher may increase quit attempts and abstinence.
Funding for this study was provided by the English Department of Health,
Wellington House, London. All authors are members of The UK Centre for
Tobacco Control Studies, a UKCRC Public Health Research Centre of Excellence.
Funding from British Heart Foundation, Cancer Research UK, Economic and
Social Research Council, Medical Research Council, and the National Institute for
Health Research, under the auspices of the UK Clinical Research Collaboration,
is gratefully acknowledged.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rachael Murray, PhD, Lecturer in Health Policy
& Promotion, University of Nottingham/UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies,
Epidemiology & Public Health, Clinical Sciences Building 2, Nottingham City
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LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF CLICK CITY: TOBACCO — A SCHOOL-BASED
TOBACCO PREVENTION PROGRAM
Judy A. Andrews*1, Judith S. Gordon2, Sarah H. Hampson1, Barbara Gunn1, and
Steven M. Christiansen3, 1Oregon Research Institute; 2University of Arizona;
3
InterVision Media
Click City: Tobacco is an innovative school-based prevention program designed
for students in 5th grade, with a booster in 6th grade. The program consists of
18 components delivered via networked personal computers in the school. Each
component of the program targets an etiological mechanism predictive of future
willingness and intentions to use tobacco and initiation of tobacco use, and
each component was empirically evaluated prior to inclusion in the final program
to assure that it changed the targeted mediating mechanism. Outcomes were
assessed following the 6th grade booster, and one year later in 7th grade. This
paper presents changes in targeted mechanisms and intention and willingness
from 5th to 7th grade among students who participated in a randomized
controlled efficacy trial of Click City: Tobacco. Twenty-six schools and their feeder
elementary schools were stratified and then randomly assigned to implement
the Click City: Tobacco program or continue with their usual health curriculum.
Within Click City: Tobacco schools, 1168 students from 24 elementary schools
and 13 middle schools participated, and within the Usual Curriculum schools,
1154 students from 23 elementary schools and 13 middle schools participated. All
participating students completed a baseline assessment, a post-6th grade program
assessment, and a 7th grade assessment. As compared to students in Usual
Curriculum schools, students in schools who used Click City: Tobacco significantly
decreased their intentions and willingness to use tobacco from baseline to the 6th

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lisa Szatkowski, PhD, Lecturer, UK Centre for
Tobacco Control Studies and University of Nottingham, Division of Epidemiology
and Public Health, Clinical Sciences Building, Nottingham, NG5 9PX, United
Kingdom, Phone: +44 115 8231391, Email: lisa.szatkowski@nottingham.ac.uk
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grade assessment and from baseline to the 7th grade assessment. Changes in
targeted mechanisms were also greater among students in schools who used the
Click City: Tobacco Program. The program was most efficacious for students who
were most at risk for using tobacco. Results demonstrate the long-term efficacy of
Click City: Tobacco and suggest that experimentally evaluating components prior
to including them in the program contributed to the efficacy of the program.
Funding: National Cancer Institute, CA098555.

survey waves additional smokers reported making a quit attempt, so that by 2010,
95.6% of the retained sample had reported making a previous quit attempt. Of
the 1,329 participants re-interviewed in 2003, 36.5% (485/1344) reported making
a quit attempt during the previous year past year. Of the 844 persons who had
not tried to quit, 516 were re-contacted in 2004 and of these 28.3% (146/516) had
made a quit attempt in the previous year yielding a cumulative quit attempt rate of
64.8%. By 2010, only 20 of the 152 (13.2%) of the original smoker cohort that was
re-surveyed reported not making any attempt to stop smoking over the preceding
8-year period.
Among those who made at least one quit attempt, 30.5% were
classified as no longer smoking in 2010 (i.e., not smoking for 6 months or longer)
yielding an annual average quit rate of 3.8% for the retained cohort. Among the
handful of smokers who reported never making a quit attempt in their lifetime,
they were more likely to be older, smoke more cigarettes per day, and have a
shorter time to first cigarette of the day compared to those who reported having
made a quit attempt. The findings from this study underscore the addictive nature
of smoking behavior and show that nearly all smokers are making efforts to stop
smoking, but with little success.
This research was supported in part by National Cancer Institute Grants:
R01CA100362, P50CA111236, and P01CA138389 and by funding from the
Canadian Institutes of Health Research (57897, 79551),and National Health and
Medical Research Council of Australia (265903, 450110, APP1005922).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Judy Andrews, Ph.D., Senior Research Scientist,
Oregon Research Institute, 1715 Franklin Blvd., Eugene, OR 97403, United
States, Phone: 541-484-2123, Fax: 541-484-1108, Email: judy@ori.org
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NETWORK GOVERNANCE AND TRUST: TRUST RELATIONS AND
NETWORK ENGAGEMENT IN THE NORTH AMERICAN QUITLINE
CONSORTIUM
Keith G. Provan, Ph.D.*1, Jonathan E. Beagles, Ph.D.1, Robin H. Lemaire, Ph.D.2,
Scott Feyereisen, M.B.A.1, and Scott J. Leischow, Ph.D.3, 1University of Arizona;
2
Virginia Tech University; 3Mayo Clinic Arizona

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: K Michael Cummings, PhD, Professor, Medical
University of South Carolina, Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, 68 President
Street, Charleston, SC 29425, United States, Phone: 843-876-2429, Fax: 843876-2344, Email: cummingk@musc.edu

Trust is a fundamental concept for understanding collaborative relationships
between organizations and a critical component of the network perspective,
providing the “glue” that holds network members together. This research examines
trust within the North American Quitline Consortium – a network spanning the
US and Canada that provides tobacco cessation services to clients through
phone-based counseling. Within NAQC, trust is especially important in relations
between network members, who are the many state and provincial quitline
organizations, and the network’s administrative organization, or NAO, whose role
it is to facilitate the flow of information about evidence-based practices to enhance
the efficacy of services for getting people to quit smoking. Low levels of trust
between participating network organizations and the NAO is especially problematic
for network governance, seriously undermining the capacity of the network to
achieve its collective goals.
To study network trust, data were collected in 2009
using a web-based survey of 186 of 277 individual respondents (67.1% response
rate) who represented 85 of the 94 (90.4%) funder and provider organizations that
made up the full NAQC network. Our primary analytical procedures were social
network analysis and Qualitative Comparative Analysis. QCA enables non-linear
analysis of data when there are a relatively small number of cases. We found
that NAQC organizations with high NAO trust were either highly embedded in the
network of relationships (network core members) but did not have high power or
reputation, or they were not highly embedded in the network (periphery members)
but highly engaged in the NAQC platform. In contrast, those NAQC organizations
that did not have high NAO trust were either very powerful/high reputation, or
not highly embedded in the network (peripheral) and not highly engaged in the
NAQC platform. We explain the implications of our findings both for understanding
network governance in general, and more specifically, for enhancing the role and
impact of NAQC in its efforts to disseminate and facilitate the flow of practice
information to improve smoking quit rates.
This research was funded by the National Institutes of Health National Cancer
Institute grant R01CA128638.
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SELF-REPORTED HEALTH EVENTS AMONG QUITLINE CALLERS
Ken Wassum*, Robert Vargas, and Jennifer Lovejoy, Clinical and Quality Support,
Alere Wellbeing
There is a clear causal relationship between smoking and many health
conditions, such as heart disease, most cancers, respiratory illnesses, and
reproductive problems (2004 SGR). Alere Wellbeing (formerly known as Free &
Clear) has been providing the Quit for Life phone-based treatment for tobacco
dependence for over 20 years, serving state quitline callers, large employers,
health plans—enrolling over 358,000 tobacco users in 2011. The Quit for Life
(Q4L) Program created a Health Event (HE) protocol in 2007. The primary goals
of this protocol were to (1) systematically identify those callers reporting health
events while receiving care; (2) provide support for Tobacco Treatment Specialist
(TTS) to provide HE related information and referrals. A total of 41,929 HEs
were reported by 31,129 participants (8.7% of all enrollees) between July 2010
and June 2011. Of these participants, 76.6% had only one HE, 16.5% had two
HEs, 4.6% had three HEs, and 1.7% had four or more HEs. When HEs were
analyzed in relation to use of cessation medications, 9% of nicotine patch users
reported a HE, making up 45% of total HEs, and 28% of bupropion and varenicline
users reported an HE, making up 14% of all HEs. Of participants who filed HEs,
19% report discontinuing their cessation medication. Quit rates (30 day point
prevalence at 6 months) were substantially lower (-12% on average) among
those smokers who discontinued medication after experiencing a HE compared to
those who did not discontinue. The incidence of HEs between this sample and a
similar analysis conducted during 2008 - 2009) showed no meaningful differences.
Modifications to treatment protocols and Quit Coach support will be discussed to
minimize unnecessary discontinuation of pharmacologic treatment and optimize
treatment success.
Funding: Federal, State, Commercial.
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Robert Vargas, MSW, Manager, Alere Wellbeing,
Inc., Clinical and Quality Support, 999 3rd Avenue #2100, Seattle, WA 98104,
United States, Phone: 206 876-2295, Fax: 866 881-0445, Email: robert.vargas@
alere.com

HOW MANY SMOKERS HAVE TRIED TO QUIT?
K. Michael Cummings, Ph.D., M.P.H.*, Monica E. Cornelius, Ph.D., Matthew J.
Carpenter, Ph.D., and Ron Borland, B.Sc., Medical University of South Carolina,
USA; The Cancer Council Victoria, Australia
Surveys suggest that most smokers want to quit, but many fewer actually make
a quit attempt per year. However, the rate and frequency of quit attempts over an
extended period is less clear. This study tracked the smoking behavior of 2,138
adult US smokers who were asked annually about their efforts to stop smoking
over an 8-year period between 2002 and 2010. In 2002, 80.2% of smokers in
the survey reported that they had “ever” tried to quit smoking. With successive
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nicotine dependence relative to those living in the least deprived neighborhoods
(i.e., affluent neighborhoods). On the other hand, smokers living in the most nonHispanic black neighborhoods had 0.42 (95% CI: 0.22, 0.80) lower odds of nicotine
dependence relative to those living in the least non-Hispanic black neighborhoods
(i.e., predominantly non-Hispanic white neighborhoods). The neighborhood built
environmental cues were not associated with nicotine dependence. Conclusion:
Neighborhood social contexts can either contribute to or protect against nicotine
dependence. Understanding the mechanisms that operate within the deprived and
non-Hispanic black neighborhoods will allow us to identify the social determinants
of nicotine dependence.
Funding: NCI, NIH, COGEND.

THE PRACTICES, THEY ARE A-CHANGIN’: CHANGES IN THE LEVELS
OF IMPLEMENTATION OF QUITLINE PRACTICES IN NORTH AMERICAN
QUITLINES 2009-2011
Jessie E. Saul, Ph.D.*1, RaeAnne Davis, M.S.P.H.1, Joseph A. Bonito, Ph.D.2,
Robin Lemaire2, and Scott Leischow, Ph.D.1, 1Mayo Clinic Arizona; 2University of
Arizona
Background: Tobacco cessation quitlines are effective at helping people quit
using tobacco. Yet individual practices that make up quitline operations vary in
degree of implementation by quitline and have varying levels of evidence to support
their effectiveness at helping people quit, or increasing the reach of quitlines. For
example, while 90% of US and Canadian quitlines have implemented fax referral
systems to coordinate quitline referrals from health care providers, only 5% have
implemented text messaging programs (NAQC annual survey data, 2010). This
study examines 27 quitline practices, and examines changes in the degree of
implementation of those practices over time. It also analyzes the relationships
between implementation of individual practices, and the level of evidence for each
practice regarding increasing reach or effectiveness (cessation rates). Methods:
North American quitlines were surveyed in two consecutive years: 2010 and
2011 (n=63, n=65). Level of implementation for each practice was assessed for
each quitline. Correlations were run between the number of quitlines reporting
“high” or “full” implementation and level of evidence with respect to a practice
increasing reach or effectiveness. Results: There was no relationship between
the level of evidence for either reach or efficacy and the number of quitlines
implementing the practice in either 2010 or 2011. 2011 showed a greater number
of quitlines implementing the practice for almost all practices. When comparing
2010 to 2011, referral to health plans had the greatest proportion of increase out
of all the practices. Conclusion: While no relationship exists between level of
implementation of practices and level of evidence for practices, there may be
additional factors that play a role in decision-making for quitlines, such as costeffectiveness. In an environment of increasingly limited resources, quitlines may
want to pay more attention to the levels of evidence each practice has, and how
that relates to each quitline’s unique goals. Practices that assist quitlines with
cost-sharing and diversifying funding sources may be those that are adopted most
quickly in the near future.
The KIQNIC project is funded by Grant Number R01CA128638 from the
National Institutes of Health to the Mayo Clinic Arizona.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Masayoshi Oka, MES, DDes, Postdoctoral
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IF YOU SPEND IT, WILL THEY COME? THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
QUITLINE SPENDING AND REACH, FY2011
Jessie E. Saul, Ph.D.*1, RaeAnne Davis, M.S.P.H.1, Linda Bailey, J.D., M.H.S.1,
and Mignonne Guy, Ph.D.2, 1North American Quitline Consortium; 2Mayo Clinic
Arizona
Background: Quitlines continue to play a prominent role in national tobacco
control efforts, with the inclusion of the national 1-800-QUIT-NOW quitline portal
number on proposed FDA graphic health warnings for cigarette packs, and the
CDC’s National Tobacco Education Campaign featuring the number for three
months in 2012. Yet quitlines continue to struggle with sustainability and obtaining
adequate funding to meet the growing demand for services. Methods: Data
from the FY2011 North American Quitline Consortium (NAQC) Annual Survey
of Quitlines were analyzed. Budget figures for quitline services, medications,
promotions, and outreach were used to calculate spending per smoker amounts
for quitline services & medications, and quitline promotions & outreach. Reach
was calculated based on the number of unique tobacco users calling the quitline
added to the total number of referrals divided by the number of adult smokers in
the state or territory (promotional reach), and based on the number of tobacco
users receiving counseling or medications from the quitline (treatment reach).
Results: Spending per smoker on promotions and outreach was moderately
correlated with promotional reach (R=0.59). Spending per smoker on services and
medications was strongly correlated with treatment reach (R=.85). Discussion:
There was a much stronger association between spending per smoker on services
and medications and treatment reach (the proportion of adult smokers served by
a quitline) than between spending per smoker on promotions and outreach and
promotional reach (the proportion of adult smokers calling or referred to a quitline).
In order to meet the CDC’s goal of serving 6% of tobacco users with counseling
or medications, additional funding will need to be allocated to, or obtained by,
quitlines. Additional research needs to be done to understand what factors are
more strongly associated with promotional reach than spending per smoker on
promotions and outreach efforts, including the types of promotions used, existence
of strong community referral networks, and other factors.
The FY2011 NAQC Annual Survey of Quitline was funded by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, the American Lung Association, and NAQC
Membership dues.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jessie Saul, Ph.D., Director of Research, North
American Quitline Consortium, 1016 11th Ave. NE, Faribault, MN 55021, United
States, Phone: 507-412-8201, Email: jsaul@naquitline.org
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NEIGHBORHOODS AND NICOTINE DEPENDENCE
Masayoshi Oka, M.E.S., D.Des.*1, Dorothy K. Hatsukami, Ph.D.2, Naomi Breslau,
Ph.D.3, and Laura J. Bierut, M.D.4, 1Department of Surgery, Washington University
School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO; 2Department of Psychiatry, University of
Minnesota School of Medicine, Minneapolis, MN; 3Department of Epidemiology
and Biostatistics, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI; 4Department of
Psychiatry, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO
Background: The purpose of this study is to examine the associations of
neighborhood social and built (i.e., physical) environment with nicotine dependence.
Data: Smokers aged 25-44 years living within the St. Louis Metropolitan area
were recruited between 2003 and 2007. Among the 1,879 participants, 51.6%
were determined to be nicotine dependent. Participants’ home street addresses
were geocoded, and were spatially joined to the US 2000 census tract boundary
shapefile in geographic information system (GIS). The US census tract boundary
was used to define the neighborhood in which participants lived at the time of on-site
interview. Methods: The 2005-2009 American Community Survey (e.g., percent
below poverty level and percent unemployed) and GIS (e.g., convenience stores
and liquor stores) data were used to measure the neighborhood social and built
environment. Two separate robust principal component analyses were conducted
to capture the neighborhood sociodemographic characteristics and neighborhood
built environmental cues related to smoking and alcohol consumption. A series of
Bayesian multilevel logistic analysis were conducted to examine the associations of
neighborhood characteristics with nicotine dependence. Results: After controlling
for sociodemographic characteristics at the individual level, smokers living in
the most deprived neighborhoods had 3.30 (95% CI: 1.45, 7.63) higher odds of

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jessie Saul, Ph.D., North American Quitline
Consortium, 1016 11th Ave. NE, Faribault, MN 55021, United States, Phone:
507-412-8201, Email: jsaul@naquitline.org
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EFFECTIVENESS OF THE HEALTH PROMOTIONAL BEHAVIORAL
PACKAGE ON SMOKING CESSATION
D. Persai* and J. Quereshi, Public Health Foundation of India, New Delhi, India;
Department of Health and Family Welfare, Government of Chattisgarh, India
Background: Tobacco is the foremost preventable cause of death and disease
in the world today. Health professional in their unique position can educate people
on adverse health effects of tobacco. In India, only 46% of smokers and 27%
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of users of smokeless tobacco were advised to quit by a health care provider.
The study aims to test the effectiveness of health promotional behavioral package
on smoking cessation in India. Methods: The study was a community based
intervention trial conducted to educate people about harmful effects of tobacco
through a health promotion package. The study population consist of 100 males in
the age group of 18-60 years using tobacco residing in semi-urban Rajasthan. Brief
advice consisting of 5 A’s (Ask, Assess, Advice, Assist and Arrange) was given and
motivational interviewing was done. Pre and post intervention knowledge level
about tobacco and attitude towards tobacco use were compared using paired t
test after an intervention period of 4 months. Chi-square test was employed to test
the associations between variables of interest. Results: There was a significant
increase in the knowledge level of people regarding health effects of smoking. The
awareness of tobacco products had increased significantly (p<0.05). Number of
subjects who identified heart, respiratory and oral diseases, impotency, cancer and
stroke increased significantly. Post intervention there was a significant decrease
in the number of subjects with common myths and misconceptions about tobacco
smoking(p<0.05). 3.5% of participants abstained from smoking for more than 7
days in the intervention area whereas none of the smokers quit in non intervention
group. The mean number bidis and cigarettes consumption per day decline
significantly from 5.2(SD=9.7) to 1 (SD=0.00). Conclusions: Health promotion
package of behavioral modification had a positive impact in reduction of per day
consumption of smoking products. This package had further improved the quit rate
without use of any pharmacological treatment. Health promotion, health education
package and brief advice can motivate tobacco users to quit tobacco use.
No funding.

treatment or abstinence; instead they appeared characteristic of the relapsing and
remitting nature of serious mental illness.
Funded by R01 MH083684, K23 DA018691 and P50 DA09253.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jenny Bowman, PhD, Assoc Prof, University
of Newcastle, Psychology, University Drive, Callaghan, NSW 2308, Australia,
Phone: +61 02 49215958, Email: jenny.bowman@newcastle.edu.au
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EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES TO PROMOTE TOBACCO CONTROL AND
CESSATION
Raghavendra Madhu*, Amit Yadav, and Monika Arora, Public Health Foundation
of India
Background: Curbing the insidious tobacco epidemic in developing countries
requires a comprehensive multipronged tobacco control effort. It has been almost
a decade since India has ratified the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco
Control and also enacted a national tobacco control (TC) law; however engaging
communities in TC efforts has remained a searing challenge due to low level
of awareness and an insufficient enabling environment. To address this gap in
TC effort, a systematized community based TC and cessation model has been
implementing through the project - Strengthening of Tobacco control Efforts through
innovative Partnerships and Strategies (STEPS). Objectives: This paper describes
the community-based interventions (CBIs) being piloted in India, to develop a
need based TC and cessation model. The experiences from implementing this
multi–component intervention are also underscored. Methods: The CBIs are
a set of primordial activities under the project STEPS which are based on best
practices in health behavior change; adapting them for TC. The CBIs have been
implemented through a multi-stakeholder participation of State Governments, nongovernmental organizations and community groups. Results: STEPS empowered
and enabled the policy influencers in the social construct, facilitated the formation
of Community against Tobacco (CAT) groups to bolster the implementation of TC
laws. The activities further included bridging the information gap among masses,
skill building community based Self-help Groups (SHGs), motivating tobacco
users in the community to quit. The project has built capacities of civil societies,
who implement these activities and concurrently organize community sensitization
walks and health message dissemination using local resources. The regional media
have been educated to underscore the TC activities and report violation of laws.
Conclusion: The process evaluations support the mobilization of communities and
indicate sustainable TC efforts. These interventions with contextual modifications
might evolve as a powerful tool in preventing and reducing the tobacco attributable
diseases in low and middle income countries.
Strengthening of Tobacco control Efforts through innovative Partnerships
and Strategies (STEPS) is a three-year project funded by a grant from the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation.
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A MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY REPORT FROM THREE TOBACCO
TREATMENT TRIALS WITH SMOKERS WITH PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS
Judith J. Prochaska, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1, Norval Hickman, Ph.D., M.P.H.2,
Sebastien C. Fromont, M.D.3, Sharon M. Hall, Ph.D.3, Kevin Delucchi, Ph.D.3,
and Neal L. Benowitz, M.D.4, 1Stanford Prevention Research Center, Stanford
University; 2Tobacco Related Disease Research Program; 3Department of
Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco; 4Department of Medicine and
Bioengineering & Therapeutic Sciences, University of California, San Francisco
Context: Tobacco use and associated health consequences are significant for
persons with psychiatric disorders. Yet, tobacco trials tend to exclude smokers with
mental illness with concern that quitting smoking may harm mental health recovery.
Our recent tobacco trial in inpatient psychiatry had 2-fold greater confirmed
abstinence in the treatment group (20% v 9%) at 18-mo relative to usual care
and significantly fewer rehospitalizations. The treatment was tailored to motivation
with availability of NRT. Aim: The current study reports on observed psychiatric
life events of smokers with mental illness to aid researchers and practitioners in
anticipating the issues encountered with this complex group.
Methods: Data
were summarized from three recent and ongoing tobacco treatment trials initiated
in inpatient psychiatry in the San Francisco area. Serious adverse events (SAEs),
assessed by self-report and EMR over 18-mo follow-up, were defined as ER
visits, hospitalizations, or deaths. Participants (N=1059) were 52% male, 47%
Caucasian, 85% single, with age M=39 (SD=13); 91% hospitalized involuntarily for
suicidality (82%), homicidality (8%) or grave disability (10%); and diagnosed with
unipolar depression (55%), bipolar (39%), and psychotic disorders (35%); 67%
had alcohol/illicit drug problems. 77% were hospitalized prior for mental illness.
The sample smoked M=18 cigarettes/day (SD=11); 79% smoked within 30 min of
waking. Results: A total of 2079 SAEs were recorded: 1388 rehospitalizations,
666 ER visits, and 25 deaths; 60% of the sample had an SAE, 48% were
rehospitalized. Causes of death were: alcohol/drugs (7), suicide (7), tobaccorelated illness (8), homicide (2), and unknown (1). Two participants misused NRT:
one applied 11 NRT patches, the other crushed and snorted NRT lozenges with
pain medications. Only prior psychiatric hospitalization (OR=2.24, 95% CI: 1.64,
3.04) and psychosis symptom severity (OR=1.13, 95% CI 1.01, 1.26) predicted
having an SAE. Conclusions: SAEs were frequent and unrelated to tobacco

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Raghavendra Madhu, MPH, Public Health
Foundation of India, PHD House, New Delhi, 110 016, India, Phone: 9958654988,
Email: raghavmph@gmail.com
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TRENDS IN QUITLINE FUNDING, 2009-2012: IMPLICATIONS FOR
CESSATION SERVICES
Jessie E. Saul, Ph.D.*1, RaeAnne Davis, M.S.P.H.1, Linda Bailey, J.D., M.H.S.1,
and Mignonne Guy, Ph.D.2, 1North American Quitline Consortium; 2Mayo Clinic
Arizona
Background: Quitlines continue to play a prominent role in national tobacco
control efforts, with the inclusion of the national 1-800-QUIT-NOW quitline portal
number on proposed FDA graphic health warnings for cigarette packs, and the
CDC’s National Tobacco Education Campaign featuring the number for three
months in 2012. Yet quitlines continue to struggle with sustainability and obtaining
adequate funding to meet a growing demand for services. Methods: Data from
the FY 2009, 2010, and 2011 North American Quitline Consortium (NAQC) Annual
Surveys of Quitlines were analyzed. Data from the 35 U.S. quitlines that reported
both total quitline budget and total tobacco control program (TCP) budget for
FY2009 – FY2012 were included in the analysis. Results: Total quitline budgets fell
from FY2009 to FY2010, stabilized in FY2011, and fell again in FY2012 while TCP
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budgets fell consistently over the four year period. Quitline budgets represented
18% of TCP budgets in FY2009 and FY2010, but had increased to 28% of TCP
budgets by FY2012. At the same time, the proportion of quitline budgets coming
from federal sources (including ARRA funding) doubled (9% in FY2009, 18% in
FY2012). This suggests that while states have managed to protect quitline funding
in the face of cuts to other areas of tobacco control program budgets, quitlines’
reliance on federal funding has grown over time. In addition, for the first time
in FY2010, data were collected on the proportion of quitline funding coming
from state Medicaid programs. An average of 26.7% of tobacco users served by
quitlines report having Medicaid insurance. Comparatively, only 0.1% and 0.3%
of quitline budgets in FY2010 and FY2011 respectively came from state Medicaid
programs. Conclusion: As the availability of stimulus funding for quitlines ends, it
is unclear whether states will be able to continue to protect quitline funding. To do
so, strategies for sustainability of quitlines, including partnering with state Medicaid
offices to obtain the 50% federal match for quitline services, and development of
public-private partnerships, will be critical. NAQC is currently focusing on both of
these strategies.
Funding for the 2009, 2010, and 2011 NAQC Annual Surveys was provided
by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation, the American Cancer Society, the American Legacy Foundation, and
NAQC membership dues.

ASIAN LANGUAGE QUITLINE: TRANSLATION FROM CLINICAL TRIAL TO
SERVICE OPERATION
Shiushing Wong, Ph.D.*, Sharon Cummins, Ph.D., Gary Tedeschi, Ph.D., Carrie
Kirby, M.S., and Shu-Hong Zhu, Ph.D., University of California, San Diego
Though tobacco quitlines have been established in every state in the U.S.,
services for Asian-Americans who speak very limited English are scarce. In
addition to lack of funding, there is concern whether recent Asian immigrants will
respond to “talk therapy.” To address such concerns, the state quitline in California
conducted a large randomized controlled trial with three Asian language groups:
Chinese, Vietnamese, and Korean (N=2,277). The results showed that telephone
counseling was efficacious with these groups: it doubled the rate of success
compared to the control group (self-help group). Moreover, the intervention effect
is significant for each of the three language groups. On the strength of these
findings, CDC provided funding to disseminate California quitline services to Asian
language speakers living in other states. Starting in January 2010, the Asian
language services in California were made available for callers from other states,
with a special focus on five states: Hawaii, Colorado, Washington, Texas, and
New York. This study evaluated the outcome of the Asian language telephone
counseling protocol when it is translated from a clinical trial to a service operation.
In the service operation, smokers self-selected into counseling or self-help
materials. Among those who opted for counseling, 50% were randomly chosen
to be followed at 7 months post enrollment. Smokers from California (N=483)
who chose counseling had a 6-month abstinence rate that mirrored the results
from the efficacy trial (16.7% vs. 16.4% in intent-to-treat, and 19.9% vs. 20.0%
in complete-case analyses). As a group, smokers from the other states (N=350)
had higher abstinence rates: 22.5% from intent-to-treat sample, and 26.8% from
the complete-case sample. Compared to the efficacy trial, this sample included
more Korean-speakers (57.7% vs. 37.2), more female smokers (19.8% vs.
10.0%), and older callers (>=45 years 68.6% vs. 52.0%). These finding suggest
that the dissemination process did not lead to a reduction in effectiveness. The
implications of these results will be discussed in light of the CDC’s support of a new
national Asian-language quitline service.
Supported by a grant from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(R18 DP002106).
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PERCEIVED BARRIERS TO ADOPTING AN ASIAN-LANGUAGE QUITLINE
SERVICE AMONG COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS
Joann Lee, Dr.P.H.*, Yue-Lin Zhuang, Ph.D., Carrie Kirby, M.S., and Shu-Hong
Zhu, Ph.D., University of California, San Diego
There is a large population of Asian smokers with limited access to cessation
services because they are not fluent enough in English to use those offered by
their state quitline. In 1993, California became the first state to add direct Asianlanguage services to its quitline. Seventeen years later, Colorado and Hawaii
began to work with California to provide Asian-language services to their residents,
with New York, Texas, and Washington adopting Asian-language services soon
afterwards. In an attempt to understand the rate of progression of adopting an
Asian-quitline service, this study assessed community-based organizations
(CBOs) from different states that work with Asian communities in the US and
examined their perceived barriers to the adoption of Asian-language quitline
services. Representatives of the CBOs (N = 51) completed a self-administered
survey on the need for cessation programs for Asian-language speakers. The
perceived barrier most frequently cited was that federal/state agencies would not
be willing to provide the funding required to establish an Asian quitline (82.4%).
The second most frequently cited barrier was the belief that Asian-language
smokers prefer face-to-face counseling over telephone-based programs (54.9%).
At the same time, the majority (72.6%) of respondents stated they were extremely
likely to recommend a telephone quitline to a cigarette smoker in their community,
if such a service was available, just as much as they would recommend nicotine
replacement therapy (NRT) (74.5%). Among those surveyed, respondents
indicated that they were not likely to recommend that a cigarette smoker quit
“cold turkey” (56.9%), which indicates a strong bias for quitting with the use of
some form of treatment or aid. The results have implications for the upcoming
national Asian quitline, which will provide counseling and a free 2-week nicotine
patch starter kit to Asian-language callers. The results also indicate a need to work
with CBOs to increase their understanding of the importance of both aided and
unaided quit attempts, in order to improve the population cessation rate among
Asian-language smokers.
This research was supported by a grant from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (R18 DP002106).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Shiu Wong, PhD, Research Associate, University
of California, San Diego, 9500 Gilman Dr. #0905, La Jolla, CA 92093-0905, United
States, Phone: 858-300-1048, Email: shwong@ucsd.edu
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THE INDIGENOUS HEALTH WORKFORCE: AN UNDERVALUED RESOURCE
FOR SMOKING CESSATION
Moana Pera Tane, Kimberley Aboriginal Medical Services Council
Recently in Australia and New Zealand, tobacco control activities have focused
on high level population based approaches. Large graphic health warning
labels on tobacco packaging and hard-hitting mass media campaigns to reduce
tobacco use have been introduced alongside price increases on tobacco tax, and
plain packaging for all tobacco products. However, special populations such as
Indigenous peoples in Australia and New Zealand have been largely untouched by
these strategies, with smoking prevalence rates still the highest in each country,
with very little change over the past decade, compared to non-Indigenous smoking
rates. Smoking cessation services that cater specifically for Indigenous populations
although available, are often limited by resources and sufficient workforce. An
approach that has been taken in the remote Kimberley region of Western Australia
is to focus on the Indigenous health workforce many of who are also smokers.
Workers receive training to offer smoking cessation support to smokers using
pharmacotherapies, accessed from local remote or urban medical clinics. These
front-line services are given without preaching, smokers are offered a “revolving
door” to access further services and Smokefree policy goes hand in hand with
cessation support. This is a humane and ethical response to the increasing social
stigmatisation of smoking in both countries. Interventions should place smokers
their families and communities firmly at the centre of all tobacco control planning,
education, policy and services and should acknowledge the value of initiatives that
are positive and strengths-based for Indigenous smokers. Education of all health
staff, including Indigenous smoking cessation and Tobacco Action workers is an

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joann Lee, DrPH, Postdoctoral Fellow, University
of California, San Diego, 5855 Copley Drive, San Diego, CA 92111, United States,
Phone: 858-300-1023, Email: jol015@ucsd.edu
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integral component and ensures consistency and uniformly high standards for all
tobacco control policy and smoking cessation practice.
Funding: Kimberley Aboriginal Medical Services Council.

resources. Participants in CM also received telephone-based case management,
which provided fax-referral to quit line, assistance in obtaining cessation
medications, and follow up calls to troubleshoot barriers to resource use and
cessation. Results: Of 52 Latino smokers, 27 were randomized to CM. Out of the
27 CM participants, 26% completed 2 CM sessions, 30% 3 sessions and 19% 4
sessions. At baseline, interest in cessation resources was very high: 74% reported
interest in cessation medication and 70% in quit line. Across both groups the
follow-up rate at six months was 82%. Six month self-report cessation rates were
19% (n=6/ 27) in the CM group and 8% (n=2/25) in the control group. In CM 26%
used medication and 11% enrolled in the quit line; in control 8% used medication
and 12% enrolled in the quit line. Participants in the control groups were more
likely to report barriers to access medication (e.g. cost and very hard to access).
Conclusion: The procedures proved to be highly feasible and Latino smokers were
very interested in using pharmacotherapy and quit line to quit. Case management
had higher quit rates compared to control and this difference may have been due
to higher medication utilization. These findings warrant further development of
these approaches and a large-scale test in a definitive trial.
This study was supported by funding from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute of the National Institutes of Health (NCI 1K01 CA 136993-01A1, PI:
Cupertino).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Moana Tane, MPH (Hons), Kimberley Regional
Tobacco Control Coordinator, Kimberley Aboriginal Medical Services Council,
Population Health Unit, PO Box 1377, Broome, WA 6725, Australia, Phone:
+61415113206, Fax: +61891921235, Email: moanabella@gmail.com
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COMPARISON OF WRITTEN MATERIALS AND MATERIALS PLUS
COUNSELING IN PROMOTING SMOKING CESSATION AMONG LATINO
EXPECTANT FATHERS: RESULTS OF THE PAREJAS PROJECT
Kathryn I. Pollak, Ph.D.*1, Laura J. Fish, Ph.D.1, Pauline Lyna, M.P.H.1, Alicia
Bilheimer, M.P.H.1, Xiaomei Gao, M.A.1, Susan Denman, Ph.D.1, Alicia Gonzalez,
R.N.1, Pilar Rocha, M.S.2, and Kristi C. Gordon, Ph.D.3, 1Duke University; 2El
Centro Hispano; 3University of Tennessee

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ana-Paula Cupertino, PhD, Assistant professor,
University of Kansas Medical Center, 9209 N charlotte ct, kansas city, MO 64155,
United States, Phone: 9135882783, Email: acupertino@kumc.edu

Latinos smoke at a high rate, yet they receive assistance to quit less often
than non-Latinos. To address this disparity, we targeted pregnancy as a teachable
moment during which to promote cessation among Latino expectant fathers. Given
minimal strategies have been effective at promoting cessation among Latinos, we
compared written materials to materials plus counseling. Counselors attempted to
conduct 3 sessions with each father during pregnancy (1 face-to-face; 2 by phone).
Counselors addressed smoking with fathers and nutrition and physical activity with
pregnant partners and couples communication skills. For the Parejas randomized
controlled trial, we recruited expectant fathers (n=343) via their pregnant partners
who were receiving prenatal care at local health departments. Given many Latinos
are non-daily smokers, to be eligible, fathers had to have smoked in the past 30
days. Two-thirds of expectant fathers had a 9th grade education or less, 68%
spoke Spanish only, 77% had other children, and 68% smoked 5 cigarettes or
less per day, with some smoking only some days in the past 30 days (88% had
smoked in the past 7 days). When controlling for baseline 7-day point prevalence
abstinence and other relevant covariates (i.e., nicotine dependence, frequency
of drinking alcohol, first time fatherhood), we found high rates of cessation at the
end of pregnancy, but no arm differences in 7-point point prevalence (33% vs.
33%, p=.94). We found a trend for arm differences in abstinence in the past 30
days (24% vs. 34%, p=.08 materials only vs. counseling, respectively). Among
covariates, baseline 7-day point prevalence abstinence and frequency of drinking
alcohol were related to cessation at the end of pregnancy. The Parejas project
results show that providing written materials alone produced high 7-day point
prevalence cessation rates, equal to when intensive counseling was provided.
This is encouraging as written materials are easily disseminated. Interestingly,
there was a trend for counseling to improve the 30-day cessation rate. It might be
that materials alone were helpful, but the added counseling helped fathers create
more sustainable change.
This project was funded by NCI grant: R01CA127307.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEIVED ETHNIC DISCRIMINATION
AND ASIAN/PACIFIC ISLANDER TOBACCO USE: ETHNIC VARIATIONS IN A
COMMUNITY COLLEGE SAMPLE FROM HAWAII
Pallav Pokhrel, Ph.D., M.P.H.*, Thaddeus A. Herzog, Ph.D., Ian Pagano, Ph.D.,
and Pebbles Fagan, Ph.D., M.P.H., Cancer Prevention & Control Program,
University of Hawaii Cancer Center, Honolulu, HI
Little is known about the relationship between perceived discrimination and
tobacco use across subgroups of Asians/Pacific Islanders (A/PIs). This study
aimed to test the relationship between perceived discrimination and cigarette
use across East Asian (e.g., Japanese, Chinese, Korean), Filipino, and Native
Hawaiian Community College students in Hawaii. Potential participants were
recruited from 29 classes in 2 colleges on Oahu and were invited to participate
in a cross-sectional survey, which was administered online. Total 385 students
completed the online survey. The present study is based on 299 of the 385 students
who were East Asian (33.4%), Filipino (44.8%), or Native Hawaiian (21.8%). The
mean age of the participants was 26.6 (SD= 8.3) and 67% of the participants were
female. Results indicated that discrimination did not have a significant main effect
on past 30-day cigarette use. Although Native Hawaiians tended to report higher
levels of perceived discrimination, the differences in perceived discrimination were
not statistically significant across ethnic groups. We found a statistically significant
interaction effect of ethnicity on the relationship between perceived discrimination
and recent cigarette use such that at higher levels of perceived discrimination,
Native Hawaiians were significantly more likely to report cigarette use compared
to East Asians or Filipinos (maximum likelihood parameter estimate for “Native
Hawaiian ethnicity X discrimination” interaction term= 0.04; p < 0.05), controlling
for age, gender, socio-economic status, marital status, and acculturation to the
mainstream U.S. culture.
This is the first finding suggesting that perceived
discrimination may affect cigarette use differentially across A/PI subgroups. Some
A/PI subgroups may have greater resources to cope with perceived discrimination
than others. Future studies are needed to replicate the current findings and to
develop interventions that would help socially disadvantaged A/PI subgroups to
cope more effectively with perceived discrimination.
This study was funded by the University of Hawaii Cancer Center seed grant
to P. Pokhrel.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kathryn Pollak, PhD, Associate Professor, Duke
University, Community and Family Medicine, 2424 Erwin Road, Durham, NC
27705, United States, Phone: 919-681-4757, Email: kathryn.pollak@duke.edu
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CASE MANAGEMENT FOR SMOKING CESSATION AMONG LATINOS
A. Paula Cupertino, Kimber Richter, Lisa Sanderson Cox, Mercedes Saint-Elin,
Miriam Munoz, and Edward Ellerbeck, University of Kansas Medical Center,
Kansas City, KS
Despite the evidence that smoking cessation pharmacotherapy and counseling
are effective for Latinos, notable service disparities exist between Latinos
compared to non-Latinos White and Black. Latinos are less likely to know about
cessation resources, receive advice to quit, participate in cessation programs,
or utilize pharmacotherapy/counseling during quit attempts. The purpose of
this pilot study is to examine the impact of case management on utilization of
cessation resources and 6 month cessation among Latinos recruited through
community-based programs. Methods: Smokers were randomized to either case
management (CM) or control group. Participants in both CM and control received
smoking cessation quit kits, including information about free/low cost cessation

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pallav Pokhrel, Ph.D., M.P.H., Assistant Professor,
University of Hawaii Cancer Center, Cancer Prevention & Control, 677 Ala Moana
Blvd., Suite 200, Honolulu, HI 96813, United States, Phone: 8084417711, Email:
ppokhrel@cc.hawaii.edu
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22.8% respectively) cigarette use compared to foreign born Hispanics (16.9% ever
use; 3.9% current use), whom exhibit the lowest ever and current use of cigarettes
and most other tobacco products. Foreign born Hispanic women are also the least
likely to describe themselves as current smokers (1.5%) compared to the other
groups (9.5%-14.0%). Controlling for socioeconomic covariates, current tobacco
use is lower for foreign born Hispanic women (OR=.06; CI: .02-.16) relative to
whites. Social or occasional smoking is higher among US-born Hispanics (9.6%)
and blacks (17.0%) compared to foreign born Hispanics (5.4%). Lower tobacco
use among Hispanic immigrant women as compared to US-born Hispanic, Black,
and white women may reflect different gendered cultural norms and acculturation
processes among those born outside the US. Future studies must collect data on
nativity to accurately capture differences in tobacco use by racial/ethnic group.
Funding: Legacy.

CHARACTERISTICS OF HOMELESS SMOKERS SEEKING CESSATION
TREATMENT
Michael S. Businelle, Ph.D.*1,2, Erica L. Cuate, M.P.H.1, Anshula Kesh1, Insiya
B. Poonawalla, M.S.1, Neil Phillips3, Jay Dunn3, and Darla E. Kendzor, Ph.D.1,2,
1
University of Texas Health Science Center School of Public Health, Dallas, TX;
2
Harold C. Simmons Comprehensive Cancer Center Population Science and
Cancer Control Program, Dallas, TX; 3The Bridge Homeless Shelter, Dallas, TX
Although the prevalence of smoking among adults in the U.S. has declined to
20.6%, over 70% of homeless adults are current smokers. The purpose of this
study was to characterize sheltered homeless individuals seeking shelter-based
smoking cessation treatment in Dallas, TX. Participants were residents of the
transitional shelter (i.e., required to sleep in semi-private rooms nightly until a more
permanent residence is found) who smoked ≥ 5 cigarettes per day. Participants
(N = 41; mAge = 49.4) were 63.4% male, 55% Black, and 35% White. The sample
had an average income of $2901 during the past year, and 87.8% had earned a
high school diploma. On average, participants reported 2.2 separate periods of
homelessness in their lifetime, their first bout of homelessness began at the age
of 41.6, and their current bout of homelessness began 18.3 months (median =
9.5) prior to study enrollment. The majority of the sample reported diagnoses of
Major Depressive Disorder (78.0%) and Substance Use Disorders (51.2%), while
19.5% of the sample reported a Schizophrenia diagnosis. On average, participants
smoked 17.6 cigarettes per day, had been smoking for 28.8 years, and reported
4.49 lifetime quit attempts of ≥ 24 hours. Of particular relevance for smoking
cessation, participants reported daily exposure to an average of 43 smokers.
Smoking dependence measures, measures of affect, measures of stress, and
measures of social support were all comparable to other low income smoker
populations. Importantly, while motivation for smoking cessation was similar to
that of other smokers seeking cessation treatment, this homeless sample reported
comparably low self-efficacy for quitting. Exposure to a remarkably high number
of smokers, low self-efficacy for quitting, as well as an increased incidence of
substance use disorders, depression, and schizophrenia all likely contribute
to the historically poor smoking cessation success rates among the homeless.
Information gleaned from this study will clarify which variables should be targeted
in novel treatments that specifically address the needs of homeless smokers.
Funding for this research was provided by a PILOT grant from the University of
Texas School of Public Health. Data analysis and presentation preparation were
additionally supported through American Cancer Society grants MRSGT-12-11401-CPPB (to MSB) and MRSGT-10-104-01-CPHPS (to DEK).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jessica Rath, PhD, MPH, CHES, Director, Legacy,
Research and Evaluation, 1724 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, DC
20036, United States, Phone: 2024545772, Email: jrath@legacyforhealth.org
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MONITORING TRENDS IN CIGARETTE CONSUMPTION IN CURRENT DAILY
SMOKERS
Melissa Blank, Ph.D.*1, Alison Breland, Ph.D.2, and Caroline Cobb, Ph.D.3, 1West
Virginia University; 2Virginia Commonwealth University; 3Legacy
Researchers rely heavily on self-reported average number of cigarettes per day
(CPD) to identify individuals by smoking status, measure nicotine dependence,
determine exposure to smoke toxicants, and predict cessation success. However,
this subjective measure is susceptible to recall bias, inaccuracy, and heaping
(rounding CPD estimates to multiples of 5 or 10). A secondary data analysis was
performed to compare non-treatment seeking smokers’ prospectively monitored
daily cigarette intake with their retrospectively-reported CPD. Data were pooled
from three laboratory studies with similar methods. In each study, smokers reported
their number of CPD initially via telephone and then again in-person. Enrolled
participants completed a 5-day experimental condition during which they smoked
their own brand of cigarette ad libitum Mon-Fri, and returned cigarette butts on
days Tues-Fri. Smokers’ (N=89; 58% male; 73% white) average self-reported
CPD was 20.6+4.8 via telephone and 20.5±5.0 in-person. Whipple’s index (using
multiples of 5 or 10 CPD) was 439.7 (88% heaping) for telephone reports and
413.8 (83% heaping) for in-person reports, indicating a very high preference for
providing rounded CPD estimates. Modest correlations between self-reported
CPD and butt counts on Days 2-5 (r’s = 0.38 – 0.52; ps<.01) were observed.
Butt counts on at least one day of the 5-day period differed from self-reported
CPD by +/-5 to 9 CPD for 41% of smokers and by +/-10 or more CPD for 50% of
smokers. Daily smoking behavior was also modestly consistent, as determined by
intra-class correlation between butt counts for Days 2-5 [0.58 (0.48 – 0.67)]. Butt
counts in multiples of 5 or 10 were observed for only 19-26% of smokers for Days
2-5, though differed across days by +/-5 to 9 CPD for 43% of smokers and by +/-10
or more CPD for 29% of smokers. Smoking behavior measured via butt counts
was not subject to “heaping” as with self-reports, though revealed considerable
variation in cigarette intake across days. Future work should examine whether butt
count measurement reflects the inconsistent, but valid, nature of cigarette intake
and explains the modest reliability of self-reported CPD.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michael Businelle, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
University of Texas School of Public Health, Health Promotion and Behavioral
Sciences, 6011 Harry Hines Blvd., V8.112, Dallas, TX 75390-9128, United States,
Phone: 214-648-1070, Email: michael.businelle@utsouthwestern.edu
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TOBACCO USE AMONG YOUNG WOMEN IN THE U.S.: DIFFERENCES BY
RACE/ETHNICITY AND NATIVITY
Jessica M. Rath, Ph.D., M.P.H., CHES*1, Andrea C. Villanti, Ph.D., M.P.H.2,3,
Joseph Lariscy4, Robert Hummer, Ph.D.4, Mark Hayward, Ph.D.4, and Donna
M. Vallone, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, 1Department of Research and Evaluation, Legacy;
2
Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies, Legacy;
3
Department of Health, Behavior and Society, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School
of Public Health; 4Population Research Center, University of Texas at Austin

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Melissa Blank, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, West
Virginia University, Psychology, PO Box 6040, Morgantown, WV 26506-6040,
United States, Phone: 304-293-8341, Email: mdblank@mail.wvu.edu

A growing body of research documents racial/ethnic disparities in US cigarette
smoking. To date, few studies have examined the influence of nativity, in addition
to race/ethnicity and gender, on current and ever use of cigarettes as well as
other tobacco products. This study documents race/ethnic and nativity disparities
by tobacco use and smoking status for US women aged 18-34, both unadjusted
and adjusted for socioeconomic status. The Legacy Young Adult Cohort Study (N
= 2,094) was used to examine gender specific tobacco use and smoking status
differences between foreign-born Hispanics (N=248), US-born Hispanics (N=350),
US-born non-Hispanic blacks (N=264), and US-born non-Hispanic whites
(N=1232). Prevalence estimates and multivariable models of ever tobacco use,
current tobacco use, and self-described smoking status (smoker, social/occasional
smoker, ex-smoker/tried smoking & never smoker) were calculated for women.
US-born Hispanic women, black women, and white women exhibit the highest
levels of ever (56.1%; 53.6%; 55.3% respectively) and current (17.4%, 23.3%,
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FULL OF FLAVOR: AN ANALYSIS OF FLAVORED SMOKELESS TOBACCO
SALES, 2005-2010
Olivia A. Wackowski, Ph.D.*, Daniel P. Giovenco, M.P.H, and Cristine D. Delnevo,
Ph.D., M.P.H., Center for Tobacco Surveillance & Evaluation Research, UMDNJ
School of Public Health
Background: Although the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control
Act made a landmark move in banning flavored cigarettes, flavorings in other
tobacco categories such as smokeless tobacco (SLT) remain on the market. This
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presentation describes trends in sales of flavored SLT in the US. Methods: We
analyzed Nielsen’s convenience store Scantrack sales data from 2005 to 2010
to describe changes in SLT consumption and market share, including use of
flavored SLT and related characteristics such as brand and cut/form. We present
both trends observed for the US market overall and regionally using data from 30
metropolitan markets tracked by Nielsen. Results: Moist snuff volume increased
57% nationally over the six year period, with sales of flavored snuff contributing to
60% of this overall growth. Flavored products made up 55% of the national market
all years and in 2010 made up as much as 75-79% of certain regional markets
such as Boston and St. Louis. In terms of flavor types, sales of wintergreen or mint
styles consistently dominated the flavored market across all regions, however,
preference for fruit flavored snuff varied, ranging from just 2.5% of the 2010
flavored market in cities including Portland and Seattle to between 20-26% in
Philadelphia and New York. Although sales of flavored snuff increased by 65.5%
overall between 2005-2010, sales of fruit flavored SLT increased only 27.6%, with
9 of the 30 markets showing a loss of fruity SLT sales (between 2-54%) during
this time period. Sales of flavored snuff also varied by brand, with fruit flavored
styles largely limited to Skoal, and these showing signs of decrease. With respect
to form, a greater proportion of moist snuff sold in pouches was flavored (73%)
versus those sold in long cut (67%) or fine cut (24%) styles. The market share
for flavored pouched products in 2010 ranged regionally from 55.3% to 88.8%.
Conclusions: Flavored products make up a significant proportion of SLT sales,
which is significant given their potential to facilitate SLT use. Policies aimed at
protecting young people from flavored tobacco should consider incorporating SLT
into their measures.
This work was funded in part by Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Substance
Abuse Policy Research Program, the National Cancer Institute, and the National
Cancer Institute through the Cancer Institute of New Jersey (R01CA141661-S1,
R21CA159160 and P30CA072720).

PERCEIVED HEALTH VULNERABILITY DURING FORCED ABSTINENCE
FROM SMOKING IN PRISON
Stephen A. Martin1, Rosemarie A. Martin*2, Lynda A.R. Stein3, Beth C. Bock4,
and Jennifer G. Clarke5, 1Department of Family Medicine and Community Health,
University of Massachusetts Medical School; 2Center for Alcohol and Addiction
Studies, Brown University; 3Department of Psychology, University of Rhode Island;
4
The Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University, Centers for Behavioral &
Preventive Medicine; 5Department of Medicine and OB/GYN, The Warren Alpert
Medical School of Brown University
Background: Smokers consistently identify health concerns as a major reason
for quitting. This risk perception is not well understood in settings of complete
forced abstinence such as correctional facilities. Understanding smokers’ risk
perceptions under such bans and their experience post-release would have a
significant impact on potential policies and interventions. Methods: Incarcerated
adults (N=247) were enrolled who smoked prior to incarceration and were
scheduled for release within eight weeks. Participants were asked about risk
perception using five established measures of vulnerability: Future Precaution,
Future Effectiveness, Relative Pessimism, Future Pessimism, and Current
Vulnerability. Smoking status was assessed 3 weeks post-release. Results:
Demographic variables were generally not related to risk perception. Smokingrelated medical conditions, family history of smoking-related illness, age started
smoking, stress, and depressive symptoms all had a significant association with
various measures of vulnerability. Current and Future Vulnerability predicted
smoking plans after release: participants more concerned about their current
health favored smoke-free plans (OR= 1.71) as did participants concerned about
their future health (OR=1.09). Discussion: In a population undergoing forced
abstinence from smoking, health-related concerns remain important. Further
study is needed to confirm this association and use of specific measures to help
in stratifying motivation for and likelihood of persistent cessation after forced
abstinence.
This research was supported by grant 1R01DA024093-01A209 from NIDA.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Olivia A. Wackowski, PhD, MPH, Assistant
Professor, UMDNJ School of Public Health, Center for Tobacco Surveillance &
Evaluation Research, 335 George Street, Suite 2100, New Brunswick, NJ 08903,
United States, Phone: 732-235-9731, Email: olivia.wackowski@umdnj.edu
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TOBACCO USE: EFFECT ON ORAL HEALTH PROFILE OF A GROUP OF
PRISON INMATES
Ezi A. Akaji, B.D.S., FWACS, M.P.H.*, Department of Preventive Dentistry,
University of Nigeria, Enugu Campus, Enugu, Nigeria
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EXPOSURE TO NEIGHBORHOOD VIOLENCE INTERFERES WITH MAKING
A QUIT ATTEMPT AMONG SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED
SMOKERS

Objectives: To determine the effect of tobacco use on oral health profile of
inmates of the Nigerian prison in Enugu. Methods: The study involved 230
inmates. An interviewer-administered questionnaire was used to collect data
on the demographic characteristics of the participants, oral hygiene methods,
smoking habits and type of tobacco used. An intra-oral examination to determine
their oral health status was done using the modified decayed missing and filled
teeth (DMFT) index for caries status, and Community Periodontal Index of
Treatment needs (CPITN) for the periodontal status. Statistical Package for Social
Sciences software, version 15 was used to analyze data. Results: One hundred
and twenty participants (52.2%) were current tobacco users. Thirty nine (32.5 %)
had smoked for 6 to 10 years and 15 (12.5%) for more than 10 years. Ninety eight
(82.7%) smoke cigarette only, 12 (10.0%) use smokeless tobacco alone whereas
10 (8.3%) use Indian hemp alone or in combination with any of the other two.
Tobacco users had higher Mean Decayed Mising and Filled Teeth and Community
Periodontal Index scores than non-users. Also, oral soft tissue lesions such as
mucosal burn, oral leukoplakia-like lesions were found mainly in the tobacco
users. Conclusion: Tobacco seemed to have a negative consequence on the oral
health of the participants as users had worse oral health profile than non-users.
The participants may benefit from interventional programs on tobacco cessation
with the view to educate them on its effect on oral health and by extension, the
general health.
No funding.

Insiya B. Poonawalla, M.S.*1, Erica Cuate, M.P.H.1, Anshula Kesh1, David Balis,
M.D.2,3, Darla E. Kendzor, Ph.D.1,4, and Michael S. Businelle, Ph.D.1,4, 1University of
Texas Health Science Center School of Public Health, Dallas, TX; 2UT Southwestern
Medical Center Department of Internal Medicine, Dallas, TX; 3Parkland Health and
Hospital System, Dallas, TX; 4Harold C. Simmons Comprehensive Cancer Center
Population Science and Cancer Control Program, Dallas, TX
Neighborhood disadvantage has been consistently associated with increased
cigarette use. Less is known about the relation between personal/family
victimization in one’s neighborhood and smoking cessation outcomes. The
purpose of the current study was to describe the association between exposure
to neighborhood violence and abstinence in a sample of socioeconomically
disadvantaged smokers (N = 95) participating in a tobacco cessation treatment
program at a safety net hospital in Dallas, TX. Data were collected as part of
an ongoing study designed to evaluate the effectiveness of adjunctive financial
incentives relative to a standard tobacco treatment program. Participants were
predominantly single (43.2%), female (53.7%), African American (64.2%); and
they smoked an average of 16.9 (SD=8.3) cigarettes per day (CPD), were 52.9
(SD=7.2) years of age and had a 31.6 (SD=9.6) year smoking history. Exposure
to neighborhood violence was reported by 11.6% of the participants. Univariate
logistic regression analyses were conducted to evaluate the associations between
neighborhood violence and biochemically-verified point prevalence abstinence
(< 24 hours post-quit) on the quit date, and biochemically verified 7-day point
prevalence abstinence at 1, 4, and 12 weeks post-quit. All models controlled
for treatment group, race, gender, and CPD. Analyses indicated that those who
reported neighborhood violence were more likely to be non-abstinent on the
QD (OR=8.763, p=0.006). However, the relationship between victimization and

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ezi Akaji, BDS, FWACS, MPH, Lecturer/
Consultant, University of Nigeria, Preventive Dentistry, College of Medicine,
Enugu, 234, Nigeria, Phone: 234-8023036409, Email: ezi787@yahoo.com
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smoking status was not significant at any other time point. Findings suggests that
neighborhood violence among socioeconomically disadvantaged smokers may
interfere with making a quit attempt. Victims of neighborhood violence may need
mental health treatment prior to and/or during a quit attempt in order in maximize
the chances for success. Policies aimed at improving neighborhood conditions
may also contribute to decreased smoking rates.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by grants from the American
Cancer Society (MRSGT-12-114-01-CPPB to MSB and MRSGT-10-104-01CPHPS to DEK) and University of Texas School of Public Health start up funds
awarded to Drs. Businelle and Kendzor.

WHY VS. HOW: WHAT GETS THE ANTI-SMOKING MESSAGE ACROSS TO
HIGHLY SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED, HEAVILY ADDICTED
SMOKERS?
Ashleigh Guillaumier, B.Psyc(Hons)*1, Billie Bonevksi, Ph.D.1, Christine Paul,
Ph.D.1, Catherine d’Este, Ph.D.1, and Sarah Durkin, Ph.D.2, 1University of
Newcastle; 2Centre for Behavioural Research in Cancer, Cancer Council Victoria
Background: Smoking rates amongst very disadvantaged population groups
remain high – often more than twice the Australian general population smoking
prevalence rate. Whilst anti-tobacco television advertisements are an integral
part of tobacco control strategy, and have shown to be effective in the Australian
general population, limited evidence suggests these ads may also have unintended
consequences, acting as cues to smoke, with certain sub-groups of disadvantaged
smokers. The impact of anti-smoking advertisements among socially disadvantaged
smokers has not been adequately assessed, and there is a need for rigorous
research using innovative methodology well-suited to this population. Aims: To
evaluate the relative perceived effectiveness of key anti-tobacco message types
amongst a sample of highly socioeconomically disadvantaged smokers. Methods:
Clients seeking financial or material assistance from a Social and Community
Service Organisation in NSW, Australia were invited to complete a touchscreen
computer survey. Participants were exposed to two of three types of anti-smoking
advertisements (why-graphic, why- emotional and how-to-quit), randomly selected
and ordered for each participant. After viewing each advertisement participants
were asked about their responses to the advertisements. Results: A total of 400
smokers (76% response rate) completed the survey (59% female; mean age
38 years). The smoking rate in this setting is 65% (daily and occasional). Most
respondents had not completed high school, three-quarters had an income of less
than AUD$400/week, and 18% identified as Indigenous Australian. Comparison
of Why-graphic, Why-emotional and How-to-quit message types showed that
socially disadvantaged smokers tended to give more positive ratings to ‘why’
compared to ‘how’ ads. Ads using highly graphic visceral imagery, and ads using
highly emotive personal testimonial were rated similarly. Conclusions: Mass media
advertisements using strong graphic imagery or emotive personal testimonials to
convey the negative health consequences of smoking rated highly as effective
amongst highly socially disadvantaged smokers.
This study was conducted while the first author was at the University of
Newcastle, supported by an Australian Postgraduate Award. This research was
conducted with infrastructure support and project grant funding from the Hunter
Medical Research Institute. B. Bonevski is supported by a Cancer Institute NSW
Career Development Fellowship.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Insiya Poonawalla, MS, The University of Texas
Health Science Center at Houston, School of Public Health, Dallas Regional
Campus, 5323 Harry Hines Blvd, V8.112, Dallas, TX 75390-9128, United States,
Phone: 740-249-5903, Email: insiya.b.poonawalla@uth.tmc.edu
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POOR PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH ARE ASSOCIATED WITH
NON-ABSTINENCE AMONG SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED
SMOKERS FOLLOWING A QUIT ATTEMPT
Erica L. Cuate, M.P.H.*1, Insiya B. Poonawalla, M.S.1, Anshula Kesh1, David
Balis, M.D.2,3, Darla E. Kendzor, Ph.D.1,4, and Michael S. Businelle, Ph.D.1,4,
1
University of Texas Health Science Center, School of Public Health, Dallas,
TX; 2UT Southwestern Medical Center, Department of Internal Medicine, Dallas,
TX; 3Parkland Health and Hospital System, Dallas, TX; 4Harold C. Simmons
Comprehensive Cancer Center, Population Science and Cancer Control Program,
Dallas, TX
Poor physical and mental health, especially depression, may be barriers
to successful smoking cessation among socioeconomically disadvantaged
smokers. The purpose of this analysis was to determine whether self-reported
problems with physical and mental health were associated with non-abstinence
among socioeconomically disadvantaged smokers participating in a smoking
cessation intervention study at a safety net hospital in Dallas, TX. Participants
were randomly assigned to Usual Care (UC) or UC plus incentives for quitting
(Contingency Management [CM]). Participants (N = 84) were primarily female
(56.0%), and African American (66.7%), and reported an average annual income
of $10,664. Items from the Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQoL) core section
of the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) were included as
measures of physical and mental health during the past 30 days. Additionally,
the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ) – Major Depressive Disorder (MDD)
items were used to measure probable MDD. All analyses included gender, race,
cigarettes smoked per day at baseline, and treatment group as covariates. A total
of 14.3% of participants met criteria for probable MDD. Probable MDD at 1 week
pre-quit (baseline) was significantly associated with non-abstinence at 4-weeks
post-quit (OR = 6.16, p = 0.036). Each of the baseline BRFSS HRQoL items, which
inquire about the past 30 days, were positively associated with non-abstinence at
4 weeks post-quit. Specifically, a greater number of poor physical health days (M
= 9.18, OR = 1.06, p = 0.017), a greater number of poor mental health days (M
= 8.15, OR = 1.06, p = 0.048), and a greater number of days that poor physical
and mental health interfered with usual activities (M = 6.14, OR = 1.07, p = 0.038)
were each associated with non-abstinence. Interventions for socioeconomically
disadvantaged smokers may require a greater focus on addressing physical and
mental health problems in order to improve smoking cessation outcomes.
This work was supported by grants from the American Cancer Society (MRSGT12-114-01-CPPB to MSB and MRSGT-10-104-01-CPHPS to DEK) and University
of Texas School of Public Health start up funds awarded to Drs. Businelle and
Kendzor.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ashleigh Guillaumier, University of Newcastle,
Level 5, The McAuley Centre, The Calvary-Mater Hospital, Newcastle, NSW
2290, Australia, Phone: +61 (02) 4033 5711, Email: Ashleigh.Guillaumier@
newcastle.edu.au
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TRY AND TRY AGAIN: FREQUENCY AND PREDICTORS OF SMOKING
CESSATION ATTEMPTS IN A SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED
SAMPLE
Laura Twyman, B.Psyc(Hons)*1, Billie Bonevski, Ph.D.1, Christine Paul, Ph.D.1,
Jamie Bryant, Ph.D.1, Robert West, Ph.D.2, Mohammad Siahpush, Ph.D.3, and
Catherine D’Este, Ph.D.1, 1University of Newcastle; 2University College London;
3
University of Nebraska Medical Center
Background: The number and length of quit attempts a smoker makes is
positively associated with long term abstinence. Some research demonstrates
that smokers from lower socioeconomic status make as many quit attempts as
those from higher socioeconomic status but fail to convert these into long term
abstinence. Little is known as to why this may be occurring. Furthermore, no
research has included highly disadvantaged samples with the highest smoking
prevalence rates. Therefore, it is important to explore the sociodemographic
and psychological variables that may predict quit attempts within disadvantaged
groups. This study aims to examine the number and length of quit attempts and
the predictors of quit attempts within a disadvantaged sample. Methods: A
cross sectional survey of smokers and ex-smokers attending a non-government
social and community service organisation assessed number of previous quit
attempts, along with sociodemographic and psychosocial variables. Univariate
and multivariate analyses were carried out in the form of negative binomial

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Erica Cuate, MPH, Research Coordinator,
University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston, School of Public Health,
Dallas Regional Campus, 6011 Harry Hines Blvd., Dallas, TX 75390, United
States, Phone: 214-648-6570, Email: Erica.L.Cuate@uth.tmc.edu
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regression analyses. Results: In total, 300 smokers completed the survey (98%
response rate). The mean age of participants was 40 years (SD = 11), 55% were
female and 13% were Indigenous Australian. Participants experienced significant
disadvantage, with 78% earning AUD$400 or less per week and 68% having left
school before the age of 16. Half of all smokers (51%) had made a quit attempt
within the past 12 months with the mean number of quit attempts being 2 (SD
= 2). The most popular methods used to quit included willpower (50%), NRT
(30%) and exercise (30%). Predictors of previous quit attempts will be discussed.
Implications: These results demonstrate that individuals experiencing high levels
of socioeconomic disadvantage are making attempts to quit. The predictors of
these quit attempts have important implications for policy and intervention design
and implementation.
This research has been funded by a grant from the National Health and Medical
Research Council of Australia. Scholarship funding is also provided to LT from the
University of Newcastle and the Cancer Institute NSW. B. Bonevski is supported
by a Cancer Institute NSW Career Development Fellowship.

PREDICTORS OF VARENICLINE AND NICOTINE PATCH NON-ADHERENCE
AMONG SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED SMOKERS
PARTICIPATING IN A SMOKING CESSATION TREATMENT PROGRAM
Insiya B. Poonawalla, M.S.*1, Erica L. Cuate, M.P.H.1, Anshula Kesh1, David
Balis, M.D.2,3, Michael S. Businelle, Ph.D.1,4, and Darla E. Kendzor, Ph.D.1,4,
1
University of Texas Health Science Center School of Public Health, Dallas,
TX; 2UT Southwestern Medical Center Department of Internal Medicine, Dallas,
TX; 3Parkland Health and Hospital System, Dallas, TX; 4Harold C. Simmons
Comprehensive Cancer Center Population Science and Cancer Control Program,
Dallas, TX
Optimal adherence to pharmacotherapy is crucial to improving smoking
cessation outcomes. Understanding the variables that influence non-adherence
may allow clinicians to maximize the effectiveness of smoking cessation
medications. The purpose of this study was to: (1) describe patterns of varenicline
and nicotine patch adherence, and (2) determine predictors of non-adherence
among socioeconomically disadvantaged smokers participating in cessation
treatment. Data were collected as part of an ongoing pilot intervention study at a
safety net hospital in Dallas, TX. Participants (N = 81) were mostly female (54.3%)
and African American (65.4%). The mean education level was 12 years and 56.8%
had an annual household income < $12000. Varenicline was prescribed to 33.3%
of all participants and the patch was prescribed to 66.7%. Overall scores on the
4-point Morisky Medication Adherence Questionnaire (MAQ) indicated moderate
initial adherence for both varenicline and patch users at 1 week (W1) post-quit
(N=81; M=3.43 vs. 3.23). Mean adherence scores declined slightly, but did not
differ by medication type at 4 weeks (W4) post-quit (M=3.14 vs. 2.84). Univariate
linear regression was performed to identify predictors of varenicline and nicotine
patch adherence, as measured by the MAQ purposeful non-adherence scale at
W1 and W4 post-quit; covariates in all models included treatment group, race,
gender, and cigarettes per day. Among varenicline users, experiencing more side
effects and fewer years of education were predictors of non-adherence at W1
post-quit. Experiencing a greater number of side effects was the sole predictor of
varenicline non-adherence at W4 post-quit. Among patch users, experiencing a
greater number of side effects and having beliefs that medication is less necessary
were predictors of non-adherence at W1 post-quit. Non-adherence at W1 post-quit
was associated with patch non-adherence at W4 post-quit. All p values <.05.
Findings highlight several factors associated with medication non-adherence
among varenicline and nicotine patch users which may be addressed in future
treatment interventions.
This work was supported by grants from the American Cancer Society (MRSGT12-114-01-CPPB to MSB and MRSGT-10-104-01-CPHPS to DEK) and University
of Texas School of Public Health start up funds awarded to Drs. Businelle and
Kendzor.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laura Twyman, PhD, University of Newcastle,
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THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN NICOTINE DEPENDENCE AND ABSTINENCE
AMONG SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED SMOKERS DURING THE
FIRST TWELVE WEEKS FOLLOWING A QUIT ATTEMPT
Anshula Kesh*1, Insiya B. Poonawalla, M.S.1, Erica L. Cuate, M.P.H.1, David
Balis, M.D.2,3, Darla E. Kendzor, Ph.D.1,4, and Michael S. Businelle, Ph.D.1,4,
1
University of Texas Health Science Center School of Public Health, Dallas,
TX; 2UT Southwestern Medical Center Department of Internal Medicine, Dallas,
TX; 3Parkland Health and Hospital System, Dallas, TX; 4Harold C. Simmons
Comprehensive Cancer Center Population Science and Cancer Control Program,
Dallas, TX
The brief version of the Wisconsin Inventory of Smoking Dependence Motives
(WISDM-37) is a multi-dimensional measure of nicotine dependence. The
WISDM-37 is comprised of 11 subscales that characterize motives for smoking and
level of tobacco dependence. The current analyses used data from the PREVAIL
study, which was designed to test the efficacy of an adjunctive contingency
management intervention in socioeconomically disadvantaged smokers who were
seeking smoking cessation treatment at a safety net hospital in Dallas, TX. The
purpose of this study was to determine if the WISDM total and subscale scores
at baseline (1 week pre-quit) predicted abstinence in smokers during the first 12
weeks post-quit (i.e., quit date, 1, 4, and 12 weeks post-quit). Participants were
primarily female (54.3%), and African-American (64.9%). All analyses controlled
for race, gender, and treatment group. Results indicated that lower scores on
the Social/Environmental Goads subscale (p = .015), Tolerance subscale (p =
.028), and WISDM total score (p = .031), Primary Dependence Motives scale (p =
.035) and Secondary Dependence Motives scale (p = .047) predicted biologically
confirmed abstinence on the quit date (N = 94). Surprisingly, only the Social/
Environmental Goads subscale consistently predicted biologically confirmed
abstinence at the post-quit visits: Week 1 (p = 0.015, N = 90), Week 4 (p = 0.004;
N= 84), and Week 12 (p = .012, N = 50). Lower scores on the tolerance subscale
predicted abstinence at 1 week post-quit (p = 0.032). Notably, the Heaviness
of Smoking Index did not predict abstinence at any time point. Overall, findings
indicate that scores on the WISDM-37 are associated with abstinence on the quit
date, and that a lower score on the Social/Environmental Goads subscale (i.e.,
social stimuli and contexts that invite smoking) is a robust predictor of abstinence
over time among economically disadvantaged smokers participating in smoking
cessation treatment. Thus, smoking cessation interventions for socioeconomically
disadvantaged smokers may need to include a greater focus on coping with social
situations involving smoking and other smoking-related cues.
This work was supported by grants from the American Cancer Society (MRSGT12-114-01-CPPB to MSB and MRSGT-10-104-01-CPHPS to DEK) and University
of Texas School of Public Health start up funds awarded to Drs. Businelle and
Kendzor.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Insiya Poonawalla, MS, The University of Texas
Health Science Center at Houston, School of Public Health, Dallas Regional
Campus, 5323 Harry Hines Blvd, V8.112, Dallas, TX 75390-9128, United States,
Phone: 740-249-5903, Email: insiya.b.poonawalla@uth.tmc.edu
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WILL CIGARETTE PLAIN PACKAGING WORK AMONGST HIGHLY
SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTaGED SMOKERS? THE RESULTS OF
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Ashleigh Guillaumier, B.Psyc(Hons)1, Billie Bonevski, Ph.D.1, Christine Paul,
Ph.D.1, Catherine D’Este, Ph.D.1, and Sarah Durkin, Ph.D.2, 1University of
Newcastle; 2Centre for Behavioural Research in Cancer, Cancer Council Victoria
Background: Packaging is a key marketing tool in the promotion of tobacco
products. Evidence shows that packaging colours, branding imagery and logos
impact on a consumer’s perceptions and experiences of a product. Previous
research has demonstrated that progressively plainer packaging for cigarettes
that incorporates larger health warnings and fewer company branding elements
are perceived as less attractive and are associated with cessation intentions.
The effect of plain packs remains untested with severely socially disadvantaged
individuals who have among the highest smoking rates. Methods: Clients
attending a community service organisation for welfare support were invited to
complete a computer touchscreen survey. A 2 (Winfield Blue 25 versus Benson
& Hedges Smooth 25) x 2 (branded versus plain) experimental cross-over trial
was conducted using a touch screen computer tool to expose participants to one

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Anshula Kesh, BDS, MPH(c), University of Texas
Health Science Center, Houston, UT School of Public Health, Dallas Regional
Campus, 6011 Harry Hines Blvd., Dallas, TX 75390, United States, Phone: 214648-0748, Email: Anshula.Kesh@uth.tmc.edu
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randomly selected cigarette pack, which they were asked to rate on a number of
pack, smoker and experience characteristics. A forced-choice question displaying
branded-only or plain-only packs assessed purchase intention. Results: The
survey response rate was 76%. A total of 400 smokers completed the survey
(59% female; mean age 38 years). The smoking prevalence rate in this setting
is 65% (daily and occasional). Most respondents had not completed high school,
three-quarters had an income of less than AU$400/week, and 18% identified as
an Indigenous Australian. In comparison to branded packs, plain packs reduced
smoker’s ratings of ‘positive pack characteristics’, ‘positive smoker characteristics’
and ‘positive taste characteristics’. When only plain packs were displayed, the
intention to not purchase any pack increased compared to the presentation of only
branded packs. Conclusions: Plain packaging policies that strip tobacco products
of most branding elements are likely to be successful in reducing cigarette brand
image associations amongst severely disadvantaged smokers.
This study was conducted while the first author was at the University of
Newcastle, supported by an Australian Postgraduate Award. This research was
conducted with infrastructure support and project grant funding from the Hunter
Medical Research Institute. B. Bonevski is supported by a Cancer Institute NSW
Career Development Fellowship.

A POPULATION-BASED COMPARISON OF SMOKING CESSATION AMONG
SEXUAL MINORITY AND HETEROSEXUAL ADULTS
Grant W. Farmer, M.P.H., M.A.*1, Deborah J. Bowen, Ph.D.2, and Kathleen K.
Bucholz, Ph.D., M.P.H.3, 1Saint Louis University; 2Boston University; 3Washington
University School of Medicine
INTRODUCTION: A growing body of evidence indicates sexual minorities
smoke at significantly higher rates than their heterosexual counterparts. However,
very little is known about rates of smoking cessation, in particular whether there
are disparities in either the prevalence of or duration of smoking cessation by
sexual minority status. Understanding differences in smoking cessation patterns,
in addition to differences in current smoking, is an essential step in addressing
smoking disparities among sexual minorities. METHODS: The current study
utilized data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES)
from 2001-2010 to examine differences in current smoking, cessation rates and
cessation duration by sexual minority status. Multiple linear regression was used
to determine if age, gender, race/ethnicity or year of data collection accounted for
differences in length of cessation.
RESULTS: 15,010 persons participated in
the NHANES from 2001-2010 and provided information on both sexual orientation
and smoking status. Of these participants, 4.2 percent (N=629) identified as
sexual minorities and 95.8 percent identified as heterosexual. Sexual minorities
had higher rates of current smoking (38.9 percent vs. 26.5 percent, p<0.001)
and lower quit rates (32.6 percent vs. 43.4 percent, p<0.001) compared to their
heterosexual counterparts. On average, cessation length was 4.3 years shorter
for sexual minorities (p<0.001) and persisted after adjustment for age, gender and
year of data collection. DISCUSSION: Our findings indicate that, in addition to
higher rates of current smoking, sexual minorities have lower quit rates and shorter
cessation lengths than their heterosexual counterparts. As such, sexual minorities
may be at greater risk for smoking related illness. This finding elucidates the need
for future research focused on improving both smoking prevention and smoking
cessation efforts among sexual minorities.
The project described was supported by Grant #F31DA032220 from the
National Institute on Drug Abuse.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ashleigh Guillaumier, University of Newcastle,
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SMOKING-ATTRIBUTABLE MORTALITY AMONG HOMELESS ADULTS IN
BOSTON
Travis P. Baggett, M.D., M.P.H.*1,2,3, and Nancy A. Rigotti, M.D.1,2, 1Tobacco
Research and Treatment Center, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA;
2
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA; 3Boston Health Care for the Homeless
Program, Boston, MA
BACKGROUND: Homeless individuals have a 73% prevalence of cigarette
smoking and high rates of premature mortality, but smoking-attributable mortality
rates have never been reported in a U.S. homeless population. We used clinical,
survey, and vital registry data to estimate smoking-attributable mortality in a cohort
of homeless adults in Boston. METHODS: We cross-linked a cohort of 19,836
adults aged 35-64 years who were seen at Boston Health Care for the Homeless
Program in 2003-08 with Massachusetts mortality files spanning the same
years to determine the number of deaths due to 19 smoking-related conditions.
We calculated smoking-attributable fractions (SAF) for each condition using
smoking prevalence estimates from the nationally representative 2003 Health
Care for the Homeless User Survey and relative risk estimates from the CDC.
For each condition, we multiplied the SAF by the number of deaths to estimate
smoking-attributable deaths. We divided this by the person-years of observation to
generate smoking-attributable mortality rates, which we compared to rates in the
2004 Massachusetts population using direct standardization to adjust for age and
sex differences. RESULTS: Participants were observed for 62,300 person-years.
71% were <50 years old at the index observation, 73% were men, 45% were
white, and 30% were black. Of 1,053 deaths among 35-64 year old adults, 160
were smoking-attributable, including 136 among men and 24 among women. The
age- and sex-standardized smoking-attributable mortality rate in the homeless
cohort (250.4 deaths/100,000 person-years) was 3.4-fold higher than in the
Massachusetts population (72.6 per 100,000). The leading causes of smokingattributable death were ischemic heart disease (n=50) and lung cancer (n=50).
Other causes of smoking-attributable death included other heart disease (n=14),
stroke (n=12), and chronic airways obstruction (n=9). CONCLUSIONS: Despite
their young age, a substantial number of deaths among homeless adults are
smoking-attributable. Addressing the high prevalence of cigarette smoking among
homeless people has the potential to reduce the burden of premature mortality in
this vulnerable population.
Funding: (1) National Institute on Drug Abuse, National Institutes of Health
(Award Number K23DA034008), (2) Massachusetts General Hospital, and (3)
Boston Health Care for the Homeless Program

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Grant Farmer, MPH, Research Fellow, Saint Louis
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TOBACCO CONTROL RECOMMENDATIONS IDENTIFIED BY LGBT
ATLANTANS IN A COMMUNITY-BASED RESEARCH PROJECT TO IMPROVE
THEIR HEALTH
Lawrence Bryant, Ph.D*1, Amanda K. Damarin2, and Zack Marshall3, 1Georgia
State University; 2Georgia Perimeter College; 3University of Nottingham
Background: Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) people have
become increasingly aware of high smoking rates that are severely impacting
the health of their communities. Motivated to make change, a group of LGBT
community members, policy makers, business people, and researchers from
Atlanta carried out a community-based research project.
Objectives: The
purpose of this research was to identify recommendations for culturally relevant
smoking cessation interventions with LGBT Atlantans that will inform future
prevention efforts and ultimately improve the health of these communities.
Methods: Incorporating a mixed-method approach this project included four focus
groups with 36 participants, a 20-item questionnaire completed by 685 people,
and a community meeting with 30 participants. Results: The top three strategies
identified were: providing LGBT-specific cessation programs; raising awareness
about the LGBT smoking disparity, and; getting community bars and organizations
to go smoke-free. Participants also suggested providing financial assistance for the
purchase of cessation products by low income LGBT individuals; using LGBT “role
models” to promote cessation; and ensuring that cessation strategies include every
segment of the LGBT community. Conclusions: These results reinforce several
findings from prior research with other marginalized communities. Similarities
include the importance of tailoring tobacco cessation programs specifically for
LGBT communities, and incorporating an intersectional analysis that takes into
account financial access as well as differences within LGBT communities. The
importance of geographic location or “place” was highlighted at the macro-level

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Travis Baggett, MD, MPH, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Medicine, 50 Staniford Street, Boston, MA 02114, United States, Phone:
617-643-9314, Fax: 617-726-4120, Email: tbaggett@partners.org
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of the state and the micro-level of bars. At the level of practice, one message that
radiates clearly is the need for greater awareness.
This research was done while the first author was at Georgia State University.
Funding source: Dekalb County Board of Health.

gender minority status. Smoking status used 2 standard tobacco use questions to
classify individuals as current, former or never smokers. The 10-item standardized
instrument, Cohen’s Perceived Stress Scale (CPSS), asked about perceptions
during the past week and higher scores indicate more stressed. Of the 5026
respondents, missing data in CPSS (n=774) or 17 years old or younger (n=328)
were removed leaving 3924 respondents for the analysis. Approximately 73% selfidentified as SGM with 963 lesbians, 1129 gays, 480 bisexuals, 167 others, 120
transgenders, and 1065 heterosexuals. Approximately 37% of the SGM population
reported smoking compared to 22% of the MO residents. The published general
population CPSS mean score for males was 12.1 (sd: 5.9) and for females 13.7, sd
(6.6). The stress score was elevated at 15.2 (sd 6.4) for SGM males and 16.1 (sd
6.5) for SGM female with current SGM smokers slightly higher (mean male 16.1;
sd 6.6; female 17.3, sd 6.6). Although the analysis of variance test indicated stress
level was significantly associated with smoking status but not SGM status, among
the subgroups of SGM participants those classified as bisexual females, others,
and transgenders were statistically significantly more stressed compared to
Pride heterosexual, lesbian, gay and bisexual male attendees. Our findings are
consistent with the literature showing elevated stress scores in smokers. Designing
interventions or campaigns that treat the SGM community as homogenous may
reduce the effectiveness of interventions given our findings of variation in stress
levels within the community.
Funding: 11-0439-TRD-11 Grant from Missouri Foundation for Health.
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USING SMART PHONES TO COLLECT MOMENTARY DATA AMONG
SHELTERED HOMELESS SMOKERS
Michael S. Businelle, Ph.D.*1,2, Darla E. Kendzor, Ph.D.1,2, Erica L. Cuate,
M.P.H.1, Anshula Kesh1, and Insiya B. Poonawalla, M.S.1, 1University of Texas
Health Science Center School of Public Health, Dallas, TX; 2Harold C. Simmons
Comprehensive Cancer Center Population Science and Cancer Control Program,
Dallas, TX
Despite the high prevalence of smoking among homeless individuals (i.e., over
70% smoke), very little is known about the smoking characteristics and predictors
of relapse in this population. This dearth of knowledge is largely due to the difficulty
of studying this transient population. The purpose of this study was to determine
the feasibility of using smart phones to collect real-time data of possible relevance
to smoking cessation in a sheltered homeless population. Homeless smokers
were eligible for this study if they smoked ≥ 5 cigarettes per day, were enrolled in
a shelter based smoking cessation clinic, and had ≥ a 6th grade English literacy
level. Ecological momentary assessments (EMAs) were collected via smart phone
over a 14 day period (1 week pre-quit through 1 week post-quit). Participants
completed 3 types of momentary assessments (i.e., daily diary, random, and event
sampling [i.e., pre-quit smoking, post-quit urge, and lapse]). Daily diary (1 per day)
and random assessments (4 per day) were prompted by the phone, while event
sampling assessments were initiated by participants. Daily diary assessments
were completed daily (30 minutes after waking), and all questions referred to the
previous 24 hours. To date, 41 sheltered homeless individuals (mean age = 49.4,
63% male, 55% Black, 35% White, mean years of education = 12.8) have been
recruited into this study. On average, participants smoked 17.6 cigarettes per day
and had been smoking for 28.8 years. Participants have reported few problems
with using the smart phones. A total of 6 phones (14%) have been lost or stolen.
Thus, we have EMA data on 35 individuals (86%). On average, participants who
returned the phone completed 75% (median = 85%) of all prompted EMAs, and
have self-initiated an average of an additional 1.4 event sampling assessments on
each day of the EMA period. Results of this experiment suggest that smart phone
based EMAs can be a useful method of obtaining real-time real-world information
about sheltered homeless smokers. Experience and insights gained in the
collection of momentary data in sheltered homeless individuals will be discussed.
Funding for this research was provided by a PILOT grant from the University of
Texas School of Public Health. Data analysis and presentation preparation were
additionally supported through American Cancer Society grants MRSGT-12-11401-CPPB (to MSB) and MRSGT-10-104-01-CPHPS (to DEK).
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GENDER INEQUALITY AND HOUSEHOLD TOBACCO EXPENSES IN
PAKISTAN
Umbreen Akhtar1, Junaid A. Bhatti2, and Iftikhar Ahmed Malik1, 1Federal
Government Poly Clinic, Islamabad, Pakistan; 2Douglas Hospital Research
Centre, McGill University, Montreal, Canada
Introduction: Several studies suggest that limited household resources may
not deter tobacco use. Gender roles may explain this anomaly e.g. a male
household member who is the breadwinner can prioritize tobacco purchase
over other consumables; relationships rarely investigated before. This study
assessed associations between tobacco expenses and gender role in household
purchases in a low-income country. Methods: Study setting was Pakistan. Data
on monthly household expenses and on tobacco were extracted from a nationally
representative sample (N=15 512 households) interviewed in 2005-06. Tobacco
products were either cigarettes or raw tobacco (e.g. chewed). Two logistic
regression models were constructed where outcome variables were the proportion
of tobacco expense in overall monthly household expenses; it was coded as
“0” if they were < 3% and “1” if ≥3% on either cigarettes or raw tobacco. The
main independent variable was a four category response about who decides
the household purchases: (a) women herself, (b) male head of family, (c) male
with other women, (d) male with other members during last year. Analyses were
adjusted for household factors such as persons per household, male-female ratio,
room occupancy, monthly income, and access to healthcare workers. Results:
Nearly one third (35.2%) of all households spent on cigarettes and one in five
(17.7%) spent on raw tobacco. Tobacco expenses accounted for 3-6% of average
monthly expenses in 15.4% (95% Confidence Interval [95%CI]=14.5-16.3) of
all households. In 9.8% (95% CI = 8.8-10.7) of all households, tobacco-related
expenses were over 6% of the monthly expenses. Tobacco expenses were likely
to be higher than ≥3% of the household expenses where male head of the family
made decisions on household purchases including cigarettes (adjusted odds
ratio [OR]=1.30, 95%CI=1.06-1.59) or raw tobacco (OR=1.72, 95%CI=1.11-2.65)
compared to households where females made decisions. Conclusion: Gender
inequalities might be contributing to high tobacco use in Pakistani households;
findings to be carefully accounted in efforts for reducing inequalities as female
empowerment itself could be a risk factor for tobacco use.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michael Businelle, Ph.D., University of Texas
School of Public Health, Health Promotion and Behavioral Sciences, 6011 Harry
Hines Blvd., V8.112, Dallas, TX 75390-9128, United States, Phone: 214-6481070, Email: michael.businelle@utsouthwestern.edu
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ARE SEXUAL AND GENDER MINORITIES (SGM) STRESSED OUT AND
SMOKING?
Jane A. McElroy*, Kevin D. Everett, Jenna Jordan, and Bin Ge, University of
Missouri
Smoking rates in the SGM community are higher than the general population.
Several reasons for this statistic have been postulated, including using smoking
as a maladaptive behavior to cope with stress. Characterizing stress as it relates
to smoking status is important in order to design appropriate interventions.
Participants completed a 29-item survey at five 2012 Pride Festivals in Missouri for
the Out, Proud and Healthy (OPAH) Project. Questions about sexual orientation,
gender identity, and transgender-transsexual status determined sexual and

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Umbreen Akhtar, MBBS, Medical Officer, Federal
Government PolyClinic, Medicine, Federal Government Poly Clinic, Islamabad,
44000, Pakistan, Phone: 00923445328083, Email: umbreen.akhtar@yahoo.com
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a person’s willingness and ability to quit. Survey researchers and federal officials,
who conduct surveys on tobacco use, should consider similar measures for their
survey instruments.
Funding: Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Innovators Combating Substance
Abuse Program, and Legacy.

TOBACCO USE AND CORRELATES IN A LARGE SAMPLE OF
TRANSGENDER AMERICANS
Gary L. Humfleet, Ph.D.*1, Rebecca E. Swinburne Romine, Ph.D.2, Miles Ott,
M.P.H.2, and Walter O. Bockting, Ph.D.2, 1University of California, San Francisco;
2
University of Minnesota

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Megan Saddleson, M.A., SUNY University at
Buffalo, Community Health and Health Behavior, School of Public Health and
Health Professions, 329 Kimball Tower, Buffalo, NY 14214, United States, Phone:
716-829-5702, Email: mls38@buffalo.edu

Research with the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community has
consistently indicated significantly higher smoking rates than the general
population. However, the vast majority of these studies have very few, if any,
transgender participants. The prevalence of tobacco use among the transgender
population and potential psychosocial variables related to tobacco use in this
group are virtually unknown. The aims of the present study were to assess the
prevalence of tobacco use in a national sample of transgender people and to
explore associations between tobacco use and psychosocial variables that may
be unique to this special population. Method. Secondary analyses were conducted
with data from a national sample of transgender individuals. The parent study was
an internet-based HIV-risk reduction intervention targeting transgender individuals.
The sample size was 1106, the largest individual sample of transgender individuals
to date. Tobacco use was assessed with the NIDA Risk Behavior Assessment
(RBA). Psychosocial variables included psychiatric symptomology, stress related
to stigma, gender role transition indicators, and alcohol and drug use. Results.
The sample was predominantly Caucasian (80.3%) with a mean age of 32.8. Over
80% of the sample had some post-high school education. Tobacco use rates were
high. Overall prevalence was 41%. Higher prevalence rates were found among
the female-to-male (FtMs) subgroup (47.5%) than the male-to-female (MtFs)
subgroup (36.1%). Unique to this population, experience of stigma was associated
tobacco use. For the FtM subgroup, tobacco use was associated with employment
and housing discrimination while tobacco use was associated with sexual abuse/
assault in the MtF subgroup. Tobacco use was associated with verbal abuse/
harassment in both subgroups. The association of tobacco use with other variables
and limitations of the study will be included in the presentation. Conclusions.
Transgender persons are at high risk for nicotine dependence. Further research
is warranted to better understand factors related to the acquisition, maintenance,
and cessation of tobacco use in this special population.
This research was supported by NIH Grants R01-DA015269, R01-HD057595,
R01-DA002538, & P50-DA09253.
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INNER-CITY LOW-INCOME AFRICAN AMERICAN LIGHT SMOKERS:
PERCEPTIONS OF CESSATION COUNSELING
Jennifer Warren, Ph.D, CTTS*, and Danielle Catona, M.A., Rutgers University
This research adds to our understanding of low-income African American light
smokers’ experiences of cessation counseling. Nine focus groups (N = 57) were
conducted. An iterative process of constant comparison was applied across focus
groups’ statements. Chi-squared and independent t-tests were run to analyze
survey data. Ages ranged from 26 to 62; 80.7% had a monthly income less than
$2,400. Participants with a co-morbidity (71.9%) were more likely than participants
without a co-morbidity to have been asked about quitting, and advised to quit.
However, fewer than half of all participants reported provider recommendations to
use cessation pharmacotherapy, try a quit smoking program, or have a follow-up.
Co-morbid light smokers did not recall adequate cessation counseling even
though health providers were trusted more than other sources regarding quitting
smoking. Findings demonstrate the need for further study of cessation counseling
among lower-income, urban African American smokers, particularly light smokers
and those with co-morbidities.
Funding: School of Communication and Information Rutgers University.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Warren, Rutgers University, 4 Huntington
Str., New Brunswick, NJ 08618, United States, Phone: 6095770904, Email:
jrwarren@rutgers.edu

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Gary Humfleet, Ph.D., Associate Professor,
University of California, San Francisco, Psychiatry, Box 0939, San Francisco, CA
94143, United States, Phone: 415-476-7674, Email: ghumfleet@lppi.ucsf.edu
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ONE CIGARETTE IS ONE TOO MANY: EXAMINING THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF AN ANTI-TOBACCO MEDIA CAMPAIGN TARGETING LIGHT SMOKERS
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Ijeoma G. Mbamalu, M.P.H., M.A.*, Michael Johns, Ph.D., Kari Auer, M.A., and
Susan M. Kansagra, M.D., M.B.A., Bureau of Chronic Disease Prevention and
Tobcco Control, NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene

DEFINING “HARD CORE” SMOKING IN THE UNITED STATES: A COHORT
ANALYSIS

Adult smoking in New York City (NYC) declined from 21.5% to 14% between
2002 and 2010. Over this period the proportion of light daily smokers (smoking
≤10 cigarettes per day) and non-daily smokers (smoking on some days) increased
significantly (lights: 31% to 37%; non-daily: 31% to 36%). Research suggests that
light and non-daily smokers are less likely to perceive that they are at an increased
risk of suffering from a smoking-related illness. In 2012, the NYC Department of
Health launched a novel hard-hitting media campaign that used direct language
and graphic images to provide information about the potential health risks of light
and non-daily smoking. To evaluate the ad, an online survey of 804 current NYC
smokers (44% non-daily, 15% light daily, 41% heavy daily) was conducted a
month after it aired. Smokers viewed the ad and completed measures of perceived
effectiveness, health risk concerns and 30-day quit intentions. These outcomes
were analyzed in separate regression models controlling for socio-demographic
measures. Compared to non-daily smokers, light daily smokers rated the ad higher
in perceived effectiveness (B = .95) but they were not different from heavy smokers.
Learning something from the ad (B = 3.04) and negative emotional responses (B
= .58) were also associated with perceived effectiveness. Afer viewing the ad,
non-daily smokers were more likely to become concerned about heatlh risks than
heavy smokers (AOR=2.0, 95%CI=1.1-3.9). Perceived effectiveness was also
positively associated with concerns about health risk (AOR=1.1, 95%CI=1.0-1.2).
Thirty-day quit intention was positively associated with perceived effectiveness
(AOR = 1.2, 95%CI=1.1-1.3) and learning something from the ad (AOR = 2.6,
95%CI=1.3-5.4). Taken together, these results suggest that the ad was effective.
Light smokers perceived the ad as more effective relative to non-daily smokers,
and higher ratings of perceived effectiveness increased concern about health

Megan L. Saddleson, M.A.*, Gregory G. Homish, Ph.D., Marc T. Kiviniemi, Ph.D.,
and Gary A. Giovino, M.S., Ph.D., Department of Community Health and Health
Behavior, School of Public Health and Health Professions, University at Buffalo
Introduction: Considerable debate exists in the tobacco control community
regarding whether the remaining population of smokers in the United States is
“hardening,” or becoming more addicted. Definitions of “hard core” smoking
(HCS) offered to date have been based on cross-sectional surveys. We sought to
better specify HCS by incorporating criteria for measuring and defining HCS based
on conceptual models and data from a cohort analysis. Methods: The Assessing
Hard-Core Smoking Survey collected data on 751 adult (ages ≥ 25 years) baseline
cigarette smokers who responded to a national random-digit-dialed survey and
completed a 14-month follow up interview (baseline response rate=45.7%;
follow up completion rate=75.1%). Potential predictors included demographics,
indicators of cigarette dependence, motivation to quit, quitting history, intention to
quit, self-efficacy, relevant co-morbidities, and attitudes/feelings about smoking.
The dependent variable was defined as being abstinent from cigarettes and other
tobacco products for at least 30 days. Results: Multivariable analyses found that
three factors best predicted abstinence: low dependence on the Heaviness of
Smoking Index (RR=8.11, p<0.001), concern that smoking might shorten one’s
life or that smoking might affect the health of others (RR=3.95, p=0.043), and
not considering smoking as a main source of pleasure (RR=2.76, p=0.019).
Additionally, serious psychological distress (as measured by Kessler’s K-6 items)
and binge drinking were negatively associated with cessation. Conclusions:
These findings are consistent with commentaries that view HCS as compromising
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risks and the motivation to quit. Viewing the ad made non-daily smokers more
concerned about the health risks associated with smoking, suggesting the ad also
conveyed important health information to this group of smokers
No funding.

relate to eligibility for services or success in their treatment. This analysis includes
61,670 state quitline participants who were queried about six MHCs during their
enrollment into quitline services. Forty-seven percent (46.6%) reported at least
one MHC. Of the participants that reported a MHC, 42.1% reported one MHC,
28.1% reported two MHC’s, and 30.8% reported three or more MHC’s. The three
most frequently endorsed MHC’s were Depression (35.6%), Generalized Anxiety
Disorder (22.6%), and Bi-Polar Disorder (11.4%). Participants reporting a MHC
were almost twice as likely to report a co-occurring chronic illness (specifically
Asthma, Coronary Artery Disease, Diabetes, and/or Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease), at 55.9% compared to 29.6% among participants not reporting a MHC.
Additional demographic and tobacco use data (age, gender, race, insurance
status, ethnicity, dependence level, and education) for participants reporting and
not reporting a MHC will be presented. The authors conclude that there is a need
for a more standardized approach to the collection of MHC information in the
interest of developing a clearer understanding of the population reporting mental
health conditions and their use of quitline services. Implications for examining
outcomes and improving treatment for this population will be discussed.
Funding: Federal, State, Commercial.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ijeoma Genevieve Mbamalu, NYC Dept of Health
& Mental Hygiene, 42-09 28th Street, Long Island City, NY 11101, United States,
Phone: 3473964541, Email: imbamalu@health.nyc.gov
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NICOTINE REPLACEMENT USE DURING SMOKE-FREE PSYCHIATRIC
HOSPITALIZATION: PROVIDER PRACTICES AND PATIENT UTILIZATION
Teresa M. Leyro, Ph.D.*1, Sharon M. Hall, Ph.D.1, Norval Hickman, Ph.D.2, Stephen
E. Hall, M.D.1, and Judith J. Prochaska, Ph.D., M.P.H.3, 1University of California,
San Francisco; 2State of California Tobacco-Related Disease Research Program,
University of California, Office of the President; 3Stanford Prevention Research
Center, Department of Medicine, Stanford University

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Robert Vargas, MSW, Manager, Alere Wellbeing,
Inc., Clinical and Quality Support, 999 3rd Avenue #2100, Seattle, WA 98104,
United States, Phone: 206 876-2295, Fax: 866 881-0445, Email: robert.vargas@
alere.com

The American Psychiatric Association recommends banning smoking in
hospitals and providing nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) to manage nicotine
withdrawal. In the context of two tobacco treatment trials conducted in two San
Francisco hospitals, we examined provider practices and patient utilization of NRT
among psychiatrically hospitalized smokers.
Participants (N=324, age M=40,
SD=13; 61% male, 58% non-Hispanic Caucasian) averaged 19 (SD=7) on the
Minnesota nicotine withdrawal scale and 19 cigarettes per day (CPD: SD=12);
77% smoked within 30 min of waking for a mean heaviness of smoking index
(HSI) of 3.2 (SD=1.7). Few (18.5%) intended to quit smoking in the next 30 days.
Most (73%) reported unit clinicians offered NRT directly upon admission; study
staff offered NRT to the remaining 27% later, at baseline interview. Provider NRT
practices did not differ by patient demographic, psychiatric, substance use, or
tobacco characteristics. Half the sample (51%) opted to use NRT: 78% patch, 52%
gum, and 31% both. Predictors of NRT use were being offered by unit staff directly
upon admission (58% vs. 34%; p<.01), belief that NRT provided a substitute to
smoking (67% vs. 33%; p<.01), and greater HSI score (M=3.6, SD=1.7 vs. M=2.8,
SD=1.7; p<.01) and nicotine withdrawal (M=20, SD=7 vs. M=18, SD=7; p<.01).
Intention to quit smoking was unrelated to NRT use. The ratio of NRT patch
dose (mg) to CPD matched clinical recommendations (M=1.2, SD=.7); yet, was
inversely correlated with HSI (r= -0.66). Use of NRT gum in addition to patch was
unrelated to HSI score (r=.03) and more likely (61%) among those with a psychotic
diagnosis vs. 41% for bipolar, 31% for unipolar, and 27% for other diagnoses;
p<.05. Though a minority intended to quit, half the sample used NRT to manage
withdrawal during a smoke-free psychiatric hospitalization. Improvement in the
clinical management of patients’ nicotine withdrawal may be enhanced in inpatient
psychiatry by offering NRT directly upon admission and increasing NRT dose for
more heavily dependent smokers.
Funding: K23 DA018691, P50 DA09253, and T32 DA007250.
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MENTAL ILLNESS COULD ACCOUNT FOR SIXTY PERCENT OF TOBACCO
WITHDRAWAL SYNDROMES: RESULTS FROM A REPRESENTATIVE,
NATIONAL SAMPLE IN THE U.S.
Philip H. Smith*, Lynn T. Kozlowski, and Gregory G. Homish, School of Public
Health and Health Professions, University at Buffalo, SUNY
Previous research utilizing the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and
Related Conditions (NESARC), a representative survey of U.S. adults, found that
mental illness was associated with reporting more nicotine withdrawal symptoms
among smokers. These analyses did not adjust for co-morbid conditions, limiting
interpretability. We utilized wave two NESARC data and generated mutually
exclusive categories of mental illness among smokers: 1) no mental illness (n =
4,121), 2) externalizing disorder only (ED; substance use, borderline personality,
or antisocial personality; n = 1,234), 3) internalizing disorder only (ID; major
depression, bipolar, or anxiety; n = 1,145), 4) both internalizing and externalizing
disorders (IED; n = 858), and 5) schizotypal disorder (SD; n = 575). We defined
our outcome, withdrawal syndrome, using the 4 or more symptom DSM-IV cut-off.
We calculated relative risk estimates for each category using a generalized
linear model, adjusting for survey design, age, sex, income, and education, and
specifying a log link function. We then calculated percent population attributable
risk (PPAR) estimates based on relative risk. Lastly, we tested whether increased
risk associated with mental illness was accounted for by cigarettes per day and
nicotine abuse/dependence. Controlling for sociodemographics, risk was greater
by approximately 40%, 144%, 242%, and 321% for those with ED, ID , IED, and
SD, respectively (p < 0.001). After controlling for CPD and abuse/dependence, ED
was no longer associated with withdrawal, while risk was greater by approximately
79%, 89%, and 100% for ID, IED, and SD, respectively (p < 0.001). PPAR ranged
from 6.0% for ED to 20.9% for IED. Total PPAR for all mental illness was 60.7%.
After controlling for dependence, the total PPAR decreased to 25.1%. In summary,
smokers with ID, IED, and SD were at markedly greater risk of experiencing a
withdrawal syndrome, while those with ED were at minimally increased risk. Mental
illness accounted for approximately 60% of withdrawal syndrome diagnoses at the
population level, and about one-third of this risk was unexplained by higher levels
of abuse/dependence.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Teresa Leyro, Ph.D., NIDA Postdoctoral Fellow,
University of California at San Francisco, Psychiatry, 401 Parnassus Avenue, San
Francisco, CA 94122, United States, Phone: 415-476-7816, Email: teresa.leyro@
ucsf.edu
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PREVALENCE OF PARTICIPANTS USING QUITLINE SERVICES REPORTING
A MENTAL HEALTH CONDITION
Robert Vargas*1, Samara Serotkin1, Katrina Vickerman2, Terry Bush2, Kelly
Carpenter2, and Ken Wassum1, 1Clinical and Quality Support, Alere Wellbeing;
2
Research, Training, and Evaluation; Alere Wellbeing

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Philip Smith, University at Buffalo, SUNY, School
of Public Health and Health Professions, 329 Kimball Tower, Buffalo, NY 14051,
United States, Phone: (716)698-2045, Email: psmith3@buffalo.edu

The prevalence of Mental Health Conditions (MHCs) among tobacco users is
almost double the prevalence of reported MHC’s in the general US population
(44% vs 26.2%). State tobacco quitlines provide free, phone-based cessation
counseling and have been proven to be an effective tool in helping people
overcome dependence on nicotine and tobacco. Despite our knowledge that there
is a higher prevalence of MHC’s among smokers in general, there is little published
information describing rates of MHC’s among state quitline callers. There is a need
to evaluate the reach of quitlines in this population, as well as examine whether
callers with and without MHC’s differ on other important characteristics that may
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use, 90.2% reported smoking cigarettes and 27.4% smoked cigars. Preliminary
analysis indicates that respondents who reported having a mental disability were
more likely to have higher scores on the FTND than all other disability types. This
is an indication of higher nicotine dependence among this sub-population. Further
statistical analysis will be presented depicting nicotine dependence and disability
type. Results from this study can be used to guide clinicians and researchers in
gearing tobacco cessation programs for PWD.
No funding.

SMOKELESS TOBACCO USE AMONG PERSONS WITH MAJOR
DEPRESSION OR SEVERE MENTAL ILLNESS
Thomas J. White, Ph.D.*1, Stephen T. Higgins, Ph.D.1,2, Ryan N. Redner, Ph.D.1,
and Joan M. Skelly, M.S.3, 1Department of Psychiatry, University of Vermont;
2
Department of Psychology, University of Vermont; 3Department of Medical
Biostatistics, University of Vermont

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Thalia Smith, MPH, Research Assistant,
University of Florida, Behavioral Science & Community Health, 1225 Center Drive,
Gainesville, FL 32610, United States, Phone: 3522738287, Email: thaliasm@ufl.
edu

Prevalence of cigarette smoking among individuals with depression or severe
mental illness is approximately twice the rate found in the general population.
Much less is known about the relationship of mental illness and use of smokeless
tobacco (SLT). Tercyak and Audrain (2002) reported that mental illness increased
the risk of using alternative tobacco products, a category that includes SLT.
Recently, Sawchuk (2012) reported mixed results for this relationship in two
American Indian tribes. In the present study we examined whether individuals
with depression or severe mental illness are at increased risk for the use of SLT.
Data on mental health and tobacco use were taken from the 2010 National Survey
on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH), a multistage area probability sample. Current
(past 30 days) prevalence of SLT use and cigarette smoking were compared
among persons meeting current (past 12 months) criteria for major depressive
disorder, and among persons with current (past 12 months) severe mental illness,
i.e., experiencing significant functional impairment as the result of a diagnosable
mental disorder. Respondents meeting criteria for depression reported current
smoking at significantly (p < .001) higher rates than the general population (42%
vs. 24%) as did respondents with severe mental illness (47% vs. 24%). Persons
with depression or severe mental illness reported lifetime use of SLT at slightly but
significantly higher rates than the general population (20% vs. 17% for depression;
22% vs. 17% for severe mental illness). Increased rates of current SLT use were
not observed among persons with depression or severe mental illness, with current
SLT rates at 4% across the sample. Although males used SLT at significantly
higher rates than females (8% vs. 1%), similar relationships among tobacco-use
variables and mental-health variables were observed within each gender as within
the sample as a whole. The present study provides evidence that depression and
severe mental illness are associated with somewhat increased risk for lifetime use
of SLT, and thereby, potentially, problematic use of the substance. However, we
see no evidence of the latter in these data.
Funding: NIH T32 DA 007242.
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CHANGES IN SMOKING OVER THREE YEARS FOR CURRENT AND
FORMER DAILY SMOKERS WITH AND WITHOUT ALCOHOL AND
SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS
Andrea H. Weinberger*1,2,3, Corey E. Pilver4, Rani A. Desai1,2,4,5, Carolyn M.
Mazure1,2, and Sherry A. McKee1,2, 1Department of Psychiatry, Yale University
School of Medicine, New Haven, CT; 2Women’s Health Research at Yale, Yale
University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT; 3Cancer Prevention and Control
Research Program, Yale Cancer Center, New Haven, CT; 4Department of
Biostatistics, Yale School of Public Health, New Haven, CT; 5National Center for
PTSD, Evaluation Division; VA CT Healthcare Center, West Haven, CT
Objectives: Little is known about the smoking cessation and smoking
relapse behavior of adults with alcohol use disorders (AUDs) and substance use
disorders (SUDs). The current study used longitudinal epidemiological U.S. data
to examine changes in smoking behavior for adults with and without AUDs and
SUDs. Methods. Participants were current or former daily cigarette smokers at
Wave 1 of the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions
who completed the Wave 2 assessment three years later (n=11,973; 46% female).
Analyses examined the main and gender-specific effects of Current and Lifetime
AUDs and SUDs on smoking cessation for Wave 1 Current Daily Smokers and
smoking relapse for Wave 1 Former Daily Smokers. Results. Wave 1 Current
Daily Smokers with a Current AUD (OR=0.70, 95% CI=0.55, 0.89), Lifetime AUD
(OR=0.73, 95% CI=0.60, 0.89), Current SUD (OR=0.48, 95% CI=0.31, 0.76), or
Lifetime SUD (OR=0.62, 95% CI=0.49, 0.79) were less likely to have quit smoking at
Wave 2 than those without the respective diagnosis. Wave 1 Former Daily Smokers
with a Current AUD (OR=2.26, 95% CI=1.36, 3.73), Current SUD (OR=7.97, 95%
CI=2.51, 25.34), or Lifetime SUD (OR=2.69, 95% CI=1.84, 3.95) were more likely
to have relapsed to smoking at Wave 2 than those without the respective diagnosis.
The gender-by-diagnosis interactions were not significant suggesting that AUDs
and SUDs exerted a similar influence of the smoking behavior of men and women.
Discussion. Current and Lifetime AUDs and SUDs were associated with difficulty
quitting smoking and Current AUDs and SUDs and Lifetime AUDs were associated
with difficulty remaining abstinent from smoking after quitting.
This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health grants R03DA027052 (to AHW), P50-DA033945 (to SAM), and RL1-DA024857 (to SAM);
NIMH training grant T32-MH014235 (to CEP); Women’s Health Research at Yale;
the Yale Cancer Center, and the State of Connecticut, Department of Mental
Health and Addiction Services.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Thomas White, Ph.D., NIDA Postdoctoral Trainee
in Drug Abuse Research, University of Vermont, Psychiatry, 1 S. Prospect St.
#1415, Burlington, VT 05401, United States, Phone: 202 330 1122, Fax: 802 656
5793, Email: tjwhite@uvm.edu
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UNDERSTANDING NICOTINE DEPENDENCE AMONG INDIVIDUALS WITH
DISABILITIES
Jamie Pomeranz, Ph.D.*, Thalia V. Smith, M.P.H., Tracey E. Barnett, Ph.D.,
Jennifer H. LeLaurin, B.A., Matthew Medley, M.H.A., and Michael Moorhouse,
Ph.D., University of Florida
Smoking is the leading preventable cause of mortality and chronic disease
accounting for one out of every five fatalities in the U.S. annually. As many as 22%
of Americans suffer from some form of disability, with recent findings reporting
smoking rates among people with disabilities (PWD) is 50% higher than people
without disabilities. Additionally, PWD are more likely to have ever smoked, have
fewer quit attempts, smoke more cigarettes per day, and smoke earlier upon
waking. Identifying factors that contribute to smoking behavior among PWD
is crucial because it will aid in the development of adequate tobacco cessation
programs for this population. For PWD, effective tobacco cessation programs are
particularly important because the medical conditions of this population are further
exacerbated by their use of tobacco. The purpose of this study was to examine
the relationship between nicotine dependence and disability type. We analyzed
survey data of 113 participants from the Center for Independent Living of North
Central Florida. The 24 item survey included questions from the Fagerstrom Test
for Nicotine Dependence (FTND). The majority of the respondents were male
(59.6%), Caucasian (49.5%) or African American (39.8%), with at least a high
school education (71.8%). With respect to disability type, 33.3% reported having a
physical disability, 19.8% reported having a mental disability, and 40.5% reported
having a combination of more than one disability type. Of the 113 respondents,
95.6% reported smoking tobacco during the past year. In terms of type of tobacco

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrea Weinberger, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
Yale University School of Medicine, Psychiatry, 34 Park Street, SAC Room S-211,
New Haven, CT 06519, United States, Phone: 2039747598, Fax: 2039747366,
Email: andrea.weinberger@yale.edu
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOBACCO SMOKING AND ILLICIT DRUG USE
AMONG THE YOUNG MEN IN URBAN SLUMS OF BANGLADESH
S.M. Mostafa Kamal, M.Sc., Ph.D., Department of Mathematics, Islamic University
Kushtia, Bangladesh
Worldwide, rapid urbanization along with living in the informal settlements
such as urban slum areas has posed a changing behavior of lifestyle among the
youth. Urban slums are characterized by congestion, extreme poverty, insecurity,
crime and hopelessness, and thus, offer a unique setting to study the relationship
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between tobacco and its effect on illicit drug use among them in Bangladesh. The
study used data from the nationally representative 2006 Bangladesh Urban Health
Survey. Information of a total of 13,819 adult men, aged 15-59 years, was gathered
from six administrative regions by stratified random sampling. Of the respondents,
1,576 young males aged 15-24 were from slum areas, which are the basis of
the study. Simple frequency, chi-square tests and multivariate logistic regression
analyses were performed using SPSS v17. Overall, the prevalence of current
smoking was 42.3%. The prevalence of smoking cigarette and bidi was 41.4% and
3.1% respectively. The prevalence of illicit drug use was 9.1%. The predominant
illicit drugs used by the youth were injecting drug or drinking alcohol, followed
by ganja and tari. Current age, marital status, education, duration of living in
slums, having symptom of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) were significantly
(p<0.05) related to smoking cigarette or bidi. The multivariable logistic regression
analyses yielded significantly (p<0.001) increased risk of illicit drug use (OR=9.59,
95% CI=5.81-15.82) for any tobacco smoking. The risk of illicit drug use increased
significantly (p<0.001) with the increased use of smoking. The urban slum dwelling
youth with STDs symptom were also at significantly higher risk of illicit drug use
(OR=1.74, 95% CI=0.87-3.50). The other factor influencing illicit drug use was
education. The study revealed certain groups of slum dwelling young men are
at higher risk of tobacco smoking and illicit drug use. The smokers and illicit drug
users should be informed highlighting the adverse effects of tobacco smoking as
well as the use of illicit drug through information, education and communication
program.
No funding.

RISK FOR SMOKELESS TOBACCO USE AMONG COCAINE USERS
Ryan N. Redner*1, Stephen T. Higgins1,2, Thomas J. White1, and Joan M. Skelly3,
1
Department of Psychiatry, University of Vermont; 2Department of Psychology,
University of Vermont; 3Department of Medical Biostatistics, University of Vermont
Individuals with an illicit drug use disorder are at increased risk for cigarette
smoking compared to the general population (e.g., Richter et al., 2002; Agrawal,
Budney, & Lynskey, 2012). While the greater prevalence of cigarette smoking
among illicit drug users is well documented, fewer studies have examined the risk
of smokeless tobacco use in this population. Kao et al. (2000) reported that among
active duty military personal, age 18 to 25, males and females who reported illicit
drug use also reported greater use of smokeless tobacco compared to the overall
sample. The purpose of the present study was to examine whether cocaine use
is a risk factor for use of smokeless tobacco in the US civilian population using
data from the 2010 National Survey on Drug Use and Health, a multistage area
probability sample. Prevalence of cigarette smoking and smokeless tobacco use in
the past 30 days was compared among current cocaine users (i.e., those reporting
cocaine use in the past 30 days) versus the general population. Respondents
reporting cocaine use in the past 30 days were significantly (p < .001) more likely
to report increased cigarette smoking (cocaine users: males = 79%, females =
79% vs. the general population: males = 26%, females = 22%) as well as use of
smokeless tobacco (cocaine users: males = 16%, females = 6% vs. the general
population: males 8%, females 1%). Overall, these results extend the observations
reported by Kao et al. (2000) in military personal to the civilian population,
demonstrate further that the elevation in risk is discernible among males and
females, and demonstrate that it is on par with or stronger than the elevations in
risk observed for cigarette smoking.
Funding: NIH T32 DA 007242.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: S. M. Mostafa Kamal, PhD, Professor, Islamic
University, Department of Mathematics, Kushtia, 7003, Bangladesh, Phone: +8801716506096, Email: kamaliubd@yahoo.com
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ryan Redner, Ph.D., Postdoctoral Research
Fellow, University of Vermont, Psychiatry, 1 S. Prospect St, Burlington, VT 05401,
United States, Phone: 8026563737, Email: rredner@uvm.edu

PUFFING TOPOGRAPHY AND INTERPERSONAL BONDING BEHAVIOR
OBSERVED AMONG RECOVERING DRUG ADDICTS VERSUS GENERAL
SMOKERS
Rachel A. Hoffman, B.S., M.S.1, Patrick O. Kunkel, B.S.1, Laura M. Romito, D.D.S.,
M.S.*1, and Arden G. Christen, D.D.S., M.S.D., M.A.1,2, 1Indiana University School
of Dentistry; 2Fairbanks Addiction Treatment Center, Indianapolis, IN
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IMPACT OF INNOVATIVE SMOKING CESSATION INTERVENTIONS FOR
HIV+ SMOKERS WHO ARE MULTIPLE TOBACCO PRODUCTS USERS

Introduction: Smokers can inherently manipulate nicotine doses on a puffby-puff basis. The character of smoking behavior may be determined by using
complex forms of smoking topography in laboratory settings or by unobtrusively
observing the time spent smoking a single cigarette, the number of puffs taken,
interpuff intervals and smokers’behaviors. The purpose of this study was to
observe and compare smoking topography and interpersonal bonding behaviors
of a group of recovering drug addicts to that of a group of general smokers in a
natural setting. Methods. Following a variable chemical substance detox/treatment
period, Fairbanks addiction treatment patients spend 3-12 weeks in follow-up
treatment in two groups: Partial Hospitalized Patients (PHP) and Intensive
Outpatients (IOP). PHP and IOP form tight interpersonal bonds and friendships
with each other. Patients are periodically released and they meet and smoke
together at an approved outdoor smoking area. From a distance, PHP and IOP
(20 men and 20 women) cigarette puffing behaviors were unobtrusively observed
and recorded. Two calibrated investigators, using a stop watch monitored the
exact time of lighting and the extinguishing of each cigarette. For each subject,
the number of puffs taken was recorded and the interpuff interval was calculated.
The same protocol was followed for a population of general smokers observed
on the campus of Indiana University Purdue University in Indianapolis (IUPUI).
Results. The mean interpuff intervals were IUPUI men: 25.2 seconds (SD 11.93);
IUPUI women: 30.9 seconds (SD 16.0); Fairbanks men: 16.2 seconds (SD
6.21); and Fairbanks women: 21.1 seconds (SD 6.51). There was a statistically
significant difference in interpuff intervals between the general smokers and the
recovering addicts (p<0.001) and this effect was not dependent upon gender.
Behavioral observations between general smokers versus recovering addicts
were categorized and compared. Conclusion: Smokers who were recovering
from chemical drug addiction smoked more intensely than the general smoking
population and their smoking behaviors were often quite different.
No funding.

I. Tamí-Maury*1, D. Vidrine1, F.E. Fletcher1, H. Danysh1, R. Arduino2, and E.R.
Gritz1, 1The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Department of
Behavioral Science, Houston, TX; 2The University of Texas Health Science Center,
Department of Medicine, Division of Infectious Diseases, Houston, TX
Background: Multi-tobacco use is defined as cigarette and other tobacco
consumption with either product used daily or nondaily. While concurrent use of
different types of tobacco has been documented within the general population, less
is known about multi-tobacco use among HIV+ smokers and its impact on smoking
cessation efforts. Objective: To assess the effect of multi-tobacco use in a sample
of HIV+ smokers participating in a cessation program. Methods: The study sample
consisted of 474 HIV+ smokers enrolled in a two group randomized controlled
trial: Usual care (UC), in which participants received brief provider advice to quit,
self-help materials and access to nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) vs. Cell
phone-base intervention (CPI), in which participants received all UC components
plus a cell phone used to deliver proactive counseling. Using an intent-to-treat
approach, we assessed the prevalence of 24-hour abstinence in both groups at
3-months after initiating the smoking cessation intervention. Results: The mean
age of participants was 45 years (SD=8.1). The majority were male (70.2%), selfidentified as African-American (76.2%), and reported sexual contact as the mode
of HIV acquisition (70.8%). Overall, 21.6% of participants in the study sample
were multi-users. Perceived discrimination, depressive symptoms, anxiety, HIV
symptom burden, and lack of social support were significantly associated with
multi-use. At the 3-month follow-up, 6.3% of mono users in the UC group reported
24-hour abstinence compared to 16.6% of mono users in the CPI group (p<0.001).
None of the multi-users (0%) in the UC group reported 24-hour abstinence while
significantly more multi-users in the CPI group (18.5%) were abstinent (p<0.001).
Conclusion: HIV+ smokers who are multi-tobacco users are a unique population
less likely to succeed in smoking cessation efforts. With intensive intervention,
multi-users appear to have similar quit rates as mono users. However, multi- (vs.
mono) users appear to have lower quit rates with a brief intervention. Therefore,

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laura Romito, DDS, MS, Associate Professor,
Indiana University, Oral Biology, 1121 W. Michigan St., Indianapolis, IN 46202,
United States, Phone: 317.278.6210, Fax: 317.278.1411, Email: lromtoc@iupui.
edu
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effective cessation programs are needed to address multi-tobacco use among
HIV+ individuals.
Funding: NCI grant R01CA97893 (PI: Gritz).

drawn from baseline household surveillance surveys administered in Spanish
by local data collectors to the first available adult in approximately 175 randomly
selected households/community (N=1354 total households). This adult reported on
demographics, tobacco use, and health of all family members as well as presence
of SSFHP (defined as no smoking allowed at all and no one actually smoked in
the home). Overall, 48.60% of homes reported a SSFHP (31.03-67.42% across
communities). Factors associated with absence of a smokefree home in bivariate
analyses were presence of any home smoker (vs. none), Catholic religion (vs. any
other), living in a tobacco growing community (vs. not), and absence of any family
member who could read and write (vs. any). In a full model logistic regression
controlling for community for the total sample, presence of any home smoker
(7.93% vs. 63.03%, OR=0.05; 95% CI 0.03, 0.07) and Catholic religion (45.99%
vs. 61.47%; OR=0.63; 0.44, 0.90) were associated with absence of a SSFHP.
Among homes with no smokers, Catholic religion was associated with absence
of a SSFHP (OR=0.58; 0.40, 0.85) but no factors were associated with SSFHP in
homes with smokers. Presence of vulnerable populations (young children, older
adults, pregnant women, and persons with medical conditions) was not associated
with SSFHPs. Fewer than half of homes had a SSFHP and fewer than 10% of
homes with smokers had a SSFHP. Anecdotal reports of differences in religious
prohibitions and norms regarding smoking may account for the association with
Catholic religion. Additional focus on impact of SHS on vulnerable populations,
particularly in smoking households, may be key to increasing implementation of
SSFHPs.
Funding: This project is funded by the US National Cancer Institute grant
5R01CA132950 (Ossip, PI). The content is solely the responsibility of the authors
and does not necessarily represent the official views of the National Cancer
Institute or the National Institutes of Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Irene Tami-Maury, DMD, DrPH, MSc, Population
Science Fellow, The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Behavioral
Science, 1155 Pressler St, Unit 1330, Houston, TX 77030, United States, Phone:
832-5066661, Email: irene.tami@fulbrightmail.org
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ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO EXPOSURE FOR INDIVIDUALS RECEIVING
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
Shauna Acquavita, Ph.D., M.S.W.*1, Erin McClure, Ph.D.2, Daniel Hargraves,
B.A.1, and Maxine Stitzer, Ph.D.3, 1University of Cincinnati School of Social
Work, Cincinnati, OH; 2Medical University of South Carolina School of Medicine,
Charleston, SC; 3Johns Hopkins University, School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD
Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) has been linked to numerous health
problems including heart disease and cancer (CDC, 2011; HHS, 2006). While
research has examined tobacco use among individuals receiving treatment for
substance use disorders, no studies have examined ETS exposure. This study
administered Nondahl et al.’s (2005) questionnaire assessing ETS exposure
and questions about home and work smoking policies to individuals receiving
outpatient substance abuse treatment. Majority of participants (n = 267) were
male (64%), African-American (69%), had less than a high school diploma (40%),
were previous opioid users (55%), and current smokers (75%). Smokers were
more likely to have less than a high school diploma than non-smokers (X2=5.437,
p<.05). Eighty five percent of tobacco users significant others smoked as
compared to 15% of non-smokers (X2=6.624, p<.05). Smokers were more likely
to live with people who smoked (parents, etc.) as compared to non-smokers
(X2=5.1, p<.05). Thirty five percent of smokers reported a non-smoking policy
in their home, and 35% reported smoking was only allowed in certain areas,
whereas 60% of non-smokers reported a non-smoking policy in their home and
18% reported smoking was allowed in certain areas. For homes allowing smoking,
majority of participants (29%) estimated 10 - 20 cigarettes were smoked inside
per day. Majority of participants were employed in blue collar and service industry
jobs; among smokers, 49% reported an official work policy restricting smoking
while 57% of non-smokers reported work-site restrictions. Despite lower overall
exposure than that of smokers, 28% of non-smokers reported one hour or more
of ETS exposure at work, 83% were subject to ETS within the last 7 days of the
survey, and 62% experienced exposure in a social setting once a week or more.
Identifying the extent of ETS exposure by examining home and work smoking
policies, as well as smoking status of people in the shared environment can
clarify the health risks of population sub-groups and help provide insight into the
challenges individuals may face if they decide to stop tobacco use.
Funding: NIDA grants T32 DA07209 and U10 DA013034.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Deborah Ossip, Ph.D., University of Rochester
Medical Center, Community and Preventive Medicine, 265 Crittenden Blvd.,
Rochester, NY 14618, United States, Phone: 585-275-0528, Fax: 585-424-1469,
Email: deborah_ossip@urmc.rochester.edu
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TRENDS IN LIGHT AND INTERMITTENT SMOKING ACROSS ASIAN
AMERICAN SUBGROUPS IN CALIFORNIA
Kari-Lyn K. Sakuma, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1, Lyzette Blanco, B.A.1, Martha M. White,
M.A.2, Karen Messer, Ph.D.2, John P. Pierce, Ph.D.2, and Dennis R. Trinidad,
Ph.D., M.P.H.1, 1Claremont Graduate University; 2University of California, San
Diego
Background: There is limited research that examines trends in light and
intermittent smoking (LITS) for various Asian American/Pacific Islander (AAPI)
subgroups. California has some of the largest populations of AAPI subgroups in
the nation and, with the California Tobacco Surveys (CTS), has smoking data on
these populations since 1990. Such rich smoking data allow for the examination
of changes over time in LITS for AAPI subgroups. Methods: We combined the
1990, 1992, 1993, and 1996 CTS (pre-MSA) and the 1999, 2002, 2005, and 2008
CTS (post-MSA) in order to examine changes in LITS (<10 cigarettes/day or not
smoking daily) before and after the 1998 Master Settlement Agreement among
AAPI subgroups. Logistic regression models adjusted for age, gender, education
level, language spoken at home, and current use of other tobacco products
were fit to compare results for both time periods. Results: Pre-MSA, all AAPI
subgroups examined had significantly higher proportions of LITS (49.2-64.4%)
than non-Hispanic whites (NHW; 33.1%). Post-MSA, all groups experienced an
increase in the proportion of LITS (11.7-52.9% increase), with NHWs showing
the greatest percentage increase (52.9% change from pre-MSA to post-MSA).
Pre-MSA, all AAPI subgroups examined were significantly more likely to be LITS
compared with NHWs: Chinese (OR=3.3, 95%CI: 2.1-5.1), Filipino (OR=3.5,
95%CI: 2.7-4.6), Japanese (OR=2.0, 95%CI: 1.2-3.3), Korean (OR=3.2, 95%CI:
2.0-5.0), and other AAPI (OR=3.7, 95%CI: 2.8-4.9). Post-MSA, the direction of
these relationships relative to NHWs were maintained but at lower magnitudes
only for Filipinos (OR=2.2, 95%CI: 1.6-3.2) and other AAPIs (OR=3.7, 95%CI:
2.1-6.6). Chinese (OR=1.6, 95%CI: 0.8-3.1), Japanese (OR=1.6, 95%CI: 1.0-2.9)
and Koreans (OR=1.5, 95%CI: 0.7-3.1) were no longer significantly more likely
to be LITS compared to NHWs post-MSA.
Discussion: Increased tobacco
prevention and control efforts are needed to address the growing trend of LITS.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Shauna Acquavita, PhD, MSW, Assistant
Professor, University of Cincinnati, Social Work, 1515 West French Hall, Cincinnati,
OH 45221-0108, United States, Phone: 513-556-4619, Fax: 513-556-2077, Email:
acquavsa@ucmail.uc.edu
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SMOKEFREE HOMES IN ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED
COMMUNITIES IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Deborah J. Ossip, Ph.D.*1, Emily Weber, B.A.1, Kelly Thevenet-Morrison, M.S.1,
Ann Dozier, R.N., Ph.D.1, Scott McIntosh, Ph.D.1, Nancy Chin, M.P.H., Ph.D.1,
Susan Fisher, Ph.D., M.S.1, Heather Holderness, B.A.1, Zahira Quinones, M.P.H.,
M.D.2, Hector Almonte, M.D.2, Jose Javier Sanchez, M.D.2, Sergio Diaz, M.D.3,
and Arisleyda Bautista, M.A.3, 1University of Rochester Medical Center; 2Pontificia
Universidad Catolica Madre y Maestra; 3Centro de Atencion Primaria Juan XXIII
Tobacco use is increasing globally with the brunt of the epidemic borne by
low and middle income countries like the Dominican Republic (DR). Reducing
secondhand smoke (SHS) exposure through home smoking bans is critical for
children for whom homes provide the greatest source of exposure. This analysis
examines prevalence of and factors associated with strict smokefree home
policies (SSFHPs) in 8 economically disadvantaged DR communities. Data are
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This is particularly important given the high levels among AAPIs and the increasing
trend among NHWs.
This study was conducted at Claremont Graduate University with the support of
NCI Grant #R03CA150559.

2011, 2803 current and former smokers from a nationally representative online
panel reported tobacco use, cessation, and smoking perceptions. Available PSM
model covariates were age, race, sex, education, income, geographic region,
employment, marital and parental status. Propensity scores were calculated
for treated (NRT use in last/most recent quit attempt; N=489) and control (no
NRT use reported; N=2332) subjects; 5 matching methods and accompanying
diagnostics were conducted in R using MatchIt. The method yielding the most
balanced results was used to examine the primary outcome (current/former
smoker). Results: Nearest neighbor 1:1 matching produced the best covariate
balance. In the unmatched sample, there were significant differences between
NRT users and controls on age, race, income, and marital status; post-matching
the groups differed only on age. Controlling for all covariates, logistic regression
indicated that NRT users were more likely to be current smokers in both the
unmatched (AOR=3.0, 95% CI=2.4-3.8) and matched sample (AOR=2.8; 95%
CI=2.1-3.8). Discussion: Results demonstrate the potential of PSM to inform the
debate on the effectiveness of OTC NRT in the absence of a randomized design.
Additional covariates (e.g., nicotine dependence, previous quit attempts, age of
smoking initiation) would enhance the current model and suggest directions for
future research.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kari-Lyn Sakuma, PhD, MPH, Assistant Professor,
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OPENING THE BLACK BOX INTO THE MYSTERY OF LOW-LEVEL
SMOKERS: RESULTS FROM STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS
Laura Fish, Ph.D.*, and Kathryn Pollak, Ph.D., Duke University
The proportion of smokers who smoke < 10 cigarettes a day and those who do
not smoke daily is increasing. These smokers are often excluded from cessation
trials and little is known about how to help these low-level smokers quit. We
present preliminary results from structured interviews with 23 low-level smokers.
Questions were framed from social cognitive theory and addressed self-efficacy,
outcome expectations, motivation and barriers. We also explored smoker selfidentity.
We recruited participants via social media sites, flyers, advertisements
on Craigslist, and directly approaching smokers on the street. Eligible participants
were: (1) > 18 years old; (2) daily smokers who smoke <10 day, or (3) non-daily
smokers who have smoked in the past 14 days. Interviews were audio recorded,
transcribed, and coded by both investigators to identify themes. We conducted
1/3 of the interviews each with White, African-American and Latino smokers.
Mean age was 37 (SD=10), 57% were male, and 62% had < HS education. Most
(74%) were daily smokers who smoked an average of 6.5 (SD=3.1) cigarettes per
day (CPD); of the non-daily smokers, they smoked an average of 20 days in the
previous month (mean CPD 5.2; SD=3.1). Results indicated that similar to heavier
smokers, low-level smokers reported typical smoking triggers, such as stress,
boredom, and social situations. Most smoked within one hour of waking. Themes
that were unique to low-level smokers included: (1) conscious and controlled (for
many scheduled) smoking patterns, (2) malleable prioritization of smoking, (3)
unwillingness to accept smoking as part of their identity, and (4) strong influence
of perceived health risks that keeps smoking level low. In some ways, these
smokers do not show typical signs of nicotine dependence (e.g., will forgo smoking
in cold weather); however, in other ways, they struggle with same psychological
dependence as heavier smokers (e.g., smoking more around friends). Challenges
will be convincing them of harm of low-level smoking; yet, almost all want to quit.
These findings highlight factors that may be unique to low-level smokers and
suggest potential targets for intervention.
Pilot funding from the Duke Cancer Institute, Cancer Prevention, Detection and
Control Research Program.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Caroline Cobb, Ph.D., Postdoctoral fellow, Legacy,
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ccobb@legacyforhealth.org
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TRANSLATION AND VALIDATION OF MALAY VERSION OF THE BRIEF
QUESTIONNAIRE ON SMOKING URGES
Ali Qais Blebil*1, Mohamed Azmi Hassali2, Syed Azhar Syed Sulaiman1, Alfian
Mhd. Zin3, and Juman Abdulelah Dujaili1, 1Discipline of Clinical Pharmacy, School
of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Penang, Malaysia;
2
Discipline of Social and Administrative Pharmacy, School of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Penang, Malaysia; 3Quit Smoking Clinic,
Penang General Hospital, Jalan Residensi
Objectives: Craving for smoking is often considered as an important component
in smoking dependence and the most prominent and bothersome symptom
experienced during the abstinence attempt. The aim of the current study is to
evaluate the psychometric properties of the Malay version of the Brief Questionnaire
on Smoking Urges (QSU-Brief). Study design: Cross-sectional study. Methods:
The Malaysian version of the QSU-Brief was created from the original English
questionnaire according to the standard guidelines proposed for translation studies.
In order to validate the Malay version questionnaire, a convenience sample of 133
subjects was collected. Cronbach’s alpha coeffi¬cient was calculated to assess the
reliability. In order to assess the validity of the questionnaire, factor analysis and
convergent validity was employed to validate the psychometric properties of the
questionnaire. Results: Good internal consistency was found (Cronbach’s alpha =
0.82). The test-retest reliability for the questionnaire was presented an acceptable
reliability and stability of the translated version with Spearman’s Rank Correlation
Coefficient with r = 0.757 (P < 0.001). the total score of the questionnaire showed
significant correlation with carbon monoxide level, total score of Fagerstrom Test
of Nicotine Dependence and number of cigarettes smoked per day (r = 0.63, r =
0.58 and r = 0.62, P < 0.001; respectively). Principal components analysis with
orthogonal rotation yielded a single-dimensional model which includes all the
items of QSU-Brief. Conclusions: The findings from the current validation study
revealed that the Malay version of the QSU-Brief is a reliable and valid measure
for the smoking urges and ready for use in clinical practice and research study.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laura Fish, Ph.D., Duke University, Cancer
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PROPENSITY SCORE MATCHING TO EXAMINE THE EFFECTS OF
NICOTINE REPLACEMENT THERAPY ON SMOKING STATUS IN A
SELF-SELECTED SAMPLE
Caroline O. Cobb*, Ye Fang, Raymond S. Niaura, and Amanda L. Graham,
Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies, Legacy, Washington,
DC

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ali Blebil, MPharm, PhD(c), School of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Discipline of Clinical
Pharmacy, Minden, Penang Island 11800, Malaysia, Phone: 0060143427582,
Email: aliblebil@yahoo.com

Background: Over-the-counter (OTC) sale of nicotine replacement therapy
(NRT) in the US was approved in 1996. Since then, population level surveys
comparing quit rates between NRT users and non-users have shown mixed results
regarding the benefits of OTC NRT. These results may be due to self-selection
bias found in non-experimental datasets since smokers who elect to use NRT
may be predisposed to relapse due to higher nicotine dependence or myriad
other confounding factors. Propensity score matching (PSM) can control for such
confounds by matching treated individuals to controls via selected covariates. This
secondary data analysis of a cross-sectional dataset developed a PSM model to
explore the effects of NRT use on smoking status. Methods: From March-April
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users, along with several ways in which these interactions may manifest. Further
research will be needed to ascertain the impact of these beliefs on actual drug use.
Funding: NIH Grant R01 AA011157.

OPTIMUM CUTOFF VALUE OF URINARY COTININE DISTINGUISHING
SOUTH KOREAN ADULT SMOKERS FROM NONSMOKERS USING DATA
FROM THE KOREA NATIONAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION EXAMINATION
SURVEY(KNHANES) 2008–2010

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jason Oliver, M.A., Moffitt Cancer Center, 4115 E.
Fowler Ave., Tampa, FL 33617, United States, Phone: 8137457832, Email: Jason.
Oliver@moffitt.org

Sungroul Kim* and Ara Jung, Department of Environmental Health Sciences,
Soonchunhyang University, Asan, South Korea
Background: The cutoff values distinguishing smokers from nonsmokers were
mostly obtained from white population-based studies. According to the World
Health Organization, nearly half of the world’s smokers are Asians. However, few
studies have explored cutoff values among Asian populations, even though recent
population-based studies have demonstrated that cutoff values can differ by race
and ethnicity. Objectives: We established urinary cotinine cutoff values using a
nationally representative South Korean adult population sample. Methods: Data
were obtained from the Korea National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(KNHANES) 2008–2010 with pooling sampling weights. Adult male and female
participants (n=11,629) aged 19 years or more were included. Optimal cutoff
values were determined by performing a receiver operator characteristic curve
analysis. Results: We determined 164 ng/mL as the optimum urinary cotinine
cutoff value for Korean adults with its highest correct classification rate of 95.0%
(93.2% sensitivity, 95.7% specificity). The application of the value for female subpopulations aged 19–34, 35–54, and 55 or older provided sensitivities of 87.1%,
96.3%, and 93.8%, respectively, while maintaining specificity of 93% or higher.
From the same three male sub-populations by age, we obtained sensitivities and
specificities ranging from 93.1% to 94.5% and from 92.8% to 97.0%, respectively.
Conclusions: Our cutoff value should allow researchers conducting environmental
epidemiological or clinical studies in South Korea and potentially in other Asian
countries to effectively distinguish adult smokers from nonsmokers although
different values may be applicable for sub-populations with different smoking
prevalence rates, or higher exposure levels to secondhand smoke.
Support for this project was provided by Korea Research Foundation and
Soonchunhyang University.
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NONDAILY SMOKING CESSATION MOTIVATION: SCALE DEVELOPMENT
AND VALIDATION
Carla J. Berg, Ph.D.*, Department of Behavioral Sciences and Health Education,
Emory University School of Public Health, USA
Despite recent successes in reducing overall tobacco consumption in the U.S.,
approximately 20.6% continues to smoke cigarettes, with up to 33% of smokers
smoking nondaily (i.e., 1 to 29 days out of the past 30). Nondaily smoking is
particularly common among young adults, with 19.9% reporting nondaily smoking.
Given this important public health issue, it is important to develop measures
that assess reasons or motivation for cessation specific to young adult nondaily
smokers. Thus, the current study aimed to develop a scale assessing motivation
for nondaily smoking cessation, and examine its reliability, factor structure, and
concurrent validity. We administered an online survey to 2,000 students at six
Southeast colleges; 718 (35.9%) completed the survey. Analyses focused on the
105 nondaily smokers. In addition to items created for scale development, measures
included sociodemographics, other measures of motivation and confidence/selfefficacy, past smoking/quitting history, readiness to quit, and perceived harm. The
13-item Nondaily Smoking Cessation Motivation Questionnaire (NSCM) had an
average score of 56.95 (SD=24.33) and internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha of
0.94). Factor analysis using principal components extraction with varimax rotation
extracted three factors accounting for 76.8% of the variance: Controlled motivation,
Autonomous motivation, and Amotivation. Concurrent and discriminant validity
were documented. The items and subscales yielded through the creation of the
newly developed NSCM behaved similarly to items created to assess motivation
for other health behavior changes and were in line with Self-Determination Theory.
Moreover, scale development drew from literature specifically focusing on young
adult nondaily smokers and, thus, has face validity, which is critical in creating an
instrument with high utility. Given this emerging problem and the lack of validated
measures to assess factors associated with nondaily smoking, this assessment
is important in informing intervention strategies and potentially for predicting
cessation among young adult nondaily smokers.
This work was supported by the National Cancer Institute (1K07CA13911401A1; PI: Berg) and the Georgia Cancer Coalition (PI: Berg).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sungroul Kim, Soonchunhyang University,
Soonchunhyang-Ro 22, Asan, 336-745, South Korea, Phone: 82-41-530-1249,
Email: sungroul.kim@gmail.com
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FACTOR ANALYSIS, PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES, AND VALIDATION
STUDIES OF THE ALCOHOL-SMOKING INTERACTION EXPECTANCIES
QUESTIONNAIRE
Jason A. Oliver*, David A. Macqueen, Sarah L. Eisel, and David J. Drobes,
University of South Florida and Moffitt Cancer Center

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Carla Berg, PhD, Assistant Professor, Emory
University, Department of Behavioral Sciences and Health Education, 1518 Clifton
Road NE, #524, Atlanta, GA 30322, United States, Phone: 404-558-5395, Email:
cjberg@emory.edu

Although it is widely recognized that alcohol and nicotine dependence co-occur
at high rates, the mechanisms responsible for this association remain unclear.
A number of candidate mechanisms have been considered, including common
biological propensities, pharmacological interactions, and cross-drug conditioning
processes. However, little is known about dual substance user’s expectancies
regarding contemporaneous use. The Alcohol-Smoking Interaction Expectancies
Questionnaire (ASIE) was developed to model dual substance user’s perceptions
of these associations (Monti et al., 1995). Yet the psychometric properties of this
measure have not been examined in detail. For the present report, the ASIE
was administered to participants in two studies designed to examine the effects
of combined alcohol and nicotine administration on craving to smoke and drink,
as well as cross-cue reactivity. A factor analysis suggested the ASIE consists of
three correlated factors: (1) Effects of smoking on alcohol use behavior, (2) Effects
of alcohol on smoking behavior, and (3) Smoking to cope with drinking urges.
Several items whose elimination would enhance the psychometric properties
of the measure were identified. Results of Study 1 indicate that individuals with
higher overall scores on the ASIE, indicating stronger beliefs that use of one
substance affected use of the other, was associated with greater cross-cue craving
on a laboratory-based pictorial cue reactivity task. Similarly, these individuals
experienced greater cravings to smoke following co-administration of alcohol and
nicotine. No such effect was observed for craving to drink. Results from Study
2 did not support an association between the ASIE and cross-drug attentional
bias. Across both studies, overall scores were weakly correlated with both
alcohol and nicotine dependence, but not usage variables. Taken together, these
results suggest an awareness of cross-drug interactions amongst dual substance
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INTEGRATING ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT (EMA) AND
GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) METHODS TO UNDERSTAND THE
SOCIAL CONTEXT OF TOBACCO USE
Pamela Kaufman*1,2, Michael Chaiton1,2, Jaklyn Andrews1, Joanna E. Cohen1,2,3,
K. Stephen Brown1,4, and Roberta Ferrence1,2, 1Ontario Tobacco Research
Unit; 2Dalla Lana School of Public Health, University of Toronto; 3Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health; 4University of Waterloo
It is increasingly recognized that social exposure to tobacco use (visual and
sensory cues) is associated with smoking norms and behaviour. However, data
are limited on where and when social exposure to smoking occurs. We developed
and piloted a protocol that used Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) and
Global Positioning System (GPS) methods to collect over 40 days of real-time data
on social exposure to smoking and tobacco use. Pilot data were collected by six
adult daily smokers for seven consecutive days each, between January and March
2012. A mobile survey application recorded where and when participants used
tobacco and saw or smelled smoking, the social and physical context of tobacco
use, perceived social norms, smoking triggers, mood and urge to smoke. A GPS
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logged time and location data at 15-second intervals. Each participant completed
a 30-minute interview before the mobile survey to provide background data and
training, and again after the survey to elaborate on data and provide input on the
protocol and application. GPS data were mapped to show clusters of smoking
locations and hotspots for social exposure. The survey captured a total of 293 social
exposures to smoking over the 7-day period (ranging from 20 to 77 exposures per
individual per week) and 379 instances of participant smoking (ranging from 27
to 97 instances per individual per week). Participants smoked with at least one
other person in 72% of instances; 73% of these instances involved co-workers.
Smell was the most common trigger for smoking (55% of instances), with seeing
smoking reported in 21% of instances. The average perceived social acceptability
of smoking across all instances of smoking was very high (4.88 out of 5.00), with
little variation by location and smoker. Results suggest that integrating EMA and
GPS methods using a mobile survey has potential to advance our understanding
of social exposure and tobacco use among different subpopulations. This
knowledge will inform the enforcement and expansion of smoke-free policies
in outdoor environments and workplaces, and the development of strategies to
support quitters, such as planning quit attempts and avoiding triggers.
Funding: Ontario Tobacco Research Unit and Ministry of Health and Long-Term
Care.

THE PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF THE MALAY VERSION OF
MINNESOTA NICOTINE WITHDRAWAL SCALE FOR MALAYSIANS
SMOKERS
Ali Qais Blebil*1, Mohamed Azmi Hassali2, Syed Azhar Syed Sulaiman1, Alfian
Mhd. Zin3, and Juman Abdulelah Dujaili1, 1Discipline of Clinical Pharmacy,
School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Penang, Malaysia;
2
Discipline of Social and Administrative Pharmacy, School of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Penang, Malaysia; 3Quit Smoking Clinic,
Penang General Hospital, Jalan Residensi
Background: Tobacco use is one of the biggest public health threats the world
has ever faced. The present study aimed to translate and validate MNWS scale for
practical clinical purposes among Malay speaking people. Design/Methods: A cross
sectional design was used to elaborate the study data. Adult smokers who attend
the Quit Smoking Clinic in Penang General Hospital at Penang State, Malaysia
were included in the study. The translation was done according to standard
guidelines: Forward translation, back translation from Malay to English language,
pretesting and cognitive interviewing, and preparing the final version of the Malay
scale for the reliability and validity study. Eligible subjects were interviewed by
expert counsellor with the use of structured questionnaire to overcome any nonresponse by those who had reading difficulties. The interview was performed at
day 7 of subject’s quit smoking date. Internal consistency and homogeneity was
used to test reliability of the Malay version of MNWS. Furthermore factor analysis
and concurrent validity was employed to validate the psychometric properties of
the scale. Results: The Malay version of MNWS scale has excellent reliability with
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.91. The test-retest reliability for the scale were presented
and an excellent reliability and stability of the translated scale with Spearman’s
Rank Correlation Coefficient, r = 0.876 (P < 0.001). In addition, There was a
significant positive correlation between carbon monoxide level, FTND total score
and number of cigarettes smoked per day with MNWS total score (r = 0.72, r
= 0.68 and r = 0.68, P < 0.001; respectively). A principal components analysis
with orthogonal rotation yielded a uni-deminsional model which includes all the
items of MNWS. Conclusion: The Malay version of MNWS is reliable and a valid
measure for withdrawal symptoms as well as the smoking urge and it is applicable
for clinical practice and research study.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pamela Kaufman, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of Toronto, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit, 33 Russell St., T5, Toronto,
ON M5S 2S1, Canada, Phone: 416-535-8501 x.6029, Email: p.kaufman@
utoronto.ca
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SMOKING ABSTINENCE
QUESTIONNAIRE-HUNGARIAN
R. Urbán, Ph.D.*1, P.S. Hendricks, Ph.D.2, E. Paulik, M.D., Ph.D.3, and K.L. Foley,
Ph.D.4, 1Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary; 2University of Alabama at
Birmingham, AL, USA; 3University of Szeged, Hungary; 4Davidson College, NC,
USA
INTRODUCTION: Recent research has emphasized the importance of smokers’
expectancies for the cessation process, i.e. abstinence-related expectancies.
The Smoking Abstinence Questionnaire (SAQ; Hendricks et al., 2010) is the first
measure of smokers’ abstinence-related expectancies, and it was developed
among English-speaking smokers in the United States. Because expectancies
are influenced by an array of environmental and cultural factors, whether the
SAQ is applicable to non-English speaking smokers and smokers outside of the
United States is unknown. OBJECTIVES: To test the psychometric properties of
a Hungarian-language version of the SAQ (SAQ-Hungarian). METHODS: The
original 55-item English-language SAQ was translated to Hungarian and then
back-translated to English. Any inconsistencies across translations were resolved
via discussion among the study authors. A draft version of the SAQ-Hungarian was
then administered to 340 non-treatment seeking Hungarian smokers who reported
smoking during the past 30 days (80 % daily smokers). RESULTS: Confirmatory
factor analysis failed to entirely confirm the original 10-factor structure of the SAQ.
Exploratory factor analyses revealed seven factors that were almost identical
with seven of the original subscales of the SAQ (Treatment Effectiveness,
Social Improvement/Nonsmoker Identity, Withdrawal, Social Support, Weight
Gain, Barriers to Treatment, and Coffee Use) and three new factors (Drug Habit
Change, Negative Social Impact, and Positive Health Effect). In daily smokers,
time to first cigarette correlated significantly with Withdrawal, Weight Gain, Barriers
to Treatment, and Coffee Use; and cigarettes per day linked significantly with
Withdrawal and Coffee Use. CONCLUSIONS: Results highlight commonalities
in abstinence-related expectancies among English-speaking American smokers
and Hungarian smokers as well as expectancy domains that appear to be unique
to these populations. Findings further underscore the importance of environment
and culture to abstinence-related expectancies and demonstrate that the SAQHungarian is a reliable and valid measure.
This publication was made possible by Grant #1 R01 TW007927-01 from
the Fogarty International Center, the National Cancer Institute, and the National
Institutes on Drug Abuse, within the National Institutes of Health. Its contents are
solely the responsibility of the author and do not necessarily represent the official
view of the NIH.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ali Blebil, MPharm, PhD(c), School of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Discipline of Clinical
Pharmacy, Penang Island 11800, Malaysia, Phone: 0060143427582, Email:
aliblebil@yahoo.com
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COMPARING OBJECTIVELY ASSESSED AND SELF-REPORTED MEASURES
OF TOBACCO EXPOSURE: A SMOKING TOPOGRAPHY STUDY
Jennifer J. Ware, Ph.D.*1, Marianne van den Bree, Ph.D.1, Jennifer J. Ware,
Ph.D.*2, Nic Timpson, Ph.D.2, and Marcus R. Munafò, Ph.D.2, 1Cardiff University;
2
University of Bristol
Genetic variants in the nicotinic receptor gene cluster CHRNA5-A3-B4 are
unequivocally associated with measures of heaviness of smoking. This association
is even stronger for objectively assessed biomarkers of exposure (e.g., cotinine),
even after adjustment for cigarette consumption. This suggests that even among
equal cigarette consumers, there is genetically influenced variation in total nicotine
exposure. Presumably this is due to differences in smoking topography. We
developed a protocol to determine potential mediation of the relationship between
this locus and cotinine by smoking topography. Here we present the results of the
pilot study, conducted in the absence of genetic data, intended to trial the protocol,
determine likely ranges of responses on topography-based outcome measures,
and to examine relationships between self-reported and objectively assessed
measures of tobacco exposure. Our sample consisted of nine current, daily
smokers. Smoking topography data were collected both in the laboratory and in the
participants’ ‘natural’ environment over the course of 24 hours. Primary outcome
measures were objectively assessed daily cigarette consumption, and total smoke
inhalation volumes. Over the course of one day, participants consumed an
average of 7.56 cigarettes (range = 3 to 14, SD = 3.94), and inhaled a mean total
volume of 5.16 l smoke (range = 1.24 to 12.13, SD = 3.53). Strong relationships
were observed between the assessed tobacco exposure variables, although these
were not perfect. For example, only 75% of the variance noted in total volume

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Róbert Urbán, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Eötvös
Loránd University, Persoality and Health Psychology, Izabella u. 46, Budapest,
1064, Hungary, Phone: 305652992, Email: r.urban.bp@gmail.com
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of smoke inhaled over the course of one day was accounted for by objectively
assessed cigarette consumption. Participants who inhaled very similar volumes of
smoke over the course of one day varied considerably in cigarette consumption.
This underlines the importance of using precise, objectively assessed measures
of tobacco exposure, and has key implications for epidemiology and genetic
association studies, including large genome-wide association studies of smoking
behaviour, which typically rely on retrospective self-report measures rather than
precise, objective measures of tobacco exposure.
This study was conducted while the first author was a Ph.D. student at Cardiff
University. Supported by a Wellcome Trust studentship to the first author (JW), and
Wellcome Trust grant #086684 (MM).

between waves had an increase (0.25) compared to stable non-smokers (p=0.02).
Age (odds ratio (OR) 1.20 (1.03-1.39) and past month marijuana use (OR 71.8
(9.36-551.3) were associated with escalation in drinking behaviors between
wave 1 and 2, while program enrollment (OR 0.62 (0.43-0.87) was associated
with a decreased likelihood of escalation in drinking behaviors. LTA models will
be shown to demonstrate the effect of changes in tobacco class membership on
alcohol escalation. Students who participate in a tobacco prevention and cessation
program may be less likely to transition to higher levels of alcohol use. Tobacco
prevention and cessation programs could be enhanced by additionally focusing on
alcohol reduction and abstinence.
Supported by NIH grant #R01DA026450.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Ware, Research Fellow, University of
Bristol, School of Social and Community Medicine, Oakfield House, Bristol, BS8
2BN, United Kingdom, Phone: 07508030074, Email: jen.ware@bristol.ac.uk

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Deepa Camenga, MD, Instructor, Yale School of
Medicine, Pediatrics, 330 Cedar Street, New Haven, CT 06520, United States,
Phone: 203-737-8310, Fax: 203-785-7584, Email: deepa.camenga@yale.edu
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CONSISTENCY OF DAILY SMOKING AMOUNT IN DEPENDENT ADULTS

QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS WITH SMOKERS FOLLOWING E-CIGARETTE
SAMPLING AND WEBSITE VIEWING

K.A. Perkins, N.C. Jao, and J.L. Karelitz, Department of Psychiatry, University of
Pittsburgh, PA

Elisha R. Oliver, M.S.*1, Jessica W. Blanchard, Ph.D.1, and Theodore L. Wagener,
Ph.D.2, 1University of Oklahoma; 2University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center
& Oklahoma Tobacco Research Center

Self-reported cigarettes per day (CPD) is a very common screening measure
in smoking research, but consistency of CPD across days in dependent smokers
may not be certain. Adult dependent smokers (N=357; 170 men, 187 women)
reported “usual” CPD at screening and then prospectively self-monitored CPD on
3 consecutive days of one week during an ad lib baseline period. All were recruited
for later tests of brief cessation medication effects in those with high or low interest
in quitting smoking soon (within 3 months). Consistency was determined by
intraclass correlation (ICC). Prospectively monitored daily CPD was generally
consistent (ICC = 0.78), but CPD increased or decreased by 5 cigs/day or more
in 40% of participants and by at least 10 cigs/day in 10%. CPD consistency was
greater in more dependent smokers and in women with low (vs. high) quit interest,
but consistency tended to be greater in men with high (vs. low) quit interest.
Retrospectively reported CPD (at screening) was generally consistent with the
mean of prospectively monitored daily CPD, but 15% of participants differed
by at least 5 cigs/day between methods, and digit bias was twice as likely with
retrospective versus prospective CPD. Understanding variability in CPD may
improve knowledge of dependence and factors that alter daily amount of smoking.
Supported by NIH Grants P50 CA143187 and DA031218.

The prevalence of e-cigarettes (ECs) use continues to increase, as more smokers
are becoming aware of these products. Understanding smokers’ perceptions of
ECs following initial use and after viewing popular EC brand websites may have
important implications not only for individual smoker’s health but for public health
policy. Eighteen participants (67% female, 78% White, Mage=40.1y, Mcpd=17.9,
Mfagerstrom=5.06) completed a qualitative interview after sampling 3 different EC
brands and their own brand cigarette (OBC). While sampling each EC, participants
were allowed to view printed website screen-shots of the EC being sampled. An
open-ended interview script was used for each participant. Interviews lasted
approximately 45-60 minutes and were digitally recorded. Interview responses
were analyzed for emerging themes which were both hand coded for inductive
codes and using NVivo software. Codes were then categorized in a hierarchical
system for use in a grounded theory approach. Overall themes included stress
and stigma associated with tobacco use, motivations for cessation, and e-cigarette
socio-economic and health perceptions. Stress and stigma: with the use of ECs,
participants perceived intimate relationships would be improved by no longer
having to mask the smell of smoke and professional opportunities would increase
due to improved hygiene (smell of smoke on clothes, breath, and body). Motivation
for cessation: participants expressed the belief that using ECs could help them quit
smoking given that ECs reduced cravings significantly while also giving them an
experience similar to smoking. Socioeconomic and health perceptions: noted large
motivators of continued EC use were participants perception that EC use would
likely lead to significant health benefits and cost savings over their OBC. Overall,
this study indicates that just brief sampling and website viewing of 3 popular EC
brands can lead to smokers perceiving the EC as having significant beneficial
qualities affecting not only their health but their quality of life.
Funding: Oklahoma Tobacco Research Center Seed Grant.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kenneth Perkins, PhD, Professor, University
of Pittsburgh, Psychiatry, WPIC, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, United States, Phone:
4122465395, Email: perkinska@upmc.edu
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DOES PARTICIPATION IN A TOBACCO PREVENTION AND CESSATION
PROGRAM AFFECT ALCOHOL USE BEHAVIORS?
Deepa R. Camenga, M.D., M.H.S.*, Christian Connell, Ph.D., Grace Kong, Ph.D.,
Dana Cavallo, Ph.D., and Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, Ph.D., Yale School of Medicine

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Theodore Wagener, PhD, Assistant Professor,
OUHSC, Pediatrics, 1200 Children’s Ave., Oklahoma City, OK 73104, United
States, Phone: 405-271-4407, Email: theodore-wagener@ouhsc.edu

Adolescence is a critical period for the initiation of both alcohol and tobacco
use, and the trajectories of alcohol and tobacco use are highly correlated. We
sought to determine whether participation in a school based tobacco prevention
and cessation program would alter alcohol use trajectories. We analyzed data
from longitudinal, self-report survey of tobacco and alcohol use behaviors among
students attending two high schools in Connecticut (n=1244). Students were
surveyed before (wave 1) and after (wave 2) participation in an incentive-based
tobacco prevention and cessation program. We conducted latent class analyses
(LCA) to identify homogeneous classes of tobacco users and alcohol users.
Latent transition analysis (LTA) was then used to examine changes in tobacco and
alcohol use class membership from wave 1 to wave 2. LCA revealed three classes
of tobacco users use (i.e., non-smokers (47.1%), susceptible to smoke (46.1%),
and smokers (12.2%)) and three classes of alcohol users (non-use (47%), light
drinkers (32.7%), heavy drinkers (20.3%)) at wave 1 and wave 2. LTA identified a
general pattern of stability over time for both tobacco and alcohol use. Smokers
who transitioned to susceptible to smoke at time 2 (n=12) had a greater decrease
in mean days of alcohol use in past month (-1.41) compared to stable non-smokers
(-0.079) (p<0.04), while students who remained susceptible to smoke (n=502)
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USE OF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES AMONG STATE QUITLINE
POPULATIONS: PREVALENCE, DEMOGRAPHICS, AND QUIT STATUS
Katrina A. Vickerman, Ph.D.*, Susan M. Zbikowski, Ph.D., Ken Wassum, and
Tamara M. Altman, Ph.D., Alere Wellbeing, Inc.
Little is known about the prevalence of e-cigarette use, reasons for use, and
whether e-cigarettes impact a user’s ability to successfully quit tobacco. Each
year nearly 450,000 tobacco users call free state quitlines for help with quitting.
Information regarding e-cigarette use among quitline callers is needed to better
understand callers’ cessation-related behaviors and to inform how e-cigarettes
should be addressed in treatment protocols. We evaluated e-cigarette use among
tobacco users who received cessation services through one of five state tobacco
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quitlines. Surveys were administered by phone seven months after participants
called the quitline. Participants were asked about their past and current e-cigarette
use, reasons for using e-cigarettes, and current quit status. Among 1,233
respondents, 30.0% reported ever using an e-cigarette and 8.7% reported current
use of e-cigarettes. The majority of e-cigarette users reported using or trying
e-cigarettes for a short period of time (62.2% for one month or less). Notably, more
than half reported using e-cigarettes to quit or cut down on tobacco use. Other
reasons included: switched from other tobacco, use when can’t smoke, curious/
tried once, healthier/safer, and cost. Characteristics of e-cigarette users will be
presented. Thirty-day point prevalence responder quit rates at the 7-month survey
for current, past, and never e-cigarette users were 15.9%, 20.7%, and 30.9%,
respectively; e-cigarette users (current or past) were significantly less likely to be
quit for 30 or more days compared to participants who had never tried e-cigarettes
(ps<0.01). This data shows that a significant proportion of state quitline participants
reported using e-cigarettes and e-cigarettes are being used as cessation aids,
despite the fact that the FDA has not approved them for therapeutic use. Policy
and research implications of e-cigarette use will be addressed. For example, are
tobacco users who quit other tobacco but still use e-cigarettes considered quit?
Do treatment protocols, including NRT dosing, need to be altered to address
e-cigarette use? Should quitlines provide treatment to e-cigarette users?
The five participating states provided funding for data collection. Alere Wellbeing
sponsored the data analysis for this submission.

A CROSS SECTIONAL STUDY OF TOBACCO AND OTHER DRUG USE
BEHAVIORS IN ADOLESCENTS WHO SMOKE ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES
AND CIGARETTES VS. CIGARETTES ONLY
Deepa R. Camenga, M.D., M.H.S.*1, Grace Kong, Ph.D.1, Dana Cavallo, Ph.D.1,
Amanda Liss, B.S.1, Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, Ph.D.1, Andrew Hyland, Ph.D.2,
Jennifer Delmerico, M.P.H.2, and K. Michael Cummings, Ph.D.3, 1Yale School of
Medicine; 2Roswell Park Cancer Institute; 3Medical University of South Carolina
Electronic cigarettes are emerging tobacco products that are marketed
as harm-reducing products and smoking cessation aids. The prevalence of
e-cigarette use in adolescent populations is largely unknown. We ascertained
whether adolescents who smoke e-cigarettes in addition to cigarettes (ECS) differ
from cigarette smokers only (CS) in their tobacco and other drug use behaviors.
We analyzed data from a cross-sectional survey of students attending 4 high
schools in Connecticut and New York (n=3,912) in 2010. We collected information
regarding current cigarette, e-cigarette, and other tobacco use. Alcohol, binge
drinking and marijuana use was assessed in a subsample of students (n=1,957).
We used multivariate linear regression to determine whether EC predicted use of
a higher number of other tobacco products. Eleven percent of students reported
current use of only cigarettes (n=421), and 1.4% (n=58) also reported current
e-cigarette use. Only 0.4% (n=19) used e-cigarettes without cigarettes. The ECS
and CS groups did not differ in their gender, grade, race, age of cigarette smoking
initiation, days smoked cigarettes in past month, and cigarettes smoked per day. A
larger proportion of ECS than CS reported current use of cigars (43.1% vs. 28.0%;
p=0.02), bidis/kreteks (13.8% vs. 2.9%; p=0.01), hookahs (31.0% vs. 8.8%;
p=0.01), cigars (43.1% vs. 28.0%; p=0.02), and blunts (69.0% vs. 53.0%; p=0.02)
but the two groups did not differ in their alcohol, binge drinking or marijuana use
patterns. Only 5% (n=4) of all e-cigarette users did not use any additional tobacco
products. Multivariate regression showed that ECS independently predicted
use of a higher number of other tobacco products (ß=0.59, t=3.75, p=0.0002)
when adjusted for gender, grade, race, days smoked cigarettes in past month,
and cigarettes smoked per day. Adolescents who smoke electronic cigarettes in
addition to cigarettes did not differ in their cigarette smoking frequency or intensity,
marijuana, and alcohol use from adolescents who only smoke cigarettes. But,
cigarette smokers who also smoke e-cigarettes were more likely to use other
tobacco products.
Supported by NIH grant #R01DA026450.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Katrina Vickerman, Ph.D., Lead Program
Evaluator, Alere Wellbeing, Inc., Research, Training and Evaluation, 999 Third
Ave, Seattle, WA 98104, United States, Phone: 206-876-2363, Email: Katrina.
Vickerman@alere.com
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THE EFFECT OF E-CIGARETTE SAMPLING ON SMOKING BEHAVIOR AND
MOTIVATION AND CONFIDENCE TO QUIT SMOKING
Theodore L. Wagener, Ph.D.*1,2, Ellen Meier, M.S.3, Maggie L. Warner, B.S.1, Leslie
M. Quinalty, M.S.1, Elisha Oliver, M.S.4, Stephen R. Gillaspy, Ph.D.1, Danielle M.
Wierenga1, Michael B. Siegel, M.D.5, and Steven B. Foster, Ph.D.4, 1University
of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center; 2Oklahoma Tobacco Research Center;
3
Oklahoma State University; 4University of Oklahoma; 5Boston University School
of Public Health

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Deepa Camenga, MD, Instructor, Yale School of
Medicine, Pediatrics, 330 Cedar Street, New Haven, CT 06520, United States,
Phone: 203-737-8310, Fax: 203-785-7584, Email: deepa.camenga@yale.edu

What effect e-cigarette (EC) use will have on smoking behavior and motivation
and confidence to quit smoking is currently in question. To examine this question,
we recruited 20 non-treatment seeking smokers (80% white, 60% female,
Mage=40.1y, Mcpd=18.6, Mfagerstrom=5.1), naïve to ECs, to participate in a
three-phase, exploratory study. In phase 1 (Baseline), participants completed
baseline demographic, smoking history, and smoking thoughts and behaviors
questionnaires; phase 2 (Sampling) included sampling 3 different popular EC
brands (bluCig, ProSmoke, and SmokeTip) and own brand cigarette (OBC), with
pre- and post-measures of product liking/satisfaction and motivation/confidence;
during phase 3 (ad libitum use), participants were sent home with a 1-week supply
of their preferred EC and asked to use it ad libitum and then completed follow-up
questionnaires 1-week post sampling. 16 participants completed all phases of the
study. During sampling, on a scale from 1 “not at all” to 10 “very much”, OBC were
rated as being the most liked/enjoyed (M=8.6, SD=1.8), satisfying (M=7.3, SD=3.3),
and effective in reducing urges/craving (M=8.7, SD=1.7), p<.05. Of the ECs,
no significant differences were found between brands but generally bluCig was
found to be the preferred brand across all three domains: like/enjoy [bluCig M=6.6
(SD=2.4), ProSmoke M=4.7(SD=2.5), SmokeTip M=5.2 (SD=2.7)], satisfying
[bluCig M=6.6 (SD=2.6), ProSmoke M=5.2(SD=2.9), SmokeTip M=5.0 (SD=2.8)],
and effective [bluCig M=7.2 (SD=2.1), ProSmoke M=6.2(SD=2.4), SmokeTip
M=6.1 (SD=2.4)]. bluCig was the brand that was selected by the most participants
for the ad libitum phase (bluCig=63.2%, ProSmoke=26.3%, SmokeTip=10.5%).
EC sampling led to a significant increase (p=.001) in “confidence to quit” smoking
but not in “wanting to quit.” However, ad libitum use of preferred EC brand for
1-week led to a significant increase in “wanting to quit” (p=.01). Confidence to quit
also continued to increase from end of sampling to end of ad libitum use, but it was
not significant. Number of cigarettes per day decreased significantly (p=.001) from
baseline (M=16.5, SD=5.0) to end of ad libitum use (M=9.3, SD=6.7).
Funding: Oklahoma Tobacco Research Center Seed Grant.
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CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS OF ELECTRONIC NICOTINE DELIVERY
DEVICES AS SMOKING CESSATION AIDS
Blair N. Coleman, M.P.H.*, Eva Sharma, M.P.H., Magdalena Ignaczak, B.S., and
Pamela I. Clark, Ph.D., University of Maryland-College Park
Background: Electronic nicotine delivery devices (ENDS; or e-cigarettes)
have surged in popularity in recent years, however further research is needed
to determine consumer perceptions of their acceptability as smoking cessation
aids. The aim of this pilot study was to explore smokers’ perceptions of the
effectiveness of using ENDS during a 2-week cessation attempt. Methods: After
a laboratory-based study that had the advantage of familiarizing participants with
use of the ENDS, smokers motivated to quit were provided with an e-cigarette and
a 2-week supply of cartridges in the style (menthol or non-menthol) of their choice.
They received two in-person behavioral counseling sessions and two telephone
counseling sessions. At the end of the two-week quit attempt, in-depth qualitative
interviews were conducted to assess the subjects’ perceptions of the effectiveness
of using ENDS as a cessation tool. Sessions were audio-recorded and the data
transcribed and analyzed using a thematic approach. Results: Themes that
emerged included lower perceptions of nicotine content compared to own brand
cigarettes, a higher sense of control with regards to nicotine self-administration
compared to other cessation mechanisms (e.g., nicotine gum, patch), and an
ease of transition to the e-cigarette to assist with a quit attempt. Additionally,
similarities between own brand of cigarettes and e-cigarettes generally included
similar smoking patterns (in terms of duration and time of day), but participants
found greater resistance to draw with the e-cigarette compared to conventional
cigarettes, and reported that they often failed to provide the level of satisfaction

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Theodore Wagener, PhD, Assistant Professor,
OUHSC, Pediatrics, 1200 Children’s Ave., Oklahoma City, OK 73104, United
States, Phone: 405-271-4407, Email: theodore-wagener@ouhsc.edu
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produced by conventional cigarette. Lastly, participants noted that the e-cigarette
drew attention from by-standers who were interested in knowing more about the
product, and some were uncomfortable with the attention the product elicited,
opting to use the e-cigarette in private locations only. Conclusions: Understanding
the consumer acceptability of using ENDS has important implications as to how
these products could be used as smoking cessation devices and how they could
potentially be prescribed to help smokers quit.
Supported by NIH/NIDA Grant #5R21DA030622.

demographic characteristics (e.g., gender, ethnicity), motivation to quit, and
other smoking- and cessation-related characteristics. Cross-sectional data were
obtained from 1567 adult daily smokers in Hawaii using paper-and-pencil survey
in 2010-2012, as part of a smoking cessation study. Participants represented 50%
women, 21% Asian, 31% Native Hawaiian, 34% White, and 14% Other ethnicity.
e-Cigarette use was significantly associated with age (OR= 0.98, 95% CI [0.97,
0.99]), Native Hawaiian ethnicity (OR= 0.68, 95% CI [0.45, 0.99]), motivation to
quit (OR= 1.14, 95% CI [1.08, 1.21]), quitting self-efficacy (OR= 1.18, 95% CI
[1.06, 1.36]), and the use of conventional cessation products or medications such
as nicotine replacement gum (OR= 3.72, 95% CI [2.67, 5.19]) and Bupropion
(OR=2.29, 95% CI [1.38, 3.79]). Our data suggests that smokers who use
e-cigarettes appear to be serious about wanting to quit. Research is needed to
clarify the effectiveness of e-cigarette use in smoking cessation. Clinicians and
public health practitioners need to be prepared to clearly communicate the risks
and benefits of e-cigarette use to smokers who are highly motivated to quit.
This study was supported by an R01 grant (# CA2079905) from the National
Cancer Institute to T.A. Herzog.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Blair N. Coleman, MPH, University of Maryland,
Behavioral and Community Health, 2387 SPH Building, Valley Drive, College Park,
MD 20742, United States, Phone: 3014058740, Email: bcolema2@umd.edu
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USE OF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES AMONG ADULTS ENROLLED IN A
GROUP RANDOMIZED SMOKING CESSATION TRIAL IN APPALACHIAN
OHIO

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pallav Pokhrel, Ph.D., M.P.H., Assistant Professor,
University of Hawaii Cancer Center, Cancer Prevention & Control, 677 Ala Moana
Blvd., Suite 200, Honolulu, HI 96813, United States, Phone: 8084417711, Email:
ppokhrel@cc.hawaii.edu

Amy M. Wermert, M.P.H.*, Nancy E. Hood, Ph.D., Sherry T. Liu, M.P.H., and Mary
Ellen Wewers, Ph.D., The Ohio State University, College of Public Health
Electronic cigarette (ecig) use is growing in popularity. Little is known about the
use of ecigs among adult smokers in Appalachian Ohio. The purpose of this study
was to describe the use of ecigs among participants living in Appalachian Ohio
enrolled in a group randomized cessation trial (n=467 participants) that included
behavioral counseling and free nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) (i.e., 21 mg
patch) over a 10 week protocol. Study eligibility criteria included: resident of a
participating Appalachian county, 18 years or older, self-reported daily cigarette
use, willing to quit in the next 30 days, no medical contraindication to NRT use,
and if female, not pregnant.
Data collection started in November 2010; items to
assess ecig use were added to the existing survey in April 2012. As a result, ecig
use was not collected for all participants. This abstract reports on a subset of the
sample (n=252 participants) and includes data collected at baseline, 3, 6, or 12
months post-intervention. Of the subset of participants, 10% reported currently
using an ecig every day or some days. Most ecig users were between 25-54 years
old (54%), female (65%) and had more than a HS/GED education (50%). Most
were not employed (69%) but had health care coverage (77%). Most ecig users
were living at 200% below poverty (77%). For those interviewed post-intervention,
5.9% (n=15 participants) reported use of ecigs, primarily to assist in efforts to quit
smoking. Most were using ecigs with nicotine (67%) and most believed that ecigs
are less harmful than regular cigarettes (87%). The primary reasons given for ecig
use included: “they make it easier for you to cut down on the number of cigarettes
you smoke” (53%), “they might help you quit” (47%).
These findings support
previous studies that demonstrate ecigs being used as a smoking cessation
aid. Limitations of this study include a small sample size and a homogenous
study population (i.e., those trying to quit, living in Appalachia, Ohio). This study
emphasizes the importance of continued research into the efficacy and safety of
the use of ecigs as a long-term smoking cessation aid.
This study was conducted while the first author was at The Ohio State University.
Supported by NIH grant # R01 CA129771.
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YOUNG ADULTS’ EXPOSURE TO PRO-SNUS AND PRO-ELECTRONIC
CIGARETTE MESSAGES AND USE OF THESE PRODUCTS
Kelvin Choi, M.P.H., Ph.D.*, and Jean L. Forster, Ph.D., M.P.H., University of
Minnesota
Objective: Young adults are experimenting with new tobacco products like
snus and electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes), and exposure to pro-snus and
pro-e-cigarette messages may contribute to this phenomenon. We conducted
the first analysis to examine young adults’ exposure to these messages and its
associations with trying these products.
Methods: Young adults (ages 20-25)
from the U.S. upper Midwest region were surveyed in 2009 and again in 2011
(n=2339). In 2011, participants were asked if they have received advertisements
and coupons for non-cigarette products in the mail, have seen Facebook pages/
groups and advertisements for snus and e-cigarettes, and have seen kiosks in
shopping malls promoting e-cigarettes. Ever use of these products was assessed
in 2011. Baseline tobacco use behaviors were assessed in 2009 (before these
products were available nationwide). Using multivariate logistic regression
models, we assessed characteristics associated with exposure to different types
of pro-snus and pro-e-cigarette messages in 2011, and the associations between
message exposure and ever use of these products in 2011. Results: Regarding
snus, 8% and 7% of the participants had received advertisements and coupons
for non-tobacco products in the mail, respectively; <1% had seen snus Facebook
pages/groups. Regarding e-cigarettes, 14% of the participants had seen kiosk
at shopping malls promoting e-cigarettes; 7% and 1% had seen e-cigarettes
advertisements and pages/groups on Facebook, respectively. Male, less educated
participants, those who had friends who smoke, tobacco users were more likely
to have received advertisements and coupons for non-cigarette products in the
mail (p<.05). For every additional type of exposure to pro-snus and pro-e-cigarette
messages, there was a 79% and 96% higher odds that participants had used
snus and e-cigarettes, respectively, adjusted for demographics, peer smoking and
tobacco use behaviors (p<.05). Conclusions: Exposure to pro-snus and pro-ecigarette messages were associated with experimenting with these products in our
sample. Longitudinal studies are needed to confirm our findings.
This research was funded by the National Cancer Institute (R01 CA86191; J.
Forster - PI).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amy Wermert, MPH, Program Manager, The Ohio
State University, College of Public Health, Health Behavior Health Promotion,
359-4 Cunz Hall, Columbus, OH 43210, United States, Phone: 614-292-8193,
Email: awermert@cph.osu.edu
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SMOKERS WHO TRY E-CIGARETTES TO QUIT SMOKING: ARE THEY
SERIOUS ABOUT QUITTING?

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kelvin Choi, M.P.H., Ph.D., Research Associate,
University of Minnesota, Division of Epidemiology and Community Health, 1300
South Second Street, Minneapolis, MN 55454, United States, Phone: 612-6261799, Email: choix137@umn.edu

Pallav Pokhrel, Ph.D., M.P.H.*, Pebbles Fagan, Ph.D., M.P.H., Melissa Little,
Ph.D., Crissy Terawaki Kawamoto, B.S., and Thaddeus A. Herzog, Ph.D., Cancer
Prevention & Control Program, University of Hawaii Cancer Center, Honolulu, HI
Electronic cigarettes or e-cigarettes are commonly marketed as smoking
cessation aids and their popularity appears to be on the rise. But little is known
about the characteristics of smokers who use e-cigarettes to quit smoking,
including their motivation to quit, quitting self-efficacy, and experience with Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) approved cessation aids. In this study, we tested
the associations between smokers’ ever use e-cigarettes for cessation and their
150
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cigarette (39% vs. 5%, p < 0.01). We found the majority of college students were
aware of e-cigarettes. While ever use of e-cigarettes was much more common
in current cigarette smokers than non-smokers, past month use was much less
common in the sample overall, and daily use was rare.
No funding.

ELECTRONIC-CIGARETTES (E-CIGARETTES) IN GERMANY: A SMOKING
CESSATION TOOL?
Tobias Rüther, M.D., Ph.D.*, Franziska Wissen, Andrea Linhardt, M.D., Désirée
Aichert, Oliver Pogarell, M.D., Ph.D., and Hein de Vries, Ph.D.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jill Murphy, PhD, Associate Professor, SUNY
Cortland, Health, PO Box 2000 Graham Ave, Cortland, NY 13045, United States,
Phone: 6077535613, Email: murphyj@cortland.edu

Introduction: The use of an electronic-cigarette (e-cigarette) resulted in some
previous studies in reduction and cessation of conventional cigarette smoking.
Therefore, this study aims to examine the reasons of using e-cigarettes instead of
and in addition to conventional cigarettes in Germany. Furthermore it is determined
to what extent e-cigarettes are used as a smoking cessation tool. Method: A
cross-sectional study was conducted in April – May 2012 in Munich, Germany. The
I-Change Model was used as theoretical framework and existing questionnaires
were used to build up the present questionnaire. 320 Smokers participated
in the study, divided in three groups: E-cigarette smokers (e-smokers) (33%),
conventional cigarette smokers (c-smokers) (37%) and smokers of both cigarettes
(b-smokers) (30%). Pearson Chi Square tests and analyses of variance were used
to assess differences among the group of smokers on demographic variables,
smoking behaviour and the constructs of the I-Change Model. Results: About half
of the e-cigarette users used the e-cigarette in addition to c. cigarettes and the
other half instead of c. cigarettes. It seemed that e-smokers and b-smokers had
the same reasons for using e-cigarettes overall. E-cigarette users were most often
men, were less addicted to nicotine and had a higher motivation to stop smoking
than c-smokers. In addition, e-smokers reported a more positive health and had
a lower carbon monoxide concentration compared to c-smokers. Furthermore,
e-smokers had a more positive attitude towards e-cigarettes, a higher self-efficacy
in terms of being abstinent from c. cigarettes in certain situations and a higher
self-efficacy of using an e-cigarette instead of c. cigarettes. E-cigarettes were used
more frequently if the social environment of a person vaporized as well or preferred
the respondent to vaporize e-cigarettes instead of c. cigarettes. Discussion: The
results confirmed most of the hypotheses and also important results of previous
studies. In addition, a well-conducted randomized-control trial is needed to confirm
the efficacy of e-cigarettes as a smoking cessation aid.
No funding.
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A PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CONTROL DESIGN STUDY TO EVALUATE
LONG TERM SAFETY, ABSTINENCE, AND REDUCTION RATES IN
SMOKERS NOT WILLING TO QUIT: THE ECLAT STUDY
Pasquale Caponnetto, Ph.D.1,2, Davide Campagna, M.D.1,2, Fabio Cibella, Ph.D.3,
Jaymin B. Morjaria, M.D.4, Cristina Russo, M.D.1,2, and Riccardo Polosa, M.D.,
Ph.D.*1,2, 1Centro per la Prevenzione e Cura del Tabagismo, Azienda OspedalieroUniversitaria “Policlinico-V. Emanuele”, Università di Catania, Catania, Italy;
2
Institute of Internal Medicine, S. Marta Hospital, Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria
“Policlinico-V. Emanuele”, Università di Catania, Catania, Italy; 3Istituto di
Biomedicina e Immunologia Molecolare del Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche,
Palermo, Italy; 4IIR Division, School of Medicine, University of Southampton,
Southampton General Hospital, Southampton, UK
E-cigarettes are becoming increasingly popular with smokers worldwide.
Carefully conducted research on e-cigarettes is urgently needed in order to ensure
that the decisions of regulators, healthcare providers and consumers are based
on science. We designed a prospective 12-month double-blind, randomized,
controlled trial to evaluate smoking reduction, smoking abstinence and adverse
events in 300 smokers not intending to quit experimenting 2 different nicotine
strengths of a very popular brand compared to the non nicotine alternative from
the same brand. Study Group A (n =100) used 7.2 mg nicotine cartridges, Group
B (n =100) used 5.4 mg nicotine cartridges and Group C (n =100) was given
no-nicotine cartridges. Study participants were invited to attend a total of 9 study
visits during which number of cigarettes smoked, and eCO levels were measured.
Smoking reduction and abstinence rates were calculated. Adverse events and
product preferences were also reviewed. Lastly, classic and novel static and
dynamic factors predicting abstinence and reduction rates will be investigated.
A significant reduction (p<0.001) cig/day use and eCO levels from baseline was
observed at each study visits in all 3 study groups. By and large, no difference
between study groups was observed in terms of changes in cig/day use and in
eCO levels. A mean of 2.0 cartridges/day was used in each study group up to the
3-month time point, but falling thereafter. Smoking reduction was shown in 21%
and 9% participants in group A, in 16% and 8% in group B and in 19% and 10% in
group C, at 3- and 12-months respectively. Smoking abstinence was observed in
11 % and 13% participants in group A, in 17% and 9% in group B and in 4% and
4% in group C, at 3- and 12-months respectively. Only minor and transient adverse
were reported, including mouth and throat irritation, and dry cough. They seem
to attenuate over time. By and large, participants’ perception and acceptance of
the product was positive. In smokers not intending to quit, the use of e-Cigarette
decreased cigarette consumption and elicited enduring tobacco abstinence at 1-yr
without causing significant side effects.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Tobias Rüther, MD PhD, Physician, University
of Munich Department of Psychiatry, Tobacco Dependence Outpatient Clinic,
Nussbaumstr.7, Munich, 80336, Germany, Phone: +49-89-5160-5707, Email:
tobias.ruether@med.uni-muenchen.de
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AWARENESS AND USE OF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES AMONG COLLEGE
STUDENTS IN NEW YORK STATE
Jill Murphy*1, Sarah Beshers1, Brian Fix2, and Martin Mahoney2, 1State University
of New York at Cortland, Cortland, NY; 2Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, NY
Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) have been available in the United States
for about five years. Recent studies have found that awareness and ever use
of e-cigarettes among adults is increasing. To our knowledge, to date there are
no published reports of e-cigarette awareness and use among college students
in the United States. Some tobacco control advocates express concerns with
e-cigarettes, including that e-cigarettes could be used as a starter product for
younger or never smokers or they could delay cessation and result in a pattern
of dual use of tobacco products. The objective of this study was to assess
college students’ awareness, use, and perceptions of e-cigarettes. In October
and November of 2011, we conducted a cross-sectional survey among 1,187
undergraduate students attending two public universities in New York State.
Participants completed an online survey that included questions on demographics,
cigarette smoking behavior, smokeless tobacco use, awareness and use of
e-cigarettes, beliefs about the harmfulness of e-cigarettes, and interest in using
an e-cigarette. The prevalence of current cigarette smoking was 10.5%, and the
prevalence of smokeless tobacco use (including chewing tobacco, snuff, or snus)
was 2.7%. Current cigarette smokers were more likely than non-smokers to have
heard of e-cigarettes (86% vs. 71%, p<0.01), ever try an e-cigarette (47% vs.
5%, p<0.01), and use an e-cigarette in the past month (4% vs. 0.1%, p<0.01),
respectively. Only one participant reporting daily use of the e-cigarette. The vast
majority (97%) of college students perceived that e-cigarettes were either less
harmful or no different in terms of harm when compared to regular cigarettes.
Among participants who had not tried an e-cigarette, cigarette smokers were more
likely than non-smokers to report they would be interested in trying an electronic

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pasquale Caponnetto, University of Catania, c/o
Policlinico Vittorio Emanuele, Catania, 95123, Italy, Phone: 0039 7436413, Email:
p.caponnetto@unict.it
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EFFECT OF ACCULTURATION ON WATERIPIPE USE IN ARAB American
Linda Haddad, R.N., Ph.D.*1, Omar El Shahawy, M.D., M.P.H.1, and Sukaina
Alzayoud, Ph.D.2, 1Virginia Commonwealth University; 2Hasemite University,
Jordan
Background: It is important to understand the disparities in water pipe smoking
among Arab immigrant populations in USA. Moreover, the rate of tobacco use
among immigrants may change with acculturation. The purpose of this study is
to explore the waterpipe use patterns and the effect of acculturation among Arab
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Americans in Richmond, Virginia. Methods: A sample of Arab immigrants (221)
was recruited from Middle Eastern groceries, restaurants/lounges, and faith based
organizations. Survey questionnaire included demographics, cigarettes and water
pipe use. Eleven questions were used for the water pipe smoking; the questions
ask about current level of water pipe use and situational characteristics of water
pipe use. They also assess motivation and efficacy regarding quitting water
pipe and cognitions and behaviors that support water pipe use. Results: The
participants were males (56.8%) and females (43.2%). About 36% of participants
were current water pipe smokers, only 13% were exclusive water pipe smokers
One fourth (25%) of the water pipe smokers reported smoking on a daily basis.
Initiation of water pipe smoking started between the ages of 18 (SD= 7) and 20
(SD= 10). The results indicated a strong positive relationship between the age
moved to US and the magnitude of water pipe smoking on a daily and weekly
basis. Furthermore, a strong association was found between having other family
members and or friend visit for water pipe smoking. Conclusion family members
and friends smoking water pipe are considered the most critical factor contribute
to water pipe smoking in this population. There should be a water pipe smoking
cessation programs designed specifically for this minority group. In order to be
effective, these programs should include smokers and their family and friends as
well.
Funding: Virginia Tobacco Settlement Foundation.

PATTERNS OF WATERPIPE USE AND ACCULTURATION AMONG ARAB
AMERICANS
Linda Haddad* and Omar El Shahawy, Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond, VA
Background: It is important to understand the disparities in water pipe smoking
among Arab immigrant populations in USA. Moreover, the rate of tobacco use
among immigrants may change with acculturation. The purpose of this study is
to explore the waterpipe use patterns and the effect of acculturation among Arab
Americans in Richmond, Virginia. Methods: A sample of Arab immigrants (221)
was recruited from Middle Eastern groceries, restaurants/lounges, and faith based
organizations. Survey questionnaire included demographics, cigarettes and
waterpipe use. Eleven questions were used for the t water pipe smoking; The
questions ask about current level of water pipe use and situational characteristics
of water pipe use. Results: The participants were males (56.8%) and females
(43.2%). About 36% of participants were current water pipe smokers, only 13%
were exclusive waterpipe smokers One fourth (25%) of the water pipe smokers
reported smoking on a daily basis. Initiation of water pipe smoking started between
the ages of 18 (SD= 7) and 20 (SD= 10). Logistic regression analysis indicated
there was evidence of significant positive relationship between the number
of years lived in USA and number of waterpipe sessions within the last month.
The slope (0.58) is positive and differs reasonable from zero (p-value= 0.0141).
The regression line fits reasonably with R2= 12% with the total variability of the
waterpipe frequency of use explained, and the estimated residuals were normally
distributed. This means that for each additional year lived in the US, the number
of waterpipe sessions smoked every month increases as well with an estimate
equivalent to the slope. Conclusion: the findings suggest the there is a high
use of waterpipe among Arab immigrants and among the smokers,their use of
waterpipe increased as they stayed in the US. These findings are coherent with
other research that showed negative acculturation in relation to smoking among
different migrant ethnic groups.
Funding: Virginia Tobacco Settlement Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Linda Haddad, PhD, Virginia Commonwealth
Univeristy, 11412 Hanover Courthouse Rd, Hanover, VA 23069, United States,
Phone: 804-366-1389, Email: lhaddad2@vcu.edu
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COMPARISON OF TOXICANT EXPOSURE AND SUBJECTIVE EFFECTS IN
HIGH- AND LOW-FREQUENCY WATERPIPE USERS: A DOUBLE-BLIND,
PLACEBO-CONTROL STUDY
Alejandra Morlett1, Caroline O. Cobb2, Melissa D. Blank3, Alan Shihadeh4, Ezzat
Jaroudi4, Barbara Kilgalen1, Janet Austin1, Michael F. Weaver1, and Thomas
Eissenberg1, 1Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA; 2The Schroeder
Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies, Legacy, Washington, DC; 3West
Virginia University, Morgantown, WV; 4American University of Beirut, Lebanon

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Omar El Shahawy, Virginia Commonwealth
University, Social and Behavioral Health, 3416 Grove Ave, Richmond, VA 23221,
United States, Phone: 8042188270, Email: elshahawyo@vcu.edu

Clinical laboratory work among intermittent and daily waterpipe (WP) smokers
has revealed significant risks for tobacco dependence and disease associated with
WP use. Importantly, no studies have explored whether these groups differ in their
smoking behavior and subjective response within a single study. The current study
aimed to examine whether individuals who differed in WP use frequency responded
differentially to nicotine-containing WP tobacco. Eighty participants reporting WP
use of 2-5 episodes (LOW; n=63) or >21 episodes (HIGH; n=17) per month for ≥6
months completed 2 double-blind, counterbalanced 2-hour sessions that differed
by WP product smoked ad libitum for 45+ min: preferred brand/flavor of WP
tobacco or a flavor-matched tobacco-free WP product (placebo). Participants were
nicotine/tobacco abstinent for ≥12 hours prior to each session. Outcome measures
included plasma nicotine, HR, expired air CO, puff topography, and subjective
response. Differences were examined by condition (tobacco vs. placebo), time,
and group (HIGH vs. LOW) using mixed repeated measures ANOVA and followed
up with t-tests. Average (±SEM) plasma nicotine concentrations increased when
smoking tobacco (but not placebo) with no significant differences between
groups (45+ min post-administration, HIGH=8.1±1.6 vs. LOW=5.3±0.5 ng/ml).
Significant increases in HR relative to baseline but not between groups were also
observed during tobacco smoking. Expired air CO increased significantly during
all conditions; however, the largest increases were observed for HIGH users when
smoking placebo (5 minutes post-smoking, 45±6 ppm). Correspondingly, across
all conditions and between groups, average drawn smoke volumes were highest
among HIGH users during placebo (91±6 liters). Overall, subjective ratings were
similar between groups with some evidence of higher baseline scores for tobacco
abstinence symptomology and reduced ratings of acceptability during placebo for
HIGH users. Results support the likelihood that higher frequency users may be
more sensitive to the effects of nicotine and WP smoke content.
Funding: R01CA120142, R01DA025659.
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FORMATION, FILTRATION, AND COMPOSITION OF PARTICULATE MATTER
IN MAINSTREAM HOOKAH SMOKE
Jessica Annonio, Timothy Oh, and Cindy DeForest Hauser*, Davidson College,
Davidson, NC
Hookah (also known as narghile, shisha, and hubble-bubble) is a form of
tobacco use originating in India during the 15th century and has since spread to
various Middle Eastern and Mediterranean regions as well as western countries
including the United States. The shisha tobacco is treated with ma’ssel, a sweet
tasting paste. As users inhale, hot air vaporizes the tobacco, upon cooling the
vapor forms particles or smoke. Recent years have shown increasing popularity
of hookah smoking, especially among youth and college students. While cigarette
smoke has been well characterized, information regarding hookah smoke is
still lacking. Here, we investigate the processes involved in hookah particulate
formation and filtration by varying puff duration, puff interval, heat source,
filtration media, and shisha type while characterizing particle number density, size
distribution, and composition. By looking at these parameters, the adverse health
effects of hookah can be better identified.
Funded by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and the Davidson Research
Initiative.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Cindy Hauser, PhD, Associate Professor, Davidson
College, Chemistry, 209 Ridge Road, Davidson, NC 28036, United States, Phone:
7048942302, Email: cihauser@davidson.edu

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Thomas Eissenberg, Ph.D., Professor, Virginia
Commonwealth University, PO BOX 980205, Richmond, VA 23298, United States,
Phone: 804-827-4617, Email: teissenb@vcu.edu
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and 4% respectively,p<0.001). These findings indicate that implementing POS
tobacco display bans can be effective in reducing exposure to tobacco marketing,
and may lead to less buying of unplanned cigarettes.
The research reported in this paper was funded by grants from the National
Cancer Institute of the United States (P50 CA111326, P01 CA138389, and R01
CA100362), Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (045734), Canadian Institutes
of Health Research (57897, 79551, and 115016), National Health and Medical
Research Council of Australia (265903 and 450110), Cancer Research UK (C312/
A3726), Canadian Tobacco Control Research Initiative (014578), and the Ontario
Institute for Cancer Research, with additional support from the Propel Centre for
Population Health Impact, Canadian Cancer Society, and a Prevention Scientist
Award from the Canadian Cancer Society Research Institute.

CO EXPOSURE, AND PUFF TOPOGRAPHY AMONG JORDANIAN
WATERPIPE TOBACCO SMOKERS: CORRELATION WITH LEVEL OF
DEPENDENCE
Karem H. Alzoubi, Ph.D.*1, Omar F. Khabour, Ph.D., M.Sc.1, Mohammed Azab,
M.D., Ph.D.2, Dana M. Shqaira, B.S.1, Alan Shihadeh, Ph.D.3, Brian Primack, M.D.,
Ed.M., M.S.4, and Thomas Eissenberg, Ph.D.5, 1Jordan University for Science and
Technology; 2Hashemite University; 3American University of Beirut; 4University of
Pittsburg; 5Virginia Commonwealth University
Waterpipe tobacco smoking is a significant threat to public health because of its
wide spread among world populations. Yet, evaluation of its toxicant load, smoking
behavior and dependence producing properties are not well understood.In here.
The Lebanon Waterpipe Dependence Scale (LWDS-11) was used to measure
levels of dependence in current waterpipe tobacco smokers (n=128) who either
received a score < 7 on the scale (Low LWDS-11 score group), or a score of >
13 (High LWDS-11 score group). Participants were abstained from smoking for
12 hours, and then allowed to smoke waterpipe in the laboratory until satisfied.
Their Pre- and post- smoking CO levels, and puff topography measured were
recorded. The mean smoking duration was 31.5±0.47 minutes, which resulted in
a CO boost of 53.7± 6.7 ppm. Males smoked more intensely than females as
evident by significantly larger smoke and puff volumes, and larger puff durations,
which resulted in higher CO boosts. Additionally, participants in the high LWDS-11
score group had significantly more puffs and puffing time per session, shorter
time between puffs, more frequent puffs per minutes and significantly higher CO
boost. In conclusion, this is the first study to show correlation between waterpipe
dependence score and CO exposure and puff topography measures. Both
male smoker and those with high dependence score had more intense smoking
habits, and more CO exposure, which could expose them for higher risk of health
consequences associated with waterpipe smoking.
Funding: NIH.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lin Li, PhD, Cancer Council Victoria, VicHealth
Centre for Tobacco Control, 100 Drummond Street, Carlton, VIC 3053, Australia,
Phone: +61396355605, Fax: +61396355440, Email: lin.li@cancervic.org.au
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A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO IMPROVE ACCURACY OF RETAIL TOBACCO
SALES VIOLATION RATES
A.H. Levinson* and J.L. Patnaik, University of Colorado, Denver
Introduction: United States federal law requires states to conduct random,
unannounced inspections of retail tobacco sellers. The results of these compliance
checks are used to estimate the proportion of retailers willing to sell tobacco to
minors. Previous studies have found that the compliance check protocol tends
to underestimate retailer violation rates (RVRs). Given that the RVR suffers from
poor sensitivity, we decided to conduct two compliance checks per store in order
to improve RVR accuracy. Methods: Minors attempted to purchase cigarettes at
all known tobacco retail businesses within two urban counties and one rural-resort
county in Colorado. Multiple visits to a store were separated by at least a day and
occurred at different times of day. RVRs were calculated for first visits, second
visits and either visit. Chi-squared tests and multiple logistic regression were used
to test RVR associations to characteristics of minors, clerks, and transactions.
Results: Between June 2001 and January 2012, 11 minors attempted to purchase
tobacco a total of 1,049 times from 671 retail businesses. The RVR was 16.8%
for first visits, 15.6% for second visits, and 25.3% combined. Results were similar
across all three counties. Several factors were associated with higher RVRs,
including minors who had more purchase attempt experience, minors who included
a snack in their purchase, and minors who were not asked for identification. RVRs
in our study were much higher than the 9.1% Colorado state rate reported with
Synar data. Conclusion: More than one-fourth of retail tobacco businesses in this
study illegally sold tobacco to a minor. Testing stores more than once within a few
day time-period increased the retailer violation rate by 51% from 16.8% in first
visits to 25.3%.
Funding: Colorado Division of Behavioral Services.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Karem Alzoubi, PhD, Associate Professor, Jordan
University of Science and Technology, Clinical Pharmacy, Faculty of Pharmacy,
Irbid, 22110, Jordan, Phone: 96227201000, Email: khalzoubi@just.edu.jo
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IMPACT OF TOBACCO DISPLAY BANS: FINDINGS FROM THE
INTERNATIONAL TOBACCO CONTROL (ITC) FOUR COUNTRY SURVEY
Lin Li, Ph.D.*1, Ron Borland, Ph.D.1, Geoffrey T. Fong, Ph.D.2, David Hammond,
Ph.D.2, James F. Thrasher, Ph.D.3, and K. Michael Cummings, Ph.D.4, 1The
Cancer Council Victoria, Australia; 2University of Waterloo, Canada; 3University of
South Carolina, USA; 4Medical University of South Carolina, USA
This study examined the impact of point of sale (POS) tobacco marketing
restrictions in Australia and Canada, in relation to the UK and the US where there
were no such restrictions during the study period. The data came from responses
of current smokers for four waves of the International Tobacco Control Four
Country Survey, a prospective multi-country cohort survey (Waves 5-8, conducted
in 2006(n=7037), 2007(n=6885), 2008(n=5887) and 2010(n=4593)). Logistic
regression and Generalized Estimating Equations were used. In Canada and
some states of Australia, where POS tobacco display bans had been implemented,
smokers’ reported exposure to tobacco marketing at POS was markedly reduced
over time. From 2006 to 2010, in Canada, the percentages noticing POS
tobacco displays declined from 74% to 6% following the ban (adjusted odds
ratio(AOR)=0.26,p<0.001); and reported exposure to POS tobacco advertising
decreased from 40% to 14% (AOR=0.61,p<0.001). Similarly, in Australia, where
bans came in later, noticing of POS displays decreased from 74% to 43% overall
(AOR=0.67,p<0.001) (19% where banned, 55% where not banned but impending).
By contrast, exposure to POS marketing in the US and UK remained high during
the study period. In parallel, there were declines in reported exposures to other
forms of advertising/promotion (e.g., billboards, gifts, competitions) in Canada
(47%-30%,AOR=0.58, p<0.001) and Australia (33%-24%,AOR=0.85,p<0.001),
but again, not in the US or UK. Reported purchase of non-usual brands because
of noticing tobacco displays/advertising was highest in the US (over 16%),
and declined from a lower level in Canada (11%-4%,AOR=0.58,p<0.001) and
Australia (5%-3%,AOR=0.71,p<0.05), but did not change in the UK (around
7%,AOR=0.89,p=0.24). In 2010 survey we also found higher proportions of
smokers in the US (7%) and UK (6%) spontaneously bought cigarettes when in a
store for another reason than did their counterparts in Canada and Australia (2%

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Patnaik, PhD, Instructor, University of
Colorado Denver, Epidemiology, 13001 East 17th Place, Aurora, CO 80045,
United States, Phone: 303-396-3284, Email: jennifer.patnaik@ucdenver.edu
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SNAPSHOT OF RETAIL TOBACCO MARKETING IN THE UNITED STATES
2010-2011
Jidong Huang, Ph.D., Dianne Barker, M.H.S.*, Frank J. Chaloupka, Ph.D., and
Sandy Slater, Ph.D.
Point of sale is the least regulated tobacco marketing channel in the U.S. Given
the evidence of the causal role of marketing in the tobacco epidemic and FDA’s
recently-charged role in regulating tobacco product marketing, it is important to
examine the current status of retail tobacco marketing in the U.S. This research
address this topic using the observational data from af national sample of tobacco
outlets focusing on the availability of various tobacco products, point-of-sale
promotions and marketing. Cross sectional data were collected in 2010 in 154
sites (in 43 states) and in 2011 in 157 sites (in 42 states) surrounding a national
sample of public 8th-, 10th-, and 12th-grade schools . For this study, sites were
defined as the area from which the schools drew the majority of their students
(the school enrollment zone). A random sample of retail outlets in each site were
153
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selected for observation. Our analyses revealed that close to 80% of the observed
retail outlets sold tobacco products. Differences exist in availability across different
types of tobacco products. Availability also differs within each product type across
sites with different racial/ethnic compositions and income levels. Availability of
electronic cigarettes, pipe tobacco, dissolvable tobacco products, and cigarillos
increased from 2010 to 2011. The percent of stores with promotions declined in
2011 in three promotional types (multi-pack discount, cents off coupon, and special
price). Presence of promotions was higher in minority communities, presence of
menthol cigarettes with special price was higher in communities with low-and
middle-income levels. Cigarette and snus ads were ubiquitous in stores selling
these products in 2010, however, a reduction was observed in those ads in 2011
across all sites regardless racial/ethnic compositions or income levels. This
study provided insights on the current status of tobacco retail marketing and has
important implications for policies targeting point-of-sale marketing.
Support for this project was provided by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
as part of the Bridging the Gap: Research Informing Practice and Policy for
Healthy Youth program; and by a National Cancer Institute-funded grant (Grant
#1U01CA154248), titled “Monitoring and Assessing the Impact of Tax and Price
Policies on U.S. Tobacco Use.” The Monitoring the Future study is funded by the
National Institute on Drug Abuse. The opinions expressed here are those of the
authors, and do not necessarily reflect those of the sponsors. None of the funding
agencies played any role in study design; in the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision to submit the paper for
the conference.

QUICK, DIRTY, AND CHEAP: CROWDSOURCING HARM PERCEPTIONS
SURROUNDING AMERICAN SPIRIT CIGARETTE PACK DESCRIPTORS
Jennifer Pearson, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1,2 , Amanda Richardson, Ph.D., M.S.2,3, Andrea
Villanti, Ph.D., M.P.H.1,2, Michael Tacelosky4, Thomas R. Kirchner, Ph.D.1,2, and
Donna Vallone, Ph.D., M.P.H.2,3, 1Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and
Policy Studies at Legacy, Washington, DC; 2Department of Research, Legacy,
Washington, DC; 3Department of Health, Behavior and Society, Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD; 4Survos, Washington, DC
BACKGROUND: American Spirit cigarettes features pack descriptors such as
“organic,” “100% additive-free,” and “100% US grown.” There are no published
data on harm perceptions surrounding these pack descriptors. METHODS: Using
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), we collected survey data on harm perceptions
of American Spirit cigarette pack descriptors “organic,” “100% additive-free,” and
“100% US Grown.” AMT is a crowdsourcing tool often used for small, repetitive
tasks such as photo tagging and is becoming increasingly popular in human
subjects research. In this research, we asked AMT workers to respond to three
separate surveys (N=500, N=1000, and N=1000), comparing original and altered
American Spirit packs to each other and to Marlboro packs to estimate the relative
impact of the above pack descriptors and evaluate whether further research using
a representative sample was justified. Data was collected for $1500 in less than
one week. RESULTS: Respectively, 54%, 62%, and 57% of respondents believed
that the American Spirit packs with the descriptors “organic”, “100% additive free”
and “100% U.S. Grown” were less harmful than a pack of Marlboro cigarettes.
Controlling for age, gender, and education, smokers rated American Spirit packs
with “100% additive-free” and “100% US grown” approximately 0.13 points lower
than a Marlboro pack on the harm perception scale compared to non-smokers.
When comparing the American Spirit “100% additive-free” pack to the Marlboro
pack, there was a 0.18 point increase on the harm perception scale with each year
of increasing age. When deleting the pack descriptors, respondents continued to
associate less harm with American Spirit cigarettes, though to a lesser degree.
DISCUSSION: Pack descriptors, including “organic,” “additive-free” and “U.S.
grown” may function as modified risk claims and decrease harm perception
associated with cigarettes. The US FDA has the authority to restrict misleading
health claims under the FSPTCA of 2009. AMT is a viable method to collect quick
turnaround, low cost data for formative research, survey development, and “canary
in the coal mine” emerging regulatory concerns.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jidong Huang, PhD, Research Specialist,
University of Illinois at Chicago, Institute for Health Research and Policy, 1747
West Roosevelt Road, Chicago, IL 60608, United States, Phone: (312) 413-0099,
Email: jhuang12@uic.edu
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PRICE PAID PER PACK OF CIGARETTES AND QUANTITY OF CIGARETTES
TYPICALLY PURCHASED
Monica E. Cornelius, Ph.D.*, K. Michael Cummings, Ph.D., M.P.H., Pete Driezen,
M.S., Geoffrey T. Fong, Ph.D., Frank J. Chaloupka, Ph.D., and Andrew Hyland,
Ph.D.,
Medical University of South Carolina; University of Waterloo, Canada;
University of Illinois, Chicago; Roswell Park Cancer Institute
The price of cigarettes is an important factor influencing smoking behaviors.
This study examines trends in the reported price paid per package of cigarettes
by adult smokers in the United States between 2002 and 2010. Data come from
the ITC cohort study which tracked the smoking habits of approximately 2,000
adult (18 years of age and older) cigarette smokers surveyed annually. In 2002,
the average reported price paid per package of cigarettes was $3.71 (range:
1.00 to 10.74). In 2010, the average price paid per package had increased to
$5.36 (range: $1.18 to $14.00), with the sharpest increase in price paid per pack
occurring in 2009-2010 corresponding to the increase in the Federal excise tax on
cigarettes in April 2010. As cigarette prices increased, there was a shift in in the
quantity of cigarettes typically purchased by smokers. In 2002, 64.4% of smokers
reported purchasing their cigarettes by the pack, by 2010 this percentage had
dropped 54.2%. Among those purchasing by the pack, the percentage reporting
multi-package purchasing increased from 37.8% in 2002 to 50.3% in 2010.
Smokers who scored higher on the Heaviness of Smoking Index were more likely
to report purchasing cigarettes by the carton and/or by multi-pack compared to
those purchasing a single pack at a time. Older smokers tended to purchase
by carton, while younger smokers purchased by the pack. Smokers appear to
be responding to higher cigarette prices by changing the quantity of cigarettes
typically purchased from packs to cartons and from single packs to multiple packs.
These trends likely reflect increased price marketing by manufacturers to help
customers cope with higher single package purchase prices.
This research was supported in part by National Cancer Institute Grants
R01CA100362, P50CA111236, and P01CA138389 and funding from the Canadian
Institutes of Health Research (57897, 79551).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amanda Richardson, PhD, Senior Director of
Research, Legacy, 1724 Massachusetts Ave NW, Washington, DC 20036, United
States, Phone: 202-454-5571, Email: arichardson@legacyforhealth.org
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ASSOCIATION OF YOUTH SMOKING OUTCOMES WITH THE DENSITY
AND PROXIMITY OF TOBACCO RETAILERS AND RETAIL CIGARETTE
ADVERTISING NEAR SCHOOLS
Brett R. Loomis, M.S., and Paul R. Shafer, M.A.*, RTI International, Public Health
Policy Research Program
The objective of this project was to examine the density and proximity of
tobacco outlets and retail cigarette advertising in school neighborhoods and their
association with cigarette use and purchasing outcomes among a representative
sample of Florida high school students. Data from 1,000 schools participating in
the 2010 Florida Youth Tobacco Survey were combined with retail licensing data
on the number and location of tobacco outlets and in-store observations on the
quantity of retail cigarette advertising for stores within 1/2-mile of the schools.
Logistic regression models controlling for individual, school, and neighborhood
factors estimate the association of openness to smoking among never smokers,
current smoking, and usual source of cigarettes being a store among high school
students, with the density and proximity of tobacco outlets and the amount of retail
tobacco advertising in school neighborhoods. Analyses were stratified by urbanicity
(urban, suburban, rural) to examine differential effects based on population
density of the school neighborhood. Overall, 17.1% (95% CI: 16.3-17.8%) of
never smokers reported being open to smoking. Retailer density was marginally
associated (p < 0.10) with openness to smoking among urban students (OR:
1.05, 95% CI: 1.00-1.10), but not suburban or rural. Current smoking was highest
among rural students (16.6%) and lowest among urban students (11.0%). Neither
retail density nor advertising were significantly associated with current smoking.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: K Michael Cummings, PhD, Professor, Medical
University of South Carolina, Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, 68 President
Street, Charleston, SC 29425, United States, Phone: 843-876-2429, Fax: 843876-2344, Email: cummingk@musc.edu
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Overall, 24.7% (95% CI: 23.2-26.3%) of students reported a store as their usual
source of cigarettes. Among suburban students, the number of retailers (OR:
0.82, 95% CI: 0.69-0.96), average ads per store (OR: 0.94, 95% CI: 0.87-1.01),
and total ads (OR: 1.03, 95% CI: 1.00-1.06) within a 1/2-mile of a school were
marginally associated (p < 0.10) with the usual source of cigarettes being a store.
These results suggest that cigarette smoking and purchasing among Florida high
school students is only weakly influenced by the number of tobacco outlets and
advertising in school neighborhoods. Stronger predictors included age, living with
a smoker, poor grades, and feeling depressed.
This study was conducted with funding from the Florida Department of Health,
Bureau of Tobacco Free Florida.

understanding of the relative potency of different media channels is important to
informing the ongoing public policy debate about how pro-smoking media should
be regulated. In this study, a sample of 134 college students carried handheld
computers for 21 days, recording their exposures to all forms of pro-smoking media
during the assessment period; they also recorded the channel for that exposure.
In addition, they responded to three random control prompts during each day of
the assessment period. After each pro-media smoking exposure and after each
random control prompt they answered questions that measured their risk of
future smoking. The total number of pro-smoking media exposures across all
participants and all media channel types was 1,112. Exposures were categorized
into the following three channels: point-of-sale (66% of exposures), exposure to
smoking in movies/on television (20%), and other locations (14% of exposures
[e.g., 4% in magazines; 3% via internet]). Analyses focused on whether future
smoking risk during point-of-sale exposures, via smoking in movies/television, and
via other media channels differed from future smoking risk assessed at random
control prompts. Results of linear mixed modeling indicated that participants had
higher levels of future smoking risk following exposure to pro-smoking media at
point-of-sale (p < 0.001) and via other media channels (p = 0.05) than at randomly
sampled (control) moments. There was no difference between future smoking
risk measured after exposure to smoking in movies/on television vs. at random
prompts (p = 0.78). This study makes a unique contribution to understanding how
different pro-smoking media channels contribute to smoking risk and suggests
that there is merit to examining the relative contribution of individual pro-smoking
media channels on behavior.
This research was supported by R21CA1237286.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Paul Shafer, MA, Economist, RTI International,
Public Health Policy Research, 3040 Cornwallis Road, Research Triangle Park,
NC 27709, United States, Phone: 919-316-3550, Email: pshafer@rti.org
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DENSITY AND PROXIMITY OF TOBACCO OUTLETS TO HOMES AND
SCHOOLS: RELATIONS WITH YOUTH CIGARETTE SMOKING
Sharon Lipperman-Kreda, Ph.D.*, Christina Mair, Ph.D., Joel W. Grube, Ph.D.,
Karen B. Friend, Ph.D., Phoenix Jackson, and Derrik Watson, Prevention
Research Center, Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation, Berkeley, CA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: William Shadel, RAND Corporation, 4570 Fifth
Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15317, United States, Phone: 412-683-2300, Email:
shadel@rand.org

This study investigates the associations among tobacco outlet density,
proximity of tobacco outlets to youth homes and schools, and youth cigarette
smoking across different geographic units (i.e., buffers) in 45 midsized California
communities. The sample comprised 832 youth who were surveyed about their
smoking behaviors. Inclusion criteria included both home and school addresses
within the city boundaries. A spatially masked address for each youth’s home was
created. Youth also provided information about their school locations. Observations
in the 45 cities were conducted to document addresses of tobacco outlets. Cityand buffer-level demographics were obtained from 2010 GeoLytics data. Multilevel
linear regression analyses were conducted. Model 1 included 0.75-mile buffers
around youth homes for tobacco outlet density and neighborhood demographics,
Model 2 included 1.00-mile buffers around youth homes, Model 3 used 0.75-mile
buffers around schools for tobacco outlets and neighborhood demographics, and
Model 4 used 1.00-mile buffers around schools. Model 5 included the distance to
the nearest tobacco outlet from youth homes and schools, as well as city-level
demographics. All models were adjusted for youth gender, age, and race. Buffer
sizes were created to be large enough to include at least one outlet per buffer
but small enough to fall mainly within city boundaries. Results show that greater
density of tobacco outlets within a 1-mile buffer of youth homes was significantly
associated with higher frequency of smoking (beta (SE) 0.016 (0.005)) in Model
2, as was tobacco outlet density within a 0.75-mile home buffer (0.010 (0.004)).
Neither tobacco outlet densities around schools nor distance to the nearest tobacco
outlet were significantly associated with individual smoking frequency. None of
the neighborhood characteristics was associated with youth past-30-day smoking.
Results will help to inform policymakers regarding how best to craft policies which
regulate tobacco outlet density and proximity to residential areas and schools.
Tobacco-Related Disease Research Program [19CA-016, S. Lipperman-Kreda
PI] and National Cancer Institute [CA138956, J. Grube PI].
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EFFECTS OF TOBACCO ADVERTISEMENTS ON YOUTH ATTITUDES
TOWARDS TOBACCO
Patricia A. Cavazos-Rehg, Ph.D.*1, Melissa J. Krauss, M.P.H.1, Edward L.
Spitznagel, Ph.D.1, Richard A. Grucza, Ph.D.1, Laura Jean Bierut, M.D.1, and
Frank Chaloupka, Ph.D.2, 1Washington University School of Medicine; 2University
of Illinois at Chicago
There is consistent scientific evidence that increased exposure to tobacco
advertisements is associated with higher risk of tobacco behaviors and positive
attitudes. Still, research on understanding the differential effects of tobacco
advertisements on tobacco attitudes is still in its infancy. In this study, we examined
the differing effects of tobacco advertisements on tobacco attitudes among youth
non-smokers. We used data from the 2011 National Youth Tobacco Survey, a
nationally representative sample of U.S. youth in grades 6-12. Analysis was
restricted to youth who never tried smoking (unweighted N=12,759). Youth were
asked how often they saw ads for tobacco products in magazines/newspapers or
on the internet (responses dichotomized as sometimes/most of the time/always
versus never/rarely). Logistic regression models were used to assess whether the
effects of tobacco ads on attitudes differed by race, additionally adjusting for sex,
age, and allowance. In multivariable models, exposure to internet ads (OR 1.5,
95% CI 1.2-1.8) and print ads (OR 1.4, 1.2-1.7) were associated with the belief
that smoking makes people look cool and included a significant interaction of print
ad exposure and race (p=.033). The effect of print ad exposure was strongest
among Caucasians (OR 1.8, 1.3-2.3; African Americans 1.0, 0.7-1.5; Hispanics
1.3, 0.96-1.8). Regarding the belief that all tobacco products are dangerous, there
were significant interactions between race and exposure to internet ads (p=.002)
and print ads (p=.005). Increased tobacco product ad exposure was associated
with a decreased belief about tobacco product danger among Caucasians (internet
0.8, 0.7-0.98; print 0.8, 0.7-0.97) and an increased belief about tobacco product
danger among African Americans (internet 1.4, 1.1-1.9; print ads 1.4, 1.1-1.8).
Associations among Hispanics were non-significant (internet 1.2, 0.95-1.4; print
1.2, 0.9-1.4). Our findings indicate that the social norms of minority non-smoking
youth are less affected by tobacco product advertisements versus Caucasian

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sharon Lipperman-Kreda, Ph.D., Research
Scientist, Prevention Research Center, Pacific Institute for Research and
Evaluation, 1995 University Avenue, Suite 450, Berkeley, CA 94704, United
States, Phone: (510) 883-5750, Fax: (510) 644-0594, Email: skreda@prev.org
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ARE EXPOSURES TO CIGARETTE ADVERTISING AT POINT-OF-SALE
RETAIL LOCATIONS MORE POTENT THAN EXPOSURES IN OTHER
CHANNELS? A STUDY USING ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT
William G. Shadel, Ph.D.*, Steven Martino, Ph.D., Claude Setodji, Ph.D., and
Deborah Scharf, Ph.D., RAND
Pro-smoking media messages can be conveyed through a variety of media
channels, for example as paid advertising in magazines and at point-of-sale retail
locations, or via portrayals of smoking in movies. More research is needed on
whether different smoking media channels differently influence smoking because
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counterparts. These findings may help to explain the lower smoking uptake of
minority adolescents versus Caucasians.
This study was conducted while the first author was at the Washington
University School of Medicine. Supported by NIH K01 DA025733 (PCR), NIH R01
DA032843 (PCR), and NIH R01 DA031288 (RAG).

using the VHA electronic medical record, who were randomized to proactive care
or usual care. The proactive care intervention combines: (1) proactive outreach
and (2) offer of choice of smoking cessation services (telephone or face-to-face).
Proactive outreach included mailed invitations followed by telephone outreach (up
to 6 call attempts) to motivate smokers to seek treatment with choice of services.
Because this study was testing proactive outreach, smokers were randomized
prior to contact and a baseline survey was administered after randomization using
a multiple-wave mailed questionnaire protocol. Outcomes from both groups were
collected 12 months post-randomization from participant surveys and from VHA
administrative databases. The primary outcome was population-level cessation at
one year using a self-reported, 6-month prolonged smoking abstinence measure.
RESULTS: The baseline survey response rate was 66% and the follow-up
survey response rate was 67%. The population-level cessation rate at one year
was 13.4% for proactive care compared to 10.8% for usual care (p=0.025). In
generalized linear mixed model analysis, proactive care resulted in increased odds
of population-level cessation, OR=1.274 (1.033, 1.571). In additional analyses
incorporating multiple imputation to estimate missing outcome measures and
adjusting for baseline group differences in age of smoking initiation, and length
of prior quit attempts, the effect of proactive care on population-level cessation
persisted, OR=1.220 (1.002, 1.484). CONCLUSIONS: Population-based proactive
tobacco treatment using proactive outreach to connect smokers to evidence-based
telephone or in-person smoking cessation services is effective for increasing
long-term population-level cessation rates.
VA Health Services Research and Development (IAB-05-303).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Patricia Cavazos-Rehg, Ph.D., Washington
University School of Medicine, 660 South Euclid, St. Louis, MO 63110, United
States, Phone: 314-362-2152, Email: rehgp@psychiatry.wustl.edu
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SMOKING AND SMOKELESS TOBACCO PREVENTION AND CESSATION
(PROJECT CURBING): END-OF-TREATMENT AND LONGITUDINAL
OUTCOMES
Alexander V. Prokhorov*, Joshua P. Hein, Mary A. Fitzgerald, Mario R. Luca, and
Salma K. Marani, The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
Project CURBING is an online interactive, multi-media tool addressing the
dangers of smoking and smokeless tobacco (ST) for rural and suburban high-school
students. Individually tailored tracks are designed to help adopt a tobacco-free
lifestyle. Five 30-min sessions were delivered during the first semester followed by
2 booster sessions during the next semester. A key innovation is social networking
through an interactive blog. High-school students (N=1139) were recruited from
16 suburban and rural high schools in central and southeast Texas. Within a
group-randomized trial, schools were pair-matched on size, location, and ethnicity,
and randomized to intervention or standard care. POST-INTERVENTION: The
post-intervention survey was completed by 400 students. Ninety-seven percent
reported satisfaction with all aspects of the game. Over 80% reported that the
materials increased their knowledge about tobacco use and were inspired never to
start or to quit. Furthermore, 65% planned to share the game with family or friends.
Participants were tested on their knowledge presented in specific modules. Over
75% reported that smoking, ST use, and secondhand smoke are harmful to one’s
health. LONGITUDINAL OUTCOMES: At 18-month follow-up, there were 849
students (overall retention 74.5%), 380 in control and 469 in intervention. The
mean age was 15 years (SD=0.7), 45% were male. The primary outcomes were
smoking initiation/cessation. Using generalized linear mixed model regression
adjusting for school effect. Cotinine-validated smoking initiation rates were not
significantly different between intervention and control (12% vs. 9%). Those who
were susceptible at baseline had significantly higher smoking initiation rates
compared to non-susceptible participants (3% vs 11%, p<.01). There was no
effect of the intervention on smoking cessation or ST use. Although the program
was overall positively received, no expected long-term behavior changes were
achieved. Possible reasons for the negative outcomes include insufficient number
of booster sessions, lack of bandwidth for the multimedia content-rich intervention
program, and excessively long spacing between the sessions.
The study was supported by a grant from the National Cancer Institute: R01
CA081934.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Steven Fu, MD, Acting Director, Center for Chronic
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A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL OF MINDFULNESS TRAINING FOR
SMOKERS
Zev Schuman-Olivier, M.D.*, Gladys Pachas, M.D., M.G.H., Bettina Hoeppner,
Ph.D., and A. Eden Evins, M.D., M.P.H., Harvard/Massachusetts General Hospital
Center for Addiction
BACKGROUND: A prior trial reported superior smoking outcomes (i.e.,
abstinence rates, cigarettes per day (CPD)) with Mindfulness Training for Smokers
(MTS), compared with a standard cognitive-behavioral intervention for smoking
cessation, Freedom from Smoking (FFS). Our aim was to replicate these findings
in an independent sample. METHODS: Adults with nicotine dependence (n=54)
who smoked 10 or more CPD were randomly assigned to 8 sessions of MTS
(n=25) or FFS (n=29), provided in twice-weekly 90-minute group sessions. Group
size was 3-7 subjects. Therapists were monitored for fidelity. Participants were
asked to set a quit date after session 4. No study medications were provided.
Primary outcomes were 7-day point prevalence abstinence during four monthly
follow-up visits. Secondary outcomes were expired CO and mean CPD during
follow-up. RESULTS: The groups were well matched for baseline demographic and
dependence characteristics. Results of generalized estimating equation analysis
of intent-to-treat point prevalence during follow-up showed no treatment effect
(χ2(1)=3.67, p=0.056), and indicated stability over time. At month 4, abstinence
rates were: 8% (n=2), FFS: 17% (n=5). For expired CO and mean CPD, using
mixed models repeated measures during follow-up, there was no group difference
between MT vs. FFS (CO:F(1,42)=0.03, p=0.58; CPD F(1,42)=0.02, p=0.90), but an
increase over time in both groups (CO: F(1,99)=13.86, p<0.001; CPD F(1,99)=13.82,
p<0.001). This result was consistent when considering only those who did not reach
abstinence during the treatment phase, (i.e., by month 1) (n=47); however, among
this non-abstinent sub-sample, month 4 mean CPD rates were different (FFS: 9.2
CPD v. MT: 5.0 CPD, (F = 4.2, p <0.05)). CONCLUSIONS: Contrary to a prior
study, this study did not demonstrate a superior effect for MTS over FFS on smoking
abstinence outcomes. Small sample size, floor effect in abstinence rates due to
heavier smoking, and observed group cohesion effects may limit the conclusions.
Given contradictory pilot findings, a larger study of MTS is needed.
R03 DA030899 (ZSO), Mind & Life Institute Varela Award Grant 2009-1-014
(ZSO), Harvard Medical School Dupont-Warren and Livingston Fellowships
(ZSO); K24 DA030443 (AEE); K01 DA027097 (BH).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Alexander Prokhorov, M.D., Ph.D., Professor, UT
MD Anderson Cancer Center, Behavioral Science, 1515 Holcombe Blvd, Houston,
TX 77030, United States, Phone: 713-7452382, Email: aprokhor@mdanderson.
org
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PROACTIVE TOBACCO TREATMENT AND POPULATION-LEVEL
CESSATION: A PRAGMATIC RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Steven S. Fu, M.D., M.S.C.E.*1,2, Michelle van Ryn, Ph.D., M.P.H.2, Scott E.
Sherman, M.D.3,4, Diana J. Burgess, Ph.D.1,2, Siamak Noorbaloochi, Ph.D.1,2,
Barbara Clothier, M.S.1, Brent Taylor, Ph.D.1,2, and Anne M. Joseph, M.D.,
M.P.H.2, 1Center for Chronic Disease Outcomes Research, Minneapolis VA Health
Care System; 2University of Minnesota Medical School; 3New York Harbor VA
HealthCare System; 4New York University School of Medicine
BACKGROUND: Boosting utilization of evidence-based treatments is a top
national tobacco control priority. Proactive tobacco treatment integrates populationbased and individual-level treatment and hence may increase the population
impact of treatment. METHODS: We identified a population-based registry of
current smokers (N=6400) from four Veterans Health Administration (VHA) facilities

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Zev Schuman-Olivier, MD, Massachusetts
General Hospital/Harvard Medical School, Department of Psychiatry, MGH Center
for Addiction Medicine, Boston, MA 02138, United States, Phone: 617-643-5926,
Fax: 617-643-1998, Email: zschuman@partners.org
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Always” provided 5A feedback [Ask (32.1%), Advise (28.6%), Assess (25.4%),
Assist (29.7%), and Arrange (12.5%)]. Greater self-reported tobacco counseling
skill (p<.001), intentions to model (p<.05) or provide counseling feedback (p<.05),
and belief in personal effectiveness in teaching tobacco counseling (p<.001),
were associated with greater modeling or provision of feedback. Use of displayed
treatment brochures was associated with greater preceptor modeling (p<.10) and
gender was associated with greater provision of feedback (p<.05; males>female).
Preceptor modeling of prescribing tobacco pharmacotherapy and providing
feedback in this area was associated with increased student reported counseling
in Assist (p<.05), Arrange (p<.05), and in discussing pharmacotherapy (p<.05).
Conclusions: Preceptor modeling and provision of feedback is associated with
student tobacco counseling. Future research should examine this relationship
prospectively.
Funded by the National Cancer Institute Grant R01CA136888 S1 to R. Hayes
& J. Ockene.

EFFICACY OF RECRUITMENT IN A NOVEL SMOKING CESSATION
PROGRAM
Steven B. Pokorny, Ph.D.*1,2, William P. Hinson, M.P.H.3, Jodian A. Blake, M.P.H.2,
Blair N. Coleman, M.P.H.4, Darrell R. Schroeder, M.S.5, and Steven C. Ames,
Ph.D., ABPP5, 1Florida Department of Health; 2Alachua County Health Department;
3
University of Florida; 4University of Maryland; 5Mayo Clinic
Background: Over 20.8% of young adults smoke in the United States. Previous
research found differences in the Stage of Change model for smoking and cessation
success at 1- and 6-month follow-up. End-of-treatment abstinence was predicted
by cigarettes per day (cpd) in young adults, which suggests that young adults’
baseline daily cigarette use is associated with level of addiction and treatment
attrition. Additional research has shown that individuals referred (Intercept) to a
quitline network by healthcare providers, were more likely to quit than individuals
who were self-referred (Respond). The present study assessed subject attrition
based on data from a novel cessation intervention for young adults. Methods:
Young adults aged 18-30 were recruited through both contact methods. Subjects
were randomized to either a usual or integrated smoking cessation treatment that
included a binge-drinking component. Survival curves assessed subject attrition
between Intercept vs Respond groups. Proportional hazard regression was
used to assess subject attrition between recruitment methods after adjusting for
treatment assignment, stage of change, and cpd. Results: 26/56 subjects were
lost to follow-up. There were no differences between subjects groups. Of the total
subjects, 48% were enrolled using ‘Intercept’ methods and 52% were recruited
via ‘Respond’ methods. Subject retention differed between recruitment methods
(p=.001). After adjusting for treatment condition and other factors, subjects in
‘Respond’ were 3.9 times more likely to attrition out of the study than ‘Intercept’
subjects. Moreover, subjects who were at the Pre-Contemplation/Contemplation
stage of change were 2.2 times more likely to leave than subjects in the Preparation
Stage. Additionally, subjects with greater cpd at baseline were 3.6 times more
likely to attrition. Conclusion: An association was found between recruitment
methodology after adjusting for significant variables. Future research should
examine treatment completion and success rates compared to cessation program
enrollment techniques. Cessation programs may need to focus recruitment on
strategies based on observed smoking in the environment.
This study is being funded by the James and Esther King Research Program
Grant #09KW-01. This study has Florida DOH IRB approval.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rashelle Hayes, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of Massachusetts Medical School, Medicine, 65 Lake Avenue North,
Worcester, MA 01655, United States, Phone: 508-856-7583, Fax: 508-856-3840,
Email: rashelle.hayes@umassmed.edu
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IMPLEMENTING THE MAYO NICOTINE DEPENDENCE CENTRE MODEL IN
THE CZECH REPUBLIC
Eva Kralikova*1,2, Alexandra Kmetova1,2, Lenka Stepankova1,2, Kamila Zvolska1,2,
Vladislava Felbrova2, Stanislava Kulovana2, Milan Blaha3, and Zbynek Bortlicek3,
1
Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology, First Faculty of Medicine, Charles
University and General University Hospital; 2Centre for Tobacco-Dependent of the
Third Medical Department, Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism, First
Faculty of Medicine, Charles University and General University Hospital in Prague;
3
Institute of Biostatistics and Analyses, Masaryk University, Brno
Introduction: In the CR (10,000,000 inhabitants, 40,000 physicians, 80,000
nurses, 2,100,000 smokers) still treatment of tobacco dependence is not a
routine part of the daily health care practice. Methods: Description of education
of physicians, nurses, successes and barriers in implementation of treatment of
tobacco dependence. Results: Since 2005, a network of Centres for TobaccoDependent according to the model of the Nicotine Dependence Centre, Mayo
Clinic, MN, USA in frame of a common project is implemented. So far, only
one centre from 40 works full time for smokers only. The Society for Treatment
of Tobacco Dependence helped to develop, run and analyze the web-based
application for treatment evaluation, serving as electronic documentation as well
(one-year follow up, CO-validated abstinence, Russel criteria), now with more than
7,000 patients are in the system. Twice a year a one-day meeting with updates
for the staff in held. Evidence-based treatment methods are used. Since 2006,
two billing codes can be used in those centres, all of them based in hospitals.
Conclusions: Sharing experiences and international collaboration helps to
disseminate good clinical practice.
Supported by the project AMVIS-KONTAKT ME09014.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Steven Pokorny, Ph.D., Director of Health
Promotion, Florida Department of Health, Alachua County Health Department,
224 SE 24th Street, Gainesville, FL 32641, United States, Phone: 352-334-7980,
Email: Steven_Pokorny@doh.state.fl.us
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ENHANCING THE MEDICAL SCHOOL CLERKSHIP EXPERIENCE IN THE
MSQUIT TRIAL: PRECEPTOR MODELING AND FEEDBACK TO TEACH
TOBACCO DEPENDENCE TREATMENT COUNSELING TO MEDICAL
STUDENTS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Eva Kralikova, Charles University, 1st Faculty of
Medicine and the General University Hospital, Studnickova 7, Praha 2, 128 00,
Czech Republic, Phone: +420 737 009 870, Email: eva.kralikova@lf1.cuni.cz

Rashelle B. Hayes, Ph.D.*1, Effie Olendzki, M.S.I.M., M.B.A.1, Alan C. Geller,
M.P.H., R.N.2, Denise Jolicoeur, M.P.H., CHES1, Linda Churchill, M.S.1, Candice
Dufour, B.A.1, and Judith K. Ockene, Ph.D., M.Ed., M.A.1, 1University of
Massachusetts Medical School; 2Harvard School of Public Health
Background: Physicians play a critical role in addressing tobacco use and
should be trained to provide tobacco counseling (“5As”) during medical school.
Modeling and providing feedback on the 5As by clerkship preceptors may
influence medical students’ 5A practice. This study described the frequency of
modeling each 5A and the provision of 5A feedback among clerkship preceptors.
It also identified correlates of preceptor modeling and feedback, and examined
if student tobacco counseling behavior was associated with preceptor modeling
and feedback. Methods: Preceptors (N=56) from 10 U.S. medical schools
completed surveys on their practice of modeling and providing feedback on
tobacco counseling to medical students, as well as on their attitudes about tobacco
counseling, self-reported counseling skills, tobacco counseling behavior, and
clinic-based approaches to tobacco treatment (e.g. brochures). A 3rd year medical
student matched with each preceptor reported on their own frequency of tobacco
counseling behavior while working with their preceptor. Results: Preceptors “Very
Often or Always” modeled most of the 5As [Ask (80.3%), Advise (85.8%), Assess
(60.0%), Assist (55.4%), and Arrange (35.7%)], while a minority “Very Often or
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A SINGLE SESSION OF HIGH-FREQUENCY REPETITIVE TRANSCRANIAL
MAGNETIC STIMULATION (RTMS) OVER THE DORSOLATERAL
PREFRONTAL CORTEX TRANSIENTLY REDUCES NICOTINE CUE CRAVING
Xingbao Li1, Karen J. Hartwell*1,2, Max Owens1, Todd LeMatty1, Jeffrey Borckardt1,
Colleen Hanlon1, Kathleen T. Brady1,2, and Mark S. George1,2, 1Medical University
of South Carolina; 2Ralph H. Johnson VA Medical Center, Charleston, SC, USA
Background: Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) can noninvasively stimulate the brain and thus transiently amplify or block (knockout)
behaviors mediated through a region. Several lines of evidence suggest that rTMS
over the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) can affect processes involved in
nicotine addiction. We hypothesized that a single high-frequency rTMS session
over the left DLPFC would reduce cue craving for cigarettes compared to a sham
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TMS session. Methods: Sixteen non-treatment seeking, nicotine-dependent
participants were randomized to receive either real high-frequency rTMS (10
Hz, 100% resting motor threshold, 5 second-on, 10 second-off for 15 minutes;
3000 pulses) or sham TMS over the DLPFC in two visits with a one week interval
between visits. During each blind visit, the participants received simultaneous cue
exposure before and after rTMS and rated their craving after each block of cue
presentation. Results: Stimulation of the DLFPC with real, but not sham, rTMS
reduced craving significantly from baseline (p = 0.018). When compared to neutral
cue craving, the effect of real TMS on cue craving was significantly greater than
the effect of sham TMS (p = 0.042). There were significant positive correlations
between decreased subjective craving and FTND score (p = 0.031) and cigarette
per day ( p = 0.035). Conclusions: One session of high frequency rTMS (10 Hz)
of the DLPFC significantly reduced subjective craving induced by smoking cues in
nicotine-dependent participants. Further studies are needed to explore the use of
rTMS as an aid to smoking cessation.
The study was funded by a Grant-In-Kind from MUSC and National Institute of
Health Grant #5R21DA026085 (KTB, MSG).

QUALITY OF MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING COUNSELING AND SMOKING
CESSATION AMONG PREGNANT SMOKERS
Laura Fish, Ph.D.*, Pauline Lyna, M.P.H., Bercedis Peterson, Ph.D., and Kathryn
Pollak, Ph.D., Duke University
Motivational Interviewing (MI) interventions have promoted change among a
variety of behaviors; however, MI cessation interventions for pregnant smokers
have had mixed results. The inconsistency might be due to fidelity to MI counseling;
yet, few have examined the relationship between quality of MI counseling
and cessation. Our aim was to estimate the effect of quality MI counseling on
cessation among pregnant women. This is a secondary analysis from the Baby
Steps Trial, an open-label RCT of NRT in pregnancy. All women received up to 6
CBT counseling sessions during pregnancy; 2/3 received CBT+ NRT. Counselors
attended 40-hours of training and weekly supervision during the study. We used the
Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity 2.0 (MITI) coding system to assess
quality of counseling. The MITI includes 2 global scores (Empathy and MI spirit
(1-7)) and 6 behavior counts (Giving Information, Open and Closed questions,
MI adherent and Non-adherent behaviors, and Simple and Complex Reflections).
We calculated the mean score across all sessions for the global scores and the
sum scores for the behavior counts. Counts were then used to calculate quality
indicators as outlined in the MITI 2.0. Overall, 68% of women were White, 68%
were partnered, 48% had a partner who smoked, 39% had completed more than
high school, and 83% were multiparous. Approximately one-third of participants
received counseling that met quality benchmarks for Empathy (38%) and MI spirit
(31%). Benchmark percentages for behavior count scores were: 11% for ratio of
reflections to questions, 21% for open questions, 55% for complex reflections, and
14% for MI adherent behavior. Overall cessation rates were 18% (CBT+NRT)
and 7% (CBT)(p=.04). Most women did not receive counseling that met MI quality
benchmarks. Also, counseling that met quality benchmarks did not predict quitting
smoking. More research is needed to determine if the quality of the MI counseling
is vital to promoting cessation among pregnant women.
This work was supported by the National Cancer Institute grant R01CA089053
and operated under IND #67,259.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Xingbao Li, M.D., Assistant Professor, Medical
University of South Carolina, Psychiatry, 67 President Street, Charleston, SC
29425, United States, Phone: 8437925729, Email: lixi@musc.edu
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PILOT EVALUATION OF A DEDICATED INSTITUTIONAL TOBACCO
CESSATION SERVICE FOR LUNG CANCER PATIENTS
Katharine A. Dobson Amato, M.P.H., C.P.H.*1,2, Michael A. Zevon, Ph.D.1, Patricia
Hysert1, Robert Reed1, Gary Giovino, Ph.D.2, Maansi Bansal-Travers, Ph.D.1,
Heather Ochs-Balcom, Ph.D.2, Andrew Hyland, Ph.D.1, and Graham Warren, M.D.,
Ph.D.1, 1Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, NY; 2University at Buffalo, Buffalo,
NY
OBJECTIVE: To describe the initial lung cancer patient population contacted by
a dedicated institutionally supported tobacco cessation service at a NCI Designated
Comprehensive Cancer Center and to describe the effectiveness of the cessation
services provided for patients during cancer treatment and follow up. METHODS:
The tobacco assessment and cessation service at Roswell Park Cancer Institute
(RPCI) uses a structured evidence based tobacco assessment measure delivered
by nursing through the electronic medical record (EMR). Patients who self-report
tobacco use within the past 30 days are electronically and automatically referred
to and contacted by a dedicated institutionally supported cessation service. Using
a combination of the EMR, finance records, and tobacco cessation service notes,
descriptive statistics were used to describe (1) the numbers of patients eligible for
and interested in the service; (2) the demographic characteristics of these patients;
and 3) the quit rates of these patients at screening, and 1st and 2nd contact by
a tobacco cessation specialist. RESULTS: 660 new lung cancer patients were
referred to the RPCI Tobacco Cessation Service from January 2011 through
February 2012. Among these referrals, 19.3% were patients who reported quitting
in the 30 days prior to assessment and the rest were current tobacco users. At
first contact by the cessation service, 86.4% reported continued current tobacco
use. Strikingly, only 2.8% of patients refused any cessation intervention. A second
follow-up was performed an average of 32 days after the first successful contact
with 23.0% of those contacted reported having quit. There were no statistically
significant differences in demographic characteristics between those who were
successfully contacted and those who were not able to be contacted or declined
participation in the service. CONCLUSIONS: Data demonstrate that the RPCI
tobacco cessation service can effectively generate a large mandatory referral base
with high patient interest in cessation, and that cessation can be implemented and
maintained in high risk cancer patients during cancer treatment and follow-up.
Funding: Roswell Park Alliance Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laura Fish, Ph.D., Duke University, Cancer
Prevention Detection and Control, 2424 Erwin Rd, Suite 602, Durham, NC 27710,
United States, Phone: 919 681 3820, Email: laura.fish@duke.edu
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ELICITING “CHANGE TALK”: COMPARING MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING
AND HEALTH EDUCATION AS MOTIVATIONAL INTERVENTIONS FOR
SMOKERS WHO ARE NOT YET READY TO QUIT
Jose L. Moreno*1, Delwyn Catley1, Andrea Bradley-Ewing1, Daniel Folk1, Kari Jo
Harris2, Kathy J. Goggin1, Kimber Richter3, Karen Williams4, and Christi Patten5,
1
Department of Psychology, University of Missouri - Kansas City; 2School of
Public and Community Health Sciences, The University of Montana; 3Department
of Preventive Medicine & Public Health, University of Kansas Medical Center;
4
Department of Biomedical and Health Informatics, University of Missouri – Kansas
City School of Medicine; 5Department of Psychiatry and Psychology, Mayo Clinic
Motivational Interviewing (MI) has been shown to be effective for fostering
health behavior change including quitting smoking. Evidence has emerged that the
elicitation of “change talk” (i.e., any expression of interest or desire to change) may
be an important mechanism through which MI has its effects. However, studies
have generally not directly compared MI with alternative intensive motivational
interventions. In this study we examined whether MI would be more effective
and efficient than a matched duration health education (HE) intervention at
eliciting desire to change in smokers not ready to quit. We used the Motivational
Interviewing Skill Code (v. 2.1) to code the occurrence of change talk in baseline
counseling sessions from the HE and MI arms of a randomized clinical trial.
Participants were daily smokers with low motivation to quit recruited from the
community (N=202; mean age = 45.9; 56% men; 69% Non-White). Efficiency was
determined by coding the length of time it took for smokers to express desire to
change either directly (i.e. using words such as “like, want, wish”) and/or indirectly
(using language such as “It would be nice.”). Coders also assessed participants’
overall level of desire, commitment, and ability to quit smoking on a 7-point Likert
scale. ICC’s (2.1 single measure, absolute agreement; N= 17 cases) revealed
good reliability in coding (ICCs: .899 - .939). Results revealed that more smokers
in the MI group expressed direct and total (direct and/or indirect) statements of

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Katharine Dobson Amato, MPH, CPH, PhD(c)
University at Buffalo, Social and Preventive Medicine, SUNY, Buffalo, NY 14214,
United States, Phone: 5853142964, Email: kdobson@buffalo.edu
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desire (54% vs. 28%; X2 (1, N = 202) = 14.07, p <.001 and 68% vs. 49%; X2
(1, N = 202) = 7.23, p <.01, respectively). Among those who directly expressed
desire to quit it took a mean of 8.7 minutes in MI compared to 23.2 minutes for HE
(F(1, 81) = 73.99, p < .001). Ratings of desire, commitment, and ability were not
significantly different. Findings suggest that MI may be more effective and efficient
than HE at eliciting expressions of interest in behavior change among smokers
unmotivated to quit. Expression of interest in change is a potentially important
counseling milestone as it allows counselors to focus on “how to quit” rather than
“whether to quit.”
This research supported by the National Cancer Institute R01 DA025156
Varenicline (Chantix ®) was provided by Pfizer through Investigator Initiated
Research Support (#WS759405).

MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING FOR ENCOURAGING QUIT ATTEMPTS
AMONG UNMOTIVATED SMOKERS: A RANDOMIZED, CONTROLLED,
EFFICACY TRIAL
Delwyn Catley*1, Kari Jo Harris2, Kathy J. Goggin1, Kimber Richter3, Christi
Patten4, Karen Williams1, Ken Resnicow5, Edward Ellerbeck3, and Hyoung S. Lee6,
1
University of Missouri - Kansas City; 2The University of Montana; 3University of
Kansas Medical School; 4The Mayo Clinic; 5University of Michigan; 6University of
Washington Tacoma
Although the current clinical practice guideline recommends Motivational
Interviewing (MI) for use with smokers not ready to quit, the strength of evidence for
its use is rated as not optimal. Few studies have explicitly focused on unmotivated
smokers or used an attention-matched control condition. The purpose of this
randomized, controlled trial was to compare MI to brief advice (BA) and health
education (HE) for motivating quit attempts and smoking cessation among daily
smokers. Participants (N= 255) were community residents (43% female; 68%
African American; mean age = 45.8) with low motivation and readiness to quit
(mean motivation = 1.9 on a 1-10 scale). Participants in BA received one brief
in-person session at baseline while those in MI and HE received 4 individual
time-matched counseling sessions over 18 weeks. All participants who decided to
quit were assisted with a quit plan and offered free pharmacotherapy. Participants
completed surveys at baseline, week 12 and 6-month follow-up to assess
demographics, smoking characteristics, and smoking behavior. Blinded coding
using the Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity Code of a 10% random
sample of HE and MI sessions revealed MI sessions were delivered with high
fidelity and were significantly different than HE sessions. Primary analyses using
planned logistic models examining the effect of MI compared to BA, and MI
compared to HE revealed no significant effects of MI on any self-reported quit
attempt at 6 month follow-up (OR = 1.06, 95% CI [.51-2.18] and OR =.72, 95%
CI [.41-1.28], respectively). Exact tests comparing MI and BA and MI and HE on
biochemically verified 7-day point prevalence cessation at 6 months were also not
significant. Additional analyses revealed a trend toward significantly greater quit
attempts and cessation in HE relative to BA. The surprising failure to find MI to
be more effective than either BA or HE in motivating quit attempts and cessation
among unmotivated smokers in a methodologically rigorous trial suggests further
research is needed to identify effective interventions for unmotivated smokers.
This study was supported by grant R01 CA133068 from the National Cancer
Institute. Varenicline (Chantix ®) was provided by Pfizer through Investigator
Initiated Research Support (#WS759405).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jose L Moreno, MA, University of Missouri Kansas City, Department of Psychology, 5030 Cherry St, Kansas City, MO 64112,
United States, Phone: 816-235-1094, Email: jlmtw8@mail.umkc.edu
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MOTIVATIONAL RESPIRATORY BIOMARKER FEEDBACK CESSATION
INTERVENTION FOR LOW-INCOME PERSONS LIVING WITH HIV/AIDS WHO
SMOKE: INTERVENTION PRE-TESTING RESULTS
Jack E. Burkhalter, Ph.D.*1, Geoffrey Corner, B.A.1, Ariela Noy, M.D.1, Erica
Lubetkin, M.D.2, John Guidry, Ph.D.3, and Mark Kornegay3, 1Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center; 2The City College of New York; 3Gay Men’s Health Crisis
Persons living with HIV/AID (PLWHA) are a population in which factors
associated with elevated smoking prevalence in the general population, including
low income, are clustered. PLWHA smoke at a rate 2-3 times (45%-74%) that
observed in the general population (20.6%). Smoking adds substantially to the
morbidity and mortality of this population, and efficacious cessation interventions
are needed. Respiratory symptoms and concerns are prevalent among PLWHA,
but most HIV+ smokers are no more motivated to quit than smokers in general. We
developed a one-session respiratory biomarker feedback intervention grounded in
principles of motivational interviewing and Self-Determination Theory. We present
preliminary data testing the experimental intervention with n = 9 HIV+ smokers to
refine the intervention prior to the randomized trial. The experimental intervention
entails assessment of alveolar carbon monoxide, respiratory symptoms, and lung
age via spirometry (functional age of lungs), and feedback to participants in the
form of a personal lung health report. Personal goals are elicited and through
discussion participants are challenged to link valued goals to efforts to quit
smoking. Warm handoff to the state quitline, education about medications, and
information on HIV and smoking are provided as well. The sample was 67% male,
African American (78%), and mean age was 47 (SD=7) years. Mean (SD) cpd =
12 (SD=7), and 78% smoked within 30 minutes of waking. In the post-intervention
assessment, intention to quit smoking (score range 4-28) increased, M (SD) = 14.3
(8.3), to 23.2 (5.0), p < .01, and quitting self-efficacy (score range 4-28) increased
significantly, M, SD = 17 (7.3) to 22 (4.9), p <.05. Overall satisfaction with their
experience was high; 89% were quite/extremely satisfied, 11% moderately
satisfied with their experience, and 89% of the participants rated counseling
quality as excellent. All but one (89%) accepted the offer for direct quitline
referral. These pre-trial intervention testing results support the acceptability of the
experimental intervention and a positive short-term impact on quitting motivation
and self-efficacy.
This study was conducted at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center.
Supported by NCI grants #3U54CA-137788-03S1 and 3P30CA-008748-44S2.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Delwyn Catley, University of Missouri - Kansas
City, Dept of Psychology, Kansas City, MO 64110, United States, Phone: 816 235
1073, Email: catleyd@umkc.edu
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PRELIMINARY OUTCOMES OF AN OPEN-LABEL TRIAL OF BEHAVIORAL
ACTIVATION SMOKING CESSATION TREATMENT FOR OLDER
ADOLESCENTS
L. MacPherson*, A. Collado-Rodriguez, B. Dubose, J. Dahne, C. Risco, and E.
Hoffman, Center for Addictions, Personality, and Emotion Research, Department
of Psychology, University of Maryland
Evidence suggests a significant percentage of adolescent regular smokers are
interested in trying to quit smoking and frequently make attempts to quit, yet are
unsuccessful in maintaining abstinence on their own. Despite a genuine desire
to quit, there is an increasing incidence of smoking among older adolescents
that runs counter to the overall trends of smoking reduction seen in the general
population. Moreover, currently elevated depressive symptoms are highly
comorbid with smoking behavior and dramatically reduce cessation rates. Thus
there has been great interest in evaluating the potential for increased efficacy
when smoking cessation interventions include components that target depressive
symptoms specifically. This study presents preliminary data from an open-label
trial comprised of a sample (n=18; 77% Caucasian, M = 19.6 years old; M=
10.1 cigarettes per smoking day) of 18-21 year old daily smokers with elevated
depressive symptoms (baseline BDI-II score ≥ 10), participating in a behavioral
activation (BA) treatment for smoking paired with standard smoking cessation
strategies including nicotine replacement therapy. BA is based in reinforcement
theory and involves a systematic, structured approach to increasing positive
behaviors and decreasing the frequency of depressed behavior. Results supported

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jack Burkhalter, PhD, Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center, Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, 641 Lexington Ave., 7th Floor,
New York, NY 10022, United States, Phone: 646-888-0040, Fax: 212-888-2584,
Email: burkhalj@mskcc.org
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the initial efficacy of BA, including median attendance = 7 (of 8) sessions, 90%
smoking reduction, and 11% relapsing to smoking within the first month post quit
date. Additionally, after controlling for covariates (e.g., cigarettes per smoking
day) GEE analyses indicated a significant decrease in depressive symptoms
(Beta=0.33, SE =.15, p= .03) and time-varying effect of self-reported activation
(Beta= -.13, SE = .07, p = .001) such that higher levels of activation co-occurred
with lower levels of depressive symptoms throughout the treatment period. These
initial results suggest this BA-based treatment is a promising intervention that may
promote smoking cessation and improvement of depressive symptoms among
older adolescent smokers. Additional work is needed with a larger sample in an
RCT to replicate results, and examine mechanisms of treatment effects.
Funding: R21 DA029445 (LM).

descriptors and filter ventilation, on smokers’ perceptions of appeal, sensory
effects and health risks were assessed. METHODS: Participants (N=90) were
current smokers whose brand of choice was Marlboro Lights/Gold. Using a
factorial design, participants were randomized to receive a Marlboro Lights/Gold
cigarette presented in one of three pack conditions (1) text descriptors; (2) no
text descriptors, and (3) plain pack. All participants smoked two cigarettes, in
counterbalanced order, with physical design variations: (1) filter blocked and (2)
filter unblocked. Measures of nicotine effect, liking, sensory responses, health risk,
and puffing topography were obtained for each cigarette smoked. RESULTS: Pack
design and ventilation interacted to influence perceived smoking effect (p=0.007),
with the ventilated cigarette producing greater perceived effect as pack descriptors
were removed. Liking was affected only marginally (p=0.08). Pack design and
ventilation also interacted to influence sensory perceptions of irritation, impact
and taste (p’s<0.039), with higher ratings observed on plain pack with blocked
ventilation. Blocked ventilation produced significantly greater average puff volume,
total puff volume and puff number, and total puff volume varied according to the
type of cigarette pack presented (p=0.02). Risk perceptions were not influenced
by variations in pack design or ventilation. CONCLUSIONS: Variation in filter
ventilation interacts with pack descriptors to influence sensory response and
product appeal, but not perception of risk, among “lights” smokers. Physical design
features which promote appeal may be regulated by the FDA, and such features
should be evaluated in the context of their accompanying product packaging.
Funded by National Cancer Institute grant RO1-CA1-25224.
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SURVEY OF EXPERT RATINGS OF COMMONLY USED SMOKING
CESSATION TIPS
Jonathan Foulds, Ph.D.*, Susan Veldheer, M.S., and Shari Hrabovsky, M.S.N.,
The Pennsylvania State University

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Vaughan Rees, PhD, Harvard School of Public
Health, Center for Global Tobacco Control, Kresge Building, 6th Floor, Boston,
MA 02115, United States, Phone: 617-432-6345, Email: vrees@hsph.harvard.edu

Tips designed to help smokers to quit are widely available on the internet and
in health education brochures. However, very little research has been conducted
to help guide clinicians and health educators as to the most helpful tips. This
study aimed to identify the brief pieces of advice (tips) that are perceived to be
most helpful by experienced smoking cessation clinicians and researchers. An
anonymous online survey of smoking cessation tips was sent via email to all
members of SRNT, ATTUD, and to a list of mental health clinicians working on
smoking cessation. The survey consisted of over 200 brief smoking cessation
tips and included tips that have been widely used (e.g., in CDC publications or
on the smoking cessation text messaging intervention that is currently available
on smokefree.gov). We invited participants to rate each tip on a 0-4 scale and
add comments. 297 participants (65% female) completed the survey. 56% were
SRNT members, 36% were ATTUD members and their mean duration of smoking
cessation experience was 12 years. 47% were ex-smokers. We found that several
widely used tips were not rated highly by experienced smoking cessation clinicians,
possibly because of questionable accuracy. For example, “Quitting smoking not
only helps your lungs heal, but also improves your night vision” obtained a mean
rating of 1.3. Tips we preselected as “bad advice” obtained the lowest ratings. For
example, “You will know when the time is right to quit. Dont rush into it, but wait for
the right moment,” obtained a mean rating of 0.99. Tips providing concrete advice
to avoid or manage risky situations were rated most helpful. For example, “Think
about the things in your life that can trigger the urge to smoke. Make plans on how
best to manage these situations,” obtained a mean rating of 3.5. The smoking
cessation tips provided in brief interventions and health education materials may
be improved by focusing on tips rated most helpful by experienced clinicians and
by ex-smokers.
Supported by internal funding from Penn State University.
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DO PARENTS WHO SMOKE WANT THEIR CHILD’S PEDIATRICIAN TO
ADDRESS THEIR SMOKING – AND DOES IT OCCUR?
Deborah J. Ossip, Ph.D.*1, Heide Woo, M.D.2, Yuchiao Chang, Ph.D.3, Emara
Nabi-Burza, M.B.B.S., M.S.4, Nancy Rigotti, M.D., M.P.H.5, and Jonathan P.
Winickoff, M.D., M.P.H.5, 1University of Rochester Medical Center; 2University
of California Los Angeles; 4Massachusetts General Hospital; 5Massachusetts
General Hospital, Harvard Medical School
BACKGROUND: The pediatric visit provides a teachable moment for physician
intervention on parental smoking. A barrier for some pediatricians is their perception
that parents may react negatively or not be interested. METHODS: This analysis
examines parental perceptions and receipt of intervention in 10 control practices
in a national trial, Clinical Effort Against Secondhand Smoke Exposure (CEASE)
in Pediatric Research in Office Settings (PROS) practices. Following a pediatric
visit, 981 smoking parents across practices were initially enrolled through exit
interviews; of these, 681 (69.42%) were reached for a 3 month telephone interview
that included assessment of attitudes towards pediatrician intervention. Of the
681, 430 (63.1%) had an additional visit to the pediatric office since enrollment
and were asked additional questions about interventions received. RESULTS:
Most parents (83.3%) agreed that parents who smoke should be offered help at
the pediatric visit, and that it was acceptable for their child’s doctor/health provider
to talk to them about their smoking (55.5% very acceptable; 29.8% somewhat
acceptable; only 3.7% not at all acceptable). Yet, few reported receiving an
intervention: 24.8% were asked if they smoked and 21.3% were advised to
quit, 31.1% were asked about and 29.4% were advised to have a smokefree
home, and 24.1% were asked about and 23.8% advised to have a smokefree
car. Only 11.7% received cessation materials, 7.5% discussed quit strategies
other than medications and 9.6% were referred to a program such as a quitline.
Regarding medications, 75.3% thought parents should be offered prescriptions for
medications to help them quit at their child’s visit, though only 8.2% reported that
medications were discussed. CONCLUSIONS: These results indicate a high level
of interest by parents in receiving cessation interventions at the pediatric visit, but
a very low level of intervention. Effectively engaging pediatricians in interventions
for parents who smoke appears acceptable to parents and has potential for public
health impact to reduce parental smoking and exposure of children to secondhand
smoke.
Funded by the National Cancer Institute grant R01-CA127127 (Winickoff, PI),
the National Institute on Drug Abuse, and the Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality. This study was also partially supported by a grant from the Flight
Attendant Medical Research Institute to the AAP Julius B. Richmond Center, and

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jonathan Foulds, PhD, Professor, Penn State
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EFFECT OF CIGARETTE PACK DESCRIPTORS AND CIGARETTE PHYSICAL
DESIGN ON PERCEPTIONS OF APPEAL, SENSORY RESPONSE, AND
SMOKING BEHAVIOR
Vaughan W. Rees, Ph.D.*, Ilan Behm, M.P.H., Jonathan K. Noel, M.P.H., and
Gregory N. Connolly, D.M.D., M.P.H., Center for Global Tobacco Control, Harvard
School of Public Health, Boston, MA
The FDA has banned cigarette pack text descriptors, such as “light,” “low,” or
“mild”, but non-text descriptors such as pack colors and chemosensory descriptor
terms such as “smooth,” are freely used and these may also influence perceptions
of risk and appeal. Further, cigarette physical design features, such as high filter
ventilation, may also influence smoker perceptions. The effect of reducing pack
160
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quit smoking have different expectations, needs and goals for tailored smoking
cessation and relapse prevention strategies.
Y.I. Garces was supported by Mayo Clinic CR20 Funding.

the Pediatric Research in Office Settings (PROS) Network, which receives core
funding from the HRSA MCHB (HRSA 5-UA6-10-001) and the AAP.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Deborah Ossip, Ph.D., University of Rochester
Medical Center, Community and Preventive Medicine, 265 Crittenden Blvd.,
Rochester, NY 14618, United States, Phone: 585-275-0528, Fax: 585-424-1469,
Email: deborah_ossip@urmc.rochester.edu
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Sandra J. Japuntich*1,2, Suzanne Pineles1,2, Kristin Gregor1,2, Jamie L. Gradus1,3,
Amy E. Street1,2, and Ann Rasmusson1,2

Adrienne L. Lidgard*, Alison C. McLeish, Kimberly M. Avallone, Christina M.
Luberto, Kristen M. Kraemer, and Emily R. Jeffries, University of Cincinnati

Military service members have a high prevalence of tobacco use and
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Individuals with PTSD have among the
highest prevalence estimates for tobacco use. Few studies have examined the
effect of military deployment on tobacco use or investigated associations between
deployment trauma exposure, PTSD and tobacco use. 2213 U.S. service
members deployed in support of OEF/OIF (50.9% female; mean age=35.53;
74.2% Caucasian), reported on tobacco use pre-, peri- and post-deployment
and completed the Deployment Risk and Resiliency Inventory and the PTSD
Checklist. Tobacco use prevalence estimates were 37% pre-, 46% peri- and
31% post-deployment. Exposure to combat and harassment during deployment
was associated with initiation of tobacco use during deployment (OR=1.48, 95%
CI= 1.24,1.77; OR=1.41, 95% CI=1.21,1.65). Tobacco use during deployment
was associated with PTSD symptoms post-deployment (controlling for trauma
exposure; T=2.54, p<.01). Post-deployment PTSD symptoms were related
to post-deployment tobacco use (among tobacco users during deployment;
controlling for combat experiences and pre-deployment tobacco use; OR=1.28,
95% CI=1.04,1.50). Tobacco use increased substantially during deployment and
exposure to traumatic stressors may partially explain this increase. Tobacco use
and PTSD may have a mutually detrimental relationship wherein deployment
tobacco use is associated with increased PTSD symptoms post-deployment and
post-deployment PTSD symptoms are associated with continued tobacco use.
Tobacco cessation interventions for individuals with PTSD are indicated.
Funding: National Center for PTSD, Office of Mental Health Services,
Department of Veterans Affairs.

It has been well established that there are significant associations between
cigarette smoking and alcohol use. Indeed, smokers drink alcohol more frequently
and in greater amounts than non-smokers (Kahler et al., 2008), resulting in
significantly poorer health outcomes (Breitling et al., 2009). Unfortunately, greater
alcohol use also decreases the odds of successfully quitting smoking (Kahler
et al., 2009). In fact, approximately one-fourth of smoking lapses during a quit
attempt occur in situations where alcohol is consumed (Shiffman, 1982). As alcohol
consumption has been found to be associated with increases in both smoking
urges and smoking rate (Sayette et al., 2005), greater nicotine dependence and
resulting withdrawal symptoms may be one reason why problematic alcohol use
among smokers is associated with poorer cessation outcomes. Thus the purpose
of the current study was to examine the predictive ability of problematic alcohol use
in terms of nicotine dependence and perceived barriers to cessation among adult
daily smokers. It was hypothesized that greater alcohol use problems would be
predictive of greater nicotine dependence and addiction-related, but not internal or
external, perceived barriers to cessation. Participants were 126 daily smokers (n
= 88 males; Mage = 36.5, SD = 13.05) who smoked an average of 18.5 (SD = 8.7)
cigarettes per day. As expected, after controlling for the variance accounted for by
gender, race, and smoking rate, alcohol use significantly predicted level of nicotine
dependence (3.5% unique variance) and barriers to smoking cessation related to
addiction (7.1% unique variance). Alcohol use did not significantly predict internal
or external barriers to cessation. These findings suggest that smokers who report
problematic alcohol use may have greater difficulty quitting smoking because of
greater withdrawal symptoms as well as fears that they will experience strong urges
and cravings for a long period of time. Thus, smoking cessation interventions for this
population would benefit from greater emphasis on nicotine replacement therapy as
a quit aid and cognitive restructuring targeting these quitting expectancies.
No funding.

THE ROLE OF TRAUMA EXPOSURE AND PTSD SYMPTOMS IN TOBACCO
USE BEHAVIOR BEFORE, DURING, AND AFTER MILITARY DEPLOYMENT

THE ROLE OF PROBLEMATIC ALCOHOL USE IN TERMS OF BARRIERS TO
CESSATION AMONG DAILY SMOKERS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sandra Japuntich, Ph.D., Research Psychologist,
VA Boston Healthcare System, National Center for PTSD, 150 S. Huntington
Ave., Boston, MA 02130, United States, Phone: 857-365-6985, Email: sandra.
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RADIATION ONCOLOGY PATIENT’S PREFERENCES FOR TOBACCO
CESSATION TREATMENT
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PRE-QUIT DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS, AFFECT AND QUIT DAY CESSATION
OUTCOME IN A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL OF SEQUENTIAL
FLUOXETINE FOR SMOKERS WITH ELEVATED DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS

Yolanda I. Garces, M.D.*1, Carrie A. Bronars, Ph.D.1, Christina M. Smith1, Christi
A. Patten, Ph.D.1, Pam S. Sinicrope, Dr.Ph.1, Matthew M. Clark, Ph.D.1, Paul D.
Brown, M.D.2, Robert L. Foote, M.D.1, and Richard D. Hurt, M.D.1, 1Mayo Clinic
Cancer Center, Rochester MN; 2University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center,
Houston, TX

Richard A. Brown, Ph.D.*, Haruka Minami, Ph.D., Ana M. Abrantes, Ph.D., Erika
L. Bloom, Ph.D., Ivan W. Miller, Ph.D., Ray Niaura, Ph.D., David R. Strong, Ph.D.,
Kathleen Palm Reed, Ph.D., Christopher W. Kahler, Ph.D., and Lawrence H.
Price, M.D., Butler Hospital/Alpert Medical School of Brown University

Objectives: To gather information from Radiation Oncology patients on how to
tailor a multidisciplinary smoking cessation and relapse prevention intervention.
Methods: The authors used a purposeful sampling method of selecting patients
seen in Radiation Oncology for structured open-ended interviews (n=12, 9 men,
3 women; mean age 54), to assist in developing a smoking cessation intervention
that was tailored to meet the specific needs both of current smokers and recent
ex-smokers undergoing radiation therapy. Separate interviews were conducted
for current smokers and recent ex-smokers. Interviews were audio taped and
transcribed verbatim. Prevailing themes were distinguished using methods of
content analysis. Results: The major findings were: (1) Compared to the smokers,
the recent ex-smokers were more likely to have been told about the adverse
effects of smoking on radiation therapy. (2) Both groups questioned the sincerity
of their health provider in helping them stop smoking. (3) Both groups felt that an
individually tailored intervention given by and for radiation oncology patients would
be helpful. Conclusions: Radiation Oncology patients who smoke or recently

Aim: Depressive symptoms and negative affect have been shown to predict
poor smoking cessation outcomes. This study aimed to examine the effects of
sequential pharmacotherapy with fluoxetine (20 mg.), a selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), for smoking cessation on depressive symptoms and
negative and positive affect in the 8 weeks prior to a smoking cessation attempt,
and to assess the effects on initial, 24-hour cessation outcomes. Method: Data
reported are from a randomized, double-blind, placebo controlled trial of sequential
fluoxetine treatment in 189 smokers with elevated depressive symptoms (CES-D >
6). Treatment duration was 16 weeks, including 8 weeks prior to quit day. Results:
GEE models revealed that those in the fluoxetine condition, compared to placebo,
reported significantly lower overall levels of depressive symptoms and negative
affect in the weeks prior to quit day, controlling for baseline levels. Furthermore,
a significant treatment X nicotine dependence interaction was found, such that
161
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smokers with higher nicotine dependence who received fluoxetine had the lowest
negative affect during the pre-quit period. No treatment effects on overall levels
of positive affect prior to quit day were found. With regard to 24-hour cessation
outcome, no significant difference was observed between fluoxetine and placebo
treatment, controlling for baseline variables. However, a significant treatment X
nicotine dependence interaction effect on cessation outcome was found such that
the negative impact of nicotine dependence on initial cessation success was not
observed in the fluoxetine condition. Conclusion: Sequential fluoxetine treatment,
as predicted, alleviated depressive symptoms as well as negative affect prior to a
quit attempt. Although no overall difference in cessation success on quit day was
observed between treatment conditions, findings suggest that especially for high
dependent smokers with elevated depressed symptoms, fluoxetine treatment may
help attenuate pre-quit aversive mood states and lead to higher rates of smoking
cessation on quit day, the first important cessation milestone.
Supported in part by grant 1RO1 DA023190 from the National Institute on Drug
Abuse to R.A. Brown.

A PILOT FOCUS GROUP STUDY OF NURSING STUDENTS’ EXPERIENCE
WITH SMOKING AND KNOWLEDGE OF ADDICTION
Mary Catherine Gebhardt, Ph.D., R.N., CRRN*1, Lawrence Bryant1, Karis Casseus,
M.S.N., R.N.1, Matthew Underwood1, Julie Cessna, M.P.H.2, and Shanta R. Dube,
Ph.D., M.P.H.3, 1Georgia State University, Byrdine F. Lewis School of Nursing and
Health Professional; 2University of Southern Florida; 3Center for Disease Control
and Prevention
Healthcare providers, such as nurses, are in a position to help smokers quit.
While, current nursing school curriculum includes health effects of smoking, it is
helpful to understand nursing students’ knowledge of the processes of change
to quit smoking. Using a non-experimental mixed methods design, a pilot study
among a convenience sample of 161 undergraduate nursing students enrolled in
a southeastern university was conducted. Smoking status among nursing students
was assessed using a survey which included questions about current smoking;
students were also asked if they would be willing to participate in a focus group.
Data from the survey indicated that 77% were never smokers and 16% were
former smokers; only 7% were current smokers. The present findings are based
on themes identified from transcribed focus group data among never smokers
(n=7) and former smokers (n=5). Focus group instrument included questions to
assess knowledge about smoking cessation and quitting assistance to patients.
In particular, among nursing students who never smoked there was less
understanding of nicotine addiction, which may imply that these nurses may require
further training about the various aspects and challenges patients may face when
trying to quit smoking. Among former smokers, there was a better understanding
of the processes of change and three themes were identified: motivators to quit,
barriers to quit, and strategies used to quit smoking. Insights that emerged from
this pilot study indicate innovative strategies to enhance nursing school curriculum
to help nursing students have a better understanding of nicotine addiction and
strategies to quit smoking. Additionally, focus group findings indicate that among
former smoking nursing students, their own experience with quitting may guide
practice and address gaps in nursing curriculum related to helping patients quit.
Given this is a pilot study, further studies are needed.
Funding: Center for Disease Control and Prevention.
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SMOKING AND BREASTFEEDING: CHARACTERIZING THE RELATIONSHIP
AND ITS PREDICTORS AMONG A SAMPLE OF SPONTANEOUS QUITTERS
Alexa A. Lopez, B.S.*, Stephen T. Higgins, Ph.D., Sarah H. Heil, Ph.D., Joan
M. Skelly, M.S., Mary Ellen Lynch, R.N., Laura J. Solomon, Ph.D., and Ira M.
Bernstein, M.D., University of Vermont
There is a strong association between smoking status and breastfeeding
(BF), with smokers weaning earlier than non-smokers (Horta et al., 2001). The
purpose of the present study was to provide a fine-grained characterization of the
relationship between smoking status and BF among women who quit smoking
during pregnancy (i.e., spontaneous quitters). We hypothesize that abstainers will
BF longer than women who relapse in the postpartum (PP). Study participants
were 118 women who were participating in clinical trials on preventing relapse.
They received incentives contingent on sustaining abstinence or independent of
smoking status through 12-week postpartum (see Higgins et al., 2012 for a review).
All women were biochemically verified as being abstainers or smokers at 2-, 4-,
8-, 12-, and 24-weeks PP. Self-reported BF status was also collected at these
time points. BF rates between smokers and abstainers were completed using
chi-square analysis. Univariate and multivariate analyses were also conducted to
examine variables associated with long-term BF and smoking abstinence. The
percent of women BF at 2-, 4-, 8-, 12- and 24-weeks PP were 81, 72, 59, 50 and
30 among abstainers compared to 4, 4, 4, 6 and 11 among smokers (p < .05 for
2-12 weeks and p = .07 at 24 weeks). Regarding the univariate and multivariate
analyses, higher education was significantly associated with sustained BF, older
maternal age and fewer depressive symptoms were significantly associated with
long-term abstinence, and only higher education was a predictor of both outcomes
(all p < .05). This study confirms prior observations regarding a robust relationship
between cigarette smoking and premature weaning that is evident within 2 weeks
through 24 weeks PP. Younger, more depressed women are more likely to resume
smoking and discontinue BF. Higher education appears to be a protective factor
for continuing BF when examines as a single variable, as well as sustaining
healthy behavior combinations such as BF and smoking abstinence. Improved
interventions to prevent relapse back to smoking are likely to also increase BF.
Funding: R01DA14028 and T32DA007242.
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ALLOPREGNANOLONE AND PERCEIVED STRESS DURING SHORT-TERM
SMOKING CESSATION
Alicia Allen*, Mustafa al’Absi, and Sharon Allen, University of Minnesota
Background: Smokers report that the most common cause for relapse is
stress. Allopregnanolone (ALLO) is a neuroactive steroid metabolized primarily
from progesterone and may protect against both stress and drug abuse behaviors.
Therefore, the purpose of this project is to examine the association between
ALLO and perceived stress during short-term smoking cessation in a sample of
premenopausal women. Methods: Study participants complete in a controlled
cross-over study in which they were randomized to complete two testing weeks
in the follicular (F) menstrual phase followed by the luteal (L) phase or vice versa
(L-F). The testing week consisted of two days of ad libitum smoking followed
by four days of biochemically verified smoking abstinence. Blood samples were
collected on the day before quit date and on the fourth day of smoking abstinence.
Participants completed the Cohen Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) daily during
the testing week. Descriptive statistics were computed to describe the study
sample and ALLO levels. Linear growth curve models, adjusted for menstrual
phase and testing order, were used to assess the effect of ALLO on PSS. Results:
Participants (n=62) were, on average, 30.3±6.7 years old and smoked 12.5±4.9
cigarettes/day. The majority of participants were White (55%) and had at least a
high school education (77%). Higher absolute levels of ALLO on the day before
quit date were associated with lower levels of PSS on the day before quit date (β=
-2.25, p<0.01), as well as with a greater change in PSS during smoking cessation
(β= 0.79, p<0.01). Further, a significant, positive association between change
in ALLO and change in PSS during smoking cessation was observed (β= 0.17,
p<0.01).
Conclusion: Regardless of menstrual phase, higher absolute levels
and less change in ALLO appear to be favorable during short-term smoking

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Alexa Lopez, B.S., NIDA Pre-doctoral Fellow,
University of Vermont, Psychology, 1 S Prospect St, Burlington, VT 05401, United
States, Phone: 8026569438, Email: aalopez@uvm.edu
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cessation. These seemingly different patterns of association may be associated
with hormonal changes during smoking cessation. Additional research is needed
to investigate the effect of this association on smoking cessation outcomes.
Funding: NIDA R01-DA08075, NIDA R36-DA032539 and the J.B. Hawley
Award, University of Minnesota.

for recent-onset and light smoking and followed for 2 years. We examine the
hypotheses that (1) higher negative affect precedes heavier smoking, and this
relationship strengthens over time, and (2) higher positive affect follows heavier
smoking, but this relationship weakens over time. TVEMs were run on week-long
EMA data from each of 4 assessment waves taking place at baseline and 6, 15,
and 24 months later, and were run separately on experimenters (<100 cigarettes/
life and smoked in the past 90 days at baseline; N=594) and current smokers
(>100 cigarettes/life and smoked in the past 30 days; N=152). Results showed
that momentary negative affect immediately preceding smoking, and positive
affect immediately following smoking, were both higher with increased amounts
of smoking. For experimenters, the magnitudes of these associations remained
stable across 24 months. However, the current smokers showed nonsignificant
trends in the strengths of these relationships over the same period, such that
increased smoking became more strongly associated with preceding negative
affect, and more weakly associated with subsequent positive affect. Taken
together, our results suggest that while TVEMs are a useful tool for capturing
emerging relationships between mood and smoking, changes on small time scales
may reflect sources other than the relationships of interest (e.g., self-censoring).
Supported by Project Grant P01 CA098262 (Mermelstein) from NCI, R01
DA022313 A2, R01 DA022313 S1 (Dierker), R21 DA029834-01 (Rose), and R21
DA024260, P50 DA010075 (Li) from the NIDA, and Center Grant P50 DA010075
awarded to Penn State University.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERINATAL CIGARETTE SMOKING AND
POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION: AN ANALYSIS OF PRAMS DATA
Shabnam Salimi, M.D., M.Sc.1, Mishka Terplan, M.D., M.P.H.2, Diana Cheng,
M.D.3, and Margaret S. Chisolm, M.D.*4, 1Department of Medicine, University of
Maryland, Baltimore, MD, USA; 2Departments of Obstetrics, Gynecology, and
Reproductive Sciences, and Epidemiology and Public Health, University of
Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD; 3Maryland Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene Center for Maternal and Child Health, Baltimore, MD;
4
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bettina Hoeppner, Ph.D., M.S., Assistant
Professor, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Center for
Addiction Medicine, Psychiatry, 60 Staniford Street, Boston, MA 02114, United
States, Phone: 617-643-1988, Email: bhoeppner@partners.org

This study examined the relationship between perinatal cigarette smoking
and postpartum depression from a large national sample of women in the United
States. Estimates of perinatal cigarette smoking and postpartum depression
were based on data collected from the 2004-2008 Pregnancy Risk Assessment
Monitoring System (PRAMS). The study sample consisted of 29,731 women who
reported any cigarette smoking in the three months prior to pregnancy and for
whom data on postpartum depression was available. Pre-pregnancy smoking
was compared with postpartum smoking and categorized as quit/decreased
and no change/increased. Postpartum depression was defined as present if the
respondent answered “often” or “always” to the question “Since your baby was
born, how often have you felt down, depressed, or sad?” Overall 50% of the
women quit or decreased cigarette smoking during pregnancy and 17% reported
postpartum depression. Overall women who quit or decreased smoking were
significantly less likely to report postpartum depression compared to women who
had no change or increased smoking (13% vs. 19%, p<0.001). After controlling
for known confounders, women whose smoking increased or stayed the same
had 1.21 times the odds of reporting postpartum depression (95% CI:1.11,
1.32) compared with women who quit or decreased. These findings suggest a
link between perinatal cigarette smoking and postpartum depression that may
inform smoking cessation interventions as well as the screening, prevention, and
treatment of postpartum depression.
No funding.
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SMOKING PATTERNS IN FIRST YEAR COLLEGE STUDENTS: TRENDS,
CORRELATES, AND OUTCOMES
Bettina B. Hoeppner, Ph.D., M.S.*1, and Nancy P. Barnett, Ph.D.2, 1Center for
Addiction Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School,
Boston, MA; 2Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies, Brown University,
Providence, RI
Objective: Currently, young adults (18-24 years of age) are the age group with
the highest prevalence of smoking in the US. Unlike older age groups, this age
group frequently engages in light and intermittent smoking. It remains unclear
how stable such smoking patterns are over time, or if they develop into daily,
heavy smoking. This study describes patterns of smoking during the first year
of college, and links them to smoking outcomes 3 years later. Method: Incoming
college students at 3 institutions (n=1,054, 3 cohorts) were recruited (43%) to
complete online biweekly surveys of their daily substance use in the preceding
week throughout the first year of college. Two cohorts also completed a survey
at the end of college. Students who reported smoking at least 1 cigarette during
the first year of college (25%) are included in this study (70% female, 74% White).
Results: Group-based trajectory modeling (using SAS Proc Traj) on the number
of smoking days per week identified five groups of smokers: ever triers (40%), late
triers (12%), early triers (13%), occasional smokers (14%; 2-3 days per week), and
frequent smokers (21%; 5-6 days per week). Daily-level analysis of the number
of cigarettes smoked per day (zero-inflated Poisson models; 126 observations per
person) indicated that these groups differed on several smoking characteristics,
including cigarettes smoked per day, weekday smoking, smoking vis-à-vis
alcohol use, and trends over time. By the end of college, frequent smokers were
more likely than the other groups to be daily smokers (52.6% vs. 16.7% or less;
OR=17.0 [3.9-74.5] compared to ever triers); ever triers were most likely to no
longer smoke at all (77.5% vs. 50.0% or less; OR=7.5 [2.3-24.3] compared to
frequent smokers). A substantial proportion of early triers (38%), late triers (33%)
and occasional smokers (47%) continued to smoke on several days per week.
Conclusions: While there was a diversity of smoking patterns, smoking behaviors
remained relatively stable during the first year of college. Only frequent smokers
were likely to be daily smokers by the end of college.
This study was supported by grants from the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism (R01AA013970) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse
grant (K01DA027097).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Margaret Chisolm, MD, Assistant Professor, Johns
Hopkins University, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 5300 Alpha Commons
Drive, Baltimore, MD 21224, United States, Phone: 410-550-9744, Fax: 410-5502552, Email: mchisol1@jhmi.edu
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TIME-VARYING EFFECTS OF MOMENTARY POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
AFFECT ON SMOKING IN ADOLESCENTS
Arielle S. Selya*1, Lisa C. Dierker1, Jennifer S. Rose1, Donald Hedeker2, Xianming
Tan3, Runze Li4, and Robin J. Mermelstein5, 1Psychology Department, Wesleyan
University, Middletown, CT, USA; 2Institute for Health Research and Policy,
University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA; 3The Research Institute of the
McGill University Health Centre, Montreal, QC, Canada; 4Department of Statistics
and the Methodology Center, Penn State University, State College, PA, USA
Little is known about the most proximal (i.e., momentary) correlates of smoking
behavior among adolescents who are in early stages of developing regular smoking
behavior. Theoretical work on addiction has posited that positive reinforcement of
nicotine drives initial cigarette use, while negative reinforcement, via dependence
symptoms, drives smoking behavior once regular patterns have emerged. The
current work uses sophisticated time-varying effect models (TVEM) of ecological
momentary assessment (EMA) data from 746 adolescents who were oversampled

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bettina Hoeppner, Ph.D., M.S., Assistant
Professor, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Center for
Addiction Medicine, Psychiatry, 60 Staniford Street, Boston, MA 02114, United
States, Phone: 617-643-1988, Email: bhoeppner@partners.org
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PA. Results for vigorous PA were similar to those for moderate PA. All intensities
of PA are helpful in decreasing acute cigarette cravings, with moderate intensity
PA offering increased benefit compared to light intensity; however, vigorous activity
did not confer additional benefits.
The research was conducted with the support of internal institutional funds.
The authors have received no other direct or indirect support, and none of the
researchers have any connection with the tobacco or pharmaceutical industries or
any body substantially funded by one of these organisations.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SMOKERS AND DUAL USERS ON
EXPECTANCIES FOR CIGARETTE SMOKING OUTCOMES
Joshua C. Gottlieb1, Holly E.R. Morrell*2, Noreen L. Watson1, Michael A. Sustaíta1,
Aaron K. Haslam1, and Lee M. Cohen1, 1Texas Tech University; 2Loma Linda
University
Many individuals who concurrently smoke cigarettes and use smokeless tobacco
products smoke cigarettes as their tobacco product of choice and use smokeless
tobacco products when cigarette smoking is not permitted (e.g., indoors; McClaveRegan & Berkowitz, 2011). Further, smokeless tobacco products are commonly
used as a method of harm reduction for smoking cessation when an individual
does not want to give up tobacco completely, though this method is not always
viewed as appropriate (Mejia, Ling, & Glantz, 2010). In fact, some researchers
suggest that smokers, who turn to another tobacco product for smoking cessation
purposes, could end up as dual users. Many cigarette smokers in the United
States however, are unwilling to switch to smokeless tobacco as a means of harm
reduction (Zhu et al., 2009). This desire to continue smoking without augmentation
with smokeless tobacco implies a lack of interest in these products, as well as high
positive expectancies for cigarettes. Thus, individuals who only smoke cigarettes
may have stronger positive expectancies for cigarettes, compared to dual users,
who are willing to use other forms of tobacco. The goal of the present study was
to examine differences in smoking expectancies between dual users and smokers
using the short form of the Smoking Consequences Questionnaire, by comparing
mean subscale scores between groups. Results showed that significant differences
were found between dual users and smokers on the Positive Reinforcement,
Negative Consequences, and Negative Reinforcement subscales. There were no
significant differences between groups on the Appetite/Weight Control subscale,
F(1, 305) = 1.84, p > .1. Smokers had higher positive reinforcement expectancies
compared to dual users, suggesting their reluctance to switch to smokeless
tobacco products as a means of harm reduction, F(1, 305) = 4.34, p < .05. Dual
users had higher expectancies for negative reinforcement from smoking, F(1, 305)
= 8.82, p < .01, as well as higher expectancies regarding negative consequences
that can occur from cigarette smoking, F(1, 305) = 4.96, p < .05, which may explain
why these individuals chose to use smokeless tobacco as well.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Marcela Haasova, University of Exeter, 16
Salisbury Road, Exeter, EX4 6LU, United Kingdom, Phone: 07891 333 739,
Email: marcela_haas@yahoo.co.uk
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EFFECTS OF SMOKELESS TOBACCO (SNUS) ADMINISTRATION ON
EXERCISE ENDURANCE IN MEN
Thomas Zandonai*1, Massimo Baraldo2, Loretta Franceschi2, Tanja Zappamiglio2,
and Cristiano Chiamulera1, 1Neuropsychopharmacology Laboratory, Public Health
& Community Medicine Department, University of Verona, Italy; 2Experimental
Clinical Medicine Department, University of Udine, Italy SOC Institute of Clinical
Pharmacology, S. Maria della Misericordia University-Hospital, Udine, Italy
There are anecdotal reports that some winter sport athletes used smokeless
tobacco (Snus). However, there are no studies whether this is a socio-cultural
habit or a sought psychobiological effect. The aim of this study was to investigate
the effects of Snus (SS) on the perception of fatigue during an endurance exercise.
The study was a double-blind placebo controlled (SP) crossover design study.
We recruited 14 non-smokers (breath CO confirmed) men (age 22.8 ± 4.6 years;
means ± SD). Subjects were studied during three sessions on cycle ergometer:
experimental session 1 (EXP1) consisted on an incremental exercise test to
determine VO2max (maximal oxygen uptake) and Wmax (maximal aerobic power
output); EXP2 and EXP3 consisted on SS or SP administration followed by an
exercise at 65% Wmax until exhaustion. During the EXP2 and EXP3 the global
rating of perceived exertion (RPE) was recorded, using the 15-point Borg scale
every 5min until the end of the session. Blood samples were taken in order to
assess nicotine plasma levels during the session. Detected plasma nicotine level
was 7.31 ± 1.78 ng/ml (means ± SD) in 7 subjects for SS and 3.26 ± 0.12 ng/ml
(means ± SD) in 3 subjects for SP. In three subjects nicotine was no detectable.
Seven out 13 subjects cycled for longer during the SS vs. SP session: time to
exhaustion was 60.4 ± 41.5 min after SS and 48.8 ± 19.4 min after SP; paired
Student’s t-test showed that a 18.6% increase was not significant. RPE at 25%,
50%, 75% and 100% of exhaustion time increased during both session; however,
no differences were observed between the two conditions. In conclusion, the study
showed that SS does not change RPE compared to placebo condition; this means
that the sought effect could not be an improvement of fatigue during an endurance
exercise until exhaustion.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joshua Gottlieb, M.A., Texas Tech University,
Psychology, MS 2051, Lubbock, TX 79409, United States, Phone: (301) 502-0971,
Email: josh.gottlieb@ttu.edu
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THE ACUTE EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON CIGARETTE CRAVINGS:
EXPLORATION OF POTENTIAL MODERATORS, MEDIATORS, AND
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ATTRIBUTES USING INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT DATA
META-ANALYSES
Marcela Haasova, M.Sc.*1, Fiona C. Warren, Dr.2, and Adrian H. Taylor, Dr.1,
1
University of Exeter; 2Peninsula College of Medicine and Dentistry

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Thomas Zandonai, University of Verona,
Neuropsychopharmacology Lab - Public Health and Community Medicine Dep.,
P.le Scuro 10, Verona, 37134, Italy, Phone: +39 045 802 7608, Fax: +39 045 802
7452, Email: thomas.zandonai@univr.it

A review revealed that a short bout of physical activity (PA) reduces Strength
of Desire (SoD) and Desire to Smoke (DtS) by about 30% (Haasova et al 2012).
The present study aimed to identify factors influencing this relationship, such
as exercise intensity. Individual participant data (IPD) from 19 studies were
included. One-stage IPD meta-analyses compared participants engaging in PA
against controls, using post-intervention SoD and DtS with baseline adjustments.
The cravings scales were extrapolated to 0-100% to facilitate interpretation
of the results. Covariates including demographic and smoking characteristics
were included in the analyses as potential predictors of reductions in cravings or
moderators of the effect of PA. Baseline to post treatment changes in the Feeling
Scale and Felt Arousal Scale were considered to be potential mediators of the effect
of PA. PA was categorised according to type, duration and intensity, to determine if
specific characteristics of exercise were associated with the reduction in cravings.
An increase in age and a decrease in body mass index were associated with a
small reduction in cravings. However, no moderators or mediators of the effects of
PA were found. Only intensity of PA remained significant in a model also including
type and duration of PA. A one-stage IPD meta-analysis of DtS (837 observations)
yielded a mean difference in cravings compared to controls of -10.37 (-17.03;
-3.72) for light, and -35.46 (-43.83; -27.09) for moderate intensity PA. Similarly a
one-stage IPD meta-analysis of SoD (797 observations) yielded a mean difference
of -6.47 (-12.37; -0.58) for light, and -36.15 (-46.57; -25.73) for moderate intensity
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THE IMPLICATIONS OF CUE VALENCE IN AN ADOLESCENT AND ADULT
NICOTINE STROOP STUDY
Louise M. Hopper*, Katriona M. O’Sullivan, Ph.D., and Michael J. Gormley, Ph.D.,
Trinity College Dublin, School of Psychology, Aras an Phiarsaigh, Dublin, Ireland
Background: Attentional bias for smoking-related information has been
implicated in the development and maintenance of smoking behaviour, but nicotine
Stroop research has yet to examine the age related differences associated with
attentional bias. Furthermore, the effect of cue-valence has yet to be clearly
investigated in smoking Stroop research. This study aimed to examine attentional
bias in the modified-Stroop task in older and younger current and never smokers,
and to examine the impact that image valence has on attentional bias across all
groups. Method: 86 smokers (15-18yrs: 30, 19-40: 56) and 96 never smokers (37,
59) completed a blocked pictorial Stroop task containing 7 smoking positive, 7
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smoking negative, 7 general positive, 7 general negative, and 7 neutral images.
Block, and image within block, sequences were randomised. Results: A 2 (smoking
status) X 2 (age) X 5 (image type) analysis revealed a 3-way interaction (p<.05).
Smoker status analysis revealed an age by image interaction for smokers only.
Planned comparisons revealed that adolescent and adult smoker RTs for smoking
negative images (M=913.69; M=820.41 respectively), were significantly larger than
neutral images (M=806.32; M=778.29). Similarly, adolescent and adult smoker
RTs for general negative images (M=848.85; M=811), were also significantly larger
than for neutral images. Between group t-tests for each image type separately
revealed that adolescent smokers RTs were significantly larger than adult smokers
for smoking negative, smoking positive and general positive images (p<.05). There
were no differences for general negative and neutral images. Discussion: Adult
and adolescent smokers show an attentional bias for smoking negative images
that may be partly explained by a similar, albeit smaller bias for general negative
imagery. Interestingly, younger smokers demomstrated larger RT’s for all smoking
images, compared with older smokers, suggesting that smokers in the early
phases of smoking are more drawn to environmental smoking cues than more
experienced smokers. This result cannot be explained by cue valence alone as no
between group differences emerged for general negative images.
No funding.

Nicotine Dependence (FTND) scores in various white matter brain structures
(r=-.52 to -.64). FA increases with smoking in adolescents, but in adult smokers FA
declines with the progression of physical dependence. We examined correlations
between FA and 3 measures of tobacco dependence: the FTND, Levels of
Physical Dependence (PD), and the Hooked on Nicotine Checklist (HONC).
Using a whole brain analysis, we compared white matter FA in 8 smokers and
10 nonsmokers and plotted the location of maximal correlation between FA and
each dependence measure. FA trended higher in smokers than nonsmokers in
the left dorsal anterior cingulate bundle (ACB) (p=0.05). Among smokers, plots of
the maximal correlation for all 3 measures fell within a very circumscribed area of
the left dorsal ACB, showing excellent concordance of results across measures.
The maximal non-thresholded correlation with FA was r= -.78 for the FTND, -.83
for the HONC, and -.85 for Levels of PD (p<0.05). The thresholded values were
-.92 for the FTND, -.97 for the HONC, and -.97 for Levels of PD (p<0.05). These
data establish the validity of all 3 dependence measures against a measure of
neural structure. HONC symptoms are reported by one third of adolescents who
have smoked 4 cigarettes in their lifetime and by 95% of those who have smoked
100 cigarettes. The rapid development of HONC symptoms implies that changes
in neural density begin with the first cigarettes. This conclusion is supported by an
MRI study showing a significant increase in tissue density in the cingulate cortex
and a trend in the same direction in the nucleus accumbens and prefrontal cortex
in rats that had received only 4 doses of nicotine, and by a rat study showing that
nicotine exposure stimulated dendritic proliferation in the latter two structures.
Internal funding from the University of Massachusetts Medical School.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Louise Hopper, Trinity College Dublin, School
of Psychology, Aras an Phiarsaigh, Dublin, 2, Ireland, Phone: 353868186470,
Email: hopperl@tcd.ie

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joseph DiFranza, MD, University of Massachusetts
Medical School, Family Medicine, 55 Lake Avenue North, Worcester, MA 01655,
United States, Phone: 774-442-5658, Email: difranzj@ummhc.org
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NICOTINIC MODULATION OF COGNITIVE FUNCTION: CLINICAL UTILITY
FROM ADHD TO ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

POS3-7

Alexandra Potter, Geoffrey Schaubhut, and Paul Newhouse, University of Vermont
College of Medicine, Burlington VT

A TEST OF THE SENSITIZATION-HOMEOSTASIS MODEL OF
NEUROPLASTICITY IN ADDICTION

Nicotine has long been known to affect cognitive function. Recent advances
allow for increase specificity of the domains of function that appear to be regulated
by nicotinic acetylcholine receptor function. Deficits in executive function, decision
making, impulsivity, attentional control, set shifting, and reward processing are
seen in a range of psychiatric illnesses including ADHD and neurodegenerative
diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease. This has led to the proposal that nicotinic
receptor agonists may improve cognitive function and related clinical symptoms.
Data from human studies examining the effects of pharmacological manipulations
of nicotinic acetylcholine receptor function on cognitive functions will be presented.
Relevant data from diverse clinical populations including ADHD, mild cognitive
impairment, and Alzheimer’s disease will be presented to illustrate a potential role
of nAChR receptors in cognitive deficits and behavioral control in these disorders.
Nicotine and novel nicotinic agonists are associated with improvements in cognitive
domains that are relevant for disorders including ADHD and Alzheimer’s disease.
Cognitive benefits are seen with both acute and chronic drug administration
suggesting the viability of targeting nAChR receptors therapeutically. Studies of
nicotinic receptor antagonists further support nicotinic regulation of core cognitive
processes in these psychiatric illnesses. These findings support the further study
of therapeutic agents targeting nicotinic cholinergic receptors for treatment of
cognitive and behavioral dysfunction in ADHD and Alzheimer’s disease.
Support for this research was provided by the National Institute of Mental
Health (AP), the National Institute on Aging (PN), and NARSAD (AP).

Nanyin Zhang*1, Joseph DiFranza*1,2, Jean King1, Wei Huang1, David Kennedy1,
Sanouri Ursprung2, and Doug Ziedonis1, 1Department of Psychiatry, University of
Massachusetts Medical School; 2Department of Family Medicine and Community
Health, University of Massachusetts Medical School
Only a few intermittent exposures to nicotine are required to produce
neuroplastic changes in the brains of rats and symptoms of tobacco dependence
in adolescents. Ten years ago the sensitization-homeostasis model was presented
at SRNT to offer a mechanism by which a brief exposure to nicotine might trigger
addiction. The model holds that nicotine inhibits the neural network that produces
craving, that neuroplastic adaptations develop quickly to counter the action of
nicotine by stimulating the craving network, and that these neural adaptations
continue to stimulate the craving network whenever a smoker goes too long
without smoking, causing withdrawal-induced craving. The advent of resting-state
functional connectivity (rsFC) MRI, which measures coordination of brain activity
during rest, has made it possible to test this model. rsFC was examined in 8
smokers under 2 conditions, after an abstinence of 11 hours, and 15 minutes after
smoking to satiety. Subjects rated their craving for a cigarette after each scanning
session. Based on our prior analyses, we examined correlations in the activity of
the dorsal left anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the rest of the brain. As predicted
by the sensitization-homeostasis model, the abstinent state was associated with
a significant increase in rsFC in structures involved with craving. rsFC correlated
with craving in the following circuits ACC-superior frontal cortex, r= 0.74; ACCprecuneus, r= 0.75; ACC-putamen, r= 0.77; ACC-inferior parietal cortex, r= 0.77.
By combining rsFC, fractional anisotropy and diffusion tensor imaging we are
able to demonstrate that (1) structural connectivity between the ACC and superior
frontal white matter is stronger in smokers; (2) structural connectivity in this
circuit increases with increasing levels of PD; (3) rsFC in this pathway increases
spontaneously during withdrawal; and (4) rsFC in this circuit correlates well (r=.74)
with the intensity of craving. These data support the proposition that smoking
triggers neuroplastic changes in the brain that stimulate craving for nicotine during
periods of abstinence. In lay terminology, smoking appears to hard-wire the brain
for addiction.
Internal funding from the University of Massachusetts Medical School.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mohammed Shoaib, Newcastle University, Medical
School, Newcastle, NE12 9EN, United Kingdom, Phone: +441912227839, Email:
mohammed.shoaib@newcastle.ac.uk
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THREE MEASURES OF TOBACCO DEPENDENCE INDEPENDENTLY
PREDICT CHANGES IN NEURAL STRUCTURE
Jean King*1, Sanouri Ursprung*2, Joseph DiFranza1,2, Wei Huang1, Nanyin Zhang1,
David Kennedy1, and Doug Ziedonis1, 1Department of Psychiatry, University of
Massachusetts Medical School; 2Department of Family Medicine and Community
Health, University of Massachusetts Medical School

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joseph DiFranza, MD, University of Massachusetts
Medical School, Family Medicine, 55 Lake Avenue North, Worcester, MA 01655,
United States, Phone: 774-442-5658, Email: difranzj@ummhc.org

Studies have demonstrated moderate correlations between fractional
anisotropy (FA, a measure of neural organization), and Fagerström Test for
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is associated with high short-term tobacco outcomes for veterans with PTSD and
a history of an alcohol use disorder.
This material is based upon work supported by the Department of Veterans
Affairs, Veterans Health Administration, VISN 1 Early Career Development Award
to M.M. Kelly and VISN 1 MIRECC funding.

FOUR NEW MEASURES OF TOBACCO DEPENDENCE OPTIMIZED FOR
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
Joseph R. DiFranza* and Sanouri Ursprung, Department of Family Medicine and
Community Health, University of Massachusetts Medical School

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Paul Gardner, University of Massachusetts
Medical School, 303 Belmont Street, Worcester, MA 01604, United States, Phone:
508.856.4035, Email: paul.gardner@umassmed.edu

Biological research requires valid and reliable measures of the biologicallybased aspects of dependence. Traditional dependence measures focus on
behaviors (e.g., patterns of use), that can be constrained by sociocultural factors
such as cost and restrictions on smoking. When dependence measures reflect
non-biological factors, they are less suitable for biological research. We will
present new data concerning new tobacco dependence measures that assess
only biologically-based symptoms. The Levels of Physical Dependence (PD) is
a 3-item instrument that assesses how subjects experience the urge to smoke
that is triggered by withdrawal. It provides a quantitative measure of a person’s
progression along 4 levels of PD. As all tobacco users progress through the 4
levels of PD in the same sequence, biological events associated with level 2 must
precede events associated with level 3. This measure provides a unique and
valuable time perspective to the interpretation of data. The Hooked on Nicotine
Checklist assesses 10 symptoms of dependence. It’s excellent sensitivity and
reliability allowed it to demonstrate a nearly perfect correlation (r=-.97) with
changes in neural density that accompany the progression of PD. The Latency
to Withdrawal (LTW) is a single item subjective measure of the length of time a
person can forgo the use of tobacco before experiencing a withdrawal-triggered
urge to smoke. Valid values for the LTW vary from minutes to weeks. The LTW is
an important biological factor to consider in studying withdrawal and cue-induced
craving and was critical to the success of our studies. Momentary Craving
evaluates the strength of craving at the time of assessment. While there are
valid multi-item measures of momentary craving, we found that a simple 100mm
visual analog scale anchored at ‘none’ and a ‘great deal’, produced fine-grained
quantitative data that correlated well with neural activity (r=.75. By focusing on the
subjective symptoms of dependence rather than the behaviors prompted by those
symptoms, the measures discussed here are all universal measures, that is, they
are valid for all forms of tobacco use and with tobacco users of all ages.
Internal funding from the University of Massachusetts Medical School.
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IMPLEMENTING A MULTI-MODAL CURRICULUM TO IMPROVE TOBACCO
DEPENDENCE TREATMENT SKILLS AMONG MEDICAL STUDENTS: THE
MSQUIT TRIAL
Judith K. Ockene, Ph.D., M.Ed., M.A.*1, Rashelle B. Hayes, Ph.D.1, Linda Churchill,
M.S.1, Alan C. Geller, M.P.H., R.N.2, and Denise Jolicoeur, M.P.H., CHES1,
1
University of Massachusetts Medical School; 2Harvard School of Public Health
Tobacco treatment training for use of the 5As in medical schools is limited
and lacks a standardized or evidence-based approach. To address this gap the
MSQuit (Medical Students helping patients Quit Smoking) trial compares the
effectiveness of a Multi-Modal Education (MME) approach (web-based course, a
role play component, clerkship preceptor training by academic detailers (AD), and
a booster session) to Traditional Education (TE) for increasing medical students’
tobacco treatment skills as measured by the Objective Structured Clinical Exam
(OSCE). First year medical students responded to a baseline survey and will
respond again in their 3rd year reporting on their tobacco coursework, treatment
training, and knowledge and skills to conduct tobacco dependence treatment. In
addition to the OSCE, the follow-up survey will measure self-reported tobacco
treatment skills and tobacco treatment behavior. Using a pair-matched design, 10
U.S. schools were randomized to one of two conditions, TE and MME, to test the
theoretically-based training program for medical students in years 1, 2 and 3. We
report on the study design, the conceptual model of the MME intervention, and
implementation of each intervention component as measured by the percent of
students who participated in each. Intervention implementation measures include:
the percent of students who participated in the web-based course, and in the role
plays. We also examined the percentage of preceptors who were trained by ADs
(i.e. Clerkship Directors). For each component we will discuss how we addressed
implementation challenges in each medical school. Across the five intervention
schools, 92% of students completed the baseline survey. Participation from the
web-based course ranged from 62% to 100% across schools, and ranged from 56%
to 100% for the student role-play. Preceptor participation in the Academic Detailing
session ranged from 70% to 92%. The medical school setting is an important place
to provide training for tobacco treatment. Guidelines for implementation need to be
flexible so that they can fit within the context of each medical school, and leaders
need to be committed to its implementation.
Funded by the National Cancer Institute Grant R01 CA36888 to J. Ockene.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joseph DiFranza, MD, University of Massachusetts
Medical School, Family Medicine, 55 Lake Avenue North, Worcester, MA 01655,
United States, Phone: 774-442-5658, Email: difranzj@ummhc.org
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A PILOT STUDY OF A MODIFIED ACCEPTANCE AND COMMITMENT
THERAPY TOBACCO CESSATION TREATMENT FOR VETERANS WITH
PTSD AND A HISTORY OF ALCOHOL USE DISORDERS
Megan Kelly*1,2, Cecilia Gorospe1, Ehsan Biswas1, John Forsyth3, Douglas
Ziedonis2, David Kalman2, and Judith Cooney4, 1Edith Nourse Rogers Memorial
Veterans Hospital; University of Massachusetts Medical School; 3University at
Albany, SUNY; 4VA Connecticut Healthcare System and University of Connecticut
School of Medicine

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rashelle Hayes, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of Massachusetts Medical School, Medicine, 65 Lake Avenue North,
Worcester, MA 01655, United States, Phone: 508-856-7583, Fax: 508-856-3840,
Email: rashelle.hayes@umassmed.edu

Veterans with both posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and a history of an
alcohol use disorder are likely to have high rates of smoking and difficulty with
tobacco cessation. Veterans with current PTSD, in remission from an alcohol
use disorder, and smoking ≥ 15 cigarettes/day participated in an open trial of
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy for Veterans with PTSD and Tobacco
Use (ACT-VPT). Participants attended 9 weekly individual counseling sessions
and received 8 weeks of the nicotine patch. Participants were assessed with
standard measures. Primary outcomes included expired-air carbon monoxide
confirmed 7-day point prevalence abstinence and number of cigarettes/day at the
end of treatment, as well as abstinence from alcohol use. Intent-to-treat analyses
examined pre-treatment to post-treatment scores. At the end of treatment, 31%
of participants were abstinent from smoking. At the one-month and three-month
follow-up assessments, 31% and 7% were abstinent from smoking, respectively.
Participants reduced from 26 cigarettes/day at baseline to 10 cigarettes/day at end
of treatment (p<.001), 11 cigarettes/day at the one-month follow-up (p<.001), and
15 cigarettes/day at the three-month follow-up (p=.004). No veterans relapsed on
alcohol during the study period. PTSD symptoms significantly decreased at both
the one-month and three-month follow-ups. These results suggest that ACT-VPT

POS3-11

TRAINING NURSING STUDENTS FROM OMAN: USING ONLINE EDUCATION
AND SIMULATION TO HELP SMOKERS
Kawkab Shishani, Ph.D.*1, and Israa Khasawneh, Ph.D.2, 1Washington State
University College of Nursing; 2Sultan Qaboos University College of Nursing
Tobacco dependence counseling by health professionals can result in an
increased rate of cessation. However, few Arab health professionals, including
nurses, are active in promoting smoking cessation. Limited evidence-based
education on how to deliver smoking cessation counseling may be the most
prominent reason Arab health professionals do not offer counseling. The lack of
smoking cessation content in nursing curricula may be attributed, in part, to the
unavailability of educational programs tailored to nursing practice. To address this
gap, we conducted a pilot study that aimed to examine the effect of an evidencebased smoking cessation education program on nursing students’ perceptions
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and self-confidence to help smokers quit smoking. We invited 10 Faculty from
Universities in Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and United Arab
Emirates. Although a majority replied with interest, only one faculty from Oman
participated in our tobacco training. Implementing our training program required
flexibility and additional planning, which will be discussed. Overall, all of the Omani
nursing students registered in a Health Promotion course (N=20) completed the
Rx for Change training offered online and the simulation. The practical simulation
training was based on the 5As model (Ask, Advise, Assess, Assist, and Arrange).
The majority of students were female (84%) with a mean age of 21 years. One
student reported being a smoker. After completing the online training, 87% of the
students were confident about their ability to help patients quit tobacco and Omani
students’ self-reported skill to help patients quit using tobacco had improved
post-training (t=4.8, p<.001). Most students reported that the materials required
to prepare for this training were helpful (95%) and that the role play simulation
had helped them perform better in the future (70%). Overall, this collaborative
study demonstrated that faculty from different world regions can collaborate in
sharing undergraduate nursing program content to improve nursing students’ skills
in helping smokers to quit.
No funding.

Yang was partially supported by P50DA010075-16 from the National Institute on
Drug Abuse.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jinying Zhao, M.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor,
Tulane University, Epidemiology, 1440 Canal Street, Suite 2000, New Orleans, LA
70112, United States, Phone: 504-988-3056, Email: jingyuny@gmail.com
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SEROTONIN TRANSPORTER AND RECEPTOR GENES SIGNIFICANTLY
IMPACT NICOTINE DEPENDENCE THROUGH GENETIC INTERACTIONS IN
BOTH EUROPEAN AMERICAN AND AFRICAN AMERICAN SMOKERS
Ming D. Li1, Zhongli Yang1, Chamindi Seneviratne1, Shaolin Wang1, Jennie Z. Ma2,
and Thomas J. Payne3, 1Department of Psychiatry and Neurobehavioral Sciences,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA; 2Department of Public Health Sciences,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA; 3ACT Center for Tobacco Treatment,
Education and Research, Department of Otolaryngology and Communicative
Sciences, University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rashelle Hayes, PhD, Assistant Professor,
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Pharmacologic studies have demonstrated a modulatory effect of nicotine on
serotonergic signaling, primarily through genes encoding the serotonin transporter
(SLC6A4) and the 5-HT3AB subunits HTR3A and HTR3B. Thus, the functional
state of these genes may alter the susceptibility to nicotine dependence (ND).
In this study, we examined the impact of variations in the three genes on ND in
1366 individuals from 402 African American (AA) and 671 individuals from 200
European American (EA) nuclear families. The ND of each smoker was assessed
with three commonly used measures: smoking quantity (SQ), Heaviness of
Smoking Index (HSI), and Fagerström Test for Nicotine dependence (FTND).
Association analysis at the individual SNP level revealed marginal association of
rs10160548 in HTR3A with SQ and HSI in AA, 5-HTTLPR in SLC6A4 with FTND
in EA, and rs11606194 in HTR3B with FTND in the pooled sample. Additional
haplotype-based association analysis revealed a few major haplotypes in HTR3A
that were significantly associated with ND in the AA, EA, and pooled samples.
However, none of these associations remained significant after correcting for
multiple testing except for a haplotype G-C-C-T-A-T formed by SNPs rs1150226,
rs1062613, rs33940208, rs1985242, rs2276302, and rs10160548 in HTR3A for
the AA sample. Finally, we demonstrated significant interactions among variants
rs1062613 and rs10160548 in HTR3A, rs1176744 in HTR3B, and 5-HTTLPR and
rs1042173 in SLC6A4, affecting all three ND measures in the AA, EA, and pooled
samples. Of these significantly interacting variants, rs1062613 in HTR3A and
5-HTTLPR and rs1042173 in SLC6A4 are known to modulate expression of the
corresponding gene and rs1176744 in HTR3B to alter serotonin conductance by
5-HT3AB. Serotonergic signaling clearly plays a significant role in ND through
interaction among variants in the genes encoding the serotonin transporter and
receptors.
Supported by DA-012844.
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CUMULATIVE ASSOCIATIONS OF 61 SNPS IN SEVEN NICOTINIC
ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTOR GENES WITH CIGARETTE SMOKING
AMONG AMERICAN INDIANS: THE STRONG HEART STUDY
Jingyun Yang*1, Yun Zhu2, Shelley A. Cole3, Karin Haack3, Ying Zhang4, Jeffrey A.
Henderson5, Lyle G. Best6, Barbara V. Howard7, Elisa T. Lee4, and Jinying Zhao2,
1
Methodology Center, Pennsylvania State University; 2Tulane University School of
Public Health; 3Texas Biomedical Research Institute; 4Center for American Indian
Health Research, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center; 5Black Hills
Center for American Indian Health; 6Missouri Breaks Industries Research Inc.;
7
MedStar Health Research Institute and Georgetown and Howard Universities
Many studies reported an association between genetic polymorphisms in the
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) and smoking-related phenotypes
(e.g., smoking quantity). However, most focused on single SNP or single gene
analysis, which is less powerful in modeling the cumulative effect of multiple
SNPs. We genotyped 61 tagSNPs from seven nAChRs genes in 3,665 American
Indians recruited by the Strong Heart Study (SHS), the largest investigation of
cardiovascular disease and its risk factors in American Indians (AIs). Smokingrelated phenotypes included smoking status (ever vs. never smoker) and smoking
quantity (person-pack-year, PPY). We first examined the association of each
SNP with smoking using the family-based association test (FBAT), adjusting for
age, sex, BMI, diabetes, physical activity and study center. We then performed a
gene-based analysis by combining p-values of all SNPs within a gene using the
truncated product method (TPM). Gene-family analysis was similarly done using
p-values from the gene-based analysis. Two- or three-way gene × gene interaction
was tested using the MBMDR package in R. Multiple testing was corrected using
Bonferroni. Although many SNPs showed nominal association with either smoking
status or PPY, only one SNP (rs3813567 in CHRNB4) showed a significant
association with PPY after correction for multiple testing (p=1.64×E-4). We also
identified two significant interactions (rs2236196 × rs17486278, and rs578776
× rs2236196, both p’s<1.2×E-5) for smoking status and PPY. Gene-based
analysis indicated that CHRNB4 was significantly associated with smoking status
(p=0.0001), whereas CHRNB2 and CHRNB4 were significantly associated with
PPY (both p=0.0005). Gene-family analysis demonstrated that the nAChRs
gene family was significantly associated with the two smoking phenotypes (both
p’s<1.5×E-4). Sensitivity analysis indicated that the observed associations were
not driven by the most significant SNP (i.e. rs3813567). Our results suggest that
polymorphisms in the nAChRs gene family jointly contribute to smoking. These
findings may provide valuable information for developing intervention programs on
smoking cessation among AIs.
This study was supported by a seed grant from the Oklahoma Tobacco Research
Center and NIH grants K01AG034259, R21HL092363, R01DK091369, U01-HL65520, U01-HL-41642, U01-HL-41652, U01-HL-41654, and U01-HL-65521. Dr.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ming Li, PhD, Professor, University of Virginia,
Psychiatry and NB Sciences, 1670 Discovery Drive, Charlottesville, VA 22911,
United States, Phone: 434 243-0570, Fax: 434 973-7031, Email: ml2km@virginia.
edu
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A COMPARISON OF CULTURALLY TAILORED CESSATION
INTERVENTIONS: DEEP VS. SURFACE-LEVEL CULTURAL ADAPTATION
Sun S. Kim*1, David Kalman1, Hua Fang2, and Douglas Ziedonis1, 1Psychiatry,
University of Massachusetts Medical School; 2Quantitative Medicine, University of
Massachusetts Medical School
Background: Albeit it has long been suggested that, to be effective, smoking
cessation programs be anchored in the norms, values, and experiences of cultural
groups being studied, a review of culturally tailored intervention studies revealed
that culturally tailored smoking cessation interventions had been limited at most
to a surface level of cultural adaptation (i.e., use of therapists from the same
ethnic group). The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of smoking
cessation interventions on abstinence in Korean Americans between two levels
of cultural adaptation. Method: This study is an RCT comparing the relative
effectiveness of deep culturally tailored cognitive behavior therapy to surface-level
culturally tailored brief counseling. Both arms received eight, weekly individualized
168
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counseling sessions and nicotine patches. In addition to Korean language and
Korean native therapist that were adapted in the surface-level cultural program, the
deep cultural program integrated more than 10 Korean-culture specific elements
associated with smoking. Primary outcome was biochemically verified 12-month
prolonged abstinence. Results: Seventy-seven Korean immigrants who smoked
17 cigarettes per day on average (SD = 5.9) participated in this study. No difference
was found between the two intervention arms in demographics and baseline
smoking behavior. Using an intention-to-treat analysis, 35.9% of participants in
the deep cultural arm and 10.5% of participants in the surface-level cultural arm
(χ2 [1, 77] = 6.9, p = 0.01) had 12-month prolonged abstinence. Participants’ selfreported abstinence was biochemically verified with exhaled carbon monoxide and
salivary cotinine tests. The overall survival of subjects who maintained prolonged
abstinence was significantly higher in the deep cultural intervention arm than in
the surface-level arm (log rank test, p = 0.003). Conclusion: The study is the first
of its kind comparing a deep culturally tailored intervention with a surface-level
one. It appears the efficacy of tobacco dependence treatment for a certain group
largely depends on the level of cultural adaptation that the treatment has to be
undertaken.
Funding: NIH/NIDA (5K23DA021243).

IS THE AGE AT THE FIRST VISIT THE PREDICTOR OF WEIGHT GAIN
DURING SMOKING CESSATION?
Alexandra Kmetova, M.D.*1,2, Eva Kralikova, M.D., Ph.D.1,2, Lenka Stepankova,
M.D.1,2, Kamila Zvolska, M.D.1,2, Milan Blaha, Ph.D.3, Michal Sticha, M.A.3,
and Zbynek Bortlicek, M.A.3, 1Centre for Tobacco-Dependent, Department of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Faculty of Medicine and the General University
Hospital, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic; 2Institute of Hygiene and
Epidemiology, Faculty of Medicine and the General University Hospital, Charles
University, Prague, Czech Republic; 3Institute of Biostatistics and Analyses,
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
Background: Smoking cessation may be associated with weight gain due
to combination of nicotine absence and other reasons. Current knowledge is
still insufficient. Methods: From the sample of 1,775 our patients with one year
follow-up we analysed 607 successful abstainers (CO-validated continuous
abstinence, Russell standard criteria), containing 52.1 % men (N=316) and 47.9
% women (N=291) with the mean age of 48 years (18-85). We assessed the
age at the first visit as predictor of weight gain. Results: The mean weight gain
after one year post-quit was 6.8 % or 5.1 kg (-2.3; +13.5) and post cessation
weight gain occurred in 88.6 % of patients. Those more dependent (defined by
Fagerström test of nicotine dependence, FTND≥ 5 points) gained more, +5.6 kg
(-3.2; +15.4) compared to those with FTND 2-4 (+4.3 kg, -4.6; +19.1). Comparably,
those smoking more cigarettes showed higher weight gain (Spearman correlation
rs= 0.185, p-value p<0.001). Differences in post-cessation weight gain according
to initial physical activity were found between groups regular and irregular, e.g.
+4 kg (-3.0; +11.0) vs. +6.2 kg (-1.4;+14.4) respectively, regular and at all, +4
kg (-3.0;+11.0) vs. +5.3 kg (-3.8;+15.7), then weekly +4.7 kg (–0.4;+11.6) and
irregular +6.2 kg (-1.4;+14.4) respectively at the significance level α=0.05. No
absolute difference was found according to the gender (Spearman correlation,
p=0.803), but relative differences are statistically significant at the significance
level α=0.05 (p=0.012). The mean age at the first visit was 48 years (SD ±14).
(SD 34-52). Patients were divided into 4 categories according to their age (≤ 30
yrs, 31-50 yrs, 51-70 yrs and ≥ 71 yrs). At the significance level α=0.05 statistical
significance of the differences in absolute weight gain according to age at the
first visit was found as marginal (p=0.030), but relative difference did not show
significant difference (p=0.253). Conclusion: We did not find the age at the first visit
to be the predictor of post cessation weight gain. Those being more dependent,
smoking more cigarettes per day or having low physical activity gain more. More
research should be done in this field.
Supported by grant Amvis-Kontakt ME09014 and IGA MZ CR NT12170-5/2011.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sun Kim, PhD, Assistant Professor, University of
Massachusetts Medical School, Psychiatry, 365 Plantation Street, Worcester, MA
01605, United States, Phone: 508-856-6384, Email: sun.kim@umassmed.edu
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BLACK AND HISPANIC SMOKERS ARE LESS LIKELY THAN WHITES TO BE
TOBACCO DEPENDENT
Joseph R. DiFranza*1, Robert McMillen2, and Robert J. Wellman1, 1Department
of Family Medicine & Community Health, University of Massachusetts Medical
School; 2Social Science Research Center, Mississippi State University
Few studies have examined racial differences in the severity of tobacco
dependence. There is a concern that racial differences in nicotine metabolism
may confound the assessment of dependence when measures rely on the
number of cigarettes smoked per day. We examined racial differences in tobacco
dependence among current smokers in a nationally representative sample from
the Social Climate Survey of Tobacco Control. Adult current smokers (n=256) from
the probability-based Internet panel were assigned to one of four levels of physical
dependence on tobacco based on a validated measure of their most advanced
symptom of nicotine withdrawal: (1) no symptoms, (2) only a mild desire to smoke
that can be ignored fairly easily, (3) an intrusive, persistent desire to smoke that
is difficult to ignore, or (4) the dysphoric and urgent need to smoke to feel and
function normally again. Racial differences were assessed with stepwise logistic
regression controlled for gender, age, income, and education level. Sixty-one
percent of white non-Hispanic smokers were assigned to the two most advanced
levels (3 & 4), compared to 28% of black non-Hispanic and 43% of Hispanic
smokers. White non-Hispanic smokers (n=196) were almost five times as likely
as black non-Hispanic (n=32) or Hispanic smokers (n=28) to be assigned to levels
3 or 4; OR=4.76, 95%CI: 1.92-11.82, p=.001). These data suggest that there are
strong racial differences in susceptibility to developing more advanced symptoms
of physical dependence to tobacco that are not explained by age, gender, income
or educational levels. Racial or ethnic differences in susceptibility to physical
dependence are scientifically plausible given the strong genetic contributions to
tobacco dependence.
The American Academy of Pediatrics Julius B. Richmond Center of Excellence,
funded by grants from the Flight Attendant Medical Research Institute and the
American Legacy Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Alexandra Kmetova, MD, Centre for TobaccoDependent, 3rd Medical Department, 1st Faculty of Medicine, Charles University
and General University Hospital, Karlovo namesti 32, Prague, 121 08, Czech
Republic, Phone: 00420 224 966 608, Fax: 00420 224 966 612, Email: alexandra.
kmetova@lf1.cuni.cz
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERSONALITY FACTORS AND SMOKING
MOTIVATORS AMONG LOW-INCOME SUBSTANCE USERS
Elana M. Hoffman, B.A., Anne N. Banducci, B.S., Melanie Morse, M.S., Claudia
Choque, B.S., Carl W. Lejuez, Ph.D., and Laura MacPherson, Ph.D., University of
Maryland, College Park
Numerous studies report a link between personality factors and smoking
behaviors, but few have examined the relationship between personality
dimensions and motivating factors that underlie smoking maintenance. Further,
this relationship has not been examined among low-income, minority substance
users, a population at significant risk for both recalcitrant smoking and high rates
of personality pathology. 70-90% of adults in residential substance use treatment
facilities smoke. The current study aims to extend previous work which suggests
a relationship among personality factors, psychopathology, and motivation to
engage in smoking. We collected baseline data from a predominantly AfricanAmerican (94%) sample of adults (15 females, 21 males, mean age=46, average
daily cigarette smoking=6.5) in a residential treatment facility for substance use.
Participants are enrolled in a larger randomized clinical trial of five sessions of
behavioral activation (BA) combined with nicotine replacement therapy (NRT)
targeting cigarette smoking, elevated depressive symptoms, and substance use.
Participants were administered a measure of impulsive personality characteristics,

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joseph DiFranza, MD, Professor, University of
Massachusetts Medical School, Family Medicine & Community Health, 55 Lake
Avenue North, Worcester, MA 01655, United States, Phone: 774-442-5658,
Email: Joseph.DiFranza@umassmemorial.org
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the UPPS Impulsive Behavioral Scale (UPPS), and a measure smoking
motivation, the Wisconsin Inventory of Smoking Dependence Motives (WISDM).
Results indicate positive correlations among elements of smoking motivation and
dimensions of impulsive behavior. Negative urgency was associated with both
primary smoking dependence motives: craving (r=.53, p=.001), tolerance (.37,
p=.03) as well as secondary smoking dependence motives: taste (r = .33,p=.04),
negative reinforcement (r=.40, p=.01), weight control (r=.37, p=.03), and sensory
properties (r=.43, p=.01). Lack of perseverance was associated with affiliative
attachment (r=-.38, p=.02), cognitive enhancement (r=-.41, p=.01), craving
(r =-.39, p=.02), and positive reinforcement (r= -.33, p=.04). Results support
established findings concerning the robust relationship between impulsivity and
substance use, and highlight the importance of targeting low-income, minority
substance users at risk for maintaining nicotine dependence.
This research is supported by the American Cancer Society grant
#RSGT-11-011-01-CPPD.

DISCRIMINATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH NON-ABSTINENCE AMONG
SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED SMOKERS PARTICIPATING IN A
SMOKING CESSATION PROGRAM
Darla E. Kendzor, Ph.D.*1,2, Insiya B. Poonawalla, M.S.1, Erica L. Cuate, M.P.H.1,
Anshula Kesh1, David Balis, M.D.3,4, and Michael S. Businelle, Ph.D.1,2, 1University
of Texas Health Science Center School of Public Health, Dallas, TX; 2Harold C.
Simmons Comprehensive Cancer Center Population Science and Cancer Control
Program, Dallas, TX; 3UT Southwestern Medical Center Department of Internal
Medicine, Dallas, TX; 4Parkland Health and Hospital System, Dallas, TX
Socioeconomic disadvantage is associated with a reduced likelihood of
smoking cessation; and interventions have had limited success in improving
cessation rates in smokers of low socioeconomic status. Studies are needed to
increase our understanding of the factors associated with non-abstinence among
socioeconomically disadvantaged smokers participating in treatment. The purpose
of the current study was to evaluate the influence of discrimination experiences on
smoking cessation outcomes at 4 weeks post-quit among smokers enrolled in a
safety net hospital cessation program; and who were also participating in a study
designed to evaluate the effectiveness of offering adjunctive financial incentives
for abstinence. Study participants (N=84) were primarily female (56%) and African
American (66.7%). Participants smoked an average of 16.6 cigarettes per day
and had been smoking for an average of 32 years. A total of 58.2% of participants
reported an annual household income of < $12,000 per year, and 23.8% had not
earned a High School Diploma/GED. Frequency of discrimination was measured
with the 9-item Everyday Discrimination Scale (EDD). EDD items were rated on a
6-point (0-5) scale from never to almost every day (i.e., scores range from 0-45).
The mean score on the EDD was 11.05 (SD=10.54) and scores did not differ by
gender or race. The primary outcome variable was 7-day biochemically-verified
point prevalence abstinence at 4 weeks post-quit. After controlling for average
pre-quit cigarettes smoked per day and study treatment group, logistic regression
analysis indicated that higher scores on the EDD were significantly associated with
non-abstinence at 4 weeks post-quit (p=.02, OR=1.06). Specific discrimination
experiences that were associated with non-abstinence included: 1) people acting
as if they are afraid of you (item 5, p=.012, OR = 1.72), 2) people acting as if
they think you are dishonest (item 6, p=.02, OR=1.51), and 3) being threatened
or harassed (item 9, p=.036, OR=1.69). Findings suggest that discrimination may
represent one type of stressor that interferes with smoking cessation among
socioeconomically disadvantaged individuals.
Funding for this research was provided by the University of Texas Health
Science Center, School of Public Health. Data analysis and presentation
preparation were additionally supported through American Cancer Society grants
MRSGT-10-104-01-CPHPS (to DEK) and MRSGT-12-114-01-CPPB (to MSB).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Elana Hoffman, University of Maryland College
Park, 2103 Cole Activities Building, College Park, MD 20742, United States,
Phone: (301) 602-0355, Email: ehoffma5@umd.edu
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RACE/ETHNIC DIFFERENCES IN HELP-SEEKING SMOKERS
Monica Webb Hooper, Ph.D., Elizabeth A. Baker, M.S.*, and Marcia D. McNutt,
M.P.H., University of Miami and the Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center
Previous research has identified race/ethnic differences in smoking cessation,
with minorities less likely to quit. Little research, however, has focused on
differences in psychosocial factors among white, Hispanic, and African American
smokers interested in cessation. The purpose of this study was to determine
whether racial/ethnic differences exist among smokers seeking help quitting. Adult
smokers (N = 417; n = 126 white; n = 123 Hispanic; n = 168 African American)
completed measures of demographics, smoking history, depressive symptoms,
and readiness to quit smoking prior to participating in an RCT testing the efficacy
of personalized self-help materials. Results indicated that compared to whites
and Hispanics, African Americans reported fewer years of education, were
more likely to be older, single, have an annual household income of less than
$10k, and to smoke menthol cigarettes. African Americans also reported greater
nicotine dependence compared to both whites and Hispanics. We also found
that Hispanics were younger, reported fewer years smoking and lower smoking
intensity, but greater alcohol use intensity compared to whites and African
Americans. Compared to whites, Hispanics reported lower nicotine dependence,
but were more likely to smoke menthols. Results also demonstrated that after
controlling for demographics and smoking history, African Americans reported
greater depressive symptoms compared to whites, and lower readiness to quit
compared to both whites and Hispanics. Help-seeking African Americans appear
to have more risk factors that might predict difficulty achieving smoking abstinence
compared to other racial/ethnic groups. Hispanics may have some protective
factors, such as shorter smoking duration, but still require attention to alcohol
use intensity and menthol. Identifying pre-intervention racial/ethnic differences
in characteristics related to cessation outcomes is important for developing
evidence-based culturally specific interventions.
Funding: American Cancer Society 115787-MRSG-08-142-01-CPPB.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Darla Kendzor, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
University of Texas Health Science Center, School of Public Health, 5323 Harry
Hines Blvd., Dallas, TX 75390-9128, United States, Phone: (214) 648-1344,
Email: Darla.Kendzor@UTSouthwestern.edu
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CAPITALIZING ON THE TEACHABLE MOMENT TO MOTIVATE SMOKING
CESSATION AMONG PARENTS OF CHILDREN WITH ASTHMA AND
PARENTS OF HEALTHY CHILDREN

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Monica Hooper, PhD, Associate Professor,
University of Miami, Psychology, 5665 Ponce de Leon Blvd, Coral Gables, FL
33146, United States, Phone: 305-284-4290, Email: mwebb@miami.edu

Belinda Borrelli, Ph.D.*1, Elizabeth McQuaid, Ph.D.2, and Scott Novak, Ph.D.3,
1
Brown Medical School and The Miriam Hospital, Centers for Behavioral and
Preventive Medicine & Program in Nicotine and Tobacco; 2Brown Medical School
and Rhode Island Hospital, Bradley/Hasbro Children’s Research; 3Behavioral
Health Epidemiology, RTI International
Asthma exacerbation may present a teachable moment for parental smoking
cessation. We tested (1) whether biomarker feedback on second hand smoke
exposure (SHSe) motivates quitting in parents of children with asthma (ACs)
vs. parents of healthy children (HCs) and (2) Among ACs, whether sustained
intervention with additional SHSe feedback produces higher quit rates than
minimal intervention. Eligibility criteria: smoking >=3 cigarettes/day and for
ACs, a child with a recent asthma episode needing urgent care. Participants
(n=569; 81% female, 51.7% Caucasian, child age M= 6.1 yrs) did not have to
want to quit smoking to enroll. All received two home visits focusing on health
education (Asthma for ACs, Wellness for HCs) and Motivational Interviewing
(MI) for smoking cessation + feedback on SHSe (passive dossimetry). For aim
170
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2, after the home visits, ACs were randomized to Enhanced (n=174; 6 MI calls
for smoking cessation + second round of SHSe feedback) or Minimal (n=173; 6
contact control calls). Treatment exposure and assessment completion did not
differ between groups (rates >80%). Smoking status was biochemically verified.
For Aim 1, ACs had higher rates of 7 day ppa (16.8%) and 30 day ppa (13.5%)
than HCs (7 day=7.3%; 30 day=4.2%; p’s <.05) at follow-up, despite receiving
the same intervention during the home visits. ACs reported lower SHSe in both
the car and home than HCs (p’s<.05). For Aim 2, Enhanced had higher 7 day
ppa (20.3%) and 30 day ppa rates (18.8%) than Minimal (7 day=12.7%; 30 day =
11.3%, p’s<.05; all available cases) at the end of the phone calls. At six months
follow-up, Enhanced had higher 30 day ppa (14.7%) than Minimal (8.5%, p<.05)
and lower asthma morbidity (p<.05). Enhanced had greater declines over time in
objectively measured SHSe than Minimal (p<.02). Asthma exacerbations present
a teachable moment to motivate parental cessation. Longer term interventions
with additional biomarker feedback enhance success.
Supported by NHLBI R01 HL62165-05 to B. Borrelli.

PEER INFLUENCE AND SELF-ESTEEM AS ASSOCIATED RISK FACTORS
FOR ADOLESCENT CIGARETTE SMOKING
Michale Sferra, B.A.*, Ashley Herrick, B.S., Krista Lange, B.A., Sneha
Thamotharan, M.A., and Sherecce Fields, Ph.D., Texas A&M University,
Department of Psychology
Exposure to social peer groups in which smoking behaviors are met with
approval have been consistently demonstrated to be associated with adolescent
smoking (Kokkevi, Richardson, Florescu, Kuzman, & Stergar, 2007). However,
Peterson, Buser, and Westburg (2010) postulate that healthy levels of self-esteem
may serve as a protective factor for youths against engaging in risky behaviors.
For the current study, we examined the relationship between peer influence,
self-esteem, and adolescent cigarette smoking patterns. It was hypothesized
that higher perceived levels of cigarette smoking by peers and lower levels of
self-esteem would be associated with higher levels of smoking in adolescents.
The study utilized data obtained by the University of Michigan’s Institute for
Social Research 2011 Monitoring the Future (MTF) survey of adolescent drug
use, sampling about 46,500 eighth-, 10th-, and 12-th grade students in almost
400 schools nationwide (Lloyd, O’Malley, Bachman, & Schulenberg, 2011). The
present study examined questions only pertaining to tobacco use and self-esteem
in high school seniors (N = 1,933). A multiple regression analysis was used to
test if self-esteem and perceived peer smoking predicted participants’ smoking
behaviors. The results of the regression indicated that the two predictors
explained 5.8% of the variance (R squared = .06, F (2, 1930) = 59.65, p < .001).
Additionally, peer smoking significantly predicted respondent tobacco use (Beta =
8.54, p < .001), as did self-esteem (Beta = -6.52, p < .001). Regression analysis
was also used to detect an interaction effect between perceived peer smoking and
self-esteem, which significantly predicted participants’ tobacco use as well (Beta
= 22.20, p < .001). These findings indicate that peer influence and self-esteem
interact in such a way that they may serve as a risk factor for adolescent tobacco
use. Future research efforts should target potential ways in which self-esteem may
be utilized as a protective factor against peer pressure placing adolescents at risk
to initiate smoking behaviors.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Belinda Borrelli, PhD, Professor, Brown Medical
School & The Miriam Hospital, Center for Behavioral and Preventive Medicine,
One Hoppin Street, Coro Building, Providence, RI 02118, United States, Phone:
617-424-6643, Email: belinda_borrelli@Brown.edu
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PREDICTORS OF A MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING INTERVENTION WITH
COLLEGE STUDENT TOBACCO USERS
Robert S. McNamara, Ph.D.*1, Eun-Young Song, Ph.D.2, Beth Reboussin, Ph.D.2,
John Spangler, M.D.2, Jessica R. Pockey, M.P.H.2, Caroline Kimes, B.S.2, Kristie L.
Foley, Ph.D.3, and Erin L. Sutfin, Ph.D.2, 1Virginia Tech Carilion Research Institute;
2
Wake Forest School of Medicine; 3Davidson College
Background: Tobacco use among US college students remains a public health
concern. Approximately 1 out of 4 smoke cigarettes, and 33% use some form of
tobacco. Student use has prompted research in screening and brief intervention
in university health centers; evidence suggests not all student tobacco users
are receiving an intervention. USPHS Guidelines encourage use of Motivational
Interviewing (MI), a patient centered counseling style, to boost patients’ readiness
to quit. The current study examined health center provider factors associated
with the use of MI with tobacco users. Methods: A survey of clinicians (43%
response rate) at 6 NC campus health centers was conducted as part of a study
aimed to improve adherence to USPHS Guidelines for tobacco use. Seventy-one
providers (91% women) reported on their use of MI for patients not ready to make
a tobacco quit attempt, including nurses (56%), MDs (17%), and NPs/PAs (27%).
Results: Only 1 out of 4 providers acknowledged that they “always” or “usually”
use MI with students not ready to make a quit attempt; 77% reported using MI
“sometimes,” “rarely,” or “never.” In bivariate analyses, we found that limited
experience intervening with tobacco users as a barrier to assisting patients with
cessation was associated with less frequent use of MI for tobacco users in the
past month (OR=0.07, p=0.02). Clinicians reporting feeling “very” or “somewhat”
confident in their ability to motivate patients to consider quitting were more likely to
use MI (OR=8.0, p=0.01). Male providers, more often than females, engaged in MI
with student tobacco users (OR=8.3, p=0.03). Multivariate analyses did not reveal
statistically significant factors. Conclusion: Many college health center clinicians
do not or infrequently use MI to intervene with patients using tobacco. Providers
are more likely to employ MI if they feel confident that they can motivate users
to quit, but perceived lack of experience as a barrier to helping student tobacco
users is associated with less frequent intervention. Future work should address MI
competency in health center providers.
Research reported in this abstract was supported by the National Cancer
Institute of the National Institutes of Health under Award #R21CA161664.
The content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily
represent the official views of the National Institutes of Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michale Sferra, B.A., Texas A&M University,
Psychology, 2301 Broadmore Drive, Bryan, TX 77802, United States, Phone:
727-776-6584, Email: msferra@tamu.edu
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TRAJECTORIES OF COMPLIANCE AND ITS PREDICTORS IN A
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL TESTING THE EFFICACY OF
NICOTINE REPLACEMENT THERAPY AMONG ADOLESCENTS
Charlotte S. Scherphof, M.Sc.*1, Regina J.J.M. van den Eijnden, Dr.1, Wilma
A.M. Vollebergh, Ph.D.1, and Rutger C.M.E. Engels, Ph.D.2., 1Utrecht University;
2
Radboud University Nijmegen
Several studies found that compliance to nicotine replacement therapy (NRT)
is a necessary condition for achieving smoking cessation. Although previous
studies examining the efficacy of NRT among adolescents demonstrated poor
compliance, more detailed information about (the difference in) the course of
compliance is lacking. Given the continued need to improve compliance rates and
ultimately quit rates among youngsters, examination of factors associated with
NRT compliance among adolescents is warranted. The present study identified
compliance trajectories of adolescents, whereby potential time-invariant and timevarying predictors were included to predict these trajectories. Adolescents aged
12-18 years, smoking at least 7 cigarettes a day and motivated to quit smoking,
were computer-generated randomly assigned to either a nicotine patch (n=182) or
a placebo patch (n=180) condition. Participants attended an information meeting
followed by a 6- or 9-week treatment. Compliance and predictors were measured
using online questionnaires. A combination of latent class growth analysis and
multinominal regression analysis was used to examine trajectories of compliance
and its predictors. A total of 257 participants (age: 16.7 +/- 1.13 years, n=135 in the
nicotine patch condition, and n=122 in the placebo patch condition) were eligible
for analyses. Preliminary results found two latent compliance trajectories, which
were labelled the ‘slow decreasers’ and the ‘quick decreasers’. Compared to the
‘quick decreasers’ the ‘slow decreasers’ smoked significantly more cigarettes per
day and had significantly higher levels of motivation to quit smoking. Time-varying
predictors that significantly affected compliance in both trajectories were relapse

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Robert McNamara, PhD, Virginia Tech Carilion
Research Institute, 2 Riverside Circle, Roanoke, VA 24016, United States, Phone:
5405262091, Email: robm@vt.edu
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back to smoking, side effects of NRT, perceived social support, and depressive
symptoms. Our study showed that time-varying variables more than personality
characteristics were associated with the course of compliance trajectories.
Therefore, to enhance continued compliance among adolescents it is important to
focus on compliance-related factors that vary during treatment period.
The Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and Development (ZonMw).

underweight BMI, expectancies about the effects of quitting smoking on their
weight did not affect their motivation to quit. However, girls with an overweight BMI
and greater expectancies about the effects of quitting smoking on their weight were
less motivated to quit than girls with an overweight BMI and lower expectancies.
No significant interaction was found for boys. This data suggests that overweight
adolescent girls with weight-related smoking outcome expectancies may need
additional support directed towards their smoking-related weight expectancies.
Supported by NIDA P50DA009241.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Charlotte Scherphof, Utrecht University,
Heidelberglaan 2, Utrecht, 3508 TC, Netherlands, Phone: +31 302533056, Email:
c.s.scherphof@uu.nl

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Dana Cavallo, PhD, Associate Research Scientist,
Yale University, Psychiatry, CMHC, New Haven, CT 06519, United States, Phone:
203-974-7607, Email: dana.cavallo@yale.edu
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A RANDOMIZED CLINICAL TRIAL OF THE EFFICACY OF EXTENDED
SMOKING CESSATION TREATMENT FOR ADOLESCENT SMOKERS

Ashley Herrick*, Michale Sferra, Sneha Thamotharan, and Krista Lange, Texas
A&M University

Steffani R. Bailey1, Sarah A. Hagen2, Christina J. Jeffery2, Christopher T. Harrison2,
Seth Ammerman3, Susan W. Bryson2, Diana T. Killen2, Thomas N. Robinson3,
and Joel D. Killen2, 1Oregon Health & Science University, Department of Family
Medicine, Portland, OR; 2Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford
Prevention Research Center, Palo Alto, CA; 3Stanford University School of
Medicine, Department of Pediatrics, Palo Alto, CA

Research on tobacco use in adolescents has confirmed parental monitoring as
a protective factor against both current smoking status and early age of onset. It
is well known that parental regulation of children’s behaviors when the parent is
not physically present to supervise is important in deterring risky health behaviors.
Nevertheless, it remains important to examine parents’ physical involvement in
the child’s life as a means for deterring adolescent smoking. In the current study,
we examined early adolescent (8th grade) responses (N=5,276) to the Monitoring
the Future Survey (2011). Multiple regressions were conducted with parental
involvement (i.e., how often parents limit television, how often adolescents talk
to parents about their problems, etc.) as the fixed factor and either (1) difficulty
in obtaining cigarettes, (2) age of smoking onset, (3) smoking status in past 30
days, as the dependent variables. Results indicated that parental involvement
significantly predicted difficulty in obtaining cigarettes (β= -.124, p <.01, 95% CI
[.144--.104]). Similarly, greater parental involvement predicted later age of onset
(β= .192, p <.01, 95% CI [.171-.213]) and fewer cigarettes per day in the last 30
days (β= -.038, p <.01, 95% CI [-.044--.032]). These results support evidence that
while parental monitoring remains an important protective factor for adolescent
smoking behaviors, parental involvement in the home may be equally as important.
Future research should examine the most beneficial interactions between parents
and early adolescents to deter smoking behaviors.
No funding.

Introduction: Relatively few well-designed smoking cessation studies have been
conducted with teen smokers. This study examined the effectiveness of extended
cognitive-behavioral treatment in promoting longer-term smoking cessation among
adolescents. Methods: Open-label smoking cessation treatment consisted of 10
weeks of school-based, cognitive-behavioral group counseling along with 9 weeks
of nicotine replacement (nicotine patch). A total of 141 adolescent smokers in
continuation high schools in the San Francisco Bay area were randomized to either
9 additional group sessions over a 14-week period (extended group) or 4 monthly
smoking status calls (non-extended group). Intention-to-treat, logistic regression
analysis was used to assess the primary outcome of biologically-confirmed (CO
< 9 ppm), point prevalence abstinence at Week 26 (6-month follow-up from
baseline). Results: At Week 26 follow-up, the extended treatment group had a
significantly higher abstinence rate (21%) than the non-extended treatment (7%);
OR = 4.24, 95% CI: 1.20-15.02. Females also were more likely to be abstinent
at the follow-up than males; OR = 4.15, 95% CI: 1.17-14.71. Conclusions: The
significantly higher abstinence rate at follow-up for the extended treatment group
provides strong support for continued development of longer-term, psychosocial
interventions for adolescent smoking cessation.
This work was supported by the National Cancer Institute grant #R01 CA
118035.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ashley Herrick, Texas A&M University, Psychology,
707 Texas Ave., College Station, TX 77840, United States, Phone: 4403463229,
Email: aherrick6989@tamu.edu
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Steffani Bailey, PhD, Research Assistant
Professor, Oregon Health & Science University, Family Medicine, 3181 SW Sam
Jackson Park Road, Portland, OR 97239, United States, Phone: 503-418-9805,
Email: bailstef@ohsu.edu

MOTIVATION TO QUIT AND WEIGHT-RELATED SMOKING EXPECTANCIES
IN ADOLESCENT SMOKERS
Dana A. Cavallo, Ph.D.*, Grace Kong Ph.D., and Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, Ph.D.,
Yale School of Medicine
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Weight-related smoking expectancies can be a barrier to successful smoking
cessation efforts, with gender differences suggesting girls exhibit more weightrelated smoking expectancies than boys. The relationship between weight-related
expectancies and quit efforts may also differ by body mass index (BMI). In our
prior work with adolescents, we found no significant relationship between BMI and
weight-related smoking expectancies for females, but males with higher BMI were
more likely to report smoking to control weight. The relationship between weightrelated smoking expectancies and motivation to quit smoking in adolescents with
normal/underweight BMI and overweight BMI is not clear. Understanding how these
factors are associated with motivation to quit is important because motivation to
quit is a strong predictor of smoking cessation outcomes. Thus, we assessed the
relationship between weight-related smoking expectancies, BMI, and motivation
to quit separately for boys and girls in a sample of treatment-seeking high-school
aged adolescent smokers expressing an interest in joining a cessation trial (n
= 113). We measured smoking expectancies using the Appetite-Weight Control
Factor of the Smoking Consequences Questionnaire, BMI using perceived height
and weight, and the Contemplation Ladder to assess readiness to quit. A linear
regression model revealed a significant 2-way interaction (BMI x SCQ) on the
contemplation ladder for girls after controlling for current smoking rate and age of
onset of daily smoking ( β = -.536, t(48) = -3.40, p = .001). In girls with a normal/

HOW IS THE NETWORK OF QUITLINES CHANGING? KEY SERVICE
FINDINGS OF THE KIQNIC PROJECT
Scott J. Leischow, Ph.D.*1, Keith G. Provan, Ph.D.2, Joseph A. Bonito, Ph.D.2,
Jessie A. Saul, Ph.D.3, Gregg H. Moor, B.A.4, and Robin H. Lemaire, Ph.D.5, 1Mayo
Clinic; 2University of Arizona; 3North American Quitline Consortium; 4InSource
Research Group; 5Virginia Tech University
This study is designed to better understand the network and communications
mechanisms by which stakeholders in the North American Quitline Consortium
(NAQC), especially state/provincial-level funders and service providers/vendors,
interact, share new knowledge, make decisions about how and when to implement
new knowledge, and actually adopt practices that they believe will improve quitline
outcomes. Surveys were implemented 2009-2011, and our goal is to explore
how new knowledge – especially new scientific and innovations evidence – is
disseminated, implemented, and integrated within NAQC community of 73 funder
entities (Canadian quitlines had multiple funders) and 20 service providers plus
the NAQC main office (NAO). Our primary analytical procedures were social
network analysis. We found that when density of the network ties across quitlines
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decreased over the period of the study (0.12 to 0.07, which is quite observable
via network maps and represents a functional shift in quitline communication.
In addition, when all ties are considered, the network in year 1 was modestly
centralized while in Year 3 the network became much more centralized (0.35 to
0.6). While the overall connectivity of the network declined somewhat over time, it
is apparent that much of the strength of the network, at least in terms of the flow
of information regarding services, is based on ties to the NAO and through the
contractual relationship between individual quitline funders and their providers.
Once these two information connections are excluded, network density drops
substantially, suggesting that both providers and funders are not reaching out to
those in other states and provinces to send and receive service related information.
This research was funded by the National Institutes of Health National Cancer
Institute grant R01CA128638.

PROMOTING CESSATION USING COLLEGE QUIT AND WIN CONTESTS:
ACCEPTABILITY, REACH, AND EFFICACY
Winta Ghidei, B.S.*1, Xianghua Luo, Ph.D.2,3, Qi Wang, M.S.2,3, Jill Ronco, M.P.A.1,
Meredith Schreier, B.S.1, Katherine Lust, Ph.D., M.P.H.4, Maria Rudie, M.P.H.4,
Lawrence An, M.D.5, Jasjit S. Ahluwalia, M.D., M.S., M.P.H.1, Erick M. Marigi6,
Sasha Orange7, Stephanie Chambless7, and Janet Thomas, Ph.D.1, 1University
of Minnesota, Department of Medicine; 2University of Minnesota Cancer Center;
3
Division of Biostatistics, School of Public Health; 4University of Minnesota, Boynton
Health Service; 5University of Michigan, Center for Health Communications
Research; 6St. Olaf University; 7University of Minnesota
Background: The prevalence of smoking among young adult college students
is 34.2%. Developing and delivering appealing and effective smoking cessation
interventions for young adults is critically needed. Quit & Win contests, in which
smokers quit for a one-month period to win prizes, are simple to implement, easy
to disseminate and may be well suited for college students. We report on the
baseline demographic and tobacco-specific characteristics and quit rates among
college students enrolling in a Quit and Win trial. Methods: In the fall of 2010
and 2011, a randomized, clinical trial was implemented at 2- and 4-year colleges
in Minnesota (N = 658). Participants were required to abstain completely from
tobacco for one month for the chance to win a $3000 prize. A follow-up survey
was conducted online at the completion of the contest and again at 6-months postenrollment. Urine verification was conducted at baseline and at all follow-ups to
confirm smoking status. Results: Participants were 26 ± 8.0 years of age, 57.8%
female and 86.2% White. Among participants, 61.1% were from 4-year colleges
vs. 48.9% from 2-year colleges. Participants smoked 11.7 ± 8.4 CPD on 28.5 ± 3.9
days/month; 49.9% were nicotine dependent as measured by time to first cigarette
<30 minutes; readiness to quit was 7.48 ± 1.99 on the Contemplation Ladder and
30.8% of the participants smoked menthol. Binge drinking in the past month was
endorsed by 76.8% of participant. Only 45% reported that they would have tried
to quit smoking even if they did not join the Quit and Win contest. Results indicate
that 52% sustained 30-day point prevalence abstinence and 6-month prolonged
abstinence was 24.1%. Conclusion: Quit and Win contests are acceptable to
college students and appear to attract older, daily, light smokers who engage in
more binge drinking. Quit and Win contests results in high rates of initial quitting
with moderate rates of prolonged, sustained abstinence at 6 months. Given the
relative ease and cost effectiveness of Quit and Win, colleges around the country
might consider these programs as an effective method to launch abstinence
campaigns.
Funding for this pilot study provided by the National Heart Lung and Blood
Institute grant (R01 HL094183; Thomas, PI).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Scott Leischow, PhD, Senior Associate Consultant,
Co-lead for Cancer Prevention and Control, Mayo Clinic Arizona, 13400 E. Shea
Blvd, Scottsdale, AZ 85259, United States, Phone: 480-301-4186, Fax: 480-3019087, Email: leischow.scott@mayo.edu
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QUIT AND WIN CONTESTS—IS QUITTING THE ONLY OPTION?
Lindsay M. Taylor, B.A.*, Kelli-an G. Lawrance, Ph.D., and Amanda Kirkwood,
M.A., Brock University
PURPOSE: Comparable quit rates can be expected between smokers
‘reducing to quit’ vs. ‘quitting abruptly’ but smokers are rarely offered a choice
as to which approach to use in tobacco control programming. For instance,
Quit and Win contests traditionally provide the single option of an abrupt quit
on a designated day. The addition of a reduction option may prove to motivate
additional smokers to progress towards quitting. This study examines the smoking
and quitting outcomes of young adults registered in a contest to reduce their
smoking by 50%. METHODS: The 6-week wouldurather… contest was promoted
at 42 Ontario, Canada post-secondary institutions in the 2010/2011 academic
year. Young adult students registering online were invited to participate in a study
that included an online survey at baseline and telephone interviews 1-month and
3-months following the contest start date. RESULTS: Of the 151 online registrants
committing to reduce their smoking, 64 (50.8%) consented to participate in the
study and 31 (40.4%) completed all measures. Analyses of 1-month data reveal
64.5% reduced their tobacco use by at least 50% for the first month of the contest.
Three-month data show that all 64.5% sustained their reduction. In fact, 9.7% had
reduced all the way to 0. Weekly consumption among reducers fell continuously
from baseline (M = 40.47, SD = 40.65), to 1-month (M = 14.94, SD =1 3.78) to
3-months (M = 9.25, SD = 10.93) suggesting a trajectory towards quitting even
after the 6-week contest period had ended. SIGNIFICANCE: Giving young adult
smokers the option to reduce their smoking may be a valuable strategy to increase
cessation success in ‘quit and win’ contests. Translating research into practice
may also increase enrollment and thus population impact of contests. Future
research is needed to determine whether reduction is a valuable strategy for other
interventions, including smartphone applications and self-help interventions, and if
these findings can be replicated with a sample of adult smokers. A final research
priority is to examine the long-term cessation outcomes of smokers’ who commit
to reduction.
This research was funded by the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term
Care.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Janet Thomas, PhD, Associate Professor,
University of Minnesota, Medicine, 717 Delaware St, SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414,
United States, Phone: 62-625-0414, Fax: 612-626-6782, Email: jthomas@umn.
edu
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HEAVINESS OF SMOKING INDEX AS A PREDICTOR OF TOBACCO
CESSATION AMONG STATE TOBACCO HELPLINE PARTICIPANTS
Nasir Mushtaq, Ph.D*, Lindsay Boeckman, M.S., and Laura Beebe, Ph.D.,
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lindsay Taylor, MA(c), Assistant Manager, Leave
The Pack Behind, Brock University, Faculty of Applied Health Sciences, 500
Glenridge Avenue, St Catharines, ON L2S3A1, Canada, Phone: 905-688-5550
ext. 5838, Email: ltaylor2@brocku.ca

Background: Nicotine dependence is one of the primary determinants of
tobacco cessation. Heaviness of smoking index (HSI) which is comprised of two
items, time to first cigarette after waking (TTF) and number of cigarettes smoked
per day (CPD), provides a continuous measure of nicotine dependence. Results
of previous studies indicate inconsistent predictive validity of HSI. The aim of this
study is to evaluate the predictive validity of HSI by examining the relationship
between HSI score and tobacco cessation among state tobacco helpline
participants. Methods: Longitudinal data from 1077 daily smokers who enrolled
in the Oklahoma Tobacco Helpline (OTH) from July 2010 to November 2011 were
used. Tobacco cessation was defined as 30 day abstinence from tobacco use
at 7-month follow-up. HSI was calculated as a six point continuous score from
TTF and CPD. We tested the hypothesis that lower HSI score at baseline would
predict higher tobacco cessation. Univariate and multiple logistic regression
analyses were conducted. Other covariates included in the analyses were
sociodemographic factors, tobacco use characteristics, and helpline interventions.
Results: At 7 month follow-up, 32.8% of participants reported 30 day abstinence
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from tobacco use. Mean HSI score at baseline was 3.23(sd 1.57) among men and
3.36(sd 1.65) among women. Continuous HSI score at baseline did not predict 30
day abstinence at 7-month follow-up (OR 0.95, 95%CI 0.87–1.02). Similarly, those
with low HSI (0-1) were not more likely to quit tobacco use as compared to those
with medium (3-4) or high (5-6) HSI (OR 1.00, 95%CI 0.70–1.44 and OR 0.78,
95%CI 0.50–1.20 respectively). There was no interaction between baseline HSI
score and OTH intervention or participants’ characteristics. We also explored the
predictive validity of the individual items of the HSI; neither TTF nor CPD predicted
tobacco cessation. These findings were independent of the helpline interventions
(number of calls and nicotine replacement therapy). Conclusion: These findings
indicate that tobacco cessation might rely on other aspects/motives of dependence
which are not effectively measured by HSI.
Funding: Oklahoma Tobacco Research Center.

PATTERNS OF RELAPSE AMONG CIGARETTE SMOKERS: RESULTS FROM
THE CARDIA LONGITUDINAL STUDY—1985-2010
Ralph S. Caraballo*1, Judy Kruger1, Kat Asman2, Linda Pederson2,3, Rachel
Widome4, Catarina Kiefe5, Brian Hitsman6, and David R. Jacobs Jr.4, 1Office on
Smoking and Health, Epidemiology Branch, National Center for Chronic Disease
Prevention and Health Promotion, Atlanta, GA; 2Statistics and Epidemiology Unit,
RTI International, Atlanta GA; 3McKing Consulting Corporation, Atlanta, GA;
4
Minneapolis VA Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN; 5Department of Quantitative
Health Sciences, University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester, MA;
6
Robert H. Lurie Comprehensive Cancer Center, Northwestern University Feinberg
School of Medicine, Chicago, IL; 7Division of Epidemiology and Community
Health, School of Public Health, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nasir Mushtaq, PhD, Assistant Professor,
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Biostatistics and Epidemiology,
4502 East 41st Street, Tulsa, OK 74135, United States, Phone: 918-660-3680,
Fax: 918-660-3671, Email: Nasir-Mushtaq@ouhsc.edu

RATIONALE: There is very little information about long term relapse patterns for
individuals trying to quit smoking. OBJECTIVE: To describe long-term prevalence
of relapse and other smoking patterns by gender, race, age, and education
level among a community-based cohort of young adults who were followed for
25 years.
METHODS: Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults
(CARDIA) is a community-based cohort of 5,115 men and women aged 18 to 30
years at baseline. We examined prevalence of cigarette smoking relapse among
participants who were current, new, or former smokers at baseline. Examinations
were conducted at eight time points with seven follow-up examinations over 25
years querying smoking, quitting, and relapse. RESULTS: About 30% of 1,682
ever (current, new, former) smokers at baseline relapsed (stopped smoking and
started again) at least once during the 20-25 years follow-up span; 39% of former
smokers at baseline relapsed as well as 26% of current and new smokers. About
49% of baseline current smokers who quit and relapsed were still smoking by the
end of the study compared to 30% of baseline former smokers. Education was a
strong predictor of unsuccessful quitting after relapse, with participants who had a
high school degree or less (63.6%) being less likely to quit again after relapse than
those with more than a college degree (31.4%). We found that smoking status at
the beginning of the study (current, new, former) strongly predicted cessation by
the end of the study; while more than 50% of current smokers at baseline were
still smoking by the end of the study, only 29% of new smokers and 12% of former
smokers were. CONCLUSIONS: There is a large and persistent disparity in
successful quitting after relapse by education. Even though good strategies exist
to encourage smoking cessation, there is a need for good and evidence-based
strategies to prevent relapse among former smokers.
No funding.
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SMOKERS’ OPINION ABOUT THE METHODS INFLUENCING SUCCESSFUL
SMOKING CESSATION
Edit Paulik, M.D., Ph.D.*1, László Nagymajtényi, M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc.1, Kristie L.
Foley, Ph.D.2, Todd Rogers, Ph.D.3, and Doug Easterling, Ph.D.4, 1University of
Szeged, Hungary; 2Medical Humanities, Davidson College, Davidson, NC, USA;
3
RTI International, San Francisco, CA, USA; 4Wake Forest School of Medicine,
Winston-Salem, NC, USA
INTRODUCTION: Despite improvements in tobacco control measures over
the past several years, smoking prevalence of Hungary is among the highest in
the world. Efforts to reduce tobacco use and support cessation are public health
priorities in Hungary. The role of smoking cessation methods is well described
in the literature, but knowledge of these methods among Hungarian smokers is
unknown. OBJECTIVES: To measure the prevalence of smoking and cessation and
to identify the perceived importance of different cessation methods (e.g. physician
advice, will-power). METHODS: Data are from a population-based epidemiological
study of adults’ tobacco prevalence, cessation, and their correlates (2011). An
in-person national survey of 1,042 people (aged 18 years and over) included
smoking status, smoking cessation, and attitudes towards tobacco control and
cessation. Attitudes were measured on a scale 1-4, with 4 being the strongest
factor affecting smoking cessation. Descriptive statistics and one-way ANOVA
were used to analyze data. RESULTS: 33.8% were current smokers of which
43.0% wanted to quit, 25.4% did not and 25.4% were uncertain about quitting.
Among current smokers, will-power was perceived to be the most important
determinant of tobacco cessation (x=3.84), followed by social support, quitting of
others, using other stress reducers, medical advice and pharmacotherapy. The
less preferred factors were bans on smoking at home, and bans in public places
or at work (x=1.92; 1.93; 1.96, respectively). Those who attempted to quit in the
prior year versus those who did not reported significantly higher average scores
for cessation strategies, except medical advice and will-power. Most respondents
in both groups (90.4% and 87.9%) rated will-power as most important, while only
22.8 and 14.9% of them rated medical advice as most important. CONCLUSIONS:
The smokers independently from the previous attempts to quit overstated the
importance of will-power and underestimated the role of medical advice in the
cessation in Hungary. Media or other campaigns to relay the value of different
cessation methods to the public may improve cessation-related experiences.
This publication was made possible by Grant #1 R01 TW007927-01 from
the Fogarty International Center, the National Cancer Institute, and the National
Institutes on Drug Abuse, within the National Institutes of Health. Its contents are
solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official
view of the NIH.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ralph S Caraballo, PhD, CDC, Office on Smoking
and Health, 3005 Chamblee-Tucker Rd., Atlanta, GA 30341, United States,
Phone: 770-488-5732, Fax: 770-488-5848, Email: rfc8@cdc.gov
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TAILORED EMAILS AS A STAND-ALONE STRATEGY FOR SMOKING
CESSATION: EVIDENCE FROM A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
J. Lee Westmaas, Ph.D.*1, Lorien Abroms, Sc.D.2, Jeuneviette Bontemps-Jones,
M.P.H., CHES1, and Jenelle Mellerson, M.P.H.1, 1Behavioral Research Center,
American Cancer Society; 2George Washington University
Tailored self-help smoking cessation print materials have been shown to be
effective. Few studies, however, have examined the effectiveness of tailored
self-help emails as a stand-alone strategy for smoking cessation. Smokers for
the current study were recruited through the American Cancer Society’s website.
Eligible smokers (n=355) were randomly assigned to one of three groups. Two
of the groups received tailored emails before, on, and after their chosen quit
date with (i) a Premium group receiving up to 30 tailored emails, and (ii) a Basic
group receiving 3 to 4 tailored emails, each of which included a downloadable
self-help cessation booklet. A control group received a single email with links to
web-based smoking cessation resources. At 1, 3, and 6 months after enrollment
participants completed an online survey of smoking behavior. At the 3-month
follow-up interaction effects between group and baseline smoking were obtained
for quit attempts and quit rates (7-day point prevalence). Lighter smokers (1-9
cpd) in the tailored email groups were more likely to have made a quit attempt in
the preceding 3 months (100%) compared to those in the control group (63.6%)
whereas among smokers of 10 or more cpd the proportion making a quit attempt
was similar across groups. Among lighter smokers those in the Basic condition quit
at higher rates (50%) compared with those in the control group (0%), whereas for

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Edit Paulik, MD, PhD, Associate Professor,
University of Szeged, Department of Public Health, Dóm tér 10, Szeged, 6720,
Hungary, Phone: +3662545119, Email: paulik.edit@med.u-szeged.hu
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heavier smokers, there was no difference between the 2 groups (2.9% and 7.1%).
Participants in the Premium group were also abstinent for significantly more days
in the preceding 3 months (36.6) compared to those in the control group (30.9;
p < .008). At the 6-month follow-up there were no differences between groups
in point prevalence abstinence. Smokers in the Premium group, however, were
abstinent for significantly more days in the preceding 6 months (70.5) compared to
the control group (46.8; p < .05).Results indicate that computer-generated tailored
email messages targeted around smokers’ quit dates are an inexpensive easily
disseminable strategy for increasing the number of days smokers report being
smoke-free, and may be particularly helpful for lighter smokers.
Funding: American Cancer Society.

A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN INTENTION
TO QUIT, QUIT ATTEMPTS, AND CESSATION
Jennifer Pearson*1,2, Ye Fang1, Donna Vallone1,2, David B. Abrams1,2, and Raymond
S. Niaura1,2, 1Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies at
Legacy, Washington DC; 2Department of Health, Behavior, and Society, Johns
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD
BACKGROUND: Intention to quit and quit attempts are common study outcomes
when cessation data are unavailable and/or when statistical power is inadequate.
METHODS: We examined the relationship between intention to quit, quit attempts,
and movement from daily-to-occasional-to-former smoking in two observations of
a longitudinal sample of smokers (N=2815) using structural equation modeling.
Smokers were aged 18-49 years and were drawn as a representative sample
of 8 major media markets in 2008, with the follow-up occurring 6 months later.
Examination of the AIC/BIC indicated that model fit was adequate. RESULTS:
At follow-up, 2464 (87.5%) participants were current smokers, 272 (9.7%) were
occasional smokers, and 79 (2.8%) were former smokers, with a substantial
sample of Black smokers (18.7%). There was minimal mediation of intention to quit
by quit attempts; however, there was a strong direct effect of intention to quit and
a smaller effect of quit attempts on smoking outcomes. Controlling for cigarettes
per day, menthol smoking status, race/ethnicity, sex, age, and education, a
one-unit increase in intention to quit increased the odds of movement from dailyto-occasional-to-former smoking by about 78%. A one-unit increase in the number
of quit attempts reported between baseline and first follow-up increased the odds
of reducing smoking by 10%. DISCUSSION: It is often assumed that increased
intention to quit will predict more quit attempts and thereby increase the likelihood
of cessation. This mediating model did not hold, but there were direct effects on
cessation. The results highlight the importance of considering these variables
simultaneously and not as proxies for cessation.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lee Westmaas, PhD, American Cancer Society,
250 Williams St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30303, United States, Phone: 404-329-7730,
Email: lee.westmaas@cancer.org
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CANADIAN TOBACCO PACKAGING POLICY IMPACT ON THE
MANAGEMENT AND PROMOTION OF PROVINCIAL QUITLINES – A
QUALITATIVE STUDY
Ryan David Kennedy, Ph.D.*1, H. Sharon Campbell, Ph.D.1, N. Bruce Baskerville,
Ph.D.1, David Hammond, Ph.D.2, and Dawn Pollon, Ph.D.3, 1Propel Centre for
Population Health Impact, University of Waterloo; 2School of Public Health and
Health Systems, University of Waterloo; 3P.Q.Research
INTRODUCTION: In June 2012, the Canadian federal government required
the tobacco industry to use new versions of tobacco packaging warning labels
which included for the first time a toll-free phone number to a national “quitline”.
The quitline is a phone-based service that can provide smokers with free access
to evidence based smoking cessation supports. Quitlines were first established in
Canada in 2002; by 2005 all provinces were offering quitline services, supported
financially by a mix of federal, provincial and NGO investments, differing by
province. Other countries that have implemented similar policies have experienced
exponential increases in volume of calls to their quitlines. In Canada there were
no direct federal investments to provincial quitlines prior to the packaging policy
change. This study sought to understand how this federal tobacco packaging
decision impacted the management and operations of quiteline services
across the country. METHODS: Key informant semi-structured interviews
were conducted with quitline managers and provincial government employees
responsible for quitlines across Canada (n= 12) before the implementation of the
tobacco packaging policy. Interviews were transcribed and analysed using Bryman
& Burgess’ (1993) Framework Approach. RESULTS: Managers and Government
respondents shared many concerns about the impact of this federal policy on the
operation of their quitlines. Government respondents were primarily concerned
with funding and sustainability issues of their operations, and the need to focus
on strategic collaborations. Quitline Managers were primarily concerned with
daily operations including strategy and marketing, and broad sustainability issues
including financial and human resources. Both respondent groups were deeply
concerned about issues of jurisdiction and governance/responsibility. There was
universal agreement that this policy would impact their operations and additional
resources were not provided to support this anticipated impact. DISCUSSION:
This national policy has the potential to greatly increase awareness of quitline
services; however, these policy decisions have deeply anticipated program
impacts.
Funding: Canadian Institute for Health Research (CIHR: Operating GrantPopulation Health Intervention Research.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Pearson, PhD, MPH, Research
Investigator, Legacy, Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies,
1724 Mass Ave NW, Washington, DC 20036, United States, Phone: 2024545768,
Email: jpearson@legacyforhealth.org
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CONNECT2QUIT: A RANDOMIZED, CONTROLLED TRIAL OF
TELEMEDICINE VERSUS TELEPHONE COUNSELING FOR SMOKING
CESSATION
Kimber P. Richter*, Edward F. Ellerbeck, Ana Paula Cupertino, Delwyn Catley,
Lisa Sanderson Cox, Kristopher Preacher, Theresa I. Shireman, Jamie J. Hunt,
Niaman Nazir, Leah Lambart, and Laura Mussulman
Connect2Quit compares two models for treatment at a distance for rural
smokers. Smokers (n=566) were recruited from 20 primary care and safety net
clinics across Kansas and randomly assigned to receive 4 sessions of telephone
counseling similar to quitline (QL) or 4 sessions of telemedicine counseling
(TM). TM consisted of real-time video counseling, similar to Skype, delivered
by computer/webcams located in clinic exam rooms in patients’ medical homes.
The counseling content was the same across groups, employed a motivational
interviewing/cognitive behavioral approach, and was available in Spanish
and English. Both groups received identical materials and pharmacotherapy
guidance to help participants select and obtain cessation medications. Outcome
analyses used an intent to treat approach with missing cases coded as smokers.
There were no significant baseline differences between groups. Follow-up was
excellent (month 3—83%; month 6—86%; month 12—88%). The main outcome
of biochemically-verified 7-day point prevalence at month 12 did not significantly
differ between TM and QL at 12 months (9.8% vs 12%). Self-reported cessation
did not differ between groups at any time point (month 3—23.2% vs 19.4%; month
6—20.3% vs 20.4% month 12—19.2% vs 22.2%), although analyses adjusting
for covariates did find a significant difference in favor of TM at month 3. Potential
treatment mediators include counseling adherence, counseling style, therapeutic
alliance, and medication use. QL participants completed slightly more counseling
sessions than TM (2.6 vs 2.4). External assessment of counseling fidelity found no
significant group differences in style or content, moreover, therapeutic alliance did
not differ significantly across groups. TM tended to use more cessation medications
than QL (55.9% vs 46.1%, p=0.03); those in TM were significantly more likely to
use varenicline. At 6 months, TM performed similar to QL; the early advantage for

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ryan David Kennedy, PhD, Scientist, Propel
Centre for Population Health Impact, University of Waterloo, Lyle Hallman Institute
North, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada, Phone: 519.888.4567, Email: rdkenned@
uwaterloo.ca
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with a meta-analysis; Practices recommended by a reputable organization, like
the CDC, but which have very limited scientific support; Practices that do not
have scientific evidence to support them.
The findings show that levels of
evidence vary across the different types of practices currently implemented by
quitlines in North America. More research needs to be done to understand the
connections between specific practices and outcomes of interest (e.g., increasing
reach, increasing quit rates). The substantial lack of evidence about practices’
effectiveness for increasing reach suggests a specific area for future inquiry.
The KIQNIC project is funded by Grant #R01CA128638 from the National
Institutes of Health to the Mayo Clinic Arizona.

TM may have been due to greater use of more effective medications. Although
quit rates were similar, each intervention had different advantages that could be
considered when selecting the best mode of treatment for reaching rural smokers.
Funding: National Heart Lung and Blood Institute (R01HL087643).
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kimber Richter, PhD, MPH, Professor, University
of Kansas Medical Center, Department of Preventive Medicine and Public Health,
3901 Rainbow Boulevard, Kansas City, KS 66160, United States, Phone:
913.449.0157, Email: krichter@kumc.edu
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Gregg Moor, BA, Project Manager and Director,
InSource Research Group, 982 Thermal Drive, Coquitlam, BC V3J 6S1, Canada,
Phone: 6049616556, Email: gregg.moor@in-source.ca

B. Dautzenberg*1,2,4, A. Delrieu1, S. Fleitmann1, M.D. Dautzenberg1,3, and J.
Osman1, 1Office Français de Prévention du Tabagisme; 2GH Pitié-Salpêtrière
(APHP); 3GH Necker-Enfants Malades (APHP); 4Upmc, Paris, France
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TOBACCO CESSATION SERVICES IN EUROPE: THE eSCCAN PROJECT

AWARENESS OF THE CDC’S “TIPS FROM FORMER SMOKERS’ CAMPAIGN
AND SMOKING BEHAVIORS AMONG ADULTS IN APPALACHIAN OHIO

The eSCCAN project aims to federate tobacco cessation clinics in Europe
to share and improve practices. Method: Identification of eSCCAN experts in
26 of the 27 European countries has allowed to organize meetings and internet
communication to reach a consensus among the smoking cessation clinics in
Europe and to specify their number. Results: The current estimate is that there
is about 2500 tobacco cessation clinics in Europe. A minority of them are centers
of advice to stop smoking without the possibility of prescription; a higher number
is made of doctors’ offices or paramedics. The vast majority consists of smoking
cessation clinics (Tobacco cessation clinics) with several health professionals
and all facilities for smoking cessation. Examples of good and bad practices have
been described on many topics such as rendezvous delays, that must be less
than 3 weeks for a first appointment. Some definitions have met consensus as
the definition of healing, and in particular the period which defines a successful
cessation. While waiting to close the debate, the recommendation is to record the
cessation at 3, 6 and 12 months, with a particular focus at 6 months. A code and a
self-audit in 11 languages are available on the website for a first evaluation of the
activity of the consultations that will enable future improvement.267 consultations
had yet completed the self-audit. Conclusions: The project provides real
rapprochement eSCCAN knowledge to practices for smoking cessation in Europe
that support in each country in Europe less than 10% of smokers, but disseminate
knowledge and contribute to the assessment for teaching and research.
OFT project supported by a Grant from Pfizer Europe.

Tyler B. Syndergaard*1, Amy M. Wermert, M.P.H.2, Nancy E. Hood, Ph.D.2, Amy
K. Ferketich, Ph.D.2, Electra D. Paskett, Ph.D.3, and Mary Ellen Wewers, Ph.D.2,
1
The Ohio State University College of Medicine; 2College of Public Health, The
Ohio State University; 3The Ohio State University Comprehensive Cancer Center
Smoking remains a leading cause of preventable deaths in the United States.
Evidence exists to promote the use of mass media campaigns to encourage
smoking cessation. Little is known about associations between these campaigns
and quitting behaviors of adult smokers in Appalachian Ohio. The purpose of
this study was to examine associations between awareness of the CDC’s “Tips
From Former Smokers” campaign and smoking behaviors among adults in
Appalachian Ohio enrolled in a group randomized smoking cessation clinical trial.
Interviews were conducted with consented adult participants from seven counties
in Appalachian Ohio to verify whether participants had seen the CDC campaign,
and to determine which ads they preferred from the campaign. Smoking behaviors
observed included self-reported smoking status, number of quit attempts, number
of cigarettes smoked per day, Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence score,
and confidence in ability to quit. Differences between groups were measured
using chi-squared tests for categorical variables and ANOVA for discrete variables.
No significant differences were observed between smoking behavior outcomes
for participants who saw the CDC ads (n=82) vs. those who did not see the CDC
ads (n=54) for all smoking behaviors of interest. This suggests that there may be
no associations between awareness of the ad campaign and smoking behavior
outcomes. Participants reported that TV ads were more likely to be seen and
recalled than all other types of advertising. This confirms the results of previous
studies that demonstrated the effectiveness of TV advertising over other forms
of advertising for anti-smoking mass media campaigns. This study highlights
the importance of continued research into the impact of anti-smoking mass
media campaigns on quitting behaviors. Limitations of this study include a small
sample size and a homogenous study population (i.e. those trying to quit). The
generalizability of these findings may be limited. Continued research in this field
will help to develop future media campaigns that will have the greatest impact on
quitting behaviors of smokers.
This study was conducted while the first author was at The Ohio State
University College of Medicine. Supported by NIH grant #R01 CA129771, NIH
grant #5P50CA105632, and a grant from the Department of Internal Medicine at
The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bertrand Dautzenberg, MD, Professor, GH
Piité-Salpêtrière, Pneumology, 47 Bd Hopital, Paris, F75007, France, Phone:
+33613437048, Email: bdautz@gmail.com
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WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE: CLASSIFICATION OF TOBACCO CESSATION
QUITLINE PRACTICES ACCORDING TO TYPE OF EVIDENCE
Gregg H. Moor, B.A.1, Erin K. Ruppel, Ph.D.2, Jessie A. Saul, Ph.D.3, Scott J.
Leischow, Ph.D.*4, and RaeAnne Davis, M.S.P.H.3, 1InSource Research Group;
2
SUNY The College at Brockport; 3North American Quitline Consortium; 4Mayo
Clinic Arizona
Tobacco cessation quitlines make decisions about which practices to include
in the services they provide on a regular basis. Yet it is not always clear what
level of scientific evidence exists for each practice provided. Knowing what
types of evidence supports which quitline practices may help decision-makers
determine which mix of practices is right for their quitline, especially in times of
limited financial resources. Members of the “Knowledge Integration in Quitlines:
Networks That Improve Cessation (KIQNIC)” research team conducted a literature
review to gather information about the levels of evidence for each of the 23 quitline
practices asked about in the annual KIQNIC survey (2009-2011). Each practice
was classified according to the type of evidence found for: Efficacy – whether or
not a practice increases quit rates, and Reach – whether or not a practice leads
to increased utilization of the quitline service.
Each practice was assigned to
one of the following evidence categories for efficacy and for reach: Practices
studied enough that the scientific community could develop consensus that they
were effective - as indicated by recommendations in either the PHS Guideline or
a Cochrane Review; Practices with one or more peer-reviewed journal articles
documenting their effectiveness, but not enough to generate conclusive findings

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Tyler Syndergaard, BS, The Ohio State University,
1056 Westborough Dr. N, Columbus, OH 43220, United States, Phone:
8014726816, Email: tyler.syndergaard@osumc.edu
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USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO ENHANCE TOBACCO DEPENDENCE
EDUCATION
Margie Arnett, M.S.*, and Jill Loewen, M.S., CTTS
This project was designed to assess the usage of social media applications by
dental school faculty, to compliment tobacco dependence education and treatment.
Dental educators have made great advances toward the implementation of tobacco
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dependence education, although often the content can be limited resulting in
incomplete tobacco use interventions. In the 2006-07 population survey Tobacco
Use Supplement, patients reported only 34.9% of practicing U.S. dentists asked
and advised them to quit tobacco. Could social media help bridge this gap in the
educational process, as well as address this issue with new practitioners? Social
media can encourage conversations to supplement health education. Social
media provides real-time support and research has recently shown effectiveness
in its application for tobacco dependency treatment. Four hundred forty-three
full-time dental and dental hygiene faculty from five U.S. dental schools were
invited to complete a 12-item online survey regarding their social media usage
during a 30 day period in fall of 2011. Response rate was 50% (N=221). Of the
respondents, nearly half were dentists, and 62% were ≥51 years of age. Facebook
was the most popular social network and reportedly used by 111 respondents.
The most often reported frequency of use was weekly (20.4%, N=221); users
indicated doing so primarily for personal rather than professional purposes.
However, 37% of respondents reported not using any social media. The most
frequently cited barriers to the use of social media were time (48%) and privacy
concerns (48%). There are many tobacco dependency treatment resources
available through social networking sites. There is room to increase awareness
and professional use of these networks through faculty development and training.
Due to the rapid growth in the utilization of such networks by students and society,
educators should consider using social media as an adjunct in teaching tobacco
dependence treatment. Use of social media by practicing dentists could serve as
an enhancement to treatment and help supplement the incompleteness of tobacco
use interventions previously identified.
No funding.

ACTION TO STOP SMOKING IN SUSPECTED TUBERCULOSIS (ASSIST) IN
PAKISTAN: A RANDOMIZED, CONTROLLED TRIAL
Kamran Siddiqi, Ph.D.*1,2, Amir Khan, Ph.D.3, Maqsood Ahmad, M.Phil.3, Omara
F. Dogar, M.P.H.1, Mona Kanaan, Ph.D.1, James N. Newell, Ph.D.4, and Heather
Thomson, B.A.5, 1University of York, UK; 2Hull York Medical School, University of
York, UK; 3Association for Social Development Islamabad – Pakistan; 4University
of Leeds; 5NHS Leeds, UK
There is a strong causal link between tobacco smoking and tuberculosis
incidence. Almost 20% of the total disease burden due to tuberculosis is attributable
to tobacco use. Pakistan is one of the top ten high burden countries for both
tuberculosis and tobacco use. We carried out a cluster randomized, controlled
trial to assess the effectiveness of smoking cessation interventions in achieving
six-month continuous abstinence among adult smokers suspected of pulmonary
tuberculosis in the health centers in districts of Jhang and Sargodha, Pakistan.
Health centers were randomized to: (a) intervention arm I - behavioral support
plus bupropion (BS+); (b) intervention arm II - behavioral support only (BS); and
(c) control arm - usual care plus a self-help leaflet. Behavioral support comprised
of two structured consultations (at a week’s interval) with a health professional,
each lasting for 30 and 10 minutes respectively. Bupropion was given for a period
of seven weeks in total, 75mg per day in week one and 150mg in the following six
weeks. All patients were assessed for abstinence (verified by Carbon Monoxide
test), one and six months after the quit date. Results were analyzed using log
poisson generalized linear mixed models. A total of 45.4% (275/606) of those
offered BS+ achieved six months’ abstinence compared with 41.0% (254/620)
offered BS, and 8.5% (52/615) offered usual care plus a self-help leaflet. Both
treatment conditions led to statistically significant relative risk (RR) of abstinence
compared to usual care (RR (95% CI): 8.2 (3.7-18•2) for BS+ and RR (95% CI):
7.4 (3.4-16.4) for BS, respectively). The relative risk of abstinence for BS+ vs. BS
(RR (95%CI): 1.1 (0.6- 2.2)) was not statistically significant. The three trial arms
were not well balanced for urban and rural population ratio. In addition we were not
able to confirm treatment adherence for bupropion, use cotinine test for validating
abstinence, or assess the effect of smoking cessation on TB outcomes. Behavioral
support is effective in promoting cessation in smokers with suspected tuberculosis.
The addition of bupropion did not improve abstinence rates substantially.
Funding: International Development Research Centre, Canada.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Margie Arnett, MS, Assistant Professor, Loma
Linda University, Office of the Dean, 11092 Anderson Ave, Loma Linda, CA 92350,
United States, Phone: 909-558-7283, Fax: 909-558-4683, Email: marnett@llu.edu
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THE ROLE OF COCOA AS A CIGARETTE ADDITIVE: OPPORTUNITIES FOR
PRODUCT REGULATION
Natasha A. Sokol, M.P.H.*1, Ryan David Kennedy, Ph.D.2, and Gregory N.
Connolly, D.M.D., M.P.H.1, 1Center for Global Tobacco Control, Harvard School
of Public Health, Boston, MA, USA; 2Propel Centre for Population Health Impact,
University of Waterloo, ON, Canada

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Omara Dogar, MPH, Research Fellow, SHINe,
Research Unit, 862 St. 13C, NPF, E-11/4, Islamabad, ICT 44000, Pakistan,
Phone: +92 (322) 8864 538, Email: ofd500@york.ac.uk

Aims: To investigate cocoa as a cigarette additive as it is referenced in the
tobacco industry internal documents, including issues related to sensory and risk
perception, promotion of dependence, and enhancement of product acceptability,
as well as potential target markets.
Design: The Legacy Tobacco Documents
Library was used to identify documents relevant to research questions. Initial
search terms were generated following an examination of published literature
on cocoa, other cigarette additives, sensory and risk perception, and the use of
cigarette design features to target specific populations. Further research questions
and search terms were generated based on findings from the initial search terms.
All relevant documents were reviewed. Findings: Cocoa is widely applied to
cigarettes, and has been used by the tobacco industry as an additive since the
early 20th century. Cocoa can alter the sensory properties of cigarette smoke,
including by providing a more appealing taste and aroma, and by decreasing the
smoke’s harshness. Cocoa may contribute to improving the sensory characteristics
of “low-tar” or “light” cigarettes. The levels of cocoa used in cigarettes are not
sufficient to produce physiological effects. The tobacco industry has experimented
with manipulating cocoa levels as a means of achieving sensory properties that
appeal to women and youth. Conclusions: Although cocoa is identified as a flavor
on tobacco industry websites, it may serve other sensory purposes as well. The
addition of cocoa to cigarettes may improve the sensory experience of smoking,
which has been shown to prompt smokers to modify their puffing behavior, and
inhale more deeply or frequently. Eliminating cocoa as an additive from tobacco
products may give smokers a more accurate understanding of product risk, and
serve to decrease product appeal, especially among vulnerable populations.
Funded by NCI grant 2R01CA087477-09A2 “Design and Characterization of
Cigarettes.”
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USE, KNOWLEDGE, AND ATTITUDES TOWARD NICOTINE REPLACEMENT
THERAPY AMONG SMOKERS IN PUBLIC HOUSING
E. Ivy Oyegun, M.P.H.*1, Tegan C. Evans, M.P.H.1, Alan C. Geller, M.P.H., R.N.2,
Abdulkabir Adegoke, M.B.B.S.1, Jessica A. Davine, M.S.W., M.P.H.1, and Daniel
R. Brooks, D.Sc., M.P.H.1, 1Boston University School of Public Health; 2Harvard
School of Public Health
Fewer than 25% of smokers use pharmacotherapy each year, and rates are
even lower among minority and low-income smokers. We used both quantitative
and qualitative data to examine knowledge, attitudes, and use of NRT among
residents of public housing interested in quitting smoking. Baseline questionnaires
were administered to 243 smokers enrolled in a community-based cessation
trial. Questions included prior NRT use and satisfaction and the Attitudes Toward
Nicotine Replacement Therapy (ANRT-12) scale. We also reviewed audiotapes
of peer counselor encounters with 80 participants. 51% of smokers previously
used pharmacotherapy; of these, 92% used NRT and 38% used medication.
Black (34%) and Hispanic (36%) smokers were less likely than Whites (52%) to
have ever used the nicotine patch. 35% of patch users were satisfied with the
patch, while 30% reported that they had stopped using it because of side effects.
Nicotine gum users were slightly less likely to have ceased use due to side effects
(23%), but much less likely to say they were satisfied (13%). A high proportion of
respondents to the ANRT-12 responded “don’t know” to the 6 knowledge questions
(range 30-48%), indicating a lack of knowledge of indications for NRT. Prior users
of NRT were much less likely to state that they did not know about its effects (range
17-30%) than those with no prior use (range 36-67%). Prior users were also less
likely than non-users to be suspicious of NRT (32% vs. 51%) or concerned about
side effects (54% vs. 74%), although levels of concern were high even among prior

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Natasha Sokol, MPH, Research Assistant, Harvard
School of Public Health, Department of Society, Human Development and Health,
401 Park Drive, Boston, MA 02215, United States, Phone: 617-384-8542, Email:
nsokol@hsph.harvard.edu
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users. Barriers to NRT use that emerged from analysis of audiotapes included
the belief that mental weakness, not physical dependency, is the main barrier
to quitting; nicotine as the main culprit in smoking; overreliance on anecdotal
experience; wariness of side effects; and a preference for “natural” rather than
“chemical” solutions. Smokers in public housing who were interested in quitting
displayed a lack of knowledge about NRT that could interfere with a successful quit
attempt. Results of the cessation trial will shed light on whether peer counseling
can improve utilization and subsequent abstinence.
Funded by grants #1R01CA141587 and #3R01CA141587.

STATISTICAL ESTIMATION OF LUNG CANCER PROBABILITY
CONNECTION WITH THE THREE MAIN RISK FACTORS (AGE, SMOKING
HISTORY, AND COPD)
G. Kovacs*, A. Barsai, and L. Molnar, National Koranyi Institute for TB and
Pulmonology, Budapest, Hungary
Aim: The purpose of this research is to determine a well-defined group
of persons at high risk of developing lung cancer who would benefit from an
organised screening model. Method: In 2009, we studied 925 diagnosed lung
cancer cases in Budapest, Hungary. We obtained patient’s age, sex, smoking
history, COPD comorbidity, cancer stage at diagnosis, cell type and lung cancer
therapy. We estimated lung cancer risk with a multivariate model among the
study sample, and compared these data to epidemiological data of the general
population in Budapest. results: The sample included 521 males and 404 females,
who were on average 63 years of age (95%>50). 79% had a smoking history (68%
current and 32% former smokers), with an average pack year index (PYI) of 33
(76%>20). COPD comorbidity was present in 44% of patients. Lung cancer risk
was 2X higher among smokers; 2,4X higher among the >50 years old people; 4X
higher among the strong smokers (PYI>40); 4,4X higher among COPD patients;
6,3X higher among the >50 years old strong smokers; 8X higher among among
the strong smoker COPD patients and 13,5X higher among the patients with all
three risk factors (age>50 years, PYI>40 strong smokers and COPD) versus the
general population in Budapest. Conclusion: This high-risk group (age>50; PYI>40
and COPD) may be a good target group for a cost effective LDCT lung cancer
screening model in Budapest, Hungary, where such screening infrastructure
already exists for tuberculosis monitoring.
This survey was supported by the Fogarty International Center (Grant #1.
R01-TW00792701-01).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Daniel Brooks, DSc, MPH, Associate Professor,
Boston University School of Public Health, Epidemiology, 715 Albany Street,
Boston, MA 02118, United States, Phone: (617) 638-6725, Email: danbrook@
bu.edu
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DEPRESSIVE REALISM AMONG SMOKERS: A LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS
USING DATA FROM THE INTERNATIONAL TOBACCO CONTROL (ITC)
FOUR COUNTRY SURVEY
Omid Fotuhi*1 and Geoffrey T. Fong1,2, 1University of Waterloo; 2Ontario Institute
for Cancer Research
It has been suggested that those with depressive realism actually have a more
accurate perception of reality (Alloy and Abramson, 1979). Specifically, those with
borderline or moderate depression are less affected by positive illusions, locus of
control, and optimism bias. In contrast, optimistic biases have been shown to be
common phenomenon among smokers (Fotuhi et al., 2012). The current study
aims to examine the role that depressive symptoms have on smoking related
beliefs. Longitudinal data from nationally representative samples of adult smokers
in the International Tobacco Control (ITC) Four Country Survey from Canada, the
United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia were used. We analyzed data
from waves 5 (October 2006 to February 2007), 6 (September 2007 to February
2008), and 7 (October 2008 to July 2009). We created a measure of depressive
symptoms by combining two questions: asking respondents whether they were
(1) feeling down, depressed, or hopeless; and (2) whether they experienced
loss of pleasure in their activities. We also created composite measures for (1)
the frequency of thinking about smoking related consequences, (2) the level of
awareness of the health consequences associated with smoking, (3) the level of
awareness of warning label messages, and (4) the level of endorsement in riskminimizing beliefs. Controlling for relevant demographic variables and Heaviness
of Smoking Index (a measure of nicotine dependence that combines two
categorical measures: cigarettes per day with time after waking at first cigarette
of the day), regression analyses revealed that depressive symptoms significantly
predicted greater frequency of thinking about smoking (B= .15, t(6395) = 11.94,
p< .001); greater awareness of smoking-related health consequences (B= .12,
t(6395)= 7.24, p < .001); greater awareness of warning label messages (B= .09,
t(6395)= 7.02, p< .001); and lower endorsement of risk-minimizing beliefs(B=
-.07, t(6395)= -5.52, p< .001). These findings point to the need to identify the
role of depressive symptoms in understanding and predicting smoking cessation.
Longitudinal analyses are discussed in the poster.
The ITC Four-Country Survey is supported by grants R01 CA 100362 and
P50 CA111236 (Roswell Park Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use Research Center)
from the National Cancer Institute of the United States, Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation (045734), Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR)(57897,
79551), National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia (265903,
450110), Cancer Research UK (C312/A3726), Canadian Tobacco Control
Research Initiative (014578); Centre for Behavioural Research and Program
Evaluation, National Cancer Institute of Canada/Canadian Cancer Society.
Student assistance was provided by the CIHR Frederick Banting and Charles
Best Canada Graduate Scholarship and the CIHR Strategic Training Program for
Tobacco Research.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Gabor Kovacs, Dr, National Koranyi Institute for
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PARTNER INTERFERENCE IN INDIVIDUAL GOAL PURSUIT IS ASSOCIATED
WITH INCREASED SMOKING
Jaye L. Derrick* and Kenneth E. Leonard, Research Institute on Addictions,
University at Buffalo, SUNY
Although previous research has established that people’s smoking status is
an important determinant of their marital partner’s smoking status, most research
has neglected other aspects of marriage that might influence smoking behavior.
A growing literature demonstrates that people both enhance and interfere with
their partner’s ability to self-regulate in the service of individual goal pursuit. For
example, people are more likely to achieve their goals over time when their partners
are highly supportive (Brunstein, Dangelmayer, & Schultheiss, 1996). Yet, conflict
can impair task completion (Baumeister, DeWall, Ciarocco, & Twenge). The ability
to quit smoking is heavily dependent on people’s ability to self-regulate, so the
partner’s interfering behavior likely plays a critical role in smoking cessation. The
current research examines perceptions of the partner’s interference in individual
goal pursuit (unrelated to smoking cessation) as a predictor of smoking behavior
in the first nine years of marriage. Data are from a sample of newlywed couples
assessed at six time points: at the time of marriage, and at the first, second,
fourth, seventh, and ninth anniversaries. The current analyses focus on both
partners in 333 “ever smoker” couples (i.e., couples in which at least one partner
reported smoking during at least one assessment over the course of the study).
Participants completed measures of perceived partner interference, smoking,
and demographics through the mail at each time point. Data were analyzed using
multivariate multilevel modeling. For both husbands and wives, greater perceived
partner interference in individual goal pursuit in a given year was associated
with a greater likelihood of being a smoker and increased quantity of cigarettes
smoked per day during that year. This effect remained significant controlling for
demographics, partner smoking status or quantity, and overall marital quality. The
current research suggests that partners influence smoking behavior indirectly,

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Omid Fotuhi, MASc, University of Waterloo, 200
University Ave. West, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada, Phone: 6508420923,
Email: ofotuhi@uwaterloo.ca
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through mechanisms other than behavioral contagion and the quality of the
relationship.
This research was supported by National Institutes of Health grants R21
DA034068 (PI: Derrick), R37-AA09922 (PI: Kenneth E. Leonard), and R01
AA016127 (PI: Testa).

Western populations, and have focused on SLT products used in those countries.
Few studies come from South Asian countries. Our objective was to determine the
association between SLT use and CHD among non-smoking adults in Bangladesh.
Methods: A matched case-control study of non-smoking Bangladeshi adults aged
40–75 years was conducted in 2010. Incident cases of CHD were selected from
two cardiac hospitals. Community controls, matched to CHD cases, were selected
from neighbourhoods, and hospital controls were selected from outpatient
departments of the same hospitals. The Rose Angina Questionnaire (RAQ)
was also used to re-classify cases and controls. Results: We had 302 cases,
1208 community controls, 302 hospital controls. Current use was higher among
community controls (38%) compared to cases (33%) and hospital controls (32%).
Current use of SLT was not significantly associated with an increased risk of CHD
when community controls were used (adjusted OR 0.87, 95% CI 0.63–1.19), or
when hospital controls were used (adjusted OR 1.00, 95% CI 0.63–1.60), or when
both control groups were combined (adjusted OR 1.00, 95% CI 0.74–1.34). Risk of
CHD did not increase with use of individual types except gul, frequency, duration,
past use of SLT products, or using the RAQ to re-classify cases and controls.
There was a significant association between gul use and CHD when both controls
were combined (adjusted OR 2.93, 95% CI 1.28–6.70). Conclusions: There was
no statistically significant association between SLT use in general and CHD among
non-smoking adults in Bangladesh. Further research on the association between
gul use and CHD in Bangladesh along with SLT use and CHD in other parts of
the subcontinent will guide public health policy and interventions that focus on
SLT-related diseases.
Funding for this study was provided by the Discipline of Public Health, The
University of Adelaide. Additionally, human resource and in-kind support for the
research was also provided by the Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and
Research, Dhaka, Bangladesh and the National Heart Foundation Hospital &
Research Institute, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The funders had no role in study design,
data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jaye Derrick, PhD, Research Scientist, University
at Buffalo, The State University of New York, Research Institute on Addictions,
1021 Main St., Buffalo, NY 14203, United States, Phone: 7168872227, Email:
jderrick@ria.buffalo.edu
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SMOKING TOPOGRAPHY OF FACTORY MADE AND MAKE YOUR OWN
CIGARETTES
Zachary R. Rosenberry*1, Lauren L. Canlas1, Jennifer L. Potts1, Lacy A. Fabian1,
Andrew A. Strasser2, and Wallace B. Pickworth1, 1Battelle Center for Analytics and
Public Health, Baltimore, MD; 2Center for Interdisciplinary Research on Nicotine
Addiction, University of Pennsylvania
The recent increase in the price of Factory Made (FM) cigarettes has
influenced the rise in use of Make Your Own (MYO) cigarettes. Along with price
considerations, MYO smokers choose to smoke these cigarettes for a variety of
reasons like taste preference, perception of being healthier than FM cigarettes,
and as a method to smoke less. MYO smokers can be classified as either Roll
Your Own (RYO: hand-rolled cigarettes with loose tobacco and a paper leaf) or
Personal Machine Made (PMM: use of a machine to inject loose tobacco into a
preformed cigarette tube). Three groups of regular smokers who exclusively
smoked RYO (n = 32), PMM (n = 24) and FM (n = 20) cigarettes participated in the
study. Subjects (62 male, 14 female) completed three laboratory visits where they
smoked their own cigarettes ad lib (without restrictions), after verified overnight
abstinence, and intensely (by smoking three cigarettes over a two hour period).
Participants averaged 38 years of age and smoked an average of 18.3 (SD = 8.0)
cigarettes/day. PMMs smoked significantly more cigarettes/day than RYOs and
FMs [M(SD) = 22(10.7), 17(6.3) and 15(15.3) respectively (p<0.01)]. Topography
measures were similar across the three experimental conditions. Most notably,
RYOs took significantly less time to smoke than PMMs and FMs (p < 0.01); in
the ad lib condition, the time to smoke was 245s, 340s and 312s respectively.
RYOs also differed from PMMs and FMs in number of puffs: M = 10, 16 and 13 (p
< 0.001) respectively; and total puff volume: M = 581mL, 906mL and 740mL (p <
0.01) respectively. Smoking topography was most similar in PMMs and FMs as no
significant differences were found in time to smoke: M = 340s and 312s; number
of puffs: M = 16 and 13; average puff volume: M = 58mL and 59mL; puff duration:
M = 1.9s and 1.9s; and puff velocity: M = 40mL/s and 38mL/s. However, PMMs
did have a significantly greater total puff volume compared to both RYOs and FMs
especially in the overnight abstinence condition [M = 915mL, 594mL and 656mL
respectively (p<0.01)]. This study suggests that smoking behavior differs among
RYO, PMM and FM smokers; however, FM smoking behavior is most similar to
PMM smoking.
This research was supported by a grant from the National Cancer Institute at
the National Institutes of Health (1R01CA138973-01/5R01CA138973-02).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Muhammad Aziz Rahman, MBBS, MPH, PhD,
Senior Research Fellow, Australian Catholic University, St. Vincent’s Centre for
Nursing Research (SVCNR), Level-4, 486 Albert Street, East Melbourne, VIC
3002, Australia, Phone: +61 3 9953 3696, Email: aziz.rahman@acu.edu.au
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GENDER DIFFERENCES IN THE USE OF VERY LOW NICOTINE CONTENT
CIGARETTES
Sarah S. Dermody, M.S.*1, Eric C. Donny, Ph.D.1, Louise Hertsgaard, M.A.2, and
Dorothy K. Hatsukami, Ph.D.2, 1University of Pittsburgh; 2University of Minnesota
Reducing the nicotine content of cigarettes could improve public health by
reducing national smoking levels; however, individual differences of responses to
very low nicotine content (VLNC) cigarettes need to be considered. In particular,
research suggests that men and women have different susceptibilities to the
reinforcing properties of nicotine, such that men could be more sensitive to
nicotine reduction strategies than women. The proposed study examined gender
differences of responses to VLNC cigarettes. As part of a larger study (Hatsukami
et al., 2010), adult smokers (N=46) who wanted to quit smoking were asked to
smoke 0.05 mg nicotine yield cigarettes for 6-weeks. Changes in average daily
cigarette use relative to baseline smoking were examined weekly. Latent growth
curve models were estimated using Mplus. On average, cigarette use increased
relative to baseline during the first week after switching to VLNC cigarettes
(intercept = 1.78, p=.007) and then decreased linearly over time (slope = -1.96,
p=.002); however, curvilinear decreases were evident after taking gender into
account. The change pattern differed between men and women, controlling for
baseline cigarette use and study non-compliance. Women exhibited a faster
initial decrease of cigarette use relative to baseline than men (linear slope: beta =
-3.49, p=.001). Thereafter, the rate of decrease slowed for women relative to men
(quadratic slope: beta = 0.65, p=.002). As a result, women initially appeared to
benefit more from smoking VLNC cigarettes, but by Week 6 men (mean reduction
=5.13 cigarettes) had achieved similar levels of cigarette reduction than women
(mean reduction =5.73 cigarettes). To determine if the gender differences were
due to withdrawal severity, assessed by the Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal
Scale, changes of withdrawal severity relative to baseline were examined as a
time-varying covariate. Withdrawal symptoms did not predict cigarette use and the
gender effect remained robust. It appears that VLNC cigarettes effectively reduce

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Zachary Rosenberry, Battelle, 6115 Falls Road,
Baltimore, MD 21209, United States, Phone: 410-372-2726, Email: rosenberryz@
battelle.org
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SMOKELESS TOBACCO AND CORONARY HEART DISEASE: IS THERE ANY
ASSOCIATION? A CASE-CONTROL STUDY FROM BANGLADESH
Muhammad Aziz Rahman1, Nicola Spurrier2, Mohammad Afzal Mahmood2,
Mahmudur Rahman3, Sohel Reza Choudhury4, and Stephen Leeder5, 1St.
Vincent’s Centre for Nursing Research, Australian Catholic University, Melbourne,
Australia; 2Discipline of Public Health, The University of Adelaide, Australia;
3
Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research, Dhaka, Bangladesh;
4
National Heart Foundation Hospital & Research Institute, Dhaka, Bangladesh;
5
Menzies Centre for Health Policy, The University of Sydney, Australia
Background: Most epidemiological studies exploring the association between
smokeless tobacco (SLT) use and coronary heart disease (CHD) have been in
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smoking among men and women. Extended assessments are needed to examine
if the slowing rate of change in women results in reduced long-term gains.
Funding: National Institutes of Health P50 DA013333 & U54 DA031659.

and exposure risk) and general SHS health beliefs were measured. Knowledge of
and attitudes towards Jordan’s smoke-free legislation were also assessed. PM2.5,
an index of SHS, was measured inside all venues to confirm and quantify the
presence of SHS. RESULTS: While most participants regarded cigarette (87%)
and waterpipe (88%) SHS as harmful to health, a high proportion of participants
reported low perceived health risks associated with the air quality inside venues
with cigarette (51%) and cigarette/waterpipe (64%) smoking. No differences in
perceptions of health risk, smell strength, or irritation were observed across the
three venue types. However, significant differences were seen in perceptions of
pleasant smell (p=0.037) and smoke visibility (p=0.017). Strong support for the
Jordanian smokefree law was reported among smokers (73%) and non-smokers
(97%). PM2.5 levels within the non-smoking venues (13 ug/m3) were significantly
lower than levels in cigarette (136ug/m3; p=0.028) and cigarette/waterpipe (135
ug/m3; p=0.009) venues. CONCLUSIONS: Patrons of public venues in Jordan
reported low health risks associated with exposure to SHS, despite a high general
belief that SHS is harmful to health. Compliance with SHS laws may be enhanced
by reducing the dissonance between SHS knowledge and perceptions of risk and
sensory effects through more effective health communication.
Funding: Action on Smoking and Health International.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sarah Dermody, MS, University of Pittsburgh,
Psychology, 4118 Sennott Square, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, United States, Phone:
8048144003, Email: sls124@pitt.edu
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EXPLORING MODERATION OF GENDER DIFFERENCES IN RISK
PERCEPTIONS AND SMOKING BEHAVIOR AND MOTIVATION AMONG A
MULTIETHNIC SAMPLE OF ADULTS
Melissa Little, Ph.D.*, Pallav Pokhrel, Ph.D., Pebbles Fagan, Ph.D., Crissy
Terawaki Kawamoto, B.A., and Thaddeus A. Herzog, Ph.D., University of Hawaii
Cancer Center, Honolulu, HI
There is now considerable evidence that women and men differ in their risk
perceptions (RP) of smoking. However, there is a dearth of research exploring
how gender may affect the relationships between RPs and smoking behavior and
quitting motivation across different ethnicities, including the Asian/Pacific Islander
subgroups. The current study addresses this gap by examining whether gender
moderates the effect of smoking-related RPs on rates of daily smoking, motivation
to quit, intentions to quit, and self-efficacy to quit in a multi-ethnic sample of adult
smokers in Hawaii. Participants were recruited from the community through
newspaper advertisements as part of a larger NIH-funded study [N=1,346; 51%
Female; M age=45 (SD= 13); M cigs/day=18 (SD=11)]. In particular, we compared
the moderation effects across Caucasian (40% of the sample), Native Hawaiian
(NH) (36%), and Asian (24%) adults. Results indicated that for the total sample,
there was a significant moderation effect between gender and RPs for selfefficacy to quit (p < .05) and marginally significant effects for motivation to quit
and intentions to quit (p’s<.10). Among the ethnic subgroup analyses, there was
a marginally significant moderation effect between gender and RPs for cigarettes
smoked per day among NHs (p<.10). There were also significant moderation
effects between gender and RPs for motivation to quit and self-efficacy to quit
among NHs and Caucasians (p’s<.05). The moderation effect between gender and
RPs for intentions to quit was significant for Caucasians (p<.05) and marginally
significant for NHs (p<.05). Thus, among NHs, similar to Caucasians, higher
risk-perception was more strongly related to higher motivation to quit and greater
self-efficacy and marginally related to fewer cigarettes smoked per day among
males than among females. This is an important finding for the development of
smoking cessation programs targeting NHs. NHs women tend to show higher
smoking prevalence than men and thus are in greater need of treatment. Our
results suggest that enhancing RPs among NH women alone may not strongly
impact their motivation to quit, self-efficacy or cigarette consumption.
This study was supported by an R01 grant (# CA2079905) from the National
Cancer Institute to T.A. Herzog.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Vaughan Rees, PhD, Lecturer, Harvard School
of Public Health, Center for Global Tobacco Control, Kresge Building, 6th Floor,
Boston, MA 02115, United States, Phone: 617-432-6345, Email: vrees@hsph.
harvard.edu
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CHANGES IN IMPLICIT ATTITUDES TOWARD SMOKING
Hyoung S. Lee*1, Delwyn Catley2, Kari J. Harris3, Kathy J. Goggin2, Kimber
Richter4, Christi Patten5, Karen Williams2, Laura Martin4, and Joseph McClernon6,
1
University of Washington Tacoma; 2University of Missouri – Kansas City;
3
University of Montana; 4University of Kansas Medical School; 5The Mayo Clinic;
6
Duke University Medical Center
Cross-sectional studies have shown that implicit attitudes toward smoking
are associated with smoking status and level of smoking independent of explicit
attitudes. Implicit attitudes may therefore be a valuable target for smoking
cessation interventions. However, research is needed on whether and how implicit
attitudes can be changed within the context of smoking cessation treatment.
This study examined changes in implicit attitudes toward smoking in relation to
2 different motivational counseling interventions and a brief advice control group.
Daily smokers (N = 183; 57% male; 63% African American) were recruited from
the community and randomly assigned to one of three interventions (brief advice,
health education, and motivational interviewing). They completed survey measures
of demographics, explicit attitudes toward smoking (Pros and Cons of Smoking),
and the Implicit Association Test (IAT) at baseline, month 3 (during intervention
sessions), and month 6 (follow-up). The correlation between explicit and implicit
attitudes was only significant at month 6 (r = .16, p < .05). Explicit attitudes toward
smoking became more negative across time points (means at each time point
were 2.93, -2.25, -3.32; F (2,360) = 31.240, p < .01) and implicit attitudes showed
a similar pattern with marginal significance (mean D’s at each time point were -.16,
-.32, -.30; F (2,360) = 2.802, p = .06). However, examination of interaction effects
suggests that the pattern of negative change did not differ across interventions for
both explicit (F (4,360) = 1.363, p > .10) and implicit attitudes (F (4,360) = 1.270,
p > .10). The results provide no indication that common motivational interventions
might influence implicit attitudes toward smoking. More research is needed to
confirm and understand factors associated with negative changes in implicit and
explicit attitudes over time and to develop interventions that might impact implicit
and explicit attitudes.
This study was supported by grant R01 CA133068 from the National Cancer
Institute, and Pfizer provided Varenicline.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Melissa Little, PhD, MPH, Postdoctoral Fellow,
University of Hawaii, Cancer Center, 677 Ala Moana Blvd., Suite 200, Honolulu, HI
96813, United States, Phone: 808-564-5832, Email: mlittle@cc.hawaii.edu
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SENSORY AND RISK PERCEPTIONS OF SECONDHAND SMOKE IN PUBLIC
VENUES IN JORDAN
Vaughan W. Rees, Ph.D.*, Ahmad Hamdan, B.D.S., Ph.D., Andrew B. Seidenberg,
M.P.H., Ilan Behm, M.P.H., and Natasha A. Sokol, M.P.H., Center for Global
Tobacco Control, Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA; Faculty of
Dentistry, University of Jordan, Amman, Jordan

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Hyoung Lee, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, University
of Washington Tacoma, Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences, 1900 Commerce St,
Tacoma, WA 98402, United States, Phone: 915-867-5387, Email: leehs@uw.edu

BACKGROUND: In 2008, Jordan adopted smoke-free legislation to protect
workers and the public from the dangers of secondhand smoke (SHS), but the
public have not been complied with the law. To better understand low public
compliance, this study aimed to establish whether sensory and risk perceptions
arising from actual SHS exposure are related to general health beliefs on
SHS among patrons of public venues in Jordan. METHODS: Smoking and
non-smoking patrons (N=125) in attendance at 15 public venues of three
catagories: cigarette only, combined waterpipe and cigarette, and smoke-free
were surveyed. Perceptions of air quality (smell, odor, irritation, smoke visibility,
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understanding tobacco use behaviour in individuals, within a broad and complex
social perspective. This study shows that lower levels social capital is significantly
associated with tobacco use and smoking at home. More implementation research
is required in order to develop a stronger conceptual understanding of various
elements of social capital and how they operate in society to affect tobacco
dependence and use.
The study was undertaken as a part of the grant recieved from Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation.

PERCEPTION AND PRACTICES OF MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS IN
ADDRESSING SMOKELESS TOBACCO EPIDEMIC: FINDINGS FROM TWO
STATES IN INDIA
Divya Persai*, Rajmohan Panda, and Manu Raj Mathur, Public Health Foundation
of India, New Delhi
Global Adult Tobacco Survey 2009-10, India reveals that a quarter (26%) of all
adults uses smokeless tobacco in India. Very few studies have been conducted in
developing countries which have addressed perception and practices of medical
practitioners for smokeless tobacco. We assessed medical practitioners’ reported
inquiry into patient’s use of smokeless tobacco and studied their perceived
barriers in providing smokeless tobacco cessation services in two high tobacco
prevalence states of India. The study followed a sequential exploratory mixed
method design. Interviewer administered questionnaire was administered on 238
medical practitioners across 233 public health facilities and 75 in-depth interviews
with senior health officials and health planners were undertaken. Majority of the
respondents associate smokeless tobacco with respiratory problems and cancer.
Other major health effects like cardio-vascular problems, oral diseases, and
effects on reproductive and neonatal health were recognized by less than half of
practitioners to be caused by smokeless tobacco. 10-19 years was identified as
the most vulnerable age group to initiate smokeless tobacco use. The qualitative
findings reinforced the fact and suggested that health officials regard people
belonging to low socio-economic status and those belonging to a particular
community to be vulnerable to smokeless tobacco use. Less than one-third of
medical practitioners reported recording smokeless tobacco history of all patients.
Two-third of the respondents (67%) was aware of Nicotine Replacement Therapy
(NRT) and only one-third of practitioners (27%) were cognizant of interpersonal
counselling as a tobacco cessation technique. Doctors record tobacco history
mainly for patients suffering from specific diseases. This can be related to their
incomplete knowledge of health effects of tobacco especially smokeless tobacco,
lack of training and appropriate skills, and workload. There is a need of targeted
approach for designing a context-specific communication package to equip
medical practitioners with skills to communicate effective messages against
smokeless tobacco.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Manu Mathur, BDS, MPH, Doctoral Fellow, Public
Health Foundation of India, PHD House, Second Floor, 4/2, Sirifort Institutional Area
August Kranti Marg, New Delhi, Delhi 110016, India, Phone: 00919999913863,
Email: manu.mathur@phfi.org
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WHAT PEOPLE THINK MOST PEOPLE THINK ABOUT SMOKERS
Marianne Lund* and Gunnar Sæbø, Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug
Research, SIRUS
Objective: An increasing literature on stigma and denormalisation of smoking
has emerged in the latest years. Denormalisation has been discussed as a positive
mechanism for public health at the societal level, but also as a having unintended
consequences by increasing stigmatization processes at an individual level. The
aim of the study is to explore perceptions of smoker stigma and the association
between these perception and smoking status. Moreover, to investigate the
association between perceived smoker stigma and the intention to quit smoking.
Method: We used data from Norwegian Monitor (NM) from the year 2011, N=4
000, age group 15 years and above. To measure perceptions of smoker stigma,
we used two attitude statements; ìMost people think less of smokersî (devaluation)
and ìMost people think smoking is a sign of personal failureî (failure), with response
category disagree/agree. Intention to quit was measured on a no/yes format. Tree
multiple logistic regression analysis were performed with the following dependent
variables: devaluation and failure (model 1 and 2, controlling for age, gender and
education), and intention to quit (model 3 ñsmokers only, controlling for subjective
health and nicotine dependence). Results: 58 % agreed in the devaluation
statement, while 27 % agreed in the failure-statement. Model 1 showed that the
odds ratio for supporting devaluation was higher for daily smokers (1.7) and recent
quitters (1.4) compared to never smokers. There was no association between
smoking status and perception of failure (model 2). In model 3 (quit intention), the
odds ratio for having a quit intention was 1.7 for those who agree in the devaluation
statement, while no significant relationship was found for the failure statement.
Conclusion: More than half of the respondents support the existence of smoker
stigma by virtue of devaluation. Less support was found for smoking as a personal
failure. Compared to non-smokers, both daily smokers and recent quitters hold
stronger devaluation perceptions, possibly due to personal experience. Among
smokers, those who support the existence of a smoker stigma are more likely to
have quit intentions.
Funding: Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Divya Persai, Public Health Foundation of India,
PHD House, New Delhi,
110016, India, Phone: +91-9953150580, Email:
dpersai@gmail.com
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ANALYSING THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL COHESION AND CAPITAL ON
TOBACCO USE IN TWO HIGH BURDEN STATES OF INDIA
Manu Raj Mathur, B.D.S., M.P.H.*, Rajmohan Panda, M.D., M.P.H., Divya
Persai, B.D.S., M.P.H., and Pratap Kumar Jena, M.B.B.S., M.P.H., Public Health
Foundation of India

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Marianne Lund, Norwegian Institute for Alcohol
and Drug Resarch, P.O. BOX 565, Oslo, 0105, Norway, Phone: 40637445, Email:
ml@sirus.no

The degree to which an individual is interconnected and embedded in a
community is vital for his health and well-being as well as for the health of the entire
populations. This study investigates the associations between socio-demographic
factors, social cohesion, social capital and smoking at home among tobacco users
visiting primary health care facility in two high tobacco prevalence states of India.
The study was conducted among users of primary health care facilities in the state
of Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh (AP). A total of 1151 tobacco users aged 8–64 years
were included in this study using multi stage random sampling method. Different
dimensions of social capital like trust, norms and reciprocity were measured.
Univariate analysis was performed using the Chi-square test and conditional
logistic regression models were used to investigate the associations between
socio-demographic factors, social capital with tobacco use and smoking at home.
Tobacco use was higher among respondents reporting lower social capital score
(58%). A significant difference was observed in making a quit attempt among the
tobacco users belonging to low and high social capital scale (p<0.05). More than
half of respondents reporting lower social capital reported smoke practices inside
their home. Significant difference was observed among smoking practices at
home among respondents reporting low and high social capital (p <0.05). Results
indicate that respondents having lower levels of social cohesion and capital are 1.3
times more likely to smoke inside their home against those belonging to high social
capital after adjusting for socioeconomic position. (OR=1.3, 95% CI=1.0-1.7).
Social capital has the potential to support the development of new frameworks for
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PERCEPTIONS OF FEMALE SMOKING IN CHINA: FINDINGS FROM THE ITC
CHINA SURVEY
Natalie Sansone, M.A.Sc.*1, Geoffrey T. Fong, Ph.D.1, Hua-Hie Yong, Ph.D.2,
Li Qiang, Ph.D.3, and Yuan Jiang, Ph.D.3, 1University of Waterloo; 2The Cancer
Council Victoria; 3Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention
Female smoking prevalence in China is very low (less than 3%), but many
experts predict that it will increase in the future due to increased tobacco marketing
toward women. However, little is known about the current perceptions of women
smoking in China. This study sought to examine the perception that female
smoking is acceptable, among both male and female smokers and non-smokers
in China. Data is from Waves 1 to 3 (2006-2009) of the International Tobacco
Control (ITC) China Survey, a face-to-face cohort survey of approximately 800
adult smokers and 200 non-smokers in each of seven cities in mainland China.
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Among smokers surveyed at the most recent survey wave (2009), women were
almost twice as likely as men to agree that female smoking is acceptable (65%
vs. 35%). Non-smokers of both genders were far less likely to agree, although
among the non-smokers, women were still more likely than men to say that female
smoking is acceptable (10% vs. 6%). This belief has increased over the three
survey waves for smokers of both genders, though the increase has been larger
for women. There were some differences in perceptions of female smoking by city,
which will be discussed further in the paper. Of the female smokers who disagreed
that female smoking is acceptable at Wave 3, almost half (47%) intended to quit
within the next six months, compared to only 23% of female smokers who believe
that it is acceptable for women to smoke. These findings demonstrate that the
perception that female smoking is acceptable is increasing in China, though far
more females than males believe that it’s okay for women to smoke. Among
women smokers who believe female smoking is acceptable, the majority do not
intend to quit smoking. These findings can inform interventions to prevent female
smoking prevalence from increasing in China.
The ITC China Project is supported by grants from the U.S. National Cancer
Institute (P50 CA111236) and the Chinese Center for Disease Control and
Prevention, National Tobacco Control Office. The corresponding author is
supported by a Frederick Banting and Charles Best Canada Graduate Scholarships
- Doctoral Award from the Canadian Institutes of Health Research.

COLLEGE STUDENTS’ INTEREST IN TRYING DISSOLVABLE TOBACCO
PRODUCTS
Mark Wolfson*, Jessica R. Pockey, Kathleen L. Egan, Beth A. Reboussin, Erin
L. Sutfin, Kimberly G. Wagoner, and John G. Spangler, Wake Forest School of
Medicine
Background: Starting in 2009, dissolvable tobacco products (DTPs) in the form
of strips, orbs, and sticks have been introduced by the major tobacco companies
into test markets in the U.S. Very little is known about the appeal of this new
generation of smokeless tobacco (SLT) products to potential consumers. Methods:
We conducted a web-based survey of 3151 freshman students (64% response
rate) at 11 NC and VA universities in fall 2010. Students who ever used SLT
products, current smokers, and males were oversampled. The survey included
a series of questions about DTPs, which were accompanied by pictures of the
leading DTP products on the market (including Camel sticks, strips and orbs).
Students were asked, “How likely would you be to try dissolvables if you were
offered a free sample?” Responses of “Definitely yes” and “Probably yes” were
classified as a “yes” response. Results: Reported willingness to try a free sample
of DTPs was most common among current co-users of cigarettes and other SLT
products (48%), followed by exclusive SLT users (28%), exclusive cigarette users
(13%), and non-tobacco users (1%). In multivariate, weighted logistic regression
analyses accounting for clustering within schools, statistically significant (p<.05)
predictors of willingness to try DTPs included perceived health risks of these
products (OR=0.78), current smoking (OR=6.23), current snus use (OR=5.16),
current moist snuff use (OR=2.07), male gender (OR=2.18), and being age 18
(versus being older) (OR=.57). Conclusions: In this study, which was conducted
in areas that were not part of the test markets for DTPs, interest in trying these
products was widespread among college students who were current smokeless
tobacco users, especially those who also smoked cigarettes. Longitudinal research
is needed within the current test markets to assess smokers’ and nonsmokers’
initiation of use of DTPs, and whether or not they maintain use of these and other
tobacco products. Population-level patterns of use in test markets will provide the
best indication of the impact on tobacco use and public health when and if DTPs
are released and marketed nationwide.
This research was supported by Grant #R01CA141643 from the National
Cancer Institute.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Natalie Sansone, University of Waterloo,
Psychology Department, 200 University Ave West, Waterloo, ON N2L3G1,
Canada, Phone: 519-888-4567 x38991, Email: nsansone@uwaterloo.ca
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AN EXPLORATION OF SMOKELESS TOBACCO RISK-RELATED MESSAGES
IN THE NEWS
Olivia A. Wackowski, Ph.D.*, M. Jane Lewis, Dr.P.H., M.A., and Cristine D.
Delnevo, Ph.D., M.P.H., Center for Tobacco Surveillance & Evaluation Research,
UMDNJ School of Public Health
Introduction: Although some tobacco control professionals have argued that
smokeless tobacco (SLT) can act as a less harmful smoking alternative, others
note that such promotion may confuse the public and have harmful population
level consequences. Though some studies have concluded that smokers are
misinformed about the relative risks of SLT versus cigarettes, little research has
examined the content of SLT-related information. This study aims to describe
messages about SLT risk comparisons and other SLT “debate” issues potentially
reaching the public through news stories. Methods: A content analysis was
conducted on SLT-related news articles between 2006 and 2010 from top circulating
national and state newspapers and select news wires. Articles were coded for
the presence of risk messages comparing SLT to cigarettes and other debated
perspectives about SLT, as well as the source of these messages within articles.
Results: About 16% of news articles (n=677) included references to SLT as being
or possibly being less harmful than smoking, messages that were more frequent
in articles mentioning snus or dissolvable SLT (36.8%) and that were attributed
within articles to public health professionals and researchers as frequently as to
tobacco company representatives. About 29% of articles included at least one
“anti” SLT message, including variously phrased warnings that SLT is not a safe
smoking alternative and also arguments about other potential consequences
such as dual product use and youth uptake. About 12% included messages from
both sides of the “debate.” Discussion: Although tobacco control professionals
have not yet agreed on SLT’s role in harm reduction and reduced risk claims are
still prohibited in SLT ads, messages about SLT’s reduced harm potential may
be reaching the public anyway through news stories. Research should examine
readers’ interpretations about varying information and perspectives about SLT
presented in such stories and the potential impact of these on their SLT beliefs
and trial intentions.
This work was supported in part by funding from the National Cancer Institute
through the Cancer Institute of New Jersey (P30CA072720).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mark Wolfson, Ph.D., Professor, Wake Forest
School of Medicine, Social Sciences and Health Policy, Medical Center Boulevard,
Winston-Salem, NC 27157, United States, Phone: 336-716-0380, Email:
mwolfson@wakehealth.edu
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND SNUS: IS THERE A LINK?
Stephane Henninger, M.D.*1, Roland Fischer, M.Med.1, Jacques Cornuz, M.D.,
M.P.H.1, and Gerhard Gmel, Ph.D.2, 1Department for Ambulatory Care and
Community Medicine, University of Lausanne, Switzerland; 2Alcohol Treatment
Centre, Lausanne University Hospital CHUV, Switzerland
Purpose: According to Swiss customs authorities, the quantity of oral tobacco
imported from Sweden was multiplied by 56 between 2004 and 2011. As snus is
popular among young people practicing a sport activity in Scandinavian countries,
the purpose of this study is to assess the link between physical activity and snus
use among young Swiss men. Methods: Using baseline data from a Cohort Study
on Substance Use Risk Factors (C-SURF), we first measured self-reported physical
activity using the short form of the International Physical Activity Questionnaire
(IPAQ). We categorized self-reported physical activity levels into low, moderate and
high level. Standard descriptive statistics were used to characterize the sample and
to compare the physical activity levels according to snus use. Then we performed
a multivariate logistic regression analysis to assess odds ratios between different
physical activity levels and snus use adjusted by socio-demographic background
and smoking habits. Results: Of the 5292 analyzed questionnaires, 1072 (20.0
%) were classified in the low level category of physical activity, 785 (14.6%) in the
moderate and 3504 (65.4%) in the high level. Among the studied population, 477
(8.9%) had used snus during the last 12 months and 348 (73.0 %) of them were
in the high category of physical activity. 74.4% of snus users had also smoked in
the last 12 months, whereas 46.3% of the snus users had consumed cannabis
in the last 12 months. Adjusted odds for snus use increased in a dose response
association of 47% with a moderate level of physical activity (OR 1.47, 95% CI

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Olivia A. Wackowski, PhD, MPH, Assistant
Professor, UMDNJ School of Public Health, Center for Tobacco Surveillance &
Evaluation Research, 335 George Street, Suite 2100, New Brunswick, NJ 08903,
United States, Phone: 732-235-9731, Email: olivia.wackowski@umdnj.edu
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1.01-2.13), and of 68% with a high level (OR 1.68; 95% CI 1.26–2.24). Conclusions:
To our knowledge this is the first study that shows the association between snus
use and high level of physical activity in a non Scandinavian country. It might also
indicate the exportation from Sweden to other countries of a particular marketing
image which associates snus with sport activities. Finally, our results suggest that
snus prevention programs focusing on physical activities may be needed.
Funding of this study was provided by a research grant by the Swiss National
Science Foundation. This study was conducted while the first author was at
the Department for Ambulatory Care and Community Medicine, University of
Lausanne, Switzerland.

during pregnancy. Despite these health risks, few studies have examined snuff
use among American women of child-bearing age, or the influence of education
level, which is a known risk factor for smoking. Epidemiological evidence has
shown that educational disparities in smoking emerged in the last half of the 20th
century as smoking declined in the general population but increased in the least
educated women (Chilcoat, 2009). In the present study, we began to characterize
the influence of education on the prevalence of snuff use. We examined data
from women of child-bearing age (25-49) obtained from the National Survey on
Drug use and Health (2000, 2010). Reflecting its growing popularity, the overall
lifetime use of snuff increased from 3.1% to 5.7% between 2000 and 2010.
Interestingly, increases were observed across all education levels. However,
although no educational disparities were observed in the 2000 sample, education
was a significant predictor of use in the 2010 survey (p < .05). Women with at least
some college were more likely to have tried snuff than those with a high school
diploma or less (6.2% vs. 4.6%). This finding mirrors those observed in a sample
of Swedish women (Norberg et al., 2011), but contrasts with current patterns of
smoking. Importantly, however, a parallel analysis of more recent use (i.e., in the
past year) revealed the opposite pattern, with the highest rates reported by those
with no high school diploma (0.65%), and the lowest by women with a college
degree (0.12%). Although the number of recent users in this analysis was very
small, the pattern may suggest a forthcoming shift in snuff use by education level
akin to that observed for cigarette smoking in the last century.
Funding: NIH T32 DA 007242.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stephane Henninger, M.D., Policlinique Medicale
Universitaire de Lausanne, Department of Ambulatory Care and Community
Medicine, Rue du Bugnon 44, Lausanne, Vaud 1011, Switzerland, Phone:
0041786143361, Email: steph.henninger@gmail.com
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PERCEPTIONS OF THE RELATIVE RISK OF ADDICTION BETWEEN SNUS
AND CIGARETTES
Janne Scheffels* and Ingeborg Lund, Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug
Research

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Drina Vurbic, University of Vermont, Psychiatry, 1
S. Prospect Street, Burlington, VT 05403, United States, Phone: 802-656-8714,
Email: drina.vurbic@uvm.edu

Background: Increasing public awareness of the relative risk of using different
tobacco products is important from a harm reduction perspective. Studies have
shown that the public is largely unaware of global differences in risks of harm to
health between combustible tobacco and snus. We have little knowledge about
perceptions of risk of particular diseases and of addiction. Aim: Explore smokers
perception of the risk of addiction associated with use of snus versus cigarettes.
Methods: Pooled data from annual surveys (2008-2011) performed by Statistics
Norway. Information on tobacco use, demographic background variables and
perceptions of relative risk for specific diseases and nicotine addiction from regular
snus use or smoking was collected. The sample for this study included 2661 ever
smoking and/or snus users aged 15 – 79 years. 53 per cent of the sample was men,
and the average age was 46.1 years. Results: &frac34; of current or former smokers
and snus users believed that snus-users and smokers were running a similar risk
of becoming addicted to nicotine. The remaining &frac14; was split into 19,1% who
believed smokers were more at risk and 5,1% who believed the highest risk was
that of snus users. Focusing on those who did not think both products gave the
same risk, exclusive smokers were more inclined to think that smoking was more
risky. However, even among snus users it was more common to believe smoking
to give the higher risk. Compared to exclusive cigarette or snus users, those with
current or former experience with both products were more inclined to believe that
snus gave a higher risk for nicotine addiction. The exception was former dual users
who had succeeded in quitting both products. This sub group was more inclined to
think that smoking gave the higher risk of addiction. Discussion: Risk of addiction
is likely to be one of the factors incorporated into tobacco users’ understanding of
global risk from smoking and snus use. Perceptions that snus and cigarettes are
equally addictive could be one contribution to explaining why smokers’ perceptions
of global relative risk are often not in coherence with scientific knowledge.
This study was financed in its entirety by the Norwegian Institute for Alcohol
and Drug Research.
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SMOKELESS TOBACCO USE: WHAT DO BANGLADESHI PEOPLE THINK?
Muhammad Aziz Rahman1, Mohammad Afzal Mahmood2, Nicola Spurrier2,
Mahmudur Rahman3, Sohel Reza Choudhury4, and Stephen Leeder5, 1St.
Vincent’s Centre for Nursing Research, Australian Catholic University, Melbourne,
Australia; 2Discipline of Public Health, The University of Adelaide, Australia;
3
Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research, Dhaka, Bangladesh;
4
National Heart Foundation Hospital & Research Institute, Dhaka, Bangladesh;
5
Menzies Centre for Health Policy, The University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia
Background: Despite scientific evidence about harmful effects of smokeless
tobacco (SLT), it is widely used as an ingredient with betel-leaf in Bangladesh.
Chewing SLT is a culturally acceptable behaviour, often encouraged in social
gatherings. This study explored perceptions of Bangladeshi adults about effects
of SLT use on health. Methods: Semi-structured interviews were conducted with
1812 non-smoking adults aged 40-75 years in Dhaka. Data were compared
between SLT users and non-users regarding reasons for SLT use, factors
associated with initiation and quitting, perceived harmful and beneficial effects.
Results: About 40% participants were current SLT users or had used SLT in
the past. Use of was jarda more common compared to sada-pata and gul. The
majority of the exclusive SLT users were heavy and long-duration users. Family
members’ influence was the main factor for initiation. The participants believed
that Bangladeshi people continued using SLT primarily due to addiction (52%) and
as a part of lifestyle (23%). The majority of participants (77%) did not mention any
other benefits. However, SLT users considered SLT as a remedy for toothache
(p<0.05). Almost all participants, both users and non-users, mentioned that SLT
was harmful and causes heart disease, cancer, tuberculosis and other diseases.
Doctors’ advice was the common motivating factor to quit among both successful
and unsuccessful quitters. Conclusions: Health promotion interventions should
highlight adverse effects of SLT use which would outweigh the perceived benefits,
focus on specific SLT-related diseases, should consider addressing the role of
family and the cultural context of SLT initiation and use.
Funding for this study was provided by the Discipline of Public Health, University
of Adelaide. Additionally, human resource and in-kind support for the research was
also provided by the Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research,
Dhaka, Bangladesh, and the National Heart Foundation Hospital & Research
Institute, Dhaka, Bangladesh.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Janne Scheffels, PhD, Researcher, Norwegian
Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research, Ovre Slottsgate 2b, Oslo, 0104, Norway,
Phone: +4740631744, Email: js@sirus.no
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INFLUENCE OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT ON THE USE OF SNUFF IN
WOMEN OF CHILD-BEARING AGE
Drina Vurbic* and Stephen T. Higgins, Departments of Psychiatry and Psychology,
University of Vermont
While most smokeless tobacco users are male, these products appear to be
growing in popularity among women. Snuff, a high-nicotine smokeless tobacco
product, may be perceived as a safe alternative to smoking because it does not
expose users to carcinogenic products of combustion. There is evidence, though,
that snuff use increases the risk of oral cancers in women (Winn et al., 1981),
and adverse birth outcomes (Baba et al., 2012; Gunnerbeck et al., 2011) if used

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Muhammad Aziz Rahman, MBBS, MPH, PhD,
Senior Research Fellow, Australian Catholic University, St. Vincent’s Centre for
Nursing Research (SVCNR), Level-4, 486 Albert Street, East Melbourne, VIC
3002, Australia, Phone: +61 3 9953 3696, Email: aziz.rahman@acu.edu.au
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other tobacco products, such as cigarettes. In addition to fully describing findings
from this literature review, future analytic plans by the study team and other related
research questions and future directions now possible given FDA’s new regulatory
authority and research agenda will be discussed.
Funding: Battelle Memorial Institute.

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SMOKELESS TOBACCO USE AND DUAL
USE AMONG BLUE COLLAR WORKERS
Devon Noonan, Ph.D., M.P.H., FNP-BC*, and Sonia Duffy, Ph.D., R.N., University
of Michigan School of Nursing

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Meridith Thanner, Ph.D., Project/Program
Manager, Battelle Memorial Institute, Center for Analytics and Public Health, 6115
Falls Road, Baltimore, MD 21209, United States, Phone: 410-372-2725, Email:
thannerm@battelle.org

Blue-collar workers have high rates of tobacco use compared to the general
population putting them at risk for nicotine addiction and tobacco related cancers.
Concurrent use of multiple tobacco products, which is an increasing public health
concern, has not been extensively examined in this high risk population. The
purpose of this study was to examine demographic and substance use factors
associated with exclusive smokeless tobacco use and dual users of both cigarettes
and smokeless tobacco among blue-collar workers. Data from respondents
who were classified as blue-collar workers based on self-reported job category
(n=5,392) from the 2009 National Drug use and Health Survey (NSDUH) were
used for this secondary analysis. Multivariate logistic regression models were
used to examine demographic and substance use factors associated with exclusive
smokeless tobacco use and dual use. An estimated 5.3 percent of U.S. blue collar
workers were current, exclusive smokeless tobacco users and an estimated 4.2
percent of U.S. blue collar workers were current dual users of both smokeless
tobacco and cigarettes. Significant factors related to exclusive smokeless tobacco
use were gender, marital status, age, race, type of blue-collar occupation, current
binge drinking and current marijuana use. Significant factors related to dual use
were gender, marital status, age, race, type of blue-collar occupation, current cigar
smoking, current binge drinking, and current illicit drug use. Rates of smokeless
tobacco and dual use are high among blue-collar workers indicating a need for
targeted, workplace cessation interventions in this population. These interventions
should focus on targeting demographic and substance use factors that increase
the risk for tobacco use in this population.
This study was conducted while the first author was at the University of Michigan.
Supported by National Institute of Nursing Research # 5T32NR007073-19.
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WHAT DO PEOPLE THINK ABOUT HARMFUL AND POTENTIALLY
HARMFUL CONSTITUENTS IN TOBACCO PRODUCTS? THE LATEST FDA
RESEARCH
Laura E. Shay, Ph.D., R.N.*1, Greta K. Tessman, M.A.1, Conrad J. Choiniere,
Ph.D.1, Sarah E. Johnson, Ph.D.1, David B. Portnoy, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, Tesfa
Alexander, Ph.D.1, Jonathan Blitstein, Ph.D., Matthew Eggers, M.P.H., and
Katherine Kosa, M.S.2, 1Food and Drug Administration, Center for Tobacco
Products; 2RTI International
The Food Drug and Cosmetic Act, as amended by the Family Smoking
Prevention and Tobacco Control Act, requires FDA to put on public display in
a manner that is “understandable and not misleading to the lay person” lists of
harmful and potentially harmful constituents (HPHC) in tobacco products by brand
and subbrand by April 2013. FDA conducted research to inform the development
and communication of HPHC lists that will be made available to the consumer.
Sixteen (16) focus groups were conducted in 4 U.S. cities with adolescent (13-17
years old), young adult (18-24 years old), and adult (25 years and older) tobacco
users, as well as adolescents non-users that may be susceptible to tobacco use.
The discussions revealed knowledge gaps in consumer awareness of the number
and quantity of chemicals in tobacco products, the health conditions that have
been linked to some of these chemicals and the source of those chemicals (e.g.,
the tobacco leaf, the smoke, additives). Using this information, six list formats
were developed for inclusion in a large (n=3,150) experimental study. The
study includes participants of an internet panel that are adolescent, young adult
(18-24 years old), and adult (25 years and older) tobacco users and adolescents
(13-17 years old) that may be susceptible to tobacco use. The study assesses
comprehension of the information contained in the HPHC list and the effects that
the HPHC list may have on risk perceptions and behavioral intentions related
to tobacco use. This presentation will describe the results of the focus group
research and any available data from the experimental study on the impact of
HPHC lists on consumer comprehension and perceptions of tobacco products and
their constituents.
Funding: FDA/Center for Tobacco Products.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Devon Noonan, PhD, Research Fellow, University
of Michigan, Nursing, 1226 Horseshoe Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, United States,
Phone: 617-543-5759, Email: noonande@Hotmail.com
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FDA REGULATORY AUTHORITY AND RESEARCH PRIORITIES: A
LITERATURE REVIEW TO ELUCIDATE GAPS IN SMOKELESS TOBACCO
USE IN YOUTH TO DEVELOP FUTURE RESEARCH PLANS AND INFORM
RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO FDA REGULATION OF SMOKELESS
TOBACCO PRODUCTS
Meridith H. Thanner, Ph.D.*, Lacy A. Fabian, Ph.D., Jennifer L. Potts, M.A., and
Wallace B. Pickworth, Ph.D., Battelle Memorial Institute, Center for Analytics and
Public Health

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laura Shay, PhD, Social Scientist, FDA, Center
for Tobacco Products, 9200 Corporate Blvd., Rockville, MD 20850, United States,
Phone: 301-796-0994, Email: laura.shay@fda.hhs.gov

With new FDA regulatory authority and research priorities, previously
understudied research questions are now poised for further investigation,
including those related to youth initiation and use of smokeless tobacco (ST)
and long term health effects to scientifically inform FDA regulation. To begin
to answer these questions, the study team conducted a critical review of the
scientific literature to cognize the current state of the field and to identify gaps.
It was found that while over the past two decades significant declines in youth
cigarette use have been achieved, use rates of ST have not seen similar declines;
in fact, rates have held steady since 2000, particularly among young males.
Among 10th grade males, prevalence of ST use in the past 30 days was 11.4%
in 2000 and 13% in 2010; conversely, prevalence of cigarette use for this group
was 23.8% and 15% respectively. Many studies on ST use among youth focus
primarily on use by males, specifically white males. While recognizably, and not
unimportantly, the largest group of ST users, behaviors of other groups, notably
females and minorities warrant study. It was also found that studies of ST use
among youth are limited by available data (e.g., longitudinal datasets) and analytic
approaches (e.g., trajectory analyses). Overall, findings from this literature review
indicate that while much is known about youth patterns of cigarette use over time,
comparatively little is understood as to how ST use trajectories among youth
begin, continue, and effect health outcomes in adulthood. Future research must
seek to provide a deeper understanding of the context surrounding initiation and
use of ST among youth, increased rates of ST use among some subgroups, and
the historical disparity in use between groups. And, analyses must address how
behavior affects health outcomes of ST users to those who do not use or who use
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PLAIN PACKAGING: MORE THAN THE SUM OF ITS PARTS
Janet Hoek, Ph.D., Philip Gendall, Ph.D., Damien Mather, Ph.D., and Richard
Edwards, M.D.*, University of Otago
International interest in plain packaging has grown since Australia’s decision
to implement this policy. Plain packaging requires removal of brand imagery and
adoption of a standard format - in Australia’s case, a dark green background on
which brand names appear in a standardised font. Tobacco companies strongly
oppose this policy; they argue it lacks proportionality and that less intrusive
measures could achieve the same outcomes. This study tested whether larger
health warnings alone or less radical brand removal measures achieved the same
outcomes as the Australian plain pack. We used a 3 (Brand) * 2 (Warning theme)
* 3 (Brand level) * 3 (Warning size) design and conducted a best-worst study with
1044 smokers and non-smokers between 18 and 30, drawn from a New Zealand
online panel. Each respondent viewed six showcards featuring three options and
identified the one s/he would be most and least likely to select if purchasing tobacco
for themselves (smokers) or for a friend who they wanted to quit (non-smokers).
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The data were analysed using multinomial logit regression. Smokers were least
likely to select and non-smokers most likely to select the Australian plain pack
compared to the status quo (Hazard Ratios of .418 and 3.071, respectively,
p<.001). Similarly, smokers were least likely and non-smokers most likely to
select packs with an 80% warning on them and a health theme rather than a
social theme. Smokers found partially plain packs featuring a stylised logo against
a dark green background significantly more attractive than packs displaying no
brand imagery at all (Hazard Ratio of .733, p<.001), while non-smokers saw these
as significantly less likely to promote cessation than fully plain packs (Hazard Ratio
of 1.500, p<.001). Further, plain packs with an 80% health warning featuring a
health theme were more dissuasive than the status quo or plain packs with a 50%
warning. The results show fully plain packages are significantly more dissuasive
than options with smaller warnings or residual brand imagery and support the
proportionality of the Australian policy.
The research was funded by the Health Research Council of New Zealand
(Grant 09/195R).

GRAPHIC WARNING LABEL FORMAT AFFECTS RECALL OF HEALTH
INFORMATION
Andrew A. Strasser, Ph.D.*, Kathy Z. Tang, M.S., Rachel L. Dumont, B.S.,
Valentina Souprountchouk, and Joseph N. Cappella, Ph.D., Perelman School of
Medicine and Annenberg School for Communication, University of Pennsylvania
The Family Smoking Prevention Control Act gave authority to the Food and
Drug Administration to regulate tobacco products, including the requirement that
cigarette packages and advertisements have larger, more visible graphic health
warnings, although implementation has been slowed by litigation. To date, there
has been little research to examine which of the proposed graphic warning
labels (GWLs) might be most effective, or what features make them effective.
Results from our previous work suggests a complex viewing pattern enhances
correct recall, but was based on one GWL with congruent messages (text and
graphic convey similar information). It is plausible that incongruent messages,
ones where the text and graphic do not convey the same message, would be
counterproductive. The current study investigates the effect of GWL features
on health beliefs and recall of health relevant information using eye tracking
technology to better understand how viewing patterns affect outcomes. Current
daily smokers (n=60) attended two laboratory sessions separated by 5 days.
Participants were randomized to view a series of GWLs that were congruent or
incongruent in theme, while viewing patterns were measured. The main outcome
measures were correct recall of health warnings and the 1800QuitNow telephone
number, and eye tracking measures of dwell time and order of viewing. Correct
recall of the warning labels was greater for the congruent condition compared
to the incongruent condition at the end of the initial session and five days later
(ps<0.04). Those with less education were more likely to be incorrect when
viewing incongruent warning labels (p=0.01) than those with at least some college
education or those viewing congruent graphic warning labels. Correct recall of the
1800QuitNow number was better recalled when embedded in congruent GWLs
than incongruent GWLs, and dwell time was significantly associated with correct
recall. Results suggest that format and positioning of health relevant information in
the GWL are important and can affect smokers’ understanding of risk and ability to
recall useful information, such as the quit assistance telephone number.
This research was supported by National Institutes of Health grants: P20CA095856, P50-CA143187, and R01-CA120594.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Janet Hoek, PhD, Professor of Marketing,
University of Otago, Marketing, P O Box 56, Dunedin, Otago 9054, New Zealand,
Phone: +643 479 7692, Email: janet.hoek@otago.ac.nz
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COUNTERING TOBACCO INDUSTRY INTERFERENCE FOR TOBACCO
CONTROL SUCCESS
Naowarut Charoenca*1, Nipapun Kungskulniti1, Jeremiah Mock2, and Stephen
L. Hamann3, 1Mahidol University Faculty of Public Health, Bangkok, Thailand;
2
Center for the Study of Communication-Design, Osaka University, Osaka,
Japan; 3Tobacco Control Research and Knowledge Management Center, Mahidol
University, Bangkok, Thailand
The destructive insinuation of the tobacco industry in tobacco control policy has
only recently been fully understood through internal tobacco industry documents
and historical studies of their corrupting influence. For nearly 60 years the
tobacco industry has used public relations, lies and strategic misdirection to limit
tobacco control achievements and to continue their unethical business practices.
The WHO FCTC includes Article 5.3 which calls for an end to interference in
tobacco control by the industry, but how low and middle income countries should
implement such action is often unclear. We illustrate how the Thai experience with
tobacco industry interference and clear prohibitions of industry influence specified
in FCTC Article 5.3 guidelines might address one type of interference, corporate
social responsibility. Thailand is among the earliest Asian countries to feel the
force of the industry’s influence because of trade disputes in the late 1980s. This
provided Thailand important lessons of how to work against industry interests.
These lessons have been researched through qualitative analysis of Thailand’s
policy and action. Information from tobacco industry documents and specific
policies and strategies used against the industry are illustrated and are applied to
an examination of efforts against one of the industry’s latest strategies, corporate
social responsibility. Past actions were implemented early, developed continually,
and shifted from being reactive to proactive as state policy and practice developed.
Essential features of successful tobacco control included monitoring tobacco
industry activities, informing stakeholders of industry activities through multiple
media channels, and coordinating actions that counter legislative and regulatory
proposals, marketing efforts, and public relations activities including corporate
social responsibility actions. Realizing that the industry seeks to undermine
the very authority of state policy provides lessons about the exploitive and
irresponsible nature of the industry that can serve to warn and enrage politicians
and all policymakers to reject CSR and other fraudulent actions of the industry.
Funding: Tobacco Control Research and Knowledge Management Center.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrew Strasser, University of Pennsylvania,
3535 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104, United States, Phone: 2157465788,
Email: strasse3@mail.med.upenn.edu
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WHAT CIGARETTE BRANDS ARE PEOPLE SMOKING AND HOW IS THIS
CHANGING?
K. Michael Cummings, Ph.D., M.P.H.*, Monica E. Cornelius, Ph.D., Richard
O’Connor, Ph.D., Andrew Hyland, Ph.D., David Hammond, Ph.D., Geoffrey T.
Fong, Ph.D., James Thrasher, Ph.D., and Frank J. Chaloupka, Ph.D., Medical
University of South Carolina; Roswell Park Cancer Institute; University of Waterloo,
Canada; University of South Carolina; University of Illinois - Chicago
This paper uses data from the ITC US adult cohort survey to examine the
brand of cigarettes purchased by smokers between 2002 and 2010. The total
number of cigarette brands reported by smokers in our sample decreased by
29% between 2002 and 2010, from 118 to 83. In 2002, the five most commonly
reported cigarette brands by adult smokers in our sample included Marlboro
(38.6%), Newport (9.8%), Camel (7.6%), Doral (5.7%), and Winston (4.0%). In
2010, the five most frequently reported brands were Marlboro (27.7%), Pall Mall
(9.3%), Camel (6.6%), Newport (5.0%), and Misty (4.3%). In 2002, Philip Morris
brands accounted for 47.1% of all brands reported by smokers in our sample,
Reynolds/American/Brown & Williamson (RAI) brands accounted for 31.6%,
Lorillard brands 10.7% and Liggett/Vector brands 1.3%. In 2010, RAI brands
accounted for 36.2% of all brands reported, Philip Morris brands 35.1%, Lorillard
brands 8.3%, and Liggett/Vector 3.8%. The percentage of smokers reportedly
using discount brands increased from 22.9% in 2002 to 32.1% in 2010. Over the
entire time period studied, brand preferences varied by age group and income
levels with younger (those under age 40) higher income smokers more likely to
report smoking a premium brand cigarette compared to a higher proportion of older
and low income smokers reporting a discount brand. The findings from this study
suggest that discount brands are increasingly dominating the US cigarette market

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Naowarut Charoenca, DrPH, Assoc. Professor,
Mahidol University, Faculty of Public Health, 420/1 Rajvithi Rd., Bangkok 10400,
Thailand, Phone: 662-641-8600, Email: nao.naowarut@yahoo.com
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and that previously popular premium brands such as Marlboro are declining and
losing share to discount brands such as Pall Mall and Misty.
This research was supported in part by National Cancer Institute Grants:
R01CA100362, P50CA111236, and P01CA138389 and by funding from the
Canadian Institutes of Health Research (57897, 79551).

American residents. RESULTS: Nearly all (92%) of tobacco outlets in DC sold
Newport cigarettes; however, the adjusted odds of selling Newport cigarettes
increased by 11% for every 10% increase in the percentage of African American
block group residents after controlling for neighborhood and store characteristics.
Ninety percent of exterior ads with the lowest price featured Lorillard brands
Newport or Maverick; 59% of these ads featured Newport alone. Controlling for
neighborhood and store characteristics, the incidence rate ratio for the number of
exterior menthol ads increased by 13% for every 10% increase in the percentage
of African Americans living in a block group. Displayed Newport price was 80 cents
lower than non-displayed price, with displayed Newport price inversely related
to percent African Americans living in a block group. DISCUSSION: Availability,
exterior marketing, and lower price of Lorillard brands, especially Newport, were
associated with higher concentrations of African American residents in a block
group. Strengths and limitations of the data collection and analyses, as well as
implications for FDA regulation of point of sale tobacco promotion will be discussed.
Funding was provided by Legacy and the Washington, DC Department of
Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: K Michael Cummings, PhD, Professor, Medical
University of South Carolina, Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, 68 President
Street, Charleston, SC 29425, United States, Phone: 843-876-2429, Fax: 843876-2344, Email: cummingk@musc.edu
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A SURVEY OF MORE THAN 250 E-CIGARETTE BRANDS ON THE INTERNET
Madeleine Lee, B.A.*, Shu-Hong Zhu, Ph.D., Yifei Huang, M.A., Antonio Mayoral,
M.S., and Michael A. Conway, Ph.D., University of California, San Diego

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Pearson, PhD, MPH, Research
Investigator, Legacy, Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies,
1724 Mass Ave NW, Washington, DC 20036, United States, Phone: 2024545768,
Email: jpearson@legacyforhealth.org

Electronic Cigarettes (E-Cigarettes) are an emerging tobacco product with a
large presence on the Internet. To compile a list of e-cigarette brands, we performed
keyword searches on the three most popular US search engines (Google, Bing,
and Yahoo!). Review sites which were found during this process were also used to
add to the list of e-cigarette brands. Brand websites were examined for specifics
about each product (composition of starter kits, flavor and nicotine strength options
for cartridge and e-Liquid refills), ingredients in their products, claims about the
product such as whether they were safer than conventional cigarettes. During the
survey process, a cataloging system for starter kits was developed. Prices were
recorded for all parts and kits. We identified over 80 discrete flavor categories and
27 different nicotine strengths across the more than 250 brands found through this
search. A partial or, in some cases, full list of ingredients was found for 71.7% of
brands, with the most common ingredients being nicotine, propylene glycol, and
water. More than half of the brands (64%) explicitly stated that their product could
not be used as a smoking cessation device, while 27.2% gave no information on
the topic. Almost 9/10ths of brands (89%) claimed that their product was healthier
or safer than a conventional cigarette, with only 1.8% stating that their product
was not safer. Most brands (80.2%) advertised their products as being suitable
for use in places where conventional cigarettes would be banned. Finally, 65.8%
of brands claimed that their product would save the user money. The results of
this study provide a good starting point for researchers when considering further
studies on this emerging tobacco product.
This work was supported a grant from the National Cancer Institute (5 U01
CA154280).
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GOOD AND BAD USE OF CIGARETTE PRICE INCREASES THE LAST 10
YEARS IN FRANCE
B. Dautzenberg, J. Osman, and M.D. Dautzenberg, Office Français de Prévention
du Tabagisme, Paris France
Increasing the tobacco products price is a well-known tool to reduce tobacco
consumption, which is recommended by WHO. The FCTC announces a 4%
decrease of tobacco consumption for a 10% price increase (elasticity 0.4). The
last decade France has experienced two opposite periods with two opposites
effects. Method: We have compared cigarette price increase to the sales of
cigarettes during the presidency of Chirac 2002-2007 and the presidency of
Sarkozy 2007-2012. Results: In 2003 President Chirac implements the first cancer
plan and, among 20 additional measures against tobacco, a 39% increase of
tobacco taxes produce a high price increase in a short 18 month period. The price
of Marlboro 20 cigarettes pack has increased of 1.4€. The number of cigarettes
sold by year has dropped down from 82 billion to 54 billion (34% decrease). From
2007 to 2012 the influence of the tobacco industry lobbies has been strong in
France, and cigarettes prices have increased 4 times of 6% and a new increase
of 7% is anticipate in October 2012. These 32% increase of prices are managed
by the tobacco industry, without any strong incitation to decrease consumption by
the French government. As a result, the sales of cigarettes remain quite stable
at 54 billion a year; nevertheless at the end of 2012 we will have a total increase
of the price of Marlboro cigarettes pack of 1,6 €. Conclusion: The elasticity of the
increase of price on consumption has been very high (0.87) when increase of
price is driven by taxes and supported by a strong engagement of the government
who had close the door to tobacco industry lobbying. The price elasticity is 0.07
when the increase of price is drive by tobacco industry and when tobacco lobbyists
may be active anywhere at Presidency and financial ministry levels. The French
example illustrate the efficacy of politician when the act closing the door to tobacco
industry and the efficacy of tobacco lobbyists when the have the freedom to act.
Article 5.3 of FCTC on interaction between tobacco industries on politicians is
essential in developing countries but also in EU developed countries such as
France, to explain evolution of tobacco epidemic.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Shu-Hong Zhu, Ph.D., University of California, San
Diego, Family & Preventive Medicine, 9500 Gilman Drive MS 0905, La Jolla, CA
92093-0905, United States, Phone: 858-300-1056, Email: szhu@ucsd.edu
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LORILLARD BRANDS’ AVAILABILITY, PRICE, AND ADVERTISING:
ASSOCIATION WITH NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS AT THE POINT
OF SALE IN WASHINGTON, DC
Jennifer Pearson*1,2, Jennifer Cantrell3, Ollie Ganz3, Andrew Anesetti-Rothermel1,4,
Jennifer Kreslake2,3, Donna Vallone2,3, and Thomas Kirchner1,2, 1Schroeder
Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies at Legacy, Washington, DC;
2
Department of Health, Behavior, and Society, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School
of Public Health, Baltimore, MD; 3Department of Research, Legacy, Washington,
DC; 4Public Health Sciences, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bertrand Dautzenberg, MD, Professor, GH
Piité-Salpêtrière, Pneumology, 47 Bd Hopital, Paris, F75007, France, Phone:
+33613437048, Email: bdautz@gmail.com

BACKGROUND: Few studies have examined the relationship between cigarette
brand availability, advertising, price, and neighborhood characteristics across
a diverse metropolitan area. The objective of the current study was to examine
the association between neighborhood characteristics and marketing of Lorillard
brands—especially Newport—in a census of Washington, DC tobacco outlets.
METHODS: A brief mobile phone-based survey was conducted at all Washington
DC tobacco outlets (n=1,080) during fall-spring of 2010-2011. Fieldworkers
photographed outlets’ exteriors and interiors using cellphone cameras and
used interactive voice response (IVR) surveys to unobtrusively collect data.
Descriptive and multilevel analyses examined the relationship between menthol
and specifically Lorillard brand (Newport & Maverick) cigarette availability, price,
advertising and neighborhood characteristics, with a special focus on % African
186
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TOBACCO DATA DECK: A DATA DISSEMINATION TOOL

EXPENDITURE ON TOBACCO PRODUCT: USING ECONOMY FOR
ADVOCACY

Wanda Simon, M.S.*, and Gordon Reeve, Ph.D., Arkansas Department of Health

Pratap Jena*1 and Sagarika Das2, 1Public Health Foundation of India, New Delhi;
2
Central Institute of Psychiatry, Ranchi

Introduction: The Arkansas Tobacco Data Deck project began in 2009. The
purpose of the project is to compile tobacco, chronic disease, and health disparity
related information from data sources available in Arkansas. The data deck
provides statistical information on a variety of health behaviors and outcomes that
put Arkansans at risk for premature death and disease. This resource has been
used by various programs both within and outside the Arkansas Department of
Health to graphically display health data in a user friendly format. Objectives: To
develop and disseminate a tool which would provide the most up-to-date Arkansas
tobacco related data to public health programs. Methods: A plan was devised to
gather statistical information from a variety of available data sources that include
Arkansas-specific data and make it available in one place. The information was
stratified by demographic groups and disease and behavior categories. Updates
are made throughout the year as new data are released. Results: Impacts of
the new Tobacco Data Deck report have been: less frequent requests for tobacco
related statistics and an increased awareness of the data available as a resource
for assessing health behaviors and practices in Arkansas. Conclusion: Each state
could benefit by compiling a similar data deck resource tool. The PDF format
lends itself to not only easy-access and easy to understand graphs, but also
slides that can readily be used for presentations, legislative briefs, factsheets, or
other documents. The final document should be disseminated widely via the state
website and partnering organizations.
No funding.

Tobacco use is associated direct loss of resources for purchasing the product. In
India, average monthly expenditure of the current smoker on cigarette is 399 INR
and on bidi is 93 INR. Spending on tobacco products in low income households
constitute 11% of their home expenditure which crowds out expenditures on
education, clothing and food. Apart from health concerns saving money have
been cited as a motivator to convince people not to smoke. This study quantified
the savings owing to abstinence from tobacco use for advocacy purpose. Using
economic principles, the monthly expenditure on tobacco was modeled as savings.
Formula FV=IV*(1+RI/100*n)^nt {FV=Final Value, IV= Initial Value, RI=Rate of
Interest, t= No of year, n= Number of times compounded in a year} was used to
estimate the wealth generated from tobacco savings. The recent tobacco inflation
rate of 4% and RI of 8.5% have been fixed for calculation purpose. The result of the
economic model was compared with most trusted and high yielding public savings
schemes in India. The wealth that could be generated from 300 rupees monthly
savings on tobacco products at 5, 10 and 15 years time are rupees 31,594; 79,879
and 160,291 respectively. The equal monthly savings in provident fund would yield
28,813; 67,206 and 125,672 rupees at 5, 10 and 15 years respectively. The popular
profitable life insurance scheme also would yield 14,178; 63,872 and 133,319 at
similar time period with insurance coverage. Abstinence pays as the monetary
value of savings on tobacco products is higher than other popular profitable
investments in India. Health benefits serve as bonus. The money thus saved can
be channelized for education of child, eating nutritious food and other important
household expenses. The public advocacy message should include money saved
on expenses of tobacco which may appeal the community.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Wanda Simon, M.S., Epidemiologist, Arkansas
Department of Health, 4815 W Markham St, Slot 32, Little Rock, AR 72205, United
States, Phone: 501-280-4812, Email: wanda.simon@arkansas.gov

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pratap Jena, MBBS, MPH, Senior Research
Associate, Public Health Foundation of India, Research, STEPS, PHD House,
Sirifort Institutional Area, A K Marg, New Delhi, Delhi 110016, India, Phone:
+918800281555, Email: drpratapjena@gmail.com
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TOBACCO-FREE WORLD: AN INNOVATIVE AND CREATIVE APPROACH
FOR TOBACCO CONTROL
Vijay Bhasker*

POS3-79

Background: Littered cigarette butts are causing environmental contamination
and also causing health hazard to humans and animals. Tobacco causes
destruction of forests by cutting of trees to create a space for tobacco farming
and to get wood for curing of tobacco. Tobacco farming drains large amount of
sub-soil water and tonnes of paper is used every year for wrapping cigarettes and
Smokeless Tobacco products. Methods: Technology is my inspiration to start a
non-profit organization, after a three-year study on tobacco control policies and its
outcome, I have come out with a strategy for Tobacco control through innovative and
creative awareness campaigns. Created multiple Innovative and Creative Posters
highlighting how Tobacco causes Health and Environmental damage. Produced
Creative Animated short films focused on Health & Environmental damage caused
by Tobacco. Conducted Tobacco and Alcohol Awareness Sessions in various
Schools, Colleges and Companies along with public awareness events. Created
and hosted more than 200 websites on Tobacco Control for public awareness
and information. Results: Gathered more than 3000 student volunteers and 2000
volunteers from different professional walks through multiple awareness camps
and events. Our website on Tobacco control receives an average of 150 hits every
day. Created more than 100 Social networking pages on Tobacco Awareness to
target the youth. Conclusion: Tobacco epidemic is more than a matter of individual
concern. Banning Tobacco is not just for us, but for this world and for everyone
who has to live in this world after us. Need to produce more Innovative and
Creative Animated short films, Posters, and Anti-Tobacco slogans for effective
Tobacco Awareness focusing on Health and Environmental concerns. Need to
educate, support, and mobilize a generation of young leaders to fight against Big
Tobacco to create enduring change and unleash their potential as Change Makers
and Change Agents of tomorrow.
Primary: Core Members of our Organization and Other individuals.

A DISCOUNT YOU CAN’T REFUSE: PRICE MINIMIZATION BEHAVIORS
AMONG U.S. ADULT SMOKERS
Ann M. Malarcher*1, Xin Xu1, Alissa O’Halloran2, and Stacy Thorne1, 1Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention; 2Northrop Grumman
Data from select states suggests that price minimization behaviors have been
widely used among current smokers. These behaviors likely undermine the public
health benefits from raising the cigarette excise tax. This study estimated the
magnitude of these behaviors nationally by using data from CDC’s first National
Adult Tobacco Survey. We also examined socio-demographic characteristics
correlated with as well as the influence of tobacco use behaviors on smoker’s price
minimization behaviors. The percentages of carton purchasers, coupon users,
and respondents who purchased cigarettes from Indian reservations by sociodemographic characteristics and tobacco use behaviors were examined among
the 16,542 current smokers who participated in the 2009-2010 National Adult
Tobacco Survey, a national representative telephone-based survey of U.S. adults.
Multivariate logistic regressions were used to assess the socio-demographic
determinants and tobacco use behaviors associated with each of these three price
minimization behaviors. Our estimates suggested that on average, 42.6% of current
smokers used one of the three price minimization behaviors. The use of these three
behaviors differs substantially by smokers’ socio-demographic characteristics and
tobacco use behaviors, indicating that existing literature might not provide a full
picture by investigating price minimization behaviors as a whole. Comprehensive
policy interventions that can reach different sub-populations of current smokers
need to be considered in order to reduce the prevalence of price minimization
behaviors and to facilitate public health impacts of excise tax increases.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Vijay Yetapu, B.Sc, President, VChangeU, Plot
No 109, Pasha Colony, Manikonda, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh 500075, India,
Phone: 9030309333, Email: vijaybhasker@mail.com

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Xin Xu, PhD, Senior Economist, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Office on Smoking and Health, 4770 Buford
Highway - Mailstop K-50, Atlanta, GA 30341, United States, Phone: 770-4886470, Email: xinxu@cdc.gov
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a better understanding as well as a clearer vision when it comes to strategic
planning. TPCP was able to identify problems areas and drive for solutions. TPCP
was able to allocate funding efficiently, and to ensure better return on investment.
Conclusion: TMP has become an integral part of driving our strategic planning
process, providing visualizations which greatly enhance our ability to tell the
story. The purpose of TMP is to analyze, interpret, and understand data to reveal
relationships and better decision making. Any health units or state can benefit
by utilizing TMP. It can be tailored for different audiences/projects. Transparency
mapping is a low cost tool and easy to implement.
TPCP receives MSA and CDC funding.

USING CIGARETTE PACK WARNINGS TO INFORM CONSUMERS ABOUT
TOXIC TOBACCO CONSTITUENTS
Amira Osman, M.P.H.*1, James F. Thrasher, Ph.D.1, Edna Arillo-Santillán, M.Sc.2,
Rosaura Pérez-Hernández, M.Sc.2, Mauricio Hernández-Ávila, M.D., D.Sc.2, and
Justino Regalado-Piñeda, M.D.3, 1Deparment of Health Promotion, Arnold School
of Public Health, University of South Carolina, USA; 2National Institute of Public
Health, Mexico; 3National Tobacco Control Office, Ministry of Health, Mexico
Background: Little research exists on how to inform consumers about the toxic
constituents of tobacco and tobacco smoke or the effects that this knowledge
has on smoking behavior. Mexico’s pictorial health warning labels (HWLs) on
cigarette packs uniquely highlight toxic constituents and provide an opportunity for
examining the impact of this communication approach. Objective: To determine
changes in smokers’ knowledge of toxic constituents over time and the impact these
changes have on quit intentions and behaviors. Methods: Data were drawn from
the 4th and 5th waves of the ITC Mexico Survey, a population-based, longitudinal
survey of adult smokers in seven Mexican cities. These waves occurred before
(2010) and after (2011) implementation of pictorial HWLs with novel content on
toxic constituents. The sample included smokers who were followed up for both
waves (n=1510). Knowledge of toxic constituents (cyanide, ammonia, cadmium)
were assessed individually and summed to create an index (range 0-3). In linear
mixed effects (LME) models, the knowledge index was regressed on sociodemographics, smoking-related variables, and time. Logistic regression analyses
were conducted to determine if individual-level changes in knowledge predicted
intentions to quit, quit attempts, and quit success at wave 5. Results: The
proportion of respondents who correctly endorsed toxic constituents increased
over time (i.e., 14.3% to 35.8% for cyanide; 13.3% to 18.5% for ammonia; and 2%
to 10.5% for cadmium). LME models indicated that the knowledge index changed
over time and that higher levels of knowledge were associated with younger age,
male, higher income, and intention to quit. Logistic regression models indicated
that changes in knowledge about toxic constituents did not predict intention to
quit, quit attempts or quit success. Conclusions: Pictorial HWLs in Mexico appear
to have increased smokers’ knowledge of toxic constituents in the tobacco they
consume; however, increases in this specific type of knowledge does not appear
to have promoted smoking cessation. Other elements of HWL policies, as well as
other policies, appear necessary to effectively promote cessation.
Funding: NCI (R01 CA167067), Mexican Council on Science and Technology
(Salud-2007-C01-70032), Bloomberg Global Initiative, Union Against Tuberculosis
and Lung Disease (Mexico 7-01).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Debbie Rushing, BS, Section Chief State and
Community Intervention, Arkansas Department of Health, Tobacco Prevention
and Cessation, 4815 Markham, Little Rock, AR 72205, United States, Phone:
501-661-2380, Fax: 501-280-4040, Email: debbie.rushing@arkansas.gov
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THE NEW “PATHWAYS TO FREEDOM”: LEADING THE WAY TO A
SMOKE-FREE COMMUNITY
Monica Webb Hooper, Ph.D., Elizabeth A. Baker, M.S., Norma Ford, B.S., Marcia
D. McNutt, M.P.H., and Robert G. Robinson, Dr.P.H., University of Miami
Reducing tobacco-associated health disparities is a national priority. The
Black community experiences higher rates of tobacco-attributable deaths than
other communities. Needed are interventions that reduce barriers to access and
utilize an evidence-based approach. This study (1) details the development an
innovative DVD-based cessation intervention, based on Pathways to Freedom
(PTF), an established community competent smoking cessation guide; and (2)
reports a qualitative intervention evaluation.The steps included documentary
treatment development, expert interviews, script writing, production, and editing.
Smokers (N=24) and key national stakeholders (N=14) completed semi-structured
interviews examining intervention utility, format and content, and dissemination
potential. Deductive content analyses were used to determine themes. We
developed a 60-minute, evidence-based DVD including 4 sections: history of
tobacco and African Americans, how to quit, relapse prevention, and community
initiatives. Findings indicate that the DVD is high-quality, credible, and includes
useful content and appealing images, music, and colors. Findings also support
the use of the DVD for various literacy and acculturation levels, and suggest that
it provides motivation, encouragement, increases cessation self-efficacy, fills a
gap in service delivery, and is disseminable on a wide-scale. In conclusion, the
new PTF-DVD utilizes technology as a vehicle for health promotion in the Black
community, and is a stand-alone intervention that can be used in multiple settings,
such as community health clinics, primary care, quitlines, cessation clinics, and
seminars/workshops. The intervention is currently being tested in an RCT. Video
clips of the DVD will be presented.
Funding: National Cancer Institute 5R21CA152590-02.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amira Osman, M.P.H, University of South Carolina,
Health Promotion, Education, & Behavior, 1311 Whaley St. Apt 413, Columbia, SC
29205, United States, Phone: 8034455702, Email: osmana@email.sc.edu
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TRANSPARENCY MAPPING PROJECT: A GREAT STORYTELLING AND
DECISION MAKING TOOL

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Monica Hooper, PhD, Associate Professor,
University of Miami, Psychology, 5665 Ponce de Leon Blvd, Coral Gables, FL
33146, United States, Phone: 305-284-4290, Email: mwebb@miami.edu

Debbie Rushing, LADAC, CTTS-M*, Shelia Garrett, Dee Shirley, M.B.A., and
Wanda Simon, M.S., Arkansas Department of Health-Tobacco Prevention and
Cessation Program
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Introduction: In an attempt to better understand the interconnectedness
associated with tobacco control deliverables/outcomes, tobacco prevalence, and
highest return on investment (ROI), Arkansas Department of Health - Tobacco
Prevention and Cessation Program (TPCP) developed the Transparency Mapping
Project (TMP) to drive programmatic decisions and strategic planning.
TPCP
currently provides 32 community, 15 coordinate school health and 3 statewide
sub-grant programs and a host of other public health initiatives; thereby creating
a data-rich center and a plethora of opportunities to explore the impact of various
program outcomes and its relative change to the ultimate goal of decreasing
the State’s tobacco prevalence. The purpose of the TMP is to identify priority
areas based on mapping and to ensure the State allocates funding effectively,
and to improve communication with stakeholders and sub-grantees. Objectives:
To create a pictorial representation of the data in order to analyze, interpret, and
understand effectiveness of programming to reveal interconnectedness and to
drive decision making. Method: Define the content areas to be mapped, gather
information, insert data, print map on transparency sheets, and overlay each
transparency sheet as needed to analyze the interconnectedness. Result: The
impact of TMP was undeniable. TPCP and its stakeholders and programs have

REPORTED MUNICIPAL COSTS FROM OUTDOOR SMOKE-FREE BY-LAWS
– THE ONTARIO EXPERIENCE
Ryan David Kennedy, Ph.D.*1, Danna Zummach, M.Sc.1, Stephanie Filsinger,
M.Sc.1, and Scott T. Leatherdale, Ph.D.2, 1Propel Centre for Population Health
Impact, University of Waterloo; 2School of Public Health and Health Systems,
University of Waterloo
INTRODUCTION: In 2006 all enclosed public and work places in Ontario
were made smoke-free by the Smoke-free Ontario Act (SFOA). Numerous
municipalities across the province have local bylaws that are more restrictive
than the SFOA and ban smoking in a variety of outdoor environments including
parks, beaches, patios doorways, and transit environment. There is limited
evidence that documents the enforcement issues and costs associated with these
bans. The current study measured reported financial impacts associated with
the implementation and enforcement of smoke-free outdoor municipal by-laws
including materials and staffing costs, and number of warnings or tickets issued
188
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by the municipality. METHODS: Ontario communities with outdoor smoking
restrictions were identified (n=59). Communities with a bylaw in force for at least
2 years were included in the sample (n=44) to ensure a full fiscal calendar year
could be considered. Appropriate municipal staff and managers were interviewed
by telephone between June-September 2013. RESULTS: No area municipality
surveyed reported that they had hired additional enforcement staff as a result of
their community’s smoke-free by-law. Across the province a variety of enforcement
staff uphold outdoor smoke-free bylaws including municipal bylaw officers,
provincial tobacco enforcement officers, local police, and municipal parks and
recreation staff. Most municipalities (>90%) posted signage to support awareness
of their bylaw; signs costs ranged from $40-$150/sign with most municipalities
reporting signs were made in-house. Other promotion efforts were low cost such
as community newspaper announcements. Only 5 communities reported they
had issued tickets; there was a wide range in terms of the number of tickets issued
per community (1 to 100). Only one municipality reported that they experienced
contested tickets requiring court time.
CONCLUSION: Outdoor smoke-free
bylaws have not created significant burdens on municipal enforcement staff. The
overwhelming majority of communities reported that their outdoor by-law was
largely “self-enforcing”.
Funding provided by the Propel Centre for Population Health Impact through
the Canadian Cancer Society.

THE INFLUENCE OF TAIWAN’S TOBACCO CONTROL ACT EXTENDING
SMOKE-FREE ENVIRONMENTS AND INCREASING CIGARETTE TAXES ON
SMOKERS
Shu-Ti Chiou, M.D., Ph.D.1, Chih-Kuan Lai, M.D.2, Yu-Hsiang Kao, M.S.3, and
Yi-Wen Tsai, Ph.D.*3, 1National Yang-Ming University, Bureau of Health Promotion,
Department of Health, Taiwan, ROC; 2Taipei Veterans General Hospital; 3National
Yang-Ming University, Taiwan, ROC
Objective: To determine the impact of Taiwan’s 2009 Tobacco Hazards
Prevention Amendment Act (2009 Act), which expanded smoke-free areas in
Taiwan and increased cigarette tax, on continued abstinence, smoking cessation,
and smoking behavior. Method: We used the 2007-2011 Taiwan Adult Smoking
Behavior Survey to identify 20,161 ever smokers (5,921 long-term abstinent
smokers defined as those who had refrained from smoking for over one year
and 14,240 recent smokers, including 897 who had quit for less than a year and
13,343 current smokers). Logistic regressions were used to examine the influence
of the 2009 Act on (1) long-term abstinence among ever smokers, (2) smoking
cessation among recent smokers and (3) the pattern of smoking daily among
current smokers. Linear regressions were used to analyze the daily amount
smoked by current smokers. Results: Long-term abstinence among ever smokers
was significantly associated with the smoke-free policy of the 2009 Act (OR=1.20,
95% CI=1.02-1.42) but not price (OR=0.99, 95% CI=0.98-1.00). Smoking
cessation among recent smokers was positively associated with the 2009 Act
(OR=1.86, 95% CI=1.56-2.22),but strongly affected by the market price increase
in 2011(OR=2.59, 95% CI=2.08-3.22). The habit of smoking daily among current
smokers was associated with the smoke-free policy (OR=0.67, 95% CI=0.49-0.92)
and cigarette prices (OR=0.97, 95% CI=0.95-0.99). Linear regressions revealed
that the number of cigarettes smoked daily was not significantly associated
with the 2009 Act (coefficient=-0.40, 95% CI=-1.72-0.93) and cigarette price
(coefficient=0.02, 95% CI=-0.09- 0.12).
Conclusions: The smoke-free policy
and cigarette tax increase stipulated by the 2009 Act had a significant impact on
long-term abstinence, smoking cessation, and daily smoking frequency, but not
on amount smoked. Education level played an important role in smoking behavior
independent of any tobacco control policy.
This research was funded by Bureau of Health Promotion, Department of
Health, Taiwan, ROC.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ryan David Kennedy, PhD, Scientist, Propel
Centre for Population Health Impact, University of Waterloo, Lyle Hallman Institute
North, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada, Phone: 519.888.4567, Email: rdkenned@
uwaterloo.ca
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THE EFFECT OF SMOKE-FREE LEGISLATION ON REDUCING
EXPOSURE TO SECONDHAND SMOKE: DIFFERENCE ON GENDER AND
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
Yi-Wen Tsai, Ph.D.1, Li-Chuan Chang, M.S.*1, Hai-Yen Sung, Ph.D.2, Teh-wei Hu,
Ph.D.3, and Shu-Ti Chiou, M.D., Ph.D.4, 1National Yang-Ming University, Taiwan,
ROC; 2University of California, San Francisco, USA; 3University of California,
Berkeley, USA; 4National Yang-Ming University, Bureau of Health Promotion,
Department of Health, Taiwan, ROC

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Yi-Wen Tsai, Institute of Health and Welfare Policy,
National Yang-Ming University, No.155, Sec.2, Linong Street, Taipei, 112, Taiwan,
Phone: +886-2-2826-7056, Email: ywtsai@ym.edu.tw

Background: On January 11, 2009, Taiwan expanded the smoke-free legislation
aimed at eliminating secondhand smoke (SHS) in all indoor public places and
workplaces. Purpose: To examine the policy impact on the SHS exposure in adult
non-smokers, across gender and socioeconomic status. Methods: An annual
non-smoker sample of about 13,000 to 14,000 people was drawn from crosssectional nation-wide data from Taiwan Adult Tobacco Surveys (TATSs) from year
2005 to 2011. Logistic regression analysis was used to estimate the association
between the 2009 smoke-free legislation and the exposures to SHS in homes and
workplaces. Interactions with the year 2009 Act and socio-demographic factors
were used to examine the effect of the year 2009 Act on reducing inequality of
SHS risk across gender, education, and income. Results: The 2009 expanded
smoke-free legislation showed a significant immediate impact on reducing the risk
of SHS exposure in homes in 2009 (OR=0.76, 95%CI=0.68-0.84). In workplaces,
significant reductions in the risk of SHS exposure were observed in 2009 (OR=0.49,
95%CI=0.39-0.61) and 2010 (OR=0.78, 95%CI=0.65-0.93). Non-smoking men
were more likely to be exposed to workplace SHS (OR=2.10, 95%CI=1.93-2.28)
but less likely to be exposed to home SHS (OR=0.83, 95%CI=0.78-0.89) in
comparison with women. Nonsmokers with lower socioeconomic status were
more likely to be exposed to SHS compared with those with higher socioeconomic
status; this fact remained true both before and after year 2009. Conclusions: The
enforcement of the expanded smoke-free legislation had a significantly immediate
effect on reducing the risk of SHS for non-smokers. There was an inequality of
risk protection against SHS exposure across gender and sub-population groups.
These findings suggest that smoke-free policies should further enforce the
smoking restriction to reduce the risk of SHS exposure constantly and to improve
the risk protection of SHS among lower socioeconomic population.
This research was funded by Bureau of Health Promotion, Department of
Health, Taiwan, ROC.
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PROMOTING SMOKE FREE HOMES IN INDIA
Raghavendra Madhu*, Monika Arora, Vinay Gupta, and Amit Yadav, Public Health
Foundation of India
Introduction: Second-hand smoke (SHS) is responsible for over 600000
premature deaths annually, one third of these are among children. The rising
smoking patterns in low and middle income countries (LMICs) is leading to a
vicious cycle as youths exposed to SHS in homes are doubly likely to initiate
smoking. The WHO- FCTC through its MPOWER strategy supports protecting
people from SHS, but its implementation is weak in LMICs. This study explores
the prevalence and perceptions of SHS in homes and the need to promote smoke
free homes (SFH) in India. Methods: Data were obtained from a survey of 4838
households in 2011 from two leading tobacco-producing States of India; Andhra
Pradesh and Gujarat. The questionnaire was structured in alignment with GATS
and analysis has been drawn from SHS related questions from specific sections.
Results: 27.8% of the households have people who smoke at home. Education has
a dose response relation with smoking at homes, which was gradually lower with
higher education. Majority (88.6%) of the respondents who have people smoking
in homes are aware of ill effects of SHS. Conclusions: Learning from the study
suggests that there should be more focus on promoting SFH among the low-socio
economic and less educated groups. The SFH interventions across the world have

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Shu-Ti Chiou, Bureau of Health Promotion,
Department of Health, R.O.C., No.2, Changqing St., Xinzhuang Dist., New Taipei
City, 242, Taiwan, Phone: 886-2-29978616, Email: stchiou@bhp.doh.gov.tw
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provided evidence that family interventions promotes cessation; these are yet to
be integrated into tobacco control efforts in developing countries like India.
Strengthening of Tobacco control Efforts through innovative Partnerships
and Strategies (STEPS) is a three-year project funded by a grant from the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation.

investigates the impact of the smoke-free law on the popularity and time series of
e-cigarette sales pre and post implementation of smoking-ban in Poland. Materials
and methods: Polish-language Google searches conducted from January 2009
through May 2011 were analyzed. We used two key words: ‘e-cigarette’ and
‘electronic cigarette’. Searches for each week were scaled to the highest weekly
search proportion. The following search filters were applied: various country
sub-regions, dates, and categories. Since it is unclear whether search queries
indicate curiosity or shopping, we analyzed sale offers of e-cigarettes through the
biggest Polish auction service allegro.pl. Results: Six months before the smoking
ban the mean relative search volume of e-cigarettes was 20.6%±5.2%. Six months
post implementation of the ban the mean value was 25.1%±8.0% (p>0.05). We
recorded consistently higher numbers of e-cigarettes searches between January
and March 2010 (74.7%±15.0%). We did not observed any significant changes
in e-cigarette sales during six months after the introduction of the 2010 Polish
smoke-free legislation (p>0.05). Conclusions: Real-time monitoring of Internet
searches and sales of e-cigarettes can help assess the effects of public policies
on popularity of the alternative nicotine products. Implementation of smoking ban
in public places was not associated with increased popularity of e-cigarette in
Poland.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Raghavendra Madhu, MPH, Public Health
Foundation of India, PHD House, New Delhi, 110 016, India, Phone: 9958654988,
Email: raghavmph@gmail.com
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SECONDHAND SMOKE EXPOSURE IN NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT VENUES
IN THAILAND EVEN AFTER A SMOKING BAN
Nipapun Kungskulniti*1, Punyarat Larpvongwattana1, Kin Foong2, Yen Lian Tan3,
and Mark Travers4, 1Faculty of Public Health, Mahidol University, Bangkok,
Thailand; 2National Poison Centre, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Penang, Malaysia;
3
Southeast Tobacco Control Alliance, Bangkok, Thailand; 4Roswell Park Cancer
Institute, New York, USA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maciej Goniewicz, Ph.D., Research Fellow,
Queen Mary University of London, Tobacco Dependence Research Unit, 55
Philpot Street, London, E1 2JH, United Kingdom, Phone: +447783780606, Fax:
+442073777237, Email: mgoniewicz@wp.pl

Thailand has implemented bans on smoking in nearly all public places including
in transportation, transportation stations, government buildings, restaurants,
bars and pubs, and other entertainment businesses. Though previous studies
have shown good compliance in some indoor places, compliance is a continuing
challenge in night entertainment and alcohol drinking establishments. In order
to investigate these persistent dangerous exposures, we examined the results of
fine particulate measurements in a total of 105 establishments. In 2006, 67 pubs,
bars, discos and nightclubs were measured for PM 2.5 prior to the ban and in
2010, 38 after the ban in Bangkok. PM 2.5 is an indicator of secondhand smoke
pollution that shows the levels of fine particulate matter of extremely small size
(down to 2.5 microns) that are emitted in cigarette smoke. A sampling protocol
developed for a PM 2.5 sampling instrument for real-time, unobtrusive sampling of
fine particulate air pollutants was used. Each location was monitored for at least 30
minutes during times of usual business activity. Data recorded from the particulate
sampling instrument was downloaded to a computer and later analyzed. In the
67 pre-ban night venues, the PM 2.5 levels ranged from 9 to 567 micrograms
per cubic meter, averaging 147, or about six times the air quality standard of 25
micrograms per cubic meters set by WHO. Monitoring more than a year after
the ban in these same kind of venues found that exposure levels dropped by
54% on average to 68 micrograms per cubic meter. Following the ban the range
of exposure levels was much lower, from 7 to 260, but still unacceptably high,
more than twice the WHO standard on average. Though levels were lowered,
only no secondhand smoke exposure provides adequate protection. Implications
are that simple observation of smoking, public signage, and removal of ash trays
is insufficient when monitoring compliance in night entertainment venues, and
a systematic monitoring of secondhand smoke exposure as an environmental
danger is necessary to protect the public and reinforce the importance of strict
compliance with smoke-free laws.
This research was funded by the Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids.
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THE EFFECT OF A SMOKING BAN INTRODUCTION ON FRACTIONAL
EXHALED NITRIC OXIDE IN SWISS HOSPITALITY WORKERS
Sarah Rajkumar*1, Cong Khanh Huynh2, Georg Bauer3, Daiana Stolz4, Alexander
Möller5, Jürg Hammer6, and Martin Röösli7, 1Swiss Tropical and Public Health
Institute, Basel, Switzerland, University of Basel, Switzerland; 2Institute for Work
and Health, Lausanne, Switzerland; 3Institute of Social and Preventive Medicine,
University of Zurich and Center for Organizational and Occupational Sciences,
ETH Zurich, Switzerland; 4Division of Pneumology, University Hospital, Basel,
Switzerland; 5Department of Respiratory Medicine, University Children’s Hospital,
Zurich, Switzerland; 6Division of Paediatric Intensive Care and Pulmonology,
University Children’s Hospital Basel, Switzerland
Background and Aims: In May 2010 Switzerland introduced a nationwide but
heterogeneous smoking ban in the hospitality sector. To evaluate the effect of
environmental smoke exposure (ETS) on hospitality workers’ health, the personal
exposure of 92 non-smoking hospitality workers was measured in a longitudinal
study before implementation of the new law as well as 6 and 12 months after. At
the same time points participants underwent an extensive medical examination
including measurements of exhaled nitric oxide as a surrogate measure for
airway inflammation. Methods: Exposure to ETS was measured using a passive
sampler that allows determining the number of passively smoked cigarettes. To
approximate personal exposure a time-weighted average of the badge placed at
the work place was calculated. Fractional exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) data was
collected offline into a Mylar bag. The intervention group underwent a change in
smoke exposure, while control group members either remained exposed to ETS
at work or never had been. Results: At first follow-up the exposure situation of
the intervention group had significantly decreased from 2.6 (95%-CI: 1.7-3.4) to
0.2 (95%-CI: 0.1-0.2) cigarette equivalents/day (n=56) and remained steadily low
at 2nd follow-up. FeNO levels, adjusted for age, BMI, salivary caffeine, asthma
and seasonal effects, significantly decreased from 9.99 (95%-CI: 8.58-11.62)
parts per billion at baseline to 8.12 (95%-CI: 6.82-9.66) parts per billion at 1st
follow-up (p=0.02) and to 7.23 (95%-CI: 6.16-8.49) parts per billion at 2nd
follow-up (p<0.001). In the control groups both the exposure as well as FeNO
levels remained constant throughout the study period. In a dose-response model
comparing FeNO directly to ETS exposure, FeNO increased by 1.02% (95% CI:
0.99% - 1.05%) per cigarette equivalent increase. Conclusions: Average FeNO
significantly decreased in the intervention group several months after a smoking
ban was introduced at the work place. The observed decrease of FENO levels

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nipapun Kungskulniti, Instructor, Mahidol
University, Faculty of Public Health, 420/1 Rajvithi Rd., Bangkok, 10400, Thailand,
Phone: 6623548540, Email: nipapun.kun@mahidol.ac.th
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THE IMPACT OF SMOKE FREE LAW ON ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES
POPULARITY AND SALES IN POLAND
Leon Kosmider1, Maciej L. Goniewicz, Ph.D.*2, Marcin Delijewski3, Jakub
Knysak3, and Andrzej Sobczak, Ph.D.1, 1Institute of Occupational Medicine and
Environmental Health, Sosnowiec, Poland; 2Queen Mary University of London,
UK; 3Medical University of Silesia, Sosnowiec, Poland
Background: The amendment to the Act on Prevention of Negative Health
Consequences of Tobacco Use was introduced in Poland on November 15,
2010, prohibiting smoking in almost all enclosed public places. Studies suggest
that smoke-free laws are associated with decrease in smoking prevalence and
increases in quit attempts. Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are battery-powered
devices that deliver vaporized nicotine. They are promoted as a stop-smoking
aid or as an alternative to conventional cigarettes. Aim of the study: This study
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may indicate that airway inflammation from chronic ETS exposure is at least partly
reversible.
This work was supported by the Swiss Tobacco Prevention Fund (grant
#09.002032).

and females (43.2%). 69% reported being current smokers; smoking rates were
higher in men compared to women (67.6%, 32.2% respectively). Most of the
smokers self-reported smoking on daily basis (81.3%). The average number of
quit attempts were 2.2 (SD=4.7) and when participants were asked about their
confidence in readiness to quit smoking on a scale of 0 to 10 the mean was 5.0
(SD=2.7). Older age when moved to the US and longer years living in the US were
significantly associated with increase in daily smoked cigarettes (F = 3.4, p <0.00).
Further analysis of acculturation in relation to the risk of not considering quitting
was performed using logistic regression. Longer years living in the U.S. (OR =
0.93, CI: 0.87, 0.98) and older age when moved to the US (OR = 0.93, CI: 0.88,
0.98) were significantly contributing to least number of quit attempts. Conclusion:
Acculturation indicators measures in this study were found to be positively
correlated with smoking prevalence among Arab Americans. The more they stayed
in the US the more they smoked. These findings are coherent with other research
that showed negative acculturation in relation to smoking among different migrant
ethnic groups. To determine whether being in the US has negative acculturation
“the increase in high-risk profiles as immigrants live longer in the U.S” outcomes
on smoking behavior or there is a tendency to stick to smoking norms of their
originating countries is out of scope of the tools used in this study.
This study was supported by a grant award from the Virginia Tobacco Settlement
Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sarah Rajkumar, Swiss Tropical and Public
Health Institute, Epidemiology and Public Health, Socinstrasse 57, Basel, 4002,
Switzerland, Phone: 0041612848607, Email: sarah.rajkumar@unibas.ch
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CHARACTERIZING SMOKING STATUS THROUGH DISCOUNTING:
THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF TEMPORAL, SOCIAL, AND PROBABILISTIC
DISCOUNTING ON SELF-REPORTED SMOKING STATUS
D.E. Gaalema1, D.B. Lanute3, M.P. Bradstreet1,2, and S.T. Higgins1,2, 1Department
of Psychiatry, University of Vermont; 2Department of Psychology, University
of Vermont; 3Department of Environment and Natural Resources, University of
Vermont
Researchers have demonstrated a strong relationship between smoking
status and temporal discounting. Smokers generally exhibit steeper discounting
curves than non-smokers. However the relationship between various types of
discounting (temporal, social and probabilistic) and smoking behavior is less clear.
In this study 190 participants were recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.
Participants were given tasks to measure discounting rates for temporal, social
and probabilistic discounting of hypothetical outcomes. Median splits for each
type of discounting were calculated, the higher half of the values were considered
“steeper” scores. The number of these “steeper” scores was determined for each
participant. Demographic characteristics, including smoking status, were also
gathered. Proportions of smokers associated with numbers of “steeper” scores
and combinations of discounting scores were examined. Participants were well
educated, more than 85% having spent at least some time in college, 60% were
female, and 41% reported being current or former smokers. Overall the number
of “steeper” scores a participant exhibited was associated with smoking behavior.
Those with “steeper” scores for all three types of discounting had a risk ratio of
1.54 (p=.05) for ever being a smoker as compared to those who had zero “steeper”
scores. These differences were largely driven by temporal scores. If a participant
had only one “steeper” score, and it was a temporal score, then there was a 57%
chance they were a smoker compared to 22% or 20% for social and probabilistic
scores respectively. Additionally, if a participant had any combination of “steeper”
scores that did not include temporal (social, probabilistic or both) their chance of
being a smoker was 32%, similar to the rate of those who had no “steeper” scores
(33%). This study confirms earlier findings that temporal discounting is strongly
associated with smoking status. Additionally these results suggest that other types
of discounting may account for additional variance, but temporal discounting
appears to be more highly associated with smoking status than either social or
probabilistic discounting.
This work was supported in part by NIH grant T32DA007242 and a workforce
development sub-award from Sandia National Laboratories, funded by the U.S.
Department of Energy through Inter-Entity Work Order # M610000767.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Linda Haddad, PhD, Virginia Commonwealth
Univeristy, 11412 Hanover Courthouse Rd, Hanover, VA 23069, United States,
Phone: 804-366-1389, Email: lhaddad2@vcu.edu
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DUAL AND POLY-TOBACCO USE IN THE UNITED STATES, RESULTS FROM
SEVERAL U.S. SURVEYS
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Dual and poly-tobacco product use may pose added risk to users of tobacco
products. Previous studies have shown that among the specific groups studied,
concurrent use of cigarettes (predominant tobacco product used) and other
tobacco products ranges from 2%-9%, and that disparities in dual use exist by
sex, age, race/ethnicity. This session will describe dual and poly-tobacco use
by socio-demographics in the U.S. population. It will include analyses of several
different data sources (NHIS, NHANES, BRFSS, NSDUH, NATS, NYTS, YRBS)
representative of the U.S. population in order to understand the prevalence of
dual and poly-tobacco use (use of combustible products, use of non-combustible
tobacco products, use of both combustible and non-combustible tobacco products).
Predictors of dual and poly-tobacco use include socio-demographic factors such
as age, race/ethnicity, education, and the U.S. state where respondent lives.
In addition to data on prevalence of dual and poly-tobacco use, we will provide
information on specific tobacco products used and frequency of use of such
products. Results presented will be useful for tobacco control scientists and
practitioners in determining the magnitude of the problem of dual and poly-tobacco
use.
This work is funded by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Diann Gaalema, University of Vermont, 1 S.
Prospect St, Burlington, VT 05401, United States, Phone: 802-656-9874, Email:
dgaalema@uvm.edu

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rachel Grana, PhD, Postdoctoral Scholar, UCSF,
530 Parnassus Ave. Suite 366, San Francisco, CA 94143, United States, Phone:
415-476-1570, Email: rachel.grana@ucsf.edu
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Linda Haddad, R.N., Ph.D.*, and Omar El Shahawy, M.D., M.P.H., Virginia
Commonwealth University

Herb Severson, Ph.D.*, Oregon Research Institute

TOBACCO USE PATTERNS AND ACCULTURATION EFECTS ON ARAB
IMMIGRANTS IN VIRGINIA

THE IMPACT OF DUAL TOBACCO PRODUCT USE ON CESSATION AND
RELAPSE

Dual use of cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products may have significant
implications for cessation and relapse. The dual tobacco users may be more
dependent, have a harder time quitting, or may relapse at a higher rate, which
has direct implications for assessment and treatment of this population of tobacco
users seeking treatment. The outcomes of three studies for smokeless tobacco
cessation in which there were a large number of dual users were reviewed to
assess the impact of the participants’ dual tobacco use on cessation outcomes
and relapse. One study involved over 600 patients at dental clinics and represents
a public health intervention in the context of oral health care. The other 2 studies

Background: It is important to understand the disparities in tobacco use
among immigrant populations in USA. Moreover, the rate of tobacco use among
immigrants may change with acculturation. The purpose of this study is to explore
the tobacco use patterns and the effect of acculturation among Arab Americans in
Richmond, Virginia. Methods: A sample of Arab immigrants (221) was recruited
from Middle Eastern groceries, restaurants/lounges, and faith based organizations.
There were two instruments used in the study along with other (Acculturation
Indicators) that were compiled. Results: The participants were males (56.8%)
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were web-based cessation interventions for smokeless tobacco users (ChewFree.
com, MyLastDip.com) that enrolled 2500 and 1700 participants, respectively.
The 3 and 6-month assessments were used to assess the impact of dual use
on cessation outcomes. The dental office intervention found significantly lower
rates of cessation and higher rate of relapse for participants who were dual users.
Dependence at baseline was predictive of cessation. Significant relationships
between dual use and lower levels of cessation were reported for the ChewFree.
com study but not for the MyLastDip.com cessation program. Younger users (aged
14-25) may account for this lack of effect on cessation outcomes. In the study of
more than 1700 young chewers who enrolled in the MyLastDip.com cessation
program we observed that dual users had a significantly higher relapse rate
compared to chewers. Our review of both our data and data from other studies
show some inconsistent results in assessing the impact of dual use on cessation
outcomes for chewers. However, the higher levels of measured dependence, often
observed lower levels of cessation, and higher levels of relapse, are important
factors in carefully assessing dual use among tobacco users seeking treatment
and has implications for public policy in which new and novel tobacco products are
promoted as harm reduction or cessation aids.
The research was supported by a grant from the National Cancer Institute - CA
118575.

RECEIPT AND REDEMPTION OF CIGARETTE COUPONS, PERCEPTIONS
OF CIGARETTE COMPANIES, AND SMOKING CESSATION
Kelvin Choi, M.P.H., Ph.D.*1, Deborah Hennrikus, Ph.D.1, Jean L. Forster, Ph.D.,
M.P.H.1, and Molly Moilanen, M.P.P.2, 1University of Minnesota; 2ClearWay
Minnesota
Objective: While cigarette coupons are a known cigarette marketing strategy,
little is known about receipt and influence of these coupons on smokers. We
examined the characteristics associated with receipt of cigarette coupons, and the
influence of these coupons on smoking cessation. Methods: A Minnesota cohort
of randomly sampled past-30-day smokers surveyed in 2008 was resurveyed in
2009, and those who quit smoking before 2009 were excluded in this analysis
(total n=587). In 2009, participants reported receipt of cigarette coupons (yes/
no), redemption of cigarette coupons (yes/no), their perceptions of cigarette
companies, and their smoking status. Multivariate logistic regression models
were used to examine the characteristics associated with receipt of cigarette
coupons, and associations between receipt and redemption of these coupons and
perceptions of cigarette companies and smoking status. Results: About 50% of
the participants reported receiving cigarette coupons, and 80% of those redeemed
these coupons. Female, younger, and heavier smokers were more likely to have
received coupons (p<.05). Participants who received coupons were less likely
to agree that cigarette companies lie, and more likely to agree that cigarette
companies care about their health and try their best to make cigarettes safe
(p<.05). More importantly, participants who used coupons (compared to those who
did not receive them) were less likely to have stopped smoking in the past 30 days
(adjusted odds ratio=0.16, 95% confidence interval=0.06, 0.60). Conclusions:
This is the first study to demonstrate a negative association between cigarette
coupon redemption and smoking cessation. Longitudinal studies are needed to
confirm our findings and provide support for policies to prohibit the redemption of
cigarette coupons.
This work was supported by ClearWay Minnesota (SM).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rachel Grana, PhD, Postdoctoral Scholar, UCSF,
530 Parnassus Ave. Suite 366, San Francisco, CA 94143, United States, Phone:
415-476-1570, Email: rachel.grana@ucsf.edu
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MARKETING STRATEGIES PROMOTING DUAL AND POLY-TOBACCO
PRODUCT USE
Rachel Grana, Ph.D., M.P.H.*, and Pamela M. Ling, M.D., M.P.H., University of
California San Francisco
Dual use of cigarettes and other tobacco products has been increasing in
recent years, particularly among young people. This may be due in part to tobacco
industry responses to increased tobacco taxes and clean indoor air policies in
the U.S. and in other countries, which include advertising messages promoting
the use of smokeless tobacco products in addition to cigarettes. To identify
promotional messages that may encourage dual use, we identified historical and
current themes from print magazine ads, direct mail advertising, and branded
websites for smokeless tobacco products and compared to themes identified in
a formal content analysis of electronic cigarette retail websites sampled between
May to July 2012. Results show that marketing of smokeless tobacco products,
particularly snus and dissolvable tobacco products, has been explicitly targeted
at smokers. Most marketing messages promoted temporary or situational use
of smokeless tobacco, which may result in dual use of smokeless tobacco and
cigarettes rather than complete switching from cigarettes to smokeless tobacco.
Ad text and imagery contained both overt and subtle appeals to use the smokeless
product when users were unable to smoke. Smokeless tobacco products bearing
cigarette brand names and contests such as the “camel pleasure switch challenge”
that promote switching for several days may also encourage adoption and dual
use of both products among smokers. Electronic cigarette companies also
include appeals on their retail websites that may result in dual product use, such
as promoting the product for circumventing clean indoor air laws and using the
product in specific indoor environments (e.g., an office). Marketing that promotes
dual or poly tobacco use patterns may exacerbate the total tobacco use burden
and have negative public health impact due to effects on addiction, deterred quit
attempts and decreased effectiveness of successful tobacco control policies.
This work is supported by grants R25T CA 113710 and R01-CA141661.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kelvin Choi, M.P.H., Ph.D., Research Associate,
University of Minnesota, Division of Epidemiology and Community Health, 1300
South Second Street, Minneapolis, MN 55454, United States, Phone: 612-6261799, Email: choix137@umn.edu
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SMOKERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF THE RELATIVE RISK OF SPECIFIC
DISEASES FROM SNUS AND CIGARETTES
Ingeborg Lund* and Janne Scheffels, Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug
Research, SIRUS
Background: As shown in several studies, the public is largely unaware of the
lower global risk associated with snus compared to that of combustible tobacco.
The concept of global risk might be challenging, as respondents may have
incorporated in it factors other than actual health risks. We have little knowledge of
perceptions of relative risks regarding specific diseases. Aim: Explore perceptions
among hard core, daily and non-daily smokers of the relative snus-cigarette risk of
cancer of lung, stomach, and oral cavity, and of cardiovascular disease. Methods:
Pooled data from annual national representative surveys (2008-2011) performed
by Statistics Norway. Information on tobacco use, demographic background
variables and perceptions of relative risk for specific diseases from regular snus
use or smoking was collected. The total sample included 2661 ever smoking and/
or snus users aged 15 ñ 79 years old. 53 per cent of the sample was men, and
the average age was 46.1 years. Results: All smoker groups overestimated the
risk from snus use relative to the risk from smoking. For all diseases except lung
cancer, the majority of smokers thought snus users were running the highest risk.
For lung cancer, 20-30 per cent believed that snus use gave an equal or higher
risk. There were significant differences in perceptions between smoker groups,
with hard core smokers in general being a lot less inclined to believe that smokers
were much more at risk.
Discussion: Smokers overrate the risk of specific
diseases from using snus relative to smoking, and hard core smokers overrate
them more than others. Increased knowledge of the relative health risks might
give smokers an incitement to switch to snus, and prompt current dual users to

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rachel Grana, PhD, Postdoctoral Scholar, UCSF,
530 Parnassus Ave. Suite 366, San Francisco, CA 94143, United States, Phone:
415-476-1570, Email: rachel.grana@ucsf.edu
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stop smoking completely. Awareness could be improved by tailoring information at
targeted groups, for example via the health care system.
No funding.

The sample included smokers, ex-smokers and those who had never smoked.
An inductive approach was taken to content analysis. The results suggested
that the medicalisation of nicotine addiction was far from complete. Participants
often mentioned pharmacological cessation aids but usually in conjunction
with alternative quit methods such as behavioural strategies and counselling.
Unassisted quitting was frequently mentioned but there were mixed views about its
effectiveness. Seeing a doctor was rarely recommended. Two central discourses
were found in public explanations of nicotine addiction: (1) that smokers must
have sufficient motivation for a quit attempt to be successful, regardless of the
method used; and (2) the effectiveness of all methods “depends on the individual.”
The implications of these findings for clinical practice and health promotion will be
discussed.
This research was funded by an Australian National Health and Medical
Research Council Australia Fellowship (Grant ID: 569 738) to W. Hall.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ingeborg Lund, Researcher, SIRUS, Ovre
Slottsgate 2b, Oslo, N-0105, Norway, Phone: +4740621980, Fax: +4722340401,
Email: il@sirus.no
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT STAFF ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES
REGARDING CLIENT TOBACCO USE
Alison Breland, Ph.D.*1, J. Randy Koch, Ph.D.1, Jessica Irons, Ph.D.2, and
Meaghan Munn, B.S.1, 1Virginia Commonwealth University; 2James Madison
University

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kylie Morphett, B.Psychology (Hons), PhD(c),
University of Queensland, UQCCR, Level 7, Building 71/918, Royal Brisbane and
Women’s Hospital Site, Herston, QLD 4029, Australia, Phone: +61 7 33465473,
Email: k.morphett@uq.edu.au

While nearly 80% of substance dependent individuals are nicotine dependent,
smoking cessation is not routinely addressed during substance use disorder (SUDs)
treatment. Previous studies have shown that few substance abuse treatment
programs offer formal treatment for tobacco. Smoking cessation is generally not
addressed for a variety of reasons, including staff perceptions that treating both
tobacco dependence and other addictions is counter-productive, or that smoking
is less harmful than other substances. Barriers include a lack of adequate staff
training on tobacco and limited tobacco treatment resources. The purpose of this
study was to determine the attitudes and practices of publically-funded, substance
abuse treatment staff members in Virginia, regarding client tobacco use. Survey
items were based on instruments used in two previous studies, as well as input
from a work group of the Virginia Partnership for Tobacco Cessation, and cognitive
testing to improve item clarity. The survey was sent to all staff in Virginia who
either directly provided or managed delivery of publically-funded, outpatient or day
treatment substance abuse and/or mental health services for adults. Data were
analyzed for participants who served adults with substance abuse or co-occurring
disorders (N = 983). Participants were mostly female (77%), and were an average
of 46 years of age (SD = 11.8). Ten percent were current tobacco users. Most
participants (70%) worked in outpatient services and indicated their profession as
counseling (43%) or social work (27%). Preliminary descriptive results include: a
majority of staff think that tobacco cessation services should be offered (89%) and
don’t interfere with treatment (69%), but many reported that tobacco cessation
is not part of their agency’s mission (43%), and that providing tobacco cessation
counseling is not an agency policy (47%). Further, most staff seldom/never
provide tobacco counseling (65%), due to their clients not wanting to quit (46%),
and not being trained in tobacco cessation (39%), among others. Implications for
an organizational strategy to improve the delivery of tobacco cessation services
will be presented.
This research was supported by Virginia Foundation for Healthy Youth grant
#8520666.
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GUTKA AND TAMBAKU PAAN USE AMONG SOUTH ASIANS: A FOCUS
GROUP STUDY
Smita C. Banerjee*, Jamie S. Ostroff, Sehrish Bari, Thomas A. D’Agostino, Mitali
Khera, Sudha Acharya, and Francesca Gany
Smokeless tobacco use is prevalent among South Asian immigrants, particularly
in the form of gutka (sun-dried finely chopped tobacco, areca nut, slaked lime,
catechu, flavorings and sweeteners) and tambaku paan (betel quid with tobacco).
Smokeless tobacco has been classified by the World Health Organization as
“carcinogenic to humans”, and smokeless tobacco use has been associated with
oral and pancreatic cancers, periodontal diseases, cardiovascular disease, adverse
reproductive outcomes in women, and aggravated asthma. However, despite these
hazards and high penetration in South Asians, research pertaining to smokeless
tobacco use in the immigrant South Asian communities is relatively under-studied.
Smokeless tobacco use cannot be over-ruled because it may undermine tobacco
cessation efforts. Thus, we examined (a) gutka and tambaku paan initiation
and use patterns among South Asian immigrants, and (b) perceptions related
to quitting and tobacco control. Six focus groups were conducted with a total of
39 South Asian adult gutka/tambaku paan users, in three different South Asian
languages (Gujarati, Bengali, and Urdu). The majority of participants were male
(87.2%), had lived in the U.S. for 10 years or more (61.5%), and used at least one
form of smokeless tobacco product (66.7% used gutka, and 46.2% used tambaku
paan). Participants reported that gutka and tambaku paan were readily available in
neighborhood stores, and noted several factors that promoted gutka and tambaku
paan initiation including social networks, perceived benefits, and curiosity. Due to
awareness of low social acceptance of gutka and tambaku paan in the U.S., some
participants discussed changing patterns of use following immigration. Finally,
participants voiced perceptions related to quitting and tobacco control including
the role of doctors/dentists and the U.S. government in discouraging gutka and
tambaku paan use. The findings have several implications for improving tobacco
screening and control efforts in the United States. Tobacco control among South
Asians represents a global problem and this research informs the development of
smokeless tobacco control strategies for this population.
This work was supported by Arnold and Arlene Goldstein Family Foundation
Grant.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Alison Breland, PhD, Senior Research Associate,
Virginia Commonwealth University, Institute for Drug and Alcohol Studies, PO Box
980310, Richmond, VA 23298-0310, United States, Phone: 804 628 2300, Email:
abbrelan@vcu.edu
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PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE TREATMENT OF NICOTINE ADDICTION
Kylie A. Morphett, Adrian Carter, Ph.D, Coral E. Gartner, Ph.D., Jayne C. Lucke,
Ph.D., Carla S. Meurk, Ph.D., and Wayne D. Hall, Ph.D., University of Queensland
Centre for Clinical Research

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Smita Banerjee, PhD, MS, BS, Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 641 Lexington
Avenue, 7th floor, New York, NY 10022, United States, Phone: 646-888-0011,
Email: banerjes@mskcc.org

There are differing views emerging about the merits of medicalising
smoking cessation. The consensus from clinical trials is that a combination of
pharmacological cessation aids and counseling is the most effective way to quit
smoking. However, a number of commentators have expressed concern that the
promotion of pharmacological cessation aids may encourage the belief that quitting
smoking is difficult, reducing unassisted quit attempts, and overemphasising the
treatment of individuals at the expense of using social influences to discourage
smoking. In order to inform these debates, we need to explore the extent to which
medical explanations of smoking have penetrated the everyday understandings of
the public. This paper outlines the findings of qualitative semi-structured interviews
with 55 Australians about their views on nicotine addiction and its treatment.
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have smoke-free building policies than large multi-unit buildings with 10 or more
units. Overall, support is high among New Yorkers for policies requiring landlords
to inform tenants about building smoking policies.
This survey was funded by the Communities Putting Prevention to Work Grant.

Smita C. Banerjee*, Jamie S. Ostroff, Thomas A. D’Agostino, Sehrish Bari, Mitali
Khera, Sudha Acharya, and Francesca Gany

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Shannon Falrey, MPH, Evaluator, NYC DOHMH,
Bureau of Chronic Disease Prevention and Tobacco Control, 42-09 28th St, 10th
Flr, CN-18, Queens, NY 11101-4132, United States, Phone: 347-396-4557, Email:
sfarley@health.nyc.gov

DISENGAGEMENT BELIEFS IN GUTKA AND TAMBAKU PAAN USERS: A
PRELIMINARY STUDY

Gutka and tambaku paan (smokeless tobacco products used by South Asian
immigrants) are carcinogenic to humans (and perceived as such), yet, one-fourth of
South Asian immigrants report current use. This contradiction indicates that despite
the knowledge of oral cancer risks from consumption of gutka and tambaku paan,
South Asian users fail to alter behaviors. Cognitive dissonance theory provides the
most convincing theoretical approach to help explain this contradiction. Cognitive
dissonance theory states that individuals seek consistency among their cognitions
(i.e., beliefs, opinions, behaviors). Inconsistent cognitions create psychological
discomfort that motivates people to alter their cognitions to restore consistency.
For example, to lower cognitive dissonance, a smoker might emphasize beliefs
such as “I know non-smokers who got lung cancer”, thereby de-emphasizing the
fact that smoking is a risk factor for lung cancer. Such forms of rationalizations are
termed disengagement beliefs and are posited as critical facilitators of smoking
that may be modifiable with targeted health communication messages. Therefore,
to disentangle the gutka/tambaku paan health awareness yet continued use
inconsistency; we conducted focus groups to identify disengagement beliefs.
Six focus groups were conducted with South Asian adult gutka/tambaku paan
users, in Gujarati (Indian immigrants), Bengali (Bangladeshi immigrants), and
Urdu (Pakistani immigrants) languages. Four themes of disengagement beliefs
emerged: (a) skepticism about the gutka/tambaku paan-cancer link, (b) perceived
invulnerability to harm, (c) faith-based rationalization, and (d) acknowledgement of
addiction. Participants from all countries expressed similar disengagement beliefs.
However, the only difference that emerged was that participants from Pakistan
and Bangladesh (but not India) discussed the faith-based rationalizations. In order
to promote gutka and paan prevention and control efforts among South Asians,
tailored interventions to counter relevant disengagement beliefs and heighten
the discomfort between the dissonant cognitions represent a promising area
warranting further attention.
This work was supported by Arnold and Arlene Goldstein Family Foundation
Grant.
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SETTING A RATIONAL PRICING STRUCTURE FOR NICOTINE AND
TOBACCO PRODUCTS: RESULTS OF AN EXPERT PANEL STUDY
Coral E. Gartner, Ph.D.*1, Wayne D. Hall, Ph.D.1, and Ron Borland, Ph.D.2, 1UQ
Centre for Clinical Research, The University of Queensland, Australia; 2Cancer
Council Victoria, Australia
Twenty-six of 40 invited tobacco harm reduction experts completed a survey
on what factors should be considered in setting a price for tobacco and nicotine
products. The aim was to explore the possibility of creating a rational pricing policy
to encourage smokers away from cigarettes to less harmful products (LHPs)
while minimising uptake among non-smokers. Most participants (92.3%) agreed
that it was a good idea to use price to encourage smokers to use LHPs, with the
remainder unsure. All supported encouraging use of medicinal nicotine products,
followed by non-smoked recreational clean nicotine (N=25), low toxin smokeless
tobacco (SLT) (N=23), electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) (N=22), then
very low nicotine content cigarettes (N=7). None wanted to encourage use of
pipes or cigars. Desirable attributes of LHPs included: containing only medicinal
quality nicotine (N=25), able to be used discreetly (N=18), being an acquired taste
(N=11), not tasting like candy (N=7). Undesirable attributes included: being easy
to consume a large quantity quickly (N=25), looks like candy (N=22), and taste
appealing to young people (N=20). Participants were split on whether a cigarettelike appearance was good (N=6) or bad (N=6), half were unsure or thought it
unimportant. Most favoured a large price discount for medicinal nicotine but split
between a large and a small discount for ENDS and dissolvable SLT. Half felt
snus should have a small discount. Five were uncertain about and six thought
nicotine lollipops should be banned. Assuming that a cigarette pack costs $15,
82% of participants accepted a suggested price of $7.50 for medicinal nicotine
(9% suggested lower prices and 9% gave no alternative price); 68% accepted
$10 for non-smoked recreational nicotine (14% suggested lower) and SLT (9%
suggested lower, 5% higher); 64% accepted $10 for ENDS (9% suggested lower,
5% suggested higher); and 27% accepted $10 for low nicotine cigarettes (9%
suggested lower, 41% higher and 23% gave no alternative price). The idea of
differential pricing was accepted and, apart from low nicotine cigarettes, the model
we presented was considered appropriate.
This project was supported by an NHMRC Project Grant (GT1020123). CG is
supported by an NHMRC Early Career Research Fellowship (GT519783) and WH
is supported by an NHMRC Australia Fellowship (GT569738).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Smita Banerjee, PhD, MS, BS, Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 641 Lexington
Avenue, 7th floor, New York, NY 10022, United States, Phone: 646-888-0011,
Email: banerjes@mskcc.org
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ASSESSING PUBLIC OPINIONS ABOUT SMOKING POLICIES IN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
Shannon M. Farley, M.P.H.*, Michael Johns, Ph.D., Jenna Mandel-Ricci, M.P.A.,
M.P.H., Elizabeth Kilgore, M.A., and Susan Kansagra, M.D., M.B.A.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Coral Gartner, PhD, Research Fellow, The
University of Queensland, UQCCR, Building 71/918, Herston, Qld 4029, Australia,
Phone: 61 7 3346 5478, Fax: 61 7 3346 5598, Email: c.gartner@uq.edu.au

New York City (NYC) has had a comprehensive tobacco control program in
place since 2002. A survey of smokers and non-smokers was conducted to assess
attitudes and inform community education efforts about tobacco control strategies.
A random-digit-dial cross-sectional phone-survey of 1,440 NYC adult landline and
cell phone users was conducted in 2012. Smoking regulations and attitudes toward
tobacco control strategies in residential housing were assessed. The sample
included 718 smokers and 727 non-smokers, and results were weighted to NYC’s
2010 smoking prevalence of 14%. Nearly half of respondents (47%) lived in a large
multi-unit building with 10 or more units; 22% lived in a small multi-unit building
with fewer than 10 units; and 31% of respondents lived in a home not attached
to any other buildings. Respondents in large buildings (12%) were less likely to
report having smoke-free building policies compared to those in small buildings
(39%) and detached homes (60%). Overall, two-thirds of participants (64%) favor
a policy that would require landlords to inform tenants if their building permits or
prohibits smoking inside individual residences, and this did not vary by housing
type (61% in large buildings, 68% in small buildings and 69% in detached houses).
Non-smokers are more likely to favor a policy about disclosure of smoking rules
than smokers (68% vs. 45%). Among all participants, 39% would pay more to
live in a smoke-free building (33% in large buildings vs. 45% in small buildings
and 43% in detached houses). Non-smokers are almost three times more willing
to pay more to live in a smoke-free building than smokers (43% vs. 15%). In
conclusion, detached houses and smaller apartment buildings were more likely to
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THE RELATION BETWEEN NUMBER OF SMOKING FRIENDS, CHANGES IN
NUMBER OF SMOKING FRIENDS, AND SMOKING CESSATION OUTCOMES:
FINDINGS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL TOBACCO CONTROL (ITC)
PROJECT FOUR COUNTRY SURVEY
Sara C. Hitchman*1 and Geoffrey T. Fong 2,3, 1Center for Tobacco Control Research
and Education, University of California, San Francisco, CA, USA; 2Department
of Psychology, University of Waterloo, ON, Canada; 3Ontario Institute for Cancer
Research, Toronto, ON, Canada
Objective: Lower quit success rates among low socioeconomic status (SES)
smokers may be partially explained by the higher number of smokers in their
social context. This study tests (1) the relation between demographics and
number of smoking friends, and changes in number of smoking friends over time,
(2) whether smokers’ number of smoking friends and changes in their number
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of smoking friends over time are related to smoking cessation outcomes, and
(3) how changes number of smoking friends are related to changes in smoking
norms. Methods: Data were drawn from the 2002(T1) and 2003(T2) Waves of
the International Tobacco Control Four Country Survey, a nationally representative
random-digit dial longitudinal cohort survey of adult smokers in Australia, Canada,
the United Kingdom, and the United States (N=6,321). All analyses (multiple and
logistic regression) were weighted and adjusted for demographics and smoking
behaviour. Results: Smokers from lower SES groups reported a higher number of
smoking friends (income, p<0.0001, education, p<0.0001), and were more likely to
gain and less likely to lose smoking friends between T1 and T2 (income, p=.003,
education, p=.0004). There was no relation between number of smoking friends at
T1 and quit attempts at T2 (p=.87). However, smokers with fewer smoking friends
at T1 were more likely to report a successful quit attempt at T2 (p=.03). Smokers
who lost smoking friends between T1 and T2 were more likely to attempt to quit
(p<.0001), and succeed in their attempt to quit at T2 (p=.01). Changes in number
of smoking friends between T1 and T2 were related to changes in subjective
norms but not to changes in social norms towards smoking. Implications: Smoking
cessation interventions should consider the challenges faced by smokers who live
in contexts where smoking behavior is heavily concentrated when attempting to
quit, such as positive subjective norms towards smoking and frequent exposure
to cues to smoke. Low SES smokers may be more likely to experience these
challenges due to their higher number of smoking friends and lower likelihood of
losing smoking friends.
Canadian Institutes of Health Research (57897, 115016), Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation (045734), Cancer Research UK (C312/A3726), Australia
Commonwealth Department of Health and Aging, Canadian Tobacco Control
Research Initiative (014578), Canadian Institutes of Health Research Doctoral
Research Award, NIH Training Grant – R25 CA113710-07, Ontario Institute for
Cancer Research Senior Investigator Award.

hospital controls with careful planning which are similar to potential community
controls, whilst minimising selection bias.
Funding for this study was provided by the Discipline of Public Health, The
University of Adelaide. Additionally, human resource and in-kind support for the
research was also provided by the Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and
Research, Dhaka, Bangladesh and the National Heart Foundation Hospital &
Research Institute, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The funders had no role in study design,
data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Muhammad Aziz Rahman, MBBS, MPH, PhD,
Senior Research Fellow, Australian Catholic University, St. Vincent’s Centre for
Nursing Research (SVCNR), Level-4, 486 Albert Street, East Melbourne, VIC
3002, Australia, Phone: +61 3 9953 3696, Email: aziz.rahman@acu.edu.au
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GLOBAL ADULT TOBACCO SURVEY (GATS) DATA AS A TOOL TO
IMPROVE SMOKING CESSATION STRATEGIES IN BRAZIL
André Salem Szklo*1, Cristina Perez2, and Liz Maria de Almeida1, 1Division
of Epidemiology, Coordination for Prevention and Surveillance, Brazilian
National Cancer Institute, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 2National Commission for the
Implementation of the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control, Brazilian
National Cancer Institute, Brazil
The epidemic and associated disease bruden of tobacco use is growing,
particularly in low- and middle-income countries. Increasing the effectiveness of
smoking cessation policies and programs may require greater consideration of
the complexity of cultural and socioeconomic situations that shape the smokers’
universe. The purpose of this paper is to explore the association between
educational level and “selected midpoints” linked to smoking cessation in Brazil.
As part of the Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS) conducted in 2008, data were
collected from a representative sample of adult smokers (N=7,003). We calculated
the proportion of smokers who made a quit attempt in the last 12 months previous
to the survey, as well as the proportions of smokers who visited a doctor in the
last 12 months and received advice concerning quitting smoking, stratified by
educational level. A Poisson regression model was used to assess the relationship
between schooling level and smoking cessation questions. After controlling for age
and gender, there were no statistical differences in quit attempts by educational
level. However, smokers who had, at least, some college education and attempted
to quit in the last 12 months (N = 0.5 million, after sampling expansion) visited a
doctor and received advice to quit smoking, respectively, 1.3 times and 1.7 times
more often than illiterate smokers who tried to quit in the 12 months prior of the
survey (N = 1.6 million, after sampling expansion)(p-values < 0.001). Although
Brazil has been one of the most successful countries in reducing tobacco use and
is the largest seventh economy of the world, disparities in health and education
are still a major challenge for policymakers. Our results demonstrate that there is
a niche to be explored to increase the population impact of tobacco control actions
worldwide.
The GATS-Brazil was funded by the Brazilian Ministry of Health and the
Bloomberg Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sara Hitchman, PhD, Postdoctoral Fellow,
University of California, Center for Tobacco Control Research and Education, 530
Parnassus Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94143-1390, United States, Phone: 1-415514-9344, Email: schitchm@uwaterloo.ca
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HOSPITAL CONTROLS VERSUS COMMUNITY CONTROLS: CHOICE FOR A
CASE-CONTROL STUDY IN BANGLADESH
Muhammad Aziz Rahman1, Nicola Spurrier2, Mohammad Afzal Mahmood2,
Mahmudur Rahman3, Sohel Reza Choudhury4, and Stephen Leeder5, 1St.
Vincent’s Centre for Nursing Research, Australian Catholic University, Melbourne,
Australia; 2Discipline of Public Health, The University of Adelaide, Australia;
3
Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research, Dhaka, Bangladesh;
4
National Heart Foundation Hospital & Research Institute, Dhaka, Bangladesh;
5
Menzies Centre for Health Policy, The University of Sydney, Australia
Background: Hospital controls and community controls can differ in a number
of ways with the potential to introduce bias in case-control studies. We aimed to
determine whether hospital controls could be used in case-control studies with
minimal bias, where resource constraints limit recruitment of community controls.
Methods: Hospital controls and community controls were compared in terms of
socio-demographic and risk factor variables in a study of smokeless tobacco
(SLT) use and coronary heart disease (CHD) in Bangladesh in 2010. Incident
cases of CHD and hospital controls were selected from two cardiac hospitals.
Community controls were selected from neighbourhoods of CHD cases. Results:
We enrolled 302 cases, 302 hospital controls, and 1208 community controls.
Distribution of age, gender, marital status, occupation, and socio-economic
status was similar between hospital controls and community controls. Compared
to community controls, hospital controls were more educated, had higher rates
of hypertension and reported more family history of heart diseases. But they
reported relatively less physical activity. Current use of SLT was higher amongst
community controls compared to hospital controls, but this was not a significant
difference (adjusted OR 0.81, 95% CI 0.58-1.12). Current use of SLT was not
associated with an increased risk of CHD when community controls were used
(adjusted OR 0.87, 95% CI 0.63 to 1.19, p>0.05), nor when hospital controls were
used (adjusted OR 1.00, 95% CI 0.63 to 1.60, p>0.05). Conclusions: There were
significant differences between the two control groups but only on confounding
variables which could be measured and adjusted for during multivariate analyses.
For comparable future studies in resource-scarce settings, it is possible to enrol

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andre Szklo, PhD, Brazilian National Cancer
Institute, Marques de Pombal 125, Rio de Janeiro, 20230240, Brazil, Phone:
55-21-32075671, Email: andreszk@hotmail.com
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PREVALENCE AND CORRELATES OF HARDCORE SMOKING IN INDIA:
RESULTS FROM GLOBAL ADULT TOBACCO SURVEY (2010)
Pratap Jena1 and Jugal Kishore2, 1Public Health Foundation of India, New Delhi;
2
Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi, India
Hardcore smoking (HCS) refers to inability or unwillingness of daily users to quit
smoking. Continued heavy use of smoking products makes them prone to tobacco
induced diseases. Though India has multiple estimates of smoking prevalence,
there is little information on HCS epidemiology, which has bearing on tobacco
cessation program. The objective of this study was to quantify the prevalence and
associated factors of hardcore smoking in India. Global Adult Tobacco Survey
data of India conducted in 2009-10 available in public domain was analyzed.
HCS was defined as (1) current daily smoking, (2) no quit attempt in the past 12
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months of survey or last quit attempt less than 24 hours, (3) no intention to quit
in next 12 months or not interested in quitting, (4) Time to first smoke (TTFS)
within 30 minutes, and (5) Knowledge of smoking hazards. Additional estimates
using different measure of component construct of HCS was made. The number
of hardcore smoker among adult Indians is estimated to be 24.3 million (3.1%)
comprising of 21.9% of current smokers. The prevalence varied from 8% to 31.7%
with other definitions. The prevalence varied from 6.1% to 50.4% across different
states. The logistic regression model suggests that typical Indian hardcore
smokers are older males with poor education, either employed or student. Further
our study indicated that TTFS is more sensitive measure of hardcore smoking
than daily frequency of smoking products. Huge number (24.3 million) of hardcore
smokers suggests urgent need for specific universal tobacco cessation program.
Our study results also emphasize need for standard definitions of HCS. Also
this study reveals that time to first smoke is more appropriate to assess nicotine
dependence construct in community survey where use of myriad smoking product
is prevalent.
No funding.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF A “SINKING LID” TOBACCO
ENDGAME STRATEGY
Nick Wilson, George Thomson, Tony Blakely, and Richard Edwards*, Department
of Public Health, University of Otago, Wellington, New Zealand
Background: One possible supply-side strategy for the tobacco endgame is
a government mandated “sinking lid” on tobacco supply. Here we aim to further
consider the potential advantages and disadvantages of this strategy. Methods:
We conducted an additional review of relevant literature and synthesised
discussions among the authors and from a July 2012 workshop at the University of
Michigan (Ann Arbor, USA). Findings: Likely strengths of the sinking lid strategy
include: (i) that it provides a clear timetable and an unambiguous signal of a
tobacco endpoint date; (ii) that supply reduction is likely to increase product prices,
and there is very strong evidence that increasing price is a highly effective tobacco
control intervention. Its feasibility is also supported by the growing international
experience with, and political acceptability of, using quota and auction systems in
other domains (e.g., greenhouse gases, other air pollutants, and for fisheries). The
sinking lid strategy could also be combined with most other endgame strategies
as per those detailed at the University of Michigan workshop (e.g., a regulated
phase down in nicotine levels in tobacco products; or a smoker’s license system).
The main disadvantages of the sinking lid strategy are that it would require a new
law, and as with most other strategies, it would also be vulnerable to problems
from illegal supplies and from corruption. Conclusions: The sinking lid strategy
should be included as an option when investigating possible tobacco endgame
strategies, though it might tend to be most applicable in particularly well-organized
jurisdictions. This idea could benefit from further research such as studies in virtual
worlds, and real-world testing on small island jurisdictions or closed systems such
as military bases.
Funding: Some of the thinking was stimulated by a workshop at the University of
Michigan School of Public Health. The workshop and travel to it (NW) was funded
by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and American Legacy Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pratap Jena, MBBS, MPH, Senior Research
Associate, Public Health Foundation of India, Research, STEPS, PHD House,
Sirifort Institutional Area, A K Marg, New Delhi, Delhi 110016, India, Phone:
+918800281555, Email: drpratapjena@gmail.com
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INCONSISTENT AND INVALID RESPONSES IN GLOBAL ADULT TOBACCO
SURVEY (GATS): RESULTS FROM THE GATS-INDIA (2009-10) DATA ON
SMOKING PRODUCT USE
Pratap Jena*1, Jugal Kishore2, and Chandan Bandyopadhaya3, 1Public Health
Foundation of India; 2Maulana Azad Medical College of India; 3SIMS Solutions,
New Delhi
Around 43% respondents in the GATS-India survey neither had formal
education nor had completed primary education. Hence there is ample possibility
of misunderstanding of questions leading to misreporting in the survey. Assessing
inconsistent and invalid responses could verify the same. GATS-India survey was
piloted only in 13 Hindi speaking states and 18 states having different languages,
and culture was left out. This limits our understanding about myriad variety of
local-made rolled cigarette in India. GATS-India data available in public domain
was analyzed to assess inconsistency and non probability in responses. For the
purpose of this study the analysis was limited to (1) daily smoker reporting nil use
of any smoking product, (2) reporting of age at initiation of daily smoking as 0-6
years, (3) daily smoker reporting use of smokeless product or earlier mentioned
smoking product in the ‘other smoking product category’, and (4) dual users of
hand-rolled and manufactured cigarette reporting use of equal or higher number
of manufactured cigarettes than hand-rolled cigarettes.
Out of 9223 daily
smokers, 292 (3.2%) reported their daily frequency of using smoking product as
‘0’. While considering age at initiation of daily smoking, 138 (1.7%) respondents
reported that they have started daily smoking before the age of 7 years including
infancy. Daily smokers who reported use of other smoking product, 143(86.14%)
reported use of smokeless or earlier mentioned smoking products in the ‘other
smoking product category’. Overall 76•3% (Male-72•5%, Female-90%) of dual
users of rolled-cigarette and manufactured-cigarette, use either equal (47•8%) or
higher (28•5%) number of manufactured-cigarette than rolled-cigarette. The study
suggests that there are inconsistent and invalid data sets exist in the cleaned
GATS-India data available in the public domain. Thus there is strong case for
piloting of GATS survey instrument once again. Further as GATS-India data being
directly entered in a handheld mobile data entry interface, the interface could be
checked for internal consistency.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nick Wilson, Associate Professor, University of
Otago, Wellington, PO Box 7343, Newtown, Wellington, 6021, New Zealand,
Phone: 021 2045 523, Email: nick.wilson@otago.ac.nz
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LESSONS FOR THE TOBACCO ENDGAME FROM PAST SUCCESSES WITH
ELIMINATING OTHER HAZARDS: EXAMPLES FROM NEW ZEALAND
Nick Wilson, George Thomson, and Richard Edwards*, Department of Public
Health, University of Otago, Wellington, New Zealand
Background: Achieving the New Zealand Government’s Smokefree 2025 goal is
likely to require very well designed and appropriately resourced government efforts
for a prolonged period. This suggests potential value in learning any lessons from
past successes with eliminating hazards. We therefore reviewed relevant literature
and reflected on past case studies that some of us have conducted previously
(particularly infectious disease hazards and leaded gasoline).
Findings: New
Zealand has successfully eliminated certain infectious diseases (e.g., brucellosis,
hydatids and polio) and disease vectors (e.g., the removal of the southern saltmarsh
mosquito [SSM] from multiple locations). It has eliminated leaded gasoline and
banned the importation of asbestos. It is a world leader in eliminating mammalian
pests from offshore islands and has started on mainland campaigns, e.g., fenced
“mainland islands” and eliminating deer from one large region (Northland).
Relevant lessons for the tobacco endgame include: clear goal setting; sustained
government commitment (e.g., decades for hydatids); sufficient and sustained
resourcing (e.g., $70 million for successful mosquito [SSM] elimination); crossagency collaboration (e.g., between agricultural and health sectors for hydatids
and SSM); non-governmental organization activity (e.g., unleaded gasoline); use
of mass media (eg, hydatids); appropriate use of new technologies (e.g., a vaccine
for polio); and having an appropriate research infrastructure and surveillance
systems (e.g., SSM and mammalian pests). Conclusion: As a developed island
nation, New Zealand has achieved some impressive elimination successes in the

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Pratap Jena, MBBS, MPH, Senior Research
Associate, Public Health Foundation of India, Research, STEPS, PHD House,
Sirifort Institutional Area, A K Marg, New Delhi, Delhi 110016, India, Phone:
+918800281555, Email: drpratapjena@gmail.com
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past. Tobacco endgame planners could benefit from learning the lessons from all
of these as they chart the path to the Government’s Smokefree Nation 2025 Goal.
Funding: There was no funding support for this work.

the academics in the advocacy campaign. Methods: A qualitative methodology
was adopted using a semi-structured interview guide conducted with 16 key
stakeholders who were involved in the advocacy campaign that led to the adoption
of the law. Interviewees included members of parliament, civil society, media, and
representatives of regional and international organizations. Results: Interviewees
placed considerable importance on the role played by academics particularly in
regards to the authority and credibility that they brought to the discussions. Almost
all interviewees saw that the evidence disseminated contributed to changing
positions and aligning the law with FCTC obligations. The contribution of media
and civil society groups, and their interaction with academics was an added value.
Interviewees acknowledged lack of political will and tobacco industry influence as
barriers that slowed down the process. Conclusions: This research evaluates the
contribution of academics to the campaign and their role in moving the tobacco
control policy forward in Lebanon. Lessons learned from this campaign are
intended to feed into future participation of academics in national policy dialogue.
This research was funded by the International Development Research Centre.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nick Wilson, Associate Professor, University of
Otago, Wellington, PO Box 7343, Newtown, Wellington, 6021, New Zealand,
Phone: 021 2045 523, Email: nick.wilson@otago.ac.nz
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THE ARTICLE 8 OF THE WHO FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON TOBACCO
CONTROL FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE RIGHT TO HEALTH AND
WORKERS’ PROTECTION
C. Vianna*1,2, M. Oliveira2, F. Mendes3, Tania Cavalcante3, and M. Molinari1,
1
International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease; 2DIHS, Fundação
Oswaldo Cruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 3National Commission for FCTC
Implementation, Brazilian National Cancer Institute

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rima Nakkash, American University of Beirut,
POBox 145303, Beirut, Lebanon, Phone: 00961 3 781801, Email: rn06@aub.edu.
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Background: The study presents an analysis of the compliance by the Brazilian
Government with art. 8 of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control,
the first international public health treaty negotiated under the auspices of the
World Health Organization, whose objective is to protect present and future
generations from the devastating health, social, environmental and economic
consequences of tobacco consumption and exposure to tobacco smoke. Brazil
was the second country to sign the treaty, in 2003, but was only the 100th to ratify
it, due to the strong lobby promoted by the tobacco industry. The analyses focus
on the premises established under Art. 8 of the treaty that provides protection
from exposure to tobacco smoke and requires that Parties shall adopt executive,
administrative, legislative and other measures to protect their populations from
the risks of secondhand tobacco smoke. Objective: The purpose of this paper is
to explore some of the challenges related to the implementation of smoke free
environments in Brazil and discusses the perspective of achieving this right.
Methods: It is a qualitative study that has used documents searched in Brazilian
Congress, electronic library (SCIElo), related academic documents, online and
printed media. Results: The study analysis starts with a discussion of the obligation
established under article 8 of the treaty concerning protection from exposure
to tobacco smoke. It also presents its Guidelines adopted in July 2007 by the
Conference of the Parties. This study analyzes the Brazilian national legislation,
the tobacco industry reaction against the implementation of this measure, the
lawsuits, and explores some challenges related to implementation of smoke-free
environments in Brazil, and their effective integration into the Brazilian legislation,
from the perspective of the Right to Health and Labor Protection. Conclusions:
The study concludes that, since Brazil has ratified the treaty, it is mandatory the
urgent publication of a Decree which will enforce the Federal Law 12.546, enacted
in December 2011.
No funding.
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CHANGES IN EFFECTIVENESS OF CIGARETTE HEALTH WARNINGS OVER
TIME: FINDINGS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL TOBACCO CONTROL (ITC)
POLICY EVALUATION PROJECT CANADA AND UNITED STATES SURVEYS,
2002–2011
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Sara C. Hitchman*1, Pete Driezen2, Christine Logel3, David Hammond4, and
Geoffrey T. Fong5,6, 1Center for Tobacco Control Research and Education,
University of California, San Francisco, CA, USA; 2Propel Centre for Population
Health Impact, University of Waterloo, ON, Canada; 3Renison University College,
University of Waterloo, ON, Canada; 4School of Public Health & Health Systems,
University of Waterloo, ON, Canada; 5Department of Psychology, University of
Waterloo, ON, Canada; 6Ontario Institute for Cancer Research, Toronto, ON,
Canada
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Objectives: Article 11 of the World Health Organization’s Framework Convention
on Tobacco Control requires countries to implement health warnings on tobacco
products. Article 11 advises countries to periodically rotate warnings; however,
little is known about the consequences of not rotating warnings. This study
investigates potential “wearout” of cigarette health warnings over a period of nine
years in two countries that did not rotate their warnings: the US, where the small
text-only warnings were in place for 17 years (1984) at the beginning of the study;
and Canada, where larger pictorial warnings were implemented approximately
one year prior to the study (2001). Methods: Data were drawn from national
longitudinal cohort samples of smokers recruited using probability sampling from
the International Tobacco Control (ITC) Project Surveys in Canada (N=5309),
and the United States (N=6412). Changes in four measures of health warning
effectiveness, and a composite index, the Labels Impact Index, were examined
over eight waves of survey data (2002-2011). Generalized Estimating Equations
methods were used in the analyses to properly account for the longitudinal design.
Analyses were weighted and adjusted for demographics, smoking behaviour,
and time-in-sample. Results: Analyses of the four measures of health warning
effectiveness and the composite Labels Impact Index (LII) indicated that the
effectiveness of the Canadian and US warnings declined between 2002 and 2011,
LII: (Canada linear trend: p<.001, US linear trend: p=.022). The Canadian warnings
showed greater declines in effectiveness during the study period compared to US,
LII: p=.018. Despite the greater declines, the Canadian pictorial warnings were
more effective than the smaller US text-only warnings throughout the study period,
LII: p<0.001. Implications: Pictorial health warnings are more effective than smaller
text-only warnings. However, both types of warnings decline in effectiveness over
time. Health warnings on tobacco products should be changed periodically to
maintain effectiveness.
Canadian Institutes for Health Research (57897,79551, and 115016), Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation (045734), Cancer Research UK (C312/A3726, C312/
A6465, C312/A11039, C312/A11943), Australia Commonwealth Department
of Health and Aging, Canadian Tobacco Control Research Initiative (014578),
National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia (265903) and
(450110), U.S. National Cancer Institute (P50 CA111236) and (RO1 CA100362),
Ontario Institute for Cancer Research (Senior Investigator Award), Ontario
Institute for Cancer Research (Senior Investigator Award), Canadian Institutes of

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Cristiane Vianna, Lawyer, MPH, Tobacco Control
Consultant in Brazil, International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease,
Av Cdte Julio de Moura 475/203, Rio de Janeiro, 22621251, Brazil, Phone: 55 21
24957002, Email: cfvianna@hotmail.com
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EVALUATING THE ROLE OF ACADEMICS IN INFLUENCING TOBACCO
CONTROL POLICY
Rima Nakkash*, Rima Afifi, Lina Torossian, Taghreed El Hajj, and Joanna Khalil
Lebanon ratified the Framework convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) in
2005, and passed a tobacco control law in 2011. The American University of
Beirut Tobacco Control Research Group (AUB-TCRG), a multidisciplinary group of
researchers working since 1999 on generating tobacco control research, stepped
up its advocacy efforts to inform tobacco control policy making in 2009. At that
time, despite accumulating evidence regarding effective policies, the proposed law
under discussion was weak. The group disseminated tobacco control research
findings and lobbied with stakeholders to support stronger provisions. Their
objective was (1) to catalyze the tobacco control policy debate and bring it to the
forefront of the national agenda in collaboration with civil society (2) to ensure
that an adopted law is in line with best evidence. The objective of this study
was to solicit viewpoints and perceptions about the value and the role played by
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multiunit housing, (d) tobacco products sales, and (e) advertising and promotion.
We conducted multilevel linear regression analyses. Local tobacco policy and
city demographics were included as city-level variables. Gender, age, race (i.e.,
White versus non-White) and ethnicity (i.e., Hispanic versus non-Hispanic) were
included as individual-level variables. Cross-level interactions were used to
examine whether the associations between tobacco policy and youth smoking are
moderated by race and ethnicity. To study change in smoking frequency over time,
we repeated the analyses including past-30-day smoking in wave 1 as a control
variable. Statistically significant cross-level interactions were found between
race and outdoor clean air policy and between race and tobacco sales policy on
past-30-day smoking. These interactions indicated that frequency of past-30-day
smoking decreased for Whites but increased for non-Whites when outdoor clean
air policy and tobacco sale policy were stronger. A similar statistically significant
cross-level interaction effect was found between race and outdoor clean air
policy on change in youth smoking across waves. Focusing on ethnicity, the
interaction between ethnicity and sale of tobacco policy on past month smoking
was significant. Also, a significant interaction was found between ethnicity and
smoke-free multiunit housing policy on change in youth smoking over time. These
interactions indicated that smoking frequency increased less among Hispanic
youth than non-Hispanic youth when policy was stronger. No policy main effects
were found. The current study sheds the light on potential ways to strengthen
policy effects for diverse populations and to help reducing health disparities related
to tobacco use.
Tobacco-Related Disease Research Program [19CA-016, S. Lipperman-Kreda
PI] and National Cancer Institute [CA138956, J. Grube PI].

Health Research Doctoral Research Award, National Institutes of Health Training
Grant – R25 CA113710-07.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sara Hitchman, PhD, Postdoctoral Fellow,
University of California, Center for Tobacco Control Research and Education, 530
Parnassus Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94143-1390, United States, Phone: 1-415514-9344, Email: schitchm@uwaterloo.ca
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PERCEPTIONS OF PICTORIAL HEALTH WARNINGS AMONG ADULT
SMOKERS AND YOUTH IN GERMANY
Jessica L. Reid*1, David Hammond, Ph.D.2, and Ute Mons3, 1Propel Centre for
Population Health Impact, University of Waterloo, Canada; 2School of Public
Health & Health Systems, University of Waterloo, Canada; 3DKFZ German Cancer
Research Center, Heidelberg, Germany
Background: As part of their 2003 tobacco labeling directive, the European
Commission provided a set of pictorial warnings for use by member states;
however, only a minority have implemented pictorial warnings to date. Germany,
the largest member state and a critically important jurisdiction for tobacco control,
is among the countries that continue to require text-only health warnings on
packages. The current study examined perceptions of pictorial health warnings
with different themes, among adult smokers and youth in Germany. Methods: An
experimental study was conducted online with adult smokers (n=623) and both
smoking and non-smoking youth aged 16-18 (n=583) in Germany. Respondents
were randomly assigned to view 5-6 warnings for each of two health effects (of 15).
Warnings for each health effect included a text-only version, as well as pictorial
warnings in the following themes: graphic depictions of health effects (body parts),
“lived experience” of health consequences, symbolic imagery, and personal
testimonials. Warnings were viewed individually, in random order, and rated on
1-10 scales for perceptions of various characteristics and outcome effectiveness.
Linear mixed effects models were used to examine ratings of effectiveness (using
an outcome index) by health warning theme, across the 15 health effects. Findings:
Pictorial warnings were rated as more effective than text-only warnings (adjusted
mean scores 5.4 and 3.6, respectively; p<0.001). Among pictorial warnings,
those depicting graphic health effects (mean=5.9) were rated significantly higher
than those featuring “lived experience” (mean=4.9; p<0.001) or symbolic imagery
(mean=4.6; p<0.001); in addition, “lived experience” warnings were rated higher
than symbolic (p<0.001). Adding “lived experience” content to graphic warnings
(mean=6.0) was no more effective than graphic content alone (p=0.17). Adding
testimonial information increased perceived effectiveness (p<0.001). Conclusions:
The findings are consistent with previous research in other countries, and support
the implementation of pictorial warnings, particularly those featuring graphic
depictions of the health consequences of smoking.
This research was funded by the National Institutes of Health (Grant #P01
CA138-389-01: “Effectiveness of Tobacco Control Policies in High vs. Low Income
Countries”). Additional support was provided by the Propel Centre for Population
Health Impact, a Canadian Institutes of Health Research New Investigator
Award (Hammond) and the Canadian Cancer Society Research Institute Junior
Investigator Award (Hammond).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sharon Lipperman-Kreda, Ph.D., Research
Scientist, Prevention Research Center, Pacific Institute for Research and
Evaluation, 1995 University Avenue, Suite 450, Berkeley, CA 94704, United
States, Phone: (510) 883-5750, Fax: (510) 644-0594, Email: skreda@prev.org
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FIGHTING A FLAVOR MONSTERS INVASION: AN EVALUATION OF A
TRUTH-BRANDED ANTI-TOBACCO MOBILE VIDEO GAME
Jessica M. Rath, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1,2, Donna M. Vallone, Ph.D., M.P.H.1,2, Christine
Dela Rosa3, and Nicole Dorrler3, 1Department of Research & Evaluation, Legacy,
Washington, DC; 2Department of Health, Behavior and Society, Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, MD; 3Department of Marketing,
Legacy, Washington, DC
BACKGROUND: Tobacco is the number one cause of preventable death in the
United States, killing more than 400,000 people every year. Most adult smokers
tried their first cigarette before they turned 18 years old. Thus, it is essential to
reach youth before they start smoking in order to end this epidemic. Today, youth
spend a substantive amount of time playing games on mobile devices and so
message delivery strategies must adapt to this evolving media landscape. The
purpose of this study was to determine the dose of tobacco-related content
that could be embedded in a mobile game (Flavor Monsters) without reducing
engagement, length of play, and brand awareness. METHODS: In Phase 1
(quantitative), a cohort of 13-24 year olds were recruited from an online panel to
complete a baseline survey, play Flavor Monsters on their smart phone devices
and then complete a follow-up survey. 105 participants were randomized to play
either a high or a low anti-tobacco messaging version of the game. Phase 2
(qualitative) included 6 online discussion boards (participants were grouped by
age and version; n=31). During the discussion boards, participants were required
to answer a set of questions each day over 4 days. In addition, Flurry analytics
were utilized to compare game play drop-off by version. RESULTS: There were no
differences between high dose players and low dose players in game engagement
(p=.49), in relating the Flavor Monsters logo with brand awareness (p=.23) or in
length of game play (p=.10). Qualitative study findings indicate that high dose
players were more likely to identify the underlying anti-tobacco message of the
game compared to low dose players. DISCUSSION: This evaluation may be the
first to test two versions of a mobile game with a health prevention message.
Results suggest that youth could be receptive to a game with a high dose of antitobacco messaging if embedded appropriately into game play. There is a critical

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jessica Reid, MSc, Project Manager, University
of Waterloo, Propel Centre for Population Health Impact, 200 University Ave. W.,
Waterloo, ON N2L3G1, Canada, Phone: 519-888-4567 x35620, Email: jl3reid@
uwaterloo.ca
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RACIAL AND ETHNIC DIFFERENCES IN THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN
LOCAL TOBACCO POLICY AND YOUTH CIGARETTE SMOKING
Sharon Lipperman-Kreda, Ph.D.*, Tamar Antin, Dr.P.H., Joel W. Grube, Ph.D., and
Karen B. Friend, Ph.D., Prevention Research Center, Pacific Institute for Research
and Evaluation, Berkeley, CA
The current study investigates racial and ethnic differences in the association
between local tobacco policies and youth smoking. The study is based on two
annual waves of survey data from 1,272 youth in 50 midsized California cities.
Each city was rated for the comprehensiveness of its local tobacco policies in
five policy domains: (a) indoor clean air, (b) outdoor clean air, (c) smoke-free
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need to advance the evidence base demonstrating the effectiveness of digital
games and game technologies.
Funding was received through a CDC grant, 1H75DP003800-01.

analyze the development of tobacco control research capacity in Thailand and the
impact of research on Thai tobacco control measures. Various methods including
a review of past and current policy, qualitative interviews with key tobacco control
advocates, and an analysis of research productivity are used to characterize the
trajectory of research development in Thailand. Over two decades, Thai tobacco
control advocates have used five steppingstones to success: (1) adapting foreign
research to inform policymaking and lobbying for more support for domestic
research; (2) attracting foreign funding agencies to support small-scale research
and capacity building; (3) participating in multi-country research and capacity
building programs; (4) using collaborative experiences to demonstrate the need for
domestic support of locally relevant research; and (5) maintaining an unwavering
commitment to research while being vigilant to ensure continued research
support. The evolution of tobacco control research in Thailand foreshadows future
developments and innovations in Thailand that can also serve as an example to
other LMICs.
Funding: Tobacco Control Research and Knowledge Management Center,
Bangkok, Thailand.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amanda Richardson, PhD, Senior Director of
Research, Legacy, 1724 Massachusetts Ave NW, Washington, DC 20036, United
States, Phone: 202-454-5571, Email: arichardson@legacyforhealth.org
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INTERNATIONAL TOBACCO CONTROL POLICY EVALUATION PROJECT
(ITC PROJECT): SUMMARY OF RECENT FINDINGS
Geoffrey T. Fong*1,2, K. Michael Cummings3, Ron Borland4, Ann McNeill5, Mary E.
Thompson1, David Hammond1, James F. Thrasher6, Richard J. O’Connor7, and
Andrew Hyland7, 1University of Waterloo; 2Ontario Institute for Cancer Research;
3
Medical University of South Carolina; 4The Cancer Council Victoria; 5King’s
College London; 6University of South Carolina; 7Roswell Park Cancer Institute

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stephen Hamann, MPH, EdD, Consultant,
Tobacco Control Research and Knowledge Management Center, International
Affairs, 420/1 Rajvithi Rd., Bangkok 10400, Thailand, Phone: 662-641-8600,
Email: slhamann@gmail.com

The International Tobacco Control Policy Evaluation Project (the ITC Project) is
a research collaboration of over 100 researchers across 23 countries, whose major
objective is to evaluate and understand the effects of tobacco control policies of
the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC). Longitudinal cohort
surveys are being conducted (or have been conducted) in 23 countries, inhabited
by over 70% of the world’s tobacco users of probability samples of smokers (in all
countries, with a focus on cigarettes, but additional survey content for non-cigarette
smoked products in countries where these are prevalent, such as bidis in India
and Bangladesh), smokeless tobacco users, and non-smokers (in the majority
of countries). This presentation will highlight and summarize ITC findings across
the domains of the FCTC, including recent findings on pictorial health warnings
(including findings relevant to the U.S. and Uruguay, two countries where there
have been legal challenges to pictorial health warnings), smoke-free laws, tax and
price, and marketing bans. The new ITC Projects in Sub-Saharan Africa will also
be described. The ITC Project has served as the model for a new international
project—the International Alcohol Control Study—that will focus on measuring the
impact of alcohol control policies in an initial five countries.
US National Cancer Institute, Canadian Institutes of Health Research, National
Health and Medical Research Council of Australia, Cancer Research UK, Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation, Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing
(Australia), Ontario Institute for Cancer Research, Canadian Cancer Society
Research Institute, International Development Research Centre, National Cancer
Institute of Brazil, Secretaria Nacional de Politicas sobre Drogas (Brazil), Tobacco
Control Office, China Center for Disease Prevention and Control, Institut nationale
du cancer, Observatoire français des drogues et toxicomanies, Institut national
de prevention et d’education pour la sante, Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum,
Dieter Mennekes-Umweltstiftung, International Union Against Tobacco and Lung
Disease, Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología (Mexico), Mexican National
Council of Science and Technology, Netherlands Organisation for Health Research
and Development, New Zealand Health Research Council, New Zealand Ministry
of Health, Malaysian Ministry of Health, ThaiHealth Promotion Foundation, National
Cancer Center of Korea, Republic of Korea Ministry of Health and Welfare.
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POLICY RESEARCH, ADVOCACY AND BUILDING CAPACITIES A ‘THREE
WAY STRATEGY’ FOR EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF FCTC –
EXPERIENCE FROM PROJECT ‘STEPS’ IN INDIA
A. Yadav*, M. Arora, and K.S. Reddy, Public Health Foundation of India, New
Delhi, India
High prevalence of tobacco use in India contributes to an increase in tobacco
attributable cancer deaths, which are avoidable. To counter this pandemic, FCTC
recommends evidence based measures which are also reflected in the Indian
tobacco control law (COTPA). The project, ‘strengthening of tobacco control efforts
through innovative partnerships and strategies’ (STEPS) envisions strengthening
implementation of FCTC, COTPA and the National Tobacco Control Programme
(NTCP). To generate research evidence to support tobacco control policy and
build capacity of the law enforcers, NGOs and other stakeholders to ensure
effective compliance with the provisions of FCTC and COTPA to strengthen
NTCP. Observational research was undertaken in 6 districts each in two states
of India (Andhra Pradesh and Gujarat) to monitor compliance with smokefree law,
protection of minors from exposure to toabcco and pictorial health warnings on
all tobacco products. Based on the results advocacy campaigns were designed
to sensitize key stakeholders. Parallel efforts were made to build capacity of
the enforcement officials and NGOs to advance tobacco control. There was
near absolute non-compliance with COTPA. To strengthen enforcement new
partnerships and collaborations were forged with all stakeholders at the state
and district level. Constant advocacy efforts by NGOs at the community level
supported enforcement. About 2000 law enforcers were trained at district and
sub-district level along with constitution of District Advisory Committees and
Community Against Tobacco (CAT) Groups to streamline and monitor COTPA
implementation. Additionally, National Service Scheme (NSS) volunteers and
youth monitor hospitality venues to ensure smokefree restaurants and hotels.
These efforts were well received by the administration, community and the media.
Enforcement strategies supported by research, community level advocacy and
sustained capacity building efforts ensure effective implementation of FCTC
mandates and help in reducing the burden of tobacco. Along with the official
enforcement agencies, formation of community-level bodies has been critical to
law enforcement.
The work is supported by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Geoffrey Fong, Ph.D., Professor, University of
Waterloo, Psychology, 200 University Avenue West, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1,
Canada, Phone: 519-888-4567, x35811, Email: gfong@uwaterloo.ca
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UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH-BUILDING TRAJECTORIES: THAILAND AS
AN EXAMPLE
Stephen L. Hamann*1, Naowarut Charoenca2, Nipapun Kungskulniti2, and
Jeremiah Mock3, 1Tobacco Control Research and Knowledge Management
Center, Bangkok, Thailand; 2Faculty of Public Health, Mahidol University, Bangkok,
Thailand; 3Osaka University, Osaka, Japan

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amit Yadav, M.Phil., Legal Consultant, Public
Health Foundation of India, Health Promotion and Tobacco Control, PHD House,
Second Floor, 4/2, Sirifort Institutional Area, New Delhi, Delhi 110016, India,
Phone: +91-11-46046000, Fax: +91-11-4164851, Email: amit.yadav@phfi.org

In low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) over the past two decades locally
relevant tobacco control research has been scant. Experience shows that tobacco
control measures should be based on sound research findings to ensure that
measures are appropriate for local conditions and are likely to have an impact.
Research should address tobacco control priorities to ensure ongoing learning
and the production of knowledge. The purpose of this study was to document and
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store shelves. Further, nearly one in ten tobacco retailers would be eliminated by
a ban on tobacco sales in Massachusetts pharmacies.
No funding.

AWARENESS TO ACTION THROUGH MULTI-CHANNEL ADVOCACY FOR
EFFECTIVE TOBACCO CONTROL IN INDIA: ADVANCING TOBACCO
CONTROL IN FIVE INDIAN STATES

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Vaughan Rees, PhD, Lecturer, Harvard School
of Public Health, Center for Global Tobacco Control, Kresge Building, 6th Floor,
Boston, MA 02115, United States, Phone: 617-432-6345, Email: vrees@hsph.
harvard.edu

A. Yadav* and M. Arora , Health Related Information Dissemineation Amongst
Youth, New Delhi; 2Public Health Foundation of India, New Delhi
1,2

1,2

1

India is facing the greatest brunt of tobacco use with more than 1 million people
dying every year due to tobacco related diseases. The Government has enacted a
comprehensive tobacco control law albeit sporadic enforcement. Limited technical
capacity and resources at the state and district level act as the major roadblock
for tobacco control in India. Channelizing these essential resources to states and
districts is crucial. Health Related Information Dissemineation Amongst Youth
(HRIDAY) implemented this project in five Indian states with the major thrust of
activities being on promoting effective government-NGO partnership at national,
state and district levels to boost enforcement of the Indian tobacco control law.
A detailed annual work plan was developed for each state for the two years with
planned capacity building, advocacy with policy makers and implementers and
effective engagement with media to ensure implementation of COTPA provisions.
Needs assessment was carried out at state and district level supported with pre
and post intervention compliance to evaluate and monitor enforcement. Greater
interest and buy in from governments to enforce tobacco control laws at state and
district level. Nearly 1700 law enforcers and NGO personnel oriented to tobacco
control law and its enforcement mechanism. Education and Police Department
collaborated with Health Department to enforce provisions of COTPA. Education
Departments extend support to prevent youth form exposure to tobacco and police
officials committed to ensure smokefree public places. The project emphasised
on the responsibility of government, NGOs, policy-makers, and implementers
for advancing tobacco control at all levels. Inter-departmental coordination with
effective NGO support is crucial for any programme. Regular capacity building
efforts and booster trainings ensure sustainability and the level of engagement of
the enforcement officers. Media is a key partner in generating mass support and
acceptability of a programme at the grassroots level.
The work was supported by the Bloomber Initiative to Reduce Tobacco Use.
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ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES IN CANADA: PREVALENCE OF USE AND
PERCEPTIONS AMONG YOUNG ADULTS
Christine D. Czoli, Ph.D.(c)*1, David Hammond, Ph.D.1, and Christine M. White,
M.Sc.2, 1School of Public Health & Health Systems, University of Waterloo,
Canada; 2Propel Centre for Population Health Impact, University of Waterloo,
Canada
Background: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are a type of potentially reduced
exposure product (PREP) that deliver vaporized nicotine without the harmful
chemicals and carcinogens found in tobacco smoke formed during pyrolysis.
E-cigarettes containing nicotine are prohibited for sale in Canada, although
e-cigarettes without nicotine are widely available for sale and are becoming
increasingly prominent. To date, there is very little evidence on prevalence and
patterns of use of e-cigarettes in Canada. Methods: A sample of 1,211 young
adults aged 16-30 (456 smokers and 755 non-smokers), were recruited from an
online panel of Canadians. After viewing an image of an e-cigarette, respondents
answered questions regarding use and perceptions of e-cigarettes. Results: Close
to half of young adults (43.6%) had seen e-cigarettes advertised or for sale. A total
of 16.0% reported “ever tried” e-cigarettes (32.8% smokers vs. 5.9% non-smokers);
5.7% reported use in the past 30 days (13.8% smokers vs. 1% non-smokers).
Approximately 13.7% reported purchasing e-cigarettes from: “regular” stores in
Canada (69.4%), the internet (33.3%), sources outside of Canada (8.3%), and
other sources (6.9%). Although 77.2% of all respondents perceived e-cigarettes
as at least somewhat harmful to their health, approximately half (48.5%) reported
at least some interest in trying e-cigarettes. Among smokers who had tried
e-cigarettes, between 77.5% and 81.0% indicated “yes” or “maybe” to using
e-cigarettes as an alternative or replacement for cigarettes or as a cessation tool.
A total of 11.9% of e-cigarette “ever users” reported side-effects of use. Among
previous users, only 9.5% were “not at all likely” to recommend e-cigarettes to
their friends. Conclusions: Despite a ban on the sale of e-cigarettes containing
nicotine in Canada, awareness of e-cigarettes among young adults is quite high.
Approximately one third of young adult smokers reported trying e-cigarettes, with
evidence of use among non-smokers. Future research should examine the content
and design of e-cigarettes in Canada to determine compliance with the ban on
nicotine.
This research was supported by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research
Training Grant in Population Intervention for Chronic Disease Prevention: A PanCanadian Program (Grant #: 53893) (Czoli), the Ontario Tobacco Research Unit
Ashley Studentship for Research in Tobacco Control (Czoli), the Ontario Graduate
Scholarship (Czoli), the Propel Centre for Population Health Impact, a CIHR
New Investigator Award (Hammond), and a Canadian Cancer Society Research
Institute Junior Investigator Research Award (Hammond).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amit Yadav, M.Phil., Legal Consultant, Public
Health Foundation of India, Health Promotion and Tobacco Control, PHD House,
Second Floor, 4/2, Sirifort Institutional Area, New Delhi, Delhi 110016, India,
Phone: +91-11-46046000, Fax: +91-11-4164851, Email: amit.yadav@phfi.org
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ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF A BAN ON PHARMACY SALE OF
TOBACCO PRODUCTS: LESSONS FROM MASSACHUSETTS
Andrew B. Seidenberg, M.P.H., Weiwei Hong, M.B.B.S., M.P.H., JiaYue Liu, M.D.,
M.P.H., Jonathan K. Noel, M.P.H., and Vaughan W. Rees, Ph.D.*, Center for
Global Tobacco Control, Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA
BACKGROUND: New tobacco control policies have been introduced in
some U.S. jurisdictions which restrict tobacco product sales in pharmacies.
This study aimed to outline the scope of pharmacy involvement in a state-wide
tobacco market by assessing the availability and range of tobacco products
sold in Massachusetts pharmacies. METHODS: Public listings of licensed
pharmacies and tobacco retailers in Massachusetts were examined to determine
the proportion of pharmacies licensed to sell tobacco, and the proportion of
tobacco retailers that possessed a pharmacy license. Telephone interviews
were conducted with a random sample (n=70) of pharmacies that held a tobacco
license, to assess the availability and range of tobacco products for sale. The
availability of NRT products was assessed as a comparison. RESULTS: The
majority of pharmacies in Massachusetts possessed a tobacco license (69%),
and pharmacies made up 9% of licensed tobacco retailers. Among pharmacies
that reported selling tobacco (90%), cigarettes were the most available tobacco
product for sale (100%), followed by cigars (69%), little cigars/cigarillos (66%),
moist snuff (53%), pipe tobacco (49%), roll-your-own tobacco (34%), snus (14%),
dissolvable tobacco (11%), and electronic cigarettes (2%). Nearly all pharmacies
that sold tobacco offered the nicotine patch (100%), gum (100%), and lozenge
(98%) CONCLUSIONS: In Massachusetts, a tobacco-free pharmacy policy would
affect a majority of pharmacies and remove a wide range of tobacco products from

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Christine Czoli, PhD(c), University of Waterloo,
School of Public Health & Health Systems, 44 Young St W, Waterloo, ON N2L2S3,
Canada, Phone: 4164534865, Email: cczoli@uwaterloo.ca
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symptoms)and self perception of health status and compared these outcomes
between female smokers with and without VAW. Methods: A sample of 194
female smokers was chosen systematically from the smoking cessation unit. Two
instruments were implemented: the first explored VAW (developed by International
Planning Parenthood Federation) and the second explored non psychotic mental
disorders (Self Reporting Questionnaire-20 or SRQ-20, developed by WHO). They
had been validated locally. Demographic data and perception of health status were
also evaluated. Results: All women agreed to participate. The median age was
54(IQR 46-60), 53.6%(CI 95% ± 7.02%)were not married and 73.7%(CI 95% ±
6.25)had children. The median year of education was 12(IQR 12-16). There were
no significant differences between groups. Lifetime prevalence of VAW was
68.6%. Emotional and physical violence were the most reported types: 89.3% and
48.1%, respectively. The prevalence of non psychotic mental disorders was 49%.
Women with a positive SRQ-20 test were 3.6 times (CI 95% 1.7-7.5)and women
with an unstable employment situation were 2.5 times (IC 95% 1.1-7.7)more likely
to report VAW adjusted for age, marital status and education. Conclusions: the
VAW prevalence in this sample of female smokers were higher than founded
at primary level and associated with a positive SRQ-20 test and an unstable
employment situation. But, more data is needed to generalize our conclusions to
others female smokers.
This study was funded by grant “Carrillo-Oñativia” 2010, National Health
Ministry, Argentina.

AWARENESS, TRIAL, AND CURRENT USE OF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES:
FINDINGS FROM ITC FOUR COUNTRY SURVEY
Sarah E. Adkison, M.A.1, Richard J. O’Connor, Ph.D.*1, Maansi Bansal-Travers,
Ph.D.1, Andrew Hyland, Ph.D.1, Ron Borland, Ph.D.2, Hua-Hie Yong, Ph.D.2, K.
Michael Cummings, M.P.H., Ph.D.3, Ann McNeill, Ph.D.4, James F. Thrasher,
Ph.D.5, David Hammond, Ph.D.6, and Geoffrey T. Fong, Ph.D.6,7, 1Roswell Park
Cancer Institute, Buffalo, NY, USA; 2The Cancer Council Victoria, Carlton, VIC,
Australia; 3Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, SC, USA; 4University
of Nottingham, UK and UK Center for Tobacco Control Studies, Nottingham, UK;
5
University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC, USA; 6University of Waterloo, ON,
Canada; 7Ontario Institute for Cancer Research, Toronto, ON, Canada
Background: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) initially emerged in 2003
and have since become widely available globally, particularly over the internet.
Purpose: Because e-cigarettes are relatively new, data on usage patterns are
limited. The current study examines patterns of e-cigarette awareness, trial,
use, and product-associated beliefs among current and former smokers in four
countries. Methods: Data come from Wave 8 of the International Tobacco Control
Four-Country Survey, collected from July 2010 to June 2011 and analyzed through
to June 2012. Respondents included 5,939 current and former smokers in Canada
(N=1581), US (N=1520), UK (N=1325), and Australia (N=1513). Results: Overall,
47% were aware of e-cigarettes (US: 73%, UK: 54%, Canada: 40%, Australia:
20%), 7.6% had tried e-cigarettes (16% of those aware of e-cigarettes), and 2.9%
were current users (39% of triers). Awareness of e-cigarettes was higher among
younger, non-minority smokers with higher incomes who were heavier smokers.
Prevalence of trying e-cigarettes was higher among younger, non-daily smokers
with a high income and among those who perceived e-cigarettes as less harmful
than traditional cigarettes. Current use was more likely among both non-daily and
heavy (20+ cigarettes per day) smokers. Nearly 80% reported using e-cigarettes
because they were considered less harmful than traditional cigarettes, 75.4%
stated that they used e-cigarettes to help them cut down, and 85.1% reported using
e-cigarettes to help them quit smoking. Conclusions: Awareness of e-cigarettes is
high, especially in countries where they are legal (i.e., US and UK). Because trial
was associated with non-daily smoking and a desire to quit smoking, e-cigarettes
could potentially serve as cessation aids once enforceable product standards are
developed and efficacy and safety are firmly established. Future research should
evaluate whether e-cigarette use effectively reduces the number of cigarettes
smoked and/or improves cessation efforts and how the marketing of these devices
influences usage patterns among both tobacco users and nonusers.
The ITC Four Country Project was supported by the U.S. National Cancer
Institute (RO1 CA100362 and P01 CA138389), Canadian Institutes of Health
Research (79551 and 115016), National Health and Medical Research Council of
Australia (450110, APP1005922), Cancer Research UK (C312/A11943), Ontario
Institute for Cancer Research (Senior Investigator Award to GTF), and Canadian
Cancer Society Research Institute (Prevention Scientist Award to GTF).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sandra Braun, MD, Hospital de Clínicas, University
of Buenos Aires, Internal Medicine, Cordoba Avenue 2351, Buenos Aires, CABA
1267, Argentina, Phone: 05401143622809, Email: sandrabraun@fibertel.com.ar
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PERSONALITY DISORDER CHARACTERISTICS AND CIGARETTE SMOKING
AMONG DRUG ABUSERS IN METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT
Nina A. Cooperman, Psy.D.*, and Jill M. Williams, M.D., UMDNJ–Robert Wood
Johnson Medical School
Between 77% and 93% of drug abusers on methadone are tobacco smokers.
The high prevalence of smoking among drug abusers may be accounted for by
personality disorder characteristics, characteristics known to be prevalent among
drug abusers and also associated with smoking. To determine how personality
disorder characteristics are associated with smoking behavior and quit attempts
among drug abusers in methadone treatment, we surveyed 29 individuals on
methadone treatment and asked them about their smoking behavior. Study
participants also completed the Millon-Clinical Multiaxial Inventory-III, and exhaled
carbon monoxide (CO) was measured. Participants were recruited with flyers
and by approaching individuals in methadone clinic waiting areas. Participants’
mean age was 40 (SD=10.4), and 79% were female. Almost all (90%) were daily
smokers, and participants smoked a median of 7 (IQR=3.5-16) cigarettes per
day. Thirty-five percent had clinically significant Cluster A (paranoid, schizoid, or
schizotypal) personality traits; 81% had clinically significant Cluster B (antisocial,
borderline, narcissistic, or histrionic) personality traits; and 58% had clinically
significant Cluster C (avoidant, dependent, obsessive-compulsive) personality
traits. Expired CO levels had a significant positive relationship with apathy and
masochistic and delusional characteristics. Number of cigarettes smoked per day
had a significant negative relationship with dramatic personality traits. Number of
quit attempts had a significant positive association with schizoid and narcissistic
personality characteristics and negative association with inept self image and being
interpersonally paradoxical. The positive relationship between CO and borderline
characteristics and negative relationship between number of quit attempts and
borderline characteristics approached statistical significance (p<.07). Confidence
in ability to quit smoking had a significant negative relationship with apathy and
negativistic, masochistic, and borderline characteristics. These findings suggest
that personality disorder characteristics should be considered when addressing
smoking among those on methadone.
Funding supported by NIDA grant #K23DA025049.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maciej Goniewicz, Ph.D., Research Fellow,
Queen Mary University of London, Tobacco Dependence Research Unit, 55
Philpot Street, London, E1 2JH, United Kingdom, Phone: +447783780606, Fax:
+442073777237, Email: mgoniewicz@wp.pl
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PREVALENCE OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN IN FEMALE SMOKERS
ATTENDED IN A SMOKING CESSATION PROGRAM AT PRIMARY CARE
LEVEL IN BUENOS AIRES CITY: A CROSS SECTIONAL STUDY
Sandra Braun*1, Paola Morello2, Adriana Ángel1, María Vistoria Armaleo1, and
Diego Sánchez Gelos1, 1General Internal Medicine Program, Hospital de Clínicas,
University of Buenos Aires, Argentina; 2Argentinean National Tobacco Control
Program, National Health Ministry
International researches have related female smoking with different
psychosocial determinants as unstable employment situation, anxiety, depression
and Violence Against Women (VAW)among others. Women who smoked are twice
as likely to report VAW. Also, it is associated with more cigarettes consumption
and less success in quitting. In Argentina, VAW prevalence at primary care level
is 44%. But, there is not local data about prevalence among female smokers.
Our objective was to assess the prevalence of VAW in female smokers receiving
tobacco dependence treatment at a primary care setting. Also, to assess the
prevalence of nonpsychotic mental disorders (anxiety, depression and somatic

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nina Cooperman, Psy.D., Assistant Professor,
UMDNJ--Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Psychiatry, 317 George
Street, New Brunswick, NJ 08901, United States, Phone: 732-235-8569, Email:
cooperna@umdnj.edu
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attempt in the past year, while national statistics indicate that roughly 40% of
smokers have tried to quit smoking in the past year. These findings illustrate that
cancer patients who are not fully abstinent or not actively attempting to quit may
still be motivated to reduce the risks of smoking by engaging in harm reduction
strategies and remaining open to the idea of using cessation resources in the
future.
This research was supported by the Emory University Winship Cancer Institute
Kennedy Seed Grant (PI: Berg) and the Georgia Cancer Coalition (PI: Berg).
Dr. Carpenter was supported by a Career Development Award from NIDA (K23
DA020482)

CHALLENGES IN USING OCCASIONAL CONFINEMENT DESIGNS IN
CLINICAL STUDIES OF POTENTIAL MODIFIED RISK TOBACCO PRODUCTS
Christopher J. Proctor*, Christopher J. Shepperd, Anthony Cunningham, Nik
Newland, Johan Sommarstrom, and Justine Williamson, Group Research &
Development, British American Tobacco (Investments) Ltd
Draft guidance issued by the US FDA on modified risk tobacco product (MRTP
applications includes the FDA’s expectation that clinical studies are conducted
that investigating the levels of biomarkers of exposure (BoE) and biomarkers of
biological effect (BoBE).
We present data from 3 studies that have collected
measures of tobacco smoke exposure either through ambulatory or occasional
clinical confinement design. The first study followed a group of 1011 smokers of
a single cigarette brand in Germany, over a period of three years, where a variety
of measures including 24hr urinary nicotine were taken every six months. The
second study was a 6-week single-centre, single-blinded, randomised controlled
switching study with occasional clinical confinement, conducted in Germany, with
250 smokers and 50 non-smokers that measured changes in BoE following a
switch from conventional cigarettes to reduced toxicant prototype (RTP)cigarettes.
The third study, was also an occasional clinical confinement study with a switch to
a RTP cigarette, but over a 6-month period and inclusion BoE and BoBE. Data
from these studies indicate some significant challenges with ambulatory and
occasional confinement designs, including subject retention. In the first study 547
subjects remained after 3 years, but much fewer attended all timepoints. Changes
in smoking behaviour possibly influenced by the study design have been found. In
the second study there was a distinct increase in consumption on the last day in
clinic, and some subjects reported that increased consumption in the third study
was due to the provision of free cigarettes.
All three studies considered in this paper were entirely funded by British
American Tobacco, a tobacco manufacturer.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Carla Berg, PhD, Assistant Professor, Emory
University, Department of Behavioral Sciences and Health Education, 1518 Clifton
Road NE, #524, Atlanta, GA 30322, United States, Phone: 404-558-5395, Email:
cjberg@emory.edu
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THE PREDICTIVE PERFORMANCE OF CRAVING FOR CATEGORIZING
NICOTINE DEPENDENCE
Lisa J. Germeroth, M.S.*, Jennifer M. Wray, M.S., Julie C. Gass, M.S., and
Stephen T. Tiffany, Ph.D., University at Buffalo, SUNY
It is often accepted that craving has diagnostic utility in clinical assessments,
and as such, has been proposed as a criterion of nicotine dependence in DSM-V.
It is unclear, however, how the content of craving assessments influences its
diagnostic performance. This study investigated the diagnostic performance of
individual items and subgroups of items on the 32-item Questionnaire on Smoking
Urges (QSU) as a function of item wording, craving intensity, and item stability.
Nicotine dependence was assessed using the Wisconsin Inventory of Smoking
Dependence Motives (WISDM), Nicotine Addiction Taxon Scale (NATS), and
Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND). The QSU was administered on
6 occasions; the first 5 sessions were each one week apart and the final session
was 8 weeks after Session 5. Craving scores were calculated as averages across
all six administrations. Participants were 250 smokers (M age = 25.9) representing
varying smoking levels. Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves and area
under the curve (AUC) statistics indicated that the QSU total craving score was
effective in discriminating nicotine dependence across all measures, but that
individual QSU items and subgroups of items varied in their discriminative ability.
There was no difference in the AUCs between specific items using the terms
urge and crave, but there were significance differences in (1) the discriminative
performance of items assessing intentions to smoke relative to those assessing
desire to smoke, (2) craving items reflecting more intense craving relative to items
reflecting less intense craving, and (3) items reflecting negatively reinforcing
effects relative to positively reinforcing effects of smoking. Craving showed the
strongest diagnostic utility when dependence was assessed using the WISDM
in comparison to the NATS and the FTND. The stability of craving items was
positively associated with the discriminative performance of craving. Overall, the
findings suggest that craving items representing intense states of desire and highly
stable craving levels maximally discriminated nicotine dependence.
This research was funded by an NIH grant to S. Tiffany (R01 CA120412).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Chris Proctor, PhD, Chief Scientific Officer,
British American Tobacco (Investments) Ltd, Group Research and Development,
Regents Park Road, Southampton, Berkshire SO15 8TL, United Kingdom, Phone:
07711150032, Email: christopher_proctor@bat.com
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HARM REDUCTION AND CESSATION EFFORTS AND INTEREST IN
CESSATION RESOURCES AMONG SURVIVORS OF SMOKING-RELATED
CANCERS
Carla J. Berg, Ph.D.*1, Matthew J. Carpenter, Ph.D.2,3, Bianca Jardin, Ph.D.2,3,
and Jamie S. Ostroff, Ph.D.4, 1Department of Behavioral Sciences and Health
Education, Emory University School of Public Health, Atlanta, GA, USA;
2
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Medical University of South
Carolina, Charleston, SC, USA; 3Hollings Cancer Center, Medical University of
South Carolina, Charleston, SC, USA; 4Behavioral Sciences Service, Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center New York, NY, USA
Despite the well-established risks associated with persistent smoking, many
cancer survivors who were active smokers at the time of cancer diagnosis continue
to smoke. In order to guide the development of tobacco cessation interventions
for cancer survivors, a better understanding is needed regarding post-diagnosis
quitting and harm reduction efforts. Thus, we examined these efforts and interest
in cessation resources among cancer survivors who self-identified as current
smokers at the time of diagnosis. We conducted analyses of survey participants
(n=54) who were current smokers at the time of cancer diagnosis and were
continued smokers at the time of assessment. We also conducted semi-structured
interviews (n=21) among a subset of those who either continued to smoke or
quit smoking post cancer diagnosis. Among survey participants, 22.2% had ever
used behavioral cessation resources and 66.7% had use pharmacotherapy, while
62.8% had interest in future use of behavioral cessation resources and 75.0%
had interest in pharmacotherapy. In terms of harm reduction strategies since
cancer diagnosis, 20.4% switched cigarette brands, 53.7% decreased cigarette
consumption, 14.8% switched to only smoking on some days, 24.1% switched
to lighter tar cigarettes, and 55.6% limited how much they smoke to decrease
their health risks from smoking. Semi-structured interview data revealed various
strategies used to aid in smoking reduction and cessation as well as variability in
preferences for cessation resources. In summary, we found high rates of harm
reduction use and high interest in cessation resources. However, our sample
indicated low confidence in quitting, and only 23% of our sample reported a quit

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stephen Tiffany, Ph.D., University at Buffalo, Park
206, Buffalo, NY 14260, United States, Phone: 716-645-0244, Email: stiffany@
buffalo.edu
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A COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR ASSESSING CIGARETTE USE IN
NON-DAILY SMOKERS
Jennifer M. Wray*, Julie C. Gass, and Stephen T. Tiffany, University at Buffalo,
SUNY
An increasingly large subset of individuals who smoke cigarettes are not
regular, heavy users, but methods for accurately characterizing levels of smoking
and smoke exposure in non-daily smokers have not been evaluated rigorously.
For example, the traditional retrospective quantity-frequency measures of smoking
may not accurately capture variable patterns of smoking behavior in non-daily
smokers. This study was designed to 1) evaluate different self-report approaches
to the assessment of smoking behavior in a sample of non-daily smokers, 2)
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compare the number of cigarettes smoked over a 28-day period to biomarkers
of nicotine exposure (hair levels of nicotine and cotinine), and 3) determine the
best combination of smoke exposure data (i.e., smoking topography) and selfreported smoking behavior to predict the exposure biomarkers. Individuals who
smoked 1-29 days of the past 30 and no more than 15 cigarettes on an average
smoking occasion were recruited to participate in the study. Participants attended
six study sessions over the course of three months and completed various
assessments during each of these visits. Self-reported number of cigarettes
smoked over the first 28 days of the study was assessed at Session 5 via two
Quantity Frequency measures, a Graduated Frequency measure, and a Timeline
Follow Back interview. In addition, half of the participants were randomly assigned
to a Daily Report condition that required participants to report at the end of each
day the number of cigarettes smoked in the previous 24 hours. Biomarkers of
smoking behavior, including hair nicotine and cotinine, were collected from each
participant. Preliminary analyses demonstrate strong correlations between Daily
Report and Timeline Follow Back (r=0.95, p<.0001), Graduated Frequency
(r=0.79, p<.0001), and Quantity Frequency (r=0.79, p<.0001) methodology. A
modest relationship was seen between self-report data and hair nicotine and
cotinine levels. Implications regarding the characterization of non-daily smokers,
self-report assessment of non-daily smoking, and the use of hair biomarkers in this
sample will be discussed.
Funding: National Cancer Institute (R01 CA120412).

SMOKING STATUS PREDICTS SEVERITY AND OUTCOME FOR
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLICS: FINDINGS FROM PROJECT MATCH
Kimberly S. Walitzer*, Research Institute on Addictions/University at Buffalo
The prevalence of smoking is as high as 80% among treatment-seeking
alcoholics (Kalman et al., 2010). Smoking status predicts treatment outcome;
being a non-smoker at treatment entry is associated with abstinence from alcohol
7 years later (Hintz & Mann, 2007) and current nicotine use has a negative impact
on alcohol treatment outcome (Mason & Lehert, 2009). Walitzer and Dearing
(2012) documented that current smoking among treatment-seeking alcoholics
was associated with greater severity of alcoholism and less treatment involvement
relative to nonsmokers and former smokers. The present analyses utilize the
Project MATCH outpatient sample (Project MATCH Research Group, 1993) to
examine whether treatment-seeking alcoholics who currently smoke (71%) differ
from never-smokers (8%) and former-smokers (21%) in terms of pretreatment
alcohol severity, age of alcohol problem onset, treatment participation, and drinking
outcomes. 807 patients (28% women) in the Project MATCH outpatient arm
provided reports regarding pretreatment smoking status and alcohol use (percent
days abstinent [PDA], drinks per drinking day [DDD]), drinking consequences,
and age of alcohol problem onset. Patients were followed for 12 months after
treatment end (n = 742); PDA and DDD were collapsed during the follow-up period
to derive outcome variables. At pretreatment, alcoholic former smokers reported
significantly lower DDD (d = -.42) and fewer negative alcohol consequences (ds =
-.28 to -.84) relative to alcoholic smokers. Further, the former smokers also reported
a significantly older age of alcohol problem onset relative to alcoholic smokers (ds
= .36, .49). Former smokers completed more treatment relative to current smokers
(d=.24) and never smokers (d=.30). In terms of drinking outcomes, the pattern of
findings was mixed; although the former smokers reported a nonsignificant trend
toward lower DDD during follow-up (d = -.29), PDA was significantly lower (d=-.26)
relative to current smokers. Generally, never-smokers’ scores fell between those
of the current and former smokers’. Smoking status appears to be an important
predictor of alcoholism severity and outcome.
Funding: NIAAA.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jennifer Wray, MA, University at Buffalo,
Psychology, 368 Park Hall, Buffalo, NY 14260, United States, Phone: 716-6450245, Email: jwray@buffalo.edu
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ATTENTION-DEFICIT HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER (ADHD) AND SMOKING
DEPRIVATION EFFECTS
L. Cinnamon Bidwell, Ph.D.*1, Katherine J. Ameringer, M.A.2, and Adam M.
Leventhal, Ph.D.2, 1Center for Alcohol and Addition Studies, Department of
Psychiatry and Human Behavior, Brown University, Providence, RI; Division of
Behavioral Genetics, Rhode Island Hospital; 2University of Southern California,
Keck School of Medicine, Departments of Preventive Medicine and Psychology,
Los Angeles, CA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kimberly Walitzer, PhD, Deputy Director, University
at Buffalo, Research Institute on Addictions, 1021 Main Street, Buffalo, NY 14203,
United States, Phone: 7168872566, Fax: 7168872252, Email: walitzer@ria.
buffalo.edu

Introduction. Identifying relations of Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD) symptom dimensions to individual facets of the tobacco withdrawal
syndrome could inform the development of cessation treatments for smokers
with ADHD symptoms and elucidate the mechanisms linking ADHD and regular
smoking. This study examined the unique relations of inattention (IN) and
hyperactivity-impulsivity (HI) symptom dimensions of ADHD to a variety of tobacco
withdrawal symptoms. Methods. 132 adult smokers self-reported ADHD symptoms
experienced over the past 6 months at a baseline visit. At two subsequent
experimental sessions (one following overnight tobacco deprivation and one
nondeprived; order counterbalanced), participants completed measures of tobacco
withdrawal symptoms, mood, and desire to smoke. Results. Higher levels of IN
and HI symptoms were both associated with larger deprivation-induced increases
in anxiety/tension, eating, and anger (Ps < .01). HI (but not IN) was associated
with larger deprivation-induced increases in concentration problems and desire
to smoke, particularly for negative affect relief (Ps < .01). After controlling for the
covariance between IN and HI, associations with IN were no longer significant and
only HI retained incremental associations with some deprivation effects (Ps < .01).
Conclusions. ADHD symptoms are associated with more severe exacerbations in
withdrawal symptoms caused by abstinence. In comparison to IN, HI appears to
confer greater risk for abstinence-induced symptom exacerbation across a more
diverse variety of tobacco withdrawal manifestations, which could be an important
mechanism of ADHD-smoking comorbidity. These findings suggest the need for
clinical interventions designed to target the unique and potentially more severe
withdrawal profiles experienced by smokers with high-levels of ADHD symptoms.
Funding: R01DA026831 (Leventhal); K23DA033302 (Bidwell).
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RESPONSE INHIBITION TRAINING MODIFIES RELAPSE RELATED
OUTCOMES
Robert D. Dvorak*1, Jessica A. Emerson2, and Chad J. Gwaltney2, 1North Dakota
State University; 2Brown University
Response inhibition, a form of behavioral impulse control, is the ability to
inhibit behavioral responses to salient approach cues. Poor behavioral control
is associated with increased craving and stronger positive and reinforcing
smoking expectancies during abstinence. Improving behavioral impulse control
may affect relapse-related risk factors. This pilot study examined an ecological
intervention to modify smoking related impulse control. Daily smokers (n = 25)
were assigned to an experimental (n = 10) or control (n = 15) condition. At T1,
participants completed a lab based cue-induced craving task and an approachavoidance task (AAT; a measure of implicit approach and avoidance motivation
in response to smoking stimuli). They then carried hand-held computers for one
week. They were prompted to complete retraining tasks 7 times per day. For the
task, smoking and non-smoking pictures were paired with a letter and presented
on the screen. If the letter was a consonant, participants clicked on the screen if
the letter is a vowel they inhibited a click. In the experimental condition, 90% of
inhibit responses were paired with smoking pictures. Vowels and consonants were
equally distributed across pictures in the control condition. Participants were paid
$0.07 per correct response. Following training (i.e., at T2), participants returned
to the lab and completed the AAT and craving task again. There was a significant
Condition x Time interaction (p < .05) predicting avoidance motivation. Relative to
T1, training was associated with increased implicit avoidance motivation at T2 for
the experimental group (p < .05) but not the control group (p > .10). There was an
increase in approach motivation from T1 to T2 that did not vary by group (p < .05).
Finally, cue-induced craving was marginally lower in the training condition at T2
(p = .10). These results suggest that implementing response inhibition training in

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Cinnamon Bidwell, PhD, Assistant Professor,
Brown University, Psychiatry and Human Behavior, 121 S Main St, Providence, RI
02903, United States, Phone: 4018636621, Email: cinnamon_bidwell@brown.edu
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real-time may have positive effects on smoking related outcomes. However, the
findings should be tempered by the fact that approach motivation increased across
conditions. Further research is needed to determine the impact of this training on
smoking cessation.
Portions of this research were funded by a National Institute of Drug Abuse
grant (R01 DA021677) to C. Gwaltney and a research excellence award from the
Brown University Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior to R. Dvorak.

PROGNOSTIC VALIDITY AND ACCURACY OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL
VERSUS SINGLE-ITEM CRAVING MEASURES FOR PREDICTING SMOKING
RELAPSE
Edward G. Singleton1, Stephen J. Heishman2, and Ivan Berlin*3, 1The MayaTech
Corporation, Silver Spring, MD, USA; 2Nicotine Psychopharmacology Section,
Intramural Research Program, National Institute on Drug Abuse, National Institutes
of Health, Baltimore, MD, USA; 3Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière, Université P. & M. Curie,
Faculté de Médicine, Paris, France

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Robert Dvorak, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, North
Dakota State University, Psychology, NDSU Dept. 2765, Fargo, ND 58108, United
States, Phone: 701-231-5486, Email: robert.dvorak@ndsu.edu

Background: Research suggests that craving to smoke is a predictor of
smoking relapse. Craving can be assessed by multiple item or multifactorial scales
or by single items. However, no systematic comparisons of their prognostic validity
or accuracy have been published. Methods: The French language versions of the
12-item Tobacco Craving Questionnaire (FTCQ-12) and the single craving item
on the Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal Scale(MNWS) are brief, valid, and reliable
self-report measures of tobacco craving. In this secondary study, we analyzed
data from French smokers (N=310) with smoking related health disorders and
enrolled in the Adjustment of DOses of NIcotine in Smoking Cessation (ADONIS)
trial (Clinicaltrials.gov Identifier: NCT00235313). We estimated prediction models
for each measure and compared their ability to distinguish correctly participants
who relapsed from those who did not at follow-up periods ranging 1-7 weeks apart.
Results: Adjusted for all potential confounders the sum of Expectancy (factor 2)
and Purposefulness (factor 4) of the FTCQ-12, the FTCQ craving risk score, and
MNWS craving were valid predictors of smoking relapse, at endpoints measured
1-7 weeks apart although their prognostic validity decreased progressively.
Prognostic accuracy of FTCQ craving risk score was greatest at 1-2 weeks
follow-up compared to only 1 week for MNWS craving. Sensitivity for FTCQ-12
craving and MNWS craving was 85% and 53%, respectively. Conclusions: Craving
to smoke is a main predictor of relapse. FTCQ craving risk score consisting of 5
questions suggests a relapse process involving urges and desires in anticipation of
the positive benefits of smoking linked with intent and planning to smoke. Findings
also suggest that FTCQ-craving risk score is a better screening test than MNWS
craving. Future treatments should target craving, expectancy and purposefulness
to smoke to reduce likelihood of relapse after a quit attempt.
No funding.
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HEAVINESS OF SMOKING INDEX IS GOOD FOR PREDICTING SMOKING
RELAPSE MAINLY IN THE FIRST MONTH OF A QUIT ATTEMPT
Hua-Hie Yong*, Ron Borland, and James Balmford, VicHealth Centre for Tobacco
Control, The Cancer Council Victoria, Melbourne, Australia
The Heaviness of Smoking Index (HSI) is a widely used behavioural measure
of nicotine dependence and has been shown to be a strong predictor of short-term
smoking relapse among those who quit. More recently, however, its utility for
predicting long-term smoking relapse has been questioned. This paper examined
systematically the utility of the HSI for making prediction of smoking relapse that
occurs over different time windows in the first two years of quitting. Analyses were
conducted on two related samples drawn from the first 7 waves (2002-2009)
of the International Tobacco Control Four-Country Survey, an annual cohort
telephone survey of adult smokers in Canada, United States, United Kingdom,
and Australia. The first sample consisted of 7138 daily smokers who had made a
quit attempt by the next follow-up survey (called baseline-smoking sample) and
the second consisted of 1237 ex-smokers (baseline-quit sample). Generalized
estimating equation models were used to examine the association of HSI and its
two components (cigarettes smoked per day [CPD] and time to first cigarette of
the day [TTFC]) with smoking relapse that occurs over different time intervals (<1
week, 1 week to 1 month, 1-3 months, 3-6 months, 6-9 months, 9-14 months &
14-24 months). The results indicated that of the baseline-smoking sample, their
HSI, CPD and TTFC scores strongly predicted relapse within the first month of
quitting (<1 week: OR=1.19, 1.26, 1.28 for HSI, CPD & TTFC, respectively, all
p’s <.001; 1 week-1 month: OR=1.07, 1.13 & 1.09, respectively, all p’s <.01) but
beyond which their predictive power diminishes with increasing length of quitting
(1-3 months: OR=1.00, .98 & 1.01, respectively, all p’s >.05). For the baselinequit sample consisting of mainly longer term quitters, their pre-quit HSI, CPD and
TTFC scores were found to be no longer predictive of subsequent relapse. Taken
together, these findings suggest that HSI and its two components, as a measure
of nicotine dependence, are most useful for predicting relapse that occurs within
the first month of quitting, and beyond which other aspects of nicotine dependence
may be more important in determining quit outcomes.
Supported by multiple grants including R01 CA 100362 and P50 CA111236
(Roswell Park Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use Research Center) and also in part
from grant P01 CA138389 (Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston,
South Carolina), all funded by the National Cancer Institute of the United States,
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (045734), Canadian Institutes of Health
Research (57897, 79551), National Health and Medical Research Council of
Australia (265903, 450110, APP1005922), Cancer Research UK (C312/A3726),
Canadian Tobacco Control Research Initiative (014578); Centre for Behavioural
Research and Program Evaluation, National Cancer Institute of Canada/Canadian
Cancer Society.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ivan Berlin, Hopital Pitié-Salpêtrière, Université P
& M Curie, Dept. de Pharmacologie, 47 bd de l’Hopital, Paris, 75013, France,
Phone: 33 1 42 16 16 78, Email: ivan.berlin@psl.aphp.fr
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NEURAL SUBSTRATES OF WORKING MEMORY DEFICITS DURING
NICOTINE WITHDRAWAL
Mary Falcone*1,2, E. Paul Wileyto2,3, Kosha Ruparel4, Raphael T. Gerraty4, Leah
LaPrate2, Ruben Gur4, James Loughead4, and Caryn Lerman2, 1Department
of Pharmacology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA; 2Center for
Interdisciplinary Research on Nicotine Addiction, Department of Psychiatry,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA; 3Department of Biostatistics
and Epidemiology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA; 4Brain
Behavior Laboratory, Neuropsychiatry Department, Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
Smoking cessation is associated with subtle working memory deficits that
predict subsequent relapse. Prior neuroimaging studies have produced conflicting
results with respect to the neural mechanisms underlying these effects. To
elucidate neural substrates of these deficits, we acquired two blood-oxygen-level
dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scans in 63
treatment-seeking smokers performing a visual N-back task on two separate
occasions: smoking as usual and after 24 hours of biochemically confirmed
abstinence (order counterbalanced). Abstinence (versus smoking) led to reduced
accuracy (p = 0.008), slower median correct response time (p = 0.001), and
reduced BOLD signal change in the 3 a priori regions of interest (ROIs): medial
frontal/cingulate gyrus and right and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (all ps ≤
0.001). BOLD signal in the these three regions was positively associated with
accuracy, and in a pathway analysis BOLD signal in the MF/CG accounted for
approximately 34% of the effect of abstinence on performance. BOLD signal
was unrelated to response time. In smokers motivated to quit, reduced activation
of the brain’s working memory circuit underlies subtle working memory deficits

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Hua Yong, PhD, The Cancer Council Victoria,
VicHealth Centre for Tobacco Control, 100 Drummond St, Carlton, VIC 3053,
Australia, Phone: +613 9635 5385, Email: hua.yong@cancervic.org.au
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experienced during early abstinence. This neurobehavioral profile warrants
further investigation as a potential biomarker of relapse risk.
This research was supported by NIH grants P50 CA143187 and R01 DA026849
to C.L. M.F. is supported by NIH training grant T32 GM008076.

ppm. Mean baseline Kupperman Index score was 19.7(12.5), with 11% of women
reporting severe symptoms of menopause, 27.9% moderate, and 19.2% mild. The
majority of participants (56.5%) were on hormone replacement therapy (HRT).
Linear hierarchical regression analysis with Kupperman scores as the dependent
variable and predictors of age, race, BMI, FSH, and HRT entered on the first
step, and daily smoking rate, number of years smoking, FTND, and cotinine
level entered on the second step was significant for the second step of the model
(p=.006), R2 change=.18, p=.003). FTND (β=.48, p=.001) and cotinine levels
(β=-.27, p=.02) significantly predicted Kupperman scores. Among participants
(n=98) who achieved abstinence for 2 weeks in a cessation intervention, FTND
explained less variance in Kupperman scores (β=.34, p=.05), cotinine was no
longer significant, and BMI (β=.34, p=.02) and age (β=-.28, p=.05) showed greater
influence on Kupperman scores. At 3 months postcessation, FSH became the
sole predictor (β=.61, p=.04). The shift over time in which menopausal symptoms
become less influenced by smoking-related variables through cessation and more
influenced by factors such as BMI and FSH levels will be important in informing
cessation interventions with this population of smokers.
Funding: National Institute of Aging.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mary Falcone, B.S., Ph.D.(c), University of
Pennsylvania, 3535 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104, United States, Phone:
215-746-3782, Email: mfalc@mail.med.upenn.edu
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RESTING STATE CONNECTIVITY: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEFAULT
MODE NETWORK, ADDICTION-RELATED BRAIN REGIONS, AND
ABSTINENCE INDUCED CRAVING
R.R. MacLean* and S.J. Wilson, Pennsylvania State University, Department of
Psychology

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amy Copeland, Ph.D., M.P., Associate Professor,
Louisiana State University, Psychology, 236 Audubon Hall, Baton Rouge,
LA 70803, United States, Phone: 225-578-4117, Fax: 225-578-4661, Email:
copelan@lsu.edu

Introduction: Multiple studies have highlighted brain regions that are
associated with cue elicited craving in addicted smokers, but relatively few have
evaluated associations between self-reported craving and resting state functional
connectivity (rsFC). Recent research has suggested that rsFC may afford several
methodological advantages to investigate neurobiological substrates of the
maintenance of smoking behavior. Notably, associations between withdrawal
symptoms and functional connectivity of the “default mode network” (DMN) could
provide a clearer understanding of drug craving and/or ruminative thoughts about
use. The present study examined rsFC between the DMN and other networks
including addiction-related brain regions. In addition to evaluating connectivity
between these networks, dual regression was employed to investigate associations
between the DMN and other voxels in the brain that are related to abstinence
induced craving. Method: Data was obtained from 50 right-handed, abstinent
adult smokers. Individual resting state data was subjected to an independent
component analysis (ICA) using FSL MELODIC. Resulting components were
visually inspected to identify the DMN as well as networks containing regions
associated with addiction (e.g., limbic and prefrontal regions). Self-reported craving
was assessed prior to the beginning of the scanning protocol. Dual regression was
used to extract component network time courses and participant-specific spatial
maps corresponding to the DMN were probed in voxel-wise linear model contrasts
in a multiple regression framework. Results: Preliminary results demonstrated
significant correlations between DMN and addiction-related networks. Coupling
between the DMN and networks/regions related to reward processing was also
associated with self-reported craving.
Conclusions: Investigation into rsFC in
the DMN and networks associated with addiction has the potential to provide
considerable insight into systems level influence of intrinsic craving during
abstinence. These results are important to gain a better understanding of intrinsic
craving that likely relates to the experience of a quitting smoker.
Funding: R03 DA029675.
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ANTECEDENTS AND CONSEQUENCES OF SMOKING IN ATTENTIONDEFICIT/HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER USING ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY
ASSESSMENT
John T. Mitchell, Ph.D.*1, Michelle F. Dennis, B.A.2, Joseph S. English, M.S.1, Amy
G. Brightwood, M.T.S.1, Jean C. Beckham, Ph.D.2, and Scott H. Kollins, Ph.D.1,
1
Duke University Medical Center; 2Durham VA Medical Center
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) commonly persists into
adulthood and is an independent risk factor for cigarette smoking. Smokers with
ADHD differ from non-ADHD smokers in many respects (e.g., higher prevalence
rates of smoking). Relatively little is known, however, about what places those
with ADHD at higher risk for smoking. One account proposes that those with
ADHD smoke to improve attention and regulate negative affect. Existing research
on smoking following discernible patterns in certain contexts is limited by
retrospective reporting methods. The overall goal of this study was to examine
the impact of smoking antecedents and consequences of smoking on ADHD
symptoms and mood among cigarette smokers with ADHD (n = 17) in the context
of everyday life by utilizing ecological momentary assessment (EMA) methods
over a seven day observation period. Generalized estimating equations contrasted
1,232 smoking and 622 nonsmoking occasions. ADHD smokers were more likely
to smoke when urge to smoke (p < .0001), negative affect (p = .0009), distress (p
= .01), boredom (p = .004), stress (p = .002), worry (p = 008), and restlessness
(p = .0002) were elevated. In addition, given that ADHD smokers were more likely
to smoke in environments in which they experienced nervousness (p = .003)
and frustration (p = .03), we conducted a post-hoc analysis involving only these
situations. Accordingly, hyperactive-impulsive ADHD symptoms were more likely
to be elevated and precede a smoking episode in situations that were frustrating
(p = .01). Pre- and post-smoking ratings were also compared to assess the
consequences of smoking. Participants reported a statistically significant reduction
in urge to smoke (p < .001), negative affect (p = .027), stress (p = .002), hunger
(p = .021), inattentive ADHD symptoms (p = .022), and hyperactive-impulsive
ADHD symptoms (p = .004). These findings have implications for the role of affect
regulation and ADHD symptoms in smoking maintenance among those diagnosed
with ADHD, in addition to the role of EMA as a clinical assessment tool.
This research was supported by Grant R03DA029694 (J.T. Mitchell).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Robert Ross MacLean, M.S., Penn State,
Psychology, 140 Moore Building, University Park, PA 16801, United States,
Phone: 978 985 3658, Email: rrmaclean@psu.edu
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SEVERITY OF MENOPAUSAL SYMPTOMS AND NICOTINE DEPENDENCE
AMONG POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN SMOKERS
Amy L. Copeland, Ph.D., M.P.*1,2, Megan A. McVay, Ph.D.1, and Paula J.
Geiselman1,2, 1Louisiana State University; 2Pennington Biomedical Research
Center
Cigarette smoking has antiestrogenic properties, which may worsen the
symptoms and health risks associated with menopause. In the present study,
we hypothesized that menopausal symptoms would improve with smoking
abstinence. Postmenopausal smokers (N = 104) were assessed with the
Kupperman Menopausal Index of symptoms and smoking-related indices of
nicotine dependence, cotinine level, daily smoking rate, and length of time
smoking. Participants were 67% Caucasian and 33% African-American. Mean
age was 52.3(7.8) years, mean follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) level was
42.6(25.7), mean body mass index (BMI) was 27.4(6.2), mean daily smoking rate
was 20.3(11.5), for a mean of 29.4(10.7) years, mean Fagerström Test for Nicotine
Dependence (FTND) was 6.4(2.1), and mean carbon monoxide was 23.8(13.0)

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: John Mitchell, PhD, Assistant Professor, Duke
University Medical Center, Psychiatry, 2608 Erwin Road, Pavilion East, Durham,
NC 27705, United States, Phone: 919-681-0012, Email: john.mitchell@duke.edu
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cues, suggesting potential to confer additional benefits in smoking cessation
through a more holistic approach to craving reduction.
Funding: Kind Consumer Ltd..

A PILOT OF SCREENING, BRIEF INTERVENTION, AND REFERRAL FOR
TREATMENT (SBIRT) IN NON-TREATMENT SEEKING SMOKERS WITH HIV

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Chris Moyses, MRCP, Kind Consumer Ltd, 79
Clerkenwell Road, London, EC1R 5AR, United Kingdom, Phone: +44-(0)203206-4943, Email: chris.moyses@kindconsumer.com

K.L. Cropsey*, P.S. Hendricks, B. Jardin, C.B. Clark, N. Katiyar, J. Willig, M.
Mugavero, J.L. Raper, M. Saag, and M.J. Carpenter
Introduction: PLHIV have higher rates of smoking and lower motivation to
quit smoking; thus to impact smoking rates, cessation interventions need to be
acceptable to a wider range of PLHIV smokers as well as feasible to implement in
a busy clinical setting. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the acceptability,
feasibility, and effects of a Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral for Treatment
(SBIRT) model in an HIV/AIDS clinic among a sample of PLHIV. Methods:
PLHIV smokers (N = 40) were randomized at baseline, irrespective of their selfreported discrete smoking cessation motivation status, to receive either 8-weeks
of combination nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) in conjunction with brief
counseling (SBIRT framework) (n = 23) or usual care (n = 17). Smoking outcome
measures included cigarettes smoked per day, nicotine dependence, smoking
urge, and smoking withdrawal symptoms. Results: The SBIRT intervention
appeared to be acceptable and feasible, and produced medium to large reductions
in cigarettes smoked per day, nicotine dependence, smoking urge, and smoking
withdrawal symptoms, even for smokers not ready to quit within 6 months.
Conclusions: Findings provide preliminary support for the integration of an SBIRT
model in an HIV/AIDS clinic setting to screen and provide active treatment to all
smokers, regardless of readiness to quit smoking. Given the high prevalence
and incredible health burden of continued smoking in this population, identifying
brief and effective interventions that are easily translated into clinical practice
represents an enormous challenge that if met, will yield significant improvements
to overall patient outcomes.
Dr. Cropsey was supported by grant R01CA141663 and the funding from this
study was provided by the Centers for AIDS Research (CFAR) Dr. Hendricks
was supported by grant R34DA031936 Dr. Carpenter was supported by grant
K23DA020482.
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EFFECT OF SMOKING ABSTINENCE ON PAIN SENSITIVITY
Erica N. Peters*, Thomas Liss, Amanda Liss, Dana A. Cavallo, Stephanie S.
O’Malley, and Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, Yale University School of Medicine
Nicotine produces hypoalgesia, and higher pain in response to the cold pressor
test (CPT) is associated with increased urge to smoke and greater risk for smoking
relapse. Increased pain sensitivity during smoking abstinence may serve as a
potential mechanism underlying the association of pain and smoking relapse, yet
how pain sensitivity changes during abstinence has not been explored. This is an
analysis of secondary data among a subset of treatment-seeking smokers who
received behavioral counseling and contingency management to aid cessation but
did not receive pharmacotherapy. Of the 33 participants who completed the CPT at
prequit (i.e., 5-7 days before quitting) and 4 days postquit, 27 were biochemicallyconfirmed abstinent (carbon monoxide < 10ppm) for 4 consecutive postquit days
and were included in this analysis. During the CPT, participants submerged their
dominant hand in 3-4°C ice water for 90 seconds and rated their pain (scale =
0 – 100) every 15 seconds. Indices of pain sensitivity included maximum pain and
average pain ratings. Generalized estimating equations revealed that maximum
pain did not significantly change from prequit to postquit (prequit mean (M) = 72.8,
postquit M = 77.6; Wald = 1.37, p = .24), nor did average pain (prequit M = 52.1,
postquit M = 54.5, Wald = .71, p = .40). At postquit, significant (p < .05) positive
correlations were found between Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal Scale scores and
maximum (r = .51) and average pain (r = .57), and Questionnaire of Smoking
Urges Desire to Smoke and Relief from Negative Affect scores and average pain
(r = .45 and r = .47). Center for Epidemiological Studies – Depression symptoms
did not significantly correlate with maximum or average pain at prequit or postquit.
Pain sensitivity did not predict 2-month smoking abstinence outcomes. Results
indicate that laboratory-induced pain sensitivity did not change during acute
smoking abstinence but greater nicotine withdrawal and tobacco craving were
associated with increased pain sensitivity. Future research can study the effect of
abstinence on naturalistic indices of pain sensitivity and moderators of change in
pain sensitivity during abstinence.
Funding: P50 DA13334, K05 AA014715, T32 DA007238.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Karen Cropsey, University of Alabama at
Birmingham, 401 Beacon Parkway West, Birmingham, AL 35209, United States,
Phone: 205-917-3786 x205, Email: kcropsey@uab.edu
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ARTERIAL PHARMACOKINETICS OF ORALLY INHALED NICOTINE FROM A
NOVEL NICOTINE INHALER DEVICE
Chris Moyses*1, Alex Hearn1, and Andrew Redfern2, 1Kind Consumer Ltd, London,
UK; 2Linear Clinical Research Ltd, Perth, Australia

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Erica Peters, Ph.D., Yale University School of
Medicine, One Long Wharf Drive, New Haven, CT 06511, United States, Phone:
802-598-9997, Email: erica.peters@yale.edu

AIM: To determine the pharmacokinetic (PK) profile of a single dose of nicotine
using a novel nicotine inhaler device. BACKGROUND: Medicinal nicotine is
available in a variety of presentations, although systemic nicotine is generally
delivered more slowly and via a different route of administration compared to a
cigarette. Improvements in smoking cessation rates achieved by such products
are modest. METHODS: This Phase I, single-blind study determined the tolerability
and PK of inhaled nicotine via a novel nicotine inhaler device at three doses of
nicotine: 0.028%, 0.056% and 0.084% w/w (low, medium and high). Corresponding
nicotine doses were 0.22, 0.44 and 0.67 mg. Subjects (n=18) were randomized
to two of three dose levels on a single study day (1 puff/15 s). Radial arterial
blood sampling was performed at various intervals up to 300 min post inhalation
to investigate the rapidity of nicotine delivery to the systemic circulation. Craving
was assessed using a visual analog scale (VAS) and the Brief Questionnaire of
Smoking Urges (QSU-B). Safety and tolerability were assessed by AEs. RESULTS:
The first sampling time point at 2 min revealed uptake of nicotine into the arterial
blood. Cmax was 2.11, 3.73 and 4.38 ng/ml and AUCall was 145.7, 274.4 and
334.4 min*ng/ml for the low, medium and high nicotine doses, respectively.
Corresponding Tmax values were 10.2, 7.3 and 6.5 min. Using the VAS, craving
fell rapidly on inhalation gradually returning to baseline over the next 5 h. The
QSU-B showed a consistent pattern to the VAS with no clear dose–response
relationship. The most frequently reported AEs were: oral paraesthesia (67%),
vessel puncture site hematoma (33%) and cough, dry throat and throat irritation
(each 17%). No severe or serious AEs were reported. CONCLUSIONS: The rapid
appearance of nicotine in arterial blood after oral inhalation is consistent with a
degree of pulmonary absorption. The device replicates some behavioral aspects
of smoking and combines the rapid delivery of nicotine with respiratory sensory
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THE ADVANTAGES OF MULTIPLE IMPUTATION FOR ANALYZING
RANDOMIZED CLINICAL TRIALS IN SMOKING INTERVENTION RESEARCH
Steven K. Sutton*, Vani N. Simmons, and Thomas H. Brandon, Moffitt Cancer
Center and Research Institute, University of South Florida
The traditional approach to managing missing outcome data in smoking
intervention research is to either report results from responders only or to apply
an ‘intent-to-treat’ model for which missing data is presumed to be evidence of
smoking. Both approaches have severe statistical and interpretive limitations.
Developments in managing missing data using multiple imputation (MI) now
provide opportunities to analyze data from randomized clinical trials with missing
data across multiple assessments. In this study, we applied various MI approaches
to data from Brandon et al. (2012) assessing the efficacy of ‘Forever Free Baby
& Me’ booklets versus a usual care condition for pregnant women who had
self-quit due to the pregnancy. All data from 504 women were acquired via mailed
surveys. Demographic, smoking history, partner/family, anxiety/depression, and
pregnancy data were acquired at baseline (while pregnant). Smoking behavior,
partner smoking behavior, partner support ratings, and anxiety/depression data
were acquired at 1, 8, & 12 months post due date. About 10% of outcome data
(7-day point prevalence) were missing with many patterns of missing data. Primary
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analyses were performed using generalized estimating equations (GEE) to assess
treatment effects on smoking status post-delivery. Results from responders only
and ‘intent-to-treat’ approaches were compared with results from different MI
approaches. Unlike analyses based on responders only or ‘intent-to-treat’, MI
approaches revealed treatment effects and moderators of treatment effects. For
example, one approach following a missing at random assumption, a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo method, revealed a significant interaction of assessment, treatment
condition, and income level (less vs. greater than $30K/year; P=.03). Follow-up
analyses showed treatment effects at 8 and 12 months for lower income women,
but not for higher income women. An analysis further incorporating a non-ignorable
missingness influence (i.e., missing suggests smoking using a small effect size)
produced a similar, significant 3-way interaction. These results highlight the value
of MI for managing missing outcome data in intervention research.
Funding: National Cancer Institute grant R01 CA80706.

occasions: after ad lib smoking baseline and after abstaining overnight (CO<10
ppm) while on bupropion (150 mg b.i.d.) and while on placebo, each during the first
day of a 5-day quit attempt period. (Those unable to abstain prior to this testing
during one or both quit periods were excluded from analyses.) The medication
conditions each followed a week of dose run-up and were administered doubleblind and in counter-balanced order. Compared to placebo, bupropion attenuated
the increase in NA, F(1,21)=6.63, p<.02, but not overall withdrawal, F(1,21)=2.75,
p=.11. Bupropion vs. placebo tended to improve processing efficiency (reduced
reaction time) for working memory performance, F(1,21)=2.88, p=.07 (difference
between 2-back vs 0-back). In exploratory GEE analyses combining both
medication conditions, we found that greater attenuation of the NA and withdrawal
increases on quit day 1 (Wald X2=21.80 and 12.08, resp., both p<.001), and a
trend toward faster reaction time (Wald X2=3.19, p=.07), were related to more
subsequent days of abstinence during each quit period. These preliminary results
suggest that bupropion may attenuate decrements in smoking abstinence on the
first day of a quit attempt, and that these effects may predict ability to stay quit.
Supported by NIH Grant P50 CA143187.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Steven Sutton, Ph.D., Applied Research Scientist,
Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute, Health Outcomes and Behavior,
4115 East Fowler Avenue, Tampa, FL 33617, United States, Phone: 813-7457691, Email: steve.sutton@moffitt.org

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kenneth Perkins, PhD, Professor of Psychiatry,
University of Pittsburgh, Psychiatry, WPIC, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, United States,
Phone: 4122465395, Email: perkinska@upmc.edu
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TEXT MESSAGE INTERVENTIONS FOR SMOKING CESSATION: A REVIEW
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OPTIMIZING CARBON MONOXIDE CRITERIA TO CONFIRM 24-HR
ABSTINENCE

Grace Kong, Ph.D.*, Daniel Ells, B.A., Deepa Camenga, M.D., and Suchitra
Krishnan-Sarin, Ph.D., Yale University School of Medicine
Smoking cessation interventions delivered via text messaging on mobile
phones may enhance motivations to quit smoking. The goal of this narrative
review is to describe the characteristics of text message-based smoking cessation
interventions. Studies that used primarily text messaging to deliver smoking
cessation intervention and published in English in a peer reviewed journal were
identified through searches in Medline, PsychINFO and Scopus. All articles were
coded by two independent raters to determine eligibility and extract data on sample
characteristics and intervention-related themes. Fifteen studies described nine
text message interventions for smoking cessation. Four interventions targeted
adults, four adolescents/young adults, and one pregnant women. All interventions
used text messages during the active quit phase, six during the preparation phase
and five during the maintenance phase. The numbers of text message sent and
duration of the phases varied. All used motivational messages, six behavioral
change techniques, and eight individually tailored messages. Six interventions
offered other smoking cessation tools in conjunction with the text message
intervention. Three interventions resulted in improved smoking abstinence rates
in the intervention condition compared to the control. Text messaging -based
interventions utilize a variety of techniques and target a range of populations.
However, more rigorous studies are needed to determine specific components of
the text message interventions that can establish long-term efficacy.
Supported by the National Institute on Drug Abuse at the National Institute of
Health. Grant # P50 DA09421, R01 DA0264.

K.A. Perkins, J.L. Karelitz, and N.C. Jao, Department of Psychiatry, University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh PA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Grace Kong, Yale University School of Medicine,
34 Park St. Room S-201, New Haven, CT 06519, United States, Phone: 203 974
7601, Email: grace.kong@yale.edu

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kenneth Perkins, PhD, Professor of Psychiatry,
University of Pittsburgh, Psychiatry, WPIC, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, United States,
Phone: 4122465395, Email: perkinska@upmc.edu
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K.A. Perkins*1, J.L. Karelitz1, N.C. Jao1, and C. Lerman2, 1Department of Psychiatry,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh PA; 2Department of Psychiatry, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia PA

Erin L. Sutfin, Ph.D.*1, Eun-Young Song, Ph.D.1, Beth A. Reboussin, Ph.D.1, Robert
S. McNamara, Ph.D.2, John Spangler, M.D.1, Jessica R. Pockey, M.P.H.1, Caroline
Kimes, B.S.1, and Kristie L. Foley, Ph.D.3, 1Wake Forest School of Medicine;
2
Virginia Tech Carilion Research Institute; 3Davidson College

Smoking cessation is often verified biochemically by CO levels below 9 ppm,
but some who have smoked within 24 hrs may be misclassified as abstinent by this
criterion. Thus, a more stringent CO cutoff may improve the accuracy of cessation
verification. Adult dependent male and female smokers (N=261) prospectively
recorded each cigarette smoked and provided CO on 5 consecutive days during
each of two separate week-long attempts to quit smoking. Participants were
recruited for studies involving cross-over tests of the effects of medication (nicotine
patch or varenicline) versus placebo on ability to initiate 24-hr abstinence. All had
either a high or low interest in permanently quitting smoking within 3 months and
were randomized to the presence or absence of daily ($12) monetary reinforcement
of abstinence. Total accuracy of sensitivity to detect smoking (83%) plus specificity
to verify abstinence (87%) was optimal at a CO criterion for abstinence below 5
ppm, compared to below 9 ppm (sensitivity of 60%, specificity of 97%). Overall
CO detection of sensitivity and specificity was higher in those with high vs. low quit
interest, but monetary reinforcement of abstinence made no difference. In sum,
results indicate a CO criterion about half that typically used in clinical research
may optimally validate 24-hr cessation and reduce misclassification of smokers
as “abstinent.”
Supported by NIH Grants P50 CA143187 and DA031218.

INITIAL EFFECTS OF BUPROPION ON NEGATIVE AFFECT AND
INFORMATION PROCESSING DURING ABSTINENCE

COLLEGE HEALTH PROVIDERS’ TOBACCO CESSATION COUNSELING
PRACTICES

Bupropion increases ability to abstain from smoking during a quit attempt, likely
due to partial relief of withdrawal. We examined whether bupropion would attenuate
withdrawal and the decline in cognitive performance due to abstinence on the first
day of a quit attempt. Subjects were 22 adults who smoked at least 10 cigs/day,
met DSM-IV dependence criteria, and intended to quit permanently within the next
3 months. All were recruited for a within-subjects cross-over test of the effects
of bupropion versus placebo on ability to abstain during each of two separate
short-term attempts to quit smoking. Withdrawal (via MNWS), negative affect (NA,
via the Mood Form), and a working memory task (N-back) were assessed on 3

Background. The USPHS clinical practice guidelines, Treating Tobacco Use
and Dependence, recommend screening for tobacco use at every visit. For
tobacco users, the guidelines advise the “5A’s” (ASK about tobacco use, ADVISE
to quit, ASSESS readiness to quit, ASSIST in quitting, ARRANGE follow-up).
College health centers provide the majority of students’ healthcare needs, placing
them in a unique position to target tobacco use. Goals of this study were to
assess college health providers’ practice of and barriers to the 5A’s. Methods.
Seventy-one providers from 6 N.C. colleges completed a self-administered
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survey (43% response rate) as part of an intervention to increase adherence to
the USPHS Guidelines. Respondents were female (91%), nurses (57%), NPs/
PAs (26%) and MDs (17%). Results. Few respondents had received training on
treating tobacco use (9%) and only 3% reported being adequately familiar with
the USPHS Guidelines. Asking patients about tobacco use was common (72%),
but only half (58%) reported advising patients to quit or assessing readiness to
quit (51%). Few reported assisting patients by brief counseling (30%) or referral
to a quitline (28%). Barriers to assisting patients in quitting included: lack of time,
patients having more immediate problems, and patients’ lack of motivation to quit.
In multivariable analysis nurses were less likely than physicians to advise patients
to quit (AOR=0.07, CI=0.01-0.83), but more likely to assist with quitting (including
brief counseling, motivational interviewing, referral to quitline; t=2.18, p<.05).
Those who reported patients’ other problems were more immediate (t=-3.14,
p<.05) and those less experienced with tobacco intervention (t=-2.34, p<.05) were
less likely to assist. Conclusion. Most providers ask about tobacco use, but
only half advise patients to quit or assess willingness to quit; even fewer assist
in quit attempts. Lack of assistance was associated with believing patients had
more immediate concerns and lack of experience intervening. Future work should
focus on training providers’ to use the 5A’s and encouraging providers to connect
patients’ tobacco use to their chief complaint.
Research reported in this abstract was supported by the National Cancer
Institute of the National Institutes of Health under Award Number R21CA161664.
The content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily
represent the official views of the National Institutes of Health.

Louis, Missouri, for use of the Prevention and Control Research Program; and NIH
grant DA027046.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Christina Lessov-Schlaggar, Washington
University School of Medicine, 660 S. Euclid, campus box 8134, Saint Louis, MO
63110, United States, Phone: 3147471450, Email: schlaggc@psychiatry.wustl.edu
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THE ABILITY OF PLASMA COTININE TO PREDICT TOBACCO EXPOSURE
IS ALTERED BY DIFFERENCES IN CYP2A6: THE INFLUENCE OF GENETICS
AND SEX
Andy Z.X. Zhu, B.Sc.*1, Caroline C. Renner, B.Sc.2, Dorothy K. Hatsukami, Ph.D.3,
Gary E. Swan, Ph.D.4, Caryn Lerman, Ph.D.5, Neal L. Benowitz, M.D.6, and
Rachel F. Tyndale, Ph.D.1, 1Centre for Addiction & Mental Health, Departments
of Psychiatry, Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Toronto, ON; 2Alaska
Native Medical Center, Cardiology Research and Program Development,
Anchorage, AK; 3Department of Psychiatry, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
MN; 4Center for Health Sciences, SRI International, Menlo Park; 5Department
of Psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; 6Division of Clinical
Pharmacology, Departments of Medicine, Bioengineering & Therapeutic Sciences,
University of California San Francisco, CA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Erin Sutfin, PhD, Assistant Professor, Wake Forest
School of Medicine, Medical Center Blvd, Winston-Salem, NC 27157, United
States, Phone: 336-713-5282, Email: esutfin@wakehealth.edu

Cotinine, the major metabolite of nicotine, is routinely used as a biomarker
of tobacco exposure. Cotinine levels are particularly useful as cigarettes per
day is a weak measure of tobacco exposure, because of variability in how
cigarettes are smoked. It has been assumed that variability in the relationship
between cotinine levels and tobacco exposure is random among smokers, but
some evidence suggests this relationship may differ systematically between
different groups of smokers. Cotinine is enzymatically formed and metabolized
by CYP2A6. Individuals with slower CYP2A6 activity, for example those with
CYP2A6 gene variants, males, and African Americans, have higher cotinine
levels than predicted by their cigarettes per day. We investigated the mechanism
and the impact of variable CYP2A6 activity on the relationship between cotinine
and tobacco/carcinogen exposure. Methods. Caucasian nonsmokers (n=181)
received an infusion of deuterium-labeled nicotine and cotinine to study the effect
of CYP2A6 genotype and sex on cotinine formation (fractional conversion from
nicotine) and removal (cotinine clearance) pharmacokinetics. In a separate study
of Alaska Native smokers (n=163) we evaluated the ability of plasma cotinine to
predict tobacco and carcinogen exposure. Results. CYP2A6 genotype and sex
(estrogen induces CYP2A6) influenced cotinine clearance to a greater extent than
cotinine formation. The ratio of cotinine formation to clearance was 1.31 and 1.12
in CYP2A6 reduced and normal metabolizers (P=0.01), respectively, and 1.39 and
1.12 in males and females (P=0.001), respectively. Compared to those with normal
activity, the cotinine level associated with a particular level of nicotine intake
was higher in those with slower CYP2A6 activity, resulting in a 25% or greater
overestimation of nicotine and carcinogen intake. Conclusion. The relationship
between the biomarker cotinine and tobacco and carcinogen exposure varies
substantially between those with variable CYP2A6 activity including individuals
with different CYP2A6 genotypes within a certain race, between racial groups
with distinct prevalences of CYP2A6 reduced activity genotypes, and between the
sexes.
Funding: NIDA and NCI (UL1 RR024131, NARCH III U26IHS300012,
HHSN261200700462P, CA114609, DA02277, DA012353, DA020830, DA012353
and DA11170) CIHR (MOP86471 and TMH 109787).
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BRAIN MECHANISMS ASSOCIATED WITH REGULAR SMOKING AND
WITH RISK FOR REGULAR SMOKING: A COTWIN-CONTROL STUDY IN
MONOZYGOTIC TWIN PAIRS
Christina N. Lessov-Schlaggar*1, Rebecca L. Lepore2, Sean D. Kristjansson1,
Steven E. Petersen2,3, Pamela A.F. Madden1, Andrew C. Heath1, Bradley L.
Schlaggar2, Deanna M. Barch1,3, 1Department of Psychiatry, Washington University,
St. Louis, MO; 2Department of Neurology, Washington University, St. Louis, MO;
3
Department of Psychology, Washington University, St. Louis, MO
This study used a cotwin-control design in monozygotic twin pairs to investigate
the effect of regular smoking (≥100 cigarettes lifetime) and genetic risk for regular
smoking on task-evoked brain activation using functional magnetic resonance
imaging. Adult (24-35 years) twin pairs were recruited from a population-based
epidemiologic study of female twins. Twin pairs were either concordant or
discordant for smoking and all twins had tried cigarettes. Within-pair comparisons
examined the effect of regular smoking on brain activation in response to winning
or losing money, where differences were expected in discordant twin pairs
(n=17 pairs) but not in concordant twin pairs (n=20 concordant non-smoker
and n=19 concordant smoker pairs). Between-pair comparisons of discordant
and concordant pair smokers examined the effect of genetic risk for smoking;
discordant pair smokers are at low risk because their identical twin sister is a
non-smoker and concordant pair smokers are at high risk because their identical
twin sister is also a smoker. Whole-brain analysis of variance (adjusted for multiple
comparisons) resulted in three main findings: (1) differential activation to winning
or losing money was consistently found in medial prefrontal cortex, anterior and
posterior cingulate cortex, dorsal and ventral striatum, anterior insula, precuneus,
and visual cortex; (2) there were no differences in activation to winning or losing
money between smokers and non-smokers or low and high-risk smokers; and
(3) there was elevated activation in discordant pair smokers compared to both
their non-smoker cotwins and to exposure-matched concordant pair smokers in
frontal and parietal cortex regions that other studies have identified as being part
of fronto-parietal and cingulo-opercular task control, ventral attention, and default
mode networks. These results suggest that (1) there is consistent processing of
monetary win or loss in response to a guessing task; (2) reward processing is not
affected by lifetime regular smoking or differential risk for smoking among regular
smokers; and 3) engagement of cognitive control systems may be an indicator of
low genetic risk in regular smokers.
Barnes-Jewish Hospital Foundation in Saint Louis, Missouri; McDonnell Center
for Systems Neuroscience at Washington University; Alvin J. Siteman Cancer
Center (supported in part by an NCI Cancer Center Support Grant #P30 CA91842)
at Washington University School of Medicine and Barnes-Jewish Hospital in St.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andy Z.X. Zhu, University of Toronto, RM.4326 1
King’s College Cir., Toronto, ON M5S 1A8, Canada, Phone: 4168564912, Email:
zixing.zhu@utoronto.ca
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SMOKING CESSATION COUNSELING: PHYSICIAN’S USE OF THE “5R’S” IN
USUAL PRACTICE
Sofie L. Champassak, Delwyn Catley*, Sarah Finocchario-Kessler, Maghen Farris,
Maniza Ehtesham, and Kathy Goggin
The U.S. Public Health Service Clinical Practice Guideline recommends that
physicians provide tobacco cessation interventions to their patients at every visit.
While many studies have examined the extent to which physicians implement the
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guideline’s “5 A’s” (for smokers ready to quit) few studies have examined the extent
to which physicians implement the guideline’s “5 R’s” (risks, rewards, relevance,
roadblocks, and repeat) which are to be used in a Motivational Interviewing (MI)
consistent style with smokers not ready to quit. The purpose of this study was to
examine to what extent physicians in usual practice and without specific training
administered the 5 R’s including the use of an MI style. Thirty-eight physicians
were audio recorded by a research assistant during their routine clinical practice
conversations with patients who smoked. Audio files were transcribed and coded
by independent raters on the implementation of each of the 5 A’s and 5 R’s and
counseling style using the Motivational Interviewing Skill Code. Results revealed
that physicians frequently asked (94%), assessed (87%), and advised (74%)
patients to quit, but less frequently offered assistance to quit (68%) and arranged
a follow-up appointment with patients (23%). During counseling sessions with
patients not ready to quit smoking, physicians most frequently discussed the
patient’s personal relevance for quitting (82%), followed by discussing the risks of
smoking (73%). Roadblocks (45%) and rewards (36%) were discussed relatively
infrequently. MI skill code analyses revealed that physicians, on average, had a
moderate score for acceptance (4.5 on a 1-7 point scale) and autonomy support
(4.0), a low to moderate score for collaboration (3.3) and low scores for empathy
(3.0) and evocation (2.7). Specific behavior counts revealed that the most frequent
behavior was to give information and overall engaged in more MI inconsistent
rather than MI consistent strategies. Results suggest that for the Clinical Guideline
to be implemented appropriately physicians will need specialized training or will
need to be able to refer patients to counselors with the necessary expertise.
This research supported by the National Cancer Institute R01 DA025156.
Varenicline (Chantix ®) was provided by Pfizer through Investigator Initiated
Research Support (#WS759405).

smoking in PMA (i.e., negative affect reduction, withdrawal relief), and may inform
smoking intervention on approaches for individuals with elevated PMA.
Support: This research was supported by National Institute on Drug Abuse
Grants R01-DA026831 and K08-DA025041.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jordan Wong, Biology and Music, B.A., University
of Southern California, Preventive Medicine, 2309 Scarff Street, Los Angeles, CA
90007, United States, Phone: 480-399-2195, Email: jordanaw88@gmail.com
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A SMOKING INTERVENTION AMONG PEOPLE WITH PSYCHOTIC
DISORDERS—RESULTS FROM A RCT
Amanda Baker*1, Robyn Richmond2, Frances Kay-Lambkin3, Sacha Filia4, David
Castle5, Jill Williams6, Vanessa Clark7, Terry Lewin8, and Patrick McElduff9, 1Centre
for Translational Neuroscience and Mental Health, Faculty of Health, University of
Newcastle, Callaghan, NSW, Australia; 2School of Public Health and Community
Medicine, University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW, Australia; 3National Drug
and Alcohol Research Centre, University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW,
Australia; 4Monash Alfred Psychiatry Research Centre, The Alfred, and Central
Clinical School, Monash University, VIC, Australia; 5University of Melbourne and
Department of Psychiatry, St Vincent’s Hospital, Fitzroy, VIC, Australia; 6UMDNJRobert Wood Johnson Medical School, New Brunswick, NJ, USA; 7School of
Medicine and Public Health, Faculty of Health, University of Newcastle, Callaghan,
NSW, Australia; 8Hunter New England Mental Health, Newcastle, NSW, Australia;
9
School of Medicine and Public Health, Faculty of Health, University of Newcastle,
Callaghan, NSW, Australia

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sofie Champassak, University of Missouri, Kansas
City, 5030 Cherry St, Kansas City, MO 64110, United States, Phone: (816)
235-1091, Email: sofielc@gmail.com

People with severe mental disorders (SMD) have much higher rates of
smoking and other cancer risk factors compared to the general community. To our
knowledge, this is the first RCT to evaluate the effectiveness of a multi-component
intervention addressing smoking as well as multiple health behaviours among
people with a SMD. The Healthy Lifestyles Project was a randomized control
trial aimed at addressing multiple behavioural health risk factors. Participants
diagnosed with psychotic disorders residing in the community who were smoking
15 or more cigarettes per day (CPD) were randomly assigned to either a multicomponent face-to-face intervention addressing multiple health risk behaviours
or to a largely telephone delivered intervention addressing smoking only. There
were 8 weekly, 3 fortnightly and 6 monthly sessions scheduled, of approximately
60 minutes duration in the face-to-face condition and 10 minutes in the telephone
condition. Nicotine replacement therapy was provided. At baseline, participants
(N=235, Mean age=41.6 years, 59% male) were smoking on average 28.6 (SD=
15.3) CPD. CO verified point prevalence abstinence (last 7 days) was 16% (n=13)
at 15 weeks and 13% (n=9) at 12-months for the face-to-face condition and 17%
(n=15) and 13% (n=9) respectively for the telephone condition. At 15 weeks and
12-months, participants still smoking reduced their mean (SD) CPD for both the
face-to-face 10.8 (14.6) and 6.5 (12.1) and telephone interventions 11.4 (12.1)
and 6.0 (11.4), p<.001 for both time points. No significant differences were found
in smoking outcome between the face-to-face and a largely telephone-delivered
intervention. Face-to-face (focused on multiple health risk behaviours) and
telephone-delivered interventions (focused on smoking) are feasible and effective
among people with severe mental disorders.
This study was conducted while A. Baker was at the University of Newcastle.
It was funded by the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council.
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RELATIONS OF PSYCHOMOTOR RESTLESSNESS AND AGITATION TO
SMOKING CHARACTERISTICS IN A COMMUNITY SAMPLE OF CIGARETTE
SMOKERS
Jordan Wong, B.A., and Adam M. Leventhal, Ph.D., University of Southern
California
Psychomotor restlessness and agitation (PMA; unintentional motor activity
stemming from mental tension manifested as fidgeting, pacing, and hand-wringing)
is present in several psychiatric disorders and is a putative endophenotype of
depression. Extant data illustrates a relation between clinically-significant PMA
and smoking in psychiatric patients. Yet, little is known about: (a) reasons for
PMA-smoking relations, and (b) the role of subclinical PMA in smoking in nonpsychiatric samples. This study examined cross-sectional associations of PMA
to smoking characteristics (e.g., smoking history, smoking motives, dependence
levels) in a community sample of non-treatment-seeking smokers (N=191; 10+cigs/
day). At study intake, a trait measure of PMA that assesses variation across the
entire continuum of agitation/restlessness and a symptom index measure of
recent PMA were administered along with measures of smoking characteristics.
After statistically normalizing for demographics and overall depressive symptom
severity, both trait PMA and recent PMA symptoms were positively associated
with retrospective reports of level of withdrawal symptoms during previous quit
attempts, degree of negative affect reduction smoking expectancies, and degree
of expected negative consequences of smoking (ps < .05). Neither measure of
PMA was significantly related to nicotine dependence, smoking heaviness, or
positive affect enhancement smoking expectancies. As the first investigation
of PMA-smoking relations in a non-psychiatric sample, this study illustrates that
subclinical variation across the PMA continuum explains variance in smoking
characteristics, over and above composite measures of depression that aggregate
PMA along with other depressive symptoms. These findings shed light upon
smoking patterns associated with PMA, elucidate possible motivations underlying

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amanda Baker, University of Newcastle, Level
5, McAuley Centre, Waratah, 2323, Australia, Phone: +61240335717, Email:
Amanda.Baker@newcastle.edu.au
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to long-term cessation success. Certain lapse contextual factors can be predicted
prior to a cessation attempt and such information could be used to target cessation
treatment to address initial lapse risk factors.
This research was conducted supported by grants #P50 DA019706 and
# P50-DA010075-16 from NIH/NIDA and by grant #M01 RR03186 from the
General Clinical Research Centers Program of the National Center for Research
Resources, NIH and by the Wisconsin Partnership Program. Dr. Baker was
supported via NCI 1K05CA139871. Medication was provided to patients at no cost
under a research agreement with GlaxoSmithKline (GSK).

RANDOMIZED TRIAL OF BRIEF ALCOHOL COUNSELING FOR
HAZARDOUS DRINKING SMOKERS CALLING A TOBACCO QUITLINE
Benjamin A. Toll, Ph.D.*1,2,3, Steve Martino, Ph.D.1, Stephanie S. O’Malley,
Ph.D.1, Lisa M. Fucito, Ph.D.1, Sherry A. McKee, Ph.D.1, Christopher W. Kahler,
Ph.D.4, Ran Wu, M.S.1, Alana M. Rojewski, Ph.D.1, Andrew Hyland, Ph.D.5, Paula
Celestino, M.P.H.5, Srinivasa Seshadri, Ph.D.5, James Koutsky5, and K. Michael
Cummings, Ph.D.6, 1Yale University School of Medicine; 2Yale Cancer Center;
3
Smilow Cancer Hospital at Yale-New Haven; 4Brown University; 5Roswell Park
Cancer Institute; 6Medical University of South Carolina

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Megan Piper, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
University of Wisconsin, Center for Tobacco Research and Intervention, 1930
Monroe St., Suite 200, Madison, WI 53711, United States, Phone: 608-265-5472,
Email: mep@ctri.wisc.edu

Tobacco quitlines are an easily accessible, efficient, and effective means for
delivering cessation services. Daily smokers are at heightened risk for hazardous
drinking, alcohol abuse and dependence, and poorer tobacco quit outcomes
have been well-documented among heavy drinkers. In light of the evidence that
brief alcohol interventions can significantly reduce alcohol consumption, quitlines
represent a unique opportunity to improve smoking abstinence by targeting
alcohol reduction. We conducted a randomized clinical trial comparing: (1)
practical counseling plus smoking cessation print materials added to standard
care (PC + SC condition) to (2) alcohol intervention counseling + alcohol-focused
print materials added to standard care (AI + SC condition) with hazardous drinking
smokers (N=1,948) who called the NY State Smokers’ Quitline (NYSSQL) for
assistance in quitting smoking. Cessation coaches at the NYSSQL were trained to
provide both the alcohol intervention and the practical counseling. All counseling
sessions were recorded, and approximately 20% of the (n=400) audio recordings
were evaluated by 7 blind tape raters trained on a fidelity manual of rating items
(ICCs range=.81-.99). We found excellent discrimination between the 2 conditions.
For the main smoking cessation outcome of 7-day point prevalence abstinence
at the 7-month follow-up survey, a statistically significant effect favoring the AI
+ SC group (26.2%) as compared with the PC + SC group (20.4%) was found
[OR = 1.39; 95% CI = 1.03 to 1.87; p<.05]. This finding suggests that adding brief
alcohol counseling to a quitline’s standard smoking cessation treatment promotes
increased cessation rates for hazardous drinking smokers. If replicated, alcohol
interventions for use by quitline coaches could be disseminated to quitlines across
the country. This would provide a low-cost method for increasing the effectiveness
of a moderate-intensity intervention for smoking cessation that has the potential to
reach millions of smokers.
This research was supported in part by National Cancer Institute Grant R01CA140256 and the NYS Department of Health.
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THE EFFECT OF COMT VAL(158)MET GENOTYPE ON COGNITIVE
DYSFUNCTION PRODUCED BY SMOKING ABSTINENCE DIFFERS IN
SCHIZOPHRENIA VERSUS CONTROLS
Victoria Caroline Wing, Ph.D.*1, Joseph F. Cubells, M.D., Ph.D.2, Kristi A. Sacco,
Psy.D.3, Tony P. George, M.D., FRCPC1,3, 1Division of Brain and Therapeutics,
Department of Psychiatry, University of Toronto and Schizophrenia Program,
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, Toronto, ON, Canada; 2Departments
of Genetics and Psychiatry, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA,
USA; 3Program for Research in Smokers with Mental Illness and Department of
Psychiatry, Yale University, School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA
Background: Polymorphisms in the catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene
have been linked with cognitive performance and tobacco dependence vulnerability
and relapse. Cognitive dysfunction and tobacco addiction are both associated with
a diagnosis of schizophrenia. Morevoer, smokers with schizophrenia suffer more
severe cognitive dysfunction during smoking abstinence and cogntive deficits are
associated with smoking cessation failure. This study examined the effect of the
COMT genotype on the cognitive dysfunction produced by smoking abstinence in
schizophrenia and control smokers. Methods: Smokers with schizophrenia (n=27)
and control smokers (n=28) enrolled in a study to examine the effects of cigarette
smoking and the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist mecamylamine
hydrochloride on cognitive performance were genotyped for the COMT Val158Met
polymorphism. Neuropsychological assessments were performed at smoking
baseline, after overnight abstinence and after smoking reinstatement. Results:
Cognitive data collected in the placebo week showed that on a diagnosis level,
overnight abstinence induced a deficit in visuospatial working memory (VSWM) in
smokers with schizophrenia but not healthy controls [F(2,49)=4.1, p=0.048]. There
was a significant effect of COMT genotype [F(2,49)=3.2, p=0.050] and a genotype
x diagnosis interaction [F(2,49)=3.42, p=0.041] on the impairment in VSWM
produced by smoking abstinence. Both control and schizophrenia smokers with a
Val/Val genotype (n=11 and n=13) experienced greater abstinence-induced VSWM
impairment than their Met/Met counterparts (n=7 and n=5). Similar to the Val/Val
group, Val/Met heterozygotes with schizophrenia (n=9) also exhibited VSWM
deficits during abstinence; control heterozygotes (n=10) did not. Discussion: These
data suggest that the cognitive impairments induced by smoking abstinence are
influenced by COMT genotype and that this effect differs by psychiatric diagnosis.
Understanding the genetic underpinnings of cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia
could guide the development of smoking cessation medications and cognitive
enhancers for this population of difficult to treat tobacco smokers.
This work was conducted at Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA. It was
funded by grants R01-DA-14039, R01-DA-13672 and K02-DA-16611 from the
National Institute on Drug Abuse (to TPG), and a National Alliance for Research of
Schizophrenia and Depression Young Investigator Award (to TPG), and the Chair
in Addiction Psychiatry at the University of Toronto (TPG).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Benjamin Toll, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Yale
University, Psychiatry, 1 Long Wharf Drive, New Haven, CT 06511, United States,
Phone: 203-974-5767, Email: benjamin.toll@yale.edu
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EARLY LAPSES IN A CESSATION ATTEMPT: LAPSE CONTEXTS,
CESSATION SUCCESS AND PREDICTORS OF EARLY LAPSE
Megan E. Piper*1, Jonathan F. Deiches1, Timothy B. Baker1, and Stephanie T.
Lanza2, 1University of Wisconsin; 2Pennsylvania State University
Understanding the process of relapse is critical to developing effective smoking
cessation treatment and preventing the personal and societal costs of smoking.
The goal of this research is to extend our understanding of early initial lapse
contexts (within 8 weeks of quitting) by using more comprehensive assessments
of context, a contemporary sample, and sophisticated analytic techniques.
Participants from a randomized controlled smoking cessation trial who quit
smoking for at least 24 hours (N=1034) and then subsequently lapsed (N=551)
completed baseline assessments of demographics and tobacco dependence, a
daily smoking calendar to determine latency to lapse and relapse (7 consecutive
days of smoking), and an assessment of initial lapse context (affect, location,
activity, interpersonal, cigarette availability). Latent class analysis was used to
analyze the six context constructs; logistic regression and Cox regression were
used to relate context to cessation outcomes. Early lapsing was related to worse
long-term cessation outcome relative to those who were continuously abstinent
for the first 8 weeks. Cigarettes were easily available in almost 75% of lapses.
Latent class analysis revealed five distinct initial lapse context classes: (1)
Talking, With Friends, Angry; (2) Social; (3) Alone; (4) With Spouse, Angry; and
(5) With Smoking Spouse. Initial lapse contexts and lapse context classes were
differentially related to cessation outcome and to baseline predictors, including
age, gender, and tobacco dependence facets. Early sustained abstinence is key

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Victoria Wing, PhD, Project Scientist, Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health, 33 Russell Street, Toronto, ON M5S 2S1, Canada,
Phone: 416-535-8501 x4882, Fax: 416-979-4676, Email: vicky_wing@camh.net
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more likely to be current users than those who believe it not at all acceptable. Age
of first use questions were analyzed to uncover students who previously never
smoked a cigarette or the waterpipe (n=736) and went on to experiment with the
waterpipe (n=85). All 85 students went on to smoke a cigarette, 36.5% went on
to become less than daily smokers, and 10.6% daily smokers. Among students
who did not experiment with the waterpipe (n=651), only 5.1% went on to smoke
a cigarette, 0.8% became less than daily smokers and none daily smokers. In
addition to the community college being a high risk environment for waterpipe use,
concerns about waterpipe use leading to nicotine dependence appear warranted.
This study was supported by a Hulda Crooks Dissertation Award, Loma Linda
University.

SMOKING KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES, AND SERVICES ACROSS
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT MODALITIES
Erin A. McClure*1, Shauna Acquavita2, Kelly Dunn3, Kenneth Stoller3, Corey
Molzon4, and Maxine Stitzer3, 1Medical University of South Carolina School
of Medicine, Charleston, SC; 2University of Cincinnati School of Social Work,
Cincinnati, OH; 3Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD;
4
Loyola College Department of Psychology, Baltimore, MD
The majority of individuals seeking treatment for substance abuse are
cigarette smokers, yet smoking cessation is rarely addressed during treatment.
Characterizing smoking knowledge, attitudes, and services provided to patients
enrolled in substance abuse treatment and exploring differences across treatment
modalities may facilitate development of maximally effective treatment strategies.
This study administered the Smoking Knowledge, Attitudes, and Services scale
(Guydish et al., 2011) to compare differences across patients contacting drug
free, psychosocial services (DF; N=122) compared to opioid-replacement therapy
(ORT; N=102). Items were rated on a scale from 1-5, with higher ratings indicating
greater knowledge of smoking hazards, attitudes in favor of smoking cessation, and
more clinician and program smoking cessation services. Of participants enrolled
in ORT, 85% were current smokers, compared to 72% of DF participants (X2=5.6,
p<.05). ORT participants reported slightly higher cigarettes per day compared to
DF participants (12.8 vs.10.6, respectively; t=2.2, p<.05), and greater levels of
nicotine dependence (5.2 vs. 4.1, respectively; t=3.2, p<.05), as measured by
the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence. Treatment modality did not predict
differences in levels of smoking knowledge, attitudes, and clinician services, but
ORT participants reported greater access to smoking cessation services through
their programs and rated their programs as having policies and procedures that
were more favorable towards smoking cessation (t=2.2, p<.05). Interestingly, about
half (53%) of respondents felt that the best time to quit smoking was at the same
time as stopping drug use. These data suggest patients entering treatment for
substance abuse report smoking and believe that smoking cessation should begin
soon after beginning treatment. Most patients did not contact smoking cessation
resources; therefore, identifying efficacious interventions that can be standardized
across treatment settings without substantially increasing burden or cost, would be
an important advancement for this population.
Funding: NIDA grants T32 DA07209 and U10 DA013034.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maria De Borba-Silva, Dr.P.H.(c), Loma Linda
University, 3361 Chrisann Circle, San Bernardino, CA 92407, United States,
Phone: 310-409-7576, Email: mdeborbasilva@yahoo.com
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MENTHOL CIGARETTE AND MARIJUANA USE AMONG ADOLESCENTS
Grace Kong, Ph.D.*, Nisha Singh, Dana Cavallo, Ph.D., Deepa R. Camenga,
M.D., and Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, Ph.D., Yale University School of Medicine
Despite the association between cigarette smoking and marijuana use among
adolescents, little is known about relationship between menthol cigarette smoking
and marijuana use. Menthol cigarette smoking among adolescents has increased
in recent years and it is associated with greater addictive potential and adverse
health outcomes. Thus, we examined the relationship between menthol cigarette
and marijuana use among high-school aged adolescents using two studies.
Study 1 examined a school-wide survey data in a high school in CT (n=896;
18% current smokers) and Study 2 examined baseline data of high-school aged,
treatment-seeking, daily cigarette smokers (n=157). In Study 1, 41% of current
smokers reported primarily smoking menthol cigarettes and 32% of all high school
students reported past 30-day marijuana use; in Study 2, among daily smokers,
62% reported menthol cigarette use, and 69% reported past 30-day marijuana
use. In Study 1, multivariate-adjusted logistic regression models indicated that
compared to non-mental cigarette smoking, menthol cigarette smoking among
current smokers was associated with lifetime marijuana use (OR=4.45; 95%
CI: 1.47-13.46) but not with past 30-day use. In Study 2, among daily smokers,
compared to non-menthol cigarette smoking, menthol cigarette smoking was
associated with past 30-day marijuana use (OR=2.34; 95% CI: 1.13-4.85). The
significant association between menthol cigarette and marijuana smoking among
adolescents underscores the need to conduct research to understand factors that
promote co-occurring use of these substances.
This work was supported by the National Institute on Drug Abuse at the National
Institutes of Health, grant #P50 DA09421, R01 DA0264.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Erin McClure, PhD, Medical University of South
Carolina, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 125 Doughty St, Charleston, SC
29403, United States, Phone: 8437927192, Fax: 8437923982, Email: mccluree@
musc.edu
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WATERPIPE USE AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE: GATEWAY TO
CIGARETTES

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Grace Kong, Yale University School of Medicine,
34 Park St. Room S-201, New Haven, CT 06519, United States, Phone: 203 974
7601, Email: grace.kong@yale.edu

Maria De Borba-Silva, Dr.P.H.(c), M.P.H.*1, Pramil Singh, Dr.P.H., M.P.H.1,
Hildemar Dos Santos, M.D., Dr.P.H.1, Jayakaran Job, M.D., Dr.P.H.1, Susanne
Montgomery, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, and T.L. Brink, Ph.D.2, 1Loma Linda University;
2
Crafton Hills College
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PROVIDER-DELIVERED TOBACCO DEPENDENCE TREATMENT TO
MEDICAID SMOKERS: RESULTS OF A FEASIBILITY TRIAL

A literature search on U.S. collegiate waterpipe use with Google Scholar
uncovered fifteen peer-reviewed studies indicating lifetime use in the range of
11 - 61% and current use 5 - 30%; all fifteen studies were conducted at four-year
colleges. Common correlates of use are younger age (18-19), male gender,
White, past and concurrent substance use, and the belief that the waterpipe
is less harmful and addictive than cigarettes, as well as being highly socially
acceptable. In fall 2011, a cross-sectional survey was administered to 1,207
students at two demographically diverse (43% Latino, 25% White, 14% Multirace,
9% African-American, 4% Asian) Southern California community colleges. This
first-ever community college study found use in the higher range of the literature:
55.5% reported ever using the waterpipe, and more than one in three (34.1%)
in the previous year. More students have experimented with the waterpipe than
ever smoked a cigarette (48.8%). Current use (10.8%) is associated with current
alcohol (AOR=2.8, p<.001), current cigar (AOR=2.5, p<.01) and current cigarette
use (AOR=1.8, p<.05) as well as female binge drinking (AOR=1.8, p=<.05).
Current marijuana, illegal drug, and smokeless tobacco use are not associated
with any measure of waterpipe use. There are no gender or economic (financial
aid, first generation, hours worked per week status) differences in waterpipe use.
Students believing the waterpipe very socially acceptable are 21 times (p<.001)

Amy K. Ferketich, Ph.D.*1, Michael Pennell, Ph.D.1, Ling Wang, M.P.H.1, Eric
Seiber, Ph.D.1, Michael D. Adolph, M.D., M.P.H.2, Thalia Farietta1, and Mary Ellen
Wewers, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, 1The Ohio State University College of Public Health; 2The
Ohio State University College of Medicine
Background: The smoking prevalence is 48% among Medicaid enrollees in
the Appalachian region of Ohio, which is more than twice the state estimate. The
objective of this project was to test the feasibility of a physician office-delivered
smoking cessation intervention targeting smokers enrolled in Medicaid in Ohio
Appalachia.
Methods: A group-randomized trial was used to pilot test the
intervention in 8 physician offices (4 intervention and 4 control). Intervention
physicians were given a 2-hour educational session on how to incorporate brief
counseling into practice. Control physicians were given the clinician’s version of the
Clinical Practice Guideline and information about the Ohio Quitline. The goal was to
recruit 30 Medicaid smokers from each office as they came in for an appointment.
Intervention clinic smokers were offered 12 weeks of nurse-delivered telephone
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cessation counseling. Control clinic smokers were given information about the
Ohio Quitline. The outcomes assessed at 3 months included abstinence, 24-hour
quit attempts and use of pharmacotherapy. Self-reported quitters were asked to
provide a saliva sample by mail for cotinine analysis. Following convention, those
who did not complete the 3-month assessment were counted as smokers who
did not use pharmacotherapy or attempt to quit. Results: A total of 214 Medicaid
smokers were enrolled (99 intervention, 115 control). In the intervention arm, 58%
of participants enrolled in telephone counseling. At 3 months, 58% of intervention
and 64% of control participants had at least one quit attempt, 34% of intervention
and 46% of control participants self-reported using pharmacotherapy, and 24%
of intervention and 16% of control participants self-reported abstinence (all not
significantly different). Only 11% in the intervention and 3.5% in the control groups
were confirmed quitters (not significantly different). Conclusion: It is feasible
to implement a tobacco dependence treatment program in Medicaid offices.
Smokers were not necessarily interested in quitting at baseline; however, over half
made at least one quit attempt, over one-third used pharmacotherapy and over
half enrolled in counseling.
R21CA141603-01, Examining the effect of a provider-delivered intervention
among Medicaid smokers, PI: A. Ferketich.

SMOKING BEHAVIOR AND TOXICANT EXPOSURE AFTER
EXPERIMENTALLY SWITCHING FROM FACTORY MADE TO SELF-MADE
CIGARETTES
L.L. Canlas*, Z.R. Rosenberry, J.L. Potts, and W.B. Pickworth, Battelle Center for
Analytics and Public Health, Baltimore, MD
In the U.S. and abroad there has been a dramatic increase in the use of
self-made cigarettes. Most of these smokers formerly smoked factory made (FM)
cigarettes and switched to make-your own (MYO) in response to price increases.
The comparative behavior changes and toxicant exposure associated with
switching from FM to MYO cigarettes have not been evaluated. In this four-visit
study, six FM smokers experimentally switched to exclusively smoking cigarettes
they made themselves by using a machine to inject loose tobacco into preformed
filtered cigarette tubes (personal machine made [PMM]) – a type of MYO – for
15 days. Participants (4 men, 2 women) reported no previous PMM use. At Visit
1 (V1), their usual FM cigarette was smoked ad lib through the CReSS puff
topography instrument; heart rate (HR), carbon monoxide (CO), and blood were
taken before and after smoking. They were shown how to make PMMs using a
machine, tobacco, and tubes provided by the lab. They then exclusively smoked
PMMs for 14 days. At each of the 3 subsequent lab visits (all 4 days apart), they
made 5 PMMs and smoked one through CReSS. Physiological and biochemical
measures were taken before and after smoking, and a smoking behavior
questionnaire was administered. Participants reportedly continued to smoke
an average of 22 cigarettes per day, regardless of cigarette type. They became
efficient producers of PMMs as evidenced in the reduced time to make 5 PMMs in
the lab (377 sec at V1 to 211 sec at V4). Visual analog scales showed most found it
easy and enjoyable to make and smoke PMMs. Compared to the V1 FM cigarette,
the PMMs were smoked faster and with more puffs, averaging higher puff volumes
and velocities. Participants averaged a slightly higher HR boost (8 bpm) and lower
CO boost (5 ppm) with PMMs compared to FMs (4 bpm and 7 ppm, respectively).
If given a choice, they would have preferred FMs at V2, but had no preference at
V4. Of participants contacted for a 1-month follow-up, none continued smoking
PMMs. This preliminary study demonstrated FM smokers can readily adopt PMM
preparation and smoking while exposing themselves to toxicant levels similar to
those seen after FM smoking.
This research was supported by a grant from the National Cancer Institute at
the National Institutes of Health (1R01CA138973-01/5R01CA138973-02).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amy Ferketich, PhD, Associate Professor, The
Ohio State University, College of Public Health, 310 Cunz Hall, Columbus, OH
43212, United States, Phone: 614-292-7326, Email: aferketich@cph.osu.edu
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A PILOT TEST OF AN INTERVENTION TARGETING PHYSICIAN DELIVERY
OF CESSATION COUNSELING
Ling Wang, M.P.H.*1, Thalia Farietta1, Michael Pennell, Ph.D.1, Eric Seiber, Ph.D.1,
Michael D. Adolph, M.D., M.P.H.2, Mary Ellen Wewers, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, and Amy K.
Ferketich, Ph.D.1, 1The Ohio State University College of Public Health; 2The Ohio
State University College of Medicine;
Background: Physician delivered advice to quit smoking has been shown to
produce an increase in abstinence rates. The objective of this project was to pilot
test an intervention designed to increase the prevalence of physician-delivered
counseling to quit smoking to Medicaid-enrolled smokers. Methods: A grouprandomized trial was used to pilot the intervention in 8 offices (4 intervention,
4 control). Intervention physicians were given a 2-hour interactive educational
session on how to incorporate brief counseling into practice. The theoretical
framework was the Theory of Planned Behavior, with constructs attitudes,
perceived behavioral control and normative beliefs. Control physicians were given
the clinician’s version of the Clinical Practice Guideline and quitline information.
The goal was to recruit 30 Medicaid smokers from each clinic as they came in for
an appointment. One week following recruitment, smokers were called by the study
nurse and asked questions about whether the physician offered brief counseling
and quit assistance. Physicians were administered a questionnaire at baseline and
following completion of recruitment that asked questions about their counseling
behavior using the TPB framework. Results: A total of 214 Medicaid smokers
were enrolled (99 intervention, 115 control) and 197 completed the one-week
follow-up. At one week, 68% of intervention and 58% of control smokers reported
being asked about tobacco use, 69% of intervention and 63% of control smokers
reporting being advised to quit, and 30% of intervention and 56% of control
smokers reported receiving a prescription for pharmacotherapy (p<0.01). Across
both groups, at the end of participant recruitment physicians were more likely to
report that counseling takes time away from important tasks and less likely to say
that it was out of their control (p<0.05). Conclusion: There was little difference
in outcomes between physicians who received the extended intervention versus
those who received the brief intervention. Both groups improved their perceived
behavioral control following the study. Interestingly, more smokers in control clinics
received a prescription for pharmacotherapy.
R21CA141603-01; Examining the effect of a provider-delivered intervention
among Medicaid smokers; PI: A.K. Ferketich.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lauren Canlas, B.S., Health Researcher, Battelle
Memorial Institute, Center for Analytics and Public Health, 6115 Falls Road,
Baltimore, MD 21209, United States, Phone: 410-459-0514, Email: canlasl@
battelle.org
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EXAMINING THE EFFECTS OF SMOKING EXPECTANCY ON NEURAL
AND BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TO REWARD IN NICOTINE-DEPRIVED
SMOKERS
Stephen J. Wilson, Ph.D.*1, Mauricio R. Delgado, Ph.D.2, Sherry A. McKee, Ph.D.3,
Robert R. MacLean, M.S.1, Travis T. Nichols, M.S.1, and Shannon L. Henry, B.S.1,
1
The Pennsylvania State University; 2Rutgers University-Newark; 3Yale School of
Medicine
Addiction is characterized by a blunted response to non-drug rewards,
particularly when drugs are accessible. Animal studies indicate that there
are large individual differences in the extent to which non-drug rewards are
devalued when drugs are available and that several clinically relevant aspects
of addictive behavior are predicted by this individual variability. We examined
whether similar effects are observed in humans. After abstaining from smoking
for 12-hrs, 44 smokers performed a monetary feedback task while fMRI data were
collected. Prior to the task, all participants were informed that they would not be
permitted to smoke during the 2-hr study. Halfway through the task, one group
of participants was reminded that they would not be able to smoke during the
study (control group), while the other group was told that the initial instructions
were mistaken and that they would be able to smoke shortly (expectancy-shift
group). Both groups then completed additional runs of the task, after which they
were removed from the scanner. Subsequently, the expectancy-shift group was
given the chance to earn additional money by delaying smoking. As predicted, the
expectancy-shift group exhibited a significantly smaller response to reward in the
striatum after being informed that they would be able to smoke, relative to when

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amy Ferketich, PhD, Associate Professor, The
Ohio State University, College of Public Health, 310 Cunz Hall, Columbus, OH
43212, United States, Phone: 614-292-7326, Email: aferketich@cph.osu.edu
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smoking was not anticipated. Further, striatal responses to reward were strongly
related to the length of time that expectancy-shift participants delayed smoking to
earn money after being removed from the scanner. Unexpectedly, participants in
the control group also demonstrated a reduction in the striatal response to reward
after being reminded that they could not smoke during the study, perhaps because
the instructions increased their level of frustration. Taken together, these findings
are consistent with the idea that smoking expectancy may dampen sensitivity to
non-drug rewards, but suggest that other factors may produce similar effects.
Results provide preliminary evidence that variability in the neural responses
to reward under high-risk conditions may serve as a sensitive biomarker for
vulnerability to relapse in smokers.
Funding for this study was provided by NIDA Grant R03DA029675.

to quitting in this group should improve quit rates. This pilot study was the first
to examine a targeted mood management intervention for smoking cessation
in smokers with bipolar disorder. Its aims were to determine feasibility of study
design, intervention efficacy, and participant satisfaction with treatment. Methods:
Ten adults with bipolar disorder (mean age=44, SD=13; 70% men) who smoked
at least 10 cigarettes per day and were not currently experiencing symptoms of
mania or depression were enrolled. All participants received 8 weeks of open-label
nicotine patch and 12 weekly, 60-minute individual counseling sessions designed
to increase cognitive-behavioral skills in mood management, reduce substance
use, and increase medication adherence. Results: Recruitment took place over
13 months. Eligibility criteria were modified several times to enhance recruitment
feasibility. Participants rated the intervention as at least moderately helpful (M= 3.3
out of 4), and there was excellent retention of participants through end of treatment
(90%). Components of the intervention reported to be most helpful were therapist
support and standard tobacco intervention strategies. Several participants
reported anecdotally that they did not see a connection between smoking and
mood, suggesting a potential problem with intervention credibility. Two participants
(20%) achieved CO-verified, 4-week prolonged abstinence at end of treatment.
Conclusions: Recruitment was challenging, but the vast majority of participants
completed the treatment and found the intervention helpful. Standard elements of
counseling (vs. targeted elements) were regarded as most helpful. The quit rate
was modest but consistent with other studies involving smokers with psychiatric
disorders. Given the lack of uniform support for the credibility and helpfulness
of the targeted components of this intervention, investigation of alternative
approaches is under way.
This study was conducted while the first author was at the University of
Cincinnati College of Medicine. The work was supported by a grant from the
National Institute on Drug Abuse (#K23DA026517, to JLH), and by the Department
of Veterans Affairs.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stephen Wilson, The Pennsylvania State
University, Psychology, 140 Ritenour Building, University Park, PA 16802, United
States, Phone: 814-865-6219, Email: sjw42@psu.edu
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COMT VAL158MET MODULATES SUBJECTIVE RESPONSES TO
INTRAVENOUS NICOTINE AND COGNITIVE PERFORMANCE IN ABSTINENT
SMOKERS
Aryeh I. Herman, Psy.D., M.S.1, Peter I. Jatlow, M.D.2, Joel Gelernter, M.D.1, and
Mehmet Sofuoglu, M.D., Ph.D.*1, 1Department of Psychiatry, Yale University,
School of Medicine, and VA Connecticut Healthcare System, West Haven, CT;
2
Department of Laboratory Medicine, Yale University, School of Medicine, New
Haven CT

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jaimee Heffner, Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center, 1100 Fairview Ave. N., M3-B232, Seattle, WA 98109, United
States, Phone: 206-667-7314, Email: jheffner@fhcrc.org

The COMT Val158Met (rs4680) polymorphism has been studied for many
psychiatric phenotypes including nicotine addiction. We examined the influence
of the COMT Val158Met on subjective, physiological, and cognitive effects of
intravenous (IV) nicotine use in a sample of African American (AAs) (n=56) and
European American (EAs) (n=68) smokers. All study participants were given saline
followed by 0.5 and 1.0 mg/70 kg doses of nicotine, administered 30 minutes
apart following overnight abstinence from smoking. Smokers with the Val/Val
genotype, compared with those carrying the Met allele, reported greater subjective
drug effects in response to nicotine including the rating of “Feel Drug Strength,”
“Feel Bad Effects,” “Feel Anxious,” and Feel “Sedated.” Val/Val genotype was
associated with more severe withdrawal symptoms in smokers following overnight
abstinence. Women with the COMT Val/Val variation had greater cigarette craving
and irritability than men with either Val/Val or Met carrier. Smokers with the Val/Val
genotype performed better in the math test. Furthermore, in AA smokers Val/Val
genotype was associated with higher blood pressure values compared with those
carrying the Met allele. These findings are first to suggest that COMT Val158Met
variation may also affect subjective drug effects to nicotine and withdrawal
severity. Our findings provide potential mechanisms by which COMT Val158Met
variation may influence nicotine dependence and treatment outcomes. Results
from this study support the rationale of pharmacologically inhibiting COMT to aid
with smoking cessation among Val/Val genotype smokers.
This research was supported by the Veterans Administration Mental Illness
Research, Education and Clinical Center and NIH grants R03 DA027474, K12
DA00167 (AH); and R01 DA12690 and R01 DA12849.
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ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF CONSUMER
ACCEPTABILITY OF ELECTRONIC NICOTINE DELIVERY SYSTEMS (ENDS)
Pamela I. Clark, Ph.D.*1, Craig G. McDonald, Ph.D.2, Blair N. Coleman, M.P.H.1,
Eva Sharma, M.P.H.1, and George Buzzell, B.S.2, 1University of Maryland College
Park; 2George Mason University
Background: Despite drastic increase in awareness and use, scientific
evidence is inconclusive on the efficacy of electronic nicotine delivery systems
(ENDS), better known as “e-cigarettes.” The aim of this study was to determine
the abuse liability potential of ENDS in a sample of smokers using event-related
brain potentials (ERPs). ERPs provide a convenient and objective index of
regional cortical arousal that can be associated with varying levels of nicotine
administration. The primary ERP component of interest was the parietal P3b, as
this component has previously been linked to addiction liability. Methods: In this
within subjects study, cigarette smokers, during four separate laboratory visits,
smoked ENDS, ENDS placebo, their own brand cigarettes, and “sham” smoked
their own brand cigarette in a Latin-square order. During smoking sessions, ERPs
elicited by stimuli presented in the context of a two-stimulus oddball task were
recorded. ERPs were recorded immediately before and after smoking, as were
subjective measures (relief of craving/withdrawal). Results: Preliminary results
suggest that the P3b component of the ERP was elevated following smoking
ENDS, but not participants’ own brand of cigarette. However, the P3a component,
an index of the involuntary orienting of attention, appeared to be increased
following smoking own brand but not ENDS. Thus, there appears to have been
a double dissociation between which of these ERP components were affected
by ENDs or cigarettes. Conclusions: These preliminary findings suggest that
ENDS may produce qualitatively different neurocognitive effects as compared to
cigarettes. This suggests that product acceptability of ENDS and cigarettes may
be determined by different cognitive mechanisms.
This study was conducted while the first author was at the University of
Maryland. Supported by NIH/NIDA grant #5R21DA030622.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Aryeh Herman, Psy.D., Associate Research
Scientist, Yale School of Medicine, Psychiatry, 950 Campbell Ave, West Haven,
CT 06516, United States, Phone: 203.937.3486X7432, Email: aryeh.herman@
yale.edu
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PILOT STUDY OF A MOOD MANAGEMENT INTERVENTION FOR SMOKING
CESSATION IN ADULTS WITH BIPOLAR DISORDER
Jaimee L. Heffner, Ph.D.*1, Robert M. Anthenelli, M.D.2, Melissa P. DelBello, M.D.3,
Stephen M. Strakowski, M.D.3, and Lauren Stahl, D.Psych.3, 1Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center; 2VA San Diego Healthcare System and University of
California at San Diego; 3University of Cincinnati College of Medicine

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Blair N. Coleman, MPH, University of Maryland,
Behavioral and Community Health, 2387 SPH Building, Valley Drive, College Park,
MD 20742, United States, Phone: 3014058740, Email: bcolema2@umd.edu

Background: Cigarette smoking is 2 to 3 times more prevalent among adults
with bipolar disorder than in the general population, and rates of successful
quitting are low. Targeted interventions designed to address common barriers
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exposure. Conclusions: Findings suggest that psychological and pharmacological
factors play a role in smoking behavior, representing important mechanisms in the
reinforcement of smoking. Additionally, it was observed that the nicotine lozenge,
a form of nicotine replacement therapy, was not effective in reducing cue-induced
craving.
This study was funded by a discovery grant from the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada.

SUBJECTIVE RESPONSE TO NICOTINE BY MENSTRUAL PHASE AND
DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS STATUS
Sharon Allen*1, Alicia Allen1, Scott Lunos1, Mustafa al’Absi2, Stephen J. Heishman3,
and Dorothy K. Hatsukami1, 1University of Minnesota; 2University of Minnesota,
Duluth; 3NIDA Intramural Research Program, NIH

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sean Barrett, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
Dalhousie University, Psychology Department, Halifax, NS B3H 4R2, Canada,
Phone: 19024943417, Fax: 19024946585, Email: Sean.Barrett@dal.ca

Introduction: The majority of women who attempt to quit smoking relapse
within a few days. The goal of this analysis was to explore the association
of two relapse risk factors (menstrual phase and depressive symptoms) on
nicotine tolerance.
Methods: Women, ages 18-40, who smoked at least 5
cigarettes/day and had regular menstrual cycles were recruited to participate in
a controlled cross-over study. At screening, study participants were stratified into
no depressive symptoms (NDS) or depressive symptoms (DS) groups based on
the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 and the Composite International Diagnostic
Interview. Participants then completed two lab sessions on the fourth day of
smoking abstinence during the follicular (F) and luteal (L) phases. During the lab
session participants self-administered 2mg of nicotine via nasal spray (Time 0 and
95 minutes) and completed a series of Visual Analog Scale (VAS) assessments
(Time -30, 5, 20, 30, 60, 95, 110, 120, and 150 minutes). Random intercept
models were used to measure the effect of menstrual phase and depressive
symptoms status on VAS outcomes. Results: Participants (n=189) were, on
average, 29.8±7.6 years old. The NDS and DS groups were similar in terms
of baseline characteristics except for cigarettes/day (NDS: 14.3±6.4 vs. SDS:
11.7±5.4; p=0.002). We observed a significant phase by NDS group interaction
such that those in the NDS group reported a significantly greater ‘Head Rush’ after
the second dose of nicotine nasal spray during the F phase compared to the L
phase, whereas those in the DS group did not have a menstrual phase difference
in ‘Head Rush’ (p=0.0165). No other significant differences were observed by
phase or depressive symptoms status. Conclusion: Among NDS women, the F
phase may be associated with experiencing a greater sensation upon a repeated
dose of nicotine. The lower tolerance in F phase could play a role in smoking
relapse. This was not seen in the DS group. Additional research is needed to
confirm this finding and investigate how it may impact risk for relapse.
Funding: NIDA R01-DA08075.
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ACUTE EFFECTS OF VERY LOW NICOTINE CONTENT CIGARETTES ON
COGNITION IN SMOKERS WITH AND WITHOUT SCHIZOPHRENIA
Christopher G. AhnAllen, Ph.D.*1, and Jennifer W. Tidey, Ph.D.2, 1VA Boston
Healthcare System, Harvard Medical School; 2Brown University Center for Alcohol
and Addictions Studies
Persons with schizophrenia continue to smoke at alarmingly higher rates than
the general population. Decreasing nicotine levels in cigarettes marketed within the
United States is being considered by the FDA as a strategy to reduce smoking rates.
Examining the acute impact of smoking cigarettes with very low nicotine content
(VLNC) on cognition provides initial information on how reducing nicotine levels
in cigarettes may affect smokers. In this 2x3 within subject design, smokers with
schizophrenia (SS) and nonpsychiatric control (CS) completed laboratory sessions
in which they either smoked their usual brand (UB) or very low nicotine content
cigarettes (VLNC) combined with placebo (PLA) or 42 mg nicotine (NIC) patches
for 5 hours. Next, they underwent cognitive testing that assessed visual sustained
attention, visual memory, and processing speed. Total enrolled participants (SS, n
= 29; CS, n = 28) completed certain measures including the Conners’ Continuous
Performance Test II (CPT II) and Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated
Batteries (CANTAB) subtests (Delayed Matching to Sample (DMS), Rapid Visual
Information Processing (RVP), and Simple Reaction Time (SRT)). As expected, SS
exhibited slower reaction time and accuracy than CS across multiple domains (p’s
< .05). VLNC, versus UB, cigarettes resulted in slower hit reaction time (CPT-II, p
= .001) but overall exhibited comparable impact on cognition to UB. VLNC+NIC,
versus VLNC+PLA, improved hit reaction time (CPT-II, p = .01; RVP, p = .01; SRT,
p < .05), total hits (RVP, p < .01), detectability (RVP, p < .01), and percentage
of commission errors (SRT, p < .01). In this acute administration study, results
suggest that reducing nicotine in cigarettes has some interference on cognitive
functioning in SS and CS with reversal of impairment evident on processing speed
and sustained attention following augmentation with high-dose nicotine patch.
Further examination of how reducing nicotine content in cigarettes may affect
smokers over a longer term period of administration is needed.
Funding: R01DA14002 & U54DA031659 (Tidey); T32 DA016184 (AhnAllen).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Alicia Allen, MPH, Project Manager, University
of Minnesota, Family Medicine & Community Health, 717 Delaware Street,
Minneapolis, MN 55414, United States, Phone: 612-624-0896, Fax: 612-6244610, Email: alle0299@umn.edu
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THE IMPACT OF STIMULUS EXPECTANCIES AND NICOTINE
PHARMACOLOGY ON CIGARETTE CRAVING
Hera E. Schlagintweit*, Kimberly P. Good, and Sean P. Barrett, Departments of
Psychology and Psychiatry, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS, Canada

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Christopher AhnAllen, PhD, Staff Psychologist, VA
Boston Healthcare System, Brockton VA Inpatient Mental Health - WARD 23B,
Brockton, MA 02301, United States, Phone: 774-826-1007, Email: christopher.
ahnallen@va.gov

Objective: Nicotine is often credited as the sole factor responsible for the
reinforcing properties of cigarette smoking. Yet, evidence indicates that various
non-pharmacological factors (e.g., expectancy) are also attributable to smoking
reinforcement. This study used a balanced placebo design to examine the relative
contribution of pharmacological and psychological components on smoking’s
reinforcing properties. Methods: Fifty-two adult smokers (32 male) completed one
laboratory session following 12 hours of smoking abstinence. Participants smoked
a cigarette upon arrival at the lab, and were randomly assigned to one of four
groups in which they consumed a lozenge that did or did not contain nicotine
and were told (rightly or wrongly) that they had consumed nicotine. Participants
were exposed to a neutral video cue (clips of hair cuts) and a smoking-cue
video. Craving and mood were assessed with visual analogue scales and the
Questionnaire of Smoking Urges-Brief Version before and after cue exposure
and lozenge consumption. Results: The relative impact of psychological (stimulus
expectancies) and pharmacological (nicotine) factors on the reinforcing properties
of smoking appear experimentally separable. Participants who expected nicotine,
regardless of whether it was administered, reported decreased craving and intention
to smoke (p<0.05). Participants who received nicotine, regardless of expectancy,
reported reduced jitteriness and anxiety (p<0.05). Participants who expected and
received nicotine reported decreased withdrawal symptoms and increased heart
rate compared to those who did not expect nicotine or did not receive nicotine, and
those who neither expected nor received nicotine (p<0.05). Finally, receiving and/
or expecting nicotine did not significantly reduce craving following smoking cue

POS3-169

CIGARETTE SMOKING DOES NOT AFFECT NEUROCOGNITION IN
COCAINE- OR METHAMPHETAMINE-DEPENDENT INDIVIDUALS
James J. Mahoney III*1, Ari D. Kalechstein1, Thomas F. Newton1, Jin H. Yoon1, Ryan
S. Bennett1, Nicholas M. Arnoudse1, Stephanie Meyer1, Richard De La Garza II1,
and Michael E. DeBakey2, 1Baylor College of Medicine; 2Veteran Affairs Medical
Center
Aims: It has previously been reported in controls that cigarette smoking is
associated with deficiencies in executive functioning, learning, episodic memory,
processing speed, and working memory. The primary aim of this study was to
evaluate whether cigarette smoking impacts neurocognitive functioning in cocaine
(coc) or methamphetamine (meth)-dependent volunteers. Methods: Participants
completed a demographic/drug use questionnaire and completed the following
neurocognitive assessments: Continuous Performance Task (a measure of
attention), Dual N-Back (a measure of working memory), Hopkins Verbal Learning
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Task (a measure of verbal memory), and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
(a measures of IQ). Cigarette smokers and non-smokers were matched on the
following variables: age, education, IQ, years of stimulant use, recent stimulant
use, and daily use of stimulant. Results: Coc-dependent participants (17 smokers
vs. 17 non-smokers) were primarily African American, ~47 years of age, reported
using coc for ~18 years, 16 days out of the last 30, and used ~1.8 grams of coc/
day. Cigarette smokers reported smoking for ~27 years, and reported smoking
~23 cigarettes per day (CPD). Meth-dependent participants (7 smokers vs. 7 nonsmokers) were primarily Caucasian, ~30 years of age, reported using meth for ~9
years, 23 days out of the last 30, and used ~1.3 grams of meth/day. Cigarette
smokers reported smoking for ~16 years, and reported smoking ~14 CPD. The
data indicate no differences in neurocognitive performance (on any measures)
between cocaine-dependent cigarette smokers vs. non-smokers. Similarly, there
were no differences between meth-dependent cigarette smokers vs. non-smokers
(all p’s>0.05). Conclusions: Given data showing that both long-term use of
cocaine and meth are independently associated with neurocognitive deficiencies,
we hypothesized that comorbid cigarette smoking among stimulant-dependent
individuals would exacerbate cognitive deficiencies. However, the results of this
study demonstrate that stimulant users alone, when compared to concurrent
stimulant users and cigarette smokers, do not differ with respect to neurocognitive
functioning.
Funding: This work was conducted at, and supported by, the Michael E.
DeBakey VA Medical Center, Houston, TX. Funding for this study was derived
from grants to RD (DA023624, DA028387, DA027134) and TFN (DA018197,
DA023468, DA018197) from the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

Angeles, CA 90033, United States, Phone: 323-442-2788, Fax: 323-442-2359,
Email: trujillm@usc.edu
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SMOKING CHARACTERISTICS, CIGARETTE DEMAND, AND READINESS
FOR CHANGE PREDICT IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT SMOKING ATTITUDES
Preston A. Greene, M.A.*1, and Carlo C. DiClemente, Ph.D.2, 1Department of
Psychiatry, University of Maryland School of Medicine; 2Department of Psychology,
University of Maryland, Baltimore County
The Cigarette Purchase Task (CPT) is a subjective measure of motivation
(demand) for cigarettes from a behavioral economics perspective that examines
cigarette consumptions as a function of escalating prices. This perspective can
complement the motivation for quitting smoking that readiness for change offers
to provide a more thorough assessment of smokers’ motivation for smoking.
Motivation is an important influence on explicit attitudes about smoking beyond
characteristics of a smoker’s habit, however little is known about how these
factors influence less conscious implicit attitudes. The aim of this study was to
examine how smoking characteristics, demand for cigarettes, and motivation for
change are related to explicit and implicit smoking attitudes. Participants were
124 daily smokers (data collection still ongoing) who completed an online survey
that measured characteristics of their smoking, motivation to change as measured
by the Contemplation Ladder, decisional balance considerations (Pros and Cons
for smoking), and demand for cigarettes (CPT), before completing the Smoking
Implicit Association Test (IAT). Multiple regression analyses were conducted to
predict the Pros and Cons for smoking (separately) and implicit smoking attitudes.
Greater motivation for change (t=5.87, p<.001) and a lower breakpoint (price at
which cigarette consumption would be zero; t=-1.95, p<.05) predicted higher Cons
of smoking, while less time to first cigarette (t=2.13, p<.05) predicted higher Pros of
smoking. Smoking being permitted inside one’s place of residence (t=2.29, p<.05)
predicted more negative implicit attitudes about smoking. Although correlations in
design, results suggest that different dimensions of smoking and motivation for
smoking are differentially associated wthe smoker’s decision making and attitudes.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: James Mahoney, MA, Clinical Research Manager,
Baylor College of Medicine, Psychiatry, 2002 Holcombe Blvd, Houston, TX 77006,
United States, Phone: 8327993687, Email: jm2@bcm.edu
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ANHEDONIC DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS PREDICTS SMOKING ESCALATION
IN ADOLESCENTS PARTICULARLY AMONG BOYS
Michael A. Trujillo, B.A.1, Nathaniel Riggs, Ph.D.2, Jennifer Unger, Ph.D.1, Raina
D. Pang, Ph.D.1, Janet Audrain-McGovern, Ph.D.3, and Adam M. Leventhal,
Ph.D.*1, 1University of Southern California; 2Colorado State University; 3University
of Pennsylvania

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Preston Greene, M.A., Research Specialist,
University of Maryland School of Medicine, Psychiatry, 1501 S. Edgewood Street,
Baltmore, MD 21227, United States, Phone: 4438519378, Email: pgreene@
psych.umaryland.edu

Depression is symptomatically heterogeneous and can be parsed into several
unique symptom dimensions, which appear to have unique etiologies and
accordingly may play distinct roles in smoking behavior. Yet, little is known about
the contribution of different dimensions of depressive symptoms to risk of smoking
escalation in adolescence and whether risk of smoking carried by depressive
symptom dimensions vary by gender. This study examined the extent to which four
depressive symptom dimensions (Negative Affect [sadness, anxiety, and distress],
Somatic Features [appetite, psychomotor, and sleep irregularities], Anhedonia
[low positive emotions and diminished pleasure], Interpersonal Problems [poor
social adjustment]) measured at age 14 predicted smoking escalation across
the subsequent two years. Data were drawn from a longitudinal study of health
behaviors in a predominantly Hispanic sample of Los Angeles area high school
students (N = 1367, 71% Hispanic), which had three annual waves (9th, 10th, and
11th Grades). All four symptom dimensions measured at baseline (age 14) were
modeled as simultaneous predictors of smoking escalation using latent growth
curve models. Results showed that anhedonia significantly predicted increases in
number of smoking days in the past 30 (slope: Beta = .12, p < .05) and cigarettes
smoked per smoking day in the past 30 days (slope: Beta = .21, p < .05). Gender
moderated the relation of baseline anhedonia to smoking escalation, such that
the associations were more robust among boys in comparison to girls. Baseline
negative affect, somatic features, and interpersonal problems were not significantly
associated with smoking escalation. These results suggest that of the various
dimensions of depressive symptoms, anhedonia may play an important role in
increasing risk of more frequent and heavy smoking across mid-adolescence,
particularly among boys. These findings could help to clarify the underpinnings of
the depression-smoking relation in adolescents, assist in identifying teens most
at-risk of future smoking, and inform the development of novel smoking prevention
programs that target affective sources of smoking risk.
Funding: National Institute on Drug Abuse Grants R01-DA026831, K08DA025041, and R01-DA016310.
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THE EFFECT OF AN ACUTE BOUT OF EXERCISE ON SMOKING
TOPOGRAPHY
Terri Schneider, Stefanie De Jesus*, and Harry Prapavessis, Western University
Exposure to the elements of cigarette smoke is associated with health
consequences. Exercise has been shown to be a potential adjunct to smoking
cessation. The rate of cigarette consumption is the common gauge of exposure;
but, the way a person smokes a cigarette (i.e., smoking topography; ST) is also
significant. Considering methodological limitations associated with previous
work, this pilot study aimed to examine the effect of an acute bout of exercise
on smoking topography subsequent to a temporary period (18hrs) of smoking
abstinence. Using a stratified randomization scheme, forty-three adult smokers
(female = 34, Mage = 43.14 years, FTND = 4.96, mean 18.3 cigarettes per day)
were assigned to a 10-minute moderate intensity exercise (defined as 40-68%
of heart rate reserve) or passive sitting condition. Participants provided baseline
measures of ST and other variables of interest. At follow-up, participants provided
ST data immediately postcondition. The primary outcome variables included: puff
count, puff volume, puff duration, inter-puff interval (IPI), and total duration. A 2
(condition) x 2 (time) repeated measures ANOVA revealed no interaction effects (p
> 0.05) for any of the ST variables (effect sizes ranged from 0.034 to 0.11). Despite
a strong methodological design, the present study provides the first randomized
controlled trial evidence that exercise does not have an effect on ST. Although
there is ample evidence that exercise attenuates cravings and tobacco withdrawal

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michael Trujillo, B.A., Project Manager, University
of Southern California, Preventive Medicine, 2250 Alcazar St., CSC 240, Los
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symptoms during abstinence, the efficacy of acute exercise as a strategy to modify
smoking behavior is not supported by this study.
No funding.

the information on these patients. The focus was on oral habits, use of tobacco,
life style and socio-demographic data. Carcinoma of the gum, tongue, floor of
the mouth, palate and other parts of the oral cavity (International Classification
of Diseases [ICD], 9th revision, rubrics 141, 143–145) made up the oral cancer
cases studied. We converted the information obtained to relative values for
generation of statistics analysis. Results: One hundred and Sixty-nine cases
were recorded. Ninety-two males (54.4%) and 77 women (45.6%) were affected
giving a male-to-female ratio of 1.2: 1. The most common site was other sites of
the oral cavity (antrum/palate and buccal mucosa). One hundred and eighteen
(70%) gave history of tobacco use. Most of the patients came from lower economic
class of the society. Smokeless tobacco accounted for 78% used in different forms.
Conclusion: Tobacco use in different form other than smoking may be a risk factor
to developing oral cancer. The fact that this risk factor is modifiable emphasizes
the need for increasing awareness among the general public and policy makers
as a first step in the prevention of its use and abuse. As we know of no previous
descriptive study of tobacco use amongst oral cancer patients in the Sub-Saharan
Africa, we undertook a 10-year study in eastern Nigeria to indentify the trends in
the number of cases.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stefanie De Jesus, BSc, MA, PhD(c), Western
University, School of Kinesiology, Exercise and Health Psychology Laboratory,
London, ON
N6A5B9, Canada, Phone: 519-661-2111 ext 81189, Email:
sdejesus@uwo.ca
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SMOKING BEHAVIOR PATTERNS OVER A THREE WEEK PERIOD IN AN
EXERCISE-AIDED SMOKING CESSATION PROGRAM
Stefanie De Jesus* and Harry Prapavessis, Western University
Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death in Canadians. Smoking
topography (ST), a key facet of smoking behavior, can be objectively measured by
quantifying variables such as puff volume, velocity, and duration. ST can estimate
exposure to carcinogens from cigarette smoking. Research has shown that
compensatory behavior occurs when individuals reduce daily cigarette consumption
(CPD). The objective of this study was to investigate whether natural reduction in
CPD affects ST in women participating in the Getting Physical on Cigarettes trial
(GPOC; an exercise-aided smoking cessation program; NCT01305447). Female
adult smokers (n = 91, mean age = 41.21, mean years smoked = 23.7), completed
breath carbon monoxide (CO) readings, smoking history questionnaires, and ST
using the CReSS Pocket. These assessments were completed at baseline and
week 3 (targeted quit date set for the beginning of week 4). The data suggest
that participants naturally decreased CO (p < 0.05, ή2=0.131) and CPD (p < 0.05,
ή2=0.467) from baseline to week 3. To determine whether changes in CO and CPD
reductions influence ST, linear regression analyses were performed on change
scores of CO, CPD, and ST. Namely, ST variables were entered as predictors and
CO and CPD served as dependent variables into the model. For CO reduction,
the linear regression model explained 11.8% of the variance, with change scores
of puff volume (β = 0.628, p < 0.05) and puff duration (β = -0.501, p = 0.075)
making significant independent contributions. This indicates that a reduction in CO
is related to reductions in puff volume and increases in puff duration. For reduction
in CPD, the linear regression model explained 24.9% of the variance, with change
scores of number of puffs (β = -0.437, p < 0.05) and peak flow rate (β = -1.054, p
< 0.05) making significant independent contributions. This reveals that a reduction
in CPD is related to an increase in number of puffs and flow rate. These findings
demonstrate that compensatory smoking does occur with natural CPD reduction
leading up to a quit attempt for women in GPOC. Elucidating the role of exercise
as a harm reduction strategy is warranted.
Funding: Canadian Cancer Society.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Felix Chukwuneke, University of Nigeria Teaching
Hospital Enugu, Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery, PMB 11029 Ituku-Ozalla Enugu,
Enugu, 400001, Nigeria, Phone: +2347064531609, Email: ichiefn2002@yahoo.
com
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ADHERENCE AND FIDELITY TO TOBACCO DEPENDENCE TREATMENT
AMONG HIV-INFECTED SMOKERS
Kristine K. Browning, Ph.D.*1, Mary Ellen Wewers, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, Amy K.
Ferketich, Ph.D.1, Philip Diaz, M.D.1, Susan L. Koletar, M.D.1, Nancy E. Hood,
Ph.D.1, and Nancy R. Reynolds, Ph.D.2, Ohio State University; 2Yale University
There is a high prevalence of smoking among HIV-infected persons, with
estimates ranging from 47% to 80%. In addition, malignancies and cardiovascular
and pulmonary diseases have emerged as major causes of morbidity and mortality
for this population. As these illnesses are associated with tobacco use, and because
of the high smoking prevalence, tobacco use has become an important target for
prevention and reduction of disease burden among HIV-infected persons. The
United States Public Health Service Clinical Practice Guideline, Treating Tobacco
Use and Dependence, recommends effective tobacco dependence treatment
for all smokers. However, in order to be successful, smokers must adhere to
the prescribed evidence-based interventions. To address tobacco dependence
more effectively, an improved understanding of factors associated with successful
tobacco dependence treatment among HIV-infected smokers is necessary. The
purpose of this study was to examine tobacco dependence treatment adherence
and fidelity and their influences on tobacco abstinence. The study’s overall
objective was to examine longitudinal changes in lung function among HIVinfected smokers who quit smoking; all participants were exposed to an intensive
intervention in order to achieve the highest number abstinent. HIV-infected
smokers who were at least 18 years old, smoked at least 5 cigarettes per day, and
were interested in quitting in the next 30 days were enrolled (n=247). Participants
received a 12-week tobacco dependence treatment intervention that included
pharmacotherapy and weekly telephone counseling. Younger age and non-white
race were associated with lower adherence to pharmacotherapy. Younger age,
non-white race, and increased monthly binge drinking were associated with lower
adherence to telephone counseling. Adherence to tobacco dependence treatment
resulted in higher biochemically-confirmed tobacco abstinence rates at 3 months.
The percentage of confirmed abstainers was 19% at 3 months. Development
and testing of tailored interventions specific for HIV-infected patients that improve
adherence to evidence-based tobacco dependence treatment is warranted.
This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health, R01HL09031301, “Smoking Cessation and the Natural History of HIV-Associated Emphysema”
and Award Number UL1RR025755 from the National Center For Advancing
Translational Sciences.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stefanie De Jesus, BSc, MA, PhD(c), Western
University, School of Kinesiology, Exercise and Health Psychology Laboratory,
London, ON
N6A5B9, Canada, Phone: 519-661-2111 ext 81189, Email:
sdejesus@uwo.ca
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PREVALENCE AND PATTERN OF TOBACCO USE AMONG ORAL CANCER
PATIENTS IN EASTERN NIGERIA: TEN-YEAR CLINICAL STUDY
Felix N. Chukwuneke, B.D.S., M.P.H., FWACS, FICD, FICS*1, Tonia C. Onyeka1,
Charles E. Anyanechi, B.D.S., FWACS2, Chinyelu N. Ezisi, M.B., B.S., FWACS,
FMCOphthal3, and Ogechi A. Obiakor, B.D.S.3, 1University of Nigeria Teaching
Hospital Enugu; 2University of Calabar Teaching Hospital Calabar, Nigeria;
3
Federal Teaching Hospital Abakaliki Ebonyi State, Nigeria
Background: Worldwide, oral cancer is a serious cause of morbidity and
mortality and its incidence varies widely according to geographical location. In
India, cancer of the floor of the mouth accounts for 50 % of all cancers and 5
% of all cancers in the United States due to cultural variations and habits. We
postulate that tobacco use in different forms may be risk factor to developing oral
cancer in the Nigerian environment. Objectives: To determine the prevalence
and pattern of tobacco use amongst oral cancer patients in eastern Nigeria and
identify the trends in the number of cases associated with its use in different
forms. Patients and Methods: We recorded all oral cancers cases seen in four
specialist hospitals in eastern Nigeria over the 10-year study period. We noted all

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kristine Browning, PhD, Research Assistant
Professor, The Ohio State University, College of Nursing, 370 Newton Hall,
Columbus, OH 43210, United States, Phone: 614-247-8116, Email: browning.99@
osu.edu
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d = -.21); encounters with nonsocial smoking cues (e.g., “sights and smells”; p =
.04, d = -.20); and they expect smoking to confer negative social consequences
(p = .04, d = -.19). The groups were similar on all other tobacco dependence and
expectancy scales. DISCUSSION: Homeless individuals’ smoking behavior may
be driven more by their social environments and lack of other reinforcers and less
by the avoidance of negative affect, traditional features of dependence (tolerance
and craving), and cue reactivity. Obtaining secure housing is a central need. To
address disparities among the homeless in tobacco use and related morbidity and
mortality, additional consideration should be access to non-smoking social outlets
and adaptive reinforcers that are prioritized over smoking.
This study was supported by the NIDA grants F32 DA024482 and P50
DA09253, as well as the State of California Tobacco-Related Disease Research
Program grant 16FT-0049.

CHARACTERISTICS AND PERCEIVED INTERVENTION NEEDS OF
PARENTS SEEKING TO REDUCE HOUSEHOLD SECONDHAND SMOKE
Vaughan W. Rees*, Robyn R. Keske, David Aronstein, Ediss Gandelman, Vilma
Lora, Clara Savage, and Alan C. Geller, Harvard School of Public Health, Boston,
MA; Boston Alliance for Community Health; Mayor’s Health Task Force, Lawrence,
MA; Common Pathways, Worcester, MA
Background: Secondhand smoke (SHS) exposure is a highly preventable
public health threat that disproportionately burdens young children from low
income communities. Despite substantial increases in the number of smokefree
households over the past decade, home smoking bans are less likely among
African American families and those with lower education. Moreover, there is little
information available on actual home smoking practices among these groups.
OBJECTIVE: To tailor smokefree home interventions to the needs of low income,
minority families, current home smoking behavior and attitudes were assessed.
METHODS: N=109 primary caregivers (mean 30.0 years; 94% female) of children
aged 0-6 years, enrolled in a smokefree home intervention, were surveyed.
Participants were recruited from low income, predominantly minority communities
in Boston, Lawrence and Worcester, Massachusetts. RESULTS: Participants’
racial/ethnic backgrounds included: 35% Latino, 33% black and 31% white. Most
(65%) participants were unemployed, and 58% had a high school education or
less. Most homes (61%) had less than two resident smokers, while 39% reported
2-3 smokers. Child health problems (past 30 days) included bronchitis (19%),
asthma (17%), cough with phlegm (43%), ear infections (27%), and absences from
childcare (42%). A daily mean of 17.4 (SD=8.5) cigarettes were smoked in the
home by caregivers, other household members or visitors. Smoking occurred less
often in internal rooms such as a living room (17%) or kitchen (20%), compared
with external spaces such as a porch (35%), or front or back steps (31%).
Participants strongly agreed that a smokefree home would enhance children’s
health, help the home smell better, reduce guilt or worry, and reduce fire risk.
CONCLUSIONS: Adverse child health outcomes and a high degree of concern
about SHS exposure were observed. Culturally sensitive, tailored interventions
should enhance motivation for change by addressing concerns about children’s
health. The perceived benefits of a smokefree home, enhancing strategies already
used to reduce household SHS, and negotiating with other household members
should be addressed.
Funding: National Institute for Minority Health and Health Disparities grant
R24-MD-002772.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Peter Hendricks, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Health Behavior, 1665 University Blvd,
Birmingham, AL 35294, United States, Phone: 205.934.6729, Email: phendricks@
uab.edu
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PREDICTORS OF ABSTINENCE GOAL AMONG NON-TREATMENT SEEKING
SMOKERS
Peter S. Hendricks, Ph.D.1, Erica N. Peters, Ph.D.2, and Sharon M. Hall, Ph.D.3,
1
University of Alabama at Birmingham; 2Yale University; 3University of California,
San Francisco
INTRODUCTION: Smokers’ self-reported abstinence goals are robust
predictors of smoking status. Specifically, those who have a goal of permanent
and total abstinence are more likely to quit smoking than those who have no goal
or intermediate goals (e.g., reduced or intermittent use, abstinence for a limited
period of time). However, research has not yet determined the factors that predict
abstinence goals. It is therefore unclear how to promote a goal of complete
abstinence among smokers, and thus increase the probability of cessation.
METHODS: This cross-sectional study examined concurrent predictors of
abstinence goals as measured by the Thoughts About Abstinence Questionnaire
(Hall, Havassy, & Wasserman, 1990) among a sample of non-treatment seeking
smokers (N = 507). RESULTS: 21% (n = 107) of participants reported a goal of
complete abstinence, whereas 79% (n = 400) reported some other goal. Univariate
analyses revealed a number of correlates of abstinence goals, including income,
marijuana use, cigarette dependence, smoking dependence motives, tobacco
use expectancies, and abstinence-related expectancies. Multivariate analyses
revealed that stronger expectancies that quitting would occasion gains in social
functioning (p = .01, OR = 1.35), stronger beliefs that one has lost volitional
control over cigarette use (p = .02, OR = 1.31), and a weaker drive to smoke for
the taste and sensory effects of smoking (p = .03, OR = .73) predicted a goal of
complete abstinence. DISCUSSION: Abstinence goal is a multifaceted construct.
Interventions seeking to move smokers’ goals toward complete abstinence should
attempt to emphasize the social profits of cessation, accentuate the addictive
and compelling nature of tobacco dependence, and address the fact that many
smokers find tobacco use pleasing to the senses.
This study was supported by the NIDA grants F32 DA024482 and P50
DA09253, as well as the State of California Tobacco-Related Disease Research
Program grant 16FT-0049.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Vaughan Rees, PhD, Lecturer, Harvard School
of Public Health, Center for Global Tobacco Control, Kresge Building, 6th Floor,
Boston, MA 02115, United States, Phone: 617-432-6345, Email: vrees@hsph.
harvard.edu
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DIMENSIONS OF TOBACCO DEPENDENCE AND SMOKING-RELATED
EXPECTANCIES AMONG HOMELESS AND HOUSED SMOKERS
Angee K. Stevens, B.A.*1, Christopher B. Thorne, M.A.1, Judith J. Prochaska,
Ph.D., M.P.H.2, and Peter S. Hendricks, Ph.D.1, 1University of Alabama at
Birmingham; 2Stanford University
INTRODUCTION: Smoking prevalence among the homeless remains high.
Homeless smokers are less likely to quit smoking and are at a heightened risk
of smoking-related diseases relative to housed smokers. The mechanisms
underlying tobacco use among homeless smokers, however, are not well
understood. METHODS: Smokers of at least 10 cigarettes/day were recruited from
the San Francisco Bay Area and completed the Nicotine Dependence Syndrome
Scale, the Wisconsin Inventory of Smoking Dependence Motives, the Smoking
Consequences Questionnaire-Adult, and the Smoking Abstinence Questionnaire.
Scale scores were compared between homeless (n = 136, 53% male, 41% White,
age M = 43.3, cigarettes/day M =19.2), and housed (n = 268, 55% male, 43%
White, age M = 41.1, cigarettes/day M = 17.8) smokers. RESULTS: Relative
to housed smokers, homeless smokers were more likely to report: their social
environments promote smoking (p < .001, d = .41); they prioritize smoking over
other activities (p = .006, d = .36); and they expect quitting smoking to alter their
experience with coffee (p = .01, d = .25). Further, they were less likely to report: the
use (p = .04, d = -.26) and expectation (p = .01, d = -.25) of cigarettes to alleviate
negative mood states; tolerance to the effects of tobacco (p = .03, d = -.21); they
expect smoking to satisfy cravings and produce addiction to cigarettes (p = .03,

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Peter Hendricks, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Health Behavior, 1665 University Blvd,
Birmingham, AL 35294, United States, Phone: 205.934.6729, Email: phendricks@
uab.edu
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THE EFFICACY OF CYTISINE IN HELPING SMOKERS QUIT: SYSTEMATIC
REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Peter Hajek, Ph.D., Hayden J. McRobbie, Ph.D., and Katie E. Myers, CPsychol.*,
Queen Mary University of London, UK
Significance of the review: There is evidence that cytisine is an effective
medication for helping smokers to quit. The key question, which this review and
meta-analysis aims to address, is whether there is sufficient evidence available to
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warrant licensing the drug, or whether more work is needed. Aim of the review: A
systematic review and meta-analysis was undertaken of the literature assessing
the safety and efficacy of cytisine in smoking cessation. Methods: The Cochrane
Library database, CINAHL, Embase, Medline, PsycINFO and reference lists
of included studies were searched from their earliest records to July 2012. All
studies examining the efficacy of cytisine on smoking cessation were included
and clustered by design. Only controlled trials were included in the meta-analysis.
Two reviewers independently screened potential studies and assessed their
methodological quality. Data were entered into two separate meta-analyses,
which considered the longest follow-up and the strictest definition of outcome
from all available studies and outcomes of 6 months or longer from studies which
validated self-reported abstinence biochemically. Results were combined using a
random effects model. I2 statistic was used to examine heterogeneity. Results:
The presentation will describe the results of five cohort studies and eight controlled
trials, which were identified from the original search, including two recent trials,
which used modern methodology including strict Russell Standard outcome
criteria. It will provide details of the assessment of adverse events including
serious adverse events (SAEs), the pooled risk ratio for the strictest definition of
abstinence at the longest follow-up and the risk ratio for two trials, which validated
self-reported abstinence. Conclusion: Evidence will be presented on the efficacy
and safety of cytisine for smoking cessation and how this compares with other
currently licensed treatments. Recommendations will be made regarding any fast
tracking of the licensing of cytisine as a smoking cessation medication.
No funding was received for this review and meta-analysis.

CAN BEHAVIORAL SMOKING CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WORK FOR
ADOLECENTS WITH LOW EDUCATIONAL STATUS? RESULTS FROM A
GERMAN EFFECTIVENESS STUDY
Johannes Thrul*1, Anneke Bühler1, Michaela Goecke2; and Daniel Klein2, 1IFT
Institut für Therapieforschung; 2Bundeszentrale für gesundheitliche Aufklärung
Background: Adolescents with low educational status are particularly at risk for
smoking and have a low probability of smoking cessation. This study analyzes
the effectiveness of the smoking cessation intervention losgelöst implemented
in German lower educational track schools. Methods: In a multi-center, nonrandomized, controlled intervention study, 56 professionals (health care providers,
social workers) were trained in a youth specific smoking cessation manual.
Trainers held recruitment sessions for 5260 students in 53 intervention schools. In
total 273 currently smoking program participants (11-19 years) from 42 intervention
schools and 240 current smokers from 10 control schools were included in the
study. At follow-up six months after the intervention, 65% of the sample was
successfully contacted. Results: At the end of the program, 35.9% of participants
successfully stopped smoking (ITT analysis). At the end of the aftercare interval,
four weeks post program, 23.8% reported they were still smoke-free. At the end
of the follow-up interval of six months, 14.3% of participants reported smoking
abstinence (30-day prevalence). Compared to the control group and controlling
for baseline smoking intensity, dependence, quit motivation, intention, and
prior quit attempts, participation in the program was a significant predictor of
smoking abstinence at follow-up (adj. OR = 2.55, 95% CI 1.10 – 5.92, p<.05).
In an additional multilevel regression analysis among program participants, male
gender, empathy of the trainer, and school size significantly predicted abstinence at
follow-up. Conclusions: Adolescent smokers participating in the smoking cessation
program losgelöst have a higher likelihood of smoking cessation than smokers in
the control group. The achieved quit rate is comparable to other internationally
reported smoking cessation interventions for adolescent smokers. Behavioral
smoking cessation interventions can be effective for adolescent smokers with low
educational status, who belong to an especially vulnerable population.
This study was conducted on behalf of the German Federal Center for Health
Education (BZgA).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Katherine Myers, BSc MSc CPsychol, Research
Fellow, Queen Mary University of London, Tobacco Dependence Research Unit,
55 Philpot Street, London, E1 2JH, United Kingdom, Phone: +44 2078828245,
Email: k.myers@qmul.ac.uk
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SAFETY AND TOLERABILITY OF A NOVEL NICOTINE INHALER DEVICE:
RESULTS FROM A SIMULATED TEST MARKET STUDY
Kevin Bridgman*1, Richard Norton1, and Mikhail Mullin2, 1Nicoventures Ltd,
London, UK; 2MASMI Research Group Limited, London, UK

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Johannes Thrul, IFT Institut für Therapieforschung,
Parzivalstr. 25, München, 80804, Germany, Phone: +49-89-36080486, Email:
thrul@ift.de

AIM: A simulated test market study was conducted to gather consumer data
from participants after using a novel nicotine inhaler device. The evaluation of
safety and tolerability is presented. BACKGROUND: Many smokers are unable or
unwilling to quit using existing interventions. This device has been developed to
address the behavioural aspects of the smoking ritual, together with rapid nicotine
delivery and respiratory sensory cues. DESIGN: This multicenter, randomised,
open-label study assessed the acceptability of a novel nicotine inhaler device.
Healthy subjects aged at least 18 years who were current smokers (at least 5
cigarettes/day) were enrolled (N=602). Subjects were issued with a supply of
test product containing the following nicotine doses: novel device – low, 0.22 mg
per charge (N=198); novel device – medium, 0.45 mg per charge (N=207); or
Nicorette Inhalator, 15 mg per cartridge (N=197). Subjects completed a product
market research questionnaire at baseline, and after 3 and 6 days of use. Adverse
events (AEs) were captured in a systematic but non-specific way, from diaries,
and by asking at each visit: “Have you felt unwell, experienced any symptoms, or
taken any medication since your last visit.” RESULTS: The proportion of subjects
reporting at least one AE was 44%, 49% and 52%, and the most common AEs
were the same for each product: cough (13.6%, 19.3% and 13.7%), oropharyngeal
pain (6.1%, 7.7% and 14.2%) and headache (7.1%, 6.8% and 8.6%) for the
low- and medium-dose novel device or Nicorette Inhalator, respectively. All cases
of cough were reported as mild and resolved on discontinuation of treatment.
CONCLUSIONS: The AEs reported were those expected with an orally inhaled
medicinal nicotine device and were similar in type, severity and frequency to those
reported with the Nicorette Inhalator. The lower rates of oropharyngeal pain with
the novel device may represent differences in aerosol generation, resulting in
reduced impaction of droplets at the back of the mouth/throat. Whilst this requires
further study, the similarity of the new device’s tolerability profile to that of the
established Nicorette Inhalator is reassuring.
Funding: Nicoventures Ltd.

POS3-182

SMOKING STATUS CONFIRMATION BY PROXY: VALIDATION IN A
SMOKING CESSATION TRIAL
Susan Regan, Ph.D.*, Jennifer H.K. Kelley, M.A., R.N., Molly Korotkin, B.A.,
Michele Reyen, M.P.H., Sandra J. Japuntich, Ph.D., Joseph C. Viana, B.A., and
Nancy A. Rigotti, M.D., Tobacco Research and Treatment Center, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, MA
Background: Biochemical confirmation of self-report is the gold standard of
evidence for abstinence in smoking cessation research, but difficulty in obtaining
samples may bias estimates of quit rates. Proxy confirmation (PC) has been
validated for use in estimating smoking prevalence, but not in cessation trials.
We assessed the feasibility and validity of PC in a cessation trial for hospitalized
smokers. Methods: We enrolled 402 daily cigarette smokers during a hospital
admission. Before discharge patients were asked to name 3 proxies who could
confirm their smoking status at follow up. Patients provided self-reported (SR)
7 day tobacco abstinence by telephone follow up at 3 months post-discharge.
Those quit by SR were asked to mail a saliva sample for biochemical confirmation
(BC). Patients received incentives of $20 for survey completion and $50 for
returned samples. We called proxies for all those with SR to obtain PC. We
compared rates of agreement between SR and PC using chi-squared tests. Quit
rates were calculated with missing data indicating smoking. Results: All patients
were able to name ≥1 proxy. SR was obtained for 316 patients (79%), of whom
50% (157) reported being quit. Proxies were reached for 270/316 (85%). Proxies
confirmed 110/137 (80%) of SR quits but falsely reported abstinence in 34/133
(26%) of SR smokers (73% agreement). Agreement was higher when proxy was
spouse/partner (85% vs. 69%, p=.017) or household member (81% vs. 66%,
p=.014) and when patients reported continuous abstinence since discharge (85%
vs. 67%, p=.002). Samples were received from 59/157 (38%) of SR quitters.
Abstinence was biochemically confirmed in 81% of analyzed samples (43/53) and

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kevin Bridgman, MB ChB, MRCGP, FFPM,
Nicoventures Ltd, 25 Wootton Street, London, SE1 8TG, United Kingdom, Phone:
+ 44 (0) 207 921 2813, Email: kevin.bridgman@nicoventures.co.uk
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84% of those with PC (37/44). PC was biochemically validated in all cases where
proxy was spouse/partner (N=7) or household member (N=12). Estimated quit
rates were 39% for SR, 27% for SR+PC, 11% for SR+BC and 29% for SR+BC or
PC. Conclusion: Proxy confirmation was easier to obtain than saliva samples,
but proxies over-reported abstinence. Spouse/partners and household members
may be better proxies than other informants but are not available for all patients.
Funded by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute award 5K24
HL04440-07 to Dr. Rigotti.

taken into consideration (i.e., cocaine, morphine etc.), nicotine is viewed as a
comparatively weak reinforcer. This evidence is in direct contrast to the high
incidence of tobacco addiction in the human population. This has driven research
to determine whether other compounds found in tobacco may contribute to its
addictive properties. A variety of compounds in tobacco have been found to act on
neural systems, including dopaminergic, serotonergic and cholinergic pathways.
Two compounds found in tobacco which have been shown to act on the nervous
system are the monoamine tyramine, and the minor alkaloid anabasine. We
assessed the effects of acute administration of these compounds on i.v. nicotine
self-administration in young adult female Sprague-Dawley rats (0.03 mg/kg/infusion,
FR1). Doses for each compound were administered via s.c. injection 10 min prior
to the sessions, using a repeated measures, counterbalanced design. Each selfadministration session lasted 45 min. Administration of anabasine (0.02-2 mg/kg)
resulted in a significant biphasic effect on nicotine self-administration. Treatment
with 0.02 mg/kg of anabasine trended toward an increase in the number of nicotine
infusions during self-administration sessions while treatment with 1 and 2 mg/kg
caused reductions of infusions. Tyramine pre-treatment over the dose range of
0.3-3 mg/kg was not found to alter nicotine self-administration. These data show
that low doses of anabasine may contribute to the reinforcing effects of tobacco.
Higher doses may be useful for reducing smoking. This work may help explain the
disparity between nicotine’s modest effects seen in the laboratory and the high
incidence of tobacco addiction in the human population, and could potentially lead
to better treatment alternatives.
This research was supported by P50 grant DA DA027840 from NIDA.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Susan Regan, Ph.D., Psychologist, Massachusetts
General Hospital, General Medicine Division, 50 Staniford Street, 9th floor, Boston,
MA 02446, United States, Phone: 617-724-4656, Email: sregan@partners.org
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INTEGRATING A BEHAVIORAL SLEEP INTERVENTION INTO SMOKING
CESSATION TREATMENT FOR SMOKERS WITH INSOMNIA: RESULTS OF A
PILOT STUDY
Lisa M. Fucito, Ph.D.*1, Stephanie S. O’Malley, Ph.D.1,2, Nancy S. Redeker, Ph.D.,
R.N., FAHA, FAAN3, Samuel A. Ball, Ph.D.1, Benjamin A. Toll, Ph.D.1,2, Susan
Neveu1, Corey R. Roos, B.A.1, Jolomi T. Ikomi, M.D.1, and Kathleen M. Carroll,
Ph.D.1, 1Yale University School of Medicine, Department of Psychiatry; 2Yale
Cancer Center; 3Yale School of Nursing

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Brandon Hall, Ph.D., Postdoctoral Associate, Duke
University, Psychiatry, 323 Foster St., Durham, NC 27701, United States, Phone:
919-684-8297, Email: brandon.j.hall@duke.edu

Sleep disturbance is common among cigarette smokers and predicts smoking
cessation failure. Therefore, we investigated whether provision of a sleep
intervention might bolster cessation outcomes among this vulnerable group. This
randomized, pilot clinical trial compared cognitive-behavioral therapy for insomnia
(CBT-I) in addition to standard smoking counseling to standard counseling alone.
Smokers with insomnia (N=19) who were seeking smoking cessation treatment
were randomly assigned to receive 8 sessions over 10 weeks of either: (1) CBT-I
+ smoking cessation counseling (CBT+SC) or 2) smoking cessation counseling
alone (SC). Counseling commenced 4 weeks prior to a scheduled quit date;
nicotine patch therapy was also provided for 6 weeks starting on quit date. Of the
19 recruited, 17 (8 M, 9 F) started treatment (7 CBT+SC; 10 SC). SC participants
were significantly more likely to quit on quit day than CBT+SC participants (6/10,
60% vs 0/7, 0%; p=.04). However, most participants had difficulty initiating and
maintaining smoking abstinence, regardless of condition. 7-day point prevalence
abstinence rates at end of treatment (CBT+SC:1/7, 14.3%; SC:2/10, 20%) and
follow-up (CBT+SC: 1/7, 14.3%; SC:0/10, 0%) were low for both conditions.
Among participants who remained in treatment by quit date (n = 16), a greater
percentage of those in CBT+SC (6/6, 100%) reported a decrease in total sleep
disturbance by quit date than those in SC (6/10, 60%), (Cramer’s V=.45, med
to large effect size). Change in total sleep disturbance scores, however, was not
associated with the likelihood of initiating or maintaining abstinence from smoking.
The study suggests that while behavioral interventions may improve sleep among
sleep disturbed smokers, it remains to be determined whether these changes
facilitate smoking cessation success. Further research on treatment models for
this population is warranted.
This research was supported in part by NIH funding: P50 DA 009241 and K23
AA02000.
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NICOTINIC INVOLVEMENT IN NEURAL CIRCUITS UNDERLYING COGNITIVE
FUNCTION: THERAPEUTIC OPPORTUNITIES
Edward D. Levin, Ph.D., Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Duke
University Medical Center
Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors are found in a wide variety of brain areas.
They located in neural circuits critical for a range of cognitive functions including
attention, learning and memory. Declines in nicotinic receptors in the frontal
cortex and hippocampus such as seen in Alzheimer’s disease and related
aging-related neurodegenerative disorders are related to cognitive impairment in
these disorders. Drugs affecting nicotinic receptors including nicotine and other
nicotinic agonists have been shown many studies to significantly improve cognitive
function and reverse cognitive impairments. Groups of smokers such as people
with schizophrenia and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder appear to smoke
tobacco as a form of self-medication to improve cognitive function. They smoke at
double to triple the general population rate. To make headway in reducing smoking
in these heavy smoking groups, a successful avenue may be to address their
need for nicotinic medication so that they do not self-medicate in the particularly
deadly fashion of tobacco smoking. In addition, treatment with nicotine or other
nicotinic ligands could provide effective therapeutic treatment for other groups with
cognitive impairment such as people with Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease
and related disorders. Experimental animal studies as well as clinical studies have
demonstrated the effects of nicotine improving attention, learning and memory.
The neural systems involved in these effects are dispersed throughout the brain.
Prominent areas involved include the frontal cortex, hippocampus, amygdala,
thalamus and ventral tegmental area. Nicotinic receptors are key points of control
in the neural circuits passing through these areas. Nicotinic interactions with
muscarinic acetylcholine, dopamine, norepinephrine, serotonin, histamine, GABA
and glutamate systems in these neural circuits are important for nicotinic effects
on cognition. Nicotinic treatment can provide an important avenue for therapy
reversing cognitive dysfunction. This could help with smoking cessation in groups
who appear to smoke for cognitive improvement as well as for other groups who
have cognitive dysfunction.
Research supported by NIH Grants DA011943, DA027840, DA027990,
MH064494 and AG022462.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lisa Fucito, PhD, Assistant Professor, Yale
University School of Medicine, Psychiatry, 1 Long Wharf Drive, Box 18, New
Haven, CT 06511, United States, Phone: 2039745759, Fax: 2039745790, Email:
lisa.fucito@yale.edu
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MINOR TOBACCO SMOKE CONSTITUENT DOSING CAN MODIFY NICOTINE
SELF-ADMINISTRATION IN RATS
Brandon J. Hall, Ph.D.*, Susan Slade, Corinne Wells, Jed E. Rose, Ph.D., and
Edward D. Levin, Ph.D., Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Duke
University Medical Center

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mohammed Shoaib, Newcastle University, Medical
School, Newcastle, NE12 9EN, United Kingdom, Phone: +441912227839, Email:
mohammed.shoaib@newcastle.ac.uk

There are over 4000 known chemical compounds present in tobacco smoke.
Of these numerous chemicals, nicotine has long been considered to be the
primary reinforcing agent that causes addiction to tobacco in humans. However,
in laboratory settings, nicotine has been shown to be only moderately reinforcing.
Indeed, when other drugs of abuse studied in animal models of addiction are
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ORALLY ADMINISTERED SAZETIDINE-A, AN α4β2 NICOTINIC RECEPTOR
DESENSITIZING AGENT, CAUSES PROLONGED REDUCTION OF NICOTINE
SELF-ADMINISTRATION IN FEMALE RATS
Edward D. Levin, Ph.D.*1, Susan Slade1, Corinne Wells1, Marty Cauley1, Amir H.
Rezvani, Ph.D.1, Yingxian Xiao, Ph.D.2, Milton L. Brown, M.D.2,3, Mikell A. Paige,
Ph.D.2,3 and Kenneth J. Kellar, Ph.D.2, 1Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral
Sciences, Duke University Medical Center; 2Department of Pharmacology
and Physiology, Georgetown University School of Medicine; 3Center for Drug
Discovery, Georgetown University School of Medicine
Subcutaneous (SC) injection or infusion of Sazetidine-A, an α4β2 nicotinic
receptor desensitizing agent, has been shown in several of our earlier studies to
significantly reduce IV nicotine self-administration in rats. In the current project,
we studied whether sazetidine-A (0, 0.3, 1 or 3 mg/kg), orally (PO) administered
30 minutes before the start of a 45-minute session (FR1) would also be effective
in reducing nicotine-self-administration (IV 0.03 mg/kg/infusion) in young adult
female Sprague-Dawley rats (N=20). In addition, the time-effect function of oral
sazetidine-A on nicotine self-administration (1, 2, 4 and 23 hours after dosing)
was tested. The oral dose-effect function showed that oral sazetidine-A caused a
significant (p<0.025) linear dose related reduction in nicotine self-administration.
Both the 1 mg/kg (p<0.025) and the 3 mg/kg (p<0.05) doses caused significant
decreases in nicotine self-administration. In the time-effect function study, there
was a significant main effect of sazetidine-A (p<0.025) in reducing nicotine selfadministration. There was no apparent lessening of effectiveness of sazetidine-A
(3 mg/kg) given PO 1, 2, 4 or 23 hours before the onset of the 45-minute nicotine
self-administration session (N=14). These studies show that, as with SC injection,
oral sazetidine-A significantly reduces nicotine self-administration and that the
effectiveness of oral sazetidine-A treatment does not diminish over the course of
the day of administration. These results support the promise of sazetidine-A for
development as a smoking cessation aid and suggest that it could be effective with
once daily oral administration.
This project was supported by Grant DA027990 from NIH. Sazetidine-A was
developed by KJK and YX at Georgetown University, which holds the patent on
the compound.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Edward Levin, PhD, Professor, Duke University
Medical Center, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Box 104790 DUMC,
Durham, NC 27710, United States, Phone: 1-919-681-6273, Email: edlevin@
duke.edu
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neural mechanisms of VAR, NTX, and their combination, for the treatment of
heavy-drinking smokers.
Supported by R03DA030898 and by a grant from the California Tobacco
Related Disease Research Program (TRDRP)

Lynne Dawkins*1, Matt Field2, and Lee Hogarth3, 1University of East London, UK;
2
University of Liverpool, UK; 3University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kelly Courtney, M.A., Doctoral Student, University
of California, Los Angeles, Psychology, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1563, United
States, Phone: 562-230-0076, Email: kellycourtney@ucla.edu

PRIMING A RESTRAINED MENTAL SET IN ABSTINENT SMOKERS
REDUCES TOBACCO SEEKING

Background: Response inhibition—the ability to inhibit a dominant or pre-potent
response—can be measured in the laboratory using computerised tasks such as
stop signal and anti-saccade. It is frequently reported to be impaired in smokers,
particularly in the abstinent state, and can predict relapse during a quit attempt
(Powell et al., 2010). This study aimed to prime a restrained response set in
abstinent smokers by asking participants to focus on either successful inhibition
(restraint group) or rapid responding (disinhibited group) during performance
on a stop-signal task—a technique that has previously been used successfully
with social drinkers (Jones et al., 2011). It was hypothesised that those in the
restraint group would demonstrate reduced cigarette-seeking behaviour on a
subsequent concurrent choice task. Methods: Thirty one smokers (21 female;
mean age: 27 years) abstinent overnight, were randomly allocated to either the
restraint or disinhibited group during performance on the stop signal task before
rating their desire to smoke and completing an instrumental learning task in which
different keyboard responses are associated with points nominally exchangeable
for chocolate or cigarette reward. Results: Relative to the disinhibited group,
participants in the restraint group subsequently exhibited reduced preference for
cigarettes over chocolate in the concurrent choice task. There was no effect of the
restraint manipulation on desire to smoke. Conclusions: These findings concur
with previous observations in social drinkers (Jones et al., 2011) and suggest that
priming a restrained state in abstinent smokers can impact on cigarette seeking
behaviour without influencing the underlying desire to smoke. If replicated,
these findings suggest that methods for enhancing inhibitory control may prove
efficacious in improving smoking cessation rates.
No funding.

POS4-3

TRANSCRANIAL DIRECT CURRENT STIMULATION (tDCS) AS AN
ADD-ON TO STANDARDISED BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY FOR TOBACCO
DEPENDENCE—A PLACEBO-CONTROLLED, DOUBLE-BLIND STUDY
A. Linhardt, D. Aichert, A. Hasan, D. Keeser, H. Ludwig, F. Padberg, U. Palm, O.
Pogarell, A. Zeren, and T. Rüther
Background: The changes in attention and cognitive performance that result
from direct current stimulation of different brain regions have been known since
the 1960s and investigated in many studies since then. Our group was able to
show improved performance in an n-back procedure (memory test to assess
working memory) after tDCS. (Keeser et al; 2010) Proof of this effect in healthy
controls leads to the assumption that tDCS increases activity in neuronal networks
in tobacco-dependent patients and thus increases attention and concentration
abilities, which will in turn increase the probability that smoking cessation during
behavioural therapy will be successful within a predetermined period (1, 3, 6
and 12 months). Methods: Stimulation is performed with a DC stimulator MC.
The location of stimulation is anode over the left dorsolateral cortex (DLPFC),
corresponding with F3 (in 10-20 EEG system); cathode over the right temporal
cortex with an intensity of 2 mA. The total duration is a constant stimulation for
20 minutes. The stimulation time schedule for each participant is a total of 7
times over 6 weeks. The stimulation is followed by a 90-minute session of the
‘Smoke-free programme’, a standardised behavioural therapy of the Institute for
Therapy Research (Gradl, S. Kröger, C., 2008) Evaluation scales which are used
are Edinburgh Handedness Test; Comfort Rating Questionnaire; Fagerström Test
and Questionnaire on Smoking Urges. As an additional evaluation, at the start of
the stimulation and at four follow-up appointments salivary cotinine (a degradation
product of tobacco) and the carbon monoxide content of expired air are measured.
Additional we perform two fMRT´s (at baseline and at the end of study) to examine
the effects of anodal tDCS of the left (DLPFC) in tobacco dependence. Results
and Conclusion: Our sample size estimation is between 20-36 participants.
Actually about half of the planned participants have passed through our study.
We are planning to finish the study in January 2013. Data will be analysed with a
multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA).
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lynne Dawkins, PhD, Senior Lecturer, University
of East London, Psychology, Water Lane, London, SE15 4LZ, United Kingdom,
Phone: 020 8223 4421, Email: l.e.dawkins@uel.ac.uk
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SINGULAR AND COMBINED EFFECTS OF VARENICLINE AND
NALTREXONE FOR THE TREATMENT OF HEAVY DRINKING SMOKERS
Kelly E. Courtney, M.A.*, and Lara A. Ray, Ph.D., Department of Psychology,
University of California, Los Angeles
Background: Heavy-drinking smokers constitute a sizeable and treatmentresistant subgroup of smokers. In consideration of this comorbidity, this study
combines two pharmacotherapies with demonstrated efficacy for smoking
(varenicline; VAR) and drinking (naltrexone; NTX). Methods: Daily smokers
(≥10 cigarettes per day) who met NIAAA guidelines for heavy drinking (N=130)
were randomized to one of four medication conditions: (1) VAR (1mg twice per
day) alone; (2) NTX (25mg once per day) alone; (3) VAR+NTX; and (4) placebo.
Measures of craving, withdrawal, and subjective reward were sequentially
assessed following: (a) 12h of smoking abstinence, (b) a loading dose of alcohol,
and (c) smoking a cigarette. Ten participants in each condition (n=40) were also
enrolled in a functional neuroimaging study in which a visual cigarette craving
task was administered. Results: Analyses following the dose of alcohol revealed
an effect of NTX on negative mood and tension, as well as a VAR+NTX effect on
cigarette refusal as compared to monotherapies and placebo (ps<.05). Analyses
following the first cigarette of the day revealed an effect of VAR and VAR+NTX
in reducing positive mood and vigor. VAR+NTX also attenuated alcohol and
cigarette high, as compared to placebo (ps<.05). Further, the VAR+NTX group
drank and smoked significantly less than the placebo group over the titration
period (ps<.05). Neuroimaging craving task analyses contrasting the placebo
group with the monotherapies revealed distinct yet partially overlapping patterns
of activity attenuation for the VAR only group (regions include the insula, thalamus,
and caudate) and the NTX only group (including the insula, putamen, caudate,
and inferior frontal gyrus). Contrasting with the placebo group, the VAR+NTX
group revealed greater and more wide spread attenuation in regions such as the
OFC, insula, thalamus, and caudate. Conclusions: These results suggest a more
global combined effect of the medications on behavioral and neural responses
to nicotine and alcohol, and also further our understanding of the behavioral and

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrea Linhardt, Physician, Ludwigs Maximilians
University Munich, Psychiatry, Nußbaumstrasse 7, Münich, 80336, Germany,
Phone: +498951605707, Email: Andrea.Linhardt@med.uni-muenchen.de
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PATIENTS’ AND HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS’ VIEWS ON A SPECIALIST
SMOKING CESSATION SERVICE DELIVERED IN A UNITED KINGDOM
HOSPITAL
Manpreet Bains, Ph.D.*, John Britton, M.D., Leah Jayes, B.Sc., John Marsh, B.A.,
Rachael L. Murray, Ph.D., Division of Epidemiology and Public Health and the UK
Centre for Tobacco Control Studies, University of Nottingham, UK
Background: Hospital admission provides an opportunity to promote smoking
cessation. However, implementing interventions into routine clinical practice
remains a challenge. As part of a randomised control trial in a United Kingdom
teaching hospital, eighteen wards were allocated, in a cluster randomised design,
to deliver systematic smoking cessation interventions to all admitted patients who
smoked, or to deliver usual care. This study explored patients’ and healthcare
professionals’ (HCPs) views of the specialist smoking cessation service, where
the intervention delivered one-to-one behavioural support and pharmacotherapy,
and appropriate follow-up to patients wishing to quit. Methods: Semi-structured
interviews were conducted with patients (n = 30) and HCPs (n = 27). Interviews
were audio-recorded, transcribed verbatim and analysed using thematic analysis.
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Results: Smoking cessation support in hospital was insufficient and ineffective,
where HCPs admitted that discussions generally fail to go beyond ascertainment
of smoking status, or were dependent on their judgements of who would benefit
most. Delivery via a specialist cessation service rather than reliance on inpatient
ward staff was favoured by patients and HCPs because the former had the time
and expertise to provide support promptly. Patients highlighted that little effort
was required on their parts, where most admitted that had they not been offered
support they would have either tried to quit alone, or would not have attempted
due to the cost of pharmacotherapy. Although the content of the service was rated
highly, timing of delivery and improved co-ordination between service staff and
inpatient ward staff was discussed as matters to address. Conclusions: Initiating
smoking cessation support during an inpatient stay via a specialist service, rather
than reliance on HCPs may help to ensure support is provided consistently.
Further research is required to consider timing of service delivery that ensures
co-ordination and communication between hospital staff and service personnel.
This abstract presents independent research commissioned by the National
Institute for Health Research under its Programme Grants for Applied Research
funding scheme (RP-PG-0608-10020). The views expressed in this abstract are
those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the NHS, the NIHR, or the
Department of Health.

REAL-TIME SURVEILLANCE OF THE POINT-OF-SALE ENVIRONMENT:
UTILIZING A MULTIMODAL DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM TO CAPTURE
EMERGING TRENDS IN TOBACCO INDUSTRY ADVERTISING
Jennifer Cantrell, Dr.Ph., M.P.A.*, Jennifer Kreslake, Ollie Ganz, M.P.H., Jennifer
Pearson, Ph.D., M.P.H., Donna Vallone, Ph.D., M.P.H., and Thomas Kirchner, Ph.D.
BACKGROUND: Research among young adults and African-Americans
demonstrating the increasing popularity of LCCs has been accumulating for the
past decade, yet strategies used to market to these populations at retail have not
previously been documented. This study examines LCC marketing in the retail
environment and differences in marketing by neighborhood demographics utilizing
a multimodal real-time mobile phone-based surveillance system. METHODS:
The surveillance system incorporated interactive voice recording, photo, web,
SMS and geolocation data to allow for rapid assessments of retail marketing of
LCC’s in all 750 tobacco-selling outlets in the District of Columbia. Multivariate
models examined the odds of LCC availability, the number of storefront exterior
advertisements and price per cigarillo for Black & Mild packs in relation to
neighborhood demographics. RESULTS: LCCs were available in 80% of outlets,
with 60% selling single-pack LCCs and 95% selling flavored versions. Twelve
percent of stores had exterior LCC advertising. The average price per cigarillo for
the lowest-priced pack of Black & Mild was $0.91. For each 10 percentage point
increase in the proportion of African American residents, the odds of LCC availability
increased by 26% (95% CI = 1.14, 1.40) and price per cigarillo decreased by $0.02
(CI = -0.02, -0.01). Having a higher proportion of African American and young
adult residents was associated with more exterior LCC advertising. DISCUSSION:
Findings of broad LCC availability, including single sales and flavored versions,
likely reflect differential regulation of cigarettes as compared with cigar products.
Higher availability of LCCs, lower prices in African American communities and
greater outdoor advertising in minority and young adult neighborhoods may
establish environmental triggers to smoke among groups susceptible to initiation
and long-term addiction. Real-time surveillance of the retail environment using
new technologies is critical in the context of a dynamic marketplace and evolving
tobacco regulations.
Funding was received by the DC Department of Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Manpreet Bains, PhD, Research Fellow, University
of Nottingham, Epidemiology and Public Health, Clinical Sciences Building,
Nottingham, NG5 1PB, United Kingdom, Phone: 0115 8231360, Email: manpreet.
bains@nottingham.ac.uk
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ATTENTIONAL BIAS MODIFICATION IN SMOKERS TRYING TO QUIT: A
LONGITUDINAL STUDY
F. Lopes, A. Pires, and L. Bizarro, Laboratory of Experimental Psychology,
Neurosciences and Behavior, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
Background: Smokers exhibit an attentional bias (AB) for smoking-related
cues (SRC), whereas former smokers show negative AB to this kind of stimulus.
Attentional Bias Modification (ABM) to avoid SRC may be a valuable addition to
existing cognitive-behavioral programs. This study investigated if either one or three
sessions of ABM would reduce AB for SRC in smokers in treatment to quit. Method:
Smokers (n = 67, 45±12 years-old) seeking treatment to quit (ABM groups) and
22 (M=45±14years-old) who did not intend to quit performed a standard 144-trial
visual probe task, in which pairs of SRC and non-SRC had random stimulus onset
asynchronies (SOAs = 50, 500 and 2000 ms). After that, ABM groups engaged
in four weekly sessions of group cognitive-behavioral therapy to stop smoking.
They were randomly allocated to one of three ABM training: three sessions of ABM
(ABM 3); two sessions of sham-ABM and one session of ABM (ABM 1); and three
sessions of sham-ABM (ABM 0). A post-test evaluation was performed 24h after
the last session of ABM, and the follow up evaluations were performed one, six
and twelve months after ABM. Results: Smokers, wishing or not to quit, had similar
AB at baseline [M=27; p>0.05] in all SOAs. In post-test, ABM groups showed a
decrease in AB, which was then negative (M=-31; F (1,63) = 32.22; p = 0.0001).
Also, the longer the SOA, the stronger the avoidance to SRC in post-test (M=-12
in SOA50ms. M=-31 in SOA 500 and M=-49 in SOA 2000), (F (2,126) = 3.78; p =
0.025). At post-test and one-month follow-up, ABM 3, but not ABM 1, presented
a stronger negative AB than ABM 0 in all SOAs. This difference was not seen
in the six-month or twelve-month follow ups. Conclusions: Smokers in treatment
develop a conscious avoidance to smoking-related cues as seen in longer SOAs.
In addition, three-session of ABM produced a more efficient avoidance to SRC and
maintained this avoidance longer than the control group, meaning that number of
trials of ABM may be important for lasting effects.
Funding: CAPES / Brazil.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amanda Richardson, PhD, Senior Director of
Research, Legacy, 1724 Massachusetts Ave NW, Washington, DC 20036, United
States, Phone: 202-454-5571, Email: arichardson@legacyforhealth.org
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COGNITIVE EFFECTS OF TRANSDERMAL NICOTINE AND TOBACCO
SMOKING: A DIRECT TEST OF THE COGNITIVE SELF-MEDICATION
HYPOTHESIS IN SCHIZOPHRENIA
Britta Hahn*1, Alexander N. Harvey1, Marta Concheiro-Guisan2, Marilyn A.
Huestis2, Henry H. Holcomb1, James M. Gold1, and Elliot A. Stein3, 1University of
Maryland School of Medicine, Maryland Psychiatric Research Center; 2National
Institute on Drug Abuse - IRP, Chemistry and Drug Metabolism Section; 3National
Institute on Drug Abuse - IRP, Neuroimaging Research Branch
Background: More frequent and heavier tobacco smoking among people with
schizophrenia (PSZ) is commonly believed to reflect self-medication of cognitive
deficits. The idea that the cognitive-enhancing effects of nicotine are a primary
motivator of tobacco consumption in PSZ and that smoking cessation would
deprive PSZ of these beneficial effects may explain some hesitation among
providers to pursue smoking cessation interventions in PSZ. The purpose of this
study was a direct test of the cognitive self-medication hypothesis. Methods: In
three counterbalanced test sessions, 17 PSZ and 17 healthy control subjects
(HCS), all smokers, were tested under ad libitum smoking conditions, or 3.5
hours after stopping smoking and receiving a nicotine (14 mg/24 hrs) or placebo
patch. Results: The groups matched on smoking severity. Reaction time and
response accuracy on computerized attention tasks was improved by transdermal
nicotine relative to placebo, with intermediate performance by ad libitum smoking.
These effects were of similar size in both groups and did not reflect remediation
of functions disproportionately impaired in PSZ. Although more PSZ reported
that the need to concentrate affected their smoking, this was not reflected by
real-world behavior in that these PSZ did not optimize their nicotine intake in the
ad libitum smoking session to meet the cognitive demands. The self-reported
ability to concentrate varied as a function of drug condition in HCS but not in PSZ,
suggesting insensitivity of PSZ to subjective nicotine-derived cognitive benefits.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Fernanda Lopes, Doctoral Student, Av São
Sebastião, 98, Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul 90830-420, Brazil, Phone: 55 51
93322233, Email: femlopes23@gmail.com
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Nicotine plasma concentrations after ad libitum smoking were not associated
with performance benefits, but instead with the propensity to experience nicotine
withdrawal upon abstinence. This association was seen selectively in PSZ,
suggesting that avoidance of withdrawal symptoms may explain heavier smoking
in this population. Conclusions: In contradiction to the self-medication hypothesis,
subjective or objective cognitive benefits are unlikely to be a primary motivator of
tobacco consumption in PSZ. Consideration of these effects should not discourage
providers from motivating quit attempts in this population.
Supported by the Intramural Research Program of the NIH, National Institute on
Drug Abuse, and NIDA Residential Research Support Services Contract N01DA5-9909 (Kelly PI)

PRIOR SMOKING CESSATION ATTEMPTS AMONG HIV-POSITIVE SMOKERS

Lauren R. Pacek, B.S.*1, Carl Latkin, Ph.D.2, and Amy R. Knowlton, Sc.D.2,
1
Department of Mental Health, Johns Hopkins University Bloomberg School
of Public Health; 2Department of Health, Behavior & Society, Johns Hopkins
University Bloomberg School of Public Health
Understanding the determinants of quitting smoking is essential to designing and
improving smoking cessation interventions. Among HIV-positive populations—a
group with a disproportionately high prevalence of smoking and that bears a
significant burden of smoking-related morbidity—relatively little is known regarding
this topic. The present study explored a variety of characteristics, both individual
and social environmental, and their potential association with prior smoking
cessation attempts among a sample of HIV-positive cigarette smokers. Data for
these analyses came from the BEACON study, a NIDA-funded longitudinal study
aimed at examining social environmental (i.e., support network and informal care
giving) influences on former and current drug users’ HIV medication adherence
and health outcomes. Data came from the 6-month time point, and the sample
included 269 individuals who were current smokers. Descriptive statistics and
logistic regression analyses were used to describe the associations. In adjusted
logistic regression analyses, several characteristics were found to be significantly
associated with prior smoking cessation attempts. In terms of individual level
characteristics, older age (age 45-49: aOR=3.26, 95% CI=1.53-6.91; age 54-65:
aOR=2.69, 95% CI=1.19-6.05) and non-black race (aOR=3.85, 95% CI=1.3111.34) were both positively associated with prior cessation attempts. Additionally,
characteristics of the social environment, particularly dyadic-level characteristics,
such as having a main Supporter who smokes (aOR=1.77, 95% CI=1.04-3.05),
having a main Supporter who is interested in quitting smoking (aOR=2.12, 95%
CI=1.21-3.72), and having a main Supporter who has made prior quit attempts
(aOR=2.44, 95% CI=1.26-4.71) were associated with prior cessation attempts.
Overall, this research suggests that both individual- and social environmentalfactors may play a role in this aspect of the quitting process. Findings may have
implications for the development and continued improvement of smoking cessation
interventions.
This work was supported by F31 DA033873 (Pacek), R01 DA032217-02S1
(Latkin), and R01 DA019413 (Knowlton).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Britta Hahn, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, University
of Maryland School of Medicine, Psychiatry, Maryland Psychiatric Research
Center, Baltimore, MD 21228, United States, Phone: 410-402-6112, Email:
bhahn@mprc.umaryland.edu
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REDUCED ACTIVITY CYP2A6 GENE VARIANTS ARE ASSOCIATED
WITH REDUCED LUNG CANCER RISK AMONG AFRICAN AMERICAN
EVER-SMOKERS
Catherine A. Wassenaar*1, Joanne Knight, Ph.D.2, Melinda Aldrich, M.P.H, Ph.D.3,
Qiuyin Cai, M.D., Ph.D.3, William J. Blot, Ph.D.3, and Rachel F. Tyndale, Ph.D.1,2,
1
University of Toronto; 2CAMH; 3Vanderbilt University
BACKGROUND: We investigated the association of variation in the nicotine/
nitrosamine metabolism gene, CYP2A6, with the risk of developing lung cancer
among African American cigarette smokers, a typically light smoking population
at a high risk for lung cancer. Previously among European American smokers,
we showed that reduced/null activity CYP2A6 gene variants trended towards an
association with lower lung cancer risk (OR 0.78; 95% CI 0.56-1.10) overall and
significantly among those smoking less than 20 cigarettes per day (CPD) (OR
0.63; 95% CI 0.41-0.97). METHODS: Herein, we genotyped African Americans for
reduced/null activity CYP2A6 alleles in a lung cancer case-control study nested
within the Southern Community Cohort Study. Controls were matched to incident
lung cancer cases by age, gender, menopausal status and recruitment site. We
restricted this analysis to ever-smokers (n = 445; median CPD = 10; IQR 8-20)
and grouped participants by CYP2A6 genotype into predicted reduced or normal
metabolism groups (46% and 54%, respectively). Lung cancer risk was estimated
through conditional logistic regression modeling. RESULTS: CYP2A6 reduced
versus normal metabolizers had significantly lower lung cancer risk (crude OR
0.61; 95% CI 0.40-0.93), and the association remained after adjusting for cigarette
pack-years (OR 0.55; 95% CI 0.35-0.88). We found a significant interaction
between CYP2A6 and pack-years (P = 0.05), which appeared to be driven by
a greater difference in cancer risk by CYP2A6 genotype at lower pack-years.
Median split analyses indicated that the CYP2A6-lung cancer association was
significant among the lighter smokers: adjusted ORs 0.35, 95% CI 0.14-0.85
for ≤10 CPD and 0.63, 95% CI 0.25-1.55 for >10 CPD, but risk was not higher
among shorter than longer duration smokers. CONCLUSIONS: As CYP2A6 was
not directly associated with CPD or duration, reduced nitrosamine (or nicotine)
metabolism may contribute to lower lung cancer risk among CYP2A6 reduced
metabolizers. Given the high prevalence of reduced activity genotypes (close to
50%), our findings support CYP2A6 as an important genetic risk factor among
African American smokers.
This work was supported by the Endowed Chair in Addiction for the Department
of Psychiatry (R.F.T.), CIHR (MOP86471 and TMH109787 to R.F.T., Doctoral
Research Award to C.A.W.), NIH (R01 CA092447 supporting the Southern
Community Cohort Study and U01 DA020830 to R.F.T.), Centre for Addiction and
Mental Health and the Canada Foundation for Innovation (#20289 and #16014
to R.F.T.), the CAMH Foundation and the Ontario Ministry of Research and
Innovation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lauren Pacek, 624 N. Broadway, Baltimore, MD
21205, United States, Phone: 724-889-3251, Email: lropelew@jhsph.edu
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MATERNAL SMOKING DURING PREGNANCY AND INFANT INFECTIOUS
DISEASE OUTCOMES
M.J. Metzger, A.C. Halperin*, L.E. Manhart, and S.E. Hawes, University of
Washington, Seattle WA
Background: Maternal smoking is associated with infant respiratory infections
and with increased risk of low birthweight (LBW) infants and preterm birth. This
study assesses the association of maternal smoking during pregnancy with both
respiratory and non-respiratory infectious disease (ID) morbidity and mortality in
infants. Methods: We conducted two retrospective case-control analyses of infants
born in Washington State from 1987-2004 using linked birth certificate, death
certificate, and hospital discharge records. The first analysis assessed morbidity—
infants hospitalized due to ID within one year of birth (47,404 cases/48,233
controls). The second assessed mortality—infants who died within one year due
to ID (627 cases/2,730 controls). Results: Maternal smoking was associated with
both hospitalization (Adjusted Odds Ratio (AOR)=1.52; 95%CI: 1.46, 1.58) and
mortality (AOR=1.51; 95%CI: 1.17, 1.96) due to any ID. In subgroup analyses,
maternal smoking was associated with hospitalization due to a broad range of
ID including both respiratory (AOR=1.69; 95%CI: 1.63, 1.76) and non-respiratory
ID (AOR=1.27; 95%CI: 1.20, 1.34). Further stratification by birthweight and
gestational age did not appreciably change these estimates. In contrast, there was
no association of maternal smoking with ID infant mortality when only LBW infants
were considered. Conclusions: Maternal smoking was associated with a broad
range of both respiratory and non-respiratory ID outcomes. Despite attenuation of
the mortality association among LBW infants, ID hospitalization was found to be
independent of both birthweight and gestational age. These findings suggest that

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Catherine Wassenaar, University of Toronto,
Department of Pharmacology, 1 King’s College Circle, Toronto, ON M5S 1A8,
Canada, Phone: 1-416-978-4082, Email: catherine.wassenaar@utoronto.ca
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full-term infants of normal weight whose mothers smoked may suffer an increased
risk of serious ID morbidity and mortality.
This study (MJM) was supported by NIH training grants (CA009229 and
CA009657) and a pilot grant (UL1 DE019582).

replicated in pregnant smokers. Thus, the objective was to examine the effect of
20 minutes of exercise on cravings and TWS among inactive pregnant smokers,
undergoing temporary abstinence. Methods: Twenty-eight female smokers (Mage
= 23.12 years, M weeks pregnant = 19.58, FTND = 2.7, M 8.56 cigarettes/day,
M hours abstained = 16.98) were randomized to a 20min of light-moderate
intensity exercise (EC; n = 15, 35-55% of heart-rate reserve) or passive sitting
(PC) condition. Cravings and TWS were assessed immediately before (baseline),
during (at 10min), immediately post, and at 10, 20, and 30min post-condition.
Results: A 2 (condition) x 6 (time) repeated measures ANOVA revealed that the
EC condition significantly (p<0.05) reduced cravings (ή2=0.50) compared to
the PC condition across time. Nonsignificant trends were evident favouring the
EC condition over time for TWS: depression (ή2=0.41), irritability (ή2=0.31),
stress (ή2=0.25), difficulty concentrating (ή2=0.21), and restlessness (ή2=0.19).
Conclusions: Consistent with previous research, this study reveals that in pregnant
smokers, a bout of exercise is associated with a reduction in cravings and similar
patterns exist for TWS. Therefore, exercise may have the potential to help
eliminate tobacco use during pregnancy.
Prapavessis, H., Mottola, M., Faulkner, G., Ussher, M., & Selby, P. (2008-2009).
The effects of acute exercise on tobacco cravings and withdrawal symptoms in
pregnant women. Canadian Tobacco Control Research Initiative ($45,614).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Abigail Halperin, MD, MPH, University of
Washington, 4311 11th Ave NE, Suite 210, Seattle, WA 98105, United States,
Phone: 206-616-4482, Email: abigail@uw.edu
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ASSESSING ATTITUDES, KNOWLEDGE, AND BEHAVIORS OF TOBACCO
USE ON CAMPUS PRE- AND POST-SHOWING OF THE FILM, ‘ADDICTION
INCORPORATED’
Edwin-Nikko Kabigting*, Alexandra Taylor, Ariel Schnur, Christopher McAlpin,
Diana Siegel, Kali Gehring, Gary D. James, Ph.D., Lori-Marie Sprague, M.S., R.N.,
Joyce Rhodes-Keefe, M.S., R.N., and Geraldine R. Britton, F.N.P., Ph.D., Decker
School of Nursing, Binghamton University

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stefanie De Jesus, BSc, MA, PhD(c), Western
University, School of Kinesiology, Exercise and Health Psychology Laboratory,
London, ON
N6A5B9, Canada, Phone: 519-661-2111 ext 81189, Email:
sdejesus@uwo.ca

Background: Health is an integral component of a vibrant university community
that is conducive for learning. Tobacco use in any form, active, and/or passive, is
a significant health hazard. The purpose of this study was to assess tobacco use
on the campus of a northeastern university, to identify knowledge of the effects of
tobacco, and attitudes regarding a tobacco free campus. In addition, we tested
the effect of showing the documentary, “Addiction Incorporated.” Methods: A
pre and post-test design was utilized. We developed a 24-item survey adapted
from the “Leave the Pack Behind” questionnaire. This survey was administered
to 187 attendees including students, faculty, and community members (mean age
24 years, 78.6% female, 91% full time students, 37% third year undergraduates,
26.7% live on campus, 77% non-smokers). Analysis of data utilized Chi Square,
t-test, and ANOVA. Results: Respondents estimated that 36% of students used
tobacco products, and that the average number of cigarettes smoked per day
was 5.5. Eighty three percent would be proud to have a tobacco-free campus
and 89% think it provides a healthy work and study environment. However,
72% think it infringes on tobacco users choices and 75% believe this policy is
too hard to enforce. Post-test analyses (N = 113).indicate that viewing the film
significantly improved students’ knowledge of tobacco’s addictive properties, and
its governmental regulation as well as attitudes about some aspects of a campus
tobacco-free policy. Only 57.5 % of students stated that courses on campus
address tobacco issues. Conclusions: Findings indicate that implementing a
tobacco-free policy on this northeastern campus is supported; however, a multidisciplinary approach is imperative. Increasing awareness, involving stakeholders,
including students and community members would be necessary. A showing of
“Addiction Incorporated” was the first step in increasing knowledge and support.
Binghamton University’s Academic and Faculty Development Fund.
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IS BRAIN DERIVED NEUROTROPHIC FACTOR (BDNF) ASSOCIATED WITH
SMOKING INITIATION? REPLICATION EFFORT IN A LARGE POPULATION
SAMPLE
Tellervo Korhonen*1,2, Anu Loukola1,2, Markus Perola2, Veikko Salomaa2, and
Jaakko Kaprio, 1University of Helsinki; 2National Institute for Health and Welfare,
Helsinki, Finland
Background: Brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is the most prevalent
growth factor in the central nervous system having a key role in helping to support
the survival of existing neurons as well as in the growth and differentiation of new
neurons and synapses. There is evidence for the involvement of this growth factor
in addictions and mental disorders, including depression. Recently, The Tobacco
and Genetics (TAG) Consortium published genome-wide association (GWA)
meta-analyses which identified altogether eight SNPs associated with smoking
initiation. The most robustly associated variant was the Val66Met (rs6265). Here,
we aimed to replicate this finding in a large population-based sample and to test
whether the association is independent of depression. Methods: Our sample
was drawn from the Finnish population-based FINRISK Survey (n=26,647 with
genotype and phenotype data). The BDNF Val66Met (G/A) variant was genotyped
using standard protocols of iPLEX Gold technology on the MassARRAY System
(Sequenom, San Diego, CA, USA). Smoking initiation phenotype was defined
as ever smoking versus never smoking. The association between the gene and
ever smoking was modeled using logistic regression adjusted for age and sex.
Further, we adjusted the analysis for depression. This was depression diagnosed
or treated by physician during the past 12 months. The allele main effects were
modeled assuming an additive effect. In the FINRISK data the major (Val) allele
frequency was 0.84. Results: The major (Val) allele increased the risk of being
lifetime ever smoker (OR=1.07; 95%CI 1.01-1.12; p=0.01). When depression,
which had a significant association with smoking (OR=1.58; 95%CI 1.37-1.82;
p<0.001), was added to this model the association of the gene remained almost
similar (OR=1.06; 95%CI 1.01-1.12;p=0.01). Further, when depressed individuals
were excluded, the association of the gene remained significant (OR=1.06; 95%CI
1.01-1.12; p=0.02). Conclusions: In the Finnish population data we replicated
earlier reported association of the BDNF gene and ever smoking. Interestingly, our
data suggest that this association is independent of depression.
This work was supported by the Sigrid Juselius Foundation (JK), the Academy
of Finland Center of Excellence in Complex Disease Genetics (JK) and the Finnish
Cultural Foundation (TK).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Edwin-Nikko Kabigting, Binghamton University,
Decker School of Nursing, PO BOX 6000, Vestal, NY 13902-6000, United States,
Phone: 7185520194, Fax: 6077774554, Email: ekabigt1@binghamton.edu
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THE EFFECTS OF ACUTE EXERCISE ON TOBACCO CRAVINGS AND
WITHDRAWAL SYMPTOMS IN PREGNANT WOMEN
Stefanie De Jesus*1, Harry Prapavessis1, Guy Faulkner2, Michael Ussher3,
Ralph Maddison4, Peter Selby2, Therese Harper5, Anita Cramp1, and Lyndsay
Fitzgeorge6, 1University of Western Ontario; 2University of Toronto; 3St. George’s
University of London; 4University of Auckland; 5Health Prince Edward Island;
6
Fanshawe College
Background: Cigarette smoking during pregnancy is common and is associated
with numerous repercussions to the health of the developing fetus. Although
abstinence early in pregnancy will produce the greatest benefits to the fetus
and expectant mother, quitting at any point during pregnancy can yield benefits.
Behavioural support in conjunction with pharmacotherapy is most effective
for this population. However, many women are concerned and reluctant to use
pharmaceutical aids due to unknown safety and efficacy. A plethora of research
and multiple systematic reviews have shown that a bout of exercise minimizes
cravings and tobacco withdrawal symptoms (TWS) after a temporary period
of abstinence in male and female smokers, but these findings have not been

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Tellervo Korhonen, PhD, University Lecturer,
University of Helsinki, Public Health, PO Box 41, Helsinki, - 00014, Finland,
Phone: +358407556881, Email: tellervo.korhonen@helsinki.fi
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smokers would make the choice to quit all tobacco use especially females and
non-Hispanic Blacks who have higher rates of menthol cigarette smoking. Thus,
this study gives further support to the TPSAC recommendation.
This study was conducted while P. Fagan and C. Backinger were both at the
National Cancer Institute Division of Cancer Control and Population Sciences
where the first author resides. No funding.

SMOKING AND QUITTING AMONG THE HOMELESS IN NOTTINGHAM, UK:
A QUALITATIVE STUDY
Laura Garner, M.P.H*, and Elena Ratschen, M.P.H, Ph.D., University of Nottingham
Background: Tobacco smoking is the single largest preventable cause of
disease and premature death in the developed world and a major contributor to
health inequalities. Among homeless people, smoking rates are estimated to reach
up to 90% in those sleeping rough. This study aims to explore smoking and quitting
related behaviours, experiences and attitudes as well as knowledge of smoking
risks, nicotine dependence and confidence and motivation to quit. Method: Face
to face semi-structured interviews were conducted with 15 purposively sampled
homeless or vulnerably housed smokers in a Nottingham harm reduction service.
Data was analysed using thematic analysis. Results: Findings demonstrated that
homeless smokers did not have a good depth of knowledge around smoking risks
or acknowledgement of potential impacts on their health. The participants were
generally highly dependent smokers with 13 participants having an HIS score
greater than 4. This dependency, alongside economic constraints, appeared
to trigger high risk smoking behaviours such as sharing cigarettes and smoking
discarded and low quality contraband tobacco. The majority of those interviewed
had the motivation and confidence to quit in the future, but some described a
lack of encouragement by health professionals and staff in homeless services.
Conclusion: Homeless smokers are a high risk group of smokers. They engage in
riskier smoking practices compared to the general smoking population due to fairly
unique social interplays and poor economic resources, coupled with significant
dependence, leading to high risk behaviours. Opportunities to provide tailored
cessation services for homeless smokers in the UK are currently being missed.
The development and assessment of targeted interventions and best practice
models appears important.
Funding was received from the Division of Epidemiology and Public Health,
University of Nottingham.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Anne Hartman, Biostatistician/Program Director,
National Cancer Institute, Div. Cancer Control and Population Sciences/Risk
Factors Monitoring and Methods Branch, 6130 Executive Blvd- MSC 7344,
Bethesda, MD 20892-7344, United States, Phone: 301-496-4970, Fax: 301-4353710, Email: hartmana@mail.nih.gov
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PSYCHOLOGICAL ATTITUDES PREDICT SMOKING CESSATION OVER TIME
IN THE WOMEN’S HEALTH INITIATIVE (WHI)
Ana Progovac, B.S.*1, Yue-Fang Chang, Ph.D.1, Karen Matthews, Ph.D.1, Hilary
Tindle, M.D. M.P.H.1, Michael Scheier, Ph.D.2, Kate Weaver, Ph.D. M.P.H.3, Ben
Chapman, Ph.D.4, Paul Duberstein, Ph.D.4, Robert Kaplan, Ph.D.5, and Joe
Goveas, M.D.6, 1University of Pittsburgh; 2Carnegie Mellon University; 3Wake
Forest School of Medicine; 4University of Rochester Medical Center; 5Albert
Einstein College of Medicine; 6Medical College of Wisconsin
Background: Low levels of optimistic attitudes and high levels of cynical attitudes
toward others independently predict morbidity and mortality in WHI participants.
At study entry, smokers were less optimistic and more cynical than nonsmokers.
The present analysis examines whether optimism and/or cynical hostility affected
future smoking behavior among smokers. Methods: 10,242 WHI smokers at study
entry completed the Life Orientation Test-Revised (assessing optimism/pessimism
(LOT-R)) and the Cook Medley cynical hostility subscale (both scores divided into
quartiles). Multivariable mixed model logistic regression assessed self-reported
smoking status (Y/N, ascertained by questionnaire) at 1, 3, 6 years after study
entry, adjusted for baseline factors: age; ethnicity; education; insurance status;
region; body mass index; cardiovascular disease, diabetes, cholesterol, or
hypertension; any alcohol use; physical activity; smoking pack years. Results:
Women were 61.0 years old (SD 6.8) and smoked 28.9 pack years (SD 22.2). Over
6 years, 35.7% had quit smoking. The least (vs. most) optimistic women were less
likely to be high school graduates, physically active, white, insured, or to consume
any alcohol (all p≤0.001). They were more likely to report diabetes, hypertension,
and obesity (all p≤0.001) and greater pack-years (p=0.025). Least optimistic
women were 33% less likely to quit smoking over time (OR=0.67 [0.56-0.81],
p<0.0001), which held after adjustment (OR=0.72 [0.59-0.88], p=0.012. The most
(vs. least) cynical hostile women closely resembled the least optimistic women on
all factors. The most cynical women were also less likely to quit smoking over time
in unadjusted (OR=0.58 [0.48-0.70], p<0.0001) and adjusted models (OR=0.60
[0.49-0.74], p<0.0001). Conclusions: The least optimistic and most cynical women
were less likely to quit smoking over time. These findings underscore the role
of psychological attitudes in longitudinal smoking behavior among older adults.
More research is needed to investigate whether cessation programs tailored for
attitudes are helpful, as well as the extent to which attitudes are modifiable to
assist in smoking behavior change.
NHLBI Women’s Health Initiative Extension (PI: Jackson; co-PIs: L. Kuller and
H. Tindle). Travel Award: A. Progovac. University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of
Public Health Dean’s Endowed Doctoral Scholarship (A. Progovac)

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laura Garner, MPH, Nurse Specialist, University of
Nottingham, UK Centre for Tobacco Control, 19 Osborne Grove, Nottingham, NG5
2HE, United Kingdom, Phone: 07968254057, Email: laurasambora@hotmail.com
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WOULD REMOVING MENTHOL CIGARETTES FROM THE MARKET HAVE
IMPLICATIONS FOR SMOKING CESSATION?
Anne M. Hartman, M.S., M.A.*1, Benmei Liu, Ph.D.1, Ami L. Bahde, M.P.H.1,
Pebbles Fagan, Ph.D., M.P.H.2, Cathy L. Backinger, Ph.D., M.P.H.3, and James T.
Gibson, B.S.4, 1National Cancer Institute, Division of Cancer Control and Population
Sciences; 2University of Hawaii Cancer Center; 3Food and Drug Administration,
Center for Tobacco Products; 4Information Management Services, Inc.
The 2009 U.S. Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act banned
flavored cigarettes, with the exception of menthol. In 2011 the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) Tobacco Products Scientific Advisory Committee (TPSAC)
stated, “removal of menthol cigarettes from the marketplace would benefit public
health in the United States,” yet no regulatory action has been taken. This study
examines prevalence of menthol cigarette smoking, menthol cigarette smokers’
behavioral intentions if menthol cigarettes were not sold, and associations between
demographic, smoking, and contextual factors with smoking intention among
current menthol cigarette adult smokers 18 years and older. This study uses the
2010-11 U.S. National Cancer Institute-sponsored Tobacco Use Supplement to the
U.S. Census Bureau’s and Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Current Population Survey
data on 27,611 current smokers. There were 7456 current menthol smokers
evaluated using logistic regression to examine the determinants of the choice,
“quit smoking and not use any other tobacco product.” Thirty percent of current
smokers reported usually smoking menthol cigarettes with 74, 35, and 40 percent
among non-Hispanic Black, female, and 18-24 year old smokers, respectively.
Thirty eight percent of menthol smokers reported that they would quit smoking
cigarettes and not use any other tobacco product if menthol cigarettes were no
longer sold. Non-Hispanic Blacks and females were significantly more likely than
non-Hispanic Whites or males, respectively, to state this choice. Those reporting
general attempts to quit or interest in quitting had higher odds ratios (ORs) for
quitting intentions in the absence of menthol cigarettes. Those with a primary
history of smoking menthol cigarettes and all but the most dependent smokers had
higher ORs, while use of other tobacco products and lack of a smoke-free home
rule had lower ORs. Results suggest in the absence of menthol cigarettes, many

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ana Progovac, B.S., PhD Student, University of
Pittsburgh, Health Services Research & Policy, 130 DeSoto Street, Pittsburgh, PA
15261, United States, Phone: 3135066357, Email: amp164@pitt.edu
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UNASSISTED SMOKING CESSATION IN ARGENTINA
Lorena Peña1, Jonatan Konfino1, and Raúl Mejía2, 1Centro de Estudios de Estado
y Sociedad; 2Universidad de Buenos Aires
Background: Pharmacotherapy to help smokers to quit is one of the most costeffective medical interventions available, but it favors the increasing medicalization
process: using drugs or health professionals to help patients stop smoking. In
contrast, a large percentage of people who permanently stop smoking succeeded
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without any form of assistance. In Argentina 90% quitted smoking without
assistance although there are few studies focused on reasons, motives and
strategies that enable unassisted cessation. Objective: To describe motivations,
facilitators and barriers involved in the process of unassisted smoking cessation,
in Buenos Aires. Methods: In 2011 and 2012, 30 qualitative semi-structured
interviews were carried out with women and men over 18 years old who have
stopped smoking without any help, in the province of Buenos Aires. Analysis was
based on grounded theory. Results: The participants were 50% women with a mean
age of 36 years old; most participants had completed high school or more years
of formal education. The reasons mentioned by almost all interviewers were the
desire of: improving health, feeling free of tobacco dependence, being pregnant or
planning pregnancy and their children, who sometimes were the ones who asked
their parents to quit smoking. The facilitators were: thinking about benefits brought
by quitting smoking, the creation of smoke-free places, having family and friends
support and recognition of and quitting at the same time with some friends or
family members. The main obstacles in the process were being in smoke-allowed
places, withdrawal symptoms and fearing of not being able to quit. Finally, the
main strategies reported by the interviewers were: “cold turkey”, will power and
being convinced they wanted to stop. Conclusion: Since unassisted cessation is
the most successful method used by ex-smokers in Argentina, health authorities
should emphasize its effectiveness in population-based communication. At last,
since smoke-free places were one of the most important facilitators in the process
of unassisted cessation, it should be considered for enacting and enforcing
legislation to promote these environments.
This study was funded by grant International Development Research Center
de Canada - IDRC.

THE LINK BETWEEN CHILDHOOD ABUSE AND CIGARETTE SMOKING:
DEPENDENCE, WITHDRAWAL, AND TOBACCO CESSATION
Megan L. Saddleson, M.A.*, Philip H. Smith, M.S.1, Gregory G. Homish, Ph.D.1,2,
Lynn T. Kozlowski, Ph.D.1, and Gary A. Giovino, Ph.D.1, 1Community Health and
Health Behavior, University at Buffalo, SUNY; 2Research Institute on Addictions,
University at Buffalo, SUNY
Introduction: Those with a history of childhood abuse are more likely to smoke
cigarettes than those without a history of abuse. Mechanisms underlying this
greater prevalence are unclear. We examined whether smokers with a history
of physical, emotional, or sexual abuse experienced greater levels of nicotine
dependence and more severe withdrawal. We also compared quitting motives,
quit attempts, and likelihood of successful tobacco cessation between those with
and without a history of abuse. Methods: We analyzed data from a two-wave,
national, random-digit-dial survey of adult cigarette smokers (n=751). We used
mediation analyses to examine whether smokers with a history of abuse exhibited
greater levels of dependence and more severe withdrawal, and whether this was
accounted for by serious psychological distress (SPD). We also examined whether
associations between abuse and quit attempts were mediated by quitting motives,
and whether associations between abuse and cessation success were mediated
by withdrawal severity. All estimates were adjusted for sociodemographic
variables and co-morbid substance use. Results: At the first wave, all three types
of abuse were directly or indirectly associated with greater dependence. Among
those who made a quit attempt between the two waves of data collection (n=368),
all three types of abuse were associated with more severe withdrawal symptoms
(p < 0.05). These associations were only partially mediated by SPD. All three
types of abuse were significantly positively associated with quitting motives, which
was in-turn significantly positively associated with quit attempts (p < 0.05). The
association between abuse and cessation success was mediated by withdrawal
symptom severity. Conclusions: The greater prevalence of smoking found
among those with a history of childhood abuse may be explained by heightened
vulnerability to nicotine dependence and withdrawal, and may be partially due to
co-morbid mental illness. Smokers with a history of abuse are motivated to stop
using tobacco, but may be less likely to successfully quit due to greater levels of
psychological distress, dependence and withdrawal.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lorena Peña, Sanchez de Bustamante 27, Ciudad
de Buenos Aires, 1173, Argentina, Phone: 541148651707, Email: lo@ipaddress.
com.ar
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PERINATAL SMOKING STATUS: DEVELOPMENT AND PILOT TESTING OF
AN ASSESSMENT TOOL
Geraldine R. Britton, F.N.P., Ph.D.*1, Joyce Rhodes-Keefe, R.N., M.S.1, Rosemary
Collier, R.N., B.S.1, Teresia Mutiso, R.N., M.S.1, Lori M. Sprague, R.N., M.S.1,
Gene Werner, R.N.2, Julie Bennett, R.N.2, Patricia Creagh, R.N.2, Steven Lynn,
Ph.D.1, and Gary D. James, Ph.D.1, 1Binghamton University; 2Lourdes Hospital,
Binghamton, NY

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Megan Saddleson, M.A., SUNY University at
Buffalo, Community Health and Health Behavior, School of Public Health and
Health Professions, 329 Kimball Tower, Buffalo, NY 14214, United States, Phone:
716-829-5702, Email: mls38@buffalo.edu

Purpose/Background: Among the barriers to successful implementation of
smoking cessation interventions, especially in the pregnant population in the
clinical setting is the lack of a systematized method to identify the smoker. The
self-report assessment tools that do exist were either not tested for reliability
and validity, are based on data collected decades ago, or are not tailored to the
pregnant population. The purpose of this study, therefore, was to develop and test
a reliable and valid tool. Methods: In order to measure content validity, a literature
review was conducted. A survey of 15 leading experts in the research field of
smoking cessation across the nation then provided “best practice” items to be
included in the tool. In a follow-up survey these same experts ranked the items for
inclusion. One focus group of 12 local experts/health care providers reviewed the
items and two focus groups of 10 pregnant smokers assessed appropriateness
of items and clarity of questions. The 22 item tool was then administered to all
pregnant women electronically via iPads at their first prenatal visit in an urban
clinic and urine samples were sent for cotinine assay. Results: Pilot study data of
51 participants (100% Medicaid insured, 84% single marital status, 64% education
high school or less) found that 33% had cotinine values indicating active tobacco
use; 27.4% with very active use (>500ng/ml). Data on survey items that best
predict smoker status showed that questions about past tobacco use and about
knowledge of tobacco’s effects on the fetus and child were significantly associated.
Further analyses will use an iterative item analysis that maximizes Cronbach’s
alpha to winnow the number of items, and factor analysis will confirm the retained
items. Implications: These findings will be utilized to influence perinatal health care
policy regarding evidenced-based care regarding tobacco use assessment and
intervention.
Binghamton University, Academic and Development Fund.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF A CAMPUS-WIDE TOBACCO-FREE POLICY
Mary Martin, R.N., B.S.*, Geraldine Britton, R.N., Ph.D., Edwin Kabigting, Joyce
Rhodes-Keefe, R.N., M.S., Lori M. Sprague, R.N., M.S., Sarah Thompson,
M.A., Gary D. James, Ph.D., Decker School of Nursing, Binghamton University,
Binghamton, NY
Purpose: To assess the needs and feasibility of introducing a tobacco-free
policy in an upstate New York university. Background: Despite the vast knowledge
regarding tobacco use and its harmful effects on health and wellness, many
college students continue to use tobacco products. According to the latest
national statistics of 2010; an estimated 20.1% of young adults ages 18-24
continue to smoke cigarettes. Methods: A comprehensive evaluation process
was implemented. Interviews were conducted with various key personnel on
campus to identify stakeholders and existing resources. Results of the American
College Health Association –National College Assessment Survey (last available
in 2007) were evaluated and a recent survey of attendees at the film, Addiction
Incorporated, was administered. Results: A tobacco-free sub-committee was
formed under the “Interdisciplinary Tobacco Use Research Program” (ITURP) for
further assessment of attitudes toward tobacco use and its effects on this campus
community. This group then facilitated the formation of a university wide committee
for a “Healthiest Campus” initiative with expectations to incorporate a tobaccofree campus policy. Analysis of the 2007 American College Health Association
–National College Assessment Survey found that only 12.7% of this university
population had received information from their university regarding tobacco use
and prevention. Attendees (N = 187) at the film estimated that 36% of students
used tobacco products, 86% would be proud to have a tobacco-free campus, but

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Geraldine Britton, FNP, PhD, Professor,
Binghamton University, Decker School of Nursing, P.O. Box 6000, Binghamton,
NY 13902-6000, United States, Phone: 607.777.4554, Fax: 607.777.4440, Email:
gbritton@binghamton.edu
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72% felt it infringes on tobacco users choices and 75% believe this policy is too
hard to enforce. Conclusion/Implications: Further assessment of this university is
needed via surveys and focus groups aimed more specifically at tobacco users of
this university community. In order for implementation of a tobacco-free policy to
be successful it must have both fundamental and institutional support. Then this
campus can earn the title; “Healthiest Campus.”
Binghamton University; Academic and Faculty Development Fund.

PREDICTORS OF WATERPIPE USE IN A SAMPLE OF JORDANIAN SCHOOL
STUDENTS
Sukaina Alzyoud, Ph.D., R.N.*1, and Linda S. Weglicki, Ph.D., R.N.2, 1Department
of Community and Mental Health, Faculty of Nursing, The Hashemite University;
2
National Institute of Nursing Research National Institutes of Health

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mary Martin, BS, RN, Binghamton University; State
University of New York, Decker School of Nursing, PO Box 6000, Binghamton,
NY 13902-6000, United States, Phone: 607-785-8604, Email: mmartin1@
binghamton.edu

Introduction: Tobacco use is one of the major causes of mortality and morbidity
worldwide. Numerous researchers have indicated the alarming increase in a
different method of tobacco use which is known as waterpipe especially among
youth living in the Eastern Mediterranean region. The purpose of this paper is to
examine the predicting factors for waterpipe use among a sample of Jordanian
school students. Methods: A cross-sectional study in Zarqa governorate, Jordan,
was conducted in the spring of 2012 to explore the problem of tobacco use among
adolescent. Zarka Governorate is located at the central region of Jordan and is
home to 15% of Jordan’s population. A total of 1050 questionnaires were randomly
distributed in 11 public schools in the governorate three educational districts. These
participants were randomly recruited from the 8th, 10th, &12th grades. Results: Of
the 1050 students participated in the study a 1,000 (95.2%) were included in the
study (489 boys and 511 girls, median age 15 years). Current waterpipe use in
the study population was (30.7%), daily use was (26.6%), and previous month
use was (36%). Girls composed twofold of boys waterpipe use. Students (23.1%)
believed that smoking waterpipe help them in making friends particularly girls.
Parent’s attitude toward waterpipe use, being a girl, knowing a classmate who
smokes cigarettes, and feeling of inability to get “going” were all significant factors
to predict waterpipe use by adolescents. Twenty two percent of students are
expecting to continue waterpipe smoking in the future. Conclusions: Prevalence
of waterpipe smoking appears to be alarming among study participants primarily
among girls. Waterpipe use is becoming a commonly acceptable behavior among
adolescents especially girls. Evidence-based prevention and cessation programs
are immensely needed to prevent the initiation of or reduce waterpipe smoking,
as well as address co-occurring problem behaviors, to decrease the health risks
associated with use among adolescents. Gender specific designed prevention and
cessation programs should be directed toward female students to decrease and
prevent the problem of waterpipe smoking among them.
This study was funded by The Hashemite University, Zarqa, Jordan.
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HEALTH WARNING LABELS WITH PICTOGRAMS IN CENTRAL AMERICA:
RESULTS FROM HONDURAS AND NICARAGUA
Ernesto M. Sebrie, M.D., M.P.H.*1, Essie T. Torres, Ph.D.2, James F. Thrasher,
Ph.D.3, Dora M. Oliva4, Beatriz Champagne, Ph.D.4, K. Michael Cummings, Ph.D.5,
and David Hammond, Ph.D.6, 1Roswell Park Cancer Institute; 2East Carolina
University; 3University of South Carolina and National Institute of Public Health of
Mexico; 4InterAmerican Heart Foundation; 5Medical University of South Carolina;
6
University of Waterloo
Background: Cigarette warning labels mostly address smoking-related health
effects, but content on the environmental impacts and poverty caused by tobacco
use has not been examined. This study aimed to determine which content and
size of 28 novel warning labels promoted the strongest responses. Methods:
Parallel experimental studies were conducted in five Central American countries:
El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Panama. Results from
Honduras and Nicaragua are provided. Intercept survey methods were used to
recruit participants from public venues in major cities and data were collected via
face-to-face interviews using a computer-based survey during March-April, 2011.
Respondents included smokers (18 and older) and non-smokers (aged 18-24)
who were able to read and speak Spanish. After collecting demographics, smoking
status, and knowledge about warning labels, participants were shown in random
order cigarette packages with different pictorial warnings and asked to rate their
effectiveness using a 10-point scale (1=not at all and 10=extremely) in 5 domains
(attention, credibility, would make smokers want to quit, would prevent non-smokers
from starting to smoke, and overall effectiveness). Results: Data were collected
from 441 Hondurans (204 smokers and 237 non-smokers; 52% males; average
age 21) and 456 Nicaraguans (209 smokers and 247 non-smokers; 54% males;
average age 20). Effectiveness scores in Honduras ranged from 9.39 and 9.54
(tongue cancer) to 4.39 and 4.85 (agrotoxic) among smokers and non-smokers
respectively; in Nicaragua scores ranged from 9.58 among smokers (death) and
9.37 among non-smokers (tongue cancer) to 6.48 among smokers (blindness)
and 6.96 among non-smokers (poverty). Conclusions: Pictograms whose content
describe health effects were ranked higher in comparison with environmental
health effects or poverty both among smokers and non-smokers in both countries.
Internal and external diseased organs were the most effective identified themes.
However, in Nicaragua poverty was ranked high as well suggesting the need of
consider including this novel content as part of a rotational warning set.
This research was funded by HealthBridge and Health Canada through a grant
to the InterAmerican Heart Foundation and the NIH program project grant P01
CA138-389-01 “Effectiveness of Tobacco Control Policies in High vs. Low Income
Countries.” ES received funding from the Flight Attendant Medical Research
Institute.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sukaina Alzyoud, PhD, The Hashemite University,
Community and Mental Health Nursing, P.O. Box 150459, Zarqa, 13115, Jordan,
Phone: 00962777925113, Email: sukaina-alzyoud@hu.edu.jo
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TOBACCO USE AMONG INCARCERATED WOMEN IN KALOCSA PRISON,
HUNGARY
Zoltan Lomnici1, Dóra Vasics*1, Peter Balázs, Ph.D.2, and Kristie L. Foley,
Ph.D.3, 1ELTE Budapest, Hungary; 2Semmelweis University Budapest, Hungary;
3
Davidson College NC USA
Background: There is very little information regarding tobacco-use behaviour
among female inmates, especially outside the United States. We propose to fill
this gap through a survey of inmates in the Kalocsa prison for women, located
in southern Hungary. Methods: The study was conducted in the spring 2012.
181 prisoners completed a brief, self-administered questionnaire to obtain the
following information: tobacco use behaviour before and during incarceration,
knowledge of cessation strategies, quit attempts and future plans to quit, exposure
to secondhand smoke, and inmate demographics. Results: Smoking prior
to incarceration was more than twice that of the general Hungarian population
(78.5%). Prevalence increased after imprisonment to 84.0%, suggesting the
negative impact of incarceration on smoking habits. In addition occasional smokers
prior to incarceration (3.7% of all smokers, n=163) increased the amount they
smoked after imprisonment. Quit attempts were 63.9% among this population
of female inmates. Unlike the general population, only 26.6% indicated that they
plan to quit in the future. Further, only 1 person out of 8 non-smokers was exposed
to SHS. Conclusions: Observations showed that correctional populations are
characterized by very high rates of smoking. Provider and policy initiatives should

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ernesto Sebrie, MD, MPH, Research Scientist,
Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Health Behavior, Elm & Carlton Streets, Buffalo, NY
14263, United States, Phone: 716 845 3038, Email: ernesto.sebrie@roswellpark.org
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brands. Although the toxicant yields were mostly comparable across the 5 super
slim brands, the levels of the tobacco specific nitrosamines (particularly NNN)
were notably higher in brands containing the mixed tobacco blend. Overall, lower
mutagenic activity (revertants/microgram total particulate matter) was observed
for super slim brands containing Virginia flue-cured tobacco as compared to the
Canadian best seller and reference cigarettes. However, in cases where the
super slim cigarettes contained a mixed tobacco blend, comparable or greater
mutagenicity was observed. Comparative examination of the mutagenicity and
emissions from super slim cigarettes contribute to an improved understanding
of the relationship between product design and potential mutagenic hazard of
mainstream smoke. It should be noted that these analyses did not consider human
exposure, hazard or risk. Therefore, based on this work, the super slim cigarette
should not be considered ‘less harmful.’
Funding for this study was provided by Health Canada.

be considered to address the high rate of use among inmates and their opposition
to quitting.
This research project was supported by the Fogarty International Center,
the National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute of Drug Abuse (1 R01
TW007927-01, PI: K. Foley; Co-PI P. Balazs).
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Zoltan Lomnici, Dr. jur., Bocskai str. 41/b.,
Budapest, 1188, Hungary, Phone: +36 (30) 304 0154, Email: lomnici@lawyer.com
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SECOND HAND SMOKE EXPOSURE AND SUPPORT FOR SMOKE FREE
WORKPLACES AMONG HOTEL WORKERS: IMPLICATIONS FOR SMOKE
FREE POLICIES IN NIGERIA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rebecca Maertens, 50 Colombine Driveway,
Ottawa, ON K1A 0K9, Canada, Phone: 613-957-3135, Email: rebecca.maertens@
hc-sc.gc.ca

O.O. Odukoya* and A.O. Sekoni, Department of Community Health and Primary
Care, College of Medicine, University of Lagos, Nigeria
Second hand smoke (SHS) exposure is a health hazard and there is no safe
level of exposure to tobacco smoke. Hotel workers in Nigeria may be at increased
risk of exposure to SHS as Nigeria has not yet passed a law promoting smoke
free workplaces despite several efforts to do so. This study sought to assess
the knowledge, SHS exposure and attitudes towards smoke free policies among
hotel workers in an urban local government area (LGA) in Lagos Nigeria. A cross
sectional study design was employed using pre-tested interviewer administered
questionnaires from 263 consenting hotel workers in 27 randomly selected hotels
in the LGA. More than half of the respondents were female (60.8%). Mean age
was 28.2±6.3 years. Majority (75.3%) spend more than 12 hours a day in the
workplace. A considerable proportion (65.8%) of the respondents had never taken
any form of tobacco in their lifetime. Most of them (91.3%) had heard of second
hand smoke, 74.8% of which felt it was harmful to their own health. More than 80%
were aware that SHS is linked to cancers, heart disease and asthma. Almost all
(98.3%) had been exposed to SHS in the workplace, 84.7% of whom are exposed
on most days of the week. Despite the relatively high awareness of the dangers
of SHS, less than half (38% &44.1%) thought that smoking should be banned
in restaurants/clubs and public places respectively. Nevertheless, many of them
(84.4%) would prefer to work in a smoke-free environment. These workers are
regularly exposed to SHS in the workplace and most of them prefer to work in
smoke-free environs. Despite this, their support for smoke free policies is relatively
low. Policies to protect this group of workers must be put in place and programs to
enhance their support for these policies should be considered.
No funding.
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MOTIVATING QUIT ATTEMPTS BY LOW-INCOME SMOKERS IN A
COMMUNITY SETTING: INITIAL RESULTS
Bruce A. Christiansen, Ph.D.*, University of Wisconsin
Background: People with low income smoke at higher rates than the general
population but do not try to quit as often and are less likely to use an evidencedbased quit method. People living in poverty are have specific beliefs about the
acceptability of smoking and about methods of quitting that may be barriers
to initiating an evidence-based quit attempt. The current study, delivered by
community agency staff, tested a brief intervention designed to alter these beliefs
on willingness to initiate an evidence-based quit attempt. Methods: Smokers
getting help from the Salvation Army who did not want to quit were randomly
assigned to one of three conditions: Intervention (Int); Attention Control (AC);
Minimal Contact Control (MC). Int consisted of a brief motivational component
(Decisional Balance Worksheet) and a cognitive component (supportive challenge
tailored to each subjects’ beliefs [a little smoking is acceptable; smoking is
normative; relative effectiveness of quit methods; safety/effectiveness of
medicines]). AC Ss reviewed a smoking pamphlet with the agency researcher. MC
Ss received neither. Outcomes were also compared with smokers who indicated at
the time of recruitment that they were motivated to quit (MS). The primary outcome
was initiation of a quit attempt using an evidence-based method, operationalized
as making an immediate call to the quit line or signing up for “fax-to quit”. Results:
The mean intervention duration was 19.47 min. 187 smokers have been enrolled:
Int, 39; AC, 37; MC, 42; MS, 69. As a result of the intervention, the motivation
of smokers is similar to that of already motivated smokers and dissimilar to that
of control smokers: 16.9% of the motivated smokers and 15.0% of the Int Ss
made an immediate call to the quit line compared to 2.5% (AC) and 4.7% (MC).
28.8% (MS) and 17.5% (Int) accepted “fax to quit” vs. 7.5% (AC) and 9.3% (MC)
(p<.01). Further, the targeted beliefs changed significantly for the intervention
Ss. Conclusion: A brief intervention tailored to the smoking/quitting beliefs of low
income smokers can increase acceptance of evidence-based treatment and be
effectively provided by community agency staff.
This research was funded through a grant awarded to B. Christiansen by the
National Cancer Institute (1R21CA149522-01A1).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Olukemi Odukoya, MBBS, MPH, MSc, FMCPH,
Lecturer, College of Medicine, University of Lagos, Community Health and
Primary Care, Ishaga road,, Idi-Araba, Lagos state 12003, Nigeria, Phone: 2348023200770, Email: drolukemiodukoya@yahoo.com
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SELECT TOXICANT YIELDS AND SALMONELLA MUTAGENICITY OF
MAINSTREAM SMOKE EMISSIONS FROM CANADIAN “SUPER SLIM”
CIGARETTES
Rebecca M. Maertens, M.Sc.*, Nemanja Mladjenovic, B.Sc., Evelyn C. Soo,
Ph.D., and Paul A. White, Ph.D., Health Canada

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bruce Christiansen, 1930 Monroe St., Madison,
WI 53711, United States, Phone: 608-262-4087, Email: bc1@ctri.wisc.edu

Recently, cigarettes with a super slim design have entered the Canadian market,
and these thinner cigarettes have the potential to be erroneously perceived as less
harmful. The objective of this study was to examine the yields of select toxicants
as well as the mutagenic activity of mainstream smoke from 5 brands of super
slim cigarettes with different design features, as compared to reference cigarettes
and a Canadian best seller. Mainstream smoke was generated under ISO and
Health Canada Intense smoking conditions and analyzed for select toxicants using
Health Canada Official Test Methods. Mutagenicity of the smoke condensates
was evaluated using the pre-incubation version of the Salmonella mutagenicity
assay. The standard test strain TA98 was employed, as well as the metabolically
enhanced YG1041 and YG5185, which show increased sensitivity to nitroarenes/
aromatic amines and PAHs, respectively. The levels/yields of the majority of the
selected toxicants in the super slim condensates (microgram/cig) were lower in
comparison to the Canadian best seller and reference cigarettes. However, levels
of ammonia and the phenols were consistently similar or higher in the super slim
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SECONDHAND SMOKE EXPOSURE LEVELS IN OUTDOOR HOSPITALITY
VENUES: A QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE REVIEW OF THE
RESEARCH LITERATURE
Andrea S. Licht, M.S.*1,2, Andrew J. Hyland, Ph.D.2, Mark J. Travers, Ph.D.2, and
Simon Chapman, Ph.D., FASSA3, 1University at Buffalo, SUNY; 2Roswell Park
Cancer Institute; 3University of Sydney
Background: Secondhand smoke (SHS) is a rich source of suspended particulates
and is a significant contributor to total particulate load. Indoor smoke-free air
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laws have substantially improved indoor air quality, but as jurisdictions implement
indoor smoke-free legislation, outdoor areas of such locations may become more
commonly cited sources of SHS. This study considers the evidence on whether
outdoor SHS is present in hospitality venues at levels high enough to potentially
pose health risks, particularly among employees. Methods: Searches in PubMed
and Web of Science resulted in the selection of 16 studies that reported measuring
any outdoor SHS exposures (particulate matter (PM) or other SHS indicators). The
SHS measurement methods were assessed for inclusion of extraneous variables
that may affect observed levels or the corroboration of measurements with known
standards. Using the data obtained from both experimental and observational
studies in the peer-reviewed literature, estimates of excess PM2.5 exposure
levels were calculated to approximate the above-background PM2.5 exposures
that may be experienced by employees working at typical smoking-allowable
outdoor hospitality venues. Results: The magnitude of SHS exposure, measured
as PM2.5, depends on the number of smokers present, measurement proximity,
presence of partial enclosures, and wind speed and direction. After accounting
for average ambient PM2.5 levels, calculated 24-hour excess PM2.5 exposures
of full time waitstaff exposed to SHS in outdoor environments could average 5.8
to 17.8 micrograms per cubic meter, resulting in annual excess PM2.5 exposures
of approximately 4.0 to 12.2 micrograms per cubic meter under variable smoking
conditions. Conclusions: Although highly transitory, these findings suggest that
outdoor SHS exposures could occasionally exceed annual ambient air quality
exposure guidelines, potentially leading to increased risk of adverse health effects
among both employees and waitstaff at hospitality venues. Personal monitoring
studies of waitstaff may be warranted to corroborate these modeled estimates.
Funding for this review was provided to author SC by the Sax Institute, NSW
Australia. Funding was also supported, in part, to author ASL by Award Number
R25CA113951 from the National Cancer Institute. The content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not represent the official views of the National
Cancer Institute or the National Institutes of Health.

higher amounts of nicotine. Sweeteners such as xylitol, sorbitol and sucralose, also
increased nicotine consumption, possibly through acting on sweet taste receptors.
Supported by grants R01 ES015056 (from NIEHS to S.E.J.), R01HL105635
(from NHLBI to S.E.J. and J.B.M.) and R01 DA14241 (from NIDA to MRP).
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lu Fan, PhD, Associate Research Scientist, Yale
University, Pharmacology, 333 Cedar Street, New Haven, CT 06520, United
States, Phone: 2037371560, Fax: 2037372027, Email: lu.fan@yale.edu
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SOCIOECONOMIC AND COUNTRY VARIATIONS IN CROSS-BORDER
CIGARETTE PURCHASING AS TOBACCO TAX AVOIDANCE STRATEGY:
FINDINGS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL TOBACCO CONTROL (ITC)
EUROPE SURVEYS
Gera E. Nagelhout*1,2, Bas van den Putte3, Shane Allwright4, Ute Mons5, Ann
McNeill6, Romain Guignard7, François Beck7, Mohammad Siahpush8, Luk
Joossens9, Geoffrey T. Fong10, Hein de Vries1, and Marc C. Willemsen1,2, 1Maastricht
University, CAPHRI; 2STIVORO; 3University of Amsterdam; 4Trinity College Dublin;
5
German Cancer Research Center; 6University of Nottingham; 7French Institute for
Health Promotion and Health Education; 8University of Nebraska Medical Center;
9
Foundation Against Cancer; 10University of Waterloo
Background: Tobacco taxation is one of the most effective policy measures
to discourage tobacco use. However, the effectiveness of national tax policies in
the European Union (EU) may be attenuated by the open borders which allow
smokers to import cigarettes for personal use from other EU countries. As cigarette
prices differ between EU countries, smokers are tempted to buy cheaper cigarettes
across the border. Little is known about socioeconomic differences in tobacco tax
avoidance as few studies have used individual-level data. The aim of the current
study is to describe socioeconomic and country variations in cross-border cigarette
purchasing in six European countries. Methods: Cross-sectional data from adult
smokers (n = 7,873) from the International Tobacco Control (ITC) Surveys in
France (2006/7), Germany (2007), Ireland (2006), Netherlands (2008), Scotland
(2006), and the rest of the United Kingdom (2007/8) were used. Respondents
were asked whether they had bought cigarettes outside their country in the last
six months and how often. Results: In French and German regions bordering
countries with lower cigarette prices, 24% and 13% of smokers respectively
reported purchasing cigarettes frequently outside their country. In non-border
regions of France and Germany and in Ireland, Scotland, the rest of the United
Kingdom, and the Netherlands, frequent purchasing of cigarettes outside the
country was reported by only 2% to 7% of smokers. Smokers with higher levels of
education or income were more likely to purchase cigarettes outside their country.
Frequent purchasing of cigarettes outside the country was also more common
among younger smokers, daily smokers, heavier smokers, and smokers who did
not plan to quit smoking. Conclusions: Cross-border cigarette purchasing is more
common in European regions bordering countries with lower cigarette prices and
is more often reported by smokers with higher education and income. A reduction
in price differences between EU countries by increasing taxes in countries with
lower cigarette prices together with reducing the number of cigarettes that can be
legally imported may help to decrease cross-border purchasing.
The ITC Europe surveys were supported by grants from the French Institute
for Health Promotion and Health Education, the French National Cancer Institute
(France wave 1), the Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and
Development (the Netherlands wave 1), German Federal Ministry of Health, Dieter
Mennekes-Umweltstiftung and Germany Cancer Research Center (Germany wave
1), U.S. National Cancer Institute R01 CA090955 (Ireland wave 3), Cancer Research
UK C312/A6465 (United Kingdom wave 5), NHS Health Scotland RE065 and Flight
Attendants’ Medical Research Institute (Scotland wave 3). G. Fong is supported by
the Roswell Park Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use Research Center (P50 CA111236,
RO1 CA100362, and PO1 CA138389); Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (045734);
U.S. National Cancer Institute (R01 CA125116); Canadian Institute of Health
Research (57897 and 79551); a Senior Investigator Award from the Ontario Institute
for Cancer Research and a Prevention Scientist Award from the Canadian Cancer
Society Research Institute. This paper is a deliverable within the SILNE Project
‘Tackling socio-economic inequalities in smoking: Learning from natural experiments
by time trend analyses and cross-national comparisons’. The SILNE Project is
funded by the European Commission through FP7 HEALTH-F3-2011-278273.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrea Licht, MS, State University of New York
at Buffalo, Social and Preventive Medicine, School of Public Health and Health
Professions, Buffalo, NY 14214, United States, Phone: 716-845-7619, Email:
andrea.licht@roswellpark.org
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MENTHOL AND ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS INCREASE ORAL NICOTINE
INTAKE IN MICE
Lu Fan*1, Seth Taylor2, Boyi Liu1, Aiwei Sui1, John B. Morris3, Marina R. Picciotto1,2,
and Sven-Eric Jordt1, 1Department of Pharmacology, Yale University, New Haven,
CT; 2Department of Psychiatry, Yale University, New Haven, CT; 3Department of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT
Background: The tobacco industry is increasingly marketing flavored, noncigarette tobacco products, such as dissolvable tobacco products, which contain
characteristic combinations of menthol, other flavor additives and high levels of
artificial sweeteners. The flavor composition of dissolvable tobacco products,
currently not regulated by FDA, is very similar to breath lozenges and candy
products and may modify consumption behavior. These products may appeal
specifically to adolescents, who may then be tempted to initiate the consumption
of nicotine products. Menthol, nicotine, sweeteners and other flavors exert
complex effects on the peripheral neuronal systems mediating flavor perceptions
(somatosensory, olfactory and gustatory), and on metabolism. We recently showed
that menthol inhibits the respiratory irritation response to tobacco smoke irritants in
mice, suggesting that menthol facilitates smoke inhalation. It is unknown whether
menthol, or the artificial sweeteners contained in dissolvable tobacco products
(xylitol, sorbitol, sucralose) modify oral consumption of nicotine. Methods: The
two-bottle choice test and cotinine serum level measurements were used in mice
to determine whether 1) menthol modulates oral consumption of nicotine and 2)
whether the presence of sweeteners (sorbitol, xylitol and sucralose) affects oral
nicotine intake in mice. Mice were provided choice solutions from 6pm-10am each
day, with water available for the rest of the day to prevent any dehydration. Results:
We observed that menthol (0.005%) and sweeteners (2% xylitol, 2% sorbitol,
0.01%-1% sucralose) significantly increased oral nicotine (10 microgram/ml)
consumption. Specifically, mice consumed 57% more mentholated nicotine solution
than nicotine alone, and 32-51% more sweetened nicotine solution than nicotine
alone. Conclusions: Menthol, likely through its cooling and counterirritant effects,
diminishes oral nicotine aversion in mice, thereby facilitating the consumption of

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Gera Nagelhout, Researcher, Maastricht University
(CAPHRI) and STIVORO, Po Box 16070, The Hague, 2500 BB, Netherlands,
Phone: 031703120423, Email: gnagelhout@stivoro.nl
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NATURAL HISTORY OF ATTEMPTS TO STOP OR REDUCE SMOKING: A
PROSPECTIVE STUDY

FINANCIAL INCENTIVES TO PROMOTE SMOKING ABSTINENCE IN
PATIENTS DIAGNOSED WITH CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY
DISEASE

John R. Hughes, James R. Fingar, Shelly Naud, Laura J. Solomon, John E. Helzer,
and Peter W. Callas

Mollie E. Patrick*1, Andrew C. Meyer2, Charlotte Teneback3, Anne Dixon3, Leigh
Ann Holterman4, and Stacey C. Sigmon1,2, 1Department of Psychology, University
of Vermont; 2Department of Psychiatry, University of Vermont; 3Department
of Pulmonary Medicine, University of Vermont; 4Department of Biostatistics,
University of Vermont

Background: We previously published two small (n < 40 Ss), short (< 1 month)
prospective, natural history studies of the day-to-day process of quitting smoking.
The current study is a larger (n= 152), longer (3 months) replication test. Methods:
Smokers who intended to quit in the next 3 months called in nightly to an Interactive
Voice Response System to report intentions to smoke or stop the next day, cigs/
day, quit attempts, and reduction attempts. No treatment was provided. Results:
127 participants made 88 quit attempts that lasted a full day, and 323 quit attempts
that lasted less than a day. The large majority (85%) of intentions to not smoke the
next day were not followed by a quit attempt. Most smokers (60%) had multiple
(and often rapid) transitions among smoking, abstinence or reduction episodes.
The majority of quit attempts (72%) were not planned. The duration of unplanned
quit attempts was shorter than that of planned quit attempts (1 vs 25 days). The
large majority of quit attempts (68%) did not last a day and most lapses (60%) lead
immediately to daily smoking. Reducing smoking by > 50% was as common as
abstinence (427 vs 411 episodes) and was unrelated to the start or end of a quit
attempt. Conclusions: These results replicate our prior work that cessation is a
more chronic and complex process than current theories and treatments assume.
Our prospective results replicate prior retrospective results that spontaneous quit
attempts are common, but contradict results that spontaneous quit attempts are
as successful as planned quit attempts. Our results are consistent with recent
descriptions of a much greater amount of quitting activity than previously thought
(Borland et al, Addiction 107:673) and are consistent with descriptions of a chronic/
complex model of cessation (Baker et al, Ann Behav Med 41:92) that suggest
multiple targets for treatments (e.g., prompting quit attempts, preventing lapses,
preventing relapses, and prompting reduction to lead to cessation). Further
research using population-based or special populations (e.g. adolescents) is
needed to test the generalizability of our findings.
Funding: NIH grant DA-0259089.

Background: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a serious
respiratory illness that is predominantly caused by cigarette smoking. While
smoking cessation is identified as the most effective intervention to reduce
COPD-related morbidity and mortality, rates of cessation among COPD patients
are notoriously low. We have an ongoing pilot study investigating the initial
efficacy of a brief behavioral intervention for promoting smoking abstinence in
patients diagnosed with COPD. Methods: Participants must report smoking >10
cigs/day and have a diagnosis of COPD and chronic airflow obstruction (postbronchodilator FEV1/FVC <70%). All participants receive a brief educational
session on the importance of smoking cessation, attend the clinic daily for 14
days and provide both breath CO and urinary cotinine samples at each visit.
Participants are randomized to one of two experimental groups: the Contingent
group earns voucher-based incentives ($362.50 max) delivered contingent upon
biochemically-verified smoking abstinence and the Noncontingent group receives
vouchers independent of smoking status. Results: Thus far, seven participants
have been randomized (Contingent, n=4; Noncontingent, n=3). Participants on
average are 55 years old, 66% male and report smoking 15 cigs/day. While
abstinence is generally high for both groups, there is a trend toward greater
biochemically-verified smoking abstinence among Contingent vs. Noncontingent
participants (68% vs. 50% negative samples, respectively; p=.11). Conclusions:
Our preliminary analyses suggest that this incentive intervention may be effective
in producing initial abstinence among smokers with COPD. By March 2013 we will
have a more complete dataset from this study (n=20) which will include primary
smoking abstinence outcomes as well as measures of nicotine withdrawal, craving
and self-reported changes in pulmonary symptomatology. Overall, this study
is positioned to provide the first strong demonstration that smokers diagnosed
with COPD can quit smoking and may be used to develop a longer-term smoking
cessation intervention for this challenging population of smokers.
Funding: NIDA T32 DA007242.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: John Hughes, Dept Psychiatry, UVM, UHC,
Mailstop 482, Burlington, VT 05401, United States, Phone: 8026569610, Email:
john.hughes@uvm.edu

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mollie Patrick, University of Vermont, Department
of Psychology, 1 South Prospect Street, Burlington, VT 05401, United States,
Phone: 8026569858, Email: mollie.patrick@uvm.edu
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Annika C. Green, M.P.H.*1, Geoffrey T. Fong, Ph.D.1, Pete Driezen, M.Sc.1, Anne
C.K. Quah, Ph.D.1, and Premduth Burhoo, M.Res.2, 1University of Waterloo;
2
Mauritius Institute of Health

R.D. Goodwin*1,2, Y. Nomura1,3, A.R. Lemeshow2, and J. Horowitz1, 1Department of
Psychology, Queens College, CUNY, Flushing, NY; 2Department of Epidemiology,
Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia University, New York, NY; 3Department
of Psychiatry, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY

INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF PICTORIAL HEALTH WARNINGS
IN MAURITIUS: FINDINGS FROM THE ITC MAURITIUS SURVEY

CHANGES IN THE PREVALENCE OF DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY
DISORDERS AMONG SMOKERS IN THE US: 1990-2001

BACKGROUND: Pictorial warnings have been shown to be effective in informing
people about the harms of smoking and in motivating smokers to quit. However,
nearly all of the evidence on pictorial warnings comes from high-income countries.
In 2009, Mauritius became the first African country to implement pictorial warnings.
AIM: To evaluate the impact of pictorial warnings on smokers’ perceptions and
behaviours in Mauritius. METHODS: Data came from Waves 1, 2, and 3 of the
ITC Mauritius Survey, a representative national sample of 600 smokers conducted
April-May 2009 (6 months prior to the implementation of pictorial warnings), Aug–
Oct 2010 (10-12 months after implementation), and June-July 2011 (21-23 after).
Key indicators of warning effectiveness were examined across the 3 survey waves
in Mauritius, including salience (noticing, reading closely), thoughts about health
risk, motivation to quit, and forgoing a cigarette because of the warnings. We tested
(1) whether the indicators increased after introduction of pictorial warnings, and (2)
whether there was ‘wear-out’ at second follow-up. RESULTS: Analyses showed
that after the introduction of pictorial warnings, the Label Impact Index, a weighted
average of indicators, increased significantly (p<.001). From Wave 1 to Wave 2, all
indicators increased including noticing (58 – 82%), looking closely at warnings (30
– 52%), and thinking about health risks ‘a lot’ (13 – 38%). However, all indicators
either levelled off or slightly decreased from Wave 2 to Wave 3. For example,
the percentage of smokers who said that the warnings made them ‘a lot’ more
likely to quit remained at 24% from Wave 2 to Wave 3.The percentage of smokers
reporting avoiding the warnings (a positive indicator of effectiveness) increased
from 13% to 39% at Wave 2, and then fell to 22% at Wave 3. CONCLUSION:
Pictorial warnings led to significant increases in effectiveness in Mauritius, as they
have in all high-income countries where they have been evaluated. However, there
was evidence of wear-out after 2 years, supporting the FCTC Article 11 Guidelines
that governments should revise their warnings to maintain their effectiveness.
Surveys were conducted in Mauritius and analyses were conducted at the
University of Waterloo. Funding was received from the International Development
Research Centre (Waves 1 and 2), Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (Waves
1 and 2), Mauritius Ministry of Health and Quality of Life, Canadian Institutes
of Health Research, Bloomberg Global Initiative, Ontario Institute for Cancer
Research, World Lung Foundation.

Context: The decline in smoking has become stagnant at the population level
among adults in the US over the past decade. The reason for this is not known.
One possibility is that the proportion of smokers with conditions that are barriers
to successful smoking cessation, such as depression and anxiety disorders, has
increased. Objective: The goal of this study was to determine whether and to what
degree the proportion of smokers with depression and anxiety disorders in the US
adult population has increased over time, and whether these trends differ between
men and women. Design: Survey. Setting: US adult population. Participants: Data
were drawn from the National Comorbidity Survey (NCS; 1990) and the National
Comorbidity Survey-Replication (NCS-R; 2001), which are epidemiologic surveys
representative of the US adult population. Main outcome measure: A chi-square
test was used to determine the difference between the prevalence of depression
and anxiety disorders among daily smokers in 1990 and 2001. These analyses
were also run stratified by gender. Results: The prevalence of depression and all
anxiety disorders was statistically significantly higher in 2001 compared with 1990.
The most prominent increases were among panic attacks, panic disorder, specific
phobia and GAD. Conclusions: The proportion of smokers with depression and
anxiety disorders appears to have increased from 1990 to 2001. Future studies
that can examine these trends by assessing mood and anxiety disorders among
varying levels of smoking and up to the present time are needed next. If these
results are replicated, it may be that efforts at reducing the smoking prevalence
further will only be successful if tobacco control/smoking cessation takes these
factors into account.
No funding.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Renee Goodwin, PhD, MPH, Associate Professor,
Queens College, City University of New York, Psychology, 65-30 Kissena
Boulevard, Flushing, NY 11367, United States, Phone: 646-344-9849, Fax: 212342-5168, Email: renee.goodwin@qc.cuny.edu
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Annika Green, M.P.H., Doctorate Student,
University of Waterloo, Psychology, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada, Phone:
2267915426, Email: a7green@uwaterloo.ca

SMOKING DEPENDENCE ACROSS THE SMOKING SPECTRUM IN A
TRI-ETHNIC SAMPLE
Taneisha S. Buchanan, Ph.D.*1, Lisa Sanderson Cox, Ph.D.2, Nicole L. Nollen,
Ph.D.2, Carla J. Berg, Ph.D.3, Hongfei Guo, Ph.D.1, Ken Resnicow, Ph.D.4, and
Jasjit S. Ahluwalia, M.D., M.P.H., M.S.1, 1University of Minnesota Medical School;
2
University of Kansas School of Medicine; 3Emory University School of Public
Health; 4University of Michigan School of Public Health
Background: Nondaily smokers (NDS) comprise 22% of current US smokers
and ethnic minorities are disproportionally represented. Nicotine dependence
among NDS is poorly understood. The Brief Wisconsin Inventory of Smoking
Dependence Motives (WISDM) is a 37-item multi-dimensional measure of
smoking dependence that assesses smoking motives categorized into Primary
Dependence Motives (e.g., cravings) and Secondary Dependence Motives (e.g.,
weight control). The goal of this study was to examine differences in smoking
dependence by smoking level and to determine whether there were racial and
ethnic differences. Methods: Participants were 2,376 smokers recruited using an
online panel research company. Sampling was stratified to obtain equal numbers
of participants by race and smoking level (NDS smoked 4 to 24 days in the past
30 days and daily smokers [DS] smoked 25 or more days). Results: The sample
included 1201 NDS, 578 light DS (smoked <10 cigarettes per day [cpd]) and 597
moderate to heavy DS (smoked >10 cpd). Overall, 58.2% were female, and 794
were African American, 786 Latino, and 796 White. We compared mean scores
on the WISDM scales between NDS, light DS, and moderate to heavy DS using
ANOVA. Mean scores across all WISDM subscales (score range = 1-7) were
lowest for NDS (3.39±1.53), followed by light DS (4.05±1.32), then moderate to
heavy DS (4.87±1.20) with p<0.001. We also examined the moderation effect of
race/ethnicity on the association between WISDM subscales and smoking level
and found significant interaction effect (p<0.001). While scale scores for the
WISDM total, Primary Dependence Motives scale, and Secondary Dependence
Motives scale were comparable across racial and ethnic groups, Latino NDS
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endorsed marginally higher smoking motivations than African Americans and
Whites across subscales. Conclusions: Consistent with prior research, the results
indicate that smoking dependence as measured by the WISDM is higher among
heavier smokers, but that NDS are in fact endorsing measurable dependence. The
overall pattern of results is similar for African Americans, Latinos, and Whites with
statistically significant but small differences among Latinos.
This project is funded by Pfizer’s Global Research Awards for Nicotine
Dependence (Ahluwalia). Dr. Ahluwalia is supported in part by the National
Institute for Minority Health Disparities (NCMHD/NIH - 1P60MD003422).

to tobacco toxicants among nondaily smokers. Methods: We examined levels
of cotinine and the carcinogenic tobacco-specific nitrosamine NNAL in urine in
community participants who took part in focus groups and completed a brief
survey. Results: Participants were 29 African Americans, 4 Latinos, and 25 Whites
who smoked at least one cigarette on 4-24 days in the past 30 at the time of
eligibility. The majority of participants were male (55%) and the mean age was 42
(SD = 10). Participants averaged 3.3 (SD= 2.1) cpd on days smoked, smoked an
average of 13(SD = 6) days in the past 30 days, and had been smoking nondaily
for 10.5 (SD = 10.5) years. 17% smoked within 30 minutes of waking, 45% used
other forms of tobacco (e.g., hand-rolled cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos) in the past
30 days. Mean levels of creatinine-normalized cotinine were 791ng/mg (SD =
915) and NNAL 264pg/mg (SD = 420), with cotinine detected in 53 of 57 nondaily
smokers (one participant provided insufficient urine for this analysis) and NNAL
detected in 55 of the 58 nondaily smokers . Associations between the biomarker
data and smoking characteristics were evaluated using Spearman’s rank
correlation analysis. Urinary NNAL and cotinine were correlated, r =0.84, NNAL
was correlated with cpd, r= 0.38, and cotinine with cpd, r= 0.33 (all p values <0.05).
Number of days smoked in the past 30 was not associated with any biomarker
levels. Conclusions: While there was large individual variability in biomarker levels,
our findings demonstrate that nondaily smokers are exposed to significant levels of
carcinogens. This community sample had higher levels of exposure to NNAL than
previous research with college student nondaily smokers. Thus, in determining
level of health-related risk among nondaily smokers, researchers should attend to
demographic factors that may influence overall intake and exposure.
This project is funded by Pfizer’s Global Research Awards for Nicotine
Dependence (Ahluwalia). Dr. Ahluwalia is supported in part by the National
Institute for Minority Health Disparities (NCMHD/NIH - 1P60MD003422).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Taneisha Buchanan, PhD, Postdoctoral Associate,
University of Minnesota, Center for Health Equity, 717 Delaware St SE, Suite 166,
Minneapolis, MN 55414, United States, Email: tbuchana@umn.edu
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FINANCIAL INCENTIVES TO SUSTAIN SMOKING ABSTINENCE IN OPIOIDMAINTAINED PATIENTS
Stacey C. Sigmon*, Mollie E. Patrick, Andrew Meyer, Sarah H. Heil, and Stephen
T. Higgins, University of Vermont
Background: Approximately 90% of patients receiving methadone or
buprenorphine for opioid dependence smoke cigarettes. Despite this, little
progress has been made in developing effective treatments for this challenging
group of smokers. Two prior studies by our group demonstrated that an intensive
2-week behavioral intervention produced significant smoking abstinence in this
group (Dunn et al., 2008, 2010). We are now conducting a longer-duration trial
aimed at sustaining the abstinence achieved in those initial weeks. Methods:
During Weeks 1-2 of this 12-week trial, subjects attend the clinic daily and earn
voucher-based incentives for biochemical evidence (breath CO, urinary cotinine)
of smoking abstinence. At the end of Week 2, subjects are randomized to either
an Extended Contingent (vouchers contingent on smoking status) or Extended
Noncontingent (vouchers independent of smoking status) group for the remaining
10 weeks. We hypothesize that continued reinforcement of abstinence will be
necessary to sustain the abstinence achieved in the initial weeks of the cessation
effort. Results: Thus far, 51 subjects have completed the trial (33 yrs old, 41%
male). At the end of Week 2, 65% of subjects are abstinent. During Weeks 3-12,
there is a trend toward the Contingent group achieving greater smoking abstinence
than the Noncontingent (46% vs. 29% smoking-negative samples, respectively,
p=.15). Similar patterns are evident in self-reported cigs/day, mean expired CO
and urinary cotinine levels. Conclusions: Consistent with our prior studies, this
intervention is producing relatively high levels of smoking abstinence during the
initial two weeks following the quit attempt. Preliminary data suggest that ongoing
reinforcement of abstinence may be necessary for sustaining the initial smoking
abstinence achieved, though there does appear to be a subset of patients who
can avoid relapse following a brief but intensive smoking intervention. Full data
from the completed trial will be presented at the March 2013 meeting, including
analyses of baseline characteristics which may predict individuals who need brief
vs. extended treatments for smoking cessation.
Funding: R01 DA019550, T32 DA007242.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Taneisha Buchanan, PhD, Postdoctoral Associate,
University of Minnesota, Center for Health Equity, 717 Delaware St SE, Suite 166,
Minneapolis, MN 55414, United States, Email: tbuchana@umn.edu
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SMOKING HARM REDUCTION AMONG NONDAILY SMOKERS: A CLUSTER
ANALYSIS WITH A TRI-ETHNIC SAMPLE
Taneisha S. Buchanan, Ph.D.*1, Nicole L. Nollen, Ph.D.2, Hongfei Guo, Ph.D.1,
Ken Resnicow, Ph.D.3, and Jasjit S. Ahluwalia, M.D., M.P.H., M.S.1, 1University of
Minnesota Medical School; 2University of Kansas School of Medicine; 3University
of Michigan School of Public Health
Background: Nondaily smokers (i.e., smoking only on some days of the
month) comprise 22% of US current smokers. However, no empirically supported
smoking cessation intervention exists for this population. This study identified
clusters or subgroups of nondaily smokers based on various psychological and
behavioral characteristics, in particular harm reduction motivations and behaviors.
Methods: Participants were 1,201 nondaily smokers (smoke <25 days in the past
30) recruited using an online panel sample. Equal numbers of African American,
Latino, and White smokers were recruited and 55.8% were female. Hierarchical
cluster analysis was performed using four items assessing use of smoking harm
reduction strategies (limiting number of cigarettes, limiting number of cigarettes
each day, smoking only some days, and switching brands to reduce health risks).
Results: The pseudo F statistic indicated that the best model fit had 2 clusters.
The two clusters were compared on smoking history and health behaviors (e.g.,
diet and alcohol use) using Chi-square tests and t-tests. We titled one the harm
reducing cluster as they had significantly higher scores on all four smoking harm
reduction items. Cluster 2 was more likely to smoke mainly with others and when
they consumed alcohol. The harm reducing cluster had greater perceived risk
of developing smoking-related disease (e.g., lung cancer), was more likely to
consume 3 or more servings each of fruits and vegetables daily, and exercised for
longer periods of time. Interestingly, participants in the harm reducing cluster also
indicated that the price of cigarettes influenced them to smoke less and increased
their desire to quit. Additionally, African American and Latino participants were
more likely to belong to the harm reducing cluster than cluster 2. Conclusions:
These findings suggest that nondaily smokers who limit their intake to reduce the
harms of smoking perceive higher risks of smoking and engage in other health
promoting behaviors. Interventions for nondaily smokers should address their

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Stacey Sigmon, Ph.D., Associate Professor,
University of Vermont, Psychiatry, SATC-UHC Room 1415, Burlington, VT 05401,
United States, Phone: 802 656 9987, Email: stacey.sigmon@uvm.edu
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COTININE AND TOBACCO-SPECIFIC CARCINOGEN EXPOSURE AMONG
NONDAILY SMOKERS IN A COMMUNITY SAMPLE
Taneisha S. Buchanan, Ph.D.*1, Carla J. Berg, Ph.D.2, Rashelle B. Hayes, Ph.D.3,
Nicole L. Nollen, Ph.D.4, Janet L. Thomas, Ph.D.1, Hongfei Guo, Ph.D.1, Jasjit
S. Ahluwalia, M.D., M.P.H., M.S.1, and Neal L. Benowitz, M.D.5, 1University of
Minnesota Medical School; 2Emory University School of Public Health; 3University
of Massachusetts Medical School; 4University of Kansas School of Medicine;
5
University of California, San Francisco
Background: Nondaily smoking has increased among current US smokers in
the past decade. Among current smokers, 25.6% of African Americans, 38.5% of
Latinos, and 21.7% of Whites smoke nondaily. While there has been a growing
body of research on nondaily smoking, little is known about levels of exposure
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underlying motivation for limiting their cigarette intake and the context of their
smoking.
This project is funded by Pfizer’s Global Research Awards for Nicotine
Dependence (Ahluwalia). Dr. Ahluwalia is supported in part by the National
Institute for Minority Health Disparities (NCMHD/NIH - 1P60MD003422).

regular use. Electronic cigarettes, which appeared on the American market at
about the same time as snus, have received much less attention. We carried
out a population-based study in 2011 and 2012 in the two US metropolitan areas
where the Camel and Marlboro Snus have been available the longest. The survey
included questions on trial and current use of electronic cigarettes, allowing us
to compare the appeal of both of these novel tobacco products at the population
level. Methods: Data are from a telephone survey of a dual frame, representative
address-based sample of 3364 adults in Indianapolis and Dallas/Fort Worth,
supplemented by a mail survey of 1786 adults for whom no phone numbers could
be obtained. Results: Among males, snus trial was slightly higher than e-cigarette
trial (29.9% vs 22.7%); but current use of snus was only half that of current
e-cigarette use (4.2% vs 8.6%). Among females, trial of snus is only one third that
of e-cigarettes(8.5% vs 25.5%; p<.05) and while almost no females are current
snus users, 6% of female smokers reported current use of e-cigarettes. There
is a clear age gradient for snus trial and use among male smokers with younger
men much more receptive to snus than older. For e-cigarette use, smokers 50
to 65 years of age show the highest rates of current use. Conclusions: Smokers
seem more receptive to adoption of e-cigarettes than snus. The very different
demographic profile of snus and e-cigarette users suggests different motivations
for use. These findings underscore the importance of devoting more attention to
the e-cigarette phenomenon in the future.
The research was supported by a grant from the National Cancer Institute.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Taneisha Buchanan, PhD, Postdoctoral Associate,
University of Minnesota, Center for Health Equity, 717 Delaware St SE, Suite 166,
Minneapolis, MN 55414, United States, Email: tbuchana@umn.edu
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A DOUBLE-BLIND RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL EVALUATING THE
EFFICACY OF ATTENTIONAL RETRAINING ON ATTENTIONAL BIAS AND
CRAVING IN SMOKERS ATTEMPTING CESSATION
Rachna Begh, M.Res.*1, Marcus R. Munafò, Ph.D.2, Saul Shiffman, Ph.D.3, Stuart
G. Ferguson, Ph.D.4, Linda Nichols, Ph.D.5, Mohammed A. Mohammed, Ph.D.5,
Roger L. Holder, B.Sc5., Stephen Sutton, Ph.D.6, and Paul Aveyard, M.D., Ph.D.1,
1
University of Oxford; 2University of Bristol; 3University of Pittsburgh; 4University of
Tasmania; 5University of Birmingham; 6University of Cambridge

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lois Biener, Ph.D., Senior Research Fellow,
University of Massachusetts Boston, Center for Survey Research, 100 Morrissey
Blvd., Boston, MA 02125, United States, Phone: 6172877200, Fax: 6172877210,
Email: lois.biener@umb.edu

Background: Smokers show attentional bias, meaning they attend preferentially
to cigarettes and related cues. Attentional bias may contribute to craving and failure
to stop smoking. Modified visual probe tasks have been used in laboratory studies
to manipulate attentional biases for smoking cues, although these procedures
have not been applied in smoking cessation programmes. We conducted the
first trial to examine the efficacy of multiple sessions of attentional retraining (AR)
on attentional bias, craving, and abstinence in smokers attempting cessation.
Methods: Adult cigarette smokers (N=118) were randomized to a modified visual
probe task with AR or placebo training (PT). Training began 1 week prior to quit day
and was delivered weekly for 5 sessions. Both groups received 21mg transdermal
nicotine patches for 8-12 weeks and withdrawal-orientated behavioural support for
7 sessions. Primary outcomes included the difference in attentional bias reaction
time measured at baseline and 4-weeks post-quit. Urge to smoke was measured
weekly using the Mood and Physical Symptoms Scale (MPSS). The secondary
outcome, prolonged abstinence, was measured and biochemically validated at
each session. Results: The sample smoked a mean of 20.8 (SD=9.2) cigarettes/
day and mean FTND=5.5 (SD=2.3). Post-training bias scores were lower in the
intervention than control group (mean difference=-7.9ms), though this did not
reach statistical significance (p=0.19). After adjusting for baseline bias scores,
no significant main effects or interactions were found by group/abstinence status
(ps>0.17). Mixed-effects linear regression analyses indicated that from quit-day to
4-weeks, craving was lower in abstinent smokers who received AR than PT but
this was not statistically significant (b=-0.25, 95% CI=-1.41, 0.91, p=0.67). There
was no significant difference in the proportion of smokers achieving prolonged
abstinence at 4-weeks (RR=0.97, 95% CI=0.67, 1.40). Conclusions: Multiple
sessions of AR using a modified visual probe task had no effect on attentional
bias, craving and abstinence outcomes. The findings call into question the clinical
value of AR procedures for treatment-seeking smokers.
This work was supported by a National Institute for Health Research Doctoral
Research Fellowship (DRF-2009-02-15) to R.Begh. This study was conducted
while the first author was at the University of Birmingham.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING THE TOXICANT CONTENT OF ELECTRONIC
CIGARETTE VAPOR: DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS AND PUFF
TOPOGRAPHY
Alan L. Shihadeh1 and Thomas Eissenberg*2, 1American University of Beirut;
2
Virginia Commonwealth University
Background: “Electronic cigarettes” (ECIGs) heat a nicotine-containing solution
to produce a vapor for inhalation. There is considerable variability in device
characteristics and puff topography and each of these factors may be related to
vapor toxicant content. Method: We investigated the role of device voltage and
puff duration on vapor toxicant content. We examined total particulate matter,
nicotine, and volatile aldehyde emissions from 15 consecutive puffs of V4L™
ECIG cartridges (18 mg/ml nicotine) while varying device voltage (3.7 vs 5.2 volts)
and machine-produced puff duration (1.8 vs 3.6 s). We used a puff velocity of
38.8 ml/s and 10 s interpuff interval (Goniewicz et al., 2012). In another study,
we investigated a non-cartridge ECIG use method that involves dripping nicotinecontaining liquid directly onto a heating element and inhaling the resulting vapors.
We measured aldehyde emissions from dripping 3 drops of e-liquid (16 microL,
similar to the amount of e-liquid consumed in 15 e-cig puffs) onto a 300 C heater
surface. Results: The higher voltage tripled vapor nicotine content, and doubling
puff duration doubled nicotine content. We also found that longer puffs resulted
in greater cartridge temperatures, and that, for a given puff duration, higher puff
velocities resulted in lower temperatures. Dripping liquid onto a heater surface
produced more than 200 micrograms of formaldehyde, compared to 0.03
micrograms for 15 puffs of an ECIG cartridge (V4L™cartridge, topography of
Goniewicz et al., 2012). We also measured 2-20 fold greater emissions of other
aldehydes (9 species in total). Conclusions: Overall, these results demonstrate
that device characteristics (e.g., voltage), puff topography, and use behavior (i.e.,
“dripping”) can influence vapor toxicant content. Indeed, these findings suggest
that ECIG aficionados who take longer duration, slower puffs (Hua et al., 2011)
are working to obtain higher nicotine doses and that those who drip liquid directly
on the heater (McQueen et al., 2011) risk significant exposure to formaldehyde
that is a human carcinogen and is associated with COPD in conventional tobacco
product users.
This work was supported by USPHS grants R01CA120142 and R01 DA025659.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rachna Begh, M.Res, University of Oxford,
Primary Care Health Sciences, Department of Primary Care Health Sciences,
Oxford, OX2 6GG, United Kingdom, Phone: 01214143026, Email: rachna.begh@
phc.ox.ac.uk
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BROAD APPEAL OF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES IN THE SMOKER
POPULATION CONTRASTS WITH RELATIVELY LOW APPEAL OF SNUS
Lois Biener, Ph.D.*, and Scott McInerney, B.A., Center for Survey Research,
University of Massachusetts Boston

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Thomas Eissenberg, Ph.D., Professor, Virginia
Commonwealth University, PO BOX 980205, Richmond, VA 23298, United States,
Phone: 804-827-4617, Email: teissenb@vcu.edu

Background: Since 2006 when RJ Reynolds and Philip Morris started promoting
snus, there has been considerable research directed at snus and its controversial
status as a potential harm reduction strategy for cigarette smokers. Studies of
snus trial have been published, showing robust interest primarily among young
adult male smokers, but little has been learned about the rate of progression to
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results are consistent with past research showing that frequent exposure to
tobacco marketing in retail settings is associated with increased odds of initiation.
Reducing exposure to tobacco retail marketing could play an important role in
curtailing smoking among adolescents.
No funding.

Amelia Tritter, Lyndsay Fitzgeorge, and Harry Prapavessis, Western University

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michael Johns, PhD, New York City Dept. of
Health, 42-09 28th Street, Queens, NY 11101, United States, Phone: 347-3964555, Email: mjohns@health.nyc.gov

CREDIBILITY BELIEFS TOWARDS NICOTINE REPLACEMENT THERAPY
AND EXERCISE AS CESSATION AIDS IN WOMEN ATTEMPTING TO QUIT
SMOKING

Background: Despite the array of cessation aids available to smokers,
minimal research has been dedicated to examining smokers’ beliefs about the
credibility of such treatments. Previous research has shown that patients’ beliefs
regarding the credibility of psychotherapy are important predictors of treatment
outcome for various health concerns. The objectives of this study were (1) to
examine successful quitters’ beliefs over time regarding the credibility of Nicotine
Replacement Therapy (NRT) and exercise as quit-smoking aids and (2) to
assess whether treatment credibility beliefs predict final smoking status outcome.
Methods: Participants consisted of a subsample of female smokers (N = 146) in
a 14-week exercise and NRT cessation program (Getting Physical on Cigarettes,
NCT01305447). Credibility beliefs were collected at baseline (before starting
the exercise program), week five of regular exercise (one week after quitting
smoking and starting the 21 mg patch) and week 14 (end of the exercise and
NRT programs). Results: Among those who successfully quit smoking at week
14 (n = 51; CO < 6ppm), a 2 (exercise vs. NRT) by time (baseline, week 5,
and week 14) repeated ANOVA showed that credibility scores for both exercise
and NRT significantly increased over time, F (2, 99) = 16.14, p = .001, ηρ2 =
.246; however, no group by time interaction effects were found F (2, 99) = 1.05,
p = .424, ηρ2 = .021. ANOVAs showed that only exercise credibility assessed
at week five predicted smoking status at the end of the program, F (1, 107) =
8.195, p = .005). Neither exercise nor NRT credibility beliefs assessed at baseline
predicted smoking status (p’s > .05). Conclusions: Overall, these findings suggest
that credibility beliefs towards exercise and NRT as cessation aids increase over
time and that exercise is perceived to be as credible as the nicotine patch among
women who have successfully quit smoking. Furthermore, exercise, and not NRT,
credibility beliefs predict smoking cessation status.
This study is supported by the Canadian Cancer Society Research Institute
(#019876).
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OPINIONS OF SMOKERS WITH A MENTAL HEALTH ILLNESS TO HARM
REDUCTION STRATEGIES FOR THEIR SMOKING
Renee Bittoun*, Melinda Barone, Emma L. Elcombe, Colin Mendelsohn, and Nick
Glozier
BACKGROUND: The aim of this study to identify the opinions of smokers
with a mental illness towards the use of Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT)
for harm reduction.Smokers with mental illness appear as motivated to quit as
smokers without but their outcomes are poorer. Alternative interventions for these
smokers have been limited to advising tobacco intake reduction which often leads
to compensatory smoking. An untested approach is to use NRT while continuing to
smoke as a harm-reduction strategy which may also act as a ‘gateway to quitting’.
Smoking reduction with NRT increases long-term cessation among smokers
though this has not been studied in those with mental illnesses. In this pilot study
we aimed to evaluate whether the provision of information regarding alternative
NRT use might influence attitudes towards engaging in a harm reduction
program. METHODS: Smoking patients attending a mental health outpatient clinic
voluntarily participated in this research (N=43). Informed Consent was obtained
and anonymity assured Participants were asked four questions evaluating their
knowledge of NRT with respect to its safety, harm reduction, health and financial
benefits during concomitant tobacco smoking. After responding participants were
informed on harm minimisation benefits of NRT and then re-evaluated on their
attitude to concomitant smoking and NRT. RESULTS: Of the 43 participants,
87.8% had had previous quit attempts. Initially 61% of participants did not believe
that using NRT while smoking had any benefits. After information about the
safety and benefits of concomitant smoking and NRT for harm reduction and as a
gateway to quitting, 66% had a significant shift in attitude and indicated they would
consider using NRT in this way. CONCLUSIONS: Smokers may not recognise all
the options to smoking cessation available. By educating smokers with a mental
illness in the concomitant use of NRT as a potential ‘gateway to quitting’, this study
indicates an increased likelihood of these smokers changing their attitude to such
an intervention and the possibility that this group of smokers may achieve higher
successful cessation rates if offered this option.
N.S.W. Department of Health, Australia.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amelia Tritter, Western University, Kinesiology,
1151 Richmond Street, London, ON N6A 3K7, Canada, Phone: 519-661-2111,
Email: atritter@uwo.ca
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EXPOSURE TO TOBACCO RETAIL OUTLETS AND SMOKING INITIATION
AMONG PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN NEW YORK CITY
Michael Johns, Ph.D.*1, Madhura Rane, M.S.2, and Susan M. Kansagra, M.D.,
M.B.A., 1NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene; 2Johns Hopkins
University

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Renee Bittoun, BMRI, University of Sydney,
Smoking Research Unit, 100 Mallett Street, Sydney, NSW 2050, Australia, Phone:
61293510816, Email: bittounr@med.usyd.edu.au

Background: Accumulating research suggests that exposure to tobacco
products and marketing in retail settings is associated with increased odds of
smoking experimentation among adolescents. Few studies have examined the
exposure-initiation relationship using large samples from urban areas that are
racially diverse. This study was designed to estimate the relationship between
exposure to tobacco retail outlets and smoking initiation in a diverse urban setting.
Methods: Data came from the 2011 NYC Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS),
a population-based, self-administered survey of over 10,000 public high school
students in New York City. Respondents indicated how many days a week they
visit store types that sell tobacco and whether they had tried smoking for the first
time in the previous 12 months. Measures of social norms, living with a smoker,
risk-taking behavior and socio-demographic characteristics were also collected.
Logistic regression analyses were conducted to estimate the exposure-initiation
relationship and test for effect modification while controlling for covariates.
Results: The predicted probability of smoking initiation increased from 7.7% for
0 days a week exposed to tobacco retailers to 16.0% for exposure 7 days a
week. The odds of initiation were significantly higher among adolescents exposed
to tobacco retail outlets 2 days or more a week compared with those exposed
less often (AOR = 1.41, p<.01). The results did not vary by race. There was a
significant interaction between retail exposure and risk taking indicating that the
relationship between exposure and initiation attenuated as risk taking increased
(AOR = .90, p<.01). Among students with no history of risky behaviors, frequent
retail exposure predicted 33% higher odds of initiation; at high levels of risk taking,
frequent retail exposure was not associated with initiation. Conclusions: These
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QUITTING TOBACCO IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT IMPROVES
OUTCOMES
Elizabeth B. Stuyt, M.D.*, Department of Psychiatry, University of Colorado Health
Science Center, Colorado Mental Health Institute at Pueblo
Background: Although the prevalence of tobacco use in those in substance
abuse treatment is known to be quite high, most treatment programs do not
address tobacco. An outcome study of a tobacco-free, 90-day inpatient, dual
diagnosis treatment program was undertaken to determine treatment success.
Men and women, ages 18-65, having failed multiple other treatment programs,
are referred to this program; 88% with nicotine dependence. Methods: Between
January 2009 and December 2011 231 patients were treated in the program. All
patients completing the program were invited to enroll in a yearlong follow-up
study consisting of monthly phone contact with the patients and their probation
officer or case manager to assess recovery from substance abuse and mental
illness. Results: 185 patients (80%) successfully completed the 90-day program.
There was no difference between gender, race, age, primary drug dependence
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diagnosis, or primary psychiatric diagnosis and program completion. Tobacco use
during treatment and plans to use tobacco after treatment were variables that were
significantly associated with program non completion (p<.01). Of the 179 eligible
for the study, 154 (86%) enrolled. By December 2012, 140 (91%) completed the
year follow-up. At the beginning of treatment 120 (86%) were using tobacco daily.
At the end of the year this decreased to 102 (73%). Patients who were not using
tobacco were more likely to not relapse to other drugs or alcohol (p=.01). Patients
who made the decision to stay quit from tobacco after treatment were significantly
more likely to remain continuously abstinent from drugs and alcohol throughout
the year (p=.03). Conclusions: This study demonstrates that tobacco use is highly
correlated with relapse to alcohol and other drugs and addressing tobacco in
treatment as seriously as and in the same fashion as all other drugs, improves
outcomes and moves people in their stage of change regarding tobacco use.
No funding.

KNOWLEDGE ABOUT HEALTH EFFECTS OF CIGARETTE SMOKING
AND QUITTING AMONG UNIVERSITY STUDENTS: THE IMPORTANCE OF
TEACHING NICOTINE DEPENDENCE AND TREATMENT IN THE MEDICAL
CURRICULUM

M.C. Grassi1, M. Baraldo2, C. Chiamulera*3, F. Culasso4, A.K. Ferketich5, T.
Raupach6,7, C. Patrono8, P. Nencini1, 1Department of Physiology and Pharmacology,
School of Medicine, Sapienza University of Rome, Italy; 2Department of
Experimental and Clinical Medicine, School of Medicine, University of Udine, Italy;
3
Department of Public Health and Community Medicine, Pharmacology, University
of Verona, Italy; 4Department of Public Health and Infectious Diseases, School
of Medicine, Sapienza University of Rome, Italy; 5Division of Epidemiology, The
Ohio State University College of Public Health, Columbus, OH, USA; 6Department
of Cardiology and Pneumology, University Hospital Göttingen, Germany;
7
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Health-Behaviour Research
Centre, University College, London, UK; 8Department of Pharmacology, School of
Medicine, Catholic University, Rome, Italy

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Elizabeth Stuyt, MD, Medical Director, Colorado
Mental Health Institute at Pueblo, Circle Program, 1600 W. 24th Street, Pueblo,
CO 81003, United States, Phone: 719 546-4494, Fax: 719 546-4792, Email:
elizabeth.stuyt@state.co.us

Background: Medical advice and assistance help smokers to quit but little
attention has been paid to tobacco dependence in the curricula of medical schools.
Administering a questionnaire addressing tobacco dependence we showed that
4th year Italian Medical Students (MS) have limited knowledge about the issue
(Grassi et al., 2012). Here we assessed: i) consistency of our previous results, by
administering the questionnaire to a new group of 4th year MS; ii) improvement
of student knowledge on tobacco dependence 1-year following an educational
intervention; iii) whether non MS of the same age have different perceptions and
knowledge about smoking compared to MS. Methods: The study was conducted
on 859 MS, on 122 and 107 students attending Architecture and Law schools,
respectively. Students were asked to complete a 60-item questionnaire. Two
scores were computed: Score 1 assessed knowledge of the epidemiology of
smoking and related risks, and benefits of cessation; Score 2 assessed knowledge
of tobacco dependence treatments and their effectiveness. A score of less than
60% indicated insufficient knowledge. Results: Self-reported smoking prevalence
was higher among Architecture (26%) and Law (26%) students compared to MS
(16%). Overall, 67% of students reported they wanted to stop smoking with no
differences between groups. MS had limited knowledge of the epidemiology of
smoking, attributable morbidity and mortality, and the benefits of stop smoking,
since 70% of them had a total score 1 less than 60%. Knowledge of clinical
guidelines, perceived competence in counseling and treating smokers was also
insufficient, as 75% of MS achieved a total score 2 of less than 60%. MS who had
previously been exposed to an educational intervention, improved their knowledge
since the percentage of subjects who scored less than 60% dropped from 70% of
the previous year to the present 55%. Almost 90% of law and architecture students
scored less than 60%. Conclusions: Our data confirm MS’s knowledge about
tobacco dependence and that its treatment is still inadequate, and demonstrate
that this knowledge may be substantially improved by appropriate educational
interventions.
The study has been supported by a grant from Sapienza University of Rome.
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PRIMARY HUMAN AIRWAY EPITHELIAL CELLS (MUCILAIR™) EXPRESS
KEY TOBACCO TOXICANT METABOLIZING ENZYMES IN SHORT TERM AIR
LIQUID INTERFACE CULTURES
Andrew Baxter and Emmanuel Minet*, British American Tobacco, Group Research
and Development, Southampton, UK
Background: The FDA guidance on Applications for Premarket Review of New
Tobacco Products recommends the inclusion of clinical and nonclinical studies
as part of the general principles for modified risk tobacco product evaluation.
The guidance advises the inclusion of animal or in vitro carcinogenicity studies
to assess commercial tobacco products vs modified risk tobacco products.
Cell cultures present an alternative to animal testing, but most of the in vitro
cell models for long term testing of chemicals fail to replicate the normal tissue
morphology and lack normal xenobiotics metabolism capability which is critical
for the activation of pro-carcinogens such as NNK and B[a]P. MucilAir™ is a
commercially available 3D human airway epithelia culture system that is claimed
to retain morphology and viability for up to a year. The metabolic capability of
MucilAir™ however has never been evaluated either in short or long term culture.
Here, we present a short term metabolic study conducted in MucilAir™ cells to
assess their metabolic competency. Methods: Key respiratory metabolic enzymes
involved in bioactivation of some tobacco toxicants (CYP2A13/2A6, 1A1/1B1,
2F1, 2E1) were evaluated for their activity using reporter probes and QRT-PCR
gene expression. The tests were conducted with cell samples obtained from three
subjects and included an assessment of viability and morphology. Results: We
report that over a one month differentiated culture period the cells demonstrated
CYP1A1/1B1, CYP2A13/2A6 activities comparable to primary bronchial epithelial
cells. Expression profiling of 48 xenobiotic metabolizing genes showed high mRNA
levels for airways epithelium CYP2A13, CYP2B6/2B7, and CYP2F1 and induction
of CYP1A1 /1B1. The proportion of ciliated cells and cilia beat frequency remained
constant over the culture period. Conclusions: Our results indicate that MucilAir™
cells are metabolically active and potentially suitable for pro-carcinogen testing.
In order to further evaluate the suitability of the model for carcinogenicity studies
the metabolic activity should be evaluated over a period of 6-8 months and should
include adequate endpoints.
This work was supported by Group Research and Development of British
American Tobacco (Investments) Ltd as part of its research programme focusing
on reducing the health impact of tobacco use.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Cristiano Chiamulera, P.le Scuro 10, Verona,
37134, Italy, Phone: +390458027277, Email: cristiano.chiamulera@univr.it
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SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION IN EMISSION OF SELECTED CARBONYLS
AND VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS FROM ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES
COMPARED TO TOBACCO CIGARETTES
Andrzej Sobczak, Ph.D.*1,2, Leon Kosmider1,2, Maciej L. Goniewicz, Ph.D.3,4, Jakub
Knysak2, Marzena Zaciera, Ph.D.5, and Jolanta Kurek5, 1Institute of Occupational
Medicine and Environmental Health, Sosnowiec, Poland; 2Medical University
of Silesia, Katowice, Poland;3Queen Mary University of London, UK; 4Roswell
Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, USA; 5Institute of Occupational Medicine and
Environmental Health, Sosnowiec, Poland

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Emmanuel Minet, PhD, Senior Scientist, British
American Tobacco, Regents Park Road, Southampton, SO15 8TL, United
Kingdom, Phone: 02380588997, Email: emmanuel_minet@BAT.com

Significance: Electronic cigarettes (ECs) are purported to deliver nicotine vapor
without any toxic substances generated from tobacco combustion. However, using
ECs involves heating a nicotine solution to high temperatures. This may induce
chemical reactions which result in the possible formation of carbonyl compounds
(CCs) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Many CCs and VOCs are common
tobacco-specific toxicants with proven carcinogenic and cardiotoxic properties. Aim
of the study:The aim of the study was to quantify and compare the levels of selected
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CCs (formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acrolein, acetone, propanal, butanal) and VOCs
(benzene, toluene, etylobenzene and ortho-, meta-, para-xylene) in EC nicotine
refill solutions, vapors generated from ECs,and mainstream smoke from tobacco
cigarettes. Methods: Six commercially available nicotine refill solutions for ECs
(Chic Group Ltd. Poland) were examined. Three solutions contained a mixture of
propylene glycol and glycerin (Volish brand) as a solvent for nicotine, while the
other three contained only propylene glycol (Mild brand). Thirtypuffs were taken
using an automatic smoking machine. Mainstream smoke was generated from
a3R4F reference tobacco cigarette. CCs were extracted from vapor and smoke to
solid phase with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine, and analyzed using HPLC/DAD. VOCs
were absorbed on activated carbon and analyzed with GC/MS. Results:Traces of
acetaldehyde were detected in all examined EC solutions(0.081±0.042 μg/mL).
Acetaldehyde was found in all EC vapors (0.153±0.116 μg/30 puffs), but at levels
more than a thousand-fold lower than in tobacco smoke. Formaldehyde and acrolein
were only found in vapors generated from glycerin-based solutions (0.116±0.022
and0.110±0.190μg/30 puffs) and in tobacco smoke (12 and 32-fold higher levels,
respectively).None of the examined VOCs were detected in the vapors, while all
were found in tobacco smoke. Conclusions: In contrast to tobacco smoke, the
vapors generated from ECs does not contain VOCs. Exposure to CCs from ECs is
significantly reduced compared to tobacco smoke and may be attributable to the
glycerin content in the nicotine refill solution.
The study was supported by research funds received from Chic Group LTD,
manufacturer of electronic cigarettes in Poland, and paid to the Institute of
Occupational Medicine and Environmental Health.

ACCULTURATION AND GENDER AMONG LATINO NONDAILY, LIGHT, AND
MODERATE TO HEAVY SMOKERS
A. Paula Cupertino, Taneisha S. Buchanan, Lisa Sanderson Cox, Nicole Nollen,
Hongfei Guo, and Jasjit S. Ahluwalia, University of Kansas Medical Center;
University of Minnesota Medical School
While overall rates of smoking in the U.S. remain flat, the prevalence of light
and nondaily smokers continues to increase. Approximately two thirds of Latino
smokers are nondaily or light smokers. There is an inverse association between
acculturation and smoking prevalence in women such that higher smoking
prevalence has been reported among more acculturated Latinas, while this
relationship has not been seen among Latino men. However, to date, acculturation
and gender have not been examined in relation to levels of smoking in Latino
men and women. Objective: To assess the association between acculturation
and smoking levels across gender among Latino smokers. Methods: 786 Latino
smokers completed a survey administered through an online panel research
company. We used two indicators of acculturation: language preference (ARMSA
II) and country of origin. Results: Of 786 participants, 54% were female, 86%
were born in the U.S., 66% completed at least some college, and 92% reported
speaking English very well. 51% were nondaily smokers, 24% were light daily
smokers (<10 cpd), and 25% were moderate-heavy daily smokers (>10 cpd).
Language preference and country of origin were statistically associated with
smoking levels for Latinos; this relationship differed by gender. Latino males with
a higher English language preference were more likely to be nondaily smokers,
however, for Latina women there was no relationship for language preference and
levels of smoking. Women born in the US were more likely to be nondaily smokers,
however, no relationship between birthplace and levels of smoking for men was
found. Conclusion: Due to the heterogeneity of Latinos in the U.S., understanding
tobacco use and levels of smoking across gender and acculturation is critically
needed to inform treatment and reduce tobacco-related disparities, morbidity and
mortality in this underserved population.
Funding: This project is funded by Pfizer’s Global Research Awards for Nicotine
Dependence (Ahluwalia). Dr. Ahluwalia is supported in part by the National Institute
for Minority Health Disparities (NCMHD/NIH - 1P60MD003422).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Andrzej Sobczak, PhD, Head of Department,
Institute of Occupational Medicine and Environmental Health, Chemical Hazards
and Genetic Toxicology, Koscielna 13, Sosnowiec, 41-200, Poland, Phone:
+4832266088, Fax: +48322661124, Email: andsobcz@poczta.onet.pl
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LONG-TERM PATTERNS OF CIGARETTE SMOKING THROUGH MIDDLE
ADULTHOOD: THE CARDIA STUDY
Allison Carroll*1, Laura Colangelo, M.S.1, Joseph Kang, Ph.D.1, Anna Veluz-Wilkins,
M.A.1, Bonnie Spring, Ph.D.1, Kiang Liu, Ph.D.1, Donald Lloyd-Jones, M.D.1, David
R. Jacobs Jr., Ph.D.2, Judy Kruger, Ph.D.3, Rachel Widome, Ph.D.2, Ralph S.
Caraballo1, and Brian Hitsman, Ph.D.1, 1Northwestern University Feinberg School
of Medicine, Chicago, IL; 2University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN; 3Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ana-Paula Cupertino, PhD, Assistant professor,
University of Kansas Medical Center, 9209 N Charlotte Ct, Kansas City, MO
64155, United States, Phone: 9135882783, Email: acupertino@kumc.edu
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Background: The decline in smoking prevalence since the late 1960s has
been well-documented, with 19.0% of U.S. adults smoking in 2011. While the
prevalence of smoking has been closely monitored, little attention has been paid
to long-term patterns of smoking. Methods: This study examined patterns of
smoking among healthy adults followed over 25 years as part of the Coronary
Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study. Participants were 5115
black and white, men and women, aged 18-30 years at baseline in 1985. We used
group-based trajectory modeling (SAS Proc Traj) to identify patterns of smoking
from 1985 to 2010 for young (baseline age 18-24) and older (baseline age 25-30)
cohorts separately. Results: The models identified 4 groups for the young cohort
and 5 for the older cohort. Common to both cohorts were a no/low probability
smoking group (62% of young cohort, 63% of older cohort) and a high probability
smoking group (23% of young cohort, 18% of older cohort). The two trajectories
unique to the young cohort were a group whose probability of smoking escalated
over 20 years and then decreased (5% of cohort) and a group whose probability of
smoking decreased steadily over 25 years (10% of cohort). The three trajectories
unique to the older cohort were a moderate probability of smoking group (7% of
cohort), an early cessation group (i.e. high probability of smoking at Year 0 but a
sharp decrease by Year 10; 5% of cohort) and a delayed cessation group (i.e. high
probability of smoking at Year 0 but a sloping decrease primarily beyond Year 10;
7% of cohort). Cumulative smoking exposure, as defined by pack years, among
the trajectory groups unique to each cohort tended to converge at Year 25 despite
differing longitudinal smoking patterns. Conclusions: Similarities in cumulative
exposure may mask different long-term patterns of smoking. Different patterns in
early adulthood may warrant different treatment strategies.
Supported by NIH contracts N01-HC-95095, N01-HC-48047, N01-HC-48048,
N01-HC-48049, and N01-HC-48050.

ASSESSMENT OF SMOKING STATUS, TOBACCO DEPENDENCE, AND
CUE REACTIVITY: DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS FOR PRACTICE AND FOR
IMPLEMENTATION RESEARCH
Nazeema Sheerin Muthu*1, Hala Ahmed2, Aayid Munim3, Hanan Abdo3, Ahmed
Elsayed2, and Cristiano Chiamulera1, 1Department of Public Health and Community
Medicine, Pharmacology, University of Verona, Italy; 2Al-Shaab Speciality Hospital,
Khartoum, Sudan; 3World Health Organization, Country office, Khartoum, Sudan
Background: The availability of individual smoking status information may tailor
the therapy which could increase the success rate of prevention of relapse to
smoking. Present study investigated for the first time the outcome of assessment
tools at smoking cessation units at Khartoum, Sudan. Methods: Initially,
smoking status and tobacco dependence assessments were set up followed by
investigations on the conditions under which smokers are prone to relapse, in
order to better define individual strategies for coping to risk situations. This was
done using questionnaires of demographic profile, Smoking status, Fagestrom
Test for Nicotine Dependence in smokers (FTND) and smokeless tobacco users
(FTND-ST) and cue-reactivity profile. Carbon monoxide from smokers was
measured using Bedfont smokerlyzer. One way ANOVA and student’s t-test were
used for analyses. Results: Majority of the smokers found very difficult to give
up the first cigarette in the morning. Higher percentages of smokeless tobacco
users place their first dip within five minutes after they wake up in the morning.
Smokeless tobacco users showed higher dependence than tobacco smokers. Both
showed less craving in restricted condition within all the three risk situations (after
having breakfast, after having lunch/dinner at home, after having lunch/dinner
at restaurant). Craving differences were found to be high between the smoking
environment (other people smoking vs. no other people smoking). No difference
in the craving was observed in the social condition (with others vs. alone). This

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Brian Hitsman, 680 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago,
IL 60611, United States, Phone: 3125032074, Email: b-hitsman@northwestern.edu
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is a practical evidence of cue elicited craving in accordance with previous lab
experiments on cue reactivity.
No funding.

confidence intervals from logistic regression models were used to estimate factors
associated with the likelihood of smoking. Results: A total of 18,440 women were
included in the final analysis, of which 1,078 identified as SGM. Compared to
heterosexual women, SGM women were less likely to have a healthy BMI of<25.0
lb/in2, to meet the national physical activity guidelines, and had a higher mean
BMI (p<0.0001). In addition, SGM women were twice as likely to be obese with
a BMI≥30 lb/in2 (20% vs 10%) and were twice as likely to have smoked in the
past month (28% vs 14%) (p<0.0001). All women smokers were significantly more
likely to have a BMI greater than 25 lb/in2 compared to non-smokers (p<0.0001).
However, there were no significant differences in BMI classification among
smokers by sexual orientation. In the logistic regression model, covariates (at
p<0.0001) of smoking included: sexual orientation (OR=2.55), occasional alcohol
use (OR=17.35), daily alcohol use (OR=50.09), and age (OR=0.87). Conclusions:
SGM college women are heavier than heterosexual women and smoke at twice
the rate. The differences in weight may be better explained by sexual orientation,
physical activity, health, race, and age than by smoking status. Being overweight
or obese did not predict smoking. These findings indicate that college women who
smoke are heavier than those who do not smoke. Interventions to improve SGM
women’s health should address both weight and smoking.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nazeema Sheerin Muthukaruppasamy, M.Sc.,
PhD candidate, University of Verona, Public Health and Community Medicine,
P.Le.Scuro 10,policlinico, Verona, 37134, Italy, Phone: 3478931093, Email:
nazeemaroja@gmail.com
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ANALYSIS OF SMOKING PREVALENCE AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS
AMONG WISEWOMAN PARTICIPANTS BY RACE AND ETHNICITY FROM
2008 TO 2012
Isam Vaid, Ph.D., M.P.H.*, Deborah Borbely, M.S., and Kaha Ahmed, M.P.H.,
Division of Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention, CDC
Background: This analysis is an in-depth look at cigarette smoking across
21 Well Integrated Screening and Evaluation for Women Across the Nation
(WISEWOMAN) Programs that focus on women aged 40-64 years. Between July
1, 2008 and June 30, 2012, WISEWOMAN provided 170,319 CVD screenings
to 125,096 low-income women, 46% of whom are of racial and ethnic minorities.
Approximately 89% of participants have at least 1 of the 5 major risk factors for
CVD. Of note, non-Hispanic Blacks had the highest prevalence of hypertension
and obesity at 59% each yet their smoking prevalence was lower than that of
American Indian and Alaska Natives, and non-Hispanic Whites. Objectives: (1)
To present the scope of cigarette smoking and secondhand smoke exposure in
the WISEWOMAN population. (2)To discuss the CVD risk profile of smokers vs.
non-smokers. (3)To highlight key approaches and results achieved to address
cigarette smoking. Methods and Results: The overall prevalence of smoking
among WISEWOMAN participants is 27%. Of all the participants who were
American Indian/Alaska Natives, 41% were smokers, and similarly 35% of nonHispanic Whites were smokers, 27% of all non-Hispanic Blacks were smokers,
9% of all Hispanic participants were smokers, and 4% of all Asian and Pacific
Islanders were smokers. Of cigarette smokers, 37% had hypertension, 29%
had high cholesterol levels, 39% were obese, and 13% had diabetes. Program
guidance emphasizes approaches to cigarette smoking cessation which
includes quit line referrals, related loop back mechanisms, community referrals,
and reducing secondhand smoke exposure. Over the first 4 years, there were
16,304 quit line referrals. Among smokers there were 1,623 more referrals to quit
lines in year 2 compared to year 1. About 7% of non-smokers were exposed to
secondhand smoke while at home. While, among hypertensive non-smokers, this
figure was 10%. Conclusions: WISEWOMAN employs multiple approaches to
promote smoking cessation and education on the CVD risks of smoking, and has
noted progress in quit line referrals. At the 5 year mark WISEWOMAN will present
detailed trend data to highlight addressing cigarette smoking among its women.
WISEWOMAN is a CDC program within the Division of Heart Disease and
Stroke Prevention. This program is funded directly by appropriations from the
United States Congress.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jenna Jordan, MPH, University of Missouri, Family
& Community Medicine, MA306 Medica Sciences Building, Columbia, MO 65212,
United States, Phone: 573-777-2604, Email: jnjxv8@mail.missouri.edu
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EFFECT OF TRAINING PARADIGM ON ACQUISITION OF NICOTINE SELFADMINISTRATION AND SUBSEQUENT REINFORCEMENT
Kristine Garcia*, Kathy Coen, Sharon Miksys, Anh Dzung Lê, and Rachel F.
Tyndale, Campbell Family Mental Health Research Institute, Centre for Addiction
and Mental Health, and Departments of Pharmacology and Toxicology and
Psychiatry, University of Toronto, ON, Canada
Nicotine self-administration (NSA) is a well-established model of smoking
behaviors where the mechanisms underlying nicotine dependence can be
investigated. Our goal was to examine the effect of dose and training history on
acquisition of NSA. Most studies have used food training prior to NSA. However,
when doses at the peak of nicotine’s dose-response curve (0.015 and 0.03
mg/kg) are used, virtually all animals acquire NSA, making it difficult to assess
factors which influence acquisition and subsequent nicotine reinforcement.
In retrospective analyses of separate experiments, food trained (FT) rats were
compared to those spontaneously trained (SP). A higher proportion of rats met
acquisition criteria in the FT rats compared to SP: 56% vs. 38% at 0.00375 mg/kg,
88% vs. 40% at 0.0075 mg/kg, 88% vs. 86% at 0.015 mg/kg and 88% vs. 100%
0.03 mg/kg). FT rats showed an inverted “U” dose-response curve for active lever
presses and infusions while SP rats showed lower active lever presses, infusions
and a flatter inverted “U” curve; FT rats had higher PR breakpoints than SP at all
doses. These differences suggested that food training strengthened responding for
nicotine. However, there were differences in the study designs used for FT and SP
groups. Therefore, a direct comparison was conducted: rats in FT or SP underwent
FR1 and FR2 for 5 days each trained with 0.0075 mg/kg nicotine then underwent
PR for 5 days at 0.0075, 0.015 mg/kg and then 0.03 mg/kg. Rats underwent
extinction and then reinstatement (cue and nicotine at 0.15 and 0.3 mg/kg sc).
Acquisition differences were replicated, where 100% of FT rats and only 60% SP
rats met criteria (p<0.05). In rats that acquired NSA, responding for nicotine was
not different nor did they differ in PR breakpoints or in cue and nicotine-induced
reinstatement. Together, these results suggest that (1) food training in combination
with different design parameters affects acquisition and NSA behavior, and (2)
food training alone can facilitate acquisition of self-administration but does not alter
nicotine’s reinforcing effect.
We acknowledge the support of the Endowed Chair in Addiction for the
Department of Psychiatry, CIHR grant MOP97751, NIDA grant DA029160, Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health and the Canada Foundation for Innovation
(#20289 and #16014), the CAMH Foundation and the Ontario Ministry of Research
and Innovation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Isam Vaid, PhD, MPH, Health Scientist, Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, Division for Heart Disease and Stroke
Prevention, 4770 Buford Highway, NE, MS F-72, Atlanta, GA 30341, United
States, Phone: 7704888000, Email: isam.vaid@cdc.hhs.gov
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THE SKINNY ON SMOKING
Jenna Jordan, M.P.H.*, Jane McElroy, Ph.D., Kevin Everett, Ph.D., and Bin Ge,
M.D., M.A., University of Missouri
Background: Many studies have reported that young women smoke to control
their weight. The literature also finds that sexual and gender minority (SGM)
women smoke at higher rates and are heavier than heterosexual women. This
study aims to explore the relationship between weight, weight-related variables,
smoking, and sexual orientation in college women. Methods: Data were from the
fall 2010 National College Health Assessment survey, which included 39 campuses
nationwide that utilized a random sampling technique. Descriptive and univariate
statistics were used to compare heterosexual and SGM women. T-tests of mean
BMI and chi-square tests of characteristics were calculated. Odds ratio and 95%

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kristine Garcia, University of Toronto,
Pharmacology, 1 King’s College Circle, Toronto, ON M5S 1A8, Canada, Phone:
416-978-5155, Email: kristine.garcia@utoronto.ca
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are underway to replicate these findings in an independent sample, establish
test – retest reliability, and evaluate the bank scores’ sensitivity to change over
time. Future research will also include development of scoring crosswalks from
traditional smoking measures to the new item bank scores (e.g., FTND to Nicotine
Dependence).
Funding: R01DA026943.

EXPLORERS, NRT SEEKERS, AND ACTIVE MEMBERS: WHO QUITS
TOBACCO AFTER ENROLLING IN AN ONLINE CESSATION PROGRAM?
Katherine Rehorst, B.S.*1, Lija Greenseid, Ph.D.1, Clint Boots, M.A.2, and Michelle
Walker, B.S.2, 1Professional Data Analysts, Inc.; 2North Dakota Department of
Health

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maria O. Edelen, RAND Corporation, RAND
Health, 20 Park Plaza, Boston, MA 02116, United States, Phone: 6173382059
x8633, Email: porr@rand.org

Background: Online tobacco cessation programs have potential to reach
broad audiences; however, evidence for effectiveness of such programs is
mixed. To investigate web program effectiveness three groups of users of the
ND QuitNet program, a North Dakota Department of Health statewide cessation
program operated by Healthways, Inc., were examined in relation to enrollment
characteristics, 7-month quit outcomes, satisfaction, and program utilization.
Methods: Web enrollees were classified based on logins and NRT shipments:
“Explorers” logged in once but received no NRT, n=159; “NRT Seekers” logged
in minimal times needed to receive NRT, n=116; and “Active Members” logged
in beyond what is needed to enroll or obtain NRT, n=143. Data sources include
enrollment and 7-month cumulative utilization data collected by Healthways and
7-month follow-up data collected by Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center.
The survey response rate was 43% and quit rates are reported for survey
responders. Chi-square analyses were conducted to examine differences between
the groups. Results: The three groups are demographically similar except NRT
Seekers are more likely to be uninsured than Explorers or Active Members
(p=.010). There are, however, several significant differences between the groups’
outcomes. NRT Seekers have the highest quit outcomes 7-months post enrollment
(29% 30-day point prevalence quit rate) which is significantly higher than Explorers
(15%, p=.004) and similar to Active Members (22 %, p=.258). This is despite Active
Members significantly higher use of web program features such as discussion
forums, quit date wiz, and medication guide. Conclusions: These findings suggest
those who utilize a web cessation program primarily to receive NRT have better
outcomes than those who utilize web programs at lower levels, but similar
outcomes to those who use it more actively. This suggests the effectiveness of
web programs is associated with their role in distributing NRT. Further investigation
is warranted to determine what specific web program components drive positive
outcomes and how programs can be designed to achieve desired outcomes.
This study was supported by Professional Data Analysts, Inc. in collaboration
with the North Dakota Department of Health.
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THE PROMIS SMOKING INITIATIVE: NICOTINE DEPENDENCE ITEM BANK
William G. Shadel*1, Maria O. Edelen1, Joan S. Tucker1, Brian D. Stucky1, Li Cai2,
and Mark Hansen2, 1RAND Corporation; 2University of California, Los Angeles
Background: Nicotine dependence is a core construct in smoking research
and clinical practice and is thought to be important for determining adult
smokers’ ability to quit and response to treatment. However, because nicotine
dependence can be measured using many different scales, each of varying length
and psychometric strength, it is difficult to know which assessment tool to use.
This poster addresses this issue by describing analyses conducted to develop
and evaluate item banks to assess nicotine dependence. Methods: Using data
from a large sample of daily (N = 4,201) and nondaily (N =1,183) smokers, we
conducted a series of Item Factor Analyses, Item Response Theory analyses and
differential item functioning analyses (according to gender, age, and ethnicity) to
arrive at a unidimensional set of nicotine dependence items for daily and non-daily
smokers. We also evaluated performance of short forms and computer adaptive
tests (CATs) to efficiently assess nicotine dependence. Results: A total of 32 items
were included in the nicotine dependence item banks; 22 items are common
across daily and non-daily smokers, 5 are unique to daily, and 5 are unique to
non-daily. For both daily and non-daily smokers, the nicotine dependence item
banks are strongly unidimensional, highly reliable (0.97 and 0.97, respectively),
and perform similarly across various subgroups (e.g., gender, age, and race and
ethnicity). Short forms common to daily and non-daily smokers consisted of 8 and
4 items (reliability = 0.91 and 0.81, respectively). Results from simulated CATs are
presented. Conclusions: This research provides a new set of items that can be
used to reliably and efficiently assess nicotine dependence. Nicotine dependence
can be assessed on the basis of this item bank via one of the short forms, by using
CAT, or through a tailored set of items selected for a specific research purpose.
Future work will provide additional validity evidence and scoring crosswalks from
the nicotine dependence scores to legacy measures such as the Fagerstrom
Test for Nicotine Dependence, Questionnaire of Smoking Urges, and Wisconsin
Inventory of Smoking Dependence Motives.
Funding: R01DA026943.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Katherine E. Rehorst, B.S., Associate Data
Manager, Professional Data Analysts, Inc., 219 Main Street SE, Suite 302,
Minneapolis, MN 55414, United States, Phone: 612-623-9110, Email: krehorst@
pdastats.com
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THE PROMIS SMOKING INITIATIVE: INITIAL VALIDITY EVIDENCE FOR SIX
NEW SMOKING ITEM BANKS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maria O. Edelen, RAND Corporation, RAND
Health, 20 Park Plaza, Boston, MA 02116, United States, Phone: 6173382059
x8633, Email: porr@rand.org

Maria O. Edelen*1, Joan S. Tucker1, William G. Shadel1, Brian D. Stucky1, Li Cai2,
and Mark Hansen2, 1RAND Corporation; 2University of California, Los Angeles
Background: The objective of this poster is to present descriptive information
and preliminary validity evidence for the six item banks (Nicotine Dependence,
Health Risks, Psychosocial Risks, Affective/Hedonic Benefits, Coping Benefits, and
Social Benefits) developed by the PROMIS Smoking Initiative. Methods: Using
data from a large sample of daily (N = 4,201) and nondaily (N =1,183) smokers,
we examined correlations among the six item bank scores, and between the six
item banks and other PROMIS measures (e.g., alcohol consumption, physical
functioning, emotional distress). We also used t-tests and ANOVA to characterize
differences in item bank scores according to select discrete demographic (e.g.,
gender, age, ethnicity) and smoking behavior subgroups (e.g., motivation to quit,
quantity/frequency of smoking). Results are compared for daily and non-daily item
bank scores. Results: The correlations among the six item banks are moderate
(mean=.41, range=.07-.68). The pattern of correlations between bank scores and
other measures provides validity evidence for the bank domains (e.g., coping
benefits is most strongly correlated with anxiety and depression; perceived risks
domains are most strongly correlated with motivation to quit; nicotine dependence
is negatively associated with number of quit attempts). The pattern of results is
similar for the daily and non-daily item banks, and results are also comparable
for full bank, short form, and CAT scores. Conclusions: These analyses provide
useful descriptive information about the six smoking item banks, as well as
compelling preliminary evidence for their validity. Future data collection activities
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SEX-SPECIFIC EFFECTS OF THE BDNF VAL66MET POLYMORPHISM
ON THE HPA AXIS AND BEHAVIORAL AFFECT FOLLOWING CHRONIC
NICOTINE TREATMENT AND WITHDRAWAL
Bridgin G. Lee*1, Ted Huang2, Francis S. Lee2, and Julie A. Blendy1, 1Department
of Pharmacology, Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA; 2Department of Psychiatry, Weill Medical College of Cornell
University, New York, NY
Smoking is responsible for over 400,000 deaths a year in the United States
and is the leading cause of preventable death. However, despite the numerous
health risks, less than 10% of quit attempts result in continuous abstinence for
one year. A better understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying nicotine
addiction will help re-tailor pharmacotherapies for improved cessation rates.
Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), a member of the neurotrophin family,
is increased during nicotine treatment in the mesolimbic reward circuit and further
upregulated during withdrawal from nicotine. A common SNP in the translated
region of the BDNF gene substitutes a valine (val) for a methionine (met) amino
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acid (Val66Met) and reduces activity-dependent secretion of BDNF. The met/met
genotype is present in 5% of the US population, and has been independently
associated with anxiety, depression and substance abuse. As BDNF provides
trophic support to dopamine neurons its role in drug addiction is critical however,
the relationship between the Val66Met SNP and nicotine dependence remains
unknown. We are examining a mouse model of this polymorphism (BDNF met/
met) and its role in mediating neuroendocrine changes and behavioral affect
following chronic nicotine treatment and withdrawal. Our findings show that the
mouse equivalent val/met SNP elicits behavioral and molecular changes seen
during chronic nicotine (18mg/kg/day) and 24-hour withdrawal in a sex-specific
manner. Female mice homozygous for the met allele (BDNF met/met) show an
increased anxiety-like state that is exacerbated by chronic nicotine treatment.
Following 24-hour withdrawal from nicotine female BDNF Met/Met mice show a
decreased anxiety-like state and decreased immobility in the FST compared to
saline. Lowered CORT levels are associated with this decreased immobility. In
contrast, male (BDNF met/met) mice display the expected anxiolytic response
to chronic nicotine and no behavioral affect is seen during 24-hour withdrawal.
This study suggests that further investigation of the polymorphism could identify
gender-specific vulnerability to nicotine addiction, and the need to personalize
cessation therapy.
Funding: T32-GM-008076.

ANTI-NICOTINE IMMUNIZATION ALTERS BRAIN NICOTINE ACCUMULATION
IN CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Alexey G. Mukhin, Ph.D., M.D.*1, Yantao Zuo, Ph.D.1, Sudha Garg, Ph.D.2, Rachid
Nazih, Ph.D.2, Frederique M. Behm, B.A.1, Pradeep K. Garg, Ph.D.2, Ivan Bottoli,
Ph.D.3, and Jed E. Rose, Ph.D.1, 1Duke University Medical Center; 2Wake Forest
University Baptist Medical Center; 3Novartis Pharma AG

The prevailing hypothesis on the benefits of anti-nicotine vaccination assumes
that anti-nicotine antibodies form slowly dissociating complexes with nicotine
and decrease nicotine brain accumulation. However, the antibodies may also
increase the capability of blood to transport nicotine from the lungs and change
its distribution in body tissues, which would be dependent on the stability of the
nicotine-antibody complex (Kd and T1/2 dissociation). This study was performed
in 29 smokers (≥10 cigarettes/day) who received 4 vaccinations each with 0.1 mg
NIC002 in Alum (Novartis Pharma AG). The first PET scan was performed before
the first vaccination and the second at two weeks after the last vaccination. The
subject’s head was scanned over 6 min after inhalation of a single puff of smoke
from a cigarette containing 11C-(S)-nicotine. The anti-body binding capacity
(bound/free nicotine ratio, B/F) and apparent Bmax and Kd were assessed using
3H-(S)-nicotine and ultrafiltration. The primary results: 1) The vaccine was safe
and well tolerated; 2) Vaccination resulted in a statistically significant but highly
variable increase (CV=88%) in serum binding capacity of nicotine B/F = 0.18 ±
0.03 (mean ± SE, n=29, p<.001); 3) In 10 participants with the highest B/F values
vaccination produced a reduction (p<.05) in brain nicotine Cmax and AUC (0-6min)
values by 15±6% and 15±7%, respectively; 4) In contrast, for 10 participants with
intermediate B/F values vaccination produced increases (p<.03) in Cmax and
AUC values (by 18±7% and 18±7%, respectively) and 30±10% increase (p<.01)
in the initial rate of accumulation; 5) The Kd values for binding nicotine with postvaccination serum were almost two times higher in the group with intermediate vs.
the group with the highest B/F values (600±140 nM vs. 310±50 nM, p<.05); 6) The
nicotine interaction with monoclonal antibodies (Kd 20nM) was characterized by a
T1/2 dissociation ca. 50 sec. These results suggest that anti-nicotine immunization
can produce divergent effects on brain nicotine accumulation during smoking.
Direction and extent of the effect are dependent on the quality (affinity) and
quantity of the produced antibodies.
This study was supported by NIDA Grant # RC2DA028948 and Novartis
Pharma AG.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bridgin Lee, 2201 Chestnut Street, UNIT 203,
Philadelphia, PA 19103, United States, Phone: 4848885485, Email: bridgin.lee@
gmail.com
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF AN AFFECT REGULATION
TREATMENT FOR SMOKING CESSATION AMONG PREGNANT SMOKERS
Clara M. Bradizza, Ph.D.*1, Thomas H. Brandon, Ph.D.2, Stephen A. Maisto,
Ph.D.3, Paul R. Stasiewicz, Ph.D.1, Yue Zhuo, Ph.D.1, Rina D. Eiden, Ph.D.1,
Paulette Giarratano, M.S.W.1, and Kim S. Slosman, M.A.1, 1University at Buffalo,
SUNY; 2H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and the University of South Florida;
3
Syracuse University
The desire to regulate negative affect is an important motive underlying
cigarette use among pregnant smokers. Interventions for these smokers
have largely consisted of low-intensity interventions; however, despite their
cost-effectiveness, they achieve only modest success rates. More intensive
interventions are needed, particularly for pregnant smokers with higher levels of
negative affect. The present study developed and pilot tested an affect regulation
intervention to promote smoking cessation among pregnant smokers. Participants
(N = 67) who smoked at least one cigarette per day were recruited prior to 24
weeks gestation to participate in 8, one-hour smoking cessation treatment
sessions. All participants received a cognitive-behavioral smoking intervention;
in addition, half received an affect regulation treatment (ART) and half a health
and lifestyle control (HLS) intervention. Participants completed pretreatment, and
2-mo, 4-mo and 6-mo post-quit assessments. Participants in the ART condition
smoked significantly fewer cigarettes per day in the 7 days prior to assessment at
2-mo post-quit assessment as compared with the HLS condition [t(41) = 2.05, p =
.047] and marginally significantly fewer at 4-mo [t(40) = 1.93, p = .061]. Results of
analyses examining 7-day point-prevalence abstinence indicated that for the full
sample, smoking decreased from baseline over the 3 post-quit periods (Cochran’s
Q; X2(3) = 14.73, p = .002). Fisher’s Exact tests indicated that the ART condition
had significantly greater rates of abstinence at the 2-mo (p = .054) and 4-mo (p
= .033) assessments. Within the ART condition, there were significant increases
in abstinence over time [Cochran’s Q (X2(3) = 13.13, p = .004) and McNemar’s
tests indicated that significant increases in abstinence were maintained from
pretreatment to 2-mo (p = .016), 4-mo (p = .002) and 6-mo (p = .016) whereas
among the HLS condition, no significant changes occurred from pretreatment to
the 3 post-quit assessments. Overall, the results indicate that the ART intervention
is a promising treatment for initiating and maintaining smoking abstinence among
pregnant smokers.
Funding for this study was provided by NIDA grant R01 DA021802 and the NIH
Office of Research on Women’s Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Alexey Mukhin, Duke University Medical Center,
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 2424 Erwin Rd. Suite 201, Durham, NC
27705, United States, Phone: 919-668-5092, Email: a.mukhin@duke.edu
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THE PROMIS SMOKING INITIATIVE: PERCEIVED RISKS ITEM BANKS
Brian D. Stucky*1, William G. Shadel1, Maria O. Edelen1, Joan S. Tucker1, Li Cai2,
and Mark Hansen2, 1RAND Corporation; 2University of California, Los Angeles
Background. Perceived risks of smoking include both health concerns (e.g.,
experiences of fatigue and shortness of breath, and fears of developing emphysema
or heart trouble), and psychosocial concerns (e.g., appearing unattractive to
others, feeling less respected by friends and family). Both forms of perceived
risks are related to nicotine dependence and may be important predictors of a
smoker’s willingness to make a quit attempt, and thus are important to assess in a
reliable and valid manner. This poster describes analyses conducted to develop
and evaluate item banks to assess (1) the perceived health risks of smoking, and
(2) the perceived psychosocial risks of smoking for daily and non-daily smokers.
Methods: Using data from a large sample of daily (N = 4,201) and non-daily
(N =1,183) smokers, we conducted a sequential series of item factor analyses,
unidimensional item response theory analyses, and assessments of differential
item functioning (DIF) across various subgroups (gender, age, and ethnicity)
to develop item banks for daily and non-daily smokers. We also evaluated
performance of short forms and used simulated computer adaptive tests (CATs) to
assess the utility of the item banks and to aid in the construction of the short forms.
Results: For both daily and non-daily smokers, the unidimensional item banks
(ranging from 21-24 items) are DIF-limited and highly reliable (0.93-0.96). Brief,
six-item short forms for use with both types of smokers also show good reliability
(0.85-0.87). Adaptive tests for daily and non-daily smokers achieved reliabilities of
0.89 or higher using on average 5.3 to 6.7 items (depending on bank and smoker
type) when the maximum test length was 10 items. Conclusions: This research

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Clara Bradizza, Ph.D., Senior Research Scientist,
University at Buffalo-State University of New York, Research Institute on
Addictions, 1021 Main Street, Buffalo, NY 14203-1016, United States, Phone:
716-887-2532, Fax: 716-887-2215, Email: bradizza@ria.buffalo.edu
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provides a new set of items that can be used to reliably and efficiently assess
smokers’ perceived health and psychosocial risks of smoking. Item administration
may be conducted using the complete bank, via one of the short forms, using CAT,
or through a tailored set of items selected for a specific research purpose.
Funding: R01DA026943.

the number of cigarettes smoked per day (CPD) at baseline was examined as
a potential moderator of nicotine withdrawal among pregnant smokers. Baseline
scores on the MNWS were not different in those smoking < vs. ≥ 10 CPD (n’s=47
& 13), but pregnant women smoking ≥10 CPD had significantly higher scores
during the first two days of abstinence than those smoking <10 CPD (p<.05).
Conclusions: Taken together, these results suggest the following: (1) pregnant
smokers have elevated levels of nicotine withdrawal-like symptomatology prior to
cessation, perhaps related to pregnancy itself and/or spontaneous reductions in
smoking during early pregnancy; and (2) pregnant women smoking ≥10 CPD have
greater withdrawal during early abstinence, which may contribute to the poorer
cessation outcomes often observed among this subset of pregnant smokers.
Supported by R01 DA14028, R01 DA22491, and T32 DA07242 from the
National Institute on Drug Abuse.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maria O. Edelen, RAND Corporation, RAND
Health, 20 Park Plaza, Boston, MA 02116, United States, Phone: 6173382059
x8633, Email: porr@rand.org
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THE PROMIS SMOKING INITIATIVE: PERCEIVED BENEFITS ITEM BANKS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sarah Heil, University of Vermont, Rm. 1415 UHC,
Burlington, VT 05401, United States, Phone: 802-656-8712, Email: sarah.heil@
uvm.edu

Joan S. Tucker* , Maria O. Edelen , William G. Shadel , Brian D. Stucky , Li Cai ,
and Mark Hansen2, 1RAND Corporation; 2University of California, Los Angeles
1
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Background: Smokers report a number of positive benefits of smoking. These
include affective (e.g., relaxation upon smoking) and hedonic (e.g., positive
sensory) effects, social effects (e.g., feeling more comfortable in social settings),
and coping effects (e.g., stress reduction). These subjective experiences may be
indicative of the positive reinforcing features of smoking that may be missed upon
quitting and thus lead to relapse. Valid and reliable assessments of the extent
to which smoking is used for its affective/hedonic, social, and coping effects can
help inform treatments and identify smokers who are most likely to need certain
types of assistance once they quit. This poster describes analyses conducted to
develop and evaluate item banks to assess these three types of perceived benefits
of smoking for daily and non-daily smokers. Methods: Using data from a large
sample of daily (N = 4,201) and non-daily (N =1,183) smokers, we conducted a
series of Item Factor Analyses, Item Response Theory analyses and differential
item functioning analyses (DIF, according to gender, age, and ethnicity) to arrive
at unidimensional sets of items for daily and non-daily smokers to assess the
affective/ hedonic benefits, social benefits, and coping benefits of smoking. We
also evaluated performance of short forms and computer adaptive tests (CATs)
based on these item banks to efficiently assess these domains. Results: For both
daily and non-daily smokers, the unidimensional item banks (ranging from 15-21
items) are DIF-limited and highly reliable (0.90-0.97). Short forms for use with both
types of smokers (ranging from 4-6 items) also show good reliability (0.77-0.86).
Adaptive tests for daily and non-daily smokers achieved reliabilities of 0.88 or
higher when the maximum test length was 10 items. Conclusions: This research
provides a new set of items that can be used to reliably and efficiently assess
smokers’ perceived affective/hedonic, social, and coping benefits of smoking,
which can be assessed on the basis of the item banks via one of the short forms,
by using CAT, or through a tailored set of items selected for a specific research
purpose.
Funding: R01DA026943.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF LONE MOTHERHOOD WITH SMOKING CESSATION
AND RELAPSE, AND THE MEDIATING ROLE OF SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS, SOCIAL SUPPORT, AND MENTAL HEALTH: PROSPECTIVE
RESULTS FROM AN AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL STUDY
Mohammad Siahpush, Ph.D.*, Melissa Tibbits, Ph.D., and Raees A Shaikh,
M.P.H., Department of Health Promotion, Social & Behavioral Health, College of
Public Health, University of Nebraska Medical Center, Nebraska Medical Center,
Omaha, NE
Objectives: The aims were to examine the association of lone-motherhood
with smoking cessation and relapse, and to investigate the extent to which this
association is mediated by socioeconomic status, social support, and mental
health. Methods: We used data from 10 yearly waves (2001 to 2010) of the
Household Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA) survey. In the
cessation analysis, we included only lone mothers and partnered mothers (665
unique individuals with 2619 observations across the 10 waves) who were
smokers in the first of any two consecutive waves. An individual was considered
to have quit smoking if she was a smoker in one wave and ex-smoker in the next
wave of the survey. In the relapse analysis, we include only lone mothers and
partnered mothers (559 unique individuals and 2878 observations across all the
10 waves) who were an ex-smoker in the first of any two consecutive waves.
An individual was considered to have relapsed if she was an ex-smoker in one
wave and a smoker in the next wave of the survey. Results: The crude odds of
smoking cessation was 33% smaller among lone mothers than partnered mothers
(OR: 0.67; 95% CI: 0.51-0.88; p = 0.004). This effect did not change appreciably
after controlling for socioeconomic status, social support, and mental health. The
crude odds of relapse was 200% greater among lone mothers than partnered
mothers (OR: 3.00; 95% CI: 2.22-4.06; P<0.001). This effect was attenuated to
a 61% difference after controlling for socioeconomic status, social support, and
mental health (OR: 1.61: 95% CI: 1.13-2.30, p = 0.009). Discussion: Compared to
partnered mothers, lone mothers were less likely to quit smoking and more likely
to relapse. Socioeconomic status, social support, and mental health played no
mediating role in the association of lone motherhood and cessation, but played
a notable role in mediating the association with smoking relapse. While efforts
to reduce the smoking prevalence among lone mothers should focus on their
material deprivation, availability of social support, and addressing mental health
issues, other factors unique to the lives of lone mothers also need to be taken
into account.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maria O. Edelen, RAND Corporation, RAND
Health, 20 Park Plaza, Boston, MA 02116, United States, Phone: 6173382059
x8633, Email: porr@rand.org
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CHARACTERIZING NICOTINE WITHDRAWAL IN PREGNANT CIGARETTE
SMOKERS
S.H. Heil, Ph.D.*, E.S. Herrmann, M.A., S.T. Higgins, Ph.D., L.J. Solomon, Ph.D.,
S.C. Sigmon, Ph.D., and I.M. Bernstein, M.D., University of Vermont
Background: Little is known about nicotine withdrawal in pregnant smokers.
The present study examined nicotine withdrawal during 14 days of biochemicallyverified abstinence in pregnant smokers (n=60), matched non-pregnant female
smokers (n=16), and matched pregnant non-smokers (n=23). Methods: The
Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal Scale (MNWS) was administered once prior to
smoking cessation and at 8 points during a 14-day abstinence-monitoring period.
Results: Pregnant smokers had significantly higher mean overall MNWS scores
at baseline compared to both comparison conditions (1.48 vs. 0.87 and 1.01,
respectively, p<.05). During the first four days of abstinence, mean MNWS scores
of pregnant and non-pregnant smokers were significantly higher than those of
pregnant non-smokers (p<.05). As expected, scores of non-pregnant smokers
followed a characteristic inverted u-shaped pattern. However, scores of pregnant
smokers did not vary significantly over time. To investigate this inconsistency,

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Raees Shaikh, MPH, University of Nebraska
Medical Center, Department of Health Promotion, Social and Behavioral
Health- College of Public Health, 984365 Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE
68198-4365, United States, Phone: 402-559-1936, Email: raees.shaikh@unmc.
edu
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This manuscript summarises the scientific evidence on the use of markers to
measure ETS.
Funding: Number: 1310060-1, Department of Laboratory Medicine, National
Caner Center Hospital, Goyang, South Korea.

OCCUPATIONAL VARIATIONS IN OBESITY, SMOKING, HEAVY DRINKING,
AND NON-ADHERENCE TO PHYSICAL ACTIVITY RECOMMENDATIONS:
FINDINGS FROM THE 2010 NATIONAL HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Won Kyoung Lee, Goyang-Si, Ilsandong-gu,
Ilsan-ro,323, Gyeonggi-do, 410-769, South Korea, Phone: 82-31-920-1325, Fax:
82-31-920-1339, Email: prayer0714@ncc.re.kr
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Objective: The aim of this study is to examine the most recent prevalence of
obesity, heavy alcohol consumption, smoking, and leisure time physical activity
across occupations. Methods: Data from the 2010 National Health Interview
Survey was used. Analysis was limited to adults, 18 years and older (n=27,157).
Logistic regression was used to calculate adjusted prevalences of obesity, morbid
obesity, current smoking, heavy alcohol consumption, and adherence to physical
activity (PA) recommendations. Results: The highest prevalence of obesity,
and morbid obesity, was among those in the community and social services
occupations. The highest prevalence of smoking was among those in healthcare
support occupations, heavy drinking was observed in the construction and
extraction occupations, and non-adherence to PA recommendations was among
those in the farming, fishing and forestry occupations. Occupational categories
with high prevalence of obesity and current smoking were different from the
categories observed in previous studies. Conclusion: With changing economic
conditions changes in the occupational variations of certain risk factors may occur
and policies and programs directed toward these risk factors have to re-focus to
adapt to the changes. At the same time, some existing policies and programs need
to be re-evaluated in the wake of consistent prevalence of certain risk factors in the
same occupational categories.
No funding.

IMPULSIVITY AND NICOTINE DEPENDENCE IN ADULT SMOKERS
Lauren R. Few* and J. MacKillop, University of Georgia

DEVELOPMENT OF A METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
4-(METHYLNITROSAMINO)-1-(3-PYRIDYL)-1-BUTANONE IN DUST USING
LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY/TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRY

Background: Previous studies have demonstrated a significant relationship
between impulsivity and smoking-related outcomes (e.g., initiation, cessation);
however, fewer studies have examined impulsivity and nicotine dependence, and
this extant work has primarily utilized adolescent and young adult populations
without substantial consideration of potential demographic moderators of this
relationship. Furthermore, impulsivity is a multi-faceted construct and is assessed
using a wide range of self-report and behavioral measures, thereby contributing
to considerable heterogeneity in the literature with regard to this association.
Therefore, the current study sought to examine the link between four dimensions
of impulsivity and nicotine dependence in a community sample of adult smokers.
Method: A community sample of 1100 adult smokers provided demographic
information and self-reported data on nicotine dependence, as measured by
the FTND, and four dimensions from the UPSS impulsivity measure: Negative
Urgency, (lack of) Premeditation, (lack of) Perseverance, and Sensation Seeking.
Results: Simultaneous multiple regression analysis revealed that the four UPPS
impulsivity dimensions significantly accounted for 10% of the variance in FTND
scores. Only Negative Urgency and Sensation Seeking emerged as significant
predictors, such that higher self-reported Negative Urgency and lower selfreported Sensation Seeking were uniquely associated with higher levels of
nicotine dependence ((p<.001). In addition, the association between Sensation
Seeking and nicotine dependence was moderated by both race and age (p<.001).
Conclusions: Findings with regard to Negative Urgency support previous research
demonstrating a positive relationship with nicotine dependence. Results with
regard to the negative association between Sensation Seeking and dependence
are novel, however, in that previous studies have typically demonstrated either a
positive or null relationship between these variables. Potential explanations for this
finding, as well as the importance of consideration of race and age in understanding
the link between impulsivity and nicotine dependence, are discussed.
Funding: Robert Wood Johnson Foundation National Institutes of Health.

W.K. Lee, B.S.*, S.J. Kang, M.S., S.H. Hwang, M.D., Ph.D., and D.H. Lee, M.D.,
Ph.D., National Caner Center, Goyang-si, South Korea
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Dust has been identified as a major source of environmental contaminants
including pesticides, aromatic hydrocarbons(PAHs), several metals, and other
chemicals of human health concern. Since secondhand smoke is complex
mixture of toxic chemical, there has been no standardized method to measure
environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) quantitatively. 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK), a tobacco specific nitrosamine found only in tobacco
products. The ability to monitor biomarker concentrations is very important
in understanding ETS. In this study, an efficient and sensitive method for the
analysis of NNK in dust was developed and validated using liquid chromatography
tandem mass spectrometry. Dust was collected with filter paper soaked in MeOH.
Standard solution and dust sample were diluted to 100mM Ammonium Acetate
and extracted with dichloromethane. Our calibration curves ranged from 25 to
104 pg/ml. Excellent linearity was obtained with correlation coefficient values
between 0.9996 and 1.0000. The limit of detection (LOD) was 5 pg/ml (S/N ≥
3) and retention time was 10 min. Limit of quantification (LOQ) was 25 pg/ml,
acceptance criteria were rate of 98-103% (80-120% at levels up to 3×LOQ) as
well as coefficient of variations (CV) of 2.8%. Accuracies determined from dust
samples spiked with four different levels of NNK ranged between 92.1 and 114 %.
Precision of the method was found to be acceptable (5% of CV). Recovery rates of
the whole analytical procedure at low, medium, and high levels were 105.7-116.5%
for NNK. No carry-over effects during LC-MS/MS analysis were observed for NNK.
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THE EFFECT OF A SCHOOL-BASED INTERVENTION PROGRAM ON
KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES, AND BEHAVIOR OF WATERPIPE SMOKING IN
QATAR: A PILOT STUDY
Pascale Haddad, M.Sc.*1, Ziyad Mahfoud, Ph.D.1, Ahmad Al Mulla, M.D.2, Rema
Nakkash, Dr.P.H.3, Roubina Karhily, M.P.H.3, Ibrahim Janahi, M.D.2, Al Anoud
Al-Ansari, M.D.2, Lina Torossian, M.P.H.3, Lama Shuayb, M.P.H.2, and Rima Afifi,
Ph.D.3, 1Weill Cornell Medical College, Qatar; 2Hamad Medical Corporation,
Qatar; 3American University of Beirut, Lebanon
Background: The increasing rate of waterpipe use by adolescents in the Arab
world (Lebanon, Egypt, Morocco, Syria, UAE and Qatar) is perceived to be an
epidemic. According to the 2007 Global Youth Tobacco Survey, 38.3% of 13-15
years old students, in Qatar, use tobacco products including waterpipe. To date,
and despite the increasing prevalence of waterpipe use among youth, and its
documented health effects, no intervention to delay or prevent initiation has been
evaluated. A pilot study was conducted in Qatar to test for the impact of a waterpipe
prevention program on controlling the use of waterpipe by 7th and 8th graders.
Methods: Seven schools (253 students) were included in the study: 4 assigned
to the intervention group and 3 to the control. The theoretically-based intervention
was implemented during school time and included 8 sessions: 3 sessions on
knowledge about the hazardous effects of waterpipe, cigarette and smokeless
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tobacco (sweika) and 5 skill building sessions including refusal skills, decision
making skills and media interpretation skills. Knowledge-related, attitudinal,
and behavioral outcomes were measured through a self-administered survey
conducted at both pre and post intervention. Results: At baseline students in both
intervention and control groups had similar demographic characteristics including
age, gender and nationality as well as similar tobacco use behaviors including
cigarette, waterpipe and sweika smoking. At post-test and compared to pretest,
there was no significant change in either group in cigarette and waterpipe smoking
initiation or cessation. However, there was a significant increase in waterpipe and
cigarette knowledge scores as well as in the general attitude and perceived severity
scores among the intervention group compared to the control group. Conclusions:
The study demonstrated the feasibility of doing such an intervention in schools
in Qatar. The intervention succeeded in increasing knowledge and perceived
severity of the hazardous effects of cigarette and waterpipe use. More time is
needed and different procedures (i.e. at the policy level) need to be implemented
to observe effective change in smoking behavior.
This research was funded by Qatar Foundation under Qatar National Research
Fund for the National Priority Research Program.

MENTHOL BLOCKS RESPIRATORY IRRITATION RESPONSES TO
CIGARETTE SMOKE VIA TRPM8 RECEPTOR PATHWAYS
Michael A. Ha1, Gregory J. Smith1, Joseph A. Cichocki1, John B. Morris, Ph.D.1, Boyi
Liu, Ph.D.2, Lu Fan, Ph.D.2, Sven-Eric Jordt, Ph.D.*2, 1University of Connecticut,
Storrs; 2Yale School of Medicine
Background: Menthol cigarettes are increasingly popular among adolescents
who initiate smoking. Tobacco smoke causes respiratory irritation by activating
chemosensory nerve endings lining the airways. In a recent study in mice we
demonstrated that inhalation of menthol strongly inhibited respiratory irritation
responses to individual vaporized tobacco smoke irritants such as acrolein, acetic
acid and cyclohexanone. This inhibitory effect of menthol was reversed when mice
were treated with an antagonist of TRPM8, a receptor for menthol in airway sensory
neurons. Thus, menthol, through activation of TRPM8, may reduce the aversive
properties of irritants and facilitate irritant inhalation. The aim of our present study
is to examine whether L-menthol, the menthol isomer added to tobacco products,
affects respiratory irritation responses to tobacco smoke, a complex mixture of
vaporized irritants and particulates. Methods: L-Menthol vapor was generated by
flash evaporation and mixed with sidestream smoke generated (CH Technologies)
from 2R4F reference cigarettes. Mice were exposed to combinations of L-menthol
and smoke in a nose out plethysmograph (Buxco) and the duration of braking
recorded as a measure of sensory irritation. Results: L-menthol, with an apparent
EC50 of 22ppm, effectively inhibited the respiratory irritation response to tobacco
smoke at a saturating particulate concentration of 10mg/m3. Menthol (52 ppm)
also inhibited irritation by a supra-saturating smoke concentration (31.8 mg/
m3). The inhibitory effect of menthol was blocked by pretreatment of mice with a
selective TRPM8 inhibitor, AMG2850 (15mg/kg). Conclusions: Menthol effectively
inhibits the respiratory irritation response to tobacco smoke in the mouse through
activation of TRPM8 ion channels in airway-innervating sensory neurons. Activation
of TRPM8 likely excites sensory nerve fibers that exert central inhibitory effects
on inputs from irritant-activated chemosensory neurons. This inhibitory effect may
increase smoke inhalation and exposures to nicotine, thereby facilitating initiation
of smoking and nicotine addiction.
Supported by grants R01HL105635 and R01HL105635S1 (from NHLBI
to S.E.J. and J.B.M.). AMG2850 was kindly provided by Dr. N. Gavva, Amgen
(Thousand Oaks, CA).
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edu
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SMOKERS’ RATING OF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES: WOULD MORE
SMOKERS QUIT IF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES WERE ON SALE?
Randolph C. Grace, Ph.D.1, Aimee Richardson, B.Sc.(Hons)1, Donna Ritchie,
B.A.1, Murray Laugesen, FNZCPHM*2, Bronwyn Kivell, Ph.D.3, and Nathan
Cowie, M.P.H.4, 1University of Canterbury NZ; 2Health New Zealand Ltd; 3Victoria
University of Wellington; 4University of Auckland
BACKGROUND: Nicotine electronic cigarettes (NECs) were illegal to sell
or advertise in New Zealand during 2012, where 17% of adults smoke tobacco
cigarettes daily. METHODS: Smokers age 18 and over who purchased their own
cigarettes were recruited on worksites and by newspaper publicity; 343 were
interviewed face to face in four cities and rewarded with a voucher for $15 (NZ$; 1
NZ$ = 0.85 USD) and a chance to win an electronic tablet. Participants completed
the Cigarette Purchase Task (CPT; MacKillop et al., 2008) in which they reported
how many cigarettes per day they would smoke at various price points. Then they
sampled an NEC and rated preference for it against their own brand on a 10-point
scale. The NEC used was SafeCig 18mg (SafeCig LLC. Los Angeles), notionally
priced at $5 per day. RESULTS: Participants smoked a mean 14.9 cigarettes per
day (cpd) and spent $8.72 daily on cigarettes, 33% paying $0.38 per roll-your-own
(RYO) tobacco cigarette, 67% paying $0.72 per factory-made (FM) cigarette. After
3 puffs from the NEC, smokers liked it 83% as much as their own brand: average
preference ratings for NEC and own brand were 6.26 and 7.51, respectively. If
cigarettes cost $0.70 each, smokers estimated they would smoke 14.5 cpd, but
only 7.08 cpd if they could buy NECs (t[312] = 15.39, p < .001). Using NECs,
31.6% said they would quit smoking their own brand completely. If cigarette price
doubled to $1.40, 59.5% of smokers estimated they would quit, and a further
11.1% would quit by using NECs if NECs were on sale. Those continuing to smoke
at this price would smoke 10.63 cpd; but if NECs were on sale, would smoke 6.34
cpd (t[125] = 4.29, p < .001). CONCLUSIONS: If cigarettes cost $0.70 each (20%
above the mean 2012 price), and NECs cost 36% of this ($5 a day), three in ten
smokers would use NECs to switch off tobacco smoking entirely. If the price of
cigarettes doubled, price would be the main motivator of quitting, but even more
intended to quit if NECs were on sale. Most smokers liked the NEC and given its
price advantage, especially as tobacco excise increases, many would switch to
NECs and stop smoking tobacco, if NECs were available.
Funding: End Smoking NZ from Canterbury Community Trust; Univ. of
Canterbury, Tobacco Control Research Turanga Fund, University of Auckland.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Sven Jordt, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Yale
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THE ROLE OF CRF1 RECEPTORS AND KAPPA OPIOID RECEPTORS IN THE
ESCALATION OF NICOTINE INTAKE
Ami Cohen, Ph.D.*, George F. Koob, Ph.D., and Olivier George, Ph.D., The
Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CA
Background: The neurobiological mechanisms underlying escalation of tobacco
smoking have not been investigate to date as no animal model exhibited stable
escalation of nicotine intake. We have recently demonstrated that rats given
extended access (21h/day) to nicotine self-administration on an intermittent
schedule (24-48h between sessions) showed a robust escalation of nicotine
intake, associated with increased responding under fixed and progressive ratio
schedule of reinforcement. Methods: Using this novel model, we examined
whether the CRF-CRF1 system, and the dynorphin-kappa opioid receptor
(KOR) system mediate the escalation of nicotine intake. Rats received central
infusions of the specific CRF1 antagonist R121919 (0, 1, 5, 25 µg) following selfadministration on an intermediate schedule that led to the escalation of nicotine
self-administration. Another group of rats received s.c injection of either vehicle or
the long-lasting KOR antagonist NorBNI (30 mg/kg, s.c) prior to the initiation of the
intermittent schedule or after escalation has been established. Results: Central
infusion R121919 dose dependently attenuated nicotine self-administration after
escalation has been established. NorBNI delayed the escalation of nicotine selfadministration but had no effect on nicotine intake after escalation. Conclusions:
These findings confirm that the CRF1 receptor and the KOR receptor are involved
in the escalation of nicotine intake and may have important clinical implications.
As the CRF-CRF1 system and the dynorphin-KOR system are implicated in the
behavioral and physiological manifestations of drug withdrawal, these results

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Murray Laugesen, FNZCPHM, Public Health
Medicine Specialist, Health New Zealand Ltd, 36 Winchester St Lyttelton,
Christchurch, 8082, New Zealand, Phone: +64 3 3288 688, Email: hnz@healthnz.
co.nz
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support the postulation that escalation of nicotine intake may be heavily dependent
on its ability to alleviate the aversive symptoms of withdrawal.
This research was supported by the Tobacco-Related Disease Research
Program from the State of California (grant 17RT-0095), the Pearson Center for
Alcoholism and Addiction Research, and the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

whether smoking is allowed in the family car and how often a child travels in a
car where smoking is allowed. Smoking in cars was investigated in relation to
demographic variables, school year, deprivation, smoking rules in the home,
smoking among family members and friends, and ever smoking using logistic
regression. Results: Approximately 12% reported that smoking was allowed in
their family car and 35% that they travelled in a car where smoking is allowed at
least sometimes. If extrapolated to population figures for England, this translates
into around 486,000 who live in the families where smoking in cars is allowed,
and 1.34 million who travel in a car where smoking is allowed. Smoking in the
family car was more likely to be reported by children from more disadvantaged
families, if one or both parents are smokers, if smoking is allowed in the main
home, and if children have friends who smoke. These factors, and having a sibling
who smokes, were also associated with an increased risk of traveling in a car in
which smoking is allowed at least sometimes. Respondents exposed to smoking in
the car were also more likely to have ever smoked (Adjusted odds ratio 1.59, 95%
CI 1.18-2.14). Conclusions: Exposure to tobacco smoke in cars was relatively
common among secondary school students, and was strongly related to social
disadvantage. Measures to prevent exposure are therefore indicated to help to
reduce ill-health, health inequalities and smoking experimentation.
Funding: This study was originally supported by Cancer Research UK,
Nottingham City PCT and the UK Centre for Tobacco Control Studies, with core
funding from the British Heart Foundation, Cancer Research UK, Economic and
Social Research Council, Medical Research Council, and the Department of
Health under the auspices of the UK Clinical Research Collaboration.
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RECRUITMENT STRATEGIES FOR SMOKERS TO PARTICIPATE IN
A WEB-BASED COMPUTER TAILORED (CT) SMOKING CESSATION
INTERVENTION
Nicola Stanczyk*1, Catherine Bolman2, Eline Smit1, Math Candel1, Jean Muris1,
and Hein de Vries1, 1Maastricht University, the Netherlands; 2Open University of
the Netherlands
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Background: The objective of this study was to explore the effectiveness of
four different recruitment strategies aimed to recruit smokers from different
Dutch socio- economic groups for a web-based computer tailored (CT) smoking
cessation intervention. Methods: Respondents who were motivated to quit within
6 months, who were aged over 18 and who completed the baseline questionnaire
were included in the study. 832 respondents were randomized to one of the
two experimental conditions (video-based CT or text-based CT) or the control
condition (generic text-based advice). After 6 months quit attempts and 7-day
point prevalence abstinence were assessed. T-tests and Chi-square tests were
conducted to explore differences between the differently recruited samples.
Logistic regression analysis was used to investigate whether mode of recruitment
had an effect on quit attempts and smoking abstinence. Results: Smokers
recruited via GP practices (N=144) were less educated compared to smokers
recruited via the ‘other recruitment’ (N=168) strategies (χ2=24.409, df= 6, p=.000).
The GP sample consisted of more smokers with COPD compared to respondents
recruited via the Internet (N=307) (χ2=11.554, df=3, p=.009). Those recruited from
newspaper advertisements (N=213) and GP’s were older compared to the other
two strategies. F (3,828)=8.209, p=.000) and high addicted respondents recruited
via newspaper advertisements were significantly less likely to have made a quit
attempt compared to respondents recruited via the GP practice (OR=.334, p=.035).
Female smokers recruited via newspaper advertisements were also less likely to
being abstinent compared to respondents recruited via the GP (OR=.337, p=.005).
Conclusion: Though recruitment via Internet and newspaper advertisement
resulted in a larger number of smokers and was lower priced, the GP recruitment
attracted more lower educated smokers who were more likely to quit than smokers
recruited via the other strategies. Therefore, recruitment via GP practices might be
an effective strategy in reaching LSES smokers.
This work was supported by ZonMw, the Netherlands Organisation for Health
Research and Development (grant #: 20011007).
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A TEST OF MODERATED MEDIATION EXAMINING NICOTINE
DEPENDENCE, NEGATIVE AFFECT, AND NEGATIVE AFFECT REDUCTION
SMOKING EXPECTANCIES AND MOTIVES

W

Catherine E. Peasley-Miklus*1, Kristin W. Grover1, Jason D. Robinson2, Norman
B. Schmidt3, and Michael J. Zvolensky2,4, 1University of Vermont; 2The University
of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center; 3Florida State University; 4University of
Houston
Background: Although nicotine dependence is related to increased problems
in quitting and a variety of forms of mood-based psychopathology, little work has
explored how nicotine dependence relates to smoking motives and beliefs about
the consequences of smoking. This limitation is unfortunate, as contemporary views
of nicotine dependence suggest that this construct may reflect various motives for
smoking. One such motive that has been linked to mood-based vulnerability is
negative affect reduction. The present study used path analysis to examine the
relationship of nicotine dependence to negative affect, negative affect reduction
expectancies, and negative affect reduction motives. Method: The present
study examined the baseline data of 376 daily smokers (mean cpd=18.0; 46.9%
female) participating in a larger clinical trial comparing the efficacy of two smoking
cessation treatments. We analyzed conditional indirect effects models using
Hayes’ Process Macro for SAS for the following variables: nicotine dependence
(FTND scores), negative affect (PANAS-NA), negative affect reduction smoking
motives (RFS-NA), and negative affect reduction expectancies (SCQ-NR/NA).
Results: Tests of moderated mediation found a significant direct effect of the FTND
(nicotine dependence) on the RFS-NA (negative affect reduction smoking motives).
The relationship between the FTND and RFS-NA was mediated by the PANAS-NA
(negative affect), and indirect effects of FTND on RFS-NA was moderated by the
SCQ-NA/NR (negative affect reduction expectancies). The moderated mediation
relationship was such that the mediating effect of the PANAS-NA was stronger
the greater the individual’s SCQ-NA/NR scores. Conclusions: The present
cross-sectional findings suggest that more dependent smokers are more likely to
endorse smoking to reduce negative affect, particularly those with greater negative
affect reduction outcome expectancies. Future research should examine these
variables prospectively to determine their temporal relationship and how they
relate to smoking behavior and smoking cessation outcomes.
Work on this project was funded by NIMH Grant 1 R01 MH076629-01 awarded
to M.J. Zvolensky.
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SMOKING IN CARS: FINDINGS FROM A LARGE SCHOOL-BASED STUDY IN
ENGLAND
Ilze Bogdanovica*1, Lisa Szatkowski1, John Britton1, and Ann McNeill2, 1Division of
Epidemiology and Public Health, University of Nottingham/UK Centre for Tobacco
Control Studies, Clinical Sciences Building, City Hospital, Nottingham, UK;
2
Addictions Department, Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College London/UK Centre
for Tobacco Control Studies
Background: Being exposed to second hand smoke is associated with an
increased risk of mortality and morbidity in children. Two main sources of exposure
to second hand smoke for children are in the home and family car. The aim of this
study was to estimate the proportion of children exposed to smoking in cars in a
large city in England, and to identify factors that are associated with children’s
exposure to smoking in cars. Methods: We used data from a large school-based
survey in Nottingham (UK) carried out in 2012 including a sample of more than
4000 children aged 11-16. Smoking in cars was investigated using two questions:

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Catherine Peasley-Miklus, Ph.D., University of
Vermont, Psychology, Ira Allen Building, Rm 100, Burlington, VT 05405, United
States, Phone: 802-656-0655, Email: cpeasley@uvm.edu
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variables. Rates of relapse were high: 7% (8) reported continuous abstinence
confirmed by breath CO at 6-months. Conclusions: These data suggest that
motivational interventions lead to initiation of cessation treatment available in
community mental health settings, and that use of treatment is the strongest
predictor of abstinence from tobacco products in smokers with SMI.
This research is funded in part by the U.S. Department of Education, National
Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research; and the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration, Center for Mental Health Services and
Consumer Affairs Program, under Cooperative Agreement #H133B100028. This
research was also supported by the Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation.

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH USE OF MENTHOLATED CIGARETTES
AMONG SMOKERS IN NIGERIA
O.O Onigbogi*1, O. Odukoya1, S.O. Sanusi2, O.Y. Ojo2 and K.S. Okuyemi3,
1
Department of Community Health and Primary Care, College of Medicine,
University of Lagos, Nigeria; 2Department of Community Health and Primary
Care, Lagos University Teaching Hospital, Lagos; 3Department of Family Medicine
and Community Health, University of Minnesota, MN
Background: Studies in the United States have demonstrated association
between mentholated cigarettes and socio-demographic and smoking patterns
especially among African Americans. However, limited research has been
conducted about use of mentholated cigarettes in other countries with significant
population of blacks. The purpose of the current study was to assess factors
associated with the use of mentholated cigarettes and smoking patterns among
male smokers in Lagos, Nigeria. Study participants were all male because cigarette
smoking among females is uncommon in Nigeria. Methods: A total of 299 male
volunteer residents of Idi-Araba Sabo area of Lagos completed a cross-sectional
survey that included questions on smoking initiation, smoking patterns, cigarette
brands, preference for mentholated or non-mentholated cigarettes. Results:
Mean age of study sample was 33.7 (SD ± 10.4). The prevalence of smoking
among youth below the age of 18 years was 26.4%. Average age of smoking
initiation was 21.1 (SD ±7.1). Nearly all (97%) of the smokers reported that they
smoke daily. Nearly one-fifth (19.4%) of the smokers preferred mentholated
cigarette brands, 11.3% of which reported a ‘calming’ effect as the main reason for
their preference. Preference for mentholated cigarettes was associated with lower
age (OR=5.67, 95% CI: 2.14-11.12), divorce (OR=0.35, 95% CI: 0.14 – 0.89),
not completing primary school education (OR=0.22, 95% CI: 0.06-0.85), use of
smokeless tobacco (OR= 3.06, 95% CI: 1.13-8.39), and use of other forms of
smoked tobacco. (OR=0.13, 95% CI: 0.04-0.37). Conclusion: This study indicates
a preference for mentholated cigarettes among younger smokers in this population
and would inform the development of smoking cessation interventions tailored for
this population.
Program in Health Disparities Research, University of Minnesota.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joelle Ferron, MSW, PhD, Assistant Research
Professor, Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth, Department of Psychiatry, 85
Mechanic Street, Suite B4-1, West Lebanon, NH 03784, United States, Phone:
603-448-0263, Email: joelle.ferron@dartmouth.edu
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SELF-REPORTED QUIT RATES AMONG USERS OF A NATIONAL TEXT
MESSAGE BASED CESSATION PROGRAM: EARLY DATA FROM THE
NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE’S SMOKEFREETXT
Yvonne M. Hunt, Ph.D., M.P.H.*1, Erik. M. Augustson, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, Shani C.
Taylor, M.H.S.2, and Amy E. Sanders, M.A.2, 1National Cancer Institute, Tobacco
Control Research Branch; 2MMG Inc.
Background: The rapid proliferation of mobile technology has significantly
changed the health communication landscape. Increasingly, mobile technologies
are being leveraged to deliver health behavior interventions, in ways not previously
possible. A growing body of literature has demonstrated the immense potential for
mobile phones as a platform for the delivery of smoking cessation interventions.
In December 2011, the Community Preventive Services Task Force recommended
mobile phone-based interventions for tobacco cessation based on sufficient
evidence of effectiveness in increasing tobacco use abstinence among people
interested in quitting. The recommendation was based on a comprehensive
review of published studies of mobile phone-based cessation interventions, the
majority of which were conducted outside of the United States. Further research
is needed to assess the impact of mobile phone-based cessation interventions on
cessation outcomes, particularly within the United States. Methods: In July 2011,
the National Cancer Institute launched SmokefreeTXT, the first evidence-informed
text message based cessation program available to U.S. smokers who want to
quit. The program provides encouragement, advice, and tips to help smokers
stop smoking for good. Users receive cessation support messaging for up to two
weeks before and six weeks after their quit date. Data on user characteristics
and self-reported abstinence is collected at regular intervals over the course
of the program. Results: An intent-to-treat analysis of cessation outcomes was
conducted using data from a total of 13,145 SmokefreeTXT profiles. Self-reported
quit rates at the one, three and six month follow-ups were 11.25%, 9.76% and
9.46% respectively. Conclusions: Quit rates among SmokefreeTXT participants
suggest that the text messaging program was effective in promoting successful
cessation. The intervention increased self-reported abstinence rates well above
those typically observed among individuals who attempt to quit smoking without
medication or other assistance. These preliminary data provide further evidence
of the immense potential for texting as a method to improve cessation outcomes.
Funded by NCI Contract No. HHSN26120100000135I.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Olanrewaju Olusola, MBBS, MPH, Lecturer
and Consultant, College of Medicine, University of Lagos, Community Health
and Primary Care, Idi Araba, Lagos, Nigeria, Phone: +2348074233789, Email:
lanreonigbogi@yahoo.com
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ABSTINENCE AND USE OF COMMUNITY-BASED TREATMENT AFTER
A MOTIVATIONAL INTERVENTION FOR SMOKING CESSATION AMONG
ADULTS WITH SEVERE MENTAL ILLNESSES
Joelle C. Ferron, M.S.W., Ph.D.*, and Mary F. Brunette, M.D., Department of
Psychiatry, Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth
Background: Approximately 60% of people with severe mental illnesses (SMI;
i.e., schizophrenia or severe mood disorders) smoke. Although they report
wanting to quit, most do not use smoking cessation treatment. Motivational
interventions improve treatment initiation but follow-up cessation outcomes
have not been reported in this group. Here we report naturalistic treatment use,
abstinence outcomes, and predictors of abstinence after a web-based motivational
intervention in 123 adults with SMI. Methods: We consented 142 unmotivated
SMI smokers who received services at a large mental health center; 131 were
assessed at baseline and used one of two similar motivational interventions with
education about cessation treatments; 123 were assessed again at six-month
follow-up. The primary outcome, one week of continuous abstinence, was
measured with the Timeline Follow-back method. Chart review and clinician report
provided records of use of cessation treatment, which were affirmed by participant
self-report. The Colorado Symptom Index and the Brief Assessment of Cognition
in Schizophrenia were used to measure baseline symptoms and cognition. We
used logistic regression models to assess covariates of abstinence. Results:
Among the 123 smokers, 36% (45) initiated treatment. Among those who attended
any behavioral treatment, the average number of counseling meetings attended
was five (SD=4). Over the six months of follow-up, 29% (36) attained at least
one week of smoking abstinence. Attaining abstinence was significantly related to
level of education (OR=1.3, CI=1.1-1.6) and any use of quit smoking medications
or counseling (OR=4.6, CI=2-10.9). Attaining abstinence was not associated with
baseline cognition scores, psychiatric symptoms or other demographic and clinical

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Shani Taylor, 700 King Farm Blvd., Rockville, MD
20850, United States, Phone: 3013481626, Email: staylor@mmgct.com
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KEEPING UP WITH THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY: MONITORING
PRO-TOBACCO INFLUENCES
Lynn Planinac, M.H.Sc.*, and Shawn O’Connor, Ph.D., Ontario Tobacco Research
Unit, University of Toronto
Background: Pro-tobacco influences are any factors that directly or indirectly
promote tobacco use. Monitoring these influences is critical to fully evaluate the
progress of comprehensive tobacco control programs. Tobacco control polices,
programs, and services can be seen as positive vectors that work to ‘push down’
tobacco use prevalence, while pro-tobacco influences are the negative vectors
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that drive prevalence up through, for example, promotion, packaging, and price
discounts.Objectives: To identify indicators of pro-tobacco influences and to
highlight case studies that exemplify these indicators relevant to the Ontario
context. Methods: We examined indicators identified by the Ontario Tobacco
Research Unit, literature searches, and other jurisdictions with comprehensive
tobacco programs. We also conducted an environmental scan of organizations
with a history of monitoring pro-tobacco influences including the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, the US Surgeon General, and the World Health
Organization. Through this process, we identified 30 potential indicators. We then
took into consideration feasibility, frequency and quality of available data, as well
as utility for interpreting tobacco control efforts. Results: We identified 16 key
indicators, grouped into the following seven categories: Tobacco Agriculture &
Production; Distribution & Consumption; Availability; Price; Product & Package
Innovation; Marketing & Promotion; and Partnerships & Corporate Activities. We
report three illustrative case studies that underscore the importance of monitoring
pro-tobacco influences: industry tactics around flavored cigarillos; changing
market share of cigarettes relative to other tobacco products; and promoting
light and mild cigarettes without using prohibited labels. Conclusions: To fully
understand progress in tobacco control, it is necessary to take into account both
the positive and negative forces. Monitoring pro-tobacco influences is important for
surveillance, interpretation of tobacco control results, and feeding back information
to stakeholders. The tobacco industry is continuously adapting to our efforts and
we cannot ignore this opposing force.
This research is funded by the Ontario Tobacco Research Unit through the
Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-term Care.

IDENTIFICATION OF MOTIVATIONS AND BARRIERS FOR TOBACCO
USE AMONG PATIENTS UNDERGOING HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL
TRANSPLANT
Carrie A. Bronars, Ph.D.*, Shawna L. Ehlers, Ph.D., Keagan L. McPherson, B.A.,
Christi A. Patten, Ph.D., Tabetha A. Brockman, Christine A. Hughes, B.S., and
Dennis Gastineau, M.D., Mayo Clinic
Background: Patients undergoing HSCT may incur serious repercussions
associated with tobacco use after transplant, such as increased risk of mortality,
complications, and comorbid medical conditions. As a step towards understanding
and reducing tobacco use in this population, the current study examines possible
motivators and barriers towards cessation among HSCT patients being evaluated
for transplant using Social Cognitive Theory and Protection Motivation Theory.
Methods: Participants completed a pre-transplant survey (n=496) at time of their
clinical evaluation. Theory relevant motivators and barriers to cessation were
queried. Results: Participants were predominately partnered (81%), white/NonHispanic (95%), men (58%), aged 19-75 years (M = 55.8; SD = 11.9). Seventyseven percent of participants received an autologous transplant. Approximately,
15% of participants used tobacco within the past year (n=74) and 6% of these
individuals used tobacco within the past seven days. Tobacco users predominately
reported smoking cigarettes (39%) at the rate of 10 or fewer each day (69%).
Participants reported protecting health (89%) and setting an example for their
children (42%) as their primary reasons for tobacco cessation. Stress (30%) and
enjoyment from smoking (10%) were identified as primary barriers to quitting.
Twenty-eight percent of individuals stated there were no barriers to quitting.
Conclusions: These findings utilize existing theory to help identify potential targets
for smoking cessation interventions among tobacco users undergoing HSCT.
Tobacco interventions are largely unaddressed in the HSCT literature. Based
on our findings, emphasis on theoretical constructs focusing on perceived health
benefits and benefits to children may be helpful. Stress management and positive
mood induction intervention components may also be helpful.
This study was funded by NIH grant KL2 RR 02415.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lynn Planinac, MHSc, Research Officer, University
of Toronto, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit, 33 Russell Street, Toronto, ON M5S
2S1, Canada, Phone: 416-535-8501 x6824, Email: lynn.planinac@camh.ca
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DEMOGRAPHIC AND PSYCHOSOCIAL CORRELATES OF WATER PIPE USE
AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Carrie Bronars, PhD, Postdoctoral Fellow, Mayo
Clinic, Psychiatry and Psychology, 200 First Street SW, Rocehster, MN 55905,
United States, Phone: 507-284-5849, Email: bronars.carrie@mayo.edu

E. Sharma*, K.H. Beck, and P.I. Clark, University of Maryland, College Park School
of Public Health
Background: Waterpipe smoking has become increasingly popular among
college students over the past few years. While much is known about factors that
influence other tobacco products such as cigarettes, very little is known about
the determinants of waterpipe use. The aim of this study was to explore whether
demographic and psychosocial variables are related to waterpipe smoking among
college students. Methods: A web-based survey was conducted among college
students to assess the correlates of waterpipe smoking. The study was voluntary
and students, 18 years or older regardless of smoking status, were eligible.
Results: The sample consisted of 745 respondents, of which there were 71.3%
females and 28.7% males, with mean age of 20 years. Racial distribution of the
sample was largely white (67.5%), the rest being Asian (14.4%), Black (13.4%),
American Indian (1.2%), and biracial (2.3%). Ever use of waterpipe was reported
by 57.0%, of whom 12.1% had used it in the past 30 days. Current use of cigarette
and cigar were reported by 14.9% and 4.2% of the students respectively. In a fully
adjusted model, the risk of ever smoking waterpipe was higher among cigarette
(AOR=5.89, CI: 3.61-9.61) and cigars smokers (AOR= 2.27, CI: 1.38-3.74). Having
a friend who smoked waterpipe (AOR=2.6, CI: 1.6-4.2) and the perception of low
likelihood of getting addicted while smoking waterpipe in groups (AOR=2.25, CI:
1.41-4.6), increased the risk of waterpipe smoking. Participants with high levels of
self efficacy to resist waterpipe smoking were less likely to ever smoke waterpipe
(AOR=.97, CI: .96-.98). Conclusions: The results highlight the popularity of
waterpipe smoking among college students and underscore the need for more
research of this growing trend. Understanding patterns of predictors of waterpipe
use among college students is critical in developing effective prevention and
treatment interventions.
No funding.
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SCANNER STRESS CORTISOL PROLACTIN AND HEART RATE
DIFFERENCES IN OPRM1 A118G TOBACCO SMOKERS
Edward F. Domino, M.D.*, Lisong Ni, M.S., Keeley Erhardt, and Mika FujitaHirasawa, M.S., Department of Pharmacology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI
Background: Scanner stress produces a wide range of emotional and physical
reactions including blood cortisol release. Furthermore, there are many single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of the mu opioid receptor gene (OPRM1) of
which A118G (rs1799971) is especially important in modulating cortisol release.
OPRM1 A118G is also a genetic factor in drug abuse including heroin, alcohol
and tobacco smoking. The hypothesis for the present research was that tobacco
smoking effects on cortisol and prolactin release are quantitatively different in AA
vs AG/GG (*G) smokers undergoing positron emission tomography (PET) scanner
stress. Methods: Twenty two young adult healthy male smokers were recruited
for PET studies in which they had to lay supine, head restrained in the scanner
for about 4 hours. During two separate 90 min PET scans with [11C]carfentanil
and [11C]raclopride the overnight abstinent smokers smoked denicotinized (denic)
and average nicotine (avnic) tobacco cigarettes. Venous plasma nicotine, cortisol
and prolactin were measured periodically. Ten mL of venous blood were taken for
genotyping OPRM1 A118G carriers. Results: Similar increases in nicotine levels
were obtained in both the OPRM1 AA and *G smokers. After denic smoking peak
mean ± SE nicotine levels were of 3.9±0.44 and after avnic smoking 16.9±1.49
ng/mL. Although plasma nicotine levels were similar, the AA carriers before and
after smoking avnic cigarettes had greater cortisol levels than the *G carriers.
In contrast prolactin levels after avnic smoking in the *G alleles were similar to
the AA carriers. However, 49 to 95 min after avnic smoking the *G carriers had
greater prolactin levels. Heart rates/min were greater in the AA than the *G carriers
before and after avnic smoking. Denic cigarette smoking had negligible effects.
Conclusions: Overnight abstinent tobacco smokers under PET scanner stress in

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Eva Sharma, PhD, University of Maryland,
Behavioral and Community Health, 2387 Valley Dr, College Park, MD 20742,
United States, Phone: 7034245683, Email: evasharma94@gmail.com
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the morning over a 4 hr period differ in pre and post avnic smoking increases in
venous plasma cortisol,
Supported by UM Psychopharmacology Research Fund 361024.

15). All participants received active varenicline for 4 weeks after the quit date that
occurred the day after the Week 4 visit. We assessed vivid dreams prior to study
entry and at each appointment using a modified SAFTEE checklist. Few subjects
reported vivid dreams at baseline (2 ExtendPT (13.3%); 1 UPT (6.7%). However,
most reported new onset dreaming during treatment (10 ExtendPT (66.7%); 12
UPT (80.0%)). In ExtendPT, dreaming onset occurred pre-quit for 6 subjects and
post-quit for 4; dreaming persisted beyond 2 weeks for 8/10 subjects. In UPT, new
onset dreaming occurred pre-quit for 5 subjects (4 while on placebo) and post-quit
for 7; dreaming persisted for 6/12 subjects. The incidence of this side effect in our
sample is higher than in prior reports. This may be due to varenicline, reduced
cigarette smoking, assessment reactivity, and/or subjects’ increased expectations
of this side effect. These preliminary results suggest that vivid dreams may occur
quickly after initiating varenicline, may persist, and may be driven in part by
placebo effects.
Funding: P50AA15632, K23AA020000, K05AA01471, R25DA02051.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Edward Domino, Department of Pharmacology,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-5632, United States, Phone: 734
764-9115, Email: efdabcde@umich.edu
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RESULTS FROM FEMALE PATIENTS IN A TOBACCO CESSATION UNIT IN
ALBACETE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL DURING 2008 AND 2009
F.J. Callejas*1, S. García1, M. Genovés2, M.S. Plenc1, J. Pastrana1, A. Martinez1,
A. Molina1, J. Cruz1, A. Tornero1, and B. Fraile3, 1Pneumonology Service, Albacete
University Hospital, Spain; 2Thoracic Surgery Service, Albacete University
Hospital, Spain; 3MD, MS, Boston, MA

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jolomi Ikomi, MD, Assistant Professor, Yale
University School of Medicine, Psychiatry, 1 Long Wharf Drive, New Haven, CT
06511, United States, Phone: 203-974-5725, Fax: 203-974-5790, Email: jolomi.
ikomi@yale.edu

Aim: Review the results analyzed in a Tobacco Cessation Unit during 2008
and 2009. Material and Methods: Retrospective descriptive analysis of the results
obtained from female patients who were attended in a Tobacco Cessation Unit
from January 1st in 2008 to December 31 in 2009 and the subsequent follow-up
to complete a year. Results: 259 of 559 patients were females (46,3%), mean
age 44,12 years (SD 10,07) and mean cigarettes/day 24,78 (SD 1,54). Mean
Fagerström 7,12 (SD 2.04) and mean Richmond 8,05 (SD 1,54). Respiratory
comorbidity, 20,5% (10% asthma, 8,1% COPD, 5,4% OSAHS and 1,2% HOT).
Psychiatric comorbidity, 47,1% (43,2% depression and/or anxiety). CVRF: 23,6%
dyslipidemia, 8,9% HT and 6,2% DM. Of 259 female, 135 (52,12%) did not attend
the second consultation. 35,5% without treatment, 45,9% NRT or bupropion and
18,5% varenicline. Success among non-psychiatric females compared psychiatric
(16,1% vs. 6,6%, p<0,017). Those who were treated pharmacologically, greater
success s.s. among who used varenicline (24,5%) compared to NRT (15,3%),
bupropion (14%) or no treatment (1,1%), p<0,001. Overall of the 259 females,
treatment success in 30 (11,6%); if we do not consider those who did not attend
the second consultation, of 124 females who were treated, percentage rises to
24,2%. Conclusions: 1. Females showed moderate-severe nicotine dependence
and high motivation 2. Severe comorbidity, especially psychiatric, respiratory and
CVRF. 3. Greater success s.s. among non-psychiatric ones compared psychiatric.
4. Greater success among varenicline than NRT or bupropion-treated. 5. Overall
treatment success 11,6%, amounting to 24,2% excluding those who do not attend
the second consultation.
No funding.
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CHARACTERISTICS REGARDING CIGARETTE RELIGHTING BEHAVIORS
AMONG TREATMENT SEEKERS: IMPLICATIONS FOR TOBACCO
DEPENDENCE TREATMENT AND POLICY
Mia Hanos Zimmermann, M.P.H., CTTS*1, Donna L. Richardson, M.S.W., LCSW,
LCADC, CTTS1, Michelle T.B. Manderski2, and Michael B. Steinberg, M.D.,
M.P.H.3, 1University of Medicine and Dentistry, Tobacco Dependence Program;
2
UMDNJ-School of Public Health; 3UMDNJ-TDP
Background: During the recent economic downturn, trends towards fewer
cigarettes smoked per day have emerged along with the practice of extinguishing
and relighting cigarette “butts”. Data indicate that smokers who engage in
relighting increase their risk of lung cancer and chronic bronchitis. Few studies
have characterized factors related to relighting cigarettes and none have
explored this behavior in those seeking tobacco treatment. This study describes
treatment-seeking patients who extinguish and relight cigarettes and examines the
implications on tobacco treatment and policy. Methods: Cross-sectional sample of
496 consecutive patients at a specialty tobacco treatment program in New Jersey.
Results: Forty-six percent of the sample reported relighting cigarettes. These
subjects smoked significantly fewer cigarettes per day (CPD) (16 vs. 20), despite
similar levels of dependence (FTND: 5.2 vs. 4.9) and exhaled CO values (20 vs. 19
ppm). Significantly higher rates of relighting were found among females, AfricanAmericans, and smokers who are divorced, widowed or separated. Additionally,
having a high school degree or less and being unemployed, sick, or disabled
were significantly related to relighting behaviors. Relighting was more prevalent
among smokers with shorter time to first cigarette, fewer CPD, menthol smoking,
and waking at night to smoke. In multivariate analyses, female gender remained
a significant predictor of relighting, as was lower education and unemployment/
disabled status. Conclusions: Extinguishing and relighting cigarettes is an
important and rather unexplored smoking behavior. As expected, characteristics
related to economic factors (lower education and employment) were related to
more relighting behaviors, but surprisingly, women were also more likely to
relight cigarettes than men. Possible explanations warrant further discussion.
The implications for tobacco treatment include the impact on pharmacotherapy
dosing and unique counseling implications for triggers and interventions. Policy
makers need to be aware of this phenomenon and the implications of reduced
consumption with no appreciable reduction in exposure to toxins.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Francisco Javier Callejas, MD, PhD,
Pulmonologist, Complejo Hospitalario Universitario de Albacete, Pneumonology,
c/ Hermanos Falco, 37, Albacete, 02006, Spain, Phone: 0034630293023, Email:
f.javiercallejas@hotmail.com
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THE PREVALENCE AND PERSISTENCE OF VIVID DREAMS IN HEAVY
DRINKING SMOKERS ON VARENICLINE
Jolomi T. Ikomi, M.D.*1,2, Lisa M. Fucito, Ph.D.1, Benjamin A. Toll, Ph.D.1,2,3, Nedson
J. Campbell, M.D.1,2, and Stephanie S. O’Malley, Ph.D.1,3, 1Yale University School
of Medicine, Department of Psychiary; 2Yale-New Haven Hospital; 3Yale Cancer
Center
Varenicline is a highly efficacious smoking cessation pharmacotherapy but poor
tolerance to its side effect profile may limit its use. Vivid dreams (also a symptom
of nicotine withdrawal) are the second most common side effect of varenicline,
with estimated prevalence rates of 38-43%. The etiology, nature, and course of
vivid dreams as a varenicline side effect are poorly understood. Varenicline’s
agonist activity at cholinergic nicotinic receptors and/or the resulting dopamine
and serotonin release may play a role. This study describes the frequency and
course of this side effect using data from a randomized, placebo-controlled trial of
varenicline (2mg) in adult smokers desiring to quit smoking (N=30). The original
study examined the preliminary efficacy of varenicline on drinking behavior and
the effects of extended pretreatment on smoking. One group received active
varenicline for 4 weeks prior to the smoking quit date (extended pretreatment;
ExtendPT; n=15) and 1 group received placebo for 3 weeks and then 1 week of
active varenicline immediately prior to the quit date (usual pretreatment; UPT; n =

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mia Hanos Zimmermann, MPH, Research
Coordinator, UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Tobacco Dependence
Program, 125 Paterson St., Suite 2300, New Brunswick, NJ 08901, United States,
Phone: 7322358819, Email: hanosma@umdnj.edu
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both contrasts with AU), whose HWLs do not include that content. Knowledge of
toxic constituents was also generally higher in countries whose HWLs display the
corresponding content. For example, the knowledge of benzene is lower in MX,
which does not have that information on HWLs, than in AU and CA (AU: 33%, CA:
55%, MX: 25%, p-value<0.0001 for all contrasts). CONCLUSIONS: Pictorial HWL
content, which is similar to what the US FDA has proposed, is associated with
greater awareness of smoking-related risks and toxic tobacco constituents.
Data collection and analyses for this project were supported by a grant from the
U.S. National Cancer Institute (R01 CA167067).

UNIQUE INPATIENT VARIABLES AS PREDICTORS OF ABSTINENCE FOR
HOSPITAL PATIENTS RECEIVING SMOKING CESSATION INTERVENTION
Wendy G. Bjornson, M.P.H.*, David Gonzales, Ph.D., Frances Favela, M.P.H.,
Trisha M. Coleman, M.A., and Noal Clemons, B.A., Oregon Health & Science
University
Background: Hospital initiated tobacco cessation treatment coupled with
follow-up after discharge increases abstinence. Other known predictors of
abstinence include level of tobacco dependence, gender and age. The impact of
other variables unique to inpatients not commonly reported include circumstances
of admission, length of stay, and insurance coverage. Oregon Health & Science
University (OHSU) Tobacco Cessation Consult Service provides inpatient tobacco
cessation treatment. A quality improvement analysis was done to identify unique
predictors of abstinence among our inpatients. Objectives: To identify unique
inpatient predictors of abstinence after discharge among patients seen by the
OHSU Consult Service. Methods: Data from patients discharged between
January 2011 and August 2012 (N=781) and completing a 2-week follow-up
phone call were analyzed to determine the relationship between circumstances of
admission, length of stay, and insurance coverage and self-reported abstinence.
Results: Of 781 patients agreeing to follow-up 523 (67%) were reached. Of
these, 59% of patients admitted for urgent care reported abstinence compared
to 44% with planned admissions. Patients with hospital stays 8 days or greater
were twice as likely to be abstinent as patients admitted for 2 days or fewer.
Uninsured patients were as likely to be abstinent as Medicaid patients (40% and
41% respectively). Commercially insured patients were most likely to be abstinent
(56%). Conclusions: A sudden health crisis (urgent admission) and serious illness
(length of stay) are unique inpatient predictors of abstinence. Lack of insurance
is not a deterrent to quitting although patients covered by their employers
(commercially insured) are more likely to quit.
The OHSU Smoking Cessation Consult Service is funded by OHSU Hospitals.
This analysis was supported by the OHSU Division of Pulmonary & Critical Care
Medicine.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kamala Swayampakala, MSPH, PhD(c), University
of South Carolina, Departmet of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, 600 S MacArthur
Blvd, coppell, TX 75019, United States, Phone: 8034624649, Email: swayampa@
mailbox.sc.edu
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SECONDHAND SMOKE EXPOSURE OF YOUNG ADULTS IN A DEVELOPING
COUNTRY: A JORDANIAN CASE
Roula Ghadban, R.N., M.S.N.*, and Linda Haddad, R.N., Ph.D., FAAN
Secondhand smoke (SHS) exposure is a potentially preventable environmental
pollutant. Therefore, it remains a major global public health concern that is totally
preventable. A descriptive cross-sectional design was used to assess SHS
exposure, knowledge, attitudes, and avoidance behaviors, as well as policy
agreement toward SHS among young adult university students in the northern
part of Jordan. A proportional convenience sample of 800 university students from
three governmental universities participated in this study. They completed two
questionnaires: the household SHS exposure questionnaire and the knowledge,
attitudes, and avoidance behaviors toward secondhand smoking questionnaire.
Findings showed that SHS exposure among non-smoker university students was
96%. In addition, the mean hours of exposure per day was 4.64 hours (SD=4.28),
and the mean days of exposure per week was 5.14 days (SD=2.1) even though
they were very knowledgeable about the dangers of SHS exposure. Our results
suggest that even though a student has knowledge of the dangers of SHS and
good avoidance behaviors, he or she is unable to avoid SHS because the students
reported high hours of exposure. Advocacy for the right interventions to avoid
exposure to SHS should be initiated for Jordanian society as a whole.
Funding: Jordan University of Science and technology Deanship of research
and Virginia Commonwealth University School of Nursing.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: David Gonzales, PhD, Co-Director Smoking
Cessation Center, Oregon Health & Science University, Division of Pulmonary &
Critical Care Medicine, 3181 SW Sam Jackson Park Rd., Portland, OR 97239,
United States, Phone: 5034941660, Fax: 5034945407, Email: gonzales@ohsu.
edu
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PICTORIAL HEALTH WARNING LABEL CONTENT AND SMOKERS’
UNDERSTANDINGS OF SMOKING-RELATED RISKS: A CROSS-COUNTRY
COMPARISON
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Kamala Swayampakala, M.S.P.H.*1, James F. Thrasher, Ph.D.1, David Hammond,
Ph.D.2, Hua Yong, Ph.D.3, Ron Borland, Ph.D.3, Edna Arillo-Santillán, M.A.4, and K.
Michael Cummings, Ph.D.5, 1University of South Carolina; 2University of Waterloo;
3
The Cancer Council Victoria; 4Mexican National Institute of Public Health; 5Medical
University of South Carolina

TRENDS IN WATER PIPE USE AMONG ARAB AMERICANS IN RICHMOND
METROPOLITAN AREA
Roula Ghadban, R.N., M.S.N.*, and Linda Haddad, R.N.B., Ph.D., FAAN, Virginia
Commonwealth University

BACKGROUND: The United States Food and Drug Administration has a
mandate to increase consumer understanding of tobacco products using pictorial
health warning labels (HWLs). Canada (CA), Australia (AU) and Mexico (MX) have
implemented pictorial HWLs with different content. This study sought to determine
cross-country differences in smokers’ perceptions of the relative risk (RR) of
smoking-related diseases, their personal relative risk (PRR), and their knowledge
of toxic tobacco constituents. METHODS: Data were analyzed from online
consumer panels of adult smokers, aged 16-64, in Australia, Canada and Mexico.
1,000 smokers were surveyed in each country in September of 2012. Logistic
regression models were estimated to compare RR, PRR and knowledge of toxic
constituents, adjusting for demographics and smoking-related characteristics.
RESULTS: For disease outcomes described on the HWLs that are common across
all three countries, there were few statistical differences in perceived RR and PRR
(e.g., for higher PRR of heart disease, AU=84%, CA=85%, MX=84%). However,
for gangrene, which is on HWLs in AU and MX but not in CA, more smokers from
AU and MX indicated greater RR and PRR compared to CA (AU: 74% & 77%
vs CA: 17% & 41% vs MX: 50% & 65%, for RR and PRR, respectively; p-value
<0.0001 for all contrasts). Similarly, perceived RR and PRR for blindness was
more prevalent in AU compared to CA (AU: 57% & 70% vs CA: 35% & 50%;
p-value<0.0001 for both contrasts) and MX (15% & 51%; p-value<0.0001 for

The purpose of this study is to investigate the prevalence and determinants
of Water Pipe use and to identify barriers to stop using water pipe among Arab
Americans. As the America’s fastest growing immigrant, this group is of great
concern to the health care providers because Middle East Arab adults have the
highest smoking rates in the world. The smoking of water pipes in the U.S. has
been increasing over the last few years. This practice has gained momentum
through the trendy use of water pipes by immigrant populations, particularly Arab
Americans. A convenient snowball sampling method was used to recruit 221 selfidentified Arab Americans living in the Richmond Virginia metropolitan area. Both
men and women in this sample had higher rates of water pipe smoking (56.6%,
40.2% respectively) than the age- sex- matched U.S. population. Majority of
waterpipe smokers in the study had the desire to quit, made attempt(s), but they
were not informed of the resources that could have helped them stop water pipe
smoking. Lack of awareness of resources could indicate either Arab Americans’
limited access to health services or these resources exist but are not culturally
and linguistically tailored to Arab Americans. After controlling for demographic
and background variables, findings from the logistic regression analysis showed
that smoking a waterpipe with one close friend (P=.004) and initiating waterpipe
smoking at an early age (P=003) were two significant predictors for continuous use
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of water pipe. These findings suggest that a culturally tailored health education
should not only include adult for how to stop waterpipe smoking but also prevention
of smoking for youth Arab Americans.
Funding: Virginia Tobacco Foundation.

between all groups emerged with regard to incidence of 1) any quit attempt (Group
A: 77%, Group B: 40%, Group C: 18%, p < .05), and 2) any 24-hr quit attempt
(Group A: 62%, B: 32%, C: 16%, p <.05). Participants in Group A (19%) reported
a significantly higher incidence of floating abstinence (any 7-day period of nonsmoking) than did participants in Group C (6%, p = .04), but not Group B (17%, p =
0.80; Group C vs B: p=.08). At Month 3, Group A (17%) and Group B (15%) had a
nonsignificantly higher incidence of 7 day point prevalence abstinence than Group
C (5%). Most participants in Groups A (92%) and B (79%) used NRT medication
(non-significant differences), whereas most in Group C did not (8%, p < .05). No
significant group differences emerged for use of other pharmacologic or behavioral
support. There were significant time x group interactions for motivation and
confidence to quit, as well as for cigarettes per day, suggesting general improved
outcomes such that Group A>B>C. Conclusion: Providing NRT samples was
efficacious at engaging both motivated and unmotivated smokers to use evidencebased methods of quitting. This suggests that while motivation may be sufficient
it is not necessary to engage smokers in the cessation process. Sampling NRT
is a novel and easy-to-use strategy that may represent a promising approach for
improving the otherwise stagnant rate of quit attempts.
Funding through the Hollings Cancer Center and NIDA grant K23 DA020482
(PI for both: Carpenter).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Roula Ghadban, 938 Wellston Court, Henrico,
23059, United States, Phone: 7165415144, Email: ghadbanr@vcu.edu
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THE WHEN AND EXACTLY WHERE OF SMOKING: A COMBINED EMA/GPS
PROOF OF CONCEPT STUDY
John T. Mitchell*, Robert S. Schick, Rebecca L. Bayham, Michelle F. Dennis, Scott
H. Kollins, Jean C. Beckham, and F. Joseph McClernon, Duke University Medical
Center
Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) is a research method by which
participants complete self-report electronic surveys on mobile electronic devices
in their natural environment. Over the last two decades, EMA research has
provided a rich assessment of the contextual, situational and psychological
factors associated with a wide range of behaviors including smoking, alcohol
use, eating and physical activity. Despite this rich database, which includes
information regarding the temporal distribution of behaviors (i.e. smoking) and the
generic contexts in which they occur (e.g. at a bar), this information has not been
linked to specific locations in space. Such location information, which can now
be easily acquired from global positioning satellite (GPS) tracking devices, and
linked to EMA data, could provide unique information regarding the space-time
distribution of behaviors and new insights into their determinants. In a proof of
concept study, we assessed the feasibility of acquiring and combining EMA and
GPS data from adult smokers during a 7 day assessment period. Participants
were amenable to GPS tracking with 10 out of 11 agreeing to carry a GPS logger
in addition to a personal digital assistant (PDA) used for acquiring EMA data. In
addition, participants were highly compliant with instructions to carry and charge
the GPS logger—80% carried the device for at least 6 of the 7 days. A total of
804 smoking entries were recorded on the EMA device. GPS and EMA data were
merged and then processed and analyzed using geographical information system
(GIS) software (ArcGIS). Visual inspection suggested that the spatial distribution of
smoking behavior and self-reported urges to smoke varied widely across individual
smokers. Quantitative metrics (e.g. centrality of smoking) derived from network
analyses were also used to characterize smoking behavior. In sum, the results of
this proof of concept study suggest that EMA+GPS assessment is feasible and
can provide novel insights into smoking behavior. We conclude by discussing how
EMA+GPS might be used to study the ecology of smoking and other risk behaviors
and make recommendations for future research and analysis.
This work was supported by the National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA R03
DA029694 to J.T.M.).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bianca Jardin, Ph.D., 28 1/2 Hasell Street,
Charleston, SC 29401, United States, Phone: 843-300-2095, Email: jardin@
musc.edu
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AN EXAMINATION OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LABORATORY
MEASURES OF DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF CIGARETTE ADDICTION
William J. Kowalczyk, Ph.D.*1, Maleeha Haroon, B.S.1, Bethea A. Kleykamp,
Ph.D.2, Richard C. Taylor, M.A.1, Michelle K. Leff, M.D.1, and Stephen J. Heishman,
Ph.D.1, 1National Institute on Drug Abuse-Intramural Research Program; 2Hayes,
Inc.
Studies of drug users have shown that different behavioral paradigms can be
employed to examine the reinforcing effects of nicotine, compulsive cigaretteseeking behavior, and the effect of cigarette cues. We examined the relationship
between these paradigms and their association with craving. Participants were 32
adult smokers (M age=40; 53% female). Participants sampled nicotine (nic) and
denicotinized (denic) cigarettes. Participants completed a forced-choice procedure
for nic or denic puffs and an operant response task in which they responded
under a progressive ratio schedule for puffs from the nic or the denic cigarette.
Participants completed a cue reactivity task with a neutral and a smoking cue.
Self-reported craving was assessed throughout all study sessions on a 100-point
visual analog scale. In the forced-choice, participants chose nic (M=19.0, SD=6.0)
more than denic puffs (M=4.9, SD=6.0), p<.001. Participants also completed more
operant response ratios for nic (M=2.9, SD=2.4) than denic cigarettes (M=2.0,
SD=2.1), p<.05. No correlation was found between these two tasks. Participants
reported greater increases in craving to the smoking cue (M=12.4, SD=17.2)
than the neutral cue (M=0.0, SD=11.0), p<.01. There was a correlation between
smoking-cue craving and the response ratios completed for the denic cigarettes,
r=.38, p<.05. Baseline levels of craving were correlated with response ratios for
nic cigarettes, r=.40, p <.05. The lack of an association between forced-choice
and operant response tasks suggests some disassociation of cigarette-seeking
behavior from nicotine reinforcement. Smoking craving responses suggest that
the identification of different subgroups of smokers might have implications
for effective treatment choices. Perhaps individuals who crave in response to
smoking-related cues might benefit from denic cigarettes as a treatment, allowing
them to engage in the compulsive behavior while discontinuing use of nicotine.
Smokers who crave more generally may respond best to treatments related to the
drug effects themselves, such as nicotine replacement therapy.
Funding: National Institute on Drug Abuse-Intramural Research Program.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: John Mitchell, PhD, Assistant Professor, Duke
University Medical Center, Psychiatry, 2608 Erwin Road, Pavilion East, Durham,
NC 27705, United States, Phone: 919-681-0012, Email: john.mitchell@duke.edu
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A PILOT TRANSLATIONAL STUDY OF SAMPLING NRT FOR CESSATION
INDUCTION: IS MOTIVATION NECESSARY?
Bianca F. Jardin*1,2, Matthew J. Carpenter1,2, K. Michael Cummings1,2, Jessica
L. Burris1,2, and Amy E. Wahlquist3, 1Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral
Sciences; 2Hollings Cancer Center; 3Department of Medicine Medical University
of South Carolina
Background: Although the majority of smokers are ambivalent about quitting
in the near future, few treatments target unmotivated smokers. Most existing
interventions are instead based on the belief that active treatments should only
be distributed to smokers interested in quitting, a largely untested assumption.
Methods: We conducted a pilot clinical trial (N=150) of smokers recruited from
across South Carolina. We assigned smokers currently motivated to quit to
receive a 2wk supply of patch and lozenge + quitline referral (Group A), and
randomly assigned unmotivated smokers to receive the same 2wk supply of NRT
+ quitline referral (Group B) or a quitline referral only (Group C). Participants
were tracked via telephone for 3-months. Results: Significant pairwise differences

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: William Kowalczyk, Ph.D., IRTA Postdoc, NIDA
IRP, Nicotine Pharmacology Section, 251 Bayview Blvd, Baltimore, MD 21224,
United States, Phone: 443-740-2235, Email: bill.kowalczyk@nih.gov
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type designed for college students. Future research will investigate its utility for
predicting smoking cessation.
Sources of Funding: Supported by grants 10RT-0142 and 12RT-0004 from the
California Tobacco Related Disease Research Program.

H. Kim*1, M.C. Brinkman1, S.M. Gordon1, R.R. Kroeger1, I.L. Reyes1, and P.I.
Clark2, 1Battelle Memorial Institute; 2University of Maryland

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mark Myers, Ph.D., VASDHS/UCSD, 3350 La
Jolla Village Drive, San Diego, CA 92014, United States, Phone: 858 552-8585
x3436, Email: mgmyers@ucsd.edu

SUBJECTIVE EFFECTS WHEN SMOKING HOOKAH EQUIPPED WITH
“HARM REDUCTION” ACCESSORIES

Previous studies on subjective effects of hookah have focused on before-andafter hookah smoking or comparisons of hookah to cigarette smoking. What is
not known is whether “harm reduction” accessories result in different subjective
effects after smoking hookah. Using a research grade hookah equipped with
two accessories advertised to reduce harm, we compared subjective effects of
smoking across three configurations: standard with charcoal (Charcoal), standard
with charcoal equipped with bubble diffuser (Bubble), and standard no charcoal
equipped with electric coal (Electric). We conducted a crossover study of 36
experienced hookah smokers using three configurations and collected responses
on four questionnaires: Direct Effects of Tobacco (DET) scale, Hughes-Hatsukami
Withdrawal (HHW) scale, Direct Effect of Nicotine (DEN) scale, and Questionnaire
for Urges to Smoke (QSU). Participants rated significantly (p<0.05) higher on
the DET scale after smoking Charcoal or Bubble configuration than Electric for
Satisfy, Pleasant, Taste good, Calm, Dizzy, and Sleepy. There were no significant
differences in those items between Charcoal and Bubble configurations, indicating
that charcoal may be key to hookah smoking satisfaction. The bubble diffuser is
advertised to promote increased smoke filtration resulting in less nicotine and
a “smoother more flavorful” smoke. Participants rated significantly higher for
Awake, Reduce Hunger, and Sick after smoking Bubble than Charcoal or Electric
configuration. On the DEN scale, participants showed significantly higher increase
in Nauseous, Dizzy, and Lightheaded items when smoking Charcoal or Bubble
than Electric configuration. This is likely due to the high carbon monoxide exposure
associated with charcoal heating. On the HHW scale, participants showed similar,
decreased scores for “Urges to smoke a hookah” and “Craving a hookah/nicotine”
across all three configurations. Participants rated a significantly higher increased
Drowsiness score using Charcoal configuration, which was significantly different
from the score using Electric configuration. No significant differences were
observed on the QSU scale across all configurations.
Funding for this project was provided by an award from NIH-National Cancer
Institute (R01 CA133149, Clark) and a sub-award from University of Maryland
School of Public Health to Battelle Memorial Institute.
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IDENTIFYING POTENTIAL THEMES FOR A YOUTH-FOCUSED SMOKING
PREVENTION MASS MEDIA CAMPAIGN: A THEORY-DRIVEN AND
EMPIRICAL APPROACH
Emily Brennan*, Laura Gibson, Ani Momjian, Michelle Jeong, Danielle Naugle,
Heather Forquer, Andy Tan, Sarah Parvanta, and Robert C. Hornik, Penn’s
Center of Excellence in Cancer Communication Research, Annenberg School for
Communication, University of Pennsylvania
Background: According to theories of behavioral prediction, a given behavior
occurs when there is a strong intention to perform the behavior. In turn, intentions
are determined by beliefs about the behavior. Consistent with these ideas,
Hornik and Woolf (1999) identified three criteria for selecting promising beliefs
to be targeted in behavior change campaigns: the belief should not be held by a
substantial number of people; should be strongly associated with intentions; and
should reasonably be able to be addressed by a campaign message. In this study,
we applied the first two criteria to identify promising target beliefs for a smoking
prevention campaign. Methods: In an online survey of 761 13–17 year old nonsmokers, we measured 165 smoking-related beliefs (specific campaign targets)
grouped into 21 broad campaign themes. We also measured intentions to use
tobacco over the next year (calculating the proportion with no intention to use
tobacco: 68%). Cross-tabulations of each belief and no intention to use tobacco
were used to generate the potential percent to gain for each belief. Percent to gain
quantifies both the strength of the association between the belief and the intention
and the size of the population that does not already endorse the belief (and so
could be influenced by a campaign). Results: Campaign themes were ranked from
highest to lowest average percent to gain to identify promising and unpromising
themes. We present rankings for all 21 themes. The two most promising themes
related to the effects of smoking on health and on social popularity. The two least
promising themes related to the prevalence of smoking and the health effects
of specific harmful ingredients. Within each theme, specific beliefs were also
ranked and we present the most and least promising belief within each theme.
Conclusions: Mass media campaigns play an important role in efforts to prevent
youth smoking. We present a theory-driven and empirical approach to campaign
development, which indicates that some potential campaign themes--and some
specific beliefs within each theme--would be more promising than others as the
target of a youth smoking prevention campaign.
This research was supported by the National Cancer Institute of the National
Institutes of Health under Award Number P20CA095856. The content is solely the
responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views
of the National Institutes of Health.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Hyoshin Kim, PhD, Battelle Memorial Institute,
1100 Dexter Avenue North Suite 400, Seattle, WA 98109, United States, Phone:
206-528-3160, Email: kimh@battelle.org
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MEASURING COLLEGE STUDENT SMOKING CESSATION EXPECTANCIES
Mark G. Myers, Ph.D.*1,2, David R. Strong, Ph.D.1, C. Amanda Schweizer, B.A.1,
and Neal M. Doran, Ph.D.1, 1University of California, San Diego; 2V.A. San Diego
Healthcare System
Background: Little is currently known regarding characteristics and predictors
of college student smoking cessation efforts. Examination of anticipated
consequences of quitting can serve to elucidate the smoking cessation process.
The present study reports on initial psychometric evaluation of a measure of
college student smoking cessation expectancies. Methods: Qualitative instrument
development procedures yielded a 30-item instrument, with responses on a
5-point. The measure was administered as part of an online survey to 1429 college
students who smoke (63% female; 37% White, 31% Hispanic, 27% Asian, ages
18-24). Results: Confirmatory factor analyses suggested adequate fit for positive
and negative constructs (TLI=0.96; RMSEA=0.08) with further segmentation into
4 subscales yielding marginal improvement in fit (TLI=0.97, RMSEA=0.08). The
2-factor solution included 15 positive (loadings range=0.49-0.83; alpha=0.91)
and 15 negative expectancy items (loadings range=0.60-0.86; alpha=0.87).
Likelihood ratio testing of nested graded response models revealed significant
Differential Item Functioning (DIF) across respondents with different levels of
smoking behavior, whereby infrequent smokers (quitting (.426), and intention
to quit (.260). The negative expectancy scale score was significantly negatively
related (all p’s < .001) with intentions to quit (-.352), confidence in quitting (-.476),
and duration of most recent quit attempt (-.336). Conclusions: Initial support is
provided for the structure and construct validity of this measure of college student
smoking cessation expectancies. To our knowledge this is the first measure of its

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Emily Brennan, PhD, Postdoctoral Fellow,
University of Pennsylvania, Annenberg School for Communication, 3620
Walnut St, Philadelphia, PA 19104, United States, Phone: 2155732783, Email:
ebrennan@asc.upenn.edu
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SUBJECTIVE RATINGS OF CIGARETTE-RELATED, EMOTIONAL, AND
NEUTRAL IMAGES IN CURRENT SMOKERS, SMOKERS RECEIVING
SMOKING CESSATION TREATMENT, AND NEVER-SMOKERS
Aurelija Slapin, Ph.D.*, Francesco Versace, Ph.D., Jason D. Robinson, Ph.D.,
Maher Karam-Hage, M.D., Cho Y. Lam, Ph.D., Jennifer A. Minnix, Ph.D., Yong
Cui, Ph.D., Jeffrey M. Engelmann, Ph.D., David W. Wetter, Ph.D., and Paul M.
Cinciripini, Ph.D., The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
Background: Smoking-related cues and affective experiences induce cravings
to smoke and might contribute to relapse in smokers trying to quit. Here we sought
to determine whether smoking cessation treatment would affect subjective ratings
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of emotional, neutral and cigarette-related stimuli. Methods: Smokers (N=238) and
never-smokers (N=47) rated pictures on valence and emotional arousal using the
Self Assessment Manikin (SAM). SAM ratings were collected from 67 smokers
before starting smoking cessation treatment and from 171 smokers taking placebo
(PLA, N=52), bupropion (BUP, N=61) or varenicline (VAR, N=58) for approximately
8 weeks. Each participant viewed a set of 96 pictures, which comprised six
semantic categories: unpleasant high arousal (UH; mutilations), unpleasant low
arousal (UL; sad scenes), pleasant high arousal (PH; erotic couples), pleasant low
arousal (PL; romantic couples, food, landscapes), neutral (NEU) and cigaretterelated (CIG). Results: Valence. Never-smokers rated CIG pictures as significantly
less pleasant than smokers in all groups (all ps<.05). Smokers receiving BUP
or VAR treatment rated CIG pictures as less pleasant than smokers before
treatment (all ps<.01). Never-smokers and smokers receiving BUP or VAR rated
CIG pictures as less pleasant than NEU pictures (all ps < .0001). Furthermore,
all groups of smokers (but not never-smokers) rated CIG pictures as significantly
more pleasant than UL pictures (all ps<.01). Arousal. All groups rated CIG pictures
less arousing than PH pictures (all ps<.001), but only smokers receiving VAR and
never-smokers rated CIG pictures less arousing than PL pictures (all ps<.01). Only
smokers receiving BUP or VAR rated CIG pictures less arousing than UH pictures
(all ps<.001). Smoking abstinence had no effect on the results. Conclusions: Our
findings show that smoking cessation treatment might change the way smokers
respond to cigarette-related stimuli. Individuals who received smoking cessation
medications rated cigarette-related stimuli as less pleasant than current smokers.
Thus, the diminished subjective pleasantness of cigarette-related cues might be
one mechanism that helps smokers quit.
This study was conducted at the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer
Center. Supported by the National Institute on Drug Abuse through grants
1R01DA017073-01 and R21DA026544 to P.M. Cinciripini, and a grant from The
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center Duncan Family Institute for
Cancer Prevention and Risk Assessment to J.D. Robinson.

retention and these factors should be incorporated into future studies in homeless
populations.
This work was supported by a grant from the National Heart Lung and Blood
Institute (R01HL081522).
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Faduma Sharif, BA, Medical Student, University
of Minnesota, Medical School, 2404 12th Ave S., Minneapolis, MN 55404, United
States, Phone: 6127039886, Email: shari020@umn.edu
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WHAT PREDICTS EARLY SMOKING MILESTONES?
Megan E. Roberts, Ph.D.*, Kristina M. Jackson, Ph.D., and Suzanne M. Colby,
Ph.D., Brown University
BACKGROUND: Despite advances in understanding the predictors of
smoking onset among young experimenters, more precision is still needed
to determine whether the patterns of predictors differ across early smoking
milestones. Therefore, the goal of the present study was to use a sample of
early adolescents to examine predictors of two key (and potentially distinct) early
smoking milestones: first puff and first cigarette. METHODS: Data came from an
ongoing, prospective, web-based project examining psychosocial factors related
to adolescent substance use. At Time 1 (T1), the sample was composed of 1,023
Rhode Island middle school students (52% female, 24% non-White, M age = 12.2).
T1 measures included hypothesized risk and protective factors, as well as current
smoking. Follow-up surveys at six and twelve months included questions about
recent smoking behavior; reports from these follow-up surveys were merged to
create a measure of smoking in the twelve months since baseline (T2 smoking).
RESULTS: At T1, 90 adolescents (9%) reported having ever puffed a cigarette
and 38 (4%) reported having ever smoked a whole cigarette. In addition, 45
adolescents transitioned from not having a puff at T1 to having their first puff by
T2; 32 transitioned from not having a cigarette at T1 to having their first cigarette
by T2. A series of logistic regressions indicated that these T1-T2 transitions to first
puff and first cigarette were primarily predicted by T1 environmental factors: peer
smoking, availability of cigarettes, and socioeconomic status. Further, a first puff
by T1 was the strongest predictor of first cigarette transition. Attentive parenting
(e.g., control and support) predicted a lower likelihood of first cigarette transition,
but was not related to first puff transition. Grade, gender, and race/ethnicity were
not significant predictors. CONCLUSIONS: For early adolescents, factors related
to cigarette availability were critical predictors of two key smoking milestones: first
puff and first cigarette. Although attentive parenting was not protective against a
first puff transition, it was protective against a first cigarette transition.
This work was supported by NIAAA grant R01AA016838 and NIDA grant T32
DA016184.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Aurelija Slapin, PhD, Population Sciences Fellow,
MD Anderson Cancer Center, Behavioral Science, 1155 Pressler Blvd, Unit 1330,
Houston, TX 77030, United States, Phone: 713 563 8021, Email: aslapin@
mdanderson.org
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PREDICTORS OF RETENTION IN THE POWER TO QUIT SMOKING
CESSATION CLINICAL TRIAL FOR HOMELESS SMOKERS
Faduma A. Sharif, B.A.*, Caroline M. Warner, R.N., B.S.N., Hongfei Guo, Ph.D.,
Sara Eischen, B.A., and Kolawole S. Okuyemi, M.D., M.P.H., University of
Minnesota
Background: Smoking prevalence in homeless populations is strikingly high at
70% or greater yet little is known about effective smoking cessation interventions
for this population. Among the barriers cited for this lack of cessation research in
homeless subjects are the challenges of retaining homeless individuals in clinical
trials. The Power to Quit (PTQ) project assessed the efficacy of motivational
interviewing (MI) in combination with the nicotine patch. The purpose of this paper
was to determine predictors of successful retention of homeless smokers in the
PTQ study. Methods: 430 homeless smokers were randomized into 2 groups
to receive either 6 sessions of MI or Brief Advice to quit smoking. All participants
also received 8 weeks of 21mg nicotine patch. Baseline assessments included
demographic information, shelter status, smoking history, motivation to quit
smoking, substance abuse, and psychiatric co-morbidities. Univariate analysis
was used to determine factors that were associated with treatment completion
and study completion followed by multivariate analysis to determine significant
predictors of retention. Results: 76% of participants completed week 8 and 75%
completed week 26 follow-up visits. Multivariate analysis revealed that week 8
retention was positively associated with older age, having health care coverage,
and not an excessive drinker. Week 26 retention was also positively associated
with older age, being homeless for greater number and longer episodes of
homelessness, higher depression score on Patient Health Questionairre-9, and no
recreational drug abuse. Conclusions: Our results indicate that homeless smokers
are interested in quitting smoking and willing to enroll and stay in a clinical trial.
Further, participants with psychiatric co-morbidities and those with greater number
and longer episodes of homelessness had higher retention rates, which suggests
that retention strategies employed may have worked better for these groups.
Attention to factors associated with higher retention rates could improve long-term

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Megan Roberts, 121 South Main St, Providence,
RI 02912, United States, Phone: (607)229-2281, Email: Megan_Roberts@Brown.
edu
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NICOTINIC ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTOR REGULATION DURING NICOTINE
WITHDRAWAL IN MICE
Nicole Yohn*, Jill Turner, Ph.D., and Jacquelyn Klehm, University of Pennsylvania
Receptor binding in rodents and fMRI imaging studies in humans show
up-regulation of neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) following
chronic nicotine administration that persists into abstinence. However, the causal
relationship between behavioral withdrawal symptoms and nAChR up-regulation
is yet to be fully characterized. We have examined the impact of compounds that
differentially effect nAChR up-regulation to determine if up-regulation is necessary
for alleviation of withdrawal induced anxiety in mice. Animals were treated for two
weeks with chronic nicotine via osmotic minipump and then for one week with the
alpha4beta2 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor partial agonists ABT-089 (0.769mg/
kg/day) or Sazetidine-A (1.8mg/kg/day). ABT-089 and Sazetidine-A both alleviate
anxiety-like behavior during withdrawal from nicotine in the novelty induced
hypophagia (NIH) paradigm. Following behavioral testing brains were harvested
and beta2-containing nAChRs were measured using 3H-Epibaditine. In contrast
to nicotine and Varenicline which both up-regulate nAChRs, neither ABT-089 nor
Sazetidine-A up-regulate nAChRs, either alone or following nicotine withdrawal.
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Furthermore, both nicotine and Varenicline are associated with reduced anxiety
in rodents (Turner et al., 2010), however, this work suggests that receptor upregulation is not necessary to mitigate withdrawal induced anxiety-like behavior.
In addition, ABT-107, a ligand that targets the alpha7 subtype of nAChR and does
not up-regulate receptors also alleviates anxiety during withdrawal. Information
obtained from this work will further our understanding of the functional relevance
of nicotinic receptor up-regulation, specifically if this is necessary for the reduction
of withdrawal symptoms. Together, these data will contribute to the rationale
development of smoking cessation aids.
Funding: P50-DA-02585.

TOBACCO ENDGAME IN HONG KONG: PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR TOTAL
BAN ON SMOKING

Tai Hing Lam, M.D.*1, Man Ping Wang, Ph.D.1, Xin Wang, M.S.1, Kasisomayajula
Viswanath, Ph.D.2, and Sophia S. Chan, Ph.D.1, University of Hong Kong; 2DanaFarber Cancer Institute/Harvard School of Public Health
Background: Hong Kong has a very low smoking prevalence (11.1% daily
smokers) and stringent tobacco control measures including comprehensive
smokefree legislation and tobacco advertisement prohibition, yet tobacco tax is
still low (68% of retail price). Recently, tobacco control advocates have called for
tobacco endgame in Hong Kong to reduce smoking prevalence to less than 5% by
2022. Methods: The Hong Kong Family and Health Information and Trends Survey
(FHinTs), which is under the FAMILY (A Hong Kong Jockey Club Initiative for a
Harmonious Society) project, was conducted in 2012 using a random telephonebased survey among 1537 adults aged 18+ with 73.9% response rate. Opinions
towards totally banning tobacco sale, usage and possession, and timing (years)
for a total ban of tobacco sale were collected. Smoking status was classified as
current smoking (daily or occasional smoking), ex-smoking and never smoking.
All data were weighted by sex and age from 2011 census data. Results: There
were more non-smokers and people with higher socioeconomic position than
the general population. Of all interviewees, 10% were current smokers and 7.3%
were ex-smokers. Most never-smokers (73.8%), ex-smokers (63.0%) and nearly
half of current smokers (44.7%) supported any forms of total ban on tobacco.
Among never-smokers, 51.5% supported banning tobacco sale, 45.3% support
banning tobacco use and 26.8% supported banning tobacco possession. The
corresponding prevalence were 49.4%, 38.3% and 28.8% in ex-smokers, and
36.1%, 12.5% and 7.1% in current smokers. The prevalence of supporting a total
ban on tobacco sale within 10 years in never-smokers, ex-smokers and current
smokers were 65.5%, 55.3% and 42.1%, and after 10 years, 6.4%, 8.6% and
6.2%, respectively. Conclusions: A total ban on smoking was supported by majority
of the Hong Kong general public, and current smokers and ex-smokers showed
less but substantial support. Most supporters agreed with a total ban on tobacco
sale before 2022. Tobacco endgame policy, including large tax increase, smoking
cessation services and plain packaging should be implemented in Hong Kong
quickly as in other countries (e.g., New Zealand).
The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charity Trust.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nicole Yohn, B.S., Graduate Student, University of
Pennsylvania, Neuroscience , 125 S. 31st Street , Philadelphia, PA 19104, United
States, Phone: 3307158597, Email: nyohn@mail.med.upenn.edu
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TOBACCO USE AMONG ADULTS INITIATING TREATMENT FOR HIV IN
RURAL UGANDA
Gina R. Kruse, M.D., M.S.*1,2,3, David R. Bangsberg, M.D., M.P.H.2,4,5,6, Jessica
Haberer, M.D.1,2,4, Peter W. Hunt, M.D.7, Jeffrey N. Martin, M.D., M.P.H.8, and
Nancy A. Rigotti, M.D.1,2,3, 1Division of General Medicine, Department of Medicine,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA; 2Harvard Medical School, Boston,
MA; 3Tobacco Research and Treatment Center, Department of Medicine,
Massachusetts General Hospital; 4Center for Global Health, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, MA; 5Mbarara University of Science and Technology,
Mbarara, Uganda; 6Ragon Institute of MGH, MIT and Harvard University, Boston,
MA; 7Department of Medicine, Division of HIV/AIDS, San Francisco General
Hospital, University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA; 8Department
of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, University of California, San Francisco, CA
BACKGROUND: HIV-infected persons in resource rich countries have a high
prevalence of tobacco use but little is known about tobacco use by HIV-infected
persons in resource limited countries, where 80% of smokers and 97% of people
with HIV live. We measured patterns of tobacco use among adults with HIV in a
region of Uganda with low tobacco use prevalence (men=11% and women=3%,
2011 Demographics and Health Survey). METHODS: We studied participants in
the Uganda AIDS Rural Treatment Outcomes study, a prospective cohort of adults
initiating antiretroviral therapy (ART) in Mbarara, Uganda from 2005-2011. Pre-ART
data include demographic traits, education, occupation, tobacco use (current [past
30-day] use, lifetime use) and alcohol use (AUDIT-C). Tobacco use was selfreported at follow-up each 3-4 months. We used log-binomial regression to assess
correlates of tobacco use, adjusting for age, gender, and alcohol and cumulative
incidence functions to assess tobacco cessation (no use at 2 consecutive visits)
and incidence over time. RESULTS: Among 496 subjects, the median age was
35 years (range:18-75), 69% were women, 50(10%) were current tobacco users
including 20% of men and 6% of women (p<.001). Tobacco prevalence was higher
among adults with alcohol problems than without (22%vs.6%, p<.001) and use
was associated with lower education (< primary school: adjusted prevalence
ratio(APR)=5.1; 95% confidence interval(CI)=2.2-11.5, primary school: APR=2.6;
95%CI=1.4-4.9 vs. secondary) and work as a laborer (APR=2.4; 95%CI=1.2-5.0
vs. professional/service worker). Median follow-up was 3.5 years, 33% of tobacco
users quit by 6 months (95% CI=21-48%), 65% by 5 years (95% CI=50-79%)
and 2% initiated use (95% CI=1-5%). CONCLUSIONS: Similar to resource rich
settings, adults with HIV in rural Uganda had a higher prevalence of tobacco use
than the general population and use was associated with less education, lower
status jobs, and alcohol use. After initiating ART, few started using tobacco and
most quit, suggesting entry into care might be a teachable moment. Factors
associated with cessation should be explored and leveraged to further reduce
tobacco use in this population.
Dr. Kruse was supported by grant #T32HP12706-03-00 from the Health
Resources and Services Administration for the Harvard General Medicine
Fellowship. Dr. Rigotti was supported by grant #K24-HL08880.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Tai Hing Lam, MD, Director and Chair Professor,
University of Hong Kong, School of Public Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine,
Hong Kong, 852, Hong Kong, Phone: 28199287, Fax: 28559528, Email: hrmrlth@
hku.hk
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CHARACTERIZATION OF PLASMA NICOTINE PROFILE FROM A SINGLE
USE OF TWO PROTOTYPE ORAL TOBACCO PRODUCTS IN ADULT
SMOKERS
Jianmin Liu, Qiwei Liang, Lonnie Rimmer, and Mohamadi Sarkar*, Altria Client
Services Inc., Center for Research & Technology, Richmond, VA
Introduction: Cigarette smoking is the most hazardous form of tobacco
consumption. The efforts to reduce smoking related harm, through prevention
and cessation might be complemented by making available to adult smokers
(AS) tobacco products that are lower on a continuum of risk. Approximately 30%
of AS are seeking alternatives to cigarette smoking. Altria Client Services has
developed an oral, spit-free, chewable and non-dissolvable product containing
~1.5 mg tobacco-derived nicotine, currently sold by Nu Mark LLC, in a lead market
(Verve™ disc). The objective of this study was to characterize plasma nicotine
profiles following a single use of two prototypes in AS. Methods: This research
study utilized a randomized, single-blind, 2-period crossover design. The protocol
was approved by an Institutional Review Board and signed informed consent
was obtained. AS (n=18) of 10 or more cigarettes per day, who were generally
healthy and 21-65 years old (no more than 60% of either gender), were randomly
assigned to use one of the two study products containing USP grade tobacco
derived nicotine (Product A=1mg, Product B=2mg). The products consisted of a
polymer matrix, embedded with a non-tobacco cellulose fiber and flavors. Subjects
were allowed to use the product in the mouth as desired for 30 minutes. Periodic
blood samples were collected for plasma nicotine analysis. Vital signs, physical
examinations, and adverse events (AEs) were noted for the study participants.
Results: The baseline-adjusted geometric mean Cmax was 1.40 (range 0.46,2.4)

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Gina Kruse, MD, MS, Clinical Fellow,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Division of General Internal Medicine, 50
Staniford Street 9th floor, Boston, MA 02144, United States, Phone: 6177243545,
Email: gkruse@partners.org
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ng/mL and 2.51 (range 0.669,3.83) ng/mL and the geometric mean AUC0-t was
5.69 and 9.73 ng•hr/mL for Product A and B respectively. The Cmax was reached
at around 0.75 and 0.82 hours for Products A and B respectively. Gender and
body weight were not statistically significant factors in a statistical model for the
pharmacokinetic parameters. There were 11 mild AEs in 6/18 AS and no serious
AEs were noted. Conclusions: Single administrations of the Verve disc prototypes
yielded rate and extent of nicotine absorption that were linear and approximately
proportionate for the 2 mg prototype compared to the 1 mg prototype.
The study was funded by Altria Client Services Inc.

smoking within the prior 30 days. We assessed subscale reliability, validity, and
model fit using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) with data from the 5 year
wave, and data from the sixth year assessment wave is used to demonstrate
predictive validity. Prior to data collection, fifty four items were dropped from the
WISDM. The fourteen remaining items were selected as theoretical predictors of
relevant nicotine use outcomes. These items were selected from seven of the
WISDM subscales including: automaticity, craving, loss of control, tolerance, taste,
cognitive enhancement, and affective enhancement (negative reinforcement), with
two items included from each subscale. Results: Correlations between subscale
items for the 7 subscales ranged from .80 for automaticity to .90 for cognitive
enhancement. Consistent with other validations of the WISDM, CFAs indicated
that a 7-factor model fit our data better than a single factor model. Validity of the
13 item WISDM was examined through a series of multiple regressions with a
measure of cigarettes per day and other measures of nicotine dependence
including the Fagerstrom Tolerance Questionnaire, Hooked on Nicotine Checklist,
Nicotine Dependence Syndrome Scale, and DSM-IV Nicotine Dependence.
Conclusions: These analyses provide initial evidence supporting the use of an
abbreviated 14-item WISDM when participant assessment burden is a concern.
This work was supported by grant PO1 CA98262 (PI: Mermelstein) from the
National Cancer Institute.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mohamadi Sarkar, M.Pharm., Ph.D., Director,
Health & Behavior Assessment, Altria Client Services, Regulatory Science, 601
E Jackson Street, Richmond, VA 23221, United States, Phone: (804) 335-2537,
Email: mohamadi.sarkar@altria.com
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TUS-CPS LINKAGES FOR RESEARCH AND POLICY-MAKING
Anne M. Hartman, M.S., M.A.*1, Sean Altekruse, Ph.D.1, Gordon Willis, Ph.D.1,
Benmei Liu, Ph.D.1, Julia Strasser, M.P.H.1, and James T. Gibson, B.S.2, 1National
Cancer Institute, Division of Cancer Control and Population Sciences; 2Information
Management Services, Inc.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Alexander Sokolovsky, 4343 N Clarendon Ave,
Chicago, IL 60613, United States, Phone: 9136532741, Email: alexsoko@uic.edu

The Tobacco Use Supplement to the Current Population Survey (TUS-CPS) is
a National Cancer Institute survey of tobacco use and policy information that has
been administered triennially as part of the U.S. Census Bureau’s and Bureau
of Labor Statistics’ Current Population Survey (CPS) since 1992, most recently
in 2010-2011. TUS-CPS data are available for public use. Drawn from a large
nationally representative household sample, the TUS-CPS is a key source of
data on smoking, other tobacco use, cigarette price, health care provider advice,
attitudes, and policy. It contains information on about 230,000 individuals
(180,000 self-respondents) within a given survey period. Data are used to monitor
progress, conduct research, evaluate programs, and examine health disparities
in tobacco control. One unique feature of the TUS-CPS is its ability to provide
national, state, and some local-level estimates. Other unique features are the
ability to link to social, economic, time-use, voting, health insurance, and other risk
factor data from the CPS and other CPS supplements. For example, linkage of
TUS-CPS data to the CPS March Annual Social and Economic Supplement allows
access to outcome data from the National Longitudinal Mortality Study (NLMS),
including cancer incidence, cause-specific mortality, and Medicare co-morbidity,
treatment and cost data. The presentation will demonstrate practical applications
of the TUS-CPS data emphasizing these unique linkages and the opportunity to
use the large NLMS dataset with over 400,000 TUS-CPS respondents matched
to mortality data through 2002 (about 600,000 expected when 2010 match is
completed).
No funding.
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MAPPING REVIEW OF COMPLIANCE WITH, ENFORCEMENT, AND IMPACT
OF CAR SMOKING LAWS INTERNATIONALLY
Ann McNeill, Ph.D.*1, Taryn Sendzik, M.Sc.2, Laura Jones, Ph.D.3, Linda Bauld,
Ph.D.4, and Geoffrey T. Fong, Ph.D.2, 1King’s College London; 2University of
Waterloo; 3University of Nottingham; 4University of Stirling
Background: Tobacco smoke pollution (TSP) is a major environmental health
hazard causing morbidity and mortality. Over recent years, several jurisdictions
have passed laws restricting smoking in cars but these have not been reported
widely in the academic literature. We carried out a mapping review to assess
current car smoking laws internationally. Methods: Interviews were carried out
with 26 stakeholders – 22 from jurisdictions having car smoking laws and four
without. Results: Stakeholders were from 10 countries: Canadian participants
were from 10 provinces, six different states in the US, two each from Australia
and New Zealand, two from Africa (Mauritius and South Africa), three from Europe
(Cyprus, Sweden and Switzerland) and one from Bahrain. Of jurisdictions with a
smoking law, one country had a law applying to any smoking in cars irrespective of
age (Mauritius), the remainder had an age limit varying between 12 and 18 years,
most commonly 16 years. We identified no comprehensive robust evaluations of
car smoking laws. Overall, car smoking laws were perceived to be straightforward
and attracted widespread stakeholder and public, including smoker, support. Car
smoking laws were seen as an extension of smoke-free public place legislation
required to offer total protection from involuntary TSP in cars, particularly for
children. Education and self-enforcement were important, but opportunistic legal
action through law enforcement officers, typically police, was believed to be an
essential deterrent. Making violations a primary, rather than secondary, offence
was preferred and on-the-spot fines/fixed penalty notices believed to increase
enforcement efforts. Levels of fines varied widely, averaging £100, sometimes
supplemented by points on the licence; enforcement penalties often increased with
repeat offending. Conclusions: Car smoking laws have been introduced to enable
complete protection from TSP in cars, with a focus on protecting children. Such
laws were popular, with education and enforcement perceived to be important to
ensure compliance. To date, they have not been robustly evaluated.
Funding: DH Policy Research Programme, England, UK.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Anne Hartman, Biostatistician/Program Director,
National Cancer Institute, Div. Cancer Control and Population Sciences/Risk
Factors Monitoring and Methods Branch, 6130 Executive Blvd- MSC 7344,
Bethesda, MD 20892-7344, United States, Phone: 301-496-4970, Fax: 301-4353710, Email: hartmana@mail.nih.gov
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PRELIMINARY VALIDATION OF AN ABBREVIATED 14-ITEM VERSION OF
THE WISCONSIN INVENTORY OF SMOKING DEPENDENCE MOTIVES
Alexander W. Sokolovsky* and Robin J. Mermelstein, University of Illinois at
Chicago

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ann McNeill, Addictions Dept, London, SE58AF,
United Kingdom, Phone: 44 20 7848 0681, Email: ann.mcneill@kcl.ac.uk

Background: The 68-item Wisconsin Inventory of Smoking Dependence
Motives (WISDM-68) measures tobacco dependence across 13 theoretically
derived smoking motive subscales. The subscales of the WISDM-68, as well as
the shortened Brief WISDM-37 have exhibited good psychometric qualities and
have proven useful in identifying important dimensions of nicotine dependence. In
this study we aim to further shorten the WISDM to provide a measure of smoking
dependence motives for contexts in which participant time may be limited. Methods:
Data were obtained from a subsample of 573 young adults (54.6% female; 71.9%
white; mean age of 21.4; average rate of smoking of 4.87 cig/day) participating in
the fifth year of a longitudinal investigation of smoking. All participants reported
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patients. Approaches for helping depressed smokers quit should be adapted for
use in this chronically ill population.
The project described was supported by Award #R03TW008723 from the
Fogarty International Center.

A. Paula Cupertino*, Arise Galil, Tatiane Campos, Eliane Banhato, Erica Cruvinel,
Fernando Colugnati, Marcus Bastos, and Kimber P. Richter

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ana-Paula Cupertino, PhD, Assistant professor,
University of Kansas Medical Center, 9209 N Charlotte Ct, Kansas City, MO
64155, United States, Phone: 9135882783, Email: acupertino@kumc.edu

A POPULATION-BASED SURVEY OF TOBACCO USE WITHIN A MODEL
CHRONIC DISEASE PROGRAM IN BRAZIL

Purpose: There is a global epidemic of chronic disease. Tobacco use compounds
the mortality and health care costs of this epidemic. This study describes exposure
to environmental tobacco smoke, patterns of tobacco use, and predictors of
tobacco use among patients treated at large model chronic disease clinic in the
public health care system in Brazil. Methods: We conducted a population-based
survey of all patients attending the clinic for a 2-month period. Survey items were
derived from the Brazilian version of the WHO Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS)
and other widely used and validated measures. Results: Our response rate was
99.8% (1251/1253); of these, 53.7% were women, 85.6% had less than a middle
school education, and the mean age was 53.7 (SD=10.9). Most (66.6%) patients
had hypertension, 65.2% had diabetes and 39.1% had chronic kidney disease.
One third (31.4%) of patients had at least one smoker in the household and 20.2%
permitted smoking in the home. Nearly half (41.0%) were former smokers and the
prevalence of current tobacco use was 11.4%. Smoking prevalence decreased
with the number of chronic diseases present: 17.9% of patients with one chronic
disease smoked, whereas10.8% of patients with two chronic disease and 4.8% of
patients with three diseases smoked. This relationship was statistically significant
(p< 0.0001.). Women, 65 years old, and alcohol users were three times more
likely to be smokers. Of note, illiterate participants were less likely to be smokers.
Conclusion: Tobacco treatment is often relegated to primary care. We found that
1/10 of these very ill patients were still using tobacco. Specialists and secondary
care providers have an important role in tobacco cessation, which could require
policy and practice change in highly structured systems.
The project described was supported by Award #R03TW008723 from the
Fogarty International Center.
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ACCUMULATION OF MATERIAL AND LIFESTYLE PROBLEMS AMONG
DAILY SMOKERS, NON-DAILY SMOKERS, AND NON-SMOKERS IN
NORWAY IN 1995 AND 2011: A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
G. Sæbø;* and E. Kvaavik, Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research
Background: Findings from international studies suggest that smokers have
become more marginalized. Little is known about accumulation of problems
amongst non-daily and daily smokers in Norway. We examine whether the
accumulation of material problems and lifestyle problems among these groups has
changed between 1995 and 2011. Methods: Data from repeated cross-sectional
surveys conducted in 1995 and 2011 by IPSOS MMI were used. The sample
was representative of Norwegian adults 16 years and older (N=3504 in 1995,
3999 in 2011). 12 problem indicators were applied: ‘divorced/widowed’, ‘primary
education’, ‘not employed’, ‘low income’, ‘worse off than average subjective
economic situation’, ‘no NGO memberships’, ‘never out with friends’, ‘not happy’,
‘fatalistic view’, ‘never/seldom exercise’, ‘often drink alcohol’ and ‘never/seldom
breakfast’. Changes within the groups over time and differences between daily
smokers (DS), non-daily smokers (NDS) and non-smokers (NS) were assessed
using chi square analyses. Accumulation of problems was studied using correlation
analysis (Pearson’s R) and an additive index. Results: Most indicators showed
stable or improved conditions over time for all groups, including DS. For most
indicators, NDS did not differ from NS. Problem indicators tended to accumulate
at the individual level. This applied to all three groups. There were more and
stronger correlations among DS and NDS than among NS at both time points.
Even if the overall level of problems was lower in 2011, the total accumulation of
problems was more prominent among smokers than non-smokers at both time
points. Differences in total accumulation between DS and NDS were small, but
significant. Conclusion: Material and lifestyle problems decreased from 1999 to
2011, also among DS. The tendency for problems to accumulate was maintained,
being more marked among smokers (esp. DS) at both time points. This suggests
a continuous need to consider the total situation of the individual when targeting
smokers in tobacco prevention.
This study was funded by Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ana-Paula Cupertino, PhD, Assistant professor,
University of Kansas Medical Center, 9209 N Charlotte Ct, Kansas City, MO
64155, United States, Phone: 9135882783, Email: acupertino@kumc.edu
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DEPRESSION AND TOBACCO USE AMONG CHRONIC DISEASE PATIENTS
WITHIN THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM IN BRAZIL
A. Paula Cupertino*, Eliane Banhato, Tatiane Campos, Arise Galil, Fernando
Colugnati, Marcus Bastos, and Kimber P. Richter
Background: Depression is prevalent among patients with chronic diseases and
among smokers. Depression may be associated with the prevalence of smoking
among patients with chronic disease; if so, these patients with multiple comorbidities might require new treatment approaches. The purpose of this study is
to describe the association of depression and smoking prevalence among patients
treated at an outpatient chronic disease clinic in the public health care system in
Brazil. Methods: We conducted a population-based survey of tobacco use in a
model public outpatient clinic for chronic diseases in Brazil. Over 2 months, all
patients were invited to participate in a survey to define the prevalence of smoking.
Smokers were invited to complete an additional brief survey designed to describe
their tobacco use and smoking levels. Depression was assessed by PHQ II short
version, validated in Brazil. Results: We interviewed 1251 patients attending the
chronic disease clinic over two months: of these, 53.7% were women, 85.6% had
less than a middle school education, and the mean age was 53.7 (SD=10.9).. Most
(66.6%) patients had hypertension, 65.2% had diabetes and 39.1% had chronic
kidney disease. Nearly half (41.0%) were former smokers and the prevalence of
current tobacco use was 11.4%. Using a 3.0 cut-off point for PHQ, 34.4% patients
were depressed, 43.6% of patients that reported not having pleasures doing things
and 48.4% reported feeling depressed, hopeless and sad in the past 15 days.
Depressed patients were twice more likely to smoke compared to non-depressed
smokers (p.0001). Adjusting for number of chronic diseases, depressed patients
were significantly more likely to smoke.(p<.0001) Conclusion: Depression and
smoking status were significantly associated in this low income population of
patients. Independent of number of disease, depressed patients were more likely
to smoke indicating the importance of treating depression among chronic disease

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Gunnar Sæbø, SIRUS, Oslo , N-0157, Norway,
Phone: 004740638503, Email: gs@sirus.no
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A QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF AN EXPLORATORY TRIAL TO EVALUATE
THE EFFECTS OF A PHYSICAL ACTIVITY INTERVENTION TO SUPPORT
REDUCTION AMONG DISADVANTAGED SMOKERS NOT READY TO QUIT:
EXERCISE ASSISTED REDUCTION THEN STOP (EARS)
T.P. Thompson*1, C. Greaves2, and A.H. Taylor1, 1Sport and Health Sciences,
University of Exeter, Devon, UK; 2Exeter Medical School, University of Exeter,
Devon, UK
Background: The aims were to qualitatively: identify the (1) acceptability of
trial methods, (2) acceptability of the intervention and possible adaptations, (3)
components of the intervention perceived as effective; and (4) examine treatment
fidelity in relation to the planned intervention as described in an intervention
manual within the Exercise Assisted Reduction then Stop (EARS) intervention.
The quantitative findings from this pilot RCT with N=99, are reported elsewhere
at the SRNT conference. Methods: Three sources of data were incorporated: (1)
audio recordings of consultation sessions of intervention delivery (n=36); (2) semistructured interviews with participants after completing the intervention (n=15);
and (3) semi-structured interviews with practitioners delivering the intervention
(n=3) early and late in the trial. Sampling was purposive to cover a range of
baseline and outcome characteristics. The Dreyfus system was used by two
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behaviour change experts for assessing practitioners’ skill in delivering each of the
twelve intervention processes for assessing intervention fidelity. Participant and
practitioner interviews were transcribed and organised using a thematic analysis
to provide a descriptive level overview of views and experiences. Results: Overall
the trial methods were acceptable for the participants and the practitioners with
scope for refinement. On the whole the intervention was acceptable but notable
potential improvements were identified. Self-monitoring, individual tailoring of
techniques, and the process of engagement were identified as the most prominent
effective components for eliciting behaviour change. Intervention fidelity was found
to be acceptable, but highlighted the need to modify the training of practitioners to
address processes of engaging social support, supporting identity shifts and the
integration of physical activity which were less well delivered. Interpretation: The
data revealed support for the intervention as it was delivered, and also highlighted
aspects of key components which if improved may support more effective multiple
behaviour change in future research.
The study received full UK NHS ethical approval (LREC #10/H0106/59), is
registered as a clinical trial (ISRCTN #13837944) and was funded by a grant from
the national Institute of Health Research (Health Technology Assessment; HTA
#07/78/02).

IS SMOKING RELATED TO STAGE OF DIAGNOSIS OF PROSTATE
CANCER?
Donald L. Parris*1,2, Tulay Koru-Sengul1, Noella A. Dietz1, Edward J. Trapido1,3,
and David J. Lee1, 1Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, University of
Miami Miller School of Medicine; 2Baptist Health South Florida; 3Louisiana State
University School of Public Health
Background: Limited information exists regarding the effects of smoking on
prostate cancer (PC). Recent studies have demonstrated a relationship between
smoking at the time of diagnosis and an increased risk of overall, cardiovascular
disease and PC specific mortality. The objective of this study was to determine
if an association exists between smoking status and PC stage of diagnosis.
Methods: The Florida Cancer Data System was used to obtain data from 81,828
men diagnosed with PC between the years 2001 and 2009 of which 13% currently
smoked, 39% were former smokers and 48% never smoked. Most men had
localized (89%) PC at diagnosis stage compared to 11% with an advanced
(regional/distant) stage. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression models
were fitted to stage of PC presentation (advanced vs. localized) with smoking
status (never, former, current) as the main predictor but further adjusted for
sociodemographic factors such as age, race, Hispanic ethnicity, education level,
marital status, insurance status, income level and urban/rural residence. Analyses
were also stratified by race. Results: Current smokers were more likely to present
with advanced disease than never smokers (OR 1.45, 95% CI 1.37 – 1.55). After
adjusting for sociodemographic factors, this association remained (OR 1.33, 95%
CI 1.25 – 1.42). Former smokers were less likely than never smokers to present
with advanced disease in both the unadjusted (OR 0.89, 95% CI 0.85 – 0.94)
and adjusted analyses (OR 0.93, 95% CI 0.88 – 0.97). In analyses stratified by
race these associations remained significant except among Blacks, where former
smokers showed no statistical difference in PC stage presentation compared
to never smokers. Conclusions: An association between smoking status and
presentation of advanced PC disease exists. Interestingly, former smokers were
less likely to present with advanced disease than never smokers; however, this
association was not present among Blacks. These findings are consistent with other
studies and may be explained in part by cancer screening behaviors. Additional
research is warranted in this area to determine whether these associations are
causal.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Tom Thompson, Msc (PhD), Trial Manager,
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THE INFLUENCE OF MOTIVATION LEVEL TO QUIT AND NICOTINE
DEPENDENCE ON SMOKING CHARACTERISTICS AND SUSCEPTIBILITY
TO POLICY AND INTERVENTIONS
Navneet Uppal*1, Lion Shahab2, John Britton1, and Elena Ratschen1, 1UKCTCS,
Division of Epidemiology & Public Health, University of Nottingham, UK; 2Health
Behaviour Research Centre, Department of Epidemiology & Public Health,
University College London, UK
Background: Research has stressed the importance of a two-dimensional
approach (motivation/nicotine dependence) in encouraging smokers to quit. This
study explored the characteristics of smokers who were lowly/highly motivated
(LM/HM) and lowly/highly dependent (LD/HD), in order to identify any group
differences and methods to encourage a greater shift in motivation to quit.
Methods: 448 smokers were recruited through two GP surgeries in Nottingham, by
means of a postal survey designed to gather data on smoking characteristics and
susceptibility towards policies and interventions. For analysis, participants were
grouped into one of four motivation/dependence groups based on their Motivation
to Stop Scale and Heaviness of Smoking Index scores: LM/LD, LM/HD, HM/LD,
and HM/HD. Results: Chi square analyses revealed that LM/HD smokers smoked
because they liked being a smoker (18.1%) more than other smokers (LM/LD:
5.2%, HM/LD: 1.0%, HM/HD: 3.1%). LM/LD (60.3%), HM/LD (75.3%) and HM/HD
smokers (60.9%) all reported disliking smoking because it smells more than LM/
HD smokers (41.1%). All groups wanted to quit due to a friend/relative becoming
ill from smoking (LM/HD: 15.5%, HM/LD: 26.8%, HM/HD: 20.3%) more so than
LM/LD smokers (3.4%); suggesting that health-based policies and interventions
may be ineffective for LM/LD smokers. LM/HD (19.0%), HM/LD (42.3%), and HM/
HD smokers (38.3%) all wanted to quit to become happier more so than LM/LD
smokers (6.9%); suggesting that an emphasis on the emotional benefits of quitting
for LM/HD smokers may increase their motivation to quit. The biggest barrier
to quitting was previous quit attempt failure, more so for HM/LD (52.6%) and
HM/HD smokers (70.1%) than LM/LD smokers (34.5%). Personalised lung test
feedback was deemed to be an effective policy by groups HM/LD (55.7%), HM/HD
(50.8%), and LM/LD (50.0%), more so than LM/HD (34.5%). Conclusions: Group
differences were apparent between LM and HM smokers, which were further
modulated by dependence levels. Policies and interventions need to consider the
combined motivation/dependence matrix in order to target methods to increase
motivation to quit in more smokers.
Funding: UKCTCS, ESRC.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Donald Parris, MPH, PhD(c), University of Miami,
Dept of Epidemiology and Public Health, 1120 NW 14th Street, Miami, FL 33136,
United States, Phone: 3058047157, Email: dparris@med.miami.edu
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SURVEY OF THE KNOWLEDGE, PERCEPTIONS, AND ATTITUDES ABOUT
TOBACCO HARM REDUCTION AMONG HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS
IN THE UK AND SWEDEN, INCLUDING THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF THE
RISKS OF NICOTINE AND THE KEY FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
HEALTH RISKS OF SMOKING
Sudhanshu Patwardhan* and Marina A. Murphy, British American Tobacco
Background: Declines in smoking prevalence in the UK (45% in 1974 and
20% in 2010) and other countries seem to have plateaued. Reducing prevalence
further will probably require a broader harm reduction approach than traditional
prevention and cessation initiatives, one possibly including substituting cigarettes
with reduced-risk tobacco and nicotine products. It is largely cigarette smoke
toxicants that cause most smoking-related diseases - not nicotine. In the UK in
October 2012, the National Institute of Clinical Excellence issued draft guidance
recommending the use of nicotine products as either a complete or partial substitute
for cigarette smoking. Healthcare professionals (HCPs) are well placed to advise
on the use of nicotine. We undertook a survey of HCPs in the UK and Sweden
to investigate their knowledge, perceptions and attitudes about tobacco harm
reduction, including their understanding of the risks of nicotine and the key factors
associated with the health risks of smoking. Here, we present the results for the
general practitioners (GPs). Methods: On the basis of preliminary interviews, we
designed an online quantitative questionnaire to assess knowledge, perceptions
and attitudes on various aspects relating to tobacco and nicotine products in those
countries. Results: Of the 747 HCPs who completed the survey, 220 were GPs
(100 in the UK, 120 in Sweden). Most advocated a ‘complete cessation’ approach
to tobacco use, rather than broader harm reduction strategies. Some held

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Navneet Uppal, MSc Health Psychology, PhD
student, University of Nottingham, Epidemiology & Public Health, Clinical Sciences
Building, City Hospital, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire NG5 1PB, United Kingdom,
Phone: 07539217850, Email: mcxnu1@nottingham.ac.uk
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inaccurate views on what it is about cigarette smoking that poses serious risks
to health - many wrongly believed nicotine to be as harmful as tobacco smoke.
Given the expertise of those surveyed, this general lack of understanding was
surprising. Conclusions: Gaps in GPs’ knowledge about the far lower health risks
associated with nicotine than with cigarettes and the potential role of nicotinecontaining products in tobacco harm reduction might be limiting the advice they
provide to patients in practice. This highlights the need to raise awareness about
the different risk profiles of cigarettes, smokeless tobacco products and nicotine
containing products.
Both authors are employees of British American Tobacco.

both current smokers and former smokers, in addition to non-smokers. This gives
a much better basis to identify the potential genetic factors in tobacco dependence
than most of the previous studies on this topic. Methods: The study subjects were
genotyped for CYP2A6*2 (rs1801272), *4 (gene deletion), *9 (rs28399433), *12
(hybrid), and *1x2 (gene duplication) alleles, and for CYP2D6*5 (deletion) and
*2xN (duplication) alleles. Besides genotype information, the metabolism capacity
of nicotine of the study subjects is well characterized by these analyses based on
the previous knowledge on the genotype-phenotype correlation. The genotyping
analyses were performed by TaqMan PCR based methods using commercially
available Drug Metabolism Genotyping and Copy Number Variation Assays. The
statistical evaluations are performed by using SPSS software. Results: Based
on our results, the poor metabolism related genotype of CYP2A6 increases the
risk of becoming a persistent smoker. The impact of CYP2D6 in this context is
currently under statistical evaluation and the first results of these analyses will be
presented at the meeting. Conclusions: Enlightening of genetic factors affecting
smoking behavior is anticipated to help in finding more efficient ways to reduce
smoking. Identification of the particularly prone individuals would help in this, e.g.,
by enabling more focused smoking prevention actions.
Funding: Juho Vainio Foundation, The Research Foundation of the Pulmonary
Diseases.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Marina Murphy, PhD, International Scientific
Affairs Manager, British American Tobacco, International Public Health and
Scientific Affairs, 4 temple place, London, WC2R 2PG, United Kingdom, Phone:
+447711150135, Email: marina_murphy@bat.com
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TRACING THE CIGARETTE EPIDEMIC: A PSEUDO-PANEL STUDY OF
SMOKING, GENDER, AND EDUCATION IN NORWAY 1976-2010

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Emmi Tiili, MSc, Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health, Topeliuksenkatu 41 b, Helsinki, 00250, Finland, Phone: +358304742882,
Email: emmi.tiili@ttl.fi

Tord F. Vedoy, Norwegian Institute for Alcohol and Drug Research
Background: According to the theory of diffusion of innovations, many social
phenomena diffuse through the social structure in a uniform pattern. Men with
higher education are often early adopters of new phenomena, followed by less
resourceful groups (late adopters and laggards). To examine if this pattern fits
smoking it is necessary to separate age, period and cohort effects on smoking
among men and women with different levels of education. Method: Data came
from cross-sectional surveys of smoking in Norway conducted yearly from 1976
to 2010. Using a pseudo panel approach, age, period and cohort effects on
smoking (semi-elasticities) were calculated from aggregated survey data using
gender specific fixed effects GLM-models. Outcome variable was mean smoking
prevalence. Independent dummy variables were age (25-74), birth cohort (19101980), year and education. The “year” variable was transformed so as to pick up
short term variation in smoking over time. Interactions between education/age and
education/cohort were included to model the tobacco epidemic. Results: For both
men and women, the probability of being a smoker (Pr(S)) fell with increasing
age and there were no educational differences in the effects of aging on (Pr(S)).
Among men, cohort effects were negative for all groups but strongest among
higher compared to lower educated. Among women, cohort effects were only
negative among the highest educated (tertiary education). Among women with
primary/secondary education, Pr(S) rose with subsequent cohorts until around
1950, before declining. The results did not show any short term variation over time.
Conclusion: The findings are consistent with the theory of diffusion of innovations.
Smoking phases out among late cohorts with high education. Male cohorts with
shorter education are not far behind. Female cohorts with shorter education lag
behind in the diffusion process.
Funding for this research was provided by the Norwegian Research Council
(project #190443, “Tobacco and the social inequality gap”).
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PLACE AND CRAVING FOR COCAINE, HEROIN, AND TOBACCO: AN
ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT STUDY
Paul T. Harrell, Ph.D.*1, David H. Epstein2, and Kenzie L. Preston2, 1Department
of Mental Health, Johns Hopkins University School of Public Health; 2Clinical
Pharmacology and Therapeutics Research Branch, Intramural Research Program,
National Institute on Drug Abuse
Aims: Various conditioning theories and traditions of substance abuse
treatment suggest that place is an important factor in substance use, maintenance,
and relapse. The present study uses Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA)
to examine this issue based on self-report of location and craving for heroin,
cocaine, and tobacco. Methods: Outpatient methadone-maintained cocaine and
heroin users (N=114) completed self-report measures on handheld electronic
devices during prompts provided randomly throughout the day. These reports
included ratings of heroin, cocaine, and tobacco craving on a four-point scale and
reports of location using twelve predefined options. SAS Proc Mixed was used
to compare craving ratings based on location. Results: Compared to any other
location, the highest average craving reported was for “at or near cop spot” for
cocaine, F(1,37)=62.13, p<.0001, heroin, F(1,35) = 14.72, p=.0005, and tobacco,
F(1,36)=5.57, p=.0238. Heroin craving was significantly lower at home than other
locations, F(1,109)=3.95, p=.0495. There was a trend for tobacco craving to be
lower at home, F(1,109)=3.83, p=.0529, but there was no difference for cocaine,
F(1,109)=1.02, p=.3159. At another’s home, participants reported significantly
higher craving for cocaine, F(1, 79)=35.32, p<.0001 and heroin, F(1,79)=6.32,
p=0.0140, but not for tobacco, F(1,79)=0.35, p=0.5537. Conclusions: Preliminary
evidence based on self-report of place suggests associations of location with drug
craving. These results are unique in using EMA to assess associations between
craving and reports of place, but are limited by the use of self-report of places.
Future research combining EMA with Global Positioning System (GPS) devices
will address this limitation.
This research supported by the Drug Dependence Epidemiology Training
Grant (NIDA T32 DA007292) at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health, (D. Furr-Holden, Director), and by the Intramural Research Program of the
National Institutes of Health, National Institute on Drug Abuse.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Tord F. Vedoy, PhD-student, Ovre Slottsgate 2b,
Oslo, 0157, Norway, Phone: +4740622445, Email: tfv@sirus.no
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FUNCTIONAL POLYMORPHISMS IN CYP2A6 AND CYP2D6 GENES AND
SMOKING BEHAVIOR
Emmi M. Tiili, M.Sc.*, and Ari P. Hirvonen, Ph.D., Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Paul T. Harrell, Ph.D., Fellow, Johns Hopkins
University School of Public Health, Mental Health, 3915 Falls Rd., Baltimore, MD
21211, United States, Phone: 410 591-5758 (cell), Email: pharrell@jhsph.edu

Background: CYP2A6 is the most important metabolizer of nicotine. Due to the
polymorphisms of CYP2A6 gene, individuals differ considerably in the CYP2A6related nicotine metabolism capacity. CYP2D6 gene polymorphisms have also
been considered to have, although less clear, impact on nicotine metabolism.
These gene variations may therefore have notable effects on smoking behavior. In
agreement with this, previous studies have indicated that inherited factors modify
both the probability of smoking initiation and the ability of smoking cessation.
Most of the results from these studies have, however, been based solely on
comparisons between current smokers and non-smokers. We studied this issue
further in 1230 Caucasians of Russian origin. The study population consisted of
255
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government regulations that would offer incentives for employers to cover SCTs.
Conclusion: The findings are consistent with the literature about decisions by
employers to purchase coverage for SCTs. Providing employers with evidencebased and Canadian specific information on ROI and adopting favorable
regulations or incentives can be important measures to promote the coverage of
STCs by employers.
Funding: Canadian Institutes of Health Research.

FACTORS RELATED TO ABSTINENCE IN A STATEWIDE IN-PERSON
TOBACCO CESSATION INITIATIVE
Lija Greenseid, Ph.D.*1, and Rebecca Lien, M.P.H.1, and Lauren Porter, Ph.D.,
M.P.H.2, 1Professional Data Analysts, Inc.; 2Florida Department of Health
Background: In person, group cessation classes can provide intensive
treatment of tobacco dependency, however public funding of such initiatives
requires a balance between effectiveness and reach. This evaluation study
compared the effectiveness of two group cessation curricula to determine whether
program intensity or other factors were most important to successful tobacco
cessation. Methods: This evaluation used data from 1,370 Florida tobacco
users who received tobacco treatment counseling between July 1, 2011, and
February 28, 2012. There were two intervention formats available to participants:
a 6-session counseling program (n=1,178) and a 1-2 session short-course
(n=192). Self-reported 30-day point prevalence abstinence from all tobacco was
measured on a telephone or mail survey 7-months after the first group session.
The overall survey response rate was 54.2%. A logistic regression model was
used to identify baseline characteristics and program utilization variables that
were multivariate predictors of tobacco abstinence. Results: Among survey
respondents, 36.0% of participants in the multisession format and 30.3% of
participants in the short-course format reported being abstinent from tobacco at
7-months, however these differences were not statistically significant in bivariate
or multivariate analyses. The model identified three baseline variables that were
associated with tobacco abstinence: stage of readiness, time to first cigarette upon
waking, and quit confidence. Additionally, program completion and support from
friends and family were positively related to abstinence, while presence of mental
health issues was negatively associated with abstinence. Conclusions: Program
format (multisession vs. short-course) is less important than ensuring participants
complete the full program and receive social support. Efforts should be made
to encourage completion of tobacco cessation group programs and to address
mental health issues which affect successful cessation from tobacco.
This program evaluation was sponsored by the Florida Department of Health,
Bureau of Tobacco Free Florida.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Farzana Haji, MSc., Research Officer, Ontario
Tobacco Research Unit, University of Toronto, Dalla Lana School of Public Health,
155 College Street, Toronto, ON M5T3M7, Canada, Phone: 416-978-4225, Fax:
416-946-0340, Email: farzana.haji@camh.ca
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THE IMPACT OF EXTENDED PRE-QUIT VARENICLINE ON BEHAVIORAL
ECONOMIC INDICES OF SMOKING REINFORCEMENT IN SMOKERS’
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Nicolas J. Schlienz, M.A.*1, Larry W. Hawk Jr., Ph.D.1, Stephen T. Tiffany, Ph.D.1,
Julie C. Gass, M.A.1, Sarah C. Mye, B.S.1, Martin C. Mahoney, M.D., Ph.D.1,2, and
Richard J. O’Connor, Ph.D.2, 1University at Buffalo, SUNY; 2Roswell Park Cancer
Institute
Background: Preliminary data suggest that extending the duration of pre-quit
varenicline therapy yields reductions in smoking and improves abstinence (Hajek
et al., 2011; Hawk et al., 2012). These findings suggest that extended exposure
promotes extinction of smoking reinforcement. Considering multiple influences on
smoking, additional measures of reinforcement are needed to test the extinction
proposal. This report examines data from a cigarette purchase task (CPT; e.g.,
MacKillop et al., 2008), a questionnaire based in behavioral economics. Methods:
Participants were 52 treatment-seeking smokers (see Hawk et al., 2012). The CPT
requires participants to report the number of cigarettes they would purchase and
consume across various prices. The CPT was assessed repeatedly in the natural
environment via a handheld device during a 1-week baseline (no medications)
and a 3-week run-in period involving randomization to varenicline or placebo.
The primary measure of reinforcement in the CPT is elasticity, which reflects
the slope of the consumption-price function. Intensity (cigarettes ‘purchased’
when free) and breakpoint (price that suppresses all consumption), were also
assessed. Results: Groups did not significantly differ on CPT parameters at
baseline. During the drug manipulation phase, elasticity tended to increase (p=
.11), but there was no evidence of the hypothesized increase in elasticity among
the varenicline group relative to placebo, ps >.19. Results for demand intensity
paralleled those observed for elasticity. Breakpoint did not vary by time or group.
Conclusion: CPT reinforcement parameters were not significantly altered by
varenicline in treatment-seeking smokers. In contrast, smoking behavior (CPD,
CO) from the same participants was reduced by varenicline (Hawk et al., 2012).
These conflicting data suggest the need for greater attention to the construct
validity of smoking reinforcement, particularly in treatment-seeking samples, for
whom treatment mechanisms are most relevant.
This research was funded in part by a 2008 Global Research Award for Nicotine
Dependence, an independent, investigator-initiated research program awarded to
M.C. Mahoney, sponsored by Pfizer, and a grant from the National Institute on
Drug Abuse (R21 DA019653) awarded to S.T. Tiffany.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lija Greenseid, Ph.D., Senior Evaluator,
Professional Data Analysts, Inc., 219 Main Street SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414,
United States, Phone: 612-623-9110, Email: lija@pdastats.com
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FACTORS AFFECTING EMPLOYMENT-BASED HEALTH INSURANCE
COVERAGE FOR SMOKING CESSATION TREATMENTS IN ONTARIO,
CANADA
Farzana Haji, M.Sc.*1, Robert Schwartz, Ph.D.1,2, Alexey Babayan, Ph.D.1,
Christopher Longo, Ph.D.3, and Roberta Ferrence, Ph.D.1, 1Ontario Tobacco
Research Unit, Dalla Lana School of Public Health, University of Toronto; 2Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health; 3DeGroote School of Business, McMaster
University
Background: Insurance coverage for evidence-based smoking cessation
treatments (SCT) has been shown to promote their use and reduce smoking
rates. Studies conducted primarily in the US have identified factors influencing
employers’ decisions regarding the design and scope of health insurance benefits,
including SCTs. In Ontario, Canada, where the publicly funded healthcare does not
provide SCTs, a supplementary coverage is provided through employer-sponsored
benefit plans. However, little is known about the extent of SCT coverage by
Ontario employers, and more specifically, the barriers and facilitators to insuring
SCTs. An exploratory study was conducted to examine the decision-making
process to identify factors influencing employers’ decisions about the coverage
of SCTs. Methods: Key informant interviews with 8 employers (auto, retail,
banking, municipal, and university industries), 4 health insurers, 2 government
representatives and 3 advisors/consultants. Document review (benefit plans,
organizational guidelines for health insurance) Results: The most commonly
cited factors influencing decisions about benefit plans, including coverage of the
SCTs, were benefit costs, return-on-investments (ROI), participant utilization of
services, and expert opinions from advisors/consultants. The importance of an
organizational philosophy supporting the health and wellness of its employees
was also mentioned as a factor. Lack of Canadian-specific ROI with regards to
SCTs and lack of information on employee demand for SCTs were identified as
the key barriers to insuring the SCTs. Further, key informants pointed to a lack of

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nicolas Schlienz, M.A., State University of New
York at Buffalo, Psychology, 206 Park Hall, Buffalo, NY 14260, United States,
Phone: 716-310-3748, Email: schlienz@buffalo.edu
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BEYOND CALLS AND MINUTES: QUITLINE UTILIZATION PATTERNS AND
OUTCOMES IN A FIVE-CALL PROGRAM
Rebecca Lien, M.P.H.1, Lija Greenseid, Ph.D.1, Barbara A. Schillo*, Ph.D.2, Amy
Lukowski, Psy.D.3, Paula A. Keller, M.P.H.2, and Michael G. Luxenberg, Ph.D.1,
1
Professional Data Analysts, Inc.; 2ClearWay Minnesota; 3National Jewish Health
BACKGROUND: Research has established that tobacco cessation quitlines
offering multiple proactive calls provide an effective intervention. However, many
participants aren’t utilizing the programs as intended. This study explores how
participants use a five-call program with NRT and the various factors associated
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with program use. Previous quitline studies limit the examination of program use
to number of calls and minutes. We expand program use to include timing of calls
and distribution of NRT. In addition, we explore which program use groups best
predict quitting. METHODS: Minnesota’s QUITPLAN Helpline offers a five-call
program with four weeks of NRT. Data were collected from participants enrolling in
services between September 2011 and April 2012. Data sources include baseline
enrollment, program use, and outcome data from a program evaluation study.
Both data analysis and subject matter expertise were used to derive cut points for
ten program use groups; the groups vary by program use intensity. RESULTS:
Individuals who set a quit date (p < .001) were more likely to complete the full
program as intended. Individuals with low confidence in their ability to quit (p
<.001) were less likely to receive any coaching and were more likely to over use
the program. Individuals with mental health issues (p = .003) and chronic health
conditions (p <.001) were more likely to both under and over use the program. After
collapsing the ten groups into five major groupings necessitated by small follow-up
samples, individuals who complete the program as intended had the highest quit
rates while those in lower and highest intensity program use groups had lower
quit rates (p=.081). CONCLUSIONS: The factors associated with program use
are helpful in identifying potential barriers to completing the full program. This
information could be used by quitlines to target groups that appear less likely to
fully utilize the program. Limitations include small cell sizes for calculation of quit
rates in some of the program use groups. In the future, we wish to validate the
findings of this study with data from another quitline.
This program evaluation was funded by ClearWay Minnesota.

SMOKING CESSATION AND THE SOMALI POPULATION: INSIGHTS FROM
INTERVIEWS AND FOCUS GROUPS

Amy P. Shanafelt, M.A.*1, Akiko Tanaka, Ph.D., M.P.H.2, Abdillahi Kahin2, Abdiqadir
Harun2, Diana Dubois, M.P.H., MIA2, Kathleen Call, Ph.D.1, and Kolawole Okuyemi,
M.D., M.P.H.1, 1University of Minnesota, Center for Health Equity; 2WellShare
International
Background: Minnesota is the home of nearly one third of the total Somali
population in the United States, estimated at around 100,000. A recent study of
tobacco use among Somali adults in Minnesota revealed smoking prevalence
of 44% among Somali men compared to 16% of the general male population in
Minnesota during the same timeframe. Culturally-tailored cessation programs
are a suggested solution. Purpose: The purpose of this study is to investigate
attitudes and beliefs about smoking and smoking cessation among Somalis to
inform the development of culturally-tailored cessation interventions. Methods:
12 interviews were conducted in Somali with Somali key informants including
health professionals(50%), community leaders (40%) and religious leaders (10%).
This sample consisted of 70% male respondents between the ages of 30 and
69. Three focus groups were conducted with self-identified Somali male smokers.
Focus groups were all conducted in Somali and English. Key informant interviews
and focus groups were audio recorded, transcribed, translated and analyzed
thematically using Nvivo. Results: Results indicate there is a limited awareness
in the Somali community about health risks associated with smoking, as well as a
strong social influence on smoking. Health, finances and family were most common
reasons to quit smoking. Religion was referenced as a protective factor against
smoking; however, willpower and desire to quit were associated with success of
cessation, followed by advice from a doctor and family support. Nicotine gum was
perceived as a potentially successful cessation method. Linguistically appropriate
literature and public awareness of health risks for Somali smokers could be
effective. Many informants suggested media, namely television, as an effective
avenue for disseminating smoking cessation information. Conclusions: To reduce
smoking related disparities in the Somali community, smoking cessation and
prevention interventions developed for Somalis should incorporate the protective
role of religion and family support, with dissemination of linguistically-appropriate
education about health risks of smoking. NRT can be offered as a facilitator.
This project is supported in part by the University of Minnesota Center for
Health Equity, 1P60MD003422 for the National Institute on Minority Health and
Health Disparities.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Rebecca Lien, MPH, Data Manager, Professional
Data Analysts, Inc., 219 Main Street SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414, United States,
Phone: 612-623-9110, Email: blien@pdastats.com
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LINGUISTIC AND MOTIVATIONAL PREFERENCES FOR AN EXERCISE
INTERVENTIONS AMONG FEMALE SMOKERS TREATED FOR DEPRESSION
K.L. McPherson*, C.A. Bronars, C.A. Patten, K.S. Vickers-Douglas, M.D. Williams,
J. Levine, C.A. Hughes, and P.A. Decker, Mayo Clinic
BACKGROUND: Depressed female smokers are a particularly treatmentresistant population. Depressive symptoms are associated with poorer cessation
outcomes and females are more likely than males to experience depression.
Yet, smoking treatment studies typically exclude those with clinical depression.
Exercise interventions are a promising approach for smoking and depression;
however, recruiting participants may pose challenges. In this study we explored
motivations for participation in exercise interventions among female smokers
treated for depression and whether different types of recruitment language might
enhance recruitment and retention. We also explored differences in program
preferences between those currently and not depressed at the time of survey
completion. METHODS: 465 adult men and women seen in Primary Care at a
medical center in Southeast Minnesota for depression over approximately the past
5 years completed an Exercise Program Survey (EPS). Of these respondents
54 (12%) were current female smokers who comprise the sample for the current
analysis. The EPS was a three-page measure assessing preferences for an
exercise program including characteristics of the exercise coach, depression
descriptors, and the Patient Health Questionnaire 2-item version. RESULTS:
Of the 54 women, 37% reported current depression; 92% were Caucasian and
82% were between the ages of 25 and 54 years. No significant differences were
detected between those with and without current depression in preferences for
intervention descriptors, exercise coach traits, or motivational factors, and 55%
reported they were not even moderately likely to seek programs described as
“vigorous” or “intense.” Conversely, 63% were “quite a bit” to “extremely” likely to
seek an intervention described as “realistic,” and/or “fun,” 60% reported desiring
a supportive and enthusiastic coach, and 75% preferred that an exercise program
both energize and help manage depression. CONCLUSION: Though there were
no significant differences in preferences by current depression, the reach and
efficacy of such interventions for female smokers with depression history may rely
to some extent on its packaging.
This study was supported by Mayo Clinic NIH relief funds, DA30791.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Amy Shanafelt, MA, Community Program
Specialist, University of Minnesota, Center for Health Equity, 717 Delaware
Street SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414, United States, Phone: 612-626-6796, Email:
park0607@umn.edu

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Keagan McPherson, 612 James Ave, Mankato,
MN 56001, United States, Phone: 6516002806, Email: mcpherson.keagan@
mayo.edu
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puffs, t(22)=0.47, p=.65. Smoking condition significantly increased reinforced
responding only for the high preference music, F(2,44)=5.00, p=.01, and not for
moderate or low preference music, or for no reward (all p’s > .25). Responding for
high preference music increased as smoking intake increased, 8+2 vs. 0+2 puffs,
t(22)=2.30, p<0.05, and 8+2 puffs vs no smoking, t(22)=3.10, p=.005. Withdrawal
did not differ between the two smoking sessions, ruling out withdrawal relief as
an explanation for differential reinforcement enhancement. Our findings confirm
that just one cigarette after abstinence is sufficient for reinforcement enhancing
effects and suggest that such enhancement is greater as magnitude of a reward’s
reinforcing efficacy increases.
Supported by NIH Grant DA031218.

JUST PICTURE IT: EXPLORING THE INFLUENCE OF EXERCISE IMAGERY
ON CIGARETTE CRAVING AND WITHDRAWAL BEHAVIOURS
Lisa. M. Cooke, M.H.K.*1, Lyndsay Fitzgeorge, Ph.D.2, Craig Hall, Ph.D.1, and
Harry Prapavessis, Ph.D.1, 1Western University; 2Fanshawe College
Background: Cigarette smoking is one of the most preventable causes of death
in the world (WHO, 2002) and is associated with various physiological (Doll et
al., 2004) and psychological (Shiffman & Jarvik, 1976) health concerns. One
potential avenue to reduce smoking behaviour is exercise engagement. Ussher
and colleagues (2008) acknowledge that an acute bout of exercise can contribute
to reductions in psychological withdrawal during short-term abstinence. Given
imagery can evoke physiological responses (Lang, 2007) similar to exercise; use
of exercise imagery may have the potential to moderate negative consequences
of smoking dependency. Therefore we examined the effectiveness of exercise
imagery on smoking craving and withdrawal after a short period of abstinence.
Method: Males (n=12) and females (n=17) who regularly smoke (12.4 cigarettes/
day) were randomized into one of three treatment groups: exercise imagery,
acute exercise, or control. Following a period of smoking abstinence (15 hours),
participants completed a variety of questionnaires including the Mood and
Physical Symptoms Scale (West & Hajek, 2004) pre- and post-treatment. Results:
With respect to withdrawal symptoms, a 3 (group) x 2 (time) repeated measures
MANOVA revealed a significant effect for time (partial eta squared=.56) for all three
conditions. Follow-up examination of change scores indicated the exercise group
reported significant differences on tension (p=.05 for imagery) and anxiety (p=.01
for imagery; p=.04 for control). Analysis of craving scores indicated a significant
effect (partial eta squared=.43) for time only. Conclusion: Results suggest that
all participants experienced a reduction in smoking behaviour after treatment. A
change in reported score does suggest imagery may be useful in reducing craving
and withdrawal behaviour when exercise is not feasible. However, these findings
support that actual exercise engagement provides more effective benefits for
some withdrawal symptoms than merely picturing exercise activity.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kenneth Perkins, PhD, Professor of Psychiatry,
University of Pittsburgh, Psychiatry, WPIC, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
15213, United States, Phone: 4122465395, Email: perkinska@upmc.edu
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ROLE OF P450 REDUCTASE (POR) GENETIC VARIATION IN INTERINDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN NICOTINE AND COTININE METABOLISM
Meghan J. Chenoweth, M.Sc.*1, Donald Wang1, Nael Al Koudsi, Ph.D.1, Neal L.
Benowitz, M.D.2, Lisa Sanderson Cox, M.S., Ph.D.3, Jasjit S. Ahluwalia, M.D.,
M.P.H., M.S.4, and Rachel F. Tyndale, M.Sc., Ph.D.1, 1Campbell Family Mental
Health Research Institute, Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, Department
of Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Toronto; 2Division of Clinical
Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics,
Department of Medicine,
Bioengineering and Therapeutic Sciences,
University of California, San
Francisco; 3Department of Preventive Medicine and Public Health, University
of Kansas School of Medicine; 4Department of Medicine and Center for Health
Equity, University of Minnesota Medical School
BACKGROUND: Large variability exists in rates of CYP2A6-mediated nicotine
(NIC) and cotinine (COT) metabolism, altering smoking behaviors and the utility
of COT as a biomarker, respectively. P450 reductase (POR) is essential for CYPmediated drug metabolism; here we asked if genetic variation in POR contributes to
variation in NIC or COT metabolism. CYP2A6 inactivates NIC to COT, and COT to
3’-hydroxycotinine (3HC), and the ratio of these metabolites is used as a marker of
CYP2A6 activity. METHODS: African Americans and African Canadians (N=1415)
were genotyped for POR*28 (C>T; A503V), a common non-synonymous SNP
that affects drug metabolism in a CYP- and substrate-specific manner. NIC and
COT metabolism were compared across POR*28 genotype groups. RESULTS:
The POR*28 allele frequency was 17.5%, and genotype distributions were in
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. In smokers with genetically wildtype CYP2A6 activity,
mean 3HC/COT was 1.3-fold higher in the POR*28 TT group (N=16) relative to the
POR*28 CT+CC group (N=479; 0.588 vs. 0.449; p=0.02). Among non-smokers
with genetically wildtype CYP2A6 activity that received 4 mg oral NIC, the POR*28
CT+TT group (N=17) (vs. POR*28 CC group, N=48) displayed higher mean 3HC/
COT (0.253 vs. 0.181; p=0.027) and trended toward lower NIC area under the curve
(AUC, 904 vs. 1325 ng/(mL*min); p=0.227) suggesting modestly faster CYP2A6
activity and total NIC clearance for T carriers. However, POR*28 contributed little
to the overall variation in 3HC/COT (<1% in smokers; 1.4% in non-smokers)
and NIC AUC (<1% in non-smokers), after controlling for the large contribution
of CYP2A6 genotype. Moreover, in smokers (N=528) and non-smokers (N=63)
with genetically reduced CYP2A6 activity, POR*28 did not alter 3HC/COT and
NIC AUC, and did not affect in vitro NIC metabolism (Km, Vmax, Vmax/Km) in
Caucasian livers (CC, N=34; CT, N=23; TT, N=5). CONCLUSIONS: The findings
suggest the POR*28 T allele may modestly increase CYP2A6 activity in some
circumstances. However, as POR*28 does not appear to contribute meaningfully
to the overall variation in NIC and COT metabolism, it is unlikely to alter smoking
behaviors or the utility of COT as a biomarker.
We acknowledge the support of the Endowed Chair in Addictions for the
Department of Psychiatry (RFT), CIHR-CGSD (MJC), CIHR grants MOP86471
and TMH-109787, NIH grants DA020830 and CA091912, CAMH, the CAMH

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Lisa Cooke, PhD Candidate, Western University,
Kinesiology, Exercise and Health Psychology Lab, Western University, London,
ON N6A5B9, Canada, Phone: 2269733105, Email: lcooke6@uwo.ca
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INFLUENCE OF REINFORCER MAGNITUDE ON SMOKING’S
REINFORCEMENT ENHANCING EFFECTS
K.A. Perkins* and J.L. Karelitz, Department of Psychiatry, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA
We recently confirmed findings from animal research that nicotine may enhance
reinforcement from sensory rewards in the environment that are unrelated to
nicotine, indicating reinforcement enhancing effects. In the current study, we used
a fully within-subjects design to examine differences in reinforced responding
for a sensory reward due to: 1) two different modest amounts of nicotine intake
via cigarette smoking after overnight abstinence, and 2) three different levels of
preference for music reward, or no reward (i.e., reinforcer magnitude). Dependent
smokers (n=23) engaged in 3 sessions, each after overnight smoking abstinence
(>12 hrs; CO≤10 ppm) and involving 4 trials assessing reinforced responding via
progressive ratio (PR50%) for 30-sec clips of high, moderate, or low preference
music, or no reward (one per 15-min trial; counter-balanced). Sessions differed in
amount of smoking prior to each trial: 8 puffs on arrival and 2 puffs/trial (“8+2”), 2
puffs/trial only (“0+2”), or no smoking. All smoking involved own brand via CReSS
to control topography. Reinforced responding was influenced by the main effects
of smoking condition, F(2,44)=3.27, p<.05, and music reward type, F(3,66)=32.03,
p<.001. Compared to the no smoking condition, responding for music was
increased after smoking 8+2/trial puffs, t(22)=3.25, p<.005, but not after 0+2/trial
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back. Repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine main effects and
interactions; post hoc comparisons were made using Fisher’s LSD. AB smokers
reported increased withdrawal symptoms and tobacco craving throughout the 8
days, whereas scores on the MNWS and TCQ were unchanged from baseline
for the DENIC and NIC groups. The AB group, compared to DENIC and NIC,
had slower response times (RT) on Logical Reasoning, n-Back, and RVIP; this
decrement returned to baseline after 48 hrs. However, both DENIC and AB groups
had slowed RT at 24 hrs on the DMS task. There were no significant effects on
accuracy. These results suggest that components of tobacco smoke other than
nicotine attenuated self-reported withdrawal symptoms observed during 8 days of
tobacco deprivation, and some of the attention deficits observed early in withdrawal.
Supported by the NIDA Intramural Research Program.

Foundation, the Canada Foundation for Innovation (#20289 and #16014) and the
Ontario Ministry of Research and Innovation.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Meghan Chenoweth, MSc, PhD Student, University
of Toronto, Pharmacology and Toxicology, 1 King’s College Circle, Toronto, ON
M5S 1A8 , Canada, Phone: 647-969-1170, Email: meghan.chenoweth@utoronto.
ca
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PRESENCE OF LITTLE CIGAR AND CIGARILLO SMOKING CONTENT ON
YOUTUBE: A CONTENT ANALYSIS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Carol Myers, Ph.D., Staff Scientist, NIDA, 251
Bayview Blvd, Baltimore, MD 21224, United States, Phone: 4437402437, Email:
cm396j@nih.gov

Kymberle L. Sterling, Dr.P.H.*, Sarah Trimmer, and Melissa Duong, Institute of
Public Health, Georgia State University
Little cigars and cigarillos, flavored tobacco products that are smoked like
cigarettes, are among the fastest growing tobacco products in the United States,
especially among young adults. Young adults often visit social media websites,
which may be a source of exposure to pro-tobacco content. We examined the
presence of little cigar and cigarillo smoking content on a popular social media site
(i.e., YouTube). Understanding the little cigar and cigarillo content promoted on
YouTube may inform communication strategies that convey information about their
harmfulness to young adults. Little cigar, cigarillos, and the names of two leading
brands were terms used to retrieve the top 20 videos on YouTube by relevance and
view count searches. Eliminating duplicates, 120 videos were independently coded
by three researchers for the prevalence of little cigar/cigarillo smoking, messages,
and themes. The majority (88.9%) of videos positively portrayed little cigar/cigarillo
smoking. Little cigar/cigarillo smoking was found in 77.3% of the videos. Smoking
with others (26.3%), music (25.3%), smoking tricks (18.9%), and romance/sex
(10.5%) were the most common video themes. Compared to cigarettes, positive
consequences of little cigars/cigarillos smoking included better taste and smell;
pharmacological effects of smoking; longer burn time; social benefits, and healthier
perceptions. Negative consequences included short-term health outcomes (i.e.
headaches). Over twenty percent (21.8%) of individuals in the videos altered
their little cigar/cigarillo by removing its inner lining in a process called “hyping”
or “freaking” to reduce negative health risks associated with smoking the product.
Approximately 27.6% of the individuals in the video sample reported their intention
to continue to smoke little cigars/cigarillos in the future. The opportunities and
challenges inherent in using social media as a modality to deliver anti-little cigar/
cigarillo messages to reduce its use among young adults should be explored.
This work was supported by the Georgia State University Research Foundation.
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MESSAGE THEMES: COMMUNICATING INFORMATION ABOUT
E-CIGARETTES TO ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG ADULTS
Daniel Ells, B.S.*, Grace Kong, Ph.D., Deepa Camenga, M.D., Dana Cavallo,
Ph.D., and Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin, Ph.D., Yale University School of Medicine
Tobacco marketing contributes significantly to the use of tobacco products by
adolescents and young adults. Understanding how to communicate the risks of
e-cigarettes to this vulnerable population is an important priority of the FSPTCA.
The goal of this study is to develop and test messages conveying information
about e-cigarettes to high school and college students. We conducted 8 focus
groups (4-8 participants each) with male and female smokers and non-smokers
within a high school and a local college in CT. We asked participants to create
2 messages: an appealing message to promote use of e-cigarettes and an
unappealing message to prevent use. Two independent raters coded the theme
of the messages and determined the frequency of each theme. We identified 10
content themes: cost, smell, flavor, health, comparative perceptions to cigarettes,
convenience, quitting cigarette smoking, social acceptance, addiction, and
e-cigarette constituents (e.g. water vapor). The most common appealing message
content themes reported by smokers were convenience (19.0%; can smoke
anywhere) and comparison to cigarettes (15.5%; safer than cigarettes). Health
(13.8%; better for your lungs), constituents (13.8%; can recharge and smoke
more), smell (13.8%; no nasty smell) and flavor (13.8%; tons of new flavors) were
equally endorsed. The most common themes reported by non-smokers were
health (18.7%; a way to smoke without the cancer), comparison to cigarettes
(17.3%; they look like the real thing) and cost (17.3%; save money in the long run).
The top three unappealing themes were similar among smokers and non-smokers:
health (25.2%; risk of cancer), comparison to cigarettes (22.3%; more harmful
than cigarettes) and constituents (18.4%; questionable chemicals). The message
content themes did not differ between high school and college students, but the
frequency in which they appeared differed. This study presented novel data on the
message themes that can be used to communicate information about e-cigarettes
to adolescents and young adults.
Funding: P50 DA09421.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kymberle Sterling, DrPH, MPH, Assistant
Professor, Georgia State University, Institute of Public Health, 140 Decatur Street,
Atlanta, GA 30033, United States, Phone: 404-413-1129, Email: ksterling@gsu.
edu
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DENICOTINIZED CIGARETTES ATTENUATE WITHDRAWAL SYMPTOMS
OVER 8 DAYS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Daniel Ells, B.S., Research Assistant, Yale School
of Medicine, Psychiatry, 34 Park St, New Haven, CT 06519, United States, Phone:
2039747593, Email: daniel.ells@yale.edu

Carol S. Myers, Ph.D.*1, Richard C. Taylor, M.A.1, Thomas J. Ross, Ph.D.1, Betty
Jo Salmeron, M.D.1, Ivan Berlin, M.D.2, Elliot A. Stein, Ph.D.1, and Stephen J.
Heishman, Ph.D.1, 1National Institute on Drug Abuse - IRP; 2Groupe Hospitalier
Universitaire Pitie-Salpetriere, Paris
Denicotinized cigarettes can attenuate nicotine withdrawal symptoms for several
hours to days, but their longer term effect on cognition has not been reported.
Smokers were randomly assigned to one of three groups (n = 15 per group):
tobacco abstinent (AB), denicotinized (DENIC) or nicotine (NIC) cigarettes. After 8
days, participants resumed (or continued) smoking nicotine cigarettes. Compliance
was monitored via expired air CO and urine nicotine concentration. A battery of
subjective and cognitive measures was assessed at baseline, repeatedly during the
8-day experimental phase, and after resumption of smoking. Subjective measures
included the Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal Scale (MNWS) and Tobacco Craving
Questionnaire (TCQ). Cognitive measures included Rapid Visual Information
Processing (RVIP), a test of sustained attention; Delayed Match to Sample (DMS),
a working memory pattern-recognition task; Logical Reasoning, which assesses
information processing, and n-Back, a working memory task in which one must
decide if each letter in a sequence matches one that appeared 1, 2, or 3 places

POS4-129

IN VITRO TESTING USING HUMAN INDUCED PLURIPOTENT STEM CELLDERIVED CARDIOMYOCYTES TO PREDICT TOBACCO SMOKING-RELATED
HEART DISEASES
Xi Yang1, James Greenhaw1, Maocheng Yang2, and Patricia Richter2, 1Division of
Systems Biology, National Center for Toxicological Research, U.S. FDA, Jefferson,
AR; 2Office of Science, Center for Tobacco Products, U.S. FDA, Rockville, MD
Smoking causes coronary heart disease, the leading cause of death in the
United States. Although about 30% of coronary heart disease deaths are related
to smoking; it may take decades of smoke exposure before the ultimate adverse
outcomes occur. Improved in vitro systems for predicting adverse health outcomes
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from tobacco use are needed to assist the evaluation of new tobacco products. It is
hypothesized that the stem cell model can identify cellular biomarkers predictive of
the onset of disease. Human induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells can differentiate
into functional cardiomyocytes, which express cardiac-specific genes and proteins
and possess electrophysiological and biochemical properties resembling human
cardiomyocytes. In this study, we compared four mainstream cigarette smoke
condensates (CSCs) in human iPS cardiomyocytes with unique endpoints. All
CSCs reduced the cell viability using established cytotoxicity assays, including
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release for cytotoxicity, and ATP concentration
for general cell health. 96-well plates with interdigitated electrode arrays were
used to assess the phenotypic changes of iPS cardiomyocytes (impedance and
the rhythmic contraction). Treatment with all CSCs resulted in dose-dependent
changes in the beat rate and the amplitude of the impedance measurement.
Overall, CSC generated under ISO condition was more toxic than the “intense”
condition. This in vitro system shows that iPS cardiomyocytes represent a
promising in vitro model to predict smoking induced cardiac toxicity and study
smoking associated heart diseases.
Funding by FDA E07447.11.

USE OF ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS INCREASES REFERRALS TO
THE TOBACCO TREATMENT PROGRAM AT MD ANDERSON CANCER
CENTER
Vance Rabius, Ph.D.*, Cho Lam, Ph.D., Janice A. Blalock, Ph.D., Maher
Karam-Hage, M.D., and Paul M. Cinciripini, Ph.D., Department of Behavioral
Science, The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
Tobacco plays a causal role in at least 15 types of cancer, accounts for almost
one-third of all cancers, and has deleterious consequences on cancer treatment
outcomes. Since 2006 the Tobacco Treatment Program (TTP) has provided
smoking cessation treatment to patients and employees at MD Anderson Cancer
Center (MDACC). TTP provides a 3-month program of behavioral counseling
and pharmacotherapy for smoking cessation, in combination with psychological
counseling and/or psychiatric treatment for conditions directly affecting a cessation
attempt. Counseling sessions are provided in-person and by telephone and
webcam. Historically most patients have been referred to the TTP by a health
care provider. The TTP then proactively contacts the patient to schedule an initial
appointment. This study summarizes the impact of enhancing provider-driven
referrals with newly instituted automatic electronic referrals (AERs) based on selfreported tobacco use in a patient’s electronic health record (EHR). In early 2012
an electronic screening was put in place for all MDACC patients to conform to the
Federal mandate for Meaningful Use of EHR standards. This process resulted
in the automatic electronic referral to TTP of all patients who self-identified as
tobacco users in the last 12 months. TTP began receiving the AERs in mid-July.
The number and source of referrals were tracked for 11 weeks prior to the change
and for 23 weeks after. The average number of referrals per day from all sources
increased 228%, from 11.1 to 36.6 (t = 19.6, df = 25.9, p < 0.0001). Referrals based
on EHRs increased 412%, from 6.4 to 33.0 (t = 19.9, df = 23.9, p < 0.0001). Since
a referral does not necessarily become a TTP patient, we also compared arrived
new patients for the first 5 months TTP received AERs (Aug – Dec 2012) with the
same period in 2011 and found a 59% increase, from 203 to 323 (t = 4.5, df = 8, p
= 0.002). AERs significantly enhanced the system of provider-driven referrals. The
implementation of Meaningful Use of EHR standards provides an opportunity for
hospital-based programs to greatly improve their proactive provision of smoking
cessation services.
The Tobacco Treatment Program is funded by The University of Texas MD
Anderson Cancer Center.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Xi Yang, PhD, Biologist, US FDA/NCTR, Systems
Biology, 3900 NCTR Road, Jefferson, AR 72079, United States, Phone:
8705437321, Email: yangxi@gmail.com
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CUSTOM MENTHOLATION OF COMMERICAL CIGARETTES FOR
RESEARCH PURPOSES
I.C. MacGregor*1, S.B. Stanfill2, S.M. Gordon1, D.J. Turner1, J.M. Butler1, E.A.
Hanft1, H. Kim1, R.R. Kroeger1, M.C. Brinkman1, and P.I. Clark3, 1Battelle; 2Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention; 3University of Maryland
Menthol cigarettes are particularly favored by youth and certain ethnic/
racial minorities, and growing evidence suggests they are starter products for
adolescents, impede cessation, increase relapse following cessation, and may
undermine social justice via incessant targeted marketing of these products to
communities of color. Menthol cigarettes may also contribute to differences in the
health effects of smoking in certain ethnic groups; however, for various reasons,
previous efforts to link menthol cigarette use to increased tobacco-related disease
risk have been inconclusive. To study menthol exposure, cigarettes that differ
only in menthol content are required, and these are not commercially available.
We report here our work to prepare cigarettes that differ only in menthol content.
Initially, we developed an extraction and analysis method to simultaneously
measure the menthol and nicotine content in the filter and tobacco rod. The
method was adapted from previously published work; menthol and nicotine
recoveries ranged from 70-93%. With this method we measured the menthol and
nicotine content of four brands of commercial menthol cigarettes; results ranged
from 2.6-4.6 mg/g menthol and 17.8-19.5 mg/g nicotine, consistent with previous
reports. A brand of commercial non-menthol cigarettes, selected to match the tar,
nicotine and ventilation of a popular menthol brand, was subjected to direct vapor
deposition of pulverized L-menthol to generate the custom-mentholated cigarettes.
Repeatability was excellent, yielding an average menthol content in three different
batches of 6.3 ± 1.0 mg/g (n = 15, five cigarettes/batch). Nicotine levels (17.6 ±
0.7 mg/g) were consistent with commercial non-menthol cigarettes. Most of the
menthol (91%) and nicotine (99.7%) were found in the tobacco. These results are
consistent with commercial cigarettes for nicotine but somewhat higher than the
typical menthol levels (70-80%) in tobacco from commercial menthol cigarettes.
The stability of the menthol in our custom-mentholated cigarettes was investigated
for 43 days. Over that time period, menthol decreased by about 20%, but after day
7, levels remained relatively constant.
Funding for this project was from NIH-National Cancer Institute (R01 CA162085,
Gordon) to Battelle Memorial Institute.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Vance Rabius, PhD, University of Texas MD
Anderson Cancer Center, Behavioral Science, 1155 Pressler St., Houston, TX
77030, United States, Phone: 713-745-4474, Email: varabius@mdanderson.org
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SMOKING AS INDEPENDENT RISK FACTORS FOR POST-OPERATIVE
DELIRIUM IN THE ELDERLY: PROSPECTIVE INVESTIGATION IN THE
PERI-OPERATIVE SETTING
Bruno Neuner*, Finn Radke, Edith Weiss-Gerlach, Wolf Rüdiger Brockhaus,
and Claudia Spies, Department of Anesthesiology and Intensive Care Medicine,
Charité;-Universitaetsmedizin Berlin, Campus Virchow-Klinikum and Campus
Charité; Mitte, Berlin, Germany
Background: The incidence of post-operative delirium (POD) in non-cardiac
surgery ranges from 5% to > 50% and in cardiac surgery from 13.5% to 41.7%.
In both settings smoking was found to be an independent risk-factor for POD.
Aim of this study was to estimate the independent association of current smoking
with POD in patients ≥ 60 years undergoing elective surgery. Methods: After
ethical committee approval and written informed consent the study was conducted
between 03-2009 and 10-2010 in a tertiary university hospital in Germany.
Smoking status (never, former and current smoking [light smoking ≤ 10 cigarettes
/ day and heavy smoking > 10 cigarettes / day]) and alcohol consumption were
evaluated during the premedication visit. Peri-operative parameters (surgical time,
American Association of Anaesthetists (ASA) score, operative site) as well as POD
(defined as ≥ 2 points in the Nursing Delirium Screening Scale at least one time
within 7 days post-operative on ward) were evaluated by trained study personnel.
Multivariate analysis was by logistic regression analysis, adjusted for relevant
covariates. Results: Out of 1288 included patients 914 (71.0%) had complete
data on all covariates and POD. The mean age was 69.7 years and 496 (54.3%)
were males. Overall 379 (41.5%) were never-smokers, 413 (45.2%) were former
smokers and 122 (10.3%) were current smokers. Median operation time was 3.8

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ian MacGregor, Senior Research Scientist,
Battelle, Environmental Solutions, 505 King Ave, Columbus, OH 43201, United
States, Phone: 614-424-3242, Fax: 614-458-3242, Email: macgregori@battelle.
org
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(range 0.8 – 11.7) hours. There were significant differences in gender, age, ASA
score and alcohol consumption between smoking statuses. POD occurred in 179
(19.6%) study participants with 74 (19.5%) in never-smokers, 80 (19.4%) in former
smokers, 18 (18.0%) in light smokers and 7 (31.8%) in heavy smokers (p for trend
= 0.653). In multivariate analysis heavy smoking was independently associates
with POD: Odds Ratio = 3.3 (95%-confidence interval (1.1 – 9.8), p = 0.03. Older
age and longer operation times were additionally associated with POD (both p <
0.001). Conclusions: Heavy smoking is an independent risk factor or POD in the
elderly. Future studies should evaluate the effectiveness of nicotine replacement
therapy in preventing POD and its long-term sequelae.
No funding.

consisted of 5 counseling sessions and 9 maintenance sessions. Participants
were eligible for cessation medication (bupropion, nicotine patch, nortriptyline,
clonidine) or combination therapy, given for free, following INCA guidelines.
Tobacco cessation outcomes was assessed at 4 weeks, 8 weeks, and 12 weeks
at the end of motivation intervencion. Results: Out of the 120 patient smokers
invitated, 28 smokers attended an initial motivational session and 22 enrolled in
treatment group. Adherence was high: 79% at week 1; 75% at week 2; 72% at
week 3 and 57.1% at week 4. The cessation medication was 42,8%, 59% used
a single medication and 41% used combined drugs. Self-report cessation was
14.3% (4/28), 39.3% (11/28) and 53,6% (15/28) at weeks 4, 8 and 12, respectively.
Conclusion: The biggest barrier to smoking cessation was motivation, suggesting
the need for motivational interventions. Tobacco cessation increased overtime,
achieving highest rate cessation at 12 week. What showed a relevant increase of
the index when compared to the early the cessation of INCA.
The project described was supported by Award #R03TW008723 from the
Fogarty International Center.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Bruno Neuner, MD MSE, Charité - University
Medicine Berlin, Department of Anesthesiology and Intensive Care Medicine,
Campus Charité Mitte, Berlin, 10117, Germany, Phone: +49 30 450 531 026,
Email: bruno.neuner@charite.de

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Arise Galil, Evaluating Smoking Cessation among
Chronic Disease Patients within Public Health System in Brazil, Centro HIPERDIA
de Juiz de Fora- MG, Unidade de Assistência Integral ao Tabagista, Av. Rio
Branco, Juiz de Fora, Minas Gerais 36015510, Brazil, Phone: 32 32189417, Fax:
32 32189417, Email: arise@cardiol.br
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COMBINATION VARENICLINE/BUPROPION TREATMENT BENEFITS MALE
NRT-NONRESPONDERS
Jed E. Rose* and Frederique M. Behm, Duke University Medical Center
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Our previous research describes an adaptive smoking cessation treatment
strategy in which smokers receive nicotine patch treatment 2 weeks before
a target quit date. After 1 week, the reduction in ad lib smoking while wearing
patches is assessed using expired air CO; this measure predicts subsequent
abstinence. In the adaptive treatment procedure, smokers who are characterized
as NRT “non-responders,” whose CO declines ≤50% from baseline, receive
rescue treatment using prescription medications (varenicline or bupropion). In a
prior study, switching NRT non-responders to varenicline was found to increase
abstinence rates by approximately 10% relative to remaining on nicotine patch
alone. The present study recruited 222 NRT non-responders (out of a total of 327
study participants) and randomized them to receiving varenicline+bupropion vs.
varenicline alone, using a double-blind design. Treatment was initiated 1 week
before the target quit date and continued until 11 weeks post-quit. The primary
outcome, abstinence at 8-11 weeks post-quit, showed a substantial enhancement
with the combination treatment for male smokers: 49% for the combination vs.
18% for varenicline alone (based on 94.5% of outcome data collected thus far),
whereas no benefit was observed for female smokers (28% for the combination
vs. 32% for varenicline alone: sex X treatment interaction P<0.01). The treatments
were well tolerated. These results further support the use of adaptive treatment
strategies for NRT non-responders, and suggest that male NRT non-responders
may benefit by switching to combination varenicline/bupropion treatment. Further
studies should explore potential mechanisms that account for the sex difference in
response of NRT non-responders to combination varenicline/bupropion treatment.
Funding: National Institute on Drug Abuse; Philip Morris USA.

HEALTH CARE WORKERS’ KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES, BELIEFS,
AND PRACTICES ON TOBACCO USE IN SEVEN ECONOMICALLY
DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Michael G. Prucha, B.A.*1, Scott McIntosh, Ph.D.1, Susan Fisher, M.S., Ph.D.1,
Nancy Chin, Ph.D., M.P.H.1, Ann Dozier, R.N., Ph.D.1, Kelly Thevenet-Morrison,
M.S.1, Emily Weber, B.A.1, Heather Holderness, B.A.1, Deborah Ossip, Ph.D.1,
Zahíra Quiñones de Monegro, M.D., M.P.H.2, José Javier Sánchez, M.D.2, Sergio
Díaz, M.D.3, and Arisleyda Bautista, M.R.H.3, 1University of Rochester Medical
Center; 2Pontifica Universidad Católica Madre y Maestra; 3Centro de Atención
Primaria Juan XXIII
BACKGROUND: Global tobacco use continues to increase despite tobacco
control efforts most notably in developed nations, as the focus of tobacco
companies has shifted to low and middle-income countries (LMICs). The
Dominican Republic (DR), a Caribbean LMIC, is unique as the only nation in
the Western Hemisphere which has not signed the Framework Convention
on Tobacco Control. Concerted national efforts against tobacco use, including
health care worker(HCW) interventions, have been lacking. Research has shown
that even brief HCW interventions (<3 minutes) significantly increase tobacco
cessation among patients (Stead, 2008). METHODS: Survey data were collected
in 7 participating communities in the larger “Proyecto Doble T2” trial (Ossip, PI).
In each community all HCWs were targeted for anonymous, self-administered
surveys(final N=107). Descriptive data on knowledge, attitudes and practices
of HCWs regarding tobacco cessation are provided. RESULTS: Self-reported
tobacco use among HCWs in these communities was quite low (0.92%). Although
asking about tobacco use at every patient encounter remains the best practice
guideline (Fiore, 2008) only 48.6% of respondents asked “always,” even though
85.05% of respondents “strongly agree” that HCWs should routinely ask about
tobacco use. Likewise, 82.24% of those surveyed “strongly agree” that HCWs
should routinely help patients to quit, while only 52.34% reported “always” helping
users to quit. Beliefs about the effect of tobacco use varied from 94.39% “strongly
agreeing” that smoking is harmful to health to only 41.12% “strongly agreeing”
that smoking increases risk of otitis media in children. CONCLUSIONS: These
preliminary data identifying the absolute difference between beliefs and practices
are a start to understanding influences on intervening with tobacco users by HCWs
in the DR. A quantitative summary of knowledge level is also helpful to illuminate
the need for further education related to tobacco use and intervention practices.
Further research will examine the factors related to HCWs asking about tobacco
use at each visit in order to help focus education and policy efforts to support this
public health cause.
The project was funded by the National Cancer Institute at the National Institutes
of Health, grant number NCI R01 CA132950 (Ossip, PI). The project described in
this submission was also supported by the University of Rochester CTSA award
number TL1 RR024135 from the National Center for Research Resources and the

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Jed Rose, Ph.D., Professor, 2424 Erwin Road,
Suite 201, Durham, NC 27705, United States, Phone: 919-668-5152, Email: jed.
rose@duke.edu
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EVALUATING SMOKING CESSATION AMONG CHRONIC DISEASE
PATIENTS WITH PUBLIC HEALTH SYSTEM IN BRAZIL
Arise Galil, Marilda Ferreira, Tatiane Campos, Eliane Banhato, Marcus Bastos,
Kimber Richter, and A. Paula Cupertino*
Background: Although Brazil is the second largest producer of tobacco in the
world, it is also a world leader in public health approaches to tobacco control.
The Instituto Nacional do Câncer (National Cancer Institute/INCA) implemented
an evidence-based tobacco control plan designed to deliver group treatment and
provide access to free cessation medication through Brazil’s universal health care
system, with a focus on primary care. The aim of this project is to describe a pilot
study of a smoking cessation treatment offered at an outpatient clinic for patients
with chronic disease (arterial hypertension, diabetes and chronic kidney disease),
and the rate of early cessation (until week 12). Methods: Patients attending the
clinic were screened for smoking status. Project staff called patients at home to
invite them to participate. The intervention was based on INCA materials and
261
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when never-smoking youth are first cognitively susceptible to experiment. This
“susceptibility” period is also influenced by exposure to tobacco industry marketing.
Among adolescents who have never smoked, receptivity to tobacco advertising
has been shown to predict future cigarette smoking. Receptive adolescents readily
identify favorite ads and report willingness to use a tobacco branded product. Less
is known about the role of parent-child interactions in shaping the developmental
course of receptivity. In a 6-wave longitudinal US cohort (n=1036) of adolescents
aged 10-13, mixed-effect regression models related development of receptivity to
tobacco advertising and risk for tobacco use in subsequent waves of assessment.
Among never-smoking adolescents, there were significant increases in receptivity
over time (p<0.001), with receptivity in the previous year more than doubling the
odds of smoking in subsequent years (AOR=2.11, 95%CI: 1.31-3.41; p<0.002).
Mental health status (p<0.05), peer/familial smoking (p’s<0.05), and positive
smoking attitudes (p<0.03) related to increased receptivity over time, reports
of parent-child interactions to prevent tobacco use were protective (b=-0.13;
SE=0.06, p<0.05) and lower levels of parental monitoring (b= 0.02, SE= 0.01;
p<0.03) were associated with increased receptivity to advertising over time. These
results suggest the importance of familial factors in shaping the impact of tobacco
advertising on risk for smoking initiation. Results from this study will help inform the
PATH Study questionnaire development and analysis.
Support: This project has been funded in whole or in part with Federal funds
from the National Institute on Drug Abuse, National Institutes of Health, and
the Food and Drug Administration, Department of Health and Human Services,
under Contract #HHSN271201100027C. Funding for the primary data collection
was provided by National Cancer Institute grant CA093982, an American Legacy
Foundation grant, and Tobacco Related Disease Research Program grants
17RT-0088 and 15RT-0238 from the University of California.

National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences of the National Institutes of
Health.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Michael Prucha, B.A., University of Rochester
School of Medicine and Dentistry, Public Health Sciences, 601 Elmwood Avenue,
Rochester, NY 14642, United States, Phone: 716-696-2022, Email: michael_
prucha@urmc.rochester.edu
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AT-1009, A HIGHLY SELECTIVE AND POTENT ALPHA3BETA4 NICOTINIC
ACETYLCHOLINE RECEPTOR ANTAGONIST, DOSE-DEPENDENTLY
REDUCES NICOTINE SELF-ADMINISTRATION AND REINSTATEMENT IN
RATS
Nurulain T. Zaveri*1, Matthew R. Costello2, Ariana Malagon2, Dennis Yasuda1,
Lawrence Toll3, James D. Belluzzi2, and Frances M. Leslie2, 1Astraea Therapeutics
LLC., Mountain View, CA; 2University of California Irvine, Irvine, CA; 3Torrey Pines
Institute for Molecular Studies, Port St. Lucie, FL
Tobacco dependence remains a massive public health problem, as nearly
20% of adults are smokers. Pharmacotherapeutic interventions are being actively
promoted to increase effectiveness of smoking cessation efforts. However, current
pharmacological cessation aids have low success rates and adverse effects with
long-term use. One of the factors contributing to low quit rates is smoking relapse.
We recently showed that AT-1001, a potent and selective antagonist of the α3β4
nAChR, decreased responding to nicotine in the rat self-administration paradigm,
while having no effects on food responding. The α3β4 nAChR is present in highly
localized areas in the brain but recent genome-wide association studies in humans
suggest an involvement of the α3β4 nAChR in tobacco dependence. In this study,
we used the self-administration model to test whether AT-1009, another potent and
selective α3β4 nAChR antagonist from the same series, could reduce, not only
stable self-administration of nicotine, but also reinstatement of nicotine-seeking
behavior, a model of relapse. Adult male SD rats (n=19) were trained to lever
press for a food pellet and then allowed to self-administer nicotine (30 µg/kg/inj)
at a fixed-ratio 5 schedule with a 20 second timeout period. After reaching stable
responding, 7 rats were pretreated with 0, 0.75, 1.5 or 3 mg/kg (s.c.) of AT-1009 in
a randomized within-subjects design. The remaining animals (n= 12) underwent
extinction training after establishing stable nicotine self-administration. Once
extinguished, rats were pretreated with 0, 0.75, 1.5 or 3 mg/kg (s.c.) of AT-1009
in a randomized within-subjects design and subsequently reinstated with nicotineassociated cues and yohimbine, a pharmacological stressor. RESULTS:AT-1009
dose-dependently reduced responding for nicotine. Importantly, AT-1009
also dose-dependently reduced reinstatement of nicotine-seeking behavior.
CONCLUSIONS: Our results suggest that not only is the α3β4 nAChR antagonism
a viable approach for tobacco cessation treatment but also for prevention of
relapse. Highly selective and potent α3β4 nAChR antagonists such as AT-1009
may be developed as medications for smoking cessation.
This work was supported by NIDA Grant R43DA033744.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: David Strong, PhD, University of California, San
Diego, Family and Preventive Medicine, 9500 Gilman Dr #0813, La Jolla, CA
92093-0813, United States, Phone: 858-657-5241, Email: dstrong@ucsd.edu
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PERCEPTIONS OF HOOKAH USE AMONG ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG
ADULTS: A QUALITATIVE STUDY
Grace Kong, Ph.D.*, Deepa Camenga, M.D., Dana Cavallo, Ph.D., and Suchitra
Krishnan-Sarin, Ph.D. Yale University School of Medicine
Although rates of hookah use are generally low, recent reports suggest that
adolescents and young adults are highly susceptible to uptake and use hookah.
There is paucity of data describing the perceptions, attitudes and beliefs about
the risks and harms of hookah use among adolescents and young adults.
Understanding these factors may inform the regulation of this and new tobacco
products. Thus, we conducted a qualitative study using 8 focus groups with
high school and college students stratified by smoking status and gender to
assess knowledge, motivation to use, comparative perceptions to cigarettes
and perceptions of risk of hookah use. The transcripts of the focus groups were
examined using thematic analysis. The themes did not differ between high school
and college students. Most participants were aware of hookahs and how they were
used and generally viewed it as being positive (“cool”, “trendy”) and appealing
because of availability of various flavors. Participants reported seeing hookah on
social media such as Facebook and used them at local hookah bars. The majority
of smokers reported having used hookahs and non-smokers reported either having
tried or being willing to try it. Perceptions of health risks and addiction potential
varied. Some viewed hookah use as a healthier alternative to cigarette smoking
(smokers found it less harsh on the throat than cigarette smoking), but others felt
that the health risks were equivalent to cigarette smoking. Some smokers felt
that hookah use was less habit forming than cigarette smoking because of the
effort needed to use. All groups reported concerns of hygiene and the spread of
diseases from sharing the mouth piece. The focus group findings suggest that
adolescents’ and young adults’ perceptions of hookah use is generally positive and
easily accessible. Interestingly, even non-smokers shared similar positive views,
suggesting the need to better regulate this tobacco product to prevent tobacco
initiation.
Funding: P50DA09421.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Nurulain Zaveri, Ph.D., President and Chief
Scientific Officer, Astraea Therapeutics, 320 Logue Avenue, Mountain View,
CA 94043, United States, Phone: 650-254-0786, Fax: 650-254-0787, Email:
nurulain@astraeatherapeutics.com
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DEVELOPMENT OF ADOLESCENT RECEPTIVITY TO TOBACCO
ADVERTISING AND SMOKING INITIATION
David R. Strong, Ph.D.*1, Karen Messer, Ph.D.1, Jesse Nodora, Dr.P.H.1, Lisa
James1, Martha White, M.S.1, Nicolette Borek, Ph.D.2, Nikolas Pharris-Ciurej,
Ph.D.2, Elizabeth Lambert, M.S.3, and John Pierce, Ph.D.1, 1Department of Family
and Preventive Medicine, University of California, San Diego; 2Center for Tobacco
Products, FDA, Rockville, MD; 3National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA/NIH),
Bethesda, MD

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Grace Kong, Yale University School of Medicine,
34 Park St. Room S-201, New Haven, CT 06519, United States, Phone: 203 974
7601, Email: grace.kong@yale.edu

Each day, an estimated 3800 adolescents smoke their first cigarette. In
the US, initiation risks are higher among poor families, single parent homes,
and youth exposed to tobacco use at home. The Population Assessment of
Tobacco and Health (PATH) Study will assess initiation of tobacco use among
youth and associated factors. Familial influences are important during the time
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ranked as least effective in both pre- and post-market samples (mean rank 3.5 vs.
3.2, p<.01 & 4.9 vs.2.9, p<.001). Results from post-market data indicated that HWLs
with graphic and lived experience content significantly outperformed symbolic
content, and testimonial content outperformed didactic content. Conclusions: The
study suggests that well-designed pre-market studies can have predictive and
external validity, helping regulators select HWL content.
Data collection and analyses for this project were supported by grants from the
U.S. National Cancer Institute (P01 CA138389 and R01 CA167067).

DISPARITIES IN ASSESSMENT OF RISK FOR TOBACCO INITIATION:
SURVEILLANCE OF SENSATION SEEKING AMONG U.S. ADOLESCENTS
David R. Strong, Ph.D.*1, Amanda Richardson, Ph.D.2, and Donna Vallone, Ph.D.2,
1
Department of Family and Preventive Medicine, University of California, San
Diego; 2Legacy, Washington, DC
Individual differences in sensation seeking (SS) are associated with initiation of
tobacco use, higher initial sensitivity to nicotine, higher levels of tobacco use, and
difficulty with cessation. Delivery of public health prevention campaigns targeting
youth with SS has been complicated by observed differences in the reliability of
SS surveillance indices among racial/ethnic subgroups. With a renewed focus
on instrumentation and re-evaluation of the consistency of tobacco-related risk
conveyed by SS, this study presents a thorough evaluation of 5 items from the
Zuckerman Kuhlman Personality Questionnaire (ZKPQ) across Black, Hispanic,
and Non-Hispanic White racial/ethnic subgroups using data from the National
Comorbidity Survey of Adolescents (NCS-A), a cross-sectional nationally
representative survey of 10,123 adolescents, 13-17 years of age. Methods based
in item-response theory documented statistically significant differences in the item
functioning (DIF) of each SS item among black adolescents. Black adolescents
were more likely to endorse ‘a life of travel..change and excitement’ (NCDIF=0.22,
G2=383.7, p<0.01) and less likely to endorse ‘do things that are a little frightening’
(NCDIF=0.12, G2=360.8, p<0.01). Regression models confirmed the strong
association of SS with smoking initiation (AOR=1.79, 95%CI=1.6-2.0,p<0.01)
and levels of tobacco dependence (AOR= 1.74, 95%CI=1.5-2.0, p<0.01). Risk
for tobacco initiation (AOR=0.65, 95%CI=0.48-0.87) and dependence (AOR=
0.59, 95%CI=0.49-0.72, p<0.01) among ever-smokers, was consistently lower
among blacks than non-Hispanic whites. When compared to non-Hispanic whites,
levels of SS among black adolescents were less strongly related to initiation of
smoking (race*SS=-0.21, SE=0.10, p< 0.04) and SS conveyed similar risk for
tobacco dependence among ever-smokers from racial/ethnic subgroups (p’s >
0.10). Although the construct of SS is robustly related to tobacco use among US
adolescents, measurement imprecision from canceling DIF from the ZKPQ-SS
items may weaken the predictive utility for identifying risk for smoking initiation
among black adolescents.
Support: This project has been funded by American Legacy Foundation.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Liling Huang, MPH, University of South Carolina,
Health Promotion, Education & Behavior, 800 Sumter Street, Columbia, SC
29208, United States, Phone: 8036616755, Email: huangl@mailbox.sc.edu
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ADOLESCENT SMOKING CESSATION PROGRAM
DROP-OUTS
Christina A. Hefferon*1, Courtney A. Manion1, Chelsea M. Haywiser1, Melissa
Mercincavage, M.S.1, John J. Pilosi, B.A., B.S.1, Steven A. Branstetter, Ph.D.1, and
Kimberly A. Horn2, 1Department of Biobehavioral Health, The Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, PA; 2School of Public Health and Health Services,
George Washington University, Washington, DC
Background: Though teen smoking cessation programs are available, their
success is often limited; some programs report quit rates of <30% (Pierce & Gilpin,
1996). Attrition is a major contributor to cessation failure; some programs face
drop-outs rates as high as 67% (Turner et al., 2004). Identifying factors which
contribute to cessation program drop-out may translate into improved quit rates.
The present study examined differences between drop-outs and completers of
a school-based cessation program. Method: Participants (N=8834) were teen
smokers aged 14-19 enrolled in the Not-On-Tobacco (NOT) cessation program.
Independent samples t-tests compared program drop-outs (n=1911) versus
completers (n=6923) on baseline reports of gender, age, cigarettes per day
(CPD), dependence, and quitting motivation and confidence. Results: Drop-outs
were older, smoked more CPD on both weekdays and weekends, and were
more likely to be male than completers, p’s<.05. Drop-outs were also less likely
to report smoking for “behavioral” reasons (e.g., smoking enjoyment is due
to behaviors such as lighting or holding a cigarette), p<.05. Interestingly, there
were no differences between drop-outs and completers on nicotine dependence,
quitting confidence, or quitting motivation. Conclusions: Whereas dependence
may predict cessation failure and relapse (Zhou et al., 2009), no differences in
dependence existed among drop-outs versus completers. Additionally, there were
no differences in quitting motivation or confidence. In contrast, both weekday and
weekend CPD did discriminate between drop-outs and completers. This suggests
that teens, especially males, who smoke more CPD regardless of dependence,
may be at highest risk of dropping out of a cessation program. Greater CPD may
reflect that smoking plays a more significant role in the lives of these individuals
– they may spend a greater amount of their time engaged in smoking behaviors.
These results suggest that interventions may reduce attrition by identifying those
whose smoking behaviors occupy a greater proportion of their time, regardless of
how dependent they may be. Further results and implications will be discussed.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: David Strong, PhD, University of California, San
Diego, Family and Preventive Medicine, 9500 Gilman Dr #0813, La Jolla, CA
92093-0813, United States, Phone: 858-657-5241, Email: dstrong@ucsd.edu
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PREDICTIVE AND EXTERNAL VALIDITY OF A PRE-MARKET STUDY TO
DETERMINE THE MOST EFFECTIVE PICTORIAL HEALTH WARNING LABEL
CONTENT FOR CIGARETTE PACKAGES
Liling Huang, M.P.H.*1, James F. Thrasher, Ph.D.1, David Hammond, Ph.D.2, and
Jessica L. Reid2, 1University of South Carolina; 2University of Waterloo
Background: Studies examining pictorial health warning label (HWL) content
for cigarette packs have primarily used designs that do not allow determination
of effectiveness after repeated, naturalistic exposure. This research aimed to
determine the predictive and external validity of a pre-market evaluation study
of pictorial HWLs with differing content. Methods: Data were analyzed from
two sources: 1) a pre-market convenience sample of 544 adult smokers who
participated in field experiments conducted in Mexico City in July 2010, before
pictorial HWL implementation in September 2010; and 2) a representative sample
of 1765 adult smokers who participated in the ITC-Mexico survey after pictorial HWL
implementation. Participants in both samples rated the six HWLs that appeared on
Mexican cigarette packs, and also ranked 5 to 7 different HWLs for one of seven
different health topics: one text-only warning and multiple pictorial warnings with
various representational styles (graphic health effects, lived experience, symbolic
images, and testimonials). Ratings were combined into a single effectiveness
scale (alpha=0.79~0.90, done for each HWL). Unadjusted and adjusted linear
mixed effects (LME) models were used to test the relative effectiveness of
the six HWLs that appeared on cigarette packs. LME was also used to assess
which HWL representational styles were given higher impact rankings. Adjusted
models accounted for sociodemographics, smoking intensity, and quit intentions.
Results:Pre- and post-market data showed similar relative ratings across the six
HWLs, with the least and most effective HWLs consistently differentiated from other
HWLs. Models predicting rankings of HWLs indicated that text-only HWLs were

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Melissa Mercincavage, MS, Graduate Assistant,
Penn State University, Biobehavioral Health, 219 Biobehavioral Health Building,
University Park, PA 16802, United States, Phone: 814-865-8442, Email:
mercincavage@psu.edu
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SWITCHING BETWEEN MENTHOL AND NON-MENTHOL CIGARETTES IN
THE ITC4 US COHORT
Karin Kasza*1, Andrew Hyland1, Maansi Bansal-Travers1, Lisa Vogl1, Elizabeth
Lambert2, Jiping Chen3, Sarah Evans3, and Richard O’Connor1, 1Roswell
Park Cancer Institute; 2National Institute on Drug Abuse; 3U.S. Food and Drug
Administration
BACKGROUND: The purpose of this study was to evaluate menthol/
non-menthol cigarette switching among adult smokers in a longitudinal cohort of
US smokers. METHODS: Participants were a nationally representative longitudinal
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sample of smokers 18+ years of age in the US who were interviewed approximately
annually as part of the International Tobacco Control Four Country Survey (ITC-4)
between 2002 and 2010 (N = 8016). Each respondent was classified as being a
menthol or non-menthol smoker at each wave based on their reported current
brand smoked. Switchers were defined as those who smoked on two consecutive
waves but reported a difference in menthol or non-menthol brands between
waves. Respondents’ reasons for switching and associations between switching
and time to first cigarette, number of cigarettes smoked per day, and quit attempts
were evaluated using generalized estimating equations. RESULTS: Overall, 27%
of smokers smoked menthol cigarettes during the study period. African Americans,
females, and 18-24 year olds were more likely to smoke menthol cigarettes than
their counterparts. Switching cigarette types between survey waves was very
uncommon, with only 2% of non-menthol smokers switching to menthol cigarettes,
and only 8% of menthol smokers switching to non-menthol cigarettes. Regardless
of the direction of the switch, cigarette price and cigarette taste were the most
common reasons for switching. There were no strong associations between
switching (in either direction) and time to first cigarette, number of cigarettes
smoked per day, or quit attempts. CONCLUSIONS: Results from this adult
cohort of current smokers indicate that switching to/from menthol cigarettes is
uncommon, and is not associated with changes in subsequent quitting behavior.
However, key limitations of this study include the lack of data on smoking initiation
among young people and details on smoking topography among switchers. These
results are one component that will inform the Population Assessment of Tobacco
and Health (PATH) survey to understand the effects of menthol cigarette use on
cessation and public health.
This project has been funded in whole or in part with Federal funds from the
National Institute on Drug Abuse, National Institutes of Health, and the Food and
Drug Administration, Department of Health and Human Services, under Contract
No. HHSN271201100027C. Major funders of the ITC Four Country Survey include
US National Cancer Institute (P50 CA111326, P01 CA138389, R01 CA100362,
R01 CA125116), Canadian Institutes of Health Research (57897, 79551, and
115016), National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia (265903,
450110, and 1005922), Cancer Research UK (C312/A3726, C312/A6465, and
C312/A11039), Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (045734), and Canadian
Tobacco Control Research Initiative (014578).

Future research could examine FT as a factor in smoking initiation and longitudinal
studies could shed light on the effects of FT on smoking cessation.
American University Mellon Award (GR), College of Arts and Sciences, Provost
Office, Dissertation Research Award, Spring 2011 (BA)
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Greta Raglan, American University, Psychology,
5130 Connecticut Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20008, United States, Phone:
2318384563, Email: gb2799a@student.american.edu
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A NOVEL HEATED TOBACCO CIGARETTE SYSTEM: RESULTS OF
PRELIMINARY CHEMICAL TESTING AND ANALYSIS
Vikram Kumar1, Jay Kumar1, Joseph McClernon*2, and Thangaraju Murugesan2,
1
Siva Scientific, Inc., Yorba Linda, CA; 2NeuroAnalytics, LLC, Durham, NC
Aims: We report on the chemical testing and analysis of a prototype of a novel
heated tobacco cigarette system (HTCS). The HTCS works by heating tobacco at
temperatures below the point at which pyrolysis occurs, thereby producing a vapor
potentially devoid of many of the constituents found in the smoke of conventional
cigarettes (CCs). Methods: Evaluation of a number of the physical (e.g., particle
size) and chemical (e.g. nicotine content) characteristics of a novel HTCS was
made using a standard puffing regimen and chemical analysis techniques. The
HTCS was tested by heating tobacco rods from four commercially available
cigarettes, and comparing to values obtained by conventionally burning those
same cigarettes. Results: Assessment of heating element and surrounding tobacco
temperatures indicated stable attainment of temperatures of approximately 400
?C and 200 ?C in the heating element and tobacco respectively. The heating
of four different commercial cigarettes with the HTCS resulted in mean nicotine
levels in a range between 18.77 and 42.8 µg/puff (conventional burning = 131.73
to 342.88 µg/puff). The results of gas chromatography with nitrogen phosphorous
detection (GC-NPD) revealed substantial reduction in total ion chromatography
peaks for the HTCS versus CC. Finally, the mass median aerodynamic diameter
(MMAD) of vaporized particulate matter from the HTCS was calculated as 0.55µM.
Conclusion: The results of this initial assessment of a novel heated tobacco
cigarette system indicate delivery of an aerosol achieving significant levels of
nicotine at particle sizes similar to CC, but substantially reduced levels of nonnicotine constituents as indicated by GC. Future in vivo and in vitro is warranted to
assess the biological activity of this novel HTCS and it’s potential to reduce harm
from smoking in humans.
This research was funded by Siva Scientific, Inc.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Karin Kasza, Elm and Carlton Streets, Buffalo, NY
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DISTRESS TOLERANCE AND SMOKING STATUS: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
SMOKERS, FORMER SMOKERS, AND NEVER SMOKERS

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Francis McClernon, 26 Oak Drive, Durham, NC
27707, United States, Phone: 919-260-0586, Email: joe.mcclernon@gmail.com

Greta B. Raglan*1, Britta L. Anderson2, and Laura M. Juliano1, 1American
University; 2American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
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Background: Cigarette smoking is one of the leading causes of preventable
disease worldwide, and yet over 19% of adults in the US smoke, with even higher
rates in some other countries. Frustration Tolerance (FT) and negative affect
have been identified as a important predictors of smoking status, with smokers
having lower levels of FT and higher levels of negative affect than never smokers.
Few studies have evaluated these characteristics in former smokers. This study
compared scores on both objective and subjective measures of FT as well as
negative affect across smokers, former smokers, and never smokers. Methods:
Eighty-six participants with a mean age of 43.9 (SD=11.2) (47.7% African American,
41.9% Caucasian; 46.5% female) were recruited from the DC metro community
(38 smokers, 27 never smokers, and 21 former smokers). They completed the
self-report Frustration Discomfort Scale (FDS) and a Mirror Tracing Task (MTT)
to measure FT. They also completed the Center for Epidemiologic Studies
Depression Scale (CES-D) and the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS). Results: While
there were no significant differences between groups on measures of negative
affect or subjective frustration tolerance, there were significant differences on
the objective measure of frustration tolerance. Men persisted longer on the MTT
(M=1444.8, SD=805.2) than women (M=1019.6, SD=807.8); therefore gender
was controlled for in analyses. Never smokers persisted significantly longer on
the MTT (M=1634.2, SD=692.8) than did smokers (M=1046.6, SD=850.2; p=.006)
or former smokers (M=1112.0, SD=815.9; p=.045). There was no significant
difference between smokers and former smokers (p=.943). Conclusions: These
findings support prior research that found differences in FT between smokers and
never smokers. It further indicates that former smokers exhibit levels of objective
frustration tolerance more similar to those of smokers than to never smokers.

SMOKING SUSCEPTIBILITY AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AMONG
ETHNICALLY DIVERSE PREADOLESCENTS: DOES PEER SMOKING IN THE
SOCIAL NETWORK MEDIATE ASSOCIATIONS?
Cassandra A. Stanton, Ph.D.*1, Krista B. Highland, Ph.D.1, Kenneth Tercyak,
Ph.D.1, Melissa Napolitano, Ph.D.2, and Kimberly Horn, Ed.D.2, 1Georgetown
University Medical Center; 2George Washington University
Evidence suggests that youth who engage in regular physical activity (PA)
smoke cigarettes at lower levels than their sedentary counterparts. Peer smoking
has also robustly been associated with smoking susceptibility. The purpose of this
study is to examine whether youth who are physically active report fewer smoking
peers in their social network and in turn are less susceptible to smoking uptake.
School-based self-report surveys were collected to examine these associations
among eighth graders (N=458; modal age 14 years; 55% female; 16% White, 33%
Black, 38% Hispanic; 63% with foreign-born mothers) in two low-income ethnically
diverse urban middle schools. In addition to the Smoking Uptake Continuum and
YRBS PA item (# days out of past 7 with 60+ minutes of moderate/vigorous PA),
students nominated their 5 closest friends and reported whether they believed the
friend has ever smoked. SEM with bootstrapping tested the relationships between
PA, % peer smokers (%PS), smoking susceptibility (intentions to smoke), smoking
experimentation (puff or ever smoked), and controls (age, race, US-born). Among
boys, higher PA was associated with lower %PS (p=.017). For both boys and girls,
lower %PS was associated with lower susceptibility (p<.001) and experimentation
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(p<.001). For boys, %PS marginally mediated the relationship between PA and
smoking experimentation (p=.066) and susceptibility (p=.056). Taken together,
boys who report more PA tend to report having social networks with fewer smoking
friends and through that path are at a lower risk for smoking uptake. The present
model advances the robust literature relating peer smoking with susceptibility and
extends it by utilizing an SEM to show that, for boys, PA is protective. Girls in this
multiethnic sample had lower levels of PA (M=3.38 days) than boys (M=4.15 days;
t=3.40, p<.001), perhaps leaving them at higher risk for smoking uptake overall.
Health promotion interventions that promote PA among urban middle school
students may be effective at deterring smoking uptake, particularly among boys.
This study was conducted, in part, while the first author was at Brown University.
Supported by NCI grant K07 CA095623-01A1.

computer-based sessions, and nicotine replacement therapy. Results indicated
those in the SUCCESS arm were twice as likely to be abstinent at one-year
follow-up compared to those using self-help in the control arm. In Project
SUCCESS, 50% of participants reported being depressed and 18% reported
moderate to heavy alcohol use at baseline. These risk factors were not adequately
addressed in the program. In Evolve, new treatment modules that addressed
depression and alcohol use were integrated. Because smoking initiation occurs
among young adults, a prevention module was added to Evolve. Methods: Using
a pre-post cohort design, participant recruitment, retention and program usability
were examined. Results: University students (n = 32), aged 18 to 35 years joined
the study. One third were female and two thirds were Caucasian. In the cessation
arm, 13 smokers were followed for 9-12 weeks whereas in the prevention arm, 19
nonsmokers were followed for 8-9 weeks. Outcomes indicated that smokers quit
smoking during follow-up, with all but 3 relapsing at the final interval. Nonsmokers
in the prevention arm remained abstinent. Eighty percent of participants visited
the Evolve website. Those in the prevention arm were more likely to visit the
depression and alcohol modules than for smokers. Smokers interested in quitting,
and who were at high risk for depression and problematic alcohol use did not
access the modules. Introductions to the depression and alcohol-use modules
on the website were revised using more user-friendly strategies. Conclusions:
Results provide support for the feasibility of conducting a randomized controlled
trial planned for Evolve in the near future.
Enhanced Smoking Cessation Program for University Students, R01
CA069425, NIH/NCI, 2/25/1999−2/28/2013, NCE.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Cassandra Stanton, PhD, Georgetown University,
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Phone: 4015595534, Email: cas337@georgetown.edu
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PRESENCE OF HOOKAH SMOKING CONTENT ON YOUTUBE
Kymberle L. Sterling, Dr.P.H.*, Melissa Duong, and Sarah Trimmer, Institute of
Public Health, Georgia State University

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Karen Calabro, DrPH, Instructor, The University
of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Behavioral Science, 1515 Holcombe Blvd,
Houston, TX 77030, United States, Phone: 713-504-0875, Email: kscalabr@
mdanderson.org

While cigarette use has steadily declined, hookah tobacco use is rapidly
expanding in the U.S. Hookah tobacco use often begins in young adulthood,
with point prevalence estimates of ever use range between 10% to over 40%
among young adults. Tobacco smoking is often promoted on social media sites
(i.e., YouTube). Understanding the hookah content promoted on YouTube may
inform health communication strategies that convey actual information about their
harmfulness and addictiveness to young adults. We examined the characteristics
and message content of a sample of hookah-related videos found on YouTube.
The terms hookah, waterpipe, narghile, and shisha were used to retrieve the
top 20 videos on YouTube by relevance and view count searches. Eliminating
duplicates, 115 videos were independently coded by three researchers for the
prevalence of hookah smoking, messages, and themes. The majority (96.5%)
of videos positively portrayed hookah smoking. Over three-fourths (79.1%) of the
videos appeared to be “homemade” or generated by the individual(s)/actor(s)
in the video. Over 22% of the videos were instructional/”how to” videos that
demonstrated how to set up and smoke a hookah pipe. Roughly 20% of the videos
featured a review of a hookah tobacco brand. Though most of the videos in our
sample included an actor (73.9%), 20.9% included 2-3 actors. The majority of the
actors in the videos were male (73.9%) and white (67.8%). Approximately 78.3%
of the actors smoked a hookah in the videos; 12.2% were shown sharing their
hookah with another actor. Hookah smoking tricks (36.5%), music (35.7%), and
smoking with others (22.6%) were the most commonly portrayed themes in the
videos. Actors in our video sample endorsed the following reasons for smoking
a hookah: enjoying its taste and smell (15.7%), enjoying the “buzz” of smoking
(10.4%), and it is a healthier alternative to cigarette smoking (3.5%). Of the actors
in our sample, 23.5% reported their intentions to continue smoking hookah. These
findings suggest that hookah smoking and pro-hookah messages are endorsed on
social media sites, such as YouTube.
American Lung Association, SB-188046-N.
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A RANDOMIZED DOUBLE-BLIND PLACEBO-CONTROLLED CLINICAL
TRIAL OF VARENICLINE FOR SMOKELESS TOBACCO DEPENDENCE IN
INDIA
Raka Jain, Ph.D.*1, Sonali Jhanjee, M.D.1, Veena Jain, M.D.S.1, Tina Gupta, M.D.1,
and Swati Mittal, B.D.S.1, Patricia Goelz, B.S.2, and Robert A. Schnoll, Ph.D.2, 1All
India Institute of Medical Sciences; 2University of Pennsylvania
Background: The prevalence of smokeless tobacco use is about 20% in
India and it is associated with a range of serious health problems including oral
cancers. Varenicline, the most efficacious medication for tobacco smoking and
an efficacious medication for smokeless tobacco products in Scandinavia, was
evaluated for the first time in India using a placebo-controlled randomized design.
Methods: This trial, implemented at the All India Institute of Medical Sciences, in
New Delhi, randomized 237 individuals attending dental clinics for routine care
to 12 weeks of either placebo (n = 118) or varenicline 1mg BID (n = 119). All
participants received 6 sessions of behavioral counseling for smokeless tobacco
dependence. Participants were biochemically verified to be smokeless tobacco
users and non-tobacco smokers at the start of the study. End-of-treatment 7-day
point prevalence abstinence (using an intent-to-treat analysis) was the primary
outcome and safety and tolerability were evaluated. Results: Self-reported
abstinence was significantly greater for varenicline (43%), vs. placebo (31%; OR =
1.82, 95% CI: 1.05-3.16, p = .03). Biochemically-confirmed abstinence was greater
for varenicline vs. placebo (25.2% vs. 19.5%), but this was not statistically different
(OR = 1.44, 95% CI: 0.77-2.71, p > .05). The most frequently reported side effects
were sleep problems (8.4%) and nausea/gastrointestinal problems (6.3%). No
serious adverse events were reported, there were no varenicline effects on blood
pressure, and no incidence of suicide or suicidal ideation, during treatment. There
were no significant differences in the rate of stopping or reducing placebo vs.
varenicline (4.2% vs. 8.4%, p > .05). Conclusions: This trial provides only partial
support for the efficacy of varenicline to treat smokeless tobacco dependence
in India but shows that the medication is safe and well-tolerated for use in this
population.
Funding: National Institute of Drug Abuse (DA026404); Pfizer Global
Pharmaceuticals (medication and placebo).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kymberle Sterling, DrPH, MPH, Assistant
Professor, Georgia State University, Institute of Public Health, 140 Decatur Street,
Atlanta, GA 30033, United States, Phone: 404-413-1129, Email: ksterling@gsu.
edu
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WEB-BASED SMOKING PREVENTION AND CESSATION INTERVENTION
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS: RESULTS FROM A PRE-TEST
Alexander V. Prokhorov, M.D., Ph.D., Tamara C. Machado, B.S., Salma Marani,
M.S., and Karen S. Calabro, Dr.P.H.*, The University of Texas MD Anderson
Cancer Center, Department of Behavioral Science, Houston, TX

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Robert Schnoll, PhD, Associate Professor,
University of Pennsylvania, Psychiatry, 3535 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA
19104, United States, Phone: 215-746-7143, Fax: 215-746-7140, Email: schnoll@
mail.med.upenn.edu

Background: Feasibility testing of Evolve, a smoking prevention and
cessation program for college students is presented. This intervention program
is an expansion of our current Project SUCCESS—a smoking cessation program
for college students based on in-person counseling with health feedback,
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period (<10%). Males, and those who were more dependent on nicotine, were
more likely to use OSTP or SLTP than their counterparts. Younger smokers were
more likely to use each family of products. There was a suggestion that those who
used SLTP or AC were more likely to attempt to quit smoking (during the interval in
which they used the product) than those who did not (OR=1.26, 95%CI=.98-1.62;
OR=1.28, 95%CI=.93-1.74, respectively), but users who used the products (SLTP
or AC) to quit were not more likely to succeed in quitting (OR=0.79, 95%CI=.381.67; OR=0.40, 95%CI=.16-.97, respectively). CONCLUSIONS: While PREPs
may have the theoretical potential to reduce morbidity and mortality caused by
cigarettes, preliminary results indicate that cigarette smokers are unlikely to use
them, and those who do use them do not experience a quitting advantage. PATH
should further evaluate nonsmokers’ use of PREPs.
This project has been funded in whole or in part with Federal funds from the
National Institute on Drug Abuse, National Institutes of Health, and the Food and
Drug Administration, Department of Health and Human Services, under Contract
#HHSN271201100027C. Major funders of the ITC Four Country Survey include US
National Cancer Institute (P50 CA111326, P01 CA138389, R01 CA100362, R01
CA125116), Canadian Institutes of Health Research (57897, 79551, and 115016),
National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia (265903, 450110, and
1005922), Cancer Research UK (C312/A3726, C312/A6465, and C312/A11039),
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (045734), and Canadian Tobacco Control
Research Initiative (014578).

EFFECTS OF VERY LOW NICOTINE CONTENT CIGARETTES IN
COMBINATION WITH NICOTINE PATCH ON SMOKING BEHAVIOR AND
WITHDRAWAL
Katherine R. Schiller*1, Louise A. Hertsgaard1, Rachel I. Vogel3, Joni A. Jensen1,2,
Sharon E. Murphy1,3, Stephen S. Hecht1,3, Steve G. Carmella3, Mustafa al’Absi4,
Anne M. Joseph5, Sharon S. Allen1,6, and Dorothy K. Hatsukami1,2,3, 1University
of Minnesota, Tobacco Research Programs, Minneapolis MN; 2University of
Minnesota, Department of Psychiatry, Minneapolis, MN; 3University of Minnesota,
Masonic Comprehensive Cancer Center, Minneapolis, MN; 4University of
Minnesota, Departments of Family Medicine and Community Health and
Behavioral Sciences, Duluth, MN; 5University of Minnesota, Department of
Medicine, Minneapolis, MN; 6University of Minnesota, Family Medicine and
Community Health, Minneapolis, MN
Background: Previous studies have shown that switching smokers to reduced
nicotine content cigarettes leads to reduced smoking, minimal compensation,
and no greater exposure to toxicants than usual brand cigarettes. Based on
these studies, we hypothesized that very low nicotine content (VLNC) cigarettes
would reduce the reinforcing value of cigarettes, and in combination with nicotine
patch (NP), would reduce smoking rate and withdrawal symptoms compared to
either product alone. Methods: Adult smokers were recruited for a randomized,
parallel arm study. After a 2 week baseline period smoking usual brand cigarettes,
subjects were randomized to one of the following conditions for 6 weeks: 1)
VLNC cigarettes (0.05-0.09 mg nicotine yield), n=79; 2) 21 mg NP, n=80; or 3)
combination of VLNC+ NP, n=76. Withdrawal symptoms and carbon monoxide
(CO) were assessed at each clinic visit, and product use was assessed daily.
Although subjects were provided 6 weeks of additional behavioral treatment and
were followed up to 36 weeks, the focus of this presentation was the 6 week
product assignment period. Results: Subjects in the VLNC + NP group smoked
significantly fewer assigned cigarettes during the treatment period compared to
those in the VLNC group beginning at week 1 (Wk 6: 11.4?7.6 vs. 16.2±10.2 ,
p≤0.01). The reduced smoking rate of the VLNC+NP group resulted in significantly
lower CO levels compared to the VLNC group. Withdrawal scores following
cessation from usual brand cigarettes were significantly lower in the VLNC+NP
group than NP group (p=0.008), but not significantly lower than the VLNC group.
Conclusions: Subjects receiving the combination of VLNC and NP had significantly
lower withdrawal scores compared to NP, smoked fewer assigned cigarettes
and had lower CO levels than the VLNC group. Therefore combining nicotine
replacement with VLNC may be a beneficial treatment approach.
Funding: National Institutes of Health R01 DA025598 and U54DA031659.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Karin Kasza, Elm and Carlton Streets, Buffalo, NY
14263, United States, Phone: (716) 845-8085, Email: karin.kasza@roswellpark.
org
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A WEIGHTY ISSUE: BRAIN RESPONSES TO FOOD AND SMOKING CUES
AMONG HEALTHY WEIGHT AND OVERWEIGHT SMOKERS
Laura E. Martin*, Kevin Ruprecht, Vlad B. Papa, Erica Orenstein, and Lisa
Sanderson Cox, University of Kansas Medical Center
Background: Obesity has been linked to addiction, yet studies have not
directly examined whether co-morbidities between obesity and addiction are
associated with differential activation of the neural systems of reward. The current
research used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine the
brain responses to food and smoking cues in healthy weight (HW) to overweight
(OV) smokers to investigate how co-morbidities may impact reward processing.
Methods: Seventeen HW (Body Mass Index [BMI] 18.5 - 25 kg/m2) and 15 OV
(BMI > 25kg/m2) smokers were enrolled and included in the fMRI analysis.
Participants completed two scans while passively viewing food and animal pictures
and two scans while passively viewing pictures of people smoking and engaged
in daily activities. All pictures were blurred with a Fast Fourier Transform so as to
be unrecognizable. Results: Smokers showed a activation of reward processing
brain regions including the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), orbitofrontal frontal
cortex (OFC), insula and caudate when viewing food images compared to nonfood
images. Moreover, all smokers showed activation in the MPFC and superior frontal
gyrus (SFG) when viewing smoking compared to non-smoking cues. The MPFC,
SFG, and OFC showed greater activation to smoking compared to food images.
The number of cigarettes smoked per day correlated with brain activations in the
SFG (p<.01). No group differences were found between HW and OV participants
while viewing food or smoking images. Discussion: The results showed increased
activations in reward areas to food cues and smoking cues among smokers.
However, brain responses did not differ based on whether or not an individual
was OV vs. HW. Comorbitiy of smoking and obesity do not seem to alter brain
responses to food and smoking cues. Moreover, the SFG, which is involved in
goal directed behavior showed that smokers who smoked more cigarettes per
day showed less activation to food cues compared to smoking cues. Together
these results indicate that smoking behaviors rather than weight have the largest
influence on brain responses to smoking and food cues.
Funding: NIH R03 DA030868; NIH R00 DA025153.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Dorothy Hatsukami, PhD, Professor, University
of Minnesota, Psychiatry, 717 Delaware St SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414, United
States, Phone: 612 626-2121, Email: hatsu001@umn.edu
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USE OF POTENTIALLY REDUCED EXPOSURE PRODUCTS (PREPS) AND
ASSOCIATIONS WITH QUITTING ACTIVITY AMONG CIGARETTE SMOKERS
IN THE ITC4 US COHORT
Karin Kasza*1, Maansi Bansal-Travers1, Richard O’Connor1, Wilson M. Compton2,
Anna Kettermann3, Nicolette Borek3, and Andrew Hyland1, 1Roswell Park Cancer
Institute; 2National Institute on Drug Abuse; 3U.S. Food and Drug Administration
BACKGROUND: Cigarette smokers interested in products that potentially reduce
exposure to harm may turn to other smoked tobacco products (OSTP), smokeless
tobacco products (SLTP), or alternative cigarettes (AC). However, the IOM warns
that they may discourage quitting or encourage relapse or initiation of tobacco
use. Evaluating the net impact of these products on public health is important and
complex. The purpose of this study was to evaluate cigarette smokers’ use of these
products and, in a broad effort, to inform the Population Assessment of Tobacco
and Health (PATH) study. METHODS: Participants include US adult cigarette
smokers interviewed as part of the International Tobacco Control 4 Country
Survey (ITC-4) between 2002 and 2010 (N = 6083). Respondents reported their
concurrent use of OSTP (incl. cigars, cigarillos, pipes, bidis, or hookahs), SLTP
(incl. chewing tobacco, snus, & nasal snuff), and AC (incl. Omni, Accord, Eclipse,
Quest, & Advance). For each family of products, prevalence and correlates of
use, and associations between use and quitting was assessed using regression
analyses via generalized estimating equations. RESULTS: Preliminary results
suggest prevalence of use of each family of products was low throughout the study

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Laura Martin, Ph.D, Assistant Professor,
University of Kansas Medical Center, Preventive Medicine & Public Health, 3901
Rainbow Blvd, Kansas City, KS 66160, United States, Phone: 9135887279, Fax:
9135889071, Email: lmartin2@kumc.edu
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significant exposure to secondhand smoke. Although 85.1% of mothers were
“concerned” that smoking might affect their child’s health, 63.4% did not believe
that their smoking was directly related to their child’s health and 89% did not
believe that their smoking significantly increases how often their child got sick.
Our results indicate that children living with a smoking parent are exposed to
detectable levels of nicotine. The majority of mothers enrolled in our trial do not
think that their smoking directly affects their children’s health. Future research
may need to address this gap in knowledge if reductions in child exposure to home
SHS are the aim.
Funded by the National Center On Minority Health And Health Disparities
(P60MD003422, Ahluwalia, PI)

GENDER DIFFERENCES IN CIGARETTE ABSTINENCE RATES IN A STUDY
COMPARING THE USE OF VERY LOW NICOTINE CONTENT CIGARETTES
ALONE OR IN COMBINATION WITH A 21 MG NICOTINE PATCH TO THE USE
OF THE PATCH ALONE
Louise A. Hertsgaard*1, Rachel I. Vogel2, and Dorothy K. Hatsukami1,2,3, 1University
of Minnesota, Tobacco Research Programs, Minneapolis, MN; 2University of
Minnesota, Masonic Comprehensive Cancer Center, Minneapolis, MN; 3University
of Minnesota, Department of Psychiatry, Minneapolis, MN
Background: While smoking is harmful for both men and women, women
smokers have a higher relative risk of developing tobacco-related cardiovascular
disease than men smokers, and lung cancer has surpassed breast cancer
to become the leading cause of cancer death in women. Women are also less
successful at quitting than men. Researchers have hypothesized that women may
receive more reinforcement from non-nicotine factors such as behavioral smoking
cues and are therefore less aided by traditional nicotine replacement. Very low
nicotine content (VLNC) cigarettes, which provide the sensory cues for smoking
but not nicotine at reinforcing levels, are a promising means to reduce smoking
behavior, facilitate abstinence and lead to harm reduction, perhaps especially
for women. Methods: In a randomized, parallel arm, between-subjects design,
the effects of a VLNC cigarette used alone or combined with a 21 mg nicotine
patch were compared with the use of the patch alone on cigarette abstinence. Of
316 regular smokers smoking ≥10 cigarettes per day (CPD), 235 were randomly
assigned to: 1) a 0.05 to 0.06 mg nicotine yield cigarette (n=79); 2) a 21 mg nicotine
patch (n=80) or; 3) a combination of the patch and the VLNC cigarette (n=76).
Each group received 6 weeks of treatment, an additional 6 weeks of behavioral
treatment and 3 follow-up visits. Use of non-study products did not disqualify
participants. Tobacco and nicotine use self-report and carbon monoxide (CO) were
assessed at each visit. Urinary cotinine was assessed at baseline and weeks 2,
6, 12, 24 and 36. Results: CO and cotinine verified continuous abstinence rates
at end of treatment (Week 12) varied significantly by treatment group and gender
(p=0.029 for the interaction), with females showing higher abstinence rates than
males in the VLNC cigarette condition (17.0% vs. 3.1%) and combination condition
(14.0% vs. 6.1%) and males showing higher rates of abstinence in the patch alone
condition (20.6% vs. 8.7%). Conclusions: Results of this study suggest VLNC
cigarettes may aid in reducing smoking behavior and facilitating abstinence;
therefore reducing harm and improving public health, particularly in women.
Funding: National Institutes of Health R01 DA025598.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Janet Thomas, PhD, Associate Professor,
University of Minnesota, Department of Medicine, 717 Delaware Ave, SE,
Minneapolis, MN 55414, United States, Phone: 612-625-0414, Email: jthomas@
umn.edu
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BASELINE FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ENGAGEMENT AND PATIENTRATED ADHERENCE IN THE INTERVENTION ARM OF THE CONNECT TO
QUIT (CTQ) RANDOMIZED TRIAL FOR SMOKING CESSATION
Chantele Mitchell-Miland, M.P.H.*1, Jon Walker, B.A., Ed.M., M.B.A., MSIS2,
Charity Moore, Ph.D., M.S.P.H.1, Jackie Dunbar-Jacob, Ph.D., R.N., FAAN1,
Saul Shiffman, Ph.D.1, and Hilary Tindle, M.D., M.P.H.1, 1University of Pittsburgh;
2
MIRECC, Veterans Affairs Healthcare System of Pittsburgh
Engagement in and adherence to treatment are critical for successful smoking
cessation. Both may be improved by use of patient-centered treatment programs.
The Connect to Quit (CTQ) study intervention (INT) is a long-term (2+ year)
coordinated, flexible, tailored chronic-care based approach to smoking cessation
among low-income (< $36K/yr) veterans in care at all levels of readiness to quit.
We explore factors associated with participant engagement in and adherence
to the INT. CTQ is a cluster-RCT testing coordinated care (INT) vs. usual care.
Binary variables were created for number of completed interventions (Low
engagement = 0-1; Engagement = 2+) and mean self-rated adherence scores
(Low-Adherent = 0-3; Adherent = 3+ on a 5 point Likert Scale) for INT participants
enrolled for 6+ months. Adherence was rated only for visits in which the CTQ
coordinator and participant co-formulated a plan. Logistic regressions assessed
sociodemographic, substance use, and health-related baseline factors associated
with engagement and adherence.202 participants have been enrolled in INT for
6+ months: 52% African American, 45% white, 4% other. 147 (73%) engaged in
CTQ (mean # completed interventions=3.07; SD=2.31). 111 (55%) participants
completed interventions where self-rated adherence scores were collected.
51 (46%) were adherent (mean=3.23; SD =1.23). Engagement was associated
with higher total Social Support Survey Instrument (SSSI) scores (OR = 1.50,
p<0.03). Adherence was more likely among those who reported having a partner
(OR = 4.08, p<0.02), using illicit drugs within past 6 months (OR = 2.89, p<0.04)
and having a household income of 25K – 36K (ref) vs. 12K to 25K (OR = 0.62,
p<0.05). Most participants engaged in CTQ, indicating high willingness to accept
assistance with cigarette smoking. Participants with more social support were
more likely to engage. Even among these low income veterans, higher income
predicted greater adherence to the INT. Surprisingly, substance use also predicted
higher adherence. As follow-up continues additional data will become available to
explore adherence to INT long term.
Drs. Tindle, Shiffman and Moore’s efforts were supported by National Institutes
of Health and the National Cancer Institute - R01CA141596. Ms. Mitchell-Miland’s
effort was supported by the National Cancer Institute - 3R01CA141596-03S1. This
study was supported by the Center for Health Equity Research and Promotion,
Department of Veterans Affairs. The views expressed here are those of the
authors and do not represent those of the Department of Veterans Affairs or the
United States Government.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Dorothy Hatsukami, PhD, Professor, University
of Minnesota, Psychiatry, 717 Delaware St SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414, United
States, Phone: 612 626-2121, Email: hatsu001@umn.edu
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PARENTAL PERCEPTION OF THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN HOME
SECONDHAND SMOKE (SHS) EXPOSURE AND CHILD’S HEALTH
Olufunke Ogunfolami, B.S.*1, Xianghua Luo, Ph.D.2, Sue Lowry, M.S.3, Deb
Hennrikus, Ph.D.4; Meredith Schreier, B.S.1, Alysha Price, M.M1, Karen Ndagui1,
Sara Cronquist1, Alexandra Ross, B.A.1, Jill Ronco, M.P.A.1, Jasjit S. Ahluwalia,
M.D., M.S., M.P.H.1, and Janet Thomas, Ph.D., L.P.1, 1Department of Medicine,
University of Minnesota; 2Department of Biostatistics, University of Minnesota;
3
CTSA, University of Minnesota; 4Department of Epidemiology, University of
Minnesota
Second hand smoke (SHS) exposure is a recognized cause of cardiovascular
disease and cancer in adults and respiratory disease in children. In spite of this,
approximately one-third of children in the United States live in a home where
cigarette smoking is permitted. African American children suffer disproportionately
from the consequences of SHS exposure with higher rates of sudden infant death
syndrome and asthma. A novel approach to encourage the adoption of home
smoking restrictions is to provide parents with biomarker feedback documenting
child exposure to tobacco toxins. The aim of this research is to describe parental
perception of the association between home secondhand smoke exposure on their
child’s health. Mean age of the smoker was 31.57 (SD 8.19) years, 78% were
unemployed, all were African American females and 87% had a monthly family
income below $1,800. Average number of cigarettes smoked per day (CPD) was
10.00 (SD 5.26); 97% smoked daily, and 33.7% lived with another smoker in their
home. The mean age of the child enrolled was 3.93 (SD 2.19) and 40.5% were
male. The mean child cotinine level was 76.01 ng/mL (SD 404.58) indicating

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Chantele Mitchell-Miland, MPH, Research
Assistant, University of Pittsburgh, Department of Medicine, 7180 Highland Drive
(151C-H), Pittsburgh, PA 15206, United States, Phone: 412-954-5270, Email:
cem54@pitt.edu
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refer to both cigarillos and filtered cigars, and other times relying on brand names.
These issues led respondents to either struggle to answer the questions, or to
answer them in inconsistent ways. Questions were revised and retested to focus
more on the physical features of these products, such as whether the product has
a tip or filter, rather than on their names. Conclusions: Researchers examining
cigar, cigarillo and filtered cigar use should be sensitive to the varied terminology
users of these products employ. This is important at all stages of the research,
from conception to design, implementation and analysis. Understanding the
varied ways users describe cigars will improve both the questions included in the
PATH study and the interpretation of PATH study analyses.
Funded with Federal funds from the National Institute on Drug Abuse, National
Institutes of Health, and the Food and Drug Administration, Department of Health
and Human Services, under Contract No. HHSN271201100027C.

EFFECT OF GENDER ON ADOLESCENT-PARENT COMMUNICATION
COMFORT LEVELS AND TOBACCO USE
John J. Pilosi, B.S., B.A.*1, Steven A. Branstetter, Ph.D.1, and Lesley Cottrell,
Ph.D.2, 1The Pennsylvania State University; 2West Virginia University
Background: Although parental monitoring has been described as a salient
factor in buffering against adolescent risk behaviors, research has demonstrated
that parent-centered strategies may not be a comprehensive solution to managing
these behaviors. Thus, additional strategies including adolescent-centered
processes and the importance of adolescent self-disclosure and optimization of
parent-adolescent socialization as important factors in reducing risk behavior
have been hypothesized. The present study examines the association between
an adolescent’s level of comfort discussing a range of behaviors with parents and
how this communication comfort relates to teen smoking. Methods: Participants
(N=455) consisted of middle-school aged teens (96% white, 73% female) who
along with one parent (94% female) completed surveys addressing adolescent
communication comfort and tobacco use. Analyses sought to investigate
the association between communication comfort and smoking and how this
relationship may differ by gender. Results: Female participants who reported
smoking had higher levels of communication comfort than those who had not
tried smoking (p=.001). There was no significant difference in communication
comfort found between male smokers and non-smokers. Only a few participants
reported smoking more than 1-2 times in the last 4 months, which suggests
that the many of those who tried smoking may have been “experimenting” with
tobacco. Conclusions: Previous research has shown that those who experiment
with substances may be better socially adjusted than abstainers and frequent
users, and that experimentation may be a normative part of differentiation from
parents. Being comfortable talking with parents may reflect an open social
environment, which may allow for normative experimentation with tobacco.
Results of this study highlight how parent-adolescent socialization may relate to
teen smoking experimentation. Longitudinal research is needed to determine how
communication comfort with parents relates to smoking over time and how these
relationships may function differently between father-daughter/ father-son dyads.
Further results and implications will be presented.
Do As I Say Not As I Do: Parental Monitoring and Teen Health Risk
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) -Office of Population Affairs 6
APRPA006003-03-01. Principal Investigator. 2003-2007.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Karin Kasza, Elm and Carlton Streets, Buffalo, NY
14263, United States, Phone: (716) 845-8085, Email: karin.kasza@roswellpark.
org
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ASSESSING LANDLORDS’ EXPERIENCES AND OPINIONS ABOUT
SMOKING RULES IN MULTIUNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
Shannon M. Farley, M.P.H., Elizabeth Needham Waddell, Ph.D., and Susan M.
Kansagra, M.D., M.B.A.*
Background: Nationally, many landlords are voluntarily implementing rules
around smoking in multiunit residential buildings. Further, jurisdictions have
introduced or adopted laws requiring landlords of multiunit housing to disclose
their rules on smoking to prospective tenants. Methods: A survey of New York
City owners and managers of multiunit residential properties (landlords) was
conducted to assess current smoke-free residential building rules and landlord
knowledge and experiences related to smoke-free policies. A random sample of
1,007 landlords completed the mail and phone survey in 2012. Results: One third
(33%) of landlords reported having smoke-free rules in individual units, and 68%
of them have specified the rule in tenants’ leases. More than three quarters (77%)
considered secondhand smoke moving between apartments a tenant health issue,
including 83% of landlords with smoke-free unit rules and 74% of others. Most
landlords (67%) favored a law requiring landlords to inform new tenants if smoking
is allowed or prohibited inside individual units and other property, including 82% of
landlords with smoke-free unit rules and 59% of those without smoke-free unit rules.
Although personal dwellings are not covered by public smoke-free air regulations,
most landlords (89%) believed individuals have a legal right to living spaces free
of secondhand smoke exposure, including 93% of those with smoke-free units
and 87% of those without. Conclusion: One-third of NYC landlords have existing
smoke-free rules, and the majority of landlords with and without smoke-free rules
agree that secondhand smoke transfer is a health concern for tenants. Overall,
landlords support laws requiring disclosure of building smoking status to tenants.
Community Transformation Grant# 5U58DP003689-01.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: John Pilosi, B.S. B.A., Graduate Teaching
Assistant, The Pennsylvania State University, Biobehavioral Health (BBH), 219
Biobehavioral Health Building, University Park, PA 16802, United States, Phone:
631-525-1844, Email: jjp306@psu.edu
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DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF SURVEY ITEMS TO ASSESS CIGAR,
CIGARILLO, AND FILTERED CIGAR USE

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Shannon Falrey, MPH, Evaluator, NYC DOHMH,
Bureau of Chronic Disease Prevention and Tobacco Control, 42-09 28th St, 10th
flr, CN-18, Queens, NY 11101-4132, United States, Phone: 347-396-4557, Email:
sfarley@health.nyc.gov

Kristie Taylor*1, Victoria Castleman1, Jocelyn Newsome1, Earlayna Batch1,
Stephanie Beauvais1, Jasmine Folz1, Cynthia Helba1, Terry Koenig1, Kerry Levin1,
Alicia Norberg1, Gina Shkodriani1, Martha Stapleton1, Catherine Corey2, and Kevin
Conway3, 1Westat; 2U.S. Food and Drug Administration; 3National Institute on Drug
Abuse
Background: To accurately assess use of tobacco products, researchers
must use terms for the products that are familiar to users. This is a particular
problem for cigars, cigarillos and filtered cigars, as users employ these terms and
others interchangeably. This poster presents the results of efforts to develop and
test survey items about cigars, cigarillos and filtered cigars for the Population
Assessment of Tobacco and Health Study using qualitative cognitive interviewing
methods. This methodology focuses on examining the question-answer process
using a cognitive psychological perspective (Willis, 2005) By applying cognitive
testing methods to draft questions about cigars, we are able to determine how well
potential participants understand certain words, phrases, and concepts used in the
survey items. Methods: Cognitive testing interviews were conducted with 27 adult
respondents using an in-depth, semi-structured interview to gather insights into the
cognitive sources of potential misinterpretation of survey questions. Interviewers
employed a variety of approaches, including “think aloud”, concurrent, and
retrospective probing, to explore how respondents understand and misunderstand
questions about cigars, cigarillos and filtered cigars. Results: Respondents used
a variety of terms for these products, sometimes relying on terms like little cigar to
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BARRIERS & OPPORTUNITIES: DELIVERING PERSONALIZED MEDICINE
FOR SMOKING CESSATION IN PRIMARY CARE
Molly Lancaster*, Hooman Allayee, David V. Conti, and Jennifer B. Unger,
Department of Preventive Medicine, Keck School of Medicine, University of
Southern California
Background: Smoking cessation remains a challenge for scientists, physicians,
and patients alike. Genetic technology has revealed unique biological pathways
and drug-metabolizing genes associated with successful cessation. This new
innovation provides predictive power that could one day be integrated into clinical
practice. This study examined the unique perceptions and barriers to clinical
integration of personalized medicine for smoking cessation among a sample of
urban primary care providers. Previous research found that calling a test “genetic”
is a barrier to physicians using new technologies. This study further evaluated
268
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test preference in a modern context. It was hypothesized that the providers
would be more likely to recommend the test described as “metabolic biomarker”
versus “genetic.” Methods: A within-subject, cross sectional design compared the
intention to use scores for both tests among a sample (n=42) of urban primary
care providers recruited at professional conferences and seminars in the Los
Angeles area. Both hypothetical scenarios were presented to all participants in
an online survey. Based on this data, we are addressing our primary research
question herein. Secondary aims for the sample are currently being conducted
and will identify more specific associations with intention to use. Results: Providers
were more likely to offer the metabolic biomarker test to patients than the genetic
test (75.83% versus 70.83%). Using a paired t-test, the P value equaled 0.0789,
which is not quite statistically significant. Additional analyses help identify specific
predictors of using such tests (specific physician and innovation characteristics,
current practices, and patient demo- and psychographics). Conclusions: Results
will help inform future health professional education & help shape clinical practice
guidelines. This may speed the rate of dissemination and uptake of these new
technologies, thus improving smoking cessation outcomes in patients. Future
research should investigate the impact of public policy & provider education on the
utilization of innovative cessation approaches involving biomarkers and genetics.
The project described was supported by the National Center for Research
Resources and the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences, National
Institute of Health, through Grant Award Number TL1RR031992. The content
is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent
the official view of the NIH. M. Lancaster is a TL1 Trainee awarded under the
TL1 (Pre?doctoral) Training Award through Southern California Clinical and
Translational Science Institute at University of Southern California, Keck School
of Medicine.

THE EFFECT OF POLYTOBACCO USE ON SMOKING CESSATION
OUTCOMES AMONG PARTICIPANTS IN AN ONLINE CESSATION
INTERVENTION
Ollie Ganz, M.S.P.H.*, Amanda Richardson, Ph.D., M.S., Haijun Xiao, M.S., and
Donna Vallone, Ph.D., M.P.H.
As restrictions and taxes on cigarettes increase and indoor smoking laws
become ubiquitous, non-cigarette, alternative tobacco products may become a
larger part of the U.S. tobacco market. A growing percentage of U.S. smokers are
using alternative tobacco products, which may make smoking cessation harder
for those trying to quit. This study will examine the impact of polytobacco use on
cessation outcomes among a population of adult smokers who are enrolled in
an online smoking cessation program. In January, 2011, a sample of 1,033 adult
registrants were recruited from BecomeAnEX.org, a web-based smoking cessation
intervention, and followed at 1, 3, and 6 months. Polytobacco use was defined
as smoking cigarettes in addition to past 30 day use of an alternative tobacco
product, including cigars, cigarillos or little cigars (LCCs), e-cigarettes, snus,
dissolvables, and chewing tobacco, snuff or dip. Logistic regression was used to
determine the association between polytobacco use and quit attempts, and 7- and
30-day abstinence. Results from the 3 and 6 month follow-up survey are presented
here (n=498). A total of 37.5% of the sample had used any alternative tobacco
product in the past 30 days at either the 3 or 6 month follow-up survey, and the
products most often used were e-cigarettes (22%) and LCCs (15.3%). Past 30 day
users of an alternative tobacco product were mostly female (67.7%), ages 25-44
(72%), White, non-Hispanic (46.6%) or Black, non-Hispanic (25.4%), had a high
school education (49.1%) or completed some college (28.9%) and were employed
(60.6%). Controlling for covariates, both 7- and 30-day abstinence were less
likely at the 6 month follow-up in those who had used an alternative product in the
past 30 days at either the 3 or 6 month follow-up (OR 0.27, p=.01 and OR=0.20,
p<.01, respectively). Past 30 day use of alternative products was associated with a
decreased likelihood of staying quit among smokers seeking treatment in an online
smoking cessation intervention. Including content that addresses alternative
tobacco product use on such sites—along with other resources and support-- may
improve smoking cessation outcomes in such interventions.
Funding: Legacy.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Molly Lancaster, 1123 Larrabee St, West
Hollywood, CA 90069, United States, Phone: 3149742437, Email: mlancast@
usc.edu
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EXAMINING ATTENTIONAL BIAS FOR SMOKING CUES WITH A MANUAL
AIMING METHODOLOGY
A. Hsin*, G. Faulkner, and L. Tremblay

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Ollie Ganz, MSPH, Research Associate, American
Legacy Foundation, Research and Evaluation, 1724 Massachusetts Avenue NW,
Washington, DC 20036, United States, Phone: 202-454-5790, Email: oganz@
legacyforhealth.org

Background: Attentional bias (AB) is a cognitive processing bias that substance
users exhibit for addiction-related stimuli. Specifically, the stimuli acquire incentive
salience and may grab the attention of experienced users. This bias influences
underlying processes of substance-seeking behaviour, craving, and relapse.
Recently, AB has been explored mainly with eye-tracking technology. However,
there are some methodological limitations with the use of eye-tracking to measure
AB that can be circumvented with manual aiming (MA). Additionally, MA provides
aspects of AB which have not yet been explored to our knowledge. The purpose
of this feasibility study was to explore a novel method, manual aiming (MA), to
assess AB. Methods: A visual dot-probe paradigm, which has been used in the
past to assess for AB, was modified to include components of MA. Participants
completed this task while their eye and limb positions in space were monitored
and tracked. To measure AB, reaction time (RT), movement time (MT), and limb
trajectory (LT) were assessed and compared between a group of non-smoking
control and abstaining smokers of at least three hours. Results: A 3 (probe) x 2
(accompanying image) x 2 (group) mixed design ANCOVA, controlling for age,
did not find differences for RT and MT. However, when assessing the peak delta
limb position in the x-axis relative to a control/neutral condition, there was a
significant main effect for accompanying image in the left direction (p < 0.05).
Significant interaction effects were also observed for probe and accompanying
image (p < 0.05). Smokers tended to deviate more in their movement trajectory
when presented with an accompanying image that was either smoking related
or appeared to be smoking related. Conclusion: The MA paradigm allows for
assessment of different properties of AB in addition to the standard RT including
MT and LT. Deviations from normal pathways could be the result of online
trajectory amendment in movement after onset and this could be reflective of
changes in attention locus as movement progresses. By assessing LT, MA offers
further insight into AB for smoking cues.
This study was funded by the Ontario Tobacco Research Unit.
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EFFECTS OF INDIVIDUAL NICOTINE METABOLISM RATES ON
NEUROCOGNITIVE EFFECTS OF NICOTINE ABSTINENCE
Mary Falcone*1,2, E. Paul Wileyto2,3, Kosha Ruparel4, Jeffrey Valdez4, Leah
LaPrate2, Ruben Gur4, John Detre4, James Loughead4, Rachel Tyndale5, and Caryn
Lerman2, 1Department of Pharmacology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
PA; 2Center for Interdisciplinary Research on Nicotine Addiction, Department
of Psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA; 3Department of
Biostatistics and Epidemiology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA;
4
Brain Behavior Laboratory, Neuropsychiatry Department, Hospital of the
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA; 5Department of Pharmacology and
Toxicology, University of Toronto, ON, Canada
Background: Chronic nicotine exposure leads to neurobiological changes, and
nicotine withdrawal is associated with a decline in cognitive performance as well
as cravings for cigarettes. Faster metabolism of nicotine has been associated with
increased risk of relapse among smokers trying to quit. Methods: We examined
relationships between individual nicotine metabolite ratio (3’-hydroxycotinine/
cotinine; NMR) and brain activation during an n-back task assessing working
memory performance and a cue reactivity task. Seventy-three treatment-seeking
smokers completed these tasks during blood-oxygen-dependent (BOLD) fMRI
scanning on two separate occasions: one session while smoking as usual, and
one following 24 hours of nicotine abstinence. Results: Fast metabolizers (NMR
above the median) displayed less deactivation of default mode network regions
(posterior cingulate cortex and ventromedial prefrontal cortex) during the N-back
task in abstinence compared to the smoking session, but showed no significant
decrement in performance. In contrast, slow metabolizers (NMR below the
median) displayed less activation in task-positive regions (bilateral DLPFC) in

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Agnes Hsin, 1055 Bay Street, Toronto, ON
M5S3A3, Canada, Phone: 416-277-0933, Email: agnes.hsin@utoronto.ca
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abstinence versus smoking, as well as abstinence-induced performance deficits.
During the cue task, there were significant NMR by session interactions in the
left anterior insula and left midtemporal gyrus: fast metabolizers showed greater
BOLD activation in response to smoking cues compared to neutral images during
the abstinent session compared to smoking, while in slow metabolizers these
regions were more reactive during the smoking session than during abstinence.
Conclusions: These data suggest that the neurobiological mechanisms which
maintain smoking behavior may be very different in fast and slow metabolizers
of nicotine.
This research was supported by NIH grants P50 CA143187 and R01 DA026849
to C.L. M.F. is supported by NIH grant T32 GM008076.

PAIN IS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED SMOKING IN CANCER PATIENTS
WHO TRY TO QUIT SMOKING
Carrie J. Aigner, Ph.D.*, Paul M. Cinciripini, Ph.D., Karen O. Anderson, Ph.D., and
Cho Y. Lam, Ph.D., The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
Background: There is emerging evidence that smokers are motivated to
smoke in order to help manage their pain. However, little research has examined
the role of pain in smoking among smokers trying to quit. This daily diary study
examined how pain influenced daily cigarette use among 35 cancer patients with
pain enrolled in the Tobacco Treatment Program (TTP), a comprehensive smoking
cessation program offered at MD Anderson. Methods: Daily diary assessments
were collected at the end of each day for a 2-week period, beginning at the time
of enrollment in the smoking cessation program. Participants entered responses
into a handheld computer device. Pain experienced throughout the day was
measured on a scale from 1 to 5, from “no pain” to “pain as bad as you can
imagine.” Smoking was defined as the number of cigarettes smoked throughout
the day. Results: Participants had an average age of 53 (SD=10.3). Cancer
type for the 35 participants was as follows: breast (32%), head and neck (32%),
thoracic (28%), and lung (8%). Linear multilevel modeling was used in analysis of
data. The dependent variable was the number of cigarettes smoked each day.
Greater pain intensity predicted increased smoking behavior, in a model with only
pain as a predictor (F [1, 190]=6.5, p=.01). The association between pain and
smoking remained significant (F [1, 188]=5.32, p=.02) even after controlling for
overall abstinence status. Conclusions: This study found that greater self-reported
daily pain was associated with greater daily cigarette use among cancer patients
enrolled in a smoking cessation program. This relation remained significant even
when controlling for overall abstinence status. These findings add to a growing
literature on pain and smoking by providing initial evidence that pain may inhibit
quitting among cancer patients who smoke and have pain. Future research
examining the effectiveness of integrated pain and smoking treatment in this
population may be warranted.
This research was supported by a cancer prevention fellowship for C. Aigner,
supported by the National Cancer Institute grant R25T CA57730, S. Chang-PI,
and by the National Institutes of Health MD Anderson Cancer Center Support
Grant CA016672. This study was also funded by the R03CA139914-01 grant
awarded by the National Cancer Institute, C. Lam-PI.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Mary Falcone, B.S., Ph.D.(c), University of
Pennsylvania, 3535 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104, United States, Phone:
215-746-3782, Email: mfalc@mail.med.upenn.edu
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DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO SMOKING AND SPIT
TOBACCO USE AMONG RURAL AND SUBURBAN ADOLESCENTS
Kentya H. Ford, Dr.P.H.*1, Salma Marani, M.S.2, C. Nathan Marti, Ph.D.3, Joshua
Hein, B.S.2, and Alexander V. Prokhorov, M.D., Ph.D.2, 1The University of Texas
at Austin, College of Pharmacy, Health Outcomes and Pharmacy Practice
Division, Austin, TX; 2Department of Behavioral Science, The University of Texas
MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX; 3The University of Texas at Austin,
Statistical and Mathematical Consulting Services, Division of Statistics and
Scientific Computation, Austin, TX
Background: Depression plays an important role and cigarette smoking behavior
in adolescence; although the direction of causality remains unclear. Despite a
well-established literature on the co-occurrence of smoking and depression in
adults, there is less information addressing this association among adolescents,
particularly among rural youth who use spit tobacco and may experience greater
tobacco and mental health-related disparities. Methods: Using logistic regression
analyses, the current study examined factors associated with depressive
symptoms and investigated whether depressive symptoms were associated with
susceptibility to smoking and spit tobacco use, while controlling for demographic
and risk factors. Tenth-grade non-smokers (N=1062) and non-spit tobacco
(N=1116) users, who were part of a baseline sample of a clinical trial evaluating an
interactive, multimedia smoking and spit tobacco curriculum (Project CURBING)
for low-SES rural and suburban adolescents were included in the study. Results:
The sample contained 515 non-depressed participants and 591 depressed
respondents. Rural and children of married parents were significantly less likely to
be depressed; while, older adolescents, females, and those with a greater number
of detentions were significantly more likely to be depressed. Hispanic background,
number of out-of school suspensions, low decisional balance, best friend smoking,
and having seen messages promoting smoking in movies were predictors of
smoking susceptibility. After correcting for other covariates, depressed status
was a significant predictor of smoking susceptibility (t (822) = 2.32, p = .021).
Being male, having married parents, fewer people in the home, greater number of
detentions, lower decisional balance, and having best friends who use spit tobacco
were significant predictors. Depressed status was a marginally significant predictor
of spit tobacco susceptibility (t (718) = 1.86, p = .063). Conclusions: Given that
over 50% of the sample reported to depressive symptoms, these results have
important implications for prevention efforts to decrease tobacco use initiation
among underserved rural and suburban populations.
This study was funded by the National Cancer Institute (grant 5R01
CA081934-09 awarded to A.V. Prokhorov).

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Carrie Aigner, Ph.D., Postdoctoral Fellow, The
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Behavioral Science, 1515
Holcolmbe, Houston, TX 77030, United States, Phone: 713-563-5877, Email:
cjaigner@mdanderson.org
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DEMOGRAPHICS OF SMOKERS SEEKING CESSATION VERSUS NONCESSATION STUDIES
Nicole Wiggert, B.A., Dorothy Hatsukami, Ph.D., and Joni Jensen, M.P.H.*
INTRODUCTION: The Tobacco Research Programs at the University of
Minnesota recruits subjects for multiple tobacco related studies. The goal of
this study is to compare smokers interested in enrolling in a cessation vs. noncessation trial. METHODS: Telephone screening data collected from two studies
were examined; one study recruited subjects interested in using a very low nicotine
content cigarette as an aide to cessation and the other study assessed the role of a
chemoprevention agent in smokers continuing to smoke. Potential subjects called
in response to advertisements and were asked questions to determine eligibility
prior to study participation. Demographics, tobacco, alcohol and medication use,
medical and psychiatric history, and motivation to quit were compared between
smokers seeking cessation and non-cessation studies. RESULTS: Quitting
Study (QS) callers (N=772) and Non-Cessation Study (NC) callers (N=589) were
different on several variables. Smokers interested in quitting were older (mean
age 43.7 +/- 13.1 vs 40.2 +/- 11.6; p<.001) and had smoked for a greater number
of years (27.0 years +/- 13.0 vs 25.6 +/- 12.4; p<.05), respectively. In addition, the
QS callers reported greater use of one or more medications than the NC group
(p<.001). Lifetime use of psychiatric medications were reported by more of the
QS than the NC group (p<.01). Males were more likely to participate in a NC
study (p<.001). The two groups were not different on number of cigarettes smoked
per day, overall health score (a scale of 0-10 with 10 being the “best your health
has been”) or frequency and quantity of alcohol use. Rate of menthol cigarette
smokers was also similar (QS=37%; NC=38%). As expected, motivation to quit

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Kentya Ford, DrPH, MS, Assistant Professor,
The University of Texas at Austin, Division of Health Outcomes and Pharmacy
Practice, 2409 University Ave A1930, Austin, TX 78712, United States, Phone:
512.471.5604, Email: kentya.ford@austin.utexas.edu
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(scale of 0-10 with 10 being very motivated) was significantly different (QS=9.2
+/- 1.3 and NC=6.3 +/- 3.0; p=<.001). CONCLUSION: While smokers across
both groups were similar on some variables, there were significant differences
on several key demographic variables. It is important to carefully consider how
these differences may affect the potential for generalization of study results to all
smokers.
Supported by NIH Grants R01-CA122244 and R01-DA025598.

use, and tobacco related morbidity and mortality. Methods: An existing systematic
review (Callinan, 2010) with 50 studies, along with a supplemental updated
literature search (search period January 2000-December 2011), was used to
update the available evidence and examine additional outcomes. Systematic
review methods developed for the CG were used to identify and abstract qualifying
studies. Results: The updated CG search identified 82 studies and found a median
relative reduction of -50% (Interquartile interval (IQI): -79% to -12%) in biomarkers
indicating recent SHS exposure, including salivary and urinary cotinine. Indoor
air pollution (primarily particulate matter) levels decreased by -88% (IQI: -95% to
-81%). For tobacco use outcomes, a median absolute reduction of -2.7 pct. pts. (IQI:
-4.7 to -1.5 pct. pts.) was found for population-level cigarette smoking prevalence
(including worksites), while a decrease in cigarette consumption of -1.2 cigarettes/
day (range: -3.6 to 0 cigs/day) was found among current smokers. Tobacco use
cessation among current smokers increased by 3.8 pct. pts. (range: 2 to 17.4 pct.
pts.), and a decrease in youth smoking prevalence was also observed (median
OR: 0.85, IQI: 0.68 to 0.93). In addition, a -5.1% (IQI: -11.6% to -2.2%) median
relative reduction in hospital admissions for cardiovascular events was observed.
Smoke-free policies also showed promising results in venues such as multiunit
housing and substance abuse facilities. Conclusions: Based on Community Guide
criteria, there is strong evidence of effectiveness that smoke-free policies are
effective in reducing exposure to SHS, reducing tobacco use among adults and
youth, and improving health outcomes in various settings.
The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education funded the fellowship.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Joni Jensen, MPH, Projects Manager, University
of MN, Psychiatry, 717 Delaware St SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414, United States,
Phone: 612-624-5178, Fax: 612-624-4610, Email: jense010@umn.edu
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FORENSIC ANALYSIS OF ONLINE MARKETING OF ELECTRONIC
CIGARETTES
Nathan Cobb*, Jody Brookover, and Caroline O. Cobb, Schroeder Institute for
Tobacco Research and Policy Studies, Legacy, Washington, DC
INTRODUCTION: Marketing of electronic cigarettes (e-cigs) by making
therapeutic claims remains illegal in the US. We sought to describe complex
networks of online e-cig marketing and to examine the connections between online
advertisers of e-cig products (“affiliates”) and companies that sell the devices
(“sellers”). METHODS: To identify online e-cig sellers, four keywords were entered
into Google search and the first two pages of results were examined. Eligible
webpages were archived and coded by two researchers. Coding included age
verification, sale of nicotine liquid, therapeutic claims, health or toxicant exposure
claims, and availability of an affiliate program. To examine the relationships
between affiliates and sellers we manually identified three forms of marketing:
SMS/text message, email-based, and banner advertisements. The forensic web
proxy software Charles, was used to log an entire browsing session including
identifiable objects (eg webpages, source files, servers) and their ties to each
other via links, redirection or shared physical resources. The network analysis
software ORA was used to graphically examine the relationship between affiliates
and sellers. RESULTS: 20 unique e-cig sellers were identified. 6 used an age
verification mechanism, all sold nicotine liquid, 4 made explicit therapeutic claims,
11 made health/toxicant exposure claims, and 12 offered an affiliate program.
Forensic analysis of 4 ads revealed a multi-level relationship between consumers
who received advertising and the seller, with logs demonstrating multiple layers of
redirection. Textual analysis of advertising by these marketers, but not their linked
sellers, included both misleading health and therapeutic claims. DISCUSSION:
Misleading marketing claims are present on both affiliate advertisements and the
websites of some e-cig sellers. Forensic analysis demonstrates that e-cig sellers
also may be using a shadow network to distance potentially illegal marketing efforts
from legal sales. These mechanisms, often used to market other unregulated
health products, may attenuate efforts to regulate the health claims of nicotine
based products.
No funding.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Cristian Dumitru, MPH, ORISE Research Fellow,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Guide to Community Preventive
Services Branch, 1600 Clifton Rd NE, Atlanta, GA 30329, United States, Phone:
4044981104, Email: vmk1@cdc.gov
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CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY IN THE EFFECT OF SMOKING ON THE
PERIIMPLANT MICROBIAL ECOLOGY

N

M. Kuptanon*1, P. Serichetapongse1,2, and A. Vacharaksa3, 1Esthetic Restorative
and Implant Dentistry Clinic; 2Department of Prosthodontics, Chulalongkorn
University, Bangkok, Thailand; 3Department of Microbiology, Faculty of Dentistry,
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand
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Objective: Smoking has been shown in many studies to be the factor associated
with periodontal disease and periimplantitis.However; it remains less clear how
smoking involves in the bacterial-induced inflammatory responses. In this study,
16S rRNA-based PCR assay has been use for detection of putative pathogens,
including Porphyromonas gingivalis (Pg), Prevotella intermedia (Pi), Treponema
denticola (Td), and Tannerella forsythus (Tf), in the healthy periimplant sulci of
smokers or nonsmokers. Methods: Patients of Faculty of Dentistry, Chulalongkorn
University, or the Police Hospital, Thailand, were randomly selected based on
the criteria; having 1-3 implant-supported crowns for more than 1 year; exposure
to more than 5 pack year or never smoking; no visible infection or inflammation;
negative for uncontrolled systemic diseases, pregnancy, or using antibiotics
within the past 3 months. Sterile paper points were used for subgingival samples
collection and DNA was extracted using PowerBiofilm™ DNA Isolation Kit (MO BIO
Laboratories, USA). End point and quantitative PCR were performed to identify
Pg, Pi, Td, Tf, and total bacteria. Results: The mean ages of smokers (n = 6), and
nonsmokers (n = 7) were 49.83±8.21 and 55.71±11.61 years. The average years
of implant in function in smokers and nonsmokers were 7.18±3.68 and 5.17±3.69,
respectively. Implant sites appeared healthy and sulci were approximately 3 to 4
mm. Pg, Pi, Td, and Tf in samples were shown by endpoint PCR. Some smokers,
50%, 66.67%, 83.33%, or 83.33%, and non-smokers, 42.86%, 14.29%, 14.29%,
or 85.71%,were detected with Pg, Pi, Td, or Tf, respectively. The prevalence of Td
in smokers was significantly higher than that was in non-smokers by Fisher’s exact
test analysis (p<0.05). Consistently, quantitative PCR showed the ratio of Td to
total bacteria were higher in smokers when compared to nonsmokers. Conclusion:
The prevalence of periodontal pathogenic bacteria was higher in smokers than
non-smokers with statistical significantly difference in Td. These results suggested
smoking as a strong influence to the microbial ecology of the dental implant and
its success.
No funding.
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CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Caroline Cobb, Ph.D., Postdoctoral fellow, Legacy,
Schroeder Institute for Tobacco Research and Policy Studies, 1724 Massachusetts
Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20036, United States, Phone: 2024545917, Email:
ccobb@legacyforhealth.org
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COMMUNITY GUIDE SYSTEMATIC REVIEW ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
SMOKE-FREE POLICIES IN REDUCING TOBACCO USE AND EXPOSURES
TO SECONDHAND SMOKE: AN UPDATE
Cristian G. Dumitru, M.P.H.*, Cherie Rooks-Peck, Ph.D., R.D., L.D., Jennifer
Murphy Morgan, M.S.P.H., Adesola Pitan, M.B.Ch.B., M.P.H., and David P.
Hopkins, M.D., M.P.H., Community Guide Branch, Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention
Background: Exposure to secondhand smoke (SHS) and tobacco use are
linked to disease and premature death. The adoption of smoke-free policies, which
prohibit smoking in indoor spaces and designated public areas, was previously
recommended in 2005 by the Community Preventive Services Task Force. Our
objective was to conduct an updated Community Guide (CG) systematic review
on the effectiveness of smoke-free policies in reducing SHS exposure, tobacco

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Maneerat Kuptanon, D.D.S., Dentist,
Chulalongkorn University, Faculty of Dentistry, 401-403 Chakawad Road,
Bangkok, 10100, Thailand, Phone: +66899496213, Email: kompoke@gmail.com
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in 57% of packets analyzed with an average of 2.4 labels per pack. All of the
countries had deceptive labels despite being banned in all countries except
Russia and Azerbaijan where still no such legislation exists. Conclusion: All of
the countries were close to meeting the FCTC minimum recommendations and
national legislation on health warning labelling, with the exception of Azerbaijan.
However, gaps remain with respect to compliance of legislation and pack
assessment, which should include pictorial warnings that have rotating messages
in the main language of the country. Deceptive labelling remains an even greater
challenge and should be a policy priority.
European Union’s 7th Framework Program; project HEALTH-F2-2009-223344.

EXERCISE AS AN ADJUNCT TO STANDARD TREATMENT FOR SEDENTARY
FEMALE SMOKERS: SHORT- AND LONG-TERM CESSATION OUTCOMES
Taru Kinnunen, Ph.D.*1, Lynette L. Craft, Ph.D.2, and Tellervo Korhonen, Ph.D.3,
1
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA; 2American College of Sports
Medicine, Indianapolis, IN, USA; 3University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Background: When added to NRT and brief cessation counseling engagement in
aerobic exercise 2-3 times a week can enhance both short- and long-term smoking
cessation. However, adherence to exercise programs among smokers has been
poor. The aims of this study were to: 1) Examine whether cognitive-behavioral
exercise adherence counseling (CBC) added to a prescribed exercise program
(EP); and 2) exercise supervision level, i.e. facility-based (FB) vs. home-based
(HB) exercise, affects short-term (12 weeks post-cessation) and long-term (1 year
post-cessation) outcomes. Methods: Three hundred sedentary female smokers
were randomly assigned to one of four conditions: HB + CBC, FB + CBC, HB+EP,
or FB+EP. All women were provided with 12-weeks of brief smoking cessation
counseling and NRT (nicotine patch). The aerobic exercise program consisted of
moderate-intensity exercise (walking/stationary bike) 3 times/week for 15 weeks (3
weeks prior to the quit day and 12 weeks after). Biochemically verified prolonged
smoking abstinence was assessed at the end of treatment (EOT) and 12 months
follow-up (EOF). Results: Participants were predominantly White (71.0%) and
25.3% were married. Majority (81.3%) had at least some college education. Mean
age was 40.2 (10.1) and the mean daily cigarette consumption was 16.9 (7.3).
One-third (32.3%) of the participants reported ‘time to first cigarette’ being less
than 5 minutes. Consistent with previous research, the smoking relapse curve
was steep with only 63.0% abstinent by the end of the first week. At the EOT the
abstinence rate was 29.8. The FB + CBC group reported the highest physical
activity and had the highest abstinence rate (38.2%). At the EOF the overall
abstinence rate 9.0%. It was he highest in the FB + EP (13.1%) and lowest in
the HB + EP (4.8%) group. Conclusions: Our results suggest that even with a
multifaceted program created to enhance adherence to intervention and facilitate
cessation, both the short- and long-term relapse rates are high. The challenge
remains as how to address smoking behavior and cessation among the high risk
populations such as sedentary smoking women.
Funding: NIDA 12503 - Kinnunen.

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Hassan Mir, MD, Resident, McMaster University,
Medicine, 3064 Workman Drive, Mississauga, ON L5M6J9, Canada, Phone: 905
399 9590, Email: hassan.mir1@gmail.com
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INTENSIVE GROUP INTERVENTION IN SMOKERS WITH AND WITHOUT
A HISTORY OF PSYCHIATRIC ILLNESS: EVALUATION OF 5 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN PRIMARY CARE
Maria Jesus Garcia-Blanco1, Miriam Otero1,2, Fernando Martin2, and Luis GutierrezBardeci2,3, 1Direccion Xeral Saude Publica, Conselleria Sanidade, Santiago de
Compostela, Spain; 2Department of Pharmacology, Faculty of Medicine, University
of Cantabria, Santander, Spain; 3C.S. Puertochico, Servicio Cántabro Salud,
Santander, Spain
Background. A high proportion of those seeking help to quit smoking suffers
psychiatric disorders. The results of a descriptive longitudinal study with a
one-year follow-up are presented and its effectiveness in those patients previously
diagnosed with a psychiatric condition is evaluated. Methods. Twenty smoking
cessation groups were conducted between 2006 and 2011 in a Primary Care
Unit. A total of 267 smokers (57.3% female, 42.7% male) were treated. They
participated in five 90 minutes-sessions, with a subsequent telephone follow-up at
one year. Abstinence was verified by cooximetry at the end of sessions (6 weeks
of abstinence) and self-declared afterwards. Ninety seven of them either had
been previously diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder or had been prescribed an
antidepressant or an anxiolytic drug for at least six months during the previous three
years. Whereas 49.0% of women had history of psychiatric disorder (as defined),
only 19.3% of men had (p<0.001). Results. The point prevalence abstinence rate
at 12 months was 39.0%. Although it was higher in women than in men (43.8%
vs. 28.6%), differences were not significant (OR:1.34, p:0.26). Smokers with no
history of psychiatric illness showed higher abstinence rates (44.1% vs. 35.1%),
but differences were not significant (OR:1.46, p:0.16). An analysis of when relapses
happened shows that: a) smokers with a previous psychiatric history relapsed
significantly more during the first six weeks (i.e., between the day they quitted and
the end of treatment groups) (39.2% vs. 25.3, OR:1.90, LC95:1.08-3.36, p:0.019);
b) its relapse rate between weeks 6-52 was similar to the one of patients without
history of psychiatric disorder (42.4% vs. 40.9%, OR:1.06, p:0.87). Conclusions.
Males and females from our sample differ in some of their characteristics. Although
smokers with a previous psychiatric condition may find more difficult to achieve
abstinence, they can nevertheless quit. Since they tend to relapse more during
the first six weeks, they might benefit from a more intensive intervention during
that period.
No funding.
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ANALYZING COMPLIANCE OF CIGARETTE PACKAGING WITH THE
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COUNTRIES
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Introduction: Rates of smoking in countries of the former Soviet Union (fSU)
are among the highest in the world. Tobacco control measures were virtually
nonexistent in the Soviet era and after the collapse of the Soviet Union,
transnational tobacco companies actively obstructed progress in tobacco control.
There has been some progress in the past decade; however implementation of
tobacco control policies remains a major challenge. The aim of this study is to
analyze compliance of labelling on cigarette packets with the FCTC and national
legislation in eight former Soviet Union countries. Methods: As a part of the Health
in Times of Transition (HITT) study, nationally representative household surveys in
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Russia and Ukraine
were performed with samples of between 1800 and 3000 respondents in each
country. Smokers were asked to report which brands they consumed and the 10
most commonly consumed brands were collected from these eight countries. A total
of 80 packets were collected and analyzed using a structured data collection tool;
duplicate packets were excluded (one in Armenia). Results: Health warnings were
on all packets from all countries and met the FCTC minimum recommendations
on size and position except Azerbaijan and Georgia. All countries used a variety
of warnings except Azerbaijan. No country had pictorial health warnings, despite
them being mandatory in Georgia and Moldova. Deceptive labels were present
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CIGARETTE BRAND AND SUB-BRAND PREFERENCES AMONG U.S.
YOUNG ADULTS, 2011
Susanne E. Tanski, M.D., M.P.H.*1,2, Zhongze Li1, Zhigang Li, Ph.D.1,3, and
James D. Sargent, M.D.1,2, 1Norris Cotton Cancer Center, Dartmouth College;
2
Department of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, Geisel School of Medicine at
Dartmouth; 3Department of Community and Family Medicine, Dartmouth College
Background: Tobacco companies spend billions to cultivate brand allegiance
and obtain market share. While 2009 data showed market shares of 39.9% for
Marlboro, 9.9% Newport and 6.4% Camel, many sub-brands are marketed to
younger smokers (e.g. Camel has 19 sub-brands). Details of brand/sub-brand
preference among young adult smokers have not been recently described.
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Objective: To determine cigarette brand preferences among young adult cigarette
users in the US. Methods: A representative sample of 1834 U.S. 18-23 year olds
was recruited via RDD from landline and cell phone frames in winter 2010/11.
Ever-smokers were asked about usual brand smoked, with sub-brand detail for
the 3 above brands. Frequency and quantity of smoking was also asked. Results:
Of 1834 subjects, 54.5% had ever tried smoking. Of ever-smokers, 47.6% (n=475)
were current smokers (past 30 days), and of current smokers 52% smoked daily
(n=247). Marlboro, Camel and Newport brands predominated as ‘most often
smoked’ among both non-daily and daily smokers, with 46% of non-daily smokers
choosing Marlboro brands, 23.1% Camel and 13.2% Newport. Some 7.9% of
non-daily smokers reported no usual brand, and an additional 4% ‘did not know’ their
usual brand. For daily smokers, 47% smoked Marlboro brands, 15% Camels, and
21.4% Newport. No daily smokers reported not having a usual brand. Some 40%
of current Marlboro smokers usually smoked a menthol sub-brand, as did 53.5%
of Camel smokers. Among current smokers of any brand, 48% smoked menthol
and 30% non-menthol (22% not specified). In separate multivariate regression
analyses, usual brand of cigarette was not associated with daily smoking (versus
non-daily smoking), nor intensity of smoking. Conclusions: A vast majority of
young adult smokers continue to smoke the 3 most heavily advertised cigarette
brands, and many smoke Marlboro and Camel menthol sub-brands. Brand choice
does not appear related to smoking intensity. Given that marketing of cigarette
brands is now under FDA oversight, it will be prudent to monitor changes in brand
preferences in response to any restrictions imposed under the Family Smoking
Prevention and Tobacco Control Act.
Funding from grant support, NCI: R01-CA077026.
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR: Susanne Tanski, MD, MPH, Assistant Professor
of Pediatrics, Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth, Pediatrics and Adolescent
Medicine, One Medical Center Drive, Lebanon, NH 03756, United States, Phone:
603-653-9030, Fax: 603-653-9090, Email: susanne.e.tanski@dartmouth.edu
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Préambule
La dangerosité de la consommation de tabac est clairement établie. La fumée du tabac tue
73 000 personnes en France [1] par an, soit 200 par jour. La mortalité liée au tabagisme semble
avoir atteint un plateau chez les hommes car leur consommation est en régression en France
depuis 1991, date du vote de la loi Évin. Le fardeau du tabac sur la mortalité et la morbidité des
femmes est en revanche toujours en forte croissance, car la consommation massive de tabac a
été plus tardive chez elles.
En l’absence d’arrêt de sa consommation, le tabac est responsable du décès de la moitié de ses
consommateurs réguliers.
Selon la Convention-cadre pour la lutte antitabac (CCLAT)1, traité international élaboré sous
l’égide de l’Organisation mondiale de la santé (OMS) et ratifié par 180 États à travers le monde,
la baisse régulière de toute consommation doit rester l’objectif prioritaire. Jusqu’à ce jour, les
spécialistes de la lutte contre le tabac étaient plutôt défavorables à mettre en avant une
politique de réduction du risque. Cette politique a en effet constamment été détournée par
l’industrie du tabac pour en faire un argument de recrutement de nouveaux fumeurs et pour
assurer la persistance la consommation chez ceux qui sont devenus addicts au produit.
Cependant, le fardeau du tabac justifie aussi une politique de réduction des risques [2], si celle-ci
ne nuit pas à la politique principale qui doit conduire à la diminution progressive du tabagisme.
L’intensité de la dépendance au tabac est plus forte que celle induite par l’alcool, le cannabis ou
les drogues de synthèse, voisine de celle de la cocaïne et de l’héroïne. Le tabac a un pouvoir
addictif, principalement quand il est fumé, qui justifie d’utiliser les procédures et les
médicaments validés pour l’arrêt et d’étudier de nouveaux produits de substitution dont le
rapport bénéfice/risque serait favorable.
Sur le plan sanitaire, le cœur du problème doit rester la lutte contre le tabac. En 2013, l’ecigarette est un phénomène marginal à côté de celui des produits du tabac.
La prise en compte par les politiques de la situation de l’e-cigarette ne doit pas être un alibi pour
négliger celui du tabac lui-même qui ruine la France et les Français et qui altère la santé.

1

Convention-cadre pour la lutte antitabac (CCLAT) http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2003/9242591017.pdf
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Introduction
L’usage de la cigarette électronique – ou e-cigarette, – se répand en France comme dans de
nombreux pays, mais est l’objet de multiples interrogations. Le manque d’études scientifiques
neutres et indépendantes rend les réponses apportées à ces interrogations particulièrement
difficiles. Il est pourtant nécessaire que les utilisateurs du produit, le public, les professionnels de
santé et tous ceux qui assurent la promotion de ce produit reçoivent des messages clairs. Entre
l’interdiction totale décidée dans certains pays et l’absence totale de règles dans d’autres, les
experts consultés pour ce rapport, à partir d’une analyse la plus large et la plus objective
possible des données disponibles, ont émis des recommandations.
Refuser de dresser un constat en arguant du manque de données, exiger les résultats d’études
attendues dans une à cinq années pour prendre des décisions reviendrait à laisser les utilisateurs
– et les non-utilisateurs – sans protection à la merci du marché. Les constats et
recommandations émis ici sont provisoires, mais reflètent cette volonté de décider malgré les
incertitudes qui subsistent afin de guider les politiques dans les décisions qu’ils prendront en
2013 et 2014.
À côté des incertitudes sur les données, il est apparu, dès la première réunion des experts, que si
les constants sont partagés, les recommandations dépendent également de la place que notre
société souhaite offrir à la nicotine. Faut-il laisser le marché de la nicotine totalement ouvert en
considérant qu’elle est un produit utile ou procurant le plaisir à certains ? Ou faut-il l’extraire
progressivement de notre société ? En effet, cette substance fortement addictive est disponible
depuis 400 ans en Europe et massivement utilisée depuis 60 ans tandis que le tabagisme,
support actuel de la prise de nicotine, a fait plus de 100 millions de morts. Le tabac a rendu des
centaines de millions de consommateurs dépendants au tabac du fait du marketing des
multinationales qui ont réussi à imposer le tabagisme comme norme sociale. La promesse faite
par l’industrie du tabac pendant des décennies de mettre à disposition des fumeurs des
cigarettes moins dangereuses est restée vaine. Ainsi le tabagisme provoque tant de nuisances
aux hommes et aux sociétés que certains pays organisent la fin du tabac. Le parlement finlandais
a voté la fin du tabac2, la Nouvelle-Zélande et l’Australie s’en rapprochent et l’OMS la souhaite
ardemment3.
Ce document comprend deux éléments :


Un rapport d’experts abordant les 161 questions qui ont fait l’objet d’un consensus
auprès de ces derniers et dont les réponses, aussi claires et documentées que possibles,
donnent une base, conforme à ce qui est connu en avril 2013. Un pré-rapport a été
soumis à 50 personnes impliquées en France et en Europe dans le marché, l’utilisation et
le contrôle de l’e-cigarette.



Un avis d’experts, sous forme d’un document court, reflétant l’avis majoritaire ou
unanime des 10 experts consultés afin de guider les autorités dans leurs décisions. Cet
avis est daté de mai 2013 et est susceptible d’évoluer dans le temps.

L’OFT a proposé à la DGS de rédiger pour le 31 mai 2013, date de la Journée mondiale sans
tabac, un rapport sur tous les aspects de l’e-cigarette, basé sur les connaissances acquises au 15
mai 2013 et reflet des avis des experts réunis à cet effet.
2
3

La Finlande vote la fin du tabac : http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8459947.stm
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK99244
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Pour réaliser ce rapport, l’OFT :


a conduit les interrogations Medline de la littérature publiée et l’a analysée,



a analysé la littérature grise,



a conduit des enquêtes auprès de consommateurs,



a contacté ses réseaux européens pour recueillir des informations sur les positions de
différents pays,



a informé les différentes agences et sollicité leurs positions au sujet de l’e-cigarette,



a recruté 10 experts (8 Français et 2 Européens) pour établir un rapport consensuel et un
avis d’experts,



a fait valider une liste de 161 questions justifiant un avis consensuel des experts,



a mis en place des votes par Internet et organisé deux réunions des experts à Paris,



a sollicité des experts extérieurs au groupe sur des points précis,



a proposé à 50 personnes d’horizons divers mais présentant un intérêt pour l’e-cigarette
de relire le texte,



a rédigé 5 pages de constats et de recommandations pour agir.

Les positions rapportées sont des positions qui nécessitent une réactualisation rapide car la
somme des données sur le produit fait plus que doubler tous les ans.
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Les auteurs
Ce travail a été initié par l’OFT dont toute l’équipe a été mobilisée sur le projet et en a assuré le
suivi. Bertrand Dautzenberg président de l’OFT a coordonné le projet.

L’équipe de l’OFT
Agnès Delrieu, médecin tabacologue, chargée de projet, a coordonné le travail des
experts et mis en place l’organisation de l’ensemble des ressources documentaires en
ligne.
 Joseph Osman, tabacologue, directeur de l’OFT, a suivi le projet sur le plan administratif
et technique.
 Pascale Sommero, directrice administrative de l’OFT, a assuré la gestion, une partie de la
logistique du projet, l’édition, la correction et la mise en page du présent rapport.
 Sylvie Baril s’est chargée de la gestion et a contribué aux études de consommation.


Les experts















Bertrand Dautzenberg (Paris) est professeur de pneumologie et tabacologue à Paris (
GHU Pitié Salpêtrière-Charles Foix et UMPC Paris 6). Responsable des enquêtes de Paris
sans tabac, il préside l’OFT et a coordonné le projet e-cigarette : b.dautzenberg@oftaasso.fr
Agnès Delrieu (Paris) est médecin généraliste, tabacologue. Elle effectue de nombreuses
missions pour l’OFT, notamment en entreprise ou auprès de populations cibles
spécifiques (femmes, précaires, etc.) : agnes.delrieu@hotmail.com
Antoine Deutsch (Paris) est chargé du dossier tabac à l’INCa. Il intervient en accord avec
sa hiérarchie mais n’exprime ici que son avis personnel : adeutsch@institutcancer.fr
Béatrice Le Maître (Caen) est médecin du travail, tabacologue, responsable du groupe
de travail e-cigarette de l’Alliance contre le tabac : beatricelm@wanadoo.fr
Gérard Mathern est pneumologue, tabacologue à Saint-Étienne, responsable de
l’association IRAAT (Institut Rhône-Alpes Auvergne de tabacologie). Il a travaillé sur l’ecigarette pour la Société française de tabacologie : mathern.gerard@neuf.fr
Cornel Radu-Loghin est responsable de projets européens à l’ENSP (European Network
for Smoking and Tobacco Prevention) à Bruxelles. Il a conduit une enquête sur l’ecigarette en Europe : cornel.radu@ensp.org
Anne-Audrey Schmitt est psychiatre, addictologue au Centre d’addictologie de
Clermont-Ferrand : aschmitt@chu-clermontferrand.fr
Daniel Thomas est professeur de cardiologie (Groupe hospitalier Pitié SalpêtrièreCharles Foix et UMPC Paris 6). Il est responsable du projet Jamais la première de la
Fédération française de cardiologie : daniel.thomas@psl.aphp.fr
Michel Underner est pneumologue et tabacologue à Poitiers : m.underner@chupoitiers.fr

Les 9 experts remercient Jean-François Etter (Genève), professeur de santé publique à la Faculté
de médecine l’Université de Genève, politologue, spécialiste de la prévention du tabagisme. Il a
été l’un des experts ayant participé à la préparation de ce rapport, il a participé à la première
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réunion et a contribué à la réflexion sur le document et à sa rédaction. Il ne souhaite pas
souscrire aux conclusions ni aux recommandations de ce rapport. Jean-François
Etter (Genève) rapporte un lien d’intérêt avec un fabricant d’e-cigarettes et d’e-liquides qui a
contribué à deux déplacements (Londres et Chine, avion + hôtel) sur le thème de l’e-cigarette
(aucune rémunération).
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Liens et conflits d’intérêt des experts
Liens avec l’industrie du tabac
Aucun lien, aucun conflit.
Ni l’OFT ni aucun des experts n’a de lien d’intérêt ni encore moins de conflit d’intérêts avec
l’industrie du tabac.

Liens avec l’industrie de l’e-cigarette
Aucun lien, aucun conflit.


L’OFT et les 9 experts n’ont aucun lien avec l’industrie de l’e-cigarette.

Liens avec l’industrie pharmaceutique concernée par l’arrêt du tabac
et la réduction du tabagisme
Nombreux liens, pas de conflit.


OFT Entreprise, filiale de l’association OFT, a en 2009-2010 sollicité Pfizer Ltd pour lancer
le projet e.SCCAN de réseau européen dont le financement avait été refusé par la DG
Sanco.



OFT Entreprise a eu des contacts avec tous les laboratoires pharmaceutiques concernés
par l’arrêt du tabac à l’occasion de l’organisation du congrès de la Société française de
tabacologie à Paris en 2008, 2010 et 2012.



Bertrand Dautzenberg, en tant que président de l’OFT, a eu des contacts avec tous ces
laboratoires. Il a été invité à différents congrès par Pfizer, Novartis Santé Familiale,
Pierre Fabre Santé, GSK. Il a conduit un entretien de Carla avec Pierre Fabre. Il a
participé à une étude RAND avec Pfizer. Il ne touche aucune rémunération pour ses
prestations.



Agnès Delrieu déclare n’avoir aucun lien d’intérêt dans ce domaine.



Antoine Deutsch déclare n’avoir aucun lien d’intérêt dans ce domaine.



Béatrice Le Maître déclare des remboursements de frais de congrès par Pfizer et
Pharmacia, le financement de symposia et d’animations de soirées de formation sur le
sevrage tabagique destinés à des médecins et une participation à des essais cliniques en
tant qu’investigateur principal (Pfizer).



Gérard Mathern déclare n’avoir aucun conflit d’intérêt dans ce domaine mais reconnaît
des liens par sa participation à des réunions et son implication à des formations
organisées avec l’aide de Pierre Fabre Santé, Novartis Santé Familiale, Pfizer et GSK.



Anne-Audrey Schmitt déclare n’avoir aucun conflit d’intérêt dans ce domaine, mais
rapporte une participation à un symposium organisé par le laboratoire Pierre Fabre
Santé.



Cornel Radu-Loghin déclare n’avoir aucun conflit d’intérêt dans ce domaine.



Daniel Thomas déclare avoir des contrats de recherche avec Boerhinger Ingelheim
France et Pierre Fabre Médicament, des contrats de consultant/conseil avec Pfizer et
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Solvay Pharma, des contrats dans le cadre d’actions de communication avec Pfizer,
Novartis Santé Familiale, Pierre Fabre Médicament, Mc Neill, Servier, des prises en
charge de frais de congrès par Pfizer et Pierre Fabre Médicament.


Michel Underner déclare n’avoir aucun conflit d’intérêt dans ce domaine.
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Méthodes
pour
rechercher
le
consensus dans l’
l’avis des experts


L’OFT a rassemblé progressivement des données décrivant le produit e-cigarette et son
utilisation.



L’OFT a recruté 10 experts.



L’OFT a proposé une première liste de questions à faire valider par les experts.



Les experts ont voté en ligne sur ces questions puis un accord final a été obtenu lors de
leur première réunion.



L’OFT a rédigé au fur et à mesure les réponses aux questions qui ont été ensuite
soumises au vote en ligne et améliorées par les experts jusqu’à obtenir un agrément sur
les faits et les options disponibles.

Les points qui ont fait l’objet de désaccords ont été rediscutés lors des réunions en face à face en
vue d’obtenir un consensus. Si le consensus n’existait pas sur un point, cela a été clairement
indiqué dans le rapport.
Sur la base de ce rapport et à l’issue de discussions en face à face et via Internet, des constats et
recommandations courtes ont été préparés. Chacune des phrases de cet avis a fait l’objet d’un
vote formel des experts par la méthode Delphi de façon à obtenir un consensus progressif par
mail, puis lors de la réunion qui s’est tenue le 2 avril, puis dans les jours qui ont suivi cette
réunion.
Jusqu’à début mai 2013, les experts ont pu proposer des modifications ou demander une
nouvelle validation des réponses, reflétant donc d’un avis émis fin avril 2013.
Fin avril 2013, ce préavis d’experts a été soumis à 50 personnes d’horizons divers. Les experts
ont pris en compte leurs observations, ou motivé les refus et validé le document final. Ce
document rapporte les faits et le document court les constats principaux et les
recommandations des experts.
Le rapport final comprend les documents sources et les avis et recommandations des experts ; il
est rendu public selon des modalités ayant fait l’objet d’un agrément de la DGS et du cabinet de
la ministre de la Santé qui s’est publiquement interrogée sur les e-cigarettes et a demandé un
avis via ses services.
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Les 50 personnes sollicitée
sollicitées pour
pour la
relecture du rapport
Le pré-rapport a été soumis à 50 personnes qui ont rendu leurs observations aux experts. Les 9
experts ont été seuls décideurs du contenu final du rapport. Les observations souvent
pertinentes des relecteurs (plus de 3 000 propositions de fond et de détail) ont permis d’étoffer
le rapport final mais ceux-ci ne sont en rien engagés par la teneur du document. Certaines
options en faveur desquelles d’aucuns ont argumenté dur n’ont pas été prises en compte car
elles allaient à l’encontre de l’avis d’autres lecteurs et de la majorité des experts.
Sont uniquement cités ci-dessous les relecteurs qui ont apporté des remarques et accepté que
leur nom apparaisse.









Adler
André
Audureau
Bartsch
Becquemin
Berlin
Bouniol
Bur

Marion
Étienne
Gérard
Pierre
Marie-Hélène
Ivan
Sébastien
Yves









Cardenas
Chevalier
Dautzenberg
De Thuin
Delcroix
Deroubaix
Dewitte

Maria
Christian
Marie-Dominique
Christian
Michel
Hugues
Jean-Dominique



Dreux

Claude












Drouin
Dutertre
Ferran
Gaubert
Gruszecki
Helbert
Iatchev
Joannard
Le Houezec
Lepoutre

Caroline
Laurent
Olivier
Philippe
Ludovic
Maxime
Tihomir
Nathalie
Jacques
Brice





Loubrieu
Oberson
Peiffer

Jean-François
Lydia
Gérard

Tabacologue
Médecin de santé publique
Président de Droits des non-fumeurs
Professeur de pneumologie (Belgique)
Physiologiste respiratoire spécialiste aérosol
Pharmacologue
Forum utilisateurs d’e-cigarettes
Ancien député, président de l’Alliance contre
le tabac
Directrice de Droits des non-fumeurs
Tabacologue
Tabacologue
60 millions de consommateurs
Président de l’Appri
Forum utilisateurs d’e-cigarettes
Professeur de médecine du travail,
tabacologue
Membre de l’Académie de pharmacie et de
l’Académie de médecine
DGS
Laboratoire national d’essais et de métrologie
Pharmacien
Professionnel de santé et vapoteur
Forum utilisateurs d’e-cigarettes
Pharmacien
SUMPSS Paris XX
DGS
Expert en dépendance tabagique
Président de l’Association indépendante des
utilisateurs de cigarettes électroniques
Pneumologue addictologue
Office fédéral de la santé publique (Suisse)
Pneumologue tabacologue
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Pettiaux
Pfletsschinger
Rouzaud
Saloux
Stoebner-Delbarre

Michel
Elisabeth
Pierre
Valérie
Anne





Testelin
Tsang
Vullième

Marie-Ange
Maria
Patrick

FARES (Belgique)
Mildt
Président Tabac et liberté
Infirmière tabacologue
Médecin de santé publique, tabacologue,
Épidaure CRLC Val d’Aurelle
Directrice Eclat-Graa
Forum utilisateurs d’e-cigarettes
Office fédéral de la santé publique (Suisse)

Cinq des relecteurs ont tenu à rester anonymes.
Certaines agences, comme la HAS et l’INPES, n’ont pas souhaité relire l’avis d’experts avant
publication.
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Les
auxquelles
questions
souhaité répondre les experts

ont

Cette liste de questions a été construite progressivement.
Une première liste de 142 questions a été préparée à l’OFT.
Elle a été soumise aux experts. Après premier retour des experts, 3 questions ont été
supprimées, 7 ajoutées et 15 reformulées.
Lors de la première réunion des experts, 1 question a été fusionnée et 3 ajoutées.
En cours de rédaction du rapport, cette liste a continué à évoluer.
Au final, une liste de 161 questions fait l’objet de réponses dans ce rapport couvrant tous les
aspects de l’e-cigarette.
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Les réponses des experts
1.

L’e-cigarette et son e-liquide

1.1 Quelle est l’anatomie d’une e-cigarette ?
L’e-cigarette comporte trois parties principales contenues dans une enveloppe plastique ou
métallique (voir Figure 1) :


une pile,



une cartouche,



un atomiseur.
cartouche

embout

atomiseur

batterie

diode

FIGURE 1 : ANATOMIE D’UNE E-CIGARETTE


La pile constitue la plupart du temps la plus grande partie de l’e-cigarette sur les

produits jetables. Sur les cigarettes réutilisables, il s’agit de batteries « basse tension »
(accumulateurs), rechargeables par câble USB ou par chargeur. La tension (voltage) est
généralement comprise entre 3,7 et 4,4 volts pleine charge pouvant être boostée ou
régulée par l’électronique qu’elle embarque. Ces accumulateurs sont montés seuls ou en
série de deux générant alors environ 7 volts. La quantité d’électricité délivrée est très
variable selon les modèles, allant de 150 mAh4 pour les plus petites (de moins en moins
utilisées) à 3500 mAh pour les MODs5, (grosses e-cigarettes modifiées donnant des
réglages plus précis), et généralement de 650 mAh, 900 mAh et 1100/1300 mAh pour les
plus utilisées. Le lien entre quantité d’électricité délivrée et type de produit n’est pas
mathématique et certains gros MODs fonctionnent avec des accumulateurs délivrant
700 mAh (voire moins). Dans les e-cigarettes réutilisables, le tube abritant la pile se visse
sur la cartouche contenant le liquide.
Sur certains modèles, un voyant lumineux – usuellement une diode rouge ou bleue – est placé à
l’autre extrémité du tube de la pile (la majorité des e-cigarettes réutilisables en sont maintenant
dépourvu).


4
5

Un dispositif de stockage du e-liquide, qui peut prendre la forme d’une cartouche
(silicone, polyméthacrylate de méthyle – PMMA ou métal inoxydable) ou d’un réservoir
(PMMA/polyéthylène, Pyrex ou métal inoxydable) éventuellement complété d’un
dispositif de captation du liquide par capillarité (Silica, fibre de verre, tissu métallique,

mAh = milliampère-heure
MODs : version courte de « cigarettes électroniques modifiées », mais dont la signification devient
progressivement plus générale. Cf. www.planetofthevapes.co.uk/forums/showthread.php/12852-What-is-a-mod
ou www.stevevape.com/what-is-e-cigarette-mode-cig-101/
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céramique, fils de nylon (Perlon6) ou de fibres de borosilicate – bourre
textile/synthétique/métallique, etc.) en contact avec le système de vaporisation.


L’atomiseur permet de convertir l’e-liquide en brouillard simulant la fumée. Il est
constitué d’une spirale ou treillis métallique qui forme une résistance chauffante
(typiquement de 1,25 ohm à 2,8 ohms). Il est de plus en plus souvent intégré dans la
cartouche rechargeable (cartomiseur, cartomizer ou clearomizer s’il est transparent).



Une micro-valve sensible à la dépression provoquée par l’inspiration ou un contacteur à
déclenchement manuel permettent l’alimentation par la pile de l’atomiseur (sur certains
modèles sophistiqués, des pressions successives sur ce contacteur permettent d’accéder
à d’autres fonctions).

L’e-cigarette peut être à usage unique (jetable) et elle est alors complètement scellée.
L’e-cigarette réutilisable existe dans de nombreuses configurations : réservoir rechargeable ou
non, réservoir soudé ou non à l’atomiseur et de nombreuses modalités (MODs) sont disponibles.

FIGURE 2 : E-CIGARETTES AVEC CHARGEUR ET SYSTEME DE REMPLISSAGE (SOURCE : WIKIMEDIA)7

6
7

Textile polyamide ne risquant pas de produire de fines particules contrairement à l’étoupe ou au coton
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a8/EGo-Wedelstahldoppel.png
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1.2 Quelles définitions ?
1.2.1 Quelle définition pour l’e-cigarette et les autres dispositifs sans tabac délivrant
de la nicotine ?
Le terme d’e-cigarette ou cigarette électronique désigne un produit fonctionnant à l’électricité
sans combustion, destiné à simuler l’acte de fumer du tabac. Il produit un brouillard de fines
particules, appelé communément « vapeur » ou « fumée artificielle, ressemblant visuellement à
la fumée produite par la combustion du tabac. Cette « vapeur » peut être aromatisée (arôme de
tabac, de menthe, de fruits, de chocolat, etc.) et contenir ou non de la nicotine. Dans les ecigarettes correctement fabriquées et utilisées, l’aérosol contient, selon les données disponibles,
beaucoup moins de substances délétères à la santé que la fumée du tabac, en particulier ni
particules solides, ni goudron, ni autres substances cancérogènes, ni monoxyde de carbone (CO).
Le terme de vaporisateur personnel (VP) est depuis peu proposé par certains utilisateurs qui
voudraient quitter le mot « e-cigarette » et s’éloigner encore plus du monde du tabac.
Le terme d’ENDS (Electronic Nicotine Delivery System) ou ENDD (Electronic Nicotine Delivery
Device) désigne globalement les e-cigarettes et les produits voisins délivrant de la nicotine.
Quand ils ont la forme d’un cigare, d’une pipe ou d’une chicha, ils peuvent aussi être nommés
« cigare électronique », « pipe électronique » ou « chicha électronique » [3].
Le terme de « produits contenant de la nicotine autres que les produits du tabac (PCN) » est
défini par le « projet de directive européenne sur les produits du tabac »8 dans son article 18. Si
la directive est adoptée, ces produits nécessiteront une autorisation de mise sur le marché
comme médicaments (AMM) s’ils contiennent une quantité globale ou une concentration de
nicotine supérieure à certains taux. Nous utiliserons toutes les fois que nécessaire dans ce
rapport l’abréviation PCN pour désigner les produits autres que le tabac contenant de la
nicotine.
Les e-cigarettes sans nicotine et sans tabac ne sont ni des produits du tabac ni de la nicotine,
mais elles ont une forme voisine de celle de la cigarette et/ou leur utilisation est similaire à l’acte
de fumer. Certains pays ont choisi de les considérer par nature et/ou par fonction comme
« produit évoquant le tabagisme » (PET).
Nous utiliserons dans le présent rapport le terme de « produit évoquant le tabagisme » (PET)
pour désigner l’ensemble des produits qui ne sont ni des médicaments ni des produits du tabac
et qui présentent une des caractéristiques suivantes :

8



contiennent de la nicotine,



sont semblables aux produits du tabac,



ont une utilisation similaire à l’acte de fumer.

Projet de révision de la directive 2001/37/EC sur les
http://ec.europa.eu/health/tobacco/docs/com_2012_788_fr.pdf
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produits

du

tabac

2012,

Bruxelles

1.2.2 L’e-cigarette produit-elle une fumée, une vapeur ou un brouillard ?


Fumée

« Ensemble de produits gazeux qui se dégagent de certains corps en combustion et qui sont
rendus plus ou moins opaques par les particules solides ou liquides dont ils sont chargés. Produit
gazeux qui se dégage du tabac fumé par quelqu’un : Faire des ronds de fumée. Vapeur qui
s’exhale d’un corps plus chaud et plus humide que l’air : La fumée qui sort des naseaux d’un
cheval. » (source dictionnaire Larousse)
« Mélange de gaz, de vapeur d’eau et de particules plus ou moins fines, qui se dégage d’un corps
en combustion ou porté à très haute température » (source dictionnaire Académie française)
 Le produit qui s’échappe de l’e-cigarette répond incomplètement à la définition de la fumée
car il n’y a pas de particules ; en revanche, l’Académie n’exige pas la combustion pour parler de
fumée, la haute température suffit.


Vapeur

« Gaz résultant de la vaporisation d’un liquide ou de la sublimation d’un solide. Fines
gouttelettes d’eau en suspension dans l’air : Repassage à la vapeur. Des nappes de vapeur audessus de l’étang. » (source dictionnaire Larousse)
« Exhalaison se dégageant des liquides sous l’effet de la chaleur. En tout état de cause les
gouttelettes ne sont pas des gouttelettes d’eau. » (source dictionnaire Reverso)
 Le produit qui s’échappe de l’e-cigarette ne répond à aucune définition de la vapeur qui
s’applique soit à un gaz obtenu par évaporation d’un liquide, soit à des gouttelettes d’eau. Le
terme vapeur est donc impropre.


Aérosol

« Dispersion en particules très fines d’un liquide, d’une solution ou d’un solide dans un gaz. »
(source dictionnaire Larousse)
« Suspension de particules fines dans un gaz. » (source dictionnaire Reverso)
 Le produit qui s’échappe de l’e-cigarette répond bien à la définition d’aérosol.
Le mot « vapeur » a été introduit par les fabricants d’e-cigarettes à la place du mot « fumée ». Le
verbe « vapoter » est issu des forums de discussion9 ; il a été ensuite adopté par les fabricants.
Le terme aérosol apparaît plus approprié pour nommer les fines particules de liquide en
suspension (propylène glycol et glycérol) dans le gaz qui s’échappe de l’e-cigarette.


e-vapeur

Les termes « e-fumée » et « e-vapeur »10 ont été proposés lors de la préparation de ce rapport
car aucune définition disponible n’était parfaitement satisfaisante. Ces mots ont l’avantage de
pouvoir désigner précisément le mélange de gaz et de gouttelettes de propylène glycol et de
glycérol produit par l’e-cigarette. Le mot « e-fumée » a été totalement rejeté par la suite ; « e9

10

Le mot vapoter est issu du concours organisé en 2008 « Venez voter et réinventez l’appellation "fumer une
cigarette électronique" » proposé sur le forum d’une marque de cigarette (www.info-ecigarette.fr/news/3newsflash/134-qui-est-le-grand-gagnant-du-concours). Il y eut 609 votes. Le verbe vapoter a reçu 22,82 % des
suffrages, suivi de fluver (22,17%) puis de smoguer (19,54%). On remarque qu’à l’époque (mars 2008) on disait
« fumer une cigarette électronique »
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cigarette_%C3%A9lectronique
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vapeur » a été toléré et pourrait désigner dans les documents officiels ce qui s’échappe de l’ecigarette lorsque les auteurs ne souhaitent pas utiliser la dénomination « aérosol » (trop
générique) ou le terme d’usage « vapeur » car si celui-ci traduit bien la phase gazeuse invisible
de ce qui s’échappe de l’e-cigarette, il était réservé jusqu’à aujourd’hui à l’eau dès lors qu’il
s’agit des fines gouttelettes visibles. Or, dans le cas de l’e-cigarette, ces gouttelettes ne sont
clairement pas de l’eau.

1.2.3 Le terme cigarette électronique est-il approprié ?
Il est tout aussi faux de qualifier l’e-cigarette de « cigarette électronique » que d’appeler
« vapeur » le produit qui s’en dégage. Ce terme a été choisi à dessein par des spécialistes
américains du marketing en 200511 avant que les utilisateurs s’approprient l’appellation,
désormais passée dans le langage courant.
Parfois l’e-cigarette ne comporte aucun élément électronique ni aucun microprocesseur. Le
principe du circuit électrique d’une e-cigarette est simple : une batterie ou une pile alimente ou
non une résistance et éventuellement une lampe diode. On pourrait donc parler de « cigarette
électrique ». Mais beaucoup de modèles sont maintenant plus sophistiqués et proposent par
exemple un compteur de bouffées, un contrôle de la tension des batteries, etc.
Le chargeur de batterie constitue également un composant électronique d’une e-cigarette
rechargeable. Certains modèles intègrent des composants électroniques récents destinés
notamment à apporter des informations sur l’utilisation de l’appareil. Les câbles USB sont en fait
utilisés comme de simples connecteurs électriques pour faire passer un courant continu.
Les dispositifs actuels voient se développer les systèmes modulaires offrant la possibilité de
modifier ou transposer les différents composants (batteries, conteneurs d’e-liquides, carrosserie
personnalisée…).
La fabrication des produits progresse rapidement avec l’ajout de composants électroniques tels
que des écrans qui affichent la consommation, l’heure , ou un voltage variable pour faire
changer le type de fumée ou encore de plus grosses batteries qui offrent davantage
d’autonomie à l’utilisateur. Le tout peut être modulaire (MODs) ou intégré.

11

www.e-cig.com/shopping/shopcontent.asp?type=About Les mots e.cig et e-cigarettes ont été déposés en 2005
par un fabricant.
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1.3 Quel est le fonctionnement de l’e-cigarette ?
1.3.1 Principe général du fonctionnement
L’e-cigarette est un dispositif inerte en dehors de toute inspiration de l’utilisateur ou de pression
sur un contacteur. En inspirant (ou sur certains systèmes en actionnant un petit contacteur),
l’utilisateur déclenche d’une part la création d’un aérosol simulant la fumée, d’autre part, sur
certains modèles jetables, l’allumage d’une diode le plus souvent de couleur rouge ou bleue
(voir Figure 3).


Déclenchement du processus

Certaines e-cigarettes sont munies d’un contacteur qui permet de déclencher le processus qui
produira la bouffée. Ce système permet de recevoir la bouffée au tout début de l’inspiration et
pour la durée désirée. Beaucoup d’e-cigarettes ont une micro-valve qui déclenche le processus
quelques dizaines de millisecondes après le début de l’inspiration (cf. section 1.3.2).
cartouche

atomiseur

embout





batterie

± diode







 Sous l’effet de l’inspiration la valve déclenche le processus.
 La pile allume la diode et chauffe instantanément le filament de l’atomiseur.
 La température du filament monte à 50-250°C et transforme en gaz l’e-liquide absorbé sur
les fils de textile.
 La diode s’allume quelques secondes sous l’impulsion électrique reçue de
la pile (si existe).
 Le gaz formé par l’atomiseur se refroidit et forme de très fines
gouttelettes qui constituent le brouillard simulant la fumée d’une cigarette
 Le brouillard formé est inhalé par le consommateur.

FIGURE 3 : PRINCIPE DE FONCTIONNEMENT D’UNE E-CIGARETTE


Création de l’aérosol simulant la fumée (« vapeur »)

La montée rapide en température (de 50°C à 250°C) de la résistance de l’atomiseur qui reçoit le
courant électrique de la pile fait passer de l’état liquide à l’état gazeux le liquide (parfois absorbé
par un textile) présent dans la cartouche. L’e-liquide à l’état gazeux se condense en fines
gouttelettes qui forment un aérosol simulant la fumée de cigarette.
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FIGURE 4 : EXEMPLE DE MONTEE EN TEMPERATURE DU FILAMENT DE L’ATOMISEUR QUI PEUT DEPASSER 350°C [4]

Cet aérosol va être inhalé, venir frapper l’arrière-gorge (sensation dite throat hit) et être en
partie absorbé plus profondément dans les voies respiratoires. Les premiers dispositifs étaient
peu performants, et le nuage formé peu intense et irrégulier. Depuis quelques années, la qualité
de fabrication des produits s’est fiabilisée et plus de 50 % de la nicotine contenue est
maintenant délivrée [4].


Répétition des bouffées

En fonction du volume de liquide, le nombre de bouffées peut aller de plusieurs dizaines à
plusieurs centaines (le fumeur prend de 250 à 300 bouffées d’un paquet de 20 cigarettes
ordinaires). À l’usage, les utilisateurs modifient leur mode de consommation. Au début, le
nombre de bouffées est souvent important, puis il diminue dans un second temps pour se
stabiliser à celui d’un fumeur traditionnel.

1.3.2 Comment est déclenchée la bouffée et quelles sont les différences ?
La bouffée de « vapeur » est déclenchée de façon beaucoup plus précoce avec les systèmes
actionnés par un contacteur ; elle dure parfois aussi longtemps que la pression y est maintenue,
si une interruption automatique n’est pas prévue sur le modèle. L’utilisateur expérimenté
maîtrise ainsi la modulation du volume de la fumée.
Il existe une technique non recommandée dénommée dripping qui consiste à ne verser que
quelques gouttes d’e-liquide sur l’atomiseur dans un réservoir préalablement sec, puis à faire
chauffer l’atomiseur. Ce procédé augmente fortement la température de l’e-liquide et la
formation de produits toxiques. Ainsi 2 gouttes d’e-liquide déversés en dripping forment 22µg
de formaldéhyde [5], alors qu’en utilisation normale, il faut 11 bouffées dans de la même ecigarette avec le même e-liquide pour produire autant de formaldéhyde.
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Contacteur manuel
Pas de délai de latence

0,5 à 1 seconde
latence

Déclenchement
par valve
inspiratoire

FIGURE 5 : DELAI DE LATENCE DE DECLENCHEMENT PAR L’E-CIGARETTE DE L’AEROSOL SIMULANT LA FUMEE. AVEC LES
MODELES « FULL MECA » IL N ’Y A PAS DE LATENCE , AVEC UN CONTACTEUR ELECTRONIQUE IL Y A UN PETIT DELAI, AVEC
UN DECLENCHEUR INSPIRATOIRE LE DELAI PEUT ATTEINDRE LA SECONDE

La pression nécessaire pour déclencher la bouffée d’une e-cigarette à déclenchement par
inspiration est variable d’une e-cigarette à l’autre [6].
La pression sur certaines cigarettes électroniques est de 15 cmH2O12 ; sur d’autres, elle est de
2,5 cmH2O.
La dépression moyenne d’un fumeur de cigarettes varie de 3 cmH2O à 6,5 cmH2O.
La dépression élevée nécessaire au déclenchement de l’ouverture des e-cigarettes à valve laisse
entrevoir dans cette situation une inhalation profonde de l’aérosol formé.
Dépression nécessaire à déclencher puff (cinquième puff) en mmH20
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FIGURE 6 : DEPRESSION NECESSAIRE A L’INHALATION DE VAPEUR OU DE FUMEE D’UNE E-CIGARETTE OU D’UNE
CIGARETTE [6]

12

cmH2O = centimètre d’eau. Unité de mesure de la pression utilisée en médecine
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1.4 Que sont les e-liquides ?
1.4.1 Que désignent les e-liquides et quels sont les principaux ingrédients des eliquides ?
La dénomination d’e-liquide désigne l’ensemble des liquides utilisés dans les cigarettes
électroniques.


Dans le cas des cigarettes jetables, ils sont inclus à l’intérieur du cylindre et non
accessibles (sauf sur quelques e-cigarettes de mauvaise qualité où des fuites peuvent se
produire). L’e-liquide peut être contenu dans des cartomiseurs soudés qui sont des
recharges intégrant dans une même enveloppe un atomiseur et le réservoir (souvent
transparent) d’e-liquide. Là encore, le liquide n’est pas accessible lorsque les deux
parties sont soudées.
Concentration
Volume
0,5
0,75
1
1,5
2
2,5
3

0

4mg/ml

8mg/ml

12mg/ml

18mg/ml

19,9mg/ml

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
3
4
6
8
10

4
6
8

6
9

9

10

TABLEAU 1 : LIMITES DE CONTENU ET DE CONCENTRATION EN NICOTINE FIXEES PAR L’ANSM


Il existe, pour les cigarettes rechargeables vendues avec ou sans liquide, des systèmes
de recharges. En absence de statut médicamenteux, l’ANSM interdit en 2013 que ces
systèmes contiennent plus de 10 mg de nicotine par unité. Ces limites de contenu total
et de concentration sont portées sur le Tableau 1. Si elles sont respectées, ces limites ne
permettent pas aux gros consommateurs de charger leur e-cigarette pour la journée.

La plupart des cartomiseurs sont rechargeables à partir d’un flacon et d’un embout spécifique.
L’e-liquide nécessaire à la recharge des e-cigarettes peut être fourni dans des fioles. Dans ce cas,
il peut être répandu et/ou être approché par des enfants si l’on y prend garde (bien que les
bouchons soient souvent pourvus d’un dispositif de fermeture sécurisé qu’un enfant en bas âge
ne doit pas pouvoir ouvrir car les quantités de nicotine disponibles sont élevées). Les flacons les
plus répandus sont de 10 ml parfois 30 ml.
Les e-liquides contiennent actuellement tous :


du propylène glycol ou du glycérol (GV),



des arômes et colorants.

La nicotine n’est pas toujours présente.
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Propylène glycol ou glycérol
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FIGURE 7 : EXEMPLE DE COMPOSITION D’UN E-LIQUIDE EN 2003

1.4.2 Les arômes, agents de saveur et colorants des e-liquides

1.4.2.1 Quelle est la définition des arômes ( naturels, artificiels) ?
Les arômes sont des substances qui procurent une sensation perçue par rétro-olfaction lors de
la prise d’aliments, notamment de boisson (on parle aussi de bouquet pour un vin), de viande
(on parle de fumet d’une sauce), de dessert (on parle souvent de parfum).
Le fumeur, du fait de l’altération de ses papilles et de son système olfactif, perçoit difficilement
ces arômes mais, à la sortie du tabagisme, ces sensations olfactives reviennent la plupart du
temps rapidement. L’industrialisation alimentaire a accéléré le développement des arômes. De
même, les compagnies cigarettières ont mené de multiples recherches pour séduire les fumeurs
grâce à ces arômes.
Selon la réglementation française issue de la directive européenne 88/388/CEE13, il existait
jusqu’à fin 2012 cinq familles d’arômes alimentaires dont deux étaient utilisées dans les ecigarettes :


13

14

Les arômes naturels ont une origine végétale ou animale. Selon le Codex Alimentarius14,
ce sont des substances simples, acceptables pour la consommation humaine, obtenues
exclusivement par des méthodes physiques, microbiologiques ou enzymatiques, à partir
de matières premières d’origine végétale ou animale, soit utilisées telles quelles, soit
transformées en vue d’une consommation humaine par des procédés traditionnels de
préparation des aliments. Ainsi l’arôme de vanille peut parfaitement provenir de gousses
de vanille, mais aussi de très nombreux autres végétaux (la betterave par exemple) qui
mélangés entre eux reproduiront l’arôme vanille. « Arôme naturel de fraise » signifie
que le goût provient à 90% de fraises mais « arôme naturel goût fraise » indique
seulement que l’arôme a été obtenu à partir d’un végétal selon les procédures
autorisées par le Codex Alimentarius.

Directive 88/388/CEE relative au rapprochement des législations des États membres dans le domaine des arômes
destinés à être employés dans les denrées alimentaires et des matériaux de base pour leur production. JO L 184
du 15.7.1988, p. 61–66. [archive] sur EUR-Lex
www.codexalimentarius.org/codex-home/fr
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Les arômes artificiels sont le résultat de synthèses chimiques de produits qui n’existent
pas (ou n’ont pas été identifiés dans la nature).

Mais cette législation a totalement changé et est désormais régie par le règlement d’exécution
(UE) n° 793/2012 de la commission15 du 5 septembre 2012 portant adoption de la liste de
substances aromatisantes prévue par le règlement (CE) n° 2232/96 du Parlement européen et du
Conseil, introduction de ladite liste dans l’annexe I du règlement (CE) n° 1334/2008 du
Parlement européen et du Conseil et abrogation du règlement (CE) n° 1565/2000 de la
commission et de la décision 1999/217/CE de la commission. Il existe maintenant une liste
limitative des substances aromatisantes alimentaires et des valeurs limites par ingestion (rien
n’est prévu pour l’inhalation).
Les colorants alimentaires16 sont utilisés dans certains e-liquides. Quelques utilisateurs ont
recherché sans succès à forcer la couleur pour colorer la « vapeur », mais les conseils trouvés sur
les forums mettent plutôt en garde contre ces manipulations.

1.4.2.2 Quels arômes sont utilisés dans les e-liquides ?
Les liquides des e-cigarettes contiennent tous des arômes mais également d’autres additifs
comme l’alcool ou même l’eau.
Il existe de nombreux parfums d’e-liquides qui peuvent être aromatisés par exemple :


aux goûts de tabac : tabac blond MLB, tabac blond M, Menthol Tabac Gold, Tabac
California, Tabac British, Tabac Royal, Tabac KML, Tabac USA Mix ;



aux goûts de fruits : pêche, ananas, noix de coco, citron, fruit de la passion, litchi,
myrtille, fraise, cassis, kiwi, framboise, cerise, pomme, banane ;



aux goûts divers : menthe glaciale, coca-cola, réglisse, menthe fraiche, vanille, caramel,
thé vert, cacahuète, energy drink, chocolat ;



… et de façon plus récente au cannabis (arôme).

L’utilisation des arômes est réglementée dans l’industrie agro-alimentaire17. Mais si certains
fabricants d’e-cigarettes n’utilisent que des arômes naturels, d’autres ont recours aux arômes
artificiels et en particulier à certains additifs utilisés par l’industrie du tabac.
Contrairement à ce que pourraient laisser supposer les packagings de certains e-liquides, les
arômes naturels utilisés sont le plus souvent « goût de… » et non issus des fruits dont la photo
est reproduite.

Exemple d’une indication sur un site de vendeur d’e-liquide
(NB : ici la représentation du fruit n’est pas autorisée ici selon les règles de l’agroalimentaire)

15
16

17

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:243:0001:0161:FR:PDF
http://www.aromes-et-liquides.fr/forum/discussions-autour-de-la-fabrication-de-e-liquides-f31/colorer-leseliquides-t195.html
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/product_labelling_and_packaging/sa0006_fr.htm et
Directive 88/388/CEE relative au rapprochement des législations des États membres dans le domaine des arômes
destinés à être employés dans les denrées alimentaires et des matériaux de base pour leur production. JO L 184
du 15.7.1988, p. 61–66. [archive] sur EUR-Lex
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E-liquide 100% Français goût Passion. Arômes alimentaires fruités de haute qualité.
Sans diacétyle, parabène ni ambrox. 80% PG, 20%VG (glycérol)18 .

Ces arômes sont, pour certains, résistants à la température, mais pour bon nombre d’entre eux,
ce paramètre est inconnu. Il n’existe pas de tableau simplement consultable donnant les
résistances aux températures des arômes alimentaires.
À notre connaissance, peu de ces arômes ont été testé pour une inhalation.
Certains de ces arômes naturels sont réputés comme toxiques dans certaines circonstances
d’utilisation ou à certaines doses19.
Composés
α-azarone
α et β -thujones
Putégone (boissons)
Putégone (aliments)
Coumarine
Safroie

Dose limite (mg/kg aliment)
0,1
0,5
100
25
2
1

TABLEAU 2 : COMPOSES AROMATIQUES POTENTIELLEMENT TOXIQUES ET DONT LA DOSE D’UTILISATION EST LIMITEE
(MG/KG D’ALIMENTS)

1.4.2.3 Quelle est la réglementation concernant les agents de saveur des e-cigarettes et quels
agents sont utilisés ?
Si l’e-cigarette était un produit du tabac, les additifs et agents de saveur ne pourraient qu’être
inclus dans la liste des additifs autorisés dans les cigarettes (599 produits sont déclarés par les
cigarettiers)20. En général, les arômes d’e-cigarettes sont admis comme additifs alimentaires,
mais les études sont insuffisantes sur les effets du chauffage et de l’inhalation21 de bon nombre
d’entre eux.
Si l’e-cigarette était un médicament, elle ne pourrait contenir que des additifs autorisés dans les
médicaments destinés à être inhalés (le fabricant qui utiliserait ces additifs devrait apporter les
références ou de nouvelles études sur leur caractère inoffensif lors de leur utilisation chauffée et
inhalée).
Comme l’e-cigarette est actuellement un produit de consommation courante délivrant une
substance qui est inhalée, (presque) tous les fabricants ont fait le choix d’utiliser des diffuseurs
d’arômes et des arômes alimentaires22. Cependant, comme pour les cigarettes, ces produits ne
sont pas ingérés mais inhalés et ils sont mis au contact d’une résistance chaude (l’atomiseur) qui
est susceptible d’en modifier la nature.
La réglementation européenne des arômes alimentaires dénommée Règlement (CE)
n° 1334/2008 du Parlement européen et du Conseil du 16 décembre 2008 relatif aux arômes et à
18
19
20
21
22

www.taklope.com/24-e-liquide-saveur-fruitee
http://mastercmpp.u-bourgogne.fr/iufm/odeurs/cours_aromes.pdf
http://archive.tobacco.org/Resources/599ingredients.html
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_d%27additifs_dans_les_cigarettes
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/other/l21067_fr.htm Directive 89/107/CEE du Conseil, du 21 décembre
1988, relative au rapprochement des législations des États membres concernant les additifs alimentaires pouvant
être employés dans les denrées destinées à l’alimentation humaine
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certains ingrédients alimentaires possédant des propriétés aromatisantes qui sont destinés à être
utilisés dans et sur les denrées alimentaires et modifiant le règlement (CEE) n° 1601/91 du
Conseil, les règlements (CE) n° 2232/96 et (CE) n° 110/2008 et la directive 2000/13/CE précise
explicitement que « le règlement s’applique aux arômes utilisés pour donner une odeur et/ou un
goût aux denrées alimentaires » mais qu’il « ne s’applique pas aux arômes de fumée ». Le
règlement des arômes vient de changer au dernier trimestre 2012 au profit d’une liste limitative
des produits utilisables23 (cf. section 1.4.2.1).
L’acétine (monacétate de glycéryl) et la diacétine (diacétate de glycéryl) sont souvent utilisées
dans les e-cigarettes comme solvants et exhausteurs de goût aux côtés des arômes. Cette
diacétine a été mise en évidence dans des pièces où l’on utilisait l’e-cigarette. L’ambrox (amber
naphthofurane ou Naphtho[2,1-b]furan, dodecahydro-3a,6,6,9a-tetramethyl-), qui a remplacé
dans les parfums l’ambre gris de cachalot, est également utilisé comme exhausteur d’arôme.
NB : certains e-liquides revendiquent de ne pas contenir d’ambrox, de diacétine ou de parabène.
La toxicité éventuelle de ces arômes, dans des conditions d’utilisation assez différentes de celles
de l’alimentation, est insuffisamment étudiée. Un des fabricants d’arômes italiens a commandé
auprès d’un laboratoire indépendant des études de toxicité cellulaire sur la « vapeur » émise par
l’e-cigarette, avec la fumée de cigarette comme témoin. Le laboratoire considère que plus d’un
tiers de morts cellulaires correspond à une concentration toxique d’un produit24. La fumée du
tabac est toxique. Une légère toxicité apparaît dans ce test avec l’arôme café à forte
concentration.

FIGURE 8 : TOXICITE POUR DES CELLULES EPITHELIALES EN CULTURE DE LA FUMEE DE CIGARETTE ET DE DIFFERENTES
VAPEURS OBTENUES AVES DES E-LIQUIDES (120 BOUFFEES , 0,3 ML D ’E - LIQUIDE SE RETROUVE DANS LES 30 ML DE
LIQUIDE DE CULTURE REALISANT UNE CONCENTRATION FINALE DE 1% D ’E - LIQUIDE VAPORISE DANS LE MILIEU DE
CULTURE ). LA DILUTION VA DE 1/32 (0.0032) A SANS DILUTION (1), UNE TOXICITE DE 20% ( EN DESSOUS DE 80 SUR
L ’ORDONNEE ) EST CONSIDEREE COMME SIGNIFICATIVE25

23

24

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31988L0388:FR:HTML
Directive 88/388/CEE
relative au rapprochement des législations des États membres dans le domaine des arômes destinés à être
employés dans les denrées alimentaires et des matériaux de base pour leur production. JO L 184 du 15.7.1988, p.
61–66 [archive] sur EUR-Lex
www.absolut-vapor.com/ecigarette-eliquide/Flavour_Art%20_%20Abolut%20Vapor.pdf
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1.4.2.4 Quelle est la réglementation concernant les composants des e-liquides si on les
considérait comme des produits alimentaires ?
Il existe des valeurs limites pour la diacétine et le propylène glycol dans les denrées
alimentaires :


3000 ppm (environ 3000 mg/kg) pour les aliments,



1000 ppm pour le propylène glycol dans les boissons.

Avec code additif :


Propylène glycol E1520 - (n°CAS 57-55-6 / n°EINECS 200-338-0),



Glycérol E422 - (n°CAS 56-81-5 / n°EINECS 200-289-5),



Diacétine (diacétate de glycéryl) E1517 - (n°CAS 105-70-4 / n°EINECS 203-323-7).

Sans code additif :


Diacétyle - (n°CAS 431-03-8 / n°EINECS 207-069-8),



Acétine (monoacétate de glycéryl) - (n°CAS 26446-35-5),

Il n’existe aucune réglementation directe sur l’inhalation des arômes, du propylène glycol ou du
glycérol, mais uniquement des données de sécurité pour les deux derniers, dans une optique de
protection des personnes qui manipulent ces substances dans un cadre professionnel.
La réglementation sur le lieu de travail en Europe relève de :


la directive 91/322 du 29 mai 1991 relative à la fixation de valeurs limites de caractère
indicatif par la mise en œuvre de la directive 80/1107 concernant la protection des
travailleurs contre les risques liés à une exposition à des agents chimiques,



la directive 2000/39/CE du 8 juin 2000 relative à l’établissement d’une première liste de
valeurs limites d’exposition professionnelle de caractère indicatif en application de la
directive 98/24/CE concernant la protection de la santé.

La réglementation sur le lieu de travail en France relève de :


l’arrêté du 30 juin 2004 établissant la liste des valeurs limites d’exposition
professionnelle indicatives en application de l’article R. 232-5-5 du Code du travail.

Valeurs pour glycérol E422 - (n°CAS 56-81-5 / n°EINECS 200-289-5) Aérosols de Glycérine VME
(valeur moyenne d’exposition) : 10 mg/m3 (1987)
Pas de valeurs trouvées pour :


propylène glycol E1520 - (n°CAS 57-55-6 / n°EINECS 200-338-0)



diacétine (diacétate de glycéryl) E1517 - (n°CAS 105-70-4 / n°EINECS 203-323-7)



diacétyle - (n°CAS 431-03-8 / n°EINECS 207-069-8)



acétine (monoacétate de glycéryl) (n°CAS 26446-35-5)

De manière générale, il y a un vide d’études et de réglementations sur les arômes absorbés par
inhalation.
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1.4.3 Le propylène glycol et le glycérol des e-liquides

1.4.3.1 Pourquoi les fabricants ajoutent du propylène glycol dans les e-liquides ?
L’industrie du tabac utilise déjà le propylène glycol comme agent humectant qui agit en
capturant l’eau pour préserver l’humidité du tabac et empêcher que les cigarettes classiques ne
se dessèchent. Cette substance est incorporée soit dans le filtre soit dans le tabac et représente
2,4% du poids total du tabac utilisé dans une cigarette (pour celles produites et vendues dans
l’UE)25.
En ce qui concerne les e-cigarettes, le propylène glycol était le seul produit utilisé dans les
premiers dispositifs pour produire l’effet de « fumée » par les fines gouttelettes liquides
formées. Ce produit est également un exhausteur d’arôme. Le propylène glycol a de multiples
utilisations et il existe d’assez nombreuses données toxicologiques pour la prise du produit par
ingestion ou par inhalation, comme le rapporte la fiche de données de sécurité de l’Institut
national de recherche et de sécurité pour la prévention des accidents du travail et des maladies
26
professionnelles (INRS) . Ces produits sont utilisés depuis longtemps pour simuler la fumée au
cinéma, dans les concerts ou dans les night-clubs.

FIGURE 9 : FORMULE CHIMIQUE DU PROPYLENE GLYCOL

Des études ont été conduites chez la rate où une inhalation durant 13 semaines de 2,2 mg/l/j a
produit une irritation du nez mais pas d’effet général. Malgré les très fortes doses utilisées, ce
produit provoque peu d’effets indésirables [7].
L’inhalation par des volontaires sains dans des conditions expérimentales de 309 mg/m3 de
propylène glycol durant une minute provoque une irritation des yeux et des voies respiratoires
avec une légère diminution du rapport VEMS/CV, mais ces concentrations sont infiniment plus
élevées que celles produites pas les e-cigarettes27.
Jean-François Etter [8] rapporte que : « Dans une étude conduite par le cigarettier Altria [9], des
rats et des chiens ont été exposés 28 jours à des vapeurs de propylène glycol. Chez les rats, des
signes d’irritation nasale et oculaire avec des saignements mineurs autour des yeux et du nez ont
été observés. Chez les chiens, on a observé une anémie après une exposition à 18 mg/kg/jour. La
dose pour laquelle aucun effet n’a été observé était de 20 mg/kg/jour chez le rat et 6 mg/kg/jour
chez le chien ».
Sur le plan réglementaire , il n’y a pas en France de valeur limite d’exposition pour ce composé
considéré comme peu toxique, non cancérogène, non toxique pour la reproduction. Le produit
25
26

27

www.lne.fr/composition-tabac/fiches-additifs/FR-CH-propylene%20glycol.pdf
INRS : Propylène glycol, fiche toxicologie n°226 http://www.inrs.fr/accueil/dms/inrs/FicheToxicologique/TI-FT226/ft226.pdf
INRS : http://www.inrs.fr/accueil/dms/inrs/FicheToxicologique/TI-FT-226/ft226.pdf
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est utilisé dans l’alimentation et dans les médicaments. Mais ce produit est suspecté, davantage
que la glycérine végétale, d’être toxique à long terme par inhalation. Au Royaume-Uni, il existe
une valeur limite d’exposition professionnelle (VLEP) qui est de 150 ppm (447 mg/m3).
L’American Industrial Hygiène Association (AIHA) propose une valeur moyenne pondérée pour
les expositions au long court de 10 mg/m³ pour le propylène glycol sous forme d’aérosol
uniquement. Certaines fiches de données de sécurité suggèrent même le port d’un masque de
protection respiratoire pour des expositions répétées28 ! Ce produit peut être de qualité
pharmaceutique (USP)29 ou non selon les modèles. Cette qualité pharmaceutique met
théoriquement à l’abri des impuretés et assure de l’existence de contrôles qualité. Le propylène
glycol est utilisé dans des médicaments utilisés depuis des années en inhalation comme le
Foradil® (formetérol : un bronchodilatateur) ou la Miflonil® (budésonide : une des spécialités de
corticoïdes inhalés)30 .

1.4.3.2 Pourquoi les fabricants ajoutent du glycérol (glycérine végétale) dans les e-liquides ?
Le glycérol ou glycérine végétale, comme le propylène glycol, permet de produire une
« vapeur » et renforce les arômes.

FIGURE 10 : FORMULE CHIMIQUE DU GLYCEROL

Le produit pur est réputé peu toxique, non cancérogène, non toxique pour la reproduction et ne
fait pas l’objet de réglementation spécifique en France. Il est irritant pour la peau, les yeux et les
voies respiratoires. Mais, comme pour le propylène glycol, si les données sont très nombreuses
sur son ingestion, elles sont plus éparses sur son utilisation par inhalation31.
Il existe en Belgique une valeur limite d’exposition au brouillard de glycérol de 10 mg/m332. Des
intoxications liées à une contamination du glycol par du di-éthylène glycol (antigel), qui lui est
toxique, avaient été décrites par le passé. La Food and Drug Administration (FDA) exige que la
pureté du glycérol utilisé dans les médicaments soit testée.
Ce produit peut être de qualité pharmaceutique (USP) ou non selon les modèles. Cette qualité
pharmaceutique met théoriquement à l’abri des impuretés et assure de l’existence de contrôles
qualité.
28
29

30
31
32

www.reptox.csst.qc.ca/Produit.asp?no_produit=8235&nom=Propyl%E8ne+glycol
United States Pharmacopeial Convention (USP) est une organisation scientifique à but non lucratif qui établit des
normes relatives à l’identité, la force, la qualité et la pureté des médicaments, des ingrédients alimentaires et des
compléments alimentaires fabriqués, distribués et consommés dans le monde entier. Les normes
pharmaceutiques USP sont exécutoires aux États-Unis par la Food and Drug Administration ; elles sont élaborées
et invoquées dans plus de 140 pays www.usp.org/about-usp
www.vidal.fr/Medicament/foradil-7088.htm
www.cdc.gov/niosh/ipcsnfrn/nfrn0624.html
www.emploi.belgique.be/WorkArea/showcontent.aspx?id=2162
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Le glycérol est également utilisé comme additif dans des médicaments, des dentifrices, des
sirops, des aliments, des boissons et dans le tabac à mâcher ou à chiquer. En Europe, le glycérol
est utilisé comme additif alimentaire (humectant, raffermissant) sous le numéro E422.
Plus de 1 500 utilisations de ce glycérol, produit en grandes quantités en particulier lors de la
fabrication des biocarburants, sont répertoriées. Cent kilos de glycérol sont formés par tonne de
Diester®33.
On peut acheter en France de la glycérine végétale de qualité pharmaceutique USP à 12 euros le
litre ; même prix pour le propylène glycol (qualité pharmaceutique) que l’on trouve beaucoup
moins cher sur Internet.
La glycérine est plus efficace pour la production de l’aérosol que le propylène glycol34, mais c’est
un exhausteur d’arôme beaucoup moins puissant.
Les effets de l’inhalation à long terme de ce produit sont peu étudiés.
Si on déshydrate la glycérine, on produit de l’acroléine qui est un produit intermédiaire de la
fabrication de certains plastiques, mais qui est aussi un très puissant irritant. Cette réaction
nécessite une température de 275°C.
L’acroléine est formée par une molécule de glycérol qui a perdu deux molécules d’eau. Elle se
forme normalement à une température supérieure à celle produite par l’atomiseur des ecigarettes mais des contrôles sont justifiés pour les e-cigarettes avec glycérine.

1.4.3.3 Quelle est la répartition propylène glycol/glycérol dans les e-liquides ?
Ces deux composés ont des effets voisins.
Leurs prix respectifs sont proches : la tonne de propylène glycol en fûts vaut environ
1 000 dollars35, alors que la tonne de glycérol coûte environ 700 dollars36.
En volumes inférieurs et en qualité pharmaceutique, ils sont fournis sans impuretés. En France,
on trouve ces deux produits en qualité pharmaceutique pour 10 euros le litre.
La quantification des performances des deux produits pour la formation de fumée et comme
exhausteur d’arômes est différente37.
Propylène glycol
Glycérol

"Vapeur" produite
+++
+++++

Exhausteur d'arôme
+++++
+

TABLEAU 3 : PERFORMANCE RELATIVE DU PROPYLENE GLYCOL ET DU GLYCEROL COMME EXHAUSTEUR D’AROME OU
GENERATEUR D ’UNE « VAPEUR » (SIMILI FUMEE)

Il existe des e-liquides qui ne contiennent que du propylène glycol (ils sont de moins en moins
fréquents car l’aérosol produite est peu abondant)42 ou qui ne contiennent que du glycérol (ils
sont rares car le bon rendu des arômes est alors difficile à obtenir).
La proportion de 80%/20% ou 70%/30% est souvent retrouvée [10] en 2013 car elle permet à la
fois d’obtenir beaucoup de brouillard et une expression satisfaisante des arômes43.
33
34
35
36
37

Biodiesel issu de l’agriculture française, élaboré à partir du colza et du tournesol
www.comme-une-cigarette.com/guide-cigarette-electronique/glycerine-vegetale-alternative-propylene-glycol
www.alibaba.com/showroom/propylene-glycol-price.html
www.alibaba.com/trade/search?fsb=y&IndexArea=product_en&CatId=&SearchText=glycerol+prices
www.comme-une-cigarette.com/guide-cigarette-electronique/glycerine-vegetale-alternative-propylene-glycol
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Propylène glycol
Glycérol

Rare
Fréquent
Fréquent

De moins en moins fréquent
0%

20%

40%

60%
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100%

FIGURE 11 : FREQUENCE DE REPARTITION DANS LES E-LIQUIDES DU PROPYLENE GLYCOL ET DU GLYCEROL TEL QU’ELLE
APPARAIT CHEZ LES FOURNISSEURS I NTERNET ET SUR LES BLOGS UTILISATEURS38 39

1.4.4 La nicotine dans les e-liquides

1.4.4.1 D’où vient la nicotine des e-liquides ?
Les ventes de nicotine en France se font habituellement par petits volumes pour prévenir les
expositions dans un cadre professionnel et les risques pour les usagers.
La nicotine est une molécule simple.

FIGURE 12 : FORMULE CHIMIQUE DE LA NICOTINE

La nicotine est capable de se fixer dans le corps, en particulier dans le cerveau, sur des
récepteurs à l’acétylcholine de type nicotinique. Elle est la principale cause de la dépendance
tabagique.
Il est possible de fabriquer de la nicotine, mais le produit de synthèse n’a pas les mêmes
propriétés que la nicotine naturelle. En effet, la synthèse de nicotine produit un mélange
racémique40, mais seule la (-)nicotine est active pharmacologiquement ; c’est cette forme qui est
produite par le plant de tabac. Il est donc plus simple d’extraire la nicotine que de la synthétiser.

38

39
40

www.info-ecigarette.fr/l-actualite-de-la-cigarette-electronique/3287-la-composition-des-e-liquides-100-7030que-choisir-et-surtout-pourquoi.html
http://teciel.free.fr/blog/post/2011/07/14/Quel-e-liquide-choisir-du-dosage-en-nicotine-a-la-provenance
Un mélange racémique est constitué des 2 formes spéciales (-) et (+) d’une même molécule appelées aussi lévogyre
et dextrogyre
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La nicotine des e-cigarettes est donc extraite de plants de tabac (souvent en dehors de l’Europe,
en Chine notamment, bien qu’il existe des brevets41 très anciens et que des usines pratiquent
ces extractions, en particulier aux États-Unis).
En Europe, une entreprise fournissant de la nicotine liquide est implantée en Irlande :
Nicobrand®42.

FIGURE 13 : EXTRAITS DE LA FICHE DE DONNEES DE SECURITE DE LA SOCIETE NICOBRAND43

41
42
43

http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/documentStore/g/y/h/gyh11e00/Sgyh11e00.pdf
www.ecplaza.net/trade-leads-seller/pure-nicotine--7362700.html
www.nicobrand.com/files/Nicotine_Free_Base_MSDS.pdf
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La nicotine pure (ou pure>99,8%) est vendue sous forme liquide en fûts, bidons, bouteilles ou
fioles. On peut acheter de la nicotine pure à plus de 99,8% pour moins de 40 euros le litre. Il
existe sur le marché de la nicotine de qualité pharmaceutique USP.

1.4.4.2 Quelle fiabilité des contenus en nicotine dans les e-liquides anciens et récents ?
Les premières e-cigarettes commercialisées jusqu’en 2009 étaient souvent de mauvaise qualité
et le contenu des cartouches était peu contrôlé [11]. La plupart des marques proposaient des
cartouches sans nicotine, avec nicotine « faible », « moyenne », ou « forte », sans réellement
contrôler ces concentrations. Les cartouches marquées « sans nicotine » en contenaient parfois
[12]. Ainsi, lors des premières années de la commercialisation des e-cigarettes, des mesures
réalisées sur des e-liquides affichant une concentration en nicotine qualifiée de « nulle »,
« basse », « moyenne » ou « haute » ont montré que certaines cartouches « hautes »
contenaient en réalité moins de nicotine que des cartouches dites « basses » !
Ces pratiques persistent sur de rares modèles en 2013 et justifient des contrôles.
À la demande de la Direction générale de la santé (DGS) et de l’Agence française de sécurité
sanitaire des produits de santé (ex-Afssaps, devenue ANSM, Agence nationale de sécurité du
médicament et des produits de santé), la Direction des laboratoires et des contrôles44 a, en
2011, étudié 18 cartouches d’e-liquides montrant de grandes variations dans les teneurs en
nicotine :


la teneur en nicotine dans les 4 échantillons de la catégorie « NO » se situe entre 0 et
0,03 mg/cartouche,



la teneur en nicotine dans les 4 échantillons de la catégorie « LOW » se situe entre 1,4 et
4,1 mg/cartouche,



la teneur en nicotine dans les 5 échantillons de la catégorie « MEDIUM » se situe entre
2,5 et 5,9 mg/cartouche,



la teneur en nicotine dans les 5 échantillons de la catégorie « HIGH » se situe entre 3,9 et
7,4 mg/cartouche.

Une étude publiée en 2011 [13] portant sur des cartouches de deux fabricants montre
clairement que l’un d’entre eux vend toujours des e-liquides mentionnant « 24 mg/ml » alors
qu’ils ne contiennent pas de nicotine. À l’inverse, l’autre fabricant utilise les standards plus
récents en vigueur aux États-Unis et affiche un contenu en nicotine correspondant le plus
souvent, à 10% près, à ce qui est indiqué sur l’étiquette. Ces variations sont toujours observées
et justifient une vigilance [14].
Une étude en cours de publication45 a analysé les contenus en nicotine et produits associés sur
20 échantillons de 10 e-liquides différents achetés dans le commerce. Les taux de nicotine sont
très proches de ceux annoncés, le taux de produits de dégradation de la nicotine ne dépasse pas
4,4% et la moitié des échantillons répondent à la norme pharmaceutique.

44

45

Afssaps. Enquête sur des solutions et des cartouches pour cigarettes électroniques, juin 2011
http://ansm.sante.fr/S-informer/Points-d-information-Points-d-information/Cigarette-electronique-Point-dinformation/%28language%29/fre-FR
Etter JF, Zäther E, Svensson S. Analysis of refill liquids for electronic cigarettes. Addiction 2013 (à paraître)
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Étiquette nicotine
mg/ml

Fabricant

Nom

Nicotine mesurée
mg/ml

0

CIXI

Arôme standard

0

% nicotine par rapport à
l'affichage

24

CIXI

Arôme standard

0

16

CIXI

Arôme standard

0

0%
0%

24

CIXI

Ciialis

13

54%

0

CIXI

Ciialis

12

16

CIXI

Ciialis

13

81%

24

CIXI

Arôme Marlboro

14

58%

21

0

CIXI

Rimonabant

24

CIXI

Rimonabant

20

53%

16

CIXI

Rimonabant

20

125%

24

Johnson Creek

Arôme original RPG

25,6

107%

24

Johnson Creek

Arôme Tennessee RPG

25,4

106%

24

Johnson Creek

Arôme Tennessee PG

25,4

106%

18

Johnson Creek

Arôme Tennessee PG

19,9

111%

0

Johnson Creek

Arôme Tennessee PG

0

4

Johnson Creek

Fraise

24,8

103%

18

Johnson Creek

Fraise

18

100%

24

Johnson Creek

Expresso PG

24,9

104%

18

Johnson Creek

Expresso PG

18,8

104%

0

Johnson Creek

Expresso PG

0

24

Johnson Creek

Arôme original PG

24,6

103%

18

Johnson Creek

Arôme original PG

18,9

105%

TABLEAU 4 : COMPARAISON DE LA TENEUR EN NICOTINE AFFICHEE ET MESUREE AINSI QUE DU POURCENTAGE REEL DE
NICOTINE PAR RAPPORT A L ’AFFICHAGE POUR 22 E -LIQUIDES ACHETES DANS LE COMMERCE PROVENANT DE 2
FABRICANTS

1.4.4.3 Quelle concentration de nicotine dans les e-liquides en France ?
Les e-cigarettes récentes présentent des concentrations en nicotine qui sont le plus souvent
(mais pas toujours) proches des valeurs annoncées et utilisent pour la plupart une nicotine de
qualité pharmaceutique.
Depuis 2010, la fabrication des e-cigarettes et des e-liquides s’est sensiblement améliorée et des
indications précises – notamment pour les concentrations en nicotine – sont données pour la
plupart des produits. Des produits de mauvaise qualité persistent cependant sur le marché [14].
Les contenus en nicotine sont apposés sur les étiquettes des cartouches soit en volume (ml), soit
en mg contenu dans la cartouche, soit en mg/ml (ou en %) d’e-liquide.
Pour les flacons de recharges d’e-liquide, le volume varie habituellement de 10 à 30 ml, mais
certains flacons peuvent actuellement contenir plus de 100 ml, soit des doses potentiellement
mortelles de nicotine. Malgré les arômes, le goût laissé dans la bouche par les e-liquides
contenant de fortes concentrations de nicotine est repoussant et protège partiellement de
l’ingestion accidentelle.
Le taux de nicotine des cartouches commercialisées en France est actuellement compris entre 0
et ≥20 mg/ml (6 mg/ml, 8 mg/ml, 11 mg/ml, 12 mg/ml, 16 mg/ml, 18 mg/l ou 19,9 mg/ml).
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L’ANSM demande aux fabricants de ne pas atteindre 20 mg/ml sauf si leur produit est enregistré
comme médicament46, mais le taux maximum par cartouche proposé par l’ANSM est de 10 mg.
Notons qu’un paquet de 20 cigarettes contient plus de 200 mg de nicotine mais que chacune de
ces 20 cigarettes, testées dans une machine à fumer selon les normes en vigueur (norme ISO
3308:201247 = bouffées de 35 ml en 2 secondes, toutes les minutes) libère au maximum 1 mg de
nicotine par cigarette. Inscrite dans la directive européenne 2001/3748 sur les produits du tabac,
cette norme (≤20 mg de nicotine libérée par paquet de 20 cigarettes) est actuellement en
vigueur et restera inchangée même si les résultats des mesures réglementaires de CO, de
nicotine et de goudrons ne seront plus inscrits sur les paquets selon le projet de révision de cette
directive. Cette information est néanmoins critiquable car ces données sont très en dessous de
la réalité, aucun être humain ne pouvant fumer comme une machine.
Notons encore qu’il existe sur le marché pharmaceutique un inhaleur qui dispose pour le
moment d’une cartouche de 10 mg de nicotine et qui a obtenu l’AMM pour une cartouche de
15 mg de nicotine et que les patchs de 25 mg pour 16 heures sont exonérés de la législation sur
les substances vénéneuses49.
35

30

30

25

25

20

20
15

12

10

10

10
5
0
Cigarette

Cigarette
(norme)

Cigarette
(réel)

Inhaleur
actuel

Patch 25 mg

e-cigarette
(max. ANSM
2009)

F IGURE 14 : COMPARATIF DES QUANTITES DE NICOTINE (MG) DISPONIBLES PAR UNITE DE DIFFERENTS PRODUITS SUR LE
MARCHE

46
47
48
49

www.sante.gouv.fr/point-d-information-sur-les-cigarettes-electroniques.html
www.iso.org/iso/fr/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=28325
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2001:194:0026:0034:FR:PDF
Arrêté du 25 janvier 2010 modifiant l’arrêté du 22 février 1990 portant exonération à la réglementation des
substances vénéneuses destinées à la médecine humaine Vu le Code de la santé publique, notamment les articles
L. 5132-1, L. 5132-6, L. 5132-7 et R. 5132-2
Quantité maximale de substance remise
au public (en milligrammes)

Par unité de prise

Quantité maximale
remise au public

Nicotine Gomme à mâcher

4 mg

420 mg

Comprimé sublingual

4 mg

420 mg

Voie buccale : cartouche pour inhalation

10 mg

420 mg

21 mg
par 24 heures

28 fois 21 mg
par 24 heures

25 mg
par 16 heures

28 fois 25 mg
par 16 heures

Dispositif transdermique
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1.4.4.4 Quelle est l’influence théorique du statut sur les limites légales du contenu nicotine ?
Début 2013, le statut du produit influence grandement le contenu des e-cigarettes.


Si l’e-cigarette était considérée comme un produit du tabac (ce qu’elle n’est pas), c’est la
réglementation des produits du tabac qui devrait s’appliquer. Dans ces conditions, il
serait logique d’autoriser que, pour une e-cigarette libérant 250 à 300 bouffées comme
un paquet de cigarettes, la quantité de nicotine délivrée soit de 20 mg au maximum avec
une machine à fumer réglée aux normes industrielles (car la réglementation européenne
interdit les cigarettes qui libèrent plus de 1mg de nicotine par cigarette). Pour délivrer
20mg de nicotine dans la vapeur inhalée, il en faut environ 2 fois plus dans la cartouche
d’e-liquide, soit 40 mg.



Si l’e-cigarette passait les étapes d’analyses et d’études nécessaires à devenir un
médicament (ce qu’elle n’est pas aujourd’hui), il n’y a pas de limite absolue à la dose de
nicotine contenue car c’est la clinique qui permet de déterminer le bon dosage. Mais si
on prend les substituts nicotiniques les plus dosés comme les patchs délivrant une dose
de 25 mg en 16 heures ou les gommes les plus fortes dosées à 4 mg, dont la prise peut
aller jusqu’à 15 gommes par 24 heures (soit 60 mg/24 h) voire même les associer aux
patchs, on pourrait en théorie aller jusqu’à 60-80 mg de nicotine par 24 heures, ce qui
pourrait être une limite pour un conditionnement donné, si l’ANSM accepte ce
raisonnement.



L’e-cigarette est, par défaut en début 2013, un produit de consommation courante. Pour
les produits de consommation courante, c’est la règle générale qui s’applique. Au-dessus
de 0,1 % de contenu (environ 1 mg/ml), la nicotine est considérée (c’est le règlement
européen !) comme une substance vénéneuse et doit voir son utilisation limitée et les
contenants porter les avertissements propres aux substances vénéneuses (ce qui paraît
inadapté pour l’e-cigarette). La concentration maximum de nicotine selon cette
recommandation serait de 1 mg/ml.

La Commission européenne propose de créer un statut à part, spécifique, pour les produits
contenant de la nicotine (PCN) qui ne sont ni du tabac, ni des médicaments, dans un des articles
de la directive des produits du tabac abordant les produits annexes qui fixerait des conditions de
vente, de publicité, d’information du consommateur, de contrôle qualité des produits et de
limites aux contenus en nicotine. Il s’agit d’une option qui permettrait de sortir ce produit de
l’impasse réglementaire dans laquelle il se trouve actuellement.
Néanmoins, compte tenu de la difficulté de séparer les e-liquides avec et sans nicotine, il
apparaît plus logique de proposer dans cette démarche de créer une catégorie de produits ne
contenant pas de tabac, des produits « évoquant le tabagisme » (PET), en raison de leur contenu
en nicotine, de leur forme ou de leur utilisation suggérant un produit du tabac. La directive
propose actuellement 2 mg de nicotine en contenu maximum, ce qui revient à tuer l’e-cigarette.
Ces taux sont très faibles par rapport aux quantités délivrées par les cigarettes classiques ou les
produits de substitution médicamenteuse. L’ANSM recommande 10 mg de nicotine maximum
par unité, ce qui est très peu. Un contenu plus élevé doit être envisagé, permettant de réduire
les opérations de remplissage de nicotine des e-cigarettes dans la journée et de prendre en
compte l’augmentation de taille des e-cigarettes et des volumes des cartouches.
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1.4.4.5 Quelles sont les limites légales du contenu nicotine dans les e-cigarettes et e-liquides?
Au début 2013, le taux de nicotine dans les flacons d’e-cigarette va de 0 à 4 mg/ml, 8 mg/ml,
11 mg/ml, 16 mg/ml, 18 mg/ml ou 19,9 mg/ml.

L’ANSM énonce clairement qu’à partir de 20 mg/ml, une cigarette électronique ne pourrait être
commercialisée que comme un médicament. Ceci a conduit les fabricants à ne plus
commercialiser en France de cartouches contenant 20 mg/ml ou plus, mais les ventes illégales
sur Internet donnent accès à de plus fortes concentrations.

La directive sur les produits du tabac de l’Union européenne 2001/37/CE (en voie de
remplacement) prévoit dans son article 18 concernant les produits contenant de la nicotine
autres que les produits du tabac qu’au-dessus de 4 mg/ml de contenu en nicotine, les cigarettes
doivent répondre à la directive européenne 2001/83/CE sur les médicaments.
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Pour les produits de consommation courante qui ne bénéficient pas de l’exception des produits
du tabac ni des médicaments, la limite du taux de nicotine est de 0,1% (environ 1 mg/ml). Audelà de cette limite, les flacons contenant de la nicotine doivent porter les avertissements
sanitaires liés aux substances vénéneuses.
On peut féliciter la DG Sanco de l’Union européenne (Directorate-General for Health and
Consumers, Direction générale de la santé et de la protection des consommateurs) du principe
énoncé dans son article 18 de faire une place à côté des produits du tabac pour les produits qui
ne sont pas du tabac ou de médicaments et qui contiennent de la nicotine. Cet article énonce un
avertissement sanitaire spécifique, des limitations de vente aux mineurs et de la publicité. Mais
en mai 2013, les taux limites proposés de nicotine vident cet article de son sens car aucune ecigarette n’a des taux si bas, sauf si elle est « sans nicotine » (cf. sections 4.1.1 et 4.2.2).

1.4.4.6 Qu’est-ce qui différencie un inhaleur Nicorette® d’une e-cigarette ?
L’inhaleur Nicorette® est un médicament qui a reçu depuis des années l’autorisation de mise sur
le marché (AMM) pour le sevrage tabagique. Dans un tube en plastique se trouve une cartouche
contenant de la nicotine qui est prise par le fumeur selon ses besoins par inhalation (avec
absorption buccale). La forme commercialisée actuellement contient 10 mg de nicotine. Une
forme à 15 mg détient également l’AMM.
Ce médicament a été comparé aux cigarettes de tabac et aux e-cigarettes dans une étude [28].
Il faut 5 minutes aux cigarettes et 25 minutes à l’inhaleur pour provoquer le plus grand
soulagement du manque. Les e-cigarettes de 16 mg/ml de nicotine ont un effet maximum dans
un délai intermédiaire entre cigarette et substituts nicotiniques [28].
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FIGURE 15 : SOULAGEMENT DES SYMPTOMES DE MANQUE EN FONCTION DU TEMPS AVEC UNE CIGARETTE, UNE ECIGARETTE ET UN INHALEUR NICORETTE®

Cette même étude montre que les patients se plaignent plutôt moins d’effets secondaires avec
l’e-cigarette qu’avec l’inhaleur Nicorette®, un substitut nicotinique reconnu.
Effets indésirables inhaleur Nicorette® ou e-cigarette
88%

e-cigarette 0 mg

e-cigarette 16 mg

inhaleur Nicorette®

38%
29%
22%

18%

23%

18%
5% 5%

irritation bouche
et gorge

nausées

21% 18%

22%

18% 18%

1%

flatulances/hoquet

vertige

0%

cephalée

5%

0%

palpitations

FIGURE 16 : EFFETS INDESIRABLES RAPPORTES PAR DES FUMEURS RECEVANT SOIT UN INHALEUR NICORETTE®, SOIT UNE
E - CIGARETTE 0 MG /ML , SOIT UNE E - CIGARETTE 16 MG / ML DE NICOTINE . L’IRRITATION DE LA BOUCHE EST PLUS DE 2 FOIS
PLUS FREQUENTE AVEC L ’INHALEUR NICORETTE ® ( AMM ) QU ’AVEC L ’E- CIGARETTE 16 MG / ML

Le vaporisateur buccal50 Nicorette®, une nouvelle forme de substituts nicotinique est la forme
qui se rapproche le plus des e-cigarettes et dont la cinétique de la nicotine est la plus proche de
celle des cigarettes parmi les produits disponibles en France. Elle soulage les symptômes de
manque plus rapidement que les autres substituts nicotiniques disponibles.

1.4.5 Y a-t-il des impuretés dans les e-liquides ?
1.4.5.1 Que savons-nous de la présence d’anatabine et anabasine dans les e-liquides ?
Dans certaines e-cigarettes, on trouve aux côtés de la nicotine d’autres produits voisins51 comme
l’anatabine [8], la norcotinine et l’anabasine52. Ces substances proviennent de l’extraction
50
51
52

www.nicorette.ca/fr/Produits/Vapoeclair
www.e-cigarette-forum.com/forum/nicotine/205121-cig-anatabine.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anatabine
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originelle de la nicotine des feuilles de tabac qui, même dans les meilleurs e-liquides certifiés
USP et PhEur53, comprennent jusqu’à 1% d’impuretés (nicotine pure à « 99% »).

FIGURE 17 : FORMULE CHIMIQUE DE L’ANATABINE

L’anabasine comme l’anatabine est une substance voisine de la nicotine. Elle a une demi-vie
beaucoup plus longue que la nicotine (10 heures contre 2 heures). L’anabasine est aussi active
sur le système nerveux central et elle a été testée dans le traitement la maladie d’Alzheimer.
Certains de ces métabolites de la nicotine sont actifs d’autres inactifs. Des contrôles récurrents
des e-liquides restent justifiés, la composition des e-liquides évoluant très fréquemment.
1.4.5.2 Que savons-nous de la présence de nitrosamines dans les e-liquides ?
Les nitrosamines sont les principaux cancérogènes présents dans le tabac, même non fumé.
Certaines études sur les e-liquides ont retrouvé de telles substances à l’état de traces.
Produit

NNN

NNK

NAT

NAB

Total

e-cigarette

3.87

1.46

2.16

0.69

8.18

Gomme nicotine

2

ND

ND

ND

2

Patch nicotine

ND

8

ND

ND

8

Winston

2200

580

560

25

3365

Camel

3100

1400

2800

150

7450

Marlboro

4300

1800

4900

190

11190

Swedish snus (tabac oral)

2400

TABLEAU 5 : TAUX (EN NG/G SAUF POUR SUBSTITUTS NG/UNITE) DE DIFFERENTES NITROSAMINES (NNN :NNITROSONICOTINE , NNK : 4-( METHYLNITROSAMINO )-1-(3- PYRIDYL)-1- BUTANONE , NAT : N- NITROSOANATABINE , NAB :
N-NITROSOANABASINE) DANS CERTAINES E-CIGARETTES, CERTAINS SUBSTITUTS NICOTINIQUES, CERTAINES CIGARETTES
DE TABAC ET LE SNUS SUEDOIS . (FDA) 54

Les e-liquides sont ainsi quasi dépourvus de nitrosamines car ils présentent des taux plus de 500
fois inférieurs à ceux de la plupart des cigarettes et 300 fois inférieurs à ceux du snus suédois
« dénitrosaminé ». Ces taux sont équivalents à ceux des médicaments. Ces nitrosamines
viennent des résidus de tabac contenus dans la nicotine utilisée qui n’est pure qu’à 99% ou
99,5%. Il est justifié qu’une surveillance soit organisée au moins pour quelques années afin de
s’assurer que les e-liquides ne contiennent pas de cancérogène.

53
54

Produits certifiés de qualité pharmacologique aux USA (USP) et en Europe (PhEur)
http://smoke-vs-vapor.webs.com/nitrosaminelevels.htm d’après table 1. Page 4 du rapport de la FDA
www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/ScienceResearch/UCM173250.pdf
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1.4.5.3 Que savons-nous de la présence de métaux dans les e-liquides ?
Des particules métalliques – comme d’autres impuretés – ont été retrouvées dans les
« vapeurs » d’e-liquides à des concentrations du même ordre de grandeur que dans la fumée de
cigarette [15].
Métaux dans 10 puffs d'e-cigarette et de cigarette
0,7

0,65
e-cigarette µg/10 puffs

0,6

cigarette µg/10 puffs

0,52
0,5

0,45
0,394

0,4
0,3

0,22
0,2
0,1

0,203 0,19
0,007

0,005

0,002

0,058

0,042

0,017

0,0034

0,0022

0,003

0
Fer

Aluminium

Cuivre

Zinc

Plomb

Chrome

Nickel

Manganèse

FIGURE 18 : QUANTITE DE METAUX DANS LA FUMEE DE 10 BOUFFEES DE CIGARETTE ET DANS LA « VAPEUR » DE 10
PUFFS D ’E - CIGARETTE [15]

En masse, les quantités de métaux sont faibles, mais ces traces retrouvées dans certains eliquides sont en partie des nanoparticules issues des processus de fabrication qui peuvent
pénétrer au plus profond du poumon. La formation de ces nanoparticules métalliques devrait
être traquée tout au long du processus de fabrication des produits afin d’en réduire au
maximum la présence.

1.4.5.4 Que savons-nous de la présence d’autres produits potentiellement toxiques dans les eliquides ?
En fonction de leur fabrication, certains e-liquides contiennent des produits qui peuvent être
totalement inoffensifs ou à l’inverse provoquer toxicité ou allergie chez certaines personnes.
Nous en citons ci-après quelques-uns :


Les arômes

La toxicité de ces produits inhalés et chauffés est peu ou mal connue, comme nous l’avons déjà
vu. Bien qu’aucun risque spécifique ne soit identifié à ce jour, le principe de précaution doit
s’appliquer pour les produits non indispensables à la fabrication. Certains fabricants s’interdisent
ainsi d’utiliser des composés tels l’ambrox.
 Une surveillance s’impose en absence de données suffisantes pour conclure.


Les colorants

Les tentatives de colorer la « vapeur » avec des colorants ont à ce jour échoué et ceux-ci sont
peu utilisés.


Les antioxydants et les conservateurs
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Certains industriels ajoutent des antioxydants (tel le coenzyme Q10, produit voisin de la
vitamine E), des conservateurs de type parabène et d’autres additifs dans certaines
préparations. D’autres composés, tel le diacétyl (2,3-butanedione), sont éliminés par précaution
par de nombreux fabricants.


Les médicaments

L’introduction de médicaments comme le sildénafil (Viagra®) ou le rimonabant (Accomplia®) a
été réalisée par certains fabricants.
 L’adjonction de médicament est clairement interdite en Europe et aucun e-liquide
commercialisé (hors Internet) n’en contient.


De l’alcool

Certains produits contiennent de l’alcool éthylique, mais le taux dépasse rarement 4%, et le
volume nébulisé est faible.
 Tout contenu supérieur à 1% d’alcool dans un e-liquide devrait cependant être indiqué au
consommateur afin de protéger en particulier les anciens alcooliques qui craignent de rechuter55
et ceux qui ne veulent consommer d’alcool.

1.4.5.5 L’e-liquide est-il dangereux lors des manipulations préparatoires à l’utilisation ?
Les cartouches d’e-cigarette contiennent et peuvent délivrer par les voies respiratoires de
nombreuses substances recherchées par le vapoteur, mais accidentellement d’autres voies
d’entrée en contact avec l’organisme sont possibles :
en cas d’ingestion (difficile à envisager car les produits ont un goût fort désagréable comme
en témoignent tous les vapoteurs qui accidentellement ont eu une goutte d’e-liquide sur la
langue),
en cas de contact avec la peau qui devra être rapidement rincée,
en cas de contact avec les yeux, dont les conjonctives sont particulièrement sensibles aux
irritants.
La plupart des substances présentes dans les e-liquides posent peu de problème lors d’un
contact occasionnel et limité avec la peau chez des sujets non allergiques aux produits. Le
propylène glycol contenu dans les cartouches est légèrement irritant sur les voies respiratoires à
forte dose et peut également l’être pour la peau. Le glycérol est peu irritant et peu toxique s’il
est pur.
Le produit qui pose potentiellement le plus de problème par cette voie est la nicotine.
La nicotine est classée comme vénéneuse. C’est une substance plus dangereuse pour les nonfumeurs que pour les fumeurs, en particulier pour les enfants pour lesquels il existe un risque
d’intoxication s’ils absorbaient par accident un flacon d’e-liquide ou s’en badigeonnaient les
mains. Un tel accident n’a jamais été rapporté à notre connaissance avec du e-liquide ; il a été en
revanche décrit avec mégots de cigarette et substituts nicotiniques.
Il faut noter que le risque est moindre chez le fumeur qui a déjà développé de nombreux
récepteurs nicotiniques, ce qui lui permet de tolérer de plus fortes doses de nicotine qu’un nonfumeur.

55

www.ecigarette-public.com/t10108-rechute-alcool-avec-e-cig
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Les conditionnements d’e-liquide mis à disposition des consommateurs doivent être
conçus de sorte qu’ils ne puissent être manipulés par des enfants, en proposant
notamment des dispositifs empêchant l’ouverture des flacons de recharge.



L’e-liquide ne doit pas être renversé et il ne faut pas hésiter lors des premières
manipulations à mettre des gants et à porter des lunettes si on n’est pas sûr de soi.
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1.5 Quelle est la composition de l’aérosol d’e-liquide ?
1.5.1 Quelle est la composition physique de l’aérosol produit par les e-cigarettes ?

1.5.1.1 Comment se forme et que devient l’aérosol de l’e-cigarette ?

air

utilisateur

e.cigarette

L’aérosol produit par l’e-cigarette est composé de fines gouttelettes de propylène glycol (PG)
et/ou de glycérine végétale (GV) avec un peu d’eau, de nicotine et d’arômes. Ces gouttelettes
sont suspendues dans un gaz formé d’air et du produit de l’évaporation de l’e-liquide. Les étapes
1 à 4 du schéma ci-dessous se déroulent avant l’inhalation, les étapes 4 à 5 en partie dans l’air
de la pièce et en partie dans les voies respiratoires, l’étape 6 dans la pièce ou le lieu où se trouve
l’utilisateur.

1

Le liquide est dans la cartouche.

2

L’impulsion électrique chauffe
le liquide qui se vaporise en gaz.

3

Le gaz se condense en fines
particules.

4

L’utilisateur inspire une fumée
constituée de fines gouttelettes
de liquide et de gaz.

5

Les gouttelettes se transforment à nouveau en gaz
rapidement
(demi-vie
11
secondes).

6

Le gaz se dissipe

FIGURE 19 : LES ETAPES QUI ABOUTISSENT A LA VAPORISATION DU E-LIQUIDE EN GAZ (VAPEUR), PUIS A LA FORMATION DE
FINES GOUTTELETTES D ’AEROSOL QUI VONT DURANT QUELQUES DIZAINES DE SECONDES SIMULER LA FUMEE AVANT DE
RETOURNER A L ’ETAT GAZEUX ET DEVENIR INVISIBLES ( VAPEUR )
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1.5.1.2 Quelle est la composition physique du courant primaire de l’aérosol généré par l’ecigarette ?
Le courant primaire de la « vapeur » émis par l’e-cigarette et inhalé par le fumeur est un aérosol
de fines gouttelettes liquides contenues dans un gaz.
Il n’y a pas dans cette « vapeur », contrairement à la fumée du tabac, de particules ou
microparticules solides en suspension produites par l’e-cigarette. Du fait de leur évaporation, les
fines gouttelettes formées diminuent rapidement de taille dès qu’elles sont émises. Cinq études
[16-20] ont analysé les caractéristiques physiques de ces gouttelettes, mais l’extrême rapidité de
chute de taille des particules rend l’analyse fine précise difficile et les résultats dépendent de la
technique de mesure plus ou moins longue à être mise en œuvre. L’étude des paramètres de
l’aérosol peut porter sur la distribution du nombre de particules de chaque taille (CMAD) ou sur
la répartition de la masse des gouttelettes en fonction de leurs tailles (MMAD). La distribution
du MMAD est la plus pertinente.
Le courant primaire de la « vapeur » contient des particules dont le MMAD est mesuré de à 0,250,45 µm, avec une concentration de 1 milliard de particules par cm3 selon Ingebrethsen [16].
Bertholon [20], en utilisant également une e-cigarette au propylène glycol, trouve un diamètre
un peu plus gros : 0,60-0,65 µm.
Caratéristiques de
l'aérosol
C1 (D50 ± σG)
C3
Demi-vie

e-cigarette
(0 et ha ute teneur nicoti ne)

0,60µm - 0,65µm
σG : 2,46
0.29µm - 0.34µm
σG : 2.25
11 sec

Cigarette classique

Chicha

0,27 µm
σG : 2,46
0.30µm
σG : 1.74
18 min

0,27 µm
σG : 1,84
0,25 µm
σG : 1.79
19 min

TABLEAU 6 : DIAMETRE ET DISPERSION DE TAILLE DES PARTICULES DE L’AEROSOL DU COURANT C1 (PRIS PAR LE
VAPOTEUR ) ET C3 ( REJETE PAS LE VAPOTEUR ) ET DEMI- VIE [20]

Le MMAD de l’aérosol de l’e-cigarette lors de son émission apparaît un peu plus élevé que celui
du courant primaire de la fumée de tabac ou de chicha. En effet, la taille médiane des particules
de la cigarette et de la chicha est de 0,27 µm (270 nm). La dispersion de la taille des particules
est du même ordre que celle de la fumée de cigarette [20].

1.5.1.3 Comment disparaît l’aérosol généré par l’e-cigarette ?
Le fumeur rejette un courant tertiaire dont les gouttelettes ont une taille très inférieure à celles
inhalées. La taille des gouttelettes de l’aérosol est voisine pour l’e-cigarette, la cigarette et la
chicha. Bertholon [20] rapporte en effet un diamètre médian (MMAD) de 0,29-0,34 µm pour l’ecigarette, 0,30 µm pour la cigarette et 0,25 µm pour la chicha. La dispersion de la taille des
particules est plus grande pour l’e-cigarette que pour la fumée des produits du tabac.
La diminution rapide du diamètre des particules de l’aérosol est en grande partie liée au retour à
l’état gazeux des gouttelettes (la demi-vie des gouttelettes n’est en effet que de 11 secondes
selon Bertholon [20] avec un liquide au propylène glycol). Ainsi le diamètre des gouttelettes de
l’aérosol formé par l’e-cigarette a déjà diminué quand celles-ci sont rejetées après quelques
secondes par le fumeur. Onze secondes après sa formation, le nombre de particules de l’aérosol
a diminué de moitié, 22 secondes à près des trois quarts et 33 secondes plus tard de 90% ; une
minute après, elles sont quasiment indétectables.
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Décroissance de l’aérosol de gouttelettes produit par une e-cigarette
1
0,9

Fraction restante mesurée

0,8

Exponentielle

0,7

T ½calculé = 11 s

Fraction

0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0

100

200

300

400

500

Temps (s)

FIGURE 20 : DECROISSANCE DANS L’AIR DE L’AEROSOL DE LA CIGARETTE ELECTRONIQUE CIGARETTEC®. COURBE
EXPONENTIELLE AJUSTEE ET DEMI- VIE , T1/2 CALCULEE ( EN SECONDES ) D ’APRES BERTHOLON [20]

En travaillant non pas avec la masse mais avec le nombre de particules (CMAD), Zhang57 montre
que les gouttelettes de l’aérosol d’e-liquide contenant du glycérol (GV) sont plus grosses que
celles du e-liquide au propylène glycol (PG) et ont une demi-vie plus longue, induisant une plus
longue persistance de ces gouttelettes de l’aérosol alors qu’avec le propylène glycol, la
« vapeur » est moins intense et se dissipe plus rapidement.

FIGURE 21 : DISTRIBUTION DU DIAMETRE DES PARTICULES DE L’AEROSOL DANS UNE CHAMBRE DE MESURE ET
DECROISSANCE EN FONCTION DU TEMPS POUR UN AEROSOL D’UNE E - CIGARETTE AU PROPYLENE GLYCOL ET D ’UNE ECIGARETTE A LA GLYCERINE VEGETALE ( DISTRIBUTION EN NOMBRE DE PARTICULES SUR UNE ECHELLE LOGARITHMIQUE )
D’APRES SHANG [19]

Comme pour les cigarettes classiques, environ 20% des particules inhalées se déposent et 80%
sont exhalées [20] lors d’une prise normale. Une prise profonde avec apnée peut très
sensiblement augmenter la fraction déposée.
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1.5.2 Quelle est la composition chimique de l’aérosol produit par les e-cigarettes ?

1.5.2.1 La composition chimique de la « vapeur » produite par l’e-cigarette est-elle la même
que celle du e-liquide ?
Alors que, pour la cigarette, la composition de la fumée est totalement différente de la
composition du tabac du fait de la combustion de ce dernier, il n’existe théoriquement aucun
changement chimique entre la « vapeur » et l’e-liquide. Cependant, avec l’augmentation
progressive des tensions électriques appliquées aux résistances des atomiseurs et
l’échauffement de celles-ci, de faibles variations chimiques pourraient être observées à l’usage.
Le principal changement qui survient entre l’e-liquide dans sa cartouche et la « vapeur »
concerne la forme physique. Ce qui était un liquide se transforme en fines gouttelettes
submicroniques et en gaz, puis rapidement (moins d’une minute), la quasi-totalité des émissions
va être transformée en gaz.
Avec les e-cigarettes récentes, la composition de la « vapeur » est voisine de celle de l’e-liquide,
on y trouve les mêmes composés dans des proportions similaires. Si en première approximation,
on peut donc considérer que la composition chimique de la « vapeur » est la même que celle du
e-liquide, on sait que le chauffage de l’e-liquide peut en modifier la composition ; il est donc
important de contrôler non seulement l’e-liquide, mais aussi, au moins de façon ponctuelle, les
aérosols formés lors de sa vaporisation.

1.5.2.2 Quelle est la répartition des principaux constituants chimiques de l’aérosol produit par
les e-cigarettes ?
La composition chimique des gouttelettes de l’aérosol produit est voisine du contenu de la
cartouche. Les gouttelettes ne sont donc pas de la vapeur d’eau mais formées essentiellement
de propylène glycol et/ou de glycérine végétale selon la composition de la cartouche.
Plus de 85% de l’aérosol produit par l’e-cigarette est composé de glycérol ou propylène glycol. Le
taux de nicotine varie de 0 à 2%.
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5%
2%

Propylène glycol ou
glycérol

4%

1%

Arômes
Nicotine
Eau
Alcool

88%

FIGURE 22 : EXEMPLE DE LA COMPOSITION D’UNE ANCIENNE CARTOUCHE DE E-LIQUIDE DE MARQUE RUYAN® CONTROLEE
PAR UN LABORATOIRE DE NOUVELLE -ZELANDE56

Les premières analyses disponibles sur la composition de la « vapeur » sont plutôt rassurantes.
Substance

Concentration (ppm)

1,3-Butadiène

non détectable

Acétaldéhyde

0.34

Acétone

0.16

Acroléine

non détectable

Acrylonitrile

non détectable

Benzène

non détectable

Éthanol

100

Éthylène glycol

non détectable

Éthylène oxide

non détectable

Formaldéhyde

0.25

Hydrogen cyanide

non détectable

Crésol

0.16

Xylène

0.18

Nicotine

non détectable

Propylène glycol

32

Propylène oxide

non détectable

Styrène

0.29

TABLEAU 7 : ANALYSE DES 38 PREMIERS ML D’AEROSOL PRODUIT PAR UNE E-CIGARETTE (RUYAN® NEW-ZEALAND) SANS
NICOTINE57

56

www.healthnz.co.nz/RuyanCartridgeReport30-Oct-08.pdf

57

Murray Laugesen Safety Report on the Ruyan® e-cigarette Cartridge and Inhaled Aerosol Health New
Zealand Ltd Christchurch, New Zealand www.healthnz.co.nz
www.healthnz.co.nz/RuyanCartridgeReport30-Oct-08.pdf
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1.5.2.3 Quels solvants et autres impuretés ont été détectés dans les aérosols d’e-cigarette ?
À côté des nitrosamines, cancérogènes naturellement présents dans le tabac et détectées
comme traces dans les solutions de nicotine pures à « seulement » 99% ou 99,5%, un certain
nombre d’impuretés – comme l’acétone, l’acide acétique, des solvants chlorés58, du
formaldéhyde par ailleurs allergisant – apparaissent à différents stades de la préparation des eliquides, mais aussi de leur chauffage sur le filament de l’atomiseur. Ils peuvent être présents
même dans les liquides sans nicotine.
Un inventaire de ces impuretés et des standards de contrôle doivent être établis. Cependant, sur
les quelques mesures disponibles, les taux sont bien moindres que dans la fumée de cigarette
[21].
Ainsi Farsalinos a présenté une analyse des impuretés des « vapeurs » en septembre 2012 au
meeting de la Society for Research on Nicotine and Tobacco (SRNT), portés sur le Tableau 8 [18].
Composés

N° CAS

Bruit de fond e-cigarette 1 e-cigarette 2 e-cigarette 3

Cigarette

1,2-Propanédiol

57-55-6

<1

<1

<1

<1

112

1-Hydroxy-2-Propanone

116-09-6

<1

<1

<1

<1

62

2,3-Butanédione

431-03-8

<1

<1

<1

<1

21

2,5-Dimethylfurane

625-86-5

<1

<1

<1

<1

5

2-Butanone (MEK)

78-93-3

<1

2

2

2

19

2-Furaldéhyde

98-01-1

<1

<1

<1

<1

21

2-Methylfurane

534-22-5

<1

<1

<1

<1

19

1121-55-7

<1

<1

<1

<1

24

Acide acétique

64-19-7

<1

11

13

14

68

Acétone

67-64-1

<1

17

18

25

64

Benzène

71-43-2

<1

<1

<1

<1

22

3-Ethenylpyridine

Isoprène

78-79-5

8

6

7

10

135

Limonène

5989-27-5

<1

<1

<1

<1

21

m,p-Xylène

1330-20-7

<1

<1

<1

<1

18

Phénol

108-95-2

<1

<1

<1

<1

15

Pyrrole

109-97-7

<1

<1

<1

<1

61

Toluène

108-88-3

<1

<1

<1

<1

44

Formaldéhyde b

50-00-0

<1

8

11

16

86

Acétaldéhyde b

75-07-0

<1

2

2

3

119

Propanal b

123-38-6

<0.2

<0.2

<0.2

<0.2

12

TABLEAU 8 : CONCENTRATIONS (µG/M3) D’UN SELECTION DE COMPOSES DURANT UNE EMISSION DE CIGARETTES
CONVENTIONNELLES ET D ’E - CIGARETTES DANS UNE CHAMBRE D’EXPERIENCE DE 8- M 3 [13]

Ces données montrent l’absence à des niveaux détectables de la majorité des polluants
suspectés. Les six polluants mesurables le sont à des concentrations bien moindres que dans la
fumée de cigarette.
Une étude montre également la présence de rimonabant et de sildénafil (Viagra®) dans les eliquides de première génération (cf. section 1.4.5.4) [12].

58

www.rts.ch/emissions/abe/environnement/3361578-jungle-des-labels-des-garanties-pas-toujours-garanties.html
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1.5.2.4 Y-a-t-il des cancérogènes dans l’aérosol produit par les e-cigarettes ?
Quelques traces de produits cancérogènes à des concentrations très faibles, du même ordre de
grandeur que celles trouvées dans les substituts nicotiniques59 existent dans les e-liquides, mais
ces concentrations sont sans signification clinique. Ces données ont cependant conduit certains
à tenir des propos alarmants sur les premières e-cigarettes60.
Les recherches de cancérogènes dans la vapeur de l’e-cigarette n’identifient actuellement aucun
produit classé cancérogène « probable » ou « certain » pour l’homme. Quelques PHA (Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons, hydrocarbures aromatiques polycycliques) non classés cancérogènes
sont identifiés dans la fumée mais à des taux 100 fois inférieurs à ceux retrouvés dans les
bouffées de cigarette (voir Tableaux 7 à 9).
UK e-cigarette

UK cigarette

Groupe IARC cancérogènes

% (e.cig/20 cig)

Anthracène

Substance

7

130

3

0,27%

Phénanthrène

48

350

3

0,69%

1-Méthyl phénanthrène

5

30

3

0,83%

Pyrène

36

130

3

1,38%

Benz(a) anthracène

non détectable

45

2A

0%

Chrysène

non détectable

50

3

0%

Benzo(b) fluoranthène

non détectable

30

2B

0%

Benzo(k) fluoranthène

non détectable

9

2B

0%

Benzo(a) pyrène

non détectable

35

2A

0%

Benzo(e) pyrène

non détectable

16

3

0%

Perylène

non détectable

4

3

0%

Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrène

non détectable

12

2B

0%

Dibenz(ah) anthracène

non détectable

4

2A

0%

Benzo(ghi) pérylène

non détectable

60

3

0%

TABLEAU 9 : CANCEROGENES61 ET PHA DANS LES E-CIGARETTES RUYAN® CARTOUCHE 0 MG NICOTINE. CLASSIFICATION
IARC 1 = CERTAIN , 2A = PROBABLE , 2B = POSSIBLE , 3 = NON CLASSIFIABLE COMME CANCEROGENE

Sous réserve que la température des atomiseurs ne continue pas à augmenter (car la glycérine
végétale présente un risque théorique de formation d’acroléine62, un produit formé à partir du
glycérol quand la température monte et que la molécule se déshydrate), on peut considérer à ce
jour – et sauf étude contraire – que l’e-cigarette n’a pas de potentiel cancérogène contrairement
à la fumée du tabac (qui est cancérogène catégorie 1 : cancérogène prouvé pour l’homme selon
l’IARC, International Agency for Research on Cancer).

59
60

61
62

http://smoke-vs-vapor.webs.com/nitrosaminelevels.htm
http://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancercauses/tobaccocancer/questionsaboutsmokingtobaccoandhealth/questionsabout-smoking-tobacco-and-health-e-cigarettes
www.healthnz.co.nz/RuyanCartridgeReport30-Oct-08.pdf
Une étude présentée au congrès 2013 SRNT de Boston par ML Goniewicz et coll.
www.srnt.org/conferences/SRNT_2013_Abstracts_H.pdf confirme ce risque mais les niveaux d’acroléine détectés
dans la vapeur des e-cigarettes sont 4 fois inférieurs aux niveaux détectés dans la fumée de cigarettes. La
concentration moyenne de 3-HPMA (un métabolite de l’acroléine) dans l’urine des vapoteurs était de 308 (IC 134516, soit significativement inférieure à celle des fumeurs de cigarettes dont le taux était de 822 ng/mg de
créatinine (IC464-1,423 p<0.05)
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1.5.3 Quels produits peuvent être ajoutés dans les e-liquides ?
Les e-liquides, en particulier les premiers apparus sur le marché, ne satisfaisaient pas les clients
qui ont alors développé de nombreuses méthodes pour les « bricoler », comme en témoignent
les sites Internet (ou blogs) dédiés63.
En 2013, sans que l’on puisse l’affirmer de façon définitive, il semble qu’il soit moins dangereux
d’utiliser un e-liquide industriel que de le fabriquer soi-même.
Un certain nombre d’e-liquides revendiquent une fabrication française mais, de fait, le
propylène glycol, les arômes et la nicotine proviennent le plus souvent de Chine ou d’autres
pays. Les fabrications françaises correspondent alors la plupart du temps à un assemblage et à
une mise en flacon en France.
En tout état de cause, l’organisation de contrôles des produits est justifiée.
Lors de fabrications artisanales, d’autres substances peuvent être ajoutées aux e-liquides et
notamment :


des huiles : en fonction de leur solubilité, elles exposent à un risque plus ou moins élevé
de pneumopathies lipidiques, les huiles minérales les moins solubles étant les plus
dangereuses. Les huiles essentielles présentent également un danger si elles pénètrent
dans le poumon. Cet ajout est donc déconseillé.



des arômes : chacun peut fabriquer ses propres arômes, mais il est difficile d’obtenir
dans ce cas le même rendu que les arômes industriels, naturels ou non. Cet ajout est
donc déconseillé.



du THC : on a vu que l’e-cigarette avait un bien meilleur rendement que la cigarette pour
délivrer la nicotine (avec moins de nicotine dans le produit, le vapoteur peut prendre la
même dose qu’avec une cigarette). La performance de l’outil peut intéresser des
consommateurs d’autres substances, en particulier de THC. Selon certaines sources, ce
sont les vaporisateurs de cannabis commercialisés depuis 199464 qui ont inspiré il y a dix
ans la création de l’e-cigarette. Certains sites Internet fournissent recettes et modes
d’emploi pour fabriquer soi-même son e-joint. Cet ajout est donc déconseillé.

De manière générale, toute fabrication artisanale d’e-liquide ou toute intervention manuelle
sur l’e-liquide sont déconseillées (et tout particulièrement les premiers temps de l’initiation au
vapotage).

1.5.4 Que sait-on des e-joints ?

1.5.4.1 Existe-t-il des e-joints ? Que sont-ils ?
Certains fabricants d’e-cigarettes proposent à la vente des e-liquides avec arôme cannabis ou
chanvre. Mais depuis un an, des sociétés californiennes commercialisent des e-liquides qui
contiennent du cannabis, transformant ainsi l’e-cigarette en e-joint. En effet, en Californie, le
cannabis est actuellement vendu comme médicament sur ordonnance. De ce fait, les patients

63
64

www.forum-ecigarette.com/fabrications-maison-f233/comment-fabriquer-son-e-liquide-t41409.html
www.alchimiaweb.com/blogfr/choisir-vaporisateur-cannabis
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qui disposent d’une prescription médicale de marijuana (un traitement non reconnu en France)
ont recours aux e-cigarettes (e-joints)65.
On trouve sur Internet de nombreuses techniques pour manipuler une e-cigarette, sortir le
liquide contenu dans la capsule, puis le remplacer par une préparation contenant du THC66. Les
piles ou batteries chauffent les résistances pour vaporiser le THC, comme elles le font pour la
nicotine. Mais le cannabis est illégal en France et en Europe. La commercialisation ou la
consommation d’e-joint est donc tout aussi illégale que celle du joint.
Le site américain dédié au cannabis thérapeutique67 avertit le consommateur et lui indique que
« ce dispositif électronique est un appareil portable, rechargeable, qui vaporise de l’huile de
cannabis. Il est semblable à une cigarette électronique. Il est sans fumée et peut être utilisé
n’importe où. De nombreux patients ne parviennent pas à prendre leur cannabis médical en
raison de problèmes de santé, de situation de vie, et de nombreuses autres raisons. Tout patient
qui a besoin de cannabis médical peut utiliser l’e-joint de la meilleure manière et sans la fumée
et les carcinogènes des joints » !

1.5.4.2 Par quelle procédure les e-joints ont-ils obtenu le statut médical en Californie ?
Dans certains états du continent nord-américain, comme au Canada, le cannabis thérapeutique
a sa place. Il peut en effet, dans des circonstances très limitées, avoir des effets bénéfiques sur la
santé, mais il existe le plus souvent des alternatives thérapeutiques plus efficaces et plus saines.

FIGURE 23 : FORMULE CHIMIQUE DU TETRAHYDROCANNABINOL (THC)

Un nombre limité de personnes ont théoriquement accès à ces thérapeutiques. Une carte
officielle autorisant son porteur à utiliser du cannabis est en vigueur aux États-Unis et le système
RAMM (Règlements sur l’accès à la marijuana médicale) est en place au Canada. Mais, grâce à
ces autorisations, on peut cultiver soi-même son cannabis – ou le faire cultiver pour son compte
par un proche – ce cannabis devient alors par destination du cannabis « médical ».

65
66

67

www.flickr.com/photos/joshsommers/4691446866
La vidéo à l’adresse suivante www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wc5kD-puqRg&NR=1&feature=endscreen montre
comment prélever avec un trombone un produit semi-solide et huileux (type miel) pour le placer dans le fût de la
cigarette puis le faire fondre en chauffant l’extérieur du fût à l’aide d’un mini chalumeau.
www.medicalnw.com/new-product-the-e-joint
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FIGURE 24 : CARTE AUTORISANT SON PORTEUR A UTILISER DU CANNABIS POUR RAISONS THERAPEUTIQUES EN
CALIFORNIE (SOURCE : WIKIMEDIA COMMONS)

La pathologie dont souffre le patient doit figurer sur la prescription, ainsi que la date de fin du
traitement. Le médecin doit signer la prescription et indiquer son numéro d’identification
professionnelle. Cette ordonnance établie par un médecin dans l’État de Californie est valable
devant une cour de justice et va permettre au patient d’avoir accès à un dispensaire.
Le site OrganiCann68 précise : « À votre première visite, OrganiCann contacte le médecin de
chaque patient pour s’assurer que la prescription est valable ».
Certains médicaments contenant du THC sont prescrits directement dans quelques pays et dans
d’exceptionnels cas en France en ATU (Autorisation temporaire d’utilisation délivrée par
l’ANSM), notamment le Marinol®.
Médicament

Date

Nabilone

1985

Pays

Indications
Nausées des chimiothérapies
qui ne répondent pas aux
traitements habituels

USA, Canada

Canasol

1987

USA, Canada (1992)
1985

Sativex

Nausées et vomissements
associés aux chimiothérapies
des cancers chez les patients
qui ne répondent pas aux
traitements habituels

USA

Anorexie associée au SIDA avec
perte de poids

Canada

Traitement adjuvant pour les
douleurs neuropathiques dans
les scléroses en plaques

Canada

Douleurs de cancer

1995
1997

US$ 4 000 par an (au Canada)

Augmentation de la pression
USA, Canada, Caraïbes intraoculaire au stade terminal
de glaucome

Marinol

1992

Coût

US$ 652 pour 30 doses à
10 mg en ligne

C$ 9,351 par an

TABLEAU 10 : LES MEDICAMENTS A BASE DE CANNABIS DISPONIBLES EN AMERIQUE DU NORD

68

www.organicann.com/index.php/en/doctor-approval
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1.5.5 Quelles sont, ou qu’elles devraient être, les grandes lignes d’une norme d’étude
des e-liquides et des e-cigarettes ?

1.5.5.1 Quelles sont, ou quelles devraient être, les grandes lignes d’une norme d’étude des eliquides ?
Pour les cigarettes, la composition du tabac est peu prédictive de la composition de la fumée.
Aussi tous les contrôles sont faits sur la fumée selon des standards précis et non sur le tabac
contenu dans les cigarettes, qu’il s’agisse des mesures effectuées par le fabricant avant
commercialisation ou des contrôles aléatoires réalisés de manière réglementaire par le LNE
(Laboratoire national de métrologie et d’essais) après commercialisation.
Pour les e-cigarettes, la composition de l’e-fumée est très voisine de la composition de l’eliquide. En routine, le contrôle de l’e-liquide pourrait être suffisant.
On pourrait exiger des fabricants :


des mesures (avec une variabilité inférieure à 5% de la valeur annoncée) :

o du taux de nicotine en mg/ml qui doit être identique à celui annoncé à 5% près,
o du taux de propylène glycol,
o du taux de glycérol,
o du taux éventuel d’alcool,
o du taux de tous les produits présents à plus de 0,1% dans l’e-liquide ;


la vérification de l’absence (au-dessus d’un seuil de détection fixé) des produits
suivants :

o diéthylène glycol,
o acétaldéhyde,
o acroléine,
o nitrosamines,
o autres cancérogènes,
o parabène,
o métaux,
o autres produits toxiques ou cancérogènes (sur une liste à réviser régulièrement).
La norme devrait aussi prendre en charge les volumes et l’étanchéité des cartouches. En effet,
certaine produits de mauvaise qualité fuient, exposant les utilisateurs au contact cutané avec les
e-liquides [22].
Cette démarche visant à assurer la qualité des produits mis sur le marché peut être conduite par
la mise en place d’une norme ou par voie réglementaire.

1.5.5.2 Quelles sont, ou quelles devraient être, les grandes lignes d’une norme d’étude des ecigarettes dans une machine à fumer ?
Les machines à fumer sont l’objet de critiques. Elles permettent certes de comparer les produits,
mais les conditions de fumage ne sont pas réalistes et fournissent aux consommateurs des
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informations peu appropriées [23], ce qui a conduit l’Union européenne à prévoir, dans la
révision de la directive sur les produits du tabac, de retirer cette information des paquets de
cigarettes. En revanche, les normes ISO, même si elles doivent être interprétées, restent une
contrainte pour les fabricants pour prévenir les dérives lors de la fabrication.
Pour les e-cigarettes, l’analyse de l’aérosol produit (particules et gaz) permet de vérifier les
modifications des e-liquides lors de leur vaporisation.
Il n’existe à ce jour aucune norme pour étudier les e-cigarettes dans les machines à fumer.
Malgré les limites de ces mesures, le test en machines à fumer permet malgré tout d’encadrer la
fabrication des cigarettes de tabac. Une norme devrait être établie pour que les e-cigarettes
puissent être aussi testées dans des conditions équivalentes afin de permettre les études de
comparaison entre les deux produits. En laboratoire, il est proposé par Williams [24] de suivre le
protocole utilisé par Trtchounian en 2010 [6].
La procédure standardisée, publiée et utilisée par ces auteurs, pourrait servir de discussion pour
la construction d’une norme. Elle prévoit :


une pièce à 20°C ;



une boîte de nébulisation dans laquelle est analysée l’aérosol ;



une pompe péristaltique qui permet, par réglage de la vitesse de rotation, de créer un
niveau précis de dépression ; cette pompe est chauffée durant 15 minutes à 530 tours
minute avant de débuter les mesures ;



un manomètre à eau avec un tube en U afin de contrôler que, tout au long de la phase
d’inhalation, il existe une pression minimum pour obtenir le puff avec l’e-cigarette
donnée (le débit de la pompe est réglé à cet effet) ;



une durée de puff de 2,2 secondes ;



la répétition des puffs toutes les minutes ;



la prise de 10 puffs par e-cigarette ;



la charge totale des batteries de l’e-cigarette avant le test ;



la triplication de chaque mesure.
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FIGURE 25 : MACHINE A FUMER UTILISEE POUR LES CIGARETTES ORDINAIRES, MAIS ADAPTABLES POUR ETRE UTILISEE
DANS LE CADRE DE L ’ETUDE DE LA « VAPEUR » DES E- CIGARETTES
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1.6 Quels sont les problèmes liés aux e-cigarettes et à leurs piles et
batteries ?
1.6.1 Les e-cigarettes sont-elles soumises au marquage CE et aux normes RoHS ?


Marquage CE

La certification européenne CE69 est un marquage attestant que le produit est conforme aux
directives européennes. Elle permet d’importer et de commercialiser les produits en Europe.
C’est le fabricant lui-même qui s’auto-administre le marquage CE dès lors qu’il a vérifié que son
produit est conforme aux directives européennes.
Le recours complémentaire d’un organisme tiers de contrôle qualité permet de fiabiliser la
légitimité du fabriquant à prétendre au marquage CE (par exemple en France le LNE).


Norme RoHS

La directive européenne RoHS (2002/95/CE) (Restriction of the use of certain Hazardous
Substances in electrical and electronic equipment) ne devrait être qu’une formalité, mais les
premières e-cigarettes ne la respectaient pas toutes. Cette norme vise à limiter l’utilisation de six
substances dangereuses, à savoir le plomb, le mercure, le cadmium, le chrome hexavalent, les
polybromobiphényles (PBB), les polybromodiphényléthers (PBDE).
Les concentrations maximales de ces substances sont de 0,1% par unité de poids de matériau
homogène, sauf pour le cadmium où la limite est de 0,01%.
La directive vise les produits commercialisés sur tous les territoires européens. Elle s’applique à
huit des catégories de produits spécifiées dans la directive européenne DEEE70 (Déchets
d’équipements électriques et électroniques). Cette norme ne concerne pas les piles qui sont
prises en compte par ailleurs.

1.6.2 Existe-t-il des problèmes d’élimination des e-cigarettes et de leurs piles ?
Les e-cigarettes répondent à la définition des DEEE (Déchets d’équipements électriques et
électroniques).
Depuis le 15 novembre 2006, les DEEE sont pris en charge par une filière spécialisée mise en
place par les producteurs de ces produits. Tout producteur de DEEE doit :
1. prendre en charge la fin de vie des équipements électriques et électroniques qu’il met
sur le marché,
69
70
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2. renforcer l’écoconception des nouveaux produits par une création et une fabrication
facilitant leur recyclage,
3. marquer d’un pictogramme spécifique (poubelle barrée) les nouveaux produits qui ne
doivent plus être jetés avec les déchets courants, ainsi qu’un marquage permettant
d’identifier son fabricant.

Le tarif est par exemple de 10 centimes d’euro pour un réveil ou 1 euro pour un aspirateur. Il
devrait a priori être compris entre 1 et 5 centimes pour les cigarettes jetables et 5 et 10
centimes pour les cigarettes à piles rechargeables.
Les e-cigarettes contiennent des piles jetables ou des accumulateurs rechargeables selon les
modèles, qui sont polluants lors de la mise en déchet. Les récipients des e-liquides posent peu
de problèmes réglementaires de mise en déchets71 car en France, un particulier peut jeter aux
ordures de façon occasionnelle un emballage vide ayant contenu des produits toxiques.
La réglementation relative à la filière des piles et accumulateurs est depuis 2009 encadrée par le
décret n° 2009-1139 du 22 septembre 2009 transposant en droit français la directive
européenne 2006/66/CE. Cette directive fixe notamment des objectifs de taux de collecte par
État membre. Ces objectifs sont pour les piles et accumulateurs de 25% en 2012 et de 45% en
2016.
Le décret n° 2012-617 du 2 mai 2012 relatif à la gestion des déchets de piles et accumulateurs et
d’équipements électriques et électroniques modifie le décret n° 2009-1139 du 22 septembre
transposant la directive 2006/66/CE : le statut « revendeur sous sa marque » n’est plus retenu
dans la définition du producteur. Par conséquent, depuis le 5 mai 2012, toute personne mettant
sur le marché une e-cigarettes est un « introducteur de piles ».

1.6.3 Comment les e-cigarettes et leurs piles ou accumulateurs doivent-elles être
mises en déchet après utilisation ?
Théoriquement, les fabricants – pour toutes les piles et en particulier les piles au lithium –
doivent avoir un circuit organisé de recyclage, informer les consommateurs de ce circuit et payer
une écotaxe. Peu de choses semblent faites à ce jour pour récupérer les piles.

Les consommateurs doivent apporter les piles et accumulateurs usagés à un point de collecte,
en distribution ou en déchèterie notamment. Le pictogramme (poubelle barrée) apposé sur
chaque pile ou accumulateur signifie qu’il ne faut pas les jeter avec les déchets courants. Il
devrait être également porté sur les e-cigarettes. Au début de l’année 2013, il n’apparaît que
rarement sur les produits.
Les distributeurs d’e-cigarettes ont l’obligation, comme tout commerçant, de reprendre sans
frais et sans obligation de nouvel achat les piles et accumulateurs usagés rapportés par les
consommateurs.
71
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Les entreprises qui mettent les produits sur le marché (fabricant, importateur, distributeur sous
sa marque, vendeur à distance) doivent organiser la reprise des piles et accumulateurs usagés
auprès des points de collecte et les faire éliminer conformément à la réglementation. Le
dispositif mis en place peut être collectif (adhésion à un éco-organisme agréé) ou individuel
(approuvé par les pouvoirs publics).
En 2010, en France, ont été déclarés mis sur le marché 33 398 tonnes de piles et accumulateurs
portables, dont 10 791 tonnes ont été collectées selon les calculs 2010 soit un taux de collecte
de 34%.
La France dispose de seize sites de traitement et prétraitement des piles et accumulateurs ; elle
est l’un des pays d’Europe les mieux équipés72. La position de l’Agence de l’environnement et de
la maîtrise de l’énergie (ADEME) est portée section 4.2.1.

72
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2.

Quels sont les effets sur la santé de l’e-cigarette ?

2.1 Quels sont les risques de l’e-cigarette et de la « vapeur » ?
Actuellement, on n’en connaît pas suffisamment sur ces produits. Le manque d’études et de
recul invite à mettre ceux-ci sous surveillance, qui pourrait être réduite avec l’accumulation des
données.
Les e-cigarettes peuvent en théorie poser des problèmes sanitaires du fait de l’e-liquide :


qui peut se répandre et entrer en contact avec la peau,



qui peut être ingéré, en particulier par un jeune enfant,

et de la « vapeur » :


qui peut provoquer ou entretenir une dépendance à la nicotine,



qui peut exercer certains effets sans délai.

Les risques des e-liquides sont liés avant tout à des produits de mauvaise qualité, de mauvais
choix des composants des e-liquides, de mauvaises manipulations, comme ce peut être le cas
par exemple en laissant le produit à portée des jeunes enfants.
L’e-cigarette, bien fabriquée et bien utilisée est en elle-même un produit qui présente des
dangers infiniment moindre que la cigarette, mais les dangers ne sont pas totalement absents.
Le principal danger intrinsèque de l’e-cigarette est lié à la dépendance à la nicotine contenue,
mais la forme du produit et sa gestuelle sont aussi des facteurs qui pourraient contribuer à
entretenir la dépendance.
.
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2.2 La pénétration de la « vapeur » inhalée dans le corps
2.2.1 Où se dépose, dans les voies respiratoires, la « vapeur» inhalée (voies aérodigestives supérieures VADS ou poumon) ?
L’aérosol provenant des e-cigarettes se dépose différemment selon le type d’inhalation.
Les utilisateurs doivent inspirer lentement et pendant une durée suffisante pour déclencher la
valve dans les systèmes autodéclenchés (2,5 à 15 cm H20). Pour moduler ou augmenter la dose
de nicotine et accroître la quantité de vapeur émise, il faut prolonger l’inspiration.
La « vapeur » inhalée, faite de gouttelettes de petite taille, progresse dans les voies respiratoires
où les particules de diamètre inférieur au micron (PM1) descendent au plus profond des voies
respiratoires. Dans les poumons, 20% des gouttelettes formant l’aérosol vont se déposer [20], le
reste de la « vapeur » inhalée sera expirée (exhalée) comme le sont toutes les particules de cette
taille submicronique. Une inspiration lente ou une apnée de quelques secondes en fin
d’inspiration augmente de façon très importante le dépôt pulmonaire de tout aérosol de cette
taille, donc de l’aérosol de l’e-cigarette.
Les fumeurs et les vapoteurs connaissent (ou ressentent de façon inconsciente) cette sensation
sur le larynx – nommée par les anglo-saxons throat hit73 – qui précéderait immédiatement la
libération de dopamine dans le système de récompense. Ce comportement conditionné favorise
l’action hédonique de la cigarette.
Avec la cigarette conventionnelle, après une période d’abstinence tabagique temporaire, le
fumeur dépendant déclenche une inspiration beaucoup plus ample et prolongée que lors de la
prise d’une bouffée quand il est rassasié de nicotine. Et surtout, l’apnée de plusieurs secondes
qu’il pose en fin d’inspiration va considérablement augmenter le dépôt pulmonaire. Bien que le
phénomène n’ait pas été étudié en détail avec l’e-cigarette, les lois de dépôts des particules sont
universelles. Du fait de la taille des particules, la fumée tabagique ou l’aérosol d’une e-cigarette
peuvent partiellement se déposer par impaction quand le courant inspiratoire est rapide.
Cependant le dépôt se fait selon le modèle universel de dépôt des particules, essentiellement
par diffusion et sédimentation. Ces deux modes de dépôt, en régime calme, sont directement
proportionnels au temps de persistance de l’aérosol dans les voies respiratoires.
Selon les modèles de dépôt, garder la fumée d’une cigarette ou la « vapeur » d’une e-cigarette
durant 5 secondes en faisant une apnée en fin d’inspiration, au lieu de la garder 1 seconde, va
multiplier par 5 les dépôts des différentes substances et en particulier le dépôt pulmonaire de
nicotine.

73
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2.2.2 Quelle est la pharmacocinétique de la nicotine entrant dans le corps au sein de
la vapeur ?

2.2.2.1 Quelle est la pharmacocinétique de la nicotine provenant des e-cigarettes par rapport
aux autres sources de nicotine ?
Cette cinétique dépend de la présence de nicotine dans la cartouche et de la quantité émise.
Les données actuelles ne permettent pas de savoir avec certitude où est absorbée la nicotine
inhalée de l’e-cigarette.
Si la nicotine avec l’e-cigarette est absorbée lentement par la muqueuse buccale avec un pH
neutre ou alcalin, sa cinétique est alors voisine de celle de l’inhaleur Nicorette® et des autres
substituts nicotiniques.
Si la nicotine inhalée avec l’e-cigarette a un pH acide et est absorbée sans délai par le poumon
pour atteindre le cerveau en 7-8 secondes, elle produit un renforcement de l’addiction,
comparable à celle d’une cigarette.
La réalité pourrait être une combinaison de ces hypothèses, donnant un pic de nicotine
intermédiaire entre les deux.
Cette connaissance de la cinétique est essentielle pour déterminer si l’e-cigarette est plutôt un
produit voisin des substituts nicotiniques ou s’apparente plutôt à une cigarette traditionnelle
donc à un « produit du tabac ».

Comment se fait l’absorption de la nicotine émise par l’e-cigarette ?

Si absorption pulmonaire
pH<6
Niveau de satisfaction en nicotine
Si absorption buccale pH>7

FIGURE 26 : SCHEMATISATION DE LA CINETIQUE DE LA NICOTINE EN CAS D’ABSORPTION PULMONAIRE (TAUX TRES ELEVE
ET RAPIDE ) ET EN CAS D ’ABSORPTION BUCCALE ( PAS DE PIC ELEVE ET ABSORPTION LENTE)

2.2.2.2 Quelle est la pharmacocinétique de la nicotine inhalée provenant des anciennes ecigarettes ?
Les progrès réalisés dans la fabrication des e-cigarettes entre 2008 et 2010 ont abouti à une
forte augmentation du pourcentage de nicotine contenue dans les e-liquides délivrés par les
dispositifs.
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Cette nicotine, entrant dans l’organisme sous forme gazeuse dans la vapeur ou au sein des fines
gouttelettes, peut en théorie se déposer soit dans la bouche et être absorbée par les veines qui
circulent sous les muqueuses tapissant la bouche et la gorge, soit au plus profond du poumon et
être alors absorbée très rapidement par les veines pulmonaires.
Les premières études [25] montraient très peu – voire pas du tout – de nicotine ou de ses
métabolites dans le plasma des fumeurs qui utilisaient des e-cigarettes car il n’y avait que très
peu ou pas de nicotine dans la « vapeur » produite. La courbe publiée par Vansickel, dans une
étude réalisée avec des e-cigarettes conçues en 2008-2009, illustre bien ce fait : la cinétique de
la nicotine de vraies cigarettes montre une augmentation rapide de son taux dans le plasma du
sang veineux, puis une redescente très progressive. Pour deux marques d’e-cigarettes anciennes
(de mauvaise qualité), on observe une augmentation du taux de nicotine également entre 5 et
15 minutes, mais infiniment plus faible qu’avec la vraie cigarette.

FIGURE 27 : CINETIQUE DE LA NICOTINE DELIVREE PAR UN CIGARETTE ET DEUX E-CIGARETTE (HYDRO ET NPRO). LE TAUX
DE NICOTINE EST EN NG / ML , LE TEMPS EN MINUTE , LES FLECHES INDIQUENT LA PRISE DU PRODUIT [25]

Cette mauvaise biodisponibilité de la nicotine délivrée par d’anciennes e-cigarettes mal conçues
explique l’absence de résultat positif dans une étude clinique conduite par Polosa [26] avec trois
types de cartouches d’e-liquide dont celles étiquetées « fortes » ne délivraient en fait que peu
de nicotine. La nicotine n’arrivait ainsi que difficilement dans le sang et ne pouvait avoir d’effet
notable sur la sensation de manque.

2.2.2.3 Quelle est la pharmacocinétique de la nicotine provenant des e-cigarettes récentes ?
Les e-cigarettes les plus récentes sont de meilleure qualité et délivrent le plus souvent dans la
bouche du consommateur plus de 50% de la nicotine contenue dans la cartouche [13].
Cinq publications ont étudié les taux de nicotine plasmatique après prise unique d’e-cigarette
entre 2010 et 2013. Aucune publication n’a étudié le taux de nicotine artérielle.
Trois publications de 2010 ne retrouvent que de faibles quantités de nicotine après la prise d’ecigarette :


Vansickel [27] retrouve en 2010 de l’ordre de 1 ng/ml de pic de nicotine sérique (voir
Figure 28),



Bullen [28] rapporte en 2010 un pic de 1,3 ng/ml de nicotine sérique,
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Eissenberg [29] en 2010, sur deux marques d’e-cigarette, rapporte à 5 minutes 2,5 et
3,5 ng/ml de nicotine plasmatique quand la vraie cigarette fait monter la nicotine à
16,8 ng/ml.
Nicotine sérique ng/ml selon l'année de l'étude
e-cigarette (carrés) cigarette (rond)

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
2010

2010

2010

2010

2012

2013

cigarette

FIGURE 28 : TAUX MAXIMUM DE NICOTINE MESURE DANS LE SANG (NG/ML) APRES PRISE D’E-CIGARETTES (EN FONCTION
DE LA DATE DE L ’ETUDE , ET DONC DE L ’ANCIENNETE DE L ’E - CIGARETTE ). L E POINT INDIQUE LE TAUX TROUVE AVEC UNE
CIGARETTE CLASSIQUE [25-31|

En 2012 [30], avec des cigarettes plus récentes, Vansickel retrouve des taux de nicotine à
7,4 ng/ml et en 2013 [31] avec des e-cigarettes actuelles, il retrouve à 5 minutes un taux de
11 ng/ml, approchant celui de la cigarette.
Ainsi les e-cigarettes modernes sont capables de délivrer en moins de 5 minutes des quantités
de nicotine du même ordre de grandeur que les cigarettes, ce que ne faisaient pas les ecigarettes disponibles en 2010. Certains auteurs évoquent l’expérience des vapoteurs pour
expliquer ces différences. L’apprentissage nécessaire évoqué avec les premières e-cigarettes a
été considérablement réduit avec la performance des nouveaux produits.
Dans la salive, une étude de 2011, sur un échantillon de volontaires consommateurs uniquement
d’e-cigarettes, Etter [32] retrouve une nicotine salivaire de 322 ng/ml confirmant que les ecigarettes sont efficaces pour délivrer de la nicotine.
Une étude conduite en 2013 par Flouris [33] chez 15 fumeurs, fumant en alternance un jour une
cigarette, le lendemain une e-cigarette, montre des taux de cotinine sérique (métabolite de la
nicotine) équivalents.
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Cotinine sérique après exposition (ng/ml)
61,3
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e-cigarette
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FIGURE 29 : TAUX DE COTININE SERIQUE CHEZ DES VOLONTAIRES APRES CONSOMMATION D’E-CIGARETTE OU DE
CIGARETTE [33]
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2.3 Quels sont les effets aigus observés de l’inhalation de la
« vapeur » d’e-cigarette ?
2.3.1 Quelles sont les différences d’effets attendues de la « vapeur » d’e-cigarette
par rapport à la fumée de cigarette ?
Sur le plan théorique :


L’absence de cancérogène connu à des taux significatifs dans les e-liquides (alors que
plus de 60 cancérogènes sont identifiés dans la fumée du tabac dont 11 classés
cancérogènes catégorie 1 par le CIRC74) laisse à penser, en première approche, que la
« vapeur » des e-cigarettes n’est pas directement cancérogène.



L’absence de monoxyde de carbone (CO) dans cette « vapeur » et le taux normal de
monoxyde de carbone trouvé dans l’air expiré des utilisateurs d’e-cigarette témoignent
que cette dernière ne prive pas l’organisme d’oxygène comme le fait la cigarette et que
les effets cardio-vasculaires, s’ils existent, devraient être donc moins importants.



L’absence de particules solides à des taux significatifs dans la vapeur alors que chaque
cigarette fumée produit plus d’1 milliard de particules solides submicroniques dans le
courant primaire et 5 milliards de nanoparticules dans le courant secondaire. Il est donc
hautement vraisemblable que les effets cancérogènes, irritants pour les voies
respiratoires et délétères pour le cœur, de ces micros et nanoparticules sont absents
avec l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette.

Les produits irritants de la « vapeur » produite par les e-cigarettes sont différents de ceux de la
cigarette. Cependant en dehors d’études spécifiques, il est difficile de faire des hypothèses sur la
réduction ou non de l’irritation des voies aériennes supérieures et des bronches lors de
l’utilisation d’e-cigarette [34].
Avec l’e-cigarette et la cigarette, la nicotine est délivrée rapidement ou très rapidement au
cerveau. A priori les deux produits peuvent induire et entretenir une dépendance à la nicotine,
mais si cela est bien prouvé pour la cigarette, c’est encore seulement suspecté pour l’e-cigarette
[35].
Il est clairement démontré que les cancérogènes sont responsables des cancers liés au
tabagisme, que le monoxyde de carbone et les particules fines sont les deux vecteurs majeurs de
la toxicité cardio-vasculaire de la fumée des cigarettes, que les particules solides jouent un rôle
important dans la survenue de la BPCO. Il est tout aussi démontré que ces trois produits
n’existent pas à des taux significatifs dans la « vapeur » des e-cigarettes. Il est donc logique
d’attendre une réduction de ces trois risques chez les fumeurs de tabac qui passent à l’ecigarette, mais ces faits restent à démontrer.

2.3.2 Quels sont les effets sur les voies aériennes supérieures de la « vapeur » des ecigarettes ?
La « vapeur » des e-cigarettes peut dessécher et irriter la gorge et la bouche.
L’arrivée rapide dans l’arrière-gorge de la « vapeur » inhalée (« avalée ») provoque un
picotement, un hit. C’est la nicotine qui entraînerait cette sensation dans la gorge. Elle se
74
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rapproche beaucoup de celle procurée par la fumée des cigarettes de tabac. L’effet dépend
entre autres du dosage en nicotine de l’e-liquide. Les fabricants essaient de reproduire cette
sensation de hit avec les e-liquides sans nicotine en ajoutant menthol ou poivre, ou en créant
des liquides « flash », mais ces liquides brûlent plus qu’autre chose et la recette du hit n’a pas
dévoilé tous ses secrets.
La toux est un symptôme fréquent chez les utilisateurs d’e-cigarette, rapporté par exemple par
plus d’un tiers des patients de l’étude prospective de Polosa [26]. Elle a souvent un point de
départ ORL et non bronchique comme avec le tabac. Une toux bronchique est cependant
retrouvée durant les quelques semaines qui suivent l’arrêt du tabac, quelle que soit l’aide reçue
pour arrêter de fumer : les bronches retrouvent leur sensibilité et se débarrassent des secrétions
qui les encombrent. Ceci peut expliquer l’augmentation de la toux durant les premières
semaines du passage de la cigarette à l’e-cigarette.
Fumer du tabac augmente le risque d’adhésion des bactéries dans les voies respiratoires,
conduisant à plus que doubler le risque de méningite, de pneumonie à pneumocoque, de
légionellose, de tuberculose, etc. Mais aucune donnée n’est disponible sur le risque d’infection
des voies respiratoires avec l’e-cigarette. Des arguments théoriques liés à la composition de
l’aérosol formé laissent à penser que ce risque serait réduit avec l’e-cigarette par rapport à la
cigarette de tabac.
Une publication récente montre que la margination des globules blancs [36] aux parois des
vaisseaux sanguins, perturbée lors de l’exposition active à la fumée du tabac, n’est pas
influencée par le vapotage actif ou passif.
Des questions portant sur la transmission d’herpès labial lors d’échanges d’e-cigarette sont
visibles sur les forums dédiés, mais aucune étude n’est disponible sur le sujet et le problème est
commun à tout objet passant de lèvre en lèvre.
On sait qu’une hypersensibilité aux stimuli des voies aériennes supérieures existe chez le fumeur
de tabac et disparaît en quelques jours après l’arrêt du tabac [37]. Il n’y a aucune donnée
actuellement disponibles sur cette hypersensibilité éventuelle des voies aériennes supérieures
chez les vapoteurs.
Fumer diminue le goût (en altérant les papilles gustatives de la langue) et l’odorat (en altérant
les cellules olfactives situées à la partie supérieure des cavités nasales). Ces deux signaux
sensitifs s’intègrent au niveau cérébral pour déterminer le goût des aliments. En arrêtant de
fumer, la plupart des fumeurs retrouvent rapidement l’odorat. Aucune étude n’existe sur la
récupération de l’odorat lors du passage de la cigarette à l’e-cigarette, mais certains utilisateurs
décrivent un retour du goût.
Effets secondaires e-cigarette

4 semaines

Irritation de la gorge

32,4%

Irritation de la bouche

20,6%

Toux sèche

32,4%

Bouche sèche

8,8%

Céphalée

11,8%

Nausée

14,7%

TABLEAU 11 : EFFETS SECONDAIRES RELEVES DANS L’ESSAI RANDOMISE DE POLOSA (PAS DE GROUPE CONTROLE NE
PRENANT AUCUN PRODUIT) [26]

Les effets de l’e-cigarette sur les dents, la peau, les cheveux, l’haleine n’ont pas à ce jour été
étudiés.
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2.3.3 Quels sont les effets respiratoires des e-cigarettes ?

2.3.3.1 Quels sont les effets des e-cigarettes sur les bronches et le poumon ?
Une étude [38] qui visait à évaluer l’utilisation d’une e-cigarette pendant 5 minutes a montré un
impact sur les tests de la fonction respiratoire et la fraction d’oxyde d’azote expiré (FeNO) chez
des fumeurs adultes en bonne santé.
30 fumeurs adultes ont participé à cette étude et ont utilisé une e-cigarette avec cartouche de eliquide pendant 5 minutes (groupe expérimental, n = 30) et 10 fumeurs ont utilisé le dispositif
sans sa cartouche d’e-liquide (groupe témoin, n = 10).
Utiliser une e-cigarette pendant 5 minutes conduit ainsi à une baisse immédiate de FeNO dans le
groupe expérimental de 2,14 ppb (p=0,005), mais pas dans le groupe contrôle (P =0,859).
À l’épreuve fonctionnelle respiratoire (EFR), en moins de 10 minutes, chez tous les participants
du groupe avec cartouche en place, l’impédance respiratoire totale à 5 Hz a augmenté de 0,033
kPa/ (L/s) (P <.001) dans le groupe expérimental, et la résistance des voies respiratoires à 5 Hz,
10 Hz et 20 Hz a également augmenté.
Au bout de 10 minutes d’utilisation de l’e-cigarette, la résistance des voies aériennes a ainsi
augmenté de 182 à 206% chez les vapoteurs. Si ces résultats sont significatifs en laboratoire, leur
teneur clinique demande à être précisée si elle existe.
Une autre étude [33] chez 15 fumeurs, fumant en alternance un jour une cigarette, le lendemain
une e-cigarette, montre des taux de cotinine urinaires (métabolite de la nicotine) équivalents et
une baisse du VEMS/CV (volume d’air expiré au maximum en une seconde rapporté à la capacité
vitale) de 7,2% quand ils fument une cigarette et de 3% quand ils utilisent une e-cigarette. Il
existe donc avec l’e-cigarette un effet moindre mais qui reste mesurable.

Baisse du VEMS/CV
8%
7%

7,20%
e-cigarette

6%
5%

cigarette

4%
3%

3%

2%
1%
0%
Actif

FIGURE 30 : BAISSE DU RAPPORT VEMS/CV TRADUISANT UNE OBSTRUCTION BRONCHIQUE AVANT ET APRES VAPOTAGE
D ’UNE E - CIGARETTE OU FUMAGE D’UNE CIGARETTE [33]
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2.3.3.2 Y a-t-il un risque réel de pneumopathie lipidique par adjonction d’huile dans les ecigarettes ?
Il est de façon générale dangereux d’inhaler l’huile de paraffine ou d’autres huiles minérales et
végétales non solubles. Celles-ci peuvent s’accumuler dans le poumon et provoquer des
pneumopathies lipidiques qui laissent le plus souvent des séquelles irrémédiables.
La glycérine végétale (glycérol), l’un des composants des e-liquides, est extrait de l’huile de
palme mais ne pose pas de problèmes car elle n’est pas insoluble. En revanche, certains eliquides ont pu contenir accidentellement (ou par bricolage) des huiles minérales. Par ailleurs,
certains utilisateurs ajoutent à des e-liquides vendus dans le commerce des huiles parfumées
pour en modifier la saveur. Cette pratique peut s’avérer dangereuse avec certains composés qui
ne sont pas des huiles essentielles solubles.
Deux cas de pneumonie lipidique ont été rapportés chez des utilisateurs d’e-cigarettes. Un des
deux patients75 est décédé de pneumonie lipidique, mais le lien de cause à effet avec l’e-liquide
est peu clair et les données incomplètes. La seconde [40] souffrait préalablement d’asthme, de
polyarthrite rhumatoïde, de fibromyalgie, de schizophrénie et prenait plusieurs médicaments.
Elle a développé une pneumonie lipidique après avoir commencé à utiliser l’e-cigarette avec du
e-liquide contenant de la glycérine. Ses symptômes se sont améliorés après arrêt de l’ecigarette. Le lavage alvéolaire effectué par fibroscopie bronchique a confirmé le diagnostic en
identifiant l’huile dans les cellules alvéolaires de la patiente. De telles accumulations de lipides
nécessitent une exposition intense et restent en partie mystérieuses dans ces observations.
Par précaution il ne faut jamais ajouter d’huiles parfumées dans l’e-liquide car le risque de
pneumopathie lipidique devient théoriquement important si ces huiles ne sont pas solubles.

2.3.4 Quels sont les effets des e-cigarettes sur le cœur ?
Du fait de l’absence de combustion, de monoxyde de carbone (CO) de particules fines solides,
peu d’effets cardiaques sont attendus de l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette si ce ne sont les effets
immédiats vasomoteurs de l’arrivée de nicotine chez un patient non-fumeur ou sevré de
nicotine depuis plusieurs heures [41]. Des études complémentaires sont attendues mais en tout
état de cause, l’effet, s’il existe avec les e-cigarettes, devrait être bien moindre qu’avec les
cigarettes. En effet, les cigarettes de tabac provoquent une aggravation de l’athérosclérose
d’installation lente et une augmentation du risque de spasme et de thrombose d’installation et
de régression très rapide [42].
On ne sait rien à ce jour sur le risque éventuel de thrombose lié à la prise d’e-cigarette.
Une petite étude conduite en Pologne montre une montée de la pression artérielle diastolique
et une accélération du pouls, mais au total des signes cardio-vasculaires bien moindres qu’avec
la vraie cigarette. On ne connaît cependant pas dans cette étude l’efficience des e-cigarettes
utilisées à délivrer la nicotine [43].
Une étude non publiée76 de prise unique a porté sur 22 jeunes volontaires sains utilisateurs d’ecigarettes et 20 fumeurs sains. Une échographie et des mesures hémodynamiques (de pression
75
76

www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-12887335
www.escardio.org/about/press/esc-congress-2012/press-conferences/Documents/presentations/konstantinosfarsalinos.pdf. Konstantinos Farsalinos, MD1, Dimitris Tsiapras, MD1, Stamatis Kyrzopoulos, MD1, et Vassilis
Voudris, MD1. Chirurgie cardiaque Onassis Center, Athènes
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artérielle et du rythme cardiaque) ont été réalisées après 4 heures sans consommer, ou après
une cigarette ou après 7 minutes d’utilisation d’une e-cigarette à 11 mg/ml (reproduisant une
méthodologie publiée pour les cigarettes standards) [39].
Fumer une cigarette de tabac conduit à une dysfonction aigüe du myocarde, alors que le
vapotage ne modifie pas la fonction myocardique mesurée par échocardiographies à l’exception
d’une légère augmentation d’un des paramètres secondaires (« MV-une vague ») après la prise
(p = 0,047).
Sur le plan hémodynamique, fumer une cigarette de tabac a d’importantes conséquences, avec
des augmentations significatives de la pression artérielle systolique et diastolique et de la
fréquence cardiaque. En revanche, utiliser une e-cigarette n’a produit qu’une légère élévation de
la pression artérielle diastolique (augmentation de 4%).
Au vu des résultats préliminaires d’une autre étude de Farsalinos77, l’exposition à l’aérosol de l’ecigarette aurait très peu d’effets sur des cultures de cellules cardiaques, contrairement à la
fumée du tabac

2.3.5 Quels sont les effets du vapotage sur le cerveau ?
La « vapeur » de l’e-cigarette ne contient pas de monoxyde de carbone (CO) et n’a pas d’impact
de ce fait sur l’oxygénation du cerveau.
On ne connaît pas à ce jour le risque d’accident vasculaire cérébral (AVC) sous e-cigarettes. Mais
en théorie, ce risque devrait être plus faible que celui observé avec les cigarettes traditionnelles,
voire nul.
La nicotine inhalée avec la fumée de tabac a un effet sur le cerveau. La nicotine gazeuse issue de
la combustion du tabac diffuse très rapidement par voie artérielle et provoque chez les fumeurs
un effet de shoot cérébral ressenti en moins de 30 secondes, en particulier après une longue
période d’abstinence. La prise d’e-cigarette, avec e-liquide contenant de la nicotine, améliore les
tests de mémoire chez des fumeurs en abstinence depuis 12 heures [44].
En dehors du risque possible d’installation ou de maintenance d’une dépendance nicotinique, il
n’est pas connu à ce jour d’autres effets neurologiques de l’e-cigarette. On sait qu’il existe moins
de maladies de Parkinson chez les fumeurs [45]. Aucune étude sur la cigarette électronique n’a
été conduite jusqu’à maintenant chez des patients parkinsoniens.
Une étude sur un petit effectif de patients schizophréniques [46] montre une bonne tolérance
de l’e-cigarette et un effet sur la réduction de la consommation de tabac dans cette population
particulière de très gros fumeurs.
À court terme, le propylène glycol donné de façon expérimentale à fortes doses peut provoquer
sur le cerveau des manifestations d’ébriété voisines de celles de l’alcool, mais on ne connaît pas
les effets à long terme de ce type d’exposition (il est à noter que certains e-liquides contiennent
de l’alcool).

2.3.6 Quels sont les dangers des e-cigarettes chez la femme enceinte ?
Aucune donnée n’est disponible à ce jour.

77

http://www.ma-cigarette.fr/etude-en-cours-impact-de-la-vapeur-des-cigarettes-electroniques-sur-des-cellulescardiaques/
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Par rapport au tabac, l’e-cigarette n’apporte pas de quantité significative de cancérogènes, de
microparticules ou encore de monoxyde de carbone (CO), trois substances particulièrement
délétères pour le fœtus. L’apport de nicotine n’est a priori pas plus important qu’avec la
cigarette, mais la « vapeur » apporte des substances potentiellement irritantes dont on ne sait
pas si elles sont plus ou moins toxiques chez la femme enceinte que celles, différentes, de la
fumée de cigarette.
Des études sont donc nécessaires.
Certains fabricants d’e-cigarettes apposent sur leurs emballages le logo interdisant l’utilisation
du produit aux femmes enceintes. Ce principe de précaution doit prévaloir chez la femme
enceinte aussi longtemps que les données seront insuffisantes.

L’hypothèse qu’un jour l’e-cigarette sera recommandée chez la femme enceinte fumeuse ne
peut être totalement exclue.
En effet, l’e-cigarette semble permettre l’arrêt facile de la prise de la cigarette et la
normalisation du taux de CO, sans délivrer de cancérogène à l’enfant à naitre.
Avant toute autorisation chez la femme enceinte, l’innocuité de la « vapeur » pour le bébé à
naître devrait être démontrée pour que l’e-cigarette trouve une place dans l’arrêt du tabac ou la
réduction du risque durant la grossesse, mais beaucoup d’inconnues restent à explorer avant
une éventuelle recommandation de ce produit chez les femmes fumeuses en échec de sevrage
tabagique durant la grossesse.
En 2013, tous les professionnels de santé doivent souligner l’ignorance dans laquelle ils se
trouvent devant l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette durant la grossesse chez les femmes fumeuses et les
informer de l’absence totale de données, mais bien entendu accompagner les femmes
enceintes vers l’arrêt du tabac.

2.3.7 Quels sont les effets biologiques mesurables de l’e-cigarette ?
La fumée du tabac augmente presque tous les facteurs d’inflammation du corps, augmente le
nombre de cellules dans les alvéoles des poumons, augmente le nombre de globules blancs
circulant en diminuant le phénomène de margination sur les parois des vaisseaux de ces cellules.
La fumée du tabac active également les phases précoces de la coagulation du sang et de la
formation des caillots.
On ne connaît quasiment rien sur les effets de l’e-cigarette chez un non-fumeur.
Chez un fumeur passant à l’e-cigarette, compte tenu de la composition des substances inhalées,
on peut attendre une réduction des troubles liés au tabac.
Un seul article portant sur la margination des globules blancs semble confirmer cette hypothèse
chez un sujet atteint d’une augmentation chronique des globules blancs, retourné à la normale
lors du passage à l’e-cigarette [47].
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2.4 Quel est le risque de dépendance induit ou entretenu par l’ecigarette ?
2.4.1 Quel est le pouvoir addictif de l’e-cigarette ?
Le pouvoir addictif de l’e-cigarette n’est pas connu à ce jour du fait du manque d’études, mais on
sait que la nicotine est addictive.
Certains témoignages évoquent que le remplacement de la cigarette conventionnelle par l’ecigarette peut s’accompagner de trois typologies de comportement :


l’usage de l’e-cigarette est destiné à arrêter de fumer du tabac et le sujet diminue
progressivement la quantité de nicotine de son e-liquide pour à terme l’éliminer
totalement ; à ce stade, il va, soit continuer à inhaler des arômes (une pratique
assimilable à l’aromathérapie), soit cesser toute consommation ;



l’usage est simplement comportemental et le sujet a recours à un e-liquide dépourvu de
nicotine ;



l’usage est destiné à entretenir une addiction à la nicotine et à garder la sensation du
hit ; le sujet n’a pas de projet d’arrêt de l’e-cigarette.

Comme l’e-cigarette est un produit récent, peu d’utilisateurs expriment clairement le désir de
s’en débarrasser, mais on peut imaginer que cette demande se produira dans les mois ou les
années à venir. Actuellement de nombreux vapoteurs semblent entretenir leur dépendance à la
nicotine avec un produit moins dangereux que la fumée du tabac.
Aucune étude ne démontre aujourd’hui l’entrée en dépendance nicotinique par l’e-cigarette,
mais si elle doit survenir, il faudra plusieurs années pour la mettre en évidence et il est justifié de
l’anticiper, d’autant que le produit, avec son apparence et ses senteurs parfumées, attirent les
jeunes non-fumeurs, comme le font les nouveaux produits du tabac [48]. L’importance du
pouvoir addictif de l’e-cigarette dépend :


du produit : la nicotine, une substance potentiellement fortement addictive si
administrée en shoot ;



de sa cinétique : imparfaitement connue mais l’arrivée au cerveau de la nicotine semble
rapide ;



des personnes qui la consomment : les e-cigarettes sont plutôt utilisées aujourd’hui par
des fumeurs qui veulent contrôler et réduire le risque de leur tabagisme, voire arrêter
de fumer ;



de la place du produit dans la société : autorisé, interdit, d’accès limité ou omniprésent ;



des publicités présentant l’e-cigarette comme un produit pour fumer là où c’est interdit,
des sites Internet qui en font la promotion.

Pour répondre à la question posée sur le degré du pouvoir addictif de l’e-cigarette, il est
nécessaire d’obtenir rapidement des études de la cinétique artérielle de la nicotine inhalée et de
définir la place de ce dispositif dans la société afin qu’il soit réservé aux fumeurs et ex-fumeurs
de tabac dans une perspective de prévention de la rechute, de réduction du risque, de réduction
du tabagisme ou d’arrêt et qu’il soit moins accessible aux non-fumeurs.
Par ailleurs, la facilité d’accès aux e-cigarettes pousse dans les faits à en faire un nouveau
produit du tabac et à laisser ainsi à la nicotine une place privilégiée dans notre société. Il est trop
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tôt pour savoir si cette grande disponibilité s’accompagnera d’un risque élevé d’entrée en
tabagisme.
La mise à disposition de l’e-cigarette uniquement comme médicament, comme cela est proposé
par certains, limiterait l’usage du produit. En 2013, les consommateurs qui sont essentiellement
des anciens fumeurs se déclarent majoritairement opposés à cette mesure dont l’application au
regard de la diffusion actuelle du produit serait vécue comme une prohibition de fait et les
conduirait très majoritairement à acheter les produits sur Internet ou par des voies non légales.

2.4.2 Quel est le risque de dépendance à la nicotine avec l’e-cigarette ?
La question est double :
1. l’e-cigarette peut-elle créer une dépendance chez un non-fumeur ?
2. l’e-cigarette peut-elle maintenir la dépendance chez un fumeur de tabac passé à l’ecigarette ?
Le pouvoir addictif de l’e-cigarette est de fait très mal connu car on ne sait rien actuellement de
la cinétique artérielle de la nicotine délivrée par l’e-cigarette ; la durée d’observation est courte
car le produit est récent.
De la rapidité d’arrivée de la nicotine au cerveau par voie artérielle et de l’effet shoot qui
l’accompagne dépend le pouvoir addictif des produits contenant de la nicotine.
La cigarette traditionnelle apporte la nicotine au niveau du cerveau en moins de 10 secondes,
saturant les récepteurs qui sous l’effet de l’arrivée brutale de nicotine se multiplient et se
désensibilisent, créant ainsi le besoin de la prochaine prise.
À l’inverse, le patch nicotinique fait monter extrêmement lentement le taux de nicotine dans
l’organisme et ne provoque pas l’effet shoot qui déborderait la saturation des récepteurs ; il
n’entretient donc pas le besoin de nicotine. Les inhaleurs® et autres formes orales de substituts
nicotiniques ont une cinétique intermédiaire qui, chez certains fumeurs, les conduit à dépasser
la saturation des récepteurs et à entretenir ainsi la dépendance nicotinique induite par la
cigarette. Le mode de vente du produit, en pharmacie, éviterait qu’il ne devienne un produit
d’initiation de la dépendance.
Cinétique de produits délivrant de la nicotine
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FIGURE 31 : CINETIQUE DE PRODUITS DELIVRANT DE LA NICOTINE DANS LES 60 MINUTES DE LA PRISE
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Un nouveau substitut nicotinique, le vaporisateur buccal Nicorette® (cf. section 1.4.4.6)
provoque une arrivée de la nicotine dès la première minute (avec un pic à 6 minutes) qui le situe
entre les autres substituts oraux anciens et la cigarette. A priori, ce produit devrait être efficace
pour supprimer le manque, qui est ainsi calmé beaucoup plus rapidement qu’avec les autres
formes orales, mais il est probable que la dépendance nicotinique acquise en fumant du tabac
persistera davantage qu’avec les autres produits nicotiniques à cinétique plus lente. Là encore,
la mise à disposition du produit en pharmacie doit protéger du risque de l’utiliser pour s’initier à
la dépendance nicotinique et conduire les fumeurs à y recourir uniquement comme produit de
substitution ou de sevrage [49].
Le spray nasal de nicotine, non commercialisé en France, provoque un pic nicotinique encore
plus rapide avec un risque d’installation de dépendance plus élevé par rapport aux autres
substituts.
À ce jour, on ne sait pas encore si, sur ce plan, l’e-cigarette se rapproche de la cigarette
traditionnelle, du spray oral ou d’un autre substitut nicotinique oral. Cette donnée est
fondamentale. Mais quelle que soit la réponse, le mode de commercialisation doit prévenir le
risque d’utilisation de l’e-cigarette comme un produit d’initiation à la dépendance nicotinique
[50]. Sur le plan comportemental, la ressemblance entre l’e-cigarette et la cigarette peut tout
aussi bien être une aide pour le fumeur qui abandonne la cigarette traditionnelle pour l’ecigarette qu’un danger pour l’adolescent qui l’utiliserait comme un produit d’initiation.

2.4.2.1 Existe-t-il un risque chez un fumeur ou un ex-fumeur de maintenir une dépendance à la
nicotine avec l’e-cigarette ?
La plupart des cigarettes de tabac ne sont pas fumées en tout liberté mais du fait d’un trouble
chronique qui a profondément modifié le nombre et la sensibilité des récepteurs nicotiniques
cérébraux du fumeur. La dépendance tabagique ou la dépendance nicotinique conduit à fumer
dès l’heure du lever, parfois même avant le petit déjeuner.
Chez un sujet dépendant, l’e-cigarette peut théoriquement entretenir cette addiction comme le
font les substituts nicotiniques oraux. Cette capacité à entretenir la dépendance est fortement
liée à la cinétique de la nicotine distribuée par l’e-cigarette. Nous manquons de connaissances
sur cette cinétique.
Depuis un ou deux ans, les nouvelles e-cigarettes délivrent davantage de nicotine que ne le
faisaient les anciennes comme le soulignent les publications scientifiques (voir Figure 28 section
2.2.2.3) et les fumeurs qui passent de la cigarette à l’e-cigarette décrivent souvent une
satisfaction à recevoir leur nicotine très voisine de celle apportée par la cigarette et une
gestuelle similaire. Le phénomène est particulièrement évident quand l’e-cigarette est prise
après quelques heures d’abstinence. La sensation évoquée est très proche de celle décrite avec
les cigarettes et assez éloignée de celle perçue avec les substituts nicotiniques oraux.
Si on accepte l’hypothèse d’une cinétique permettant un pic d’apparition plus rapide que les
substituts nicotiniques oraux et s’approchant de celle de la cigarette, le risque addictif est alors
important. Dans ce cas, la nicotine de l’e-cigarette remplacerait seulement la nicotine de la vraie
cigarette et n’agirait pas sur la réduction de la dépendance nicotinique.
Toutefois, les vapoteurs baissent souvent eux-mêmes la teneur en nicotine de leurs dispositifs.
Dans ce cas, la démarche de réduction du risque est suivie d’une réduction de la prise de
nicotine qui les rapproche d’une démarche d’arrêt. L’avenir nous dira si ce cheminement est
adopté par un grand nombre ou n’est que marginal. Là encore, des études sont nécessaires car
les données actuelles sont trop parcellaires et biaisées [22, 51-56]. À l’inverse, si l’absorption de
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nicotine est lente, proche de celle des substituts nicotiniques, on attend alors une resensibilisation des récepteurs nicotiniques et une baisse progressive de leur nombre,
phénomène normal et attendu lors du sevrage. Dans ce cas, l’e-cigarette pourrait jouer un rôle
dans l’aide à l’arrêt du tabac et de la prise de nicotine.
Bien entendu, une cinétique et un effet intermédiaires sont possibles, soulignant une fois encore
l’impérieuse nécessité de connaître précisément la pharmacocinétique artérielle de la nicotine
délivrée par l’e-cigarette.
e.cigarette

Tabac
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FIGURE 32 : SCHEMATISATION DES DEUX HYPOTHESES EXTREMES DE REGRESSION DE LA DEPENDANCE ET DE L’ARRET DU
TABAC , OU DE LA PERSISTANCE INCHANGEE D ’UNE DEPENDANCE QUAND UN FUMEUR DEPENDANT QUITTE LA TABAC POUR
L ’E - CIGARETTE

2.4.2.2 Existe-t-il avec l’e-cigarette un risque d’induire une dépendance à la nicotine chez un
non-fumeur ?
On ne sait pas à ce jour si l’e-cigarette consommée par un non-fumeur peut ou non induire une
dépendance à la nicotine et si celle-ci peut ou non s’accompagner d’un passage au tabagisme.

?
?
?

E-cigarette :
produit d’initiation
de la dépendance
conduisant au
tabagisme ?

?

Dépendance nicotinique
 passage au tabac

E-cigarette :
produit d’initiation
de la dépendance ?

?

Dépendance nicotinique
sans passage au tabac

E-cigarette :
pas d’initiation
de la dépendance ?

?

Pas de dépendance
nicotinique

FIGURE 33 : LES 3 HYPOTHESES SUR LES CONSEQUENCES D’UNE INITIATION PRECOCE DU VAPOTAGE AVEC NICOTINE
CHEZ LE NON - FUMEUR SUR UNE EVENTUELLE DEPENDANCE TABAGIQUE

Plus le tabagisme débute tôt – avant 15 ans –, plus le risque de devenir fortement dépendant est
important. La nicotine quand elle est fumée est un produit au fort potentiel addictif. Elle
accroche le consommateur comme l’héroïne et la cocaïne, beaucoup plus que l’alcool, le
cannabis ou les drogues de synthèse. En termes de pouvoir d’addiction, la nicotine fumée est
une drogue dure.
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Proposer sur un marché très ouvert, en parallèle au tabac – qui a déjà tué 100 millions de
fumeurs au XXe siècle (et qui va probablement en tuer bien davantage au XXIe) – une nouvelle
forme attractive de délivrance de nicotine pose un réel problème de santé publique. En tout état
de cause, la façon dont le produit s’implante sur le marché depuis deux ans nécessite qu’il soit
accompagné avec un éclairage de santé publique car il a toutes les chances de modifier
l’épidémie tabagique mondiale qu’il peut tout aussi bien contribuer à enrayer qu’à aggraver. Le
marché de l’e-cigarette justifie des règles.
Pour le moment, le pouvoir addictif de l’e-cigarette chez le non-fumeur n’est qu’une hypothèse,
mais le scénario est malheureusement envisageable (niveau de satisfaction quasi équivalent à
celui apporté par le tabac décrit par les utilisateurs, présence du throat hit, etc.). L’expérience du
snus en Suède confirme, s’il en était besoin, que d’autres produits que le tabac fumé peuvent
induire une addiction et ouvrir une porte vers les consommations mixtes ou vers le tabac fumé,
même s’il a en contrepartie conduit un certain nombre de fumeurs à abandonner le tabac fumé
pour le tabac oral. Le snus n’est certes pas sans danger, mais la Suède est, grâce au tabac oral, le
seul pays à avoir atteint les objectifs fixés par l’OMS en termes de régression du cancer du
poumon. Le débat autour du snus reste très actif mais la France a pris la décision de continuer à
l’interdire. Le projet de modification de la directive78 sur les produits du tabac, actuellement en
discussion, maintient cette interdiction.

2.4.2.3 Sait-on évaluer la dépendance à l’e-cigarette ?
Certains utilisateurs décrivent un besoin d’e-cigarette identique à celui de la cigarette.
La dépendance à l’e-cigarette pourrait nécessiter que soient mises en place des stratégies
spécifiques (ou non) de sevrage. Mais avant tout, il faut définir cette dépendance. Un premier
test est mis à disposition par Etter : l’e-CDS [8] (échelle de dépendance à la cigarette
électronique). Il n’est pas pleinement satisfaisant, mais c’est le seul existant.

78

http://ec.europa.eu/health/tobacco/docs/com_2012_788_fr.pdf
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Combien de bouffées tirez-vous par jour sur votre cigarette
électronique, en moyenne ?

D’habitude, combien de temps après votre réveil tirez-vous votre
première bouffée sur votre cigarette électronique ?

Pour vous, arrêter définitivement d’utiliser la cigarette électronique
serait :

Indiquez par un chiffre entre 0 et 100 votre degré de dépendance aux
cigarettes électroniques :

Après quelques heures passées sans vapoter, je ressens le besoin
irrésistible d’utiliser la cigarette électronique
Je suis stressé à l’idée de manquer d’e-cigarettes ou d’e-liquides
Avant de sortir, je m’assure toujours que j’ai une cigarette
électronique sur moi
Je suis prisonnier des cigarettes électroniques
Je vapote trop
Il m’arrive de tout laisser tomber pour utiliser la cigarette
électronique
Je vapote tout le temps
Je vapote malgré les risques que cela entraîne pour ma santé

1 = 0 à 20
2 = 21 à 80
3 = 81 à 120
4 = 121 à 200
5 > 200 bouffées /jour
5=0à5
4 = 6 à 15
3 = 16 à 30
2 = 31 à 60
1 > 60 minutes
5 = impossible
4 = très difficile
3 = plutôt difficile
2 = plutôt facile
1 = très facile
Je NE suis absolument PAS
dépendant
aux
cigarettes
électroniques = 0
Je suis extrêmement dépendant
aux
e-cigarettes
=
100
Dépendance de 0 à 100 :
1 = 0 à 20
2 = 21 à 40
3 = 41 à 60
4 = 61 à 80
5 = 80 à 100
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

1 = Pas du tout d’accord 2 = Plutôt pas d’accord 3 = Plus ou moins d’accord 4 = Plutôt d’accord 5 = Tout à fait d’accord

Ajouter les points des 12 questions ci-dessus : Score total e-CDS = ______ points
Interprétation : Les personnes qui ont obtenu un score de 43 points au test CDS sont susceptibles
d’être dépendantes aux cigarettes. Toutefois, nous ne savons pas encore si le test CDS fonctionne
de façon similaire pour les e- cigarettes électroniques. Néanmoins, si vous avez un score de 43 ou
plus, suivez les conseils sur la façon de traiter la dépendance à la cigarette électronique.
FIGURE 34 : PROPOSITION DE QUESTIONNAIRE SPECIFIQUE POUR LES UTILISATEURS D’E-CIGARETTE (JF ETTER) [8]
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2.4.2.4 Que sait-on de l’utilisation prolongée de l’e-cigarette chez les sujets dépendants et non
dépendants ?
Il manque cruellement de données sur le long terme pour répondre à cette question.
Selon deux études conduites sur des internautes utilisateurs réguliers d’e-cigarettes, entre 14%
[56] et 35% [17] l’utilisent pendant plus de six mois. Ces chiffres vont certainement évoluer
fortement dans les mois et les années à venir avec l’éventuelle « normalisation » de l’e-cigarette
dans notre société. Mais la littérature scientifique n’apporte à ce jour que peu d’informations
sur son utilisation sur plus de six mois.
Des données éparses semblent confirmer que les fumeurs de cigarettes peuvent passer
durablement à ce nouveau produit, mais on ne connaît pas la proportion des sujets qui vont
atteindre le sevrage complet (ni cigarette, ni e-cigarette), ceux qui vont rester utilisateurs d’ecigarette et ceux qui vont reprendre partiellement ou totalement la vraie cigarette.
La nicotine délivrée par l’e-cigarette est (très probablement) plus addictive que celle des
substituts nicotiniques du fait des caractéristiques pharmacocinétiques du produit. Ces
différences ne sont pas liées au produit lui-même (car les mêmes usines livrent de la nicotine de
qualité pharmaceutique pure à 99% aussi bien aux laboratoires pharmaceutiques qui fabriquent
les substituts nicotiniques qu’aux fabricants d’e-cigarettes) mais à la façon dont le produit est
rendu disponible à l’organisme. La façon dont l’e-cigarette est mis à la disposition des
consommateurs (circuit pharmaceutique ou circuit largement ouvert) ne permet pas d’exclure
un nombre plus élevé d’utilisateurs chroniques d’e-cigarettes que d’utilisateurs au long cours de
formes orales de substituts nicotiniques.
À court terme, cette utilisation chronique du dispositif par d’anciens fumeurs résout plus qu’elle
ne crée un problème de santé publique [30]. Une vigilance accrue à long terme permettra de
surveiller le phénomène d’utilisation prolongée, s’il se produit dans les mois ou années qui
viennent, mais en tout état de cause, le risque de prise prolongée de nicotine est beaucoup
moins grand que celui de continuer à fumer. Il est probable que dans quelques temps, certains
vapoteurs chroniques viendront demander de l’aide pour arrêter s’ils se sentent addicts à l’ecigarette. Mais utilisation prolongée d’un produit n’est pas nécessairement synonyme
d’addiction.
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2.5 Quels sont les dangers physiques théoriques et réels de l’ecigarette ?
2.5.1 Y a-t-il danger d’incendie ou d’explosion lié à l’e-cigarette ?
Les e-cigarettes contiennent des piles. Ces piles, trop chargées, peuvent exploser et provoquer
un incendie. C’est vrai pour les piles des e-cigarettes comme pour toutes les autres piles, même
celles qui équipent des appareils ultrasophistiquées comme des avions de dernière génération79.
Ce risque d’explosion est très rare mais indiscutable. C’est la raison pour laquelle, par exemple, il
est interdit sur les vols commerciaux de transporter dans des bagages voyageant en soute des
appareils à pile, donc de fait des e-cigarettes80. D’ailleurs beaucoup de fabricants apportent dans
ce sens des conseils pour la bonne utilisation de ces piles et de leur recharge.
Il n’existe pas de recueil systématique des accidents liés aux piles des e-cigarettes. On retrouve
dans la presse le récit d’une explosion81 d’un dispositif en Floride ayant provoqué des brûlures
buccales et le bris de dents chez l’utilisateur, mais à ce jour aucun accident mettant en cause le
pronostic vital n’a été recensé.
Le risque d’incendie lié à l’e-cigarette apparaît en tout état de cause inférieur à celui de la
cigarette, qui en est une des causes importantes, au domicile, sur les lieux de travail ou les lieux
publics. Un relevé des incidents et accidents liés aux e-cigarettes serait justifié.

2.5.2 Quel est le danger électromagnétique lié aux e-cigarettes ?
Comme tout appareil électrique, les e-cigarettes peuvent provoquer des perturbations
électromagnétiques et dérégler notamment les pacemakers cardiaques si elles ne sont pas aux
normes d’émission électromagnétiques.
Les contrôles effectués en 2008-2009 ont détecté des e-cigarettes ne répondant pas aux normes
exigées pour tout produit commercialisé en Europe, y compris pour ceux de consommation
courante.
Il est recommandé d’exiger des fabricants qu’ils respectent les normes (ce qui n’est pas toujours
le cas) et qu’ils poursuivent les contrôles aussi longtemps que des anomalies seront détectées.
Les valeurs limites des normes électromagnétiques ont été établies en fonction des effets
immédiats que peuvent avoir sur l’être humain les courants induits dans l’organisme par les
champs électriques ou magnétiques. Elles sont de 5000 V/m pour le champ électrique et 100
micros teslas (1000 milli gauss) pour le champ magnétique.
Les valeurs limites appliquées en France sont celles proposées par le Comité international de
protection contre les radiations non ionisantes (ICNIRP/OMS). Elles sont beaucoup trop élevées.
En effet, elles ne tiennent compte que de la protection contre les effets thermiques (chaleur) et
non des effets biologiques liés à une exposition sur le long terme à de faible intensité de
champs.
Ces valeurs sont :
79

80
81

www.boursier.com/actualites/economie/les-dendrites-en-cause-dans-l-incendie-du-boeing-787-dreamliner18584.html
www.iata.org/whatwedo/safety/Documents/guidance-electronic-cigarettes.pdf
www.forum-ecigarette.com/articles-medias-f756/une-e-cigarette-lui-explose-a-la-figure-t55779.html
http://www.forum-ecigarette.com/discussions-generales-f7/explosion-cigarette-electronique-t41359.html

et
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Champ électrique : 5000 V/m



Champ magnétique : 1000 mg (milli gauss)

Des limites bien plus basses sont données pour les lieux de repos ; il s’agit des valeurs
préconisées en biologie de l’habitat par le bureau de mesures allemand Maes.
Ce signal de danger électromagnétique ne devrait figurer sur aucune e-cigarette. Les derniers
contrôles effectués sur les e-cigarettes semblent plus rassurants que les précédents pratiqués
sur les anciens modèles.
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2.6 Quels sont les risques de mésusage de l’e-cigarette ?
2.6.1 Les modifications du e-liquide posent-elles problèmes ?


Risque d’utiliser d’autres produits à la place des e-liquides

L’e-cigarette permet de nébuliser à 40-70°C n’importe quel liquide qui se vaporise.
Il existe déjà sur Internet de multiples recettes pour substituer la cartouche contenant les
arômes et la nicotine par du cannabis ou d’autres produits (cf. par exemple session 1.5.4.1. sur
l’e-joint).
L’e-cigarette pourrait être un vecteur favorisant la prise d’autres produits licites ou illicites par
voie respiratoire. Le délai entre le stimulus et la réponse cérébrale est a priori très rapide par ce
mode d’administration, donc potentiellement addictif.
On peut craindre que certains « bricoleurs » débutent les essais avec la cocaïne, certaines
drogues de synthèse ou la morphine.


Risque de mésusage du liquide

L’e-liquide contenant de la nicotine (substance classée « vénéneuse »82), laissé à la portée des
enfants et mis en contact avec la peau ou ingéré, peut théoriquement provoquer des accidents
graves, mais ce risque est faible si le minimum de précautions est pris. Pour les médicaments de
substitution nicotinique, il existe une exemption à cette règle concernant les substances
vénéneuses.
Les e-liquides ne sont donc pas exempts de la législation sur les substances vénéneuses. La
réglementation doit s’appliquer pour les flacons non scellés. Tous les flacons d’e-liquides doivent
être équipés en particulier de bouchons sécurisés pour prévenir leur ouverture par de jeunes
enfants. Le pictogramme approprié signalant le danger doit être apposé sur les flacons.

substance toxique substance nocive

2.6.2 Que dit la pharmacovigilance sur la nicotine ?
La nicotine, quand elle est administrée en quantité suffisante et par une voie permettant une
pénétration rapide de l’organisme, est un produit toxique. Les cas rapportés d’intoxication à la
nicotine sont rarement mortels et concernent surtout des enfants suçant des mégots et/ou des
cigarettes, parfois des substituts nicotiniques. Mais aucun cas d’intoxication après contact avec
un réservoir d’e-liquide ou d’e-cigarette n’a été rapporté jusqu’à début 2013. Cependant, les

82

Arrêté du 30 novembre 1999 modifiant l’arrêté du 22 février 1990 portant exonération à la réglementation des
substances vénéneuses destinées à la médecine humaine
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utilisateurs d’e-cigarettes et toutes les personnes qui manipulent des e-liquides doivent utiliser
la nicotine liquide avec précaution et être en mesure de reconnaître les signes d’intoxication.
Les ouvriers qui fabriquent et mettent en bouteilles et flacons les e-liquides sont les plus
exposés, car cette industrie produit de grandes quantités d’e-liquides par jour et les normes de
sécurité les plus élevées ne sont peut-être pas mises en place dans tous les lieux de travail
(chinois ou européens) où sont produits ces e-liquides.
Les ventes de barils d’e-liquides contenant de la nicotine devraient être restreintes pour des
raisons de sécurité et les contenants devraient conserver des volumes réduits afin de limiter les
risques.
Une intoxication à la nicotine peut survenir par ingestion ou par passage à travers la peau (il est
recommandé de porter des gants et en tout état de cause d’éviter les projections d’e-liquide et
plus encore de nicotine pure sur la peau ; dans ce cas, on se lavera rapidement la peau à grande
eau.
Suite à une surdose de nicotine, on observe une brève phase de stimulation, suivie d’une phase
d’inhibition plus longue.
Les symptômes de l’intoxication nicotiniques sont les suivants :


palpitations, accélération du rythme cardiaque,



pression artérielle élevée initialement qui ensuite redescend en dessous de la normale,



difficulté à respirer,



syncope, évanouissement, coma,



troubles digestifs : nausées, vomissements,



agitation, excitation, hyperactivité, rarement confusion,



convulsions, épilepsie,



manque de coordination, difficultés d’articulation, spasmes musculaires,



sensation de brûlure dans la bouche.

Devant ces symptômes non spécifiques, il faut appeler le centre antipoison, préciser les
circonstances de l’exposition et les symptômes. Les dosages de nicotine ou de son métabolite, la
cotinine, dans le sang, la salive ou l’urine peuvent être effectués pour confirmer le diagnostic.
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2.7 Que sait-on du vapotage passif ?
2.7.1 Existe-t-il une contamination de l’environnement (vapotage passif) par la
« vapeur » issue des e-cigarettes ?

2.7.1.1 Combien de temps la « vapeur » de l’e-cigarette reste-t-elle dans l’atmosphère ?
Dans une pièce où on utilise une e-cigarette, les fines gouttelettes d’e-liquide persistent peu de
temps (plus de 95% de l’aérosol a disparu dans la minute quand il est composé de propylène
glycol [20]). La persistance est un peu plus longue avec les e-liquides à la glycérine végétale mais,
en tout état de cause, beaucoup plus courte que celle de la fumée de tabac. Les composants qui
persistent plus longtemps sont sous forme gazeuse. Ainsi, alors qu’avec la fumée de tabac la
pollution environnementale est majoritairement particulaire, elle est principalement gazeuse
avec l’e-cigarette.
La demi-vie des gouttelettes de la « vapeur » de l’e-cigarette est environ 100 fois inférieure à la
demi-vie de la fumée de tabac.
Les risques liés aux gouttelettes émises par l’e-cigarette dans l’environnement sont donc
théoriquement plus de 100 fois moins élevés que ceux de l’exposition à la fumée de tabac.

FIGURE 35 : DECROISSANCE DE L’AEROSOL FORME PAR L’E-CIGARETTE ET DE CELUI FORME PAR LA FUMEE DU TABAC EN
FONCTION DU TEMPS [20]

Contrairement à un lieu où l’on fume du tabac, il n’y a pas d’exposition aux particules solides
dans une pièce où l’on vapote, l’exposition aux gouttelettes liquides y étant négligeable, sauf à
rassembler de très nombreux vapoteurs. La seule exposition passive est celle aux produits
chimiques sous forme gazeuse (nicotine et autres gaz).
Avec la disparition rapide des gouttelettes de l’aérosol dans une pièce où on utilise une ecigarette, les seuls composants qui persistent plus longtemps sont sous forme gazeuse. Cette
pollution gazeuse de l’environnement est très mal connue et justifie également des études
complémentaires.

2.7.1.2 Peut-on vapoter sans que l’aérosol soit visible ?
Les utilisateurs d’e-cigarette abandonnent progressivement certains éléments de ressemblance
avec les cigarettes. Les lumières rouges simulant le foyer sont rapidement reléguées par les
utilisateurs. Ils n’hésitent pas à choisir des e-cigarettes beaucoup plus lourdes et plus
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volumineuses pour augmenter en particulier leur autonomie. La prochaine étape pourrait être
l’abandon de l’aérosol simulant la fumée pour ne garder que la phase gazeuse.
Il existe deux façons d’envisager la fin de la fumée :
1. L’optimisation du maniement de la « vapeur » avec la technologie actuelle :


en utilisant le polyéthylène glycol,



en utilisant une e-cigarette à contacteur manuel,



en continuant l’inspiration une seconde après la fin du puff,



en posant une apnée de 5 secondes en fin d’inspiration (avec cette technique, les
particules d’e-liquide s’impactent et se vaporisent afin que ne soit expiré que du gaz
avec quasiment plus aucun aérosol) ;

2. L’introduction d’autres composants que le propylène glycol ou le glycérol qui
permettront de garder les propriétés actuelle de l’e-cigarette mais sans l’effet de
fumée. L’arrivée de l’e-cigarette sans fumée posera le problème de son interdiction ou
de son autorisation dans les locaux où l’on ne peut ni fumer, ni vapoter. Le produit
deviendrait un inhalateur de nicotine débarrassé un peu plus de toute ressemblance
avec la cigarette de tabac.

2.7.1.3 Quelle est la nature de la contamination de l’environnement (vapotage passif) par l’ecigarette ?
Au premier plan, dans la phase gazeuse, on trouve du propylène glycol (1,2-propanediol) et/ou
du glycérol (1, 2, 3-propanetriol) qui sont les composés principaux du e-liquide. On retrouve
également des arômes et des traces de nicotine et parfois de la diacétine (un produit issu du
glycérol, lui aussi autorisé comme solvant dans les arômes alimentaires et inscrit au Codex
Alimentarius, dont l’innocuité en inhalation mériterait cependant d’être mieux démontrée), des
traces de métaux [15], des traces de résidus carbonés [17]. En tout état de cause, les taux
retrouvés pour les substances étudiées sont inférieurs aux valeurs réputées toxiques ou
cancérogènes [17].
Même dans les conditions les plus extrêmes, on ne peut atteindre des niveaux réputés toxiques
dans une pièce où est utilisée l’e-cigarette.
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FIGURE 36 : EXEMPLE DE MESURE DE LA CONCENTRATION DE CARBONE ORGANIQUE TOTAL POUR UNE SESSION DE
VAPOTAGE ET DE TABAGISME CLASSIQUE

Dans une étude expérimentale [18], des sujets ont soit fumé une cigarette, soit vapoté une ecigarette dans une chambre expérimentale. Les concentrations de 20 composés organiques
volatiles (COV) trouvés dans la fumée de tabac ont été mesurés par chromatographie
gazeuse/spectrométrie de masse.
Seuls 6 de ces COV ont été détectés dans l’aérosol de l’e-cigarette. La teneur de ces composés
dans l’aérosol d’e-cigarette est de 2,5% (pour l’acétaldéhyde) alors qu’elle atteint 39,1% (pour
l’acétone) dans la fumée du tabac.
Le gaz exhalé par les utilisateurs d’e-cigarette a lui aussi été analysé. Les composés détectés ont
été principalement le propylène glycol (PG) et à une moindre concentration la glycérine végétale
(GV). De très faibles concentrations de nicotine et de certains arômes ont également été isolées.
Le seul composé pouvant être préoccupant est le formaldéhyde, mais son taux est 5 à 10 fois
plus élevé dans la fumée du tabac que dans la « vapeur » de l’e-cigarette. L’hypothèse est que le
formaldéhyde pourrait résulter de l’échauffement du propylène glycol.
Par ailleurs, il n’y a pas de monoxyde de carbone (CO) dans la « vapeur » des e-cigarettes.

2.7.2 Que disent les fabricants et les sites Internet sur l’exposition passive à la vapeur
de l’e-cigarette ?
De nombreux sites Internet assurent la promotion de l’e-cigarette, la présentant comme un
produit synonyme de « liberté », que l’on peut utiliser « là où il est interdit de fumer ». La
plupart des sites évoquent bien le terme « fumer » plutôt que « vapoter ». Certains affirment
qu’il n’y a aucun danger pour l’entourage.
Ainsi le vapotage passif est (était ?) nié et la possibilité de vapoter partout fortement
revendiquée.
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L’analyse de sites dédiés à l’e-cigarette début 2013 note cependant une présence moins forte de
cette notion de liberté qu’en 2011 ou 2012. Voici par exemple un texte relevé sur un site Web83
dédié à l’e-cigarette :

La cigarette électronique peut être utilisée partout ! Actuellement aucune étude n’a
démontré l’existence de produits toxiques dans la vapeur émise par l’e-cigarette. Par
conséquent en l’utilisant vous protégez votre entourage. Il n’est pas interdit de
fumer les e-cigarettes dans les endroits publics, cependant tout propriétaire
d’endroits publics a le droit de vous demander d’arrêter de vapoter dans ses locaux.

2.7.3 Y a-t-il un risque réel pour l’entourage (vapotage passif) ?
Les gouttelettes rejetées par l’utilisateur d’e-cigarette ont quasiment disparu dans la minute.
Elles restent donc peu de temps disponibles pour l’inhalation par l’entourage [17]. Le risque, s’il
existe, est lié aux gaz rejetés et formés lors de l’évaporation des gouttelettes.
L’étude de Flouris [33] conduite sur 15 fumeurs (≥ 15 cigarettes/jour) a étudié dans le même
temps 15 non-fumeurs qui ont subi une session de contrôle, une session de tabagisme passif et
une séance d’exposition passive au vapotage.
Cotinine sérique après exposition (ng/ml)
5
e-cigarette
4
2,6

2,4

cigarette

3
2
1
0
Passif
FIGURE 37 : COTININE SERIQUE APRES EXPOSITION DE 15 NON-FUMEURS SOIT A LA FUMEE DU TABAC SOIT AU VAPOTAGE
PASSIF [33]

Le taux de cotinine (un métabolite de la nicotine) sérique est bas mais quasiment identique qu’il
s’agisse d’une exposition à la cigarette de tabac ou à l’e-cigarette. Il existe ainsi la confirmation
biologique de la réalité du vapotage passif.
Dans cette même étude, l’évolution du rapport VEMS/CV traduisant l’obstruction des voies
respiratoires a été étudiée de la même façon chez les fumeurs et chez les non-fumeurs exposés.
La baisse est significative sous exposition passive à la fumée du tabac et à l’aérosol (p<0 .01). La
baisse moyenne mesurée est moins importante sous vapotage que sous tabagisme, qu’il s’agisse
d’une consommation active ou d’une exposition passive84.

83
84

www.ecigarette-news.com/rumeurs.php
www.ecigstore.fr/content/12-avantages-de-la-e-cigarette
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FIGURE 38 : EVOLUTION DE L’OBSTRUCTION BRONCHIQUE MESURE PAR LA BAISSE DU RAPPORT VEMS/CV, AVANT ET
APRES CONSOMMATION DE CIGARETTES OU D ’E -CIGARETTES OU APRES EXPOSITION PASSIVE [33]

Les conséquences du tabagisme passif causé par la fumée de cigarettes sont liées aux
cancérogènes, aux particules, aux irritants, à la nicotine et au CO. L’exposition passive à l’aérosol
de l’e-cigarette n’expose ni au CO, ni aux cancérogènes, ni aux particules, mais elle est
responsable dans cette étude d’un passage de nicotine voisin de celui observé dans le cas d’un
tabagisme passif et est associée à des phénomènes d’irritations des bronches.
Si les conséquences pour la santé du vapotage passif sont moins importantes que l’exposition
passive à la fumée du tabac, voire à la limite de la signification clinique, on ne peut pas dire
aujourd’hui que l’exposition passive à l’aérosol de l’e-cigarette ou vapotage passif n’existe pas.

2.7.4 Quelle synthèse peut-on faire de la littérature sur le vapotage passif ?


Combien de temps persiste la pollution par les gouttelettes de l’e-cigarette ?

95% de la « vapeur » a disparu dans la minute, mais les gouttelettes se vaporisent en gaz qui
persistent plus longtemps.


Combien de temps persiste la pollution par les gaz de la « vapeur » de l’e-cigarette ?

Il n’y a pas de données précises, mais les gaz issus de l’e-cigarette, des gouttelettes exhalées et
de leur vaporisation persistent beaucoup plus longtemps que les gouttelettes visibles dans l’air
d’un local clos.


Quelle est la nature de pollution par les gaz qui accompagnent les gouttelettes de
« vapeur » ?

Ils ne contiennent pas de CO (monoxyde de carbone) mais de la nicotine sous forme gazeuse, de
nombreux solvants et des produits irritants (cf. session 1.5.2). La plupart du temps, ceux-ci sont
également présents dans la fumée du tabac et le plus souvent à des concentrations bien plus
fortes dans la fumée du tabac que dans la « vapeur » et dans les gaz qui persistent après la
dissipation de ces gouttelettes.


Peut-on exclure la pollution par le CO, les cancérogènes et les particules en cas de
vapotage passif ?

En absence de combustion, il n’y a aucune pollution par le CO. La mesure du CO expiré chez les
très gros utilisateurs d’e-cigarette ou chez les sujets passivement exposés à l’aérosol ne retrouve
aucune trace de CO.
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Il n’y a aucune particule solide dans l’aérosol sauf dans le cas d’utilisation de mauvais matériel
ou d’e-liquide très impropre. Les mesures de l’aérosol montrent sa dissipation complète qui,
compte-tenu de la petite taille des gouttelettes, ne peut s’expliquer que par l’absence de
particules solides.
De faibles traces de cancérogènes ont été trouvées dans des e-liquides, en particulier des traces
de nitrosamine, cancérogène naturel du tabac dont la nicotine est extraite. Mais les e-liquides
actuels fabriqués avec la qualité USP et EurPh ne présentent que d’infimes traces et à des
concentrations similaires de celles que l’on trouve dans certains médicaments de sevrage.


Quel est le passage de nicotine chez les sujets non-fumeurs exposés passivement au
vapotage ?

La nicotine est retrouvée dans le sang et les urines des non-fumeurs non-vapoteurs exposés
passivement au vapotage. Dans trois études, les taux de nicotine semblent moins importants
qu’avec une exposition au tabagisme passif, mais les études de vapotage passif ne sont pas
standardisées et elles doivent être poursuivies.


Quels sont les risques respiratoires et cardiaques des non-fumeurs, non-vapoteurs
exposés passivement à la « vapeur » ?

La seule étude disponible [33] rapporte un effet respiratoire aigu de l’exposition à l’aérosol. La
baisse non significative de 2,3% du VEMS observée est moins importante qu’avec la cigarette de
tabac (voir Figure 38). Là encore de nouvelles études s’imposent. Une étude cardiologique ne
montre qu’une légère augmentation de la pression diastolique sous exposition au vapotage
passif.


Y a-t-il des sujets plus sensibles que d’autres à l’exposition au vapotage ?

Aucune étude ne permet actuellement de conclure à une différence de sensibilité individuelle à
l’exposition à l’aérosol d’e-cigarette, mais cette éventualité est très probable que ce soit pour
l’effet irritatif, mais surtout du fait de l’allergie possible à certains composés.

2.7.5 Comment est prévenue l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette dans les lieux nonfumeurs ?

2.7.5.1 Comment sur le plan pratique éviter l’exposition passive à la vapeur (vapotage passif) ?
Comme on l’a vu (cf. section 2.7), l’utilisateur d’e-cigarette n’expose pas son entourage à des
taux significatifs de cancérogènes, à des particules solides ou au monoxyde de carbone. En
revanche, il l’expose à des produits chimiques irritants et à la nicotine. À ce jour, si on peut
mesurer quelques effets, on ne sait pas confirmer que les effets des substances inhalées en
faibles doses par l’entourage sont toxiques ou non. Bien que le risque repose sur des bases
scientifiques faibles, il est utile, dans un but sanitaire direct, d’établir des règles pour protéger
l’entourage des vapoteurs de ces substances. Il est surtout important de faire en sorte que l’ecigarette ne constitue pas une incitation à fumer dans les lieux non-fumeurs et ne contribue pas
à un retour à la normalisation de l’usage du tabac dans notre société.
Actuellement un utilisateur n’est pas sanctionné (et rarement interpelé) lorsqu’il utilise l’ecigarette au cinéma, devant une classe d’élèves de CM2, dans le cabinet d’un médecin ou dans la
pouponnière d’une maternité.
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Trois pays européens (la Belgique, le Luxembourg et Malte) ont interdit l’usage de l’e-cigarette là
où il est interdit de fumer.
Un texte réglementaire doit dans ce cas, sauf analyse juridique contraire, passer par la voie du
décret. Il pourrait être à retranscrire dans les codes en référence à l’article L. 3511-1 du Code de
la santé publique85 en ajoutant par exemple la phrase « L’interdiction de fumer, ou de simuler
l’acte de fumer au moyen de tout dispositif dont l’utilisation évoque le tabagisme dans les lieux
affectés à un usage collectif mentionnée à l’article L. 3511-7 s’applique : … ».
Un ensemble de circulaires destinées au ministère de l’Éducation nationale, au ministère de la
Santé, à la Fonction publique, etc. pourrait également être lancé sans délai. La voie du règlement
intérieur dans les entreprises est aussi une piste possible.
En tout état de cause se pose la question de savoir où placer le curseur ? Le risque principal est
que l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette dans les lieux destinés à un usage collectif incite les
consommateurs de tabac à violer l’interdiction par imitation. Il peut par ailleurs rendre le travail
des agents de contrôle plus difficile.

2.7.5.2 Pourquoi les compagnies aériennes interdisent de vapoter dans les avions ?
La seule interdiction générale est posée à bord des avions. Elle est liée à la décision d’une
organisation non gouvernementale, l’IATA (International Air Transport Association).
Voici les pratiques qu’elle recommande en 2012 :

L’e-cigarette et les autres articles pour simuler l’acte de fumer (cigarettes, pipes,
cigares) doivent voir leur utilisation interdite par les passagers et membres
d’équipage à tout moment. Les opérateurs ne doivent pas permettre l’utilisation de
tout élément qui pourrait laisser croire que fumer est autorisé à bord des aéronefs.
Permettre l’utilisation de ces dispositifs à bord pourrait entraîner les passagers à
fumer des cigarettes réelles (ou d’autres produits du tabac) et/ou à une
augmentation des événements liés à des passagers indisciplinés/perturbateurs.
Ils peuvent cependant être acceptés à bord dans les bagages à main pour une
utilisation par les passagers une fois arrivés à destination, mais ils doivent rester
inutilisés dans les bagages durant le vol. Il est par ailleurs rappelé que les cigarettes
électroniques contiennent des piles au lithium (et à ce titre ne peuvent être mise
dans les bagages de soute).

Les grandes compagnies comme Air France suivent ces recommandations et l’interdiction
d’utiliser la cigarette électronique est rappelée à chaque vol.
L’interdiction de vapoter repose sur trois arguments :


l’incitation à fumer des vraies cigarettes,



les conflits susceptibles de naître entre passagers à propos de l’e-cigarette,



les perturbations de certains capteurs de fumée.

85

www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCodeArticle.do;jsessionid=FD620DE4F56C85E91CECEA9310834405.tpdjo10v_2?cidTex
te=LEGITEXT000006072665&idArticle=LEGIARTI000006688220&dateTexte=&categorieLien=cid
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Ainsi l’interdiction de vapoter dans les avions n’est pas prise au nom de la santé et de la qualité
de l’air, mais pour des raisons de sécurité et pour prévenir l’incitation à la violation de
l’interdiction de fumer des cigarettes réelles, la simulation de l’acte de fumer pouvant être
incitative et compliquer la tâche des agents de contrôle. Cette mesure a été prise précocement
avant que l’utilisation ne soit massive.
Cette interdiction clairement annoncée est bien acceptée.

2.7.5.3 Quelle est la position de la SNCF concernant l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette ?
Selon la SNCF, la possession et le transport d’e-cigarettes peut se faire sans limitation dans les
trains, en gare et sur les quais. Mais c’est leur utilisation qui pose problème (notamment à
l’intérieur des voitures ou encore sur les quais non couverts qui sont parfois des lieux nonfumeurs). En Île-de-France par exemple, la plupart des quais de gare sont non-fumeurs, même
s’ils sont en plein vent.
On peut lire cette question posée sur le site Web de la SNCF :

Compte tenu qu’une cigarette électronique ne dégage pas de fumée mais de la
vapeur au même titre qu’une tasse de café chaud, et que le café chaud n’est pas
interdit dans les trains, peut-on utiliser sa cigarette électronique dans un train ?

Et la réponse apportée le 7 janvier 2013 :

Il est interdit de fumer dans les moyens de transport collectif. Sont considérés
comme produits du tabac les produits destinés à être fumés dès lors qu’ils sont,
même partiellement, constitués de tabac, ainsi que les produits destinés à être
fumés même s’ils ne contiennent pas de tabac.

C’est le fait de fumer dans les lieux affectés à un usage collectif qui est interdit,
indépendamment du type de produit inhalé.
Qu’en est-il dans les transports locaux ?
En région parisienne, la RATP a été très active pour contrôler l’interdiction de fumer dans les
rames et dans les gares. La RATP, questionnée par l’OFT, a répondu « qu’en attente d’une
réglementation spécifique la RATP a décidé de prohiber l’usage des e-cigarettes dans l’ensemble
des espaces gérés par la RATP, y compris les véhicules […] en effet permettre l’utilisation de ces ecigarettes pourrait inciter à fumer des cigarettes réelles et conduire à des incidents dérangeants
nos passagers ».

2.7.6 Quelle synthèse peut-on faire des décisions prises à ce jour sur la prévention du
vapotage dans des lieux non-fumeurs ?
La réglementation sur l’interdiction d’utiliser l’e-cigarette dans les lieux où il est interdit de
fumer n’est actuellement pas parfaitement claire.
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La loi Évin (1991) et le décret Bertrand (2006) n’incluent pas formellement l’utilisation de l’ecigarette qui n’existait pas à l’époque.
L’article L. 3511-7 du Code de la santé publique précise que « il est interdit de fumer dans les
lieux affectés à un usage collectif, notamment scolaire et dans les moyens de transport collectif,
sauf dans les emplacements expressément réservés aux fumeurs ». L’acte de « fumer » n’est pas
clairement défini dans la loi ; aussi il doit être compris dans sa définition courante.
L’article R. 3512-2 vise à sanctionner les responsables des lieux qui « incitent les usagers à fumer
en toute illégalité, par exemple en leur donnant des encouragements oraux en ce sens, ou en
mettant à leur disposition des cendriers dans des lieux où il est interdit de fumer ».
Sur le plan réglementaire, l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette dans un lieu non-fumeur pourrait être
considérée comme une « incitation au tabagisme ». Une réglementation claire serait nécessaire
afin qu’il soit interdit d’utiliser l’e-cigarette dans les couloirs des hôpitaux [57], les salles de
classe des écoles et l’ensemble des lieux visés par l’interdiction de fumer.
Trois pays européens ont fait le choix pour réduire la place de l’e-cigarette de proposer une
interdiction d’utiliser l’e-cigarette là où il est interdit de fumer.

L’article R3512-2 86 du Code santé publique (modifié par décret 2007-1133 2007-0724 art. 5 1° JORF 25 juillet 2007) stipule :
Est puni de l’amende prévue pour les contraventions de quatrième classe le fait,
pour le responsable des lieux où s’applique l’interdiction prévue à l’article R. 3511-1,
de :
- ne pas mettre en place la signalisation prévue à l’article R. 3511-6 ;
- mettre à la disposition de fumeurs un emplacement non conforme aux
dispositions des articles R. 3511-2 et R. 3511-3 ;
- favoriser, sciemment, par quelque moyen que ce soit, la violation de cette
interdiction.

Le risque d’exposition passive, dans le cas de l’e-cigarette, est faible mais en théorie non nul, car
il y a diffusion de nicotine (celle-ci se retrouve à des taux faibles mais mesurables dans l’urine
des sujets se trouvant dans les pièces où l’on vapote).
De nombreux composés de l’e-cigarette peuvent également provoquer des allergies chez des
personnes prédisposées de l’entourage du vapoteur.
Enfin et surtout, l’interdiction de fumer a dénormalisé le tabagisme dans notre société. Limiter
l’espace où l’on peut vapoter contribue à limiter la place du tabac.
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http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCodeArticle.do;jsessionid=879D3943540E35E6CD80C17DCDC10FD5.tpdjo13v_3
?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006912321&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006072665&dateTexte=20130206
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3.

Quelle est l’histoire et quel est le marché de l’e-cigarette ?

3.1

Quelle est l’histoire de l’e-cigarette ?

3.1.1 Quelle est la préhistoire de l’e-cigarette ?
Depuis longtemps cigarettiers et industriels travaillent à la conception de cigarettes produisant
moins de fumée et surtout une fumée moins toxique et apportant le même plaisir aux
consommateurs addicts à la nicotine. Pour apporter une parfaite satisfaction, la nicotine doit
arriver très rapidement – dans la minute – au cerveau, dès que l’envie survient.
Face à la menace que représentait pour leurs profits la progression des preuves de la nocivité de
la fumée, les grands fabricants de cigarettes ont investi pendant des années pour aboutir à
différents produits tels la Premier®87, une cigarette produisant très peu de fumée sortie en 1988.
Le goût de charbon dont les consommateurs se plaignent explique son échec. Toutefois, dès
cette époque, certains milieux de santé publique revendiquaient de classer ce produit comme
médicament.
En 1994, l’Eclipse®88 associait tabac, nicotine vaporisée à l’aide de charbon de bois et de glycérol.
Plusieurs associations antitabac ont alors demandé à la Food and Drug Administration de
réglementer ce produit au motif que ce n’était pas une cigarette.
En 1998, l’Accord®, destinée à limiter les émissions de fumée, propose un atomiseur sur
accumulateur qui fournit de la vapeur à partir d’un tabac spécial. On retrouve plus tard une
évolution de ce procédé dans le Heatbar® australien qui « vaporise » du tabac selon les
processus des vaporisateurs de cannabis.
Ces procédés, dont les derniers ne créent pas de véritable fumée et ne présentent peu ou pas de
combustion, avaient entre autres objectifs de vendre du tabac malgré les contraintes
réglementaires des lieux non-fumeurs.
Un produit plus récent, le vaporiseur Ploom®89 fonctionne avec du tabac et du glycérol, sans
combustion.

87

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Premier_(cigarette)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eclipse_%28cigarette%29
89
www.ploom.com/pax
88
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FIGURE 39 : LE PREMIER BREVET DE CE QUI RESSEMBLE A L’E-CIGARETTE ACTUELLE A ETE PRIS PAR HERBERT A. GILBERT
LE 17 AOUT 1965. IL N ’A JAMAIS ETE EXPLOITE

3.1.2 Quelle est la date de naissance de l’e-cigarette ?
L’histoire de l’e-cigarette débute au début du XXIe siècle [8].
On attribue son invention à Hon Lik, un pharmacien chinois90 91 qui eut l’idée en 2000 d’utiliser
les ultrasons fournis par un dispositif piézoélectrique pour vaporiser sous pression un jet de
liquide contenant de la nicotine diluée dans une solution de propylène glycol. Ce dispositif
produisait un aérosol ressemblant à de la fumée qui pouvait être inhalé et fournissait un vecteur
pour délivrer sans combustion la nicotine dans la bouche et les poumons. Il a également proposé
d’utiliser le propylène glycol pour diluer la nicotine sous forme de base libre. La nicotine liquide
était placée dans une cartouche jetable en matière plastique qui servait de réservoir de liquide
avec un embout buccal à son extrémité.
Par la suite, des entreprises chinoises, dont la firme e-CIG, qui donna son nom au produit (le
terme « -e-cigarette » a été déposé en 2005) ont réussi à miniaturiser le dispositif pour l’intégrer
à un appareil de la taille d’une cigarette.
En 2001, le premier prototype de cigarette électronique vaporisait à l’aide d’une résistance sur
accumulateur lithium une solution de glycérol imbibant un tampon d’ouate. L’aspiration
commandait le mécanisme par l’intermédiaire d’une valve.
Le dispositif a d’abord été introduit sur le marché intérieur chinois en mai 2004 comme une aide
à l’arrêt du tabac fumé.

90
91

www.prlog.org/10588774-hon-lik-2010-kcancer-hero-nominee.html
www.whoinventedit.net/who-invented-the-electronic-cigarette.html
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Hon Lik s’associe à la société Golden Dragon Holdings – devenue Ruyan (如烟集团有限公司,
littéralement équipement pour fumer) – et commence à exporter ses produits en 2005-2006,
avant de déposer le premier brevet international en 200792. La société Ruyan, première
compagnie d’e-cigarettes, est devenue en 2010 Dragonite International Limited93 ; elle est
enregistrée dans un paradis fiscal. L’histoire de l’e-cigarette commence alors que de nombreuses
interrogations existaient à l’époque et persistent sur la sécurité et surtout sur la finalité du
produit [58-66].

3.1.3 Quels étaient les contenus des premiers brevets d’e-cigarette ?
La société Dragonite International Limited détient de nombreux brevets sur l’e-cigarette.
Hon Lik a notamment déposé en 2006 le brevet EP161880394 flameless electronic atomizing
cigarette (cigarette sans fumée à pulvérisation électronique).
Le résumé (en anglais) et le schéma associé au brevet sont placés sur la Figure 40.

The invention relates to a non-smokable electronic spray cigarette which only comprises
nicotine without harmful tar. The cigarette includes a smoke mouth integer comprised with a
shell, a cell, a high frequency ionizer, nicotine solution storage and its container, control
circuit, a display screen , a human contact sensor, a piezoelectric supersound atomizer, a
high temperature vaporization nozzle and attachments, a electrothermal vaporization nozzle
installed in the air suction end of the shell goes through an electric control pump or a valve
with a measuring chamber and a liquid storage capsule which installs nicotine solution and is
connected to the electric control pump or valve with an one-way flow valve, the control
circuit plate has four export ends individually connected with the high frequency ionizer,
electric heater, pump or valve and the display screen, a human resistance sensor and an air
flow sensor are connected to the input end. The advantages of the present invention are
smoking without tar, reducing the cancerigenic risk, the user still feel smoking and excite, the
cigarette need no lighting and has no fire danger.
FIGURE 40 : SCHEMA ET RESUME ASSOCIES AU BREVET FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE DE HON LIK

Ainsi en 2006, l’e-cigarette ne portait pas encore ce nom et ne comportait pas d’atomiseur mais
un dispositif piézoélectrique permettant de fournir un aérosol par la technologie de la
génération ultrasonique d’aérosol. Depuis de nombreux brevets ont été déposés à travers le
monde.

92
93

94

Electronic Atomizer Cigarette European patent. Worldwide.espacenet.com. 2007-11-22.
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/dragonite-international-limited-formerly-ruyan-group-holdingslimited-hong-kong-stock-code-329----change-of-company-name-and-capital-reorganization-100103219.html
http://www.freepatentsonline.com/EP1618803.pdf
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Pays

Nature

Publication n°

Titre

US

A1

US20120090630
US20060196518
WO2004095955
WO2004095955
AT415831
AU2004234199
AU2004234199
BRPI0407944
CA2518174
CA2752134
CA2518174
CN1541577
CN100381083
DE602004018125
DK1618803
EA009532
EP1618803
EP1618803
EP1618803
ES2316969
HK1070791
JP2006524494
KR20070087265
KR100971178
MXPA05009191
MY138404
PL379020
PT1618803
RU2005115958
RU2336001
SI1618803

FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE

US

A1

WO

A1

WO

A8

AT

T

AU

A1

AU

B2

BR

A

CA

A1

CA

A1

CA

C

CN

A

CN

C

DE

D1

DK

T3

EA

B1

EP

A1

EP

A4

EP

B1

ES

T3

HK

A1

JP

A

KR

A

KR

B1

MX

A

MY

A

PL

A1

PT

E

RU

A

RU

C2

SI

T1

FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
A NON-SMOKABLE ELECTRONIC SPRAY CIGARETTE
A FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
FLAMMENLOSE, ELEKTRONISCH ZERSTÄUBENDE ZIGARETTE
A NON-SMOKABLE ELECTRONIC SPRAY CIGARETTE
A FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
CIGARRO DE ATOMIZAÇÃO ELETRÈNICA QUE NÃO SE PODE FUMAR
A NON-SMOKABLE ELECTRONIC SPRAY CIGARETTE
A NON-SMOKABLE ELECTRONIC SPRAY CIGARETTE
A NON-SMOKABLE ELECTRONIC SPRAY CIGARETTE
ELECTRONIC NONFLAMMABLE SPRAYING CIGARETTE
ELECTRONIC NONFLAMMABLE SPRAYING CIGARETTE
FLAMMENLOSE, ELEKTRONISCH ZERSTÄUBENDE ZIGARETTE
FLAMMELÖS ELEKTRONISK FORSTÖVENDE CIGARET
A NON-SMOKABLE ELECTRONIC SPRAY CIGARETTE
A FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
A FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
A FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
CIGARRILLO DE PULVERIZACION ELECTRONICA NO FUMABLE
A FAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
NOT AVAILABLE
A FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
A FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
A FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
A NON-SMOKABLE ELECTRONIC SPRAY CIGARETTE
A FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
A FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE
БЕСПЛАМЕННАЯ ЭЛЕКТРОННАЯ СИГАРЕТА С РАСПЫЛЕНИЕМ
FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC SPRAY CIGARETTE
A FLAMELESS ELECTRONIC ATOMIZING CIGARETTE

TABLEAU 12 : QUELQUES-UNS DES BREVETS E-CIGARETTE DEPOSES A TRAVERS LE MONDE

3.1.4 Que contenaient les premières cartouches d’e-liquide ?
La composition des e-liquides des quatre premiers types de cartouches commercialisées en 2006
par Ruyan en Chine est disponible95. Le glycérol (GV) était à cette époque à faible concentration
(0 à 5%).
Toutes les cartouches contenaient plus de 80% de propylène glycol. L’une d’entre elles affichait
plus de 8% d’alcool. Le taux de nicotine variait de 0,1% à 6%. Le faible dosage de nicotine de
certaines cartouches était compensé par un pourcentage d’arôme goût tabac plus élevé.

95

www.healthnz.co.nz/RuyanCartridgeReport30-Oct-08.pdf
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Substance
Propylène glycol

Falcon 1

Flacon 2

Flacon 3

Flacon 4

85%

80%

90%

80%

Nicotine

6%

4%

2%

0.1%

Glycérol

2%

5%

-

5%

-

4%

4.5%

1%

Essence de tabac
Essence

2%

-

1%

1%

acide organique

1%

-

-

2%

Agent anti-oxydant

1%

-

-

-

-

1%

-

-

Butyl valerate
Isopentyl hexonate

-

1%

-

Lauryl laurate

-

0.6%

-

Benzyl benzoate

-

0.4%

-

-

Methyl octynicate

-

0.5%

-

-

Ethyl heptylate

-

0.2%

-

-

Hexyl hexanoate

-

0.3%

-

-

Geranyl butyrate

-

2%

-

-

Menthol

-

0.5%

-

-

Acide citrique

-

0.5%

2.5%

-

Eau

-

-

-

2.9%

Alcool

-

-

-

8%

TABLEAU 13 : COMPOSITION DES QUATRE PREMIERES CARTOUCHES D’E-LIQUIDE COMMERCIALISEES PAR RYAN EN 2006

Certaines cartouches contenaient 8% d’alcool, d’autres 60 mg/ml de nicotine (alors que la
concentration autorisée se situe en dessous de 20 mg/ml en France).
La composition des e-liquides est maintenant assez différente de ces premiers produits et
surtout chacun des composés est souvent contrôlé pour vérifier l’absence d’impureté.
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3.2 D’où viennent les informations disponibles sur l’e-cigarette ?
3.2.1 Quel est le type de données disponibles sur l’e-cigarette ?
Il est difficile de dresser en 2013 un tableau de l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette car celle-ci varie selon
les pays, selon les types de population et surtout selon l’année. Il n’est pas rare de voir un
doublement du nombre d’expérimentateurs et d’utilisateurs en un an et les motifs de
l’utilisation changent. Il faut ajouter que les études sont insuffisantes à ce jour.
La place de l’e-cigarette dans les sociétés et groupes de population peut être approchée :


par l’offre : nombre de magasins, nombre de produits vendus (ou évolution du chiffre
d’affaires des vendeurs ou de l’extension du nombre d’ouvriers de la filière en Chine (cf.
sections 3.1 à 3.3).



par la consommation : études partielles chez les jeunes, chez les adultes dans l’ensemble
des pays européens et par d’autres études.

Les types de consommation sont imparfaitement connus et se modifient d’année en année.
Nous présenterons ici les données publiées (nécessairement un peu anciennes, mais abordant
aussi les motifs et les types de consommation), les informations disponibles comme
l’Eurobaromètre96 ou les enquêtes de Paris sans tabac et de l’OFT.
De toute évidence, ce que nous rapportons ici sera probablement dépassé dans six mois. Il serait
donc nécessaire de mettre en place une surveillance pour guider les décisions politiques de
manière à encadrer cette consommation très évolutive.

3.2.2 Quelles sont les sources d’information sur l’e-cigarette ?
Les informations disponibles sur l’e-cigarette sont plus nombreuses en avril 2013 qu’elles ne
l’étaient six mois auparavant quand le travail d’expertise de l’OFT sur cette question a
commencé.
Les données mises à disposition doublent tous les ans, tout comme la consommation d’ecigarettes, mais elles restent insuffisantes, et de nombreux points d’ombre subsistent.
Ces insuffisances sont liées au fait que :

96



le produit est arrivé sur le marché à une époque où l’omniprésence d’Internet rend
difficile le tri [67] des nombreuses sources de données dont certaines sont bien
construites et sûres et d’autres incomplètes voire manipulées ;



de nombreuses études n’ont pas encore été conduites à ce jour ; une étude de cinétique
artérielle de la nicotine délivrée serait notamment la bienvenue ;



on ne sait pas si tous les produits sont équivalents et il n’existe pas de standard de
comparaison ;



le produit a été présenté de façon différente depuis son apparition et les effets varient
non seulement en fonction du produit, mais aussi de son mode d’utilisation ;



on n’a pas le recul suffisant pour construire à long terme la balance
avantages/inconvénients du produit.

http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_385_fact_fr_en.pdf
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Les informations proviennent :


d’échanges avec des consommateurs qui apprécient la plupart du temps de pouvoir
rapporter et partager leurs expériences ;



de visites sur des blogs et sites Internet, même s’il est parfois difficile d’attribuer leur
contenu au lobbying des fabricants et distributeurs, au jugement libre ou manipulé des
utilisateurs, voire désormais à la stratégie de l’industrie du tabac et peut être même
dans l’avenir à celle de l’industrie pharmaceutique ;



de la réflexion des administrations et des groupes scientifiques décisionnaires ou non et
de la littérature scientifique.

Ce document des experts réunis par l’OFT n’est qu’une étape dans la connaissance de l’ecigarette à la date de mai 2013.
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3.3 Quelles sont les données des études sur la consommation d’ecigarettes ?
3.3.1 Quelles sont les données des études publiées sur la consommation d’ecigarettes chez les jeunes en France ?
Tous les ans, l’association « Paris sans tabac » (PST) conduit avec l’aide du rectorat de l’académie
de Paris une enquête transversale sur la consommation de tabac. Une question a été ajoutée en
2012 sur l’e-cigarette et trois en 2013.


Jeunes Paris 2012 [72]

L’étude d’un échantillon de 2% des élèves des collèges et lycées parisiens tirés au sort par classe
dans en 2012 montre que le taux maximum d’expérimentation des e-cigarettes se situait à 17
ans. Le taux d’expérimentation était de 8,1% (en considérant les élèves avec non-réponse
comme des non-utilisateurs, 9,8% en éliminant les non-réponses).
Taux expérimentateurs e-cigarettes en fonction de l'âge et du sexe en 2012 à Paris
25%

23,2%
Filles

20%

Garçons
15,3%

15%

13,1%
11,2% 10,5%

10%

15,0%

7,5%

7,3%
5,5%

5,3%

11,2%
8,7%

7,4%

6,5% 5,9%

4,4%

5%
0%
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19-ans

FIGURE 41 : TAUX D ’EXPERIMENTATEURS D ’E - CIGARETTE PARMI LES COLLEGIENS ET LYCEENS PARISIENS EN FONCTION
DU SEXE ET DE LA CLASSE D ’AGE [72]



Jeunes Paris 2013

Le même questionnaire, auquel ont été ajoutées 2 questions supplémentaires sur l’e-cigarette,
posé un an plus tard après tirage au sort dans les mêmes conditions montre par rapport à 2012
un effondrement des non-réponses à cette question, témoignant d’une connaissance bien plus
grande de l’existence de l’e-cigarette (non-réponse 16,9%  7,0%).
Le taux d’expérimentateurs d’e-cigarette parmi les collégiens et lycéens parisiens a environ
doublé entre 2012 et 2013, passant de 8,1% à 18,3% (en considérant les non-réponses comme
non-expérimentateurs, soit plus du double en 12 mois) ou de 9,8%  18,6% en ne prenant pas
en compte les non-réponses.
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Expérimentation de l'e-cigarette selon le genre chez les collégiens
et lycéens parisiens (non répondants exclus)
25%
20%

19,1%

filles

17,5%

garçons

13,8%

15%
10%

14,4%

9,7%

9,6%

5%
0%
2012

2013

Total général

FIGURE 42 : TAUX D ’EXPERIMENTATEURS DE L ’E - CIGARETTE PARMI LES ELEVES DES COLLEGES ET LYCEES DE
2012 ET 2013 (N :5632 ; NON REPONDEURS POUR LE SEXE OU L’EXPERIMENTATION D’E-CIGARETTES EXCLUS)

PARIS EN

Selon l’enquête PST, l’expérimentation est voisine chez les filles et les farçons. Elle double
presque dans les deux sexes si on exclut les non-répondants. Entre 2012 et 2013 à Paris,
l’expérimentation de l’e-cigarette a presque doublé dans toutes les catégories de statut
tabagique. 8,4% des collégiens et lycéens se déclarant non-fumeurs l’ont expérimenté.
L’expérimentation de l’e-cigarette est devenue la norme sociale chez les adolescents fumeurs en
2013 à Paris : 63,5% de ces adolescents fumeurs qui répondent à la question déclarent avoir
expérimenté l’e-cigarette.
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Expérimentation de l'e-cigarette selon le statut tabagique chez les
collégiens et lycéens parisiens (non répondants exclus)
70%

63,5%

60%
2012

50%

2013

40%

39,0%

37,0%

33,8%

30%
20,8%
10%

18,6%

16,7%

20%
4,4%

9,8%

8,4%

0%
non fumeurs

fumeur
occasionnels

ex fumeurs

fumeurs
quotidiens

total

FIGURE 43 : TAUX D ’EXPERIMENTATEURS DE L ’E- CIGARETTE PARMI LES ELEVES DES COLLEGES ET LYCEES DE PARIS EN
2012 ET 2013 SELON LE STATUT TABAGIQUE EN NE PRENANT EN COMPTE QUE LES REPONDANTS A LA QUESTION ECIGARETTE (N =5778, DONNEES PST )

En 2013, 1,6% des jeunes qui déclarent avoir expérimenté le tabac précisent que l’e-cigarette a
été le premier produit consommé.
Les non-fumeurs étant majoritaires, dans cette population de jeunes, il apparait parmi le 835
expérimentations de l’e-cigarette rapportées par les collégiens et lycéens parisiens que si 340
sont fumeurs quotidiens (41%), et 184 fumeurs occasionnels (22%), ils sont 285 non-fumeurs à
l’avoir expérimenté (34% des expérimentations) et 27 chez des jeunes qui se qualifient d’ex
fumeurs (3%).


Étudiants français 2013

L’OFT a conduit en début 2013 une enquête sur 1 000 personnes appartenant à différents
groupes dont 249 étudiants ; 14% de ces étudiants avaient expérimenté l’e-cigarette et 1%
l’avaient utilisée ces 30 derniers jours.
Étudiants

Jamais

Experimentateur

Vapoteur récent

Total

N

213

36

3

249

Pourcentage

86%

14%

1%

100%

TABLEAU 14 : TAUX D’EXPERIMENTATEURS ET D’UTILISATEURS RECENTS DANS UNE POPULATION D’ETUDIANTS
INTERROGES EN 2013

Il est indispensable d’avoir d’autres données sur ces populations et d’introduire des questions ecigarettes dans les enquêtes nationales.
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3.3.2 Quelles sont les données des études publiées sur la consommation d’ecigarettes chez les jeunes en dehors de la France ?
Peu d’études sont disponibles. Les résultats sont très dispersés, dépendant de l’année de l’étude
et du pays.


Jeunes étudiants en Corée 2010

Une étude coréenne [73] reposant sur des données 2010 a été publiée en 2011. À cette époque,
la consommation d’e-cigarettes chez les jeunes était faible en Corée. Seulement 0,5% des
Coréens l’avaient expérimentée.
e-cigarettes étudiants coréens
2,50%
2%
2,00%

1,50%
0,91%

1,00%

0,50%
0,18%

0,15%

0,00%
Filles

Garçons

Non-fumeurs

Fumeurs

FIGURE 44 : TAUX D ’EXPERIMENTATEURS DE L ’E- CIGARETTE CHEZ DES ETUDIANTS COREENS EN 2010 EN FONCTION DE
LEUR SEXE ET DE LEUR STATUT TABAGIQUE



Jeunes étudiants en Pologne 2011

Dans une étude conduite en 2011 en Pologne [74] sur des étudiants, 21% des jeunes ont essayé
l’e-cigarette et 6,9% l’ont utilisée le mois précédent. Les 15-19 ans l’ont davantage testée et
consommée le mois précédent que les 20-24 ans. Les garçons l’ont beaucoup plus utilisée que
les filles. Les fumeurs l’ont beaucoup plus essayée que les non-fumeurs, mais 3,2% des jeunes
Polonais bien que n’ayant jamais fumé ont testé l’e-cigarette.
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Pourcentage d'experimentation et d'utilisation ce dernier mois de l'e-cigarette (Pologne)
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Expérimentée

35

Utilisée mois dernier
30
25,1
23,5

25
20,9

19

20

18,8
15,3
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10
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9

8,8

8,2
5,9

3,2

5

1,4
0
Tous (13 787)

15-19 ans

20-24 ans

Filles

Garçons

NF (jamais)

Fumeurs

FIGURE 45 : TAUX D ’EXPERIMENTATEURS ET DE VAPOTEURS REGULIERS D’E - CIGARETTES CHEZ DES ETUDIANTS POLONAIS
EN FONCTION DE L ’AGE , DU SEXE ET DU STATUT TABAGIQUE [74]



Jeunes au Canada 2013

Dans une étude en ligne portant sur 118 jeunes Canadiens, 16% ont expérimenté l’e-cigarette et
l’intérêt pour le produit s’il est plus élevé chez les fumeurs n’est pas nul chez les non-fumeurs97.
Ainsi l’expérimentation et l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette sont très variables d’un pays à l’autre chez
les jeunes. On notera aussi qu’en Pologne les 15-19 ans l’ont davantage utilisée que les 20-24
ans, que la Pologne compte plus de jeunes consommateurs que Paris et infiniment plus que la
Corée en 2010.
Ont essayé e-cig
Corée 2010 étudiants

Utilisent e-cig

0,50%

<0,1%

Pologne 2011 15-19 ans

23,50%

8,20%

Pologne 2011 20-24 ans

19,00%

5,90%

Paris (PST12-19) 2012

8,10%

ND

Paris (PST12-19) 2013

18,30%

5,80%

Canada jeunes 2013

16,00%

ND

TABLEAU 15 : TAUX D’EXPERIMENTATEURS ET DE VAPOTEURS REGULIERS D’E-CIGARETTES CHEZ DES JEUNES DANS 5
ETUDES

3.3.3 Quelles sont les données des études non publiées sur la consommation d’ecigarettes chez les salariés en France ?
Sur 1 000 questionnaires provenant d’une enquête conduite par l’OFT en début 2013, 239
provenaient de la médecine du travail et portaient sur un échantillon de salariés venant en visite
systématique. Il en résulte que 20% des salariés interrogés avaient expérimenté l’e-cigarette. Les
97

Czoli CD, Hammons D, White CM. Prevalence of e-cigarette use among Canadian youth young adults. Poster
SRNT2013 Boston
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hommes l’avaient davantage testée que les femmes. L’expérimentation de l’e-cigarette diminue
avec l’âge.

Pourcentage d'expérimentateurs d'e-cigarette
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
17

20

23

26

29

33

38

45

55 ans

FIGURE 46 : TAUX D’EXPERIMENTATEURS D’E-CIGARETTE CHEZ DES SALARIES FRANÇAIS 2013 EN FONCTION DE L’AGE
(N=239)

Parmi les fumeurs quotidiens, 47% ont essayé l’e-cigarette, mais 4% de ceux qui se déclarent
non-fumeurs l’ont également testée. Les ex-fumeurs et les fumeurs occasionnels se déclarent
moins souvent utilisateurs d’e-cigarette (17%) que l’ensemble de la population (22%).

Expérimentateurs d'e-cigarette
42%

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%

17%

17%

F occas

EF

15%
10%
5%

4%

0%
NF

F

FIGURE 47 : TAUX D’EXPERIMENTATEURS D’E-CIGARETTE CHEZ DES SALARIES FRANÇAIS 2013 (N=239) EN FONCTION DU
STATUT TABAGIQUE

L’e-cigarette a été expérimentée par plus d’1 salarié sur 5 en début 2013 selon cette enquête
pilote. Il est souhaitable que les médecins du travail et services de santé au travail intègrent une
interrogation sur ce point lors de la visite systématique des salariés et qu’ils ouvrent le débat sur
la place de l’e-cigarette dans l’entreprise – si elle doit en avoir une – afin de pouvoir conseiller
utilement les employeurs.
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3.3.4 Quelles sont les autres données sur la consommation d’e-cigarettes chez des
patients en France ?
Peu de données sont disponibles. En attendant de disposer de meilleures sources, nous
présentons ici quelques petites enquêtes conduites par l’OFT qui, malgré leurs imperfections,
donnent un premier éclairage sur l’expérimentation et la consommation d’e-cigarettes en
France.


Données sur un échantillon aléatoire en dispensaire à Paris 2012

Une petite enquête chez 100 sujets98 fréquentant un dispensaire parisien a montré que 50% des
usagers avaient essayé l’e-cigarette en 2012 dans cette population particulière. Le taux
d’expérimentateurs du produit baisse avec l’âge.
Ces petites enquêtes évoquent que l’expérimentation de l’e-cigarette n’est pas un phénomène
rare chez les patients et suggèrent que la question de son utilisation doit être posée comme un
standard de l’interrogatoire médical, tout comme le sont les questions sur le tabagisme ou la
consommation d’alcool.
En l’absence d’informations construites en France, les données françaises les moins mauvaises
proviennent de l’Eurobaromètre (cf. section 3.3.6).

3.3.5 Quelles sont les données des études sur la consommation d’e-cigarettes chez
les fumeurs vus en consultation de tabacologie en 2013 ?

L’OFT a conduit une enquête début 2013 sur 1 000 adultes dont 324 personnes se
présentant en consultation de tabacologie dans le cadre d’un tabagisme. Globalement
31% ont expérimenté l’e-cigarette ; les 17-40 ans ont tendance à davantage tester les ecigarettes que les plus de 40 ans.
Expérimentation e-cigarettes chez les sujets vus en
consultation de tabacologie
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FIGURE 48 : TAUX D’EXPERIMENTATEURS D’E-CIGARETTE CHEZ DES SUJETS VUS EN CONSULTATION DE TABACOLOGIE
(N=324)

98

http://societe-francaise-de-tabacologie.com/dl/SFT2012_resumes.pdf
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3.3.6 Quelles sont les données européennes disponibles ?
L’Union européenne conduit tous les ans au printemps dans les 27 pays qui la composent
l’Eurobaromètre99, une enquête de consommation et d’opinion.
Le mode de recueil des données est critiquable car les effectifs par pays sont faibles, les quotas
ne sont pas toujours idéaux, mais cette enquête présente l’avantage de toucher toute l’Union
européenne.
L’Eurobaromètre 2012 montre que 69% des Européens ont entendu parler des e-cigarettes. La
France est proche de la moyenne (66%).
80%
70%

66%

France

69%

EU (27)
60%
50%

e-cigarette (Eurobaromètre 2012)
40%
30%
20%
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5%

10%
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ont entendu parler

ont expérimenté

utilisent

FIGURE 49 : TAUX DE PERSONNES QUI ONT ENTENDU PARLER, ONT EXPERIMENTE ET UTILISENT L’E-CIGARETTE EN
FRANCE ET EN EUROPE SELON L’EUROBAROMETRE PRINTEMPS 2012

Beaucoup d’Européens hésitent à se prononcer sur la dangerosité du produit, mais parmi ceux
qui le font, ils sont davantage à penser que le produit n’est pas dangereux (par rapport à ceux
qui pensent le contraire). Les Français sont un peu plus hésitants que la moyenne des Européens
(44% contre 38%) sur la dangerosité de l’e-cigarette.
Selon l’Eurobaromètre 2012, 6% des Européens (soit 3 millions d’adultes en France) ont essayé
l’e-cigarette et 1% l’utilisent régulièrement en 2012 (soit 500 000 utilisateurs). Ce chiffre de
500 000 utilisateurs réguliers a également été repris en 2012 par les revendeurs d’e-cigarette
dans une conférence de presse.
En République tchèque, une autre enquête constate que, sur 973 fumeurs, 26% ont essayé l’ecigarette [75], mais elle ne prend en compte que des fumeurs qui ont actuellement un taux
d’utilisation de l’e-cigarette beaucoup plus élevé que l’ensemble de la population.

3.3.7 Quelles sont les données sur la consommation en dehors de l’Europe ?
Les États-Unis sont un des rares pays où l’on dispose des chiffres de consommation publiés sur
deux années consécutives [76], ce qui permet de suivre son évolution auprès d’une population
très peu de temps après l’arrivée du produit. Alors que moins d’1 Américain sur 6 avait entendu
99

http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_385_fact_fr_en.pdf
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parler du produit en 2009, le pourcentage d’adultes connaissant l’e-cigarette a presque doublé
en 2010 (passant de 16,6% à 32,2%). Le nombre d’expérimentateurs était de 0,6% en 2009, mais
ce chiffre a quadruplé un an plus tard en 2010 (2,4%). Dans cette étude, les fumeurs avaient 6
fois plus souvent essayé l’e-cigarette que les non-fumeurs. Seules 3,8% des e-cigarettes sont
testées par des non-fumeurs.
E-cigarettes USA
35,0%

32,2%

2009

30,0%

2010

25,0%
20,0%

16,6%

15,0%
10,0%
5,0%
0,6%
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0,0%
Connaissent

Ont expérimenté

FIGURE 50 : POURCENTAGE D’ADULTES AMERICAINS CONNAISSANT OU AYANT EXPERIMENTE L’E-CIGARETTE LORS DE 2
ENQUETES CONDUITES SUR UNE POPULATION COMPARABLE DE PLUS DE 10 000 PERSONNES EN 2009 ET EN 2010 [76]

Il y a peu de variation du taux d’expérimentation selon l’âge, le niveau de revenus ou la région
des États-Unis. Les sujets dont le niveau d’éducation est bas l’ont cependant utilisée 2 fois plus
que les CSP+.


Une étude américaine, pilotée sur Internet et portant sur 3 années, montre que le taux
d’expérimentateurs d’e-cigarette passe de 3,3% en 2010 à 6,2% en 2011[77].



Une autre enquête, plus petite, conduite sur de jeunes adultes du Middle Est américain
en 2012 note que, sur 2 624 sujets de 20-28 ans, 69,9% connaissent l’e-cigarette, que 7%
l’ont essayée et que 1,2% l’ont utilisés ces 30 derniers jours [78].



L’enquête internationale ITC (International Tobacco Control) [79], menée
essentiellement dans des pays anglo-saxons, a étudié en 2012 sur 6 000 personnes le
taux d’expérimentateurs d’e-cigarettes.
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Enquête ITC (6 000 personnes 4 pays)
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FIGURE 51 : REPARTITION DE CEUX QUI ONT EXPERIMENTE ET DE CEUX QUI UTILISENT ENCORE L’E-CIGARETTE CES 30
DERNIERS JOURS DANS LES 4 PAYS DE L ’ENQUETE ITC [79]

L’utilisation la plus importante semble concerner les tranches d’âge où les fumeurs se posent le
plus de questions sur les dangers de leur consommation de tabac : plus de la moitié des
vapoteurs ont entre 31 et 50 ans selon une enquête menée au Royaume-Uni. Il est à noter à cet
égard que les vapoteurs qui échangent sur les forums appellent volontiers la cigarette de tabac
« la tueuse » par opposition à l’e-cigarette.
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3.4 Que disent les enquêtes utilisateurs sur la consommation des
e-cigarettes ?
3.4.1 Que disent les enquêtes utilisateurs des sites Internet ?


L’e-cigarette est très populaire sur Internet et les réseaux sociaux [80]. Les requêtes sur
les moteurs de recherche à son sujet dépassaient en 2010 celles sur les médicaments
d’arrêt du tabac [81]. Les vidéos de YouTube montrent la même évolution [82]. Internet
est une source importante d’informations sur l’e-cigarette.



Jean-François Etter à partir de sites Internet a conduit et publié une première enquête
sur 89 utilisateurs en 2009 [83] puis en 2010-2011 une deuxième enquête sur 3 587
utilisateurs d’e-cigarettes [55] (70% anciens fumeurs, 61% d’hommes, âge moyen 41
ans). La durée médiane de la consommation d’e-cigarettes était de 3 mois, les
utilisateurs tiraient 120 bouffées par jour et utilisaient cinq recharges par jour en
médiane. Les utilisateurs quotidiens dépensaient 33 dollars par mois pour les produits
nécessaires au vapotage. La plupart des utilisateurs (96%) déclaraient que l’e-cigarette
les aidait à arrêter de fumer ou à réduire leur consommation de tabac (92%). La plupart
des ex-fumeurs (79%) craignaient la rechute tabagique en cas d’arrêt de l’e-cigarette.
Les utilisateurs d’e-cigarettes avec nicotine sont plus souvent satisfaits que ceux qui
l’utilisent sans nicotine.
Motifs d'utilisation de l'e-cigarette (%)
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FIGURE 52 : MOTIFS D’UTILISATION DE L’E-CIGARETTE SELON L’ENQUETE INTERNET DE JF ETTER EN 2011. CHAQUE
UTILISATEUR A LE PLUS SOUVENT PLUSIEURS RAISONS D’Y RECOURIR [55]


Le type d’arôme utilisé dans l’enquête d’Etter de 2011 [55] est principalement la saveur
tabac.
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FIGURE 53 : AROMES UTILISES PAR LES VAPOTEURS SELON L’ENQUETE EN LIGNE DE JF ETTER EN 2011 [55]


Sur Twitter, un des principaux vecteurs d’articles et de messages courts sur Internet, le
mot « e-cigarette » apparaît plus souvent que ceux liés aux médicaments d’arrêt depuis
2011 [80].

3.4.2 Combien de temps les vapoteurs utilisent-ils le produit en 2013 ?
La réponse à cette question nécessite par essence du temps et nous ne disposons actuellement
pas du recul nécessaire pour apporter cette réponse. Quelques cas individuels relevés sur les
forums rapportent des durées d’utilisation de 5 ans.


Dans l’étude en ligne d’Etter, la médiane d’utilisation sur de gros utilisateurs n’était que
de 3 mois [55] avec 15% de sujets ayant dépassé 1 an.



Fould [84] dans une enquête interrogeant des vapoteurs [85] note que 56 sur 104 (54%)
vapotent depuis plus d’un an. Ces vapoteurs ont une marque préférée d’e-cigarette dans
76% des cas. Parmi les répondants, 88% pensent encore utiliser l’e-cigarette l’an
prochain alors que 70% ont débuté l’e-cigarette avec l’intention d’arrêter de fumer. 97%
pensent que les e-cigarettes les ont aidés ou peuvent les aider à arrêter le tabac.

Les données sur la durée d’utilisation des e-cigarettes et sur l’évolution vers l’arrêt ou vers le
retour au tabac font actuellement défaut. Des études sont nécessaires pour savoir si l’e-cigarette
sert de produit pour quitter seulement le tabagisme en gardant la nicotine ou si l’e-cigarette est
un produit d’arrêt du tabac et de la nicotine.
En termes de santé publique, rien ne doit être fait pour inciter les consommateurs d’e-cigarettes
à se tourner à nouveau vers la cigarette de tabac, mais ceci n’empêche pas d’affirmer également
que, même si elle est moins dangereuse, l’utilisation d’e-cigarettes est potentiellement nocive et
que l’arrêt de toute prise est préférable.

3.4.3 Pourquoi les e-cigarettes sont-elles utilisées en 2013 ?
On manque d’informations sur ce point ; pour bien comprendre la situation française, des
études nationales sont nécessaires.


Selon les déclarations des utilisateurs anglo-saxons de l’étude ITC [79], le motif
d’utilisation le plus souvent évoqué est la possibilité de fumer là où c’est interdit, mais
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ces données sont anglo-saxonnes. L’enquête ITC100 portant sur 6 000 sujets, utilisateurs
ou non de l’e-cigarette, a été conduite dans des pays où l’interdiction de fumer est
contrôlée, ce qui est peu le cas en France. Sur ce motif d’utilisation de l’e-cigarette, on
remarque que les résultats sont sensiblement différents de l’enquête en ligne d’Etter
[55].
Motifs d'utilisation de l'e.cigarette (en %)
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FIGURE 54 : MOTIFS D’UTILISATION DE L’E-CIGARETTE SELON L’ENQUETE ITC [79]


Une enquête pilote sur 1 000 personnes appartenant à différents groupes conduite par
l’OFT en France en 2013, a permis d’identifier de façon prospective 58 vapoteurs
réguliers. L’étude montre des motifs d’utilisation très différents de ceux de l’enquête
ITC. En particulier, les sujets interrogés évoquent 10 fois moins souvent que ceux de
l’enquête ITC l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette dans un lieu où il est interdit de fumer.
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FIGURE 55 : MOTIFS D’UTILISATION DE L’E-CIGARETTE SELON L’ENQUETE PILOTE OFT

100

www.mappemonde.net/carte/cigarette-electronique/france.html
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Un « sondage européen »101, conduit sur Internet et portant sur 5 241 utilisateurs d’ecigarettes, montre que la grande majorité (73%) des consommateurs réguliers d’ecigarettes adeptes des forums dédiés abandonnent complètement la cigarette de tabac.
Mais ici encore, la population est ciblée de façon totalement biaisée du fait de son statut
d’internaute fréquentant un site de vapoteurs. Les familiers d’Internet qui participent à
ces sondages en ligne sont volontiers plus militants et défendent le produit. De même, le
chiffre de 73% d’utilisateurs d’e-cigarette qui arrêtent totalement la cigarette de tabac
est très probablement une surestimation et ne concerne quasiment que les utilisateurs
réguliers.
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FIGURE 56 : SUR CETTE ENQUETE MENEE SUR LE PREMIER FORUM FRANÇAIS EN 2013 (EN COURS), 73% DES
VAPOTEURS ONT TOTALEMENT ABANDONNE LA CIGARETTE ET SEULEMENT 1% N ’A PAS AU MOINS REDUIT SA
CONSOMMATION



De façon systématique, 2 758 appelants d’une quitline américaine ont été interrogés sur
l’e-cigarette 7 mois après leur premier appel. 30,9% des sujets rapportent avoir essayé
l’e-cigarette mais 61,7% d’entre eux moins d’un mois. Rétrospectivement, il apparaît que
ceux qui ont utilisé l’e-cigarette sont moins souvent abstinents du tabac à 7 mois que
ceux qui ont arrêté sans utiliser l’e-cigarette (21,7% si e-cigarette utilisée plus d’un mois
et 16,6% si e-cigarette utilisée moins d’un mois vs 31,3% pour ceux qui ne l’ont utilisé, p
< .001) [86]. Ces faits peuvent être interprétés de différentes façons.

Il est plausible que l’expérimentation de l’e-cigarette chez les jeunes et les non-fumeurs initie la
dépendance à la nicotine, mais ce fait n’est pas encore démontré. Aucune donnée en ce sens n’a
pu être identifiée. Cependant un parallèle peut être établi avec le snus suédois (tabac oral). Ce
produit du tabac a été présenté à la fin du siècle dernier comme un produit de réduction du
risque tabagique. Vingt ans plus tard le snus est devenu le principal produit d’initiation de la
dépendance nicotinique chez les jeunes garçons suédois. La façon dont la filière tabac a
commercialisé le snus a pu jouer un rôle important dans cette évolution qui a transformé un
produit présenté comme un produit de sortie du tabac en un produit d’entrée en dépendance
nicotinique.
Les vapoteurs sont concernés par la santé et sont principalement actuellement dans une
démarche de sortie du tabac, comme en témoigne de nombreux échanges sur les sites Internet
[82].

101

www.forum-ecigarette.com/mon-arret-du-tabac-f27/sondage-arret-du-tabac-grace-a-la-cigarette-electroniquet6131.html
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3.5 Comment
les
consommateurs ?

e-cigarettes

sont

présentées

aux

3.5.1 Où sont vendues les e-cigarettes en France en 2013 ?
Les données permettant de répondre à cette question n’ont pas été complètement identifiées et
celles que nous présentons ici ne sont que partielles. Il est vraisemblable que les fabricants
possèdent des données qui pourraient modifier les appréciations portées sur le constat de la
consommation actuelle d’e-cigarettes en France. Mais en tout état de cause, l’e-cigarette
introduit une certaine confusion dans le discours simplificateur tenu depuis plusieurs années sur
la « mauvaise nicotine » achetée chez le buraliste et la « bonne nicotine » chez le pharmacien
[87].
Le circuit de distribution des e-cigarettes – qui se faisait initialement sur Internet – s’est organisé
autour de boutiques spécialisées dont une seule avait été identifiée à Caen au 1er janvier 2010.
Plus de 100 étaient recensées fin 2012 et plus de 150 en mars 2013. Ces revendeurs assurent
essentiellement la promotion des cigarettes rechargeables. Ils conseillent les novices mais
fournissent surtout des utilisateurs fidélisés en quelques semaines.


Après deux rappels à l’ordre du ministère de la Santé et des agences et deux
avertissements de l’Ordre des pharmaciens pour confirmer que les officines n’étaient
pas autorisées à vendre les e-cigarettes, l’OFT a conduit en 2012 dans 30 pharmacies
parisiennes une enquête102 qui a laissé apparaître que plus d’un tiers des établissements
enquêtés vendaient des cigarettes électroniques, principalement (80%) des produits
rechargeables.
Ventes d'e-cigarettes en pharmacie

3%
37%

33%

n'en vend pas
n'en vend plus
une marque
deux marques

27%

FIGURE 57 : VENTE D’E-CIGARETTES DANS 30 PHARMACIES PARISIENNES (ENQUETE OFT 2012)


102
103

Une enquête de l’OFT103, menée parallèlement à la précédente auprès de 30 buralistes
(bar-tabac) parisiens, montre que la majorité d’entre eux ne propose que des cigarettes
à usage unique (53%).

http://societe-francaise-de-tabacologie.com/dl/SFT2012_resumes.pdf
http://societe-francaise-de-tabacologie.com/dl/SFT2012_resumes.pdf
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Ventes d'e-cigarettes chez les buralistes
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FIGURE 58 : VENTE D’E-CIGARETTES CHEZ 30 BURALISTES PARISIENS (ENQUETE OFT 2012)

Le site d’un fabricant104 fournit même la liste de tous ses revendeurs où sont mélangés 113
pharmacies, 250 buralistes et de nombreux magasins de tout type.
Mais on connaît mal la répartition des sources d’approvisionnement des e-cigarettes vendues :


par Internet (a priori en diminution avec l’extension des commerces de proximité et
établissements dédiés),



dans les boutiques spécialisées (à priori en très forte croissance),



dans les pharmacies,



chez les buralistes,



dans les autres commerces (a priori en diminution).

Les e-cigarettes jetables commercialisées dans les magasins de proximité polyvalents et par les
buralistes semblent être un facteur facilitant l’initiation au produit auprès des jeunes.
Le volume des achats d’e-cigarettes effectués en France sur Internet est en particulier mal
connu.

3.5.2 Comment les
consommateurs ?

e-cigarettes

sont-elles

présentées

pour

attirer

les

Les publicités pour les e-cigarettes étaient souvent agressives ou ultra-séduisantes. Pour attirer
de nouveaux clients, les fabricants semblent se diriger dans deux directions :


104

Les jeunes : bien que les fabricants d’e-cigarettes nient vouloir conquérir ce marché, il
est probable qu’il devienne un des premiers objectifs marketing dans les années à venir.
Des e-cigarettes à usage unique à bas prix sont mises sur le marché, moins coûteuses
qu’un paquet de cigarettes (autour de 5-6 euros), avec des parfums (Carambar, cola,
bubble-gum, Fraise Tagada…) tout spécialement destinés à cette cible : des stratégies
connues et bien rodées pour séduire les jeunes.

www.e-kyf.com
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Les femmes : des e-cigarettes colorées slim et ultra-slimes envahissent Internet pour
attirer une cible féminine.
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3.6 Quel est le marché de l’e-cigarette et des e-liquides?
3.6.1 Qui sont les principaux fabricants d’e-liquides dans le monde et en France ?


L’extraction de nicotine n’est pas faite en France.



Beaucoup des arômes sont fabriqués en Chine, mais il existe d’autres fournisseurs, en
particulier en Italie.



Le Brésil est un gros producteur de glycérine végétale.



La Chine est le premier producteur mondial de propylène glycol.



Mais des assemblages de plus en plus complexes sont faits notamment en France.

Quand un industriel français105 annonce fabriquer son e-liquide en France, il faut savoir que
ses fournisseurs et lui s’approvisionnent en bonne partie sur le marché mondial et donc en
Chine pour les différents ingrédients. Mais les Chinois savent produire la qualité
pharmaceutique USP et PhEur si elle leur est demandée et si le prix correspondant est mis.
Les mélanges, les contrôles et le choix des arômes peuvent être élaborés en France, ce qui
peut en faire de façon indiscutable selon la législation actuelle un produit « français »,
même si de nombreux liquides arrivent prêts à consommer de Chine.

e-liquides européens
Alfaliquid
Vap-Cocktails
VDLV
Velvet
Crystal
Flavour Art

e-liquides américains
Johnson Creek
Halo
High Caliber
Flux Nectar

e-liquides chinois
Joyetech
Hangsen
Dekang

TABLEAU 16 : QUELQUES FABRICANTS D’E-LIQUIDES (LISTE NON EXHAUSTIVE)106

105
106
107



Les e-liquides vendus par les marques françaises utilisent des produits dont l’assemblage
et la mise en flacon sont réalisés en France. La première marque du marché français est
Alfaliquid dont le site atteste l’origine des constituants, mais Janty, Joye, Sedansa,
Kyozen et CigLib en particulier fournissent des e-liquides à la France.



Aux États-Unis, l’AEMSA (American E-liquid Manufacturing Standards Association) a été
créée en 2012 pour établir des normes de fabrication des e-liquides produits aux USA.



En Chine, des normes de fabrication pour les e-liquides ont été déposées en 2012 auprès
107
du gouvernement chinois et de l’agence des brevets .

www.alfaliquid.fr
D’après http://www.cigarette-electronique-infos.com/choisir-son-e-liquide
O’Connor RJ. Non-cigarette tobacco products: what have we learnt and w n O. Reynolds American touts efforts to
‘transform tobacco’. The Business Journal. 2012:Nov. 12
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3.6.2 Les e-cigarettes vendues en 2013 en France sont-elles à usage unique ou
rechargeables ?


Les e-cigarettes non réutilisables (jetables) semblent plutôt vendues pour l’initiation de
l’usage de l’e-cigarette ou l’utilisation comme produit du tabac.



Les e-cigarettes rechargeables (ressemblant moins aux cigarettes) sont plutôt vendues
pour un usage régulier en vue d’une réduction du tabagisme voire de l’arrêt. En
l’absence de données, nous proposons les tableaux suivants qui ne sont que des
éclairages visant à poser le problème.

Non réutilisable
Réutilisable

Buraliste

Commerce de proximité

Magasin spécialisé

Pharmacie

++++++++

++++++++

+

++

Internet
++++

+/-

+/-

++++++++

++++++++

++++

TABLEAU 17 : ESTIMATION DU TYPE D’E-CIGARETTE SELON LES LIEUX OU ELLES SONT VENDUES

Non réutilisable
Réutilisable

Initiation jeune

Lieu non fumeur

Réduction risque

Remplacer tabac

+++++++

++++

++

++

Arrêter
++

++

++++

++++++

++++++

++++++

TABLEAU 18 : ESTIMATION DU TYPE D’E-CIGARETTE SELON LES MOTIFS DE SON UTILISATION

L’enquête pilote sur 1 000 personnes conduite par l’OFT en 2013 retrouve 239 expérimentateurs
(utilisé au moins une fois) ou utilisateurs d’e-cigarettes (utilisation ces 30 derniers jours). Les
deux tiers des expérimentateurs ont utilisé une e-cigarette réutilisable (67%). Cette même
enquête montre que chez les vapoteurs ayant utilisé une e-cigarette ces 30 derniers jours
(n=59), le pourcentage de produits réutilisables reste voisin de celui des expérimentateurs.

expérimentation e-cigarette
Usage
unique
33%

réutilisable
67%

FIGURE 59 : 33% DES E-CIGARETTES EXPERIMENTEES SONT DES PRODUITS A USAGE UNIQUE SELON L’ENQUETE PILOTE
OFT 2013

3.6.3 Les e-cigarettes vendues en France en 2013 sont-elles avec ou sans nicotine ?
Les e-cigarettes avec e-liquide sans nicotine ne représentent qu’une très petite fraction du
marché selon toutes les sources, mais la part exacte est diversement appréciée. Elles
représentent, selon les enquêtes menées auprès de consommateurs réguliers décrites par Etter
[88], 3,8% (112/2962) des produits utilisés.
97% des utilisateurs déclaraient utiliser des e-liquides avec nicotine dans ce groupe (3% des eliquides sans nicotine). Les vendeurs d’e-cigarettes déclarent que la proportion de flacons d’e-
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liquide sans nicotine distribués est beaucoup plus élevée (dépassant le quart et approchant la
moitié). Il existe donc entre ces sources de données une distorsion importante, liée à différents
facteurs dont le principal est peut-être l’hétérogénéité des profils des populations étudiés. Les
comportements des sujets qui suivent l’e-cigarette sur Internet et qui répondent aux enquêtes
en ligne sur le site stop-tabac.ch sont différents de ceux des acheteurs en boutique. L’OFT, sur
une étude pilote de 2013 concernant 59 utilisateurs réguliers d’e-cigarettes issus d’une
population de 1 000 personnes, relève que 24% de ces vapoteurs déclarent utiliser des
cartouches sans nicotine. Seuls 4% indiquent utiliser des cartouches contenant plus de nicotine
que la limite fixée par l’ANSM (20 mg/ml). La réalité de ces achats et leur évolution dans
l’histoire du vapoteur doivent être étudiées.

3.6.4 Quelle est l’ampleur actuelle du marché de l’e-cigarette ?


Ce marché se développe de façon exponentielle ou peut-être même plus
qu’exponentielle.



Ce marché est mondial.



Ce marché se développe sur les cinq continents.



La croissance de l’utilisation est le témoin de la croissance de ce marché et vice versa.



Ce marché va dépasser en 2013 celui des médicaments de l’arrêt du tabac.



La croissance de ce marché conduit tous les cigarettiers depuis mi-2012 à prendre
position.

3.6.5 Quelle est l’ampleur du marché de l’e-cigarette en France ?
Le marché se développe de façon probablement exponentielle. Il représenterait en 2012 environ
40 millions d’euros en France. Un industriel installé en France depuis 5 ans, dont le chiffre
d’affaires s’est élevé à 1 million d’euros en 2011, affiche des prévisions de croissance
fulgurante : plus de 30 millions d’euros en 2013. Le principal fabricant français d’e-liquide
annonce 23 millions d’euros de chiffre d’affaires en 2012 et en prévoit 50 en 2013.
Il n’existe pas de chiffres officiels de prévisions nationales pour l’année 2013, mais ceux-ci
pourraient atteindre 100 millions d’euros si la croissance continue à ce rythme logarithmique, ce
que confirment différents cabinets d’analyse.
La première boutique d’e-cigarettes a ouvert à Caen en décembre 2009 ; en 2012, on recensait
environ 100 magasins spécialisés. En avril 2013, on dénombre 141 boutiques108 et, selon les
estimations de certains connaisseurs, il y en aura probablement 300 à la fin de l’année. Ces
boutiques ont typiquement entre 120 000 et 200 000 euros de chiffre d’affaires annuel. Si en
moyenne chaque point de vente réalise 160 000 euros de chiffre d’affaires (soit 48 millions
d’euros pour les seules boutiques spécialisées), on obtient l’hypothèse d’un marché sur une base
annuelle de l’ordre de 100 millions pour l’ensemble des acteurs.

108

www.mappemonde.net/carte/cigarette-electronique/france.html
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Boutiques d'e-cigarettes en France
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FIGURE 60 : EVOLUTION DU NOMBRE DE BOUTIQUES SPECIALISEES EN E-CIGARETTES EN FRANCE METROPOLITAINE

Si la consommation poursuit également sa croissance, on peut attendre fin 2013, 1 million de
consommateurs qui dépenseront chacun en moyenne 100 euros par an dans les e-cigarettes et
les e-liquides, soit 100 millions d’euros. Cette hypothèse est une fois encore compatible avec
l’estimation d’un chiffre d’affaires annuel de 100 millions d’euros.
Si ces prévisions apparaissent crédibles, il existe cependant de grandes incertitudes sur le
développement du marché qui pourrait s’infléchir ou progresser plus vite. Il existe probablement
des estimations plus fines du marché mais nous n’y avons pas eu accès pour la France.
Ce chiffre d’affaires de 100 millions d’euros correspond à celui du marché des médicaments
d’arrêt du tabac en France. Mais il est très inférieur au marché hors taxes du tabac qui devrait
être pour les buralistes et cigarettiers de l’ordre de 3,8 milliards. Les e-cigarettes
représenteraient toutefois 3% du marché du tabac en France fin 2013.
L’estimation, donnée en 2012 par les fabricants (et confirmée par l’Eurobaromètre) selon
laquelle 500 000 Français auraient adopté l’e-cigarette, est largement dépassée en mai 2013. Le
nombre d’expérimentateurs en France en mai 2013 devrait dépasser 5 millions et celui des
consommateurs réguliers atteindre le million à un moment où est annoncée une baisse de 8,6%
des ventes de cigarettes au cours du premier trimestre 2013, comparées au premier trimestre
2012 et qu’on estime qu’il y a 13,5 millions de fumeurs en France.
Le réveil tardif des cigarettiers mi-2012 et des buralistes en avril 2013 témoigne face au
phénomène de l’e-cigarette d’un début d’inquiétude du monde du tabac relayé sans subtilité par
quelques députés qui soutiennent ces lobbies pro-tabac109.
Le monde du tabac suit sa logique qui n’est pas celle des consommateurs actuels d’e-cigarette
qui souhaitent plutôt sortir du tabac. L’industrie du tabac hésite encore à organiser sa stratégie
pour récupérer ce marché ou à l’inverse le perturber et le détruire, mais les interventions des
cigarettiers se multiplient. En effet les cigarettiers ne peuvent que se questionner sur le fait que
la petite baisse des ventes de tabac enregistrée en France fin 2012 et début 2013, sans
augmentation des recours aux moyens traditionnels d’arrêt du tabac, ne soit qu’un premier
signe vers un glissement plus important du marché du tabac vers celui de l’e-cigarette.

109

www.lemondedutabac.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/PPL-Th-Lazaro-05-13-cigarettes%C3%A9lectroniques.pdf
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3.6.6 Quelle est l’ampleur du marché de l’e-cigarette en Europe ?
La consommation d’e-cigarettes croît de façon exponentielle dans tous les pays mais on observe
un léger décalage d’un pays à l’autre. C’est en Suède, le pays du snus, qu’il y a le moins
d’utilisateurs.
L’apparition de l’e-cigarette sur le marché local dépend en particulier de l’image que revêt le
tabac dans le pays et des mesures prises ou pas en faveur de son interdiction.
Au Royaume-Uni 110, il n’y avait quasiment pas d’utilisateurs en 2009 ; leur nombre a doublé une
première fois entre 2010 et 2012, puis une seconde fois en 2012. Pour 2013, la croissance sera
encore très forte mais on ignore à ce jour si les chiffres doubleront encore, traduisant alors une
croissance exponentielle dans ce pays où beaucoup – y compris des professionnels de santé –
sont très favorables à l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette.
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FIGURE 61 : EVOLUTION OBSERVEE ET PERSPECTIVE DU NOMBRE D’UTILISATEURS D’ E-CIGARETTES AU ROYAUME-UNI (LE
MILLION D ’UTILISATEURS DOIT ETRE DEPASSE EN 2013)

L’Eurobaromètre 2012111 (sondage annuel réalisé par la Commission européenne dans les 27
pays de l’UE) a introduit une question sur l’e-cigarette. 5% des adultes européens l’ont essayée
(soit environ 25 millions d’Européens). La Grèce et la Pologne sont les deux pays où l’e-cigarette
apparaît la plus utilisée.

110
111

www.eccauk.org
http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_385_fact_fr_en.pdf
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Expérimentation et consommation d'e-cigarettes en Europe (en %)
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FIGURE 62 : POURCENTAGE D’EUROPEENS (DETAIL POUR 7 PAYS) QUI ONT ESSAYE, UTILISENT OCCASIONNELLEMENT OU
REGULIEREMENT L ’E - CIGARETTE SELON L ’EUROBAROMETRE 2012 ( RESULTATS EN % DE LA POPULATION ETUDIEE )

3.6.7 Quelle est l’ampleur du marché de l’e-cigarette aux États-Unis ?
Un quart des e-cigarettes du monde serait vendue aux États-Unis.
Une étude gouvernementale montre que le pourcentage d’adultes ayant essayé l’e-cigarette a
progressé de 0,6% en 2009 à 2,7% en 2010.112
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FIGURE 63 : EVOLUTION ET PREVISIONS DU MARCHE DE L’E-CIGARETTE AUX ETATS-UNIS QUI DEVRAIT ATTEINDRE LE
MILLIARD DE DOLLARS FIN 2013113

En 2012, l’e-cigarette représentait moins de 1% du marché américain des cigarettes qui pèse 80
milliards de dollars114, mais ce marché croît rapidement. Les spécialistes de la banque UBS, qui
ont constaté que le marché doublait tous les ans depuis 2008, aboutissent à des projections de
ventes de l’ordre du milliard de dollars pour 2013.
112
113
114

http://blog.euromonitor.com/2012/11/e-cigarettes-a-us2-billion-global-industry-who-should-be-worried.html
http://blog.euromonitor.com/2012/11/e-cigarettes-a-us2-billion-global-industry-who-should-be-worried.html
http://business.time.com/2013/01/08/can-electronic-cigarettes-challenge-big-tobacco/#ixzz2L0X0ZGO9
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L’arrivée des cigarettiers sur ce marché va a priori le booster fortement, dans un pays où les
ventes de cigarettes baissent régulièrement. L’achat par une importante compagnie de tabac
(Lorillard) d’une grande société d’e-cigarettes (Blue) a impulsé une nouvelle dynamique sur le
marché américain de l’e-cigarette.

3.6.8 Quelle est l’ampleur du marché de l’e-cigarette dans le monde ?


Le marché des États-Unis représenterait environ le quart des ventes mondiales, ce qui
placerait ces dernières aux alentours de 4 milliards de dollars pour 2013.



50 000 salariés travaillent quotidiennement à la fabrication d’e-cigarettes et d’e-liquides
en Chine en 2012.



Le marché des e-cigarettes devrait dépasser en 2014 le marché des substituts
nicotiniques115.



Bonnie Herzog, analyste chez Wells Fargo, annonce qu’aux États-Unis « la consommation
de e-cigarettes pourrait dépasser celle des cigarettes traditionnelles durant la prochaine
décade ».



L’Australie qui affiche une forte politique antitabac a un très faible pourcentage
d’utilisateurs d’e-cigarettes ; il est vrai que la vente d’e-cigarettes avec nicotine y est
interdite.



Le développement de l’e-cigarette se fait sur les cinq continents, mais les données sont
rares en Afrique.

Tous les analystes s’accordent pour prédire que le marché va plus que doubler en 2013, mais ils
ont des difficultés à modéliser un tel développement qui ne répond pas aux standards
économiques classiques.
Le type de réglementation du marché peut influencer son développement et bien des
incertitudes persistent dans cette économie émergente. Aucun analyste financier n’avance
cependant l’hypothèse que ce marché soit une simple bulle qui pourrait éclater ; tous jugent que
sa progression va se poursuivre.

3.6.9 Quelles sont les projections 2014-2017 du marché des e-cigarettes ?
L’évolution du marché des e-cigarettes va dépendre dans les différents pays :

115



de la capacité des produits à satisfaire les clients,



du pouvoir « addictif » du produit (pour les anciens et les nouveaux consommateurs),



de l’application ou non de l’interdiction de publicité déjà existante,



de la situation légale du produit,



de l’éventuelle taxation du produit,



de la disponibilité du produit,



de l’arrivée des cigarettiers sur le marché,



de l’arrivée ou non de l’industrie pharmaceutique sur le marché,

www.forum-ecigarette.com/discussions-generales-f7/e-liquide-a-80-110-le-litre-fdp-inclus-t14014.html
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du l’importance des bénéfices des fabricants,



de l’aggressivité des fabricants et des vendeurs.

Le positionnement des autorités peut jouer un rôle important dans le développement ou non de
l’e-cigarette dans deux grands secteurs :


Le remplacement de la cigarette de tabac par l’e-cigarette, action favorable en termes
de gain de santé pour les consommateurs et de gain financier pour un pays comme la
France à qui le tabagisme coûte 3 fois plus qu’il ne lui rapporte116. Cette voie bien tracée
est en théorie suceptible d’améliorer la santé des Français et d’apporter des bénéfices
économiques à notre pays. L’e-cigarette peut être un outil d’arrêt du tabac [68].



La promotion du développement de la dépendance nicotinique : par l’initiation de
nouveaux jeunes consommateurs à la prise de nicotine et de « cigarette », par le
renoncement de certains fumeurs à l’arrêt au profit du passage à l’utilisation de l’ecigarette. Le danger, en maintenant un taux élevé de consommation de nicotine, est de
voir dans un futur proche des passages de l’e-cigarette à la cigarette de tabac.

3.6.10 Par qui passent les ventes d’e-cigarettes en France ?
À côté des ventes par Internet qui restent importantes mais ne dominent pas le marché, de
nombreuses boutiques s’ouvrent.
Aucune e-cigarette n’était fabriquée en France en 2012 si ce n’est une toute nouvelle production
à Saint-Étienne d’éléments d’e-cigarettes « de luxe ». Des projets de fabrication française d’ecigarettes sont à l’étude.
En France, deux marques de distribution constituent un réseau déjà important : Clopinette (25
magasins en France à ce jour) et Cigaverte (10 magasins prévus fin 2013). Chaque ville
importante possède désormais ses officines.
Le matériel est fabriqué principalement en Chine. Certaines marques sont plus composites. Les
e-cigarettes déjà montées restent de confection chinoise.
Les MODs, cigarettes électroniques modifiées, peuvent être fabriqués en France (capots,
cartouches et conteneurs d’e-liquide), seul l’atomiseur restant chinois dans certains modèles.
L’usage de ces e-cigarettes modulaires se généralise.
Certains vendeurs indépendants tentent de mettre en place une filière complète de fabrication
du matériel en s’appuyant sur les ressources locales.
À Saint-Étienne, le réseau Cigaverte fait fabriquer ses luxueux capots sous la marque Titanide®
par la filière des armuriers locaux réputés par leur savoir-faire117. Les réservoirs en Pyrex® sont
également produits localement. Titanide n’est pas le seul fabricant français, il y a en a bien
d’autres118. Un certain nombre de fabricants artisanaux de MODs et d’atomiseurs vendent leurs
créations en direct (sans site Internet) par le biais d’annonces publiées sur les forums.

116
117

118

www.ccomptes.fr/Actualites/A-la-une/Les-politiques-de-lutte-contre-le-tabagisme
La gamme Thémis de la marque Titanide comprend des corps du MOD usiné dans la masse en titane ou titane
plaqué or, les parties conductrices sont en laiton plaqué or. Le contacteur est incrusté d’abalone (nacre). Le
constructeur fournit également des réservoirs de type DCT (pour Dual Coil Tank, réservoir à double bobine) en
titane et Pyrex, ainsi que des embouts en titane, plaqués or en option. Tous les produits utilisés sont de qualité
alimentaire. L’ensemble formant un vaporisateur personnel de liquide nicotiné complet (hors résistance) débute à
~210€ et approche les 300€ TTC dans sa version la plus autonome. Il existe d’autres fabricants français.
http://modinfrance.wordpress.com
www.pro-ms.fr
chenil.animodz.com
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Alfaliquid, le principal fabricant et distributeur français d’e-liquide en nom propre, a comme
sous-traitants d’autres fabricants français.
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3.7 Comment analyser les prix des e-cigarettes?
3.7.1 Quel est le prix industriel estimé d’une e-cigarette?


e-cigarette jetable

On peut trouver sur les sites chinois des e-cigarettes jetables (présentées dans un emballage et
un suremballage, prêtes à la vente) délivrant typiquement 300 bouffées à moins de 1 dollar si on
les achète en grandes quantités. Le prix industriel de fabrication d’une e-cigarette s’établit donc
à moins de 0,6 euro et l’on peut imaginer que ces prix vont encore baisser. Compte tenu des
coûts de transports et frais divers, le prix à l’arrivée en France est inférieur à 1 euro par ecigarette qui sera revendue 6 à 10 fois plus cher, laissant ainsi de très fortes marges au
développement commercial.
Si un marché concurrentiel agressif se développe, on pourrait avoir à disposition des e-cigarettes
délivrant 600 bouffées, soit l’équivalent en nicotine de 2 paquets de cigarettes, pour 2 ou 3
euros. En plaçant ainsi le marché de la nicotine de l’e-cigarette très en dessous de celui de la
cigarette, on court le danger de favoriser l’utilisation de ce produit pour l’initiation. On peut
considérer qu’il n’est pas sain qu’une substance addictive soit à ce point bradée. Il faut se poser
la question de l’utilité de prendre les mesures nécessaires pour que la nicotine délivrée par les ecigarettes ne tombe pas à des prix sans commune mesure avec celui des cigarettes. Des
solutions restent à trouver pour aboutir à cet objectif.


e-cigarette jetable sans nicotine

On trouve sur Internet, sur des sites chinois, des e-cigarettes jetables (ou réutilisable un petit
nombre de fois avec quelques cartouches) pour moins de 5 euros l’unité.


e-liquides

Les arômes ne valent quasiment rien si on les reconstitue soi-même (moins de 0,1 euro le litre
en très grande quantité), 10 à 100 fois plus en petite quantités. On peut acheter sur Internet des
arômes tabac prêts à l’emploi à partir de 30 dollars le litre (le fabricant recommande une
dilution de 3%, ce qui fait moins d’un euro – 70 centimes d’euro – par litre d’e-liquide
reconstitué).
La nicotine liquide peut être achetée à 40 dollars le litre (le kilo) ; en prenant une concentration
de 1% (10 mg/ml, ce qui est une concentration moyenne), la nicotine revient à 0,3 euro le litre.
Le propylène glycol est proposé à moins de 1 000 dollars la tonne ou 7 euros le litre. On trouve
du glycérol autour de 650 à 900 dollars la tonne, ou 5 euros le litre.
En tout état de cause, le litre d’e-liquide reconstitué coûte moins de 10 euros, ce qui correspond
à un centime d’euro de matière première pour une cartouche de 1 ml.
On peut acheter en quantités des cartouches prêtes à l’emploi pour moins de 15 centimes
d’euro.

3.7.2 Comment comparer les prix des e-cigarettes à ceux des cigarettes industrielles ?
On sait parfaitement décortiquer le prix d’un paquet de cigarettes ordinaires qui apporte ses 250
bouffées de nicotine pour 6,6 euros et les seules incertitudes portent sur la répartition de la part
du fabricant entre ses coûts de fabrication, de développement, de commercialisation et sa
marge opérationnelle. Pour l’e-cigarette, la seule certitude est le prix de vente (incluant la TVA
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quand elle n’est pas vendue sur Internet). Les hypothèses faites ici aboutissent à une part pour
le revendeur de l’ordre de 40%, un coût de vente et un coût industriel de 90 centimes d’euro
pour les jetables, soit une marge 3 fois supérieure pour une cigarette jetable que pour un paquet
de cigarettes.
En France, on peut acheter des e-cigarettes jetables en gros à 2 euros l’unité (pour un minimum
de 50 pièces), ce qui octroie plus de 50% de marge aux revendeurs et aux intermédiaires.
En tout état de cause, le bénéfice est très probablement supérieur pour les cigarettes
rechargeables et les e-liquides que pour les produits jetables.
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FIGURE 64 : COMPARAISON DU PRIX D’UN PAQUET DE CIGARETTES ET D’UNE E-CIGARETTE

L’analyse économique faite par les clients (et les vendeurs) est la suivante :


Le marché des e-cigarettes jetables diminue rapidement car il est désormais le seul fait
des achats sur Internet et auprès des débitants de tabac dont un grand nombre refuse la
vente pour des raisons de concurrence évidentes.



Le marché des e-cigarettes rechargeables est en progression, en particulier depuis la
floraison des boutiques spécialisées dont la clientèle s’accroît de manière très
significative.



Le prix des kits va de 40 à 250 euros pour des produits de luxe.



Les recharges d’e-liquide sont au prix de 6 euros pour 10 ml, ce qui correspond au
vapotage de l’équivalent de 3 paquets environ de cigarettes conventionnelles à 6,60
euros.



Au niveau des consommables, l’atomiseur doit être changé toutes les semaines ou tous
les mois selon les modèles, pour un prix de l’ordre de 10 euros par mois.

Selon les témoignages des vendeurs, la consommation est forte au début de l’usage, puis
diminue avec l’habitude et l’apprentissage. L’économie est donc massive pour le consommateur
et la motivation économique devient majeure chez les adeptes de l’e-cigarette.
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3.7.3 Comment est actuellement taxée l’e-cigarette et quelles sont les perspectives
d’évolution ?
La grande ressemblance des e-cigarettes avec les produits du tabac, de son utilisation à l’acte de
fumer et de son caractère addictif (dont l’intensité reste à démontrer), justifie que l’on se pose
la question de leur taxation. Si le produit n’est pas un produit du tabac, dans le cadre de la
législation européenne, il est impossible de lui appliquer un droit d’accise (taxe spécifique). Une
taxation autre est possible si elle est conforme au droit européen.
L’e-cigarette est taxée comme tous les produits de consommation courante avec une TVA à
19,6% (taux en vigueur en France en 2013).


Il n’existe en 2013 aucune taxe à l’importation des e-cigarettes et des e-liquides, qui
viennent massivement de Chine, qu’il s’agisse des modèles jetables, des modèles
rechargeables, des flacons d’e-liquides, et même des très nombreux arômes, de la
nicotine, du propylène glycol ou du glycérol permettant la fabrication des liquides
« français » par réassemblage. La taxation augmentera avec la TVA générale en 2014.



Il faudrait, si on voulait des accises spécifiques sur l’e-cigarette, que l’initiative soit
approuvée au niveau européen, ce qui semble peu réaliste. Les autres modes de
taxation spécifiques pourraient en théorie porter sur :

o le produit lors de l’importation,
o le produit lors de la vente,
o les commerçants qui le vendent.
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4.

Quelle est la place de l’e-cigarette dans notre société ?

4.1 Quelle place est donnée aux e-cigarettes dans le monde ?
4.1.1 Que dit la CCLAT (Convention-cadre pour la lutte antitabac) de l’e-cigarette ?
L’OMS a pris des orientations sur l’e-cigarette [89]. La CCLAT (FCTC en anglais, Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control) a pris position en 2012 sur l’e-cigarette.

Traité OMS. Cinquième session Séoul (République de Corée)
12-17 novembre 2012
Point 6.5 de l’ordre du jour provisoire FCTC/COP/5/13
Inhalateurs électroniques de nicotine, dont les cigarettes électroniques
Rapport du Secrétariat de la Convention18 juin 2012 119
40. En résumé, les inhalateurs électroniques de nicotine sont un nouveau type de
produit entrant sur le marché, avec ou sans réglementation par les Parties. Les
complexités spécifiques, telles qu’elles apparaissent à l’issue de l’étude qui précède,
peuvent être résumées comme suit :
a) il y a de nombreuses catégories différentes de produits (avec ou sans tabac, avec
ou sans nicotine, avec une cartouche ou à usage unique, avec batterie ou
rechargeables) ;
b) le marché de ces dispositifs a nettement augmenté ;
c) les Parties ont des réglementations différentes sur les inhalateurs électroniques de
nicotine, ce qui entraîne des complexités juridiques, des incertitudes possibles et une
faille réglementaire dans la plupart des pays ;
d) les problèmes concernant la sécurité et l’innocuité n’ont pas été résolus ;
e) les produits peuvent faire l’objet d’une commercialisation intense, avec
notamment la promotion auprès des jeunes et l’utilisation d’aromatisants ;
f) le rôle des inhalateurs électroniques de nicotine n’est pas clairement établi : dans
certains milieux, ces dispositifs sont perçus comme des aides au sevrage tabagique
alors que, dans d’autres, ils sont vus comme des produits de démarrage ou pour un
double usage (maintien de la dépendance à la nicotine).
DÉCISION FCTC/COP5(10)
Lutte contre les produits du tabac sans fumée et les inhalateurs électroniques de
nicotine, y compris les cigarettes électroniques
La Conférence des Parties, Prenant note des rapports du Secrétariat de la
Convention faisant l’objet des documents FCTC/COP/5/12 et FCTC/COP/5/13,
DÉCIDE de prier le Secrétariat d’inviter l’OMS :

119

http://apps.who.int/gb/fctc/PDF/cop5/FCTC_COP5_13-en.pdf
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- à recenser, examiner et recueillir les meilleures pratiques existantes en matière
de lutte contre les produits du tabac sans fumée ;
- à rassembler les travaux de recherche existants, étudier les lacunes de la
recherche et déterminer les domaines sur lesquels axer la recherche ;
- à recenser les options en matière de lutte contre les produits du tabac sans
fumée et les inhalateurs électroniques de nicotine ;
- à examiner les nouvelles données sur les effets des inhalateurs électroniques de
nicotine sur la santé ; et de présenter les résultats de ces travaux à la sixième
session de la Conférence des Parties.

4.1.2 Quelle est la position de la FDA sur l’e-cigarette ?

4.1.2.1 Quelle a été la première analyse de la FDA en 2009 sur l’e-cigarette ?
La FDA (Food and Drug Administration) a en charge au sein d’une même administration les
médicaments, les produits du tabac et les produits de consommation courante. Sur le papier
c’est donc une des rares administrations qui a toutes les cartes en main pour donner un statut et
un encadrement juridique à l’e-cigarette.
L’histoire de l’e-cigarette à la FDA montre que les choix abrupts et non pragmatiques
échouaient.
En 2009, la FDA a conduit une étude sur l’e-cigarette et recueilli l’avis d’experts sur le produit.
Une première étude factuelle en juillet 2009 a porté sur 18 marques et types d’anciennes ecigarettes [71,91] et concluait que ces produits contenaient des niveaux dosables de substances
connues comme dangereuses, cancérogènes et toxiques pour la reproduction et que les
contrôles de qualité étaient quasi inexistants. Ainsi 1% de diéthylène glycol (un produit
clairement dangereux) avait été retrouvé dans la marque la plus connue, des nitrosamines (un
cancérogène naturel du tabac) avaient été identifiées, des e-cigarettes étiquetées sans nicotine
en contenaient, d’un puff à l’autre la quantité de nicotine délivrée variait considérablement, etc.
Les produits étaient dangereux, mal conçus et mal fabriqués [90].
Par ailleurs, outre le caractère potentiellement dangereux et les défauts de fabrication de l’ecigarette, les experts ont également alerté sur son pouvoir addictif et sur le rôle des arômes, en
particulier du chocolat, destiné à attirer les jeunes consommateurs.

4.1.2.2 Quelle a été l’analyse de la FDA en 2010 ?
En janvier 2010, suite à cette analyse et au risque patent pour les jeunes consommateurs, la FDA
a souhaité classer les e-cigarettes comme des produits d’arrêt du tabac et a annoncé aux
fabricants qu’elles ne pourraient plus être commercialisées sans évaluation [91-95].
Début 2010, aux États-Unis, l’e-cigarette devait donc être obligatoirement un produit
pharmaceutique, au même titre que les substituts nicotiniques. Le 6 décembre 2010, la Cour
d’appel des États-Unis a rendu un jugement indiquant que la FDA n’avait pas autorité pour
imposer de façon autoritaire cette réglementation liée aux e-cigarettes (sauf si ce sont les
fabricants qui en font la demande).
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4.1.2.3 Quelle a été l’attitude de la FDA en fin 2010 et 2011-2012 ?
En réponse à cette décision de la Cour d’appel, la FDA a annoncé que l’e-cigarette ne sera pas
réglementée comme un médicament mais comme un produit du tabac (rappelons que la FDA a
désormais en charge le suivi du tabac aux États-Unis).
Mais la FDA n’a pas réussi à réglementer les e-cigarettes comme des produits du tabac et le
marché prospère désormais outre-Atlantique avec des produits de nouvelle génération
beaucoup mieux conçus et contrôlés et qui de fait ne tomberaient plus sous le coup de la plupart
des critiques de l’analyse 2009 conduite par la FDA. Mais cette évolution a semble-t-il été
davantage guidée par le désir des consommateurs d’avoir à disposition un produit de qualité et
le désir des fabricants de sécuriser le marché que par l’influence de la réglementation.
Après ces tentatives de réglementer l’e-cigarette de manière autoritaire comme un médicament
au nom de la santé [96], puis comme un produit du tabac, sa réglementation aux États-Unis est
quasiment laissée à l’abandon [97]. De ce fait, l’e-cigarette y est un produit de consommation
courante. L’e-joint est apparu en Californie dans les drugstores autorisés à vendre du cannabis
médical. Le cadre des produits de consommation courante est une mesure non satisfaisante à
une époque où certaines grandes compagnies de tabac rachètent celles d’e-cigarettes.

4.1.3. Quelles sont les propositions des différents pays sur l’e-cigarette ?

4.1.3.1 Comment la CCLAT résume la position des pays (parties) sur l’e-cigarette ?
La conférence de la CCLAT a résumé120 en juin 2012 la position officielle transmis par chacun des
Parties signataires de cette convention sous l’égide de l’OMS.

120

http://apps.who.int/gb/fctc/PDF/cop5/FCTC_COP5_13-en.pdf
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TABLEAU 19 : SITUATION REGLEMENTAIRE DES PAYS VIS-A-VIS DE L’E-CIGARETTE SELON LA SYNTHESE ADRESSEE EN
2012 PAR CES PAYS A L’OMS

4.1.3.2 À quel titre certains pays ont-ils interdit l’e-cigarette ?
L’e-cigarette est bannie dans certains pays pour différentes raisons.


Interdiction de toute forme de tabac

Le Royaume du Bhoutan, un petit royaume de l’Himalaya qui mesure son développement en
« bonheur intérieur brut », a banni le tabac depuis le 17 décembre 2004. C’est le seul pays au
monde à l’avoir fait à ce jour. Il a logiquement banni de façon plus récente l’e-cigarette.


Interdiction du fait que :
o l’e-cigarette ressemble à la cigarette [98],
o son utilisation ressemble à l’acte de fumer.



Interdiction du fait de la composition de l’e-cigarette :
o car elle est toxique,
o car elle contient de la nicotine.

Cette interdiction soulève le problème de savoir pourquoi on bannit la « copie » quand on ne
bannit pas l’original. En effet pourquoi interdire ce qui ressemble au tabac sans interdire le
tabac lui-même ? C’est pourtant pour les mêmes raisons que la France lutte contre les cigarettes
en chocolat, alors qu’elle n’interdit pas l’e-cigarette. En revanche, la France interdit la publicité
pour les e-cigarettes comme toute promotion directe ou indirecte en faveur du tabac: « article
L3511-4 : Est considérée comme propagande ou publicité indirecte la propagande ou la publicité
en faveur d’un organisme, d’un service, d’une activité, d’un produit, un produit du tabac ou un
ingrédient défini au deuxième alinéa de l’article L. 3511-1 lorsque, par son graphisme, sa
présentation, l’utilisation d’une marque, d’un emblème publicitaire ou un autre signe distinctif,
elle rappelle le tabac, un produit du tabac ou un ingrédient défini au deuxième alinéa de l’article
L. 3511-1. »
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4.1.3.3 Quels sont les pays qui ont interdit l’e-cigarette ?
L’interdiction prend des formes diverses résumée dans le Tableau 20 ci après121 122 123 124.
Pays
Afrique du Sud
Arabie Saoudite

Législation
Interdiction totale de vente depuis 2011 dans l’attente d’une étude des e-liquides par
le Gouvernement. Toutefois il est possible avec une ordonnance d'en acheter en
pharmacie.
La cigarette électronique a été interdite à la suite des déclarations de la FDA.

Argentine

L’importation, la commercialisation et la publicité sont interdites depuis le 9 mai
2011 car il n'y a pas de preuve de son efficacité dans le sevrage et de son innocuité.

Australie

La vente d’e-cigarettes contenant de la nicotine est interdite.

Brésil

L’Agence nationale de veille sanitaire (ANVISA) a interdit le 1er septembre 2009 la
vente, l’importation et la publicité « y compris sur Internet » de l'e-cigarette.

Canada

La commercialisation et l'importation de cigarettes électroniques et d'e-liquides sont
suspendues depuis le mois de mars dans l’attente d’un examen plus approfondi par
les autorités. Dans la pratique, il semblerait que les douanes soient peu regardantes
sur les importations à titre individuel.

Colombie

Vente interdite

Corée

Si elle contient de la nicotine, elle est enregistrée et classée comme produit du tabac
depuis 2010 ; si elle est sans nicotine, c’est un produit de consommation courante.

Hong-Kong

Bien que n’ayant pas été approuvée par la FDA, après hésitation, hors médicament pas
d’interdiction,
considérée
comme produit
du tabac.
La
possession ou
la vente d’e-cigarettes
estvoisin
interdite.

Islande

Interdiction de vendre des cartouches ou du liquide avec de la nicotine.

Etats-Unis

Israël

La décision d’interdire la cigarette électronique a été prise à l’été 2009.

Japon

Pas d’interdiction spécifique.

Malaisie

L’e-cigarette est considérée comme un dispositif médical, les cartouches sont
assimilées aux médicaments. La vente est effectuée en pharmacie et se fait sur
ordonnance.

Mexique

L’utilisation, l’importation et la commercialisation de la cigarette électronique sont
interdites notamment au motif qu’elle « ressemble beaucoup à une cigarette ».

Le ministre de la Santé a décrété les cartouches contenant de la nicotine comme
dépendantes de la législation sur les médicaments et elles ne peuvent être vendues
comme médicament réglementaire. En revanche, des autorisations pourraient être
Nouvelle-Zélande
délivrées si les modèles, les cartouches et les liquides se conformaient à la
législation sur les médicaments. Il ne semble pas y avoir de restriction à l’importation
à titre individuel.
Panama

La vente, l’imporation et la publicité pour la cigarette électronique sont interdites.

Quatar

Interdiction totale à l’importation.

Seychelles

Selon l'article 11 de la loi des Seychelles sur la lutte anti tabac, "personne ne doit
fabriquer, importer, fournir, présenter, distribuer ou vendre des confiseries, en-cas,
jouets ou tout produit autre que du tabac ressemblant à un produit du tabac".

Singapour

Interdiction totale, avec intervention de la Police, si vous vapotez dans la rue (5000
dollars d'amende).

Suisse

La vente de cartouches avec nicotine est interdite, mais l’importation est tolérée tant
qu’elle reste à usage personnel. Les cartouches ne contenant pas de nicotine sont
légales tant qu’elles répondent aux normes alimentaires (norme Rohs).

Thaïlande

L’utilisation et la commercialisation sont interdites.

Turquie

Un projet de loi sur l'interdiction est en cours.

Uruguay

Un décrêt présidentiel a interdit la cigarette électronique début novembre 2009.

Vénezuela

L'amende pour vente est de 8 400 dollars.

TABLEAU 20 : SITUATION REGLEMENTAIRE CONCERNANT L’E-CIGARETTE DANS CERTAINS PAYS NON-EUROPEENS

121
122
123

124

www.electroniccigaretteban.org/choose-country-ecigs-ban.htm
http://ecig-mag.com/la-legislation-sur-la-cigarette-electronique-dans-le-monde
http://www.theborneopost.com/2013/02/20/e-cigarettes-not-banned-but-liquid-used-listed-aspoison/#ixzz2Lpxx%20ljVW
www.europarl.europa.eu/eplibrary/Electronic-cigarettes.pdf
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Selon les pays, ces interdictions sont respectées ou non. Il n’a eu aucune décision d’interdiction
depuis 2011.
Dans les pays où l’e-cigarette est autorisée, certaines villes comme Hanovre imposent des
restrictions [101]. Ces interdictions peuvent porter sur les ventes seulement (le plus souvent) ou
sur les ventes, la détention et la consommation (plus rarement).
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4.1.3.4 Quelle est la position des autres pays européens envers l’e-cigarette ?
Pays

Interdiction
dans les lieux
non-fumeurs

Allemagne

Autriche

Belgique

Oui

Bulgarie
Danemark
Espagne
Estonie
Finlande
France
Grèce
Hongrie
Irlande
Italie
Lettonie
Lituanie
Luxembourg

Oui

Malte

Oui

Pays-Bas
Pologne
Portugal
République
tchèque
Roumanie
Royaume-Uni
Slovaquie
Slovénie
Suède

Détail (adapté de http://ecig-mag.com)
Pas de restriction spécifique quant à l’utilisation ou la commercialisation. En
revanche, dans certains « Landers » les douanes saisissent les cartouches ou
liquides contenant de la nicotine.
Les e-cigarettes sont considérées comme des dispositifs médicaux et les cartouches
de nicotine comme médicaments. En attendant que les e-cigarettes soient
approuvées par la norme CE et que les cartouches soient enregistrées comme
médicaments, leur vente est illégale (non appliqué).
La commercialisation est en principe interdite. Depuis septembre 2012, il est
interdit d’utiliser la cigarette électronique dans les lieux où fumer est interdit.
Pas de réglementation connue.
Les e-cigarettes sont légales, mais les cartouches avec nicotine sont actuellement
interdites en attendant les rapports de la santé publique danoise.
Il existe des boutiques spécialisées. Pas de réglementation connue.
Pas de réglementation connue.
Les cartouches avec nicotine sont illégales à la vente sur le territoire, mais peuvent
être importées.
Les e-cigarettes sont tolérées et relèvent à ce jour de la législation concernant les
biens de consommation courante dépendant de la DGCCRF. L’AFSSAPS (aujourd’hui
ANSM) a précisé les limites des e-liquides non médicaments.
L'e-cigarette est interdite, sauf accord spécifique ministère de la Santé.
Considérée comme potentiel médicament si AMM. Pas de réglementation spécifique
connue.
Pas de réglementation connue.
Il existe des boutiques spécialisées. Les buralistes protestent (comme en France).
Pas de réglementation spécifique à l'Italie.
Pas de réglementation connue.
Les produits d'imitation du tabac sont interdits quelle que soit leur teneur en
nicotine.
Interdiction d’utiliser là où il est interdit de fumer.
Une loi de début 2010 stipule que l'e-cigarette est soumise à la même législation
que les cigarettes ordinaires (interdiction dans les lieux publics). La vente est
tolérée mais la publicité interdite.
Après échec en justice de l’interdiction, l’utilisation est légale, mais la publicité est
interdite en attendant une législation de l’Union européenne.
Le ministère de la Santé a déclaré qu’en l’absence d’études complémentaires, l’ecigarette pourrait être interdite.
Considérée comme potentiel médicament si AMM. Pas de réglementation spécifique
connue.
Aucune restriction connue.
Considérée comme potentiel médicament si AMM. Pas de réglementation spécifique
connue.
Aucune réglementation ou restriction pour l’utilisation, l’achat ou la vente de
cigarettes électroniques. Statutde médicament en demande AMM.
Considérée comme potentiel médicament si AMM. Pas de réglementation spécifique
connue.
Consommation interdite dans les lieux non-fumeurs.
Considérée comme potentiel médicament si AMM. Pas de réglementation spécifique
connue.

TABLEAU 21 : SITUATION REGLEMENTAIRE CONCERNANT L’E-CIGARETTE DANS CERTAINS PAYS EUROPEENS
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4.2 Quelle est la situation réglementaire de l’e-cigarette en
Europe ?
4.2.1 Que dit sur l’e-cigarette le projet de directive européenne sur les produits du
tabac?
La Commission européenne a préparé une directive sur les produits du tabac en remplacement
de la directive 2001/37/CE. Ce projet a été rendu public le 19 décembre 2012 et remis au Conseil
et Parlement pour débat. Ce projet de directive, en l’état, ouvre la porte à une législation
spécifique des « produits autres que ceux du tabac contenant de la nicotine ». Cette démarche
est tout à fait adaptée à l’e-cigarette qui actuellement n’est ni un produit du tabac, ni un produit
pharmaceutique mais est classée par défaut comme « produit de consommation courante ». Ce
qui n’est pas adapté car en l’absence de classification spécifique, la nicotine est considérée
comme une substance vénéneuse.

Projet de DIRECTIVE DU PARLEMENT EUROPÉEN ET DU CONSEIL relative au
rapprochement des dispositions législatives, réglementaires et administratives des
États membres en matière de fabrication, de présentation et de vente du tabac et de
ses produits TITRE III – PRODUITS AUTRES QUE CEUX DU TABAC125 Article 18
Produits contenant de la nicotine
1. Les produits contenant de la nicotine énumérés ci-après ne peuvent être mis sur
le marché que s’ils ont été autorisés conformément à la directive 2001/83/CE :
a) produits dont le niveau de nicotine excède 2 mg par unité ; ou
b) produits dont la concentration en nicotine excède 4 mg par ml ; ou
c) produits dont l’usage prévu entraîne une concentration plasmatique maximale
moyenne supérieure à 4 mg de nicotine par ml.
2. La Commission est habilitée à adopter des actes délégués conformément à
l’article 22 pour mettre à jour les quantités de nicotine visées au paragraphe 1
compte tenu des progrès scientifiques et des autorisations de mise sur le marché
octroyées aux produits contenant de la nicotine conformément à la directive
2001/83/CE.
3. Chaque unité de conditionnement ainsi que tout emballage extérieur de produits
contenant de la nicotine qui respectent les seuils visés au paragraphe 1 doivent
porter l’avertissement sanitaire suivant :
« Ce produit contient de la nicotine et peut nuire à la santé ».
4. L’avertissement sanitaire visé au paragraphe 3 est conforme aux exigences de
l’article 10, paragraphe 4. En outre :
a) il est imprimé sur les deux surfaces les plus grandes de l’unité de conditionnement
et de tout emballage extérieur ;
b) il recouvre 30 % de la partie externe de la surface correspondante de l’unité de
conditionnement et de tout emballage extérieur. Ce pourcentage est porté à 32 %

125

Devant l’absence actuelle d’AMM pour la cigarette électronique
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pour les États membres ayant deux langues officielles et à 35 % pour les États
membres ayant trois langues officielles.
5. La Commission est habilitée à adopter des actes délégués conformément à
l’article 22 pour adapter les exigences visées aux paragraphes 3 et 4, compte tenu
des avancées scientifiques et de l’évolution du marché, et pour adopter et adapter
l’emplacement, le format, la disposition, la présentation et le mode de rotation des
avertissements sanitaires.

Cette directive comprend donc une autorisation de mise sur le marché selon les modalités de la
directive sur les médicaments.
Le projet de directive exclut de fait les e-cigarettes sans nicotine qui restent des produits de
consommation courante. Cette directive prévoit des avertissements sanitaires concernant les ecigarettes.

4.2.2 Quelles sont les négociations en cours sur l’article 18 du projet de directive
européenne et les conséquences pour la France ?
Si le projet de réforme de la directive sur les produits du tabac (actuellement en cours de
négociation par le Conseil de l’Europe et le Parlement européen sur proposition de la
commission et plus particulièrement l’article 18 concernant l’e-cigarette) aboutit, il sera voté a
priori en 2014 avant le renouvellement des institutions européennes et devra être implémenté
en droit français deux ans plus tard soit en 2016. Il s’agit du processus habituel des institutions
européennes.
La discussion se tient depuis le début de l’année 2013 au sein du Conseil de l’Europe entre les 27
États et au sein du Parlement européen. Les négociations se font sous une très forte pression
des lobbies protabac des cigarettiers et des lobbies antitabac pour le cœur de la directive qui
concerne directement le tabac. Les lobbies e-cigarette sont peu visibles car celle-ci n’est pas le
cœur du débat.
En tout état de cause, conserver l’article 18 tel qu’il est est aboutit au passage sous réglement
pharmaceutique de presque toutes les e-cigarettes avec nicotine. En effet, les taux limites de
nicotine nécessitant de donner obligatoirement aux e-cigarettes le statut de médicament sont
trop bas. Ils videraient totalement de son sens cet article qui ne concernera qu’une infime partie
des e-cigarettes voire des produits qui n’existent pas et qui ne verront jamais le jour car dénués
d’intérêt. Développer une législation complète pour des produits contenant de la nicotine (NCP)
qui ne sont ni des produits du tabac ni des médicaments, avec des valeurs limites de nicotine
sans intérêt pour le consommateur, introduit une contradiction au sein même de la directive
que les juristes des lobbies du tabac pourraient exploiter pour la casser dans sa totalité si elle est
votée. Il existe ainsi un risque que cet article 18 fasse au final capoter l’ensemble de la directive
du fait de son incohérence interne.
Deux solutions peuvent être envisagées pour sortir de cette impasse :


La voie de l’amendement du rapporteur au parlement : Linda Mac Avan ;



La suppression de l’article 18 de la directive.

À la commission ENVI (commission de l’environnement, de la santé publique et de la sécurité
alimentaire) du Parlement européen, Linda Mac Avan, rapporteur, a proposé en mai 2013 un
amendement pour une procédure « simplifiée » destinée à encadrer les produits délivrant de la
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nicotine et à supprimer la référence au taux très bas de nicotine fixé par le projet de directive
(2mg par cartouche) afin de ne pas tomber sous réglementation du médicament. Ce même
amendement interdirait les arômes pour les cartouches avec nicotine et passe totalement sous
silence les e-cigarettes sans nicotine qui n’entreraient toujours pas dans le cadre de la directive.
La disparition des arômes rendrait les e-cigarettes moins attractives pour sortir du tabac, mais
pourrait à l’inverse prévenir l’utilisation de ces e-liquides comme produit d’entrée dans la prise
de nicotine chez les non-fumeurs.

Linda Mac Avan Amendment : Simplified procedure
2. Under the simplified procedure, Member States shall require manufacturers and
importers of nicotine-containing products to submit an application for a marketing
authorisation, which shall contain the following:
a) Evidence that the product is manufactured in accordance with the principles and
guidelines of Good Manufacturing Practice;
b) A detailed description of the product in question, including all ingredients and
quantities thereof, as well as information on emissions;
c) A Risk-Management Plan, including a system for monitoring and recording any
adverse reactions;
Member States shall be entitled to charge a fee for processing the application. They
may also require manufacturers or importers to carry out additional tests or submit
additional information. Each Member State shall take due account of authorisations
previously granted by another Member State.
3. For products authorised under the simplified procedure, Member States shall
ensure that the following conditions are fulfilled:
a) the product is clearly labelled with the nicotine content, instructions for use,
instructions for reporting adverse reactions, and details of the manufacturer;
b) each unit packet and any outside packaging shall carry the following health
warning:
This products is intended for use by existing smokers aged 18 or over as an
alternative to tobacco cigarettes. It contains nicotine which is a highly addictive
substance. Consult your doctor if you are pregnant, breast feeding, allergic to
nicotine or propylene glycol, or have high blood pressure.
c) flavourings shall not be allowed;
d) the sale of the product shall be restricted in line with the legal age for sale of
tobacco products in the relevant Member State;
e) the products shall be available to be sold outside pharmacies;
f) advertising and promotion shall be appropriately regulated;
4. Member States shall monitor the development of the nicotine-containing
products market, including any progress made in harm reduction, as well as any
evidence of gateway use amongst young people. Based on the evidence, the
Commission shall report back to the European Parliament and the Council 5 years
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after the transposition date of this Directive. The report shall assess whether
amendments to this Directive are necessary.

Dans l’état actuel des négociations, il apparaît donc logique de demander purement et
simplement l’abrogation de l’article 18 qui ne concerne pas un produit du tabac et qui a été
« attaché » à la directive sur les produits du tabac.
Cette abrogation répondrait aux vœux de l’ancien commissaire David Byrne qui, avant le début
des négociations concernant la directive sur les produits du tabac, disait déjà quand on le
questionnait qu’il était aberrant d’y introduire les e-cigarettes car il existait un risque majeur que
cet ajout soit utilisé pour attaquer l’ensemble de la directive.
Cette abrogation supprimerait un article qui affichait des taux initiaux déjà très critiquables, mais
dont les taux actuels introduisent une grave incohérence au sein de cet article 18 et conduisent
à réglementer un produit que de fait on interdit, fragilisant ainsi l’ensemble de la directive.
Cette abrogation permettrait d’emprunter d’autres voies pour aboutir à une réglementation
nationale ou européenne des e-cigarettes qui prendrait en compte aussi bien les produits avec
nicotine que sans nicotine. En effet, une réglementation distincte des deux types de produits
apparaît en théorie comme une bonne idée, mais l’examen précis des mesures à prendre
montre qu’il est impossible de les dissocier totalement. Comment en effet contrôler l’utilisation
de l’une ou de l’autre dans les lieux non-fumeurs, comment contrôler les ventes alors que la
plupart des e-cigarettes sont vendues indépendamment des e-liquides ?

4.2.3 Quelle est la position des associations européennes de lutte contre le
tabagisme vis-à-vis de l’e-cigarette ?

4.2.3.1 Quelle est la position de l’ERS vis-à-vis de l’e-cigarette ?
La Société européenne de pneumologie (ERS, European Respiratory Society) a pris position en
février 2012 sur l’e-cigarette.


L’ERS est opposée de façon générale à l’utilisation du tabac et autres produits délivrant
de la nicotine tels la cigarette, le tabac à mâcher et les produits émergents comme l’ecigarette, le snus ou la chicha.

Par conséquent, compte tenu des informations et des études disponibles, l’ERS ne classe pas les
e-cigarettes comme une alternative sûre à la cigarette classique. Elle ne les considère ni comme
un outil d’arrêt du tabac, ni comme un produit adapté pour une utilisation dans des endroits où
la cigarette traditionnelle est interdite.

European Respiratory Society statement on E-cigarettes and emerging products
(February 2012)
The European Respiratory Society, ERS is opposed to the use of all tobacco and
unapproved nicotine delivery products such as cigarettes, chewable tobacco, and
emerging products that include electronic cigarettes (e-cigs), snus, dissolvable
tobacco and water pipes.
In response to the successful increase in tobacco-free policies, the tobacco industry
has developed these new products, allowing consumers to obtain nicotine without
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the use of a cigarette1. In many cases, these new products are claimed and/or
perceived to be ‘harm reducing’ or safe alternatives to conventional cigarettes;
however, there is no reliable science to substantiate this claim.2 Rather, available
research suggests that these products pose a significant health risk to citizens,
placing them at continued high risk for disease and negative health outcomes.
There is a growing concern about the potential health risks associated with e-cig
usage and exposure. A recent sample of the product was found to contain
carcinogens and toxic chemicals such as diethylène glycol, an ingredient used in
antifreeze. These concerns can only be adequately addressed by proper evaluation
and regulation by the appropriate national and European authorities.
Therefore, based on current information and available research, ERS does not
classify e-cigs as a safe alternative to smoking nor does it consider them an
approved tobacco cessation tool or suitable for use in places where conventional
cigarette smoking is prohibited. ERS recommends following effective smoking
cessation treatment guidelines based on clinical evidence which do not advocate the
use of such products.
In general, ERS subscribes to the medical principle of primum non nocere and holds
that Tobacco users "should not trade one carcinogenic product for another...".
ERS fully endorses the Article 14 guidelines of the WHO Framework Convention on
Tobacco Control7 and therefore maintains that the best health advice to smokers is
to quit smoking.

4.2.3.2 Quelle est la position de l’ENSP vis-à-vis de l’e-cigarette ?
En accord avec le rapport sur les ENDS (systèmes électroniques de délivrance de la nicotine) (cf.
126
section 1.2.1) et celui sur les e-cigarettes préparé par le secrétariat de la CCLAT , l’Assemblée
127
générale de l’ENSP (European Network of Smoking Prevention ) a pris position sur la cigarette
électronique au cours de sa réunion de réseau qui s’est tenue à Bruxelles le 4 octobre 2012.
L’ENSP conclut que les e-cigarettes, avec ou sans nicotine :


sont une autre forme d’utilisation de la cigarette et ne devraient donc pas être
autorisées là où il est interdit de fumer ;



ne doivent pas être considérées comme des produits commerciaux ordinaires ;



doivent être réglementées si elles sont laissées sur le marché ;



doivent être enregistrées comme produits médicaux par l’Agence européenne des
médicaments et/ou un équivalent national s’il est scientifiquement démontré qu’elles
sont une méthode sûre et efficace de désaccoutumance au tabac.

4.2.3.3 Quelle est la position de Smoke Free Partnership vis-à-vis de l’e-cigarette ?

126

http://apps.who.int/gb/fctc/PDF/cop5/FCTC_COP5_13-en.pdf

127

www.ensp.org
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SFP (Smoke Free Partnership128) est une fédération d’associations non gouvernementales et
d’organismes gouvernementaux. C’est un puissant lobby de contrôle du tabac à Bruxelles129.


Il suit pas-à-pas la directive sur les produits du tabac à Bruxelles.



Il n’a pas de position officielle à ce jour, sa priorité étant le tabac lui-même.



Il est influencé par l’ASH (Action on Smoking and Health, l’une de ses associations
membres) et semble pousser vers une nicotine uniquement médicament.

4.2.4 Quelles sont les questions sur les e-cigarettes posées au parlement européen ?
Questions parlementaires 30 novembre 2012

E-010974-12

Question avec demande de réponse écrite à la Commission Article 117 du
règlement Marielle de Sarnez (ALDE)
Objet : Utilisation de la cigarette électronique
Ces dernières années, on assiste à une augmentation de la consommation de la
cigarette électronique en Europe. 7 % des citoyens de l’Union européenne ont
indiqué l’avoir essayée et la valeur totale du marché dans l’Union européenne se
situerait entre 400 et 500 millions d’euros en 2011, d’après une étude de la direction
générale de la santé et des consommateurs de la Commission européenne. Ce
nouveau produit, rechargeable par une cartouche contenant de la nicotine ainsi que
des arômes additifs, remplace la combustion des goudrons par un mécanisme qui
produit de la vapeur d’eau. Selon les fabricants, son utilisation serait moins nocive
pour la santé que la cigarette classique. À ce jour, les effets sur la santé de la
cigarette électronique n’ont pas été complètement élucidés. L’OMS ne considère pas
que le dispositif puisse être une méthode de sevrage et continue de considérer la
nicotine comme une substance «très dangereuse». Selon une étude réalisée en 2010
par l’Institut national de recherche et de sécurité, le liquide de recharge présente
également des traces de propylène glycol qui, consommé à dose élevée, pourrait
s’avérer toxique. En France, l’Agence française de sécurité sanitaire des produits de
santé (Afssaps) ne recommande pas l’utilisation de ce type de produit comme
moyen de sevrage, des doutes persistant quant à son inoffensivité pour la santé.
L’agence s’est également alarmée du fait que son usage expose les utilisateurs non
dépendants aux cigarettes et à la nicotine à un risque de dépendance primaire. En
2010, La Commission avait indiqué, en réponse à une question parlementaire,
qu’elle étudierait le cas des cigarettes électroniques et évaluerait « les répercussions
[d’une] révision de la directive relative aux produits du tabac ».
Au regard de l’incertitude concernant les répercussions de l’usage de la cigarette
électronique sur la santé des consommateurs et, notamment, de la dépendance
qu’elle pourrait engendrer, la Commission entend-elle mener une étude sur les
risques potentiels qu’elle pourrait présenter, notamment chez les jeunes ? La
Commission envisage-t-elle de réviser la réglementation européenne sur le
tabagisme en conséquence ?

128
129

www.smokefreepartnership.eu
www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=WQ&reference=E-2012-010974&language=FR
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Questions parlementaires 21 janvier 2013 E-010974/2012 Réponse donnée par M.
Borg au nom de la Commission
Le 19 décembre 2012, la Commission a adopté une proposition de révision de la
directive sur les produits du tabac(1) qui couvre les produits contenant de la
nicotine, tels que les cigarettes électroniques.
L’article 18 de cette proposition prévoit que les produits contenant de la nicotine
dans des quantités dépassant un certain niveau ne peuvent être mis sur le marché
que s’ils ont été autorisés en tant que médicaments. En ce qui concerne les produits
contenant de la nicotine à des concentrations inférieures au seuil fixé, chaque unité
de conditionnement ainsi que tout emballage extérieur doivent porter un
avertissement sanitaire indiquant que le produit contient de la nicotine et peut nuire
à la santé du consommateur. La Commission pourra adopter des actes délégués
pour adapter les seuils et les avertissements sanitaires, afin de réagir sans délai à
l’évolution du marché et aux avancées scientifiques concernant les cigarettes
électroniques et les autres produits contenant de la nicotine.
La proposition est actuellement en cours d’examen au Parlement et au Conseil.
(1) Proposition de directive du Parlement européen et du Conseil relative au
rapprochement des dispositions législatives, réglementaires et administratives des
États membres en matière de fabrication, de présentation et de vente du tabac et de
ses produits, COM(2012)788 final.

4.2.5 Y-a-t-il des pays européens ayant une classification argumentée des ecigarettes ?
Aucun pays européen n’est doté d’une politique bien argumentée vis-à-vis de l’e-cigarette au
début 2013.


Produit de consommation courante

Par défaut, les e-cigarettes sont actuellement essentiellement des produits de consommation
courante.


Médicament

Comme la France, certains pays ont indiqué qu’il fallait que le produit dispose d’une AMM pour
que les e-cigarettes soient autorisées ; d’autres, en l’absence de cette autorisation, interdisent la
vente de ces produits en pharmacie (mais cette interdiction n’est en fait pas respectée).


Produit du tabac

Aucun pays européen ne classe les e-cigarettes comme produits du tabac et ne pourrait le faire,
car la définition européenne commune précise que ces produits doivent contenir du tabac, ce
qui n’est pas le cas de l’e-cigarette.
Malte considère que les cigarettes électroniques entrent sous le smoking act control130. Ainsi les
interdictions de vente aux moins de 18 ans, d’utilisation dans les zones non-fumeurs et de
publicité sont prises en se référant à la loi antitabac.
130

www.tobaccolabels.ca/legislat/malta200
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Trois pays européens interdisent d’utiliser l’e-cigarette partout où il est interdit de fumer (Malte,
Belgique, Luxembourg) ; c’est une mesure à suivre.
En assimilant l’e-cigarette à un produit du tabac, sans dire que c’est un produit du tabac, Malte a
la réglementation la plus complète d’Europe en la matière.

SAFETY CONCERNS ON ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES 131
Malta Jul 30, 2012
The Technical Regulations Division within the Malta Competition and Consumer
Affairs Authority (MCCAA) would like to inform all economic operators and the
general public that, from inspections and investigations carried out by its product
safety officers over the past week, it is becoming more evident that a number of
electronic cigarettes found on the market do not comply with the essential Health
and Safety requirements of the European Directives under which such products fall,
or are being claimed to fall. All electronic cigarettes should have the CE mark.
Moreover, products which either claim to assist the user to stop smoking and/or
have other health claims and/or having a nicotine content of 10 mg per ml or more
fall under the Medical Devices Regulations (issued under the Product Safety Act
(Cap. 427) as LN 210 of 2008), that fully transpose Council Directive 93/42/EEC of
14th June 1993 on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to
medical devices, amongst other Directives. Electronic cigarettes and their use must
also comply with the provisions of legislation on tobacco products, even if they do
not contain any nicotine. Consumers are also being advised that inhaling vapours
cannot in any way be considered ‘healthy’.
It is evident from research carried out by the Authority that a number of people are
importing these cigarettes personally over the Internet and are then selling them to
consumers, or even to some retail outlets, on a one-to-one basis. The Technical
Regulations Division reminds such economic operators that they are and remain
personally responsible for the products they are placing on the market and that they
may be liable for legal action should the products not conform to all applicable
requirements. Consumers who wish to report any unsafe product may do so directly
on the Authority’s website
http://mccaa.org.mt/loadfile/edec0589-219c-40d7-bb1c-f1d697799d8a
For any further clarifications, one can always contact the Technical Regulations
Division of the MCCAA on 2395 2000.

131

http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2012-08-01/news/safety-concerns-on-electronic-cigarettes-314044/
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4.3 Quelle est la situation réglementaire de l’e-cigarette en
France ?
À l’heure actuelle, l’e-cigarette et les autres produits contenant de la nicotine pourraient sur le
plan purement théorique être considérés comme des :


produits du tabac (mais cette hypothèse n’est que théorique, car ce n’est pas la
définition européenne des produits du tabac),



produits de consommation courante,



médicaments (ou dispositifs médicaux pour les e-cigarettes sans nicotine).

À ce jour, la France n’a pas vraiment tranché sur la classification de ces produits. Le seul avis
officiel est celui de l’ANSM qui décrit clairement les conditions dans lesquelles l’e-cigarette ne
peut être qu’un médicament. Mais pour être enregistré comme médicament, un produit doit
obtenir une autorisation de mise sur le marché (AMM), sous-tendue par des études adéquates
(qui n’existent pas à ce jour) et peu adaptée à un produit consommé par de nombreux
utilisateurs « comme » un nouveau produit du tabac.
C’est donc par défaut que les e-cigarettes sont considérées comme des produits de
consommation courante ordinaires :


si elles ne revendiquent pas d’effet bénéfique pour la santé,



si elles contiennent moins de 10 mg de nicotine avec une concentration inférieure à
20 mg/ml.

Cette situation floue n’est pas satisfaisante car l’e-cigarette n’est pas un produit de
consommation courante et il est important qu’un cadre clair lui soit donné.
Par exemple, l’interprétation littérale du Code général des impôts permet de classer les
« cigarettes non fumées » dans les produits du tabac, tout comme le papier à cigarettes, mais
l’Europe refuse cette interprétation sur le plan fiscal et limite la définition des produits du tabac
aux produits contenant réellement du tabac.
À ce jour, en l’absence de réglementation spécifique sur les e-cigarettes, toutes les cartouches
contenant 0,1% de nicotine devraient être marquées du label des substances vénéneuses « très
dangereuses » (classe lb de l’OMS) et des substances dangereuses du règlement européen
(1272/2008 du 16 décembre 2008) et porter la mention « mortel par contact cutané » et
« toxique en cas d’ingestion » , ce qui est peu adapté à la réalité.
La confusion actuelle sur le statut de l’e-cigarette demande donc clarification, d’autant que ces
dangers de la nicotine ne correspondent pas à un risque très significatif pour les e-cigarettes sur
le marché français.
Mais les décisions françaises dépendent en grande partie du droit européen.

4.3.1 Que dit le Code de la santé sur l’e-cigarette ?
À ce jour, l’e-cigarette n’y est pas mentionnée de façon spécifique.
Selon le Code de la santé publique, tous les produits qui ont une visée thérapeutique sont exclus
des produits du tabac. Ce même code précise que les produits du tabac sont des produits qui
contiennent du tabac ainsi que les produits fumés. Bien que la composition des émissions d’une
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e-cigarette réponde mieux à la définition d’une fumée que d’une vapeur, il est difficile de
considérer que l’e-cigarette est « un produit fumé » car il n’y a pas combustion.
Les papiers, les colles et les encres sont pourtant ici considérés comme des produits du tabac,
tout comme le tabac non fumé en vente dans le réseau des buralistes (Makla, Benchicou) qui
n’est constitué que partiellement de tabac.
En conséquence, il faudrait modifier la définition des « produits du tabac » en France si l’on
voulait considérer l’e-cigarette comme tel et dans la mesure où il n’est pas possible de donner
une définition contraire à celle de l’Europe, c’est la définition européenne des produits du tabac
qu’il faudrait changer. Cette hypothèse n’a aucune chance d’avoir une réalité proche. Et on ne
peut considérer en France l’e-cigarette comme un produit du tabac.

Code de la santé publique : Article L3511-1 Modifié par la Loi n°2011-302 du 22 mars
2011 - art. 10
Sont considérés comme produits du tabac les produits destinés à être fumés, prisés,
mâchés ou sucés, dès lors qu’ils sont, même partiellement, constitués de tabac, ainsi
que les produits destinés à être fumés même s’ils ne contiennent pas de tabac, à la
seule exclusion des produits qui sont destinés à un usage médicamenteux, au sens
du troisième alinéa (2°) de l’article 564 decies du Code général des impôts.
Est considéré comme ingrédient toute substance ou tout composant autre que les
feuilles et autres parties naturelles ou non transformées de la plante du tabac,
utilisés dans la fabrication ou la préparation d’un produit du tabac et encore
présents dans le produit fini, même sous une forme modifiée, y compris le papier, le
filtre, les encres et les colles.
Les fabricants et importateurs de produits du tabac doivent soumettre au ministère
chargé de la santé une liste de tous les ingrédients et de leurs quantités utilisés dans
la fabrication des produits du tabac, par marque et type, dans des conditions
définies par arrêté du ministre chargé de la santé.

4.3.2 Que dit le Code général des impôts sur l’e-cigarette ?
Le Code général des impôts a une définition des « produits du tabac » différente de celle du
Code de la santé publique.
L’article 564 decies, dans son alinéa 1, comprend les produits contenant du tabac (qui entrent
clairement aussi bien dans la définition du Code général des impôts que dans celui de la santé).
Les médicaments sont, comme dans le Code de la santé publique, exclus des produits du tabac.
Le deuxième alinéa peut être interprété en considérant que les cigarettes qui ne sont pas
fumées et qui ne contiennent pas de tabac sont des « produits du tabac ». Avec cette
interprétation, l’e-cigarette est un produit du tabac. Aucune jurisprudence n’est venue à ce jour
confirmer ou infirmer cette interprétation.
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Il n’est pas précisé ici, contrairement au Code de la santé, que les papiers, les colles et les encres
sont considérés comme des produits du tabac. (NB : la France avait tenté de taxer les papiers à
cigarettes comme des produits du tabac mais elle en a été empêchée par l’Union européenne.)

Le Code général des impôts 0I : Dispositions générales Article 564 decies Modifié
par Loi n°82-1126 du 29 décembre 1982 - art. 18 (V) JORF 30 décembre 1982 en
vigueur le 1er janvier 1983
Sont assimilés aux tabacs manufacturés :
1°) Les produits destinés à être fumés, prisés ou mâchés, même s’ils ne sont que
partiellement constitués de tabac ;
2°) Les cigarettes et produits à fumer, même s’ils ne contiennent pas de tabac, à la
seule exclusion des produits qui sont destinés à un usage médicamenteux.

4.3.3 Que dit la DGCCRF sur l’e-cigarette ?
La DGCCRF (Direction générale de la concurrence, de la consommation et de la répression des
fraudes) ne met pour le moment aucune restriction sur la distribution du produit, tant
qu’aucune promotion pour le sevrage tabagique n’est faite par le vendeur et que les dosages en
nicotine des recharges restent inférieurs à 10 mg et à une concentration de 20 mg/ml, au-delà,
celui lui conférerait un statut de médicament (cf. section ANSM 4.4.1).
La DGCCRF a écrit en mars 2013 à l’OFT :

Dans le cas où les cigarettes électroniques ne relèvent pas du statut du médicament,
elles ne font pas actuellement l’objet d’une réglementation spécifique. Cependant
la DGCCRF effectue des contrôles dans le cadre des différentes réglementations
auxquelles ces produits sont soumis en fonction de leur composition. Les cigarettes
électroniques sont soumises au respect de l’obligation générale de sécurité, de la
réglementation relative aux substances et préparations dangereuses et des
dispositions relatives à la compatibilité électromagnétique.
Les cigarettes, qui contiennent moins de 10 mg de nicotine et dont l’étiquetage ne
revendique pas un sevrage tabagique, doivent respecter l’obligation générale de
sécurité définie à l’article L. 221-1 du Code de la consommation qui prévoit que :
"Les produits et les services doivent, dans des conditions normales d’utilisation ou
dans d’autres conditions raisonnablement prévisibles par le professionnel, présenter
la sécurité à laquelle on peut légitimement s’attendre et ne pas porter atteinte à la
santé des personnes." Dans ce cas, il appartient au responsable de la première mise
sur le marché de s’assurer, par tout moyen à sa convenance, que les produits sont
conformes à cette obligation légale et notamment qu’ils possèdent un niveau de
sécurité auquel les consommateurs peuvent légitimement s’attendre.
Les cartouches de recharges qui sont destinées à être utilisées dans des cigarettes
électroniques qui ne revendiquent pas de sevrage tabagique et contiennent moins
de 10 mg de nicotine, sont soumises aux dispositions du règlement (CE) n°
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1272/2008 -dit CLP- relatif à la classification, l’étiquetage et l’emballage des
substances et des mélanges) et doivent donc disposer d’un étiquetage spécifique
décrivant les dangers des substances présentes dans le produit par l’intermédiaire
de pictogrammes, phrases de risques et conseils de prudence.
De plus, l’importation de produits chimiques provenant d’un pays tiers à l’Union
européenne et la fabrication de produits chimiques, sont soumises au respect du
règlement (CE) n° 1907/2006 concernant l’enregistrement, l’évaluation et
l’autorisation des substances chimiques, ainsi que les restrictions applicables à ces
substances (REACH), qui prévoit notamment le dépôt d’un dossier d’enregistrement
des substances, importées en quantités de 1 tonne par an ou plus, auprès de
l’Agence européenne des produits chimiques (ECHA) avant toute mise sur le marché.
Vous pouvez, si vous le souhaitez, obtenir plus amples précisions sur le site du
Service national d’assistance réglementaire sur REACH132.
Les batteries doivent répondre à la directive 2004/108/CE du 15 décembre 2004 du
Parlement européen et du Conseil relative au rapprochement des législations des
Etats membres concernant la compatibilité électromagnétique et abrogeant la
directive 89/336/CEE ainsi qu’au décret 2006/1278 du 18 octobre 2006 relatif à la
compatibilité électromagnétique des appareils électriques et électroniques. Les
cigarettes doivent donc satisfaire aux règles de conformité sur le territoire de l’Union
européenne et être revêtues du marquage CE.
NB : Une enquête nationale a été réalisée en ce sens en 2011 par les services de la
DGCCRF133.

4.3.4 Que dit l’ADEME sur l’e-cigarette ?
L’OFT a questionné l’ADEME134 (Agence de l’environnement et de la maîtrise de l’énergie) sur le
problème spécifique des piles et de la gestion globale des déchets d’e-cigarettes. La réponse de
l’ADEME a été la suivante :

L’ADEME n’est pas habilitée à arbitrer ni sur le champ d’application, ni sur la
classification des EEE (équipements électriques et électroniques),
Il appartient à chaque producteur de déterminer si son équipement entre dans le
champ du décret français sur les DEEE.
Cependant, il nous semble que les e-cigarettes font partie du champ d’application
de la directive DEEE.
Dans ce cadre, les producteurs (= metteurs sur le marché français: fabricants ou
importateurs) doivent répondre à leurs obligations :
- soit en adhérant à l’un des trois éco-organismes agréés, Eco-systèmes, Ecologic
ou ERP (facturation de l’éco-contribution),
- soit en mettant en place un système individuel de collecte et traitement des
DEEE, approuvé par les pouvoirs publics.
132
133
134

http://www.ineris.fr/reach-info/
http://www.economie.gouv.fr/dgccrf
www.ademe.fr
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Les producteurs doivent également s’enregistrer au registre national des DEEE135 et
déclarer annuellement les données de mises sur le marché, de collecte et de
traitement. Dans le cas d’une adhésion à un éco-organisme, ce dernier se charge des
déclarations annuelles pour le compte de la société.
Concernant les piles contenues dans les e-cigarettes, elles font partie du champ
d’application de la directive européenne 2006/66/CE et sont classées dans la
catégorie "piles et accumulateurs portables".
Dans ce cadre, les producteurs (= metteurs sur le marché français: fabricants ou
importateurs) doivent répondre à leurs obligations :
- soit en adhérant à l’un des deux éco-organismes agréés, COREPILE ou SCRELEC
(facturation de l’éco-contribution),
- soit en mettant en place un système individuel de collecte et traitement des piles
et accumulateurs usagés, approuvé par les pouvoirs publics.
Les producteurs doivent également s’enregistrer au registre national des piles et
accumulateurs portables (http://registres.ademe.fr) et déclarer annuellement
les données de mises sur le marché, de collecte et de traitement. Dans le cas
d’une adhésion à un éco-organisme, ce dernier se charge des déclarations
annuelles pour le compte de la société.

Les e-cigarettes ne font pas partie de la filière DDS (déchets dangereux spécifiques).
Il appartient aux fabricants de définir si les déchets issus de ces produits présentent une ou
plusieurs propriétés de danger énumérées à l’annexe I de l’article R. 541-8 du Code de
l’environnement.

135

http://registres.ademe.fr
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4.4 Que disent les agences sanitaires sur l’e-cigarette ?
4.4.1 Que dit l’ANSM sur l’e-cigarette ?
L’Afssaps (Agence française de sécurité sanitaire des produits de santé) devenue ANSM (Agence
nationale de sécurité du médicament et des produits de santé) a pris précocement position sur
l’e-cigarette.

Information sur les cigarettes électroniques Afssaps le 07 juillet 2008136
À ce stade, l’Afssaps précise que le statut des cigarettes électroniques dépend de
l’objectif poursuivi et des substances contenues dans les cartouches. Trois situations
peuvent être distinguées et détermineront après évaluation la nature des décisions à
prendre le cas échéant.
1. Si le sevrage tabagique est revendiquée et que la cartouche insérée dans le
système contient de la nicotine, la cigarette électronique répond à la définition
de médicament et doit à ce titre obtenir une autorisation de mise sur le marché
(AMM). En conséquence, le système d’inhalation en lui-même, répond à la
définition de dispositif médical, et doit à ce titre être marqué CE.
2. Si le sevrage tabagique est revendiqué alors que la cartouche insérée dans le
système ne contient pas de nicotine, la cigarette électronique répond également
à la définition de médicament du fait des revendications annoncées. La mise sur
le marché du produit doit alors répondre aux exigences mentionnées
précédemment.
3. Enfin, lorsque le sevrage tabagique n’est pas revendiqué et que la cartouche ne
contient aucune substance susceptible d’être qualifiée de médicament (y compris
de la nicotine), la cigarette électronique relève de la réglementation sur la
sécurité générale des produits et entre dans le champ de compétences de la
DGCCRF.
Dans l’attente de données complémentaires, et alors qu’à ce jour aucun produit de
ce type ne dispose d’une AMM ou d’un marquage CE, l’Afssaps et la DGS
recommandent la plus grande prudence aux utilisateurs de cigarettes électroniques.

La position de l’Afssaps, énoncée dans les points 1 et 2, entre dans son domaine de
compétences et l’avis est pertinent. En revanche, l’agence précise dans le troisième point que
l’e-cigarette sans nicotine ne relève pas de son champ de compétences dans l’état actuel des
choses.
Le 30 mai 2011, l’Afssaps137 fait un rappel et fixe clairement des limites au produit.

136

http://ansm.sante.fr/var/ansm_site/storage/original/application/6badbfed8724d925b6fafc331da6becc.pdf
http://ansm.sante.fr/var/ansm_site/storage/original/application/6badbfed8724d925b6fafc331da6becc.pdf
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L’Afssaps recommande de ne pas consommer de cigarette électronique.
Depuis l’interdiction de fumer dans les lieux publics, la cigarette électronique s’est
développée en tant qu’alternative à la cigarette classique, dont elle revêt
l’apparence. Selon leurs revendications ou leurs concentrations en nicotine, ces
produits peuvent être considérés comme des médicaments ou des produits de
consommation courante.
Aucune cigarette électronique ne dispose d’une autorisation de mise sur le marché
(AMM). Par ailleurs, les cigarettes électroniques ne peuvent être vendues en
pharmacie car elles ne figurent pas sur la liste des produits dont la délivrance y est
autorisée.
La cigarette électronique reproduit la forme d’une cigarette classique. La partie
"tabac" présente à son extrémité une diode simulant visuellement la combustion, et
à l’autre extrémité une résistance qui plonge dans la partie "filtre". Des flacons de
"e-liquides" permettent de recharger la cartouche usagée. Lors de l’aspiration, la
solution présente dans la cartouche s’échauffe et la vapeur produite est inhalée par
l’utilisateur.
L’Afssaps a mené une évaluation pour déterminer le statut des cigarettes
électroniques notamment selon l’objectif revendiqué et la concentration en nicotine
contenue dans les cartouches. Les cigarettes électroniques et leurs recharges
répondent à la règlementation du médicament lorsqu’elles répondent à au moins
l’un des critères suivants :
- si elles revendiquent l’aide au sevrage tabagique ;
- ou que la quantité de nicotine contenue dans la cartouche est supérieure ou égale
à 10 mg ;
- ou que la solution de recharge "e-liquide" a une concentration de nicotine
supérieure ou égale à 20 mg/ml.
Pour ces 3 situations, le dispositif électronique constituant la cigarette répond à la
définition de dispositif médical et doit, à ce titre, disposer d’un marquage CE.
À ce jour, aucun type de cigarette électronique ne dispose d’une AMM, aucun
fabricant n’ayant déposé de demande en ce sens. Par ailleurs les cigarettes
électroniques ne peuvent être vendues en pharmacie car elles ne figurent pas sur la
liste des produits dont la délivrance y est autorisée.
Les cigarettes électroniques ou solutions de recharge qui ne rempliraient aucun de
ces 3 critères sont considérées comme des produits de consommation courante. À ce
titre, elles doivent répondre à l’obligation générale de sécurité conformément aux
dispositions du Code de la consommation. L’Afssaps rappelle aussi que la nicotine
est classée substance "très dangereuse" par l’OMS et que la réglementation du
médicament encadre l’utilisation de produits de substitution nicotinique avec une
exposition à la nicotine limitée et contrôlée.
Même lorsqu’ils sont limités à 2%, les e-liquides peuvent contenir des quantités de
nicotine susceptibles d’entraîner une exposition cutanée ou orale accidentelle, avec
des effets indésirables graves, notamment chez les enfants.
Par ailleurs, comme pour la cigarette classique, consommer des cigarettes
électroniques peut induire une dépendance, pour toute quantité de nicotine
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contenue dans les cartouches. L’usage de ce produit expose donc les utilisateurs qui
n’étaient dépendants ni aux cigarettes, ni à la nicotine, à un risque de dépendance
primaire.
L’Afssaps recommande donc de ne pas consommer ce type de produit.

4.4.2 Que dit l’INCa sur l’e-cigarette ?
L’INCa (Institut national du cancer) a publié sur son site dès le 1er octobre 2008 un avis sur les
effets sur la santé des e-cigarettes138. C’est la première agence à avoir mis en ligne un texte
après l’Afssaps.

L’INCa énonce que les e-cigarettes sont présentées comme des aides au sevrage
tabagique. Elles suscitent depuis peu un intérêt grandissant en France pour des
fumeurs espérant trouver une solution de substitution non toxique à la cigarette.
L’Agence française de sécurité sanitaire des produits de santé, saisie par la Direction
générale de la santé, n’a pas octroyé l’autorisation de mise sur le marché, estimant
que ce type de produit ne répond pas à la définition du médicament.
Est-ce que le propylène glycol est un produit toxique ?
Le propylène glycol est un produit utilisé principalement comme additif alimentaire
considéré généralement comme non toxique. C’est également un composant de
fluides hydrauliques, de liquides de freins et d’antigel. Il ne se révèle toxique qu’à
dose élevée. Plusieurs études ont montré que le propylène glycol n’est pas
cancérogène chez le rat et la souris en administration orale, cutanée ou souscutanée. Cependant le propylène glycol, réputé peu toxique suite à son emploi dans
des médicaments, des aliments et des produits cosmétiques, n’a jamais été testé par
inhalation.
Quels sont les autres composants chimiques que l’on retrouve dans une
cartouche ?
D’après une étude néo-zélandaise de janvier 2008, une cartouche contient entre 80
et 90% de propylène glycol, 4% d’eau, 5% d’alcool, 0.6% sont des arômes et la dose
de nicotine varie entre 1.6 % et 0%.
Parmi ces arômes on trouve du 4-Hydroxy-2.5dimethyl-3(2H)-furanone et de l’acétyl
pyrazine. Le 4-Hydroxy-2.5 dimethyl-3(2h)-furanone est un agent que l’on retrouve
dans certains fruits, avec un goût caramélisé et qui est très souvent utilisé pour le
chocolat, le café, le beurre. La consommation alimentaire journalière par personne
est estimée à 5 300 µg en Europe. Le comité d’experts du FAO/OMS conclut dans son
rapport : « qu’aucun des agents aromatisants du groupe des tétrahydrofuranes et
dérivés du furanone ne présente des risques sanitaires à consommation alimentaire
moyenne estimée».
L’acétyl-pyrazine est un arôme que l’on retrouve dans le bœuf, le café, le popcorn et
les graines de sésame, etc. La consommation journalière par personne est estimée à
14µg en Europe.
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Toutefois ces arômes n’ont pas été étudiés dans le cadre d’une inhalation.
Trouve-t-on des substances cancérogènes ?
Bien qu’à très faible dose, on retrouve dans une cartouche liquide moins de 1 ppm
(partie par million) de métaux lourds qui sont des cancérogènes avérés de groupe 1
d’après le CIRC. On retrouve également 8ng de nitrosamines dans une cartouche de
16 mg de nicotine, à l’identique de ce que l’on retrouve dans les gommes à la
nicotine.

4.4.3 Que disent les autres agences sanitaires ?
Les autres agences sanitaires reprennent le plus souvent les recommandations de l’ANSM.


Que dit l’HAS sur l’e-cigarette ?

La HAS139 (Haute autorité de la santé) n’a pas pris position sur l’e-cigarette et renvoie vers
l’Afssaps (ANSM). Une recommandation sur l’aide à l’arrêt du tabac est en cours de rédaction ; il
est possible qu’elle évoque l’e-cigarette.


Que dit l’InVS sur l’e-cigarette ?

Au printemps 2013, aucun lien interne vers l’e-cigarette n’apparaît sur le site de l’InVS140 (Institut
de veille sanitaire) et la recherche Google ne donne pas d’informations. Mais aucun problème
sanitaire lié à l’e-cigarette n’a a priori fait l’objet d’une alerte à l’InVS.


Que dit l’INPES sur l’e-cigarette ?

Aucun document sur l’e-cigarette n’apparaît au printemps 2013 sur le site de l’INPES141 (Institut
national de prévention et d’éducation pour la santé). Aucun document de prévention n’est
disponible en France à cette même date.


Que dit la MILDT sur l’e-cigarette ?

Aucun document sur l’e-cigarette n’apparaît au printemps 2013 sur le site de la Mildt142 (Mission
interministérielle de lutte contre la drogue et la toxicomanie) mais elle suit le dossier avec la
DGS.
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4.5 Que disent les parlementaires sur l’e-cigarette ?
4.5.1 Qu’ont dit les députés sur l’e-cigarette (amendements, questions orales) ?
Parmi les très nombreuses questions des parlementaires, 15 sont en fait des doublons relatifs à
la « nicotine substance vénéneuse » et n’ont, à notre avis, que peu d’intérêt. Le Gouvernement a
fait une réponse unique adaptée au caractère très orienté de la question.
Au cours de la treizième législature, 9 questions provenant de divers parlementaires ont été
posées :


Mme Dominique Orliac et M. Jean Mallot posent une question générale sur la position
du Gouvernement sur l’e-cigarette en référence celle de l’Afssaps.



Mme Muriel Marland-Militello pose trois questions sur la qualité du produit, la vente en
pharmacie et les produits dérivés. La réponse du Gouvernement souligne certains
manquements.

Les premières investigations menées par les différentes administrations concernées
(Afssaps, DGDDI, Direction générale de la concurrence, DGCCRF) ont mis en évidence
que la majorité des cigarettes électroniques ne répondaient pas aux dispositions de
la législation en vigueur en matière de médicaments, d’étiquetage de substances
dangereuses ou de compatibilité électromagnétique. Ainsi les anomalies suivantes
ont-elles été constatées :
- la présence de nicotine dans les cartouches ou les recharges, à des quantités
dépassant souvent la quantité annoncée ;
- la mise en vente de diffuseurs électroniques ne respectant pas les dispositions du
décret n° 2006-1278 du 18 octobre 2006 relatif à la compatibilité électromagnétique
des équipements électriques et électroniques ;
- l’importation de produits qui ne bénéficient pas d’une AMM en tant que
médicament alors qu’ils revendiquent le sevrage tabagique ou contiennent une
quantité de nicotine supérieure à 10 mg dans les cartouches ou 20 mg/ml dans les
recharges e-liquides.
Les services de la DGCCRF ont enquêté, au cours du second semestre 2011, auprès
d’entreprises responsables de la mise sur le marché de ces produits, d’exploitants de
sites Internet de vente à distance, de pharmacies, de grossistes-répartiteurs et
d’autres distributeurs. Des prélèvements ont été prévus afin d’être analysés par les
laboratoires communs DGDDI/DGCCRF de Strasbourg et d’Oullins. Les résultats de
ces contrôles seront disponibles prochainement.
En coordination avec les administrations sanitaires et les douanes, les services de la
DGCCRF ont enquêté auprès d’entreprises responsables de la mise sur le marché de
ces produits, de responsables de sites Internet, de pharmacies, de grossistesrépartiteurs et d’autres distributeurs. Des prélèvements ont été prévus afin d’être
analysés par les laboratoires communs aux douanes et à la répression des fraudes
de Strasbourg et d’Oullins. Les résultats de ces contrôles seront disponibles avant la
fin de l’année. L’attention du Conseil national de l’ordre des pharmaciens a été
appelée sur le fait que les cigarettes électroniques ne pouvaient pas être vendues
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dans les pharmacies d’officine et il lui a été demandé de bien vouloir diffuser cette
information auprès des officines.

Mme Marie-Jo Zimmermann pose la question de l’utilisation d’e-cigarettes dans les lieux nonfumeurs. La réponse est un peu hors sujet et ne répond pas au tabagisme passif.

Par ailleurs, il convient de rappeler que toute publicité pour ce type de produit serait
assimilable à une publicité indirecte en faveur des produits du tabac, en raison de la
présentation évoquant une cigarette, comme le prévoit l’article L. 3511-4 du Code de
la santé publique, et il tomberait sous le coup de l’interdiction prévue à l’article L.
511-3 du même code. Enfin, si le caractère de sevrage tabagique n’est pas
revendiqué et que la cartouche ne contient aucune substance susceptible d’être
qualifiée de médicament (y compris de la nicotine), la cigarette électronique relève
de la réglementation sur la sécurité générale des produits, dans le champ de
compétence de la DGCCRF.
Or, à ce jour, aucun fabricant ou importateur ne dispose d’une AMM pour ce type de
produits. Ils s’exposent donc aux sanctions prévues par la réglementation applicable
aux médicaments. À la demande de la Direction générale de la santé (DGS), l’Agence
française de sécurité sanitaire des produits de santé (Afssaps) procède à une
évaluation approfondie des risques en prenant en considération les compositions, la
pureté des substances chimiques inhalées par l’intermédiaire des cigarettes
électroniques, les quantités délivrées au regard notamment des populations
vulnérables telles que les personnes âgées et les femmes enceintes. Dans l’attente
de données complémentaires, la plus grande prudence est recommandée aux
utilisateurs de cigarettes électroniques.

M. Jean-Claude Fruteau pose deux questions sur tous les aspects de l’e-cigarette. Il reçoit une
réponse tout aussi générale.
Lors de la quatorzième législature, M. Hervé Feron n’a pas obtenu de réponse sur sa question
précise posée le 25 février 2013 concernant le statut de l’e-cigarette en France.

4.5.2 Qu’ont dit les sénateurs sur l’e-cigarette (amendements, questions orales) ?
Les sénateurs ont posé de nombreuses questions au Gouvernement à propos de l’e-cigarette.
Comme pour les députés, 6 questions sont quasiment la copie conforme de celle concernant la
« nicotine vénéneuse ».

Réglementation applicable aux cigarettes électroniques : Question posée par M.
Jean Louis Masson
M. Jean Louis Masson attire l’attention de Mme la ministre de la Santé et des sports
sur le fait que des cigarettes électroniques sont actuellement mises sur le marché. Il
souhaiterait savoir si l’article R. 3511-1 du Code de la santé publique s’applique à ce
type de cigarettes et notamment si celles-ci peuvent être fumées dans les lieux
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publics. Les fabricants répondent par l’affirmative et les sites Internet en vantent les
mérites. Il lui demande donc de clarifier la situation.
Réponse du Gouvernement
En France, dès lors que le fabricant revendique une utilisation des cigarettes
électroniques dans le sevrage tabagique, que la cartouche insérée contienne ou non
de la nicotine, ces cigarettes électroniques sont soumises à l’autorisation de mise sur
le marché (AMM). Il en est de même, sans allégation de sevrage tabagique, lorsque
les cigarettes électroniques contiennent plus de 10 mg de nicotine. Or, à ce jour,
aucun fabricant ou importateur ne dispose d’une AMM pour ce type de produits. Ils
s’exposent donc aux sanctions prévues par la réglementation applicable aux
médicaments.
À la demande de la Direction générale de la santé (DGS), l’Agence française de
sécurité sanitaire des produits de santé (Afssaps) procède à une évaluation
approfondie des risques en prenant en considération les compositions, la pureté des
substances chimiques inhalées par l’intermédiaire des cigarettes électroniques, les
quantités délivrées au regard notamment des populations vulnérables telles que les
personnes âgées et les femmes enceintes. Dans l’attente de données
complémentaires, la plus grande prudence est recommandée aux utilisateurs de
cigarettes électroniques.

Une question a été posée par M. Hervé Maurey ; au 25 février 2013, elle est en attente de
réponse du ministère des Affaires sociales et de la Santé.
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4.6 D’autres instances s’expriment-elles sur l’e-cigarette en
France ?
4.6.1 Que dit la Cour des comptes sur l’e-cigarette dans son rapport aux
parlementaires sur les politiques de santé 2012 sur l’e-cigarette ?
Voici les éléments développés dans son rapport par la Cour des comptes143 :

COMMUNICATION AU PRESIDENT DE L’ASSEMBLEE NATIONALE POUR LE COMITE
D’EVALUATION ET DE CONTROLE DES POLITIQUES PUBLIQUES ARTICLE L 132-5 DU
CODE DES JURIDICTIONS FINANCIERES
Rapport d’évaluation Les politiques de lutte contre le tabagisme Décembre 2012
Pages 32 et 33 : Une alternative trompeuse : consommer des produits réputés «
moins nocifs » La promotion ou l’annonce de produits du tabac présentés comme «
moins nocifs » constitue la principale stratégie que les fabricants tentent d’opposer
à la nécessité sanitaire d’une réduction de la consommation de tabac. Après les
cigarettes avec filtre et les cigarettes dites « légères », dont la moindre nocivité n’a
jamais été démontrée et ne saurait être invoquée licitement (article L. 3511-6 du
Code de santé publique), les efforts portent actuellement sur la promotion de
produits non combustibles (« snus », cigarette électronique).
Page 34 : Quant aux « cigarettes électroniques », elles ne sont pas considérées
comme des traitements par substituts nicotinique (TSN) et les avis divergent aussi
bien sur leur efficacité en termes de sevrage que sur leur éventuelle nocivité. En
France, leur statut au regard de la réglementation des médicaments reste peu
cohérente. En tout état de cause, dans un souci de prudence sanitaire, l’Afssaps a
dès mai 2011 déconseillé l’usage de la cigarette électronique et l’Ordre des
pharmaciens a de son côté souligné que ces ventes en pharmacie n’étaient pas
autorisées. Au plan européen, la France a pris parti en faveur d’une politique de
dissuasion de l’usage de la cigarette électronique.
Note 22 L’Agence nationale de sécurité du médicament continue à recommander de
ne pas consommer ces produits.
Note 23 La cigarette électronique consiste en un tube ressemblant à une cigarette
conventionnelle. Elle contient une cartouche rechargeable. Selon la quantité de
nicotine contenue dans la cartouche, et la concentration de nicotine contenue dans
la solution de recharge, la cigarette électronique est considérée comme un
médicament ou comme un produit de consommation ordinaire. Celles supposées
être des médicaments n’ont néanmoins pas fait l’objet d’une demande
d’autorisation de mise sur le marché.
Note 24 Communiqué de l’Afssaps du 30 mai 2011, rappelant qu’aucune cigarette
électronique n’a reçu d’autorisation de mise sur le marché (AMM). À cette occasion,
le Conseil national de l’Ordre des pharmaciens rappelait que « Les cigarettes
électroniques ne font pas partie de la liste arrêtée par le ministre concernant les
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produits dont il peut être fait commerce dans les officines. Dès lors, il est pour nous
anormal de trouver des cigarettes électroniques dans les pharmacies. »
Pages 46-47 : En toute hypothèse, la réflexion communautaire se poursuit
notamment sur le champ futur de la réglementation européenne (avec notamment
une extension aux cigarettes aromatisées, aux cigarettes électroniques, à la chicha,
à la vente sur Internet ou dans les duty free…), sur les modes de réduction de
l’attractivité du tabac (avec la question du paquetage et de la présentation des
points de vente) et de son accessibilité (notamment aux mineurs).

4.6.2 Que dit le CSA sur l’e-cigarette ?
Le CSA (Conseil supérieur de l’audiovisuel) a de longue date une position claire sur les produits
du tabac144. L’apparition de séquences de promotion de l’e-cigarette dans certaines émissions de
télévision ou sur d’autres médias145, le vapotage des présentateurs sur les plateaux nous a
conduits en février 2013 à questionner le CSA pour avis. Le 14 mars 2013, nous avons été
conviés à nous exprimer dans le cadre d’une audition au sein du groupe de travail « Publicité et
protection des consommateurs » présidé par Christine Kelly, membre du CSA. L’OFT a reçu le 13
mai 2013 un courrier l’informant que le CSA ne manquerait pas de lui faire part des suites
données à ce dossier.
Christine Kelly s’est exprimée sur le sujet à l’antenne, répondant à une question posée par JeanMarc Morandini sur D8 : « Je ne sais pas, il faut que j’étudie la question ».
Les présentateurs continuent à utiliser l’e-cigarette sur les plateaux et sont un peu désemparés
de ne pas avoir de ligne de conduite claire de la part du CSA.
Un sketch de l’émission On ne demande qu’à en rire, animée par Laurent Ruquier, faisait en
septembre 2012 la promotion de l’e-cigarette et l’animateur lui-même continue depuis à vanter
longuement le produit à l’antenne.
Dans l’émission de Thierry Ardisson Salut les terriens du 23 février 2013 sur Canal+, Christine
Kelly questionnée sur le sujet ne s’est pas opposée à ce que l’on utilise l’e-cigarette sur le
plateau. L’association DNF a alors saisi le CSA considérant que l’e-cigarette était également
concernée par la délibération du CSA en date du 17 juin 2008 qui rappelle qu’il est interdit de
fumer sur les plateaux et lors des émissions diffusées à l’antenne. Bien que l’association DNF
concède qu’il puisse exister des contestations sur le fait que l’e-cigarette se fume ou pas, elle
considère que la simulation de l’acte de fumer met le responsable des lieux devant l’infraction
prévue au numéral 3 de l’article R.3512-2 du Code de la santé publique : « favoriser, sciemment,
par quelque moyen que ce soit, la violation de cette interdiction ». DNF attend la réponse du CSA.
Si un texte prohibant l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette là où il est interdit de fumer, du type de celui
adopté par la Belgique, le Luxembourg ou Malte, est adopté par le Gouvernement français, l’avis
du CSA ne sera plus nécessaire et vapoter sur un plateau de télévision sera clairement proscrit.
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Délibération n° 2008-51 du 17 juin 2008 relative à l’exposition des produits du tabac, des boissons alcooliques et
des drogues illicites à l’antenne des services de radiodiffusion et de télévision /www.csa.fr/Espacejuridique/Deliberations-et-recommandations-du-CSA/Recommandations-et-deliberations-du-CSA-relatives-a-dautres-sujets/Deliberation-du-17-juin-2008-relative-a-l-exposition-des-produits-du-tabac-des-boissonsalcooliques-et-des-drogues-illicites-a-l-antenne
www.numero23.fr/programmes/hondelatte-dimanche/emission-du-17-mars-2013/#video-id-xy7wqq
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Avec la législation actuelle, les vapoteurs y sont a priori en infraction bien qu’il puisse exister des
contestations sur la composition du produit exhalé par les utilisateurs en « fumant » cette ecigarette dans un lieu où fumer est interdit (article R.3511-1 du Code de la santé publique) et la
simulation de l’acte de fumer correspond à la définition de l’article R.3512-2 3° du Code de la
santé publique concernant le tabagisme « favoriser, sciemment, par quelque moyen que ce soit,
la violation de cette interdiction ».
À suivre…

4.6.3 Que dit le Centre national du cinéma (CNC) sur l’e-cigarette ?
À Hollywood des voix s’élèvent pour protester contre le placement de l’e-cigarette au cinéma
[101]. La plupart des films produits en France bénéficient de l’avance sur recettes du CNC. Le
CNC146 a pris position contre le placement du tabac au cinéma et refuse de soutenir des films
dont il sait qu’ils ont été financés par l’industrie du tabac ou pour lequel un placement de
produit du tabac a été fait.
Des études prouvent l’efficacité de ces placements pour inciter le spectateur à consommer, en
particulier les jeunes. De tels placements constituent également une manière indirecte de
continuer à promouvoir la place de la cigarette et des produits du tabac au sein de notre société.
Dans le film Le Touriste147, Johnny Depp explique longuement à Angelina Jolie le fonctionnement
de sa cigarette électronique.
L’OFT a écrit en janvier 2013 au CNC pour connaître sa position. Aucune réponse n’a été reçue à
ce jour.

4.6.4 Que dit le Conseil national de l’ordre des pharmaciens sur l’e-cigarette ?
Le Conseil national de l’ordre des pharmaciens, tout comme le Gouvernement, a rappelé à deux
reprises l’interdiction (la non-autorisation) faite aux pharmaciens de vendre des e-cigarettes, en
diffusant correctement l’information.
Ce que disent les conseillers du CNOP sur l’e-cigarette et la vente en pharmacie :

Xavier Desmas, conseiller au CNOPH représentant la section A, celle des titulaires
d’officines, se veut extrêmement clair : « La position du Conseil national de l’Ordre
est simple. Les cigarettes électroniques ne font pas partie de la liste arrêtée par le
ministre concernant les produits dont il peut être fait commerce dans les officines.
Dès lors, il est pour nous anormal de trouver des cigarettes électroniques dans les
pharmacies. »
Il n’est pourtant pas rare de voir des pharmaciens proposer ces cigarettes. Certains
même les disposent bien en évidence sur leur comptoir, près des caisses. « Ils
contreviennent aux règles du Code de la santé publique, et à ce titre ils peuvent être
poursuivis », renchérit Xavier Desmas.

146
147

www.cnc.fr
www.wat.tv/embedframe/198477chuPP3r5586959
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Selon lui, cet état de fait tient principalement à un manque d’informations. « Je
l’expliquerais plus par la méconnaissance que par toute autre volonté. Le
communiqué de l’Afssaps va leur rappeler le positionnement de ce type de produit. À
notre niveau, nous allons publier un article sur les cigarettes électroniques dans
notre prochain bulletin ».

Est-ce qu’un pharmacien a le droit de vendre des cigarettes électroniques ?

Les cigarettes électroniques font l’objet d’une publicité abondante auprès du public.
Contrairement aux informations qui sont véhiculées par les réseaux qui les
commercialisent, leur vente est interdite en pharmacie. La cigarette électronique est
composée d’une batterie, d’un microprocesseur, d’un pulvérisateur et d’une
cartouche destinée à être vaporisée. Cette dernière comprend un solvant à base de
propylène glycol ou de glycérol pouvant contenir de la nicotine, ou des substances
aromatiques à base d’additifs alimentaires ou d’arômes artificiels.
L’officine est l’établissement affecté à la dispensation au détail des médicaments et
seules certaines catégories de marchandises peuvent y être vendues. Les cigarettes
électroniques n’appartiennent à aucune de ces catégories :
- ce ne sont pas des médicaments (pas d’AMM). Elles ne peuvent donc pas
revendiquer une aide au sevrage tabagique ;
- ce ne sont pas des dispositifs médicaux (pas de marquage « CE »). Aucun contrôle
institutionnel de la qualité ou des dosages des matières premières utilisées n’est
assuré.

En savoir plus :
• Arrêté du 15 février 2002 modifié
• www.afssaps.fr
• Bulletin des vigilances n° 51 (sept. 2010)
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4.7 Qui influence le marché des e-cigarettes dans notre société ?
4.7.1 Existe-t-il des
pharmaceutique ?

liens

entre

fabricants

d’e-cigarettes

et

industrie

À ce jour aucun lien n’a été identifié.
Actuellement c’est plutôt l’industrie du tabac qui investit dans les e-cigarettes, traduisant le fait
que le développement de l’e-cigarette se fera plutôt comme celui d’un produit voisin du tabac,
pour fumer autrement, plutôt que comme celui d’un produit d’arrêt du tabac.
Ce désintérêt de l’industrie pharmaceutique rend incertaines d’éventuelles recherches vers une
e-cigarette médicament, mais les décisions peuvent se prendre vite. Rappelons que l’industrie
du tabac mène au Royaume-Uni une démarche pour que l’e-cigarette devienne un médicament,
ce qui contribue à semer un peu plus la confusion autour des produits contenant de la nicotine,
à l’instar de ce qu’elle a toujours fait depuis plus de 60 ans, repoussant sans cesse les limites de
ses pratiques.
Une seule compagnie de cigarettes électronique a demandé une AMM au Royaume-Uni ; il s’agit
de la société Intellicig® qui a été rachetée fin 2012 par British American Tobacco.
Une demande d’homologation auprès de la MHRA (Agence britannique du médicament) de 2012
devrait aboutir en 2013. Cette e-cigarette sera ainsi dotée du statut substitut nicotinique.
Le groupe d’experts du présent rapport ne s’est pas penché de façon approfondie sur la voie
d’une e-cigarette pharmaceutique qui est bien bornée et qui ne relève pas de sa réflexion. Mais
si cette piste devait se développer, elle ne devrait pas être unique si l’on ne veut pas assister au
retour massif des vapoteurs vers la cigarette.

4.7.2 Existe-t-il des liens entre fabricants d’e-cigarettes et multinationales du tabac ?

4.7.2.1 Que sait-on des politiques de Big Tobacco vis-à-vis de l’e-cigarette ?
Les premières e-cigarettes n’ont pas été conçues par l’industrie du tabac. Ce n’est que devant le
succès de l’e-cigarette que l’on a vu les compagnies du tabac s’intéresser au produit.
Plusieurs raisons à cet intérêt, liées au produit lui-même et à l’image du tabac dans la société [2]
qu’ils s’acharnent à promouvoir depuis des décennies :


Si l’e-cigarette permettait de détourner les fumeurs de la cigarette, il y aurait danger
pour le business du tabac. Pour les industriels, il serait alors vital d’acheter les
compagnies d’e-cigarettes afin de les contrôler et faire en sorte que l’e-cigarette soit le
moins efficace possible dans l’arrêt du tabac.



Si le produit était seulement une nouvelle façon de fumer, une façon de fumer
autrement, les industriels pourraient le considérer comme un nouveau produit du tabac
et en assurer de façon contrôlée le développement comme elle tente de le faire avec le
snus (tabac oral).



Mais dans toutes les hypothèses, l’apparition d’un nouveau produit voisin du tabac,
même s’il n’en contient pas, est un moyen de rajeunir le produit, de détourner le débat
et de maintenir les fantasmes d’un tabac non dangereux entretenu par les cigarettiers
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depuis 60 ans [102]. Un récent article scientifique sur la réduction du risque tabagique,
sponsorisé par l’industrie du tabac et plaçant l’e-cigarette en bonne position [103]
illustre bien cette stratégie.

4.7.2.2 Quel est l’investissement des grands cigarettiers dans les e-cigarettes ?
Les grandes compagnies de tabac depuis la fin de l’année 2012 sont toutes en voie de contrôler
des compagnies d’e-cigarettes. En voici quelques exemples.


Lorillard Technologies (Kent, Newport) une des principales compagnies américaines de
tabac a acheté en 2012 une importante entreprise américaine d’e-cigarettes (blu eCigs®)
pour 135 millions de dollars ce qui a considérablement renforcé le marché de la
marque148. blu eCigs® avait réalisé 30 millions de dollars de bénéfices en 2011.



R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company (Camel) teste sous le nom de marque Vuse® une ecigarette sophistiquée et a racheté la marque d’e-cigarettes Niconovum®, créée en 2000
par Karl Fagerström qui s’est lancé dans le marché de la cigarette électronique.



Philip Morris USA a acheté en 2011, le brevet d’un inhalateur de pyruvate de nicotine149.



Swisher, un fabricant de cigares américain a lancé une e-cigarette sous la marque eSwisher®.



Imperial Tobacco (Gauloises, Gitanes, Peter Stuyvesant) a investi dans une compagnie de
cigarettes électroniques dont le nom n’a pas été divulgué.



R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company a récemment mis au point plusieurs produits sans
fumée (sachets de tabac, pastilles, etc.) et une gomme à la nicotine de marque Zonnic®.



British American Tobacco (Lucky Strike, Pall Mall) a récemment créé la compagnie
Nicoventures qui développe de nouveaux produits de nicotine sans fumée.



Altria, le fabricant des cigarettes Marlboro, vient de lancer un disque de nicotine appelé
Verve® qui ne contient pas de tabac et qui n’est pas réglementé par la FDA,
contrairement à la pastille à la nicotine à laquelle il ressemble beaucoup.



Japan Tobacco a signé un accord avec la société américaine Ploom pour commercialiser
des vaporisateurs qui chauffent le tabac et permettent de vaporiser la nicotine.

4.7.3 Y a-t-il un lobby organisé de l’e-cigarette en France, en Europe et dans le
monde ?

4.7.3.1 Quel est le lobby des fabricants d’e-cigarettes ?


En Europe, le seul lobbyiste officiel des fabricants d’e-cigarettes est ECITA (Electronic
Cigarette Industry Trade Association)150. Cette organisation apparaît sur la liste des
lobbyistes de l’Europe selon le CEO151 (Corporate Europe Observatory, Observatoire de
l’Europe industrielle) chargé de suivre les lobbyistes européens. ECITA possède un site

148

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304723304577365723851497152.html
www.cbsnews.com/8301-505123_162-57581401/marlboro-maker-altria-to-jump-into-e-cigarettes/
150
www.ecita.org.uk
151
http://corporateeurope.org/publications/mapping-tobacco-lobby-brussels-smoky-business
149
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Internet et des bureaux à Bruxelles. Sa présidente est Katherine Devlin. Les principaux
fabricants n’apparaissent pas dans la liste des membres. On ignore à ce jour comment
est organisé le lobbying mais la Commission européenne et le Parlement sont sollicités à
propose de l’e-cigarette. Les membres fondateurs d’ECITA sont tous des acteurs
britanniques152. L’association comprend maintenant de nombreuses autres
organisations.


Au niveau international, la TVECA (Tobacco Vapor Electronic Cigarette Association)153 a
été créée en avril 2011.

4.7.3.2 Le lobby indirect par l’industrie du tabac ou pharmaceutique existe-t-il ?


Depuis mars 2013, le lobby des buralistes tente de récupérer la vente de l’e-cigarette.
Jusqu’à présent, il s’était contenté de la proposer dans ses réseaux mais sans véritable
promotion, plutôt même en déconseillant le produit qui selon les buralistes « ne marche
pas ». Le numéro de mars 2013 du magazine professionnel La Revue des tabacs fait pour
la première fois une bonne place à l’e-cigarette et le député Thierry Lazaro, l’un des
rédacteurs du « plan d’avenir des buralistes », annonce déposer un projet de loi pour
donner aux buralistes le monopole de la distribution. Ce lobby des buralistes est en lien
direct avec ceux de l’industrie du tabac.



Aucun lobby de l’industrie pharmaceutique en faveur des e-cigarettes n’a été identifié
car celle-ci n’a pas de politique claire à défendre dans ce domaine en mai 2013, mais les
choses peuvent changer très vite.



Les professionnels de santé ont des opinions et des attitudes très diverses et
n’apparaissent pas comme des soutiens indirects ou directs de l’industrie
pharmaceutique qui est attentiste envers l’e-cigarette.

4.7.4. Les groupes de consommateurs ont-ils un rôle significatif ?
L’e-cigarette est apparue lors du développement des réseaux sociaux et d’Internet. Comme tous
les phénomènes de mode qui se propagent grâce à la circulation de l’information, sa diffusion
était au départ très confidentielle mais elle s’est intensifiée grâce à la mise en place de réseaux
d’initiés, de blogs et de sites dédiés.
Il est difficile de distinguer dans ce développement la part qui revient à l’action désintéressée
des réseaux sociaux de celle attribuée à l’utilisation de ces mêmes réseaux par les fabricants ou
tout autre groupe ayant un intérêt financier au développement de l’e-cigarette. Ces réseaux
véhiculent indiscutablement des connaissances et aident à l’apprentissage des novices, au
décryptage des données mais aussi à la promotion du produit et de son utilisation selon des
techniques très voisines d’un pays à l’autre.
Ces réseaux, constitués de nombreux utilisateurs très actifs sur les forums de discussion sur le
Web ou dans des associations, ont renforcé chez les vapoteurs le sentiment d’appartenir à une
communauté d’initiés qui font volontiers de la conversion des fumeurs de tabac vers l’ecigarette une véritable « mission ».
152

153

Membres ECITA : Decadent Vapours
http://www.be9.net/decadentvapours/
E-lites
http://www.elites.co.uk/ Liberty Flights http://www.liberty-flights.co.uk/ Liberro http://www.liberro.co.uk/ Mirage Cigarettes
http://www.miragecigarettes.co.uk/shop/ Vapestick http://www.vapestick.co.uk/http://www.forumecigarette.com
www.tveca.com/
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Aux États-Unis, les associations d’utilisateurs sont très actives auprès des politiques et ont
soutenu différentes études scientifiques. Comme le souligne Etter [83], de tels groupes de
consommateurs sont rares pour d’autres produits ou dans d’autres domaines de la santé, des
soins médicaux ou de la prévention en général. Mais, dans certains pays, ces utilisateurs militent
pour la prise de nicotine, un produit addictif. Si tout le prosélytisme est actuellement tourné vers
les fumeurs de cigarettes et le produit présenté comme un moyen de continuer à « fumer plus
sain », il faut garder à l’esprit que plus la nicotine sera disponible dans notre société, plus de
jeunes non-fumeurs risqueront de l’adopter.
L’arrivée de Big Tobacco dans cet univers ne peut qu’inquiéter quand on connaît la façon dont
par le passé les industriels du tabac ont su organiser le détournement de la préoccupation
citoyenne au profit de la défense de leurs intérêts.
Les deux grands forums d’utilisateurs, indépendants des fabricants en France sont le « grand
forum »154 (plus de 30 000 membres au printemps 2013) et le « petit forum »155 (plus de 4 000
membres à la même date). Ils ont globalement un discours responsable vis-à-vis du produit et de
son usage qu’ils tentent d’améliorer et déclarent : « Nous sommes des utilisateurs satisfaits de
leur choix. Cependant, nous ne sommes ni des activistes ni des lobbyistes. Nous ne souhaitons
pas convaincre les fumeurs de nous rejoindre. Ni attirer des non-fumeurs ». Les responsables de
ces forums et d’autres acteurs indépendants se sont fédérés pour créer l’Association
indépendante des utilisateurs de cigarette électronique (AIDUCE)156. Ces clubs d’utilisateurs ont
d’ailleurs été utilisés par certains scientifiques pour mieux connaître la consommation.

154

www.forum-ecigarette.com
www.ecigarette-public.com
156
www.aiduce.fr
155
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4.8 Quelles sont les réglementations en place ou envisageables
pour les e-cigarettes ?
4.8.1 Quelles sont les hypothèses d’évolution de la réglementation des e-cigarettes
en France et en Europe ?


L’hypothèse de l’interdiction totale

Cette hypothèse concevable il y a trois ans semble difficilement envisageable aujourd’hui du
fait de la forte pénétration du produit dans notre pays. Dans les faits, l’e-cigarette est
présente dans la plupart des pays même là où elle est interdite. La prohibition est a priori
peu efficace (tout comme l’a été la prohibition de l’alcool aux États-Unis entre les deux
guerres mondiales du XXe siècle).


L’hypothèse d’une réglementation comme produit du tabac

De rares pays ont plus ou moins réglementé l’e-cigarette au motif qu’elle était par certains
de ses aspects assimilable à un produit du tabac. Malte, la Belgique et le Luxembourg
appliquent à l’e-cigarette la législation du tabac (interdiction de l’utiliser là où il est interdit
de fumer).


L’hypothèse d’un produit pharmaceutique

Par nature, pour l’arrêt du tabac, l’e-cigarette avec nicotine pourrait être considérée comme
un médicament, mais encore faudrait-il qu’elle obtienne l’enregistrement comme
médicament pour obtenir ce statut. Certains pays européens tels l’Autriche, ont décidé que
ce statut était le seul possible pour l’e-cigarette contenant de la nicotine et l’ont interdit
aussi longtemps qu’elle n’aurait pas d’AMM. Cette hypothèse purement pharmaceutique
aurait été envisageable à l’arrivée du produit il y a cinq ans ; aujourd’hui, avec plus de
5 millions d’utilisateurs réguliers en Europe, son application serait difficile et incomplète. En
2016, date attendue de sa mise en place, elle fera immanquablement l’objet de
détournement par les dizaines de millions de consommateurs d’e-cigarettes en Europe.
Toute réglementation de substance addictive doit être pragmatique et applicable.


L’hypothèse d’un produit de consommation courante

Cette hypothèse n’est clairement pas souhaitable pour tous les produits contenant de la
nicotine, car il ne s’agit pas d’un produit de consommation courante. Les cigarettes,
cartouches ou recharges sans nicotine posent un problème spécifique et pourraient ou non
rester dans cette catégorie. Il est gênant de laisser les e-cigarettes et leurs e-liquides dans
des classes de produits différentes en fonction de leur contenu en nicotine.
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e-cigarette jetable ou
cartouche avec nicotine
Produit de consommation courante
Produit du tabac
Dispositif médical
Médicament
Produit contenant de la nicotine
Produit similaire au tabac

Non
Éventuellement
Non
Oui
Oui
Oui

e-cigarette réutilisable à
e-cigarette jetable ou
cartouche
cartouche sans nicotine
interchangeable
Éventuellement
Oui
Éventuellement
Non
Oui
Oui
Éventuellement
Non
Non
Non
Oui
Oui

TABLEAU 22 : AVANTAGE ET INCONVENIENTS DE DIFFERENTES OPTIONS DE CLASSIFICATION DES E-CIGARETTES

La notion de classe des PCN (produits contenant de la nicotine) évoquée par le projet de
directive des produits du tabac pourrait être reprise dans un autre contexte et être élargie aux
produits qui évoquent par leur forme ou leur utilisation la cigarette ou les autres produits du
tabac.
Il est proposé une classe « de produits évoquant le tabagisme » (PET) qui contiendrait tout ce qui
n’est ni tabac, ni médicament, ni dispositif médical, et qui soit contiendrait de la nicotine, soit
ressemblerait à un produit du tabac, ou encore aurait une utilisation qui évoque le tabagisme.
On pourrait faire entrer dans cette catégorie toutes les e-cigarettes, mais aussi les cigarettes
chocolat ou chewing-gum par exemple, et laisser la porte ouverte à d’autres produits qui
seraient inventés dans le futur et qui par leur forme, leur contenu ou leur utilisation pourraient
évoquer un produit du tabac.
Il serait nécessaire que des juristes confirment que cette réglementation spécifique doit passer
obligatoirement par la voie législative.
La législation actuelle réglemente déjà la publicité indirecte en faveur des produits du tabac
(article L.3511-3 et L.3511-4) et donc la publicité pour l’e-cigarette. Ainsi la loi actuelle interdit
clairement la publicité pour l’e-cigarette qui est de fait une publicité indirecte pour le tabac.
Cette interdiction n’a qu’une exception dans un cadre étroit : le lieu de vente et quand il s’agit
d’un buraliste.

Article L.3511-3 du Code de la santé publique :
La propagande où la publicité, directe ou indirecte, en faveur du tabac, des produits
du tabac ou des ingrédients définis au deuxième alinéa de l'article L. 3511-1 ainsi
que … sont interdites.
Ces dispositions ne s'appliquent pas aux enseignes des débits de tabac, ni aux
affichettes disposées à l'intérieur de ces établissements, non visibles de l'extérieur, à
condition que ces enseignes ou ces affichettes soient conformes à des
caractéristiques définies par arrêté interministériel.
Article L.3511-3 du Code de la santé publique :
Est considérée comme propagande ou publicité indirecte la propagande ou la
publicité en faveur d'un organisme, d'un service, d'une activité, d'un produit ou d'un
article autre que le tabac, un produit du tabac ou un ingrédient défini au deuxième
alinéa de l'article L. 3511-1 lorsque, par son graphisme, sa présentation, l'utilisation
d'une marque, d'un emblème publicitaire ou un autre signe distinctif, elle rappelle le
tabac, un produit du tabac ou un ingrédient défini au deuxième alinéa de l'article L.
3511-1.
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La modification du décret existant sur l’interdiction de fumer permettrait simplement de clarifier
l’interdiction d’utiliser l’e-cigarette là où il est interdit de fumer. En revanche, pour réglementer
de façon cohérente la commercialisation des e-cigarettes, la voie législative est a priori
nécessaire.

4.8.2 Comment éviter l’accès des e-cigarettes aux non-fumeurs ?


Chez le fumeur, l’e-cigarette a probablement une place

Malgré l’absence de données suffisantes, l’hypothèse selon laquelle les e-cigarettes pourraient
être un bénéfice pour les fumeurs – en alternance avec ses cigarettes ordinaires ou dans
l’objectif d’un sevrage – est acceptable sur le plan individuel. Mais chez ces utilisateurs, l’ecigarette, associée à une image plus saine du tabac, maintient la dépendance à la nicotine, de
même que l’on peut craindre, chez un fumeur sevré mais nostalgique de ses shoots de nicotine,
la tentation de reprendre une consommation jugée « à moindre risque ».


Éviter l’accès des non-fumeurs aux e-cigarettes

Cette éviction prend toute son importance chez les enfants et les adolescents.
La vente des e-cigarettes doit être interdite aux mineurs comme l’est celle du tabac ou de
l’alcool, y compris sur Internet. Une étude suggère d’ailleurs que cette interdiction est d’autant
plus efficace qu’elle est bien appliquée !
Les points de vente d’e-cigarettes doivent être limités et la commercialisation doit se faire dans
la mesure du possible dans des boutiques spécialisées. Ce pourrait être des magasins ne vendant
que des e-cigarettes (dont les vendeurs ont un véritable savoir-faire pour favoriser le bon usage
du produit), éventuellement des civettes (boutiques spécifiques pour la vente du tabac) ou des
bars-tabac. En tout état de cause, ce ne peut être des supermarchés (à côté des friandises à
hauteur des enfants).
La publicité dans la rue ou visible de la rue doit être interdite comme pour le tabac et celle sur le
lieu de vente doit suivre la réglementation applicable au tabac, et, à tout le moins, interdire les
images de matériels ressemblant aux cigarettes conventionnelles, aux marques ou produits du
tabac, ou véhiculant une image positive du tabac, qui constituent une publicité directe ou
indirecte.
Les placements et publicités dans les films, émissions de télévision, journaux et sur Internet
doivent être interdits comme pour le tabac dans les mêmes conditions que précédemment.
L’interdiction de les utiliser dans les endroits accessibles aux enfants (comme cela est fait pour le
tabac) est légitime au nom de l’exemplarité.
L’interdiction d’utiliser l’e-cigarette dans tous les endroits où il est interdit de fumer est adoptée
par un nombre croissant de pays (dont trois États européens) dans les mêmes conditions que
l’interdiction de fumer.

4.8.3 Comment bien informer les consommateurs sur les e-cigarettes ?

4.8.3.1 Quelles informations de sécurité porter dès maintenant sur les e-liquides ?
Les e-liquides vendus individuellement présentent dans une utilisation normale les mêmes
risques que ceux des e-cigarettes, mais révèlent en plus un risque d’accident lors des
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manipulations. Les vendeurs d’e-cigarettes, alors que l’e-cigarette est un produit de
consommation courante, doivent informer les consommateurs. La nicotine étant considérée
comme un produit dangereux selon les lois en vigueur, une information doit être fournie.

Selon la réglementation applicable dans tous les pays européens, si une substance
dangereuse est présente dans le mélange/préparation, le remplissage du e-liquide
doit être classé et étiqueté conformément à la législation appropriée : directive sur
les préparations dangereuses n°1999/45 (jusqu’en juin 2015) et CLP règlement
n° 1272/2008.
L’étiquette de l’e-liquide doit comporter les informations suivantes :
- Le nom, l’adresse et le numéro de téléphone du fournisseur ;
- La quantité nominale de la substance ou du mélange dans les emballages mis à
la disposition du grand public (sauf si cette quantité est précisée ailleurs sur
l’emballage) ;
- L’identification du produit (nicotine et autres substances dangereuses), nom
chimique et aucune identification (par exemple CAS, CE).

Le cas échéant, les pictogrammes de danger, mentions d’avertissement, phrases de
risque (phrases de risque), phrases de sécurité (conseils de prudence).

FIGURE 65 : PICTOGRAMMES DE DANGER, LISTES DES MENTIONS DE DANGER ET CONSEILS DE PRUDENCE SUR LE RISQUE
CHIMIQUE UTILISES ACTUELLEMENT ( SOURCE : INRS )

Les signaux actuels portés sur les flacons (voir Figure 65, tête de mort, croix de St André, et
dangereux pour l’environnement) vont être remplacés par les pictogrammes de la classification
CLP (Classification, Labelling and Packaging)157 repris sur la Figure 66.

157

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/chemicals/classification/index_fr.htm
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FIGURE 66 : FUTURS PICTOGRAMMES DE DANGER, LISTES DES MENTIONS DE DANGER ET CONSEILS DE PRUDENCE SUR LE
RISQUE CHIMIQUE ( SOURCE : INRS) 158

4.8.3.2 Quelles autres informations devraient être portées dès maintenant sur les e-liquides ?
Une information courte et générale est justifiée. Le contenu est à travailler sur le fond et la
forme.
Les recommandations doivent compléter les informations sur le produit données par le
fabricant.
Il convient de donner des informations générales :


sur le caractère addictif de la nicotine ;



sur le fait que l’on ne connaît pas les conséquences d’un vapotage à très long terme et
qu’il pourrait y avoir des effets encore inconnus sur la santé, même si ce risque est
inférieur au risque avéré du tabagisme ;



sur le fait que fumer durant la grossesse fait courir des risques bien documentés pour la
santé de l’enfant à venir, mais que l’absence de données suffisantes sur le vapotage
conduit au nom du principe de précaution à déconseiller l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette
durant la grossesse ;



sur le fait que l’e-cigarette ne doit pas être utilisée par des enfants ;



et décourager les non-fumeurs d’utiliser l’e-cigarette.

Il convient de donner des conseils aux utilisateurs :


sur le risque des manipulations des e-liquides :

o attention aux risques de renversements,
o stocker dans des lieux sécurisés,
o ne pas recharger n’importe où,
o ne pas faire soi-même ses mélanges sans extrêmes précautions ;


sur l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette :

o tenir la cigarette dirigée vers le bas pour éviter d’assécher l’atomiseur quand elle
est presque vide,
o arrêter d’utiliser avant que la cartouche soit complètement vide,
o comment et à qui signaler les dysfonctionnements de sa e-cigarette,
o comment et à qui signaler des effets secondaires indésirables ;
158

www.inrs.fr/accueil/produits/mediatheque/doc/outils.html?refINRS=outil30
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sur l’entretien de l’e-cigarette :

o ne pas utiliser la cartouche jusqu’à l’épuisement complet du e-liquide,
o arrêter d’utiliser sa e-cigarette si une odeur de brûlé est constatée car celle-ci est
associée à la formation de substances nocives,
o remplacer régulièrement les différents éléments ;


sur l’interdiction d’utiliser l’e-cigarette dans des lieux où il est interdit de fumer ;



sur les dangers à bricoler les batteries des e-cigarettes et les e-liquides.

Un texte bref rassemblant ces éléments doit être rédigé dans un langage compris de tous, mais
particulièrement des débutants, sur un format A5 ou inférieur afin de pouvoir être introduit
dans les emballages des produits.
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5.
Comment considérer l’avenir de l’e-cigarette dans notre
société ?
5.1 Que sait-on de l’apport éventuel de l’e-cigarette pour réduire
maintenant et demain le poids du tabagisme ?
5.1.1 Que disent les fabricants sur l’apport éventuel de l’e-cigarette pour réduire le
poids du tabagisme ?
L’e-cigarette est présentée par les fabricants comme une alternative au tabac permettant :


de réduire le risque du tabagisme, même sans diminution de consommation de nicotine,



de réduire le tabagisme,



d’arrêter le tabagisme,



d’éviter le retour au tabagisme.

Aucune publication n’aborde clairement le problème de la réduction du tabagisme sous ecigarette à l’exception des rapports de cas (trois cas rapportés par exemple par Camponnetto en
2011 [45]).
L’essai de Polosa [26], qui avait pour ambition de mettre en évidence une différence de taux
d’arrêt entre trois présentations d’e-cigarettes avec forte concentration, faible concentration et
sans nicotine, montre une réduction du tabagisme voisine dans les trois groupes. Les ecigarettes avaient en fait des taux de nicotine voisins malgré les étiquettes [26]. Globalement la
réduction du risque avec l’e-cigarette est hautement probable, même si elle reste à démontrer.
La Cochrane Collaboration [104] a imaginé comment évaluer les e-cigarettes mais n’a pu
conduire aucune analyse à ce jour en l’absence de données.
La réduction du tabagisme à court terme est rapportée par de nombreux utilisateurs.
La réduction à long terme est probable mais non documentée.
Les fabricants font la promotion du produit et non la promotion de la fin de la dépendance
nicotinique, ce qui est bien logique car ils défendent légitimement un marché.
Si les fabricants sont rachetés ou deviennent les cigarettiers, la vigilance s’imposera tout
particulièrement.

5.1.2 Quelle synthèse peut-on faire de la littérature sur l’apport éventuel de l’ecigarette pour réduire le poids du tabagisme ?


Il existe des publications rapportant des études historiques.

Des nombreuses publications non prospectives posent davantage de problèmes qu’elles n’en
résolvent [29, 43, 106-107].


Il existe un essai randomisé [26] mais les e-cigarettes utilisées se sont révélées
défectueuses dans un second temps.



Un essai est en cours en Nouvelle-Zélande.
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Il s’agit d’un essai randomisé sur l’arrêt du tabac avec l’e-cigarette.

L’essai ASCEND159 a inclut 653 fumeurs d’Auckland qui répondent aux critères d’éligibilité. L’ecigarette est testée versus patchs de nicotine. Les participants sont des fumeurs d’au moins 10
cigarettes par jour depuis 1 an ou plus, ils sont âgés de 18 ans et plus, ils souhaitent arrêter de
fumer.
Ils ont été randomisés en trois groupes :

o utilisateurs d’e-cigarette avec cartouches de 16 mg de nicotine,
o utilisateurs d’e-cigarette avec cartouches de 0 mg de nicotine,
o utilisateurs de patchs à la nicotine.
Tous les produits seront utilisés pendant 13 semaines. Les résultats sont attendus fin 2013 début
2014.
Premier critère de jugement : abstinence continue (standard Russell) à 6 mois après la date
d’arrêt, vérifiée par monoxyde de carbone expiré (CO <10 ppm).
Second critère de jugement : abstinence continue rapportée par les utilisateurs (avec prévalence
de l’abstinence à 7 jours) à 1, 3 et 6 mois après le jour d’arrêt, abstinence déclarée, utilisation de
tabac ou d’autres produits de désaccoutumance au cours de la période de traitement (du jour de
l’arrêt à 12 semaines après l’abandon du tabac); envies de fumer, symptômes de sevrage
tabagique, effets indésirables.
Il s’agit du premier essai d’efficacité de l’e-cigarette à ce jour. Plus de 50% des participants
avaient été randomisés lors de la réunion de la SRNT (Society for Research on Nicotine and
Tobacco160) Europe à Helsinki en 2012. Les principaux écueils sont les pannes de batterie
fréquentes et le renoncement des participants à l’essai.
Cette étude a été soutenue financièrement par le Health Research Council de Nouvelle-Zélande.
Les cigarettes électroniques utilisées au cours de l’essai ont été fournies par PGM International
Ltd.
D’autres essais sont lancés dans d’autres pays, mais aucun résultat n’est disponible à ce jour.

5.1.3 Quelle synthèse peut-on faire des décisions prises sur l’utilisation de l’ecigarette pour réduire le poids du tabagisme ?


À court terme

À court terme, l’e-cigarette est très probablement favorable pour la réduction des dommages
liés au tabac si elle s’adresse essentiellement à des fumeurs dépendants.
D’après les données disponibles, l’exposition des non-fumeurs apparaît plus faible que celle liée
au tabagisme passif car sans particules, monoxyde de carbone ou cancérigènes.
Un certain nombre de fumeurs s’arrêtent et d’autres réduisent leur consommation avec ecigarette allégeant probablement le poids du tabac à court et à moyen terme, sous réserve que
l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette ne soit que provisoire avant un arrêt complet.


159
160

À long terme

https://www.ctru.auckland.ac.nz/smokingiq/ascend.html
http://www.srnt.org
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Le bénéfice doit être le même qu’à court terme chez les anciens gros fumeurs, avec un petit
risque d’un retard à la réduction ou à l’arrêt lié à la perception que « fumer » n’est pas si
dangereux que cela et que de toute façon il y a un nouveau moyen de s’en sortir.
En revanche, en « normalisant » l’usage de la nicotine dans la société et en offrant d’autres voies
d’entrée dans le tabagisme, on ouvre également aux non-fumeurs une nouvelle porte vers le
tabac et sa dépendance.
En développant un discours autour de cigarettes « saines », on contribue à « renormaliser » le
tabac dans notre société.
Les mesures prises pour faciliter la mise à disposition de cette nicotine « plus propre » pour les
fumeurs et pour bloquer autant que faire se peut son accès aux non-fumeurs feront pencher la
balance côté bénéfice ou côté risque.
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5.2 Que sait-on du risque d’utilisation maintenant et demain de
l’e-cigarette par les non-fumeurs ?
5.2.1 Que disent les fabricants sur l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette par les non-fumeurs ?


Il existe un lourd passif (et présent) lié aux agissements de l’industrie du tabac.

Les fabricants de tabac ont toujours publiquement nié vouloir initier les adolescents au
tabagisme : « Nous vendons un produit pour adultes responsables ». Pourtant les documents de
l’industrie du tabac montrent clairement que la stratégie a de tout temps été de rendre les
adolescents dépendants à la cigarette afin d’en faire des consommateurs obligés à vie [107-108].
Les cigarettiers ont toujours essayé de mettre en avant des produits moins toxiques [92] pour
améliorer l’image du tabac.
La recherche d’une identité est importante lors de l’initiation à la consommation de tabac et les
amis sont alors plus décisifs que les adultes. L’industrie approche habilement ce monde des
jeunes en contournant les interdictions, en affichant son opposition au tabagisme des ados et en
expliquant que le tabac est réservé aux adultes (le rêve de tout adolescent étant de s’efforcer de
devenir adulte, l’effet est inverse !).


L’e-cigarette est arrivée récemment en se présentant :
o comme un produit nouveau et moderne,
o comme un produit peu coûteux,
o comme un produit sain, sympathique et parfumé,
o comme un produit pour lequel l’échange d’expériences est fort,
o comme un produit très féminin pour les filles,
o comme un produit qui protège les autres.

Si l’e-cigarette n’est jamais présentée comme un produit destiné aux jeunes, ceux-ci
l’expérimentent pourtant de plus en plus massivement car sa présentation est voisine de celle
des produits du tabac et autres produits « tendance » (boissons énergisantes, sodas, fast-food).
Le message délivré par l’e-cigarette est celui d’un produit moderne, sympathique, accessible,
coloré, moins toxique que ces prédécesseurs, un produit 2.0 soutenu par une foule
d’afficionados sur le Web et les réseaux et par quelques people qui en font la promotion : une
bonne stratégie pour séduire les jeunes.

5.2.2 Quelle synthèse peut-on faire de la littérature sur l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette
par les non-fumeurs ?
Début 2013, l’e-cigarette est avant tout un produit utilisé par les fumeurs.
Nous avons déjà en la matière l’expérience du snus qui a été présenté avec vigueur par
l’industrie du tabac comme un produit de réduction du risque. Aujourd’hui, ce tabac oral est le
principal outil d’initiation de la dépendance nicotinique chez les adolescents et jeunes hommes
en Suède, pays d’origine du produit où il est autorisé.
Ce phénomène peut se reproduire même si aucune étude ne peut prouver à ce jour que l’ecigarette est une source d’initiation à la dépendance tabagique. Il faudra 5 à 10 ans pour prouver
une telle éventualité, mais l’objectif de santé publique est bien entendu que cela ne se produise
jamais.
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La seule donnée que les études peuvent apporter en 2013 est le taux d’expérimentation de l’ecigarette chez les non-fumeurs. Mais là encore, ce taux n’est qu’une photographie à un moment
donné et il existe une forte probabilité que ce taux évolue avec le temps en fonction des
décisions politiques prises. Il est important de surveiller cet indicateur pour vérifier la cohérence
des politiques conduites.
Non-fumeurs expérimentant l'e-cigarette
7,0%
6,0%
5,0%
4,0%

6,0%

3,0%
2,0%

3,2%

1,0%
0,8%

1,1%

USA Pearson
(2012)

Corée jeunes
(2012)

3,8%

4,0%

USA Regan
(2013)

France PST 1214 ans (2012)

1,4%

0,0%
Pologne 15-19 Pologne 15-19
ans filles (2011) ans garçons
(2011)

France OFT
Médecine W
(2013)

FIGURE 67 : TAUX D’EXPERIMENTATION DE L’E-CIGARETTE DANS DIFFERENTES POPULATIONS DE NON-FUMEURS

Selon les études [26-50-73-76-109] et les milieux concernés, de 0,8% à 8,4% des non-fumeurs
avaient essayé l’e-cigarette. Le taux était plus faible en 2011 qu’en 2012 et augmente encore en
2013. Si le produit attire les jeunes fumeurs, il attire aussi les adolescents non-fumeurs [110].

5.2.3 Quelle synthèse peut-on faire des hypothèses de décisions prises sur la
prévention de l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette par les non-fumeurs ?


L’interdiction générale

La plus radicale est mise en place par le Royaume du Bhoutan qui interdit aussi bien l’e-cigarette
que le tabac.
Une vingtaine de pays d’Asie (9), des Amériques (9), d’Océanie (2) et d’Afrique (2) interdisent les
e-cigarettes. L’interdiction est plus ou moins complète et bien appliquée (cf. section 4.1.3.3).


L’interdiction de la vente aux mineurs

L’interdiction spécifique de vente aux mineurs est demandée volontairement par de nombreux
fabricants, mais elle est peu inscrite dans les lois et les règlements.
Un message clair doit également être délivré aux mineurs : l’e-cigarette n’est pas un produit
sain. C’est un produit addictif qui n’est pas adapté aux non-fumeurs.


Les freins mis à l’accès des produits aux non-fumeurs
o Ils passent par la restriction du nombre de points de vente qui doivent être des
lieux spécifiques (pas des supermarchés ou des superettes notamment).
o Ils passent par l’application de l’interdiction de toute publicité et de toute
présentation de l’e-cigarette comme un produit valorisant.
o Ils passent par la restriction des lieux où l’on peut utiliser l’e-cigarette.
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5.3 Que sait-on de l’utilisation maintenant et demain de l’ecigarette pour la promotion du tabac ?
5.3.1 Que disent et que taisent les fabricants sur l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette pour la
promotion du tabac ?
Consciemment ou inconsciemment, la promotion de l’e-cigarette – même si elle apparaît en
première lecture opposée au tabac puisqu’elle invite à passer de la cigarette traditionnelle à la
version électronique – est de fait souvent ressentie comme une autre forme de fumer, comme
un moyen de fumer sans danger. Ainsi, paradoxalement cette promotion de l’e-cigarette peut
permettre de « dédiaboliser » le tabac malgré les 100 millions de morts qu’il a provoquées au
XXe siècle.
Outre la promotion pour le tabac en général, certaines publicités Internet pour les e-liquides
sont directement dirigées vers les marques, et l’on connaît l’efficacité de l’association aux
marques pour les adolescents.

5.3.2 Quelle synthèse peut-on faire de la littérature sur l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette
pour la promotion du tabac ?
À ce jour, la littérature scientifique est quasiment silencieuse sur le sujet. Tout au plus se
contente-t-elle de poser la question de ce risque [111].
L’arrivée des grandes compagnies de tabac sur le marché de l’e-cigarette ne peut qu’inquiéter et
inciter à la prudence. Le risque d’utilisation de l’e-cigarette comme produit de promotion du
tabac est à surveiller.
De nombreux pays ont interdit ou limité la promotion pour l’e-cigarette, souvent en se référant
à la législation du tabac et en considérant que la publicité pour l’e-cigarette était une publicité
pour les produits du tabac [111].
La plupart des États essaient de réduire l’accès des e-cigarettes aux non-fumeurs.
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5.4 À quelle classe de produit appartient et devrait appartenir l’ecigarette ?
Tout produit mis sur le marché est classé dans différentes catégories :


comme produit du tabac,



comme produit de santé (dispositif médical et/ou médicament),



comme produit de consommation courante.

« Produits du tabac » et « produits de santé » répondent à des définitions précises. La catégorie
« produits de consommation courante » est celle par défaut où ont très logiquement été placées
les e-cigarettes, en dehors de toute demande, au début de leur commercialisation, pour figurer
dans l’une des deux autres catégories.
Dans son projet de directive sur les produits du tabac, la Commission européenne a proposé en
décembre 2012 une nouvelle catégorie de produits en parallèle des produits du tabac : les
« produits hors tabac contenant de la nicotine » (PCN).
Actuellement la plupart des pays sont comme la France en réflexion sur la ou les catégories dans
lesquelles classer les e-cigarettes.
Produit du tabac

Produit de
consommation
courante

Produit de santé/
Médicament

Situation rares pays
Situation réelle la plus courante
Demande d’associations européennes
Situation théorique française
Produit du
tabac

Produit
hors tabac
contenant
de la
nicotine

Produit de
consommation
courante

Produit de santé/
Médicament

Proposition européenne

FIGURE 68 : DIFFERENTES PROPOSITIONS DE CLASSIFICATION DE L’E-CIGARETTE EN PRODUIT DU TABAC, DE
CONSOMMATION COURANTE , PHARMACEUTIQUE OU AUTRE

Selon le rapport d’impact de la Commission européenne concernant la révision de la directive
2001/37/CE (voir Tableau 19), la Norvège, la Lituanie et la Grèce classent les e-cigarettes sous
leur législation des produits du tabac. Pour les pays proposant plusieurs catégories d’ecigarettes, la limite est le plus habituellement liée à la concentration de nicotine dans les
cartouches.
La plupart des pays ne font pas de recommandation en ce qui concerne les e-cigarettes ne
contenant pas de nicotine et les laissent dans la catégorie des produits de consommation
courante.
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5.4.1 Quelle est l’influence du statut des e-cigarettes sur leur utilisation ?
L’e-cigarette est un produit à potentiel addictif quand elle contient de la nicotine, un produit qui
peut entretenir l’addiction induite par le tabac, mais aussi un produit qui pourrait être la cause
de l’initiation d’une addiction à la nicotine s’il est délivré de façon incorrecte.
Quel que soit le mode de commercialisation, il est important que les contrôles et l’information
donnée sur les e-cigarettes et les e-liquides soient adéquats afin que le produit puisse être utilisé
dans les meilleures conditions de sécurité possible. Dans tous les cas, il devra être de qualité et
l’absence d’impuretés particulièrement contrôlée. L’origine, les filières de fabrication,
d’acheminement et de reconditionnement des composants des e-liquides seront plus facilement
sécurisés s’ils répondent à une réglementation claire.
À côté du produit lui-même, il ne faut en effet pas négliger le mode de commercialisation qui
joue un rôle important dans la capacité de l’e-cigarette à capter de nouveaux consommateurs
ou, a contrario, à cantonner le produit au cercle des consommateurs de tabac déjà addicts à la
nicotine :


La vente en pharmacie limite les possibilités de l’utilisation de l’e-cigarette comme un
produit d’incitation et de fait le risque qu’elle soit un produit d’induction d’une
dépendance à la nicotine, ou encore un produit de plaisir offrant pour un coût modéré
de nouvelles saveurs et de nouvelles sensations (ce qu’elle est actuellement). Mais cette
option réduit l’accès au produit, alors que le tabac est disponible dans n’importe quel
petit café-bar de campagne.



Un même produit, vendu à côté des confiseries dans un supermarché, apparaît comme
moins dangereux, plus sain que si il est vendu chez un buraliste à côté du tabac.



Les boutiques spécialisées permettent d’exclure tout autre achat que celui de l’ecigarette et d’assurer un conseil adapté.

Buraliste

Pharmacie

Boutique spécialisée
Internet
Supermarché
Marchand journaux
FIGURE 69 : LES DIFFERENTS POINTS DE VENTE REELS DES E-CIGARETTES EN FRANCE 2013 (NB : LA VENTE N’EST PAS
AUTORISEE EN PHARMACIE )

5.4.2 Quels seraient les avantages et les inconvénients théoriques à laisser l’ecigarette comme un produit de consommation courante ?
Actuellement en France, l’e-cigarette est par défaut un produit de consommation courante avec
une limite de concentration de 20 mg/ml de nicotine (au-delà, elle ne pourrait être qu’un
médicament). Le classement au sein des substances vénéneuses des e-liquides ou des ecigarettes contenant plus de 1 mg/ml de nicotine est peu adapté. S’applique également la
législation relative à la publicité indirecte sur les produits du tabac qui recouvre clairement
d’après les textes existants l’e-cigarette. Cette situation qui n’offre que peu de règles et des
moyens de contrôle imprécis présente des avantages et des inconvénients.
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Avantages à considérer l’e-cigarette comme un
produit de consommation courante

Inconvénients à considérer l’e-cigarette comme un
produit de consommation courante

Une liberté importante

Un produit répondant à des règles peu adaptées

Un produit largement accessible à tous

Un produit qui peut être vendu aux enfants et aux
non-fumeurs

Une grande souplesse pour les utilisateurs et les
fabricants de confectionner toutes sortes d’eliquide

Un produit dont la sécurité n’est pas assurée et qui
ne bénéficie d’aucune information fiable quant à sa
composition

La possibilité pour tout un chacun de les vendre en
toute liberté

Aucun contrôle sur les vendeurs dont les autorités
ne connaissent même pas la liste

Aucune taxation spécifique

Pas de revenus pour l’État
Des difficultés pour contrôler intelligemment sa
publicité

Il est à noter que l’e-cigarette sans nicotine est classée dans beaucoup de pays comme un
produit de consommation courante, sans règle, alors qu’en réalité les deux produits sont
identiques : une e-cigarette est utilisée de la même manière que l’e-liquide contienne ou non de
la nicotine et il est impossible de contrôler l’un sans contrôler l’autre.
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5.4.3 Quels seraient les avantages et les inconvénients théoriques à considérer l’ecigarette comme un produit du tabac ou similaire au tabac ?
Certains pays considèrent officiellement l’e-cigarette comme un produit du tabac [99]. Aux
États-Unis, la FDA qui avait fait un pas dans ce sens est revenue en arrière. Si l’e-cigarette était
considérée comme un produit du tabac (ce qu’elle n’est pas selon le projet de révision de
directive européenne sur les produits du tabac161), c’est la réglementation des produits du tabac
et ses droits d’accises (taxes spécifiques) qui devraient s’appliquer.

Avantages à considérer l’e-cigarette comme un
produit du tabac ou similaire au tabac

Inconvénients à considérer l’e-cigarette comme un
produit du tabac ou similaire au tabac

Une classification unique pour tous les produits
délivrant de la nicotine (hors médicament)

Donne à l’e-cigarette l’image associée aux produits
du tabac

L’e-cigarette n’est plus un produit
consommation courante sans réglementation

de

Peut semer la confusion dans les actions de
contrôle du tabac et les rendre moins claires

pour

Conduit à impliquer davantage les acteurs du
commerce du tabac dans celui des e-cigarettes

Une réglementation déjà en
l’interdiction de vente aux mineurs

place

L’obligation des avertissements sanitaires

Les avertissements sanitaires du tabac ne sont pas
adaptés aux e-cigarettes

Une réglementation déjà en place sur la publicité

Le classement des e-cigarettes sans nicotine est
difficile

Des limites à la commercialisation en dehors du
réseau des buralistes

Limite la vente aux buralistes

Possibilité d’instituer un droit de consommation si
la Commission européenne change la définition des
produits du tabac ou la réglementation des droits
d’accises

L’Union européenne n’autorise pas la perception de
droit de consommation (taxe spécifique tabac) pour
les produits ne contenant pas de tabac

Certains pays interdisent tout ce qui ressemble à la
cigarette ou à l’acte de fumer.

Ce rattachement aux produits du tabac revêt davantage d’inconvénients que d’avantages en
termes de santé publique car il risque de diminuer l’arrêt du tabac et d’augmenter l’initiation de
la dépendance à la nicotine.

161

Projet de révision de la directive européenne sur les produits du tabac 2001/37/CE
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32001L0037:FR:HTML
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http://eur-

5.4.4 Quels seraient les avantages et les inconvénients théoriques à considérer l’ecigarette comme un produit de santé ?
Les produits de santé regroupent les médicaments et les dispositifs médicaux.
La nicotine est reconnue comme médicament dans les substituts nicotiniques et la plupart des
pays du monde (Union européenne, FDA, etc.) ont déclaré que les e-cigarettes étaient en droit
de réclamer le statut de médicament si elles apportaient les données nécessaires pour l’obtenir.
Si l’e-cigarette était considérée comme un produit de santé (ce qu’elle n’est pas en début 2013),
c’est la réglementation des produits de la santé qui devrait s’appliquer.

Avantages à considérer l’e-cigarette comme un
médicament

Inconvénients à considérer l’e-cigarette comme un
médicament

Une classification unique pour tous les produits
délivrant de la nicotine pour réduction ou arrêt du
tabagisme

On ne dispose pas à ce jour des informations
nécessaires à l’enregistrement en tant que
médicament

Exclut les e-cigarettes de la catégorie des produits
de consommation courante

Lourdeur administrative
médicament

liée

au

statut

de

Une réglementation est en place pour le contrôle
des produits [113-114]
Une réglementation est en place sur la publicité et
l’information du public

Informations sanitaires à repenser et information
pertinente sur la place de l’e-cigarette dans le
contrôle du tabac à valider

L’obligation de fiches d’information et de règles
pour les visuels des emballages est en place

Difficultés pour différencier le dispositif qui
contient de la nicotine de celui qui n’en contient
pas.

Limite la vente aux pharmacies, ce qui place le
produit comme un produit de sortie du tabac et
prévient l’initiation

Limite la vente aux pharmacies et réduirait
considérablement le champ des fumeurs intéressés
à utiliser le produit.

Ouvre une possibilité de prise en charge par
l’Assurance maladie et les mutuelles
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5.4.4.1 Les e-cigarettes à visée « médicale » peuvent-elles être des dispositifs médicaux ?
De nombreux fumeurs décrivent des expériences d’arrêt du tabac avec l’e-cigarette, mais peu se
plaignent d’effets secondaires importants (cf. Figure 38). Aucun essai randomisé ne permet à ce
jour d’attester de l’efficacité du produit. L’e-cigarette est vendue dans très peu de pays comme
produit de santé (Malaisie), même si de très nombreux États, comme la France, proposent
qu’elle le soit si une d’entre elles obtenait une AMM. Cet enregistrement à l’AMM semble en
voie d’acquisition en 2013 en Grande-Bretagne.
Les produits de santé peuvent être des dispositifs médicaux ou des médicaments.


Le « médicament » prime sur le « dispositif médical ». Ainsi une bouteille de gaz avec
son manodétendeur n’est pas un dispositif médical mais le contenant d’un médicament
quand elle contient de l’oxygène médical ou un autre gaz médical ayant statut de
médicament. Ceci est vrai à chaque fois que la substance médicamenteuse est le
« principal » et que le dispositif non médicamenteux est l’« accessoire ». Dans le cas de
l’e-cigarette avec nicotine, l’e-liquide et sa nicotine sont clairement le « principal » et l’ecigarette n’est que l’« accessoire ». Dans l’e-cigarette sans nicotine, l’e-cigarette est le
principal.



Toute e-cigarette contenant de la nicotine dans une cartouche ou un cartomiseur scellé
devient le récipient du médicament et n’est pas un dispositif médical.

Une e-cigarette sans nicotine qui ne revendiquerait pas d’effet bénéfique pour la santé n’est pas
un dispositif médical.
L’enregistrement comme « dispositif médical » d’une e-cigarette sans son e-liquide ou avec un eliquide ne contenant pas de médicament (nicotine) serait en théorie possible.
La classe des e-cigarettes comme dispositifs médicaux pourrait être :


Classe I : risque potentiel faible (instruments chirurgicaux réutilisables, dispositifs
médicaux non invasifs, certains dispositifs médicaux invasifs à usage temporaire. Cette
classe ne convient pas aux e-cigarettes bien que quelques fabricants tentent d’inscrire
certaines d’entre elles dans cette classe162.



Classe IIa : risque potentiel modéré (dispositifs médicaux invasifs à court terme,
dispositifs médicaux invasifs de type chirurgical), voir classe IIb.

Avec nicotine
e-liquide
Cigarette rechargeable
Cigarette jetable

Sans nicotine

Médicament
Dispositif médical

Dispositif médical ou non

Médicament

Dispositif médical ou non

TABLEAU 23 : LES POSSIBILITES THEORIQUES DE FAIRE ENTRER LES E-CIGARETTES DANS LE CHAMP MEDICAL ET
PHARMACEUTIQUE EN FONCTION DU CONTENU EN NICOTINE

NB : si d’autres substances vénéneuses ou ayant un statut de médicament étaient utilisées, l’eliquide des cigarettes sans nicotine pourrait alors changer de statut.

162

www.visiomed-lab.com/Tag-Replay_202.html?f1=TAG%20REPLAY
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Un fabricant français qui prétendait disposer d’une autorisation de vendre en pharmacie a été
rappelé à l’ordre en 2013 par l’ANSM : « Il faut préciser que les dispositifs médicaux peuvent être
en vente libre (grandes surfaces, Internet…) et que seuls les médicaments relèvent du monopole
de distribution pharmaceutique ».

5.4.4.2 Les e-cigarettes à visée « médicale » peuvent-elles être des médicaments ?
Actuellement l’e-cigarette n’est pas un médicament.
Cependant le texte qui fixe le monopole pharmaceutique permet d’ajouter les e-cigarettes et eliquides sur la liste des produits. Il y a donc une possibilité réglementaire de faire de l’e-cigarette
un produit vendu obligatoirement en pharmacie sans que ce soit un médicament, comme il
existe une possibilité d’en faire un produit du tabac vendu exclusivement chez les buralistes.
L’e-cigarette ne peut devenir un médicament que si un fabricant décide de monter un dossier
pour son enregistrement, ce qui peut se faire de façon plus ou moins compliquée selon les
options prises :


soit l’e-cigarette est un nouveau type de médicament et cela nécessite de monter un
dossier très lourd et complet ;



soit l’e-cigarette est une nouvelle forme de substitut nicotinique et il faut alors mettre
en place un dossier d’équivalence avec par exemple le vaporiseur buccal Nicorette® qui
a probablement une cinétique voisine. Il est très probable que l’e-cigarette puisse
devenir rapidement un médicament avec un dossier construit en analogie avec les
substituts nicotiniques.

Le fait que certaines e-cigarettes puissent être dans certaines conditions des médicaments
n’empêche pas la commercialisation et l’utilisation d’e-cigarettes n’ayant pas les caractéristiques
d’un médicament.

5.4.5 Quels seraient les avantages et les inconvénients théoriques à considérer l’ecigarette comme un produit sans tabac contenant de la nicotine (NCP) ?
Cette catégorie de produit est proposée par la Commission européenne dans le cadre du projet
de révision de la directive européenne 2001/37/CE présenté en décembre 2012 pour les
produits contenant peu de nicotine (jusqu’à 4 mg/ml). Mais cette directive n’a pas encore été
adoptée et elle pourrait tout aussi bien comprendre toutes les e-cigarettes contenant de la
nicotine jusqu’à 18 ou 20 mg/ml. Les négociations de mai 2013 se dirigent à l’inverse vers une
baise à 1 mg de contenu et 2 mg/ml de concentration en nicotine. Cette catégorie de PCN ne
contiendra donc de fait aucun produit ! Pourquoi créer une loi pour réglementer un produit qui
n’existe pas ?
Cette catégorie, si elle devait être adoptée avec un taux adapté, reste à inventer, ouvrant la
porte à une réglementation plus fine des e-cigarettes.
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Avantages à considérer l’e-cigarette comme un
produit sans tabac contenant de la nicotine

Inconvénients à considérer l’e-cigarette comme un
produit sans tabac contenant de la nicotine

Possibilité de réglementer finement le produit

Inventer une nouvelle catégorie de produit

Possibilité d’avertissements sanitaires spécifiques

Revenir à interdire l’e-cigarette en dehors des
pharmacies, si on ne remonte pas à 18 mg/ml la
proposition de 4 mg/ml faite par la Commission
européenne.

Possibilité de réglementer les lieux de ventes

Difficulté de classer les e-cigarettes sans nicotine ?

Possibilité d’interdire la vente aux moins de 18 ans

Nécessité (toujours difficile en France) de désigner
un organisme chargé de contrôler le produit

Possibilité de contrôler les boutiques et les produits
mis sur le marché
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5.5 Quels sont et quels doivent être les domaines de recherche à
recommander sur les e-cigarettes en 2013 ?
5.5.1 Quels sont les domaines de recherche à recommander sur les e-cigarettes ?
Comme en témoigne chaque page de ce rapport, de très nombreuses recherches sont
nécessaires et il serait tout aussi urgent d’organiser leur coordination. Un groupe d’experts
internationaux [112] a conseillé de nombreuses pistes de recherche que nous reproduisons ici.

Les études non cliniques
- Composition des e-liquides
- Composition de la « vapeur »
- Qualité du produit, description de la diversité des produits et changement du
produit avec le temps

Les études animales
- Pharmacodynamique (PD), pharmacocinétique (PK) et toxicocinétique
- Toxicologie en particulier cancérogénicité
- Effets de l’exposition à long terme

Des études cliniques
- Dépôt de gouttelettes de la « vapeur », l’exposition à la nicotine, au propylène
glycol, aux arômes, etc.
- Toxicité, cancérogénicité, infectiosité des e-liquides
- Potentiel addictif, risque d’abus, risques liés aux flacons de recharge en e-liquides
- Topographie des puffs, posologie, durée, justification de l’utilisation, changement
de marque
- Dose optimale de nicotine, schéma posologique, effet de l’expérience d’utilisation
du produit
- Effet sur les symptômes de sevrage du tabac, effets indésirables
- Efficacité contre l’usage du tabac (cessation et réduction), comparaison avec les
substituts nicotiniques
- Efficacité de l’administration avec des médicaments

Études de santé publique
- Prévalence de l’usage dans les sous-groupes de la population

Modèles
- Utilisation (utilisation à long terme), marques préférées, satisfaction des
utilisateurs
- Utilisation pour administrer des drogues illicites ou des médicaments
- Surveillance, pharmacovigilance, données de ventes
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- Effets de la « vapeur » expirée (seconde main). Moins d’incendies et de brûlures
dues à un produit non fumé ?
- Effet de bonnes pratiques de fabrication sur la qualité des produits
- Études économiques, rentabilité, impact sur les coûts de santé
- Impact sur la prévalence des tentatives d’arrêt, taux d’arrêt du tabac dans la
population
- Analyse des politiques, de l’efficacité et de l’impact de la réglementation, des
enquêtes d’opinion publique

Les domaines de recherche à conduire sont ainsi nombreux.
Deux points essentiels :


Sur le produit : cinétique artérielle de la nicotine délivrée.



Sur la place du produit dans la société pour quitter le tabac, mais aussi pour entrer en
dépendance nicotinique et éventuellement en tabagisme.

5.5.2 Combien de publications sont identifiées par une interrogation Medline en mai
2013 ?
La première publication publiée sur Medline apparaît en 2007 [68], la deuxième en 2009, année
où il y aura 5 publications [58-60, 70-71]. Seules 12 publications apparaissent sur une requête
Medline 2010. Puis le nombre de publications va doubler chaque année : 25 en 2011 et 43 en
2012. 25 ont été recensées le premier quadrimestre 2013.
Plus de la moitié des publications disponibles sur Medline datent de moins d’un an.
Publications e-cigarettes selon Medline
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FIGURE 70 : NOMBRE DE PUBLICATIONS IDENTIFIEES SUR MEDLINE PAR ANNEE DE PUBLICATION

Les 111 publications identifiables concernent :
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2013*



les produits e-cigarettes et e-liquides avec diverses analyses sur les contenus et les
émissions, montrant qu’il est important d’analyser les données en fonction de la date de
publication car les produits ont évolué très vite ;



les fréquences et modes d’utilisation des produits ;



les effets sanitaires à court terme de l’e-cigarette pour le consommateur et son
entourage ; aucune étude n’est cependant disponible sur les effets à long terme du
produit.

Parmi ces 111 publications :


2 sont publiées par des auteurs affiliés à l’industrie du tabac (dont une publication de
promotion de la réduction du risque avec un conflit d’intérêt évident) ;



18 sont publiées par des auteurs qui entretiennent d’une manière ou d’une autre des
liens avec l’industrie de l’e-cigarette que cela soit comme conseiller, investigateur ou
encore parce qu’ils ont demandé des échantillons d’e-cigarettes et d’e-liquides pour des
études, mais aucun n’est indiscutablement en conflit d’intérêt.

Liens auteurs des publications e-cigarettes (Medline)
Lien industrie tabac
Lien industrie e-cigarette

2%

Sans lien
16%

82%

FIGURE 71 : LIENS D’INTERET DES AUTEURS DES PUBLICATIONS CONCERNANT L’E-CIGARETTE ET CONSULTABLES SUR
MEDLINE (N=111)
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Recommandations des experts sur
l’e-cigarette en France en mai 2013
Les recommandations n’ayant pas fait l’objet d’un consensus des 9 experts sont présentées avec
le score mais toutes ont été validées par au moins 7 des 9 experts.

Constats


La dangerosité de la consommation de tabac est clairement établie.



La fumée du tabac tue en France 73 000 personnes par an, soit 200 par jour.



En l’absence d’arrêt, un fumeur sur deux meurt d’une maladie directement liée à
son tabagisme.



Selon la Convention-cadre pour la lutte antitabac (CCLAT) de l’OMS, l’arrêt de toute
consommation est l’objectif prioritaire, mais le fardeau du tabac justifie aussi une
politique de réduction des risques.



L’intensité de la dépendance au tabac est plus forte que celles liées à l’alcool, au
cannabis ou aux drogues de synthèse et voisine de celles liées à la cocaïne et à
l’héroïne.



Le tabac a un pouvoir addictif qui justifie d’utiliser les stratégies et médicaments
validés pour l’arrêt du tabac mais également d’étudier de nouveaux produits de
substitution dont le rapport bénéfice/risque serait favorable.

La cigarette électronique ou e-cigarette


L’e-cigarette est un nouveau produit dont l’utilisation a récemment progressé de
façon exponentielle.



Selon la dernière estimation de l’Eurobaromètre disponible (mai 2012), 6% des
Français (environ 3 millions) déclaraient l’avoir essayée et 1% (environ 500 000)
l’utilisaient régulièrement. / 



Si les connaissances progressent rapidement sur le produit, il reste beaucoup de
points d’incertitudes ; cependant on ne peut attendre des données scientifiques
établies pour commencer à proposer des recommandations.
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Les caractéristiques des e-liquides et des e-cigarettes


Les e-liquides contiennent et libèrent d’autres produits potentiellement irritants
et/ou classés comme toxiques, mais en quantité le plus souvent moindre que la
fumée du tabac.



Les e-liquides contiennent ou non de la nicotine.



Contrairement à la cigarette, l’e-cigarette ne libère ni monoxyde de carbone (CO), ni
particules solides, ni quantité significative de cancérogènes.



Selon les données scientifiques disponibles en mai 2013, les effets irritants et/ou
toxiques des composants de l’e-cigarette sont bien moindres que ceux liés à la
fumée du tabac.



Les e-cigarettes – actuellement produits de consommation courante – ne font pas
l’objet de réglementations spécifiques sur les contrôles qualité, les circuits de
distribution, la vente aux mineurs, la publicité et l’utilisation dans tous les espaces.
Elles n’ont à respecter que les règles des normes européennes (marquage CE) et du
commerce (DGCCRF) et l’interdiction de la publicité indirecte pour les produits du
tabac.

Les bénéfices et les risques de l’e-cigarette


Chez le fumeur dépendant au tabac, le remplacement du tabac par l’e-cigarette
devrait en théorie contribuer à une réduction des risques et des dommages.



Dans l’état actuel des connaissances, la vitesse d’apparition de la nicotine dans le
sang obtenue avec l’e-cigarette est intermédiaire entre celle obtenue avec des
cigarettes de tabac et celle obtenue avec les substituts nicotiniques oraux
actuellement disponibles.



Le taux plasmatique de nicotine obtenu avec une e-cigarette est variable, fonction
du contenu réel en nicotine (parfois différent du contenu annoncé), du type d’ecigarette et de la façon de l’utiliser, mais est susceptible d’apporter au fumeur
dépendant la nicotine qui lui est nécessaire.



Il est en pratique impossible de faire visuellement la différence entre les ecigarettes utilisant du e-liquide avec nicotine ou sans nicotine car leur aspect est
identique et leur utilisation simule dans les deux cas l’acte de fumer.



Dans les lieux où il est interdit de fumer, l’e-cigarette, même sans nicotine, pourrait
constituer une incitation à fumer. /
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Les 28 recommandations spécifiques
1. Les experts recommandent de ne pas interdire en France l’utilisation de l’e-

cigarette, avec ou sans nicotine.
2. Les experts recommandent que l’accès des fumeurs aux e-cigarettes ne soit pas

freiné, car au vu des données actuelles elles semblent réduire les dommages
lorsqu’elles remplacent la cigarette.
3. Les experts recommandent de mettre en œuvre des mesures pour éviter toute

promotion et toute facilitation de l’accès de l’e-cigarette aux mineurs et aux sujets
n’ayant jamais fumé.
4. Les experts recommandent de réglementer l’e-cigarette : le produit, sa distribution

et son utilisation.
5. Les experts recommandent que cette règlementation spécifique soit globale,

prenant en compte de façon cohérente tous les aspects de l’e-cigarette.
6. Les experts prennent acte que les produits qui répondraient aux procédures

standard conduisant à l’obtention d’une AMM auraient un statut de médicament ;
aussi ces e-liquides et e-cigarettes avec AMM devraient alors être vendus
exclusivement en pharmacie.
7. Les experts recommandent que la vente en pharmacie des e-cigarettes qui auraient

obtenu le statut de médicament n’exclut pas la vente des e-cigarettes et e-liquides
n’ayant pas ce statut, dans d’autres points de vente hors les pharmacies.
8. Les experts recommandent que la France demande l’abrogation de l’article 18 du

projet de directive européenne sur les produits du tabac si cet article impose
obligatoirement la réglementation pharmaceutique pour les e-liquides à partir de
4 mg/l nicotine. Il est en effet contradictoire de proposer une réglementation
spécifique des e-cigarettes et autres produits hors tabac et médicament contenant
de la nicotine et de fixer des taux si bas qu’ils ne correspondent à aucune ecigarette existante.
9. Les experts recommandent que, dans l’esprit de ce qui a été fait par l’ANSM en

2008, soient fixées de nouvelles limites de contenus en nicotine des e-cigarettes et
de leurs recharges.
10. Les experts recommandent de porter à 18 mg/ml la concentration maximale de

nicotine dans les e-liquides hors statut de médicament.
11. Les experts recommandent que le volume des flacons de recharge ne dépasse pas

30 ml.
12. Les experts recommandent de porter à 40 mg la quantité maximale de nicotine

contenue dans une cartouche d’e-cigarette.
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13. Les experts recommandent que soit créée une catégorie de « produits évoquant le

tabagisme » (PET) comprenant les e-cigarettes, mais aussi :

/

- Les produits contenant de la nicotine qui sont ni classés comme produits du tabac, ni
comme médicament.
- Les produits ressemblant à des produits du tabac, même s’ils ne contiennent pas de
nicotine.
- Les produits dont l’usage ressemble à celui du tabac.
14. Les experts recommandent que dans le cadre de l’interdiction actuelle de la

publicité indirecte en faveur des produits du tabac, l’interdiction de la publicité en
faveur de l’e-cigarette soit mieux appliquée et contrôlée, y compris dans les points
de vente.
15. Les experts recommandent que, comme pour les produits du tabac, la vente des e-

cigarettes soit interdite aux moins de 18 ans.
16. Les experts recommandent que la vente des « produits évoquant le tabagisme »

(PET) ne soit pas possible en France dans les supermarchés et boutiques
généralistes, mais uniquement par des établissements agréés pour cette vente.
17. Les experts recommandent que les « produits évoquant le tabagisme » (PET) fassent

l’objet d’une déclaration de mise sur le marché comportant leurs principales
caractéristiques.
18. Les experts recommandent que soit clairement indiquée sur tous les emballages la

composition des e-liquides :
- La liste de tous les composants présents à plus de 1 % avec leur grammage/ml.
- La liste des produits posant éventuellement des problèmes de santé et de sécurité.
- La conformité aux normes de qualité requises pour les produits pharmaceutiques et
alimentaires.
19. Les experts recommandent que la concentration en nicotine des cartouches et des

cartomiseurs remplis et scellés soit identifiable sur le produit lui-même.
20. Les experts recommandent que les fabricants de produits évoquant le tabagisme

soient dans l’obligation de déclarer la liste des arômes et ingrédients utilisés en
conformité avec le règlement d’exécution (UE) n° 793/2012 de la commission du 5
septembre 2012 et d’apporter les références disponibles sur leur innocuité à court
et long terme en inhalation.
21. Les experts recommandent que toutes les e-cigarettes et autres produits ou

accessoires évoquant le tabagisme destinés à la vente comportent un avertissement
sanitaire conforme et une notice comprenant une information standardisée et
l’adresse d’un service consommateurs, et ceci qu’elles contiennent ou non de la
nicotine.
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22. Les experts recommandent que l’utilisation d’e-cigarettes et de tout « produit

évoquant le tabagisme » (PET) soit interdite dans les endroits où il est interdit de
fumer en modifiant l’article R3511-1 du Code de la santé publique : «… l’interdiction
de fumer et d’utiliser la cigarette électronique et tout autre produit évoquant le
tabagisme dans les lieux affectés à un usage collectif mentionnée à l’article L. 35117 du Code de la santé publique ».
23. Les experts recommandent que soient interdites les allégations du type « pour

fumer là où c’est interdit » car c’est une incitation indirecte au tabagisme interdite
par la loi.
24. Les experts recommandent que soient interdites toutes les promotions de

l’utilisation des e-cigarettes dans des lieux non-fumeurs.
25. Les experts recommandent que les e-cigarettes ne soient pas utilisées par les

femmes enceintes ou allaitantes du fait de l’absence de toute donnée démontrant
leur efficacité et leur totale innocuité dans ces conditions.
26. En l’absence d’études scientifiques précises sur une utilisation supérieure à 6 mois

de l’e-cigarette, les experts recommandent la vigilance en ce qui concerne son
utilisation prolongée, ceci aussi longtemps que des données à long terme ne seront
pas disponibles.
27. Les experts estiment que toutes les études concernant l’efficacité de l’e-cigarette

dans l’aide au sevrage tabagique et l’innocuité de son utilisation à long terme
doivent être encouragées, et être totalement indépendantes des fabricants de ce
produit.
28. Les experts recommandent que les présentes recommandations fassent l’objet

d’une réactualisation régulière.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to review available data on chemistry of aerosols and liquids of electronic cigarettes and to make
predictions about compliance with occupational exposure limits of personal exposures of vapers (e-cigarette users) to
compounds found in the aerosol. Both peer-reviewed and “grey” literatures were accessed and more than 9000
observations of highly variable quality were extracted. Comparisons to the most universally recognized workplace
exposure standards, Threshold Limit Values (TLVs), were conducted under “worst case” assumptions about both
chemical content of aerosol and liquids as well as behavior of vapers. The calculations reveal that there was no evidence
of potential for exposures of e-cigarette users to contaminants that are associated with risk to health at a level that
would warrant attention if it were an involuntary workplace exposures by approaching half of TLV. The vast majority of
predicted exposures are <<1% of TLV. Predicted exposures to acrolein and formaldehyde are typically <5% TLV.
Considering exposure to the aerosol as a mixture of contaminants did not indicate that exceeding half of TLV for
mixtures was plausible. Only exposures to the declared major ingredients -- propylene glycol and glycerin -- warrant
attention because of precautionary nature of TLVs for exposures to hydrocarbons with no established toxicity.
Comparing the exposure to nicotine to existing occupational exposure standards is not valid so long as nicotinecontaining liquid is not mislabeled as nicotine-free. It must be noted that the quality of much of the data that was
available for these assessment was poor, and so much can be done to improve certainty in this risk assessment.
However, the existing research is of the quality that is comparable with most workplace assessments for novel
technologies. In summary, an analysis of current state of knowledge about chemistry of liquids and aerosols associated
with electronic cigarettes indicates that there is no evidence that vaping produces inhalable exposures to contaminants
of the aerosol that would warrant health concerns by the standards that are used to ensure safety of workplaces.
However, the aerosol generated during vaping as a whole (contaminants plus declared ingredients), if it were an
emission from industrial process, creates personal exposures that would justify surveillance of health among exposed
persons in conjunction with investigation of means to keep health effects as low as reasonably achievable. Exposures of
bystanders are likely to be orders of magnitude less, and thus pose no apparent concern.
Keywords: vaping, e-cigarettes, tobacco harm reduction, risk assessment, aerosol, occupational exposure limit
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Introduction
Electronic cigarettes (also known as e-cigarettes) are generally recognized as a safer alternative to combusted tobacco
products (reviewed in [1]), but there are conflicting claims about the degree to which these products warrant concern
for the health of the vapers (e-cigarette users). A vaper inhales aerosol generated during heating of liquid contained in
the e-cigarette. The technology and patterns of use are summarized by Etter [1], though there is doubt about how
current, complete and accurate this information is. Rather conclusive evidence has been amassed to date on
comparison of the chemistry of aerosol generated by electronic cigarettes to cigarette smoke [2-8]. However, it is
meaningful to consider the question of whether aerosol generated by electronic cigarettes would warrant health
concerns on its own, in part because vapers will include persons who would not have been smokers and for whom the
question of harm reduction from smoking is therefore not relevant, and perhaps more importantly, simply because
there is value in minimizing the harm of those practicing harm reduction.
One way of approaching risk evaluation in this setting is to rely on the practice, common in occupational hygiene, of
relating the chemistry of industrial processes and the emissions they generate to the potential worst case of personal
exposure and then drawing conclusions about whether there would be interventions in an occupational setting based on
comparison to occupational exposure limits, which are designed to ensure safety of unintentionally exposed individuals.
In that context, exposed individuals are assumed to be adults, and this assumption appears to be suitable for the
intended consumers of electronic cigarettes. “Worst case” refers to the maximum personal exposure that can be
achieved given what is known about the process that generates contaminated atmosphere (in the context of airborne
exposure considered here) and the pattern of interaction with the contaminated atmosphere. It must be noted that
harm reduction notions are embedded in this approach since it recognizes that while elimination of the exposure may
be both impossible and undesirable, there nonetheless exists a level of exposure that is associated with negligible risks.
To date, a comprehensive review of the chemistry of electronic cigarettes and the aerosols they generate has not been
conducted, depriving the public of the important element of a risk-assessment process that is mandatory for
environmental and occupational health policy making.
The present work considers both the contaminants present in liquids and aerosols as well as the declared ingredients in
the liquids. The distinction between exposure to declared ingredients and contaminants of a consumer product is
important in the context of comparison to occupational or environmental exposure standards. Occupational exposure
limits are developed for unintentional exposures that a person does not elect to experience. For example, being a bread
baker is a choice that does not involve election to be exposed to substances that cause asthma that are part of the flour
dust (most commonly, wheat antigens and fungal enzymes). Therefore, suitable occupational exposure limits are
created to attempt to protect individuals from such risk on the job, with no presumption of “assumed risk” inherent in
the occupation. Likewise, special regulations are in effect to protect persons from unintentional exposure to nicotine in
workplaces (http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/81-123/pdfs/0446.pdf; accessed July 12, 2013), because in environments
where such exposures are possible, it is reasonable to protect individuals who do not wish to experience its effects. In
other words, occupational exposure limits are based on protecting people from involuntary and unwanted exposures,
and thus can be seen as appropriately more stringent than the standards that might be used for hazards that people
intentionally choose to accept.
By contrast, a person who elects to lawfully consume a substance is subject to different risk tolerance, as is
demonstrated in the case of nicotine by the fact that legally sold cigarettes deliver doses of nicotine that exceed
occupational exposure limits[9]: daily intake of 20 mg of nicotine, assuming nearly 100% absorption in the lungs and
2
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inhalation of 4 m3 of air, corresponds to roughly 10 times the occupational exposure limit of 0.5 mg/m3 atmosphere over
8 hours[10]. Thus, whereas there is a clear case for applicability of occupational exposure limits to contaminants in a
consumer product (e.g. aerosol of electronic cigarettes), there is no corresponding case for applying occupational
exposure limits to declared ingredients desired by the consumer in a lawful product (e.g. nicotine in the aerosol of an
electronic cigarette). Clearly, some limits must be set for voluntary exposure to compounds that are known to be a
danger at plausible doses (e.g. limits on blood alcohol level while driving), but the regulatory framework should reflect
whether the dosage is intentionally determined and whether the risk is assumed by the consumer. In the case of
nicotine in electronic cigarettes, if the main reason the products are consumed is as an alternative source of nicotine
compared to smoking, then the only relevant question is whether undesirable exposures that accompany nicotine
present health risks, and the analogy with occupational exposures holds. In such cases it appears permissible to allow at
least as much exposure to nicotine as from smoking before admitting to existence of new risk. It is expected that
nicotine dosage will not increase in switching from smoking to electronic cigarettes because there is good evidence that
consumers adjust consumption to obtain their desired or usual dose of nicotine[11]. The situation is different for the
vapers who want to use electronic cigarettes without nicotine and who would otherwise not have consumed nicotine.
For these individuals, it is defensible to consider total exposure, including that from any nicotine contamination, in
comparison to occupational exposure limits. In consideration of vapers who would never have smoked or would have
quit entirely, it must be remembered that the exposure is still voluntary and intentional, and comparison to
occupational exposure limits is legitimate only for those compounds that the consumer does not elect to inhale.
The specific aims of this review were to:
1. Synthesize evidence on the chemistry of liquids and aerosols of electronic cigarettes, with particular emphasis
on the contaminants.
2. Evaluate the quality of research on the chemistry of liquids and aerosols produced by electronic cigarettes.
3. Estimate potential exposures from aerosols produced by electronic cigarettes and compare those potential
exposures to occupational exposure standards.
Methods
Literature search
Articles published in peer-reviewed journals were retrieved from PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/)
using combinations of the following keywords: “electronic cigarettes”, “e-cigarettes”, “smoking alternatives”,
“chemicals”, “risks”, “electronic cigarette vapor”, “aerosol”, “ingredients”, “e-cigarette liquid”, “e-cig composition”, “ecig chemicals”, “e-cig chemical composition”, “e-juice electronic cigarette”, “electronic cigarette gas”, “electronic
cigars”. In addition, references of the retrieved articles were examined to identify further relevant articles, with
particular attention paid to non-peer reviewed reports and conference presentations. Unpublished results obtained
through personal communications were also reviewed. The Consumer Advocates for Smoke-free Alternatives
Association (CASAA) was asked to review the retrieved bibliography to identify any reports or articles that were missed.
The papers and reports were retained for analysis if they reported on the chemistry of e-cigarette liquids or aerosols.
No explicit quality control criteria were applied in selection of literature for examination, except that secondary
reporting of analytical results was not used. Where substantial methodological problems that precluded interpretation
of analytical results were noted, these are described below. For each article that contained relevant analytical results,
the compounds quantified, limits of detection, and analytical results were summarized in a spreadsheet. Wherever
possible, individual analytical results (rather than averages) were recorded (see electronic Appendix A:
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https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/4285761/CASAA/eAppendixA.xlsx). Data contained in Appendix A is not fully

summarized in the current report but can be used to investigate a variety of specific questions that may interest the
reader. Each entry in Appendix A is identified by a Reference Manage ID that is linked to source materials in a list in
Appendix B (linked via RefID: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/4285761/CASAA/AppendixB.rtf) and attached electronic
copies of all original materials (Biobliography.zip: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/4285761/CASAA/bibliography.zip).
Comparison of observed concentrations in aerosol to occupational exposure limits
For articles that reported mass or concentration of specific compounds in the aerosol (generated by smoking machines
or from volunteer vapers), measurements of compounds were converted to concentrations in the “personal breathing
zone”,a which can be compared to occupational exposure limits (OELs). The 2013 Threshold Limit Values (TLVs)[10] were
used as OELs because they are the most up to date and are most widely recognized internationally when local
jurisdictions do not establish their own regulations (see http://www.ilo.org/oshenc/part-iv/occupational-hygiene/item/575;
accessed July 3, 2013). Whenever there was an uncertainty in how to perform the calculation, a “worst case” scenario
was used, as is the standard practice in occupational hygiene, where the initial aim is to recognize potential for
hazardous exposures and to err on the side of caution. The following assumptions were made to enable the calculations
that approximate the worst-case personal exposure of a vaper (Equation 1):
1. Air the vaper breathes consists of a small volume of aerosol generated by e-cigarettes that contains a specific
chemical plus pristine air;
2. The volume of aerosols inhaled from e-cigarettes is negligible compared to total volume of air inhaled;
3. The period of exposure to the aerosol considered was normalized to 8 hours, for comparability to the standard
working shift for which TLVs were developed (this does not mean only 8 hours worth of vaping was considered
(see point 4) but rather that amount of breathing used to dilute the day’s worth of vaping exposure was 8
hours);
4. Consumption of 150 puffs in 8 hours (an upper estimate based on a rough estimate of 150 puffs by a typical
vaper in a day[1]) was assumed to be conservative;
5. Breathing rate is 8 liters per minute [12,13];
6. Each puff contains the same quantity of compounds studied.
[mg/m3] = mg/puff × puffs/(8 hr day) × 1/(m3 air inhaled in 8 hr)

Eq. 1

The only exception to this methodology was when assessing a study of aerosol emitted by 5 vapers in a 60 m3 room over
5 hours that seemed to be a sufficient approximation of worst-case “bystander” exposure[6]. All calculated
concentrations were expressed as the most stringent (lowest) TLV for a specific compound (i.e. assuming the most toxic
form if analytical report is ambiguous) and expressed as “percent of TLV”. Considering that all the above calculations
are approximate and reflecting that exposures in occupational and general environment can easily vary by a factor of 10
around the mean, we added a 10-fold safety factor to the “percent of TLV” calculation. Details of all calculations are
provided in an Excel spreadsheet (see electronic Appendix C:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/4285761/CASAA/eAppendixC.xlsx).
No systematic attempt was made to convert the content of the studied liquids into potential exposures because
sufficient information was available on the chemistry of aerosols to use those studies rather than making the necessary
a

Atmosphere that contains air inhaled by a person
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simplifying assumptions to do the conversion. However, where such calculations were performed in the original
research, the following approach as used: under the (probably false – see the literature on formation of carbonyl
compounds below) assumption of no chemical reaction to generate novel ingredients, composition of liquids can be
used to estimate potential for exposure if it can be established how much volume of liquid is consumed in given 8 hours,
following an algorithm analogous to the one described above for the aerosols (Equation 2):
[mg/m3] = mg/(mL liquid) × (mL liquid)/puff × puffs/(8 hr day) × 1/(m3 air inhaled in 8 hr)

Eq. 2

Comparison to cigarette smoke was not performed here because the fact that e-cigarette aerosol is at least orders of
magnitude less contaminated by toxic compounds is uncontroversial [2-8].
Results and discussion
General comments on methods
In excess of 9,000 determinations of single chemicals (and rarely, mixtures) were reported in reviewed articles and
reports, typically with multiple compounds per electronic cigarette tested [2-8,14-42]. Although the quality of reports is
highly variable, if one assumes that each report contains some information, this asserts that quite a bit is known about
composition of e-cigarette liquids and aerosols. The only report that was excluded from consideration was work of
McAuley et al.[23] because of clear evidence of cross-contamination – admitted to by the authors – with cigarette
smoke and, possibly, reagents. The results pertaining to non-detection of tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs) are
potentially trustworthy, but those related to PAH are not since it is incredible that cigarette smoke would contain fewer
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH; arising in incomplete combustion of organic matter) than aerosol of e-cigarettes
that do not burn organic matter [23]. In fairness to the authors of that study, similar problems may have occurred in
other studies but were simply not reported, but it is impossible to include a paper in a review once it is known for
certain that its quantitative results are not trustworthy. When in doubt, we erred on the side of trusting that proper
quality controls were in place, a practice that is likely to increase appearance of atypical or erroneous results in this
review. From this perspective, assessment of concordance among independent reports gains higher importance than
usual since it is unlikely that two experiments would be flawed in the same exact manner (though of course this cannot
be assured).
It was judged that the simplest form of publication bias – disappearance of an entire formal study from the available
literature – was unlikely given the exhaustive search strategy and the contested nature of the research question. It is
clearly the case that only a portion of all industry technical reports were available for public access, so it is possible that
those with more problematic results were systematically suppressed, though there is no evidence to support this
speculation. No formal attempt was made to ascertain publication bias in situ though it is apparent that anomalous
results do gain prominence in typical reviews of the literature: diethylene glycol[43,44] detected at non-dangerous levels
(see details below) in one test of 18 of early-technology products by FDA[22] and one outlier in measurement of
formaldehyde content of exhaled air [4] and aldehydes in aerosol generated from one e-cigarette in Japan [37]. It must
be emphasized that the alarmist report of aldehydes in experiments presented in [37] is based on the concentration in
generated aerosol rather than air inhaled by the vaper over prolonged period of time (since vapers do not inhale only
aerosol). Thus, results reported in [37] cannot be the basis of any claims about health risk, a fallacy committed both by
the authors themselves and commentators on this work [44].
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It was also unclear from [37] what the volume of aerosol sampled was – a critical item for extrapolating to personal
exposure and a common point of ambiguity in the published reports. However, in a personal exchange with the authors
of [37][July 11, 2013], it was clarified that the sampling pump drew air at 500 mL/min through e-cigarette for 10 min,
allowing more appropriate calculations for estimation of health risk that are presented below. Such misleading
reporting is common in the field that confuses concentration in the aerosol (typically measured directly) with
concentration in the air inhaled by the vaper (never determined directly and currently requiring additional assumptions
and modeling). This is important because the volume of aerosol inhaled (maximum ~8 L/day) is negligible compared to
the volume of air inhaled daily (8L/min); this point is illustrated in the Figure.
A similar but more extreme consideration applies to the exposure of bystanders which is almost certainly several orders
of magnitude lower than the exposure of vapers. In part this is due to the absorption, rather than exhalation, of a
portion of the aerosol by the vapers: there is no equivalent to the "side-stream" component of exposure to conventional
cigarettes, so all of the exposure to bystanders results from exhalation. Furthermore, any environmental contamination
that results from exhalation of aerosol by vaper will be diluted into the air prior to entering a bystander’s personal
breathing zone. Lastly, the number of puffs that affects exposure to bystander is likely to be much smaller than that of a
vaper unless we are to assume that vaper and bystander are inseparable.
It is unhelpful to report results in cigarette-equivalents, as in [42], because this does not enable one to estimate
exposures of vapers . Moreover, there is no value in comparison of the content of e-cigarette aerosol to cigarette smoke
when the two products produce emissions that are orders of magnitude apart. To be useful for risk assessment, the
results on the chemistry of the aerosols and liquids must be reported in a form that enables the calculations in Equations
1 and 2. It must be also be noted that typical investigations consisted of qualitative and quantitative phases such that
quantitative data is available mostly on compounds that passed the qualitative screen. This biased all reports on
concentration of compounds towards both higher levels and chemicals which a particular lab was most adept at
analyzing.
Declared Ingredients: comparison to occupational exposure limits
Propylene glycol and glycerin have default or precautionary TLV of 10 mg/m3 over 8 hours set for all organic mists with
no specific exposure limits or identified toxicity (http://www.osha.gov/dts/chemicalsampling/data/CH_243600.html;
accessed July 5, 2013). These interim TLVs tend to err on the side of being too high and are typically lowered if
evidence of harm to health accumulates. For example, in a study that related exposure of theatrical fogs (containing
propylene glycol) to respiratory symptoms [45], “mean personal inhalable aerosol concentrations were 0.70 mg/m3
(range 0.02 to 4.1)” [46]. The only available estimate of propylene concentration of propylene glycol in the aerosol
indicates personal exposure on the order of 3-4 mg/m3 in the personal breathing zone over 8 hours (under the
assumptions we made for all other comparisons to TLVs) [2]. The latest (2006) review of risks of occupational exposure
to propylene glycol performed by the Health Council of the Netherlands (known for OELs that are the most protective
that evidence supports and based exclusively on scientific considerations rather than also accounting for feasibility as is
the case for the TLVs) recommended exposure limit of 50 mg/m3 over 8 hours; concern over short-term respiratory
effects was noted [http://www.gezondheidsraad.nl/sites/default/files/200702OSH.pdf; accessed July 29, 2013].
Assuming extreme consumption of the liquid per day via vaping (5 to 25 ml/day and 50-95% propylene glycol in the
liquid)b, levels of propylene glycol in inhaled air can reach 1-6 mg/m3. It has been suggested that propylene glycol is
b

This estimate of consumption was derived from informal reports from vaping community; 5 ml/day was identified as a high but not
rare quantity of consumption and 25 ml/day was the high end of claimed use, though some skepticism was expressed about
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very rapidly absorbed during inhalation [4,6] making the calculation under worst case scenario of all propylene glycol
becoming available for inhalation credible. It must also be noted that when consuming low-nicotine or nicotine-free
liquids, the chance to consume larger volumes of liquid increases (large volumes are needed to reach the target dose or
there is no nicotine feedback), leading to the upper end of propylene glycol and glycerin exposure. Thus, estimated
levels of exposure to propylene glycol and glycerin are close enough to TLV to warrant concern.
Nicotine is present in most liquids and has TLV of 0.5 mg/m3 for average exposure intensity over 8 hours. If
approximately 4 m3 of air is inhaled in 8 hours, the consumption of 2 mg nicotine from e-cigarettes in 8 hours would
place the vaper at the occupational exposure limit. For a liquid that contains 18 mg nicotine/ml, TLV would be reached
upon vaping ~0.1-0.2 ml of liquid in a day, and so is achieved for most anyone vaping nicotine-containing e-cigarettes[1].
Results presented in [24] on 16 e-cigarettes also argue in favor of exceedance of TLV from most any nicotine-containing
e-cigarette, as they predict >2mg of nicotine released to aerosol in 150 puffs (daily consumption figure adopted in this
report). But as noted above, since delivery of nicotine is the purpose of nicotine-containing e-cigarettes, the comparison
to limits on unintended, unwanted exposures does not suggest a problem and serves merely to offer complete context.
If nicotine is present but the liquid is labeled as zero-nicotine [24,43], it could be treated as a contaminant, with the
vaper not intending to consume nicotine and the TLV, which would be most likely exceeded, is relevant. However, when
nicotine content is disclosed, even if inaccurately, then comparison to TLV is not valid. Accuracy in nicotine content is a
concern with respect to truth in advertising rather than unintentional exposure, due to self-regulation of consumption
by persons who use e-cigarettes as a source of nicotine.
Overall, the declared ingredients in the liquid would warrant a concern by standards used in occupational hygiene,
provided that comparison to occupational exposure limits is valid, as discussed in the introduction. However, this is not
to say that the exposure is affirmatively believed to be harmful; as noted, the TLVs for propylene glycol and glycerin
mists is based on uncertainty rather than knowledge. These TLVs are not derived from knowledge of toxicity of
propylene glycol and glycerin mists, but merely apply to any compound of no known toxicity present in workplace
atmosphere. This aspect of the exposure from e-cigarettes simply has little precedent (but see study of theatrical fogs
below). Therefore, the exposure will provide the first substantial collection evidence about the effects, which calls for
monitoring of both exposure levels and outcomes, even though there are currently no grounds to be concerned about
the immediate or chronic health effects of the exposure. The argument about nicotine is presented here for the sake of
completeness and consistency of comparison to TLVs, but in itself does not affect the conclusions of this analysis
because it should not be modeled as if it were a contaminant when declared as an ingredient in the liquid.
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) were quantified in several reports in aerosols [5,6,42] and liquids [7,18,41].
These compounds include well-known carcinogens, the levels of which are not subject to TLV but are instead to be kept
“as low as reasonably achievable” (the so called ALARA principle)[10]. For PAH, only non-carcinogenic pyrene that is
abundant in the general environment was detected at 36 ng/cartridge in 5 samples of liquid [7]; PAHs were not detected
in most of the analyses of aerosols, except for chrysene in the analysis of the aerosol of one e-cigarette[42].
Tobacco-Specific Nitrosamines

whether the latter quantity was truly possible. High-quality formal studies to verify these figures do not yet exist but they are
consistent with report of Etter (2012).
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The same risk assessment considerations that exist for PAH also hold for carcinogenic tobacco-specific nitrosamines
(TSNAs)[47] for which no occupational exposure limits exist because (a) these exposures do not appear to occur in
occupational settings often enough to warrant development of TLVs, and (b) it is currently accepted in establishing TLVs
that carcinogens do not have minimal thresholds of toxicity. As expected because the TSNAs are contaminants of
nicotine from tobacco leaf, there is also evidence of association between nicotine content of the liquid and TSNA
concentrations, with reported concentrations <5 ng/cartridge tested [7]. Smaller studies of TSNA content in liquids are
variable, with some not reporting any detectable levels [17,32,34] and others clearly identifying these compounds in the
liquids when controlling for background contamination (n=9)[22]. Analyses of aerosols indicate that TSNAs are present
in amounts that can results in doses of <ng/day[5,32] to µg/day [8] (assuming 150 puffs/day) (see also [42]). The most
comprehensive survey of TSNA content of 105 samples of liquids from 11 manufactures indicates that almost all tested
liquids (>90%) contained TSNAs in µg/L quantities [35]. This is roughly equivalent to 1/1000 of the concentration of
TSNAs in modern smokeless tobacco products (like snus), which are in the ppm range [47]. The TSNA concentration of
the liquids is orders of magnitude less than smokeless tobacco products, though the actual dosage from e-cigarettes vs.
smokeless tobacco remains to be clearly understood. For example, 10 µg/L (0.01 ppm) of total TSNA in liquid[35] can
translate to a daily dose of 0.000025-0.00005 µg from vaping (worst case assumption of 5 ml/day); if 15 g of snus is
consumed a day [48] with 1 ppm of TSNAs [47] and half of it were absorbed, then the daily dose is estimated to be 0.008
µg, which is 160-320 times that due to the worst case of exposure from vaping. Various assumptions about absorption
of TSNAs alter the result of this calculation by a factor that is dwarfed in magnitude compared to that arising from
differences considered above. This is reassuring because smokeless tobacco products, such as snus, pose negligible
cancer risk[49], certainly orders of magnitude smaller than smoking (if one considers the chemistry of the products
alone). In general, it appears that the cautious approach in face of variability and paucity of data is to seek better
understanding of predictors of presence of TSNA in liquids and aerosols so that measures for minimizing exposure to
TSNAs from aerosols can be devised. This can include considering better control by manufactures of the nicotine.
Volatile Organic Compounds
Total volatile organic compounds (VOC) were determined in aerosol to be non-detectable[3] except in one sample that
appeared to barely exceed the background concentration of 1 mg/m3 by 0.73 mg/m3[6]. These results are corroborated
by analyses of liquids[18] and most likely testify to insensitivity of employed analytic methods for total VOC for
characterizing aerosol generated by e-cigarettes, because there is ample evidence that specific VOC are present in the
liquids and aerosols.c Information on specific commonly detected VOC in the aerosol is given in Table 1a. It must be
observed that these reported concentrations are for analyses that first observed qualitative evidence of the presence of
a given VOC and thus represent worst case scenarios of exposure when VOC is present (i.e. zero exposures are missing
from the overall summary of worst case exposures presented here). For most VOC and aldehydes, one can predict the
concentration in air inhaled by a vaper to be <<1% of TLV. The only exceptions to this generalization are:
(a) acrolein: ~1% of TLV (average of 12 measurements) and measurements at a mean of 2% of TLV ( average of
150 measurements)[39,40] and
(b) formaldehyde: between 0 and 3% of TLV based on 18 tests (average of 12 measurements at 2% of TLV, the
most reliable test) and an average of 150 results at 4% of TLV [39,40].

c

The term “VOC” loosely groups together all organic compounds present in aerosol and because the declared ingredients of aerosol
are organic compounds, it follows that “VOC are present”
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Levels of acrolein in exhaled aerosol reported in [6] were below 0.0016 mg/m3 and correspond to predicted exposure of
<1% of TLV (Table 2). It must re-emphasized that all calculations based on one electronic cigarette analyzed in [37] are
best treated as qualitative in nature (i.e. indicating presence of a compound without any particular meaning attached to
the reported level with respect to typical levels) due to great uncertainty about whether the manner in which the ecigarette was operated could have resulted in overheating that led to generation of acrolein in the aerosol. In fact, a
presentation made by the author of [37] clearly stated that the “atomizer, generating high concentration carbonyls, had
been burned black” [39,40]. In unpublished work,[39] there are individual values of formaldehyde, acrolein and glyoxal
that approach TLV, but it is uncertain how typical these are because there is reason to believe the liquid was overheated;
considerable variability among brands of electronic cigarettes was also noted. Formaldehyde and other aldehydes, but
not acrolein, were detected in the analysis one e-cigarette [42]. The overwhelming majority of the exposure to specific
VOC that are predicted to result from inhalation of the aerosols lie far below action level of 50% of TLV at which
exposure has to be mitigated according to current code of best practice in occupational hygiene[50].
Finding of an unusually high level of formaldehyde by Schripp et al.[4] – 0.5 ppm predicted vs. 15-minute TLV of 0.3 ppm
(not given in Table 2) – is clearly attributable to endogenous production of formaldehyde by the volunteer smoker who
was consuming e-cigarettes in the experimental chamber, since there was evidence of build-up of formaldehyde prior to
vaping and liquids used in the experiments did not generate aerosol with detectable formaldehyde. This places
generalizability of other findings from [4] in doubt, especially given that the only other study of exhaled air by vapers
who were not current smokers reports much lower concentrations for the same compounds [6] (Table 2). It should be
noted that the report by Romagna et al.[6] employed more robust methodology, using 5 volunteer vapers (no smokers)
over an extended period of time. Except for benzene, acetic acid and isoprene, all calculated concentrations for
detected VOC were much below 1% of TLV in exhaled air [6]. In summary, these results do not indicate that VOC
generated by vaping are of concern by standards used in occupational hygiene.
Diethylene glycol and ethylene glycol became a concern following the report of their detection by FDA[43], but these
compounds are not detected in the majority of tests performed to date [3,14,16,18,22]. Ten batches of the liquid tested
by their manufacture did not report any diethylene glycol above 0.05% of the liquid [41]. Methods used to detect
diethylene glycol appear to be adequate to be informative and capable of detecting the compound in quantities <<1% of
TLV[14,16,22]. Comparison to TLV is based on a worst case calculation analogous to the one performed for propylene
glycol. For diethylene glycol, TLV of 10 mg/m3 is applicable (as in the case of all aerosols with no know toxicity by
inhalation), and there is a recent review of regulations of this compound conducted for the Dutch government by the
Health Council of the Netherlands (jurisdiction with some of the most strict occupational exposure limits) that
recommended OEL of 70 mg/m3 and noted lack of evidence for toxicity following inhalation
[http://www.gezondheidsraad.nl/sites/default/files/200703OSH.pdf; accessed July 29; 2013]. In conclusion, even the
quantities detected in the single FDA result were of little concern, amounting to less than 1% of TLV.
Inorganic compounds
Special attention has to be paid to the chemical form of compounds when there is detection of metals and other
elements by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)[8,25]. Because the parent molecule that occurs in
the aerosol is destroyed in such analysis, the results can be alarmist and not interpretable for risk assessment. For
example, the presence of sodium (4.18 µg/10 puffs)[25] does not mean that highly reactive and toxic sodium metal is in
the aerosol, which would be impossible given its reactivity, but most likely means the presence of the ubiquitous
compound that contains sodium, dissolved table salt (NaCl). If so, the corresponding daily dose of NaCl that arises from
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these concentrations from 150 puffs is about 10,000 times lower than allowable daily intake according to CDC
(http://www.cdc.gov/features/dssodium/; accessed July 4, 2013). Likewise, a result for presence of silica is meaningless
for health assessment unless the crystalline form of SiO2 is known to be present. When such ambiguity exists, a TLV
equivalence calculation was not performed. We compared concentrations to TLVs when it was even remotely plausible
that parent molecules were present in the aqueous solution. However, even these are to be given credence only in an
extremely pessimistic analyst, and further investigation by more appropriate analytical methods could clarify exactly
what compounds are present, but is not a priority for risk assessment. It should also be noted that one study that
attempted to quantify metals in the liquid found none above 0.1-0.2 ppm levels [7] or above unspecified threshold [18].
Table 1b indicates that most metals that were detected were present at <1% of TLV even if we assume that the
analytical results imply the presence of the most hazardous molecules containing these elements that can occur in
aqueous solution. For example, when elemental chromium was measured, it is compared to TLV for insoluble chromium
IV that has the lowest TLV of all chromium compounds. Analyses of metals given in [42] are not summarized here
because of difficulty with translating reported units into meaningful terms for comparison with the TLV, but only
mercury (again with no information on parent organic compound) was detected in trace quantities, but arsenic,
beryllium, chromium, cadmium, lead and nickel were not. Taken as the whole, it can be inferred that there is no
evidence of contamination of the aerosol with metals that warrants a health concern.
Consideration of exposure to a mixture of contaminants
All calculations conducted so far assumed only one contaminant present in clean air at a time. What are the
implications of small quantities of various compounds with different toxicities entering the personal breathing zone at
the same time? For evaluation of compliance with exposure limits for mixtures, Equation 3 is used:
OELmixture =

,

Eq. 3

where Ci is the concentration of the ith compound (i=1,…,n, where n>1 is the number of ingredients present in a mixture)
in the contaminated air and TLVi is the TLV for the ith compound in the contaminated air; if OELmixture > 1, then there is
evidence of the mixture exceeding TLV.
The examined reports detected no more than 5-10 compounds in the aerosol, and the above calculation does not place
any of them out of compliance with TLV for mixture. Let us imagine that 50 compounds with TLVs were detected. Given
that the aerosol tends to contain various compounds at levels, on average, of no more than 0.5% of TLV (Table 1), such a
mixture with 50 ingredients would be at 25% of TLV, a level that is below that which warrants a concern, since the
“action level” for implementation of controls is traditionally set at 50% of TLV to ensure that the majority of persons
exposed have personal exposure below mandated limit [50]. Pellerino et al.[2] reached conclusions similar to this
review based on their single experiment: contaminants in the liquids that warrant health concerns were present in
concentrations that were less than 0.1% of that allowed by law in the European Union. Of course, if the levels of the
declared ingredients (propylene glycol, glycerin, and nicotine) are considered, the action level would be met, since those
ingredients are present in the concentrations that are near the action level. There are no known synergistic actions of
the examined mixtures, so Equation 3 is therefore applicable. Moreover, there is currently no reason to suspect that the
trace amounts of the contaminants will react to create compounds that would be of concern.
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Conclusions
By the standards of occupational hygiene, current data do not indicate that exposures to vapers from contaminants in
electronic cigarettes warrant a concern. There are no known toxicological synergies among compounds in the aerosol,
and mixture of the contaminants does not pose a risk to health. However, exposure of vapers to propylene glycol and
glycerin reaches the levels at which, if one were considering the exposure in connection with a workplace setting, it
would be prudent to scrutinize the health of exposed individuals and examine how exposures could be reduced. This is
the basis for the recommendation to monitor levels and effects of prolonged exposure to propylene glycol and glycerin
that comprise the bulk of emissions from electronic cigarettes other than nicotine and water vapor. From this
perspective, and taking the analogy of work on theatrical fogs [45,46], it can be speculated that respiratory functions
and symptoms (but not cancer of respiratory tract or non-malignant respiratory disease) of the vaper is of primary
interest. Monitoring upper airway irritation of vapers and experiences of unpleasant smell would also provide early
warning of exposure to compounds like acrolein because of known immediate effects of elevated exposures
(http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxprofiles/tp124-c3.pdf; accessed July 11, 2013). However, it is questionable how much
concern should be associated with observed concentrations of acrolein and formaldehyde in the aerosol. Given highly
variable assessments, closer scrutiny is probably warranted to understand sources of this variability, although there is no
need at present to be alarmed about exceeding even the occupational exposure limits, since occurrence of occasional
high values is accounted for in established TLVs. An important clue towards a productive direction for such work is the
results reported in [39,40] that convincingly demonstrate how heating the liquid to high temperatures generates
compounds like acrolein and formaldehyde in the aerosol. A better understanding about the sources of TSNA in the
aerosol may be of some interest as well, but all results to date consistently indicate quantities that are of no more
concern than TSNA in smokeless tobacco products. Exposures to nicotine from electronic cigarettes is not expected to
exceed that from smoking due to self-titration[11]; it is only a concern when a vaper does not intend to consume
nicotine, a situation that can arise from incorrect labeling of liquids[24,43].
The cautions about propylene glycol and glycerin apply only to the exposure experienced by the vapers themselves.
Exposure of bystanders to the listed ingredients, let alone the contaminants, does not warrant a concern as the
exposure is likely to be orders of magnitude lower than exposure experienced by vapers. Further research employing
realistic conditions could help quantify the quantity of exhaled aerosol and its behavior in the environment under
realistic worst-case scenarios (i.e., not small sealed chambers), but this is not a priority since the exposure experienced
by bystanders is clearly very low compared to the exposure of vapers, and thus there is no reason to expect it would
have any health effects.
The key to making the best possible effort to ensure that hazardous exposures from contaminants do not occur is
ongoing monitoring of actual exposures and estimation of potential ones. Direct measurement of personal exposures is
not possible in vaping due to the fact the aerosol is inhaled directly, unless, of course, suitable biomarkers of exposure
can be developed. The current review did not identify any suitable biomarkers, though cotinine is a useful proxy for
exposure to nicotine-containing liquids. Monitoring of potential composition of exposures is perhaps best achieved
though analysis of aerosol generated in a manner that approximates vaping, for which better insights are needed on
how to modify “smoking machines” to mimic vaping given that there are documented differences in inhalation
patterns[51]. These smoking machines would have to be operated under a realistic mode of operation of the atomizer
to ensure that the process for generation of contaminants is studied under realistic temperatures. To estimate dosage
(or exposure in personal breathing zone), information on the chemistry of aerosol has to be combined with models of
the inhalation pattern of vapers, mode of operation of e-cigarettes and quantities of liquid consumed. Assessment of
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exhaled aerosol appears to be of little use in evaluating risk to vapers due to evidence of qualitative differences in the
chemistry of exhaled and inhaled aerosol.
Monitoring of liquid chemistry is easier and cheaper than assessment of aerosols. This can be done systematically as a
routine quality control measure by the manufacturers to ensure uniform quality of all production batches. However, we
do not know how this relates to aerosol chemistry because previous researchers have failed to appropriately pair
analyses of chemistry of liquids and aerosols. It is standard practice in occupational hygiene to analyze the chemistry of
materials generating an exposure, and it is advisable that future studies of the aerosols explicitly pair these analyses
with examination of composition of the liquids used to generate the aerosols. Such an approach can lead to the
development of predictive models that relate the composition of the aerosol to the chemistry of liquids, the e-cigarette
hardware, and the behavior of the vaper, as these, if accurate, can anticipate hazardous exposures before they occur.
The current attempt to use available data to develop such relationships was not successful due to studies failing to
collect appropriate data. Systematic monitoring of quality of the liquids would also help reassure consumers and is best
done by independent laboratories rather than manufactures to remove concerns about impartiality (real or perceived).
Future work in this area would greatly benefit from standardizing laboratory protocols (e.g. methods of extraction of
compounds from aerosols and liquids, establishment of “core” compounds that have to be quantified in each analysis
(as is done for PAH and metals), development of minimally informative detection limits that are needed for risk
assessment, standardization of operation of “vaping machine”, etc.), quality control experiments (e.g. suitable positive
and negative controls without comparison to conventional cigarettes, internal standards, estimation of %recovery, etc.),
and reporting practices (e.g. in units that can be used to estimate personal exposure, use of uniform definitions of limits
of detection and quantification, etc.), all of which would improve on the currently disjointed literature. Detailed
recommendations on standardization of such protocols lie outside of scope of this report.
All calculations conducted in this analysis are based on information about patterns of vaping and the content of aerosols
and liquids that are highly uncertain in their applicability to “typical” vaping as it is currently practiced and says even less
about future exposures due to vaping. However, this is similar to assessments that are routinely performed in
occupational hygiene for novel technology as it relied on “worst case” calculations and safety margins that attempt to
account for exposure variability. The approach adopted here and informed by some data is certainly superior to some
currently accepted practices in the regulatory framework in occupational health that rely purely on description of
emission processes to make claims about potential for exposure (e.g.[52]). Clearly, routine monitoring of potential and
actual exposure is required if we were to apply the principles of occupational hygiene to vaping. Detailed suggestions on
how to design such exposure surveillance are available in [53].
In summary, analysis of the current state of knowledge about the chemistry of contaminants in liquids and aerosols
associated with electronic cigarettes indicates that there is no evidence that vaping produces inhalable exposures to
these contaminants at a level that would prompt measures to reduce exposure by the standards that are used to ensure
safety of workplaces. Indeed, there is sufficient evidence to be reassured that there are no such risks from the broad
range of the studied products, though the lack of quality control standards means that this cannot be assured for all
products on the market. However, aerosol generated during vaping on the whole, when considering the declared
ingredients themselves, if it were treated in the same manner as an emission from industrial process, creates personal
exposures that would justify surveillance of exposures and health among exposed persons. Due to the uncertainty
about the effects of these quantities of propylene glycol and glycerin, this conclusion holds after setting aside concerns
about health effects of nicotine. This conclusion holds notwithstanding the benefits of tobacco harm reduction, since
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there is value in understanding and possibly mitigating risks even when they are known to be far lower than smoking. It
must be noted that the proposal for such scrutiny of “total aerosol” is not based on specific health concerns suggested
by compounds that resulted in exceedance of occupational exposure limits, but is instead a conservative posture in the
face of unknown consequences of inhalation of appreciable quantities of organic compounds that may or may not be
harmful at doses that occur during vaping.
Key Conclusions:












Even when compared to workplace standards for involuntary exposures, and using several conservative (erring
on the side of caution) assumptions, the exposures from using e-cigarettes fall well below the threshold for
concern for compounds with known toxicity. That is, even ignoring the benefits of e-cigarette use and the fact
that the exposure is actively chosen, and even comparing to the levels that are considered unacceptable to
people who are not benefiting from the exposure and do not want it, the exposures would not generate concern
or call for remedial action.
Expressed concerns about nicotine only apply to vapers who do not wish to consume it; a voluntary (indeed,
intentional) exposure is very different from a contaminant.
There is no serious concern about the contaminants such as volatile organic compounds (formaldehyde,
acrolein, etc.) in the liquid or produced by heating. While these contaminants are present, they have been
detected at problematic levels only in a few studies that apparently were based on unrealistic levels of heating.
The frequently stated concern about contamination of the liquid by a nontrivial quantity of ethylene glycol or
diethylene glycol remains based on a single sample of an early technology product (and even this did not rise to
the level of health concern) and has not been replicated.
Tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNA) are present in trace quantities and pose no more (likely much less) threat
to health than TSNAs from modern smokeless tobacco products, which cause no measurable risk for cancer.
Contamination by metals is shown to be at similarly trivial levels that pose no health risk, and the alarmist claims
about such contamination are based on unrealistic assumptions about the molecular form of these elements.
The existing literature tends to overestimate the exposures and exaggerate their implications. This is partially
due to rhetoric, but also results from technical features. The most important is confusion of the concentration
in aerosol, which on its own tells us little about risk to heath, with the relevant and much smaller total exposure
to compounds in the aerosol averaged across all air inhaled in the course of a day. There is also clear bias in
previous reports in favor of isolated instances of highest level of chemical detected across multiple studies, such
that average exposure that can be calculated are higher than true value because they are “missing” all true
zeros.
Routine monitoring of liquid chemistry is easier and cheaper than assessment of aerosols. Combined with an
understanding of how the chemistry of the liquid affects the chemistry of the aerosol and insights into behavior
of vapers, this can serve as a useful tool to ensure the safety of e-cigarettes.
The only unintentional exposures (i.e., not the nicotine) that seem to rise to the level that they are worth further
research are the carrier chemicals themselves, propylene glycol and glycerin. This exposure is not known to
cause health problems, but the magnitude of the exposure is novel and thus is at the levels for concern based on
the lack of reassuring data.
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Figure: Illustrating the difference between concentrations in the aerosol generated by vaping and inhaled air in a day.
Panel A shows black square that represents aerosol contaminated by some compound as it would be measured by a
“smoking machine” and extrapolated to dosage from vaping in one day. This black square is located inside the white
square that represents total uncontaminated air that is inhaled in a day by a vaper. The relative sizes of the two squares
are exaggerated as the volume of aerosol generated in vaping relative to inhaled air is much smaller in the figure. Panel
B shows how exposure from contaminated air (black dots) is diluted over a day for appropriate comparison to
occupational exposure limits that are expressed in terms of “time-weighted average” or average contamination over
time rather than as instantaneous exposures (with the exception of “ceiling limits” that do not affect the vast majority of
comparisons in this report). Exposure during vaping occurs in a dynamic process where the atmosphere inhaled by the
vaper alternates between the smaller black and larger white squares in Panel A. Thus, the concentration of
contaminants that a vaper is exposed to over a day is much smaller than that which is measured in the aerosol (and
routinely improperly cited as reason for concern about “high” exposures).
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Table 1a: Exposure predictions based on analysis of aerosols generated by smoking machines: Volatile Organic
Compounds
Compound

N#

Estimated concentration in
personal breathing zone
PPM

Acetaldehyde

mg/m3

Ratio of most stringent TLV (%)
Calculated
directly

Safety factor
10

Reference

1

0.005

0.02

0.2

[5]

3

0.003

0.01

0.1

[4]

12

0.001

0.004

0.04

[8]

1

0.00004

0.0001

0.001

[3]

1

0.0002

0.001

0.008

[3]

150

0.001

0.004

0.04

[39,40]

1

0.008

0.03

3

[37]

1

0.002

0.0003

0.003

[37]

150

0.0004

0.0001

0.001

[39,40]

12

0.001

1

13

[8]

150

0.002

2

20

[39,40]

1

0.006

6

60

[37]

Butanal

150

0.0002

0.001

0.01

[39,40]

Crotonaldehyde

150

0.01

0.1

[39,40]

Formaldehyde

1

0.002

0.6

6

[5]

3

0.008

3

30

[4]

12

0.006

2

20

[8]

1

<0.0003

<0.1

<1

[3]

1

0.0003

0.1

1

[3]

150

0.01

4

40

[39,40]

1

0.009

3

30

[37]

Acetone
Acrolein

Glyoxal

0.0004

1

0.002

2

20

[37]

150

0.006

6

60

[39,40]

o-Methylbenzaldehyde

12

0.001

0.05

0.5

[8]

p,m-Xylene

12

0.00003

0.001

0.01

[8]

Propanal

3

0.002

0.01

0.1

[4]

150

0.0006

0.002

0.02

[39,40]

1

0.005

0.02

0.2

[37]

Toluene

12

0.0001

0.003

0.03

[8]

Valeraldehyde

150

0.0001

0.001

[39,40]

0.0001

# average is presented when N>1
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Table 1b: Exposure predictions based on analysis of aerosols generated by smoking machines: Inorganic Compounds#
Assumed
compound containing
the element for
comparison with TLV

N##

1

Barium

Respirable Al metal &
insoluble compounds
Ba & insoluble compounds

Estimated
concentration in
personal
breathing zone
(mg/m3)
0.002

1

Boron

Boron oxide

Cadmium

Element
quantified

Ratio of most stringent TLV (%)

Reference

Calculated
directly

Safety factor
10

0.2

1.5

[25]

0.00005

0.01

0.1

[25]

1

0.02

0.1

1.5

[25]

12

0.00002

1

10

[8]

1

3E-05

0.3

3

[25]

Copper

Respirable Cd &
compounds
Insoluble Cr (IV)
compounds
Cu fume

1

0.0008

0.4

4.0

[25]

Iron

Soluble iron salts, as Fe

1

0.002

0.02

0.2

[25]

Lead

Inorganic compounds as Pb

1

7E-05

0.1

1

[25]

12

0.000025

0.05

0.5

[8]

Aluminum

Chromium

Magnesium

Inhalable magnesium oxide

1

0.00026

0.003

0.03

[25]

Manganese

Inorganic compounds, as
Mn
Inhalable soluble inorganic
compounds, as Ni

1

8E-06

0.04

0.4

[25]

1

2E-05

0.02

0.2

[25]

12

0.00005

0.05

0.5

[8]

Nickel
Potassium

KOH

1

0.001

0.1

1

[25]

Tin

Organic compounds, as Sn

1

0.0001

0.1

1

[25]

Zinc

Zinc chloride fume

1

0.0004

0.04

0.4

[25]

Zirconium

Zr and compounds

1

3E-05

0.001

0.01

[25]

Sulfur

SO2

1

0.002

0.3

3

[25]

# The actual molecular form in the aerosol unknown and so worst case assumption was made if it was physically possible (e.g. it is not
possible for elemental lithium & sodium to be present in the aerosol); there is no evidence from the research that suggests the metals
were in the particular highest risk form, and in most cases a general knowledge of chemistry strongly suggests that this is unlikely.
Thus, the TLV ratios reported here probably do not represent the (much lower) levels that would result if we knew the molecular
forms.
## average is presented when N>1
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Table 2: Exposure predictions for volatile organic compounds based on analysis of aerosols generated by volunteer
vapers
Compound

2-butanone (MEK)

N#

Estimated
concentration in
personal breathing
zone
(ppm)

Ratio of most stringent TLV (%)

Calculated directly

Safety factor 10

Reference

3

0.04

0.02

0.2

[4]

1

0.002

0.0007

0.007

[6]

2-furaldehyde

3

0.01

0.7

7

[4]

Acetaldehyde

3

0.07

0.3

3

[4]

Acetic acid

3

0.3

3

30

[4]

Acetone

3

0.4

0.2

2

[4]

Acrolein

1

<0.001

<0.7

<7

[6]

Benzene

3

0.02

3

33

[4]

Butyl hydroxyl toluene

1

4E-05

0.0002

0.002

[6]

Isoprene

3

0.1

7

70

[4]

Limonene

3

0.009

0.03

0.3

[4]

1

2E-05

0.000001

0.00001

[6]

m,p-Xyelen

3

0.01

0.01

0.1

[4]

Phenol

3

0.01

0.3

3

[4]

Propanal

3

0.004

0.01

0.1

[4]

Toluene

3

0.01

0.07

0.7

[4]

# average is presented when N>1
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Résumé L’étude expérimentale d’une cigarette électronique avec haute teneur en nicotine
ou sans nicotine, a été réalisée sur l’aérosol liquide qu’elle produit lors de l’inhalation du
fumeur. Les tailles des gouttelettes de cet aérosol ont été mesurées à l’aide d’un impacteur
électrostatique à basse pression, ELPI, permettant d’établir une distribution des tailles en temps
réel, de calculer la taille médiane, D50, et la dispersion, g des gouttelettes. Les valeurs
de D50 obtenues pour le courant principal C1, inhalé par le fumeur, étaient de 0,65 m et
0,60 m, avec et sans nicotine. Les probabilités de dépôt dans les voies respiratoires étaient
donc d’environ 26 % pour le dépôt total et de 14 % dans les alvéoles. Pour le courant C3, expiré
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par le fumeur dans son environnement, le D50 était de 0,34 m et 0,29 m avec et sans nicotine.
La demi-vie dans l’air du courant principal C1 était de 11 secondes car il disparaît en s’évaporant
rapidement passant sous forme gazeuse. Par comparaison avec les cigarettes ordinaires et la
chicha qui produisent un aérosol dont les particules ont une demi-vie de 19 à 20 minutes, il ne
présente pas de risque réel de « tabagisme passif ».
© 2013 SPLF. Publié par Elsevier Masson SAS. Tous droits réservés.
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Summary In previous studies of the smoke from regular cigarettes and water pipes, we measured aerosol particle sizes in three streams; S1, inhaled by the smoker, S2, released by the
device itself and S3, exhaled by the smoker. We used an electrostatic low-pressure impactor
(ELPI), giving particle size distributions in real time and calculated median diameters, D50, and
dispersion (g). This allowed us to predict airway deposition. In addition, the aerosol particle
half-life in the air was used as a measure of the risk to others from passive smoking. With the
same equipment, we measured the particle sizes and persistence in air of the liquid aerosol
generated by e-cigarettes (Cigarettec® ) containing water, propyleneglycol and ﬂavorings with
or without nicotine. Aerosol generation was triggered by a syringe or by the inspiration of volunteer smokers. The D50 data obtained in S1, were 0.65 m with nicotine and 0.60 m without
nicotine. Deposition in the airways could then be calculated: 26% of the total would deposit, of
which 14% would reach the alveoli. These data are close to those found with regular cigarettes.
For S3, D50 data were 0.34 m and 0.29 m with or without nicotine. The half-life in air of
the S3 stream was 11 seconds due to a rapid evaporation. The-e-cigarette aerosol, as measured
here, is made of particles bigger than those of cigarette and water pipe aerosols. Their deposition in the lung depends on their fate in the airways, which is unknown. Contrary to tobacco
smoke, which has a half-life in air of 19 to 20 minutes, the risk of passive ‘‘smoking’’ exposure
from e-cigarettes is modest.
© 2013 SPLF. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Produite en Chine dès 2004, la cigarette électronique
(e-cigarette) est aujourd’hui distribuée dans le monde
entier. Elle reproduit la forme d’une cigarette classique et
comprend une diode simulant visuellement la combustion,
un système de vaporisation par résistance chauffante et
une cartouche jetable ou rechargeable contenant un « eliquide » avec ou sans nicotine [1] (Fig. 1).
Ces solutions de « e-liquide » sont composées d’eau, de
propylène-glycol ou de glycérol, de divers arômes et le plus
souvent de nicotine. Lors de l’aspiration, la solution présente dans la cartouche s’échauffe en un gaz (vapeur d’eau
et de propylène-glycol) qui se condense en ﬁnes gouttelettes
formant un aérosol qui sera inhalé par l’utilisateur. Cet aérosol est composé de très ﬁnes particules de liquide formant un
brouillard visible (la « fumée » de la e-cigarette). Le processus n’implique aucune combustion car le propylène-glycol
est vaporisé à 50—60 ◦ C.

Le déclenchement de la résistance chauffante ou
« atomiseur », est automatique par détection de l’aspiration
de l’utilisateur. Une cartouche de e-liquide représenterait
selon les fabricants l’équivalent de cinq à 30 cigarettes classiques, selon le type de cigarette et le mode d’inhalation du
fumeur.
Le e-liquide peut contenir différentes concentrations
de nicotine (de 6—8 mg/mL jusqu’à 24—36 mg/mL) et
le glycérol remplace le propylène-glycol dans quelques
marques. Les caractéristiques chimiques de l’aérosol sont
bien connues pour certaines marques [2]. On connaît aussi
la dépression requise pour en tirer une bouffée, mais la taille
des particules dans l’aérosol produit par la e-cigarette, et
leur persistance dans l’air ne sont pas encore connues [3].
Le but de cette étude était de mesurer la taille des
gouttelettes dans les différents courants de l’aérosol de
cigarette électronique et d’en estimer les probabilités de
dépôt dans les voies respiratoires de l’utilisateur. Il était
aussi de suivre l’évolution dans le temps de sa concentration dans l’air ambiant, aﬁn d’évaluer les risques éventuels
de « tabagisme » passif [4].

Matériel et méthodes

Figure 1. Cigarette électronique.
Modiﬁée de [17].

Dans la fumée de cigarette, on distingue classiquement
quatre courants :
• le courant primaire, C1, inhalé par le fumeur au moment
de son inspiration ;
• le courant secondaire, C2 ou latéral, produit par la
combustion lente de la cigarette elle-même, entre
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les bouffées actives du fumeur, et dégagé dans
l’environnement ;
• le courant tertiaire, C3, exhalé par le fumeur ;
• le courant C4, mélange de C2 et C3, courant inhalé par le
fumeur lui-même et par son entourage (tabagisme passif).
Le courant C2 n’existe pas dans le cas de la cigarette
électronique (avec ou sans nicotine) car l’aérosol qu’elle
produit est déclenché uniquement par l’inspiration. Il n’y a
donc pas de différence entre les courants C3 et C4.
L’étude a porté sur :
• la distribution des tailles particulaires du courant primaire
(C1) et du courant tertiaire (C3) ;
• la décroissance au cours du temps de la concentration
de l’aérosol dans l’air après enfumage, exprimée par la
demi-vie des particules.
Figure 2. Impacteur électrostatique electrostatic low-pressure
impactor à 13 plateaux et dispositif expérimental.

Matériel
La cigarette électronique étudiée a été la Cigarettec® ,
modèle « ZenAttitude® » [5], disponible sur internet et dans
les bureaux de tabac français. Comme d’autres e-cigarettes,
elle comprend un dispositif d’aérosolisation avec le circuit
électronique et le détecteur d’aspiration, un accumulateur
lithium-ion et la diode lumineuse à son extrémité. Une
cartouche séparable contient le e-liquide (eau, propylèneglycol, arômes alimentaires végétaux et, éventuellement,
nicotine liquide). Nous avons étudié les cartouches sans
nicotine et les cartouches à « haute » teneur en nicotine (de
l’ordre de 16 mg par cartouche). La cartouche génère de
150 à 200 bouffées d’aérosol, selon leur volume (données du
fabricant).
Les mesures des tailles et des concentrations des particules ont été faites dans les courants C1 et C3, grâce à un
impacteur électrostatique à 13 plateaux, electronical lowpressure impactor (ELPI® ), Dekati Ltd, Tampere, Finlande.
Cet appareil fonctionne à basse pression avec des particules
chargées et peut détecter des tailles de 0,028 à 10 m. Il
permet d’établir une distribution de tailles quasi instantanée, en moins de cinq secondes [6,7].
Les particules sont séparées par impaction, et classées
selon leur diamètre aérodynamique exprimé en micromètres
(m). Pour chaque mesure, les diamètres et les concentrations particulaires sont présentés en distribution de
fréquences cumulées et en nombre total de particules. À
partir de ces valeurs, on calcule : le diamètre médian, (D50),
en m, le diamètre au-dessous duquel on trouve 84,3 % des
particules (D84,3), également en m, et la déviation géométrique standard (g) égale au rapport D84,3/D50 [8].

Méthodes
Le courant primaire a été généré par une série de dix
bouffées successives de 100 mL à l’aide d’une seringue de
calibration de capacité de 2 L préalablement remplie avec
1 L d’air ambiant. Cette fumée, ainsi diluée pour respecter les limites opérationnelles de l’appareil concernant la
concentration en particules dans l’air analysé, est ensuite
expirée par la seringue et prélevée par l’analyseur ELPI via
un raccord en T (Fig. 2).
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Le courant tertiaire a été mesuré, à partir de fumée
exhalée par trois volontaires ayant une spirométrie normale,
dans un tube en T connecté directement sur l’ELPI.
La décroissance de la concentration de l’aérosol été étudiée dans une pièce fermée non ventilée de 60 m3 après
enfumage par 20 bouffées exhalées par chaque fumeur à 2 m
de l’ELPI.
Nous avons modélisé la décroissance avec le temps
du nombre de particules de l’aérosol dans l’air sous la
forme d’une fonction exponentielle avec la méthode des
moindres carrés à l’aide du solveur de Microsoft Excel.
Le temps écoulé pour atteindre 50 % de la valeur initiale de concentration représente la demi-vie de l’aérosol,
T1/2, dans l’air. Elle est exprimée en minutes et en
secondes.
Ces mesures sur la cigarette électronique ont été comparées avec les résultats obtenues avec une méthodologie
similaire dans le même laboratoire avec le même équipement sur les cigarettes ordinaires [9] et la chicha [10]. Elle
peut permettre d’éclairer un débat sur les nocivités respectives des trois produits [11].

Résultats
Bruit de fond
La concentration particulaire mesurée dans l’air ambiant
de la pièce avant les mesures est constante. Elle peut être
considérée comme négligeable, car environ cent mille fois
plus faible que celle qui est générée pendant les enfumages
par la cigarette électronique. Les moyennes de trois mesures
de tailles particulaires de ce bruit de fond sont égales à
0,13 m pour le D50 et à 1,89 pour le g.

Distribution des tailles particulaires pour les
courants C1, C3 et C4
Les résultats des mesures obtenues pour la e-cigarette
avec l’ELPI sont donnés dans la première colonne du
Tableau 1.
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Tableau 1 Tailles particulaires des courants C1, C3 et C4 et demi-vies du courant C4 pour la cigarette électronique, la
cigarette ordinaire et la chicha.
Cigarette électronique
Sans nicotine
Haute teneur en nicotine

Cigarette classique

Chicha

C1
D50 (m)
g
Valeurs extrêmes

0,60—0,65
2,46
0,56—0,68

0,27
2,46
0,21—0,29

0,27
1,84
0,20—0,34

C3
D50 (m)
g
Valeurs extrêmes

0,29—0,34
2,25
0,27—0,40

0,30
1,74
0,26—0,35

0,25
1,79
0,21—0,31

Équivalent à C3

0,09
2,68
0,07—0,105

0,13
2,39
0,12—0,15

11 secondes

17 minutes et 40 secondes

19 minutes

C4
D50 (m)
g
Valeurs extrêmes
Demi-vie dans l’air

Décroissance de la concentration de l’aérosol
dans l’air
La demi-vie dans l’air, du courant C4 (ou C3 pour la cigarette
électronique) est de 11 secondes (Tableau 1 et Fig. 3).
Nous avons, comparé ces résultats à ceux de nos études
antérieures faites dans les mêmes conditions et portant sur
la fumée de cigarette Gauloise [9] (Tableau 1, colonne 2) et
la fumée de chicha après bullage [10] (Tableau 1, colonne
3) :
• pour le courant primaire C1, le D50 de la cigarette électronique (0,6 m) est environ deux fois plus élevé que le
D50 de la cigarette ordinaire et de la chicha (0,27 m) ;
• pour le courant tertiaire C3, le D50 de la cigarette électronique (0,29—0,34 m) est voisin du D50 de la cigarette
ordinaire et de la chicha (0,30 m et 0,25 m respectivement) ;

Fracon

Décroissance de Cigareec

1
0,9

fracon restante mesurée

0,8

Exponenelle

0,7

T½calculé = 11 secondes

0,6

• pour le courant C4 (qui est seulement du C3 dans le cas
de la cigarette électronique), le D50 de la cigarette électronique est environ trois fois plus élevé que le D50 de la
cigarette ordinaire et de la chicha (0,09 m et 0,13 m
respectivement).
Ces résultats nous permettent d’estimer, les probabilités
de dépôt total dans les voies aériennes et dans les alvéoles
d’après la taille des gouttelettes et par modélisation [12].
Pour un débit inspiratoire de 20 L/min, les probabilités de
dépôt du courant primaire C1 de la cigarette électronique
sont comparées à celles de la cigarette ordinaire et de la
chicha (Tableau 2). Ces probabilités sont très voisines dans la
région alvéolaire. Cependant le pourcentage de dépôt total
de la cigarette électronique est un peu plus élevé. Cela peut
s’expliquer par la valeur du D50, qui est supérieure à celle
de la cigarette ordinaire. Ainsi, d’après le modèle, c’est le
dépôt bronchique qui augmente et modiﬁe le dépôt total,
sans que le dépôt alvéolaire soit accru.
Nous avons également comparé les résultats de la
décroissance des particules dans l’air avec ceux obtenus
pour la cigarette Gauloise (Fig. 4) et pour la chicha. La
demi-vie du courant C4 dans l’air pour la fumée de cigarette
électronique est trouvée ici de 11 secondes. Elle était de
17 minutes et 40 secondes pour la fumée de cigarette Gauloise [9]. Nous avons fait les mêmes mesures avec la fumée

0,5
0,4

Tableau 2 Probabilités de dépôt total et alvéolaire du
courant primaire C1 selon sa granulométrie (pour un débit
inspiratoire de 20 L/min) d’après le modèle de la CIPR66.

0,3
0,2
0,1
0

100

200

300

400

500

Temps (s)

Figure 3. Décroissance dans l’air de l’aérosol de la cigarette électronique Cigarettec® . Courbe exponentielle ajustée et demi-vie,
T1/2 calculée (en secondes).
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Dépôt en pourcentage
de la concentration
inhalée

Cigarette
électronique

Cigarette
ordinaire
et chicha

Dépôt total (%)
Dépôt alvéolaire (%)

26
14

23,5
14,5
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Décroissance de cigaree gauloise

1
0,9

Fracon restante mesurée

0,8

Exponenelle

Fracon

0,7
0,6

T ½ calculé = 17 minutes 40 secondes

0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
0
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80

90
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110

120

Figure 4. Décroissance dans l’air de la fumée de cigarette Gauloise. Courbe exponentielle ajustée et demi-vie, T1/2 calculée (en
minutes).

de chicha et trouvé une demi-vie de 19 minutes (résultats
non publiés).

Discussion
Les premières mesures de tailles particulaires de ce type
d’aérosol que nous ayons retrouvées dans la littérature
concernent les générateurs de brouillard de spectacle
(études conduites par l’UK Atomic Energy Authority sur des
appareils du commerce) : les valeurs de D50 s’échelonnaient
entre 0,2 et 60 m suivant l’équipement, la composition en
eau, propylène glycérol et glycérol du e-liquide utilisé.
Plus récemment, des études ont été faites directement
sur les aérosols du courant C1, émis par des e-cigarettes.
Avec un dispositif mesurant la mobilité électrique des particules, des tailles de 0,12 à 0,18 m ont été décrites dans
l’étude de Zhang et al. [13] comme étant proches de celles
de la fumée des cigarettes ordinaires, avec des probabilités
de dépôt total de 20 à 27 %, d’après le même modèle que
celui que nous avons appliqué.
Une autre étude [14], comparait les aérosols de cigarette
électronique de deux marques différentes en utilisant deux
méthodes différentes de mesure de taille :
• mobilité électrique, d’un principe voisin de notre
méthode ELPI, avec forte dilution de l’aérosol émis ;
• transmission spectrale lumineuse, sans dilution.
Les résultats étaient alors comparés à ceux obtenus antérieurement avec une fumée de cigarette de référence 3R4F
Kentucky soient des D50 de 0,24 m par mobilité électrique
et de 0,34 m par transmission lumineuse. Nos résultats
antérieurs sur la fumée de tabac sont assez proches de ces
derniers (0,3 m) [9].
Les grandes différences entre les tailles particulaires
obtenues selon les deux méthodes de mesure, toujours plus
petites avec la mobilité électrique, a conduit les auteurs à
conclure que, pour un aérosol très volatil tel que celui de
la e-cigarette, la forte dilution nécessaire à la mesure par
mobilité électrique produisait une évaporation et une diminution de taille des gouttelettes (de 85 à 95 %). Ils ont donc
choisi les résultats des mesures par transmission lumineuse.
Or les tailles (D50) obtenues sont différentes pour les deux
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marques de e-cigarettes étudiées (0,37 m et 0,29 m),
soit respectivement, 10 % plus grosses et 15 % moins grosses
que celles de la fumée de la cigarette de référence. De
plus, à l’intérieur d’une même marque, des disparités allant
jusqu’à 20 % existent selon le mode d’inhalation, selon ces
mêmes auteurs.
Ces derniers résultats montrent que les tailles particulaires mesurées dépendent des modèles de e-cigarettes et
de la méthode de mesure utilisée, en particulier du fait de
la labilité de l’aérosol. Cela implique que nous ne puissions
pas comparer facilement ces résultats avec les nôtres.
On voit cependant que les valeurs trouvées dans notre
étude, pour ce même courant C1, sont dans la partie basse
de la fourchette décrite pour les brouillards (0,2 à 60 m),
mais un peu supérieures à celles des deux autres études
citées.
La rapide disparition de l’aérosol de l’air ambiant n’est
pas seulement expliquée par un phénomène de dépôt de
l’aérosol par sédimentation ou adsorption sur les surfaces,
lié à la taille des particules, mais aussi par une vaporisation rapide, à la température ordinaire, des gouttelettes
de cet aérosol liquide. C’est ce qu’indique la différence
de persistance dans l’air avec les aérosols de la fumée de
cigarette ordinaire ou de chicha qu’on peut prendre comme
références d’aérosols peu volatils, et dont les tailles particulaires sont très proches de celles de la e-cigarette. La
volatilité de cette dernière fait que la fraction du produit pénétrant dans les voies respiratoires est disponible
à la fois sous forme liquide et gazeuse pour absorption
dans les ﬂuides et dans le sang. Pour les modèles contenant de la nicotine, celle-ci est donc absorbée aussi sous
forme gazeuse. Pour les autres substances, un article [11]
qui présente des mesures de corps chimiques émis par la
e-cigarette dans l’air, en particulier les composés organiques volatils (VOC), montre que par comparaison avec
la fumée de tabac, la e-cigarette ne produit pas de substances toxiques et/ou cancérigènes susceptibles d’agir sur
la qualité de l’air ambiant.

Conclusion
L’objectif revendiqué des cigarettes électroniques est le
remplacement du tabac et l’aide au sevrage tabagique. Leur
utilité en tant que telle est peu consensuelle. Leur éventuelle toxicité est controversée. Les propriétés de l’aérosol
décrites dans ce travail pourraient éclairer le débat.
Les gouttelettes dans le courant primaire de la ecigarette sont plus grosses que celles des cigarettes
classiques : elles devraient donc se déposer un peu plus dans
les voies bronchiques mais, en revanche, une partie non
négligeable de cet aérosol est sans doute transformée en
forme gazeuse avant même d’être exhalée. Cela expliquerait l’effet immédiat constaté sur la fonction respiratoire
avec, entre autres, l’augmentation, réversible, de la résistance des voies aériennes [15].
Les gouttelettes du courant C4 de la e-cigarette sont formées de celles du courant C3 expiré par le fumeur. Plus
grosses (0,3 m environ) que celles trouvées dans le courant
C4 des cigarettes et chicha (pipe à eau), elles pourraient polluer l’environnement du fumeur. Cependant, leur demi-vie
dans l’air ambiant étant environ 100 fois plus courte que
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celle des cigarettes classiques et de la chicha, le risque
de tabagisme passif semble très limité, si l’on excepte un
éventuel risque de pollution gazeuse. En effet, pour les ecigarettes où l’on peut trouver de la nicotine, il serait utile
d’en faire le dosage dans l’air et sur les surfaces où elle
peut se déposer avec le propylène-glycol. Dans ce cas, elle
pourrait créer un risque de « tabagisme de troisième main »
[16].
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E-Cigarette Use by Children Increasing
Deborah L. McBride MSN, RN, CPN, CPON, CCRN ⁎
Kaiser Permanente Oakland Medical Center, Berkeley, CA
THE SHARE OF MIDDLE and high school students who
have tried electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) more than
doubled in a year according to a recent federal report. The
percentage of students in grades 6 through 12 who had ever
used e-cigarettes increased from 3.3 percent in 2011 to 6.8
percent in 2012, according to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) report (Corey et al., 2013). Those who
reported currently using the devices increased from 1.1
percent to 2.1 percent. Based on these numbers, the CDC
estimates that 1.78 million middle and high school students
have tried e-cigarettes. One in 10 high school students said
that they had tried an e-cigarette last year, up from one in 20
in 2011. Among high school students, 7 percent who had
tried an e-cigarette said that they had never smoked a
traditional cigarette.
This is a serious concern because the overall impact of ecigarette use on public health remains uncertain. The CDC
report noted concerns including the potential negative impact
of nicotine on adolescent brain development, as well as the
risk for nicotine addiction and initiation of the use of
conventional cigarettes or other tobacco products.
The new data come from the National Youth Tobacco
Survey, which surveyed youths in grades 6 through 12 across
the country about their use of cigarettes, both electronic and
tobacco-filled. The sharp rise among students mirrors that
among adult users, and researchers said that it appears to be
driven, at least in part, by aggressive national marketing
campaigns, some of which feature famous actors. The
producers say the ads are not aimed at adolescents.
E-cigarettes are battery-powered devices that provide
doses of nicotine and other additives to the user in an aerosol.
They do not burn tobacco; instead the battery-powered

devices use water vapor to carry nicotine into a person's
lungs and bloodstream. They do not produce tar or carbon
monoxide. The manufacturers that make the devices claim
that they are safer than regular cigarettes and can help
smokers stop using them, but some health officials say that
nicotine is a highly addictive drug
and that adolescents who start to use
tobacco products may be con“One in 10 high
demned to a lifelong addiction to
school
students said
nicotine. Although the e-cigarette
they had tried an emanufacturers say that they do not
cigarette last year,
market to children, e-cigarettes
come in variety of flavors that are
up from one in 20 in
popular with young people like
2011.”
chocolate, strawberry, cookies and
cream and bubble gum. About 90
percent of all smokers began smoking as teenagers,
according to the CDC report, which recommends developing
strategies to prevent marketing, sales and use of e-cigarettes
by children.
Although the devices are thought to be safer than inhaling
tobacco smoke, there are risks. Nicotine is addictive and very
high doses can be dangerous. Toxic chemicals have been
found in some devices, suggesting quality control problems
at some factories. Health officials also fear that flavored
vapors, coupled with advertising aimed at young people,
might induce them to start smoking and then move on to
traditional cigarettes. In addition, unlike other nicotinedelivery devices like nicotine gum and skin patches, ecigarettes have not been evaluated for safety or effectiveness,
although e-cigarettes are generally considered less harmful
than smoking. Several major tobacco companies have
announced plans to introduce new or revamped e-cigarettes,
and some Wall Street analysts predict that sales of the
devices could surpass those of traditional cigarettes within a
decade. The products have quickly outrun any regulations
here, but regulators for the Food and Drug Administration
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have said they want to issue regulations on the nicotinedelivery devices soon.
E-cigarettes are not subject to the same restrictions that
apply to tobacco cigarettes. There are no extra taxes or
restrictions on advertising or selling cigarettes individually.
There is also no age limit. Minors are free to buy e-cigarettes
in stores and online. E-cigarettes also come in flavors, which
were banned in traditional cigarettes in 2009 and health
officials say particularly appeal to young people.
In a second study, which is likely to have an important
effect on the discussion of the role of e-cigarettes on
tobacco control, Bullen and colleagues (Bullen et al., 2013)
reported on a study that randomized 657 adults smokers
who wanted to quit into three groups: 16 mg nicotine ecigarettes (as needed), 21 mg nicotine patches (one per day)
or placebo e-cigarettes (no nicotine, as needed). Participants
could access a national telephone counseling service, but
received no additional support. At 6 months, 7.3 percent of the
participants in the nicotine e-cigarettes group had achieved
biochemically verified abstinence, compared to 5.8 percent
of participants in the patches group and 4.1 percent in the
placebo e-cigarettes group. The e-cigarettes also received
higher user endorsement than the patches. Adverse events
were generally not serious and much the same across groups.
In addition, the smokers who were given e-cigarettes
without nicotine as a control also made progress in quitting
smoking, with 4 percent off tobacco after 6 months, leading
the researchers to speculate that e-cigarettes may be a
behavioral replacement for regular cigarettes and that efforts
to regulate e-cigarettes could harm current smokers who use

e-cigarettes as a safer alternative to combustible tobacco
products. The study provides valuable data on the use of
e-cigarettes on smoking cessation, but it has limitations.
The number of people who quit was low, just 38 of the
584 smokers given the e-cigarette or the patch, so there was
insufficient statistical power to conclude superiority of
nicotine e-cigarettes to patches or placebo e-cigarettes. The
authors of the study concluded that e-cigarettes, with or
without nicotine, were modestly effective at helping
smokers to quit with similar achievement of abstinence as
nicotine patches. The authors expressed concerns that rather
then reducing or even replacing traditional smoking, ecigarettes could increase smoking rates by attracting new
recruits and reducing quit attempts this situation is usually
implied by the phrase “renormalizing smoking.”
Uncertainty exists about the place of e-cigarettes in
tobacco control, and more research is needed on the efficacy
of e-cigarettes in smoking cessation and harm reduction and
on their long-term safety.
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Abstract
Background: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are becoming increasingly popular with smokers worldwide. Users report
buying them to help quit smoking, to reduce cigarette consumption, to relieve tobacco withdrawal symptoms, and to
continue having a ‘smoking’ experience, but with reduced health risks. Research on e-cigarettes is urgently needed in order
to ensure that the decisions of regulators, healthcare providers and consumers are based on science. Methods ECLAT is a
prospective 12-month randomized, controlled trial that evaluates smoking reduction/abstinence in 300 smokers not
intending to quit experimenting two different nicotine strengths of a popular e-cigarette model (‘Categoria’; Arbi Group Srl,
Italy) compared to its non-nicotine choice. GroupA (n = 100) received 7.2 mg nicotine cartridges for 12 weeks; GroupB
(n = 100), a 6-week 7.2 mg nicotine cartridges followed by a further 6-week 5.4 mg nicotine cartridges; GroupC (n = 100)
received no-nicotine cartridges for 12 weeks. The study consisted of nine visits during which cig/day use and exhaled
carbon monoxide (eCO) levels were measured. Smoking reduction and abstinence rates were calculated. Adverse events
and product preferences were also reviewed.
Results: Declines in cig/day use and eCO levels were observed at each study visits in all three study groups (p,0.001 vs
baseline), with no consistent differences among study groups. Smoking reduction was documented in 22.3% and 10.3% at
week-12 and week-52 respectively. Complete abstinence from tobacco smoking was documented in 10.7% and 8.7% at
week-12 and week-52 respectively. A substantial decrease in adverse events from baseline was observed and withdrawal
symptoms were infrequently reported during the study. Participants’ perception and acceptance of the product under
investigation was satisfactory.
Conclusion: In smokers not intending to quit, the use of e-cigarettes, with or without nicotine, decreased cigarette
consumption and elicited enduring tobacco abstinence without causing significant side effects.
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Introduction
Cigarette smoking is the single most important cause of
avoidable premature mortality in the world and quitting is known
to rapidly reduce risk of serious diseases such as lung cancer,
cardiovascular disease, strokes, chronic lung disease and other
cancers [1,2]. The World Health Organization (WHO) Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) advises that the
key to reducing the health burden of tobacco is to encourage
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

abstinence among smokers [3]. Currently available smokingcessation medications (including nicotine replacement therapy NRT, buproprion and varenicline) are known to increase the
likelihood of quitting smoking, particularly if combined with
counseling programs [4]. However, they lack high levels of efficacy
in real-life settings [reviewed in 5]. Consequently, more effective
approaches are needed to reduce the burden of cigarette smoking.
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E-cigarettes are battery-operated devices designed to vaporize a
liquid solution of propylene glycol and/or vegetable glycerin in
which nicotine or other aromas may be dissolved [6]. Puffing
activates a battery-operated heating element in the atomizer and
the liquid in the cartridge is vaporized as a plume of mist that is
inhaled. As e-cigarettes do not burn tobacco, these products may
be considered a lower risk substitute for factory-made cigarettes
[7]. Most e-cigarettes are designed to look like traditional
cigarettes and simulate the visual, sensory, and behavioural
aspects of smoking traditional cigarettes [7]. Moreover a recent
internet survey on the satisfaction of e-cigarette use has reported
that the device helped in smoking abstinence and improved
smoking-related symptoms [8]. These factors indicate that the ecigarettes may be an effective and safe cigarette substitute, and
therefore merits further evaluation for this purpose.
In two recent case series, we reported objective measures of
long-term smoking abstinence in inveterate smokers with severe
nicotine dependence and/or major depression who quit after
taking up an e-cigarette [9,10]. Moreover, in a prospective 6month proof-of-concept study, e-cigarettes were shown to
substantially decrease cigarette consumption without causing
significant side effects in 40 smokers not intending to quit [11].
Obviously, these products need to be adequately regulated.
Thus far, there have been heterogeneous regulatory responses
ranging from no regulation to complete bans. In Italy, ‘Categoria’
e-cigarettes (‘Categoria’; Arbi Group Srl, Italy) have been
approved for marketing in 2010 by the Italian Institutes of Health
(ISS – Istituto Superiore di Sanità). However, the WHO’s Study
Group on Tobacco Product Regulation advised a negative
approach to e-cigarettes [12]. The basis for this regulatory
conclusion is uncertain, and more research on e-cigarettes must
be conducted in order to ensure that the decisions of regulators,
healthcare providers and consumers are based on science [13].
Consequently, formal appraisal of regular e-cigarette use in
relation to reducing tobacco smoking consumption and the
possibility of adverse events is now required to confirm and
expand preliminary positive findings [9–11,14].
With this in mind, we designed ECLAT, the first randomized
controlled trial investigating the EffiCacy and safety of an
eLectronic cigAreTte. ECLAT is a prospective 12-month
double-blind, controlled, randomized clinical study to evaluate
smoking reduction, smoking abstinence and adverse events in
smokers not intending to quit experimenting two different nicotine
strengths of a very popular e-cigarette brand (‘Categoria’; Arbi
Group Srl, Italy). As it was unrealistic to also have a control group
specifically for e-cigarette use given the ‘‘naturalistic’’ setting and
study population, ECLAT was ‘controlled’ only in relation to the
comparison among different nicotine strengths. We also monitored
adverse events and measured participants’ perception and
satisfaction of the product.

Methods
Participants
Regular smokers from Catania (Italy) not intending to quit were
recruited during the period June 2010– February 2011 following
placement of advertisements in a local newspaper inviting them to
try the e-cigarette ‘Categoria’ (Arbi Group Srl, Italy) to reduce the
risk of tobacco smoking.The trial profile is presented in Figure 1. It
was mentioned that the product was an healthier alternative to
tobacco smoke and that could be freely used as a tobacco cigarette
substitute, as much as they liked. No other specific instructions
were given. Participants were told that they would be randomized
to three similar products, but characterized by different nicotine
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

strengths in the cartridge. They were also told that the purpose of
the study was to evaluate the chance of reducing tobacco smoking
consumption with e-cigarette use, to monitor the possibility of
adverse events during the study, and to score their perception and
satisfaction of the product. No financial incentive was offered for
participation. The first consecutive 300 eligible smokers were
included in the study (Centro per la Prevenzione e Cura del
Tabagismo - CPCT; Università di Catania, Italy).
Inclusion criteria were: (a) smoke $10 factory made cigarettes
per day (cig/day), for at least the past five years, (b) age 18–70
years, (c) in good general health; (d) not currently attempting to
quit smoking or wishing to do so in the next 30 days (this was
verified at screening by the answer ‘‘NO’’ to both questions ‘‘Do
you intend to quit in the next 30 days?’’ and ‘‘Are you interested in
taking part in one of our smoking cessation programs?’’), and (e)
committed to follow the trial procedures.
Exclusion criteria were: (a) symptomatic cardiovascular disease;
(b) symptomatic respiratory disease; (c) regular psychotropic
medication use; (d) current or past history of alcohol abuse; (e)
use of smokeless tobacco or nicotine replacement therapy, and (f)
pregnancy or breastfeeding.
The study was approved by the ‘‘Policlinico-Vittorio Emanuele’’
ethics committee and participants gave written informed consent
prior to participation in the study. No deviations were introduced
in the protocol approved from ethic committee.

Products Tested: ‘‘Categoria’’ e-cigarette
The ‘‘Categoria’’ e-cigarette (model ‘‘401’’) was used in this
study. It is a three-piece model that closely resembles a tobacco
cigarette (Figure 2). Its heating element in the atomizer is
activated by a rechargeable 3.7 V-90 mAh lithium-ion battery. A
fully charged battery can last up to the equivalent of 50–70 puffs.
Disposable cartridges used in this study looked like tobacco
cigarette’s filters containing an absorbent material saturated with a
liquid solution of propylene glycol and vegetable glycerin in which
nicotine or an aroma was dissolved. Disposable cartridges had to
fit securely onto the heating element of the atomizer in order to
produce a consistent vapour. Three different types of cartridges
were provided for the study; ‘‘Original’’ 7.2 mg nicotine
(2.2760.13%
nicotine),
‘‘Categoria’’
5.4 mg
nicotine
(1.7160.09% nicotine) and ‘‘Original’’ without nicotine (‘‘sweet
tobacco’’ aroma). Detailed toxicology and nicotine content
analyses of these cartridges had been carried in a laboratory
certified by the Italian Institute of Health and can be found at:
http://www.liaf-onlus.org/public/allegati/categoria1b.pdf.
The ‘‘Categoria’’ electronic cigarette kit and cartridges were
provided free of charge by the local distributor, Arbi Group Srl,
Italy.

Study Design
The study is a three-arms double-blind, controlled, randomized,
clinical trial designed to assess the efficacy and safety of ‘Categoria’
e-cigarette loaded with 7.2 mg nicotine and 5.4 mg nicotine
cartridges in comparison to no-nicotine cartridges (Figure 3). At
baseline, participants were randomized into three separate study
groups. The randomization sequence was computer generated by
using blocks size of 15 with an allocation ratio of 5:5:5 for each of
the three study conditions (A, B, and C). Participants randomized
in study group A received 12 weeks supply of 7.2 mg nicotine
cartridges; those in study group B, two 6-week supplies of
cartridges, one of the 7.2 mg nicotine cartridges and a further 6
weeks with supply of 5.4 mg nicotine cartridges; participants in
study group C received 12 weeks supply of no-nicotine cartridges
(i.e. control). Blinding was ensured by the identical external
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Figure 1. Flow of participants. After screening for the study inclusion/exclusion criteria, a total of 300 regular smokers consented to participate
and were included in the study. Participants were randomized into three separate study groups (A, B, and C). Participants randomized in study group
A received 12 weeks supply of ‘‘Original’’ 7.2 mg nicotine cartridges; those in study group B, two 6-week supplies of cartridges, one of the ‘‘Original’’
7.2 mg nicotine cartridges and a further 6 weeks with supply of ‘‘Categoria’’ 5.4 mg nicotine cartridges; participants in study group C received 12
weeks supply of no-nicotine cartridges (i.e. control).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066317.g001

appearance of the cartridges. The hospital pharmacy was in
charge of randomization and packaging of the cartridges. A
prospective evaluation of efficacy and safety was repeated at two
additional follow up visits at 24- and 52-weeks. Thus the study
consisted of a total of nine visits: a baseline visit and eight follow up
visits (at week-2, week-4, week-6, week-8, week-10, week-12, week24 and week-52).

Study Schedule
Participants attended their study visits at the smoking cessation
clinic at approximately the same time of day. With the exception

of the baseline study day, most visits took approximately 10–15
minutes.
At baseline (study visit 1), socio-demographic factors, and a
detailed smoking history were annotated and individual pack-years
(pack/yrs) calculated, together with the subjective ratings of
depression and anxiety assessed by Beck Depression Inventory
(BDI) [15] and Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) [16], respectively.
Physical dependence and behavioural dependence were measured
by Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND) [17] and
Glover-Nilsson Smoking Behavioral Questionnaire (GN-SBQ)
[18], respectively. Additionally, levels of carbon monoxide in
exhaled breath (eCO) were measured using a portable device

Figure 2. Image of the product tested in the study. The ‘‘Categoria’’ electronic cigarette is a three-piece model consisting of a disposable
inhaler/mouthpiece (the cartridge), an atomizer and a rechargeable battery (the cigarette body). Disposable cartridges used in this study looked like
tobacco cigarette’s filters containing an absorbent material saturated with a liquid solution of propylene glycol and vegetable glycerin in which
different concentrations of nicotine or an aroma were dissolved. The cigarette body contains a rechargeable 3.7 V-90 mAh lithium-ion battery that
activates the heating element in the atomizer.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066317.g002
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the ECLAT study design. Smokers not currently attempting to quit smoking or wishing to do so in the next 30
days were randomized in three study groups: group A (receiving 12 weeks of 7.2 mg nicotine cartridges), group B (receiving 6-weeks of 7.2 mg
nicotine cartridges and a further 6 weeks with 5.4 mg nicotine cartridges), and group C (receiving 12 weeks of no-nicotine cartridges). Participants in
each group were prospectively reviewed for up to 52-weeks during which smoking habits, eCO levels, adverse events, vital signs, and product
preference were assessed at each study visits. Additionally, saliva samples were collected at week-6 and at week-12 (closed triangles) for cotinine
measurement in those who stated they had not smoked and with an eCO #7 ppm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066317.g003

(Micro CO, Micro Medical Ltd, UK). Vital signs, body weight,
and adverse events were also recorded at baseline.
Participants were then given a free e-cigarette kit containing two
rechargeable batteries, a charger, and two atomizers and
instructed on how to charge, activate and correctly use the ecigarette. Key troubleshooting support was provided and phone
numbers were supplied for both technical and medical assistance.
A full 2-weeks supply of either nicotine or no-nicotine cartridges
(depending on the study arm allocation) was also provided and
participants were trained on how to load them onto the ecigarette’s atomizer. Participants were permitted to use the study
product ad libitum throughout the day (up to a maximum of 4
cartridges per day, as recommended by the manufacturer) in the
anticipation of reducing the number of cig/day smoked, and
requested to fill a 2-weeks’ study diary. Study diary sheets were
compiled by participants on a daily basis to record details about
their daily usage of tobacco cigarette, cartridge use, withdrawal
symptoms and adverse events (AEs). In general, study diary sheets
allow recording of several items over a 15-day period in one single
page and participants received one new study diary sheet every 15
days. To cover a longer period (e.g. 30 or 60 days) multiple pages
of 15 days were used. Participants were asked to complete a check
list of symptoms likely to be related to tobacco smoking,
withdrawal symptoms (i.e. anxiety, depression, insomnia, irritability, constipation, hunger) and/or e-cigarette.
No emphasis on encouragement, motivation and reward for the
smoking cessation effort were provided since this study was
intended to monitor smokers (not wishing to quit) using ecigarettes.
Participants were invited to return to our clinic at week-2 (study
visit 2), week-4 (study visit 3), week-6 (study visit 4), week-8 (study
visit 5), week-10 (study visit 6), and week-12 (study visit 7), a) to
receive further free supply of cartridges together with the study
diaries for the residual study periods, b) to record their eCO levels,
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c) to measure vital signs, and d) to return completed study diaries
and unused study products. Additionally, saliva samples were
collected at week-6 (study visit 4) and at week-12 (study visit 7) for
cotinine measurement in those who stated they had not smoked
(not even a puff) and with an eCO #7 ppm. Participants were
asked to chew a small cotton roll (TR0N00RU2, Dentalica,
Milano, Italy) for 60 seconds. Cotton rolls were placed into
polypropylene tubes and stored at 220uC until use. Saliva samples
were analysed in duplicate for cotinine analysis by gas chromatography [19]. At the end of study visit 7, participants were
informed that no more cartridges would be provided by the
investigators, but that they were advised to continue using their ecigarette if they wish to do so.
Study participants attended two additional follow up visits at
week-24 (study visit 8), and at week-52 (study visit 9) to report
product use (cartridges/day) and the number of any tobacco
cigarettes smoked (from which reduction and quit rates could be
calculated), and to re-check eCO levels.
Adverse events, resting blood pressure, heart rate, and body
weight were recorded again as well as participants’ liking of the
product (for those participants who were still continuing to use
their e-cigarette at week 24 and 52).
During the study we also assessed spirometric data, fractional
exhaled NO (FeNO) levels, craving scores, and withdrawal ratings
by Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal Scale-MNWS [20]; these
results will be reported in different papers.

Study Outcome Measures
A $50% reduction in the number of cig/day since baseline,
defined as self-reported reduction in the number of cig/day
compared to baseline [21], was calculated at each study visit
(‘‘reducers’’).
Abstinence from smoking, defined as complete self-reported
abstinence from tobacco smoking - not even a puff (together with
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an eCO concentration of #7 ppm) fsince the previous study visit,
was calculated at each study visit (‘‘quitters’’). Failing to meet the
above criteria defines smoking reduction/cessation failure.
Adverse events, symptoms thought to be related to tobacco
smoking and e-cigarette use and to withdrawal from nicotine were
annotated at baseline and at each subsequent study visit on the
adverse event page of the study diary. Vital signs were also
recorded.
Participants’ perception and liking of the product were assessed
by asking to rate their level of satisfaction with the products
compared to their own cigarettes using a visual analogue scale
(VAS) from 0 to 10 points (0 = being ‘completely unsatisfied’, 10
being = ‘fully satisfied’); using the same scale, they also rated how
much they missed their own brand (0 = being ‘did not miss it at
all’, 10 being = ’missed too much’) and whether they would
recommend it to a friend/relative (0 = being ‘not recommended at
all’, 10 being = ‘absolutely recommended’) [11].

Statistical Analyses
This was a proof-of-concept pilot study, the first of its kind,
hence no previous data was available for power calculation. In our
preliminary work with ‘‘Categoria’’ e-cigarettes supplied with
7.4 mg nicotine cartridges, we reported a quit rate of 22.5% at 6months in smokers not wishing to quit and with an observed
attrition rate of 32.5% (11). Assuming a 10% difference in success
rate between the two nicotine arms (A and B) and the arm without
any nicotine addiction (C), we estimated that a sample of 93
subjects for each arm would have been adequate for the study,
with a type I error of 0.05 and type II error of 0.25. Consequently,
we recruited 100 subjects for each arm of the study.
Study outcome measures were computed by including all
enrolled participants - assuming that all those individuals who
were lost to follow-up are classified as failures (intention-to-treat
analysis). In per-protocol analyses enrolled subjects who did not
drop-out were evaluated.
Normality of variable distributions was evaluated by Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. Parametric and non-parametric data were
expressed as mean (6SD) and median (and interquartile range
[IQR]) respectively. Within-group (from baseline) and betweengroup differences were evaluated by means of parametric and non
parametric statistical tests, for paired and unpaired data, as
appropriate. Significance of differences in frequency distribution of
categorical variables were tested by x2 test. Correlations between
variables were calculated using Spearman’s rank correlation.
Statistical methods were 2-tailed, and P values of ,0.05 were
considered significant.
The analyses were carried out using Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) for Windows version
17.0.

Results
Participant Characteristics
After screening for the study inclusion/exclusion criteria, a total
of 300 [M 190; F 110; mean (6SD) age of 44.0 (612.5) years]
regular smokers (median [IQ range] pack/yrs of 24.9 [14.0–37.0])
consented to participate and were included in the study (Table 1).
Baseline characteristics between study groups A, B, and C were
not significantly different from each other, with the exception of
participants’ age in group A vs group C (45.9612.8 vs 42.2612.5;
p = 0.04, Fisher’s least significant difference).
Two-hundred-twenty-five subjects (75.0%) returned at week-12,
211 (70.3%) at week-24, and 183 (61.0%) for their final follow-up
visit at week-52. Baseline characteristics of those who were lost to
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

follow-up were not significantly different from participants who
completed the study, with the exception of gender: at week-52,
males were 71% of subjects lost to follow-up, while 58% among
those still present at week-52 (p = 0.03, x2 test). No significant
difference was evident in drop-out rates among study groups at
any Study Visit (x2 test).

Outcome Measures
A significant reduction of median value (per-protocol evaluation, p,0.0001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) in cig/day use from
baseline was observed at each study visits in all three study groups
(Figure 4); the median values (and IQR) of cig/day use were 19.0
(14.0–25.0) in Group A, 21.0 (15.0–26.0) in Group B, and 22.0
(15.0–27.0) in Group C at baseline; 11.0 (5.0–15.0), 10.0 (2.3–
18.0), and 12.0 (7.0–18.0) respectively at Week-12; 12.0 (5.8–20.0),
14.0 (6.0–20.0), and 12.0 (9.0–20.0) respectively at week-52.
Between-group differences in cigarette/day use were significant at
week-2, -6, and -8 (Kruskal-Wallis test). When Quitters were
excluded from the analysis, at Week-12 median values (and IQR)
of cig/day use were 12.0 (7.8–16.0) in Group A, 13.0 (7.0–20.0) in
Group B, and 12.0 (8.0–18.0) in Group C (p = 0.65); at Week-52
the same figures were 15.0 (10.0–20.0), 15.0 (10.0–20.0), and 13.0
(10.–20.0) respectively (p = 0.57).
Likewise, a significant reduction (per-protocol evaluation,
p,0.0001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) in eCO levels from baseline
was observed at each study visits in all three study groups
(Figure 5); significant between-group differences were only
observed at week-6 (p = 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis test). At Week-12,
median (and IQR) eCO values (ppm) were 16.0 (8.0–22.0) in
Group A, 17.0 (7.3–24.8) in Group B, and 17.5 (11.0–23.0) in
Group C (p = 0.48); at Week-52 they were 15.0 (8.8–29.0), 16.0
(10.0–26.5), and 17.0 (11.3–25.0) respectively (p = 0.93). When
excluding Quitters from the analysis, at Week-12 we found 18.0
(9.0–23.0) in Group A, 19.0 (12.0–28.0) in Group B, and 18.0
(13.0–23.0) in Group C (p = 0.48); similarly, at Week-52 they were
18.0 (9.0–23.0), 18.0 (10.–26.0), and 19.0 (13.0–28) respectively
(p = 0.59).
Reduction and quit rates (%) during the course of the study are
shown separately for each study groups on intention-to-treat
analysis in Table 2. With a few exceptions, no significant
difference was observed among study groups. In particular, at
week-12 quitters were 11% in Group A, 17% in Group B, and 4%
in Group C. At week-52 the same figures were 13%, 9%, and 4%,
respectively. In the subsequent analyses of reduction and quit rates
we have combined Groups A and B together for comparison to
Group C.
Excluding quitters, on an intention-to-treat basis a $50%
reduction in the number of cig/day from baseline was documented in 46/200 (23.0%) subjects in Groups A-B and in 21/100
(21.0%) in Group C at week-12 (p = 0.70, x2 test). At week-52
reducers were 29/200 (14.5%) in Groups A-B and in 12/100
(12.0%) in Group C (p = 0.55). Of these tobacco smoke reducers,
9/200 (4.5%) could be classified as sustained heavy reducers (at
least 80% reduction in the number of cig/day) in Groups A-B and
2/100 (2.0%) in Group C at week-12 (p = 0.28); at week-52
sustained heavy reducers were 2/200 (1.0%) in Groups A-Band 2/
100 (2.0%) in Group C (p = 0.48).
On an intention-to-treat basis, at Week-12 complete abstinence
from tobacco smoking was documented in 28/200 (14.0%) in
Groups A-B and in 4/100 (4.0%) in Group C (p = 0.008, x2 test).
At week-52, quitters were 22/200 (11.0%) in Groups A-B and 4/
100 (4.0%) in Group C (p = 0.04). (Figure 6). Of these quitters, 7/
26 (26.9%) were still using the e-cigarette by the end of the study.
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Table 1. General characteristics of ECLAT study sample at baseline.

Overall sample
(N = 300)

Group A (N = 100)

Group B (N = 100)

Group C (N = 100)

P

Males/Females (No)

190/110

61/39

66/34

63/37

NS

Age (yrs 6 SD)

44.0612.5

45.9612.8

43.9612.2

42.2612.5

*

Age at initiation (mean 6 SD)

16.863.9

16.463.9

17.364.3

16.963.5

NS

Education level (No. [%]):
Low

93 (31%)

28 (28%)

32 (32%)

33 (33%)

Intermediate

160 (53%)

57 (57%)

59 (59%)

44 (44%)

High

47 (16%)

15 (15%)

9 (9%)

23 (23%)

Pack/yr (median [IQ range])

24.9 (14.0–37.0)

24.0 (14.3–37.0)

25.3 (16.9–38.8)

25.5 (12.0–35.0)

NS

Cig/day (median [IQ range])

20.0 (15.0–25.0)

19.0 (14.0–25.0)

21.0 (15.0–26.0)

22.0 (15.0–27.0)

NS

Past attempts to quit (% yes)

51

56

48

47

NS

Number past attempts to quit (mean 6 SD)

0.660.7

0.760.8

0.560.6

0.660.7

NS

eCO (median [IQ range])

20.0 (15.0–28.0)

19.0 (15.5–29.0)

22.0 (16.0–29.0)

19.5 (14.0–28.0)

NS

FTND (mean 6 SD)

5.862.2

5.662.3

6.062.1

5.862.2

NS

GN-SBQ (mean 6 SD)

20.067.2

20.567.0

20.567.5

19.067.2

NS

BDI (median [IQ range])

6.0 (2.0–12.0)

7.0 (2.0–12.5)

6.0 (3.0–12.5)

5.0 (1.0–11.5)

NS

BAI (median [IQ range])

7.0 (3.0–14.0)

7.0 (3.0–14.5)

8.0 (3.0–14.0)

6.5 (2.0–15.5)

NS

0.055

Legend: SD – standard deviation; IQR – interquartile range; Pack/yrs – pack-years; Cig/day – Cigarettes smoked per day; eCO – exhaled carbon monoxide; FTND –
Fagerstrom Test of Nicotine Dependence; GN-SBQ- Glover-Nilsson Smoking Behavioral Questionnaire; BDI – Beck Depression Inventory; BAI – Beck Anxiety Inventory.
Data are reported for the overall sample and separately for each treatment group. Differences among groups were evaluated by x2 test for categorical variables, oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher protected LSD for parametric variables, and Kruskal-Wallis test for non parametric variables.
*p = 0.04 between A and C groups (ANOVA).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066317.t001

Overall, on an intention-to-treat basis, combined $50%
smoking reduction and complete abstinence from smoking was
shown in 99/300 (33.0%) at week-12 and 57/300 (19.0%) at week-

52. The mean (6SE) overall cig/day consumption at baseline was
of 21.4 cig/day (60.5): it decreased to 13.9 cig/day (60.7) at
week-52 (p,0.0001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).

Figure 4. Time-course of changes in the median number of cigarettes/day use from baseline, separately for each study group. A
significant reduction (per-protocol evaluation, p,0.0001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) was observed at each study visits in all three study groups.
When significant, between-group differences were indicated (Kruskal-Wallis test). The upper part of the figure illustrates the number of subjects
attending each study visit.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066317.g004
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Figure 5. Time-course of changes in the median exhaled CO levels from baseline, separately for each study group. A significant
reduction (per-protocol evaluation, p,0.0001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) was observed at each study visits in all three study groups. When
significant, between-group differences were indicated (Kruskal-Wallis test). The upper part of the figure illustrates the number of subjects attending
each study visit.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066317.g005

Switching from 7.2 mg nicotine to 5.4 mg nicotine cartridges at
week-6 in study group B did not have any effect; reduction and
abstinence rates remained substantially similar in group A and B
on all subsequent visits: at week-6, quit rates were 11/100 in
Group A and 15/100 in Group B, reduction rates 24/100 and 26/
100 respectively; at week-12 quit rates were 11/100 in Group A
and 17/100 in Group B, reduction rates 26/100 and 20/100
respectively.
Saliva cotinine levels at week-6 and at week-12– in those who
stated they did not smoke (not even a puff) and with an eCO
#7 ppm – were not significantly different between group A and B

Table 2. Reduction and quit rates at different time points,
shown separately for each study group (intention-to-treat
analysis).

Reduction rates
(%)

Quit rates (%)

Groups

A

B

C

A

B

C

p value*

Week-2

29.0

38.0

36.0

20.0

12.0

5.0

0.02

Week-4

29.0

33.0

29.0

14.0

14.0

6.0

0.25

Week-6

24.0

26.0

25.0

11.0

15.0

2.0

0.03

Week-8

23.0

21.0

20.0

9.0

12.0

4.0

0.31

Week-10

26.0

15.0

19.0

7.0

15.0

3.0

0.01

Week-12

26.0

20.0

21.0

11.0

17.0

4.0

0.04

Week-24

17.0

19.0

15.0

12.0

10.0

5.0

0.39

Week-52

10.0

9.0

12.0

13.0

9.0

4.0

0.24

*p values are relevant to the differences in frequency distribution in reduction
and quit rates among groups at each Study Visits (x2 test).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066317.t002
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(Figure 7, Mann-Whitney U test); their median (IQR) concentration being 42.5 ng/ml (1.0–149.3) in Group A and 67.8 (35.4–
153.0) ng/ml in Group B at week-6, and 91.0 ng/ml (16.3–169.4)
in Group A and 69.8 (0.9–104.9) ng/ml in Group B at week-12. As
expected, saliva cotinine levels in the no-nicotine group (group C)
were barely measurable at week-6 and -12 (Figure 7).

Product Use
Correlations between saliva cotinine levels and number of
cartridges/day were highly significant for study groups A and B, at
week-6 (Rho = 0.90 for group A, p = 0.005; Rho = 0.74 for group
B, p = 0.006, Spearman’s rank correlation) and at week-12
(Rho = 0.93 for group A, p,0.003; Rho = 0.95 for group B,
p,0.0004). Details of median (and IQR) cartridge use throughout

Figure 6. Time-course (at Week-6, -12, -24, and -52) of changes
in the number of reducers and quitters in the ECLAT study
(intention-to-treat analysis; all three study groups combined
together).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066317.g006
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Figure 7. Box plots representation of the changes in saliva cotinine levels measured at week-6 and at week-12 in those who stated
they did not smoke and with an eCO #7 ppm; no significant difference between groups A and B at both time points was found
(Mann-Whitney U test). Bars indicate (from the bottom to the top) 10th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th, and 90th percentiles. Values below 10th and above
90th percentiles (outliers) are shown as circles.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066317.g007

the study is shown in Table 3. At each visit, smoking reduction/
cessation failures used significantly less cartridges with respect to
reducers and quitters. By and large, no significant difference
among groups was observed in terms of cartridge use.

Safety
Safety analyses included all participants who were using the
product at their scheduled visit. Figure 8 shows the frequency
distribution (%) of the five most commonly reported adverse events
(AEs), separately for each study groups. Before using e-cigarettes,
at baseline, the most frequently reported AEs were cough (26%;
average for all study groups combined), dry mouth (22%),
shortness of breath (20%), throat irritation (17%), and headache
(17%). We performed a between-group evaluation at baseline, at
week-12 and at week-52; no difference was found in frequency
distribution of AEs among study groups at all the three time-points
(x2 test). However, for all the investigated AEs, a significant
reduction in frequency of reported symptoms was observed
compared to baseline (Figure 8). Of all symptoms that
progressively decreased throughout the study with the use of e-

Table 3. Details of median (interquartile range - IQR)
cartridge use at different time points for the total sample and
separately for smoking failures, reducers, and quitters
categories.

No. of
cartridges

Total
sample

Failures

Reducers Quitters

p value*

Week 2

2 (1–3)

1 (1–3)

2 (1–3)

3 (2–3)

0.0018

Week 4

2 (1–3)

1 (1–3)

2 (1–3)

2 (1–3)

0.0014

Week 6

2 (1–4)

1 (0–3)

3 (1–4)

2 (2–4)

,0.001

Week 8

2 (1–4)

2 (1–3)

3 (2–4)

3 (1–4)

0.0063

Week10

2 (1–4)

2 (0–3)

2 (1–4)

4 (2–4)

0.0002

Week 12

2 (0–3)

1 (0–2)

3 (1–4)

2 (0–4)

,0.0001

Week 24

0 (0–2)

0 (0–1)

1 (0–4)

1 (0–3)

,0.0001

Week 52

0 (0–0)

0 (0–0)

1 (0–3)

0 (0–0)

0.0056

*p values are relevant to the differences in the number of used cartridges
among failures, reducers, and quitters subgroups at each time point (KruskalWallis test).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066317.t003
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cigarettes, shortness of breath was substantially reduced from 20 to
4% already by week-2.
Remarkably, side effects commonly recorded during smoking
cessation trials with drugs for nicotine dependence were
infrequently reported in the course of the study; for example at
week-2 hunger, insomnia, irritability, anxiety, and depression were
reported by 6.5%, 4%, 3.5%, 3% and 2% participants respectively. Moreover, no serious adverse events (i.e. major depression,
abnormal behaviour or any event requiring unscheduled visit to
the family practitioner or hospitalisation) occurred during the
study.
No significant changes in mean (6SE) body weight, resting
heart rate, and systolic/diastolic blood pressure from baseline to
the end of the study were observed. Likewise, no significant
difference was found among the three study groups throughout the
study.

Product Preferences
The satisfaction level for the product under investigation was
not particularly high, the median (IQR) VAS values being 4 (2–5),
4 (1–5) and 3 (1–5) at week-12, -24, and -52 respectively, with no
significant difference among the three study groups.
Using the same scale, when participants rated how much they
missed their own brand, median (IQR) VAS values were 6 (4–8), 6
(4–8) and 6 (4–8) at week-12, -24, and -52 respectively. No
significant difference was found among the three study groups.
Participants were inclined to recommend the e-cigarette to
friends or relatives, the median (IQR) VAS values being 7 (5–9), 6
(4–9) and 7 (4–8) at week-12, -24, and -52 respectively. Once
again, no significant difference was observed among the three
study groups.

Discussion
The e-cigarette is a very controversial topic, which calls for a
balanced analysis of the risks and benefits of these products.
Currently, only limited evidence is available and rigorous research
on e-Cigarettes is required to guide the decisions of regulators,
healthcare providers and consumers. Here, we present the results
of ECLAT, the first randomized controlled trial addressing the
impact of e-Cigarette use in relation to smoking reduction,
smoking abstinence and safety long-term. ECLAT reveals
important and persistent modifications in the smoking habits of
300 smokers (not intending to quit) using e-cigarettes, resulting in
8
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Figure 8. Time-course of changes in the frequency of the five most commonly reported adverse events (AEs) from baseline,
separately for each study group. On Y-axis, the number of subjects reporting AEs is depicted. Compared to baseline, a significant reduction in
frequency of cough, dry mouth, shortness of breath, and headache was observed at each study visits in all three study groups (per-protocol
evaluation, p,0.001, x2 test). No difference was found in frequency distribution of AEs among study groups (x2 test).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0066317.g008

significant smoking reduction and smoking abstinence. These
positive findings were associated with a substantial decrease in
adverse events. Moreover, a limited evaluation of withdrawal
symptoms indicates that they were reported only occasionally.
Based on our previous experience with smoking cessation media
campaigns, the large participation in ECLAT following placement
of advertisements in a local newspaper was unexpected. This was
driven by an important factor: curiosity. Please note that
advertisements were promoted in 2010 when – at least in Italy –
the level of awareness of e-cigarettes was very low. Thus, it is more
plausible that subjects took interest in the study because they were
simply curious about a new electronic product looking like a
cigarette and wanted to try it on. For this reason, we are confident
that participants enrolled in ECLAT were not interested in
quitting.
Soon after inclusion in the study, smokers substantially reduced
cig/day use from baseline by more than 50% in all three study
groups and this was coupled by reductions in eCO levels. The level
of reduction in cig/day use reported here is in agreement with
those reported in surveys of e-cigarette users [8,22,23] and in our
earlier work with the same product [11]. The observed reduction
in cig/day use appears to be unrelated to the nicotine content in
the cartridges, the non-nicotine study group (C) behaving like both
nicotine groups (A and B) at most time-points. This was
unpredicted, bringing into question the key function of nicotine
in cigarette dependence and suggesting that other factors such as
the rituals associated with cigarette handling and manipulation
may also play an important role [24,25].

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

The percentage decrease in cig/day use from baseline was
greater that the percentage decrease in eCO. Besides the obvious
element of compensation (i.e. more intense puffing) when smoking
fewer cig/day, there is also the possibility that a variability in the
time lapse from the last cigarette smoked before eCO measurements may introduce inconsistency (i.e. higher than expected eCO
values).
Switching to e-cigarettes resulted in significant smoking
reduction and smoking abstinence with a substantial number of
quitters (26.9%) still using these products by week-52.
Of note, those who abstained completely from tobacco from the
beginning of the study were more likely to stay quit at subsequent
follow-ups, whereas those who at first became reducers (dual users)
were more likely to relapse later on in the study. Quit rates in the
control group (C) were consistently lower at each visit, with a
difference that was statistically significant for the most part of the
intervention phase of the study. This seems to be in contrast with
the earlier interpretation of the observed reduction in cig/day use
being unrelated to the nicotine content (discussed earlier). Indeed,
saliva cotinine levels in those who had completely switched to the
e-cigarette were measurable only in those belonging to groups A
and B (and markedly correlates with the number of cartridges/
day), however with the exception of a handful of participants,
saliva cotinine levels were well below the concentration threshold
considered to be representative for regular smokers [26] or
experienced e-cigarette users [27]. This is not surprising considering that the model under investigation is not very efficient at
delivering nicotine [28]. Furthermore, this product is equipped
with a small 90 mAh lithium-ion battery that allows (on a full
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charge) only about 50–70 puffs. Newer models are now equipped
with much higher voltage batteries, thus allowing thicker vapour
and up to 500 puffs. Last but not least, technical issues (es.
malfunctions) were not uncommon with the model under
investigation. In our opinion, it is likely that with this underperforming model all three study groups were similarly behaving
as controls, with a minor advantage in quit/reduction rates seen in
study group A and B is essentially due to other factors mainly
associated to participants’ satisfaction/pleasure such as product’s
taste/flavour. In the present investigation, the ‘‘sweet tobacco’’
aroma of the cartridges used in study group C was considered
unpleasant by a large number of respondents (18/25; 72%)
compared to the other 2 groups (37.8% and 26.7% in group B and
A, respectively). To this end, it is interesting to note that smoking
reduction/cessation failures used significantly less cartridges with
respect to reducers and quitters at each visit.
Given that all smokers were - by inclusion criteria - not
interested in quitting, and that the model under investigation was
underperforming the rates reported in the present study are
impressive. It is possible that for some participants, satisfaction
from e-cigarette use was good enough to compensate for their
need of own brand cigarette. Indeed the replacement of the ritual
of smoking gestures and cigarette handling, the opportunity to use
the product in public places and to reduce bad smell, as well as the
perception of an improved general sense of wellbeing might have
been the cause for the substantial success rates of the ECLAT
study.
Although ECLAT findings are not directly comparable with
classic cessation and/or reduction studies because of its design
(unlike these studies, the ECLAT study sample was characterized
by participants selected specifically for their lack of interest in
quitting and the subjects were not encouraged to quit smoking, nor
provided any help), the observed 52-week abstinence rate appears
to be similar to that published in the medical literature with firstline medications for nicotine dependence [29,30]. However, it
cannot be excluded that some of the participants were in fact
unintentionally ready to quit given that no formal assessment of
their readiness to quit was carried out.
ECLAT is also the first study to address the impact of e-cigarette
use in relation to long-term safety. At study outset, typical smokers’
symptoms were documented, but use of ‘‘Categoria’’ e-cigarettes
resulted in significant progressive health improvements with no
difference among study groups. Specifically, of all symptoms that
progressively decreased throughout the study with the use of the
product, shortness of breath was substantially reduced (from 20 to
4%) already by week-2.
Although withdrawal symptoms were determined as part of the
AEs adverse events assessment, hunger, insomnia, irritability,
anxiety, and dysphoric or depressed mood) were uncommon.
Withdrawal symptoms are know to be responsible for the impaired
ability to achieve and sustain abstinence [31]. It is possible that the
e-cigarette by providing a coping mechanism for conditioned
smoking cues could mitigate withdrawal symptoms and the desire
to smoke associated with smoking reduction and smoking
abstinence [32–34]. Moreover, e-cigarettes appear to improve
cognitive effects during tobacco abstinence [34]. Taken together
these mechanisms suggest that e-cigarettes may act as an efficient
relapse prevention tool thus providing a plausible explanation for
the reduction/cessation rates observed in ECLAT. However,
although assessment of symptoms in ECLAT was meticulous, we
cannot exclude some degree of recall bias and the reported lack of
withdrawal symptoms in the study participants should be
considered with caution.

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Objective assessment of vital signs were recorded at baseline
and at each subsequent study visit. In the ECLAT study, we
reported no changes in resting heart rate, and systolic/diastolic
blood pressure. Moreover, no serious adverse events (i.e. major
depression, abnormal behaviour or any event requiring unscheduled visit to the family practitioner or hospitalisation) occurred
during the study.
Notably, no weight gain was observed in the ECLAT sample.
This is somewhat surprising given that smoking cessation is
typically associated with significant increase in body weight [35].
Thus, the ‘Categoria’ e-cigarette might not only be a safer
alternative to smoking tobacco, but can also reduce cigarette
consumption with no weight concern.
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a toxic gas and high concentrations
are known to be generated during cigarette combustion. Hence,
exhaled CO has been universally adopted as a biomarker of
exposure to cigarette smoke. Thus, it was not surprising to observe
that the smoking reduction/abstinence achieved with use of
‘Categoria’ e-cigarette was associated with a significant decrease in
exhaled CO level from baseline. This is in agreement with
previous acute studies with a number of different models [32,33]
and in net contrast with other electronic nicotine delivery devices
(ENDDs) such as Eclipse (which has been shown to generate
substantial levels of eCO) [36].
By the end of the study, 26.9% of quitters were still using ecigarettes; consequently 73.1% of the quitters were completely
freed from their smoking dependence. Thus the large majority of
smokers who were successful in quitting using the e-cigarette were
successful not only in quitting smoking, but in eventually stopping
use of the e-cigarette as well. This is surprising and contradicts the
popular conception that the e-cigarette is not effective because
people are substituting one addiction for another. In trying to
provide an explanation, we noticed that once smokers who were
successful in quitting using the e-cigarette realized that they did
not need tobacco smoking anymore, they could choose not to
smoke and/or use the product. Hence, e-cigarette use played a
role by boosting smokers confidence in their ability to quit.
However, it must be also noted that, participants who later
discontinued the use of e-cigarette went back to smoking their own
brand, suggesting that dynamic changes in motivation levels may
have occurred in both directions in ECLAT with smokers losing or
acquiring confidence in their ability to quit at different time points.
Collectively, the evidence that e-cigarettes helps reducing
cigarette consumption and elicits enduring tobacco abstinence
without causing significant side effects in individuals unable or not
wishing to quit can be seen as an emerging novel approach to
tobacco harm reduction [37]. Cigarette smokers, who consider
their tobacco use a recreational habit that they wish to maintain in
a more benign form, rather than a problem to be medically
treated, may have the option of switching to a less harmful source
of nicotine. In addition, the current findings of ECLAT and recent
research with e-cigarettes [9–11] indicates that these products may
also be attractive in managing smokers who are not ready to
repeat a quit attempt and decline further assistance after relapse
[38].
The model under investigation sufficiently well rated on a range
of subjective indicators of users’ perception and satisfaction among
all study groups. Satisfaction level, in particular, indicates that
room for improvement is needed and that the product was not
performing adequately as cigarette substitute. Many respondents
complained of the frequent failures, lack of durability, difficulty of
use (it takes time to familiarize with the puffing technique), and
poor taste of the product tested. This is likely to have affected the
level of satisfaction with the product and consequently might have
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been the cause for the number of lost to follow-up and reduction/
smoking failures. Nonetheless, participants were prone to recommend the ‘‘Categoria’’ e-cigarette to friends and/or relatives.
When interpreting the outcomes of the ECLAT study, we need
to take into considerations some factors. First, because of its
unusual design (e.g. smokers not wishing to quit) it is not an
ordinary cessation study, hence direct comparison with other
smoking cessation products cannot be made.
Second, study design was mainly based on the concept that
nicotine is of main importance in dictating smoking addiction, but
lacked of a control group specifically for e-cigarette use, We
considered unrealistic to have a control for e-cigarette use per se in
a study in which smokers were not interested in quitting. However,
to provide an idea of the size of the effect, please consider that the
quit rate of up to 8.7% at 1-year follow up in ECLAT compares
very favorably with the national average cessation rate of 0.02%
on an yearly basis over the 2001–2011 period in the general
population (www.istat.it). We are confident that these findings
cannot simply relate to participants self-selection; a genuine effect
in term of reduction in tobacco consumption is shown with regular
use of these products. Third approximately 40% of the
participants failed to attend their final follow-up visit, however
this is not unexpected in a smoking cessation study [39]. Fourth,
failure to complete the study and several smoking cessation failures
could be due to the frequency of technical issues (e.g. e-cigarette
malfunctions). Fifth, at time of writing the product tested in
ECLAT (model ‘‘401’’) has become obsolete and is underperforming compared with current models. This model is now
discontinued from production. However, when the study was first
designed in 2009, it was the only option available to us to
investigate an e-cigarette. In future, it will be interesting to
compare present findings with those obtained with newer models.
Sixth, findings with the product tested in ECLAT cannot be
extended to other models and in particular to those belonging to
higher quality range. Last but not least, the findings reported from

urban Sicilian residents in ECLAT may not be valid for other
population samples as it must take into account specific sociocultural conditions (e.g. the so-called ‘‘coffee puff-break’’ is still
considered norm despite the antismoking legislation in Italy).

Conclusions
The results of this study demonstrate that e-cigarettes hold
promise in serving as a means for reducing the number of
cigarettes smoked, and can lead to enduring tobacco abstinence as
has also been shown with the use of FDA-approved smokingcessation medications [4,21]. In view of the fact that subjects in
this study had no immediate intention of quitting, the reported
overall abstinence rate of 8.7% at 52-week was remarkable. In
comparison, in a study of varenicline in smokers that were
motivated to quit, the group treated with 1.0 mg twice per day
experienced a 52-week quit rate of 14.4% versus 4.9% in the
control group [30]. Moreover, these positive results were obtained
together with an important reduction in frequency of reported
symptoms. Although, these data are promising, they are not
definitive and more research about long term safety of these
products is still required.
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Abstract
Smokers of any age can reap substantial health benefits by quitting. In fact, no other single public health effort is
likely to achieve a benefit comparable to large-scale smoking cessation. Surveys document that most smokers
would like to quit, and many have made repeated efforts to do so. However, conventional smoking cessation
approaches require nicotine addicted smokers to abstain from tobacco and nicotine entirely. Many smokers are
unable – or at least unwilling – to achieve this goal, and so they continue smoking in the face of impending
adverse health consequences. In effect, the status quo in smoking cessation presents smokers with just two
unpleasant alternatives: quit or suffer the harmful effects of continuing smoking. But, there is a third choice for
smokers: tobacco harm reduction. It involves the use of alternative sources of nicotine, including modern smokeless
tobacco products like snus and the electronic cigarette (E-cig), or even pharmaceutical nicotine products, as a
replacement for smoking. E-cigs might be the most promising product for tobacco harm reduction to date,
because, besides delivering nicotine vapour without the combustion products that are responsible for nearly all of
smoking’s damaging effect, they also replace some of the rituals associated with smoking behaviour. Thus it is likely
that smokers who switch to E-cigs will achieve large health gains. The focus of this article is on the health effects of
using an E-cig, with consideration given to the acceptability, safety and effectiveness of this product as a long-term
substitute for smoking.
Keywords: Tobacco, Harm reduction, Snus, Electronic cigarettes

Introduction
Tobacco smoking is a global pandemic, affecting an
estimated 1.2 billion people, that poses substantial
health burdens and costs. With nearly six million
deaths annually, smoking is the single most important
cause of avoidable premature mortality in the world
[1], mainly from lung cancer, coronary heart disease,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and stroke [2,3].
As also underscored by the World Health Organization
(WHO) Framework Convention on Tobacco Control
(FCTC), the key to reducing the health burden of tobacco
in the medium term is to encourage cessation among
smokers [4].
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Unfortunately, smoking is a very difficult addiction to
break, even for those with a strong desire to quit. It has
been shown that approximately 80% of smokers who
attempt to quit on their own relapse within the first
month of abstinence, and only about 5% achieve long
term abstinence [5]. Moreover, currently available smoking
cessation medications such as nicotine replacement
therapy, the antidepressant bupropion and the partial
agonist of the α4β2 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor,
varenicline, at best double or triple this quit rate under the
ideal circumstances of an experimental setting but have
had low uptake and inferior efficacy in the community
[6-8]. Furthermore, varenicline and bupropion have
come under increasing scrutiny due to reports of serious
adverse events that include behaviour change, depression,
self-injurious thoughts, and suicidal behaviour [9].
The Tobacco Advisory Group of the Royal College of
Physicians acknowledges that the development of
addiction includes modifications in behaviour together
with changes in brain structure and function that impair

© 2013 Polosa et al.; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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the ability to achieve and sustain abstinence. They note
that some of these changes may not be entirely reversible
[10]. Lastly, even tobacco control policies - particularly
when not integrated and well supported by adequate
funding - are not very effective [11].
Consequently, many smokers will keep smoking because,
when given only the options of smoking or completely
giving up nicotine, many will not give it up. Bearing in
mind that nicotine per se does not cause much risk when
separated from inhaling smoke, it is important to consider
that a third option is also available to smokers; the
reduction of smoking-related diseases by taking nicotine
in a low-risk form. Tobacco harm reduction (THR), the
substitution of low-risk nicotine products for cigarette
smoking, is likely to offer huge public health benefits
by fundamentally changing the forecast of a billion
cigarette-caused deaths this century [12].
Value of harm reduction as a tobacco control strategy

The history of THR may be traced back to 1974, with
the publication of a special article in the Lancet by
British tobacco addiction research expert Michael A.H.
Russell [13]. There are many and varied approaches to
THR. Broadly, these can be categorised into two groups:
(I) non-tobacco interventions aimed at decreasing tobacco
consumption, and (II) alternative tobacco products. THR
empowers smokers to gain control over the consequences
of their nicotine addiction and at its simplest it is non
intrusive and solely educational, therefore having a strong
ethical rationale [14]. The strategy is cost-effective and
accessible today to almost all smokers. Harm reduction is
particularly compelling for nicotine because so many
people have such a strong propensity for using it.
Most scientists and commentators agree that complete
tobacco cessation is the best outcome for smokers, and
any efforts to make available safer products need to be
part of a comprehensive tobacco control strategy aimed at
minimising tobacco use through cessation and prevention
[15]. Opponents of THR often claim that providing safer
alternatives sidetracks smokers from quitting completely.
However, refusing to provide truthful information about
and access to safer alternative sources of nicotine
dissuades smokers from quitting the most harmful
method of obtaining nicotine - inhaling smoke.
Quit rates may be improved by advancing physicians’
understanding of predictors of success in smoking
cessation [16], and some have purported that it may
be better to focus efforts on developing and improving
pharmacologic therapies than to promote safer alternatives
such as smokeless tobacco [17,18]. Currently, however, there
is a growing trend in physicians’ indifference or scepticism
towards the efficacy of smoking cessation programs [19].
Moreover, the use of pharmaceutical cessation aids
[20] and behavioural support [21] have led to limited

success in cessation, and it has been argued that the
majority of current smokers will continue to smoke
without acceptable safer alternatives [22]. Therefore,
the case for an effective THR strategy is legitimate.
Avoiding confusion about true health consequences of
nicotine use

When considering harm reduction as a tobacco control
strategy it is important to separate the risk associated
with inhaling smoke from that of taking nicotine. As
Russell noted 30 years ago, "There is little doubt that if
it were not for the nicotine…people would be little more
inclined to smoke than they are to blow bubbles or light
sparklers" [13], "The rapid absorption of nicotine
from snuff confirms its potential as an acceptable
and relatively harmless substitute for smoking"…. "Switching
from cigarettes to snuff would substantially reduce the
risk of lung cancer, bronchitis, emphysema, and possibly
coronary heart disease as well, at the cost of a slight
increase in the risk of cancer of the nasopharynx (or oral
cavity in the case of wet snuff)" [23]. Nicotine fulfils all
the criteria of an addictive agent (including psychoactive
effects, drug-reinforced behaviour, compulsive use, relapse
after abstinence, physical dependence, and tolerance) by
stimulating specialized receptors in the brain which
produce both euphoric and sedative effects [24]. Individuals who have emotional dysfunctions or attention deficits
are more likely to start smoking and less likely to quit.
Nicotine has beneficial effects on attention, concentration,
and mood in many smokers; these individuals may be
depending on nicotine as a means of self-medication [25].
Are there important associated adverse health consequences of nicotine intake? The landmark work, Nicotine
Safety and Toxicity, edited by Neal Benowitz, considered
the potentially harmful effects of nicotine as well as its
benefits [26]. After reviewing the evidence, the authors
concluded that nicotine presents little if any cardiovascular
risk, and that nicotine has not been shown to be carcinogenic. It is has been reported that nicotine may be potentially harmful during pregnancy, but probably less harmful
than continued smoking [27-29]. There are data suggesting
that nicotine may be beneficial in treating ulcerative colitis
[30] and Tourette syndrome [31]. Other conditions for
which nicotine is being considered as treatment include
memory impairment, attention deficit disorder, depression,
and Parkinson’s disease [32]. Regarding long-term use, even
though nicotine is a potential toxin, it appears to be
well-tolerated during weeks and months of nicotine
medication therapy without evidence of serious adverse
health effects [10]. Using the multi-criteria decision analysis method previously used by the Independent Scientific
Committee on Drugs (ISCD) to rank the harms of drugs
used in the UK, a working group of international nicotine
experts convened by the ISCD considered the potential
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harms of a wide range of nicotine containing products
based on sixteen parameters of harm to individuals and
harm to others. Not only conventional cigarettes were
judged to be by far the most harmful form of nicotine
containing product, but e-cigarettes were ranked as
similar in harm to nicotine patches [33]. By and large,
nicotine per se does not cause much risk when separated
from inhaling smoke.
Current tobacco harm reduction products

Pharmaceutical nicotine products have been used as
potential long-term cigarette substitutes. It has been
reported that about 20 percent of smokers who quit
with nicotine gum used it for more than one year,
even though it was available only by prescription [34].
None of the currently available products deliver nicotine to
the brain at a dose and rate similar to smoking. But this
inadequacy is due to a philosophical aversion to nicotine
addiction, not to technical inefficacy; a 1995 study found
that high-dose transdermal nicotine was safe and effective
for heavy smokers [35,36]. To be realistic alternatives, contemporary nicotine products need to be as readily available
as cigarettes, competitively priced, socially acceptable and
approved for regular long-term recreational use rather than
as short-term cessation aids [22]. But these products would
also be addictive.
A convincing example of a successful THR strategy is
that of Swedish snus. Snus is a type of finely ground
moist snuff that delivers significant levels of nicotine
(Figure 1). Snus does not produce any of the toxic

Figure 1 Snus smoke-free tobacco. Snus is an oral tobacco
product that comes in a pouch of some sort, designed to be placed
between the gums and upper lip. Snus is not chewed and requires
no spitting. The standard pouch holds 1 gram of finely ground
tobacco. Snus is regulated as a food in Sweden, and thus held to
strict quality standards. Swedish snus was developed to greatly
reduce TSNA content, and research shows that snus does not
increase the risks of cancer of any type.

combustion products and it is manufactured in a way
that produces low levels of carcinogenic tobacco-specific
nitrosamines (TSNAs) [37,38]. In Sweden, where snus has
progressively replaced cigarette smoking over the past
20 years [35], substantial reductions in smoking prevalence have been reported [39]. Although Sweden’s tobacco
control policies have undoubtedly contributed to this
decline, the popularity of snus has played a major role.
The much steeper decline in smoking prevalence observed
among males than females is likely to be due to greater
snus use in males [40]. Snus prevalence in Swedish males
rose from 10% in 1976 to 23% in 2002 [41]. From the
period 1990–1995 to the period 2002–2007, smoking
prevalence decreased from 26 to 10% among men [42]
Interestingly, the Swedish population prevalence of
tobacco use has remained relatively steady at around
40%, but with 58% of daily tobacco users now taking
snus instead of smoking cigarettes [43]. As a result
of this, tobacco-related mortality in Sweden is among
the lowest in the Western world [44]. Studies provide
quantitative evidence that health risks of using snus
is lower than smoking for lung, oral, and gastric
cancers, for cardiovascular disease, and for all-cause
mortality [45].
The Swedish experience has been replicated in Norway,
which shares a border with Sweden and is culturally
similar [46]. The 2005 California Tobacco Survey shows
that smokers in that state are not receptive to using oral
smokeless tobacco as a substitute for cigarette smoking
[47]. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is
that U.S. smoker’s perceptions of smokeless products are
incorrect; indeed they are sceptical of the idea that snus is
safer than cigarettes [48]. Misleading information disseminated by government agencies and non-profit health organizations has made American consumers [49,50] and
health professionals [51] believe that smokeless tobacco is
as harmful as, if not even more harmful than, smoking.
Providing complete and truthful information could make
U.S. smokers more receptive to switching to this much
less harmful alternative.
The issue of abuse liability has been recently used
by opponents of THR to warn about potential risks
of smokeless tobacco products. Hatsukami et al. [52]
concluded that smokeless tobacco appears to have
slightly lower abuse liability, with possibly lower severity
of addiction or dependence compared with smoking and
greater ease of cessation. They also concluded that it may
be possible that switching from cigarettes to smokeless
tobacco would increase the potential for cessation from all
tobacco products. Fagerström and Eissenberg came to
similar conclusions in a recent comparison of dependence
among smokers, smokeless tobacco users and users of
medicinal nicotine [53]. Many former smokers in Sweden
have quit through using snus, suggesting it may be a more
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effective cessation aid, and a more attractive long-term
alternative to cigarettes, than pharmaceutical nicotine
because its nicotine delivery and social aspects are similar
to those of smoking [38,39,54]. Three small clinical trials
support the role of smokeless tobacco as a cessation
option for smokers. After reporting reduced TSNA exposure
among smokers given an American snus product or
Ariva (a dissolvable pellet), Mendoza-Baumgart et al.
[55] concluded that this low-nitrosamine smokeless
tobacco product has strong potential as a harm
reduction tool. In 2010 Caldwell et al. [56] tested the
acceptability of Swedish snus, nicotine gum and Zonnic
(a pouch containing 4 milligrams of nicotine embedded in
microcrystalline beads) among naive smokers in New
Zealand. They reported that all three products significantly
reduced craving for cigarettes, and all three enabled
subjects to reduce their smoking significantly, with
Zonnic and snus ranked higher than nicotine gum
for both quitting and reducing smoking. Hence, it is
not surprising that dissolvable tobacco products led
to a significant reduction (approx. 40%) in cigarettes
per day, no significant increases in total tobacco use, and
significant increases in two measures of readiness to quit
in a recent pilot randomized study [57].
The issue of abuse liability has been also used by
anti THR supporters to warn about potential risks of
e-cigarettes. However, in a recent randomized controlled
trial of 300 smokers [58], only 26.9% of those who switched
to e-cigs resulting in complete smoking abstinence were
still using the product by the end of the observational
period (week-52) with the 73.1% of users stopping vaping
as well. That many regular vapers were able to free
themselves also from the behavioral component of
smoking that was being reproduced by vaping the
product under investigation, indicates that the e-cigarettes
are not very "addictive".
Emerging tobacco harm reduction products: electronic
cigarettes

Use of electronic cigarettes (E-cigs) may prove to be an
even more attractive long-term alternative because of their
similarities to smoking, including the hand-to-mouth repetitive motion and the visual cue of a smoke-like vapour.
According to the WHO Study Group on Tobacco
Product Regulation, E-cigs are categorized as electronic
nicotine delivery systems (ENDS), devices designed for
the purpose of nicotine delivery to the respiratory
system where tobacco is not necessary for their operation
[59]. Awareness and use of E-cigs has increased exponentially in the past four years. These devices, which are
manufactured and sold by several different companies,
consist of a lithium battery, electronic components, an
atomizer, and a cartridge that holds a liquid solution
composed of water, propylene glycol, flavourings, and

nicotine (Figure 2). Their popularity appears to be related
to the close similarities to smoking, the fact that they can
be used in smoke-free places, the competitive price, and
the perceived potential for harm reduction [60].
Cigarette smokers will keep smoking because of their
addiction and when given the options of smoking or
completely giving up nicotine, many will not give it up.
This rigid dichotomous scheme may be now considered
legacy of the past as many of them would be better off
using nicotine in a low-risk form. E-cigs may be an
additional tool for reducing tobacco related harm
when used to target smokers for whom current cessation
programmes have had only limited success [61]. E-cigs
also may be attractive to inveterate smokers who consider
their tobacco use a recreational habit that they wish to
maintain in a more benign form, rather than a problem to
be medically treated [62].
Toxicological characterization of e-cigarettes

The available evidence indicates that e-cigarettes do not
raise serious health concerns and can be considered a
much safer alternative to conventional smoking [63-66].
Detailed toxicology characterization of e-cigarette
liquid and vapour using gas chromatography mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) demonstrates that their primary
components are water, propylene glycol (PG), glycerin, and
nicotine [67]. In an independent study, Laugesen tested
E-cig mist for over 50 priority-listed cigarette smoke
toxicants and found none [64]. This report only revealed
traces (8.2 ng/g) of TSNAs in the “high” nicotine cartridge
of a Ruyan brand E-cig. However, it must be noted that
this amount is equal to the quantity reported to be present
in a nicotine medicinal patch [61] (Table 1).
FDA-commissioned testing of e-cigarette cartridge fluids
found diethylene glycol in one of the 18 e-cigarette
cartridges tested [68]. Formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and
acroleine (potentially toxic carbonyl compounds) have been
detected in e-cigarette vapour in 12 brands of e-cigarettes
but at levels substantially lower than in cigarette smoke.
These compounds may be formed by the oxidation of
propylene glycol or glycerol when in contact with the
heating coil.
Cahn and Siegel [61] reviewed the results of 16 laboratory
analyses of E-cig liquid, including the FDA’s Report noted
above . TSNAs were reported in two studies, but at trace
levels, which are similar to those found in a nicotine patch,
and, most importantly, about 500-fold to 1400-fold
lower than TSNA levels measured in regular cigarettes
(E-cigs containing only 0.07–0.2% of the TSNAs
present in cigarettes) (Table 1).
It must be however noted that the e-cigarette industry
is now adopting improved manufacturing standards.
According to American e-liquid Manufacturing Standards
Association (AESMA), liquids produced before 2013
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Figure 2 Structure of a standard entry model electronic-cigarette (e-Cigarette). The e-Cigarette is a battery-powered electronic nicotine
delivery device (ENDD) resembling a cigarette designed for the purpose of providing inhaled doses of nicotine by way of a vaporized solution. The
product provides a flavor and physical sensation similar to that of inhaled tobacco smoke, while no smoke or combustion is actually involved in its
operation. It is composed of the following key components: (1) the inhaler – also known as ‘cartridge’ (a disposable plastic mouthpiece - resembling a
tobacco cigarette’s filter containing an absorbent material saturated with a liquid solution of propylene glycol and vegetable glycerin in which it may
be dissolved nicotine); (2) the atomizing device (the heating element that vaporizes the liquid in the mouthpiece and generates the mist with each
puff); (3) the battery component (the body of the device - resembling a tobacco cigarette – which houses a lithium-ion re-chargeable battery to
power the atomizer). The body of the device also houses an electronic airflow sensor to automatically activate the heating element upon inhalation
and to light up a red LED indicator to signal activation of the device with each puff. The LED indicator also signals low battery charge.

were largely inaccurate, whereas newest products have
substantially improved in term of purity, consistency
and accuracy of nicotine content.
For example, [69] in a recent analysis of 20 refill
liquids of 10 of the most popular brands have shown
that the nicotine content in the bottles corresponded
closely to the labels on the bottles with levels of nicotine
degradation products being 1–2% for most samples. Also,
this analysis did not detect ethylene glycol nor diethylene
glycol; for several brands the levels of impurities were
above the level set for nicotine products in the European
Pharmacopoeia, but below the level likely to cause harm.

Table 1 Summary data of maximum tabacco-specific
nitrosamine levels in various cigarettes and
nicotine-delivery products includine electronic
cigarettes (ng/g, except for nicotine gum and patch
that are ng/gum piece and ng/patch) – Modified by
Khan Z et al. J Public Health Policy 2011
Product
Nicorette gum (4 mg)
NicoDerm CQ patch (4 mg)
Electronic cigarettes

NNN

NNK

NAT

NAB

2.00

ND

ND

ND

ND

8.00

ND

ND

3.87

1.46

2.16

0.69

Swedish snus

980.00

180.00

790.00

60.00

Winston (full)

2200.00

580.00

560.00

25.00

Marlboro (full)

2900.00

960.00

2300.00

100.00

Camel (full)

2500.00

900.00

1700.00

91.00

Marlboro (ultra-light)

2900.00

750.00

1100.00

58.00

NNN, 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone;
NNK, N’-nitrosonornicotine.
NAT, N’-nitrosoanatabine; NAB, N’-nitrosoanabasine.
ND, Not detected.

E-cigarette vapour contains a number of potentially
toxic compounds. Testing on some devices has found
tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs) [70]) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons present in cartridge fluid,
but generally in very low levels, similar to those in
nicotine replacement therapy [64,68,71].
Cadmium, lead and nickel have also been detected in
vapour but in trace levels only, comparable with levels
found in Nicorette inhaler [72]. Metal and silicate particles were detected in fluid and vapour from e-cigarette
cartomisers obtained from one manufacturer over
several years, leading to exposure to amounts of these particles equal to or higher than users of tobacco cigarettes
might typically experience [73].
In essence, these products appear to be much safer
than tobacco cigarettes and comparable in toxicity to
conventional nicotine replacement products. Of note, retailers have already sold hundreds of thousands of E-cigs
with no evidence that these products have endangered
anyone when used as directed. Although there is no
indication that E-cigs are any more an immediate threat
to public health and safety than traditional cigarettes,
which are readily available to the public, the current data
is insufficient to conclude that E-cigs are safe in absolute
terms, and further studies are needed to comprehensively
assess their safety, particularly in the long term.
E-cigarette studies

The E-cig is a very hot topic that has generated considerable global debate, with authorities wanting to ban it or at
least regulate it. Consequently, a formal demonstration
supporting the efficacy and safety of these devices in clinical
trials would be of utmost importance.
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One of the earliest clinical trials of electronic cigarettes
was conducted at the University of Auckland, New
Zealand. Forty adult smokers of 10 or more cigarettes
per day were randomized to use an E-cig containing
16 mg of nicotine or 0 mg of nicotine (placebo), a
Nicorette nicotine inhalator, or their own brand cigarette.
The 16 mg E-cig alleviated desire to smoke after overnight
abstinence, was well tolerated and exhibited a pharmacokinetic profile more like the Nicorette inhalator than a
tobacco cigarette [74]. In a small preliminary study of
16 smokers comparing two brands of E-cigs to the
participants’ own brand, Eissenberg reported that 10
puffs from either brand delivered little to no nicotine
compared with 10 puffs from the regular brand [75].
A response to this letter pointed out that each puff
from an electronic cigarette delivers approximately
10% of the nicotine found in a puff of cigarette smoke
[76]. Therefore E-cigs users need to take more puffs than
smokers to raise blood nicotine levels. Final results of
Eissenberg’s study for 32 participants confirmed that no
measurable levels of nicotine or carbon monoxide were
detected in E-cigs users. However, both brands effectively
suppressed nicotine abstinence symptoms [77]. Recently
Vansickel and Eissenberg studied blood nicotine levels
and among subjects who used E-cigs according to a standard protocol after 12 hours of abstinence [78]. All subjects
were former smokers who had quit smoking 11 months
earlier and were veteran vapers. Blood nicotine levels
increased from 2 nanograms per milliliter (ng/ml) at baseline to 10 ng/ml within 5 minutes of the first puff, and to
16 ng/ml at the end of the ad lib period of use. These
levels are very similar to those produced by cigarette
smoking, suggesting that a learning curve effect has to be
taken into account when discussing clinical studies with
E-cigs. Canadian researchers examined the reinforcing
effects of E-cigs with and without nicotine on 11 volunteers.
Participants reported a reduction in craving, regardless of
the nicotine content [79]. Our recent smoking cessation
study with a plastic nicotine-free inhalator, suggests
that E-cigs can serve as an effective smoking replacement
for some smokers, even if no nicotine is present [80].
Japanese researchers conducted a safety assessment of
E-cigs with 32 smokers and found that following the
treatment, no abnormal changes in blood pressure,
hematological data, or blood chemistry and no severe
adverse events were observed [62]. In a prospective
proof-of-concept study, we monitored for 6 months
possible modifications in smoking habits of 40 smokers
not willing to quit who experimented with a 7.4 mg
nicotine/cartridge E-cig [60]. Combined sustained
smoking reduction and smoking abstinence was shown in
22/40 (55%) participants, with an overall 88% fall in
cigs/day. Mouth and throat irritation, and dry cough
were common, but diminished substantially by the

end of the study. Participants’ perception and acceptance
of the product was good.
That these results could be maintained for at least
24 months by adopting newer more efficient models as
improved smoking sensation aids [81] indicates that
these products have potential for efficient long-term
substitution for smoking.
In a recent prospective 12-month randomized control
design study (ECLAT study) we have just collected the
data of E-cigs with 7.2 mg, 5.4 mg and 0 mg nicotine
cartridges to measure smoking reduction or abstinence
in 300 smokers unwilling to quit Declines in cig/day use
and eCO levels were observed at each study visits in
all three study groups (p,0.001 vs baseline), with no
consistent differences among study groups. Smoking
reduction was documented in 22.3% and 10.3% at week-12
and week-52 respectively. Complete abstinence from
tobacco smoking was documented in 10.7% and 8.7%
at week-12 and week-52 respectively. A substantial
decrease in adverse events from baseline was observed and
withdrawal symptoms were infrequently reported during
the study [58].
In another recent randomized controlled trial, Bullen
and coll. [82,83] randomised 657 adult smokers wanting
to quit to 16 mg nicotine e-cigarettes (as needed), 21 mg
nicotine patches (one per day), or placebo e-cigarettes
(no nicotine, as needed) in a 4:4:1 ratio. Participants,
who all lived in Auckland, New Zealand, could access
the national Quitline (a telephone counselling service),
but received no additional support. At 6 months,
7.3% participants in the nicotine e-cigarettes group had
achieved biochemically verified abstinence, compared with
5.8% participants in the patches group, and 4.1% in the
placebo e-cigarettes group. However, the statistical
power was insufficient to conclude superiority of nicotine
e-cigarettes to patches or to placebo e-cigarettes. As for
other clinical studies with e-cigarettes, adverse events
were very mild.
Several surveys [84-86] paint a picture of the typical
e-cig consumer as a long-term smoker who tried
repeatedly to quit. The median age of respondents
ranges from late 30s to mid 40s. The percentage of
respondents using e-cigs as a complete replacement
for smoking ranged from 31% to 79%. Etter and
Bullen found that 77% of daily users were former
smokers, and 19% who were still daily smokers reduced their cigarettes per day from 25 to 15. The
most-used flavour was tobacco, but 61% preferred
various fruit flavours, coffee, vanilla, and chocolate [86].
Over 90% of respondents reported that their health
has improved. When asked the main reason why they
chose to use an e-cig, 64.6% selected “to continue to
have a ‘smoking’ experience, but with reduced health
risks.” [85].
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these risks with the risks of smoking, misleading the public
and smokers into believing that there is no potential for
harm reduction by switching from smoked to smokeless
products [49]. Yet, evidence continues to emerge that snus
is an effective harm-reduction strategy [88]. Similar
deceptive advice is being given to smokers who might be
thinking about switching to E-cigs [89]. Foulds et al. [90]
found that 78% of E-cig users they interviewed had not
used any tobacco in the prior 30 days, but they still advised smokers to use proven treatments (e.g. counselling
and FDA-approved drugs). This is a bizarre advice, in view
of the fact that the subjects they interviewed had tried to
quit smoking an average of nine times before taking up
use of an E-cig, and two-thirds had tried to quit with an
FDA-approved smoking cessation medication [90].
With the excuse of safeguarding public health and
guiding regulatory strategies, extensive research on product
design, toxicant exposure, abuse liability, youth initiation,
and influence on cessation efforts has been advocated [91].
Thus it appears that the same tactics that are being
used to keep less hazardous products such as snus
from being widely adopted by smokers are being used

Developed by the Consumer Advocates for Smoke-free Alternatives Association –CASAA.org

Discussion
E-cigs might be the most promising product for tobacco
harm reduction to date. E-cigs deliver a nicotine vapour
without the combustion products that are responsible for
nearly all of smoking’s damaging effects (Figure 3).
Temperatures of approximately 1.000 °C are generated
with each puff of a lit cigarette, and thousands of toxic
chemicals are produced during the combustion process
[87]. In contrast, E-cigs use vaporization, rather than combustion, and the low operating temperature of the atomizer
(up to 160 °C, depending on the model) does not emit
cigarette toxicants [64]. Therefore, the health risks are
likely to be similar to those from smokeless tobacco, which
has approximately 1% of the mortality risk of smoking
[49]. E-cigs may contain nicotine, which contributes to
nicotine addiction and helps sustain tobacco use. However,
if sufficient numbers of smokers can transfer their nicotine
dependence to a less-harmful delivery method, millions of
lives could be saved. The positive aspects of E-cigs appear
to outweigh the negative aspects (Table 2).
Nonetheless, websites that provide information about
the health risks of smokeless tobacco, have conflated

Figure 3 Medical Infograph. This Infograph compares the potential health risks of cigarette smoke with the health risks of vapor. Since
e-cigarette liquid contains only propylene glycol, vegetable glycerin, flavorings, and nicotine, the resulting vapor is unlikely to present any more
disease risk than medicinal nicotine products -- the risk of nicotine addiction. The many more toxic and carcinogenic ingredients in tobacco
smoke are linked to numerous health problems.
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Table 2 Positive and negative aspects of e-cigarettes
Positive

Negative

Beneficial effects on health (improved exercise tolerance, and less cough)

Small percent of the population is sensitive to propylene
glycol (dry mouth and throat)

No tobacco smoke odor or bad breath

Some flavors (e.g. piña colada) have a lingering smell

Much less toxic than conventional cigarettes

Trace amounts of contaminants and metals present in
some products

Mimics the “throat hit” sensation of inhaling smoke

“Throat hit” sensation dependent on hardware used and
liquid composition

Replicates gestures or actions associated with smoking behavior

Equipment is heavier than traditional cigarette and puffing
technique requires some training

Facilitates smoking abstinence

Not all users manage to quit smoking or reduce consumption
of conventional cigarettes

Relieves withdrawal symptoms and craving for conventional cigarettes

Relief of withdrawal symptoms varies, affected by quality of
equipment and nicotine strength of liquid

No risk to bystanders.

Due to few studies on potential risk to bystanders, some communities
are outlawing indoor use

No ash, dirt, or burned clothes

Environmental concern about safe disposal of cartridges
and batteries

Accessible prices (in the long run cheaper than conventional cigarettes)

The intricacies of their use and maintenance may hinder
widespread adoption

Much improved self-regulatory framework by e-cigarettes industry

Impending medicinal regulation in many countries

to combat switching to E-cigs. None of the toxicological
testing conducted in E-cigs has shown that users or
bystanders are exposed to harmful levels of toxins or
carcinogens. Any danger of toxicant contamination
can be averted by forcing manufacturers to adopt a
similar regulatory framework as for dietary supplements,
provided that no claims are made about prevention or
treatment of disease [92]. Under dietary supplement regulation, manufacturers must show that a product is not
dangerous before introduction. Compliance with national
good manufacturing practice policies would ensure that
e-liquids are produced in a quality manner, do not contain
contaminants or impurities, are accurately labelled, and
are held under conditions to prevent adulteration. With
regard to marketing and safety of e-cigarettes' electronics,
batteries, and spare parts, these components are already
regulated by existing directives.
There is no evidence that large numbers of nonsmokers are purchasing or will purchase E-cigs and
become addicted to nicotine. E-cigs eliminate exposure to
the smoke toxicants responsible for nearly all smokingrelated diseases. Thus even if 50% of the non-smoking
population should decide to addict itself to nicotine
via an E-cig, the associated disease risks, if any, would be
minimal. Thus, “abuse liability” is a moot point in
this context.
Furthermore, E-cigs represent a middle ground between
nicotine maintenance using the most deadly of delivery mechanism, smoking, and the nicotine abstinence
demanded by the tobacco control community [93].

Fears that smokers who “might have quit altogether”
will instead switch to snus or E-cigs is further evidence
that the tobacco control community believes that total
abstinence is something that all smokers will eventually
embrace, and perhaps come to love. However, research
shows that many smokers are dependent on the beneficial
effects of nicotine to combat symptoms of underlying
conditions [10] and that long-term nicotine abstinence may
result in long-term discomfort for many smokers [94].
Summary

The dream of a tobacco-free, nicotine-free world is
just that—a dream. Nicotine’s beneficial effects include
correcting problems with concentration, attention and
memory, as well as improving symptoms of mood
impairments. Keeping such disabilities at bay right now
can be much stronger motivation to continue using
nicotine than any threats of diseases that may strike
years and years in the future.
Nicotine’s beneficial effects can be controlled, and the
detrimental effects of the smoky delivery system can be
attenuated, by providing the drug via less hazardous
delivery systems. Although more research is needed,
e-cigs appear to be effective cigarette substitutes for
inveterate smokers, and the health improvements
enjoyed by switchers do not differ from those enjoyed
by tobacco/nicotine abstainers.
It is of paramount importance that government and
trusted health authorities provide accurate and truthful
information about the relative risks of smoking and
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alternatives to smoking. If the public continues to be
misled about the risks of THR products, millions of
smokers will be dissuaded from switching to these much
less hazardous alternatives. One of us recently wrote
that, “It’s time to be honest with the 50 million Americans,
and hundreds of millions around the world, who use
tobacco. The benefits they get from tobacco are very
real. It’s time to abandon the myth that tobacco is
devoid of benefits, and to focus on how we can help
smokers continue to derive those benefits with a safer
delivery system” [95].
In the absence of regulatory standards, it is important
that currently marketed products are of high quality.
For example, the hardware should be reliable and
should produce vapour consistently. The liquids should be
manufactured under sanitary conditions and use pharmaceutical grade ingredients, and labels should contain a list
of all ingredients and an accurate and standardized
description of the nicotine content.
According to a recent article by CDC researchers, the
proportion of U.S. adults who have ever used electronic
cigarettes more than quadrupled from 0.6% in 2009 to 2.7%
in 2010 with an estimated number of current electronic
cigarette users of about 2.5 million [96]. Although rigorous
studies are required to establish THR potential and long
term safety of electronic cigarettes, these figures clearly
suggest that smokers are finding these products helpful. If
they were ineffective one would not expect the market to
take off as it is. Most importantly, even if this THR
product proves to be effective for only 25% of the
smoking population, it could save millions of lives
world-wide over the next ten years.
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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: As elsewhere, in South Korea electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are marketed, in part, as
a smoking cessation aid. We assessed the prevalence of e-cigarette use among Korean adolescents
and the relationship between e-cigarette use and current (past 30-day) smoking, cigarettes/day,
attempts to quit conventional cigarettes, and ceasing to use cigarettes.
Methods: Data from the 2011 Korean Youth Risk Behavior Web-based Survey of 75,643 students
aged 13e18 years were analyzed with logistic regression.
Results: A total of 9.4% (8.0% everedual users who were concurrently using e-cigarettes and smoking
conventional cigarettes and 1.4% everee-cigarette only users) of Korean adolescents have ever used
e-cigarettes and 4.7% were current (past 30-day) e-cigarette users (3.6% dual users and 1.1% ecigarettes only). After adjusting for demographics, current cigarette smokers were much more likely
to use e-cigarettes than were nonsmokers. Among current cigarette smokers, those who smoked
more frequently were more likely to be current e-cigarette users. The odds of being an e-cigarette
user were 1.58 times (95% conﬁdence interval, 1.39e1.79) higher among students who had made an
attempt to quit than for those who had not. It was rare for students no longer using cigarettes to be
among current e-cigarette users (odds ratio, .10; conﬁdence interval, .09e.12).
Conclusions: Some Korean adolescents may be responding to advertising claims that e-cigarettes
are a cessation aid: those who had made an attempt to quit were more likely to use e-cigarettes
but less likely to no longer use cigarettes. E-cigarette use was strongly associated with current and
heavier cigarette smoking.
Ó 2013 Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine. All rights reserved.

E-cigarettes (electronic nicotine delivery system) are batterypowered devices that look like cigarettes and deliver nicotine
vapor [1e3]. E-cigarettes are marketed as safer alternatives to
cigarettes and smoking cessation aids [1e5]. This has been true
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IMPLICATIONS AND
CONTRIBUTION

E-cigarettes are marketed
as a cigarette alternative
and smoking cessation aid.
In contrast, most Korean
adolescent
e-cigarette
users are dual users with
cigarettes.
Adolescents
who tried to quit smoking
are more likely to use ecigarettes but less likely to
no longer smoke, which
suggests that e-cigarettes
inhibit rather than promote cessation.

in Korea [6] (Figures A-1 to A-5 are supplemental materials that
can be found in the online version of this article) since 2007,
where the volume of e-cigarette use tripled between 2008 and
mid-2011 [1].
Data collected in 2008 a year after e-cigarettes were introduced in Korea showed that 10.2% of middle and high school
students were aware of e-cigarettes, but only .5% had used them
[7]. In a 2011 survey of 228 United States (US) male adolescents
(age 11e19 years), the authors found a high awareness of
e-cigarettes (67%); yet <1% of students tried them [8]. Findings
from a nationally representative sample of Polish high school and
university students revealed higher e-cigarette use among high

1054-139X/$ e see front matter Ó 2013 Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine. All rights reserved.
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school students (age 15e19 years; 8.2%) than young adults (age
20e24 years; 5.9%) [9]. Results of a national study of US middle
and high school students demonstrated that e-cigarette use
doubled from 2011 to 2012, with prevalence of ever-use
increasing from 3.3% to 6.8% and current use increasing from
1.1% to 2.1% [10]. That study also found high levels of dual use,
with 80.5% of current high school e-cigarette users concurrently
smoking conventional cigarettes. Analyses of a national US adult
dataset (age 18 years) revealed that e-cigarette awareness
doubled from 16.4% to 32.2% between 2009 and 2010 and everuse increased from .6% to 2.7% [11]. In a 2010 nationally representative sample of US adults, 40.2% had heard of e-cigarettes,
with the highest awareness among current cigarette smokers
(11.4%), compared with the total population (3.4%) [12]. Longitudinal data from Canada, the US, the United Kingdom, and
Australia [12] collected in 2010 and 2011 revealed that although
85.1% of e-cigarette users reported using e-cigarettes as a
cessation aid, there was no difference in rates of successful
quitting between e-cigarette users and nonusers [13]. Another
study of Quitline callers in six US states found e-cigarette users
were signiﬁcantly less likely to quit after 7 months, compared
with participants who never tried e-cigarettes (30-day point
prevalence quit rates: 21.7% and 16.6% vs. 31.3%; p < .001) [14].
The Korean Youth Risk Behaviour Web-based Survey
(KYRBWS) is an annual nationally representative survey investigating health risk behaviors. This study used the 2011 KYRBWS
to assess the prevalence of e-cigarette use after the market was
more established, as well as the relationship between e-cigarette
use and current cigarette smoking, cigarettes/day, attempts to
quit conventional cigarettes, and stopping smoking cigarettes.
Methods
Data
The KYRBWS is an anonymous, Internet-based, self-administered questionnaire administered in class to a nationally
representative cross-section of middle and high school students
[15]. The 2011 sample consisted of 79,202 students age
13e18 years in 2,400 classrooms (secondary sampling units),
consisting of all students in three classes from each of 400 middle
and 400 high schools (primary sampling units) from 129 strata
identiﬁed using a stratiﬁed multistage cluster sampling method.
The ﬁrst question in the system asked the students about their
willingness to participate. If students did not want to participate,
they could leave the computer room. Participants who
completed the survey received a small gift. The response rate was
95.5%, yielding 75,643 completed surveys. Our analysis is based
on the public use dataset available from the Korea Centers for
Disease Control, which is described in detail and available at
http://www.yhs.cdc.go.kr, including sampling weights for all
Korean adolescents [15].
Measures
E-cigarette use questions were: “Have you ever used
e-cigarettes?” (yes/no) and “Have you used e-cigarettes in the
past 30 days?” (yes/no).
Cigarette smoking questions were: “Have you ever smoked,
even one puff in your life?” (yes/no) and “How many days did you
smoke, even one puff, in the past 30 days?” Response options
were “None,” “1e2 days,” “3e5 days,” “6e9 days,” “10e19 days,”

“20e29 days,” and “Every day.” We re-categorized responses to
“None,” “1e9 days,” “10e29 days,” and “Every day,” to obtain
about the same number of respondents in each of the non-daily
categories. Current (past 30-day) cigarette smokers were asked:
“How many cigarettes did you smoke a day on average in the past
30 days?” Response options were “Less than one stick per day,”
“One stick per day,” “Two to ﬁve sticks per day,” “Six to nine
sticks per day,” “Ten to 19 sticks per day,” and “Twenty or more
sticks per day.” Current smokers were also asked, “Have you ever
attempted to quit smoking in the past 12 months?” (yes/no).
We deﬁne “former smoker” as a respondent who had ever
smoked one puff, but had not smoked in the past 30 days.
Other questions. We included several demographic variables
because these variables could be associated with smoking and
e-cigarette use: age, gender, grade, location, and the amount of
spending money that students had (using the question, “How
much allowance do you get a week?”). Sixteen response options
ranged from “None” to “150,000 won” (equivalent to US $150;
1,000 won ¼ US $1), recoded into four categories: “None to 9,999
won,” “10,000 to 49,999 won,” “50,000 to 99,999 won,” and
“>100,000 won.”
Students were also asked, “Have you participated in schoolbased smoking prevention or cessation programs in the past
12 months?” (yes/no), which permitted us to control for the
impact of these smoking prevention programs.
Statistical analysis
We used weights, strata, and primary sampling unit information provided in the public use dataset to compute descriptive
statistics, and logistic regressions to account for the complex
survey design. Ordinal variables (grade, weekly allowance, and
range of days smoked during the past month) were entered into
the logistic regressions, coded as 0, 1, 2, and so forth. In this case,
the associated odds ratios represented the odds of the dependent
variable event (e-cigarette use or smoking conventional cigarettes) occurring for each step-up in the ordinal scale. Computations were done with Stata version 12.1 (StataCorp, College
Station, TX).
Results
Sample demographics appear in Table 1.
A total of 85.5% of seventh-grade students (age 13 years) were
never-users of conventional cigarettes or e-cigarettes, compared
with 66.5% of 12th-grade students (Table 2). Among 12th
graders, 16.9% currently smoked cigarettes (past 30 days) and
5.9% currently used e-cigarettes, including 5.0% who were
currently dual users of conventional cigarettes and e-cigarettes.
E-cigarette use was signiﬁcantly higher for boys (7.8% vs. 1.8%
for girls; p < .001), older students (6.2% among 12th graders vs.
2.0% among seventh graders; p < .001 for trend), those with
larger weekly allowances (p < .001), and those had not participated in school-based smoking prevention programs in the past
12 months (5.1% vs. 4.7%; p ¼ .043) (Table 3). Current cigarette
smokers were signiﬁcantly more likely than never or former
cigarette smokers to use e-cigarettes (p < .001). Students who
had smoked every day in the past 30 days had the highest rate of
current e-cigarette use (50.8%), compared with .6% among those
who not currently smoking cigarettes (p < .001). Among current
cigarette smokers, those who tried quitting in the past 12 months
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As elsewhere, the e-cigarette industry in Korea advertises and
sells its products as a smoking cessation aid [1,6]. (Despite the
government’s acknowledgment that e-cigarettes have not been
proven safe or effective for smoking cessation, e-cigarettes that
contain a solution without nicotine are regulated under the Korea Food and Drug Administration as an “electronic smoking
desire reducer,” whereas e-cigarettes with nicotine are regulated
as a tobacco product under the Ministry of Finance [6].) Some
Korean adolescents appear to be responding to this marketing:
Current smokers who had attempted to quit smoking in the past
12 months had higher odds of using e-cigarettes (Table 4), and
e-cigarette users among current smokers had higher odds of
attempting to quit smoking (Table 5). Although attempt to quit
smoking conventional cigarettes was associated with current
e-cigarette use, current e-cigarette users were much less likely to
be no longer using cigarettes (OR, .10; 95% CI, .09e.12) (Table 5).

Table 1
Sociodemographic characteristics of participants
Factor
Sex
a

Location

Grade

Weekly
allowance,
KRWb
Total

Category

Unweighted, %

Weighted, %

n

Boy
Girl
Province
Metropolitan city
City
7
8
9
10
11
12
None to 9,999
10,000e49,999
50,000e99,999
100,000

50.1
49.9
13.0
45.9
41.1
16.8
17.1
17.0
16.6
16.5
16.0
33.1
54.4
8.8
3.7
100.0

52.7
47.3
6.2
45.0
48.8
16.0
16.7
16.9
17.2
16.7
16.5
33.1
54.1
8.9
4.0
100.0

37,873
37,770
9,856
34,692
31,095
12,728
12,903
12,843
12,569
12,508
12,092
25,036
41,145
6,645
2,814
75,643

3

Data were collected from South Korean youth in Grades 7 through 12 (aged
13e18 years) in 2011 (N ¼ 75,643).
a
A metropolitan city is larger than a city. Depending on the number of residents, ﬁnancial independence rate of local governments, geographical location,
and so forth, cities are divided into metropolitan cities and cities.
b
KRW is South Korea’s currency, the won (1,000 KRW ¼ US $1).

were signiﬁcantly more likely to use e-cigarettes than those who
had not (40.0% vs. 29.1%; p < .001).
Among current smokers (n ¼ 8,988) current e-cigarette use
was associated with higher levels of cigarette consumption (p <
.001) (Figure 1).
Multivariable logistic regression analysis conﬁrmed that current cigarette smokers were much more likely to currently use
e-cigarettes than were nonsmokers (odds ratio [OR], 66.46; 95%
conﬁdence interval [CI], 57.83e76.37), adjusting for demographics (Table 4). (Including former e-cigarette in the “noncurrent” e-cigarette users did not materially affect the results.
The adjusted OR for being a current e-cigarette user among
current smokers was 49.10 [95% CI, 42.75e56.38].) The odds of
being a current e-cigarette user was 1.58 (95% CI, 1.39e1.79)
among students who had made an attempt to quit in the previous 12 months compared to those who had not (Table 4).
(Including former e-cigarette users in the reference group did not
materially change the odds of a quit attempt among current
smokers (OR, 1.50; 95% CI, 1.34e1.69).

Discussion
The ﬁndings of high dual use of cigarettes and e-cigarettes
show that e-cigarettes are not being used as a substitute
for cigarettes among Korean adolescents. Furthermore, the signiﬁcant association between current e-cigarette use and higher
levels of cigarette consumption compared with evere and
neveree-cigarette users suggests that e-cigarettes do not have a
role in reducing harm among these teens, and in fact may be
increasing harm.
Although e-cigarettes have rapidly become widely available,
there has not been a consistent policy response to them [16]. There
is limited published research on e-cigarettes regarding safety, efﬁcacy, regulations, and public health impact [6,9,17e22]. The US
Food and Drug Administration announced its intent to regulate
e-cigarettes [23], but as of October 2013, it had not done so.
A total of 9.4% of Korean adolescents have tried e-cigarettes,
and 4.7% were current e-cigarette users. Tenth graders had the
highest e-cigarette use, whereas 12th graders had the highest
conventional cigarette use. Compared with a previous study [7]
that showed that .5% of Korean adolescents had ever used
e-cigarettes in 2008, ever-use increased almost 20-fold in just
3 years. In addition, 1.4% of Korean adolescents initiated nicotine
use with e-cigarettes (i.e., those who never smoke regular cigarettes and are traditionally considered to be a low-risk group),

Table 2
Prevalence of cigarette and e-cigarette use among Korean adolescents (weighted %)
Grade

All

7

8

9

10

11

12

n
Never-user (no cigarettes or e-cigarettes)
Everecigarette-only user
Everee-cigarette-only user
Everedual user (cigarette and e-cigarette)
Former cigaretteeonly user
Former e-cigaretteeonly user
Former dual user (cigarette and e-cigarette)
Current cigaretteeonly user
Current e-cigaretteeonly user
Current dual user (cigarette and e-cigarette)

75,643
72.4
18.3
1.4
8.0
12.1
.9
1.4
8.6
1.1
3.6

12,728
85.5
10.2
1.5
2.7
7.4
1.0
.9
3.3
.9
1.1

12,903
77.7
15.4
1.4
6.0
10.1
1.0
1.3
6.8
1.3
2.0

12,843
72.5
18.5
1.5
7.5
12.9
1.1
1.5
7.5
1.1
3.4

12,569
66.4
20.9
1.5
11.3
13.9
.9
1.9
10.3
1.5
5.2

12,508
66.4
22.0
1.1
10.5
14.1
.7
1.7
11.5
1.0
4.7

12,092
66.5
22.2
1.2
10.1
13.8
.8
1.1
11.9
.9
5.0

Current cigarette smokers are students who answered “yes” to both questions, “Have you ever smoked, even one puff in your life?” and “How many days did you smoke,
even one puff in the past 30 days?” Current e-cigarette users are students who answered “yes” to both questions, “Have you ever used e-cigarettes?” and “Have you used ecigarette in the past 30 days? For both cigarette and e-cigarette use, former users are students who answered “yes” to ever-use and “no” to past 30-day use. The prevalence
of everee-cigarette user (9.4%) among all participants, is the sum of everee-cigarette-only user (1.4%) and everedual user (8.0%). The prevalence of current e-cigarette user
(4.7%) is the sum of current e-cigaretteeonly user (1.1%) and current dual user (3.6%). Results in this table are summarized from the detailed results in Table A-1.
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Table 3
Univariate association between current e-cigarette use (vs. neveree-cigarette
use) and sociodemographic characteristics and smoking behaviora
Factor

Sex
Locationc

Graded

Weekly allowance,d
KRWe

Smoking prevention
program
Cigarette smoking

Cigarette smoking
in past 30 daysd
(among eversmokers)
Attempt to quit
cigarettes (among
current smokers)

Category

All
Boy
Girl
Province
Metropolitan city
City
7
8
9
10
11
12
None to 9,999
10,000e49,999
50,000e99,999
100,000
No
Yes
Never
Formerf
Current (30-day)
None
1e9 days
10e29 days
Every day
No
Yes

Current
E-cigarette user
(Weighted %)
7.84
1.79
4.97
4.61
5.16
1.98
3.33
4.73
7.13
6.03
6.16
2.01
5.05
8.81
19.74
5.11
4.72
.63
5.06
36.59
5.06
20.01
30.86
50.83
29.11
40.01

N

72,285
35,390
36,895
9,434
33,186
29,665
12,463
12,454
12,298
11,805
11,812
11,453
24,368
39,170
6,181
2,563
32,438
39,847
55,295
9,688
7,302
9,688
2,598
1,283
3,421
2,293
5,009

pb

<.001
.322

<.001

<.001

.043
<.001

<.001

<.001

a

Excludes 3,358 former e-cigarette users.
p values were computed using logistic regression to allow for the complex
survey design.
c
A metropolitan city is larger than a city. Depending on the number of residents, ﬁnancial independence rate of local governments, geographical location,
and so forth, cities are divided into metropolitan cities and cities.
d
Trend tested using logistic regression with the independent variable treated
as an ordinal variable (coded 0, 1, 2, etc.).
e
KRW is South Korea’s currency, the won (1,000 KRW ¼ US $1); N ¼ 72,282
owing to three missing values for allowance.
f
“Former smokers” includes students who reported smoking at least one puff
of a cigarette and not reporting any smoking in the past 30 days, which includes
experimenters and students who became regular smokers, then quit.
b

Figure 1. Among current smokers, current e-cigarette (e-cig) users smoke more
conventional cigarettes than former e-cigarette users or neveree-cigarette users
(p < .0001).

which means that e-cigarettes represent a new pathway for
young people to become addicted to nicotine.
Rather than being used as an alternative to conventional
cigarettes, most e-cigarette users are dual users with cigarettes.
Among ever e-cigarette users, 85% were dual users of tobacco
cigarettes and e-cigarettes and among current e-cigarette users,
more than 75% were dual users. These results are consistent with
ﬁndings from previous US youth and adult studies showing that
81% [10] (high school students), 84% [12], and 55% [11] (adults) of
e-cigarette users were also current cigarette smokers. In addition, a cohort study of US adults found roughly equal levels of
cigarette consumption among cigarette-only and dual users [24]
(used cigarettes and another tobacco product, such as chewing
tobacco or e-cigarettes), which indicates that among US adults,
other tobacco products did not replace cigarette smoking or
decrease the frequency of smoking. This dual use may have
negative implications for individual and public health because
even low levels of cigarette smoking confer nearly the same risk
of cardiovascular disease as heavier smoking [25], and duration
of smoking (as well as intensity) determines the risk of lung
cancer [26].
The high rates of dual use of e-cigarettes and conventional
cigarettes in our study and others [11,12,24] have implications for
laws governing the marketing and promotion of e-cigarettes.
Marketing that encourages dual use could be banned under
Article 13.2 of the World Health Organization Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control, because “tobacco advertising
and promotion” is deﬁned as “any form of commercial communication, recommendation, or action with the aim, effect, or
likely effect of promoting a tobacco product or tobacco use either
directly or indirectly” [16].
Our ﬁnding that Korean student smokers who had made an
attempt to quit were more likely to be e-cigarette users is similar
to the ﬁnding that US adult smokers who used e-cigarettes were
more likely to have made an attempt to quit and less likely to be
former smokers than were current smokers [12], as well as the
ﬁnding that adult e-cigarette use was not signiﬁcantly related to
attempt to quit or successfully quitting cigarettes [11]. One longitudinal analysis from four countries also found no signiﬁcant
difference in quitting successfully between e-cigarette users and
nonusers [13], and another longitudinal study of US Quitline
users found that e-cigarette use was associated with lower levels
of quitting compared to those who never used an e-cigarette [14].
A nationally representative cross-sectional study in the US found
that e-cigarette use was associated with unsuccessful attempts to
quit, but not successful attempts [27]. These results from large
population-based studies, together with the results from the
current study, stand in contrast to studies using convenience
samples and published commentaries arguing that e-cigarettes
are an effective cessation tool [28e31]. The one randomized,
controlled, clinical trial [32] of e-cigarettes compared with medicinal nicotine replacement therapy among adult smokers in
Auckland, New Zealand found no statistically signiﬁcant differences in biochemically conﬁrmed (breath carbon monoxide) selfreported continuous abstinence from the day of quitting to
6-month follow-up between nicotine e-cigarettes (7.3%), nicotine
patches (5.8%), and non-nicotine e-cigarettes (4.1%). The ﬁndings
of the current study as well as from national population highlight
the wisdom in the World Health Organization’s statement on
e-cigarettes, which cautions that they are not a proven cessation
aid and could derail effective cessation attempts [33]. Until and
unless there are convincing longitudinal studies demonstrating
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Table 4
Multivariable predictors of current and former e-cigarette use
Factor

Category

Cigarette use

Never
Formerb
Current
No
Yes
1e9 days
10e29 days
Every day
Boy
Girl
Province
Metropolitan city
City
7
Each step up (from 7 to
8, 8 to 9, etc.)
No
Yes
None to 9,999
Each step up (from none
to 9.999, to 10,000 to
49,999, etc.)

Attempted to quit
Level of smoking

Sex
Locationc

Grade

Smoking prevention
program
Weekly allowance,
KRWd

Current versus never
e-cigarette use
(N ¼ 72,282a)

Current versus never e-cigarette
use (among current cigarette
smokers) (N ¼ 7,302a)

Former versus current
e-cigarette use
(N ¼ 6,669)

Former versus never
e-cigarette use
(N ¼ 72,329)

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

Reference
1.08 (.90e1.29)
.33 (.29e.39)**

Reference
7.89 (7.04e8.85)**
24.48 (21.80e27.49)**

Reference
.37 (.33e.42)**
Reference
1.34 (1.02e1.77)*
1.47 (1.11e1.95)**
Reference
.98 (.94e1.02)

Reference
1.58 (1.39e1.79)**
Reference
1.66 (1.40e1.96)**
3.82 (3.27e4.46)**
Reference
.42 (.36e.50)**
Reference
1.49 (1.11e2.01)*
1.69 (1.24e2.31)*
Reference
.93 (.88e.97)*

Reference
1.32 (1.15e1.52)**
Reference
.96 (.76e1.21)
.94 (.74e1.20)
Reference
1.09 (1.04e1.13)**

Reference
.45 (.40e.51)**
Reference
1.22 (.99e1.50)
1.29 (1.04e1.60)*
Reference
1.02 (.99e1.06)

Reference
1.04 (.95e1.15)
Reference
1.58 (1.48e1.67)**

Reference
1.03 (.91e1.17)
Reference
1.40 (1.30e1.51)**

Reference
1.19 (2.07e1.34)*
Reference
.77 (.72e.83)**

Reference
1.19 (1.08e1.31)**
Reference
1.25 (1.08e1.31)**

Reference
6.91 (5.88e8.12)**
66.46 (57.83e76.37)**

All odds ratios are adjusted for other variables in the models.
CI ¼ conﬁdence interval; OR ¼ odds ratio.
a
Excludes 3,358 former e-cigarette users.
b
“Former smokers” includes students who reported smoking at least one puff of a cigarette and not reporting any smoking in the past 30 days, which includes
experimenters and students who became regular smokers, then quit.
c
A metropolitan city is larger than a city. Depending on the number of residents, ﬁnancial independence rate of local governments, geographical location, and so forth,
cities are divided into metropolitan cities and cities.
d
KRW is South Korea’s currency, the won (1,000 won ¼ US $1).
* p < .05.
** p < .001.

Table 5
Multivariable association of e-cigarette use with cigarette smoking status and attempts to quit among Korean adolescents
Formera versus current
cigarette smoking among
ever cigarette smokers
(N ¼ 19,698)

Factor

Category

Current versus never cigarette
smoking among all participants
except former cigarette smokers
(N ¼ 64,930)
OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

E-cigarette use

Never
Former
Current
Boy
Girl
Province
Metropolitan city
City
7
Each step up (from 7 to 8, 8 to 9, etc.)
No
Yes
None to 9,999
Each stage up (from none to 9,999, to
10,000e49,999, etc.)

Reference
23.76 (21.14e26.71)**
64.94 (56.55e74.58)**
Reference
.44 (.40e.48)**
Reference
.61 (.52e.71)**
.68 (.57e.80)**
Reference
1.23 (1.20e1.26)**
Reference
1.19 (1.11e1.29)**
Reference
1.54 (1.47e1.62)**

Reference
1.48 (1.29e1.71)**
1.67 (1.48e1.90)**
Reference
1.14 (1.01e1.29)*
Reference
1.07 (.91e1.27)
1.02 (.86e1.20)
Reference
1.01 (.97e1.05)
Reference
1.81 (1.61e2.04)**
Reference
.96 (.90e1.03)

Reference
.32 (.29e.36)**
.10 (.09e.12)**
Reference
1.30 (1.19e1.41)**
Reference
1.28 (1.12e1.46)**
1.27 (1.10e1.46)*
Reference
.90 (.88e.93)**
Reference
.96 (.89e1.04)
Reference
.79 (.75e.83)**

Sex
Locationb

Grade
Smoking prevention
program
Weekly allowance,
KRWc

Attempts to quit versus
no attempts to quit cigarette
smoking among current
cigarette smokers (N ¼ 8,988)

All odds ratios are adjusted for other variables in the models.
CI ¼ conﬁdence interval; OR ¼ odds ratio.
a
Former smoker: participant who has ever smoked even one puff, but has not smoked in the past 30 days.
b
A metropolitan city is larger than a city. Depending on the number of residents, ﬁnancial independence rate of local governments, geographical location, and so forth,
cities are divided into metropolitan cities and cities.
c
KRW is South Korea’s currency, the won (1,000 won ¼ US $1).
* p < .05.
** p < .001.
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that e-cigarettes as currently used are an effective cessation aid,
authorities should prohibit any advertising claims, explicit or
implicit, that e-cigarettes are an effective cessation aid.
Limitations
Because the KYRBWS used cross-sectional data, the directionality of our ﬁndings cannot be established. In addition, data
might have various biases, including underreporting of smoking
behavior, which is common among younger youth. However,
concern for underreporting is balanced by the anonymous data
collection, large sample size, and response rate of over 90%.
Because the KYRBWS did not ask whether students had smoked
100 cigarettes in their lifetime, we could not use the common
deﬁnition of a “former smoker” as someone who had smoked 100
cigarettes in their lifetime but had not smoked in the past 30 days.
Rather, we had to deﬁne a “former smoker” as someone who had
smoked a single puff and who had not smoked in the past 30 days,
which combines former 100 cigarette smokers with former experimenters who may only have used cigarettes brieﬂy.
Although we found that students who were trying to quit
smoking were more likely to use e-cigarettesda behavior
consistent with the messages used to market e-cigarettesdthe
KYRBWS did not include questions asking students why they used
e-cigarettes, so we do not know to what extent students were
consciously choosing to use e-cigarettes as a smoking cessation
aid. In addition, the KRYBWS asked only whether students had
used e-cigarettes in the past 30 days, not the number of days on
which they used them or the number of e-cigarettes consumed.
Finally, these results were collected from one country, and
thus may have limited generalizability to other countries.
Despite the e-cigarette industry’s claims that it markets only
to adults, e-cigarettes have achieved substantial penetration into
the youth market. As elsewhere with youth [10] and adults
[8,9,11,12], most Korean adolescent e-cigarette users are dual
users with conventional cigarettes. They are more likely to have
tried quitting smoking, which suggests that, consistent with ecigarette marketing messages (Figures A-1 through A-5), some
youth may be using e-cigarettes as a smoking cessation aid.
However, former cigarette smokers were rare among current ecigarette users. Use of e-cigarettes is associated with heavier use
of conventional cigarettes, which raises the likelihood that, like
smokeless tobacco [34], actual use of e-cigarettes may increase
harm by creating a new pathway for youth to become addicted to
nicotine and by reducing the odds that an adolescent will stop
smoking conventional cigarettes.
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ABSTRACT

Objectives. We characterized smokers who are likely to use electronic or “e-”cigarettes
to quit smoking.
Methods. We obtained cross-sectional data in 2010–2012 from 1567 adult daily smokers in
Hawaii using a paper-and-pencil survey. Analyses were conducted using logistic
regression.
Results. Of the participants, 13% reported having ever used e-cigarettes to quit smoking.
Smokers who had used them reported higher motivation to quit, higher quitting selfefficacy, and longer recent quit duration than did other smokers. Age (odds ratio [OR] =
0.98; 95% confidence interval [CI] =0.97, 0.99) and Native Hawaiian ethnicity (OR =0.68;
95% CI =0.45, 0.99) were inversely associated with increased likelihood of ever using ecigarettes for cessation. Other significant correlates were higher motivation to quit (OR =
1.14; 95% CI =1.08, 1.21), quitting self-efficacy (OR =1.18; 95% CI =1.06, 1.36), and
ever using US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)–approved cessation aids such as
nicotine gum (OR =3.72; 95% CI =2.67, 5.19).
Conclusions. Smokers who try e-cigarettes to quit smoking appear to be serious about
wanting to quit. Despite lack of evidence regarding efficacy, smokers treat e-cigarettes
as valid alternatives to FDA-approved cessation
1646 aids. Research is needed to test the
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safety and efficacy of e-cigarettes as cessation aids.
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Avec la cigarette électronique, est-ce "du sérieux" ?
Brevetée en 2003 par Hon Lik, pharmacien chinois, la cigarette électronique m’est apparue d’abord comme un gadget
permettant aux fumeurs de braver impunément les interdictions de fumer. Car ils ne rejettent pas de fumée,
simplement un petit nuage de vapeur d’eau condensée, comme il s’en échappe de la bouche des passants par un
glacial matin d’hiver. Persuadé que la nicotine ne saurait créer une dépendance fructueuse pour ses fabricants, je ne
croyais qu’à un engouement passager. Je pensais qu’elle rejoindrait vite le magasin des passions éphémères,
cigarettes d’eucalyptus, yoyos et autres hula-hoop.
Il n’en est pourtant rien. Les fumeurs provocateurs, qui n’avaient donc aucune envie d’arrêter, se sont pris au jeu et
utilisent la cigarette électronique comme moyen de moins fumer, voire d’arrêter. Le marché se développe de façon
quasiment exponentielle (figure 1) [1]. Son évaluation en France est difficile. Mi-2013, il y aurait déjà 500 000
consommateurs réguliers, désormais appelés vapoteurs [2]. La « e-cig » n’est donc certainement plus un simple
gadget. Au début de 2013, elle justifie une approche scientifique.

Plan
1 - Comment fonctionne une cigarette électronique
2 - Une grande diversité de modèles
3 - Les liquides vaporisables
3.1 - Composants essentiels
3.1.1 - Le propylène glycol
3.1.2 - Le glycérol
3.1.3 - La nicotine
3.2 - Autres composants
3.2.1 - L’alcool éthylique
3.2.2 - Les acides organiques
3.2.3 - Les arômes
3.2.4 - L’eau
4 - L’effet thermique
5 - Le matériel
5.1 - Atomiseurs
5.2 - Stockage du liquide
5.3 - Piles et batteries
6 - Controverses
6.1 - Toxicité
6.2 - Dépendance
6.3 - Effets sur le tabagisme
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7 - Conclusion

1 - Comment fonctionne une cigarette électronique
Le propylène glycol, à un moindre degré le glycérol, sont extrêmement avides d’eau. Ils sont la base d’un liquide
contenant également un peu d’eau, des arômes divers et le plus souvent des concentrations variables de nicotine.
Toutefois certains liquides en sont dépourvus. Une résistance alimentée par une pile ou une batterie chauffe l’air
aspiré et vaporise le liquide qui, soit imprègne une bourre, soit est contenu dans un réservoir, d’où une tresse l’amène
par capillarité au contact de la résistance. Un atomiseur est une résistance avec tresse incorporée. Un cartomiseur
est un bloc comportant atomiseur et réservoir de liquide.
Quand le contact est établi, parfois automatiquement lorsque le vapoteur aspire, la résistance chauffe, tandis que
parfois s’allume une diode à l’extrémité de la e-cig donnant l’illusion d’une combustion. Rouge au départ, cette LED est
maintenant absente ou bleue, ou latérale, pour éviter une confusion avec une cigarette de tabac, éventuellement source
de conflits (figure 2).

L’air chauffé autour de 60°C vaporise le propylène glycol ou/et le glycérol. Il se charge en vapeur d’eau et entraîne les
autres composants du liquide. Sa saturation se complète dans l’atmosphère humide à 37°C des voies aériennes et
des poumons. L’air expiré entre en contact avec l’air extérieur habituellement plus frais, dont le niveau de saturation en
vapeur d’eau est plus faible. L’excès de vapeur d’au se condense en un petit nuage de buée visible, donnant l’illusion
d’une fumée, qui se dissipe rapidement si l’air ambiant n’est pas saturé en vapeur d’eau. Ce nuage est d’autant plus
important que la température extérieure est plus basse. À chaque pourcentage d’humidité de l’air et à chaque
température correspond un point critique où se produit cette condensation (figure 3).

Ainsi, à 25°C, pour un air saturé à 100%, la buée apparaîtra dès ces 25°C. Si l’air n’est saturé qu’à 40%, il faudra
descendre à 10°C pour que se forme la buée. Au dessus de 37°C dans un air sec, plus de condensation. Donc pas de
mirage de fumée avec la cigarette électronique dans la traversée du Sahara en plein midi.
Retour au plan
2 - Une grande diversité de modèles
L’objet, parfois équipé d’une sorte de fume-cigarette, peut imiter à s’y méprendre la cigarette de tabac. Mais il existe
une grande variété de formes, il peut ressembler à un cigare ou une pipe, parfois même c’est un narguilé automatique
1649
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pour vapoter socialement.
Les cigarettes jetables peuvent être utilisées plusieurs fois jusqu’à épuisement de la réserve de liquide et de la pile
(environ 400 bouffées, soit l’équivalent d’un paquet de cigarettes (environ 10€).
Les cigarettes rechargeables sont plus économiques. On peut remplir à nouveau un réservoir de liquide ou imprégner
une bourre, faire le choix de son liquide, recharger la batterie. Dans un modèle intermédiaire avec les cigarettes
jetables, une capsule vissée sur la batterie rechargeable est pré-remplie en liquide, ce qui évite des manipulations.
Retour au plan
3 - Les liquides
3.1 - Composants essentiels
3.1.1 - Le propylène glycol (PG) ou propane1-2 diol (HO-CH2-CHOH-CH3) [3]. Il n’existe pas de source naturelle. Il est
obtenu par chimiosynthèse. Il a deux stéréo-isomères, mais la forme utilisée habituellement est le racémique. C’est un
liquide incolore et pratiquement inodore avec une légère saveur sucrée. Il est visqueux, et surtout très avide d’eau.
Modérément inflammable, ses vapeurs peuvent produire avec l’air des mélanges explosifs. Une étincelle peut
enflammer un mélange dès 99°C. À température ambiante, il est peu volatil, mais se vaporise rapidement entre 60 à
100°C. Il bout à 188°C. Il s’oxyde en donnant des substances irritantes, aldéhyde propionique, acides acétique,
lactique, pyruvique.
Métabolisme
Le PG est éliminé par le rein, soit tel quel, soit sous forme conjuguée. Le foie l’oxyde, le transformant en aldéhyde
lactique par l’alcool-déshydrogénase, puis par des déshydrogénations successives en acide lactique puis en acide
pyruvique qui entre dans le cycle de Krebs. La demi-vie est de deux heures pour le sang, quatre heures pour
l’organisme (Figure 4).

La production industrielle est très importante, de l’ordre de 600 000 tonnes par an. L’essentiel est utilisé pour la
fabrication des plastiques, des peintures, d’antigels et comme dégivrant, en particulier pour les avions dans les
aéroports. Ses propriétés de viscosité, d’hydratation et de solvant justifient un important usage en cosmétique. Elles en
font un excipient essentiel en pharmacie dans des sirops, pommades, solutions nasales et oculaires. Une application
étonnante est la production de fumée artificielle lors de spectacles de théâtre ou de films.
C’est un additif alimentaire autorisé (E 1520) à la dose de 1g/kg d’aliment, kasher et halal. Humidifiant, il empêche la
déshydratation de pains tranchés et de pâtisseries. Emulsifiant, liant et épaississant, il est utilisé pour les sauces, les
crèmes, les entremets. C’est un solvant de colorants et d’arômes alimentaires [4]. La Food and Drug Administration
américaine (FDA) autorise son usage alimentaire depuis 1981 comme agent anti-dessiccation, antioxydant,
renforçateur des pâtes, émulsifiant, solvant, stabilisant et épaississant. Elle limite à 2% sa concentration dans la
majorité des produits, à 2,5% dans les produits lactés congelés et à 5% dans les boissons alcooliques [5]. Le PG
maintient une humidité satisfaisante dans les tabacs et les cigarettes. À l’opposé, il permet de garder un degré très
bas d’hygrométrie de l’air pour la conservation de produits secs.
Les aérosols de PG ont un puissant pouvoir antibactérien et antiviral. (Figures 5 et 6).
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La vapeur est l’état le plus efficace pour la désinfection de l’air, pénétrant les germes atmosphériques portés par des
gouttelettes de Pflüge [6]. Paradoxalement, des germes dans du PG pur gardent leur vitalité et leur virulence. L’effet
augmente avec la température qui augmente la tension de vapeur du PG. Il est plus important si la taille des particules
d’aérosol est plus faible [7]. Une action antifungique a également été démontrée [8].
En période de guerre, stériliser l’air grâce à des vapeurs ou des aérosols de propylène glycol a été un des objectifs
pour la protection peu onéreuse des armées contre les épidémies. Cependant son utilisation est tombée en
désuétude, essentiellement parce qu’il était difficile d’obtenir des concentrations suffisantes dans l’air de locaux non
clos. L’apparition des antibiotiques, poussés par les intérêts industriels, a de plus freiné le développement de cette
application. Cependant cette indication est encore officiellement confirmée. Le PG est utilisé pour la désinfection des
surfaces, et en association avec l’alcool éthylique pour la désinfection des mains. Mais la cigarette électronique conduit
directement les vapeurs de propylène glycol concentrées dans l’arbre respiratoire. Ceci pourrait donc créer un
renouveau d’intérêt pour cette application pour lutter contre les microorganismes pathogènes, et justifier des études
cliniques sur ce sujet.
Le fait que des aérosols de propylène glycol aient été ou soient utilisés comme antiasthmatiques est souvent cité. Je
n’ai pu en trouver confirmation, ni dans la littérature, ni parmi les spécialités. Seul un article ancien de la Mayo Clinic
prône son utilisation comme fluidifiant dans des aérosols pour traiter des épisodes broncho-pulmonaires aigus. Les
articles de Robertson, 20 ans auparavant, ne sont pas cités, un effet anti-microbien n’était donc pas recherché. C’est
présenté comme une pratique de routine, laissant supposer qu’elle a été largement utilisée. Je n’ai pu trouver d’article
relatant des effets défavorables. [9]
Toxicité
Une confusion sémantique avec l’éthylène glycol, également utilisé comme antigel, lui a fait attribuer à tort une toxicité
rénale, avec formation de calculs. Le PG lui-même est totalement innocent sur ce point. Cependant, diverses impuretés
éventuellement toxiques ont été retrouvées dans certains échantillons disponibles sur le marché destinés à des
usages industriels. Il est donc nécessaire d’utiliser un PG alimentaire d’une pureté garantie.
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Chez l’animal, hormis des effets irritants sur la muqueuse oculaire ou nasale vraisemblablement liés à son pouvoir
desséchant, le PG n’a montré aucune toxicité aiguë ou chronique, pas de sensibilisation cutanée. La NOAEL (dose
sans effet toxique observable) est de l’ordre de 2g/kg (rat et chien). Au dessus, on n’observe que des anomalies
érythrocytaires mineures. Il ne s’est montré ni mutagène, ni carcinogène, ni tératogène. Aucune altération sensible n’a
été retrouvée chez des singes et des rats exposés entre 12 et 18 mois à de très fortes concentrations de vapeurs de
propylène glycol dans l’atmosphère. [10].
Chez l’homme, la tolérance est considérable. Les intoxications par doses massives n’ont conduit qu’à une sédation,
pouvant aller à un coma régressif, parfois suite à une crise comitiale. Ces manifestations seraient liées à une
hyperosmolarité, une acidose lactique et à l’hypoglycémie. Elles surviennent en particulier lors de perfusions
intraveineuses, le PG étant souvent utilisé comme solvant de divers médicaments. Ainsi une femme de 70 ans a reçu
en 24 heures une dose de 479 g. Elle a développé une grave acidose lactique, qui s’est résolue à l’arrêt de la
perfusion [11]. Chez les grands brûlés, l’absorption de PG à partir de topiques cutanés peut être considérable (10,5 g/L
de sang chez un bébé) [12]. À 1,5 g/kg par voie orale dans le traitement du glaucome, on n’a observé qu’une sensation
ébrieuse [13]. L’OMS considère admissible une absorption journalière de 25 mg/kg, soit une considérable marge de
sécurité. L’absorption à partir de diverses sources était estimée aux USA à 34 mg/kg par jour en 2004, avant la diffusion
de la cigarette électronique [14]. Aucune toxicité, aucun effet sur le développement ou la reproduction n’ont été
retrouvés. [15]
Il est difficile d’évaluer l’absorption moyenne par un vapoteur. Une recharge de 10 ml d’un liquide contenant 91,5 % de
propylène glycol durerait de trois à cinq jours, soit environ 25 mg/kg par jour pour l’adulte standard de 73 kg si
l’absorption était totale. Je n’ai trouvé aucune étude sur la proportion absorbée de vapeurs de PG inhalées. On peut
supposer qu’un vapoteur rejette du PG dans l’air expiré, car on comprendrait mal comment se formerait la pseudofumée, mais paradoxalement, une étude n’a pas retrouvé de PG dans l’air ambiant d’une chambre close après une
séance de vapotage [16]. Les expositions aiguës (inhalation, brouillards) n’ont donné lieu qu’à des irritations
respiratoires ou oculaires. Celles-ci sont manifestement dues au dessèchement des muqueuses, car le PG ne s’est
pas montré allergisant. Il n’a pas posé de problèmes en tant qu’excipient de certains collyres et solutions nasales.
3.1.2 - Le glycérol. HOH2C–CHOH–CH2OH
C’est un liquide incolore au goût franchement sucré, plus visqueux que le propylène glycol. Il est également très avide
d’eau. Il résulte de l’hydrolyse de graisses aussi bien animales que végétales. Le nom de glycérine végétale permet de
le classer halal.
Il est souvent utilisé dans les cigarettes électroniques, soit seul, soit en mélange avec 50 à 80 % de propylène glycol.
On le trouve parfois aussi dans les cigarettes de tabac pour en garder l’humidité. Il produit plus de vapeur que le PG,
mais la sensation de contraction de la gorge avec picotements qui est recherchée dans la fumée de tabac (throat hit)
serait plus faible. La perception des arômes serait atténuée. Un autre inconvénient est qu’il aurait tendance à boucher
les tresses des atomiseurs.
Métabolisme
Une phosphorylation le transforme en triphosphoglycéraldéhyde, puis en acide pyruvique qui entre dans le cycle de
Krebs de dégradation des sucres. Il ne produit pas directement d’acide lactique.
Toxicité
La directive 67/548/CEE le considère comme non dangereux. Il n’a aucune toxicité, hormis sa décomposition en
acroléine au point d’ébullition (290° C). L’acroléine est extrêmement irritante, comme on peut s’en rendre compte si
l’on laisse les graisses se décomposer dans une poêle surchauffée. Elle est présente dans la fumée de tabac. Mais la
température atteinte dans la cigarette électronique n’est habituellement que de 60 à 70° C. Cependant, elle peut
atteindre 100 à 150° C. À cette température, de petites quantités d’acroléine peuvent être produites mais son effet
tussigène protège contre une intoxication.
3.1.3 - La nicotine
La grande majorité des cigarettes électroniques ne se contentent pas de produire une pseudo-fumée, mais
fournissent de la nicotine. La quantité varie beaucoup selon les e-liquides. La plupart des marques proposent en
général plusieurs concentrations, de zéro à 24mg par ml dans les cartouches originelles ou les liquides pour
remplissage. L’analyse de ces liquides montre cependant des différences considérables entre la concentration
annoncée et les résultats des dosages. Cependant, certaines marques européennes contrôleraient déjà avec plus de
précision le contenu en nicotine de leurs e-liquides. De même, par comparaison de concentration entre les cartouches
neuves et les cartouches usagées, le pourcentage vaporisé après 300 bouffées varie énormément selon la marque, de
21 à 81% [17]. De telles variations peuvent peut-être expliquer les résultats contradictoires d’absorption de la nicotine,
quand une étude trouve qu’elle est nulle pour des cigarettes à fort taux de nicotine [18], et quand le même auteur deux
ans plus tard la trouve au contraire effective, mais chez des vapoteurs utilisant un matériel différent avec des batteries
plus puissantes [19].
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3.2 - Autres composants
La liste des autres composants ne peut être exhaustive, tellement se donne libre cours l’imagination des fabricants, et
aussi des vapoteurs qui se livrent à des compositions artisanales. C’est par une recherche sur les sites commerciaux
que j’ai pu en avoir une idée partielle, bien que beaucoup ne donnent pas la composition de leurs liquides.
3.2.1 - L’alcool éthylique
Il est utilisé en tant que solvant d’arômes et fluidifiant des e-liquides, à raison souvent de 4,5%. Il favoriserait également
la sensation de « hit ». Cet alcool peut simplement être de l’éthanol, mais aussi vodka, rhum, whisky (scotch, irish,
bourbon). C’est une notion utile à connaître pour les alcooliques abstinents. Car il existe des e-liquides halal sans
alcool.
3.2.2 - Les acides organiques
Beaucoup de e-liquides contiennent 0,9 % d’acide lactique. En solution aqueuse, cela correspondrait à un pH = 3,72
mais cela n’a guère de sens en solution dans le PG. De toute façon, cela confère à la vapeur une forte acidité,
vraisemblablement pour une part responsable du hit. On trouve aussi souvent de l’acide malique, encore plus acide, et
même de l’acide citrique. Les aérosols d’acide citrique sont utilisés pour tester les antitussifs. Les fumeurs estiment
qu’ils leur apportent une satisfaction la plus voisine de celle de la fumée de cigarettes. Ils ont été proposés pour aider à
l’arrêt du tabac [20].
3.2.3 - Les arômes
Une exploration sur les sites consacrés à la cigarette électronique permet de dresser une liste des e-liquides
aromatisés ou d’arômes proposés à la vente pour confection artisanale. La liste est impressionnante, certainement
pas exhaustive. Je peux involontairement sans intention publicitaire donner des noms de marques. Tous les arômes
alimentaires sont apparemment utilisables. Beaucoup de sites proposent des compositions d’arômes, parfois
provenant de fournisseurs de parfumeurs. De plus, nombre de vapoteurs utilisent leurs propres préparations, à partir
de plantes et éventuellement de produits de synthèse. La variété des composés chimiques aromatiques des plantes
est immense. Le tabac détient le record avec plus de 2 200 composés volatils. Évidement, la recherche d’un arôme de
tabac parfait est une gageure.

Mais hormis son effet olfactif recherché, un arôme alimentaire est normalement ingéré. Son innocuité est admise par
cette voie. Après ingestion, certains subissent l’action des enzymes digestifs. Pour atteindre la circulation générale, il
lui faut être absorbé par la muqueuse intestinale et subir l’action détoxifiante du foie. Nous n’avons pas de données sur
les éventuels effets toxiques de certains de ces produits, lorsque l’inhalation les fait passer directement dans le sang
périphérique, et après usage pluri-quotidien pendant des mois, voire des années. Cependant, la sensibilité olfactive
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n’a habituellement besoin que de doses très faibles pour détecter les arômes. La marge de sécurité des arômes
alimentaires semble actuellement relativement large. Cependant, les doses effectivement absorbées peuvent être
beaucoup plus importantes que par voie orale. Ce pourrait être le cas de la réglisse, qui devrait être surveillée pour son
rôle dans l’hypertension artérielle, ou du diacétyle, arôme de beurre autorisé en ingestion, mais responsable par
inhalation en milieu industriel de bronchiolites oblitérantes très graves. Il pourrait aussi être un facteur de
développement d’affections type Alzheimer. D’ailleurs, les publicités sur internet pour des arômes mentionnent souvent
"sans diacétyle, ni paraben, ni ambrox (parfum synthétique d’ambre gris, proche du tabac)". Les vapoteurs
expérimentateurs recherchent désespérément des saveurs poivre qu’ils espèrent générateurs de hit. On peut espérer
qu’ils n’essaieront pas la capsaïcine !
3.2.4 - L’eau
La plupart des e-liquides contiennent une petite quantité d’eau, jusqu’à 5 %, pour fluidifier le liquide, solubiliser
certains arômes et commencer à saturer la vapeur.
Retour au plan
4 - L’effet thermique
La vapeur arrive dans la bouche autour de 50° C. Une petite enquête sur un forum m’a appris que sur 88 répondeurs,
53 trouvaient la vapeur tiède, 21 chaude et deux très chaude. Mais tandis que neuf l’inhalaient directement comme les
fumeurs de narghilé, 68 avaient gardé leur habitude de fumeur de garder une bouffée dans la bouche, puis de l’inhaler
en la mêlant avec de l’air extérieur, ce qui la refroidit [21].
Ce détail a son importance car notre prix Nobel André Lwoff, qui avait montré qu’une élévation thermique bloquait la
multiplication des virus, avait amené l’Institut Pasteur à breveter un appareil qui envoyait dans les narines un air
humide à 43°C (Rhinotherm®) [22]. Il n’eut pas de succès commercial, peut être parce qu’il pesait 3,5 kg et coûtait
l’équivalent de 350 €. Mais il était très efficace pour faire avorter les coryzas saisonniers, et traiter les rhinites
allergiques persistantes, par une seule inhalation de 30 minutes, parfois répétée deux à quatre heures plus tard (figure
8). Comme les virus du rhume profitent de la température basse de la muqueuse nasale (31 à 36° C.), il faudrait
inhaler par le nez les vapeurs de la cigarette électronique pour profiter de cet effet, avec des précautions évidentes pour
éviter les brûlures. La conjonction de l’élévation thermique et des vapeurs de propylène glycol pourrait créer une
synergie antivirale, qui justifierait une étude clinique.

Retour au plan
5 - Le matériel
5.1 - Atomiseurs
C’est la résistance chauffante de la e-cig. C’est une partie assez fragile, qu’il faut parfois changer. Selon le type, elle
varie de 1,5 à 6 Ohms. Pour un voltage donné de la batterie, les atomiseurs LR (low resistance) produisent plus de
chaleur. L’évaporation est plus rapide, les vapeurs plus denses. Mais leur durée de vie est plus courte et évidemment,
les batteries se déchargent plus vite. Des bricoleurs manipulent atomiseurs et batteries pour obtenir un chauffage plus
intense.
5.2 - Stockage du liquide
Le liquide peut être contenu dans une bourre, ou dans un réservoir, avec un risque de fuites. Dans le cartomiseur, le
réservoir est associé à l’atomiseur Certains mettent directement une ou deux gouttes de liquide sur la résistance (dry).
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Cela favoriserait le hit. Il est important que le vapoteur tienne sa e-cig en position horizontale, et mieux légèrement
inclinée vers l’avant. En effet, la gravité est importante pour conduire le e-liquide vers l’atomiseur. Si celui-ci chauffe
sans être suffisamment alimenté, non seulement la vaporisation se fait mal, mais le liquide risque d’être surchauffé et
les parties plastiques du corps de la e-cig brûlées, avec émission de vapeurs inefficaces, désagréables voire toxiques.
5.3 - Piles et batteries
Les piles ne sont utilisées que pour les cigarettes jetables. Autrement les batteries rechargeables sont la règle. On
trouve des batteries entre 3,0 et 4,8 volts, avec une possibilité de faire varier le voltage entre ces limites. La capacité va
de 650 à 1000 mAh. Elles peuvent être équipées de fonctions complexes, coupe-circuit, bouton d’arrêt-marche,
détecteur d’aspiration connectant la batterie, alimentation d’une LED etc. Elles peuvent être rechargées par un chargeur
à brancher sur le secteur, ou sur un ordinateur par une prise USB, permettant de vapoter pendant le rechargement.
L’explosion d’une cigarette électronique bricolée au visage d’un vapoteur de Floride en février 2012 serait due à
l’explosion de la batterie qui pourrait être associée à une fuite de liquide, les vapeurs de PG pouvant de plus constituer
avec l’air un mélange explosif. D’autres explosions aux conséquences moins graves lors du rechargement sont
épisodiquement relatées. Le risque d’explosion des batteries lithium-ion est très connu. Il a jusqu’à peu cloué au sol
toute une flotte de Boeing 787. Pour la sécurité électrique (CE) des appareils qui fonctionnent avec les batteries
rechargeables lithium-ion le plus souvent utilisées (technologie instable), une indication visuelle ou auditive indiquant
que la batterie est déchargée est requise. Ce rôle peut être joué par la LED. Les vapoteurs sont à la recherche de
sensations fortes. Ainsi l’un d’entre eux souhaitant « vapoter en 6 volts » a utilisé en série deux batteries de 3,7V.
D’abord, ça fait 7,4V et de plus un tel montage peut créer un déséquilibre amenant à une explosion. Heureusement,
elle s’est faite dans un sac de montagne. Je ne conseillerais pas de laisser une e-cig dans la boite à gants d’une
voiture en plein soleil.
Retour au plan
6 - Controverses
6.1 - Toxicité
Le développement rapide de la cigarette électronique a vite suscité des réactions hostiles, en particulier concernant sa
toxicité. Dans un communiqué de presse du 30 mai 2011, l’AFSSAPS recommandait de ne pas consommer de
cigarettes électroniques, se basant sur la toxicité de la nicotine, « classée comme très dangereuse par l’OMS » et sur
le risque de dépendance primaire chez les non-fumeurs ! Introduisant la notion nouvelle de « Produits contenant de la
nicotine (PCN) », la proposition de Directive au Parlement Européen et au Conseil Européen du 19/12/2012 sur les
produits du tabac va dans le même sens : « Les PCN présentant un niveau de nicotine supérieur à 2 mg ou une
concentration de nicotine supérieure à 4 mg par ml, ou dont l’utilisation aux fins prévues entraîne une concentration
plasmatique maximale moyenne supérieure à 4 ng par ml, ne peuvent être mis sur le marché que s’ils ont été
autorisés comme médicaments sur la base de leur qualité, de leur sûreté et de leur efficacité, et si leurs bénéfices
l’emportent sur les risques potentiels. Les PCN présentant des niveaux de nicotine inférieurs à ces seuils pourront être
vendus en tant que produits de consommation à condition qu’y soit apposé un avertissement sanitaire adapté. Le seuil
de nicotine visé dans la présente proposition a été établi par rapport à la teneur en nicotine des médicaments de
sevrage tabagique (substituts nicotiniques)… » [23]. Une telle proposition pourrait être adoptée. Elle persiste de plus
dans l’interdiction du snus. Elle combat délibérément tout ce qui pourrait réduire le risque qu’encourent les fumeurs, ce
qu’un groupe d’experts clairvoyants comme Clive Bates, ancien directeur de l’association britannique anti-tabac
ASH [24], qualifiait de « criminal » [25]. Cette attitude est manifestement dictée par les lobbies de l’industrie.
Avertissement sanitaire, critères qu’elle seule peut dépasser, l’industrie pharmaceutique se réserverait en effet le
quasi-monopole de la commercialisation de la nicotine sur la base de sa toxicité, quand le tabac reste en vente libre !
Limiter à 4 ng/ml la concentration plasmatique de nicotine après vapotage, quand un fumeur peut obtenir 25 ng/ml de
ses cigarettes, 9 ng/ml d’une simple gomme à 2 mg et 25 ng/ml d’un timbre, en est la démonstration.
Le propylène glycol et le glycérol aux doses éventuellement absorbées par un vapoteur n’ont montré aucune toxicité. Le
taux de composés toxiques ou carcinogènes dans la vapeur, tels que carbonyles, composés organiques volatils,
nitrosamines et métaux lourds a été trouvé de 9 à 450 fois plus faible que dans la fumée de cigarette et souvent
comparable aux traces retrouvées dans les inhaleurs à nicotine considérés comme produits de référence [26]. Quels
que soient les arguments développés par ses opposants, « la messe est dite » : la cigarette électronique ne présente
pas de réels dangers. Elle est infiniment moins dangereuse que les cigarettes de tabac et, sur ce plan, pourrait
constituer une alternative bénéfique pour la santé publique.
6.2 - Dépendance
La nicotine est censée permettre au vapoteur de fumer moins, voire d’arrêter totalement de fumer, en satisfaisant sa
dépendance au tabac. C’est un point discutable, car c’est adhérer à la thèse de l’industrie pharmaceutique qui prétend
que la nicotine est l’unique facteur de la dépendance au tabac, pour en faire des produits substituant la nicotine
« propre » des médicaments à la nicotine « sale » du tabac. J’ai sur ce site contesté cette notion [27]. Une molécule
chimique peut posséder des effets jugés favorables sans pour autant générer de dépendance, c’est le cas de la
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caféine. La nicotine est un stimulant, maintient l’éveil, et en même temps donne une sensation de relaxation
musculaire. De plus, elle élève rapidement la glycémie. Elle irrite la gorge, et participe certainement à la sensation de
hit qui peut rappeler au vapoteur sa cigarette de tabac, sans pour autant créer une dépendance durable au vapotage.
Mais il est peu probable que ces effets puissent être ressentis si les limites de la proposition européenne venaient à
être adoptées.
Certains sont vraiment accrochés à leur e-cig. Ils le disent sur les forums, même les 1 à 3 % qui ont adopté les e-cig
sans nicotine. Des études cliniques comparant la dépendance à long terme aux cigarettes contenant ou non de la
nicotine pourraient répondre à ce rôle éventuel de la nicotine. Beaucoup de vapoteurs d’ailleurs, ayant commencé avec
des e-cigs riches en nicotine, cherchent peu à peu à en diminuer le contenu, ou à l’éliminer. Car une e-cigarette sans
nicotine et une e-cig à 18 mg atténuent le désir de fumer par rapport au simple fait de manipuler une cigarette. La
nicotine serait plus efficace seulement chez les hommes [28]. Les acides dans les e-liquides ionisent la nicotine, ce
qui modifie sa biodisponibilité. Sous cette forme, elle est moins vaporisable par les atomiseurs et moins absorbable
par les muqueuses, ce qui peut expliquer pourquoi une étude d’Eissenberg n’a pas trouvé d’élévation de la
nicotinémie. De toute façon, la nicotine n’est qu’un facteur accessoire de l’habitude de vapoter, peut-être en partie
psychologique vu le rôle que la publicité lui a donné dans l’inconscient collectif. L’Italie interdit la vente des e-cigs aux
moins de 18 ans, par crainte de dépendance. C’est ce thème que défend le Pr Martinet, président du Comité National
Contre le Tabagisme. Les cigarettes électroniques pourraient rendre les enfants dépendants de la nicotine et les
amener à fumer. Cette notion n’est pas confirmée par une récente enquête [29]. En général allumer directement une
cigarette est plus excitant pour un enfant. Hormis la curiosité normale à cet âge, ceux qui adoptent durablement les
cigarettes électroniques sont toujours déjà des fumeurs dépendants. Pourtant un certain accrochage à la e-cig semble
clair, bien que beaucoup s’en libèrent facilement. Les facteurs possibles sont nombreux. L’émission de pseudofumée, la manipulation de l’objet, la sensation de chaleur, à la fois des vapeurs inhalées et de la e-cig dans les doigts,
la dimension comportementale est évidente. La seule répétition des mêmes gestes, des mêmes situations est
rassurante, atténue le stress. Mais elle est prégnante. On l’observe déjà dans les jeux de l’enfance, quand il faut cent
fois répéter la même histoire. Le propylène glycol et le glycérol sont des sucres. Ils en ont la saveur et rejoignent la voie
métabolique du glucose. Cela les différencie des édulcorants, qui provoquent une libération d’insuline pré-absorptive,
mais ne sont pas rassasiants, puisqu’ils n’élèvent pas la glycémie, au contraire. Les sucres peuvent d’ailleurs
expliquer une part de la dépendance au tabac, dont en partie le triomphe des tabacs de type américain sur les tabacs
bruns, très fermentés et sans addition de miel et de mélasses. Le hit est une sensation périphérique très recherchée
des vapoteurs, et aussi des fumeurs, pour qui cette sensation liée à l’inhalation fait partie du plaisir à fumer. Parmi ses
facteurs, on peut imaginer le dessèchement muqueux par le propylène glycol, l’irritation liée à la nicotine, l’alcool,
l’acidité agressive de certaines vapeurs, certains arômes. Une marque propose un e-liquide sans nicotine, sans
acides, avec uniquement 2% d’arômes. Elle le présente comme donnant un hit très fort. Certains arômes poivre,
piment Jalapeno, menthol pourraient l’expliquer.
Le menthol mérite une place à part. Il rend plus difficile l’arrêt du tabac, en particulier chez les noirs et les hispaniques,
mais pas chez les caucasiens. [30] Il est souhaitable qu’une surveillance vigilante de la toxicité à long terme du
vapotage soit instaurée. Mais pour l’instant les effets nocifs observés sont mineurs, se bornant à une irritation
respiratoire, sans commune mesure avec ceux du tabac. Ainsi, même si une dépendance s’installait, elle ne pourrait
vraisemblablement avoir sur la santé des conséquences aussi graves que celles de l’asservissement au tabac.
6.3 - Effets sur le tabagisme
Si la cigarette électronique a une telle diffusion, c’est qu’elle s’adresse quasi exclusivement aux fumeurs. Vapoter là où
il est interdit de fumer n’est qu’un aspect de la question. Une grande partie disent qu’ils le font pour tenter au moins de
diminuer leur consommation de tabac, après souvent de nombreuses tentatives infructueuses, où l’échec des
médications est fréquent. Sur les forums, on est impressionné par le nombre de vapoteurs qui disent combien vapoter
les aide beaucoup, contrairement aux substituts nicotiniques. La plupart des études pour juger du pourcentage d’arrêts
ou de diminution du tabagisme ne portent pas encore sur un nombre de sujets et un suivi suffisants. Il serait
nécessaire de les développer. Un protocole ambitieux est proposé en Australie pour tenter de répondre à cette
question. Quelques enquêtes ont été faites on-line. Cependant elles sont grevées d’un biais évident, ne concernant
que les vapoteurs suffisamment motivés pour répondre, et ne contrôlent pas le CO alvéolaire, seule mesure capable
de juger de la diminution ou de l’arrêt. Quoi qu’il en soit, un nombre conséquent de vapoteurs adoptent durablement la
cigarette électronique et s’en trouvent satisfaits quant à l’évolution de leur tabagisme. Elle n’a aucun des inconvénients
de la combustion. Pas de production d’oxyde de carbone, qui porte une grande part de responsabilité dans les
affections cardiovasculaires. Pas de goudrons, d’hydrocarbures cancérigènes, pas de nitrosamines, bien qu’on puisse
y trouver quelques traces, comme partout quand on les cherche. Ce serait déjà un progrès pour la société que de voir
ainsi s’abaisser le nombre des fumeurs et de leurs cancers. On ne met pas le feu à la forêt ou à son lit en vapotant. Un
vapoteur n’incommode pas ses voisins. Certes on trouve dans l’air environnemental après vapotage en milieu clos des
traces de nicotine, des dérivés d’oxydation du propylène glycol, des particules fines et ultrafines et des nanoparticules
métalliques provenant de la résistance des atomiseurs, mais le vapotage passif me semble une vue de l’esprit [31].
Un signe annonce l’ir-résistible ascension de la e-cigarette : Elle devient une concurrente redoutable pour les grandes
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multinationales du tabac. Elles sentent le vent et songent déjà à leur reconversion. C’est un considérable marché
potentiel. Imperial Tobacco, Philip Morris, BAT, Altadis, ont déjà acheté des entreprises fabricant des e-cigarettes, ou
vont les fabriquer elles mêmes. Mais la cigarette électronique est aussi un redoutable concurrent pour les firmes
pharmaceutiques. Sur les forums, beaucoup de vapoteurs qui ont arrêté de fumer avaient déjà sans succès essayé les
substituts nicotiniques. Une étude sur la popularité de la e-cig, basée sur les connexions sur Google suivies pendant
deux ans, la comparant aux substituts nicotiniques, au snus et à la varénicline, montre la montée en puissance de la ecig qui finit par largement surpasser les autres moyens en déclin [32]. Les buralistes voudraient avoir le monopole de
leur vente, pour compenser les pertes de ventes de cigarettes, plombées par l’augmentation des prix et en parallèle de
la contrebande. Les limitations que cherche à édicter la Commission Européenne, tant concernant la nicotine que les
arômes, ont pour but évident d’éliminer un concurrent des gommes et des patches. Le marché est considérable. Les
multinationales pharmaceutiques pourraient donc être tentées de proposer des cigarettes électroniques
médicamenteuses. Les soumettant à un contrôle strict de leur composition et de la qualité des composants, libres de
les proposer à forte teneur en nicotine, elles pourraient continuer à surfer sur le mythe publicitaire si fructueux de la
dépendance à la nicotine. Certifiées par une AMM [33], ces e-cigs écraseraient une concurrence corsetée par des
limites règlementaires, et s’assureraient ainsi un véritable monopole. Le changement de ton de certains leaders
d’opinion tels que B. Dautzenberg qui jusqu’ici décriaient la cigarette électronique m’incline à le penser. « Ces
évènements me dépassent, feignons d’en être l’instigateur » [34].
Retour au plan
7 - Conclusion
La cigarette électronique est toujours un gadget. Mais sans publicité tapageuse, uniquement par le bouche à oreille et
les forums spontanés, elle est en passe de supplanter tous les autres moyens d’arrêter le tabac, sans faire courir de
risque évident. Ce n’en fait pas pour autant un médicament, pas plus que des antidépresseurs comme le chocolat ou
le café. Ses possibles propriétés antibactériennes et antivirales pourraient être étudiées et exploitées. Les
inconvénients sont mineurs, se bornant à une irritation des voies respiratoires loin d’atteindre celle de la fumée de
tabac, et à des problèmes de fuites de liquides ou de problèmes de batteries qu’une progression technique croissante
devrait rendre exceptionnels. Le prix est déjà tout à fait compétitif par rapport aux cigarettes de tabac et devrait baisser,
la concurrence aidant si le marché continue à croître. Il est peu probable que le combat d’arrière-garde que livrent ses
détracteurs, puritains ou lobbyistes au service d’intérêts financiers arrive à bloquer son développement. Une liste des
critères de qualité des composants et des ingrédients dangereux paraît nécessaire, avec un contrôle des services de
répression des fraudes, sans pour autant passer par une médicalisation. La cigarette électronique a un bel avenir, et je
le crois heureux pour la santé publique.
Retour au plan

Post Scriptum :
Liens d’intérêts
À ma déclaration de liens d’intérêts relative à l’industrie du tabac et à l’industrie pharmaceutique visible sur le site
du Formindep, j’ajoute que je n’ai également aucun lien avec les fabricants et vendeurs de cigarettes électroniques.
Pour qui veut en savoir plus sur mon activité, voir http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Molimard
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Abstract
Background: While electronic cigarettes are forbidden in several countries, their sales are exploding in many
others. Although e-cigarettes have been proposed as long-term substitutes for traditional smoking or as a tool for
smoking cessation, very scarce data are available on their efficacy and safety.
We describe the protocol of a 5-year multicentric prospective study aimed to evaluate short- and long-term
adherence to e-cigarette smoking and the efficacy of e-cigarettes in reducing and/or quitting traditional cigarette
smoking. The study will also compare the health effects of electronic vs traditional vs mixed cigarette smoking.
Methods/design: From June to December 2013, we will enroll adult smokers of: (EC) e-cigarettes (self-reported
inhaling ≥ 50 puffs per week since ≥ 6 months); (TC) traditional cigarettes (≥ 1 per day since ≥ 6 m); (Mixed) both
electronic and traditional cigarettes (≥1 per day since ≥ 6 m). Eligible subjects will be requested participation
through newspaper advertisements and direct contact at the shops. Each subject will have to compile a structured
questionnaire at enrolment and after 6, 12, 24, 36 and 60 months. The level of carbon monoxide in expired after
breath will be evaluated in all subjects declaring no traditional cigarette smoking in any follow-up phase, using
portable carbon monoxide analyzers. The primary outcomes are traditional smoking cessation rates and number of
smoked cigarettes. Secondary outcomes include adherence to e-cigarettes, self-reported adverse events, quality of
life, and time to hospital admission for one among cardiovascular diseases, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases,
cancer of the lung, esophagus, larynx, oral cavity, bladder, pancreas, kidney, stomach, cervix, and myeloid leukemia.
Admissions will be checked using official discharge data of the Abruzzo Region. A minimum of 500 subjects in each
group will be enrolled, for a total of 1500 participants. Cox proportional hazards analysis will be used to calculate
adjusted relative hazards of smoking cessation by each variable.
Discussion: Data on long-term efficacy and safety of e-cigarettes will be of utmost importance to form the basis
for guidelines and regulatory decisions on e-cigarettes.
Trial registration: The protocol has been registered (NCT01785537) and approved by the Ethics Committee of the
University of Chieti (Record n. 6; 25-03-2013).
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Background
The electronic cigarette (e-cigarette) market has been
exploding over the past few years, reaching an estimated
$500 millions during 2012 in USA; an expected $1 billions
by the end of 2013 [1,2]; and achieving similar growth
in some European countries [3,4]. Indeed, people report
buying e-cigarettes to help quit smoking, to reduce
cigarette consumption, to relieve tobacco withdrawal
symptoms due to workplace smoking restrictions and
to continue to have a ‘smoking’ experience but with
reduced health risks [5]. As a matter of fact, e-cigarette
is becoming a social phenomenon of global proportion
[6,7], which calls for research, legislation and product
development [8,9].
Although the product has been proposed as a longterm substitute for traditional smoking or as a tool for
smoking cessation [10,11], some authorities are opposing
the recreational use of nicotine because there are
concerns about both safety and efficacy, and about the
potential risk of e-cigarettes to play as a promoter of
smoking for never or ex-smokers [10,12-14]. In fact, the
sale of e-cigarettes market is subject to limitations in many
countries (i.e. USA and Germany) and is forbidden in
several others (i.e. China, Brazil) [14].
To date, twelve studies were started evaluating the
acceptability, safety or efficacy of e-cigarettes containing
nicotine [5,15-25]; seven were completed [16-21,24],
and only four have been published [16,17,24,26]. Although the results are encouraging, they are based
upon a total sample of <300 subjects, who were
followed for no more than 6 months. No data are
available on long-term efficacy and safety and, most
importantly, no ongoing study has been designed to
collect data on hard outcomes (smoking-related cancer,
major cardiovascular events and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease – COPD) over a long follow-up
period [11,24].
The main aims of the study are to evaluate for
the first time the long-term adherence to e-cigarette
smoking and the efficacy of e-cigarettes in reducing
and/or quitting traditional cigarette smoking. As
secondary aims, the study will also evaluate the longterm safety (in terms of smoking-related serious
diseases requiring hospitalization) of e-cigarette smoking, comparing its health effects with those of traditional cigarette smoking and mixed electronic and
traditional cigarette smoking. We will evaluate over a
5-year follow-up the number of smoking-related hospitalizations, the self-reported quality of life, and the
reported adverse events according to current and past
smoking habit.
The present paper describes the research protocol of the project, which is currently on course
(NCT01785537).

Methods/design
Study design and population

This is an observational, prospective cohort study. None
of the participants will receive an indication about which
product to smoke. In fact, all participants will receive
structured flyers reporting the main harms of cigarette
smoking.
An individual will be considered for participation if:
– resident in Italy;
– aged between 30 and 75 years;
– smoker of e-cigarettes (inhaling at least 50 puffs per
week) since six or more months (EC Group);
– smoker of at least one traditional cigarette per day
since six or more months (TC Group);
– smoker of both electronic and traditional cigarettes
(at least one per day) since six or more months
(Mixed Group).
Exclusion criteria will be:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

illicit drug use,
breastfeeding or pregnancy,
major depression or other psychiatric conditions,
severe allergies,
active antihypertensive medication,
angina pectoris,
past episodes of selected smoking-related major
diseases (myocardial infarction, stroke/TIA,
congestive heart failure, COPD, cancer of the lung,
esophagus, larynx, oral cavity, bladder, pancreas,
kidney, stomach, cervix, and myeloid leukemia).

Potentially eligible subjects will be requested participation through newspaper and internet advertisements,
through direct contact with an investigator at the shops,
finally through direct contact with some of the general
practitioners of the Abruzzo Section of the Italian Scientific Society of General Medicine (SIMG) who voluntarily participate to the project. Specific agreements will
be established with the sellers to permit the presence of an
investigator during conventional working hours. Inclusion
and exclusion criteria will be self-reported and further
verified by the investigator in case of participation.
The enrolment period will last from June to December
2013. Each subject will be requested to compile a structured questionnaire at the time of enrolment at after 6,
12, 24, 36 and 60 months (and eventually, in the case of
an expansion of the follow-up, at 84 and 120 months).
After the first contact, the follow-up questionnaires will
be compiled through a phone interview or through a
specifically created website (http://www.ipazienti/fumo),
with private password. To reduce potential misclassification, the level of carbon monoxide in expired after
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breath will be evaluated in all subjects declaring no traditional cigarette smoking in any phase of the follow-up,
using portable carbon monoxide analyzers (Smokerlyzer ®
piCO + ™, Bedfont Scientific Ltd.). Such an assessment
will be made by the investigators, after specific periodical calibration, directly at the home of the participant
or at the office of his/her general practitioner. Among
the methods to monitor self-reported smoking cessation,
also the assessment of cotinine in saliva can be made using
portable and relatively economical devices, and such test
showed a slightly higher sensitivity/specificity than tests
based upon exhaled CO [27]. However, we were not able
to find a seller of cotinine portable tests on saliva, and
the measurement of breath CO still showed high levels
of sensitivity (>90% [27,28]).
Each participant will have to sign a written informed
consent. The study protocol has been registered in
Clinicaltrials.gov (NCT01785537) and approved by the
Ethics Committee of the University of Chieti (Record n.
6; 25-03-2013).
Participants will be enrolled at various study sites
within the Abruzzo and Lazio Region using the same
standardized procedures.
All the subjects that will be excluded because of past
episodes of selected smoking-related major diseases will
be requested to participate into a nested case–control
pilot study, in which we will collect hospital admission
data retrospectively and compare the rates of smokingrelated diseases according to the present and past smoking habits.

level, marital status, occupation), previous diseases which
are and are not among the reasons for the exclusion,
smoking habits, smoking related diseases which did or
did not require hospitalizations (only in follow-up assessments), lifestyle behavior (physical activity, alcohol
use) and quality of life. The latter issue will be investigated using the Italian version of the validated EuroQol
EQ-D5L questionnaire [29]. The questionnaire will be
kept as short as possible to allow phone interviews and
will be initially tested on a sample of 50 participants to
assess acceptability, exclude potentially redundant or
include potentially useful questions.
Primary outcomes

1. Traditional smoking cessation: percentage of
subjects that were current (in TC and Mixed
groups) or former (in EC group) smokers reporting
sustained smoking abstinence from traditional
cigarette smoking at 6, 12, 24, 36 and 60 months.
Smoking abstinence is defined as complete
abstinence from tobacco smoking (not even a puff )
for the 30 days period prior to the visit.
2. Decrease in the number of traditional cigarettes
smoked: average difference in self-reported number
of traditional cigarettes smoked per day at baseline
and 6, 12, 24, 36 and 60 months in the groups TC
and Mixed.
Secondary outcomes

Interventions and groups

This is a non-interventional observational study. The
participants will be divided into three cohorts/groups
according to their self-determined smoking pattern:
– Group EC - smokers of e-cigarettes only (who are
not smoking traditional cigarettes). This group will
be further split in the analysis: never or former
smokers of traditional cigarettes; smokers of
e-cigarettes with or without nicotine.
– Group TC - smokers of traditional cigarettes only.
This group will be further split in the analysis:
recent and older smokers.
– Mixed Group - smokers of both traditional and
electronic cigarettes. This group will be further split
in the analysis: mixed smokers who quit and who
did not quit traditional cigarette smoking during
follow-up.
Questionnaire

The structured questionnaire is available as online supplementary material and contains questions on demographic data (gender, age, height and weight, educational
1661

1. Adherence to e-cigarette smoking: number of
months of continued e-cigarette smoking in groups
EC and Mixed.
2. Traditional and electronic smoking (overall
smoking) cessation: percentage of subjects in all
groups reporting sustained smoking abstinence from
both traditional and electronic cigarette smoking at
6, 12, 24, 36 and 60 months. Smoking abstinence is
defined as complete abstinence from tobacco or
electronic smoking (not even a puff ) for the 30 days
period prior to the visit.
3. Time to hospital admission for one of the followings:
cardiovascular diseases, chronic obstructive
pulmonary diseases, cancer of the lung, esophagus,
larynx, oral cavity, bladder, pancreas, kidney,
stomach, cervix, and myeloid leukemia. Repeated
admissions of the same subject will be counted once
and the subject will be censored at the date of the
first admission.
4. Rate of subjects with smoking-related
hospitalizations: percentage at 1, 2, 3 and 5 years of
subjects who had a hospital admission for one of the
followings: cardiovascular diseases, chronic
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obstructive pulmonary diseases, cancer of the lung,
esophagus, larynx, oral cavity, bladder, pancreas,
kidney, stomach, cervix, and myeloid leukemia.
Repeated admissions of the same subject will be
counted once.
Number of smoking-related hospitalizations: mean
number at 1, 2, 3 and 5 years of hospital admissions
for one of the followings: cardiovascular diseases,
chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases, cancer of
the lung, esophagus, larynx, oral cavity, bladder,
pancreas, kidney, stomach, cervix, and myeloid
leukemia. Each admissions of the same subject will
be counted.
Number of hospitalizations for cardiovascular
diseases: mean number at 3 and 5 years of hospital
admissions for cardiovascular diseases. Each
admissions of the same subject will be counted.
Number of hospitalizations for smoking-related
cancers: mean number at 3 and 5 years of hospital
admissions for cancer of the lung, esophagus, larynx,
oral cavity, bladder, pancreas, kidney, stomach,
cervix, and myeloid leukemia. Each admissions of
the same subject will be counted.
Self-reported quality of life: average quality of life
according to EuroQoL EQ-5DL at 6, 12, 24 and
36 months. The analysis of quality of life will follow
the technical specifications recommended by the
EuroQol group [29].
Reported side effects at 6, 12, 24, 36 and 60 months.

All outcomes will be self-reported; primary outcome 1
and secondary outcome 2 will be checked using portable
CO analyzers, and secondary outcomes 3–7 will be
checked using hospital discharge abstracts through a
linkage to fiscal codes (for the residents in Abruzzo
only). The permission will be granted from each participants and hospitalization data will be provided by the
Regional Healthcare Agency of Abruzzo. The admissions
for each of the conditions included in the composite
outcomes will be defined as follows, based upon the
ICD-9-CM principal diagnosis codes in the Italian hospital discharge abstracts (SDO):
– COPD or asthma - 490, 490.0, 491.1, 491.2, 491.21,
491.8, 491.9, 492.0, 492.8, 494, 494.0, 494.1, 496,
493.00, 493.01, 493.02, 493.10, 493.11, 493.12,
493.20, 493.21, 493.22, 493.81, 493.82, 493.90,
493.91, 493.92 [30]
– Myocardial infarction - 410.0-410.9
– Congestive heart failure - 428.0-428.9
– Transitory cerebrovascular ischemia - 435.0-435.9
– Stroke - 433.0-434.9
– Cancer of the lung - 162.0-162.9
– Cancer of the esophagus - 150.0-150.9

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Cancer of the larynx - 161.0-161.9
Cancer of the oral cavity - 140.0-149.9
Cancer of the bladder - 188.0-188.9
Cancer of the pancreas - 157.0-157.9
Cancer of the kidney - 189.0
Cancer of the, stomach - 151.0-151.9
Cancer of the cervix - 180.0-180.9
Myeloid leukemia - 205.0-205.9

Sample size estimation

The primary analyses will compare: (A) the primary outcome 1 (rate of traditional smoking sustained cessation)
across the groups TC, Mixed and EC (only the subjects
that were former traditional smokers); (B) the difference
in the number of traditional cigarettes smoked per day
between baseline and end of follow-up in groups TC
and Mixed.
As regards primary analysis 1, conservatively assuming
a 5-year cessation rate of 20% in the TC group, and 30%
in the Mixed group (EC group most probably having a
higher cessation rate), we would need 313 subjects per
group to achieve a power of 80%. Given the need of
multivariate modeling and an expected 20% rate of withdrawals/dropouts, 500 subjects would be required in
each group.
Concerning primary analysis 2, assuming a 5-year reduction in the number of smoked traditional cigarettes
of 2 ± 6 and 4 ± 6 in the Mixed group, with the same
above parameters (alpha error = 0.05; beta-error = 0.20;
dropout/withdrawals = 20%), we would only require 240
subjects per group.
We will thus conservatively enroll a minimum of 500
subjects in each group (EC, TC and Mixed), for a total
of 1500 participants.
Data analysis

All data will be collected and initially handled by the Coordinating unit, which is responsible for privacy regulations and maintains the property.
At each time-point, the differences in the rates of traditional smoking cessation (or other categorical outcomes
such as adverse events) across groups will be first examined using Fisher’s exact test. Cox proportional hazards
analysis will be used to calculate the adjusted relative
hazards of traditional smoking cessation (and smokingrelated hospitalization) by each variable. Stochastic level
of entry into the model will be set at 0.10, with age, gender,
and smoking groups forced to entry, and multicollinearity,
interactions with time to event and higher-power terms will
be explored for all variables in the final model. A minimum
events-to-variable ratio of 10 will be maintained in multivariate modeling to avoid overfitting, and Schoenfeld’s test
will be performed to check the validity of proportional
hazards assumption. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis will
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also be used to examine the association between hospitalization and smoking group. The validity of constant
incidence ratios over the follow-up will be checked using
Nelson-Aalen cumulative hazard estimates.
Multiple linear regression will be used to investigate the
predictors of the difference in the number of traditional
cigarettes smoked between baseline and each time-point
of follow-up. Additional multivariate models such as
mixed-effect logistic models will be explored for both
the primary and secondary outcomes to account for
repeated observations and the potential distortions of
the variability in the exposure to traditional cigarette
smoking by the participants in groups EC and Mixed
(for which also stratification will be considered) [31]. In
all mixed models, the cluster variables will be participant’s
id, nicotine level of the electronic and traditional cigarette
and exposure to past traditional cigarette smoking. We
will assume and independent correlation structure for
all clusters, but we will also repeat all models setting an
exchangeable correlation structure.
The prevalence of e-cigarette smoking compliance
(secondary outcome n. 1) will similarly be derived at 6,
12, 24, 36 and 60 months. However, with the exception
of the 6-months cut-off (which will probably include
the vast majority of participants), the crude estimates
of adherence for the following time-points would most
probably be underestimated, as several participants
who are still adherent will be excluded because they
will not be followed up to the cut-off point. Therefore,
adjusted estimates of adherence for each follow-up
point will be calculated using the Nelson-Aalen method for
censoring, which assigns censored observations according
to the corresponding period of failure incidence [32].
A p-value of <0.05 will be considered significant for all
analyses, which will be performed using STATA statistical software, version 11.1 (Stata Corporation, College
Station, TX, USA, 2007).
Timetable, participating units and funding

We will start in June, 2013, and the enrolment period
will end in December 31, 2013. The preliminary data on
outcomes which do not require a first checking through
hospital discharge abstracts will thus be available by the
end of 2014. A first publication is consequently scheduled
for the second semester of 2014, and it will report also
the results of the pilot nested case–control study on the
subjects that accepted to participate but were excluded
from the prospective cohort study because of past episodes of major diseases.
Hospital discharge abstracts are typically available in
the Abruzzo region four months after the end of the year.
Thus, we plan to obtain the first data on hospitalizations
by May 2014, and to finish the data collection by May
2019. The final results of the study will therefore be

available at the end of the first semester 2019. Eventually,
in case of funds availability and approval by the Ethics
Committee, the follow-up could be extended up to ten
years.
The following units will participate in the project:
– Department of Medicine and Aging Sciences,
University of Chieti (Coordinating unit and sponsor)
– Healthcare Professions Unit, Local Health Authority
of Lanciano-Vasto-Chieti (recruitment and
data collection)
– University of Turin (recruitment and data collection)
– University Sapienza of Rome (study design
and analyses)
– University “Catholic of the Sacred Heart” of Rome
(statistical analyses and publication support)
Other institutions and sponsors could be involved during the course of the study. In particular, additional
sponsors will be actively searched.

Discussion
While electronic cigarettes are forbidden in several countries, their sales are exploding in many others [1-3,14].
Data from multicenter prospective studies evaluating the
long-term health effects of e-cigarettes and their utility to
induce traditional smoking reduction or cessation are
strongly needed and will be of utmost importance to form
the basis for guidelines and regulatory decisions on ecigarettes, which may prove to be the most promising
solution for the reduction of the health damages associated with conventional smoking [10,11].
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Nicotine levels in electronic cigarettes.
Goniewicz ML, Kuma T, Gawron M, Knysak J, Kosmider L.
Department of General and Analytical Chemistry, School of Pharmacy and Laboratory Medicine, Medical
University of Silesia, Sosnowiec, Poland. m.goniewicz@qmul.ac.uk
Abstract
INTRODUCTION: The electronic cigarette (EC) is a plastic device that imitates conventionalcigarettes and was
developed to deliver nicotine in a toxin-free vapor. Nicotine in a solution is heated and vaporized when a person
puffs through the device and is inhaled as a vapor into the mouth. The EC is a new product on the market and little
is known about its safety and nicotine delivery efficacy. The aim of the study was to analyze nicotine levels in
vapor generated from various EC brands and models. The study was designed to assess efficacy and consistency
of various ECs in converting nicotine to vapor and to analyze dynamics of nicotine vaporization.
METHODS: Sixteen ECs were selected based on their popularity in the Polish, U.K. and U.S. markets. Vapors
were generated using an automatic smoking machine modified to simulate puffing conditions of real EC users.
Nicotine was absorbed in a set of washing bottles with methanol and analyzed with gas chromatography.
RESULTS: The total level of nicotine in vapor generated by 20 series of 15 puffs varied from 0.5 to 15.4 mg. Most
of the analyzed ECs effectively delivered nicotine during the first 150-180 puffs. On an average, 50%-60% of
nicotine from a cartridge was vaporized.
CONCLUSIONS: ECs generate vapor that contains nicotine, but EC brands and models differ in their efficacy and
consistency of nicotine vaporization. In ECs, which vaporize nicotine effectively, the amount inhaled from 15 puffs
is lower compared with smoking a conventional cigarette.
PMID: 22529223 [PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE]
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Patterns of electronic cigarette use and user beliefs about their
safety and benefits: An Internet survey
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Abstract
Introduction and Aims. As the popularity of electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) increases, it is becoming important to find
out more about the characteristics of e-cigarette users, why and how they use the product and whether e-cigarettes are used
exclusively or in combination with conventional cigarettes.The objective of this study was to investigate patterns and effects of
e-cigarette use and user beliefs about e-cigarette safety and benefits. Design and Methods. E-cigarette users in Poland were
recruited online and asked to participate in a web-based survey.The participants provided information on their smoking history,
patterns of e-cigarette use, beliefs and attitudes regarding the product and information on concurrent use of conventional
cigarettes. Results. The survey was completed by 179 e-cigarette users. Almost all participants used e-cigarettes daily.
E-cigarettes were primarily used to quit smoking or to reduce the harm associated with smoking (both 41%), and were successful
in helping the surveyed users to achieve these goals with 66% not smoking conventional cigarettes at all and 25% smoking under
five cigarettes a day. Most participants (82%) did not think that e-cigarettes were completely safe, but thought that they were
less dangerous than conventional cigarettes. Sixty percent believed that e-cigarettes were addictive, but less so than conventional
cigarettes. Discussion and Conclusions. The participants primarily used e-cigarettes as a stop-smoking aid or as an
alternative to conventional cigarettes, and the majority reported that they successfully stopped smoking. More data on e-cigarette
safety and its efficacy in harm-reduction and smoking cessation are needed. [Goniewicz ML, Lingas EO, Hajek P. Patterns
of electronic cigarette use and user beliefs about their safety and benefits: An Internet survey. Drug Alcohol Rev
2013;32:133–140]
Key words: electronic nicotine delivery system, electronic cigarette, cigarette, smoking, nicotine.

Introduction
Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are battery-powered
devices that deliver vaporised nicotine, usually in propylene glycol or glycerin. In addition to nicotine, the
vapour also provides a flavour and physical sensation
similar to that of inhaled tobacco smoke while no
tobacco, smoke or combustion are actually involved.
When a user inhales through the device, air flow is
detected by a sensor, which activates a heating element
(‘atomiser’) that vaporises a nicotine solution contained
in a cartridge in the mouthpiece. It is this vapour that is
inhaled by the user.The device includes a re-chargeable
battery, a heating element and mouthpiece. Mouth-

pieces (‘cartridges’) can be replaced or users can refill
them with a nicotine solution themselves. Nicotine-free
cartridges are also available. An atomizer and cartridge
may be joined with a heating element as one unit, called
a ‘cartomiser’. On some models a colour diode at the
tip of the device is activated during inhalation to simulate the glow of burning tobacco. E-cigarettes were
developed with the goal of mimicking the action of
smoking, including nicotine delivery, without the toxic
effects of tobacco smoke [1,2].
There are a number of e-cigarette brands, mostly
made in China, but some are now also produced in
other countries. According to the Electronic Cigarette
Association (an industry association), sales of the
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product reached an estimated $100 million worldwide
in 2009 [3]. This is a small fraction of the sales of
conventional cigarettes, but there are signs that
e-cigarettes are becoming more popular. According to
retailers, there are four main categories of potential
e-cigarette users: (i) those who want to quit; (ii) those
who want to continue smoking in public places; (iii)
those who want a safer alternative to conventional cigarettes; and (iv) those who want to reduce the financial
costs of smoking [4]. E-cigarettes are mostly sold via
online stores [5]. A study monitoring Google search
queries from January 2008 through September 2010
reported that the online popularity of e-cigarettes had
surpassed that of snus and nicotine replacement
therapy (NRT) products [6]. The study also found an
association between e-cigarette popularity and strictness of tobacco control. Over the past few years, the
first studies of safety, abuse potential and efficacy of
e-cigarettes have emerged. One finding is that
e-cigarettes contain varied amounts of nicotine [7].
Although they deliver less nicotine than cigarettes, and
deliver it much more slowly, e-cigarettes have been
found to alleviate cravings and cigarette withdrawal
symptoms [8–10]. E-cigarettes produce trace amounts
of various toxic compounds, such as tobacco specific
nitrosamines, diethylene glycol, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons and aldehydes (formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein) [7,11,12]. However, the levels of
these toxins are much lower than in tobacco smoke and
similar to those delivered by standard NRT medications [13].
Four Internet surveys of e-cigarette users have been
published to date. The first study included 81 participants from French speaking countries [14]. The cohort
used e-cigarettes mainly to quit smoking and to reduce
cigarette consumption. As respondents were recruited
via a smoking cessation website, it is likely that they
were highly motivated to quit smoking. The second
study included 222 first-time purchasers of e-cigarettes
in the USA and found that 6-month smoking abstinence among responders was 31% [95% confidence
interval (CI) = 25%, 37%] [15]. The survey respondents were limited to the users of a single brand of
e-cigarettes; therefore the results may not be generalisable to users of other e-cigarette brands. The third
survey suggested that e-cigarettes were used in much
the same way that people use NRT products [16]. In
the most recent study, the majority of e-cigarette users
(78%) had not used any tobacco in the 30 days before
taking the survey [17].The results of all four surveys are
broadly consistent in showing that a high proportion of
respondents found e-cigarettes an acceptable replacement for conventional cigarettes. It is not clear whether
e-cigarettes promote nicotine addiction and smoking
related behaviours similar to those found among users

of conventional cigarettes. Furthermore, the sideeffects and health consequences of e-cigarette use
remain largely unknown, especially among long-term
users.
As of 2009–2010, 30.3% (9.8 million) of the Polish
population 15 years of age and older were current cigarette smokers, including 36.9% of men and 24.4% of
women [18]. It was estimated that in 2000, tobacco
smoking was the cause of approximately 69 000 deaths
in Poland [19,20]. Poland allows for the marketing of
e-cigarettes within its current regulatory framework,
although it bans the sale of tobacco products to minors
(<18 years).
As the popularity of e-cigarettes increases, it is
becoming important to find out more about the characteristics of e-cigarette users, why and how they use
the product, whether e-cigarettes are used exclusively
or in combination with conventional cigarettes, and
what perceptions and expectations users have of these
products. The present study explores the reasons for
and patterns of use of e-cigarettes among users in
Poland, as well as users’ beliefs and attitudes towards
the device.

Methods
Survey and data collection
We developed a web-based survey using existing guidance on using the Internet for data collection [21–24].
The survey was targeted to e-cigarette users in Poland
and was written in Polish. According to recent data
from the Central Statistical Office of Poland, almost
65% of the Polish population has access to Internet
resources [25].
The survey was placed on the external server of
http://www.net-ankiety.pl. The survey was partially
anonymous in that participants had the option of providing their email addresses and phone numbers to be
informed about enrolment for our prospective studies
on e-cigarettes. Information about the study was sent
to the administrators of 16 e-cigarette discussion
forums identified via the Google.pl search engine, and
to online retailers who sell e-cigarettes and accessories
for these products. Five website administrators agreed
to publish brief information about the survey and a
direct link to the survey website. The brief information included: title and aims of the study, invitation to
participate and the names of the sponsoring university
and principal investigator. After accessing the link, a
more detailed description of the study was displayed.
Potential respondents who accessed the survey pages
were presented with information about the investigators, the aim of the study, the construction of the
survey questionnaire, the expected time required to
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complete the survey and the consent button. If the
potential participant agreed to take part in the study
by clicking the ‘I Agree’ button, the survey started.
The survey was open for 55 days (Figure S1). No
payment was provided to participants. The survey was
conducted in compliance with the requirements of the
Committee for Human Research at the Medical University of Silesia, Poland.

exposure in the entertainment industry (stage smoke
contains primarily propylene glycol and glycerin—the
same compounds generated by e-cigarettes) [27].
Those questions included items from the American
Thoracic Society questionnaire and from the European
Community Respiratory Health Survey [28,29]. The
full survey questionnaire is available from the first
author on request.

Study outcomes

Statistical analysis

The survey consisted of 40 questions grouped into five
categories: (i) demographic data; (ii) current patterns of
e-cigarette use and beliefs and attitudes regarding the
product; (iii) smoking history; (iv) current smoking
behaviour; and (v) current health status. Demographic
variables included: age, sex, education level, income,
residence and current occupation.
The e-cigarette section included questions regarding
the pattern of e-cigarette use (history of use, frequency
of current use, preferred cartridge strength), opinions
about the safety and addictiveness of e-cigarettes, and
whether participants perceived themselves as being
addicted to e-cigarettes. Two questions modified from
the Fagerstrom Test of Nicotine Dependence [26] were
included: How soon after waking up do you use an
e-cigarette?; and Do you use your e-cigarette more
during the first few hours after waking up than during
the rest of the day? Participants were also asked if, in
their opinion, e-cigarettes should be regulated by government agencies and sold only in pharmacies like
other drugs that contain nicotine (e.g. patch, gum and
lozenge). Two questions examined use of any other
nicotine products apart from e-cigarettes and conventional cigarettes, and the respondent’s main reason for
using e-cigarettes.
Smoking history variables included age of smoking
initiation, daily cigarette consumption before starting
the use of e-cigarettes, current smoking status,
e-cigarette usage pattern compared with former
smoking behaviours, satisfaction received from
e-cigarettes compared with conventional cigarettes, and
history of using NRT. There is a concern that
e-cigarettes may promote nicotine addiction and
smoking-related behaviours. To test this hypothesis, we
compared two groups: (A) participants who smoked
conventional cigarettes when they started using
e-cigarettes; and (B) participants who did not smoke at
the time they first used e-cigarettes. At the end of the
survey, two questions were repeated to assess responders’ consistency. Only participants who provided consistent answers were included in the data analysis.
Potential side-effects of e-cigarettes were assessed
with questions adapted from a study by Varughese et al.
on respiratory health consequences of stage smoke

We used descriptive statistics with 95% CI to characterise the study population, patterns of use, beliefs and
attitudes towards e-cigarettes, smoking history and
potential side-effects of e-cigarettes.We used a c2-test to
compare proportions between participants who
smoked conventional cigarettes when they started using
e-cigarettes and those who did not smoke at the time
they first used e-cigarettes.
All statistical analyses were performed with Statistica
9.0 package (Statsoft, Tuscon, USA). All tests were
two-tailed. A P-value of <0.05 was used as the cut-off
point for statistically significant differences.

Results
Characteristics of the study sample
A total of 299 people accessed the survey, with 257
starting the survey and 203 completing it. We excluded
11 surveys that were completed from the same Internet
Protocol (IP) addresses, and 13 surveys that provided
inconsistent answers to the ‘consistency check’ questions. A total of 179 responders provided usable data
(Figure 1). Characteristics of the surveyed population
are presented in Table 1.

Patterns of e-cigarette use
Patterns of e-cigarette use are presented in Table 2.
Fifty-four percent (95% CI 46%, 62%) of participants
were using e-cigarettes for over a month, with 14%
(95% CI 8%, 19%) using it for over 6 months. Ninetyeight percent (95% CI 95%, 100%) used e-cigarettes
every day and 44% (95% CI 36%, 52%) used it within
30 min of waking up. Low or zero nicotine cartridges
were less popular than cartridges with medium or high
nicotine content.

Believes, concerns and attitudes towards e-cigarettes
The two main reasons given for initiating e-cigarette
use were to quit smoking or to try a safer alternative to
smoking. Very few respondents (4%; 95% CI 1%, 7%)
© 2012 Australasian Professional Society on Alcohol and other Drugs
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the surveyed sample of
e-cigarette users (n = 179)

Current e-cigarette users
who accessed website with a survey
n = 299

n (%)
Did not participate
n = 42

Participated
n = 257

Survey completed
n = 203 (100%)

Survey not completed
n = 96

IP address verified

Repeated IP address
n = 11 (5%)

Single IP address
n = 192 (95%)
Control questions verified

Valid survey
n = 179 (88%)

Invalid survey
n = 13 (6%)

Figure 1. Organisation and verification of the surveys for
current e-cigarette users. IP, Internet Protocol.

started using e-cigarettes out of curiosity. Sixty-four
percent (95% CI 56%, 72%) of participants who
smoked at the time they started to use e-cigarettes had
stopped smoking conventional cigarettes at the time of
the survey.
Twenty-five participants (14%; 95% CI 18%, 32%)
reported that they were not smoking conventional
cigarettes at the time they started to use e-cigarettes.
Forty percent indicated their reason for using
e-cigarettes was mainly to try a safer alternative to
conventional cigarettes. Their pattern of e-cigarette
use did not differ from the rest of the sample (see
Table 2). Twenty percent (95% CI 4%, 36%) of those
who indicated they were non-smokers at the time of
initiating e-cigarette use reported that they now
smoked conventional cigarettes as well as e-cigarettes,
compared with 36% (95% CI 28%, 44%) in the rest
of the sample (P = 0.11).
The majority of participants (85%) did not think that
e-cigarettes were safe, but perceived them to be less
dangerous than conventional cigarettes. Similarly, the
majority (93%) believed that e-cigarettes were addictive
but less so than conventional cigarettes. Interestingly,
about half perceived themselves as being addicted to
e-cigarettes. For those who had been smokers at the
time they initiated use of e-cigarettes, the overall
pattern of e-cigarette use and the degree of satisfaction
with the product was similar to conventional cigarettes
(Table 3).

Sex
Male
Age, years
16–18
19–24
25–34
35–50
>50
Education
Elementary
Secondary
Current student
Higher
Residence
Countryside
Small (<200 000)
Medium (200 000–500 000)
Large (>500 000)
Incomea
Low (<12K PLNb)
Medium (12K–18K PLN)
High (18K–36K PLN)
Very high (>36K PLN)
Occupation
Freelance/specialist
Public service
Student
Private business
Manager
Other

149 (83)
5
32
57
60
25

(3)
(18)
(32)
(33)
(14)

2
65
33
79

(1)
(36)
(19)
(44)

17 (9)
62 (35)
27 (15)
73 (41)
23
47
69
40

(13)
(26)
(39)
(22)

29
29
27
23
18
53

(16)
(16)
(15)
(13)
(10)
(30)

a
Average income per capita in Poland in 2009 was 13.4K
PLN (approximately 4.3K USD) [30]. bPolish Zloty.

E-cigarette side-effects
Of 17 potential side-effects assessed by the survey (see
Table S1), three were reported to be present ‘sometimes’ or ‘often’ by more than 20% of the participants.
These included headaches (21%; 95% CI 15%, 28%),
cough during the day (27%; 95% CI 20%, 34%) and
phlegm production (25%; 95% CI 18%, 32%).
Discussion
This survey has generated potentially novel insights
into e-cigarette effects and the motivation and attitudes
of their users. The participants used e-cigarettes primarily as a stop-smoking aid or as an alternative to conventional cigarettes, and the majority of respondents
who had been smokers of conventional cigarettes when
they began using e-cigarettes reported that they had
successfully stopped smoking.
This study had several limitations. First, the participants were primarily recruited via e-cigarette discussion
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Table 2. Patterns of use, beliefs and attitudes towards e-cigarettes
Smoking status on the day of starting e-cigarette use

How long have you been using e-cigarettes?
Less than 1 month
1–6 months
6–12 months
Longer than 1 year
Use e-cigarettes every day
How many times a day do you use e-cigarettes?
Less than 5 times
6–15 times
16–25 times
More than 25 times
How soon after waking up do you reach for an e-cigarette?
Within 30 min
After 30 min
Do you use e-cigarettes more during the first few hours after waking up than during
the rest of the day?
During the first few hours after waking up
During the rest of the day
What is the level of nicotine in a single cartridge that you usually use?
Zero (0 mg)
Low (>8 mg)
Medium (8–16 mg)
High (>16 mg)
Cartridge filled by user with e-liquid
Do you smoke regular cigarettes?
Yes, everyday
Yes, every 2–3 days
Yes, once per week
Yes, but less often than once per week
No
How many regular cigarettes do you usually smoke during the days when you do
smoke?
I don’t smoke cigarettes
Less than 5
5–10
11–20
More than 20
Do you use any nicotine products in addition to cigarettes or e-cigarettes?
No
Waterpipe (hookah)
Snuff
Others
What was the reason you tried an e-cigarette for the first time?
To quit smoking regular cigarettes
To try a safer alternative for cigarettes
To try something new
Otherb
Do you think that e-cigarettes are safe for your health?
Yes, they are absolutely safe
No, but they are less dangerous than cigarettes
No, they are as dangerous as cigarettes
No, they are more dangerous than cigarettes
Do you think that e-cigarettes are addictive?
Yes, as addictive as cigarettes
Yes, but less addictive than cigarettes
No, they are not addictive
Do you think you are addicted to e-cigarettes?
Yes
No
In your opinion, should e-cigarettes be regulated by government agencies and sold
only in pharmacies like other drugs that contain nicotine (patch, gum, lozenge)?
Yes
No

All (n = 179)
% (95% CI)

Smoker (n = 154)
% (95% CI)

Non-smoker (n = 25)
% (95% CI)

46 (38, 54)
40 (33, 48)
12 (7, 17)
2 (0, 5)
98 (95, 100)

47 (38, 55)
40 (32, 48)
11 (6, 16)
2 (0, 4)
99 (96, 100)

40 (20, 60)*
44 (24, 64)
16 (2, 31)
0 (0, 14)
96 (88, 100)*

4 (1, 7)
29 (22, 36)
27 (20, 34)
40 (33, 48)

4 (1, 7)
28 (20, 35)
28 (20, 35)
40 (32, 48)

4 (0, 14)*
36 (17, 55)
20 (4, 36)
40 (20, 60)

44 (36, 52)
56 (48, 64)

44 (36, 52)
56 (48, 64)

40 (20, 60)*
60 (40, 80)

34 (27, 41)
66 (58, 73)

34 (26, 42)
66 (58, 74)

36 (17, 55)*
64 (45, 83)

3 (0, 6)
8 (3, 12)
41 (33, 48)
25 (18, 32)
23 (16, 29)

2 (0, 5)
6 (2, 10)
41 (33, 49)
26 (19, 33)
25 (18, 33)

8 (0, 19)*
16 (2, 31)
44 (24, 64)
20 (4, 36)
12 (1, 25)

12 (7, 17)
5 (1, 9)
12 (7, 17)
5 (1, 9)
66 (58, 73)

14 (8, 20)
6 (2, 10)
12 (6, 17)
4 (0, 7)
64 (56, 72)

0 (0, 14)*
4 (0, 12)
8 (0, 19)
8 (0, 19)
80 (64, 96)

66 (58, 73)
25 (18, 32)
4 (1, 7)
3 (0, 6)
2 (0, 5)

64 (56, 72)
27 (20, 35)
4 (0, 7)
3 (0, 6)
2 (0, 4)

80 (64, 96)*
8 (0, 19)
4 (0, 12)
4 (0, 12)
4 (0, 12)

94 (90, 98)
3 (0, 6)
1 (0, 3)
2 (0, 5)

94 (90, 98)
4 (0, 7)
1 (0, 3)
1 (0, 3)

100 (86, 100)*
0 (0, 14)
0 (0, 14)
0 (0, 14)

41 (33, 48)
41 (33, 48)
4 (1, 7)
14 (8, 19)

47 (38, 55)
41 (33, 49)
4 (0, 7)
8 (3, 12)

n/aa
40 (20, 60)*
8 (0, 19)
52 (32, 72)

15 (9, 21)
82 (76, 88)
1 (0, 3)
2 (0, 5)

15 (9, 21)
83 (77, 89)
1 (0, 4)
1 (0, 4)

16 (2, 31)*
72 (54, 90)
4 (0, 12)
8 (0, 19)

33 (26, 40)
60 (52, 67)
7 (3, 11)

35 (27, 43)
58 (49, 66)
7 (3, 12)

20 (4, 36)*
72 (54, 90)
8 (0, 19)

54 (46, 62)
46 (38, 54)

52 (44, 60)
48 (40, 56)

64 (45, 83)*
36 (17, 55)

26 (19, 33)
74 (67, 81)

27 (20, 35)
73 (65, 80)

16 (1, 31)*
84 (69, 99)

*P > 0.05. aOption not available to those not smoking at the time of starting e-cigarette use. bExplanations included: e-cigarettes are cheaper; can be used in
smoke-free venues; do not stink; do not affect people around me. CI, confidence interval.
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Table 3. History of smoking among e-cigarette users who smoked regular cigarettes when they started using e-cigarettes (n = 149)a
% (95% CI)
How many regular cigarettes did you smoke before switching to e-cigarettes?
Less than 10 cigarettes
10–20 cigarettes
More than 20 cigarettes
How long had you smoked regular cigarettes before you started using e-cigarettes?
Less than 10 years
10–20 years
More than 20 years
How often do you use e-cigarettes compared with regular cigarettes?
Less often
With the same frequency
More often
When compared with regular cigarettes, how deeply do you inhale e-cigarettes?
Less deeply
The same
More deeply
When compared with regular cigarettes, do you take puffs more or less frequently from e-cigarettes?
Less frequently
With the same frequency
More frequently
When compared with regular cigarettes, how much satisfaction do you get from e-cigarettes?
Less
The same
More
Did you ever try to quit smoking using any nicotine replacement products such as a patch, gum or lozenge?
Yes, but I found them ineffective
Yes, and I found them effective
No

14 (8, 20)
36 (28, 44)
50 (42, 58)
27 (19, 34)
31 (23, 39)
42 (34, 51)
37 (29, 45)
36 (28, 44)
27 (19, 34)
29 (21, 37)
52 (43, 60)
19 (12, 25)
35 (27, 43)
43 (35, 51)
22 (15, 29)
32 (24, 40)
32 (24, 40)
36 (28, 44)
56 (47, 64)
4 (1, 8)
40 (32, 49)

a
Five respondents (3% of smokers) did not answer the question about their smoking history. Answers from participants who were
not smoking at the time of starting e-cigarette use are not available. CI, confidence interval.

forums.The survey was thus more likely to attract users
who were enthusiastic about e-cigarettes rather than
those who found them disappointing or otherwise lost
interest in them. Second, as is often the case with Internet surveys, the participants had above-average levels of
education and income. Thus, the findings are not generalisable to the general population. It is also likely that
the respondents were using e-cigarettes that effectively
delivered nicotine. Not all e-cigarette brands deliver
high nicotine levels [31,32] and such products are less
likely to receive positive endorsements.
The survey identified a subgroup of e-cigarette users
who were not smoking at the time they started to use
e-cigarettes. Unfortunately, the survey did not ask participants who reported no smoking at the time of starting the e-cigarette use about their smoking history. It is
likely that most or all of these respondents were
smokers who were in the process of trying to quit. The
fact that they reported using e-cigarettes as a safer
alternative to smoking, and that their reported use of
e-cigarettes followed the same pattern (including frequency of use and use after waking up) as the rest of the
sample of respondents who reported they were current

smokers when they started using e-cigarettes supports
this hypothesis. However, we cannot rule out that some
of these 25 individuals might never have smoked. The
question of e-cigarette use by non- or ex-smokers
requires further research.
Among respondents who were smoking at the time of
starting e-cigarette use, almost 90% used e-cigarettes to
stop smoking or to reduce the harm associated with
smoking. This finding is consistent with previously
reported results [15,16]. In this sample, e-cigarettes
were remarkably successful in helping its users to
achieve these goals. Over half of these users reported
complete abstinence from their usual cigarettes and the
rest reported reduced levels of smoking. This was
despite the fact that over half of the participants had
tried other NRT products before and found them ineffective. If such an effect were achieved in even a minority of e-cigarette users in the general population, it
would suggest that e-cigarettes may have the potential
to convey health benefits on a population scale through
reduced conventional cigarette smoking. On the other
hand, as only a small fraction of respondents had been
using e-cigarettes for a year or more, it is also possible
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that many are going to relapse (as they did with NRT)
and the impact is overstated.
Dual use of regular and electronic cigarettes does not
seem to be a major problem as it has no known negative
consequences over and above smoking conventional
cigarettes only. It was also reported by only one-third of
respondents, and only 12% reported smoking regular
cigarettes on daily basis.
The amount of nicotine delivered seems to be a key
factor that determines the e-cigarette pattern of use.
In this study, low-nicotine e-cigarettes were rarely used.
Furthermore, respondents reported that the
e-cigarettes were often used within 30 min of waking
up, their patterns of use of e-cigarettes followed the
pattern of previous conventional cigarette smoking, and
approximately half of the users felt addicted to
e-cigarettes. These findings are in line with results
reported by Etter and Bullen showing that users of
nicotine-containing e-cigarettes experienced better
withdrawal relief and a greater effect on smoking cessation than those using non-nicotine e-cigarettes [16].
The participants provided a rational appraisal of the
safety and addictiveness of e-cigarettes, thinking that
the product is addictive and may contain toxins, but less
so than cigarettes. Although half of respondents said
they are addicted to e-cigarettes, only one-third thought
e-cigarettes were as addictive as conventional cigarettes
and two-thirds believed they are either not as addictive
or not addictive at all. This finding is in line with previous studies [33,34]. Data are urgently needed on
e-cigarette toxicants and their clinical relevance, and on
changes in systemic toxin intake in smokers who switch
from usual cigarettes to e-cigarettes.
Although respondents were concerned about safety
and potential health effects of e-cigarettes they did not
want the product to be regulated by government agencies. A previous study also found that e-cigarette users
were concerned about its legal status, including the
possibly that they maybe banned [15].
Regarding the adverse effects of e-cigarette use, our
study lacked a control group and thus the reported
adverse effects cannot be attributed with confidence to
e-cigarette use. Symptoms such as cough and headache
are common among the general population and among
smokers in particular. Additionally, given the variability
in e-cigarette brands it is likely that potential sideeffects might vary from product to product. Recently, a
case of exogenous lipoid pneumonia after glycerin inhalation from e-cigarette has been reported [35]. If there
is a causal relationship, this would not apply to brands
of e-cigarettes that do not use glycerin.
In summary, in this self-selected and possibly atypical sample, e-cigarettes were used primarily as an aid to
stopping smoking or for harm reduction, and it was
highly successful in assisting users to achieve these
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goals. The findings support the notion that e-cigarettes
may have a potential in smoking cessation and in harm
reduction and that its safety and efficacy should be
evaluated as a matter of urgency.
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Introduction: Tobacco dependence, a chronic relapsing condition, requires repeated interventions and multiple attempts
to quit.
Areas covered: Strategies for assisting smoking cessation include behavioural counselling and pharmacotherapy.
Three drugs are currently used as first-line pharmacotherapy: nicotine replacement therapy (NRT), bupropion and
varenicline. Compared to placebo, the drug effect varies from RR = 2.27 for varenicline, to 1.69 for bupropion, and 1.60
for any form of NRT. Cytisine (similar to varenicline) has a RR = 3.98 compared to placebo (two trials). Second-line
pharmacotherapies include nortriptyline and clonidine. This review also offers an overview of pipeline developments.
Expert opinion: Effective medications exist, and clinicians should encourage and offer treatment to every smoker.
However, most smokers try to quit by themselves, with only about 3% quitting successfully each year. Alternative
interventions are needed. Harm reduction has not received much support to date. Safer alternative to tobacco smoking
(smoke-free products, long-term use of cessation drugs, or electronic cigarettes) could save lives and reduce the burden
of tobacco-related deaths and diseases. Despite some encouragement to develop a research agenda for e-cigarettes,
particularly on the safety issues, too little attention has been brought to this area of research.
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Study protocol for a randomised controlled trial
of electronic cigarettes versus nicotine patch for
smoking cessation
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Abstract
Background: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes or electronic nicotine delivery systems [ENDS]) are electrically
powered devices generally similar in appearance to a cigarette that deliver a propylene glycol and/or glycerol mist
to the airway of users when drawing on the mouthpiece. Nicotine and other substances such as flavourings may
be included in the fluid vaporised by the device. People report using e-cigarettes to help quit smoking and studies
of their effects on tobacco withdrawal and craving suggest good potential as smoking cessation aids. However, to
date there have been no adequately powered randomised trials investigating their cessation efficacy or safety. This
paper outlines the protocol for this study.
Methods/design: Design: Parallel group, 3-arm, randomised controlled trial. Participants: People aged ≥18 years
resident in Auckland, New Zealand (NZ) who want to quit smoking. Intervention: Stratified blocked randomisation to
allocate participants to either Elusion™ e-cigarettes with nicotine cartridges (16 mg) or with placebo cartridges (i.e.
no nicotine), or to nicotine patch (21 mg) alone. Participants randomised to the e-cigarette groups will be told to
use them ad libitum for one week before and 12 weeks after quit day, while participants randomised to patches
will be told to use them daily for the same period. All participants will be offered behavioural support to quit from
the NZ Quitline. Primary outcome: Biochemically verified (exhaled carbon monoxide) continuous abstinence at six
months after quit day. Sample size: 657 people (292 in both the nicotine e-cigarette and nicotine patch groups and
73 in the placebo e-cigarettes group) will provide 80% power at p = 0.05 to detect an absolute difference of 10% in
abstinence between the nicotine e-cigarette and nicotine patch groups, and 15% between the nicotine and
placebo e-cigarette groups.
Discussion: This trial will inform international debate and policy on the regulation and availability of e-cigarettes. If
shown to be efficacious and safe, these devices could help many smokers as an alternative smoking cessation aid
to standard nicotine products.
Trial registration: Australian NZ Clinical Trials Registry (ACTRN12610000866000).
Keywords: Electronic cigarettes, E-cigarettes, ENDS, Cessation, Efficacy, Safety, Randomised controlled trial, Nicotine
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Background
Most smokers want to quit and make attempts to do so
but the majority of these attempts fail largely because of
their dependence on nicotine and non-nicotine sensory
and behavioural cues that reinforce their smoking behaviour [1]. Psychological and pharmacological smoking
cessation treatments help smokers quit and are one
of the most cost-effective health interventions available [2]. Indeed, nicotine replacement therapy (NRT)
almost doubles quit rates irrespective of the level of
additional behavioural support [3]. Nevertheless, absolute long-term quit rates with NRT are low: typically, fewer than 20% of people quitting with NRT
plus behavioural support are still abstinent at 12 months [3]. Even the most rapid-acting and highest
strength NRT products do not deliver nicotine in
doses or at the same speed as cigarettes [4]. With
the possible exception of the nicotine inhalator, neither do they replace the sensory and behavioural
cues associated with cigarette use. Indeed, many
smokers find available NRTs unhelpful, unpleasant or
difficult to use and want more product choice [5].
Electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS), more
commonly known as electronic cigarettes (hereafter
abbreviated to 'e-cigarettes' or 'e-cigs'), are so-called
because of their physical resemblance to a standard
tobacco cigarette and their electronic vapourgenerating mechanism. In 2004 a Beijing-based company, Ruyan Group (Holdings) Ltd, patented and
launched the first of these devices [6]. Many other
manufacturers have since made similar devices. All
contain a mouthpiece, a micro-electrical circuit, a
vaporiser, and a rechargeable lithium ion battery. The
solution in replaceable cartridges or used to fill a reservoir in some models typically contains a solution of
humectants (e.g. propylene glycol and/or glycerol),
and nicotine and flavourings. When a user draws air
through the e-cigarette the micro-electrical circuit activates an electric coil to heat and vaporise a small
amount of the nicotine solution, creating a visible
cloud of mist that may be inhaled by the user [7].
It has been hypothesised that e-cigarettes could be
more effective than NRT at helping people quit smoking
by delivering nicotine together with mimicking the physical, sensory and behavioural aspects of cigarette use
[1,8]. In international online surveys one of the key reasons people report buying e-cigarettes is to help quit
smoking [9,10].
In 2008 we undertook the first study of the effect
of the e-cigarettes on desire to smoke and withdrawal
symptoms and found that they were as effective as
the NRT inhaler on reducing withdrawal but more
pleasant and acceptable to use [8]. Further research
has generally supported these early findings, and none

to date have found evidence of harm [6]. We also
found that the speed of nicotine delivery and serum
levels obtained was substantially less than tobacco
cigarettes. This has been corroborated with other
brands by other research groups [11,12].
A related question is the extent to which any
quitting assistance provided by e-cigarettes might be
attributable simply to the behavioural replacement
they provide, as suggested by a study of a nicotinefree inhaler device by Capponeto et al. [13]. This is
relevant to countries such as New Zealand where
e-cigarettes are available for sale over the counter
but without cartridges containing nicotine.
E-cigarette sales are increasing rapidly: in the US
alone there are an estimated 2.5 million users with
sales of $300 million a year [14]. Internet search volumes have surpassed search volumes for both NRT
and varenicline in the UK, US and Canada [15]. Despite this evidence of consumer demand, there are
mixed views in the tobacco control community as to
what role, if any, e-cigarettes might play in helping
smokers to cease tobacco use. Strong concerns have
been expressed over their potential to be a gateway to
tobacco smoking, the safety of the inhaled vapours
and ability of the devices to deliver nicotine as
claimed [16-18].
Although a few studies have been conducted that
show promise for the potential of e-cigarettes as
cessation aids [19-21], none have been adequately
powered. As noted, a number of surveys of users
suggest potential in this area, but to date, no
randomised trials that evaluate the long- term efficacy
e-cigarettes on abstinence, in smokers motivated to
quit, have been completed. Nor has there been a
systematic evaluation of their safety. A well-designed
trial is urgently needed to inform policy development on the regulation and availability of these and
the many other emerging nicotine cigarette substitute products [22,23].

Aim
The primary aim of the trial is to assess the effectiveness, acceptability, patterns of use and safety of ecigarettes as a smoking cessation aid. The study will
determine the quit rates of smokers using nicotine
versus nicotine patch and versus placebo (non-nicotine) e-cigarettes at six months. The trial hypotheses
are:
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nicotine patches on smoking abstinence at six
months;
 nicotine e-cigarettes are more effective than placebo
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 nicotine e-cigarettes are more effective than

placebo e-cigarettes at relieving withdrawal
symptoms and suppressing cravings to smoke;
 e-cigarettes are safe to use over a 13 week period;
 e-cigarettes are an acceptable treatment for smokers
trying to quit.

Methods/design
Design

A three-arm, parallel-group randomised controlled trial.
Study population

People from throughout Auckland, New Zealand, who
smoke tobacco cigarettes and are motivated to quit.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Participants will be eligible provided they are at least 18 years of age, have smoked at least 10 cigarettes a day for
the past year, want to stop smoking, are able to provide
verbal consent and have access to a telephone. Pregnant
and breastfeeding women will be excluded, as will be
people using other smoking cessation medications
(including other forms of NRT, bupropion, clonidine,
nortriptyline or varenicline) or who are clients of a
smoking cessation programme or enrolled in another
trial. People will be excluded if they report having had a
heart attack, stroke or severe angina in the previous two
weeks; poorly controlled asthma or other airways disease
from self-report; poorly controlled diabetes mellitus; severe allergies; poorly controlled psychiatric disorders or
current chemical dependence other than that involving
nicotine.
Recruitment

People resident in the Auckland region will be informed
of the trial through short articles about the study in free
weekly community newspapers and targeted television
programming to patients waiting to see their doctor in
the waiting rooms of community general practices.
People interested in enrolling will be invited to contact
the study centre at the University of Auckland’s National
Institute for Health Innovation (NIHI) by free telephone
to obtain further information, complete informed consent and undergo eligibility pre-screening. We hope to
recruit as many Māori (indigenous New Zealanders) as
possible to be able to test any effect of the intervention
on Māori compared with non-Māori participants, because 40% of Māori smoke tobacco and have a high burden of smoking-related illness.
Randomisation, allocation concealment and sequence
generation

Callers will be told about the trial and asked if they
would like to take part by a research assistant. If

interested, they will be asked for basic demographic data
(age, sex and ethnicity) and checked to see if they meet
the trial inclusion criteria. Those who provide further
details about their level of nicotine dependence (determined by the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence
[FTND] questionnaire [24]) will be randomised by a
central computer programme to one of the three study
groups using stratified block randomisation with block
sizes of nine. The randomisation sequence will be prepared in advance by the study statistician (VP) but will
be concealed from research assistants enrolling participants. Participants will be assigned to the 16 mg ecigarette and nicotine patch groups in a ratio of 1:1 (290
in each) and to the nicotine e-cigarette and placebo ecigarette groups in a ratio of 4:1 (73 in the latter arm).
Three stratification factors will be used: ethnicity
(Māori, Pacific, non-Māori non-Pacific), sex (male/female) and level of nicotine dependence (> 5 or ≤ 5
on the FTND [24]).
Blinding

Due to the nature of the treatment it is not possible to
blind participants to the use of e-cigarettes or nicotine
patch. However, participants will be blind to the allocation of nicotine or placebo e-cigarettes as there is no difference in appearance or odour of the mist emitted from
the 16 mg/ml nicotine and 0 mg/ml nicotine cartridges,
nor do they differ in physical appearance. Members of
the trial steering committee, management committee,
and other team members (with the exception of the project co-ordinator and research assistants) will remain
blind to treatment allocation until the code is broken
after the last follow-up call is completed and the data
recorded. The project co-ordinator and research assistants are not blinded as they are responsible for distributing the treatment to participants. To minimise the risk
of bias, strict protocols for follow-up assessment procedures will be developed and the research assistants
trained in adhering to these.
Study interventions

Participants will be randomly allocated to Elusion™ ecigarettes supplied by PGM International with nicotine cartridges (16 mg), to nicotine patch (HabitrolW 21 mg patch,
distributed in NZ by Novartis Consumer Health Australasia
Pty. Ltd.) or to e-cigarettes with placebo (0 mg) cartridges
in a ratio of 4:4:1. Participants issued with an e-cigarette
will be instructed to charge the batteries daily for reliable
operation using a USB charger that comes with the device,
alone or in combination (if needed) with an adaptor plug.
Participants in the 16 mg nicotine e-cigarette treatment arm will be sent (by courier) a free e-cigarette and
sufficient nicotine cartridges (16 mg/ml) to last for four
to five weeks. Participants will be instructed to use the
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device ad libitum one week before their quit day to
familiarise themselves with its operation and on their
designated quit day will stop smoking tobacco cigarettes
and instead use the e-cigarette exclusively for the next
12 weeks.
Those in the placebo e-cigarette arm will be sent a free
e-cigarette and cartridges containing 0 mg nicotine. Participants will use the device in the same manner as described above for the nicotine e-cigarette treatment
group. The cartridges will be labelled in such a way that
participants cannot detect if they contain nicotine.
In the nicotine patch arm, participants will be sent (by
post) vouchers to be exchanged for a minimal dispensing
fee (NZ$3) at any community pharmacy for 21 mg (full
strength, 24 hour) nicotine patches. All participants will
receive a $5 voucher to be used at any community pharmacy on any product they wish, to cover their out of
pocket expenses. Participants will use the nicotine patch
daily for one week before their quit day to familiarise
themselves with its use. On their designated quit day
they will stop smoking and use nicotine patches daily for
the next 12 weeks. This dosing regimen is consistent
with what is now regarded as standard treatment in NZ
and many other countries. The 21 mg strength patch is
likely to be sufficient nicotine replacement for the majority of smokers recruited into the trial.
All participants will be referred to the NZ toll-free
smoking cessation support helpline, Quitline (www.quit.
org.nz), for a standardised cessation behavioural support
programme delivered by trained advisors, with a minimum of one follow-up support telephone call over 8–
12 weeks. If people do not want to receive this support,
they will be able to access other Quitline support

Nicotine e-cigs
treatment group

Placebo e-cigs
control group

Nicotine patch
control group

Timeline

Baseline assessments

Following randomisation the following additional baseline
data will be collected from each participant: Demographic
information: socio-economic position (based on education
level attained); Smoking history: age when started smoking,
number of cigarettes smoked per day, number of years as
regular smoker, type of cigarettes smoked per day (e.g. rollyour-own or factory-made), usual pouch/pack size (and
how long a pack lasts), number of previous unsuccessful attempts to give up in past 12 months and the method used
including past history of any e-cigarette use; Other smoking
related information: self-rated chances of quitting, other
household members smoking at home or in cars with participant; Use of any other smoking cessation treatments: use
of NRT or non-nicotine methods of cessation; Physical
signs and symptoms associated with withdrawal: measured
using the Autonomy Over Smoking Scale (AUTOS) [25];
Chances of quitting: self-rated chances of quitting success
measured on a scale of 1–5; Concomitant medication: information about types of medication currently used; Behavioural factors in smoking dependence: measured using the
Glover-Nilsson Smoking Behavioural Questionnaire (GHSBQ) [26]. A total GN-SBQ score is calculated by summing
all 11 items (range 0 to 4) with a score < 12 indicating a
mild level of behavioural dependence, 12–22 a moderate
level of behavioural dependence, 23–33 a strong level of behavioural dependence and >33 a very strong level of behavioural dependence.

Quit date
Follow-up

One week product familiarisation

Baseline and
randomisation

services such as ‘Txt2Quit’ (a mobile phone based support service), ‘QuitCoach’ (an internet based support service), and the ‘Quitter’s community’ (an internet based
blogging forum) (Figure 1).

Follow-up

Primary
end-point

e-cigs with 16 mg/ml nicotine
cartridges ad libitum

e-cigs with 0 mg/ml nicotine
cartridges ad libitum

21 mg nicotine patch daily

- 1 week

1 month
Day 0

Figure 1 Trial schema showing key design features and timelines.
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Primary outcome

The primary outcome for the trial is the proportion
of participants who maintain sustained (continuous)
abstinence from smoking for six months after their quit
day. Abstinence is defined using the Russell Standard
(i.e. intention to treat analysis, smoking five cigarettes in
all [from the Quit date], plus biochemical verification of
self-reported abstinence via exhaled carbon monoxide
[CO] measurement, using the Bedfont Microplus device,
of less than 10 parts per million) [27].
Secondary outcomes

The following secondary outcome measures are being
assessed in all participants at quit day and at one, three
and six months after the Quit date: Continuous abstinence (as defined, at one and three months); Seven-day
point prevalence: defined as the proportion of participants who self-report having smoked no cigarettes (not
even a puff ) in the past 7 days; Use of cigarettes: smoking at any time-point will trigger the following assessments - number of cigarettes smoked per day;
proportion of participants who have significantly reduced daily smoking (defined as reducing consumption
by at least 25% in terms of numbers of cigarettes per day
or weight of loose tobacco per day); Participants’ treatment compliance: number of patches or e-cigarette cartridges used per day; early stopping and reasons why;
Perception of the product: participant views on using ecigarettes or patches as a smoking cessation aid (including what they liked and disliked about it and whether
they would recommend the treatment to another
smoker); Use of any other smoking cessation treatments;
Physical signs and symptoms associated with withdrawal;
Pre-quitting stage of addiction and smoking latency:
using a scale for latency to smoking developed by
Ursprung et al. [28]. Adverse events: Information regarding any adverse events and whether they are related to
treatment.
Sample size

A sample size of 657 people (292 in both nicotinecigarette and nicotine patch groups and 73 in the
placebo e-cigarette group) will provide 80% power at a
two-sided p = 0.05 to detect an absolute difference of
10% in smoking abstinence rates between the nicotine ecigarette and patch groups, and a difference of 15%
between the nicotine and placebo e-cigarette groups.
This assumes quit rates of 15% in the placebo e-cigarette
group and 20% in the nicotine patch group (based on
meta-analyses of NRT trials by Fiore et al. [29] and our
own trials of nicotine patch [30]). This sample size allows for analysis of consistency of effects for prespecified subgroups (e.g. Maori, non-Maori) to be

assessed. Based on our previous experience we estimate
recruitment will take approximately 12–15 months [31].
Withdrawal criteria

Should participants require discontinuation of study
treatment for any reason, (such as significant intolerance
to the study treatment, any serious clinical adverse
event, inter-current illness, pregnancy or other condition
that indicates to the principal investigator that continued
treatment is not in their best interest) or if they elect to
cease taking treatment, follow-up calls and data collection will continue as scheduled as if they were continuing with the randomised treatment. If the participant
discontinues treatment due to a serious adverse event,
the participant will be followed until the event resolves
or there is a return to a clinically acceptable medical
status. Participant deaths or serious adverse events
within 30 days of discontinuation will be reported to the
project co-ordinator.
Data management

We will capture all study data on a web-based data management system using an Oracle database. Validation
rules for each case record form have been pre-specified
and include range checks so inaccuracies in data collection can be identified early. A query is raised for values
outside the allowed range or if data are missing, and the
form amended as soon as a query is resolved.
Data monitoring

An independent study monitor will perform audits of
every randomised participant’s record and ensure that
study documentation is up-to-date, record keeping
adheres to the study protocol and with regulatory requirements, and handling of the study medication is
appropriate.
Statistical analysis

A senior biostatistician determined the sample size and
wrote the statistical analysis plan agreed upon by all
members of the Steering Committee specifying a priori
all analyses to be undertaken. All statistical analyses will
be performed using SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc.
Cary, North Carolina, US) and R version 2.11.1 software
(www.r-project.org). All regression analyses will be
conducted for the following two comparisons: 16 mg
e-cigarette versus nicotine patch groups; and 16 mg ecigarette versus 0 mg e-cigarette groups.
No interim analyses will be undertaken. All tests of
significance will be two-tailed. The primary analyses will
be carried out on an intention to treat (ITT) basis. The
ITT population will comprise all randomised participants regardless of whether they actually satisfied the
entry criteria, the treatment was actually received and
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they subsequent withdrew or deviated from the protocol.
The numbers discontinuing treatment prematurely for
any reason will be summarised by treatment group and
by reasons for discontinuation. The incidence of all
suspected serious adverse treatment reactions will be
summarised by treatment group in line with the CONSORT 2010 recommendations [32]. Simple incidence
rates, relative and absolute risks, numbers needed to
treat will be calculated for all binary variables, and the
treatment groups will be compared using chi-squared
tests with multiple logistic regression analysis adjusting
for other variables as appropriate. The distribution of all
continuous outcomes will be assessed for normality and
skewed data will be subjected to an appropriate transformation before analysis. The change from baseline in physical
signs and symptoms associated with withdrawal (AUTOS)
[25] and number of cigarettes smoked per day will be
analysed using repeated measures models adjusting for
baseline value. The proportion of participants who have significantly reduced their daily smoking level (defined as reducing consumption by at least 50% in terms of numbers
of cigarettes per day) will be calculated, and in users of
loose tobacco, the size of pouch/package currently bought
and number of days taken to smoke its contents measured.
Finally, the number of other quit attempts in the last six
months will be calculated.
A per-protocol analysis will be performed for the primary analysis to check the robustness of the results
where participants with any major protocol violations
such as cross-over treatments, withdrawals and loss to
follow-up will be excluded. Secondary analyses will be
conducted with overall cessation rates corrected for discordance between reported and biochemically confirmed
cessation. The consistency of effects for pre-specified
sub-groups will also be assessed using tests for heterogeneity. Time-to-first-lapse will be analysed using
Kaplan-Meier curves, the log rank test and Cox proportional hazards regression analysis.
Cost effectiveness analysis

If the primary outcome of the trial is positive then cost
analyses will be undertaken. Cost outcomes will include
cost per quitter, cost per person reducing their daily
cigarette consumption and incremental cost-effectiveness
ratio. These data will then be compared with data from the
NZ Quitline and other cessation service providers, in
addition to information from various international studies,
using a health sector perspective. The tobacco expenditure
savings to smokers who quit or cut down will also be calculated, especially to low-income smokers, using data on the
daily amount smoked prior to quitting and the price of the
products smoked. For those who cut down daily consumption by 25% or more, the cost savings per person reducing
their daily cigarette consumption will be calculated.

Ethical considerations

Ethics approval was granted from the New Zealand Ministry of Health’s Northern Ethics Committee (Ethics number
NTX/10/11/111). Verbal consent will be obtained at the
time of contact with the research team. However, a written
consent form and patient information sheet will be posted
to participants for their information, requesting that they
send it back to the study centre in a pre-paid envelope,
once signed. All data will be entered, stored and backed-up
in a secure manner via a password-protected data management system. Participants will be acknowledged in all publications and presentation of the results.

Discussion
There are many challenges with the design of this study.
A key issue is that of intervention product selection.
There is a large and growing number and diversity of ecigarette products on the market, with only limited
evidence available on their performance and quality. Ecigarettes differ in their characteristics such as the ability
to deliver vapour reliably, the concentration of nicotine
in the solution, flavour and other additives, and amount
of vapour produced [31]. These differences may impact
on the efficacy and acceptability of a particular brand or
model so it is possible that different trial findings may
be obtained using other brands or models of e-cigarette.
Furthermore, e-cigarettes are evolving rapidly and a
brand tested in a trial may no longer be on the market
by the time the study is completed and results
published.
We chose to use a particular brand (Elusion™) and
model of e-cigarette for three reasons: its wide availability and popularity in New Zealand and Australia in
2011; we were able to obtain good evidence of the quality of cartridge solution production; and it was made
available to us at no cost by the distributor without
restrictions.
The choice of a ‘usual care’ comparator was not
straightforward. We elected to use the 21 mg nicotine
patch, by far the most widely used NRT product in New
Zealand. Patch use will also enable us to assess whether
any excess of adverse outcomes is due to the e-cigarette.
The alternative comparator most seriously considered
was the medicinal nicotine inhaler because of its similar
use characteristics to e-cigarettes (oral inhalation, on demand use, use of hands to apply). However, it is not
subsidised in NZ and to include it would have added
substantial cost; also its use is aversive to start with and
so a barrier for many people [33]. We chose a three-arm
design with a placebo e-cigarette arm to answer the
question of whether any observed efficacy could be due
to behavioural replacement alone.
Users report needing time to familiarise themselves
with e-cigarettes to get satisfaction [21,32], and studies
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that have reported some of the highest blood nicotine
levels associated with e-cigarette use were undertaken in
experienced users [33]. We have attempted to address
this by providing participants with detailed illustrated instructions of how to use e-cigarettes, and requiring that
they try them for a week prior to embarking on their
quitting attempt.
The trial will report on clinical efficacy and adverse effects over a six month period of observation. This
follow-up period is sufficient to determine if smokers
are assisted to quit and to see if the use of nicotine ecigarettes leads to an excess of adverse effects after eight
week’s use over and above placebo e-cigarettes or nicotine patch. The results will make a valuable contribution
to the Cochrane Systematic Review on electronic cigarettes for smoking cessation and reduction [34].
The study does not address the safety of long-term use
of e-cigarettes (beyond 13 weeks). Neither will the study
address the role of e-cigarettes as a ‘gateway’ product to
tobacco smoking or a trigger to relapse to tobacco
smoking. To answer these questions will require other
studies using different designs.
Finally, our study will not provide a definitive answer
to address all e-cigarette regulation issues. However,
should the findings be in favour of nicotine e-cigarettes
without additional adverse effects then it will establish a
new balance between clinical benefit and harm for three
month’s use of e-cigarettes.
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Abstract
Background: E-cigarettes have generated controversy in the tobacco control field similar to that of Swedish snus,
which came to the U.S. market six years earlier. Some argue that e-cigarettes have great potential to help smokers
quit regular cigarettes while others contend they should be banned for lack of safety and efficacy data. This study
examined population data from the U.S.
Methods: A U.S. population survey with a national probability sample (N=10,041) was conducted (February 24 to
March 8, 2012, before any major paid advertisement of e-cigarettes appeared on television). Survey respondents
were asked if they had heard about e-cigarettes, where they had heard about them, whether they had used ecigarettes or snus, how often they used them, and why they used them. Responses were weighted to represent the
entire U.S. population.
Findings: A high proportion, 75.4%, reported having heard about e-cigarettes. Television ranked as the number one
source of information, followed by “in-person conversation” and “Internet.” About 8.1% had tried e-cigarettes, and
1.4% were current users. These rates were twice those of snus (4.3% and 0.8%, respectively). Among current
smokers, 32.2% had tried e-cigarettes, and 6.3% were current users. Over 80% of current e-cigarette users were
non-daily users. Women were significantly more likely to have tried e-cigarettes than men. Those who had tried ecigarettes were more likely than those who tried snus to report their products being safer than regular cigarettes
(49.9% vs. 10.8%). Almost half (49.5%) of current smokers were susceptible to using e-cigarettes in the future.
Conclusions: That e-cigarettes have surpassed snus in adoption rate, even before any promotion by major tobacco
companies, suggests that the former have tapped into smokers’ intuitive preference for potentially harm-reducing
products, probably due to the product design. E-cigarette use is likely to increase in the next few years.
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Introduction
The Electronic Nicotine Delivery System (ENDS), also known
as the e-cigarette, has increasingly attracted the attention of
smokers and tobacco control workers [1,2]. E-cigarettes were
first developed in China in 2003 [3]. They came to the U.S.
market in 2007 and quickly gained notoriety in many countries,
especially those with relatively strong tobacco control programs
[4-9]. Unfortunately, scientific information about e-cigarettes is
limited. Some argue that e-cigarettes are obviously less
harmful than cigarettes and have great potential to help
smokers quit [10,11], while others contend that data on safety
are needed before e-cigarettes are promoted or allowed to be
sold [1]. Anecdotal reports of smokers using e-cigarettes to
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help them quit smoking abound [3,7,12-14], but efficacy data in
the form of clinical trials are still limited [15-19].
Insufficient scientific research on the safety and efficacy of ecigarettes is one reason that the products have attracted
controversy. Some countries have banned the sale of ecigarettes [20], although that does not prevent smokers from
purchasing them on the Internet. In the U.S., the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) has attempted to regulate the sale
and marketing of e-cigarettes, a move that was struck down by
a federal court [21]. Short of FDA regulatory oversight, some
states have tried to pass laws to ban the sale of e-cigarettes in
their own jurisdictions [22] although the availability of ecigarettes on the Internet makes it difficult to enforce such a
ban. Meanwhile, the rationale for the ban itself appears to be
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chiefly based on predicted potential harm, as empirical
evidence is sparse [11].
This controversy surrounding e-cigarettes is reminiscent of
the controversy associated with another tobacco product, snus.
Snus, a moist smokeless tobacco product popular in Sweden,
gained the attention of global tobacco control workers a few
years before e-cigarettes did [23]. Strong arguments for and
against snus have been advanced, but the tobacco control field
remains divided [24-27]. Especially difficult is the debate on the
potential of snus to reduce the harm of tobacco use at the
population level [27]. While using snus may be less risky than
smoking cigarettes to the health of the individual, it is not clear
that promoting the use of snus would reduce the total harm
associated with tobacco use at the population level [28,29].
Some have argued that promoting the use of any tobacco
product supports the tobacco-use norm and, as such, would
produce a negative net-effect on tobacco control at the
population level [27]. Similar difficulty exists in the current
controversy on e-cigarettes.
There is, however, one noticeable difference in the short
history of e-cigarettes and snus in the U.S. market. E-cigarettes
seem to have achieved notoriety relatively quickly without
major paid advertising [30]. Unlike snus, which has been
promoted by large tobacco companies in the U.S. [31,32], ecigarettes had not been promoted by any major tobacco
company until Lorillard Inc. acquired a major brand Blu-Cigs in
April 2012 [33]. Instead, e-cigarettes appear to have received
much free publicity. No study has carefully documented the
level of paid advertising versus earned media for e-cigarettes.
But a quick web search will show that e-cigarettes have
received much free coverage. For example, endorsements
have come from some American celebrities and talk show
hosts, who tout e-cigarettes’ intuitive appeal and how they can
help smokers quit cigarettes [34,35]. E-cigarettes have
appeared in popular movies [35,36]. By 2010, web searches for
information on e-cigarettes in that year had surpassed those for
snus in the U.S. [6] All this suggests that the adoption of ecigarettes may be significant, and a comparison with the
adoption of snus will be informative.
The present study aimed to provide some basic measures on
how much of a foot-hold e-cigarettes had already taken among
the U.S. population before Lorillard Inc. purchased a wellknown e-cigarette brand and started a significant television
advertising campaign [33,37]. Using a survey of a probability
sample of the U.S. population, this study examined the
knowledge about e-cigarettes among smokers and
nonsmokers. It provided population prevalence measures on
ever and current use of e-cigarettes and the rate of transition
from ever use to current use. The perceived utility of ecigarettes as a quitting aid or as a potential harm reduction
product was assessed and compared with that of snus, a
potential harm reduction product that aroused similar
controversy when it came to the U.S. a few years before ecigarettes. Finally, the proportion of the U.S. population that is
susceptible to future e-cigarettes was estimated.
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Methods
Ethics Statement
This research was performed in accordance with a human
subjects protocol approved by the University of California, San
Diego’s Institutional Review Board (IRB# 111664).

Data source
The data for this study was obtained from a survey
commissioned by the University of California, San Diego and
administered by Knowledge Networks (Menlo Park, CA).
Knowledge Networks, which was recently acquired by GfK,
recruits a probability sample representative of the U.S.
population (KnowledgePanel). The sample was originally
recruited by random digit dialing (RDD) but an address-based
sampling methodology has been used in recent years [38]. A
detailed description of the sampling methods used to recruit to
the KnowledgePanel has been described elsewhere [39]. The
advantages and the limitations of using the KnowledgePanel
have also been discussed in many contexts and will not be
repeated here [40-42]. In summary, the panel provides an
efficient way of accessing a probability sample of the U.S.
population, whose representativeness is similar to most other
well-known population surveys [42-46]. All Knowledge
Networks surveys are performed online. Knowledge Networks
provides a netbook computer and network access to
participants, as needed. Many health behavior studies have
used the KnowledgePanel [45,47,48].
The present survey was designed to gather information on
smoking history and cigarette use, perceptions about different
tobacco products and quitting aids, attitudes toward tobacco
control efforts, and beliefs and ideation about the process of
quitting smoking. The study over sampled the smokers in the
KnowledgePanel so that all the available smokers were
included, with a random sub-sample of former smokers and
never smokers from the panel such that the three smokingstatus groups were approximately equal in size. A total of
15,095 adults (> 18 years of age) were sampled and invited to
participate in the survey. Of these, 10,041 completed the
survey, a response rate of 66.5%. This corresponds to a
sample with 3,111 current smokers, 3,676 former smokers and
3,254 never smokers. The survey was conducted between
February 24th and March 8th, 2012.

Measurement
Cigarette smoking behavior was assessed in multiple
questions. Current smokers were defined as those who had
smoked at least 100 cigarettes in their lifetime and who
answered the question, “Do you currently smoke cigarettes
every day, some days, or not at all?” with “every day” or “some
days”. Those who had smoked at least 100 cigarettes in their
lifetime and answered “not at all” were classified as former
smokers. Former smokers were further asked, “When did you
smoke your last cigarette?” They were categorized as recent
former smokers if they selected any of the options with a time
frame of 1 year or less, and long-term former smokers if they
answered “Over 1 year ago”. Nonsmokers were defined as
those who had not smoked 100 cigarettes in their lifetime.
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Current smokers were asked if they had ever tried to quit
smoking, and if they answered yes, were also asked whether
they had tried to quit in the last 12 months.
Use of snus was assessed by the question, “Have you ever
used any of the following tobacco products?” for which “Snus
(tobacco in a small pouch, like Camel snus or Marlboro snus)”
was one of the available options. Those who selected “yes”
were defined as ever users of snus and asked the question “Do
you currently use snus every day, some days, or not at all?”
Those selected “every day” or “some days” were defined as
current users of snus.
Use of e-cigarettes was also assessed in multiple questions.
First, respondents were asked if they have ever heard of ecigarettes: “E-cigarettes (electronic cigarettes) are electronic
devices that deliver nicotine in a vapor and look like cigarettes,
but contain no tobacco. Have you ever heard of e-cigarettes?”
Those who had heard of e-cigarettes were also asked where
they had heard about e-cigarettes and were allowed to select
one or more of the following options: “Radio”, “TV”, “Internet”,
“In-person conversation”, “Information shared via Facebook,
YouTube, or other social network media”, and “Other”.
Additionally, those who had heard of e-cigarettes were
asked: “Have you ever tried an e-cigarette”, and those who
answered yes were considered ever users. Ever users were
also asked “Have you used e-cigarettes in the last 30 days”,
and those who answered yes were considered current users.
Current users were asked to provide the number of days (in the
last 30) they had used e-cigarettes.
Ever users of e-cigarettes were asked “Why did you use ecigarettes?” and instructed to select “Yes” or “No” for each of
the following options: “Safer than cigarettes”, “Cheaper than
cigarettes,” “Easy to use when I can’t smoke,” “To try to quit
smoking cigarettes”, or “Just because.” Since a person could
have multiple reasons for using any product, the order of these
options was randomized by individual respondent to minimize
the order effect in response (e.g., respondent may be more
likely to choose the first option on the list). The “just because”
option was included to make clear that the respondent need
not have any particular reason.
Finally, those who had never used e-cigarettes were asked
the question: “How likely are you to try e-cigarettes in the
future?” This was intended to assess their susceptibility to ecigarettes, much like the susceptibility measure on uptake of
regular cigarettes [49]. Those who responded that they were
“Very likely” or “Somewhat likely” were considered to be
susceptible. This is slightly stricter definition than the
susceptibility measure used in the literature for uptake of
cigarettes in that the present definition does not include those
who responded “somewhat unlikely” [49]. The susceptibility
definition here does include those who have tried e-cigarettes
but are not currently using them.

Analysis
All percentages were weighted by population parameters
based on the most recent U.S. Current Population Survey [46].
A survey-specific post-stratification adjustment was used to
account for any survey non-response, as well as any noncoverage or under- and over-sampling resulting from the
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survey-specific sampling design. In this case, this survey had
approximately equal numbers of current smokers, former
smokers, and never smokers. The adjustment for oversampling of smokers produced an overall smoking prevalence
for the U.S. of 19.1% based on this survey, which is quite close
to the newest published national estimate of 19.3% based on
the 2010 National Health Interview Survey [50]. All results were
analyzed by demographic categories (gender, age, educational
level, ethnic background), as well as by smoking status.
Standard errors were calculated and 95% confidence intervals
were computed based on the sampling distribution of the
corresponding summary statistic. Confidence intervals for
binomial proportions were computed using the method of
Agresti and Coull ([51]; see also 52). All calculations were done
using R 2.12.1 [53].

Results
Figure 1 shows the rate of having “ever used” and “currently
use” for e-cigarettes and snus, weighted to the U.S. population.
A total of 8.08% reported that they had ever used e-cigarettes,
and 1.44% reported currently using e-cigarettes. Thus,
approximately 18% of those who have ever used e-cigarettes
continue as current users (1.44/8.08 =17.8%).
The rate of ever used and current use for snus is
approximately half that of e-cigarettes: 4.26% and 0.77%,
respectively. The rate of transition from ever users of snus to
current users, however, is about the same, 18% (0.77/4.26 =
18.1%).
Table 1 presents the usage rates of e-cigarettes and snus by
demographic categories. It also separates out those who used
only e-cigarettes or snus from those who used both products.
The top half of the table shows the “ever use” rates. Women
are more likely to have ever used e-cigarettes than men. The
usage rate is higher among the young and those with lower
education. Hispanics are less likely to have ever used ecigarettes than either Whites or Blacks.
The usage rates for snus are significantly lower. The main
difference is in gender: About the same percentage of men
have tried e-cigarettes or snus: 7.17 % (5.33% + 1.84%) for ecigarettes and 7.10% (5.26% + 1.84%) for snus. However, the
percentage of women having tried e-cigarettes is much higher
than for snus 8.92% (8.33% + 0.59%) versus 1.65% (1.06% +
0.59%).
The bottom half of Table 1 shows the rates of current use.
The demographic pattern for the “currently use” is similar to
that for “ever used” except that the rates for the former are
significantly lower across all demographic categories.
Table 2 shows the rates of ever used and current use by
smoking status and by gender. In this table, all users of ecigarettes are combined into one group regardless of whether
they use snus or not. The same is done for snus users: They
are combined into one group of snus users regardless of their
e-cigarette use status (thus, dual users are counted in both
calculations).
Table 2 shows that the difference in usage rates by smoking
status is large. About 1% of never smokers have ever tried ecigarettes, while over 32% of current smokers have used e-
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Figure 1. The rates of ever use and current use of E-Cigarettes and Snus.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0079332.g001

cigarettes. The same is true with ever using snus. Clearly,
recent former smokers and current smokers are the most likely
to have tried e-cigarette or snus.
There is also a significant gender difference in ever using ecigarettes or snus. This gender difference is most clearly seen
among the current smokers: women are more likely to have
tried e-cigarettes than men (about 38% vs. 27%). In contrast,
men are more likely to have tried snus (about 17% vs. 6%). It
should be noted, however, that both women and men are more
likely to have tried e-cigarettes than snus.
Table 2 also shows that the current use rates have a similar
pattern to the ever use rates. It is recent former smokers and
current smokers who are more likely to be current users of ecigarettes or snus. The gender difference between e-cigarette
and snus use is reversed in this comparison, but the difference
is not statistically significant. The overall rates, however, are
significantly higher for e-cigarettes than for snus among recent
formers smokers and current smokers.
Table 3 shows the frequency of use for e-cigarettes or snus
among those who currently use either of these two types of
products. Among e-cigarette users, there is a significant
difference in the use pattern between current smokers and
recent former smokers. Among current smokers, those who
used e-cigarettes were mostly occasional users, only 11.5% of
used e-cigarettes daily. Among recent former smokers,
however, 45.7% used them on a daily basis, a statistically
significant difference (p<0.05).
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Most snus users used snus on a non-daily basis. Among the
long-term former smokers, however, most used snus on a daily
basis.
Table 4 shows the reasons of use, reported by the ever ecigarette users and ever snus users. It is useful to take a look
at those who used both products, first (the last two columns of
the table). The most common reason for having tried ecigarettes or snus is “just because:” 72.3% for e-cigarettes and
82.1% for snus. For e-cigarettes, the second most common
reason given is “to try to quit smoking cigarettes,” followed by
“safer than cigarettes” and “easy to use when I can’t smoke.”
For snus, the second most common reason is “easy to use
when I can’t smoke,” “followed by to try to quit smoking
cigarettes.” Overall, the dual users are significantly more likely
to report use of e-cigarettes than snus to quit smoking, 56.9%
vs. 30.1%. Dual users are more likely to report the belief that ecigarettes are safer than cigarettes, 58.2% vs. 26.2% for snus.
The patterns for those using either e-cigarettes only or snus
only are presented in columns 1 and 2, and they are similar to
that of dual users. E-cigarette users are about twice as likely as
snus users to report using the product “to try to quit smoking”
(54.9% vs. 26.3%). The former are also significantly more likely
to believe e-cigarettes are safer than regular cigarettes than
the latter are to believe snus is safer than cigarettes (49.9% vs.
10.8%).
Figure 2 shows that those who are currently using ecigarettes are significantly more likely to have tried to quit
smoking in the last 12 months than those who are currently not
using e-cigarettes. The former are also more likely to have
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Table 1. Ever and Current Use of E-Cigarettes and Snus (n = 10,041).

Ever Use
E-cigarettes only

Snus only

E-Cigarettes and Snus

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

6.89 (6.40-7.39)

3.07 (2.73-3.41)

1.19 (0.98-1.40)

Male

5.33 (4.51-6.15)

5.26 (4.32-6.20)

1.84 (1.25-2.43)

Female

8.33 (7.33-9.33)

1.06 (0.63-1.49)

0.59 (0.28-0.90)

18-24

9.33 (6.59-12.07)

3.54 (1.60-5.48)

3.37 (1.49-5.25)

25-44

7.78 (6.43-9.13)

3.98 (2.92-5.04)

1.69 (1.02-2.36)

45-54

7.35 (6.47-8.23)

2.88 (2.23-3.53)

0.52 (0.28-0.76)

65+

2.62 (19.3-3.31)

1.25 (0.78-1.72)

0.34 (0.00-0.69)

≤12 years

8.60 (7.37-9.83)

3.48 (2.60-4.36)

1.61 (1.23-1.99)

>12 years

5.63 (4.94-6.32)

2.76 (2.17-3.35)

0.88 (0.61-1.15)

Non-Hispanic White

7.02 (6.29-7.75)

3.27 (2.66-3.88)

1.32 (0.91-1.73)

Black

8.12 (5.55-10.69)

1.19 (0.39-1.99)

0.35 (0.00-0.74)

Hispanic

4.38 (1.81-6.95)

4.40 (1.64-7.16)

1.42 (0.00-3.07)

Other

6.14 (4.87-7.40)

2.94 (1.43-4.45)

1.22 (0.64-1.80)

Multi-racial

9.51 (5.24-13.78)

4.69 (0.97-8.41)

0.52 (0.00-1.07)

E-cigarettes only

Snus only

E-Cigarettes and Snus

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

1.28 (1.06-1.50)

0.61 (0.46-0.76)

0.16 (0.08-0.24)

Male

1.00 (0.65-1.35)

0.96 (0.53-1.39)

0.22 (0.00-0.46)

Female

1.54 (1.13-1.95)

0.29 (0.11-0.47)

0.10 (0.00-0.26)

18-24

1.47 (0.33-2.61)

0.27 (0.00-0.58)

0.23 (0.00-0.48)

25-44

1.19 (0.62-1.76)

0.75 (0.28-1.22)

0.29 (0.00-0.62)

45-54

1.67 (1.34-2.00)

0.69 (0.30-1.08)

0.08 (0.00-0.22)

65+

0.54 (0.25-0.83)

0.33 (0.02-0.64)

0.02 (0.00-0.04)

≤12 years

1.78 (1.21-2.35)

0.81 (0.40-1.22)

0.35 (0.04-0.66)

>12 years

0.91 (0.69-1.13)

0.47 (0.22-0.72)

0.02 (0.00-0.04)

Non-Hispanic White

1.53 (1.18-1.88)

0.59 (0.33-0.85)

0.06 (0.00-0.14)

Black

1.26 (0.32-2.20)

0.49 (0.00-0.99)

0.03 (0.00-0.07)

Hispanic

0.30 (0.00-0.72)

1.87 (0.00-3.97)

0.70 (0.00-2.07)

Other

0.58 (0.16-1.00)

0.31 (0.00-0.63)

0.54 (0.00-1.23)

Multi-racial

0.79 (0.19-1.39)

0.16 (0.00-0.47)

0

Mean
Gender
Age

Education
Ethnicity

Current Use

Mean
Gender
Age

Education
Ethnicity

doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0079332.t001

made an attempt that lasted for at least 24 hours (both p’s <
0.05). The same is true for snus use: those who are currently
using snus are more likely to have tried to quit smoking than
those not currently using snus. The former are also more likely
to have made an attempt that lasted for at least 24 hours (both
p’s < 0.05).
Table 5 shows data on those reporting having “ever heard of
e-cigarettes” and where they heard about them. Three quarters
of survey respondents, 75.4%, reported that they have heard of
e-cigarettes. The rate of awareness is high across gender, age,
education level and ethnicity. Even 69.2% of never smokers
have heard about e-cigarettes, and the percentage goes up to
88.1% for current smokers.
Table 5 also shows that those who have heard about ecigarettes are most likely to report television as their source of
information, 48.0%. The second most likely source is “inperson conversation”, 38.2%, followed by Internet, 20.7%, and
radio, 12.2% and social networks, 2.7%.
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There are some interesting differences in Table 5. For
example, men are more likely to have heard about e-cigarettes
than women, in general. Older people are more likely than
younger people to have heard about e-cigarettes from
television, while being less likely to have heard about them
from the Internet. The same pattern appears in the lower and
higher education groups. Smokers and recent former smokers
are more likely to have heard about e-cigarettes “in-person”
than long-term former smokers or never smokers, while the
latter groups are more likely to have heard about them from
television. There is a clear trend that television and in-person
are the most common sources of awareness for e-cigarettes.
Survey respondents can report more than one source of
awareness of e-cigarettes. However most, 72.1%, reported
only one source when answering the survey. Another 18.4%
checked off two sources. The rest, 9.5%, reported three or
more sources (data not shown in Table 5).
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Table 2. Ever and Current Use of E-Cigarettes and Snus, by Gender and Smoking Status.

Long-term former smokers*

Ever use of e-cigarettes

Ever use of snus

Male

Recent former smokers (n=413) Current smokers (n=3,111)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

0.97 (0.34-1.60)

1.70 (0.92-2.48)

24.49 (16.94-32.04)

26.99 (23.07-30.91)

Female 1.09 (0.48-1.70)

3.17 (2.05-4.29)

29.11 (21.37-36.85)

37.57 (33.55-41.59)

Mean

1.04 (0.61-1.47)

2.40 (1.71-3.09)

26.78 (21.35-32.21)

32.18 (29.34-35.05)

Male

2.57 (1.39-3.75)

6.37 (4.76-7.98)

22.93 (14.66-31.20)

17.27 (13.74-20.80)

Female 0.50 (0.21-0.79)

0.49 (0.06-0.92)

5.77 (1.77-9.77)

6.08 (3.55-8.61)

Mean
Current use of e-cigarettes Male

Current use of snus

†

Never smokers (n=3,254) (n=3,263)

1.43 (0.86-2.00)

3.45 (2.66-4.42)

14.43 (9.65-19.21)

11.76 (9.56-13.96)

0.05 (0.00-0.15)

0.12 (0.00-0.26)

4.97 (1.58-8.36)

4.96 (3.07-6.87)

Female 0.03 (0.00-0.09)

0.22 (0.00-0.47)

7.22 (2.79-11.65)

7.61 (5.41-9.81)

Mean

0.04 (0.00-0.10)

0.17 (0.03-0.31)

6.08 (3.30-8.86)

6.26 (4.81-7.71)

Male

0.56 (0.26-0.85)

0.64 (0.18-1.09)

2.84 (0.18-5.45)

3.20 (2.10-4.30)

Female 0.06 (0.00-0.17)

0.23 (0.00-0.50)

0.0

1.70 (0.51-2.82)

Mean

0.44 (0.11-0.77)

1.44 (0.09-2.79)

2.46 (1.46-3.46)

0.28 (0.00-0.57)

* Ever smokers who quit more than a year ago at the time of survey.
† Ever smokers who quit within a year or less at the time of survey.

doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0079332.t002

Table 3. Frequency of Using E-Cigarettes and Snus in the Past 30 Days.

Current use of e-cigarettes (n=267)
Current use of snus (n=80)

†

Never smokers

Long-term former smokers* Recent former smokers

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

Every Day

0

31.0 (0.0-71.7)

45.7 (20.9-70.5)

11.5 (3.3-19.7)

16.3 (8.2-24.4)

Some Days

100

69.0 (28.3-100.0)

54.3 (29.5-79.1)

88.5 (80.3-96.7)

83.7 (75.6-91.8)

Every Day

11.3 (0.0-33.8)

75.3 (47.7-100.0)

15.9 (0.0-45.7)

23.2 (1.6-44.8)

27.1 (11.1-43.1)

Some Days

88.7 (66.2-100.0)

24.7 (0.0-52.3)

84.1 (54.3-100.0)

76.8 (55.2-98.4)

72.9 (56.9-88.9)

Current smokers Overall

* Ever smokers who quit more than a year ago at the time of survey.
† Ever smokers who quit within a year or less at the time of survey.

doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0079332.t003

Table 4. Reasons for Having Tried E-Cigarettes and Snus*.

Used either e-cigarettes or snus

Used both e-cigarettes and snus

E-Cigarettes (n=1,057)

Snus (n=316)

E-Cigarettes (n=122)

Snus (n=122)

Safer than cigarettes

49.9 (44.7-55.1)

10.8 (5.9-15.7)

58.2 (44.7-71.7)

26.2 (13.8-38.5)

Cheaper than cigarettes

30.3 (25.7-34.9)

24.6 (16.7-32.5)

36.9 (22.8-51.0)

24.8 (13.6-36.0)

Easy to use when I can't smoke

44.8 (39.7-49.9)

37.6 (29.2-46.0)

57.4 (43.7-71.1)

49.9 (36.0-63.8)

To try to quit smoking cigarettes

54.9 (49.8-60.0)

26.3 (19.0-33.6)

56.9 (43.3-70.5)

30.1 (17.7-42.5)

Just because

68.3 (63.8-72.8)

73.8 (66.6-81.0)

72.3 (57.7-85.9)

82.1 (73.3-90.9)

* The order of these options was randomized for individual respondents to minimize the order effect in response.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0079332.t004

Table 6 presents the percentage of population who can be
considered susceptible to future e-cigarette use. The
“susceptible” category includes all those who had ever tried ecigarettes but were not currently using, and those who have not
experimented with them but are “very likely”, or “somewhat
likely” to use them in the future. The proportion of respondents
susceptible to future use is dramatically different across
smoking status. About 2.6% of never smokers are susceptible,
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but nearly half, 49.5%, of current smokers are susceptible to
future use of e-cigarettes. Among those who are susceptible,
an average of 56.4% have tried e-cigarettes but are not
currently using them, 9.5% said they are “very likely” to use
them, and 34.1 % said “somewhat likely.”
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Figure 2. Quit attempts among current users of E-Cigarettes and Snus versus non-users.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0079332.g002

Discussion
This study, based on a national probability sample, found
that three quarters of the U.S. adult population have heard
about e-cigarettes, and approximately 8% of them have
experimented with e-cigarettes. Among current smokers, over
30% have ever used e-cigarettes. Of those who have ever tried
e-cigarettes, about 18% are currently using them, the same
transition rate as for snus use. However, both the ever use and
the current use rates are about twice those for snus. Moreover,
those who have tried e-cigarette are twice as likely to report
using e-cigarettes as a quitting aid than snus users are to
report using snus as a quitting aid. E-cigarette users are also
significantly more likely to consider e-cigarettes safer than
conventional cigarettes than snus users are to consider the
same about snus. Finally, about half of current smokers appear
to be susceptible to e-cigarette use in the future.
That 75% of U.S. population reported being aware of ecigarettes is somewhat surprising, given that the survey was
conducted before the onset of any major paid media promotion
by large tobacco companies. E-cigarettes are presumably
mostly of interest to current smokers, or about 20% of the U.S.
population [50]. This survey found that almost 90% of current

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

smokers have heard about them, but even two-thirds of never
smokers reported having heard of e-cigarettes. When asked
about where they have heard about these products, television
tops the list. Internet, which we suspected to be a major driver
for the spread of information about e-cigarettes [12,54], ranks
third on the list.
Since there is little data indicating major television
advertising paid for by e-cigarette manufacturers before this
survey was conducted (in February-March, 2012), the high
level of awareness attributed to television suggests that the
products might have garnered considerable earned media
attention. Earned media includes national news programs or
health programs that discuss the pros and cons of e-cigarettes
[55-58]. It also includes celebrity endorsements on popular TV
talk shows [34,35]. And it could include many local television
and radio programs, which feed from these national news
programs [59-61]. There is, however, no formal documentation
of exactly how often this took place, and survey respondents
might have based their report on what was most salient in their
memory, not what was most frequent.
One reason for the media’s interest in e-cigarettes may be a
novelty effect as they are relatively new products in the U.S.
market. Another reason that e-cigarettes may have attracted
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Table 5. Awareness of E-Cigarettes.

Ever heard of e-

Gender
Age

Education

Heard of on

Heard of on

cigarettes

Heard of on radio television

Heard of on the

Heard of in-person

(n=8,045)

(n=1,019)

(n=3,806)

internet (n=1,850) (n=3,178)

social networks None of the
(n=199)

above (n=1,473)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

Average

75.4 (74.1-76.7)

12.2 (11.2-13.2)

48.0 (46.4-49.6)

20.7 (19.4-22.0)

38.2 (36.3-39.8)

2.7 (2.1-3.3)

18.0 (16.7-19.3)

Male

78.9 (77.1-80.7)

13.8 (12.2-15.4)

49.4 (47.0-51.8)

25.2 (23.2-27.2)

34.2 (32.0-36.4)

2.9 (2.1-3.7)

17.2 (15.4-19.0)

Female

72.3 (70.3-74.3)

10.5 (9.1-11.9)

46.6 (44.2-49.0)

16.3 (14.5-18.1)

42.1 (39.7-44.5)

2.6 (1.8-3.4)

18.7 (16.9-20.5)

18-24

76.7 (71.8-81.6)

8.9 (5.4-12.4)

41.6 (35.1-48.1)

25.1 (19.4-30.8)

46.0 (39.3-52.7)

3.2 (1.2-5.2)

14.7 (10.4-19.0)

25-44

74.9 (72.4-77.4)

13.2 (11.2-15.2)

40.7 (37.6-43.8)

23.6 (21.1-26.1)

43.5 (40.4-46.6)

3.8 (2.6-5.0)

19.3 (16.8-21.8)

45-64

78.0 (76.2-79.8)

12.3 (10.9-13.7)

52.7 (50.3-55.1)

19.5 (17.7-21.3)

36.0 (33.8-38.2)

1.8 (1.2-2.4)

16.9 (15.1-18.7)

65+

70.2 (67.7-72.7)

11.3 (9.1-13.5)

57.3 (54.2-60.4)

14.4 (12.4-16.4)

26.2 (23.5-28.9)

2.2 (0.8-3.6)

19.3 (16.8-21.8)

≤12 years

73.1 (70.9-75.3)

11.1 (9.5-12.7)

51.8 (49.1-54.5)

17.3 (15.3-19.3)

37.0 (34.5-39.5)

2.7 (1.7-3.7)

15.6 (13.6-17.6)

>12 years

77.2 (75.4-79.0)

12.9 (11.5-14.3)

45.3 (43.1-47.5)

23.2 (21.4-25.0)

39.0 (37.0-41.0)

2.7 (1.9-3.5)

19.6 (17.8-21.4)

80.6 (79.4-81.8)

12.4 (11.2-13.6)

47.4 (45.6-49.2)

20.2 (18.8-21.6)

38.5 (36.7-40.3)

2.6 (2.0-3.2)

17.4 (16.0-18.8)

Black

62.3 (57.4-67.2)

11.1 (7.8-14.4)

61.1 (55.2-67.0)

20.1 (15.4-24.8)

30.9 (25.4-36.4)

2.4 (0.8-4.0)

19.7 (14.6-24.8)

Hispanic

66.2 (59.1-73.3)

17.4 (11.1-23.7)

40.1 (32.3-47.9)

29.7 (22.4-37.0)

39.5 (31.3-47.7)

4.1 (0.6-7.6)

20.0 (13.1-26.9)

Other

65.5 (60.8-70.2)

8.4 (5.5-11.3)

45.1 (39.2-51.0)

19.7 (15.0-24.4)

40.3 (34.6-46.0)

2.7 (0.3-5.1)

18.0 (13.7-22.3)

Multi-racial

71.6 (62.4-80.8)

18.7 (8.9-28.5)

46.6 (36.4-56.8)

29.7 (19.5-39.9)

49.1 (39.9-59.3)

6.8 (0.0-15.4)

26.8 (16.0-37.6)

Never

69.2 (67.0-71.4)

12.1 (10.5-13.7)

47.5 (44.8-50.2)

18.6 (16.4-20.8)

34.4 (31.9-36.9)

2.6 (1.6-3.6)

19.2 (17.0-21.4)

LT* former

NonEthnicity

Hispanic
White

Smoking
Status

78.7 (76.9-80.5)

11.5 (9.9-13.1)

52.8 (50.3-55.3)

19.2 (17.2-21.2)

34.4 (32.0-36.8)

2.2 (1.4-3.0)

17.3 (15.5-19.1)

RT former

85.9 (81.4-90.4)

12.1 (7.6-16.6)

40.8 (34.1-47.5)

27.8 (21.5-34.1)

49.2 (42.3-56.1)

3.9 (1.0-6.8)

14.5 (9.8-19.2)

Current

88.1 (85.9-90.3)

13.1 (10.9-15.3)

45.1 (42.0-48.2)

26.1 (23.4-28.8)

49.0 (45.9-52.1)

3.4 (2.2-4.6)

16.4 (14.2-18.6)

†

* Long-term: Ever smokers who quit more than a year ago at the time of survey.
† Recent-term: Ever smokers who quit within a year or less at the time of survey.

doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0079332.t005

Table 6. Susceptibility to Using E-Cigarettes in the Future*.
†

‡

Never smokers

Long-term former smokers Recent former smokers

(n=3,251)

(n=3,256)

(n=385)

Current smokers
(n=2,882)

Overall sample
(n=9,774)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

% (95% CI)

Not susceptible

97.4 (96.6-98.2)

96.7 (95.9-97.5)

75.1 (69.6-80.6)

50.5 (47.4-53.6)

88.0 (87.1-88.9)

All Susceptible

2.6 (1.8-3.4)

3.3 (2.5-4.1)

24.9 (19.4-30.4)

49.5 (46.4-52.6)

12.0 (11.1-12.9)

All Susceptible by
category
Tried e-cigarettes

38.7 (25.4-52.0)

67.1 (56.1-78.1)

88.2 (80.7-95.6)

55.8 (51.5-60.1)

56.4 (52.6-60.2)

Very likely

14.9 (7.3-22.5)

16.0 (6.8-25.2)

1.0 (0.0-2.4)

8.8 (6.6-11.0)

9.5 (7.5-11.5)

Somewhat likely

46.4 (32.7-60.1)

16.9 (9.1-24.7)

10.8 (3.9-17.7)

35.4 (31.3-39.5)

34.1 (30.5-37.7)

* Sample excludes those who reported current use of e-cigarettes.
† Smokers who quit more than a year ago at the time of survey.
‡ Smokers who quit within a year or less at the time of survey.

doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0079332.t006

earned media is the intuitive appeal of the products: ecigarettes mimic regular cigarettes in so many ways that it
seems to be, simply put, a clever invention. For example, as
we were preparing the first draft of this paper, articles about ecigarettes appeared in two highly regarded American
publications: National Geographic and Consumer Reports
[62,63]. Neither article directly promoted e-cigarettes, but both
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clearly stoked interest in the products. Both articles included
appealing pictures of e-cigarettes. The fact that “in-person
conversation” was the second most frequently reported source
of information (ahead of “Internet”) in the present study also
suggests that many people find the products interesting
enough to raise the topic with friends and colleagues.
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A limitation of the present study is that members of the
KnowledgePanel sample may engage in more than one survey
in a given year, which might lead to greater familiarity with
certain topics. It is possible that the rate of self-reported
awareness of e-cigarettes might have been inflated for that
reason, particularly because the survey described e-cigarettes
before asking if respondents had heard about them. However,
high rates of awareness have also been reported in other
surveys. For example, a study in England found that 62% and
79% of smokers were aware of e-cigarettes in 2010 and 2012,
respectively [5]. Consumer surveys in the U.S. also showed
high awareness rate: In 2010 and 2011, awareness of ecigarettes was 41% and 58%, respectively [37]. Although the
consumer survey in the U.S. was not based on a probability
sample of the entire population, it did show that awareness
increased significantly. With these consumer survey data as a
reference, the high level of awareness found in the present
study suggests that interest in e-cigarettes in the U.S.
continued to grow after 2011, to 75% in 2012 among the U.S
population as a whole (Table 5).
This increase in awareness is supported by the increase in
the rate of ever use of e-cigarettes. The consumer survey
study, referenced above, reported that 3.3% of respondents in
a web-based survey had ever used e-cigarettes in 2010, which
increased to 6.2% in 2011 [37]. Another smaller but populationbased survey in 2010 reported an ever use rate of 1.8% [64].
The present study, which was population-based and conducted
in March 2012, found 8.1% reported ever having used ecigarettes (Figure 1), 3 to 4.5 times higher the rates found in
2010. In contrast, ever use of snus has not increased from
2010 to 2012. The ever use rates for snus from the two 2010
surveys cited were 5.4% and 5.1%, respectively [64,65]. The
present study found 4.3% of respondents have ever used snus.
In other words, the ever use rate for snus was at least twice as
high as that of e-cigarettes in 2010. By 2012, the rate of ever
use for e-cigarettes has jumped to be twice as high as that of
snus, and the rate of snus use has remained essentially
unchanged.
Interestingly, this survey, based on a probability sample of
the U.S. population, found that most current users of ecigarettes use them on a non-daily basis. This differs from
previous studies that recruited subjects through websites,
whose samples are less likely to be representative of all ecigarette users [14,66,67]. For example, one online survey of ecigarette users found 81% of them were daily users [7]. The
present study did find, however, that e-cigarette users who are
recent former smokers are much more likely to be daily users
than those who are still smoking regular cigarettes (Table 5).
This could be an indication that some of these recent quitters
are using e-cigarettes daily as a replacement for regular
cigarettes.
Over 50% of those who have ever used e-cigarettes reported
trying to quit regular cigarettes as one reason they used ecigarettes. This is supported by data that current users of ecigarettes are indeed more likely than non-users to have made
an attempt to quit regular cigarettes in the last 12 months
preceding the survey. A smaller proportion of ever users of
snus reported trying to quit regular cigarettes. Like e-cigarette
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users, current users of snus are more likely than non-users to
have made a quit attempt in the last 12 months.
The proportion of e-cigarette users who believe that ecigarettes are safer than regular cigarettes is significantly
higher than snus users who believer snus is safer than
cigarettes (50% vs. 11%). This perception may be incorrect,
but it may have contributed to the large increase in
experimentation with e-cigarettes from 2010 to 2012, while
snus use has remained relatively constant.
The contrast in American smokers’ interest in e-cigarettes
and snus is instructive in many ways. Snus has been an
established and popular tobacco product in Sweden for many
decades. It came to the U.S. market six years before ecigarettes [68]. It has the support of large U.S. tobacco
companies [27]. E-cigarettes, on the other hand, were first
developed in China in 2003 and came to the U.S. market in
2007 [4]. Prior to the recent acquisition of the Blu e-cigarette
company by Lorillard, e-cigarettes were promoted mainly by
small producers. Yet, the use of e-cigarette products has grown
from half that of snus in 2010 to twice that of snus by 2012.
One reason that more smokers are experimenting with ecigarettes than with snus, however, appears to be the
following: e-cigarettes appeal to both men and women while
snus appeals mainly to men. In fact, e-cigarettes appeal to
women more than men (Table 2). It is possible e-cigarettes are
perceived as clean nicotine devices, which might appeal to
women more than men. The design and packaging of ecigarettes and e-cigarette promotion that is specifically targeted
to women may also have contributed to this gender difference
[69]. In any case, the fact that more women than men have
tried e-cigarettes deserves careful investigation. It is especially
interesting since men are more likely to have heard about ecigarettes than women (Table 5). No other so-called potentially
reduced exposure product (PREP) has attracted more women
than men.
The most striking contrast, perhaps, is between the adoption
of e-cigarettes and the adoption of another product that is very
similar to e-cigarettes. Premier, later called Eclipse, is almost
exactly the same as an e-cigarette. It does not involve
combustion when smoked [70,71], it looks like a regular
cigarette, and it lights up when smoked. However, it still uses
tobacco leaves. It heats the tobacco leaves to deliver nicotine
to smokers. The product is reported to have cost the R.J.
Reynolds tobacco company about $1 billion U.S. dollars to
develop and market test [72]. There was much discussion and
promotion when the product first came to market [71,73], but it
never quite took off [73]. In contrast, e-cigarettes appear to
have tapped into the popular imagination quickly, initially
without the backing of any major tobacco company.
This study shows that nearly half of current adult smokers in
the U.S. are susceptible to future use of e-cigarettes, and about
25% of the recent former smokers are susceptible. In addition,
3.3% of long term former smokers and even 2.6% of adult
never smokers are susceptible. While the rates for these latter
two groups are low, the size of these two groups is about 80%
of the adult U.S. population. It is not clear what proportion of
youth is susceptible to e-cigarette use. But the number of
potential e-cigarette users among adults is already very large.
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All together, the rates in Table 6 translate to 29 million adults in
the U.S. susceptible to e-cigarette use.
The popularity of e-cigarettes, if it continues to grow, creates
a dilemma for the public health community. On the one hand,
e-cigarettes are a new kind of tobacco-based product that is
completely unregulated. There are numerous brands currently
on market, easily purchased over the Internet or even in gas
stations and convenience stores [74]. The ingredients of most
brands are not reported. Safety data are lacking. Their efficacy
for helping smokers to quit regular cigarettes is not well
established. Their potential negative impact on tobacco control
norms is unknown, especially their potential to induce
adolescent nonsmokers to take up tobacco-based products.
Meanwhile, many smokers believe e-cigarettes are safer than
regular cigarettes. Many have used them with the hope that
they would help them quit smoking regular cigarettes. A
substantial proportion of smokers also find e-cigarettes
cheaper than regular cigarettes (Table 4), which can contribute
to the popularity of the former. All of these data suggest that
smokers in the U.S. are not waiting for a consensus view from
health authorities to decide if they should switch to e-cigarettes.
The results of the present study and those of previous studies
suggest that e-cigarettes are likely to gain users in the next few
years regardless of the opinions of the scientific community.
The fact that e-cigarettes have quickly surpassed snus in
perceptions related to safety and utility, and in actual use
among U.S. smokers suggests that some feature of ecigarettes must have tapped into smokers’ intuitive
preferences. Whether these beliefs are correct or not, they
could potentially be channeled into a productive public health
campaign to increase the rate of current smokers trying to quit
cigarettes. Given that the population smoking cessation rate
has not improved in the last twenty years in the U.S., any
measure that could increase the rate of smokers attempting to
quit deserves consideration [75]. The rate of current use of e-

cigarettes is still relatively low, and there has been no study
suggesting that their coming to the market has led to any
detectable change in the quit attempt rate at the population
level. But more research on e-cigarettes or similar products
that have a strong intuitive appeal may help in developing a
conceptual model and corresponding policy to increase the
population cessation rate.
The case of e-cigarettes and their rapid adoption, in
conjunction with the lack of scientific data on safety and
efficacy, presents a difficult regulatory problem. It is imperative
that the scientific community rise to the challenge. The usual
approach to research for any product intended to help smokers
quit using regular cigarettes proceeds from safety to efficacy.
Such a process usually takes many years, and millions may be
using e-cigarettes before that process is completed. Studies
are needed to assess risks and benefits of these new products
for individual users more rapidly. Equally important, studies are
needed to identify factors that influence the population use
patterns and to determine how individual preference for various
products translates into benefit or harm on the population level.
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Tobacco harm reduction aims to reduce illness and death caused by smoking tobacco.
The medical and regulatory consensus is that nicotine itself is relatively safe.
Snus use in Sweden provides strong evidence in support of harm reduction.
E-cigarettes are seen by many smokers as an attractive alternative to cigarettes.
Regulated, safer nicotine alternatives may substantially improve public health.
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a b s t r a c t
Over the last 50 years, the concept of tobacco harm reduction has been well established. It is now understood that
nicotine itself is not very harmful and nicotine replacement therapy products have been widely used as an aid to
quit, reduce to quit or temporarily abstain from smoking for many years. The popularity of the unlicensed electronic
cigarette has increased despite an unknown risk proﬁle and snus use in Sweden provides strong evidence in support
of a harm reduction strategy. The regulatory environment around harm reduction has changed in the UK and is
continuing to evolve across the globe. The need for more appealing, licensed nicotine products capable of competing
with cigarettes sensorially, pharmacologically and behaviourally is considered by many to be the way forward. The
signiﬁcant positive impact on public health that could be gained from encouraging people to switch from cigarettes
to licensed medicinal nicotine products cannot be ignored.
© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Harm reduction: history and current perspectives
The concept of tobacco harm reduction is well established. In 1976,
Professor Michael Russell wrote: “People smoke for nicotine but they
die from the tar”, and suggested that the ratio of tar to nicotine could
be the key to safer smoking, speciﬁcally a low-tar, medium-nicotine
cigarette (Russell, 1976). Despite innovations in the mid-1970s, several
ﬁltered products delivered as much tar and nicotine as the original,
unﬁltered brands (Kozlowski & O'Connor, 2002). As understanding
improved, new research in 1982 conﬁrmed that smokers inhaled less
smoke from a nicotine-enriched cigarette than a control cigarette,
equal in all aspects besides nicotine yield (Fagerström, 1982).
Since the White Paper, ‘Smoking Kills’, was published in 1998
(Department of Health, 1998), a variety of tobacco-control policies to
reduce smoke prevalence have been implemented in the UK, and
around the world (Royal College of Physicians, 2007). The National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) deﬁned tobacco harm
reduction as “reducing the illnesses and deaths caused by smoking
tobacco — among people who smoke and those around them” (NICE,
2011). In parallel, medical opinion has evolved, recognizing the
potential health beneﬁt of smokers shifting from cigarettes to
pharmaceutically-regulated nicotine products. In fact, in the last decade,
the medical community has urged regulators to consider harm reduction strategies to reduce rates of smoking (NICE, 2011; Royal College
of Physicians, 2007, 2012). Similarly, in the USA, the Family Smoking
Prevention and Tobacco Control Act of 2009 aims to signiﬁcantly reduce
harm and the risk of tobacco-related disease to individual tobacco users
(FDA, 2009).
Although medicinal nicotine products were initially regulated as
prescription only, they have been available over the counter (OTC) as
a General Sales List product for a decade in many countries. Further restrictions on the use of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) in speciﬁc
populations, such as pregnant women, those with heart disease,
diabetes, liver or kidney problems, and children aged 12–18 years,
have gradually been minimized (MHRA, 2005), and the indication for
NRT extended to include ‘cut down to quit’ and ‘temporary abstinence’,
along with cessation (MHRA, 2010a). Most regulators, therefore, apply
no time limit for NRT use to support reduction, conﬁdent that this
alone facilitates quitting and may have direct health beneﬁts, not least
to those living with the smoker. Similarly, many countries also support
‘temporary abstinence’ (Gartner, Hall, & McNeill, 2010). An overview of
approaches over time in the UK is presented in Fig. 1.

In 2009, the UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory
Agency (MHRA) approved an extension to include harm reduction as
an indication for the Nicorette® Inhalator (McNeil AB, Helsingborg,
Sweden) (MHRA, 2009). Resulting from the review of its approach to
smoking cessation in 2010, it advocated an indication for harm reduction for all licensed nicotine-containing products (MHRA, 2010b).
The recently updated public health strategy in the UK recognizes
that many smokers may not want, or be able, to quit smoking, but
would like a safer alternative to cigarettes (HM Government,
2011). NICE guidelines in the UK published in June 2013 recommend
medicinal nicotine use on a long-term basis when needed to help
people stop, cut down prior to quitting, reduce their level of, or temporarily abstain from, smoking. These guidelines cover the use of licensed nicotine-containing products, and those that might be
licensed by the MHRA in the future such as those electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) demonstrating the necessary quality and safety
standards (NICE, 2013).
In other countries, a harm reduction strategy is supported by an increasing number of experts. While NRT is only licensed in this way in
the UK, the long-standing Swedish policy of accepting moist snuff
(snus) to compete with burnt tobacco has provided evidence of signiﬁcant health beneﬁts; male smoking and tobacco-related mortality in
Sweden are among the lowest in the world (Rodu, Stegmayr, Nasic, &
Asplund, 2002). There is also evidence suggesting that snus uptake
can result in moving from high- to low-risk tobacco use or quitting
altogether (Ramström, 2011). This indicates the beneﬁts that might
conservatively be expected if NRT was more widely licensed for harm
reduction.
2. Safety of nicotine as an alternative to smoked tobacco
It is generally understood that it is not nicotine itself that is harmful,
but the method of delivery, i.e. burning tobacco (ASH, 2007). Moreover,
it has been proposed that a switch of only 1% of smokers a year from
smoking to less harmful nicotine sources could potentially save around
60 000 lives in 10 years in the UK alone (Lewis, Arnott, Godfrey, &
Britton, 2005).
2.1. Nicotine and cancer
Even with snus, which is not pharmaceutical-grade nicotine but a reﬁned tobacco still containing nitrosamines and heavy metals, the causal

1980s
12 week quit
Prescription only

1990s
12 week quit
Pharmacy only

2000s
12 week quit
Cut down to stop and temporary abstinence
GSL distribution
Children over 12 and pregnancy

2010s
Harm reduction indication
“Relieves and/or prevents craving and nicotine withdrawal symptoms associated with tobacco dependence. It is indicated to aid smokers
wishing to quit or reduce prior to quitting, to assist smokers who are unwilling or unable to quit and as a safer alternative to smoking for
smokers and those around them.” 1
GSL, General Sales List
1
McNeil Products Limited. Nicorette® Inhalator SmPC. 2010

Fig. 1. Nicotine replacement therapy regulation in the UK over the last 30 years.
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association with cancer is weak. Observations from long-term snus use
show little evidence, or inconsistent results, of increased cancer risk
compared with non-tobacco users (Lewin et al., 1998; Luo et al., 2007;
Schildt, Eriksson, Hardell, & Magnuson, 1998). Furthermore, a recent
meta-analysis found no association between snus and cancer of the oropharynx, esophagus, stomach, pancreas, lung or other sites (Lee, 2011).
For methodological and ethical reasons, little research has been done
on the long-term health effects (including cancer) of nicotine in
humans. However, the only large, long-term study published to date
(The Lung Health Study) found no link between NRT and cancer
among former smokers (Murray, Connett, & Zapawa, 2009).
This has lead both the UK MHRA and the Royal College of Physicians
to conclude that there is no evidence that medicinal nicotine causes
cancer (MHRA, 2010c; Royal College of Physicians, 2007). While many
components in tobacco smoke have been determined to be carcinogens,
authoritative bodies do not include nicotine in this list, including the
International Agency for Research on Cancer (International Agency for
Research on Cancer, 2007), the US Surgeon General (US Department
of Health & Human Services, 2010) and the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (FDA, 2012).
2.2. Nicotine and cardiovascular disease
Although it is recognized that medicinal nicotine causes temporary
changes to the cardiovascular system during use (e.g. increased blood
pressure and elevated heart rate), these changes are transient
(Benowitz, Hansson, & Jacob, 2002). Furthermore, epidemiology studies
have not found NRT use to be linked to the development of cardiovascular disease (CVD) (Greenland, Satterﬁeld, & Lanes, 1998; Hubbard et al.,
2005; Kimmel et al., 2001; Murray et al., 1996) and studies have shown
that NRT need not be contraindicated for smokers with CVD (Hubbard
et al., 2005; Joseph et al., 1996; McRobbie & Hajek, 2001). Several
studies have evaluated CVD risk in long-term users of snus; a recent
meta-analysis of eight prospective, observational studies concluded
that snus use was not associated with acute myocardial infarction
(Hansson et al., 2012).
The UK Royal College of Physicians states that NRT does not increase
the incidence of acute cardiovascular events or of sudden death in
healthy volunteers, the general population or in patients with
pre-existing CVD (Royal College of Physicians, 2007). Further the FDA
does not consider nicotine to be a signiﬁcant cardiovascular toxicant
(FDA, 2012).
3. Current alternative nicotine products
3.1. Nicotine replacement therapy
NRT is the term given to products containing medicinal nicotine that
have met regulatory authority standards for quality, safety and efﬁcacy.
NRTs (patches, gums, lozenges, microtabs, sprays and inhalators) have
been studied extensively for over 30 years in helping smokers quit,

Table 1
Nicotine replacement therapies available in the UK.
Information obtained from the British National Formulary.
Type

Available doses

Nicotine transdermal patches

Worn over 16 h: 5, 10, 15 and 25 mg
Worn over 24 h: 7, 14, 20, 21 and 30 mg
2 and 4 mg
2 mg
1, 1.5, 2 and 4 mg
Cartridge containing 15 mg

Nicotine chewing gum
Nicotine sublingual tablet
Nicotine lozenge
Nicotine inhalation cartridge plus
mouthpiece
Nicotine metered nasal spray
Nicotine oral spray

0.5 mg per spray
1 mg per spray

3

reduce to quit or temporarily abstain from smoking. Table 1 shows the
NRTs currently available in the UK.
NRT increases the rate of quitting by 50–70% when compared with
placebo or no treatment (Stead et al., 2012). However, on a population
level, the impact of NRT in absolute terms is modest. The proportion
of smokers considering making a quit attempt at any point is small,
and of those using NRT without any formal behavioral support, just
7–10% remain cigarette-free at 52 weeks (Stead, Perera, Bullen, Mant,
& Lancaster, 2008).
Although conventional NRTs do not adequately replicate the act of
cigarette smoking, the recent surge in the popularity of e-cigarettes
seems to be due in part to this very fact. Furthermore, there is growing
interest in the development of consumer-acceptable inhaled nicotine
delivery systems with absorption kinetics similar to typical cigarettes
as a harm reduction technique (Benowitz, 2008; Caldwell, Sumner, &
Crane, 2012).
3.2. E-cigarettes
Historically, e-cigarettes have been outside of the medicines licensing regime, with no independent oversight of quality, safety or efﬁcacy.
However, as a result of the recent MHRA announcement to regulate all
nicotine-containing products as medicines, e-cigarettes will require a
medicine license in the UK from 2016. This should allow time for
manufacturers to ensure that their products meet the required medicines' quality standard.
Several studies have reported e-cigarette use to aid smoking reduction or temporary abstinence (Caponnetto, Polosa, Russo, Leotta, &
Campagna, 2011; Polosa et al., 2011; Siegel, Tanwar, & Wood, 2011),
and as a quitting aid (Caponnetto et al., 2011; Siegel et al., 2011).
Another study has described their use to reduce nicotine craving, with
a signiﬁcant difference in craving levels reported with e-cigarettes
than placebo (Bullen et al., 2010).
There is, however, far less evidence regarding safety and quality of
e-cigarettes. Recent studies found that levels of nicotine (Goniewicz,
Kuma, Gawron, Knysak, & Kosmider, 2013) and nicotine-related impurities (Trehy et al., 2011) varied considerably across brands. Nicotine
content was inaccurately labeled by some manufactures (Trehy et al.,
2011) and there is the possibility that metals, or chemicals from plastics
in the delivery device, may leach into the vapor before inhalation
(Williams, Villarreal, Bozhilov, Lin, & Talbot, 2013).
When smokers were asked to give their reasons for using
e-cigarettes, the most popular answers included a perception that
they are less harmful than tobacco, as a substitute for smoking where
smoking is not allowed, to quit or avoid relapse, to deal with tobacco
craving or tobacco-withdrawal symptoms and because they are cheaper
than smoking (ASH, 2012; Etter & Bullen, 2011).
4. Limitations of existing NRTs
Currently available forms of NRT may fail to help many smokers quit
because they do not deliver nicotine in the same way as cigarettes
(Schneider, Lunell, Olmstead, & Fagerström, 1996; Schneider,
Olmstead, Franzon, & Lunell, 2001). However, smoking is a conditioned
habit that is triggered by various environmental cues, and smokers
enjoy the many rituals associated with smoking (Fagerström, 2012).
Most current NRTs do not replace these unique sensory cues or rituals
(Fagerström, 2012; Rose, 2006), making it difﬁcult to convince habitual
smokers to switch to them or to continue use once tried. After all,
cigarette smokers long for a cigarette, not nicotine, much like hunger
is directed to food, not carbohydrate.
The need for more appealing licensed nicotine products capable of
competing with cigarettes, and meeting smokers where they are rather
than beseeching them yet again to change, is considered by many to be
the way forward. There are no circumstances when it is safer to smoke
than to use medicinal nicotine (MHRA, 2005) and a lifetime use of NRT
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will be considerably less harmful than smoking (NICE, 2013). UK
smoking prevalence has plateaued in recent years to around 20%
(Ofﬁce for National Statistics, 2011), with a similar picture seen
across other western countries (European Commission, 2012).
Smokers know the risks, but ﬁnd quitting difﬁcult for a variety
of reasons. New medicinal nicotine products better replicating
the smoking experience have the potential to radically reduce
both individual risk and public smoking-related morbidity and
mortality.
5. Future challenges in harm reduction
The regulatory environment around harm reduction has changed in
the UK and continues to evolve across the globe. An important debate
persists, with reasonable concerns that must be considered. The MHRA's
endorsement of harm reduction may seem logical given the alternative,
though there are risks that have to be managed, particularly as products
that look and feel more like a cigarette reach the market.
One example is the perception that medicinal nicotine could act as a
gateway to smoking tobacco, establishing a dependence on nicotine in
non-smokers, although several studies have challenged this. The data
analyzed indicate that those who start using smokeless tobacco are
less likely to smoke cigarettes (Rodu & Cole, 2010), and the odds of
initiating daily smoking are signiﬁcantly lower for men who start
using snus than for those who do not (Ramström & Foulds, 2006). Although e-cigarettes may have a similar impact as snus, with regard to
the gateway hypothesis, further research is needed. A recent study in
the UK found that b1% of adults who had never smoked reported having
tried e-cigarettes (ASH, 2012). Similarly, an online study of 2649 adults
in the USA reported e-cigarette use in 0.8% of non-smokers (Pearson,
Richardson, Niaura, Vallone, & Abrams, 2012).
Nevertheless, the unintended consequences of advocating
e-cigarettes, particularly in adolescents, should be considered in future
research as their use increases. A recent survey among middle and
high-school students in the US showed that e-cigarette use had doubled
in the space of a year; ever e-cigarette use increased from 3.3% to 6.8%;
current e-cigarette use increased from 1.1% to 2.1%; and current use of
both conventional and e-cigarettes increased from 0.8% to 1.6% from
2011 to 2012 (Corey et al., 2013). However, it appears that current
e-cigarette use in children is largely conﬁned to those who have already
tried smoking. One recent survey commissioned by Action on Smoking
and Health in the UK report that among 16–18-year-olds who have
never smoked, only 1% have tried e-cigarettes once or twice (ASH,
2013).
It is possible that adolescents with co-morbidities or behavioral
problems seeking relief from their symptoms by use of nicotine may
be more likely to turn to e-cigarettes as they become widespread.
This, of itself, may not be a bad thing, provided that e-cigarettes are
being used as an alternative by adolescents who would otherwise
have smoked, and that it does not lead to ‘gateway’ among those who
would not.
Until now there was the concern that unregulated e-cigarettes
claiming health beneﬁt over cigarettes could cause negative effects
currently not seen with cigarettes. Medicinal nicotine, licensed as NRT,
undergoes careful quantitative and qualitative analysis of its composition at key points throughout its shelf-life. This enables manufacturers,
regulators and consumers to be conﬁdent of its quality and safety. Although e-cigarettes are currently not subjected to the same testing
and regulatory authority data review, the requirement for a medicines
license from 2016 should negate these concerns in the future. Until
that time, while likely to be safer than cigarettes, evidence of safety
relating to medicinal nicotine, gained over N30 years' marketed experience and laboratory testing, cannot be extrapolated to apply to them in
equal measure.
It was envisaged, based on the draft European Tobacco Product
Directive, that a similar policy towards the licensing of e-cigarettes

would be adopted across the EU, although this is unlikely now. While
this could provide the assurances that consumers should expect regarding safety and quality, and support the advertising of these products in a
responsible way, there are some concerns that need to be addressed.
Unfortunately, the level of market access for medicinal OTC products
varies by country, even in the EU. In the UK, NRT available on the
General Sales List can compete effectively with tobacco at the point of
sale without pharmacist or other healthcare professional oversight. In
many other EU countries, these products must be sold in pharmacies,
often only displayed ‘behind the counter’. Individual EU Governments
can remedy this within the existing medicines legislation, and
must do so for medicines regulation to offer a compelling regulatory
framework for e-cigarettes across the region.
There seems to be some agreement, however, that the popularity of
e-cigarettes is because they more closely address the smokers' needs
than currently available NRTs. Therefore, licensed, medicinal nicotinecontaining products are required that can demonstrate a safety proﬁle
similar to other NRT products, but that also satisfy smokers' needs for
rapid nicotine delivery and the smoking ritual.
Following the harm reduction indication for NRT in the UK, the tobacco industry has started to invest in products that can meet medicines
legislation quality standards (British American Tobacco, 2011). These
corporations are committed to meeting the needs of smokers, which
of course includes ﬁnding safer but equally satisfying alternatives to cigarettes. They will not want their products to be over-medicalized as
smokers do not see themselves as ill, and so do not seek a medicine.
However, some companies are demonstrating that they are prepared
to work within a regulatory framework focusing on medicines' standard
quality and safety, allowing appropriate oversight of communication
through advertising to smokers. If the model proposed by the MHRA
receives wider acceptance, we believe that the tobacco industry could
actually become part of the solution to cigarette smoking, investing
their resources in a more targeted way towards ﬁnding satisfying
alternatives for those who do not wish, or are unable, to eliminate
nicotine from their lives.
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Use of e-cigarettes in Great Britain
among adults and young people (2013)
Summary

ASH has commissioned surveys on e-cigarette use starting in 20101 with a
survey of smokers, followed in February 20122 and 20133 by surveys of all
adults and in March 20134 with a survey of children aged 11 to 18.
Among children regular use of e-cigarettes is extremely rare. Children who
had heard of e-cigarettes were asked about their use and knowledge of
them. What little use that is reported is confined almost entirely to children
who currently smoke or used to smoke.
• 1 in 10 16-18 year olds who had heard of e-cigarettes (1 in 20 among
11-15 year olds) has “tried e-cigarettes once or twice”.
• 1 in 100 16-18 year olds (0% 11-15 year olds) uses e-cigarettes more
than once a week.5
• Among young people who have never smoked 1% have “tried ecigarettes once or twice”, 0% report continued e-cigarette use and 0%
expect to try an e-cigarette soon.
Among adults electronic cigarette current use has grown among smokers
and ex-smokers and remains at 0% among those who have never smoked.
Ex-smokers report having used e-cigarettes to help a quit attempt (48%) to
prevent relapse to tobacco use (32%).

E-cigarette use
among children

Awareness of e-cigarettes is widespread among children aged 11 to 18.
Two thirds of 11-18 year olds and 83% of 16-18 year olds had heard of ecigarettes.

Understanding of e-cigarettes is generally good. Children who have heard
of e-cigarettes believe correctly that they are less harmful than cigarettes to
the user (74%) and those around them (79%). Most (51%) 16-18 year olds
who have heard of e-cigarettes believe that they contain nicotine.
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Among children who have heard of e-cigarettes, sustained use is rare
and confined to children who currently or have previously smoked. Of
those who had heard of e-cigarettes, 7% (11% among 16-18 year olds) had
tried e-cigarettes at least once. Two percent reported using them monthly or
weekly. Among the 8% of children who reported some use of e-cigarettes,
only 28% had used them in the last month. Of those who had never smoked
a cigarette, 99% reported never having tried e-cigarettes and the remaining
1% reported having tried them “once or twice”. We found no evidence of
regular e-cigarette use among children who have never smoked or who have
only tried smoking once.
Few children expect to use an e-cigarette soon, except those who
already smoke. Only 1% of those who had never smoked think that they
would try an e-cigarette soon.
Frequent (more than weekly) use of e-cigarettes was confined almost
entirely to ex-smokers and daily smokers. Among those who smoke
more than 6 cigarettes a week and had heard of e-cigarettes, 48% had tried
e-cigarettes once or twice, 7% use them more than once a month and 5% use
them once a month.

E-cigarette use
among adults

Awareness of e-cigarettes is widespread but continued use is confined
to current and ex-smokers. In 2013, 91% of smokers and 71% of nonsmokers had heard of e-cigarettes. Among those who have never smoked,
1% report having tried them and 0% report currently using them.

Current use is slightly more common among ex-smokers with 3% reporting
current use and a further 5% reporting having tried them or used them in the
past.
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Use is most common among daily smokers with 11% reporting current use
and 25% having used them in the past. E-cigarette use is constant across
ages and socio economic groups.

Use has increased among smokers and ex-smokers but not among
those who have never smoked. Use has increased steadily among smokers
and ex-smokers but current use among those who have never smoked
remains 0%.
Smokers and ex-smokers report different reasons for using e-cigarettes.
The main reasons ex-smokers report having used e-cigarettes are to help a
quit attempt (48%) and “to help me keep off tobacco” (32%). The main reason
smokers report having used e-cigarettes is to “help me reduce the amount
of tobacco I smoke, but not stop completely” (31%) followed by help in a quit
attempt (30%); and “to help me keep off tobacco” (29%).
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1 Overview: the e-cigarette market – a solution not a
problem
E-cigarettes are very low risk alternatives to cigarettes, used by smokers as a pleasurable way of
taking the relatively harmless recreational drug nicotine.
The market in the UK is growing rapidly: there are around 1.3 million users and growth rates
exceeding 50% per annum. The uptake of electronic cigarettes has been a relatively quiet consumer
led revolution. There has been no public health input or encouragement, and no spending of health
service resources. The growth in popularity has come about mainly by word of mouth and internet
advertising.
There are hundreds of products on the market in thousands of variations allowing for strong
personalisation. Many users, often committed heavy smokers, report switching to e-cigarettes as a
transformational experience. Many are cutting down their smoking and are on a journey towards
complete smoking cessation. There is a vibrant industry of perhaps 300 successful and emerging
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) all over the UK either making and marketing products, or
importing and reselling from manufacturers in the Far East. Larger players, including tobacco
industry subsidiaries, are becoming involved and will bring technology, marketing and distribution
reach. In the consumer base, there is a vibrant social media scene, on-line peer support and advice,
and many passionate individuals prepared to give their time and advice to new users. There are poor
products on the market, but they are being superseded by superior products through the normal
processes of consumer choice and supplier innovation interacting in a competitive market.
There are already 17 European directives and regulations that manage general safety, electrical
safety, packaging and labelling, quality and fair commercial practices in this market 1 (see Annex).
They are not ‘unregulated’, as some have claimed, and a voluntary industry code has raised
standards and assisted trading standards officers in targeting poor quality producers 2.
The main threat to this active and highly beneficial market is excessive and poorly conceived
legislation, notably the policy of regulating these products as medicines. The MHRA 3 and the UK
government have announced their support for European Commission proposals4, which would ban
nicotine containing products above a certain (low) threshold if they are not licensed as medicines.
However, there are no problems that justify a further dramatic regulatory intervention, and the
rationale for intervening in this way is weak and unconvincing.

1

See Bates C. E-cigarettes are unregulated right? Wrong. Counterfactual http://www.clivebates.com/?p=1092

2

ECITA, The Industry Standard of Excellence. http://www.ecita.org.uk/theise.html – accessed 14 September 2013.

3

MHRA, Nicotine Containing Products
http://www.mhra.gov.uk/Safetyinformation/Generalsafetyinformationandadvice/Productspecificinformationandadvice/Productspecificinformationandadvice%E2%80%93M%E2%80%93T/Nicotinecontainingproducts/index.htm

4

http://ec.europa.eu/health/tobacco/products/revision/ ; the process is described in http://www.clivebates.com/?p=1472
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Medicines regulation for e-cigarettes will:
Create a de facto ban on most products. Medicines regulators can't explain how they will deal with
thousands of combinations of flavour, strength, excipient and nicotine density. Because each would
need a licence the vendors would need to bear costs running to billions of pounds, or more likely
drastically reduce the range of products - yet it is diversity and personalisation that are key to the
appeal to smokers. Despite what regulators claim, this is a ban in practice on many products and will
be seen as such by users.
Destroy the existing supply chain and most businesses. The products will need to be manufactured
in pharmaceutical industry production and distribution facilities. The investment cost or difficulty of
securing compliant outsourcing contracts will wipe out the existing supply chain and almost all
vendors in the market today, replacing them with either tobacco company affiliates cross-subsidised
from their tobacco business, or pharmaceutical companies - which look reluctant and don’t like or
understand the market.
Make e-cigarettes harder to buy than tobacco cigarettes. In many countries in Europe medicinal
products would only be available in pharmacies or other approved premises. People need access to
these products at the times and places they can buy tobacco cigarettes. It makes no sense to restrict
availability of e-cigarettes to below that for cigarettes - and even if member states could in theory
change this, they won't.
Favour the cigarette industry. There are many aspects of medicines regulation that impose
expenses, burdens or restrictions that are high, unnecessary and not imposed on the cigarette
industry (or others such as the drinks industry). For example pharmacokinetic tests, pharmacovigilence, certain qualified personnel, exacting quality control standards, pre-approval of packaging
and advertising.
Induce significant legal risk. It is quite clear that e-cigarettes are not medicines and that banning
them because they do not comply with medicines regulation creates significant legal risks. There will
almost certainly be legal challenges by those excluded from the market by medicines regulation, and
Counsel's opinion suggests they have a high chance of success in having the measure annulled as
disproportionate.
Create unintended consequences high and unnecessary barriers to entry for firms and products.
The effect will be forced closures of existing firms and consolidation into a few tobacco industry
backed affiliates selling compliant commodity products at higher prices and with little choice for
users, with a sluggish pace of innovation and improvement. Users will not be passive: excessive
regulation will promote more home mixing, internet trade, and black market activity. That will
create an unregulated space with greater health risks and more criminality. It will also mean many
will return to smoking or never make the sustained switch that gives us the big public health result.
In short, medicines regulation focuses on creating a better medicinal product, whereas the public
health is served by having better alternatives to cigarettes.
Recommendations:
The government should revisit the policy of treating e-cigarettes as medicines.
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The government should:


Immediately reserve its position on e-cigarettes (Article 18) in the context of the Council
deliberations on the Tobacco Products Directive. The French government did exactly this at
the Health Council meeting of 21 June 2013. The UK government should do the same until it
has properly assessed the impacts and ministers are clearly sighted on the consequences for
the businesses and users involved and the potential damage to public health.



Initiate a ‘Red Tape Challenge’ process on the application of medicines regulation to ecigarettes under the ‘challenger business’ theme of the Red Tape Challenge. This should
consider alternative approaches, for example standard setting.



Prepare an updated Impact Assessment that addresses the deficiencies raised in this report
and properly assesses the impacts on the existing e-cigarette industry.



Invite the Regulatory Policy Committee to examine the current proposals, the impact
assessment and process followed and to provide advice to ministers.

The Department of Health, with support from the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
should:


Urgently examine non-medicines options for proportionate regulation that meets the
government’s better regulation and red tape objectives. The MHRA is bound to medicines
regulation and cannot therefore do this.

The E-cigarette industry should:


Commit to strengthening and formalising its own code, the Industry Standard of Excellence,
and to do more to assist trading standards officers in applying risk-based regulation.
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2 Major issues in applying medicines regulation to ecigarettes
We believe many in government and European institutions have agreed to support medicines
regulation on the basis that it would be ‘light touch’ – that it would involve a rapid and inexpensive
process that would raise product quality and safety standards. If this were the case, most of the
current industry would be supportive. However, the medicines regulation regime is far from ‘light
touch’ and will eliminate most of the existing supply chain, raise significant barriers to entry and
create costs and burdens that will be unbearable for most or all of the existing industry. The impact
assessments provided so far by the MHRA5 and European Commission6 are an inadequate
assessment of the impacts of applying medicinal regulation to e-cigarettes. Major impacts on
manufacturers, distributors and retailers currently in the market have been ignored or no
quantification has been made of several serious impacts. We do not believe these issues have been
adequately exposed to decision-makers. The main weaknesses are discussed in the remainder of
this section.

2.1

Disproportionate costs of achieving Good Manufacturing Practice

Medicines regulation requires that manufacturers and distributors comply with Good Manufacturing
Practice (GMP). GMP is not a vague statement of good intent, it is a precise high specification
standard for pharmaceutical production7. It requires significant investment in design, manufacturing
facilities, automation, process controls, information technology and human expertise. It would
require mostly China-based facilities to face licensing and inspection by EU-approved inspectors who
will determine if they meet the GMP production and quality standards for pharmaceuticals sold in
the EU.
Purpose of GMP for medicines. GMP makes sense for genuine medicines because risks arise from
over-dosing, under-dosing and side-effects, and therefore process controls are required to ensure
medicines are produced to exacting standards of purity or consistency – within and between batches
and through the shelf life of the product. This precision is unnecessary for e-cigarettes, as users
control the dose they take by how they draw on vapour – varying depth and frequency of puffs to
achieve a satisfactory experience. Whilst absolutely consistent performance might be desirable in an
e-cigarette, it is not necessary, and without elaborate control electronics built into the product
design, it is not achievable. E-cigarettes are battery-powered devices and the batteries lose power
between charging and over their life. Users are aware of that and compensate – it is not important
in the same way that it would matter a device used for medicinal purposes.

5

MHRA, Impact Assessment – Unlicensed Nicotine Containing Products, June 2013. Impact assessment to support the
UK’s position in EU negotiations on the regulation of Nicotine Containing Products, which are currently being considered
along with changes to the Tobacco Products Directive http://www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/commsic/documents/websiteresources/con286852.pdf

6

European Commission, Commission Staff Working document SWD(2012) 452 final December 2012
http://ec.europa.eu/health/tobacco/docs/com_2012_788_ia_en.pdf

7

MHRA, Good Manufacturing Practice,
http://www.mhra.gov.uk/Howweregulate/Medicines/Inspectionandstandards/GoodManufacturingPractice/index.htm
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Impact assessments avoid GMP impacts. It is difficult to estimate the costs of attaining GMP and it
will be specific to each company’s business model. For manufacturing, it is likely to require
investments measured in tens of millions of pounds. However, the costs and impacts of being held
to the GMP standard are not even included in the MHRA’s Impact Assessment (IA). The following
text is included:
53. Note that we have not included the costs of achieving Good Manufacturing Practice
(GMP). Currently all manufacturing is conducted outside the EU and we have assumed that in
the first instance, the foreign manufacturers would bear the costs of achieving GMP.
This statement conceals very significant problems for the existing industry. The assumption that
foreign manufacturers will bear the costs is based on a misunderstanding of how contract medical
device manufacturing works. The e-cigarette business needing to meet a new manufacturing
standard would bear the costs of machinery and general plant upgrade – they pay for the necessary
investments and bear volume risk through upfront investment and guaranteeing a minimum
purchase, subject to penalties. It is unlikely that the predominantly Chinese suppliers will be either
able or willing to make these investments spontaneously and prospectively. The effect will be to
destroy the supply chain upon which most UK firms and consumers rely. The MHRA’s IA does
recognise that disruption will arise:
55. […] Nevertheless, bringing currently unlicensed NCPs into scope of medicines regulation is
likely to introduce considerable barriers to market entry, which could limit competition and
hence deprive consumers of price reductions that would otherwise occur under the “do
nothing” option.
It is these ‘barriers to entry’ that should concern ministers. In the industry’s view, the barriers will be
exceedingly high, as they will require complete rebuilding of the supply chain for most products and
most firms in the market today. For many companies that simply is not possible. It is not only a
matter of costs increasing, but these barriers to entry will forcefully eliminate most existing firms.
The IA continues, recognising but failing to quantify this impact:
56. […] there would likely be short term transitional losses for some stakeholders, not least
current importers of UNCPs [Unlicensed Nicotine Containing Products] who would be
unwilling to invest in gaining the necessary authorisations and licenses. However, it seems
likely that these stakeholders would be able to redeploy their capital and expertise quickly to
other activities, and hence their losses would be limited.”
This language is describing government indifference to small companies going bust because they
cannot meet the requirements of medicines regulation. The impact of “short-term transitional
losses” is not estimated in terms of duration or depth, and for its impact on the industry. In our
view, these costs are significant and require the financial strength to bear significant losses – a
position that only favours affiliates of major corporations with strong balance sheets.

2.2

Excessive costs and burdens of the medicines quality management regime

The GMP regime is one part of a larger quality control system that is employed in the
pharmaceutical industry and required by regulators. Other standards, the so-called GxP standards,
apply to laboratory practice (GLP), clinical practice (GCP), distribution (GDP) and pharmacovigilance
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(GPvP). These standards extend through every part of the business, through the wholesale supply
chain. The standards are exacting and subject to assessment by relevant inspectorates 8. An ecigarette company might need 200-300 Standard Operating Procedures to meet these standards and
an IT infrastructure to support control and change management of this framework. The in-house
personnel and specialist consultant costs are substantial: a company needs to employ a Chief
Medical Officer and various ‘Qualified Persons’ to undertake particular functions such as product
release and quality management. As the products being sold are medicines, it is also a requirement
that sales and marketing staff are qualified and abide by the Association of the British
Pharmaceutical Industry Code of Practice, and the Proprietary Association of Great Britain
Advertising Code as appropriate9. For companies in the pharmaceutical industry, these processes are
already part of their business model and any extension to an e-cigarette or Nicotine Replacement
Therapy (NRT) category is marginal. But to others these standards are very burdensome, unfamiliar,
and plainly not possible for those companies with a wide range of products. The requirements pose
a significant barrier to entry – and they are also disproportionate and unnecessary.

2.3

Severe impact of licensing restrictions on the range of products available

Medicines are sold for their therapeutic qualities, e-cigarettes for their appeal as consumer
products. This is a fundamental difference: medicines never come in a range 150 flavours, for
example. But for e-cigarettes to be successful, they have to appeal to smokers – not only as a
satisfactory replacement for smoking-derived nicotine and the ritual aspects of smoking, but also as
a pleasurable activity. The public health benefit is driven by the appeal of these products to people
who would otherwise smoke. The very large variety of e-liquid flavours, mixtures atomisers and
batteries is central to the appeal and success of these products, allowing customisation and a
personalised experience.
Almost all flavours would be banned. Most flavours on sale are approved for use in foods, but
different rules apply to pharmaceutical ingredients, and inhalation is different to eating. In the
absence of clear guidance to the contrary from the MHRA, we understand that only those flavouring
agents listed as approved for inhalation in the European Pharmacopoeia would be permitted in ecigarette products licensed as medicines. We understand this has two flavours approved for
inhalation use (eg. for asthma inhalers), but would welcome official clarification that that is the case.
Whilst applications can be made for addition of new flavours to the European Pharmacopoeia, we
expect this to be an expensive, slow and burdensome process. It is likely that few individual firms in
the market would be able or willing to make such an application and no more than a few extra
flavours are likely to be added - certainly not for the hundreds of flavoured products currently on the
market. We do not know how the various tobacco flavours would be treated, but even within this
category there are dozens of variations. This restriction on flavours would force a dramatic
restructuring of the industry – favouring a few homogenised, high volume products.

8

For more information, see MHRA Inspection and standards web pages
http://www.mhra.gov.uk/Howweregulate/Medicines/Inspectionandstandards/index.htm

9

See Association of British Pharmaceutical Industries (ABPI) Code of Practice and exams
http://www.pmcpa.org.uk/thecode/Pages/default.aspx and Proprietary Association of Great Britain Advertising Code
http://www.pagb.co.uk/codes/advertising.html . Different elements of these codes apply for sales to health and
medical sales and GSL sales.
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In its impact assessment10, the European Commission included a ban on flavourings in one of the
options in its options appraisal (see option PO1 on page 77) and regards it as likely that flavours
would be banned under medicines regulation:
In particular NCP with characterising flavours are unlikely to be authorised under the
medicinal products’ legislation (page 81)
A removal of the vast majority of flavours from the market would not simply be raising standards, but
radically reshaping the product and diminishing its appeal. Such restrictions are wholly
disproportionate: is important to remember that these products compete with cigarette use, which
causes inhalation of thousands of chemicals, many toxic or carcinogenic.

2.4

Severe impact of licensing costs on the range of products available

Even if restrictions were somehow waived or loosened, a further problem would arise. This is
closely related to the importance of ‘personalisation’ in this market – the idea that users explore
combinations of flavour, nicotine strength, excipient mix (ratio of Propylene Glycol and Vegetable
Glycerine) and adjustments for ‘throat hit’ that work for them. A company might have a range with:






150 flavours
2 flavour strengths
6 nicotine strengths
3 excipient mixes
2 throat hit varieties

That range amounts to 10,800 theoretical product variations. MHRA has confirmed that each
strength needs a separate Marketing Authorisation (MA) but has not clarified how it will consider
other combinations. However, as all the other variations represent different product formulations
we would expect them to require separate MAs unless informed otherwise – and guidance produced
so far has not addressed this. The July 2013 MHRA guidance to e-cigarette companies11 does not
even contain the word ‘flavour’.
The MHRA impact assessment12 (para 51) gives estimated costs for licensing a single product. These
costs are given as a range:
Total costs

One off

Annual recurring

Present value

Lower estimate
Upper estimate

£252,000
£390,000

£65,000
£249,000

£747,000
£2,288,000

Cost annualised
over 10 years
£87,000
£266,000

A simple multiplication of the single cost and number of product variations in this hypothetical case

10

European Commission, Commission Staff Working document SWD(2012) 452 final December
2012http://ec.europa.eu/health/tobacco/docs/com_2012_788_ia_en.pdf

11

MHRA, Licensing procedure for electronic cigarettes and other nicotine containing products (NCPs) as medicines, July
2013 http://www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/comms-ic/documents/websiteresources/con297583.pdf

12

MHRA, Impact Assessment – Unlicensed Nicotine Containing Products, June 2013.
http://www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/comms-ic/documents/websiteresources/con286852.pdf
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gives absurdly high numbers (£8-25 billion present value). Obviously that cost would and could not
arise in practice. However, the problem is not with the illustrative calculation but with the failure of
the impact assessment to estimate the real-world costs for a company with a typical product
range13.
The likely effects of having to make individual applications or even MA variations is that firms will
have to dramatically reduce the permutations available – reducing the extent of personalisation and
diminishing category appeal. We should expect licensing costs for product variations to be
significantly lower than a one-off ‘first of a kind’ application. But no figures are given for ‘Nth of a
kind’ (NOAK) applications, and no effort has been made to assess the impacts on a business with
more than a single product. The assessment is more suited to the business model of a large tobacco
or pharmaceutical manufacturer selling a single high volume integrated device and liquid cartridge.
However, that is only one of many business models in the market place. The true impact on a typical
business, though somewhat less than £8-25 billion, could still be exceedingly high or alternatively,
cause it to radically contract it’s product line.
Impact on the market leader. Even for a simple but relatively large company in this market these
licensing costs are substantial. The leading UK company Zandera (with the E-lites brand) has a
current (2012-13) turnover of £18m. Zandera believes it has four products that would require
licensing. Taking mid-points in the table above (which makes no allowance for NOAK savings), this
would mean costs of £1,284,000 one-off, £628,000 annual, and present value of £6,070,000. These
figures are substantial fractions of the current company turnover, yet this is the market leader at
present. As discussed above this does not include the much larger costs associated with attaining
GMP standards.

2.5

Burdensome application process and information requirements

The application process costs are significant and require expert involvement that most UK ecigarette vendors do not have access to. In its guidance, MHRA lists a range of information
requirements and literature searches needed to support a Marketing Authorisation Application
(MAA).
It is understood within the industry that one MAA now in progress runs to 10,000 pages including all
supporting documentation, though we do not have official confirmation of that from the MHRA or
the applicant. We suggest that ministers ask to see the documentation for an e-cigarette MMA in
full. A 10,000 page application is not ‘light touch’ by most definitions.

2.6

Unclear purpose of tests required for a license application

The licensing regime requires a number of tests to be undertaken for each product going through a
MMA. By allowing applications under Article 10.1 or 10.3 of the Directive 14, it is clear that MHRA
intends to relieve applicants of the burden of clinical trials, and it is likely that this is the ‘light touch’
part of the process. Nicotine is widely used by millions of smokers and thousands of NRT users, and

13

This is not an unrealistic example. One real world company has 152 flavours with 3 strength of flavour variations, 4 pg/vg
variations, 8 nicotine variations and 3 throat hit variations. This creates 43,776 possible variations in formulation.

14

The legal basis for all types of application is set out in Directive 2001/83/EC and in Regulation (EC) No726/2004.
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it is thought to have risks analogous to caffeine.
However, there is still a requirement to conduct pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic tests to
support a safety and ‘efficacy’ case. Absent any medicinal, therapeutic or smoking cessation aid
claims we do not see the legitimacy of these tests as a requirement of regulation, though it is likely
that more manufacturers will want to use such tests to develop understanding of these
characteristics to help build better products. From medicinal safety perspective, users control the
dose they receive, and they are not at physical risk if the dose is different to their expectation.
‘Efficacy’ can only relate to a desired ‘effect’. With an ordinary medicine, the relevant effect is that
made in a therapeutic claim. Given that no therapeutic claims are made by e-cigarettes producers, it
is not clear what function these tests perform. If it is to ensure they are good recreational products
that consumers find satisfying, then that is not for a medicines regulator to determine. As long as no
misleading claims are made, it is up to consumers to decide what constitutes a product they choose
to buy.

2.7

Discriminatory and unnecessary risk management and surveillance obligations

On 12 June 2013, the MHRA published a paper on what it calls ‘right touch regulation’ 15. In this it
described elements of the regulatory regime including a section on risk management.
2.3.2 Currently available information indicates that what might be considered the major issues
(use by current smokers long term particularly with partial substitution: ex-smokers: nonsmokers: children/ adolescents) with GSL [General Sales List] availability of a licensed ENDS/ecigarette or other device delivering nicotine via the pulmonary route do not raise any undue
concerns. Nevertheless the risk management plan (RMP), mandatory if such an application were
granted, will need to address these potential concerns with “real life” usage data, so the key part
of the RMP should outline how the MAH [Marketing Authorisation Holder] propose to
investigate:




The potential ‘attractiveness’ of the product to under 18s. Is there any appreciable use
both when the product is first marketed and does this change over time?
Whether non-smokers and ex-smokers are using the product? Also looking at changes
over time.
Pattern of use of the product including
o reason for use
o how long used for
o concurrent tobacco use
o have quit attempts been made?

In addition, particular characteristics of the device, its presentation and other relevant factors
may dictate further areas for investigation.
Apart from the problems that it is extremely difficult to assess these issues when there is a myriad of
different products and combinations in use, we simply point out that none of this is required of the

15

MHRA, Working group on nicotine containing products. Right Touch Regulation. 2013
http://www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/comms-ic/documents/websiteresources/con286850.pdf
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primary competitors to e-cigarettes companies, the far more dangerous cigarette industry. These
questions are no less interesting in the case of fast food or alcohol, but the drinks industry or
MacDonald’s are not required to track the use of their products in this way. Furthermore, it is an
unconventional use of risk management in medicines regulation. The legitimate reason for
surveillance and risk management of medicines is to track the emergence of adverse reactions or
other problems that only become visible when many people use the product over a prolonged
period. Regulators should only require information that is necessary for making regulatory
decisions16, not to provide population data on consumers or the marketplace more generally.
The industry accepts that an overall surveillance regime is of value in policymaking. However, this
should not be done as a condition of a Marketing Authorisation – this is as an extremely
cumbersome way to approach it that will be beyond the reach of most vendors. The broad picture of
e-cigarette use could and should be effectively captured through the Smoking Toolkit Study17 or an
equivalent designed for the purpose. This simple and highly valuable option does not appear to
have been considered as it falls outside the purview of medicines regulation, which requires a
mandatory risk management system for each marketing authorisation. Even if it was possible to
provide such information, it is far from clear how the MHRA would interpret this information and
what they would do with it. For example, signs of increasing use of e-cigarettes by young people
might be a cause for concern, but much less so if this was an alternative to smoking. How would a
regulator adjust a marketing authorisation in response to this observation?

2.8

Unwarranted forced restructuring of the market and industry

Under the pressures of regulation discussed above, the high barriers to entry associated with GMP
and the high specific costs of each MAA will force a traumatic restructuring in the market place. The
market will become dominated by the few firms, mostly affiliates of tobacco companies, with the
scale and balance sheet support to make the required investments. The range of products available
will contract dramatically, leaving a few commodity products with volume that could bear the costs
of the licensing. One vendor which already applies quality control through laboratory testing of its
liquids and compliance with relevant electrical and hazardous substances regulations, summarises
the impact of moving to medicines regulation 18:
"...Marketing authorisation will not be possible for us, it would mean we’d have to change our
business model into one that offers a restricted variety of products that would no longer work
for our customers, and from our own research, our customers would either return to smoking,
or import their own supplies direct from China, where they would not necessarily be subject to
rigorous testing for either the safety of the liquid, or the safety of the electrical parts..."

2.9

Dampening effect on innovation and creativity

The introduction of a significant hurdle to bring a new product to market or for new firms to enter

16

One of the eight Hampton principles of better regulation (2005) is: Businesses should not have to give unnecessary
information, nor give the same piece of information twice.

17

Smoking in England, Smoking Toolkit Study http://www.smokinginengland.info/sts-documents/ . Smoking In England is
the portal through which major findings from the Smoking Toolkit Study and other national data are made available to
policy makers, clinicians, researchers, journalists and the general public.

18

Dr David Upton, personal communication. 15 September 2013.
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will slow rather than encourage innovation and improvements in products that actually appeal to
users. It will lengthen the product update cycle as it will not be worth bearing the costs of seeking an
MAA for incremental improvements. It will force the type of innovation into that deemed important
for medicines – for example consistency of ‘dose’ (even though users control the dose).
It is revealing that in the fixed and variable costs are annualised over ten years. This may reflect
pharmaceutical innovation model where prolonged effort goes into drug discovery and then
revenues flow from a patent-protected stable monopoly over many years. In the case of generics
there is no product innovation. The innovation model in fast-moving consumer goods is quite
different – it involves finding what works for consumers in trials or in the market place, with firms
competing to attract demand with better products – with innovation happening over months rather
than years. Medicines regulation will not create better e-cigarettes, it might create better medicines.

2.10 Negative implications for specialist high street retailers
The small specialist high street retailers and some internet retailers provide a source of personalised
advice and specialist knowledge on vaping. The retail sector would not need to hold marketing
authorisations. However, if medicines regulation means there a just few commoditised products on
the market and a few larger firms supplying them, then the specialist retailers will lose their basic
business rationale and most will close. They would be indirect victims of regulation and the change
this would cause in market structure.

2.11 Increased legal, regulatory and political risk
Most new industries benefit from appropriate and stable regulation. The prospect of regulatory
change creates uncertainty and makes external financing more difficult and expensive. The forced
designation of e-cigarettes as medicines will increase regulatory and political risk, rather than
provide a stable framework. The reason is that this designation is very vulnerable to legal challenge.
It is likely that challenge will come from those harmed by the regulatory burdens arising from
medicines regulation. A challenge would draw on the principles of free movement of goods,
proportionality and non-discrimination, and various process failings, including inadequate
consultation.
It is not only the industry that does not see e-cigarettes as medicines when no therapeutic claim is
made. The MHRA now considers that a medicines marketing authorisation is not a requirement for
an e-cigarette if no therapeutic claim is made. For example in its Q&A19 it states:
25. Why is the MHRA leaving unlicensed medicines on the market if there are no
guarantees on safety, quality and efficacy?
Existing electronic cigarettes on the market, and other NCPs that make no medicinal claim,
will not require a medicine licence until the European Commission’s revised Tobacco Products
Directive is transposed into UK law

19

MHRA, Questions and answers on the regulation of nicotine containing products, June 2013
http://www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/comms-ic/documents/websiteresources/con286835.pdf
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However, the legal framework for medicines is already in place and would not be changed by the
Tobacco Products Directive. The effect of the TPD is to ban NCPs/e-cigarettes not licensed as
medicines. In doing so, it requires a product that is not a medicine (otherwise the statement above
would not apply) to seek approval as a medicine. It is easy for the layman to see the legal
vulnerability in this, but it has been assessed in detail by Sir Francis Jacobs QC, a former Advocate
General of the European Court of Justice, who concludes20:
In our view this is an unreasonable measure, which is liable to be annulled as being contrary
to the principle of proportionality and/or the principle of non-discrimination.
Elsewhere, the mis-categorisation of e-cigarettes as medicines has been successfully challenged in
five cases in member state courts21. Outside Europe, the US FDA’s attempt to classify e-cigarettes as
drugs was successfully challenged in the United States Court of Appeals in 2010.
By attempting to regulate e-cigarettes as medicines, when it is clear they are not medicines,
governments are unnecessarily adding regulatory and political risk. That will make it difficult to
secure investment and will ultimately penalise companies that do make investments or put effort
into applying for marketing authorisations that turn out to be unnecessary.

2.12 Excessive and counter-productive restrictions on marketing
Packaging, branding, product names, insert leaflets and advertising will require prior-approval. For
example, MHRA states 22:
The Agency has also met with all existing NRT MAHs to make clear a willingness to consider
innovative proposal for packaging – within legal constraints. […]
The MHRA would propose to use its powers to pre-approve the advertising of any newly
licensed product to ensure the requirements of medicines advertising were met.
The MHRA has agreed to use the Proprietary Association of Great Britain 23, which is a
pharmaceutical industry body, to manage the legal requirements pertaining to medicines marketing,
and all e-cigarette companies would need to join this body to have their marketing approved. It is
difficult to know how much this will drain the creativity from e-cigarette marketing, but it should not
be assumed this will necessarily serve the interest of better health. The greatest health benefit will
be secured by having strong e-cigarette brands that can rise to compete with the declining equity of
tobacco companies’ leading brands as the effects of restrictions on tobacco advertising and
packaging are felt over many years. There is a danger of excessive risk aversion or oversensitivity on

20

Sir Francis Jacobs QC, Opinion: in the matter of the revised tobacco products directive. July 2013. For ECITA
http://www.ecita.org.uk/blog/index.php/the-full-text-of-sir-francis-jacobs-qcs-opinion-on-the-legality-of-medicinesregulation-of-electronic-cigarettes-in-the-revisions-to-the-tpd-and-elsewhere/

21

European cases summarised in Bates C. Are e-cigarettes medicines? Counterfactual Ltd. March 2013.
http://www.clivebates.com/documents/areecigsmedicines.pdf

22

MHRA, Working group on nicotine containing products. Right touch regulation. 2013
http://www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/comms-ic/documents/websiteresources/con286850.pdf

23

PAGB, Adverting Codes http://www.pagb.co.uk/codes/advertising.html and Pack Design Codes
http://www.pagb.co.uk/codes/pack.html
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the part of a regulator, perhaps responding to pressure from campaigners, that will prevent effective
‘edgy’ marketing. This could leave the products appearing sanitised, medicalised and bland, as with
NRT marketing now. These restrictions will create a further negative impact on the appeal of the
product to smokers.
Comparison with alcohol. Given the harm-reduction potential of e-cigarettes, we can see no reason
why e-cigarettes should be more restricted in marketing terms than, for example, alcohol. Alcohol
advertising is not subject to prior-approval by a regulator, but complies with a code of practice
described as follows by the Advertising Standards Authority 24:
The stringent rules, which apply across all media and are mandatory, place a particular
emphasis on protecting young people; alcohol ads must not be directed at people under 18 or
contain anything that is likely to appeal to them by reflecting youth culture or by linking
alcohol with irresponsible behaviour, social success or sexual attractiveness. The TV and radio
advertising rules contain strict controls about the placement and content of alcohol
advertising. Alcohol ads are banned from appearing in and around programmes commissioned
for or principally targeted at audiences below the age of 18, as well as programmes likely to
appeal particularly to audiences below the age of 18.
An appropriately designed code (not necessarily the same as for alcohol) could serve as sufficient
and proportional code for e-cigarettes, but this option has not been considered.

2.13 Counterproductive social cost of reduced quitting and extra harm
The loss of appeal that will arise from medicines regulation will have an impact on the number of
smokers quitting compared to continuing with the status quo or applying some basic regulation. This
possibility is real and important as it involves human life and the core purpose of the Department of
Health. It is acknowledged but not quantified in the MHRA impact assessment:
47. […] Licensing ENDS is likely to erect a barrier to entry into the market, thus limiting the
competition and innovation that would otherwise have driven prices downwards. By itself this
would represent a reduction in consumer welfare but if additionally it means that fewer smokers
switch to ENDS [Electronic Nicotine Delivery System] than otherwise have been the case, then it
is possible that the health losses would be significant.
This understates the problem – it is not just a matter of higher prices but dramatically contracted
product range and loss of appeal that reduce switching. The value of the health gains associated
with successful quitting from smoking is very substantial – The Department of Health estimates it to
be £74,000. So, by way of example, if less appealing, more expensive products meant 100,000 fewer
long-term switchers (1% from 10 million smokers), that would represent a social cost of £7.4 billion.
More broadly, it seems self-defeating for the Department of Health to promote a policy for which,
“it is possible that the health losses would be significant”. In our view the structural changes
described above make this ‘likely’ rather than ‘possible’, but it clearly should be explored in greater
depth.

24

Advertising Standards Authority, Alcohol Advertising http://www.asa.org.uk/News-resources/Hot-Topics/Alcohol.aspx –
accessed 15 September 2013.
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2.14 Unintended consequences – home production, internet sales and black market
Applying medicines regulation would change what can be sold legally in the UK or EU, but it may not
change what users want to use. In its promotion of a highly burdensome and restrictive regime, the
government has not considered how users will respond. It is possible that it will induce higher
health and safety risks by creating an incentive for users or informal suppliers to make and mix their
own liquids or tobacco extracts. It is likely to lead to import of devices or/and liquids that are not
approved, either from illicit sources or from legal producers in third countries. Where e-cigarettes
have been banned, for example in Australia and New Zealand there is a flourishing internet trade
that allows smokers to use e-cigarettes to benefit their health. These counter-measures by
frustrated users are an inevitable consequence of regulating products as medicines when users do
accept they are in treatment.

2.15 Negative implications outside the UK
Retail. The UK has a ‘general sales’ categorisation that would allow e-cigarettes to be sold in any
retail outlet. However, in many Member States, including Germany and France, sales of medicines
are restricted to pharmacies or other approved stores. This may not be a problem within the UK but
it is a significant weakness in the proposed Tobacco Products Directive. E-cigarettes would be less
available at the times and places that cigarettes are available.
Appropriate regulation. The UK contributes to the establishment of international norms, and
government should be mindful of its broader interests in free trade and proportionate regulation
when it regulates domestically or through the European Union. It is possible for example that that
the legal weaknesses discussed in section 2.11 could result in a challenge under the WTO Technical
Barriers to Trade agreement, for example by Chinese manufacturers excluded from the UK market
by excessive regulation.
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3 Poor regulatory practice
The experience of the e-cigarette industry does not align well with the government’s stated
approach to regulation. The government’s approach is clear:
“We need to tackle regulation with vigour to free businesses to compete and create jobs, and
give people greater freedom and personal responsibility ….I want us to be the first Government
in modern history to leave office having reduced the overall burden of regulation, rather than
increasing it.” Prime Minister, David Cameron, 6 April 2011.
Despite the considerable harm-reduction and health benefits that will arise from a successful shift
from cigarettes to e-cigarettes, the regulatory approach to this industry has been crude and
excessive. This section examines some of the problems.

3.1

Inadequate impact assessment

The June 2013 impact assessment prepared to support the government’s position in supporting the
mandatory application of medicines regulation to e-cigarettes does not adequately assess the major
impacts, as discussed above. In particular, it is deficient in its assessment of:















A proper problem definition and a credible ‘market failure’ rationale for government
intervention – the government is assuming regulators should address issues that are more
properly resolved in markets
Alternative regulatory options that address the objective of meeting the policy objective in
the least burdensome manner possible – for example in its 2010 consultation, the
Commission suggested it might develop “specific safety and quality requirements” – a far
more reasonable and realistic approach.
A case that medicinal regulation is the appropriate and proportionate response to the
problem, rather than the most convenient framework to hand
The impact of imposing a pharmaceutical Good Manufacturing Practice standard on the
supply chain used in the current industry – a very significant cost and barrier to entry
The impact on UK companies that use suppliers outside the EU, usually China-based, that
may be unable or unwilling to achieve GMP
The impact on companies that market many product variations and flavours – reflecting
obligation to address the impacts on the industry as it is, not as it would become following
regulation
The impact on SMEs – a requirement of the Regulator’s Code
The negative impacts on health objectives arising from barriers to entry, industry
consolidation, and reduction in appeal arising from applying medicines regulation to the ecigarette category
The potential for black market development or other unintended consequences
The e-cigarette industry’s self-regulatory code ISE (described by Trading Standards as ‘a code
any industry would be proud to have’ and which forms the basis for a workable regulatory
framework.

These issues are fundamental rather than incidental.
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3.2

Inadequate consultation

There has been negligible relevant consultation on the imposition of medicines regulation.
European Commission consultation. It is a requirement of the Treaty on European Union that the
Commission should consult on legislative proposals25. In 2010, the European Commission consulted
on whether e-cigarettes should be brought within the scope of the revision of the Tobacco Products
Directive26, but not on the proposal to regulate these products as medicines. The consultation
document proposed two options. Option 1 offered no change (ie continue with national legislation).
Option 2 is as below:
Option 2 - Extend of the scope of the Directive
An extension of the scope of the Directive could be envisaged to include novel forms of oral
tobacco, herbal cigarettes, and electronic nicotine delivery systems, insofar as they are not
already covered by other EU legislation (food, pharmaceutical). Specific safety and quality
requirements would be developed for ENDS.
This does not even mention the prospect of including medical regulation in the directive (in fact it
suggests it would not be needed if they were already covered). Instead it refers to a standard-setting
approach. Standard-setting would more proportionate and useful, and would be done under a
different regulatory framework that does not involve medicines. Although the proposal for a revised
directive was not introduced until December 2013, two years after the closing date to this
consultation, the Commission did not find time to consult on the proposal that has actually been
made.
MHRA consultation. The UK medicines regulator also undertook a consultation in 2010 27. However,
this largely concerned how it should assert its presumed jurisdiction. It proposed three options for
nicotine containing products (NCPs):
Option 1 – Whether all NCPs should be classified as medicinal products and all unlicensed
NCPs be removed from the market within 21 days.
Option 2 – Whether all NCPs should be classified as medicinal products and notice be issued
to manufacturers that all marketing must cease by a certain date e.g June 2011. After this
date enforcement action would be taken against manufacturers of unlicensed products still
on the market.
Option 3 – Do nothing

25

Treaty on European Union, Article 11.1 to 11.3 http://eurex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2010:083:0047:0200:EN:PDF

See for example: 11.3 “The European Commission shall carry out broad consultations with parties concerned in order to
ensure that the Union’s actions are coherent and transparent”
26

European Commission, Public consultation on the possible revision of the Tobacco Products Directive 2001/37/EC,
September 2010 http://ec.europa.eu/health/tobacco/consultations/tobacco_cons_01_en.htm

27

MHRA, Public consultation (MLX 364): The regulation of nicotine containing products (NCPs). February 2010
http://www.mhra.gov.uk/Publications/Consultations/Medicinesconsultations/MLXs/CON065617
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The Government supports Option 1, which is in line with current practice. Views are being
sought on these options.
It should be clear from the framing of these options and the government’s preferred option that this
was a consultation on imposing a ban not on finding a workable way to develop this industry under a
medical licensing regime. Indeed the consultation contains no information and seeks no views on
what medicines regulation would mean to this industry. The MHRA was strongly criticised for this
consultation by the Regulatory Policy Committee28.
The RPC is of the opinion that the IA and consultation letter do not provide sufficient evidence
to suggest that there is a significant risk to public health from currently unlicensed NCPs which
would justify the future regulation of these products. MHRA should have made clearer what
evidence is available to suggest there are safety and public health concerns about these
products and considered a wider range of policy options before consulting on the introduction
of a mandatory licensing requirement for all NCPs. In addition, the data and assumptions used
in the IA for estimating the costs and benefits of the new regulations do not appear to be
robust.
Despite these serious failings, there has been no further consultation since 2010. Policy has
proceeded through a series of announcements of settled decisions

3.3

Narrow sources of advice – Commission on Human Medicines

On 12 June 2013, the MHRA and Department of Health announced that e-cigarettes would be
regulated as medicines in the UK 29. It released a number of papers 30, including the previously
confidential advice and proceedings of the Commission on Human Medicines that had advised on
this course31, albeit partially redacted. The e-cigarette industry has not had the opportunity to
comment on these papers before the settled decision was announced. However, they were open to
a campaigning group, Action on Smoking and Health, which had a member on the relevant ad hoc
working group of the Commission on Human Medicines. The working group has does not have a
diverse membership and, so far as we can tell, no experience of business or consumer goods.
Concerns have been raised about extensive conflicts of interest 32.

28

Regulatory Policy Committee, Consultation on regulation of nicotine containing products: opinion 2010
http://regulatorypolicycommittee.independent.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/MHRA-Nicotine-ContainingProducts-final-opinion-for-publication.pdf

29

Technically, this was an announcement of the UK’s support for the application of medicines regulation through the EU
Tobacco Products Directive, and would therefore be subject to the passage of the proposed directive through the EU
legislature.

30

See papers on MHRA’s Nicotine containing products web page.
http://www.mhra.gov.uk/Safetyinformation/Generalsafetyinformationandadvice/Productspecificinformationandadvice/Productspecificinformationandadvice%E2%80%93M%E2%80%93T/Nicotinecontainingproducts/index.htm

31

Committee on Human Medicines, CHM Working Group on Nicotine Containing Products (minutes 17 January 2013)
http://www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/comms-ic/documents/websiteresources/con286838.pdf

32

The Times, Advisers on e-cigarettes ‘failed to declare their interests’ in Big Pharma’s products, 26 August 2013
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/business/industries/consumer/article3852342.ece
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3.4

Persisting with an out-dated policy

We believe the decision to apply medicines regulation to e-cigarettes is largely an artefact of history
that has not been adequately challenged in the light of changing circumstances.
Flawed policy origins. The policy of applying medicines regulation to all non-tobacco nicotine
containing products was first formalised by the last government in its 2010 policy statement, A
smoke free future33. The support for ‘harm reduction’ was evident in broader indications approved
for NRT in 2005 and 2006, and the granting of a harm reduction indication for an NRT inhaler in
200934. These products were already licensed as medicines for smoking cessation. In February
2010, the MHRA also published its consultation on nicotine containing products. The government
clearly regarded e-cigarettes (‘unlicensed nicotine containing products’) as a problem and its stated
policy was to have them all removed from the market within 21 days by classifying them as
medicines35. The basis of the policy therefore is the extension of NRT to harm reduction uses
combined with the use of medicines regulation to ban other nicotine products. This is a
fundamental weakness: the key to harm reduction is not an extended use of a smoking cessation
medicine, but identifying and encouraging relatively safe but effective and pleasurable alternatives
to smoking.
Failing to learn from experience. At that time, e-cigarettes were much less well known and not as
widely used. However, this policy suffered a set-back when hundreds of satisfied e-cigarette users
responded to the consultation with accounts of how their health had been transformed with the aid
of unlicensed products. The newly elected government inherited the policy and was forced to back
down from the intention to remove all unlicensed products in 21 days. A further 18-month period of
research was announced. However, in the course of that there was no further consultation or public
examination of other options. It was mainly left to the MHRA and its Commission on Human
Medicines to do the further work. Unsurprisingly, they viewed this as a problem for medicine
regulation. The reliance on the MHRA and its advisory bodies is a significant source of distortion in
the options appraisal process – they only have the purpose of regulating medicines. It should be for
the Department of Health and its ministers to re-evaluate regulatory options in the light of new
experience – including the rapid growth, popular appeal of e-cigarettes and much more published
literature on their safety and effectiveness. Whilst it is clear that the MHRA is making some efforts
to tailor its approach to medicines regulation to address the realities of this non-medical industry, it
is highly constrained: both by the medicines regulatory framework and by the need to treat other for
for nicotine products Marketing Authorisation holders and applicants to the same exacting
standards.

3.5

Poor regulator practice and accountability

Successive governments have been alive to the dangers to business and the economy of overzealous
33

HM Government, A smoke free future: a comprehensive tobacco control strategy for England, February 2010.
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20100509080731/http:/dh.gov.uk/prod_consum_dh/groups/dh_digitalasset
s/@dh/@en/@ps/documents/digitalasset/dh_111789.pdf

34

See minutes of the Commission on Human Medicines, October 2009. www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/plp/documents/websiteresources/con068574.pdf

35

MHRA, Public consultation (MLX 364): The regulation of nicotine containing products (NCPs). February 2010
http://www.mhra.gov.uk/Publications/Consultations/Medicinesconsultations/MLXs/CON065617
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or inappropriate regulation. Since the Hampton review of 2005 and Legislative and Regulatory
Reform Act 2006, there has been statutory guidance and codes covering the way regulators should
undertake their duties with respect to business. Following announcements by the Chancellor in the
2012 Autumn Statement, the Department of Business Innovation and Skills (BIS) released new
guidance designed to improve the interaction between non-economic regulators and business.
There is a new statutory Regulators’ Code36 (which supersedes 2007 Regulators’ Compliance Code37)
and new guidance on Accountability for Regulator Impact38.
All of this guidance stresses the importance of proportionality and minimising burdens to the extent
possible. The problems with regulation of the e-cigarette industry are in part due the Department of
Health and in part to the MHRA. It is the Department that is responsible for determining the overall
policy. The MHRA only has powers to act as a medicines regulator and can only hold discussions
about application of the Medicines Act. It is the Department that should be open to a discussion of
alternatives. In its 2010 consultation, MHRA did not consider any options other than medicines
regulation for e-cigarettes (other than ‘do nothing’, which it dismissed). But the guidance suggests a
much broader assessment should have been made:
3.1 Regulators should consider the impact that their regulatory interventions may have on
economic progress, including through consideration of the costs, effectiveness and
perceptions of fairness of regulation. They should only adopt a particular approach if the
benefits justify the costs and it entails the minimum burden compatible with achieving their
objectives. (Regulators’ Compliance Code)
The guidance stresses that special attention should be paid to the impact on small business and the
actual business they are engaged in:
3.3 Regulators should consider the impact that their regulatory interventions may have on
small regulated entities, using reasonable endeavours to ensure that the burdens of their
interventions fall fairly and proportionately on such entities, by giving consideration to the
size of the regulated entities and the nature of their activities. (Regulators’ Compliance Code)
Despite this, the MHRA’s 2013 IA is framed around a large company business model with a uniform
high volume product. It pays no attention to the e-cigarette SMEs with diverse product range.
The guidance stresses regulators should provide simple and straightforward ways to engage with
those they regulate and hear their views. Indeed the Accountability for Regulatory Impact guidance
includes a good practice example from the MHRA:
Good Practice Example:
The Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) regularly co-produce
36

Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, Better Regulation Delivery Office. Regulators’ Code. July 2013
http://www.bis.gov.uk/assets/brdo/docs/publications-2013/13-1016-regulators-code.pdf

37

BERR, Regulators’ Compliance Code: statutory code of practice. December 2007
http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file45019.pdf

38

Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, Accountability for Regulator Impact: Guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/224155/bis-13-1040-accountabilityfor-regulator-impact-guidance.pdf
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assessments of the impact of their regulatory changes with their Trade Associations. They
believe that this encourages greater clarity about the impact of new proposals and increases
the likelihood of agreement regarding the costs of the change.
While the MHRA may operate in this consensual manner with the pharmaceutical industry, it has not
co-produced an impact assessment or achieved agreement on likely costs and impacts with ecigarette companies or their trade associations. It has held meetings with industry representatives,
but these have been more about explaining its plans than listening to the industry or understanding
their products, their consumers’ needs, how the industry operates its concerns.

3.6

Overlooking e-cigarette industry efforts to manage risk

An important principle established in the new Regulators’ Code is:
3.4 Regulators, in making their assessment of risk, should recognise the compliance record of
those they regulate, including using earned recognition approaches and should consider all
available and relevant data on compliance, including evidence of relevant external verification.
There is in fact an e-cigarette industry code, the Industry Standard of Excellence, developed and
managed by the Electronic Cigarette Industry Trade Association, ECITA 39. This is a process of
advising and auditing compliance with the body of existing regulation that applies to e-cigarettes.
One option would be to develop and formalise this standard, strengthen governance and auditing,
and to use this as way of assisting Trading Standards Officers in applying standard health, safety and
consumer protection law.

3.7

E-cigarettes as a ‘challenger business’ held back by ill-fitting regulation

Red Tape Challenge. The government introduced the Red Tape Challenge to tackle unnecessary or
excessive regulation. It introduced a theme aimed at disruptive business models or ‘challenger
businesses’40. E-cigarettes are clearly a ‘challenger’ industry, and for the investment bank Goldman
Sachs, e-cigarettes are first in its list of eight globally disruptive technologies 41. E-cigarettes could
rapidly disrupt the entrenched and harmful cigarette-based business model of the tobacco industry,
with some investment analysts seeing e-cigarettes overtaking cigarettes in 10 years. If that
happened it would be one of the most dramatic public health innovations of all time. However, the
proposal to regulate these products as medicines, very closely fits the Red Tape Challenge problem
definition for disruptive business models:
“We understand that new business models – particularly those that involve doing things differently –
may fall foul of regulations that were intended for another age, or for another purpose entirely. We
want to ensure that our regulatory system is fit for purpose, and is not holding back disruptive new
companies”.

This is clearly the case with medicines regulation and e-cigarettes, and we believe the Minister

39

ECITA, Industry Standard of Excellence, web page http://www.ecita.org.uk/theise.html

40

Cabinet Office, Red Tape Challenge: disruptive business models / challenger businesses.
http://www.redtapechallenge.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/disruptive-business-models/

41

Tyler Durden (Zero Hedge blog) Goldman’s Top Disruptive Themes, August 2013
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-08-08/goldmans-top-disruptive-themes
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should welcome a Red Tape Challenge to this policy.
Regulatory Policy Committee. As noted above, the RPC has already scrutinised the 2010 MHRA
consultation. However, it is unclear what came of its involvement or whether it has returned to this
issue now there is a new Impact Assessment. The RPC has been given particular responsibility for
disruptive industries42:
Ministers have also asked the RPC to play a stronger role in relation to regulatory barriers
preventing new innovative businesses entering markets or where incumbent “challenger
businesses” are being unjustifiably hampered by rules, regulations and behaviours.
We would welcome the greater involvement of this committee and its independent and robust
approach to good regulation, especially with its interest in challenger businesses. It would also
provide a useful counterweight to the medically dominated Commission on Human Medicines.

42

Regulatory Policy Committee home page [link] – accessed 14 September 2013.
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4 What should happen now?
The government should revisit the policy of treating e-cigarettes as medicines for the reasons given
in this note.
The government should:


Immediately reserve its position on e-cigarettes (Article 18) in the context of the Council
deliberations on the Tobacco Products Directive. The French government did exactly this at
the Health Council meeting of 21 June 2013. The UK government should do the same until it
has properly assessed the impacts and ministers are clearly sighted on the consequences for
the businesses and users involved and the potential damage to public health.



Initiate a ‘Red Tape Challenge’ process on the application of medicines regulation to ecigarettes under the ‘challenger business’ theme of the Red Tape Challenge. This should
consider alternative approaches, for example standard setting.



Prepare an updated Impact Assessment that addresses the deficiencies raised in this report
and properly assesses the impacts on the existing e-cigarette industry.



Invite the Regulatory Policy Committee to examine the current proposals, the impact
assessment and process followed and to provide advice to ministers.

The Department of Health, with support from the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
should:


Urgently examine non-medicines options for proportionate regulation that meets the
government’s better regulation and red tape objectives. The MHRA is bound to medicines
regulation and cannot therefore do this.

The E-cigarette industry should:


Commit to strengthening and formalising its own code, the Industry Standard of Excellence,
and to do more to assist trading standards officers in applying risk-based regulation.
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Annex: Directives and regulations applicable to ecigarettes
General safety
General Product Safety Directive 2001/95/EC
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/consumer_information/l21253_en.htm
The RAPEX system – notification and alerts of dangerous products
http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/safety/rapex/index_en.htm
Technical Standardisation under Regulation 1025/2012 and related legislation (an option not so far
used, but could be used to set performance or design standards)
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/european-standards/standardisation-policy/generalframework/index_en.htm and http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:316:0012:0033:EN:PDF

Packaging and labelling
Dangerous Substances Directive 67/548/EEC
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/product_labelling_and_packaging/l21276_en.h
tm
Dangerous Preparations Directive 99/45/EC
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/product_labelling_and_packaging/l21273_en.h
tm
Classification, Labelling and Packaging of Substances and Mixtures – the CLP Regulation
1272/2008 applies from 2015.
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/product_labelling_and_packaging/ev0013_en.h
tm

Chemical safety
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) Regulation (EC)
1907/2006

Electrical safety
Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32006L0095:en:NOT
Electro-Magnetic Compatibility Directive 2004/108/EC http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32004L0108:en:NOT
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Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) Directive 2011/65/EU (where appropriate) http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32011L0065:en:NOT
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive 2012/19/EU
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/weee/index_en.htm
Batteries Directive 2006/66/EC http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/batteries/

Weights and measures
Making-up by weight or by volume of certain prepackaged products – Directive 76/211/EEC
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/product_labelling_and_packaging/l32029_en.h
tm
Nominal Quantities for Prepacked Products Directive 2007/45/EC http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32007L0045:en:NOT

Commercial practice
Sale of consumer goods and associated guarantees 99/44/EC
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/protection_of_consumers/l32022_en.htm
Distance Selling Directive 97/7/EC
Directive on Electronic Commerce 2000/31/EC
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/information_society/other_policies/l24204_en.htm
Misleading and Comparative Advertising Directive 2006/114/EC
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/consumer_information/l32010_en.htm
Unfair Commercial Practices Directive 2005/29/EC
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/consumers/consumer_information/l32011_en.htm

Data protection
Protection of Personal Data – Directive 95/46/EC
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/information_society/data_protection/l14012_en.htm
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ABSTRACT

Objectives. We investigated the frequency of alternative tobacco product use (loose leaf,
moist snuff, snus, dissolvables, electronic cigarettes [e-cigarettes]) among smokers and
the association with quit attempts and intentions.
Methods. A nationally representative probability-based cross-sectional survey of 1836
current or recently former adult smokers was completed in November 2011. Multivariate
logistic regressions evaluated associations between alternative tobacco product use and
smoking cessation behaviors.
Results. Of the smokers, 38% had tried an alternative tobacco product, most frequently
e-cigarettes. Alternative tobacco product use was associated with having made a quit
attempt, and those intending to quit were significantly more likely to have tried and to
currently use the products than were smokers with no intentions to quit. Use was not
associated with successful quit attempts. Interest in future use of alternative tobacco
products was low, except for e-cigarettes.
Conclusions. Alternative tobacco products are attractive to smokers who want to quit
smoking, but these data did not indicate that alternative tobacco products promote
cessation. Unsubstantiated overt and implied claims that alternative tobacco products aid
smoking cessation should be prohibited.
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ABSTRACT
Aims To assess levels of nicotine, nicotine degradation products and some specific impurities in commercial refill
liquids for electronic cigarettes. Design and setting We analyzed 20 models of 10 of the most popular brands of refill
liquids, using gas and liquid chromatography. Measurements We assessed nicotine content, content of the known
nicotine degradation products and impurities, and presence of ethylene glycol and diethylene glycol. Findings The
nicotine content in the bottles corresponded closely to the labels on the bottles. The levels of nicotine degradation
products represented 0–4.4% of those for nicotine, but for most samples the level was 1–2%. Cis-N-oxide, trans-Noxide, myosmine, anatabine and anabasine were the most common additional compounds found. Neither ethylene
glycol nor diethylene glycol were detected. Conclusion The nicotine content of electronic cigarette refill bottles is close
to what is stated on the label. Impurities are detectable in several brands above the level set for nicotine products in the
European Pharmacopoeia, but below the level where they would be likely to cause harm.
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INTRODUCTION
Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) usually look like
regular cigarettes, cigars or pens, but do not contain
tobacco. Instead, they comprise a battery-powered atomizer that produces vapor or a mist for inhalation from
cartridges that contain propylene glycol or glycerol
(or a mix of both), flavors, water, nicotine or—in
some cases—other medications [1–3]. E-cigarettes
(or ‘personal vaporizers’) are a new galenic form to
administer a range of substances.
E-cigarettes are increasingly popular. Google searches
for ‘electronic cigarettes’ have increased several fold in
recent years and now surpass searches for nicotine medications [4]. Surveys show that 11–21% of adult smokers
in the USA report having ever used e-cigarettes, which
translates into several millions users [5–8]. Regulations
for e-cigarettes vary widely across countries, from prohibition to unregulated marketing [9–11].
There are relatively few research reports on
e-cigarettes [12–28]. In clinical studies conducted on
inexperienced users, e-cigarettes appear to attenuate
craving for tobacco despite delivering very little nicotine
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction

to the blood [16,17]. In contrast, experienced users can
obtain amounts of nicotine similar to the amounts
usually obtained by smokers from tobacco cigarettes, and
twice as high as the amounts usually obtained by users of
nicotine replacement therapy [22,23]. Laboratory testing
has shown that some cartridges or refill liquids for
e-cigarettes contain impurities and toxic components, or
are not filled true to label [12,14,18,20,24,26,27,29].
Another concern is the lack of mandatory manufacturing standards for e-cigarettes. There are many manufacturers, largely in China, Europe and the USA, but the
products are not manufactured along standards imposed
on medications or drug delivery devices. There is no guarantee that cartridges are filled true to label and that the
refill liquids (e-liquids) do not contain impurities or toxic
elements [20,30].
The main alkaloid found in tobacco is nicotine, and
the most abundant of the minor tobacco alkaloids are
nornicotine, anatabine and anabasine. Several of the
minor alkaloids are thought to arise by bacterial action
or oxidation during tobacco processing, rather than by
biosynthetic processes in the living plant [31,32]. Examples of other alkaloids present in tobacco are cotinine
1732
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(which is also the major metabolite of nicotine in
humans), nicotine-N-oxides, myosmine, beta-nicotyrine
and beta-nornicotyrine.
Nicotine is a toxic and potent substance that is quickly
absorbed through the skin and mucous membranes in its
base form. Qualitatively, many of the alkaloids listed
above have similar actions to nicotine, but are generally
less toxic and less potent.
Nicotine in medications and e-liquids is extracted from
tobacco, and this extraction process may produce some
impurities. Nicotine of pharmaceutical grade, in accordance with the European Pharmacopoeia [33], may, as a
raw material, contain up to 0.3% of each of the specified
nicotine impurities (anatabine, beta-nicotyrine, cotinine,
myosmine, nicotine-N-oxide, nornicotine and anabasine)
plus 0.1% each of unspecified impurities for a total of no
more than 0.8%. For finished medicinal products, other
limits can be justified with rationale and supportive data
(i.e. stability data, relationship to the daily dose) [34].
Currently, very little is known about e-liquids, and it is
not clear whether e-liquids fulfill European Union
requirements for nicotine medications [33,34]. Thus, the
objectives of this study were to assess levels of nicotine,
nicotine degradation products and some specific impurities in commercial e-liquids.

METHODS
Previous research enabled us to identify the most popular
brands of e-liquids used in several countries (USA, UK,
France, Switzerland) [19,25]. Where possible, we purchased these brands, and thus the brands analyzed here
are among those that dominate the market in the USA
and much of Western Europe [19,25]. Nevertheless, the
sample of brands included in this study was not a representative sample of the most popular e-liquid brands
because retailers of some popular brands did not mail
their products outside the USA.
We obtained 20 bottles of 10 different brands. Nineteen bottles were purchased on the Internet and sent to us
by mail by retailers, and one bottle was received directly
(in person) from one of the largest manufacturers
(Dekang, China), which supplies many retailers worldwide. Upon receipt in Geneva, the bottles were kept at
room temperature and protected from the light until they
were sent for analysis to McNeil R&D (Helsingborg,
Sweden), where they were kept at room temperature until
they were opened for analysis. During the analyses,
which were performed in March and April 2012, the
bottles were stored in a refrigerator at 6–8°C.
The analyses performed included nicotine content by
ultra-high performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC),
and content of the known nicotine degradation products
and impurities, i.e. cotinine, myosmine, nicotine-N© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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oxides, beta-nicotyrine, nornicotine, anabasine and anatabine by UHPLC. Presence (but not quantification) of
ethylene glycol and diethylene glycol by gas chromatography (GC), in accordance with current United States
Pharmacopeial (USP) monograph for propylene glycol
[35]. We used a limit test set by the USP and National
Formulary (USP-NF) that was able to detect 0.1% of
diethylene glycol or ethylene glycol in the liquids—levels
that are considered acceptable and safe [36]. Based on the
content of the degradation products and impurities, we
determined whether these levels were within a normal
range from a pharmaceutical perspective (i.e. compared
with requirements for nicotine medications), based on
the International Conference on Harmonisation guideline for new drug products and the European Pharmacopeia for active ingredients [33,34]. Finally, the nicotine
concentration in the liquids was compared with the
labels on the bottles.
Analysis of nicotine and nicotine-related substances
The e-liquids were diluted with 1 M ammonia solution to
a concentration of about 150 mg/mL and analyzed with a
gradient method using Dionex UltiMate 3000 RS UHPLC.
Two replicates were prepared for each sample, and results
for both replicates are presented. We used UHPLC with a
combination of ultraviolet-vis and photo diode array
detector, GC with flame ionization detector and GC–mass
spectrometry (MS) with electron impact ionization mode.
The reference solutions, used for identification and
quantification of the substances, contained known levels
of nicotine, nicotine-cis-N-oxide, nicotine-trans-N-oxide,
norcotinine, cotinine, nornicotine, anatabine, myosmine,
MNP, anabasine, beta-nornicotyrine and beta-nicotyrine
(Fig. 1). The specific spectra of the peaks in the standard
were compared with the spectra of the peaks in the
samples.
For these analyses, we used a method based on the
European Pharmacopeia method for nicotine analysis,
including all standards, but this method is not validated
for e-cigarette refill solutions. The limit of detection is
0.01–0.03 mg/mL for the different nicotine-related
substances analyzed here.
Analysis of diethylene glycol and ethylene glycol
(impurities of propylene glycol)
Nineteen solutions were tested for the propylene glycol
impurities ethylene glycol and diethylene glycol, in accordance with the USP [35]. The Dekang sample was received
too late to be included in this analysis. The solutions were
solved in methanol, followed by GC analysis using an
Agilent 7890 GC. The test method used was a limit test
with 2, 2, 2-trichloroethanol as internal standard. In
addition, GC-MS analysis was also conducted, which is a
Addiction, 108, 1671–1679
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Figure 1 Examples of chromatograms. (a) Reference solution; (b) sample 2 showed many known degradation products, not many other
peaks; (c) sample 3 showed many other peaks, not many nicotine-related peaks; (d) sample 15, no nicotine; (e) sample 19, nicotine but no
nicotine-related substances
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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specific technique based on molecular weight, to assess
whether the e-liquids contained diethylene glycol.

analyzed contained either ethylene glycol or diethylene
glycol (the Dekang sample was not included in this
analysis).

RESULTS
Products analyzed

DISCUSSION

Twenty samples of 10 different brands of e-cigarette
refill liquids were analyzed. The 20 samples are described
in Table 1.

Nicotine and nicotine-related substances

Nicotine and nicotine-related substances
Only nicotine, known degradation products and nicotinerelated unidentified impurities were quantified in this
analysis. Some samples contained most of the known
degradation products of nicotine, while others mostly
contained unidentified peaks. The unidentified peaks
were judged to be nicotine-related or not based on a comparison with the spectra of the peaks in the reference
standard. The unidentified non-nicotine-related peaks
may be related to flavors or other excipients.
Table 2 presents the amount of nicotine in the
samples and on the labels on the bottles. Within each
brand there were some differences between the duplicates, possibly because the solutions were oily and
viscous, which made it difficult to prepare the samples for
analyses. The exact volume can be difficult to pipette and
disperse when the samples are highly viscous, and a nonhomogeneous sample can also produce differences in
assay determinations. There was no nicotine amount
specified on the labels for samples 14 and 15 (Sedansa),
and results showed that these samples did not contain
nicotine.
Table 3 presents the concentration of nicotine-related
substances expressed as percentage of the area for nicotine. Quantification of the known degradation products
and of nicotine-related unidentified impurities was made
by comparison with the peak area for nicotine in the
samples. Across all samples analyzed, the area for the
degradation products represented between 0 and 4.4% of
the area for nicotine, but for most samples the level of
degradation products represented 1–2% of the nicotine
content. Cis-N-oxide, trans-N-oxide, myosmine, anatabine and anabasine were the most common substances
found. Sample 19 (Intellicig, ‘made in the UK’) was the
cleanest sample and contained only nicotine, without any
nicotine-related substances. Empty cells in Table 3 mean
that the substances were not present in these samples.
Ethylene glycol and diethylene glycol
All solutions contained a mixture of propylene glycol and
glycerol, with the exception of sample 19 (Intellicig),
which contained only glycerol. None of the solutions
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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We analyzed 20 samples of 10 brands of refill liquids for
e-cigarettes and found that the content of nicotine degradation products and nicotine impurities represented
between 0% and 4.4% of the nicotine content, but for
the majority of e-liquids, the level was 1–2%. Nicotinecis-N-oxide, nicotine-trans-N-oxide, myosmine, anatabine and anabasine were the most common nicotine
degradation or nicotine-related substances in the solutions. Cotinine and nicotine-N-oxide are also created
during the body’s metabolism of nicotine. These
metabolites are less potent and less toxic than nicotine
itself [37], and their presence in e-liquids at authorized
levels might therefore be acceptable. However, the presence of high levels of other degradation products or
impurities would be justified only if toxicology studies
showed that they did not convey any additional risks to
the users. As with previous reports, our analysis showed
differences in quality between brands, but also differences across models within the same brands [20,24].
The origin of the nicotine and its manufacturing process
are difficult to determine based on these data. Regarding
the content of nicotine and nicotine-related substances,
half of the e-liquids in our analysis could be acceptable
as medicinal products, but all regulations for manufacturing medicinal products were probably not fulfilled.
The other half of the liquids analyzed contained up to
five times the maximum amount of impurities specified
in the European Pharmacopoeia [33].
High amounts of nicotine-related impurities suggest
that oxidative degradation of nicotine occurred either
during the manufacturing of the ingredient or during
the manufacturing of the final liquids, or owing to an
unstable formulation. Other reasons may include nondesirable interactions with the packaging material, inadequate handling and storage, or some other problems. For
a high quality product, it is critical to use raw material of
good quality, and that the composition of the product is
stable and non-reactive. Flavor is a parameter known to
affect the stability of products. For example, nicotine is
often easily oxidized by common substances found in
mint, vanilla and fruit flavors.
The production process and content of medicinal
products are strictly regulated, and the dose must be
proven to be safe and to have a clinical effect. Medications
must be produced in a strictly controlled and regulated
manner in accordance with good manufacturing
Addiction, 108, 1671–1679
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Titan Fluid, Flavor M/Borough
Refill liquid, Rich X-high
Western Conqueror

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Forever Vapor
Forever Vapor
Ecigexpress
Ecigexpress
Ecigexpress
Ecigexpress
Janty
Janty
Janty
Totally Wicked
Totally Wicked
Vapor4Life
Vapor4Life
Sedansa
Sedansa
Johnson Creek
Johnson Creek
Tecc
Intellicig
Dekang

Model name

No. Brand name

Table 1 Description of the e-liquids analyzed.

10
10
10
10
30
30
15
15
15
10
10
30
30
10
10
15
15
10
10
10

24 mg
24 mg
18 mg/mL
24 mg
18 mg/mL
6 mg
16 mg
24 mg
16 mg (in order form)
18 mg
18 mg
24 mg
24 mg
None specified
None specified
24 mg
24 mg
18 mg
30 mg
12 mg

Bottle capacity Labeled
(mL)
content
forevervapor.com
forevervapor.com
Ecigexpress.com
Ecigexpress.com
Ecigexpress.com
Ecigexpress.com
france.jantyworld.com
france.jantyworld.com
france.jantyworld.com
Totallywicked-eliquid.co.uk
Totallywicked-eliquid.co.uk
v4l.com
v4l.com
Sedansa.be
Sedansa.be
Johnsoncreeksmokejuice.com
Johnsoncreeksmokejuice.com
theelectroniccigarette.co.uk
Intellicig.com
(in person)

Ordered on website

01/11/2013
05/10/2013
Not stated
Not stated
Not stated
Not stated
05/2013
05/2013
04/2011–10/2012
Not stated
Not stated
22/08/2013
10/10/2012
Not stated
Not stated
Date not found
Not stated
09/2011–03/2013
12/2013
04/01/2014

Country sent from
Expiry or ‘use
(label on mail package) by’ date

China (Beijing)
China (Beijing)
USA
USA (WA)
USA (WA)
USA
USA (WA)
USA (WA)
France
France
France
China
UK
USA
UK
USA (IL)
USA
USA (IL)
China
Belgium
China
Belgium
USA
USA (WI)
USA
USA (WI)
China
UK
UK
UK
PRC (= China) China: in person

‘Made in’
label

E-liquids
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Table 2 Amount of nicotine in the samples.

Sample no.

Brand and model

1

Forever Vapor USA Mix

2

Forever Vapor Menthol

3

Ecigexpress Premium Tobacco

4

Ecigexpress USA Mix

5

Ecigexpress Minty Menthol

6

Ecigexpress Unflavored PG base

7

Janty Orange

8

Janty Flavorless

9

Janty TXS-H

10

Totally Wicked Pillbox 38—High 18 mg

11

Totally Wicked Pillbox 38—Patriot Range

12

Vapor4life V4L-555 Nobacco Juice

13

Vapor4life V4L-Nobacco Juice Gunslinger

14

Sedansa Turkish Blend

15

Sedansa Anatolia

16

Johnson Creek JC Original

17

Johnson Creek Tennessee Cured

18

Tecc Titan Fluid, Flavor M/Borough

19

Intellicig Rich X-high

20

Dekang Western Conqueror

Nicotine
(mg/mL)

Labeled nicotine
content

% of label

20.3
25.3
24.6
26.8
21.8
18.0
25.7
23.7
17.8
17.8
6.0
6.0
15.2
15.0
23.5
22.2
16.1
15.9
17.7
18.4
16.1
16.7
22.3
23.6
22.9
25.1
nd
nd
nd
nd
25.7
25.4
24.5
25.0
17.5
17.2
29.0
28.4
11.7
12.5

24 mg
24 mg
24 mg
24 mg
18 mg/mL
18 mg/mL
24 mg
24 mg
18 mg/mL
18 mg/mL
6 mg
6 mg
16 mg
16 mg
24 mg
24 mg
16 mg
16 mg
18 mg
18 mg
18 mg
18 mg
24 mg
24 mg
24 mg
24 mg
ns
ns
ns
ns
24 mg
24 mg
24 mg
24 mg
18 mg
18 mg
30 mg
30 mg
12 mg
12 mg

85
106
102
112
121
100
107
99
99
99
101
100
95
94
98
93
101
99
98
102
90
93
93
98
95
105
na
na
na
na
107
106
102
104
97
96
97
95
98
104

nd = not detected; ns = nicotine content not specified on label; na = not applicable. Results for two replicates are presented for each sample.

practice, and all excipients must show proof of good
quality and well-established characteristics. The container must be tested and made of inert material. Most
e-liquids probably do not fulfill these requirements, but
e-liquids are currently marketed as alternatives to
tobacco, rather than medications. Our analysis did not
investigate how the solutions, or the nicotine or other
excipients, were produced, how the solutions might be
affected when added to the e-cigarette, long-term stability, in-use stability, or how the solutions are affected when
heated, vaporized and inhaled.
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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The nicotine content in the samples generally corresponded to the labels on the bottles, and differences
between content and labels were smaller than previously
reported [20,24], which suggests that the manufacturing
processes has improved over time. The bottles of e-liquid
are dangerous as they contain up to 720 mg of nicotine,
which is several times the fatal dose of nicotine (and
larger bottles are available online). The acute minimum
lethal oral dose of nicotine is 40–60 mg in children (oral
intake of tobacco from cigarettes) or 0.8–1.0 mg/kg of
body weight in adult non-smokers [38].
Addiction, 108, 1671–1679

Forever Vapor Menthol

Ecigexpress Premium
Tobacco
Ecigexpress USA Mix

Ecigexpress Minty
Menthol
Ecigexpress Unflavored
PG base
Janty Orange

Janty Flavorless

Janty TXS-H

Totally Wicked Pillbox
38-High 18 mg
Totally Wicked Pillbox
38-Patriot Range
Vapor4life V4L—555
Nobacco Juice
Vapor4life V4L Nobacco Juice Gunslinger
Sedansa Turkish Blend

Sedansa Anatolia

Johnson Creek JC
Original
Johnson Creek Tennessee
Cured
Tecc Titan Fluid

Intellicig Rich X-high

Dekang Western
Conqueror

2

3

5
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8

9

10

12
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15

16

18

19

20

0.14
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.37
0.37
0.09
0.09
0.03
0.03
0.19
0.18
0.11
0.11
0.15
0.15
0.24
0.23
0.09
0.09
0.43
0.42
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.12
0.12
–
–
0.03
0.03

Cis-N-oxide
0.36
0.36
0.27
0.28
–
–
0.99
0.89
0.20
0.20
0.06
0.06
1.06
1.06
–
–
0.31
0.30
0.52
0.51
0.23
0.25
2.68
2.69
1.16
1.16
–
–
–
–
0.67
0.68
0.32
0.34
0.26
0.26
–
–
0.04
0.04

Trans-N-oxide
–
–
–
–
0.12
0.12
–
–
0.10
0.10
–
–
0.06
0.06
–
–
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.21
0.21
0.12
0.13
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.05
–
–
–
–

Cotinine

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.02
0.03

–
–
0.10
0.10
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
0.06
0.06
–
–
–
–
–

Nornicotine
0.38
0.39
0.32
0.33
–
–
1.56
1.54
–
–
–
–
0.95
0.94
0.77
0.77
0.25
0.22
0.43
0.43
–
–
0.41
0.42
0.32
0.31
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.57
0.57
–
–
0.13
0.14

Anatabine
0.18
0.18
0.36
0.37
0.25
0.25
0.21
0.20
0.24
0.25
0.14
0.14
0.20
0.19
0.21
0.21
0.22
0.20
0.28
0.29
0.42
0.42
0.34
0.35
0.24
0.24
–
–
–
–
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.27
0.28
–
–
0.05
0.05

Myosmine

nd = not detected. Empty cells mean that the substances were not present in these samples. Results for two replicates are presented for each sample.

17

14

13

11

7

6

4

Forever Vapor USA Mix

Brand and model

1

Sample no.

Table 3 Amount of nicotine-related substances (NRS), expressed as % of nicotine content.

0.17
0.17
0.20
0.21
–
–
0.33
0.33
–
–
–
–
0.20
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.13
0.12
0.45
0.45
–
–
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.16
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.23
0.23
–
–
0.04
0.05

Anabasine

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.06
0.06
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–

Beta-nicotyrine
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.07
–
0.12
0.13
–
–
–
–
–
0.05
0.12
0.12
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Unidentified

1.22
1.24
1.35
1.37
0.54
0.53
3.46
3.34
0.63
0.65
0.23
0.23
2.82
2.71
1.37
1.38
1.11
1.07
1.97
1.97
0.96
1.01
4.35
4.36
1.87
1.88
nd
nd
nd
nd
0.76
0.78
0.44
0.46
1.51
1.51
nd
nd
0.31
0.34

Total NRS

E-liquids
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Ethylene glycol and diethylene glycol
We did not find either ethylene glycol or diethylene glycol
in the liquids analyzed (the Dekang sample was not
included in this analysis), which is an indicator of the
quality of the e-liquids, and is reassuring. The minimum
toxic dose of diethylene glycol is 0.14 mg/kg of body
weight and the lethal dose is 1 g/kg of body weight
[39,40].
Study strengths and limitations
Strengths of our study included the analysis of a large
number of brands and models (one of the largest to date),
and the inclusion of some of the most popular brands of
e-liquids. From a public health perspective, analyses
should include the brands that most ‘vapers’ (i.e. users of
e-cigarettes) are exposed to. In contrast, some previously
published analyses omitted several of the most popular
brands [20,24,27,28]. Other study strengths include
analysis of most of the known impurities and degradation
products of nicotine: levels of cis-N-oxide, trans-N-oxide
and nornicotine in e-liquids have not previously been
reported, and levels of the other substances included in
our analyses have been reported in only one paper for just
three brands of e-cigarettes [20]. One limitation is that, for
practical reasons, some popular brands were not included
in our analyses. Another limitation is that we tested only
one batch of liquid per brand/model and therefore could
not assess whether there were variations from batch to
batch within a given brand or within a given model
obtained from different sources. Finally, our analyses were
limited to a few substances, and analyses of other substances, in both the liquids and in the vapor, are necessary.
These substances include flavors and fragrances, aroma
transporters (acetin, diacetin, solanone), food dyes, carcinogenic tobacco-specific nitrosamines, oil (as an impurity
in glycerol)—since inhaled oil can cause lipoid pneumonia
[41]—phthalates and plasticizers (that can migrate from
the container during heating and vaporization), aldehydes (formaldehyde, acetaldehyde), metal particles [27],
allergens and infectious agents. We analyzed refill liquids
only, but future studies should analyze the vapor because
new substances may be created during the heating and
vaporization processes. In addition, because e-liquids are
intended to be vaporized and inhaled, they should be
tested for delivered dose uniformity and aerodynamic
particle size distribution. These tests are mandatory for
medications intended to be inhaled.

CONCLUSIONS
About half of the e-liquids analyzed in this study contained acceptable levels of nicotine-related impurities, the
nicotine content corresponded, in general, to the labels
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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on the bottles and no diethylene glycol was found in a
sample of some of the most popular brands of e-liquids.
Thus, the quality of most of these products was surprisingly good. However, some brands had levels of impurities
above accepted limits for pharmaceutical products. To
ensure that e-liquids meet acceptable quality standards
required to ensure the safety of nicotine medications, all
the manufacturing processes should be controlled, particularly the choice of excipients, and standard testing
and quality control procedures should be implemented.
In the current legal situation in most countries, manufacturers and distributors of e-liquids are not controlled
by the agencies that otherwise control medications. For
some brands of e-liquids at least, the manufacturing
process or control systems are probably below required
standards for nicotine medications.
As this new market has largely developed outside an
appropriate regulatory framework, some manufacturers
and vendors apparently lack adequate know-how about
safety, and most do not provide information about their
products and manufacturing processes. However, no
country currently regulates e-cigarettes and e-liquids as
medications. Rather, they are regulated as tobacco products or consumer products. In this case, they should be
compared with tobacco, not with nicotine medications,
and the presence of impurities in e-liquids is less relevant,
because even if e-liquids contained impurities, vaping
would still be much less dangerous than smoking. The
success of e-cigarettes challenges current legislation,
which allows nicotine only in tobacco and in nicotine
medications. This new situation requires a substantive
discussion on the place of nicotine in our society and
a reconsideration of the regulation of nicotine in all
products, including tobacco.
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Awareness and ever-use of electronic cigarettes among U.S. adults,
2010-2011.
King BA, Alam S, Promoff G, Arrazola R, Dube SR.
Office on Smoking and Health, National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 4770 Buford Highway, Atlanta, GA 30341, USA.
baking@cdc.gov
Abstract
INTRODUCTION: Electronic cigarettes, or e-cigarettes, were introduced into the U.S. market in recent years.
However, little is known about the health impact of the product or the extent of its use. This study assessed the
prevalence and correlates of awareness and ever-use of e-cigarettes among U.S. adults during 2010-2011.
METHODS: Data were obtained from the HealthStyles survey, a national consumer-based survey of U.S. adults
aged ≥18 years old. In 2010, data collection for the HealthStyles survey was both mail-based (n = 4,184) and webbased (n = 2,505), and in 2011, web-based (n = 4,050) only. Estimates of awareness and ever-use of e-cigarettes
were calculated overall and by sex, age, race/ethnicity, educational attainment, household income, region, and
smoking status.
RESULTS: In 2010, overall awareness of e-cigarettes was 38.5% (mail survey) and 40.9% (web survey); in 2011,
awareness was 57.9% (web survey). Ever-use of e-cigarettes among all respondents was 2.1% in the 2010 mail
survey, 3.3% in the 2010 web survey, and 6.2% in the 2011 web survey. Ever-use of e-cigarettes was significantly
higher among current smokers compared with both former and never-smokers, irrespective of survey method or
year. During 2010-2011, ever-use increased among both sexes, those aged 45-54 years, non-Hispanic Whites,
those living in the South, and current and former smokers.
CONCLUSIONS: Awareness and ever-use of e-cigarettes increased among U.S. adults from 2010 to 2011. In
2011, approximately 1 in 5 current smokers reported having ever-used e-cigarettes. Continued surveillance of ecigarettes is needed for public health planning.
PMID: 23449421 [PubMed - in process]
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Abstract

Methods: Respondents from three surveys were recruited from a panel of adults in Britain. Preliminary online and face-to-face
qualitative research informed the development of a smokers’ survey (486 smokers who had used e-cigarettes and 894 smokers
who had not). Representative samples of adults in Britain were then constructed from the panel for population surveys in 2010
(12,597 adults, including 2,297 smokers) and 2012 (12,432 adults, including 2,093 smokers), generating estimates of the prevalence of e-cigarette use and trial in Great Britain.
Results: Awareness, trial, and current use increased between 2010 and 2012; for example, current use more than doubled from
2.7% of smokers in 2010 to 6.7% in 2012. The proportion of ever-users currently using e-cigarettes was around one-third in both
years. In 2012, 1.1% of ex-smokers reported current e-cigarette use, and a further 2.7% reported past use. Approximately 0.5%
of never-smokers reported having tried e-cigarettes.
Conclusions: While we found evidence supporting the view that e-cigarette use may be a bridge to quitting, we found very
little evidence of e-cigarette use among adults who had never smoked. British smokers would benefit from information about the
effective use, risks, and benefits of e-cigarettes, as this might enable the use of e-cigarettes to improve public health.

Introduction
E-cigarettes, also known as ENDS (electronic nicotine delivery
systems), are a means of inhaling nicotine vapor, potentially
eliminating the need to use smoked tobacco. The Chinese company Ruyan is credited with first introducing e-cigarettes to the
market in 2004. Typically, e-cigarettes consist of a plastic or
metal tube, a glowing light-emitting diode tip, and the emission
of vapor and commonly resemble cigarettes in size and appearance, although models that do not resemble cigarettes also
exist. Users puff on the device as they might a cigarette, inhaling a vaporous solution of nicotine in propylene glycol or glycerine. The combination of nicotine delivery, the hand-to-mouth
movement, and the cigarette-like appearance are intended to
make e-cigarettes a competitor with smoked tobacco in the
market for recreational nicotine.
Smoking causes an estimated 100,000 deaths in the United
Kingdom (Peto, Lopez, Boreham, & Thun, 2007), and so e-cigarettes are of considerable interest to public health. E-cigarettes
are also of great interest to smokers and may offer a new option
for those who are unable or unwilling to quit, permitting the
total or partial replacement of smoked tobacco without making

any commitment to reduce or abstain from recreational nicotine use. For these smokers, e-cigarettes could greatly reduce
morbidity and mortality associated with smoked tobacco use.
However, many commentators have urged caution and health
concerns were recently summarized by Cobb and Abrams
(2011) who have questioned quality standards in manufacture,
adequacy and consistency in nicotine delivery, the long-term
effect of propylene glycol inhalation, the risk to children of
accidentally swallowing refill cartridges, and the risk of e-cigarettes as a “bridge product” for use in places where smoking
is prohibited or as starter products attractive to young people.
Borland (2011) has suggested that some opposition to
e-cigarette use is pragmatic and among others it is routed in
opposition to any recreational use of nicotine. Wagener, Siegel,
and Borelli (2012) have argued that the harms have been
overstated and that e-cigarettes offer “more profit than peril.”
They contend that the risk of ingestion by children is no greater
than many other household products, that concern about
toxicity is not born out by the evidence, and that e-cigarette
use is associated with increased motivation to quit. Caponnetto,
Campagna, Papale, Russo, and Polosa (2012) have argued that
e-cigarettes do not raise serious health concerns and “retailers
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Introduction: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are a means of recreational nicotine use that can potentially eliminate the need
to smoke tobacco. Little is known about the prevalence of use or smokers’ attitudes toward e-cigarettes. This study describes use
of and attitudes toward e-cigarettes in Britain.

E-cigarettes: Prevalence and attitudes in Great Britain

Methods
All respondents were recruited from a panel of adults in Britain
developed by the polling company YouGov. In 2010, the panel
consisted of more than 185,000 adults, rising to 360,000 in 2012.
YouGov panel members opt in to participate in online surveys,
are recruited from a variety of sources, including standard advertising and partnerships with other Web sites, and receive a modest financial incentive for survey participation. Respondents’
sociodemographic information is recorded at the time of recruitment. To construct nationally representative survey samples,
Table 1.

YouGov employ a targeted quota sampling methodology using
proprietary software. YouGov’s system invites panel members to
participate in surveys via E-mail by matching their demographics to the demographics required by currently active surveys.
While a panel member may be invited to a survey by the system to meet survey demographic requirements, it does not mean
they will definitely be sent to that particular survey—participants
receive an invite to the system as a whole, not any individual
survey. For example, if a particular survey has since closed,
they will be taken to another survey that requires someone of
their demographics. It is not possible for the same participant to
complete the same survey multiple times, nor is it possible for
respondents to screen themselves into a survey where they have
a strong preexisting interest in the subject matter. The resulting
data are weighted to be representative of British adults (18 years
and older) based on age, gender, social class, newspaper readership, and political party affiliation, weighting being derived from
population census data and other sources (YouGov Web site).
For the qualitative research and smokers’ survey, a series
of screening questions were used. The first identified smokers (“Which of the following best applies to you? I have never
smoked; I used to smoke but I have given up now; I smoke but
I don’t smoke every day; I smoke every day”). The second identified smokers who used e-cigarettes (“Which of the following
best describes you? I currently smoke e-cigarettes; I have tried
e-cigarettes in the past 12 months but do not currently smoke
them; I have tried e-cigarettes longer than 12 months ago but
do not currently smoke them; I have never tried e-cigarettes”).

Qualitative Research
Smokers were selected and invited to participate in qualitative
research, and a topic guide was designed by the authors in
conjunction with YouGov to inform the development of a
subsequent survey on e-cigarettes (the smokers’ survey).
Discussion items included knowledge of e-cigarettes,
safety issues, and perceived advantages and disadvantages
of e-cigarettes. Two face-to-face focus groups were used
for smokers who had not tried e-cigarettes (n = 5 and 6,
respectively). The relatively small number of e-cigarette users
and their diverse geographic locations made recruiting face-toface focus groups unfeasible. Online qualitative research has
been found to offer new opportunities to collect data in hard to
reach populations (Tates et al. 2009). Such data collection has
been characterized as either synchronous (where participants
respond to the moderator and to each other instantly) and
asynchronous (where participants have longer to consider their
responses and are not constrained to addressing questions in

Summary of Qualitative and Quantitative Research Included in Study

Date

Type of research

Sample description and sample size

February 2010

Quantitative online survey (“2010 population survey”)

March 2010

Qualitative research
Face-to-face focus group
Synchronous Internet discussions
Asynchronous Internet forum
Quantitative online survey (“Smokers’ survey”)
Quantitative online survey (“2012 population survey”)

April 2010
February 2012

1743

1738

All adults (n = 12,597)
Smokers (n = 2,297)
Smokers
Non-e-cigarette users, n = 11
e-cigarette users, n = 14
n = 12
Smokers (n = 1,380)
All adults (n = 12,432)
Smokers (n = 2,093)
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all over the world have already sold millions of electronic
cigarettes, yet there is no evidence that these products have
endangered anyone, and no indication that electronic cigarettes
are any more of an immediate threat to public health.”
Borland (2011) describes self-organizing advocacy groups
of e-cigarette users calling themselves “vapers” (because they
inhale vapor not smoke). Much of our understanding of e-cigarette users attitudes and behaviors arise from these groups
of enthusiasts who exchange experience and advice online.
These groups have been used to recruit samples for several
studies (Etter, 2010, Etter & Bullen, 2011, Goniewicz, 2010).
Independent evidence on prevalence of use is limited. The
U.K. e-cigarette user group, the Electronic Cigarette Consumer
Association, estimate 250,000–300,000 e-cigarette users in
the United Kingdom and are reported to have estimated that
users will exceed 1,000,000 by the end of 2012 (The Guardian,
2012). In the United States, very few people who had never
smoked cigarettes had ever used e-cigarettes and the majority believed that e-cigarettes were less harmful than smoked
cigarettes (Pearson et al., 2011). So far, only one peer-reviewed
study reported population data on e-cigarette use at more than
one timepoint (Regan, Promoff, Dube, & Arrazola, 2013). This
study of U.S. adults reported that awareness of e-cigarettes
doubled between 2009 and 2010 and ever use more than quadrupled to 2.7%. Few studies have been conducted to examine
prevalence of use in subpopulations. However, studying Polish
high school students, Goniewicz and Zielinska-Danch (2012)
found that 23.5% had ever used e-cigarettes and 8.2% had used
e-cigarettes in the previous 30 days.
This study reports findings from qualitative and quantitative research of smokers in Britain conducted in 2010 and
British population surveys conducted in 2010 and 2012 listed
in Table 1. We have estimated the prevalence of e-cigarette
use and assessed attitudes, beliefs, trial, and current usage of
e-cigarettes among smokers and ex-smokers.

Nicotine & Tobacco Research
the order they appear on the topic guide) (Clarke, 2000). Two
synchronous online discussions (n = 7 and n = 7) and one
asynchronous Internet forum (n = 12) were used for smokers
who were currently using or had tried e-cigarettes in the last
12 months. The findings, which are not reported here, informed
the design of an online survey of smokers.
2010 Population Survey

Analysis
Descriptive statistics on e-cigarette prevalence by survey
respondent smoking status in the 2010 and 2012 large population surveys were calculated and confidence intervals (CIs)
derived using procedures appropriate for weighted survey data.
Independence of e-cigarette use by smoking status and survey
year combinations were tested with a chi-square test adjusted
for survey design using the Rao–Scott correction. Demographic
variables known to predict smoking status (age, gender, and
social grade) were explored to determine if they were associated
with ever or current e-cigarette use in logistic regression models adjusting for smoking. Potential demographic predictors of
e-cigarette use were entered simultaneously into multivariate
models. As there were very few never smoking e-cigarette users,
the latter analysis was restricted to ex-smokers, occasional
Table 2. Weighted and Unweighted Demographic
Characteristics and Smoking Status of an Online
Panel Sample of Adults in Great Britain Age 18 or
Older, 2010 and 2012 Population Surveys

Smokers’ Survey
In April 2010, YouGov panel members who had been identified
at screening as smokers were invited to participate in an online
survey referred to here as the smokers’ survey. Participants in
the February 2010 survey were excluded. One thousand three
hundred and eighty adult smokers (486 smokers who had used
e-cigarettes and 894 smokers who had not tried e-cigarettes)
were interviewed. This survey explored attitudes and behaviors
relating to e-cigarette use. All smokers were asked (a) whether
they would be interested in finding out more about “a way to
satisfy your desire to smoke in situations where you should
not smoke (which was not harmful to your health or the health
of others),” (b) to compare the perceived safety of e-cigarettes
with conventional tobacco and nicotine replacement therapy
(NRT) (“Compared with conventional tobacco products (e.g.,
cigarettes, cigars, roll-ups, etc.), which of the following statements best describes how safe you consider e-cigarettes?”;
and “Compared with NRT (e.g., gums, patches, inhalers, etc.),
which of the following statements best describes how safe you
consider e-cigarettes?”) and (c) to select benefits and disadvantages of e-cigarettes from a list generated from the qualitative
interviews (“Now thinking back to e-cigarettes, which, if any, of
the following would you consider to be among the advantages
of this type of product? (Please tick all that apply)” and “Which,
if any, of the following would you consider to be among the disadvantages of this type of product? (Please tick all that apply).”
2012 Population Survey
Finally, in February 2012, a second population sample was
constructed by randomly sampling the YouGov panel to fill
quotas on age, gender, region, social grade, and newspaper
readership and surveyed online. The survey addressed a range of
tobacco issues including awareness and use of e-cigarettes this
time among the whole population sample, that is both smokers
and nonsmokers (12,432 adults including 2,093 smokers).
Responses were both sampled and weighted to be representative
of all adults in Great Britain. Table 2 shows the demographic

Sex
Male
Female
Age
18–24
25–34
35–44
45–54
55+
Social grade
A
B
C1
C2
D
E
Country of residence
England
Wales
Scotland
Smoking status
Never-smoker
Ex-smoker
Nondaily smoker
Daily smoker
Base respondents (n)

2010 Weighted
percentage
(unweighted
percentage)

2012 Weighted
percentage
(unweighted
percentage)

48.0 (48.6)
52.0 (51.4)

48.0 (49.1)
52.0 (50.9)

12.0 (6.1)
17.8 (16.8)
17.1 (16.5)
18.1 (17.3)
35.0 (43.2)

12.0 (9.6)
16.3 (12.3)
17.8 (15.0)
18.9 (17.9)
35.0 (45.2)

9.9 (15.9)
16.0 (24.3)
29.1 (27.3)
20.7 (15.2)
16.2 (7.6)
8.1 (9.7)

8.2 (11.4)
17.7 (22.9)
29.1 (30.0)
20.7 (14.6)
16.2 (9.0)
8.1 (12.0)

86.4 (81.6)
5.0 (8.9)
8.6 (9.6)

86.4 (80.4)
5.0 (11.1)
8.6 (8.5)

45.2 (45.0)
34.2 (36.8)
4.6 (4.0)
15.9 (14.2)

48.0 (47.2)
33.2 (36.0)
4.5 (4.0)
14.3 (12.8)

12,597

12,432

Note. “Social grade” refers to a system of classification
commonly used in Great Britain based on the occupation of
the chief wage earner of the household. A = high managerial,
administrative or professional; B = intermediate managerial,
administrative or professional; C1 = skilled nonmanual
workers; C2 = skilled manual workers; D = semi- and
unskilled manual workers; E = pensioners, casual or lowest
grade workers, or unemployed.
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In February 2010, a population sample was constructed by
randomly sampling the YouGov panel to fill quotas on age,
gender, region, social grade, and newspaper readership. A total
of 12,597 adults in Great Britain (including 2,297 smokers)
were surveyed online. The survey covered a range of tobaccorelated issues, and smokers were routed to questions to assess
awareness and use of e-cigarettes. The population surveys were
intended to assess levels of e-cigarette awareness as well as
use and so, in this case e-cigarette use was determined by the
following question, “Which of the following statements BEST
applies to you? I have never heard of e-cigarettes and have
never tried them; I have heard of e-cigarettes but have never
tried them; I have tried e-cigarettes but do not use them (anymore); I have tried e-cigarettes and still use them; Don’t know.”

characteristics and smoking status of the weighted and
unweighted sample for the 2010 and 2012 population surveys.

E-cigarettes: Prevalence and attitudes in Great Britain
smokers, and daily smokers. Analysis was conducted using R
v2.15.1 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing) with the
survey package v3.28-2 (Lumley 2012).

Results
Population Surveys: Awareness and Prevalence

Smokers’ Survey: Attitudes and Beliefs
Figures 1 and 2 show findings from the Smokers’ Survey carried out in 2010 concerning perceived advantages and disadvantages of e-cigarettes. The most commonly perceived benefit
was that they might satisfy the desire to smoke (60%) followed

Discussion
Key Findings
We found a rapid increase in e-cigarette awareness and use during our study period. Awareness of e-cigarettes among smokers increased markedly over the period with the proportion of
smokers reporting that they had not heard of e-cigarettes falling
from 38.2% in 2010 to 21.1% in 2012 (P < .001). The proportion of smokers who reported having tried e-cigarettes but
no longer using them also increased markedly from 5.5% in
2010 to 15.0% in 2012 (P < .001). Similarly, the proportion of
smokers in Great Britain reporting current e-cigarette use more
than doubled from 2.7% in 2010 to 6.7% in 2012 (P < .001),
giving an estimated 600,000 British smokers using e-cigarettes
in 2012. In 2012, we found current use of e-cigarettes to be
confined almost entirely to current or ex-smokers.
Limitations and Strengths of the Study
There are several limitations to our data. The survey samples
were constructed from an online panel, raising questions over
whether these samples can be said to be representative of British
adults without Internet access and whether, because participants “opt in” to the panel, they may differ in other potentially
relevant ways from the wider population that have not opted
in. The latter problem is not exclusive to Internet-based survey
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Table 3 shows e-cigarette awareness and use by smoking status
(never-smoking, ex-smoking, occasional, and daily smoking)
for the 2010 and 2012 surveys.
Awareness of e-cigarettes among smokers increased markedly over the period with the proportion of smokers reporting
that they had not heard of e-cigarettes falling from 38.2% (95%
CI 36.0–40.6) in 2010 to 21.1% (95% CI 18.9–23.2) in 2012
(P < .001).
E-cigarette trial and use were found predominantly among
current smokers (daily and nondaily). In 2012, around one-third
(6.7% [95% CI 5.3–8.0]) of smokers of the 21.6% (95% CI
19.4–23.8) of smokers who had ever used e-cigarettes were current users at the time of the survey; 3.7% (95% CI 3.0–4.5) of
ex-smokers reported ever use of e-cigarettes with 1.1% (95% CI
0.6–1.5) current users; around 0.5% of never-smokers reported
having ever tried e-cigarettes, and 0.1% reporting current use.
The proportion of smokers who reported having tried e-cigarettes but who no longer use them more than doubled from
5.5% (95% CI 4.4–6.6) in 2010 to 15.0% (95% CI 13.1–16.8)
in 2012 (P < .001). In 2010, as with 2012, around one-third of
ever e-cigarette users were current e-cigarette users at the time
of the study, 32.7% in 2010 and 30.9% in 2012 (P = .699).
The proportion of smokers reporting current e-cigarette use
has more than doubled from 2.7% (95% CI 2.0–3.4) in 2010 to
6.7% (95% CI 5.3–8.0) in 2012 (P < .001).
Applying official estimates of the adult population in Great
Britain (Office for National Statistics, 2011) to our 2012 survey
data, we estimate that at the time of the 2012 survey there were
around 800,000 current e-cigarette users, of whom 600,000
current smokers and 170,000 were ex-smokers.
Outcomes of the multivariate models investigating
demographic association with e-cigarette use are shown in
Table 4. No association with e-cigarette ever use was observed
for gender or social grade. Being in the oldest age group
(55 years and older), compared with the youngest (18–34),
reduced the odds of e-cigarette ever use (OR 0.58, 95% CI 0.43–
0.78, P < .001), with suggestion of a reduction also present in
the 35–54 age group (OR 0.76, 95% CI 0.57–1.03, P = .080).
None of the demographic variables entered demonstrated
strong association with current e-cigarette use, though due to
the imprecision of estimates we cannot exclude the possibility
of moderate associations that this analysis failed to detect.
Restricting the analysis only to current smokers found that
daily smokers were as likely as occasional smokers to be current e-cigarette users (OR 1.14, 95% CI 0.64–2.01, P = .654);
however, daily smokers were more likely to report ever use than
occasional smokers (OR 1.47, 95% CI 1.04–2.07, P = .026).

by “might help cut down on cigarettes” (55%) and “they might
help me give up smoking entirely (51%).” The main perceived
disadvantage was expense (53%) followed by “might not satisfy my desire to smoke” (39%) and “might be mistaken for
cigarettes” (35%).
A small majority (57%) of e-cigarette users bought their first
e-cigarette online and 14% had been given it as a gift. The most
commonly given reason for trying e-cigarettes was “as a substitute for smoking where smoking is not allowed” (43%). This was
especially common among smokers of 20 or more cigarettes per
day (49%) compared with smokers of 10–19 cigarettes (43%)
and 9 or less cigarettes (31%) (P = .008). The second most common was as an aid to quit smoking (35%) followed by a way
to cut down without quitting (31%). Heavier smokers—more
than 20 cigarettes per day—were more likely to be interested in
electronic nicotine delivery, believing they might “relieve cravings where smoking is prohibited” (62% compared with 49% in
smokers of 10–19 cigarettes per day and 38% in smokers of 9 or
less cigarettes per day) (P < .001), “satisfy the desire to smoke”
(64% compared with 62% in smokers of 10–19 cigarettes and
52% in smokers of 9 or less) (P = .001) and “help to cut down
on cigarettes” (64% compared with 56% in smokers of 10–19
cigarettes per day and 45% in smokers of 9 or less) (P < .001).
Seventy-one percent of smokers considered e-cigarettes to be
safer than conventional cigarettes (44% much safer, 27% somewhat safer, 1% somewhat less safe, and 1% much less safe) and
28% considered them to be safer than NRT (11% much safer,
17% somewhat safer, 35% about as safe, 5% less safe, and 1%
much less safe). A sizeable minority said they did not know
which was safer (22% in the case of conventional tobacco and
32% in the case of NRT). Most smokers perceived e-cigarettes to
be more satisfying than NRT (34% a great deal more satisfying,
29% somewhat more satisfying, 11% about as satisfying, 5%
somewhat more satisfying, and 3% a great deal less satisfying).

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

Ex-smoker

3.6% (1.3, 5.9)

2.5% (0.9, 4.1)

5.0% (2.4, 7.5)

48.4% (43.2, 53.6)

40.5% (35.4, 45.7)

Occasional smoker
(n = 510)

1.3% (0.6, 2.0)

2.7% (1.9, 3.5)

5.7% (4.5, 6.9)

52.7% (50.0, 55.4)

37.6% (35.0, 40.2)

Daily smoker
(n = 1,787)

3.1% (2.5, 3.7)

0.1% (0.1, 0.2)

0.4% (0.2, 0.6)

37.5% (35.9, 39.0)

58.9% (57.3, 60.5)

Never-smoker
(n = 5,866)

3.0% (2.4, 3.6)

1.1% (0.6, 1.5)

2.7% (2.1, 3.3)

43.6% (41.8, 45.4)

2.8% (1.1, 4.5)

6.1% (3.1, 9.0)

10.9% (7.4, 14.4)

53.5% (48.0, 59.0)

26.7% (22.0, 31.5)

Occasional smoker
(n = 499)

2012

49.7% (47.8, 51.5)

Ex-smoker
(n = 4,473)
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2.1% (1.1, 3.2)

6.9% (5.3, 8.4)

16.2% (14.0, 18.5)

55.4% (52.4, 58.5)

19.3% (16.9, 21.7)

Daily smoker
(n = 1,594)

Note. CI = confidence interval. Percentages may not add exactly to 100% due to rounding. Percentages have been weighted to be representative of all adults in Great Britain (ages 18+).
No data on e-cigarette awareness and use was available for never- and ex-smokers in 2010 as the question was not asked to nonsmokers in this survey.

Never heard of e-cigarettes and have
never tried , % (95% CI)
Have heard of e-cigarettes but have
never tried them, % (95% CI)
Have tried e-cigarettes but do not use
them anymore, % (95% CI)
Have tried e-cigarettes and still use
them, % (95% CI)
Don’t know, % (95% CI)

Neversmoker

2010

Table 3. Percentage of E-Cigarette Awareness and Use by Smoking Status in Adults in Great Britain, 2010 and 2012
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Table 4. Adjusted Associations Between Demographic Variables and Ever-Use or Current E-Cigarette Use
Among Ex-smokers, Occasional smokers, and Daily Smokers in 2012
E-cigarette ever-use
Odds ratio
(95% CI)

p value

Odds ratio
(95% CI)

p value

Reference
4.32 (2.89, 6.48)
7.33 (5.66, 9.48)

p < .001
p < .001

Reference
6.04 (2.92, 12.49)
6.68 (4.15, 10.77)

p < .001
p < .001

Reference
0.76 (0.57, 1.03)
0.58 (0.43, 0.78)

p = .080
p < .001

Reference
1.23 (0.70, 2.15)
0.91 (0.52, 1.58)

p = .472
p = .726

Reference
0.85 (0.68, 1.07)

p = .177

Reference
0.99 (0.67, 1.47)

p = .961

Reference
0.99 (0.79, 1.24)

p = .958

Reference
1.21 (0.81, 1.79)

p = .350

Note. CI = confidence interval. All variables entered simultaneously into a multivariate model. Total unweighted base n used for
analysis was 6,566.

Figure 1. Perceived advantages of e-cigarettes.
research—most competing methodologies (e.g., random digit
telephone dialling) also require participants to opt in or consent
to completing the survey. For the former issue, it has previously
been shown in other fields of social research (Sanders, Clarke,
Stewart, & Whiteley, 2007) that YouGov’s methodological
approach has similar use in estimating population parameters
as traditional probability-based sampling methods.

An inherent feature of the online panel methodology used to
generate these samples is a modest degree of participant overlap
between any two or more subsamples of sufficient size (around
10–15%). Where this might introduce bias, overlapping participants were excluded from subsequent samples or were screened
to determine if their responses on key questions (e-cigarette
awareness and use) differed significantly from nonoverlapping
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Smoking status
Ex-smoker
Occasional smoker
Daily smoker
Age group (years)
18–34
35–54
55+
Social grade
A, B, C1
C2, D, E
Gender
Male
Female

E-cigarette current use
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Perceived disadvantages of e-cigarettes.

participants. In a small number of cases (the participants in the
synchronous and asynchronous qualitative research), recording
procedures were not in place to track their involvement in other
study components; however, as these were a small number of
cases (n = 26), their possible participation in other samples is
unlikely to significantly alter the estimates presented here.
In the 2010 population survey, only current smokers were
asked about e-cigarette use. Consequently, we are unable to
report trends in use among ex-smokers in 2010. Our population
survey data do not include the reasons why e-cigarette users
chose to use or try e-cigarettes, nor, because of their crosssectional nature, whether ex-cigarette smokers used e-cigarettes
to help them stop smoking or took up e-cigarettes after they
had stopped smoking, or whether ex-smokers started using
e-cigarettes while still smoking conventional cigarettes. Our
smokers’ survey was conducted in 2010 at time when e-cigarette
awareness among smokers was less widespread and use was
therefore confined to relatively early adopters. Attitudes and
expectations among today’s e-cigarette users may therefore be
different from those we found in 2010 as familiarity with and
experience of e-cigarettes has increased. Our measure of ever
use is also subject to recall bias and may include anything from
experimenting once with a friend’s e-cigarette to prolonged
use. Finally, we did not define “current” use of e-cigarettes,
leaving this to users’ determination.
The principle strength of our population survey is the
potential to provide policy makers up-to-date information
with data from a large representative sample of British adults.
Electronic cigarettes use is a rapidly growing phenomenon, with
potential to greatly influence smoking and quitting behavior in
the United Kingdom. Our survey documents the early years of
the emergence of this product in the U.K. market and provides
a user perspective independent of user advocacy groups,
manufacturers, and retailers. Although the U.K.’s Health and
Social Care Information Centre has announced its intention to
include questions on e-cigarette use within the Health Survey for
England from 2013, data will only be available for independent
analysis from 2015 (Ref HSCIC Web site).

E-Cigarettes: Behaviors Beliefs and Attitudes
E-cigarette use in Britain has increased sharply in just 2 years,
albeit from a low base. The proportion of smokers who have
used them has doubled and the proportion of those who say
they have never heard of them has fallen by half. In comparison,
awareness among nonsmokers is much lower and use among
those who have never smoked is negligible. These data are,
therefore, suggestive of a gateway out of smoking with around
1% of current e-cigarette users being ex-smokers, equating to
around 170,000 adults in Great Britain. In support of this, in
their survey of 3,587 visitors to Web sites and online discussion
forums dedicated to e-cigarettes, Etter and Bullen (2011) found
that “e-cigarettes were used largely by former smokers as an
aid to quit smoking, to avoid relapse and to deal with withdrawal symptoms, much as people use nicotine replacement
therapy.” Our smokers’ survey suggests that cessation was one
among several reasons for using e-cigarettes. Half (51%) of
smokers considered a potential benefit of e-cigarettes to be that
they might assist in giving up smoking entirely.
Around one in three of those who report having tried e-cigarettes were still using them at the time of the survey (both
in 2010 and in 2012). It would appear, therefore, that only a
minority of people who try e-cigarettes find them sufficiently
satisfying to continue use. However, not all e-cigarettes are the
same and studies (Vansickel et al., 2010) have found very different levels of nicotine delivery between brands. Similarly,
users respond differently to e-cigarettes: studies examining the
effect of e-cigarettes on cigarette smoking withdrawal observe
substantial benefits to some but not all users. Whereas quitters in an NHS stop-smoking service will receive support and
education on the use of NRT, e-cigarette users are largely untutored and better education may result in greater satisfaction and
substitution for cigarettes. This study did not find evidence of
associations between e-cigarette use and social grade or gender.
Data from the smokers’ survey suggest that smokers believe
e-cigarettes represent a much smaller threat to their health than
smoking and this appears to be justified by a literature, which has
so far failed to identify any widespread health threats either to
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e-cigarettes users or to those around them. However, there is considerable uncertainty about the risks and a misplaced perception
among many smokers that e-cigarettes are less risky than NRT.
It may be that the 60% of smokers who believe e-cigarettes
could reduce their desire to smoke and the 55% of smokers who
believe that e-cigarette use can help them cut down are justified.
Conversely, 50% of smokers believe e-cigarettes could ease their
cravings where smoking is banned and this might mean some
quit attempts are deferred. These are not questions answered by
this study. What is clear is that an increasing number of smokers are trying e-cigarettes to reduce or eliminate their use of
smoked tobacco. They do so without access to a growing body
of evidence on the potential benefits and risks relative to smoking and to therapeutic nicotine replacement. Such guidance as is
available to most smokers comes from friends, the enthusiasts’
Web sites and the manufacturers of the products.

Use of e-cigarettes in Britain has grown but, with only 6.7%
of smokers reporting current use, they remain something of a
niche product. Although awareness has increased, the proportion of smokers who were aware of e-cigarettes but had not
tried them remains at just more than 50%.
The use of e-cigarette is largely confined to smokers and exsmokers. Around 170,000 people may have replaced smoking
with e-cigarette use. While we found evidence supporting the
view that e-cigarette use may be a bridge to quitting, we found
negligible evidence of e-cigarette use among those who had
never smoked.
The failure to support and educate smokers on the effective use, risks, and benefits of e-cigarettes may represent a lost
opportunity for public health.
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Health-related effects reported by electronic cigarette users in online
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Abstract
BACKGROUND: The health effects caused by electronic cigarette (e-cigarette) use are not well understood.
OBJECTIVE: Our purpose was to document the positive and negative short-term health effects produced by ecigarette use through an analysis of original posts from three online e-cigarettes forums.
METHODS: Data were collected into Microsoft Access databases and analyzed using Cytoscape association
graphics, frequency distributions, and interactomes to determine the number and type of health effects reported,
the organ systems affected the frequency of specific effects, and systems interactions.
RESULTS: A total of 405 different symptoms due to e-cigarette use were reported from three forums. Of these, 78
were positive, 326 were negative, and one was neutral. While the reported health effects were similar in all three
forums, the forum with the most posts was analyzed in detail. Effects, which were reported for 12 organ
systems/anatomical regions, occurred most often in the mouth and throat and in the respiratory, neurological,
sensory, and digestive systems. Users with negative symptoms often reported more than one symptom, and in
these cases interactions were often seen between systems, such as the circulatory and neurological systems.
Positive effects usually occurred singly and most frequently affected the respiratory system.
CONCLUSIONS: This is the first compilation and analysis of the health effects reported by e-cigarette users in
online forums. These data show that e-cigarette use can have wide ranging positive and negative effects and that
online forums provide a useful resource for examining how e-cigarette use affects health.
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Abstract: Background: A major characteristic of the electronic cigarette (EC) market is
the availability of a large number of different flavours. This has been criticised by the
public health authorities, some of whom believe that diverse flavours will attract young
users and that ECs are a gateway to smoking. At the same time, several reports in the news
media mention that the main purpose of flavour marketing is to attract youngsters. The
importance of flavourings and their patterns of use by EC consumers have not been
adequately evaluated, therefore, the purpose of this survey was to examine and understand
the impact of flavourings in the EC experience of dedicated users. Methods:
A questionnaire was prepared and uploaded in an online survey tool. EC users were asked
to participate irrespective of their current smoking status. Participants were divided
according to their smoking status at the time of participation in two subgroups: former
smokers and current smokers. Results: In total, 4,618 participants were included in the
analysis, with 4,515 reporting current smoking status. The vast majority (91.1%) were
former smokers, while current smokers had reduced smoking consumption from 20 to
4 cigarettes per day. Both subgroups had a median smoking history of 22 years and had
been using ECs for 12 months. On average they were using three different types of liquid
flavours on a regular basis, with former smokers switching between flavours more
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frequently compared to current smokers; 69.2% of the former subgroup reported doing so
on a daily basis or within the day. Fruit flavours were more popular at the time of
participation, while tobacco flavours were more popular at initiation of EC use. On a scale
from 1 (not at all important) to 5 (extremely important) participants answered that
variability of flavours was “very important” (score = 4) in their effort to reduce or quit
smoking. The majority reported that restricting variability will make ECs less enjoyable
and more boring, while 48.5% mentioned that it would increase craving for cigarettes and
39.7% said that it would have been less likely for them to reduce or quit smoking. The
number of flavours used was independently associated with smoking cessation.
Conclusions: The results of this survey of dedicated users indicate that flavours are
marketed in order to satisfy vapers’ demand. They appear to contribute to both perceived
pleasure and the effort to reduce cigarette consumption or quit smoking. Due to the fact
that adoption of ECs by youngsters is currently minimal, it seems that implementing
regulatory restrictions to flavours could cause harm to current vapers while no public
health benefits would be observed in youngsters. Therefore, flavours variability should be
maintained; any potential future risk for youngsters being attracted to ECs can be
sufficiently minimized by strictly prohibiting EC sales in this population group.
Keywords: electronic cigarette; flavours; smoking; tobacco; nicotine; smoking cessation;
public health

1. Introduction
Cigarette smoking is considered the single most preventable cause of disease, affecting several
systems in the human body and causing premature death [1]. The World Health Organisation predicts
more than 1 billion deaths within the 21st century related to tobacco cigarettes [2]. Although there is
overwhelming evidence for the benefits of smoking cessation [3], it is a very difficult addiction to
break. Currently available nicotine replacement therapy have low long-term success rate, which may
be attributed solely to psychological support [4], while oral medications are more effective [5] but are
hindered by reports of adverse neuropsychiatric effects [6]. In this context, the tobacco harm reduction
strategy has been developed, with a goal of providing nicotine through alternative methods in order to
reduce the amount of harmful substances obtained by the user [7].
Electronic cigarettes (ECs) have been marketed in recent years as alternative to smoking products.
They consist mainly of a battery and an atomiser where liquid is stored and gets evaporated by energy
supplied to an electrical resistance. The liquid contains mainly propylene glycol and glycerol, with the
option to include nicotine. A major characteristic of the EC liquid market is the availability of a variety
of flavourings. Besides tobacco-like flavours, the consumer can choose flavours consisting of fruits,
sweets, drinks and beverages and many more. The availability of so many flavours has been criticized
by authorities such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), stating that there is a potential to
attract youngsters [8]. Such a concern was probably raised by the experience with tobacco products,
with studies showing that flavoured cigarettes were more appealing to young users [9]. A recent survey
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of electronic cigarette users found that almost half of participants were using non-tobacco flavours [10].
However, no survey was specifically designed to detect the impact of flavourings on EC experience by
users. Therefore, the purpose of this survey was to evaluate the patterns of flavourings use and
determine their popularity in a sample of dedicated adult EC users.
2. Methods
A questionnaire was prepared by the research team in two languages (English and Greek) and was
uploaded in an online survey tool (www.surveymonkey.com). A brief presentation of the survey was
uploaded in the website of a non-profit EC advocates group (www.ecigarette-research.com) together
with informed consents in English and Greek. If the participant agreed with the informed consent, he
was redirected to the questionnaire in the respective language by pressing the “I agree” button. The survey
was available online for 15 days. The protocol was approved by the ethics committee of our institution.
EC users of any age, irrespective of current or previous smoking status, were asked to participate to
the survey. The survey was communicated in internet social media and several EC users’ forums and
advocate groups worldwide. The IP address of the participants was recorded in order to remove double
entries. There was an option for participants to report their email address for participation in future
projects; unwillingness to report the email address was not a criterion for exclusion from the survey.
Information about age, gender, country of residence and education level was requested. Past and
present smoking status was asked and, based on the latter, participants were divided into two groups
for the analysis: former smokers who had completely quit smoking and smokers who were still
smoking after initiation of EC use. The questionnaire included questions about the type of flavours
used regularly by the participants, whether the variety of flavourings was important in reducing or
completely substituting smoking and defining the reasons for using multiple flavours. To assess
difficulty in finding flavours of their preference at EC use initiation, the following question was asked:
“Was it difficult to find the flavourings of your preference at initiation of EC use?”. The answers were
scored as: 1, “not at all difficult”; 2, “slightly difficult”; 3, “difficult”; 4, “very difficult”; and
5, “extremely difficult”. To examine the importance of flavours variability in reducing or quitting
smoking, the following question was asked: “Was the variability of flavourings important in your
effort to reduce or completely substitute smoking?”. The answer was scored as: 1, “not at all important”;
2, “slightly important”; 3, “important”; 4, “very important”; and 5, “extremely important”.
3. Statistical Analysis
Participants were categorised into current smokers and former-smokers according to their reported
status at the time of participation to the survey. Results are reported for the whole sample and for each
of the subgroups. The sample size varied by variable because of missing data. In some questions,
responders were allowed to choose more than one option; in these cases, each answer is presented
separately and the sum of responses may exceed 100%. Kolmogorov-Smirnoff tests were performed to
assess normality of distribution of variables. Continuous variables are reported as median (interquartile
range [IQR]). Categorical variables are reported as number (percentage). Mann Whitney U test was
used to compare continuous variables between current and former smokers, while cross tabulations
with χ2 test were used for categorical variables. Finally, a stepwise binary logistic regression analysis
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was performed, with smoking status (former vs. current smoker) as the independent variable and age,
gender, education level, smoking duration, number of flavourings used regularly, and EC consumption
(ml liquid or number of prefilled cartomisers) as covariates. A two-tailed P value of <0.05 was
considered statistically significant, and all analyses were performed with commercially available
statistical software (SPSS v. 18, Chicago, IL, USA).
4. Results
4.1. Baseline Characteristics
After excluding double entries, 4,618 participants were included to the analysis, with 4,515
reporting current smoking status (current vs. former smokers). The baseline characteristics of the study
group and subgroups are displayed in Table 1. More than 90% were former smokers. The mean age
was 40 years, with male predominance. No difference between former and current smokers was
observed in age, while more males were former smokers. The vast majority were from America and
Europe, with a small proportion residing in Asia and Australia. More than half of participants were
educated to the level of university/college. Smoking duration was similar between subgroups.
Interestingly, former smokers reported higher daily cigarette consumption before initiation of EC use,
although the difference was not statistically significant. Current smokers reported a substantial
reduction in cigarette consumption, from 20 to 4 cigarettes per day. The median duration of EC use
was 12 months, with higher consumption (ml liquid or number of cartridges) reported by former
smokers. Higher nicotine concentration liquids were used by current smokers (P = 0.005). In total, 140
participants (3.0%) reported using non-nicotine liquids, 2.8% of former and 1% of current smokers
(χ2 = 4.5, P = 0.033); 21 users of non-nicotine liquids did not mention their current smoking status.
Finally, more current smokers were using first (cigarette-like) and second generation (eGo-type)
devices while more former smokers were using third generation devices (also called “Mods”, variable
voltage or wattage devices).
4.2. Perceptions in Relation to Flavours
Responses to questions related to flavours are displayed in Table 2. At the time of participation,
most commonly used flavours were fruits, followed by sweets and tobacco. Significant differences
were observed between subgroups. Characteristically, more current smokers were using tobacco
flavours compared to former smokers, while more of the latter were using fruit and sweet flavours. On
a regular basis, participants reported using 3 (IQR: 2–4) different types of flavours. At initiation of EC
use, most popular flavours were tobacco followed by fruit and sweet flavours. The median score for
difficulty to find the flavours of their preference at EC initiation was 2 (IQR: 1–3), with no difference
between subgroups. Most participants (68.3%) were switching between flavours on a daily basis or
within the day, with former smokers switching more frequently. More than half of the study sample
mentioned that they like the variety of flavours and that the taste gets blunt from long-term use of the
same flavour. The average score for importance of flavours variability in reducing or quitting smoking
was 4 (“very important”). Finally, the majority of participants stated that restricting variability of
flavours would make the EC experience less enjoyable while almost half of them answered that it
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would increase craving for tobacco cigarettes and would make reducing or completely substituting
smoking less likely.
Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the study population and subgroups.
Characteristic

Total

Former Smokers

Current Smokers

Participants, n (%)

4,618

4,117 (91.2)

398 (8.8)

English translation

4,386 (95.0)

3,915 (95.1)

369 (92.7)

Greek translation

232 (5.0)

202 (4.9)

29 (7.3)

America

2,220 (48.5)

2,007 (48.7)

157 (39.4)

Asia

76 (1.7)

58 (1.4)

16 (4.0)

Australia

80 (1.7)

75 (1.8)

4 (1.0)

Europe

2,197 (48.0)

1,939 (47.1)

217 (54.5)

High school or less

1,037 (22.7)

917 (22.3)

98 (24.6)

Technical Education

1,099 (24.1)

993 (24.1)

86 (21.6)

University/College

2,425 (53.2)

2,170 (52.7)

206 (51.8)

Age (years)

40 (32–49)

40 (32–49)

40 (32–49)

Statistic

P

U = 754,278

0.624

Region of residence, n (%)

Education, n (%)

2

Gender (male)

3,229 (71.8)

2,922 (72.7)

246 (62.5)

χ = 18.0

<0.001

Smoking duration (years)

22 (15–30)

22 (15–30)

22 (14–30)

U = 816,534

0.924

Cigarette consumption before EC use (/d)

24 (20–30)

25 (20–30)

20 (19–30)

U = 768,398

0.189

Cigarettes consumption after EC use (/d)

4 (2–6)

EC use duration (months)

12 (6–23)

12 (6–23)

12 (5–23)

U = 790,219

0.373

EC consumption (ml or cartridges/d)

4 (3–5)

4 (3–5)

3 (2–5)

U = 677,862

<0.001

Nicotine levels in EC (mg/ml)

12 (6–18)

12 (6–18)

12 (8–18)

U = 722,563

0.005

84 (1.8)

61 (1.5)

20 (5.0)

χ2 = 25.9

<0.001

EC devices used, n (%)
Cigarette-like
eGo-type
“Mods”

1,123 (24.7)

a

966 (23.5)

3,348 (73.5)

3,047 (74.0)

2

<0.001

2

<0.001

χ = 19.5

133 (33.4)
237 (59.5)

χ = 38.3

Notes: Values presented as median (interquartile range) or number (percentage). Abbreviations: EC, electronic
cigarette. a New generation devices, usually hand-made or with the ability to manually set the voltage or
wattage delivery.

Table 2. Patterns of flavourings use in the study population and subgroups.
Characteristic

Total

Former Smokers
Flavours used now, n (%)

Tobacco
Mint/menthol
Sweet
Nuts
Fruits
Drinks/beverages
Other

1,984 (43.9)
1,468 (31.8)
2,836 (61.4)
691 (15.0)
3,203 (69.4)
1,699 (36.8)
1,028 (22.3)

1,773 (43.1)
1,339 (32.5)
2,629 (63.9)
643 (15.6)
2,953 (71.7)
1,562 (37.9)
946 (23.0)
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Current Smokers

Statistic

P

χ2 = 14.6

<0.001

a

211 (53.0)

2

129 (32.4)

χ = 0.0

207 (52.0)

2

48 (12.1)
250 (62.8)
137 (34.4)
82 (20.6)

χ = 21.8
2

χ = 3.5
2

χ = 14.0

0.964
<0.001
0.060
<0.001

2

0.167

2

0.281

χ = 1.9
χ = 1.2
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Flavours used at EC initiation, n (%) a
Tobacco

3,118 (69.1)

Mint/menthol
Sweet

1,086 (24.1)
1,347 (29.8)

Nuts

2,846 (69.1)
1,004 (24.4)
1,251 (30.4)

203 (4.5)

Fruits

1,743 (38.6)

Drinks/beverages
Other

186 (4.5)
1,606 (39.0)

808 (17.9)

748 (16.8)

302 (6.7)

282 (6.8)

272 (68.3)
82 (20.6)
96 (24.1)
17 (4.3)
137 (34.4)
60 (15.1)

χ2 = 0.1

0.746

2

0.092

2

0.009

2

0.821

2

0.073

2

0.124

2

χ = 2.8
χ = 6.8
χ = 0.1
χ = 3.2
χ = 2.4

20 (5.0)

χ = 1.9

0.164

232 (58.3)

χ2 = 20.1

<0.001

Switching between flavours, n (%)
Daily/within the day
Weekly

3,083 (68.3)

2,851 (69.2)

718 (15.9)

636 (15.4)

82 (20.6)

2

0.007

2

χ = 7.2

Less than weekly

465 (10.3)

412 (10.0)

53 (13.3)

χ = 4.3

0.038

At EC initiation, was it difficult to
find the flavours of your preference? b

2 (1–3)

2 (1–3)

2 (1–3)

U = 760,068

0.054

χ2 = 14.3

<0.001

Why do you feel the need to choose different flavours? n (%) a
Like variety of choices
They get “blunt” from long-term use

3,300 (73.1)
2,325 (51.5)

3,041 (73.9)
2,131 (51.8)

259 (65.1)
194 (48.7)

2

0.250

2

χ = 1.3

Other reasons

342 (7.6)

318 (7.7)

24 (6)

χ = 1.5

0.223

Was flavours variability important
in reducing/quitting smoking? b

4 (3–5)

4 (3–5)

4 (3–5)

U = 731,547

0.455

How would your experience with EC change if flavours variability was limited? n (%) a
Less enjoyable
More boring
Increase craving for cigarettes
Less likely to reduce or quit smoking
No difference

3,111 (68.9)
2,063 (45.7)
2,188 (48.5)
1,793 (39.7)

2,886 (70.1)
1,901 (46.2)
1,982 (48.1)
1,617 (39.3)

285 (6.3)

253 (6.1)

225 (56.5)
236 (40.7)
206 (51.8)
176 (44.2)
32 (8.0)

χ2 = 31.2

<0.001

2

0.036

2

0.168

2

0.054

2

0.138

χ = 4.4
χ = 1.9
χ = 3.7
χ = 2.2

Notes: Values presented as median (interquartile range) or number (percentage). Abbreviations: EC, electronic
cigarette. a Participants were allowed to choose more than one answers. b Score reported (see text for details).

Binary logistic regression analysis showed that male gender (B = 0.373, P = 0.001),
EC consumption (B = 0.046, P = 0.044) and number of flavours regularly used (B = 0.089, P = 0.038)
were associated with complete smoking abstinence in this population of dedicated long-term vapers,
while age, education level and smoking duration were not associated with smoking abstinence.
5. Discussion
This is the first survey that specifically focused on the issue of flavours and their impact in EC use.
A substantial number of dedicated EC consumers participated; they reported that flavours play an
important role in their EC use experience and in reducing cigarette consumption and craving, while the
number of flavours regularly used was independently associated with complete smoking abstinence in
this population.
The availability of a variety of flavours has been a controversial issue since the initial appearance of
ECs to the market. Most companies offer a variety of flavours, from those resembling tobacco to a large
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number commonly used in the food industry. Public health authorities have raised concerns about this
issue, and several statements have been released suggesting flavours could attract youngsters [8,11,12].
Such concerns are probably rooted back to the marketing of the tobacco industry for flavoured tobacco
cigarettes. Internal industry documents and published surveys indicated that flavoured tobacco
products are more appealing to youngsters and may be a gateway to maintaining smoking as a long
term habit, while use by adults was quite low [13–16]. This is the main reason why the FDA decided
to implement a ban on characteristic flavours in tobacco cigarettes [17]. It was expected that such
concerns would be raised for ECs, although current vapers are overwhelmingly adults. Anecdotal
evidence from EC consumers’ internet forums and results from surveys [10] have shown that different
flavours are very popular among dedicated users. The results of this survey confirm previous
observations by finding that dedicated users switch between flavours frequently and the variability of
flavours plays an important role both in reducing cigarette craving and in perceived pleasure.
Moreover, the number of flavours used was associated with smoking cessation. Therefore, flavours
variability is needed to support the demand by current vapers, who are in their vast majority adults.
This survey also indicated that there is a switch in flavours preference of EC consumers; tobacco is the
preferred flavour when initiating EC use, probably because smokers are used to this flavour and feel
the need to use something that resembles their experience from smoking. However, different choices
are made as time of use progresses. This may be a way to distract them from the tobacco flavour in
order to reduce smoking craving; alternatively, it could indicate that they just don’t need the tobacco
flavour any more, but feel the desire to experiment with new flavours. In some cases, tobacco flavour
may even become unpleasant, especially in those who have completely quit smoking. The
improvement in olfactory and gustatory senses in these people can lead to both more pleasure
perceived from different flavours and an aversion to tobacco flavour (in a similar way that it is unpleasant
for a non-smoker); the latter has been reported in EC consumers’ forums (http://www.e-cigaretteforum.com/forum/polls/209041-do-you-vape-tobacco-flavors.html). Such a phenomenon may contribute to
lower relapse to smoking and may prevent the EC from being a gateway to smoking; however, this
should be specifically studied before making any conclusions. Finally, the issue of taste buds
“tolerance”, which is anecdotally mentioned by vapers, was reported by almost half of the sample as a
reason to switch between flavours, although it is most probably a type of olfactory rather than
gustatory tolerance.
Besides information on the use of flavourings, this survey provides information on other issues
related to EC use. A small minority of participants were using first generation cigarette-like devices.
This has been observed in other surveys [10]. There was a higher prevalence of third-generation
devices used in the subgroup of former smokers compared to current smokers. Such devices have the
ability to provide higher energy to the atomiser, thus producing more vapour and delivering more
pleasure to the user [18,19]. Until now, two randomised studies evaluating the efficacy of EC use in
smoking cessation have used first-generation cigarette-like devices [20,21]. It is possible that newer
generation devices may be more effective in substituting smoking, and this should be evaluated in
future studies. Additionally, former smokers were using lower nicotine-concentration liquids compared
to current smokers. It has been observed from previous studies that EC users who have completely
substituted smoking try to gradually reduce their nicotine use [18]. Despite that, only 2.8% of former
smokers were using 0-nicotine liquids at the time of survey participation, indicating that nicotine is
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important in smoking abstinence and that EC consumers remain long-term nicotine users. However,
the possibility that several vapers may quit EC use shortly after switching to non-nicotine liquids
cannot be excluded; such users would not participate to this survey, therefore overestimating the
significance of nicotine on EC use. Finally, we observed a male predominance in participation to this
survey, which is in line with previous studies [10,18]. In this survey, males were more likely to have
completely quit smoking. Further studies are needed to explore this phenomenon and define whether
females are less successful in smoking cessation with EC use, are less motivated long-term users or
use ECs in the short term as smoking substitutes.
There are some limitations applicable to this study. The survey was announced and promoted in
popular EC websites. Therefore, it is expected that dedicated users with positive experience with ECs
would mainly participate, and the high proportion of former smokers confirms this. However, it is
important to evaluate the patterns of use in smokers who have successfully quit smoking, since this can
provide health officials with information on how to educate smokers into using ECs, especially during
the initial period of use. Although a significant proportion stated that flavours play a major role in
reducing or quitting smoking, this study was not designed to evaluate whether variability of flavours
may promote smoking cessation in the general population; moreover our sample is not representative
of the general population of smokers, who are generally less educated compared to the population
evaluated here [22]. This should be evaluated in a randomised study. Finally, although the fact that
flavours are important for existing EC users provides sufficient explanation for their current marketing,
it does not exclude the possibility that they may also attract youngsters. However, currently available
evidence indicates that regular use of ECs by non-smoking adults or youngsters is very limited [23–25];
thus, any restriction of flavours for the reason of protecting youngsters is currently not substantiated by
evidence and no public health benefit would be derived. On the contrary, such a measure could have a
negative impact and cause harm in current vapers, who are reporting that they enjoy flavours and that
restrictions would make smoking reduction or cessation more difficult and would increase cigarette
craving. Therefore, it would be more realistic and valuable to promote restrictions to the use of ECs by
youngsters and to properly inform the public that ECs should be used only by smokers as a method to
reduce cigarette consumption or completely substitute smoking.
6. Conclusions
The results of this survey indicate that EC liquid flavourings play a major role in the overall
experience of dedicated users and support the hypothesis that they are important contributors in
reducing or eliminating smoking consumption. This should be considered by the health authorities;
based on the current minimal adoption of ECs by youngsters, it is reasonable to support that any
proposed regulation should ensure that flavourings are available to EC consumers while at the same
time restrictions to the use by youngsters (especially non-smokers) should be imposed in order to
avoid future penetration of EC use to this population.
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electronic cigarettes.
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Cancer Institute, , Buffalo, New York, USA.
Abstract
SIGNIFICANCE: Electronic cigarettes, also known as e-cigarettes, are devices designed to imitate regular
cigarettes and deliver nicotine via inhalation without combusting tobacco. They are purported to deliver nicotine
without other toxicants and to be a safer alternative to regular cigarettes. However, little toxicity testing has been
performed to evaluate the chemical nature of vapour generated from e-cigarettes. The aim of this study was to
screen e-cigarette vapours for content of four groups of potentially toxic and carcinogenic compounds: carbonyls,
volatile organic compounds, nitrosamines and heavy metals.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Vapours were generated from 12 brands of e-cigarettes and the reference product,
the medicinal nicotine inhaler, in controlled conditions using a modified smoking machine. The selected toxic
compounds were extracted from vapours into a solid or liquid phase and analysed with chromatographic and
spectroscopy methods.
RESULTS: We found that the e-cigarette vapours contained some toxic substances. The levels of the toxicants
were 9-450 times lower than in cigarette smoke and were, in many cases, comparable with trace amounts found
in the reference product.
CONCLUSIONS: Our findings are consistent with the idea that substituting tobacco cigarettes with e-cigarettes
may substantially reduce exposure to selected tobacco-specific toxicants. E-cigarettes as a harm reduction
strategy among smokers unwilling to quit, warrants further study. (To view this abstract in Polish and German,
please see the supplementary files online.).
PMID: 23467656 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Non-Cigarette Tobacco and the Lung.
Schivo M, Avdalovic MV, Murin S.
Department of Internal Medicine, Division of Pulmonary, Critical Care, and Sleep Medicine, University of
California, Davis, School of Medicine, 4150 V Street, No. 3400, Sacramento, CA, 95817, USA.
Abstract
Cigarette smoking is known to cause a wide range of damaging health outcomes; however, the effects of noncigarette tobacco products are either unknown or perceived as less harmful than cigarettes. Smokeless tobacco,
cigar smoking, and waterpipe smoking have increased in usage over the past few decades. Some experts believe
that their use is reaching epidemic proportions. Factors such as a perception of harm reduction, targeted
advertising, and unrecognized addiction may drive the increased consumption of non-cigarette tobacco products.
In particular, the need for social acceptance, enjoyment of communal smoking activities, and exotic nature of
waterpipe smoking fuels, in part, its popularity. The public is looking for "safer" alternatives to smoking cigarettes,
and some groups advertise products such as smokeless tobacco and electronic cigarettes as the alternatives
they seek. Though it is clear that cigar and waterpipe tobacco smoking are probably as dangerous to health as
cigarette smoking, there is an opinion among users that the health risks are less compared to cigarette smoking.
This is particularly true in younger age groups. In the cases of smokeless tobacco and electronic cigarettes, the
risks to health are less clear and there may be evidence of a harm reduction compared to cigarettes. In this
article, we discuss commonly used forms of non-cigarette tobacco products, their impacts on lung health, and
relevant controversies surrounding their use.
PMID: 23673789 [PubMed - as supplied by publisher]
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Perceived efficacy of e-cigarettes versus nicotine
replacement therapy among successful
e-cigarette users: a qualitative approach
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Abstract
Background: Nicotine is widely recognized as an addictive psychoactive drug. Since most smokers are biobehaviorally addicted, quitting can be very difficult and is often accompanied by withdrawal symptoms. Research
indicates that nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) can double quit rates. However, the success rate for quitting
remains low. E-cigarettes (electronic cigarettes) are battery-powered nicotine delivery devices used to inhale doses
of vaporized nicotine from a handheld device similar in shape to a cigarette without the harmful chemicals present
in tobacco products. Anecdotal evidence strongly suggests that e-cigarettes may be effective in helping smokers
quit and preventing relapse, but there have been few published qualitative studies, especially among successful
e-cigarette users, to support this evidence.
Methods: Qualitative design using focus groups (N = 11); 9 men and 2 women. Focus groups were conducted by
posing open-ended questions relating to the use of e-cigarettes, comparison of effectiveness between NRTs and
e-cigarettes, barriers to quitting, and reasons for choosing e-cigarettes over other methods.
Results: Five themes emerged that describe users’ perceptions of why e-cigarettes are efficacious in quitting
smoking: 1) bio-behavioral feedback, 2) social benefits, 3) hobby elements, 4) personal identity, and 5) distinction
between smoking cessation and nicotine cessation. Additionally, subjects reported their experiences with NRTs
compared with e-cigarettes, citing negative side effects of NRTs and their ineffectiveness at preventing relapse.
Conclusion: These findings suggest tobacco control practitioners must pay increased attention to the importance
of the behavioral and social components of smoking addiction. By addressing these components in addition to
nicotine dependence, e-cigarettes appear to help some tobacco smokers transition to a less harmful replacement
tool, thereby maintaining cigarette abstinence.
Keywords: Smoking, E-cigarettes, Addiction, Smoking cessation, Qualitative research, Focus group

Background
Nicotine is widely recognized as an addictive psychoactive drug [1]. Since most smokers are bio-behaviorally
addicted, quitting can be very difficult and is often accompanied by withdrawal symptoms such as anxiety and
irritability. Additionally, many smoking cessation products focus on the neuropharmacology of nicotine but fail
to address the bio-behavioral component that is heavily
ingrained in most addictive practices [2]. As a result,

* Correspondence: abarbeau@bu.edu
Department of Community Health Sciences, Boston University School of
Public Health, 801 Massachusetts Avenue, 3rd Floor, Boston, MA 02118, USA

smoking cessation may be unsuccessful, even when there
is a strong desire to quit.
Research indicates that smoking cessation medications
and nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) can double quit
rates [3]. However, even with the use of medications, the
success rate for quitting remains low. The percentage of
smokers who relapse within six months with the use of
NRT is reported to be 93% [4]. Although many NRT
products have been available in the US during the past
decade, the overall quit rate has changed very little, from
48.7% in 1998 to 51.1% in 2008 [5].
E-cigarettes (electronic cigarettes) are battery-powered
nicotine delivery devices. Users inhale doses of vaporized

© 2013 Barbeau et al.; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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nicotine from a handheld device similar in shape to a
cigarette. They are also available in additional shapes,
sizes, and vaporized flavors. E-cigarettes deliver nicotine
without any combustion or smoke [6,7]. The recent
introduction of e-cigarettes to smokers in the US presents a possible new means to enable effective smoking
cessation as it addresses the biochemical and behavioral
aspects of smoking addiction.
One clinical trial of e-cigarettes conducted among
smokers with no desire to quit reported a six-month
point prevalence smoking cessation rate of 22.5% [8]. An
additional 32.5% of smokers reduced their cigarette consumption by at least 50% [8]. In a previously reported
survey of a sample of e-cigarette users, it was found that
the six-month point prevalence of smoking abstinence
was 31%, and respondents who used e-cigarettes over 20
times per day had a quit rate of 70.0%—significantly
higher than other smoking cessation methods [9]. Several studies have suggested that merely the presence of
smoking behavioral stimuli, even in the absence of nicotine, can reduce the cravings to smoke [10,11]. A number of studies have demonstrated the efficacy of
e-cigarettes in alleviating cravings for cigarettes [12,13].
Evidence strongly suggests that e-cigarettes may be effective in helping smokers quit and preventing relapse,
but there have been few published studies to explain
why this might be the case. A recent study on
e-cigarette use was conducted by interviewing individual
users; key themes associated with e-cigarette use were
identified, such as the culture of “vaping” and the social
and informational support among the community [14].
This paper reports a qualitative investigation of the effectiveness of e-cigarettes through focus group discussions among current e-cigarette users. We asked
subjects to discuss their perceptions of the efficacy of
e-cigarettes for smoking cessation compared to NRTs.
This study adds substantially to the current literature on
e-cigarettes by helping to identify hypotheses to explain
the popularity of these devices and to shed light on the
factors which influence the efficacy of different smoking
cessation products.

Methods
Study design

A qualitative study was conducted using focus group
methodology. The study was designed to generate hypotheses regarding the factors that influence the efficacy
of smoking cessation aids and to assess the sociocultural
and behavioral facets of addiction that the e-cigarette
may provide.
Recruitment

Focus groups were held with a convenience sample of 14
participants recruited by posting an ad on the e-cigarette

forums http://www.e-cigarette-forum.com/forum/ and
www.vapersclub.com. Interested participants responded
to the ad via an email address that was only accessible to
study recruiters. E-cigarette users, also known as
“vapers,” use these websites to discuss topics ranging
from e-cigarette brand recommendations to laws about
e-cigarettes. E-cigaretteforum.com has 100,000 posts a
month and describes itself as the world’s largest ecigarette forum. Vapersclub.com is the website for the
National Vapers Club, a consumer-based organization
run and sponsored by vapers that encourages selfregulation by e-cigarette retailers until the federal government develops regulatory standards. The study’s
advertisement on the websites contained an explanation
of the study’s purpose, estimated time needed to participate, incentives for participation, and a contact email address. Interested individuals replied to the advertisement
via a confidential email address. Potential subjects were
contacted to determine eligibility for inclusion. Enrollment criteria for the focus groups included being between
the ages of 18 and 64, English speaking, past smoker,
current e-cigarette user, and able to travel to Boston, MA,
to participate. Recruitment took place until two focus
groups with 5–7 participants each had registered. This
study was reviewed and approved by the Boston University Medical Campus Institutional Review Board, assigned
reference number H-29473.

Participants

The study participants (N = 11) consisted of 9 men and
2 women. There were four participants aged 18–24 years,
four participants aged 25–44 years, and three participants aged 45–64 years. Nine of the participants identified themselves as non-Hispanic white. Six participants
had some college or an associate degree, three had a
four-year college degree, and two had a graduate degree.
Their smoking histories varied. Three participants
smoked for one to five years, one smoked for five to 10 years, and six smoked from 10 to 40 years. Ten out of
the 11 participants were not current users of regular cigarettes. All but two participants smoked at least a half
pack of cigarettes per day before using e-cigarettes.
Smoking history and exposure to e-cigarettes and other
NRTs was determined by completing a survey. The survey asked a series of questions about current smoking
status, smoking history, and e-cigarette and tobacco
cigarette usage, in addition to asking about smoking status as of February 2010. No participants were excluded
from the study due to an inability to drive to Boston, because it was clearly stated in the ad that the focus group
was to take place in Boston. Thus we can reasonably assume those who could not travel to Boston to attend the
focus group did not inquire about the study.
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Data collection

Subjects read and signed a study consent form before
participating in a focus group session. Participants also
filled out a short anonymous survey outlining their
smoking history and history of e-cigarette use. Two investigators were present at both focus groups. One investigator moderated open-ended questions relating to
the use of e-cigarettes, how effective they are with quitting smoking compared with other approaches, barriers
to quitting, and reasons for choosing e-cigarettes over
other methods. The second investigator took notes. The
focus groups were recorded with a digital voice recorder
for quality assurance, and participants were assigned and
referred to by numbers in order to remove personal
identifiers and protect their identity. The focus group
notes did not contain personal identifiers. Both focus
groups lasted approximately 90 minutes.

Data analysis

The purpose of our study was to gain qualitative insight
into whether e-cigarettes were effective aids in longterm smoking cessation and why this might be the case,
in addition to gaining a greater understanding of their
efficacy on reducing cravings and preventing smoking
relapse. Therefore, we used grounded theory as the conceptual framework to develop theories and explanations
for the data [15]. Grounded theory focuses on generating
theory instead of using a particular theoretical content
that focuses on an element of human experience, like
culture or interpretations, to explain the data [16]. Similar to McQueen et al.’s research with vapers [14], we did
not develop theories or hypotheses to explain why
e-cigarettes may be effective for quitting smoking prior
to conducting the research. We developed broad research questions prior to the focus groups but allowed
the data to develop themes and explanations as
grounded theory suggests.
After the two focus group recordings were transcribed,
the transcripts were coded for major themes. The two study
investigators read through both transcripts separately and
assigned each sentence or paragraph a descriptive and interpretive code rather than using computer software to identify
themes. Investigators met to compare codes and discussed
themes in order to generate theory topics to further analyze,
wrote down key points that were raised in the focus groups,
and then identified central themes. The coded transcripts
and key point research documents were compared to ensure
that all points discussed in the focus groups were acknowledged in the themes and theory developed from the data,
and that all investigators agreed with the thematic outcomes.
The two groups themes were concordant, and the five
themes generated were observed in both groups, indicating
that saturation of themes was achieved.

The rationale for conducting a small focus group study
was a limitation in study funding and access to
e-cigarette users. This study was meant to serve as a
small sampling of e-cigarette users, and the data
obtained to be used to develop possible hypotheses for
testing the effectiveness of e-cigarettes in larger studies.
We used two focus groups instead of one because we
wanted at least 10 participants and we wanted to be able
to compare themes generated by two distinct groups.

Results
Five main themes were identified that explain why
e-cigarettes appear, at least anecdotally, to be efficacious
in helping tobacco users quit smoking. Table 1 provides
an outline of the themes identified and some examples
of narratives expressed by focus group participants illustrating those themes. Additionally, focus group members
discussed the perceived efficacy of e-cigarettes compared
with conventional NRTs (e.g., nicotine patch, nicotine
gum).
Theme: bio-behavioral feedback

Participants in both focus groups felt that e-cigarette
vaping mimicked smoking a real cigarette. The e-cigarette
addressed participants’ oral fixation as well as the experience of inhaling, feeling the smoke hit the back of the
throat (“throat hit”), and seeing the vapor cloud when exhaling. Participants emphasized the significance of the
throat hit and vapor cloud, “That feeling when it comes
down and hits your throat and you inhale it, that’s, like, a
big deal for us all.” Additionally, the e-cigarette users
followed their regular cigarette routine when vaping: “[. . .]
When I quit cigarettes, my fixation with, you know,
vaping, is very similar. So I like to vape while I’m in the
car, I like to vape after I have a meal, or when I have a coffee, or when I’m drinking, and so on; so it mirrors that,
almost.” Participants explained that they were able to swap
e-cigarettes into their normal everyday smoking routine.
Theme: social benefits

The notion of a vaping community was continually reiterated among participants. They pointed out the significance of having the online community forums where
they could ask questions and find support and encouragement from fellow users. One participant shared, “Going to the website, you start hearing people’s stories [. . .]
you research until you find something, and I kept coming back to this and really liked it. There’s a big support
community ethic, which is part of it.” Another participant shared, “Having the support [from other e-cigarette
users] was instrumental.” In addition to the large support network in the vaping community, enjoying the social aspect of e-cigarettes was noted. There are vaping
clubs where e-cigarette users can vape together and hold
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“[. . .] When I quit cigarettes, my fixation
with, you know, vaping, is very similar. So
I like to vape while I’m in the car, I like to
vape while after I have a meal or when I
have a coffee or when I’m drinking and
so on, so it mirrors that almost.”

Narratives “That feeling when it comes down and
hits your throat and you inhale it, that’s
like a big deal for us all.”

Themes

“You don't hear about two people on the
patch talking about their patches or what
brand their trying or what not.”

“Having the support was instrumental.”

“Going to the website you start hearing
people’s stories [. . .] you research until
you find something and I kept coming
back to this and really liked it. There’s a
big support community ethic, which is
part of it.”

Social benefits

Refer to themselves as “vapers.”

“Perfect vape.”

“I like all the flavors, I like the
devices. You know, it’s my new
hobby, my new collection. I
don’t collect lighters now, I’m
collecting juice and devices.”

“You know, for years, I loved being able
to carry around my pack of cigarettes
and my Red Sox lighter. I miss carrying
my Red Sox lighter [. . .] it becomes who
you are. It becomes, you don’t do
anything without a cigarette in your
hand. Now I can still do that and still get
the nicotine without disgusting
somebody else because I am smoking,
and it does stink.”

Personal identity

“I learned about [. . .] the
different bases and juices.
There’s so much knowledge out
there and I became a nerd. And
it became a hobby.”

Hobby elements

Table 1 Identified themes and examples of narratives expressed by focus group participants

“My goal is to be
nicotine free at
some point but I’m
not in a hurry,
either.”

“When I first started,
that was the plan.
But I enjoy it now. I
don’t see anything
wrong with it.”

Difference
between smoking
cessation and
nicotine cessation
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discussions. As one participant mentioned, “You don’t
hear about two people on the patch talking about their
patches or what brand their trying or what not.” Participants enjoyed the sense of community and support from
other vapers.
Theme: hobby elements

The participants repeatedly discussed vaping as a hobby.
Most of them didn’t necessarily see e-cigarettes as a
means to quit nicotine altogether but liked the experience
in addition to mixing and matching different types of
e-cigarette parts and “juice” flavors. One participant described it as a hobby: “I learned about [. . .] the different
bases and juices. There’s so much knowledge out there,
and I became a nerd. And it became a hobby.” Another
person shared, “I like all the flavors, I like the devices. You
know, it’s my new hobby, my new collection. I don’t collect lighters now, I’m collecting juice and devices.” Participants enjoyed the autonomy of playing with the different
components of e-cigarette to find their “sweet spot” or
“perfect vape.”
Theme: personal identity

The majority of participants identified themselves
as “vapers.” Previously they had defined themselves as
“smokers,” and the e-cigarette allowed them to redefine
their identity. According to one former smoker, “You
know, for years, I loved being able to carry around my
pack of cigarettes and my Red Sox lighter. I miss carrying my Red Sox lighter [. . .] it becomes who you are. It
becomes, you don’t do anything without a cigarette in
your hand. Now, I can still do that and still get the nicotine without disgusting somebody else because I am
smoking, and it does stink.” Instead of identifying as
smokers and their brand of cigarettes, they now discuss
and identify themselves by the type of e-cigarette they
use and flavors they like.
Theme: difference between smoking cessation and
nicotine cessation

As mentioned in the hobby elements theme, many of the
participants did not necessarily see e-cigarettes as a means
to transition to quitting nicotine altogether. Participants
emphasized the difference between smoking cessation and
nicotine cessation. E-cigarettes allowed them to quit
smoking, but some participants did not want to quit nicotine, because they enjoy the e-cigarette experience and
viewed it as going from a dangerous form of nicotine intake in cigarettes to a safer form in e-cigarettes. When
asked about lowering the nicotine levels to the possibility
of zero, one participant responded, “When I first started,
that was the plan. But I enjoy it now. I don’t see anything
wrong with it.” For those intending to eventually quit
using e-cigarettes, the sense of urgency of needing to quit

is not the same as with regular cigarettes. One participant
shared, “My goal is to be nicotine-free at some point, but
I’m not in a hurry, either.” Participants also discussed how
the NRTs they were familiar with (patch, gum, etc.) were
meant to be temporary and to eventually wean people off
of nicotine all together, whereas reducing nicotine dependence is optional with e-cigarettes.
Perceived efficacy of e-cigarettes versus conventional
nicotine replacement therapies

In the first focus group, three of six participants had
tried varenicline, four of six had tried nicotine gum, and
five of six had tried the nicotine patch. In the second
focus group, participants expressed little confidence in
the perceived efficacy of conventional NRTs, claiming
that they still found themselves craving cigarettes while
using these methods. They also reported undesirable
side-effects and many quit attempts using NRTs that
resulted in relapse to cigarette use. One participant
reported that, while on the patch, “If you’re asking what
do we mean when we say the patches didn’t work, at a
certain point in time I was having a cigarette after; so
whether it was a failure of the patch, or psychological, or
with me or us, it does seem at the end of the day or end
of the month you’re back on the cigarettes.” Another
participant reported that the patch satiated the physiological craving for nicotine but not the psychological:
“[. . .] The patch was able to satisfy the physical craving
for me. It’s the psychological craving.”
Negative side-effects were reported during the use of
NRTs. Some claimed to experience negative side-effects
with the gum and the patch, with one participant suffering from hiccups during the use of the gum: “You get
the hiccups. You feel your heart going like crazy.” Others
reported extremely disturbing dreams while taking
varenicline. One participant even claimed to smoke cigarettes while using varenicline: “I smoked through the
whole thing. I was just smoking and taking varenicline.”
When asked how e-cigarettes compare with traditional
NRTs, one participant stated, “It’s the only thing that
ever worked. I think it’s part the act. I think its part the
way it’s delivered.” And another, speaking about NRTs,
stated, “The delivery doesn’t work, that’s what I learned.
Plain and simple.”

Discussion
Results from these focus groups add to the albeit still
limited research base regarding e-cigarettes and their
usefulness as smoking cessation tools. The information
gained provides new insights into the social and group
dynamics that may underlie the reasons why NRT has
such low observed rates of effectiveness, and why
e-cigarettes, at least anecdotally, appear to be more
effective for many vapers. Most notably, these include
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e-cigarettes becoming part of the vaper’s social identity,
the recognition of vaping as a hobby, and the ability of
these devices to aid in smoking cessation without complete nicotine cessation.
These insights suggest that health practitioners should pay
increased attention to the behavioral and social components
of smoking addiction, many of which are not addressed by
conventional NRTs, as noted by participants in this study.
Greater understanding of these components could lead to
more effective approaches to treating cigarette addiction, as
the e-cigarette users in our focus groups experienced alleviation of withdrawal symptoms and achieved smoking cessation more effectively than they had with conventional NRT.
The ability for e-cigarette users to redefine themselves
from “smokers” to “vapers” could be incredibly useful
not only in helping tobacco smokers transition to a less
harmful replacement tool but also in helping them
maintain cigarette abstinence. Many participants in the
focus groups reported having relapsed multiple times
using the patch, nicotine gum, and prescription medications. This sense of identity as a vaper, both on an individual and group level, appears to give e-cigarette users
a sense of ownership over their cigarette addiction. This
identity also appeared to be formed and reinforced
through the support provided by e-cigarette online forums, where e-cigarette users exchanged information,
displayed pride over number of days cigarette-free, and
received encouragement for quitting [14].
E-cigarette use being described as a hobby suggests that
the experience is enjoyable and that having a variety of
flavors, devices, and nicotine levels available reinforces the
motivation to quit smoking and helps prevent relapse. However, due to this variety, further investigation into the concept of the learning curve that occurs with e-cigarette use is
warranted.
Both groups emphasized the difference between smoking
cessation and nicotine cessation and viewed the e-cigarette
as being a safer form of nicotine delivery. Participants recognized that their addiction to nicotine had not subsided, but
the means for nicotine administration was replaced by a perceived safer alternative.
The perceptions of e-cigarette users towards vaping as
compared to smoking are relevant to legal and policy considerations regarding these products. The subjects in our
study clearly viewed e-cigarettes as both a tool for smoking
cessation and a safer alternative to cigarettes. However, the
current legal and policy framework surrounding e-cigarettes
precludes their being marketed with claims that they are
safer than regular cigarettes or that they may be useful in
smoking cessation. The former claim might be considered a
reduced-risk claim under the Family Smoking Prevention
and Tobacco Control Act [17], and the latter might be considered a therapeutic claim, which would put the product
under the scrutiny of the US Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act

[18]. Ironically, although e-cigarettes contain no tobacco, the
courts have ruled that these products must be regulated as
tobacco products rather than as drugs [19]. The way
in which actual users of e-cigarettes perceive these products
should be considered by the US Food and Drug
Administration, which is currently developing regulations
for e-cigarettes.
This study was limited in that the sample of participants was not representative of all e-cigarette users; they
were recruited from only two online forums and included only participants who were willing and able to
drive to the focus group location. Furthermore, the sample represents e-cigarette users who were committed
and involved enough with e-cigarettes to be on these
forums. This presents an inherent bias in the sample, as
those who participated in the focus groups likely favored
e-cigarettes for smoking cessation. Therefore, the information gained within the focus groups may not be
generalizable to e-cigarette users overall, and this inherent bias could lead to an overestimation of the successful
use of e-cigarettes as smoking cessation tools. Although
it is true that sampling bias exists, we do not believe this
threatens the validity of our conclusions, as this study
was intended to bring to light how e-cigarettes are perceived among those who have found them helpful.
Further research with larger sample sizes from multiple
sites would yield a greater representation of the
e-cigarette user population, as would the inclusion of
previous e-cigarette users who relapsed.

Conclusion
There is anecdotal evidence that e-cigarettes may be
useful in helping smokers quit, but little is known about
the reasons why these products help smokers achieve
cessation or how smokers perceive these products in
comparison to other cessation strategies such as traditional NRTs. We conducted focus groups with
e-cigarette users to assess their perceptions of the efficacy of these devices in smoking cessation compared
with other strategies such as varenicline, nicotine gum,
and the nicotine patch. We identified five major themes
to explain why e-cigarettes appear to be helpful in aiding
cessation, at least for some users. These themes highlight the need for health practitioners and policy makers
to give greater consideration to the physical, behavioral,
and social aspects of cigarette smoking addiction and
not merely to treat smoking addiction as a pharmacologic addiction to nicotine.
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Summary

that good health and free market capitalism are irreconcilable.
major causes of unhealthy consumption and view disfavoured
industries as ‘disease vectors’. Accordingly, they support political
action which limits commercial speech and restricts product
development.
One consequence of this ‘neo-prohibitionist’ approach is that
innovative products are banned under the precautionary principle.
The sale of the two least hazardous recreational nicotine products
- e-cigarettes and Swedish snus - are banned in many countries
despite growing evidence that they can play an important role in
reducing the smoking rate.
The public health movement is divided between those who support
the ‘neo-prohibitionist’ approach and those who support ‘harm
reduction’. Opponents of harm reduction claim that safer nicotine
products act as a ‘gateway’ to smoking and deter smokers from
quitting. However, most evidence suggests that nicotine products
have little appeal to nonsmokers and are overwhelmingly used
as a gateway from smoking.
Arguments made against tobacco harm reduction on health
grounds are not compelling. Opposition to e-cigarettes and snus
can only be properly understood in the context of longstanding
moral objections and anti-industry sentiment.
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There is evidence that orthodox tobacco control policies are
having only a limited effect on smoking rates in Europe. Countries
that follow the model of smoking bans, high tobacco taxes and
graphic warnings do not have lower smoking rates than other
countries. Evidence from Sweden strongly suggests that the
harm reduction approach has more to offer than the neoprohibitionist model.
Smokers should not be discouraged or forbidden from switching
to vastly less hazardous forms of nicotine use. Unless alternative

prohibitionist approach are the incumbent cigarette industry and
the pharmaceutical industry. If health is the goal, governments
should step back and allow free market solutions to gain popularity.
In practice, this means taxing and regulating e-cigarettes as
ordinary consumer products and allowing snus to be sold with
appropriate and accurate labelling to inform customers of its risk

The prohibition of safer tobacco products has led to unnecessary
deaths in the European Union and elsewhere. It is highly likely
that the prohibition and excessive regulation of e-cigarettes will
also lead to unnecessary premature deaths. The neo-prohibitionist
liberty and population health.
Recent developments in the fragmented nicotine industry show
that private enterprise can correct market failure long before
The interests of consumers are better advanced by the provision
of accurate information and free choice than by prohibitions and
restrictions on commercial speech.
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Free markets versus health?

Epidemics of infectious diseases are largely a thing of the past in
wealthy societies today. The traditional public health approach of
education, vaccination and sanitation has eradicated many of the
lethal diseases of the past and those which remain are often treatable
with modern medicine. Life expectancy in the UK has risen from 47
years in 1900 to 79 years today. The major causes of death are no
gastrointestinal infection, but non-communicable diseases such as
cancer and heart disease which most often affect the elderly.
Since some of the risk factors for these diseases of old age are
rooted in private behaviour such as eating, drinking, smoking and
physical inactivity, the focus of the modern ‘public health’ movement
has shifted from protecting people from diseases carried by others
to attempting to protect people from themselves. Initially, this meant
raising awareness and offering information about healthy living.
Today, with the population generally well informed about the risks
of smoking, drinking and overeating, the inclination of millions of
people to turn a blind eye to medical advice cannot be attributed to
ignorance alone. As the limits of education as a means of encouraging
the public to mend their ways became evident, the public health
lobby turned to a more intrusive and forceful approach than had
traditionally been within the remit of government-led health campaigns.
The stark difference between tackling infectious diseases with
collective action and tackling non-communicable diseases by
regulating personal behaviour has been partially masked by changing
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that gambling and gender equality are seen as no lesser ‘public
1999). The word ‘epidemic’ has been almost entirely divorced from
its original meaning of being an outbreak of infectious disease and
is instead used to describe endemic behaviour such as drinking,
or non-contagious diseases such as cancer, or physical conditions
such as obesity which are neither diseases nor activities.1 Although
it amounts to little more than euphemism, such terminology helps
to maintain the conceit that governments have the same rights and
responsibility to police the ‘bad habits’ of its citizens as they do to
ensure that drinking water is uncontaminated.
of ‘lifestyle regulation’ (to use a more candid term for ‘public health’).
30 minutes vigorous exercise, but such behaviour cannot be
mandated outside of an army barracks, school or totalitarian state.
With compulsion of this sort largely unavailable to them, the public
health lobby instead favours legislative action which target products
in the marketplace which are deemed to be unhealthy (Callard,
2013). Regardless of whether these products are hazardous per
se (eg. cigarettes) or are merely hazardous when consumed in
excess (eg. salt, alcohol), the objective is to reduce their consumption
at the population level.
It is a short step from demonising ‘demerit goods’ to vilifying the
industries that produce them, especially when the targeted
businesses generally oppose regulations which curtail their ability
to communicate with their customers and compete with their rivals.
In keeping with the terminology that portrays consumer products
as the source of ‘epidemics’, the relevant industries are viewed as
‘disease vectors’. This analogy has been made explicitly by Anna
Gilmore of Bath University, who views public health issues as a
chain in which there is ‘the host (the consumer), agent (the product,
e.g. cigarettes, alcohol), environment and, crucially, the disease
vector (the corporation).’ (Gilmore, 2011: 2)

1

‘Labeling obesity a disease may be expedient but it is not a necessary step in a campaign to combat obesity and it may be interpreted as self-serving advocacy without a
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The depiction of the consumer as a passive, unwilling ‘host’ is apt.
There is no expectation on the part of public health that individuals
should take any measure of responsibility for their habits and health;
to do so would be ‘victim blaming’ since ordinary citizens cannot be
expected to resist ‘corporate power’ (Hastings, 2012).
Nor is there any suggestion that businesses sell products because
people want to buy them. The relationship is always viewed from the
other end of the telescope - people buy products because businesses
market and sell them. When campaigners disapprove of a product,
it is not merely advertised, it is ‘aggressively marketed’. Customers
do not voluntarily exchange money for goods, but are ‘recruited’ by
corporations. Often these recruits have been ‘lured’ by ‘glitzy’ packaging
or ‘seductive’ advertising. Food is not cooked to make it tasty, it is
‘manipulated’ to keep us coming back for more. Companies do not
they ‘control’ x per cent of the market - another expression of their
supposed power over the consumer. Industries are not made up of
Big Food) engaged in a conspiracy against the public. While public
health lobbyists are ‘advocates’, commercial lobbyists are ‘hucksters’,
‘mouthpieces’, ‘shills’ and ‘hired guns’. The root causes of ‘unhealthy
consumption’, says Gerard Hastings of Stirling University, are
‘evocative promotion, ubiquitous distribution, perpetual new product
development, and seductive pricing strategies’ (Hastings, 2012b).
they have become increasingly dominant. As public health historian
Virginia Berridge writes: ‘Hostility to industrial interests now pervades
government is reviled by some sections of the alcohol research
community.’ (Berridge, 2007: 82) As the following recommendation
from a group of ‘civil society’ actors makes clear, it is assumed that
‘The policy development stage should be free from industry
involvement to ensure a ‘health in all policies’ approach,
associated with the food alcohol, beverage and other industries,
that are primarily answerable to shareholders.’ (Eurocare, 2011)
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This distrust of private enterprise extends to advocates of free
excessive regulation. ‘Public health doctors have unanimously
hated Thatcher and her legacy’, writes Richard Smith, the former
editor of the British Medical Association, because ‘her ideological
commitment to individualism’ sat uneasily with the collectivist
sensibilities of the public health lobby (Smith, 2013). Although there
is no evidence that people are more healthy in countries where
markets are less free - and ample evidence that economic growth
leads better health outcomes - many in public health believe that
good health and free market capitalism are irreconcilable.
The hazards of groupthink
In the new public health discourse, non-communicable diseases
are largely caused by the production and sale of unhealthy
products, which campaigners view as a market failure (Gilmore
et al., 2010). Industry and the free market are therefore both
culpable for lethal illnesses and must be brought to heel by the
state. In practice, this involves using demand-side and supply-side
measures, up to and including prohibition, to control commercial
activity through tight regulation of the existing product, the
prohibition of new variants of the product, higher excise taxes
and the elimination of marketing. This approach requires political
will rather than medical know-how and has been termed ‘neoprohibitionism’ (Mindus, 2003; Studlar, 2013).
Tackling perceived market failure by transferring power from the
market to the state increases the chance of government failure.
their customers are dismissed as irrational addicts/victims. Both of
these stakeholders are therefore excluded from the policy-making
process, leaving only a narrow elite of public health advocates to
dictate the nature of legislation. Echo chambers such as this carry
their own risks. The most obvious problem is that they might simply
be wrong. The further they stray from their area of formal expertise,
the more likely they are to be in error - and the smaller the elite, the
policy’ often involves profound questions of economics, law, ethics,
intellectual property, constitutional rights and political philosophy
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which fall far outside the remit of a medic or scientist. What they see
as the ‘public interest’ is often no more than a narrow interest of risk
management and lifestyle regulation that has never won the battle
of ideas, let alone ever stood for election.
The damage that can be wrought by groupthink is limited so long
becomes enshrined in binding legislation from which there is no
escape. This paper looks at how neo-prohibitionist regulation and
raising barriers to entry and misinforming the public. We use the
example of tobacco and nicotine where anti-industry sentiment is
for healthier options, the free market is often able to provide them
without hampering personal liberty. A policy of state intervention
and anti-industry ideology, on the other hand, can jeopardise both
liberty and health.
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The search for a safer cigarette

In the twentieth century, efforts to reduce the hazards of cigarette
smoking were led by the tobacco industry and involved modifying
as early as the 1930s and tobacco companies experimented with
Williamson’s short-lived Fact brand (launched 1975), the charcoal
Lark brand (launched 1962) and the
Kent brand (launched 1952)
which contained asbestos.
Formal acceptance of the link between smoking and lung cancer
by the Royal College of Physicians and the US Surgeon General
in the early 1960s made the search for a safer cigarette all the
from the invention of a safer cigarette, tobacco companies employed
various creative methods but to no avail. Industry and public health
scientists initially believed that it would be possible to identify and
remove carcinogenic compounds from tobacco, although these
hopes faded as they began to grasp the enormity of the challenge
(Berridge, 2007: 92-93). Neutering the harms of smoking requires
much more than isolating and expelling one chemical culprit. Burnt
tobacco contains too many carcinogens for all to be removed and
even if that were possible, carbon monoxide would remain.
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Nevertheless, twentieth century tobacco research left some tantalising
by adding the rare metallic element palladium into the tobacco. Skin
painting experiments on mice suggested that the new brand, set to
be called Epic, led to 95-100 per cent fewer tumours than ordinary
cigarettes. Ultimately, internal pressure from the rest of the industry
(which had not yet publicly accepted that smoking caused cancer)
as well as external pressure from the tobacco control movement
led to the company withholding it from the market. Epic was held
back by the same factors that would hinder every attempt to reduce
the harms of cigarette smoking in the twentieth century: advertising
bans which prevented companies from informing the public about
who feared that safer products would deter smokers from quitting,
and the industry’s own reluctance to implicate conventional cigarette
as unsafe for fear of accepting liability. As one Liggett and Myers’
executive later said, Epic ‘would have been attacked from all sides
- the government, health authorities, antismoking groups, and
especially our competitors.’ (Kluger: 461)
Until circa 1980, many of the attempts to modify cigarettes were
collaborative efforts between industry and government agencies.
The US National Cancer Institute set up the Tobacco Working
Group in 1968 and spent $6 million a year in the search for a safer
cigarette (Fairchild and Colgrove, 2004). In Britain, the government
Health in 1973 to oversee efforts to reconstitute cigarettes in a less
damaging form.
One promising avenue was reducing tar yields. Cigarettes typically
have ten times as much tar as they do nicotine (eg. 10mg tar and
tar yields can be reduced without making cigarettes unsatisfying,
but epidemiological evidence had shown that smokers of high tar
cigarettes were at greater risk than smokers of low tar cigarettes.
In the USA, Dr Gio Gori led an industry-government collaboration
to reduce tar yields to the point at which cigarettes would pose what
he called a ‘tolerable risk’ (Kluger, 1996: 448-449). Assuming a
linear relationship between tar yields and disease, Gori made some
rather simplistic calculations and concluded that ‘it is reasonable to
expect that the current epidemic proportions of smoking-related
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diseases could be reduced to minimal levels in slightly over a
decade’ if smokers shifted en masse to very low tar (‘ultra-light’)
cigarettes (Gori, 1976).
The most concerted British initiative was the development of ‘tobacco
substitutes’ in the 1970s. The idea was to replace some of the
tobacco in cigarettes with less toxic cellulose. Like the industry, the
cigarette on British shores. A successful product, if exported, ‘had
the potential of saving foreign currency and ... improving the balance
of payments’ (Berridge, 2007: 143). The industry invested tens of
millions of pounds in tobacco substitutes and the new products
Committee on Smoking and Health concluded that ‘there is no
doubt that they are a contribution to safety.’ (Van Rossum, 1978:
3) Three months later, on a date picked by the government, eleven
new cigarette brands containing up to 50 per cent tobacco substitutes
were put on the market. It was a commercial disaster. A year after
the launch of the new brands, their combined sales made up less
than one per cent of the market. The most successful of them,
Peer
Smokers were given little reason to switch to the new brands.
Advertising restrictions forbid any claim that one cigarette was less
hazardous than another and the government decided to levy the
the government for the new cigarettes but instead found itself on
Smoking and Health and the Health Education Council opposed
the ‘safer smoking’ initiative, with the latter declaring that shifting
Moyle, the Minister for Health, told the public that ‘cigarettes with
or without substitutes can be debilitating and ultimately lethal’ and
free society’’ (ibid.: 4).
These sudden denunciations stood in contrast to more encouraging
noises from the Ministry of Health and the Royal College of
Physicians a few years earlier but, by 1977, attitudes were beginning
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to harden and total abstinence was increasingly seen as the only
option in tobacco control. As Berridge notes of the tobacco substitutes
of a major shift in health policy.’ (Berridge, 2007: 155)
Gio Gori’s work on low-yield cigarettes fell victim to the same
attitudinal sea-change in the USA, although the ambitious scientist’s
hubris also played its part. In 1978, Gori published an article in the
Journal of the American Medical Association in which he asserted
that cigarettes were virtually harmless below a certain tar level and
went on to name existing brands which could be smoked in large
quantities ‘without exceeding tolerable levels’ (Gori and Lynch,
1978). Sales of the supposedly least hazardous brand soared by
50 per cent after the paper was published and Gori’s naïve
assumptions drew a hail of criticism from health authorities who
feared that Americans were being given carte blanche to carry on
smoking (Kluger, 452). The government’s interest in developing
safer smoking alternatives subsided thereafter.
Nicotine delivery devices
By the end of the decade, the tobacco industry’s hopes of modifying
conventional cigarettes had turned from ‘a gallant acceptance of
the challenge to a cynical acceptance of an inevitably harmful
product’ (Glantz, 1996: 169). Subsequent efforts at harm reduction
focused on non-combustible tobacco products and alternative
nicotine delivery devices. The American tobacco giant R.J. Reynolds
spent hundreds of millions of dollars on its near-smokeless Premier
brand and launched it in a few US states in 1988, but smokers were
indifferent. Based on the principle of ‘heat, not burn’ Premier was
almost certainly less hazardous to health, but it had so little in
common with conventional cigarettes that it required its own
instruction manual and those who tried it in the test-cities of St Louis
and Phoenix found it unsatisfying, perplexing and smelly. It was
swiftly abandoned.
Philip Morris made similar efforts with brands called Next and Accord,
Premier
in 1996 under the name Eclipse. Eclipse was closer to a conventional
cigarette but released much less ‘secondhand’ smoke and delivered
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fewer potentially harmful chemicals to the user (R.J. Reynolds,
2000). Even ardent opponents of the tobacco industry, such as
Senator Henry Waxman, accepted that Eclipse was ‘safer, relatively
- bar the Institute of Medicine - rejected it without trial and the
American Cancer Society fought for it to be taken off the market,
claiming that it ‘may be more lethal than other low-tar cigarettes’
and pointed to the tobacco industry’s ‘long history of deception.’
(American Cancer Society, 2000) The product is still available in
the USA, albeit with a very niche customer base.
Pharmaceutical nicotine
By the end of the millennium, despite billions of dollars spent on
research and hundreds of patents acquired, a saleable reduced
harm cigarette still eluded the tobacco industry. Manufacturing a
known carcinogen continued to be a more viable business proposition
than producing and marketing a less hazardous tobacco product.
The only safer nicotine products that had gained the support of
public health campaigners were pharmaceutical products such as
patches and gums. Licensed as smoking-cessation aids, ‘nicotine
replacement therapy’ (NRT) has a relatively modest success rate
when it comes to helping smokers quit. It is widely accepted that
its use increases the chances of successful quitting by 50 to 70
per cent (Stead, 2008: 2), but the number of successful quitters
95 per cent of unaided attempts to stop smoking end in failure, so
even those who use the most effective forms of NRT have less
than a ten per cent chance of being a nonsmoker after six months
(ibid: 13).
about longterm abstinence. A study in Tobacco Control found that
relapse rates were no different for people taking NRT than for those
who quit ‘cold turkey’ (Alpert et al., 2012) and a study in Archives
of Internal Medicine found no difference in successful quit attempts
between NRT users and controls (Carpenter et al., 2011). Although
decades has not had a dramatic effect on the smoking rate. A recent
study in the Annual Review of Public Health found no correlation
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between NRT use and smoking cessation rates at the national level
and concluded: ‘To date, there is no evidence that such policies [ie.
recommending that ‘pharmaceutical aids be used in all quit attempts’]
lead to an increase in successful cessation in the population... That
successful smoking cessation has not increased ... despite the
increased efforts focused on it suggests that there is an urgent need
to revisit current tobacco control policy.’ (Pierce et al., 2012)
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The new wave of smoking
alternatives

Two products dominate the tobacco harm reduction debate in the
if that term refers to multi-national cigarette companies, and both
are electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) and Swedish-style oral
tobacco (snus).
E-cigarettes
Writing in 2001, the public health doctor John Britton suggested
that it was ‘necessary to develop nicotine delivery products that
can provide the nicotine that the addict wants, and with the speed
of delivery achieved by the cigarette, but without the harmful products
of tobacco combustion.’ (Britton et al., 2001: 15) Unbeknownst to
him, the Beijing pharmacist Hon Lik had invented just such a product
a year earlier. The electronic cigarette (e-cigarette) uses a battery
and atomiser to vaporize a liquid combination of nicotine, water
and propylene glycol which is absorbed into the bloodstream via
the lungs. Much of its potential as a harm reduction product stems
from the way it closely mimics the smoking experience, including
the ‘throat hit’ and the rapid nicotine absorption. The vapour itself
is almost entirely odourless and contains no burnt matter, no tar,
and no carbon monoxide.
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The e-cigarette is the kind of product the tobacco industry
contemplated for many decades but never brought to market. British
American Tobacco (BAT) experimented with non-tobacco nicotine
delivery devices as early as 1960 when it embarked on ‘Project
Ariel’, an effort to create a cigarette without tobacco, based on the
then-radical hypothesis that people smoked for the nicotine only.
Despite numerous prototypes and several patents, all BAT’s efforts
were stillborn, including a non-combustible device called Favor
which was found to be ‘extremely irritating’ on the throat and was
never brought to market (Proctor, 2003: 90). In the late 1990s, BAT
formed BAT Cigatronics Ltd. to develop a ‘non-combustible completely
to create and control nicotine vapour for delivery, via the lungs’ (BAT,
1998: 3). A prototype for a disposable device containing the nicotine
equivalent of a packet of cigarettes was developed but, again, the
product was never launched.
Today, the e-cigarette market is growing rapidly. There are more
than 650,000 e-cigarette users in the UK, according to Action on
Smoking and Health (ASH, 2013). The UK’s Electronic Cigarette
Consumer Association estimates that there will be a million owners
by the end of 2013, up from just a thousand in 2007 (ECCA, n.d.).
The Electronic Cigarette Industry Trade Association estimates that
the e-cigarette market is growing at the extraordinary rate of thirty
per cent per month (Matrix Insight, 2012: 49).
Since e-cigarettes are a relatively new product, much of the evidence
early empirical evidence is encouraging. A 2011 clinical trial found
that e-cigarette use led to sustained smoking abstinence for 22.5
per cent of smokers who were not motivated to quit, and there was
a large reduction in cigarette consumption for a further 32.5 per
cent (Polosa et al., 2011). As for their safety, a study in the Journal
of Public Health Policy reported that e-cigarettes are ‘comparable
in toxicity to conventional nicotine replacement products’ with trace
cent of the level found in conventional cigarettes (Cahn and Siegel,
2010: 18). ‘Thus far,’ write Cahn and Siegel, ‘none of the more than
10,000 chemicals present in tobacco smoke, including over 40
known carcinogens, has been shown to be present in the cartridges
or vapour of electronic cigarettes in anything greater than trace
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quantities.’ (ibid: 26) A 2013 study in Tobacco Control found that
‘levels of toxicants [in e-cigarettes] were 9-450 times lower than in
cigarette smoke’ (Goniewicz et al., 2013). The National Institute
cases of harm that are directly attributable to e-cigarette use.’ (NICE,
2012: 64)
Swedish snus
like pouch which is placed under the top lip thereby allowing the
nicotine to absorb through the gum. It has been used in Sweden
for more than two hundred years but fell out of favour during the
cigarette age of the mid-twentieth century. In the 1970s, snus was
associated with old men and appeared to be moribund as a
consumer product, but growing acceptance of the dangers of
cigarette smoking led to a dramatic revival in its fortunes. The
unprompted mass switchover of the last four decades has had a
dramatic impact on rates of smoking and smoking-related disease.
In 1976, Sweden’s male smoking rate was an unexceptional 40
per cent. Thereafter, snus consumption more than doubled and,
by the end of the century, Sweden’s smoking rate was the lowest
in Europe. In 2000, a third of male ex-smokers had used snus as
a cessation aid and Sweden was almost unique in having a smoking
rate that was higher for women than for men (snus has traditionally
been used mainly by men).
Today, only 13 per cent of Swedish men and 15 per cent of Swedish
women are daily smokers (Haagensen, 2012: 57), much lower than
the EU average of 29 per cent and 18 per cent for men and women
respectively (OECD, 2012).2 Unsurprisingly, Sweden has the lowest
rate of tobacco-related mortality - including lung cancer mortality
- in Europe, despite consuming the same quantity of tobacco (by
weight) as other countries (Rodu and Cole, 2004).

2

EU average of 28 per cent
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Empirical evidence from Sweden and Norway strongly suggests
that switching to snus is an effective cessation technique for a
of Norwegians found that 48 per cent of smokers who used snus
to quit remained abstinent, compared to only 26 per cent of those
who used NRT (Scheffels et al., 2012). A small but growing evidence
base from countries which have no tradition of using snus also
shows that it is an acceptable substitute for many smokers (Joksi
et al., 2011).
At one time, snus was assumed to increase the risk of oral cancer,
but the weight of epidemiological evidence shows no such association
(Rosenquist et al. 2005). More recently, it has been claimed that
snus increases the risk of pancreatic cancer and heart attacks, but
rigorous epidemiological research has again failed to support this
(Bertuccio et al., 2011; Hansson, 2012). Sweden has a relatively
low incidence of both oral and pancreatic cancer by European
standards and, in 2001, the EU took the unprecedented step of
removing the cancer warning from a tobacco product when it changed
its regulations for Swedish snus products (European Commission,
1999: 43-51).
Snus is little known outside Scandinavia and there is widespread
smoking, though clearly demonstrated in Sweden, is constrained
by a lack of consumer knowledge. A study in the US found that 51
per cent of ‘highly educated professionals’ believe that the health
risks of snus use and cigarette smoking are similar (Peiper et al.,
2010). Even in Norway, where snus consumption is common, only
than cigarettes, while 40 per cent believe the risks from snus use
are ‘equal or higher’ (Lund, 2012). Perceptions amongst health
professionals are also mixed. Only 36 per cent of Norwegian general
practitioners believe that snus is ‘much less harmful’ than cigarettes,
while 15 per cent believe it to be as harmful or more harmful (Lund
and Scheffels, 2012).
There is, however, a more profound hindrance to tobacco harm
reduction than mere ignorance. The legal status of e-cigarettes and
snus in many jurisdictions is the very opposite of what might be
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countries have outright prohibitions on snus, e-cigarettes and/or
nicotine-containing liquid. The sale of oral tobacco, including snus,
has been prohibited in the EU since 1992 on the basis that the
Common Market needed to be harmonised after Ireland and the
UK banned the sale of Skoal Bandits, an American brand of snus,
was the presumed association between snus and oral cancer.
Sweden negotiated an exemption from the ban when it joined the
EU in 1995. This exemption undermined the EU’s ostensible
commitment to market harmonisation, and the EU’s subsequent
acknowledgement that snus is not carcinogenic undermines the
experience’ of widespread snus consumption, low smoking rates
and low rates of cancer, the EU ban appears arbitrary and counterproductive. In spite of this, public health groups are pressing the
government of Norway, the only non-EU country in Scandinavia,
to ban snus by 2017.
Likewise, there are de facto or de jure prohibitions on e-cigarettes
in several countries, including Greece, Singapore, Israel, Lithuania,
Brazil, Norway and Panama. Nicotine-containing liquid is banned
in Canada and Australia on grounds of safety. In Denmark,
e-cigarettes are classed as medicinal products and have not yet
been authorised for sale. In New Zealand, e-cigarettes can only
be sold in pharmacies as medicinal devices. Anyone found in
possession of an e-cigarette in Hong Kong can be given a two year
prison sentence. Meanwhile, cigarettes are widely available in
almost every country in the world and are by far the most commonly
used - and most lethal - nicotine product.
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Harm reduction and its
opponents

governments have increasingly adopted needle exchanges,
methadone programmes and safe consumption rooms to reduce
considered to be a healthier and more humane approach than rigid
prohibition. The biggest difference between harm reduction for
narcotics and harm reduction for nicotine is that many more people
die each year as a result of smoking than die as a result of drug
use, albeit usually at an older age.
The other key difference is that narcotics are illegal whereas
cigarettes are not. Accusations of institutional hypocrisy made
against governments which facilitate the consumption of illicit drugs
carry less weight in the case of tobacco harm reduction since
cigarette smoking is legal. Advocates of e-cigarettes and snus cannot
be accused of condoning smoking since both products are alternatives
to smoking and the former does not even contain tobacco. At worst,
they can be accused of condoning nicotine use, but nicotine does
not cause disease and, as a drug, it is much closer to caffeine than
to opiates. Tobacco harm reduction therefore forces campaigners

The economist Thomas Sowell divides people into those who have
the ‘tragic vision’ and those who have the ‘vision of the anointed’
(Sowell, 1995). The latter believe that the problems of mankind are
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created by institutions and that, through legislation, solutions can
be found - in this instance, total worldwide abstinence. The former
‘solutions’, only trade-offs. There are those who believe that
legislation, denormalisation and NRT can reduce the prevalence
of tobacco use to less than 0.5 percent of the population within
twenty years (Thomson, 2012: 294). Others look at the failure of
similar efforts to suppress alcohol and drugs in the past and view
the neo-prohibitionist approach as utopian, unrealistic and ultimately
damaging to health.
Back of the envelope calculations of how many premature deaths
could be prevented by a shift to alternative nicotine products are
easy to produce. ‘If all the smokers in Britain stopped smoking
cigarettes and started smoking e-cigarettes,’ writes John Britton of
the Royal College of Physicians’ Tobacco Advisory Group, ‘we
would save 5 million deaths in people who are alive today. It’s a
massive potential public health prize.’ (BBC, 2013) This assumes
that every smoker will be happy to shift to the electronic devices,
whatever the level of uptake.
In a private letter written in 1984 when harm reduction was out of
fashion and total abstinence was the order of the day, the renowned
epidemiologist Richard Peto pondered the question of ‘how many
cancer deaths would be likely to be caused each year if one-third
of the British population become habitual tobacco suckers.’ (Peto,
1984) This was a reference to snus, which was becoming the
subject of controversy in Britain as a result of the Skoal Bandits
furore. Peto acknowledged that the health risks associated with
snus, if any, were unknown and would take many years to identify.
He cautioned that ‘no matter what epidemiological studies you
mount, you probably won’t get even a preliminary answer this
century, so as a practical basis for action I suggest you assume
that the adoption of Skoal Bandit-like products by a quarter or a
half of the British population will cause about 1000 cancer deaths
a year. In contrast, tobacco smoking currently causes about 100,000
British deaths a year!’ (emphasis in the original). Peto based his
prediction of a thousand cancer deaths on the assumption that
snus had a similar risk
to the kind of loose oral snuff used
earlier in the century in the USA. It took many years before the
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epidemiological evidence showed no association between Swedish
snus and mouth cancer. He was, however, correct in his basic
assumptions which he outlined as follows:
‘

The risks are not zero
The risks can probably be reduced by immediately
commissionable laboratory research;
The risks are much, much less than those of cigarette use.’
(Peto, 1984)

Writing about Skoal Bandits in the Lancet the following year, the
addiction specialist Michael Russell came to a similar conclusion:

‘Our results suggest that this new product could help people
trying to give up smoking. It might be cheaper than nicotine
chewing gum and would not require a prescription. If all smokers
in Britain switched to sachets about 50,000 premature deaths
per year might eventually be saved at an annual cost of less than
1,000 deaths from mouth cancer.’ (Russell et al., 1985: 1370)

Speaking to Virginia Berridge in 1995, Russell recalled that such
messages fell on stony ground in the 1980s. ‘I gave a talk
years ago at a respectable conference in Edinburgh - if you could
get people to switch to snuff you could prevent lung cancer and
bronchitis - all for a small risk. People don’t like it if you raise these
issues.’ Such arguments ‘carried little weight with a public health
lobby which still regarded safer smoking (in whatever form) as a
discredited strategy and abstention as the only aim,’ writes Berridge
(2007: 271). ‘The
message might have been right, but it
was coming from the wrong messengers at the wrong time.’3
In the USA, the oral pathologist Brad Rodu was roundly condemned
by anti-smoking campaigners when he published his book For
Smokers Only: How Smokeless Tobacco Can Save Your Life (1995).

3

In 1984, the British Medical Association began to abandon its ‘fusty’ image as an
old-fashioned trade union for doctors and became more politically active. Harm reducagainst Skoal Bandits (Berridge, 2007: 233).
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Like Peto, he based his calculations on the risk
of the most
carcinogenic smokeless products but nevertheless concluded that
‘if all 46 million smokers used smokeless tobacco instead, the
United States would see, at worst, 6,000 deaths from smokingrelated cancers, heart problems, and lung disease.’ (Rodu, 1995:
131) Despite the book’s title clearly indicating that Rodu was not
condoning the use of smokeless tobacco by nonsmokers, he was
accused of being ‘irresponsible’ and ‘naïve’ by public health activists
who have ostracised him in the years since (Sullum: 78-80).
Arguments against safer products
Opposition to harm reduction is by no means universal in public
health circles. A number of organisations, including the American
Association of Public Health Physicians, Action on Smoking and
Health, the American Council on Science and Health and the Royal
College of Physicians have recommended that snus be re-legalised
and e-cigarettes be encouraged. For others, however, stated
concerns include the possibility that alternative nicotine products
act as a ‘gateway’ to cigarette smoking, that some people will use
less harmful products as well as cigarettes, and that snus and
e-cigarettes allow smokers to ‘get around’ smoking bans.
Taking the objectives of modern public health at face value, one
can consider the following theoretical process by which a less
harmful product could negatively affect population health. It is
possible that individuals who would not have taken up smoking
because they think it is too dangerous might take up the less harmful
product. If Product A is half as hazardous as Product B and the
entire market shifts from B to A, then net harm will fall by half. If,
however, Product A attracts so many new customers that the entire
market doubles, the net effect would be zero. And if the market
increases threefold, net harm would increase by 50 per cent.
How likely is it that a shift to safer nicotine products will increase
net harm? Further research will quantify exactly how much safer
e-cigarettes and snus are in comparison to conventional cigarettes,
but there is little doubt that they are at least 90 per cent less
hazardous and are probably in the region of 98-99.9 per cent less
hazardous (Rodu, 2011; Cahn and Siegel, 2011). If so, the risk
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posed by these products is of a similar order to that of eating red
meat, drinking alcohol in moderation, driving a car, sun-bathing or
any of the other run-of-the-mill lifestyle choice.
Approximately twenty per cent of the UK population currently use
nicotine, of whom the vast majority smoke cigarettes. The nicotine
market cannot, therefore, increase by more than
(100 per
cent). If snus and e-cigarettes are 95 per cent less hazardous than
cigarettes (a very conservative estimate), then there would have
to be a more than twentyfold increase in the size of the nicotine
market for net harm to rise above the current level. This is a
mathematical impossibility.
Alternatively, it is possible that individuals might take up the less
harmful nicotine product and then move on to cigarettes - the
‘gateway’ effect. There is, however, very little evidence that reduced
harm products appeal to nonsmokers in the
place. In the case
of e-cigarettes, ASH (2012) notes that ‘there is little evidence of use
by those who have never smoked.’ Based on survey data, ASH
found that ‘regular use of e-cigarettes is extremely rare’ amongst
children. Only one per cent of 16-18 year olds - and zero per cent
of 11-15 year olds - use an e-cigarette more than once a week and
this tiny minority is made up of smokers and ex-smokers. ASH found
no regular users of e-cigarettes amongst non-smoking teenagers:
‘Among young people who have never smoked 1% have
tried e- cigarettes once or twice 0% report continued
e-cigarette use and 0% expect to try an e-cigarette soon...
Frequent (more than weekly) use of e-cigarettes was
almost entirely to ex-smokers and daily smokers.’

Far from acting as a gateway to smoking, all the evidence indicates
that e-cigarettes are a gateway from smoking. Switching from vaping
to smoking would require a conscious decision to take up a habit
that is ten times more expensive and one hundred times worse for
your health. The prohibition or over-regulation of these devices will
close off a hypothetical gateway from e-cigarettes to tobacco, but it
will also close off a very real gateway for people who want to go from
tobacco to e-cigarettes, and that is the path most travelled.
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Some have complained that e-cigarettes ‘normalise’ smoking. ‘We
are especially concerned that e-cigarettes might reinforce the
smoking habit as they are designed to closely mimic smoking
actions’, says the British Medical Association (2013). For this reason,
the BMA has called for the smoking ban to be expanded to include
e-cigarettes despite it being almost inconceivable that ‘passive
vaping’ could pose any risk to bystanders. On the campus of the
University of California, San Francisco, it is against the rules to
carry, let alone use, an e-cigarette, even outdoors.
For all the talk of ‘denormalising’ tobacco use, smoking prevalence
in most countries exceeds twenty per cent of the adult population.
Smoking may not be universal, but it can hardly be described as
abnormal or unusual. In 2010, cigarettes and rolling tobacco made
up 94.9 per cent of the EU’s nicotine market. E-cigarettes and NRT
held just 0.4 per cent each while smokeless tobacco held 0.6 per
cent (Matrix Insight, 2012: 20). Whilst there is evidence that the
‘denormalisation’ approach can lead to lower smoking rates
(Hammond et al., 2006), it remains doubtful whether e-cigarettes
‘normalise’ smoking in any meaningful way. As a device that has
spread rapidly by word-of-mouth in recent years, it would be more
accurate to say that e-cigarettes normalise harm reduction and
smoking cessation. Moreover, there are social costs incurred by the
denormalisation/stigmatisation approach which can be avoided by
the more liberal harm reduction approach (Bayer and Stuber, 2006).
Once bitten, twice shy?
A further objection sometimes raised is that harm reduction has
been tried before and failed. Low tar cigarettes and
tips are
now widely portrayed as tobacco industry ruses to trick consumers
and delay tougher regulation. This ‘once bitten, twice shy’ argument
requires some rewriting of history. Lowering tar yields and
investigating the ‘safer cigarette’ had the support of many public
health scientists, including some of those who
the
link between cigarette smoking and disease, as well as successive
Surgeon Generals and several Ministers for Health. The Federal
Trade Commission recommended that tar yields be printed on
cigarette packs in 1969 (Sullum: 69) and many governments
advised smokers to switch to low tar brands in the 1980s and 1990s.
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Moreover, the harm reduction efforts were not complete failures.
There is ample evidence that the
high-tar cigarettes of
the 1950s posed more of a health hazard than the
low-tar
cigarettes of later decades (Hammond et al., 1976; Tang et al.,
1995; Blizzard and Dwyer, 2001; Harris et al., 2004). The European
Union has progressively lowered the maximum permissible levels
of tar and nicotine in cigarettes, presumably because it believes
lower yields to be less dangerous. Although the ‘safer smoking’
initiative of the twentieth century was a more collaborative effort
between the tobacco industry and government than is often
recognised, the industry was guilty of keeping its misgivings about
‘light’ cigarettes to itself and it clearly failed to produce a ‘tolerable
risk’ cigarette. None of this has any bearing on the safety or
of snus and e-cigarettes, however. ‘Once bitten, twice shy’ is
fallacious reasoning.
Arguments made against tobacco harm reduction on health grounds
are not compelling. Opposition to e-cigarettes and snus can only
be properly understood in the context of the public health lobby’s
longstanding goals of eradicating recreational nicotine use and
destroying the tobacco industry. An underlying objection of antismoking campaigners to these products is that cigarette companies
could survive and thrive by selling them. Several tobacco
have
started selling snus and Lorillard became the
tobacco company
to acquire an e-cigarette
in April 2012. British American Tobacco
has created a startup company called Nicoventures to create
products for ‘smokers who may not want to quit smoking but who
want a safer alternative to cigarettes’ while Philip Morris has patented
a nicotine aerosol product (Matrix Insight, 2012: 52) Many antismoking veterans would
it intolerable if ‘Big Tobacco’ became
a player in harm reduction since they have long since cast the
industry as a consummate enemy with whom they are engaged in
a war of annihilation.
Meanwhile the pharmaceutical industry has an incentive to lobby
against non-medicinal nicotine products and national governments
have a
incentive to perpetuate the smoking of highly-taxed
cigarettes. The novelist Lionel Shriver, who kicked her smoking
habit thanks to e-cigarettes, blames opposition to the devices on
‘kneejerk cultural prejudice, puritanical vindictiveness, corporate
collusion, and the unconscionable greed of tax authorities that won’t
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be able to heap the same punitive,
, opportunistic duties
on a product that doesn’t hurt anyone.’ (Shriver, 2013)
Resistance to e-cigarettes - which contain no tobacco and are, for
the most part, not made by ‘Big Tobacco’ - is consistent with the
puritanism and prejudice Shriver alludes to. Moral indignation
towards pleasure-giving ‘vices’ may well be a motivation for some
of those working in the tobacco control industry. Bell and Keane
(2012) note that objections to e-cigarettes have a moral dimension
and that ‘it is not clear that further research into e-cigarettes will
substantially alter current opinion. This is because their dangers
stem not merely from the constituents of the products themselves,
but the ideological challenge they pose to the binary categorisation
of nicotine into not only remedial and harmful forms, but morally
good and bad ones.’
As smokeless products, e-cigarettes and snus do not violate the
anti-smoking lobby’s vision of a ‘smoke-free society’ - indeed, they
are likely to bring it closer to fruition - but recreational nicotine use
of this sort remains morally suspect to some of its members and
was never part of the plan. The question now is whether ‘it is better
to aim for complete exclusion or prohibition of nicotine use, or to
accept the place of nicotine in society but to regulate to make
nicotine products safe.’ (Britton et al., 2001: 14-15) It remains to
be seen whether that plan is
enough to adapt to changing
circumstances or if the abstinence-only ideology is too big a
juggernaut to be turned around.
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Harm reduction versus
neo-prohibition

As previously noted, anti-smoking campaigners since the late 1970s
have been wedded to a policy of incremental prohibition with the
ultimate aim of an ‘endgame’ in which there is a de facto or de jure
ban on the sale of cigarettes and/or tobacco (Proctor, 2013; Wilson
et al., 2013). In common with earlier prohibitionist crusades,
campaigners portray this as a battle against industry rather than
against consumers.
The cornerstones of tobacco control orthodoxy in developed countries
are (1) comprehensive smoking bans, (2) progressively larger
(graphic) health warnings, (3) bans on advertising and promotion,
(4) progressively higher tobacco taxes, and (5) distribution of
pharmaceutical nicotine products for smoking/nicotine cessation.
The European ‘Tobacco Control Scale’ (TCS) scorecard provides
a check-list of anti-smoking best practice. The scorecard was devised
in 2006 ‘to measure the implementation of tobacco control policies
systematically at country level.’ (Joossens and Raw, 2006) Produced
by the Association of European Cancer Leagues, it awards points
for the following criteria:
High tobacco prices
Extensiveness of smoking bans
Spending on public anti-smoking campaigns
Extensiveness of advertising bans
Size of health warning labels and inclusion of graphic images
Smoking cessation services, including state-funded
pharmaceuticals
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With these policies assumed to be paramount, the UK and Ireland
have come top of the TCS rankings in the two editions produced
to date (2007 and 2010). Sweden came an unimpressive ninth,
sandwiched between Belgium and Malta.
Ireland is, in many respects, the poster boy for tobacco control. It
was the
European country to ban snus in the 1980s and the
country in the world to ban smoking in enclosed public places.
It has the highest cigarette prices in the EU and its government
partially funds the sale of NRT and other stop-smoking drugs. The
UK has taken much the same path but achieves a higher ranking
on the TCS because it introduced graphic warnings earlier and has
a larger budget for tobacco control.
Sweden, by contrast, has exemptions to its smoking ban, allows
point-of-sale advertising for some tobacco products, has no graphic
warnings, does not subsidise NRT and has
cheaper
cigarettes than both the UK and Ireland.4 The TCS report’s authors
lament the fact that: ‘Surprisingly, Sweden is often NOT in support
of strong tobacco control measures at European and international
level.’ (Joosens and Raw, 2011) Above all, it allows the sale of snus.
One critical indicator of progress is not included in the scorecard
- the smoking rate. Despite failing to adopt ‘strong tobacco control
measures’, Sweden has by far the lowest smoking rate - and the
lowest rate of lung cancer - of any EU country. Figures from the
OECD show that Sweden had a smoking rate of 14 per cent in
2010, less than half of the rate in Ireland (29 per cent) and a full
four percentage points lower than the country with the second
lowest smoking rate, Luxembourg (Luxembourg comes a miserable
29th out of 31 in the TCS) (OECD, 2012: 59).

4

Sweden allows closed, ventilated, designated smoking rooms. Interestingly, the Appendix of the report shows that Sweden has the highest percentage of residents who are
‘never or almost never exposed to tobacco smoke’ at work (96 per cent). Exposure to
smoke is, however, not regarded as a criterion of success and so Sweden scores below
Spain, which has more restrictive legislation but where only 58 per cent of residents
report little or no exposure.
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Meanwhile, Ireland and the UK - exemplars of the orthodox tobacco
control model - have unimpressive smoking and lung cancer rates,
as well as being home to Western Europe’s largest black markets
in tobacco (KPMG, 2013: 15).
Charting the smoking rate against the Tobacco Control Scorecard
using the most recent data (TCS, 2010 and OECD, 2012), Figure
1 shows that there is no association between TCS scores and
smoking prevalence (r2=0.03). Countries which ignore the neoprohibitionist model fare no better and no worse than those which
follow it to the letter. This is
by Figure 2 which charts the
scorecard against the change in smoking prevalence in each country
between 1990 and 2010 (OECD, 2013: 239). The data points appear
to be scattered at random, with Ireland reducing its smoking rate
tcs
by less than any other country (r2=0.04).
Turkey Interestingly, the three
Norway in smoking prevalence
countries that have seen the largest declines
Ireland
are all Scandinavian nations with a strongUKtradition of using smokeless
tobacco.5
Figure 1: Smoking prevalence/TCS score
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Figure 1: Smoking prevalence/TCS score

5

Norway is not in the EU and snus is therefore legal. EU law allows the sale of snus in
Sweden only, but loose snus (ie. not contained in a pouch) is legal in Denmark. Sales
of smokeless tobacco rose by 255 per cent in Denmark between 2000 and 2010 (from
4 to 14.2 tonnes per annum) (European Commission, 2012b: 6)
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It should not be inferred from these graphs that anti-smoking policies
have no impact on smoking rates. On the contrary, the tobacco
control movement has succeeded in changing social norms about
smoking and there is strong evidence that tax rises, for example,
have reduced smoking prevalence in the past. Some policies work
better than others, however, while some may be ineffective or even
counterproductive. If the TCS is any guide, it appears that a relatively
high smoking rate and a
problem with the illicit trade
does not disqualify a nation from being regarded as a model of
best practice. If policy was truly evidence-based, one might expect
best practice to be derived from the countries with the lowest
smoking rates. Instead, the world-beating Swedish model is ignored
in favour of nations which have followed the neo-prohibitionist
blueprint despite a conspicuous lack of success in reducing the
number of smokers.
The lack of relationship between TCS scores and smoking prevalence
can be explained by the waning power of tax rises to deter Europeans
from buying cigarettes and the marginal, if not counter-productive,
impact of smoking bans, graphic warnings, display bans and nicotine
replacement therapy in discouraging smoking.
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The experience of Britain and Ireland in recent years supports the
hypothesis that the neo-prohibitionist approach to tobacco control
is producing diminishing returns at best. A report commissioned by
three British anti-smoking groups in 2011 concluded that ‘whilst
there has been a downward trend in smoking prevalence over
several decades, this appears to have stagnated since 2007.’
(Trueman et al., 2011: 5) The authors did not dwell on the
uncomfortable fact that this stagnation coincided with an
unprecedented wave of neo-prohibitionist policies including a
comprehensive smoking ban, steep tax rises, graphic warnings and
raising the age at which tobacco could be purchased, in addition to
gory advertising campaigns such as those showing the faces of
smokers severed with
hooks. In the four years before the English
smoking ban was introduced in 2007, the smoking rate dropped by
percentage points. In the four years after, the rate dropped by
just one percentage point.
When the tobacco control scorecard was
devised, its creators
noted that: ‘There is already vigorous discussion in the tobacco
control
of the role smokeless tobacco in Sweden (snus) has
played in the decline in smoking prevalence.’ (Joossens and Raw,
2006) A recent opinion piece in Tobacco Control noted that ‘a global
natural experiment is underway where data from some nations
which have banned or restricted access to harm-reduction products
might be compared with those which have embraced them.’
(Chapman and
, 2013: i35) It is doubtful whether any
ethics committee would approve an experiment in which one group
is denied access to the least hazardous forms of a product but, for
better or worse, these natural experiments are indeed underway. It
is too early to reach
conclusions about the effect of the e-cigarette
revolution on aggregate smoking rates, but the evidence from
Sweden strongly suggests that the harm reduction approach has
more to offer than the neo-prohibitionist model.
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The regulatory threat

This paper has not addressed the question of whether cigarettes
should be legal. Most surveys
that only a minority of the public
would support prohibition and we agree that appropriately informed
adults should be free to smoke (Saad, 1998; BBC, 2003). Whatever
the arguments, the fact remains that cigarettes are legal and will
remain so for many years. It is therefore neither consistent nor
ethical to prevent smokers from switching to much safer alternatives.
Ongoing efforts to prohibit or medicalise e-cigarettes and snus are
a far greater threat to public health than the products themselves.
The EU’s revised Tobacco Products Directive, due to come into
force in 2015-16, will introduce a de facto ban on e-cigarettes by
limiting the nicotine content of e-cigarette liquid to a level at which
most users would
unsatisfying. Stronger e-cigarette liquid will
only be available as a licensed medicinal product sold with a health
warning (European Commission, 2012: 9). If the directive becomes
EU law, e-cigarette liquid as it is known today would be taken off
the shelves until it can prove its safety and
as a medical
treatment for nicotine addiction. This could take years and may not
happen at all (no amount of subsequent evidence has been enough
to re-legalise snus). Even if e-cigarettes secure authorisation as
medicinal products, they would be more
to obtain than
conventional cigarettes and would arguably have less appeal to
smokers who do not consider themselves in need of medical
treatment.
The EU’s position has been supported in Britain by the Medicines
and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA, 2013). Both
the European Commission and the MHRA support placing not only
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e-cigarettes, but all ‘nicotine containing products’ under medical
regulation. This category includes all existing innovations in the
nicotine market as well as any nicotine product that is invented in
the future. Only tobacco is excluded. This will have profound
implications for future developments. It will leave the next generation
of recreational nicotine products in the hands of a public health
establishment that is instinctively drawn to precautionary bans and
the doctrine of total abstinence.
The medicalisation of e-cigarettes has been portrayed as a way of
putting them ‘on an equal footing’ with NRT (Erbach, 2013), but this
ignores the pertinent fact that the pharmaceutical industry wanted
their nicotine products to be authorised as medicines so that they
could be marketed as drugs and sold to state-run health agencies.
There is no other precedent for ‘nicotine delivery devices’ being
viewed as medicines and there are no calls for the most widely sold
‘nicotine delivery devices’ - tobacco products - to undergo medical
authorisation. The e-cigarette industry maintains that its products
are not medicinal drugs, but are recreational consumer products
which can be used an alternative to smoking. There is no compelling
reason why products containing nicotine should be medicalised
when products containing caffeine, alcohol or sugar are not. Normal
consumer protection laws should
.
Like other governments that have dealt with e-cigarettes in a heavyhanded manner, the EU is endorsing the same neo-prohibitionist
approach that led to the disastrous missed opportunity with Swedish
snus. Other proposed regulations in the directive are reductio ad
absurdum variants of orthodox tobacco control measures which,
as the previous chapter showed, have little or no impact on smoking
rates. These include mandating still larger graphic warnings,
standardising the exact length and diameter of cigarettes and
banning ‘characterising
’. By tying itself up with such
trivial issues, the EU is living up to its stereotype as a bureaucratic
machine that produces unnecessary and petty regulation.
The most visible effect of a ban on ‘characterising
’ will
be to prohibit the sale of menthol cigarettes, but it will also result in
a de facto ban on a wide range of snus brands in Sweden (which
are usually
) as well as most e-cigarette
. Here, as
elsewhere, the Tobacco Products Directive is stacking the deck
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against harm reduction while introducing arbitrary regulations for
the cigarette industry. The directive will require medical authorisation
for most ‘nicotine-containing products’ and will require preauthorisation for any new tobacco product. Moreover, it will prohibit
any labelling that might suggest that one product is less harmful
than another. In short, it will not only kill off the two most promising
reduced harm products, but will prevent any new innovations from
hitting the shelves in the future. The effect will be to slice up the
European nicotine market, dividing the spoils between cigarette
companies and the pharmaceutical industry.
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Conclusion

Harm reduction for smokers would save many more lives than harm
reduction for drug addicts and it would not require a penny of
government spending. It only requires the government to step back
and allow free market solutions to gain popularity. In practice, this
means taxing and regulating e-cigarettes as ordinary consumer
products to ensure basic standards of quality while allowing snus
to be sold with appropriate and accurate labelling to inform customers
The neo-prohibitionist approach to public health has raised barriers
to entry and excluded new entrants, thereby making the nicotine
market less competitive and less innovative. Meanwhile, the cigarette
oligopoly, as Dr Robert Branston, Deputy Director of the University’s
Centre for Governance and Regulation, acknowledges: ‘The market
has failed to curb cigarette manufacturers in terms of pricing power
exacerbated the problem.’ (Bath University, 2013)
Consumers suffer in uncompetitive markets from higher prices and
limited choice. Neither of these are seen as problematic by antismoking campaigners who view higher cigarette prices as desirable,
but a more serious problem arises when safer products are
preemptively banned under the precautionary principle or cannot
be brought to market due to advertising restrictions and heavy
bureaucracy. As former ASH director Clive Bates puts it, ‘if you
over-regulate a new, disruptive, low-risk alternative to the dominant
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and deadly cigarette, you simply protect the worst products from
competition.’ (Bates, 2013) Whether by accident or design, the
We argue that the interests of consumers are nearly always better
advanced by the provision of accurate information and free choice
than by prohibitions and restrictions on commercial speech. Markets
can correct themselves more quickly than governments. Market
failures can be corrected by free enterprise long before government
well understood by students of Prohibition and the War on Drugs.
Restrictions on product development and marketing in the nicotine
industry have led to information failures which have led, in turn, to
further failures of both government and the market. Buttressed by
political grandstanding, corporate rent-seeking, rigid ideology and
old-fashioned puritanism, the result has been a disaster for the only
group of people whose interests are of direct relevance: smokers.
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Purpose – This paper aims to provide a brief summary of the
effectiveness and efficacy of tobacco harm reduction (THR). THR is the
substitution for cigarettes of low-risk alternatives, including Swedish or
American-style smokeless tobacco, pharmaceutical nicotine products,
and electronic cigarettes. The paper then very briefly summarizes the
current social and political situation regarding THR.
Design/methodology/approach – This paper is a review of the evidence.
Findings – The risk from smoke-free tobacco/nicotine products is so low
as to be unmeasurable. For most smokers, adopting THR is a lower risk
option than to trying to become nicotine abstinent. THR products have
been widely adopted in some populations, providing great public health
benefits. There is currently an explosion of interest in electronic
cigarettes. However, THR is a threat to the business model of the
tobacco control industry, and so they are fighting hard to discourage it.
Because they cannot admit their real motives for discouraging THR, antiTHR activism is an entirely dishonest enterprise.
Practical implications – Tobacco harm reduction is the greatest
untapped public health initiative in the developed world. It is more
promising than further attempts to promote tobacco/nicotine abstinence.
The future inevitably includes a large portion of the population using lowrisk tobacco/nicotine, but anti-THR efforts might keep people smoking in
the short run.
Originality/value – While most of the content of this paper is well known
to experts on THR, many ostensible experts on health, as well as other
opinion leaders and policy makers, are unaware of the truth.
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Use of electronic cigarettes among state tobacco cessation quitline
callers.
Vickerman KA, Carpenter KM, Altman T, Nash CM, Zbikowski SM.
Research, Training and Evaluation Services, Alere Wellbeing, Seattle, WA.
Abstract
INTRODUCTION: Little is known about the prevalence of electronic cigarette (e-cigarette) use among tobacco
users who seek help from state tobacco quitlines, the reasons for its use, and whether e-cigarettes impact a
user's ability to successfully quit tobacco. This study investigates these questions and describes differences
among state quitline callers who used e-cigarettes for 1 month or more, used e-cigarettes for less than 1 month,
or never tried e-cigarettes.
METHODS: Data on e-cigarette use were collected from 2,758 callers to 6 state tobacco quitlines 7 months after
they received intervention from the quitline program.
RESULTS: Nearly one third (30.9%) of respondents reported ever using or trying e-cigarettes; most used for a
short period of time (61.7% for less than 1 month). The most frequently reported reasons for use were to help quit
other tobacco (51.3%) or to replace other tobacco (15.2%). Both e-cigarette user groups were significantly less
likely to be tobacco abstinent at the 7-month survey compared with participants who had never tried e-cigarettes
(30-day point prevalence quit rates: 21.7% and 16.6% vs. 31.3%, p < .001). Demographic differences between the
3 groups are discussed.
CONCLUSIONS: This study offers a preliminary look at e-cigarette use among state quitline callers and is
perhaps the first to describe e-cigarette use in a large group of tobacco users seeking treatment. The notable
rates of e-cigarette use and use of e-cigarettes as cessation aids, even though the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration has not approved e-cigarettes for this purpose, should inform policy and treatment discussions on
this topic.
PMID: 23658395 [PubMed - in process]
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‘Vaping’ profiles and preferences: an online survey of
electronic cigarette users
Lynne Dawkins, John Turner, Amanda Roberts & Kirstie Soar
School of Psychology, University of East London, London, UK

ABSTRACT
Aims To characterize e-cigarette use, users and effects in a sample of Electronic Cigarette Company (TECC) and
Totally Wicked E-Liquid (TWEL) users. Design and setting Online survey hosted at the University of East London with
links from TECC/TWEL websites from September 2011 to May 2012. Measurements Online questionnaire.
Participants One thousand three hundred and forty-seven respondents from 33 countries (72% European), mean age
43 years, 70% male, 96% Causacian, 44% educated to degree level or above. Findings Seventy-four percent of
participants reported not smoking for at least a few weeks since using the e-cigarette and 70% reported reduced urge
to smoke. Seventy-two percent of participants used a ‘tank’ system, most commonly, the eGo-C (23%). Mean duration
of use was 10 months. Only 1% reported exclusive use of non-nicotine (0 mg) containing liquid. E-cigarettes were
generally considered to be satisfying to use; elicit few side effects; be healthier than smoking; improve cough/breathing;
and be associated with low levels of craving. Among ex-smokers, ‘time to first vape’ was significantly longer than ‘time
to first cigarette’ (t1104 = 11.16, P < 0.001) suggesting a lower level of dependence to e-cigarettes. Ex-smokers reported
significantly greater reduction in craving than current smokers (c21 = 133.66, P < 0.0007) although few other differences emerged between these groups. Compared with males, females opted more for chocolate/sweet flavours
(c21 = 16.16, P < 0.001) and liked the e-cigarette because it resembles a cigarette (c23 = 42.65, P < 0.001).
Conclusions E-cigarettes are used primarily for smoking cessation, but for a longer duration than nicotine
replacement therapy, and users believe them to be safer than smoking.
Keywords

E-cigarette, electronic cigarette, nicotine, smoking, survey, vaping.
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INTRODUCTION
Electronic cigarettes are battery-operated devices that
deliver nicotine via inhaled vapour. Removable cartridges contain glycerol or propylene glycol, flavouring,
and varying amounts of nicotine (including 0 mg). The
nicotine solution is vaporized by an atomizer, which is
activated by ‘drawing’ on the device or pressing a
button. ‘Smoking’ an electronic cigarette (e-cigarette)
mimics the act of smoking and is often referred to as
‘vaping’.
Since their introduction into the market in 2004 by
the Ruyan Group (later re-named Dragonite) in China,
e-cigarettes have gained popularity worldwide. The
e-cigarette market is growing rapidly and highly fragmented, with over 100 different brands. In 2010,
750,000 e-cigarettes were sold; sales more than doubled
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction

to 2.5 million in 2011 and further increased to 3.5
million in 2012 with no signs of slowing down [1,2].
Product sophistication has also improved during this
time, arguably augmenting nicotine delivery. ‘Tank’
systems have been introduced which contain a fluid-filled
reservoir rather than a saturated foam (traditional nontank cartridges). Users can mix their own ‘liquid’ choosing from a range of flavours and strengths to refill
cartridges. Some e-cigarettes [e.g. the Super & Mini kits
from The Electronic Cigarette Company (TECC)] are
moving to ‘cartomizers’ in which the cartridge and atomizer are combined, allegedly resulting in a more efficient
and tastier vape. Finally, as different voltages affect the
vaping experience, variable voltages are a recent power
control device that allow users to connect a range of
atomizing devices and control the voltage that is applied
to the atomizer.
1823
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In a recent, online population survey of 2649 adults
in the USA [3] 40.2% of respondents had heard of
e-cigarettes, and 11.4% of smokers, 2% of ex-smokers
and 0.5% of never-smokers had used them. In another
survey of US individuals (n = 222) who had purchased an
e-cigarette, 67% of respondents reported that they had
reduced their cigarette consumption and 49% had quit
smoking completely (period of time unspecified) [4]. Nevertheless, in the absence of data supporting these cessation claims, the World Health Organization have banned
therapeutic claims by manufacturers.
Although there is an absence of clinical trial data for
e-cigarettes, three published empirical studies suggest
they can provide moderate relief of craving and withdrawal symptoms [5–7]. Reports regarding delivery to
the bloodstream are inconsistent; three human studies
reported very low blood nicotine levels in naive users
[5,6,8], while significant increases in salivary cotinine
(a nicotine metabolite) [9] and blood nicotine levels
[10] have been shown in regular users. This suggests the
use of more sophisticated devices and/or experienced use
is necessary for achieving effective nicotine delivery.
More still needs to be determined about the nature of
e-cigarette use, namely who uses them, their effectiveness
for quitting/harm reduction, safety and addictive potential. The first survey of e-cigarette users (n = 3587; 62%
from USA) has been published recently and has helped to
answer some of these questions [11]. Sixty-one percent of
the sample was male, 70% ex-smokers and 92% agreed
that the e-cigarette had helped them to quit or reduce
their smoking. Most (84%) perceived the e-cigarette to be
less toxic than smoking and reported using it to deal with
tobacco craving (79%) and withdrawal symptoms (67%),
or to quit smoking or avoid relapsing (77%).
This study aims to add to the current knowledge of the
nature of e-cigarette users, its use, and its effects. To
ensure validity and generalizability, we used a more
restricted sample of TECC and Totally Wicked E-Liquid
(TWEL) users (the two most widely-used brands in the
UK; [11]) recruited via their websites. We aimed to
capture information regarding the characteristics of
e-cigarette users (e.g. age, gender, educational status and
why they choose to use the e-cigarette); the nature of
e-cigarette use (e.g. length and frequency of use, amount
used, preferred flavours and devices, possible dependency
and attempts to cut down); and positive (e.g. satisfaction,
acceptability, effects on craving and smoking-behaviour)
and negative effects (e.g. nausea, dizziness, throat/mouth
irritation) of e-cigarette use.

METHOD
The questionnaire was hosted on the University of East
London website with links from TECC and TWEL websites.
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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Data were collected between September 2011 and May
2012. The survey was fully approved by the University of
East London’s ethics committee.
The questionnaire took approximately 15–20 minutes
to complete, and comprised 6 sections assessing the
following.
1 Demographic information (age, gender, ethnicity, education and country) and smoking status: current
smoker, ex-smoker or never-smokers (fewer than 20
cigarettes in your lifetime). Participants were directed
to different sections depending on their smoking
status.
2 Tobacco smoking information, including the Fagerström Test of Cigarette Dependence (FTCD; [12]), a sixitem scale to assess cigarette dependence. Question 1
(commonly considered the strongest single-item predictor of dependence) asks: ‘How soon after waking do
you/did you smoke your first cigarette?’. Participants
indicate: ‘within 5 minutes’ (scored 3), ‘between 6 and
30 minutes’ (scored 2), ‘31–60 minutes’ (scored 1) or
‘after 60 minutes’ (scored 0). Total scores are calculated on the 6 items and scores range from 0 (low
dependence) to 10 (high dependence). An adapted
version with wording in the past tense was used if
participants indicated that they were ex-smokers.
Ex-smokers were also asked ‘How long has it been since
you stopped smoking?’ (less than 6 months, 6 months
to 1 year, more than 1 year, more than 2 years).
3 Use of the e-cigarette, including length of use, product
and cartridge type, strength and preferred flavours,
amount used (in mL and puffs; where participants indicated a range, we took the top figure and refer to
‘maximum daily use’), reasons for use (e.g. as a complete or partial alternative to smoking. Note: we did not
specifically ask about use for quitting smoking as we
did not want to prime respondents to endorse this
response), dependence on the e-cigarette and attempts
to cut down use.
4 Effects of the e-cigarette including satisfaction, hit,
acceptability, taste, urge to smoke, impact on smoking
behaviour and respiratory effects, all rated on a fourpoint Likert scale from ‘not at all’ to ‘very much so’.
5 Side effects of the e-cigarette based on those used
previously [10] rated on a four-point Likert scale from
‘not at all’ to ‘all the time’.
6 Other comments based on general patterns of use
(to be analysed and presented elsewhere).

Statistical analysis
Results are presented for the whole sample (including 4
never-smokers who reported using the e-cigarette) and
then for smoking group: ex-smokers (n = 1123) versus
current smokers (n = 218) under each category heading.
Addiction, 108, 1115–1125
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This smoking-group comparison was undertaken in
response to (i) the surprisingly high response rate from
ex-smokers (n = 1123, 83%) and (ii) the observation that
almost 100% of ex-smokers, compared with 50% of
current smokers, stated that the e-cigarette had helped
them to stop smoking which triggered an interest in
exploring possible differences in user characteristics and
patterns of use between ex and current smokers. Given
that there is also increasing evidence that reinforcing
aspects of smoking/nicotine may differ by gender [7,13]
and that vaping is more common among males [11], we
also compared males (n = 897) and females (n = 390).
Sample sizes varied by variable owing to missing data.
T-tests were used to compare means for continuous variables and frequency data are analysed using crosstabulation with c2 statistics. In some cases respondents
could endorse more than one option (i.e. strength of
liquid used, preferred flavour), whereas other variables
were forced-choice (different response options indicated
in tables). In the case of the former (more than one
response permitted), separate c2 analyses were conducted
for each category; for the latter (forced-choice options)
overall c2 tests are presented followed by pair-wise comparisons only where the overall effect was statistically significant. Given the multiple comparisons conducted here
(70 for smokers versus ex-smokers and 50 for males
versus females) we used a Bonferroni correction; thus,
a P-value of 0.0007 was accepted as cut-off for statistical significance for smoker group comparisons and
P = 0.001 for gender comparisons.
RESULTS
Participant information
Of the total 1376 responses, 27 were removed: 13 were
blank; 10 were double entries; and 4 had considerable
missing data. Of the remaining 1349 entries, 1123
(83%) described themselves as ex-smokers, 218 (16%) as
current smokers and 6 (4%) as never-smokers. Two
never-smokers provided no data for the majority of
e-cigarette questions, indicating that they were not actually using the device so their entries were removed,
leaving a sample size of 1347.
Table 1 presents demographic information for the
whole sample and for ex- versus current smokers. Participants responded from 33 different countries (72% European): UK (23%, n = 315); USA (16%, n = 210);
Germany (15%, n = 205); France (5%, n = 61); Brazil
(2%, n = 22); Denmark (1%, n = 12); Austria (1%, n = 9);
Finland (1%, n = 9); Switzerland (1%, n = 8); others
[36%; n < 4 (0.3%) from each of the 24 other countries].
There were no significant differences between ex- and
current smokers on any demographic variable or country
of origin.
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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Compared with current smokers, ex-smokers as a
group reported a higher level of cigarette dependence
(FTCD total, see Table 1) and reported smoking sooner
after waking (FTCD, Question 1), but age of starting
smoking did not differ by group. Thirty-eight percent of
ex-smokers reported that they had stopped smoking for
more than 1 year; 19% had stopped for between 6 and
11 months and 43% for less than 6 months.

E-cigarette patterns of use
Thirty-five percent (n = 448) of respondents stated that
they had heard about the e-cigarette from a personal
contact; 41% (n = 526) from the internet; 10% (n = 134)
via other media; and 8% (n = 100) saw it being used.
Table 2 presents information on e-cigarette patterns of
use for the whole sample and separately for ex- versus
current smokers. Twenty-three percent (n = 302) stated
that they used their e-cigarette within 5 minutes of
waking and 49% (n = 645) within 6–30 minutes of
waking [note: data presented in table are mean scores
(between 0 and 3)].
Duration of e-cigarette use was significantly longer in
current than ex-smokers, while ex-smokers reported
using the e-cigarette sooner after waking than did
current smokers. Ex-smokers also reported greater daily
use (in mL and puffs), although this difference did not
reach statistical significance at the adjusted a level. In
ex-smokers, ‘time until first cigarette’ (based on retrospective reporting of former smoking habits) was significantly shorter than ‘time until first vape’ (t1104 = 11.16,
P < 0.0007).
Fifty-six percent (n = 744) of the whole sample
answered ‘yes’ to the question ‘Do you use the e-cigarette
in the same manner as cigarettes?’. Five hundred and
eighty-nine (44%) qualified their answer with comments:
6% (n = 37) stated that they used it less and 29%
(n = 177) used it more. Of the latter, 5% (n = 30) stated
that they used it ‘constantly’ or ‘chain vaped’; 13.%
(n = 79) used it more because vaping was permitted in
places where smoking was not allowed; 17% (n = 99)
used the e-cigarette more frequently, but took fewer puffs
on each occasion. Two participants compared their use of
the e-cigarette to ‘snacking’ and one to ‘grazing’.
Unsurprisingly, 80% (n = 1063) of stated products
were TECC/TWEL products (see Table 2 for a breakdown
of products used). There was a statistically significant
overall group difference for product type. Follow-up
analyses of individual product type by group revealed
that more ex-smokers than current smokers reported
using the Tornado Tank eGo-C and custom-made devices,
and more current smokers reported using the Titan 510
(non-tank) system, although these differences fell short of
the adjusted a level adopted here. Table 2 also provides
1825
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Table 1 Participant demographic and smoking-related information.

Age (years)
Age started smoking
FTCD
FTCD Q1: How soon after waking
do/did you smoke cigarettes?
Gender:
Male
Female
Ethnicity:
White
Black
Asian
Mixed
Highest level of education:
Masters degree/MBA/PhD or equiv.
Degree
Higher Teaching Qualification or
equiv.
A level/SCE Higher or equiv
O level/GCSE (Grade A–C) or equiv.
CSE Grade 2–5/O Levels (grades
D&E)/GCSE (grades D–G)/NVQ
level 1
CSE ungraded
Other

Whole sample

Ex-smokers

Current smokers

n

n

n

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

P

Test statistic

1302 43.39 (11.99)
1338 15.68 (3.66)
1317 5.99 (2.41)
1338 2.11 (0.91)

1084 43.34 (11.76)
1121 15.6 (3.63)
1107 6.20 (2.30)
1121 2.17 (0.87)

212 43.54 (13.10) 0.84
t = -0.2
218 16.13 (3.78)
0.047 t = -1.99
210 4.93 (2.66) <0.0007 t = 6.45
217 1.79 (1.04) <0.0007 t = 4.97

n
1287
897
390
1272
1225
6
15
26
1274
180
380
127

n

n

%
70
30

%
749 70
323 30

%
0.78

c2 = 0.078

0.79

c2 = 1.03

0.56

c2 = 12.61

144 69
65 31

96
<1
1
2

1027 97
5 1
12 1
20 2

193 96
1 1
2 1
6 3

14
30
10

154 15
308 29
103 10

25 12
71 35
23 11

166 13
110 9
40 3

142 13
92 9
29 3

23 11
18 9
11 5

11 1
260 20

9 1
227 21

2 1
31 15

Items in bold are statistically significant at the adjusted P level of < 0.0007. FTCD = Fagerström Test of Cigarette Dependence; SCE = Scottish Certificate
of Education; GCSE = General Certificate of Secondary Education; CSE = Certificate of Secondary Education; NVQ = National Vocational Qualification.

frequencies and percentages for strengths and flavours
used. The 18-mg fluid was the most popular (49%,
n = 663) and tobacco was the most popular flavour
(53%, n = 664). There were no differences between
current smokers and ex-smokers with respect to flavour
preference.
E-cigarette reasons for use and effects on tobacco
consumption
Survey respondents were asked why they started using
the e-cigarette (see Table 3). Seventy-six percent (1027)
of the whole sample reported wanting a ‘complete alternative to smoking’. Twenty-two percent stated ‘other
reasons’, including ‘to quit smoking’ (7%, n = 87),
‘health reasons’ (6%, n = 83), ‘cost’ (3%, n = 36) and ‘to
get round smoking restrictions’ (3%, n = 35). A higher
proportion of ex-smokers than current smokers endorsed
the ‘complete alternative to smoking’ item, while a higher
proportion of current smokers endorsed ‘partial alternative to smoking’.
In the whole sample, 74% (n = 981) reported that
they had not smoked for several weeks to several months
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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since using the e-cigarette, and a further 14% (n = 184)
reported that their cigarette consumption had decreased
dramatically. Not surprisingly, a greater proportion of
ex-smokers reported that they had not smoked for several
weeks or months, while significantly more current
smokers reported that their tobacco consumption had
decreased dramatically. E-cigarette use was also associated with a reduction in craving for tobacco cigarettes
with 91% (n = 1208) stating that their craving had
‘decreased substantially’. Endorsement of this response
was also significantly greater in ex- than current smokers
(see Table 3). Thirty percent [31% (n = 339) of
ex-smokers and 24% (n = 24) of current smokers] stated
that they had attempted to cut down their e-cigarette use.
There were no group differences in terms of success in
this endeavour (see Table 3).
Positive effects of the e-cigarette
Table 4 presents the percentage of the whole sample, and
breakdown by smoking group, endorsing the ‘not at all’
and the ‘very much so’ responses relating to e-cigarette
effects. Overall this sample reported positive effects of
Addiction, 108, 1115–1125
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1827
1
11
18
33
15
49
19
14
21
53
33
28
18
13
16
12
4
1

664
421
357
231
167
196
156
49
11

72
23
15
8
5
7
7
4
2
1
<0.5
<0.5
9
11
9
<0.5

315.67 (333.83)
3.36 (3.53)
235.72 (339.13)
1.84 (0.89)
%

14
148
246
447
200
663
260
189
286

1334
1197
983
1323
n
1322
678 out of 974
301
197
105
66
87
96
50
27
15
4
1
113
143
116
1

542
360
300
195
142
176
130
40
10

13
136
216
385
167
546
209
152
248

565
268
157
82
50
62
75
47
24
10
2
0
107
123
96
1

1113
1018
812
1106
n

n

n

Mean (SD)

Ex-smokers

Whole sample

51
34
28
18
13
17
12
4
1

1
12
19
34
15
49
19
14
22

70
24
14
7
5
6
7
4
2
1
<0.5
0
10
11
9
<0.5

329.49 (342.83)
3.50 (3.68)
249.38 (361.07)
1.89 (0.86)
%

Mean (SD)

121
58
56
35
25
17
25
7
0

1
10
25
58
32
116
51
37
36

109
33
38
23
16
25
20
3
3
4
2
1
6
19
20
0

216
174
166
211
n

n

61
29
28
18
13
9
13
4
0

0.5
5
12
27
15
53
23
17
17

65
16
18
11
8
12
9
1
1
2
1
<0.5
3
9
9
0

248.77 (276.46)
2.50 (2.37)
172.14 (194.97)
1.59 (0.98)
%

Mean (SD)

Current smokers

c2 = 73.26
c2 = 2.37
c2 = 7.81
c2 = 1.85
c2 = 2.77
c2 = 3.34
c2 = 10.84
c2 = 1.80
c2 = 3.967
c2 = 0.521
c2 = 1.604
c2 = 3.386
c2 = 5.187
c2 = 11.31
c2 = 0.92
c2 = 0.11
c2 = 0.193

<0.0007
0.186
0.005
0.173
0.096
0.068
0.001
0.180
0.046
0.470
0.205
0.066
0.023
0.001
0.339
0.744
0.660

0.012
0.180
0.969
0.778
0.750
0.004
0.903
0.863
0.170

c2 = 6.29
c2 = 1.80
c2 = 0.001
c2 = 0.08
c2 = 0.10
c2 = 8.41
c2 = 0.02
c2 = 0.03
c2 = 1.89

c2 = 0.86
c2 = 10.65
c2 = 7.47
c2 = 4.87
c2 = 0.005
c2 = 1.54
c2 = 2.67
c2 = 1.78
c2 = 3.39

t = 3.77
t = 3.45
t = 2.68
t = 4.16

<0.0007
0.001
0.008
<0.0007

0.35
0.001
0.006
0.028
0.95
0.21
0.10
0.18
0.07

Test statistic

P

Items in bold are statisically significant at the adjusted P value < 0.0007. e-cig = e-cigarette; TEEC = The Electronic Cigarette Company; TWEL = Totally Wicked E-Liquid. aForced-choice options. bRespondents could indicate more than one option.

Product typea:
Tank use (any)
Tornado Tank EGo-C
Tornado Tank
Tornado (non-tank)
510 Titan tank
510 Titan (non-tank)
Joyetech eGo-C
Screwdriver
Mini (non-tank)
Super (non-tank)
Mircolite cartomizer
Torpedo
Custom made
Other non-TEEC/TWEL product
Unknown
e-pipe
Strengths usedb
0 mg (only)
0 mg
8 mg
11 mg
14 mg
18 mg
24 mg
36 mg
Mix own
Preferred flavourb
Tobacco
Fruit
Mint/menthol
Chocolate/sweet flavour
Coffee
Other
Vanilla
Alcohol related
Flavourless

Duration of use (days)
Estimated maximum daily use (mL)
Estimated maximum daily number of puffs
How soon upon waking do you smoke your e-cig

Table 2 E-cigarette patterns of use.

Vaping profiles and preferences
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Table 3 E-cigarette use and effects on tobacco smoking.
Whole sample

Why start using e-cig?a
Wanted complete alternative to smoking
Wanted partial alternative to smoking
Curiosity
Friends recommendation
Other
Since e-cig use, tobacco consumption use hasb:
Increased dramatically
Stayed the same
Decreased dramatically
Not smoked for several weeks
Not smoked for several months
Since e-cig use craving for tobacco cigarettes hasb:
Increased substantially
Stayed the same
Decreased substantially
Attempted to cut down e-cig use
Success at cutting downb:
Extremely successful
Not very successful
Very unsuccessful

Ex-smokers

Current smokers

n

%

n

%

P

c2

<0.0007
<0.0007
0.009
0.949
0.149
<0.0007
0.030
0.017
<0.0007
<0.0007
<0.0007
<0.0007
0.684
<0.0007
<0.0007
0.05
0.006

15.32
75.54
6.89
0.004
2.077
622.80
4.72
5.70
374.01
15.79
282.39
161.49
0.165
50.67
133.66
3.89
16.52

n

%

1027
257
356
245
290
1336
13
12
184
221
760
1331
16
38
1208
392 out of 1330
389
15
105
3

76
19
26
18
22

880
169
280
204
246

78
15
25
18
22

144
88
73
40
43

66
40
34
18
20

1
1
14
17
57

8
7
64
204
744

1
1
6
18
67

5
5
120
16
11

2
2
55
7
5

1
3
91
30

14
14
1054
339

1
1
95
31

2
21
151
51

1
10
70
24

4
27
1

15
91
2

5
27
1

0
14
3

0
28
1

Items in bold are statistically significant at the adjusted P level < 0.0007. E-cig = e-cigarette. aRespondents could indicate more than one option.
b
Forced-choice options.

e-cigarette use, satisfaction levels were high and there
was little evidence that e-cigarette use induced strong
craving levels. A significantly higher proportion of
ex-smokers reported that e-cigarette use had helped them
to stop or cut down smoking; was extremely satisfying;
had reduced tobacco craving/urge to smoke; improved
their cough and breathing; and felt healthier than
smoking (see Table 4).
Negative effects of the e-cigarette
Very few adverse effects of e-cigarette use were reported
(see Table 5). The most common was throat irritation,
followed by mouth irritation. Of all the other side effects
listed, less than 16% (n < 202) reported experiencing any
degree of effect and less than 3% (n < 32) reported a high
level of side effects. There were no significant differences
with respect to reporting of adverse effects between
ex- and current smokers.
Gender differences
Female respondents were significantly older than
males [mean 45.82 (11.52) versus 42.14 (11.93);
t1271 = -4.89, P < 0.001]. There were no other significant
gender differences for socio-demographic variables.
Females rated themselves as significantly more dependent
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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on cigarettes as measured by FTCD item one (t1277 =
-3.59 P < 0.001) and FTCD total score (t1258 = -3.05,
P < 0.01), although the latter was not statistically significant. In relation to e-cigarette use, there were no significant differences between males and females on ‘time to
first vape’, duration of use, or estimated amount used.
Although differences were not statistical significant,
fewer females reported using the Screwdriver (c21 = 8.21,
P < 0.01) or a tank system (of any sort; c21 = 6.80,
P < 0.01), and more females reported using the Mini
(c21 = 7.01, P < 0.01) and Super (c21 = 7.78, P < 0.01)
devices. Females, however, were just as likely as males to
report using custom-made devices. There were no gender
differences for strength of fluid used, although males preferred tobacco flavour (c21 = 17.67, P < 0.001) and more
females reported using chocolate or other sweet flavours
(c21 = 16.16, P < 0.001). In response to the question
‘Where did you hear about the e-cigarette?’, females were
more likely to endorse the ‘personal contact’ response
(c21 = 14.24, P < 0.001). Tabular data are not presented
for gender; this is available on request.
There were no significant gender differences for any of
the items relating to reasons for use, effects on tobacco
consumption or craving, or attempt to cut down
e-cigarette use. Females were, however, significantly
more likely to agree that they ‘liked the taste of the
Addiction, 108, 1115–1125
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Items in bold are statistically significant at the adjusted P value < 0.0007.

The e-cigarette has helped me to stop smoking
My breathing has improved since using the e-cigarette
I get a definite nicotine hit from the e-cigarette
I don’t like the taste of the e-cigarette
E-cigarette use is as satisfying as tobacco smoking
The e-cigarette irritates my airways more than cigarettes do/did
I crave e-cigarettes as much as I do/did tobacco
I like the e-cigarette because it looks and feels like a cigarette
I sometimes find it embarrassing using the e-cigarette in public places
E-cigarettes feel healthier than smoking
The e-cigarette has helped me to cut down tobacco smoking
I enjoy other people’s reactions to me using the e-cigarette
The e-cigarette allows me to use nicotine more
My cough has improved since using the e-cigarette
I don’t have the urge to smoke as much since using the e-cigarette
The e-cigarette is too heavy
I frequently use the e-cigarette in places where tobacco smoking is banned

Table 4 Effects of the electronic cigarette (%).

1333
1327
1333
1330
1335
1328
1322
1328
1331
1325
1321
1330
1327
1310
1319
1324
1326

n
1.5
3.5
3.3
83.2
1.2
86.2
13.3
40.3
45.3
0.5
0.8
11.7
47.6
9.0
3.8
64.3
16

Not
at all

Whole sample

89.4
72.4
56.2
2.6
68.0
0.8
18.4
17.2
6.6
81.4
94.3
32.2
11.1
70.3
69.7
1.4
35.9

Very
much so
1113
1109
1113
1111
1115
1107
1103
1108
1110
1108
1107
1111
1110
1097
1106
1107
1110

n
0.8
2.4
3.0
84
0.9
87.3
12.7
40.9
45.5
0.5
0.5
11.2
48.6
8.3
3.4
65.7
15.6

Not
at all

Ex-smokers

97.2
77.5
56.3
2.7
72.4
0.8
18.9
16.1
5.9
83.3
98.3
32.5
10.4
75.1
73.1
1
35.5

Very
much So
216
214
216
214
216
217
215
216
217
213
213
214
213
209
209
212
211

n

4.2
8.9
5.1
79.4
2.8
81.1
15.3
36.1
45.2
0.9
1.9
15
41.8
12.4
5.7
28.8
18.5

Not
at all

Current smokers

49.5
45.8
56
2.3
45.4
0.5
15.8
23.1
10.6
71.8
74.1
30.8
14.6
45
52.2
57.1
38.4

Very
much so

c2
448.09
102.80
6.28
3.59
70.13
7.18
2.82
7.34
9.93
23.62
204.09
2.91
9.82
83.60
36.49
11.05
3.16

P
<0.0007
<0.0007
0.100
0.309
<0.0007
0.066
0.421
0.062
0.019
<0.0007
<0.0007
0.406
0.020
<0.0007
<0.0007
0.011
0.368
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Table 5 Side effects associated with e-cigarette use (%).
Whole sample

Mouth irritation
Throat irritation
Aching jaws
Feeling sick
Vomiting
Flatulence/Bloating
Stomach ache
Heartburn
Diarrhoea
Hiccups
Feeling dizzy
Headache
Sweatiness
Cold hands/feet
Palpitations

Ex-smokers

Current smokers

n

Not
at all

All
the time

n

Not
at all

All
the time

n

Not
at all

All
the time

P

c2

1328
1329
1321
1317
1307
1317
1327
1321
1318
1316
1309
1309
1317
1320
1320

76.8
63.1
94.7
90.8
98.8
86.2
93.2
85.6
94.3
89.9
84.4
83.7
94.1
96.3
91.8

0.5
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2

1110
1109
1103
1101
1090
1103
1106
1103
1102
1101
1100
1095
1097
1100
1104

76.3
63.3
95.6
90.9
98.6
85.6
92.7
85.1
94.3
89.5
84.5
83.4
94.3
96.4
92.1

0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.2

214
216
214
212
213
210
214
214
212
211
213
210
208
213
212

79
62
90.2
90.1
99.5
89
95.8
87.9
94.3
91.9
83.3
85.1
93.4
95.8
90.1

0.5
0.5
0.5
0
0
0.5
0.5
0
0
0
0.5
0
0
0
0.5

0.714
0.018
0.012
0.740
0.686
0.617
0.390
0.200
0.780
0.518
0.808
0.836
0.521
0.663
0.714

1.36
10.10
11.01
1.25
1.48
1.79
3.01
4.65
1.09
2.27
0.97
0.86
2.26
1.58
1.36

e-cigarette’ (c23 = 16.56, P < 0.001); they ‘liked the
e-cigarette because it looks and feels like a cigarette’
(c23 = 42.65, P < 0.001); and ‘the e-cigarette dramatically reduces my craving for nicotine’ (c23 = 13.94,
P < 0.001). No gender differences emerged for reporting
of side effects.

DISCUSSION
The present study aimed to characterize e-cigarette use,
users and effects in a sample of visitors to TECC and
TWEL websites. Survey respondents were predominantly
ex-smokers who wanted a complete alternative to
smoking. The majority of respondents reported that
e-cigarette use (vaping) had dramatically reduced their
craving for cigarettes and helped them to stop or substantially reduce their tobacco consumption. Very few
respondents reported using non-nicotine (0 mg) containing cartridges/liquid. E-cigarettes were generally considered to be satisfying to use, associated with very few side
effects, healthier than smoking, and responsible for
improved cough and breathing. Compared with current
smokers, significantly more ex-smokers reported that
vaping dramatically reduced their craving for tobacco
smoking and there was a trend for more ex-smokers to
report using a tank or custom-made device. No smoking
group differences were observed for adverse effects or
strengths or flavours used. Females opted more for
chocolate/sweet flavours, whereas males preferred
tobacco-flavoured liquids and tank systems. Compared to
tobacco smoking, vaping was associated with lower
craving and longer time until first use in the morning,
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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suggesting a lower level of dependence to e-cigarettes
than to smoking. Nevertheless, only a third of the sample
reported that they had attempted to cut down their
e-cigarette use with varying levels of success.
Although participants in the current sample represented 33 different countries (72% European), respondents were predominantly Caucasian males. This gender
bias is consistent with previous observations [11] that
e-cigarettes appeal more to men than women. The mean
age of the sample (43 years) and the low percentage of
non-smoking respondents, also consistent with the previous survey [11], may either reflect the lower age limit
(18 years) for participation in both surveys or indicate
that e-cigarettes are not attracting large numbers of
young adults to a recreational nicotine habit. Eightythree percent of the current sample described themselves
as ex-smokers, 97% of whom reported that the
e-cigarette had helped them to stop smoking. Selfreported (retrospective) nicotine dependency from
smoking (as assessed by the FTCD total score and question 1) was higher for ex-smokers than current smokers.
This was an unexpected finding as one might expect
ex-smokers to be less dependent and thus better able to
quit, but it may reflect the retrospective nature of
responding in ex-smokers.
As participants responded to adverts via the TECC and
TWEL webpages, unsurprisingly, 80% of the sample
stated that they used TECC/TWEL products and 72% used
a tank system. Ex-smokers were more likely than current
smokers to use the Tornado Tank eGo-C or custom-made
devices. Although this difference fell short of the adjusted
level of statistical significance, it raises the possibility that
Addiction, 108, 1115–1125
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tank systems are more effective for quitting smoking; an
area of research that merits further exploration. The
average maximum daily amount used was 3.36 mL of
fluid and 236 puffs—higher figures than reported previously [11]. Many respondents provided further details
about their e-cigarette use, which generally indicated that
e-cigarettes are used more frequently throughout the day
than cigarette smoking. This may reflect the fact that
vaping is permitted in places were cigarette smoking is
banned and/or that more puffs are required to achieve
adequate blood nicotine levels [6].
Only 1% of the sample reported exclusive use of nonnicotine (0 mg). Contrary to the finding that use of the
0 mg e-cigarette in naive users can reduce craving and
withdrawal symptoms [7], these findings indicate that
the nicotine content is an important constituent for
regular users. This may be because more experienced
users are better able to detect the effects of nicotine,
and/or that the sensorimotor effects of non-nicotine containing e-cigarettes on withdrawal and craving are only
short-lived. Alternatively, user expectations about the
importance of nicotine may lead to greater use of
nicotine-containing fluid. The most popular concentration of nicotine was 18 mg, and tobacco was the most
popular flavour, consistent with the previous report [11].
Seventy-four percent of the sample reported that they
had not smoked for at least several weeks since using the
e-cigarette and 57% reported that they had not smoked
for several months. Thus, respondents seem to be using
the e-cigarette as a quit-smoking tool with high selfreported success rates. Nevertheless, whether e-cigarette
use itself is discontinued is unclear; participants in our
sample reported using the e-cigarette for an average of 10
months—much longer than the average duration of use
reported previously (5 months [11]). This may reflect the
recency of the present survey, thus allowing respondents
a longer time to vape, or it might reflect our sampling
method; advertisements on TECC and TWEL websites
would mean that only current e-cigarette users would
have known about the study. Either way, 10 months is
much longer than the recommended use of nicotine
replacement therapy (12 week [14]), suggesting that
people may be using e-cigarettes as a longer-term replacement of the smoking habit rather than as a means of
quitting nicotine intake completely.
This raises the question that e-cigarettes themselves
could be addictive. Our findings concur with a recent
report suggesting that e-cigarettes have a lower abuse
potential than tobacco smoking [15]. Only 18% agreed
that craving for e-cigarettes was as strong as craving for
tobacco and ex-smokers indicated that time to first vape
was longer than time until first cigarette. Notwithstanding that reports about former tobacco use may be subject
to distortion given the retrospective nature of responding,
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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these findings suggest a lower dependency on e-cigarettes
compared to tobacco smoking. Nevertheless, only a third
of our sample reported that they had tried to cut down
their e-cigarette use. This may reflect the nature of the
sample, a general reluctance or malaise among the
vaping community to stop using, or an inability or difficulty to do so. Of those attempting to cut down, only 12%
reported that they had been ‘very’ or ‘extremely’ successful. Abuse liability of the e-cigarette and effects of longterm use on health are two under-explored areas that
clearly merit further attention.
The majority of the sample thought that e-cigarettes
were healthier than tobacco smoking (81%), and
reported an improvement in cough and breathing (70%).
E-cigarettes were generally rated to be satisfying to use,
associated with a dramatic reduction in tobacco craving,
and almost half of the sample agreed that the ‘hit’ was
comparable to that of tobacco smoking. Very few side
effects were endorsed (although negative effects would be
the variable least likely to score highly amongst this
cohort and would be better explored in a randomized controlled trial). Ex-smokers reported a greater benefit to
their breathing, a stronger ‘hit’ and a greater reduction of
craving from e-cigarette use than current smokers. There
was also less reporting of aching jaws and throat irritation among ex-smokers. It is unclear whether these
effects reflect differences between ex- and current
smokers in product choice which contributed to greater
success in quitting smoking in the former or whether
quitting itself led to stronger perceived positive effects of
e-cigarette use. While an exploration of predictors of cessation success using the e-cigarette was beyond the scope
of this paper, it would be interesting to explore such differences in a controlled study using regression analysis
and confirmation of abstinence status.
Smoking status (ex- versus current) did not differ by
gender nor were there any gender differences on effects
of e-cigarette use on tobacco smoking, manner of
e-cigarette use, duration of use or amount used. Predictable flavour and product choice differences emerged with
a female preference for chocolate and sweet flavours, and
a preference trend for Super and Mini products that
resemble cigarettes. Indeed, significantly more females
than males endorsed the items ‘I like the e-cigarette
because it looks and feels like a cigarette’ and ‘I like the
taste of the e-cigarette’. Although females did not opt for
higher strength fluid, they were more likely to agree that
the e-cigarette reduced their cigarette cravings. These
observations resonate with the findings that, relative to
males, females are less sensitive to the interoceptive
effects of nicotine [16] and more responsive to nonnicotine, sensorimotor aspects of smoking [7,13,17].
There are several limitations of this study, notably
the self-selected sample of TECC and TWEL users who
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responded to a link to the survey from the TECC/TWEL
websites, and whose smoking status and responses
cannot be validated. Such respondents are likely to be
current users with positive biases towards the e-cigarette,
thus it is likely that unsatisfied users and ex-users are
under-represented in this sample. There is also scope for
‘gaming’ here by individuals or organizations who might
have a vested interest in promoting the beneficial effects
of TECC/TWEL products or e-cigarettes in general against
the backdrop of regulatory uncertainty and possible
withdrawal of these products from the market [18,19].
This is particularly relevant to the current survey, which
was accessed by users of two leading UK e-cigarette retailer’s websites whereas participants in the previous survey
[11] were sampled from e-cigarette discussion forums
and more ‘neutral’ stop-smoking sites. Nevertheless,
reports regarding reasons for use, nature of use and positive and negative effects were similar across studies. Some
of the questions used here (i.e. those relating to former
tobacco smoking habits) required retrospective reporting.
This is often subject to bias/distortion which makes comparisons between former smoking habits and current
vaping less reliable. Overall then, while this study provides further insight into the nature of e-cigarette use, it
is likely that these data overestimate the efficacy of the
e-cigarette, thus findings should be interpreted with
caution.
Although these potential biases should be borne in
mind, taken together, the results of this study, and previous studies [4,11], suggest that e-cigarette users who
respond to online surveys vape as a complete or partial
alternative to smoking. There was little evidence for
dual use (smokers continuing to smoke at previous
levels and adding nicotine via e-cigarette) or addictive
potential in this sample. Although absolute safety and
product quality should be more thoroughly evaluated,
the implications of these findings for policy-makers,
regulators and health-care providers are clear: prohibiting or discouraging the use of e-cigarettes could be detrimental to public health if smokers are deprived of a
highly endorsed and well-tolerated method of smoking
cessation.
To conclude, the findings from this survey of selfselected, largely European TECC and TWEL e-cigarette
users are broadly consistent with a previous large-scale
survey [11] and suggest that e-cigarettes are used largely
by smokers to quit smoking, with a high degree of
success. Results reveal that e-cigarettes were satisfying to
use, reduced cravings for tobacco cigarettes, were associated with very few immediate side effects and tended to be
used for a longer duration than NRT. Future research
should concentrate on possible health risks associated
with long-term use, efficacy for smoking cessation (with
possible brand/product differences) and abuse potential.
© 2013 Society for the Study of Addiction
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Will you permit or prohibit e-cigarette use
on your premises?
Five questions to ask before you decide
This briefing has been produced by ASH and CIEH following approaches by organisations
considering permitting or prohibiting the use of electronic cigarettes by their staff, clients or
customers, or generally on their premises. The public health community is still debating the
pros and cons of these new products and the advice of policy makers is limited by the available
evidence. This briefing has been written to assist you in reaching your own decision. The
information we are providing is consistent with that published by the Medicines and Healthcare
products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) in respect of nicotine containing products (NCPs), public
health guidance on smoking cessation and tobacco harm reduction issued by the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) and the requirements of the smokefree
legislation as advised by the Chartered Institute of Environmental Health (CIEH).1,2,3
The term “electronic cigarette” is a generic term and not very helpful since, despite their name,
“electronic cigarettes” are totally different from cigarettes. Many, but not all, are in the form of
thin white tubes that look like cigarettes. Some electronic cigarettes contain nicotine, some do
not. Some produce a white odourless vapour, others produce no vapour at all. They do not burn
tobacco and do not create smoke (products of combustion). In this briefing we will refer to them
as Nicotine Containing Products (NCPs).4

Recommended approach

In order to establish a sensible and justifiable policy, we are advising that you first consider the
following five questions:
1.
What are the issues you trying to deal with?
2.
What do you think you need to control?
3.
Do you have concerns about the possibility of harm from NCPs?
4.
Will restricting or prohibiting use of Nicotine Containing Products support compliance
with smokefree policies?
5.
Do you want your policy to help to improve people’s health?

1. What are the issues you are trying to deal with?

Three main issues of concern have been raised by public health professionals.
•

Maintaining compliance with smokefree legislation Throughout the UK smoking is
prohibited by law in virtually all enclosed workplaces and public places, on public transport
and in vehicles used for work. This is because of the conclusive scientific evidence of the
harm that can be caused not only to the smokers themselves, but also to people other
than the smoker through the inhalation of so-called ‘secondhand smoke’. However, the
smokefree legislation is only concerned with smoking tobacco and other ‘lit’ materials, that
is to say, when combustion or burning is taking place. For this reason, it is not an offence
1834
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to have an unlit cigarette in your hand or your mouth, and neither is it an offence to use an
NCP. These issues are explored more fully below.5
•

Promoting good role models to children The smokefree policies described above are
frequently being extended for the protection of children. The main reason for restricting
or prohibiting smoking in outdoor areas used by children - for example in play parks,
school grounds and beaches - is that the less smoking appears as “normal behaviour” to
a child, the less likely they are to start to smoke. The evidence of the effect of role models
in smoking is strong and children who live in households where more than three people
smoke are 8 times more likely to smoke themselves. There is no comparable evidence on
NCPs. These issues are dealt with in more detail below.6,7,8

•

Projecting a clean and ‘healthy’ image for your premises A further and important use
of the voluntary adoption of smokefree policies in areas not covered by the legislation is to
establish and maintain the clean and ‘healthy’ image of premises, especially our hospitals,
clinics and other treatment and care centres where it can be expected that there will be
serious intentions to discourage smoking and maintain a clean and healthy environment.
Any employer might deal with the use of NCPs by staff in the same way as they might
permit or prohibit eating or drinking on duty. Many business premises have problems
with smokers congregating around entrances so that visitors have to pass through smoky
areas when arriving and departing.9,10

2. What do you think you need to control?

The products you might want to permit or prohibit should depend on the issues you are trying to
deal with.
•

Lookalikes? Should your policy cover only products that resemble cigarettes and
therefore could be confused with them? There is no doubt that many NCPs are intended
to resemble cigarettes – some even have a torch-light in the end intended to simulate the
glowing tip of a lit cigarette.

•

Nicotine? Should your policy cover the use of all forms of nicotine? There are many
forms of medicinal nicotine available on prescription and over-the-counter including
lozenges, mouth sprays and gums. In particular, there is a licensed medicine called the
Nicorette® Inhalator, which is a thin white tube from which you draw nicotine into your
mouth in the same way as you smoke a cigarette. Unlike most NCPs of the electronic
cigarette type, it does not produce a vapour, nor does it light up at the end. Would you
want your policy to permit or prohibit the use of this medicine which many people find an
effective aid to stopping smoking?

•

Vapour? Should your policy cover only products that create a vapour? From a distance
there is no doubt that some people will mistakenly perceive that people are smoking and
may make complaints as a result. The inhalator described above, may look very much like
a cigarette but does not produce any vapour and it does not have a glowing tip.

•

Medicines? At the time of writing (October 2013) the MHRA has not licensed any socalled “electronic cigarettes” as medicines but we understand that some are being
considered. Again, would your policy include stopping someone from using a licensed
medicine which they are using because they have been advised is safe to use and an
effective alternative to smoking?
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3.

Do you have concerns about the possibility of harm from NCPs?

Smoking tobacco in public is harmful in at least three major ways:
•
Direct harm - smoking tobacco is directly harmful to the smoker,
•
Indirect harm - both the smoke from lit tobacco and the exhaled air of the smoker are
harmful to bystanders, especially indoors or when the smoker and bystander are in close
proximity,
•
Role models - young people who see smoking can mistakenly believe this to be a normal
adult activity and this may influence them to smoke themselves.
NCPs are not the same as cigarettes, which burn tobacco. It is important to remember that,
despite their resemblance to cigarettes, they are in no way cigarettes in anything but name: they
do not produce smoke (products of combustion). They may use flavourings which have been
derived from tobacco and they may produce a vapour which will be largely propylene glycol
(PG), nicotine and flavourings. Studies on animals exposed to high intensities of PG found no
evidence of harm and PG is classified as “Generally Recognised as Safe” by the US Food and
Drugs Administration: indeed, so safe that it could be ingested as 5% of the daily diet over long
periods of time without sign of frank toxicity. While some commentators have raised possible
health risks to the user, there is no situation where it would be safer to smoke a cigarette, either
for the user or those around them. Importantly, there is no evidence of harm from “secondhand”
inhalation of NCP vapour.11,12,13,14,15
The ‘harms’ in relation to the use of NCPs are very different:
•
Direct harm: The MHRA reviewed 4 brands of NCP and found some evidence of
potentially harmful chemicals in some products. Reviewing the literature the MHRA found
high variability and evidence of the presence of several potentially harmful constituents.
These two sets of findings informed the decision to regulate NCPs for safety. However,
they concluded that reported safety issues “do not of themselves suggest a major public
health concern” and found no evidence that NCP use was more harmful than smoking.
In the UK, 99% of NCP users are smokers or ex-smokers. In so far as they completely
replace tobacco smoking with NCPs, users reduce the harm they cause themselves and
others.16,17,18
•
Indirect harm: We have been unable to find any published scientific evidence of harm
from indirect exposure to NCPs. The MHRA review considered four studies looking at
passive harm, or what we would call ‘secondhand exposure’. All these studies found levels
of potentially harmful constituents in vapour at levels which are, by many times, lower than
tobacco smoke, with one concluding “no apparent risk to human health”. 17
•
Role models: Many public health advocates are concerned that the availability and use
of NCPs that resemble cigarettes, as some NCPs do, could “re-normalise” smoking, so
encouraging their use among children and acting as a gateway to smoking. Others have
suggested use of NCPs does not model smoking, but the replacement of smoking, with
users conspicuously avoiding the harms smoking causes. As yet, there is little evidence
on either side. The available evidence does suggest that, so far, sustained use of NCPs
among children in Britain is limited to those who have already tried smoking. This will
remain an important area of research. 16

4. Will restricting or prohibiting use of Nicotine Containing Products support
compliance with smokefree policies?
One common rationale for restricting or prohibiting the use of NCPs is to support compliance
with smokefree legal requirements and voluntary policies. This is because there are reasonable
concerns that if people are allowed to use NCPs in places where the law prohibits smoking, or
where no-smoking policies are in place, then they may be mistaken for actually smoking. This
may encourage others to smoke believing either that it is permitted to do so or that no action will
be taken against them for doing so.
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Of course, it is entirely a matter for the owner, manager or person in control to decide what is
to be permitted on their premises or in their vehicles. Some of the factors they may wish to take
into account include the following:
•

•

•

•
•

•

In pubs, clubs and restaurants it may be impractical for staff who are busy serving
customers to be repeatedly checking to determine whether people are smoking or only
using an NCP. In these circumstances a blanket prohibition may well be justified and
people wishing to use NCPs could be required to do so outside the premises, just as
smokers are required to do.
In some circumstances, the permission to use NCPs may be used in order to discourage
people from leaving the premises, for example where customers are engaged in activities
from which the owner derives their income e.g. casinos and bingo halls, and where
security cordons are in place e.g. where money or high value items are being stored or
sold.
Wherever NCP use is permitted and smoking needs to be discouraged, deterred and
detected then the use of smoke alarms and ignition detectors can be useful, as well as
signs to advise people these warning devices are being employed. Some of these can be
set to operate a silent alarm, such as a flashing light, at a reception desk or other location
where members of staff can be alerted to investigate.
Where NCPs are being sold, for example at some airports and on some airplanes, it might
well be considered to be unreasonable not to allow people to actually use the product they
have been encouraged to purchase.
There is no doubt that some people will try to avoid enforcement action by claiming
an NCP was being used when in fact smoking has taken place. Drivers of taxis and
other commercial vehicles have attempted to do so. Local Authority regulatory officers
are perfectly able to determine when smoking has taken place through both the smell
associated with tobacco smoking and the presence of ash and other smoking materials.
Finally, it should be remembered that offering a safe and effective alternative to smoking
tobacco to people who are addicted to nicotine may turn out to support compliance with
smokefree legal requirements and make smokefree policies easier to implement.

5. Do you want your policy to help to improve people’s health?

It is likely that the MHRA will license some Nicotine Containing Products as medicines and that
these will include some which resemble cigarettes. Under MHRA proposals all similar products
which are not licensed would have to be withdrawn from sale, although their actual use would
not be illegal. It would probably be impractical for your policy to restrict use of NCPs to only
licensed products. However, prohibiting the use of all NCPs, including the licensed products,
could mean that you are denying people the use of prescribed medicines, which could assist
them in giving up smoking, staying tobacco free or dealing better with periods when they are not
allowed to smoke.19
So far, only a few, relatively small randomised control trials have been completed on the use
of NCPs in supporting quit attempts and no NCPs have yet been licensed for this purpose.
However, emerging evidence suggests that they may be as effective as nicotine products
currently and there is evidence that smokers, even those who do not intend to quit, are able to
reduce or completely replace their smoking when provided with NCPs.20,21,22
Many NCP users are using them as part of a quit attempt (a supported attempt to stop smoking
completely) or to reduce the harm to themselves and others from smoking. Requiring staff who
are trying to quit to use their quitting aids only in smoking breaks in areas where others are
smoking tobacco is unlikely to help them quit successfully.20,23
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Tips on formulating your policy on NCPs
•
•
•
•

Be clear about what you are trying to achieve, especially on how you are intending to
make the situation better.
Be clear about precisely what you are prohibiting - nicotine containing products, things that
could be confused with cigarettes, or both.
Make sure your policy is good for health, by helping and not hindering smokers to reduce
the harm caused by smoking.
Consider the part that your policy can play in ‘renormalising’ or ‘denormalising’ the
smokefree environment and promoting the right role models to children.

Further reading
•
•
•
•

ASH Briefing: Electronic Cigarettes
ASH Factsheet: Smokefree Legislation
ASH Briefing: Use of e-cigarettes in Great Britain among adults and young people
ASH Briefing: The regulation of e-cigarettes and other nicotine products in the UK - Q&A

Examples of products

Some NCPs do not emit vapour and have no glowing tip, such as “smokeless cigarettes”
Some NCPs look like cigarettes, contain nicotine, have a glowing red tip and emit vapour.
Some NCPs have tips that glow other than red
Some NCPs are available with nicotine and nicotine-free re-fills. Not all are designed to look like
cigarettes.
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Abstract
Introduction: Electronic cigarettes (commonly referred as e-cigarettes)
are designed to generate inhalable nicotine aerosol (vapor). When an ecigarette user takes a puff, the nicotine solution is heated and the vapor
taken into lungs. Although no sidestream vapor is generated between
puffs, some of the mainstream vapor is exhaled by e-cigarette user. The

aim of the study was to evaluate the secondhand exposure to nicotine and
other tobacco-related toxicants from e-cigarettes.

Materials and Methods: We measured selected airborne markers of
secondhand exposure: nicotine, aerosol particles (PM2.5), carbon
monoxide, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in an exposure
chamber. We generated e-cigarette vapor from 3 various brands of ecigarette using a smoking machine and controlled exposure conditions.
We also compared secondhand exposure with e-cigarette vapor and
tobacco smoke generated by 5 dual users.

Results: The study showed that e-cigarettes are a source of secondhand
exposure to nicotine but not to combustion toxicants. The air

concentrations of nicotine emitted by various brands of e-cigarettes
ranged from 0.82 to 6.23 µg/m3. The average concentration of nicotine
resulting from smoking tobacco cigarettes was 10 times higher than from
e-cigarettes (31.60±6.91 vs. 3.32±2.49 µg/m3, respectively; p = .0081).
Conclusions: Using an e-cigarette in indoor environments may
involuntarily expose nonusers to nicotine but not to toxic tobaccospecific combustion products. More research is needed to evaluate health
consequences of secondhand exposure to nicotine, especially among
vulnerable populations, including children, pregnant women, and people
with cardiovascular conditions.
© The Author 2013. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Society for Research on Nicotine and Tobacco.
All rights reserved. For permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oup.com.
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Regulation of
e-cigarettes: the users’
perspective
We read with great interest the
Comments1,2 in The Lancet Respiratory
Medicine, which debated if, how,
and by whom electronic cigarettes
(e-cigarettes) should be regulated.
E-cigarettes are increasingly
used as substitutes for tobacco
cigarettes, 3 with some suggestion
that the rapidly increasing popularity
of e-cigarettes brought about a
decrease in tobacco cigarette sales
in the USA at the start of 2013.4 The
main reason for regulation of these
products is said to be to ensure that
consumers are protected. However,
the consumers’ perspective has been
largely overlooked. For consumers,
safety is a concern, but is secondary
in view of the hazards of the product
(ie, tobacco cigarette) being replaced.5
Most consumers would be content
with regulations that helped to
ensure product consistency and
prevent contamination, but see no
need to apply the strict regulations
used for pharmaceutical products
that would lead to unnecessary
increases in the price of e-cigarettes.6
Our experience suggests that many
former smokers who transitioned to
an e-cigarette believe that the main
goal for regulators should be to keep
e-cigarettes available and acceptable
as a cigarette replacement. Excessive
and ill-conceived regulation will
conﬂict with these basic requirements;
it will marginalise e-cigarettes
by making them unattractive to
smokers and less competitively priced
compared with tobacco products.

Future regulatory measures should
primarily address quality standards of
liquids used in e-cigarettes (e-liquids)
and should require 1) evidence
that good manufacturing practices
have been followed; 2) official
documentation reporting contents
and concentrations in e-liquids to
regulators; and 3) clear, accurate, and
detailed labelling about the contents
and possible dangers of inappropriate
handling (eg, accidental poisoning)
associated with e-cigarette use.
Such a regulatory framework
already exists; e-liquids can be
marketed as dietary supplements,
provided that no claims are made
about prevention or treatment of
disease. Under dietary supplement
regulation, manufacturers must
show that a product is not dangerous
before introduction. Compliance with
national good manufacturing practice
policies would ensure that e-liquids
are produced in a quality manner,
do not contain contaminants or
impurities, are accurately labelled, and
are held under conditions to prevent
adulteration. Additional restrictions
could be implemented, including a rule
requiring e-liquid manufacturers to
submit a report to the relevant health
authority of serious adverse events
linked to the use of their products.
With regard to marketing and safety
of e-cigarettes’ electronics, batteries,
and spare parts, these components are
already regulated by existing directives.
Therefore, it should be easy to
implement reasonable regulation
that is in line with consumer’s
aspirations. However, introduction
of such regulation will not be as easy
as it seems. The rapidly expanding
popularity of e-cigarettes is a threat

to the interests of both the tobacco
and pharmaceutical industry and
to their associated stakeholders.
The large revenues generated by
tobacco excise taxes are needed by
national governments to run their
countries and sponsorship for the
marketing of anti-smoking drugs
and those intended to treat tobaccorelated diseases are much needed by
pharmaceutical regulatory bodies,
health authorities, and medical
societies for the running of their
statutory activities.
RP has received lecture fees and research funding
from Pﬁzer and GlaxoSmithKline, manufacturers of
stop smoking medications; has served as a
consultant for Pﬁzer and Arbi Group Srl, the
distributor of the categoria e-cigarette; and
currently serves as Chief Scientiﬁc Advisor for LIAF
(the Italian Anti-Smoking League). PC declares that
he has no conﬂicts of interest.
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NOËL 2013: VERS UN E-CALUMET DE LA PAIX ?
(Translation in progress…)
Alors que la guerre de la cigarette électronique continue à faire rage en Europe, et qu’un compromis semblait sorti mercredi 18
décembre du trilogue entre la Commission Européenne le Conseil de l’Europe et le Parlement Européen, jamais la communauté
scientifique n’aura été aussi divisée sur le sujet. Le compromis du trilogue européen à de quoi surprendre. De premier abord la
directive européenne traite du tabac, mais l’article 18 qui concerne l’utilisation de la cigarette électronique dans l’Union
Européenne est le plus volumineux des articles de la directive. Tout montre que la cigarette électronique représente un danger qui
préoccupe particulièrement les instances européennes. Alors qu’aucune étude, aucune notification dans le monde n’a jamais
montré aucun décès attribuable à la cigarette électronique à ce jour (à ma connaissance), l’OMS estime que la cigarette aura tué 100
millions d’hommes et de femmes au cours du XXème siècle dans le monde, et qu’elle est en passe d’en tuer un milliard au cours du
XXIème siècle si rien n’est fait pour en limiter davantage l’usage. Et pourtant beaucoup semble fait un peu partout pour limiter
l’usage de la cigarette : on augmente ses taxes, on restreint son utilisation dans les lieux publics, les lieux professionnels, on
interdit sa vente aux mineurs, on inscrit en gros sur les paquets que “fumer tue”, ou des images atroces des dégâts du tabac fumé,
et malgré tous ces efforts, tous les pays rencontrent depuis quelques années un mur, ou disons un plancher qu’ils n’arrivent plus
à franchir dans la baisse souhaitée et souhaitable du tabagisme. La baisse a au départ été spectaculaire, puisque dans les années
1950, avant que Sir Bradford Hill ne découvre le lien épidémiologique entre la cigarette et le cancer du poumon, plus de 90% des
hommes (anglais) fumaient. Aujourd’hui, la prévalence du tabagisme dans la majorité des pays se situe entre 20 et 30%. Le seul
pays qui ait vraiment réussi à percer le plancher est la Suède qui compte (depuis plusieurs années) moins de 20% de fumeurs. La
Suède a fait inscrire la possibilité d’utilisation de tabac oral (les snus) par ses ressortissants dans son traité d’adhésion à l’UE. Et le
tabac oral lui ne tue pas. Ou tue tellement moins que l’effet en est visible sur les statistiques nationales. La Suède bénéficie ainsi
du taux de mortalité par cancer du poumon (et cancers ORL) le plus bas de tous les pays de l’OCDE. Si les faits semblent têtus, ce
n’est rien à côté des instances européennes, ni des experts de santé publique ! Les snus restent des produits interdits dans toute
l’Europe (hors Suède), au même titre que les drogues illicites. On préfère encore en 2013 en Europe autoriser la vente libre des
cigarettes dont on sait qu’elles tuent un consommateur régulier sur deux, et interdire les snus dont on sait qu’ils permettent une
réduction des méfaits du tabac. Les experts bien pensants affirment en effet que ces produits substituts de la cigarette
constitueraient une passerelle inéluctable vers le tabagisme. Les consommateurs se laisseraient en quelque sorte illusionner et
séduire par les sirènes proposées par les commerçants de ces produits addictifs, pour mieux être harponnés ultérieurement par la
cigarette, cette drogue dure que l’on laisse commercialisée sans que cela ne gêne vraiment personne. Les faits une fois encore
plaident contre cet argument même, puisque comme je l’indiquais plus haut, la Suède dont la population masculine utilise des snus
depuis des décennies se targue d’avoir le taux de prévalence de fumeurs le plus bas d’Europe.
Les enjeux financiers sont considérables et il est difficile de savoir exactement comment ils agissent dans ce secteur tant auprès
des Etats, des politiques que des experts. Le tabac rapporte chaque année 17 milliards de taxes à l’Etat français dont on peut dire
qu’il a acquis une véritable addiction au tabac depuis longtemps dont il aura du mal à se sevrer. Car si le tabac coûte
simultanément 47 milliards par an aux comptes sociaux de la nation, ce ne sont ni les mêmes caisses (l’assurance maladie n’est pas
l’Etat), ni les mêmes temporalités (il faudra des années pour engranger certains bénéfices de l’arrêt du tabagisme dans la
population). L’industrie du tabac est florissante et ne s’est jamais portée mieux qu’actuellement. En fait, aucune des mesures visant
à limiter l’usage du tabac n’a jamais fait baisser les profits de cette industrie fort lucrative qui trouvent toujours de nouveaux
marchés ou de nouvelles opportunités. A tel point qu’il devient difficile de véritablement savoir ce qu’est l’industrie du tabac
aujourd’hui puisqu’elle se diversifie rapidement en rachetant à tour de bras de gros groupes agro-alimentaires. Par exemple les
chocolats suisses Suchard appartiennent au groupe Philip Morris, tout comme le groupe agro-alimentaire Kraft. Eh oui, en achetant
du Toblérone, vous enrichissez l’industrie du tabac… Certains analystes considèrent pourtant que l’une des plus grandes
menaces du marché de la cigarette est le succès de la cigarette électronique, dont la fabrication et le commerce sont aujourd’hui
extrêmement morcelés, issus de petits fabricants, initialement chinois et aujourd’hui relocalisés en partie en Europe et aux USA. A
tel point que les riches fabricants de cigarettes commencent à s’intéresser à la fabrication et au commerce de la cigarette
électronique en rachetant aussi des acteurs du marché. Un marché qui aura représenté 500 millions d’euro en Europe, et 1,7 milliard
de dollars aux USA pour la seule année 2013 selon un récent1843
article paru dans le New England Journal of Medicine le 18 décembre
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publique de Columbia University à New York, présentent les éléments du débat : les tenants de la doctrine orthodoxe de
l’abstinence totale, et ceux s’y opposant au motif de l’intérêt majeur que représentent ces substituts de la cigarette en termes de
réduction de risque (à défaut de certitude de risque zéro). Les auteurs concluent leur article en prenant clairement parti : “étant
donné l’ampleur des décès dus au tabac – 6 millions par an dans le monde, et 400 000 aux USA, avec un fort gradient social au
dépens des milieux les plus défavorisés – le refus de reconnaître l’intérêt de la cigarette électronique tant que tous les risques
potentiels et les incertitudes à son égard n’auront été entièrement levés, relève d’un dangereux dogmatisme“.
Les activistes se mobilisent comme jamais ils ne l’avaient fait depuis l’ère du Sida, lorsqu’ils avaient été à l’origine des plans de
lutte contre l’infection, de la promotion du préservatif masculin, de l’abaissement des prix des antirétroviraux pour en permettre
l’accès aux populations à faibles revenus. Il faut aujourd’hui que les activistes de la cigarette électronique bénéficient du soutien
massif des médecins, des scientifiques et des politiques. Il faut aujourd’hui laisser tomber les dogmes, et accepter l’idée que
l’abstinence en ce qui concerne le tabac n’est pas une meilleure stratégie qu’en ce qui concerne la lutte contre les infections
sexuellement transmissibles. La stratégie de réduction de risque, real politik de santé publique, doit rapidement prendre en compte
le fait que l’addiction à la nicotine existe dans la société, qu’elle n’est pas la cause des dégâts causés par le tabagisme , dégâts qui
sont liés – c’est là une certitude – aux goudrons du tabac fumé et à l’oxyde de carbone inhalé lors de sa combustion. Cettereal
politik doit s’imposer en santé publique, au niveau européen : il faut sortir cet article 18 de la directive européenne sur le tabac, et
séparer définitivement la cigarette électronique et les snus des autres produits du tabac fumé.

T AGS: cigarette électronique, Europe, réduction de risque, tabac, USA
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Antoine Flahault est docteur en médecine, ancien interne des hôpitaux de Paris, et docteur (PhD) en biomathématiques.
Nommé professeur de santé publique en 2002 à Paris, il a fondé l’Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Santé Publique qu’il a
dirigée, à Rennes, de 2007 à 2012. Il est co-directeur du Centre Virchow-Villermé de Santé Publique Paris-Berlin
(Descartes, Sorbonne Paris Cité), co-directeur de l’Alliance Académique Européenne pour la Santé Globale, président de
l’Agence Européenne d’Accréditation des Formations en Santé Publique. Il a mené des recherches en modélisation
mathématique des épidémies ; a dirigé le centre collaborateur de l’OMS pour la surveillance électronique des maladies ; a
coordonné les recherches sur le Chikungunya dans l’Océan Indien (Prix Inserm 2006) ; a été commissaire scientifique de
l’exposition Epidemik à la Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie (Paris, Rio et Sao Paulo). Il a été nommé en janvier 2014
professeur ordinaire à la Faculté de Médecine de l’Université de Genève où il est appelé à mettre en place et diriger
l’Institut de Santé Globale. Il a été élu membre correspondant de l'Académie Nationale de Médecine (Paris). Il avait
(décembre 2013) 235 publications scientifiques référencées sur Medline. Déclaration publique des conflits d’intérêts
Antoine Flahault, médecin, déclare ses conflits d’intérêts en novembre 2013, selon les termes de l’article L4113-13, décret
R4113-110 du Code de Santé Publique : - conflits directs : « aucun ». - conflits indirects : « le Centre Virchow Villermé a
reçu de 2014 à 2018 un contrat de mécénat de Sanofi et de Celtipharm ; un membre de la famille d'Antoine Flahault est
salarié du LEEM (Les Entreprises du Médicament). »
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Abstract
Background and aims
Electronic cigarettes (EC) may have a potential for public health benefit as a safer alternative to smoking, but questions have been
raised about whether EC should be licensed as a medicine, with accurate labelling of nicotine content. This study determined the
nicotine content of the cartridges of the most popular EC brands in the United Kingdom and the nicotine levels they deliver in the vapour,
and estimated the safety and consistency of nicotine delivery across batches of the same product as a proxy for quality control for
individual brands and within the industry.

Methods
We studied five UK brands (six products) with high internet popularity.

Measurements
Two samples of each brand were purchased 4 weeks apart, and analysed for nicotine content in the cartridges and nicotine delivery in
vapour.

Results
The nicotine content of cartridges within the same batch varied by up to 12% relative standard deviation (RSD) and the mean difference
between different batches of the same brand ranged from 1% [95% confidence interval (CI) = −5 to 7%] to 20% (95% CI = 14–25%) for
five brands and 31% (95% CI = 21–39%) for the sixth. The puffing schedule used in this study vaporized 10–81% of the nicotine present
in the cartridges. The nicotine delivery from 300 puffs ranged from ∼2 mg to ∼15 mg and was not related significantly to the variation of
nicotine content in e-liquid (r = 0.06, P = 0.92). None of the tested products allowed access to e-liquid or produced vapour nicotine
concentrations as high as conventional cigarettes.

Conclusions
There is very little risk of nicotine toxicity from major electronic cigarette (EC) brands in the United Kingdom. Variation in nicotine
concentration in the vapour from a given brand is low. Nicotine concentration in e-liquid is not well related to nicotine in vapour. Other EC
brands may be of lower quality and consumer protection regulation needs to be implemented, but in terms of accuracy of labelling of
nicotine content and risks of nicotine overdose, regulation over and above such safeguards seems unnecessary.
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The Honorable Margaret Hamburg, Commissioner
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
10903 New Hampshire Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20993
Re: FDA Regulation of E-Cigarettes
Dear Commissioner Hamburg,
The following quote is taken from the Strategic Plan for Regulatory Science page on FDA.gov1,
“The core responsibility of FDA is to protect consumers by applying the best possible science to
its regulatory activities.” We write to you today to urge you to uphold this ideal in the coming
electronic cigarette regulation. However, in order to act upon the best possible science, it is
integral to acknowledge and incorporate the fact that e-cigarettes are several orders of magnitude
safer than cigarettes.
Scientific thinking is characterized by critical objectivity, and to apply the best possible science it
is essential to divorce yourself from ideology, bias and emotion. Electronic cigarettes suffer from
the absence of this style of thinking in many who oppose the technology. Despite the fact that
most people are well aware that heating a nicotine-infused liquid to the point of vaporization isn’t
the same as combusting toxin-laden tobacco, many still suggest that they should be treated in the
same way from a regulatory perspective.
This viewpoint is driven by nothing other than ideology, fear and a perverted application of the
precautionary principle. E-cigarettes represent a shining beacon of hope in the battle against
needless smoking-related deaths, and crushing the industry with tobacco-like regulation would
extinguish the only remaining option for many smokers who are unable to quit using previouslyavailable methods.
E-Cigarettes Are Exponentially Safer
According to the CDC2, there are over 440,000 deaths annually in the U.S. from cigarette
smoking. These deaths come from a plethora of cancers as well as cardiovascular and respiratory
diseases, but the primary drug smokers are looking for – nicotine – is not the culprit. Instead,
smoking represents chugging down a concoction of thousands of chemicals (including 70 known
carcinogens3) which are entirely unnecessary.
You will be undoubtedly familiar with the harm reduction approach – having worked to promote
needle exchange programs during your time as the Commissioner of the New York City
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene – and are well-aware that what appears to be
unseemly may actually be a blessing when you think realistically. Just like blood-borne viruses
are curbed through the provision of a needle exchange program, smoking-related morbidity and
mortality can be curbed through the proliferation of electronic cigarettes.
One of the core tenets of the anti-e-cigarette argument is that there is insufficient evidence as to
the contents of the vapor and their long-term safety. However, there is considerable evidence of
1

Food and Drug Administration (2013), Advancing Regulatory Science: Moving Regulatory Science into the
21st Century – http://www.fda.gov/ScienceResearch/SpecialTopics/RegulatoryScience/ucm267719.htm
2
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2013), Tobacco-Related Mortality http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/fact_sheets/health_effects/tobacco_related_mortality/
3
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2011), Chemicals in Tobacco Smoke –
http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/sgr/2010/consumer_booklet/chemicals_smoke/
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the contents of e-cigarette vapor, as demonstrated by a recent systematic review4 of the body of
data on the topic conducted by Igor Bursytn, PhD of Drexel University’s School of Public Health.
This gathered the data from over 9,000 measurements of the contents and quantities of the
components of the vapor, and compared them with accepted maximum safe exposure thresholds.
The findings were unambiguous; the trace levels of toxicants in e-cigarette vapor rarely exceeded
1 percent of the occupational maximum safe exposure limits. It’s also worth noting that these
same toxicants are found in similar quantities in FDA-approved gums, patches5 and inhalers. A
specific study6 included in the review came from Dr. Maciej Goniewicz et. al. (from the
Department of Health Behavior, Roswell Park Cancer Institute), which compared levels of
specific toxicants and carcinogens in e-cigarettes with those from a cigarette and an approved
nicotine inhaler. The researchers found that the measured chemicals were only present in ecigarettes in 9 to 450 times smaller quantities than in cigarettes, and comparable ones to the
nicotine inhaler. Additionally, studies in animals have provided evidence for the long-term safety
of inhaled nicotine7 and propylene glycol8 (the core component of e-cigarette vapor).
Additionally, toxicological studies have found that e-cigarette vapor is many times less toxic to
cells in comparison to cigarette smoke910. There is no dispute; based on everything we know, ecigarettes are dramatically safer than cigarettes.
The FDA’s analysis found traces of tobacco-specific nitrosamines in electronic cigarette liquid,
but even this finding shows the sheer magnitude of the disparity between the safety of electronic
cigarettes and tobacco cigarettes. Comparison11 shows that tobacco cigarettes contain up to 1,400
times more tobacco-specific nitrosamines than the FDA detected. Regulating e-cigarettes under
the rules established for tobacco cigarettes would be like regulating codeine-containing cough
medicine under the same guidelines as heroin.
Advertising and “Appealing to Youth”
The Attorneys General’s letter focused primarily on the misguided notion that e-cigarettes are
appealing to the youth. Flavor-names are paraded like suspects, the superficially-shocking CDC
National Youth Tobacco Survey results are repeated and irrelevant branding decisions are
targeted.

4

Burstyn, I (2013), Peering through the mist: What does the chemistry of contaminants in electronic cigarettes
tell us about health risks? Drexel University School of Public Health, Philadelphia, PA http://publichealth.drexel.edu/~/media/Files/publichealth/ms08.pdf
5
Siegel, M (2009), Comparison of Carcinogen Levels Shows that Electronic Cigarettes are Much Safer Than
Conventional Ones, The Rest of the Story - http://tobaccoanalysis.blogspot.co.uk/2009/07/comparison.html
6
Goniewicz, M. et. al. (2013) Levels of Selected Carcinogens and Toxicants in Vapour From Electronic
Cigarettes, Tobacco Control, doi:10.1136/tobaccocontrol-2012-050859http://tobaccocontrol.bmj.com/content/early/2013/03/05/tobaccocontrol-2012-050859.abstract
7
Waldum, H. L. et. al. (1996), Long-term effects of inhaled nicotine, Life sci. 58 (16) p. 1339 – 46
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8614291
8
Robertson, O. H. et. al. (1947) Tests for the chronic toxicity of propylene glycol and triethylene glycol on
monkeys and rats by vapour inhalation and oral administration, J Pharmacol Exp Ther September 91:52-76 http://jpet.aspetjournals.org/content/91/1/52.abstract
9
Farsalinos, K.E. et. al. (2013) Comparison of the cytotoxic potential of cigarette smoke and electronic cigarette
vapour extract on cultured myocardial cells. Int. J. Environ. Res. Public Health 10, no. 10: 5146-5162. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24135821
10
Romagna, G, et. al. (2013) Cytotoxicity evaluation of electronic cigarette vapor extract on cultured
mammalian fibroblasts (ClearStream-LIFE): comparison with tobacco cigarette smoke extract. Inhal Toxicol.
25(6):354-61. - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23742112
11
See footnote 5.
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Qualitative research has shown that the variety of flavors available is one of the major
contributors to the “hobby element” which has made e-cigarette so popular with smokers12.
People do not socially discuss nicotine gum flavors, but they readily share tips and information
about the myriad small businesses offering wide ranges of “e-liquid” flavors. Chocolate-flavored
nicotine induces fear if you’re working under the unsupported assumption that e-cigarettes are
targeting youths, but for the intended market it is a crucial factor in the efficacy and acceptability
of a potentially life-saving product.
The CDC data13 is offered as “evidence” of this assumed “targeting” of youth, with one in ten
high school students having tried an e-cigarette in 2012. In 2011, the survey found that 18.1
percent of high school students had tried a cigarette in the previous 30 days 14, whereas for ecigarettes in 2012, 2.8 percent of high school students had tried one in the previous 30 days (2.2
percent of whom had also smoked a cigarette). For any objective observer, the comparatively
large numbers of teenagers smoking cigarettes should be the primary concern, since e-cigarette
use is still extremely uncommon with non-smoking youth. In addition, the more recent survey
classed experimentation with e-cigs in the past 30 days as “current use,” which leads to
misleading statistics15.
In addition, a recent survey found that e-cigarettes do not serve as a “gateway” to smoking16, as
was alleged in press statements at the time of the CDC survey. The researchers surveyed 1,300
college students and were only able to find one who had used e-cigarettes before transitioning to
smoking.
With these facts in mind, allegations from the Attorneys General that flavors such as chocolate
and the use of cartoon animals or video game characters on packaging fall into perspective. As
difficult as it clearly is for some to accept, adults do like sweet, fruity flavors and do sometimes
play video games. Moreover, in addition to the numerous states with bans on sales of e-cigarettes
to minors, the vast majority of manufacturers impose the same rule themselves. There is no
serious dispute on the issue of banning e-cigarettes sales to minors – it is a reasonable step – but
arguments based on the fabricated notion that e-cigarette companies are “targeting” children are
an inadequate reason to severely limit the appeal of the products to their intended market.
The issue of the advertising e-cigarettes is closely-related, and there is no justification for
tobacco-like restrictions. Tobacco cigarettes are a dangerous product, and if marketing is
“successful” around one half of those buyers will later die as a result17. Although long-term
evidence isn’t yet available (by nature of their recent emergence) on e-cigarettes, the best existing
scientific data provides no reason whatsoever to assume long-term danger. E-cigarettes are much,

12

Barbeau, A., Burda, J. and Siegel, M. (2013). Perceived Efficacy of E-Cigarette Versus Nicotine Replacement
Therapy Among Successful E-Cigarette Users: A Qualitative Approach. Addiction Science & Clinical Practice
2013, 8:5 – http://www.ascpjournal.org/content/8/1/5
13
Corey, C. et. al., Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2013). Notes from the Field: Electronic
Cigarette Use Among Middle and High School Students – United States, 2011-2012 – September 6, 2013 /
62(35);729-730 – http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6235a6.htm
14
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2013). Youth and Tobacco Use http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/fact_sheets/youth_data/tobacco_use/#estimates
15
Siegel, M. (2013). Electronic Cigarette Experimentation Increases Among Youth, But Use Among
Nonsmokers Remains Low and Regular Use Rates Are Still Unknown, The Rest of the Story –
http://tobaccoanalysis.blogspot.co.uk/2013/09/electronic-cigarette-experimentation.html
16
Goodman, B. (2013) E-Cigarettes May Not be Gateway to Smoking: Study, Health http://news.health.com/2013/10/29/e-cigarettes-may-not-be-gateway-to-smoking-study/
17
World Health Organization (2013). Tobacco Fact Sheet http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs339/en/
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much safer than tobacco cigarettes, so identical marketing restrictions are unnecessary and
detrimental to emerging businesses.
Regulate Lightly to Protect Public Health
The e-cigarette industry is largely composed of startup businesses; independent entities with
limited financial resources which contribute to the appealing diversity in e-cigarettes and their
accessories. Overly stringent regulations would crush these businesses under the increased
financial burden, thus reducing the variety of available products and limiting the efficacy of ecigarettes as a reduced harm alternative.
The EU’s recent rejection of proposals to regulate e-cigarettes as medicines reflects this priority;
it allows the industry to thrive and continue to be effective. However, even imposing tobacco-like
restrictions is needlessly impacting the burgeoning businesses, given the fact that the two
products don’t even lie on the same scale in terms of risks.
It is reasonable to establish manufacturing standards to ensure that the products are accurately
labeled, the actual nicotine content doesn’t drastically differ from the stated concentration and
that they are produced in an environment free from sources of contamination. Keeping in mind
that even unregulated e-cigarettes are considerably safer than cigarettes, it is essential that these
standards be achievable by the majority of manufacturers (including small businesses) as to not
needlessly impact on the appeal of something with the potential to save millions of lives.
Regulatory frameworks copied from medicines or tobacco products are inapplicable, because ecigs make no therapeutic claim and contain no tobacco.
Without the ideological urge to demonize anything vaguely resembling smoking, irrational fear of
the fabricated “intentions” of the industry and the overly precautionary desire to impose crippling
restrictions just in case the sum of the evidence on e-cigs to date is entirely incorrect, regulatory
science can thrive. And that science speaks clearly: e-cigarettes pose little (if any) danger to users
– making them orders of magnitude safer than cigarettes – and hold significant promise for
reducing the staggering death toll produced by smoking.
We urge the FDA to recognize these facts and refuse to regulate a new, life-saving product under
guidelines designed for one that is undeniably fatal.
Very respectfully yours,

Dr. Riccardo Polosa, MD, PhD

Dr. Konstantinos Farsalinos, MD,

Director, Institute of Internal Medicine
and Clinical Immunology, University
of Catalina.

Researcher, Onassis Cardiac Surgery
Center, Greece
Researcher, Medical Imaging Research
Center, University Hospital Gathuisberg,
Belgium
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1. Methanol outbreak in the Czech Republic in 2012:
Epidemiology and clinical features

without measurable ethanol in blood. Among the 61 symptomatic
patients, the most frequent symptoms were gastrointestinal (63%),
visual disturbances (59%), dyspnoea (46%), coma (29%) and chest
pain (17%). Other symptoms included fatigue, headache, dizziness, hangover, somnolence, anxiety, tremor, seizures, alcoholic
delirium, respiratory and cardiac arrest.
Treatment included alkalinization in 64%, ethanol in 79%,
fomepizole in 5%, or a combination of antidotes in 12% patients.
Because there was limited availability of fomepizole, it was only
recommended for the most severely poisoned subjects with methanol
level above 0.500 g/L (15.65 mmol/L) or formic acid above 0.400
g/L (8.7 mmol/L) or pH lower than 7.0. Folates were administered in
72% of subjects (folic acid in 33 patients, folinic acid in 20 patients);
whereas haemodialysis was performed in 58/73 (79.5%) subjects
and started on average 4 hours after admission to the hospital (range
0.5–44). Continuous veno-venous haemodialysis (CVVHD) was
performed in 50% of subjects; lasting a median of 36 hours (range
3.5–95). Conventional intermittent haemodialysis (IHD) was performed for a median duration of 8 hours (range 4–18.5).
Outcomes: There were 13/73 (18%) fatalities, 44/73 (60%)
survivors without sequelae, and 16/73 (22%) survivors with sequelae: visual impairment alone in 7/73 (10%), central nervous system
(CNS) impairment in 5/73 (6.5%) and both visual and CNS damage in 4/73 (5.5%). The mortality was 75% among the patients
admitted with respiratory arrest and 52% among those comatose
on admission. The patients who died were more (p  0.05) acidotic (median pH 6.75, median base deficit 30 mmol/L) than the
survivors with sequelae (median pH 7.02, median base deficit 19
mmol/L) and than those without (median pH 7.26, median base
deficit 8 mmol/L), (p  0.05). No significant differences were
found between the 3 groups regarding serum methanol, osmolal
gap, and HCO3. The groups differed only in pCO2, pH and base
deficit (all p  0.05). Among the patients who recovered without
sequelae, there was a trend towards lower pCO2 when pH was
decreasing, whilst the trend was the opposite amongst the victims
(pH decreased and pCO2 increased). The difference between these
groups was highly significant (p  0.001). Lactic acid was significantly higher in victims than survivors (p  0.01).
Among the 58 patients treated with ethanol, 9 (16%) died,
9 (16%) survived with sequelae, and 40 (68%) recovered fully.
Among the 13 patients treated with fomepizole or the combination of antidotes, 3 (23%) died, 6 (46%) survived with sequelae,
and 4 (31%) recovered, i.e. the outcome was worse in the second
group (p  0.023). There was no difference in survival between
the patients treated with continuous veno-venous haemodialysis
(CVVHD) and IHD (p  0.17).

Daniela Pelclova1, Sergej Zakharov1, Tomas Navratil1
Knut Erik Hovda2
1Toxicological

Information Centre, 1st Medical Faculty, Charles
University in Prague, Czech Republic; 2The Norwegian Center for
NBC Medicine, Department of Acute Medicine, Oslo University
Hospital, Norway
Objective: Mass methanol poisonings are a challenge for treating
physicians due to the unpredictable onset and scenario, diagnostic
difficulties, severe toxicity, expensive treatment, high mortality and
frequently serious sequelae.1–4 We report the features of a large
methanol outbreak that started in the Czech Republic in September
2012 due to the illegal production and sale of adulterated spirits.
Methods: Discharge reports and questionnaires of hospitalized
patients with confirmed methanol poisoning, received by the Toxicological Information Centre were analyzed. Statistical evaluation
used: normality of distribution, arithmetic mean, standard deviation, skew, median, mode, Student’s t-test, F-test, confidence intervals, correlation coefficient, and Chi-Square-test.
Results: A total of 73 discharge reports were analyzed. A further
20 patients died at home or before hospital and 5 reports of recently
deceased subjects could not yet be analyzed. Among the 73 hospitalized patients, 56 (77%) were males, mean age 51 (range 25–79)
years, and 17 (23%) females, mean age 54 (range 23–69) years.
Only 9 patients (12%) were admitted within 12 hours of ingestion,
50% after 12–48 hours, and 38% later. All patients who died were
admitted 12 or more hours after ingestion. The methanol content of
the beverage drunk (25–50%) was known in 42/73 patients (58%),
18/73 (25%) subjects drank other alcoholic beverages (wine, beer,
whisky, home-made spirits) in addition. There were 32/73 (44%)
daily alcohol users.
Admission data: Median serum methanol was 0.939 g/L (range
0–7.307), i.e. 29.4 mmol/L (range 0–229); median ethanol level
0.437 g/L, (range 0–4.460), i.e. 9.6 mmol/L (range 0–98). Median
pH was 7.17 (6.57–7.46; N 7.37–7.43), median pCO2 4.07 kPa
(0.97-14.9 kPa; N 4.3-6.0), median HCO3 8.8 mmol/L (2–25.5;
N 21.8-27.6), median base deficit 17.2 mmol/L (range 0.1–38.1; N
23–3), median lactic acid 3 mmol/L (0–19.4; N 0.6–2.1), median
anion gap 28.8 mmol/L (range 11.1–54.8; N 16–20), median
osmolality 348 mmol/kg (283–529, N 275–295), and osmolal gap
45.8 mmol/kg (2.4–235, N 10–25).
Clinical symptoms: Only 12/73 patients (26%) were asymptomatic on admission, 7 appeared inebriated; at least 3 of them
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prevalence of elevated cTnI overall, we calculated the number
needed to analyze as 435 subjects to show a 5% proportional
difference between fatal and non-fatal overdoses with 80% power
and 5% alpha.
Results: Out of 845 overdoses (mean age 38, 48% female),
438 (52%) had cTnI results available, with 20 (2.4%) deaths.
Clinicians were more likely to order cTnI in patients with
known prior CAD, however there were no other substantial differences in other clinical variables between groups. Abnormal
vital signs (i.e. tachycardia, bradycardia, hypotension) were
not substantially different in the groups with elevated cTnI or
mortality. Mean initial cTnI was significantly higher in the mortality group (1.2 vs. 0.06 ng/mL, p  0.001). The ROC curve
revealed excellent cTnI prediction of mortality (AUC 0.87, CI
0.76–0.98). Elevated initial cTnI ( 0.09 ng/mL) significantly
predicted mortality (OR 21.1, CI 6.2–71.4) as did peak cTnI
(OR 25, CI 6.7–93.9). Test characteristics for initial cTnI (90%
specificity, 99% negative predictive value) were better than peak
cTnI (88.2% specificity, 99.2% negative predictive value), and
initial cTnI was normal in only one death out of the entire cohort
(1/438 or 0.2%).
Conclusion: Initial cTnI is an important and independent predictor
of in-hospital mortality from acute drug overdose. Future research
should focus on high-risk overdose features to optimize strategies for utilization of cTnI as part of the workup for acute drug
overdose.

84. The increasing prevalence in New Zealand of
exposures of children to nicotine replacement
therapies
Lucy M Shieffelbien, Wayne A Temple, D Michael G Beasley
National Poisons Centre, Dunedin School of Medicine,
University of Otago, New Zealand
Objective: A review of calls to the New Zealand National Poisons
Centre to determine if there is an increased incidence of children
ingesting oral nicotine replacement therapies (NRTs).
Methods: Call data was extracted from the National Poisons
Centre calls database (NPCPhone) using the following parameters: Age  0–16 years, date range  1 January 2003 to 31
December 2011, substance name  nicotine, route of exposure  ingestion. To capture exposures by buccal absorption,
calls where the product was chewed then discarded were also
included. The data were then filtered to only include nicotine
gum, lozenges and dissolvable microtabs. A total of 142 records
were retrieved.
Results: Calls relating to children ingesting oral NRTs from
2003–2008 were low with an average of 6.6 calls per year. In 2009,
there was a 122% increase in the number of calls from the previous year with calls dramatically increasing to a total of 45 in
2011. The age range of children ingesting NRTs was 6 months to
16 years. The highest recorded exposures were 15 pieces of gum
and 20 lozenges. Since 2010, the New Zealand government has
placed significant yearly tax increases on tobacco products, which
has resulted in an increased uptake of subsidised nicotine replacement therapies to assist with smoking cessation. These products
are provided by the government funded national stop-smoking support service ‘Quitline’.

Conclusion: An increase in the number of consumers using
NRTs creates a greater risk of nicotine exposures in children.
Oral nicotine products can quickly produce toxicity in children
with a rapid onset of symptoms which may include nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and diarrhoea. Tremor, sweating and salivation are also early signs of intoxication. Large exposures can
produce more serious neurological and cardiovascular effects.
Children are not able to visually differentiate between therapeutic gum and lozenges and confectionary gum and lozenges.
Oral NRT products should be clearly labelled as medicines and
consumers should be educated to keep them well out of the reach
of children.

85. Three cases of attempted suicide by ingestion of
nicotine liquid used in e-cigarettes
Lars B Christensen1, Tinie van’t Veen1, John Bang2
1Giftlinjen,

Bispebjerg Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark;
of Occupational and Environmental Medicine,
Bispebjerg Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark
2Department

Objective: We report three cases (in two persons) concerning deliberate ingestion in attempted suicide. The Poisons
Information Center in Denmark is experiencing an increasing
number of calls concerning intake of nicotine liquid used for
electronic cigarettes. Most cases concern accidental intake in
children.
Case series: Case 1. Woman, age 36, admitted to a psychiatric
ward, who had ingested 20 mL of nicotine liquid labelled as
containing 18 mg to commit suicide. The Poisons Information
Center was contacted 10 minutes after intake. The patient presented no symptoms. The patient was admitted to the emergency
ward for treatment with activated charcoal. Case 2. The same
woman as in case 1 was admitted to the emergency ward after
ingestion of 50 mL of nicotine liquid labelled as containing 30
mg of nicotine/mL, i.e.1500 mg of nicotine in total, to commit suicide. Two hours after ingestion the symptoms present
were abdominal pain, nausea, and voluminous vomiting, oxygen saturation 100%, blood pressure (BP) 103/69, pulse (P) 70,
Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) 15. Treatment: activated charcoal
and observation for 6 hours. Case 3. Male, age 13, ingested
3 mL of nicotine liquid, no information about concentration,
to commit suicide. Fifteen minutes after ingestion symptoms
were nausea and shivering. He was treated with activated charcoal and 1 hour after ingestion symptoms were decreasing. BP
113/76, P 84.
Conclusion: Nicotine liquid for e-cigarettes is imported to Denmark
via the Internet. The concentrations in the different products vary.
Nicotine fluid products with concentrations up to 100 mg/mL nicotine are distributed in cans containing 5 litres! Symptoms develop
shortly after ingestion (minutes). The symptoms after ingestion
vary. In milder cases: nausea, vomiting, dizziness, headache,
tremor, diaphoresis, tachycardia, pallor, and hypertension. In more
severe cases: seizures, confusion, weakness, bradycardia, hypotension, and respiratory paralysis. The lethal dose in adults has been
estimated: 40 to 60 mg. Treatment is symptomatic. In cases where
the patient is not already vomiting activated charcoal can be considered. More similar cases are expected as the use of e-cigarettes
increases.
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We used to believe that nicotine is very dependence producing, but the evidence suggests that there are a
number of problems with this statement. For example, animals do not self-administer nicotine as readily as they
do other dependence producing drugs such as amphetamine, cocaine, and heroin (Villegier et al. 2003); nicotine
is a relatively weak reinforcer in human laboratory studies (Perkins et al. 2001); abstinent smokers seem to prefer
a much reduced or nicotine free e-cigarette rather than other - often stronger - nicotine-containing products like
gum; and although nicotine replacement treatment is an effective aid for quitting smoking, its efficacy is moderate
even in doses that replace most or all nicotine from the cigarettes formerly used (Dale et al. 1995). There is very
little to no evidence for the abuse of nicotine when not delivered in a tobacco vehicle.
Dependence – a multi-component phenomenon
Dependence is a very complex phenomenon with behavioural, sensory, psychosocial, cultural and
pharmacological aspects. The influence of some of these aspects becomes very clear when we look at the use of
nicotine products compared with the use of tobacco. Pure nicotine, for example in nicotine patches, even in doses
comparable to those of cigarettes, seems to have very little dependence potential and it is unheard of as an
initiating product; cigarette smoking however, sometimes even when little smoke is inhaled, is very dependence
producing. The explanation to this is partly that using a patch requires very little behaviour, gives poor control over
dose, produces slow absorption of nicotine, has little or no sensory feedback, no conditioning of behaviour to
external or internal stimuli, no social function and finally but not least, the patch does not contain other
substances that likely contribute to the reinforcing effects of tobacco use and particularly smoking.
The role of other substances in tobacco
It has been known for some time that cigarette smoke inhibits monoamine oxidase (MAO) the enzyme that
catalyses the me
t abolism of monoamine neurotransmitters, such as dopamine, thus potentiating their effects in
the brain of smokers and thereby contributing significantly to reward and dependence. Nicotine is not directly
responsible for this effect (Fowler et al., 1999). Acetaldehyde, an established constit
uent of tobacco smoke, is a
potent inhibitor of MAO and it has been suggested that this compound causes the MAO inhibition. In experiments
with rats, nicotine self-administration is enhanced when the animals are also treated with acetaldehyde. Other
studies suggest that the condensation products of acetaldehyde, salsolinol, and the harmans are more likely
candidates as the inhibitors MAO (Talhout et al 2007). Other tobacco-containing alkaloids, like myosmine,
anatabine, anabasine and nornicotine, also seem to have rewarding effects in the sense that they substitute for
nicotine in drug discrimina
t ion tests, and increase nicotine self-administration (Clemens, 2009).
When injections of nicotine were compared with injections of tobacco particulate matter in rats, it was found that
injection of particulate matter was more reinforcing and produced a different reward profile than nicotine (Brennan
et al. 2013).
If other constituents in smoked tobacco are also important in dependence, a consequence is that the term
‘nicotine dependence’ is often used incorrectly: it would be more accurate to refer to ‘tobacco dependence’ and
even more precisely to ‘cigarette dependence’ when cigarettes are involved. Nicotine dependence is mostly
studied in animals and more rarely in humans (Fagerstrom 2012).
Continuum of dependence
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If one accepts that the possibility and difficulty of giving up tobacco and nicotine is a proxy or indicator for
dependence, there is growing evidence that nicotine-containing products can produce different degrees of
dependence. One way to investigate this is to look for evidence in the randomized placebo controlled trials listed
in the Cochrane Library. The untreated controls are of particular importance here - ie those receiving placebo because these can be used as a measure of how easy it is to stop using a nicotine containing substance without
a treatment intervention. The results when stopping smoking show a long-term success rate in untreated controls
of roughly 10% with little variation between studies. Those seeking to stop smokeless tobacco, but who are
untreated have roughly more than double the success rate of cigarette smokers. A study of 69 long-term users
(average 7 years) of pure nicotine, mostly in the form of nicotine gum, found a cessation rate of 36% in the
untreated group (Tonnesen & Mikkelsen, 2012). There is also some evidence from the so called electronic
cigarettes, which are better referred to as electronic nicotine delivery systems or devices, that users of them rate
their dependence to them as less than that of cigarettes (Farsalinos et al. 2013).
As much as there is a continuum of harm with pure nicotine products on one end and cigarettes in the other,
these studies suggest that it is easier to stop using some nicotine products than others and that there seems to
be a continuum of dependence. This would place traditional cigarettes at one end and the pure nicotine products
(and particularly nicotine patches) at the other end of the continuum (Fagerstrom& Eissenberg 2012).
Just as from a morbidity and mortality point of view, we would like to see users move away from cigarettes to less
harmful products, the same can be true for dependence. One important reason for the unparalleled harmfulness of
the cigarette is that users become so dependent on it. Fortunately it seems that the less harmful products, such
as snus and the clean nicotine products, are also easier to give up. If the world could rid itself of smoked tobacco,
particularly cigarettes, it would be easier to take further steps toward a nicotine free society if that would be
desirable.
Dr Karl Fagerstrom, Sweden
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Abstract
In 2007, a new source of nicotine exposure was introduced to the United States market, the electronic cigarette
(ECIG) or “e-cigarette”. Since then, the USA ECIG market has been doubling annually. Despite their widespread
popularity, there is a paucity of existing data regarding ECIG toxicity. We report the experience of a statewide
poison system. The database of a statewide poison system was queried for human ECIG exposures from 2010
(when Poisindex code first generated)through 2012. Year, age, manner and route of exposure, estimate exposure
amount, product concentration, if evaluated at healthcare facility and symptoms were recorded. A total of 35
cases were identified—4 in 2010, 12 in 2011, 19 in 2012. Age range 8 months–60 years. Reported symptoms
were mild and transient. Five patient swere evaluated in an emergency department and none were admitted.
Product concentrations ranged from 4 to 30 mg of nicotine per ml. Poison centers are likely to see an increase in
exposures to ECIG given their growing popularity. Our modest results suggest that adverse effects and accidental
exposures to ECIG cartridges are unlikely to result in serious toxicity.
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Abstract
Context: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are becoming increasingly popular yet their effects on health remain
unknown.
Ob jective: To conduct the first comprehensive and standardized assessment of the acute impact of active and passive ecigarette smoking on serum cotinine and lung function, as compared to active and passive tobacco cigarette smoking.
Materials and methods: Fifteen smokers (≥15 cigarettes/day; seven females; eight males) and 15 never-smokers (seven
females; eight males) completed this repeated-measures controlled study. Smokers underwent a control session, an
active tobacco cigarette (their favorite brand) smoking session and an active e-cigarette smoking session. Neversmokers underwent a control session, a passive tobacco cigarette smoking session and a passive e-cigarette smoking
session. Serum cotinine, lung function, exhaled carbon monoxide and nitric oxide were assessed. The level of
significance was set at p ≤ 0.001 to adjust for multiple comparisons.
Results: e-Cigarettes and tobacco cigarettes generated similar (p > 0.001) effects on serum cotinine levels after active
(60.6 ± 34.3 versus 61.3 ± 36.6 ng/ml) and passive (2.4 ± 0.9 versus 2.6 ± 0.6 ng/ml) smoking. Neither a brief session of
active e-cigarette smoking (indicative: 3% reduction in FEV1/FVC) nor a 1 h passive e-cigarette smoking (indicative: 2.3%
reduction in FEV1/FVC) significantly affected the lung function (p > 0.001). In contrast, active (indicative: 7.2% reduction in
FEV1/FVC; p < 0.001) but not passive (indicative: 3.4% reduction in FEV1/FVC; p = 0.005) tobacco cigarette smoking
undermined lung function.
Conclusion: Regarding short-term usage, the studied e-cigarettes generate smaller changes in lung function but similar
nicotinergic impact to tobacco cigarettes. Future research should target the health effects of long-term e-cigarette usage,
including the effects of nicotine dosage.

Keywords
e-Cigarette, health, lung inflammation, respiratory system, tobacco cigarette
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About one in five U.S. adult cigarette smokers
have tried an electronic cigarette
In 2011, about 21 percent of adults who smoke traditional cigarettes had used electronic cigarettes,
also known as e-cigarettes, up from about 10 percent in 2010, according to a study released today by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Overall, about six percent of all adults have tried ecigarettes, with estimates nearly doubling from 2010. This study is the first to report changes in
awareness and use of e-cigarettes between 2010 and 2011.
During 2010–2011, adults who have used e-cigarettes increased among both sexes, non-Hispanic
Whites, those aged 45–54 years, those living in the South, and current and former smokers and current
and former smokers. In both 2010 and 2011, e-cigarette use was significantly higher among current
smokers compared to both former and never smokers. Awareness of e-cigarettes rose from about four
in 10 adults in 2010 to six in 10 adults in 2011.
“E-cigarette use is growing rapidly,” said CDC DirectorTom Frieden, MD, MPH. “There is still a lot we
don’t know about these products, including whether they will decrease or increase use of traditional
cigarettes.”
Although e-cigarettes appear to have far fewer of the toxins found in smoke compared to traditional
cigarettes, the impact of e-cigarettes on long-term health must be studied. Research is needed to
assess how e-cigarette marketing could impact initiation and use of traditional cigarettes, particularly
among young people.
“If large numbers of adult smokers become users of both traditional cigarettes and e-cigarettes —
rather than using e-cigarettes to quit cigarettes completely — the net public health effect could be quite
negative,” said Tim McAfee, MD MPH, director of the Office on Smoking and Health at CDC.
For quitting assistance, call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669) or visit www.smokefree.gov . Also,
visitwww.BeTobaccoFree.gov for information on quitting and preventing children from using tobacco.
For stories of people who have quit successfully, visithttp://www.cdc.gov/tips.
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E-cigarette use more than doubles among U.S.
middle and high school students from 2011-2012
More than 75 percent of youth users smoke conventional cigarettes too
The percentage of U.S. middle and high school students who use electronic cigarettes, or e-cigarettes,
more than doubled from 2011 to 2012, according to data published by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
The findings from the National Youth Tobacco Survey, in today’s Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report,
show that the percentage of high school students who reported ever using an e-cigarette rose from 4.7
percent in 2011 to 10.0 percent in 2012. In the same time period, high school students using ecigarettes within the past 30 days rose from 1.5 percent to 2.8 percent. Use also doubled among
middle school students. Altogether, in 2012 more than 1.78 million middle and high school students
nationwide had tried e-cigarettes.
"The increased use of e-cigarettes by teens is deeply troubling," said CDC Director Tom Frieden, M.D.,
M.P.H. "Nicotine is a highly addictive drug. Many teens who start with e-cigarettes may be condemned
to struggling with a lifelong addiction to nicotine and conventional cigarettes."
The study also found that 76.3 percent of middle and high school students who used e-cigarettes
within the past 30 days also smoked conventional cigarettes in the same period. In addition, 1 in 5
middle school students who reported ever using e-cigarettes say they have never tried conventional
cigarettes. This raises concern that there may be young people for whom e-cigarettes could be an entry
point to use of conventional tobacco products, including cigarettes.
“About 90 percent of all smokers begin smoking as teenagers,” said Tim McAfee, M.D., M.P.H., director of
the CDC Office on Smoking and Health. “We must keep our youth from experimenting or using any
tobacco product. These dramatic increases suggest that developing strategies to prevent marketing,
sales, and use of e-cigarettes among youth is critical.”
Electronic cigarettes, or e-cigarettes, are battery-powered devices that provide doses of nicotine and
other additives to the user in an aerosol. E-cigarettes not marketed for therapeutic purposes are
currently unregulated by the Food and Drug Administration. TheFDA Center for Tobacco Products has
announced that it intends to expand its jurisdiction over tobacco products to include e-cigarettes, but
has not yet issued regulatory rules. Because e-cigarettes are largely unregulated, the agency does not
have good information about them, such as the amounts and types of components and potentially
harmful constituents.
“These data show a dramatic rise in usage of e-cigarettes by youth, and this is cause for great concern
as we don’t yet understand the long-term effects of these novel tobacco products,” said Mitch Zeller,
director of FDA’s Center for Tobacco Products. “These findings reinforce why the FDA intends to expand
its authority over all tobacco products and establish a comprehensive and appropriate regulatory
framework to reduce disease and death from tobacco use.”
Although some e-cigarettes have been marketed as smoking cessation aids, there is no conclusive
scientific evidence that e-cigarettes promote successful long-term quitting. However, there are proven
cessation strategies and treatments, including counseling and FDA-approved cessation medications.
Cigarette smoking remains the leading preventable cause of dis
e ase, dis
a bility, and death in the
United States, responsible for an estimated 443,000 deaths each year. And for every one death, there
are 20 people living with a smoking-related disease. To quit smoking, free help is available at 1-800QUIT NOW or www.cdc.gov/tips.
Under the Affordable Care Act, more Americans than ever will qualify to get health care coverage that
fits their needs and budget, including important preventive services such as services to quit smoking
that are covered with no additional costs. Get ready today for the new Health Insurance Marketplace.
Visit Healthcare.gov or call 1-800-318-2596 (TTY/TDD 1-855-889-4325) to learn more. Open enrollment
in the Marketplace begins October 1 for coverage starting as early as January 1, 2014.
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Effect of Nicotine Replacement Therapy on Cardiovascular
Outcomes After Acute Coronary Syndromes
Kevin J. Woolf, MDa,*, Mohammed Nour Zabad, MDb, Jennifer M. Post, MPHa, Scott McNitt, MSa,
Geoffrey C. Williams, MD, PhDa, and John D. Bisognano, MD, PhDa
The optimal approach to encourage smoking cessation after acute coronary syndrome
(ACS) remains unclear. The safety of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) after ACS is not
well established. The aim of the present study was to determine the relationship between
NRT use and adverse cardiovascular outcomes after ACS. Using a pre-existing database,
663 smokers with ACS were identified. The patients were separated into the NRT (n ⴝ 184)
or control (n ⴝ 479) groups according to whether NRT was prescribed on hospital
discharge. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was used to account for the baseline
differences between the 2 groups. Of the 663 patients, 202 had adverse events in the first
year after ACS. No significant differences were seen with NRT use for the 1-year combined
end point of death, myocardial infarction), repeat revascularization, or rehospitalization for
angina, congestive heart failure or arrhythmia (odds ratio [OR] 0.89, 95% confidence
interval [CI] 0.61 to 1.30, p ⴝ 0.54). There were no differences in the individual 1-year end
points of death (odds ratio 0.80, 95% confidence interval 0.33 to 1.91, p ⴝ 0.61), myocardial
infarction (odds ratio 0.90, 95% confidence interval 0.40 to 2.06, p ⴝ 0.80), repeat revascularization (odds ratio 0.77, 95% confidence interval 0.44 to 1.36, p ⴝ 0.37), or rehospitalization for angina, congestive heart failure, or arrhythmia (odds ratio 1.01, 95% confidence interval 0.66 to 1.53, p ⴝ 0.97). In conclusion, NRT use was not associated with an
increased risk of adverse cardiovascular events in the first year after ACS. © 2012
Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. (Am J Cardiol 2012;110:968 –970)
The ideal approach to encouraging smoking cessation in
smokers remains unclear.1 However, some question remains
regarding the safety of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT)
immediately after acute coronary syndrome (ACS).2,3 Recently, the safety of the use of varenicline, an alternative
pharmaceutical agent to assist with smoking cessation, in
patients with coronary artery disease (CAD) has been called
into question,4,5 limiting the available smoking cessation
aids for this population. Previous studies have demonstrated
the safety of the nicotine patch in patients without documented CAD6 and outpatients with stable CAD7; however,
the safety and effectiveness of NRT for patients immediately after discharge from ACS remains unclear. We sought
to determine the relation between NRT and adverse cardiovascular outcomes in smokers after ACS.
Methods
Using data from a pre-existing database, all patients who
were current tobacco (including cigarettes, cigars, pipes, or
smokeless) users who presented with an ACS (including
a
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unstable angina pectoris, non–ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction [MI], and ST-segment elevation MI) and
underwent cardiac catheterization from January 2006 to
June 2010 were identified. The patients who died during the
index hospitalization and the patients who were current
users of NRT on admission were excluded from the present
analysis. The baseline characteristics, including demographic data, co-morbid conditions, revascularization status,
and hospital discharge medications, were gathered from the
database and confirmed by electronic chart review. The
University of Rochester research subjects review board approved the study.
The patients were divided into subgroups depending on
whether they were discharged with a prescription for NRT
(including nicotine patch, lozenges, gum, nasal spray, and
inhalers) or not, as documented in the electronic health
record. The outcome measures included all-cause death, MI,
repeat revascularization, or rehospitalization for angina, arrhythmia, or congestive heart failure at 1 year. The prespecified primary end point was a composite of these outcomes,
and the individual components were analyzed separately as
secondary end points. The outcomes were identified using
electronic chart review of the patients’ inpatient and outpatient records and a search of publicly available death records. When these sources could not firmly establish
whether an outcome had been reached, the patients were
interviewed by telephone.
Power calculations were performed based on the nonsignificant relative risk reduction seen previously,7 as applied
to an incidence of adverse events of 23% in the first year
after ACS.8 We estimated a sample size of 918 patients to
www.ajconline.org
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Table 3
One-year outcomes and adjusted odds ratios (95% confidence intervals)*

Table 1
Baseline characteristics
Variable
Age (years)
Women
White
Black
Hypertension (systolic blood
pressure ⬎140 mm Hg or
therapy)
Dyslipidemia (low-density
lipoprotein ⬎160 ng/dl or
therapy)
Diabetes mellitus
Heart failure
Previous myocardial infarction
Previous coronary artery bypass
Previous percutaneous
intervention
Current dialysis
Peripheral arterial disease
ST-segment elevation
myocardial infarction
Non–ST-elevation myocardial
infarction
Acute coronary syndrome
without myocardial
infarction

969

NRT
(n ⫽ 184)

Control
(n ⫽ 479)

p
Value

55 ⫾ 10
62 (34%)
152 (83%)
22 (12%)
125 (68%)

56 ⫾ 11
151 (32%)
406 (85%)
51 (11%)
312 (65%)

0.148
0.592
0.497
0.630
0.496

111 (60%)

280 (58%)

0.661

41 (22%)
7 (4%)
37 (20%)
11 (6%)
31 (17%)

121 (25%)
28 (6%)
115 (24%)
34 (7%)
98 (20%)

0.424
0.290
0.285
0.608
0.293

2 (1%)
13 (7%)
81 (44%)

6 (1%)
51 (11%)
185 (39%)

1.000
0.160
0.204

76 (41%)

191 (40%)

0.737

27 (15%)

103 (22%)

0.047

Table 2
Revascularization approach/discharge medications
Variable

NRT
(n ⫽ 184)

Control
(n ⫽ 479)

p Value

Percutaneous intervention
Coronary artery bypass
Aspirin
Clopidogrel
␤ Blockers
Angiotensin-converting enzyme
inhibitors or angiotensin
receptor blockers
Statins

145 (79%)
5 (3%)
178 (97%)
165 (90%)
172 (93%)
167 (91%)

305 (64%)
67 (14%)
457 (95%)
372 (78%)
443 (92%)
403 (84%)

⬍0.001*
⬍0.001*
0.445
⬍0.001*
0.658
0.028*

177 (96%)

443 (92%)

0.082*

* p ⬍0.1

ensure 90% power to detect a statistically significant benefit
with NRT use. Univariate analyses between those with NRT
versus those without were performed for all baseline characteristics using the chi-square test for categorical variables
and the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test for continuous variables. Odds ratios for NRT use after ACS were
estimated using multivariate logistic regression analysis.
The best subsets method was used to select which clinical
covariates were entered in the multivariate model. The subsets of patients with various revascularization strategies,
(percutaneous intervention vs bypass surgery vs medical
management) were analyzed, and adjustments for various
medications were tested in the model to evaluate their statistical effect on NRT use. All p values were 2-sided, and
p ⬍0.05 was considered significant. The analyses were
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Outcome
†

Composite
Death
Myocardial infarction
Repeat revascularization
Hospitalization‡

NRT

Control

OR (95% CI)

53 (29%)
7 (4%)
8 (4%)
18 (10%)
41 (22%)

149 (31%)
24 (5%)
23 (5%)
58 (12%)
104 (22%)

0.89 (0.61–1.30)
0.80 (0.33–1.91)
0.90 (0.40–2.06)
0.77 (0.44–1.36)
1.01 (0.66–1.53)

OR ⫽ odds ratio; CI ⫽ confidence interval.
* Adjusted for the independent variables of dialysis status, gender, prior
coronary artery bypass grafting, and race.
†
Death, myocardial infarction, repeat revascularization, or hospitalization for angina, congestive heart failure, or arrhythmia.
‡
For angina, congestive heart failure, or arrhythmia.

conducted with SAS software, version 9.2 (SAS Institute,
Cary, North Carolina).
Results
A total of 904 patients were identified from the database. Of
these 904 patients, 20 died during the index hospitalization and
221 (24.4%) were lost to follow-up or had incomplete data.
These patients were excluded from the analysis. Data from the
remaining 663 patients were analyzed, and categorized by
NRT status on discharge from the index hospitalization. Of the
663 patients, 184 (27.7%) were in the NRT group and 479
(72.2%) in the no-NRT (control) group; 146 patients were
interviewed directly because of incomplete electronic data. The
baseline characteristics of the 2 groups are listed in Table 1.
The revascularization strategy and discharge medications of
the 2 groups are listed in Table 2.
The results were adjusted for the independent variables of
dialysis status, gender, previous coronary artery bypass grafting, and race by multivariate logistic regression analysis using
the r-square best subsets method, because these variables
showed interaction with the primary end point. The remainder
of the measured variables, including age, other baseline characteristics, revascularization strategy, and differences in discharge medications, were not statistically significant predictors
in the multivariate regression model. More patients in the NRT
group underwent percutaneous intervention, and this group had
a greater cardiovascular medication rate; however, these were
not statistically significant predictors in the multivariate regression model.
A total of 202 patients had an adverse outcome in the first
year after discharge, including 53 (29%) in the NRT group and
149 (31%) in the control group. NRT use was not significantly
predictive of the 1-year combined end point of death, MI,
repeat revascularization, or rehospitalization for angina, congestive heart failure, or arrhythmia. No differences were seen
in the individual 1-year end points of death, MI, repeat revascularization or rehospitalization for angina, congestive heart
failure, or arrhythmia. The results are summarized in Table 3.
Discussion
The results of the present study suggest that NRT use
after ACS was not associated with an increased risk of
adverse cardiovascular events. These results might be particularly important in the treatment of smokers with CAD,
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because the use of medication to stop smoking roughly
doubles the success rates in long-term abstinence by reducing withdrawal symptoms.9
Tobacco affects the cardiovascular system in numerous
ways. Nicotine itself causes some, but not all, of these
effects. Nicotine is sympathoexcitatory, causing catecholamine release and chemoreceptor sensitivity increase. Nicotine increases myocardial work10; however, when administered alone it has no effect on physiologic coronary
vasodilation. Nicotine is characterized by a rapid onset of
tolerance to the physiologic effects, suggesting that these
effects might not make an important contribution to chronic
cardiovascular risk.11 However, components of tobacco
smoke have profound effects on the cardiovascular system.
In a recent analysis, 98 components of tobacco smoke were
found to have measurable harm in humans.12 In addition,
particulate matter exposure has a recognized association
with the risk of cardiovascular disease; cigarettes have very
high concentrations of particulate matter.13 Tobacco smoke
has a proinflammatory effect, causing release of inflammatory cytokines and inhibiting anti-inflammatory mediators
in a chronic manner.14 These effects might lead to endothelial damage and platelet activation, potentially exacerbating
CAD.15,16 The effects of nicotine on endothelial damage,
platelet activation, and thrombotic cascade appear to be
minimal,17 suggesting that other components of tobacco
smoke are more likely to be causing this effect.
Numerous pathophysiologic and clinical investigations
have suggested that NRT is safe for use in patients with
CAD. The use of NRT does not appear to increase platelet
activity.18,19 As mentioned previously, NRT was not associated with an increase in the incidence of a first MI6 and
appeared to be safe in 2 randomized-controlled studies of
patients with stable CAD.7,20 NRT appeared to reduce the
extent of myocardial ischemia on nuclear perfusion imaging21 and did not worsen endothelial function or reduce the
cross-sectional area of the coronary arteries.22 Hesitation
persists in NRT prescription in patients with recent ACS,
however, because of a lack of data from the ACS population
and the existing cautions. A previous retrospective study
showed no increase in the mortality rate in patients prescribed NRT after ACS23; however, that study did not fully
evaluate other important cardiac end points such as MI or
cardiac readmission. To date, our study is the first to consider such end points.
The present study did have some limitations. As with any
retrospective analysis, the possibility of bias exists; the
presence of unmeasured confounders might have influenced
the apparent effect of NRT despite the logistic regression
analysis. The end points were assessed at the 1-year point;
thus, an early risk of NRT that equilibrates later in follow-up could not be ruled out. Also, compliance with the
NRT could not be verified. Although NRT has previously
been shown to provide lasting maintenance of tobacco abstinence, tobacco use during follow-up could not be accurately assessed because of the variability in documentation
and, therefore, was not included in the present analysis.
Although the intention was to power the study to detect a
statistically significant benefit from NRT to the degree suggested previously,7 the intended number of patients to be
enrolled (918) was not reached.
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Abstract
The use of snus (also referred to as Scandinavian or Swedish moist smokeless tobacco), which is common in
Sweden and increasing elsewhere, is receiving increasing attention since considered a tobacco smoke "potential
reduction exposure product". Snus delivers a high dose of nicotine with possible hemodynamic effects, but its
impact on cardiovascular morbidity and mortality is uncertain. The aim of this study was to investigate whether
snus use is associated with risk of and survival after acute myocardial infarction (AMI). Data from eight
prospective cohort studies set in Sweden was pooled and reanalysed. The relative risk of first time AMI and 28day case-fatality was calculated for 130,361 men who never smoked. During 2,262,333 person-years of follow-up,
3,390 incident events of AMI were identified. Current snus use was not associated with risk of AMI (pooled
multivariable hazard ratio 1.04, 95 % confidence interval 0.93 to 1.17). The short-term case fatality rate appeared
increased in snus users (odds ratio 1.28, 95 % confidence interval 0.99 to 1.68). This study does not support any
association between use of snus and development of AMI. Hence, toxic components other than nicotine appear
implicated in the pathophysiology of smoking related ischemic heart disease. Case fatality after AMI is seemingly
increased among snus users, but this relationship may be due to confounding by socioeconomic or life style
factors.
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Abstract: Background: Although millions of people are using electronic cigarettes (ECs)
and research on this topic has intensified in recent years, the pattern of EC use has not been
systematically studied. Additionally, no comparative measure of exposure and nicotine
delivery between EC and tobacco cigarette or nicotine replacement therapy (NRTs) has been
established. This is important, especially in the context of the proposal for a new Tobacco
Product Directive issued by the European Commission. Methods: A second generation EC
device, consisting of a higher capacity battery and tank atomiser design compared to smaller
cigarette-like batteries and cartomizers, and a 9 mg/mL nicotine-concentration liquid were
used in this study. Eighty subjects were recruited; 45 experienced EC users and 35 smokers.
EC users were video-recorded when using the device (ECIG group), while smokers were
recorded when smoking (SM-S group) and when using the EC (SM-E group) in a
randomized cross-over design. Puff, inhalation and exhalation duration were measured.
Additionally, the amount of EC liquid consumed by experienced EC users was measured at
5 min (similar to the time needed to smoke one tobacco cigarette) and at 20 min (similar to
the time needed for a nicotine inhaler to deliver 4 mg nicotine). Results: Puff duration was
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significantly higher in ECIG (4.2 ± 0.7 s) compared to SM-S (2.1 ± 0.4 s) and SM-E
(2.3 ± 0.5 s), while inhalation time was lower (1.3 ± 0.4, 2.1 ± 0.4 and 2.1 ± 0.4
respectively). No difference was observed in exhalation duration. EC users took 13 puffs
and consumed 62 ± 16 mg liquid in 5 min; they took 43 puffs and consumed 219 ± 56 mg
liquid in 20 min. Nicotine delivery was estimated at 0.46 ± 0.12 mg after 5 min and
1.63 ±0.41 mg after 20 min of use. Therefore, 20.8 mg/mL and 23.8 mg/mL nicotine-containing
liquids would deliver 1 mg of nicotine in 5 min and 4 mg nicotine in 20 min, respectively.
Since the ISO method significantly underestimates nicotine delivery by tobacco cigarettes,
it seems that liquids with even higher than 24 mg/mL nicotine concentration would be
comparable to one tobacco cigarette. Conclusions: EC use topography is significantly
different compared to smoking. Four-second puffs with 20–30 s interpuff interval should
be used when assessing EC effects in laboratory experiments, provided that the equipment
used does not get overheated. Based on the characteristics of the device used in this study,
a 20 mg/mL nicotine concentration liquid would be needed in order to deliver nicotine at
amounts similar to the maximum allowable content of one tobacco cigarette (as measured
by the ISO 3308 method). The results of this study do not support the statement of the
European Commission Tobacco Product Directive that liquids with nicotine concentration
of 4 mg/mL are comparable to NRTs in the amount of nicotine delivered to the user.
Keywords: electronic cigarette; smoking; vaping; cigarettes; tobacco; topography; nicotine

1. Introduction
Cigarette smoking is a major risk factor for a variety of diseases. Despite the availability of
approved medications and aids for smoking cessation, long-term quit rates are relatively low [1].
Therefore, tobacco harm reduction strategy and products have been developed, with the main goal to
reduce the amount of harmful substances administered to the human body [2].
Electronic cigarettes (ECs) have been introduced to the market in recent years as an alternative-to-smoking
habit. They are battery-driven devices that vaporise a liquid containing mainly nicotine, propylene
glycol, glycerine, water and flavourings (according to manufacturers’ reports). By using this device
(commonly called ―vaping‖), nicotine is delivered to the upper and lower respiratory tract without any
combustion involved.
Since ECs are used as substitute for smoking, most studies are oriented towards comparing their
effects with those of tobacco cigarettes. Concerning laboratory studies, no consensus has been
developed on the way ECs should be handled in the experimental setting and how vapour should be
produced in order to test the devices and liquids in conditions simulating real use. The characteristics,
mode of function and use patterns of the EC precludes from use the standards applied to tobacco
cigarette research [3], such as the ISO 3308 method [4] (35 mL puffs, 2 s per puff, 60 s interpuff
interval), for EC testing. Thus, evaluating vaping topography is very important in this aspect. Clinical
studies have produced conflicting results on the nicotine-delivery potential of the EC; it seems that
there is a learning curve and that experienced users use the device more intensively compared to novice
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users [5]. In most such studies, smokers who use the EC for the first time are recruited [6,7], and
minimal nicotine absorption from EC use was detected. Contrary to these, a small study by
Vansickel et al. [8] found that nicotine levels were significantly elevated in experienced EC users who
were asked to use their own devices. To the best of our knowledge, no study has specifically examined
the possible differences in the way ECs are used by experienced compared to novice users.
Recently the European Commission has issued a proposal for a new Tobacco Product Directive
(TPD) [9]. According to this, all nicotine-containing products which either have nicotine level of more
than 2 mg, a nicotine concentration exceeding 4 mg/mL or whose intended use results in a mean peak
plasma concentration exceeding 4 ng/mL should be authorized as medicinal products before being
placed on the market. This decision was established by considering the nicotine content and delivery of
medicinal products (nicotine replacement therapies—NRTs) [9]. ECs fall into the category of
nicotine-containing products; however, they are marketed as an alternative-to-smoking habit and not as
smoking-cessation devices, and their mode of use is different compared to NRTs. Moreover, typical
steady-state plasma nicotine concentrations observed from NRTs use range from 10 to 20 ng/mL [10,11].
Finally, 1 mL of liquid as a unit for measuring consumption is not comparable to one cigarette or
one pharmaceutical nicotine replacement unit (gum or inhaler cartridge); every puff from an EC leads
to vaporisation of small amount of liquid and experienced users have an average daily consumption of
3–4 mL [12]. In any case, no comparative measure of nicotine delivery has been developed between
ECs and NRTs or tobacco cigarettes and no study has ever evaluated the amount of EC liquid
consumed by experienced users at specific time-intervals of use. Therefore, the purpose of this study
was to: (a) examine the patterns of use of EC in experienced and novice users, compared with the
use-pattern of tobacco cigarettes, and (b) to assess the liquid consumption and calculate nicotine
delivery when ECs are used by experienced users.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Study Sample
The study sample consisted of 45 experienced EC users (more than two months of EC use) and
35 smokers (more than one year smoking duration), aged 20–45 years. All EC users were former
smokers, by completely substituting smoking with EC. They were using the EC daily, and were
consuming liquid with a nicotine concentration of 6–12 mg/mL. Smokers reported that they had never
used any type of EC device before participating to this study. Subjects were recruited as part of another
protocol evaluating the acute clinical effects of using a ―medium-strength‖ nicotine-containing EC
liquid. They were healthy, asymptomatic, did not receive any medications and had normal physical
examination and resting electrocardiogram and echocardiogram. They presented for the study after
abstaining from food, coffee, alcohol and smoking and EC use for at least eight hours. Informed
consent was signed by all subjects before participating to the study. The protocol was approved by the
ethics committee of our institution and conforms to the provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki.
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2.2. Evaluation of Use Pattern
Experienced EC users were provided with a fully-charged, manually-activated EC device (―eGo-T‖
battery with ―Epsilon‖ atomizer, Nobacco—Figure 1). The equipment used is considered ―second
generation‖; the battery has higher capacity compared to cigarette-like devices and the atomizer design
is different compared to polyfil-containing cartomizers. A 9 mg/mL nicotine-containing liquid was
used, which is considered ―medium-strength‖. Originally our intention was to test another atomiser
(―eGo-C‖, Joyetech); however, some EC users experienced overheating of the atomizer and a
phenomenon known as ―dry-puff‖ (unpleasant, burning taste caused by insufficient supply of liquid to
the resistance so that evaporation rate is higher than liquid supply-see the Discussion section for more
details). They had to lower the puff duration and increase the inter-puff interval in order to avoid this
phenomenon. In response to that, the eGo-C was substituted with ―Epsilon‖ and participants were
asked to come back for recordings with the new atomizer. All recordings with the eGo-C atomizer
were discarded.
Figure 1. The electronic cigarette device used in the study, consisting of (A) the atomizer
and its various parts and (B) the battery.
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EC users were asked to use the device ad lib for 20 min (ECIG group). Recording was performed
by a researcher using a digital camera, taking care to have a clear view of the mouth and of the LED of
the activating button of the EC device. Smokers were assigned to smoke cigarettes (SM-S group) and
use the EC (SM-E group) on two separate days in a randomized cross-over design. During the smoking
session, they were asked to smoke two cigarettes of the same brand, containing 7 mg tar and 0.7 mg
nicotine (according to box information), and were recorded by a researcher. Care was taken to obtain a
clear view of the mouth during the recording, in order to know when the smoker started inhaling and
exhaling smoke. During the EC-use session, smokers were asked to use the same device used by the
experienced EC users, ad lib for 10 min; before starting the session, a researcher explained to them the
way EC are used, focusing on the coordination between activation of the EC device (by pressing the
button) and puff initiation, and on the need for continuously pressing the button during the whole
duration of the puff.
All videos were uploaded to a personal computer and processed by video-processing software.
Timing measurements were performed by frame-to-frame analysis. Videos were recorded at a frame
rate of 25 s−1, thus the time between two consecutive frames was 40 ms. Puff, inhalation and
exhalation duration was measured in both groups. For tobacco cigarettes, puff duration was the time
interval between the frame at which the mouth was closed (with the cigarette filter-tip inside the
mouth) until the frame at which the cigarette was removed from the mouth [13]. The interval from that
frame until the frame just before visible smoke was exhaled was defined as inhalation time. Exhalation
time was defined as the interval from the frame that smoke first became visible until the frame at
which no more smoke was coming out of the mouth. For EC use, puff duration was defined as the
interval between the frame when LED light was activated (with the mouthpiece inside the mouth) until
the frame when the EC was removed from the mouth. Some users were activating the device before
placing it in their mouths, while others did the opposite. We used the frame at which both LED was lit
and mouth was closed as the timing of beginning of puff. EC inhalation and exhalation times were
measured similarly to the measurements of the respective smoking times. Although participants may
inhale from the nose during puff drawing, measurements of inhalation time in this study correspond to
the inhalation of smoke and vapour from the oral cavity to the respiratory tract.
From every smoker, 10 consecutive puffs of smoking and 10 consecutive puffs of EC use were
analysed. Similarly, 10 consecutive puffs of EC use from each experienced user of the device were
also analysed, to equate to smoking one tobacco cigarette. For both groups, puffs 1–3 were not
recorded, in order to allow users to get acquainted with the device; subsequently, puffs 4–13 were
recorded and were used in the analyses. In order to reduce bias, different researchers examined the
recordings of each study group. They were blinded to the results of other groups.
2.3. Evaluation of EC Liquid Consumption
Evaluation of EC liquid consumption was performed in experienced EC users only, during the same
session when video recordings were made. The atomizer, filled with liquid, was weighed by a
precision scale before use (minute 0), and after 5 and 20 min of use. The procedure of removing,
weighing and repositioning the atomizer lasted approximately 25 s. The difference in weight between
minute 0 and 5 was defined as the EC liquid consumption after 5 min of use (EC-C5). We used this
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five minute period because this is the approximate time needed for smokers to smoke one cigarette
ad libitum [14]. This has been previously used in a study comparing the acute effects of EC with those
of tobacco cigarettes [7]; therefore, the EC liquid consumption during that time was considered to be
comparable to smoking one cigarette. The difference in weight between minute 0 and 20 was defined
as EC liquid consumption after 20 min of use (EC-C20). The 20-min period was chosen because it
represents the time needed to deliver 4 mg of nicotine from one cartridge of a nicotine inhaler [15].
The number of puffs was also recorded during the five and 20 minute periods for each participant.
2.4. Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were expressed as mean ± SD and categorical variables as number
(percentage). Intra-group comparisons in smokers (between smoking timings and EC use timings)
were performed by using paired Student’s t-test. Intergroup comparisons were performed by using
independent sample t-test for continuous variables and χ2 for categorical variables. Correlations were
determined by using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. All comparisons were two-tailed, and a p value
of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. To check for reproducibility of timing measurements,
the intraobserver and interobserver mean error (the absolute difference between 2 measurements
divided by the mean of the measurements) were calculated in 10 randomly selected studies in each
group. Commercially available software was used for performing the statistical analysis (SPSS v18,
Chicago, IL, USA).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characteristics of Study Groups
The baseline characteristics of the study population are shown in Table 1. Both groups had similar
age and gender distribution. Brinkman index (the product of daily number of cigarettes consumed and
years of smoking) was higher in EC users due to slightly higher daily cigarette consumption and
smoking duration.
Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the study groups.
Characteristic

Electronic cigarette
users (n = 45)

Age (years)
Gender (male)
Cigarette consumption (number per day)
Smoking duration (years)
Brinkman index
Electronic cigarette use (months)
Electronic cigarette consumption (mL/day)

38 ±5
35 (77.8%)
26 ±8
21 ±6
571 ±258
7 ±3
5 ±2

Smokers (n = 35)

p-value

37 ±5
26 (74.3%)
24 ±5
19 ±5
451 ±178

0.219
0.716
0.125
0.151
0.021

Data expressed as mean ± SD or number (%). Brinkman index: product of daily number of cigarettes
consumed and years of smoking.
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3.2. Topography in EC Users Compared with Smokers
Significant differences were observed between ECIG and SM-S in vaping and smoking patterns
(Table 2). Specifically, puff duration was double in ECIG compared to SM-S (p < 0.001). Similar
difference was observed between ECIG and SME (p < 0.001). On the contrary, inhalation time was
significantly lower in ECIG compared to both SM-S and SM-E. No difference was observed in
exhalation time. Comparing smokers subgroups, SM-E had slightly higher puff duration (p = 0.017)
while no significant differences were observed in inhalation and exhalation durations. The intraobserver
and interobserver mean error values for each measurement in every group are shown in Table 1.
Table 2. EC and smoking pattern in the study groups.
Measurements

p-value

p-value

p-value

(ECIG vs. SM-S)

(ECIG vs. SM-E)

(SM-S vs. SM-E)

2.4 ±0.5

<0.001

<0.001

0.017

2.0 ±0.4

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

1.8 ±0.4

1.7 ±0.3

0.379

0.614

0.426

3.6 ±0.6

4.2 ±1.2

3.3 ±1.2

3.9 ±1.4

5.2 ±2.2

4.0 ±1.6

5.8 ±2.5

4.6 ±1.2

4.9 ±1.8

8.3 ±2.1

5.7 ±1.5

7.0 ±1.9

5.8 ±2.6

5.0 ±1.7

6.0 ±2.0

7.4 ±1.5

6.6 ±1.5

6.4 ±2.1

ECIG

SM-S

SM-E

Puff duration (s)

4.2 ±0.7

2.1 ±0.4

Inhalation duration (s)

1.3 ±0.4

2.2 ±0.4

Exhalation duration (s)

1.7 ±0.5

Intraobserver error puff
duration (%)
Interobserver error puff
duration (%)
Intraobserver error
inhalation duration (%)
Interobserver error
inhalation duration (%)
Intraobserver error
exhalation duration (%)
Interobserver error
exhalation duration (%)

Abbreviations: ECIG: electronic cigarette users group; SM-S: smokers smoking tobacco cigarettes; SM-E: smokers using the electronic
cigarette device. Data presented as mean ±SD.

3.3. Evaluation of EC Liquid Consumption
EC users took 13 ± 2 puffs at 5 min and 43 ± 8 puffs at 20 min. EC-C5 was measured at
62 ± 16 mg while EC-C20 was 219 ± 56 mg. Significant correlations between puff number and
consumption and between puff duration and consumption were observed for both 5 min use
(r = 0.657 and r = 0.571 respectively, p < 0.001) and 20 min use (r = 0.663 and r = 0.523 respectively,
p < 0.001). As expected, both EC-C5 and EC-C20 strongly correlated with the product of puff number
and duration (Figure 2). No correlation was observed between consumption and age, EC duration of
use, or smoking history.
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Figure 2. Correlation between electronic cigarette liquid consumption and product of puff
number and duration, at (A) 5 and (B) 20 min of use.

The labelling of the EC liquid bottle reported nicotine concentration in weight per volume
(mg/mL). In order to measure the amount of nicotine yield, weight measurements had to be converted
to volume measurements. The formula used was: volume consumed (mL) = (mg/specific weight)/1,000.
The specific weight of the liquid used was 1.21 g/mL. Therefore, weight measurements of liquid
consumption corresponded to volumes of 0.052 ± 0.013 mL consumed in 5 min and 0.181 ± 0.046 mL
consumed in 20 min. To measure the amount of nicotine delivered according to volume consumption,
we used the formula: nicotine (mg) = mL consumed ×nicotine concentration. Therefore, it was determined
that, for the population studied, 5 min of EC use led to delivery of 0.46 ±0.12 mg nicotine, while 20 min
of EC use delivered 1.63 ± 0.41 mg nicotine. To estimate the nicotine concentration that would
provide 1 mg of nicotine in 5 min (which is the highest allowable content in smoke from one cigarette
measured by the ISO method [16]) based on the measured consumption, we used the formula: nicotine
concentration (mg/mL) = 1/mL consumed. It was estimated that, in order to deliver 1 mg nicotine to
our study sample, liquid with 20.8 ± 6.3 mg/mL nicotine concentration should be used.
For estimating nicotine concentration that would deliver 4 mg nicotine in 20 min, we used the formula:
nicotine concentration (mg/mL) = 4/mL consumed. By this formula, it was found that 23.8 ±7.2 mg/mL
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nicotine-concentration liquid should be used. The methodology used for these measurements is
presented in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Schematic of the methodology used to estimate nicotine concentration of EC
liquid needed to deliver nicotine amount similar to one tobacco cigarette and one nicotine
inhaler cartridge.

3.4. Discussion
This is the first study specifically designed to assess EC use (vaping) topography in experienced
users. The difference between cigarette smoking and EC use topography was also examined, and a
direct comparison of EC use was made between experienced and novice users. The results of this study
show that there is a significant difference between vaping and smoking topography, with experienced
EC users taking longer puffs. The use of video recordings allowed us to measure inhalation time,
which was significantly lower in experienced vapers when using the EC compared to smokers when
smoking. A difference was also observed when comparing EC use between experienced and novice
users, confirming previous assumptions that experienced vapers use the device more intensively [5,8].
Finally, by assessing EC liquid consumption in experienced users at various time intervals, a measure
of nicotine delivery was provided and comparisons could be made with tobacco cigarettes and NRTs.
3.4.1. Vaping vs. Smoking Topography
Tobacco cigarette topography has significant implications on the amount of nicotine and other
chemicals delivered to the smoker [17]. Traditionally, the ISO smoking method (35 mL puffs in 2 s,
60 s interpuff interval) has been used, although it seems to underestimate the intensity of real use in
terms of puff volume and interpuff interval [18,19]. ECs have a unique mode of function; therefore,
vaping topography was expected to be different. Unlike tobacco cigarettes, which are continuously
burned at similar temperatures during the whole time of use, ECs undergo repeated thermal cycles of
heating and cooling. Initially, the device is at room temperature and the resistance and wick are
impregnated with liquid. When it is activated, heat is produced until the boiling point of the liquid is
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reached; then the energy is used to transform liquid into vapour. After completing the puff, no energy
is delivered to the resistance and wick, so the temperature is progressively decreasing; at the same
time, liquid is re-supplied to the wick encircled by the resistance, further decreasing its temperature.
This study showed that puff duration during vaping is almost double compared to smoking. This might
be partly attributed to a delay from the time of activation until the beginning of evaporation and to
lower rate of vapour production from the EC device compared to smoke production when smoking a
tobacco cigarette. On the contrary, inhalation time was lower in EC use. This could be attributed to the
fact that higher inhalation time significantly decreases the amount of vapour exhaled. A phenomenon
of ―stealthy vaping‖ is described by EC users, wherein users hold their breath for a few seconds after
vapour inhalation which results in no visible vapour being exhaled. Since the presence of visible
vapour resembles smoke exhalation from smoking tobacco cigarettes, it can be assumed that vapers
lower inhalation time in order to see more vapour exhaled and therefore reproduce one of the rituals of
smoking [20]. Smokers who were using the EC device for the first time took shorter puffs, confirming
previous observations that there seems to be a learning curve in the use of ECs [5]. Therefore, in order
to realistically examine the effects of EC use in clinical studies, either experienced users should be
recruited or naïve users (smokers) should be asked to double their usual puff duration and reduce their
inhalation time.
3.4.2. Implications from Evaluating Vaping Topography
Vaping topography may have significant implications in production and delivery of potentially
harmful substances. The EC evaporation rate and thermal load are directly dependent on the puff
duration and interpuff interval. If the device is activated before the temperature is significantly
decreased and/or before the wick is sufficiently supplied with liquid, the device will get overheated.
This causes a phenomenon called ―dry puff‖. It is an unpleasant, burning taste that forces the user to
lower puff duration and increase interpuff interval. It is also reproduced when the atomizer has very
low amounts of liquid, signalling that it should be refilled. This phenomenon occurred in some
experienced users when they were asked to use the ―eGo-C‖ atomizer in this study. They had to lower
puff duration and interpuff interval in order to avoid ―dry puff‖, while no such problems occurred with
the ―Epsilon‖ atomizer. Although not tested yet, there is a theoretical concern that overheating the EC
may lead to production of significant amounts of toxic substances like acrolein or formaldehyde, which
can be formed from thermal degradation of glycerol in a closed chamber [21,22]. The ―dry-puff‖
phenomenon, although easily detected and avoided by the user, cannot be detected in the laboratory
setting. Therefore, if this occurs during a laboratory experiment, it will significantly undermine the
value of the study results and their applicability to real use. It should be emphasized that each type of
atomizer has different cooling and liquid-supply abilities, depending on the design and material used.
This should be taken into consideration when preparing laboratory research protocols. This study
provides information on the way EC devices should be handled in laboratory experimental settings.
Four-second puffs should be taken, with 20–30 s interpuff interval. Using ECs in a way similar to
tobacco cigarettes (2 s puffs with 60 s interpuff interval) may underestimate the potential risks from
pragmatic EC use. However, it should be emphasized that information on vaping topography from this
study applies only to atomizers which can support such vaping patterns without reproducing the
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dry-puff phenomenon. Using the same puff duration and interpuff interval with less sufficient
atomizers would mean that the experimental conditions are not applicable to real use and risks could
be overestimated. In this study, a battery device which, according to major retailers, represents more
than 85% of sales in the Greek EC market was used. A newer-generation atomiser was also used,
which seems to work more efficiently compared to older designs and is very popular among users who
have successfully reduced or completely substituted smoking with EC use. In any case, it is important
that an experienced EC user tests the conditions of use in order to determine whether the ―dry puff‖
phenomenon occurs, because there is no other method to detect it.
3.4.3. Nicotine Delivery
Comparative levels of nicotine delivery between electronic and tobacco cigarettes or NRTs had not
been previously established. This is important from a public health perspective, especially in the
context of the proposal for a new TPD by the European Commission [9] which in reality proposes that
most of currently available liquids will be excluded from the market unless they are approved as
medicinal products. Discussion about whether ECs should be considered medicinal products is beyond
the scope of this study; however, the EC liquid consumption of experienced users during ad lib use
was examined, at time-periods similar to smoking one cigarette (5 min) [7] and obtaining 4 mg of
nicotine from a nicotine inhaler (20 min) [15]. Although a 9 mg/mL nicotine-containing liquid was
used, nicotine delivery to EC users was still 54% lower compared to a 1 mg-nicotine tobacco cigarette
and 59% lower compared to a nicotine inhaler. This provides a plausible explanation for the fact that
the majority of EC users consume liquids with nicotine concentration much higher than 4 mg/mL,
as reported in several internet forums and observed in surveys [12,23]. It was calculated that, in order to
deliver nicotine amount similar to one nicotine-inhaler cartridge or one tobacco cigarette, liquids of
20–24 mg/mL nicotine concentration should be used. Therefore, the reasoning for selecting 4 mg/mL
nicotine concentration as comparable to NRTs in the TPD cannot be supported by the results of this
study. Low-nicotine liquids are probably ineffective in substituting smoking, especially during the
initial period of use, and this has been confirmed by studies showing that most commonly-used EC
liquids have 18 mg/mL nicotine concentration [12,23]. There is concern that reducing the availability
of effective liquids might lead to increased cigarette consumption by current EC users (or even
smoking relapse in those who have completely substituted smoking). This would compromise the
position of ECs in the field of tobacco harm reduction, a strategy of significantly reducing harm by
using them as an alternative-to-smoking habit [24,25]. It may also have significant health implications,
since we know that smoking produces subclinical dysfunction even at young age [26], while reducing
cigarette consumption can have beneficial effects on cardiovascular risk and lung cancer mortality [27–29].
A review of chemical analyses of EC liquid found that nitrosamines were present at levels 500–1,400
times lower compared to smoking [24]. Goniewicz et al. observed that the amount of carbonyls
produced by EC use in laboratory conditions was 9–450 times lower compared to tobacco cigarettes [4].
Thus, it can be assumed that they are considerably less harmful compared to tobacco cigarettes.
However, it is not known, and is still too early to evaluate, whether reduction or complete substitution
of smoking by EC use has any long-term health benefits.
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3.4.4. Limitations
Some limitations certainly apply to this study. For the purpose of calculating nicotine delivery,
the levels of nicotine present in liquid were compared with the levels present in cigarette smoke.
Unburned tobacco cigarette contains significantly higher levels of nicotine compared to what is present
in the smoke, since nicotine is heat-sensitive. Heat produced by the EC might also result in lower
amount of nicotine being delivered in vapour form compared to the amount present in liquid, although
temperature is far lower compared to tobacco combustion. The ISO-measured nicotine delivery of
cigarette smoke (reported in cigarette packaging) was used as a comparison, which has been shown to
underestimate true nicotine delivery from smoking by approximately two-fold [30]. Lower inhalation
time was observed with EC use compared to smoking, and this might further decrease nicotine
delivery to and absorption from the lungs, although this remains to be studied. Finally, EC users
participated in the study after abstaining from EC use for at least eight hours; this probably resulted in
more intense use of the device compared to daily normal use. All the above strengthen the results of
this study and imply that, in order to deliver amounts of nicotine similar to a tobacco cigarette, liquids
should probably have higher than 24 mg/mL nicotine concentration. However, nicotine absorption was
not measured. It has been documented that nicotine is absorbed at a rapid rate from the lungs by
tobacco cigarette use [31], while it is slowly absorbed from the buccal mucosa by nicotine inhaler use [15].
Currently we do not have sufficient data to determine the absorption pharmacokinetics of nicotine
from EC use, and this should be examined. Moreover, there are no studies about the safety of
long-term vapour inhalation from ECs.
Video recordings were used for evaluating vaping and smoking topography, instead of a
computerized method (automated smoking topography machine). Blank et al. found that measurements
differed little between the two methods and they were both considered reliable when evaluating
smoking topography [13]. Moreover, by using video recordings inhalation time could be estimated,
which was found to be lower in EC users compared to smokers. This could not have been measured by
using a smoking topography machine. However, it is unknown how other confounders could affect
vaping topography, like higher nicotine concentration liquids, different flavours and differences in liquid
ingredients (different mixtures of propylene glycol and glycerol); future research should be focused on
these issues. To avoid compensatory changes in topography due to nicotine levels, EC users who were
daily consuming liquids with nicotine concentration similar to that tested we recruited and examined.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, vaping topography was significantly different compared to smoking topography,
indicative of the fundamental differences in the use patterns between the two products. Experienced
users use the EC more intensively compared to novice users; therefore, clinical studies evaluating EC
effects by recruiting novice users should be interpreted with caution. Finally, our findings suggest that
nicotine delivery is significantly reduced by EC use compared to cigarette smoking and nicotine
inhaler at similar use-periods, and this should be considered by the public health authorities for their
regulatory plans.
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E

lectronic cigarettes, or e-cigarettes — batteryoperated nicotine-delivery devices that mimic
the look and feel of smoking by vaporizing a liquid
solution such as propylene glycol — appeared in
European and American markets
less than a decade ago. Sales have
reached $650 million a year in
Europe and are projected to reach
$1.7 billion in the United States
in 2013. Though these figures are
a small fraction of sales figures
for traditional cigarettes, e-cigarettes represent a substantial market achievement; indeed, some
people predict that they may eventually eclipse tobacco cigarettes.
But e-cigarettes are the subject of a public health dispute
that has become more furious as
their popularity has increased.
Whereas some experts welcome

the e-cigarette as a pathway to
the reduction or cessation of tobacco use, opponents characterize it as a dangerous product that
could undermine efforts to denormalize smoking. Already, Boston has applied workplace smoking bans to e-cigarettes. New York
City and Los Angeles are poised
to go a step further, prohibiting
their use in public (including in
parks and on beaches), though a
similar proposal recently stalled
in Chicago. This debate occurs
as tobacco-control advocates have
begun examining policy options
for a tobacco “endgame” — the

n engl j med

implementation of radical strategies for eliminating tobacco use
globally.
Marketing campaigns for e-cigarettes threaten to reverse the successful, decades-long public health
campaign to denormalize smoking. The chief advertising officer
of one e-cigarette company has
spoken explicitly about the “renormalization” of smoking in the
form of “vaping” — the popular
name for e-cigarette use. Even Big
Tobacco dared not utter such
words as the image of smoking
was transformed over the decades.
As information about the hazards
of sidestream smoke was publicized in the 1980s and 1990s,
the imperative to protect “innocent bystanders” moved to the
center of tobacco-control efforts,
and public smoking bans pushed
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smokers into the shadows. The
once-widespread habit didn’t simply become denormalized or marginalized; it became highly stigmatized. The pervasive became
perverse.
E-cigarette advertisements, even
as they denigrate traditional tobacco cigarettes, are challenging
a barrier to television promotion
erected more than 40 years ago.
“Smelling like an ashtray is not
the ideal aphrodisiac,” scolds talkshow host Jenny McCarthy, as she
enjoys her Blu eCig. Actor Stephen
Dorff, another Blu spokesperson
and former smoker, similarly acknowledges that smoking is seen
as dirty but adds, “I’m tired of
feeling guilty every time I want to
light up.” He implies that public
health messages are paternalistic:
“We’re all adults here. It’s time to
take our freedom back. Come on
guys, rise from the ashes.” On Super Bowl Sunday 2013, an NJOY
e-cigarette ad seen by 10 million
viewers declared, “Finally, smokers have a real alternative. Cigarettes, you’ve met your match.”
The tobacco-control community has responded to these messages with alarm. In 2009, the
2

World Health Organization warned
that e-cigarettes threatened bans
on public smoking, which have
been key to tobacco control. Similar concerns were raised by antitobacco activist Stanton Glantz
and his colleagues: “Given the substantial research demonstrating
the effect of viewing smoking in
the movies on adolescent smoking
initiation, the addictive nature of
nicotine and the lack of regulatory
assurance of their quality or safety,
it is important to keep ENDS [electronic nicotine-delivery systems],
and other similar products, from
being sensationalized through the
use of celebrity promotion or product placement in movies or other
entertainment media.”1
These fears are compounded by
data from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention showing
that twice as many young people
experimented with e-cigarettes in
2012 as in 2011, although use of
tobacco cigarettes declined in
the same period (see graph). If
e-cigarettes prove to be a “gateway” or “bridge” product, leading
to an increase in underage smoking, that would represent a serious setback in the fight against
n engl j med

tobacco-related illness. Invoking
images of terrorism, two tobaccocontrol advocates claim that
“Smoking bans and clean air advocacy are being hijacked.”2 Australian tobacco-control advocates
Simon Chapman and Melanie
Wakefield warn that something
sinister is at work. The goal of
e-cigarette makers is not cessation of tobacco use but “dual
use”: e-cigarettes simply “capitalize on harm-reduction sentiment”
to sustain what has become a
private habit by reopening public
spaces. They argue, “This could
be a harm-increasing outcome
when assessed against the status
quo of ever-declining smoking
prevalence.”3
In September 2013, 40 U.S. attorneys general called on the
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) to act swiftly to regulate
e-cigarettes as tobacco products.
Dr. Howard Koh, assistant secretary for health, has urged leaders
of U.S. schools of public health
to join an effort to make U.S.
colleges and universities smokefree, which would include banning
e-cigarettes.
The most vocal supporters of
e-cigarettes, other than those with
commercial interests in them,
have been public health professionals who’ve embraced the strategy of harm reduction — an approach to risky behavior that
prioritizes minimizing damage
rather than eliminating the behavior. Harm reduction was the
guiding principle behind needle
exchange, the provision of sterile
syringes to injection-drug users
to reduce bloodborne transmission of the human immunodeficiency virus, hepatitis, and other
illnesses. Some harm-reduction
advocates frame an abstinenceonly stance as “moralistic,” arguing that “it is nonsensical to dis-
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miss an alternative” by demanding
absolute safety. Furthermore, some
such advocates believe that not
only e-cigarettes but also smokeless tobacco products hold “the
potential to lead to one of the
greatest public health breakthroughs in human history by
fundamentally changing the forecast of a billion cigarette-caused
deaths this century.”4
Although the evidence is limited and contested, some studies
suggest that the majority of e-cigarette users treat them as cessation aides and report that they’ve
been key to quitting smoking. For
example, in one study, e-cigarettes
compare favorably to nicotinereplacement therapies in terms of
the likelihood of having returned
to smoking 6 months after a cessation attempt.5
Given the near unanimity of
the public health community in
pressing for harm reduction for
injection-drug users in the face
of relentless political opposition,
some harm-reduction advocates
find it stunning that their allies
in that struggle have embraced
an abstinence-only position on
smoking. These advocates claim
that a strategy of reducing, though
not eliminating, risk is a moral
imperative, given the certainty of
harm associated with continued
tobacco smoking.
The debate’s stakes are heightened by the current discussion of
the tobacco endgame, which aims

E-Cigarettes and the Tobacco “Endgame”

to eliminate smoking or reduce it
to very low levels. Most endgame
strategists have advanced prohibitionist policies, from complete
bans on traditional cigarettes, to
regulatory strategies that would
reduce and eventually eliminate
nicotine, to efforts to manipulate
pH levels in tobacco to make inhaling unpleasant.
This debate compels us to address the fundamental issue posed
by Kenneth Warner in a recent
issue of Tobacco Control devoted to
endgame strategies: “What would
constitute a final victory in tobacco control?” Warner’s question
raises several others: Must victory
entail complete abstinence from
e-cigarettes as well as tobacco?
To what levels must we reduce
the prevalence of smoking? What
lessons should be drawn from the
histories of alcohol and narcoticdrug prohibition?
From the glowing tip to the
smokelike vapor, e-cigarettes seek
to mimic the personal experience
and public performance of smoking. But ironically, the attraction
of the device is predicated on the
continued stigmatization of tobacco cigarettes. Although abstinenceonly and strict denormalization
strategies may be incompatible
with e-cigarette use, the goal of
eliminating smoking-related risks
is not. We may not be able to rid
the public sphere of “vaping,” but
given the magnitude of tobaccorelated deaths — some 6 million
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globally every year and 400,000
in the United States, disproportionately among people at the
lower end of the socioeconomic
spectrum — an unwillingness to
consider e-cigarette use until all
risks or uncertainties are eliminated strays dangerously close to
dogmatism. We believe that states
should ban the sale of e-cigarettes to minors and the FDA
should move swiftly to regulate
them so that their potential
harms are better understood —
and so that they can contribute
to the goal of harm reduction.
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a b s t r a c t
Despite the recent popularity of e-cigarettes, to date only limited data is available on their safety for both
users and secondhand smokers. The present study reports a comprehensive inner and outer exposure
assessment of e-cigarette emissions in terms of particulate matter (PM), particle number concentrations (PNC), volatile organic compounds (VOC), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), carbonyls, and
metals. In six vaping sessions nine volunteers consumed e-cigarettes with and without nicotine in a thoroughly ventilated room for two hours. We analyzed the levels of e-cigarette pollutants in indoor air and
monitored effects on FeNO release and urinary metabolite proﬁle of the subjects. For comparison, the
components of the e-cigarette solutions (liquids) were additionally analyzed.
During the vaping sessions substantial amounts of 1,2-propanediol, glycerine and nicotine were found
in the gas-phase, as well as high concentrations of PM2.5 (mean 197 g/m3 ). The concentration of putative
carcinogenic PAH in indoor air increased by 20% to 147 ng/m3 , and aluminum showed a 2.4-fold increase.
PNC ranged from 48,620 to 88,386 particles/cm3 (median), with peaks at diameters 24–36 nm. FeNO
increased in 7 of 9 individuals. The nicotine content of the liquids varied and was 1.2-fold higher than
claimed by the manufacturer.
Our data conﬁrm that e-cigarettes are not emission-free and their pollutants could be of health concern
for users and secondhand smokers. In particular, ultraﬁne particles formed from supersaturated 1,2propanediol vapor can be deposited in the lung, and aerosolized nicotine seems capable of increasing
the release of the inﬂammatory signaling molecule NO upon inhalation. In view of consumer safety, ecigarettes and nicotine liquids should be ofﬁcially regulated and labeled with appropriate warnings of
potential health effects, particularly of toxicity risk in children.
© 2013 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) is by far the most signiﬁcant indoor air quality issue, bearing a health risk by inducing lung
cancer and cardiovascular disorders in non-smokers (IARC, 2004;

Abbreviations:
DNPH, 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine; e-cigarette, electronic
cigarette; eCO, exhaled carbon monoxide; FeNO, exhaled nitric monoxide; GC, gas
chromatography; HPLC, high-performance liquid chromatography; 3-OH-cotinine,
trans-3 -hydroxycotinine; 3-HPMA, 3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid; LOD, limit
of detection; MS, mass spectrometry; PAH, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; PM,
particulate matter; PNC, particle number concentrations; VOC, volatile organic compounds.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 09131 6808 4242; fax: +49 09131 6808 4297.
E-mail address: wolfgang.schober@lgl.bayern.de (W. Schober).

US, 2006). It is also considered as important risk factor for asthma,
respiratory infections and sudden infant death syndrome in children (EPA, 1992, 1997; Raupach et al., 2008). National regulators
in USA and Europe have progressively banned tobacco smoking
from public buildings, bars, cafés and restaurants which led to
improved indoor air quality in these buildings (Bohac et al., 2010;
Gleich et al., 2011). The smoke-free policies and constantly surging tobacco prices prompted consumers to look for alternatives to
conventional smoking. New products, especially electronic nicotine
delivery systems also known as electronic cigarettes or e-cigarettes,
have become popular in spite of insufﬁcient data on their safety for
both users and secondhand smokers (Etter et al., 2011).
E-cigarettes do not burn tobacco but produce a respirable
aerosol without smoke or ﬂame from a battery-powered heater
and liquid-containing cartridges (Trtchounian et al., 2010).

1438-4639/$ – see front matter © 2013 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheh.2013.11.003
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Depending on the brand, the liquids usually contain nicotine in
different concentrations (8.5–22.2 mg/ml) (Cameron et al., 2013),
humectants to produce the vapor (especially 1,2-propanediol) and
ﬂavors (e.g. tobacco, vanilla, cherry). Despite the growing popularity of e-cigarettes, consumers do not have valid information on the
chemical content of liquids or on their safety. In particular, liquids
labeled as nicotine-free may contain low levels of nicotine (FDA,
2009), and the risk of impurities (e.g. nitrosamines) is of major
concern to health care authorities (FDA, 2009). There is not only
a lack of internationally certiﬁed manufacturing sites, and liquids
freely available via the Internet are not subject to ofﬁcial quality
control.
Because e-cigarettes are marketed for delivering nicotine and
sometimes other substances, there is a need for regulation, as for
other drug delivery devices. Thus far there has been a wide range of
responses across countries and states, ranging from no regulation
to complete bans (Etter et al., 2011). The empirical basis for these
decisions is uncertain, and more research on the health effects of
and risks from e-cigarettes must be conducted to ensure that the
decisions of regulators, health care providers and consumers are
based on scientiﬁc evidence.
The aim of our study was to perform a comprehensive exposure
assessment by analyzing the indoor air concentration of e-cigarette
emissions in terms of particulate matter (PM), particle number concentrations (PNC), volatile organic compounds (VOC), polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), carbonyls, and metals. For this purpose, we simulated a real-world scenario (café-like setting) in an
environmentally controlled room with predetermined occupancy
density and air exchange rate. Before and after the vaping sessions,
the concentrations of exhaled carbon monoxide (eCO) and nitric
oxide (FeNO) were measured to reveal acute effects of e-cigarette
use on physiological parameters. FeNO has already been used in a
previous study on e-cigarettes (Vardavas et al., 2012) and is sensitive to a number of factors including eosinophilic inﬂammation,
airway caliber, mucus production, oxidative stress, and enzyme
activity, all of which might be affected by e-cigarettes. Additionally,
the uptake of nicotine and other VOC was investigated by analysis
of urinary nicotine metabolites and mercapturic acids. To support
consumer protection, we furthermore analyzed the chemical composition of the e-cigarette liquids and checked for the presence of
impurities (nitrosamines).

for the nicotinic variant of Liquid 1 and for another two other
tobacco-ﬂavored liquids (Liquid 2 and 3), each of these with and
without nicotine (overall six experiments with three volunteers
at each session). The equipment for sampling and monitoring
was placed on 2 tables at the side of the room about 1 m above
ﬂoor level and 1 m away from the e-cigarette consumers. After
exposure eCO and FeNO were measured again to determine
acute effects of e-cigarette use on these measures. For metabolite analysis subjects were asked to collect urine for another
24 h.
Liquids (with and without nicotine, all with tobacco ﬂavor)
and e-cigarettes were commercially available (Red Kiwi, Seevetal,
Germany). The nicotine content of the liquids was 18 mg/ml according to the manufacturers’ declarations. The e-cigarette contained a
rechargeable lithium-ion battery, an electronic circuit, a vaporizer,
and a mouthpiece with a reﬁllable tank. Batteries were charged
before the study and between study days to ensure their correct
operation.
Subjects
Nine adult volunteers (all males, 20–30 years old, mean age
24.7 ± 4.2 years, size 173–198 cm, weight 63–85 kg) were recruited
for participation in the study. In each vaping session three of them
consumed ﬁrst a nicotine-free and on the day after a nicotinic ecigarette for two hours. All subjects judged themselves as healthy
and were not under medication for at least 15 days before biomonitoring. In particular there was no evidence for pulmonary disease
or other chronic conditions (e.g. renal or liver disease) that might
inﬂuence FeNO and nicotine metabolism. All subjects were occasional smokers with a cigarette consumption of <10 cigarettes per
week (no e-cigarettes) and capable of nicotine abstinence 48 h prior
to each vaping session. Before taking part in the study, the subjects were familiarized with the device by vaping one e-cigarette
under the instruction of the laboratory staff. Thereafter, each subject was given a test set including an e-cigarette and a non-nicotinic
liquid to freely practice vaping for one week at home. Participants were asked to refrain from cigarette smoking for at least
48 h prior to their scheduled session. The ethical committee of the
Bavarian Medical Association approved the study, and volunteers
were enrolled in the study after giving written informed consent.
The investigation was conducted according to the Declaration of
Helsinki.

Materials and methods
Chemical characterization of liquids
Study design
The study was carried out in a room in the ofﬁce building of the
Bavarian Health and Food Safety Authority in Munich, Germany.
Room size was 18 m2 and its volume 45 m3 . The room contained
three tables and a wardrobe (café-like setting), and was operated
at an average air exchange rate of 0.56 h–1 . The measurements were
taken on seven days in July 2012 at the same time of the day. On the
ﬁrst day (control day) the air was monitored without vaping activities and on the following six days with e-cigarette consumption.
Before the measurements, the room was thoroughly ventilated, and
the window was kept tilted during the measurement periods. Subjects were asked to give spot urine before each exposure, and eCO
and FeNO were measured using established monitoring devices
(BreathCO, Vitalograph, Hamburg, Germany; NIOX MINO, Aerocrine, Bad Homburg, Germany); FeNO was assessed at the standard
expiratory ﬂow rate of 50 ml/s. During each vaping session three
study subjects took a seat around a table and consumed an ecigarette ﬁlled with a tobacco-ﬂavored nicotine-free liquid (Liquid
1) from 10 am to 12 pm, while recording their individual number
of puffs. This procedure was repeated on ﬁve consecutive days

1,2-Propanediol, glycerine
To 0.3 g of each liquid 0.1 g internal standard (1,3-propanediol)
were added. This mixture was dissolved in 5 ml isopropanol
and diluted 1:5 with isopropanol. The GC analysis was carried
out on an Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph with ﬂame ionization detector (GC-FID). Separation was performed on an Agilent
DB-WAXetr (polyethylene glycol) capillary column with following dimensions: 30 m length, 0.32 mm inner diameter and 1 m
ﬁlm thickness. The GC oven temperature was programmed from
an initial temperature of 150 ◦ C for 2 min, followed by a ramp
to 220 ◦ C at 5 ◦ C/min with a hold time of 20 min. 1-l-samples
were injected into the GC inlet at a 40:1 split ratio with helium
carrier gas ﬂow rate of 1 ml/min. Temperatures of injector and
detector were 240 ◦ C. The analytes were positively identiﬁed by
comparison of their retention times with those of standards. Quantiﬁcation followed the internal standard quantiﬁcation method.
The limit of detection (LOD) for 1,2-propanediol was 0.5%. The
results were conﬁrmed by analysis via a second GC-column (Agilent
HP 5 capillary column) and in the case of glycerine by enzymatic
analysis.
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Nicotine
Samples were prepared by adding 100 l internal standard solution (heptadecane, 25 mg/ml isopropanol) to 0.3 g of each liquid.
This mixture was diluted with 2 ml isopropanol. The gas chromatograph instrument was an Agilent 6890 equipped with a ﬂame
ionization detector (GC-FID). Separation was carried out on an Agilent HP 5 (5% phenylmethyl polysiloxane) capillary column with
following dimensions: 30 m length, 0.32 mm inner diameter and
0.25 m ﬁlm thickness. The GC oven temperature was programmed
from 140 ◦ C (held 5 min) to 210 ◦ C at 20 ◦ C/min with a hold time
of 25 min. 1-l-samples were injected into the GC inlet at a 20:1
split ratio with helium carrier gas ﬂow rate of 1 ml/min. Temperatures of injector and detector were 250 ◦ C and 280 ◦ C, respectively.
Nicotine was positively identiﬁed by comparison of retention time
with that of the standard. Quantiﬁcation again followed the internal
standard quantiﬁcation method. The LOD for nicotine was 0.1%. The
results were conﬁrmed by analysis on a second GC-column (Agilent
DB-WAXetr capillary column).
Other organic compounds
Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC/MS) was carried
out with a Shimadzu QP2010 instrument equipped with an AOC20i injector and a mass selective detector operated in the single-ion
monitoring mode. A 1-ml-aliquot of each liquid was diluted with
10 ml chloroform and subjected to GC/MS analysis. Analyte separation was performed using helium as carrier gas with constant ﬂow
at 35 cm/sec and a 20 min temperature program composed as follows: 95 ◦ C for 2 min, then 12 ◦ C per min to 250 ◦ C, then 10 ◦ C per
min to 280 ◦ C, then held for 2 min at 280 ◦ C. The MS transfer line
temperature was 275 ◦ C. A three-point calibration curve was prepared for both the respective analyte and its internal standard, and
quantiﬁcation was performed using the ratio of peak areas under a
single ion chromatogram.
Nitrosamines
For analysis of tobacco-speciﬁc nitrosamines, a 1-ml-aliquot
of each liquid was spiked with 10 l internal standard (NNKd4 ) in preparation for LC/MS/MS analysis. N -nitrosonornicotine
(NNN), N -nitrosoanatabine (NAT), N-nitrosoanabasine (NAB),
and 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) were
analyzed by tandem mass spectrometry using selected reaction
monitoring (SRM) detection. The LOD ranged from 0.22 ng/ml
(NAB) to 0.38 ng/ml (NNK).
Analysis of indoor air parameters
Particle mass, particle number concentration
Continuous measurements of particle mass (PM10 , PM2.5 , PM1.0 )
were made using an optical laser aerosol spectrometer (LAS)
(Dust monitor 1.108 operated with factory default settings, Grimm
Technologies, Ainring, Germany). This spectrometer works by
constantly drawing air via a volume-controlled pump (1.2 l/min)
through a ﬂat beam of laser light. The scattered signals generated while particles cross the beam are detected with a high-speed
photo diode, analyzed by an integrated pulse height analyzer
and counted. The LAS measures particle concentrations in 15 size
ranges from 0.300 to 20 m. For our purposes the continuous measurements were stored minute-by-minute on a data logger. PNC
were measured using a Wide Range Aerosol Spectrometer (WRAS,
Grimm Technologies, Ainring, Germany). The WRAS comprises two
particle counters and sizers: GRIMM 5.403 SMPS + C and GRIMM
1.108 LAS (described above), combined via software to one unit.
The GRIMM 5.403 consists out of a high-resolution particle counter
(CPC) attached to a “Vienna Type” electrostatic classiﬁer (M-DMA).
The complete WRAS covers the size range from 0.005 to >20 m.
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Volatile organic compounds
Indoor air samples were collected with a constant ﬂow of
0.2 l/min with Tenax GR as adsorbent and analyzed using a thermodesorption unit (Gerstel, Mülheim, Germany) coupled to GC/MS
(gas chromatograph 6890A coupled to MSD 5973N, Agilent, Waldbronn, Germany). The desorption temperature was 230 ◦ C. The LOD
for a single compound was 0.04 g/m3 using a sample volume of
24 l.
Aldehydes/ketones
Airborne concentrations of aldehydes and ketones were determined by DNPH method according to NIOSH Method 2018 (DNPH,
2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine). Air was sampled on LpDNPH H10
Cartridges (Supelco, Bellefont, USA) with a constant ﬂow rate of
0.1 l/min for 120 min. Elution of aldehyde derivatives was performed by 5 ml acetonitrile (LiChrosolv, Merck, Germany). A Dionex
HPLC system UltiMate 3000 containing of sampler, degaser, gradient pump, column oven, and UV detector was used to carry out the
measurements. Aldehyde derivatives were separated by a binary
gradient (water/acetonitrile) on a reversed-phase column SUPELCOSIL LC-18 (250 mm × 4.6 mm, particle size 5 m). UV detection
wavelength was 360 nm. The LOD was 0.033 mg aldehyde per sample, resulting in 0.03 mg/m3 aldehyde in air sample. Formaldehyde,
acetaldehyde, butyraldehyde, acrolein, and acetone were analyzed.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
Gaseous and particle-bound PAH were determined by collecting indoor air with a medium volume sampler equipped with
a sampling unit consisting of a PM2.5 -inlet, a quartz ﬁber ﬁlter and a polyurethane foam. Filter and PU foam were extracted
with toluene after addition of deuterated PAH standards, puriﬁed
on a silica column and analyzed by GC/MS. Naphthalene, acenaphthylene, acenaphthene, phenanthrene, ﬂuorene, anthracene,
ﬂuoranthene, pyrene, benzo[a]anthracene, chrysene, benzo[b]+benzo[k]ﬂuoranthene, benzo[a]pyrene, dibenzo[a,h]anthracene,
indeno[1,2,3-cd]-pyrene, and benzo[ghi]perylene were determined
as single PAH compounds. Additionally, the sum of these 16 PAH
according to US-EPA was calculated. The LOD was 0.1 ng/m3 using
a sample volume of 10 m3 .
Metals/elements
Samples were collected on 47 mm quartz ﬁber ﬁlters (Pieper,
Bad Zwischenahn, Germany) using a medium volume sampler
equipped with a PM2.5 sampler as sample inlet which operated at
a constant ﬂow of 2.3 m3 /h over a 2-h sampling period parallel to
e-cigarette vaping. Before use, the ﬁlters (coming from the same
production lot) were analyzed for their heavy metal blank values.
After a closed-vessel microwave decomposition of the ﬁlter samples using nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide as oxidizing agents, the
target analytes were measured using inductively coupled plasmamass spectrometry (ICP-MS).
Indoor climate
Indoor carbon dioxide (CO2 ) was measured using a continuously
monitoring infrared sensor (Testo 435) (Testo, Vienna, Austria).
The instrument was programmed for a 1-min data logging interval and values were averaged over the 2-h period of each vaping
session. Indoor humidity, temperature and air pressure were measured simultaneously with a separate sensor connected to the Testo
instrument. Indoor carbon monoxide (CO) was measured using a
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Ansyco, Karlsruhe,
Germany).
Determination of urinary nicotine metabolites by LC/MS/MS
Internal exposure to nicotine was determined by the quantiﬁcation of urinary nicotine and its metabolites cotinine and
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trans-3 -hydroxycotinine using a slightly modiﬁcation of a
LC/MS/MS-method (Xu et al., 2004). Shortly, 400 l of urine was
buffered to pH 4.5 using 400 l of 0.1 M ammonium acetate buffer,
10 l of the isotopically labeled internal standards (d3 -nicotine,
d3 -cotinine and d3 -trans-3 -hydroxycotinine, 10 mg/l) were added
and 10 l of this solution were directly injected in the LC/MS/MSsystem. The analytical column was a Phenomenex Fusion RP
(150 mm × 4.6 mm) with 2 mM ammonium acetate (pH 4.5) in
water and 2 mM ammonium acetate (pH 4.5) in acetonitrile as eluents at a ﬂow rate of 0.4 ml/min. Between-series precision was
determined using a native smokers’ urine sample that was analyzed with every batch (n = 12); it was 4.4% for urinary nicotine
(c = 886 g/l), 4.2% for urinary cotinine (c = 1464 g/l) and 3.3% for
urinary trans-3 -hydroxycotinine (c = 1614 g/l). The accuracy of
this method is assured by regular successful participation of our
laboratory in round robins for the determination of nicotine and
cotinine in urine (www.g-equas.de). Urinary creatinine concentrations were determined photometrically using a 96-well-plate
photometer (Larsen, 1972).
Determination of urinary mercapturic acids by LC/MS/MS
Urinary mercapturic acids were determined as described previously (Schettgen et al., 2008). The mercapturic acids of benzene
(S-PMA), benzylalcohol/toluene (S-BMA), styrene (PHEMA), 1,3butadiene (DHBMA and MHBMA) and acrylonitrile (CEMA and
CHEMA) were determined using speciﬁc automated columnswitching LC/MS/MS-methods. Sample preparation and clean-up
was carried out automatically by online-enrichment of the analytes on a Restricted-Access-Material column (RAM). After transfer
of the analytes to the analytical column, they were further separated from matrix compounds and ﬁnally quantiﬁed by tandem
mass-spectrometry using isotopically labeled analogs of the analytes as internal standards. The LOD of the methods was determined
to be 0.05 g/l urine for S-PMA, 0.5 g/l urine for S-BMA, 0.3 g/l
urine for PHEMA, 10 g/l and 2 g/l urine for DHBMA and MHBMA,
as well as 1 g/l urine for both CEMA and CHEMA; this is sufﬁcient to determine a background excretion of these mercapturic
acids in urine within the general population. The mercapturic acid
of acrolein (3-HPMA) was enriched and cleaned up from urinary
matrix using an ofﬂine solid phase extraction on a SPE-column
(ENV+, 100 mg from Separtis GmbH, Grenzach-Wyhlen, Germany).
The acid was subsequently separated and quantiﬁed by LC/MS/MS
using isotopically labeled 3-HPMA as internal standard. Accuracy
of the determination of S-PMA in human urine is assured by regular successful participation of our laboratory in round robins
(www.g-equas.de). For the other analytes, round robins were not
available during the study period.
Statistical analysis
Data are described by mean values and standard deviations
or by median values and percentiles, depending on the purpose
and distribution. Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test was
employed to compare values of eCO, FeNO and urinary metabolites
before versus after e-cigarette consumption. A p value < 0.05 was
considered statistically signiﬁcant.
Results
Table 1 gives the results of the liquid analysis in terms of
humectants, nicotine, and other (volatile) organic compounds.
All liquids consisted to >90% of the humectants 1,2-propanediol
(mean ± SD, 559.2 ± 51.5 g/l) and glycerine (480.3 ± 41.0 g/l). Nicotine levels (22 ± 0.8 mg/ml) were on average 22% above the
manufacturers’ declaration of 18 mg/ml, but liquids labeled as

nicotine-free had no nicotine present. All e-cigarette solutions
contained small amounts of sensitizing chemicals including
benzylalcohol, menthol, vanillin, and l-limonene, which were
mainly present in Liquid 1. None of the liquids comprised the
tobacco-speciﬁc nitrosamines NNN, NAT, NAB, and NNK (data not
shown).
The results of particle measurements and major climate parameters during the six vaping sessions and on the control day are
presented in Table 2. Overall, the amount of PM was markedly
higher on the vaping days than on the control day, with generally the highest values on the vaping days without nicotine.
Overall, mass concentrations showed a mean value of 197 g/m3
(control 6 g/m3 ) for PM2.5 (90th percentile: 373 g/m3 vs.
8 g/m3 ), with the maximum during the 5th vaping session
(Liquid 3 without nicotine: 514 g/m3 ). PNC also reached high
median values ranging from 48,620 to 88,386 particles/cm3 ,
with peaks at diameters 24–36 nm. Indoor concentrations of
CO and CO2 showed no difference between control and vaping
periods.
Table 3 summarizes the results for VOC and aldehydes/ketones.
A distinct increase versus control was found for 1,2-propanediol
(mean ± SD, 199.2 ± 93.2 g/m3 vs. <0.04 g/m3 ), glycerine
(72.7 ± 6.9 g/m3 vs. <0.04 g/m3 ) and nicotine (2.2 ± 1.7 g/m3
vs. <0.04 g/m3 ). Formaldehyde, benzene and the pyrolysis
products acrolein and acetone did not exceed background concentrations. Only during vaping session 4 (Liquid 2 with nicotine)
the level of formaldehyde was higher than on the control day
(55 g/m3 vs. 25 g/m3 ). Indoor concentrations of the sensitizing
chemicals vanillin and benzylalcohol were only slightly increased
in comparison to control values (0.3 ± 0.2 g/m3 vs. <0.04 g/m3 ;
5 ± 3 g/m3 vs. 4 g/m3 ).
The sum of all measured 16 PAH was approximately 30–90%
higher during the vaping sessions (Table 4) compared to the
control day. The total concentration of PAH was dominated by
the more volatile substances naphthalene, acenaphthene, ﬂuorene
and phenanthrene. With regard to the seven PAH classiﬁed as
probable carcinogens by the IARC (IARC, 2002, 2010), the concentration increased on average by 20% from 122.8 ng/m3 (control)
to 147.3 ± 26.2 ng/m3 (vaping sessions). The concentrations of elements and metals found in indoor air (Table 5) showed a 2.4-fold
increase for aluminum (482.5 ± 158.6 ng/m3 vs. 203.0 ng/m3 ). The
rare-earth elements lanthanum and cerium, the concentrations
of which are usually elevated by conventional tobacco smoking
(Böhlandt et al., 2012), exhibited no increase and were in the
range of outdoor air levels of below 0.5 ng/m3 and 1 ng/m3 , respectively. Moreover, no signiﬁcant increase was observed for the
toxic and potentially carcinogenic elements cadmium, arsenic and
thallium.
The mean ± SD puff rate over all subjects and sessions was
1.1 ± 0.4 puffs per minute. Before and after e-cigarette consumption eCO and FeNO in the subjects’ exhaled air were measured. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, 7 of 9 individuals showed a slight but statistically signiﬁcant (p = 0.030) rise of FeNO after vaping a nicotinic
e-cigarette. The effect was not statistically signiﬁcant (p = 0.554;
increase in 3 of 9 subjects), when nicotine-free liquids were used.
eCO levels which are known to be strongly elevated by conventional
cigarette smoking were not signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by e-cigarette
consumption (data not shown).
The results of metabolite analysis of urine samples are depicted
in Fig. 2. On average, vaping e-cigarettes with nicotine resulted in
a signiﬁcant increase of urinary nicotine and cotinine, but not 3OH-cotinine levels. Interestingly, 3-HPMA, the mercapturic acid
metabolite of the pyrolysis product acrolein, was also elevated
after nicotinic vaping, while the other analyzed mercapturic acids
showed no increase in the urine of the subjects (data not shown).
Nicotine-free vaping had no statistically signiﬁcant impact on all
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Table 1
Component analysis (mg/l) of liquidsa vaporized during the vaping sessions.
Compounds

1,2-Propanediol
Glycerine
Nicotine
Sabinene
Trimethylpyrazine
Benzylalcoholb
Phenylethylalcohol
p-Dimethoxybenzene
Mentholb
Ethylmaltol
2-(2-Butoxyethoxy)ethanol
Anisaldehyde
p-Propenylansiole
␥-Dodecalactone
Furaneol
␤-Pinene
Corylon
Ethylvanillin
Dihydrocoumarin
Vanillinb
Acetophenone
Ethylphenylacetate
Camphor
␦-Undecalactone
l-Limoneneb
a
b

CAS

57-55-6
56-81-5
54-11-5
3387-41-5
14667-55-1
100-51-6
60-12-8
150-78-7
1490-04-6
4940-11-8
112-34-5
123-11-5
104-46-1
2305-05-7
3658-77-3
127-91-3
80-71-7
121-32-4
119-84-6
121-33-5
98-86-2
101-97-3
76-22-2
710-04-3
5989-27-5

Liquid 1

Liquid 2

Liquid 3

− nicotine

+ nicotine

− nicotine

+ nicotine

− nicotine

+ nicotine

547,000
497,000
0.0
0.0
12.1
59.4
3.1
14.7
1.3
47.0
3.2
9.6
11.4
0.0
323.9
1.6
774.4
59.2
72.3
135.3
5.5
7.5
3.8
0.0
2.4

529,000
507,000
23,000
1.5
12.4
60.5
3.3
15.6
1.1
46.0
3.9
9.4
13.4
0.5
522.2
2.5
691.2
54.8
60.8
140.4
5.7
4.1
4.9
0.0
2.2

546,000
485,000
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.5
0.8
0.9
4.1
0.0
3.3
0.8
0.0
0.6
2207.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.3
0.0
3.2
0.5
0.0
1.0
1.6

529,000
498,000
22,000
0.0
0.3
3.1
0.8
1.1
4.2
0.0
5.5
1.0
0.0
0.6
7622.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.7
3.1
2.5
0.0
0.0
0.7
1.9

673,000
390,000
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.9
2.6
0.7
2.9
253.2
1.8
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
234.2
0.0
0.9
22.8
0.7
0.0
0.0
7.0
1.8

531,000
505,000
21,000
0.0
0.5
2.7
3.0
0.9
8.8
0.5
117.0
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
4.2
0.0
1.1
167.1
0.7
0.0
0.0
5.9
2.2

All liquids were labeled as tobacco-ﬂavored.
Known contact allergens. CAS: Chemical Abstracts Service number.

urinary metabolite levels measured in this study. Only nicotine
was found slightly but signiﬁcantly elevated possibly due to passive exposure to cigarette smoke prior to the nicotine-free vaping
session (Benowitz et al., 2009).

Discussion
Since tobacco smoking is being progressively banned from public places worldwide, electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) show a

Table 2
Statistical characteristics of the distributions of particulate mattera and room climate parameters in indoor air during the 2-h vaping sessions and the control period.
No vapingb

Liquid 1

Liquid 2

Liquid 3

− nicotine

+ nicotine

− nicotine

+ nicotine

− nicotine

+ nicotine

2
3
34
4140

105
126
158
68,867

9
13
31
46,444

11
17
41
29,733

11
16
31
44,287

127
169
198
65,805

9
16
46
33,485

90th percentile
PM1.0 (g/m3 )
PM2.5 (g/m3 )
PM10 (g/m3 )
PNC (N/cm3 )c

3
8
61
4943

521
636
683
92,673

64
79
115
58,490

244
290
304
66,124

72
90
116
57,886

577
819
866
100,656

244
324
363
55,307

Median
PM1.0 (g/m3 )
PM2.5 (g/m3 )
PM10 (g/m3 )
PNC (N/cm3 )c

2
6
45
4365

242
296
332
85,724

13
18
40
53,552

62
74
93
56,441

22
30
57
53,068

421
561
604
88,386

31
49
85
48,620

Mean
PM1.0 (g/m3 )
PM2.5 (g/m3 )
PM10 (g/m3 )
PNC (N/cm3 )c
Geometric diameter (nm)

2
6
47
4466
43

293
353
398
82,800
31

28
35
63
52,568
27

98
121
141
51,385
24

40
51
74
51,321
28

376
514
555
85,446
36

80
110
145
46,572
33

Air exchange rate (1 h–1 )
Temperature (◦ C)
Relative humidity (%)
Air pressure (hPa)
CO (ppm)
CO2 (ppm)

0.76
24
48
964
0.00
1380

0.39
25
48
956
0.02
1710

0.56
26
53
954
0.04
1486

0.37
26
57
957
0.00
1665

0.40
27
56
955
0.00
1606

0.74
27
48
958
0.00
1239

0.74
27
44
958
0.00
1216

10th percentile
PM1.0 (g/m3 )
PM2.5 (g/m3 )
PM10 (g/m3 )
PNC (N/cm3 )c

a
b
c

Calculated PM in accordance to VDI 4300-11.
Determined without e-cigarette the day before ﬁrst vaping session.
PNC, particle number concentrations; size range 5 nm to > 20 m.
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Table 3
Indoor air concentrations (g/m3 ) of volatile organic compounds and aldehydes/ketones measured during a 2-hour use of e-cigarettes containing different liquidsa with (+)
or without (−) nicotine, or at the control day.
Compounds

Formaldehyde
Acetaldehyde
Butyraldehyde
Acetone
Acrolein
Benzene
Benzaldehyde
Benzylalcoholc
Benzylbenzoate
2,5-Dimethylfuran
3-Ethenylpyridine
Glycerine
l-Limonenec
Mentholc
Nicotine
1,2-Propanediol
Vanillinc
a
b
c
d

No vapingb

CAS

50-00-0
75-07-0
123-72-8
67-64-1
107-02-8
71-43-2
100-52-7
100-51-6
120-51-4
625-86-5
1121-55-7
56-81-5
5989-27-5
1490-04-6
54-11-5
57-55-6
121-33-5

Liquid 1

25.0
20.0
<10
<10
<10
0.2
3.7
4.0
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
2.2
0.4
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04

Liquid 2

Liquid 3

− nicotine

+ nicotine

− nicotine

+ nicotine

− nicotine

+ nicotine

24.0
19.0
<10
<10
<10
0.2
1.7
4.4
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
72.0
0.8
0.4
<0.04
160.0
0.2

28.0
22.0
<10
<10
<10
0.3
2.2
1.9
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
77.0
0.9
0.7
0.6
140.0
0.1

27.0
19.0
<10
<10
<10
0.2
2.9
4.9
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
71.0
2.4
1.1
0.9
110.0
0.2

55.0
25.0
<10
<10
<10
0.3
5.0
11.0
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
81.0
3.1
1.3
1.3
175.0
0.4

28.0
162.0
<10
<10
<10
0.2
3.1
2.5
0.3
<0.04
<0.04
76.0
0.5
0.6
–d
395.0
0.6

21.0
16.0
<10
<10
<10
0.3
2.3
2.9
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
59.0
1.4
0.7
4.6
215.0
0.3

Each of the six liquids was vaporized by three e-cigarette consumers during an individual vaping session.
VOC background concentrations were determined without any e-cigarette exposure the day before ﬁrst vaping session.
Known contact allergens.
Not determinable.

The nicotine content of e-cigarette solutions varies by manufacturer (Cameron et al., 2013; Goniewicz et al., 2013b) and can
sometimes be markedly higher than declared (FDA, 2009). Such differences were also observed in our study, as the nicotine content of
liquids was 1.2-fold higher than claimed by the manufacturer. Still,
liquids labeled as nicotine-free had no nicotine present, in contrast
to previous ﬁndings (FDA, 2009). Nicotine is a potent parasympathomimetic alkaloid and psychoactive drug that acts on the
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors in the central nervous system to
induce the release of several neurotransmitters (Tweed et al., 2012).
Increased levels of dopamine in the reward circuits of the brain

rapidly growing market share, although data on their safety for
users and secondhand smokers are limited. The present study offers
a comprehensive exposure assessment by analysis of the effects
of e-cigarettes on indoor air quality in terms of PM, PNC, VOC,
PAH, carbonyls, and metals. FeNO levels of the subjects were measured to determine acute effects of e-cigarette consumption on a
physiological read-out. The uptake of nicotine and other VOC by
the e-cigarette consumers was investigated via urinary nicotine
metabolites and mercapturic acids. We also analyzed the chemical composition of the liquids and checked for the presence of
nitrosamines.

Table 4
PAH concentrations (ng/m3 ) measured during the 2-h e-cigarette vaping sessions and at the control day.
PAH (IARC group)a

Liquid 1

Liquid 2

Liquid 3
− nicotine

+ nicotine

Acenaphthene (3)
Acenaphthylene (n.c.)
Anthracene (3)
Benzo[a]anthracene (2B)
Benzoﬂuoranthenesc (2B)
Benzo[a]pyrene (1)
Benzo[ghi]perylene (3)
Chrysene (2B)
Dibenzo[a,h]anthracene (2A)
Fluoranthene (3)
Fluorene (3)
Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene (2B)
Naphthalene (2B)
Pyrene (3)
Phenanthrene (3)

51.0
1.0
2.0
<0.2
2.3
<0.2
0.5
0.5
<0.2
12.0
32.0
<0.2
120.0
8.6
120.0

41.0
1.4
<0.2
<0.2
2.5
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
6.0
28.0
<0.2
120.0
4.6
73.0

100.0
3.0
<0.2
<0.2
2.7
<0.2
0.4
0.5
<0.2
11.0
69.0
0.4
170.0
8.3
180.0

83.0
2.1
3.6
<0.2
2.6
<0.2
0.3
0.4
<0.2
13.0
60.0
0.3
110.0
7.8
170.0

120.0
2.8
7.8
<0.2
3.2
<0.2
0.4
0.5
<0.2
17.0
100.0
0.3
150.0
11.0
250.0

70.0
3.3
3.7
<0.2
3.7
<0.2
0.4
0.5
<0.2
17.0
70.0
0.5
130.0
9.6
220.0

63.0
9.5
8.3
<0.2
4.1
0.4
0.5
0.4
<0.2
16.0
91.0
0.6
180.0
8.9
240.0

Sum of all PAH
Sum of 1/2A/2B-PAH

349.9
122.8

276.5
122.5

545.2
173.6

453.1
113.4

663.0
154.0

528.8
134.7

622.6
185.4

a

-

No vapingb

− nicotine

+ nicotine

− nicotine

+ nicotine

Assessment of the PAH carcinogenicity by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC):

carcinogenic to humans (IARC group 1)
probably carcinogenic to humans (IARC group 2A)
possibly carcinogenic to humans (IARC group 2B)
no evidence to their carcinogenicity in humans (IARC group 3)
n.c., not classiﬁed
b
c

PAH background concentrations were determined without any e-cigarette exposure the day before ﬁrst vaping session.
Sum of benzo[b]ﬂuoranthene and benzo[k]ﬂuoranthene.
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Table 5
Concentrations of metals/elements (ng/m3 ) measured during the 2-h e-cigarette vaping sessions and at the control day.
No vapinga

Al
As
Bi
Ca
Cd
Ce
Co
Cr
Cu
Fe
K
La
Mg
Mn
Mo
Na
Ni
Pb
Sb
Sn
Ti
Tl
V
Zn
a

203.0
0.8
0.1
<2000.0
<0.1
<0.2
4.4
1376.0
31.9
6669.0
<1000.0
<0.1
112.0
149.0
15.5
<1000.0
668.0
10.1
<2.0
<5.0
24.7
<1.0
<10.0
<500.0

Liquid 1

Liquid 2

Liquid 3

− nicotine

+ nicotine

− nicotine

+ nicotine

− nicotine

+ nicotine

709.0
1.5
1.1
3142.0
1.2
0.5
1.7
476.0
16.2
2402.0
<1000.0
0.3
356.0
84.0
<10.0
3492.0
216.0
5.7
<2.0
7.1
52.2
<1.0
<10.0
<500.0

667.0
1.7
1.2
2161.0
0.2
0.5
1.9
475.0
27.2
3771.0
<1000.0
0.3
299.0
57.7
<10.0
2610.0
213.0
5.8
<2.0
8.6
42.8
<1.0
<10.0
<500.0

269.0
<0.2
0.1
<2000.0
<0.1
2.4
0.6
236.0
127.0
1666.0
<1000.0
1.9
130.0
24.8
<10.0
<1000.0
151.0
6.8
<2.0
<5.0
40.5
<1.0
<10.0
<500.0

434.0
1.3
0.3
<2000.0
0.2
0.7
2.7
655.0
21.0
3149.0
<1000.0
0.5
189.0
66.5
<10.0
<1000.0
356.0
3.2
<2.0
<5.0
33.1
<1.0
<10.0
<500.0

351.0
0.4
0.2
<2000.0
<0.1
0.2
<0.5
65.3
13.1
1131.0
<1000.0
0.2
105.0
<5.0
<10.0
<1000.0
8.1
10.9
<2.0
<5.0
30.6
<1.0
<10.0
<500.0

465.0
<0.2
0.2
<2000.0
<0.1
0.3
<0.5
113.0
12.3
585.0
<1000.0
0.2
<100.0
<5.0
<10.0
<1000.0
19.8
<3.0
<2.0
<5.0
<20.0
<1.0
<10.0
<500.0

Metal background concentrations determined without e-cigarette the day before ﬁrst vaping session.

are responsible for the apparent euphoria and relaxation, but also
for addiction to nicotine consumption (Benowitz, 2010). Nicotine
has a higher afﬁnity for acetylcholine receptors in the brain than
those in skeletal muscle; at toxic doses (adults: 30–60 mg, children:
6–10 mg) it causes death by respiratory paralysis (Katzung, 2006).
Our results conﬁrm that liquids contain amounts of nicotine that
are potentially lethal for adults and children. As nicotine readily
passes into the bloodstream following dermal contact, spilling of
5 ml of e-cigarette liquid (equivalent to 110 mg nicotine) onto
the skin can cause severe intoxications or even death. There is a

considerable health risk, if young children accidentally touch or
swallow nicotine solutions, especially when liquids are not sold
in child-safe containers. Moreover, the tested e-cigarette solutions
contained several sensitizing chemicals including benzylalcohol
and l-limonene. Clinical data show that these substances can produce allergic contact dermatitis and immediate contact reactions,
characterized by itching and the appearance of wheals, erythema,
and pruritus (Chow et al., 2013; Nardelli et al., 2011). Recent studies also reported the presence of carcinogenic nitrosamines in
e-cigarette solutions (Goniewicz et al., 2013a; Trehy et al., 2011).

Fig. 1. Seven out of nine volunteers showed increased FeNO levels after vaping an e-cigarette with nicotinic liquid (right panel) but only three with nicotine-free liquid
(left panel). Each symbol represents NO (ppb) in the exhaled air of each of the subjects before and after vaping an e-cigarette with (+, right panel) or without (−, left panel)
nicotine for 2 h. *p = 0.030; n.s., not signiﬁcant in pre-post comparison.
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Fig. 2. Box plots show the concentrations of (A) nicotine, (B) cotinine, (C) trans-3 -hydroxycotinine (3-OH-cotinine), and (D) 3-hydroxypropylmercapturic acid (3-HPMA)
measured in urine samples of nine subjects collected before and after vaping an e-cigarette with (+) or without (−) nicotine. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; n.s., not signiﬁcant in pre-post
comparison.

Our analyses, however, did not conﬁrm this observation in the
liquids used by us. These considerations indicate that e-cigarette
solutions should be labeled with appropriate warnings of potential
health effects, particularly regarding children.
Analysis of indoor air quality during vaping sessions showed
that e-cigarettes are not emission-free. We found substantial
amounts of 1,2-propanediol, glycerine and nicotine in the gasphase as well as high concentrations of PM2.5 (mean 197 g/m3 ),
which is consistent with previous ﬁndings in indoor air (McAuley
et al., 2012; Pellegrino et al., 2012). With regard to the seven PAH
classiﬁed as probable carcinogens by the IARC (IARC, 2002, 2010),
their concentration increased by 20% to 147.3 ng/m3 during the
vaping sessions. Similarly, aluminum showed a 2.4-fold increase
in indoor air, which has also been reported by Williams and coworkers (Williams et al., 2013). PNC ranged from 48,620 to 88,386
particles/cm3 (median) with peaks between 24 and 36 nm. For
comparison, the particle size distribution of a conventional ﬁlter
cigarette peaks at 100 nm and shows a higher total number concentration (Schripp et al., 2013). The ﬁne and ultraﬁne particles
related to the use of e-cigarettes are probably formed from supersaturated 1,2-propanediol vapor and should be partially deposited
in the human lung.
There are few data on adverse physiologic effects after shortterm use of e-cigarettes (Vardavas et al., 2012). Using an e-cigarette
and liquids containing < 10% nicotine for only 5 minutes led to an
immediate decrease in FeNO and an increase in airway resistance.
This effect may be attributed to nicotine (see below) and/or 1,2propanediol that is capable of causing acute ocular and upper
airway irritations in healthy individuals (Wieslander et al., 2001).
Recently, a case report even described the occurrence of exogenous lipoid pneumonia due to inhalation of glycerine present in
e-cigarette solutions (McCauley et al., 2012). In our study, seven
out of nine subjects showed a rise of FeNO after nicotinic but not
non-nicotinic e-cigarette consumption.
FeNO is commonly considered as a marker of eosinophilic airway inﬂammation but also depends on other factors. As it is well
known, a reduction of the bronchial area due to smooth muscle action or an impairment of NO transfer from the mucosa into

the lumen due to mucosal ﬂuid imbalance, or an interaction with
inhaled oxidants can lead to a decrease of FeNO. Such factors might
have been active in the acute response observed after 5-min ecigarette vaping (Vardavas et al., 2012), and the increase in airway
resistance would be consistent with the decrease in FeNO, without invoking inﬂammatory mechanisms, as the increase could be
associated with a reduction in bronchial area. In contrast, subjects
consumed e-cigarettes for as much as two hours in our study, and
this could well have led to different or even opposite responses.
Literature ﬁndings on bronchial effects of nicotine are not consistent but there are some data on acute bronchoconstrictor effects,
with subsequent time-dependent bronchodilator action in cats
(Thompson et al., 1990). These data seem of interest as cats are
sometimes considered to be better suited for the physiological comparison with humans than rats or mice.
For the interpretation of our results is seems of interest that
nicotine has been shown to enhance NO production by activation of
the endothelium nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) and the inducible NO
synthase (iNOS) (Chen et al., 2004). NO from eNOS is known to act as
neurotransmitter in the central nervous system or as potent vasorelaxant though modulation of muscular tone (Moncada et al., 1989).
It could be possible that vasodilation increases the total amount
of NO transported into the lumen of the respiratory tract. In contrast, NO from iNOS is generally deﬁned as a deleterious molecule
within the processes of inﬂammation (Southan and Szabo, 1996)
and seems to predominantly transcriptionally activated. It is not
clear from the literature at which time scale these different mechanisms work, however direct physiologic effects, e.g. by vasodilation
or changes in bronchial area, after a 2-h exposure would be more
plausible than direct effects on iNOS via common transcription
factors (Ahn and Aggarwal, 2005). Comparing with the results by
Vardavas et al. (2012), the issue of FeNO in response to e-cigarette
vaping seems interesting and worth of further study.
In contrast to FeNO, there were no changes in eCO. We measured eCO not because we expected a signiﬁcant CO load from
e-cigarettes, in contrast to conventional cigarettes or Shisha, but
because CO is considered as a potential marker of oxidative stress
(Babusikova et al., 2008). Exhaled CO is, however, notoriously
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difﬁcult to attribute to pathophysiological alterations due to disturbances arising from the CO contained in inhaled air.
The data on urinary metabolites conﬁrm the uptake of nicotine
and acrolein through e-cigarette consumption. Nicotine is metabolized in the liver by cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes, primarily
CYP2A6 (Benowitz et al., 2006). The major metabolite is cotinine.
Other primary metabolites include nicotine N -oxide, nornicotine
or trans-3 -hydroxycotinine, which is formed from cotinine by
hydroxylation (Hukkanen et al., 2005). We observed a signiﬁcant
increase of nicotine and cotinine levels in urine samples of subjects
who consumed e-cigarettes with nicotinic liquids. Interestingly,
3-HPMA, the mercapturic acid metabolite of acrolein, was also elevated, although in indoor air no acrolein could be observed. Acrolein
is a strong irritant for the skin, eyes, and nasal passages and is
commonly associated with the risk of lung cancer (Feng et al., 2006).
Overall, our data underline that e-cigarettes are not emissionfree and impair indoor air quality. Exposure to e-cigarette
pollutants might be a health concern, as ﬁne and ultraﬁne particles formed from supersaturated 1,2-propanediol vapor can be
deposited in the lung. Physiologic effects in consumers, though difﬁcult to interpret, are suggested by the slight increase of FeNO after
vaping nicotine-containing liquids. Whether effects also occur in
passive smokers, is uncertain. Recent data on leukocyte populations in the blood and parameters of conventional spirometry did
not indicate alterations induced by passive or even active vaping of
e-cigarettes (Flouris et al., 2013, 2012) but these measures are not
likely to be the most sensitive markers. Further research is needed
to address particularly the issue of potential long-term effects of ecigarette use. This is relevant because e-cigarettes are used by many
consumers in order to facilitate withdrawal from cigarette smoking.
It is currently not clear whether and in which speciﬁc circumstances
this strategy works (Odum et al., 2012) and, more importantly,
whether subjects stop the e-cigarette use after some time or continue with it instead of conventional cigarettes. In view of consumer
protection, e-cigarettes and especially nicotine-containing liquids,
as extremely toxic substances, should be ofﬁcially regulated and
labeled with appropriate warnings on health risks, particularly toxicity in children. Recently, a corresponding draft law regarding
better regulation of e-cigarettes was also passed by the European
Parliament.
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